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PREFACE. 

Ir is with feelings of deep thankfulness to the Giver of every good gift—especially 

of all wisdom to plan, and power to carry out counsel into execution—that the 

Author has, after a very long period of most strenuous exertion, been enabled to 

send forth to the Public a Work, which, from its wide extent of plan, and no less com- 

prehensiveness of particulars, may be said to constitute, in a manner, the results of 

the labours,—at least in the department of Theology,—of almost a lifetime. When 

the Author applied himself, nearly eight years ago, to the construction of a Supple- 

mentary Volume to his larger Greek Testament, he little thought that he should 

afterwards be called upon to furnish what he has now been enabled to accomplish ; 

but circumstances, over which he had no control, demanded it of him. That 

Supplemental Volume had been, the reader will remember, constructed in fulfilment 

of an engagement on his part to the Public, in the Preface to the Third Edition of 

1839,—that any further accessions of new matter, or alterations, for improvement, 

of old, should be reserved for another Volume, to be formed out of whatever 

additional materials the Author might be enabled, out of his multifarious reading 

and assiduous study, to collect in the course of such a period as should, by the 

mercy of God, be granted to him, with competency of health and strength, to labour 

in the great cause to which he had so long devoted himself; so that the Volume 

should contain his amended judgments and latest views, on the very many 

disputed points, whether of reading or interpretation, occurring in the Greek 

New Testament. 

Accordingly, after a period of preparation as long as that to which he could 

safely defer the carrying out of his purpose, the Author applied himself to the 

working up of his long gathered materials into a regular edifice; and, after the 

labour of above a year and a quarter, he sent forth to the Public the long promised 

Volume,—with which he intended to close his labours on the New Testament; 

trusting, that the original Work in its most perfect state, coupled with the 

Supplementary Volume—of no inconsiderable bulk and quantity of matter,— 

would furnish Students of Theology, and Ministers, with whatever might be essen- 

tially necessary for their use. 

However, not long after the publication of the Supplementary Volume, it became 

evident that the Public needed far more than what was there furnished according to 

the arrangement which it had been thought might suffice. Experience showed, that 

the mode in which, by that arrangement, the conjoint matter presented itself to the 

reader, was inconvenient, rendering necessary a process of mental labour by amalga- 

mation, to which few persons are equal, and which involved a sacrifice of time 

and attention that could ill be spared, especially by Students and Ministers ;— 

and which, after all, did not accomplish the same purpose as if the matter con- 

A2 
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tained in the two Works, thus requiring to be brought together, had been regularly 

incorporated into one. In fact, it was ere long suggested to the Author, from the 

very highest quarters in the Church and the Universities, that a complete and careful 

amalgamation by himself of the matter contained in them both would produce a 

Work calculated to be highly serviceable to accomplish the end in view. No little 

hesitancy, however, was felt by him, in undertaking so great a labour ;—involving, 

too, as it must, no inconsiderable pecuniary sacrifice out of his slender means. Never- 

theless, being, at length convinced that the great Cause, for which he had so long 

laboured, demanded the exertion and the sacrifice, he felt it his duty to make it. 

Accordingly, undeterred by difficulty, he entered upon the undertaking with the 

courageous energy of his earliest course. No long time, however, had elapsed, 

before he found, that the labour he should have to bestow, would be far greater 

than he had calculated on. After a minute examination of the matter of the 

original Work, and carefully revolving in mind the full extent of the purpose aimed 

at, he became convinced that far more than a mere amalgamation, by incorporation, 

however skilfully executed, of the matter contained in the two Works, would be 

indispensable, —at least as regarded permanency of effect, with a view to the 

future requirements of the Public. What is more, he found the Critical Annota- 

tions of the original Work not such as he could now consider sufficient, — 

especially as respected the present advanced state of Critico-Biblical Science, — 

although he had already gone far towards supplying that deficiency in his 

Supplementary Volume. This, ere long, suggested the idea of a separate work of 

limited extent, which should present a careful fresh revision of the text, accompanied 

with brief Critical notes only, giving reasons for the further changes which, while 

drawing up his Supplemental Volume, or subsequently, he had deemed fit to be made 

in the Greek Text of the original work. Further, in order to thoroughly bottom the 

whole question, by, as it were, sounding the depths of inquiry as to the actual value 

and authority of the tezius receptus, —and also to arrive at the ¿ruth as to the real 

character, and just claims to paramount authority of the earliest Uncial Codices, — 

he now thought it indispensable (previously to forming such a fresh revision) to 

obtain possession of various important facts, which might come in aid of surmise, 

however plausible, to fully test the true value, and consequently just autho- 

rity of the MSS. in cursive characters, and to ascertain how far the statements 

of their contents, as set forth in the various Critical Editions, could be confided 

in as a true representation of their actual contents, on which must depend the 

determination of their full value. To accomplish this purpose, it was necessary to 

compare the readings of a competent number of cursive copies, as they are repre- 

sented in the Critical Editions, with those supplied by a careful recollation by himself. 

He recollated, therefore, seven of the most important Cursive Codices, and effected 

a partial recollation of all the rest, of any value or authority, to which he could gain 

access. As the result of this labour, he found the collations, with very few exceptions, 

made in so very careless and inexact a way, as to be any thing but full representa- 

tions of the contents. Furthermore, in order to ascertain the real value of the Cursive 

Codices generally, he applied himself to collate such MSS., hitherto either uncol- 
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lated or most imperfectly collated, of the New Testament, as he could gain access 

to, —especially those of the Lambeth Library, to the number of 23, and those found 

in our great National Repository, to a far greater number. Of the former, the whole 

were most carefully collated by him throughout; and, with the exclusion of a few of 

no value, the whole of the latter, except in the Gospels of St. Luke and St. John, and 

great part of St. Mark ; which remaining portion of his task he was sedulously engaged 

in accomplishing, when his labours were abruptly cut short by the necessity, which, 

he at length had become convinced, existed, for the, as it were, reconstruction of 

his long laboured Work on an enlargement of plan, such as seemed called for by 

the exigencies of the times, and embracing both the Critical and the Exegetical 

departments of Annotation. From the gradual development of this plan arose 

the Work, in its present vastly extended scale aud improved form; and which the 

Author now sends forth, with some confidence of obtaining a renewal of the meed 

of approbation accorded by the Public to his previous endeavours to merit its 

patronage. To revert to the above long-continued (though not wholly completed) 

Critical researches, the Author may be permitted to say, that by those labours 

amply sufficient had been effected to enable him to see his way on very many 

obscure questions where he had previously been more or less in the dark. This 

advantage was obtained, in a great measure, by his having now acquired a com- 

plete practical acquaintance with Paleography, on which the decision of very 

many debated Critical questions materially depends. In carrying forward the above 

collations and recollations, the Author, aware that collation is the true basis of all 

sound Biblical criticism, kept continually in mind the state of the evidence as 

regarded the true reading, not a little perplexed and dubious, of very many passages 

of the New Testament. Moreover, in the exercise of fresh research, and further 

inquiry pursued in various points of view, he not only entered more fully into the 

true reading of disputed passages, but, in some measure, into the true interpretation 

of not a few variously expounded passages of the New Testament ;—insomuch 

that he was enabled to form no inconsiderable amount of fresh matter both of 

Critical and of Exegetical annotation, which proved of very great service in 

drawing up the Work now sent forth to the Public; in the construction of which 

he constantly subjected the whole of the original work, together with the Supple- 

mentary Volume, to a searching examination, both with a view to correction of 

statement and impartment of fuller information ; in fact, for improvement generally, 

and not least by condensation. The utmost brevity was indeed imperatively called 

for by the necessity of introducing, with due compression, a vast amount of new 

and most important matter, chiefly original—either accumulated during the labours 

of several years, or gathered up from various sources while the work was in progress, 

or being carried (very slowly and carefully) through the press. In short, the pre- 

sent performance comprehends, as respects the Critical notes, not only the amal- 

gamated matter, with great enlargement and improvement, both of the original 

Work and of the Supplementary Volume, but the general results of the above- 

mentioned collations and recollations, and also of the extensive Critical researches, 

carried on for a period of several years. The Ezegetical notes have been very 
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considerably increased in number, and the former annotations greatly improved in 

various respects, and not least by the insertion of much important Geographical and 

Tcpographical matter. The Jntroductions to the Books of the New Testament have 

been, in a manner, rewritten, and the Jnderes, both of Greek words and phrases 

and of Matters, have been formed anew, with adaptation to the Work in its present 

state. In the department of Philological and Grammatical discussion, the Author 

desires respectfully, but earnestly, to recommend, especially to his younger readers, 

his Lexicon to the Greek Testament, in its second and vastly improved edition ;— 

a work which will, he trusts, prove highly serviceable to ai] readers of his Greek 

Testament, and form a most useful appendage to it. To the Student of Theology it 

is calculated to be peculiarly instructive, inasmuch as all the articles which involve 

the leading doctrines or essential truths of the Gospel, have been drawn up with 

especial view thereto. 

The additional matter of whatever kind in the present Work, is for the most 

part original; but a portion of it has been derived (with acknowledgement), after 

condensation, from the great luminaries of Exegetical science, ancient and modern 

(CEcum., Chrys., Theoph., Theod., Augustin, T. Aquin., Calvin, Hyperius, Bullinger, 

Estius, and of more recent Theologians, Hoffmann, in his ably executed work on 

the Quotations from the Old Testament); also from Foreign Expositors of what is 

called the Orthodox School of Germany, as Olshausen, Tholuck, Stier, (now in course 

of translation, ably executed by the Rev. Mr. Pope of London,) also from some recent 

English Expositors of note. In bringing together, with orderly arrangement and 

due perspicuity, so vast a body of heterogeneous materials, the Author had need 

of all the advantages which long experience and a practised skill in composition 

could contribute towards the accomplishment of the purpose in view. 

To revert in a general way to the two departments of his present labours—the 

Critical and the Exegetical. As to the former, the Author trusts that his recent very 

extensive researches (of which the present work contains the chief results) have 

enabled him materially to improve the Text which he had long ago framed ;—at any 

rate he has been guided by a spirit alike remote on the one hand from reckless 

innovation, and, on the other, from a slavish adherence to what had been indeed 

received, but on grounds which, the Editor had become convinced, would not bear 

the severe test of searching examination, when conducted on the enlightened Critical 

principles which mark the present advanced state of Biblical science!. As to the 

1 The Author must, however, be understood as not offering the text of the Greck Testament, 
presented in this work, as final (far from it !), but only provisional, and subject to further changes 

where called for by the evidence of truth, —the whole serving to lay a firm foundation for a future 

superstructure, when all the cursive copies extant shall have been carefully collated, and their 
readings as to origin, character, &c., thoroughly settled. His view of the extent of rescarch, to be 

carried out before we shall be enabled to construct a thoroughly fixed Text, entirely accords with 
tbat promulgated by the learned and judicious Mr. Scrivener of Falmouth, in the Introduction to 
his late valuable work, entitled “ Twenty collations of Greek MSS. of the Four Gospels, hitherto 
uncollated," where, after showing that Griesb. and Scholz, Lachm. and Tisch. have each failed in 
his attempt to classify the MSS. of the Greek Testament, chiefly for want of proper data whereon 

to form a sure system, owing to materials for judgment being imperfectly known, ——and further 
remarking that " he doubts not it will be accomplished by some scholar in the next generation, who 
shall avail himself of tho patient labours (by collation, &c.) of obecurer names," he adds, “ We wil! 
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latter and more important department, he is not aware that aught has been left 

undone to serve every necessary purpose of the Student in Theology, the Minister 

not endeavour to reap until the fields shall be seen to be ripe for harvest." He further fully 
proves, that “both the theory of a twofold division of the MSS. into Recensions must be aban- 

donc }, and an exclusive devotion to any single class of records, however venerable from antiquity, 
foregone." The Author is, indeed, disposed to suspect, with the same competent judge of these 
matters, that “all the MSS., Versions, and Fathers, will ultimately resolve themselves into 5 or 6 

classes, by the diligent comparison of which agreeing or disagreeing testimonies, we shall at length 
come far nearer than the Editors who adopt the system of recensions,—though widely differing in 
their views,—have brought us, as to the ipsissima verba of the Sacred writers.” Even Mr. Alford, 
in the “correction of the great mistake" which he candidly confesses he made in his first Edition 
of Vol. I., ** by forming too high an estimate of the authority of the most ancient MSS. as deter- 
mining a reading, and too low a one as to the importance of internal evidence," has arrived at a 
view little differing from that of Mr. Scrivener. See sect. i. ch. vi. 12, of his Prolegomena to the 
2nd Edit. of Vol. I. In what is there said the Author mainly concurs; and, indeed, generally so in 
the Canons which, after Tischendorff, Mr. Alford lays down for our guidance in the construction 
of & newly revised Text. In fact, the theory of those Canons is nearly unobjectionable; but tho 
mode in which that theory has been carried out by both Tisch. and Alf. is, as far as regards the due 
weigbt to be awarded to infernal evidence, when properly weighed, not a little frustrated, in its re- 
sults, from attaining that end which the theory, properly understood and duly carried out in practice, 
ie calculated to attain. Indeed, if a wide aberration in this respect from the right course be not 
proved almost to demonstration in the present work, the Author will have laboured long and 
thought much to very little purpose. Had there been more scope, he could have multiplied 
his proofs of the error in question tenfold. Something additional may be effected in this respect, 
should he be encouraged, by the public approbation of his present labours, to bring forward 
some further choice Critical materials formed in the course of his long laboured Collations and 
Critical researches. He cannot, however, allow himself for the present to conclude, without ani- 

madverting on one, he apprehends, erroneous notion to which Mr. Alford still clings, but which 
his better judgment will, doubtless, ere long, enable him to cast off, with the other * things that 
have been,"—namely, that “long before the date of our earliest MSS. a systematic course of 
correction had begun, and that there existed errors of transcription of long standing.” The latter 
may have taken place, but the former is destitute of proof or even probability. At any rate, the 
pharomenu which offer themselves to the diligent Collator and the enlightened Critic (whose 
province it is to use the labours of his coadjutor, who prepares the field which he is to sow and 
reap), are, as Mr. Scrivener truly observes, fatal to the scheme of those persons who, as Mr. Alford, 
persuade themselves that a process of gradual change and corruption of the Sacred text was gra- 
dually going onwards, during the Middle Ages, till the Sacred Originals passed from the state 
exhibited in the most venerable uncials of A, B, C, into the stereotyped standard of the Con- 
stantinopolitan Church. There is surely no cause for believing that such a supposed Byzuntine 
standard tert had ever any existence, save in the imagination of certain modern theorists. If such 
a text werc ever fixed, cither by public authority or general usage, in what direction shall we look 
for it now? The only verdict of a Critical Jury must be, Non est inventa ! 

The above, it is hoped, true view on those agitated questions is confirmed by the following 
remark of Mr. Scrivener. “There is a tone and manner among Biblical students, often observ- 
able, when MSS. of the Greek Test. are spoken of, as if it were taken for granted that their value 

is in proportion to their date,—an assumption which forme the groundwork on which Mr. Alford has 
constructed the text of hie Edition of the Greek Test.—as though the testimony of a document 
of the 12th or (even) 14th century were necessarily, and as a matter of course, far inferior in 
weight and probability to that of an uncial copy some 500 years older." ** Now (continues he) I deny 
not the existence of a presumption in favour of the more ancient authority. The nearer we approach 
to the Apostolic times, the fewer stages that have intervened between the inspired autographs and 

the MS. copies before us, the less chance there is of crror, or wilful alteration on the part of the 
copyists. What I complain of is this, that instead of looking on the case as one of mere presump- 
tion, of primá facie likelihood, such as other circumstances may limit, or entirely remove—it is 
regarded from the first as a settled point, that unless a monument be upwards of 1000 years old, it 

is hardly worth the trouble of collating; though the remark is eo trite that one is weary of repeating 
it—that many Codices of the 10th and following centuries were probably transcribed from others 
of a more early date than any which now exist; the incessant wear and tear of the older copies in 
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nnd Preacher, and the general Reader of Divinity. Accordingly he trusts that 

the Work will be found to present a constant Handbook supplying an ever ready 

Arp, and, as far as is needed (though the materials for independent judgment are 

always placed before the reader), a Guipe.—In regard to such portions as concern 

Systems of Theology,—nay, even points of doctrine whereon professing Christians, 

however sober and conscientious, have differed and do differ, —he has been anxious 

to lay down the course of Exegesis, (on the adjustment of which the decision of 

such points turns), in the most cautious manner,—ever endeavouring to open 

out the mind of the Spirit in the spirit of love, candour, and Christian charity; at 

any rate studiously avoiding to treat such passages polemically, or controversially. 

Thus much may suffice as & sketch of what the Author has, by the blessing of 

Gop, been at length, after the labours of nearly a quarter of a century, enabled to 

accomplish for the elucidation of the Sacred Volume, in the completed Work now 

laid before the Public; and deeply thankful does he feel for that gracious aid from 

Above vouchsafed to him, in this, as well as in his former efforts, to advance 

the knowledge and further the communication of Divine truth. And now he 

desires to bless and praise God, that his fervent aspiration, very long ago ex- 

pressed,—that he * might be enabled to complete what he had ventured to mark 

out in his mind as the eztent of his labours on the Sacred Word, "—has been 

granted to him; a consummation which cannot but materially cheer the bright 

and calm late-evening of his life. He has only to hope and pray, that, whenso- 

ever to him the “night shall come, when no man can work," he may, by Divine 

grace, be enabled to finish his course with joy, in the humble hope of being 

“accepted in the Beloved," “written in the Lamb's Book of life." Nought 

remains, but to offer up his fervent prayers at the Throne of Grace, and to the 

Father of lights, that his various labours in the service of the Sanctuary carried 

on for a period of nearly thirty years, may be blessed to the right understanding 

of those ** Holy Scriptures which are alone able to make us wise unto salvation, 

through rArTH which is in Christ Jesus." “Api? 4A A gAobia! 

the Church services rendering a fresh supply indispensable." With reference to the supposed 
insignificance and slight importance of the variations which the cursive MSS. present, how un- 
founded is such a notion, the Collations of Mr. Scrivener and the Author prove to demonstra- 
tion. The latter cannot but hope and trust that he is addressing not a few candid inquirers, who 
love truth far more than their own theories, and who will not be disinclined to reconsider their 

previous views, and retrace their steps. Since the writer has, in very many of his notes, deferred 
much to the evidence of the Peech. Syr. Version, he must not conclude without noticing an alle- 
gation of Lachmann's in justification of his neglect of that most weighty authority, namely, that its 
most ancient and trustworthy copies are as yet uncollated, and may differ widely from the text of 
our printed copies, which the German critics assume bas been tampered with to suit the ordinary 

text. Now although, until those most ancient MSS. (in the British Museum and the libraries of 
Oxford) have been collated with the printed text, it is impossible to dissipate such a notion, yet 
it must be remembered that the onus probandi rests with the broachers of that notion. Mean- 
while, we may rest satisfied on the testimony of Canon Cureton (communicated to the Author and 
doubtless others), that the text of those MSS. very rarely differs from that of the printed copies. 
This, too, the Author can confirm from the additional testimony of the very eminent Syriac 
Scholar, Mr. Ellis, of the British Museum, and also that of two most distinguished Syriac Scholars 

from Germany, who have recently been engaged in collating those MSS. with the ordinary text. 
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Cu. I. This is almost universally acknow- 
to have been the first written of the Gos- 

pels; but the exact time when, is a question 
which has been long agitated, and not yet deter- 
mined. It has been assigned to various years, 
from A.D. 37 or 38, to 63 or 64, but the argu- 
ments in favour of an early date would seem to 
preponderate. These are founded, 1. on external 
festtmony ; 2. on inlernal evidence. As to the 
former, the testimony of antiquity has considerable 
weight. And that is decidedly in favour of an 
early date. In fact, the of Irenæus Adv. 
Heres. iii. 1 (cited by Euseb. Eccl. Hist. v. 8), 
is the only testimony of antiquity in favour of a 
late date; and that is not decisive, since the 
language is so vague, that the maintaincrs of the 
contrary hypothesis understand it in a sense by 
no means unfavourable to their view. And, con- 
sidering that we have no certain information as 
to where re abode from — 46 to 63, p 

ments depending upon implication must 
— as altogether inconclusive. At all 
events, whatever veges may be assigned to that 

, it is overbalanced by the testimony of 
Backus (Eccl. Hist. iii. 24, where it is strongly 
implied, that Matthew wrote his Gospel very 
n and of Chrys. Internal evidence, too, 
would seem to preponderate in favour of an early 
date ; it being improbable that the followers of 
Christ should have been left, for nearly 30 years 
after his ascension, without a written history of 
his ministry. 

This question, however, is closely connected 
with another, and more important one (which 
may serve to decide (Ais),—namely, as to the 

in which this Gospel was written; some 
contending that it was in the Hebrew of St. Mat- 
thew's time (i. e. Syro-Chaldee) ; others, in Greek. 
Now here, while the internal evidence seems to 
be equal on both sides, the external, as resting on 
the testimony of —— , is decidedly in favour 
of a Hebrew origin ides the passages of 
Papias and Origen, cited by Euscbius, those of 
Eusebius and Irenæus, above referred to (as also 
Euseb. Eccl. Hist. v. 10), bear the strongest 
testimony thereto. P 

Vor. I. f 

&c. 
Acte 18, 35. 

Indeed, it is not too much to say, that the 
existence of a Hebrew original was held by the 
Fathers almost unanimously. And when Dr. 
Burton urges that *no ancient writer can be 
roved to have seen the document in question,’ 
e demands such a — of its existence as, from 

the very nature of the case, it is unreasonable to 
ask; for as the Hebrew original must, after the 
dispersion of the Jews, and from the universal 
revalence of the Greek language, have soon 

ome almost useless; so, at an early period, it 
would become obsolete, or be only partially re- 
tained, as forming the basis of the very early 
J'übrications (adapted to the taste of the — 
Christians), the Gospel of the Ebionites, the 
of the Nazarenes, and the Gospel according to the 

ebrews, cited by Origen, Epiphanius, and Je- 
rome. It is quite enough to prove the existence 
of the document as as tt was tn use, on the 
testimony of writers who, though they could not 
have seen, what was then lost, were well able to 
weigh the evidence of its former actual existence. 
But while the existence of the Gospel in Hebrew 
may be considered as resting on such a strong 
foundation, that it can scarcely be rejected with- 
out impairing the credit of all ancient testimony, 
—it must not be denied, that arguments scarcely 
less cogent are adduced in favour of our present 
Greek Gospel ; which has many internal marks 
of being an original writing; for otherwise how 
can we account for the interpretation of Hebrew 
names—the citation of tho parallel passages of 
the O. T. not from the H , but from tho 
Sept.—and for the versions being all adapted so 
closely to the Greek? Add to this, that Euse- 
bius, and the other Fathers of his time, evidently 
consider the Greek Gospel as an original : not to 
mention numerous instances of verbal agreement 
between Matthew and the other Evangelists, 
which, on the supposition of a Hebrew original, 
are hard to be accounted for. After all, how- 
ever, the main point (as Dr. Hales observes) is, 
whether the present Greek Gospel be entitled to 
the authority of an original, or not. This, I ap- 
prehend, can be shown beyond all dispute. But 
that will.not at all invalidate the A diua cxist- 
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ence of a Ifebrew original, which is demanded 
by the evidence of antiquity, and is in itself very 
probable ; for a Hebrew Gospel must, in the first 
age of Christianity (when almost confined to 
ud@a), have been as requisite as a Greek ono 

was afterwards. And there is in the book itself, 
even in its present state, internal evidence of its 
being written, at first, especially for tho use of 
the Jewish nation ; since those circumstances are 
particularly dwelt on, which were adapted to 
establish the faith of such as believed, and to 
sway the minds of thbse who were disbelievers in 
the Divine mission of Jesus Christ. And in 
vain is it to seek to impugn the existence of the 
Gospel in Hebrew, by urging. as is done, that the 
Gospel, as wo now have it, bears no marks of 
being a translution, but has every appearance of 
being an original. For surely it has far more 
marks of being a translation, and has far less of 
the air of an original, than Josephus's History of 
the Jewish War, avowedly a version from a He- 
brew original. Yet the circumstances under 
which the Greek both of Josephus and St. Mat- 
thew's Gospel were respectively brought out, are 
such as not to warrant us in regarding either one 
or the other as a mere translation. There are, 
indeed, grounds to believe that JoskPHUS made 
considerable alterations in his work when he 
brought it out forthe use of the Greeks and 
Romans. And there is some reason to suppose 
that St. Matthew made some alterations in his 
Greek Gospel; especially in the interpretation of 
Hebrew names, and in the adaptation of the 
quotations from tho O. T. to the Sept. version. 

s to the ancient versions being all formed from 
the Greek Gospel, that will not at all invalidate 
the oxistence of a Hebrew original, for it is ad- 
mitted by all that the Hebrew Gospel had be- 
come obsolete long hefore even the earliest of the 
versions was formed. 

In short, all the difficulties, which have so long 
embarrassed this question, will vanish, and every 
thing which seems at first sight strange, be ac- 
counted for, by supposing (as Whitby, Benson, 
Hales, and others, have done), that there were 
two originals (or, ro to speak, editions), onc in 
Hebrew and the other in Greek ; yct both written 
by St. Matthew. It is true, that the existence of 
a Hebrew original has of late been strenuousl 
encountered by an able writer in the Edinburg 
Review, No. 191. He maintains, that “ up to 
the time of Papias, the existence of a Hebrew 
ore is quite a matter of hearsay.” And I am 
ready to grent that Papias does not, as has been 
said, give the fact on the authority of John tho 
Presbyter. But I cannot with him that 
the expression dy/jp rà *ávra Ott padtora 
Aoyiwratos, kai TH ypads eldrjuwy ts ex- 
plained by the language of Euseb. ; nor is it in 
the same chapter, but a preceding one (ch. 36), 
that those words occur; which words I am sur- 
prised that so acute a critic should not have per- 
ceived could not have come from Eusebius; for 
T agree with Valcsius, that the words are quite 
irreconcileable with those used by Euseb. of 
Papias, at ch. 39, as ‘a person of meagre under- 
standing, slender judgment, and, so far from 
being ypapije (Sacre Scripture) eldrjuwy, as 
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misinterpreting from ignorance the apostolical 
narrations. In fact, the words are absent from 
several MSS., and are rejected by the recent 
editors. I am indeed disposed to admit, with 
the Reviewer, that, from the qualities of Papias, 
as they are represented by Euseb., he would seem 
to be, as the critic pronounces, ** a very uncertain 
authority for & story which involves so many 
difficulties as that of the existence of a Hebrew 
original of St. Matthew's Gos 
fully examining all that Euseb. has said, together 
with the fragments of Papias, as collected and 
ably annotated on by the x erudite Dr. Routh 
(eed Sacr. T. i. p. 3—16), I am of opinion 
that, from the effect of some bias or prejudice 
on his mind (perhaps from his aversion to the 
Millennial hypothesis maintained by Papias, in 
connexion with Irenzus, and several others), 
Euseb. did not do full justice to the understand- 
ing of Papias; which were more highly, and 
— justly, appreciated by Irenæus. Indeed, 

apias's opportunities for coming at the truth of 
such a matter as the oue in question, he being the 
disciple of St. John and the companion of Poly- 
carp, were very great. However, I am not in- 
disposed to acknowledge, with the Reviewer, 
that ‘we are not warranted in considering the 
testimony of Irenæus for the Hebrew Gospel as 
separate from that of Papias, and thus forming 
another witness; and I am half inclined to 
agree with him, that the statement of Irenwus, 
that ‘the Hebrew Gospel of St. Matthew was 
written while St. Paul was at Rome, is the only 
thing which imparts a distinctive character to 
his authority ; and that, if we separate this por- 
tion from the rest, by supposing it a mere error 
of calculation on the part of Irenseus, it is diffi- 
cult to conceive the residue, as reposing on any 
other foundation than the /radition recorded by 
Papias. But the thing is manifestly very uncer- 
tain, and it is not improbable that he had other 
authority for his full perapasion of the existenco 
of tbe Hebrew Gospel. If Euseb. thought so 
meanly of Papias, is it likely that he would have 
held the opinion in question solely on his au- 
thority ? And, as to Papias's judgment being 
‘disabled by the language used of him in one 

ssage, tuere is, I apprehend, nothing in his 
i menn: as adduced by Euseb. himself, to war- 
rant us in regarding Papias as a person of mean 
intellect; at least, 1f the phraseology be correctly 
interpreted, as may easily be done by the aid of 
Dr. Routh : and that he was not credulous, is 
abundantly apparent. Upon the whole, I cannot 
but think that wo have good reason to believe 
that St. Matthew did put forth his Gospel first in 
Hebrew, for the use of the Jews in Palestine, 
and afterwards in Greek, for the use of the fo- 
reign Jews and the Gentiles. In no other way but 
by recognizing this most early tradition, can wo 
account for the puzzling circumstance of such a 
scum of authority existing, as there does, for so 
early a date of the publication of St. Matthew's 
Gospel as a.p. 41. That Origen, any thing but 
credulous, living a century before the time of 
Euseb., and also Eusebius and Jerome, held this 
opinion is certain from his own words, cited by 
Euseb. H. E. vi. 25:—ért wpwrov piv yi- 

1.” But, on care- 
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yoawra: TÒ xard — MarÜaioy, ixdsdwxdra 
avrà Tois awd 'lovóaig nov micrevoact, Y p å p- 
pact ‘EBpatxots cuvtetraypivoyv. Whe- 
ther the copy of St. Matthew's Gospel, mentioned 
by Eusebius, H. E. v. 10, ‘Efpaiwy *ypáuuaoct 
(sermone), seen in India by Pantenns, and said 
to have been left there by St. Bartholomew, was 
a copy of St. Matthew's Hebrew Gospel, I would 
not undertake to aver; and I readily grant, that 
the thing is incapable of being rendered more 
than probable. More than this the nature of the 
case does not admit, nor the argumentation, to 
evince a Hebrew original, require. 

But to return to a consideration of the litigated 
question of the date of this Gospel. On a more 
mature consideration of the various arguments 
advanced in favour of an early, and those of a 
later date, I must confess that the evidence for 
the latter seems rather to preponderate. "That of 
antiquity, when properly weighed, is stronger for 
it; and the complete silence of the writers of 
the Apostolical Epistles as to any written Gos- 
pels, tends to the same conclusion. A late pe- 
riod, too, was, 3s Dr. Hales observes, the fittest 
of all; for whilst the eye-witnesses and ministers 
of the word were executing their commission of 
‘discipling all nations, by preaching the Gospel 
every where,’ they had scarcely leisure for writ- 
tag. But when they were ‘ finishing their course,’ 
in order to supply the place of their ora instruc- 
tions, after their decease, writing became neces- 
sary. This induced Peter to write his Epistles to 
the Jewish converts, Paul his Epistle to the 
Hebrewa, James and John their general Epistles, 
and likewise Matthew and John their Gospels. 
The marvellous difference of opinion as to the 
date of Matthew's Gospel, has been chiefly occa- 
sioned bv the conflicting testimonies of Irenæus, 
as quoted by Eusebius, Eccl. H. v. 8, and of 
Eusebius himself, in his Eccl. Hist. iii. 24, and 
his Chronicon. Yet the discrepancy may be re- 
conciled, by supposing that the time mentioned 
by Eusebius as the date of Matthew's Gospel, 
namely, the 3rd year of the reign of Caligula 
(some time in A.D. 40 or 41), is to be understood 
of the Hebrew, not the Greek Gospel. This, in- 
deed, is plain from that writer's own words; 
where he says that, having spread the — by 
word of mouth, the Evangelist, on leaving Judea 
to go and preach Christianity to the Gentiles, 
left his countrymen his Gospel, for their informa- 
tion, written watpie yAwrty. And as to what 
is said by /renaus, cited by Euseb. Eccl. Hist. 
v. 8, as quoted in English by Mr. Horne, iv. 
257, namely, that * Matthew put forth a Gospel 
among the Hebrews, while Peter and Paul were 
preaching Christianity at Rome,’ there would 
seem to be no difficulty in supposing, as Mr. 
Horne does, in order to reconcile this discrepancy, 
that the words of Irenæus are to be understood 
of Matthew's Greek Gospel; and thereby its dato 
will pretty nearly be fixed. But then, in the 
translation which Mr. Horne gives of the passage, 
there is a passing over of the important words +7 
lle avrwy OiaAéxTo. Now this would seem 
to put an end to the reconcilement of the dis- 

between Irenzus and Eusebius, and 
oblige us to suppose that Irenzus was misin- 

1 Chr. 3. 5, 9. 

formed ; which, considering his opportunities of 
gaining the necessary information, were impro- 
able. It may rather be suspected that the 

words are (as, indeed, they have long 
been acknowledged to be); and the best mode, 
I apprehend, to emend them is simply by reading 
ypadon for ypugdiy, and evayyiNiov for sbay- 
y:^íov; and pointing the passage thus: 6 uiv 
6; MaT0. iv Toiv “Efpaias, T9 lóía airwy 
é&aXécTo, kai ypapü (‘in their own tongue, 
and in writing, as opposed to preaching") 4Es- 
yeyxey &vavyyt&Aior, Tov IIérpov xai Tov IIav- 
dou év ‘Pon — kai Beuerrouvv- 
Twv Thy ixKkAmgciav. ese emendations are 
confirmed by the words of Euseb. E. H. iii. 24: 
MaTÓaios piv yàp TpóTtpoy 'Efpaíou k«npoEas, 
ws uts kal ip iT£povs livat, warpie 
ywrth ypaph wapadote TÒ Kat’ avTóv 
evayyidtov, rò Asiwov, Tj avToU *rapovcía 
Touro ad’ wv loTéíAAeTO dia TS vypadpne 
awewXnpou, where the Editors have been not a 
little puzzled by the words T5 9apovcía, and 
some have been ready to embrace the ing of 
Niceph. ii. 45, 759 »apovoías, which is con- 
firmed by the version of Ruffinus. But not a 
single MS. confirms this reading, which, were it 
adopted, would present a sense quite inept. Since, 
however, all the copies concur in reading vrapov- 
cia, it must be retained, and interpreted as well 
as we can: not, however, as Christopherson and 
Reading have done : for the former interpretation 
cannot be extracted from the words, and the 
latter presents a sense jejune and far-fetched. 
All will be set right if we regard ry wapoucia 
as a dative of reference, —quod attinet; as often 
in the Class. and the Scrip. writers. And then 
the sense of the passage may be thus expressed : 
* For Matthew having first preached (the Gospel) 
to the Hebrews, since he was about to go to 
others, having committed to writing in his ver- 
nacular tongue the Gospel according to him,.he 
filled up what was wanting as to his presence (by 
their being deprived thereof) to those from whom 
he was departing, by the written word of the 
Gospel ;" i.e. the Gospel put into writing. In 
the Tamb. MS. 1178 (of the 10th or beginning of 
the llth century), there is prefixed to this Gospel, 
in large and splendid gold characters, ‘Io-reov 
ötri Tò xarà MarÜaioy ebayyidtov "EBpatd, 
Gtadixtes ypapiv uw’ avTov. iv ‘Tepovcad he 
— dpunusobn 62 (was translated into 
reek) Uwe 'Iwávvov. 'EEnysirai di Tijv xarà 

dvyÜpwaov Tov Xptarou yiveoiy, kal tori 
avOpwropoppov Touro 2d Evavyy£Aiop, with 
allusion to the Gospel of St. John as Oecóuopdov. 
The (which confirms both the genealogy 
and the Hebrew origin) was doubtless derived 
from some ancient Greek Fathers, to whom re- 
ference is made by Theophylact in the Prefaco 
to his Commentary, aceonding to the more com- 
lete reading found in the best edition by Finetti, 
enice, 1755. But if we understand the words, 

as we must, of Matthew's Hebreto Gospel, we 
are compelled to assign to it a much later period 
than probability, or the words of Eusebius him- 
self in his Chronicon, will justify. For which 
reason I cannot help suspecting that there yet 
Temana — corruption ; for Paul was not at 
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Rome till above 20 years afterwards ; and Peter 
was prob. never at Rome, certainly not till A.D. 
63, a short time before his martyrdom, In- 
stead of iv ‘Pwun, the true reading, l appre- 
hend, is iv poun, for ippwpivws, strenuously, 

Thus every discrepancy will vanish: for the 
labours of Peter and Paul in evangelizing and 
founding the Christian Church were in progress 
(even in the case of the latter) as early as the 
ear 40 or 4I, Of course, the has no 

hearin , as it has been supposed, on the date of 
the publication of tho Greek Gospel. Nor do I 
know of any passage that has, in any writer of 
sufficient aati uity to deserve credit. It was, 
however, probably published about A.D. 57, not 
long before the Epistle of St. James, and mcant 
for the same persons; i.e. Hellenists and Gen- 
tile Christians. 

With respect to the authenticity of this Gospel, 
it is established by the most irrefragable evidence, 
in a long and unbroken chain of Ecclesiastical 
writers citing or alluding to various parts of it, 
from St. Barnabas down to the time of Theophy- 
lact and Photius. As to the genuinences of the 
two ‘ted chapters, recently called in question by 
the Unitarians, that too has been established in- 
controvertibly ; these two chapters being cited 
or alluded to perhaps more than the rest. And, 
besides the harshness of supposing the Gospel to 
commence with words (rais nu. éxsivais) evi- 
dently pointing to something that preceded, iv 
è Taie ü"uípais áksívais,—we may defy the 
Unitarians to produce any unmulilated MS. or 
ancient version (though the Peschito Syriac, and 
the Italic versions carry us back to a period nearly 
coeval with the formation of the canon of the 
N. T.) which is without those chapters. As to 
the separation of the Genealogy, i. 1—18, in some 
Latin MSS., that by no means implies the spu- 
riousness of cven the portion in question. And 
although one Greek Ms. (the Cod. Pine) is 
without the genealogy, yet that was doubtless 
owing to the gencalogy being, in tho archetype, 

separate from the rest (as I have observed 
In two or threo Lamb. and Mus. MSS.), and thus 
negligently over by the scribe. 

Against this masa of positive external evidence 
for the genuineness of these chapters, Unitarians, 
indeed, oppose a show of arguments, chiefly 
founded on internal evidence. But these have 
been triumphantly refuted by Mosheim, Bishop 
Horsley, Abpe. Magee and Laurence, Dr. Pye 
Smith, and others. 

With respect to tho title of this Gospel, Evay- 
yéidtov xarà MarÜaioy, the word evayyédtov 
in the Classical writers, signifies, in general, good 
news, sometimes the reward given to the bearer 
of it. In the Septuagint and the New Testament, 
however, it is almost confined to the former sig- 
Dification, corresponding to the Heb. mnoga. In 
the latter it specially imports the glad tidings of 
the Messiah's Advent, who should deliver man 
from sin and death, through his merits and in- 
tercession ; tbus founding that spiritual and 
eternal kingdom predicted by the Prophets, and 
fulfilled by the incarnation of Jcsus Christ. 
Hence the term at .ength became simply a name 
for the dispensation ; or, the Gospel schemo, tho 

plan of redemption through Christ. The «ard 
must not be rendered secundum, according to ; 
for (by an idiom found in the later Greck), cata 
with the Accus. has simply tho force of a Geni- 
tive, i. e. rou MarÜaíov. 

Ver. 1. This verse forms a preface to chap. i. 
and a title to the contained in the first 
16 verses; for BigXos (like the Hebrew e5), 
may denote a roll of writing, whether long or 
short; and also, as in the Sept. Version of 
2 Chron. ii. 17, enumeratio, recensio, which 
may be tho sense here; and so tho Syr. and 
JEthiop. Versions have, descriptio. 

On the following genealogy not a few diffi- 
culties exist; l. as to discrepancies from the Old 
Test. history in names, which might easily arise 
from errors in franscription ; (cepecially as some 
of the names bear great similarity, and it was not 
unusual for the same person to have more than 
one name.) 2. as to the reconciling this genea- 
logy with that of Luke; which is best done by 
supposing that Matthew gives the gencalogy of 
Joseph, and Luke that of Mary. And therefore 
the former (who wrote principally for the Jews), 
traces the pedigree from Abraham to David ; and 
so, through Solomon's line, to Joseph, the legal 
father of Jesus. And it must be remembered that, 
among the Jews, legal descent was always reck- 
oned in the male line. While Luke, who wrote 
for the Gentiles, traces the pedi upwards from 
Heli, the father of Mary, throu E Nat to David 
and Abraham, and thence to Adam, the common 
father of all mankind. Finally, whatever diffi- 
culties, even after all the diligence of learned 
inquirers, shall exist on certain matters connected 
with this genealogy, we may rest assured, that if 
these genealogies of Christ (which must be un- 
derstood to have been derived from the public 
records in the temple) had not becn agreeable 
thereto, the deception would have been instantly 
detected. And thus, whether Christ's pedigrco 
be traced through the line of Joseph or that of 
Mary it is alike undeniable that Jesus was de- 
scended from David and Abraham ; agrecably to 
the ancient promises and prophccies, that tho 
Messiah should be of their sced. To the above 
I add, I find not one among all the Lamb. or the 
Mus. MSS. (collated by me) without the chapters, 
except by accidental mutilation from wear and 
tear; some having lost the first leaf, or more. 

Aavté]} So have 1 here and elsewhere edited, 
with Matth., Griceb., Scholz, and Tisch., with 
the general consent of all the more ancient and 
correct MSS. (including the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS.) ; for the rec. AaBiéd Lach. edits AaBeid, 
found indeed here and elsewhere in several of the 
most ancicnt MSS. (when they write fully.) 
But even those (together with the most ancient 
cursive MSS. almost universally) generally use 
the abbreviated form Aaé. However the spelling 
arose probably from Itacism, as also 'A u e ı vaĝàß, 
for 'Auiv. found in D. A. 
— viov 'Afloaáu] Ylov is for dwoyóvov, after 

the custom of the Hebrew, in which thc cor- 
respondent word eignifies any lineal descendant, 
however far removed: the idiom, however, is 
also found in Homer. Thus the general sense 
of viov A. and 'Afip is *a descendant of David 
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17 [lacat oiv ai yeveait amo ‘ABpadp čws Aavid, yeveai Sexa- 

and Abrabam ;' which the Evangelist then pro- 
ceeds to prove. That the Jews cted the 
Messiah to be such, is clear from Matt. xii. 23. 
xxi. 9. and xxii. 42. David is mentioned first, 
as being far nearer in time to their age. 
2 xai rovs ddeAXgove airov] Why these 
En should be mentioned though not the 

essiah's nitors, various reasons have been 
alleged. dee Bp. Kidder. The thing, however, 
n not be anxiously debated, since there is 
every reason to re the genealogy as no more 
than a transcript from the public registers. 

3. TÓ» Oapts xai T. Z.] Both are mentioned 
a3 being twin brothers, and striving for primo- 
geniture, and also to identify Phares. 

5. 'Paxáf] It has been debated, whether this 
waa the Yorlot of Jericho, mentioned at Josh. 
ii. 1, and whose faith is so commended at Heb. 
x). 31, or some other person of the same name. 
Theophyl. of the ancient, and many modern 
commentators are of the latter opinion. Toßnòô 
for 'Q8752, Lech. and Tisch. from B. C. A., and 
8 few cursive MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 525 
and 1178), authority too slender to warrant any 
change. The same remark applies to the omis- 
sion of o Baad. v. 6 by L. and T., to the 
change of Acà into 'Acdd at v. 8 by Lach., 
and of 'Aucv into 'Au:ós at v. 10 by L. and T., 
also of “Iwoiay and 'Iwocíac at v. 10 and 11 to 
‘lwoeiay and 'Imcsías by L. 

6. Zolouwva] So, for LoAonwrra, almost 
all the editors down to Tisch., on the authorit 
of the most ancient and correct MSS. ; to whic 
I add the Lamb. and Mus. MSS. generally. 

8. 'I. éyévy. TÓv 'Otíay] 'Eyévv. must here 
be taken in an extended sense, founded on the 
Jewish custom, by which children were reputed 
the children not only of their immediate parents, 
but of their ancestors; who are said to have be- 
gotten those removed several generations from 
them (see Is. xxxix. 7); for, by an omission not 
uncommon in Jewish genealogies, three kings are 
here omitted—Uzziah being the great grandson 
of Joram. The most probable reason for this 
omission is the curse denounced — the idol- 
atry of the house of Ahab, to which those princes 
belonged. 

ll. ixl rays usToiw.] ’Ewi in this use signi- 
fies about, i. e. a little over or under, an idiom 
also found in the Latin circa and sub. Maroixe- 
cla, transmigration, is an Hellenistic word ap- 
plied, quasi per meiosin, to denote the removal of 
the Jews from their own country to Babylonia 
see 2 Kings xviii. 32), and correspondent to a 
ebrew word which expressed tho full force of 

the thing by captivity. 
12. uar Thv uerowx.] Some render ‘at tho 

time of the transmigration.” But the common 
signification a may very well be retained ; 
indeed Fritzsche denies that wera has ever any 
other. Although of the ancestors of Jesus in 
this and the following verses, no mention is 
made in the O. T., yet this does not derogate 
from the authority of what is here recorded. 

16. ó Asyopuevos] i. e. * who is accounted to be 
and is Christ ; an idiom which is not confined 
to Hellenistic, but is also found in Class. Greek. 

17. yeveai] On this uso see my Lex. N. T. 
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—éixaríacapss] The Jews were accustomed 
todivide their genealogical reckonings into classes, 
doubtless to aid the memory. Here, however, 
the classification is important, since in each class 
a change is denoted. 

18. On ‘Inc. and Xpior. sce my Lex. N. T. 
For yérvnoic six of the most ancient uncial 

and about six cursive MSS. have yéveots, found 
also in Euseb. Athan. (I add Cels. ap. Origen. c. 
Cels. i. 28 and 58) and edited by L. aud T.; 
while Sch. retains yévunors, rightly, for though 
internal evidence might seem to favoni yfveces, 
yet that were a matter of doubtful disputation, 
and draws two ways, since it may have arisen 
from the temerity of critics, and the carelessness 
of scribes. See Matth. Besides it were vain to 
contend against so Bre he ne a preponderance 
of external authority, confirmed by, I believe, all 
the ancient versions. And the testimony of 
Fathers has in a matter of this sort very little 
weight. That of Celsus none, since he would be 
likely to use yéveors in the sense of descent, 
oriyin, as the more Classical term. The yap 
after pryorevOeions has an inchoative and an 
epexegetic force; as often in the N. T., Joseph., 
and the Class, writers. See my Lex. N. T.— 
For want of perceiving this, the ancient critics 
cancelled the word, and Lachm. followed their 
example. 
— ply 5 avveAÜOsiy] This usc of rpiv f) with 

an Infin., for xiv (on which sce my Lex.) seems 
to have arisen from wpiv, including a sort of in- 
direct comparison. XvvsAO. is by some taken to 
mean coming together in one house, Xen (Econ. 
x. 4; by others, to denote conjugul intercourse ; 
which is preferable, as being more agreeable to 
the context, and supported by 1 Cor. vii. 5 and 
numerous Classical examples adduced by the Phi- 
lological Commentators. 

— supsÜn iv yaotpi £xyovca] Supply Bpé- 
gos, or &£uflpvoy. Examples both of the ellipti- 
cal and the complete phrase are adduced by the 
Philological Commentators. Evp. £x. is almost 
universally taken for qv i xovoa, i.e. eixe. And 
evpioxeatus is, indeed, sometimes thus used by 
the Classical writers. Yet so to take it here 
would enervate tlie sense. Evpíðn simply signif. 
‘was discovcred to be,” = éupavis iyéveto,—b 
which Euthym. explains the term, perhaps wit 
allusion to Joseph's discovery of Mary's preg- 
nancy on her return from her long visit to her 
cousin Elisabeth. The ¿x before Mvstuaros 
ayiov stands for urd, as denoting operation, by 
an idiom unusual even in Hellenistic Greek. 
However, the words ix Il». dy., are not to 
be closely connected in thought, though they are 
in expression, with evprOn, but regarded,—as 
they are by Euthym.,—in the light of an ad- 

dition subjoined by ied of showing how it came 
to pass that a virgin should be found pregnant, 
namely, by the supernatural operation of the 
Holy Ghost. 
— tx IIveóuaTos dyiov] Bp. Middleton has 

here an able Note, in which, exposing Wake- 
field's mistranslation, ‘by a holy Spirit, he 
concludes with detailing the various senses of 
the important term wveoua, and the usage of 
the article therewith, as follows— There are 
six meanings of wvevuu—l. Breath, or wind; 
in which sense it rarely occurs: Matt. xxv. 50. 
John iii. 8. Rev. xiii. 15.—2. The tntellectual, 
or spiritual part of man, as distinguished from 
capt, his carnal part.—3. Spirit, as abstracted 
from body or matter; whence is deduced the idea 
of immaterial agents. Comp. Luke xxiv. 34. 
John iv. 24. Acts xxiii. 9. The wvesuata of 
the demoniacs belong to this head.— 4. The 
Spirit, kat’ i£oyrv; i.o. the Third Person in 
the Trinity; in which acceptation, except in 
anomalous cases like the present, it is never used 
without the article. It may be observed, how- 
ever, that in all the passages where personal acts 
are attributed to the wyevpa  dyior, and which 
are, therefore, adduced to prove the personality 
of the Holy Spirit the article is invariably pre- 
fixed. See Matt. xxviii. 19. Mark i. 10. Luke 
ii. 22. John i. 3l. Acts i. 16. xx. 28. —5. The 
influence, not the Person of the Spirit; in which 
sense, except in cases of reference, or renetred 
mention, the article never appears.—6. The effects 
of the Spirit in the senses disposition, character, 
faith, virtue, religion, &c.; also to denote evi 
propensities, arising from the influence of the 
Evid Spirit. In all these cascs, the Article is 
inserted, or omitted, according to circumstances. 
Sce more in my Lex. Hence it is evident, asa 
necessary consequence, that the Holy Spirit is 
not, as some aver, a mere influence, but a Per- 
son ; also that the sacred writers clearly distin- 
uish the influence from the person of the Spirit. 
e more in Bp. Sanderson, Serm. pp. 594, 595, 

and Robinson's Lexicon in v. 
19. dixacos] This is by some ancients and 

many moderns explained in the sense merciful, 
lenient ; as we say a worthy good man. But the 
usual acceptation of the word is not less appo- 
site, as denoting a dorer o — and a man of 
uprighiness and integrity. ing such, he deter- 
mined to put her away by law ; and yet, with that 
mercy which ever accompanies true justice, he 
wished not to make her a public example, but to 
do it privately ; i. c. with only the two witnesses 
required to attest the delivery of the bill of di- 
vorce; which did not necessarily state the reasun 
for the divorcement. 
— TapaÓdu'yuarícai]] I have. now edited 
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wapQévos v yaotpi Eeu, xal réEetas viov, kai xa- 
^) 

Aégcovc, TO Óvoua avTov Eppavounr č oti, pebep- 

[wapa ]dccypu., for there is some reason to think 
that derypatioa:, though found in only four 
MSS. (yet those among the most ancient), may 
be the true reading, and wapadery. a critical 
correction (on which use see my Lex.); for 
Tapadscy p. is the term used in this sense by the 
Clase. writers, and decry. is never used by an 
but the Greck Fathers, though once by St. Paul, 
Coloss. ii. 15, éderyuarioey, sine var. lect. So 
rare a term was likely to be altered to the usual 
one, 3rapaó., while the reverse is not to be 
thought of. It may have been a provincialism, 
Cilicism, or Syriasm. The word wapudery., 
found only in the Sept. and the later Greck 
writers, I rly signifies, l. to make an ezr- 

of; NP inflict puntshinent on, as Jer. 
xiii. 22, and often Polyb., or to expose to ig- 
nominy. 
— eBovrAOn denotes, not will, nor counsel ; 

but inclination of will, ‘was inclined.’ See my 
Lex. 'AsroAvoai:, to divorce. 

20. iy0vunÜcyros] On this word see my Lex. 
— léov] This, like the Heb. mon, and Latin 

ecce, is often used, as here, to pper the reader 
for something unexpected aud wonderful. It is 
very rare in the Class. ; but an example occurs 
in Eurip. Herc. Fur. 1066. 
— d'yysAos Kvp.] "Ay ysXos is used both as 

an appellative, denoting office, (then to be ren- 
Beret a messenger,) and as the title of a particular 
class of beings; and should be rendered an 
Angel. 

— kaT’ óvap] See my Lex. In the times 
of Patriarchism, as well as the earlier ages of 
Judaism, God often revealed hie will by dreams, 
or visions, not only to his own people, but to the 
nations at large. The ancients in general much 
regarded them ; and rules for their interpretation 
were formed, both among Jews and Gentiles; 
the former of whom were, however, forbidden to 
seek their interpretation from anv but the Pro- 
phets of the Lord, or the High Priest. These 
significative dreams had long subsisted ; while, 
there is reason to think, tcal dreams, or 
(as in the case of Angelic intervention, Gen. 
xxxi. 11) risions, had, except iu the case of 
Simon the Just, ceased after the time of the last 
of the prophete, Malachi. Now, however, this 
channel of communication between God and 
man, in addition to that of direct revelation, 
became re-opened in the prophetic dream of 

Joseph. — 
— wapadaPeiv] Scil. eis olkíar. supplied in 

Lucian, Timon 1/7. The wapa refers to the 
parents, from whicb the bride was received. 
By 7i» yuvaixa cov is to be understood the 

betrothed wife ; for as the betrothed had the same 
rights as the actual wife, the term yuv. was ap- 
plicable to her. 

— TÒ yevvyOev] The neuter is commonly 
used of the fetus in utero, since its sex is yet 
unknown. 

21. rò óvoua avrov] Commonly explained 
as put for avTOv, and usually accounted a He- 
braism ; but the idiom sometimes occurs in the 
early Greek writers; nor is it properly put for 
avTOv. 

— cwoet—dnd T&v duapTiusy aitav] By 
Sins are here meant especially the dominion of 
these, the being in subjection to them ; and the 
best proof and illustration of this is found in 
Rom. vi. 14, duaptia yàp vuav ov Kupievost, 
où yap io Tt brò vOuor, GAN’ UWS yap. Of 
course, this dominion of sin over the man implies 
his habitual practice of it, as in the verses pre- 
ceding the passage just cited, um BaeocAevéT e 
n duapTía ly Tw awpuari, sls TO UMaKoUvELY 
auTy iv Tais tTiÜvuíais avtiv, unè, &c., 
and this deliverance from its yoke is equiv. to 
what is called in 2 Pet. i. 9 and Heb. i. 3, 6 
xkaÜapiauós Tav maiat duapruov, i. e. by 
the blood of Jesus, where the GUILT, and conse- 
quently penalty, of sin must be included. 
— edctri—avrcoy] On the important term 

owlew see my Lex. The preservation here 
meant is, a deliverance, both froin the punishment 
of sin, by Christ's atonement, and from the do- 
minion of sin by his procuring for men the grace 
of the Holy Spirit, to enable them to resist it suc- 
cessfully. Aùròs has here the emphutic use, for 
éxeivos or obros (on which see my Lex.), q. d. 
* for He, and no other, shall save, &c. 

22. This and the next verse contain not the 
words of the angel, as some have supposed, but 
an observation of the Evangelist ; and the Tovro 
62 óAoy refers not only to what has been men- 
tioned in the preceding narrative, but also to all 
other circumstances connected with the trans- 
action there recorded, and which contributed to 
bring about the event. 

23. 5 wapO0tvos] The Article denoting that 
particular virgin who was prophesied of from the 
beginning, and whose seed was to bruise the ser- 
pent's head. 
— xaAÀ£covct TÒ Ovoua avrov 'Éu.] The use 

of the third person plural without a nom. ex- 
pressed or implied in the context, and left to be 
understood from the mature of the thing (by 
which dv0pwroi is meant), is not unfrequent in 
the N. T., and in all such passages a passive 
sense may be brought in; as here, ‘a name by 
which he shall be called’ (see Rom. ix. 20), it 
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shall be an appellation ascribed to him. Here 
the idiom has peculiar force, and brings to mind 
a very similar e of Jerem. xxiii. 6. 
— kaA£couat] scil. dvyOpewroi, i. o. * his namo 

shall be called, or de’: for the fulfilment of the 
rophecy depends, not upon Christ's literally 
ving borne the name Emmanuel, but upon his 

being such; which he clearly was as GOD-MAN. 
Thus the Evangelist has interpreted both Emma- 
nuel and Jesus, to show that the prophecy was 
fulfilled, not in tho names, but in their signifioa- 
tion or application. 

24. dueyspÜsíc] The simple verb éysíp. is 
very frequent in N. T. (as also in tho Sept.) es- 
pecially in the Gospel of St. Matt. ; yet that is 
no reason why the Evangelist should not have 
used the comp. éteyeip. once, which we find em- 
pleyed by Mark, Luke, John, and Peter, and 
is occasionally found in the Sept., Jos., and the 
Apocryphal ks of the N. Test. Hence it 
appears that L. was not justified in introducing 
éyspÜsic on the authority of only five MSS., 
even though internal evidence might be in its 
favour. 

25. les où ireke] ‘This does not necessarily 
imply his knowledge of her afterwards, though it 
suggests the affirmative rather than the Ive." 
(Campb.) The allegations produced on the con- 
trary side are, as Whitby has shown, not quite 
to the point The suffrago of — M ich 
speaks in the negative) is indeed not lightly to 
be set aside: yet even that was not constant, nor 
without dissent. The question, however, is one 
of mere curiosity ; and we may safely say, with 
St. Basil (cited by Bp. J. Taylor), that ‘ though 
it was n bor the completion of the pro- 
phecy, that the mother of Jesus should continue 
& virgin until sho had brought forth her first- 
born; yet what she was afterwards it is idle to 
discuss, since that is of no manner of concern to 
tho mystery.” 
— aüiTrje TÓv wow. omitted by L.and T.; but 

on authority too slender to be followed. 

Ca. II. 1. rou 'IncoU *ysvyvnOtvros—pud-yo.— 
4aptyívorro] Meaning ‘after Jesus’ being 
born,’ i. e. as seems implied in the whole air of 
the narrative, soon vid his birth ; for I cannot 

with those Biblical chronologers who fix 
is visit of the Magi to the period of two years 

after the nativity. There is too strong an im- 
prae of close proximity in the occurrences 
ere mentioned to admit of this view. Whether, 

indeed, so long a space as forty days (which 
Benson fixes) intervened between the birth of 
Jesus and the visit of the Magi, I doubt. Far 
lese seoms more probable. And this view is con- 

II. 1* Toà 8e 'Igco0 yewvnbévros dv BnOreèp Ts 'IovGaías, 
év 5uépais ‘Hpwdou ToU Bacthéws, idov, pdryoy amò àvaroXàv 
mapeyévovto eis '"lepocóNvua, Xéyovres 2” IIoü éotw 6 tey- 

firmed by the weighty authority of Just. Mart. 
Dial. cum Tryph., who in five different passages 
adduced by Anger, Synops. Evang., says (pro- 
bably from trustworthy tradition) that the visit 
took place dua tw yevunOnvar ‘Inoovy, very 
soon after the birth. 
— payor} The term adopted in our Transla- 

tion, wise men, is not sufficiently definite, since 
the persons were a particular caste, as distinguished 
by their peculiaritics as were any of the Grecian 
sects of philosophers. The word (better left un- 
translated, as in the Syriac, Arabic, Ital., and 
Latin Versions) of Hebrew origin (xo, whence 
Gr. uéy-as), and designated throughout the East 
(and especially Persia, the one seat of this 
class of persons), the priests and men of letters in 
encral; who devoted themselves to the study of 
ivine and human science, especially medicine 

and astronomy, or rather astrology. Their doc- 
trines are said to have been derived from Abra- 
ham, or at least purified by him from Zabian 
idolatry. They again became corrupted, and were 
again purified by Zoroaster, who 1s supposed to 
have been a descendant of the Prophet Daniel ; 
deriving from him that intimate knowledge of the 
Mosaic writings which his religion evinces. From 
whatquartersoever the persons in question derived 
their information, whether, as some suppose, from 
a prediction of Zoroaster (whom they believed to 
havo been divinely inspired), or (as others think) 
from a prophecy oi the Arabian prophet Balaam, 
is uncertain. that as it may, a general ex- 
pectation then prevailed in the Fast, that a most 
extraordinary personage was about to be born, who 
should be Sovereign of the world. Vide Menag. 
ad Diog. Lacrt. i. l. Porphyr. de Abstin. iv. 16. 
Perizon. ad Elian. Var. Hist. ii. 17. Hyde do 
Relig. Vet. Pers. 31, et Brisson de Princ. Pers. 
179. 'Asró dvaroAX ov should be taken, not with 
Wapeyévoytro, but with payor (comp. Matt. 
xxvii. 57, advOpwros wAÀoícios awd 'Apiua- 
Oaias), éXOdvres, or something equivalent, being 
implied. Theo term draco. aight apply to any 
one of the countries assigned as the residence of 
these Magi—whether Arabia, Persia, Chaldza, 
or Parthia. The last mentioned may scem most 
robable, since the words of ver. 2 appear to 

intimate a country somewhat remote from Ju- 
dea. But the authority of Just. Mart. contr. 
Tryph. L. iii. and the Protevang. Jacobi, both 
writers living at a time when tradition was yet 
strong, determine in favour of Arabia; as, in- 
deed, the nature of the offerings would sug- 
gest. 

2. ó rexBeis BaaiAaós] ‘who is [recently] 
born ;' or, as others interpret, tho true born, i. e. 
vasl and true King. 



MATTHEW II. 3—6. 9 

Geis Bacther’s tov ‘Iovéalwy ; elðopev yap abro0 tov darépa 
éy TH dvaToAÍ kai NAOopev pocKkuvjcas aùr®. 3° Axovcas Se 
‘“Hpwéns ó BaciXevs érapáx05, xai Táca ‘Iepoco\upa per’ 
aurou * kai ovvayaywv Trávras Tous dpxtepeis Kal ypayparets 
TOU Aaov, éruvOdveto map avTav, moÙ 6 Xpiotòs yevvaras. 
5 Oi && eirov avrà: “Ev BnOreèp rìs 'lov6aías obro yap 
yeyparta: ià ToU mpodyrov 

— — àp, &c.] It would be out of placo 
here to detail the various opinions that have 
been promulgated concerning this star ; of which 
the only one entitled to attention is that of Dr. 
Hales, Anal. iii. 55, that it was a luminous me- 
teor, at no great distance from the earth, ex- 
ceedingly brilliant (as we learn from Ignat. ad 
Ephes. xix.) and called a star from its resem- 
blance thereto, and formed, and its motion 
regulated, preternaturally, so as to descend so 
low as to mark out a single house. Wo may 
compare a similar preternatural appearance in 
the cloudy pillar which indicated to the Israelites 
the place for encamping in the Desert, Exod. 
xxxili. 9. The course the Magi were to take 
was probably suggested to them by revelation; 
or they may have learnt it from some old tra- 
dition of the Jews, that a new star would appear 
at the coming of the Messiah. 
— Wpocxuyncat avrw) wpoox. signifies pro- 

perly ‘to kiss onc's hand’ towards a person in 
token of deep respect. As to the sense here, it 
is not possible to define the exact nature of this 
TpocküUvnoie; because in the East (though never 
in the West) the prostration of the body to the 
very earth (which this word ners was paid 
alike to monarchs and to gods. hether, there- 
fore, it was adoration, or reverential homage, may 
seem doubtful, and the latter is adopted by the 
German commentators; but if we consider the 
Divine revelation vouchsafed to them, the Magi 
could scarcely but view the new-born exalted 
personage as one far above any earthly monarch ; 
and, if at all acquainted with the Prophecies of 
the Old Testament (which we can scarcely doubt), 
they might very well expect far more in the 
Messiah than the buman nature; and, accord- 
ingly, a far higher sense must be recognized. 
Dr. Pye Smith, indeed (Scr. Test. vol. ii. p. 290), 
after remarking that, of the 60 times that the 
word occurs in the New Test., 35 clearly respect 
the homage [by adoration] due to the Most High 
God, while about 20 relate to acts of homage to 
Christ our Saviour, of which Dr. S. thinks it 
cannot be said that any necessarily denote (as in 
John xx. 28 and Heb. i. 6) the worship due to 
God. But this is too refined a distinction. See 
my remarks on the Scripture use of the word in 
my Lex. Here both reverential homage and 
adoration seems to be meant, 

3. (érapáx05] This perturbation was occa- 
sioned by the prevalent persuasion, that the reign 
(then supposed to be near at hand) of the Mes- 
siah would be ushered in by a long train of na- 
tional calamities. 'Erapáy0m is to be taken in 
& twofold sense, so as to suit each of the two 
subjects to which it belongs. As regards Herod 
it denotes perturbation, occasioned e lest ho 
should be deposed, and his dynasty put down 

6 *Kai cv» BnOredp, 4550s 

by the claims of one said to be bor» King of tho 
Jews; as regards the people of Jerusalem, tho 
term denotes commotion, a state of mind fluctu- 
ating between hope that they might be delivered 
from a tyrant they had groaned under, and fear 
lest some disastrous effects should arise, as had 
been the case on former occasions, from his 

disposition when roused by any suspicion 
of political disturbance. These appearances wero 
soon Joniged by the horrible slaughter recorded 
at v. 10. 

4. rods dpyispeis kal ypaunpareis]) Meanin 
all the memberi of the Sanhedrim, 1 great Ec 
clesiastical Council. By dpy. we are to under- 
stand not only the ápxispevs, and his deputy 
(the Sagan), but all those who had passed tho 
office, and who still by courtesy enjoyed the title, 
and probably wore an Archieratical robe; also 
(some say) the heads of the 24 courses of Priests 
engaged. The ypauparete were persons em- 
ployed either in transcribing, or in explaining 
the Sacred books, and were distributed into two 
orders, Civil and Ecclesiastical. Among them 
were the voutxol (or lawyers), mentioned in the 
New Test., who were, indeed, the only persons 
ge pee in teaching the law and religion to tho 
people at large. 

— yewvatat] Render, ‘is (by prophecy) to 
born ;’ an idiom found also in John vii. 42, 

and BrnOrAcip—é Xptoros Epxetat. 
6. Kal ob EE. To reconcile the seeming 

contradiction here betwcen tho Evangelist's ci- 
tation, the Hebrew original, and the Sept. Vors., 
Mr. Alford would regard the words as part of 
the answer of the Sanhedrim to Herod, and not 
a citation of the Prophet by the Evangelist. But 
I agree with Bp. Jebb in thinking that there is 
no reason to resort to this strange fancy of St. Je- 
rome (for such it is) adopted D Michaelis and 
almost all the German Commentators, by which 
St. Matthew is supposed to merely report the 
answer of the Chief Priests, with all its glosses 
and misrepresentations of the Divine original, a 
view quite inadmissible, for many reasons which 
have been ably stated by Hoffmann in his Dem. 
Evangel. tom. i. p. 14, seqq., where he enters at 
large into the discrepancies of the Hebrew, tho 
Sept., and the Evangelist, and at length draws 
forth a very satisfactory solution of the diffi- 
culties, After first adverting to the general 
solution offered by Jerome, that the citation ie 
merely from memory, which easily deceives, 
and justly — be Sie as destructive of the au- 
thority of Sacred Scripture, and fully evincing 
that the other view of Jerome and Father Simon 
is equally inadmissible, ho proceeds to remark 
that the best general answer to all alleged dis- 
crepancies is to say, that the Evangelists and 
Apostles did not anxiously confine themsclves to 



10 MATTHEW II. 7—9. 

'Ioó8a, ovdapas éXayia To el dv rois nyepootv TIovóa: 
èx cov yàp é£eXejoevat Hyovpevos, óc Tis moLpave? 
Tov Xaóv pov, Tov lopas5sX. " Tote '"Hpoóge XáÜpa xa- 
Aécas Tos pdyous, ?kpiece Trap avrOv TOv xpóvov TOU þar- 
voj.évov aorépos: 8 kal TéuNas avrov; eis BnOdcéu, elme 
IIopevÜévres daxpiBas éferácare mepi rod madiov èràv dé 
eiprre, dmraryyelXaré pot, Gras Kaya éXÜav Tpoakvvijoo AUTO. 
9 Oi 88 dxovcavres ToU Bacihéws, émopeUÜmaaw xal idov, 6 
aorinp, ôv * el6ov èv Tij ávaroMj), rpoiryev avrous, Ews Mov Earn 

the words of Scripture, but thought it enough to 
relate its sense. Accordingly, they have not 
unfrequently expressed those words only which 
suited their present purpose, nay, have occasion- 
ally made slight changes of expressions for this 
eud, * ut non interpretes tantum, sed etjam exe- 
gets simul essent. Hk premised thus much 
generally, he proceeds to adduce all the principal 
special solutions of the difficulty that have bcen 
proposed. First, he shows that the change of 
* Bethlehem Ephrata’ into ‘ Bethlehem terram 
Jude" was quite allowable, and that the latter 
was, on this occasion more suitable, as pointing 
not only to the birth-place of the Messiah, but 
to the tribe from which He was to be born. The 
change of lile into least is, he remarks, very 
slight, and was there called for by the context, 
which suggests a superlutive, though, as the He- 
brew language has no superlative grammatical 
form, it was necessary to supply that want in 
that version, as has been done by the Sept. in 
oAvyooreés, and by the Evangelist in iAáyio Tos, 
which is far more suitable. As to the change of 
the Affirmative of the Prophet into the Negative 
of the Evangelist, after revicwing the various 
solutions, he decides in favour of that suggested 
in the foregoing solutio generalis. Final y, he 
observes that this mode of solution was adopted 
by Chrys., Theophyl., De Lyra, Bellarmine, and 
Estius, and others, down to Carpzov. and Mi- 
cbaelis. In short, it is a paraphrastic version of 
a passage, that, even in the original, has been 
thought so obscure, that almost all the ancient 
Versions are more or less paraphrastic, and too 
free for an eract version. Yet the Hebrew words 
admit of being fixed to the sense following :— 
* And thou Bethlehem Ephrata art small to be 
[reckoned] (i. e. so as to be reckoned) among 
the thousands (i. e. heads of thousands) of Ju- 
dah.’ This reading is confirmed by the Sept., 
the Chaldee Paraph. and Sol. Jarchi, and of 
recent interpreters, by Hoffmann, Maurer, and 
Henderson. I do not approve, however, of 
their introducing (after Sept., Syr., and Vulg.) 
the particle ‘though,’ and yet some such a course 
only weakens the force meant to be communi- 
cated by the axyndeton, q. d. (expressed fully) 
* Too small to be reckoned, say ye? Out of it, 
I say, shall issue, &c. The discrepancy in the 
last clause is too minute to claim notice, since 
the general sense is precisely the same: and as 
to the use of vroiuavsi, that may have been sug- 
gested, as Hoffmann thinks, to the Evangelist by 
the fourth verse of the Prophet; or rather, as 
Keuchen thinks, by other passages of Scripture, 
c. g. 2 Sam. v. 2: Zi wotmaveis TÒv Aaóv pou, 

TÓv 'Iopaj]À, xai — a0 ion sls fryoíuevoy iri 
Aady pov 'IcpanA. Though the expression is 
there used especially to intimate David's origin, 
as taken from following and tending the sheep. to 
tend and care for the people Israel. And so here 
the Evangelist chooses the term wotuavet, in 
preference to dpywy Ecra:, to suggest the true 
nature of Christ's kingdom, as not political, but 
pastoral; not domincering, but mild, gentle, and 
useful to the ruled, in the very character pre= 
dicted by the prophet, Isa. xl. 1], * He shall feed 
his flock like a shepherd.’ 
— y7'lovéa} Almost all Commentators re- 

gard 45 as used in the sense wodre: of which 
they adduce many examples from the Greck Tra- 
edians. But in them, if 45 be put for woAcs, 

it is only by aróAis having the sense a country, or 
slate; for Seidler on Eurip. Troad. 4, and Fritz. 
in loc. rightly deny that 5 is ever so used. 
There is, however, no reason to resort to the 
reading proposed by Fritz., rs 'lovóaias, since 
the common reading may be tolerated, if yñ be 
taken in the sense district, canton, as in Hesiod. 
Opp. 161: ip’ &éxv Tav 0A v Onpn, Kaduntd: yain, 
where there is the samo uppousilion. 

7. TOY xpóvov rov paw. — The partic. 
aiv. is not to be taken for an Imperf. nor for 
an Aorist, as the recent Commentators suppose, 
but, as I have always said, for a Present, intimat- 
ing, by implication, continuauce as well as begin- 
ning; the time of the star (i. e. the star's) 
appearing, i.e. the time of its appearence by 
rising above the horizon. Comp. Hom. 1]. viii. 
552: ws à' Gt’ iv ovpavw doTpa—daíver' (for 
QaívaTat) dpimpewia; and Hesiod. Opp. 607: 
evr’ dy (for Stay) pæra pavn chivos 'pím- 
vos. 

8. The use of the Participles vopzvO. and £A. 
is generally referred to pleonasm, but wrongly; 
there being rather (especially when associated 
with verbs in the Imperative) an intensity of 
sense in them, intimating speed in the action. See 
Matthim, G. G. 8 55. 

9. iov] For eipov. So almost all the MSS. 
Versions and Fathers, which has been received 
by almost every editor. 
— řws EMOwy iorn) The Indic., and not 

Subj., used after gws, by way of denoting the 
certainty of the action, asat Matt. xxiv. 39. Jos. 
Bell. iii. 10. 3: zws To wAHVEt Biacapsva, kai 
Gcexwrsoorvtes, els Thy wWodw avvédvyov. 

For torn, L. and T. read tora@n, from five 
MSS. and some Fathers; an authority too slender 
to Justi the change, esp. considering that the 
Pesch. Syr., and Vulg. Versions defend éo7n, 
and internal evidence is rather in its favour. I 



MATTHEW II. 10—15. 11 

érávo ob Jv TO wadiov. 10 'IOóvres 0e Tov darépa, éydpnoay 
xapàv ueyáXqv ado8pa: 114 xal éMlovres eis Thy oixíav, *eldov a Pwl n 
tò Trawdiov perà Mapias tis pnTpòs avrow Kal TrecorTes mpos 15.9.0. 
exúrņoav avTa@ Kai ávoífavres ToUs Onoavpovs avràv, Tpoc- 
queyxay avrQ Sapa, ypuvaóv kal AiBavov xai opipvav. 1 Kai 
ypnuatıobévres xar dvap pu?) davaxdpurypat mpos ‘Hpwdny, ov 
dXXns 0900 aveywpnaay eis THY xopav avTay. 

13 ' Ayayepraávrov Sé avrav, ov, ayyedos Kvpiov $aívera, 

xaT dvap TQ loci, Xéyew ‘EvyepOels vrapáXafe Tò trasdiov 
xal Thy prépa avroð, kal dei*ye eis Alyutrrov, kai to. exei 
ws dv elo coi péet yap ‘Hpwdns Ürreiv rò Trai0(ov, ToO 
ámoXécas auto.  1*9'O &è éyepÜcis mrapédaBe tò maiðiov kal THY 
prépa, abro vucros, kal dveywpnoey eis AVyvmroy: 15° Kal Ùv eoe 1.1 
exes ws THS TeXevrijs “Hpwdou: iva mXn9po05 Tò pnÜév vmó 
[tov] Kvpíov &à tov mpophrov, Xéyovro: “EE AiyvmTov 

doubt not that égordOn is an alteration, as the 
word manifestly is at Luke xxiv. 36, gorn, and 
at Matt. xxvii. ll, £o» £umpoc0:v oU NY., 
where tora@n, though read by Lachm. and 
Tisch., is a mere gloss, or a correction of lan- 

10, ixdpnoav —opóðpa] The subjoining of 
& cognate substantive to any verb to impart in- 
tensity of sense is not a mere Hebraism, but is 
found also iu the Classical writers. The addition 
of opodpa to wéyar is a relique of early antiquity, 
originating when the superlative was formed (as 
inthe Northern languages), not by a termination, 
but by the addition of a particle, usually put after 
the adject. 

ll. 05cavpobc aóT.] “their caskets” (lit. 
treasure boxes), as found in Joseph. Ant. ix. 2, 
EvAwwow Onoavpov. See 2 Kings xii. 9, x:Bw- 
TO», “a money-box.” I know of no other ex- 
ample. * i 
— ^rpocive'yka» — dupa } is was agreeable 

to the Oriental custom (even yet retained), of 
never appearing before a King, or any great per- 
sonage, without offering him gifts; usually the 
choicest productions of the country of the giver. 
From the nature of the presents it has been usually 
su that the Magi came from Arabia. 

2, 22. anuario dirii x.ö ] ‘being warned 
[of God] by vision’ Xpnuariğæ (from xprnua 
and xpaopua:) signifies prop. and gener. fo do 

mess, whether private or public; but more 
freq. as used of Kings and Magistrates, to despatch 
business, esp. to give audience, and return answers ; 
and hence in New Test., Sept., and Jos., fo impart 
Divine warnings, either by answer of oracle, or 
by vision, or by Spiritual impulse ; and the Pass. 
*to be thus warned, or admonished,' to receive 
such warning. And the verb is used either abso- 
lutely, as in Heb. viii. 5; xi. 7 ; xii. 25, as foll. 
by urd rou Ivedmaros Tov áyíov, Luke ii. 26, 
or ure á'yyéXov d'yíov, as x. 22, also absol. and 
foll by Infin. here, and by implic. v. 22. And 
to Luke ii. 26 in Cod. P. and the Ital. Vers. 
KtXonuaTiGAivoe rv. This use is very rare in 
the Class. writ. ; but two examples at least in the 
cognate verb ypaouas are found in Aristot. Rhet. 

ii. 23. 12: "Aynoiwortis iv AsX pote brnpwtra 
TÓV Bedv (xaxpnuivos mpóTepov 'OXvpusriáauv) 
al abTo, &c. g. Æschyl. Pers. 834, Blomf., 
owppoveiy «sy pnu£vos—' being Divinely warned 
to be temperate, or sober-minded,’ where to read 
Kexonuivoy, from the Schol., with Schulz and 
Blomf, or to take «exp. for xpüCorTss, with 
Hermann, would spoil the sentiment, which is, 
*Do ye, who are Divinely admonished to be 
sober-minded (prudent), make Aim prudent, in- 
struct him by reasonable admonitions.’ 

13. Alyuwrov] A better place of refuge could 
not be found, from its independence on Herod. 
And as there were many Jews settled there, who 
enjoyed both civil protection and religious tolera- 
tion, it would be at once a safe and a commodious 
place of residence. 

—ic6:] ‘continue, remain.” “Eos ay «loo 
coi, namely, ‘ what thou must do further.’ 

14, wuxros] By night, to conceal his depar- 
ture; and the very night of his receiving the 
vision, to show his ready obedience. 

15. 75« TeXevTAs] Scil. rou Blov; like finis 
for finis vitæ in Latin. The full phrase occurs 
in Homer, Herodotus, and others of the more 
ancient writers. 
—i£ Alyiwrov—pov] “ These words (from 

Hos. x1. 1) are not cited merely by way of ac- 
commodation or allusion ; but, referring primarily 
to the deliverance of the children of Israel out ot 

ypt, they were, secondarily and figuratively, 
fulfilled in the person of Christ. That Israel was 
indeed a type of Christ, appears from Exod. iv. 22, 
where he is called by God his son ; his first born: 
whence also Zsrael 1s put for Christ, Isa. xlix. 3. 
Now as a prophetical prediction is then fulfilled, 
when what was foretold is come to pass, so a type 
is then fulfilled when that is done in the antitype 
which was before done in the type. It is no ob- 
jection that the remainder of the prophecy does 
not belong to Christ, as the Evangelist only 
notices the resemblance between the type and 
antitype, in that both were called out of Egypt.” 
(Whitby.) I am now of opinion that the view 
taken by the Reviewer in tho British Critic, 
though more facilc, and agreeable to ordinary 
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ékáXeca TOV viov pov. 

MATTHEW II. 16—18. 

18 Tore “Hpwons, àv sti év- 
evralyOn mò Tov payov, CbupwOn Xia Kai ároaTe(Nas ávetXe 
mdvras Tous maidas TOUS év BnOdetu xal èv maou Tots ópiois 
aurns, amo Sterods Kal Katwrépw, xarà Tov «póvov dy nxpiBwoe 
Tapa tv paywv. Y! Tore érAnpwOn rò pnOev t vro Iepeuiov rob 

fJer.81.18. apodytou, NEyovTos 

comprehension, is leas just than that of Whitby. 
There is, howover, more of soundness and truth 
in the view taken by Dr. Pye Smith (Scrip. Test., 
vol. i. p. I, El). who denominates such in- 
stances as this, ‘ pre-arranged allusions; and he 
ably shows that the Applications thus made to 
the Messiah were not arbitrary ; not made be- 
cause of a fortuitous coincidence, but possessing 
areal and just connexion formed by the compre- 
hensiveness of the Divine Plan, and the provi- 
dential disposal of various seemingly inconsider- 
able events. For myself, I am inclined to 
with the learned and orthodox Hoffmann, De- 
monstr. Ev., vol. i. p. 34, who, after an able dis- 
cussion, acquiesces in the opinion which holds a 
medium between the two views. And he main- 
tains that the pa of Scripture treats literally 
of ISRAEL, but (and indeed from the intention of 
the Holy Spirit) — of CHRIST, and tbe 
Scripture involves both Type and Antitype; the 
Type being the leading of Israel from Egypt. 

is view, he shows, has been taken by some of 
ae most eminent Theologians ancient and mo- 
ern. 
16. ivsvaíx0n] Lit. ‘was trifled with, im- 

upon, i.e. as Herod took it, so Jer. x. 
4. Ber. iii. 17, and sometimes in the Class. 

writers. 
— á*rocTsíNac] It is unnecessary to suppose 

any cllipsis, as of ivác or dyyidous (any more 
than in the Latin mittere, which is similar] 
used). Nor is there any pleonasm in awocrsi- 
Aas, but merely a venire of — verbosity. 
Tots watéas, ‘ the e children; for though 
the masculine is sometimes used with nouns of 
the common gender, in reference to the whole 
species, both male and female; yet that is 
chiefly in the Classical writers, and where the 
context and the subject suggest the right appli- 
cation. 

—d'*ró serous] It is not quite certain whe- 
thor der. hero be in the neuter or the masc. gen- 
der. It may be in the egit) and this is sup- 
ported not only by Pollux i. 54, but by passages 
of /Eschyl., Isæus, Demosth., and Aristot., as 
cited in Steph. Thes.; and if so, it is a Subst. 
meaning bimatus, biennis, a space of two ycars— 
and so the word was taken by the Vulg. Transl. 
But what is, I apprehend, tho constant usage of 
the Sept, in this and its cognate terms, is in 
favour of the masc., and that this is good, though 
not Attic, Greek is certain from Pollux ii. 28. 
But then it will be an adject. used substantively 
by tho ellip. of Bpépoe or watdiov, just as in 
Engl. we say a two-year old, at least speaking of 
animals. And this is confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr., and all the other Versions, except the Vulg. 
and the Sahidic. The words intra bimatum in 
the passage of Macrob. Saturn. ii. 4, cited by the 
Commentators, by no means ‘look very like a 
Quotation from our narrativo, as Mr. Alf. ima- 

18 f Pov) éy ‘Papa jxovobn, Opjvos xai 

ines; nor is it ible that the saying of Augus- 
* was founded on the Evan liat. E Tho in 
of Herod's atrocity would have sure to reach 
the Emperor's ear first from other quarters— 
besides the Gospel narrative was not in being 
until many years after. Nor ought we to mix up 
Macrobius's account with that of the Evangelist. 
As to the anecdote showing, as Mr. Alf. says, 
great ignorance of the chronology of Herod's 
reign—one would think that gentleman supposed 
the account in Macrobius made up to confirm the 
Gospel narrative; yet Macrobius was not a Chris- 
tian. It is true that Antipater, the last of 
Herod's sons put to death by him, was (as he 
says) of full age at his execution, nay quite an 
elderly person, as Augustus must very well have 
known, for Antipater had juat before been spend- 
ing some months at Rome. Thus it is clear that 
Augustus could not have uttered the words which 
Macrob. scems to put into his mouth ; nor could 
Macrob. be so ill informed as to have written 
them. I suspect that some grievous corruption 
bas crept into his text, and I doubt not that he 
wrote, not inter, but prater, besides, which will 
make all right, for the Bethlehemite children and 
Antipater were cut off at nearly the same time. 
For tntra, too, read infra. One may wonder how 
Scaliger on Euscb. p. 168 could have expressed 
surprise that ‘such a saying should have escaped 
from the lips of the Emperor, since August. had 
himself con the capital condemnation of 
Herod on his three sons.” That cannot be true, 
except of the two younger sons. The elder was, 
as we find from Josephus, put to death without 
the least delay. But if the passage be written 
with the two facile emendations which I propose, 
the words may very well have been said by tho 
Emperor; and thus, too, the able writer of the 
Saturnalia will be rescued from a blunder grave 
enough to stultify a whole book. 

17. wd 'Izp.] B,C, D, Z, and several ancient 
cursive MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 528, 1175, 
1178, 1192), have dea ‘Iep., which is confirmed 
ki the Syr., Italic, Vulg., and other Versions, 

so by Just. Mart. and Chrys., and is edited by 
Lachm. and Tisch. It is probably, but not cer- 
tainly, the genuine reading. The reading of 
MS. D, twd Kvupíov &ià, found also in Cod. 
Ravianus, the Ed. Bryling., and the Brit. Mus. 
MS. 1649, rather casts a shade on the other, as 
seemingly a second and improved edition (so to 
speak) of the same critical alteration. 

17, 18. It is far from being certain that thero 
is not here a strict Application, and not, as almost 
all recent Expositors think, a mere Accommoda- 
tion of the words of the Prophet: at lcast such 
is the opinion of several eminent Expositors, 
both Roman Catholic and Protestant; and this 
view has been recently maintained by Bp. Jebb 
and Mr. Forster in an able Dissertation. Iam, 
bowever, inclined to adopt the middle course 
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propounded by Rambach, Bengel the elder, Mi- 
chaelis, and Hoffmann ; according to which the 
words of the Prophet are to be understood gene- 
rally of the wailing of Rachel over the takin 
away of ber sons, first by the Babylonish an 
Assyrian captivity, and — by the in- 
fanticide at Bethlehem. And surely when we 
consider how imperfect, at best, is the insight we 
can have into the full import of prophetical, and 
still more of typical, actions [aud Mr. Forster 
maintains that the prophecy of Jeremiah was 
meant as a connecting link between the type and 
the antitype], good reasons may be given for re- 
garding this as the safest view to be adopted. 
— Bo7jv0r—wodvs] The words Oprjvos xai are 

omitted in B, Z, 1, 22, almost all the Versions, 
and some early Fathers, and are cancelled by L. 
T., and Alf., whom I cannot follow. External 
authority is quite insufficient (all the Lamb., al] 
the Br. Mus. MSS. have the words, and so has 
the Sept. sine v. 1). It may, indeed, be urged 
that internal evidence is against the words, 
which may have been introduced from the Sept. ; 
though the Evangelist meant to follow the He- 
brew. But that is very improbable; and strange 
were it that the korda should creep into all the co- 
pies but three. And though we cannot pronounce 
with certainty whether the Evangelist meant to 
follow the Hebrew or the Sept., yet the latter is 
by far the more probable. As to the variation 
between the Sept. and the Hebrew, I suspect 
that the Sept. Translators, wishing to do full 
pus to a term so pregnant in meaning as the 

cbr. 773 chose to express it by a Hendiadys 
= a compound term, in order to correspond 
better to the very strong subsequent expression 
pwn, presenting one of the most powerful 
superlatives in the Hebrew language, denoting 
weeping the most bitter. It is pan at the three 
substantives, together with the addition of the 
adject. moàùs, are no more than n to 
draw forth the full force of the Hebrew. It may, 
indeed, be objected that the Evangelist could 
not mean to follow the Sept., because that has 
0piivov kal xAav@uou xal óóvpuov. I answer, 
that such was not, I suspect, the original reading 
therein, but 8p7vos, xal x«XavOuós xal dduppos, 
which is preserved in Theodoret, and also in the 
Complut. and a few other copies. As to the re- 
ceived reading (from the Vatic. and Alex.) that 
arose, I suspect, from alteration, to introduce a 

íner sense. I hope to find a more suitable 
occasion than the present for evincing that the 
true text of the Sept. has yet to be settled ; and 
that when that is done (by the aid of Theodoret 
slightly emended, and of the other Versions), we 

find that Sept. Version was no unfaithful 

representation of the Hebrew, and thus it would 
not matter whether we suppose the Evangelist to 
have followed the Sept. or the Hebr. ; only that, 
strictly speaking, we cannot doubt that he fol- 
lowed the Sept. So that it is quite evident that 
the text of L. and T. cannot be sustained. I 
would render thus: “A voice in Rama hath 
been heard; lamentation, and weeping, and great 
mourning. [There is] Rachel bewailing her 
children, and refusing to be comforted becauso 
they are not.” 
— «Xaiovea) Sub. ñv. A fine figure, Müereby 

Rachel is personified, and supposed to be bewail- 
ing the slaughter, and weeping for her children, 
as Ephraim is, in the same chapter, represented 
as lamenting himself. “Ort oùx slei (a common 
euphemism, for ‘ they are dead’), must be taken, 
not with wapaci., But with xAaíovca. In the 
passage of the Prophet, the words must mean, 
are gone into captivity.’ 
20. of {nrouvres) meaning Herod only. A 

use of plural for singular, common both to the 
Scriptural and the Classical writers, ially in 
speaking of Kings and Princes. See l Kings i. 
43, com with Matt. ix. 8, and especially 
Ex. iv. 19, reOvtjxace yàp ol (nrourrés (mean- 
ing Pharaoh; seo Ex. ii. 15) cov thy Wuyi. 
The expression {nrety T» wvxü» Tivos is 
formed from the Hebr. teyrn wpa in ] Sam. 
xxiii. 15. 

21. For 4A@ev Lach. and Tisch. edit «i050. 
solely from MSS. B, C, and the Coptic Vers., 
whereas JAO. is found in all the other Versions, 
and perhaps in all the other MSS. extant, cer- 
tainly thc Lamb. and Br. Mus. copies, and is con- 
firmed by the usus loquendi. That tpyomat, fol- 
lowed by name of country, frequently occurs in 
New Test. and eloipy. scarcely ever, I havo. 
already fully shown; and that a compound of 
£pxouat has clsewhere been unwarrantably 
brought into the text, I have proved by many 
examples. Indeed, I scarcely know of one ex- 
ample where eioépx.—alc means simply to go to 
a country. Isa. xix. 23, elosAedcovrat ’Acav- 
pio: ele Alyuwrov: and there it merely ex- 
presses free ingress and egress, intercourse be- 
tween Assyria and Egypt; the fulfilment of. 
which prediction has of late been abundantly 
pue and illustrated by the researches of Mr. 

M harn. ivl rhs 'I.] Tisch. and Alf. 
bracket, and Lach. cancels iwi from MS. D, and 
some 20 cursive ones, to which I add L, 1177, 
apd Br. Mus. 5540, 16,943, 17,470. But ex- 
ternal authority is decidedly in its favour, and 
internal evidence rather so; since it was less 
likely to be introduced from a scho- 
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lium, than to have been removed by the Alex. 
critics, who well knew that Class. usage requires 
its absence; nay, 1 know not of a single instance 
of its use in the Class. writers. So that there 
can be no doubt that the ix} found here in all 
the copies but a comparatively few, was cancelled 
by fastidious critics, who wished to get rid of an 
unclassical construction. I need not remark 
that the Cod. B, and its usual supporters, abound 
in such uncritical alterations. OF dvTi, the sense 
s ‘in — to; a sense — wile the 

t., where it occurs perpetually, though very 
sul in the Class. nen Ken, His. i. 4. 4. 
— faciXeóri) Taken improprié for dpysi, 

since Archelaus was not a BaciAcis, but only an 
éÜvápxns, as he is styled by Jos. Ant. xvii. 13, 
where his accession is recorded. 
— époBij0n} Not without reason; for Arche- 

Jaus was heir, as we find from Jos. Ant. xvii. 9. 
Bell. ii. 7. 3, to his Father's cruelty, as well as to 
his throne. 

23. Na(apéT] L. and T. edit NaYapi8, which 
is found in B, C, E, K, and several ancient cur- 
sive MSS. ; to which I add Lamb. 1177, 1178, 
1192, 1193; Brit. Mus. 16,943, 17,470, pr. m. 
and Euseb. It was probably the original spell- 
ing. 
B I must now reject the interpretation of Tva 

TÀnpoÜU5 propounded by Campb. and embraced 
by most recent Expositors, inasmuch as it 
weakens the sense, and is only a mode of 
evading, not of removing the difficulty ; which, 
after ali, is rather imaginary than real ; for that 
the formula admits here of the strictest applica- 
tion has been fully evinced both by Hoffm. and 
his learned editor Hegelmaier, in his elaborate 
Dissertation prefixed to the Dem. Ev. p. x— 
lxx. In this and many other passages where iva 
or ó* oe XAyNpwOy are used, it is better, as Mr. 
Rose on Parkh. observes (p. 692, s9.), * to leave 
the difficulty, whatever it may be, respecting 
such fulfilment of prophecy, and the interpreta- 
tion thereof, unsolved, than to create another 
scarcely less formidable as to the rendering of a 
phrase in itself almost indubitable." I quite ac- 
cede to his general observation, that * before we 
can decide that the passages cited are not sus- 
ceptible of the sense put upon them [by the in- 
spired writers of the New Test.), we ought to 
possess all the light that the most extended re- 
searches into the Scriptures and the Jewish 
writings can give us; and that even then wo 
should not be too basty in deciding that much of 
the knowledge which might justify the Evan- 
gelists [in — as they have] may not have 
passed away in the lapse of ages. The careful 
examination of difficulties like these, the throw- 
ing sunshine on the dark — of Scripture, 
and not, in the Rationalist fashion, the recon- 
struction of Christianity is the proper province of 
modern Theology." “ As to the present — 
says Mr. Alford, ‘‘ whatever may have been the 
partial fulfilment of the prophecy in the timo of 

Ahaz, its applicability to a different time, and 
reference to a higher deliverance, is undeniable.” 
This view, of course, proceeds on adopting, 
with Lowth, Meyer, Olshausen, Nares, and 
Smith, the hypothesis of a double sense,—one, in 
which the words apply primarily, either to some 
female living in the time of the Prophet, and her 
giving birth to a Son, according to the ordinary 
aws of nature; or, as Dathe holds, to some 
virgin, who at that time should miraculously 
conceive ; and the other, in which they received 
a secondary and plenary fulfilment in the mira- 
culous conception and birth of Christ. But, 
specious as this hypothesis is, there are the 
strongest rcasons adduced by Hoffm. Dem. 
Evang. vol. i. p. 11, seg. why it cannot be ad- 
mitted. To introduce here any such refutation 
of that and other ingenious theories, and fine- 
spun hypotheses, would occupy space required 
for better purposes. Indeed it were almost 
superfluous; "so self-contradictory, (to use the 
words of Dr. Henderson on Is. vii. 11.) and 
mutually subversive, are the bearings by which 
that and the other hypotheses are distinguished ; 
while some of them are so manifestly formed for 
the nonce, as to be quite unworthy of notice.” 
The only safe course, and fully borne out by 
the inspired authority of the Evangelist, is to 
refer the words solely to the Messiah. That 
Hegelmaier fully acquiesced in Hoffmaun's api- 
nion, is plain from the concluding words of his 
able argumentation : “ Cur itaque dubitem hanc 
allegandi Formulam strictissime accipere, et post 
authenticam dicti prophetici, et allegati (Evan- 
gelistm) verum et unicum esse sensum ?" 
— OTws TÀnpwoÜj— Tpobnrov) Render, 

* So that thereby was fultilled (verified by the 
event) what was spoken by tle prophets;" 
for (as Campb. observes) a declaration of any 
kind may be said to be then fulfilled, when it is 
verified by any incident to which the words can 
be applied, even if it were a coincidence in sound, 
which, as [ shall show farther on, applies here. 
That the word darws should be thus rendered (as 
it is also by Dp. Pearson, Abp. Newcome, and 
Wakefield, and Wesley), is shown by Campb., 
who observes, that the words refer only to the 
Divine purpose in the event. 
— Nufwpatos kAnÜriceTai] I am at a loss to 

imagine why Bp. Middleton should have alleged, 
that though there be no article to Not, yet, as 
nuncupatives require the article, it is here the 
same as if expressed, the Nazarene: for though 
nuncupetives readily admit of the article, yet 
they may dispense with it; and indeed they 
should seem to rect it when the intention of 
the writer is not to advert to a person who is 
peculiarly so or so (as in Xen. Anab. vi. 4, 7, 
avaxaduuvtes [aUTÓv) TÓ» 7podornw), but to 
designate one of a class; as when we say, *to call 
a person traitor, or any other name of reproach. 
Now this will be the case here, if, as Dr. Hunt 
has remarked in his Sermon on Matt. ii. 23, 
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Nazarene was a term of reproach, proverbially 
given to any despicable person whatever. Iam 
the more inclined to propose the rendering Naza- 
rene, rather than ‘the Nazarene,’ because that 
lessens some of the difficulty here found, and the 
objection raised from the circumstance of the 
words in question being no where found in the 
writings of the Prophets. That difficulty might 
be still further diminished by rendering «A505- 
cetat * should be called ;' for, were we to regard 
&Àx0. as future in sense, no less than in form, 
and rd the 67: as a sign of the oratio directa, 
we could scarcely view the words otherwise than 
as a quotation ; which it has been thought it can- 
not be, being no where found in the Old Test. 
Whereas if the fut. here be taken in the sense 
should, often occurring, the above solution of 
the difficulty will have the advantage of being 
both natura] and facile; but even that will be un- 
necessary, if we suppose, with some eminent 
Expositors, as Calv., Bengel, Osiander, and 
Hoffm., that there is merely a reference, by way 
of allusion, to something handed down by tradi- 
tion as one of the &ypa«a dicta of the Prophets. 
Hoffm. ably maintains this view, and satisfac- 
torily answers the objections to which it might 
seem to lie open. He especially notices the use 
of 9x0», not yeypaupmivoy, as confirming this 
view; and further remarks, that other dicta are 
in the New Test. adduced from tradition, e. g. in 
Acts xx. 35, and Jude 14; and he shows that 
this view, properly guarded, gives no countenance 
to Popish tradition, or authorizes their own un- 
Written traditions, even after the establishment 
of the canon of Scripture; for we thus only 
maintain a tradition first unwritten, though after- 
wards, and before the closing of the canon, in- 
serted in Holy Scripture, and thus made £y- 
yerbo» by the inspired Evangelist St. Matthew. 

cannot, however, agree with Hoffmann, that 
the sole purpose of the cited dictum was to ex- 
ress that the Messiah was to be brought up at 

Nazareth; and I must confess, that to suppose 
the sense to be, that the Messiah was to be a 
despised Person, lies open to the objection before 
adverted to, and others started by Mr. Alford 
(or his authors). Again, to suppose a reference 
to the Nuzarifes is going on untenable ground. 
The best mode of solution is to suppose a double 
reference, 1. to the Messiah’s place of residence, 
Nazareth; and 2. to his descent, xarà capaa, 
i.e. from king David, namely, with allusion to 
Isa. xi. ], where it is predicted of the Messiah, 
that “ a shoot, 2, shall come from the stem of 
Jesse, and a sprout, ‘yen, shall grow up from his 
roots ;" and at v. 10, that “to the Root of Jesse 
shall the Gentiles repair." In confirmation of 
this view 1 would observe tbat the most eminent 
Hebraists are agrced that the true Etymon of 
Nazarite ie wy and 2,) that though Na{wpatos 
is supposed to be found in all our copies (which, 
bowever, I much doubt), yet Salopa is read 
by Euscb. Dem. Ev. p. 350, in a direct quotation 
from this passage ; though just before, p. 349, ho 
spells it NaQipuios, as also in Origen on Matt., 
P. 436, and yet Jos. Ant. iv. 44, has Na{apatos, 
Which is retained by Dindorf, though Richter 

had edited Nato. from 5 MSS. That Euseb. 
must have written Nafapaios in both places is 
evident from his course of argument, where ho 
distinguishes Na{cp. from Nafap. His words 
are, wy uiv TH uoti NaCipatos (i.e. ò dios) 
KAnBeis 68 wap’ avOpwroas Napipaios (lego 
Nafap.) dd Tov Natap£0, tva wapa Tore 
xaTà cápka 'yoysUgi Ti iv watciy åTpópny 
soxnxe. Tho w and a are perpetually con- 
founded. 

III. 1. After the account of the nativity and 
infancy of Jesus, comes the second portion of the 
Gospel, containing a narrative of John the Bap- 
tist's proceedings with respect to our Lord, prepa- 
Deo to his public ministry. Ch. iii. & iv. 

— £y di aic huépaie ix.] This phrase, for 
iv TouTw Tw yodvw, is a customary form of 
commencing a narrative, both in the Classical and 
the Scriptural writers, especially in the book of 
Daniel. The difference is, that the latter use it 
strictly, when only a brief period is interposed 
between the occurrence to be narrated and somo 
other event before mentioned; whereas the 
former employ it with greater latitude, when 
there is a considerable interval ; as here of many 
years: yet always with a reference to some pre- 
viously mentioned time. And the time adverted 
to is that of the residence of Joseph at Nazareth. 
The reason why Matthew passes over the period 
of Christ's infancy and early youth, is, that it 
was not his purpose to narrate aught but what 
was connected with the establishment of the 
Messiah’s kingdom. He therefore is silent on 
the event of Jesus's earlier years, but passes on 
to the uprise of his great Forerunner. The dài 
before Taie nuép. is omitted in seven uncial, and 
several cursive MSS., later Versions, and Fa- 
there; but its omission can far better be accounted 
for than its insertion. 

—n^rapa"yívs£Tai] Thisisthenarrative present for 
the past, and the term is in Sept. not unfrequently 
used to denote the coming forward, making his ap- 

rance, of a prophet on the scene of public life. 
3 Kings xviii. 36 (Compl.), xai wapsyivero 

"HAlas ò wpogpytns, and 1 Macc. iv. 46, u£xpc 
Tov *apa'ysynÜrvai epodphitny.—llapayiveras 
Knpvoowy is for wapayivetat Kai Knovocet. 
—o Baxvieric] À name of office, equiva- 

lent to ó Barti wv, Mark vi. 14, and employed 
by the sacred writers to distinguish him from 
John the Evangelist. Baptism 1s well known to 
have been in general use with the Jews, as well as 
other Oriental nations, as a part of the ceremony 
for the admission of prosclytes. It was believed 
that the administration of this rite would form 
part of the office of the Messiah. 
— iv ty iphu tris 'lovó.] = TMT G 

Judg. i. 16, shere Sept. has els 3j» &£pnuov T7)» 
ovcay iv Tw voTw ‘lovga, a free version pointing 
out the exact situation. But here there is re- 
ferehce not to the desert at the south of Judah, 
and which is blunderingly called in most maps 
the Wilderness of Judæa, but which ia that of 
Judah. The one here meant is really that of 
Judæa; since it runs along a great part of the 
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eastern borders of that country, forming a lon 
tract of high ground stretching west of the 
Sea and of the river Jordan, and thus formin 
two divisions: 1. that on which John bapti 
and gor up, west of the Dead Sea (Luke i. 60. 
iii. 2): 2. that along the Jordan, where John 
baptized (Matt. iii. 1. Marki.4). And this is con- 
firmed by Jos. Bell. iii. 10. 7, where he says that 
the Jordan dsaxrépvec thy Tevynodp piony 
Ewesta worAhy dvautTpoUusvos Tv ipon- 
iav, ele T)» 'Ao paNmíTuv itd: Aluvyv. The 
coast where John cannot be fixed, be- 
causc it must have varied throughout the whole 
tract; but where he baptized is fixed at Alvov, 
near Saalim, from Justin, iii. 23. Thus the de- 
sert of Judwa is that high ground which over- 
looks the Aulon, or Magnus , that part of 
the valley of the Jordan which 1s situated west 
of the river. It was so called, not that it was 
absolutely desert, but as being nm, i. e. draft- 
land, land to drive cattle on, not for tillage, but 
posturage, and consequently thinly inhabited and 
wholly uninclosed, like the sheep-walks of Spain, 
the llanos of South America, and the commons in 
England and other countries. 

. kal \éywv| The xal is absent from MS. 
B and the id. Version, and is cancelled by 
Lach. and Tisch., but unwarrantably. Internal 
evidence is equal balanced ; and external autho- 
rity, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., and Vulg. and 
Ital. Version, is as strong as possible, being in all 
the MSS. but one; for f fnd it in all the Lamb. 
and Brit. Mus. MSS. ; and the Versions in such 
a case as this arc stronger for than against a par- 
ticle that might well be dispensed with. It was, 
I suspect, removed by the fastidious critic who 
framed the text of B, or its archetype. 
— sad rd On this important term see 

my Lex., where J have pointed out the modified 
sense in which this, and several other passages 
of the Gospels are to be taken, namely as re- 
garded the Jews in turning to God from the 
spiritual idolatry of unbelief and sin, as attested 
by the moral reformation of mind and conduct. 
So Jos. Ant. xviii. 5. 2, states this as the scope of 
John the Baptist's preaching, describing him as 
teaching rots "lovdalous—Bartionw Gvviévaiv 
oUT« yap Tiv Básr rio uy &vo8Ex Sy av To pavei- 
ofa: (a stronger sense than £as00a1:), ui] imil Ti- 
væv duapradwy waparrijoet (remission) xpo- 
pivwvy (not for the remission of some sins only), 
GAX' id’ dyvelu cwparos, dre à?) kai THY Yu- 
X!js Qikxaion vg wpoxexaBappévns (but for tho 
purifying of the body considered as the seat of 
sin, or as subservient to sin, inasmuch as the 
soul has been previously purified by rightcous- 
ness). Sec my note on Rom. vi. 6. Thus Jos. 
bears ample testimony to what appears from 
this and other passages, that the peravoia 
prake by John especially required amendment 
of life. 

— 59 Baoir. Tav obp.] On this expression, 
peculiar to Matth. and the synonyms, gao:A. 
TOU Otot, or Xpior., suffice it here to say, that 

they all denote a Divine spiritual kingdom, the 
reign of the Messiah. The idea of this kingdom 
has its basis in various prophecies of the O. T., 
where the advent of a Messiah and his glorious 
reign are foretold. All which was meant to bc 
understood, and was so by all enlightened and 
devout Jews, at the time of Jesus Christ, in a 
spiritual sense ; though the people at large as- 
cribed to such prophecies solely a temporal ac- 
ceptation, as said of a temporal Messiah, who 
should come as king of the Jewish nation, to free 
them from foreign bondage, restoring its ancient 
religion and worship and thereby purifying the 
corrupt morals of the people, and expiating their 
sins; and should at length reign over the whole 
earth in peace and glory. Accordingly there are 
two aspects in which the above phrases may bo 
viewed : 1. The Jewish temporal sense, ascribed 
to it by almost all Jews in the age of Christ, and 
by the Apostles before the day of Pentecost, as in 

att. xviii. l. xix. 21. Luke xvii. 20. xix. 11. 
2. The Christian sense, as in Matt. iii. 2. Luke 
xxiii. 5], though in those passages foretelling tho 
coming of John the Baptist somewhat of the 
Jewish view was intermingled, and not, as in the 
passages containing the announcements of Jesus 
and his Apostles, which present the pure and un- 
mixed Christian sense, as in Matt. vi. 17. 93. 
ix. 35. x. 7. Mark i. 14,15. Luke x. 9. 11. 
Acts xxviii. 31; also, in a yet more internal and 
spiritual sense, as Matt. vi. 33. Mark x. 15. 
uke xvii. 21. xviii. 17. John iii. 3—5, and 

especialy Rom. vi. 17 and 1 Cor. vi. 20. Sce 
mere in my Lex. New Test, in v. Bacı- 
sia. 
3. m The chief — MSS., and somo 

cursive have, as in seve receding passa 
tà, which is received by pd, and Tisch. 
and bears on it the impress of genuineness. The 
words outros mie dori, should be rendered, 
‘Now this is He,’ &c., for the yàp is here, as 
often, exegetical ; and these are not the words of 
the Baptist, but of the Evangelist. —' Haoatov Tov 
vpodrrrov. The words which follow convey the 
sense, though they do not follow the exact terms, 
either of the Hebrew or Sept. 
— dwn, &c.] [' There is heard] the voice of 

one preaching in the wilderness, and exclaiming, 
'EToiuácaTs thy dddv, &c. The whole is an 
cxact description of the office of John the Bap- 
tist, who prepared the way for the Redeemer by 
—— difficulties, and counteracting preju- 
diccs. figure derived from the practice of 
Eastern monarchs, who, on taking a Journey, or 
going on a military expedition, used to send for- 
ud persons to level the eminences, smoothen 
the unevennesses, fill up the hollows, &c., so as 
to form a road. See my note on Thucyd. ii. 
97, 100. 

4. abros ò eem] Render, ‘thie same 
[person,] John [whom Í am speaking of].' In 
the following description we find, as was meant 
to be intimated, a strikin similarity between 
the John, the Elias of prophecy, and the actual 
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*Ieávvgs * eye rò Evdupa abro0 amo rpvyQv rkapýhov, kal Covny y? Kant. 

Sepyarivny Trepi Tij» oodiv avtov Ñ Sè tpopy avrod Hy ° áxp(Bes iler. n.. 
acai ù pé drypuov. 

5 e Tore é£erropevero Trpós avrov 'IepoaóAvpa, kal Trácaa 7) Iov- 

4. 

d 1 Sam. 14. 
36. 

e Mark 1.5. 
Luke & 7. 

Sala, kai Táca 17) Tepiywpos ToU lopOóávov 9 xai éBamrifovro 
ev t 'lopóávg vorauqQ vm avro), éfouoXoyovuevo, Tas ápap- 

Elias (i. e. Elijah), as he ie described in 2 Kings 
1. 8, where the words of the Sept. and those of 
the Evangelist are so strikingly similar, that the 
latter would seem formed on the former. 

— Tò ivdvpa—xapnAov] Some take this to 
mean the camel's skin with the hair on, as sheep- 
skins were worn by the Hebrew prophets. See 
Zech. xiii. 4. Der — — justly, 
s that it was the s ier camel’s kair, 
pun iat coarse cloth, lio our d t. And 
we find from the Talmud that camel's hair gar- 
ments were much worn by the Jews. Josephus 
more than once speaks of i4c8)e ix Tpiyer» 
weroiunpirn, probably the odxxos tpixsvos, of 

v. vi. 12. Nor were they unknown to the 
Heathens. Thus the Schol. on Eurip. Phen. 
329 mentions +a Tpíywa ivĉúuara. Those, 
however, were probably made of the finer camel's 
hair, like a manufacture formerly made in this 
country, and called camíets. Garments similar 
to the tist'e are atill worn (or rather a manu- 
facture of wool and camel's hair) in the East by 
the poor, or thoee who affect austerity. John 
wore this — in imitation of the prophetas, 
especially Elijah. See 2 Kings i. 8, whom he 
also imitated in the austerity of his life. Indeed 
it was his prophetical habit and mode of life, that 
was chiefly instrumental (together with the pre- 
vailing expectation of the Messiah's advent) in 
drawing the attention of the Jews to his minis- 
try, whereby the spiri of prophecy, which had 
been lost to larael for years, was in some 
measure restored. 

— (ernr depu.] So of Elijah, 2 Kings i. 8: 
(ern» sspuativny wepts{wopivor Ti dau 
avTov. The austerity consisted in the materials; 
for otherwise these girdles formed a regular part 
of the dress, and were of linen, silk, or even gold 
and silver, according to the circumstances. 
— $ "pod —dxpidec] That locusts (of which 

Bochart reckons ten species) were itted to 
be eaten, appears from Lev. xi. 22; that they 
formed a customary food among the poor in the 
East, a rs from Agatharch. v. 27. Strabo xvi. 
P. 1118, and Plin. vi. 30, &c. (Wets.) From 
Aristoph. Ach. 1116 and the Schol., it appears 
that the Greeks also ate of them, but that they 
were accounted a mean food. That they are at 
the nt day a common diet among the poor, 
throughout moet of the countries of Asia and 
Africa, we learn from modern travellers. 
— For aùrov ñ» Lachm. and Tisch. read rj» 

avTov, from B, D, L, and some cursive MSS., 
but without good reason. In such a case as 
this, where the reading probably arose from the 
scribe's careleseness, the authority of MSS. (and 
all the Lamb. MSS. have the text. rec.) ought to 
decide. 

— mids &yptov] Though I am now of opinion 
that by this peculiar expression is meant the honey 
made by wild bees, and deposited in hollow trees 

Vot. I. 

and clefts of the rocks, and such as we know from 
what is said in the O. T. (to which modern tra- 
vellers bear witness), was always found in this 
tract of country called the Desert, yet I see not 
why the sacchurine gum, honey dew, exuding 
from trees, mentioned by Diodor., Jos., Xen., 
Polyb., Pliny, referred to by me (and I now add 
the vale-honey mentioned in the Anthol. Grec. 
i. 38. 3, and the wood-honey of the Rabbinical 
writers, both adduced as desirable articles of 
food), should not be also meant. 

5. » cipíxepos Tov 'lopó.] ‘the country 
around the Jordan,’ Gen. xiii. 10, seq. ; 1 Kings 
vii. 37, forming a belt on each side of it. See 
more in my Lex. 

6. iBa*vri(ovro] That baptismal ablutions 
been, even among the heathens, thought ne- 

ceseary for admission to religious ceremonies, and 
for the expiation of offences, the Classical cita- 
tions here adduced by Wets. and others, fully 
prove. That they were in use, too, among the 
Jews, we find alike from the Old Test., the 
Rabbinical writers, and Joseph. See B. J. ii. 
8.7. But the baptism here meant is one solemn 
rite, never to be repeated, comprehending the 
wives and children also of the proselytes ; and 
founded partly on the ceremony which (as the 
Jewish theologians inform us) took place imme- 
diately previous to the promulgation of the Law, 
at Mount Sinai, but mainly on the Jewish bap- 
tism of proselytes; though not a little differing 
from it. The one involving an obligation to per- 
form the whole law; the other, an obligation to 
reformation, and faith in the Messiah about to 
appear—the one founded on a system of justifica- 
tion by works, the other on faith in Christ. The 
baptism of proselytes was not introduced until 
after—perhaps long after—the return from the 
Babylonish captivity ; and that to provide a lese 
revolting modeof initiation into the Jewish church 
than circumcision. The Jews must have under- 
stood the ceremony of John's baptism as eignifi- 
cant of a change of religion, and of introduction 
into a dispensation different from that of Moses. 
That they should have expressed no surprise at 
this, need not be thought strange; since they 
were taught by the predictions of the prophets, 
and the instructions of their most eminent teach- 
ers, that at the advent of the Messiah (which 
was now universal expected), the face of 
things would be entirel da and a new re- 
ligion be introduced by Baptism. (Lightf., Wets., 
Bengel.) 

— iBawr.— ifoporoy. Tas du.] Notwith- 
standing the dissent of Meyer, I am still of the 
same opinion as to the period at which the Jewish 
baptism of proselytes first took place; but I grant 
with him, that John's baptism is to be viewed in 
connexion not only with the baptism of proselytes, 
but also with the religious usages of the Jews in 
respect to washings generally com Heb. vi. 2, 
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rias aitav. "'I8íy» 86 voXXoUs tov Papicalwy kal Yadédov- 
fLuke17— xaley épyopnévovs èm. tò Bártiopa atrod, elmev avrois ! T'evvj- 
f Rom. 5. 9. 
Thees. 1. 

10. 

para éyibvOv! ris bréSekev Úpîv duyeiv amò ris E ueXXoVans 
òpyñs; 9 IIoujaare ov * kaprróv* tiov ris petavoias ? Kat 

h John 8.28, uÀ) OObgre Aéyeww èv éavroîs hIIarépa éyopev tov ‘ABpadp: 
Acts13.38. Adyw yàp tiv, Ste Sivatat 6 Oeds ex tav XíÜwv TovTwY eyElpas 

réxva TQ "Áfpaáu. 19"Hóg è [xal] 4 airn mpós tv pitav 

Bawricney ddan, and ix. 10, 891a ópois 
Bawricpois) and their symbolical meaning. 

Little doubt is there that the baptism of John 
bore a t resemblance to the Jewish Baptism 
of proselytes, which Buxtorf, Lightf., and Schoettg. 
—the most competent judges—have proved (con- 
trary to the opinion of the recent German writers) 
to have been in use before the time of John. As 
respects the character of the baptism in question, 
it was, Olshausen has remarked, a baptism of 
repentance, Aovrpó» urTavoías (by om being 
meant such a complete change of mind and heart 
as shows itself in reformation of life), not the 
AovTpóv wadtyyevecias, Luke iii. 3, and Tit. 
iii. 5. Now it was the requirement of uacdvoia, 
as used in this sense, that made the Pharisces 
in eral decline John's baptism, uh Barr- 
ibiti: vn’ abTov, says Luke. Consequently 
the wdayres found in two MSS. and Hilary, and 
inserted within brackets by Lachmann, cannot be 
admitted. The word worauw before 'lopéavy, 
inserted by him and Tisch., from four uncial and 
several cursive MSS., and to which I add seven 
Lamb. and five Mus. MSS., came prob., though 
not certainly, from the margin. In éfouoX. we 
have a e term denoting full and com- 
plete confession, and which, as followed b 
duapr., occurs also in Jos. Ant. viii. 4. 6, and, 
with du. understood, in Dan. vi. 10. 

7. Daptcaiwy kal Laddounalwyv] On these 
sects see my i ONCE 5 
— ytvrüuaTa lxidyoy] ‘ye of vi ! 

So ey are likewise called by Christ himself, 
Matt. xii. 34. xxiii. 33. By this was meant to be 
designated their deadly malignity and wickedness, 
since tho viper is the most poisonous of serpents. 

— Tis vwéðukav 0uiv] Render, ‘Who hath 
intimated to you?" in other words, ‘from what 
uarter has come this intimation to flee from the 

wrath of God [about to visit the sins of the 
nation with national judgments in this world]? 
(for the Baptist here, in the prophetic character 
which he in some respects bore, darkly intimates 
the wrath soon to be poured out on the Jewish 
nation.) Is it from yourselves, your own sagacity 
which discerns coming danger? or has it come 
from God in the secret warnings of conscience, 
suggesting the necessity of a repentance not to be 
repented of?’ The connexion with the next verse 
arises thus: * Well, then [if you have, by what- 
ever intimation, been induced to flee from the 
wrath to come by repentance], bring forth fruits 
suitable thereto, viz. in faith, love to al], equity, 
and cvery good work, as opposed to the infidelity, 
hypocrisy, and every evil work that had made you 
a generation of vipers; intimating, too, that they 
should show forth, not the leaves of professton, 
but the fruit of performance. Sec Matt. xxi. 19, 
compared with Eph. v.9. The above interpre- 
tation of the passage derives confirmation from 

_ till we see the forms o 

the use of the term drédeEev, which, like our 
verb to suggest, intimate, is applicable both to the 
intimations of natural ity, and to the mont- 
tions of the voice within, that of conscience. 
Thus the verb to intimate is in our own language 
used to denote the suggestion of God both through 
the mind and the conscience, or Moral sense. 
Addison writes: *'Tis Heav'n itself that isti- 
mates eternity to man." And such is the use of 
Vwodsixvuss in Xen. Mem. iv. 3. 13, where 
Socrates, after remarking that we must not wait 

f the gods, but that it is 
enough for us, in order to worship, to see them 
by their works, adds, 'Evvóst ĉi, ort kal avrol ol 
Geol oUws (read abrobs) Uwodexviove, they 
tntimate themselves, namely, through the reason 
and aaa T4 men. iue 
— dpyns is is to be taken, by metonymy, 

for punishment, of which use examples are d 
duced by the Philologiets. 

8. woujoatre xapwov dE. rs uer.) ‘exhibit 
fruits worthy of,’ and, by implication, ‘ suitable 
to,’ as Acts xxvi. 20, and Plut. T. 11. 1117, ov« 
icx: xapTóÓv Lov, ‘a suitable result, Ka 
xdi &Eiov, for ulg. «apToUs dEiovs, is the 
reading of almost all the MSS., and rightly re- 
ceived by every critical editor. The vulg. xap- 
wove áEiovs came from the parallel e, Luke 
iii. 8. The phrase morty xapròv is said to be 
a Hebraism, and it occurs more than once in the 
Script.; but is found Arist. de Plant. i. 4: T&v» 
Qutwy Tiwá wiv Toiover Kapwov. 

9. uh OoEnre Aéyew iv i] Thee words have 
been variously interpreted ; but the only view of 
the sense, based on any principles of correct 
exegesis, is that proposed by Fritz., * do not sup- 

se, think with yourselves, that you may say" 
with impunity], Aoksiy is very rarely used, 

as here, followed by Infin. The only examples 
that occur to me are 2 Macc. ix. 8, ó &oxev oie 
Tis ÜaAlácons xipact davTácotp, & v. 10, 
dokoUvra üTTsaÜ0a. Tav dorpwy, and Eurip. 
trag ol vi. 1, Goxeit' dv olxeîv yatav; Plato 
p. 358, Bekk. ó M.—ci pay odd oxe? ópavr. 
Atysw dy davres is thought a Hellenistic phrase, 
adea also in Esth. vi. 6, equiv. to éd:avoety, 
secretly think, Yet it is found in a passage of 
Ubro peus cited by Wets. 
— Ilacípa iyonev Tò» 'AB.] q.d. * We have 

Abraham for our father [and therefore, as his de- 
scendants, cannot but be accepted by God]; as if 
God would, on account of that relation to the 
father of the faithful, impute not their sins unto 
them. "Ex TG» AíÜw» x.T.A., q.d. ‘God can 
cause that these stones, pebbles, shingle, now 
lying on the banks of Jordan * (compare Joseph. 

nt. 4. 3), i. e. men as unfit for useful pu 
as stocks and stones, ‘ shall become children unto 
Abraham,’ and imitate the virtues of Abraham. 

10. fôn —xeira:] The xal is cancelled by 
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trav Sevdpov keiraw ‘ray où Sévdpov uù "rowv xaprróv kaXóy jE 87, 
⸗ ^ ^ John 15, 6. 

éxxomrrerat, xal eis TrÜp BadrcTas. 11%" Eye uéy Barrivo ipas k Mark 1,8 

év Dartı, eis perdvoray ó è orricw pou épyopevos loxvpórepós 
4 

pov otir ob oùx eipà ixavós Ta irodjpata Baarácaw !aùròs Vlt. 
ec ^ ⸗ 2 II 4 e 7 L 19 m Od s r 
tuas Parrise: éy IIvevpati árytp xal mup Ù TÒ TTÚOV m Mas. 3. 

Lachm. and Tisch., on the authority of 5 uncial 
and some 5 cursive M But it is found in the 
msc of Luke iii. 9; and was far more 
ikely to have been omitted through carelessness 
on the part of the scribes, than inserted from the 
paseage of Luke; and-even there the parece was 
omitted by some copyists. Certainly it is wot 
without force, though that force cannot be seen 
without referring it, as is done by Fritz., to «et- 
vat, which signifies, not ‘is laid at the foot of the 
tree ready for use,’ but, as he points out, ‘is even 
now] being directed at the root.’ I cannot in- 
cod yet adduce any other example of this use 

of xeirac; but Jel to this in our own lan- 
guage, of the verb to lay, as employed in the sense 
to apply with violence, as when we say to lay blows 
at a person or thing. Comp. Deut. xx. 10, 
t Thou shalt not destroy the trees by laying an 
axe at them, . éerifjaAóy ix’ avTovs. 
The other sense is not permitted by tbe fore- 
going words, mpòe Thv pí(av, for which ought 
thus to have been written, rpóe Th pita. 
— h d£ír4] i.e. the axe of judgment and 

punishment. . . 
— pí(a»] hints at utter destruction; since 

directing the axe at the root of a tree denotes that 
it is to be cnt down, not merely lopped. In the 
Scriptures men are often compared to trees; and 
sometimes (as Ecclus. x. 15, and Dan. iv. 20 and 
23) their punishment to the felling of trees. 

l1]. éye—Bawr. Juas] The pronoun, ac- 
companied as it is by uiv, is very emphatic, q. d. 
* J am not the person to do the momentous 
work in question of purification, and admission 
or rejection. It is Christ alone, of whom I am 
only the Forerunner, who can do that, by his all- 
powerful Agent the Holy Spirit [before spoken 
of]j' Why Lachm. and Tisch. ehould have 
chosen to alter Barr. usae into vuas Barr., 
on the authority of MS. B and 2 cursive ones 
with some early Fathers, o to that of all 
the rest (including all the Lamb. and the Br. 
Mus. MSS.), confirmed by the parallel 
of Mark and Luke—I cannot imagine. The 
authority of Fathers in so minute a matter is next 
to nothing: and that of three MSS. is of very 
little weight. The change of position may have 
been accidental. But as it does not occur in any 
copies at Mark and Luke, I suspect it to have 
been introduced for the purpose of better adapt- 
ing the words to those at the end of the verse, the 
critic not iving that the position (here has an 
intensive force, by the two pronouns being brought 

her, q.d. He it is who shall baptize you—you 
Who, dead in trespasses and sins, so much needed 
the quickening influences of the Spirit to purify 
the lilthiness of corrupt nature, which requires 
to be washed and made white in the blood of the 
Lamb. The words Barrios iv Iv. dy. have 
reference to the gifts and the graces of the Holy 
Spirit soon to be abundantly imparted, whereby 
consciences were to be cleansed and regeneration 

communicated. In mup there is another meta- 
phor, whereby the purifying effect of the Spirit is 
compared to that of the refiner's fire, by which 
metals are purified from dross ; or to the ter's 
burning out the sordes of a foul vessel. See 
Ezek. xxii. 15, the sense being, that the Holy 
Ghost, the Sanctifier, consumes away all the dross 
of corrupt affections ; and thus the nature of man 
is regenerated, and the work of his sanctification 
is carried forward toward completion, so that he 
may stand ‘complete in all the will of God’ 
ie iv. 12. Comp. Col. i. 14, and Jude 24); 
or the words are not to be confined in their 
application to those receiving the baptism of 
Jesus, but to be extended generally to the true 
Church of Christ, its faithful members in all 
future inasmuch as Christ himself confers 
the Spirit of regeneration, not baptismal only, 
but moral—that of ing it forward by purify- 
ing and transforming the soul, so as to make it, 
through justification and sanctification, * meet for 
the inheritance of the ssints in light' There 
may be an allusion to the miraculous descent ot 
the Holy Ghost in fiery tongues; which view is 
supported by Chrysost. 
— iy Séar:] The iv is not redundant, but 

denotes the instrument, or vehicle of baptism, as 
Luke xiv. 34, and often. 

— ele usTávoiar]) ‘ for promoting repentance.” 
Thus John's beptism is called by Mark, i. 4, ‘the 
baptism of repentance.” 
—o óTíawc pov ipxó evor, &c.] The Present 

is here used as at ver. 0. the sense being, ‘ There 
is one coming who will be after me in time, but 
who will be far greater than I.’ 

— Ta vTodóuaTra Dacrácai] ‘Yrddnua in 
Hellenistic phraseology is equiv. to the Class, 
cavódAioy. Bacra{ay is synonymous with xo- 
mite, as in a passage of Plutarch which I havo 
adduced in Rec. Syn. The general sense is to 
have charge of. From Lucian in Herod. 5, cited 
by Wets.: ò dd rie mara dovrA\ mms dapat rd 
caródAioy ix ov wodds (to which may be added 
JEsch. Ag. 917. Hor. Epist. i. 13, 15: Soleas 
portat), and other passages adduced by the Com- 
mentators, it appears that this was by the ancients 
in general accounted among the most servile of 
offices. Yet we find from the Rabbinical writers, 
that it was rendered by the disciple to the master ; 
and from Eusebius we learn that this descended, 
with other observances towards the Rabbins, to 
the first Christian teachers. Thus the general 
sense ia: ‘l am not worthy to perform to him 
the humblest office.’ 

12. où Tò wriov—atrov] The ov is not re- 
dundant (for if it were taken away, there would 
be no connexion with the preceding); but in- 
tensive, as in Gen. i. 11, où rò owippa avTov 
iv abr. Irvop signifies, not fan (which would 

uire Aswcydv, as in Amos ix. 9, and was some- 
thing like our ing machine, to raise t 
& sort o Jun-D ke sail); but wisnowing , 
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év TH xeu avTol- xal Siaxabapret T1)» Gdova avro), kai avvád£et 
TOv cirov abToU eis Tj)» atroOnkny "To 56 ayupoy karakavoe: 
rupi àa Béarq. 

n Mal. 4. 1. 
infra 13. 30. 

13 °Tore Taparyívera, 6 'Igoots amo rìs laXMXaías èm. tov oMutl® 
'Iop8árqv mpòs tov 'Imávvgv, tod Barrrisdjvat vr’ avro. 14°Q 

6€ "Iwavyns Svexwrvev abróv, éyor 'Eryó ypeiav éyo tro cob 
BarrricGivat, kal ov épyn Tpós ue; 9 dToxpiÜcis è 6 In- 
cobs elme mpòs aùróv “Ades pte otro yap mpérov éaiv nyiv 
TAÀnpOca, Tücav Sixavoovyny. 
Barrio els 6 “Incots avéBn evOv0s amò tod ÜOaTosc xal ioù, 

Tore adinow avrov. 19 P Kai p mark1.16, 
1^ 11. 3. 

42. 1. 
Luke 8. 98. 

avewyOnoay att oi ovpavol, kai ide 176 IIveüua tot Oeod cara- $! ™ 

which, from Hesych., seems to have been, in the 
lower part of it, shaped like a A. 
— Ti)» dAcva] Properly that elevated area 

in a field, formed of soil hardened by the use of a 
cylinder, where the corn in the sheaf was trodden 
by oxen, and then winnowed; which latter opera- 
tion was performed by tossing the rough and broken 
straw away with a fork ; and then stirring up the 
compound of grain and chaff with the 4rrvov; 
whereby the chaff was delivered to the wind, and 
the grain left in a heap. But here dA. signif., 
by metonymy, the produce of the &A. after hav- 
ing undergone the of threshing and win- 
nowing, previous to being placed in the dwoO#nn, 
or ‘depository,’ generally a mere subterrancan 
cavity to receive the grain, covered over with 
straw, and thatched with stubble ; like the 
tian éoD/xy described by Sir G. Wilkinson in 
his Ancient Egy This use of dws was 
formed on that of the Hebr. TO found in Ruth 
iii. 2, where Sept. Aixua Tòp dAwva, and Job 
xxxix. 12, dwodwoes cor Tv oT0pov (fruges) 
elaoica cov Tóv `wva. It was not, however, 
uncxampled in Class. Gk. So Alciph. iii. 16: 
pot Thy Aw QiakaÜjparTt, xal TÒ 9rrUoy To- 
TiOtuévo, imo TQ x. T. A. In the first and third 
of these three GA. must signify the com- 
pound of En and chaff to be purified by win- 

e nowing ; second, the grain pe after being 
winnowed ; of which 1 know no other example ; 
Doug of the double metonymy there is one in 
Virgil, Georg. i. 325, ‘sata læta boumque la- 

13. rors wapaylvera:] Christ vouchsafed to 
receive this baptism, as thereby entering upon 
his ministry on the same principle as those 
on which the priests under the Law were dedi- 
cated to their office (see Exod. xl. 12, and Lev. 
viii. 6, compared with Heb. ii. 17); and more- 
over as justifying the counsels of heavenly Wie- 
dom, by thus recognizing the Divine institution 
= ihe Law, — — — origi- 

established for wise an rposes. 
The selection of John to administer Phe me 
would answer many important p , an 
especially tend to the satabliah wont, by a voice 
from heaven, of the authority both of Christ 
and his Forerunner. : 

14. àuexc var] ‘was hindering, would have 
hindered’ (a not unfrequent sense of the Imperf., 
on which see my Note on Thucyd. iv. 44) ; thus 
recognizing Jesus as the Christ. 

— liye ypslay, &c.] A refined way of say- 
ing, ‘I am very far inferior to thee, so as rather 
to need thy baptiam than thou mine; and yet 
dost thou come to me, as to a superior ?" is 

docs sof contradict that of John i. 33; 
since the purpose of the latter is to assert that 
John had not known Jesus as the Messiah, other- 
wise he needed not to have his belief confirmed 
by the visible proof of the descent of the dove. 
In dcexeAvey we have a more significant term 
than would have been the simple verb «wX. 
And the id has reference to the interposition of 
some substance to prevent the meeting of two 
others, and fig. quite to prevent the occurrence 
of any thing. 

15. dpri| Rosenm. and Schleus. render queso, 
but the version ‘for the present,’ is far prefer- 
able. Indeed, the former mode would destroy 
the emphasis in the word ably pointed out by 
Bp. Pearson, On the Creed, vol. ii. p. 452. The 
meaning is, that John must suffer him, for the 
prex implying shortness of sufferance, to be 

ptized with the baptism of water, for that bap- 
tism of his with the Spiri! was yet to be ex- 
hibited. At aes supply, not pe, but rovro 
slvai, as in Philem. dui . Athen. 29] p, 
iácac0s ws oŭŬTws (yr, which is confirmed by 
Chrys. Acxatocusyy is for QdixatouaTa, insti- 
tutions, as often in the Sept. Render, ‘ for thus 
[in like manner] it becometh us (i. e. both me 
and thee) to fulfil all righteousness,’ meaning all 
the requirements and ordinances of the law of 
God. Thue our Lord received John's baptism 
on the same principle as the Priests were dedi- 
eated to their ministry ; because, by so doing, he 
justified the counsels of Divine wisdom in tho 
ordinances of the Law. 

6. I am now of opinion, with Meyer, that 
&000s is to be taken neither with Barrıob., nor 
with dvedx., but with dvéfn, q. d., and after 
he was baptized he went up immediately. ‘Awd 
TOU UdaTos, ‘from,’ or ‘out of the water,’ the 
bed of the river. 
— dvsdxÜncar ol obpavoi] Here certain re- 

cent foreign Commentators (on the same prin- 
ciple by which they elsewhere endeavour to re- 
solve the extraordinary into the merely ordinary) 
understand lightning of the most vivid kind, “by 
which, as- it were, the heavens were cleft asun- 
der.’ But there is every reason to sup the 
light to have been preternatural, and to have ac- 
companied the Diving SPIRIT ; such a light as 



MATTHEW III. 17. IV. 1, 9. 21 

Baivoy àccl epu Tepày, xal épyopevov èr avrov. 17 Kai idov, 
' wv èx TOV ovpavav, XAéyovca: *Obrós écrit» ó Tios pov ð ronis. 
J * 2 * 0r ayarrntos, èv w evdoxnaa. 
IV. ! * Tore ó ’Incods áviy05 eis tiv Epnuov imo ToU IIvev- 

Luke 9. 35, 
Col. 1. 18. 
& Mark 1. 12, 

patos, Trepaa va, ura toy ZiafoXov. * Kal vynorevcas z)ué- Laxes ko. 

accompanied Jesus, on being visibly revealed to 
St. Paul at his conversion. 

The arra after dvewxOncay must be referred, 
not to Jesus, but to Jods ; ‘ to his view,’ namely, 
John's The heavens were opened as a testimony 
to him of the Messiahship of Jesus. 

— wss epis Tipáy] There is an ambiguity 
in this expression, which has occasioned a variety 
of interpretation. Almost all the ancients under- 
stand by it the descent of a ] , asa 
symbol of the Spirit, and with allusion to the in- 
nocence and meekness of Christ; while even 
moderns take «c.i Tep. to refer to the mode in 
which the Spirit, in some visible form (probably 
of a flame of fire), descended ; namely, with that 
peculiar hovering motion which distinguishes the 
descent of a dove. But the words of St. Luke 
(cwoparixe elder woei wepiorepdy) de- 
mands the former interpretation. Even Meyer 
now admits, that the former explanation belongs 
only to the “‘vain attempt to bring down the 
Miraculous to the ordinary, and are alike at 
variance with the words of St. Luke, and the 
use of the term by a// Evangelists, according to 
which it can only mean the bodily shape of & 
dove, as seen by John.” By ipxóuavor ix’ abrov 
is meant, coming and resting, or settling upon 
him; for this expreesion appears to be of the 
same force as the xaTaflaivov—xai jivow in’ 
avróv in the parallel of John i. 32, 33, 
whence we learn how it was that John so readily 
recognized Jesus as the Christ, since he had been 
apprized by the Lord what sign was to denote the 
— Personage, the expectation of Israel. (Comp. 
obn i. 33.] 
17. dev? ix Ter obp.] Wets., Rosenm., 

Kuin., and Schleus., take this of thunder ; which, 
however, involves absurdity; for (as Mr. Rose 
on Parkhurst Lex. p. 491, justly observes), ‘ if 
articulate words were heard, Af-yovca simply 
tells us that the very words which follow were 
used, and the thunder is a gratuitous supposition. 
If it is meant that no uttered words were heard, 
only a stroke of thunder, which was fo be under- 
stood as declaring that Jesus. &c., reasoning is 
idle; for language could hardly have been used 
lees appropriate to convey this idea.” ‘It is, 
moreover (as observes Dr. Henderson on In- 
spiration, p. 88), quite at variance with the usus 

i of the Scriptures, in which the formula 
ævi ix Osov is never employed except in re- 
ference to actual verbal declaration.” Comp. 
Tub 3. ‘there a a Nolte. from heaven 
$er) ax’ ovpavov), saying, To thee it is 

spoken," &c é 
We must therefore understand an articulate 

sound, audible by all present (such as that on the 
Mount of Transfiguration, and just before the 
inia of Jesus) publicly declaring his Messiah- 

ip. 
— dyew*nTrós| For ó povoyerie, denoting 

here, and xii. 18, and Luke ix. 35. xx. 13, the 
Messiah. This usc is taken from the Sept.; as 

in Gen. xxii. 2; Jer. vi. 26; Amos viii. 10; 
Zech. xii. 10. Thus 6 Yice pov ò d'yatrTós 
may be a jg ue as a ttle, expressive of the 
nearness of Christ's relation to God, and the 
yore borme by the Father to him. See John 
iii. 35. 
— iv wœ eidcxnoa] a use of the iv in this 

phrase formed from the Heb. 3 , and occur- 
ring also in the Sept. The Aorist is not put 
for the present, but has the frequent sense of 
custom. 

Iv. 1. pete imos) "Arx. must not 
be taken, with some recent Commentators, for 
3x0n. since dva may refer, as in Luke ii. 22, to 
the high and mountainous country of which tho 
desert here mentioned (supposed to be what is 
now called Quarantaria, a ru mountain 
range on the north of the road leading from 
Jerusalem to Jericho) consisted, as compared 
with the low ground about Jordan. Besid 
dráyÜn is confirmed by dvayayor re ae 
A:aB., Luke iv. 5. If, however, we could mp 
pon with some,—who trace a Scripture paral- 
elism between Moses, Elias, and Christ, —that 
the scene of the temptation was the Arabian 
desert of Sinai, dvi x0ncar might mean simply 
* carried off and away. 
— WatpacOjva: v. r. 4.] We are now come 

to the narrative of a moet awful and mysterious 
transaction, where the Theologian requires to be 
reminded of his province, since we are 
encompassed with difficulties too mighty for the 
human understanding: to avoid which, several 
eminent persons, of ancient and modern times, 
have thought that a visionary scene, not a real 
event, is here narrated. But there is not the 
slightest intimation in the narrative, that the 
— was such. The air of the narrative 
produces an impression quite the contrary ; and 
there are" many strong reasons why such a view 
cannot be admitted. While in favour of the 
ordinary view, we may safely maintain, that 
there is nothing in the circumstances, which 
involves any strong improbability : but rather 
what is quite agreeable to the analogy of God's 
methods, in other points, in his dispensations to 
man. Bp Porteus, Dr. Townson, and Jones of 
Nayland, trace several points of similitude to 
the temptation of Adam and Eve in Paradise ; 
while others have com the character and 
design thereof with those of the Cructfirton, and 
have recognized in both a vicarious transaction. 
As to the confident assertion of the Unitarians, 
that the very form of expression, avüx0n vad 
ov TI». shows that it is only a visionary scene, 
referring for similar expressions to Rev. i. 10 ; 
Acts xi. 5, the latter of these has nothing in 
common with this of St. Matthew; and the 
former, though it bears some verbal resemblance 
to the parallel passage of Luke iv. 1, is really of 
quite another character. Similar expressions do 
indeed occur in Matt. xii. 28; Luke ii. 27; 
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pas reacapáxovra kai vókras Teccapáxovra, Uaepov érewaae. 
3 Kal TpoaeXÜàv avrà 6 *reipátov, elmer Ei Tids el rod Oeod, 
eiè fva of AlOot obrot áprou yévwvrat. *‘O Sè arroxpieis elre 

bDeut.8.3 Téyparrac »Oùr èT ápro povm Sncetat 6 avOpwmos, 
AAN teml avri phpatı éxTopevopévy ià o TópaTos 

* , P Ua , > P e E y ? , a " e ⸗ 

co). 5 Tote mapaXapáve, avróv 0 AiaBodos eis THY ayiay 

Acts viii. 29, and x. 19. But no one ever ims- 
gined the actions there described to be merely 
SE AEA As to those rationalists who would 
understand the fasting here spoken of to havo 
been ascetic abstinence, the apona is utter] 
excluded by the express words of Luke iv. 2, 
Kul oux tigdayev oudiy iv rais nuépais 
éxeivace, where there is a negation of the 
strongest kind, meaning, ‘he ate nothing what- 
ever. 

— ToU Aiaflólovy] meaning the Accuser, or 
adversary of God and Man, Satan. On tho vari- 
ous sense of this important term I have fully 
treated in my Lex., to which the reader is re- 
ferred. It cannot here be supposed to denote 
any human adversary or tempter. No example 
is found ofa man being styled ó é:aBoAor; for 
in John vi. 70 is merely dia. without the ar- 
ticle; and even there the sense is, as I have 
shown, simply a disuffecled person, one set against 
another. 

3. The alterations made in the wording by 
Lachm. and Tisch. are baseless, as founded on 
too slender evidence, only B, D, and their 
assecle (for the Lamb. and Mus. MSS. have all 
the text. rec.). Tho varr. lect. I suspect arose from 
an uncertainty as to the right place of airw, 
which I believe to be after 49oc:A. Besides, 
considering that the ai’rw might have been 
placed either after mpos. or after aTars, the ex- 
ternal authority of MSS. to decide, espec. 
since internal evidence is rather in favour of the 
position after mpos. as being the less likely to 
come from the polishing school of the Alexandrian 
critics. 

— Yids Tov Osov) Not ‘a son of God,’ as 
Campb. and Wakef. render. For it has been 
proved by Bp. Middl. that vids rov Osov, or vlós 
Osov are never taken in a lower sense than 6 
Yiós rov Osov, which is always to be understood 
in the highest sense. Thus in Mark i. 1, Yids 
70V Osov is spoken by the Evangelist himself of 
Jesus. In John x. 46, the same phrase is em- 
— Christ himself of himself: and in Matt. 
xxvii. 40, it is used by those who well knew 
Christ's claims. Neither is vids Osov, without 
either of the Articles, to be taken in a lower 
sense; for, not to examine all the places in 
which it occurs, in Matt. xxvii. 43, where the 
crime laid to Christ is, that he said, O«ov elut 
vios, the higher sense is required by the con- 
text. 

4. iw’ dpro—Tiocrai] This quotation agrees 
with the Heb. and ed. For although the 
Vatican MS. has rw, yet many other of best 
MSS. and several Fathers omit it. The Fut. is 
here put for the Pres., taken of what is customary. 
Almost all the uncial MSS., and about 12 cursive 
ones, to which I add Br. Mus. MS. 11,300 and the 
Leic. M. teste Jacks. and Scriv. MS. K, prefix 
Ó to ávÜpwoe ; which reading has been received 

by Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch. But the use of 
the article with av@p., in this sense, is so ve 
rare,—occurring only once in the N. T., John ii. 
25, and a few times in the Sept., —that one might 
suspect it to have been introduced through care- 
lessness of the scribes. Yet they rarely imfro- 
duce words, espec. the article. It never occurs 
in the Class. writers; and accordingly it wonld 
seem to be a Hebraism formed on the Hebr. 
DT. Upon the whole, I can scarcely doubt 
that the o found in Deut. viii. 3 ie genuine. 
I have therefore admitted it. As respects tho 
reading just after, áv for iri, adopted by Lachm. 
and Tisch. from C, D, and five cursive MSS., 
to which I add Br. Mus. MS. 11,838, it is 
worthy of attention, since the harsh Hebraism 
it involves attests its genuineness; and the irè 
of the MSS. A, B, &c., may have arisen from a 
correction of critics, who designed thus to make 
the antithesis more exact. But it may have 
arisen from error of scribes, who often confound 
iv and ix’, 

— wavti priua: lxsropsvouírq —Osov] pnpa 
is not expressed in the Hebr, and may mean 
thing as well as word; and the sense scems to be, 
' by whatover proceeds from the mouth of God,’ 
i.e. by the m of his providence. The general 
sense is, ‘ The life of man depends on God's pro- 
vidence, and not on food :' God can sustain life 
without food; but food cannot sustain life with- 
out his fiat or will. With this sentiment comp. 
Wisd. xvi. 26: ovx al yeviosis Tov Kapt wv 
TpíQovciw ávÜpwor, aiid Td pHa cov Tous 
go Riorevovras ciarnpet. 

5. As to the variation. in the order of the 
temptations recorded by Matthew, as compared 
with that in Luke (who trans the last two), 
the discrepancy (if, indeed, it can be called auch) 
is not to be removed by any ‘device for the 
nonce ; such as supposing the temptation to idol- 
atry to bave taken place ¢éwice, or the order in 
Like to have been disturbed by transcribers. We 
may best account for such variation in order in 
the Evangelists by — it toa — of 

rpose in narrating the temptation ; and suppose 
that while Matthew intended to fix the of 

circumstances (which is plain by his having 
loyed the definite terms tors and madw), 
e did not mean to be so very exact, but chose 

merely to record the transaction in a general way ; 
and thus the ordinary conjunction was sufficient 
for his pu ; 

The Devil, finding Christ immovably confident 
in his heavenly Father, changes his method of 
attack.—IlapaAaufjdvs: here is an expression 
which has been variously understood, but gene- 
rally misunderstood. The term often siguifies, 
both in the Scriptural and Classical writers, ‘ to 
take any one along with us’ (mapa) [as a com- 
panion] Of course neither this term nor iornow 
gives the least countenance to the vulgar notion, 

the 
em 
Lu 
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WOALY, Kal iornosy auTov ÈT} TO mTEpúyiov ToU iepoi- ê nai Xéyet 
9 ^ , a e^ ^ 4 ^ , , 

aur@ Ei Tis el roù Oco, Bare acavróv káro*  yéypamr ras 
Ld e i > Y y "n ue Aet i jj. C Ps. 91. 11, yap, Gti “TOS ayyéAors aŭto ÉévreXeiTan, epi cor 

xa emi yetpav àpobaí ae, umore mpoakóYr gms pos 
XA(Qov Tov Tó0a cov. 1”Egn avrQ 6 Incois  IIdv yéypa- 
mrar *Ovx ékmreuspáa eue Kuptov rov Ocóv cov. 8 Idv å Deut. 10. 
wapadapBaver avróv 6 AidBoros eis Gpos inpndrov Alay, xal 

that the Devil transported our Lord through the 
air. The latter is admitted to have the sense, 
* prevailed upon bim to take his station.’ 

— d'yía» 40Àw] Jerusalem was so called 
xaT’ itoynr, as having the holy Temple and its 
worship. Thus tbe inscription on its coins was 
* Jerusalem the pore 
—Toernow) Lachm. reads £o50sv, from four 

uncial and as many cursive MSS., to which I add 
Lamb. 1176, 2 m; but both external authority 
and taleraal evidence concur in confirming To-y- 
ows, for the narrative Present is more agreeable 
to the style of the N. T. The critical revisers, 
however, were of another opinion, and therefore 
(as in a similar case supra ii. 13, where they altered 
paivetas to idayn) adopted la 50s», prob. from 
the parallel passage of Luke iv. 9. Yet there the 
aorist was used for the purpose of suiting the 
aorist preceding, just as here the Present to suit 
the foregoing Present; though occasionally the 
Present and Aorist are combtaed ; but, I appre- 
hend, only where the Aorist precedes, except, 
very rarely, in the somewhat anomalous phraseo- 
logy of St. John, e. g. John i. 5. v. 14. xxi. 9; 
for in the Apocalypse the transition in the tenses 
of verbs is such as to place the composition quite 
apart from the and ordinary rules in 
other parts of the N. T. We are not to sup 
any violent conveyan N 

avo 
ce on the part of Satan (still 

less through the air); though power might 
been given to for that effect over our 
Lord's person. In fact this is quite excluded by 
the term 4apaAagf. (which is well explained by 
Euthym. wapadaBav das), and that used by 
Luke, fya-ysv. And agreeably to this view, Je- 
rome, Gregory, and other ancient Expositors un- 
derstand our Lord as ductum pedibus. Maldonati 
bas (after Chrys. and other ancient Fathers) 
ably shown that nothing of compulsion must be 
tbought of; and they agree in understanding our 
Lord as here exercising entire volition, permit- 
ting Satan to lead him where be would. 
— rTipéytov] This disputed term cannot 

mean pi ; for thus there would have been 
no Article; and for the sense pene battle- 
ment there is no authority. Unluckily we have 
no other example of mrTepýyiov as used of a 

ag. But since the primitive wrtpor is 
sometimes applied to the roofs of temples, so 
7T406yiov here may denote the pointed roof, or 
gabie, of some of the Temple, probably the 

Eastern Porch, called Solomon's porch. 
most probable opinion is, that it referred to 

what was called tie King's Portico, described in 
Jos. Ant. xv. 11. 5, which overhung the precipice 
of Cedron at the S.and E. of the Temple; and was 
perhaps so called from the spire-like figure which 
the gable end of the building presented from 

ow. 

6 & 9. The alterations here by Lachm. of 
Asya into elws from one MS. only (Z,) and of 

h. and Tisch. of Tavra "arra co: into 
TavTA& cot wayra from three uncial and a very 
few cursive MSS. (their usual assecí) and some 
citations in Origen and Chrys. are equally unau- 
thorized, and unsuitable. Indeed I find both 
in all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS., and the latter 
is confirmed by Euseb. Hist. Eccl. ii. 23. 

6. ci. Yids eI Tov O:ov] i.e. in the highest 
Messianic sense, implying a Divine generation, for 
the passages Matt. xxvii. 40—43 and John x. 36, 
taken in conjunction with John x. 33, wousie 
ceavtov Oeov, somewhat confirms the opinion of 
Mr. Green (Gr. of N. T. dial., p. 174), that the 
charge made by the Jews AU John x.) was not 
[90 much] that he assumed Messiahship, as one 
of impiety in S eins to be of the same nature 

e with God. uestion, however, is, whether 
the generality of the Jews held strictly the doc- 
trine t the Deity of the Messiah? See note on 
xiv. 

— ylypawra: yap, ort k.T.A.] The object of 
this temptation as the 20th verse of the fore- 
going. The former was a temptation to pre- 
sumption from trust in himself; this, to distrust 
in God's Providence. The Scripture quotation, 
as referred to the Messiah, and with which the 
Devil subtilely tries to effect his purpose, is mis- 
applied and perverted ; for the promise of protec- 
tion there given is limited to those only who 
endure the evils which meet them in the path of 
duty ; not such as they bring upon themselves by 
rushly presuming on God's protection. The me- 
taphor in iwi ysipoy ápoval cs is taken from 
parents, or nurses, who lift up and carry the chil- 
dren over a rough way, lest they sbould trip and 
stumble. Comp. Xen. Cyr. vii. 5. 10. 

7. wadw yéypav rai] The foregoing misap- 
plied Scripture is here aptly refuted by another. 

— obx ixwepaces, &c.] From Deut. vi. 16, 
where íx?reipa(si» denotes to make trial of any 
one's power to save one's life. Interpreters, how- 
ever, are not agreed whether it contains a warn- 
ing against presumption or distrust. The best 
mode of determining the question is to say, with 
Hoffm., that, ‘ thou d the occasion of the warning 
was al,” i.e. diatrust of the Providence of 
God, yet the prohibition is general, forbiddin 
every temptation, * et cifra et conira verbum Dei, 
solicitando ejus patientiam, gratiam, justitiam, 
veritatem ;' and hence is vi Sp to temptation 
from confidence equally as from diffidence. 

Despairing of success by any covert 
device, the Devil resolves to make one open and 
final effort, staking success on the vastness of the 
roposed price of transgression. 

: B. pos ViynXóv Alay, kal dslxwvow a. daas, 
&c.] Comp. Dio. Cass, 1243, 81, dvix0n és 
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Seixvucw alte macas tas Éaci/Xeiae Tov koc pov kai rjv Sokap 
autav, ? kal Aéye, auT@: Tatra Távra coi wcw, àv Teowy 
MPOTKUVHONS pot. 10 Tore Aéyes avrà 6 'IncoUv “Trraye 

Deut.6.18 dxicw pov, Satava: yéypamrat yap’ *Kpiov róv Ocóv cov e 
& 10, 39. 

TMPOTKUVÁTELS, Kal aUTQ povm Xarpeja ets. l1 Tore 

adinaw aùròv 6 AufoXos" xal idov, ayyedot TrpoatjAÜov Kar 
Sinxovovy avTQ. 

f Mark 1. 14. 
Luke 3. 19, 

12 f' AKOTZAX 8 [6 'Igoos,] őri Iwdvvns rrapedoOn, € àre- 
g Luke 414 yopnoev eis THY laXXaíav 8 kai karaMrov Tiv Natapér, 

Mav karqknaev eis Kamepvaoùu thv rapaÜaXacaíav, èv ópiows 
ZafovXàv kai NepOarelu 1* iva wAnpwO7 10 pnOev dia Hoatov 

h Iss.9.1,3. TOU 7rpodyrov Aéyovroy 15 d TÑ ZaBovXov kai y Neó0a- 

arspuormi)» (a look-out) kal xaBbopwv, ax’ avis 
wacay piv yiv magav bt Gararray, &c. It is 
not necessary, with many eminent modern com- 
mentators, to take roù xoopov in a restricted 
sense, to denote Palestine only. We may sup- 
pose the Devil to have pointed out, in various 
directions, to the several kingdoms, though not 
of the whole world, yet of what Luke iv. 5 ex- 
presses by 77s olxovué£vne, namely, that which 
was known to the Jews. 
— dsixvuoty—xodopov] Asuxvivat sometimes 

opora not absolutely to exhibit any thing to the 
sight, but merely to point out its position; and 
here may denote the several kingdoms by point- 
ing to their several st/uations ; and this is con- 
firned by the authority of Euthym., and prob. 
Chrys. Yet there is a difficulty as concerns roù 
«óc ov, to obviate which the best modern Com- 
mentators take this term in a restricted sense, to 
denote Palestine only; and so Ts olxovuévns in 
Luke. And undoubted examples, as in Rom. iv. 
13, and Luke ii. ], and al. From this lofty 
mountain (supposed to have been Nebo) a pros- 

t would be afforded (as formerly to Moses, 
eut. xxxiv.) of nearly the whole of Palestine ; 

and its provinces might be styled kingdoms, just 
as their rulers, whether tetrarchs or ethnarchs, 
were sometimes called kings. However, I am 
now inclined to distrust both solutions of the diffi- 
culty, and think it best to leave untouched the 
difficulty where we found it, and the supernatural 
Character of the transaction, which, from the 
additional words in Luke, iv oTvyuf Xpóvov, 
seems to have occurred in vision. 

9. xpooxuvions] The word here implies, not 
merely homage, but adoration, i. e. religious wor- 
ship. See Smith's Scrip. Test. I. iii. ch. 3. The 
manner, indeed, of rendering both was in the 
Eust the same, namely, by prostration to the 
earth; but the latter would necessarily differ in 

0. Üxays dx. nov, Zarava] The words 
which I have inserted, though in smaller charac- 
ters, have strong external authority (to which I 
can add that of Lamb. MSS. 528, 1775, 1778, 
1192, but not 1176), and they have been received 
by Wets., Matth., Grieab., Scholz, and Tisch., as 
also by Lachm., though in brackets—prob. influ- 
enced by the reasons which led mo to express 
them in smaller characters, namely, that the 
authenticity of the words is a matter involved in 

some doubt, since the external — for 
them, though very great, is not confirmed by the 
earliest Versions. The Fathers are alleged both 
for and against the words, and internal evidence 
draws two ways. The absence of the words is 
strenuously, but not successfully, contended for 
by Mill and Fritz., since most of their arguments 
are sophistical. That the words were, as th 
say, brought in from the of Matt. xvi. 25, 
or Luke iv. 8, by a sciolist—that remains to be 
proved ; and the fuct (which Mill admits) that 
the words were in the text of many copies almost 
from the of the Apostles, is surely a very 
strong proof of their genuineness. 

The object of the temptation at v. 9 was 
idolatry; whereupon Christ here repels the 
tempter with a quotation from Deut. vi. 13, 
where the Sept. is followed, except that wpoox. 
is substituted for ofnÜren, found in most MSS., 
though 7000x. is found in the Alex. and a few 
other MSS., and it is confirmed by citations from 
Origen, Chrys., Athan., and other Fathers. In 
the Sept. and N. T. Aarp. denotes divine worship 
only; though in the Class. Greek it is confined 
to human servitude; except once in Eurip. Ion 
152, A. polBw. 

— dinxdvouy abro] Ataxoveiv properly sig- 
nifles to be an atlendant on any one ; but here and 
at Matt, xxvii. 55, and Mark i. 13 and 31, it si 
nifies (like ministrare in Latin) to wait at table, 
and, by implication, to supply with food. 

12. Though the circumstance of the final frue- 
tration of the Tempter, and the retirement of 
Jesus into the desert, after the death of John, aro 
placed together, yet some not inconsiderable time 
must have intervened between one and the other 
event, during which Christ had not only entered 
on his ministry, but become eminent. 
— wapsdo0n] Sub. sls pudAaxh», expressed in 

Acts viii. and xxii. 4. Or it may be (with Fritz.) 
regarded as an indefinite form of expression oh 
so, in order to avoid mentioning what is unplca- 
sant), signifying *to bo delivered up into any 
one's ponn for harm.’ 

15, 16. The words agree neither with the Sept. 
nor the Hebrew; yet tho discrepancy is by no 
means so great as would at first sight appear. 
The Heb., indeed, is, in our Common version, 
wrongly translated; and the printed text of the 
Sept. is very corrupt. If the mistakes of the ono 
be rectified, and the corruptions of the other 
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Xeip, 060v ÜÓaXácos, Tépav Tod 'Iopóávov, l'aXiXaía 
tov €Ovav, 1610 Xaàs ó xalýpevos év axórei ele PAS um aar. 
péya Kai rois kxaÜnuévois èv yopa kal a kid Üavároy burn. 
fas avéTreiXev av Tots. 

removed, the discrepancy will almost vanish, 
e if we consider the purpose of the Evan- 
gelist; who did not mean to cite the whole pro- 

ecy contained in Isa. ix. 1—4, but that of 
it which sufficed for his purpose. Why he did 
not cite the whole, was, perhaps, because the 
Sept. text in these verses was prob. then, as 
it is now, exceedingly corrupt, and tbat the 
Hebrew was very obecure, and accordingly he 
pessed over what was in the Sept. so imperfect, 
or in the Hebr. so obscure, as to be unfitted for 

lar use in this familiar address to plain and 
unlettered Christians. He, however, perceived 
that the general scope of the former of the two 
verses was the same as the lotter; and that this 
latter presented only a fuller statement of what 
was contained in the former. The sense of both 
being this, that, * in the former time. He debased 
(or permitted to be debased) the land of Zebulon, 
and the land of Nephthali ; the maritime district ; 
the country beyond Jordan, called Galilee of the 
Gentiles ; but, in the latter time, He hath made 
(or will make) it glorious.' Such being the case, 
the Evangelist rightly judged, that the substance 
of the two verses might blended into one; 
omitting, in the former verse, the obscure words 
of the Hebrew, and the corrupt ones of the Greek ; 
and retaining the rest, with the slight change 
(adopted from the Sept.) of making 77 fi &c. 
nominative instead of accusative cases, followed 
by ó Aade ó xaOryevos put in apposition with, as 
explanatory of, the preceding, and pointing out 
the nature of the glory to which that country was 
destined. ‘Oddy Bai. is elliptically expressed for 
w xepa xa’ dddv Oar. The words yì Za- 

ov—riov iĝvæv will be found a graphical 
description of the country afterwards called Ga- 
lilee, divided into its districts, as it was in the 
time of the Prophet; in which yì Zaf. and yñ 
Ns. denote the whole of the tribes of Zebulon 
and Naphthali, except the wiépay ov 'lopóávov 
afterwards mentioned, a tract of country border- 
ing on the lake, (the same, I imagine, as that 
which, in mentioning the divisions of Galilce, 
the Rabbins call the Valley,) which is here de- 
signated as the tract on the way or side of the 

ong the lake or its coast. Of the two 
next designations, wipay "lop. denotes the tract 
of country between Mount Hermon and the Jor- 
dan, which skirts its E. side, in its course from 
Mount Libanus to where it enters the sea of Ga- 
lilee, and in which are situated Chorazin, and 
other frequented by our Lord. By Fai. 
Tw» iÜrc» seems meant that tract of country at 
the N. of the tribe of Naphthali, where it runs out 
into a peak northward, and of which Kedesh and 
Dan were the principal towns; the same district 
as that mentioned in 2 Kings xv. 29, Sept., and 
called Th» Tadir\alay *yzv N«Q0aAi, where yñv 
is put appositively, meaning ‘namely, in the ter- 
ritory of Naph.’ It is called in the Tad. 
Tw» iÜvey, and in 1 Macc. v. 15, Pad. 4AXoQó- 
Aer, because, as we learn from Strab. xvi. 2. 34, 
hr many foreigners from Egypt, Arabia, 

nicia, &c., had, at a period long before the 

captivity, settled there, and were mixed with the 
population. As to the disc cies which seem 
to subsiat between the Sept. and St. Matthew, I 
apprehend that, in the time of the Evangelist, the 
text of the Sept. very nearly a with that 
which we now find in his Gospel : and it ran, I 
conceive, as follows: ywpa bab., n yn Ned. 
ódóy Baracons [xai] T» wapaXiap [oixovy- 
Tas) xai wWipay Tov 'lop., Tad. Tcv i0vav, ò 
ade ò Wop. iv oxore, elds TO os piya’ ol 
xaO. iv x. [xai] ox. Üav. pus aupa iw’ aù- 
Tous. ost of the deviations here found from 
do preeent text, are, more or Jess, supported by 
MSS. The words Ao:rol ol in the common text 
are evidently from the margin, as also olxourres, 
which is found in some MSS. As to Thy mapa- 
Aíar, the true reading, I have no doubt, is riz 
TapaAías. But I suspect that even that camo 
originally from the margin; where it was meant 
to explain oddv Our. In the Alex. and some 
other MSS. we have loth dddv 0a. and its gloss ; 
which latter (as is often the case) by degrees 
expelled the original reading. Elče rd, for the 
textual ids, or aidera, is found in several of 
the best MSS. The error is such as often oc- 
curs; and here led to the rash alteration of aù- 
rods into usar. The reading of the Sept., ol 
olxovyres, confirms that found in the Codex 
Cant. and several MSS. of the Italic Version ol 
xuOrevor. 
— xabypusvos iy — Ka07a8a. oft. signif. 

as here, to live or be ; as Judith v. 3. 1 Macc. ii. 
1, 29. Sir. xxxvii. 18. Herodot. i. 45, iv wévOes 
KaD. Aristoph. Pac, 642, à wodts yap éxpiaca 
Kdp pPoBw xaÜnu£vn. Since, however, the word, 
in this sense, is almost always connected with 
terms importing grief or calamity, there may be 
an allusion to siting, as being the posture of 
mourners, see Job ii. 13. Lam. i. 1. Lxdros 
and as are, in Scripture, used to denote respec- 
tively the darkness of irreligion, and the light of 
the , and the expression o«:a Qavdrovu in- 
timates the result of the former, namely, spiritual 
death in tres and ains. 
— el: os niya) Strange is it that so many 

Commentators should rd the term pùr as 
here intended to denote felicity. As to the pas- 
sagos they adduce from the Class. writers to es- 
tablish this sense, they are not, in a case like 
this, of any t weight. Besides, itis not what 
the word might mean, but what the context here, 
and especially that in iur of the Prophet 
may show, does mean. Now it is plain from the 
passage of {saiah, whence v. 15 and 16 are derived, 
that the terms ny and due must literally denote 
EM light As true uin truths xi es 

,t ing of course the permanent bliss 
inseparable therein, But from the context in 
Isaiah (pee: at v. 5 and 6) it must appear that 
both the Prophet and the Evangelist had in mind, 
and designed to advert to One, even Christ, as 
the Authur of that light, the ‘Sun of righteous- 
ness’ (Mal. iv. 2). 
— dvitadev] | Bo the Classical writers k 

of the coming of some public benefactor as a light 
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MATTHEW IV. 17—24. 

17 &' Aqró. tore Apkato ó Incods knpvcaew, xal Xéyeuw Me- 
ravoére iryyixe yap 7 Bactheia tov ovpavav. 18! IIepuraraw 
Sè [ó Incods] rapa rhv 0áxaccav ris Tadidalas, eide duo ader- 

oun. gods, Xipova rov Xeyóuevov Iérpov xal 'Avdpéav tov adedov 
avrov, BáXXovras audlBrAnoTpoy eis THY OaXNaccay ?jcav yap 

m Luke 5. 
16, 11. 

n Mark 10. 
38. 
Luke 18. 28. 

anus. 19 Kat Xéyew aùroîst Acure oricw pov, ra " Toijoo 
ipas adits avOpwrav. % oi Se evOéws adévres rà Óbcrva, rj«o- 

Lukes.. AovOncav alta. ?!? Kal mpopàs éxeiBev, eldev dddous dvo ader- 
Luesi1. ors, IdxewBov tov roð ZeBedaiov, xai ‘Iwavyny tov adedpov 

> ^ 9 ^ , A x , «a L- 

avrov, év TQ TXoío peta Ziefebalov Tov Trarpós avTOv, xarapr 
Covras rà 8ixrva aitay Kal éxddecev avtous. ?? Oi &é eùbéws, 
> , `~ A * , > ^ , r . A adévres Tò TAotov kai Tov maTÉpa avTOv, :)koXoUÜncav avrQ. 

Mark 1. $3. 
uke 4. 81. 

23 P Kal mepiñryev Ny tiv Tamdaiav 6 ‘Incods, Sidacxwv èv 
infr.0.3. rais gyyaryoryats avTOv, Kal Knpvocwy TO evayyédov Tis Rao 

Nelas, kal Oeparrevwy Tücav vocov Kat wacay padaklay èv TQ 
hag. ?* Kal djl 7) axon avrod eis Aw Tijv Zupiay Kat 

ng up in the midst of darkness, (see Æschyl. 
ers. 230, and Agam. 505,) and ávavTíAA c pro- 

perly denoting tho rising of the sun, but is here 
esed fig. agreeably to the foregoing metaphor. 

18. dupiBrnerpor] Meaning the large drag- 
net, as distinguished from dixrvoy, the small 
casting-net thrown by the hand. 

19. dere Owicw pov] Azure for àsup ira, is 
here and at xi. 28. xxii. 4. Mark i. 17. vi. 31, 
used to denote venite or adeste. The dwiow mov 
bas reference to the custom for disciples to follow 
their master; and the whole p rase is equiv. to 
* Be (or become) my disciple.’ So in Diog. 
Laert, ii. 48, Socrates is said to have called Xo- 
— with the words mov Toivvy xal uár- 
ant. 

— ås avOpwrwy] i. e. ‘able to draw men 
over to the Gospel.’ Plato, in his Sophista, 
compares the teacher of wisdom to a fisher ; and 
in Stob. Serm. p. 313, Solon says: 'Eyé uh 
ávac xat lva dvyÜpwoy dAisUc o ; 

21. iy rw moly] Not, ‘in the boat.’ IIAoi- 
ov, indeed, ts a general term to denote a vessel of 
any size; but it must here denote a skiff, or 

k rk. 
23. Sey] obiit, vit, See my Lex. 
— wepinyev Anv T. T.) Tisch. edita áv Aq 

T. T., from B, C, and one other MS.; while 
Lachm. reads SAy T. I., from MS, B. But 
there is no warrant for either change against 
the united testimony. of all the MSS. except 
three (for ] find the text rec. in all the Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS.), further strengthened by all the 
Versions. Not to mention that the construction 
thus arising, is elsewhere, I believe, unprece- 
dented. The é» may have p ed from cer- 
tain ancient Critics misconceiving the true ra- 
tionale of the construction, which depends on the 
verb wapiayw being taken as an tntransitive, by 
ellips. of gaurd», a use of wspsdyw very rare in 
the Class. authors, and only found in the later and 
less pure ones, where it is confined to the con- 
struction absolute of this verb, Thus it ap 
that the Critica in question stumbled at the con- 
struction with accus. (though it recurs infra, ix. 

35. xxiii. 15. Mark vi. 6, sine var. lect.), from 
their not being aware that the accus, is governed 
by the repos in composition, and accordingly 
supplied áv, at the same time changing GA» into 
Ag. Other Critics, however, chose to retain 
the accus. and supply sis. So in Scriv. MS. X 
is read ele 6A qv. 
— ty Tais cuvaywyais] On the term cur 

aywy? eee my Lex. New Test. I would add, that 
the origin of Jewish synagogues is a de 
and doubtful question. If not so early as the 
traditions of the Targums claim, they may have 
arisen, not earlier indeed than the Babylonian 
captivity, but after being introduced into use 
there, may have been, at the return thence, 
brought to Judea; but been vastly extended 
during the times of the later and pious kings ot 
Judah, who probably promoted the use of them 
as a means both of strengthening the defences of 
true religion against the influence of surrounding 
heathenism, and of promoting the edification of 
its professors. It would seem that the use of 
synagogues had arisen as early as the period when 
the emigration of Jews to the heathen cities 
commenced, and that it had been very early in- 
troduced into the large commercial cities of the 
heathen nations containing numerous Jewish im- 
migrants. They were then, however, probably 
not lar edifices, but resembling the xpocsu- 
ai of later times, (on which see my Lex.,) 

though subsequently cxiating on a great scale 
among the Jews during the period of the Cap- 
tivity, and, after the return from thence, intro- 
duced both in Jerusalem and in all the cities and 
large towns of Judæa, as a necessary means of in- 
structing the ignorant, and keeping the people 
generally apart from the heathen, or semi-hea- 
then mixed population. 
— vwócov xai Tagay wadaxles] The terms 

are not here synonymous, though they sometimes 
are. Nócos rather denotes a thoroughly 
disorder, mian acute or chronic ; uaAaxía, an 
incipient indisposition, or temporary malady. 

. 24. À dxoh aùrov) “The report, or fine of 
him." So the Latin auditio for fama. Airos 
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Tpocijveykay aUTQ Távras TOUS KAKÕS ÉyovTas, TOKAAIS VOGOUS 
xai Bacavos cvvexouévovs, xai dSaipmorvelopevous, xal aeXqwia- 

is Genitive of oet for wepi avTov ; found in 
Joseph. Ant. p. 706, 45, ddixato dvy*yeMa epi 
avTov. 
— Bagavors avra xout£vovs]  Bácavos signif. 

l. a touchstone ; 2. examination, or trial, by tor- 
ture; 3. torture itself; 4. as here, any tormenting 
malady ; see more in my Lex. XvvíysaOat is 
often used with a Dat. of some disorder; and 
has reference to such as confine the patients to 
their bed. 

— Kal datpomLoudvove, xal ce nria(Qouépovc] 
Notwithstanding the learning and talent which 
have been so profusely expended in support of 
the hypothesis of Mr. Mede, Drs. Mead and 
Freind! a and Mr. Farmer, that these ĉaruovi ó- 
atro: were merely lunatics, it is utterly untenable. 
The disorders could wot be the same: that of 
those possessed with demons being precisely dis- 
tinguished, not only from natural diseases in ge- 
neral, but from lunacy in particular. It is true, 
that among both Heatlens and Jews, lunacy and 

ilepsy were commonly ascribed to the agency 
of damons (the spirits of dead men, or other 
evil beings) ; and it must be granted, that there 
are some of Scripture (as Matt. xvii. 11, 
15. John vii. 50. viii 48, 52. x. 2) which prove 
that the terms esAÀ ns., imi\ nT., and aig, were 
sometimes used synonymously. But that will 
not prove that they were not ly distinct 
from each other. And surely when distinguished, 
their being sometimes used synonymously ought 
not to affect their r acceptation. The great 
preponderance, too, of the latter over the former 
seeme to evince an intention, on the part of the 
sacred writers, to prevent the false conclusions 
which might be drawn from the diseases having 
many symptoms in common, by marking those 
cases of possession which Jesus relieved, by some 
circumstances sot equivocal, and which could 
never accompany an imaginary disorder. And 
when it is urged, that the Evangelists merely 
adopted the popular phraseology of their couutry- 
men, without any belief in the tions con- 
nected therewith ;—just as with us the word ‘ lu- 
natic’ is used without aseenting to the old opinion 
of the moon's influence — that is taking for 
— the very thing to be proved, and con- 

nds a distinction, important to be always kept 
tz view,—that between popular 
doctrine. Mr. Mede was led into the view 
adopted by him, from having, he says, ‘ observed 
it to be God's gracious inetbod: in the course of 
his revealed dispensations, to take advantage of 
men's habitual prejudices, to rt his truth, 
and keep his people attached to his ordinances.’ 
But the learned writer should have known how 
to distinguish between rites and doctrines. They 
were ries only, of which the Almighty availed 
himself, for the benefit of his servants, to coun- 
teract their fondness for Pagan usages: in matters 
of doctrine, the like compliance could not be 
granted them without violating important truths ; 
and therefore Scripture affords us no example of 
such a condescension. And surely, to support a 
false opinion concerning diabolical superstitions 
would have been contaminating the purity of the 
Christian faith. Moreover, when it is urged, 
that no reason can be given why there should 

and 

have been demoniacal spear at the time of 
our and not at the present day, we reply 
that these possessions might then be permitted to 
be far more frequent than at any other period, ia 
order that the power of Christ over the world of 
me might be more evidently shown, and that 

e who came to destroy tho works of the Devil 
might obtain a manifest triumph over him. 
Mede, Farmer, and others, indeed, insist much 
on the highly figurative character of Oriental 
style, and compare those of Matt. viii. 26. 
Luke viii. 24. Mark iv. 39, where Jesus is said 
to have * rebuked the winds, and 'rebuked the 
Jever.’ But as to the former expression, it is, in 
fact, only equiv. to the motos com Jiuctus of 
Virgil : and the expression rebuking the fever is 
but a strongly figurative one, to denote repressing 
tts violence. And when it is urged, that in the 
demoniacs no symptoms are recorded, which do 
not coincide wi ose of — or insanity at 
the present day, we may ask, Ü an evil spirit 
were permitted to disturb men's vital functions, 
have we any conception how this could be dono 

! occasioning some or other of the symp- 
toms which accompany natural disease ? 

It must, moreover, be borne in mind, that these 
deemoniacal ions have an intimate relation 
to the doctrine of redemption, and were, there- 
fore, reasonably to be at the promulgation 
of the Gospel. The doctrines of damoniacal pos- 
sessions and of a future state were equally sup- 

rted by the acts and preaching of Jeeus and 
is Disciples, and are equally woven into the 

subetance of the Christian faith ; the doctrines of 
the Fall and of the Redemption being the two 
cardinal hinges on which our holy Religion turns. 
To form a right judgment of the matter in que. 
tion, it should be considered what part the Devil 
bore in the economy of grace. Now, in the his- 
tory of the Fall, Satan is found tempting, through 
Eve, the first man, Adam, to disobedience; for 
which his punishment by the second Adam (who 
restored man to his lost inheritance) is, at the 
time of the Fall, denoumced in the terms of 
‘ bruising his head by the seed of the woman.” 
When, therefore, we find this restoration pro- 
mised by the death of Christ, we may reasonably 

to find that punishment on the tempter, 
which was predicted in the history of the Full, 
recorded in the history of the Restoration. And 
so, indeed, we often find it. See Luke x. 18, 
where Christ receives his Disciples from the 
missionary labours as conquerors returning in 
triumph. Had the first Adam stood in the recti- 
tude of his creation, he had been immortal, and 
beyond the reach of natural and moral evil. His 
fall to mortality brought both into the world. 
The office of the Adam was to restore man 
to that happy state. But as the immortality pur- 
chased for us by the Son of God was not, like 
that forfeited by Adam, to commence in this 
world, but is reserved for the meat, both physical 
and evil were to endure for & season. Yet, 
to manifest that they were, indeed, to receivo 
their final doom from the Redeemer, it was 
but fit that, in the course of his ministry he 
should give a specimen of hie power over them 
One part, therefore, of his God-like labours was 
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qMark&.7. Couevous, Kal Tapa XvTUCOUS* 

MATTHEW IV. 25. V. 1. 

kai éÜepámevaev avrovs. ?5* Kal 
7KkoXovOÓncav avT@ ÓyXo, TroXXol amò THs TadtAaias xai Aexa- 
TOEWS, kal LIepocodvpwv kai 'IovOaías, xai mépav tov ‘Iopdavou. 

V. 1 [dav 96 roùs óyXovs, avéBn eis Tò Epos kai xaÜícavros 

taken up in curing all kinds of natural diseases. 
But had he there, in the midst of his 
victories over páysical evil, the proof of his 
dominion over both worlds had remained de- 
fective. He was, therefore, to bagi Or his sove- 
reignty over moral evil likewise. And this could 
not be clearly evinced, as it was over mafural 
evil, but by a sensible victory over Sutan, through 
whose temptation moral evil 
the world, and by whose wiles and malice it was 
sustained and increased. For evil is represented 
in Scripture as having been introduced by a 
Being of this description, who, in some manner, 
not intelligible to us, influenced the immaterial 
principle of man. The continuance of evil in the 
world is often ascribed to the continual agency 
of the same Being. Our ignorance of the manner 
in which the mind may be controlled by the 
agency in question ought not to induce us to 
reject the doctrine itself. 

In short, the hypothesis, that the dsemoniacs 
were merely lunatic persons, involves, with the 
semblance of simplicity, far greater difficulties 
than are found in the common view. Nor can it 
be shown that Jesus Christ and the Apostles did, 
in any case, in complianco with the prejudices 
of their countrymen, teach, or even seemingly 
affirm, any thing which they themselves ac- 
counted as false. How otherwise are we to ac- 
count for the fact, that the damonsacs every 
where address Jesus as the Messiah ? which was 
not the case with those who only laboured under 
bodily disorders. And when we find mention 
made of the number of demons in particular pos- 
sessions, actions ascribed to them, and actions so 
expressly distinguished from those of the pos- 
sessed —conversations held by the former in re- 
gard to the disposal of them after their expul- 
sion, and accounts given how they were actually 
disposed of —when we find desires and passions 
ascribed peculiarly to them, and similitudes taken 
from the conduct which thcy usually obeerve, —it 
is impossible for us to deny their existence: by 
acquiescing in which, where we cannot wader- 
stand, we may and ought to bow our reason to 
the Giver of reason. n one side, we have the 
wonderful doctrine, that it pleased the Almighty 
to permit invisible and evil beings to 
themselves, in some incomprehensible manner, 
of the bodies and souls of men; and for purposes 
which we can partly see, but are partly left to 
conjecture. On the other, we have Christ, the 
reveuler of truth, establishing falsehood, sanction- 
ing error and deception, and consequently bein 
answerable for future and impositions, suc 
as have been practised in latter ages! We have 
the Evangelists inconsistent with themselves; 
and a narrative acknowledged to be inspired, and 
intended for the unlearned, unintelligible to the 
learned, and even involving falsehood! The 
hands, too, of Infidels are greatly strengthened 
by any such concession, inasmuch as the admis- 
sion of such a principle involves the whole of 
Revelation in uncertainty. Those who bring 

was brought into: 

themselves to believe that Devils and Demoniacs 
were used by our Lord and the sacred writers 
only as terms of accommodation to Jewish preju- 
dices, may soon believe, that the terms 
tion, fice, and isfactium, came from no 
better source than res of speech. Besides, 
various other awkward consequences arise, which 
are ably stated by Bp. Warburton, in L. ix. of 
his Divine Legation, and in his Sermon xxvii. 
on this text ; to both of which ] have been in- 
debted for the — portion of the matter con- 
tained in the foregoing Summary ; which may 
suffice to prove that (as the learned prelate ob- 
serves), “ something would have been wanting to 
demonstrate, if not the power, at least the as- 
sumed character of Jesus, had it been exercised 
only over natural disorders." But, as observes 
Dr. Jortin, by casting out evil spirits, He showed 
that He came to destroy the empire of Satan. 
— asXnriatouérovs] lunatic (lit. moonstruck) ; 

the symptoms of the disorder being supposed, as 
with us in the case of lumatics (comp. Milton's 
* moonstruck madness’), to become more aggra- 
vated by the moon's increase. But such was also 
the opinion in the case of epi ; and the term 
oSAnv. is in the Greek Class. writers referred, 
not to lunacy, but to eps . So Lucian, Tox. 
24, and Manetho iv. 81, 216, to which many re- 
cent Commentators refer the use of sÀ. here. 
And this is confirmed by Caearius (a Greek 
Father of the fourth century), Dialog. 2, con- 
taining a sort of dissertation on the question 
woe TÒ sbayyidtov — Aiye 
robs dwiAnwrixove. And so Hesych. explains 
isi TO by sa:pouLouiven, and émiAnwrixde 
by xarTsyopusvos, * ; and we find from 
Isidor. Origg. iv. 7, that epileptic persons were 
vulgarly called lunatics. That the word here 
refers to epilepsy, is probable from the only other 
passage where it occurs in the New Test, Matt. 
xvii. 15, since, from comparison with the lel 
passage, Mark ix. 17, and Luke ix. 39, it is plain 
that the person was afflicted with epilepsy; in- 
flicted, however, by an evil spirit; so that, as 
Suicer says, ‘iwsAnwla simul et Gauuosiac ues 
laboravit. And so in the Acta Thoma, 8 12, are 
conjoined as synonymous urd saipovicey xov- 
pavo: and —— 

drò rtie laAiAaíae kal. AexasróA aee, 
wal 'Isp. xal 'Iovå. xal wipay Tov 'lopdávov 
The awd must be repeated at wipay c. '1., an 
by 7ípav r.'I. is meant the region beyond, or 
on the other side of the Jordan, more usually 
called Perea. By Aexazw. is meant, not the 
whole country which comprehended the ten 
cities and the territory pertaining to each, but 
has a very peculiar sense, which I have had 
much difficulty in ascertaining, and have pointed 
out at large in note on Mark vii. 31. 

V. This and the two following chapters com- 
prehend what is called the Sermon on the Mount 
wherein are contained the great outlines of 
hristian practice); which some have supposed 
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avro), TpocijAÜov aùr® oi paĝyral avroi- ? xal ávoífae tò 
erópa avro, édidacKev avrovs, Aéyew 3 * Makxápiot of wrwyol » Luke 6. s. 
TQ Tvevpats Sti avTOv cot 7) Bacela TOV oUpavy. | ** pa- bisset s 

was not delivered all at one time, but is only a 
collection of sayings at different times delivered 
by our Lord. Yet (to use the words of Mr. 
Simeon, Hor. Hom.) ‘ as our Lord went through 
all the cities, towns, and villages, of Judæa, in- 
structing the le, it is reasonable to su 
that he should have frequently delivered the 
same truths in nearly the same expressions, be- 
cause the same instructions were n for 
all. The repetition of them, therefore, at dif- 
ferent times, and at distant places, is no reason 
why they should not have been delivered all at 
once, when 20 t a multitude was attending his 
ministry, and he had gone up on a mountain for 
the purpose of addressing them with more ad- 
vantage, since they could not be accommodated 
in any house." oreover, the words of Ch. vii. 
28, 29, show that this was one continued dis- 
course, or rather that these were the chief a 
contained in it, together with the principal lus- 
trations of them ; the design of our Lord being 
to make known the nature of that kingdom, 
which he had announced as being about to be 
established, and to rescue the moral law from the 
false glosses put upon it by the Pharisees, 

Cu. V. 1. ávéBn els Trò ópos] I am more 
than ever of opinion, with Bp. Middl., that this 
expression, TÓ opos, must here denote, as at Luke 
xiv. 23, the mountatn-district of Galilee, distin- 
pd from the other two, as in Gen. xix. 17. 
œh ii. 22, meaning the mountainous range em- 

bosoming the sea of Galilee. So, too, I find, 
Mr. Green, Gram. N. T., p. 158, assigns this 
sense of 'mountain-district' here and xiv. 23, 
also at xv. 29. Mark iii. 13. Luke vi. 2. Mark vi. 
46. Luke ix. 28. That the present must 
be added to those, he thinks plain from comparing 
iv. 8—v. l] with Mark iii. 7—13; and he justly 
remarks, that the notion of Mount of Tubor being 
the Mount of Beatitudes is on this ground [also 
on another suggested by Bp. Middl.| untenable. 

h a use of +d ópot is, as I believe, unexam- 
pa in the Class. writers, except in Dionys. de 
itu, already noticed by me. 
— kaÜícarros avrov] not put for kabisarrı 

abr, which is unnecessary ; for the gen. absol. 
is found in Hdt. and other writers. Ka. has 
reference to the posture in which the Jewish doc- 
tors taught. 

2. àvoiğas TÒ cTóua abTov] This is nota 
Hebrew periphrasis for speaking ; for the expres- 
sion may rather be considered as a vestige of the 
redundancy of primitive phraseology ; rwards 
retained with verbs of speaking, and generally 
employed on introducing discourses of import: 
ance. 

3. paxdpios ol rexel! Te *ytóuaTi] The 
sense here partly depends upon the construction, 
and is a debated point. Many modern expositors 
Join Te wvedpats with max. ; while more, and 
nearly all the ancient, construe it with mTæœxol; 
which is preferable; for the former method, 
though it yields a tolerable sense, is too harsh, 
and breaks that uniformity of expression which 
runs through the several uaxapica pol, while the 
latter is confirmed by Is. lxi. 2, 

— ol 4 Te xoi Tw weevpari] The sense of this 
expression is well represented by Euthym., in 
accordance with which is that of Augustin, cited 
by T. Aquinas in loc., ‘humiles et timentes 

um, in other words, ‘walking humbly with 
God,’ ‘non habentes inflatum spiritum ;' and so 
denoting the opposite to what is expressed at Col. 
ii. 18, by 4veioóuavos Uwe ToU vods THe Capxós 
avToU, and what stands widely distinguished from 
the Ta*siwo$pos)íyn there mentioned —that 
affected lowliness, spurious humility, under which 
lurks spiritual pride—in like manner as ol rpa- 
ate, at v. 5, adverts to, not a mere outward lowli- 
ness of demeanour, but the inward. and uine 
heart-rpacrne (the ‘meek lowliness’ of Spenser) 
enjoined by St. Paul, Eph. iv. 2, where, havi 
it would seem, this saying of our Lord in min 
he brings together these two beatitudes, and 
places them in the same order, while adverting 
to the leading dispositions of the Christian's con- 
versation, per wdone Tawevodpocuvns xai 
wpaotyros. By placing the beatitude expressed 
by of wr. Te weevpare in order, our Lord 
may have meant to intimate that the foundation 
of all other Christian graces is laid in genuine 
humility, Polycarp must have so thought, since 
he evidently meant to advert to the two Beati- 
tudes which have mainly the grounds of present 
bleesedness represented as resting on the assured 
hope of future beatification. We are now pre red 
to see how it came to pass that vv. 4 and 5 should 
have been transposed by certain ancient Critics, 
as we find they were from the Vulg. and Italic 
Versions, and from MS. D and 33, where the 
text was (as in numerous other cases) accommo- 

dated to those Versions. Nevertheless, on theee 
grounds, however slight, Lachm. and Tisch. have 
adopted this altered erder in their texts, alleging 
also the authority of several Fathers, but those 
almost al] Latin ones, and therefore carrying 
little or no weight. Origen indeed so places the 
verses in T. iii. 540, C (where he treats of the order 
of the Beatitudes produced), whom Matthei 
thinks the original author of this transposition. 
But as it is found in the Italic Version, that is 
very improbable; and it rather arose from the 
false view of the logical coherence abovo traced ; 
though, in the case of Origen, also by the allego- 
rical interpretation of the verses which he adopted. 
Be that as it may, his authority is neutralized by 
himself adducing the verses in their usual order 
at T. iii. 780. Traces of the same license of 
transposing verses is occasionally to be observed 
elsewhere in the MSS. and Versions. Vide infra 
7 and 8, 9, and Luke vi. 21. But this ie not 
to be tolerated, and is indeed here unneces- 
sary, since an apt thread of connexion may be 
traced ; for the disposition of the humble-minded 
in the above sense is nearly allied to thatof those 
who mourn for past sins, however repented of 
and forsaken, humbling themselves in the sight 
of God. These are justly termed blessed both in 
the pardon of those sins, and comforted in the 
hope of future preservation from future sins, 
through grace, and final acceptance by the God 
of all comfort. 
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4. m. ol wevBouvrat] sc. Tc wvebpari, not 
however to be repeated from the foregoing verse, 
but to be fetched from the context, the sense 
being, ‘those who mourn spiritually,’ in opposi- 
tion to carnal and secular mourning, meaning 
that ious mourning which qualifies for 
bl ness—that tential mourning for sins 
and shortcomings which produces a ' repentance 
not to be repented of.” 
—mapaxdnOijcorra:] ‘they shall be com- 

forted,’ if not presently, yet surely,—ample pro- 
vision for their comfort being made by the hope 
of final acceptance through God's oning 
mercy, and meanwhile with peace and joy in the 
Holy Ghost. 

5. oi xpasis] ‘the meck and forbearing.’ It 
is not, as Chrys. says, apathy which is enjoined, 
but a regulation of passion. The blessing here 
promised (taken from Ps. xxxvii. 11) is primarily 
an earthly, but terminates in a heavenly one; 
conferring not merely a temporal, but an eternal 
inheritance. ‘ As to the earthly one, that consists 
— (as Matth. Henry points out) in the 
manifest tendency of meekness of spirit to uce 
peace and comfort, thus sweetening the lives of 
thoso who may, nevertheless, have much to en- 
dure from the harshness of their fellow-men. 
And thus this branch of godliness hath tho pro- 
mise of the life that now is; not, however, to the 
— of that which is to come is the hes- 
venly inheritance." As respects the former, 
which is, he observes, imos the only express 
earthly empar promise in the N. T., it ma 
seem difficult to reconcile the above view wi 
the term «Anpovou. But the solution of the 
difficulty is ready and effectual by alleging that 
the verb xAmpor., like the Heb. wy, should be 
rendered, not inkerit, but obtain, possess (and so 
it is rendercd in the Syr. Version of the Pselmist, 
and the best modern ones, and is so explained by 
the best Expositors), to obtain by full possession, 
and, by implication, to enjoy in solid use—and 
thus xAnpov. is often used in N. T. followed by 
Thy BaciAsíay Tov Osov, or Tes)v alwviov, or 
&dOapeíay. So, too,'in Jos. Ant. viii. 13, 8, and 
occasionally in the later Greek writers, as Diod. 
and Polyb., as also the corresponding use in our 
own language of the verb to inherit, as found in 
our old authors, especially Shakspeare. I cannot 
agree with those who render yyw by land, and 
refer it to the heavenly Canaan, the kingdom of 
Christ. The word scems here, as often, used in 
the wider i paion earth, as it is rendered in 
our common Version. Accordingly, the general 
sense is, that ‘ the meek and foren nm e l espe- 
cially enjoy whatever portion God hath given 
them here, and hereafter possess the new 
earth wherein dwelleth righteousness.” This view 
is confirmed by the authority of 1 Pet. iii. 8—11, 
where, after inculcating the exercise of the utmost 

MATTHEW V. 5—9. 

3! kápioL oi TrevÜoUvres Ott aŭro. trapaxdAnOijcovrar. 5° paxdptoe 
oí mpais Ort avTOL KNrpovojja ovas TY yiv. 
_trewovres kai Owrüvres tiv Sixavoovvny ts avro) yopraaOj- 

7 e paxápiot ot éXerjuoves: Gre avtot éXenÜrjaovras. 
8f paxápior ot kaÜapol rij kapBía* Ste avroi Tov Ocóv Orovra. 

6 4 Lakáptou o6 

drt avToi viol Oeod  kXgÜrjoovrai: 

Sorbearance, on the principle that our Christian 
calling invests us with a blessing partly enjoyed 
here, but to be enjoyed in full possession and ab- 
solute fruition hereafter, the Apostle illustrates his 
meaning by a reference to Ps. xxxiv. 13: 6 yap— 
dyaÜds—Qnrnoámeo elpivny xal QuotdrTo aù- 
rhv. There is no doubt that St. Peter there had 
in mind the Beatitudes at v. 5 and 9. 

6. ol wecvovras—édixasoovvny] i.e. ‘those who 
ardently parve and as naturally seek after uni- 

i versal holiness and goodness,’ as mcn do to satisfy 
hunger and thirst. 

— xopracÜücorrai] See my Lex. in v. The 
full sense is, * they shall be [s0] abundantly satis- 
fied as to desire nothing more. 

T. ol. iXasin.) ‘merciful, compassionate, i. e. 
both passively and actively, denoting not only 
the having s fellow-feeling of human misery, but 
such a desire to remove or relieve it as shall 
prompt us to lend a helping hand. Such ide- 
poves shall experience that mercy from God, in 
pardon and acceptance, which they have dealt out 
to man. 

8. ol kaÜapoi +H Kxapédia] as opposed not 
merely to the external purification of the Phari- 
sees, but also to the mere moral purity of the 
heathen Philosophers ; nay, what is more, incul- 
cating, what is suggested by the context,tbat inner 
purity which is produced by faith (comp. Acts 
xv. 9: rH riots kaÜapícac rác xapdias aù- 
ræv), and hath its fruit in love and mercy. 
Comp. 1 Pet. i. 22: rade Wuyads ?ryvikórsc— 
Oca TIvespuavos ele iXadeApiap, ix xaÜ0apae 
xapélas. The phrase Tró» O:sóy op orra: (by a 
figure drawn from the customs of Oriental courts 
means ‘shall be admitted to his presence an 
enjoy his special favour. Rev. xxii. 4. Com 

eb. xii. 14: d:axers TÓ» dysacpdy, où xæpis 
obdals Sera TÒv Kópiov. 

9. ol elpxvowoioi}] I am now of opinion that 
the interpretation of almost all the best Com- 
mentators, fic, ‘disposed to peace, cannot 
stand, as yielding too feeble a sense to suit the 
context. no rs Mere m ipa vane 
pacifically disposed,’ nothing additional wou 
given here to what is implied in the Ist and 3rd 
of the Beatitudes. Now, though all those given 
by our Lord are closely related, they are still dis- 
tinct, I quite agree with Calvin and Campb. 
that here must be meant not those only who are 
studious of peace and shrink from quarrels, but 
who also sod alo uiy compose such dissension and 
differences as arise, and who are to all the pro- 
moters of , thus cutting off all occasions of 
hatred and quarrel. This is, indeed, by Scripture 
Philologists affirmed to be an unclassical use of 
the term, and one which H. Steph. pronounces, as 
n a — novel ; or it is nearly ME to 

t by which the term signifies pacificator. Nay, 
I find it used in very nearly the sense here rc- 
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10 ^ paxdptos oi Sedtarypévos Evexev Ouatoa vns Ste avrav oriy LP 
e , ^ , ^ 11 í / , é or. , L5 la 2 Tim. 2. 12. ý Bacthea Tay ovpavev paxdpiol éare, Grav dvedlowor | Luke 6. m. 
vas xai Suokwor, ral elect Trav rovnpóv priua xaf ùa, yev- 
Soevor, Evexev épov. 

arpodyras ToUs rpó Uv. 
131"P ueis drre TO Gras rìs vij" éàv 08 Tò Gras pwpavO7, Marko. 

1? k Xalpere xai ayadmacGe! sts 6 
probes ijv moris èv Tos ovpavoiss obro yap édiwEay Tovs int. s. 

èv trin áMobjoerai; eis ovdey ioyúet Ext, eè ut) BANOjvar EEw, ™ 

ired in Dio Cass. p. 1216. 58, where the 
pmperor Commodus is styled airoxparwo— 

slonvowods Tt olxovutyue. And so Jul. Pol- 
lux, in his Onomasticon, ranks among the quali- 
ties of a good monarch elpnrixòe, sipnvoroiòs, 
* a promoter of i 
— vioi Beo] namely, as imitating and bear- 

ing resemblance to Gop, who is styled the God 
of peace. See Rom. xv. 33 and 2 Cor. xiii. 11. 
So Philo de Sacr. 2. 26: ol rò ápseróv T5 
vce xal Tò Kxaddv Spwvres viol sles row 
O:ov. Similar expressions, too, occur in the 
Pagan Philosophers, who are supposed to have 
borrowed them from the Scriptures. 
En ted Not so much by Hebraism 

‘shall be, as ‘shall be acknowl by men,’ 
and regarded by God as such ; namely, from their 
conformity to his image, in purity of life and 

of disposition. 
10. i». dix.) Comp. l Pet. iii. 14, evidently 

founded on this passage, dÀÀ' el xai wacyore 
Ga dixatogbvny, nakáptiot. 

ll. Grav ovadicwow] On this use of cray 
with Subj. Aor. see my Lex. in v. Kai &wE. 
Having in the former verse touched on persecu- 
tion generally, our Lord here descends to parti- 
cw/ars ; and notices one special act of it, namely, 

tion on account of religion. Auexeu prop. 
is a forensic term to denote fo prosecute, but 
may denote to ; and the other expres- 
sions in this sentence may have reference to in- 
sult and violence, as well as injustice. 
— Wevdcpevo:] The word is by Lachm. 

and Tisch. cancelled, on the suthority of MS. 
D, a few cursive MSS. and Fathers. But it is 
defended by the Pesch. Syr., the Vulg. Versions, 
and all the primary cursive MSS. Internal evi- 
dence, indeed, is rather against than for the 
word ; yet the idiom would seem one of too pure 
Grecism to have come from the Scholiasts, for it 
is both rare, and never found but in the v 
best Greek writers. The only examples of it 
have noted are, Hom. IL v. 685, Weudopevor— 
— Plato, p. 192, mncoiv—wWavdouevos, and 

» Paci—pavdoueroe (just as here «Irect 
Wevd.). Lucian T. iii. ; —— xal 
onTsver, Jos. Ant. vii. 11. 1, Aaye, xarawvrsv- 
ure 6:8. sTyas, &c. The absence of the word 
from the texts of Origen and some Latin Fathers 
is, indeed, such as to create a icion ; but, 
considering how little precision the Fathers were 

to observe in adducing texts of Scrip- 
ture, little weight is to be ascribed to thcir testi- 
mony, unaccompanied by the external authority 
of MSS. Moreover, tho less confidence is due to 
the testimony of the copies which have not Yev., 
because the very same MSS., and no others, have 
dıxaiosúvne instead of duov—a manifest corrup- 

tion of the text. Hence one can scarcely doubt 
that both alterations proceeded from certain petty 
critics, who, taking fvexa in the same sense as at 
v. 10, saw that the sense ‘in my cause’ would 
be here little suitable, and that Wed. seemed 
worse than useless, hence took upon themselves 
to cancel Wavéd., and alter iuov to dix., thus 
making the sentiment exactly correspond to that 
at v. 10. But the word is confirmed by the 
Constit. Apost. plus semel. ‘Phua, just before, 
has been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., from 
5 MSS., and some late Versions; but without 
reason, since it is supported by the great body of 
the MSS., confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., 
and other Versions ; and its Hebraistic character 
(especially in a Gospel like that of St. Matthew) 
strongly attests its genuineness. But that Hebr. 
and unclassical term occasioned the cancelling of 
the word, ially as the phrase does not occur 
in the New Fest., et it is found several times 
in the Sept., e. gr. Exod. xxxiii. 4. Deut. xvii. 1, 
way pnua vovnpóv. Numb. xiv. 3. Judith viii. 8. 
By ^rornp. is meant * calumnious,' as in /Eschyl. 
Choéph. 1045, phuais wounpais. Comp. Manil. 
iv. 573, * verba maligna" Other critics, we find, 
cancelled wosnpdy, having doubtless in mind 
Luke xii. 10. 

12. xaíprrs xal ayaAMias041] The words 
are nof synonymous ; but the latter is a stron 
term than the former, q. d. ‘ Yea, exult.’ e 
sense of uicÜÓ« must not be pressed on, but 
signifies a reward assigned of mere grace; as 
infr. xx. 1, and Rom. iv. 4. 
— ore ydp idiw~ay}] Said to comfort them 

under persecution and affliction, q. d. ' for ex- 
ample, so men persecuted the Prophets, as Jere- 
miah, Zechariah, Isaiah, and others.’ 

13. rò aAae T. y.] Bo Livy, cited by Grot., 
calls Greece the sal gentium ; salt being a com- 
mon symbol of wisdom. The meaning is, * What 
salt is to food, by seasoning and preserving it 
from corruption, so should ye be to the rest of 
men. 
— idy di —dAio0 cera]. Our Lord has here 

laid down a particular t on a general prin- 
ci 
— pgepayün] ‘become insipid,’ dvadov yévn- 

vat, ‘lose its saline property, Mark ix. 50. This 
sense is derived from that signif. of uæpòe, 
whereby (like the Latin fatuus, and the Hebrew 
Son, as epp ies to objects of taste) it denotes in- 
ipsd. my Lex. 
— sls obdiv lay ósi—kaTaw. /vÓ T. avÜporm cov] 

From s comparison of this with the somewhat 
perallel of Luke xiv. 94, it would seem 
that here we have a domestic, as there an agri- 
cultural proverb, whereby a thing is said to be 
good for nothing; at least such is the literal 
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MATTHEW V. 14—18. 

14m"Pueie dore TO 

o1Pet.212 169 OŬrw Xapsráro TO pas vuv čumpoobev trav ávÜperrov, 
o y e A S , hl e A Stras wow uav Ta Kard čpya, kal Sokdowor Tov maTépa vpðv 

M ^ 9 ^ 

TOV Èv Tois oUpavois. 

wis 17 » MÀ vopionre, Gre Abov Katadvoat Tov vópov À TOUS mpo- 
g Luke 1. dejras ove ŅAbov karaX0cat, dXXà TAnpa@car. 18 9'A ùv yàp 

l Neyo Dui ws Ay aapérAOy 6 oùpavòs xai 7 yfj, lata & 1) pia 

sense conveyed in the passage of Luke, and vir- 
tually such in the present, with which compare 
Epict. ii. 4, where, apostrophizing the bed man, 
he tells him that he is fit for nothing but to be 
cast out of doors, and to be thrown on the dun 
hill, like a broken vessel. The application is 
obvious. 
— BArAnOyvat (Eo, xal rarar.] Lachm. and 

Tisch. edit. AMnbſu Iæ xaravareicÜa, from 
two uncial and two cursive MSS. But that is an 
evidence which would be insufficient in almost 
any case, esp. in one where external authority, 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version, is so 
strongly op to the reading ; and also infernal 
evidence, as existing in its Debs | every appear- 
ance of being a correction of style by the Alexan- 
drian Grammarians. 

14. Tò iss ToU kócuov] The Article refers 
to the sense implied; the sense being, 'the 
means of enlightening the minds of men with 
true religion; through whose instrumentality 
from the fountain of light, the world is enlight- 
ened," as the globe is enlightened by tho rays of 
the sun; which is, in the proper sense, Td pas 
TOU KOOpoy. 
— ov ddvarat wodtt xpuBnvar, &c.] It is 

best to suppose that in these words is implied the 
corresponding clause, ‘So neither can you remain 
in secret; the eyes of all being turned upon 
ou.” Thus ver. 16 will supply an admonition 
ounded on what is said in the two preceding 
verses. 

15. xaíovci] for the more Classical dwrovoi, 
which is used by Luke viii. 16. xi. 33. Yet ex- 
amples of it have been adduced, though chiefly 
from the later writers, and in the passive. The 
sentence contains a proverbial saying, to express 
depriving any thing of its utility, by putting it to 
: purpose the farthest from what it was intended 
or. 

17. xaraAvcai] ‘to abrogate, to annul.” A 
sense, as applied to laws, or institutions of any 
kind, of frequent occurrence. See my Lex. Our 
Lord here anticipates an objection; namely, that 
his doctrines differed, in many res , from the 
Mosaic ; and that therefore his system could not 
but destroy that promulgated by God to Moses, 
and borne testimony to by the Propheta. And 
et it was not to be imagined, that the all-wise 
ing would lay down a law, as a rule of life, 

under one dispensation, which should be at 
variance with what he had promulgated under 

By có» vóuov must, however, be 
meant, in some scnse, the law of Moses; that 

being the invariable sense of the word in the 
Gospels and Acts: though some understand the 
ceremonial, others the moral law. Each may be 
said to be meant. For the Ceremonial law was 
completed by our Lord, in his answering the 
types and fulfilling the prophecies,—after which 
it was to cease, the shadow being supplied by the 
substance ; the Moral, hy his exalting its pre- 
cepts to a spirituality before unknown, and puri- 
fying it from the corruptions of the Jewish 
teachers ; for it is plain from the whole of Scrip- 
ture, that the ceremonial law alone was abrogated 
while the moral law was left, as being of perpetual 
obligation. And thus, in either case, thc law 
was meant to be, as St Paul terms it, our waid- 
a'yo'yós, or usher unto, and ——— for, tho 
Gospel, and to cease when it had answered the 
purpose for which it was originally designed, as & 
part of the great plan of Divine wisdom and 
mercy, for the salvation of man. 

— TÓv vóuov f) robs wpod.] It scemsclear that 
Christ does not allude to the sacrificial and typi 
parts of the law, but only the morul parts of both 
the law and the prophets, as comprehending the 
substance of the whole Scriptures, the latter as 
being — and intorpreters of the former; 
according y, *Anpeca: here signifies ‘to fill up 
or unto, so answering to dvawAnpwoa, ‘to 
carry out the bare letter in the full spirit, as a 
limner's sketch in outline is filled up, so as to 
form the complete picture. See Chrys., Theophyl., 
and Euthym. 

18. dunv| See my Lex. 'O o/pavós xal 4 
fj form a periphrasis for the wniverse, which the 
ews supposed would never utterly perish, but 

be constantly renewed. See Baruch iii. 32. i. 11. 
"Res dv waptd\On ò obp. is a proverbial phrase, 
often occurring in Scripture (sec my Lex.), and 
sometimes in the Class. wr., to denote that a 
thing can sever happen. So Dionys. Hal. vi. 95, 
where it is agreed in a treaty, that there shall be 
peace mixers Gy ovpavos T1 Kal vñ Thy abrhy 
oracww Éyoct. 
—lera—«spala] "'Iera denoted ly 

the letter Jod MAS e smallest of the letters in 
the Hebrew alp s and hence, figuratively, 
any thing very small; xepaía, the points, or 
corners, which distinguished similar letters of 
the Hebrew alphabet, but were used figurativel 
to denote the minutest parts of any thing. Simi- 
lar sentiments are cited from the Rabbinical 
writers. Thus our Lord means to express, in 
addition to the eternal obligation, ike boneless 
extent of the moral Jaw, as demanding the ut- 



MATTHEW V. 19—22. 33 

eepaia ov uù TrapéXOn ard Tod vopou, Ews dy mTávra yevnrat. 
19 1*Oc àv obv Ava play THY évroXàv rovrov THY éXayíaov, r Jam. 3. 10. 

supr. ver. 8. 

xai iddEn obro ToU; àvÜperrovs, éAdytoros kXrÜrjoera, év TH 
Bacireia tay ovpavav. ôs Ò àv morýon kai SidaEn, otros uéyas 
KrnOjoeras éy TH Bacirela TÀV oUpavàyv. ?0 * Aéyw yàp tpi, sLukes 1. 
Ort éày uù Trepuaa eva 7) Sixalogduvn páv mAciov TOV ypappa- 9 9» v 
Téov xai Dapicaiwy, ov pù cicéAOnte cis Thv Paciheiav TÀV 
oUpayóv. 
oes ôs Ò dy dovedon, Evoyos Extras TH Kpicet. — 92 *  Exyg) 8€ Deut. 5r. 

21 t’Hxovoate Gre éppr0n tots apyalow: Ov dovev- t eroa. s. 
15. 

7 
8. 

Aéyo pty, Gre was ò opyilopevos TH adeAPH avrov [eich], évo- ^ 

most purity of thought, as well as innocence of 
action. 

— ws d» wuvra "dad Maid * Until all 
shall come to * i. e. be accomplished, namely, 
by the fulfilment of the legal types and prophecies 
* the complete establishment of the mo 

w. 
19. Se édy obv Avon) ‘Shall transgress.’ A 

sense common in the Classical writers. The oiv 
seems to have reference not to the verse imme- 
diately preceding, but to v. 17. z 
— níap trav &AayíoTwy] ‘One, even of the 

least of these commandments.’ Here there is an 
—— to ihe — the — pm 
agrecably to their own lax notions of morality, 
divided the injunctions of the law into i 
wrightier and the lighter. Any tra ion of 
the latter they held to be very venial ; and, by 
their own arbitrary classification of the former, 
T evaded the spirit, while they pretended to 
fulfil the letter of the law. 
— xai ddan ot re Tove avOp.] i. e. ‘He who 

shall both himself break and teach others to 
break.” There are cases in which the teaching 
others to do wrong may be worse than the doing 
wrong ourselves. One may be the result of 
sadden temptation; the other is done delibe- 
rately and on principle. So it has been well 
obeerved by a profound and original thinker: 
“ Les passions déréglées inspirent les mauvaises 
actions: mais les mauvaises maximes corrom- 
pent la raison méme, et ne laissent plus de res- 
source pour revenir au bien." 

— íXAdyso Tos kAnÜriceTas] Said per meiosin 
for, ‘ he shall be the farthest from attaining hea- 
ven,’ i. e. ‘ he shall not attain it at all.’ By the 
antithesis, uéyas must as often be taken for 
pé yioTos. 

20. A£ye yap vpir, Ti, &c.] The connexion 
between this and the foregoing verses may be 
best perceived by understanding the yàp as 

uiv. to our why in its ratiocinative sense, 
' Why [so far am Í from baving come to destroy 
the Law, &c., that], I tell you that, except your 
obedience shall exceed in spirit and kind that of 
the Scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no wise 
enter, &c. Thus in the next verse our Lord 
proceeds to illustrate the spirit and true scope of 
certain specific precepts of the Law, at the same 
time correcting the wrong application of others 
by the Scribes and Pharisees. 
— íáv ph wepiooston, &c.] Here our Lord 

fully declares his meaning ; openly naming those 
whom he had before only Ainted at. The senti- 

VoL. 

ment is, as it were, an answer to a question ; 
q. d. * What, will not the righteousness of the 
law, as exhibited in the lives of such holy per- 
sons as the Pharisees, save us? No such thing— 
for I plainly tell you, that unless,’ &c. A:xato- 
ovum must here denote piety and virtue, purity of 
heart and life. 

— où ph eloíA0.] ‘Ye shall by no means 
enter.” On this idiom see my Lex. The form 
denotes exclusion from the blessings of the 
“opel 

21, 22. In order to elucidate his meaning, our 
Lord proceeds to vindicate several of the com- 
mandments of the moral law from the corrupt 
interpretation put upon them by the Scribes. 
— Tois dpyxaiois] It is matter of dispute 

whether this should be rendered ‘ by, or to them 
of old time.’ The former is adopted by most of 
the Commentators from Beza downward; the 
latter, by the Fathers and the ancient translators, 
and a few modern Expositors, as Doddr., Campb., 
Rosenm., Kuin., and Jebb. So Jos. Antiq. viii. 
2. 4. The former is very suitable to the context, 
and confirmed by the usage of the later writers, 
espec. the Sept., Jos., and the New Test. Thus 
the words will be akin to & Talmudic saying, 
which may be elpyjxacty ol dpxatoi: fu cov, (mean- 
ing the Jewish legislators from the age of Moses 
downwards,) thus Grecised ; and so vouoÜ0éra: 
nuc» in Joseph. Bell. iii. 8. 5. However, the 
rendering ‘to the ancients’ is equally supported 
by grammatical propriety, and seems entitled to 
the preference, both because the sense thus 
arising is equally suitable, and because wherever 
the formula occurs in the New Test. and Sept., 
— with é66n6n, it is never followed by 
any other subet. but that denoting the persons to 
whom the words are spoken. Besides, this view 
is supported by the authority of all the ancient 
Versions and many Fathers. 
— lvoxos iota: TH Kpiesc] ‘will be liable to 

the judgment.” So Plato, £voxyoc iorw vópuois 
Ò Tovro Üpdcae, By rj «pica: is meant an in- 
ferior Court of Judicature, consisting, as the 
Rabbins say, of 23, or according to Jos. of 7 
judges. 

- Te dósÀ o] for irípe, any one. An 
idiom arising from the Jews being accustomed to 

all Israelites as brethren. 
— elxy] ‘without sufficient cause;' imply- 

ing also above measure. For such a person 
(to use the words of Aristotle cited by Wet- 
stein) is angry, ols où dei, xal ig’ ols ob 
Get, «ai paddAuy fh set. peut and Critics, 
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yos €ora4 TH Kpicer ôs Ò üv emn TQ adea aùrair 

MATTHEW V. 23—25. 

» y A / 9 » \ y Evoyos Exrat TQ ouvedpige ðs Ó àv emy’ pwpe, čvoy 
XN é ^ , 93 "Ea @ L . Tijv yéevvay Tod Trvpós. y ebv TpocQépps Té 

3 XN 7 9 ^ ^ e$ e 3 7 

mì TÒ Üvewaa ríjpuov, kàxei puna dis Gre ò adepos, 
Kata aoi" ?* ddes éxet rò SHpoy aov éumpoaoÜOev To 
piov, xai Ŭmaye, mpatov Ssadrrayns T aderAd@ o 

v Lake 13. 
68. 

éMav Tpócdepe to SHpov aov. ?5 Y"IoO. evvowv 
cov TGXU, Ews Grou el év TH OS per abTod purproTé 

however, are divided in opinion as to the 
nuineness of the word; which is rojected by 

;?rasm., Bengel, Mill, Fritz., Lach., and Tisch., 
but received by Grot., Wets., Griesb., Matthæi, 
Vater, and Scholz. The authority of MSS. for 
its omission is very trifling; and that of versions 
slender. And although that of the Fathers be 
considerable, yet inferior to that for the word. 
Internal evidence is indecd rather against it, 
since more likely was it to have been put i» than 
ut ow, And though authorities are very few 
ada, however, Brit. Mus. 17,982 and 10,943, 

m.], yet they are weighty, confirmed b7 B&- 
veral early Fathers. On the other hand, how- 
ever, an equal number of early Fathers defend it ; 
and Justin M. is more than balanced by Irenæus 
and Cyprian, Hilary, Lucifer, Cyril, Ephr. Syr., 
Isid. Pel., Const. Apost., and the most ancient 
copies of the Italic Vers., also the Pesch. Syr. ; 
besides which, evidence of this kind for a wo 
is more weighty than that against it. 
— pakà—pwpé] Of these two terms, the 

former is, Lightf. says, *an appellation of utter 
contempt and scorn, to denote one utterly despi- 
cable, and, as answering to the Hebr. p», empty, 
must denote metaphor. one empty, or destitute 
of any estimablo moral qualities, good-for- 
nothing, vile, as in Judg. ix. 4, where the per- 
— whom Abimelech murdered his brothren 
are called wr Sept. xavoUs xal decodes ; 
in which passage by da:Aovs, intended further to 
evolve the sense, is meant homines m, 
‘wretched, profligate fellows.’ And in, in 
Judg. xi. 3, cuveorpapnoavy Toós ‘lipOdy 
Gvdper xavol, ‘wretched, beggarly fellows.’ As 
to the other term, peel, it 1s best regarded as a 
term expressive of utter , equiv. to 
wicked , Mi . li 

— ivoyor iora: ale T. y. T. m.) for £voxos 
BXu05vai, &c., as Num. xxxv. 31, ivoyoe 
avaipsÜsva:, equiv. to, ‘he shall be liable to a 
unishment amounting unto Gchenns.’ Téewva 

1$ formed from the Hebr. pom w (the valley of 
Hinnom), a place s.g. of Jerusalem, called 
l'aísvra at Josh. xviii. 16 (and probably a deep 
dell; pápayě, as it is rendered at Josh. xv. 8), 
where formerly children had been sacrificed by 
fire to Moloch ; and which long afterwards was 
beld in such abomination, that the carcasses of 
animals, and dead bodies of malefactors, were 
thrown into it; which, in so hot a climate, need- 
ing to be consumed by fire (which was constantly 
kept up), it obtained the name yítvva ToU 
TvpOs. Both from its former and its preset 
use, it was no unfit emblem of the place of tor- 
ment reserved for the wicked, and might well 
E the term to denote it. 

As the former verse forbids ill-timod and 

excessive anger and hatred, so 
lowing enjoin love to our neigi 
cable spirit. And since the PI 
anger, hatred, and reviling av 
offences ; and thought that they 
the wrath of God, 1f sacrifices a 
rites were accurately observed 
taugbt, that external worship i 
the sight of God, unless it be : 
meek and charitable spirit. 
— dopou] i. e. ‘what was s.o gir as ae 

altar." 
23. idv oi» Tpocd., &c] Here we have an 

inference drawn from the t and peril tem 
ral of all hostility and bitterness of spirit for- 
bidden in the foregoing verses. 
— ix: Tl kara cou) Scil. &yxA qua, cause of 

complaint; which is implied by the context. 
The same expression occurs at Mark xi. 25. 
Rev. ii. 4. 

24. &iaAA deyn£i] i. e. * [do thy endeavour to] 
be reconciled with ;' namely, b7 offering every 
satisfaction in your power for tbe injury done. 
Thus Philo de sacrificiis, p. 841, says, that when 
a man has injurcd his brother, and, repenting of 
his fault, ecluntaril acknow $$, he must 
first make restitution, and then come into the 
temple, prenon his sacrifice, and asking par- 
don.’ Thus we are taught that vain is all external 
worship of the Deity, if the duties towards our 
fellow-creatures be neglected. II poeg. is a sacri- 
ficial term, on which see my Lex. 

25. Our Lord g — the 6th com- 
mandment, inculcates the duties contained in it, 
particularly that of seeking reconciliation with an 
offended brother. This he does 1. (in the pre- 
ceding verses) from the consideration of the 
offence which a want of a conciliatory spirit gives 
to God ; and 2. (in this and the next verse), 
from a prudential consideration of the danger to 
which it exposes ourselves, 

Here, then, is inculcated & general maxim as 
to the expediency of dy reconciliation with 
an adve And this is s/sustrated by an ex- 
ample derived from common life ; for lob: sóvoe» 
is seemingly an idiomatic expreseion of ordin 
life, like our * be friends with,’ equiv. to yevou 
sÜvove attri xai pidos, as Euthym. well ex- 
plains, become friends with him, equiv. to ‘be 
friends one to another.” Comp. Diod. Sic. T. i. 
176, ebvoriv dAAsAo:s. The lod is not plco- 
nastic, but intensive. 

— Tu avtidixe] The word signifies properly 
an nt in a suit at law ; but here a itor, 
who is about to become a plaintiff, by suing his 
debtor in a court of justice. 

— iy rH ode] ‘in the ways namely, to the 
Judge. For from Heinecc. Ántiq. Rom. iv. 16, 
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0 avTiouKos TO KPITH, kal ó KpiTHS ae mapað® TQ virnpérn, ral 
eis Gudaxny BrnOjon. % * " Auijy Xéyo aot, ov uù) eEENOys exei- x Lukens. 
Ücv, Ews Gv arrobeis Tov Co xarov. KoSpavrnv. 277’ Hxovoare Sre y xoi w. 

éppnOn [ rois apyaios |: Ov poryevoas. %8 * Ey Sè Xéyo piv, 3ov5i.1. 
ri mâs ó BXérrev yuvaixa pos TO emtOupnoas * aùrhv, dn époi- 
xevaev auriy èv TH kapbía avtov. ?9* Ei 66 6 0$aXuós aov ò Intr 18.8. 
6cfiós oxavdarile: ae, éEeXe avróv kal Bade amò cov’ avudépeu Gat s. 
yap aot iva arodntas èv TOv. pedov aov xal ui) Xov TÒ cud 
cov JXvEf) eis yéevvav. % Kal ei 7) 8e£ià. cou yelp oxayGaMtet 
ce, Exxovyoy avt? kai Bare ato cob: oupdépes ydp cot tva 
aTroAntas êv Tav ueXÀv cov, xal us) GAOV TO Tapa cov x07 eis : 
)féevvav. 

31 *'Efjyjón Sè, Bre ðs àv åmorúoy Thy yuvaixa abrod, Biro PEE 
18, we find that sometimes the plaintiff and 
defendant used to settle their affair by the way ; 
and then the latter, who had been summoned to 
trial, was dismissed. 
—oe *apaóc] These words were cancelled 

by Lach. and Tisch., on the authority of MS. B 
and two others, but restored in Tisch. 2, very 
properly, since they had been thrown out by 
Critics merely to get rid of a tautology. 

— Varnpír5] ‘the person who carried into 
execution the sentence of the Judge,’ whether 
corporal punishment or fine, and called by Luke 
xii. 58, wpaxtwp, probably the more exact 
term. 

27. rots dp ators) These words have been 
rejected by all the later Editors, and rightly; 
eince they are found in few of the MSS., and are 
sanctioned by scarcely any Versions or Fathers ; 
and we can far better account for their insertion 
tban their omission. 

28. yuvaixa) i. e. a married woman; which 
sense is required by the context and tho almost 

neral use of po:xysvw and potxeia in the 
Scriptures Bim æv is for bri £mov, passion- 
ately ‘ gaziny upon, for érop@admiwv. Our 
Lord means to say, that it is not the act only, 
but the snchaste desire also (what is called at 
2 Pet. ii. 14, the * adulterous eye’) which is in- 
cluded in the commandment. ’Ew:Oupia has 
been well defined * such a desire as gains the full 
consent of the will, and would certainly termi- 
nate in action, did not impediments from other 
causes arise; thus making the essence of the 
vice to be in the intention. So also thought many 
of the sages of Greece and Rome; ex. gr. Juven. 
Sat. xiii. 208, ‘Scelus intra se tacitum qui cogitat 
ullum, Facti crimen habet Indeed, the ancient 
philosophers admitted that there was a moral 
defilement — to lascivious thoughts. So 
Eurip. Hippol. 317, makes Phaedra exclaim, 
Xtipes piv dyvai, pony 9 Exe piaoud Ti. 
— éiwiBupnoa av T 5v) So for air7s 10 uncial 

and many cursive MSS., which has been received 
by Griesb., Matth., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., 
very properly, espec. since internal evidence is 
quite in its favour. The constr. with accus. is 
indeed very rare in P ss Greek writers, but it is 
found in Xenoph , Menander, Philo, and shar 
Steph. Thes., as also in passages of Clem. Alex. 

and Greg. Nyss. there cited. Moreover, it occurs 
several times in the Sept., and was probably an 
Hellenistic form, though at the same time ex- 
tending to the common Greek idiom, from which 
it was derived by Menander (as suited the lan- 
guage of common life, and adapted to the comic 
di ), and by Xen. Cyr. viii. 2, 1, who occa- 
sionally adopts common Greek idioms. 

29. al 82 0 dpOadrpdcs—axuvdari{e: os] ‘If 
thy right eye prove a stumbling-block to thee,’ 
t occasion thee to stumble,” ‘lead thee into sin.” 
The Hebrews were accustomed to com lusts 
and evil passions with members of the body; for 
example, an evil eye denoted envy. Thus to 
pluck out the eye, and cut off the hand, is equiv. 
to ‘crucify the flesh with its affections and lusts.’ 
Com al. v. 24, and mortify your members, 
Col. iii. 5. The sense therefore is: “ deny thyself 
what is even the most necessary or desirable, 
what is as dear to thee as thy right eye (the most 
recious of the members, ‘cujus usus,’ says 
liny, * vitam a morte distinguit"), or as neces- 

sary as thy right hand (the most useful of the 
members), when the sacrifice is demanded by the 
good of thy soul.” Why the right eye is men- 
tioned, may be that that was essentially necessary 
to the purposes of war, as it was then carried on. 
The sentiments contained in this passage are 
illustrated by Wets. from various passages of the 
Class. writers. Phil. Jud. vol. i. 241, 19. Se- 
neca Ep. 51, ‘ Projice quecunque cor tuum 
laniant; quz si aliter extrahi nequirent, cor cum 
illis evellendum erat; equiv. to é£aA ety here, of 
which use see my Lex. New Test. In this, and 
numerous other such like passages, scattered up 
and down in the Philosophers who lived after the 
pomum of the Gospel, we may see a far 
igher tone of morals than had been before 

maintained; which can be ascribed to nothing 
but the silent effect of the Gospel (as is the 
case in every age), even on those who refused to 
receive it. 

30. For B\n6y D and 3 MSS. of the Ital. 
have dwédOn, a licentious alteration, derived 
from Mark ix. 43, where, by a strange incon- 
sistency, dweAGeiv, is in the same MS. and ono 
of the Italic, altered into BAn07vat. 

31. Having before adverted to the 7th com- 
mandment, our Lord takes occasion to alludo to 

D2 
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QUuTH áTocTÓG.LOV. 

MATTHEW V. 39. 

33' Evo) dé Xéyo úuiv, Ete bs av arodvon 

THY yuvaîka avrov, TapeKTos Noyou Tropvelas, Tot avTIY pot- 

that abuse of the Judicial law,—which, though 
intended to regulate and repress divorces, had 
only rendered them more frequent, and become 
almost as pestilent to good morals as adultery 
itself. “Or: is om. in B, D, L, & 15 cursive MSS., 
and is cancelled by L. and T. 2 Ed. on authority 
uite insufficient (I find the word in all the 
amb. and Br. Mus. copies), espec. in a case like 

this, where ancient Versions and Fathers are of 
little weight, and where internal evidence is in 
favour of the word, from the greater probability 
of its being removed than inserted. In fact, this 
use of Gr: after verbs of saying or speaking 
(which is quite Hellenistic), ray Ai oda in 
the Sept., is freq. absent in the Alex. MSS., and 
the word is often cancelled by L. and T. See 
Matt. ix. 18. xx. 12. xxi. 16. xxiii. 31. xxvi. 25. 
Mark i. 27, 40. ii. 16. v. 23. vi. 16, 18, 23. vii. 
6. viii. 24, 28. xii. 6, 29. Luke vii. 22. xii. 27. 
xix. 46. John iv. 4l. vii, 31. viii. 33. ix. 93. 
xiii. 33. xviii. 6, et al. iii. 10, et al. The Critics, 
it seems, cancelled the word as pleonastic and 
unnecessary ; though it is occasionally found in 
the purest Greek writers; not, however, with 
even the semblance of pleonasm. It may suffice 
to have stated this once for all, to show why in 
such a case as this I have generally declined to 
cancel, or even bracket, the ori. . 
— ös dy d*oXócy, &c.] We are to bear in 

mind, 1. that the Jews were permitted to divorce 
their wives without assigning any cause; 2. that 
our Lord, neither here nor at Matt. xix. 3, 
meant to give political directions; 3. that he, 
moreover, did not contradict Moses, who even 
himself never approved of the arbitrary divorces 
of his times (see xix. 8) ; and, 4. that the Jewish 
Doctors in the age of Christ were not on 
the sense of the passage of Deut. xxiv. 1, which 
treats of divorce. Those of the school of Hillel 
maintained that the wife might not US 
divorced for some great offence, but 137 7 Sy 
xarà wacay alriay, for amy cause, however 
slight, eo that a writing of divorcement, in due 
form, was given to her. On the other hand, that 
of Shammai contended that 197 nrw, the term 
in Deut. xxiv. ]l, —wbich was the subject of the 
dispute, —and which the school of Hillel under- 
stood of any defect of person, or of disposition, 
could only mean something criminal, as adultery. 
See Selden de Ux. Heb. iii. 18. Lightf. Hor. 
Heb. in loc. infra. From the words of Christ, 
xix. 3, compared with x. 2, seq., it is clear that 
Moses meant the words to be taken as those 
of the school of Hillel interpreted them; and 
yet it is plain from Matt. xix. 8, and Gen. ii. 24, 
that Moses did not approve of arbitrary divorce. 
The Jewish Doctors, however, had presumed to 
change & moral into a civi institution. 
(To speak in plainer terms, many things which 

oses had in civil hfe, in order to 
avoid a greater evil (see Matt. xix. 8, and note), 
the Pharisees determined to be morally right; 
as in the case of retaliation. Ep.] Jesus, there- 
fore, who did not intend to give political di- 
rections, here teaches in what case, vá religione 
et conscientiG, a wife might be divorced. (Kuin.) 

32. For ôs dv d*oAvoy, B, E, L, M, A, and 

about 40 cursive MSS., have aac ð droàvwv, 
adopted by L. and Tisch., on considerable, but 
not competent, authority, espec. since internal 
iene > —— — the eik of that 

in ing derived from the e 
of Luke (sine v. l) The — vane 
vocat À wer. edited infra, v. 36, by Lach. 
and Tisch. from B and 2 other MSS., is a vain 
alterution proceeding from the polishing school 
of Critics. This is indeed confirmed by MS. L, 
and I find by the Leic. MS. (teste Jacks.) But 
from the character of those MSS. we cannot 
place confidence in what seems, I repeat, a mere 
alteration for the sake of removing a difficulty, 
but one which is liable to objection not easily to 
be removed. 

— "opvtías] Commentators and Jurists are 
much divided in opinion as to the exact sense of 
this term. It is generally interpreted adultery. 
That, however, would seem to require uoixaías ; 
and as adultery was a capital phones. it would 
appear unnecessary to denounce divorce against 
such as were guilty of it. Some understand by 
it fornication before marriage: others, incest, 
or vice generally; and Mr. Morgan, in his 
work on Marriage, Adultery, asd. Divorce. re- 
ligious apostasy, or idolatry. But, suffice it 
to say, that to suppose so highly figurative 
a signification to be employed in a passage in- 
tended to give a most important regulation for 
all future ages, is like supposing a law to bo 
couched in a riddle. The very same objection 
lies equally against all the other new interpreta- 
tions ; and still more against the ingenious con- 
Jecture of Pringle, wovnpiaet. On such an occa- 
sion as the present (and that when the words of 
Matt. xix. 9 were pronounced), the term must 
be taken in its ordinary signification.  IIópyg 
(like the corresponding term in our own lan- 
guage), denotes one who yields up the person, 
whether for hire, or for the pu of sensu- 
ality; and, by implication, unlawfully. And 
consequently, the term wopyeia, as applied to 
females, denotes unlawful commerce with the 
other sex. But (hat, in a married woman, will 
involve adultery; and therefore the term ma 
well be used in that sense. Thus, at Rom. i. 29, 
wopveia must include adultery; as also in other 
passages ; for which see my Lex. And as to the 
objection which has to many seemed so formida- 
ble as to set them upon devising new interpreta- 
tions, namely, that adultery was punished by the 
Jewish law with death, —that involves no real 
difficulty at all; for our Lord, in pronouncing 
on this deeply important matter, was legislating 
for all future ages, and therefore could have no 
reference to the Mosaic law, espec. as it was now 
on the point of being abolished. It was sufficient 
for us to be informed, that adultery may au- 
tborize the ditorcement of the offending pariy 
Whether and how far the offence sbould be 
punishable by the Magistrate, was a question 
of secular polity, with which our Lord did not 
interfere, and with which Religion has nothing 
to do. 
— For uoixac0a. MSS. B, D, and 6 later 

cursive MSS, have uo«yxevÜrva:, which has been 
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edited by Lachm. and Tisch., but without reason, 
since external authority for it is very slender, 
(I find uoixac8a. in all the Lamb. and Br. 
Mus. MSS.) and internal evidence is against it, 
from its having every appearance of being a fals 
correction intended to introduce a more classical 
reading, the canon criticus, as adduced by T. 
Magist. p. 619, being: potyaras ó dvijp, poi- 
Xeveras 82 yun. And, indeed, I know of no 
passage of any Classical writer of any age where 
this rule is broken: nor does an instance of its 
breach occur even in the Sept. But tbe rule 
is broken in a of St. Mark x. 12, and 
therefore that it should be so kere is not sur- 
prising. 

33. The order — into oe 
weightier and the lù , and forbade perjury only 
when the same of was contained in the oath; 
but if that was omitted, they held it no offence, 
or a very slight one; as t e7 did also mental 
prevarication, by swearing with the lips, and dis- 
avowing the oath with tbe heart. A standard of 
morality even below that of the heathen. See 
Hom. 11.1. 312. Now it is this use of vain oaths, 
which directly led to perjury,—that Jesus here 
means to ibit. e 1s, therefore, not to be 
unders as forbidding judicial oaths; but (as 
appears from the examples he subjoins) such 
oaths as are introduced in common conversation, 
and on ordinary occasions. See Joseph. B. J. 
v. 
— ox imvpxices) "Eariopksiv may mean 
either to swear falsely, and not ex animo ; or, to 
ttolate one's oath. th however are here to be 
understood. The words awodwors dt... cov 
ate to be taken (like os 2’ dv ovsvon, &c. at 
ver. 19) as an interpretation of the Jewish Doc- 
tors Thus there will be an easier connexion 
between the doctrine of the Pharisees, expressed 
in these words, and the opposite one of Christ. 
Kuin. 
H, ; ] Here are instanced the oaths most 

frequently used by the Jews; and that oaths 
very similar to those of the Hebrews were used 
by the heathen, Wetstein has shown. 
— iv] Heb. 3 per, ‘by.’ On the difference 

between the Clase. and the Hellenistic construc- 
tion of uvvu: see my Lex. 

36. iy ry xed. cov] This was a practice com- 
mon to both Greeks and Romans. The hand, it 
thould seem, was placed on the head during 
swearing ; implying imprecation in case of pa 
jum since the head was peculiarly spoken of in 
such imprecations. See Herodot. ii. 30. : 
— où óóvacai—^roicai]. There is something 

here at which many Interpreters have stumbled ; 
and some would read, from conjecture, uiay 

tolya Nevxny woijoa: pédaway, ‘even ono 
single,’ the nia» being emphatic. But that can- 
not be admitted. Others attempt to remove the 
difficulty by ¢ ation, thus : * thou canst not 
produce or bring forth, one hair, white or black.’ 

his, however, is doing violence to the position 
of the words, and yields a jejune sense. There is 
no reason to abandon the interpretation of the 
ancient, and most of the modern Interpreters, 
who understand it of change Y colour; q.d. 
* thou hast no power even over the colour of thy 
hair; to make one bair, whether white or black, 
otherwise than what it is.’ 

37. iere) Lachm. and Tisch. read, from one 
MS. (B) éora:—a very specious reading, strongl 
recommended by its Hebraistic idiom, and whic 
is found also at v. 48. But it is scarcely to bo 
supposed that the true reading has been altered 
in every other copy. The same remark applies to 
pawitet, for parice, in the next verse bat one, 
which has been adopted, on the same authority, 
by Lachm., though not by Tisch., who ought 
rather to have received the than the 
former, especially considering that it derives 
some confirmation from a passage further on, vii. 
24, Goris dxover, where some MSS., I predict, 
will be found to have (what was probably read by 
the Ethiopic translator) axovczs Uu have since 
found it in Br. Mus. MS. 16,183. 1. m.]. This 
use, however, of the Present is an idiom of the 
common dialect m most languages, includin 
our own, For £z, just after, the same MS. (B 
and some others have «sis, which has been re- 
ceived by Lachm. But pawi¥. éwi occurs both 
in the Clas. writers (though only with genit.) 
and in the Sept. ; while par. els is found, I be- 
lieve, no where, and arose, 1 suspect, from an 
error of the Scribes, since els and iwi are some- 
times confounded. 
— val vai, oð o0] Most Commentators re- 
rd this as a kindred one to that in 
ames v. 12, and take the first val and où to sig- 

nify the promise, or assertion, the second vai and 
ov its fulfilment ; construing: ò Aóyos ouv ò 
val, gore vai: à Xóyos 8° o0, ioTw o0, compar- 
ing Rev. i. 7, and 2 Cor. i. 18, 19, and Maimonid. 
Thus the adverb will be converted into a noun ; 
which is frequent both in the Scriptural and 
Class. writers. This method, however, does vio- 
lence to the construction ; and the passages cited 
are of another kind. It is therefore better (with 
Chrysostom, Kuin. and Fritz.) to suppose that 
the vai and od are repeated, by way of expressing 
seriousness and gravity ; q.d. ‘be content with a 
solemn and serious affirmation or negation.’ 
— TÒ weptcady TotTwy)} lit. * what exceeds 

or goes beyond these:' a sense often found in 
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Sept., also in Jos. Ant. viii. 154, xvi. 24. Tow 
7ovnpoU. It is debated whether the sense be, 
t the Evil one, or ‘evil’ The Article will here 
(as Bp. Middlet. observes) determine nothing, 
because the neuter adject. may be used as a subst., 
and so rò wovnpoy at Rom. xii. 9. The former 
sense is thought to be supported by the words 
of Christ Himself at John viii. 44, and in the 
Lord's Prayer; and there is every reason to 
think it was adopted by the ancients. Thus we 
may render ‘ sp inge from the temptation of the 
Evil one.’ See, however, my note on vi. 13, 
which rather confirms the former view. It is, 
however, I agree with Mr. Alford, immaterial in 
which of the two senscs the expression is under- 
stood, since the evil of man's corrupt nature is, 
in Scripture, spoken of as the work of 6 xovnpos, 
and is in itself rd wovnpdv. 

38. There is here a reference to the practice of 
the Jews as to retaliation in kind for an inju 
done to any one. Now the Law (Exod. xxi. of 
Lev. xxiv. 20) had sanctioned this principle; but 
only, we may imagine, as exercised by the civil 
magistrate for the satisfaction of the injured party. 
The Scribes, however, extended it to authorize 
private avengement; against which our Lord 
protests, as being mere revenge. 

. pů avriaTivat TO wovnpw) Since the verb 
áyTíaTacÜa. not only signifies to withstand, but 
not unfrequently (from the adjunct) to reta- 

Schleus., liate — we may, with Kuin. an 
adopt that sense here. But I prefer, with others, 
to explain it ‘to set oneself in a posture of 
hostile ‘opposition,’ [in order to retaliate.] To 
Tovnpe means the injurious person, the injyurer ; 
so the Sept. render yon by adixwy as well as 
rounpos. Moral maxims similar to the above 
are adduced from the Heathen Philosophers. 
That the commands in this and the following 
verses are not to be taken literally, as enjoining 
the particular actions here specificd, but the dis- 
position of forgiveness, —is apparent, not only 
from ita being usual in the East to put the action 
for the disposition, but from the manner in which 
the precepts are introduced. 

— pamías.] The word corresponds to our 
rap or slap; and was chiefly, as here, used of 
striking on the face; which was ed as an 
affront of the worst sort; and was severely pu- 
nished both by the Jewish and Roman laws. 
— cov) is omitted in about 15 cursive MSS. 

(to which I add, 1 Lamb. and 3 Br. Mus. MSS. 
and 6 Scriv.), and placed after ciay. in MSS. 
B,D,a reading adopted by L. and T. But 
the authority is insufficient, and external cvi- 
dence is against the cancelling; for the word 
was, I suspect, lost by the variation of position, 
as in very many other 8. 

40. 0£AovTí cot xpiÜrnvai] Knin. and others 
think that «piv. is here to be taken in a figurative 
sense, of quarrelling, disputing, &c. And they 

cite Hesych. xpwopusÜa: dvri Tov paywueba 
kal dsaXeywoueOa, where I would read paxa- 
psĝa' xai stadrvwuela. So Thucyd. i. 145, 
Ginn Srotmot elvai dtarvecBar wepi Tip 
iyxAnuatwy. But this amounts to no positive 
proof. And the use of xpiveobaı in the Sept. 
for 3 and is but a weak one. It is better, 
with almost all Interpreters, ancient and modern, 
to take xpiÜzjva« in its proper sense, as a forensic 
term signifying * to be impleaded at law ;’ asin a 
similar expression of Thucyd. i. 39, dixy ifn- 
cat xpiveoBar (where see my note), and pro- 
bably Hesych. ubi supra. OzAovri is said by 
the Commentators to be redundant; but the 
word is scarcely ever such, and least of all here, 
the sense being, ‘to him who is disposed.” By 
X:iTrova is denoted the under garment; and by 
imatioy the upper: usually of greater value than 
the former. Indeed, from the circumstances of 
its being used as a blanket, to wrap the person in 
by night, it was not allowed by the Law to be 
taken by the creditor, though the y:tw» might. 
See Exod. xxii. 26, aq. 

4l. ayyapsvoe:, &c.] Meaning, ‘ Rather 
than resist any public authority requiring such 
service for a certain distanco, go with the ayya- 
pos (or King's Esp voluntarily twice tho 
distance.’ e King’s Courier had authority to 
ress horses and carriages, cither for the post or 
or the public service generally; and, when ne- 
cessary, could compel the personal attendance of 
the owners. Sce Hdot. viii. 98. Xen. Cyr. viii. 
6,17. Jos. Ant. xiii. 3. The term was derived 
from the Persians, who first introduced the use 
of regular Couriers, to transmit intelligence; a 
custom which was adopted among the Romans 
(who exacted this service from the provincials), 
and is yet retained among the Turks. 

42. Here we have an injunction engrafted on 
the foregoing, by the association of ideas; a 
yielding spirt extending to both. 

— Tw alTovvTí as didou, x.r.A.] This injunc- 
tion, however seemingly absolute and unlimited, 
1nust yet be interpreted, for the practical carrying 
out, with due rescrvation, and not only admit, 
but require limitation, according to the circum- 
stances of the two parties concerned —the Appli- 
cant and the Bestower, —thus affording room for 
the exercise of Christian wisdom, as well as bene- 
volence, whence may arise the well-timed com- 
pliance, and the as timely refusal; timely as 
regards the actual circumstances of the Applicant 
and the Bestower, as to the needs of the one, and 
the ability of the other. Another example of 
this twofold application of an injunction with 
reference to the two parties concerned in carry- 
ing it out, as found in 2 Tim. iv. 2, at least ac- 
cording to the scope of the passage inculcated in 
my note. But to advert to the var. lect. 

— For éidov Lachm. and Tisch. read dos, 
from B, D, and 2 cursive ones [I add Colbert. 
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4 ap. Jacks.], and Clemens, perhaps rightly; for 
díóov may have been troduced dien Luke 
vi. 30; aud certainly in the Lord's Prayer, while 
Luke uses &ídov, Matt. uses dos. In fact, Matt. 
elsewhere uses dds, but never iov. The re- 
verse is the case in the Gospel of St. Luke. 
St. Mark and St. John follow the custom of 
Matth.; so that ós occurs there several times, 
éigov never. The same may be said of the use 
in the Sept. Yet St. Matt. may have used the 
form didou, and the testimony of the MSS., ex- 
cept 4 (for didov is in all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), is too strong to be overborne by merely 
internal evidence. 

43. Tòr "AÀncíov cov] The term ó *YÀqaíor 
in the Sept. and New Test. often denotes, like 
the Hebr. y, one who is connected with us in 

relation, whether of consanguinity, or friend- 
ship, or even proximity; though sometimes, as 
here, as in Gen. xxvi. 31. Joel ii. 8, it is ap- 
plied to one connected with us in that of country 
or religion; the Jews ding all Gentiles as 
— er J o nar 1i. 6. 2 -— í 

though, in the passage ipture here 
alluded t5, (Levit. xix. 18,) it is Sot expressly 
added, ‘thou shalt hate thine enemy,” yet the 
Jews thought it deducible from the words dya- 
mces Tò» WAnoloy, and countenanced by va- 
rious precepts in Scripture concerning the idola- 
trous nations around them ; which precepts they 
extended to all heathens; whom, it seems, they 
emphatically termed their enemies. 

44. ayarare Tois ixÂpoùs v4 Meaning the 
love, not of tlection, but of benevolence, as 
shown to a fellow-creature and probably fellow- 
Christian, and extending to the disposition to 
render good for evil, by doing what in us lies to 

them, whether by word or deed. How 
little this was the precept and practice of the 
heathens, as well as of the Jews, 1s well known, 
and may be imagined from the maxim so pithily 
expressed in Thucyd. i. 34, 6 iAaxía vas tds 
psTausXsías ix rov xapifecOas oic ivavríoiws 
AauBavwv, da aX£oTaros dy csatedoin. 

The words ebrAoyeire—vpas, absent from B 
and some other MSS. and several Fathers, have 
been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. Internal 
evidence is indeed against them, but they are de- 
fended by all the early ancient Versions; and 
the authority of early Fathers against them is 
not so strong as their authority would have been 
for them. However, they may have been an 
insertion from Luke vi. 28, as also may the next 

words iwnpsa{dvrwy; and they, too, are can- 
celled by Lachm. and Tisch., though not on such 
strong grounds as the foregoing words, and they 
are found in the early Versions. The juae 
after éornp. ought not to have been cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch., from only two MSS., espec. 
since it is confirmed by the parallel pas of 
Luke, and yet was not likely to be introduced 
thence, as not necessary, in all the MSS. but 
two 
— sbroyairs] The simplest and truest in- 

terpretation is that of Kuin., ‘bene iis dicite, 
* give them words.’ Ka-rapacÜa: may very 
well be understood of reviling in general, equiv. 
to Aocdopla, l Pet. iii. 9. So at 1 Cor. iv. 12, 
Aotdopsip and tüAoysip are similarly opposa 
There seems, indeed, to be a climaz in the clauses 
of this verse. 

— Tois uicoUctv] This, for the vulg. rods 
picovrrae, all the Editors from Mill to Tisch. 
are agreed is the true reading. It is one of the 
Hellenistic idioms to use the dative after xaX ce 
wowety instead of the accus., which is the Classi- 
cal u The same difference subsists with re- 
spect to the next term, dwnpea{ary. 
— &Tnpta(óvrcov] which should seem to de- 

pore tll treatinent generally, whether by words or 
eeds. 
45. viol ov vacpós] i. e. ‘assimilated to bim 

by conformity of disposition,’ as children usually 
are to their parents. See John viii. 44. 

d eguis, to ve, lit. ‘causes it to 
‘causes rain to fall upon.’ So Sept. in 

Amos iv. 7, éwiwdéAw—Bpitw. So in Job v. 10, 
God is designated as ‘the Giver of rain,’ rdy 
d.ddvra verðv iwi thy ynv. The Class. usage 
has vac Zeds, or ó Osós. 

46. iyara] This is not put for IẸ:re, as 
Kuin. and others say; but the sense is, ‘have 
ye (lea up] in the word of God?’ See v. 12. 
vi. I. 

47. dewdona0:] This includes (species for 
genus) the exercise of all the offices of kindness 
and — V 

— dósA obs v.) i. e. your countrymen. Very 
many MSS., "d the keit. Princ. and other 
early Edd., together with masy ancient Versions 
and Fathers, have piove, which was preferred 
by Wets., and received into the text by Matth. 
$(Xovs was adopted from the Erasmian Edd., 
by Steph., on slender MS. authority. Yet it is 
so strongly supported by Critical probability, that 
it requires little; qíXovs being, as Grot. and 
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others have scen, evidently a gloss. However, 
aé. has since been found in many ancient and 
good MSS. (to which I add Lamb. MS. 1193, of 
the 8th century), and all the best Versions, and 
is retained by Griesb.. Scholz, Lach., and Tisch. 

— Tí weptcocdv] The sense, ‘quid eximius," 
* very excellent,’ which I have hitherto adopted 
with all the best modern commentators, is sup- 
pore by the authority of the Syr. and Pers. 

ersions. And this use of the word is frequent 
in the Class. writers from Hdt. to Longus. It 
also occurs in Sept. at Dan. vi. 15, copla wepioon, 
and vi. 13, weevpa wepiococy iv avTwo. Eccles. 
vii. 17. I am, however, not sure that the Vulg. 
Version, followed by E. V. quid amplius? as be- 
ing more simple and natural, may not be the 
truer. Render, * What more than, or beyond 
Prud ba: re?’ So the Ethiopic Version, Bers, 

. Steph., É. Brug., and Grot. And this ren- 
dering is confirmed by the words, supra v. 37, 7d 
62 wepiccoy TouTrey, ' What is more than, be- 
yond these?’ Nor is this absolute construction 
of repioods (in which a genit. of comparison is 
taplied) without parallel elsewhere, c. gr. Eccles. 
ii. 15: ivari icopioáunv iy TÒ 9apiacóv; 
where, for rd *«picc., I would read rore Tep., 
‘why was I then wise more than [he]?" or [than 
another]. So Joseph. Antiq. xvi. 2. 4: ntcwoa- 
uny ?raperTróy ovddy, nihil amplius, and xiv. 14. 
2: MaAxw ði paerabiouvrs 'Hpodny ovdiy Tov- 
Tov Wepiccorsepow iyéivero, nihil amplius 
erat. 

For reAwva: 3 uncial and 13 cursive MSS. 
with several Versions and Fathers have é@s:xoi. 
J add 3 Lamb. and all the best Mus. MSS. ; which 
is edited by Griesb., Lach., and Tisch., and indeed 
the antithesis favours it. However iðvixoi might 
arise from a wish to strengthen the antithesis; 
whether it did is uncertain, but interna! evidence 
is rather in its favour; and accordingly I have 
now received it, but with some hesitation; espe- 
— since rsA. is supported by the Peach. Syr. 

ers. 
For ovr, rò aùrò has been received by 

Lechm. and Tisch., from 4 uncial and many 
cursive MSS., to which I add one Lamb., and 
Br. Mus. 1810, 11,838, perhaps rightly. For, in 
addition to strong external authority, it has the 
PUPPOLT of the Pesch. Syr. Vers., and it is be- 
sides borne out by internal evidence, as existing 
in the great probability of its having been al- 
tered to oUT« at v. 46, in order to remove a 
tautology. Thus in MSS. D, Z, and 5 others, 
the ing rò auto was altered to ol-rw, and 
the reading has been received by Lach. and 
Tisch., as wrongly there, us rightly here. 

48. £asc604] Fut. for Imperat., according to 
the Commentators. Nay, Abresch. affirms that 
osobe is equally imperative with iore. But it 
is more correct to say, that it bears an affinity to 
tho Imperat. and (as Fritz. has ted) is a 
delicate way of signifving what is directed to be 
done. Nor is this a Hebraism; but it is found 
both in Greek, Latin, and English. See Win. 
Gr. 8 44. 3. The sense is ‘you are required to 
be rite; ‘fully and completely righteous." 

Comp. Ecclus. xliv. 17, and 1 Pet. i. 15, also 
Isocr. p. 239, reAsious dvópas elvai, xal marae 
xuv aperas. It is obvious that the precept 
must be taken with limitation, as at Job i. I. 
the meaning being, that * we are to aim at that 
perfection, especially in acts of benevolence to 
our fellow-creatures, which pre-eminently charac- 
terizes the Deity.’ Nor is this limitation arbi- 
trary; but is suggested by wowep, for which L. 
and T. needlessly edit ws; which, like some 
other adverbs of comparison, does not denote 
equality in the things compared, but cousimilarity ; 
q. d. ‘in the same manner, though not in the 
same degree.” 

VI. The religion of the Pharisees was distin- 
guished from that of Christ as much by its mo- 
tives as by its rule of action. Our Lord, there- 
fore, next proceeds to warn his disciples against 
ypocrisy and ostentation in external duties, as he 
had done against their neglect. This he does by 
reference to oe three principal — of evincing 

to religion —a/msgiting (1—4), pra 
(4—9), and fasting (5, seqq.). He warns (kem 
that those who were influenced by so unworthy 
a motive as ostentation, must expect no other 
reward for such performances than that ap- 
plause of the world which has actuated them 
thereto. 

l. 4pocíysT:] Tisch. adds 22, from E, Z 
and about io cursive MSS., with the Syr. and 
some later Versions: while Lachm. rejects it, — 
justly, for not only external authority (it is 
absent from all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS., and 
all Scriv. except 2); but internal evidence is 

inst it. It was, doubtless, introduced by 
ose who thought that some particle of con- 

nexion is wanting. But none was nceded, since 
there is evidently a transition of subject ; the dis- 
course, as Chrys. and Euthym. ably point out, 
passing from actions to motives. As to the Syriac 
&nd other Versions, in & case like this Versions 
have scarcely any authority for a particle, though 
not a little agatnst a connexive icle. More- 
over, the gravity of the injunction involved in 
wpocixera would, of itself, make the Asyndeton 
very suitable; and it occurs with this very word 
infra xvi. 6, sine v. l. et f. 11. Luke xii. 1, sine 
v.l. Luke xxi. 46, sine v.l. Acts v. 35. It is 
different where the context requires a particle of 
ratiocination, as in Luke xxi. 34, wpociyers 
6a éavroit, though even there the MS. E, and 
not a few others, have not the ài, and Acts xx. 
28, though even there the o)» is cancelled by 
Lachm., from MSS. A, B, D, and 5 cursive 
MSS. with Vulg. Version. It is very difficult, 
and almost impossible, to determine as to the 
conflicting claims of éAsnpoodrny and é:cacocd- 
vn». On reconsidering the matter, I am now in- 
clined to think that dcx. was the original reading, 
for I doubt not that mpty was in the Hebrew 
original : and thut, we know, often denoted alms- 
ivtng, espec. in the Samaritan and Chaldee dia- 
ects. Internal evidence is as strong as ible 
for ðıx., and its bearing is ably indicated by an 
eminent expositor, who, after showing that ix. 
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Oev trav ávÜperrow, mpòs tò ÜcaÜivav avrois: ei Sé pýye, proOov 
oun éyere Tapa TQ Tatpl vuv TQ év rois oupavois. ?*"Oray gRom.1» 
où mois éXenpoaUvgvy, uj) camions éumpooÜév aov, orep oi 
ærroxpuratè TrotoUgtw év rais ouvaywyais Kal êv Tals pra, TWS 
6ofaa 0c rò trõv avôpærnaæav. anv Xéyo piv, améyovoi TOV 
pmoĝòv avtar. 3 XoU dé srovovvros éAenpoovyny, pù yvorro 7 
apiortepa aov Ti moe? 7) Oefiá aov: * P ræs 1) cov 7 éhenporúvy binke 
, ^ ^ V e / L4 / 3 A ^ » x. 

èv TQ kpvrTG* Kalo maTýp cov 0 BXérev ÈV TQ kpvrrTQ, AUTOS 

pight very well pa into ¿Àsnu., but not the re- 
verse, adds another reason for preferring óix., 
namely, because the vis dicendi demands that the 

term àix. should at v. 1 be placed, 
and then the special and particular term éAenp. 
be subjoined at v. 2, and seq. But it is strange 
that he should, a little further on, conclude by 
saying that dix. is here put for ‘ x ide ;’ for 
thotgh it seems so put in Prov. x. 2. Tobit ii. 
ll. xii. 9—11, and often in the Cod. Apocr. 
N. T., yet here it seems first used in the 
sense , kindness (caritas), liberality, 
and then in the special one ‘ beneficence,' 
* bounty to the needy by almsgiving,' the former 
constituting the roof, and the latter the trunk 
and branches of the virtue in question, the latter 
term denoting the fruits of benevolence, as 
evinced in — to those that need our aid, 
whether by helping them in their struggles for 
maintenance, or in almsgiving to those who are 
destitute and helpless. 
— siXenpoovenv}] The reading gixatocóvgy, 

adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., has internal evi- 
dence in 1ts favour, but not sufficient external 
authority to warrant its being received into the 
text. The Class. use is 4A. didovar. 
— xarı] is not put for the Fut., but is to be 

taken as at v. 46, where sec note. 
The alteration of ò iv Toi: obpavois into 6 

ovpários by Lachm. and Tisch. from 5 uncial, 
and about 16 cursive MSS. (to which add Lamb. 
1175, Scriv. P, Br. Mus. 16, 184, 7141), is war- 
ranted —— but not competent au- 
thority, being opposed by a vast preponderance 
of external testimony, confirmed by internal evi- 
dence and the Pesch, Syr. Version. The same 
remark applies to infra xxiii. 9; the critics 
having in both cases chosen to alter ó iv r. 
obpav. to ó ovpdmeos, from vi. 14. 26. 32. xv. 13. 
xviii 35. 

2. ph caXvronse, &c.] It is better simply to 
take the verb in a metaphorical sense, and, by a 
proverbial manner of speaking, of ostentation in 
giving ie Cicero says : existimationis) ; 
with allusion to the custom, common to all the 
ancient nations, of making proclamations, &c., 
by sound of trumpet, q. d. not as the ypo- 
crites, who, devoid of ai benevolence, and actu- 
ated either by superstition, self-interest, or vain- 
lory, seek only the praise of men ; and there- 
ore, as it were, sound a trumpet before them, to 

proclaim their alms-giving 
— ol v*oxpuvraí] See my Lex. 
— cuvaywyait] Grot, Wolf, Elsn., Kuin., 

and others take the word of pass of public con- 
course, to the exclusion of synagogues. But 
those must surely be included, as being the 
places where alms were especially distributed, 

— éd*íyovci] This is not put for á$íEovci 
but is Present of what is customary ; an 
the dad is very significant, the sense being, 
‘they receive ouf (or, in full) their rewind 
* have all that they will ever have.” So Luke vi. 
24, awéxere tiv wapaxAnow vuæv. Joseph. 
Bell. i. 30. 6, dwéxw rye svosBsías Td imiri- 
piov. 

3. uh yveTre—cov)] A proverbial saying fre- 
quent in the Classics and Rabbins, importing 
such secrecy, as to escape, if possible, the ob- 
servation even of ourselves. 

4. 6 watip co avepw| Meaning, that 
‘however secret, it will be fully known to the 
Searcher of hearts, will be well pleasing to Him, 
and be openly rewarded by Him. 'Amoĉwoe, 
scil. uroOd», the reward of God's favour and 
blessing here, and life everlasting hereafter. —' Ev 
Two davepw. The words are omitted in a few 

SS., Versions, and Fathers, here and at verse 6. 
And they are, in one or other of the passages, can- 
celled by some Critics, but defended by others. 
There is, I conceive, far too little external evi- 
dence to authorize cancelling them in either of 
the first two passages; and internal evidence is 
very strong for them in the former. And, as to 
the latter, it is surely less probable that they 
were inserted by those who wished to complete 
the antithesis, than that they were cancelled by 
those who stumbled at the ition: in re- 
moving which, some cancelled the words at v. 4, 
others at v. 6, and others at v. 18; and as the 
point was a doubtful one, and the marks of doubt 
poer left in all the passages, some bold or 
lundering scribes omitted them in all three; 

which was better than to cancel, as Griesb. has 
done, the firet and third, and leave the second. 
However, as external evidence (both in MSS., 
Versions, and Fathers) is decidedly against tho 
words at v. 18, and as infernal evidence is un- 
favourable to them, I have, for critical con- 
sistency, felt bound, while I defend them here 
and at v. 6, to bracket them at v. 18. On atten- 
tively reconsidering this difficult question, I seo 
no reason to alter my decision, which I now find 
confirmed by the suffrage of the very lcarned 
Anger, Evang. Synop., and of Bp. Jebb, Sacr. 
Lit., p. 161, seq., where he shows that the ab- 
sence of the words here and at 6 and 18 (found 
in Lachm. and Tisch.) would seem unaccount- 
able, and their partial rejection (namely, at v. 18) 
not demanded. That they are genuine in the 
first 2, and perhaps the 3rd, he thinks probable 
from various arguments, critical and moral. And 
that probability is, he conceives, converted into 

by the laws of Parallelism, which de- 
int at issue by demanding their pre- 

ut, were the laws of Parallelism far 
cide the 
sence. 
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5 Kai órav mpocevyn, ovx Eon 
Gomep oi troxpitai: Öte dirovow év tals cvvaywyais xal év 

better founded than they are, they could not 
decide a point like the present; that can only be 
done by a just consideration of external autho- 
rity in conjunction with tzternal evi , and 
arising out of various critical considerations. 
When that process is gone through, and the 
scales of judgment as to internal evidence held 
by a nice and steady hand, it will be found that 
there is every reason to think the words genuine 
at v. 4 and 6; but very probably, though not cer- 
tainly, interpolated at v. 18, from the foregoing 
two . Ihave said not certainly, —for the 
words may have been inculcated the third time, 
for deeper impression on the minds of the 
hearers. Just as at Mark ix. 44, 46, 48, where 
the words dwov ñ oxwAnE abrwy ob TadeuTAa, 
kai TÒ wup ov oBivvurac are thrice repeated ; 
though they in 2 of the 3 times are absent from 
4 uncial and about 5 cursive MSS. (nearly the 
same as those which omit them here), and re- 
moved by the same Critica as bere, and their 
work approved by the same Editors, Lachm. and 
Tisch. I have, however, lately found more 
evidence against the words than I expected, the 
being absent from all the Lamb. MSS. except 1, 
all Scriv. MSS. except 2; and all the Brit. 
Mus. MSS. except ] or 2. On the other hand, 
there are, I apprehend, irresistible arguments for 
the genuineness of the words at v. 4 and 6, de- 
rived from a just consideration of the context ; 
for, waving the laws of Parallelism, it is, as 
Bp. Jebb observes, not only demanded by the 
antithetic iv c xpv9r Tw, but seems forced out 
by the reiterated notion of concealment pervading 
the foregoing context. This, indeed, is freely 
acknowledged by Maldonati, who here deserts 
his favourite Vulgate, and prefers the Jtalte (con- 
firmed as it is by the Peach. Syr.), on the very 
same grounds as those propounded by His Jebb. 
The same view, too, was long ago taken by 
Euthym., who, after ably tracing the logic of the 
passage, remarks (doubtless following some an- 
cient Father), that there is a latent gradation 
upward [i. e. climax], q. d. * You will have the 
meed of approbation from men,—not a few, but 
all, —and not merely men, but and arch- 
angels, at the general assembly of just men made 

rfect.' Dr. Campb. would not have evinced 
ere a rashness unusual to him by removing the 

words in all three verses, had not his mind been 
warped by the L of Wakef.; though, 
from that influence it would have been dis- 
abused, had his eye rested on the following able 
remark of Dr. Whitby: “It is observable, that 
the very thing which we are forbidden [to seck 
from men on earth is [mercifully] made part o 
that reward, which we shall receive in heaven at 
that t Day of account, when our faith and 
charity shall be found to our praise and glory." 
The existence of the words in the text at so 
carly a period as the age of the Pesch. Syr. and 
Italic Versions, forbids the hypothesis which has 
been broached, of their being introduced by 
Critics, who thought them called for by the con- 
text. As to the difficulty which has been started 
of accounting for the removal of the words at so 
early a period as the age of the formation of the 
Vulg. and the writing of Cod. B, that is not for- 

midable, since we have only to ascribe it to the 
influence of ORIGEN, out of deference to whose 
judgment the words might well be removed by 
erome, who bowed too much to the Theological 

Giant of his age. There is, as Wets. has shown, 
every reason to think (espec. from the existence 
of the words in the Jéulic and their absence in 
the Vulg.) that Origen, who is known to have 
rejected them, did so because he thought it im- 
poe that our Lord, in — his dis- 
ciples not to regard to the judgment of 
would have Pitrodnced: as a Motive to the ob. 
servance of this admonition, that the reward 
should be i» ic. But this was a most rash 
sitting in ju gment on the words of inspired 
Scripture, though indeed too much in character 
with that mighty Master in Israel. The above 
matter of fact unravels the whole mystery of the 
absence of the words from a few copies such as 
abound in similar licentious alterations origi- 
nating in the false principles of a dangerous 
system, held in common, to a certain Ara, 
by Origen, and completely by certain modern 

eresiarchs and innovating Critics, unaware, we 
may hope, that such a system must destroy all 
confidence in the integrity of the written Word 
of Scripture given to every man to profit withal, 
not Aoyouayziv els o0di» xpo ov, ewi kaTa- 
oT poy rov dxovórrov. 

he abrds is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., 
from 5 uncial and 15 cursive MSS. (to which I 
add Lamb. 1175. Ser. S. U. Mus. 7140). But 
external authority for the word,—strengthened 
by the Pesch. Syr. Vers, —is confirmed by in- 
ternal evidence, as existing in the greater likeli- 
hood of its being removed, as unncceseary, than 
tuserted for the of strengthening the 
sense, As to the argument urged by Fritz., that 
had Matth. so intended, he would have written 
ovros,—I answer, that atrds is elsewhere so 
used in the New Test. for obros, Thus in this 
very Gospel, xii. 50, we have Goris ydp de 
Fonoy—avroe pov adedopds, x. T. A. where a 
few copies have obros, derived from the parallel 
passage of Mark iii. 35, also in John vii. 4. xiv. 
0. Asto l Cor. vii. 13, the reading oboe, re- 

ceived by L. and T., is unsustained ; nor is this 
use other than pure Greek, if aùròc be used 
merely as taking up again the subject, or object, 
of the verb, which is the case in aft the passages 
just cited. But if taken (as not unfrequently 
elsewhere in the New Test.) as emphatic, Classic 
propriety would require otros, though aùròs is 
oupa in the less pure Greek of John i. 27, and 

vii. 4. 
5. For rpocetyy and lon, Tachm. and Tisch. 

read wpocedxecQ« and čcoecôe, from MSS. B, 
Z, and 3 cursive ones, the Vulg. and Italic Ver- 
sions, and some Fathers. But the vast prepon- 
derance of external authority, confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, for the singular forms, for- 
bids the change ; espec. considering that internal 
evidence is in favour of the text received; in 
short, it is plain that the — forms were in- 
troduced by Critics, who thought them requircd 
by the plurals further on, and were not aware 
that this use of the singular is a characteristic of 
the popular style in ad 
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Tais Yywviais TOV WAaTeLMY écTüTes TrpoceUyecÜaa, Gras Av 
^ ^ 9 0 , > A 4 € ^ e , / b gavacs tos GvÜperrow. ‘Apiw Xéyo ipiv, öre áméyovos Tov 

polòv avrav. 5 Zù &é, Órav mrpocevyy, elaeXÜe eis Tò rapueióv 
M 4 ^ ^ gov, xai kXeíaas THY ÜUpav aov, mpdcevEas TQ maTpi aov TQ èv 

"^ ^ \ e /, e 4 2 ^ ^ 3 , 

TO KPUTT@ kai o TaTnp aov, 0 BXérrev èv TQ kpvrrTQ, aTrodacet 
> ^ ^ 

co. ev TQ davepg- 1 * TIpocevxopevos 96 uù BarroXonyijarre, excdus.7. 
Gorep of €Üvikot Soxodas yap, drt &v TH morvhoyia avTOv els- pe "3, 
axovaÜsjcovra.. 8 uù ov óporwðire avrois: olde yap 6 mar)p 
ULOV, Qv xpeiav €yere, Trpó ToU pas aiTijoas avróv. ? 4 Obras d Luke 1. 
obv 7rpoceUyeaÓe oues — IIlárep 5v ó èv rois ovpavois, àryu- 

— Construe toreres, not with i» vais 
oway., but with wpocevy., as denoting the 
standing posture, which was, it seems, usual for 
prayer. See Jer. xv. 1. Mark xi. 25. Yet the 
words éorwrst Tpos. (which form a graphic ex- 
pression) are to be considered i ged as form- 
ing one sdea, and the emphasis lies on év raīe 
Cwayeryait xai iv Tait ywviae Tav TÀa- 
Tswv, and Græs davec:. Nor is the ostenta- 
tion to be understood as consisting in the ure 
of, or even in the of prayer; for the 
comers or places where four streets met at 
right angles formed a not unusual place of prayer 
to devout passengers (see my extracts from the 
Jerusalem Talmud), as affording places owt of the 
way of passers by ; but in the masmer, by certain 
extraordinary motions of the body or contortions 
of the face. The dr: before dwiyovo: is absent 
from B, D, Z, and 12 cursive MSS. (to which I 
add Seriv. u.), and is cancelled by Lachm. and 
Tisch., but on insecure pounds, as will appear 
from my note, supra, v. 3l, eeq. 

6. Having expressed what they ought mot to 
do, our Lord (agreeably to his frequent manner 
elsewhere in teaching) subjoins what they oughé 
to do (Euthym.). t Lord, however, 1s here 
speaking, not of public, but of private and family- 
prayer; though in this too He means to warn 
them against an affected display of devotion. 
— Taguisioy] By this is denoted a yet more 

retired and secret place than the vspwor, on 
which sce my Lex., well expressed by our word 
closet, See Vitringa de Synag. Jud., p. 150, seq. 

1. BarroXoynonre) The word does not occur 
in the Clase. writers; but from what follows, 
and from the — term BarroXoyia (occur- 
ring in Suid., Hesych., Eustath., and explained 
by them oA vAoyía), we ascertain it to be the 
using of prolix useless speech, a dealing in vain 
repetition. 
— iv Ty *oÀvAoyla] We have very few ex- 

amples of the Heathen prayers. But if we may 
judge by their hymns (as we find those of Homer, 
Orp and Callimachus), wo may suppose 
tbey were so stuffed up with — — epithets, 
— and proe of the Deity, as 
fully to justify our Lord's expression. 

8. uù o0» OpoteO7 T5 aù.) lit., “ Do not liken 
yourself, become like, unto them;" for this 
would seem a Midd. form, with reflex sense (on 
Which see Jelf, Gr. 9362; to whose examples 
add dvaveovcQa, Ephes. iv. 23; sùppalvecbas, 
Luke xii. 19), which occurs also in Eurip. Med. 
890, ook ouv xph a^ ópiousÜsrat Kaxois. Bacch. 
1948, wpiwes Ccods ovx, ópotwÜrva: Bporois. 

nda v. 103, snd’ ónoteÜrnvat rote woh- 
ois. 
9. oi"res] ‘in this manner, after this model ;* 

this prayer being, as Euthym. says, the /vutaiz 
of prayer, whence we may draw precatory 
thoughts. Surely due reverence for a prayer 
which contains in brief [being the epitome of ali 
things to be prayed for, as the Decalogue of all 
things to be practised] all things that can be 
asked of God, together with an acknowledgment 
of his Divine majesty and power and our subjec- 
tion, requires that we should always include it in 
our prayers; espec. as the words of Luke xi. 2 
seem to contain an express command. Comp. 
also Numb. vi. 23 (Sept.) and v. 16. Indeed 
there is every reason to think it always formed a 
part of the devotions of the first Christians. See 
Acts i. 24. ii. 42. iv. 24. It consists of a preface, 
six petitions, and a Nearly the whole 
of it, with the exception of the clause ‘as we for- 
ive our debtors,’ is, in subetance, found in the 
& prayers of the ancient Jewish Euchologies, 

The resemblance is most apparent by a com- 
parison with the short form in the Euchology 
(being an epitome of the longer, and chiefly em- 
ployed for private use), beh uy forward by the 
celebrated Rabbinical scholar Dr. Gregory (formed 
on Lightf., Schoéttg., and others), and inserted 
by Dr. A. Clarke in bis Commentary. Had this 
met Mr. Alford's eye, he would not perhaps have 
said, “ there is slender that our Lord took 
the substance of this prayer from the Jewish for- 
mule." The similarity is surely more than suf- 
ficient to justify Lightf. and others in their 
assertion. I must observe, however, that Lightf. 
does not employ the term took from, which far 
be it from me to approve. The true view of the 
matter, and the right term to employ in treati 
thereon, is well suggested by the learned an 
orthodox Schoéttg. as follows: '* Placuit sapi- 
entis Chrieti (qui verus Deus est, Patri consub- 
stantialis, et qui sapientiam babet infinitam) 
bona que apud Judæos invenerat, retinere ; in 
qua re nos, ipeius adsecle, merito acquiescimus." 
— 4áT«p—obpavois] This prefatory address 

(frequent in the Jewish forms of prayer) is ex- 
pressive of the d t reverence ; and by iv Toit 
oüpavoie are implied all the attributes of that 
glorious Being who inhabiteth heaven, but whom 
the Heaven of Heavens cannot contain ; namely, 
his omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence, and 
infinite holiness. He is styled * our Father,’ as 
being such by right of creation and preservation, 
adoption and grace. Next follow the six peli- 
tions. 
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e Heb. 13.21. oÓifTO TÒ Óvouá cov 10 érérw 5) Bacireia cov. * yevnÜrrro TÒ 
^ b 3 

f Luke na Onua cou, ws év oùpav xai érri 
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Tfj yfjs. 1f roy åptov huv 
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41, 17.15, HATA uA, ws kai ueis 1 adlepev rois Operrérars jus. 13 xal 

PET. l. dycacO4irw—cov] for ðoğaoðńTtw, as 
Chrys. explains. Imperat. for Optat. to strengthen 
the sense.— Tàó óvoud cov. Namely, ‘all that the 
name of God includes'——God himself in all his 
attributes and relatives. Hence, then, it is prayed 
that ‘the existence of God may be believed, His 
attributes and perfections adored and imitated, 
His supremacy acknowledged, and His Providence 
owned and trusted in.” 

10. Par. 2. iA0éro 4 BaciAsía cov] Here 
we pray that the kingdom of God, — the 
Gospel, may be diffused over the whole earth, by 
the conversion of both Jews and Gentiles; so 
that all, being members of God's kingdom of 

ce on earth, may finally be partakers of his 
Kiurdoni of glory in heaven. 

PET. 3. yavynÜstro rò 0iAnua—rys] i.e. * May 
the dispensations of thv Providence be acquiesced 
in by us on earth with the same ready submission 
and willing alacrity, as they are obeyed in heaven." 
At iwi rns yas there is an ellipsis of obese, 
which is frequent both in the Scriptural and 
Class. writers; e.gr. Thucyd. viii. 1, xal as 
ijoE«v abrois, kal (for oUrw Kal) irolovy 
abTd. 

ll. As the three Petitions respect the 
glory of God, so do the three /ast the bodily ne- 
cessities and spiritual infirmities of man. 
—dprov] This word, like the Hebr. om, 

denotes, by an oriental figure, all the necessaries 
of n (rd éwiridata Tov owparos, James 
ii. 16). 
us NONE On the sense of this term, 

Commentators are by no means ; the dif- 
ficulty being increased by the word being not 
found. in the Class. writers, and occurring else- 
where only in the mo e passage, Luke xi. 3. 
Hence we are compelled to seek its sense, as best 
wo may, from its etymology. Of the interpreta- 
tions propounded, only two have any semblance 
of truth. 1. That of Salmas., Grot, Lightf., 
Valck.. Michaelis, and Fritzsch.; who take it 
for THs émiovens "uípas, and as equiv. to els 
avpiov. The derivation, however, on which it 
is founded is irregular, and the word contrary to 
analogy; not to say that this view is at variance 
with our Lord's command at v. 25 and 34, ui) 
pepipy. ele Th» auptov, which implies prayer. 
Greatly preferable is that of the ancient Fathers 
and — in general, and the Syriac 
Version ; and, of most moderns, H. Steph., Beza, 
Mede, Toup, Kuin., Schleus, Wahl, Rosenm., 
and Matthei, who, deriving the term from ovcia, 
‘subsistence,’ assign as the sense, ‘sufficient for 
our subsistence ;' ir., belonging to, sufficient for ; 
in which I must finally acquiesce. As to the 
objections advanced by word-catchers who ani- 
madvert on the liberty taken in forming the 
term ad similitudinem wepiovcros, and using 
ovcia in an unusual sense, one might answer, 
with Matthei, ** De oíoía sensu metaphysico hic 
lane non est cogitandum (Christus non egit cum 
etaphysicis) sed de sensu ari."  Accord- 

ingly I am, as before, inclined to suppose the 
term, and its present use, to be derived from the 

language of common life, which would account 
for no example of the same having been found. 
So Origen, who adopts this interpretation of 
imioúcios, affirms (de Orat. 8 16) that “this use 
is found neither in the Greek philosophers and 
Class. writers, nor is employed év Ty Taw liw- 
T&v GuvnÜsíg, but was fabricated by the Evange- 
lists.” But to this I cannot assent without bet- 
ter reasons. We cannot argue from Origen's 
ignorance of such a popular use of the term, that 
it did not exist. The word é£sriosc:0v might 
very well have been in use, being formed like 
éwicdtos, equiv. to édodios. which Hesych. ex- 
lains dpuodios sis oddv. The main objection, 
owever, is that oícía is used not for substance, 

but 1 , existence, to which the above 
answer of Matt. might suffice ; but another and 
better may be adduced in the actual use of 
ovcía in that sense adduced from Porphyr. de 
Abst. cited by Toup on Suid., t. ii. 575, "Awapxy 
ap ixacrtw wy Cidwxey 7) Oucia, xal ds’ œv 

nucy Tpida, kai els Td slvai cuviyes T)» 
ovciay, ‘by which the Deity nourishes our 
substance (essence, being, ae aee keepe it to- 
gether so as to be, or exist.’ This surely yields 
a sufficiently good sense, without any serious 
breach of the nurma di. 

12. ges "iuiv Td opetrddpara) Answering 
to a. auaprías in the parallel passage of Luke. 
This usage of the word arises from this; that 
obedience being a debt we owe to God, who ever 
commits sin, thereby contracts a kind of obliga- 
tion, to be paid by suffering the punishment 
awarded to — And apiivas signifies 
to remit the penalty, i. e. to forgive. Tots òpsÀ. 
7uocy, i. e. those who sin against us,’ those who 
fail in their duties and obligations to us. 
— weadituey] The best modern Commen- 

tators are of opinion, that we here signifies for, or 
since; a signif. frequent in the Class. writers, 
and confirmed, they think, by the parallel pas- 
sage in Luke. But that is not decisive; since 
the prayer is known to have been delivered on 
two occasions, and with a slight variation. Nei- 
ther, 1 apprehend, is the ws to be regarded, with 
most Interpreters, as conditional, It rather de- 
notes similarity of kind, than comparison ; sicut, 
‘even as’ Comp. Eph. iv. 32. 
— For dd$ísus», Lachm. and Tisch. edit 

apńxau:v, from B, Z, and 2 cursive MSS., 
l and 124 in marg., to which I add (from Jacks.) 
Barb. l, and to the Foro-Jul., and Harl. copies 
of the Vulg., for dimisimus I add the Lamb. 
MS. (of the 7th century). The Syr. Vers. is 
wrongly alleged by Griesb., Scholz, and Tisch. ; 
for it has the Present tense. Mr. Alf. aske what 
authority there is for adyfsuev. I answer, tho 
evidence è silentio of all the MSS., except five, to- 

ther with those few that have dciouasv, to which 
add L. 1176 and 1189. All the rest, and all 

the Scriv.; and Br. Mus. MSS., have adíepury, 
as have all the copies at Luke xi. 4, except those, 
comparatively few, that have d$íousr. Hence 
I can scarcely doubt that Matt. wrote dpiepes, 
or possibly apiopev, whatever Luke might do; 
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and, at any rate, that adrxapey was an altera- 
tion proceeding from the Alex. Critics, who 
thought that the Aorist expressive of custom 
would be better Greek. 

13. PET. 6. uù sloevéynns — *1:pacuóv] 
q. d. ‘Suffer us not to be led into, abandon us 
not unto, temptation,' i. e. (by implicution) so as 
to be otercome by it. 

— ToU *ovnpov] It is debated whether the 
sense here be evil, or the Evil ose, SATAN, q. d. 
* from [the temptation of) Satan.' The evidence 
for the latter sense is thought to Db atas 
[cun as it is found in the Jewish formu- 

ies, from whence this clause was taken. And 
it was adopted generally by the ancient Inter- 
preters. Thoug , indeed, neither of those rea- 
sons is decisive. And here the neuter sense, as 
Lampe has shown, recommends itself as the more 
simple and emphatic one, and more requires by 
the opposition 1n temptation ; and finally, as de- 
noting that which the truly pious far more earn- 
estly desire and pray for. That rò wovnpdy is 

ble to the usus loquendi, I have shown at 
ohn xvii. 15. 
— oT: cou &c.] pes enuineness — Tx 

o has, to most Critics, appeared doubtful : 
il wi the exception of Matthaei, all the 
more eminent Editors from Erasm. and Grot. 
down to Scholz, Lach. and Tisch. have rejected 
it. It is, indeed, supported by almost all the 
MSS., by the Pesch. Syriac, and most of the 
other Versions, and by some Greek Fathers. But, 
on the other hand, it is not found in at least 
8 MSS., all of very high antiquity, and in others 
is marked as doubtful; nor has it any place in 
the Italic, Vulgate, and some other Versions, and 
it is omitted in many of the Greek and all the 
Latin Fathers. And as doxologies of this kind 
were much in use among the Jews (see 1 Chron. 
xxix. 1]) and early Christians, there is some 
reason to su that it was interpolated from 
the ancient liturgies, in which we know it formed 
the response of the people, the prayer alone being 
pronounced by the priest. It is far more likely 
to have been int Liturgies, than 
to have been removed from the passage because 
of its not being contained in the lel one of 
St Luke. It is, indeed, argued that the Greek 
Church would never have presumed to add, from 
their liturgies, to a form of prayer by Christ 
himeelf. But it may be replied, that they never 
did formally, or at once, add it; the doxology 
might bave been introduced yradually, and, pro- 
bably, at first written in a different character, or 
in red ink, and in the margin, as is the case in 
several MSS. And when it is alleged, that the 
Latin, and some Greek Fathers pu ly omitted 
the clauses, to remove a discrepancy between 
Matt. and Luke; that is taking for granted what 
cannot be proved. Besides, there was a far more 
serious discrepancy involved in the clause imme- 
diately preceding; that too not being found in 
the Vulgate and Italic Versions, nor in the 
Fathers in question. But they did not EROR 
to remove that discrepancy. hy then ¢his? It 
has, indeed, been urged, that this doxology ma- 
terially interrupts the connexion between the we 
kai nets depisuer and the admonition founded 

on it at v. 14, and therefore was likely to be 
thrown out. But the omission of the clause, 
does not entirely remove, though it greatly les- 
sens the harshness of the interruption; and the 
allegation itself takes too much for granted. As 
to the — founded on the sublimity, 
beauty, and appropriateness of the clause in ques- 
tion, it is very inconclusive; for the ancient Litur- 
gies, both Greek and Latin, being chiefly founded 
on Scripture, abound in passages of great sub- 
limity and beauty. And as to the app jate- 
ness, that is not inconsistent with the clause being 
insititious: for suitability could alone cause it 
to be introduced here. And a spurious 
may be fitted to any context, as well as a genuine 
one. Its being found, too, in the Pesch. Syr. 
Vers. will not absolutely prove its genuineness, 
or, at any rate, that it was xol introduced from 
the liturgies above mentioned ; for those liturgies, 
ascending to the time of Barnabas and Clemens, 
were far more ancient than the highest antiquity 
ever claimed for the Pesch. Syr. Vers. The 
passage, however, could not have been interpo- 
ated in the Pesch. Syr. Vers. (from the later 
Syr. Vers.), because it is, I believe, found in the 
ver ancient Syr. MSS. in the Br. Mus. ; one as 
early as the Oth century. Surely it does not 
follow, as Matthzi alleges, that we must receive 
the passage of 1 John, if we reject this; since 
there may be equal consistency in rejecti . 
At all events, if we reject this, we must reject it 
on the ground that, as Bp. Marsh observes (Lect. 
pert vi. p. 27), * internal evidence may show that 
a is spurious, though external evidence 
is in its favour:' and if we reject that, we must 
reject it on the ground that (in the words of the 
same learned Prelate), * no external evidence can 
prove a passage to be genuine, when internal evi- 
dence is decidedly against it.’ That cannot, how- 
ever, be said to the case here, since txternal 
evidence is quite adverse; and by no 
means (confirmed by the Syr., /Ethiop., Sahid., 
Armen., Pers., and Arab. Erp. Vere., the Const. 
Apost. iii. 8. 2. vii. 24. 1 (sine v. 1), Chrys., 
Isdor. Pel, and the Cod. Brix. of the Italic 
Vers.) is so overwhelmingly great (I find the 
passago in all the Lamb. and Br. Mus. copies) 
that I do not feel warranted in continuing to 
lace the words within brackets. After care- 
lly weighing all that occurs in the Collectanea 

of the Rabbinical illustrators, — Lightf., Schoéttg., 
Wets., Meusch.,—I find much to confirm, and 
nothing to impair, the authenticity of the words. 
Since our Lord was pleased to adopt (see Schoétg. 
supr. v. 9) so much of the rest of the Prayer from 
the Jewish formularies, why should he not this, 
which regularly accompanied the use of those Eu- 
chologies employed, it seems, as a response in pub- 
lic, and an ej ion in private prayer. That the 
prayer was twice brought forward by Christ, — first 
in the Sermon on the Mount, snasked, and secondly 
about half a year afterwards, when asked (as re- 
corded in St. Luke), is granted by all the Harmo- 
nists. But if the concluding clause and the Amen 
are regarded with Lach. and Tisch. as interpolated, 
one cannot imagine why tho Disciples should have 
asked for that which they had already received to 
the full. Butif we suppose the Conclusion and the 
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14 P Kay yap aire rots avOpwrras 
kcclus. 3.1. rd maparTopaTa GUTOV, apoc: Kal ipiv 6 Tarp vpav 6 oupd- 
k Infr.18 plas’ 
o. 

15 k dày 66 un ahire rois avOpwros Tà Tapa Topara 
9. a LAN! t x e ^ 9 , , e ^ 

avTOv, ovdé ò Ilarnp vov apyjoe ta waparropata vpov. 
1 Is. 68. 5. 
Joel 2. 12, 13. 

Amon to be genuine, all things are in their natural 
order, and all difficulty vanishes; for the reason for 
the request in Luke is obvious, namely, because 
they nceded something which they as yet had not. 
They might, as Lightfoot suggests, regard the 
first direction as containing a public form of pray- 
ing, as evinced by the addition of a concluding 
Doxology, so like the public Responses in the 
Temple, and also by the Amen used only in pub- 
lic assemblies; accordingly they entreat that He 
would teach them to pray privately: whercupon 
He gives them the same Form as before, with the 
omission of the concluding Doxology and the Amen. 
Thus all is clear and intelligible ; but if we can- 
cel the Doxology and the Amen we encounter 
difficulties unsurmountable. That the concluding 
Doxology and Amen were in the Apostolic age 
used with the Prayer in public I cannot doubt, 
though whether it was used on the present occa- 
sion by our Lord I would not affirm to be posi- 
tively certain; but that it was I have no doubt. 
That it was in the text of the Original Hebrew 
Gospel 1 feel persuaded; and probably in the 
Greek Gospel ; though, that being intended 
chiefly for the use of Hellenists and Gentile 
Christians, it may have been withdrawn as un- 
necessary for them (hence its absence in St. 
Luke's Gospel), or afterwards removed in cer- 
tain copies; but not until after the period of the 
framing of the Pesch. Syr. and Sahidic Versions, 
and even then its absence was prob. almost con- 
fined to the Western Church, where St. Luke's 
Gospel] was held in peculiar estimation. 
1, 15 iùúv yap agpnre, &c.] In order more 

to impressively recommend the virtue men- 
tioned in v. 12, our Lord, in the Hebrew manner 
see Is. iii. 9. xxxviii. ]. Jer. xxix. 1]. Deut. ix. 
), propounds the same sentiment, both affirma- 

tively and negatively. And this and tbe verse fol- 
lowing are illustrative of the preceding euin). 
We are not, however, to understand hereby, that 
the practice of this, or of any other single duty, 
can obtain God's favour, where other Christian 
virtues are neglected; for, as Bp. Jer. Taylor 
says, 'though negative p ts are absolute, yet 
affirmative promises adwit of this limitation,—if 
no other condition of salvation be wanting.’ 
— Tå Waparrepara vu.) These words are 

cancelled by Tisch., from MS. D, and a few cur- 
sive ones, but retained by Lachm.—very pro- 
perly, for the gerne superiority of ex- 
ternal authority is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
and other Versions. Internal evidence may, in- 
deed, secm against it (see Griesb. Comm. Cr. 73), 
but in reality it is wot, for it is more likely that 
the words should have been accidentally omitted 
by scribes than inserted by critics, espec. since 
der often omit words when they almost imme- 
diately recur. 

16. There is here (as Calv. remarks) a return 
to the doctrine supra, v. 1, 7, and having there 
commenced to reprove ostentation in — 
prayer (interposing as to the latter a of 

16 Orav 86 vqorevgre, pù viveobe orep oi vrokpvrai, orv- 

rayer), our Lord now proceeds to urge s like in- 
faoetion as to another branch of religion, Fusting, 
where reality in the sight of God, and not ap- 
pearance in that of men is to be studied: ‘ne 
(says Calw.) scilicct tantopere servire theatro 
studcant, qum Deum habere operum suorum 
testem.’ Wherefore, in order to exclude osten- 
tation, he enjoins Reality tbere, which is to be 
the spring of action, and not mere formal injunc- 
tion. Accordingly in the exercise of fasting they 
are to avoid every thing of ostentation, whatever 
savoured of pretence or leant to hypocrisy, espec. 
by an affected squalidity of person, or dress, or 
screwing the countenance into a semblance of de- 
votion devoid of reality; in short, practising the 
various arts of religious grimace, so sedulously 
cultivated in the school of Pharisaic hypocrisy. 

The term exvOp. (on which see my Lex.) is 
peculiarly apposite as respects hypocrisy, since the 
words vwoxp:ral and oxv0pwwol were not un- 
frequently conjoined in the Class. writers, e. gr. 
Diod. Sic., and Lucian, which latter in Fis 
Piscat. inveighs against pretended philosophers, 
ascribing to them a ‘ grim-visaged h risy.” 

Fron thus expressing what his disci fea are 
not to be and not to do, our Lord in the next 
words proteeds to show what they are to do while 
fasting, where the injunctions dAenar Thy A 
and viiyaı TÒ mpoo. form only a figurative mode 
of expressing what we understand by ring 
as usual ; for the Jews, liko the Greeks, regu- 
larly washed and anointed the face, cxcept at 
times of mourning. See Dan. x. 3. The scopo 
of awd youve TÒ» uioO0v aùr. (on which see Note 
supra) is, as Bucer says, “to point out that all 
that the hypocrites will derive from such dis- 
simulation is, that which alone they sought, the 
breath of — applause, the praise of men, the 
being al] but worshipped as saints, but no more; 
not & whit of approbation, much less reward, 
from God." As respects philological points, pa- 
viec: stands for the more Class. davwerrat, as in 
Aristoph. Ran. 1063, paws’ dusio xov, tva iàs- 
vol rots avOpwroe arorr slvat. The use of 
the ToT here, not Infin., as in the above 

of Aristoph., and often in the best writers 
m Homer downwards, was not accidental, 

since, as Kühner and Self point out, we must 
espec. in Attic prose, and even the Ionic of He- 
rodotus, distinguish between the use of the Infin. 
and the Particip., the former denoting ‘ what ap- 
pears, or is likely to be;' the latter, what is 
parent, or manifest, what — is. (So Hdt. 
vii. 137, 175. 7Esch. Pers. 791, and also Thucyd. 
i. 2. 1. iii. 45, where see my Notes.) And that 
senso is here most suitable, q. d., ‘in order that 
they may seem to men as manifestly fasting. 
— Tav di vnueTiónTri] meant, not of pub- 

lic and enjoined, but of private and voluntary 
fasting. 
— ph yivec8e—oxv0peroi] ‘do not put on 

& morose countenance.’ 
2, 5, and 16 (and Luke vi. 24)] After a new 
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and most careful consideration of these passages, 
I am quite of opinion that the rendering of our 
common Version n is eupported by all the 
ancient ones), * ye have received,' at Luke vi. 24, 
is right, that of our common Version here, 
‘ ye receive,’ is wrong. The framers of that Ver- 
sion, and some others, were, it seems, not aware 
of that nice idiom in the use of the verb drix, 
by which the present tense of dyw, on account of 
its having no first aorist, is used in the aor. | 
sense, i. e. ‘I have received Examples 
of this are not unfrequent, both in the later 
Clase. and Sept. So Plut. Sol. C. 22, rò» ài 
piov dwiye:, habuit fructum, * he has had his 
reward; and so in brune 120, E, rd» xap- 
wov auiysty, rendered by Xyl. and Wytt. fruc- 
fum ! 

18. à» To xpw*To] Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
dy Tw kpvøaiw, from MSS. B, D, and two cur- 
sive ones (and 1 cannot add a single other), very 
inadequate authority, espec. since internal evi- 
dence draws two ways. St. Matthew may have 
used the form i» rw xpvpaiw, considering that 
Kpvdaios occurs not unfrequently in tbe Sept., 
and i» xpvdaíois in Jer. xxx. 24. Lam. iii. 1 
Sapient. om. xvii. 3; also iv xpud., Jer. 
xliii. 9, in the Jewish Versions: yet that it 
should have been altered to iv T. xpuwres in 
all the copies but 4 is exceedingly improbable. 
— énroéecti cor} On further considering the 

disputed question as to the authenticity of the 
next words, iy Tw darspo, I am still less dis- 
posed than ever to consider them genuine. Tn- 
ternal evidence is certainly against them; and as 
external authority is at least equally divided (for 
besides nearly the whole of the uncial MSS., and 
a large number of the cursive ones, to which 
I add ail the Lamb. MSS., and nearly all the 
Museum ones, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., 
and other Versions are without them), we are 
warranted in sending them altogether, as intro- 
duced from supra, v. 4 and 6, where see my note, 
and the quotation from Bp. Jebb. How the 
learned prelate could have brought himeelf to 
think the probability far greater, that a copyist 
might have accidentally dropt them from v. 18, 
than, accidentally, or by design, have transferred 
them from v. 4 or v. 6, I am at a loss to imagine. 
The case is quite the contrary. A copvist could 
scarcely have dropped them accidentally ; nay, 
be would rather have felt the want of them, 
espec. as he had found them twice in the fore- 
going context. He cowld not have introduced 

‘the whol 

them accidentally, and scribes scarcely ever took 
the liberty of introducing any thing by design ; 
that was left for their supersors, the soi-disant 
Critics, to whose achievements in that respect the 
most ancient MSS. bear ample testimony. 

19. uù Onoavpifers, &c.] Oncavpós properly 
signifies a repository for valuables; but some- 
times, as here, the treasure itself so deposited, 
i e. such precious moteables as are usually trea- 
sured up; e. gr. gold, silver, &c. (either in the 
mass, or worked up into plate), and costly ap- 
parel, in which the riches of the ancients very 
much consisted. So Thucyd. ii. 98, ywpie 8i 
ösa ùpavrå te kai Asia, xal fj GAN kara- 
oxevi), Where see my note. To these two last 
the words following chiefly allude. 
— one xai Bpecis åp.) On the disputed 

meaning of Bpwa:s, I know not of any sufficient 
proof that it ever signified ‘the rust in metals." 
And the Hendiadys supposed by many is baseless, 
since there is an allusion to something different 
from efs. Now, since our Lord bv ene xal Ap. 
meant to designate riches generally, and since 
one has a manifest reference to the riches which 
consisted of numerous garments and webs of 
cloth laid up for many years’ use (see James 
v. 2, seqq.) ; and yet those could not constitute 

e of what might be termed riches, so 
something else must designated ; and what 
can be so naturally imagined as the wealth of 
agricultural produce, such as corn, wool, and 
fleeces, called, in Luke xii. 18, rd ysrüuaTa 
«al ra áya0á? Now these too are liable both 
to mildew and the ravages of insects before they 
are garnered, and, after being garnered, are sub- 
ject to weevils and other destructive insects. 
ow Bowers may denote either, especially the 

former. Thus in Mal. iii. 1], Sept., it is used of 
the mildew or blight, which is there represented 
as destroying the fruit of the ground. Accord- 
ingly pecie is best taken, in the most general 
sense, to denote the decay and deterioration, 
whether by erosion or attrition (even the wear 
and tear o time), to which all the possessions in 
uestion are liable, whereby they are ‘ disfigured,’ 
gay. and ultimately ‘ destroyed.’ 
— dsoptocover] scil. Trò» Trotyoy, more usu- 

ally supplied. 'The walls in the East being chiefly 
of ened clay, the houses are very liable to be 
thus broken into. 

21. The iuc» here is altered by Lachm. and 
Tisch. to cov, from MS. B and 2 cursive ones, 
with the Ital. and Vulg. Versions; an authority 
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quite insufficient. It was doubtless an alteration 
to adapt the word better to the singular cov at 
the next verse; the purblind Critics failing to 
see that the plural vumgv is as suitable to a 

j injunction as the singular cov is to a 
particular illustration, which is made such for 
effects sake. Thus at v. 24 the plural form is 
resumed, when the language of injunction is 
resumed, Had Lachm. perceived the nature of 
v. 22, 23, he would not have added sov to 6 
6p0a., which involves little less than absurdity. 
The good sense (or good genius) of Tisch. pre- 
served him from this sad blunder. 

22, The preceding truths are now tllustrated 
by an apt similitude. : 
— ó Àóxvos Tov cuparos, &c.] Some inter- 

pret ó$0aAuós dove, a li mind; and 
oPO0aruds 9ovnpós, a covetous one; which sense 
has been thought to be required by the preceding 
and following words. And several phrases in the 
Sept., the N. T., and the Rabbinical writers, are 
sdduced. to countenance this mode of interpreta- 
tion. Yet it involves some confusion ; and the 
words ày oUv—d«ws may be better taken (with 
Chrysost., Theophyl., Euthym., and others among 
the ancients, and most of the recent Commenta- 
tors) in their proper senso; so that dw Aous be 
interpreted sanus, integer, clear, and rovnpós, 
depraved, nap dim ; of which signif. many ex- 
amples are adduced by Kypke and Elener; to 
which add Epicharm. ap. Clem. Alex. p. B44, 
Pott. : xaÜapóv iav vovv iyns, dway Tò cupa 
kaÜapós al.—By rò gus Tò iv coi is meant the 
light of conscience. So, among the passages cited 
by the Commentators, Philo, borrowing from 
Aristot, Top. i. 14, says, Swap vous iv Wuyn, 
Tovro 6pOadude iv owparıi. With the gas ty 
coi, ‘the light within thee, I would compare 
dos xapéias in Asch. Eumen. 519, which ad- 
mirable passage Schutz. would not have tampered 
with, dotis manibus, had he perceived the force 
of the expression os xapdíae, for want of 
which perception he propounds the vain conjec- 
ture ép déec for iv pase. The e should be 
pointed thus: Tis di unéiv iv Qe: | xapdias 
ávaTpíd wv, | À wodss Bporos O’, óuoies, it’ 
dv ciBa ikav; Render, ‘ But who that does 
not nourish aught [of reverence] in the light of 
his heart (i. e. in his conscience), whether it be a 
state or a man [ (person) individually], alike, [for 
that] would any longer venerate justice?’ Here, 
then, is an apt comparison, in which the duty of 
fixing the attention on heavenly things is illus- 
trated by reference to the case of the eye in the 
body, by regulating its motions; q. d. * As the 
natural eye, when healthy, regulates the motions 

of * body, so does the mental eye direct the 
soul." 

23. el ovv tò pas — roso] The marked 
opposition between the terms rò gas and +d 
exoTos, together with the logical coherence of 
thought in the e, call for the interpretation 
of Chrys. and Euthym. adopted by Maldon. and 
Fritzch. according to which the sense will be: * If, 
then, the light that is within thee (that of reason 
and conscience) is darkness—the darkness within 
thee (that of the passions, by nature dark) —how 
great must that be!’ 

24. obdeis—dovAavaew] It is — by the 
context, that the two masters are of contrary dis- 
positions, and give contrary orders; though in 
point of fact it is impossible to be devot:d to two 
masters; though a man may render some service 
to both. The words piceiy and ayara» are to 
be taken in a qualified sense, as denoting to love 
less, or love more ; of which there are many ex- 
amples both in the Sept. and the New Test. 
"AvréxeoOas is a stronger term than dyaway», 
as denoting close connexion and strong attach- 
ment. 
— xatappovice:] ‘will hold cheap, aban- 

don; so Jos. Ant. iv. 8, 2, eboeBelas, ne (the 
religion) vuv £xysT«, xaradporrcarrts, els GA- 
Aor» usTac rra 00s Tpoaroy. 
— ov divacbs Occo dovrevacy, &c.] So it is 

remarked by Pausan. iii. 23, 2, dvWpwre ya 
addopwryre t9 xépdos Ta Viia Dorepa Nua: 
Twv. 

— uaumpa] This reading for vulg. pauu., 
is found in most of the MSS. and almost all the 
— — Vira MSc Ene man Greek 
athers ; and is confirm the e 

of Luke, and by its derivation ra chaldee 
and Syriac mywn. It has been received by Cri- 
tical Editors. The word in Chaldee and Syriac 
properly signifies riches; but, like the Greek 
7 ÀovTos, it is here ified. 

Here our Lord warns against covet- 
ousness, and excessive anxiety about the supply 
of bodily wants, by 4 arguments for trusting in 
God's Providence. 

25. pù uepiavd a] ‘take no anxious thought,” 
* be not anxiously solicitous;' as in Phil. iv. 6, 
undi» uepiuvare. And so in the parallel pas- 
sage of Luke, uù usTscpí(sc0s, * be not tossed 
with anxious cares.’ This first ment against 
anxiety is: ‘If God has given us life and bodies 
fitted for enjoyment, surely he will not deny us 
the lesser blessings of food and clothing.' At 
v. 26 we have the second argument. 'EufgAc- 
Ware, ‘survey, contemplate.’ 

h. alters «ai into 9, from B, and 2 or 
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Tí evddanabe. Ov x! 9) Nyvy) wreiov oti THs Tpodijs, kai TÒ g Lukes. 
capa Tov évovuparos ; 2% T'EuSXépare eis Tà verewà Tov 

, e^ vy 3 , QA t ? / oùpavoð Ste ov omeipovoiw, ovdé Üepitovow, ov0é ouváyovow 
eis aToÜjxas xai ó mathp ov 0 ovpávios Tpéder avTa. 
vets parrov &uadépere adrav; ?! * Tis 66 é£ vuv, nepiuvóv, 

r Job 38. 41. 

où% 
s Luke 13. 
35. 

Sivaras TrpocÜetva, éri thy Muxlav abrod Triyyvv Ga; 99 * Kai gt 
wept evdupatos Tí peptyuvate; karapáÜere Tà Kpiva ToU aypov 
Tas avédve’ ov KoTria, ovde výlev 29 Aéyæw Se Univ, Ste ovde 

ZorAopwy ép waon TH S0En avroD trepieBareTo ws ev TovTov. 
3 u E, 8é rov xoprov tod aypov, onuepoy Óvra Kal aŭpıov eis u Luke 12. 

28. 

xMBavov Bardopevov, 6 Beds obros audievyvow, ov TONNAG 

3 cursive MSS., and Tisch. cancels xai ve 
winte, from 3 cursive MSS. There is no tole- 
rable authority for the latter, and still less for 
the former change, espec. as internal evidence is 
against it, and it was evidently an alteration of 
some critic who thought the disjunctive particle 
rather required than the conjunctive. The same 
has taken place elsewhere, e. g. infra xx. 22, 
where the same class of MSS. alter the t. rec. 
xai into 7. So, too, at Mark x. 40. John viii. 
14. Acts xvii. 27. 1 Cor. xi. 27. ] Tim. ii. 9. 
James iv. 13. On the contrary, the same class 
of MSS. elsewhere introduce «ai instead of ^, 
e. E Mark iii. 33. iv. 17. Acts x. 14. Eph. v. 4. 
1 Cor. xi. 27. However, this use of xai where 
one would rather expect, and strict propriety 
would require, 17, is occasionally found in even 
the purest Greek Class. writers. espec. Thucyd., 
e. gr. i. 22. i. 82. v. 10 and 74. vii. 15. all sine v.l. 
Hdian. ii. 153, Bappav 9 *AXoíTrw Kai yéver, 
where the 1j is not, as the Editors suppose, to be 
either cancelled, or changed to jj, for the xal is 
negligently used for 7, or 4 xal, as used in Luke 
xviii. 1}. It would be easy to add other ex- 
amples were it necessary. I need scarcely say 
that this idiom being somewhat rare, internal 
evidence is always in favour of the xai and op- 
Ris to the 5j, espec. in writers like those of the 

. Test. and of such Class. writers, even Thucyd. 
and Aristotle, as did not aim at the greatest ex- 
actness in the minutis of critical accuracy in the 
use of particles. 

26. 4aBAéqy. e. T. m.) * Reflect on,’ = Luke's 
«aTaponcaTs,8 use which occ. also in Ecclus. 
ii. 10, and xxx. 15, and once or twice in Sept. ; 
but so rare in Class. writers, that the only ex- 
ample I know of is Menand. ap. Stob. Flor. t. ii. 
p. ^d tay yàp ele Tpvovra—iuBAédrn, 
K. T. À. 
— Td wWereiva Tov ovpavov] This is supposed 

to be a Hebraism ; since to the names of animals 
the Hebrews were accustomed to subjoin the 
pes in which they usually lived. It was not, 
owever, confined to the Hebrew, but occurs in 

the earliest Greek phraseology. So Hom. Il. 
P. 675, bwovpavlwy werenvwy, and Eurip. Elect. 
897, f axvAov oleovoiow al0£pos Téixvots. 
— paXÀXovr is not redundant, but an emphatic 

addition, meaning beyond ; as in Thucyd. iv. 3 
xwoiov dsacopoy (excellent) uaddow itépov. 

27. ndAtxiav} The ancient Commentators, and 
most modern ones, assign to this term the sense 
Halu Stiem; however, more properly interpret 

oL. I. 

it etatis mensuram, ‘time of life;' a sense surely 
far more suitable; the admonition being directed 

inst excessive anxiety as to food and clothing; 
which, while they have a necessary connexion 
with the preservation of life, can have nothing in 
common with stature. According to the latter 
interpretation, then, the argument is most forcible 
and conclusive, to show the uselessness of man’s 
care, by adverting to the helplessness of his con- 
dition; inasmuch as no care of man, however 
anxious, can materially add to the age of man. 
See Calvin. awnyus, like other measures of ex- 
tent, is not unfrequently applied to duration of 
time. See Ps. xxxix. 4, 5. 

28. — ‘attentively consider ;' = 
xaTayoncaTs in Luke xii. 27. Komwia and 
výs: refers to the occupations of males and of 
females respectively. 
— xaTapnáÜsTs à xpiva Tov ávypov T&S aŭ- 

Edver] The words où Komia, oùt vrOsc are to 
be referred to wwe, and intimate the manner in 
which the bodies come into, and continue in, 
being. This mode of taking the words is con- 
firmed by a similarly turned passage in Timocl. 
Dionys. fr. i. 8, p. 800, Mein. : rovs yàp Tpa*yo- 
oùs Tporroy—ckówsi | we ——— wavTas. 
Also Job xxxv. 4: xardpuabe di vin, we vyn- 
Aa axed cov! KarauáÜsrs is supposed to be 
put, as oft., for xaTavoncate, in the parallel 
passage of Luke xii. 27. But it should rather 
seem that the sense intended to be conveyed is, 
survey, look at, mark, viz. for the ? rpose of con- 
sidering the case of, as in Timocl. Dionys. fr. i. 
16: xweAós Tis tort, Tov OiXokTÜÉ TY» Opa’ 
yípov Tis dTvXsi, kaTíáu aO «v ov Olivia. 
— For — ob koria, o0d2 v9Osi, Lach. 

and Tisch. edit av$dvover, from MS. B and a 
few othera. But this is quite unauthorized, and 
forbidden by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions 
though the form abfavove: itself has internal 
evidence in its favour. 

80. «i í] * if then,” for ‘since then,’ el for iret. 
— xoprov} The Hebrews divided all vege- 

tables into two sorts, and wy, trees, and 
nos or herbs; the former of which were by the 

ellenists called EuAov; the latter, xopros; 
comprehending both corn and grass, including 
also flowers, as the lilies just mentioncd. 
— dudiívvvciy]. ‘surrounds with beauty, de- 

corates.' Comp. Virgil, Georg. i. 187, “ Cum 
nux se plurima silvis Induit in florem," com- 
pared with Georg. ii. 219, ** Quisque (scil. terra) 
8uo viridi sempcr se gramine — 
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HÂANOV Ups, OXvyorrucTOL ; x Luke 13. 
29, 30. 

Ti þpáyæopev, À Ti Tiwpev, À TU TeptBarwpeba ; 

MATTHEW VI. 31—34. 

31 * Mn obv peptuvnor, 
33 

taita ta €Ovn eémitntet’ olde yap 6 mar?)p ouv 
— 12. 

Ps. 84. 10. 
1 Tim. 4. 8. 
1 Kings 3. 
11—13. 

e , 4 e , 33 y ^ by. ^ Ort ypntere rovrov ATAVTWV. Znreite O€ Trpo 
Aciav TOU Oco xai Tv Sixatocuvny avro), kai T 
mpooteOncerat Upiv. 3t Mn ovv pepipvýonTe eis 
7) yàp avpiov pepipynoes Tà éavri s. apKeTov TH np 
QavTTA. 

32. rà £0vyg ix nret] A kind of argument 
often made use of in the Old Test., in order, as 
it were, to shame the Israelites into virtue, by 
showing them that they lived no better than the 
unenlightened heathens. That they should have 
eagerly sought after such things, was not wonder- 
ful; since they had no belief in, or dependence 
on, the Providence of God ; and in thcir labours, 
or their pe to the gods, solely regarded 
— lessings; as we find from Juvcnal, 

t. X. 
33. (wr. mp. thw Bac. &c.] L.and T. here 

edit (C. wp. ri dix. xai thy Baotr. abToU, 
solely on the authority of MS. B and some MSS. 
of the Vulg. But this would be authority far 
too slender to warrant the removal or alteration 
of even a petty particle, much less to alter the 
wording of one of the weightiest dicta of our 
Lord, espec. considering that it presents what, if 
not nonsense, is any thing but what the serious 
inquirer would ex Accordingly, I have 
thought fit to retain, with all the preceding 
Editors, the text rec., which I find in all the 
Lamb. and all the Brit. Mus. MSS., and which 
derives confirmation from the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulg. Versions also, besides Cyprian, Hilary, 
Clem. Alex., and Just. Mart. In short, the 
text which L. and T. have constructed, is, I 
appechend, found no where; for, as Griesb., 
Scholz., and Tisch. affirm that the MS. B, with 
2 others, has rov O10v instead of avTov, L. and 
T. ought, as they professed to base their pro- 
cedure on the reading of that MS., to havo 
edited X. à. +. Thy dixatocuuny xai Thy Ba- 
otX\elay Tov Osov, which would at least make 
sense. But the reading was, I doubt not, devised 
by the critical Reviser of the text, for the pur- 
pose of removing the awkwardness which at- 
taches to aùroŭ, considering that it is, by posi- 
tion, referable to rù» gix., though thus auras 
would be required, as Calv. ought to have seen, 
for which failure he was mercilessly arraigned 
by Maldon., who, however, wrongly explains r. 
ô. ToU Otoũ to mean the righteousness which 
God had prescribed to us; since it rather means 
the righteousness which He requires to be 
wrought by us, not in us; for it is not tho 
forensic righteousness of Justification that is herc 
mcant—ihat doctrine was after promulgated— 
but, as 1 have already explained, holiness of con- 
versation, godlincss of fife that righteousness, 
both external and internal, usually understood 
by holiness and godlincss, which beseems those 
who are members of God's kingdom of A 
and such as is the fruit of a true and living 
faith. We shall now see how unnecessary, rash, 
and detrimental to this great Gospel dictum, was 
the course taken by the ancient Critic before ad- 

verted to, of altering the order c 
surely, in this earnest seeking, -c ...4... . 
God (which answers to what we familiarly ex- 
press by RELIGION) must come first, and then 
the righteousness thereto pertaining. 

— TpaeTov] In a superlative sense, ‘first of 
all, in the first place,’ and as the first object. 
— Tij» BaotXeiay Tov Oow] i. e. the religion 

promulgaud by God, its promises and blessed- 
ness, e my Lex. 
— v dixatcocvyny av.] i. e. ‘that mode of 

justification which he hath revealed, and the 
righteousness and holiness which it requires" 
(see James i. 20); not that righteousness, or 
system of morality which the Jews had devised, 
consisting chiefly of ceremonies and mere ex- 
ternals. 

34. peptupioces ta iavris] Lachm. and 
Tisch. cancel the rd, from 5 uncial MSS. and 
Theophyl.; doubtless from that being in Grics- 
bach's estimation the more harsh and unusual 
reading ; whereas Mr. Alford thinks the sense is 
clearer without the rá. ‘De gustibus non dis- 
putandum.’ But were that the case, external 
evidence would be quite against the word. But, 
as it is, internal evidence is not in its favour ; 
for an expression is not to be brought in which 
is quite contrary to propricty of language. And 
& most competent judge (my late friend Canon 
Tate) attests that this is the case with the read- 
ing uepiuy.. iavris; for, says he, “I find not 
a single example of the construction with the 
genit. without rá; that of the genit. with wepl 
occurs both in the New Test. and the Classical 
writers. That of the dat. occurs in both. Hence 
the various readings mepi iavrhs, éavTy, and 
&avT5v. But pepepy. is used with an accus. of 
thing freq. in Classical writers; as Xen. Mem. 
iv. 7, 6, Tavra usp., and elsewh. with £pyov or 
ipya, which is here implied, as in 1 Cor. vii. 32, 
33, 34, and Phil. ii. 20, which — suffi- 
ciently defend the construction here." How, 
then, it may be asked, arose the deviation from 
the common reading, and these various fluctua- 
tions of reading? I answer, the former from the 
scruples of certain ancient Critics, who stumbled 
at a com action being ascribed to a theng, as 
discharging the business and consulting for cares 
of the day. But such a criterion as that were 
worthy of Martinus Scriblerus ; espec. since this 
is, like that in the next clause, a proverbial form 
of speaking, similar to that saying of a Rab- 
binical writer: “ Sufficit afflictio hora su&;" 
(where, for hora sua, read hore sud). Comp. 
a similar sentiment in ZEschyl. Agam. 243, seq., 
where it is declared that '* the trouble, whatever 
it may be, that befals men, is best borne on the 
day itself : to renew it by looking back on the 
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VII. 1* MH xpivere, iva. pù xpire. ? èv @ yap Kpipare s lavet. 
? 'Ps.41. 3. xpivete, kptbýoecðe xai év à pétpm petpetre, [àvrt ]uerpuOr- koih. 

ceras Upiy. 9" Ti è BXéreis TO kápios TO év rQ 0j0aXuQ 
& 14. 3, 4, 
Idm 
1 Cor. 4. 3, 

ToU adeAdov cov, thy be èv TO co 0jÜaXudQ Soxdv où kara- Sess n, 
as. 4° ^ 2 ^ 8 2 2 / ` E E voets; *'H ras épéis TH adep cov "Ades exBddw TÒ káp- Mark s m. 

gos amò Tov opha pot cov xai idov, 7 Soxos èv TH opla 
5 ‘“Trroxptta! éxBade Trpoyrov thy 6okóv èx ToU 0aXuoD gov; 

n 41, 42. 

cov, xai ToTe Ou Née exBareiv rò kápdos èx tov 0daXuoD 
ToU adeAgov cov. 9 Mx dare TÒ yov rois kvel pande Bade cinta. 

, ^ ^ 

TOUS papyapitas UjGv éumpocÜcv TOV xoipow umore karta- 
^ ^ Jo 

TAaTHTwWow avrous év rois Trociv avTOv, xai arpadévres prjEocuv xı 
T * Atretre, kai SoOncerar bpiv Cyreire, kai evpnoere vuas. 

past, or to anticipate it by looking forward to the 
future, were alike foolish and destructive of 
happiness." So Eur. Hel. 338, uy mpópavrıs 
aAyiws, IIpoAáufdavs — yoous, * the morrow 
will take (i. e. let it take) thought for its own 
matters." 
— Tg nuíipa] Some Commentators supply 

ixaotn. But it is better to suppose the Article 
used with reference to wapovon, ‘ the (present) 
day. Kaxía is put for xáxwaise, raXarwepia ; 
a sense found in the Sept. (see Eccles. vii. 15. 
Ecclus. xix. 6. 1 Macc. x. 46), but not in the 
Class. writers. 

VIL 1. uù xpíveTe—kpiÜr rs] Almost all 
Commentators take xpivere for xaTakpíveTs, 
chiefly because in the parallel ge of Luke 
vi. J/, uù xaTaÓwxaQsTt kat ov uf) KaTa- 
d(ixacÓ5T« is added. But I agree with Fritz. 
in preferring the interpretation of Chrysost., by 
which xpivere is taken of sitting in authoritative 
judgment over others, acting as censors of their 
faults. And xaradixaQo may be understood in 
the same way, but only in a stronger sense, of 
rash, severe censure. 

2. iv o yao xpíuari] The év is not redun- 
dant, but answers to the Hebr. 3. Instead of 
apriuerpnOnceras, usTpnÜ. has been received 
by the unanimous consent of all Editors. The 
other was doubtless derived from the parallel 

e of Luke. 
3. Tí ði Pixs] Render, ‘how beholdest 

thou,’ i. e. ‘ how is it that thou,’ &c., Tí being = 
wet in nextv. See pre. v. 25, and a Rab- 
binical writer cited by Wets. on Luke vi. 19. 
— ti ĝi Bréweas TÒ Kappos — doxdy où 

xaTavo.] Of the passages from Class. writers 
bere adduced by the Commentators, only one is 
really to the pupo: — that eited from 
Horat. Serm. i. 3. 25: "Cum tua pervideas 
oculis mala lippus inunctis, | Cur in amicorum 
vitiis tam cernis acutum?” To this I now add 
tbe couplet of a Poet (Menander), cited by Plu- 
tarch de Curios., c. i., and de Tranq. c. 8, Tí raA- 
Aotptov, avOpwwre, Bacxavwrate, | Kakóv 
dEvéepxsis, ro Ò idsow wapaBrtwes; which 

e was doubtless in the mind of Horace, 
and accordingly confirms the reading received, 
mala, for which Bentley would read male, where 
the rapaßà. of Menander confirms the reading 

bn 14. 18. 
5.7. & 
33. 

James 1. 5, 6, 
1 John & 33. 

of Bentley, from 2 copies, prevideas for preter- 
videas.—K dpdos, splinter ; as opposed to doxdy, 
plank. There is reference to a proverb of fre- 
quent use with the Jews, against those who, 
severe upon the slight offences of others, were in- 
sensible of their own crimes. Many similar say- 
ings are adduced both from the Rabbinical and 
Classical writers. 

4. @pes ikaw] There is, as I have shown, 
no ellips. of fva. Render, —— ezimam. 

6. uù dwre—yoipwy] t any one should 
suppose aZ liberty taken away of judging, even 
concerning matters the most manifest, Christ 
subjoins a precept fraught with that prudence, 
which he elsewhere directs to be joined with sim- 
plicity (Grot.). The precept is couched in two 
adagial sayings. Similar ones are adduced from 
the Rabbinical, and even the Classical writers; to 
which may be added from Aristot. ap. Themist. 
p 234, unre pia: aodiay els Toùs Tpiógovs. 
y dogs and swine are meant respectively the 

brutal and ferocious, and the gross and licentious ; 
those brutal and sensual persons, who were 80 re- 
fractory, and given up to the lusts of the flesh, 
that, far from receiving the truth, when proposed 
to them, they resisted and blasphemed it, and 
impeded its growth.—To dytov. By this is 
meant consecrated meat, i. e. meat offered in sacri- 
fice, which no unclean person was to eat. So 
Levit. xxii. 6—16. But under this figure is re- 
presented religious truth in the Gospel, holy and 
precious in itself, and therefore not to be thrown 
away; as it would be by being bestowed on those 
who could not appreciate it, any more than seine 
would pearls. As illustrative of rovc napyapi- 
Tat, &c., it appears from the Rabbinical writers 
that the Jews called the precepts of wisdom 

ris. And our Lord more than once compares 
the truths (espec. the more recondite ones) of 
the Gospel to precious gems. See Matt. xiii. 46. 
The general sense, then, is, ‘ Do not proffer holy 
admonitions to those who will scorn and abuse 
them.’ 
— piwore xatawatiowow—viuas}] Many 

Commentators take xarar. of the swine, and 
orpacivrss priua of the dogs, per chiasmum. 

his, however, is so harsh, that it is better, with 
others, to refer both to the swine; eTrpadtvrss 
having reference to the oblique direction in which 
swine a their attack. 
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Kpovere, kai avovynoerat vpiv. 
V t€ ^ e y M ^ , , [d 9 d* H , Kai 6 CyrOv ebpiakeu Kat TQ KpovovTt avovyncerat. TiS d Luke 11. 

11. 

MATTHEW VII. 8—13. 

8 mâs yap 6 aitov Xapávet, 

, ? t ^ » ^ 9 > 7 e ey , ^ M 
[eorw] ¿E tov avOpwrros, 0v éàv airnon ó vids avrov prov, 
HÀ Aov émidoces avrQ ; 
9 [4 > ^ 

e Luke 11. ETUOWTEL AUTO ; 

10 kal àv ixyOvy aitnon, wn öpw 
11 e Ki oùv ipis, wovnpol óvres, oldare Souata 

ayaba ovat trois Téxvois vuv, TOTw uüXXov 6 TraTNp vuv 
f Luke 6. 31. 
T 9. 

8. ó alrev] Namely, aright. 'O (nro, i. e. 
what is expedient and proper. Tw xpovovT:, i.e. 
who earnestly, and with faith, addresses himself 
in yrs er. ‘Avorynoerat, ‘it shall be opened.’ 

: h vis—dvbgumor] As to the ris, Elsn. 
and Fritz. rightly suppose an analocuthon, by 
which two interrogations are blended ; thus, ‘an 
quis est e vobis homo, auem. si filius panem 
poposcerit, num forte lapidem ei porrigat P'.—H 
Tís—UVpov ívÜporros, scil. oy. So I have pointed; 
the sense (as the argumentation requires) being : 
* What father is there of you, though but a maz, 
who, if his son, should ask him for food, would 
present to him, &c.? If therefore ye [men], evil 
as you are,—evil as compared with Him who 
is emphatically good, even God, —and morally 
evil from the evil inherent in you by the corrup- 
tion of your nature, know how,’ &c. This sup- 
lying of the word warip (harsh though it he) 
rom the subject-matter is confirmed by the 
parallel passage of Luke xi. 11: riva àà vuv 
Men zur cir — eign is eh 
a little excd in passages; but to rea 
(as do Leni. Tisch., and others, from two 
MSS.) altos: for dá» alrnon, greatly increascs 
the irregularity; and to remove íc-iv, as docs 
Lachm., from two MSS., destroys the construc- 
tion altogether. Thus there will remain the 
slight irregularity of an analocuthon (sce Elsn. 
an Fritz.), and also a commixture of two in- 
terrogations in one sentence, which, though it 
ought to be avoided in regular composition, yet 
here, by its grata negligentia, imparts nature and 
spirit to the he examples taken from 
a stone and a are derived from two adagia 
found also in the Classical writers (avri arípkns 
oxopwiov) representing, by a familiar illustration, 
those who disappoint the just expectations of 
others, by giving them not the thing they ask 
for aud need, but something else; which, though 
similar to it, yet it is not only not the thing 
they want, but wholly useless, or even noxious. 

ll. wovnpoi] The ancients, and, of the mo- 
derns, Grot., Elsn. and Schoéttg., explain this evil, 
corrup! ; most recent Commentators, avaricious, 
But for the latter sense therc is little or no au- 
thority, nor indeed propriety. The term seems 
simply used by way of comparison with the all- 

ect and beneficent FATHER, 0 aya@ds, Ps. 
xxiii. 1, the good Being, —Gon ; in contrast with 

frail and crring man, casily warped by passion. 
— oidars—érddvar ] cre oiégare č. does 

not stand for didore; nor is ofdare oE pok 
as Elsn. explains it; but we are to regard this as 
onc of those idioms of common life, by which 

6 év Tois oùpavoîs, Swce wyaba rois aitovow avrov! Y? f IIávra 
Q e LA A e A € y e U e ^ 

- ov dca àv OéXsre iva Trowmow vpiv ot dvOpwrrot, oŬTw Kai vues 
moreîre AUTOIS' oÙTos yap éarw ò vopuos Kal oi mpodiras. 

13 € EiaéAUere Sta THs orevis mUAgse Ott matea 7) TÚNN, 

that which is properly applicable only to men's 
mind, is applied to the animus or disposition. 
Thus the best rendering will be, with the Pereic 
Version, ‘ye are disposed to give.’ 
— dwoe aya0á] The aya0á signifies such 

things as it is fitting for, and such as may be cx- 
pected from o d*ya0ó« (Ps. lxxiii. 1), the Foun- 
tain of all good both in nature and e; all 
things that pertain to men's true good Bot for 
this world and the next; though the latter is 
principally had in view, ae is plain from the 
parallel passage of Luke xi. 13, where, for +a 
ayaba we have myeüpa &yiov, meaning spiritual 
blessings, the gifts and graces of the Spirit, such 
** good things.as pass man'e understanding." 
do. Tbe example of the truth and mercy of 

God, the encouragement afforded, and his readi- 
ness to pardon, assist, and accept us, form the 
primary argument with which this saying is en- 
forced, and form its connexion wit © pre- 
ceding verses. 
— ravra ovy, &c.] The force of the où» is 

illative, or denoting inference, espec. when a 
specch is brought to an end, and when the con- 
clusion from what has been said is collected into 
one pithy apophthegm. So used, it occurs several 
times in the present discourse of our Lord; e. gr. 
v. 24, 43. vi. 31, 94, uù ovv pepiuv.; and vii. [2 
where the ovv has reference to all the injunctions 
from v. | downwards to v. 24, was ov» oorie 
dxovat. The injunction thus ushered in presents 
a golden rule of equity familiar to the Jews, and 
not unknown to the Gentiles. 

The sense of odros—wpopnra: is, ‘ This is 
the sum and substance of what is contained in 
the law and the prophets on the relative dutics 
of men.’ It is all one, in the meaning and result, 
with that vóuos Bae:iXiwósc, James 1i. 8, which 
comprehends the whole of the Second Table of 
the Law, with all the several offices reducible to 
each commandment therein. 

13. Here there i$ no connexion with the 
ceding. The words (as we find from Luke xiii. 
24) being spoken at another timo, and in answer 
to the inquiry of the disciples, ‘ Lord, are there 
few that shall be saved ?' 
— eloidOere, — i. e. strive to enter (as ex- 

pressed in the parallel passage, Luke xiii. 24), 
namely els tip Tero ere, as in Cebes xii., the 
comparison is chicfly to a gate opening into a 
narrow road leading up to a citadcl. The THe 
implies that there is another gate, leading to the 
broad road, which we are not to enter. Similar 
comparisons and parallel sentiments are adduced 
in the Heathen writers. 
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kai evptywpos 7) 0805 1j àrraryovca, eis Thv amwheiav Kat TONNE 
eigtv oi eiaepyóp.evoi Òt auras: 1 Ste aevi) 7) TAN, kal TeÜNu- 

[d e PAN e ? / > A Ld t 

pén ù) 000€ 7) amrdyouca eig Tv Cony! 
9 ⸗ > 4 e 

Kal odJLyot eio ot 
h Micah 8. 

evpioxovres aùrýv. 15» IIpoaéyere 06 amò tav NyevOompodnráv, 5. int. 4 
5 

otruves Epyovrat mpos vas év évÓvgac. Tpofárov, EcwSev OE TE 

14. Gri orevy 7) múin, &c.] On again care- 
fully re-considering the state of the evidence, so 
as to determine the trne reading, I am of opinion 
that, vast as is the preponderance of external 
authority for Tí (which has the support of the 
Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Vers., almost all the Lamb. 
and Br. Mus. MSS, and also of Chrys. and 
Euthym.), yet that the true reading is ore, inas- 
much as the ri expressive of wonder, or admira- 
tion, would, as Bp. Jebb observes, here ill ac- 
cord with the didactic gravity of the subject, or 
tbe dignity of the Divine instructor; whereas 
oT: agrees with the purpose of these words, which 
is to give a second reason for the admonition at 
v. 13, slo£ADems dca orevys WANs, an admoni- 
tion not at v. 14, but left to be mentally 
supplied, or, at least, the exhortation founded on 
it. * Do so! for, or, because,’ &c. Thus the two 
verses form one sentence, and we should print 
aurye ott, as in the lst edit. of R. Stephens, 
and that of Tisch., who has very properly re- 
stored the or:, which had been discarded, and Tí 
brought in by all the editors from Matth. and 
Griesb. to Scholz and Lachm. All the difficulty, 
observes Bp. Jebb, found in or: and the double 
yap, is removed by resorting to the principle of 
& double reference to a common antecedent. The 
Tí seems to have been a very ancient alteration 
of certain critics, who, not perceiving the pecu- 
liarity of the construction, could find no sense in 
oTi. In order to comprehend the full scope of 
the words and the ratiocination therein, we must 
mark the emphasis meant to be laid on the words 
TÀaTtia kai evpvy. and Tv avoXsiav in the 
first clause, and orevi) xal TeOAcupevn and Thy 
Qwj» in the second. The reasoning intended is 
this, that the narrow gate and the strait road is 
to be entered on because the wide gate and broad 
road leads not to life, but to perdition. The 
perve road is to be entered on because that 
gate and way leads to life and salvation. This 
view of the scope of the words was, I find, 
long ago seen by Bucer and Calvin, and also 
Bp. Jebb. Thus the first reason is meant for 
encouragement and comfort, under selfzdenial and 
hardship; the latter, for warning. As cts 
the clausule xai 940AÀAÀoÍ elov—abT3)v and xal 
éXiyor eloiv—avrny, these were thrown in to 
strengthen the main purpose; and the first was 
meant for warring not to fall into the folly of 
supposing, that to follow the many must be the 
safe way; whereas those many do but throng the 
road to destruction. The second was meant both 
for warning (by exciting a holy fear lest haply 
they should fail of the grace of God unto life by 
not being of those few), and for rousing to exer- 
tion and diligence by pressing in at the narrow 

te and treading the pent-up road. This is con- 
rmed by the answer of our Lord, Luke xiii. 24, 

to the question, al dAlyou ol. cwfousvor (which 
seems to have been suggested to the Apostles by 
these words of our Lord on a former occasion), 
aycvifacOs (‘strain every nerve’) siceA Bein (^ to 

4, 5. 

effect an entrance") Jia orsyns rU ns, OTe WoA- 
Aoi (uTricovaiur elaeA0eip Kai ox loxoc. To 
account for the extreme difficulty of entrance, we 
must suppose the múàn to denote not simply a 
gate opening into a road leading to some city or 
town, but a pass-gate affording entrance into a 
country, and called wvAn. Such was the wiAn 
into Greece from Thessaly to Locris; the one 
from Syria into Cilicia;—which passes were se- 
cured by strong stone-work portals, surmounted 
by towers commanding the road ; which was cut 
through the rocks, and consequently narrow and 
rocky, and hemmed in (TsÜXAi:uuívn) by pre- 
cipices, so as to be very difficult to be traced and 
trodden, even when an entrance had been forced 
by the wrvAn, which well illustrates the expres- 
sion supicxoyres aurnv. Of the many similar 
passages adduced by Wets. and others no one is 
at all to the purpose, except the passage of Cebes, 
Tab. § 12, adduced by me in Rec. Syn., which, 
indeed, ‘forms,’ as Mr. Alf. says, ‘a remarkable 
parallel ; but only, I should say, so far as to 
show from its exceedingly strong resemblance to 
this passage the existence of plagiarism ; whence 
it is plain that the Tabula could not have been 
written by the well-known hearer aud friend of 
Socrates, but by another Cebes, a Stoic philoso- 
puer mentioned by Lucian and Atheneus, who 
ived in the age of the Emperor Aurelius, and 
who had, like some other philosophers (e. g. Epic- 
tetus, Arrian, Philostratus), read and in many 
ways profited by the Scriptures. 

5. erpoc£y.—3dA/svó.] The thread of connex- 
ion is with the immediately preceding ol evpicx., 
q.d. ‘ But, in your endeavours to this narrow 
and hardly traceable road, beware of pretended 
guides, namely  Wevdorpod., meaning ‘false 
teachers,’ such as are spoken of in 1 John iv. 1, 
comp. with 2 Pet. ii. 1, not the ‘false prophets* 
at xxiv. 11, 24. Mark xiii. 22. Rev. xvi. 13. xix. 
20, and sometimes spoken of in Sept. and Jos., 
namely, persons falsely claiming a Divine com- 
mission ; since the language is too general to ad- 
mit of that; the caution being meant for uni- 
versal application in every age. And considering 
the weighty nature thereof, I sce not how the 
introductory particle dà can be dispensed with; 
though cancelled by Lachm. from B, and about 
a dozen other MSS. (to which I add Scriv. y, 
Br. Mus. 1810, 171,982, Cov. 1), though with 
his not unusual inconsistency L., at Matt. xvi. 11, 
introduces a dé after orpocíx., on equally in- 
sufficient authority, and where no authority, how- 
ever great, would suffice. In both passages the 
dé was, l suspect, lost by the carelessness of 
scribes, who often omit dé, as generally expressed 
by an obscure abbreviation. As respecte the 
phraseology here, vpocíy. amò is Hebraistic 
and Hellenistic Greek oft. occurring in the Sept., 
though never in the Class. writers; and the word 
éavTois is understood, which is erpressed in 
Luke xvii. 3. : t 

In iyòúuası mpoßártæv there is an allusion 
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eic, AUKot Gprrayes. 181’ Ard tay kapráv avTOv énvyvwcerbe 
QUTOUS. 

i Luke&.4. TOLBoAwWY OÛKA ; 
2 Tim. 8. 1, 

sey. oas Toret TÒ 06 campór Sévdpov Kaptrovs Trovnpovs morei. 

Mýri- cud\dAéyovow amo dxavOav cradvany, Ñ amò 
17 !obrw Tv Sévdpov dryaÜov Kaptrovs Kadous 

18 k Où 
Súvaraı Sévdpov dyaĝðòv Kaptrovs movnpoùs morcîv, oùôè OévOpov 

1Supr.s10 amTpòv kapmoùs raħoùs Trotety. l9 !(IIGvy Oévópov uù) Trowobv 
John 15. 3, 0 x m "M" 

Luke 3.9. apomOy KAAÒV éxkórrTerat, Kal eis wip [áXXerau) ~ áparye amo 
a ^ ^ 4 

TOY KapT@V avTOv emvyvwcedbe avrovs. 
^ , , , A 

Reg — 21 Od râs ó Aéywv pot, Kúpie, Kúpte, eiceXeboerat ets THY 
Luke 6. 40. , ^ 9 ^ , > e ^ ` , ^ , 

Rom. 2. 13, Baci\elay TOv ovpavwr AAA O TOLV TO Onua ToD TaTpos 
n vase 13. 

to the uA ori) (sheepskin, or sometimes s cloak 
made of the fleece roughly worked up) with 
which the false prophets would clothe them- 
selves, in imitation of the true ones; see supra 
iii. 4; and also, as it seems, the false teachers 
among the Pharisecs. 

— AvKos dpwayes] The expression occurs 
elsewh. only in Lycoph. Case. 1309, and Oppian. 
Venat. iii. 293; from the latter of which pas- 
sages we find that it denotes a particular species 
of” wolves, also called dpwayss, from their 
being peculiarly rapacious for prey, and insa- 
tiablc. 

16. awd—air.) ‘By their fruits shall ye 
(may ye) thoroughly know them;’ adverting to 
this as the proper test of man's real character. 
By xap7. are meant partly their fruits in doc- 
trine, and partly in practices and actions, Comp. 
Thucyd. v. 26, rois čpyois dÜpriast kal euprices, 
K.T.A. In pore avdAéyouow, &c. there is a 
sort of adagial illustration, found also in Theogn. 
Admon. 537: ote yàp ix oxlAns poča 
pvetat, o00' vdxivOos’ ob€& wor’ ix sovANs 
vTixvov £AtuÜEpiov. 
— eTudwAngy—cUxa] Lach. and Tisch. (Ist 

edit.) edit eradvAds, ftom B, and 7 other MSS. ; 
though in bis 2nd edit. T. restores era vAsn,— 
very properly, since the strongest external autho- 
rity 18 confirmed by internal evidence, eTadv- 
Aas being plainly a gloss of some critic, who saw 
that it, like ava in Latin, is used generically for 
the plural, as not unfreq. in the Sept., and some- 
times in the Class. writers; so that it is no won- 
der that in the Syr., Vulg., Ital., Arab., and 
Sahid. Vers. the plural should be used; though 
that will not prove that those translators read 
eTadvAas, since they render the singular cuxa 
Just after by a plural. But the Æthiopic and 

ersic translators express it by a singular, show- 
ing that they must have had erapuàñv in their 
copies; which is aleo supported by the parallel 
passage of Luke vi. 44, though even there era- 
$vAÀas is found in MS. L, and 3 others, and yet 
no Editor advocates it, though tbere all the an- 
cient Versions use the plural. However, it would 
seem that in fact erag. is here used for grape- 
fruit, as in Is. v. 2, Sept., like cvxa for fig-fruit. 
The same corruption of the singular orapvAy 
into the plural occurs in Rev. xiv. 18, rpúynoov 
—öőöTı fj«uacav ai orapvaAai, in the o — 
text, found in the majority of MSS., and retained, 
inconsistently enough, by Lachm., as also by 

pov Tov èv oüpavois. 2? " IIoXXoi époto( por èv éxeivy TH Hepa’ 

Tisch. in his 1st edit., and by Scholz; though in 
his 2nd edit. Tisch. adopts fx«uaasv n oradvAn 
—very properly, since it is found in the best MSS., 
30 in number, including the Lamb. MS. and the 
principal 3 Mus, ones, and it is supported by in- 
ternal evidence. 

— Tp:BorAwv]) A low thorny shrub (the tri- 
bulus terrestris of Linnzus), so called from its 
resemblance to the £ribulus militaris, or caltrop, 
composed of three or more radiating spikes or 
prongs, thrown upon the ground to annoy cavalry. 

17. rò 88 ca*pó», &c.] The word denotes, 
1) what is decayed and rotten ; 2) by metonymy, 
what is refuse and worthless (as old vessels, and 
small fishes), also, when, as here, applied to trees 
or fruit, what is of a bad ity. 

19. Some Critics are of opinion that this verse 
is introduced, by interpolation, from Matt. iii. 10. 
The objection, however, that it impedes the course 
of reasoning, will be lessened, if we consider it as 
an awful admonition incidentally thrown in. 

20. ápays] In this Particle the dpa is illa- 
tive, and the ye imitative, fi saltem. 

2]. ob was ò Aéywn, &c.] I have already 
shown that the linguæ proprietas will not allow 
ov was to be taken (as some Expositors maintain 
they should) for no one, but requires that ov 
should be connected with the verb, as a negative 
marking distinction. I would add, that the 
strong opposition between Aéywy and wotwy 
shows that the former must be understood of the 
service of the lips only, as contrasted with that of 
the keart, —a service evinced in faith working by 
love and obedience. In short, we have here re- 
presented profession as opposed to practice, q. d. 
* Not all, who with the lips acknowledge me as 
their Lord, will attain to the blessings which I 
come to bestow; but those only who likewise 
perform what my Father commands." 
— tv ovpavois} Tots oup. is edited by Lachm. 

and Tisch. from B, C, Z, and 5 others. 1 add 
Lamb. 1175, Scr.: yet all the MSS. have £p 
ovpavois at xii. 50, and xviii. 10 and 14, as also 
in xvi. 17, as Lachm. and Tisch. themselves 
edit. So that the reading here, and infra, x. 32 
and 33 (where Lachm. and Tisch., on equally 
slender authority, likewise prefix rots), is, at any 
rate, an open question. In St. Mark the article 
is always found in, I believe, all the copies; and 
so in St. Luke. The usage in St. Paul varies, 
since he sometimes has ois ovp. and at others ovp. 

22. iv éxsivy TH rutpa] i.o. the day, or time, 
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Kúpu, Kpie, où To o@ ovopatt Tpoedmrevcapev, kai Ta o@ 
* [4 , 3 , ^ ^ > [4 / 

òvóparı Oauuóvua,  éfeBáXonev, kal TH cQ ovopate Ovvdpnews 
TONNAS ETOLNTApLED ; ?3 ? kal TÓT€ OpnOoXoy5cw avTois OTL o Luke 13. 

oùðérore Éyvov bns amoywpeîte amr époÜ ot épyalopevoe thy int 99 1» 
9 , 924 P IIà Q ef , , A A , , 
avopaav. QS oUv OOTLS QKOUEL HOU TOUS AOYOUS TOUTOVS, 

3 Tim. 2. 19. 
p Luke 6, 
47, 48. 

N A ? X e , , A e? M , e ? ld Kai TOLET GUTOUS, ÓjLOLOG C) avToY üvOpl þppovipw, Satis wxodopnce 
MJ , 7 , ^ ,3 * `~ , 95 M r e x al 

THY oixiav GUTOU €T THY vr€rpav- «ai karen 7 Bpox, x 
Alov oi Torapol, Kat Emvevoay oi veot, Kal Trpoaemecov TH 

> 7 3 ? `~ 3, »v , 9 x , oixia éxeivy, Kat ovk rege  TeÜeueX Loro yap emi THv qrérpav. 

tmplied in the foregoing words; the period for 
the final admission or rejection of all persons. 
— — *have preached the 

* and prophesied. 
— ow ps Ti duvdpers m.) Render, ‘in 

thy name (i. e. by virtue of thy power) we have 
done many miracles;' not, wonderful works, as 
it is rendered in E. V. The above version is 
required by the context; and that it is the true 
one, will appear from what I have said in the 
note on l Cor. xii. 10. That miracles were 
sometimes performed by such men (however 
their lives were at variance with the Gospel), we 
learn from Origen contra Cels. iv. p. A Pro- 
phesying, casting out of devils, and other mira- 
cles, are specified by way of showing that xo gift 
or endowment, however exalted, without faith 
and holiness, will avail to our acceptance with 
God. 

23. ouortoynow avTois] ‘I will tell them 
openly and plainly.’ A signif. of which exam- 
ples occur in Herodot. iii. 6, /Elian, and other 
Classical writers. 
— ovdiwors Eyymy buas] i. e. ‘I never re- 

cognized you as my servants, or approved you.’ 
So 2 Tim. ii. 19, iyve Kópioc rods dvras 
avrov. This is considered a Hebraism; yr 
having the sense approre. But some cxamples 
are adduced by Wets. from Greek writers ; not, 
however, quite to the point. Far more apposite 
is one from Jerus adduced by me in Recens. 
Synop. Eó di ris sl; coi di mí wpoorxes 
Oawrew; ob yiwwonew oe (‘I do not recognize 
you’), ov pt eloins thy olxiay. 

— épyaouevor Tv dvoplav] The purity of 
the Greck 1s established by a p of Themist. 
adduced in Recens. Synop., i. e. ol épyaYourvor 
dpsTrv. 'Epy. is a far stronger term than 
4roieiv, and signifies to do any thing studiously 
and habitually, to make a t of t. The Art. 
here has an intensive force; q. d. evcry kind of 
iniquity. 

. Our Lord now closes his discourse, which 
contains the great outlines of human duty, by a 
most apt and forcible comparison. 

— was ovv, &c.] This is regarded as a He- 
brew construction for wayru obv dxovoovra— 
óuowocto dvdpi. But it may be better called a 

r construction, and a relique of primitive 
simplicity of diction, such as is found in Herod. 
and all unstudied writers and speakers, in every 
language. : : 
— opotwaw avTóv] Lachm. reads óuouoÜj- 

sarai, from B, Z, and 12 cursive MSS. I add 
Lamb. 1178, Brit. Mus. 16,184, Scr. u., a few 

later Versions, and Fathers. But internal evi- 
dence is quite against it; and, as zh Jebb ob- 
serves, propriety of sentiment, as called for by 
the context, rejects it. Moreover, duotwow is 
confirmed by another e, infra xi. 16, and 
also by Luke, xiii. 18.20. The reading evidently 
arose from the alteration of some Critic, probably 
Origen (whose purpose it was to conform the 
i here to that at v. 26, was ò adxovwy— 
óuottoÜrcamTat, &c.), or from a gloss of a Scho- 
liast. Whereas, as Bp. Jebb aly remarks, the 
distinction here between opotwow and óuoiwÜic. 
was MUI MAd for when the fruitful 
hearer is to characterized, our Lord himself 
institutes the comparison : when the foolish and 
unprofitable hearer, it is otherwise managed ; the 
Eom ord is then matter of common fame—hAe 

nall be likened to, as though he were unworthy 
of Christ's own personal attention. 

25. $ Bpoxń) This denotes, like the Hebrew 
ow), a heavy gush of rain, and the Art. is used, 
as commonly with the great objects of nature, 
both in Greek and English. 
— ?rpocéT tcov] is is to be referred, not 

to ol dvepnor alone, but also to the foregoin 
nouns, Bpoxn and worapyoi, and the ver 
£TysuCay, as producing the downfal. This was 
distinctly secn by Chrysost. and by the Persic 
translator. Of course the same remarks hold 
good of wpocéxoway at v. 27. The floods and 
the winds are the greatest agents in such an 
overthrow, and espec. the former ; insomuch 
that, in the parallel passage of Luke vi. 48, 49, 
the only agent mentioned in this overthrow is 6 
worauos, 80 called as procecding from a wArp- 
pupa, or inundation, arising either from the sea 
or some mighty river. Accordingly, I would 
point and render as follows: x«i xaréBn ù 
Beoxh xai hAbov ol worapol Kai &Tytvcay ol 
vevo: Kal wpoctwecoy, ‘and the rain de- 
scended, and the floods came, and the winds 
blew ; and they (i. e. the floods and winds) beat 
upon, &c. By worapol are denoted floods, or 
torrents (the worapoil yeiuappor of Homer), 
arising from sudden gushes of heavy rain, and 
producing inundations. 

— THOeneXiwro yàp ivi TV — rper] 
‘the rocky ground, as opposed to Thy aupov 
just after, ‘the sandy ground.” In riv wrérpay, 
there is an allusion to Christ as the Rock of our 
salvation, by our building upon Him (as a houso 
upon a firm foundation) by faith, working through 
love and obedience. There secms throughout 
this lively similitude reference to Isa. xxviii. 15 

i. e. 
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qLuke&.4. 269 Kal mâs ó axovwy pou TOUS Aoyous ToUTOUS, Kal Q3) TrOLOV 
avTovs, ÓuouoÜrjcera, avdpl pope, ČoTis Qoo0proe THY oixiav 
avToU émi T)» aupov °T ka, xatéBn 7 Bpoyn, kai Abov oi 

N i L4 e v š ` , ^ > » 

7TOTAaLOUL, KAL ETVEVOAVY OL aveo kat Trpoaékodrav 77 oikia 

r Mark 1.23, €xeivyn, Kal émege Kal v N) MTCS avTis jeyáAg. 28 r Kai 
37. 

^ , Luke&3. éwéyero, Ore [ovvleréAecev ó ‘Incovs Tovs Aoóyovs TovTovs, eE- 
emA5jocovro oi OyXot émi TH Sidayy avTob* 29 hy yap 064a kv 
aùroùs ws cekovoiav Exwy, kai ovx ws ot l'paupareis. 

VIII. ! 1 Karafávri 86 t aùr azo ToU dpous, jxodkovOncay 
s Mark 1.4. @UT@ ÖXAOL TrodAol’ ? " kal ioù, Xempós i éAOwv mpoceKvver 
Luke 5. 12. 

b Lukes.13. GUTQ, Aéyov: Kopie, dav 0éXns, Svvacai pe xaOapicat. 
éxteivas Thy xeipa, Tato avroU 0 'Inaods, Meyor  OcNo raba- 

Mark 1. 41, 
3 b Kai 

c Mark 1. 4. picOnte! xai evOéws exabapicOn avdrod 7) Xémpa. *° Kai reyes 
Luke 5. 14, 

Le qur@ 0 lgcoU "Opa pndevi elrns: àXN. Ümrarye, ceavtov Oci£ov 4, 10. 
nfra 6. $0 
& 13. 16. 

paprupiov avroís. 

26, 27. Many similar sentiments (apee one 
of Rabbi Elisha) are adduced by Wets. from the 
Rabbinical writers. 

28. ouveréA.] Lachm. and Tisch. read iré., 
(from B, C, Z, and about 18 cursive MSS., to 
which I add Lamb. 1175, Scriv. h. p. s. y.,) which 
may be the true reading, and the other a gloss; 
but curvréAcoas TÓv Weipacudy occurs sine v. l. 
at the only other similar expression in New Test., 
Luke iv. 13, and cvvr., Luke iv. 2, sine v. |. 
— we tEouciuy Cywv] scil. Tov duddoxery, ‘as 

one having authority to teach,’ i. e. self-derived 
power ;—not as the Scribes, who rested only on 
that of their Doctors ;—as one not the interpreter, 
but the makér of the law; and accordingly using 
the authoritative expression iyo gi Ayw. Luke 
iv. 36, has £v éEoucia, as applied to his Aoyos, or 
manner of speaking; an expression standing for 
iEovaiacTiKós. 

VIII. 1. xarafávri—abTo] Lach. and Tisch. 
read xaraflávros—avTov, from a few ancient 
MSS. and Chrys, a reading confirmed by in- 
ternal evidence, but which I cannot confirm from 
any Lamb. or Br. Mus. MSS. As to ?pocsAO., 
v. 2, which has been, instead of é\@wy, received 
by the same editors, from B, E, M, A, and about 
8 cursive MSS., to which I add Br. Mus. 5468, 
1810, 11,836, Lamb. 1177 and 5 Scriv. MSS. ; 
and internal evidence is in its favour. Not im- 
probable is it that rpoceA8, should have been 
altered to é\Owy, in order to remove the incon- 
venient repetition of pos. Moreover, 9tpootA0. 
is very often used in narrations iu the Gospels; 
4A0. less frequently. 

2. wpogexuver:] ‘Not, says Whitby, ‘as de- 
noting an acknowledgment of the Divinity of our 
Lord ; for the term was one expressive of cte: 
adoration, and only paid to bim as the Messiah, 
or à prophet sent from God.' 
— iàv OiAns, ddvacas] This appears from the 

examples in Weta to have been a form of ear- 
nest and respectful address, much used by those 
who sought for relief, espec. from physicians. 

TQ iepei, kai t Tpocéveyke TO SHpov 0 mpocérake Moa, eis 

Thus both expressions may be considcred highly 
emphatical. 
— xaÜ0apícai] A word used peculiarly of 

healing leproey, and which has reference to the 
legal impurity supposed to be incurred by the dis- 
ease, which could only be removed by the cure 
of the disorder. 

3. ixrsívas Thv xXetpa] There is here neither 
pleonasm nor Hebraism, as is commonly su 

Nor is the expression, as others thiuk, 
devoid of force ; though it may be regarded as a 
relique of the circumstantiality of ancient diction. 
— aro avTov] This was done, Wets. says, 

more medicorum. And he adduces many exam- 
ples of a similar use of the word. But our Lord 
seems to have touched the leper, both to inspire 
him with confidence (vs conceiving that unless 
with the power as well as will to heal him, he 
would have incurred pollution, and possibly infec- 
tion), and also to make the bystanders sce plainly 
that the cure was effected by his touch. Our 
Lord, too, in most cases, condescended to accom- 
pany his words by corresponding actions, as the 
Prophets had done before him. See 2 Kings v. 
]l, and Note on Matt. ix. 18. As to the vio- 
lation of the law hereby involved, it must be re- 
membered that works performed by Divine virtue 
were exempted from the ritual precepts. 

4. pnéevi elans] An injunction doubtless 
only meant to cxtend to the period when he had 
presented himself to the Priests, for examination. 
Considering the great multitude of bystanders, it 
was impossible to prevent the transaction from 
being made public; so that the object of the in- 
junction must have been, to kcep the officiating 
priest ignorant of the transaction, that he might 
not maliciously deny the leper to be perfectly 
clean; which would disappoint the benevolent 
object of the miracle. It has been supposed (not 
without reason), that this transaction is placed 
here by the Evangelist (for certain reasons) out 
of its proper chronological order. 
— Wpoctveyxe} hm. and Tisch. read 

apociveyxov, from B, C, to which ] add Lamb. 
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d 9 , * , ^ >. » M ^ v 3 ^ 54 KicenOovre 06 * avrQ eis Kaġapvaoùp mrpoctjXBev * adr@ a Laxe7.1. 
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éxaTÓvrapxos, vrapakaXQv avróv § xal Meyor Kúp, 6 maîs 
, 9 A > ^7 A Ô A , 

pov BéBrAnras év Tfj oixia TrapaXvrikós, Sewas Baaavitouevos. 
7 Kai Xéye, avrà ó 'Igcoóv ‘Eyo bav Üepamevoc avrov. 
5 e b! > ^ e e , * , , , 4 € A e Luke 7. 

i Kai åmorpiðeis 6 Ékarróvrapxos Sor Kúp, obK eiut ikavòs ș y 
iva Lov vro THY otéynv cicérOns’ GAA povoy eiré * Xóyo, Kal 

1192. 1. m. and internal evidence is in favour of 
the reading, from the extreme rarity of the form, 
which occurs at least in the simple verb, also in 
the Sept. at Gen. xxvii. 7, éveyxow, in all the 
best MSS., though the second Aor. form, £yeyxt, 
is found in 12 inferior MSS. It prob. occurs 
elsewhere in the Sept., though I have not met 
with it, nor at all in the Clase. writers; yet St. 
Matt. may have used the form, espec. as he nses 
the Aor. |, not 2, as one might expect that he 
would; and it may have been altered to the se- 
cond Aor. form, as occurring in Mark and Luke 
sine v. l. 
— eis paprupioy abTots] It has been debated 

vhether avrote has reference to the priest, i. e. 
tı e priests (spet being taken distributively), or to 
tL- people. Though there is some harshness in 
the latter mode (since the antecedent does not 
exist in the preceding context); yet propriety re- 
quires it; for the offering could be no testimony 
to — priests, It may, however, be understood 
of : 

5. 1 have here and elsewhere followed L. and: 
T., in adopting the form Kadapraoby, as found 
in all the most ancient MSS., confirmed by the 
earliest Versions,—such as the Pesch. Syr., the 
Sahid., Copt., Arab., Ital., and Vulg. Versions,— 
confirmed by Jos. Bell. iii. 10. 8, (whence in 
Jos. de Vita, 8 72, for Kepapvwuùv should be 
amended Kegapywrny or gn fags as the 
MSS. partly confirm,) and also by Origen, as 
moreover by the Hebrew derivation from pj, a vil- 
lage, and orm. And so Jos. calls it cwunv, though 
he elsewhere uses the terms awuy and modis of 
the same place. And so xou in Mark viii. 23, 
26. It was prob. a large unwalled country town. 
— 4rpoarjAÜs» avro &kaTóvTapyxos] The best 

Commentators are agreed that, from the striking 
similarity of circumstances between this trans- 
action and tbat recorded at Luke vii. 1—10, they 
must be the same. The points of difference are 
very reconcileable; «ais being, both in the 
Classical and Hellenistic Greek, often used for 
govXos, servant; like puer in Latin; and used 
because such services as are performed by our 
Jootmen or valets, was originally rendered b 

Hence the name was afterwards retained, 
when a change was made in the person. And as 
to the Centurion here being said to solicit for 
himself what in Luke he intreats through the 
medium of his friends, the Jews, and in some 
measure the Greeks and Romans, were accus- 
tomed to represent what was done by any one id 
another, as done bv the person himself. e 
Mark x. 3, compared with Matt. xx. 20. And 
though Matthew does not (as does Luke) tell us 
that he was a proselyte, yet he says nothing to 
the contrary. See Grot, Lightf., Kuin., and 
Fritz. 

6. BiBAnra:] <A term appropriate to sick 
persons confined to their couch. See my Lex. 

— dey. Bacawt.] The propriety of this ex- 
ression, if at least the disorder was palsy, has 
een debated, inasmuch as palsy, whether at- 

tended with contraction or with remission of the 
nerves, does not, medical men say, occasion any 
great pain. Hence it has been conjectured that 
the disorder was tetanus, which by the ancient 
physicians was classed with palsy. And this ma 
seem very well to square with Luke's wo 
xaxa ixwy, equiv. to Qeuwes £ywv of Hippocr. 
and Libanius. But it may be doubted, whether 
the two expressions dew. gy. and dey. Bac. 
differ any more than in this, that the expression 
used by Luke and Hippocr. is the purer Greek, 
and that of Matth. the Hellenistic one found in 
Jos. Ant. ii. 14, 4, and Philo, and censured by 
Grammarians, as T. Magist. and Harpocr., also 
by Lucian, Solwc. 2. 6, elmóvros Bacavi(scÜat 
TÓV "aida avta (read avTov) vocovvra, prob. 
a satirical hit at this very passage (as oft. in tho 
Philop.) ; and yet Lucian ought to have known 
that the term does occur in the purest of Greek 
proe writers, Plato, p. 922, BacawcOivrss 
Kavws iy vócote, The sense intended seems at 
any rate to be what, in common parlance, we ex- 
press by ‘grievously’ or ‘ badly afflicted,’ equiv. 
to ' affected.” And this is quite suitable to what 
is suffered at one stage of paralysis (for to suppose 
tetanus would be quite unsustained by proof), 
namely, when the disorder is passing into apo- 
plexy, at which time it inflicts agony so great as 
to speedily occasion death, as in the case of para- 
lysis so accurately described in 2 Macc. ix. 55, seq., 
dv tw kaipa ixelveo twrAHyn—xal —* 
Ta toya aUToU, dwedpayn TÒ coTÓua abToU, 
kal wapsAu0n, xal ovx idóvaro ite AaARoat 
Aóyov' xal dwiBavey iv Tq kaipa ikeivw weTa 
Bacávov uryáXns, where ixAnyn does not 
mean ‘he was plugued, but ‘he was struck’ 
(with the palsy), a ‘ vox solennis de hac re ;* and 
Tw kaipa Ex. denotes the — crisis of the 
disorder, when it passes into apople 

7. kai—' Inc.] Lachm. uid: Tie cancel xai 
ò 'Ine., the latter from B, the Copt. Vers., and 
one MS. of the Italic—quite insufficient autho- 
rity; the former from B, and one other, with the 
Sahid. and Armen. Vereions; to which I add the 
Pesch. Syr., Arab., and Pers. Versions, and the 
Lamb. of the Vulg. (of the 7th or 8th ae es 
authority which, in the Gospel of St. John, 
might warrant the placing the xai in brackets, but 
in St. Matthew by no means. 

8. ixavós] for ágios, used at John i. 27. 
Luke xv. 19. Comp. Matt. iii. ll. The full 
force of the expression will depend upon whether 
the Centurion was a proselyle or a heathen,— 
whichever he was, we may regard the words as 
constituting a formula expressive of profound 
humility. T 

— Aove] On this reading and airw, at v. 5, 
for ra ‘Ingot, all the Editors from Mill. to 
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fLuke7.8&. taOnoetat 6 ais pov. 
éfovaíav, éyev tm’ énavróv aTparwyras Kai Xéyo rovrov Ilo- 
pevOnri, xai mopeúerav Kat Epxou, kat 6pyerav ra 

gLuke7.9. TQ SovrAm jour lloímcov cobro, kai morc. 
6 ‘Incots éÜaónase, kai elme rois ákoXovÜoDaur "Apu Xéyo 

huukels vir ovde ev TQ Iopa rocavTev wiotw ebpov. Il ^ Aéyw dé 
Upiv, ST’ TroXXoi ázró ávaroXQv kai dvopev Tji£ovcat, Kal ávakAX- 
Orjaovras perà 'ABpadp kai 'Icaàk xat 'lakof èv fj BaotXeia 

^ 3, A 

ioe 14. TOV ovupavov" 12 i of &€ viol ris BaatXeias éxSdnOnoovrar eis Tè 
infra3.4 Gxotos TO éEwTepoy’ ére? Cara, ó kXavÜpos Kat 0 Bpvypos TOV 

Tisch. are, with reason, agreed. The two read- 
ings are found in the best and greater of the 
MSS., including neerly all Lamb. and Br. Mus. 
copics, confirmed by Versions and Fathers. 

. åvðpærós elui twò iEouciay] Sub. Tacs- 
acpevos, which is at Luke vii. 8, in 
some MSS., and in Diod. Sic. cited by Munthe, 
and, indeed, introduced here by Lach. from MS. 
B, B copies of the Ital. and the Vulg. Versions. 
But it is not in the very ancient Lamb. copy, 
and was probably not in the original text. je 
any rate, nothing can be more uncritical than 
Lachmann's course, since scarcely any authority 
could establish so manifest a marginal scholium. 
The sense is not what some Commentators main- 
tain, ‘I am a man holding authority’ (for that 
would require iw’ iEovcía taccopevos) ; but 
(as the parall. passage of Luke requires) ‘I am a 
man placed under authority,’ viz. the authority 
of my superior officer : and there is an argument 
à minors ad majus; q. d. ‘If I, too, who hold 
but a subordinate office, yet have others subject 
to me, so that I can order my soldiers and ser- 
vants, who obey af a word; much more canst 
thou, who art under no coutrol, and hast super- 
natural power, cure disorders at thy simple fiat.’ 

10. mior} The word here denotes faith in 
its general sense; namely, a full confidence in 
the power of Jesus to work the miracle in ques- 
tion; prob. originating in the cure of the noble- 
man's son, at Cana, only a day's journey dis- 
tant. 

10. After áxoA. Lach. adds atrw, from MS. 
C and 5 others, with the Ital. and Vulg. Ver- 
sions—to which he might have added the Syr., 
Arab., Pers., and /Ethiop. Versions. But Ver- 
sions in such a case as this are of no weight. I 
find the word, indeed, in the Lamb. 1176, and 
the Br. Mus. 5731 and 1810 (both of the same 
class as the above 4, and of the same Alexan- 
drian recension) also 4 of Matthxi’s MSS.—au- 
thority, however, quite insufficient, espec. as set 
5 internal evidence, which is in favour of 

etext. rec. The Critics, it seems, stumbled at 
this absolute construction of áxoA., though it re- 
curs at xxi. 9. Mark x. 32. xi. 9. Luke xxii. 54. 
Acts xxi. 36. | Cor. x. 4, in most of which pas- 
sages some MSS., more or less, have the pronoun 
subjoined, and also somo Versions; but Lach. 
did not adopt it there—then why here? The 
alteration of reading adopted st the end of the 
verse by L. and T., from B and 5 or 6 other 
MSS., is quite unauthorized. There may be re- 

ized in wap’ ovdevi plain marks of the text 
being tampered with from the Sahid, Ital., and 

JEthiopic Versions, but in two ways; and in the 
reading adopted by L. and T. the two are oddly 
jumbled together. It is plain that the Critics 
thought the needed emendation, but 
could not agree on the mode. Some, like Mar- 
cion, thought the comparison of faith should be 
more direct and personal,—not perceiving that 
were such personal comparison necessary, it may 
be said to be implied in the context, as the 
Pesch. Syr. Trans]. seems to have been aware. 
Accordingly, they introduced wap’ ovdevi, and 
cancelled i; te 'lopanA, while others intro- 
duced wap’ ovdevi, but inadvertently left iv re 
'Icp. untouched. 

ll. woAdXoi] Namely the Gentiles; for they 
were such, as com with the comparatively 
few vloi rns BaciAeitas, the Jews. It is meant 
that the centurion's faith would not be a solitary 
case; but that very many heathens would, in 
like manner, have faith, and be converted. 
— ávaxAiÜcorrai] A convivial term (like 

dvakticÜat, xaraxeta@a:, and others), adapted 
to the Oriental custom of reclining, not sitting, 
at table. Both the Scriptural, Rabbinical, and 
Classical writers (adapting their language to the 
ordinary conceptions of men) represent the joys 
and glories of heaven under the figure of a ban- 
quel; and consequently with imagery suited 
thereto. 

12. vloi ris paih iian) Scil. rou Gao, i. e. 
the Israelites, for whom the happinese of that 
kingdom was especially destined ; and who had 

ted to themselves a place there, to the ex- 
clusion of other nations. Yids is oft. used, by 
Hebraism, to denote & person having some kind 
of connexion with, as partakers of, the thing sig- 
nified by the following noun in the Gen.; as 
Luke x. 6, vids ris elptwns : Luke xx. 36, vioi 
THs avarrdacews: Acts lii. 25, vlol Tie dia0$- 
ans. See more in my Lex. Thus here the mean- 
ing of ol viol 5$ Bac. is, ‘those to whom the 
privileges of the kingdom — as those to 
whom the Messiah was principally sent. 
— ckóros TÒ lEwrepovy] Compar. for superl. 

The metaphor is continued by an allusion to tho 
total darkness without, as compared with the bril- 
liant light within the banqueting-room. There 
may be, as some think, an allusion to the dark 
and squalid subterranean dungeons, into which 
the worst malefactors were thrust. Thus there 
will be an impressive image, to denote exclusion 
from heaven, implying positive punishment. 
Comp. Eurip. Bacch. 482 (ed. Matth.), Ka8- 
eípEaT' avrov immxats wikas Darvaioww, os 
av.crctiov eloopa Kvidas. 
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Luke 7. 10. 
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— ixe? iorar—ddcvrayv] '‘Oddovrwy is not, as 
some say, pleonastic; though the word is some- 
times omitted in this phrase. Wets. compares 
Juv. Sat. v. 157. To which add Soph. Trach. 
1074, B£Bpvxa xAXAaiwy. 
— Exel torat Ó kNavÜOuóe xal ó Bo. rwv ó.] 

The article has the force of notoriety, and it is 
rightly ran by Mr. Green (Gr. New Test., 
p. 223) under that head, though in a somewhat 
different usage, as being one of the instances of 
the employment of an expression familiarly cur- 
rent at tbe time, but the history and precise 
meaning of which must now be a matter of con- 
jecture. I am inclined to think that there is 
allusion to some well-known passage of the Sept. 
Version, or of some of the other three Versions 
of the Old Test. 

13. For text. rec. ixarovrdpyw adopted, all 
the Editors from Griesb. to Tisch, read éxaov- 
rae xD. from very strong external authority, to 
which [ add that of all the Lamb. MSS. but two, 
all the Scriv. ones except three, all the Br. Mus. 
ones except MS. 5559 and 16,184. But in 1810 

the —s is on rasure, and in 14,744 is —, 

Some others, too, are falsely stated; thus the 
Leicr. MS. has zot (as Scholz says) — xn, but 
a Moreover, when we consider that v. 5 
and 8 the form ¿—os is found in all the copies, 
it would seem improbable that Matt. would here 
vary, espec. as at xxvii. 54 —»yos occurs sine v. i. 
And considering that the form —os not unfre- 
andy occurs in the Sept., it is most probable 

at St. Matt. would use that form, though in 
St. Luke both —yos and — xne seem used. Of 
the two forms, —yns is the more ancient, as 
found in ZEschyl., though —yor occurs in Xen., 
and both forms in Plut. and Diod. Sic. 

— iv ty wpa éxeivn| ‘at that very instant; 
for spa sometimes signifies, like the Chaldee and 
Syr. myo and Hebr. yn, not our, but time, and 
sometimes, like xaipos, a point of time. 

14. iA0ov] i. e. as we learn from Matthew and 
Luke, immediately after leaving the syna e at 
Capernaum, where he began his public teaching. 
— B*BXnuí£rnv xal ?rvpíéccovcay] Per hen- 

diad., q. d. ‘laid up of a fever,’ xarixecro wupio- 
covca, Mark i. 30: ovrsyouévm arvpaTo pe- 
yaw, Luke iv. 38. 

15. jaro] This was done, Wets. says, more 
medicorum ; and he adduces examples from the 
Claes. writers. But see note supra, v. 3. 'A pinu 
ia a usual term to denote the departure of a dis- 

order. See Fesii CEcon. Hippocr. The miracle 
here recorded did not, as in some other cases, 
consist in the cure of an incurable disorder, but 
in the mode of cure, —instantly and by a touch. 
= een] waited, or * attended upon him, 

with hospitable assiduity. This d:axovia is evi- 
dently recorded as a proof of the completeness of 
the cure. See note supra, iv. 11. 
— attra] So for the text. rec. airois, almost 

all the best Editors are agreed. It has every su 
rt from MSS., Versions, Fathers, and early 
d., confirmed by internal evidence ; avrots was 

prob. brought in from Mark and Luke. And 
though it was the duty of a hostess to attend to 
all her guests; nor would the good matron fail 
to do so; yet her chief attention would be paid 
to her august Deliverer; which is prob. all that 
Matthew meant. 

16. éyias) The Hebrews reckoned two den 
the early, from the ninth hour to our six o'clock, 
or sunset, and the Zate, from sunset to nightfall. 
From Mark i. 32, it appears that the /ater one is 
here meant; namely, after sunset. Thus the 
sabbath (for we find from Mark i. 2], that it was 
a sabba day) had ended when the sick were 
brought; and hence they brought them with- 
out scruple. . 
— Aoyw] ‘ by,” or ‘at a word.’ 
17. 2nd | alii The words are from 

Isa. liii. 4, where are described the sufferings of 
Christ for the sins of the world. And they are 
supposed, by some Commentators, to be applied 
by way of accommodation. Yet, since the Jews 
considered dangerous diseases as the temporal 
punishment of sin, and as our Lord often ad- 
dressed those whom he healed, with '/Ay sins be 
forgiven thee,’ it may be granted that the prophecy 
had a dowble fulfilment ; first, in the removal of 
corporeal maladies, and secondly in the remission 
of our sins, by the sacrifice on the cross. See 
l Pet. ii. 24. The verbal variation here between 
St. Matthew and the Sept. is ably reconciled by 
Hoffmann, and also by Abp. Magee, On the Atone- 
ment, vol. i. p. 415, seqq., who refers acGevzias 
and the corresponding Hebrew word osm to 
bodily maladies (a signif. not unfrequent in tho 
Classics, e. gr. Thucyd. ii. 49); vócovs and 
DID to diseases of the mind ; the former clause 
signifying Christ's removing the sickness of men 
by miraculous cures ; the latter, his bearing their 
sins on the cross. The Unitarian perversion of 
the passage, whereby it is made to rclate to the 
removal of diseases only, without any reference 
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9, King19 aoro) elev aut@ Kupte, 

to a propitiato 
by the learned Prelate above mentioned. ‘ It is 
not surprising (he observes) that so distinguishing 
a character of the Messiah, as that of his healing 
all manner of diseuses with a word (a character, 
too, which Isaiah himself has depicted so strongly 
at ch. xxxv. 5, that our Lord [Matt. xi. 5] quens 
the words in proof of his Messiahship), should 
be introduced by the Prophet in a passage, where 
his main object was to represent the plan of our 

. redemption by means of Christ's sufferings ; espe- 
cially as the Jews so connected the ideas of sin 
and disease, that an allusion to one must suggest 
the other.’ 

— See more in Dr. Henders., who has fully 
roved, on the admission of the heterodox Gesen. 
imself, that the Heb. ww, as used with nouns 

denoting sins, signifies not only ‘to suffer for 
one's own sins,’ but ‘to expiate for another's sins 
by vicarious suffering.’ Also, that in like man- 
ner 53b signifies not only ‘to bear, as a burden, 
what another cannot bear,’ but ‘to bear, or suffer 
vicariously ; the notion of punishment being im- 
plied. ‘The Unitarian perversion of the sense 
(continues Dr. H.) could only be worth atten- 
tion, if it could be shown that the application 
made by the Evangelist was designed to exhaust 
the meaning of the Prophet. But the instances 
(adduced) of miraculous cures were mercly an 
incipient fulfilment of the prediction; a type or 
specimen of what was to be fully effected by 
our Lord's mediation generally. The Jews were 
taught to regard disease as the temporal punish- 
ment of sin; and since the Prophet clearly 
shows, in the following verse, that the end to be 
attained by the substitutionary sufferings of Christ 
was the removal of punishment from the guilty, 
the quotation was appositely applied to the re- 
moval of bodily distempers, as a partial attain- 
ment of that end.’ Fora further vindication of 
the true force of the the reader is re- 
ferred to Dr. Henderson on isa, liii. 4, where he 
observes that the Evangelist chose to follow, in 
citing, the Hebr. ratber than the Sept., and was 
content to givo the general sense, passing over 
pr = oUTUS. 

18. idwv—éxédXevoey x.T.À.] Not so much 
as being incommoded by the number of appli- 
cants for cure; but rather because our Lord sys- 
tematically avoided keeping & multitude long 
together, to prevent any suspicion of encouraging 
sedition. On els rò wépay see my Lex., and my 
Note on Thucyd. i. 111. 

19. els for rís] A use thought by some to be 
Hebraistic; though it occurs in several of the 
later Greek writers. 

20. al d&d\wwrexes—xXAivn] This was meant 
to warn him of the difficulties he would have to 
encounter in following so destitute a master; and 
may lead us to suppose that the scribe was de- 

sacrifice, is completely refuted. 

oUk éyer Tod Tijv Kepadny Kvn. 91 ?" Emepos è ràv pabntrav 
?émírpeyróv pot mpwroy atredciv 

sirous of becoming Christ's disciple from inte- 
rested motives only: Pwreods denotes dens, or 
lairs, and xaraexnvoctis, not nests (which 
would be vooo:ai) but simply ‘places of shelter,’ 
roosts, such as those where birds settle and 
perch. 
— ó Yids rov dvOpwrov}] This title, taken 

from Dan. vii. 13, where everlasting dominion is 
ascribed to the Messiah under that designation, 
and now first assumed by Christ, occurs 61 times 
in the Gospels, and is always used by Christ him- 
self, never by any other person. See John v. 27. 
ji. 13. vi. 62. It occurs once in the Acts, 
(vii. 56) (employed by the martyr Stephen) ; and 
occurs in the Apocalypse. Thus it is clear, that 
from the corresponding term o Ylós Tou Oz ou, 
this title belongs to Christ war’ é£oysv; and 
that both taken together decidedly prove that 
Christ, in some manner unknown to us, united 
in his person both the human and the divine 
nature, ‘was very man and very God;' thus 
negativing the opposite tenets of Socinians and 
of Gnostics. It is well remarked by Bp. Middl. 
(on John v. 27) that in a variety of places in 
which our Saviour calls himself the Son of man, 
the allusion is either to his present humiliation, 
or to his future glory. ‘Now if (continues he) 
this remark be true, we have, though an in- 
direct, yet & strong and perpetual declaration, 
that the human nature did not originally belong 
to him, and was not properly his own; conse- 
quently we may consider this simple phrase so 
employed, as an irrefragable proof of the Pre- 
existence and Divinity of Christ ‘If, indeed,’ 
as Mr. Coleridge observes, ‘Christ had been a 
mere man, why should he have called himself 
* the Son of man?” But being God and manm, 
it then became, in his own assertation of it, & 
peculiar and mysterious title.' 

2]. &rspos] for dAXos, i. e. either one of the 
twelve, or of the disciples in general ; said by tra- 
dition to be Philip. His father was, if not dead, 
probably at the point of death. 
— For elrey T. and T, edit Aéye: from MSS, 

B, C; to which I add Lamb. 1176; insufficient 
authority to warrant the change, though internal 
evidence is in favour of the reading. And sirs 
may be an alteration of the more simple term 
Aéyer, not unfrequently used by Matt. and Mark, 
and often by John; though in several of the 
places where Agye: occurs in John, and Matt., 
and Mark, it is found altered to ejwe in one or 
other of those MSS. like D, which abound with 
unlicensed readings. 

— ixitpepov, x.T.A.] A request (implying 
that he had been culled by our Lord) in itself 
reasonable. Thus Elijah permitted Elisha to go 
and bid adieu to his parents: and it was regarded 
as the bounden duty of children to take care of 
the funerals of their parents; Christ, however, 
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was pleased to refuse the — for reasons un- 
known to us, and which doubtless arose from 
circumstances peculiar to the case. 

22. dpes—vexpous}] Probably a proverbial 
sentence, turning on the double sense of vexpovs; 
which may mean not only the naturully, but the 
spiritually dead ; i. e. insensible to the concerns 
of the soul or eternity, dead in trespasses and 
sins. A metaphor familiar to the Jews, and not 
unknown to the Greeks. Tous éavTowv vexpove 
is well explained by Euthym. rots wpoonxoyras 
avTois vexpous. So Thucyd. ii. 34, xai éwipiper 
Tw avTov vexpw (sub. cwpati) ixacTos 
fv +t BovAnrast. Thus the words may be para- 
phrased : ‘Let no lesser duty stand in the way 
of this great and principal one,—which is, to 
follow me." 

23. rò wiotov] How wrongly the rò is here 
cancelled on very slender authority by Lach. and 
Tisch. will a from my note, infra, ix. 1. 

24. cetouos}] The word properly denotes 
terre motus; but sometimes, as here, stands for 
maris commotio, AaiAaWw (a hurricane), the 
term used by Mark and Luke, and one highl 
suitable; the Jake being (as travellers testify 
very subject to these sudden hurricanes; as, 
indeed, are all lakes bounded by high mountain 
ranges. 

— xaXurrec8ar] ‘fere submergi' zz Mark's 
yeniCec8ar, and very reconcileable to Luke's 
CvvtTÀnpovyTo. 

25. oi paOnrai avTov] These words, omitted 
in MS. B, have been cancelled by Tisch. ; but it 
were altogether unaccountable that they should 
have found their way into all the MSS, but one, 
and all the ancient Versions except the Sahid., 
i Ital. (in 1 copies): to which I add the 
Vulg. in the Forojul. and Lamb. MS., and the 
Plant. Ed., and in Jerome's own text.) I can- 
not but suspect that they were cancelled by the 
framer of the text of B (for the pu of pre- 
venting a tition of the same words as had oc- 
curred a little before): though I think that the 
absence of the words in those early Versions is 
calculated to suggest that the alteration pro- 
ceeded, as not a few elsewhere, from those Ver- 
sions. 

— avTov] This is omitted in 7 uncial and 
about 50 cursive MSS., to which I add 7 Lamb., 
and 11 Br. Mus., and 8 Scriv., all of them very 
ancient, and was cancelled by L. and T.: but there 
ìs no evidence to justify more than — 
the word, as I have done; espece. since interna 

evidence draws two ways, and the Pesch. Syr. 
Vers. confirms the presence of the word. 

As respects the juas, cancelled by Lachm. 
and Tisch., on the authority of B, C, and 4 cur- 
sive MSS., that the pronoun is sometimes, though 
very rarely, omitted in the Class. writers, I ad- 
mit. Thus Zev, cwooy! occurs in the Greek 
Anthology (sec Jacobs ad Anth. Gr. x. P 141), 
but I know of no other certain example. Of such 
omission, however, there are found no instances 
in the Scriptural writers; nor would the idiom 
be one agreeable either to the style or (as re- 
spects circumstantiality) to the nature of Scrip- 
ture. Accordingly, in the Old Test. the pron. 
is almost always expressed; and in the New 
Test. (in the only passage where it could be 
found), Matt. xiv. 30, we have in all the MSS. 
Kúpte, owooy pe, and in the Old Test, Ps. iii. 
7, Kúpu, ocGo0óy pa, and vi. 1, Kúpte, aicóp 
pe. Jer. ii. 27, dvacra—xai awooy nuas. Ps. 
xi. 1, Zocór we, Kupis, et al. sepe. Yet the 
absence of the pronoun is countenanced by Ps. 
exvii. 25, à Kupie, a&cor én, where the pron. 
pe is expressed in some copies, as also in 2 Kin 
xiv. 4, owoov, Baoidev, and 4 Kings vi. 26, 
cwoat, Racist, where the pron. ue is subjoined 
in some MSS. So also in the Hebr. and Syr. 
Vers. of Ps. xii. 2, ‘ Lord, save,’ salutem presta ; . 
where the Sept., Vulg., and Arab. Versions, un- 
warrantably express the pronoun, though that is 
in our Bible Vers. very properly left understood. 
I know of no other instance ; and could any such 
be adduced, it would make no difference, for the 
omission of the word in such cases is to be attri- 
buted to that kind of suppression which may be 
expected from the pathos of earnest entreaty for 
help. 
— éAvyório Toi] by distrusting Christ's power 

to save, as well asleep as awake. As they had 
undertaken thie voyage at His command, it was 
a culpable distrust in Him to fear that the 
should | rish in it; and this merited the marked, 
but well-measured rebuke of our Lord. 

— iwetinnot—Oadrdaooy] A highly figurative 
expression, signifying ‘ he restrained its fury,’ as 
Luke iv. 39, ir. Tc *vprro. So Ps. cvi. 9, 
ixrTíunos Tfj épvOpg ÜaA&acn. Ixxxix. 9. civ. 
7. The suddenness of the perfect calm is a proof 
of the reality of the miracle; for after a storm, 
the sea is never perfectly smooth, until some 
time has elapsed. — 

27. worawds] ‘Qualis quantusque sit! The 
men might well regard our Lord as super-humau ; 
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28 a Kal éAOóvri avr@ eis TO Trépav, eis THY xyopav Tov 1 Tep- 
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since to ‘still the raging of the sea,” was always 
reckoned among the peculiar operations of God, 
insomuch that in Ps. Ixv. 7, it forms as it were a 
designation of the Deity. 

2B. iAOóvri: avro] L., and T., and Alf. edit 
eX\Oovros avTov, from MSS. B, C, and 10 others 
(to which I add Lamb. MS. 1176), with some 
copies of the Ital. Vers.; though Versions in such 
a case as this are of no weight. That the reading 
is only an alteration of shallow Critics, appears 
from my note on Mark v. 2. As respects the xai 
in the preceding verse being cancelled by L. and 
T., on the authority of 1 MS. e) and some Ver- 
sions (no evidence in such a case), that was most 
uncritical, since far more likely was it to be 
omitted in one MS., by accident, than to have 
been introduced into all the rest from Mark and 
Luke. 
— We are now arrived at the wonderful trans- 

action of the Gadarene demoniac (or demoniacs). 
On the nature and deeign of which illustrious 
miracle, see Horne's Introd., vol. i. 227. 

Instead of two demoniace, Mark and Luke 
mention only one. Yet that by no means nega- 
tives the existence of two; since, as Le Clerc 
remarks, ‘ Qui plura narrat, pauciora memorat; 
qui pauciora memorat, plura non negat.’ Sco 
more in Thom. Aquin. in loc. Matt. and Mark 
do not say that there was no more than one; or 
they specify only one, as being, for some reason, 
more remarkable than the other, evidently from 
his greater fierceness, ungovernableness, restless 
roving, and other traits presented in Mark's 
touchingly graphic account, 
— els Tiv ywpav trav Pepy.) For a state- 

ment of my views respecting the territory of the 
Gerg., and of the reasons upon which they are 
founded, the reader is referred to Excursus I. 
at the end of this volume. 
— xaAÀemoí] The word signifies, (1) kard, 

harsh, or rough, as app ird to things ; and (2) is 
used figur. to mean harsh and cruel, as said of 
persons; and savage or fierce, as said of brutes 
or brutish men, who cannot be tamed. 

— d1a Tis ĝo éxeivns] Namely, the road 
which passed by tho tombs; for, as the burial- 
yards were always outside of the cities, so it 
sometimes happened that the roads leading to 
the city passed by the side of, and sometimes 
through them. 

29. ri nytv kai cof) An idiom frequent both 
in Hellenistic and Class. Greek. See Wets., and 
my Lex. in v., in which there is an ellipsis 
either of xowóy (erpressed by Ach. Tat. and 
Leon. Tar. ap. Weis) or wpayna, expr. in pas- 
sages of Demosth. and Nichomachus cited in 
Recens. Syn. The sense of the phrase varies 
with the context; but it usually implies trouble- 
some or unauthorized tnterference. note on 
John ii. 4. Here it scems to be, ‘ what hast 
thou to do with us, what authority hast thou 

over us?’ '[naou before Yiz Tov Geou is omitted 
in B, C, L, and 15 other MSS. Iadd L, 1177; 
Br. Mus. 15,581 ; Scriv. h. y., and cancelled by 
Griesb. ; but without sufficient reason, since vast 
external authority, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Vers., is strengthened by internal evidence, inas- 
much as the word was more likely to be omitted 
by accident in comparatively a few MSS., than 
brought in from Mark and Luke. Yiòs, found 
in many Lamb. and some Dr. Mus. MSS., is an 
ancient reading worthy of attention: for, as 
Matthæi suggests, ‘sigla 'Incov ante Yii facile 
negligebatur. Sce note on John ii. 4. 

— ?rpó kaipoU] ‘before the appointed time,’ 
i.e. the day of judgment, agninst which evil 
spirits *are reserved to be chained in torments 
in the pit of destruction. See 2 Pet. ii. 4. 
Jude 6. 

30. uaxpáv an’ did There is here no 
real discrepancy between Matt., Mark, and Luke, 
since the expressions in the latter, ixet poc rà 
den or iv Tw Spe do not refer to distance, but 
only denote that the swine were grazing at or on 
the hill (Mount Hippos), and probably on the 
side or acclivity, which: according to the best 
Maps, could not be distant more than about a 
mile; and the scene of the miracle seems to have 
been at about the middle of the plain between 
Mount Hippos and the Lake; and certainly in- 
definite as is the term éxet, it must imply more 
or less of proximity. Yet there is no real dis- 
crepancy, since the term paxpdy is, like all 
terms denoting length, a comparative term, the 
force of which must be fixed by the context and 
the circumstances of the case. Accordingly, pa- 
Keay may be used, like Lat. procul, to denote ‘at 
some distance off.” So paxpo@ey in Luke xviii. 
13, and paxpay in Sept. Exod. xxxiii. 7, where 
the Vulg. has procul, which is confirmed by the 
Targum. It is plain that the herd of swine were 
within view of the demoniacs. But, in a country 
like Palestine, where, as all travellers attest, large 
bodies (like a vast herd of swine) may be seen at 
distances which would be thought incredible 
elsewhere, at any rate two or three miles. 
That the Pesch. Syr. Trans. must have so taken 
the uaxpáv, is plain from his rendering by 

COU Uaa, lit, ‘beyond, over against 
them.’ The very same Syr. particle is, indeed, 
used at James ij. 3, to render the Greek ixet, 
lit., *over-away,' equiv. to ‘out of the tay,’ and 
may serve to account for éxet in the passages of 
Mark and Luke, who seem to have had before 
them St. Matthew's //ebrew Gospel, in which 
was nor, which they took to mean íxet, as in 
the passage of James, as also in Heb. xii. 8, 
though it never, I think, means simply there, 
but «linc, as opposed to hinc, meaning in the 
— € direction, as in Rev. xxii. 2. As respects 
the reading of the Vulg. non longe, I find not an 
atom of support to it either in MSS. or Fathers. 
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cxouévy 51 Oi dé daipoves mapexddovy aùròv, Aéyovres: Ei 
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z Acts 10. 89. TOV Opiwy avTOv. 

IX. ! Kai épàs eis Tò TXotov, Sverrépace, * kai ArOev eig sch. ans. 

It seems, indeed, confirmed by the Persic Vers., 
which, however, was occasionally modified from 
the Vulg. It arose either ex ingenio Hieronymi, 
or may lave crept in by mistake, the final ‘em’ 
in ‘autem’ being taken for an abbreviation of non. 
Thus in the very ancient Lamb. MS. any un- 
skilled person would read ‘autem longe. If 
Jerome wrote longe, he meant to render literally, 
as did the Ethiopic Transl.; and so longe in the 
Latin Vers. of the Cod. Sangallensis, prob. from 
the Italic Version. The *non' could not creep in, 
though it might be lost. 

31. éxirpeoyv nuiv] Griesb., Lachm., and 
Tisch. read dwoorstXov nas, from B, and five 
cursive MSS., and several Versions. 
is very insufficient authority for discarding the 
received reading, which has the support of the 
Pesch. Syr. Vers.; though we may suspect that 
ixíTptdrov nuas &mAbeiv was introduced,—for 
the sake of softening the harshness involved in 
éwoores:Xoy nuas,—in words formed on Luke's 
Tva imitp. avrois tlosAÜeiv. Here, however, 
we have not eloedrd. ihe peculiar and, as it 
were, technical term to denote forcible entry, and 

ion, and occupation, as of a house), which 
is employed in the parallel passages of Mark and 
Luke, and which also occurs infra, xii. 45, and 
Luke xi. 26. Accordingly, I rather suspect that 
awoore:Nov nuas was an alteration of the Alex- 
andrian critics, who thought such called for by 
the imper. brayere, and did not perceive that it 
may be the imperative tsstve. 

twayere) This is not merely an Im- 
perat. of permission, but it includes the force of 
exhortation, like the Lat. Jte, and our Away / 
and the 2v@éws of the parallel passage of Mark v. 
confirms this view, which is further strengthened 
by the following of cun Cycl. 52, ray’, w 
bray’, œ.  Anstoph. Nub. 1298, vraye Tí 
médAXAgts; that the Pesch. Syr. Trans. so took the 
word, is highly probable. 

— The removal of T&v yolowy by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. from B, C, M, and some 8 or 
9 other MSS., and some Versions, was very un- 
critical, since external authority forbids it, and 
internal evidence is opposed to it, considering 
that the words have every appearance of having 
been cancelled for the purpose of removing a 
seeming pleonasm and tautology. 

As respects the reading just before adopted b 
Lachm., Tisch. (lst edit.), and Alf., rovs yot- 
pove, on the authority of B, C, and 7 other ; 

But that 

(to which I add Lamb. 1176), it is an alteration 
introduced by certain Critics from the 
of Matt. and Mark, as, indeed, Tisch. probably 
since saw, considering that in his 2nd edit. ho 
has restored the text. rec. The reading vray 
Tnow instead of avvávr. edited at the next verse 
by Lachm., from one MS. (B) is quite unauthor- 
ized here, and also at xxv. 1, where it is edited 
by L. and Tisch. from B, C, and 1 other MS. 
It may, indeed, seem confirmed by John xii. 13, 
&£9AÜov ele Uwavrnorv: but there the copies fluc- 
tuate between vwdyr., and awdyr., and avvávr.; 
though dw. seems the true reading. But the 
phraseology of St. John is no rule for St. Matt., 
and the slenderness of authority forbids the 
change, espec. since the phrase ele cuvayrnow 
occurs foll. by dat. of pers. perpetually in the 
Sept., but never in the Class. writers, except 
once in Hippocrates: hence it was likely to 
used by St. Matt.; and overpowering external 
evidence shows that it was used by him. In 
fact, the reading els vwdyr. arose, in those few 
copies, I suspect, from carelessness of scribes, the 
$ final being absorbed in the c initial, and from 
the usual confusing of v and m. See examples 
in Gregor. de Dial. Schaef. p. 76, 726, 730, 747. 

— xarà TOV xpnuvov}] ‘down the precipice 
of the cliff' An expression freq. in the Class. 
writers, but without the article, employed by all 
the three Evangelists, as presuming the same 
knowledge on the part of the reader as of the 
writer. The whole sea-coast, indeed, of the lake 
is precipitous; and «xpnuvov refers to the rocky 
coast simply, and not to any particular rock or 
steep. 

33. xai Td Tàv dacpov.] ‘also the matters con- 
cerning, the circumstances which had occurred 
respecting the possessed, &c.' — Mark's eros iyé- 
VETO TO Cath. 

IX. 1. éuBas els rò moov) Lachm. and 
Tisch. cancel rò, on the authority of 3 uncial 
and 6 cursive MSS. [to which I add Lamb. 1187, 
1188, 1193, 1189 (semel), Br. Mus. 1810, 11,830. 
Scriv. s. x. y.] But internal evidence, as well 
as external authority, is quite in favour of tho 
word, the art. here having referenco to the boat 
in waiting on our Lord. So in Matt. xiii. 2. 
Mark v. 21, et sepiss. Mr. Alf., indeed, terms 
this force of the art. here, and in some other 
passages, a mistake ; and he accounts Tò 7Àotoy 
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generic. But, to use his own words just after, 
** surely the time is past” for such a dealing with 
the use of the Art., after the labours of so many 
able philologists, from Bp. Middl. to Mr. Green, 
Gram. N. T. of whom the latter, adverting to 
the practice of some writers, unconsciously to 
presume the same familiarity with certain locali- 
ties or certain circumstances respecting any thing, 
on the part of their readers as is possessed by 
themselves, which has (he adds) occasioned the 
use of the Art. in some cases where it appears at 
first sight strange. Of this he gives exx. in the 
use of rò opos by the Evangelists, when denoting 
the mountains (rather the mountain range or 
rocky cliff) embosoming the Lake of Galilce; a 
form of expression very natural to persons fami- 
liar with the country, but strictly correct only 
when addressing others which are so too. He 
then instances 7 olxía as used of the house which 
was the resort, or residence, of our Lord at 
Capernaum, Matt. xiii. 1, 36. xvii. 25. Mark 
ix. 33. x. 10, and concludes with Tò «Aoior as 
said of the vessel [skiff or bark] which was in at- 
tendance on the shores of thc Lake [prob. the 
property of the sons of Zebedee], Matt. ix. 4. 
xiii, 2. Mark iv. 1. vi. 32. viii. 10, in which pas- 
sages there is no suggestion in the context to 
cause the occurrence of the Article. Inall which 
preceding cases (of the three kinds) he observes 
that the testimony of certain MSS. in favour of 
the omission of the Article is rendered suspicious 
by the difficulty which attends their presence, 
which might well lead to their suppression b 
critical interference. Though, on the other hand, 
in order to justify the hypothesis of their inter- 

lation, some motive must be assigned for it; and 
if not, the received reading must be the true one, 
— 70 TÀoiov] i. e. cither the vessel which had 

brought them over, or the ferry boat. 
— Idiay mów] So sls tiv worw abrou 

in 1 Sam. viii, 22. This expression denoted not 
only the place of any one's bith, but residence ; 
and, according to the Jewish laws, a year’s resi- 
dence gave iris 

2. xai léob, &c.] The place of this transaction, 
and its remarkable publicity is learned from Mark 
ii. 1, 2, and Luke v. 17. 
— day Tij» víaTiw avri) i. e. ‘on seeing 

the [strength of) their faith,’ evinced by what we 
find from Matthew and Luke, of their pony ey IDE 
the sick man to Jesus, even by breaking a hole 
through the roof. In dpiwvra: we have a perf. 
pass. form cognate with the perf. act. Doric agé- 
wxa, and equiv. to dpeivra:. Hence we see 
how undeserving of attention is the rane iev- 
vat found in MS. B, and adopted by Lach. here, 
and at Mark ii. 5, from inattention to, or igno- 
rance of, this grammatical nicety; though it is 
more than a marginal scholium. The Fan 
éqiovracin D, which I find also Br. Mus. 11,836, 
comes to the same thing, on presenting another 
form found also in vi. 12, D, and E, where sec 
note, The Lamb. and Br. Mus. MSS. present 

many vv. ll, but they are only itacistic varia- 
tions of ddpéwyra:. 

At the next words L. and T. add eov al duap- 
tia from MSS. B, C, M, and 5 or 6 cursive 
ones; to which I had Br. Mus. 1810, 5468, 6184, 
11,300, 179,821, n. 19,387. But co: is here a 
term too essential to the force of so significaut a 
form of cxpression as the present to be well dis- 
pensed vit; and both the co: and the cov are 
found in Mark ii. 5, and Luke v. 20, and re- 
tained by L. and T. However the state of the 
evidence as respects coy warrants its being placed 
within brackets. It may have been introduced 
from Luke v. 2], and 23. At 5 I still retain 
cov for text. rec. co. from all the most ancient 
uncial MSS., and 30 or 40 cursive ones; to 
which I add the most ancient Lamb. and Br. 
Mus. MSS. 
— &piwvtrai—oov] This was the first occa- 

sion on which our Lord brought forward llis 
wer to hel sins, which, as we learn, the 

scribes acknowlcdged to be peculiarly appropriate 
to Divinity. This power was here demonstrated 
by the miraculous removing of the malady, as a 
proof that the sin which produced it was for- 
given; whereby our Lord tacitly claimed to be 
greater than a Prophet, as on an occasion soon 
after, greater than the Zemple. One cannot but 
admire the heavenly wisdom with which Christ 
was pleased Faua to revcal this his Divine 
mission, according as the minds of his hearcrs 
were able to receive it. 

3. elroy iv éavro:s] A popular form of ex- 
pression, like our English one; equivalent to 
PIQUE AMEND! iv Tats xapdiacs in Mark and 
suke, 

— Prachnutt] In using this term the per- 
sons in question took for granted (and hence are 
reproached as £vÜvuovuusvoi wrounod, evilly and 
unjustly) that Jesus was not sent from God ; and 
hence falsely concluded, that by professing to be 
a Divine Legate, he was blasphemous and im- 
pious towards God. 

4. ldav—ras tvbuptices avrov] This use 
of Idwy for eldwe, ‘perceiving, being aware of” 
= lreyvotds in Mark and Luke (founded on He- 
braism), is not unfrequent in the N. T., Philo, 
and Joseph., though L. edits eléés from Br. 
Mus., and not a few cursive MSS. (I add Br. 
Mus. 1810, 11,838, and Scriv. 1. m. n. p. y.) ; but 
wrongly, since it is evidently a gloss, or false 
correction, from xii. 25, eldws Tae évÂvuńoeis 
avTGy, though there D and 3 ancient cursive 
MSS. have ideo». Hence any change here is 
quite forbidden. How our Lord thus knew was, 
of course, by the Divine power indwelling in 
Him (sce John ii. 24 seq., comp. with Ps. xliv. 
21), involving an attribute of Deity. Sce Chrys. 
and Euthym., who comp. 2 Chron. vi. 30, aù 
twioracat xapdías povwraros, and l Sam. 
xvi. 7, Sept., o Br<wrav tas évOuunoss Tov 
avOpworwy. The vueis just after is cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch. from B, C, D, and a few 
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cimer ‘Ivari tyes évÜvp.etaÜe movnpà èv rais xapõlais bpov ; 
5 qi yap stiv evxoTrwrepor, cimer Adéovral * aov ai ápap- 
ria d) cimer i'"Ewyewau, kal Tepwrárev; "Iva 66 eire, 
Gre eEovoiay Eyer ó Tids tov avOperrou mì ris ys áduévai 
ápaprías—TóTe Reyer TQ TrapaduTin@'— EvyepOeis åpóv cov 
Tp KAivny, Kat Vrae eis Tov olxóv cov. 7 Kal éyepÜOcis 
áTijXÜev eis Tov olkov avroU. 9 'IO0vres 06 oi ÓyXot Cbavpacayr, 

cursive MSS., the Vulg., &c., and some Fathers. 
But Fathers and Versions are in such a case as 
this of little weight. However the Pesch. Syr. 
confirms the duets, which undoubtedly ought to 
be retained, and was only, I suspect, removed by 
the framers or revisers of the most ancient MSS. 
because it is not found in the other Gospels; 
those Critics not perceiving the emphasis inherent 
in the pronoun, which emphasis may be ex- 
pressed, in other words, thus: ‘ How is it that, 
while charging me with blasphemy, ye yourselves 
incur the guilt of evil surmisings, producing 
calumnious words?’ Comp. Matt. xv. 19, ĉia- 
Aoytopot wovnpoi. 1 Tim. vi. 4, v*óvouat 
wovnpai. 
— ivari} The force of the expression is only 

to be npud by ellipsis. The complete phrase 
is Tra Ti y£rnra:, ‘ut — fiat,’ ‘to what end?" 
t wherefore?’ See my Lex. 
— The vu:is is cancelled by L. and T., from 

B, C, D, and 9 or 10 cursive MSS. But internal 
evidence, as well as external authority, is in 
favour of the word, from the greater probabilit 
of its being removed than inserted. It was, 
suspect, partly omitted from carelessness, and 
partly because its position varied in the copies; 
or some MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 1176) 
have ó,ais after £y0., and such seems to have 
been the position in the copy used by the Pesch. 
Svr. Transl. The presence of the word in that 
Version greatly confirms the evidence in its favour 
derived from so many MSS., to which I add all 
the Lamb. ones. 

5 & 6. There is in these vv. an irregularity of 
construction, which has perplexed the Commen- 
tators; most of whom are of opinion, that the 
words Tors Adve: TO 9?rapaÀvTix«wc are paren- 
thetical. It should rather seem that the words 
Tva sló5T:—dpuaprias are said per apostopesin ; 
as Luke xix. 12. xxii. 42; q. d. ‘ It were as easy 
for me to pronounce, Thy sins are forgiven thee, 
as to say [1. e. with fect], Rise and walk. But, 
that ye may know that the Son of man hath 

er on earth to forgive sins, [I have done as I 
ve.] Then, addressing the paralytic, he said, 

Arise,’ &c. If this be not admitted, as taking 
too much for granted, we must this con- 
struction as coming under the head of Synchysis, 
such as occurs even in the purest Class. writers, 
espec. Thucyd., by which the address and the 
narrative are intermingled—the first member of 
the former two constructions being joined with 
the second of the latter. But, to revert from 
words to things, we are justified in saying with 
Campb. that, ‘although both, and with effect, 
were equally easy to our Lord, yet in the former 
case the effect was invisible, and might be ques- 
tioned by the multitude ; whereas the immediate 

uence of the later was an ocular demon- 
Kin of e power with which it was accom- 

OL, 1j. 

panied; and to say tho one with effect, which 
effect was visible, was a manifest proof that the 
other was said also with effect, though the effect 
was invisible." 
— For £ysipat, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read, 

from most uncial and many ancient cursive MSS., 
iyeips. Which of the two is the true reading, is 
a question of no easy determination, espec. since 
neither occurs either in the Sept. or in Joseph. ; 
and, while propriety of language may scem in 
favour of the ‘Middle form, @yerpar, equiv. to 
iysipov, yet the number, and occasionally the 
excellence of the MSS., is in favour of the Act. 
tntrans. Eysipe, which is sometimes so used in 
the purest Greek writers, as Eurip. Iph. in Aul. 
624. And other exx., besides the present, of 
verbs so employed, may be seen in Porson's note 
on Eurip. Orest. 288. So also our Eng. verb to 
rouse i$ used in our best older writers. Yet the 
very circumstance of the use being found in the 
Class. writers, only tends to raise one's suspicion 
that gye:ps came from the Alexandrian cor- 
rectors; espec. considering that the Middle form, 
at least in the Imperat., no where, as far as I can 
find, occurs in the Class. writers. Accordingly, 
internal evidence is so much in favour of 
Zyecpat, that it ought always to be retained, 
eXcept against preponderating external autho- 
rity; which is very much the case here, for I 
find it in all the best Lamb. and Mus. MSS. 
For want of knowing this to be a Middle form 
(and what is more a Middle . form, such 
as euppaivecOa: in Luke xii. 19; óouotovoOai:, 
Matt. vi. 8; besides other examples, and several 
adduced in Jelf, Gr., 8 362. 6—8, where he re- 
marks that this reflex. force is applied to Active 
as well as Middle forms as here £y«:pe), the 
ancient correctors sometimes introduced é-yelpou 
for fysıpaı' and at other times &yaipe : of which 
many exx. will come under our notice. The 
Mi form not only nowhere occurs in the 
Class. writers, but was marked as improper by 
the ancient grammarians. So Zonar. Lex., p. 
605, gives the rule: 'Eyasípov xpi) Aéystiw, ovxl 
Zyecpac, he does not say ovx &ytipt, which, from 
its rarity, was perhaps unknown to him. On the 
whole, internal evidence is so decidedly in favour 
of &yripat, that I have thought fit to retain it 
except where strong external authority, based on 
both the Western and the Eastern Recensiorr, 
may outweigh internal evidence. As to ituei 
which Alf. adverts to, it cannot be brought in 
here, there being, as far as I know, no example 
of such in any MSS. on any passage. 

6. dpóv cov Ti Alon Namely, as a proof 
of his cure. So Lucian Philop. cited by Elsner, 
says of a slave called Midas, that after ho had 
been cured of a serpent's bite, he took up his 
oxtuwoéa, and went into the country. f 

8. iaduacay] Fritz., Dacht, and Tisch. 
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kal éBófacav tov Oeòv tov Sdvra éfovaíav tovavryy rots ay- 
Opwrrots. 

e Mark 2. 14. Luke 5. 27. 9° Kal mapáyæv ó Inoovs éxetOcv, eldev AvOpwrov xaOnpevov 
èm. tò TeXwviov, MarÜaiov reyopevov, xai Agyei alto ’ Axo- 

tmark2.18, Novder pot. kal ávacràs 9koXoU0naev abrQ. 10 f Kai éyévero, 
Lukes giro àyaxeuiévov èv Ti) oikía, Kal idov, ToXXol TeA@vas xai 

áyapreol éMÜóvres avvavéxewro TQ ‘Inood kal rois padnrais 
aùroð. 11 Kat iSovres oí Bapwaior elroy trois pabryrais avroi 

Infra 11. 

Depe su 
h Gal. 11.15, UA ; 

read, from 2 MSS. and some copies of the Vulg., 
idofiOncay. But that reading arose, I doubt 
not, from the Critics failing to perceive the pecu- 
liar force of the term £@aupu., which has nearly 
the sense of i0auBnoap, ' they were astounded,’ 
denoting a feeling compounded of amazement 
and awe. Comp. Mark x. 32, iQauflovrro xai 
EdoPouvro, and Acts ix. 6, rp£uev xal Üaufav. 
Thus in the passages of Mark and Luke it is ex- 
pressed by é€lcrac@at and éxoracis, lit. ' were 
out of their wits with astonishment.’ Compare 
Mark vi. 51, éEleravro xai iGavuatov. And 
0áu fos, at Luke iv. 36, and Acts iii. 10, denotes 
wonder mixed with awe and fear, as also in Pind. 
Nem. i. 85. 
— «ois dvOpwwros}] This is usually consi- 

dered as Plur. for Sing. 5 but, as Grot. and 
Fritz. remark, the Pl has place tn sententia 
generals. 

9. kaÜiju. iml rd TeAXdvnov] T have already 
shown at large, that this disputed phrase cannot 
mean ‘sitting for the receipt of custom’ (with 
some), nor ‘sitting at the toll counter’ (with 
others),—a sense of rad. devoid of proof. 1 still 
think that rsAwyioy was used in this sense, toll- 

"booth, as is certain from Pollux, On. ix. 28, 
where, among the places about a port, he men- 
tions rd raAwyiov, and cites in proof of this 
Posidipp. in his Kadwr,—Tóv waid’ væ orev- 
ovra Tpóc TÒ TtÀuw»iov. Moreover, the term 
xaOrnmevoy, used in conjunction with reà., rather 

uires this senso of vÀ. than those others. 
However, instead of being explained, as it is by 
some, merely to denote occupation, it ought 
rather to be regarded as put icé, and with 
allusion to the sifting posture of office-keepers, 
which was the customary one both in the East 
and in Grecce. Thus Alexis, in his Pylad. fr. i., 
has Aexaretoover (i. e. tax-gatherers) rads ovcíae 
dy rats aróÀsci, xabypevor, ‘sitting’ (viz. at 
their stalls). Hence it is best to understand the 
term T:À. to here denote place, in some such 
sense as is capable of proof; and that sense is toll 
qr custom-office, sub. oixnua (meaning a mere 

oth or shed), where the port-dues for the im- 
rt and export of commodities on the Lake of 

Gennesareth were paid, Capernaum being the 
only port on thc lake, and consequently would be 
likely to carry on no inconsiderable commerce. 
— hxodrov8noe abro] He had no hesita- 

tion in doing this, as being, doubtless, well ac- 
quainted with the character of Jesus. It is gene- 
rally agreed, from tho t similarity of the 
narrations, that the M here and the Levi 
of Mark ii. 14, and Luke v. 29, are names of the 

Aiari perà € rev Tedwvev kal ^ ápapreXOv éabier ó didacKados 
12 ‘O 88 "Inaots dxovoas eirev avtois; Ov xpelav exov- 

same individual, espec. as it was usual with the 
Jews to bear two names. The Evangelist fol- 
lows the custom of the ancient historians in 
general; who, on having occasion to speak of 
themselves, use the third person, to avoid 
egotism. 

10. ¿v Tf olxfa] ‘in his house,’ i. e. of Mat- 
thew, as appears from Mark ii. 15, and Luke v. 
29, if, at least, the feast was the same; which, 
however, Mr. Greswell denies; but without suf- 
ficient reason ; and the use of the Article requires 
the former view. See note, supra, v. 1. It is 
better to suppose the mention of the feast antici- 
pated ; for Abp. Newc. has shown, that a period 
of nearly six months intervened between the call 
of Matt. and this feast. 
— duaptrwdoi] The word generally in the 

Gospels denotes either heathens, or, as here, such 
Jews as associated with them, and were conai- 
dered on a footing with them. 

]l. dkari—ioBier] From the cited 
by Wets. and others, it appears that the Heathens 
as well as the Jews, accounted it & pollution to 
eat with the impious. 

12. ob xpsiav—iyovres] A proverbial saying, 
under which is couched the intimation ‘If you 
be spiritually well, and need not tho spiritual 
physician, you want not my presence; the spi- 
ritually sick are those who need my aid, and 
accordingly my proper place is with them ; q. d. 
‘It is not the healthy, but the sick who need the 
phones for the body; why then complain that 

; the Physician of the soul, exercise my ministry 
among the spirituall sick ?' The words at the 
next verse, ov yap nAGow, &c., properly refer to, 
and are cane ed with, these, and not with the 
immediately preceding wopsu@ivres dà —Üvoíap, 
which form an interposed and hypoparenthetic 
clause. Thus the true connexion may be traced 
thus: [‘my proper place, I say, is found with 
the spiritually sick. Why?) because my business 
is with them, secing that I came not to call just 
— but sinners to repentance. The inter- 
posed clause was thrown in by way of tiadication 
of his own conduct and censure of theirs, which 
implied an ignorance of what, as professors and 
teachers, they ought to have known, as being 
contained in Holy Writ, that God prefere the 
offices of benevolence and philanthropy to the 
external rites of the ceremonial law, much more 
to the observances, only formed to sustain that 
law, such as avoiding close intercourse with 
heathen and sinful persons. So far from «rop1v0. 
62 being, as some think, redundant, it is highly 
significant (as indeed is required by the air of this 
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civ» oi toyvovres larpov, AAN oi Kaxds Eyovres'—ropevbévres Se 
pabere ri cote, 13'"EXeov OéXo, kal ov Ovciar—ov yàp tuo. 
Alov xarécat Sixaiovs, AAN * duaprwdors, [eis uerávouav. | 

14 Tore mpocépyovrat avrà oi pabrral 'loávvov, Xéyovres: 

6. 6. 
Micah 6. 6, 

3.7 
1 

15. 

! Augri tpets raè oi Daptoatos vnorevopev TONNAG, oi 68 paDrrrad | Mark 2.18, 
gov OU VNOTÈÚOUCI ; 1$ Kal elzev avrots 0 “Inootss M3) 99- Luke 5. 88, 

&c. and 18. 
^ ^ ^ ^ 13. vavras ™ oi vio, Tov vuupavos TreyOeiv, éd oov peT avrdv TTV m Jobn3.29, 

retort, which is pointed by the 8à of reply, 
as in Luke xii. 14. xiii. 8. Acte xii. 15. xix. 2, 
and in Classical writers); q. d ‘Go and set 
about learning what Scripture teaches you ;' for 
it is not a mere Rabbinical formula cilandi, as 
Schoettg. and Surenhus. imagined, though the 
sentiment itself has a parallel in one of Rabbi 
Eleazar ap. Wets. : * Facere eleemosynam (equiv. 
to iàsos here) probatur Deo plusquam sacrifi- 
cium.' The idiom in xai oJ denoting not a 
simple, but comparative negation, is common to 
both Hebrew and Greek phraseology. As re- 
spects the concluding words els usTároiay, they 
have no place in B, D, V, A, and about 15 cur- 
sive MSS, to which I add Lamb. 1175, 76. 
Scriv. o. p., Br. Mus. 17,470, 15,581, and Cov. 1 
(om. by Mill) confirmed by the Sy. Sahid., 
fEthiop., Pers, Arm., Ital, and Vulg. Ver- 
sions, and several Fathers ss Clem. Rom., 
Origen, Ephr. Syr., and others; and internal 
evidence is rather against than for them, consi- 
dering that the words were more likely to be 
tntroduced from Luke v. 32, than cancelled. 
However, external authority for them is so 
strong, and internal evidence against them not 
decisive, tliat I cannot consent to remote them, 
with Griesb., Lacom., and Scholz, but, as be- 
fore, shal! piace them within single brackets, — 

as the Canon of preferring the more diffi- 
cult reading is here not applicable,—for I can- 
not agree with Fritz. that “ they are quite neces- 
sary to the course of thought, and yet cannot be 
su left understood.” It is, indeed, difficult 
to fix limita to the use of subaudition in com- 

ition so little regular as that of the New Test. 
Besides, xaXrety in this absolute use occurs in 
Matt. iv. 21. Rom. ix. 11. 1 Cor. vii. 17. Gal. 
i. 15. Col. i. 12. 1 Thess. v. 24. 1 Pet. i. 15. 
2 Pet. i. 3. The authority of Clem. Rom. 
2 Cor. 2, is decisive against the words, and so is 
Just. Mart. Apol. i. 15; and though he once 
elsewhere cites with the addition els ueTávoiay, 
yet he might advert not to Matth., but to Luke 
v. 

14. Tór: wpoctpy. —'Ioáy.] From the P. 
rallel passages of Mark and Luke, it appears that 
the disciples here mentioned were those not of 
John only, but also of the Pharisees, who asked 
this question ; which, it ecems, was put in order 
to account for the difference between them and 
the disciples of Jesus, as to the practice of fasting 
in private ; which, if John was the forerunner of 
Christ, they might think unaccountable, espec. 
as Jobn's disciples might wonder that Jesus did 
not at least now resort to it, as a natura] expres- 
sion of sorrow for the present captivity of him 
who was the forerunner of their Lord. Our Lord, 
in reply, intimates the reason for this diversity 
by the use of three illustrations, all serving to 

establish the important leeson ever to be remem- 
bered by those who seek to reform mankind, 
namely, that we should study fitness and pro- 
priety in all the observances propounded for that 
end. The first of these is one derived from a 
marriage celebration. 

15. uù Sovavrar.—vvudíos] Our Lord's 
reply is in all three Gospels introduced by the 
use of an interrogative form in order to express 
strong negation: and so far from the term de- 
payrat being, as Kuin. and some other Expo- 
sitors suppose, redundant, is, when thus taken 
with the 43 interrogative, to be considered as 
strong sn expression as could well have been 
— Hber ul hdi | — eus omom a 
sort o mpossibility, ignating that 
which is sr qim PAM to S hat either 
custom requires or propriety dictates, or again, 
what inclination woul cal for; in all which 
cases, espeeially in the two first, some limitative 
clause is left to be mentally supplied. Thus, in 
the Sept., at Gen. xliii. 32, ob yàp dévayra: ol 
Alyómriot ovvecðlsiw merà Tov ' EBpalov, one 
or both of the two first-mentioned senses seem 
called for; and at Plutarch de Diecr. c. 45, 
and Polyb. vi. 53. 13. x. 37. 9, and Thueyd. i. 
1], the third of those. The second of those 
limitations seems to have place here, i. e. a 
sibility consistently with the nature of the thing 
in question. The only other example, as far as 
I know, is found in Hdot. vii, 134, xaAAXspfjoa 
Ovouivors obx idóvavro, where, for want of per- 
ceiving the dense brerity, so frequent in the 
Father of History, and the implied limitation 
denoting what cannot in the nature of the thing 
be, the deeply erudite Valcknaer resorted to the 
very course pursued, as we see, by so many of 
the ancient Critics on the Greek Testament, 
and, altering what he could not understand, pro- 

to read oùx éyivero for ovx iĉúvaTo. 
ut to revert from words to things, in viol 

Tov wvudoros, we have a Hebraism, to de- 
note ‘ those attached to the bride-chamber,’ the 
intimate friends of the Bridegroom, who go to 
fetch the bride. In thus employing the term 
vvapíos, our Lord used language descriptive of 
Himsel , under the title (ó reudíos) applied to 
Him by John the Baptist je John iii. 29, ô 
* Thy voudny vuudtor iorly). And indecd 
this wasa title given by the Jews of old to the 
Messiah, with reference to his chosen people, as 
 vondn, and by way of intimating the close 
union between God (or the Messiah) and tho 
ancient people of God. See Isa. liv. 5—10. Jer. 
fii, 14. Hos. ii. 12. h. v. 32. 2 Cor. xi. 2. 
In the New Test. this designation is applied to 
Christ, as the Brid m of his bride (»éudn), 
the Church, Christ's Holy Catholic Church, being 
the Who body of his faithful people in every age 
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ó vupdios; "EXeicovra, 86 juépat brav àmapÜrj am’ avray ð 
tain, vupios, Kal " TOTE vga Tevaovatw. 16 Ovdels Se émiáXXe èri- 

Banua pdxous dryvádov èm. iparíp Tada alpet yap TO TNT- 

popa abro) ard To) iparíov, kal xelpov oylopa yiveras. 1 Ove 

BáXXovaw olvov véov eis doxovs Tadatovs ef 66 prpye, prryvuvras 
e 9 e ^ e > 3, ^ , 

of doxol, kal 6 olvos exyetrat, xal oi doxol aroXoÜvra a 

BáXXovatv olvov véov eis áakovs Kawors, Kal * audotepos avvr- 

63 

nA 
8. & 14. 33. 
1 Cor. 7. 5. 

pouvrat. 

o Mark 5. pts 33, 18° Tatra aùroð XaXoUvros aùrois, Sov dpywv ee éMwv 

Lukes, aroogexiver aùr, eyo “Ors 1) Ovyarnp pov aptt éreXevrm- 

oer GANA Cov eribes thy xeipá aov én’ avrij», xai Sncerat. 

(see Bp. Pearson on the Creed, Art. IX.), so as 
to intimate the close union between himeelf and 
that le, his Church. The application inti- 
mated, though not expressed, is this: * With 
you it is a time of sorrow, and it,is fit that 
you should mourn and fast; but not so with 
my disciples: it is with them, so long as I am 
present, a time of joy, unsuitable to mourning 
and fasting. The proper time for those observ- 
ances will be when I am taken away; then they 
may and will fast." 
— trsdcovras di tuipas—rors wnores- 

covciw] Our Lord here expresses his unwil- 
lingness to disturb, by unseasonable austerity or 

bootless mourning, that joy which his disciples 
felt in his gracious presence; intimating, how- 

ever, that the time would soon come, when his 

removal from them by final deprivation might 
render voluntary fasting sometimes & seasonable 
exercise of devotion ; and at otber times involun- 

have to be endured as a con- 
paar situation in which their 
place them. 

of the fuller. Thus the — answers to 

the xaıwòv of Luke. "EvíBAnua is Hellenistic 
Greek for émígpaupa. 

— alps: *yáp—(yíiverai] Mark, more fully: 
alpe: TÒ TÀfipepua abrov TÒ Kawdy Tov Ta- 

Xaov. Luke gives the general sense, and more 

plainly. By this it is meant that the two sub- 

stances being dissimilar (one rigid and the other 

supple) will never wear well together, but the 

rigid will tear away part of the supple. The 

comparison is ular ; and in the application 

suggested by this and the metaphor in the next 

verse is a lesson inculcating the inexpediency of 

imposing too gricvous burthens on them, during 

their weakness and imperfection, as new con- 

verts ;—that all things should be suited to cir- 

cumstances ;—and that, as wse forms the taste, so 

men's long accustomed modes are not speedily to 

be changed, nor can they be suddenly initiated 

into unwonted austerities. ‘ My new doctrines 

would not match with the old rites of the Phari- 

sees. Their doctrines required much fasting; 

which would to my system be incongruous. Nay, 

if my new doctrines were to be pieced on their 

old ones, the rent would only become worse, and 

the incongruity the more obvious by juxta- 
ion. 

17. Here we have the 3rd illustration. Bad- 
Asiy, for iuf. is used to signify infundere, both 
in the Scriptural and Classical writers. 
—daxous] flasks made of goat or sheep skins, 

used in all the ancient nations, and still em- 
ployed in the Southern parts of Europe. Now 
these, as they are not so easily distended when 
they grow old and stiff, so they are more liable 
to u oy the Terminen of new liquor. The 
application suggests the inappropriateness of 
Christ's doctrine being — and intermixed 
with that of the Pharisees; q. d. ‘New things 
should be put and kept together, in order that they 
may perfectly amalgamate.’ The result points 
out the complete failure of any such attempt, by 
representing not merely the damaging, but the 
utter destruction of both the substances—the 
spilling out of the wine and the total destruction 
of the vessel. lt was fit that, as old things had 
passed away, all things should remain new. 
—dudorepo:| This reading has been, with 

reason, received by Griesb., Matth., Lach., Scholz, 
and Tisch. The text. rec. has every appearance 
of being a mere error of the scribes, though one 
existing at a very early period, as we may judge 
from its having place in the Pesch. Syr. and 
a . Versions. — 

. &pxæv il. tHe cuvaywyns, which is 
exprened În Dune viii. 41. He is by Mark v. 22 

led els r&v An Xia yey er and named Jai- 
rus. The els for is, after dpyov is found in 
most of the MSS., the Edit. Princ., and the best 
of the Versions ; and is, with reason, adopted by 
the best Editors. 

— ápri itaXevTrnoey] ‘is by this time dead, 
or ‘asst were dead.’ This is agreeable to Mark's 
toydrws yz, and not irreconcilesble with 
Luke's &»£Üvgoxav. 
—lnibes Thy ysipa] SA bly to the 

custom of our Lord, as it had been also of the 
prophets; who, in praying for the benefit of any 

rson, used to put their hands upon him.’ 
Grot.) See Num. xxvii. 18. 2 Kings v. 11. 
Matt. xix. 13. Acts iv. 30. 
—{neera:} The interpretation of this word 

must depend upon the sense assigned to the for- 
mer éreXevTnce; but in the popular acceptation 
it is susceptible of either the signif. to be restored 
to life, or to continue to live, which must imply 
recovery from her sickness. 



MATTHEW IX. 19—26. C9 

19 Kai éyepOels 6 'ImooUs neorovOncey ait@, kai oí pabyral 
avTov. 

20 P Kal idov, yvvij aipoppooUca Swdexa ern, TpoacXDoDca pHak sss 
&miaOev, rato To) kpaa1réBov Tod iparíov avrou ?l ÉXeye yap 
v éavriy éàv povoy Gryrwopat ToU ipariov avroU, cwlncopa. 
22 ʻO è 'Igao)s émuctpadgels xal Wav adrihv, celme Oápoc, 
Üvyarep: 11) maris cou aécoxé ae. Kal éawOn 7) yuv aro 41e s. 
Tis æpas exeiyys. ?3* Kal lòv ó 'IgcoUs eis Tv oix(av TOU Pens. ta. 
&pxovros, kai àv Tov; avAntas kai Tov Bydov ÜopvfSoUjevov, 

Luke 8. 61. 

reyes avroiss ?9*5*'Avaywepeire ov yap àméÜave TÒ kopdauov, s Actas. 1e. 
GXXà xabevde. kai xareyéXov avro). $5"Ore Sd ekerin 
Ò SyAos, eicedOav expdrnce Tis xeiós avTis, Kai nyépOn Tò 
kopáctov. % Kal EMO 4 dyn abr eis ÓNqv ti yi èren. 

20. aluoópoovca] It is not clear whether by 
this we are to understand a flux from the os sa- 
erum, or the os matricis. The former seems the 
more probable (see Dr. Mead cited in Rec. Sm: 
but a of Levit. xv. 33 may be thought to 
favour the latter opinion. One thing is certain, 
tbat a flux of blood, of either kind, 1s the least 
curable of all distem 

— Tov xpacwiéov| Not so much the hem, as 
the tassel (i.e. one of the lower tassels) of the 
garment (see Num. xv. ; which had four 

- corners, called mrepúyia, from each of which 
was suspended a tassel of threads or strings. To 
touch either of the two lower ones was ed 
as a mark of profound respect. This, however, 
is not to be as exclusively a Jewish 
custom ; for I have in Recens. Synop. adduced 
three examples (from Arrian, Athenmus, and 
Plutarch) of heathens touching or kissing the 
fringe of a man's robe as a mark of respect, 
and to gain his good will and favour. The 
secrecy and delicacy here employed may be attri- 
buted to the nature of the disorder, which was 
considered unclean. 

21. ewO5coua:] ‘I shall be restored to 
health.’ 

23. Tous auAnrds] The antiquity of the cus- 
tom of wailing for the dead, and expressing grief 
by tearing the hair and mangling the flesh, ap- 
pears from various parts of the O. T.: it was 
common to both Greeks and Romans, and still 
continues in some barbarous or semi-barbarous 
nations. Besides these offices by relations, there 
were others Aired to join in the howling, and to 
sing dirges, accompanied by wind-instruments. 
So Jos. Bell. iii. 9. 5, wrXelorous 8 u1000v00a. 
Tous aiAwras, oi Üprivor xarfjpyov avrois. 

— Îopußoúpevov| This would properly mean 
tumultuantem; but the word must, as appears 
from Mark v. 39, vi Oopu(3eio0a xal xXalsTs; 
include the sense of lamentation, namely, such 
tumultuary responses as the prafica would make 
in concert. 
24. où ydp—«absidec] I am ready to t 

with Mr. Alf. that no inference can be drawn 
from these words as to the maiden's actual death. 
Yet the tenor of the whole narrative of the three 
Evangelists taken together rather ts the 
idea of her being actually dead. And though 
this is, strictly speaking, not here recognized by 

the Evangelist, yet the words taken in their 
pular acceptation carry with them that notion. 

Moreover, what our Lord did was such as to 
convey te the people the idea that he raised the 
maiden from the dead. Nay, the very strong 
term in Luke, ééornoay, and the yet stronger 
in Mark, éfierncay ixordoe pryady (taken 
with the strict injunction at Luke viii. 56, to 
divulge the matter, i. e. the miracle, to no one), 
forbids the idea that there was only a restoration 
to animation from a deep trance. e e of 
John xi. 1] cannot acad to the determination of 
the question, because the words here (the same as 
those found in Mark and Luke) are not the 
words used by our Lord there. However, per- 
baps our Lord did not mean to assert any thing 
either way, but merely meant thus to intimate to 
the persons present that she was not so dead that 
they had occasion to make these preparations, he 
being come to awaken her as out of asleep. We 
are not to suppose that our Lord spoke with any 
mental reservation (for which the Jesuits con- 
tend), or suppressed i which 
would su — to speak T like the 
éverpoxpirns in Artemid. L. i. 26: o warip cov 
où TíÜynksy, &AXÀà Kxoruâraı:); but that the 
terms employed were meant to be taken with the 
due limitation n in all such brief declara- 
tions, q. d. ‘She is not so dead as not to retum 
to life, which is the idea necessarily associated 
with death, as conveyed in the familiar peri- 
phrasis to ‘ go hence and be no more seen.’ y 
our Lord was pleased to use this reserved man- 
ner of speaking has been ably pointed out b 
Maldonati, who concludes his Annotation wit 
the remark : '* Loquitur ergo Christus ex eorum 
opinione, non quam habebat ipse (credebat enim 
veré fuisse mortuam), sed quam eos habituros 
fuisse sciebat, si cognovissent paulo post fuisse 
surrecturam."' 

25. iEeBA hOn] ‘was dismissed, ‘put forth,’ 
or desired to withdraw. This and many such 
terms in both Hellenistic and Classical writers 
are not to be strained, but to be understood 

rier. Our Lord excluded the people, in popula 
order that thoee whom he wished to be spec- 
tators of the miracle (as the parents, and Peter, 
James, and John, see Mark v. 37—40) might 
view what was done without interruption. 
— ixpáruse rie xsipós] Not as a form of 



70 MATTHEW IX. 27—35. 

27 Kal mapáyovri ékeiÜev TQ 'IgaobD nxodrovOncay aire Svo 
t Infra 15, TUPAO, ,epátovres Kal Xéyovres*  EXégaov aS, t viè Aavis ! 
Mxís«, ^ EMóvri Se eis THY oixiav mpocñAbov aùr oi TvjXol xai 
Luke 18. 38, eyes aùrois 0 Inoots Iioreúere brie Stvayat ToUro mTooat ; 

Aéyovcw avrQ' Nal, Kúpie. ?? Tore yaro trav o$0aXuav 
avtav, A\éyor Kara thy miotw UÜpdv yernOnro piv. 30 xal 

avepyOncay avr&v oi opOarpol. Kal éveSpipnoato avrois à 
u Bupra8. 4 Incas, Aéywr "'Opáüre, pndels yivworérw. 31 Oi be EÉN- 
& 13. 10. & 

Fb sin Govres Sueynutoay avrov év 0X9 TH Yh erein. 
v Luke ll. 
14. 

mov Kwov, Satpovilopevor. 
3? Aùráv dé éfepyouéyow, ioù, mpoonveyxay avrQ avOpa- 

33 Kal éxBAnbévros rod Satpoviov, 

wintais, €XdAnoev 6 kwpós xa Cavpacav oi Sydo, XMéyovrev [Sze] 
34 w Oi 6e Dapicaios 34. A 

Marks.. Qudérote épdvn obras év tO 'Iopañà! 
wos ÉAeyoy Ev T adpyovrt TOv Satpovioy éxBdrre Ta apóra. 
Mark 3. 23. 85 ^ e9 ^ , / ` , 
Luke 11, 18. Y Kai mepiñryev 6 'InaoÜs tas modes wdacas kai Tas kopas, 
Yuko 15.33 Sidacxov dv tais cuvaywyals avTOv, kal knpicowy TÓ evayyé- 

raising any one, nor through courtesy, or more 
medicorum, as many Commentators say ; but, as 
usual, to accompany the miracle with some act, 
as that of touching. So at v. 29, ‘he touched 
the eyes of the blind man.’ 

27. vii Aavid] As that was one of the titles 
then ascribed by the Jews to the Messiah, the 
use of it was an unequivocal acknowledgment of 
Jesus's Messiahship. And that use must have 
been founded upon their reliance on the testi- 
mony of others who had seen his miracles. 

90. dvedyOncay aitwy ol aA nol] ‘they 
were restored to sight,” or, * received the faculty 
of sight.’ This is thought to be a Hebraism ; 
but it is rather a r form of expression, 
found also in the l writers. 
— dveBpiunoato abTois—Aéyev, &c.] In 

the use of the term éufp. here and at Mark i. 
43, iu an exactly similar context, there is (ns 
also in Symm. Vers. of Is. xvii. 13) an earnest 
charge, under threat of — to do a thing. 
This arises from the leading idea of perturba- 
tion, or agitation of mind, on which I have 
before remarked, tracing the true etymology of 
the word in my Lex. N. T. in v. by a reference 
to JEschyl Sept. 461. This I now find con- 
firmed by Cyrill. ap. Suid. in v. It is not, as 
would appear from the Lexicographers, so con- 
fined to the N. T. and Sept. as not to occur else- 
where. It is used not only by /Eechyl., but by 
other writers of considersble purity of style, as 
Lucian, Menander, Liban., and others. The 
reason why our Lord was, on occaaions like this, 
and that at Mark, pleased to conceal his mira- 
cles, has been variously speculated on, by no one 
so ably as Dr. Whitby ; though even he was not 
sufficiently aware that this matter is one of the 
secret things which belong unto tho Lord, and 
which not being revealed to ua, can only be seen 
by mortal men as “ through a glass darkly.” 

32. xwdóv, darpomfousvoy| The latter word 
is, as Fritz. says, explanatory of the former; i d. 
* who was such by demoniacal influence.' And 
this, Rosenm. and Kuin. admit, js the sense in- 
tended by Matthew and Luke xi. 14. Yet, with 

a strange perversity, they choose to ascribe the 
dumbness oo disorder. Only, they say, ‘ the 
Evangelists thought proper to retain the common 
expression.’ But this would be inconsistent with 
the character of honest men, much less ambaa- 
aadors from God, and at variance with the firm 
belief of demoniacal possession, elsewhere so ap- 

t in their writin Besides, the truth and 
ignity of the miracle will mot, as is alleged, 

remain the same. It would not be the same 
miracle ; and the dignity would be fay less. For 
though Dr. Mead expresses his surprise 'that 
divines should contend so eagerly for demoniacal 

ion, as if something were wanting to de- 
monstrate Christ's power, when exercised only 
over natural diseases ; yet what has been said 
supra iv. 24, will abundantly prove that some- 
thing would have been wanting to demonstrate, 
if not the power, yet the assumed character of 
Jesus, had it been exercised only over natural 
diseases. Assured we may be, that, in propor- 
tion as the soul exceeds in dignity the body, so 
must the suppression of evil from superhuman 
agents, exceed that of evil produced in the re- 
gular course of nature. Besides, the very terme 
employed show that the removal of the dumb- 
ness was occasioned by the expulsion of the 
demon. Not to say that the amazement of the 
people (see note supra, ver. 8) necessarily sup- 
poses the cure of demoniacal possession, not that 
of disease ; for the latter had been very fre- 
quently seen in Israel, and evinced by the Pro- 

; nay, even so far as occasionally to raise 
the dead. 

33. All Editors are agreed that ör: before 
ovdiwore, which is found in very few MSS., 
must be cancelled. 
— obdiwore ipávn olrws] On reconsider- 

ing this peculiar form of expression, I am still of 
opinion that there is here an ellipsis of yevo- 
Mevov, the uncommonness of which may be 
ascribed to the circumstance of this belonging to 
colloquial idiom. And instead of supplying bere 
cither rovro or ToiovTo, we may best rd 
i páyn as an impersonal, wpayua being implied. 



MATTHEW IX. 386—838. X. 1—4. 71 

Mov 1745 BaciXeías, kal Oepareúwv cav vócov kai mâcav 

paXaxíavy [èv rà Xa). 99 *'I9Gv è robs ÜyXovs, éamXayyvía0n zMark e. u. 
Num. $7. 17. 

Trepi avTOv, OTe * orav éakvNévot ral éppispiévou, woe Trpóflara Kisss n. 
Zach. 10. 3. B3) €xovra moipéva. 37 Tore Méyet vois paOyrais aitou' ‘O ze Luke 0. 

n 

pèv Oepispos moris, of 5é epydtas OXbyov 33 Gergre odv Tod P» 61 
vhn 4. 36. 

3 Thess. 8.1. 

xupiov TOU Oepiopod, mws éxBady épyáras eis Tov Oepiopoy 
avTov. 

X. 1* Kal mpocxaderdpevos tors Swdexa paÜmràs avroD, marks. 
ébwxev avrois éfovaíav Tvevuárov axabdptav, dae éxBadreuy Like 6.12. 
aura, kai Ücpaevew Tacay vooov Kal Tacav padaxiay. ?? Tey r Lakeo u 
66 d@dexa dmoaTONov TÀ ovopata oTi Tatra’ TpaTos Sipwv Mk*% 
ò Aeyopevos IIérpos, xai ' Avdpéas 0 aderAdos avrov: 3 ’IaxwBos 
6 ToU ZeBedaiov, xai '"Ioávvgs 6 adeddos avroí- Piumros, 
xa} BapOoXouaios Owpâs kal MarÜaios ó terwvns *‘IaxwBos 
ò ToU ' AXdaíov, kal AeBBatos ó érrixrnOels Oaddaiose * "Xi tu 

36. LoXayxvíc0n] ‘was moved with com- 
passion.” The word occurs neither in the Sept. 
nor the Classical writers, and seems to have been 
formed by the New Testament writers from 
ov Aáyxva, * bowels; for there the Jews placed 
the seat of sympathy ; by a metaphor taken from 
that yearning which is felt in pity, or the other 
kindly affections. 
— icxvAuívoi] It is almost impossible to 

imagine stronger authority, internal and exter- 
nal, than exists for this reading, which has been 

roved by nearly every Commentator, and re- 
ceived by all the Editors from Wets. down- 
ma As to — Vom. "Tho sede — 
ulvoi, it is plainly a gloss. e sense of éaxvA- 
pivos is — troubled ; namely, with the 
burdensome rites and ceremonies of the Law, 
and especially the irksome traditions of the Pha- 
risees. The word denotes propery to tear, as 
applied to dogs and other animals (Angl. worry). 
So JEschyl. Pers. 583, wyvawTóusvot okú- 
Aorrai, and figur. to harass, trouble, as at Mark 
v. 35. Luke viii. 49. 3 Macc. iii. 25. iv. 6. 
While, however, the term is, we see, as old as 
the time of 7Eschyl., it was in process of time 
disused by the Attic writers, perhaps on account 
of its cacophony. Yet it was a re- 
called by the later Greek writers, from the time 
of Artemidorus downwards, but only as used in 
the sense to be hunted or baited, by that figurative 
acceptation found in our English verb bait, as 
used by our old English writers e. Shak- 
spear); and such, from the words following we 
TpófaTa uh txovra Wotpiva, appears to be the 
allusion intended in the present passage, whereby 
the words become (what they were probably 
meant to be) ic. 
— binale i.e. not scatlered, as some ren- 

der, but lit., tossed aside, abandoned, unprotected. 
See Wets. As to the next words, see note 
infra, xv. 24. Similar pastoral images occur in 
1 Kings xxii. 17. 2 Kings xvi. 23. Judith xi. 19. 

37. ò uiv Ó:pionós—óAívyor] Probably a pro- 
verbial saying, including an agricultural com- 
parison, not unusual in the Rabbinical writings. 

38. Swe ixfBáAy] not simply * would send 

forth,” but ‘ would despatch forthwith ;' the term 
being a forcible one, meant to intimate the 
urgency of the occasion, which admitted of no 
delay. Vain is it that Bretschn. adduces, in eu 

rt of the usual sense emittere, 1 Macc. xii. Y. 
víTaEev "Loy. éroiuáQeaOat els wóAruov &' 
SAne THe vuvxTOs, kal iEéBadte arpoiiXaxae 
KUkAÀc THe WapemPBorANs, since there could not 
be found a passage affording stronger proof than 
that of the sense despatch. 

X. 1. i£ovaíay mvevuáræv à.] The rutunm. 
is a Genit. of object; as in Ecclus. x. 4, ifovcia 
ans ye. John xvii. 2. Rom. ix. 2], and several 
passages of the Clase. writers cited by Raphel 
and others. 

2. dwooro\wy] This important term pro- 
perly denotes dweoradpuivoe, one sent by an- 
other, on some important business, as in Hdot. i. 
21, where it signifies a herald, and 1 Kings xiv. 6. 
But (in imitation of the name given to an officer 
sent by the High-priest and Sanhedrim to the 
foreign Jews, to collect the tribute levied for the 
support of the Temple) it is, in the New Test., 
almost always used to denote a * em 
to convey the of salvation from to 
man, as said of the twelve A es; who wero 
peculiarly so called, as being at first espec. sent 
out by Christ, and commissioned to preach the 
Gospel in Judea; and who afterwards, with Paul 
and Barnabas (who were ——— selected 
for the work), received full and extraordinary 
authority, not only to promulgate his religion 
throughout the world, but to found and regulate 
the Christian Church; and espec. to ordain 
teachers and pastors, who should thereafter govern 
it by ordinary authority. 
— TpioTos—llérpos] i. e. first in order, as 

being first called (see iv. 18), not first in dignity ; 
for Christ seems not to have authorized any dif- 
ference in rank. If he had done so, the Evan- 
gelists would have noted it; but they have nof ; 
or the names are recited by them in various 
order. Judas, however, is always named last, 
and Peter usually first ; and John and his brother 
James third fourth, or fourth and fifth, 



72 MATTHEW X. 5—10. 

6 Kavavirns, xai "Iovéas ó ‘Ioxapwwrns, 6 xal mapaĵoùs 
» 7 

QuTov. 

5 Tovrous ToUs Swdexa améorerhev ó 'Inoods, wapayyelras aù- 

rots, Aéywu Eis óðòv dÜvàv pn dméXÜmre, kal eis mów Zapa- 
pevràv pù eicédOnre. 9 4 ITopevca0e è uáXXov crpós à mpóßara 
Tà àamorwhóra oikov ‘Iopa. 7° Topevopevor Šè xnpvocere 
Aéyovres "Ore fpyywev 5j Rachela tv ovpavar. 
voUvras Üepamevere, Xempo)Us Kxabaplfere, [vexpors éyelpere, | 
Saypoma éxBáXNXere Swpcav eraBere, Swpedy Sore. 
xrnonabe ypvoòv, pndd dpyupov, unde yarxov, eis tas Govas 

8 ' Ac0c- 

of M) 

úpr 10 pù mýpav eis óðòv, unde úo yvr&vas, unde vmrobruara, 

4. é"Ioxapierns}] The ó was brought into 
the text b ‘the Elzevir Editor, and has been re- 
tained by Wets. and all the more recent Editors, 
except Matthei and Tisch., who cancelled it: 
and many of the Lamb., Br. Mus., and Scriv. 
MSS., are without it; certainly its genuineness 
is doubtful. 

5. els 000v iðv.) for ele 000p à dye els ta 
i0», the Genit. here being a Genit. of motion, 
as in Gen. iii. 24. Jer. ii. 18, 4 odde Aly v7 Tov.— 
Els woXw, sub. Twa; for it is wrongly taken by 
Kuin. of ‘the city of Samaria; which would 
require the Art. Seo Luke ix. 52. John 
iv. 5. 

7. *ropsvóutvo: Gi xmnpéócarrs éyorres 
The common rendering, *and as ye go, preach, 
&c., has been thought objectionable on the 
ground that to do this by the way, or M the bye, 
could not be the purpose of our Lord to com- 
mand, but rather to do it as something primary 
and princi; And certain it is, that the main 
purpose of this verse is to inculcate the nature 
and substance of the message they were to de- 
liver. V. 5 states, 1, their mission ; 2, the per- 
sons to whom they were not sent; v. 6, the per- 
sons to whom they were sent; v. 7, the nce 
of the message they were to deliver, I know not 
why xnpócc. should be rendered preach. It 
simply denotes the solemn proclamation, publicly 
announcing the advent of the new dispensation. 
And wopevdu. ought not to be so much consi- 
dered in itself, as in conjunction with «npica. 
Accordingly, the sense of the words may be best 
thus expressed : ‘ Moreover, go and make public 
poc amaton to this effect; the kingdom, &c. 
omp. l Pet. iii. 19, rots iv $vXaxg wvevpacs 
opened iatipurtev. So, too, in the rk 
of publicly proclaiming or announcing any thing, 
up. is used in Mark i. 4. Luke iii. 3. xii. 3. A 
47. Acts x. 37 cg Luke iv. 18, «np. peu. 
This use of the Pres. Toptvóutvoc, with a verb 
denoting action, and sometimes implying motion, 
is very rare, though fren. in the aor. 1 mid. 
vropsvÜsíc. I know not of any other example in 
the New Test., nor in the Sept. Something like 
it is found in Ecclus. xxxi. 26, oUree &vÜpermos 
yyoTtócy ivi tay duapriav avToU, kal wadip 
Woptvdmevos, kal Th atta Torov. Now it can- 
not be doubted that Sirachides there would not 
have hesitated to write 09 wopevdusvos Worst, or 
irois Tà avTá. 

8. vexpove iy.] The authenticit 
words is very doubtful, for extern 

of these 
authority 

for and against is almost equally balanced, and 
they have been cancelled by Scholz and Tisch., 
aid. I find them absent from all the Lamb. MSS. 
except l, all the Mus. MSS. except 2, and all 
the Borir. MSS. except 2. I cannot, however, 
venture to do more than place them within 
brackets, for internal evidence may be urged for 
as well as against them. If genuine, wo may 
suppose that they have reference to the period 
comprehended under the more extensive commis- 
sion which the Apostles received after our Lord's 
resurrection, John xx. 21. Ihave not followed 
the change of position adopted by Griesb. and 
Lachm., Teau it is not based on competent 
authority, and it would keep out of sight one 
principal cause for the words having been, though 
genuine, lost out of the context. 
— swpsdv—dore] A sort of proverbial say- 

ing, which must, as appears from Luke x. 7, 
confined to what went just before; namely, the 
dispensing of miraculous gifts; and thereforo 
cannot be drawn into an argument against the 
maintenance of Christian ministers. All that is 
meant is, that they were not to make a trade of 
their miraculous gifts, —as the Jewish exorcists 
did of their pretended power to cast out devils, — 
but in a disinterested exercise thereof. 

9. uù krrjoncÓs] ‘ye must not vide, or 
furnish yourselves with’ (as the word often sig- 
nifies in the best Class. writers). Comp. Luke 
xxii. 35. This may be illustrated from the cus- 
toms of the Essenes, of whom Josephus, Bell. ii. 
8, 4, says, that whatever they had was always 
thrown open to the use of. their travelling 
brethren, just as if it were their own. Aid (he 
adds) xai wotouvra: Tas dwoénuias ovddy JÀ ec 
dwixout{ouevor, ‘ providing nothing additional ;' 
so irix. in Dio Cass. 1. 50. 11. 
— els ras Yavas vuwy] These words (to 

which u) xricnobe ypvady unðè dpy. undi 
xaAxdv must be all referred) signify, * for your 
purses,’ i. e. for your travelling expenses. Zwvas 
signifies properly girdles ; but the Oriental na- 
tions (and even the Greeks and Romans), used 
the belt, with which their flowing garments were 
confined, as pursea—a custom still subsisting in 
the East, and in Greece. 

10. múpav] <A sort of wallet, generally of 
leather, used by shepherds and Gavellars, for the 
reception of provisions, and mentioned both in 
the Old Test. and in Homer. 

— dvo xitwvas}] This does not forbid the 
wearing of two coats at once (for the ancients 
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nde t páfiBow dfwos yap ó épydrns ris Tpodíje aŭroð èst. 
118 Eis tw 8 ày mów 1) uv. eicédOnte, é£erácare ris dv avr g Mark 6.10 
dfios égre rakei pewate, Ews dv é£éXOqre. 
&& eis THY oixiay, aorrdcacbe avrTny. 

12 Eicepyopevor 10. & 

13 h Kai éàv pev 7 7j oikla n Lake 10.5. 
aia, éAÜéro ù) eiprjvn bpv èr aùr ‘day òè uù Ñ aia, 7 17.51. 

generally wore two on a journey), but a change of 
coats 

— ġroĉńňuara] A sort of strong shoes, for 
long journeys. On other occasions sandals were 
wom. These voóruaTa they were not to pro- 
vide, but (as Mark more clearly — it) to 
use sandals only. An injunction which may be 
ascribed to the desire of our Lord to exclude 
even the slight forecast and provision implied in 
providing themselves with strong shoes, as if they 
could not always depend on procuring ; 
"Páfdovs is found in most of the MSS., including 
almost all the Lamb., Mus., and Scriv. copies, the 
Copt., Arm., and later Syr. Vers., Theophyl., the 
earliest Edd., and is adopted by Wets., Scholz, and 
Tisch., and at Luke ix. 3, it may be the true read- 
ing. But it is quite at variance with Mark vi. 8. 
Besides, we can far better account for the change 
of páßčov into gáf3óovs, than the contrary. 
The critics stumbling at a singular noun, after 
several plural ones, changed the singular into 
the plural. Thus it appears, that the external 
evidence for pág2o» (including several ancient 
MSS. and the best Versions, as the Pesch. Syr.) 
is nearly equal to that for págóove. And the ia- 

evidence is almost wholly on its eide. 
Under these circumstances, I have thought proper 
(with Griesb., Matth., Fritz., and Lach.) to re- 
tain dáfldov. The sense will thus be quite re- 
concileable with Mark vi. 8. The disciples are 
here directed not to provide themselves ex- 
presely for this journey with even a staff, but to 
take with them their ordinary staff only, if they 
had one: (the failing to perceive which force of 
the words produced the false reading gáfidovs :) 
and we may be permitted to suppose that our 
Lord designed, under this minute particular, to 
convey the strictness and absoluteness of the 
prohibition to make asy provision whatever. 
— átios yap, &c.] proverbial expression 

RITE also in Levit. xix. 13, and Deut. xxiv. 
4, 15) importing, * You may cheerfully trust 

the providence of God to take care of you while 
engaged in such a cause; and you may reasonably 
expect to find subsistence among those for whose 
benefit you labour.' They are forbidden to en- 
cumber themselves with any articles of raiment 
besides what they were wearing, or with 
to purchase more, because they would be entitled 
to a supply from those on whom their labours 
were bestowed ; and money would be but an in- 
cumbrance, nay, might be even a snare. 

ll. &£vos) scil. wap’ œ peivacr’ dv, ‘of your 
compor and so xxii. 8. Though the absolute 
use,—which is found both in the Scriptural and 

ical writers, and is supported by the ancient 
interpreters, —may be preferable. 

12. eloepy. dà —ádc. aùrńv) The expression 
eleepy. dt is intended to be emphatic, q. d., * Im- 
mediately on entering the house, salute it,’ i. c. 
‘do it so quickly as to be the first to salute it,” 
as was well pointed out by a writer in the Catena 
in Matth., Edit. Cramer; and the Catenist well 

suggests the instruction intimated therein as fol- 
lows: Tw d& wpwrove domatecOar parprdtery 
avrovs wapacKevatat xai. iv Tovro. Mi) yàp 
iw 2005 diddoxers, pnolv, dià rovro Wepipivets 
wap itipwy ácmátioÜ0ar padov uiv oUv vuets 
aponysicÓs TH Tığ (Rom. xii.). He then 
P s to point out the scope of the next words 
thus: Atixròs dé OTt obx ácorac uos tori TOUTO 
ee (not a bare salutation), 4AA' dAÀoyía 
where read ÀX’ sóXoyía), but a benediction, 

and invocation of good from God, Heb. xii. 17, 
imayet, Ayav ' Edy 5j áEla n oixía, meee iT’ 
abTüv dy di UBpi<n, ob uóvov oudiv ix THe 
alpnune (the invocation of Peace) vouit{nre 
read xouleerar), áAÀd xal ra iv Lodopwy 
Umopuovet (read UVropever). 

Since writing the above I find that the Anno- 
tation in Catena was mainly derived from Chry- 
sost. on St. Matth. in loc, where evAoyia is 
found, and also expressions equivalent to xomi- 
orai and vrouevet. The somewhat obscure 
and variously explained words 5j elojwn vw ip’ 
buas lvi TpadQi$re have no direct exposition 
from either Chrysost. or the Catenist; but the 
indirect explanation derived from their Anno- 
tations confirins tbat of Euthym. (founded doubt- 
less on some other ancient and trustworthy Greek 
Father), who explains it to mean pndév évep- 
ynoares, lit., ‘let it be fruitless, unproductive of 
any benefit, be considered such, be as if you had 
never invoked the benefit’ This view is con- 
firmed by the same peculiar expression — 
in Ps. xxxv. 13, which may be rendered : * An 
let my prayer return unto my bosom, i. e. 
*become fruitless.” This rendering of 3von 
is confirmed by the Sept. in the Alex., and 
other MSS. im:orpadpiitrw, also by Solomon 
Jarchi. 
— dowdoacbs avrúv) Meaning the family, 

as in the next verse, and as the word 1s often 
used in Scripture. Compare, however, Eurip. 
Herc. F. 593, wpocetwé 0' éoriay: and Soph. 
Phil. 540, wpocxicavres (Schol. &axácavrts) 
Tv slooixnow. "Ac. includes all the custo- 
ma tokens of courtesy, suitable to all, each ac- 
cording to their age and station. 

13. eere] "This, and imtatpagditw just 
after, are commonly regarded as examples of Im- 
perat. for Future. But it is better, with Fritz., 
to take the sense to be ‘ volo m vestram," &c. 
Elprivij means the benefit o Mie peace, &c., or 
blessing; or, *the good and blessing which you 
have invoked by way of salutation.'—IIpós vuas 
imiorpaprire. This is used in a popular sense, 
to si ify ‘letit’ == ‘I wish it to become void 
and ineffectual.” So Isaiah lv. 11, o¥rwe oTa: 
TÒ pyud pou, 0 iav iEéíAOÓn Ex TOV oTopaTos 
pov, oU ph ávr oo rpad jj, ews dy redeoby oca 
dy fj0£Auca. See also Ps. xxxv. 13, and vii. 16. 
Thus it is meant, that if the persons were worthy 
to receive the blessing prayed for, they would 
bave it; if not, the wish would *come back to 
the giver.' 
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Marken. eonun Up pos bpüs emiotpapyra. 14 * Kal ds èv uù &£n- 
Luke 9.5. & 
10. 10, 11. 

] Neh. 5. 18. 
Acta 18. 51. 
& 18. 6. 
m Infra 11. 

Tat bus, pnde dxovon ToUs Noyous bav, éfepyópevou Tfjs oixias 
À THs morews exelvns,' écr.váEare Tov koviopróv Tay Tobey Upav. 
16m" Auv Xéyo ipi ? averrórepov Eotat y Bodopwv xal 

n infra u. Topoppav èv npépa xpioews, 7) TH Tones éxetvy. 
o Luke 10. 3. 
Bom. 16, 19. 16 o ISov, yò arrocréAXw vas ws Tpofara èv péow AVKOY 

vyivea0e odv ppovipor ws oi Seis, Kai axéparot ws ai Trepuarepa.. 
nom 17 P TIpocéyere 06 amò TÓv avOparrwr trapadwoover yap pâs 
Heb. 22. 19. 

eis cvvébpua, kal èv Tails cuvaywyais avtav paaTvyegovciy 
g Mark 13.9. judge: 189 wal dri rryeuóvas 66 xal Bacireis ayOnocecbe čverev 

Go époD, eis uapripiov avTois kal rots &Üveaw. 19 '"Oray dé mapa- 
1s. an Sddow Üpás, p) pepuuvrjare ras 1) Tí XaXrjagre SoOnceTas 
sMark it. yàp viv èv éxe(vp TH Opa, Tl XaXjaere. * ob yàp vpels irre 
Acte2.4 of XaXoÜvres, GAAS TO llveüua rod marpòs vay TO XaXoUv 
t Mican 7. 

Luke 21. 16. 
éy tiv. 21 Tlapaddcer 80 adeAdpos adedpov eis Bavarov, xal 

Maki. TaGT)p TÉKvov Kal éravacTycovTas Téxva èm} yoveis, Kal Gava- 
Luke 21. 17. 
infra 2-7. Twgovow autovs. 22" Kal écecOe picovpevor Tò qarrev dia 

14. xal Ss édv] This is not for idv dé ris; 
but ¿av is for dv. The construction is popular. 
Moreover, ixelvne is for éxsívov, by the — 
?rpós TÒ onu. Tbe Genit. moĉæwv is governed by 
the ¿x in ixtivéZare. Lach., indeed, inserts ix 
before woday from MS. C, and a few cursive 
ones; but Tisch. rejects it, and rightly, since in- 
ternal evidence, as well as external authority, is 
quite against it. And the use of dad before 
wodwy at Luke ix. 5, does not apply here; where 
the Genit. of relation, ‘as to your feet,’ i.e. 
Which cleaves to your feet. Compare Luke x. 11, 
TÓV koviopTÓv Tov koAXrÜcrra niv. Shaking 
off the dust from the fcet at persons (as Acts 
xiii. 5) was a symbolical action, disclaiming all 
intercourse with them. 

15. dvexrorepov] * easier to be borne.’ 
— i» nuipa xploews) ‘in the day of judg- 

ment.” Some Commentators understand this of 
the destruction of the Jewish nation. But that, as 
Whitby observes, is rather ‘styled the day of 
vengeance; and is otherwiso inapplicable here.’ 
The expression, then, must, notwithstanding the 
omission of the Article (on which sce Bp. Mid- 
dleton), be understood of the day of final judgment. 

16. ioù, ¿yù &vocr.] There is much force 
both in the Id. and the éyw. ‘Together with the 
resumption of the subject of their sending, they 
are reminded of the august Sender, q. d. * Mind 
ye, itis J who send you; éyw ò måvra suvd- 
pevos, as Euthym. says. * I, who have all power 
(see Matt. xxviii. 18) both to send and to protect 
my legates.’ 

— ylvecOe—mepiotepai] We have here two 
appropriate similes (common in the Classical 
writers), intimating the dangers to which they 
would be exposcd, and the best means of avoiding 
them. Ppórisoi prudentes ; provident and wary. 
*Axtpacot, ‘simplices, artless.” So Rom. xvi. 19, 
Ow di vuar coqois uiv ele TO yalov, dxe- 
paious dé els TÒ Kandy, ‘as to cvil and deccit ;' 
which passage, being evidently founded on this 

saying of our Lord, supplies its best comment. 
The word of warning in yivacOe ppóvimo: serves 
to introduce here a word of admonition in arpoc- 
fxers dad T. dvOp. to beware of the persons just 
mentioned. Comp. Acts ii. 40. By cvvíópia 
are here to be understood the provincial tribunals 
which existed in most towns, and even villages. 
That cvvaywyais must be taken in like manner, 
pa from the parallel passages in Mark and 
uke. 
20. ob yap, &c.] The Commentatore regard 

this as a comparative negation, like son tam— 
qum ; of which there are many examples in the 

riptura! and Classical writers, But Winer, in 
his Gr. Gr., denies this qualified sense always to 
have place in ov followed by &\Ad; and after 
discussing several pas where the formula is 
found (as Acts v. 4, iid 1 Thess. iv. 8. 1 Cor. i. 
17, and the present ), he shows that the 
sentiment is enfeebled when the où is translated 
son lam. Here, he observes, the reference is not 
to the physical act of speaking, but to the senti- 
ment uttered; which was to be really imparted 
to the Apostles by the Holy Spirit. 'Eors is 
Pres. for Fut.; or it may stand for are to be, 
perse. The sense is: 'for ye are not to 

the speakers, but the Spirit of your Father [is 
to be] that which speaketh [i.o. the speaker] in 
you.’ The Apostles, observes Dr. Henderson, 
were to epy human language ; but this was 

not to be the fruit of their own mental opera- 
tions: it was to result from the supernatural in- 
fluences of the Holy Spirit, prompting, control- 
ling, and guiding those operations.’ 

l. ——— Kuin., Rosenm., and 
others, take this as a forensic term, to signify 
* they shall rise up as witnesses.’ And they appeal 
to Matt. xii. 41. But there iv tū «pices is added, 
Hence I sce no reason to abandon the usual in- 
terpretation, as referred to hostility, attack, and 

rsecution, which is well supported by Wets, 
ypke, and Fritz, 
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^O Neyo tpi év TH oxoria, evrare èv TQ dwri Kai d eis TO 

24. ovx gor, &c.) This is meant to suggest a 
motive for bearing up under these trials and 
tribulations, by the consideration that they are 
zo more than even their Lord bore before them. 
See on Luke vi. 40. What is here said seems 
formed on a proverb; many examples of this 
gnome being adduced from the rabbinical writ- 
ings by Schoettg. and Wets. 

25. BeeA{eBuvA} Several Editors and Critics 
would read BeeA{eBovB, which Jerome adopted 
into the Vulg., under the idea that it is the same 
with the Ekronite idol called at 2 Kings i. 2 
nat Sra. the Lord of flies; and that the change 
of B into À was made bly to the genius of 
the Greek lan 5 which admits no word to 
end in B. But, besides that for BeeA(efloUf, there 
is scarcely the authority of one MS. the title was 
one of honour ; like the Zabs' Asrouvios, banisher 
of fies, given to Hercules; whereas, the name 
ere evidently is one of contempt. Hence the best 

Commentators, with reason, suppose that the name 
is indeed the same with that of the above-men- 
tioned; but (according to a custom among the 
Jews, of altering the names of idols, to throw con- 
tempt on them), changed to BesA{eBovA, mean- 
ing Lord of dung, i.e. metaphorically, idolatry, or 
according to others, the * Lord of Idols.’ Hence 
it was afterwards given by the Jews to the prince 
of demons. 
— The received text, ixáAscay might seem to 

claim the preference, on the gronna of its being 
tbe simpler reading, from which the others, dex. 
and åraxá\., may have arisen. But it now ap- 
pears to me not improbable that ix&X. was an 
alteration of iwex., proceeding from some critics 
whose purpose it was to simplify the expression. 
"Péixdis eas, which is supported by very strong 
external evidence, including all the best Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS., together with not a few ancient 
MSS., also some Lamb. and Mus. ones, which have 
arexddscav, dotbtless an error of the scribes, 
also iwexadXiocavro. Nearly the same variation 
of reading presents itself in Numb. xxi. 3. Judg. 
vi. 32, and Jer. iii. 19; several other instances, 
in nearly all which éwexdX. is to be considered 
the true reading. And so in N. T., Luke xxii. 3. 
Acts xv. 22, for éwixad. some MSS. have xaX. 
"ExixaXeicOee very often occurs in the Sept., 
and not unfrequently in the N. T.; though, in 
most some M have xaà. The active 
form (here found), ¿wıxaħíw, is, indeed, rare, 
espec. in the Class. writers; but it occurs occa- 

sionally in the Sept., as in the above passage of 
Jeremiah, also in iii. 19, 

26. ur obv  dofin0rgTs, x.r.X.] Parallel to 
this is a similar exhortation (founded on the 
argument that d in the Lord casteth out 
fear) in Isa. viii. 12 and 13; and see note on 
] Pet. iii. 14. The sense is, * Fear not them that 
shall persecute you, and pak evil of you falsely, 
for my sake; for God shall be with you, and 
make your righteousness to be manifest as tho 
light, and the truth, for which you suffer, to be 
a light to lighten the whole world.’ The im- 
ressive me which follows, oùĝiv yap, &c. 
(teemin y formed on an adage, and often ad- 
uced, though varied according to the occusion), 

is meant to intimate that the truth, however it 
may be, for a time, obscured, cannot be estin- 

27. From confidence and trust in Christ there 
is here a transition to fearless declaring of the 
truth with the utmost publicity. As respects 
the terms oxoria and pwri, they are not to be 
taken literally; nor would I understand them 
as (they are done by Chrys.) of the obscurity 
which pertains to things done in a corner. They 
are, I think, best explained by Euthym., as 
standing for idla, equiv. to kar liay and én- 
pocia. And such is the view adopted by Mal- 
don., and Kuin., of modern Commentators, of 
whom the former compares the Latin versari in 
oculis et luce hominum, equiv. to in publico. The 
expression ele cO ots, as being antithetic to 
cxoría, may be likewise taken as standing for 
idia, though in another sense, namely as (Euthym. 
saw), for uóvois, as opposed to ónuocía. So xar 
llay, in Matt. xx. 17, and xxiv. 3. Mark iv. 34; 
and so Mark ix. 2, dvag@épes xar’ ilav uóvovs. 
Whether in ele +d obs there be any allusion to 
the future communication from the Lord, as pro- 
ceeding from the Spirit, whom He would send to 
lead them into all truth, whose secret revelations 
they were to declare publicly, is far from certain, 
though it has the authority (in this case more 
than usually weighty) of Grotius. The other 
view, however, derives no small confirmation 
from the expression in the — of Luke, £v 
Toiv Tauslois. (See note there.) As to xnpv- 
gare ivi trav ÜeuáTcov, few need be told that 
the house-tops were (and still are) flat, and sur- 
rounded by a ea being, indeed, strictly 
upper rooms. But the direction, however figura- 
tive, is much illustrated by Jos. Bell. ii. 21, 5, 
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oùs áxovere, krpiEare m tov Swpatov. B Kai ui) $ ponore 
amò TOV dToxrewóvrov TÒ capa, THY O6 Nrvy?y uz) $vvapévov 
àTokréivas poBnOnre è náXXov tov Óvvápevov. kai xuyny xai 

^ , s , [d 
cæ pa aTokecar ev yeevvn. 29 Ouyl úo eTpovÜía accapiouv 
qroeira,; kai êv é£ avTOv ov weceitas emi thy yiv ávev ToU 

nnd 31. 
B. 

iam ici. 7pumpuévas eic. 

IIarpós ouv. 3 * ‘Tyo 96 kai ai tplyes Tis Kepadys wacas 
31 un ov dofn05re  ToXXdv orpovbiwv 

s Mark 8 a8 Suadépere tyets. 3?*IIás ov otis sporoynoe èv éuol čp- 
Luke 9. 26. 

qpocÜev tav avOpwrwy, éuotoyjow Kayo év avrà Eurrpoobey 
TOU IIarpós pov rod év ovpavois. 8°Ootis Ò dv ápvijagraí pe 
éumpoobey tay avOpwrwv, apyncopar aùròv Kayo ÉumpocÜev 

b Luke 1$. 
40, 51. 

where we have an instance of an address de- 
livered to a multitude from a house-top. 

28. un a Here pofßeteðe is edited 
by Matth., Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
from many of the most ancient MSS., and severa 
ancient Fathers. But the testimony of Fathers 
is in such a case of no pe weight; and $of/10. 
is supported by Clem. Rom. Hom. xv. 5, and Ex. 
Theol. 8 14. Were it not that fonte occurs 
just after in the next clause of the sentence, I 
should be inclined to defer to the preponderance 
of external authority. But, considering that 

nO. there occurs in all the MSS. but 2 (and 
those MSS. which have before poBeicGe), found 
in all the copies at Luke, and in all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies but | here, I still continue to 
retain pop, which has a somewhat stronger 
sense (viz. ‘ye must not stand in awe of"), and 
is, as such, more suitable to the occasion. 
— awd tav droxrewdvtrwy] Though there 

be considerable authority for dwoxrevdvrep, 
which is preferred by nearly all the principal 
Editors, yet there seems no sufficient reason for 
change; since the common reading is more suita- 
bs in — — at ut as many — 
and is confirm the parallel paseage at Luke 
xii. 4. See also Matt. xxiii. 37. The true read- 
ing is probably &vorxTtvróv Tov "me ZEolic form), 
found in several MSS., almost all uncial, or very 
ancient cursive, also not a few Lamb. and Mus. 
ones; and at Rev. vi. 11. 2 Cor. iii. 6. 

— Ti)» vvynv] Meaning the spiritual and 
immortal nature of man; as in James i. 21, and 
Plato Phed. ix. 28, iy Te avro wat Wuyi) kai 
— On this whole passage, comp. Isa. viii. 

29. iy—o reseita: irl rhv ynv] The words 
ixi T)» yiv were by Griesb. suspected of being 
an interpolation. But they are absent only from 
two or three citations (by memory) of Fathers; 
and though they may seem superfluous, because 
aco. may of itself signify to perish, yet the words 
were here subjoined for the purpose of convey- 
ing a graphic effect, since birds, when struck 
with death amidst their flight by severe cold, im- 
n fall to the ground. Comp. Antholog. 
Gr. iii. 24, sis yaw d'yXeccos Tso0uca kiiuat. 
As to the reading, iwi rs ye it was doubtless 
a correction of Grecism by some critic who had 
in mind Amos iii. 5, el weostrac dpyeov ivl 
THs yns avev lEsvTov ; These words of our Lord 
and those of the next v. may be supposed to have 

tov IIatpos pov tov ép ovpavois. 34> Mx) voulonre ore Abov 

formed one of tho man — some of which 
are preserved in the. bbinical writers), by 
which, as the one in the next verse, was ex- 
pressed the belief of the Jews as to a superin- 
tending Providence over the minutest objects of 
creation. Such, too, was the opinion of the 
wisest of the heathen and writers. But it 
is here intended to direct attention to the deeply 
important and most comforting doctrine of a par- 
ticular Providence exercised by God in the affairs 
of men, whereby the most trifling things affect- 
ing our preservation or welfare are under his 
care. Comp. Hom. Od. xv. 531, oð ros avev 
020v &x Ta To dekids Spe. 

32. duoroynoss iv inol] A Hebrew and 
Hellenistic construction, for óuoA. iui, as at 
Luke xii. 8. Rom. x. 9. See more in my Lex. 

34. uù vouionrs — uáxa«par] The main 
scope of what is here said (in words derived from 
Mic. vii. 6) seems to be to anticipate an objection 
that might possibly be made against Christianity, 
on the ground of certain present effects from it, — 
effects diametrically o to that “ e on 
earth" and “good will amongst men" which 
true religion might be expected to produce, and 
which the Gospel was designed to introduce. 
But it bas anotber and indirect purpose, in tracin 
out which, we may, with Whitby and Campbell, 
consider it as an Oriental mode of expressing the 
certainty of a foreseen consequence of any mea- 
sure, by representing it as the purpose thereof. 
Thus our Lord meant to pre-occupy the objec- 
tion by saying, that such was not the design of 
his teaching, which was rather to unite more 
together in the bond of peace ; but that, from the 
perverse opposition of mankind to his Gospel, 
such Would be the sure effect, and inevitable re- 
sult. Com similar modes of expression in 
Luke ii. 34. John ix. 39. Rom. v. 21. As to 
Mr. Alford's remark, that, with God, results are 
purposes, it is a truth not bere applicable. All 
we can sup in this r address is to show 
that the results were viewed with full foresight 
in the Divine Mind as events permitted to happen 
for wise reasons, in order to the promotion of 
ultimate good. Mayarp. chiefly designates war, 
but, as Appears from the subsequent context, and 
from St. Luke, private dissension and hostility. 

In the peculiar phrase BaAeiv slorvny, there is 
a harshness which is best removed by supposing 
in BaX«iy a dilogia, whereby the term is used in 
two different seRses, each suited to one or other 
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Bad» eiprjvqv éri tiv yi. oùe Abov Banreiv eiprjvgy, AMAA 
p&yaipay. | S9 * HXBov yàp Bvyácas dyÜporrrovy xarà Tod TaTpós 
avro), Kal Üvyarépa xarà THIS pNTpPOS avriüs, kal viudny xarà 
Tis TevÜepás avis. 38° Kai éy@pot tod dvÜpexmrov oi oixtaxol c Miah y.o. 
avrov. 37370 giddy rarépa Ù pytépa vmrép ¿pè oU Cari pov atorer 
» 

to xai 6 diddy viov Ñ) Üvyarépa Úmèp éué oùe &oTw pov 
ifi. 38 e kal ôs où XapBáve, Tov o Tavpóv avTod kal axonNovbel sIntr. 164 

^ Luke 9. 23. origo you, ovK Eats pov aktos. 99 f'O eipay thy yuy avTod tinta. 
, ,  / e 9 ` , ^ > ^ 35. aTohécet aùrýv kai 6 àmoAécas Tv Wuyny avToÜ Evexev époU Mark s.w. 
evpnoes avTy. 4 5'O 8eyópevos tuas pè Séyeras kal 6 dué d y ss. 

A fre. ake Infra 18. 5. 
Seyouevos Séyerat Tov ámoaeiXavrá pe. * 'O Seyopevos mpo- axe 10. 10. 
irv cis övopa mpopýrov pmoðòv mpopýrovu Ańýera xal 6 
deyopevos Sixatov eis dvopa Owalov mohòv Sixalov dpperas. 
€ ^ Kal ôs éàv morion &a Tov puxpoy rovrov 7ror:jpiov *JrvypoU b Mark o. a. 
póvov, eis Óvoua, pabrrod, auny Xéyo tyiv, od uù àmoréon TOv 
molov avTov. 

of the clauses. In the former by & metaphor 
taken from sowing, whereby the seed is cast into 
the ground. So Mark iv. 26, and Ps. cxxv. 6, 
Sept.. though the Class. writers use ixáAA. or 
elo, And as the action of ing suggests 
— result 1o OP ATE to te Latii vero, 

e corresponding terms in other lan 
are used figur. of what need 4 Pure Fendt seo 
Gal. vi. 7, and James iii. 18), whether for good, 
or, as often, for evil ; it is, however, used also, and 
more fieq., of evi. Or we may suppose that 
Pasiv is, in the second clause, put for éws- 
BaXsiy, = ixdyesp, to bring upon, and by which 
will arise a sense very suitable, and supported by 
Ezek. xiv. 17. 21, Sept. 

36. The words of this verse ought not to have 
been separated from the ]ast, since they are 
meant to show the sad result of these family dis- 
sensions, namely, that every man's enemies are 
those of his own household, where ol olxsaxol 
stand for ol olxsior; as in Plut. Cic., c. 20. 
How remarkably this prediction was fulfilled, 
the writings of Josephus strongly attest; e. g. 
Bell. iv. 8, 2, iv oixiace (families) JTsTo Tov 
RÀ óuovoosyT wy TÒ diXÓvsikov. 

37. 0 gtAcov—dEcor] Our Lord, after saying 
fe gs omer — and Mere will be the 

ect, though not the purpose of his coming, sub- 
joins what ji here said as propounding a coran 

iple for their use, in cases where they might 
tempted by the love of their nearest relatives, 

or by fear of the fiery persecution they would 
have to encounter, to sacrifice the cause of the 
Gospel to either of those most powerful incen- 
tives, , on the one hand, or fear, on the 
other. e fest required is no less than that of 
paramount love and trust. - 

38. AauBdver Tò» cTravpóv] There is here 
an allusion to the Roman custom of compelling 
a malefactor going to crucifixion to bear his 
ctoss. And by carrying the cross is figur. de- 
noted the patient enduring of whatever is bur- 
densome or irksome, in following Christ's ex- 
ample, or fulfilling his precepts. 'AxoAovOst 

Heb. 6. 10. 

ÓTlaeo pov is not a mere Hebraism, but is found 
in Class. writers. 

89. ò sbpàr Thy Wuyhy—edpice avri] 
The verb sópíokew, when op , as here, to 
dwodrXAumt, signifies to obtain, acquire firm 
session of a thing, so as not to lose it. The 

neral sense, then, intended in this Oxymoron, 
is 2 toloy: e ken 7 ha H 

rilous calamity] possess (i. e. keep firm ho 
Pr) his life, will lose i£; and whosoever shall b. 

is 
Of 

any time], for my sake (in my cause), lose 
life, he shall [afterwards] obtain, possess it.’ 
course there is an indirect paronomasia between 
the two senses of yr S (9e And sup . d. he 
who, by giving up s — in the l, 
preserves life temporal, shall lose the life eter- 
nal, viz. by making shipwreck of his soul. 

40—42. In the three illustrations contained 
in these three verses the same truth is incul- 
cated; namely, that he who should entertain 
with kindness our Lord himself or his disciples, 
in the name or quality of — would thus 
show his respect and attachment to them, and 
should not fail of his reward. 

40. ó dexouqvos buas iè Gixerai] ‘and, by 
converse, consequently he that receiveth not 
you, receiveth not me.’ The treatment shown 
to an ambassador is in fact shown to his sove- 
reign. 
1. ele voua wpophrov] i. e. ‘in the cha- 

racter of; for as pod. By pod seems to be 
meant a feacher of the Gospel; and by dixazop, a 
pious professor of tt. 

42. uikpv] Meaning disciples, as opposed to 
teachers ; either because uaÜnTiy may be under- 
stood at pxpiov, from the context, or be taken 
substantively, as answering to (what it seems 
was in the original Hebrew) wmiwp, and being (as 
we find from the Rabbinical writings) the name 
given to disciples. To give a cup of cold water 
Was pere for giving the smallest thing. A 
gift, however, sometimes so acceptable as to be 

ed as a great favour. See Joseph. Ant. 
xviii. 6, 6, s. fin. 
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XI. 1 Kai éyévero, re éréAecev ó "Inoots Ouráccav Tos 
Swdexa pabnraits avrov, pweréBn éxeiÜcv, Tod SiddoxKxew xai rnpva- 
gew èv Tals TWONETW avTOv. 

a Luke 7. 18, 23°C 8 "Ioávvys, axovaas ^ éy TQ Seopwrnpiw Tà Epya ToU 
9 . , A A A A binasa Xourrod, Tréuras t óo trav pabntav abro), elmev aire 3 Xò 

XI. 1. àiarácc ov] ‘ giving injunctions.’ 
— abrü»] meaning not the disciples, or the 

Jews, but the Galileans ; according to the He- 
braic idiom of using a pronoun where its ante- 
cedent is not expressed, but must be understood 
from the context. See Matt. xii. 9. Luke iv. 15. 
v. 17. Acts v. 4l. 

. 9. wépwas dio Gv ua0.] For dvo, Fritz., 
Lachm., and Tisch., edit, from MSS. B, C, D, P, 
Z, A, and the Syr., Arm., and Goth. Versions 
éca, while Griesb. and Scholz retain àóo, an 
rightly, external authority (I find it in all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies) being verom ria As 
to the objection made to it by Dr. Mill—that 
propriety of language would require, not àvo Tay 
hað.. but Qvo pan Tàs—it is groundless, and over- 
ruled by the fact, that the same words occur, sine 
var. lect., in Luke xix. 29, and also in the pa- 
raljel passage of Luke vii. 19, from which the 
first-mentioned editors suppose the words to be 
derived. But what was there for them to stum- 
ble at to induce them to make the change, since 
the sense is no more developed than according to 
the text. rec. ? The words as they now stand—. 
7íuv/as úo tay pabntwy avTov, elwev—are 
framed agreeably to the notions of the earliest 
ages e we find both from the Old Test. and 
from Hdot.); according to which, when mes- 
ecngers were sent with a verbal message, the 
peron who sent them is spoken of as speaking 
y (ià) them, or, according to the phraseology 
of the Old Test., in the name of See Jerem. 
xxvi. 2 and 15, and Ezek. ii. 7. this frequent 
instances occur in Hdot., and some in Thucyd., 
as vii. 8, where see my note. The critical re- 
viser of the text of B was quite aware of this; 
and, thinking perspicuity required that at «Tower 
should be expressed something denoting the me- 
dium of verbal communication, he hit upon the 
ingenious expedient of altering the óvo into tå, — 
an alteration probably suggested by Acts xv. 27, 
and perhaps by Rev. i. 1. 

3. ot el—4rpocdoxüusv] * Art thou He who 
should come, or must we look for, i. e. are we to 
expect, another?" q. d. * Art thou the long ex- 
pected Messiah ?° 1 ipxopuevos being a kind of 
title of the Messiah (see Hab. ii. 3, and Heb. x. 
57), as spoken of under that designation in the 
Old Test., namely, as the SHILOH, the Adonai- 
Jehovah, the Angel of the covenant, who should 
come, and that soon. Comp. Hab. ii. 3 Few 
questions have been more debated than the pur- 

of John's sending this message to Jesus. 
Some ancients and many moderns think that he 
sent in order to satisfy certain doubts which had 
occurred to his own mind during his confine- 
ment. But surely his view of tbe descent of the 
Holv Ghost at Christ's baptism, the testimony 
he then heard from heaven, the divine impulse 
by which he recognized Jesus as ‘the Lamb of 
od that taketh away the sin of the world,’ and 

lis own reiterated testimonies forbid such & sup- 

ition. And to imagine that John's confine- 
cit should have affected the strength of his re- 
solves, ——or, as Dr. Pye Smith supposes, have 
drawn from him the language of fretful remon- 
strance, or peevish complaint, would do t 
injustice to so noble a character. In short, both 
those views have been refuted by the most emi- 
nent Expositors, ancient and modern. They 
maintain, that John sent for the satisfaction of 
his d ; who, mortificd at seeing their 
master imprisoned for hing the coming of 
the Messiah, and disappointed that He whom he 
testified to be such, should advance no such 
claim; nor make any attempt to deliver his 
forerunner: stumbling, too, at the humbleness 
of Jesus's birth, and the lowliness of his station ; 
and offended at his difference in character from 
their own ascetic master, had entertained doubts 
as to his Messiahship. Against these, therefore, 
the reproof at the conclusion of the reply is, they 
think, levelled. Hence, it was for thetr satisfac- 
tion John had sent ; and as they would not heed 
his repeated endeavours to remove their doubts, 

«he resolved to refer them to Christ hintself, for 
the removal of their scruples: and our Lord, 
well aware of his intention, took the surest 
means of fixing the wavering minds of his disci- 
ples, by displaying such supernatural endow- 
ments as should completely answer to the pre- 
dicted character of the Messiah. 

But the above view, however ious and 
ably supported, is scarcely tenable, inasmuch as 
it is John ma who is represented, both here 
and in the parallel passage of Luke, as makin 
the inquiry in consequence of what he h 
heard; and to him our Lord's answer is espec. 
directed ; not to say, that the subsequent context 
is on the character and position of John. Ac- 
cordingly, although we cannot suppose that his 
faith in Jesus, as the Christ, had been weakened 
by his harsh treatment, we may be allowed to 
adopt a modified view of the above case, and to 
suppose that the Baptist, who had been pre- 
vented, by his close incarceration, from per- 
sonally hearing the preaching, and witnessing 
the miracles of Jesus; and who might have 
become somewhat dispirited by his sufferings, 
was anxious to reassure his own mind as well as 
to strengthen the wavering faith of his disciples 
as to the Messiahship Jesus, by obtaining 
from our Lord's own mouth such a declaration 
as should set the question at rest. We may ob- 
serve, that the reply, though not direct and posi- 
tive by words, is yet so framed as to give dem 
an occasion of answering themselres the question 
which they had to Christ. Thus it is 
as if our Lord had said: ‘Ye come to learn 
of me whether I am the Messiah. Your master 
has told you that I am he, but you will not believe 
him. Behold therefore the testimony of God ; 
for the works which I am doing before your eves 
bear witness that the Father hath sent me.’ The 
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Infra 18. 57. 

8 "AAA Ti éErjABere lev; AvOpwrov dv paraxots [iparíow] $3 

— of the works in question is so framed, 
as to be taken from a prophecy of Isaiah (lxi. }, 
and xxxv. 5, 6), of which, it is thereby inti- 
mated, these works are the fulfilment. Comp. 
John v. 31, 36, where our Lord in like manner 
refers to the works which he doth, as bearing 
testimony that the Father hath sent him. As 

ts Tov Xpiaov being kere used (the only 
time in this Gospel) where we should have ex- 

ToU "Incov, Mr. Alford says that “ the 
vangelist purposely avoided saying T. Inooũ, 

in order to show that the works were reported to 
John not as those of the person whom he had 
known as Jesus, but of the Christ; and that he 
was thus led to desire & distinct avowal of the 
identity of the two." A very ingenious, but un- 

nded, view of the case, and merely devised 
or the sake of confirming his peculiar view as to 
the scope of the reproof at v. 6. But in reality 
ToU Xp. was adopted this once by the Evangelist 
as being more suitable to an occasion which de- 
manded a highly emphatic term,—the sense he 
meant to express (as Grot. well points out) 
being such works (of supernatural power) as 
were suitable ; even those ascribed in the ancient 
prophecies to Christ, and by the performance of 
which Jesus proved himself to be the Messiah. 
It is true that the MS. D, and about 15 cursive 
ones (add Scriv. q. r.), with the 7Ethiop. Vers., 
Orig., and Chrys, have "Incov—not, however, 

ing, as Dr. Bland thinks, from confusion 
of Xpiorov and 'Incov (for they are never, I 
believe, confounded), but & manifest alteration, 
originating in ignorance, and furnishing one 
other to the numerous proofs already existing, 
tbat oe is a — — MSS. which bs 

uently put out light than impart any. As to 
Cs. e probably so cited only from inad- 
vertency. 

4. wopevOivres dwayyeliare, &c.] Thus re- 
ferring them in proof, not only to miracles amon 
the most illastrious and beneficent ever worked. 
but some of them, as we learn, from Luke 
vii. 21, in the presence of John's messen to 
such miracles as it was foretold the Messiah 
should work ; and besides these, such things done 
as it was predicted the Messiah should do. See 
Is. xxix. 18, seq. xxxv. 4—6; so that they, as 
well as their Master, might be fully assured that 
the Worker could be no other tban the foretold 
Christ. 

5. arro yol eva A ortal ‘the poor have 
the good tidings of salvation brought to them.’ 
comp: Is. lxi. 1, of which prophecy this was the 
alflment.) A peculiar feature of Christianity, 

as distinguished from Judaism and Heathenism, 

Rom. 9. 88, 88. g Luke 7. 94. 

whose priests and philosophers courted the rich, 
and contemned the poor. See John vii. 49. 

6. Keen ores aA. iy d.] On this force of 
cxapó. see my Lex. The indirect reproof here 
contained was, I apprehend, meant for all those 
whom it might concern, viz. both John's dis- 
ciples and John himself, though the use of the 
singular 9c makes it chiefly applicable to John. 
As respects the disciples, the reproof was likely 
enough to be applicable; as far as it respects 
John himself, it is best accounted for by sup- 
posing that John had wished Jesus no longer to 
seek retirement, but publicly to proclaim himself 
as the Christ; and in so doing he might well 
incur a — of the same rebuke which tho 
Virgin Mary received, as mentioned in John 
ii. 9, and partly our Lord's brethren, John vii. ; 
and the scope of the answer in both cases was, 
that ‘the time was not yet come for such an 
open declaration; nor was it necessary, since 
there was undeniable proof afforded by the works 
done to render all persons inexcusable, who 
sbould find any thing either in his person and 
outward circumstances, or in a doctrine preached, 
to canse him to hesitate in acknowledging Jesus 
as the Christ, or to fall away from the faith once 
received.” 

7. The words of this and the subsequent verses 
were meant to place before the people at large 
the real character and true ition of John, 
whose dignity of office, as the Baptist, and whose 
divine mission, as the Herald and the Fore- 
runner of the Messiah, forbade any depreciation 
of his person, though now in prison, and about 
to seal his testimony with his blood; and per- 
haps lying under some imputation, with a few of 
our Lord's disciples, of levity and inconstancy, 
considering John's late unreserved avowal of be- 
lief in Jesus as the Christ (supra, iii. 14). 
— oUTwy dt wopsvopévey] ‘when they were 
ne, = ávsAÜOóvT«v in Luke vii. 24, the words 
ing meant, not for the disciples, but for the 
-standing multitude, who might, from what 

they Beard, and imperfectly comprehended, go 
away with a lower opinion of John, which this 
address was intended to counteract. Accordingly 
our Lord characterizes John as the reverse of 
wavering, or softness, but hardy and firm; and 
thus in disposition and character fitted to dis- 
charge his high office as a herald of Him who 
wore the crown of thorns. 
— káXayov bro àvíuov cad.] i. e. ‘a waver- 

ing inconstant person, as easily turned as the 
reeds of the wilderness tossed about by the wind. 
Comp. Eph. iv. 14. Heb. xiii. 9. . 

8. &\Ad ri] This use of ddd after inter- 
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nudtecpuevoy ; ov, oi TA paraxa dopotvres ép Tois olkots TOY 
t Bactréwy eialy. 9  AXXÀ Ti éErjABere Weiv ; mpopiry ; vai, 

h Inta 148. Aéyo piv, kai ^ repuaaórepov mpopýrov. Oiros ydp oTi rept 
Lukel.70.& of yéyparrar 101’I 800, yò amooréAdw Tov ayyerov 
aii LOU TpÓ TpoTwTov cov, Üc xarackeváceu THY óðóv Mark 1. 3. 

Luke 7. 27. e 

cov éumpocbév cov. M Apny rbyw tpi oùx éypiryepras èv 
vyevvirois yuvaicay peilov Iwávvov tod Bamrwroi- 6 66 puxpo- 

rogations is meant to deny any thing as corres- 
ponding to the objective at, q.d. ‘If ye deny that 
we went with that view, for what purpose, then, 
did ye go?” MadAaxois denotes “ soft," and there- 
fore '*fine;" whether of silk, linen, cotton, or 
other materi 
— The word luaTíoie, not found in 4 uncial 

MSS., and some Latin Fathers, and the Ital. 
and Vulg. Vers., cancelled by Tisch., may be an 
interpolation from the passage of Luke, where 
all the copies have it. Yet, considering the very 
small number of copies, only one cursive, that 
are without it, we may not without reason sup- 
pose it to have been omitted from negligence on 
the part of the scribes. I have not met with any 

either in the N. T., or the Sept., or the 
lass. writers, in which the elipsis is found ; for 

certainly the uaraxa opovvres in the next 
verse presents no example, since there iuar. is 
meant to be supplied from the rning Iha 
viows. Tho expression employed by St. Luke, 
ol iv ipariopw évdckw vVrápyorret, conveys 
the same thing in language more refined, and 
which was probably suggested by Is. lxiii. 1. 
* Who is this that cometh from Edom? this 
that is glorious in his apparel?” where the Sept. 
has wpaios iv eo ij. e or more of the Jew- 
ish Versions probably had ivdotor iv luationy, 
or ¿y inarious évdota. i 
— Bacrdiwv}] Very many MSS., including 

almost all the Lamb. and Mus. ones, have Bacı- 
Asiwy, which is edited by Matth. and Scholz, but 
wrongly, for internal evidence is quite against it, 
inasmuch as it presents an idle circumlocution, 
in the place of an expression whose simplicity 
and Oriental air attest its trutb. 

9. arspic'aómspov ?rpod»rirov] ‘something (i. e. 
a person) more exalted than a prophet ;' namely, 
by his supernatural conception and birth, by his 
important commission as Forerunner of the Mes- 
siah, nay as being himself the subject of ancient 
prophecies. 

10. Quoted from Mal. iii. 1. The words, how- 
ever, differ not only from the Heb. but the Sept. 
in one or both of which Drs. Owen and Randolph 
su a ion, but without cause. "Er:- 
BAreWera: is only a free version of mD, which 
scarcely admits of a literal one. Indeed, some 
MSS. have éToiuáct:, and prob. others in the 
time of Christ had évioxsvácsi, which is a cor- 
rect version of the Heb. The only real differ- 
ence in the Evangelists is the supplying (for 
better een OE the sense) € Miis which 
is implied in another expressed ; and in changing, 
for better application to the present purpose, uov 
into cov. 

— I have now something both to correct and 
to subjoin. The Heb. verb mop signifies lit. * to 
make to depart,’ properly by the removal of any 

obstruction, and, as said of a road, by removing 
the prominences, thus levelling it down for use. ' 
Comp. Is. xl. 3, 4, which affords the best 
comment on the force of the Hebrew word in 
the Conjugation Piel. Thus iaicekeváos:, ‘ will 
get ready for use,’ is a sufficiently correct render- 
ing. We are not concerned with the Sept. Vers., 
which all three Evangelists have here agreed to 
desert, while they concur as to the term sub- 
stituted. As respects éacBAiWeratr, either that 
rendering was formed on a different Hebrew 
word from what we now have in the text, or clse 
the Greek term is corrupt; which latter seems 
most probable. Did the LXX write imiexev- 
aorta, ‘will p in order;' a term used of re- 

iring roads by Demosth., p. 30. 17; and the 
yr. and Chald. well render by complanabit. As 

to the change by the —— of pov into eov 
—it might suffice to say, that it is a change for 
better application to the present subject. How: 
ever, the case now seems to me (as it did, I find, 
to Hoffmann) to stand thus: In the of 
Malachi we have the Father and the Son speak 
ing, and both saying, each in his own name, Be- 
Sore me; while in the passage of Matthew, 
Christ, as it were, hides his own divine majesty, 
as set forth in the passage of Malachi, under 
such a manner of speaking, by which the quoted 
oracle seems to be rather addressed by the Father 
to the Son, than spoken by the Son himself: in 
like manner as the Temple, which is said to be 
the Son's in Malachi, is afterwards by the Son 
(as yet in that state by which he is said to have 
‘emptied himself of his glory’) called the Temple 
of the Father, John ii. 16, 17. The learned 
Commentator convincingly sets forth that, by 
thus making what is said by Jehovah Himeelf 
to be addressed to Christ, the Son, our Lord 
gives a plain intimation of his own eternal and 
co-equal Godhead. 

ll. osx. iysysprai] ‘Eysipec@a, like the 
Hebrew py, is espec. applied to the birth of illus- 
trious persons. 

he expression dy yey». yuv. is rare, th 
examples of it are found in Sept. Job xiv. 1, 
comp. with xxv. 4; Eccl. x. 18, comp. with 
xxx. 18, and Greg. Naz. It does not occur in 
the iden writers. Zavier] B 
— 0 dé uikporepot—peiCer or Mtkp. 

(signifyin lit. ‘less than each of the ie) is 
to be understood not the meanest Christian be- 
liever simply, but the meanest Christian prophet 
or preacher. Such an one is represented as greater 
than John, in respect of his office, which was to 
preach Christ crucified, Christ raiscd from the 
dead and exalted to sit at the right hand of God, 
and impart the blessings bestowed on thoee who 
shall believe in Him—greater, again, in 
of his doctrine, which was far more spiritual 
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Tepos èv T1) Bacireia Tov ovpavav pellwy avroU dot ! 

81 

12 * 4móà 

cè TÀv jpepav 'Iedvvov ToU Barri ToU évs apti, 7) Bactrela TOv 
ovpavav Diáteras, ka} Biaa rai åpráķovow avrijv. 333 IIávres {Laser 
yap oi Tpodjijyra. Kat ò vóuos éws 'leavvov mpoepýrevoar 
1$ k kai, ei ÜéXere SéFacbar, autos doriw 'HAías ò uéXXamv 

15 ʻO éywv æra dxovew, dáxovéro ! épxea0a.. 

John's, and founded on better promises. More- 
over, John, though ‘not inferior to any one born 
of woman,’ and himself in the closest proximity 
to Christ's kingdom, never actually entered where 
the meanest Christian is a citizen of the realm, 
and has his roXitevpa iv ovpavots. 

12. 5 Bactheia—fracrai] Whatever may be 
obscure in this locus vexatus, one thing is plain, 
—that the two clauses are closely connected with 
each other; so that whatever can be shown to be 
the sense of the former, will fix the sense of the 
latter. And here it is of importance to attend to 
the general scope ; which (as in all this portion, 
v. 9— 14) is, to set forth the kigh dignity of the 
Baptist. As to the interpretations that have been 
propounded ; most of them are either contrary 
to the scope, or at variance with the connexion, 
or the wsus i ; esp. those which are founded 
on attributing an active or middle sense to fiát. 
Leaving, therefore, to Biá era: its natural force 
(as a passive), it will be best interpreted (with 
almost all the ancient and the best modern Com- 
mentators) as put for Biaíes kparrsira:, * impetu 
quodam et cupidé excipitur Messia um. Mr. 
Alford, too, finally acquicsces in it, but scruples 
at the proof of this Passive sense adduced by 
Meyer from Xen. Hist. v. 2, on the ground that 
the reference is incorrect. But even could it be 
verified, it would not be decisive, as not being of 
the — tense. P ii would hare done —* 
in a ing to Thucyd. i. 77, and i. 2, BraYous- 
voi cand Philo, t. ii. p. 494, BiáCorrai, also 
Hom. Il. o, 727. m, 102, Bid%ero yap Berisoar. 
But if this sense be determined, it will fix that of 
ol fiac-rai, which cannot (as Hamm., Wets., and 
Bp. Middl. imagine) denote * those who had lived 
by rapine, as meant of the publicans, soldiers, 
and the meaner crowd, since this is at variance 
with the connexion, and yields a forced and frigid 
sense. From the context, fiacra: must denote 
‘persons who engage in any thing impetuously 
and ly.” So in the parallel passage of Luke 
xvi. t © vópos kal ol mpopiraı (ws 'Ieávyov: 
amo TOT 9) Baci sía Tov Oso syayysNi(erat 
cai was sls avriy Bialerar. Hence the neral 
sense is, ‘Since the Gospel has been proclaimed, 
there has been a rush to it. Men have been 
earnestly and vehemently pressing to obtain the 
desired blessing, as if they would take it by force.” 
Of this eager reception of the Gospel a striking 
proof presents itself in the circumstance of the 
multitudes every where thronging the doors and 
every a ch to our Lord's domicile, so as 
occasionally to prevent the introduction of sick 
persone who sought his aid. 

13. aárres — wporpirevoay] The yap is 
causal, and has reference to v. 11, for v. 12 is, 
as it were, parenthetical, and the scope of it is, to 
point out the dignity of John: from the time of 
whose rance the message of the Gospel was 
iexived n delight, and its truths were em- 

VoL. 

k Mal. 4. 5. 
Luke 1. 17. 

16 1 Tive 1 Loke 7. 81. 

braced with engerness, by those whose minds were 
carnestly bent on forcing their way through the 
strait gate. The sense (which is obscure from bre- 
vity) will be made clearer by regarding wpoed. 
as put emphatically. We may paraphrase: ‘ For 
all the prophets, and other sacred writers of the 
law (i. e. revelation) of God, and its expounders 
up to the time of John, did but foreshow and ad- 
vert to as far off, the dispensation, which should 
hereafter promised ; Whereas John announced 
it as at hand.” 

14. el OéXere QéEacÜai] An impressive for- 
mula, like ò £yov—4áxovtTo just afterwards; 
the latter soliciting patient attention, the former 
implicit faith. The air of this phrase (with which 
compare Ps. xcv. 8, and Heb. iii. 7, éav Ts pw- 
wns avrov dxovenre) intimates, that the doc- 
trine announced was contrary to their expectation, 
which was, that Elijah would appear in person. 
This sense of ó£y160a, (hearken, believe), both 
with the Accus., and used, as here, absolutely, is 
frequent in the Classical writers. 

— abros iorw 'HAÀías] ‘He is Elias, q. d. 
* this is the person meant by Malachi iv. 5, and 
designated under that name. What is said is 
not at variance with the disavowal of the Baptist 
himself, John i. 21 ; since it is manifest that he 
was not Elias according to the sense in which 
Elias was expected by the Jews, i. e. the same 
person. He only bore the name, by figurative 
adoption, as being the an/ifype to Elias, who was 
the type of what the Baptist would be in after 
times. That the figurative adoption of a name 
does not imply an identity, is admitted by the 
Rabbins themselves ; most of whom acknowledge 
that the prophecy in question relates to the Mes- 
siah. The typical character of Elias is manifest 
from the Gospel; for as the angel (alluding to 
this prophecy) told Zacharias that his son would 
be endued with the spirit and power of Elias; 
so these qualifications were communicated to 
John in the same manner as the spirit of Moses 
was given to Elijah by the Holy Ghost. The 
resemblance between the Prophet and the Baptist 
was conspicuous; not only in mode of life, man- 
ners, and dress, but still more in spir (with 
which he was exceedingly jealous for the Lord 
of Hosts, 1 Kings xix. fo) and in enun where- 
by he 'turned many to the Lord their God,' 
Luke i. 16. 

15. o ixwv»—dxovitrw] A formula often used 
to solicit earnest heed to something of deep im- 
pert, and chiefly occurring after parabolic or pro- 
phetic declarations figuratively expressed. Seo 
infra xiii. 9. Rev. ii. 7. 

16. Our Lord now proceeds to expose the 
perverseness of the Jews by an apt simili- 
tude. Í 

— tív dé dpowwow] A form of introducing 
a parable or comparison, frequent in the Scriptures 
and the Talmud. G 
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dè óOnouóco Tv yevedy tavrnv; ‘Opola otè * maibiois èv 
ayopais kaÜnuévow, Kal rpoaxovobat Trois éraipois avrGv, 17 kal 
Aéyovcur  HvXjcapuev vpiv, kai oùe apyncacbe eOpnvncapev 
Upiy, kai ovx éxowacbe. 18 "HAÓOe yap 'Ioávvgs pyte écbiwv 
pare Trivov kal Xéyovov. Aaysoviov Eyer. 19 3jA0€v. 6 Tids tov 
avOpwrov éaÜ(ev Kai mwar Kal Xéyovcur  "I9ov, avOpwrros 
dryos xal oivotrorns, TeMovüv didros xal dpaptwrov. 

— watdio] In this reading all the Editors 
from W etstein to Scholz acquiesce, instead of the 
common one, wa:dapioue, which has very little 
authority, and every mark of being an alteration 
of sciolists. ‘Opola iori only denotes that there 
is a general similarity, by which tho two things 
compared may be mutually illustrated. The 
reading v dyooa arose from certain critica, 
whose purpose it was to accommodate the rcad- 
ing to that found in the parallel e of Luke, 
where it is generic for the plural. The autho- 
rity for it is so slender, as to be entitled to no 
attention; while internal evidence is quite in 
favour of &yopais, as being the less obvious read- 
ing. 'Awopais denotes not only market-places, 
but those broad places in the streets (especially 
where they intersect each other), which are 
places of concourse, like market-places. Hence 
the words ayopai and wAareias are often, in the 
Sept., used indifferently to express the same Heb. 
word. Ka05cÓ0a, is said to be, like the Heb. 
naw, used in the sense versari, esse. Yet it may 
allude to the posture, so suitable to Eastern 
manners. 
— itaipos] The reading, ér£pois arov, 

adopted by Tisch., but not hm., instead of 
éralpos, may have arisen from carelessness on 
the part of the scribes, —by whom the words 
ératpos and grepot aro not unfrequently con- 
founded, —but more probably from alteration b 
certain petty critics, who had in view the dAA yj- 
Aor of St. Luke, and did not perccivo that rots 
£Taípow, in effect, implics £Típois, the sense 
being, *to other of their companions, which is 
more natural and graphic. 

17. ie OR Seemingly a pro- 
verbial expression ; in which there is an allusion 
to the dramatic sports of children; who, to use 
their phraseology, ‘ play at’ (i. e. represent) some 
action or character, espec. by ting either 
the festivities of a wedding, or the solemnities of 
a funeral,—_those two leading features of the 
deep realities of life, which the imagination of 
children takes a pleasure in anticipating. So 
the Pharisees are compared to way ward children, 
who will join in no play which their companions 
propose; since they neither would admit the se- 
vere precepts of John, nor approve tbe mild re- 
quisitions of Christ. 
— The second óui», not found in 5 MSS., has 

been cancelled by Tisch., but injudiciously. The 
word was probably removed for the purpose of 
getting rid of a tautology. But such tautologies, 
as being true to nature, are quite in place in ad- 
dresses, like the present, of which earnestness 
forms a distinguishing characteristic. 

18. JAO] This is no? redundant, but signi- 
fics, ‘came forward as a teacher and prophet.’ 
Mire lo0lor pire aivev is an hyperbolical ex- 

Kai 

pression, well characterizing the ascetic austerity 
of John. By the force of the opposition, £cOícv 
kal xlvwy must denote the contrary, namely, tho 
living like other men. 

19. xai édix. 5 copia—avrns] On again con- 
sidering the true sense of this variously explained 

e, I am of opinion that ù copia is to be 
understood of the wisdom of God in adapting his 
sevcral dispensations to the necessitics of his 
creatures. And I would render: ‘ And yet Wie- 
dom (meaning the Divine wisdom which ordered 
every thing in that case) was, and has been stil], 
justified at the hande of her children, “all 
er children," as it more distinctly is said ia 

Luke, vii. 35: in other words, ‘Both my dis- 
ciples and the disciples of Jobn, such as are the 
children of wisdom, i.e. who are espec. wise 
(Prov. ii. 1. iii. 1, et al.), have recognized and 
found the wisdom of God, who ordered these 
things, to be perfectly right and just, whether in 
the way of John's ministry, or of mine, aud ac- 
cordingly vindicate the propriety of each under 
its respective circumstances. This mode of in- 
terpretation is confirmed by the same use of &:- 
xatow occurring in Luke vii. 29, idwaíecar 
TÓ» Oeov, where see Note. But if this be, as it 
may justly be supposed, the ¿rue view of tho 
scope of the passage, what shall we say of the 
ignorance and presumption of those critics, who, 
as we find from the Cod. B, and 124, altered 
vixvey into Epyycv, deriving their emendation (!) 
from some ancient Versions such as the Copt., 
Pers., JEthiop., and later Syr.? I have not put 
down, with Griesb. and Scholz, the Pesch. Syr., 
since the rendering by Tremell. and Schaaf, ca- 
toribus, confirms épywy, which, it seems, was 
rendered frecly, as if épyatwy were read, taken 
metaphorically. I cannot but suspect that the 
reading pywy arose from some marginal Scho- 
lium, which drew forth that sense so prominently, 
as to suggest tu the Critics, as it did to the 
Translators, the reading épywv. In fact, a mar- 
en Schol. of this kind e adduced by Mattbzi 
rom some ancient MSS., namely, &i&aiovrat 
dà kai dwd ipywy copia, kara codiay irite- 
Aouuevy (read éwrreAouptvey). As to antiquity 
being pleaded for the reading £pyew, it is not 
— ancient a TOS of ame ——— 
es that some Gospels (perha tin ecangelarta 

had it. Wena ritos is confirmed by the 
far more ancient authorities of Irenæus, Origen, 
and Theod., Heracl., and, also it should seem, 
the Pesch. Syr. Version. [n ñ cola the article 
is uscd, because in the case of abstract nouns, 
when strictly such, the article is requisite. And 
such is here the case, since it denotes, as Euthym. 
(after Chrys.) points out, 9 copla (rov Osov) 
ñ olkovouricaca Tov 'lwavyny xai TÓ» Xpia TOv 
tvavrias odode wWorrTerwy liva: dia Thy abre 
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é6.cauo05 h copia amd TOv Ttéxvav avríjs. ©™ Tore jpfaro mue. 
> a RJ 9 [4 e ^ , ?, L1 se. 

ovesdilew Tas TONELS, év als éyévovro ai mAEtoTas Óvvápei avrod, 
Ort oU perevóncay. 21 Oval cot, Xopativ ! oval coi, 1 BnOcai- 
Say! Gre ei èv Tupw xal Fda évyévovro ai Suvdpecs ai yevowevat 
év tyiv, TáXa, v év aákko kal omrod@ perevonoay. * IIA3y» 
Aéyo t iuir Tpo kai Zbav avextotepov éaras év ?)uépa. rpi- 
Toews, N Upiy. B» Kai ov, Karepvaoùp, 9 éws Tod oUpayoU Lam. «6. 

UYro etica, ws ddou xataBiBacOnoy Sri ei év Zodopous éyévovro 
ai 6vvápew ai yevopevat dv aoi, éuewav ay uéype Tis onpepov. 
24 © TIXny Neyo Upiv, Sts tyi) BoSdpwv àvexroóTepov čatas éy Huépa oSuwrare. 
Kpicews, N col. ?5 P'Ey éxelyo TQ 

é&dbíXisiap trav dvOpwrev, where by olxovop. 
and woXrt. is meant, the ordering of Divine 
wisdom (see Ps. xxxvii. 23), and the dispensa- 
tions of Divine Providenee. See Suicer's Thes. 
in vv. 

20, 21. After consuring the perverseness of the 
Jews in general, our Lord now upbraids some of 
those cities, in which he had chiefly wrought his 
miracles, for their impenitence. 

21. ovai co.] Meaning,‘ Woe is [reserved] to, 
or for thee!’ Said by Divine prescience, and am- 
ply fulfilled. 
There is such a thing as determined rejection 

of what is known and felt to be the tmth; 
and it must have been a pene le of that kind 
which called forth these denunciations ! 
(Bp. Turton against Dr. Wiseman.) 
— Bnücaiav»] BnOcaida is found in many 

MSS. (including most of the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS.), Versions, and Fathers; and is adopted or 
preferred by every Editor from Mill to Lach., 
except Griesb., Scholz, and Tisch., who retain 
the common reading: and rightly; for external 
evidence is against BnOcaida, and internal by no 
means in its favour; By@caiday being the more 
difficult reading, and therefore more probebly 
genuine. Itis not, a» some imagine, in the ac- 
cus. case, but is a nomin. of Chaldee form. 
— caxxe | from the Hebrew pw, a coarse cloth, 

of linen or rough wool, worn for humiliation ; as 
ashes were sprinkled on the head in token of sor- 
row. Conf. Jonah iii. 6. 

22. wAnv] Render, ‘moreover.’ 
23. ñ Ewe Tov ovparov—xaraBif.] Expres- 

sione which I once thought denoted the height 
of prosperity and spiritual privileges, on the one 
side, and the depth of adversity and utter ruin, 
on the other; 4 jov signifying the lower parts of 
the earth. On further consideration, I am now 
of opinion that óræð., though beet understood 
to denote one kind of distinction and celebrity, 
namely, that of having had our Lord for an in- 
habitant, and as being the principal scene of his 
ministry and miracles, may however carry with 
it a conjoint notion of political celebrity by rea- 
eon of commercial opulence. In either case, uw. 
dws ToU ovp. is to be regarded as a hyperbolical 
and strongly figurative expression, prob. by an 
i derived from lofty towers (comp. ls ii. 
12. 15), and denoting height of distinction, see 
also Job xx. 6 open with Arisuen. i. 1), 
ióxsı TH Kear Wavew Tov ovparov, and 
Hor. Carm. I. i. 36), and also a strikingly kin- 

Katp@ árokpiÜeie 6 ‘Inaovs p1. 0 

dred in Is. xiv. 11—15, . v. 13—15, 
whence, 1 suspect, the Critics derived the xara- 
Buoy here, instead of xcaraB:Bac8ijon, found in 
a very few MSS., and adopted by Lachm. and 
Tisch., and again by Lachm., though not by 
Tiech., at the parallel of Luke x. 15. 
Yet the Critics ought to have seen, that in xara- 
BiBaobuoy ite Hellenistic phraseology, found 
often in the Sept., but never in the Class. writers, 
attests its genuineness. Most awfully was our 
Lord's prophecy soon fulfilled in the utter de- 
struction which fell upon Capernaum in the time 
of Vespasian, and during the civil commotions in 
Galilee ; and from which it has never since raised 
its head. 

— fusway dy | Comp. Virg. JEn. ii. 56, ** Tro- 
jaque nunc stares, Priamique arx alta maneres.” 

. Comp. supra x. 15. 
25. iv ixelyw Tæ kaip voxpiÜsis 6 'I. 

elwey] lam still of opinion that as a cunxerion 
with the preceding is indicated by the form iv 
ix. Tw «., so here,—as in most cases, where 
there is supposed to be this Hebraistic use of 
á&*rokpíysaÜas, in the sense (o address, —thoere is 
a real, one indirect, reference to something 
foregoing. Thus here the reply contained in 
these words is one to a su objection (im- 
plied in what preceded) to tho mysterious dis- 
pensation of Divine Providence; and the pur- 
pose of édsxasw0n (which signifies ‘is justified 
and vindicated,’ ‘cleared of blame") is to en- 
counter this objection, or charge, against the ways 
of Providence, namely, in granting more abun- 
dant means of to some persons than to 
others. Comp. Rom. ix. 14—20, and see notes. 
Of course by ravra we must understand the 
above mysterious counsels of Providence, by 
which the arrogant sinner is cast into condemna- 
tion, and the humble and contrite saved, and in 
either case in such a way that God Himself is 
justified. 
— droxpBeic—eTxev] This expression is 

here, as sometimes elsewhere, used where nothing 
has gone before to which an answer could be sup- 
posed: in which most Commentators suppose a 
leonasm of &oxpiÜsíc ; others a Hebraism, my» 

being sometimes so used. There must, however, 
be some reason for the use of either term; and 
Whitby seems right in supposing that there is 
usually a relation to something; i. e. to somc- 
thing which is passing in the mind either of tho 
— or hearer, i. e. (as Fritz. savs) ‘either to 
some — question, supprossed from brovity, 
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elre "E€oponoyotpai cot, IIarep, Kipte tod ovpavod xai ris 
YS, 6r. améxpupas taŭra amo copay xal cuveTayv, Kat amrexa- 

Avyras aura vytrioss. ?9 Nai, ó Ilarnp, ott obtws éyévero evdoxia 
Infra 28. 

oh $5. 

ween AS ud ad ^ 

&umpocÜév cov. ?! à IIávra poi vrapeó005 vro vo) IIarpos pov 
kal ovdels erruywooKe Tov T Uv, et pn 6 Tlarnp: ovdé rov IIarépa 

M , > Y € es M , ^ e eX > 

Tis éTrvyuwoa ket, eb u) ò Tids, Kat @ éàv BovrAnrat 0 Tics arora- 
Ava. 8 Aeüre mpos pe, TávTes oi komiQvres Kai TepopTic- 

to which this is an answer (see Matt. xxii. 1. 
Luke v. 22. vii. 39 sq.), or to some question 
which might arise from certain actions.” See 
MARE A Luke i. 60. m AE Š i 
— iEouoXoyovuaí coi is verb properly 

signifies to fully a RE with an ellipsis of 
tor (obligution) ; and, è consequenti, to return 

thanks, to praise aud glorify. This secondary sense 
it carries when followed, as here, by a Dative; 
and it often occurs in the Sept. Here, however, 
the former is included; there being an implied 
recognition of the justice of the Father's doings. 
— ÖT: üávíxpviras—viyrío:s] Meaning, as the 

best itors, ancient and modern, are agreed, 
*because, having hidden these things from the 
wise, thou hast revealed them unto babes :' (by a 
similar mode of expression to that, Rom. vi. 17. 
Is, xii. 1.) Here, as eleewhere in Scripture, God 
is said to do what He is pleased to permit to be 
done (see Exod. vii. 4, 5. 2 Sam. xii. 11), and 
what He foresees will be done, under the circum- 
stances in which men are placed, though without 
any — power over the will to produce 
this result. The sopol and the avvsTol have 
been thought to have reference to the Hebrew, 
Dor and wna, different orders of Jewish teach- 
ers of the Law. But it should rather seem that 
codoi has reference to acquired knowledge, and 
cuveroi to natural talents (what we should ex- 
press by talented, clever) ; while imr., by the force 
of the opposition, denotes persons of plain under- 
standing: as in Plutarch, t. vi. 128. 

26. 6 Warp] Nomin. for Vocat. An idiom 
chiefly occurring in Heb. and Hellenistic Greek, 
but occasionally in the Classical writers, Greek 
and Latin, in which this vocativo sense is im- 
parted by the Article; the full sense being, 
thou who art the (i. e. our) Father. The ör: 

is —— ; and the full sense is: * Yea [I do 
thank thee], O Father, because it was thy good 
pleasure that so [it should be].' 

27. This verse, with which comp. Matt. xxviii. 
18. John xiii. 3, contains a very remarkable de- 
claration of our Lord's personal and mediatorial 
dignity. By wdvra are meant all things re- 
lating to the counsels of God for the salvation of 
man, through Chriet: and the general sense is, 
* The revelation of these mysteries and the car- 
rying into effect of these counsels are entrusted 
to me by the Father. And as no one can fully 
understand them, or the nature and office of the 
Redeemer (not even the angels, l Pet. i. 10— 
12), but the eternal Father; so, on the other 
hand, no one, no person, no created being (im- 
lying neither man nor angel), can fully know 
for that is the complete sense of qid the 

person and character of the Son [ris iori] but 
the Father.—idy BovAnra: d*wox., ‘may be 
pleased, determine, to reveal.’ An irrefragable 

of all this of the Divinity of Christ our 
viour. 
This doctrine, of a certain subordination of the 

Son to the Father, and the origination of the 
attributes of Divinity with the Father (comp. 
infra xxviii. 13. John iii. 35. xiii. 3. xvii. 2), 
when connected with what we elsewhere learn of 
their equality and majesty eternal (see John i. 
18. vi. 46. x. 15), and that which follows, of the 
reciprocal knowledge of the same Divine Persons, 
involves a mystery which, as it is utterly beyond 
the power of human understanding to penetrate, 
it is at once folly and presumption in man to 
attempt to fathom. 

28. devre woos us, &c.] There is here an ir- 
ference implied in the us, which is here emphatic, 
as though our Lord would say that *such being 
his person, and his power supreme, to Him must 
men come, that they may receive strength to help 
in time of need." oreover, as no mere man, or 
even angel, could have uttered of himself the 
words of the preceding verse, so we may say of 
the words of this verse, that no one who was not 
One with the Father could, with propriety, have 
spoken them, inasmuch as they are stnkingly 
parallel to the similar gracious invitation inde 
xlv. 22, which is one proceeding from Gop Him- 
self, in like manner as the words of our Lord, 
John vi. 35, iyw elu: Ó prus rye Jone, &c., 
and of vii. 37, ¿áv is eG ipyictw mpos pe, 
xal wivétos, parallel to those of Is. lv. 1, ** Ho, 
every one that thirsteth let him come to the 
waters of life, where the “ Ho” (lost out of the 
Sept. text, but found in all the other Versions) 
answers to tho devre here. Finally, the coin- 
cidences between the present words, dsure woos 
pe wdytes, &c., and Is. xlv. 22, will be still 
more striking if the words of that pessage be 
rendered, not, as they are in our Common Ver- 
sion, ** Look unto me, and be ve saved," &c., but, 
as they ought rather to be, “Turn ye unto me,” 
“ Have recourse to me." As the Hebrew per- 
mits, and the Sept., Syr., and Arab. Versions re- 
quire. 
— The expressions ol comtwryres Kai mepopT. 

arr referred alike to Jews and to Gentiles, 
with reference both to the burdens of the Mosaic 
ceremonial law, and to the burdens of sin under 
the moral law, even that which the Gentiles ac- 
knowledged ; and, of course, ávavaícc will be 
interpreted so as to suit each. The words, in- 
deed, admit of a general application to all who, 
in every age, labour under a distressing scnse of 
their spiritual weakness, and manifold short- 
comings. To euch the invitation is, we see, gra- 
ciously pressed —to come unto Him who is mighty 
to save. To such as come to him in faith and 
sole trust he will give rest and peace, of con- 
science here, and the everlasting rest which re- 
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maineth for the people of God hereafter. At 
v. 29 there is an injunction to them to receive his 
teaching and to follow his example—and that 
addressed to all who feel the need of Divine 
teaching in order to obtain rest to the soul. In 
the words employed it is implied, that the taking 
up of this yoke must be purely voluntary, the 
persons taking it up being willing to be saved by 
Christ in his own way. In the burden here 

ken of, that of corporeal suffering is not ez- 
cluded ; but from the words rais Wuyais—words 
conveying a spiritual promise—it is plain that 
the burden especially meant is that of sin, both 
as respects the guilé and the power of it, consist- 
ing of a groaning uxder it, a deep contrition for 
it, and such a desire to be delivered from it as is 
expressed in Rom. vii. 24. The rest here spoken 
of is to be understood not so much of rest from 
the power of sin, or even the rest which remain- 
eth for the people of God (Heb. iv. 9), but 
rather, as is implied in uáðere dx’ iuov, that 
produced by becoming /ike unto Christ in meek- 
ness and lowliness of heart, by the teaching of 
his word, and the influence of his Spirit of grace, 
80 to learn of Christ as to learn Christ (Eph. iv. 
20, where see Note), according to the explanation 
I have given of the words infra in loco; in short, 
to be assimilated to Christ in spirit. 

29. dpare—ipov] Meaning, ‘become my dis- 
ciples’ (or, as it is just after said, ‘learn of 
me’); by a metaphor familiar to the Jews, and 
not unfrequent with the Gentiles, whereby a law 
or pt is called a yoke, with allusion to ozen 
which are in harness. Comp. Zech. ix. 9. IIpaos 
signifies “gentle,” mild in his government; as 
opposed to the tyranny and haughtinese of the 
Scribes and Pharisees. This clause, wpaos— 
xapdia, is, in some measure, parenthetical ; and 
meant by our Lord to recommend himself to 
their choice as a teacher. 

30. xpnorés) As spoken of a burden, the 
word denotes sÖpopos (comp. l John v. 3), i. e. 
what is suited to the strength of the bearers. 
The meaning is: ‘ The services I shall require 
are a reasonable service, and comparatively light." 
So Plato, Epist. 8, usrpia ñ Ose dovAcla’ due 
Tpos din Tois dvOpwras. So we have ypyords 
pad in opposition to apis in Eurip. Ion, 
3/3, Ta rou Osov piv xpnora, Tov dé čali- 

povos Bapía. 

XII. 1,5,12. Inthe first and last of these verses, 
whether the intermediate one or not is doubt- 
fal, MS. B has caSBarors instead of cáffBaot, 
which is edited by Lachm., but not by Tisch., 
which one should little expect ; espec. consider- 

that internal evidence is quite in favour of 

cagfáro:s, which is probably the genuine read- 
ing of St. Matth. in those (and perhaps 
at v. 5, though unnoticed by some collators) ; in 
fact, I find it in Bartolocci's collation. The form 
occurs, I believe, nowhere else, either in this 
Gospel or in the rest of the New Test. It is, 
indeed, exceedingly rare; though a few exam- 
we may be recognised in the Sept., namely, 

Chron. xxiii. 31. Nehem. x. 3]. Num. xxviii. 
10. 2 Chron. ii. 4. viii. 13. Ezek. xlvi. 1 and 4, 
and occasionally iu the vv. ll. of Holmes’ Ed. 
It is also fóund in Jos. Bell. i. 7, 3. Ant. iii. 12, 
6. xi. 8, 7. xiii. 8, 5, in the best MSS., and 
adopted by the Editors, except, inadvertently, in 
the last e. It is true that in Jos. Vit. 
8 54, we have rots cáffactv: but, considering 
that Jos. a little before uses eáßßarov, | suspect 
that he wrote caBBáro:, as elsewhere. My 
persuasion is, that Jos. always wrote cagfárois, 
at least I know of no passage where odffac: is 
in all the copies except in Ant. xvi. 6, 2, and 
that only in a Decree of Cæsar Augustus. 
Hence we may — it likely that St. Matth. 
would, alone of the Evangelists, use this peculiar 
and, it would seem, Alerandrine form, inasmuch 
as he was the most familiar with the Sept. Ver- 
sion." However, it is, in reality, the regular 
form, and eáffac: only an Heteroclile, formed 
as if from a noun sing. indecl. cáffgar., cág- 
aTos,—plur. res—or. Neither form has place 

in the Class. writers, except o¢fBac in Meleng. 
ap. Anthol. Gr. v. 160. 4, and also in a few 
other writers, but either of very late Greek, or 
ecclesiastical authors. Such strong ancient au- 
thority existing for the reading iv caBfárois, 
I cannot doubt that at v. 10 the Cod. B has 
caf! gároic, and that, as at v. 5, in the case of 
Bentley and Birch, it escaped the observation of 
the collators. 

As to the use of the plural where we should 
expect the singular, this idiomatic form has (b 
the usage of botb the Sept. and the New Test. 
only the force of a singular. The Sabbath hero 
meant is (as we find from Mark and Luke) the 
Sabbath called deurepowpesrov. TíAAsw con- 
joined with ioBlecy, implies what Luke expresses 

Wwxovres. It — from Deut. xxiii. 25, 
that it was allowed by the law, to pluck ears 
of corn with the hand in another's field. 

2. ol 82 $ap.—sTxov avro] Luke makes the 
words addressed to the disciples ; but there is, in 
reality, no discrepancy ; for though addressed to 
them, they were meant for Jesus, and no doubt 
uttered in his hearing. Hence Luke himself ex- 
presses more strongly than Matthew and Mark, 
that Jesus made answer to them. 
— 8 ok iso Ti k.T.A.] That, however, was 
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a disputed point; for, though Moses had for- 
bidden all servile work on the Sabbath day ;—it 
was a controverted point what was, and what 
was not such. Reaping was admitted to fall 
under the former class; and the plucking of cars, 
being a sort of reaping. was forbidden by the 
more rigid Rabbis. hat rigidity, however, 
(espec. when the action was done from neces- 
sity.) was — the spirit of the"law. See 
Exod. xii. 16. But our Lord only meets the 
accusation, by urging, that the thing was not 
done purposely, but from necessity ; on the score 
of which, or for the performance of & work of 
charity, he shows that the ceremonial law may 
be dispensed with. 

3. lam now inclined to think that aùròe after 
twzivace, which has no place in many of the 
MSS. and some Versions (and ae such has been 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch.), has been un- 
successfully defended by Matthzi and Fritz. 
For, after all the leerned attempts of Fritz. to 
show that the word cannot be dispensed with, 
there appears to me great reason to suspect, what 
the large amount o pé ed external evidence 
tends to confirm, that, in fact, the Evangelist did 
not express it, and that the Critics, perceivin 
something to be wanting to the sense, suppli 
the word from the parallel of Luke, 
where it is found in all the MSS. 

4. olxov Tov Osov] Not the Temple (which 
was not then built), but the Court of the Zuber- 
nacle, which preceded it. 

— Tobe dpTovs tie TpoÜíasws] for dprove 
rove TpoTiÜsuévovs, as oft. in Sept. El uù is 
here generally thought put for 4AAd, esp. since 
2 negative declaration has preceded, and regarded 
as a Hebraism, and occurring in l Cor. vii. 17. 
Rev. ix. 4. Perhaps, however, it is nof put for 
a\Ad, certainly not for AN A=‘ otherwise 
than.’ In short, the best view of the idiom is to 
consider it as a condensed mode of expression for 
ov. i£óy v dXXois, f) Tots lsp. povors. The 
complete form occurs in Jos. Ant. xiv. 4, 4, 
eléov daa ph Oeusrov yw Tois adAos dvÜpcs- 
wos, À povors Tots ápyiepsUaiy. 

5. iy T véuw) See Numb. xxviii. 9, from 
which and other passages of the Old Test. it ap- 
pears that more beasts were sacrificed (of course 
slain and prepared for sacrifice) on the Sabbath 
than on any other day, and of course more servile 
work done by tho priests. From the above, then, 
and all such , the inference is, that the 
action, which would otherwise be a profaning of 
the Sebbath, being done by the especial com- 

mand of God, the priests in doing what they do 
must be blameless. 
— BeByrAovcr] Not really so, but only in 

letter, not in spirit: as those may be said to 
violate a law, by doing what, unless the worship 
of God had excused it, it would not have been 
lawful for them todo. So the Rabbins speak, 
when they say that the Sabbath is /awfully rio- 
lated by doing such and such sacerdotal works, 
and that ‘ there is no Sabbatism in the Temple. 

6. Tov — Our Lord here anticipates 
an objection; q.d. ‘ But are no Priest, nor 
is your work for the benefit of the Temple. To 
which he does not openly say, ‘ J am one greater 
than the Temples! but, modestly, ‘ here is some- 
thing (i. e. one ter than the Temple; even 
the Lord of the Temple, whose coming was fore- 
told by Malachi, iii. i. MetYow (for peifen), 
which is adopted or preferred by nearly all the 
Editors and Commentators, is evidently the true 
reading ; being found in the greater part of the 
MSS. and many of the Greek Fathers, and con- 
firmed by ver. 41, xai léot, wretov løva wade 
Go) and 42, «A«sioy XoXoucovos, and Luke 
xi. 

T. el dd byvexerrs ti loti) A refined mode 
(as supr. ix. 13) of asserting the excellency of a 
thing. The passage cited is Hos. vi. 6, before 
adduced at ix. 13; where sce note. “EAsoy and 
Ovo. stand, respectively, for the virtues of charity 
and benevolence, and the works of the ceremo- 
nial law. 

-- tos] So, for sXeoy, here and supra ix. 13, 
I read, with Lachm. and Tisch., from a few of 
the most ancient MSS., confirmed by internal 
evidence, and the strong support of the Sept. (in 
Hos. vi. 7, here cited) in nearly all the copies. 
That MS. B has £A«os is probable, since it bas it 
at Matt. xxiii. 22, where 1t is prob., but not cer- 
tainly, the true reading. For although from the 
form being so perpetually used in the Sept., St. 
Matth. was likely to employ it, yet it was not a 
mere Alexandrian form, bo also one of the Greek 
of common life, and hence may have been, as 
says Dindorf on Diod. Sic. iii. 18, often intro- 
duced by scribes into ancient and pure Greek 
writers. 

8. Kúpios—dvyðpwrov] Grot. and some other 
eminent Commentators maintain that ò vids Tou 
&vÜperrov here signifies man generally ; which 
may secm to be countenanced by the parallel pas- 
sage of Mark ii. 28. But in all the other 87 pas- 
sages of the N. T. where it occurs, the expression 
signifies the Son of man, the Messiah ; which 
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sense also the Article requires: whereas vlós Tov 
&vÜpormrov without the Art. as invariably denotes 
a son of man, a man. Neither docs the wore at 
Mark ii. 28 compel us to take the phrase to 
denote max ; since it may be continuative, intro- 
ductory of a new argument, and signify moreover ; 
on which sense see examples in Hoogev. Part. 
and the notes of Hamm., Whitby, and Doddr. As 
to the yàp of the present passage, it may refer to 
something not expressed, but merely what is 
passing in the mind of the ker; an idiom 
very frequent in all writers, Scriptural and Clas- 
sical. And here the suppression is evidently from 
the same cause that produced the use of usitoy 
for pei{æv. It will clear the construction to con- 
sider ver. 7 as parenthetical, and to refer the yap 
to ver. 6; q. d. * There is one here greater than 
the dne [and his sanction will warrant the 
breach of any such ceremonial institution as that 
of the Sabbath] ; for the Son of man,’ &c. Thus 
the d2 at ver. 6 has an erplazalory force, and may 
be rendered sow, as at Mark xvi. 8, siye de 
avrots Tpouos, and John vi. 10, qu è xopTos 
wots ip Tæ tore. Acts xxiii. 11, in all which 
c the passages are admitted to be perenthe- 
tical. 

The xai before rov eaBfárov is not found in 
the pen body ofthe MSS., including the Lamb. 
and Mus. ones, nor in sev of the Greek Fa- 
thers ; and is cancelled by almost all the Editors, 
as introduced from tho parallel passages of Mark 
and Luke. 

10. sj» rúv) These words, not found in two 
or three MSS., have been cancelled by Lachm. 
and Tisch., but on insufficient grounds. The 5j» 
may have been introduced from the parallel pas- 

of Matthew and Luke, but not the iiv; 
and, indeed, the article is indispensable, since (as 
we learn from the of Luke) it was the 
right hand. The éxei, added in 3 uncial and 
several ancient cursive MSS., was introduced 
from Mark and Luke. In the passage of Mark, 
instead of Enpdy, found in the s of Mat- 
thew and Luke, we have the more definite and 
technical term eEnpauudyny (rather to have been 
expected from Luke the physician) ; and indeed 
EnpalveoOar, as used of a limb, occurs in Galen, 
and often in the Sept. 

— Thy x:ipa ixwy Enpáv] Meaning (by the 
force of the — n here, and in De 

llel passage of Mark, used xar’ éFoyxnv), the 
right hand, as expressed by Luke. This is not 
to be understood of a partial paralysis, as some 
suppose ; but, according to the most accurato in- 
quirers, of an pd of the limb, occasioned by 
an evaporation of the vital juices, involving an 
inability to move the nerves and muscles; as in 
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the case narrated at 1 Kings xiii. 4, so that the 
limbs become powerless. 
— iT npeérrnsay aitroy, &c.] Mark and Luke 

only say, ‘watched him ;' and do not mention any 
westion, at least not expressly; though in tho 

fatter it is manifestly implied in the words èr- 
Eepwriow vuas Ti (v. 9). 
—el £Esai, Xc. ] q. d. ‘Is it, or is it not?" 

From the Rabbinical citations it — that it 
had been decided by the Doctors unlawful to heal 
any one on the Sabbath day, unless the patient wero 
in imminent peril of life. So says the Gemara; 
but not the earlier Mishna. Yet it appears from 
Luke xiv. 3, that our Lord, at length, made the 
Pharisees ashamed to advance the principle. So 
that the thing was tacitly allowed. 

ll. ris ora i£ uwv] A mode of address 
employed when the force of any argument is sub- 
mitted to the candid judgment of the persons 
themselves 80 addressed. Com . Matt. vii. 11. 
Qur Lord's argument is founded on a Rabbinical 
canon, which permitted the rescuing of a beast 
from destruction on the Sabbath : hence he argues 
à fortiori (as at Matt. vii. 1), the lawfulness of 
healing a Auman being. In pófaro» iv there 
is a Hebrew idiom, the sense being, not, ‘one 
(i. e. a single) sheep,' but, as appears from Luke 
xiv. 5, simply a E So in Matt. xxi. 19, we 
have cuxjy uíay. It occurs perpetually in the 
Sept, but not in Josephus.—Kai idv iuwicn, 
‘and it should fall." At oíxl xparioe: there is 
no Anacoluthon (any more than supra, vii. 9, where 
is the same double interrogation), but a slight 
failure in the construction, to be removed by sub- 
ane the pronoun ô for the xai, ‘who, if it 
should fall into a pit, will not lay hold and raise 
it,” equiv. to Luke's dvyaaác::, ‘draw up and 
out; a very rare use, prob. Hellenistic, of éysip., 
and only, as far as I know, found clsewhere in 
Philo, p. 707, as said of raising a fallen beast. 
The of our Lord's ment here tends to 
show, that circumstances of necessity might dis- 
pense with some ceremonial observances, which 
were in general commanded by God; and goes 
on this base, that ceremonial institutions being 
only the means of religion, if circumstances oc- 
curred where they interfered with the end of it, 
they were, of course, suspended. 

13. Having given this exposition of the true 
nature of the Sabbath, our Lord at once silences 
their cavils by miraculously healing the withered 
hand, and that without any such action as would 
have been work done in breach of the Sabbath, 
even by the Divine power of his word only : thus 
evincing by a miracle that his previous claim of 
Divine authority, as Lord of the Sabbath, was 
well founded. 
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— á*ikaTioTáÓn] The term properly signi- 
fies to bring any thing back to its former situa- 
tion, or state; and figuratively, to restore to 
health, as in the Sept. and some later writers. I 
have, with Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., adopted 
dwex. for åror. from all the most ancient and 
very many cursive MSS., including nearly all the 
Lamb. and Mus. MSS. 

l5. dyex. dxsiÜsv] Namely, as we find from 
Mark, to the sea-coast. 

16. iareríuuosy avrois, va ufj—mToiieociw] 
For the same reason that He had on a former 
occasion withdrawn Himself, as knowing that 
his ‘hour was not yet come, so now does He 
give this strict injunction, namely, in order to 
avoid the plots of the Pharisees, and save Him- 
self from their evil designs. Comp. supra, viii. 4, 
and note. 

17. ó*wc wAnp.] Three of the most ancient 
MSS. have ta, which has been adopted by 
Lachm. and Tisch, but wrongly; since, con- 
sidcring that St. Matthew employs indifferent 
either one or the other, this is a case in whic 
external authority of MSS. ought to decide. 

8. loù, 6 wais pou, &c.] This prophecy (from 
Is. xlii. 1) differs in the wording somewhat from 
the Hcbrew, and yet more from the Sept. ; which 
is supposed to have been corrupted ; and the words 
"laxo f and 'Iapa:A (of which there are no traces 
in the Heb.) are thought to have been inserted by 
the Jews, that the passage might not be applied to 
the Messiah; but without reason. The words 
were, I suspect, at first, noted in the margin of 
some very ancient Archetypes; and then were 
introduced, inadvertently, into the tezt by the 
scribes. Thus Euscbius testifies that the words 
were, in his time, obelized in the Sept. and were 
not expressed in the other Greek Versions; that 
ia, not even that of Aquila the Jew, nor in that 
of Theodot. ; a patent fact, going far to exclude 
the above suspicion; which, indeed, is quite 
removed by another fact, that the Jews them- 
selves understood the Messiah to be the subject 
of the words. Their most distinguished Rabbis 
so explain it. Nay, the Chaldee Paraphrast has, 
‘Behold my servant, the Messiah!’ In short, 
in the first two verses (at least as far as ov 
oBicet), there is no variation from the Hebrew, 
of any importance; and where there ts any at 
all, it is justified by the Sept. And as to the 
variation of the Sept. from the Evangelist, it is 
not (up to the above words) any greater diversity 
than that of a free version as compared with a 
literal one ; that is, if the words of the Sept. be 
emended from MSS., and a great corruption, 
which at present exists, be removed. For such 
I consider dvjoes, which yields a sense directly 
the reverse to that which is required by the con- 
text. I doubt not that the truo reading is dor- 
ctt, scil. pwvúv: an ellips. expressed in Gen. 

xlv. 2, Sept. The phrase occurs too in the Class. 
writers; but only in the complete constr. Tbe 
elliptical one may have been used in Hellenistic 
Greek, in the sense ‘to exclaim,’ lit. ‘give out 
voice) Comp. Eurip. Phen. 1454, evi» uiv 
ovx adór«e. The reason why ovi» was not 
expressed here is because it is also left under- 
stood in the Hebrew. It should seem, that the 
Bring observing the Sept. not to give a 
faithful representation of the original, corrected 
it more in accordance with the Hebrew, and, 
perbaps, conformably to what had already ap- 
peared in the Syro-Chaldee edition of his Gospel. 

It is truc that in using the term yprrica the 
— may seem to desert both the Sept. and 
the Hebr. But (as Hoffm. observes) we may 
suppose that St. Matt. did not so much intend 
to express the Hebr. word qon as the imme- 
diately following ma, — the preceding 
as not making directly for his purpose. As re- 
spects the terms éxAextds and dyairróc, they 
are quite synonymous ; and the Evang. chose the 
former, as best agreeing with the preceding pd- 
Tica, at which we must not omit to notice the 
liberty, not to say, licence taken by Lachm. and 
Tisch. in cancelling the els, on the authority of 
3 MSS., though internal as well as external evi- 
dence is quite in favour of els 6». So rare a con- 
struction, found elsewhere only in 1 Pet., is not 
to be thus summarily dismissed. Somewhat 
strange is it that Mr. Alf. should inquire * what 
authority there exists for els öv?’ The authority, 
I answer, of no less than that of a// the MSS., 
except those 3. It is certainly found in all the 
Lamb., and all the Mus. M Nor can it be 
doubted that the Pesch. Syr. Translator had ele 
oy. Moreover, that internal evidence is in favour 
of the reading, cannot be denied. The other 
öv evidently arose from the correction of some 
Critic who did not well see the Hellenistic cha- 
racter of the phrascology throughout this verse. 
Though in fact Sy is not allowed by grammatical 
propriety, no example of aiper. foll. by accus. 

ing extant. I am aware, that in Theodotion's 
Version we have ôv nidcxnoa: but I suspect 
that he wrote œ (which will, I think, be found 
the reading of MS. C, and which perhaps existed 
in the Archetype of B), equiv. to ip’ J, a con- 
struction found in Judith xv. 10. In short, the 
ip here chose to blend the Version of 
Theod., and, I suspect, of another Jewish Trans- 
lator, for in the Hexapla of Origen, instead of 
"AXA the true reading seems to be 'Ax, i. e. 
Aquila. In fact, ale Sv is required by the Hebr. 
13, which, though not expressed, is left to be 
supplied per ellips. from the context —not to say 
that there is & peculiar emphasis, which Hoffm. 
points out. 

In 6 waits pov, supra, the Messiah is spoken of 
under the designation ôf wai, from having taken 
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59co To 
TVED PA nov ET AUTOY, kai Kplow Tots ÉÜveauv amay- 
yeXet. 19 Oùx pice ov8é kpavyáaev. ovdé dxovces 
Tis v Tats T XarTcíaus THY GwynvatTrod. X Kdrapov 
cuvTEeTpippévov ov kareá£eu kai Xívov TUPspevoy ov 
oßécer Ews av éxBáXg eic vicos THY epics. 21 kal 

[ev] TG ovóp ar: avrod £0vo érATLODCL 

upon bim the form of a servant (Phil. ii. 7), and 
from his general obedience in quality of Son, to 
God the Father. So aic Tov Ozov at Acts 
iii. 13, et alibi. In the use of 05c«w instead of 
the Sept. iàexa the Evang. has better expressed 
the force of the Hebr. preterite prophetic for fut. 
‘nn. In the use of avayy4Asi for the Sept. 
éfoice. St. Matt. may seem to have chosen for 
the worse, and kept too close to the Hebr. But, 
as Hoffm. observes, the Evang. thought fit here 
to act rather as an ezegetes, or Interpreter, than 
a Trans'ator, wishing to show how the Messiah 
would carry forth judgment (i. e. the smn, or 
‘legem Messise") to the Gentiles, namely, by an- 
nouncing it in the preaching of the Gospel, with 
allusion to the EvayyéXcoy as an årayy:\ía, 
or from God. In the use of épioa:, not 
xexpatera:, the Evang. chose for a a 
more ial term as denoting the clamour of 
litigation or contentious disputation, as opposed to 
placidity and mildness of address, as shown in the 
meekness of wisdom spoken of by Jas. iii.13. — 
the term cuyrerpiupévoy is more agreeable to 
the Hebr. than the cvrre8A acpévoy of the Sept., 
and ovørpiyre: than xareafer: and so of rv$6- 
Mtvovcomp. with Sept. cawuCouevoy. The former 
term is so used by the best writers from Hdot. 
to Plutarch, Sol. 1, wapepvAake rudopivny 
adpov *vpós Ett [osav prAoya. In the use of 

€ term evrrerp. there is no allusion such as is 
traced to our Lord's noiseless and unostentatious 
course and gentleness of demeanour, nor to his 
tender compassion for human woe (John xi. 35), 
but as taken in conjunction with the following 
metaphor, it must import a deeper spiritual sense, 
as adverting to the case of a broken and contrite 
spirit. The case of such is represented as like a 
bruised reed and smoking flax, with allusion to 
their weakness and want of fervour and spiritual 
life. But the reed that is bruised shall not be 
broken, but supported by Him who is mighty to 
sastain ; and the yet faintly smoking candle-wick 
shall not be blown out, but blown up. See more 
in Calvin and Matth. Henry. Here, as often in 
the Greek writers, by the negation of one thin 
is implied the affirmative of the contrary, q. d. 
‘he will strengthen wavering faith, and rekindle 
nearly extinct piety 
The greatest difficulty, however, connected 

with this rests on the words fwr dv 
ixBady—iXwiover. There is in the Evangelist 
aconsiderable variation from both the Sept. and 
the Hebrew. Let us, however, first examine the 
variation between the Hebrew and the Sept. The 
Sept. by i8»5 thought proper to give the meaning 
intended by the Prophet, rather than the literal 
— which would have required roor. 
The sense is, the ‘most remote nations, uot only 
the Jews, but the Gentiles" As to the diversity 
In évcuars (for the Hebr. smn means either law 

also in Rom. xv. 12. 1 Cor. xv. 19. 1 

or doctrine) we may, with Schleusner, suppose 
óvóuaTi to be uel in the sense law or "doc: 
trine, as in various peus of the N. T., which he 
so explains in his Lex. I should, however, pre- 
fer supposing that the Sept. Translator here, as 
before, chose to express the gexeral sense in a 

version; and that the Evangelist fol- 
lowed the Sept. as far as he thought it sufficiently 
faithful, and to his purpose, and no further— 
thus passing over the dvaA\duwe kal où Opav- 
o@:j0eTa:—and no wonder, since they were not 
essential to his purpose, and the term ávaX. per- 
haps in St. Matthew's copy, as well as all the 
copies now extant, is nevertheless quite corrupt. 
I have no doubt that the origos] text of the 
Sept. was dvaxauwer; and also that a negativo 
particle has here (as occasionally in all writers) 
Mipped out. Thus oix avax., ‘he will not bend 
back, will not give way or despond' (comp. Cebes 
as cited by Steph. Thes. in v.) expresses the true 
sense of the Hebr. zy» nd, which is, * will not 
be so broken in spirit as to despond.' Finally, to 
advert to the difference between the Hebrew and 
the Evangelist, this consists, partly in the omis- 
sion of several words, and partly in the change 
of others. But neither, I apprehend, involves 
any real discrepancy ; for the sense, as will be 
seen, is precisely the same. The Evangelist seems 
to have purposely omitted part of the words, be- 
cause they were unsuitable to his pu ; and 
prob. were even then very corrupt in the Sept. : 
and in expressing the sense of the others, he 
chose (as is often done in Scripture) to Wend 
together the two clauses poo wv now) and 
vcDOD pw into one, and give the suB- 
STANCE of both. So that the sense of the words 
Yous ixBadry (answering to iEoíce: in the Sept.) 
els vixos thy kpíaiy is this: ‘[ And thus will it 
be] until he shall have brought out uncertain 
conflict unto decided victory, so as to send forth 
[over the whole earth] his Rule of life [the Gos- 
pel] conquering and to conquer’ (lit. for spiri- 
tual conquest), Rev. vi. 2, intimating, that both 
the preaching of the Gospel in the world, and 
the power of the Gospel in the heart of true be- 
lievers, shall ultimately prevail: that grace shall 

t the upper hand of corruption, and at length 
be perfected in — as eye hath not seen, 
&c., 1 Cor. ii. 9. 

21. The iv is absent from most of the uncial 
and many cursive MSS., and is cancelled by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. But 

use, since although internal evidence is against 
it, yet, considering that both the Hebr. and 
Sept. have a preposition, the Evangelist was 
more likely to take the preposition than to reject 
it; and it seems he adopted the i» from the 
Hebr., though iri is found in the Sept., and 

im. 1v, 

10. vi. 17. v. 5. l Pet. i. 13. iii. 9. I should, 
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j Luke 11. 
14. 

21 Tóre mpoonvéxOn aite Saportopevos, tupdds kai kodós, 
Kal éÜepárevaev avrOw wate Tov Tuddov Kal kodóv kal XaXetv 
xai Brérew. B Kai éfíoravro mávres oi ÓyXoi kal édXeyor" 

NA Mire obrós otw ó vids Aavid; ** Oi è Dapicaion axov- 
Luke 11.18. gavres, elmo OùÙros ook éxBadrer Tà Samoa, ei pù èv TO 

BeerfeBovr dpyovrs tav Saipoviwy. % Eidas 56 6 Inoods ras 
évOupjoes avtev, elev avro  IIáca Bacireia pepicbcica 
kaĵ éavrijs épnuotrar Kal vaca Toms 7 oixia pepiobeîsa Kal’ 
éavrijs ov otabncerat. Kai ei ò Yatravas tov Satavay èx- 
Barr, èp éavróv euepicOy mas obv otabncetat 5j Bacihela 
autod; 7 Kal ei éym év BeedfeBour éxBadrAw Ta Satpoma, of 

indeed, be inclined to suspect that the reading 
arose from the scribes (since £v after xai very 
frequently coalesces with the xai per crastn), did 
I not observe the construction with the simple 
dat, once in the Sept, 4 Kings xviii. 29, and 
once in the Class. writers, Thucyd. iii. 97, i. 
Tj Túxn. If that be the true reading, the sense 
will be, as in the passage of Thucyd., ‘shall 
pace their hope ox His name;’ lit. His Law [of 
ife] in the Gospel; thus adapting the vn of 

the Prophet, the Law Moses) to the Gospel, 
of which the sum and centre is Christ as the 
Head of the Gospel dispensation, Acts viii. 12. 

22. Tv$XOvr xai] These words, not found in 
3 MSS., have been cancelled by Lachm. and 
Tisch., who thus run counter not only to the 
strongest ezternal authority (confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Version), but also to inte evi- 
dence, as existing in the likelihood of the words 
being lost from the change of position in ru@Adv 
kai kwmdór, many MSS. reading Tò» kedóv xai 
T. In such a case omission often occurs. 

23. iEioravTo] ‘ were quite amazed.’ See Lex. 
Mire is to be rendered num, or an forte, not 
nonne? for the former implies that disbelief pre- 
ponderates; the latter, belief. The multitude 
scems to have spoken thus modestly, to avoid 
offending the Pharisecs. By vids Auviéd is meant 
the Messiah, promised under that character. The 
multitude inferred Jesus to be such, from the 
fulfilment, under their eyes, of the prophecy of 
Is. xxxv. 5. 

24. ovk ixXBáAX «1 rà Satpdma, el ph dv ta 
Beer.) The full sense is, ‘doth not cast out tho 
devils [which he casts out] but by,” &c., thus ac- 
knowledging, however unwillingly, the reality of 
the disposscssions, and, consequently, the mira- 
cles, and yet determined not to recognize the 
Divine authority of the worker of them ; having 
in fact no other course to take. 
— dpxovri T&v Óaiu.] Not only was an 

hierarchy of good angels held, but a subordina- 
tion and headsbip was believed to exist among 
the evil ones: and this not only by the Jncan- 
tores and Ferorcista, &c., but by the Rabbis So 
in the Rabbinical writers the expression ' caput 
demonum" often occurs; and the name given to 
him is Asmodeeus. So too thought some heathen 
philosophers, espec. Porphyry, who mentions the 
ápywr by the name of Serapis. 
3 eldws Tas évOup. av.] Sce note, supra ix. 4, 

where I have shown that these two es, and 
eeveral others, where the power of knowing the 

thoughts of men,—which is constantly repre- 
sented in Scripture as the attribute of 
alone,—must attest the ded of Christ our Savi- 
our. Our Lord knew not only what they thought, 
but (ws xapdtoyywors) their hearts, and that to 
the very core; well too did he fathom their wick- 
edness which, and not the weakness of their under- 
standings, had dictated the ecntiment they had 
uttered, contrary, it would seem, to their private 
conviction ; which called forth the severe denun- 
ciation implied at v. 31. Comp. supra ix. 3, and 
the parallel passages. 
— raca BaciXsía, &c.] In refuting the above 

foul imputation our Lord uses a proverbial 
saying (similar to many cited from the Greek and 
Rabbinical writers) in which we have an a 
mentum ab absurdo ; q. d. * The safety of a state 
or of a family is promoted by concord, and de- 
stroyed by dissension;' q. d. If Satan were to 
combine with me in expelling his demons from 
the bodies of men, whither he has empowered 
them to enter, he would be at variance with him- 
self, would act foolishly, and his authority could 
not continue. 

27. Having shown the absurdity of their argu- 
ment, he now turns their own weapons against 
them. 
— iy Beed{eBovrd] That there were per- 

sons among the Jews who professed to cast out 
demons by exorcisms, and invocation of the God 
of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, we lcarn both from 
the Scriptures (see Luke ix. 49. Acts xix. 135. 
Mark ix. sill and from Joseph. Ant. viii. 2, 5. 
vii. 6, 3, both from the early Fathers, (as Justin 
Martyr, Irenæus, Origen, Tertullian, and others,) 
and from Lucian, Trag. p. 171. The argument, 
therefore, is, ‘ If those who cast out demons prove 
themselves to be — with Satan, then must 
your disciples be also leagued with him ; and the 
censure will apply to them as well as unto me.’ 
It affects not the argument whether the demons 
were really expelled by such exorcism (though 
it might sumetimes happen, by the permission of 
God); it is sufficient for the aryumentum ad 
hominem, that the Pharisees thought they were 
expelled, and did not attribute it to the agency of 
Satan.—On more mature consideration of this 
perplexing point, whether the casting out here 
spoken of was a real, or onlv a pretended, exor- 
cism, I am inclined to think that the persons in 
question did sometimes really cast them out. 1 
am induced to como to this conclusion, not from 
the arguments advanced by Mr. Alf., but from 
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viol Uv èv rive éxBdrXovet; Ou TobTo avTol Way Ecovra, 
KptTat. 28 E? 66 yò èv mvevpatt cod éxBadrw Ta Sasporia, 
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duupracat, éàv ui) mpatov Sion tov ioyupov; Kal Tore TV 
oixiay avtou Siaprrdce. %‘O pù dv per époÜ kar époD ioti 
Kai O0 pù) GUvaywy per époU oxooTriles. 

those urged by Dr. Hamm. and Dr. Whitby. 
The adduced by Mr. Alf. (after Whit- 
by) from Irenæus and Justin Mart. are very 
weighty (those of Origen and Theophilus far less 
conclusi ve), and exceedingly curious is that from 
Jos Ant viii. 2, 5. But Mr. Alf. greatly les- 
sens the importance of the passage by admitting 
there the reading ivdcpuevor, which the late edi- 
tor, Richter, edited, solely from the conjecture of 
Ernesti; but wrongly, for if the sense thus 
arising were (which is far from being the case) 
to the purpose, still that would require évdovra. 
The common reading (in Huds. and Haverc.) 
ipyóovu sva yields a good sense, but it is destitute 
of authority. And the évdovmevor, edited by 
Dindorf from four MSS., is forbidden by ĉano- 
via. The true reading is, I apprehend, either 
tvadourva, found in the two best MSS., or 
rather éwad., incantata, which is confirmed by 
Origen contra Cels. 1. iv. p. 183, gos where he 
says that the names of the God of Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob, were used by the Jewish Exor- 
cista iy To xavTewadery daipovas, ‘in ercan- 
tando dæmonas.“ Certainly the term ira. is 
more suitable then évd., not to say that the pas- 
sive present of ivdies is, I believe, unprecedented. 
If it did occur, it would be written évdeduevor: 
but the pass preterito isóróéusvos was exclu- 
sively used. As respects the expression em- 
ployed of this healing by Jos, wap’ nuiv 
*TÀricTop laxe it does not mean, ‘is of great 
force, as Whiston renders, but, ‘is widely 
fen I cannot, however, concede to Mr. Alf, 

at the above view is confirmed by the words of 
the multitude, supra ix. 33, oüdívors ipávn 
otras iv Te '"lopajÀ, for the gloss Mr. Alf. 
pute upon the words requires manifest violence 
to strain out so extensive a sense from a particle. 
The passage left watortured rather confirms the 
general opinion, that the exorcisms were on] 
alleged to be such, and admitted by the Phan- 
sees. If, however, the reality of the exorcism 
be admitted, the ment may, as it has been 
by Whitby, well traced thus: * You doubt not 

your exorcists do cast out devils by virtue 
of the name of the God of Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob; it will then afford matter for your con- 

tion, who pass so favourable a judgment 
on them, to so unjust a censure on e, in 
whom you see evidences of the God, in 
casting out all manner of evil spirits, &c. By 
tà Tovro—xpirai it is meant they, i.e. their 

conduct wil] afford mattor for your condemnation 
as unjust. 
— vioi) ‘sons,’ by an idiom derived from the 

customs of the Jews, denotes disciples. Soo 
l Kings xx. 35. 2 Tim. i. 2. 

28. iv mrevuarı Otrov) * by divine cnergy ;' 
as in Luke xi. 20, iv dakxTóAw Osov. The roa- 

1 Mark 8. 90. 
Luke 12. 10. 
1 John 5. 10. 

311 Aià ToUro Xéyo ESS 

soning is this: * But if I cast out demons by 
Divine power, I perform miracles by the aid of 
God: hence it follows, that I am sent from God. 
But if I be sent from God, you should believe 
me, when I announce to you the kingdom of 

-— ipbacev] This strong expression means, 
‘is already come upon you;' i.e. ‘sooner than 
Ic expected.” So in Luko xi. 20. 1 Thess. ii. 

29. The purpose of this verse is to show, by a 
fresh illustration, the folly of supposing that he 
acts by a power from, and consequently inferior 
to, Satan; since he evinces superiority over him, 
by overpowering him, and despoiling him of his 
authority ; q. d. * If (as all must confess) he who 
binds another is stronger than he who is bound 
by him, you will easily perceive that I must be 
far more powerful than the Prince of demons.’ 
— was} Of this use of À, or else, as intro- 

ductory of another comparison, examples may be 
seen in my Lex. in voc. To which I add Jo- 
seph. Bell. ii. 2, 5, fin. f) worawdy - 

90. exop7íQs] This, like cuvayw before, 
seems to have been an agricultural term; the 
former signifying to scatter abroad grass, to be 
made into hay, or corn, after being dried by the 
sun ; the latter, to collect it into heaps. 

31. &4à Tovro] for the connexion see note 
supra. There is scarcely any point in the inter- 
retation of the N. T. which has been more de- 

than the nature ofthe BLASPHRMY AGAINST 
THE Hoty SPIRIT, of which it is here said, that 
* it shall not ; It would be a waste of 
time to read, and useless labour to detail and 
review, the far ter of the interpretations 
propounded by Theologians, ancient and modern, 
of this verse. In order to asccrtain the true 
sense, it is of importance to attend carefully to 
the connerion, and to gather what help we can 
from the parallel passages. Now the conxerion 
should seem to be decided by the formula ĉ:& 
rovro, Which txtroduces what is said; and has 
reference not so much to the words which have 

just preceded, as to the whole of the foregoing 
matter; and espec. points at the diabolical ca- 
lumny which had been uttered by the Scribes, in 
attributing the undisputed miracles of Christ to 
the agency of the Devil, as is certain from Mark 
iii. 28, 30, Gre EAevyov: mveõua áxáÜaprov &xci, 
of which the full sense is [‘ this denunciation was 
uttered] because they said,’ &c. The main ques- 
tion on which the matter hinges is, whether it bo 
the conduct of the Pharisces on thts particular 
occasion, that is meant, or that of the same persons 
soon aflerwards, by similarly calumniating the 
supernatural gifts of tho Spirit, subsequently 
poured forth, after the resurrection and ascension 
of Christ. The latter view is strenuously main- 
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úni Tüca ápapría kai BXaadmuía adeOjcerar tois àvÜpo- 
mou % 6e ToO IIvevpatos Bracdnpia ovx ádeOrceras mois 

tained by Whitby, Baxter, Hamm., Doddr., and 
Mack., whose arguments are, in brief, as follows: 
*]. It is declared, that whosoever speaketh a 
word against the Son of man, it shall be forgiven 
him ;’ and, therefore, the Pharisees, in calumni- 
ating his miracles, were not guilty of the unpar- 
donable sin. *2dly. The sin against the Hol 
Ghost could notbe committed duringour Saviour's 
abode on earth, as the Holy Ghost was not given 
till after his ascension, John vii. 89. xvi.7. Acts 
ii. 1, seq. 3dly. In St. Luke xii. 10. our Saviour 
makes the same declaration respecting this sin 
when no calumny against bim was uttered. 
These arguments, however, are by no means con- 
clusive. As to the lst and 3d, they proceed on a 
falae supposition; for Shemen could be com- 
mitted during our Saviour's lifetime; since, 
though the Holy Ghost was not given to men 
until after Christ's ascension, and even then only 
occasionally and limitedly, to Christ it was given 
perpetually, and without measure ; as is plain from 
John iii. 34, où yàp ix uérpov didwaww 6 Oee 
rò llvruua, where compare the text. The 3d 
argument has not the least cogency ; since in St. 
Luke the order of the events is very little ob- 
served, and the occasions when things were said, 
are often rather intimated than indicated. The 
only one of any weight that has been urged is, 
that the Pharisees present could not be thought 
utterly inexcusable, since the crowning evidence 
of Christ's Messiahship, by his resurrection and 
the subsequent effusion of the Holy Spirit, had 
not yet been afforded. But that — is, 
however specious, inconclusive; and involves 
a sitting in judgment on our God's proceedings. 
The crime of the Pharisees was, assuredly, all 
things considered, greater than that committed 
by those who afterwards spoke evil of the super- 
natural gifts of the Holy Spirit. It was, as 
Archbp. Secker observes, ‘the greatest and most 
wilful obstinacy in wrong that can be imagined, 
when they and all around them saw the most 
illustrious and beneficial miracles done in con- 
firmation of the purest and most holy and benevo- 
Jent doctrines, to stand out in opposition to both; 
to insist that the Devil conspired against himself, 
rather than own the finger of God, where it was 
so exceedingly visible; not only to oppose, but to 
revile, the strongest evidence laid before them in 
the fullest manner, and that, very probably, 
against the secret conviction of their own hearts; 
such behaviour manifests the most hardened and 
desperate wickedness.’ In short, when we con- 
sider the extreme harshness of supposing, that 
what was said in immediate connexion with the 
conduct of the Pharisees, and introduced by a 
formula confining it to that, was not meant to be 
understood of that, but of another offence which 
bore an affinity to it, it is abundantly obvious that 
the interpretation in question is really untenable. 
There is the more reason to warn Biblical stu- 
dents against embracing it; since it was the 
adoption of it by the Latin and some Greek 
Fathers, and the subsequent extension of it to 
speaking evil of the operations of the Hor Spirit 
generally. even of his graces, which opened a door 
to the grievous errors into which those Theolo- 
gians, of the ancient and earlier modern School 

fell, who almost made the Sin (as they inaccu- 
rately term it) against the Holy Ghost, to consist 
in a wilful opposition to the teaching of the 
Spirit, in respect to what such men persuade 
themselves is alone the truth, as it is in Jesus. 
Hence the passage has been quoted by Romanists 
against Protestants, and by Protestants against 
Romanists; by orthodox Protestants against he- 
terodox Protestants; and might be adduced by 
the maintainers of the lying miracles of our day 
against those who reject them. Nay, it has been 
explained of obstinate resistance to the graces of 
the Holy Spirit by invincible hardness of heart 
and impenitence; or of apostasy, or of falling 
fno mortal sins after the grace of the Holy Spirit 
in baptism. Yet those who maintain these various 
views are constrained, virtually at least, to admit 
the crime to be pardonable; which is directl 
contrary to our Saviour's words. Besides, it 
could not be the design of our Lord, to utter 
what should prove, as it were, a trap for the 
consciences of men; and should operate to fill 
timid, though sincerely pious persons with vain 
alarm ; nach lees to furnish arms for Church 
polemics to wield one against another ad ixfimi- 
tum. At the same time it must be remembered 
that most of the offences which have been thought 
to constitute the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost 
bear some affinity thereto; being, if not Wasphemy, 
at least sin against the Holy Spirit, ‘ doing despite 
to the Spirit of Grace, and bringing swift destruc- 
tion on those who habitually commit them.’ 

The words of the former clause must not be 
unattended to, by being, as it were, overshadowed 
by this latter. The words may best be rendered, 
* All sin, yea blasphemy, shall be forgiven ;’ 
meaning all [other] sin [not so wilful and pre- 
sumptuous] shall be forgiven, be perdonable on 
due repentanco and reformation. So, again, by 
BXaed. is to be understood all other blasphemy 
except that subjoined, —all other, whether against 

, of, as expressed in the next clause, against 
Christ, espec. the latter, to which it is restrs 
in the parallel passage of Luke. Even that, 
however, we see is pardonablo: a provision being 
made for its pardon in the blood of Christ. See 
Dr. Waterland's Works, vol. ix. Serm. 28. The 
passages adduced by Mr. Alford as containing 
the same declaration in substance as the present, 
are of a different character. Even the of 
I John v. 16, duapria 7pós Üávarov, has a 
marked difference, as denoting not any single sin 
in particular, but a course of sizning, implying 
the habitual commission of presumptuous sin ; 
and that may well be said to be xpos Gdvarop, 
not because the means for its pardon are not pro- 
vided by the satisfaction of Christ, but so utterly 
unlikely is it to be attained, that the sinning 
may be said, popularly, to be mortal. The ex- 
pression at v. bol obrs iv—puéAAor:, is founded 
on a Hebr. form, containing the strongest mode 
of expressing sever ; and though sometimes used 
by the Rabbins on occasions of slender moment, 
has here a peculiar and awful solemnity. The 
vu» inserted in many ancient MSS. (including 
most of the Lamb. and Br. Mus. ones), and 
adopted by Matth. and Scholz, seems to be a 
mere inferpolation from several passages whero 
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the ve» is found, espec. since none of the p 
sages adduced in such abundance by Lightf., 
Schoettg., and Wets., have it. As respecte the 
words at v. 3l, rots dv@pww. occurring the 
second time, and cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch 
on but slender authority, they were expunged by 
certain Critics for the sake of removing a tauto- 
logy; though such a use as tho one here, on an 
occasion of deep seriousness, occurs in tho best 
Class. writers, and so far from being pleonastic, 
is intensive, thus: * Wherefore iuh being the 
case, because you, notwithstanding plain facts, 
and even self-conviction to the contrary, persist 
in affirming that I act in concert with Satan, J 
say unto you —1 solemnly apprise you,’ &c. In 
this point of view the sin juat about to be marked 
with the heaviest denunciation, that of an open 
belying of the present power of the Holy Spirit 
of God working in and for his kingdom of grace, 
a determined rejection of what is known and felt 
to be the truth, assumes a character inexpressibly 
pate 

75 "oujcaTt, &c.] * ponite, suppose, con- 
sider, = old Engl. ‘ put case.” A Linn for 
Tiere. Xen. Anab. v. 7, 9, worm dé Unas 
itawvaTwÜírrae — úr’ iuov xew els aou. 

ere is here a resumption of the course of 
argument, interrupted by the solemn warning at 
vv. 31, 32; and the words, which have the air of 
an adage, q. d. ‘ account the tree good which pro- 
duces sted fruit, or tbe reverse,’ are by some 
Expositors applied to the Pharisees, by others to 
our Lord himself. The latter is preferable, as 
being more agreeable to the context. But there 
may be, as in many other cases, a two-fold re- 
ference, 1. to the Pharisees, who could not utter 
good words because their works were evil; 2. to 
our Lord, who could not be evil since his works 
were eminently good; q.d. ‘If my works be 
essentially the works of the evil one, then am J 
corrupt and evil, but if not, your NIS is 
calumny; and if your works be the works of 
Satan, then it is you who are corrupt, and your 
charge against me falls back on yourselves.” At 
v. 34, our Lord retorts on his adversaries the 
cbarge tbey had made against him, and after ad- 
dressing them by the same title as supra iii. 7, 
and infra xxiii. 33, indicative of their malicious 
and calumnious dispositions (see South's Serm., 
vol. x. No. 9), he accommodates the foregoing 
similitude by personally applying it to them ; 
where the interrogation has the force of strong 
negation; q. d. it was morally impossible that 
they, evil and corrupt as they were in heart, 
could utter good things; it could not reasonabl 
be expected ; their bitter and calumnious wards 
argued the corruption of their hearts. This our 
Lord confirms by another adagial saying, like 
several found in the Class. writers; thus inti- 
naung, that it was from their corrupt hearts 
that the evil words of their lips were produced. 
Of course, in this and the passage from the Class. 
writers the adagial sentiments are only meant of 
what is usually, not generally or universally, 

found to occur. See Bucer and Calv., and 
comp. Eccles. ii. 15, Sept, dsore ád$pev i 
7ipigcctónaTos AaXet, where THs kapóías is to 
be supplied from the context. The metaphor 
here (with which comp. James iii. 11 and 12, 
where the Apostle had probably the present pas- 
sage in mind), seems derived from a bubbling 
fountain whence the water issues copiously, 
wepicows. Simil. Jer. vi. 7, q. d. * The heart is 
the fountain, the words are the stream.’ On the 
other hand, at v. 35, in @ncavpou, the metaphor 
seems taken from the laying up in store of arti- 
cles to be brought forth for future use. Thus in 
the case of the good man, the good thoughts of 
his heart are laid up to come forth on suitable 
occasions in words for edification. 'Ex- 
Barret here corresponds to the term used in 
St. Luke, wpopépa, probably by a Hellenistic 
idiom ; for the Sept. expresses the Hebr. wgn by 
either term. As to the examples adduced by 
Wets. and Kypke from the C/ass. writers, ay 
are only iz sensu deteriori, as we say ‘to bolt fort 
calumny.’ But in the Hellenistic use the term 
is applied to what is good, and I doubt not that 
St. Matth. used mxn in his Hebr. Gospel. Tho 
good things treasured up in the heart of the good 
man (good through God's ym e) are 
the good things of wiedom and knowledge (comp. 
Col. ii. 3), good dispositions, espec. the Word of 
God lasd up there, the Law of God written there, 
divine truths dwelling and ruling there. And 
those good things the good man not only rpo- 
pon but ixfáňàsı, casteth forth, even as 
oseph out of his stores, or the good house- 

holder, doris ix«BaAA «t ix Tov Onoavpou avTov, 
where Origen, with the Ital. and Vulg. (from 
ignorance of the diversity) catches up the gloss 
(for such it is) apod £p:: found in one, and only 
one, Gr. MS. A similar opposition between 
éxBaAX. and the milder term is observable in 
Ps. cxlvi. 17, Sept., rov čıðóvros yidva—BadA- 
Aovros Eee ut ‘casteth forth, hurleth his 
hail’ (not ice). Thus there is an intensity of 
sense im , as said of what is done zealously 
and heartily. I know of no other example, 
though something like it occurs infra xiii. 52; 
but in our own language the term fo kuri is occa- 
sionally so used in the earlier writers, as Spenser, 
who has “he hurls out vows." As applied to the 
evil man, the term is espec. suitable; and there 
the Classical usage of the words quito coincides, 
namely, to bolt out, hurl forth, as in Hdot. vi. 69, 
ds dvoly Tò imos ixBador Tovro. And so 
Milton, “hurling defiance toward the vault of 
heaven.” At v. 36 our Lord's address closes 
with a solemn declaration such as is often to bo 
noted elsewhere, but which is here introductory 
to warning, in which there is a tacit resumption 
of the foregoing reasoning ; q. d. ‘ Accordingly, 
since words spring from the inner fountains of 
the heart, issue from its secret recesses, as from 
an inner storehouse, be careful what those shall 
be there, since words as well as actions will be 
amenable to judgment at the great day of ac- 
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Mark 8.11. Aevyovres AiddoKare, ÜéXouev amò gov onpeiov iòeîv. 99 °°O Se 
Luke 11. 16, 

3. ıs, QTOkpiÜcis elmev abroís Teveà vovgpà xai poryadis onpetov 

count. The word xapélas has been, on compe- 
tent authority, cancelled by the principal Editors, 
as introduced. either from the preceding verse, or 
from the lel — in Luke. The rà be- 
fore &yað& has also been cancelled by Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch., on strong external authority, 
confirmed by the principal Lamb. and Mus. MSS.; 
but, as internal evidence draws rather the other 
way, I am content to bracket it. 

: By MA is meant, like Lat. otiosus and 
Engl. idle, ‘morally useless, as tending to no 
purpose of edification, vain, and by the force of 
the context, eril, answering to the movnpòv at 
v. 95. Comp. Xen. Mem. i. 2. 57, where to 
ipyáTr)v ddé£Aiuov is opposed ipy. apyov. 
Thus it is wot the same as the uopoXoyía in 
Eph. v. 4, nor necessarily equiv. to the movnpòv 
at v. 35, but may denote simply bootless, profit- 
less, with, however, an implied notion of aimless ; 
i. e. where there is no pu of good, nor any 
absoluto infention of evil. This, if it does not 
yield so strong a sense, is more suitable to the 
purpose of warning, as suggesting the inference, 
If so strict an account is to be given of idle, 

unprofitable, though not intentionally evil, talk, 
—what, then, of wicked and profane discourse !' 
Even the heathen philosophers were not un- 
aware of the heavy responsibility for idle words. 
So Plato, p. 832, says, xoídwv—Aoywev (idle, 
vain), Bupvrarn numia, penalty, punishment, as 
in Thucyd. ii. 24. iii. 44. So, too, Pythagoras 
ap. Stob. Serm. xxxiv. gives the weighty injunc- 
tion, aiperwrepoy goi £a To Nido «lx (at ran- 
dom, aimlessly) BáAA sup, N Xoyov &p*yóv. 

. 0tAousv —làsiv] Meaning emphaticé a 
sign from heaven, in some celestia] phenomena, 
as opposed to a ŝúvauıs, a miracle wrought on 
earth, such as those of Moses and Samuel. This 
was a demand often made (see infra xvi. 1. 
Mark viii. 11. Luke xi. 16), and probably 
founded on a literal interpretation of the pro- 
phecy of Daniel vii. 13, which describes the Son 
of man as ‘coming in the clouds of heaven.’ It 
was, indeed, almost a characteristic of the Jews 
to ask a sign, as appears from l Cor. i. 22, ol 
*"lovdatos onpeiov alrover. But that the sign 
they now asked, was one from heaven, would of 
itself seem highly probable, and it is established 
by the parallel passage of Luke. They had wit- 
nessed several óvráusic, or ordinary miracles, on 

earth ; but they now demand the appearance of 
some such celestial one, as had been given by 
Joshua and by Elijah, and such as should be 
the strongest test of Jesus being the Christ. Out 
Lord, however, well aware that the motive which 
prompted the request was an evil one, the per- 
sons who made it dg, being—(as we find 
from the of St. o not the same as 
those, who ascribed his miracles to demoniacal 
agency (probably Sadducees), yet, as Pharisees, 
of the sameo party in league to destroy Jesus), 
and well knowing that, after the miracles they 
had already witnessed, a sign from heaven 
would have equally failed to produce any perma- 
nent conviction, refused to grant the request ; at 
the same time intimating by the exceptive clause 
el uù TO onusioy 'Lwva, that such a sign, at 
least as that in the case of Jonah, would be given 
in his own case, namely, at his resurrection, as 
typified in the Scriptural narrative of Jonah. It 
is true that St. Luke, in the MES passage, 
waves the typical allusion, and merely adverts 
to the moral, application of the enueior 'Iwra, 
the reason for which has been ably pointed out 
by Dr. Townson thus: '*Our Lord had men- 
tioned the sign of the propaet Jonah, lst, as pre- 
figuring his own death and resurrection on the 
third day; and 2udly, as a warning to the Jews, 
who stood condemned by the conversion of the 
Ninevites. Now the sign of Jonah seems more 
important in the first view; but to understand it 

uires & knowledge of his history, &c., in the 
Old T." Nowthat was more than could beexpected 
from Gentile converts, for whom St. Luke chiefly 
wrote, and who might, as Bp. Jebb says, have 
been startled by the seeming Wr erg 
tween the typical prophecy and its alleged fulfil- 
ment; St. Luke, therefore, mentions it only in 
the second view, which his context explains. In 
short, every real difficulty in the typical allusion 
* been fully removed, espec. by Dr. Light- 
oot. 
39. ioiai] See my Lex. This is by some 

understood of adultery figuratively, i. e. idolatry. 
But of that there is no reason to think the Jews 
of Christ's age were guilty. Hence it should 
rather seem to denote the spiritual adultery of 
turning away from God by living without God 
in tho world. For the marriage covenant, which 
the Jewish nation was typified as having entered 
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into with God, might be broken by godlessness as 
well as by idolatry. The term was quite suit- 
able, since they were miserably degenerated both 
from the faith and the obedience of their fore- 
fathers. That is attested by Josephus in terms, 
than which stronger can hardly be imagined. 
Now in so doing, they, as being the iar 
[ene of God, and alone in covenant with God, 

become covenant-breakers in the highest de- 
gree, as compared with that of a wife unfaithful 
to her Ausband, inasmuch as in the Old Test. 
God is often represented as the husband of the 
Jewish people considered as his wife, and their 
departure from him, involving a sort of spiritual 
apostasy, is characterised as the sin of adultery. 
See Jer. iii. 8 and 9, 14. xxxi. 32, and Note 
supra ix. 15. 

— Tnu. ov 608. aù., el uù TÒ cp. dui] 
Meaning ‘no greater sign than that of whic 
& type was given in the person of the prophet 
Jonah, i. e. the resurrection of Christ after lying 
three days in the grave : though even this astound- 
ing miracle was equally ineffectual to convince 
these infatuated persons. 

40. iv ry xoiMa Tov kürovs] I have hereto- 
fore adopted the view of x77. taken by Bochart, 
and since his time, by almost every Commentator 
of note: but, on further consideration, I am in- 
clined to think it untenable; since, if examined, 
it will be found only to exchange for one diffi- 
eulty another equally serious. Bp. Jebb, Sacr. 
Lit. p. 178, seq., has adduced what he considers 
‘invincible reasons’ to prove that a man could 
not be received into the stomach of a Lamia, or 
shark, and preserved there without a series of 
miracles. Whereas, as respects the whale, a safe 
and practicable asylum would be afforded, though 
not in the belly, yet in another cavity of that 
creature, whose troat is immensely large, and 

vided with a bag, or intestine, so considerable 
1n size, that whales often take into it two of their 
young when weak, and during a tempest. “In 
this vessel," continues he, “ there are two vents, 
for inspiration and respiration;" and Aere, ho 
thinks, the prophet was preserved— not, indeed, 
without miracle, but with that economy of miracle 
so often exemplified in Scripture. This view, 
avowedly borrowed from Abbé Grosier and Dr. 
Nash, he confirms from an eminent French natu- 
Talist, who (without adverting to the case of 
Jonah) testifies that at the bottom of the whale's 
gullet there is found a great intestine, very thick, 
very long, and so large, that a man might pass 
through quite entire. However, objections there 
are, such as are not to be removed, not only to 
Bochart's view, but to that of the Abbé as adduced 
by Bp. Jebb. As respects tho former, I cannot 
find that it has been satisfactorily proved that 
the gullet of the shark (of whatever species of 
the shark genus) is sufficiently wide to receive 
a man. e authorities adduced in Parkhurst 
Lex. in v. x5ros rest almost wholly on hearsay, 
and do not come quite up to the point. As to 
the testimony (which has been urged in proof) 
of Lycophron, who represents Hercules as swal- 
lowed up by a xapxapos xýwv, that is neutral- 

ized by Æneas Gazeus (cited by Parkh. kim- - 
self), who calls the fish that swallowed Hercules 
by the same name as the fish that swallowed 
Jonah is called in the Sept. and the present pas- 
sage of St. Matt., namely, xirroc; and that the 
mythological story of Hercules' being swallowed 
up and escaping alive out of the fish (whatever it 
was) denoted by the term «xiros, arose from the 
sacred history, cannot be doubted. However the 
other objections to Bochart's view are too for- 
midable to admit of its being safely adopted; 
and hence I should be di to adopt that of 
is Jebb, were it not for the formidable diffi- 
culty I find in seeing how this immense air-tube, 
open at both ends, can properly (since it does 
not form a cul-de-sac) be denoted by the term 
xoiXía ; and did I not (what is of more conse- 
quence) find no mention of this air-pipe in the 
whale's maw, even in those most instructive and 
able works of Beale and Scoresby. Moreover, 
while even Bp. Jebb frcely admits that from the 
narrowness of tbe whale's gullet, a man could 
not pass into his stomach, I find a most com 
tent witness, Mr. Beale in his able Natural His- 
tory of the Spermaceti whale, testifying (without 
any reference to the case of Jonah) that “the 
throat of the Spermaceti whale is capacious 
enough to give passage to the body of a man, 
tus es & strong contrast to the con- 
tracted gullet of a Greenland whale." He fur- 
ther testifies that though the Spermaceti whale 
is chiefly found in the Southern ocean, it has 
been seen in almost all seas; and that whales 
have, however rarely, been seen in the Mediter- 
ranean sea, is admitted by Mr. Parkhurst to 
have been fully proved. And from the immenso 
size of one of them (100 feet long) it must have 
been a Spermaceti whalc, since no whale but 
that reaches 100 feet, and oven that very rarely, 
seldom more (Mr. Beale testifies) than 84 feet, 
and that of Jonah is styled ueydAw xriTo. 

I will only add, that although the preservation 
of Jonah could not cven then have been effected 
without the intervention of miraculous agency, 
yet must it alike have required the same agency, 
according to the hypothesis of Bp. Jebb; and 
that, perhaps, with not less of the economy of 
mi which he so studiously inculcates, than 
in the other case. Whether I have been well or 
ill employed in taking no little trouble to in- 
vestigate this obscure and puzzling matter, I 
know not; also wbether I might not have better 
saved myself trouble, by thinking it, to use the 
words of Mr. Alf. (as said of ‘the making good 
of the three days and nights during which Christ 
was in the heart of the earth") “ unnecessary to 
deal with so frivolous a matter" (so Mr. Alf. 
must have regarded it, from his leaving the mat- 
ter wholly untouched). But I cannot bring my- 
self to regard any Scriptural matter as frivolous, 
the proper and reverent treatment of which may 
tend to remove a stumbling-block out of the way 
of weak (perchance misbelieving) brethren, or to 
strengthen the faith of serious, though inquiring, 
believers. 

"Ev T9 kapéía Tis yas is said to be a Ho- 
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vóxras. *14”Avdpes Nivevitas avaorncovras èv Tfj Kpioes perà 
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ka xataxpiet aùrýv: Ore Alev ex TOv Trepárow THs ys 
arosat tiv codiav ZoXoudvos xal ov, wreiov Yorouavos 

s Luke 11. 
34. 

braism for i» 77 yj; but a similar expression 
occurs in our own and most other languages. 
On the Jewish mode of reckoning time, by 
which smal] parts of days were counted as 
tchole days, and accordingly a space of time 
not two whole days night be computed as three 
days and nights, see Horne's Introd. iii. 180 sq. 
This custom, however, was not, as he imagines, 
exclusively Jewish; but may also be noticed 
among the Greeks. Thus Thucyd. vii. 75, rpirn 
ñuépa il Tis vavuaxías, that being only what 
we should call the second day. 

4l. dvacrncovra:—Kxaraxpivovow avr] 
There is something refined, and perhaps Oriental, 
in the turn of this and the next verse, by which 
the Ninevites and the Queen of Sheba are sup- 
posed to bear testimony against the Jews, as to 
the transactions here mentioned; and, by that 
testimony, be the means of increasing the con- 
demnation of the Jews by the contrast. So 
xaTaxp. is used also at Heb. xi. 7, and xpitai 
slvat supra v. 27. 
— uteT&yÓncarp &c.) The Ninevites had re- 

pented at the preaching of Jonah, though he 
worked no miracles in proof of his Divine mis- 
sion, and his conduct was in many respects such 
as to leave no favourable impression; whercas 
with Christ all was widely different. 

49. «AXtiov Lor. wde.) Namely, a greater in 
all respects, and not least in that wherein Solo- 
mon was greatest; for though Solomon was the 
wisest of men, yet Christ was Wisdom itself, * the 
eternal Word" (Prov. iii. 19), * who is made unto 
us WispoM.' (1Cor.i.30.) ° 

43—45. The difficulty of this passage is not in 
itself, but in its connexion, i.e. to determine 
whether it belongs to the verses immediately 
preceding, viz. v. $n 42, or to the whole narra- 
tion, v. 2. If to the former, it is meant as 
& warning to those who had been demanding a 
sign. And then the most probable interpreta- 
tion will be that of Kaufmann, cited by Kuin., 
and adopted by many recent Commentators; 
q. d. ‘Though I were to give you a sign from 
heaven, yet the effect would be but momentary ; 
the demon of obstinate infidelity and wickedness 
would surely return, and, seizing you with greater 
violence, would but increase your final condemna- 
tion. This, however, is rather harsh, and liable 
to objections which we shall see. Hence it is 
better to suppose (with others, as Bengel and 
Mr. Greswell) that the reference is to the hole 
of the above portion. This, too, is confirmed by 
Luke bringing in the words of v. 24—26, imme- 
diately after the words which terminate v. 30. 
Moreover, the Article at dy0poov, which calls 
for the version, ‘ihe man,’ i.e. the kind of per- 
son above mentioned, a d@moniuc, confirms this 

ade. 4 *"Oray dé Tò àkdDaprov mveðpa é£éN05 ard ToU avOpw- 

view. That the reference is not to those Phari- 
sees who had been just asking a sign, but to the 
unbelieving, or half-believing, part of the Jewish 
nation in general, would appear from v. 45, 77 
yve TavTy, compared with ysve& movnpà at 
v. 99. However, there may be meant, as in so 
many other cases, a two-fold application, I) to 
the nearer antecedent case, that of the unbelieving 
Jews, probably the Sadducees chiefly (so Matt. 
xvi. 1, vpocsAÜGvTts ol dapicaio: xai. Xaó- 
Sovxatoi—ixnpwrncay avTov anutior ix ToU 
oüpavov bwidsitat avrois). To them the words, 
as before explained, are very suitable. But to 
the Jews at large they are still more suitable, and 
for them they were probably principally meant: 
only the unclean spirit will thus rather represent 
the demon of spiritual idolatry, or world-worship 
before mentioned, which might indeed seem cast 
out by a temporary conviction of sin and a super- 
ficial reformation ; nevertheless, the impression 
would be but skin-deep, and that soon swallowed 
up by Pharisaic hypocrisy ; in which case they 
would relapse into their former evil habits as if 
re , not by one, but by seven other spirits 
more wicked than the first—a most complete 
mode of expressing that the last end of this 
wicked generation should be far worse than the 
fira. at this must be the true scope of the 
above somewhat obscure passage is plain from 
the concluding words (found alone in St. Matth.), 
oUTws Eorat TH yevea Tavr, which are meant 
to fix the scope of the whole,—serving as an ap- 
plication of the foregoing parabolic representa- 
tion,—to the moral and spiritual state of the 
Jewish nation. The Jews of former times had 
been, however, deeply sinning by idolatry and 
vice, yet partially reclaimed by Divine judg- 
ments. But in process of time they had gra- 
dually relapsed into all their former transgres- 
sions, except that of idolatry. And in our Sa- 
viours time the mass of the nation were given 
up to ungodliness and vice, under the thin guise 
of h risy. They had become, as our Lord 
says, John viii. 33, seq., the willing servants of 
sin and the Devil. At length, in their last state, 
so awfully set forth in this prophetic announce- 
ment, in the last days of their existence as a 
nation, they had become so utterly abandoned, 
that, as we learn from the truthful, but sad, 
records of their own historian (Josephus), tho 
records of national guilt exhibit nothing at all 
comparable to- the horrible enormities which 
ushered in the final catastrophe, serving, —not 
to “point a moral or adorn a tale," but to at- 
test the exact fulfilment of the foregoing pro- 
phetic annunciation. An impressive warning is 
suggested, drawn from the well-known case of a 
diemoniac, who, after a hal/-recovery, succeeded 
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by a relapee, becomes worse than ever. 2) At the 
same time, the illustration is capable of a general 
application suited to all times and persons of 
every age. With respect to the minor circum- 
stances of the illustration, they are merely ac- 
cessory, and accommodated to the notions of 
the Jews, as to the haunts and habits of demons 
dade they supposed, chiefly abode in waterless 
eserts), and also as to those of demoniacs. Thus 

the words (nrov» dvawavory (in search of rest) 
xal ovx sbpioxe: are accommodated to the latter ; 
since an irrepressible restlessness was a charac- 
teristic symptom in the case of the daruow{o- 
pevor, or peres possessed. Conf. xaO nu£rorv in 
Mark v. 15. 

44. exoAá(ovra] * Vacantem, unoccupied.’ A 
rare use, but found in Plut. C. Gracch. 12, roe 
Ófum ayoXáC(ovra—dwíüsicEe TOv. Tórov. So 
exoXáQe» is explained in the Greek glosses by 
vacuus, and exo átorra by vacua ( vacuum). 
And this is confirmed by the phrase of frequent 
occurrence in the Greek Fathers, ——— 
éxxXnoia, as we say of a benefice that it is void. 
This would seem to be an Alexandrian, or com- 
mon Greek idiom, since I find no vestige of it in 
any Class. writer except Julian Ces. p. 316, 
xaÜiídpa coxoXá(ovca. There is, however, an 
implied sense of readiness for re-occupancy, inti- 
mating that the person thus characterized, being 
unoccupied by good and holy dispositions, is 
quite to receive the unclean spirit a 
second time. The above implied notion is, how- 
ever, expressly carried out in the next terms, 
esap. xal xexoop., which import a more than 
pessive readiness, even an active preparation for 
a welcome tion, by the action of brushing 
up and putting in order for occupancy ; and thus 

e meaning may be expressed in other words, 
' ready for his reception by being unoccupied by 
any tenant, and fitted to bis reception by being 
clean and furnished for his occupation.’ Of 
course, this particular is only meant to apply to 
the house, not to be extended to the man ; being 
in fact only a circumstance introduced for the 
sake of carrying out the foregoing, and in short 
thrown in ad ornatum, quasi graphice. 

45. sr Trá] A definite for an indefinite num- 
ber, to denote a sufficient number for the purpose. 
—Kai yivera: ta Éo xara, &c. A proverbial 
— Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 20, 21. Heb. vi. 4. 
x. m ihe words obrws icTai—Tovnpd serve 

OL. 

48'O 8e dmoxpiÜeis elre 

to show the scope of the illustration ; the state 
of that man being a representation of that of the 
generation of the men in question, in whose 
minds and hearts the evil principles of infidelity 
and wickedness had taken such a hold, that, in 
spite of every means for their reformation, the 
evil would return, and the people grow worse and 

"46. From the parallel f Mark and 46. From the e s of Mark an 
Luke it appears dhat the ama vehemence of 
our Lord's address to the unbelieving Jews was 
by his mother and relations thought to exceed all 
bounds of discretion, and likely to draw destruc- 
tion upon him. They therefore sent to call him 
forth, and prevail on him to desist. This gave 
our Lord an opportunity of evincing his own 
single-hearted derdens to the work his hea- 
venly Father had given him to do, and the near 
and dear relation in which all his true disciples 
of eve would bear to him. 
— ol ad A ol avTov] It is not agreed whe- 

ther by this expression are meant brothers, or 
half-brothers, sons of Joseph by a former wife, 
or cousins. The ancient Commentators in gene- 
ral adopt the last-mentioned interpretation ; 
which may, however, be accounted for from 
their desire to — — of the per 
petual virginity o . But, on an imparti 
consideration of the questioni it will, I think, 
sufficiently appear that the first-mentioned sense 
is that required by all the ordinary and most 
approved rules of philology, which forbid the 
abandoninent of the proper and usual significa- 
tion of a word without some cogent reason. A 
reason which certainly docs not exist in the pre- 
sent instance; for there is not a particle of evi- 
dence that Joseph had a wife before Mary. And 
the force of Ecclesiastical tradition, that these 
were cousins of Jesus, is weakened by its want of 
uniformity, and is well-nigh negatived by what 
seems much like positive evidence in Scripture 
(see Matt. i. 25), that Mary had afterwards other 
children. Besides, the air of the passage further 
on, ch. xiii. 55, 56, would of itself be sufficient 
to decide the question ; for no one who was igno- 
rant of the debates that have been raised on tbis 
uestion, would ever doubt the meaning to be, 

the of Jesus, and sons of Joseph and 
Mary. : 

48. sime ro eloróvri aire) Lach. and Tisch. 
edit. Aéyovri, from B, D, ino e few cursive 
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MSS. But that is plainly a Critical alteration 
Aute from the parallel passages of Mark and 

uke), and adopted to get rid of the tautology. 
— Tís tori, &c.] Our Lord put this inter- 

rogatory in order to show them, in the most 
marked manner (dsieTixws), who those were that 
sustained the nearest relation towards him. 

50. wou ádeX epos, &c.] The Commentators 
notice the ellipse of ws, quasi, and compere a 
similar one of the Hebr. 5; also adducing exam- 
les of a similar idiom in the Greek and Latin. 
ut, as Fritz. has rightly remarked, no such 

ellipse must here be supposed, which would de- 
stroy the force of the address. 

XIII. 1. év rù nuípa ixzivy) Meaning the 
very day on which the events recorded in the 
preceding Chapter took place, See Luke v. 17. 

— &vÀ ris olxias] Namely, that in which 
our Lord dwelt at Capernaum. 

2. ale rò *Xoioy] The rò is cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch., on the authority of a few 
MSS.; but wrongly, since internal evidence as 
well as external js quite in favour of it, as will 
appear from my note, supra viii. 23, and ix. 1, where 
I have shown that the Art. may denote either 
the vessel kept for Jesus, or one belonging to the 
Apostles; or, indeed, both. See Middleton. 
— elorrjxec] ‘stabat, was standing.’ So sioth- 

xetoay, supra xii. 46. 
3. TapaBoXais] The word mapaßoàù, in its 

general sensc, denotes, ]. a jurta-posttion of one 
thing with another; 2. a comparison of the ono 
with the other, in point of similarity or dissimi- 
larity ; 3. an dllustration of any thing resulting 
from a comparison of it with another thing. In 
Rhetoric it is defined, * that species of the genus 
ALLEGORY, which consists of a continued narra- 
tion of real or fictitious events, applied, by way 
of simile, to the illustration of moral truth." In 
Scripture, it may be defined generally as a simili- 
tude, derived from natural things, in order to in- 
struct men in things spiritual. In the Old Test. 
it sometimes denotes merely a proverb or pithy 
a m (Heb. bon), and sometimes a weighty 
truth, couched under enigma or figure. While in 
the New Test. it generally denotes an apologue ; 
namely, a narration applied, with more or less of 
enigma, by way of simile, to the illustration of 
moral or religious truths. In this use, the Para- 
ble consists of two parts: 1. the Profasis, con- 
veying merely the LITERAL sense; 2. the Apo- 
dosis, presenting the thing signified by the simili- 
tude, the EXPLANATION, and containing the 

mystical sense couched therein. The second 
may be dispensed with, and was often omitted by 
our 3 the causes adverted to infra, v. 
13. For further information the reader is re- 
ferred to the elaborate Tract of Unger de Para- 
bolis, and after him Meyer, who, having first 
shown what a Parable is nof [namely, not a mere 
Fable, since the Fable deals only with the 
maxims of worldly prudence, while the Parable 
conveys spiritual truth: the Fable recedes from 
probability, and teaches through the medium of 
the fancy, while the Parable adheres to probabi- 
lity, and teaches through the understanding. 
oj not a Myth, since in myths the story is set 
before us as the truth, whereas the Parable is 
not represented as fact. (3) not a Proverb, 
though wapaBods) is sometimes so used in 
Scripture,—being a sort of expanded Proverb. 
(4) not an Allegory, inasmuch as in the Alle- 
gory the imaginary — and actions are put 
In the very places of the real ones, and stand in- 
stead of them], then to show what it is, 
namely, a serous narration, within the limits of 

bability, of a course of action pointing to and 
Inculcating some moral or religious truth; and 
deriving its forco from real analogies impressed 
by the Creator of all things on his creatures. 
See more in Unger and Meyer, Greswell, 
Trench, and Alf.; not omitting, however, Dr. 

mpb. 
The Parables of Christ were of two sorts: 

l. such as contained illustrations of mora] doc- 
trines, and the duties of man to man ; 2. such as 
signified, though obscurely and sub involucris, the 
naturo of the Gospel, and the future state of the 
Church. These could not be understood without 
the — comprehension of certain matters 
which required to be cleared up by our Lord 
himself, or by the Holy Spirit, who was pro- 
mised ‘to guide the Apostles into all truth." 
For the right explanation of the Parables (espec. 
when they are without the Apodosis), we must, 
]. ascertain their l scope or design ; which 
is to be collected from the context, and the occa- 
sion on which the ble was spoken; 2. we 
must first trace the litera or external sense, and 
then open out the mystical or internal; 3. we 
must give due attention to historical circum- 
stances, and make ourselves acquainted with the 
nature and properties of the things whence the 
similitudes are taken, the peculiar genius of the 
composition itself, and the local and national 
circumstances of the hearers; 4. we must avoid 
& too minuto scrupulosity, by pressing on singlo 
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words or phrases ; nor must we aim at accommo- 
dating every to the general spiritual intent 
of the parable ; since few correspond throughout 
to the thing compared, man circumstance: being 
introduced which serve only (like drapery in a 
picture) for ornament and effect. Such may 
suggest, but they rarely establish, some collateral 
truth. They more frequently serve only to sus. 
trate the general meaning, and Aeighien the 
gencral effect. To the scope, then, our 
attention must chiefly be directed, without enter- 
ing into too close an examination into minute 

iculars ; a procedure, indeed, which were in- 
consistent with the simplicity o eve 
where observable in the Parables of our Lord. 
Indeed, our Lord's own example, in the exposi- 
tion of some of his own Parab!es, may teach us 
to dwell on their general scope, rather than on 
such minuter features as are but accessory, and 
subeidiarv to the main purpose. We sbould be- 
ware of heaping together, even in fixing the ex- 
ternal sense, and discussing the historical cir- 
cumstances, so cumbrous a load of matter, as, by 
an over-curious examination into minute - 
culars, may overlay the beautiful simplicity of 
the Parable, and rather obscure than illustrate 
its real import. 

To advert to the reasons why parabolic in- 
struction was resorted to by our Tord, in pre- 
ference to a more regular mode:—J. As it was 
the most ancient mode of instruction, so it was 
the customary one throughout the East, and was 
well ada to the character of the Eastern 
nations, where it is prevalent to this day. 2. It 

meon , both to the hearers and to 
the speaker, especially, for obvious reasons, the 
former. Nor was it so very obscure to attentive 
and inquiring auditors. And as to sucb as would 
neither exercise attention and thought, nor seek 
elucidation from the speaker, —they must be pre- 
sumed to be tndisposed to receive this or any 
other instruction, and consequently unworthy of 
it. This mode had also the advantage, as far as 
it was really obscure (which was only in a com- 

ively small degrees and chiefly as the Para- 
e was prophetical), of exercising, and conse- 

quently invigorating, the understanding. 
Of course, the foregoing view of the paipa of 

parabolic instruction is inconsistent with the opi- 
nion strenuously contended for by some learned 
and able interpreters (as Maldonati and Calvin), 
that the Parables were meant not to imstruct, but 
to hide from all but Christ's constant hearers and 
faithful followers, those lessons of virtue and 
piety, which his words might to them, but could 
not to others, convey : in short, that bis Parables 
were adapted to a state of judicial blindness ; and 
consequently, that the real intent of this mode of 
teaching was tive. But this is an opinion 
which, though it may seem countenanc by a 
few passages of the Gospels, is wholly untenable ; 

or, to use the words of Dr. Bland, at the close of 
his instructive note, ‘is as unfounded as it is 
blasphemous.” ‘ (says Dr. Ad. Clarke) the 
God of truth and sincerity act thus?’ In short 
the insecure foundation on which it reets has been 
fully evinced — Ogilvie in the 4th and 5th 
of his Bampton ures, where he uproots the very 
foundations of such a notion by proving at large, 
that ‘ the of Matt. ix. 25, 26, and xiii. 
10—17 (and the parallels), Luke x. 21, and 
John xii. 37—40, appealed to by its maintainers, 
have no such sense as they afirm. To these 
details it must suffice here to refer the reader; 
as also to the subsequent notes on those passages ; 
espec. infra, v. 12. There is the more reason to 
caution students of the Divine word against this 
erroneous view, since, as long as the opinion is en- 
tertained, that these Parables were spoken for the 
sake of concealment, not instruction (namely, to 
unish obstinacy and hardness of heart by with- 
olding information), occasion will be given to 

run into the other error, against which I have 
already protested—that of a frivolous minuteness 
of search after hidden meanings, which il! accord 
with the beautiful simplicity of parabolical in- 
struction. 

To proceed to the of the subsequent series 
of Parables, that of the SowRR AND THR SEED: 
it is not a mere apologue, or moral example, but 
contains an allegory, and relates to the preaching 
of the word ; and consequently its moral is to be 
found in the success or results of that preaching. 
See Gresw. It is an allegory, which describes 
beforehand the success of the first preaching of 
the Gospel, both to Jews and Gentiles; a con- 
cealed prophecy, and relating entirely to the first 
formation, but not to the final constitution of the 
Christian Church. 
— ó oantipwy) The Art. here gives the par- 

ticiple the nature of a substantive, i. e. awopebs, 
which was unknown to the LXX. This is not 
a Hebraism, but is frequent in the Greek Clas- 
sical writers. See Bp. Midd}. and Mr. Green. 

4. xapa Thv dov) Meaning, ‘ by the side of,’ 
or upon the hard path through the field, un- 
touched by the plough, so that the seed could not 
come up. 

5. Trà waerpwodn Sup ly xepía (which is 
expressed in Thucyd. iv )4 rocky ground," rij 
TéíTpav, as Luke expresses it. In this Palestine 
very much abounded. So Laborde, in his Tra- 
vels, p. 233, says, that * so t is the natural fer- 
tility of the soil, that even the very rocks, wherever 
water is plentiful, will uce vegetation.” 

6. ixavuaTíc04) In Palestine, during thc 
seed time, in November, the sky is generally 
overspread with clouds, The seed then springs 
up even in stony places; but when the sun dissi- 

tea the clouds, having outgrown ite strength, it 
" uickly dried — 

. ivi rae dxápÜas] ‘upon thorny ground.’ 
H 2 
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prickly plants (like our brambles and bri 
which spring up with the seed, and at len 
outstrip it in growth, and choke it up. 

8. ixaróy] An immense, but by no means 
unexampled, produce. So Strabo and Pliny tes- 
tify that the soil in Babylonia never uced 
less than 200 fold, and sometimes even : the 

in, too, being of an astonishing size. See 
'arnekros' Dissertation on the fertility of Peles- 

‘tine, or Greswell, on Parab. vol. i. 19, sq., who 
present statements from ancient writers and mo- 
dern travellers, which fully justify the accounts 
of Scripture and of Josephus. 

10—17. In these verses our Lord, in answer 
(as we learn from the lel passage of Mark) 
to the private inquiry of his disciples, tells them 
why he employed this mode of instruction, and 
also the meaning of the parable. 

1. — it is granted" (by Divine grace] ; 
not obtigit, as Wets. renders; which is an unjusti- 
fiable curtailment of the sense. By «oic igw, 
in Mark, are meant ‘ those who are removed from 
intimate connexion with me, and acceptance of 
my religion.” This name the Jews used to give 
to the Heathens, id being removed from covenant 
with God. 

— uve ripa] Mvorhpiov (from paver», toshut 
up’) properly denotes ‘ something hidden,’ with- 
held, and therefore unknown, either wholly or 
partly; aleo something of itself not obvious. 
all mystery has said to be imperfect know- 
ledge. Accordingly, it was applied by the Phi- 
losophers to man the Heathen é*ófgrra, 
‘the mysteries.’ In the epar it designates 
what is naturally hidden to human reason, and 
only to be known by the revelation of God. 
Here, however, and often elsewhere in the N. T., 
espec. in the Gospels, it denotes something dis- 
closed only to certain persons, and not revealed 
to the multitude; namely, in the present case, 
the things concerning the plan of salvation, which 
had not yet been revealed, and were only par- 
tially disclosed in our Lord's explanations of his 
parables. Of course, the rejection of the Jews, 
and the calling of the Gentiles, are included in 
these mysteries; and those were fruar dis- 
closed to the disciples, * as ag could bear them,’ 
first by our Lord, and then by the Holy Spirit, 
which was sent to guide them into all truth. 
These were matters not in themselves obscure, 
nor withheld from any desire to conccal neces- 
sary truth; but only because the things in ques- 
tion were, for various reasons, not proper to be 
then communicated to all; but reserved, in their 
complete explication, for the oi. ácwrspikoi of 
the disciples. See Greswell in loc. 

12. On the adagial saying here (often used by 
our Lord) there is nothing to object to in the 
general interpretation of Commentators ancient 

and modern, by which it is understood to signify, iu 
other words: * Whosoever hath a certain mea- 
sure of religions knowledge, and takes care to 
improve it, to him a more abundant measure 
shall be imparted ; but whosoever hath not such 
knowledge, i. e. ‘hath it not profitably, b7 a use 
of it aright, shall be deprived of it, shall lose it, 
even that which he seemed to have secure.” It 
is true that in what is here said, Mr. Alf. 
thinks there is summed up the double force— 
the revealing and the concealing propertics—of 
the parable. “ By it, he who dath, who not only 
bears with the ear, but understands with the 
heart, has more given to him :" and it was, con- 
tinues he, mainly for this purpose that the Lord 
spake parables, to be [for the time to come] to 
his Church revelations of the truth and the mys- 
teries of bis kingdom ; though for the [present] 
urpose of hiding their meaning from the bard- 
earted [rather dull or gross-hearted. Comp. 

v. 15, ivayorÜn 5 xapéía—xai Bapiet fixov- 
cay] and sensual" But to this view (however 
helped out by the words I have placed in brack- 
ets), which is a modified form of that to which 
I have already taken such well-founded excep- 
tion, there are objections sufficiently strong to 
forbid its adoption. It requires an unwarrant- 
able straining of some of Scripture, and 
as exceptionable an explaining away of the evi- 
dent import of others. As an instance of tho 
former, suffice it to refer to Maldonati's exposi- 
tion, at Mark iv. 33, xaÜec Advvarro axoveis, 
prout DIGNI erant ; and of the latter, to Calvin's 
note on the same text, where, after first almost 
flatly contradicting the Evangelist, he ends with 
unexpectedly stumbling on the true import of 
the words, though he goes far to destroy it by in- 
termixing his own strange view,—that our Lord 
spoke in parables in order to render his hearers 
attentive for benefit at another and more con- 
venient season ; at the samc time remarking that 
the discrepancy between Matthew and Mark is 
easy of removal. '* Quamvis enim doctrine lucem 
subduxerit reprolis, hoc tamen non obstat quin 
se accommodaverit ad eorum captum, ut ipsos 
redderet inexcusabiles! !" But this perversion 
may fairly be ascribed to the Theological system 
of Calvin. I find no vestige of, nor any cuunte- 
nance to, the extreme view adopted by Maldo- 
nati and Calvin in any of the ancient Fathers 
Greek or Latin; and l cannot but regard it as 
one of the mere modern moteliies, to which 
may be applied, mutatis mutandis, the language of 
Hooker, employed on innovations of another 
kind. “ They are not idle reproofs, when the 
authors of needless innovations are opposed with 
such negatives as that of Leo, ‘Ilow are these 
new devices brought in, which our fathers never 
knew?'" I am not, however, prepared to say 
that our Lord did not in some of his addresses to 
the Jews (cspec. those recorded by St. John), also 
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in prophetic declarations addressed to tbem, as 
John n. 19; supra, xiii. 40, and also perhaps occa- 
sionally in a parable, use language Slick might 
serve to conceal from one part of his henrers 
truths which should be perfectly comprehensible 
and profitable to others. Thus Christ was en- 
abled to deliver evangelical truths to his dis- 
ciples, which he well knew the Jews would not, 
at thal time, comprehend; though even then 
the seed thus sown by the way-side in the heart 
of the non-understanding hearer, might by Divine 

be secured from being caught away by the 
Evil One, so as to bear fruit and bring forth 
some measure of produce. 

13. dua rovro—Aade* ori} Our Lord here 
condescends to explain his reason for teaching in 
parables. The Jews (as we have before seen) 
were addressed in bles, because their hard- 
ened wickedness and blind obstinacy had unfitted 
them to receive instruction of a more explicit 
kind. Whereas the parabolic mode of instruc- 
tion was well suited to rouse them from their 
torpor—to open the avenues of access to their 
understanding, and hearts. What our Lord means 
to say is, that the hearts of these persons were so 
hardened by a long course of wilful and pre- 
sumptuous sin, that, according to the regular 
operation of moral causes and effects, they, though 
seeing, in fact did mof see; and though hearing, 
yet, in fact, did not hear, nor hearken, and con- 
sequently could not understand. The expression 
is a proverbial one, common to both the Scrip- 
tural and the Classical writers, and used of those 
who might see, if they would use their reason, 
what they now, through inattention and neglect, 
discern not. JEschyl. Prom. 456, oi pora 
piv BAdwovres iBXewov uáTyv, kXUorrae oUk 
fixovov. See Greswell on Parab. vol. i. 58. 

— 671 Brimwovtes, où BXésovoi, &c.]. In the 
parallel passages of Mark and Luke this is ex- 
pressed somewhat differently, thus: Tva BAéaror- 
vas BA £r wc, kal pn lws, &c. But there is 
no material difference in the sentiment. In the 
passage of Matthew we have the fact simply 
stated; in those of Mark and Luke, the purpose, 
result. 

14. xai aren lud The full sense of 
this briefly worded form of expression is — is, as 
it were, aguin fulfilled, meaning ‘is being re- 
fulfilled,” is more completely fulfilled, in tho 
similar blind obetinacy of the same people. 

So that there is zot here a secondary use of 
the formula, by a similar example, but there 
is a second and more complete fulfilment, as 
compared to the partial one in the time of the 
Prophet. This view is substantially confirmed 
by the suffrage of Hoffm., who has ably shown 
by an elaborate comparison of the citation 
here and in Mark iv. 12. Luke viii. 10. John 
xii. 39, and Acts xxviii. 25, 27, with the 
words of the Hebr. and Sept. of 1s. vi. 10, that 
there is no real discrepancy, but only that free- 
dem of representing the Prophet's meaning which 
the inspired writers of the New Test. were justi- 
fied in using. He has fully evinced that the 
three Hebr. verbs own 2357 and yon were cor- 
rectly rendered by the Evangelists. 

15. ixdupvoav) Kappvery is a later Gr. form 
for xaTrapvey, and means, to close the eyelids ; 
literally, ‘to draw down the eyelids, in order to 
avoid seeing a thing.’ Of course, the eye of the 
understanding is here meant. So Philo, p. 589, 
cited by Loesn. xauu. TÒ THS Wvx5s uma. 
The figurative shutting of the ears (adverted to 
in the corresponding words of the following 
cune) is here implied. That would require the 
term £fjveay, So, in a very ancient life of St. 
Luke, we have Ilpós è thy aA niv)» didac- 
xaXiavy d THs xapóíac £flvoy wra, kal Td THs 
d:avolas ouuara.  Mrnors is for (va ur, adeo 
non, in the eventual sense, as in John xii. 40. 
Thus the general sense of the passage of Isaiah 
now adduced is, that the Jews would hear in- 
deed the doctrines of the Gospel, but not under- 
stand them; would see the miracles wrought in 
confirmation of its truth, but not be convinced 
thereby. Not that the evidences themselves were | 
insufficient to establish ita truth, but that their 
hearts were too corrupt to allow their under- 
standings to see the force of those evidences. 
And the condition of the Jews did correspond, 
with a sad exactness, to the description of the 
prophet. It is implied in the following words, 
that this blindness would continue till the de- 
struction of the Jewish state.—Zuvwer. This 
is found in very many MSS., (nean most of 
the Lamb. and Mus. ones,) and is edited (for the 
common reading ovviwor) by almost al] Editors. 

16. bud 9à uaxdpioi ol 6@Oadpoi] A modo 
of expression common to the poetic or the pathe- 
tic and animated style, in every language. Seo 
Luke xi. 27. x. 23. 
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MATTHEW XIII. 17—24. 

17'Auijy yàp réyo piv, Ort TONA mpopyrar xal Sixaroe èr- 
eOvpnoay idety à Brérere, kal ovx cidov xal axodoat à axovere, 
Kal oux Tjkovcav. 18! ‘Yyeis ov àxovcare THY mapaßoriw Tod 
ameipovtos. 19 IIavrós dxovovros tov Xoyov THs Bactdelas Kai 
Hù gvwiévros, čpyerat 6 movnpòs Kal aprrate: TO Éamappévov 
év Th xapdia ajroií- obrós otw ó mapà tiv odov omapels. 
208°O Sè eml Tà merpwdn omapeis, obrós stw ô TOV Xoyov 
d«ovov, kal evOds perà yapas Xaufávov aùrór ?l oùx eye Se 
pitav dy éaur@, GANA mpóoraipós ott yevopérns Sè Ores 
À Suwypod Sia tov Xóyov, eùhùs axavdariferar.  ?2'O &è eis 
tas dá«áyÜas orapeis, obrÓs stiv 6 TOY Xéyov axoúwv Kai 
7 Hépuuva Tod alvos TovTou, kai s) úTÁTN TOU MAOŬTOU Ouji- 
aviryes TOv Aóyov, Kal áxaprros yivera BO Sè émi Trjv. yw 
THY karv a*rapels, OUTOS eat 6 TÓv Xoyov ákobov Kal avvudv 
ds 8?) xapmopopeî, xai mow? 6 pév éxarov, ò Se éEnxovra, 6 Se 
TplLaKovTa. 

94" AXXgv. 7rapafjoXij» TapéÜgkev avtois, Quoubn 

17. wool ?rpodofrrai—fikovcay] Meaning, 
that * they regarded the period when the Redeemer 
would appear as one which should dispense uni- 
versal happiness; and they would have rejoiced 
to sce tho miracles and hear the doctrine of 
Christ; but that privilege was denied them, be- 
cause it was not yet the time.’ 

19. xai uù evviévToe his cannot mean, as 
it is usually rendered, ‘and swnderstandeth it not ;' 
for, as Maldon. and Elsn. observe, the simply 
not understanding it could not be supposed to in- 
volve blame. And we find that our Lord's dis- 
ciples, in point of fact, did not understand these 
very parables which He was now delivering. 
Accordingly, most of the best commentators are 
agreed, that what is here meant to be denoted is 
—what does indeed involve blame—the not at- 
tending to what is preached, so as to understand 
it. And of the term as used in this sense, fo 
give attention to, not a few examples have been 
adduced both from the Sept. and the Class. writers, 
but not those of the New Test. And, consi- 
dering that the right reception of divine truth 
is a matter rather of the heart, will, and affections, 
than of the mind and understanding, the word 
seems best explained by Maldon. and Gresw., 
* non concipit, does not embrace, admit, cherish 
it, lay it to heart; the term being employed with 
allusion to the case of the natural , which, 
if not embraced and cherished by a kindly soil, 
must be liable to be caught up by the wind and 
blown away ; and eo the engrafted Word, in this 
case, finds no congeniality on which to work, and 
hence produces no final effect. 

21. oox xu pítav) It is property the word 
that hath no root in itself. (Comp. Col. ii. 7. 
Eph. iii. 17.) But it is here necessarily trans- 
ferred to the person ; inasmuch as, ‘ but he does 
not suffer it to take deep root in his mind,’ re- 
quires a person. What properly applies to the 
word (which, strictly speaking, is that of not 
having any root) being here transferred to the 
person, the meaning seems to be, * does not suffer 

it to take deep root in his mind.’ So Plut. de 
Profect. Virt. 10, deixwvoe TÓ» Xoyov ávróe 
prlovpevoy iv avro. 
— mpósraıpós dort] i.e. ‘is only a temporary 

bearer ;' his impressions are but transient, varying 
as circumstances vary, and altogether changing 
when they change; and thus eventually be- 
comes (as is suggested in the parallel passage of 
St. Luke) no longer a believer at all. 

22. 4 — anxious care’ (from ueuspia- 
pévos). So called because mapie: rò» vovv, it 
distracte the mind with worldly cares, and so dis- 
sipates the attention, as not to leave us ‘ leisure 
to be wise’ unto salvation, or to attend to the 
— of the — | M 
— dxaparos ylverat eaning, as appears 

from the term rsX«c op. in the : of ako. 
not that it bears absolutely so Fruit, but that it 
bears none such as comes to maturity and ri 
ness, but only what drops off prematurely and 
withers away. 

23. ò iwi tiv yay thy Kadhv orapzic] 
Meaning, as it is expressed in the e of St. 
Luke, the persons who i» kapila Kay xai 
yab áåxoúsavres TÓv Aóyor xari yovari, keep 
hold of it. It is, however, not to be understood 
that they are »aturally thus honest and good- 
hearted, and well disposed to receive and retain 
the seed of the Word, for ‘ the natural man re- 
ceiveth not the things of God.’ They are made 
such by divine grace operating on the heart; not, 
however, such irresistible grace as belongs to any 
abeolute decree of the sovereign Will, but that 
ur graco given to every man to profit withal.” 

. The perable now subjoined by our 
Lord was meant to represent the different efèct 
of the Gospel when already preached; wherein 
the ficld is the world, and the good sced the word 
of God preached by Christ and his Apostles. 
Gresw.) The pwrpose of the parablo was to 
raw attention to a future public and final decla- 

ration of the distinction between the righteous 
and the wicked; and to found, on the certainty 
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5 Bactheia TOv otpavav avOparm * orrelpayTs Kadov oréppa 
év TQ ayp@ aurou’ ? èv be TG xaÜcUOew Tors avOparrous, 7)A0ev 
aurou 0 éxÜpós xal čomeipe &ildvia ávà uéaov tov aírov, xal 
&TijMBev. | ?9"Ore 66 éBXáaraev ó yópros, xal xaprróv éroígae, 
tore épdvn kai ta Clava. 27 IIpoaeX0óvres 50 oi ohor o0 
oixoGea7róTov, elroy avTQ* Kupte, obyl xadov amépua, éaTreipas 
év TQ cQ Ayp~; TOE obv Exe [rà] &ávia; BO Se en 
auras 'Ex0pós àvÓpormos Tovro éroincev. Oi 66 doho: 1 elarov 
auto OéXes oiv amredOovres avAMéEouev aùrá ; $9 'O 6e 
epr Ov piprore cvAMÉyovres Tà Cilana, expwonre dpa 
avTois top atrov. 50>” Adere cvvavtáveaÜas apyddorepa péype n supe.s.12. 
TOÜ Gepicpov xal èv [To] kaip Tov Oeptopod dpi) Tois Oep- 

of such declaration, a solemn warning of the ne- 
eessity of righteousness and the danger of sin. 
The mackinery of the parable is so contrived, as 
to afford oceasion and employ means for the dis- 
lay of some momentous truths, to which our 
viour saw fit to refer, because they were calcu- 

lated to prove auxiliary to his chief design. The 
End of the world,—the judicial office He should 
then assume, and execute, —the Ministry of An- 
gelic beings under his orders, —the opposite Con- 
ditions of misery and of glory, to which, after 
the day of judgment, men shall be consigned,— 
these momentous facts and events of the Divine 
dispensatione are incidentally disclosed and aptly 
illustrated. (Ogilvie, Bampt. Lect.) 
ms wapiOnxey — ‘laid — them ;* 

Vulg. proposust. xod. xix. 7, wapéOnxey ab- 
Md A metaphor taken from setting food out ; 
as often in the Scriptural and Classical writers. 

— euowb0n] The term here and at xviii. 23, 
and xxii. 2, is not well rendered * may be likened, 
or is likened to.’ For I agree with Mr. Green 
that this is [as also John xv. 6] an aorist present, 
because (as he remarks) the Parables to which it 
js in N. T. prefixed, “ describe a system of treat- 
ment adopted in the Divine counsels.” 

— ewsípapri] So Lachm. and Tisch. read, 
from many good MSS., with which nearly all the 
best Lamb. and Mus. MSS. unite, ewtípavTi ; 
and with reason, this being absolutely necessary to 
the sense, considering that tbe comparison is, not 
to a man who sows or may sow, but to one who 
had sown good seed, i. e. well winnowed, free 
from all intermixture of weed-seed. 

25. ovs áyÜporwovs] It is best to take àyOp. 
in a general senec ; and to suppose, with Grot., 
that ey Tæ xaÜsí0scw ovs ávÜpwovs is meant 
for a designation of ight. 

— avTov ò áxÜpós| An idiomatic form of ex- 
pression, designating some particular person as 
especially such. See 1 Kings xxi. 20. 
— &cmeips] Lachm. and Tisch. edit iwiorepe 

from a few MSS. ; to which I add 2 Mus. ancient 
copies, and the Vulg. and Italic Versions, But 
this, though it has something to recommend it, 
as being well suited to the context, is, I suspect, 
to be traced to the same fertile source of vv. 
lectt. of this kind, n — — who 
probably had in mind a of Pind. Nem. 
viii. 29, nou par émiomelpeoy ANo. Indeed, 

the word is found also (and as used in the physical 
sensc) three or four times in Theophrast. Hist. 
Plant, though it is of such rare occurrence 
(being without examples in Steph. Thes.), that 
it is little likely to have been known to St. Mat- 
‘thew. That it was a mere correction of Critics 
may be argued even from this, that the Philo- 
logist Dindorf, on H. Steph. Thes. v. ixsomwsipe, 
says that St. Matthew ought to have written 
vic. 
— U<dva} Some difference of opinion ex- 

ists as to what plant is here intended. It is with 
most probability supposed to be the darnel, or 
lolium temulentum of Linneus, which grows 
among corn, and has, in the ear, much resem- 
blance to wheat; but is useless, nay noxious, 
and therefore deserving of the epithet infelix 
given by Virg. Ecl. v. 37. 

27. olxodeamwdrov] This word has the con- 
joint notions of householder and husbandman, 
meaning such a householder as cultivated a farm, 
whether as proprietor, or occupier. 
— Ta (itd»ia] The Article is omitted in 

many MSS. and some Versions and Fathers; 
and is cancelled by almost all the Editors from 
Wets. to Tisch. 

28. For slro», Lachm. and Tisch. edit A£yov- 
ow, on strong ancient authority, confirm by 
internal evidence— perhaps rightly (comp. v. 51, 
and see note on Mark vi. 31, and infra v. 51)— 
while Mr. Alf. omits even to mention the var. 
lect. Lachm. edits aire A£y., from slender au- 
thority, though internal evidence is in favour of 
the ordinary position. The same may be said of 
Tischendorf's text in his let edition, Aéyovatv 
avro ol govdot. In his 2nd edition he reads oi 
è avtw Aéyovai, but only on the authority of 
B and one cursive MS.—evidence this quite in- 
sufficient, c considering that dovAo: is sup- 
ported by all the ancient Versions. The true 
reading probebly, but not certainly, is oi dé 
Bovros AL youoty abro. 

30. Tæ x.] Griesb., Scholz, Lach., and Tisch., 
cancel +w, on the authority of many MSS. (to 
which I add almost all the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS.), which is confirmed by internal evidence ; 
so that it is probably not genuine. Bp. Middle- 
ton's defence of it would be valid, were Mat- 
— phraseology, what it is not—Classical 

ree 
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otrais:  ZAvXMÉare mpõrov ta Oldva, xai Óncare avrà [eis] 
déopas mpòs TO KaTaKxadaat avTrá* tov O6 oitoy cvvaryáryere eis 
Tv atroOneny pov. 

31 1* AdAnv TrapaBorny trapéeOnKer avrois, Aéyar ‘Opola éaTiv 
7 Baotheia TOv oUpavOv kokko owaTrews, òv NaBwv avOpwiros 
éomreipev éy TQ ayp@ avbroi* 9? 6 uueporepov év dari Trávrov 
Tov oneppatwov Grav dé avfo05 petfov TOv Xayávov éari, xai 
vivera, Sevdpor’ wore éAÜeiy Ta Terewd Tov oùpavoð Kal kata- 
axnvouv èv rois KNabotsS auUToOU. 

33 AMM mapaBodny éAdAncey avtois ‘Opoia èotw 7 
Baotreia trav ovpavav Cong, fy NaBodca yu) evéxpuer eis 

4. 90. 
18. 8. H 

k Luke 1$. 
2. 

Grevpou cata Tpla, Ews ob eCvupwOn rov. 
% Tatra mdvra éd\ddnoew ó ‘Incots èv mapafoXais tots 

1P&7&2 yous Kal «epis TapafoXMs ovk €XáXew avrois. 

— evAXAéEtaTs TpiTovy] This would be im- 
racticable according to owr mode of reaping; 

but not according to one or other of the to 
modes frequent in ancient times, and, as we 
learn from modern travellers, yet in use in the 
East; namely, either by cutting off the ears 
separately close to the stalk (leaving the straw 
on the ground), or by petin «p the whole, ear 
and stalk, by the root; whereby every ear would 
pass singly through the reaper's hands to be dealt 
with as he thou ht fit; but as the expression is 
not simply svh ikara but evAA. sle Séopas 
(which would not be practicable with the ears 
alone) we must suppose the latter mode here 
adopted. On the moral of this parable see Gres- 
well, and on the imagery, comp. supra iii. 12. 
— dio. slc &écuac] The els is absent from 

MSS. D, L, and 6 or / cursive ones, confirmed 
by Orig., Chrys., and ea pa and is cancelled 
by Tisch., though not by Lachm. I have placed 
it within brackets because internal evidence is 
against it, from its being more likely to have 
been inserted than removed. It is true that the 
elliptical construction is «o rare, that I have not 
found elsewhere a single example. But the com- 

one is scarcely less so; and vain were it to 
adduce such as Hdot. v. 77, is víóas 
éjcavres. The preposition is not in most of the 
copies of the Ital. Vers., and in 4 of the most 
ancient copies of the Vulg., to which I add the 
Lamb. copy of the seventh century. As re- 
spects the other Versions, Scholz and Tisch. 
might have added the Pesch. Syr., in which the 
preposition has no place, nor was it in the copy 
usod by the Ethiop. Translator, though he ren- 
ders freely by ‘collect, make wp bundles of 
them. I doubt not that it was an ordinary 
Greek idiom, and as such not likely to be found 
in the Clase. writers. 

31. This, and the parable at v. 33, forms, in 
conjunction with that at Mark iv. 26, 29, three 
minor parables, or allegoricul comparisons ; the 
moral of which, as Mr. Greswell shows, re- 
spectively was, l. ‘the intrinsic vitality of the 
Christian religion, and the — Pee 
of God ; which, after the first rise of the religion 
into being, would co-operate ther to preserve 
it in being, until the end of its being should be 

35 1 OT cS 

accomplished. 2. The prodigious, sensible dis- 
parity between the grandeur, extent, and domi- 
nion of the visible Church at last, compared with 
the smallness and the narrowness of its limits 
and jurisdiction at first. 3. The diffusive, re- 
generating, and transforming energy of the Chris- 
tian doctrines in the complex, as cxerted on the 
wide-spread, inveterate corruptions both of reli- 
gion and of morality throughout the Gentile 
world. As regards the present parable two 
things are especially worthy of notice, as opposed 
to each other; the smallness of the seed which 
gives birth to the plant, and the greatnese of tho 
plant which grows out of the seed. Tbe moral of 
this parable is (observes Mr. Greswell), * the ulti- 
mate extension of the Christian religion, compared 
with the smallness of its beginnings, and in this 
view is one of the most remarkable prophecies in 
the Gospels.” 

32. uwxpóTspov] This is not for uixpóTaTov. 
The principle has, moreover, been of late ex- 
ploded. The phrase, ‘as small as a mustard- 
seed,’ was proverbial with the Jews to denote a 
very small thing. 
— met{ov Tav Xaxávovy]* vegetables ; as we 

say roots (from Aayxaípe). Various writers of 
known credibility have proved the immense sta- 
ture which plants raised from small seeds will 
often, under favourable circumstances, and cli- 
mates, and in particular soils, acquire. Pliny has 
given an instance of the malva attaining in Mau- 
ritania the height of 20 feet, and a thickness 
beyond the power of man to span. 

Lun] “leaven; which assimilates to its 
own nature the mass with which it is mixed. 

94. xwpis *apaBoXrs oók ihddAee abrois] 
This is regarded by some as not merely applying 
to the discourses delivered on that day, but as a 
common hyperbole, denoting that ‘ his parables 
were exceedingly numerous. But the air of the 
context is such as should rather lead us to refer 
the phrase to the discourses of Christ at that 
time; q. d. * his teaching that day was a conti- 
nued series of parables.’ Indeed, the other sense 
would not be borne out by facts ; for there is no 
reason to think tbat our Lord's parables were so 
exceedingly numerous, but rather the contrary, 
since the parabolic mode of teaching was not his 
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"TAnpo0; Té pnOev Sia tov mpopýrov Xéyovro9 'Avoifo èv 
vapafgoXais TO oTopa pou épevfounat. Kexpuppeva 
3 ` A , 

antò karafoX5s koc nov. 
36 Tore adels tous ÓyXous, HAGE eis THY oixiav ò ‘Incods: 

xai mposn Gov avrà oi pabnral avro), Xéyovres Ppdcov piv 
Trj» TwapaRoAny trav Elavioy tov aypov. 91'O è drroxpiels 
erev aùrois ‘O omeipwy TO Kadov oméppa Eotw 6 Tids Tov 
ávÜpexrov 38m ó 86 aypos Éariww ó Koopos: T0 06 Kadov oméppa, 

18. 10. ^ Acts 18. 
obroí eiciv oi viol Tis BaciXelae Ta Se Clana, eioiv oi viol 1 Johns a. 

* ToU llovgpo)?. 39^ ó Sè éxOpós ó 

ordinary but extraordinary mode of teaching, 
and used only on special occasiones, like the pre- 
sent. 
— ob xk idsi abrots] For oùx Lachm. and 

Tisch. read, from 4 MSS., Clemens, and Origen, 
ovótv. But the testimony of Fathers is in such 
a case as this very slender; and ov« has every 

ce of being a mere correction proceedi 
from the ancient Critics, who thought it requi 
by the ravra wavra just before. And doubtless 
a ical writer would have used ovdiv. But 
the style of St. Matthew is any thing but classical. 

35. dvoitw—xoopov] From Ps. lxxviii 2, 
but not exactly ing either with the Hebrew 
or Greek ; thou lors oiai might then be in 
the text of the Be t., and pÌiyğopuaı, the pre- 
sent reading, ma le a gloss. The words are not 
quoted by the Evangelist as a prophecy, but are 
accommodated to the present purpose. So Hoff- 
mann, vol. i. p. 112—116, after fully justifying 
the rendering by the Sept., and by St. Matthew, 
of the Hebr. original, sets forth the application, 
and acquiesces in the view which I have alread 
adopted, according to which the Psalm is led, 
by allusion and accommodation, to Christ and 
his method of teaching by parables; not, how- 
ever, understanding by that the Socinsan accom- 
modation, but such as the Spirit of Christ, which 
was in the Prophets (see 1 Pet. i. 11), intended. 
Accordingly, in the present the Spirit of 
Christ, which was in Asaph, Pitended so to speak 
by this prophet, that the Evangelist, influenced 
by the same Spirit, might s words fulfilled 
fs Christ. And this view is confirmed by the 
remarkable analogy which subsists between the 
two . and also between the method of 
teaching employed by Asaph and that adopted by 
Christ, as also between the things which the one 
and the other respectively taught. The term 
Ápsé-ysoOa. is properly used of the gushing forth 
of fluids, but figuratively of the pouring forth of 
free and earnest speech. Kexp. awd xaT. x. is a 
vu erm of the Gospel, with which comp. Eph. 
lii. 9, rd puoripioy rd dxoxexpupptvoy awd 
Tey — ri — 
— xaTafloAns e term is proper o 

the foundin i buildings, but applied occa- 
sionally by the Classical writers to the beginning 
of any thing; and was espec. applied to the 
world, because, according to the common notion 
of ancient times, it was supposed to be an im- 

plain surface, resting on foundations, 
Lachm. and Tisch. have cancelled xéamov, on 
the authority of 3 MSS.; but unwarrantably, 
since it was more likely to have been omitted in 

Rev. 14 

omelpas avrà éotw 6 Aid- Wiss 

those three than introduced into all the rest. It 
may have been omitted by being written in ab- 
breviation, and thus passed unnoticed by the 
scribes ; or it might be cancelled by Critics who 
thought it unnecessary; and, indeed, in later 
Greek writers xara. in the sense inning oc- 
casionally occurs, but in no Classical writer does 
xaTafoAÀ:) xóauov ever occur (and thus at that 
our Critics stumbled); though in Plut. de Ag. 
et Ign. § 2, we have the similar phrase dua 75 
awpwrn kaTraBoX9 Tv áyÜpowv. 

96. åzis rovc ÓxAovs] Wakef., Campb., and 
Bp. Lonsdale render, not * having dismissed,' but 
‘having lef? the multitude.’ But, after careful 
inquiry, I cannot find the slightest support to it 
in any ancient authority, unless the Arab. Vers. 
may be thought such. And although the word 
is ca of this sense, yet, though found in 
Matt. xxii. 22, and Mark xiv. 50, it occurs no 
where else in the New Test. or the Sept., nor in 
the Class. writers; neither is there any suffi- 
cient reason to adopt it here, considering that 
the sense ‘having dismissed’ is one far more 
suitable, since it intimates that our Lord, consilio 
deli , sought retirement from the multi- 
tude, in order to have private converse with 
his disciples, and promote their furtherance in 
the knowledge of the Gospel, both by explaining 
to them (as fe well knew he would be called on 
to do) one parable, and by laying before them 
several other important ones, which should com- 
municate the further instruction they required. 
The multitude at large he had dismissed, and not 
iven admission to this private instruction, pro- 
bly because they were unfitted to profit by it. 

Th. Aquinas seems to have had a glimpse of the 
true scope of these seemingly unimportant words 
agsis—olxiay, as I have explained them, sinco 
he remarks that *therein is given to us an ez- 
ample, that if we wish to investigate the secret 
things of the Lord, we ought to enter into a 
secret and private place;' and he aptly adduces 
Wied. viii. 16, eloeXOay ele ri olxlay pov 
wpocuvawavaouat avti (i.e. Divine Wisdom), 
* will myself upon her,’ ‘rest on her.” So 
Nicostr. ap. Stob. Flor. lxx. 12, 75 *yvv«wl 
ávijp—"rpogavaavsTai. Comp. Jos. Ant. xx. 
2. 1, xaOevdmv—rijs yvvawós wpocavan. 

38. rò Gi kaXórv owipua, obroí sicw, &c. 
Otro: is accommodated in construction to viol, 
though referring to a?rípua, which is considered 
as & noun of multitude. Tov llovnpov we 
are to understand the Evil One, Satan: so called 
as being the original author and continual perpe- 
trator of evil. 
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Boros 6 Se Oepiopòs cuvrédera Tov aiQvós oru” oi Se Ge- 
piora. aryyedot eisi. S0" Norep ov avXXéyera, Tà Slava 
kai mup. [xara ]kalerae otrws čorar èv TH avvreXeia TOU aiðvos 
TOUTOU. 41 ArrooreXct ó Tios roô avOpw@rov tovs dyyéXovs 
auto ral avdAréEovow èx rìs Bacteias avToD Távra Ta 

oSupr.&12. OXaVOaAA, Kal TOUS TroL0UVTas THY avopiar %° kal Badodow 

39. evvríAtia T. a. i.) ouvir. signifies pro- 
perly ‘a bringing together,’ and figur. a consumma- 
tion, or completion. When joined with nouns of 
time, it means the completion of the period de- 
noted thereby, whether definite (as cuvtéXeia 
vov éytavTov in 2 Chron. xxiv. 25), or indefinite, 
as CvvTíÍAt(a Kaipou OT Katpwy, OF nuspioy, 8e- 
veral times in the Sept. and Apocrypha. Zus- 
risia Tov alwyos does not, indeed, there occur; 
but it was doubtless used by the Jewish Hel- 
lenists, to denote the Hebr. cro , meaning the 
consummation of the period appointed for the 
continuance of the Jewish state, at the close of 
which the Messiah should appear. Thus it came 
to denote the end of the world, or poa etate of 
things. So in 4 Esdr. vii. 43. ‘ Dies judicii erit 
finis temporis hujus, et initium temporis future 
immortalitatis, quo transivit [I conj. transierit] 
corruptela, In the New Test. the phraso always 
bears this sense; in the use of which the period 
denoted by alo» is the duration appointed by 
Divine Providence to the present state of proba- 
tion, and of the visible Church ; pointing to the 
ee RE of all things, as regards this 
world. 

To advert to the use and force of the Article, 
Lachm. and Tisch. cancel the cov, on the au- 
thority of 5 MSS.; I add Mus. copies. But this 
is insufficient to warrant the word's being can- 
celled, espec. since internal evidence is — 
the change, which has every ap ce of being 
a mere ulteration proceeding from Critics who 
thought that, as there was no article before cuvr., 
there ought to be none before alway. But from 
the great notoriety involved in the phrase curr. 
ToU alay. the article before evvr. may be dis- 
pensed with, whereas alwy. in the sense world 
cannot. Thus at v. 40 and 49 it is found in, I 
believe, all the copies; and so at xxiv. 3, though 
there rs before cuyr. is absent from 6 MSS. 
and cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., though at 
xxviii. 20 in the same phrase it occurs in all the 
copics. It is true that at Heb. ix. 26, i^i evy- 
T£À. Tav alwywy is found in all the copies. But 
St. Paul is not St. Matt. Mr. Green, Gr. p. 169, 
accounts for the omission of the article here be- 
fore cvyredX. on the score of there being a two- 
fold reference, 1) to the destruction of Jerusalem, 
and 2) to the end of the world, or the final ad- 
vent of Christ. But the two events are so com- 
bined in ch. xxiv. of Matt. as almost to form 
one; and it seems best to account for the ab- 
sence of the article on the principle which I have 
suggested ; but on zo principle can the omission 
of the article before aicw. in the sense ‘tho 
world' be either accounted for or justified, ex- 
cept, indeed, in aH rid ra ass (such as that 
well-known one ‘O World, thy slippery turns’). 
It is true that 5? before curred. is here found in 
8 MSS. (to which I add 1 Lamb. and 2 Mus. 
ones), authority, however, quite insufficient (not- 

withstanding that Bp. Middl. thought it pro- 
bably the true reading) because it is forbidden by 
internal evidence. And the anarthrous use docs 
not need the jal dispensation kindly ted 
to it by the learned Prelate on the score of its be- 
ing an abstract noun. To pass on to the next clause, 
I admit that Bp. Middleton's rendering of dy. 
slow ‘aro angels,’ is justified by the aicut of 
the article. Yet, when 1 consider that (as Bp. 
M. grants) this task is at v. 49 and infra xxv. 31 
assigned to the angels generally,—and what is 
more that, while in Matt. iv. 11, we have ayys- 
doe 7rpoorjA0ov avtw (namely Jesus), and at 
Mark i. 13, ol d-yysXoi éinxovouy avro, though 
at ] Tim. iii. 16, we have with the samo refer- 
ence wpn dyyiAos, we may see that no great 
stress must be laid on so minute a grammatical 
point as this, which involves no real discrepancy, 
since where the article is found, the sacred writer 
is not to be supposed to ascribe the action to the 
entire Angelic Order, but to individuals of that 
order, 

40. [xara]xaiera:] | So I have thought fit 
to edit, the reading being doubtful. Kalera 
edited by Fritz., Scholz, and Tisch., is found in 
almost all the most ancient MSS., except B, D, 
to which I add all the Lamb. MSS. (except 
1777), and all the most ancient Mus. MSS. ; and 
this reading derives confirmation from John 
xv. 6. But internal evidence here draws two 
ways. The — may have becn put in in- 
stead of the simple verb, as often elsewhere; and 
yet there are not wanting ges where the 
compound has paseed into the simple either by 
the prava industria of the critics or the negli- 
gence of the scribes; espec. when the preposition 
sometimes expressed by abbreviation was likely 
to be absorbed in the initial letter of the verb, 
and here xara written by K might be absorbed 
in the xai following. The ing cannot bc 
determined by the context, since onc term was 
as suitable as the other; and if the sense be, 
what it would seem by the nature of the meta- 
phor, * admotique comburuntur,' then wupi kafe- 
vat (‘are burned by fire"), will be very suitable, 
though even then xacax. might express the same 
thing. So Aristoph. Lysist. 1218, Mav iyó rq 
Aauwads Was kataxavow; And when we con- 
sider that at supra v. 30, we have cvAXsE. ra 
Uildvea—mwpoe TÒ Karaxavoa, and a similar 
use at Matt. iii. 12, and Luke iii. 17. Rev. xvii. 
16, and xviii. 8 (espec. that at v. 42, where of 
the impenitent wicked it is said BaXovoww above 
els Thy Ka&ptvoy TOU wupos, which implies the 
being utterly burnt up), one can scarcely doubt 
that St. Matt. wrote xaTax., and we may sup- 
pose that the prepos. was lost in the way l sug- 
gest. But the reading is an open question. 

4l. exdvóaXa] The word significs a stumbling- 
Wock, either in a natural or in a figurative sense, 
denoting, in the latter caso, whatever occasions 
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QUTOUS Eis THY kápuvop TOD T7rvpós. 
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éxet Co Tas ó kXavÜÓuós Kat 
ó Bpwyuós tav ddovrwyv. 43° Tóre of Sixator éxAdprpovow, os p Dan. 12.8. 
ò Jos, ev TH Baca tod Ilarpós atrav. ‘O Éyov ara 
GQKOVELY, GKovéTo ! 

#3 áv ópoía ostiv ù BaciXeia. tov otpavav ÓncavpQ 49r. 1-* 

Kerpuppévæœ ev TQ ayp ðv evpov avOpwios Expuwe, xal, amò 
^ ^ > ^ e ld ` , [4 » ^ b / 

TIS Xapas avro), vrráryeu kat 7rávra, Oca EXEL TWHEL, kat ayopalet 

TOV arypov ékeivov. 
55 TTddw opoia éoriv *) Baottela TOv. o)pavàv ávÜparro 1E" 

€uropm ÜnroÜvr. Kadovs papyaplras + ds epav eva monó- 
Tiov papyapitny, ámeXÜíy Trémpake Trávra, boa elye, Kai 7ryo- 

EV AUTOM. 

47 [Tdaduv pola dotiv 4 Bactkela tv ovpavav aaynvn BAn- 
Ócíag eis tiv ÜáXaacay», kal èx mavrtòs yévous cwvaryaryovo gr 
8 jj», Gre émAnpwoOn, àvaBigácavres eri tov ayiov, [xai] 
kaÜicavres ovvédeEay Ta kaAà eis 

any one to err in hisprinciples or practice. Here, 
however, as it is joined with rods wotovyras Thy 
dsopiav, it must denote, not things, but persons, 
i e. false teachers (such as are censured by Peter 
and Jude), who, under pretence of Christian 
liberty, inculcated doctrines repugnant to moral 
virtue, holding vice to be among the dd:ddopa, 
or ‘ things indifferent.” 

42. Badovatv—atrovs—wupor] Render, ‘ the 
fiery furnace.” An expression formed on that of 
the Prophet Daniel, iii. 6, ixgA nOrc era: eis Thv 
— Tov vpós TJ) Katouéyny, and equi- 
bs t to that of yéerva Tov Tupos, Matt. v. 

43. ixAduvrovsiw—abTo»] ‘Then will the 
righteous, the children of the kingdom, shine 
forth as the unclouded noon-day sun, in the image 
of Christ in the kingdom of their Father Our 
Lord seems to have had in mind the words of 
the Prophet Daniel, xii. 3. Comp. Wied. iii. 7. 
Eccles. ix. 11. 1 Macc. ii. 62. 1 Pet. v. 4. 

44 O54cavpe xtixpuuuívo] Meaning such 
valuables as, in the insecure state of society in 
ancient times (from war and political trouble) 
men were accustomed to bury in the earth. 
From the present passage, and one cited by Wets. 
from the Mischna, it appears that the Jewish law 
— all treasure found on land to be the 
right of the then proprietor of the land. 
— iy Tw ay $] p. Middl. would, from some 

MSS., cancel the Article before raw dyp, where 
it has no tible force. But idioms like 
this, probably of common life, though difficult 
to be accounted for, are not therefore to be swept 
ge See Gresw. 

. GvOpwrw iuTópo] ‘A merchant-man.* 
Such as those found in the East, who travel 
about buying or exchanging jewels, pearls, or 
cther valuables’ a custom illustrated by the cita- 
tions in Wets., which, with Mr. Greswell’s mat- 
ter, will illustrate the natural history, locality, 
use, and value of pearls in ancient times. They 
were costly beyond all other valuables. 

47. caynvn} Something like our draw-net, 
which, when sunk, and Tagged to the shore, 

dryyeéía, Ta 86 campà Ew 

sweeps, as it were, the bottom, and was there- 
fore called verriculum. It was, however, not like 
an ordinary draw-net, being far larger, and in- 
tended to take not part of the fish of a pool or 
stream, but the wkole, of every kind, size, and 
quality. It was formed of cane, osiers, and 
wattled work. Of this implement the antiquity 
is proved by allusions to it in Herodot. vi. 31, and 

byl. Ag. 1353. See more in my Lex. 
At ix mavròs yévous suppl. tiva lyOuda, 

from the context. 
48. dvaBiBacavres iol ròv alytadcv] ‘ hav- 

ing hauled it up on shore.’ The term is used of 
hauling in ships to land. Xen. Hist. i. 1, 2; but 
no where else of fishing-nets. But since, as ap- 
pears from John xxi. 8, rAorapio 5nAO00ov—av- 
povres TÒ ÓÍxTvov "riv lyOvcv, that the net was 
dragged on shore tn tow of the boat, the term 
appropriate of the boat might be used of the net. 
Radivarres is d over by Campb. as pleo- 
nastic. But if it adds little to the sense, it in- 
creases the spiri of this parabolic comparison, 
the circumstance of sitting down to sort the fish 
being graphic, as those in Luke xiv. 28, odxé 
awpwroyv Kxabicas yapu, and 3l, xa@icac 
BovAeóeca:, by an allusion to the sitting down 
to à desk, or a council table. The xai before 
xa@loayres, which embarrasses the sentence, is 
not found in some MSS. ; and in others of 
antiquity it is placed before aly:adov, which in- 
deed removes the difficulty, but by a violation of 
the Vi sae linguæ ; since this idiom of the 
participle of «a@i{w admits of mo adjunct, being 
closely connected with the verb following. 
would rather cancel than tran the xal, which 
may have arisen from those Critics who stumbled 
at two participles to one verb, without any con- 
nective particle: and accordingly, as they have 
often done elsewhere, inserted one. But the 
participles are here quite distinct; and one is 
merely put for a verb followed by xai. So at 
v. 46, we have õe evpwe—awed Owv impare. 

— Tà caTpá] ‘the refuse. A vor sol. de 
hac re. See vii. 17, and Note, "Ew simply 
denotes away. 
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XIII. 49—52. 

éBaXov. *99* Otros Eotas ev TH Gvvreeia TOD aidvos.  é£eXev- 
covrat oi üyyeXo, kal adoptovot Tovs movnpoùs èx uécov TÓVv 
Sixaiwv, 50 txal Baroña avToUs eis THY Kápavov Tov Tupos. 
éxet čorat 6 KAavOpos kal o Bpuypòs tay OoOóvrov. 51 Aéyer 
avrois 6 “Incots) Zuvyxate taŭra wavta; Aéyovcw aire 
Nad, Kopw. 5?'O &é eirev avtoiss Aid tovto mas ypapyparevs 

bl. Adyes abrois 6°I.] These words are ab- 
sent from MSS. B, D, with the Copt., Æthiop., 
and Vulg. Versions, some copies of the Italic, 
and Origen— very insufficient authority, esp. 
since most copies of the Ital. have the words, and 
some, I doubt not, of the Vulg. ; at least, they 
have place in the Ma ancient Lamb. copy. 
Moreover, internal evidence is rather in their 
favour. I doubt not that they were cancelled for 
no better a reason, than to remove a seeming 
tautology between Aéyes and Agyovor. They 
may have been left out of the Vulg. for another, 
less obvious reason, su by Matth. But 
be that as it may, the text of B, D, was here, as 
in numerous other , corrupted from some 
copies of the Vulg. As to the Lamb. copy, 
which has them, it not unfrequently harmonizes 
with the Italic, contrary to the Vulg. So that, 
on the whole, there is not a shadow of reason to 
cancel the words, which were certainly in the 
Pesch. Syr. Vers., and, I doubt not, the original 
copy of the Ital. Vers. 

52. dua TovTo was, &c.] The da Tovro here 
is a formula, serving to draw an inference from 
what has been said, and best rendered, wherefore, 
equiv. to our colloquial well then, q.d. * If such be 
the case, well then.’ Thus the expression serves 
to intimate an admonition to use whatever know- 
ledge they now have, or may hereafter attain. It 
is meant, in short, to be introductory to the 
weighty parabolical saying of our Lord that fol- 
lows, of which the exact sense will partly depend 
on the reading (whether sie Tù» Bas., or iv Tg 
faorX.), and still more on the force ascribed to 
the term uaOrravOsís. On re-considering the 
former point, I am now of opinion that the rc- 
ceived text prob. arose from a fuller explanation 
of the more recondite one rg Bac:X. ; also that 
iv +H B. originated in another explanation of 75 
Bacı., the true force of which will depend on 
that supposed to be conveyed by ua0nT., which 
term has been variously, but inadequately, repre- 
sented. Thus the sense discipled into the king- 
dom of heaven (i. e. converted to Christianity) 
does not draw forth the full sense, since tlie 
Jewish ypaupat:ùs was not merely a private 
peot er of J udaism, to which ary one might be 
rought by baptism or circumcision, but a teacher 

of thc law. Again, the sense assigned to the 
term by Fritz. and others, instructed for the king- 
dom, so as to understand its nature [and preac 
its doctrines], though it comes nearer to our 
Lord's meaning, yet is not of itself easily elicited 
from the term uaðnr., which properly signifies 
discipled, i.e. made a disciple of and to the spi- 
ritual master, just as the ua0:ai were of Jesus, 
and especially the Seventy uaOrrai, who were a 
sort o Scribes But this sense discipled carries 
with it the adjunct; and the word may be ex- 
plained, * put on the list of disciples, and, by im- 
plication, taught or instructed in suitable doctrine. 

This explanation is permitted by the usage of the 
verb pasrevouas, which, although it is sup- 

always to bear the sense ‘to be made a dis- 
ciple of,’ yet it is ampo in the sense to be in- 
structed in a passage of St. Basil (cited in Steph. 
Thes. in v.) uaÜnrtvouac els vò IIpooaxa 
vc:avTo, and two other examples of the word 
followed also, as here, by Dat., are adduced by 
Dindorf. Accordingly, we may well admit tbis 
pregnancy of sense, by a twofold meaning, in the 
present instance, espec. considering that the cor- 
responding Eng. verb to be discipled, has been 
used by writers of note in both those senses. 
What our Lord, then, means to say is, that every 
one thus discipled, and suitably schooled, or in- 
structed, so as to become a Gospel ypauuaTebs, 
is, and will be, like a provident and well-pro- 
vided householder; who, being furnished with 
all things n for family use,—stores of 
provisions both salted and fresh jun in that 
sense, old and new), brings them forth as occa- 
sion uires. 'ExgáXAs: is, however, not 
merely for wpopips: (read, indeed, in one an- 
cient MS. and Origen, but by gloss), but has 
& stronger sense, nearly such as 1 have pointed 
out supra, xii. 35, denoting tbat the thing is done 
promptly, heartily, and freely. It is meant, 
then, tbat the Christian teacher, well instructed 
in the doctrines of the Gospel, and provided with 
all the knowledge n to make them fully 
understood, will readily furnish forth things, 
matters, both old and new. The question, how- 
ever, is what is meant by xawd xal wadara ? 
The ancient Expositors arc generally d that 
they mean, yptures of the Old and the 
New Testament ; or, what is better, the truths of 
the Old and the New Dispensation, of course, as 
contained in the Scriptures of the O. and N. T. 
I doubt not that this is the principal sense here 
contained. "That this cannot be dispensed with, 
appears from 2 Tim. iii. 16, vaca ypapù 0«o- 
wveveros—opirtinos weds éidacKxaXiav— iva 
a&prioe 5j ò Tov Osov avOpwxros, rpds way Epyow 
ayabdy i£npricuévoc (where see note). ut 
there is nothing to forbid our assigning a more 
general scope to the words. The full sense ma 
well be ali the stores of of every kind, 
both new and old, and not merely all the sacred 
knowledge to be obtained from the wisdom of 
former ages, in the Philosophical and Ethical 
writings of the of antiquity; thus inti- 
mating that the Evangelical Teacher is to be 
provided with all the stores of Divine, and all 
uman knowledge necessary to his great work, 

‘ut omnes (to use the words of Maldon, and Calv.) 
pro suo quemque captu docere possit, ut omnia 
ad cujusque captum prudenter apteque accommo- 
det, omni exemplorum et similitudinum genere 
— saws and modern instances") instructus.’ 

eed there is, both of old experiences and of 
new observations; and to old discoveries he must 
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pa8rrevOcis 1 eis Tv Bacthetay tay odpavay Suows srw àv- 
Opory  oixoOearóTy, Sotis éxBáXXe ex tod Onoavpod avro 
Kawa. Kat Taa. 

53 Kai éyévero, ore éréXeaev 6 'Inoovs tas mapaßoràs tavtas, 
A 

uerjpev éxeiÜew 5%" kal é\Oav eis Tij» matpida avro), édi- » Marko. 

Óacxev autos év TH cvvayery) avrOw dore ékmXjcaecÜa, 1^** *'* 
avroUs xai Xéyeu* lóÜcv Toíro 7) copia abr: xai ai 6vvapets ; 
55 v Oux obrós cori ó ToÜ Tékrovos vids ; obyl fj uirnp airod v an ta. 
Aéyera. Mapiàp, xal oi adeddol avro0 'Láeofos kai Iosis Mes 
xai Sipewv xal 'loó0as ; 59 xal ai aderdal avtov ovyi macas 

XN e e ; ^ 

mpos nas cist; mólev ov Tovro TabTa Távra; 
Luke 4. 34. 

éckavGaX(tovro v attra “O 98 'Incoós elmev abro Oùr 24. 
eotie Tpopyryns tipos, ei uù ev TH matpid: avroU, xal èv TH 
oixia avrov. 59 * Kal ove éroinoev éxet Suvdmets TOAAÀS Sid x Marke. s. 

\ ^ 
T)» amiotiay avTOv. 

XIV. 1 Ev éxcivp TQ xaip@ Fxovoev ‘Hpwdns 6 rerpápyrs 2 Marke 14 
T?» axony 'Igco0, 

Luke 9. 7. 

2 wal elre tots Tratcw autou Odros éaTw 

leávvos ó Barriorys: aùròs JyépÜn amò TOv vexpów, xal did 

be ever adding new ones (or: dal {iv Qidaoxó- 
Mevot, as was said by Socrates), old truths ad- 
duced by new methods, and us in by new 
obeervations and illustrations, such as may be 
called for by the varying circumstances of eve 
age. So much as respects the matter of his 
teaching: as far as concerns the wording, it 
must be, as St. Paul says, Col. iv. 6, &AaTi 
flprvuiros, * seasoned with the savour of wisdom,” 
and the flavour of terseness in expression and 
variety ples iia (so Grot. ‘pietatis dogmata condire 
quadam eret varietate") : lastly, as regards the 
manner, it must be wavrors iv xapers, ‘cour- 
teous and gracious.’ I need scarcely add, that 
the Evangelical Scribe must be spiritually as 
well as secularly learned, and well informed, 
taught of God by his Spirit, so as to know the 
mysteries of God committed to his charge to 
teach, and also have an rimental and heart- 
* of the Word o — All a will 

necessary, iva dptios 5 ò Tov Grou dvOpwwros 
"por way ipyow dyabdv éEnpriopivor, ópÜoro- 
Mv Tov \óyov THe áXnÜsías. 
— ávÜpars co — Sco my Lex. in 

dv0p. iv., where are cited other exx. from N. T. 
&yO. does not occur with the appellativo subset. in 
the Sept., and not often in the Class. writers; 
though the antiquity of the idiom appears from 
the youn Tanin of Hom. 11. Z, 390, and Od. H, 
947, youn Séomworva. Diod. Sic. ii. 10, yvvauós 
@adXaxm So also in Sept. Levit. xxi. 7, wo 
have yuvaixa wopyny. 

54. warpida] scil. wodiv, i. e. Nazareth, the 
place where he had been brought up. and which 
was therefore, in a certain sense, his country; 
the expression being used often in the Sept., and 
Joseph., and sometimes in the Class. writers, 
of any one's native place, even of a city or town. 

— al évrdyuseis]. The term àv». is not well 
rendered ‘mighty works ; for considering that it 
is associated with 4 cola, by which is denoted 

(as a from Mark vi. 2, ù codia 9) &o0sica 
avTo) ‘imparted wisdom, it must denote the 
power of working them bestowed from on High 
(comp. Acts ii. 22, duvausos xal Tépacı, and 
viii. 13, duvduece xal onusta) ; for as in the 

lel passage the sense of doÜsica abc must 
implied in the latter clause from the former, 

so here imparted powers cannot but be meant. 
. Tov TiíxTOvos] Tixrey means an artisan, 

as opposed to a labourer; and, according to the 
term accompanying it, may denote any artificer 
whether in wood, stone, or metal. But when it 
stands alone, it always, like our old word wright, 
denotes a carpenter (as fuber and wit) in the 
Scriptural, and, almost always, in the Classical 
writers. That such is the sense here intended 
cannot be doubted; espec. as it ie supported by 
the concurrent testimony of ancient ecclesiastical 
writers. 

58. See Note on Mark vi. 5. 

XIV. 1. iv éxslvw Tc xaipe] As to the par- 
ticular time here meant see Dr. Hales and Mr. 
Greswell. As our Lord had then been a con- 
siderable time engaged in the work of the minis- 
try, it may seem strange that Herod had not 
heard beforehand of him; for which many rea- 
sons have been imagined. The truth seems to 
be, that he had heard of Jesus, but it was lon 
before his fume became known to him, and sti 
longer before it engaged his serious attention. 
a] Meaning the officers of his Court. 

— aiTós )ryípÜn dró Taw vísxpioy] No real 
inconsistency is there between what is said here 
and in Luke ix. 7—9. The report had, as we 
find from the latter passage, originated in others. 
And if Herod was at first, -as he appears to have 
been, —perplexed what to think, the terrors of a 

ilty conscience acting on a weak mind might 
induce him to express himself in these words of 
St. Matthew; words which, however, need not be 
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b Mark 6.17. 
Luke 3. 19. 

MATTHEW XIV. 3. 

Touro ai Ovvápeis evepyovow év avrog. 9*'O yàp “Hpwdns 
Kpatnoas Tov loávvg», &noev avrov xal čÂero ev $vXaxi), dia 

taken of firm belief and persuasion, but only of a 
sort of half and half opinion, by which a faint 
kind of assertion is hazarded, doubtingly, rather 
for the p e of ascertaining the opinion of 
those addressed, than aught else; and with this 
view well accords the expression of St. Luke, 
Oinwoper, where see Note. It appears, then, that 
the despot thus spoke to his body-servants in 
attendance (so Sept. ] Eadr. i. 30. 1 Kings xvi. 
15, 17, and Diod. Sic. xvii. 36, waides Baci es) 
in the listless mood of an effete thd sath ‘So 
then this person, it seems, is John t ist : 
he is risen from the dead, and therefore,’ &c.; 
in which latter rs there is reference, not (as 
some suppose) to John's posseesing any ter 
power by having through death, but 
merely to the opinion, natural gm d that if 
any one were raised from the dead, which could 
only be by Divine power,—it would be no won- 
der that he grog um works of Divine 

wer thro the spiritual energy imparted to 
im. The rendering of our sathorized Version, 

‘therefore mighty works do show forth them- 
selves,’ is forbidden by the presence of the Article 
and the true force of évepyouow. The render- 
ings of Abp. Newc. and Dr. Campb. are almost 
equally objectionable, and are far from present- 
ing the exact sense intended. The Article must 
not be deprived of its force; and the verb évapy. 
is, as Bp. Midd). has ably shown, to be taken in 
& transitive sense, and an absolute construction. 
But the question is what is the exact sense f 
That assigned by Bp. Middl, ‘the Powers, or 
Spirits, are active in him,’ has much to recom- 
mend it. That by ai dusduece some kind of 
Agents must be meant, he thinks clear; and 
that spirttual Agents were so denominated, he 
has evinced from Euseb. Prep. Ev. vii. 15, and 
Demonstr. Evang. iv. 9, also that several others 
of the Fathers employ the word in the same 
sense he bears testimony. In the first 
Euscb. is speaking of a Jewish Trinity, and tells 
us that all the Hebrew Theologians, next to God 
who is over all, and Wisdom his First-born, 
ascribe Divinity to the third and Holy Spirit, 
voir. kal &y. Acvvamiv, whom they call the 
Holy Spirit, and by whom the inspired men of 
old were illumined. But the learned Prelate 
docs not adduce any examples from the Fathers, 
nor has Mr. Jackson noted any. And that so 
——— & dogma of Jewish Theol should 
ave been known to a person like Herod, can 

hardly be imagined. Little probable is it that 
one, thus speaking what the fears of a guilt 
conscience, rather than sober reason, su ted, 
should have had in view any such recondite ac- 
ceptation. Though I grant that he may have 
been acquainted with the use of the word Avpa- 
uis as applied to Spirit, viz. a Spiritual Power, 
whether good or evil ; nor can that be overturned 
by the circumstance that he was perhaps a Sad- 
ducce, for of that there is no proof, though that 
he was practically even an infidel, living without 
God in the world, is pretty certain. That àóra- 
Mie is occasionally so used in the New Test. is 
only so far a valid proof, as showing the sus 
loquendi of that age and time. And that it was 
so applied in the ordinary language of religious 

conversation by the Jews who were not Sad- 
ducces, is scarcely to be doubted; and hence 
Herod might use it in common parlance. Thus 
we are not obliged to suppose, with Dp. Midul., 
so improbable a circumstance as that Herod's re- 
morse or fcars should shake his infidelity, so as 
involuntarily to renounce the two great princi- 
ples of Sadduceeism, the non-existence of angels, 
and spirits, and of the resurrection. By the use 
of the term in the plural, al Qvrváutis, was, we 
may suppose, almost certainly meant the Angelic 
Powers—the ANGELS. That it is so used in the 
New Test. is certain from Eph. vi. 12, comp. 
with i. 21. Rom. viii. 28. Heb. vi. 5, duvdmece 
péddovros alevos. l Pet. iii. 22, trorayivrey 
aire dyyt£Xovr kai i~ouciwy xai Óvrdusey. So, 
too, Chrys. in his Homil. on the Epistle to the 
Hebrews explains Asirovpyixd Wvedpatra at 
Heb. i. 14, by Arrovpyisás óvydputis, also 
Euseb. Prep. Ev. vii. p. Toi. says dyyerXixas 
Kai ovpavious duydmers. Thus we see that 
Powers and Spirits were joined as synonv- 
mous terms; and on the whole the most futth/ul, 
though not the most literal, rendering may be, 
*and the spiritual Powers are active in him, 
energize through and by bim (as angelic spirits 
sent to minister unto the will of God) by the 
working of miracles; Thus I find confirmed by 
Mr. Jackson, who remarks: “ Putavit Herodes 
Spiritus coelestes, quos vocat Virtutes (Ovrdusis) 
operari miracula per Joannem ò mortuis excita- 
tum." This view is Sa Euthym., 
whose words are: irroXafóv (Herod) ix vexpæv 
avacThva: Tovro» yapíeuara Üavud-rev ix 
Grou AaBorra, &c. Of course, he meant ' re. 
ceived through the medium of the Spiritual 
Power energizing in him.’ 

It is a much disputed point, whether lvepy. 
should be taken in its usual Active sense, or as 
p Passively for dvepyourra:, ‘are wrought, 
» aùræ being for vw’ avrov. The latter is 

adopted by most Expositors. But though Neuters 
be sometimes used for Passives, yet that is only 
when there is ee the regimen of the 
verb to intimate that. ing construed as Pas- 
sives, they are considered as such. Now such is 
not the case here; iy ajo being adapted not to 
& passive, but an active or neuter verb. Not to 
mention that thie would be contrary to the usage 
of the N. T., in which wherever a passive sense 
is required, a passive form is adopted. More- 
over, dvepy. is often used with év, never with 
vd, or i» for (xo. Hence it is best to regard 
the term as used neuter for Middle Reflexive, ivep- 
yovvrai, ‘exert themselves;' as in Ephes. ii. 2, 
TOU Wvevmaroe Tov ivepyourtor ty mois viote 
re amelas, Gal. ii. 8, and sometimes also 
in the Classical writers, as Diod. Sic. iv. 38. Po). 
iv. 40, 4. Artemid. i. 1, 2. 

It is not true that the Passive sense is con- 
firmed by all the ancient Interpreters. The 
Pesch. Syr. Vers. represents the Midd. Reflex. 
senec ; for surely the Participle Ethpeel admits 
quite as well of that force as of a Passive. It 
has at least the equiv. meuf. sense as active in 
Eph. iii. 20, and 1 Thess. ii. 13, though there 
the Lond. Polyglott wrongly adopts the Passive, 
In the Vulg. ‘operantur’ evidently means ‘ are ac- 
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Hpwiiada ri yuvaixa Pirlirrov rob á6cAoD avrou * ÉXeye 
9 ^ t) LA e , x / y , , 5 c ` Infr. 21. 96. 

yàp avr 9 I exis Ovx eferrs got exe auriy. Kai ginta 

Oeo avrov atroxteivat, pohn toy sydov, Ste ðs mpo- Prin 6, 
r 3 * . 
nT avrov eiyov. 6 Teveswv 66. ayopévæv tov “Hpwoou, 
epyrcaro 7) Ovyárop ths ‘Hpwõiáðos év TQ péow, Kai Tjpece 

tive, exercise power and virtue.’ The same may 
be said of the 7Ethiop. Vers. 

3. For i0:ro Lachm. edits dwé@., on the au- 
thority of MS. B, and 4 cursive ones; and Tisch. 
edits dye. avr. iv +H $vA., from MSS. B, Z, 
and Origen—both baseless alterations, of which 
the former is a mere marginal gloss, the latter a 
critical emendation from the polishing school. 
The removal of «ai £0sro in MSS. D, Z, and 
the /Eth. Vers. came from the same source. The 
lamb. and Mus. MSS. confirm the received 
readings; and «vA. for T vA. is confirmed by 
Justin Mart. @:Aiwqov just after is cancelled 
Vr Tie (not by Lachas), from one MS. and 

Vulg.—authority next to nothing, since the 
Cod. D is perpetually altered in the text from 
the Vulg. The word was probably lost from 
variation in position. Dr. Mill, indeed, in his 
Proleg., is quite sure that it was introduced from 
St Mark. But it was not likely to have been 
introduced into all the MSS., except one (I find 
it in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies) ; and the 
Doctor's authority is neutralized by his flatly 
contradicting himself in his Note in loco. The 
Pesch. Syr. Vers. confirms the testimony of tlie 
MSS., and attests the authenticity of the word. 

— dia Hore Joseph. Ant. xviii. 5, 2, 
ives a somewhat different account, ascrib 
ohn's imprisonment to Herod's jealousy of 

his great influence with the people (of whom 
such multitudes flocked to him), who would be 
likely to do whatever he enjoined. Whence, 
says he, Herod thought it better to antici; his 
designs (if he had any) by throwing him into 
prison. 

Such is the general sense of Josephus's words, 
where for ri» áAXev I read T. roA æv, which 
is required by the context, and must have had 
place in Epiphanius's copy. Of the words fipÜnsay 
7H dxpodcs trav Aóvymv, the sense is, ‘ were 
— excited by hearkening to his words.’ 

pe Thucyd. ii. 37. 3, dxpodost T&v vu», 
and 1. 2], r5 dxpodoti, sc. Te» Adyæv, which 
words are to be supplied from the context. The 
words ua iwi dsoavrácet wl dépor mean, * lest 
[his influence] should have a tendency to pro- 
duce revolt.’ In the remainder of his long and 
involved sentence there is a close imitation of 
Thucyd. i. 33. 4. It is evident that Jos. merely 
relates what was the current opinion of persons 
in general as to the cause of Herod's putting 
John to death. It is strange that all the Editors 
thould retain so manifest a corruption as «reiver 
for ixretve, aor. l for pluperf. ‘had killed, which 
is required by the preceding context, with which 
iris is closely connected by the yap. The 
sense of the foregoing words, not well exprsesed 

' the Translators, is: ‘ Now it seemed to cer- 
tain of the Jews (i. e. the adherents of John the 
Baptist) that Herod's army had been destroycd 
by God; and very justly, the Deity avenging 
himself, in the way of punishment, on account of 

John called the Baptist; for he had put that 
person to death.” 

But though that pertly be the truth, it is 
evidently not the w truth. 1f John had so 
much influence with the people as Josephus says, 

erod, we may suppose, would scarcely havo 
ventured to throw him into prison, much less take 
his life, without some atleast. Now this 
would be afforded him by John's authoritativel 
(in quality of a Prophet) forbidding the Tetrarch 
to marry Herodias. And perhaps the manner of 
his doing this was so blunt and unceremonious. as 
to be construed into a sort of crimen lasa majesta- 
tis, whereby his life would be forfeited, and might 
therefore be faken at any time: which accounts 
for Herod's so taking it, as well as He- 
rodias venturing to ask it. Thus there is, in 
effect, no discrepancy at all in the two accounts, 
which mutally confirm and illustrate each other. 
— Diriwmwov] Not Philip the Tetrarch, but 

another Philip, a son of Herod I. by a daughter 
of Simon, the High Priest. See Josephus, Ant. 
xviii. 5, 1. 

6. yeveclwr 0à ayopivwv] Luchm. and Tisch. 
read yeveciose di yevousvors, from 4 MSS. But 
that reading involves a construction unsuitable 
to the style of this Gospel, and may be supposed 
to have come from the correctors. Were any 
alteration made, it should be rather yeveciwy 
avouiívey, which is found in 2 uncial, and a 

ew cursive MSS., and has the support of almost 
all the Versions except the Vulg. It is also fa- 
voured by internal evidence, in the circumstance 
of ayon. being a Classical idiom, and more likely 
to have come from the correctors than from St. 
Matthew. Yet the overwhelming preponderance 
of external authority, confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, forbids any change of text. The 
Commentators are not d whether this ex- 
pression should be understood of the birthday 
festival of Herod, or that in commemoration of 
his accession. That the latter was observed as a 
feast, is certain from Ex w Ant. xv. 11, 3 (of 
Herod), and 1 Kings i. 8, 9. Hos. vii. 5. Since, 
however, no examples of this sense of yevisia 
have been adduced, the common interpretation is 
the safer; and that the ancients, both Jews and 
Gentiles, kept their birthdays as days of great 
rejoicing, is certain from a variety of — 
cited by Wets. At ysysaiop some supply ovu- 
wociwy; others, zjuepir. But no ellipse is ne- 
ceseary, since ysvícia, and also éyxaima and 
ytví0Aia (which is the term used by the earlier 
writers) are in fact nouns. 
— épxrcaro] Most Commentators (as Grot. 

and Kuin.) here understand a pantomimic and 
lascivious dance, recently introduced into Judæa, 
such as that so severely censured by Juven. Sat. 
vi. 63, and Hor. Od. iii. 6,21. Yet that Herod 
should have permitted, and even been gratified 
with, a lascivious dance by his step-daughter, 
would argue almost incredible indecorum and 
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TQ ‘Hpwdy 7 00ev pe? Spxov aporoynoe aùr odvar ô éàv 
airnontat.  9'H òè rpoBiBacbeica trò Tis wyrpós aùrìs, Ads 
pot, notu, ade èm. tivari thy reparip 'Ieávvov tod Barrrwrro9. 
9 Kai éXvmj0n 6 Bacirevss ià 06 rovs Spxous, Kai TOUS ouv- 
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mivaxt, ra} é6005 TQ Kopaciy xal jveyke TH pytpl avrS. 
12 Kal apocedOovres oi pabnral aùroð ?pav tÒ i capa, xal 

depen Hence it is better, with Lightfoot, 
Mich., Elsn., and Fritz., to suppose that the dance 
was a decorous one, expressive of rejoicing, and, 
from the extreme clegance with which it was per- 
formed, such as obtained universal admiration. 

8. rpoBiBacGeica] * adducta, urged, instigated.” 
A signif. occurring in the Sept. and also Xen. 
Mem. i. 2, 17, wpoB:B. Xóyo.  Ylívaxi, from 
rivos, ‘a board, denotes a broad fiat dish ; a 
convenient form for the purpose. So Dr. Walsh, 
in his Travels in Turkey, informs us that the 
head of Ali Pacha, after being cut off, and sent 
— ai was publicly exposed on a 

— wée] here, ‘upon the spot; lest in the 
morning he might repent of his promise, and re- 
fuse to perform it. That it should be done 
almost immediately is suggested by the words of 
the request, and from the high probability that 
the feast was celebrated rather st Macherus, 
where John was imprisoned, or near it; since, 
as we learn from Joseph. Bell. ii. 4. 2, Herod 
had a palace hard by. 

9. ékuwnOy] This is by Kuin. and Wahl in- 
terpreted ‘was angry.’ But there is no reason to 
deviate from the rendering ‘was sorry.' So 
Mark vi. 26, wepituxos yevouevos. Though it 
might be rendered * he was chagrined.' The feel- 
ing was doubtless a mixed one; chiefly sorrow 
(on his own account most) and chagrin, not with- 
out concern, at being thus taken advantage of; 
for he could not but feel apprehensive of the 
consequences of so unpopular an action. His 
chagrin may also, as Hammond thinks, have 
been increased by a superstitious dread of any 
ill-omened occurrence on his birthday. So Mar- 
tial Epigr. x. 87: ‘Natalem colimus, tacete 
lites." In short, great must have been the fluc- 
tuation of Herod's mind, occasioned by various 
contending passions and feelings in his bosom, 
which are well described hy Grotius. Aià rove 
Gpkovs, i.e. * out of a scruple to break his oath 
before his guests; for at entertainments there 
was a delicacy in refusing requests. So Josephus, 
Ant. xvii. 3, 3, iri Th Tiuti Tov Spxov. The 
plural —— is for the singular, by an idiom 
not un quent unless we may suppose that the 
King, in the excitement of the moment, had re- 
peated his oath. 

10. wéuwas] scil. revd. Mark says owexov- 
Aárwpa. That tbis is xot, as Rosenm. considers 
it, a Hebraism, is plain from two examples from 
Classical writers adduced in my Recens. Synop. 
I add Herodian, i. 9, 19, vixrwp ó K. wiupas 
á&ToTíuvsi tiv ki par. 

12. cena] SS. B, C, D, L, and not a few 
ancient cursive ones (to which I add Lamb. 
1178, Scriv. y. Mus. 1810, 17,470, and one other 

edit. Colin.), have wrwpa, which is edited by 
Lachm. and Tisch., but on scarcely sufficient 
authority; esp. since internal evidence is equally 
balanced, considering that orr&ua may have 
been derived from the parallel passage of Mark, 
where it is in almost every copy. The asus 
loquendi will settle nothing, since, though srr&ua 
is almost confined to the later writers, yet it oc- 
curs several times in Eurip., as used of the bodies 
of royal personages. Josephus is, bowever, 
wrong 7 duced for wrmua, since copa is 
there found in all the copics. There is, how- 
ever, a strong confirmation of wrapa in the 
Pesch. Syr. Vers., where Schaaf wrongly renders 
by corpus, and not, as he ought to have done, by 
cadaver, since the term is wyo, as in the paral- 
lel passage of Mark. Rev. xii. 8, 9, bis. Numb. 
xiv. 29. 32, meaning the dead body, after decapi- 
tation, or other truxcatio, not "op, which term 
denotes the body entire, whether alive or dead. 
So, too, the Arab. and Coptic Versions, and the 
Hebr. of Munster. And since the remains taken 
up by John's disciples could only be tbe trunk 
and members, the Syr., Arab., and Coptic terms 
were quite appropriate, as is also wreua, if, at 
lcast, Suidas be right when he, copying the 
ancient Grammarians, defines aua by came 
Gvsu rie Kearns (exactly as the Syr. wo) : 
and so Photius Lex. in v. ræna wrote, though 
the words dvev rie Ken are lost in the only 
copy we have; which I am surprised should 
have escaped the notice of Porson and Dobree. 

For arrè Tisch. edits aùròv, from two 
MSS. only, B and O, and 2 copies of the Ital. 
Vers.—most injudiciously, since the reading is 
manifestly an error of the scribes, who very oft. 
confound aird with atrm and aùrób. It is 
true that airdy may have been in the copy used 
by the Ital. Translator; but illum and ilud are 
most as oft. confounded by the Latin scribes as 

aurdy and aùrò by the Greek. Tisch. could 
not be — of either fact; but bis zeal for 
the MS. B closed up his recollection, and occa- 
sioned him to fall into a sad lapse, from which 
the better fidemon! (ar better fortune) of Lachm. 
preserved him ; though it was by a narrow escape, 
as a from his placing avroy in the margin, 
which in his first ed. was in the text. On the 
other hand, the ill-fortune of Tisch. did not allow 
him to leave the aùrò of his first ed. untouched 
in the second. What could induce Lach. to place 
weYoi at v. 13, in the inner margin, I cannot tell. 
It evidently arose in those five copies that have 
it, from Itaciam, as also in some copies at Xen. 
Anab. vii. 1.1. The same error beset all the 
editions of Thucyd. at l. ii. 94, up to Bekker's, 
who restored we{n, from several copies, for the 
vulg. weYol retained by Arn., but on wrong 
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grounds, as Poppo has at length seen, who in bis 
second ed. has edited ws{y. A very slender por- 
tion of pal phical knowledge, as to Itacism, 
and of Ray as to the force of internal evidence 
in some cases overbalancing strong external testi- 
mony, would have preserved Poppo and Arn. 
from making shipwreck of their critical credit. 

13. The reading of L. and Tisch. áxovcas 8i, 
for xal áxovcas, from 4 uncial and 10 cursive 
MSS, (to which I add Lamb. 1187 and 1188, 
Scriv. s.), is merely an alteration of Critics, who 
thought that a perticle of transitive and continua- 
tive force was here required, rather than an ordi- 
nary copulative, like «ai. But if such a collo- 
cation of the particles suffices at other passages, 
why should it not here? 
— kai áxoícas] ‘and having heard d this), 

meaning, however, not the death of John, since 
that event had taken place some time before, — 
but what is related at vv. 1, 2, as to the effect 
which the report of our Lord's miracles had pro- 
duced on Herod's mind, the intermediate por- 
tion, v. 3—]2 being retrospective in character, 
and in construction parenthetic ; nevertheless, our 
Lord's withdrawal into the desert, apart from 
public notice, seems to have taken place imme- 
diately on his hearing of that event. But this 
may very well have Lest 80; for (as Mr. Alf. 
observes) 1) ‘John's disciples would [rather 
might] be some days in panes tie news from 
Machzrus to Capernaum; and the report men- 
tioned in v. 1 might reach Herod meantime.’ 
2) The ion 4» éxeive To xaipo is of 
sufficient latitude to extend over a not inconsider- 
able space of time; and 3) as I remarked in my 
later edition, the message of John's disciples to 
our Lord may have included tidings of both par- 

` ticulars,—the death of their Master, and the 
saying of Herod respecting himself. On both 
w ich accounts, as well as to avoid the imputa- 
tion of any blame for any disturbances which 
might arise in eonsequence of the late atrocity, 
our Lord might well seek retirement, both on 
his own account, and on that of the Twelve from 
their mission, which, as we learn from Mark vi. 
30, 31, and Luke ix. 10, took place contempo- 
raneously with our Lord's hearing of the late 
events, probably a short time before. And, when 
we consider the extreme fatigue which both him- 
self and his Apostles had recently undergone, 
this retirement was as necessary for refreshinent 
as for personal security. In fact our Lord, in 
Mark vi. 31, adverts to the need his disciples 
had of refreshing themselves for a short space. 
Moreover, since Herod was (as we lcarn from 
ar ix. 9) desirous of secing him (which our 

oL. L 

Lord, of course, well knew), it was sound dis- 
cretion, under the then circumstances, to avoid 
any such interview. Accordingly he sought a 
place of retirement and safety ; for it must be 
remarked, that our Lord never threw himself 
unnecessarily into danger, thus reserving himaclf 
for the proper time to lay down his life. 
— dxovcavres] ‘having heard’ [ where he was]. 
— megy) Not ‘on foot,’ but ‘ by land,’ as 

opposed to iv wAoiw, ‘ by boat ;’ a signification 
frequent in the Class. writers, and sometimes 
occurring where thcre is no opposition expressed 
or even Implied. 

14. 6"Incous] Not in B, D, and 6 cursive 
MSS., and cancelled by L. and Tisch., on quite 
insufficient anthority, especially as internal evi- 
dence is against the removal, from the greater 
probability of the expression's having been can- 
celled for the purpose of removing a tautology, 
than of being added where not needed. The 
absence of ò 'Incove in MS. O and another (add 
Lamb. 1179), confirms my suspicion of that 
being only another mode of removing the tau- 
tology. 

— iowdayxvicbn ix’ avTois] Namely, as 
Mark adds, or: rcav «s ?roóBara uù Exyovru 
7Toiu&£va. On this reading ir’ avrois the 
Editors are agreed. The vulg. avrovs is proved 
to have been a mere typographical error of Ste- 
phene's 3d Edition. on the present narration 
comp: infra xv. 32, seqq. and John vi. 1—13. 

15. dias yevouivys] i.e. the — evening, 
which commenced at three o'clock. Nor, con- 
sidering the aptitude of the place, and the timo 
of year, a little before the Passover, is this incon- 
sistent with the expression of Luke ix. 12, 5j à 
"»uípa fipEavo xXiverp, for the day is then quite 
on the wune. That mentioned further on at 
v. 23, is the second evening, which commenced 
at eunset. 
— ñ) &pa hen apr AOsv] ‘the day [time of day] 

is far spent ;' lit. ‘gone by ;' like the Latin hora, 
Mark's words are: hôn pas rodXANs yevoutvns, 
meaning, ‘ when much of the day was now past.’ 
See the note there. 
— awodvoov] After this oùv is subjoined by 

L. and T. from MSS. C, Z, and two cursive 
ones; to which I add Lamb. 1177:—very in- 
sufficient authority, espec. considering that in- 
ternal evidence is against the word; which was 
evidently introduced by critics, who thought 
some particle necessary. Though, so far from 
that being the case, the ot» destroys the simpli- 
city and force of this earnest address, to which 
the A ton, found in the perenne of Mark 
sinc v. l., contributes not a litt *1 he interpo- 
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cwcw éavrois Bpwpara. 
, v > ^ 4 > ^ e ^ e^ xpeiav Exovow dameXÜeür Sote avrois vets payeiv. 

oj,ev de, ei u) "évre üprovs kai Óvo / > A 9 Aéyovct» avra* Ovx ey 

MATTHEW XIV. 16—20. 

16'() 5é "Inoovs eizrev aùrois Ov 
17 Qi 6e 

tior wo. CYOvas. 19 O Se elme déperé pot avrovs we. 19 ! Kai xedevoas 
Mark 6. 30. 
Luke 9. 14. ToUs ÜxXovus dvaxuOnvat éri tors xóprovs, [xai] AaBav robs 

, LA UU , ? , > , 9 N , ‘ mévre provus kai rovs Ovo tyOvas, dvaBAdbas eis Tóv ovpavóv 
evdoynce Kal kXMácas &Ocke Tois paÜmrais ToU; dprovs, oi Sé 

guaxe paOytal Toís Sydow. V 6 Kal éparyov mrávres, kal éyopráa- 
Lue9.7. Ongar Kal jpay TÒ TepucceUov TOv kaas áTwv, Swdexa 

lation in question is to be ascribed to Origen, 
who cites the passage wih the word twice. 

18. avrovs wee} L. and T. edit., from B, Z, 
and 33, wée aùr., I add Vulg. Lamb. But the 
reading is entitled to no attention, having, I 
doubt not, arisen either from the carelessness of 
scribes, or rather from the fastidiousness of 
Critics, who sought to give a better position to 
Gs, by bringing the adverb closer to its verb, 
and not last in the sentence. The omission of 
as in D, and l or 2 cursive MSS. (confirmed by 
the Copt., Ethiop., and Ital. Vers.), arose either 
from the variation in position, or was another 
mode of getting rid of an awkwardness of compo- 
sition. The same MS. and its assec/@ oft. re- 
move the wée, e. gr. Matt. xiv. 8. Mark vi. 3. 
xiii. 2. Luke ix. 4l. xv. 17. Jamesii. 3. It 
is not certain whether in the MS. B the ade is 
transposed, or cancelled. I suspect that the 
original reading was that of D, and that the wés 
was inserted between uo: and avurovs a secunda 
manu. Be that as it may, the Critics ought not 
to have stumbled at the awkward position of the 
word, since it is found in this very position infra 
xvii. 17, in all the copies; though there, in the 
Vulg. and some other Versions, the adverb is 
drawn back to its verb. In the Pesch. Syr., 
however, in both those passages, as also in those 
before adduced, the adv. is placed last; which 
circumstance shows the position of the word in 
copies almost coeval with the successors of the 
Apostles. 

19, xsX. robs OxAove dvakMi05vai] The 
Versions, both ancient and modern aro, I appre- 
hend, all wrong in rendering, ‘ ordered the multi- 
tude to sit down ;' for from the parallel passages 
of Mark, Luke, and John (where we have dv- 
ixXway dwavyras and iwirakey abroic dvaxXi- 
vat 7rávTas), it appears that dvaxA. must here 
have its usual passive force, and that the con- 
struction is: xeAXevoas (Wore) ávakAiÜnvat Tovs 
ÓxXovs, ‘having given orders for the multitude 
to be seated’ (collocari in ordine, as L. Brug. ex- 
plains), namely, as Luke says (ix. 14, where see 
note), xarà xAccias (or evusocia) ava 7svTÍj- 
«ovra; implying the collocatio on the part of 

— Toiv xóprovs] The MS. D, and 2 or 3 
others, have roy xoprov; while B, C, and 7 or 
8 cursive ones (add Scriv. o.) have ivi roù 
xópTov, which Lachm. edits, but not Tisch.,— 
very properly, since internal evidence here con- 
firms external testimony. There is no doubt 
that the ancient Critics, stumbling at the plural 
form, which is rare, and almost confined to the 
Poets, introduced the sixgular, espec. as found in 

kodi- 

Mark, but could not agree on the case, some pre- 
ferring the Genit., others the Accus. The former 
seems to have come from Origen; but it may 
have been derived from the Vulg. and Italic. 
The plural form, as being by far the less obvi- 
ous, must be retained, and the idiom considered 
of the same nature with the gramina of Horace 
in the well known ‘ redeunt jam gramina campis 
Arboribusque come ;’ where the plural form was 
adopted in order to match with the plural at 
coma, the writer intending that in each case the 
plural should be taken generically for gruss and 
Joliage. I have been the more induced to retain 
the plural form by bearing in mind the use of 
ero: for xópToc in the Greek Poets, espec. 

om. Il. xxiv. 640, ajAgs iv yoprac: ( 
plots) xvAwddmevos, and Pind. Olymp. xiii. 62, 
xoprows iv Aéovros (the meadows). 
— xai) This is rejected or cancelled by 

almost all Editors, as not found in the greater 
part of the MSS. and contrary to internal evi- 
dence. 
— evroynes) scil. adrods, ‘pronounced a 

solemn blessing on them'—the loaves and fishes 
—as expressed in Mark and Luke, where see note. 
— xAdoas] The Jewish bread was formed 

into cakes; broad, thin, and brittle, like our 
biscuits; and therefore required to be broken, 
rather than cut, and thus would leave very many 
fragments ; which accounts for the astonishing 
quantity thereof gathered up, though by the 
xagu. we are to understand not only the frag- 
ments which would arise from breaking up cakes 
for so great a multitude, but (as appears from 
John vi. 13) those also which each person would 
make in eating. The words following &ed:xa— 
wXnpets are in — with, and exegetical of, 
the preceding ; q. d. ‘namely, twelve baskets full.’ 

y phen] This word has occasioned more 
discussion than one might expect among the 
Commentators, who are not a little perplexed 
since these cophini are in Juv. Sat. iii. 14, and 
vi. 512, connected with hay. The most probable 
opinion is, that the ae in question were cither 
(as Buxt. thinks) such wicker baskets aa bad, 
from the earliest period, formed a part of the 
houschold utensils of the Jews (see Deut. xxviii. 
5); or (as Reland, Schleus., and Kuin. suppose) 
such porals flag-baskets as were commonly 
used by the Jews in travelling through heathen 
countries, to hold their provisions, in order to 
avoid the pollution of unclean food. The hay, it 
is supposed, they took with them, to make a bed. 
Yet those baskets could not have held any quan- 
tity sufficient for that purpose, At any rate the 
cophini here meant carried no hay. As to those 
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vous wrnpes. 71 Oi 8à éaÜiovres ?jcav avdpes doel mevraxioyt- 
Auot, Ywpis *yvvauGv xal mawiwv. ?? Kal evÜéos jvdyxacey 
[ó Tnooũſs] tovs pabyras [avro?] ¿Bivar eis TO TXoiov, kai 
mpodryew avrov eis TO mépav, Ews ob ámoXícy TOs ÜxAovws. 
*3 Kal dmoX/cas tovs ÓyXows, dvéßn eis TÒ Üpos kar iSiay h marko. 
mpocevEacbar. ‘Orrias Šè yevopévns, povos Fw éxet. 24 To 66 901. 
mXotoy on uécov Tis Oardaons Hv, Bacavifouevoy tro TÓV 
kupáræv yy yap évavrios ò vepos. © Terdpry 96 $vAa«o 

mentioned by Juvenal, they were of a much 
larger sort, ike our hampers, and used for con- 
taining various articles of pedlery, such as the 
foreign Jews, even then, there is reason to think, 
used to deal in. 

2]. noav ávópss cocti mevr.) The men (as 
usual with the Jews) being alone reckoned. 

22—33. Mark vi. 45—52. John vi. 14. 21. 
From nvayxacevy many have inferred the un- 
willingness of the disciples to depart; influenced 
by ambitious views, and thinking that, from the 
multitude being so desirous to make Jesus a 
King, row would be the time for him to set up 
bis earthly kingdom. The verb, however, like 
others in Greek and Latin of similar import, is 
often used of the constraint of moral suasion, or 
simply of authoritative direction ; as in Aristoph. 
Eq. 508, and Thucyd. vii. 37. This, however, 
does not hinder us from supposing that our 
Lord's disciples were but too willing to second 
the disposition of the multitude to bie Jesus by 
force, and make him a king ; espec. as they were 
convinced that he was the Messiah. Accordingly 
their dismissal was a desirable step towards get- 
ting rid of the multitude, and of an awkward 
affair. Sce my note on Thucyd. iv. 125, and 
viii. 41. 

22. The avrov, which I have bracketed, is 
absent from many MSS. (to which I add all the 
most ancient of the Lamb. and Mus. MSS.), and 
is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. Internal evi- 
dence is against it, and it is probably, though not 
certainly, spurious. The rò before wAvioy is 
abeent from MS. B, and about 8 cursive ones, 
and is cancelled by L. and T. by the same error 
in — that they have so often elsewhere 
evinced, and chiefly occasioned by an ignorance 
of the force of the Article, though that was long 
ago pointed out by Bp. Middl., and recently by 
Mr. Green. See note supra viii. 22. The avTov 
just after is absent from D and 4 other ancient 
eursive MSS., being removed by certain Critics, 
who knew that in pure Class. Greek it is usually 
omitted; indeed it is not found in the parallel 

of Mark, though there, strange to say, it 
was inserted by the er of the text of the 
same MS. D. 

— Tò wéipay] Mark adds pòs BnOcaiddy, 
by which I would not (with many) understand 
the Bethsaida of Galilee, and consequently on 
the West side of the Lake; but the Bethsaida of 
Gaulonitis (mentioned at Luke ix. on the 
East side of the Lake, and near the embouchure 
of the upper Jordan into the Lake, and which, 
on being enlarged by Philip the Tetrarch, was 
called Julias, after Julia, daughter of Augustus. 
Sce Jos. Ant. xviii. 2, 1. The real state of the 

case seems to be this: that Jesus directed the 
Apoatles to in a vessel from the place where 
he had worked the miracle of feeding the 5000 
to Bethsaida Gaulonitis, while he should dismiss 
the multitudes; directing that they should go by 
sea, and intending himself to meet them at Beth 
saida Gaulonitis, and then embark with them, 
and cross the lake to Capernaum. It may, in- 
deed, be asked, how Bethsaida Gaulonitis could 
be said to be wépay with respect to the West 
side of the Lake? a difficulty which has caused 
many to suppose Bethsaida of Galilee to be here 
meant. But the Lake might be crossed in any 
other direction as well as from West to East, or 
across the middle. Thus Bethsaida Gaulonitis 
might be said to be wépay with respect to the 
scene of the miracle; though not on the West 
side of the Lake, whose exact form, however, is, 
I believe, very imperfectly known. I suspect 
that the shore of the Lake makes a greater 
hollow than the maps represent. The reason 
why our Lord pursued this course was, that the 
Lake is often very dangerous to cross over at 
the middle. And it should seem that, from tho 
place where the miracle was worked at Caper- 
naum, it was safer to make tho distance by two 
crossings over; first to Bethsaida Gaulonitis, 
and from thence to Capernaum. As circum- 
stances, however, fell out, they never went to 
that place at all. 

If this mode be not adopted, far more difficulty 
will arise in another way, from its being inexpli- 
cable why our Lord should send them forward to 
Bethsaida of Galilee in the way to Galilee, when 
it would be quite out of the course, and involve 
the danger of crossing over the middle of the 
Lake to no purpose. 

23. Tò ópos] By this term, found also in Mark 
and John, is to be understood, not the mountain 
range generally which skirts the Lake, but that 
part of it which, in the desert tract before men- 
tioned, rises into a sort of mountain peuk, about 
a mile from the sea, and whither, as the most 
retired spot around, our Lord. repaired both for 
prayer and for seclusion from the populace, who 
wanted to make him a king. 

24. wécov] This is not in the accus., with 
the ellipsis of xara, but in the Nominative, as at 
Hdot. i. 170, Téwy yap pécoy slvai ras ‘Twins, 
and Greg. Naz. 52, œs vavv péony kAvdavos. 
The term péo. is meant to be taken populariter, 
of being somewhat far advanced, since from 
John vi. 19, it appears that they had only gone 
about four miles. : 
— Bacawtóusvoy) ‘violently tossed :' so in 

Polyb. i. 48. 2, a stormy wind 1s said wupyous 
Pacang: Ag 
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^ A ? A A 3 M e 9 ^ ^ > THs vuKTos amabe mpòs aùroùs [6 ‘Incots,| mepurarav emt 
tans t Oardoons. ?9 Kai idovres avrov oi pabnrai èm. t rip 
t 0dXaccav Trepiratoivra, érapayOnoay, Xéyovres órt þávracpá 
érte kal amo ToU dofov éxpafav. 27 Evu0éws 686 éAdAnoev 
avrois ó ‘Incots, Neyo Qapccire  éyo eia, pù) dofeicte. 
28 *ArroxpiOeis 96 avt@ 6 IIérpos etre Kúpu, et ov el, xéXevoov 
pe 1 mpós ce éABeiv éri tà 00ara. 929 'O Se elmer 'EX0é. xal 
xataßàs amò ToU TrXolov ò IIérpos, wepterratnoey eri và data, 

éADeiv arpos TOv 'lgoobv. 9)? BXémrov Se rov dveuov ioyupòrv, 
` époBynOn xal apEdpevos kamamrovritea Oa, Expake Xéyov: Kúpte, 
cÀcov pe! 31 Evdéws 06 0 'Incobe éxrelvas tiv yeipa, éredd- 
fero avrov, kai Xéyeu att@ ‘Odvyomorte, eis ri ediotacas ; 

25. For á«5A0« L. and T. edit 2A0., from B, 
C, 2 m. P, and 10 others, with Orig., Euseb., 
and Chrys, and many Versions. But Versions 
are in such a case as this of no weight, and 
Fathers of very little. The proof of the reading 
must rest on MSS., which here all, except a very 
few (I find à-w75AÀ0. in all the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS.), support &953A0., which is also confirmed 
by internal evidence as existing in the circum- 
stance that a compound verb, when the force of 
the prepos. in comp. is not clear, is often chan 
to ihe simple; e. gr. at xxiii. 33, where AO. is 
adopted by L., John iv. 47. Now this was more 
likely to be done here, because this use of 
dwipx. followed by eis, though frequently oc- 
curring in the Sept., is rather rare in the Class. 
writers, and in the present use, I apprehend, 
unprecedented ; for though Dr. Robins. Lex. in 
v. adduces Xen. Anab. i. 9. 29 (and he might 
have added i. 4. 7, Thiem.), yet those paseages 
are not to the purpose, since there the sense is, 
‘they went off, or over to, deserted to Cyrus.’ 
Whereas the sense here is, ‘he went off [shore] 
unto them.’ As respects the reading iri Thv Oá- 
Aaccav for ivl rrjs YaXdoone, adopted by L. and 
T. from B, P. and 5 cursive MSS. (to which I 
add 9 Mus. MSS.), propriety of language might 
confirm it, yet internal evidence is rather against 
it; for it was, I suspect, an alteration of certain 
Critics who were aware of the proper distinction 
between the use of iri with Genit. and with 
acc. followed by a verb of motion, ‘to’ or *to- 
wards,' the latter denoting, as is here required, 
motion along a surface, over to a place, as the 
end of the motion. So éxl jv 0áXaccav at v. 
26, and iwi ra UQaTa at v. 28, 29. This nicety, 
however, was not likely to be known to Jews 
writing in Greek. Besides, as dri ris OaXacons 
is found at Mark and John, in, I believe, all the 
copies, it would be likely to be used here. More- 
over, B and some of the cursive MSS. here have 
éwi ric Saracens at the next verse, which has 
been adopted by L. and T.; and if that be the 
true reading there, it can scarcely be otherwise 
here. Upon the whole, I would adopt either the 
accus. in both verses, or the genit. in both. And, 
considering the parallel passages, I am inclined 
to acquiesce in the lutter construction. 
— wepiratay iwi Ths Our.) ‘ walking upon 

the sea.” Thus evincing his Divine power ; since 
this is in Job ix. 8 made a property of the 

Deity ; the words repiwatay, ws ix’ iddgous, 
iri Oaàáoons, meaning, * He who can work im- 
possibilities.’ So Horapollo Hierogl. i. 58, says, 
that the Egyptian hieroglyphic for expressing im- 
possibility was ‘a man's feet walking on the sea." 

26. pavracua] ‘a phantom,’ ‘ spectre,” *ap- 
ition,” ‘ghost; = Class. dopa. The Jews, 

ike the ancients universally, believed in the 
existence of spirits clothed in human form, to 
which were applied the names dvyracua, 
$éácua, and síóeAor. The disciples, some 
think, supposed it to be either the apparition 
of their Master, whom they imagined to be dead, 
or his argel (sce note on Acts xii. 15, and so 
Joseph. Ant. i. 20. 2. v. 6. l, uses $árracua for 
angel) for it was also the opinion of the an- 
cients that, on the death of the person, his tute- 
wid angel sometimes appeared in his exact form 
to his friends. Yet, as it is not to be supposed 
that the Apostles would entertain so low an idea 
of their Divine Master, it may rather be ima- 
gined that they took the appearance to be that of 
some tre, they knew not what; for it should 
seem they were not near enough to distinguish 
the countenance. Accordingly Jesus addressed 
to them the words, * It is J—I am the person— 
be not afraid.” 

27. só0f£ws] L. reads 1000s, from MSS. B, 
D, as also at Mark vi. 45, from B, L. But I 
shall be enabled to show that Mark scarcely 
ever uses the adject. for the adverb. Matth. 
uses it, as also John, but very rarely ; and there 
is no valid proof that he did so here. The evWvc 
scems to have come from the polishing school. 

28. xéXevoov, &c.] Under bid is also im- 
plied enable me to, &c.; for Peter desired a 
miracle to be worked, to prove that it was really 
Jesus, and not a ghost of some other person ; or 
a mere *delusive appearance, as @dvracua is 
rendered in the Pesch. Syr. Version. 
— wpos at éidGciv] L. and T. edit £AOsiv 

apoc ce, from B, C, D, and about 12 cursive 
MSS ; I add Mus. 5468. But the evidence is 
insufficient ; and ] suspect tbat the reading came 
from certain fastidious Critics, who made the 
alteration for the purpose of preventing the pro- 
nouns coming too close together,—a fault in 
composition, it must be admitted, yet such as 
was not unlikely to occur in composition so little 
studied as that of St. Matth. 

31. idícracas] The word properly signifies 
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32 Kal tépBávrev avrav eis TO TXoiov, éxóTaaev ò dávepos. 
33 i e > ^ ? / 3, ^ å 

Oi Sè év TH Xo, EMóvrtes mpoaexóvsav aÙT®, Xéyovres* 1Intr 10. 10. 
"Arnbas Oeod Tiòs et! John 1. 60, 

Ps. 3. 6, 7. 

3* Kal ĉianepáoavres, Abov eis tim yv Tevvnoapér. 35 xal 
èmuvyvóvTes avrov oi avdpes ToU TóTov éxeivou, améoteihav eis 
Anv Tv wepiywpov éxeivny ral wpochveyxay avTQ Távras 
TOUS KaKas Cxovras. 86 Kal vapexáXovv avTov, iva povov 
povrat tod xpaotrédov tov ipatlov ajroi: xai Scot jyravro, 
SveawOnaav. 

X V. 1*Tore mpocépyovras TQ "Inoov of amò 'IepocoXOpa suar 7.1. 
to stand tx bivio, undetermined which way to 
take, and hence gen. ‘to be in doubt.’ So Eurip. 
Or. 625, dtrAHs uspíuvns diwrvyovs là» ddous. 

32. du Avr]. L. and T. adopt dvaBdvrep, 
from B, D, and 3 ancient cursive MSS., Orig., 
and Cyrill. But £u. is confirmed by éuf. supra 
v. 22, sine v. l, infra xv. 39. John vi. 17, 29. 
xxi. 3; and in a case where one term is as proper 
as the other, external authority must decide; 
espec. where internal evidence draws the same 
way, which is the case here ; since there is little 
doubt that in the 5 MSS. which alone have 
&paff., the reading was derived from the parallel 

tage of Mark, with which comp. Sept. in 
ona i. 3, &áviBn els TÒ mAotov,—the only pas- 
sage, however, where dvaf. is used in this sense. 
Nevertheless, &vag. seems to have been read by 
the Pesch. Syr. Translators, and is confirmed by 
the Lamb. Vulg., which has ' cum conscendissent 
naviculam,” since that would require dvaß., not 
&ufl. ; for though in Polyb. xxx. 9, 10, we have 
&pt n Tov AK Bow, yet the true reading seems to 
be &végn. That the reading åvaß. is Alexan- 
drine, I quite agree with Matthei. That áva- 
Bávros did once exist in some copies, we ma 
infer from the reading of the Ital. Vers.; nay, 
find dvaBdvri atvrw in Lamb. MS. 1193, one of 
the — — of E AE EAN MSS., cer- 
tainly of the ninth, perhaps the eighth century. 
— ó eus *the wind lulled, 

ceased.” The word occurs both in the Sept. and 
in the Class. writers, as Hdot. vii. 191, éxovratev 
© vepos. Scriptor ap. Suid., ol dveuor éxo- 
T 

. ol iv Tao Àoío] Fritz. and Meyer su 
pose the persons here mentioned to designate the 
crew of the ship, as distinct from the disciples. 
But it was not a ship, but a skif; which would 
not require much of a crew. However, since 
from John vi. 19, éAXnAaxéres, and Mark vi. 48, 
iv tw éXavverp, it — that the skiff was a 
row-boat. There might accordingly be several 
persons employed. 
— O:ov Yiós £1] Bishop Middleton has 

proved that the want of the Art. will not autho- 
rize us to translate * a son of God,' or *son of a 
God.' For,as to the former in the sense prophet, 
there is no proof that prophets were so called. 
And as to the latter, which is thought suitable to 
the ideas of Pagans, there is no proof that these 
men ere such; or, if so, they might join in the 
language of the Apostles on this extraordinary 
occasion. And though it is urged, that the dis- 
ciples were not yet acquainted with the — 
of our Lord, yet even that must be received wi 
some limitation. That the Messiah would be 

the Son of God, was a Jewish doctrine; and, 
therefore, if they acknowledged him as the Christ 
(a title which they had repeatedly heard him 
claim to himself), they must have regarded him 
as the Son of God hough how far they then 
comprehended the full import of the title * Son of 
God’ we cannot determine); and thus wpocexu- 
ynoay may be taken in its full sense. And what 
they themselves heard, they would be likely to 
impart to the mariners; whose exclamation may 
thus be understood in the highest sense. 'AAm- 
Oas, &c. too, implies as much as, * Thou art really 
[s character which thou claimest to be], the 

n of God.” Sothe Centurion, Matt. xxvii. 54, ex- 
claims, dA nOcs Ocov Yids yy ob Toc, where see note. 

35. imıyvóvres abtov| ‘having recognized 
him ;' i. e. as the person who had already wrought 
so many miracles of healing in their neighbour- 
hood (comp. ix. 30), and ascertained him to be 
such: an expression found also in Mark vi. 33, 
sq. Luke xxiv. 16. 31. 

XV. 1—20. Mark vii. 1—23. The fame of 
Jesus had now become so great, that the Jewish 
rulers thought it high time to put a stop to its 
further progress. 

— Tpoc£pxovrat: — Papicaio} Since, as I 
have shown, the full construction of this briefly 
expressed sentence would be ol iy 'IapocoAóuwv 
TpauuaTsts xal Papicaio: epocipyovrar tw 
"I. doo ‘Iep., the Article ol, cancelled by Lachm. 
from B, D, and 6 cursive MSS. (and 2 Mus. 
ones) cannot be dispensed with, nor, as Mr. Alf. 
thinks, left to be implied ; it was prob. removed 
by those who (like many modern expositors) mis- 
took the nature of the construction. ere it 
not so, the occurrence of the ol in al] the copies 
at Mark vii. 1, would not prove its genuineness 
here, since the construction is different. Inter- 
nal evidence is quite in its favour, since it was 
likely to be cancelled by Critics, who stumbled 
at the word by not prenu the force of the 
Art., esp. as separated from its noun, which ps 
riety of language demands in such a case. Had 
Bp. Middl. seen this, he would not have given 
countenance to the removal of the ol, as if ad- 
verse to his canons. I cannot agree with the 
Bishop, that the mere probable sense is that 
some Scribes and Pharisees came from Jerusa- 
lem. As to the Syr. Vers, this is a caso 
where Versions have no great weight, and the 
Syr. does not say *came from Jerusalem." In fact, 
there is no need to supply, &XGovras, hough 
found in the passage o ark, who thereby 
wished to make more prominent the fact, that 
those Scribes and Pharisees from Jerusalem (pro- 
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Tpapparets ra Papicaio:, Aéyovres ? Atari ot pabrral cov 
vapafaivovat THy Tapábocip tAv Tpeafvrépov; ov yap vir- 

dà ^ » ^ e » , 0L 3*0 Se , 
TOVTO Tas Xetpas QUTOV, OTAY APTOV ECOULWCLDV. aToxpt- 

Geis eiev avrois Aarti kai wpeis Tapafjaivere thy évroAnv 
bExod. 20. TOU Ocov da THY Tapdéoow tpav;  *  'O yap Ocos évereiXaro, 
Deut. 5. 10. 
Eple. 6. 2. 

Lx d. 21.17. 
Les. 35. 9. 
Prov. 30. 20. 

bably the most eminent of all in Judza) had 
come thence purpoeely to watch our Lord's pro- 
ceedings. The reading, $apicaior xai T'eaun., 
found in B, D, and 6 ancient cursive MSS., is 
worthy of attention, espec. as confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr., Copt., Pers., and Armen. Versions, 
and morcover, having internal evidence in its 
favour, though it has met with no countenance 
from L. and T. Yet it derives support from 
Mark vii. 1, though it is not likely that the 
mere position of the words should have been 
altered from thence. It would seem that the 
statement in Mark is, like many others in that 
Evangelist, minutely exact. The persons in 
question prob. consisted of the Jtuling Pharisees, 
who acted as a Committee for the whole body, 
accompanied by certain individuals of the Scribes, 
who had been deputed by the body at large 
to act for them on this occasion. e are, of 
course, much in the dark on this and many other 
points of Jewish Ecclesiastical Antiquity, and 
consequently are left not a little to conjecture. 
See note on Mark ii. 16. 

2. T)» rapasooty Tov mpechvripæv] Ila- 
páč. signifies a precept, or body of precepts, not 
written, but handed down by tradition. So Jo- 
sephus, Ant. xiii. 10, 6, says, Ors vouiua wo\Ad 
Twa Wapidooay Tw Ónünuwc oi Papicaia ix 
watipwy Óiadoyrs. deep obx dvayéypawrat 
iv Tois Mwvoíws vonois. hese voutua were 
afterwards digested into one body, and called the 
Tulmud ; divided into the Mischna (or Text) and 
the Gemura (or Commentary). By trav rpec- 
Burépwy are meant, not the elders or members 
of the Sanhedrim, but * the ancients ;’ as in Heb. 
xi. 2, éuaptupn¥ncay ol rproB. 

3. &aTí kai buets—tuav] ‘why do ye too,’ 
i.e.'on your part?" Our Lord confutes them 
from their own positions; skilfully opposing the 
Tapádocts Tiv Tpsa(jvr£pmv, &c. to the évroAn 
Tov O:ov ; and before he disputes respecting the 
tradition to which they referred, he uproots the 
very foundation on which their whole reasoning 
was erected ; showing, by a manifest example, how 
often this was at variance with the Divine Laws. 
— dia Thy wapadoow] Not ‘by,’ but ‘because 

of,’ ‘ by reason of,’ ‘on account of your tradition: 
iva thy Tapádociv buy tThpyonte, as Mark 
more distinctly expresses it. 

4. iver. Aéycv] L. and T. edit. elvev, from 
B, D, and 2 cursive MSS., confirmed by some 
Versions and several Fathers. But the autho- 
rity is insufficient, espec. as internal evidence is 
adverse, since it was more likely that eiarsv should 
have been adopted in those copies from the pa- 
rallel paseage of Mark, or from the Versions, 
than that Ire should have been altered to iver. 
Ady. in all the MSS. but 4; at least, I find it in 

Aeyor Tipa Tóv watépa [cov] xai Tùv pntépa kac 
ò KakoXOyar matépa À pntépa, Üaváro TeXevráTox 
5 tpeis 06 Néyere “Os ay eim ro Tarpi À Tf) pnTpie Awpov, Ò 

all the Lamb. and Mus. copies. The same al- 
teration has been intruded at Mark xi. 6, from 
the same uncials and 2 others, with 5 cursive 
ones, but not the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Origen 
supports both readings. It is true that Irenæus 
and Ptolemy are pleaded for the «Toc» here: but 
there is in neither case any strict quotation, but & 
report of the general sense. Besides, it is not 
the Greek of Ireneus that is adduced, but the 
Latin Version, likely enough to be altered in 
order to suit the Latin Vulgate. Moreover, tbe 
elwey is as suitable to the Moon: at Mark vii. 
10, as the grave and dignified évere(Aavo to the 
ò Osós here, which, as Mr. Alf. observes, sup- 
no a remarkable testimony of our Lord to the 

ivine origin of the Decalogue; for the second 
commandment quoted is not in the Decalogue, 
but taken from Exod. xxi. 16. But that was a 
point not likely to weigh much with either the 
ancient Critics or the recent Editors. As to Dr. 
Mill, there is Aere displayed his not unusual 
siulability, since in his Proleg. he flatly contra- 
dicts what he had in the work itself affirmed, 
pronouncing iver. Afyewr to be a scholium on 
ciwe, as if so plain a term would need explana- 
tion. I cannot help suspecting that iver. was 
altered to siwev, for no better a reason than to 
make the antithesis between Divine and human 
commands the more exact. 
— Tíua TÓv TaTípa] Exod. xx. 12. This 

wis — to — under obedience 
and dutiful respect, taking care of and support- 
ing. See Numb. xxii. u SL Judg. xiii. 
17. Deut. v. 16, Eph. vi. 2. So Eccles. iii. 8, 
iv Epyw kal Aóyo tina watrépa. Thus also 
Kaxo\oyety, answering to Hebr. Y, denoted 
slighting, neglecting {to support}. Such, too, was 
the mode of interpretation sanctioned by their 
own Canonists. See Lightf. and Wets. See Exod, 
xxi. 17. Comp. Deut. xxi. 18. Xov is cancelled 
by Griesb., Fitch., L., and T. on strong external 
authority, but internal evidence draws two ways, 
and the Pesch. Syr., Arab., and Pers. confirm the 
cov. Besides a few ancient copies have the cov 
after unrépa, and hence we may suspect that 
variation of position might lead to exclusion. 
Two of the best of the Lamb. MSS. have cov, 
and at least half of thc Br. Mus. copies. The 
— Lamb. has the word twice (as in the 
Pesch. Syr.), and so has Ptolemæus ap. Epiphan. 
T. 33. 4, as also has the Sept. in all the copies 
but & few of little note. 
— The full sense of the brief phrase 0avaro 

T£ÀsvTÁTO, formed on the Hebrew, my nm, is 
‘let him come to his end, die, by a violent 
death, ‘be put to death without mercy,’ ‘die 
the death,” to use our old phrase. 

5. éwpov) scil.éorw. From the parallel pas- 
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eav e£ euod mpernOijs, [xai] où uz) viuo Tov TaTépa aùroû 7) 
THY pnrépa avToU. 6 kal Nxupwoate THY evToAnY TOU Beod bid 
Tiv mapáðosiw vuv. 7 ‘Troxpitai! Karas mpoepirevoe Trepi 

sage of Mark it would seem that dapow is here 
simply the interpretation of the Hebr. 3335 de- 
noting any thing devoled—namely, to the service 
of God. But as it was often employed in making 
a vow against using any article, it came, at length, 
to denote any tbing ibited ; and, if spoken 
with reference to any particular person, the 
pbrase imported that the vower obliged himself 
not to give any thing to the person in question ; 
and thus, if that person were the father of the 
vower, he was held prohibited from relieving his 
necessities. Such is the view taken of the term 
by Lightf., Grot., Camp., Kuin., and most of the 
recent Commentators. Wet it seems more natural, 
with the ancient Fathers, and some modern Com- 
mentators, to take dwpov simply of something 
consecrated, or rather supposed to be consecrated, 
to pious uses, by a collusion between the sons and 
the priests, so as to leave the father destitute. 
For (to use the words of Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit. p. 
246) ‘when the Jews wished to evade the duty of 
supporting their parents, they made a pre „Or 
at least an erentual dedication of their property to 
the sacred treasury : or rather a dedication of all 
that coald or might have been given by them to 
their parents, saying, Be it . From that 
moment, though at liberty to expend such pro- 

rty on any selfish purpose, they were prohibited 
rom bestowing it on their parents. Thus xop- 
Bav, ċčøæpov, might imply the notion of prohibi- 
tion; but it could not express it. On either in- 
terpretation, however, to say to a parent ' Corban, 
K&c., was a breach of the commandment, in spirit 
if not in letter, and was virtually xaxoXovyeiv 
Watipa. 

o ddv iE éuov w@peX.] Render, ‘ whatso- 
ever thou miglitest, or shouldst, have been profited 
by me.” The édv is for dv, and belongs princi- 

lly to the verb, but also to ô, to express ever ; 
by an idiom frequent in St. Matthew. 

— Kai ov wh Tiusam, &c.] There is here no 
small difficulty in the construction, in which 
many suppose an ellipsis of some word, such as 
Oprirte:. But no ellipsis, properly speaking, can 
here have place. We may rather suppose an un- 
finished sentence, some apodosis being wanting 
to be supplied from the context; of which Fritz. 
adduces several examples, with references to Cri- 
tics. Bp. Jebb, indeed, thinks that the context 
has eithin itself the full meaning; q.d.‘ Who- 
soever shall say , &c., must also not 
honour his father or mother,' i. e. he is under 
an obligation not to do so. But this is doing 
violence to the construction (xai ov uù Tiuńhon 
being suspended on os dy «Ux y), and introducing 
what would, I apprehend, be bad Greek. It is 
better, with Winer and De Wette, to regard Kal 
où uy Tig. as the conse of os av eixn, 
whereby o» uù with a subjunct. yielding a future 
sense, q. d. ‘he shall not need to honour,” equiv. 
to, ‘he shall even be free from the obligation 
thereto.” As to Olshausen’s mode of supposing 
xai to be Heb. sign of the consequence, that is 
the least satisfactory of all, as the one first men- 
tioned is the least objectionable; for in the 
others the xai, if not redundant: is at once forced 

and jejune :—and it is well remarked by Fritz., 
that *although xai is sometimes placed at the 
beginning of an Apodosis, it ought always to 
contribute something to the sentiment; which 
here would be otherwise. If that method be sot 
Moped. we may best introduce the reading of 
B, C, D, and 5 cursive MSS. (to which I add 
Mus. 1810, 17,982, 19, 18.211, 16,943, 15,581, 
and Covell 1, omitted by Mill), by which the 
«ai is removed. So Lachm. and Tisch. edit., 
and also T:u:o::, from B, C, D, E, A, O, and 13 
cursive MSS., to which I add 1 Lamb., 2 Scriv., 
and 4 Mus. copies. But it is not indispensable 
to read ripsjoec, which seems to have sprung 
from a gloss, or grammatical alteration : and to 
cancel xai is very much like cutting the knot, 
which is best untied in the first proposed method : 
and the xai is strongly supported by the Pesch. 
Syr., Ital., and Vulg. Versions. The words 1j) 
Tùy unTípa avrov are cancelled by L. and T., 
on very insufficient authority (only 2 MSS.), 
and against infernal evidence ; for it is manifest 
that the words in those two copies were lost by 
the repetition of airov. As to the absence of 
the second ato in not a few copies, that arose 
from alteration to remove a cellas repetition. 
Sec supra, v. 4. 

6. xai hxupwoate—wapdsoow vuv] The 
«al may have the sense tmo, ‘yea, as at Mark 
vii. 12, or ‘and (so = thus)? It is well 
pointed out by Bp. Jebb, that ** our Lord here 
re-asserts, and with aggravated force, the charge 
with which he commenced his indignant recrimi- 
nation; and from mere fran lon of the com- 
mandment of God he proceeds to absolute nulli- 
fication thereof." 

4. wpoepnr.} From the use of this term, 
the earlier Commentators in general regard the 
subsequent passage, v. 8, 9, as an actual prophecy ; 
while many later ones consider it as only a 
covert prediction of what should happen, veiled 
under the language of severe reproof: while, 
— others, as Le Clere, see no prediction at 
all. But doth the 2nd and 3rd modes of inter- 
pretation are untenable. One thing may be 
granted, that the term «pod. does not necessa- 
rily designate prophesying future events, but may 
admit of being taken in the frequent sense of 
speaking or writing under Divine inspiration. 
And that Chrys. and Theophyl. so understood 
the word, is pretty clear from their exposition. 
Nay, Le Clerc, Mald., Whitby, and Dr. Bland, 
do not raise the sense of wpoed. beyond that of 
simply speaking ; the sense, they say, being only 
that Isaiah well said of the hypocrites of his age, 
which is true of the like hypocrites in every age ; 
so meaning, in other words, * he said what exactly 
suits you, insomuch that he could not have 
spoken otherwise, if he had really had respect 
unto you.” So, too, Dr. Hammond, Bp. Pearce 
Abp. Newc., and Dr. Campb. This, however, 1 
consider an altogether unnccessary, and, indeed, 
objectionable lowering and explaining away of a 
very weighty and even august term, since tho 
words thus introduced are those of JRHOVAN 
himself. Accordingly, I now agree with Vi- 
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ge». vuv Hoalas, Xéyow 8°’Eyyiles por ô Xaós obros TH 
TTOMATL AUTOY, Kal Trois yeiXecí pe Tia 7) 66 kap- 
6í(a avTÓÀv TOppe améyet aw pod ? párny 66 céBov- 

4, 2 ⸗ , , r Tai pe, Siddcxovres Stbacnarias évráNu ara àvOpo- 

tringa, Hoffm., and Dr. Henderson, on Is. xxix. 
13, that there is not here even an accommodation, 
or application, by way of illustration, of the words 
of Isaiah ; but that we are warranted in interpreting 
the words literally of prophecy. So Vitringa: 
* Demonstrat Dominus in bis verbis Prophetiam 

hominibus sui temporis ; et qu e Pha- 
risæis quos ibidem redarguit." Bishop Lons- 
dale, in his late Annotations on the Gospels 
well remarks : ** We here learn that these words 
of Isaiah, originally spoken concerning the reli- 
gious state of the Jews in his day, were spoken 
prophetically, and no less truly, concerning the 
religious state of the Scribes and Pharisees in 
our Lord’s days.” It would, however, have been 
better to say, ‘ the words of Jehovah recorded by 
the Prophet Isaiah, &c.' I find this view con- 
firmed by Euthym , who says (doubtless copyin 
some ancient Greek Father) : "Ays (Christus) 
TÓV TpophTny sls picov, aráXat KaTnyopouvTa 
avTOv à vuv obros ( aitds) kaTw'yópnot: 
kal delxyvoty, Ore AUTOS low ò káxtiya Št 
dxeivov (Isaiah) — It was to be 
expected that the Evangelist should use apos. 
and not a simple verb of speaking, since we have 
supra, v. 4, ó Osós dvereiiato, not Mwos 
elev, as in Mark. Dr. Henderson well observes, 
that “while the Prophet [rather God through 
the mouth of the Prophet] rebuked his contem- 
poraries, his inspired declaration [rather the de- 
clarations of God through him] stands on record, 
as a perpetual rebuke of the evil [rather, the 
same vice] and bore pre-eminently [rather, 
looked forward to, foresaw] its fullest develop- 
ment in the religion of the Scribes and Phari- 
sees." There is nothing to censure, but rather 
approve, in the view taken by Grot., who regards 
what is here recorded as another fulfilment of 
the same prophecy [Diving declarative predic- 
tion]: “ Sciendum est (enim) posse unum idem- 
que vaticinium, plus semel impleri; ita ut et 
huic et illi tempori conveniat, non solo events, 
sed Divina etiam m directione." That it 
was meant quite as much for the then state of 
things in Judes, may be inferred from the words 
of the Prophet which follow the passage here 
uoted, and which are adduced by St. Paul, 
Cor. i. 19, droi thy codiay Tav copar, 

xal Thy cuvecty T&v GuveT(GV åblerhow, which 
words, as observes Dr. Henders., * contain a spe- 
cial prediction of tho awful judgment that God 
would inflict on the Jewish nation by means of 
the infatuation of their Teachers, which received 
its fulfilment iu the days of Christ and his Apo- 
etles; for their blind infatuation and deep ypo- 
crisy went far to bring about the destruction of 
Jerusalem, the downfal of the State, and the dis- 

rsion of the Nation.” But if v. 14 has evi- 
ently that application, why should not v. 13, 

espec. as closely connected with it, 20 as to form 
a common sentence ? 

8. The words éyyfYer—xal are absent from 
MSS. B, D, and L, and 2 cursive ones, with 
most of the Versions and several Fathers (to which 

Jacks. adds Euseb.), and they are cancelled by 
Griesb., L., and T. But the evidence is only 
sufficient to occasion suspicion, not to warrant 
exclusion. Internal evidence ought to be strong 
indeed to balance so overwhelming a weight of 
external authority (for I find the words in all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies); and the former is 
here not entirely against the words. The words 
may have been introduced from the Prophet; 
but they may also have been removed in those 
5 copies because not in Mark, and not necessa- 
rily requis for the purpose in view. Hence 
the authority of Versions (except the Pesch. 
Syr.), is not so weighty as that of MSS. ; and 
that of Fathers is far less so, espec. considering 
that some of them had probably in mind the 

e of Mark, not that of Matt. —So at least 
hrys., from whom, and from Origen, the pas- 

sage may have been curtailed. I doubt not that 
Matt. wrote the as it stands in our text. 
rec., and that Mark, thinking the above words 
not essential to his purpose, removed them, 

bly to his custom of condensing where per- 
missible, and enlarging where necessary. © 
variations from the Sept. (which the Evang. 
here followed) are next to none: the chief varia- 
tion is the placing of xai between av@. and 
é:dacx., which, however, has nothing to corre- 
spond to it in the Hebrew; and also a transposi- 
tion of the words é:daox. and írTáA., arisin 
pos from some confusion in the copies, cau 
y the carelessness of scribes. In v. 9, both the 

Sept. and St. Matthew differ not a little from 
the Heb. ; and the discrepancy is.such as cannot 
be removed, unless by resorting to so bold an 
alteration of the Hebrew text as sober criticism 
will not permit. For though there is no doubt, 
that for wn) the Sept. rod yim, and for rmo 
read trom; yet although these are slight 
alterations, they ought not to be admitted, on 
authority far greater than that of any Version, 
nor indeed all the Versions; because they break 
up the construction of the whole sentence, the 
*) yo" (inasmuch as) at the beginning of the 13th 
verse corresponding to P (therefore) at the be- 
ginning of v. 14. Thé words of the Prophet 
may literally be rendered, * Their worship of me 
is (oni ] a taught commandment of men, or dic- 
tated b their injunction ;' i.e. their religion 
rests only on the precepts of men's teaching, i. e. 
according to the tradition of the elders, and the 
interpretation of the Scribes. So that, upon the 
whole, though there be a discrepancy in words, 
there is little or none in sense, forming what 
Hoffmann calls a versio toa. 

9. ivráňu. áp0p.] i.e. the injunctions, or 
edicts, of men as contrasted with the commands 
of God, called in N. T. 4proAat. So Mark adds 
d$évres yàp Thv ivrorAhyv mov Os0U k.T.À. 
Render, * teaching as doctrines the injunctions of 
men ;' meaning, teaching as doctrines of God 
what are the mere injunctions of men. This 
construction comes under the head of 4 fion, 
as in Luke ii. 30. Rom. viii. 25. Eph. i. 7. ii, 
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Axovere xai awviere ! 
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104 Kai 7poexaXecdjevos tov ÓxXov, elmev avrois* aVark T. 
U OU Tò eicepyópevov cis TO CTA KOtVOL 

tov üvÜporrov GANA TO ékTopevój.evov Ex ToÜ aTÓpaTOs, TOUTO 
xowvot Tov avOpwrov. 1? Tore mpocedOovres oí pabnral [avrod] 
4 

éoxavoania@Onaap ; 
, 3 , e , ?v oùe édóvrevoev ò llaráp pov 

t elmov avrg Olas, Ste oi Dapicaion axovaavres Tov doyor, 
13e'Q è dzroxpiOeis elme Ilaca gurea, esom ws. 

e , a 9 , 6 oupamos, éxpilwOncerat. 
14 f*Adere avrous odnyot eisi Tuddol rudrav tudrds 86 rug- [Iian 10. 

15. 1 Thess. v. 8. Of course, the Apposition is 
equiv. to nempe, and hence the xai, which Fritz. 
requires here, is unnec . Whether the Sept. 
meant that by the xal introduced, may be doubted 
—wmore probably the Vulg. ef. As respects the 
Pesch. Syr. and Arab., the rendering, * doctrines 
of human commandments, is a free version, 
though well representing the sense of the He- 
brew. To turn from words to things; to teach 
these mere injunctions of men as doctrines of 
God, is authoritatively to impose them on the 
conscience as observances of intrinsic goodness 
and necessary to salvation. See Bp. Taylor's 
Works, xiii. 74. j 

10. wpoox. TÓv óxAov, &c.] Euthym. ob- 
serves, that, having silenced and put down the 
objectors, our Lord leaves them as incorrigible, 
and turns his discourse to the multitude (so 
called in opposition to the persons of note, the 
learned and the Pharisees). Comp. John vii. 49, 
© ÓxAÀos oUTOs ò uù yircookov Tdy vouov, —and 
to them, as better disposed, and more capable of 

ofiting, he addresses the justification of what 
is disciples had done,—and couches it under 

a great principle, on which the case in question 
turned ; introducing the explanation by a not un- 
usual form of speech, requesting such attention 
as might produce a competent understanding. 

1]. By vò sloepyopevoy els TÓ oróua is 
meant, ‘ what entereth into his month as food." 
(So Xen. Cyr. i. 6, 17, uses Trà eloroyra) and 
rò éxwopevopevoy ix TOU oTóuaTos (as we 
learn from the erplanation at vv. 18, 19), ‘evil 
discourse, emanating from corrupt hearts.’ Kovo? 
for xotydy worst. Comp. the passages of Plato 
and Philo cited by me in Recens. Syn. 

In thus speaking, our Lord did not intend to 
abrogate the distinction between clean and un- 
clean things for food. His meaning was only 
this; that nothing which they should eat was 
naturally * se impure (and therefore such as 
could defile the mind of man); but was only so 
by accident, from the quality, or quantity, by 
excess. As the best comment on this à 
compare the fuller explanation infra v. Y 20 
and xii. 35, 

To complete the present narration there should 
be supplied from Mark vii. 16, 17, ef ris ixu 
wera daovew, axovitw. Kail öre elonr\Oev ele 
olxov amò Tov oxXov, &c. for the words iris, 
&c., would be a very proper conclusion to so 
serious an address; and it is plain from the air 
of the words following, that they were not pro- 
nounced in the presence of the multitude, and 
while the Pharisees remained, but after they had 
withdrawn from thence, and (as we find from 
Mark) had returned home, 

12. sivo» atrw] Lachm. and (in his 2nd 
ed.) Tisch. edit, from B, D, and 6 other MSS., 
Agyovow aù., which reading has internal evi- 
dence in its favour (see note supra xiii. 28, and 
Mark vi. 31), but not sufficient external evidence 
to warrant its adoption. "There is even less au- 
thority for the cancelling of atrov just before ; 
and internal evidence is rather against it, since it 
was probably cancelled to remove a sort of caco- 
phony in avrov aire. 
— Tov Àóyoy] not ‘the word’ of God, or of 

the Lord, as Bp. Middl.; but the word before 
spoken, as Euthym. explains, which involves no 
violation of the doctrine of the Article. 

13. @ureia] The word properly signifies ‘a 
planting,” or ‘setting ; but by metonymy the plant 
itself, and here, taken generically, denotes the 
doctrines, or traditions rn question, by an allu- 
sion to the mind as soil, and as plants, 
just as the Word is elsewhere called seed (comp. 
John xv. 2); a comparison familiar both to the 
Hebrews (comp. Matt. xiii. 23, 38. John xv. 2. 
] Cor. iii. 6. Psalt. Sal. xiv. 3, ñ mureia avTov 
ippiQ(wuévn ele TÓv alwya) and to the Greeks. 
See the s cited by Kypke and others, 
By the ‘ — not planted of God,’ must here 
be meant the plantation, or system of doctrines 
(comp. 1 Cor. iii. 6, ¿yœ ipút:voa) of the Pha- 
risees, doctrines of pure y uman, not of Divine 
planting, as being, says Euthym., 5? vapádoocis 
TOV TrpsavTíowv xai Ta ivráNuara Tav &v- . 
Opwwrwy (as opp. to n &ióackaAia Tov Orov). 

evertheless, fom Tertullian D. Præser. Hæret. 
c. 3, it appears to have been applied to the false 
system of teaching of Heresy, as opp. to the truth 
of God, as preserved in his Church Catholic. 
And so Const. Apost. l. i. c. 1, Osou $vraía, 4 
kabo: ExxAnoia. 

14. dényot slot trupdol ruprwv] Render, 
‘they are blind guides of blind persons.” No 
little force is conveyed by the juxtaposition (as 
in the passage of Sextus Empir. cited by Wets.) 
of these two prominent expressions, paie s 
spoiled in the reading Tv. elo: 00. TupÀ. 
edited by L. and T. from a few MSS., evidently 
an alteration proceeding from purblind Critics, 
and adopted, alas! by blind guides. Our Lord 
does not deny, but admits, that they are guides ; 
and indeed they themselves (as appears from 
what is said at Rom. ii. 19, 20) claimed to be 
such, nay more, even odnyot TupAwy, didacxa- 
ot vnmiwv, and other boastful titles; and such 

is implied here ; our Lord meaning to say, they 
claim to be guides of the blind, when they them- 
selves are blind, and therefore unable to guide 
themselves, much less others. The blindness in 
question was, of course, one not so much of the 
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e Mark 7.17. ov dày. Oonyy, audotepos cis BoOuvoy trecotvrar. 15 8’ Arroxpt- 
Gels è 6 Ilérpos elev arrë Ppdcov uiv tw twapaBorny 

7 16 h € ? ^ 9 3 A s y e ^ , ⸗ é 

h Infra 16.9. TAÚTNV. O è 'Igoos eimer kuv ral veis àcvvero 
èste; 17 Obr vocire, Ort Tay TÒ ciomopevópevov eis TO OTOMA, 

1James 3.6. eie. THY KocMav ywpel, xal cis apeòpõva éxfBaXXera,; !8iTà 
6é éxmopevóueva èx Tod oTÓuaTos, èx THs Kapdias éképyeras, 

kGen.6.8. KGKEiVa Kowo? TOV avfpwrron. 
& 8. 

19k’K yap ris Kxapbias éEép- 
Mai. yovrar Suadoyicpol mopol, pivot, poryelat, Tropyeiat, kXorrai, 

apevSopaptupia, Bracdnpia. % Tatra oTi Tà kowobvra Tov 
&vÜperrow Tò 86 avimrou yepot payeiv ov kowo? Tov avOparrov. 

1 Mark 7. 94. 

Tvpov xai devos. 
211 Kai ékerOav éxeiÜev ó 'IgcoUs, aveywpnoe eis Ta pépn 

22 Kai idov, yuv) Xavavaia, amò Tov opiwy 
éxeivewy  é£eX0oDaa, éxpavyacey aiT@, Méyovca: '"EXégaóv pe, 

understanding, as of the heart; the latter de- 
ceiving the former. So in Is. xliv. 20, it is said, 
“a deceived heart hath turned him aside.” 

15. mapaßoàńv] The sense of the word here 
is, ‘a moral maxim, or ‘ weighty apophthegm.’ 
It is not that Peter did not understand st (for it 
was by no means obscure, insomuch that our 
Lord says xal ipste dovveroi iore); but that 
his prejudis prevented his receiving it. Indeed 
he could scarcely believe his ears, that a distinc- 
tion of meats availed not; and therefore asks an 
explanation. 

48. áxury] Put adverbially for £i, ‘even yet,’ 
as not unfrequently in the later Class. writers. 

17. é$sópeva] A word of the Macedonian 
dialect, no where else occurring. From its ety- 
mon (á*ó and ¥ĝpa) it signifies a place apart, 
and thence a privy, said, by a euphemism, for 
Ko pv. 

18—20. Here our Lord proceeds to say what 
does defile tho man; namely, evil words, as ema- 
nating from corrupt hearts. Comp. James iii. 6. 
He then traces the effects of both, in the principal 
vices which pollute man ; all originating in evil 
concupiscence. Comp. James i. 14, 15. On the 
exact force of the terms d:aXoytouol wovnpoi, 
ovo, uoiytiat, Wopvetat, kAowal, Wevdouap- 
tupiat, Braodpnuilas, see notes on Mark vii. 21, 
23, where they are classified and arranged in re- 
gular order. 

21. els rà uépn Tépov xai Z.] Namely, the 
confines of Tyre and Sidon. As our Lord seems 
not to have actually entered into the Gentile ter- 
ritories, we may here (with Grot.) interpret eis 
versus, towards; as answering to onr ward in 
toward. Or, if that be thought too great a 
licence, we may take uépn as said for u:0ópia, 
which is used by Mark. Now us0Üopior denoted 
a strip of land situated between two countries, 
but properly belonging to neither ; though some- 
times reckoned to one or the other. So often in 
Tbucyd. 

22. Tur Xavavaía] Called by Mark 'EA- 
Anvis Lupogoiveaca, i. e. a Gentile, a Phoni- 
cian of Syria. Lupo. was said by way of dis- 
tinction from the Phenicians of Africa, or the 
Carthaginians. Kavavaia here seems to have 
been used, and not the more precise term Dow., 
because in the earlier Syro-Chaldee original 

there was written pmts. Indeed, it should 
seem that the word doi». had not been intro- 
duced into the vulgar Hebrew ; for the word no- 
where occurs in tbe Hebrew of the O. T., but 
only in the Greek of the books of the Maccabees. 
That Canaan (as Gesenius observes in his Heb. 
Lex. in v. »p33) was the domestic name of the 
same people whom the Greeks called Pheni- 
cians, is evident from the Phenician medals, on 
which we find the word m33. And so the inha- 
bitants of these parts are called Canaanites in 
Num. xiii. 29. Judg. i. 80, sqq., but * Pheni- 
cians’ in the Sept. Vers. of Exod. vi. 15. Josh. v. l; 
but in Hebr. of the above ‘ Canaanites. 
In the Sept. (as might be expected) the names 
Pheenicta and the lurd of Canaan ; Phenicians 
and Canaanites are used promiscuously. . 

The woman was & Gentile by birth, though 
not, as some have supposed, a proeclyte, but a 
heathen by religion, called "EAAnvis by Mark 
(vii. 25). Yet it does not at all follow that sho 
was an tdolatress; for many Gentiles in those 
parts were believers in the one true God, and 
felt much respect for the Jewish worship, though 
they did not profess it. The word Kupie, by 
which she addresses Christ, must, as is plain 
from the vit Aavié following, mean Lord, not 
Sir, or Master, as Abp. Newcome and Campb. 
render. The woman might easily have learnt 
both the doctrine of a Messiah, and the appella- 
tion Kupios, from the Jews. It appears from 
St. Clement (Homil. ii. 19), that the name of 
the woman was Justa, and that of ber daughter 
Bernice; and it appears from that and 
others, adduced by Anger. Harmon., that tho 
preachers of the Gospel in the time of Clement 
used to sojourn in their journeyings across that 
border-land at the house of Bernice. For a par- 
ticular explanation of this narrative, showing the 
peculiar peopt ity of our Lord's conduct, in 
making the manner in which be complied with 
the request of the Greek heathen (ordained by 
the providence of God to be one of the first 
Heathen prose) n a type of the mode in which 
the Gentiles should be received, see Horsley's 
Sermons, vol. iii., and Jortin's Works, ix. 239. 
— ixpatvyacey| This may, with most recent 

Expositors, be construed with Ady. ; but better 
with avrw, as thus yielding a stronger and moro 
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Kupse, vie Aav! 9 Ovydrnp pov kakds Saovifera B ‘O 
66 ove arexpiOn auth Xoyov. Kai mpocedOovres ot pabnral 
QUTOU Npwroy avTOv, héyovress "Amroduvcoy aùrùv, Sti Kpater 
ómwÓev cov. 24°O è amoxpibels elmer Ovtx ámrearáAqv 
ei pn eis TA mpóßara Ta amorwhóra oixov "Icpand. ?5'H de 
ehGovoa Trpocekvve, avro, Xéyovca: Kupie, Boner pos! 26 “Q 

66 dTokpiÜels elme Ovx Eott xadov Xafeiv TOv prov TOV 
Téxvow, xal Barely ™ rois Kvvapiots* 27 “H 8e eme Nai, Kópve: Bp 7. 
xai yap Ta Kuvdpia égÜieu aro TOV iylwy TOV TurTOvTOV 
ano Ts TpaTéUjs tv kvpiov avTOv. B Tore azroxpifels 6 
"Inoods elev airy `N yivat, ueyáXn aov 15) mictis! yevnOnro 
cot ws OéXets. xai iaOn ù Ouyarnp avris aro THS Mpas éxeivgs. 

29 a Kal peraBas éxetÜev ó Inaots, Abe mapa thy Oaraccay p ~k. 
Tis l'ajàXa(ae kai avaBas eis td dpos, éxadOyto éxci. 30° Kai ons. s.s. 

definite sense; & mode also confirmed by the 
similar expression, v. 23, x«pá(et« OT100s» nuo, 
and by another at Psalm cxlvii. 9, compared 
with Job xxxviii. 4]. 

23. dwoXvco» aithy] ‘dismiss her; viz, 
with the t of the favour she asks;' as appears 
from vv. 24, 26; our Lord's answer, in which it 
is implied. 

24. &xoxpiOsic elw.] It is not precisely said 
to whom the answer was addressed. But it 
rem: most — to sup Ras of the 
ast pereons speaking, namely, the disciples; and 
80 almost all the Paraphrasis, confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr., Arab., and Pers. Versions ; and that 
is required by the nature of the disciples’ re- 
quest, which was evidently one for help to be 
pe her. Yet the answer may have been meant 
or the woman as well as the disciples, to let her 
know, as well as the disciples, why he had not 
complied with their request, nor der entreaty, 
not even bv a word. 

— oix dxsoráAny, &c.] As the Gospel was 
frst (see Acts xiii. 46) to be preached to the 
Jews, so our Lord might seem sent peculiarly to 
them. And accordingly he never did extend his 
ministration beyond the Jews, at least with such 
rare exceptions as that in the present case, by 
personal help. And during his lifetime be caused 
the offer to be confined to the Jews. Thus, in 
hie injunctions to the Apostles sent to evan- 
gelize, he directs them (Matt. x. 5, 6) not to go 
to the Gentiles, but wopevec@a: els rà 7rpoflara 
Ta awotwXcra Tov 'lopasA. So called dro- 
AwXora, with reference to the utter neglect of 
all due pestoral care by their spiritual shepherds, 
or chief priests. 

27. The woman, we see, uses the same dimi- 
wutice form as our Lord did, —a form, I would 
observe, not necessarily conveying contempt (and 
certainly not here), but mostly in the Class. an 
expression of affection towards the humble and 
attached dependants of the human family, and 
deserving to be cherished and suitably fed as 
such, viz. with the fragments of the meal, after 
the family have eaten as much as they choose. 
The woman, we see, with female tact, lays hold 
on this favourable point, thus converting what 
had the aspect of & slight into a plea to be fed 

with the crumbs of mercy. The custom here 
alluded to was one common both to Jews and 
Gentiles of which I have adduced several exam- 
ples (in addition to those of Wets.); the most 
apposite of which (as illustrating the case of such 
dogs as are in the passage of Mark spoken of as 
being under the table, namely, domestic dogs), 
and as presenting almost a picture, is the follow- 
ing: Liban. Orat. 182, C, mpòs tHe Tpa*ilne 
(read T Tpa*í(n) Kiwy ov utyas (equiv. to 
kvr&ptoy here) iari Toiv ómíac oxeNoww i(ávov, 
4pós aùriv dvífBNesra thy TpawiCny Keynves, 
OT ws eirpeic Exot (read ixn) TÒ aróma Wpde 
Tò Dur Toóu£yoy. The ancients, and some mo- 
derns (as Grotius, Le Clerc, Elsn., Schleus., and 
others), take vai to import, not ‘entreaty’ (as 
others), but assert; which, indeed, is most 
agreeable to the answer. And though AA does 
not follow, —as it properly should, —yet, in such 
— sentences, regularity is overlooked. 

ere (as often) ydp bas re ce to a short 
clause omitted, to be thus supplied : * True, 
Lord ! (but extend a small mu of thy help 
and mercy towards me;] for even (xai) the 
cni &c. 

© yÜrat, usydAn cov à $.] An address 
of bland courtesy (as at Luke xiii. 12). See note 
on John iv. 21. 

29. els rd ópos] Not ‘to a mountain,’ but, ‘to 
the mountain ;' the mountainous cliff, or ridge, 
which skirts the lake on all sides; and here that 
to the east must, as appears from Mark vii. 31, 
be meant. 
— éxabrro ul Not ‘ sate down there,’ but, 

* took post,’ ‘ fixed himself” there as a temporary 
bara. Comp. the very similar of John 

vi. 3, xal éxet éxd@., and so often in Sept., as 
2 Kinge xvii. 8. Comp. xxvii. 14. And so 
Acts ìi. 2, où ncav xaÜrusvo, commorantes. 
Schleus., indeed, says that this occurs in the 
Class. writers; but the two cxamples he adduces 
are only of the sense destdere, Accordingly this 
must bo regarded as Hellenistic Greck, formed 
on the use of the Hebr. 3c, though of that the 
only certain example is in Judg. v. 17, where 
Sept has wapolxnas, ' sojourned.' Our Lord, it 
seems, made a brief sojourn on some high ground 
of the rocky cliff of the lake, during which he 
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mrpoatjMÜov avt@ Sydot TONNO Exovres pef éavrüv ywrovs, 
Tudrovs, Kaos, KUAXOUs, Kal Erépous TroANoUs’ Kal Epprfray 
avToUs Tapa ToUs Todas TOD 'Inco), xai éÜepáTevoev avrovs* 
3! Gate ToU; ÓyXovs Üavuácat, Brérrovras Kwpovs XaXovras, 
KUXAoUs Uytels, Ya Novs 7repurraroUvras, kal Tuprouvs KXérovras- 

p Mark 8. 1. «al édofacay Tóv Oecóv ‘Iopa. 39?»'O 86 'Igaoís, Tpocxa- 
Aecápevos ToUs paOyras avro), elme — A3 Xoryxvitouas èm. tov 
ÓxXov, Ste HÒN * jpépat Tpeis mpocpevoval pot, Kal ov éyovat 

healed multitudes of disorders of the very worst 
class, such as were usually deemed quite in- 
curable, and worked one signal miracle recorded 
in Mark xii. 32—37, on a xwdós poytAddos. 
Seo note there. 

30. xvAXoís] The Commentators have not 
made it clear what is meant by this term, and 
how it differs from ywdAovs. In my Recens. 
Synop. and the two first editions of the present 
work, I explained it (after Kypke) to mean a 
person with a distorted limb, like our club-foot. 
And that the word should have that sense, would 
scem probable from its derivation ; it being cog- 
nate with xotAos. And that it in fact had such a 
sense is placed beyond doubt by the evidence ad- 
duced by Kypke, espec. from Hippocrates. Yet 
the adoption of it here is precluded by the use of 
the word in the only other of the N. T., 
where it occurs, infra xviii. 8. xv. 31. Mark ix. 
43, 45, where the sense in question is utterly 
inapplicable; and the term must plainly mean 
maimed (dvámnpos), and, as appears from the 
latter, matmed in the hand, or hands, or the feet ; 
a sense equally applicable, and therefore certainly 
to be adopted, in the present case. To account for 
this strange variety of meaning, we may suppose 
(as in the case of some other words) that the two 
senses had originally two different ferms to ex- 
press them ; and that these came at enata by 
carelessness, to be merged into one. The two 
terms were, I apprehend, xvAAóe, cognate with 
wotAos, and explained by Hesych. xdéurudor, 
and «xoAXos, or xoAos, which, as we learn from 
the Greek Lexicographers, meant xáAAvfos or 
xdAAuBos ; and was equivalent to dydwnpos’ a 
sense which the word might well have, as being 
derived from «oA «, cognate with xoAovw, to cur- 
tail, But to turn to the present case; as Uyceie 
follows, which would not be applicable to the 
supplying of a limb wanting, it is best to take the 
word as used, like our word maimed, of such a 
grievous hurt as deprives of the use of a limb. 

31. x«edoic] dumb, as supra ix. 32. xii. 22. 
Luke i. 22. xi. 4, and Sept. in Hab. ii. 18, 
rather unfreq. in Class. ; and the passages ad- 
duced bv the Lexx., Hdot. i. 34, and Xen. Cyr. 
vii. 2, 20, are uncertain, for it is not clearl 
made out whether the son of Croesus was dum 
or deaf ; and the probability is that he was both, 
deaf and dumb, as those born deaf always are. 
Sce Aristot. Hist. An. iv. 9. The only exam- 
ples I know of are Soph. frag. 595, xwonp, 
dvavdow. Aristoph. Ach. 681, ovdé» Óvras, 
aid kwdobc xai vapeEnvA nu£vovs, lit. * out 
of whistle, But in this use the pure Greek 
writers generally thought it necessary to swyotn 
a term fixing the sense. As to the passage ad- 
duced from Ken. Cyrop. iii. 1—19, rupAovs 1j 

Kew dob kal und’ órioUr dpovovrras tarn- 
Toa (comp. Levit. xix. 14, with Deut. xxvii. 
18), there the sense, as the Commentators ought 
to have seen, is deaf and dumb. From this pas- 

, and the first-mentioned one of Xen., there 
is little doubt that most, if not all, of the per- 
sons here spoken of were deaf and dumb. The 
case of the xedós uoyiXáXos in Mark vii. 32, 
was somewhat different. See note. 
— &ddf. TÓv Osó» lopañ] Mr. Alf. thinks 

this last word "Io. was added to the rest, as an 
expression of joy on the part of the disciples 
themselves. But surely it is far more applicable 
to the multitude, who, from the situation of the 
eres (which I have before traced out), were pro- 

bly almost all Gentiles. It would be nearer the 
truth to say, that the word 'lopasjÀ is meant to 
be emphatic, in tacit opposition to the so-called 
gods of the heathen. The Gentile beholders of 
those wondrous miracles might well glorify the 
God of Israel, seeing that all this was done by 
the power of the God of 7srae! alone, since no 
other could effect it. From the turn of the ex- 
pression, which is one very rare, I am inclined to 
think that the Evangelist had in mind Ps. lxxii., 
* Blessed be the Lord God of Israel, who alone 
docth wondrous things’ (Oavuácia) — words 
ushered in by wévra ra £0Üv»n maxaptovaw 
abTóv. Comp. Ps. Ixxxvi. 8. ‘ Among the [hea- 
then] gods there is none like unto Thee, O Lord ; 
there is not one that can do as Thou doest. All 
the nations (7rávra rà £0 yv. Sept.) shall glorify 
Thy name,’ óoEdcova: +d Óvoud cov. The ex- 
pression occurs elsewhere only in 2 Chron. vi. 16, 
and in Luke i. 68, «0Aoynró« Kópios 6 Orde oov 
'lepanA,—an ejaculation likely to have come 
now from the by-standing disciples, who not 
only glorified Him as a God in covenant with his 
people (for that any by-standing pious Jews 
sojourning there might do , but as Diving sent 
the promised Messiah in the person of Jesus of 

e. on m 2. oTi Hen utpat Toeis—puoi] In this 
sage, while the sense is plain, the EU is die- 
putable. The textus receptus and the bulk of 
the MSS. have ñuípas; while a considerable 
number of the most ancient and the best MSS., 
and some Fathers have 1épa1, which has been 
received by all the Critical Editors from Weta. 
to Scholz, on the ground of its being the more 
difficult reading. Yet this introduces an intole- 
rable harshness; for, as Fritz. observes, who ever 
heard of nuépat petis for u£pac Tpeis? This 
he would remove by inserting slow», xai after 
Tptic, on the authority of two MSS., two Ver- 
sions, and some Fathers. But, not to say that the 
authority ie far too slender, we have thus only an 
exchange of one harshness for another, in the 
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Tí daywou Kal amodvcat avrovs výoteis ov ÜéXo, urproTe 
exdubaciw év 77 00g. 33 Kai Xéyovaw avrQ oi pabntal avrov 

? € ^ 9 , » ^ a a IIo8ev nyiv èv épnula dprow tocovro, dore yoprdcat ÓyXov 
TOGOUTOV ; 3 Kai Xéyew aùroîs 6 'Inco0v Ilósovs dprovs 
&yere ; oi Òè elroy ‘Enrra, xal odtya iyOvdia. 35 Kal éxéXevae 
Toi; ÜyXois dvameceiv émi thy viv. 99 Kat Xafów tovs érra 
dprovs xai Tous ixÜvas, evyapioticas Exdace, kal wre Tois 
pabyrais avrob, ot dé naÜ8wral TQ OX. 37 a Kal épayov gp 

, N , 2 9 M ^ ^ Távres, Kat éyopráaÜnaaw Kal fpav TÒ TrepuaaeUov TOV KXa- 
cuárev, émTÀ amupidas TANPE. 38 Oi dé éaOiovres 7jcav 
Terpakwa y iio, avdpes, xapis yuvatKay kai muelo. 

39 Kal àvoAvcas ToUs ÓxXovs, * àvéBm eis TO Toor, xal 
Alev eis ta Op. Maryóaxá. XVI. ! Ka mpocedOovtes oi 

xai before 3pocau£vovat, which, followed by an- 
other xai, is scarcely to be tolerated. The diffi- 
culty may be better removed by supposing an 
ellipsis of sla: (supplied in D and a few other 
copies), and either regarding ñn Tpsis nufpai 
as an interposed clause, to be pointed off by com- 
mas; or, if that be — too harah, by taking 
Tpogcu£vovgt as not a , but a participle pres. 
dat The confounding of the two, one with the 
other, is not unfrequent. Thus in Thucyd. iii. 
3], it is only very recently that Critics have 
seen that Epopumweor (or rather, as I have shown 
ought there to be read, Epopuove:) is not a verb, 
but a part . Thus the construction will be 
perfectly regular, and agreeable to a very frequent 
idiom (on which see Matth. Gr. Gr. 8 ), 
e. gr. Xen. Hist. ii. ], 27, imel huipa rjv winery 
iwimAéove: rots 'A0. Thus the literal sense 
will be: ‘There are now three days to them 
continuing with me,’ &c. If, however, it should 
be thought that the verb subst. in this idiom 
cannot be dispensed with (though it would seem 
to be partly supplied by the 5ón, which almost 
implies it), we might insert cla; after Toſte, on 
the authority of the above MSS., Versious, and 
Fathers, but reject the xal, as having been intro- 
duced by certain sciolists who were i 
the true construction. The eic: might be ab- 
sorbed by the ele preceding. I cannot, however, 
recommend the reception of elo, because it has 
exceedingly slender external authority (I find it 
in not a single copy of the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS.) ; and internal evidence is quite against it. 
The text I have adopted is confirmed by the f 
port of all the Lamb. MSS. except 3, and of all 
the Mus. ones except 1, and by the suffrage of 
Lach. and Tisch. As to the ellipsis of ai-rois, it is 
by no means harsh. It is in the of Thu- 
cydides expressed, at least according to the read- 
ing avrois, approved by Poppo, and rightly re- 
ceived by Arnold. a p 

— Ti páywoı] The commentators regar 
the rí 2 put d 6. But pure Grecism would 
rather require o Tt, as in Crates, Onpía, frag. iii. 
3, p. 81. Meineck : Oùx dp’ iT ovdiv xpeac— 
ove’ o T. idvvácOn. 

39. ávíßn] So, for évéBn, Fritz, Lach., and 
Tisch. read, on the authority of many MSS, 
Versions, and early Edd. ; Scholz alone retaining 
the Vulg. Eternal authority is nearly equally 

orant of- 

balanced for either; though the most ancicnt 
and best MSS. (including nearly all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies) have dvé8n; and internal evi- 
dence is in favour of dvé8n, which, from its 
comparative uncommonness, might easily be 
changed to the ordinary term évéfn; though it 
is of unexceptionable propriety, occurring in the 
N. T. infra at Mark vi. 5], and perhape supra 
xiv. 32; in the Sept. at Jonas i. 3, dvéBy ale 
avTÓ, scil. rd mAotov, also in the best Classical 
writers, Homer and Thucydides ; though confined 
almost entirely to the earlier authors, the later 
writers using éuBaive. Yet dvuBalyw, as it 
was probably the original and appropriate term, 
so it always continued in use in the common 
dialect, and from thence was introduced into the 
Sept. and the New Test. 
—els ra pia Maydadrd] Mark says ale 

va pipn Aadrpavov0d. Yet there is no real 
discrepancy; since oo:a here (as not unfre- 
quently in the Hellenistic phraseology) ma 
mean — and Dalmanutha was a mafl 
town about three or four miles south of Mag- 
dala, and therefore probably in its district. 
All the difference is, that Mark'e account is 
the more definite, while both are equally trwe. 
Thue in Soph. frag. 647, we have ópia xa- 
AsóÜov to denote the road itself But it 
should rather seem that the situation in question 
was a sort of border-land between Magdala and 
Dalmanutha, and, like the Thurea in Pelopon- 
nesus, debatable between Magdala and Dalm., 
being on the utmost verge of Magd., and yet as 
being claimed by Dalm., was by some thought to 
form a part or tract of Dalm. I doubt not that 
the vessel came to land at the mouth of the pre- 
sent river Lymoun, where the Lym. and another 
stream come to a confluence; and that this de- 
batable tract was the strip of land running up 
the country between those streams, so tbat the 

ple of Dalm. accounted the Lymoun as the 
herder, but those of Magd. the other stream, havin 
the intermediate strip of land, where our Lo 
and his Apostles sojourned, debatable. That 
ae is wrongly edited by L. and T. on the 
authority of a very few MSS., is plain from 
the name Megdol at this day given to tho 
place. 

XVI. 1—4. See Mark viii. 10—12, and Luke 
xii. 54, and notes, 
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l. wespaQovres) scil. avrdy (expressed in 
Mark) for els +d weepd{eew avroy, * in order to 
try him,’ ‘ put to the proof” his —— to be 
the Christ. The term implies the false pretence 
which dictated the asking for the sign. They 
had already resisted the clearest evidence of 
miracles; and they now demanded a sign from 
heaven (one coming from thence, visible to all 
on earth, and thus proving him to be the Christ. 
See on supra xii. 38), hoping thereby to throw 
Jesus into a dilemma, by asking what might have 
been zow improper for him to grant, that so his 
refusal to comply with the request might lower 
him in the eyes of the people. Sufficient evidence 
they had already resisted ; and they now only 
asked for more, in order to scof the more. So 
the Jews, at his Crucifixion, asked him to come 
down from the cross, and said that then they 
would believe on him. "But, in such a case, to 
grant the request wero as useless as the demand 
itself was unreasonable; since, thus hardened 
and impenitent, ‘neither would they have be- 
lieved though one rose from the dead. 
— ixyo. on. $. 7. o.] It is not, as it might 

seem, surprising, that they should have, on this 
and other occasions, demanded of our Lord a sign 
from heaven. That was, by the blindness of 
Jewish superstition, regarded as the main test of 
Divine authority ; for they ignorantly imagined 
that the false gods of the heathen could give 
signs, show forth miracles, on earth; while signs 
Jrom heaven, they allowed, could proceed only 
from the true God of heaven. Sce the Apon 
phal Epistle of Jerem. v. 67. In favour of such 
a notion they pleaded several es of the Old 
Test., but on the present occasion utterly in vain. 

2. The words oy/(as—óuvacOs have no place 
in the Vat. MS., 2 other uncial ones, and a few 
cursive MSS. and Latin codices ; but no critical 
editor has rejected them; and they were doubt- 
less cancelled by the early Biblical Critics, on 
the same frivolous grounds with not a few other 
passages. 
= asl sub. gorar. The Jews, and, in- 

deed, the Greeks and Romans, were attentive 
observers of all p ostics of weather, fair or 
foul ; and many similar savings are adduced from 
both the Rabbinical and Classical writers by the 
Commentators; as Polyb. iv. 21. 1. Plin. H. N. 
xviii. 35. 

8. wupp. ervyvat(ov] If it be true, as the 
Lexicographers affirm, that the proper sense of 
otuyvos and orvyva{w is when used to express 
sadness or gloominess in the visage, and thence 
tropically, as here, of the sky to le dull or dark, 
that would involve a no inconsiderable anomaly ; 
for the proper sense of a word should be physicul, 
out of which may arise the figurative. 1 still 
think that such is in reality the case in the pre- 
sent instance. Why, I would ask, should not 
eTvyvd(wv signify Joe ring in the physical sense 
of becoming low, as the sky seems to do in dark 

weather? So oruyvorne Tov v epit xovros (celi) 
is found used in Polyb. iv. 2]. 1, of a lowering 
sky, with allusion to which we have in Eurip. 
Alc. 777, eTvyvdG wpcowrwm xal Evywppve- 
péve, of ‘a lowering look and knitted brows.’ 
And well may the word have this sense, for it is 
rightly derived by Lennep. Etym. from orvyor, 
derived from o riya (cognate with oridw), 
from ota, to stuff up; then ervyvòs will be 
stuffed up, thick (ames with clouds and va- 
peura), and consequently darksome. And so 

isd. xvii. 5, ervyvijv »vxTa. This is exactly 
the case in the instance of our adj. sad, which, 
after all, is best derived by the vadervalkcd ety- 
mological skill of S. Johnson, from au obsolete 
past Jeradpe of to sag, ‘to weigh or load down ;' 
sag'd being softened to sad. And this is con- 
firmed by our old, and now vulgar, use of sad for 
heavy ; though Spenser says, ‘more sad than 
lump of lead’ And such seems the sense in 
Milt. Par. Lost, ix. 1002, ‘Sky lowr'd, and,— 
muttering thunder—some sad drops Wept,' &c. ; 
such 4eavy drops as are preludial to a coming 
ptor; cspec. when preceded, as here, by earth- 
quake. 
— vroxpiTal] Lachm. and Tisch. cancel the 

word, on the authority of several MSS., three of 
them very ancient. But the weight of external 
authority is in its favour; and still more internal 
evidence, as existing in the circumstance, that, 
while several reasons may be imagined for its 
being remoted, not one can be imagined for its 
being introduced. It had place, we find, in the 
MSS. used by the Peach. Syr. and Vulg. Transl., 
and was, I suspect, only put out by certain 
Critics, whose purpose it was to remove what 
scemed to them a term too strong for tbe occa- 
sion, but, as Bp. Jebb has shown, from a very 
erroneous estimate of our Lord's character, — at- 
tenuating his gracious mildness into a tame meek- 
ness, quite remote from the Divine reality; un- 
mindful of the indignant severity of reproof, on 
fit occasions, employed towards presumptuous or 
hypocritical offenders.” Nevertheless, the same 
class of Critics have used the samo licence on 
other occasions, as infra xxiii. 11. Luke xi. 44, 
where there was no lel from which 
to introduce it. Besides, it occurs in all the co- 
per at xii. 56, sino v. l, and was not likely to 
ave bcen interpolated from thence in all the co- 

pies except 19 (I find it in all the Mus. and all 
the Lamb. MSS. except 1, and confirmed by tho 
Pesch. Syr. Vers.). 

— Trà 6i onpuetta] meaning ‘the miraculous 
events which foreshowed the coming of the Mes- 
siah in his kingdom.’ Our Lord intends to inti- 
mate that the same serious attention, which mede 
them usually good prognosticators of the weather, 
had they not been blind to the signs of the times, 
as they had ever been aforetime, might have 
enabled them to have discerned, by these signs, 
the truth of his pretensions, 
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4. Vide supra xfi. 39, and note. 
5. éwerdBovto] Mr. Alf. authoritatively pro- 

nounces that this is not put for the pluperf., and 
he renders, * they forgot to take bread.’ But thie 
is running counter to both ancient and modern 
Versions and Expositors, I believe, universally. 
Beza and Fritz. have well seen tbat there is here 
a popular brevity of expression, avoided in re- 

ar composition, for '' they paie * found ̀) 
that they had forgotten to take b 3 for, as it 
is added in the of Mark, they had but 
one loaf with them in the vessel, —a good reason 
why they should soon perceive their neglect to 

vide for themselves. This trifling irregularit 
which would strike no one but a verbal Critic) 

is far more tolerable than the sense assigned by 
Mr. Alf. as follows: ‘they forgot to take bread 
[for their land journey further], —a sense some- 
what jejune, and yet only extracted by violence ; 
and it would not help the matter if we were to 
suppose, with Mr. Alf., that these words were 
said after another voyage across the lake, which 
is mentioned by Mar viii. 13, in the words 
ipßàs mdv els Tò moion ádmrAOs a. T. T. 
Mr. Green is of opinion that this * departure,’ as 
Matth. calls it, or embarkation to cross to the 
other side, as Mark with more minute accurac 
describes it, was to Bethsaida, which he had left 
when he went to Magdala. But I doubt this. It 
is not, indeed, ified by either Matth. or Mark 
at what point of the lake their journey from the 
vicinity of Sidon to the lake terminated. It was 
at some distance south of Bethsaida, and pro- 
bably nearly opposite to the Dalmanutha men- 
tioned by Mark. And there is a point of moun- 
tain range two miles from the lake, and six or 
seven south of Bethsaida, which is probably the 
very site. This answers very well to the expres- 
sion in Matth. xv. 29, map T» 0dAaccav, 
‘rear by, within a near approach to it, as the 
Pesch. Syr. and Pers. and Vulg. Versions. And to 
this very well corresponds the apos ij» 04A. of 
Mark vii. 31,—a somewhat rare use (yet found 
at Acts v. 10, @0ayay pòs Tov adydpa avris), 
and, for that reason, altered to sie by the ancient 
eritical revisers, and, as usual, caught up by their 
bumble servants Lachm. and Tisch., froma only 
tome dozen MSS. Other Critics adopted the 
Tapà of Matth. Be that as it may, the point 
of forgetfulness on the of the disciples was, 
that they had, on leaving Magdala, omitted to 
provide themselves with bread for their use on 
resching Bethsaida, but had not become aware of 
this until they reached the place, or rather some 
uninhabited spot adjoining to the point of their 
disembarkation, which was not, as appears from 
Mark viii. 22, Bethsaida (i. e. the Bethsaida 
Julias), to whicb, we lcarn from Mark, they sub- 
sequently (probably the next morning) went, but 
some spot in the vicinity. There would be no 

difficulty in laying in provisions there for their 
journey to Cæsarea Philippi. 

6. opa kai mposi eral A strongly signifi- 
cant phrase intensitive by the conjunction of t 
terms (as in Arrian Epict. i. 3, opas xal wpoc- 
éxers, and Exod. xxxi. 13, op. xal qwvAdE- 
ae@s); thus serving the better to introduce the 
subsequent earnest caution, evidently suggested 
by the recent circumstance of the Pharisees and 
Sadducees, whose base endeavour to ensnare him, 
their infatuated blindness to the times and the 
seasons, and their incorrigible profligacy under 
the veil of hypocrisy—which entitled them to no 
sign but that at his own resurrection—must have 
greatly affected our Lord's tender spirit (seo 
uke xix. 31), and made the subject so upper- 

most in his thoughts as naturally to find vent in 
words on the first suitable occasion, by leisure 
and stillness. — 
— and Ths Couns] Meaning, as appears from 

the — at v. 12, the xis of those 
sects, designating, it should seem, the whole 
system of instruction pursued by them, both as 
regards doctrine and ordinances, teaching by ex- 
amples, and even practices, since it is at Luke 
xii. 1, applied to their À isy ; nay, from the 
application of the term by St. Paul (probably 
with that passage in mind) at 1 Cor. v. 6—8, it 
may extend to corruptness of heart and immo- 
rality of life. See note there. In this strong 
metaphor there is an allusion to the similar pro- 
perties of the two things,—the one being pene- 
trating, and rapidly, but imperceptibly, diffusive ; 
the other imperceptibly, but surely, pervasive, 
depraving the mind (what Milton ha pily ex- 
presses by “all corrupt, both mind Mud will de- 
prav'd"), and corrupting the principles to the 
very core, 
7 CtsdoyiYovro—sre dprous oóx éX.] Ren- 

der, not ‘reasoned among themselves (for a 
ane matter of fuct would have nothing to do 
wit reasoning), but, *considered among them- 
selves one with another by reflection, saying,’ 
&c. Of this sense examples occur in Xen. Mem. 
iii. 5, 1, and Dionys. Hal. Ant. x. 12, dtsAoyi- 
Yorro xal auveAdhouw ddAnAouw. In the pre- 
sent passage, iv éavTois stands for iv åA ńÀots, 
equiv. to mpds dAAnAovs, found in the parallel 
passage of Mark. The ör: is by Translators and 
Commentators generally taken to mean, *it is 
[i.e. this was said] because we have taken no 
bread;' it being supposed that the disciples ima- 
gined their Master to have intended thereby to 
caution them against supplying their present 
want of bread with such leavened bread as had 
been made by any Pharisee. It might seem, in- 
deed, scarcely credible that the disciples should 
have fallen into such a dull misconception, were 
this not shown to have been actually the case by 
our Lord'e words, v. 11. It appears, however, 
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that while turning this in their minds, and so 
speaking one to another, their care and anxiety 
was what they should do (being, as wo have 
seen, in a desert place) for want of the bread 
they had forgotten to bring with them; which 
care and anxiety argued the extreme weakness of 
their faith, even in the face of two such astound- 
ing miracles as they had a little before witnessed ; 
and hence drew down the well-merited rebuke 
from their Master which follows: for they had 
seemingly forgotten both the miracles, and the 
impressive lessons which accompanied them. 

l. éprev] So, for dprov, all the principal 
Editors, from very many MSS. (to which I add 
all the best Lamb. and Mus. copies), and some 
Versions. 

13—20. Comp. Mark viii. 27—30. Luke ix. 
13—21. Here commences tho second great Di- 
vision of our Lord's ministry on earth, introduc- 
tory, to his sufferings and death. 

3. ibùov l—hpora] Render, ‘Now as 
Jesus was going to,' &c. This sense is required 
by Mark viii. 27, where it is said that the subse- 
uent conversation took place on the road (viz. 
rom Bethsaida) to the part of the country in 
uestion whither they were going, called by 
latt. ra uépn Kaicapsías, by uk Tas kopas, 

in which latter we have a more exact designation, 
though involving no real discrepancy, since ra 
pépy designates the ‘country parts,’ in opposi- 
tion to the city; just as at xv. 21, ra pépn 
TEN xai Xid., and Mark viii. 10, ra pépn 
Aaku. 
— Tiva ut Adyouc:, &.} riv. for votov as 

v. 15. Mark viii. 27. 29. 1 Cor. iii. 5, or wotoy 
Twa, as Hdot. iii. 34. Bp. Middl. has shown that 
the interpretation of Beza and others, which sup- 
poses a double interrogation (* whom do men say 
that I am? the Son of man ?"), would involve 
an intolerable harshness, not to say soleciem. 
Y et, as the common reading and construction is 
thought liable to some objection, he thinks the 
— of Adler probable, that the received 

ing was made up of fto, viz.: riva ut Mi- 
youaw ol ávOpwo: elva: (which is the readin 
of Mark and Luke); and of Tiva Adyouow o 
čvðpwroi slvai Tov Yióy Tov ávOparmov ; which 
Adler thinks is the true reading of St. Matthew. 
The je is, indeed, not found in the Vatican 
MS., and several Versions and Fathers. But 
this authority is quite insufficient. In a single 
MS. the ue might be omitted by accident,—as is 

often the case with this and other pronouns. 
That the scribe of the Vat. B (or of its Arche- 
type) did unintentionally omit the we, is not im- 
provers. since in MS. C the me is put er 
éyovo: : and variation of position often tends to 

omission. As to the Vulg. not having the pro- 
noun (though even there the Lamb. copy, of the 
seventh century, das the pronoun), the authority 
of that Version is overbalanced by the testimony 
of the Italic, which has the pronoun. The use 
of the pron. here seems called for by its use in 
the next verse and in the parallel passages of 
Mark and Luke. Nor can the commonly received 
reading be said to involve any thing really ob- 
jectionable as regards the sense. e may sup- 
pose that the purpose of our Lord in asking his 
disciples what men thought of Him, was ouly to 
hear what they thought of Him ; and where wrong, 
to ect them right. On no former occasion did 
our Lord so dircctly style Himself the Sor of 
man, an appellation which, it is plain from Luke 
xxii. 69, sq., was taken by the Jews as equiv. to 
the Son of God, implying Messiahship. In so 
doing, our Lord on this, as afterwards on & more 
solemn occasion (Matt. xxvi. 64), pointed to Him- 
self as being that Son of man spoken of by Daniel, 
vii.13,sq.. With this reference the question would 
test the disciples’ faith in Him, — as they 
understood and applied that reference; though he 
be knew that they all stumbled at the doctrine 
of a suffering, dying Messiah, ignorant then of the 
great doctrine of the Gospel which it involved ; 
and that our Lord was entitled to be considered 
the Son of man spoken of by the Prophet ; espec. 
since, though Son of God, he was content for our 
sakes to become Son of man (as iv óuovouaTt 
avOpwrov yevopuevor), and become obedient unto 
death (Phil. ii. 7, 8) for us men and our sal- 
vation. In order to remove these misconcep- 
tions, our Lord was pleased to enter into dis- 
course with them on the subject of his death and 
resurrection, prefacing what he was going to say, 
on this important topic, by inquiring respecting 
the opinions commonly entertained rega 
himself, Thus he asks: ‘ What sort of a n 
do men ur that I [who claim to be] the Son of 
man,’ (‘take to myself that title’), am?’ Now 
the people at large acknowledged Jesus to bo 
a very extraordinary person; but we find that 
even those who esteemed him most highly had 
very inadequate apprehensions of bis real cha- 
racter. The highest point (as appears by the 
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next verse) to which their faith then amounted, 
was to suppose (as did Herod) that he was John 
the Baptist risen from the dead, or Elijah or 
Jeremiah, as being one of the — of Prophets. 

16. In this verse Peter, with his usual promp- 
titude, as tbe question ‘Whom say ye’ required, 
answers in his own name, and in that of his 
brethren: and his answer is the more remark- 
able, because every word is emphatic ; q. d. Thou, 
and no other, art te | promised] Christ, the Son 
of the living God. “ Brevis confessio, sed que 
totam summam in se continet: nam sub 
Christi elogio zternum et Regnum et Sacer- 
dotium comprehenditur, ut Deum nobis recon- 
ciliet, ac, expiatis suo sacrificio peccatis, per- 
fectam justitiam acquirat." (Calv.) 

17. capE xai GIM. ] meaning, according to the 
sense of the expression in the N. T. and the Rab- 
binical writers (for it does not occur in the Sept.), 
Maa, as com of flesh and blood ; a designa- 
tion used with allusion to the grossness and im- 
perfection of mere human nature, whereby it is 
incapable, without Divine illumination, of un- 
derstanding sublimely spiritual truths, such as 
the union in the Godhead of the Father and the 
Son, and the doctrines thence springing. The 
full sense is, “ Man [in his greatest wisdom], 
(alluding to the Scribes) hath not taught thee 
this, but God, ‘the Father of lights,’ and the 
Faith by him imparted, whereby thou madest 
this confession." “ Hence,” says Calv., “we learn 
that Faith is to be sought from on high, ‘ ejusque 
laudem gratis ejus debere tribui.'" See more in 
his able note, which is, on this passage, instar 
ommum. 

18, 19. We are now advanced to a passage, of 
which, as the Church of Rome mainly rests upon 
it its doctrines of the eer infallilility 
of the Pope, and the power of the Church, we are 
bound to discuss the sense with especial care. Let 
us, then, examine the words and clauses in order, 
as they offer themselves. First, from the very form 
of expression in Kayw dé aoi Aéyw, it is plain, 
that what is now said by Christ is meant to cor- 

to what had been just said by Peter. As 
he had declared to Jesus: 20 ei—QuvTos, so Jesus 
says to him: Kayw Ó& col Aéyw: ‘ Moreover 
I also say to thee.” On the next clause ör: ov 
el Tlérpos, we are to bear in mind that Peter, or 
Cepbas (for Ilérpos is only Cephas Grecized), 
was not the original name of this disciple, but a 
surname, given to him (as was customary with 
the Jewish Kablis at the baptism of proselytes) 
at his conversion (sce John i. 43), by anticipative 
reference to his character, as a Christian profes- 
sor. And as those names were often given with 
allusion to some peculiar quality or disposition 
of the person; so, in the case of Simon, it had 
reference to that zeal and firmness which he dis- 
played, as well in first making this confession of 

oL. I. 

faith in Christ, as in afterwards building up tho 
Church, and establishing the religion of Christ. 
So our Lord, in like manner, surnamed James 
and John Buanerges, sons of thunder, Mark iii. 
17. For examples of this kind of Paronomasia 
in giving names, see Gen. xvii. 5. xxxii. 27, 28, 
and com Gen. xxvii. 36; and espec. Isa. 
xxvi. 4, comp. with Ps. lxviii. 5. * Jehovah is the 
Rock — s Phen. 645.  /Eschyl. 
Prom. 472. eb. 401. Agam. 670. Ilérp. 
or Kngas means, not stone (as some affirm), but 

, Sarum, as wétpos often does in the best 
Classical writers, e. gr. Homer, Il. s. 270, y. 288, 
v. 411. Pind. Nem. xi. 26, dowadfavres Feary 
wétpov. Soph. Œd. C. 19, ix’ dE£o rov rir pov, 
where the reading of the Florence MS. mayov 
(‘a rocky cliff’) as a gloss. Soph. Œd. C. 1595, 
tov Oopixíov wérpou, and espec. Philoct. 272, 
sUdovT' ix’ dxrijs iy katupepet aréTQu, said of 
the cave in the rock, where Philoct. abode. Eu- 
rip. Med. 28, we dé wéitpos, Ñ ÓaAdacios KAU- 
wy comp: Androm. 538. Heracl. 1002) ; also 
Teleph. frag. i. 2, wézpov ’Apxadwy dvoyei- 
pepov, said of the rocky cliff of the N.E. coast of 
Peloponnesus, et alibi plus semel. And so also 
in prose writers, e. gr. Diod. Sic. l. i. 32, where, 
describing the rocky shore of the Nile near the 
cataracts, he says, roros — £ywv TíTpovs 
TuKvoUS Kal peyddos égorxotas OKOTÉAOLS. 
Alciphr. Epist. iii. 59, cxoupicaytad ue, ad’ o0 — 
wep íixaÜnusp wétTpw. But, to proceed, Com- 
mentators, both ancient and modern, are not 
agreed as to what is meant by iwi ravry TÌ 
wétpa. Now this must mainly depend upon 
the reference ; which some suppose to be Christ 
himself, as & rock (Is. xxviii. 16. 1 Pet. ii. 6, 7, 
8); others, not a few, nor of little note, as 
Bullinger, the confession of faith just made by 
Peter (q. d. ‘on the truth thus confessed, as the 
test of piety, will my Church rest’); while most 
Expositors, from Grotius, Hammond, Camer., 
and Whitby downwards, refer it to Peter him- 
self. They urge that no other can be sup- 
posed, consistently with the rules of correct 
exegesis; for, not to mention that the confes- 
sion was not Peter's only; since, in making it, 
he spoke not for himself alone, but for all the 
Apostles (and in that quality returned answer to 
a question which had been addressed to them col- 
lectively : ‘Whom say ye that I am?’ &c.); the 
connexion subsisting in the reason given for thesur- 
name which had been bestowed on Simon, the 
think confines it to that alone; as also the paral: 
lelism between Christ's reply to Peter, and the an- 
swer which he had given. t is also, they urge, the 
only one consistent with the usage of the New 
Test., in which, not doctrine, nor confession, but 

ns are represented as the n of the spi- 
ritual building. See 1 Pet. ii. . 1 Tim. iii. 
5. Gal. ii. Eph. ii. 20. Hey: iii, 12, and 
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1 Infra 18. : — 

john 90.98, KATLOYVTOUTLY QUTTA. 

Notes. Certainly, when the Expositors above 
alluded to in the first Duc conjecture that, in 
pronouncing the words, Christ pointed to Him- 
self (as the t foundation), they argue upon a 
wholly gratuitous supposition. Not to say, that the 
words following, xai éwow coi, &c., imply that 
there had becn some previous gift or distinction. 
Indeed, the first interpretation certainly, and the 
second probably however plausible, seem to have 
bcen foroed upon the passage for the purpose of 
avoiding the difficulty thought to arise from 
taking it in its obvious sense, which is: * Thou 
art by name Rock (i.e. thy name means Rock) 
and suitable to that shall be thy work and office ; 
for upon thee, thy unswerving firmness, and un- 
hesitating confession and profession, as upon a 
rock, shall the foundation of my spiritual house, 
the Church (see 1 Tim. iii. 15), be laid Again, 
when our Lord adds: ‘ And I will give thee the 
keys of the kingdom of heaven,’ whatever sense 
be affixed to those words, it is plain, by the con- 
nexion of the words, that our Lord s s of 
Peter ; and accordingly, when he had said in the 
foregoing words ‘upon this rock, &c., we can 
scarcely conceive he speaks of any other person than 
Peter. We must not omit to bear in mind two 
things in to this memorable confession 
and profession of Peter, which will serve to show 
why it drew down so high a commendation on 
him, namely, that it brought out (doubtless b 
the teaching from above, before adverted to) 
both the Auman and the Divize nature of our 
Lord, forming his most decided testimony on 
full conviction of the true humanity and true 
Divinity of his Lord. This is clear from the 
full force of the expression, o Yiós ov Osov r. 
t., which means no less than the eternal Son, 
only-begotten of, and consubstantial with, the 
Eternal Father, and consequently having in 
Himself, as God, both the Sonship and the 
Divine nature in a sense competent to no 
created being, even of Angelic nature. The 
idea, however, of eternity, as contained in tov 
Gros, is the more prominent of the two, and 

there is a marked allusion to those passages of 
the Old Test, where Jehovah is characterized 
with allusion to His attributes, of /ife in him- 
solf and consequently eternity Mo Jerem. x. 10), 
and as being tho Fountain of life. Ps. xxxv. 10. 

To conclude, I am far from wishing to dog- 
matize, or pronounce with positiveness, on what 
may justly be regarded as an open ion, and 
on which so great an expositor as Calvin never 
made up his mind, and on which St. Augustin 
only made up his mind (adopting the first inter- 
precy) to afterwards change it for the second, 
ut with some hesitation, and concluding with 

an eligat lector, whose example I desire to 
follow, in the latter case, but not the former ; at 
the same time acknowledging that the general 
air of the context would have induced me to 
adopt the other view (most ably maintained by 
Bullin r), had not the rules of a severe exegesis 
seemed to forbid it. Why it should have been 
adopted, in spite of the grave objections to which 
it is liable, arose, I imagine, not only from the 
groundless fear of strengthening the Papal claims 
to supremacy through St. Peter, but quite as 
much from a notion that the sense arising from 

MATTHEW XVI. 19. 

Th) mérpa oikoðopýow pov THY exKAnclay Kat vat üOov ov 
191 Kai wow cot tas Kacis THS Basi- 

the other interpretation would be cont to 
what it elsewhere said in Scripture, that Christ 
is the only foundation. See ] Cor. iii. 11. But 
the sense in which it is applied to CHRIST docs 
not forbid its being applied with due modification 
to Peter. In St. Peter's case it was very appli- 
cable; for, as he was the first Apostle called to 
the ministry, so he was the first who preached 
the Gospel to the Jews, and also the first who 
preached it to the Gentiles. So that, —to use the 
words of Bp. Pearson on the Creed, —' The pro- 
mise made here was punctually fulfilled, by 
Christ's using Peters ministry in laying the 
foundation of the Christian Church among both 
Jews and Gentiles, and in his being the firsé 
reacher to them, both of that faith which he 
iere confesses, and making the first proselytes to 
the Christian faith, both Jews and Gentiles. 
In fact, the Apostles generally are in other para 
of the New Test. called the foundation on which 
the Church was built (Eph. ii. 20), as. being those 
first employed in erecting the Church by their 
— And what they ail, more or lese, did, 

eter commenced the doing thereof, and might 
therefore be said to be the foundation, as 
being the first of those foundation courses (Rev. 
xxi. 14, see note) on whicb the living Temple of 
God was built. 

But to proceed to the clause xai múa: &&ov 
où kaTıcxúsovoiy aUT7js, here there is the same 
debate as to the reference in abT5s ; some refer- 
ring it to wérpa, as meaning either Peter's con- 
Session of Jauh. or the rock of the Gospel : both 
methods alike harsh and gratuitous, and in vio- 
lation of the laws of exegesis. Almost all Expo- 
sitors of note are agreed in referring it to éxkAw- 
cíay, both as it is the nearer antecedent, and be- 
cause there thus arises a better sense. And when 
they urge that the sense yielded by éxxA. is 
wholly untenable on the ground of historical fact 
—this proceeds wholly upon a misconception of 
the force of éxxX., on which see Bp. Pearson on 
the Creed, Art. IX., where he explains the dif- 
ferent modes of using the word. Fo understand 
the exact import of this promise, it is especially 
n to attend to the important expression 
wvAa dóov. Now this (notwithstanding certain 
plausible, but far-fetched senses which have been 
pounds the constant import of the phrase 

th in the Greek Classical writers, the Old 
Testament, and the Rabbinical writers (where it 
constantly denotes ‘ the grave, or the entrance to 
it, the state of the dead") must determine to mean 
simply death, i.e. the entrance into a new state 
of being; for the Hebrews, as well as the Greeks 
and Romans, ascribed gates to Sheol, or Hades. 
Thus the clause in question containe & promise, 
eilher of perpetual stability to the Church Catho- 
lic, the Church of Christ (on which see Bp. 
Horsley, and Vitringa de Synag. p. 86), or, 
taking &xxA., as some good Commentators direct, 
to denote the members of it individuully, —that 
‘not even death shal) prevail over the [faithful] 
members of it, but that they shall be raised to a 
happy resurrection.” 

et us now proceed to examine the true im- 
rt of the words which contain the second privi- 

ege conferred on St. Peter; namely, dwow ooi 
Tas kÀ&is THs BaciA tias TG» olpaywy.  Theso 
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Aeas TOv ovpavoy Kal 0 dav nons eri ris vf, ota Sese- 
lA > ^ 3 ^ 3 LA A A LÀ 

pévov v Toi; ovpavots* Kal 0 àv Avons él Tis ys, Ecras 
Aedupévov €v ois ovpavois. %* Tore dterrevAato ois paðnTals x Intra 17.0 
avrov, iva pndevt elrraaw, čti avtos éotw [ Inoots | 6 Xpwrós. 

words are & continuation of the image by which 
the Church was compared to an edifice founded 
on a rock. And asa key is used for the purpose 
of locking or unlocking the door of a house; and 
he who possesses ‘hat, has the power of admission to 
or exclusion from the house, and may be said to 
have the general care and superintendence of it; 
so a key was an usual symbol of power and autho- 
rity for any work (eee Is. xxii. 22), and present- 
ing with a key was a form of investing with that 
authority. Thus the words seem intended to fur- 

ia what was meant by founding the 
Church upon Peter, as a foundation ; figurativel 
denoting that Peter should be the person throu 
whose instrumentality the Gospel edifice, —the 
apes of heaven, —should be first opened to 
both Jews and Gentiles; which was verified by 
the event. See Acts x. 44, compared with xv. 7. 
Now this surely cannot be su d to give Peter 
an over the rest of the Apostles (for see 
xviii. 18. John xx. 23), much less any paramount 
authority to the Bishops of Rome in after-ages. 

The words ô £ày Avays—obpavoic are expla- 
natory of the former. "And some think, that as 
the Church of Christ is compared to an edifice, of 
which the Apostles have the kevs (comp. Is. xxii. 
22, and Rev. iii. 7), and according as they open 
or shut the door to any one on earth, he shall be 
admitted to or excluded from heaven. But as 
we have here, not dy, but ô, so it should rather 
seem that, though this clause be explanatory of 
the former, yet that it contains, not & continua- 
tion of the i taken from the keys (i. e. of 

ning and shutting), but a fuller development 
of the notions of trust and , of which keys 
were a syinbol ; and that the power meant is of 
& more ral and extensive kind, namely (as 
the natural force of the words demands) over the 
thinge adverted to in the context, i.e. those 
which respected the Christian Church. And 
accordingly the verbs déew and Avey must be 
modified in sense suitably thereto. So Light- 
foot, Selden, Hammond, Whitby, Kuinoel, Wahl, 
Fritz, and most recent Commentators are of 
opinion that ééacy corresponds to the Heb. sop, 
which signifies vetare, tnterdicere, not only in the 
Rabbinical writings, but in Dan. vi. 7, 8, as also 
in the Chaldee Paraphrase on Numb. xi. 28, and 
that Avew (answering to the Heb. Ynn and mo), 
ez vi oppositi, denotes to pronounce lawful, con- 
cede, permit, direct, constitute, &c. : a sense which, 
though exceedingly rare in the Greek writers, yet 
is not quite unprecedented. One example is ad- 
duced by Selden from Diod. Sic. i. 27, ösa yap 
iyo snow, ovdels Sivarar Avoat. Yet even 
this is but the literal Greek version of an Oriental 
Dsription. Tbe following example, therefore, 
may be not unacceptable. Soph. Antig. 39, sq., 
Tid’, 8 radaippov,—el rad" iv Toérois, iy ù 
Avove’ dy À 'párrovoa TpooÜsiunv Aor; 
where the Schol. and Brunck well explain Aúovo’ 
À'$áxrovca by Aéovca TóÓv vóuov, fh éwiBe- 
Baiovca. And though the ellipsis be somewhat 
anomalous, yet we have here evidence of the ex- 
istence of the phrase, as applied to the observing 

Luke 9. 31. 

or xeglecling any injunction, by a metaphor taken 
from opening or shutting a door, or rather lock- 
ing or unlocking a door. For it must be re- 
membered, that the doors of the ancients were 
fastened with bands (to which there is an allu- 
sion in é$ásrrovca) or chains, to which a pad- 
lock was suspended. 

The sense, then, of the words in question will 
be: * Whatsoever thou shalt forbid to be done, 
or whatsoever thou shalt declare lawful, and con- 
stitute in the Church, shall be ratified, and hold 
good with God; including all the measures ne- 
cessary for the establishment and government of 
the Church.” (See Vitringa de Synag. p. 754, 
sqq.) That the above powers were exercised by 
Peter, but in conjunction with the other Apostles, 
is indisputable. We need only advert to the 
decisions of the Council held xi Terisini, when 
nearly the whole of the Mosaic ritual law was 

, given up, and abrogated, while part of it 
was bound and still held obligatory. See also 
Acts x. 28, and xxi. 24. 

Whatever may be thought of the dignity thus 
conferred, it will certainly by no means justify 
the assertion of any peculiar prerogative to the 
Roman Pontiff; nor affect the question at issue 
between Protestants and Romanists upon the 
power of the Church. Whatever foundation Peter 
might be to the Church, it is clear that the very 
image excludes all notion of a succession. of per- 
sons similarly circumstanced. Nor, if the supe- 
riority of Peter had been permanens could it 
afford a shadow of reason for deducing from it 
the supremacy of the first Bishop of Rome in the 
persons of his successors. 

20. I still continue to be of the same opinion 
as all the other Editors (except Mr. Alford), 
that "Incovs is not genuine. Mr. Alford's only 
reason for thie very unusual caution and forbear- 
ance is, that * it is difficult to assign a reason for 
its insertion here;' as if we were bound always to 
ive reasons for every strange diversity in the 
SS. In the present case it seems to have 
rung from some misjudging marginal Scho- 

liast; for it is observable, that the Scholiasts 
and the Critical Revisers not unfrequently bring 
in Indoũs (thus in Col. i. 2, bis. Rom. viii. 1 
and 35. Acts xix. 10), and sometimes Xpioròs, 
e.gr. Acts iv. 33. xv. 11. 1 Cor. v. 5. vi. 11. 
In short, internal evidence of every kind is 
against the word, and external scarcely less so, a 
very large number of the most ancient and cor- 
rect MSS. (including all the best Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., 
Ital, Arab., Pers, and Armen. Versions, and 
many Greek Fathers, from Origen downwards. 
The Vulg., indeed, has it; but Scholz testifies 
that ome MS. is without it: he does not say 
what MS. I can testify that the Lamb. MS. (of 
the 7th century) has it not, following, perhaps, 
as in not a few other cases, the 7/al. Vers. The 
reading of the MS. D, Xpiaós 'Incovs, was no 
other than a critical conjecture, devieed for the 
purpose of evading the objection without re- 
mening ers word. But that cannot be right, 
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1 Infra 20. 
17. 
Mark 8. 81. 
Luke 9. 23. 

MATTHEW XVI. 21—23. 

211° Amro tore HpEato 6 '"ImaoÜs Seuxview Tots pabntais avro, 
Gt Set aùròv amenOeiy eis 'IepoooXvpa, kal aroXXà mabeîv azo 
Tay TpecBuTépwy Kal apyiepéwv Kal ypaypatéwy, Kal árrokTav- 
Ojvat, kai TH TpiTn Huépa eyepOnvar. 22 Kai rpoodaBopevos aù- 
tov ô IIérpos, ?)p£aro eririysay avrà, Meyor “Trews aou Kúpu! 
ov uù) Eotat aor ToUro. B'O è otpadels cime tô llérpo: 
"Traye oricw pov, catava! oxavdaddv pou el Ste ov dpoveis 

since the expression Xpiords 'Incovs is confined 
to St. Paul's Epistles. 

21—28. Mark viii. 31—38. Luke ix. 22—27. 
Having now, by the power of his miracles, con- 
vinced his disciples that he was the Christ, the 
romised Messiah, obtained their declaration of 
ith in him, and exercised the power of Mes- 

siah by committing paramount authority to Peter 
and the other Apostles, our Lord proceeds to 
correct the misapprehensions of his followers as 
to the true nature of his kingdom, and his proper 
character as Messiah. Well knowing the secular 
views by which they were not a little swayed, he 
checks their vain expectations of worldly aggran- 
dizement, by disclosing, not obscurely and to 
some, but more plainly and before all (so Mark 
adds wappnaía tov Aoyoy iXáAr)), the real 
object of his incarnation ; which made it neces- 
sary that he should go to Jerusalem, and there 
encounter 7oAÀAd&, more explicitly specified infra 
xx. 18, insult, agony, rejection, and death. He, 
moreover, apprizes all around him of the neces- 
sity for their taking up the cross likewise, and 
sacrificing, if need should be, their lives for the 
Gospel's sake. At the same time he comforts his 
disciples with the assurance, that though he must 
now leave them, yet he would come again in the 
lory of his Father, and, in the administration of 

Fis spiritual kingdom, would amply reward their 
faithful devotion to him with glory, and honour, 
and immortality. kov] Th - 
— mptsa[jvrspaov—ypaupuaTtovy e mem- 

bers of de reat Sanhedrim called at Luke xxii. 
66, 7 psc Bvr£piov. 

22. vpocAaf. avróv] The sense assigned by 
Commentators, ‘taking bim by the hand, re- 
quires proof; for that furnished by Schleus. is 
insufficient, the referenco by which he endea- 
vours to confirm it being a false one—whether 
iviXaBóusros THs ys:ipós, at Acts xxiii. 19, is 
doubtful. It should seem that the best Version 
is that of the Vulg. assumens (sibi) — sibi ad- 
j version confirmed by the freer, but 
not less faithful one, of the Pesch. Syr. and 
Arab. Versions, ‘taking him aside.’ So Euthym. 
explains by wapaA\aBwy xar’ léiav. And so 
wpoc\auf. is used in the sense secum duco by 
Plato, Epist. vii. and p. 951, E. rdv apéoxovra 
aire TpocAauflávay. Polyb. i. 38, 7. And so 
Aristoph. Lysist. 1128, Xafjovca ĉi vuas Xoido- 
pica BovAomat, ‘wish to take you aside and 
chide you;' where wpocAaf. could not, it 
scems, have been got in, for the metre. 
— fioEaro dwiriuagy a.] Tisch. reads Aye: 

aite iwitiuay, from MS. B, and a cursive one of 
late date and little value; while Lach. rightly re- 
tains the text. rec., only altering the position of 
daitimay and avre ; though even for that there 
is very slender authority. The textus receptus 
is confirmed by all the ancient Versions cx- 

cept the Persic, and by Origen, as also by all the 
copies at Mark viii. 32. The first mentioned 
reading seems merely a critical alteration, pro- 
bably for the purpose of softening the harshness 
of the expression, the corrector intending iriri- 
uõu to be taken as in Thucyd. iv. 27, 5, and 
Demosth. 1479. 11, where the Particip. is taken 
adverbially. However, if any softening were 
necessary, it might best be attained by taking 
the term é&riTig.. here with the ification 
called for by the context and the circumstances 
of the narrative. Accordingly, we may render, 
‘he began to chide him,’ (viz. by friendly cx- 
postulation, amici consulentis more, as Maldon. 
and Grot. understand,) for running into this 
melancholy langu So Shakspeare, Othello, 
iv. 2, ‘He might have chid me so, i.e. with 
gentleness and tenderness. Indeed, this qualifi- 
cation is required by the words immediate! 
subjoined, Aé£ywv tAsws coi—"TovTo, which 
words are in some measure, as Victor points out, 
— of the preceding; the words being. as 
Euthym. (after Chrys.) explains, a customary 
form of expression to reprove any one for saying 
something unexpected and revolting. The force 
of the words TAsws, &c. is well expressed by 
Fritz thus: * malum omen Deus averruncet 
(equiv. to Class. * Di meliora !") absit Domine! 
non credo hoc tibi accedet!” Of caca». the 
only view that I consider defensible is that by 
which it is regarded as standing for dyrixsiuevos, 
adversarius. Comp. Zcch. iii. 1, with 2 Thess. 
ii. 4. And this is most satisfactorily established 
by Hamm., Grot, Beza, Whitby, Bp. Pearce, 
and others, who adduce several examples from 
the Old Test. of this use of caravas. Grot. is 
espec. happy in establishing the existence of the 
term as probably a Syriasm, and an Hellenistic 
idiom. n fact, the subsequent words oxá»- 
aov el demand this view of the sense; theso 
being, as Grot. shows, exegetical of catavas. 
It is strange that Fritz. should adopt the notion 
of Origen, Hilary, Jerome, August., T. Aquin., 
and most of the ancient Expositors, that the 
words iwaye dwiow pov mean, * Follow my opi- 
nion and view in this matter (as being thy Mas- 
ter, and thou my disciple), not thine own ;' a 
view which has been ably refuted by Hamm., 
Grot., and also Beza, who well points out that 
tways is not equiv. to * or 162, but to 
dwi0’, discede; the whole phrase Üway« dw. 
denoting abscessio, or discessio. See my note on 
Matt. iv. 10, and supra iv. 8, where I have fully 
discussed the import of the term. In short, the 
words contain, as the best Commentators are 
agreed, a somewhat severe, but merited repro- 
hension of Peter, as, under the guise of charity 
and good will, showing himself ‘an adversary,” 
‘evil counsellor,’ to his Master, and conse- 
quently no other than an obstacle to the grcat 
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Ta ToU Oeod, àXXà rà THY ávÜparrev. *™ Tore 6 ‘Inaods elme m supra. 
Tois pabnraîs aùvroðò E? tis ÜéXew òmisw pov édOeiv, amap- Mark 8. 34. 

Luke 9. 23. 
, e ` . 7 * N > A 2 , & 14. 27. modow éavróv, kal àpáro Tov oTavpoy avTod kai àxoXovÜeíro #17. 3. 

pot. 25°Os yap av 0éXm thy yuy avroÜ coca, amrodécet 
auTyy™ 0s 0 àv amoréon thy ~ruyny abrod verev euod, eupnjaet x. n Supra 10. 

Mark 8. 86. 

aurnv. ?6 (Ti yàp expeXetra. áyÜpwrros, àv Tov kóapov ÜXoy John 12.35. 

Kepdnon, THY 66 vpuyny avTod Unuuo05? ; 7) ri Swoe avOpwiros 
avTadaypa THs Wuyis avrod ;) 

ark 8. 36. 
Luke 9. 35. 

Infra 20. 

27 P MéXXet yap 6 Tis ToU Marks. s. 
Luke 9. 20. 

avOpwrou épyeo0a, v tH S0En tov Ilarpós ajroU 9 pera TOv JEE 
, , ^ r , , , e 7 ` A ^ Infra 95. 81. dyyédwv avroir ' xal Tore dTobwge, ExdoTp xarà THY TpàEiw Jobs. ir. 
avrou. 

— of Atonement to be wrought through his 
death. 

24. tore sire mois ua0.] From the fuller 
account contained in Mark viii. 34, and Luke 
ix. 23, we find that what is said at vv. 24—26, 
was addressed not to the disciples only (to whom 
it would be a suitable S quel to the lesson that 
might be learnt from his announcement concern- 
ing himself, and reproof of Peter), but also to 
the surrounding multitude, apprizing them what 
they must expect if they became his followers, — 
inasmuch as all are placed on the same footing, 
all must tread the same path as their Forerunner 
and Pattern; all have alike a life spiritual to save, 
infinitely more precious than natural life can give 
or death take away. Comp. with the present the 

lel sentiment supra x. 38, sq. The words of 
ark viii. 38, and Luke ix. 26, were likewise 

intended for all present ; but the words of vv. 27, 
28. were intended for the disciples and present 
— m | 

. TÉ yap d&dsAstrau—3pvy5s avrov] prob. 
a — saying, but —— from eae 
poral to spiritual application, there being an 
allusion to the double sense of rox irh and 
soul ; q. d. ‘If we think an earthly and tempo- 
rary life cheaply bought, at whatever price, how 

uch more a heavenly and eternal one?’ At 
(nuico05 T)» ùv sub. sis, which is sometimes 

in the Classical writers, though they 
enerally use the Dative without a preposition. 
í éwoet, &c., is prob. another proverbial ex- 

pression. Comp. John xii. 25. “Avré\\ayua 
signifies ‘a thing given in exchange for, or in 
compensation for, the loss of any other thing; 
also, as here, a ransom for it, which is supposed 
forfeited. The Genit. here, and in Ecclus. vi. 
15, piov 4icTov ook ior’ dvyrdéd\Xayzua, is 
governed not of the noun áryráAXa'yua, but of 
the prepos. dvr: in composition. 

27,28. Theancient, and theearlier modern Com- 
mentators in general, refer the former of these vv. 
to the finaladvent of Christ at the day ofjudgment; 
the latter, to the second advent of Christ at the 
destruction of Jerusalem, about forty years after- 
wards. The more recent Expositors, however, 
since the time of Whitby, refer the former verse 
also to the same period. And indeed they make 
out, as far as regards the connexion with the pre- 
ceding verses, a tolerably good case. Not so, as 
regards the words and phrases of the verse itself ; 
for though they be not wholly unsuitable to the 
first advent, yet are they, far more naturally, to 

, ^ ^ 

28 Auv Xéyo viv’ eiol tives TOV wde iéormkórov, 1 Cor. 3. 8. 
Rev. 23. 12. 

be understood (according to their use elsewhere) 
of the advent. Nor canit justly be imagined 
that the course of argument is in any material 
De injured ; or at any rate may be sufficient] 
well preserved by supplying mentally a few words 
of connexion between vv. H and 28, suspended on 
the yáp. And as this coming iv Bac. is elsc- 
where described in terms bearing a strong re- 
semblance to those which designate Christ's final 
advent, there was so much the greater propriety 
in introducing them as a just ground to expect 
and repere or it. And although it has been 
urged that it would be harsh to understand the 
vives of ome person; and St. John alone of the 
bystanders is known to have lived to see the 
destruction of Jerusalem, yet that argument is 
very inconclusive; since 1t is highly probable 
that others of the bystanders, as well as St. 
John, might live until that period. And cer- 
tainly the air of the words suggests a somewhat 
distant event, not one close at hand, as would be 
the case, if we were to take this, with Mackn. 
and others, of the Transfiguration. But although 
the words themselves are sufficiently appli 
to the advent of Christ at the destruction of 
Jerusalem, yet that application is forbidden b 
the parallel es of Mark viii. 38. ix. 1. 
Luke ix. 26, 5 which remove the sole difficulty 
that involves this passage, by enabling us to 
trace the real connexion of the verse, which is 
not with the preceding one, but with v. 24;— 
vv. 25, 26, being in some messure parenthetical, 
—and v. 27, not contained totidem verbis in 
Mark and Luke, but included in sense. Thus, 
then, by the coming of the Son of man secms 
simply meant the coming of his KINGDOM, prayed 
for in the Lord's Prayer (see note on Matt. vi. 
18), which, it is certain, did come, and in tho 
lifetime of not a few then present. The paren- 
thetical portion intimates the awful consequences 
of the ite course, —namely, the final and 
utter rejection. Comp. Matt. x. 39. John xii. 
25, and notes. 

28. éornxdrwy] Many MSS., including some 
Lamb. and Mus. ones, and some Fathers, have 
icToToy, which is edited by Matth., Griesb., 
Scholz, Tisch., and Lach. Others, with 2 Mus. 
MSS., and several Lamb. ones, have dorwres, 
which is edited by Fritz., as being the more 
difficult reading. But it seems to have come 
from the margin, and to havo been a conjecture 
of those who proposed to read eloi rivet wót 
dorares. As to the first mentioned reading, it 
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ofrives ov pi) yevowvtas Üavárov, ws av woi tov Tiv ToO 
avOpurrou épyópevov èv tH Bactideia avro. 

XVII. ! Kal pef spyépas èE mraparauBaver 6 'IgcoUs TOv 
IIérpov xad’IaxwBov kai 'Icoávvgv tov adedrdov avro), kai ava- 
pépet aùroùs eis üpos iyor rar biar ? xal perepoppwbn 

may be the true one; but there is no good evi- 
dence that it is, and hence I pause. 

— yevscOar Üavárov is a Hebraism (like 
Gewpety Ody. John viii. 51; and lésty Ody. 
Luke ii. 26), by which verbe of sense are used in 
the figur. signific. to lence, as oft. in the 

lassical writers; where yeveoGaz is joined not, 
indeed, with Oavárov, but with nouns denoting 
trouble, &c. as Soph. Trach. 1108, uóx0er pv- 
piov éyevoduny. 
— tes dv lómci — Bac. avrov] From a 

comparison of Mark ix. 1, and Luke ix. 27, it is 
plain that the sense here intended is, ‘till they 
shall have seen the kingdom (or reign) of the 
Son of Man come in or with power,’ as says 
Mark, viz. so as to be accompanied with fore 
upon earth; so as to be successfully established 
among both Jews and Gentiles. 

XVII. 1. Seei. 13. Mark ix. 2—13. Luke 
ix. 28—36. 

— i£] Luke says, dol huipa: óxro. But the 
discrepancy will vanish, if we allow for the lati- 
tude involved in weei, and consider Luke's 
reckoning as inclusive, Matthew's (and Mark's) 
exclusive, We are now arrived at the record of 
& most awful and mysterious transaction—such 
as draws back for a moment the veil from the 
invisible world; on the circumstances, manner, 
and probable purposes, of which a brief notice 
must here suffice. As to the transaction gene- 
rally, it may be considered as a figurative repre- 
sentation of Christ's final advent, in glory, to 
judge the world. To advert to certain of the 
particulars,—why three disciples, and no more, 
were admitted, may have been, because that 
number was the number of witnesscs necessary 
to establish the legal proof of any transaction. 
But it should seem that those three particular 
disciples taken were selected, as being the most 
attached and confidential of the disciples; and 
hence these were afterwards chosen to be near 
our Lord in his Agony (xxvi. 37), and were 
made peculiarly witnesses of his resurrection. 
As to the Personages introduced, they were 
peculiarly fitted to be present on this solemn oc- 
casion, one as representing the Law, the other 
the P (also from the latter being the type 
of the Forerunner of Christ); and, accordingly, 
they both were proper to minister to Him, in 
whom the Law and the Prophets were fulfilled ; 
to hold converse with their Lord, doubtless on 
the great events which were now on the point of 
taking placo (Luke ix. 3])—events which had 
been the sum and centre of all their teaching, 
and the result of which was to be the source of 
all their present and future beatitude; in token 
of which they now attend on their Lord, trans- 
ferring all their honour and interest to Him, 
and consigning to Him their delegated and now 
expiring power; as is da ges in Heb. i. 1, 2 
(where sce my note), and still more plainly in 

the words, infra v. 5, aitov dxovere (where seo 
note). That the presence of Moses and Elias 
was a bodily, and not, as some say, a visionary 
appearance, there is no reason to doubt; espec. 
as it involves no difficulty, but such as Omnipo- 
tence will vanquish at tho general Resurrection ; 
though the nature of the change in question is 
ER P to us, with our present facul- 
ties. As to supposing, with some sceptical foreign 
theologians, the whole to have been a vision, that 
is utterly indefensible; for though the disciples 
bad been asleep (or rather heary for sleep), —the 
transaction, it seems, for many reasons, having 
taken place in the night (see Luke ix. 32), —they 
are distinctly said to have been awake when the 
saw and heard Moses and Elias conversing wit 
Jesus. In short, there can be no reason to doubt 
the historical reality of the narration as de- 
scribing actual events. As respects the manner 
of the recognition of Moses and Elias by the 
disciples—it may have been almost intuitive, 
but must chiefly have been occasioned by what 
they gathered from their discourse, and also from 
their countenance and apparel, such being like 
the representations handed down from tradition 
in — As respects the purposes intended 
to be answered by this solemn transaction, wo 
may suppose that it was ordained to take place, 
l. in order to loosen the prejudices of the Apos- 
tles, as to the future performance of the rites of 
the Mosaic Law, by a figurative and symbolical 
representation of the iration of the Jewish, 
and the commencement of the Christian dispensa- 
tion: 2. to reconcilo their minds to the suffer- 
ings and death of Christ: 3. to strengthen their 
faith, by affording an additional proof, as it wero 
by a sign from heaven, of the Divine mission of 
Jesus. For it is probable that as the Jews sup- 
es the Messiah would, at his coming, be seen 
iterally descending from the heavens, and ar- 
rayed in glory; so our Lord was pleased to give 
his A posles this decisive proof of his Messiah- 
ship, by showing Himself in some such kind of 
glory as that with which He would appear at tho 

ual Advent. The representation was, no doubt, 
also intended to comfort and support the Apostles 
under their present and future trials and tribula- 
tions, by a prospect of the glory which should be 
revealed in their Saviour, and, through Him, in 
themselves. 
— ópos] This mountain is, from ancient tra- 

dition, supposed to have been Tabor. Lightfoot, 
however, questions the truth of the tradition ; 
but, as far as respects the distance of the moun- 
tain from Cæsarea Philippi, on insufficient 
grounds, But neither on the other hand, will 
the words of v. 22, and Mark ix. 30, as is 
alleged, prove what those who maintain that the 
mountain was Tabor, aver; namely, that a jour- 
ney was taken through Galilee just before the 
Transfiguration. As to the former , 860 
the note there; and as to the latter, it only 
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L4 3 ^ éumrpoa bev avróv. 
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Kai EXaprape TO TpocwTroy avTOU ws ó HALOS, 
Tà Ó€ ipatTia avToU éyévero Xevxà cs TO Has. 3 Kai iov, 

expüncav avTrots Maiojs kal HXías uer avroU avXXaXobvres. 
*'AsrokpiUeis cè ó IIérpos elme T Ingooí: Kupue, kaXóv. éco iw 

proves that a journey to Capernaum was taken 
afler the Transfiguration ; and therefore it is 
highly improbable that there should have been 
so long a journey taken just before it. And 
although the expressions used by Matthew and 
Mark do not — any particular mountain, 
yet the context evidently points at & mountain 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of Cesarea. 
And this probability is converted into certainty 
by the words of St. Luke, dveBn els Tò pas (te 
it is found in all the MSS., confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Version), where the Article limits 
the sense to some mountain, which might be 
called the mountain in respect to Cæsarea, or 
some part of ite vicinity; and that cannot wel] 
be any other than some peak of the ridge of 
Hermon, not, however, that which I formerly 
supposed, the Paneum, because it is, properly 
speaking, not a part of the ridge of Hermon, but 
some other mountain forming part of that ridgo 
which should supply a “ secret top” suitable to 
the purpose in view. It should seem that a 
situation of that kind offers itself at a promon- 
torial sess issuing from the ridge now called 
Birket Nefat, 8 or 9 miles from the vicinity of 

or the xmpai hard by, i. e. Maacha, 
&c. There is nothing to hinder this takin 
lace in the six days Before mentioned, whic 
r. Alf. thinks would be all consumed in tra- 

velling. Yet it is not more than 23 miles from 
Bethsaida to the s. vicinity of Cæsarea, which 
migbt be gone over in three or four days. Nor is 
it true that they went immediately after the 
Transfiguration. There is, indeed, nothing that 
exactly fixes their stay in the country east of the 
Jordan. But the events recorded at Matt. xvii. 
10—21, and Mark ix. 11—29, must have occu- 
pied some two or three days. The time of de- 

ure is not fixed, but only the circumstance 
itself expressed, in Mark ix. 31, kal éxeiOev 
ig1A0órTev. But the direction they took is, I 
apprehend, sufficiently pointed out in the next 
words of Mark, xai waperepevorvro dta TAS 
Pad:Aaias,—by which it would seem ‘they | rata 

by the Jordan through Galilee’ (i. c. Upper 
Galilee), taking their course, I imagine, first to 
the left bank of the Jordan, and then, after 
croesing it, they traversed the coast of the Lake, 
till they reached Capernaum, a distance of about 
14 miles, a day's journey (though performed pen 
by night, for the reason suggested at Mark ix. 30, 
ouk fiÜsAsp Tra tis you, scil. aùròv rapa- 
qvoptvóu£rov), and during which perambulation 
our Lord, we learn, apprized his disciples of the 
approaching events which should terminate his 
earthly course. Thus by making the most of 
the little light afforded by the term maperopzú- 
ovro at Mark ix. 20, we are enabled to trace 
with sufficient distinctness the course of their 
route; vet that little light Lachm. has done his 
best to effectually out by adopting the read- 
ing é*opsvovTo, from only (to MSS. and the 
Vulg. Vers. ! This use of Tapa?rop. is, indeed, 
rare; but one indubitable example occurs in 

Arrian, Indic. ch. xix. 1, aùræ (riv. Hydasp.) 
TapsT. 

To revert to the tradition of this mountain 
being Tabor, this seems to have arisen from the 
confounding (1) of the two Mounts Hermon, — 
one very near Tabor, the other near Cæsarea ; 
and (2) the confounding of Tabor with Hermon. 
It should seem, that after it had been handed 
down by some very ancient tradition, that Mount 
Hermon was the scene of the Transfiguration, 
those who lived in later ages supposed the Her- 
mon to be that near Tabor, as was natural, since 
the two were often associated : so Ps. Ixxxix. 12, 
** Tabor and Hermon shall rejoice in thy name ;” 
and then others afterwards fixed on Tabor itself, 
on account of its being so near (so very near, in- 
deed, that the two mounts seem one), and also 
from its being altogether xar’ Idiav, in their 
mistaken view of the expression, referring it to 
the mountain ; for Maundrell, in his Travels, 
remarke that it stands quite apart. 

2. usTiuopié0n] * was transfigured.” The 
word (which sometimes imports a change of sub- 
stance) here denotes only a change in erternal 
appearance (as in /Elian V. H. i. 1), agreeably 
to the sense of its primitive uopd?) in the Old 
and New Testament. Thus, in the plainer words 
of Luke ix. 29, rò sloc Tov Tpoco7ov abToU 
Érspov iyvévero. A similar appearance is as- 
cribed to Moses, when he came down from Sinai, 
after receiving the Tables of the covenant, Exod. 
xxxiv. 29, sq., where it is said that his face 
shone, éedoFacrat, namely, with a kind of glory, 
as it were an dwavyaopa THs ÓóEns Tov Osov. 

3. For w@tnoav, Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
®pOn, from B, D, 3 MSS. of the Ital. Vers.— 
authority quite insufficient (I find à$05cav in 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), espec. since in- 
ternal evidence is adverse; for there is every 
reason to think that the reading arose from cer- 
tain Critics who chose to adopt wp8n from the 
parallel passage of Mark. The ancient Versions 
(except the Ital.), including the Pesch. Syr., 
Sahid., and Coptic, confirm the plural. Yet the 
most ancient copy of the Vulg., the Cod. Amiat. 
(to which I add the Lamb.) has the singular, as 
also has the Scriv. y, which, however, as being 
an Evangelistarium, is not full evidence. The 
existence of the sing. in the Cod. Amiat. and 
Lamb. will not prove that it was in the original 
of the Vulg., because those copies, espec. tho 
Lamb., have not a few readings of the Italic, 
which derived this from the passage of Mark. 
That the MS. D derived the reading x1ov for rd 
we from St. Mark through the Ital. and Vulg., 
is quite clear. 
— mer’ aùtrou evAXaXovvres] Namely, as 

we learn from Luke ix. 3], on the subject of the 
death which he was about to undergo at Jeru- 
salem, and doubtless the redemption thereby 
effected for the world; things into which, St. 
Peter says, ‘ the angels desire to look,’ 1 Pet. i. 12. 

4. a&woxpiOels) ‘addressing himself, wdés 
elva, * to remain here.” 
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nas woe elvai. et ÜéXeis, Troujowpev we  Tpeis axmgvás* cot 
piav, kai Moo piav, xal uiav ' HXía.. 9 " Ert avroU XaXobvros, 
ov, vehérn poten érreckiacey attrous’ Kai ioù, povi èr THs 
vepérns, Xéyovca: OŭŬrós stiv 6 Tids pou 6 àayamnrtòs, ev @ 

9 , , ^ ?, s l 

ev60kgcoa: avTroU ü«overe ! 
cov èm. mpocwrov avTOv, Kat éQof950ncav adoOpa. 

6 Kai áxovcavres oi pa@nrai, ére- 
7 Kai 

mpoceMay ò Incois raro avrav, kai elmer 'Eyépônre, xai 
pn doBeic0c. $9 'Ecápavres è tovs opOarpors aùrâv, ovdéva 
el8ov, ei ui) TOV ‘Incody póvov. 

9 Ka) xcataBawovrov avTOv * èx ToU dpous, évereiXaro avrois 
ó ’Incots, Xéyow Mnõevl eimyre TÒ Spapa, Ews où 6 Tids ToU 
avOparrov èr vexp@v àvaocT[ 10 Kai émnpwrncay avróv oi 
panra. abro), Xéyovres Tl obv ot Tpappareis Xéyovatw, rs 
Hlav Set edOeiv "rpóyrov ; 

— oxnvds] ‘Booths’ composed of branches of 
trees, such as were hastily raised for temporary 
purposes by travellers, and such as were reared 
at the feast of tabernacles. 

5. iri a. AÀaX.] * while he was yet paling 
— np. pwrevi] The bright cloud here 

spoken of (comp. Ex. xiv. 19, seq., xxiv. 15, 
seq.), called at 2 Pet. i. 17, “the excellent 
glory," is su to have been the Shechinah, 
or symbol of the Divine presence, in which the 
Divine Majesty often appeared to the Jews. Of 
éwsoxiacey the sense is (by an Hellenistic use 
found in the Sept.) not, overshadowed, but dif- 
used yd around. Comp. circumfusa, Virg. 
ZEn. i. 585. n 
— $ovi, &c. n the present passage we 

have je of d three iatances presented in 
the Gospels, of God's personally interposing 
for the purpose of bearing testimony in favour 
of hie beloved Son. In av’rov dxovaers the 
atrov is highly emphatic, q. d. ‘ Hım heed 
e, who is m Son [rather than Moses and the 

Propheta}. Said in allusion to what is written, 
Deut. xviii. 15, wpopirny—dvacrice: 00i 
Kupios ò Osóc cov’ abTov dáxoíctcÜs, and 
so intended to point at the fulfilment of the 
prophecy in Christ, in reference to whom it is 
adduced at Acts iii. 22. vii. 37. 

6. £v«coy ivl TpócwTov] A posture natu- 
rally assumed by those to whom visions and 
Divine revelations were vouchsafed ; and to be 
accounted for, not so much on a principle of fear, 
as of reverence. 

7. aro avrov] Here inj. is used as at 
Dan. viii. 18. ix. Zl. x. 18. 2 Kings xii. 17; 
and in all those es its meaning is, not 
touched, but, laid hold © ; viz. by the hand, as 
in raising any one up; a sense of the term fre- 
uent in the Class. writers, and found also in 

the N. T., as supra viii. 15, xal faro tris 
eee auras, kal hyépôn, et al. See my 

x. 
9. ix ov ópovs] So, for àvó r. 3., Matth., 

Gricsb., Frit., Scholz, Lach., and Tisch. edit., 
from very many MSS. (to which I add all the 

b., and nearly all the Mus. copies), besides 
early Edd. and Fathers. And internal evidence 

11 6 8é “Inoots azroxpiOels elmev 

is quite in favour of the reading. Otherwise, 
since the two words are so frequently confounded 
by the scribes, there is sometimes a difficulty in 
fixing the true reading, which must depend on a 
combination of competent external authority 
with internal evidence. 
— TÓ "penal i.e. ‘what they had seen’ So 

in Acts vii. 31 (‘of the burning bush"), o 8è 
Movor5s lóowv £Üavuace TÒ Gpaua. Indeed, the 
notion of its being a mere vision, is precluded by 
the more precise expression of Mark, à «Ióov. 
— For dvacry, L. and T. edit. &yep05, from 2 

MSS. only. But though dvacr. may have been 
introduced from the parallel passage of Mark 
ix. 9, yet the utter insufficiency of external au- 
thority (I find dvacry in all the Lamb. and 
Mus. MSS.) forbids any alteration. And yet 
Lachmann's adoption of it is singularly incon- 
sistent with his critical determination, infra v. 
23, where, for éyspÜüriosrai, found in all his 
MSS. except B, and 10 cursive ones, he edits 
dvacricera:, which ought to have made him 
reconsider his decision here. He ought also to 
have borne in mind a passage of Mark vi. 14, 
where for 7yép0n, MS. A, and a few others 
have dváeTrn—an evident gloss, and occurring 
also at Luke ix. 7. The same inconsistency re- 
curs at Luke ix. 22, where for text. rec. éyep07- 
vai, he edits (as also Tisch.) dvacrjva:, from 

, C, D, T, K, and several earlier ones. And 
so again at 1 Cor. xv. 52, for iy:opÜrcovra:, he 
edits dvaorijcovra, from only MSS. A, D, E, 
F, G, and two others. Now surely those critical 
decisions, if at all well founded, ought to have 
taught Lachm. to stay his hand Aere. 

10. zi obv ol Tpappareis—wpwroy] q. d. 
* How, then, if thou be the Christ, can the decla- 
ration of the scribes (founded on the prophecy of 
Mal. iv. 5) hold good, that Elias must precede 
the Messiah, to announce his coming, and restore 
all things,” &c.? ‘If thy stay on earth is so soon 
to come to a termination, and we are to see no 
more of Elias than we now have done in this 
secret glimpse, how are we to understand what 
the scribes say,—that Elias must come to pre- 
Pu the for the reception of the Mies- 
si 
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avroiss 'HAias uév čpyerat mparov, kal amorkaraotýoet rávra* 
12 Xéyo 66 üptv, öte "HXías Hon AOe Kal ove éméyvocav 

9 ^ 

avrüv GAN èmoiņoav èv alt@ boa nOéEAncav obtw Kal 6 Tids 
ToU avOpwrrov uéXXew "rác etw ÙT avTOv. 13 Tore cvvfjkav ot 
pa85rai, ore Trepi "Ieávvov tov Bamricrod elev avrois. 

lta Kai éX0óvrov aùrâv mpos tov ÓyXov, mpoaíjMÜev aire amar. 
&vÜperrros tyovvrerüv * avrov, 19 kal Abyor Kúp, éXégaóy Loxes.s— 
pov TOv viov, Ste ceXqviáteras Kal Kax@s Tráawxev TroANaKIS yap 
rirret ELS TO TUP, ka TroAAaKS eis TO DOwp. 16 Kai mpoonveyxa 
avrov Tots pabnrais cov, kal oùe nouvnOncay avrov Oeparredoat. 

17 "ArroxpiOeis 6e ó 'Igcobs elmer "QQ yeved ümioTos xai Ov 
, t & r * C e A : b é L4 > 7 

eotpappevn! éws Tróre Ecopas ped vuwv; "évs more avéEouas b Num. 14. 

tye ; $éperé prot avtoy woe. 18 Kal émerijmoev aùr ó In- 
cous, kai é&fNOev az’ avtod TO Satpowov xal eOeparrevOn ò 

II. 'HAías piv ipyerai—7rárra] i. e. ‘ Elias 
is, indeed, first to come,’ &c. The future tense 
is not used, because our Lord here adopts the 
language which was generally applied to the 
Messiah ; q. d. * It was true, which the Scribes 
tanght, that Elijah would appear before the 
coming of the Messiah.'——Kai dwoxatracricat 
wavra. 'A-xokaÜ.cTáva: properly means to re- 
store a thing to its original state; and, by impli- 
cation, to reform and amend it. From the 
manner, however, in which the term is here 
brought forward (namely, in repeating the words 
of others), it is evident that the sense need not 
be pressed on, but may be explained agreeably to 
what was to be expected from the nature of 
John's ministry ; which was that of preaching a 
baptism of repentance, correcting men's carnal 
and earthly notions of the Messiah, and preparing 
them for his coming by a moral reformation as 
extensive as could be expected from so ra- 

a ministry (see Matt. iii. 3) as John's was, 
—in which is to be considered the purpose rather 
rn the effect ; though that was not inconsider- 
able. 

12. oùx éwéyvwoay abTóv] i.e. ‘did not re- 
ize him in his real character, as such, not 

being agreed as to his real character; in other 
words, ‘John the Baptist has come in the spirit 
and power of Elias (Luke i. 17), but they did 
not re ize him in that character, as suitable 
to that of forerunner to the Messiah." 
— iv avro] ‘In, or‘ by him.’ This is not so 

much a Hebraism, as rather a popular idiom, 
similar to one in our own language. Tloceiy is 
adapted to denote treatment of every kind, whether 
ood or bad. In éxoincay 0ca h0éAncav we 
ive a popular idiom, usually implying violence. 

We may compare the Classical phrase xprjafa: 
ort BovAeras or BovXAovrat, occurring in Thucyd. 
vil. 85, and elsewhere. 

14—21. See Mark ix. 14—29, and Luke ix. 
27—43. 

— aéróy) So all the Editors from Wets. 
downwards read, for av, on the strongest evi- 
dence both of MSS. (including all the Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS.) and Fathers, and the usage of 
Scripture, as in Mark i. 40. x. 17. 

Ps. 05. 10. 
Infra 23. 37. 
Exod. 34. 6. 

15. cre From the symptoms men- 
tioned here, and at Mark ix. 13, this disorder is 
supposed to have been epilepsy,—inflicted, how- 
ever, by an evil spirit, as I have shown, supra 
iv. 24. Though in this instance the demon had 
also deprived him of speech, Mark ix. 17 ; sothat 
this case, so minutely and graphically described 
by Mark, was perhaps the most severe and obsti- 
nate of all recorded in Scripture, and hence the 
disciples might well despair of being able to cure 
him, and thus lack the faith necessary to obtain 
that power. 

l7. à yeved deioTos x. 0.] Comp. Deut. 
xxxii. 5, ysved oxAnpd xai OuaTpauuévr, 
* crooked, perverse. Who are the persons to be 
here understood, has been much debated. Some 
understand the futher and the relations. Others, 
the Jews, meaning the Scribes who might be 
present on the occasion. Others, again, the dis- 
ciples; which last view seems, from the context, 
to be the most probable. But it is best to sup- 
pose the repre meant for all present, each in 
the degree that they deserved it. Tevek á7ria Tos 
may be referred to the disciples, and in some 
measure the futher ; dseorp., to the Scribes ; the 
first ouv, to the disciples, and the second to the 

— tws wote—ipav] ‘How long must I be 
with you?’ i. e. how ME must my — bo 
necessary to you? 'AuiConai ù., ‘ bear with you." 

18. xai iwerinnoev—éain.] Some refer the 
autw to the sick person; but most Commenta- 
tors, rightly, to the damon. In fact, the passage 
is to be taken as if written, xai éweriunoey ò 'I. 
TX daimou, kai ££5A0s, nearly as Luke. From 
the words of the rebuke, expressed by Mark, oor 
i7riráco o, &c., it appears, that the term imari- 
pot here is to be taken with the highest signifi- 
cance, as combining the notion of strict injunc- 
tion with that of severe reproof for what has 
been amiss. So, too, in Luke ix. 2l, et al. 
After xai t&7X. an’ a. T. è., Mark adds the 
result, kai éy£vero worl vexpos’ Gore ToXXobs 
Atyew Ore dríÜavev. After 0spaeUUn, &c., 
Rudd not after v. 21, I would — in the words 
of Luke, ix. 43, ifewAtiocovro dt wavres ir} 
T usyaMuóT»yTi ToU Otov. 
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mais ato THS w@pas éxelvns. 19 Tore mpocedOovres of pabntat 
TQ Inood xaT idiay, elroy Aida Tí ")ueis oùe TOvviÜnuev èx- 

^ r 

BaXev avro ; 20 “O è 'Igao0s elzrev avrois* Aià Tijv. amitiav 
Dov. auim yap Xéyo wiv *éày Éygre wlotw ws KOKKOD 

21 Tovro &é Tò yévos 

c Infra 21. 

John 1,40 cwárreos, pete TH Spee Tovro" Meráf90. evrevOev éxei, xai 
peraBnoeras ral ovdey aduvaryce: Üpiv. 
ovK éxTropeveTat, ei uù) ev Trpoaevyi) Kal vnoTeia. 

2 *"Avaotpepopévay 06 aitav èv tH Tanala, elmev avrois 
asap. 6 'Incoós *MédXee 6 Tids tod ávÜparvrov mrapabdibocba eis 

xcipas avOparrav B xai atroxtevodow avTOv, Kai TH TpíTQ 
pépa éyepOncerar. xal édurnOnoay adoópa. 

?$' EXóvrev 8é avrüv eis Kamepvaoùp, TpocijAgov oi ta 
Lo. SiSpaypa Xaufávovres TQ & 58. 34—9. IIérpo, kai elrrov ‘O SiddcKxados 
2 Chron. MV ov Teel °Ta Sidpayya; ?5 Xéyev. Nal. Kal dre cionrOev 

19. wpoceXOovres—xar’ lélav] * To some pri- 
vate place apart, namely, as Mark says, xar’ 
olxoy, meaning at the house where they were 
— 

20. 6 d& "Inc. stm:v] Lach. edits, on the 
authority of B, D, and a few cursive MSS., ô ài 
Aiya, which Tisch. adopts in his second ed., 
while in his first he reads ó 8è slwav. The 
reading Aéíyst has internal evidence, and the 
authority of some Versions in its favour, and 
may possibly be the true reading. See note, 
supra xiii. 28, and Mark vi. 31. But 'Inoovs 
was, I doubt not, cancelled by the Critical re- 
visers, and that for the purpose of preventing 
what they deemed a tautology. 
— dia ri dori Tíay 0.] Lachm. reads 9 À- 

yom:oriay, from MS. B, and 7 cursive ones, 
with the Copt., Sahid., JEthiop., and Armen. 
Vers., and Origen—authority very insufficient, 
eepec. since internal evidence is altogether op- 
— to dAcyow., which evidently arose either 
rom & marginal gloss, or a too frce Version ; as 
roof of which, Expositors in general explain it 

a , in p"; *for, observes Mr. 
resw., *it cannot inferred from the words 

following, that the Apostles did not pe any 
degree of the faith in question,' q. d. though they 
had faith, it was ineffectual. But there is no 
need to make here such distinctions, as must end 
in mere metaphysical subtiltics. It would be 
bost to render the sense by absence of fuith, that 
full confidence in the power vested in you, which 
had it existed would have effectually attained 
the purpose. Accordingly, if they had not that 
faith (meaning the faith necessary for the work- 
ing of miracles), they had nothing; and thus the 

of deficiency was nothing to the purpose. 
— we xóxkoy ciyáTiws] 1.e. even in the 

smallest degree; for this was, as we find from 
the Rabbinical citations in Wetstein, a proverbial 
expression to denote any thing exceedingly 
amall,—(the cívav: being the smallest of all 
sceds) just as to remove mountains was an adagial 
hyperbole to denote the accomplishment of any 
thing apparently impossible. 
oF TovTo TO ytvos] Here almost all Com- 

mentators supply da:uoviwy, But that would 
suppose different kinds of demons, which, though 

& possible fact, yet must not be thus admitted into 
revelation per ellipsin. Nor is it necessary, since 
(as Chrys., Euthym., and also some modern Com- 
mentators have = the sense may be: ‘ this 
kind of beings,’ namely, demons. However, the 
sense may be, by a popular brevity of expression, 
‘this kind of possession,’ so fixed, violent, long 
continued, and complicated. 

iv wpocevxn Kai vnorela] viz, says 
Campbell, as necessary to the attainment of that 
faith, without which the demous could not be 
expelled ; and, therefore, prayer and fasting might 
be said to be the cause, as being the cause of the 
cause. 

22, 23. Mark ix. 30—32. Luke ix. 43—45. 
— dvacTpidouíycor ab. ly tH TaX.] Not, 

‘while they abode in Galilee’ (for, from the 
of Mark, it appears that they made no 

stay); nor, ‘while they passed through. For 
though this latter sense may seem to be required 
by Mark ix. 30, wapemopsvovro d:a ts l'aA., 
yet there is no authority for such a sense ; nor do 
the words of Mark, which I have already ex- 
plained, require it. Render, ‘as they were 
moving about [on travel] in Galilee,’ i.e. as we 
find from Mark, and v. 24, on their way to Ca- 
pernaum. 

24. rà dispaxua) A collective noun, to de- 
signate the appointed payment to that amount, 
namely, a didrachm (or doublo-drachma), equiv. 
to balf a shekel, collected every year of all Jews 
from their twentieth year (even those resident 
out of Judea), for maintaining the repairs of the 
Temple, and defraying the expense of its ser- 
vices. This is alluded to in Joseph. Bell. J. 
vii. c. a It bn Dun as to its amount, on 
& contribution for & similar purpose inted b 
Moses, Exod. xxx. 1116 From the air dt 
the inquiry on the part of the collectors, it scems 
to have n, at least practically, considered 
voluntary ; etm as we may imagine from the 
purpose of its col: ‘ection, declined by no religious 
persons who had the means to pay it. 

25. öre tlagAOsy els Thy olxíav] The person 
here meant is not clear. Almost all the Com- 
mentators suppose Jesus. We may, however, 
understand it with the Syriac, Euthym., L. Brug., 
aud Kuindel, of Peter. The sense may be thus 
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es THY oixlav, 7rpoédÜaccv aùròv 6 “Inaois, Aéyov Tl cos 
Soxet, Xi. ; ot Bacrireis THs ys amo tivey Xap9ávovat TÊN 
7 KVOOV ; ATO TOV viv aUTaV, 7) amò tv àXXorpiov; 76 Aé- 
ye aùr 6 Ilérpos' 'Amó tav addotpiav. “Edn aùr 5 Ig- 
cous “Aparye éXeUÜepol eiow oi viol. 27 f"Iya, Sè 13) orava- f Se 
Aowpev aùroùs, 7ropevÜcls cis Thy Oáħñacoav Bare dyxioTpoy, Supr b. o. 
kat tov àvaflávra mpõrov iyOiv ápov xal avolfas tò oTopa 
avro), evprjceis oTaTHpa’ éxetvov AaBawy, Sos avrois avt. épo0 
kai coU. 

XV III. ! ' Ev éxeivy rÀ pa mpoonrOov oi pabyral TQ Inco, 
Aéyovres" Tis dpa peifwv écTiv èv r) Bactrela Tüv oUpavàv ; 
3 Kai TpockaXecdpevos 6 'lgooUs 

expressed ; * When he (i. e. Peter) had entered 
into the house [whither Jesus had already gone, 
while the collectors were applying to Peter for 
the sum], and was just about to ask him whether 
he would not pay the contribution, Jesus was 
beforehand with his question, by asking Aim 
one,’ namely, Ti coz, &c. 
— Tin À «xjvaooy) By the former term are 

denoted the customs, or tax on eatables or drink- 
ables: by the latter, a Latinism, the head-money, 
or Dorian. laid on the provincials. 

. Gpaye édev0epoi s. of vioí] Of these 
words the map — most m Hes — 
pretation is that o rysost. and Euthym. (ap- 
proved by Fritz), namely, * Then this tribute, 
paid to God for his temple, I ought not to pay, 
Inasmuch as I am his Sun.’ There is an argu- 
ment d fertiori. ‘If such be the case with an 
earthly ings son, how much more the hea- 
venly,' &c. 
of. Tra uù oxavdadiocwper abroue] i. e. that 

we may not make them suppose, that we under- 
value the temple; which might cause them to 
stumble at, and reject my pretensions. 
— tov dvaBavra T. lyOuy] ‘the fish which 

first rises’ (to meet the baited hook']; seem- 
ingly a common piscatory mode of expression, 
though not, I believe, occurring elsewhere. We 
need not suppose the piece of money to have 
been created on purpose; but that it was money 
that had fallen into tbe sea, and been swallowed 
by the fish. Many instances are on record, of 
jewels, coins, and other valuables, being found 
in the bellies of fishes. See Hdot. iii. 92, and 
the other cited by Wets. The Divinity 
of our Lord is thus made manifest; for if he 
knew that the first fish that came up would have 
such & coin in bis mouth, nothing could more 
surely than this prove his omsiscience, and pro- 
elaim an union of fe and JDieine 
power, the exercise of which on this occasion 
seems to have been intended to encou both 
Peter and his fellow-Apostles to place a firm do- 
pendence on Divine Providence, under the exer- 
cise of due means (for Peter must necessarily ob- 
tain the fish by the exercise of his calling and 
industry), which Providence they might Justly 
hope would sustain them under all trials and all 
adversities. 

XVIII. 1—35. Mark ix. 38—50. Luke ix. 
2. On the transaction now recorded, 

precept. See Mark ix. 

f 1 Cor. 9. 

a Mark 9. 83H. 
Luke 9. 
406—485. 
nfra 30. 
W- B. & 

j — 93. 11, 13. 

maidiov, €agoev avTo èv Eom-12. 1o. 

there is some discrepancy in the accounts of the 
Evangelista; of which the best solution appears 
to be that of Mr. Greswell, who supposes that 
the transaction took place twice on the same 
day, and in the same house. The disciples, it 
seems, had all of them been of late expecting 
that Jesus (whose fame had been recently fast 
increasing) would speedily enter on his temporal 
kingdom ; and with minds bent on secular ad- 
vantage, they had been, no doubt, conversing 
one with another about the different posts they 
should respectively hold about his person, or in 
his court. This had, it seems, formed the sub- 
ject of especial discussion to Peter, James, and 
John, on their way back to Capernaum from the 
Mount of Transfiguration: and no wonder, since 
the preference which had been thus shown them 
by Jesus, would naturally excite their expecta- 
tions of high advancement. On their — 
the house, Jesus inquired of them what they h 
been disputing about,—for it seems their con- 
versation was aside, —and they were silent from 
shame. Whereupon our Lord gave them tho 
lesson, they so much needed, on tlity, unam- 
bitiousness, &c. ; and that by action os well as 

. Luke ix. 46—50. 
Afterwards, however, on the return of Peter 
from procuring miraculously and paying tho 
Tribute-money, not the Apostles only, but the 

ark ix. 35) (all of disciples — (see 
whom probably had been intent on the same 
subject as Peter, James, and John) agreed to 
refer to Jesus the subject of their mutual dis- 
putation rie uaí(ov, ke. ; whereupon our Lord 
gave them the samo instruction, in the same 
striking manner, as he had done to the Apostles 
only; on this occasion, however, entering into 
more particular explanations. According to tho 
foregoing view, the formula i» ixsivy ry Spe 
will denote ‘about that time,’ viz. the payment 
of the tribute-money. 

]. nit] for uévyicros, say the Commenta- 
tors. But the diciples seem to have desired to 
know, not who should be the greatest, but who 
should be great, i. e. fill some one of the more 
considerable posts in the court of the Messiah. 
Thus James and John, as we lcarn from Mark x. 
85, went to our Lord and asked, not each of them 
to be uéyiaToc, but usí(ov, namely, to occupy 
his ri ht and left hand, during his regal state. 

2. iorno: avrò iv p. a.] The more forcibly 
to impress on their minds the truth he wishes to 
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péow avrQv, 3 kalebmev ‘Apip Xéyo viv eddy wn arpadire 
kai eyévgaÜe ws TA madia, ov uù elaéAÓnre eis THY Bactretav 
Tav ovpavav. *° Oats oiv 

+ , e ~ e * , 

t ratrewwwon éavróv ws TO Tatdiov 
ToUTo, oUTOs éaiw 6 pellwy èv TH Bacirela TÀv ovpavav. 5 Kai 
Ss àv déEntras maior TovoÜTov v ml rà OvonaTi pov, éué 
O€yerar ôs Ò dv cravdarlon &va TOV ppv Tovrev TAV 

[4 ? > 

TLOTEVOVTM@Y ELS È È, av, 

inculcate, our Lord employs the aid of example ; 
adopting a method of instruction always preva- 
lent in the East,—that by emblems and sym- 
bolical actions; a mode of conveying any one's 
meaning, which having first been resorted to 
from the poverty of early language, was afler- 
wards continued, from the advantage it - 
sessed of forcible and vivid illustration; since 
none of the conceptions of the mind are so dis- 
tinct as the direct impressions of the senses. Of 
these symbolical and significant actions the 
writings of the Old Test. supply numerous ex- 
amples; nor are they wanting in the New. 
Those of the former are generally of a prophetic 
character; while those of the latter are partly 
vehicles of prophecy, partly of counsel and in- 
struction. "Those of our Lord are generally of 
the latter description ; as when he washed his 
disciples’ feet, broke the bread at the institution 
of the Eucharist, and breathed on them when 
communicating the Holy Ghost. With respect 
to the touching so often mentioned in the Gos- 
pele, as preludial to the working of miracles, 
such an action may rather be Bs as & signi- 
ficant than a symbolical one. e present was 
plainly the latter, and was intended to supply 
the place of a direct answer at the time, and to 
impart force to the instruction when directly 
communicated. See more in Greswell on Parab. 
vol. ii. p. 276—283. 

3. ws Ta wadia] i. e. in respect to simple- 
mindedness, humility, and docility ; dispositions 
the very reverso to those which they were then 
indulging (comp. infra xix. 14. 1 Cor. xiv. 20), 
and from which they needed to be turned and 
changed in their minds. Our Lord proceeds to 
show, verse 4, that he who evinces the dis- 
positions thus inculcated, shall be distinguished 
m ii spiritual kingdom which he came to esta- 

ish. 
4. rawewwwon) Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., 

edit the reading rawsa:ywoet, from many ancient 
MSS. ; to which I add all the Lamb. and nearly 
all the Mus. copies. Internal evidence is pretty 
evenly balanced, since -op might be altered to 
-ga or -osi to -o y, —but the former is the more 
probable, as from the character of the MSS. it 
would seem to be a correction of the Greek, 
which, however, if we may believe a competent 
judge of such a matter, Fritz., does not require 
it. Be that, however, as it may, this is not a 
case which calls for any change of reading. To 
turn from dry words to things, however the har- 
mony of this be adjusted, which I leave to the 
curious inquirer, one thing seems clear (though 
it has escaped all the harmonists), namely, that 
the true parallel passage to this is the latter part 
of Luke ix. 48, P yàp pixporepos—piyas, of 
which the sense is, * He who is least [in his own 
estimation] among you all, and most resembles 

Epes ava, iva kpep.aa Os) únos OvLKOS 

this little child in humility, shall be great (see 
supra v. l, note) in my kingdom ; where uwpor. 
stands for uixpó», as in the similarly-worded 
pas and kindred construction, Matt. xi. 11, 
and Luke vii. 28, ò uuxpoóTspos iv 759 BaciX., 
&c. By otros ico Tiv ó p. is meant the cha- 
racter they were inquiring after under the name 
usto ov. 

5. The preceding verse is evidently directed to 
the Apostles while this and the following were 
robably addressed to the bystanders. Of gig. 
wi rw ÓvÓp. pou, the full meaning is, receives, 

aids, serves (see Euthym.), namely, in the cha- 
racter of being my ipe UR because he belongs 
to me, as it is explained Mark ix. 41. 

6. oxavéarXicn tva—ipvé] Render, ‘shall 
cause [even] one of these little oncs (meaning 
ordinary believers), as little children in humility 
and unambitiousness, to fall away from their 
faith in me.’ Jn the term oxavé. (with which 
comp. the noun axávdaAa at v. 7, which in like 
manner denotes such things as occasion this fall- 
ing off) there is great complexity of sense, the 
genus having many species, comprehending what- 
ever may cause any one to swerve from the 
faith, or hinder him from carrying it out in a 
truly Christian course, without falling back, or 
other hindrance. See Calv., who well points out 
that though thie saying may seem subjoined for 
the consolation of the pious, lest their condition 
should, under the world's contempt, seem hard 
to bear, yct that it had another object: and when 
we consider the contention which had just arisen 
de honoris primatu, it may justly be inferred that 
the Apostles were somewhat affected with the 
desire to rise in rank, “ porro fieri non potest 
uin sit in fratres contumeliosus quisque vel 

sibi nimium placet, vel omnibus preeferri appetit." 
Hence it would seem that the chief kind of 
oxavéchiopds here meant, is that of grieving 
and discouraging humble Christian brethren by 
contumelious treatment of them. See Chrys., 
Euthym., and Grot. That the aexavóaAicyuos is 
not temptation to sin, by evil example, nor to 
falling away from the faith by sophistry (as 
Doddr. sins) is plain, inasmuch 3s there is 
here (as Chrys. iol Theophyl. point out) an 
argumentum è contrario. 
— ovupápe: abro, &c.] i.e. rather than that 

he should commit such a crime as is implied in 
the context. So in the parallel passage of Luke, 
À lva oxavéaXicy iva ev uukpwy TovTww. In 
the words ta xpsuacÜg—r5« Bad. we have a 
very strong, and perhape proverbial, form of ex- 
pression, used to intimate the enormity of any 
offence. The va before «pep. forms one of the in- 
stances in which ya is supposed to stand for Sore. 
Yet such cases aro far less frequent than they 
have been thought; fne only certain ones known 
to me being Cal. v. 17. 1 Thess. v.4. John 
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temi Tov TpáymXov avroÜ, xal xaraTovrwcÓ: èv TQ medyc 
7*Ovai tO koc rò TV cKavddrov ! v Supra. 

41. 

avayin yap éa riv. éXÜeiv ra oxdvdara’ mAnY oval TQ üvÜperrq =m 3%. 
éxeivp Se’ oÙ TO oxdvdadov Epyerat! | 8 * Et 86 7) yelp cou 7) 0 cake. 
mous gov oxavoanrives ce, Ékkoirov avrà xai Bare amo cob bike e 1, 
Kadov coi éotiv eigeAÜetv eis Tiv wrm oXov 1) eurov, 1) 6Uo 28—34. 

xeipas 7) vo mobas čyovra BAnOjvas cis TO Tip TO alwvov. 
9 Kai ci 0 0$ffaNuos aov oxavdanrives oe, KEeXe aùròv kal BáXe 

amo cou: kaXov cot onè povodOaXpov eis tiv Cony eiaeXBeiv, 
7) 6vo 6pOarpovs Éyovra BXnOtfva: 

10'Opüre uù xaradpovýonrte évós 

ix. 2. 1 John i. 9. MvXos óvixóc stands, ft 
synecdochen, for Aí0os dvixds in St. Mark. The 
expression is a figurative one to denote an im- 
mense stone. Comp. Virg. Ain. viii. 250, * Om- 
niaque arma Advocat, et ramis vastisque molari- 
bus instat.’ For iri before roy Tpáxniov a. L. 
and T. read, from several ancient MSS. (to 
which I add all the Lamb., and nearly all the 
Mus. copies), and, of Fathers, Origen and Chrye., 
els, which is probably the true reading, and £i 
only a gloss on it, or a Critical correction. 

In werXGdyst tHe 0aAácons we have a some- 
what rare phrase (though occurring also in Apoll. 
Rhod. ii. 608), which preserves the quate 
sense of aríAayos, namely, ‘a depth,’ for which 
Pind., as cited in Plut. Symp. vii. 5, has wovrou 
Oaracons. 

The punishment here alluded to, though not 
in use among the Jews themselves, was so among 
the Romans and Syrians, also the Greeks (see 
Schol. on Aristoph. Eq. 1373), where it was in- 
flicted on criminals of the worst description, 
especially parricides, and those guilty of sacri- 

7. ræv oxavd.| Meaning, not those scandals 
just spoken of, as is plain from Luke xvii. 1, 
where the Article can have no reference. The 
sense is: ‘Alas for the world from causes of 
offending ; the term cxavé. being here taken in 
it& general and comprehensive acceptation, to 
denote whatever circumstances may obstruct the 
reception, or occasion, if not tho abandonment, 
the inefficiency of the faith received ; whatever 
in short, iy @ ò &dsXdpós cov WpocKonTEL, Ñ 
exaydaA (erai, Rom. xiv. 21. See the admirable 
note of Calv., which is instar omnium. From 
what he has remarked, it is plain that the words 
following åváykn yàp, &c., contain a confirma- 
tion of the foregoing sentiment, apprizing them 
that the evil, deplorable as they may be, are, 
however, unavoidable, being necessary to the 
trial of our faith. See ] Cor. xi. 19. The ze- 
cesstty here spoken of is what is called a neces- 
sity of consequence, one arising from the condi- 
tion of human nature, a moral necessity (comp. 
Heb. ix. 23). q. d. ‘it cannot but happen from the 
corruption of human nature — to &vév- 
éextov, Luke xvii. 1), that offences (oxávdaAa) 
should arise ; yet so terrible are the consequences 
of those offences, that it is better to endure the 
greatest deprivation or corporeal pain, than occa- 
sion them. 

8. See supra v. 30, sq. and notes. As to the 

eis THY yéevvay ToU Trvpós. 
TOV [Kpüv TOUTOV  Xéyo 

connexion, it should seem that, together with 
cautions against the exávdaAa which draw others 
into sin, our Lord intermixes one (intended for 
his disciples) against throwing any exáyóaAov in 
our own way, by yielding to worldly-mindedness, 
or sensuality, or inordinate affection. In short, 
the best comment on these verses is 1 John ii. 
15, 16, uj) dyaware TÓv kócuov, &c. 

. See supra v. 29, and note. On alóviov seo 
Bp. Pearson on the Creed, i. 592. 
— povóþðaňuov] ‘deprived of an eye,” érep- 

od0., as Class, Greek propriety would require : 
for the Atticists are that uovod0. should 
be confined to denote one *born blind of one 
eye, one-eyed by nature; érepopO., ‘one de- 

ived of an eye. This canon is thought to be 
orne out by the examples adduced from Hdot. 

iii. 11, 6, and iv. 13, 27. Demosth. p. 744. 
That erepodO. was used to denote ‘deprived of 
an eye, the authority of Aristid., Aristot., Plu- 
tarch, and other later writers fully justifies. But 
none of the earlier and purer Greek writers use 
érspod 0. in this sense. And if they had had 
occasion to express it, it is a question whether 
they would not have employed uovód$0aAuos 
since we find good writers, like Apollodor. an 
Lucian, not to mention Strabo, Pausanias, and 
Artemid., did not scruple to do 80; so too Hesych. 
explains irepopBadpos by povo>Budyos; and 
it 1$ not improbable that those Atticists here, as 
on other occasions, laid down Canons of compo- 
sition very inconsiderately, which would never 
have been confirmed by their idolized models. I 
doubt not that — was always used in the 
language of common life to erre both the above 
senses—a use which, as it involved no catechresis, 
was not likely to be rejected by those who culti- 
vated purity of pliraseology. 

10. ópárs uÀ Katadpovjonte, &c.] Revert- 
ing back to the subject treated of at vv. 6, 7, our 
Lord, from injury in general, procceds to warn 
his hearers against even contumely towards the 

rsons in question, aud that on two grounds: 
rsen the care with which God, by his angels, 
watches over his meanest servants; 2. from the 
love of Christ shown equally unto them, by his 
laying down his life for their sakes, as well as 
their more honoured brethren. It is plain that 
this admonition is intended for such as had be- 
come disciples. In the former, we have an ar- 

tum ad hominem, founded on the general 
lief of the Jews, and of the carly Christians, 

and maintained by the Fathers generally, that 
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d Luke 10. 
33. 

e Luke 19.10. f Luke 15. 4, &c. 

eve rson, or at least tho good, had his at- 
tendant guardian angel. This angelic attendant 
was regarded as the representative of the person : 
nay, even as bearing a personal resemblance to 
him (see Acts xii. 15), and also as standing in 
the same favour with God as tho person him- 
self. | 

— Aévycw yàp Duty, Sri ol Gyyerot aíTOv, 
&c.] That aage do minister about the chil- 
dren of God, is certain from various passages of 
the O. T., and some of the New. But Mr. 
Gresw. seems right, in thinking that neither this 
nor the other texts establish the doctrine of 
guardian angels in particular, i.e. angels indi- 
vidually appointed to each of the heirs of salva- 
tion, though they may furnish a strong evidence 
for the doctrine of guardian — in general, 
that is of the peculiar relation of the good and 
holy beings who inhabit the heavenly mansions, 
to the heirs of salvation in common. It is only 
in this general ministerial relation that they are 
in Heb. i. 14 represented as Asvrovp'yixà wvev- 
para, and agreeably to their name of angels, or 
* messengers sent forth’ to minister to the heirs 
of salvation. “ Yet I doubt not that (as Mr. 
Gresw. says) in a variety of ways, at present in- 
scrutable and unintelligible to ourselves, —but 
which may appear more fully hereafter—they are 
ac y instrumental in furthering the spiritual 
welfare of mankind :" and I would add, occa- 
sionally of individuals in particular. Though I 
cannot find in this, or any other passage, proof 
that each one has his guardian angel, which Mr. 
Alf. unwarrantably, from the use of £vós Tow 
pap. T., here infers. I say unwarrantably, since 
the sense there is ‘any one,’ eq. to ‘not at ail,’ 
As to Acts xii. 15, dyyeAos icTiv. avTov, the 
opinion there expressed is no more binding on 
us than the notion of some fanciful Fathers, as 
Tertullian, and perhaps Origen, Basil, and others. 
Nay, Hermes Pastor even supposes every Chris- 
tian to have both his good and hie evi angel. 
Now this shows, not only that it may have been 
erroneous, and savouring of superstition, as Mr. 
Alf. expresses, but that it was superstitious, 
nay, savoured of something worse; for who can 
fail to see, that in the case of the persons spoken 
of in Acts, it might be derived from the wild, 
and sometimes profane dreams of the Rabbins, 
nay, as held by Tertull., Orig., and Basil, derived 
from the still worse source of pagan superstition, 
which assigned to every man both his good and 
his evil genius, and hence we may suspect how 
the notion originated? See more in the able 
notes of Calv., Marlorati, Hamm., and Whitby, 
who have given good reasons for thinking that 
the doctrine in question is, at any rate, neither 
to be proved, nor refuted, from this , nO- 
thin ing distinctly affirmed; though Calv. 
and Whitby have, I think, gone far to prove the 
negative. Nay. Calv. does not hesitate to pro- 
nounce that it is at variance with the whole doc- 
trine of Scripture, and, after showing that tho 
passage of Acts, in whichever way taken, as 
arising from the common notion, or otherwise, 
will not afford any proof of the doctrine in ques- 

MATTHEW XVIII. 11, 12. 

yàp -tpuiv, Ste 50i ayycdoe abrQv èv ovpavois Sia mavròs 
Brérrovet TO Tpócerrov tov llarpós pov rod èv ovpavois. 
11 e*HTABe yap 6 Lids tod avOpwrrov odoat TO atrokwdOs. 12° TV 

tion, then concludes with the weighty remark : 
* Faceasat ergo commentum illud de bono ct 
malo genio, ac nobis tenere sufficiat, Angelis 
mandari totius Ecclesi» curam, ut singulis mem- 
bris succurrant, prout feret necessitas et usus." 
— BXívovo: TÒ 4 p0cwoy, &c.] i.e. ‘they 

enjoy the favour of,' &c., with an allusion to Ori- 
ental custom, by which none were allowed to see 
the monarch, but those who were in his especial 
favour. See l Kings x. 8. 

ll. The connexion here is with the 
part of the precoce verse ; q. d. * Despise not 
any fellow-Christians, however humble; for tho 
Son of man came to save all, without exception 
or distinction ; showing that God willeth not the 
death of a sinner, but that ali should be saved 
(comp. Luke xix. 10)... The verse, however, is 
cancelled by L. and T., but wrongly; for ez- 
ternal evidence is decidedly in its favour (only 5 
MSS. and 3 inferior Versions being without it), 
and internal scarcely less so. All the Lamb. and 
Mus. MSS. have it. I doubt not that the Alex- 
andrian Critics expunged the verse for no better 
reason than that they could not trace its con- 
nexion, and stumbled at the repeated ydp. But 
the very obscurity of the counexion is the beat 
of all reasons why we should sof suppose the 
verse to be an insertion. The purpose of the re- 
peated ydp is to introduce a second reason why 
the greutest should not undervalue, look above, 
these little ones, humble and simple-minded be- 
lievers,—which is this, that not only do angels 
watch over them, but the Son of man came to 
save them, and all others, from their ruined 
atate,—in short lost and ruined mas ; for, though 
TÒ á*oXwÀOs is said to be neut. for masc., it 
may rather be supposed that the gender is here 
accommodated to the ohject then in the mind of 
the speaker, and brought out in the next verse, 
where we have rò ?póflarov rò wAavwpevoy, 
q. d. * lost and ruined man." 

12, 13. The connexion in the thought seems 
to be this: *[You may figure to yoursclves tlie 
pia and anger which the Lord feels at ore of bis 
aithful being led astray, by the joy he, the good 
Shepherd, feels at the recovery of ore that had 
gone astray il which is like that of the shepherd, 
who,” &c. ( omp. Ezek. xviii. 23, with 2 Pet. 
iii. 9.) Tí duty soxet (where the bui» is em- 
posue) is a formula, showing that the thing may 
e illustrated by what takes place among them- 

selves, and in the ordinary transactions of life. 
With respect to dpm, it 1s by some construed 
with wopevOels; by others, with dgeis; which 
is the more natural construction, and, as being 
confirmed by the parallel passage of Luke xv. 4, 
xataXtelwe iv rH épriueo is preferable. The 
— of Lachm. and Tisch., founded on a very 
few MSS. and the Vulg., was, I doubt not, a 
mere critical alteration, 1 vised for the purposo 
of removing the inelegant recurrence of two par- 
ticiples; though such is occasionally found in 
the purest Greek writers. Thus internal evidence 
here confirms external. To advert to the sense 
of dp, it seems intended to denote those moun- 
tain pastures, which abounded in Judea, and 
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ópiv oxe? ; éàv yarntal tiv dvOpwr@m éxatov mpoBata, xal 
mravnOn êv éE aitav ovyi, ddeis Ta evvernxovraevvéa éri Ta 
õp, TropevÜeis Cyret Tò mTAavwpevov ; 13 kal day yévyntat eUpetw 

AUTO, any eyw piv, Gre yaipe èT alt@ pGdrov f) èm. Tois 
évVEeynKOVTaEVVea TOIS uù) TemAXavnuévos. 14 ofrws ove €acTL 

Onpa Eumrpocbev rod Ilarpés tay rod dv ovpavois, iva amo- 
Agra. els TOV ppv Tovrov. 195'Eày è duaprýon cis oé p Luke. 
ls k g pe » v pa L E page 0 aðeàpós aov, Ŭmaye kal Erey¥ov avróv jeraEv cov Kal auto Veris 19 

, , , ` , 13, &c. povov. 19 h'Edy cov axovon, éxépónaas tov aðerpóv cou èàv h Deui. 19. 
è ui) áxova, TaparaBe perà cov črti Eva Ù vo, va er) a To- John 8. 17. 

9 Cor. 18. 1. 

patos úo naprópov 1) Tp.Qv orab mâv pijua, 1!) day fponte 
5€ wapaxovoy altar, eiré TH exxdAnaia’  éày Òè kai THs ékkXn- 
cias Tapaxovon, Eorw cou óoTep 6 éÜvixüs xal 6 TEdwvNS. 
18 k’ Auny réyw ipiv oa àv Syonre ém} rhs YS, Eoras Sede- x supra 10. 
péva év TQ ovpave xal doa àv Aúonre èm. THs ys, Eotat {sane 
AeAvuéva ev TQ ovpave. 19!IIáduv Xéyo vpiv, Gre àv dvo John 18.7, 
Yoav ouphavycwow émi THs YAS 

were chiefly grazed by sheep. So Ezek. xxxiv. 
6, ‘my sheep wandered through all the moun- 
tains." 2 Chron. xviii. 16, &c. Nor is this to be 
considered as any discrepancy with the iv rg 
tenuw of Luke; since the deserts of Judea 
were chiefly mountainous, and were only pnya, 
as being, —like the mountain districts of Scot- 
land, —abandoned to common pasturage, and ac- 
uera very thinly peopled. 

14. QíAnua] purpose, or counsel ; as in John vi. 
99. Acts xxii. 14, and equiv. to stdoxla at xi. 
26. Ovx iors OfAnua EuwpocOey, &c., is a fer- 
mula loquendi, like that supra xi. 26, oUTws 
iyivero eidoaia ipwpoc8iy cov, in which 
luwpoc0ír cov is a Hebraism (answering to 
£>) for the Classical Greek cor. For óuàv, 
Lachm. and Tisch. read uov from 3 MSS. and 
some late Versions. But overpowering external 
authority, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulg. Versions, is not to be op ; and, 
though the reading mov be very specious, yet I 
suspect that it was introduced from v. 19 by cer- 
tain Critics, who thought that the same formula 
should be found in bth. while there pov is far 
more appropriate; here Uuwy is quite as much 
so. And hence may be seen the true reason why 
the Article is here not used. 

15—17. These verses relate to the resentment 
of injuries, and the methods of procuring their 
redress; v. 18, to the validity of spiritual cen- 
sures, when lawfully inflicted; 19 and 20, to the 

acy of common prayer, and the presence of 
Christ with his Church under particular circum- 
stances. As to the connexion of these several 
topics, we may account for them by the relation 
subsisting between special applications and a 
general case. (Gireswell.) 

15. duaprácy] i.e. * wilfully injure;' a senso 
of the word frequent in the best writers. Comp. 

ke xvii. 3, 4. In perati cov xoi avToU 
there is an allusion to the injunctions of the 
Mosaic law, Levit. xix. 17. Deut. xix. 15, on 

epi Tavros Tpdyparos oU Lich Stt 

which the canons of the primitive Church were 
founded. 
— iXeyEor avrov] * Convince,’ lit. *convict, 

him of his fault,’ or ‘trespass painat thee,” by the 
samo nse of iddyvyyw as that found at John viii. 
46, res—idiéyyet us wepl duaprias; whence it 
is plain that 75« duapTías is here to be supplied 
from the pecans duapriay. 

16. ixépógcac] Meaning, ‘hast gained him 
over to God or Christ, brought him to a right 
mind. Comp. l Cor. ix. 19, rods «Aaíovae 
xepdnow. Simil. Hdot. iii. 74, pov ?rpoaxra- 
bai Tiva. 
— dvo papTúpæv À piov] In allusion to the 

injunction of Deut. xix. 15, also adverted to at 
John viii. 17, and 2 Cor. xiii. 1; and, as ap- 

rs from the Talmud, constantly acted upon 
y the Jews. 
17. 5 ixxXnoía] i. e. * to the particular con- 

gregation to which you both respectively belong.’ 
— iore cor wowep ò iOy. xal ò Ter] i. e. 

‘account him as a person whose intercourse is to 
be avoided, as that of heathens and publicans ;' 
implying, en dernier ressort, excommunication. 

8. dca iav dionre, &c.] On the sense of 
these words see note supra xvi. 19. The general 
import of vv. 18—20 is: * Whatever ye deter- 
mine, as to the lation of the Church, shall 
be approved by the Divine will. Whatsoever ye 
shall determine respecting such an offender,— 
whether as to his removal from the Christian 
society, if obdurate and incorrigible, or his re- 
admission into it on repentance, I will ratify ; 
and whatever guidance ye ask from heaven in 
forming these determinations, shall be granted 
you; so that there be two or three who shall 
unite in the determination, or in the prayer.' 

19. idv do buoy cvudwvicesi, &c.) q. d. 
* There is, bowever, no need of the whole of you 
to give validity to what you shall do in such a 
case; for where even one or two of you shall 
agree as to such a matter, it shall be enough.’ 
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Ov, Aéyw cot, ews émrákxw, adr’ dws EBSopnxovraxis énta. 
B Aid tovto wpowln 7) Bactieia TAY oipavav àvÜperro Pası- 
Aci, 0s HOEANTE TUVapat Xoyov perà THV SovAWY avToOd. 24 Ap- 

fauévov è avrod cuvalpew, mpoonvéyOn avrQ els òperérns 
niEBe4 uupiov TaXávrov. 5" Mi) Éyovros Se abroU amodobval, éxé- 

Aevaev aùròv 6 KUplos avroU "rpaÜjva, xal Tiv *ywaika 
, ^ , 4 Dd = 9 ^ a/vToU kal Ta Téxva, xal Távra doa eiye, kai amrodo0jvat. 

26 I Teacw ovy ó codos mpocexvvet avTrQ, Xéyov Kúpu, paxpo- 

20. ob yap «lat, &c.] A general assertion in 
confirmation of the particular authority given to 
the Apostles. 

— dio À Tpeis] Meaning very few. A cer- 
tain for an uncertain, but very small number. 
So the Rabbinical writers say, that * wherever 
two are sitting conversing on the law, there the 
Shechinah is among them. Els rò éuov 
dvoua, i.e. ‘on my behalf, in my service and 
in my cause.’ ‘Ev piow abray, viz. spiritually, 
by my assistance to speed their petitions. 

The whole of this verse affords a manifest 
proof of our Lord's omntscience, and consequently 
of his Divine nature ; inasmuch as if, wherever 
true believers meet to worship God, in his name, 
though in many different placcs at the same 
time, he is present with them all,—hence he 
sei possess a power which none can have but 

D. 
2]. On the connexion here see Greswell, 

Parab. vol. ii. 367, seqq. 
— dwtdais] The number seven was selected 

by Peter for the limit; and it is plain that he 
thought there was a point at which the duty of 
forbearance should have a limit, and ought to 
cease. 

22. iB&onnxorráxis ewrd] A high certain, 
for an uncertain and unlimited number. The 
meaning is, ‘as often as he offend,’ and, as is 
implied, (indeed, expressed in Luke,) ‘is re- 
pentant.” Comp. supra vi. 12, and note. 

23. dia Tovro] This is not (as Kuin. con- 
siders i) a mere formula transitionis ; but is put 
elliptically : q. d. * Wherefore,’ or * accordingly’ 
[ because pardon of injuries is to be unlimitedly 

ted to the repentant — the Gospel 
dispensation’ i. e. ‘the conduct of God therein 
may be compared with that of a — in the fol- 
lowing parable. God will deal with the mem- 
bers of his Church, as a certain king did with his 
servants. Ho will call all to a strict account, and 
to the unmerciful he will show no mercy.' 
— ávOp. BaciXsi] This is not a mere Jewish 

Greck idiom (though occurring often in the 
Sept.), since it is found in the Class. Greek 
writers, though only the carlier ones, as Homer, 
Pind., and Hdot., and even in them is confined 
to certain expressions, such as uávris &vOp. 

— éoóNw»] Not slaves, but ministers, or 
officers in the roceipt or disbursement of moncy, 

as stewards, governors of provinces, or other- 
wise. 

24. ax poonvixOn] For this L. and T. read 
= poor x0, found in MSS. B, D, and Origen. 
A specious reading, which might seem coun- 
tenanced by Acts xvi. 20. But, considering that 
all the MSS. but two, confirmed by the ancient 
Vers., support the text. rec., I doubt not that the 
reading in question was one of the numberless 
false corrections found in those MSS.; and in 
this instance arose from the Critics (like Origen) 
scrupling at this very rare use of 7pocdtpe, 
adduco (acil. ad judicium) in the passive (occur- 
ne elsewhere only infra xix. 13); and it is pro- 
bable that, calling to mind the above passage of 
Acts, they concocted this emendation. But an 
expression is not to be expunged or altered be- 
cause it is rare, but is rather to be carefully left 
untouched. 
— pupiwy TaXAárTey] Namely, of silver, — 

for in all numbers occurring in ancient authors, 
gold is never to be supposed, unless mentioned, — 
yet a vast sum in comparison with 100 pence, 
and therefore well intimating the immense dif- 
ference between our sins against God and those 
of ourselves one against another. 

. £xovrox] scil. re, ‘ wherewithal,’ for duva- 
pévou, as often both in the New Test. and the 
Classics. 
— woabiva:, &c.] According to the custom 

of all the nations of early antiquity. At aro- 
éo05va. supply TÒ ódsiXóusror from the sub- 
ject- matter. 

26. Kópu] This is absent from MSS. B, D, 
and 2 cursivc ones (to which I add Mus. 11,838, 
and Scriv. y.), with the Vulg. and Armen. Ver- 
sions, and Origen ; and it is cancelled by L., T., 
and Alf, but on insufficient autbority. As re- 
spects the Vulg., I find domine in the Lamb. 
MS. (of the 7th century); and I doubt not that 
it exists in others. So Jackson testifies that it is 
in the Cod. Forojul., of great antiquity. Inter- 
nal evidence may seem rather against the word ; 
but such overwhelming extern authority, con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers., is irresistible. 
I doubt not that the word was lost in a few an- 
cient MSS. by the carelessness of scribes, who not 
unfrequently overlook tho abbreviation ( ©) for 
Kupiz. This has happened in D and some other 
copics, infra xx. 30. Mark ix. 24. Matt. xiii. 51. 
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Oupnoov én’ pol, kai mávra ao. atrobwow.  ?1 Sarrayyvicdels 
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àTo6wac cot. 3O è oùe TjÜeXev, GAARA aTredOwv EBarev 
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es kal dyw ce Hrénoa; ?* Kai opyicbeis 6 xúpios avroU map- 
éSwxev avTOv Trois Bacavictais, ws où arrod@ Trav To operdopevov 
aùr. 99 Obro xal 6 Ilarip pov ò t émrovpávos morýoet piv, 
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Luke xxiii. 42. Rev. xvi. 3, though in all the 
passages except the first L. and T. think they 
make sure work by removing the word; and yet 
it would be safer work to retain it, at least within 
brackets. 
— paxpo8uunoov ix’ inoi] ‘have patience 

with me;' as the Latin indulge, paa lit., 
* wait a little longer for me, 1. e. for payment 
from me. So Artemid. iv. 1], uaxp 
weXevee (to wait longer for the debt). 
— For oa: droéwow Lachm. edits droducw 

cot, from B, L, and 3 cursive MSS. (to which I 
add Mus. 16,183, and the Leic. MS. teste Jacks.), 
with the Vulg. Vers. and Orig.—very insufficient 
authority for the reading, which probably arose 
from the carelessness of scribes. The variation 
of position led, however, as often, to omission in 
] MS. (D), and 2 or 3 copies of the Ital. Vers., 
which Tisch., in his second Ed., catches up asa 

ize,—not heeding the united authority of all 
the otber MSS., confirmed by v. 29. e can- 
celling of éxeivou at v. 27 by Lachm., on the au- 
thority of 1 MS. (B), and in the face of internal 
cvidence (forgetful that in bis favourite Cod. B 
there is a perpetual bellum ínternecinum against 
pronouns seeming to the Critics unnecessary), is 
rash in the extreme. 

27. e*XayyvicÜsie—rov sovAov] This con- 
struction of the verb with the genit., answering 
to the Lat. miseret, is very rare, being found any 
elsewhere in Symmachus’ Vers. of Deut. xiii. 8, 
and in Anon. Vers. of | Sam. xiii. 21, and 
Ephr. Syr. vol. iii. p. 396. The word never 
occurs in the Class, writers, nor, I believe, in 
Joseph., nor m the Lexicographers on N. T. 
affirm) in the Sept. 

28. xparicas Exucye] ‘he seized him by the 
throat.' Both wviyew and dyxeww often occur 
in the Classical writers, of the seizing of debtors 
by creditors, to drag them before a magistrate, 
and compel them to pay a debt, So Pollux iii. 
116, dworviyew Tobe óitíXovras. 
— For the reading ai v: there exists the 

VoL. I 

upely 

strongest evidence, both external and internal 
(including all the Lamb. and Mus. copies),—a 
reading which has been preferred by every Editor 
of note. The common one, 6 ri, is doubtless a 
gloss. The sense, however, is the same according 
to either ; for the el is not conditional either here 
or in the passages adduced by Wets., as examples 
in the Class. writers, espec. Diog. Laert., «1 +f 
pos ópsíAas &pinui abre. 

29. The words els rovs woddas a., cancelled by 
L. and T., are probably, though not certainly, 
spurious. 
— *rdyra] This word is, from strong evidence 

[including all the Lamb. and many Mus. copies], 
cancelled by L. and T. 

3l. &AvoriÜncav] The word imports a mix- 
ture of grief and indignatión. 
4 e xacav T. dp.) ‘The whole of that great 
ebt.’ 
34. Bacayio rais] Since the object in view 

was not torture, but the safe keeping of his per- 
son,—it is plain that the sense is not tormentors, 
but correctors, = wpaxropes, Luke xii. 58, or 
éecqnodpuAaxes, Acts xvi. 23, 24; and ácavos 
and Bacavnorrpioy sometimes signify a jail. 
— los ob droë x. T. dp.) Which, from 

its great amount, it never could be. Conse- 
quently, as Greswell observes, the punishment 
was eternal, so far as that which can never cease 
to be inflicted while it is capable of being en- 
dured, may be said to be so. 

35. For ixovpávios, Lachm. and Tisch. adopt 
oùpávios, found in not a few MSS., includin 
several ancient ones. Add 3 Lamb. ones. An 
certain it is that éwoupdvios is a word never 
elsewbere used by Matthew, nor by the Evan- 

lists Mark and Luke; and only once by 
3t. John, and in that instance for the sake of 
correspondence with éaive:os. No where, in- 
deed, in the New Test. do we find tho expression 
Ò maThp ò i-ovpários ever used of God, but 
only 6 4r. ó oùpávios. Yet no reason is there 
why it should not have been ud by them as 
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day ui) apite Exaoros T@ adeAP@ avtod aro Tov Kapdiav vuv 
[Ta Tapartrwpara avrov|. 

a Mark 10. 

John 10. 40 
43. 

XIX. !* Kai éyévero, Gre éréXecev 6 "Inaois tovs Xóyovs 
ToUTOvs, uer?)pev ard THS l'aXiXa(as, xai HAO cis Tà pia THs 
'Iovóaías mépav tod 'lopóávov. ? Kai jxodrovOnoav avrQ ÓyXot 
TOXXo( xal éÜepármevaev avToUs Éxei. 

well as ovpdmos, since the expressions irov- 
ávioe Üsóc and é-ovpáriot Ósoi occur in 

Homer. Pindar, and other Class. writers, poets, 
and also prose writers, as Lucian, Dionys. Hal. 
iv. 3. Alex. 9 and 35. Philopatris 18. And con- 
sidering that iroup. is often used by St. Paul 
chiefly in the sense heavenly, equiv. to in heaven, 
and is found in 2 Macc. iii. 39, and in the Sept. 
at Dan. iv. 23, and Ps. lxvii. 14, 6 éwovpdmos is 
used of Jehovah (equiv. to ó iv ovpave, which is 
applied to Christ, j ohn iii. 13) ; hence I sec not 
why St. Matthew sbould not once have written 
ésrovpávios. 

— The words rà vrapaTTouaTa avTGy have 
been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., on the au- 
thority of MSS. B, D, L, and 5 others, besides 
the Vulg., and some other later Versions; but 
wrongly, for they seem absolutely required by 
the preceding às, and are almost indispensa- 
bly necessary to the understanding of tho sco 
of the parable: and the full development of the 
sense, which is, that ‘whatever excuse men ma 
make for being inexorable, God, the Judge of all, 
will deliver them to the tormentor to be punished 
for their sins with severe justice, if they do not 
from their hearts forgive their brethren their 
trespasses against them. 

XIX. 1—12. Mark x. 1—12. peripey aad 
T. l.] After crossing the Jordan out of Judæa, 
prob. at the ford at Gamala, our Lord did not, it 
seems, make any sojourn there, but passed along 
the river side to Bethabara, or Bethania. No- 
thing is precisely said about ing, but men- 
tion is made of proceeding. Yet it scems that 
our Lord did stop leng cnough for the people 
of the adjacent country to come together, who, it 
seems, followed him in great numbers on his 
way to Bethabara ; for that we may collect from 
the ZxoXov0nca» of Matthew. ark does not 
precisely say that they followed him ; but such 
seems meant to be implied in cupwopsvoyrat, in 
which is possibly a pregnancy of sense, whereby 
both the meanings, viz. “ to come together," and 
“ to go together," “accompany any one," are 
untied. The former is the only one found in the 
pure Greek writers. But the latter is not un- 
frequent in Polyb. What is to be understood by 
éxat is not clear. Probably it means at some 
place along the banks of the Jordan, where he 
made some short stay for refreshment; wherc- 
upon the multitude who came together brought 
to him some sick folk, whom he healed before he 
went forward on his journey. 

The journey here narrated would seem (not- 
withstanding the long interval which must thus 
have intervened since the foregoing discourse) to 
be the journey of our Lord into the region be- 
yond Jordan, John x. 40, there prefaced with the 
words 477X082 4 4A iv wépav Tov 'lopóávov, and 
consequently his last journey from Galilee for 
Jerusalem previous to his crucifixion. As rec- 

3 Kal mpoondOov avro 

ts the difficulty here occurring from the words 
als Tà Ópia THs ‘loud. wipay T. 'lop., which 
would make the country beyond Jordan a of 
Judæa, which it never was,—the only satisfactory 
mode of obviating it is, to take wépay tov ‘lop. 
as standing for d:a rou w. T. '[., supposing a bre- 
vity of expression for 1X0. wéipay cov "lop. els 
Tà dpa tis "lovéalas. And this is strong! 
confirmed by the words of Mark x. 1, which 
though not free from some flaw or other, can 
only mean ‘after ing through the country 
beyond Jordan.” my note. Accordingly, 
we are to understand that our Lord, having gone 
from Galilee into the country situated on the 
further (i. c. East) side of the Jordan, traversed 
its bank until he came to a part favourable for 
crossing unto the other side, namely, to Betha- 
bara, situated indeed on the further side of Jor- 
dan, but in tbe confines of Judæa, as Matt. and 
Mark term it, but strictly speaking Samaria, 
which, however, was popularly considered as part 
of Judea. Why our Lord took the longer course 
through Perza, and then across Samaria and part 
of Judæa and Jerusalem, in preference to a 
shorter onc across Lower Galilee, and the central 
parts of Samaria and Judæa, prob. was again to 
evangelize those benighted tracts of country. 

2. 4xodov8ncav—woddoi] John x. 4l, says 
jA8ov mpòs aùrTòv, comprehending both those 
who went to our Lord for instruction (alluded 
to in Mark), and those who resorted to him in 
order to be healed of divers diseases otherwise 
incurable, adverted to by Matt. here. The 
words in John, 'Iwávyns uiv onusioy—dAn07j 
qv, attest the now confirmed persuasion of many 
who might have been beforo wavering, but who 
were now decided both by his teaching (com 
John vii. 46) and stil more by his miracles 
of healing, which they contrasted with the nor- 
working of miracles by John (though a truc 
Prophet), and thence justly inferred the Messiah - 
ship of Jesus. The result of this evidence and 
discussion was, that many believed on him there. 
It was this sz success in the work of conver- 
sion, which brought, we find, as usual, the Pha- 
risees into the field, weipdYowrac, as Matt. says, 
* trying to onsnare him" into giving some such 
decision on & very intricate question (disputed 
between the two great Jewish Schools, and in- 
volving offence to one or the other), as should 
either bring him into some dilemma in respect 
to the Law of Moses, or lose him of the 
affections of the people by what they might 
think over strictness in forbidding what was at 
least tolerated. 

3. TpocrAÜov a. ol Pap.] L. and T. cancel 
the ol, from MSS. B, L, M, and 9 cursive ones 
to which I add Br. Mus. 14,774, 17,470, 5540, 
1,838, and Scriv. y); but that external autho- 

rity is quite insufficient; and internal evidence 
is adverse, since the oi might easily be absorbed 
in the @ preceding; and, what is more, Qapı- 
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oi Papicaios, Treábovres avróv kai Xéyovres avrà, et čEeorw 
avOpara amoroa THY *yvvatka avro) karà Tácav aitlav. 
* *'() è azroxpibeis etrev avrois: | OUk ávéyvore, ott 6 Trovjcas b Gen. 1. t7. 
d" apyis üpcev kai Ondrv émoígsev aùroùs, S xal elmer Hii, 
“Evexev roórov karaXeídeu dvÜpomos tov TaTépaiboei. 
kai Tùv pnrépa, kai [rpoc|corArAnOnoetas TH yvvatkl 
avToi* kal Ecovtat oi S00 eis aápxa plav; 9 dete 

ovkéruL ciol S00, àXXà aàpE pla. 8 ov 6 Beds avvé(evEev, dv- 
Üperros uù yowpiléro. 

cator without the Article, no where else occurs 
in the Gospel of Bt. Matt., nor, perhaps, in that 
of Mark—I mean so as to denote the Pharisees; 
for as to the parallel of Mark x. 1, there 
is no certainty, since very considerable evidence 
exists against the Article, which may have been 
introduced from Matth. At all events, the oi 
here is doubtless genuine ; and the nanm is, 
t the Pharisees of the neighbourhood.’ If Mark 
meant to express that sense, the Art. would be 
indispensable ; but if “ some Pharisees,” I think 
he would have written Qap. Tives, equiv. to Tives 
qav Dap., at least, | am not aware of any other 
example of that idiom. But I doubt not that he 
meant to express the same sense as Matth., ex- 
actly as in Mark viii. 11, comp. with Matt. xvi. 
i, muero s — ra es — tho 
neighbour ave, &c., which passage, I ap- 
prehénd: determines the reading and interpreta- 
tion here to be as I have laid down. 
— si tear, &c.] The insidious motive of 

this question is apparent by a comparison of this 
with the parallel in Luke xvi. 18, where 
the judgment of Christ respecting the unlawful- 
ness of divorce is given in illustration of his 
assurance, that the fw should endure for ever. 
The interrogators hoped, by inducing Jesus to 
again deliver his judgment on this point, to em- 
broil him with the school of Hillel, which taught 
that divorces were allowable even on trivial 
grounds. But Christ's wisdom frustrated their 
cunning, and he Vernis y E pasinina their aims 
by an appeal to their t Lawgiver. 
— vascav] Meaning of any kind whatever, 

the singular being used collectively to denote 
every species comprehended under any genus. 
See Hermann. on Vig. p. 727. Of alTíay» the 
sense is ‘ cause, * : 

4. Here iwoincey and elway are to be closely 
connected; for the inference against divorce is 
founded on what God said by and through (di- 
timo afflatu) Adam. Thus the sense is, ‘ Have 
ye not what the Creator, after haviug at 
the first made them a male and a female, said," 
&c. (see Gen. i. 27.) The argument is strength- 
ened by dw’ dpyxne, and ápaiv xai 05AÀv (sub. 
yivos and xara) ; the latter of which, —mcaning 
man and wuman,—implying that only two per- 
sons, one male and one female, were created, 
plainly intimates the intention of God, that mar- 
riage should be in pairs, and indissoluble except 
by desth or adultery. 

5. xpooxo\AnOnoera] Render, ‘shall closely 
connect, or ‘attach himself to; for in this 
tense, as in the Aor. l Pass., there is a Reflex. 
middle sense. We live here a forcible meta- 

73 Aéyovow avrà! Ti ov. Movers sets} 

phor often occurring in the Now Test., and somo- 
times in the Class., and also found in the Hebr. 
pr» and the Lat. utinare, to denote the 
closest connexion. or 7poOck., V many 
MSS., ae naing some of the most ancient (but 
no Lamb. or Mus. ones), have xoAX., which is 
received by L. and T.—whether rightly or not, 
is doubtful. IIpocx. may have been altered by 
certain Critics, who wished to introduce & more 
Classical term, for the simple verb xoXAáaa. is 
of very rare occurrence in the Class. writers; 
whereas in the Sept. and in the Vers. of Aquila 
it is freq., though wxpooxoAX. still more. And, 
considering that iniernal evidence is in favour 
of 4pocx., and external authority is, at least, 

(for it has place in all the Lamb. and 
us, MSS.), it ought to be retained, esp. since 

it is found in the Sept., from which the cita- 
tion is made, and in another citation at Ephes. 
Y 
ele cápxa uíay] Elva: ele is pronounced 

a Meyer and — Greek, but & Hebraism. 
ey might as well pronounce in legem, occur- 

ring in Senec. de Benef. vi. (cited here by 
Jacks.) (where we have, “sua illis $n m 
eterna est voluptas"), to be not Latin. Jacks., 
on the other hand, pronounces this of the 
Evangelist an imitation of an elegant G'recism 
Sua traki voluptas ! 

With eap% ula, ‘one and the same person,’ 
comp. Plato: Sora úo õvras iva *yeyovívat. 
It has been thought remarkable, that there is 
nothing corresponding to ol dvo in the Hebrew. 
But the truth is, that the —— Translators 
supplied, from the context, of dvo, to strengthen 
the sense by the aid of antithesis. 

7. TÍ ov M. deste here Some eminent 
Expositors assign to iver. the sense permitted, 
which they justly by the éwétpee of Mark 
x. 4. But, considering the essential difference 
between the two ideas of command and —— 
sion, it seems better to suppose that the Pharisees 
here give the sense to the words of 
Moses, or that they strats the sense, which is 
only, “ho must give her," &c., and that our 
Lord, v. 8, corrects them, by using, in repeating 
their expression, the term éwirpewe. Never: 
theless, from a comparison of this with Mark iii. 
5, it should seem that the two terms, éwirp. and 
évréXX., were by the Pharisees and by our Lord 
understood as nearly equivalent as to {kis matter. 
The stress of the argument by which our Lord 
puts down the Pharisees is, that the direction 
given by Moses was only in the way of permis- 
ston, on account of the hardness of their hearts, 
as bein E lesser of two evils. 
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everetAaro Sovvat BugXiov  ámoaraaíov, xai dtroAvoat avtny ; 
8 Aéyes avro "Or. Mavoijs mpos T)» oxAnpoxapdiay tpv 
érrétpeev tiv amoAvoat Tas yuvatxas UpdGw am apyns 66 

eSupras. OU yéyovev oTw. 9° Aéyw Se Univ, ote ds dv drodvon Tiv 
Mark 10.11. yyyaîxa avro), [ei] pù ei vropveía, Kal yapnon ANNIV, povyá- 
LCT mar Kal ó ámroXeXvpévrv Yaunoas poryaTar. 

ot pabnral aùro™ Ei otras écriv 7) airia ToU. àvÜpoxrrov perà 
f1,Cor.7.3, THS YUVALKOS, où TUMPEpEL yaioa 

—attiv] Lachm. and Tisch. cancel the 
word on the authority of 4 MSS., two later Ver- 
sions, and two Fatbers, quite insufficient evi- 
dence for the omission of a word which can 
scarcely be dispensed with, and which may have 
been left out bv accident. 

8. Mevogns| i.e. not God; so that it is, as 
Jerome says, a consilium hominis, not imperium 
Dei. ‘Moses (observes Grotius) is named as 
the promulgator, not of a common, primeval, and 

rpetual law, but of one only Jewish, and given 
in reference to the times.’ 
— oxAnpox.] Not well rendered ‘ harshness,’ 

* brutality ; but meaning, as the Hebr. words in 
the passage of Deut. require, ‘ obstinacy,’ ‘ refrac- 
toriness, a disposition which made them inca- 
paie of receiving and obeying a purer law. 
omp. Prov. xviii. 20, where a /roward heart 

has answering to it in the t oxAnpoxapela ; 
and so the alljective akAnpoxkápioc is often used 
by the Sept. to signify contumacious. However, 
at Deut. x. 10, the Se t. uses oxAnpoxapdian, 
where the propriety of the Hebrew would rather 
require wovnpiay rs Kapélas, and is used in 
the parallel passage of Jerem. iv. 4, denotin 
depravity, a sense which may here be included, 
espec. since it will point at the principle on which 
such a permission as the one in question may 
have been given, namely, as expressed in the 
Horatian dictum, ‘Quid Leges, sine moribus 
vane, proficiunt ?' Be that as it may, from one 
cause or the other they were in general unfit to 
receive the purer law; and it 1s evident, that 
even the disciples were unwilling to give up that 
liberty of divorce to which the Jews had become 

— ] *of old from the begi — an’ ápyris] ‘of old time,’ from the begin- 
ning dowawarts So Hdot. ii. 104, Alyuwrion 
TspvTáuvorTat am’ dpyiis, i.e. ‘from the be- 
inning of the nation. And so Thucyd. vi. 20, 
— panoe cott awd BapBdpwy ax’ dpyins pépe- 
vat, ‘tribute is paid as of the earliest custom.’ 
Aristoph. Ran. 1031, oxdwat yap ax’ ápxris 
‘Qs wpirimor Ti» montay ol yevvator yeyé- 
vnvrat, where dx’ ápyss means from the be- 
ginning of their being poets downwards. The 
expression denotes, indeed, from the beginning 
of any period in question down to some other 
period ; as bere, from the penne of the human 
race down to the time of Moses. Comp. John 
viii. 44, &vÜpuroxTóvos rj» aa’ PXS. 

9. Aéyw Si—porxarai] Mr. Alf. remarks, 
that " Mark gives this verse as spoken to the 
disciples in the house; and that his accuracy, in 
such matters of detail, is unquestionable.” Be 
it so: but in what matters, not of detail, is it to 
be questioned? Since, however, this scant mea- 

mavres wopoÜc, TOY Xoyov ToUTOV, AAN ols SédoTa. 12 ciol 

sure of praise to one Evangelist glances a stric- 
ture on the other for failure in accuracy, it may 
be proper to remark, that such imputations (so 
common to the supporters of a certain school in 
theology) usually proceed from a failure in atten- 
tion and candour on the part of the remarkers. 
The only imputation that can here be cast on 
the Evangelists is, that want of perspicuity and 
fulness so common even in the greatest Class. 
writers in narration. <As to the present case, it 
is evident that two answers came from our Lord's 
lips; one, in reply to the question of the Phari- 
secs, the other to the disciples in the house, for 
further (*áXi) information on so important a 
matter. Such must be the import of araA«, for 
the disciples had not inquired before. The an- 
swer to the disciples’ inquiry is somewhat fuller, 
but substantially the same. The cause of St. 
Matthew's want of perspicuity is a want of ful- 
ness. He does not say, what nevertheless must 
have been the case, that the remark of the dis- 
ciples on our Lord's final determination of the 
uestion el oUrws torly—yaunoa was made in 

the house, and in reply to our Lord's second an- 
swer. It was, indeed, unlikely that the disciples 
would have made the remark before the Phari- 
sees. In short, St. Matthew omits to notice tho 
second inquiry in the house; and St. Mark 
omits the disciples' remarks on our Lord's sc- 
cond answer. There is, moreover, & seeming 
perturbation of the context, and a confusion of 
verses (such as is found occasionally elsewhere in 
Scripture, and all ancient writings), since thc 
portion +l duty ivers(Xaro M.; oi 9i sirov 
ov yéyovey oüTe, forming vv. 4, 5, 6, should 
have come in after dvÜpormos uh xwpellero, the 
place assigned to the parallel portion in v. 7, 8, 
of Matthew. This, I now find, has not escaprd 
& recent able Harmonist, Anger, who ventures, 
(warranto minus idoneo) so to place the words. 
At any rate, in a harmony like Mr. Greswell's, 
the words ought to be placed in juxta-position 
with vv. 7, 8, of Matthew. Thus, by properly 
harmonizing the matter of both Evangelists, dis- 
entangling what is perplexed, not to say per- 
turbed, and correctly interpreting what is ob- 
scure, we arrive at a full and clear statement of 
the transaction here recorded as it really took 
place. 
— ely] The ef is not found in very many 

ancient M (including the Lamb. and nearly 
all the Mus. copies), together with several early 
Versions, and it is vith some reason cancelled 
by almost every Editor. 

ll. xewpovcr] ywpety is properly said of capa- 
Cy, i. e. TO HOLD; but it is sometimes used of 
capability, whether of mind, to grasp (as Plut. 
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yàp evvodyot, otrwes èk xoiMas pmtpos eyevviOnaav € obra £1 eT. 
, , , ^ € , ⸗ e Ss ^ 9 , kai elo evvovyot, oitwes eùvovyiobnoav rò TOv àvÜparrov: 9. 5, 15. 

, , , ^ e 3 ? e \ A lá Kai eiouu eùvoŬyot, oiTiwes eùvoúyisav éavrtoùs bia THY Bactheiav 
tav ovpavav. “O Bvvápevos ywpeîv ywpeitTw. 

13 Tore mpoonvéyôn avrà maðia, iva Tas yeîpas éri£1 avrois 
xai mpocevEntat: oi Òè pabnral érer(ugcav avrois. 14 h*() 8e n Mark 10 

"Inoods elme “Apere ta madla, nal pù) rovere alta édOeiv Tute 18, 15. 
mpós pe Ttv yap Torov srw 7) Bacirela tv oùpavâv. 
15 Kai érri£eis aùroîs tas yeipas, éropevOr éxeiDev. 

16 i Kai ov, els wrpored Oa elmev aut Aiddonare dryaDé, ı mark. 
ti dryaÜàv vroujac, tva, ye Conv aiomov; 11 'O 88 elmev aire Lakes. is. 
Tí pe Xéyeis dryaÜóv ; ovdels ayabds, ei uù els, 6 Ocos. Ei 

Cat. ovdi rd Karwvoe $póvnua Xepovet), or, 
as here, purpose; q. d. ‘all are not capable of 
acting on this maxim,’ or, as it may be rendered, 
‘this thing,’ namely, ov yaunjoa. Simil. Pho- 
cyl. 1. 184, où xwpet peyarny didaynv ddídax- 
tos. Jos. Ant. xviii. 5, ywpety thy TUXn». 
— ols éédora:) scil. ix Osov, as in 1 Cor. 

vii. 7. Yet not without the co-operation of 
man, as from the words following. 

12. etyovyscay $.] A strongly figurative ex- 
pression (akin to that of éxxowrew Thv defray, 
vv. 29, 20. xviii. 8, 9), found also in the Rabbi- 
nical writers, and meant of the suppression of 
the desire, said with reference to those who, from 
a desire to further the interests of religion, live 
in celibacy; probably with allusion to the Es- 
senes, who did not marry. 

— ó Óvr. xop. xopsíTrwo] On the force of 
xepeir, see supra v. ]l. The Imper. xwpsiTw 
is evidently, as Euthym. shows, one, not of in- 
Junction, but permission (namely, to do a thing, 
if one is so minded) —an idiom which is found 
in the New Test., though the exx. adduced by 
the Grammarians are, some of them, not to the 
purpose here, and in scarcely any of them is it 
imply permissive, except in 1 Cor. vii. 15, xæ- 

pitécÜo, and xiv. 38, dyvosirw. Eph. iv. 26, 
ópyí(sa0«. 1 Cor. xi. 6, xeipácOw. In others 

ere is an union of permission with some other 
feeling. I am not sure that this is not the case 
here, by an union of the permissive and the hor- 
tative (which oft. occurs simply in the Sermon 
on the Mount). This view is confirmed by a 
passage of Rev. xxii. 17 (omitted by Winer and 
Alt.), ó dupa ipxécO0o, kal 6 0íXAorv AauBa- 
virw, where we have an union of permissive 
and exhortative, by which the 6 6éA wy is pressed 
to take the permitted boon. 

13. Wwa ras yeipas éwi8y] Imposition of 
hands was a rite which from the earlicet ages, 
see Gen. xlviii. 14, bad been in use among the 
Jews on imploring God's blessing upon any per- 
son, and was espec. employed by the Prophets 
(Numb. xxvii. 18. 2 Rings v. 11), but some- 
times by Elders, or men noted for piety. Theso 
children, therefore, were brought to Christ for 
his blessing; and, it should seem, to be ad- 
mitted into his discipleship; though not by bap- 
tism ; for the rite was not yet introduced ; and if 
it bad, our Lord did not himself perform it. Yet 
there may be, as some suppose, an anticipated re- 
ference thercto. That they were not brought to 

be healed of any disorder, but to obtain spiritual 
benefit, is plain; and that they were not only 
considered capable of receiving them by the peo- 
ple, but also by our Lord himself, is equally clear. 
And as they had already entered into covenant 
with God by circumcision, they might justly be 
considered capable of participating in the spiritual 
blessings of the Christian covenant. They were 
surely as fit to be admitted into the Christian 
Church as the Jewish. How strongly this con- 
firms the lawfulness of Jafant Baptism, is ob- 
vious; insomuch that the ancient Divines re- 
rie this passage as a sufficient authority for it. 

Tertull. de Baptismo, c. 18. Const. Ap. vi. 
15, Bawrloure tuwy kai viia. “Aste yap, 
$ nci, Tà maila ipyecBar pos pe. 

14. T&v Toiovrwv| namely, such as have these 
dispositions ; i. e. humility, docility, and sim- 
plicity. For Christ meant what he said for his 
disciples namely, to inculcate the same lesson 
as he had done a little before (supra xviii. 3), 
when, in answer to their inquiry, which of them 
should be greatest in the kingdom of hcaven, he 
placed a young child in the midst. See also the 
note on Luke xviii. 15. In the passages of Mark 
and Luke it is added; 0e dav uh óé£mrai tip 
Bacirsziav oU Osov ws araidior, où ur) sla£AUn 
sls aurny. 

15. xai iwiBeis a. ras Xsipas] Implying, 
what is added in Mark, niAoya: aura. 

— ixaiOey] i.e. from that village of Perea, 
where he had been fe ing on his road to Jeru- . 
salem. See Mark x. P and supra v. 1. 

16. els] for ris. This was (as we find from 
v. =o a young man ; and, as we learn from Luko 
viii. 18, a ruler; by which is probably meant a 
ruler of the Synagogue. His conduct seems to 
have been dictated by a real desire to be put into 
the way of salvation, and a sincere intention of 
following Christ's injunctions; which, however, 
proved too severe for a disposition in which ava- 
rice prevailed over piety. to 
— Tí dyabev—alwvov] This question is 

thought to have reference to the Pharisees’ divi- 
sion of the precepts of the law into the weighty 
and the light. © young man, it seems, was 

zled by the nice distinctions which were mado 
in classing those precepts; and wished to have 
some clear information as to what was pre-eti- 
nently promotive of salvation. 

17. Tí we Aévytie ávya0óp) ‘why stylest thou 
me good?’ as Mark xv. 12, dv Aéyers. Bactrtéa 
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x Exod. ÔÈ Géreis ein Oeiy eis tiv Gov, THpnoov Tas évrodds. 18 * Aé- 

Deut.6.17. ve, aut@ Iloíae; ‘O 8é'Igsoüe ele To: où hovedoers 

Tav "lovéalwy. In this and the preceding verse 
there are some remarkable varr. lectt. In 6 
MSS., some later Versions, and some Fathers, 
the &yaðè at v. 16, and the ó O«ós at v. 17, are 
not found; and for Tí us Aéyers dyaÜóv; wo 
have in the same MSS., and one other, Tí pe 
£puTds wepi Tov ayabou; these readings were 
preferred by Grot., Mill, and Beng., and were 
adopted into the text by Griesb., Lachm., and 
Tisch. ; but without reason. The erternal evi- 
dence for them is very slender (I find no acces- 
sion from the Lamb. and Mus. MSS.); and, though 
the internal may draw two ways, yet ultimately 
the balance turns in favour of the text. rec. Ac- 
cording to these MSS., the address of the young 
man would be like one to a Greek Philosopher, 
and the answer of our Lord (also much resem- 
bling the saying of a Greek Philosopher) would 
be deprived of all its simplicity, and nearly all 
its propriety. lt would, in fact, be no answer to 
the inquiry; for the young man did not e ap- 

rom the words following, el è OiÀsis— 
vToààs) inquire what was naturally, or essen- 

tially, good, but what peculiarly and vir- 
tuous work should be done by him that he might, 
of merit, win eternal life. And should the words 
be, as Griesb. directe, referred to what follows, 
there will be, as Fritz. proves, quite as t an 
inconsistency. "Thus it plainly appears that the 
readings in question are spurious. How they 
originated, is not so obvious. They may, as 
Matthei thinks, have arisen from the conjecture 
of Origen: and certain it is, the text. rec. is as 
ancient as the Pesch. Syr. Vers., Clem. Rom., 
and Just. Mart. But more important is it to 
inquire, what should have induced him or others 
to make the alterations in question. Matth. as- 
cribes it to a groundless fear lest the words should 
be brought forward against the divinity of Christ. 
Such ch , however, bón ind not rashly to be 
made, nor lightly to be credited. Jf the altera- 
tions were introduced y, it is more pro- 
bable that, as Wetstein suggests, they arose from 
those who thought that the answer would be 
more suitably made to the QUESTION prd 
(‘ what good thing shall I do?") than to the ti 
B sse master.’ Yet how could any persons, 
affecting to be Critics, fail to see that the answer 
to the qacon itself is given in the words follow- 
tng? On the whole, I am inclined to think, 
with Fritz., that no intention existed originally 
to alter tho passage, on any doctrinal grounds; 
but that the alterations arose at first from acci- 
dent; namely, as he thinks, in the omission of 
dyuGi propter homaoteleuton [rather, I should 
say, to remove a fancied tautology] ; whereupon, 
he remarks, the words of the next verse, Ti me 
Aéíysis, having become quite unsuitable, would 
be altered to TÍ us iperas epl Tov dyaGou ; 
I am, however, of opinion that the alteration was 
not made all at once ; but that, at first, a suit- 
able sense was endeavoured to be elicited, by 
taking Adgyers for épewras (as in the Sept., and 
sometimes in the New Test.), and then by the 
slight alteration dya8ou, with uy uy of wepi. 
Comp. Mark i. 30, with Luke iv. 38. And, in- 
deed, áya8ov without the Article is cited by 
Origen himself, at p. 664, C. Thus would arise 

a gloss, or marginal scholium, ri us lpwrac 
wepl ay., or Tov ay., which, it seems, was ad- 
mitted into the text in 6 MSS., possibly of the 
same class as those which were used by the 
framers of the Ital. and Vulg. Versions, though 
the MSS. Brix. of the sixth centary has the 
text. rec. Thus the genuineness of the received 
reading is, I think, fully established. The suit- 
ability of the answer, according to that reading, 
is capable of the fullest proof, but will partly de- 
pend on the exact force of the expression of ad- 
dress which introduces the inquiry. Now one 
thing is certain, that it is not, as many suppose, 
a form of mere complimentary address to propi- 
tiate favour. Nor if we consider the august 
dignity of the Person addressed (even supposing 
as low an estimate as probability will warrant, of 
our Lord's character by the Jewish Ruler), can it 
designate moral excellence? The general opinion 
of itors is, that the young man accosts 
Jesus by a title usually employed by the Jews 
to their most eminent Rabbis. But of this, I 
can find no proof. 1 know of no evidence that 
the epithet dyads was applied to the Rabbis at 
all. “It was applied to each of tho seven seniors 
of a Jewish s e; but that could only 
meen vir les, ‘worthy of respect.’ The 
epithet must here bear some reference to àidác- 
xadoe. And some deeper sense than ig eid 
even in the highest degree, seems to have 
that felt by the Ruler. Under the peculiar cir- 
cumstances of the case, 1 cannot but regard the 
force of d:ddoxads dyaðè as all but tantamount 
to that used by Nicodemus (who came to our 
Lord for a pu similar to this Ruler's), in 
the words 'Pagfi and awd O:ov &ióáoxaAos. 
The force of d:¢. dy. (which may have been, 
though we cannot prove it, spplied to distin- 
guished Rabbis) was nearly the same as ‘Pappi : 
and the young man's inquiry shows his belief in 
our Lord's being a teacher sent from God, or at 
least, Ocodidaxros. Nevertheless, that did not, 
strictly speaking, warrant, according to the Ru- 
ler’s view of Jesus, the application of a title to 
him which, truly speaking, could be applicable 
to God alone. Accordingly this title our Lord, 
proceeding on the estimate of him by the Ruler, 
markedly declines, q. d. ‘ Why dost thou apply 
to me a title which, according to thine own vicw, 
can apply not to me, but to Gop alone?’ There 
is great weight in the nezt words, which are in- 
tended to supply a of what hae been just 
said, and their full sense has been thus expressed 
by Bps. Pearson and Bull, *there is no bein 
originally, essentially, and independently good, 
but God? consequently, say they, the Father, 
being the fountain of the whole Deity must, in 
some sense, be the fountain of the goodness of 
the Son. And they further carry out this view 
by showing that the Ante- Nicene Fathers thought 
dyaððs applicable essentially and strictly to the 
Father only : and to Christ only by reason of the 
goodness derived to him as being very God of 
very God. Yet this is venturing out of our 
depth, in endeavouring to be wise above what is 
written. On such a question as this, and that 
involved in the words of Mark xiii. 32, wepi ài 
ryt fuípas áxsírys—ov0sis olday—ovdd ò vids, 
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el wy ò wath, I would say, with a great ancient 
Father, où ôe? 9ásvu dxpiBodoyety ovdi wavy 
wokuwpaysovety Tipi Tovovray, “ in such cases, 
it is our wisdom, no less than our duty, to let the 
secret things belong unto the Lord.” The forego- 
ing discussion will enable us to settle the disputed 
question, as to the punctuation in the last clause 
of this verse. It has been usual to place a 
comma after els, according to a use of sTs not 
unfrequent, e. gr. Matt. xxiii. B, els—iorey 
Vue» ò xaÜnyirie, ò Xpiorós, q. d. namely, 
as to who is Christ; a sense here not unsuit- 
able, but which has, nevertheless, I apprehend, 
not so much force and gravity as that arising 
from the removal of the comma, namely, unless 
God alone! This use of els is found in several 

es of the New Test., not only in the paral- 
el e of Mark x. 18. Luke xviii. 19, but 
also in a kindred at Mark ii. 7, al un ele, 
© Oeds, where the parallel paseage of Luke v. 2], 
al uù povos (for els) ò Osós, fires the sense of 
els in the other three es. To these may 
be added a passage of Mark xii. 29, ò Osós nucv 
Kvpios ets dci, and 32, els ior: Geds, xal ovx 
ioriy áAXos, where the emphatic sense One, one 
only, is established beyond question by the words 
of explanation, xal ovx ieri» &AAos following 
els i. O. at v. 32. This idiom might be thought 
by the Lexicographers of the New Test. a 

ebraism (and certainly I cannot find it in the 
Greek Clase. writers; for the ex. adduced by 
Robins., Xen. p bi iv. 1. s is not at all to the 

rpose); but the difficulty is to prove it so; 
or of the long list of —— adduced by Bret- 
schneider, one only is apposite, viz., to show that 
the Hebr. -rme was in that sense, namely, 
Zech. xiv. 9, where the Sept. renders by xai 
fora: Kúpıos els, xal Tò Óvoua iv, though 
that does not do justice to the sense of the pas- 
sage b. in the mind of the scribe), where (as 
Dr. Henderson has well seen) the term *rm is 
to be rendered, not one, but alone, q. d. * Jeho- 
vah is one God, Jehovah alone /* The only other 
ex. of els in this sense that I know of, is Ecclus. 
i. B, els dort coós—K pios. As to the example 
I have in former edd. adduced from Phocylides, 
tls Oeós lori cogds, &c., it was plainly formed 
W te Pseudo-Phocylides, on the of 

lus., and some of the New Test. 
— el dé Oies deed . 2. T. any, &c.) Com- 

the saying of a Rabbin. writer, cited by 
ets, on Acts xiv. 22, where, in answer to the 

uestion of David, ‘‘ Quinam est porta ad vitam 
atari seculi ?" the answer is, “ Si debes tn vitam 
ingredi, debes ctiam afflictiones tolerare." 

For ripnoov, Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from 
two MSS., rp2s, which, however, I suspect to 
have been a mere correction, proceeding from 
Critics, whose purpose it was to improve the 
Grecisin, though, indced, the form Tnpneov, 
however unusual in the Class. writers, is a Gre- 
cism sufficiently good to have proceeded from a 
writer so little Classical as the Evangelist. Ty- 

pncov, too, occurs twice in St. John, xvii. 11, 
and xxiv. 15; while Tńps: is found in the purer 
Greek of St. Paul, 1 Tim. v. 22. Besides, the 
aorist seems cntitled to the preference on the 
score of suitability, since it carries with it 
a sense of continued action (sec Mr. Green's 
Gram. N. T. p. 14), q. d. ‘keep, or observe, con- 
tinually." 

By ras ivroààe are meant those of God, in 
the Decalogue; and though our Lord, at v. 18 
adduces his instances from those of the sccon 
table only, more was unnecessary, those of the 
first being included in his foregoing explanation 
of &yaðos. Besides, there are other of 
the N. T. (as Rom. xiii. 8, and James ii. 3) 
where, though the whole Law be meant, yet the 
Commandments of the second table are alone 
adduced in exemplification ; not that they are of 
greater importance than those of the first table, 
ut because there is a necessary connexion im- 

plied between the duties towards God and those 
towards our neighbour, insomuch that the men- 
tion of one may imply the other. I ayree with 
De Wette, that our Lord adduced his exemplifi- 
cation from the second table, in order to bri 
out, what He well knew, the self-righteous spirit 
of the young man. 

20. i$vAaEáus»] B, D, L, and several an- 
cient cursive MSS. have i@vAaE~a. The same 
variation occurs in the parallel passages of Mark 
and Luke; and — evidence is somewhat in 
its favour; but external is so adverse (I find 
ipurXaEduny in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
that it cannot safely be adopted. As to the éx 
veornros cancelled by L. and T., from B, L, 
and 2 cursive MSS., the same may be said. The 
words may have been introduced from Mark and 
Luke; but they were more prob. omitted by ac- 
cident in those fow MSS. They are recognized 
in the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions; and 
though a few copies of the Vulg. have them not, 
they have place in the Lamb. MS. of the seventh 
century. The ravra wavra, adopted by the 
same Editors, was, I suspect, derived from the 
parallel passage of Mark and Luke, though in 
the former Lachm. inconsiderately edits vávTa 
Tavra, from D above. 

— Ti int At ri sub. xara, ‘In 
what am I yet behindhand, or wanting ?’ This 
readiness to undertake more than he had yet 
done, showed at least that he was well di: — 
and caused our Lord, as we learn from Mark, to 
be pleased with him. So a Rabbinical writer, 
cited by Wets. : * There is a Pharisee who says, 
* What ought I to do? and I will do it." "That 
is good. But there is also a Pharisee who sa , 
9 What ought I to do besides? and I will do it.’ 
That is better. 

21. ign avro] Lachm. edits, from MS. B, 
and 2 others, and the Vulg. and Ital. Versions, 
Aéyti ; while Tisch. retains £n, which Luchm. 
might have been expected to do, since supra 
v. 1s, he edits gn for Adyes, and (n for siray 
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—solely on the authority of MS. B. The read- 
ing here, Adyer, is entitled to attention (as ap- 
pears from v. 18, and what is said in my note, 
supra xiii. 28, and Mark vi. 31), not, however. 
to adoption, since such vast weight of external 
authority is scarcely balanced by any internal 
evidence. The Critics seem to have thought 
that propriety of language would require the 
same verb in both clauses, as is the case in Mark 
and Luke. But to Matth. it might justly seem 
that the august dignity of the Speaker, and the 
weightiness of the address from such a quarter, 
required the more dignified term £d. 
— sal Osre¢ Térstos e.) ‘If thou willest, art 

desirous to be perfect,’ lit. ‘ complete” (said with 
reference to the expression, ti Uorepw, of the 
foregoing question), ‘if thou aimest at going on 
unto perfection, by continually carrying out to- 
wards completion the principle of the love of 
God, as shown in keeping his commandments.” 
— l John ii. 5, iv ovre (ös Tnpp avTov 
TÓv Aóyov) 9» dyá* Tou Osov TeTsAeiwras. 
Answering to this is the injunction, supra v. 48 
(comp. with Luke vi. 36), and espec. Col. iv. 12, 
vTiretov Kal ram Anposu£yot. Nor is the expres- 
sion unexampled in Class. writers. Thus Isocr. 
Panath. p. 239, C, reAXziove dvópase slvat xai 
Tácas xew rae dperds, and Plato, p. 643, 
TíÍAs(ot duno. 

In the next words, our Lord proceeds to (est 
the reality and completeness of — man's 
professed love and obedience to by a requi- 
sition of the most heart-searching kind, and such 
as would practically show him how far he was 
from what he professed to aim at. A similar 
severe test of the sincerity of religious possession, 
in demanding its being carried out in practice, 
occurs in Joseph. Ant. xiii. 10, 5, where a celc- 
brated Rabbi says to king Hyrcanus, El 0éX ers 
alvat dixatot, Tijv dpyipooívny dx0Ü0ov, kai 
póvov apxelra Tò ápysw rou Aaov, which had 
the same success with the king, as here with the 
ruler. Notwithstanding what Expositors say, 
this young man was probably a Pharisee. Such, 
certainly, was Hyrcanus, of whom Jos. speaks as 
one Bai Guanes elva: Óíxaiov, kal wavta Toi- 
ouvra if wy apicuey dv ro Oey, and then 
adds, xal avro i (scil. 70 moroa: i£ dv dp. 
T. O.) ol Qapicato. pidocodovery, ‘ study,” 
taim at.’ This exactly corresponds to the ri 
dya0dv (= dixatov) worjoat iva, x. T. A. It can 
bardly bo said, as it is by Whitby, Mackn., and 
others, that the requisition here has no reference 
to Christians in general, of the present or any 
other age. Since we find the same gren to 
Christ's disciples in general, Luke xii. 33; and 

2% "Axovoavtes Se oi pabytai 

accordingly we find the injunction in various 
parts of the Acts of the Apostles put in practice, 
—we cannot fail to see, it 18 so far appli- 
cable to Christians of all ages, that they must be 
prepared to carry out the principle ere con- 
tained if it should be required, to evince the 
reality of their religious profession. The ex- 
pression, Grays, ‘away,’ so far from being pleo- 
nastic, imparts no little force to the requisition. 
The tote added to rrw ois in B, D, and some 
Edd., and adopted by L. and T., is merely an 
alteration of Critics, who thought the Article ne- 
cessary ; which is not the case, since the absence 
of the Article is more usual. 

23. 8. aXo/eioc slosX.] That is, as appears 
from the limitation in Mark x. 21, if he place his 
trust in his riches, and make them his summum 
bonum. Nevertheless, considering how many 
impediments to good, and how many incitements 
to evil, attend riches; how much the cares of the 
world, and the deceitfulness of riches, choke the 
word (see 1 Tim. vi. 9), this limitation scarcely 
lessens the difficulty ; since it is the very nature 
and effect of riches to cause men to trust in them, 
and to seek their happiness in them. So that, 
although the words of this and the next verse bo 
primarily referred to the extreme difficulty (re- 
presented by a proverbial mode of exprossin 
what is next to impossible) with which the ric 
would be converted to Christianity ; yet they are 
applicable to, and were doubtless intended to 
supply an awful warning of, the danger of trust- 
ing in uncertain riches, and the necessity of a 
true conversion; without which men do not 
really belong to the kingdom of Christ on earth, 
and therefore will not be admitted to his king- 
dom in heaven. 

24. For xapyAov, some ancient and modern 
Commentators would read xáuiAor, ‘a cable, 
rope ;' or take xáugAov in that sense. But for 
the former there is very slender authority from 
MSS. ; and for the latter no support from the 
usus i. The greater suitability of xáunÀ. to 
the purpose in view, —the magnifying of Divino 

e, —is evident from the examples adduced by 
ightf. from the Talmud. 
— se:A8sip] Matthei, Griesb., Scholz, and 

Tisch., edit, from very many MSS., Versions, 
and Fathers, for the text. rec., 044A0., which is 
retained by Fritz. and Lachm. But, though the 
question is one not casily settled, 1 now acqui- 
esce in the former reading, which is supported 
by perhaps superior external authority (I fod it 
in al] the most ancient Lamb. and Mus. MSS.), 
aud internal evidence is rather in its favour. 
The very objection started by Campb. to 
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elozAGeiy dca, and the * oddness" ho complains 
of, was likely to occur to the ancient Critics, 
and would be likely to occasion the alteration 
é:sX8., which sould be the more likely to be 
adopted, since thus a seeming tautology would 
be removed. As to Campbell’s preferring d:sA0. 
on the ground of its yielding a sense, that 
is no more than may be said of critical altera- 
tions in general, which have for their very pur- 
pose to substitute another, and what is thought 
poene — — to aen re that 
* passing through the eye of a needle is the parti- 
cular in which the Impossibility lies, —surely 
the impossibility would be as p for a camel 
to eater the eye of a needle. Though, in fact, 
the expression elodpyecOas dia pv. is really 
quite equiv. to disAÜsiy Tpv*., but seems to 
have been one formed with the inexactness of 
ordinary language, there being a pregnancy of 
expression for * enter talo and pass through’ the 
eye, &c. The Critics above mentioned ecrupled, 
too, I suspect, at dsépy. followed by àiá Sy 
as involving the oddness excepted to by Campb.) ; 
and, ind it is so exceedingly rare, that it is 
not easy to find a parallel. Yet two other exam- 
ples exist, at John x. 1, 6 uù slospyópuasvos did 
rye Oupac, and supra vii. 13, eloéAGere ià THE 
orevns múàne, where there is a similar preg- 
nancy of sense. On the whole, as eloed8. is the 
most ancient reading on is plain from its 
being found in the Pesch. Syr., Sahid., and 
Coptic Versions, and recognized by Hermas 
Pastor, Celsus ap. Orig., and Origen himself), 
so I doubt not that it is the true reading in all 
three Gospels. The reading 7Tpvualide was 
doubtless derived from the owe Gospels: and 
as to rpnuaros, found in MS. B, and pis, 
found in Origen, they were but critical altera- 
tions, introduced for the sake of bringing in a 
more Class. Greek term. 

25. avrov] This is not found in many MSS. 
(including nearly all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS.), 
and is cancelled by almost every Editor; yet in- 
ternal evidence is not against it. It is probably 
not genuine. 
— Tie dpa ĉĝývataı ow8nvac] The full sense 

intended to be conveyed by the interrogation is 
not, as has been by some supposed, ‘what rich 
man,’ but, as understood generally, ‘ what man ;’ 
intimating, however, by implication, the especial 
difficulty for a rich man not only to enter the 
kingdom of God, but to continue in it as a living 
member of the Church of God and Christ (see 
Euthym. and Chrys.), q. d. ‘If the difficulty of 
entering this kingdom be so exceedingly great, who 
can hope to come there and ultimately be saved ?' 

26. iuBXA&pas—abTois] ‘looking fixedly at 
them,” with earnest gaze, as in Mark x. 2], 27. 
xiv. 67. Luke xx. 17. John i. 43; and some- 
times in the Class. writers, as Xen. Cyr. i. 3, 2, 

and elsewhere ; though the Present tense would 
have been purer Greek than the Aoriet. The 
action was expressive of a deep earnestness, cal- 
culated to impress more forcibly the important 
lesson, pertaining to the more recondite doc- 
trines of the Gospel, upon the minds of the 
hearers. By rovro is meant the matter in ques- 
tion,—sulvaiion. The full sense of rapa is ‘as 
respects,” ‘by the power of.’ 'AdíraTov is not to 
be qualified, or explained away, but taken in its 
full sense, as denoting the utter insufficiency of 
human power in working out our salvation (sce 
Phil. ii. iz 13, and note), without the in-work- 
ing, co-working, of God's Spirit of grace. The 
gore at the end of the verse is absent from many 
MSS. (I add nearly all the Lamb. and Mus. 
ones), and is cancelled by Lach. and Tisch. I 
have been content to place it within brackets, 
because internal evidence is rather in its favour. 

27. éqi«. wavra— tora nuiv] This in- 
jum. suggested by the foregoing words of our 

to the ruler, £Eeis Oncavpóv iv obpavo, 
did not arise from a disappointed feeling, as if 
they would be in a worse position than they 
should be, though they had done all as far as 
they could that was required of the ruler. They 
had not, indeed, sold all and given to the poor; 
but they had given up imply their all, and fol- 
lowed Christ. The kind of reward, though evi- 
dently of a high kind, is not intimated; but it 
must have meant a reward in heaven, q. d. 
* What shall our portion of the treasure in heaven 
be, which was held out by thee to the ruler?" 

28. iy tH wWadiyyevecia] The sense con- 
tained in these words depends very much upon 
the construction. Some, as the early modern 
Commentators in general, construe the words 
with the preceding ol axoXov8. poi. This, how- 
ever, is harsh and forced. Indeed, it is now 

nerally admitted, that the words must be re- 
erred to what follows ; also to time not past, but 
future; though Expositors are not agreed either 
as to the nature of the promise, or the time of its 
fulfilment. Whitby fixes the time at the close 
of the world, and after the fall of Antichrist; 
and he understands, by wadtyy., not a resurrec- 
tion of their persons, but a revival of their spirit, 
by admitting the Gospel to govern their faith 
and practice. Agreeably to which view, others 
consider the time in question to be the Millen- 
mum. Others, again, understand wadryy. to 
refer either to the renovation, or new state of 
things, which took place at the promulgation of 
Christianity, after the ascension and resurrection 
of Christ ; or to the regeneration which was thon 
effected by the And they understand 
* the throne of his glory' to apply to his media- 
torial kingdom. And the sitting on thrones, and 
judging, &c. they interpret of the ministerial au- 
thority, with which the Apostles had been in- 
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vested by our Lord. Thus they take the general 
sense to be, that ‘the Apostles were to rule the 
Christian Church by the laws of the Gospel, 
which they were authorized and inspired to 
reach, and by the infallible decisions respecting 
aith and practice which he enabled them to 

give.” But this interpretation, however spe- 
cio. will no os ee | than ee 
oregoing one. For though we may grant that 
wan: dmi of either of these cad yet the 
words following cannot, without great violence, 
be made to yield any sense at all suitable thereto. 
Not to say, that what is thus assigned as the 
sense would not at all agree with the purpose for 
which the words were pronounced, namely, to 
hold out to the disciples an ample compensation 
for all their sacrifices and sufferings in the cause 
of the Gospel. Under these circumstances I 
cannot but adopt the sense assigned to the pas- 
sage by the ancient Expositors in general, con- 
firmed by the Syriac, Persic, Arab., ZEthio h 
and Ital. Neriiong and the best modern ones, by 
which wadcyy. is understood to denote tho new 
state of things in the next world; viewed as the 
accomplishment, at the resurrection to judgment, 
of that Regeneration which Christ came to intro- 
duce on earth. See Matt. xxvi. 19, com 
with Acts iii. 21, and Rev. xxi. 4 and 5. How- 
ever, it may be best to unite the two senses that 
have been assigned to the word (with reference 
to the two significations inherent in it, viz. phy- 
sical reproduction, by passing to a new state of 
being, and moral renovation and restoration), and 
thus to take it to mean both resurrection to an- 
other life and moral renovation by the final ac- 
complishment, awoxardoracis, of that regenera- 
tion which our Lord came in the flesh to intro- 
duce. See Acts iii. 21, compared with Rev. xxi. 
5, xatva wayra wow. 2 Pet. iii. 13. This re- 
generation and renovation commenced after the 
resurrection of Christ and the throne of glory, 
and will be terminated only at the period of the 
termination of Christ's Mediatorial kingdom, 
Grav wapade Tij Bacitslay re Osw xai 
Ilarpl, 1 Cor. xv. 24. Of course, the sense 
resurrection bears only a subordinate part, as de- 
signating little more than the august event which 
is to usher in this entirely new state of things. 

29. xal was ôs dgyxev, &c.] Here our Lord 
frankly apprizes the disciples, who addressed to 
him the inquir, that this reward, which he now 
prophetically presents to their view, would not, 
in several respects of moment, bo theirs alone, 
but be alike assigned to all, of whatever place on 
earth, who should practise the duty of self-denial 
and readiness to give up what is dearest to each 
on earth for tho sake of Christ and his Gospel 
(that kingdom spoken of Luke xviii. 29), and 
who should be recompensed with blessings an 
hundred-fold greater than those given up in this 
resent world, and in the world to come shall 

inherit life everlasting. — The dere for ds, 
adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., and supported 

by many ancient MSS., including some Lamb. 
and Mus. ones, is entitled to attention, but not to 
adoption ; in fact, it was probably no other than 
& correction of style by the Alexandrian Critics. 

e words 5 yvraixa aro not found in 2 
of tho most ancient MSS., nor have they place 
in certain of Origen, Hilary, and Am- 
rote. ps same — ad 2 or ida are 
without this icular in the parallel passage of 
Mark, where ph likewise cancelled by the same 
Critics. But in the passage of Luke all the 
MSS. have it. 

None of the Mus. MSS. are without the words, 
nor any of the Lamb. except No. 528 ; yet there 
the words $ waripa ù prripa are likewise ab- 
sent, and accordingly that omission would prove 
too much. I doubt not that the omission arose, 
as in so many other cases, from the carelessness 
of the Scribes, occasioned by the frequent recur- 
rence of 1}, which will serve to account for both 
the omissions just mentioned, and also for others 
noted by the Collators. It is a strong proof of 
the authenticity of the words, that they are sup- 
ported by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, 
and 8 out of 12 of the MSS. of the Italic Ver- 
sion; and in those the omission may have arisen 
from the recurrence of axt in the Latin, just as 
of 4 in the Greek. As to the transpositions of 
words occurring in a fow MSS., and adopted by 
Lachm. and Tisch., they probably arose from the 
same cause as the above omissions. 

For ixarovraw\aciova, the reading aroÀAa- 
rAdotov, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., from B, 
D, 2 Versions, and 2 Fathers, was evidentlv a 
mere correction, proceeding from fastidious Cri- 
tics, who stumbled at the great uncommonness ' 
of the term (which occurs only once in the 
Classical writers, namely, Xen. (Econ. ii. 2, 
and once in the Sept.). It seems to have been 
a term of common life; but such Xenoph. him- 
self does not altogether reject (espec. in his 
Oixovoutxds), and hence it might have been 
thought by the Critics Greek sufficiently good 
for Jewish Greek writers. 

To pase from words to things; by ixar. 
Anerat most Commentators understand to be 
denoted & femporal recompense.—as that sug- 

ted in the parallel of Mark, —npbamely, 
in the support and comfort they would receive at 
the hands of their richer brethren. But there is 
no — here so to nit te term — xen 
is only a strong mode of e ing 
shall, pen the whole, receive back very far — 
in value than they parted with. And although 
it is not expressly said whether that remunera- 
tion is to be temporal or spiritual, —yet, notwith- 
standing that what follows in the next verse 
seems to fix it to temporal blessings, still we are 
justified in including spiritual ones; even the 
inward satisfactions of a conscience, and 
the inexpressible consolations of the Gospel (far 
exceeding in valuo all that is most precious of 
earthly goods, however great), which would be 
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their support under all persecutions and troubles. 
Compare 2 Cor. vi. 8, seqq., which passage affords 
both a comment upon our Lord's declaration, and 
a fulfilment of the prediction contained in it. 

30. rooi &i—"rpioroi] A sort of proverbial 
mode of expreasion, not unfrequently employed 
by our Lord. to check the presumption of his dis- 
ciples, and instil caution and diffidence; the 
sense of which is, that ‘many who, in the order 
of time, were last (brought in a in the king- 
dom, shall be in the rewards; and those 
who claim to be, and now appear to be, first, 
shall be last;' i.e. that many of the Jews, to 
whom the blessings of Christ's kingdom were 
first offered, would be the last to partake of 
them ; and that many of the Gentiles, to whom 
they were to be offered after the Jews, would be 
the first to enjoy them. The truth of this say- 
ing is evinced in the subsequent parable; accord- 
ingly, the more to fir its application here, the 
saying is repeated at the close of the ble at 
the beginning of the next chapter; in which, 
however, as I have shown in Recens. Synop., the 
application is not to be limited to the Jews, but 
left general; being meant for the instruction of 
all Christians of all ages. [Comp. infra xx. 16. 
Luke xiii. 30.] 

XX. 1—16. The important parable uliar 
to St. Matthew) contained in this PE Was 
probably called forth by the question of Peter, 
supra xix: 27, TÉ dpa fora: "hutv; where he 
claims for himself and his fellow-disciples a 
larger portion of rewards in the kingdom of 
Christ, as having been the first to follow him. 
Its main pu was to convey s deep truth 

ested by the last clause of v. 26, rapa 
parro:s advvatov tort, wapa di Oso, &c.), 

namely, that the kingdom of God and its salva- 
tion is of grace, not of debt ; that those who were 
called first, and consequently have laboured 
longest, have no more claim of right on God, 
than those who were called last ; that God is not 
bound to give thosc rewards with reference to the 
lime at which he may have called (i. e. by the 
outward cal] to the means of grace) any person 
to labour at his work in his Vinevard,— the 
Church as existing in all ages, first the Jewish, 
then the Christian; yet, according to his own 
good pleasure—and that to all persons without 
exception—will God's covenants be fulfilled to 
the uttermost. The Application is, of course, 
primarily to the questioners, the Apostles; but 
secondarily to all, whether nations or individuals, 
to whom the comparison of first and last called 
may, in any wise, apply. As respects the latter, 
the application lies open to a// persons to whom 
the comparison, whether as regards time of call- 
Ing, or any advantages subsequent to calling 

, (whether as respects talents, or the characteristics 
which influence their exercise, or the advantages, 
natural or acquired, which facilitate their suc- 
cessful exercise), may in any wise admit of com- 

With respect to the u:o8ds,—on the subject 
of which there has been no little dispute among 
professing Christians,—it has been best ex- 
plained to be the promise through the covenant 
| Regier life, uniformly represented by our 

rd and his Apostles as a reward (Matt. v. 12. 
Luke vi. 65. xiv. 14. John iv. 36. 1 Cor. iii. 14. 
2 John 8. Heb. x. 35. xi. 6, al.) reckoned, in- 
deed, as it uniformly is by St. Paul, as of fres 
grace, and here at v. 14, 15, pointedly designated 
as God's free and sovereign gif? of grace in the 
emphatic words 0£Ao douvar: Ñ ova &EsoTÍ pos 
worjoa: © Birw iv Trois ipoe; yet, neverthe- 
less, forensically considera. corresponding to, 
and represented by, tages, as if claimed under 
God's covenant with man in Christ. 

The main point of similarity between the 
parable and the illustration, in reference to God's 
dealings with men, is the final rejection of those 
who seemed to be first, and the gracious admis- 
sion, through God's sovereign will and pleasure, 
of those who seemed last. 

l. óuoía yàp, &c.] The sense is: ‘Thus 
Jor example, the same thing will take place 
in the Christian dispensation as that which 
occurred in the management of a certain master 
of a family; meaning, that God's dealings with 
mankind in conferring the blessings of the Gos- 
pel, afford a point of comparison to the conduct 
of a house-master. 
— dua pei] This use of dua, with nouns 

of time of day, such as ïws nuspa, &c., is freq. 
in the Class. writers; but I know of no other 
example with wpwi (except, where we should 
little expect to find it, in Thucyd. iv. 6, dua 38a 
apy toBadovree, and with an ellip. of dua at 
vii. 78, 4, wpe iroptúovro, and 79, 1, mpa 
Gpayres), though it occurs with iv, deó, and 
other prepositions often, and very frequently car- 
ries the Article. Consequently, since it is per- 
petually treated as a noun (nay, used as a romi- 
native at John xviii. 28, and oft. in the Sept.), 
we cannot doubt that it never was considered as 
an adverb, but as a noun tive undeclined, 
equiv. to dpOpos, ‘the early dawn, that early 

riod of dawn while it is yet dusk, as is plain 
rom Mark i. 35, wpwt iyvvxov Alay dvacrae, 
and John xx. l, wpwt, oxorlas ri oons. 
Thus it lit. signifies, *the period when the day 
is just — This is | eis beyond doubt 
by Judg. xvi. 2, Sept. (ws ciagavon ó T dd 
where the Alex. and many other MSS. have 
tws Poros pot, lit. * while it is dawn of light,” 
— not yet day. That expression is not so 
peculiar, but that it recurs at 2 Kings vii. 9, in 
all the copies. In short, the word was, I am per- 
suaded, first an adjective corresponding to our Eng. 
adj. prime, and performing the office of an adjec- 
tive, espec. in reference to /ime, and then. like our 
adj. prime, became a subst. Comp. Milton's line, 
* While day arises, that sweet hour of prime.” 

2. ix 8yvaplou] ‘at,’ or ‘for, a denarius ; which 
was equiv. to the Greck drachma, then the usual 
wages of a labourer, and the pay of a soldier. 
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3. rúv] This is omitted in very many of the 
beet MSS., including all the most ancient ones, common texts, 
and a few both Lamb. and Mus. ones, and some 
Fathers. It is cancelled by Wetstein, Matthei, 
Griesbach, Lach., Tisch., Fritz, and Scholz; 
perhaps rightly; for, in such common phrases 
the Article, being easily understood, was usually 
omitted. Indeed, ordinals are usually anarthrous. 

— iorToros iv ti dyopa] The very place 
where (from its being used for buying and sell- 
ing, and all public business) the greatest number 
of persons assembled, especially the idle or the 
unemployed. So lian, V. ft. xix. 25 (cited 
by Grotius), usreíuoa TO rove iv Tais dyopais 
áTocyoXátorrae. The time here mentioned 
irs uivalent to what was called the wA rÜüovca 
yopá. 
4. Slxasov] i.e. what, according to all cir- 

cumstances, and in proportion to the degree of 
exertion called forth, was or reasonable. 

5. ivárny] Lachm. and Tisch. tacitly adopt 
ivárn» for ivvarny, without specifying the 

for so doing: and, on tho other hand, 
Alf. quietly retains the text. rec., without no- 
ticing the evidence either way. The spelling 
ivár. is found in 5 ancient uncial MSS. (not 
A, B), and many cursive ones (to which I add 
Lamb. 1175, 1778, and 1192; 523, 1187, 1188), 
besides the earlier Edd. In fact, Lachm. and 
Tisch. invariably edit évar., though they do not 
state the grounds for thus departing from tho 
text. rec. In all the passages (11 in number) 
where the word occurs in the New Test. the 
MSS. . Sometimes, as in Luke xxiii. 44, 
add Acts x. 30, all the most ancient uncial ones 
have év.; at other times only the afer uncial, 
and occasionnily only the cursive ones, have it. 
In all the above passages, I find it in nearly all 
the Lamb. and Mus. MSS. Internal evidence 
is decidedly in favour of é&váT., from its less 
usual occurrence ; though it is as ancient as tho 
time of Homer and Hesiod, who never use év- 
vartos, but only si»aTos. Again, £vaTos is 
found in all the best MSS. of Thucyd., ZEschyl., 
Isæus, Plato, and Soph.; so that it may justly 
be considered very pure Greek. It occurs very 
often in the ancient Greek inscriptions, edited 
by Boechk, never ivv. 'Evvár. is, I believe, 
seldom found but in the later prose writers; and 
on this ground 1 should be ready to adopt it as 
the reading of the New Test. writers ; but I am 
prevented from thus deciding by the circum- 
stance, that, though the words often occur in 

ret év. 1s, I think, invariabl 
found in the Alex. MS., and often in the Vati- 
can (B), and all the other ancient MSS.: and 
internal evidence is every where in its favour, 
from the circumstance that, in the later Greek, 
ivvaros was doubtless alone in use, and for that 
reason the Scribes would be likely to introduce 
it; not to say that even in the Vatican MS. of 
the Sept. the reading zv». will, I doubt not, be 
found, on careful collation, to be (as I have very 
oft. observed in the Lamb. and Mus. MSS.) 
from alteration, or on rasure, while £varoc, when 
existing, has oft. been overlooked by Collators. 
Hence, I do not disapprove of the course taken 
by Lachm. and Tisch., except that they ought to 
have stated their reasons for adopting it, as I 
have thought proper to do here once for all. 

6. pav] This has been cancelled by Lachm. 
and Tisch., from & few ancient MSS., perha 
rightly, for external evidence is quite against thc 
word. The above MSS. are also without dp-yobs, 
which has been cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., 
and Tisch., but not on good grounds; for the 
external authority in its favour is so slender, 
that we may suspect the word to have been acci- 
dentally omitted, probably in copying from MSS., 
which had (as some are yet found to have) ZA- 
Aous doyoùs icrwras, where dpyots might be 
omitted ob homawteleuton. 

7. kai à dày —NyeoOs] Lachm. and Tisch. 
cancel these words, on the authority of 4 ancient 
MSS. and some Versions. Yet here again the 
fowness of MSS. occasions a suspicion that the 
words were omitted by the carelessness of scribes. 
They are strongly supported by the authority of 
the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

8. óyías ĉi yevopévns] The law of Moses 
strictly required the day's of a labourer to 
be paid on the day itself. See Deut. xxiv. 15. 

— Tw ü*TvTpO*w] A servant generally an- 
swering to the Roman procurafor ; but, as said 
here of agriculture, corresponding to thc Latin 
villicus, and our bailiff. 
— dpEauevos dro riv tox., &c.] A phrase 

to denote the terminus a quo, the point of depar- 
ture in a narrative; as in Luke xxiii. 5. xxiv. 
27. John viii. 9. Acts i. 22. The construc- 
tion is well laid down by Fritz. thus: dwddos 
avrois TÓv uicÜÓv ws Tay *poTwv, dptá- 
pevos awd Tov íoxárcy. It is observable that 
tho order of payment is here introduced, to give 
opportunity for the remarks which follow. 

e 
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10. évoputcay Sri wrsiova Asy.] Render, 
t they expected they should receive; imagining 
that he would pay them, not according to con- 
tract, but in proportion to the time they had 
worked. For wAsiova several very ancient MSS., 
Origen, and some ancient Versions have wA etop; 
which is edited by Fritz, Lachm., and Tisch., 
perhaps rightly; the text. rec. might easily arise 
from A of the word following being conjoined 
with this, and taken for A. 

— ava} Sup. Exacroy, *a-piece; on which 
use soe my Lex. Tisch. prefixes rd, from 4 of 
the most ancient MSS.—a reading very specious, 
but prob. false, the idiom being not at all in cha- 
racter with the simplicity of parabolic narration : 
and the incompetency of the evidence to esta- 
blish its truth (for 1 find it in not one of the 
Jamb. and Mus. copies) deprives it of all claim 
to adoption. I suspect that it arose from the 
emendatorial school, and would have been very 
suitable to Xenophon or Lucian, but not to St. 
Matthew. 

12. éxoíncav) Some render confecerunt, 
spent. But although examples are adduced 
proving the sense of worsiv and the Latin facere 
with nouns of time, yet it is better, with most 
Commentators, to take it for elpydacavro, by a 
Hebraism formed on moy, as in Ruth ii. le. 
Matt. xxi. 28. And so facere agrum in Columella, 
— icovs] for icouoípovs, of which examples 

are given by Wetstein. <A similar expression 
occurs in Plin. Paneg. 25, ‘equati sunt ceteris 
illis quibus non erat promissum." 

— Bacracac: TO Bápos T. ñ.) ‘who have 
borne the burden of the day, and [endured] the 
ecorching heat.’ Kavowy (which is of the same 
adjectival form with pecs, ceicwy, dwy, &c.) 
lit. signifies pr., by the ellip. of &vayose, 
in the Sept., where the term is freq., * the burn- 
ing &. E. wind.’ Here its sense is simply ‘ heat,’ 
as in Gen. xxxi. 40, Alex., dyevouny rie ñué- 
at Gvyxaióusvos TH xavgoyi, where in the 

Hebrew it is ywy, i.e. the sáriveller, the drier. 
In the East, though the air be cool by night 
and in the early part of the day, yet during the 
remainder of the day the heat of the sun is ex- 
cecdinglv scorching. 
e 13. évaipe] An idiom found in the Heb. 
1^, the Greek w ayaGé, or íAs, the Latin bone 
tir, and Eng. my friend! It was a familiar form 

supra 6. 33. 
upra 19. 

Infra 44. 14. 

of address, and consequently often used to ipfe- 
riors, and sometimes to strangers or indifferent 
persons, nay, even to evil persons, infra. xxii. 12. 
— oix dàwoe oe] Much ingenuity has been 

exerted to discover a reason why all the labourers 
should have had the same wages. It is sufficient 
to say, that the circumstance was not so im- 
probable but that it may have happened ; nay, 
as appears from the Rabbinical writers, did. 
And we may suppose it to have been introduced 
into the story by way of illustrating the un- 
fettered will and pleasure of the A miy Ruler 
to distribute his benefits as he thinks proper, 
and well expressed by the emphatic 0£A« ovra, 
I choose to give. 

14. dpov rd adv} Literally, ‘take up.” Pro- 
bably the foremost grumbler had thrown down 
his denarius; so it is said Matt. xxvii. 5, piyas 
Tà dpyvpia. 

15. 5 ovx] The 7$, not found in 4 ancient 
MSS., has been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., 
but unjudiciously; for, considering the small 
number of MSS. that are without it, it was more 
likely to have been left out by accident in those 
few than inserted in all the rest. 

— *oynpós] I still am of opinion that the 
term has here the sense envious (as supra vii. Ll 
and 22, and Mark vii. 22; and espec. like py v4 
in Prov. xxviii. 22. xxiii. 6, and lus. xiv. 10; 
and the Hebrews called an envious man ome 
of evil eye); though it would seem that there 
is an implied sense of ing and vezation, 
which latter is found as the ing sense in the 
Sept. Vers. of l Sam. xviii. 8. Neh. iv. 7. 

6. wodAol—dAlyoe è ixX.] These words, 
not found in 3 ancient MSS., and two late Ver- 
sions, have been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. ; 
but wrongly, for they were, I doubt not, thrown 
out by certain sciolists, who, though seeing (as 
Euthym. did) that the words have no direct re- 
ference to the Parable itself, yet failed to per- 
ceive that there is a reference to its concluding 
words, oUTwe icovrrai—ic yaoi, forming a sort 
of moral Application thereto, and (as in the 
Fables of Æsop) introduced by an oi+rws, serving 
to account the thing being so or so. But to 
advert to the important terms xAnTol and ixAex- 
vol. These are supposed to have been originally 
Jewish forms of expression, applicd (like many 
others) by Christ to similar distinctions in the 
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174 Kat ávaBgaivev ò "Incovs eis ‘Iepocodupa, mwapédaPe 
ToU; dwdexa pabntas xar diay èv Tjj 059, kal elev avtois 
18 "I6o, dvaBaivopey eis 'IeponóXvpa, xal 6 Tids ToU avOpwirov 

mapadoOncetat Tois apytepetos xal ypaypatedor Kai xata- 
e John 18. 
83. 

xpwovow avTOv Üaváro, 19 ° kai mapaðwcovow aùròv Tots Eve- 
ow eis TO eutrai~ar kal paaTvyOga, kal cTravpQcav Kal TH 
pir ")uépa, àvaa rjaerat. 

Usu AT e. 

&c. 

Gospel Dispensation. In the Sept. xAwTol often 
denotes those chosen to receive especial favours, 
or called to execute peculiar trusts. Hence it is 
often in the Old, and sometimes in the New 
Test., applied to the Jews; who had been chosen 
from the nations, and called to peculiar privi- 
leges. Thus at Ps. civ. 6, they are called ixA«x- 
voi, and in the New Test. kAra:c is often used 
to denote the peculiar favour first vouchsafed to 
the Jews; more des however, both «An- 
rol and «xAgors are used of that shown to Chris- 
tians. As to ixAsxrol, it may be questioned 
whether it ever be (as some say) us 
with «Asoi, at least in the New Test. The 
terms are properly distinct, and have reference to 
two different stages in the Christian course. 
Thus, in the present passage, and infra xxii. 14, 
they are put tn opposition ; and in the former, by 
kArTol are denoted those who have been invited 
into, and havo entered into, the service of Christ ; 
by ixX., those who have approved themselves 
(herein. In the latter, «A. means those who are 
invited to the blessings and privileges of the 
Gospel; and 4«A. those who, having accepted the 
invitation, approre themselves worthy of their 
high calling in Christ. It is true, that in 
these parables, by the «Anrol are especially de- 
signated the Jews, who were invited to the mar- 
riage feast of the Gospel, but who almost wholly 
rejected the invitation (see Luke xiv. 18); by 
the ixX., those of them who accepted it; and 
who are termed by St. Paul, Rom. xi. 5, ‘the 
remnant xaT' ixXoysv. However, the saying 
admits of, and was doubtless intended for, a 
gencral application; by which «A. will denote 
those who have through grace the in- 
vitation, and are professedly members of the 
Christian Church; é«xA., those who have ap- 
proved themselves not unworthy of the blessing, 
and have not ‘ received the grace of God in vain.’ 

17. åvaß. ele '1.] The ava is used with refer- 
ence to the elevated situation of Jerusalem, by a 
mode of spesking frequent in Jos. and the Sept., 
and also found in Homer, as applied to Troy. 
This was our Lord's last journey thither at the 
fourth Passover. 
— "ois &. pab.) Mab. is cancelled by Lachm. 

and Tisch.. on the slender authority of 4 MSS., 
3 inferior Versions, and Orig., quite against in- 
ternal evidence, which is in favour of the word, 
from the ter probability of the word's being 
removed, Beaus not in Mark and Luke, than 
inserted. Its presence in the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., 
and Sahid. Versions, as well as in all the MSS. 
except 4, sufficiently establishes its authenticity. 
— slwey aùroîs, &c.] Meaning, it should 

seem, that he spoke out (as we "D: though 
from the time when he made a distinct in- 

20 f Tore TrpootjAÜcv avrà 7) uýrnp TOv viðv ZeBedaiov perà 

timation of his Messiahsbip, at Peter's con- 
fession, he had, as we find from xvi. 22, begun 
to disclose it. 

18. Our Lord now gives his disciples to under- 
stand, that what they had heretofore feared, and 
what he had already intimated, as that which 
should come to , Was now immediately about 
to take place; for which event, however, and the 
state of suffering it would entail, he had before 
prepared their minds by the promises he had 
recently made to them. See xix. 27—30. xx. 

— xaaxpwovgiu airdv ÜaváTo] This is to 
be taken tmproprié (for the Jews had no power 
of life and death), and is more definitely ex- 

by Mark xiv. 64, xarixpiway avTov 
elva: ivoyov Üavárov: which words have refer- 
ence to the sentence &yoxos Îavárov ieri. Or 
the expression ratber signifies, by a blending of 
two senses, ‘to condemn any one, so that he 
shall be delivered to death. By Ovası the 
Romans are plainly meant ; for crucifixion was a 
Roman punishment. The minute particularity 
of our Lord's sufferings already drawing nigh, and 
therefore now to be more enlarged on than here- 
tofore,—here predictively announced,— is worthy 
of x es ; inasmuch as both in the predic- 
tions themselves (all fulfilled to the letter), and 
in his deliberately going up to Jerusalem in order 
to their fulfilment, we have a proof that He 
had a complete foreknowledge of all that he was 
about to suffer. Humanly ing, it was far 
more probable that he should have been sfoned to 
death by the orders of the Sanhedrim,—to whom 
Pilate had given permission to condemn him, if 
found guilty to any punishment adjudged by 
their Law, as was stoning, —than crucified. But 
all this was done that the Scriptures might be 
fulfilled. 

20. ù wrap, &c.] Namely, Salome, mother 
of James and John, Mark xv. 40. xvi. 1, who 
had followed our Lord from Galilee, with other 
pious women who attended on him in his jour- 
neys. The request she made seems to have ori- 
ginated in the promise just before given to the 
Apostles, of sitting on twelve thrones, &c. 
— METÈ Tov vow a.] This shows that the 

participated in the petition; and, indeed, though 
they preferred it through the medium of their 
mother, ri they were evidently the principal 
movers of the affair. Thus Mark is justified in 
representing (hem as asking it. And, indeed, 
that Jesus regarded them as the principals, is 
clear from his addreseing tho answer to 
From a comparison of the account in Mark as 
compared with Matth., it appears that our Lord 
was entreated to grant beforehand the request 
about to bo made. See l Kings ii. 16,20. . 
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TOY VIV AUTHS, TpockvvoUca Kal airovod T, rap avToU. ? “O 
de elrev atta Ti Oenes; Aéye avrà: Eiré wa xabicwow 
ovros oi Svo viol pou, ets èx Ocbu)v cov xai els éE evovipwr cov, 
ev Tfj Bactrela cov. ?? 8’ Aroxpieis 5é ó ‘Inoobs elmer Ovx g Inmas. 
oidate Ti aíreioÜe. Avvacbe miciv TÒ morTýpiov, 8 &yà péddew Ton 18.1. 
vivet, [1 kal tò Bamricpa, 0 yò Barritoua, Barrio Piva: ;] 
Aéyovcw atte Auvápeba. ?3 Kal Xéye( aùrois To pé 
morýpióv you mieche, [xa ro Bdmricpa, 5 éyo Baritoua:, 
Barrio raec0c] rò 5 xabloas èx SeEvav pou xai èE evovipawv 
[uou] oùe Eéotw éeuov Sodvas, GAN ols roiwactat ÚTÒ TOD n mark io. 
Ilarpos pov. ?*^ Kal dxovcavres oi Séxa syyaváwrnoav Trepi [uke n. s. 
Tüv dvo aderddav. ?5!0 è 'Igcoüs mpockaXecápevos aùroùs fye n.s. 

21. els ix &.—À4E sóovóucer] Said in allusion 
to the Eastern custom, by which sitting next to 
the throne denotes the next degree o dignity ; 
and, consequently, the first situations on t 
rigbt and left denote the — dignities. See 
] Kings ii. 19. Ps. xlv. 9. Jos. Ant. vi. 11,9; 
and comp. Hdot. ii. 30, ol iE &piarepris Xtipóc 
TapioTautvot Back. 
— After eveoviuev, most of the uncial MSS. 

and many others, with the Syr. and some other 
Versions, insert cov, which has been admitted by 
Matth., Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.; 
rightly, since internal evidence coincides with 
external authority in its support. 

22. obx cigars Tí nb bid e. ‘ye do not 
comprehend the nature of my kingdom ; which 
will rather call you to suffer with me than to 
enjoy homowr or temporal advan under me. 
See infra xxvi. 39, 42. John xviii. 11. Our 
Lord graciously overlooks the fault implied in 
their presumptuous request; and is pleased to 
take their words in such an acceptation as, 
though capable of it, they were not intended to 
convey ; and then founds on them such instruc- 
tions as were calculated to remove the grievous 
misco ion, and counteract the ambitious 
"ey which had su their request. Suit- 

y thereto, he speaks to them of the kingdom 
he was really come to establish in the world, and 
also of spiritual as opposed to worldly advance- 
ment; showing the mode in which it is to be 
attained, and to what persoms it would ulti- 
mately be given. 
— éó s riiv) The full sense is: ‘are 

ye red, have ye tho resolution, to drink ?' 
as in Matt. ix. 15. As respects the force of 
*uiv and Barrix. thus figuratively used in the 
phraseology of Scripture, the former is often 
used to denote partaking of a portion, whether of 
Joy or sorrow, sad e latter. See Ps. xi. 6. 
avi. 5. Ixxv. 8 Isa. li. 22. Ez. xxiii. 31. Nor 
is this nnexampled in the Class. writers. (See 

om. ll. xxiv. 527, seq., and the note of Heyne 
there.) But when we take into view the use of 

same figurative expression to denote our 
Lord's last bitter sufferings, Matt. xxvi. 39, 42. 
Mark xiv. 36. Luke xxii. 42, we shall recognize 

an intensity of sense, as denoting a deep- 
seated, heart-felt bitterness of soul, nearly resem- 
bling that of our Lord's ayevla at Gethsemene, 

xxii, 4], where see note, The other meta- 

phor involved ‘n Bdwr. Bawricd., expreesing 
the being utterly overwhelmed by affliction, is one 
frequent in the Classical writers (e. gr. Plut. de 
Educ. c. 13, ù Wux}—Bawrifera. Bynes. 
Epist. 57, ^» Puxi» iua. usplurais), and 
not less so in the Scriptural ones. See Pe. xlii. 7. 
lxix. 2. Ixxxviii. 7. And when we consider, 
that in those the Messiah's sufferings 
are foretold, we shall see that something more is 
meant than the ezternal assaults of calamity and 
tribulation, even that whereby the iron entereth 
into the very soul. 

The prediction contained in this verse was sig- 
nally fulfilled; for, of the two, James was the 
first of the Apostles to drink of the cup of suffer- 
ing, and share the baptism of blood, only eleven 
years after his Master's crucifixion. The other, 
if he did not partake in the later, yet he had, 
during an unusually long life, to drink to the 
dregs of the r. 

23. dAX’ ols Miren The early Com- 
mentators and Translators (misled by some of 
the ancient Versions) here supposed an ellipsis of 
doðńceraı; which would afford some colour to 
the Arian and Socinian doctrines; since (as 
Whitby and Campbell observe) ‘in the distribu- 
tion of future rewards, Christ might seem to ac- 
knowledge his inferiority to the Father, inasmuch 
as there would be some power reserved by the 
Father to himself, and not committed to the 
Son.’ Others of the ancients supposed an ellipsis 
of ixsivew ioriv, interpreting the clause oùx 
éuédy dovvas, not with relation to our Lord's 
power, but with respect to his justice and equity ; 
or referring the phrase only to his Auman nature. 
But all these ellipses, and others that have been 
devised, are very irregular, and quite inadmisei- 
ble. 1t is better to suppose no ellipsis at all; 
but only to take ddd, with all the best Expo- 
sitors, In the somewhat unusual, but far from 
unprecedented, sense of el yi, as in Mark ix. 8, 
where dAXaq corresponds to el uù in Matt. xvii. 8. 
'AXAá comes to have this sense from its being 
thus put for &AA' Ñ, otherwise . And so the 
Sept. renders Heb. me by 4&AAd. Thus the 
expression, as Whitby observes, argues no defect 
in the power of Christ, but merely a perfect con- 
formity to the will of his Father, the senso 
being: ‘It belongs not to me to give the highest 
places in my heavenly kingdom to any except 
those for whom it is p k 
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elmer Olare, Ott of apyovres tav éÜvàv KaTaxupietouoty 
avTQv, kal of peyáXo, karebovauátovaow abrOv % ovy otras 
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čorw ùv Owikovos" 
k Phil. 3.7 
Luke 22. 27. 
1 Tim. 3. 6 
1 Pet. 1. 19 

Avrpov avri TroXXày. 

25. ol dpxovres—atrwv] Erasmus, Grotius, 
Wetstein, Hosenm., and Fritz, take «arax. 
and xare. to denote tyrannical and arbitrary 
power (of course hinting a censure thereon); in 
which sense the words do occur in the Sept. 
But as it is scarcely to be — that the go- 
vernors in question were always tyrants; and 
as the simple verbs are used in Luke xzii. 25, it 
is better, with many Commentators, to 
suppose the senso to be, ‘exercise authority 
over. Thus the xarà is not so much intensive, 
as it is defisitive. The Commentators first ad- 
verted to, with even less reason, suppose the first 
atrwy to refer to the people, the second to the 
kings; which is harsh, and inconsistent with the 
parallel passage in Luke. There is, in fact, a 
repetition of the same sentiment in different 
words (as also at ver. 27) for greater emphasis. 

26. ovx ovrws é) The ĝi has been cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch., from many MSS., some 
very ancient, and a few Versions. But, although 
internal evidence is rather against the word, yet 
the opposition inherent in the context is too 
strong to be left to implication ; and is, I doubt 
not, genuine. 
— dtdxovos—tovdor] There is properly a 

difference between these terms; the former sig- 
nifying a servant, like our footman, or valet, and 
usually a free man ; the latter, a servant of all 
work, and also a slave. The terms were, how- 
ever, sometimes interchanged. So Aristid. 
vol. iii. 360, ores paŭňos rn» robs Tpórovs, 
Kai auToypnua Qiákovos. 

28. oùx NABE iac., ANd staxovnca) As 
StaxovnOHvar and d:axovjorac are here opposed, 
so in Xenoph. de Rep. Att. i. 13, there is a simi- 
lar opposition, xopnyovce piv oi vXoóctot, 
xopnysiTa: 6i 6 uos. To turn from words 
to things, —as Christ here says ho came d:axovij- 
oat, 80 at Luke xxii. 27, he says to his disciples 
dye slut iv uíaw bpwy we 6 Quakovov, and at 
Phil. ii. 7, he is described as poppin» sovou 
AaBov. 

— éoVva.—dyTl Towy] In order to de- 
termine the sense of this passage (so important, 
by its connexion with the distinguishing doc- 
trino of the Goepel, the ATONEMENT), it is 
proper carefully to attend to its »—and then 
to ascertain the force of its principal terms, 
AvTpor, &vrl, and soXA cr. The scope of the 

evidently is, to pene out the purpose of 
Christ's coming into the world. It was ovra: 
—RmoÀAÀavr. On the sense of yvy?) here there 
has never been any doubt. It plainly signifies 
(as often in the Scriptures, and even the Class. 
writers) life. Christ came to give up his life as 
a Aórpoy. Now \úrpov properly denotes the 
ransom paid, in order to deliver any one from 
death, or its equivalent, captivity, or from punish- 
ment in general. .More frequently it denotes 

27 wal ds év Oérn év opiv elvat TPÕTOS, 
1. cota Up» OoUXos. %* dorrep 6 Ts tov avOpanrov oùe Abe 
 StaxovnOjvat, àXXÀ Svaxovncat, kai Sotvar tw qvx» avrov 

the macular victim, «3, sometimes expressed by 
éE{Xaoua; which Hesych. explains dvríAvrpov. 
It has been satisfactorily proved that, among 
both the Jews and the Gentiles, piacular victims 
were accepted as a ransom for the life of an 
offender, and to atone for his offence. The 
heathens believed that no atonement was so com- 
plete or effectual as that whereby the piacular 
victim should be a human being ; whose life was 
thus given dvri, instead of the life of the other. 
Hence such victims were called avriyuyo:, and 
the atonement made by them an árriAvTpor. 
And Aristides, Sacr. v., has an oracular response, 
where, with allusion to this belief, there is de- 
manded Wuxi avri wvxns. Indeed, on this 
very notion, that the life of one person was, in 
some cases, to be given and accepted for tho life 
of another, the whole of the Alcestis of Eurip. is 
founded. And though the true idea of atone- 
ment was unknown to the heathens, yet they 
felt the ity for it. 

The sense, then, of this can be no 
other than that * our Lord was to give up his life 
as a pi r victim, a ransom, for mankind, that 
they might not suffer spiritual death.’ And thus 
it harmonizes with the doctrine of Scripture else- 
where. So in Dan. ix. 24, it is predicted, that 
the Messiah ‘shall make reconciliation for ini- 
quity;' whence he is called by the Jewish Rab- 
bins M we, dvùp AóTrpov. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 
28. John xi. 52. Eph. v. 2. 1 Tim. ii. 6. Heb. 
ix. 14. 28 (and the notes on those )- all 
declaring the same doctrine, that Christ's eath 
was a sacrifice for the sins of mankind; even 
that true and substantial Sacrifice,—which those 
of the law but faintly shadowed forth in types, 
symbols, and figures,——which should purchase 
for men eternal life. Such is, as the best Com- 
mentators, both modern and ancient (including 
Chrys. and the principal Greek Fathers), are 
groed, the general sense. But others, as Eu- 
thym. and Theophyl. of the ancient, and not a 
few modern Expositors, as Bp. Pearson and Dr. 
Whitby, and many downwards, fearing it would 
seem lest the use of Tov, not arávT«oy, might 
be thought to run counter to the doctrine of sal- 
vation universal, at least in the offer, thought fit 
to counteract this, by contending that «40AXA i» 
is put for árroev. Of this use they adduce 
numerous examples, only a few however of which 
are apposite, and none quite decisive. But even 
were the idiom proved to exist, it would only be 
valid so far as to evince that it might, not that it 
must, be brought in here. The latter is, I appre- 
hend, scarcely permitted by the scope of the pas- 
sage, which only respects salvation generally, and 
not bearing on the question whether that salva- 
tion is universal, at least in the offer, or parti- 
cular. Accordingly, Origen and Jerome of the 
ancients, and of the moderns Grotius and others 
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201 Kal érropevouéyov avrav aro 'lepuyà nxodovOnoey avr 1 Mark 1. 
ÓyXos TOAÚSŞ. 3 kai ov, Ovo Truro xaOnpevoe mapà tiv Lake 18. 35, 

660v, axovoavres Ste IgooÜs vapárye, Expakay Xéyovres ' EXén- 
cov nas, Kupte, vis Aavid ! 

down to T. Scott, take the word to mean multi- 
tudes, even all that should believe in the name of 
Christ; but they do not show how this sense 
arises. The following remarks, coming from 
two very powerful minds, may tend to remove 
much of the difficulty which embarrasses the 
matter. ‘ Multis dicit (Christus) potius quam 
omnibus, quia Christus hic non tat volun- 
tatem suam que onines spectabat, mortis fruc- 
tam, qui non ad omnes pervenit, sed ad multos, 
uia non omnes perci voluerunt" (Maldon.). 
hat even Calvin did not regard the passage 

as fit to be brought in, in arguing the ques- 
tion as to mode of salvation, whether eral 
or particular, is que plain from his brief but 
able remark, “ Multos ponit non definite pro 
certo numero, sed pro pluribus, quia sese aliis 
omnibus opponit: atque hoc sensu capitur ad 
Romanos v. 15, ubi Paulus non de aliqua homi- 
num parte agit, sed totum humanum genus com- 
plectitur." "This remark, which has only just 
come under my observation, confirms the view 
which 1 have all along taken, from the earliest 
to the later editions of the present work, —where, 
after remarking, that “it may be doubted whe- 
ther roo can be said ever to be put, strictly 
speaking, for wdvyrss,” 1 proceed to develope 

e principle on which this idiom proceeds 
{which had, it seems, already occurred to the 
mind of Calv.) as follows. It should seem that, 
in such cases, an idiom subsists, where there is 
a comparison, by implication, of woAXoi, with 
some other very small number (usually one), 
which remains after deducting it from a total. 
In such a case, wodXoi may be said to be almost 

Iv. to aráyTss ; being, in a manner, the whole of 
the number in question ; though it cannot strictly 
be said to signify that; the literal sense being 
* the femiinder ofal number,’ after a very 
smal] one has been subtracted. This principle 
will apply to all the pessages alleged in proof 
ia ToXÀAÀoi is aar zare mes = 

t are susily a : for Matt. xx. 16, has 
quite another bearing (see the note there) ; and 
in places like 1 Cor. x. 33, where the Article is 
used, the principle cannot be admitted. There 
the meaning is, either ‘the majority, or ‘the 
rest.” And such is the case in almost all the 
passages adduced from the Class. writers; where 
the sense is, either ‘very many,’ or ‘ever so 
many.” As examples of the /acit comparison 
above adverted to, we may adduce Rom. viii. 29, 
sie rò elvai aùròv wpwrotroxoy iy woddXois 
ddeX oie (where the «Is is implied in rpwr.). 
Matt. xxvi. 28, and Mark xiv. 24, Tovro ydp 
tor: TÒ aluá pov, TO Te kaiwns ssaOrune, 
TÒ Tipi 9roÀ Nav ix xuvopevoy tis apeciy duap- 
Tuv (where TÒ wepl wodAcy is for ro évds 
Tepi Todd wy, with allusion to the wou just be- 
fore). Heb. ix. 28, oüßros ó XpisTós ma 
arpoctvs yOsis elc TÒ WoANwY AvEveyKeiy dpap- 
tias, &c. In Rom. v. 15, 18, 19, the Article is 
used both to Is and woAAoi, the Articles there 
coming under the head of ‘Insertions in refer- 
ence (see palsies in loc.) and renewed men- 

OL. 1. 

31 “O 86 ÓyXos éreripmaev avroís, 

tion ; the reference being to v. 12, where Scwep 
à ivoe dvOpwrov is op to sis wavras 
avOpwrous. And thus it is the same as if nether 
had the Article, and in such a case we may ren- 
der ‘all the rest.” And this may be done in the 
only Classical passage, wot having the Article, 
that is here apposite, namely, Eurip. Hec. 284, 
“HS arri woke tori uoc wapawuyy, and so 
in Virgil, JEn. v. 815, * UNUM PRO MULTIS 
DABITUR CAPUT.’ 
29—34.) Mark x. 46. 52. Luke xviii. 35— 

43. xix. 1. 
30. vo Tupo, &c.] There is a considerable 

variation in the accounts of this miracle by the 
three Evangelists. Mark and Luke notice only 
one blind man, Matthew (wo; Luke represents 
the miracle as performed * when Jesus was draw- 
ing nigh to Jericho,’ before he entered it; Mat- 
thew and Mark after he bad left Jericho. The 
joint testimony, however, of Matthew and Mark 
as to the fime, scems to outweigh that of Luke, 
who is not so observant of chronological order ; 
and as all agree that Christ was then attended 
by a ‘multitude,’ who ‘led the way,’ and who 
‘followed him’ towards Jerusalem, it is more 
penne that the incident took place after he 
eft Jericho, where this multitude seems to have 
been collected. (Hales.) The minute discrepan- 
cies in this narrative, compared with those of 
Mark and Luke, involve no rcal contradiction ; 
since, though those Evangelists mention ome 
blind man as healed, yet they do not say that 
only one was healed; and Mark and Luke, in 
mentioning one, might mean to point out that 
one who was the more known. Again, the a 
parent difference between Matthew and Mark, 
as compared with Luke, with regard to the place 
where the miracle was performed, may, it is 
thought, be removed by rendering in Luke, 
‘when’ or ‘ while Jesus was near Jericho.’ But 
this would require an absolute straining of the 
sense; and hence it is better to leave the dis- 
crepancy as we find it, espec. since such minute 
discrepancies cannot impair the credit of any 
trustworthy narrators of facts, being such as aro 
found in the most authentic histories, in which 
case they are admitted to strengthen our confi- 
dence in the genera] truth of the facts narrated, 
and by no means to weaken the credit of the 
narrators respectively, as independent witnesses, 
See Olshausen. 

31. ixeríunosr—Tra  cie.] Render, not, 
* rebuked them because, as V.; since that 
would be to assign a sense to iva quite unpre- 
cedented, and would bring in what cannot be 
meant, since it could not be the intent of the 
Evangelist to blame the poor men for their im- 
portunity, espec. considering that our Lord 
rather commended such importunity. So Campb., 
who renders, with Wakef., * cha them to be 
silent. But there is no need to deviate from the 
usual sense of iwer., nor ought we to do so here, 
since it would be slurring over, by a freedom of 
version, an expression altogether S ris to the 
Gospels of Matth., Mark, and iure (peculiar, 
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iva cuorncwow oi Se pelov Éxpalov, réyovres’ 'EXénaov 
nas, Kópw, viós Aavô ! 
aùroùs, xai elme Ti OédXeTte trotnow vpi ; 

32 Kal otras 6 ‘Incots é$wvnocv 
33 Aéyovow aura” 

Kupte, iva t avoryOaow zu of cpOarpoi. 3* SrdayynoGeis 
66 6 ‘Inoots jaro tav ó$ÜaXAuGv aùrör xai evOéws av- 

s Mar 11.1, éG Aeyav [aitav oi opOarpol,]| xai 1koXovOncay abra. 
Luke 19. 29, 
&c. 

I mean to say, especially by having tva after it), 
all three havin it here; and it ie a also infra 
xii. 16, 20. Mark iii. 12, and viii. 3. Thus it 
occurs thrice in Matth., thrice in Mark, and once 
in Luke. It never, I believe, occurs in the Sept., 
nor in the Classical writers. I still continae to 
regard this as a — brevity of expres- 
sion, involving a pregnancy of sense by the blend- 
ing of two significations, of each of which the 
verb is colo: and I would render, ‘ rebuked 
them, charging them to hold their peace.’ I find 
this view confirmed by the suff of Henry 
Steph. in his Thes. in v.: for, while testifying 
that he ‘remembers no such use as this of éx:- 
vip. in the ancient writers,’ he pro to ren- 
der, ‘ Multi eos inc tes jubebant tacere, 
rather, ‘ ut tacerent;' for the Tva denotes full pur- 
pose, and this peculiar idiom with Ya is em- 
ployed to intimate, that the multitude rebuked 
them not for the matter of their exclamation, nor 
for their importunity, except on the score of its 
being an unseasonable interruption. 
— ixpajor] L. and T. edit éxpafay, from 

B, D, L, Z, and 1 cursive M8. ; to which I add 
Lamb. 1193, —a MS. probably of the 9th cen- 
tury. The reading is evidently very ancient, but 
seems mercly an alteration of certain Critics, who 
thought that the same form should be brought in 
here as at v. 29 (while other Critics, we find, at 
v. 29, altered the Aor. l to Aor. 2). But although 
the Aor. ] occurs elsewhere repeatedly in this 
Gospel, and very often in the other books of the 
New Test., yet there is no reason why St. Mat- 
thew should have chosen to use the other form 
here, as he certainly did infra xxi. 9, also ac- 
cording to these same MSS. (except Z) supra xv. 
22, and I could add some ancient Lamb. and 
Mus. MSS.; but the critical Reviser of Z brings 
in this same page evidently from an unreason- 
able predilection for the term. Mark, too, uses 
the Inpe. once, Luke once, John twice, xii. 13. 
xix. 12; and so in Acts xix. 28, ixpaYov, where 
one MS. had éxpaEav, xix. 92. Rev. xviii. 18 
and 19, where a few MSS. have ixpafay, which 
Lachm. adopted; but Tisch., on good grounds, 
rejected. I have taken some trouble to little pur- 

se, if I have not evinced that L. and T. have 
one wrong in editing expel ae: 
83. åvorxðwoıw)] L. and T. adopt, from B, D, 

L, Z, and a few ancient cursive MSS. of the 
Alex. recension, dvo:ywoty, which may probably 
be the genuine ing, and is confirmed b 
ávovyricaTat, supra vii. 7, 8; Avolyncay in B, 
D, &c., at Mark vii. 35. Luke xi. 9, sjvol-yn, B, 
&c. Acts xii. 10, Avolyn. Rev. xi. 19. xv. 5. 
Tho form here was probably a later Greek form, 
like the others I havo adduced, and consequently 
more likely to be used by the Evangelist; and 
certainly I cannot find a vestige of it in the 
Clase. writers. However, it is worthy of ob- 

XXI. 1* Kai Gre tpyyiay eis ‘Iepocodvpa, kai bov eis 

servation, that in the only two passages of the 
Sept. where the form could occur, we have 
fvolyOn in all the copies. Nevertheless, Lach. 
and X isch. were not justified, without moro 
authority of cursive MSS., which may possibly 
be found, in editing avoryaocv. The adoptin 
ofa of position in nu» oi ó$0., on suc 
slender, and, in such a case, questionable autho- 
rity, was unjustifiable. The same may be said 
of changing c@0ad\uey, at v. 34, into duuareos, 
on the authority of nearly the same MSS. and 

igen ; though it is manifestly no other than 
an alteration introduced for the purpose of get- 
ting rid of a word so often repeated, though it 
brings in a term never used by St. Matth., nor 
any writer of the N. T., except Mark once, and 
very rarely found in the Sept. But that is trifling 
compared with the singular want of judgment 
shown in cancelling of o@@arpoi aitwy, on the 
authority of those same MSS. (to-which I add 
Lamb. 1175), and the Vulg., Ital., and some 
other Versions, and Origen, though evidently a 
mere critical alteration, devised for the purpose 
of getting rid of unlicensed Greek by the re- 
moval of what seemed unnecessary, and not in 
the other Gospels; forgetting that the genuine- 
ness of the words is attested by their strong 
Hebraistic character, and by similar expressions 
elsewhere in Scripture, as at Mark vii. 35. Jobn 
ix. 10, 17, 21, 26, 30. xi. 37. Acts ix. &. As to 
— they have, zm a oe ke yE or 
no wei — a ing, though much for it, 
as here the Pesch. Syr. Version, which probably 
had the text. rec., though they render dveBAs Wav 
freely, as if it were dvewy8noay, which, indeed, 
l find in Br. Mus. MS. 17,982, but evidently by a 

Moreover, though the expression be so 
very rare, yet it is not unprecedented, being 
found in the Sept, l Sam. xiv. 27, «al ir- 
£o Tpav/ev Thy x«ipa avTov sls TÒ aroun avTov, 
«ai dviBreWay ol óiÜaXuol avrov. Comp. v. 
29, eldop oi dpBarpol pov, Ste Éysvoáuny, &c., 
lit. ‘mine eyes looked up,’ ‘beamed up,’ as the 
Targum explains; which sense the Arab. Ver- 
sion confirms by rendering, ‘his eyes received 
light’ (or ‘ sight’), for ‘darkness had enveloped 
them.’ More were unnecessary to vindicate and 
illustrate this peculiar expression, which may be 
regarded as one of those Hebraistic forms that 
we may expect in St. Matthew's Gospel. Nor is 
it true that there is a superfluity of wording, aince 
this may be — as one of those graphicexpres- 
sions in the Scriptures, which require not only 
erudition to understand, but taste to appreciate. 

XXI. 1—17. Mark xi. 1—11. Luke xix. 29 
44. John xii. 12—36. Several events intervened 
between that which terminated the last chap. and 
the one recorded in this, namely, the visit to 
Zacchmus, and that at Bethany, in the house of 
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BnOgayh mpòs trò Spos trav éXawov, rore ó 'IgaoÜe áréoTeiXe 
vo naÜ0nrás, ? Aéyev avro llopevÓgre eis thy kom thy 
áTévavri: bjw Kal eUÜécs eüprjaere Svov Sedeuévny, xal TONOV 
per avTrie Avoavres aydyeré por. 9 Kal éáy ris tyiv ei 
Tt, épeite “Ott 6 Kuptos attav ypelav čyer evOéws Sé 1 àrro- 
arenes aùroús. * Tovro Se [OXov] yéyovev, iva TXnpoÜ0f TO 

Simon the leper and Mary, which our Lord 
made his abode. 
— sis Bnôpayñ) Mark xi. 1, and Luke xix. 

29, add xal By@aviay. Hence we may su pose, 
that though the territories of the two vi nges 
were contiguous, nay, conterminous, yet that 
Bethphage came first in travelling from Jericho 
to Jerusalem, at least according to one route. 
And Epiphan. adv. Hæres. p , testifies that 
there was an old road to Jerusalem from Jericho 
through Bethphage and Bethany, and the Mount 
of Olives; and this probably was the very one 
travelled on by our Lord and his disciples, and 
selected, perhaps, as being the more private. 
Nar, Calmet himself describes Bethany as situ- 
ated at the foot of the Mount of Olives (and so 
all accounts represent it—see Reland); but from 
the words mpòt TÒ Ópot T. 4X. being here con- 
joined with BnOq., it is probable that Bethpbage 
was situated on some part of the u ridge, or 
dxpwpsa, of the mountain, and hany just 
below it, at the foot of it: and, consequently, 
Bethphage could not be, as Calmet and Alf. 
suppose, between Bethany and Jerusalem. This 
is supported by the testimony of Jerome and 
Origen, the former of whom describes eae 
as "sacerdotum viculus, situs i» mone Olivet.’ 
And the latter, in his Annot. on Matt., says it 
was situated on Mount Olivet. 

But if Bethphage was, as we see, undoubtedly 
on Mount Olivet, and Bethany at the foot of, or 
on the lower ridge of, the mount, it could not be 
between Bethany and Jerusalem. Though it 
does not follow that Bethany should have been 
on the searest route from Bethpbage to Jeru- 
salem : probebly it was a little circuitous, and 
the route that way is probably the old road 
poken of by Epiphanius; and our Lord had 
oubtless a reason, which we cannot know, for 

going to Jerusalem by Bethany. Thus all, as to 
the to phy of the route, is pretty clear, not- 
withstanding that Lachm. has here, as on some 
ether occasions, done his best to out what 
little light we have, by cancelling, at Mark xi. 1, 
els BuUca- 5, from only | MS. and l copy of 
the Italic Version, and also by altering wpds to 
ele, from 1 MS. (B) ; so that if we had not the 
*pós of St. Luke, we should be quite unable to 
understand the thing. 

2. vopsiOrrre] Lachm. edits aropeóscÓe, from 
4 uncial and 7 cursive MSS., Orig., Euseb., and 

.. Chrys. —a reading somewhat confirmed by Jerem. 
Jii. 12, wopedouv xal &váyvæðı; but there the 
Alex. MS. has *op:óíÜrr:, and in Acts xxviii. 
26, and Is. vi. 9, all the copies have wopedOn7e 
xai elroy ro, &c. For ayayeré uoi, Lachm. 
and Tisch. edit dyars, from MSS. B, D, and 2 
others, —authority very insufficient; and the less 
entitled to attention, considering that internal 
evidence is against the alteration. 
— raor {a colt.’ Mark and Luke add, * on 

which no mæn had ever sat.’ Animale which had 

never borne the yoke, or been employed for ordi- 
nary purposes, were (by a custom common to all 
the ancients, whether Jews or Gentiles) employed 
for sacred uses. Sec Deut. xxi. 3. 1 Sam. vi. 7. 
Horat. Epod. ix. 22. Ovid. Met. iii. 11. Virg. 
Georg. iv. 440, 551. Mark and Luke mention 
the sending for the colé only, as being that 
whereon alone our Lord rode; not mentioning 
the ass, though a/so brought (agreeably to tho 
prophecy of hariah), use they do not 
mention that prophecy. There is plainly in the 
latter assertion no negation of the former. 
Whitby notices the minuteness of the matters 
predicted, and rightly infers from thence Christ's 
supernatural prescience. 

almy Ti]. A r mode of expressing 
‘if he shall make any objection,’ which is ex- 
pressed in Mark and Luke. 

— Ò Kepi Almost all the more recent 
Expositors explain this to mean ‘the master,’ as 
supra vii. 21. viii. 25. xiv. 30. John xi. 12. 
xiii. 13, 14. But those , were they even 
entirely to the point, would only prove that such 
might be the sense, not that it is so here. Tam 
now inclined to think that the true rendering is, 
‘the Lord,’ meaning the Lord Jehovah. So L. 
Brug. remarks: “it is not said our Lord, or 
yours, but the Lord of the universe, both of ani- 
mals and their masters; in short, of all things.” 
The air of the context, too, seems to claim this 
higher sense of the word. Thus it argues a claim 
y authority for the animals, from the Lord or 
wner of all things, of authority over them and 

theirs. It is not improbable that the persons to 
whom the disciples were sent, were not only well 
scquainted with our Lord's person, and the mira- 
cles he had worked, but also with his just claims 
to be the Messiah, and were favourably disposed 
to him. The directions so minutely given by 
our Lord to his disciples, and his positive asser- 
tion of what would take place in things so con- 
tingent as these, are a remarkable proof of his 
foreknowledge. And this shows that the text. 
rec. awoora\ei, has been rightly retained by 
Fritz., Lachm., and Tisch., to the rejection of 
dwooréA)en, supported by very strong external 
authority (to which I add all the Lamb. and 
Mus. MSS.), and adopted by Matthei, Griesb., 
and Scholz. And though external authority be 
slender for daroc:A«i, namely B, D, Lamb. 
528, Compl. Steph. 1, confirmed by the ancient 
Versions and Origen, yet that is fully made up 
by internal evidence, inasmuch as avocriAA es 
might easily arise by error of Scribes from dro- 
oréXet, wrongly accented for awocreAsi. As to 
taking daroc TíAA si, as Pres. for Fut., with Kuin. 
and others, that cannot be admitted in a context 
so pointedly predictive as this. 
r dAov] This is cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., 

and Tisch., from C, D, L, Z, and many cursives, 
with the Ital., Copt., and Æthiop. Vers., Orig., and 
Hil. But, although external authority is so do- 

M2 
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brao.. pnOev Sid Tod mpopýrov Xéyovros 5 b Eimare rH Óvyarpl 
Zech. 9. 9. 
John 12. 13. 

Xiów 'I8o)$, 6 Bac(XeUs oov Epyetai coe TpaUs, kal 
é@muBeBnkas mè dvov, kai mov viov vmotvy(ov. 

emarku. * ITopevÜévres dé of panra, kal Trovjcavres krabas Tpoaéra£ev 
$ ac. , ^ e » ^ 
Luke 19.33 qurois O0 Imcobs, 7 Jryaryov Thy òvov kai TOV TONOV, Kai èr- nyay 7) , 

€Onxay érávo avrOv Ta imatia avTOv, Kal * érexáÜwcev. émrávo 

cidedly in favour of the word (which 1 find in all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies), internal evidence is 
rather against it; and it was more likely to have 
been introduced from supra i. 2, and infra xxvi. 
56, where it occurs in all the copies, than to 
have been omitted here by accident. It must, 
however, have been very early introduced, con- 
sidering that it is recognized in the Pesch. Syr., 
Sahid., and Vulg. Versions, and one copy of the 
Italic. It is true that it has no place in the Cod. 
Amiat. of the Vulg., but it is found in the Lamb. 
copy, probably of the seventh century. On the 
whole, its authenticity is an open question. 
— ta ToU wpoditev) The prophet here 

meant is Zechariah, ix. 9, and the prophecy has 
been, by the most eminent Jewish Expositors, 
applied to the Messiah. As respects the dis- 
crepancies existing between the Evangelists Mat- 
thew and Jolin, and the Sept. Vers. and Hebr. 
original, the introductory words in Matth., «i- 
wate Tfj Üvy. Livy, seem derived from another 

of Is. lxii. 11, altogether a kindred one, 
though Is. xl. 9 may also have been in the mind 
of St. Matt., and consequently avrde included 
in dcx. x. owt. by Matth. The bringing in of 
this minute portion from a passage of exactly 
the same character is, in reality, not at variunce 
with the singular roù wpodrrou, since, as has 
been shown by Surenhus. and Hoffmann, it was 
customary with the Hebrew Theologians to bring 
together several es of Scripture into one, 
and so to quote it as if one . The intro- 
ductory words of the (from the Hebr.), 
aips odoédpa, are in John expressed, as 
offm. remarks, ‘per figuram Agrérnros, in SS. 

Scrip. frequentem ' (so Jobn vi. 37, ob uù ix- 
Barw), by uà oov, and so equiv. to xaips eo., 
though by Matth. it is dropped as not essential 
to his purpose; espec. as he adopted another 
prophetical form of introduction. That the Hebr. 
‘9 admitted of the version wpabs, though its 
more usual sense is pauper, is plain, espec. since 
the Sept. renders the word by rawasyds in Ps. 
xviii. 28, where Symm. has wpdos, and in Zeph. 
iii. )2, it is rendered by the Sept. apaüs. As 
respects the force of the term arp. here, it ma 
be thought to be that found in Pindar, Pyth. iii. 
124, BaciAsós wpabs dorois. But considering 
that the passages of Isa. and Zech. are, by even 
the ablest Jewish Expositors, allowed to have 
reference to the Messiah, there is probably not 
so much an implied opposition to the harshness 
of most earthly ouire. as a direct allusion to 
the mildness of Christ our Saviour, who says of 
himself, supra xi. 11, *paüs «lui, or by a pas- 
toral image such as that in Is. xl. 11, where the 
infinito tenderness and carc of tho dem Shepherd 
are finely expressed as attributes of the character 
and work of Christ. The minute, but not un- 
significant circumstance, éwiBeByxws irè vow, 
&c., is meant to intimate another and kindred 
attribute of the peaceableness of our blessed 

Lord, an emblem of which is conveyed in the 
animal selected to carry Him on this occasion, 
the ass being one — as the horse one of 
war. Sec supra xi. 29, comp. with 2 Cor. x. ]. 
So Hoffmann well observes: “ Asino, imo asello, 
vectus est Jesus, in complementum Prophetie : 
et hoc predictum erat, ut ad vim izsolitam magis 
attenderent Judzi." Not only, I would observe, 
unaccustomed, but altogether unexpected. They 
would, doubtless, expect a mighty warrior “ going 
forth conquering and to conquer" (Rev. vi. 2), 
and would be amazed at his entry with the sym- 
bol of pcace; thus inspiring the conviction that 
the King of whom the prophct spoke, was no 
other than tho Prince of Peace predicted by Isa. 
ix.2. I must not omit to observe, that the intro- 
ductory formula, Tovro yéiyovey iva wAnnwiy, 
cannot be meant with reference to the txtentions 
of the persons performing the act in question, but 
to the Divine counsels, whereby the coincidence 
took place. This is quie certain from the words 
join in John xii. 16, ravra 8é oùx &yryecavy — 

oíncav avrTo. also note, supra i. 22. 
6. What is found in this verse contains tho 

sum of what is circumslantially detailed in Mark 
xi. 4—6. Luke xix. 32—34. For v pocéTa£ar, 
the reading cuviratev, edited by and T., 
from B, C, D, and 2 cursive MSS., evidently 
arose from fastidious Critics, who deemed poc- 
ár. too strong a term to suit the context, and 
substituted the milder one ouvir., espec. from 
its being used infra xxvi. 19. xxvii. 10. But 
they ought to have borne in mind Matt. viii. 4. 
Mark i. 44, and Luke v. 14; though here there 
was ‘ One greater than the Temple.’ 

T. &wskáÜiosy] The reading here is not a 
little disputed. 'E-«xát&iosy is found in all the 
early Edd., which was altered by the Elzevir 
Editor to ixsxa8icavy. But dorexáÜiosy was 
restored by Wets., Matth., Gricab., Fritz., Scholz., 
Lach., and Tisch. ’Ewexd@:cay may, indeed, 
seem supported by the term used in Lis, ir- 
sBiBacuy, and it is preferred by Beza, Camerar., 
Pisc., Wakef. and Schleus. ; and, should we follow 
the proprietas li: , it ought to be adopted. 
Yet considering that imıxabílw is often in the 
Sept., and some later Greek writers, used in the 
sense ‘lo sit,” or ‘ride, so éwexadOicoey has inter- 
nal evidence in its favour, and it is supported b 
the expression used in Mark, ixaOioey ir’. It 
has also external authority rather in its favour, 
being found in many uncial MSS., and the 
greater part of the ancient cursive ones, in- 
cluding most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies, as 
also the Syr. and Sahid. Versions. Finally. the 
reading éxdé@:cev found in many ancient MSS., 
including several Lamb. and Mus. copies (though 
merely a critical alteration, introduced from the 
passage of Mark for the purpose of getting rid of 
a seeming pleonasm) confirms the reading, which 
involves no discrepaucy with Luke. 
By the second air» may be meant either 
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avrQy. 98*'O òè mXeiaros ÜxyXos Eotpwcay éavrüv Ta ipdria cota nt. 
ev tH óo Gro Sé Exomrov xXábovs amò Tüv Sévdpwv xai 
éotpævvvov év TH 05a. 940i Bé Gyros of mpodyovres Kal oi a Ps. ns. s 
axodouboivres éxpatoy, Aéyovres ‘Noawa ta vid Aavid! eùo- Bw. 
ynuévos ó épyópevos v ovopats Kupiov! ‘Acawa èv ois 
vyriarots ! 

10 Kai etoedOovros avrov eis "lepocóAvpa, éaeíoÓn Tüoca ù 
TOMS, A€youca’ Tis stw otros; M*Oi 86 Syroe ÉXeyov- spura: 
Otros srw Inoods ó mpopýrns, 6 amò Natapér ris Tamaias. 

1? f Kai eiafjMÜcv 6 'ImaoUs eis TO iepóv ToU Oeod; xal éé- tark n. 

BaXe mávras toù TwXoUvras xal ámopátovras év Té (epo, xal pere ® 
Tas TpaTélas trv Ko\AuBioTaY xarécTpeie, kal tàs ka0éópas 
the forment placed as trappings on the animals, 
or the ass and colt, which latter is the more 
natural sense. If the former be adopted, we 
may say that the people would put the trappings 
on both the ass and colt, in order to do the more 
honour to Jesus, and not knowing on which he 
would ride; and the expression irek. éx’ 
avri is justifiable as said of the animals, in 
like manner as we say ‘the postilion rode the 
horses.’ For the éxdvw in the former part of 
the sentence, L. and T. read iw’, from B, D, L, 
Z,—s manifest critical alteration, of which the 
Pipas was to get rid of a tautology. The MS. 

) ought not to be alleged in support of the ix’, 
since that MS. has avro», which rendered ix’ 
indiepensable. 

8. ó wAsioros ÓxXos] ‘the bulk of the 
ple, the multitude at large, consisting both of 
those who were going to keep the Passover, and 
of those who, after Lazarus’ resurrection, had come 
eut of the city to meet Christ. See John xii. 9. 

— &caTpecay iavrer Tà luéria] An Orien- 
tal custom employed on the public entry of kings 
(so 2 Kings ix. 13, and Jos. Ant. ix. 6. 2, ixac- 
Tot ia Tpowvvtv atte TÒ luáTioy. Philo, Leg. 
ad C. 1), also in use among the Greeks. See 
‘Eschyl. Ag. 881. Plut. Cat. Min. p. 764. 
_ — &xom roy kAádovs) Meant as a symbol of 
Jor. and employed at the Feast of Tabernacles and 
other public rejoicings among the Jews; though 
in use also among the Greeks and Romans. See 
Hdot. vii. 54. Liv. x. 47. 
_ 9. weaved) <A Hebr. form, w wann, signify- 
ing ‘Save us now (be propitious), we beseech 
thee, derived from Ps. cxviii. 25, used by the 
Jews when praying for the coming of the Mes- 
siah, 2s also were the SA en words svAoyn- 
Mívos ó ipyouevos iy dv. Kvp., taken from the 
same Psalm; and in that case it was a form of 
supplication that his kingdom might come, see 
Bchoettg. But it was also one of acclamation ; 
and, when foll. by dat. of pers., one of gratula- 
lon. In the form of a ion it was uscd at 
the Feast of Tabernacles. As the cxviiith Psalm 
has been by the Jewish Rabbins admitted to be 
prophetical of their Messiah, so, by applying 
these words ix gratulation to our Lord, in quality 
of Son of David, and as coming in the name of 
kis en Doin of ese Be of the Boa 

multitudes here plainly recognize in Him 
their promised Messiah. i 

The expression ip trois dicta is equiv. to 

John 2. 18. 
Deut. 14. 95. 

iv Tois — Heb. i, 3. viii. I, where it is in- 
terchanged with dy rots ovpavois as synonymous: 
and, taken with the gorw understood, it implies 
a wish that the gratulatory homage may be rati- 
fied by the heavenly host. In the — of 
Luke xix. 38, there is added «lprivy £v oùpavæ 
kai on év uvioros, where see note. 

10. &csícÓn] for ixıwńðn, Acts xxi. 30, ‘ was 
in commotion, agitated with hope, fear, wonder, 
or disapprobation, according as each person stood 
affected. Comp. Long. Pastor. iv., Àn éxiveiTo 
7 WON. 

12. Tov Qeov] These two words are not 
found in B, D, and three ancient cursive MSS., 
and they are cancelled by Lachm., but retained 
by Griesb., Scholz, and Tisch. ;—very properly, 
since internal evidence is in their favour, it 
being quite evident that they were merely put 
out — not found in Mark and Luke. The 
circumstance of the expression being rare, is no 
sufficient reason for expuaging it. Td ispòv was 
a general name for the whole edifice, with all its 
courts, as — to the vads, or temple pro- 
perly so called; which comprehended only the 
vestibule, the sanctuary, and the holy of holies. 
— &€éBads—ispw] It appears from Mark xi. 

11, that Jesus did not perform this on the day of 
his entry into Jerusalem (though it is there said 
that he entered into the temple, and looked round 
the whole of it), but the day after; spending 
the night at Bethany, and returning to Jerusa- 
lem in the morning; and in the way thither 
working the miracle of the fig-tree. As Mark 
is so positive and particuler in his account, and 
as Matth, docs not expressly connect our Lord's 
driving out the traders with the events of the 
day,—we are warranted in adopting Mark's ac- 
count. To do which, there cannot be a greater 
inducement than the consideration, that those 
who adopt the other hypothesis are compelled to 
suppose that the circumstances in question hap- 

ned twice on iwo successive days. Indeed our 
rd had done much tbe same thing in the first 

year of his ministry (John ii. 14). The reason 
why he did not then do it at his first entry, was 
(as we learn from Mark). because, it being even- 
ing, the buyers and sellers had most of them 
retired. Mark adds another circumstance, xal 
o)x Jus» (ya Tis — cxavos dia Tov 
lepov, which simply means that he forbade the 
action in question. 
— koAAvBurev] from xóAXvBos, a petty 
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Tes. 56. 7. 

er. 7. 11. TÖV T'ONoUvrTOP TAS Trepi Tepás" 

MATTHEW XXI. 138—106. 

13 6 ka} Aéyes avrots Té- 
partrai, 'O olxós pov olxos mTpocevynis kXnOÜroerav 
Üjeis Se avrov émowjcare omrndatoy AnoTwy. 1+ Kai mpocñhbov 
aùr tuprol xal ywrol év TQ iep xai éÜepámevaev avrows. 

h Luke 19. 
«. 

15 h [Sevres 86 of apyvepets kai oi ypaypareis Tà Üavuáaia, à 

émoínce, Kai ToUs traiéas xpdalovras v TQ tep@ xal Xéyovras: 

i Ps. 8. 3. 'f)cavvà TQ við davl! yyavderncav, 8! Kal elroy aver 
9 / . , Axovets tl obro, Aéyovow ; O 8 'Inoots reyes avroig& Nai. 
ovdérrote àvéyvore, "Or. èr oTropatos vu iov kai Onra- 

coin, denotes those who exchanged foreign coin 
into Jewish, or the larger into the smaller coin, 
for the convenience of the purchasers of the 
commodities sold in the temple. The reason 
why such persons should be found in the outer 
court of the temple is shown by Mr. Greswell 
ubi supra. 
— Tds weptorepas] Render here and at Mk., 

t the doves,’ meaning (ss the Art. is meant to 
intimate) the doves, well known to the readers 
of those oe since the temple and its ser- 
vices were still remaining ; whereas St. John, in 
the llel , writing after the destruction 
of the temple and the cessation of its rites and 
sacrifices, and writing for the use of Gentile 
readers, omits the Article. 

13. yéyparra, &c.] This quotation is from 
Is. lvi. 7, where it exactly agrees with the Sept. 
and Hebrew; except that after «AnO:joera: fol- 
lows räos Tots ivesi, which is added in the 
passage of Mark, though not in that of Luke. 
n the latter clause of the sentence there is not, 

as the Commentators consider it, a quotation, 
but only what is said was on a similar 
one at Jerem. vii. 1l, uy ea-5A. Anorwv ò 
olxds mov; where the interrogation with nega- 
tion implies assertion. In owrjA. AnoTwy there 
is an allusion to the custom common to all 
countries, but espec. Judæa, for robbers to make 
their abode in caves, See Jos. Ant. xv. 10. 1. 
—Aynorwy) Not literally thieves, robbers, 

but extortioners and cheats, at least persons de- 
voted to base lucre. An interpretation which 
scems required by the expression of John, olxos 
éuwoplov. Otherwise the assertion might be 
justified, in its full sense, by what is found in 
Jos. B. J. vii. 11, et al. ixdoxeioy «Aswrav, 
phoviwy dpwaywy TÒ lepdv yiyove. 

For txoujcare, two MSS. with Origen and 
Euseb., have woseire, which reading has been 
adopted by Fritz., Lachm., and Tisch., but on 
insecure grounds; for why reject what has the 
support of all the MSS. except two, when it 
yields a sense snitable and good in itself, 
namely, facere soletis? For such is the true 
sense, which, expressed more at large, is, *ye 
have made and do still make," equiv. to *cause 
it to be so esteemed.” Moreover, internal as well 
as external evidence is in favour of éwomeoare, 
from the greater likelihood that woretre should 
have arisen from a mere gloss, than that iron- 
cart should have displaced woseire, in every 
MS. except two, merely because it is found in 
the parallel of Mark and Luke. 

14—16. There is something not a little per- 
plexing in the Harmony of the Gospels as re- 

spects this portion. Mr. Greew. brings the verses 
in with the portion of the other Gospels, and 
earlier. But they are best considered as a sepa- 
rate and independent portion, and placed be- 
tween Matt. xxi. 12, 13. Mark xi. 15. 17. Luke 
xix. 45, 46, and Mark xi. 18. Luke xix. 47, the 
matter of which latter portion should be moulded 
thus (Luke's matter being placed first, and then 
Mark's): xai jv čıðáoxwv Td xab’ nu£parp iv 
To lepo* kal fixovsar ol ypa. kal ol ápx. 
kal iUrrrov» mws avróy dwottowow. xal ovx 
ebp. TO Tt Rahowa ipoB. yap avrór, STs, 
&c. Thus we are enabled to furnish the ñxov- 
cav in Mark with a correct reference, as follows: 
‘they heard of what was taking place, of his 
teaching daily in the temple, and authoritatively 
taking in hand the reforming of abuses, confirm- 
ing also his Divine authority by the working of 
miracles.” 

15. ra 8avuácia] scil. £pya. Not merely 
miranda et inaudita, as the Commentators ex- 
plain, adducing Ecclus. xliii. 25, Oavu. xai 
4apádota; for here the foregoing context re- 
quires the sense miracles, a sense which, though 
am not able to prove from the New Test., be- 

cause it occurs no where else there, is, however, 
not unfrequently found in the Sept. Suffice it 
to adduce Ps. fixviii. 13, Sept., éwoinos Oav- 
pácia. Numb. xiv. 11, Alex., and some other 
copies have Oavuácia, while the rest onusta, 
and in Ecclus. xlviii. 14 fot Elijah), iy Yor 
dwoinos TípaTa, xai ly reXevTY Üavudcia Ta 

a avTov, Where the common Vers. ‘ y 
is inadequate to what the context requires. 

ix aTóuaTos—alvoy| On mature con- 
a ESL now of opinion that this can 
ardly what it is gene sup ) an 
ication or accommodation ‘of e Words ol 
vid to the present case; because, as Calvin 

and Hoffmann have shown, this would destro 
the arguments drawn from the Psalm quoted. 
Indeed, that the words are not adduced merely 
by way of ication, may be argued from the 
same Psalm, whence they are taken, being in 
another part explained with reference to Christ 
by St. Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 27. Eph. i. 22. Heb. 
ii. 6 sq. That our Lord intended by this 
reference to intimate that he was Messiah, and 
consequently Divine, has been fully proved by 
Calvin. Moreover, as Hegelmeicr ap. Hoffm. 
has shown, it is plain that the Jews must them- 
selves have regarded the words as having refer- 
ence to the Messiah, otherwise our Lord would 
have left his argument open to be utterly upset. 
From what took place in the temple,—it is clear 
as Musc. and Bulling. have shown,—that the 
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Cóvrov catnpticw alvov; 17 Kal xatadurwy avtovs, é£jA- 
Oev čEw THs TróXews eis BynOaviay, ral niricOn éxet. 

18k TIpwlas 66 émravayov eis thy TO0Xw, erevace 19 ra) X Mark 1. 

ióov cvkfjv play éri tis 0000, ?]AÜev èr avrny, kal oùðèv edpev 
év aùh, ci uù QUXXa povoy Kal eyes avriy Mneéri éx cov 
KapTros yevntas eis Tov aiQya. Kal éEnpávOm rapaxpijua 1) aver. 
20 Kai idovres ot pabnral éÜavuacav, XMéyovres  IIàs mapa- 

xpüua c£npáyÜm ý ove! ?1' AmrokpiÜels Sé ó 'ImooUs elmev 
autos’ ‘Auv Aéyo úir dy Exnte Tiotw xai uù StaxpiO7re, 
OU LOVOY TO TIS TUKTS Troujaere, GAA Kav TO Spe TovTQ erre 
"ApOnre xai BrnOnte eis tw ÜáXaccav, yevnceras 
TrávTa, 60a, üv aitnonre èv TH Mpoceuyy, TeaTevovTes, An pea Oe. 

22 1 Ca 1 8upra7.7. 
Mark 11. 23. 
Luke 11. 9. 
John 15. 7, 
1 John 8. 93. B m Kai éGovre aur@ eis Tò iepóv, mpoaijMÜov aùr dá- asw 

e 95 ^ b e ⸗ ^ [o " , m * 

OKOVTL oi apyiepeis Kal oi Tpea Bvrepot TOU Mao), Myovres Ev — 
, 9 ^ ^ `~ & ld m 

moia éfovcia TaUTa mows; kai Tie cot ÉOcke THY efovciav 

words were also intended as a sort of prophecy 
which was fulfilled on this occasion. i 

To advert to the alleged verbal discrepanc 
between the Hebr. and the Sept. (from whic 
the words are cited), xatnpricew is not (what 
some have supposed it) an inaccurate paraphrase, 
but a free rendering of the Hebrew, since, as 
Surrenhus. has shown, the Hebr. nr signifies 
confirmasti, ‘hast established ; and, as respects 
aivov, the ideas of praise and glory are cognate, 
and the terms glory and er are associated in 
Ps. xxix. l, 2 and xcvi. 7, so that the Sept. Ver- 
sion, though free, is not unfaithful. In sentiment 
there is no discrepancy ; the idea, common to both 
the Heb. and Sept., being: ‘Thou hast accom- 
plished a grand effect by altogether puny means.” 

17. nvricBn dxei] * or spent the might 
there.” A sense found in 3 Esdr. ix. 2. Eccl. 
xxiv. 7. Jesus left the city, and returned to 
Betbany for the night ; not so much to avoid the 
snares that might be laid for his life, as to avoid 
all suspicion of affecting temporal power; the 
night being a season favourable for popular com- 
motion, when the multitude might go and seize 
him, to make him a King, as John vi. 15 says: 
for which reason our Lord took the same pre- 
caution during the rest of these last days of his 
earthly course. 

19. This action was not only emblematical,— 
and typical according to the usual custom of the 
Eastern sages to express things by symbolical 
actions, but also prophetic. Our Lord intended 
to prove that his power to punish the disobedient 
was as great as that to confer benefits. It was, 
moreover, to prefigure the destruction of the 
perverse Jews,—because in the time of fruits 
they had borne none (sce vv. 33, 41), to suggest 
the sure fate of hypocrites in every age. 

21. xal py dsaxpiOnre}] This negative ex- 
pression is the very same with the positive one, 
idy £y yT& mica Tip, the two being united for the 
sake of emphasis, as at xiii. 34, and elsewhere. 
— Tw dpat ToUTw] Spoken descrinws, with 

reference, it is supposed, to the Mount of Olives. 
For mountain, Luke says sycamore tree. But 
that was on another occasion; and our Lord 

might well make use of both examples. On the 
force of these adagial sayings, see note on Matt. 
xvii. 20, comp. with 1 Cor. xiii. 2. In the fore- 
oing promise it is implied that they shall pray 
or the power; and it is by implication enjotned, 
supra xvii. 21. Finally, to make it more bind- 
ing, there is subjoined an encouragement to 
prayer, by the assurance that whatever they ask 
in — they shall receive. 

3—32. Mark xi. 27—33. Luke xx. 1—8. 
23. éXBorre aire] Datives of ce for 

entlives absolute, which are, indced, found in 
, €, D, L, 4 cursive MSS. of the same class, 

and Origen. And the reading is adopted by 
Lachm., though not by Tisch. ; rightly, since it 
is evidently a mere critical alteration of con- 
struction, such as is very often found in the 
Alexandrian MSS. The ypaupgaTeit are not 
mentioned by Matth., as they are by Mark and 
Luke; though they would ben to mako 
up a regular deputation from the Sanhedrim 
delivering an official message, demanding iv» 
woia tEovoia, ‘in virtue of what authority’ he 
acted as he did. They had done the eame thing 
in John's case. See John i. 19. 

The Tavra before 7oisis must not, as it is by 
Grot. and most Commentators, be confined to 
the public teaching of Jesus in the Temple, and 
the preaching of the Gospel there ; for no reason 
can be imagined why rovro, rather than TavTa, 
should not have been read. We may dealt ese 
with L. Brug., Fritz., and others, that the plu 
is used because there is reference not only to the 
teaching and evangelizing, but to what had so 
lately taken place,—the public entry into Jeru- 
salem and healing in the Temple, the authorita- 
tively casting out of the Temple of the moncy- 
changers and the hucksters,—transactions which 
must have been not a little galling to them. Sce 
note on John ii. 18 . 

This question the Scribes were authorized to 

ut, because they had the power of inquiring 

into the pretensions of a prophet; and the per- 
mission of preaching in the temple was derived 
from them. The interrogators expected, no 
doubt, that he would answer, * By virtue of my 
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trary ; ?*'AmoxpiÜeis è ó 'IncoUs clmev avro 'Epor5üco 
e A > A , * 3*4 » 4 », A e A ^^ , Dyas xaya Xoyov Eva’ Sv àv elarnré pot, Kayw piv ép èv 
moia éfovcía TaUra "row * Tò Bamripa 'Ioávvov midev 2 f : pa 
qv; éf ovpavod, ?) é£ avOpwrav; Oi 86 Sseroyitovro map 

n Bupr. 14.5. €GUTOLS, Aéyovres " Eady eiropev: é£ ovpavod, épet nuiy Arate 
Mark 6. 30 

LukeX-& ody oux émicTevcaTe avrTQ ; ?9 éày Se eimoev eÈ avOpwrwr, 

—dofloUucÜa tov dydov’ mávres yap Éyovas tov "Iwavyny ws 
apopyrnv. 27 Kai áàrrokpiDévres TQ I9000 elroy Ove oidapev. 
"Edn avrois kal avrós Oude yò Xéyo ipiv èv moia éfovcía 
TaUra Tow). B Ti dé viv dSoxet ; “AvOpwiros elye téxva Óvo- 

right as Messiah,’ and thus enable them to fix 
upon him at once the charge of blasphemy. But 
our Lord forbore any direct reply to his malevo- 
lent inte tors; not through fear (as appears 
from the boldness evinced in the bles imme- 
diately following), but from deliberation; and 
according to a method familiar to Hebrew, nay, 
to Grecian disputants, he answers by — 
lion, replying to question by question, and that 
propounded with consummate, wisdom ; for while 
the Pharisees were not disposed, nay, were even 
afraid, to dispute John's claim to be a prophet, 
they would thereby, on their own principles, 
admit the claims of Jesus, to whose Divine mis- 
sion John had borne repeated and unequivocal 
testimony. 

25. rò Bávicua—rv] The sense is, ‘whence 
had John authority to baptize?’ Bawrioua is 
ut, by synecdoche, for the whole ministry of 

Sohn to h repentance, and the doctrines he 
taught ; use baptism was its most prominent 
feature, being a symbol of the purity which he 
enjoined. 
— For wapad before éavrois L. and T. read 

áp, with B, Z, and 5 cursive MSS.—very 
slender authority, and which is not confirmed by 
internal evidence. Schulz, indeed, remarks: 
“cum *rapá non solet componi dtudoy.” Grant- 
ed ;—but that is no reason why an idiom should 
be expelled because unusual; though it shows 
how it came to be removed by Critics, who ought 
to have considered that there is no reason why it 
should xot have been used, as well as its — 
mous wpds, found in the best writers, and which 
has place in the 6 parallel passages of Mark and 
Luke, and also in ome of the most ancient cur- 
sive MSS, here. It is plain that the Pesch. Syr. 
read wap’. 

26. poBovus8a) This is not (as Kuinoel and 
other Philologists suppose) of the middle voice, 
signifying 4o terrify oneself, but a deponent 
formed from what had originally been of the 
passive voice; just as our neuter or deponent 
verb, to be afraid, was formed from the old 

ive to be afear'd, ‘to be struck with fear.’ 
ritz. ably remarks on that brevity of expres- 

sion in the present passage, by which a clause is 
omitted per aposiopesin aker iE dy0po ov 
(equiv. to ‘that will not be for our good"), to 
which the ydp following refers, and which yap 
is put for two yáp's. I have edited as the sense 
seems to require, ££ dvOpmrwy, to intimate the 
a posiopesis. 

— ixovei—ós «podrrnv) L. and T. edit 

ot poo. xove: rT. 'T., from B, C, D, Z, and 
some 3 or 4 cursive MSS. of the same class; but 
wrongly, since against vastly superior external 
authority (I find the text. rec. in all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies) there is not internal evidence 
to oppose, but the reverse, considering that the 
natural order of the words has in its simplicity 
an attestation of its truth; whereas the artificial 
order was more to the taste of the Critics, who, 
as they seem to have introduced it elsewhere 
times innumerable, were likely to bring it in 
here. Perhaps, too, they wished to make the 
Evangelist express as strong a sense as Mark and 
Luke, forgetting that in Matth. the persons 
speaking are the Deputation from the Sanhe- 
drim ; in Mark and Luke, the Evangelists them- 
selves; and, consequently, the less positive as- 
sertion is in Matth. more suitable. Vain were 
it to allege the similar of Matth. xiv. 5, 
ws Kpodyrny avrov oho) ‘eTxov, since the 
words there are from the Evangelist, not tho 
Priests. The difference between the two is this, 
—that as the we denotes the quality ascribed to 
the noun to be either real or su , 30 in the 
Evangelists the quality is to be taken for real, in 
the Pricsts as . But we wpod. fy. is ca- 
pable of the st sense, ĩ xove: ws 9r pod. of tho 
weaker ; q.d. * the e laks him for a prophet 
[though we do not recognize him as such]. 

28. Ti dà opui» doxei}] To suppose this to be 
(s Mr. Alf. explains) a formula of connexion, is, 
would say, a true German mode of slurrin 

over a difficulty, by avoiding all explanation. it 
would have been better to have ed itasa 
rheturical formula in use by Rabbinical dis- 

tants, as perhaps was that which we have a 
ittle before, v. 16, ovdéwore dviyvære : but I 

find no proof, in either case, in the Rabbin- 
ical Collections of Lightf., Schoéttg., Mcuschen, 
Wets., and others. The best clue to removing 
the difficulty will be found by considering the 
character of the ble which these words serve 
to introduce. Now this parable is what we may 
term with Matth. Henry, and long before him 
Chrysostom, in his 66th Homily, a reprovi 
parable. And of reproving parables, it is we 
said by the former, that they are appeals to 
the offenders themselves, and are meant to judge 
them ‘out of their own mouths. This, ] agree 
with him, was the design of our Lord in the pre- 
sent instance, and not, what Mr. Alford sup- 
poses, “ to help the questioners to the true 
answer of their difficulty about John's baptism." 
It is worthy of observation, that Henry, in his 
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xal TpoceAÜow TQ Tpwre, cme Téxvov, raye onuepov épryá- 
fou év T aurredavi pov. ?9 'O Sè dmokpiÜcis elmer Où Oro 
votepov 66 peraperdnbeis, amijA0e. 30 Kai mpocedOav TQ t dev- 
Tépp eimev waavtas. ‘O è ámokpiÜeis elmer 9' Evo, xUpue o Luke 7. 30, 
«ai ovx aTijA0e. 31 Tis èx rv O/o éroince tò OéAnua ToO 
matpos; Aéyovow avrQ* “O wpatos. Aéyet aùroîs 6 Inaods: 

view of the force of the formula, stands alone, 
pe among modern Commentators; but that 
It did not escape the ancient Expositors, appears 
from the annotation of Euthym. (doubtless com- 
piled from some ancient Father), who, after su 
plying after oxı? the words wepi wv ipio, su 

ins Bovera: dd wapaBorgRs avrods inße- 
tv, sls Tò abTobs xara ndoícacDa: iav- 

Tey vt &arsiÜ ov. 
— dyÜporrros stye TÉíkya úo, &c.] Here a 

certain confusion has been found between the 
order given to, and the answers returned by, these 
two sons, which was matter of no little perplexity 
even in the time of Jerome, as appears from his 
Commentary. Mr. Alford attempts to remove 
this difficulty by supposing that no stress is to be 
laid on the order of calling, and it is ¢hat, he 
thinks, which has given rise to such confusion in 
the readings. But this rather masks the diffi- 
culty than removes it, and takes for granted 
wbat requires to be po and is very impro- 
bable. I am more inclined to agree with a Critic 
in the Edinburgh Review, No. 191, who, after 
remarking that while the greater number of 
MSS. represent the master of the vineyard as 

lying first to the son, who refused to obey his 
order to work, but afterwards repented and went, 
other MSS., including the Vatican B and the 
Syr. and Coptic Versions, invert the narrative, 
and make the son first ordered to reply, ‘I go, 
Sir, and to fall from his purpose. Now (conti- 
nues the Reviewer) it is obvious that the reply 
to the question, ** whether of the twain did the 
will of his father?" (ver. 31,) must be either 
the first or the , according as the one or 
the other order in the narrative is observed. 
But, singularly enough, some of the MSS. and 
Versions which relate the story so as to require 
the answer ó wpwros, really give ò varepos, or 
its equivalents in sense, ó devrepos, or ò oxa- 
Tos. If we go to Origen's Comment. to help us 
out of the difficulty, we find no clue to indicate 
which of the two readings spoken of by Jerome 
in his Comment. (where he acknowledges the 
embarrase) he had ssion of. On the con- 
trary, there is no allusion to either one or the 
other. And here perhaps is the key to the mys- 
tery. Did Origen find our Lord's words spoken 
continuously? (See Matt. xvi. 9—11, compared 
with Mark viii. 18—21)—thus: ‘ Whether of 
the twain did the will of his father? Verily, I 
say unto you,’ &c. &c. This certainly is the im- 
pression his Commentary produces ; and if it was 
the case, nothing is easier than to account for the 
strange variations. The Reviewer proceeds to ac- 
count for them with his accustomed ingenuity, 
insomuch that I should be ready to adopt so op- 
portune a solution, did it not lie under the same 
objection as that proposed by the same able 
writer, in the course of his article, on Mark i. 
4l. Rev. xxii. 11, and other es; namely, 
as resting mainly on hypothesis, and taking too 

much for granted to be safely received. The 
parable may, however, admit of an Application 
to the case of the Jews and Gentiles, espec. since 
the respective circumstances tally. By the fwo 
sons are evidently designated two different classes 
of the Jewish nation, and (as ap from tho 
Application which follows at vv. 31, 32) by the 
firt of the two are meant the non-professing, 
nay refusing, evil-living part of the community, 
many of whom, however, were brought to re- 
pentance by John, and some of them to reforma- 
tion by our Lord: by the second, the professing 

of the nation, the Scribes and Pharisees, 
who, notwithstanding they professed to obey 
od, observing only the eternal forms of reli- 

gion, to the neglect of its spiri? ; and although 
some had even received John's baptism, yet had 
obstinately refused to receive the Daptist's mes- 

e, and believe his testimony to the Messiah- 
ship of Jesus, —in short, who were the bitterest 
adversaries to the Gospel. 

29. usrayusAnÜsís] Passive form with middle 
Reflex. siguif., ‘ having changed his mind,” lit. 
* repented himself.' On the use of this word, and 
of usTávota, see Bp. J. Taylor, Works, vol. viii. 
307, or my Lex. in vv. 

30. On more mature consideration, I am in- 
clined to think that ivipw, edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., instead of svrépo, 
is the true reading. External authority for it is 
very strong (including almost all the Lamb. and 
most of the Mus. copies), and internal evidence 
rather in its favour, from the greater probability 
of its being an alteration for the sake of plain- 
ness, than a correction of style. However, the 
two words are so often confounded by the 
scribes (on which see my note on Thucyd. iii. 
49), that I have not thought this a case for 
alteration. 
— iyo, xópis] This is generally considered 

as involving an ellip. of some verb of motion, as 
often after iyw in the Class. writers, espec., as 
here, in answer to a question, as Gen. xxii. 1l. 
1 Sam. iii. 4. xxii. 2. It is not, however, to be 
regarded as a Hebratsm, since if, as some Expo- 
sitors say, the Hebrews answered by pronouns, 
not verbs, as the Greeks and Latins, it must be 
remembered that the Greeks likewise sometimes 
answered by pronouns as an affirmative. Suffice 
it to allege Aristoph. Nub. 725, odros ri mouts; 
ov xi dpovrifes; (Lrp.) dyw vij TÓv Moceda, 
id Equit. 32. Plut. Mor. p. 511, and so accom- 
panied by ys not — But the idiom 
extends further than the Hebrew and Greek, 
being found in our English ay, which word is 
not, as Horne Tooke thought it, a fragment of an 
old verb in the Imper. (have it), but like the 
Gothic ya and the German ja, came from the 
Sanscrit aha (aya), whence the Greek iyà, and 
the old English ay, meaning 7, and anciently so 
spelt in English, in many of our old writers, 
both in prose and in verse. 
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"Aun Xéyo uiv, Gre oí TeNOvat Kal ai Tropvat Trpodryovatw Ups 
p Luke s. 11, eis Tv Bacirelay Tod Oeo. 32 P “HA be yàp pos bpas "Iwavyns 

ev 08g Sixatoovvns, kal ovKx emiotevoate avrQ* oi 06 TeNOvat 
xal ai mópvai érriorevcay avro. vets è iSovres ov pereue- 
Onre Daepov, Tov Trio TeUcat AUTE. 

Isa. 5. 1. 
Jer. 3. 21. 
P». 80. 9. 

33 a “AAA mrapaBoAny axovcate. “AvOpwros [tis] tv oixo- 
ÕeoróTns, Sots epvrevoey awrredova, kai ppaypòv avrà mepi- 

ansi, Once, kal cputev èv avrQ Anvov, Kak @xodounce múpyor Kat 

31. wpodyovow ùu.) ‘They precede you, viz. 
by entering into the kingdom of grace, i.e. the 

pel, before you; and thus, as it were, show 
you the way re ought to go; implying that that 
way was still open to them, though they con- 
tinued obstinately to refuse to enter it. This 
view of the sense is confirmed by the words fol- 
lowing, where, though in 9A\@ev arpós Uu. iv 
6dw éixacootens—words of some undeterminate- 
ness of sense—the principal meaning intended is, 
*he came to you in the way of righteousness, 
pointing out that course both by precept and by 
example;' yet it seems implied that he se? them 
the example of entering into the kingdom of 
Grace, both by having prar the way for 
that kingdom, and himself ertered it by accept- 
ing Jesus as the Son of God. | Aixaiocórm here 
cannot, as Mr. Alf. supposcs, denote either *as- 
cetic purity’ or ‘repentance’ generally ; but must 
be taken in the simplest sense, that of internal 
righteousness (where the heart is right with 
God), including piety towards God (vital reli- 
gion), and the performance of the relative duties 
from man to man, as very often in the New 
Test. (c. gr. Luke i. 79, xarevOovew els 080v 
Qixaiocóvns. 2 Pet. ii. 21, Thv oddv ĉixaio- 
auvns), and sometimes in Joseph., espec. Antiq. 
xviii. 5. 2, where he characterizes John the Bap- 
tist as xeXevoyra Tots 'Iovdaíovs dperip iwac- 
Kovrras kal Ty weds dANAOUS óikaioa vg 
«at wpos Tov Gedy svaeBtia ypwpuivous, Bar- 
Tipy ovvidvar, and so on, ending with the 
words dra à?) xal THs Wuyis dicatocivn wpo- 
kexabapuévne. The subsequent words, which 
draw the contrast between the conduct of the 
publicans and sinners and that of themselves, 
are marked bya pregnant brevity, wherein the 
words pereneAOnre Vorepoy are derived from 
the preceding parable by way of — 5* tho 
application to the bystanders, q. d. ‘ But ye even 
when ye had seen [what effects his preaching 
had produced in bringing the most dissolute per- 
sons into the way of PRhteouenes], did not 
even subsequently come to a change of mind, so 
as to believe on him.’ It may seem strange that 
harlots should have been found, as it seems they 
were, in the foreground of repentance and faith; 
but the wonder is lessened by what we find in a 
passage of Athen. p. 577 (cited by Elsner), that 
when harlots once como to a right mind, arta- 
BáXXovca: els +d cGdpor, tev ixi Tovro 
capvountvey slol Bedrriovs. A similar senti- 
ment is found in Epict. Enchir. L. ii. 20. 

33—39. Of this parable—seemingly formed 
on Ie. v. 1, seqq., where the leading circum- 
stances and expressions tally so exactly with 
those here, that Christ probably intended to refer 
his hearers (called the people in the passage of 

Luke) to it—the design is to show, 1) how God 
cherished the Church he had planted in Judæa, 
v. 33. 2) how the rulers had cast off his autho- 
rity, 34—39, and 3) how God would judge, and 
severely punish them for their rebellion, 40, 41. 
The leading points of correspondence are too 
plain to need indication. To advert to its gene- 
ral scope, this parable has for its purpose contic- 
tion to the Jews, shadowing forth their constant 
rejection, and often perserution, somctimes even 
to death, of God's prophets sent to demand from 
them the fruits of obedience ; terminating with 
Be rejection and slaying even of the Son of 

The term é&o/Aovs is happily selected, since 
while denoting the servant-messengers sent to 
receive the fruits, it is even more suitable to 
God's ministers, the ets ; and accordingly it 
is often so used in the Sept., and occasionally in 
the N. T. as Rev. x.7, ws eumyytdsos (0101) Tote 
iouroũ dovdAors Tois 7 podijraic, and xi. 18. By 
the sendings to no purpose, are meant to 
be intimated the long-suffering of the Proprietor, 
and the persevering and obdurate rebelliousness 
of the husbandmen. Thus the parable sets forth 
the public sin, and foreshows the total ruin of the 
Jewish nation, as fulfilled in that miserable de- 
struction brought upon them by the Romans about 
forty years after, and, in its circumstances, un- 
paralleled in the history of the world; thus fully 
carrying out the strong expression, used by the 
Priests themselves at v. 41, or rather, as it would 
seem from the passages of Mark and Luke, by 
both Priests and people : KAKOÙS kaxas &roA ast, 
* he will bring these wretches to a wretched end." 
There is the more reason to conjoin both classes, 
since what was said may be regarded, as it is by 
Nitch, in the light of a virtual se/f-condemnation, 
similar to that infra xxvii. 25, rò ala abrov— 
Tíxva nuwy (Where was ò Aads may mean the 
whole of the multitude preeent, including both 
the lower and the higher classes), wbich self- 
condemnation constitutes, as Nitch remarks, the 
last form of the Divine warnings to men, when 
they themselves speak of the decds they are 
about to do, and pronounce judgment upon them 
—a — ratified by Divine Providence, and 
verified by the erent. 

33. The vis after ávÜporros is not found in 
very many of the best MSS. (including many of 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies), and some Versions 
and Fathers, and is cancelled by Griesb., Fritz., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. Certainly internal 
evidence is against it. 
— epvEsv—2ÀAnvóv] Anvds properly denoted 

the large vat (called the wine-press) into which 
the grapes were thrown, to be expresecd ; in 
which sense it often occurs in the Sept. But as 
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éfé0oro avrüv yewpyois, kai amednuncer. 93*"Ore è yyyisev 
0 ka«pos TOV KapTraV, dTrégTe(UXe ToU; SovrAOVS avTod Tpóe TOUS 

yewpyous, Aafjeiv Tovs xapmoUs avrov. 35 Kai XaBovres oí 
yewpryot ToU; SovAous avrod, ôv pèv edetpay, Ôv Sé dmékrewav, 
ôv 66 €ALOoBorAncav. 36 IId)av árréore(Xev dXXovs Sovrous Wrel- 
ovas TOY TpwTwY kai éTroincay avrois @aavTas. Si" Torepov 
òè améore:ke mpòs avroUs Tov vióv avToD, Aéyow  'Evrpamj- 
govras Tov viov nov. 95 * Oi de yewpyol, iGóvres Tov viov, elroy z Inta ».s. 
èv éavroiv Orós srw ô xXmpovóuos Sevre, atroxrelvwpey I 11.58. 
avrov, kai karácyojev T)v KAnpovoulay avroU. 3? Kal Xa- 
Bovres aùròv éféBaXov ew rod aptredovos, xal árékrewav. 
0” Oray obv EXOn 6 rúpios TOD àjreXNOVos, Tí 7roujaet TOIS yewp- 
yots éxeivos ; + Aéyovaw aùr KakoUs xaxas amoréoet avtous" 

this vessel had connected with it on the side, or 
under it (to check, by the coolness of the situa- 
tion, too great fermentation) a cistern, into which 
the expressed juice flowed; so, by synecdoche, 
Anvés came to denote (as here) that cistern 
itself; which, as it was necessarily subterranean, 
and generally under the vat, so it was often called 
bwo ńjviov, as in the parallel passages at Mark 
xii. ], and Is. xvi. 10. Now every vine had 
its Anvós, or forcular, and its ùmoànviov, or 
lacus, which received the must; and which 
St. Mark states to have been dug beneath the 
ress. These cisterns (which are even yet in use 

in the East), bore some resemblance to tho 
Adaxor of the Greeks, on which see the Scholiast 
on Aristoph. Eccl. 154. In this parable, accord- 
ing to a common practice in Judæa, it is pre- 
sumed that the owner did not himself cultivate 
hie vineyard, but entrusted its cultivation to 
others. Accordingly, the owner expected, b 
covenant, to receive the fruits (i. e. a covenanted 
portion of them) by way of rent for his vine- 
yard ; and so xapwos and the Latin fruclus are 
continually used. 

— pyoy] This was built partly as a place 
of temporary abode for the occupier, while the 
produce was collecting; and partly for security 
to the servants stationed there as guards over the 
lace. In the application, however, of the para- 
le, such circumstances as these are to be consi- 

dered as only yug des intimate that every 
thing was provided both for comfort and so- 
curity. 
— itídoro] for pe icOwoe, as in Polyb. vi. 

17, 2, and Hdian, i. 6, B, cited by the Commen- 
tators. The word may here be rendered * let it 
sa aaa Var iria ue rent to be 
not in m , but (a to the most ancient 
usage, und fn the. East, and even in 
some parts of the West) in a certain portion of 
the uce. See my note on v. 41, in Rec. ans 
and espec. the passe of Plato there cited. Thus 
rout xapsoUs, v. ål, should be rendered, ‘ his 
fruits, or produce,’ meaning the portion which fell 
to him. Mr. Alf., indced, takes it to denote the 
value of the fruits in money. But that view is 
forbidden by the avrov at v. 34, which is em- 
phatic, and the expression iy Tots xatpots abrwy, 
meaning the times when tbe various crops should 
be gathered. 

The ression é£ídoro implies agreement ; 
and, in e moral of the parable, has cor- 
respondent to it the covenant entered into by 
God with the Jews (comp. Ia. v. 1. Ps. Ixxx. 8), 
on which see Greswell, vol. v. 56, 58. 

84. supi Twy kapt] ‘the time for gather- 
ing the fruits, as Mark xi. 13, xaipós ovar, 
where see note. This, too, appears, from the re- 
searches of Mr. Greswell, to have been the time 
commonly appropriated by landlords to receiving 
the rents, Indeed it must, since the rent is here 
supposed to be paid in uce. 

37. ivrpamńcovra: ) ‘ they will treat with re- 
verence.’ How the term comes to mean this, sce 
my Lex. This is to be understood, not as ex- 
cluding prescience, but as denoting that the con- 
tingency of an event is viewed in its causes. 

41. Adyouew abro’ Kaxoós, &c.] It would 
seem that by the persons here spoken of are 
meant the Chief Priests, Scribes, and Elders, of 
whom we read v. 23. Mark xi. 28. Luke xx. 1. 
Yet the words xaxobs—dwodice: are, in the 
parallel of Mark and Luke, ascribed to 
our Lord himself; to which words the by- 
standers reply by uù y£vovro! Of the several 
modes of removing this discrepancy proposed by 
Commentators, not one appears to me quito 
satisfactory. Mr. Alf. is of opinion, that although 
Mark and Luke have not the words Aéyovoaiv 
ait, Luke has given us the key to them, in 
telling us that the parable was spoken in the 
hearing of the ple, who made the answer, 4i) 
yévovro. But I see not how Luke can be sup- 

d to have given us in his words, v. 9, 
pEaTo.pós TÓv adv Aéíysw, the key to 

Matthew's words, Aéyovciv,—inasmuch as in 
Matthew the antecedent must, as is evident from 
his words, * Another parable hear ye, be the 
Priests; while in Luke, dxovcayres ài (or ol 
Qi åK., as Lachm. reads) cannot but be the by- 
standing people at large. Thus this key becomes 
nought by unlocking nothing, the difficulty re- 
maining just as it was before. We may suppose, 
that as the parable was (as appears from the 
combined testimony of Matthew and Luke) ad- 
dressed to the two distinct classes, the Priests 
and Rulers, and the people at large, so we bavo 
in these Evangelists the answers of each class re 
spectively, and that in Luke is found the very 
answer we should expect from the less hardened 
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Kai Tov aumedava éxdocetas GAXoLS yewpryois, oirwes dmoóxo- 
a Ps,118.23, COUCY AUT@ TOUS KapTrovs év Tois Kaipois avTOv. $» Aéyes 
1sa. 28. 16. 

Mark 12.10. aùroîs 6 Incovs’ Ovdérote avéyvwre èv tais ypapais; Aí0ov 
Luke 20. 17 

Rom. 9. 33. 

and better inclined people. Yet even thus the 
difficulty remains nearly as it was. It is plain, 
that the purpose of Luke in narrating the thing 
was different from that of Matthew ; and that of 
Mark different from both. Matthew intended to 
consider the parable in respect to the effect pro- 
duced by it on the Priests and Rulers; Luke, 
that on the people at large. 1n the former case 
the words of the answer were uttered under a 
misconception, real or pretended, of the drift of 
the parable; in the latter, it came from a sincere 
mind and a sufficiently correct view thereof, and 
hence their highly-suitable answer. Ifany diffi- 
culty should still be thought remaining, it may 
be removed by supposing, with several eminent 
Expositors, that our Lord in the former case, 
after drawing the matter of their self-condemna- 

- tion from the Priests, then repeated their words 
(q. d. * Aye indeed,’ xaxovs xawws, &c.), as if in 
confirmation of their decision ; whereupon the 
People, now fully perceiving the scope of the 
parable, exclaimed, uù yévovro! Thus all diffi- 
culty vanishes. It is observable, that the Priests 
did not say uù yévovro, but — (iv TH 
aùr Spa, as it is said in St. Luke) sought to ap- 
prehend him. 
— ixédcera:] A more exact and definite 

term than the dwoe: of Mark and Luke. 
42. AXiBov—ywvias] Taken from Ps. cxviii. 

22, Sept, to which there is also a reference 
in other of Scripture (see Isaiah xxviii. 
16). Al of them show that the words, though 
very applicable to David, are, in their highest 
sense, to be referred to the Messiah ; as indeed 
the Jews themselves acknowledge. The persons 
here addressed must, according to Matthew's 
statement, be the Priests and Rulers; but what 
was said was doubtless meant for the other class; 
and accordingly, in the passage of Luke, as also 
in Mark, they are here supposed to be addressed. 
However, the former class must have been prin- 
cipally addressed, inasmuch as to them the inter- 
Fogation ovdéwore dvéiyuwre, &c.—pointed by a 
fixed earnestness of Jook (as is said supra xix. 
26), indicating earnest and regretful remon- 
strance—would be peculiarly suitable, since, as 
being the authorized Expounders of Scripture, 
they must be sup to have read it (see 
Malachi ii. 7), — though, as is implied, they 
had not so read it as to have become familiar 
with its contents. The same interrogation was 
on a former occasion (recorded in Matt. xii. 3. 
Mark ii. 26. Luke vi. 3) addressed to the same 
class of persons. It is, however, observable, that 
in Luke the words of the interrogation are without 
the sarcasm here conveyed (being merely ri iat 
TÓ yeyp. ToVTo ;), and why? because, accordin 
to Luke's mode of viewing the thing, address 
simply to the comparatively ill-informed people 
at large; and the full sense is,‘ How then [sup- 

ing your wish, that this destruction should sot 
fal) on you] would Scripture have any force in 
its fulfilment ?' This passage of Scripture (taken 

from Ps. cxviii. 22 and 23, Sept.) strongly illus- 
trates the foregoing parable, espec. that part of it 
which refers to Christ. At v. 43 our Lord re- 
verts to the parable, and, with reference both to 
Priests and People, announces their utter rejec- 
tion by God. 

As respects the force of «sa? ywvias, what 
that was in the Oriental buildings, though often 
alluded to in Scripture (Job xxxviii. 6. Jer. li. 
26), we have not, in these times, the means of 
determining with any certainty. It cannot, how- 
ever, have been what Bp. Middleton sup ; 
since no builder would have thought of placing 
such & huge upright stone at the corner of a 
building, as would be very likely to fall upon a 

r-by. It might protect the comer against 
mjury from the wheels of a heavy carriage, but 
it could not tend to strengthen the building, 
though the context here absolutely requires such 
a sense. We may, I think, best regard this pecu- 
liar expression as synonymous with dxpoyw- 
yiaios, scil. Aí8os, in Eph. ii. 20, and 1 Pet. ii. 6 
(occurring also in Barnab. Epist. c. MP there 
quoted from Is. xxviii. 16, where the Hebr. is 
mÐ 134, to which tho Hebr. me wen, cor 
responding to xe. ywvlas here is tantamount, 
since wary there refers to the head-point, or angle, 
where two walls meet. Now a stone so placed 
may, by a suitable shape, serve materially to bind 
the two walls, with which it is united, together ; 
and hence the metaphor is here highly suitable, 
since Christ is here represented as uniting Jews 
and Gentiles in Himself, so as to form one Body, 
—the Church of the faithful—és 3 waca » 
olxodoun cuvapporoyoupivy ave: ele vaóp 
yov iy Kupiw, Eph. ii. 21. This view I find 
much confirmed by Euthym., who (after Chrys. 
and other ancient Fathers) explains: xalawep 
Exeivos (ò iĝos) ip’ saute curds moi yovs 
suo, Tov avTÓv TpOTov kai ò Xpiurrós id’ 
iavro ouvdecuat tous dvo Aaovs (Jews and 
Gentiles) xai cuvevot dia Ts els arrow 
niotrews. The very same view is taken, and 
expressed in nearly the same words, by Theophyl. 
and Euthym. So also Origen ap. — in 
Matt., Oxon., p. 176 (ed. Cramer): yevía ioi 
cuyxpornats óvo Tolxwy TÒ IE lopañ Anuua 
je Asiuuaa, and comp. Rom. xi. 5) xai rap 
Ovawv 4XÀüpwua, tls ïv cuyxporay ò AiÜoc 
XpioTÓs thy ywviav voifcas. 

The next clause, tapa Kupiov—ijuey (con- 
joined with the former in the Psalm) is intro- 
duced, though not essential to the argument, by 
way of removing the wonder which the people at 
large might fecl at the strangeness of the thing, 
by a prising them that the hand of the Lord was 
in all this,—namely, the cuvadeta trav Madr, 
as Euthym. says; so that even the rejecting of 
this corner-stone by the Jewish Builders was b 
the determinate counsel and foreknewledge of 
God, who permitted, and yet overruled it; so 
that the whole thing, this Divine dispensation 
(ain, for avrà, by Hobraism), is an object of 

* 
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wonder and admiration to the view, doubtless 
among the principal matters slc à éwr:Bupovew 
ayysAc vapakóxrai, l Pet. i. 12. 

43. Our Lord here reverts to the matter of the 
parable, and in the way of distinct application 
apprises his hearers of their rejection by God, so 
as to be no longer his chosen and peculiar people, 
telling them, their privileges shall be given to “a 
holy nation" composed of believers out of the 
whole world, who shall bring forth the fruis of 
righteousness as opposed to those of empty pre- 
tence and vain h risy. The words are not 
found in Mark and Tuke ; and being in Matthew 
only, we must suppose them addressed to the 
Priests and Rulers, —though intended to be 
noted by the other class. It would be to the 
former pecu'iarly grating to be told that the 
Jews should be anchu , and the kingdom of 
God taken away, inasmuch as that involved to 
those Jewish High-Churchmen a deprivation of 
all that power over the people which (as we 
learn from Josephus, confirmed by sundry Sige 
sages of the N T) they had been accustomed to 
exercise as a tyranny. 

44. I am still of opinion that there is no 
ground for thinking, as does Lachm., that this 
verse is interpolated from St. Luke. It has been 
thought that vv. 43 and 44 ought to change 
places, which would seem to make the applica- 
tion to the foregoing more suitable; but there 
exists no authority that I know of from MSS. 
for even a f tion ; and the present position 
will be sufficiently appropriate, not, however, by 
considering, with Mr. Alf., vv. 43 and 44 as an- 
swering to the two foregoing parables, as their 
application ; for that would be most chimerical, 
and taking for granted what would require proo/'; 
but by considering the words as meant for the 
People as well as the Priests; and to the former 
they are solely ascribed by Luke. Whereas the 
matter of v. 43, d:a Tovro iyw viv, being 
meant especially for the Priests, such an ar- 
rangement of the verses as the Critics propose 
would be, according to St. Matthew's mode of 
representing the thing, a disarrangement. From 
the present verse being found in both Matthew 
and Luke, it is clear that it was addressed to 
both the above classes, both being equally con- 
cerned in the awful warning conveyed in it. 

With respect to the words themselves, there 
is an allusion to Is. viii, 14, 15, and the verbs 
our8A. and Aix. are terms denoting lesser and 
greater degrces of injury; the first being to 
* bruise and crush ; the second ‘to beat to pieces, 
and destroy utterly ;' q. d. ‘will crush him to 
pieces, and scatter Lim abroad as chaff.” Wets. 
and others suppose in ip’ ôv dv miey an allusion 
to the different ways of stoning among the Jows, 

whereby, a scaffold being erected, twice the 
height of the person to suffer the punishment, 
the criminal was violently pushed from it. If, 
then, he died by coming tn contact with some 
stone, nothing further was done; if not, a heavy 
stone was hurled upon him, which despatched 
him at once. But the real allusion seems rather, 
I doubt not, to that stone spoken of by the Pro- 
phet Dan. ii. 34, 35, * Thou sawest till that a stone 
was cut out without hands, which smote the 
image upon his feet that were of iron and clay, 
and brake them to pieces. Then were the iron, 
the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold 
broken to pieces together, and became /tke the 
chaff of the summer threshing-floors, similar to 
what is here said, Arcunoet avrov. Seo also 
Dan. ii. 44, AewruveT xai Acxunoer, &c.. Our 
Lord, then, having, v. 42, made an allusion to 
himself as a hewn stone, proceeds to intimate 
the consequences of coming in contact with such 
a heavy mass. He that fulls upon it shall be 
bruised ; he that runs inst ii—a vast hewn 
stone— shall be broken in his limbs, or misera- 
bly bruised in his body; q. d. ‘He that is 
offended with my being the foundation, stum- 
bling at my lowly and mean estate on earth (see 
supra xi. 6, and note, and Luke ii. 34, compared 
with Isa. viii. 14, 15), shall, by the act, suffer 
great spiritual injury, even were there nothing 
worse. But there ts something farther; for he 
on whom this stone falls, it will grind him to 
powder, i. e. will reduce him to dust, so that it 
may be scattered by the winds.’ The difference 
here intimated is between those who decline to 
receive Jesus as the Messiah, and those who 
oppose him, or who continue obstinately im- 
penitent and unbelieving. On these the rock 
at which they at first stumbled, to their great 
spiritual injury, will eventually fall and crush 
tieu in ruin irretrievable,—a type of utter per- 
dition. 

46. ws 7 pod. sTxov] Lachm. edits els rpod., 
from MSS. B, L, 1. 22, notwithstanding the con- 
current testimony of all the other MSS., all tho 
Versions, confirmed by internal evidence, consi- 
dering that there is not a shadow of proo/, that 
such a phrase as ¿xei Tid els wpod. ever 
existed ; and certainly it would be most harsh. 
In fact, the reading evidently arose from an 
error of the scribes, who confounded ws with 
els, as they have often done in other cases. 
Moreover, ws pod. s1xov is strongly confirmed 
by what [ have said supra v. 26, and, as 1 have 
there made it sufficiently appear; the expression 
is quite capable of conveying the idea of real and 
full belief. Still more must I blame Tisch. for 
editing éwei instead of éwesdi}, on the authority 
of MS. L only; for B has éwady, and it is ob- 
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servable that the scribes often omit tho latter 
part of a compound particle. 

XXII. 1—14. We have here another parable, 
very similar in purpose to the one just preceding ; 
and which; though seemingly addressed to those 

thered around our Lord while teaching in the 
emple, yet may have been directed at the same 

persons,—namely, the chief Priests, —and was 
pronounced, as seems implied in d-oxpiOsic 
tirev abTois, a very short time after the other. 
It is said to be peculiar to St. Matthew; and, 
taken as a whole, it is so; yet there is another 
which bears much resemblance to it in Luke xiv. 
15—25, as far as regards general design, though 
with not a few points of difference both as to 
locality and circumstances, arising out of the dif- 
ference of the occasion, and the earlier period of 
its delivery. One essential point of difference is, 
the rabid feeling, amounting even unto murder, 
manifested towards the messengers sent to invite 
and summon them, and, whicb, of course, leads 
not, as in the other case, merely to exclusion, 
but to destruction; and it is in this malignant 
feature that it peculiarly coincides with the last 
parable, —insomuch that it seems meant to 
out the same common design, —of solemn warn- 
tng for the benefit of the better disposed by- 
standers. The parable naturally distributes itself 
into two parts, —I. 2—10, II. 11—14. Of the 
former, the purpose is ncarly the same as that of 
the preceding parable ; and it represents the In- 
vitation given to the Jews to embrace the Goe- 
pel; the Rejection even to the destruction of the 

essengers, the condign Punishment to be in- 
flicted on them, and the Admission of the Gen- 
tiles in their stead to the privileges of the Gospel. 
Thus far the matter coincides with that of the 
foregoing parable, and is mainly Aistorical, as 
treating on what took place in the earliest stage 
of the kingdom of God (or the Christian Dis- 
pensation) up to the Passion, and the putting to 
death of our Lord. The latter portion, v. I11— 
14, has mainly a prophetical character, as repre- 
senting what was to take place after the cruci- 
fixion and ascension ; though in some measure of 
& doctrinal character, as meant to represent the 

nd distinguishing character of the ], asa 
ispensation altogether of Grace, through Faith, 

—and thus calculated to afford instruction for 
the Church of God in every age,—when multi- 
tudes, who were bidden to the marriage-feast of 
life and immortality, would refuse to come; 
while others, who accepted the invitation, would 
come irreverently, or profancly,—and, so far 
from complying with the terms of the invitation, 
both expressed and implied, would affix terms of 
their own, and thus be self-excluded from the 
benefits of the Covenant of Grace. Dy the cir- 
cumstance of tho King's coming in to see (i. e. 
inspect) the saserabled guests, and reject the un- 

worthy, is designated the scrutinizing view which 
God will take when he shall come,—namely, at 
both of the Advents of Christ represented infra 
ch. xxiv., espec. at his last Advent to final and 
separating judgment, to take a strict eccount of 
all who have been admitted to the Church of 
Christ by baptism; thus, it would seem, inti- 
mating ‘how it should come to pass, that though 
many should be called, yet comparatively few 
would be chosen. 

2. sete] Meaning, ‘the same thing will 
take place as that represented in the parable of a. 
king, &c. 

— '*yáuovs] This is by most Commentators 
taken to signify a marriage-feast ; though, as tho 
word (correspondently to the Hebr. sme) often 
signifies a feast in general, some Expositors as- 
sign that sense here, agrecably, as they think, to 
the moral purport of the parable; while others 
understand by it an inauguration feast, when the 
Oriental kings were considered on their en- 
thronization as it were affiunced to their country. 
See Luke xii. 36. xiv. 8. Esth. ii. 18. ix. 
1 Kings i. 5—9. But there is no reason to 
abandon the usual interpretation. In the com- 
parison to a marriage-feast there is a peculiar 
propriety ; since in Scripture the Jewish Cove- 
Dant, as well as the Christian, is represented 
under the figure of a marriage-contract between 
God and his people. See Is. liv. 5. Jerem. iii. 8. 
Matt. xxv. 5. John iii. 29. 2 Cor. xi. 2. Rev. 
xix. 7—9. Moreover, the nature of the story, 
and its scope in the application (namely, to the 
mystical union between Christ and his Church), 
require us to sup & festival of the most 
magnificent kind, at which the test numbers 
would be expected to attend. Now certain it is, 
that the most remarkable instances on record of 
magnificent entertainments among the ancients 
are matrimonial festivities, and espec. those of 
monarchs. 

3. xadéca:] ‘to summon ;' it being the cus- 
tom of ancient times to summon guests, who had 
been some time before éntifed to a feast, within 
& short time of the feast, that they might be 
ready. So Jos. Ant. xi. 6. 

— ovx ijüsAo» dAOsip] ‘were unwilling to 
come; not that they had absolutely refused, 
but half accepted the original invitation; other- 
wise the summons to each would not have been 
sent. 

4. ddXove Bovrouc] As by the servant-mes- 
sengers mentioned in the preceding verse are de- 
noted John the Baptist, the 12 Apostles, and the 
70 Disciples, who awrounced the kingdom of 
heaven to be at hand ; 20 these others, sent with 
the scond summons, must be Apostles, Evan- 
gelists, and preachers of the Gospel, after Christ's 
ascension into heaven, who showed to the Jews 
first the nature of the Gospel, and indicated the 
preparation for it. 
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— TÒ dpiorov] This was, in early times, the 
name given to breakfast: afterwards it denoted 
the noonday meal ; and at length it was applied 
to the chi meal (dinner), taken at the close of 
the day. It may here denote the second of the 
three with which, it seems, kings’ marriage-fes- 
tivities began. 
— For roiasca Lachm. and Tisch. edit 

$Toíuaxa, from 4 uncial and 3 cursive MSS. ; 
while Fritz. adopts #roiuacra:, from a few in- 
ferior MSS. But I have chosen, with Griesb. 
and Scholz, to retain the text. rec., for which 
there is vastly superior external authority, con- 
firmed by internal evi considering that both 
those readings are only two ways of correcting the 
Grecism (as consisting in the incorrect use of the 
Aorist for the Perfect), which is stigmatized by 
Fritz Yet he declines receiving sroluaxa, and 
prefers sxroíuaca-ra:, and steering clear of the dif- 
fieulty in ov. Probably the ancient Critics were 
of the same opinion. t how little such hyper- 
criticism, when applied to the phraseology of 
common life, is to be praised, I need not say. 
— T:Üvuíva] Ode properly signified sufo 

(whence vos and Odea), and at denoted 
to make those offerings of iacense, with fruits and 
flowers, for which sacrifices of animals were after- 
wards substituted. But as Ovacw still continued 
to be used, it then denoted to sluy for sacrifice ; 
and at length generally to slaughter for eating. 

5. idiov — The Commentators recognize 
here the use of idu» for avrou; and so, the 
say, the Hebrew affix 1 is rendered in Job vii. 2, 
and Prov. xxvii. 8, Sept. Accordingly, it would 
seem to be Hebraic; and thus I find in Jos. Ant. 
xix. 4, 3, rots 62 imi Tiv idiwy åypõv iysyd- 
vucay sEodot. The singular &ypov is for the 
plural dypaw (‘estate’), which Classical pro- 
pnety would require. 
— For zie Tiv iprop., Lachm. and Tisch. 

edit éxi 77» iurop., from B, C, D, and a few 
cursive MSS., and Origen, —authority quite in- 
sufficient, espec. considering that internal evi- 
dence is adverse, the reading having very much 
the appearance of a grammatical correction. It 
is, indeed, more agreeable to strict propriety of 

—for, as Fritz. remarks, sls would 
make ?usropía something topical (of place), and 
ixi derives confirmation from a of Luke 
Xv.4, wopeveras iwi Tò dsroA ws, and xxiii. 48, 
Tapavyivouavor iwi Tiv Üsopíav ravTny. But 
the Greek of Luke is not that of Matth., and the 
Very circumstance of iw) being rather required 
y propriety, only confirms the suspicion of cor- 

rection. And considering the overwhelming 
superiority of authority for els, and the character 
of the MS. texts which present iwi, there can be 
little doubt of the genuineness of els, which is 
retained even by Fritz. 
. 6. ol Aowwoi] Meaning not, as Gresw. sup- 

poses, a third class in the body of guests, but the 
rest of the persons invited snd summoned, viz. 
those who had not the pretext of going to look 
after their worldly business, as would be the case 
with the great body of the people, the worldly- 
minded and careless of religious duties, —nay, 
persons who deigned not to make any excuse at 
all, but boldly avowed their refusal to attend; 
and probably when remonstrated with and rebuked 
by the messengers on the impropriety and crimi- 
nality of their conduct, grew enraged, and showed 
their deep enmity to the king by insult and per- 
sonal injury of the worst kind to his messengers. 
And whom can these denote but the chief Priests 
both of that time and afterwards, as long as the 
Jewish state continued? The best proof and illus- 
tration of which is the narrative of the sufferings 
of the Apostles recorded in the Acts of the 
Apostles, and often adverted to by St. Paul in 
his Epistles, —whom they persecuted throughout 
his lite, and probably contributed to bring to his 
death (see 2 Cor. xi. 24, 25): for in those 
persecutions the Jewish Ecclesiastical Rulers 
were ever, directly or indirectly, the agents or 
instigators, and through them Stephen, James 
the Just, James the brother of John, and others, 
perished. 

7. kal áxojcas—éópyíc0,] Several MSS., 
Versions, and Fathers, for xai dxovcas, have 
áxoícas éé; and very many after Bacidevs add 
txsivos. And so Matthei, Griesb., and Scholz 
edit. But although there is considerable ex- 
ternal evidence for the readings in question, 
espec. the latter. vet infernal evidence is quite 
against thom: and Fritz. has shown how they 
and three other readings originated. Yet, not- 
withstanding that so plain a case had been long 
ago made out by Fritz, and subsequently by - 
myself, as to the true origin and real nature 
of the various readings here found, Tisch. edits 
ò BactXsis woy., from only 6 MSS. (B, L, et 4 
al.), which, though recommended by simplicity 
and pure Grecism, yet involves a sacrifice of tho 
Scriptural character; thus betraying the hand of 
the Critic. Still more injudicious is the courso 
pursued by Lachm., who edits ò òè BaciAsvs 
áxovcas. from only 8 cursive MSS., without any 
uncial MS. (for áxoósas is not found in B), 
contrary to his rule. The authority of Fathers 
is, in & case like this, very slender. As to 
éxstvoe, internal evidence is equally balanced, 
considering that it might be put in, and might 
be 7 out. But the testimony of the Pesch. Syr. 
and the Vulg. for its — is very atrong. 
— winWas—iviwpnoe) Plainly referring 

to the utter destruction of Jerusalem by the 
Romans, who might properly be termed the 
armies of God, as being appointed by his Provi- 
dence to the work of destruction. Is. xiii. 
4, 5, comp. with infra xxiv. 28. 
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9. aropsvscÓs o. iml ras diusEddous r. 0.] 
The sense assigned to diel. Tov ddwy, compita 
viarum, was long ago refuted by Kypke; and 
that which I have propounded and supported 
from Thucyd. iii. 98, outlets into the country by 
the principal city gates, is liable to too many 
objections (stat y Fischer and Fritz.) to be 
safely adopted. Fischer has fully shown that 
the ódoi here spoken of must be country-rouds, 
corresponding to the rae óĝoùs xal dpaypots 
in Luke xiv. 23 (where see note) ; and the ex- 
pression dis. ræv od. (so peculiar as not to occur 
elsewhere) seems to denote such roads as, being 
the only practicable ones to a ewm point, are 
necessarily to be taken, and may hence be called 
(which is the best rendering here) thoroughfares, 
which term implies & considerable number of 

ngers traversing them—a sense of * thorough- 
re’ which seems to have been in the mind of 

Dryden when he wrote (most ae 
s The courts are fill'd with a tumultuous din Of 
crowds, or issuing forth or entering in, A thorough- 
Jare of news.” 

10. wovnp. Te kal dy.) Meaning persons of 
evil life and conversation, as well as persons 
morally good: thus representing that persons of 
all sorts, and of every description, would be 
admitted into the Church of Christ; though at 
the same time intimating, that those only would 
be ultimately saved, under the covenant of 
grace, who had used aright the privileges which 
they had enjoyed under that covenant. 

ll. elesA0 y —0sácacÜat robs ávaxsiutvovs] 
By this circumstance ancient manners are accu- 
rately depicted ; for, as Grot. shows, monarchs, 
grandees, and those who gave magnificent ban- 
quets, used, when their guests were seated, to 
enter the dining-hall to view tbe scene. "Thus 
Aristen. Ep. i. 5, wavroy als raùròv &Üpoi- 
(ou£var trav Qavrvuivay —ó &cTiáTop loper. 
And so in Esdr. ii. 38, 39. 

12. &yóvua vyáuov] Meaning ‘the appro- 
priate vestment’ with which those who accepted 
the invitation, and attended at tho festal board, 
were expected to be clothed; in order to which 
the requisite Robe was provided from the royal 
vestry, and offered to such as needed it —— 
unavoidably, unprovided therewith. The cus- 
tom alluded to was common alike to the He- 
brews, and to the Greeks and Romans. In this, 
therefore, consisted the inexcusable offence of 
the delinquent here mentioned, that he had 
deliberately neglected to provide himself with the 
suitable vestment, having either declined to re- 
ceive it when offered, or neglected to take it when 
laced ready for him. Such clearly was his of- 

fence ; but in order to see its peculiar guilt (by the 
despising of so great salvation) it is necessary to 

ascertain, difficult as that may be, what it is 
that is here designated by the žvðvua yapov. 
On this point Commentators and Theologians 
have widely differed in opinion, and in venturing 
to fix the import, have, naturally enough, been 
biassed by tho theological system which they have 
adopted. The most ancient interpretation is that 
of 5c Clement, Homil. vii. 22, who explains it 
of baptism aa so Mr. Alf. brings in baptism, at 
least as referred to — —— : but I cannot 
find that any su er adopted that 
view. They almost all (espec. the Greek ones) 
take it to denote the adorning of our Christian 
agni by a suitable conduct. So Chrys, 

rig., Theophyl., and some other ancient Com- 
mentators in the Catena Oxon., and, of the 
Latin Fathers, Jerome. Euthym., however, with 
more judgment than some other of the Fathers, 
remarks, that the entering into the guest-cham- 
ber is by — in Christ: but that after that 
entrance, by the laver of regeneration in Jap- 
tism, there is need to be clothed with the - 
ding-garinent by a Bios xaÜapós xal Xap3rpós. 
This view is adopted by many modern, and most 

uent Fat 

'recent Commentators, Houga Pin some modifi- 
cation and improvement. is, however, seems 
taking too confined a view, nay, defective, as not 
pointing at something that dall regulate and 
govern, transform and rectify the conduct by 
purifying the heart. Hence it is better to adopt 
the view of a few ancient, and several modern 
Expositors, who understand by it sanctification 
by the Holy Spirit, both by the gifts and by the 

of the Spirit. hus, too, St. Hilary 
(Canon 22, in Matth.) says: “ Vestis nuptialis 
est gratia Spiritus Sancti et candor habitus cæ- 
lestis, qui bons interrogationis confessione sus- 
ceptus, usque in celum regni celorum immacu- 
latus (see Jude 23) et integer est reservandus.” 
Hereby, then, it is implied, that the person in 
question (of course forming the representative 
of & class, and that, alas! awfully large) who 
was excluded for non-compliance with the re- 
uirement, had not the uisite adornment of 
ailh and grace with which he might have been 
clothed, by the influence of God's Holy Spirit. 
Other Expositors, however, as Mr. Greswell, 
explain the gvéuua yúnov to mean a lively faith 
in Christ, a sacred badge of our Christian pro- 
fession, peculiarly characteristic of the Gospel, 
and the grand criterion between the nominal and 
the real Christian. But it would be more cor- 
rect to call it one great criterion—not to say that 
we — at its being represented that faith 
is to assumed ! as Mr. Gresw. says. And 
when he speaks of it as in its imputed efficacy 
necessary to salvation, and singly sufficient for 
that purpose, it would seem that this is con- 
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founding two things which are altogether dis- 
tinct. In short, if it denote faith at all, it must 
be that faith which worketh by love and obe- 
dience; evinces its reality by its frus; and 
Calvin here remarks, that the one [of course, if 
real} implies the other. However, I am inclined 
to think, that in this marriage garment there is 
reference to the imputed righteousness of Christ 
Jesus, as indispensably necessary to be — OR, 
aud without which none can appear at the final 
judgment. Though, how can it be put on, but 
y a true and lively Faith, under the sanctifying 

influences of the Holy Spirit, whereby the be- 
liever is clothed upon with the robe of Christ's 
righteousness? and thus are connected at once 
his justification and his sanctification. This view 
is ari Jed confirmed and illustrated by a pas- 
sage of Rev. xix. 8, +d yap Bíccivov (xalapov 
Kat Aauwpoy) Tà dixacwpata ior: THY dyiwy, 
namely, as regards both their justification and 
sanctification, where the linen robe, given at 
the marriage of the Lamb to his Bride, the true 
Church, invisible and universal, to put on at the 
marriage-feast, cannot but designate both the 
righteousness of Christ imputed to the saints, and 
the image of Christ renewed in them, by the 
sanctifving influences of the Spirit, through which 
the rig acts mentioned in the context have 
been produced. Compare, too, what follows: 
xal Aéyes pou (namely, the speaker who ut- 
tered the voice from the throne, supra v. 8. 
God, who sitteth on the throne, supra v. 13. 
vi. 16. viii. 10—15) Maxápioit of sls rò detx- 
vov TOU yápov Tov `Apviov xexAnpivor, imply- 
ing that such have put on the above robe of jus- 
tification and sanctification. Can we doubt that 
St. John, in writing this whole passage, must 
have had his mind filled with the doctrine in- 
culcated in the present parable, which he heard 
pronounced, as here, the words by the voice from 
the throne? And could he fail to feel the deep 
contrast between the uaxápio: who have put on 
the — ent, and the class of persons 
( t by the miserable delinquent here 
spoken of) who presumptuously seek to be saved 
in some other way than that pointed out by their 
Redeemer, and ratified by the voice from the 
throne; and who thus exclude themselves from the 
only mode of salvation provided in the Gospel? 

13. The words dpat: abTÓv» xal are absent 
from B, L, the Syr., Sahid., Copt, and Arm. 
Versions, with Orig. and Hilary; and they are 
cancelled by L. and T., but on insufficient au- 
thority, for internal evidence is at least equally 
balanced. Nay, it would seem that they were 
less likely to be put in than put out, by Critics 
(who deemed the wording overloaded, and thought 
that dpaTs avrdy might very well be dispensed 
with, as in the similar . supra viii. 12, 
and * zx 30), and accordingly it is not to 

OL. 1. 

be supposed that they would have been brought 
in, being, as would seem, so little essential to 
the sense. Though so far from there being here 
any , there is in this idiom something 
of intensity and spirit, by a touch of the graphic, 
as in 1 Cor. vi. if Gpas ovy Ta uíNAnQ—^roija o, 
where see note. And so oft. in O. T., e. gr. 
Gen. xxx. 9. That there has been some tam- 
pering with the words is plain from another 
mode of effecting the same purpose, by the re- 
moval of à5cavyrss, found in MS. D, and Iren., 
Hilar., and some copies of the Ital. Vers., apare 
aùròv wodwy xai xsipw, xal Bad. As to 
Versions and Fathers, they are not in such a 
case of much weight. But, at any rate, we havo 
the evidence of Iren., Hilar., and the Ital. Vers., 
and the MS. D, for the antiquity of the reading 
parta kal, and the external authority of MSS. is 
overwhelming, including all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. As to the ing Xstpas xai wodas, 
there is great external evidence for it, including 
many of the Lamb. and most of the Mus. copies, 
and almost all the ancient Versions: but inter- 
nal evidence is rather against it, from the proba- 
bility of its being a correction for greater facility, 
and to make it more agreeable to the usual mode 
of expression, one occurring several times in the 
O. T. though never, I think, in the Class. 
writers. The same may have taken place in 
Acts xxi. ll, where the position djcas—rove 
wóčas kai ras xetpas ie supported by strong 
authority, nor is it likely that the reading there 
would be brought in by scribes. 

14. woddoi—éxAsxroi] In this saying (which 
also concludes tbe parable of the labourers in 
the vineyard, supra xx. 16) we have an inference 
(as in the other Irene) to bo deduced from the 
matter of the foregoing parable, apprising the 
hearers that though many were those that were 
being called, by having the offer of salvation 
made to them, few there would be who would 

that call to the marriage-feast, and fewer 
still who, after accepting the invitation, would 
come provided with the indispensable requi- 
site. 

16. rods ua0. a.] In the passage of Luke we 
have: dyxadérous Uwoxpivopévous sixalous 
slvai, &c.; and in Mark the insidious purpose 
is adverted to by the term d'ypevawoi. 
— Toy ‘How diavav] From the slight men- 

tion of these persons in the New Test., and the 
silence of Josephus, nothing certain with respect 
to them can be determined; but the prevailing 
and best-founded opinion seems to be, that mer 
did not form any distinct religious Sect (thou 

bably Sadducees in doctrine, as was Herod), 
ut were rather a political Party, composed of 

the courtiers and ministers, isans and adhe- 
rents generally, of Herod ; who maintained, with 
him, that the dominion of the — over the 
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h Mark 13. 

Acte 33. 8. 

Jews was lawful, and ought to be submitted to; 
and that, under present circumstances, the Jews 
might, allowably, resort to Gentile customs. 
— Adyovres} Lach. edits -ras, from B, L, and 

one or two cursive MSS. ; while Tisch. retains 
-ras ; rightly, since internal evidence as well as 
external is in its favour. -ras may have been an 
error of scribes, who would naturally expect it 
after pabsrás; or of sciolists, who stumbled at 
-res, since the Pharisees were not the speakers. 
But the Critics ought to have known that it was 
the custom of antiquity to regard persons who 
were sent with messages as being virtually the 

; and accordingly the phraseology is ac- 
commodated to that view. my note on 
Thucyd. vii. 8 and 10, and on Acts xv. 27. 
From sheer ignorance of this point of Classical 
antiquity, Lach. has here, and in numerous other 
passages, introduced a manifest corruption of the 
text. 
— dO] * upright," neither practising simu- 

lation nor dissimulation. 
— où píst cos w. o.) Meaning, ‘art impar- 

tial,’ * without partiality.’ This and the expres- 
sion following, ov BAimais els mpóowrov dvb. 
S which the latter is a Hebraism, for which 
uke has où Aaufgáveis mpóswærov), are nearly 

synonymous; except that arpocoo» adverts 
to the external condition of men, with allu- 
sion to its being no more a part of the man than 
the Tpoóc«wrov, or actor's mask. Fritz., indeed, 
thinks that mpóswrov áyÜpor ev is pact, by a 
not unusus! periphrasis, for men ; and he renders 
by ‘neque homines curas.’ This might be admitted 
in a Classical writer, but in one like Matthew, 
(also Mark, in the parallel , xii. 14) it is 
otherwise; not to mention that the parallel pas- 
sage in Luke xx. 21 (and a comparison with 
Gal. ii. 16) fixes the meaning of the present ex- 
pression to what I have laid down as the sense of 
the words: ‘non respicis ad externam hominum 
edm, ad justitiam causm nihil pertinentem.’ 
f SXéwew eis Tiva, in this sense, I know no 

example. 
20. Tívos—iTiypao/] The inscription was 

KAIZAP AYTOYZT: IOYAAIAZ EAAQ- 
KYIAZ. ‘Our Lord here baffles the malignant 
proposers of the question, by taking advantage of 
their own concession, that the denarius bore the 

23 EV éxelvn Tj hepa mpoondOov avrQ Zaddoveaios, oi 
Luke 20.27, Aéyoyres pj) elvat àvácaTaciv, Kal émnpwrnoay avTOv, 

yovres Addoxare, Movais crear 'Eáv tes awoddavyn py 
94 Ad 

emperor's image and superscription; and also of 
the. determination of their * Schools, that 
wherever any king's coin was current, it was a 
proof of that country's subjection to that govern- 
ment." 

21. dvódor« ody] ‘ biais i the right of Cæsar 
to demand tribute of the Jews may scem to be 
undecided by the answer, yet the precept at v. 22 
is decisive ; and, boing united with the preceding 
verses by ovy, it inculcates the duty of submis- 
sion to established governments, which is a lead- 
ing feature of the Christian religion. (Whit- 
y. 
js The Pharisees, being thus baffled, endea- 

voured to effect their object by sctting upon our 
Lord a not less hostile but craftier race,—the 
Sadducees, who ‘excelled in that sort of logic 
which consists in arguing by insinuation from 
imagined difficulties againet authenticated reve- 
lation, or even stubborn facts. How formidable 
this mode of warfare was, they bad themselves 
experienced; and hoped that Jesus would find 
in his own case. Accordingly, being thus in- 
stigated, those deniers of a future resurrection 
sought to embarass him ‘ who was the resurrec- 
tion and the life’ with a difficulty which had pro- 
bably perpina others, but only gave our Lord, 
as in the case of the Pharisees, an opportunity of 
showing his own consummate wisdom ; and ac- 
cordingly he so effectually vanquished both 
classes of his opponents, that they never in fu- 
ture dared to essay the same course. 
— oi Aéyovris] Four uncial, and many cur- 

sivo MSS. are without the Article, which bas 
been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., but, as 
Fritz. shows at large, injudiciously. Bp. Mid- 
dlet., too, says that the omission cannot be right, 
since the meaning intended is not that, as they 
camo, they made this assertion, but only that the 
dogma subjoined was notoriously maintained by 
them. Accordingly, the Article is found in the 
parallel of Mark and Luke. From Acts 
xxiii. 8, and Jos. B. J. ji. 18, 14, and elsewhere, 
it is pluin that they denied the immortality of 
the soul as well as the resurrection of the body; 
and our Lord's answoer is directed against both of 
the errors. Strange is it that Mr. Alf., while in 
his note maintaining the authenticity of the ot, 
should in his text virtually expunge it. 
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&xov réxva, ériyauBpevoes 0 à6eXós abToU THy yv- 
vaixa ajToU, kal ávaa Tja eva Tépua TH AdEXDO aloo. 
25"Hoav 6e map Tiv émrà aðerpoi xal 6 mpwros yaunoas 
ereXeuTnoe Kal pù Éyov aréppa, adie Tv yuvaixa avro 
TO aep avro. ?9 ópolws xai 6 Sevrepos, kal 6 rpíTos, ws 
TOV NTA. ?7"Tgrepoy 86 Trávrov améĝave xai ) yun. B Ev 
TH ovv ávacTáce, Tivos TOV EMTA EoTtas yun; Tüávres yàp 
€oyov aurny. 29 ' AgrokpiÜeis 66 ô 'Igao0s elev aùroîs IIxa- 
pace uù eidores tas ypadas, unde tiv SUvapav rod Oeod. Ev 
yap TH avactace obre yapoðow, oUre écyapitovrav AAN as 
» ^ ^ 9? , ^ , @yyerot [Tov] «oU év ovpavo eisi. 

24. ávaa rio tt orippa ro dde oi a.) Said 
in reference to what Moses directs, Deut. xxv. 5, 
thougb it only gives the substance of the direc- 
tion, and (what is worthy of remark) the phra- 
seology is formed closely on the words of Judah 
to Onan: ElosA0: xpos tiv yuvaixa TOU aded- 
Qov xai imiyauBptvoa aitny, Kai dvaornooy 
oripua Tæ ddeXpu, where Judah's injunction 
probably only carried out a patri ordinance 
suited to a period when the world required more 
fully peopling than in after-times. The To 
ade po is emphatic, the first-born son of such a 
marriage being even under the patriarchal rule, 
and more precisely under the Mosaic Law, reck- 
oned as the son and heir of the deceased brother. 
For iáv ris drob., Mark and Luke more ex- 
pue» have idv Tivos adeAdos dxo0." Also 
or avactioe, Mark and Luke iEar., as also 
some very ancient MSS. here. 

The term owipua here, though it must refer 
chiefly to this one child, yet may comprehend 
such other progeny as might spring from the 
marriage; and in Scripture the term is almost 
always used plurally ; though in the Class. wri- 
ters used as of one; and codi though the 

form is occasionally found, yet only in 
poety: However, it is used by St. Paul, Gal. 
jii. 16. 

The intent of this injunction was, to keep the 
families of Israel separate, and to perpetuate them. 

29. 4Xavac0:—Ozov] i. e. * ye deceive your- 
selves by assuming a false hypothesis'—namely, 
that if thers be a future state it must be like the 
present, and by your ignorance of the true sense 
of the Scriptures ; and espec. by not considering 
the omnipotence of God, —to whom renewal of 
existence can require no more exertion of power 
than original creation— nor reflecting that God 
is as able to raise up the dead without their for- 
mer passions, as originally to create them with 
those passions. 

30. ixyauí(ovrai] MSS. B, D, L, and a 
few others, have yap., which is adopted by Lachm. 
and Tisch.; but without sufficient reason. See 
Fritz The reading at Mark will not settle the 
reading here, for there the copies vary ; though 
Lachm. and Tisch. adopt yap., as also in the 

e of Luke. But it is sey arora that 
the staple form should have been in all three 
Gospels altered to the compound, The contrary 
is what usually takes place. And, considering 
that ixyau. is exclusively Hellenistic, and yap. 
exclusively Classical, Y doubt not that ixyap. 

31 ITepi 86 Ts àvaa rác eos 

was written by Matt. and Luke, though not, 
perhaps, by Mark. To turn from words to 
things; on this point there has been consider- 
able difference of opinion among the Jewish, 
Rabbins: some,—as the earlier ones —maintain- 
ing that there is marrying in heaven ; others. as 
the later, that there is not. The general opinion, 
however, was, in the time of Christ, that the 
dead would be raised either in their former or 
with other bodies. And it was the common no- 
tion, that the offices of the new bodies would be 
peceey the same with those of the former ones. 
he wiser few, however, were of quite another 

paon But of these some (as Maimonides 
afterwards) went into the other extreme—and 
maintained that the raised would have no bodies 
in a future state. To avoid the difficulty involved 
in the belief of a resurrection, the Sadducees re- 
jected it altogether, —misunderstanding Scri pue 
—which does not say that men in a future life will 
live as they do, and quite misconceiving the power 
of God. The purpose here of the Sadducees was, 
by this sort of puzzle, to intimate the absurdity 
of a resurrection by showing the uselessness of 
it; for if the future world was not to differ from 
this, why should there be a resurrection at all? 
But our Lord answers them by showing the 
groundlessness of this hypothesis, which was 
uite soppor ea by Scripture, and by assuring 

them that the future life will be quite different 
from the present, and that therefore there will 
be no marrying, &c. 
— ee Gyyero:] Luke says lodyyedo:. 

Though even that expression imports not equality, 
but only similarity. This similarity must chiefly, 
by the context, be referred to the point in question; 
i. e. the not being subject to the appetites of the 
body; although, upon the whole, «lciv œc ma 
denote condition generally. At all events, it 
does not follow, because angels are, as is sup- 

, composed of spirit only, that the righteous 
shall, at the resurrection, have spirits only. That 
they will also have bodies of some sort or other 
is certain, —especially from } Cor. xvi. 42, seq. 

The words Tov Osov after dyys\o: are can- 
celled by Lach., Tisch., and Alf., from B, D, 
and two cursive MSS. ;— authority, however, 
quite insufficient, . considering that internal 
evidence is in their favour, from the far less like- 
lihood that the words should have been intro- 
duced from Luke xii. 8—10, than that Matt. 
&nd Luke should have chosen to use the fuller 
—— ol d*yysXoi Tob Osob, so oft, found 
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{ Exod. 3.6, TOY VeKpOV, oUK ávéyvore TÒ prÜév úuiv úrò ToU Beod, Xéyovros 
16. 
Mark 12.38. 32 Eyo elpt 6 O còs “ABpady, xal ò Ocós 'Icaáàx, kai 

, e M ^ 

Ace? 6 Geos laxo); oùe éorw 0 Geos Ocós vexpav, adrAa Lovrov. 
k Supra 7. 
28. 
1 Mark 12. 

Luke 10, 25. 

in the Old Test. Probably the Critics here ex- 
punged the words for no better reason than that it 
is tsent from the parallel passages of Mark and 
Luke; though it ought to have occurred to them, 
that the prefix of ws in the passage of Mark ren- 
dered the roù Osov unnecessary, as after the 
refix Toa in Luke it would have been improper. 
There would be /ess objection to cancelling the 
ToU, with one uncial and not a few cursive MSS., 
to which I add two Lamb. and five Mus. copies; 
and since ayyeAo has not the Article, pro- 
priety would require its absence here, which, as 
might be expected, Bp. Middl. approves. For 
my own part, I suspect that it arose from no 
better source than the ol before d'yyeXoi:, found 
(as 1 learn from Jackson) repeatedly in Origen; 
and which also has place in Cod. 22, also the 
iy Tœ oùpav adopted by Lach. and Tisch. 
from B, L, and a few ancient cursive MSS. ; to 
which I add Lamb. 1187. Both of the above 
emendations arose from the fertile brain of the 
Prince of Biblical criticism. Hence it is evident 
that for the most certain of all Canons of criti- 
cism, the reading dyysAoi ov Geo is entitled 
to be considered the genuine one. To turn from 
words to things ;—our Lord adduces against his 
adversaries the existence of angels, because, as 
we find from Acts xxiii. 8, the Sadducees de- 
nied the existence of angels, and, indeed, of 
immaterial spirits generally; as a necessary 
consequence of denying the resurrection of the 
dead. 

32. dye slus 6 Osds—ddA\Ad Lavrov] The 
argumentation is peculiarly Jewish ; and accord- 
ingly a t multitude of have been 
adduced by Wets. from the Rabbinical writers, 
in which the resurrection of the dead and the 
immortality of the soul are proved from this 
very passage here quoted, and that in nearly the 
same words. The implied relutionship between 
the patriarchs and God is well put, and must 
denote not only the relationship of sons and 
Father mutually (alluded to in the Hel pas- 
sage of Luke xx. 36, viol elas cov Osov), but 
also, as has been well defined, the relationship of 
being parties of the same covenant, which implies 
the continuance of the patriarchs as the other 
parties to that covenant. Yet the argument, I 
would suggest, might be placed on a broader 
basis by taking into account the not unimportant 
additional words in Luke, wavres yàp atte 
Ywouv. In fact, this remark clenches the argu- 
ment, recognizing an existence of all, whether 
living or dead, in the sight of God, so that none 
are in a state of annihilution, but the being of all 
is a living being, of persons existing in another 
condition of being. bo Justin Mart. Apol. i. 63, 
p. 96, rds the saying as one onuavrixóy rou 
«al àmobavóovTtas ixeivous uívsw. It is almost 
needless to remark how weighty an argument the 
above passage, taken in conjunction with the 
subjoined words of Luke, supplies against the so 

33 k Kai axoúsavrtes ot ÓxXot e£erAjocovro èm. 7H day avrob. 
3+1 Oi è Papıoaiot àroúsavres Ste pipwse Tors Yaddov- 

called of the soul during the intermediate 
state of existence. 

33. igerd. ixi rH ĉıðaxy a.) Comp. Luke 
xx. 26, Üavuácarr:s ixi Ty dwoxpicet avTov. 
In each case they felt admiration at the wisdom 
of the answer, by which, in the former case, the 
tempters were frustrated, and in both the by- 
standing people were instructed ; in the former 
case, as being taught the true foundation of civil 
obedience, as resting in obedience to God, from 
whom is all power, thus binding together the 
politic and the religious duties of all who name 
the name of Christ; in the latter case, by being 
taught the existence, and, by implication, the 
offices of angels, as ministering spirits; and also 
the similarity of our future glorified state to their 
present beatific state. This fully shows the high 
significancy of the terms employed by Matthew, 
ikem. ixi tH Oiduyg a.—meaning that they 
were struck with admiration at the depth of 
instruction which came from our Lord's lips, —a 
strong proof of which appears in the fact re- 
corded by Luke, that it extorted the high com- 
mendation of even certain of the Scribes. 

Mark xii. 28—34. By the phraso 
cumyOncay iwi Tò aùrtò, recurring at Acts iv. 
26, is denoted the being assembled together, by a 
sort of convocation, at some common place of 
meeting, for some common purpose, which place 
was that of our Lord's usual resort in the Temple. 
Here it must be understood of combinations 
against Christ at least for a sinister pu to 
try to puzzle One who had foiled the Sadducees 
in argument; the Pharisees being more jealous 
of Christ's accession of credit by that defeat, than 
pleased by the defeat of a common enemy. In 
effecting their purpose, they, it seems, put for- 
ward one of their number (comp. Acts xix. 33), 
probably the most eminent for talent, to try the 
skill of Jesus in Scripture by some puzzling 
question. The person, however, turned out (as 
we find from the more detailed account in Mark) 
to be better inclined to our Lord than they sup- 
posed; and accordingly he addresses Jesus by 
the respectful title of AcdaoxaXe, and put to him 
a serious but fair question, —though, as we shall 
see, one not very casy to be acttled ; and the in- 
dividual in question might think that the famed 
ıĉáoxaños was the right person to solve the dif- 
ficulty. As respects the person, called by Matth. 
youtkós, it must not be supposed that, because 
Mark calls him els ray ypaunaTécov, vouixóe 
and ypaupmareds were synonymous terms. That 
there was a difference cannot be doubted; but in 
what that difference exactly consisted, wc are too 
much in the dark to warrant any such positive 
decision as Mr. Alford ventures to make, by 
affirming that ypauuaTebc is a wider term than 
voutxds, ouk including it. Could thie be 

, it would g o far to remove the discrepan 
tween the accounts of Matthew and Mark. te 

would seem that the difference between tho two 
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kaiovs, ovvyyOnoay émi tò avró, 
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85 wal émnpærnoev els ét 
QUT@Y, VOKOS, Treipatwy avTov Kal Meyor 38 AiSdoxare, Tola 
evro) peyddn èv TQ vow; 87™°O è "Inaods * Edn aire: m Deos. 
'Ayam jocis Kúpiov tov Oeóv cov, èv brn TH rapia 
gov, kai èv OdXAn TH Puy cov, kal dv An TH Stavola 
gov. 98 Abr» dati mpwrn kal peyddn évrody. 99? Aevrépa 

"Ayanynoets Tov TXmo lov cov WS ccav- de Onoía airy: 

Luke 10. $7. 

4 nLev.19. 18. 
Mark 13.31. 
Luke 10. 27. 

m. 13. 9. 
Gal. 5. 14. 
1 Tim. 1. 8. 

r 9 , ^ ^ 

Tov. V’ Ev ravrais tais volv évrokais Aos ó vópos xai oi jue i^ 
13 Tpopira: kpépavrat. Mark 14. 

x Be. 
41 P Suvpypévav 58 TOv. Dapicalwy, ernpwrncey aùroùs 6 px». e, 

was, that the pouccds was a public Teacher of the 
Mosaic Law, and the ypauparats a private 
Interpreter of the Scripture, and likewise one 
skilled in the traditions of the Elders: hence 
the order of the ypaupureis had the charge, not 
of transcribing the secred books, as we are told 
by Lexicographers, but of superintending their 
transcription, and ascertaining their accuracy. 
Yet there is nothing imprubable in the supposi- 
tion that the same person might be both one and 
the other (as well as a person, in our times, may 
be both a D.D. and an LL.D.) ; and this seems 
confirmed by the term vopodiddoxador being 
used as cquiv. to both rouixós and ypaymarevs ; 
such, at least, seems to have been the case with 
Gamaliel, Acts v. 34, comp. with Luke v. 17, 
and ] Tim. i. 7. 

36. roia évrod} peyáàn iv T. v.] The exact 
sense is, ‘ which, i.e. what kind of (answering to 
qualis) commandment is great in the Law P 
meaning pre-eminently so, equiv. to wpwrn in 
the passage of Mark. And so at v. 38, rpwrn 
and weydA are interchan The inte - 
tion as stated in Mark is, though somewhat dif- 
ferent, vet essentially the same. Be that as it 
may, the question was one involving a matter of 
no little controversy among the Jewish Doctors, 
hecause involving the comparative importance of 
different precepts; some maintaining the pre- 
eminence of one, some of another. Onl while 
they distinguished the Divine precepts (of which 
they numbered 613) into great and small, they 
constantly gave the preference to the ceremoni 
ones, Christ, however, decided in favour of the 
moral law, yet not to the neglect of the cere- 

37. tpn] This reading (instead of the text. 
Tec. elarey), which is found in the greater part of 
the best MSS. (including the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), is edited by Matth., Griesb., Lachm., 
and Tisch. 

Before the words following we have added in 
1 TpoTy Wacwy trav tyro\wy’ "Axovs, 
lopañ), Kúpios ó Oeds xv, Kúpios ele iors, 
on which see note. 
— iv Oty Tfj Kapdia—d:avola cov] These 

are forms of expression nearly equiv., yet in- 
Volving no redundancy, and united for intensity 
of sense (as in a of Philo cited by 
Wets.); importing, not that perfection in degree, 
or exaltation in kind, contended for by some; 
but only denoting, that ‘we must assign to God 

be first place in our affections, and consecrate to 
the united powers and faculties, both of 

body and mind," with which he hath endued us, 
so as to exert them most effectually. 

38. wpwrn wal pey. ivr.) How and in what 
respect this was such, see Bp. Taylor's Works, 
vol. iii. p. 7, and comp. Luke x. jr. Rom. xiii. 
9. Gal. v. 14. ] Tim. 1. 5, and James ii. 8. 

39. óuoía avty] i. e. similar in kind, though 
not equal in d ; springing out of it, and 
closely connected with it. 
— ws csavróv] We are not here commanded 

to love (i.e. benefit) our fellow-creatures as 
muck as ourselves (which were inconsistent with 
the strong principle of self-love which the 
Almighty has implanted in us for our pre- 
epp for we (like the Heb. 5) imports, 
not equality in degree, but similarity in kind. 
Thus the p t corresponds to that of our Lord 
at Matt. vii, 12. And we are commanded not 
only to avoid injuring our neighbour, as we avoid 
injuring ourselves ; but to treat him in the same 
manner as we might, if exchanging situations 
with him, fairly claim to be treated by him. 

iv ravrTais—xpéiuavrat] This is gene- 
rally thought to be a Hebrew metaphor, taken 
from the Jewish custom of suspending the tables 
of the laws from a nail, or P. But the meta- 
phor is common to almost all languages, as used 
of things closely connected, so as to form links 
of one common chain, and springing from the 
same origin. The only Hebraiem is in the use 
of i» for the Class. ix in Plato, p. 831, 4E wy 
kpsuauápn vaca Tohirov : and Plut. T. ii. 116, 
vvobi csavróv, xai rd Mnåiv áyay. ix rovrey 
yàp fiprimrai Tà Xovirà wdvra. Of the expres- 
sion xpíu. dv, I know no other examples but the 
following : Esth. vi. 4, in come copies confirmed 
by the Syr. Vers., «peu. iy ty EvAw, and Lam. 
v. 12, iy yepoiv abra» ixpeuácOncar. The 
best rendering would be, ‘by these two, &c. 
Had a Class. writer retained év, he would have 
chosen some other verb, e. gr. dvaxeadatouy- 
vat, as in a similar expression Rom. xiii. 9. In- 
deed, as it stands, the general sense is, that those 
two commandments form the sum and substance 
of the Two Tables of the Law, and which, taken 
in conjunction, comprehend the entire duty of 
man, as contained in that Law and enforced in 
the Prophets. 
41—46. Mark xii. 35—37. Luke xx. 41—44. 
41. evvypu£vovy) ‘collected ther, viz. in 

order, as we learn from Mark, to attend on 
Christ's teaching in the Temple. Having an- 
swered the three questions successively proposed 
to him by the two great sects of the Jews, our 
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'Igcoós, € Xéyew Ti óuiv bore? mep tod Xpwrro)D; Tivos 
vios €oTL;  Aéyovatv avTQ' Tob dav.  Aéyes avrois Ids 

q Ps. 110. 1. oùv Aavid év mveúparı Kúpiov aùrov kaXet ; Aéyor 4a Elmev 
& 2. 84. 

Heb. 1. 18. 
& 10. 12, 18. 

ó Kópios TO Kvpíop nov Kálov èx 8c£iÀv pov, ws 
dv O rovs éxOpovs cov tromodiov Tv Today cov. 
45 Ei oóv Aavid xarci aùròv Kupwov, was vids avtod écTi; 

48 Kai ovdels eOtvato avrà atroxpiOjvar Xoyov: ovdée érorAunoé 
Tis dT. éxelvns Tfjs Nuépas éreporríjaa, avrov ovrére. 

Lord took the opportunity, of the Pharisees’ being 
now gathered together, to put to them, in his 
turn, a question for their solution ; the object of 
which was to show them how little they knew of 
what was contained in the prophecies, and how 
ignorant they were of the august dignity of the 
Messiah, as being David's Lord, though He was 
his descendant ; and still more the true nature 
of the Messiah's person, as one with the God- 
head. Although, as observes Bp. Bull, the Pro- 
phets had not obscurely intimated that the Mes- 
siah would be God as well as man; and though 
the wiser few of the Jews were aware of that, 
yet the multitude embraced the abject notion 
that he would be a mighty conqueror, who would 
subdue all the nations of the earth, and make 
Jerusalem the metropolis of the world. Had 
these Pharisees held the proper Divinity of the 
Messiah, they might easily have solved the pro- 

sed enigma b replying, that Christ would, 
ndeed, be the Son of David, as regards the 
flesh; but his Zord, as to his Divine nature. 
Yet that the persons present did mof, is clear 
from their being unable to solve the enigma ;— 
and no wonder, since the solution rested on the 
doctrine of the incarnate Godhead of the Mes- 
siah, whereon they were stone-blind. Observe, 
that our Lord speaks of what David saith i» 
wvevuart, scil. dyie (which word is 
in Mark), —meaning, ‘under the inspiration of 
the Holy Spirit." Peter (Acts i. 16. ii. 30—34) 
uses the same words, and to the same class of 

rsons ; and at 2 Pet. i. 21, we have $tpóutvoi 
umd wvevpator dyiov. So, too, does Paul 
1 Cor. xv. 25. Heb. i. 13, et al. But to re- 
vert to our Lord, the Fountain of Divine know- 
ledge as well as life, we find him always, in his 
arguments with the Jews, taking for granted that 
the sacred writers of the Old Test. were under 
such a full inspiration of the Holy Spirit, as to 
express themselves on all occasions with un- 
erring truth. 

44. Of elwev ò Kiptos—pov, the true reading is, 
* Jehovah said unto my Lord,’ for in these words 
(quoted from Ps. cx. 1) God the Father is repre- 
sented as speaking to the Lord Christ —an evi- 
dent prediction this respecting the exaltation of 
Christ our Saviour. Now, considering how au- 

st is the saying, of which the high theme is 
EHOVAH, one cannot but wonder at the rash- 

ness of Lach. and Tisch., who remove the ó be- 
fore Kópios, though on the authority of only two 
MSS. (D and Z), for Tisch. excludes B men- 
tioned by Griesb. inst all the rest, and, I 
believe, all the copies of the Sept. The case is 
exactly the same in the parallel of Mark 
xii. 96, and Luke xx. 42, where the reading 
Kópios rests on no other authority than B, D, 

without L,and has, so far consistently, been adopted 
by L. and T. ; though Griesb. did not think the 
reading worthy of any notice. Had the reading 
occurred in ome passage, I should have been in- 
clined to ascribe it to a mere error of scribes ; 
but as it is, I must lay it to the door of certain 
Critics who, I suspect, removed the Article for 
no better reason than that it has no place in tho 
next verse before K ópiov, unaware, it seems, that 
the linguæ proprietas there (as in l Pet. iii. 6) 
rejects the Article. I need not say internal evi- 
dence is quite in favour of the ò, from the greater 
probability of its having been left out in two, 
than inserted in upward of 700, for I find it in all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies. But to turn from 
words to things ;—it is clear that David, under 
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, uses Jau 
which ascribes no less than Deity to the Mcs- 
siah. 
— KáÜov ix QaEvoy] A comparison taken from 

kings, on whose rigÀt hand sat the heir, or the 
person who was next in dignity to the monarch, 
and on the left hand he who was immediately 
below kim in rank. But sitting on the right 
m also a participation in the regal power 
and authority. Hence evuflaciA eei is inter- 
preted by St. Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 25, as equiv. to 
BaciXsósiv. 
— Eos dv 0c] ‘whilst I make.’ The image 

is derived from the custom of conquerors putting 
their foot on the neck of a vanquished enemy, as 
— of subjugation. So Virg. JEn. x. 731, 
‘Tum super abjectum pue . Comp. Josh. 
x. 24. 2 Sam. xxii. 4l. m " 

For tvwowrddiov T. *., L. and T. read óvo- 
x&T«w, from five uncial and fifteen cursive MSS. 
But the received reading is found in all the 
MSS. of the Sept. ; and droxdrw is evidenly a 
mere correction of diction by the Alexandrian 
Critics; and, perhaps, made with a view to Heb. 
ii. 8, T&vra iwíraEae broxdtw TG» "odor 
a., and perhaps Rev. xii. 1. But I cannot think 
that the E ist would choose to depart from 
the Heb. and Sept., only to introduce a weaker, 
and far less dignified image in the place of one 
of unequalled grandeur, and that in a case where 
strength of imagery was especially called for. 
The reading ó-oxárw may, indeed, seem con- 
firmed by l Cor. xv. 25; but that support is 
rather apparent than real; for there we have no 
citation, but only a use of words suggested by, 
and having Py irine to, those of the Psalm; 
and, of course, the image might allowably be 
modified. 

46. The words xal ovdeis—ddyov are to be 
referred to the immediately preceding portion 
from v. 41 —45 inclusive; while the next words, 
ovdi. iroAunos—oixiri, belong not to that por- 
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XXIII. ! Tore ó Incoũ éAáXgoe Tois Sydow xal rois pabn- 
rais aurov, ? Meyor ‘Emi tis Mwüséws xabédpas éxáÜwav 
oí Dpappareis xai oi Papicaios. 3 IIávra ov óca dv elrwow 
upiv [Tnpeiv,] Tnpeire xai t Toieire: 

tion, but to the foregoing one, v. 34—40, and 
Mark xii. 28—34, for which reason, I apprehend, 
Mark chose to place them just after it; though 
i arrangement adopted by Matthew is prefer- 
able. 

XXIII. 1—39. This discourse was, it would 
teem from the parallel passage of Luke xx. 45, 
addressed by our Lord to his disciples, but in 
the hearing of the multitude (mavrós rov Aaov) ; 
and though Matt. places the disciples before tho 
multitude, that is a circumstance which is not to 
be pressed om, since our Lord plainly intended 
what he said to be laid to heart by both cl 
espec. by the multitude, in order to rectify their 
misconceptions of the true nature of their reli- 
gion, to lessen their partiality for the Pharisaical 
teachers, and to loosen their prejudices against 
the Gospel. But it was addressed also to the 
disciples, inasmuch as even these would need 
the cautions, and benefit by the instructions now 
given. Thus to the former class it was highly 
necessary, and to the latter highly beneficial 
by the disciples is meant mof the less in- 
structed of them, to the exclusion of the Apos- 
tles, as Origen and Maldon. suppose, as though 
they would not need the lesson here read; for, 
alas! the most instructed and the best inclined 
of men need such cautions and admonitione, that 
their eyes may not be dazzled by worldly pomp. 
Accordingly, to the disciples in general our Lord 
here addresaes himself, since the period was fast 
approaching which would try them in the furnace 
of temptation, when one would fall away, and 
many waver. It was prob. from viewing the 
matter in this light, that Matt. bere places the 
multitude first, and that Mark con & to 
the multitude: though Tisch., by cancelling the 
avrots, from four MSS. only, goes far to destroy 
the reference. And yet the è transitive in 
Luke, and the tore, which serve to fix the time 
of the address as just after the above discom- 
fiture of the Pharisees thereupon, ought to have 
shown him that a direct reference was indiepen- 
sable, since a new section commences. Although 
much of the matter of this discourse is to 
found in the eleventh chapter of Luke and other 
portions of that Gospel, yet there is no reason to 
pore but that it was delivered all at once, as 
Luke narrates it, and at the very period here 
sasi , towards the closing scenes of our Lord's 
ministry; though there is no reason why we 
should not suppose that parts of this discourse 
2 have been brought forward on other and 
earlier occasions. 
2 iwl rie M. xab. ixd@icav] ‘they have 

seated themselves, do sit (Aorist of custom) in 
Moses’ seat, viz. by being the authorized ez- 
pounders of the Law delivered to them by him 
rear ake See Exod. ii. 13—26. Deut. xvii. 

3. Tnpsip—ArottiTi]. The reading here is dis- 
puted. Very many MSS., both uncial and cur- 
sive, including nearly the whole of the Lamb. 
‘and Mus, copies, have iá»: while MSS. B, D, 

kata 6é Ta Épya avTav 

L, Z, and three or four cursive ones, with the 
Vulg. and other Versions, and some early Fathers, 
as iren. and Euseb., omit the rnpetv, which is 
cancelled by Fritz., L., and T., who also, for 
Tnpetre kai mors, read woujoare kal Ty- 
pstre—authority quite insufficient, espec. con- 
sidering that internal evidence draws two ways. 
T yosiv may have arisen from a marginal or in- 
terlineary scholium; but it was more probably 
removed by certain critical revisers, who either 
stumbled at the construction with the Jnfin. 
which, however, is quite authorized), or who 

thought it involved pleonasm. Besides, the 
weighty authority of the Peach. Syr. and Sahid. 
Versions, with Ephr. Syr. and Isid. (who retain 
the Infin., though they carelessly read woceiv) 
confirms the genuineness of the word, espec. 
considering that my suspicion as to the origin 
of the alteration is strengthened by the fact, that 
Chrys, Ephr. Syr., and Hilary, thought fit to 
remove the fancied in another way, viz. 
by putting out the words rnpeire «al, as did 
othérs (we may infer from a few ancient MSS.) 
by removing xai morîra. As respects the read- 
ing woo. kal tnp., that rests solely on B, L, 
Z, and three or four cursives, and arose, I sus- 

t, from the same cause as the former, namely, 
m critical alteration. IlIoufcare« was intro- 

duced from their supposing that the Aor. form 
was more suitable, q. d. ‘Get it done,’ as in John 
ii. 5, 6 rs d» Adyn Univ TroiícaTs. But that 
was no sufficient reason, for the phraseology of 
John is no rule for that of Matt. Besides, the 
occurrence of woistre in the same sentence ex- 
cludes it here. As to the change of position in 
rnp. and r., the quarter from which it proceeds 
leaves little reason to doubt that s also arose 
from critical alteration, though one involving no 
improvement, for thus the words xai rnp. would 
be useless; whereas, according to the usual posi- 
tion, the second term ie intensive, q.d. ‘mind 
and observe them,’ so mind as to observe. Comp. 
John xiv. 21, ó iyo» rae ivroÀás mov kal 
tnpa@y, where we have another combination of 
npety with another term, and both so rare, as 
elsewhere not easy to be found. The wdyra 
here must oe taken with the limitation suggested 
by the context (as in Col. iii. 20. 22. Ephes. v. 
24); i.e. all things which they read from tho 
Law and the Propliets, and whatever they taught 
agreeably thereunto. Bp. Warburton, in an able 
Sermon on this text, points out the pisc Ee d 
of this conduct of our Lord, and shows how dif- 
ferent it was from what would have been pur- 
sued by an tmpostor, who had a new system to 
introduce upon one established, but shaken by 
the immorality of its teachers ; who would have 
improved so favourable a circumstance to his 
own advantage. Our Lord, on the contrary, re- 
proves the popular prejudice, and, endeavouring 
to reconcile the people to their teachers, his in- 
veterate enemies —instructs them to distinguish 
between the public and private character of tho 
teacher: showing them that though men who 
‘say, and do not, should not be followed for 
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alukell. uù TroLe?re, Aéyovct yap kal ov [morði] ** Seopevouos yap 
Acts 15. 10. 
Rom. 3. 21— 

38. 
Gal. 6. 13. 
b Supra 6. 

Deut. 6. 8. & 33. 13. 

examples, yet that as ministers of religion, who 
are invested with authority to teach the Law, 
they are to be attended to as instructors, when 
officially enforcing the ordinances of God. 

4. deausvove: yáp] Lachm. and Tisch. read 
é. 6a, from several MSS. (four of them very an- 
cient) and some Versions and Fathers But I 
agree with Fritz. that it was a vain al/eration, 
proceeding from those who were dissatisfied with 
the repetition of yap so soon, and who intro- 
duced è instead, fom their not perceiving the 
close connexion of thought with the preceding, 
which may be thus traced: ‘Do not imitate 
them, (1) because they say one thing, and do 
another; in other words, do not perform them- 
selves what they enjoin on others; (2) because 
the heavy burdens they bind on others they 
themselves shrink from.' I have pointed accord- 
ingly. By these $opría we are to understand 
the heavy burdens of the Law (comp. v. 23), 
which they strictly enjoined on others, but did 
not themselves undertake to observe. Comp. 
Rom. ii. 21 —23. 
— Tq ba daxTirAe—xivjca:] i. e. so far from 

taking upon their own shoulders the burdens 
which they lay on those of others, they will not 
even stir them with their own finger-ends, —a 
proverbial expression alike simple and forcible, 
of which the literal sense is, * will not stir them 
with the finger of theirs, i.e. with the /fore- 
finger, as in moving a light package. The forced 
contrast, unauthorized emphasis, and the pressing 
on the sense of certain terms, here adopted by 
several later Commentators, as Maldon. and Bp. 
Jebb, are fanciful and injudicious. The only 
real contrast existing in the words is, as in the 
verse preceding, between saying to others, and 
not themselves doing; the being severe in en- 
forcing duties on others, and mild in requiring 
them of themselves. Whether avTrév be here 
read, or aurwy (for which there exists strong 
authority), the whole turn of expression conveys 
& strong reprobation of their own non-observance, 
as though they had not even made a beginning at 
prrtiing wani they so magisterially enjoin on 
others. I entirely agree with Calvin in think- 
ing, that our Lord does not here accuse the Pha- 
risees of tyrannically oppressing the souls of 
priest-ridden devotees by unjust laws; nor, 
although, as we find from other passages, they 
had introduced many vain rites and ceremonies, 
does our Lord touch on that offence here, be- 
cause he is on this occasion onlv comparing right 
doctrine with life and conversation unsuitable to 
high profession. Consequently, the burdens here 
spoken of cannot be human traditions or ob- 
servances, but the severe requisitions of the Law 
(called *a heavy burden,' in reference to human 
infirmity as to the bearing of it), whicL they 
rigidly exacted from others, but did not them- 
selves observe even in the mildest form. In 
short, what is here said is merely a carrying out 
of what was said on the verse preceding (see 
Rom. ii, 21—23). In the use of the expression 

dopría Bapéa xal 6vafBáarakra, kal érvriÜéaatv érri rove duovs 
TOv avOpwrov TQ O6 Saxtirp taitav ov Oédover xiwiíjcat 

12,616. aurd. P Ilávra 5¢ rà épya aùrâv towvct Tpós To OeaPivat 

here dvef. goptia, with which comp. Diog. 
Laert. vii. 5, 4, abros povos ĉúvaraı Bacrdcat 
Zúvævos poprioy, there is reference to the rigour 
of riluality to be expected from men who, as we 
nd from v. 23, observed the letter, to the neglect 

of the spirit, of the Law. Though even of iteelf 
it was, as Peter says, Acts xv. 10, ‘a yoke which 
neither — nor their fathers were able to bear." 
However, the words xai óvcf. are absent from 
] uncial and 2 cursive MSS., with the Syr. and 
Ital. Versions, also Iren. and Ambr., and are can- 
celled by Tisch. ; but wrongly. They were, I 
suspect, merely omitted by the negligence of 
scribes in those 3 MSS., and I find them in all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies. Their abeence from 
those Versions probably arose from their seeming 
to be superfluous. Hence in Luke xi. 46, the 
term fjapía is dropped, as also in l or 2 MSS. 
here. In a case like this, respecting the omis- 
sion of words, neither Versions nor Fathers have 
much weight. We can hardly suppose the 
words introduced from Luke, because thero 
would be no reason for such being done. It is 
true that the words Bapéa xal are introduced in 
the of Luke; but it is only in a few 
MSS., and no Vers. or Father. Most improbable 
is it that they should Aere have been introduced 
into all the MSS. except three. Their antiqui 
is strongly attested by their presence in the Ital. 
Vers. in one copy, the Sahid., and the Vulg. 
Version, in, 1 believe, all its copies, certainly in 
the Lamb. one, of the seventh century. Lachm., 
I find, with a prudence unusual to him, re- 
tains it. 

5. Calv. well draws the connexion, by showing 
that what is here said is a carrying out of what 
was just before said as to the doctrixe and the 
life not corresponding, q. d. * Whatsoever they 

perform which has a semblance of good, it has 
but one end and aim,—to ingratiate themselves 
with men.' Accordingly, our Lord does not here 
— to the disparagement of the rites of the 

w. He does not even censure the wearing of 
the phylacteries, or the fringes, but the doing it 
ostentatiously, by making them very large. These 
phylacteries, or prayer-fillets (strips of parch- 
ment inscribed with texts from the Old Test. 
which the Jews bound around the forehead and 
left wrist or arm, while at prayers, see Josephus, 
Ant. iv. 8, 13), took their rise from a literal in- 
stead of a spiritual interpretation of Deut. vi. 8. 
Num. xv. 38. That these were, as the Com- 
mentators inform us, also regarded as amulets, 
or charms to preserve from evil, may be ve 
true; but when they, including Mr. Alford, 
would hence deduce the same tiself, we may 
hesitate; for that may better imply that they 
were thereby reminded to keep the Law; the 
word literally signifying preservatives. So Plu- 
tarch gives this name to the Roman bullo around 
the necks of youths, aud accounts for their use 
on the same principle. Moreover, as the «pac- 
weéa just after mentioned are, in Numb. xv. 38, 
enjoined to be worn for a memorial, who can 
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trois áyÜpaxrows. mharúvovci è Tà $vXaxríjpia avrÀv, Kal peya: 
A/vovuct TA Kpdotreda TOV ipaTiov avrQwv È © didoval $ TE THY eMerkis. 
mpwroxdiciay èv Tois Oeimrvow, xai Tas mpwroxabedpias èv rais Luke}. & 
ouvaryaryais, 7 Kal TOUS aotracpovs èv tais ayopais, kai ra- $ John 9. 

AciaÜas trò TrÀv àvÜporreov paBBi, paBBi. 9 "Tels 56 pÀ rn- 
Ore paBBi. “els ydp otw tyov ó t xabyynris, [ó Xpuróc: d James 8. 1. 

1 Cor. 3. 4 , 

Távres 66 Üpeis aderAgol cre. ?° Kal marépa uù xadéonre exa. 1.6. 

doubt that the $vXaxr. were considered in the 
same light P The cancelling by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., of rev luariwy, on the authority of 
only four MSS. (to which I can only add Mus. 
17,470), with the Vulg., Ital., and Sahid. Vers., 
argues t want of judgment. The words were 
more likely to be omitted by accident in so few 
MSS., than to have been introduced into all the 
rest from Matt. ix. 20. xiv. 36. xxiii. 5. Mark 
vi. 56. Luke viii, 4]. Besides, if thought ne- 
cessary there, why not here ? 

6. dirovel re thy xper.] Lachm. and 
Tisch. read did. dé 7. Tp., from B, D, K, L, A, 
and ll cursive MSS. (I add 3 Lamb. and 
5 Mus. copies, all of ancient text), which 
may be the true reading, for this use of the re 
as a conjunction no where occurs in the Evan- 

lists. But it may be an alteration introduced 
b the purpose of bringing in the usual particle 
$i, as in the case of three or four others occur- 
ring in the MSS., as xal $1X.—4A. yap, which 
must discountenance this. Why should we not 
suppose that the re conjunctive is once used in 
the Gospels? The overwhelming preponderance 
of external authority (in a case where MSS. are 
peculiarly strong), confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 

ers., proves that the word is sof, as Mr. Alf. 
pronounces, corrupt. 
By wpwrox. is meant the chief place at table 

during meals, i. e. with the Jetes the middle place 
on euch couch of the triclinium ; and by zpero- 
xaBedpla: a little after, the chief seats, namely, 
those appropriated to the sexiors and the Rabbis, 
or literati, who sat immediately under the desk 
of the reader, and consequently facing the con- 

tion. 
"Eio. In these three verses there is essen- 
tially the same sentiment, but with somo varia- 
tion of terms,—resorted to in order to favour the 
repetition ; which is meant to give energy to an 
earnest warning against the assumption, on the 
one hand, or the admission, on the other, of 
such a sort of absolute domination as that as- 
sumed by the Scribes over men, without autho- 
rity from God. It is only meant, therefore, to 
warn them against that unlimited veneration for 
the decisions of men, or implicit reliance on any 
human teacher, which was so common among 
the Jewish devotees. Such being the Ppr 
this passage cannot be sup to forbid Chris- 
tian teachers bearing such accustomed appella- 
tions as appertain to superiority of office, of sta- 
tion, or of talent; but only supplies an admoni- 
tion not to ase them as the Scribes did, for the 
purposes of pride and ostentation, and to exer- 
cise a spiritual tyranny over the faith and con- 
sciences of their Christian brethren, or pretend 
to such infallibility and supreme authority as is 
due to Christ alone. See more in a master] 
Sermon of Bp. Warburton, vol. ix. pp. 190—206. 

The three terms here employed, PaBBi, TacTp, 
and «any. were appellations ordinarily assumed 
by, and given, to their principal Teachers; and 
not only all three were sometimes employed, but 
each twice; which is alluded to in the preceding 
verse. 

8. uh xAn0.] i. e. * do not affect to be called,’ 
seek to bear the title. As respects the next 
word, for xa@nynris, Fritz, Tisch., and Alf. 
read d&:daoxadto. (from MS. B and many cur- 
sives, to which I add Lamb. 1178, and 3 
Scriv. MSS., but no Mus. copies collated by 
myself): while Matth., Griesb., and Lachm. 
retain xaĝny., which I still continue to do, for 
interna] evidence ie quite against &idácxaXos, 
inasmuch as, if we suppose it to have been 
the — one, how are we to account for 
xaÜ y. having found its way into all the copies 
except a eid udi dud Whereas, sup- 
posing xa@rry. to have been the original reading, 
we may easily account for the introduction of 
é:ddox. from a marginal gloss. This, indeed, is 
placed beyond doubt by Zonar. Lex. in v., where 
xabnynrns is ined by &ióácxaAos. The 
term occurs, I believe, only in Plutarch, p. 667, 
B. 327. E. Sext. Empir. adv. Phys. 1. 360. 
Numen. ap. Athen. p. 313 D., all of them 
writers later than the time of St. Matthew. 
Hence its explanation, and éé. would form 
its appropriate gloss. How the word «a0. came 
to be used in the present passage, it is difficult 
to say, for it never occurs in the Sept., nor in 
the Apocryphal writings, and consequently it 
was not Alexandrian Greek. It seems to havo 
been a term of the Provincial Greek of Syria 
and Asia Minor, such as Plutarch elsewhere 
occasionally employs. At any rate, there is here 
no case for change. The words just after, 6 
Xpiorós, have internal evidence rather against 
than for them. They are sot superfluous, as 
Jackson says, but they may be dispensed with ; 
and whether they were originally there, or intro- 
duced from v. 10, is doubtful. But, considering 
that the authority for their exclusion is but slen- 
der, and that almost all the MSS. supplying that 
evidence are of one class, Í do not feel warranted 
in doing more than bracketing them. 

9. kai waripa—ixi ris yn) Supp. riva 
so that ùu. may belong to TaTépa. nder: 
‘Style no one on earth your Father (i.e. spi- 
ritual Father); for One [oniy] is your Father, 
even he [who] is in heaven. The ovpauios, 
instead of i» ois ovpavois, adopted by Tisch. 
(not Lachm.), from B, L, and four ancient cur- 
sives, is evidently a critical alteration, and that 
suggested by Matt. vi. 14. 26. 32. xv. 13. xviii. 
35. The very same tampering took place, and 
has been received by the same Editors, supra v. 
48, though there on much stronger authority ; 
in which case the critical sagacity of Fritz. pre- 
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served him from this lapse; while Griesb. there 
places on a footing of equality, what he here 
omits even to notice—though added in the next 
Ed. by Schulz. In both es the Pesch. Syr. 
Vers. establishes beyond doubt the kigh anti- 
quity, at least, of the text. rec. The other read- 
ing may have sprung from the licence of trans- 
lators, as well as from the emendandi 
of Critics. Here, however, all the Versions (in- 
cluding the Sahid.) except the ignoble Ethiopic, 
defend the text. rec. The reading óucv 6 
watip, edited by Lachm. (not Tisch.), from B 
and 5 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1192, 
1193, of the 8th century), and Scriv. x, is a very 
ancient reading; but, I suspect, fabricated for 
the sake of matching the position of the pronoun 
at the verse — 

10. xa85yrnTaí] In the use of this term there 
seems a peculiar force, denoting a spiritual guide. 
One may best see why the term was here used 
by turning to Rom. ii. 19—21, where the Apos- 
tle touches on the very same class of persons who 
are here had in view by our Lord, as dény. 
Tuy, Taibsvr. &dpovov, Qidáck. vnriw», 
thus presenting specimens of the high-flown ap- 
pellations which the Rabbis affected, and of 
which oényos is placed first as being the highest 
title. Instead of the former xaÜ05y. here, one 
would have expected a Hebrew term to corre- 
spond to pagi, at v. 8. But there is none at 
v. 9 to correspond to maripa. And yet that 
in the former verse our Lord used the term NIN 
can scarcely be doubted ; and that he used some 
Syro-Chald. term correspondent to xa®syynrhs 
is very probable. It might be the w, Mar, 
said, by Dr. Bland, to be used by the Babylo- 
nian Jews, just as 33 by those of Judæa : but 1 
cannot find any authority for this, or for the ex- 
istence of the word. e best clue to the term 
is the Syriac term used in the Posch. Syr. Vers., 
namely, NIT, a subst. formed from the Partic, 

t Aphel, and used to express odnyds at Acts 
Mie Rom. ii. 19, &ióácxaAos at 1 Cor. xii. 
28, and nyovuevos at Heb. xiii. 7. 14. 24. 
Whatever the term was, it was prob. a stronger 
one than 35, just as xa@ry. is a stronger term 
than d:édox., for I agree with Wyttenb. on 
Steph. Thes. Ed. Par. in v., that xa@ny. was a 
more honourable appellation than Qidáox. He 
establishes this on Plut. Moral. p. 70, B, and 
827, B (where Aristotle is called the KaðnynTÀs 
of Alexander the Great), and 71, C, where I 
wonder that the Editor of Plutarch should have 
missed a more decisive proof in his own author, 
Prec. Conjug. T. vi. 548, Reisk., "Avep, ávdp 
ov po bool xabnynris Kai diXOaodos xal 
éidacxadoe Tw kaAAÍa Twv kai OtioráTwy. 

In the next words there is no little variation 
of reading, though only as to position of words. 
B, D, C. 1, and one other MS. have dre xa. 
ju. oriy els, which is adopted by Griesb., 

a 

125"(gr,e è voce éavròv, trarewwOyocerar xal 
Gorisſs TaTrewocet éavróv, inpwOncerat 

13% Quai dé buiv, l'paupareis xai Gapicato, vrokpvrat ! Ste 

Lachm., and Tisch. The other variations are 
six or seven. Accordingly, this is no case to 
warrant change. Mr. Alford. indeed, asks, ‘ what 
authority there is for the text?’ But the an- 
swer is ready, namely, all the MSS. except about 
fourtecn, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Sahid. Versions: besides, the reading bas inter- 
nal evidence of genuineness, which, added to the 
overwhelming external authority, makes its ge- 
nuineness indubitable. Accordingly, I cannot 
affix any mark of doubt to it. 

ll. cra.) By Hebr. for £crw, which, in- 
deed, has place in several ancient MSS., but is 
a manifest gloss. "Eorat: iuc» didxovor, Eu- 
thym. explains as standing for rawe:vovcOw. 
Our Lord then points out the reward of this 
humility, and expresses it in a form of speaking 
employed by him on two other occasions, namely, 
Luke xiv. 11. xviii. 14, and which appears to 
have been a proverbial one as respects matters of 
this world (thns something like it is frequent in 
the Jewish Rabbinical writers, and not rare in 
the Classical): but it is here applied to the great 
concern of salvation. It was so used repeatedly 
by our Lord, as inculcating one of the leading 
doctrines of the Gospel, and because it was, from 
the infirmity of human nature, necessary to be 
freq. inculcated : and, — what had re- 
cently occurred in the case of some of the 
Drac Apostles, it was highly seasonable. 

ence it is, that, in expressing the bleesing that 
attends on humility, our Lord prefixes the con- 
verse by wav of warning. 

13, 14. ese verses are tran. d in the 
common text and most of the MSS. ; but are 
placed in the — order in the best MSS. 
(including nearly all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
with the further support of several Versions, 
Fathers, and early Editions ;—which order has 
been approved, with reason (considering that the 
series of denunciations commences better with 
v. 14), by all the most eminent Commentators, 
and has been restored by Wets., Matth., Griesb., 
Fritz., and Scholz. Ver. 13 is not found in some 
dozen MSS. of the Alexandrian recension (not, 
however, including any of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), with some Versions and Latin Fathers, 
and is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. But 
there is no sufficient reason for rejecting it. It 
should seem that the text above adopted presents 
the irse order, which may probably have been 
accidentally changed, bv the eyes of the tran- 
scribers being carried from the first ovai dài — 
umoxpitral! to the second, whereby the words 
bri xaTtaÜiers —xcxpiua were omitted, —and 
afterwards inserted, either by the scribes (on per- 
ceiving their mistake), or by the revisers, but in 
the wrong place. To turn from words to things; 
the portion thus introduced presents a most im- 
pressive apostrophe (in force and energy unsur- 
passed by any elsewhere to be found), in whick 
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karegÜiere Tas oixlas TOv ynpav, [xai] r 
evyopevov 81d ToÜro AijreaÓ0e mepiocórepov Kpipa. 
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ceu AKPA Trpoa- 
14 i Oùa i Luke 1t. 

upiv, Tpappareîs xai Papicatot, vmorpirai! Öri kXelere THv 
BaciXeíav T&v ovpavev éumpoaÜcv tæv ávÜperrov. úpeîs yàp 
oux eigépyeoÜe, ode Tos eisepyopévovs adlete eiseàbeîv. 

our Lord addresses the Pharisees as if present 
(though, as appears from v. ], they had now 
withdrawn), against whom he, as it were wearied 
out with their attempts against him, whether to 
take him by force or by guile, sums up all that 
he had already said, or had yet to say, of that 
generation of vipers; denouncing on them an 
accumulation of woes for their complicated vices 
(their hypocrisy, pride, extortion, rapacity, and 
persevering persecution of all. the prophets sent 
to them), and concludes with a solemn prediction 
(awfully fulfilled within that very generation) of 
the destruction of their Temple, and the with- 
drawing of his presence until their final conver- 
sion. 

13. kareore] Of this figurative use of the 
word examples occur frequently in the Gre-k 
Classical writers, as also in the instance of the 
corresponding term in Latin. By olxía« under- 
stand goods, property (equiv. to Urdpyxovra, as 
Hebr. m3 in Gen. xix. 4), which sense olxos 
often bears in the Classical writers. Both the 
above metaphors are found in Hom. Od. $. 237, 
katidovat Biaiws Olxov 'Oóvacjos. This eat- 
ing up was effected by various subtle artifices, 
well opened out by Lightf. By pretensions to 
extraordinary integrity and piety, they induced 
persons to commit to them the disposal of their 
property, as executors and guardians ; or '' creep- 
Ing into widows’ houses, devised various means 
of enriching themselves, either by laying under 
contribution widows, whom they had made de- 
votees (co Jos. Ant. xvii. 2. 6, it is said iro 
5 peront): or by manæuvring with the 
children to deprive the widow of pert of her 
dowry, for some return either in band, or in ex- 
pectation.” See ar 
— wpopace] ‘by a pretext [of religion], 

but in reality as a mask to conceal avarice. 
Comp. Phil. i. 18, elre mpop. sire ddnBeia. 
This absolute construction of wpoddoe: (in 
which the purest Class. writers use mpópacw) 
is so rare, that, besides the parallel passage of 
Luke, I know of no other example, except in 
Thucyd. vii. 13, iw’ adroporiae wpopdcat, 
&Típxovrai, — where, from ignorance of the 
idiom, Arnold and Poppo have construed rpo- 
dace: with avrou.; and others, to avoid the 
absurdity of sense resulting, pro various con- 
jectures baseless and uncalled-for (see my note 
there). To prevent misconception, I have there 
pa off the word, and should have done so 

, but that I have t doubts as to tho 
genuineness of the xal before wpod., which in- 
volves what Mr. Alf. calls a harsh construction ; 
though, in reality, it is no construction at all. 
The word is absent from MS. D and almost all 
the ancient Versions. Mr. Alf. seems inclined 
to think the words xai wpodace: uakp. T poa- 
tuxònevot inserted without alteration from the 
passage of Mark. But for that there is only the 
authority of one cursive MS. Hence I should 

rather suspect that it is the xal only that is not 
dien. and i doub. not — — inserted 
rom the el passages of Mark and Luke, 
where it — pace though the corrupt MS. D 
rejects it there, but retains it here! 
By weptocorspoy xpíua is meant ‘an ex- 

traordinary, peculiarly severe judgment.’ 
14. wAeleve—épwp. T. áyÜp.] A less pure 

Greek, though a stronger expression than the 
Class. dwoxXeiers Tous áyÜp. would have been, 
the sense being, * ye shut the door in the face of 
the persons entering. In the corresponding 
words of the go of Luke, a different, but 
not less forcible, metaphor is used, there being 
in flpars jv kAsida THe yvwoews an allusion 
to the action of locking a door against persons, 
and effectually preventing their entering a place 
by taking away the key, so that no others shall 
give them entrance. The sense (casting off the 

te) of the conjoint metaphor is, that, by 
ing away the means of attaining to the true 

knowledge of the Scriptures (locking them from 
the people) by their false interpretation, they 
have cut off all access to the kingdom of heaven, 
by hiding the knowledge of Christ in God. Such 
is the sense aseigned by the most judicious Ex- 
positors; though there are not a few false inter- 
pretations from others, among which may be 
reckoned that of certain ancient Fathers, who 
tako ‘the key of knowledge’ to mean Christian 
Jaith ; as if that were ever in their keeping and 
charge, which surely was not the case. Mr. Alf. 
pronounces that it does not mean the key of 
knowledge (the admitting to know), but know- 
ledge itself, the simple interpretation of Scrip- 
ture,——thus rendering tbe important term key 
nugatory, and making the sense too feeble to 
match with the strong metaphor conjoined with 
it. But why should there sot be a Genitive 
of reference (signifying ‘as to’) or purpose, 
q. d. ‘ the key for obtaining and imparting know- 
ledge, as in the case of Bdwricoua usravoías 
in Mark i. 4. Of course, the key itself is the 
Scripture properly interpreted, especially as it 
pointed at the Messiah, and not made of none 
effect by their traditions. Yet, instead of wsing 
this key for themselves and the people, they 
did all they could to take it away, make it as 
if non-existent, as to the people; which amounts 
to wha* is expressed in this passage of Matthew. 
This use of the Genit. is not unknown in our 
own language. Thus Mr. Locke observes most 
truly, Those who are accustomed to reason 
have got the true key of books ;" of course mean- 
ing the key for obtaining the knowledge contained 
in books: Reason there corresponding to Revela- 
tion in the passage of the Evangelist. Nor is this 
use quite unprecedented in the Classical writers, 
e. gr. Pindar, Pyth. viii. 1, 8, $iXóqpor 'Acvxía 
—Rovdav Te kal *oXíuav ixyoica xXatdas, i. e, 
‘having the keys for opening out counsels and 
war,’ developing the things both of peace and war. 
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15 Oval tpiv, Tpapparets kal Dapicator, vrorpirai! Gre mepi- 
dyere tiv ÜáXaacav Kal thy Enpay, trovjoat Eva tmrpoondvToy 
kai Gray yevntat, moreîre aùròv viov yeévuns ÓvrXorepov. opàv. 
16k Qual vpiv, óðnyol Tupo, ot Néyovress “Os àv opoon èv TO 
vað, oU6év éstri 0s È àv opoon v TQ ypvaQ Tov vaob, opei- 
Net.—17 Mopol kal tudrol! tis yap peilwov éotiv, 6 xypvoos, 7) 
ó vaós 6 ayiafwy TOv ypucov ;— 8 xai bs day opoon ev TO 
Üvciac Topic, ovdev orur ôs 8 ày apoon èv TO Swpy TQ érávo 
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k Bupra 15. 
14. & 5. 83, 
94. 

9 A 9 f 

1 Erod 9. QUT LÀEL LE OU, ode 19! Mopol xal rudroi! ti yap petlov, TO 
Sadpov, ?) Tò Ovovacrypioy Tò ayialov to Sapov; ?9'O obv 
ópócas év TQ Ovoiactnpiw ouvver dv adte@, kal èv Tact Tos 

miKingss €7ava aùroð ?l™ kal 6 Ouócas èv TO vao ouvie v auto, 
1 hro».&.1. va] éy TQ * xaroucjcayr, aùtóv — 1? " kal ó Guooas év TQ obpavo 
D Supra 5. 

aurov. 

15. wepidysere—Enpay] A proverbisl and 
hyperbolical mode of expression, denoting the 

test activity to bring about any object. The 
zeal of the Jews for proselyting is attested by 
various parts of the Class. writers (see Hor. Sat. 
i. 4),—insomuch that it ir a to be at length 
forbidden by legislation. The va, which is em- 
hatic, signifying ‘even one,’ confirms what we 
nd from various passages of Jos. and Philo, that 

such a proselyte as is here characterized (mean- 
ing a proselyte not ‘of the gate,’ but ‘of righteous- 
nees'—8s0 alied ehe undertook the performance 
of the whole Jewish Law with all its observances) 
was a rare acquisition. 
— vló» yeivyns) Meaning, by Hebraism, one 

who by his character belongs to Gehenna as his 
rt or portion, i. e. is reserved for hell (see v. 
). A use of vids like that of the Hebr. 13, b 

which persons are called the sons of that whic 
marks their condition. So ] Sam. xx. 31. 2 Sem. 
xii. 5, vlós Oavarov, MO n ‘devoted to death.’ 
In àwwAóTipov uwv we have a very unusual 
idiom, by which (besides the extreme rarity of 
ır À. in the Comparat.) the Genit. stands for ¥ 
and a Nomin., as in ppian, Pref. 8 10, exeun 
é:wdcorspa tovrey, and Just. Mart. C. Tryph. 
p. 21. 5, dswAdtrspov vucw PrYaodnpovew ele 
TÓ dvoua avrou. 

17. uwpol xai] The words are not found in 
five MSS. and the Vulg. Vers., and are cancelled 
by L. and Tisch.,—most unjustifiably, since to 
overwhelming external authority for them, con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers., is added the 
strongest internal evidence, considering that no 
reason can be imagined why they should have 
been introduced, but a ready one why they 
should have been excluded, namely, to prevent 
what might be thought a needless repetition of a 
very harsh term. As to the use of the term 
itself, its force need not be on, any more 
than that of the adpwy, in ] Cor. xv. 36, since 
it might only be meant to signify misjudging, as 
in Matt. vii. 26, and oft. in Class. writers, where 
it is hardly ever used as a term of severe re- 
roach. The nearest approach to it is in Eurip, 
ed. 61, œ upos, Aristoph. Nub. 398, à epi 

cù xal BexxeoéAnve, very similar in tho turn of 

opie, dv TH ÓÜpóvo ToU Geod, kal év TQ xaÜnuévp émávo 

tbe expression to this of the Evangelist, where, 
however, must be meant something not intellec- 
tually weak, but morally wrong, as in /Elian de 
Provid. p. 1052, of the Var. Hist, Zò ài Adyace 
avToUe (scil. Osos) ui) ui» Tpocíytiv, c 
ups. As respects the accumulation involved 
in vool added to popoi, that tends to make 
the expression the more pointed, as in Soph. 
(Ed. T. 371, rupAds yap el, tov TE vovv Tá Te 
óuuara. But m the case the moral 
blindness was self-induced, and the reproach bad 
been more severe, as being well merited ; and 
when we consider from whose lips it proceeded, 
even those of unerring Wisdom, fully compe- 
tent to discern wickedness, and supreme autho- 
rity empowered to reprove it, we shall see that 
such language by no means runs counter to 
e injunction laid down by our Lord, Matt. v. 

21. If xacoixfjc. be, as it undoubtedly is, on 
the strongest evidence, including almost all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, the true reading (the 
ordinary one being, we may suppose, eitber a 

thereon, or an alteration for (e purpose of 
tter matching the participle xaÜnuéro in the 

next verse), it will not follow that the common 
rendering and that of all the English Versions, 
* Him who dwelleth,' is to be disapproved. B 
Jebb, indeed, renders, * hath dwelt ; which would 
seem confirmed by the circumstance, that God 
had mot dwelt in the Temple since the time of 
the captivity. But it may be doubted whether 
that was admitted (as the gist of the ent 
would require it to be) by the Rabbis, who per- 
haps maintained a figurative and spiritual inha- 
bitancy, by his ious present aid and protec- 
tion, espec. as the Temple was Jehovah's house. 
But the question of time may be waved by taking 
this as an Aorist of custom (with Fritz); or 
rather, as put for the Present. So &yrocar in 
John vii. 26; éBaciAcvcars, l Cor. iv. 8, &c. 
— the full sense will be, * hath dwelt 
and doth dwell, equiv. to *dwelleth.' Thus it 
will match with xa@nuéve in the next clause. 
Comp. Ps. ix. ll, WdAare T6 Kupiw te 
xaroiwxouvte dy Ziov, where a few copies 
karounoayrs, and others xaÜnguéro. 
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o 9 ^ e ^ a ^ e e⸗ B ^Ovai ipi», l'oaupareis xal dapuato, wroxpirai! Öri o Loken. 
, m s e a A 4 » b! , á&ToOexaroUTe TO Tjvocuov Kat TO avnOov xai tÒ kUÜpAvov 

M » LÁ à /, ^ , A J i + 4 

kat adnate ta Bapvtepa Tov vópov, T9 Kpiow kai i Tov 
t EXeov xal tiv miot taŬra det moroa Kaxciva pù ad.évas. 

Hoa. 6. 6. 
Mic. 6.8. 
Jer. 33. 15, 
16. 
supra 9. 13. 

?* "O8zryoi tuprol: oi SwwALovtes TOv kovorra, THY 66 Kadyndov 

23. &voóskaTovTi —xÜiuivov] I would ren- 
der, * ye tithe off (i. e. pay tithes of) the mint, 
and the aniseed, and the cummin ;' for I agree 
with Mr. Green, Gram. N. T. p. 214, that the 
force of the words would be impaired by the loss 
of the pointed enumeration and prominence of 
the petty articles in question, produced by the 
repeated article. As respects the thing itself, it 
is well known from the Rabbinical writers that 
the Pharisees were scrupulously exact in paying 
tithes, even of such insignificant herbs as those 
here specified, as rédvocpov, the gurden mint, 
á&rnOo», dill (on which see Dioscor. iii. 461), and 
KUptwov, cummin, a di bly pungent herb, 
and so little esteemed, that it was proverbially 
employed to express * worthlessness. That the 
above are only meant as of insignificant 
herbs, is plain from Luke having ‘ mint and rue,’ 
with the addition of xai wav Adyavoy. Our Lord, 
it must be observed, does not censure them for 
paying tithes of these herbs ; but, after perform- 
ing these minute observances, for omitting the 
weightier matters of the Law. This remark ap- 
plies to all the subjects of the woes in this 
chapter, as is plain from the words Tavra ide 
Bono, küxsiya ui) ádiívat. 

To revert to a philological point, it may be 
further observed, that the Article is used with 
the three Nouns following, xpície, &Aeoc, and 
TícTis, by way of carrying on the force already 
conveyed by the Nouns which preceded, —and 
imparting additional energy, by treating these 
three Nouns as strictly used in their most ab- 
stract sense. Otherwise dAzoe would mot have 
had the Article, for 1 know of no other example 
of this use of ZA«os either in the N. T., the Sept., 
or the Clase writers Nay, in James ii. 13, 
£XAeos and «picts are used in the same way as 
here, yct are both without the Article. e 
enumeration of these several particulare, forming 
the weightier matters of the Law, may bring to 
mind the words of the Prophet Micah (vi. 8), 
** And what doth the Lord require of thee but to 
do justice (xpiua), to love mercy (À zov), and to 
walk humbly (i.e. obediently) with thy God 
[viz. by a faithful performance of all his injunc- 
tions] ?^" Parallel to which is an admirable pas- 

of Pind. Olymp. xiii. 6, 11, i» a yap 
Evvopia valet, xaci-yvn- | ral Ta, Bdbpov ro- 
Niev, "Acdadns Aixa, xal uó- i Tpo*ot El- 
páva, Tapia: 'Avðpdo:ı TAoúrov, xpvoeat IIaidee 
2vBovrAov OiuiTos. 
— For +6» £Asov, Lachm. and Tisch. read rò 

feos, from B, D, L, and 4 cursive MSS., with 
Cyr., Epiph., and Chrys. And internal evidence 
would seem to be in its favour, considering that 
the Neuter form was likely to be altered by the 
Scribes into the pure Greek and more usual 
masc. form. The neuter form occurs perpetually 
in the Sept. ; and it is always used by St. Peter 
and St. Jude, and perhaps always by St. Paul. 
As respects St. Matthew, he only uses the word 

ice, and, as in ix. 23. xii 7, he is quoting 

from tbe Sept., and hence would be likely to use 
the neuter, which is far more frequent in the 
MSS. than the Masc. But that is not certain, 
since the Masc. does occasionally occur in the 
Sept, even in the most ancient MSS. Hence, 
since there is here no quotation, we cannot say 
whether St. Matthew would use the Neut., or 
whether the Masc. form,—more probably the 
former; though, as external authority is here so 
slender, J have not ventured to receive it. The 
uestion, however, is, what is the nature of the 
orm ? It may seem to be Hebrew-Greek, or 
what is called Alexandrian ; yet it does not, I 
believe, occur in Joseph. nor in Philo. I sus- 
pect, however, that it was not so much Hebraistic 
and Alexandrian Greek as Provincial, or the 
Greek of common life. And this is confirmed 
by the testimony of Dindorf on Steph. Thes. ed. 
Par. in v., who says be has in his note on Diod. 
Sic. 1. iii. 18, proved that it has often been intro- 
duced by the scribes into ancient and pure Greek 
writers [in place of the Masc. form]. Now were 
the Evangelist a pure Greek writer, this would 
go far to exclude the reading of L. and T. 

After ravra five uncial, and fifteen cursive 
MSS. (also a few of the most ancient Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), insert ĉi, which is adopted by 
Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch. I still continue, 
with Scholz, to exclude it, since internal evi- 
dence is against it. It was more likely to be 
put in by those who, from not perceiving the 
force of the A on (so suitable to such a 
context as this), and fancying that some particle 
of connexion and otherwise (namely, to point 
the reproof) was wanted. But so weighty a sen- 
timent needed no point, and the dignity of the 
Speaker was better consulted by dispensing with 

24. dcuAiorres Tov xøvwra] ' straining out." 
There is here an allusion to the custom of the 
Jews (and also of the Greeks and Romans) of 
passing their wines (which in the southern coun- 
tries might easily receive gnats, and, indeed, 
breed tnsects) through a strainer. See Amos 
vi. 6. The Jews did it from religious scruples 
(see Lev. xi. 20, seqq.) —tbe xwrewv, or cule» 
vinarius, being unclean—tbe Gentiles, from 
cleanliness. On the ratio signif. in à. seo 
my Lex. To make the antithesis as strong as 
may be, two things are selected as opposite as 
possible, the smallest insect and the largest ani- 
mal, Whether there be any allusion, as Mr. 
Alf. supposes, to the uncleanness of the camel, 
may be greatly doubted. That there is a direct 
reference to the comparative size of the two 
creatures, is evident from the context and the 
course of argument. But though both creatures 
were considered unclean, to bring in the allusion 
together with the reference, would occasion the 
figure to become overcharged. Moreover, as 
what ie said is admitted to be formed on a pro- 
verbial form of expression, common to both 
Jews and Greeks, where size is alone considered, 
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Luke 11. 

supra 15. 90. 
Mark 7. 4. 

q Jer. 4. 14. 

MATTHEW XXIII. 25—29. 

95 p O 9 l € ^ r A A Óó ^ e KATATLVOVTES. val Upiv, T'pappareis kai Papısačoi, vro- 
xpirai! Gre nabapivere Tò éEwÜcv Tov mornpiov xai TAS map- 
oidos, éaÜev 5é yépovow ¿E áprayñs rai * à&wias. 28 3 Papi- 
caie Tupé! xabdpicoy mpõTov To évrüg Tov moTnpiov Kal THS 

? \ 3 `~ + ^ , grapo rios, iva yévntat kal Tò ékrós avrOv kaÜapoóv. 
T Luke 11. 
14. 27 t Oval vut», l'paupareis kai Dapicaio, trroxpitai! Gre 

srapopoidtere Taos kexoviapévous, olrives EEwOey prev paivovras 
@patot, éowley Sè yépovow ooréwy vexpav kal máons axabap- 
gias. B Oro xal tpels EEwSev pev daiverOe rois avOparrois 

8 Luke 11. 
47, 45. 

we cannot suppose it to be otherwise here. This 
use of xara ívc, as employed of food, is not 
unusual in the best Class. writers, though only 
in the sense by which we say to bolt down. See 
more in my Lex. in v. A striking instance of 
what our Lord ascribes to the Pharisees, occurs 
in John xviii. 28. 

25. If we adopt here the reading of the text. 
rec., áxpacíae, retained by L. and T., for 
which, however, the far greater of the MSS. 
(including almost all the Lamb. and Mus. copies) 
have &dixlac, which I have received, with Griesb., 
Fritz., and Scholz, we may best, by a considera- 
tion of the context (vv. 27 and 28) explain it to 
mean, what Wickliff assigns as the sense, un- 
cleanness, i. e. lewdness. And so in some MSS. 
and Versions we have áxaÜapaías, from a gloss, 
though one pointing at what has been thought 
the true interpretation. And, indeed, of the 
word so used examples are found in Xen. Cyr, 
viii. 82, and Symp. viii. 27. But, though the 
Pharisees are often accused of injustice, yet it is 
observable that they are no where accused of 
satem , or even luxury: neither, as we 
learn from Jos. Ant. xviii. 1. 3, did they indulge 
even in the latter. After all, however, it ma 
well be thought an open question, as to whic 
of those two readings be the genuine one. And 
when we consider that besides dxpacias there 
are no less than /Aree other readings, &xa0ap- 
días, 7rovnpíae, and THES, which have place 
in some copies more or less ancient, there is 
room for suspicion that these have, together with 
áxpacíae, arisen from a desire on the part of 
the revisers to introduce some term more defi- 
wife than dédcxias. Accordingly, I have thought 
fit still to retain &dixíac, which may be under- 
stood to denote, by a Hebraism, îniguily, or 
wickedness generally, as in Luke xiii. 27, of ip- 
úraı THe ádwk(as. 2 Thess. ii. 12. Heb. viii. 

James iii. 6, 6 xoopos rye ddixias. Heb. 
viii. 12. 2 Pet. ii. 13. And this is confirmed 
by the rovnpias of Luke. 

In £cw04v à yéuover we have a blending of 
the comparison with the thing compared, as in 
Rom. xix. 33, and 1 Pet. ii. 6, the sense, with- 
drawing the figure, being, that their living is 
gained by rapine and injustice. In tbe former 
clause there is an allusion to the washing of 
cups, mentioned in Mark vii. 4, in which, as 
well as in all such washings and oblations as were 
enjoined in their traditions, the Pharisees evinced 

Sixasot, Exmbev Bé peoroi éore trroxpicews xal avoulas. 29 * Oval 
e A A A e @ 9 ^ 

jpiy, l'paupareis kai Dapicaiot, wroxpirai! Öri oixodoueire 

a most zealous observance. The application at 
v. 27 is obvious. 

. Wapopoatere radas xexomautvors] To 
discern properly the force of the comparison, we 
must mark the scope of the allusion, which is to 
the Jewish custom of annually whitewashing the 
tombs of relatives, both by way of beautifying 
them, and in order that their situation might he 
known to the fullest extent abore ground, and 
thue the uncleanness incurred by touching the 
dead, or even any part of their graves or tombe 
(see Numb. xix. Ie. might be avoided. When 
recently whitewashed, the sepulchres appcared 
beautiful outside, but within were noisome, as 
containing nought but bones and corruption of 
every kind, as the next words re nt, where 
éxaÜapcía is used as in the Schol. on Soph. 
Phil who explains the words pdxn fapsiaec 
vonAslas mhia by arawAupenuíva — tis ix 
vócov áxaÜapaías, i.c. pus and bloody mat- 
ter, which was thought to communicate a defile- 
ment to any place. Sec 2 Kings xxiii. 14, comp. 
with Joseph. Ant. xvii. 2. The scope of the 
comparison is pointed by its application at v. 28, 
so that, upon the whole, what has been said is 
meant as a comment on, and justification of, the 
severe term just before employed, —ÀAypocrites. 
In using the expression roye xexoviautve, as 
said of a Pbarisee in the highest place, St. Paul, 
though using what was perhaps a proverbial ex- 
pression to denote a d pui had probably in 
mind this saying of our Lord. 

Finally, there ie no real discrepancy in the 
parallel passage of St. Luke; but only such a 
dissimilarity as arises from difference of pu 
The Pharisees there are represented as being like 
Ta pynpeta Ta adndAa, in reference to the moral 
contagion they spread around them, insomuch 
that persons were unsuspectingly polluted by 
their wickedness, what is in the present passage 
expressed by á&vouía. In the expression T. vna. 
T. nÀ. there is an allusion to those tomba, 
which, for want of whitewashing, had become 
undistinguishable as tombe, in opposition to those 
which Maimonides, touching on tbe above cus- 
tom, calls manifest, èia. 

29. oixodousiTt—kocusiTs] Both the Jews 
and the Heathens alike showed their respect for 
the illustrious dead, by repairing and beautifying, 
and, when n , rebuilding their tombe, and 
also by decorating them with garlands, or other 
ornaments; which is called in the Classical 
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writers areayoca: TÒ» Tádor. See the proofs 
and illustrations in my Rec. Syn. This our Lord 
did not mean to censure, but to expose the 
hypocrisy of the Pharisees in ietending & re- 
spect for the Prophets which did they not, could 
not feel; inasmuch as, while pretending that they 
would not have joined with their forefathers in 
putting them to death, yet they were all the 
time in reality bent on perpetrating the same 
enormities on Him of whom the Prophets spake. 
See Heb. i. 1. 

30. fu:s8a] This reading (for the common 
one fusy) is found in most of the best MSS. 
—— the Lamb. and Mus. copies), in some 

athers, and in the Ed. Princ. ; and was, with 
reason, edited by Matthei, Griesbach, and others 
down to Tisch. 

31. Sore uaprvpeiTs i., &c.] Meaning, ‘ ye 
have the same bloodthirsty disposition as, and 
thus show approbation of, your forefathers’ crimes, 
by pursuing the same course ;’ as it is said in the 

lel passage of Luke xi. 48, apa papTupiîTa 
«ai auvevdoxeite Trois ipyois Tov waripwy 
Vcr, where the or: must not be rendered although 
(as some translate), but has the sense quatenus. 

Thus we see the tnferential force of bore, 
which is as follows : So then [by this conduct, so 
similar to that of your fathers], ye bear testimony 
respecting yourselves, that ye are frue soms of 
your fathers, who murdered the prophets, as it is 
said Matt. xxiii. 37, 'IspovcaAsju, ù Torri- 
»ovca Tove Tpodo:rras. On the force of the 
expreesion Sr: viol iors, &c., see notes on Matt. 
v. 45, and John viii. 44. So the Jews, Joseph. 
Ant. xvii. 11, 2, complaining of the conduct of 
Archelaus, son of Herod I., say, ovx. 'Hpdóov 
yriiaios mierevosro vide. 
a “ere — Tey abel as 

vuv is is justly as an example o 
sronical ——— (not unfrequent in Scripture, 
and occasionally found in the Class. writers), by 
which the persons apostrophized are bid to go 
on in the course they have determined to pur- 
sue, thus leaving them to experience the conse- 
quences of their own wilfulness. So Virg. En. 
iv. 38], ‘I, sequere Italiam ventis secundis.’ 
Comp. infra xxvi. 45. John xiii. 27, 8 morte, 
woingoy Táy:ov, and especially Eccles. xi. 9, 
“ Rejoice, O young man, in thy youth, and walk 
in the ways of thine heart,” &c. It is not a 
simply permissive sense that is ascribed to the 
words, but tromically permissive, nearly equiv. to 
prohibition (such as Servius recognizes in the 

of Virg.), whereby the persons are left, 
and even bid, to do such or such a thing a4 their 
peril; the warning, however, being implied, 
though in the of Eccles, expressed. Thus 
in the of les. the words are followed 
up with this warning sentence, ' but know, t 
for all these thinge God to] bring thee into 

judgment.” Now, certainly, there we have pre- 
diction, only, however, unciative, which is 
not the case here. On this measure unfulfilled, 
see Grot. and Wets., who show that the lan- 

here, as in Gen. xv. 16. Eccles. xi. 9. 
fisd. xix. 9. 2 Macc. vi. 4. 1 These. ii. 16, 

seems to imply that there is a certain height to 
which the sp ur d of mations and individuals is 
permitted b to rise ; and that when that 
measure is full, the punishment is inflicted: also 
that, though the vengeance of the Almighty be 
slow, it is always sure, —compensating for fong- 
delayed vengeance by the severity of the stroke. 
See Plutarch de serà Numinis vindictá ; and 
comp. Jos. Ant. xvii. 9. 5, who, after mention- 
ing a ge enormity of Archelaus in the mas- 
sacre of 3000 persons in the Temple, says it was 
done Grae ÓuvuÜs( e\n pacar THE hic 
lo ciu rn ádixíay. 

. Spac—lysdvav] See iii. 7; and on rie 
yedvuns, see note on ver. 15. éynre for 
PevEecbs; the later writers imitating the Poetic 
idiom of using the Subjunct. for the Fut., genc- 
rally thought a solecism, though defended by 
Fritz. in loc. 

34. did rovro] ‘on which account,’ namely, 
because your state is what I have set forth, since 
e are bent upon filling up the measure of the 

Iniquities of your fathers, and will go on, as 
heretofore, spurning his messengers; ye shall 
not want messengers, nor have any excuse for 
bi sin in rejecting them. In dwocTíAAo we 
ave the use of present for future prophetic, as 

Matt. iji. 10. xxvi. 2, and often. orthy of 
notice is the evident assumption here by our 
Lord of Divine ity, as contained in the 
intimation that the prophets, &c., who should be 
sent to the unbelieving Jews would be sent by 
Aim ; whereas, in the parallel passage of Luke 
xi. 49, our Lord's words are: Aik rovro Ñ 
codía Tov Quoi elwev’ "Avoa sc slc abroie, 
&c., i. e. ‘God in his wisdom said and now saith 
by me,’ viz. as Head of his Church, and espe- 
cially of those legates, the under-messengers of 
the covenant (Malachi iii. 1), to whom are then 

lied those titles that were bestowed by the 
ews on their prophets and doctors of the law, in 

order to intimate the authority from on high, 
with which his messengers, dwooroXo: (so called 
at Luke xi. 49), would be invested to preach the 
Gospel. The term wpopiyrat seems meant 

uliarly of the Aposties, and espec. John, 
eter, and Paul; and by the codoi are to be 

understood those who are in the passage of Luko 
called &sócToAÀo« namely, men full of the 
Holy Ghost, or Divine wisdom, such as Apollos, 
Stephen, and others, who bad pre-eminently the 
Adyos eodías and Adyor yuwoemws. By yoap- 
paTsie are meant the &ióáoakaAo: — to the 
stvayysAcoral spoken of Eph. iv. 11, and 2 Tim 
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iv. 5), euch as Philip the Evangelist, Acts 
xxi. 8. 
— oravpwoere) Though there is no evidenco 

of the crucifirion of any Christian teacher much 
before the destruction of Jerusalem, yet the 
silence of history (so exceedingly brief as it has 
come down to us) is no proof that there were 
none such. 

85. 6v «s Aby id’ ou. ] ‘so that upon you 
should come,’ for Swese here, as oft. elsewhere, 
denotes not intent, but event. Aly. O[x., for alu. 
Tov étxaiwy, as in Lamb. iv. 13, and oft. in 
O. T. The måv is intensive, pointing at every 
instance of blood, ‘the blood of the saints so 
shed, viz in the cause of righteousness. In 
&xyvv. we have the use of Pres. tense to denote 

time past, present, and future, what has been, 
is, and shall be. As respects the Zacharias here 
mentioned, who he is has been the subject of 
much needless discussion: nor can the matter 
be determined with certainty. There is, how- 
ever, great reason to think that he was the 
Zechariah, son of Jehoiada, the particulars of 
whose death are recorded in 2 Chron. xxiv. 20— 
22 (and of whose blood the Jews had a tradition, 
that the stains were never washed away till after 
the Babylonish captivity), espec. considering that 
the circumstances there stated are so consonant 
with the words here used. Thus the of 
the murder agrees substantially with that here 
spoken of, for the Court of the House of the 
Lord there mentioned well designates the place 
in a way—the one here mentioned, in a 

rticular way, since the Ovoraorhpiov, or ‘altar 
for holocausts,' stood in the Court of the Priests, 
and opposite to the entrance to the vacs. When 
Zach. died, he exclaimed: “ The Lord look 
upon [this blood] and require it,’ meaning punish- 
ment at your hands. And similarly it is here 
said, EAOn ip’ úu., of which the sense is figur., 
* come against you,’ i. e. convict you of being its 
cause, in the same way as the blood of Abel, 
murderously shed, cried unto God from the 
ground. nd, although the Zechariah there 
spoken of is called son of Jehotada, yet it was 
not unfrequent among the Jews for the same 
person to be called by two names, as in the case 
of the Apostle Jude, who is called by three dif- 
ferent names. And, considering that this is a 
surname, there is the less difficulty in the above 
supposition, which, indeed, has the support of 
antiquity, since it is found in the scholia of 
several ancient MSS. After all, however, I am 
inclined to suspect that the words viov Bapax. 
were not originally in the Gospel of St. Matt, 
any more than in that of St. Luke; but tbat 
some Scholiast, having in mind Zechariah the 
prophet, the son of Barackiah, and supposing this 

to be (as some modern Expositors have done) 
the same person, added the words in the margin, 
whence they crept into the text: a case which 
has occutred not very rarely in the Old Test. 
I cannot, indeed, confirm this from any direct 
authority, except this, that Moses Choronensis, 
Hist. L. ii. in fin. p. 230, testifies that the ancient 
Armenian Version of Mesrob, formed in the 
early part of the 5th century, had not the words, 
which were not, it seems, in the copies used by 
Mesrob. Moreover, since we learn from Jerome 
in loc, that the Gospel used by the Nazarenes 
had not Bapay., but Jehoiada, it is evident, 
either that Bap. had been altered to Jehoiadah 
(which, however, is scarcely probable, since none 
of our copies have the alteration), or that tho 
words were not in their original copies, but had 
been added by a Scholiast. 
— dy igovsvcars] Meaning, ‘ ye of this na- 

tion,' though not of this generation, implying a 
communion of heavy responsibility. Here tho 
act of their ancestors is imputed to the Jews of 
the then period, because the same blood of the 
rightcous was atill being shed (icxvvomever), 
indeed, the blood of no less than ó Aixatos him- 
self, the Just One, CHRIST, as is said in 1 John 
ii. l. ] Pet. iii. 18, et al. 

36. dri] This has been inserted, from very 
many MSS. together with some Versions and 
Fathers, by Matth., Griesb., and Scholz; but 
not by Lachm. and Tisch. 1 have admitted i 
though in smaller character, because intern 
evidence is rather against it, and I do not find it 
in the Lamb. MSS., nor in the best of the Mus, 
copies. By tavra *ávra (or mávra tavta, 
as L. and Tisch. read, on strong authority, con- 
firmed by the best of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
is meant the judgment for the shedding of that 
righteous blood, which would so soon come upon 
the nation, even before that generation paseed 
away. See xxiv. 34. 

37. Our Lord may here have turned from the 
Scribes and Pharisees to the people at large, 
the better inclined of óxAoi, mentioned at xxiii, 
1, and this Apottropbe- wneqin ice for besuty 
and force—is the more touching from the in- 
finite love and commiseration, mixed with up- 
braidings, it expresses for the Jewish nation 
(ungrateful as it was), now devoted to destruc- 
tion. A day or two before our Lord had 
over Jerusalem: now he groaned over it. By 
the forcible term wocaxis, our Lord points out 
himself to his hearers as the same Saviour who 
had for so many ages borne with their wander- 
ings from him, and their deafness to all the mes- 
sages of mercy sent to them by the prophets; 
and who still invited them, though in vain, by 
repeated calls, to return unto the Shepherd of 
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their souls (1 Pet. ii. 25), implying an assurance 
that he is yet willing, as he is able, to save unto 
the uttermost those who come unto him by faith. 
Thus was it the purpose of Christ to gather the 
whole body of the Jewish nation unto the 
Church of In fact, Christ would, but they 
would not; he was willing to save them, but 
they were not willing to be saved by him ! 

o advert to certain points as respects the 
phraseology; in droxtsivovea, as in éxyuy., 
supra v. $9, we have the use of the Present to 
denote what ie done at all times and habitually. 
In imtovvayaysiv—wripvyas, there is a inter- 
esting domestic metaphor, derived from the habits 
of birds (espec. the ben, or the partridge), and 
affording a strong image of affection and protec- 
tion, such as is found in the tenderest of Greek 
Poets, Eurip., in hie Her. Fur. 71, o? 0 'Hpá- 
xÀziot Wuides OUS UO T T&pOit Lwlw »toc- 
cobs, pris we (not Ss) Upeiuivn, where vd. is 
not Passive, but Midd. Reflex., equiv. to Neut., 
the sense being cowering ; a passage, we may sup- 

, in the mind of Milton when be wrote (Par. 
viii. 350), “ these (the beasts) cowering low 

With blandishment, each bird stoop'd on his 
wing." So also Eurip. Heracl. 10, Tà xelvov 
(read rdxeivov) Téxv' xwv twò Krepots Zoto 
rade. The same image, less developed, is found 
in several of the O. Test., as Deut. 
xxxi. 1. Ruth ii. 12. Ps. xvii. 8. xxxvi. 7. 
lxiii. 7. This passage of the Evang. was, I 
doubt not, in the mind of the writer, whoever 

was, of the Apocryphal book called 2 Esdr. 
i 31: “ I gathered you together as a hen gather- 
eth her chickens under her wings :—but now I 
will cast you out from my face." The writer 
follows the ancient Versions, all except the 
Arabic and all our English translations, except 
that of Wakef., in rendering óp»ie by hen ; but 
why not bird, since other birds are as careful of 
their young as the hen? Moreover, the hen is 
nj — — in the d Test. ; Ti in the 

ew in this passage, and its parallel one in 
Luke. Í would, therefore, render bird. So in 
a passage where there is a similar metaphor, and 
the same verb, Jer. xvii. 11, épavnos miphiE 
(the partridge has cluck'd her brood). — 
(congregat), here the ¿rl means to her. e 
wo occurs in the Sept., but very rarely in 
the Class. writers. 

38. &píerai—£onuos] Lachm. cancels é¢., 
on the authority, slender indeed, of B, L, and 
some Greek Fathers, as he does also in Luke 
ziii. 33, on considerable external evidence, which 
induced Matth., Griesb., and Scholz to do the 
same, as also Tiscb., who, however, retains it 
here. Internal evidence is rather in ita favour, 
since it seems to have been removed by certaiu 
— v a who might deem it superfluous, 

0. 

z Ps. 118. 90. 
supra ?1. 9. 

a Mark 18. 
1 &c. 

Luke 31. 5, 
&c. 

espec. as not found in the of Luke. 
They might also stumble at an inelegant posi- 
tion, and at the absolute construction of ipnpos, 
which, however, is not abe ae elsewhere, 
e. gr. Is. vi. 1], 9 yh xarvadraPOicerar Eprpos. 
Hagg. i. 9, 0 oixós ou éoriy Epnpos. Test. XII. 
Patr. Lev. 15, àià ravra 6 vaos—épnyos &c'Tai. 
Add, too, that the word cannot be dispensed with 
without great detriment, if we suppose, as most 
Commentators are d, a do reference, — 
not, however, as Mr. Alf. thinks, to the Temple 
— ana then to the city secondarily ; but, 
as the best Expositors are of opinion, to the 
country itself (including its metropolis) princi- 
pally, ut also, as included in the city, its great 

oast, its Temple, which must, from the circum- 
stances of the case, be here mainly intended. 
The double reference will well serve to account 
for the use of uuwy, which is, I believe, no 
where else applied to the Temple; when desig- 
nated by olxos, then ‘ it is God's house, in whic 
it pleaseth him to dwell. Under these circum- 
stances, I have retained £pnuos here, and also at 
Luke xiii. 34, though there in brackets. 
— ov ný ne — &c.] I am un 

of opinion that this passage cannot, consistent 
with sound exegesis, or the facts of the case, be 
supposed to intimate a prediction of Christ's re- 
moval from them until the destruction of their 
city ; though that is considered as his ‘ coming" 
very freq. in the next chap. Accordingly, I con- 
tinue, as before, to refer the period of seeing him, 
and his coming, until that which shall precede 
his second coming in triumph to judgment, at the 
end of the world; previous to which as we lean 
from the sure wort of Holy Writ (Rom. xi. 26), 
there will take place a conversion of the Jews, 
and a restoration to their own land. So Chrys., 
Grot., and Kuin.—who, however, strain the 
sense of ax’ pri to make it mean after a while; 
but the comman rendering is unexcep- 
tionable, if taken to mean, as it may, hencefor- 
ward, ‘from this time forward.’ Thus the general 
sense is,‘ You will by no means henceforward 
see me any longer, either as a Teacher, or a 
Saviour offering you redemption, until the time 
shall come (after a long intervening period of 
sore calamities and judicial inflictions) when ye 
shall be ready and willing to turn to the Lord 
(Hos. iii. 4, 5), to look on him whom ye have 
pierced (Zech. xii. 10), —when it shall recognize 
me as Christ your Saviour, and hail my coming 
in the words uttered by the multitudes whom ye 
lately reproved (see supra xxi. 9, and note),— 
even their very words, Blessed be he who comcth 
as Messiah to bring deliverance.' 

XXIV. 1—51. Mark xiii. 1—3. Luke xxi. 
5—36. Our Lord baving thus closed his public 
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ministry on earth with the above awful reproofs 
and impressive predictions, his disciples, as he 
was retiring from the Temple, pon —it seems 
with reference to his words diera: 6 olxos 
Uucwv fpnuoc—to the magnificent buildings of 
that edifice, which was one of the wonders of the 
world. This in the present passage is expressed 
in a general way ; while in those of Mark and 
Luke there is a reference to the parficular points 
of magnificence, which were espec. thought ob- 
jects of admiration, namely, the stones, spoken of 
in Mark and Luke, aud the dvaOjuara of which 
we read in the passage of Luke (where see note). 
As respects the former, the worawai in the pas- 

of Mark verts to their vast size ; and the 
wxaXoits, used by Luke, to their beauty. I have 
on the passage of Mark considered the matter aa 
regards size; as regards beauty, the particular ad- 
verted to in the passage of Luke, the reference 
there is not, I suspect, to the same stones, those 
at the lower part of the fabric, which were in 
some measure foundations to the upper courses, 
and consequently could have no beauty, except 
that of high polish and very close jointings. Hence 
I am inclined to think, that the reference was, at 
least in the words of the passage of Luke, to the 
pillars of the cloisters, which are in Jos. Bell. 
Jud. v. 5. 2, described as 25 cubits in height, 
cach of a single stone of white marble. Now 
these would be objects above all others prominent 
and attracting admiration (éxorAn£i, tho term 
used by Jos.) ; and it is not improbable that by 
moraro Aib. Mark also had reference thereto. But 
the intention of the disciples was not to express 
simply admiration of the edifice, but rather to in- 
timate that they were quite aghast at the ve 
idea of ao noble an edifice being £psuos. Indeed, 
the destruction of the Temple was, in tbe minds 
of the Jews, viewed as coeval only with the end 
of the world, or at least that modification in its 
constitution, which they supposed would take 
place at the coming of the Messiah. 

2. For '1sycove, Lachm. and Tisch. insert 
&*oxpiOsie, from B, D, L, several cursive 
MSS., and the Ital. and Vulg. Versions (unsu 
ported, however, by any of the Mus. and Laub. 
copics),—authority quite insufficient, espec. since 
internal evidence is adverse. The 'Inc. was pro- 
bably cancelled by the Critics for tho pu of 
— — they thought tautology; and then, 
as something was wanting, &aroxpiÜeie was intro- 
duced from the of Mark. The ov just 
after is absent from D, L, and several cursive 
MSS. (to which I add 7 ancient Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS.), together with the Ital and Vulg. Ver- 
sions, —authority scarcely sufficient, espec. as not 
confirmed by tho Pesch. Syr. Vers., nor by in- 
ternal evidence, from its being far less likely to 
have been inserted than removed,—namely, on 
account of its not being pure Greck when used 
with BAéawe interrogatively. Indeed, the où 

used interrogatively rarely occurs in pure Greek 
writers ; but it is found occasionally in the N. T., 
e. gr. John vi. 70. Hence it is clear that Griesb., 
Schule, and Tisch. (1 Ed.), did wrong in re- 
moving it from the text; to which, however, it 
was by Tisch., in his 2nd Ed., restored. The 
word was probably removed because not having 
place in the of Mark. As respects the 
ravra wdvra, edited by Lachm. and Tisch., 
from many uncial and cursive MSS., together 
with almost all the Lamb. and several of the 
most ancient Mus. copies, somewhat confirmed 
by internal evidence,—so very frequent ie the 
variation of position cxisting in the instance of 
those words, that ono cannot pronounce with 
certainty, and there seems no case for alteration. 
The uù before xaraA. is cancelled by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., on the authority of 
nearly all the uncial and very many cursive 
MSS. (to which I add all the Lamb., except 2, 
all the Scriv., and the best Mus. copies), con- 
firmed by internal evidence, from the probability 
of its having arisen by error of scribes from the 
jut) just before. 

ln où uù there is a proverbial, and usually 
ical expression, to denote utter destruc- 

tion,—though here almost literally fulfilled, as 
we learn from Jos. Bell. vii. i. 1, Euseb., and 
the Rabbinical writers. The words ôs où xara- 
AvOjoerac are added for the sake of strengthen- 
ing the affirmation; and in xara. there is re- 
ference to the dissolution of the cement of the 
stones, and the disruption of the iron fastenings, 
soldered with lead, on which see my note on 
Thucyd. i. 93. I have said almost literally ful- 
filled; for Titus did allow three towers and a 
part of the city wall to stand. In like manner, 
though in Hdot. ix. 13, there is used language 
nearly as strong respecting the destruction of 
Athens by the Persians; yet from Thucyd. i. 89, 
it appears that a few portions of the city wall were 
left standing, and a few houses undestroyed. 

3. wore TavTa—alevos;] Meaning, trhen 
shall the events thou hast just foretold come to 
pass, and what shall be the sign of thy coming in 
power to accomplish these things, and, conse- 
uently, bring to an end this present world ?" 

The things in question are manifestly the de- 
struction of the Temple, and the devastation of 
Jerusalem. From the disciples asking our Lord 
both respecting his coming and the end of the 
world, we are warranted in inferring, that, tho 
disciples’ views of these matters being very indis- 
tinct, Christ's coming and the end of the world 
were evente, in their minds, closely connected 
with the overthrow of the Jewish state. Now 
our Lord, in his answer at large, while he fore- 
tels the signs which would precede the destruc- 
tion of the Jewish state, was pleased so to ess 
as to make that event a type of the Day of Judg- 
ment; and adverts to his coming to take ven- 
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geance on the obstinately unbelieving Jews, in 
such terms as would seem more applicable to 
his last coming to judge the world. Such is the 
simplest general view of & somewhat dark sub- 
ject. But owing to the events being not noticed 
distinctly, but intermingled together, there is oc- 
casionalfy no little difficulty in ascertaining to 
which event a particular subject is to be referred. 
Under these circumstances, the principle which I 
long since pointed out of supposing that here, as 
often in the Prophecies of the Old Test., two 
subjects, a primary and a secondary, are carried 
on together, will be the best clue to guide us in 
the interpretation. of this obscure portion of 
Scripture. Amidst much that is perplexed, and 
matter of difficulty to determine, one thing may 
safely be laid down as pretty certain—and of 
some importance, as showing how it came to 

that subjects which seem to stand not a 
ittle apart, should be thus intermingled together 
—and this is, that as the prediction concerning 
the destruction of the Temple arose naturally out 
of the train of passing circumstances, so, it should 
seem, did the awful predictions, in this and the 
next chapter, arise out of the limited tnterrogato- 
ries of the Apostles. But, in the mode in which 
they are delivered, there is not a little which (as 
occasionally in the Prophecies of the Old Test.), 
from being without any marked plan, would seem 
confused and necessarily dark. It is true, that 
the information as to the last advent and general 
judgment, — su ed to the information 
in reply to the disciples’ question, is, as might bo 
expected, ina measure given last (xxv. 31— 
46), and acco ingly is so delivered as to be suffi- 
ciently clear; yet the circumstance of there being 
many allusions to it, in the foregoing matter, 
which chiefly concern the event of the second ad- 
vent to j ent, has occasioned e little ob- 
scurity. Nay, in some passages the predictions 
Sheh regard. dic two advents are so closely in- 
terwoven together, and the expressions and 
imagery are so applicable to the day of judg- 
ment, that a ry sense must necessarily be 
admitted ; as is not unfrequently to be observed 
in the prophetical writings, where two subjects, 
& principal and s subordinate one, are carried on 

er. On attentively reconsidering this sub- 
ject, I am still more of opinion, that (wo cognate 
swyects (each requiring its peculiar mode of in- 
terpretation) are — site in a sort 

rallel j ition throu e greater part o 
?b. ic a A the E advent of Christ at 
the destruction of Je em, and his final advent 
at the last day, to judgment; the two subjects 
being as it were interwoven so as to form one 
web,—though, as might be expected, even thero 
the former event is the prominent subject ; while 
in tbe remainder of the chap. (v. 29—ult.) the 
cont is found to take place; our Lord's 
second advent obtaíning gradually the ascendant, 
the lesser subject becoming absorbed in the 
greater ; unti] towards the close of tbe chap., and 
throughout the next, the second advent of our 
Lord at the last day, and the final judgment im- 
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mediately subsequent to the general resurrection, 
become the sole theme. Accordingly, the answer 
of our Lord to his disciples, carried forward 
throughout chap. xxiv. and xxv., is, as far as 
ranis the latter portion, xxiv. 28—fin. xxv., to 
be regarded as meant not only as an instruction 
in the way of admonitory warning for their use, 
but for the benefit of all succeeding generations 
of true believers, till the scene. the subject 
of these prophetical declarations, shall take place. 
I need scarcely add that, as to any obscurity re- 
specting the exact time of Christ's second coming, 
that ought ever to be ascribed to the only true 
cause, —our Lord's Divine wisdom, both in im- 
parting, and in withholding information. He was 
pl to give his hearers, and his disciples of 
every age, information sufficient to guard them 
from the error of supposing the day of the Lord 
to be near at hand, and the peril of not looking 
forward and ing it by due preparation, as 
near at hand. See 2 Tim. ii. 13. 2 Pet. iii. 12. 
In addressing ourselves to the imferpretution of 
this necessarily obscure, because darkly prophetic 
discourse, it 1s of essential importance to bear 
continually in mind, besides the pregnancy of 
sense (so peculiar to Scripture, . in the 
Gos ? and "n is aoran to be expected 
in the language of prophecy), the variety of ful- 
füment involved in sredictions having a — 
to events and subjects which, though cognate, 
stand apart, and although parete (or rather be- 
cause lel), cannot absolutely join. 

5. éwl To ÓvóuaTí uov] i.e. assuming the 
name and character of Messiab. Between these 
and the false prophets at ver. 11, a distinction 
must be made. Of the former were Simon 
Magus, Dositheus, and Menander, and perha 
those adverted to by Joseph. B. J. i. 2. Of the 
latter are supposed to be Theudas, and Barcho- 
chebas the tian. But these scarcely answer 
to what is implied in the phrase, éri rw 
óvóuaT( pov: and we are left much in the dark 
as to the events which took place before the de- 
struction of Jerusalem; though that there were 
such persons we cannot doubt. That there have 
been such in comparatively modern times, thero 
is reason to think; and that there will be such 
in times to come is probable. 

6. wedAnoers áxoveiw FoAtuous] That wars 
were not wanting at the time in question, ap- 
pears from Jos. Ant. xviii. 9 By dxoac 
wo\tuwy seem denoted ‘wars bruited of, and 
seemingly impending, thus well nigh over- 
whelming with fear the terrified Jewish Chris- 
tians, but which did not actually take place 
(comp. Jerem. 1. 46, where is foretold * a rumour 
of war, and that one year upon another,’ equiv. 
to the áx. oà. here). Of this kind were tho 
three imminent perils of war which arose from 
the menaces of war, issued out inst the Jews 
by the three imperial tyrants, Caligula, Clau- 
dius, and Nero, so admirably narrated by Jos. 
Ant. L. xix. It is true, that in the passage of 
St. Luke is subjoined to aroA£uovs, not, as bere, 

Yet tho áxoás QNA but áxacTac-racías. 
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expressions employed by the two Evangelists are 
very reconcileable; the latter as resulting from 
the former. For axoh, rumour, naturally has 
for its results commotion, tumult, and ultimately 
civil broils (so Virg. Æn. vii. 549, * Finitimas 
in bella feram rumoribus urbes"). And by the 
next term, áxacac'T., used in the above passage, 
may very well be denoted such commotions as 
produce civil tumults—a view confirmed by the 
words ¿Ovos arpós £0vos. We may rather, how- 
ever, refer it to something more nearly and di- 
rectly affecting the Jewish people; and accord- 
ingly the two terms may be supposed to have 
especial reference to the dire alarms, ou those 
three occasions, which would naturally produce 
pore ee tumults, which is the sense that dcarac. 

rs in Dionys. Hal. Ant. vi. 31, iy dxata- 
c'racíais Tis FOAtws Ovons. Artemid. Onir. iv. 

, axatacractas xai Ìopúßovs ; and 68, áxaTa- 
otraciate xai Tapaxais, whence it is pro- 
bable that the rapaxat in Mark is meant of the 
same subject, denoting those civil tumults occa- 
sioned by the threat of war from the Romans; 
which threat would naturally rouse into disscn- 
sion and altercation the Roman and the anti- 
Roman mo Thus, when war with the Ro- 
mans did at length actually arrive, there occurred 
what is recorded in Jos. Bell. ii. 17, 10; and 
what is no other than the very state of thin 
here set forth by our Lord. The historian's 
words are, Asui) dà SAnv Thy Evpíay (meanin 
the province of Syria, including Palestine) 
&vío xs Tapay?), xal müsa róis els duo ĉi- 
gpnro cTpaToT:Àa. 

— ô? yeviobar}] This is referred by the 
earlier Commentators to the counsel of God, who 

rmits evil, in order to educe good therefrom. 
ut it is better, with most recent Interpreters, 

to take the expression as only denoting tho 
certainty of the events predicted, the final cata- 
strophe of Jerusalem. Comp. Soph. Phil. 1338, 
Adyar cadis, ws det yevéobat Tavra. Here 
7ávra is cancelled by Lach., from B, D, L, and 
three cursive MSS., with some Versions, —autho- 
rity quite insufficient, espec. since the words 
seem indispensable. However, the true reading 
may be TauTa, the word used in the of 
Luke, and often confounded in MSS. It has 
lace in a few ancient MSS., including three 
us. ones. This, I doubt not, is the genuine 

reading. With odww ¿orl rd réAos we may, with 
Wets., compare the Homeric ríAos 2" obo ri 
TíQarra:, and the ‘Nec dum finis erat’ of Mani- 
líus; though rather Jer. iv. 27, “ Yet will I 
not make a full end," evvríAsiav d& où ph 
wotnow. However, the sense of rédos will be 
citber the end of the Jewish state, or the end of 
the world, according as we adopt the primary, or 
the secondary reference. 

T. Aıpoi kai Xousof] Tho words are often 
found conjoined; and no wonder,— pestilenco 

. Típa'a : and espec. 

8 , de ^ , XN 

Tüvra tavta apx) 

9 d Tóre mapaðwsovow vpüs eis Ori, Kai amorre- 
voUciv vpüs' Kal éaecÜe pooúpevoi brò Trávrov TOv éÜvàv da 

usually succeeding famine (see Thucyd. i. 23) — 
insomuch that perd Arudy Aorpòs grew into a 
proverb. See Thucyd. ii. 54. That famines 
were frequent and violent bas been shown. 
— ceocpol| Some understand the expression 

figur. of civil commotions. And so we find added 
iu the of Mark xal rapayai. But 
though such there doubtless would be, the term 
is, I rather think, to be understood literally ; 
for, from the adduced by Wets. and 
Kuin., it appears that earthquakes were then 
very prevalent: and such were ever regarded as 
porte presaging public calamity and distress. 

hus, Herod. vi. Andros ixiwiin—peypi áuov 
oU cttOÜsica,—«al TovTO piv kov Tépas år- 
OpaToict Tav usXXOvToVv sosoba: kakav Epyva 
ó Orde. See Joseph. Bell. Proem. 9. 11, he says 
be has not omitted to notice Trjv Ta THs WoAswe 
deci, kal T nepi Tate onpeta xal 

Bell. iv. 4, 5, where, after 
mentioning violent storms, terrible earthquakes, 
and thunderings and lighinings, he remarks, w pó- 
6nXov iv ix’ dvOpwwev 0A (Üpe TÒ xaTácTQua 
Twy Sov cwvyksXvnfvov' kal oUxXi miKpov TiS 
dy elxdcat cvuT*TOuaToc Ta Tipara, 
And so in the of Luke (xxi. 1D, eor 
TpÁ Ts kai onusia &' ovpavov peyara 

— «ata TóTovs) ‘in various places, ‘place 
by — (not, however, necessarily in Judæa). 
So Polyb. iti. 53, xarà Tó*ovs. The words are 
to be referred, not to ceccpol only, but also to 
Atuol and Aorpoi. 

8. wavra di—cdlywy] q. d. ‘these are to be 
only the prelude of sorrows.’ So Eurip. Med. 
60, iy dpyn ma, xal ovdirew esot. Civ is 
here (as oft. in the Sept. and Class. writers) used 
of agony extreme, lit. death-throes. In the pas- 
sage of Mark is added the impressive caution, 
BrXéwere di Ouete iavroùs, meaning that they 
should give good heed not to be drawn awa 
from Christ, and their duty to him, by the suf- 
ferings, then imminent, which they must expect 
to meet with on account of their Christian pro- 
fession. 

9. Tórs] Meaning, as we may make out, for 
the indefinite period here denoted, the i 
one spoken of in the of Luke xxi. 12, i e. 
‘a little before,’ but not afer the time spoken of. 
— foacba ptcovusvo: Ord wavrey tay iĝ- 

voy] i.e. ‘ye shall be objects of hatred to all na- 
tions. The hostile feeling of the Gentiles to 
Christians is plain from various passages of the 
Classical writers. The true reason for this Bp. 
Warburton (Div. Leg. vol. ii. lib. ii. § 6) bas 
shown to be this—that ‘while the different 
Pagax religions sociably d with each other, 
the Gospel topa Christians not only, like the 
Jews, to bear their testimony to the falsehood of 
them all, —but also zealously and earnestly to 
urge on men the renunciation of them, as a 
matter of absolute necessity, and requiring them, 
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under the most tremendous penalties, to embrace 
the Christian reli a. em short, He * the 
proselyti: irit of the Christians, which occa- 
iiid Qin deep enmity of the heathens. 

10. Of the expressions in this verse, oxavé. 
must be understood of a , to the existence 
of which the repeated admonitions against it in 
the Epistle to the Hebrews form a strong attes- 
tation. The cases of Phygellus, Hermogenes, 
and Demas, do not come within this category. 
See on 1 Tim. i. 15. iv. 10. But there 1s no 
difficulty in supposing the not unfrequency, if 
not of apostusy, yet of falling off from Christian 
profession: and no wonder, since, as Matth. 
Henry obeerves, * persecuting times and suffering 
times are shaking times, occasioning many first 
to fall out with, and then to fall off from their 
profession, to sit loose to it, grow weary of it (as 
was the case with Demas, Phygellus, and Her- 
mogenes), and at length to revolt from it.” Tho 
particular uio ńoovoiw &A\ńàovę seems to have 
reference to that hatred which would be, as is 
usually the case, borne by the apostates, or semi- 
apostates, those who fell off, to their former com- 
panions, even when they did not betray them. 

ll. Wevdor god.) noting both Judaizing 
teachers, and those false, ical teachers, so 
feos in that age, and so often mentioned 
y St. Paul and St. John, against the former of 
whom, we have evidence in some Apos 
writings yet extant, they bore a deadly hatred. 

12. dea rò oA 0vyOrvac Thy ávoulavy] Mr. 
Alf. wrongly renders, ‘because the iniquity is 
filled up; which version involves great harsh- 
nes, and is philologically indefensible. The 
Art. Ti» is here used with ávoy., because it is 
used in the most abetract sense (as said of virtues 
and n So also in Matt. vii. 23. xiii. 41. 
Rom. vi. 9. 2 Thess. ii. 7. 1 John iii. 4, though 
sometimes, for particular reasons, dispensed with. 
As the term 4AÀ0., proof is required 
that it may admit of the sense assigned by Mr. 
Alf. ; and I cannot find a particle of such proof. 
The Pass. form is almost always used in a Neuter 
sense, to increase, as is the case here. Thus in 
the MS. D we have wAn@uvat, a gloss, indeed, 
but a correct explanation. Accordingly, I do 
not feel justified in supposing, with Mr. Alf., ‘a 
horrible state of morality llel to that de- 
scribed in Thucyd. iii. 82—84, as then prevailing 
in Greece, which had destroyed all mutual con- 
fidence.’ Besides, it will appear, from my note 
on that portion, that what is there described 
formed a most peculiar state of things, such as 
had never before existed in the world, nor prob. 
will again until the /atter times, which may prob. 
supply the prixcipal fulfilment of the prediction 
here; though a subordinate one might well occur 
during the period of the forty eventful years up 
to the destruction of Jerusalem, and of the 
Jewish state. But turn we to the actual force of 
the words before us; to dvouia is, I think, to be 
assigned not those remote and far-fetched senses 

13 6 6€ iropeivas eis TéXos, OVTOS awÓ'jcera:. 1* Kai 

ascribed by some Expositors, nor any special one, 
but, in a : neral way, ‘the not walking worthy 
of our Christian profession,’ by a life unsuitable 
to that profession, occasioning that i. 7 
between profession and practice, so strongly re- 
resented in the Epistles of St. James ind St. 
ude, and not unfrequently adverted to by St. 

Paul. Thus it may be well explained, not law- 
lessness, by a violation of human law, but dis- 
obedience to Divine law, M. and iniquity. 
Comp. Heb. viii. 12, and r. ix. 6 (cited by 
Schleus.), al ávouíat nuwy éxrnOivOncay. The 
result of this is indicated in the next words, 
Wuyicetat 0 yár Tov rowy (meaning, 
‘the many,’ ‘the majority’), where this coldness 
is to be referred to both God the Father, or 
Christ the Son, and their fellow-Christians; 
for the former is manifestly inconsistent with 
iety, and equally so with love to the brethren. 
hus it is meant that all philanthropy will be 

absorbed in selfishness. Seel John iv. 20. The 
former, however, is the principal sense to be as- 
signed to dya7n, and if taken, as St. John often 
uses the term in his Epistles, and in Rev. (see 
2 John 6, comp. with Rev. ii. 3A), of that love 
of God which shows itself in obedience, and in 
love to man, for God's sake, it will be equiv. to 
the wlorie Oi dyaane ivepyyovulvn spoken of 
by Paul, Gal. v. 6. Now when iniquity prevails, 
then, as observes Henry, “ this grace waxes cold ; 
Christians become sby of each other, affections 
cool off, distances are enlarged, and love comes 
to exist only in xame and profession." It should 
seem, however, that the fulfilment of this pro- 
diction is chiefly to be sought in the circum- 
stances which shall precede the second advent of 
our Lord to judgment. Nay, there is little rea- 
son to doubt that it has been fulfilling for the 
last century in various ways, as evinced in various 
signs of the times indicative of the latter days, to 
point out which belongs to the province of the 
Preacher rather than of the Expositor. 

13. 6 di Uropeivar—owOioera:] Iam now 
of opinion that here, as in a great part of the pre- 
sent chapter, a twofold sense of qiàos and of 
owOnosera: is intended. This I have, I think, 
proved in my note on Luke xxi. 18, 19; and I 
will only observe tbat, here vv. 10—12 are an 
: portion, just as v. 18 is there. The 

of the insertion there I have made pretty 
clear; that of the one here can hardly be made 
so obvious. Perhaps it is meant to advert to 
other parts of the fiery trial, which they would 
have to surmount in addition to the persecution 
and bitter hatred of the adversaries of the Gospel 
(many of them those nearest and dearest to them, 
comp. Mark xiii. 12. Luke xxi. 16), —namely, 
the trial arising from the hatred and persecutions 
of backsliding believers, and the coldness of 
Christian love even in the faithful, —arising from 
the prevalence of dvouia, a sitting loose to the 
obligations of Christian duty,—resulting from 
the trial of the purity of their /uith by the rising 
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up of false prophets, who should deceive many. 
of these particulars is brought forward at 

Luke xxi. 16, and Mark xiii. 12, and also supra 
x. 21 ; though /Aere as uttered on another occa- 
sion. It is difficult to trace the thread of con- 
nexion between v. 12 and 13; and even Calvin 
has here been little successful, from not per- 
ceiving that the connexion of v. l3 is not so 
much with v. 12 only as with the whole of the 
interposed portion, v. 9—12. The scope of v. 13 
seems to be, to administer comfort to the Lord's. 
faithful people at this sad prospect of the future, 
when the offence of the cross of Christ should, 
in one or other of its forms, both as to un- 
believers, misbelievers, and backsliders, be in- 
cessant. (See note on 1 Cor. i. 17, compared 
with Gal. v. 11, and vi. 12. 14.) The full mean- 
ing, with reference both to the primary and the 
secondary (but more liiporten) application is, 
* He who perseveres unto the end of his trials in 
the ordeal of persecution shall escape as well tho 
destruction of the Jewish people here, as of God's 
wrathful judgment hereafter. The secondary 
sense is, however, the predominant one, and aec. 
refers to salvation in the day of the Lord. 

14. xai knpvyx0. rovro—éOveor] Here again 
there exists the same twofold reference, so as to 
announce, l. that the Gospel should, before the 
TÉíAos of tho Jewish state, be preached, in a 
manner, to tbe whole known, at lesst civilized, 
world: and that the prophecy was fulfilled we 
know both by the incidental notices in St. Paul's 
Epistles, and from the testimony of early Eccle- 
siastical writers. The words als uaprúpiov rac 
T. €0y. intimate why this announcement should 

made,—namcly, as a testimony that the Jewieh 
economy was at an end, and the Gospel dispensa- 
tion established in its stead; and thus the wall 
of partition between Jews and Gentiles was 
broken down,—also as a testimony in reference to 
all nations, Jews and Gentiles, that the oppor- 
tunity of receiving, or of rejecting, the Gospel 
had been offered them. But the worde are more 
applicable in the —— though more exten- 
sive sense, as ressing that the Gospel would 
be preached in the whole world, literally taken, 
before the great Day of the Lord at his second 
Advent, when the full rò réXoe should arrive. 
I need scarcely say, that the wide-spread dis- 
persion of missions, and the not less wide dis- 
semination of heterodox and infidel opinions, are 
the two great signs of the Times which announce 
the coming on of the latter days, and that the 
End here mentioned seems to be not very far off. 

15—28. This portion relates more immediately 
to the siege and final destruction of Jerusalem, 
though occasionally there is an allusion to the 
other point of view. 

15. rò Beidtvypa rhs dpnucciwes] Here 
PÉN. has, by Hebraism, the force of an adjective 
qualifying the following subst. in the genit. ; the 
sense being, ‘the abominating desolation,’ equiv. to 
* the abomination causing desolation’ or ‘ destruc- 
tion,—Aan expression derived from Dan. ix. 27. 
xi. 31. xii. l1 (where the Cbaldee is coo ppo, 

15 ¢"Oray oby inre rò f0€Xvyua Tis Éépmpooeos, TO 
pnOev Sia Aavinr tov mpophrov, éoròs èv TroTQ dyiw || 6 ava- 

literally, ‘the abomination of the Desolator," the 
desolating force); applied by our Lord to the 
Roman besieging army under Titus, who would 
be considered abominable, as being heathens and 
idolaters; since the very stand they carried 
were worshipped and sacrificed to by the sol- 
diery (see Jos. Ant. x. 11), who were regarded 
by the Jews as not only worthy of abomination, 
but at tho same time as desolators and destroy era. 
Of the above three passages it would seem that 
the reference here is directly to only one (ix. 27), 
but indirectly to the other two. Here there ex- 
ists considerable variation of reading, and con- 
fusion in the copies of the Sept. and Theodotion ; 
though nothing to impair the genuineness of épn- 
pwoews. The true reading in Theod. (well nigh 
obliterated by the errors of scribes) seems to be 
apavopou: and Theod. might well so render, 
since he has rendered the Hebr. pyw by the 
same word at ix. 18, though there, too, the 
Sept. has éprjuworw. The terms are nearly sy- 
nonymous; but aav. is rather the stronger, as 
denoting such utter destruction as brings a thing 
to pn Ye So Diod. Sic. T. vi. 382, ag. xó- 
Aewy altdvdpwv. As respects the reference of 
the prophecy in Daniel, the author of 1 Macc. 
(in commom probably with the Alex. Jews) so 
writes (i. 54) as to refer the fulfilment of the 
prophecy to the destruction of the Temple by 
Antiochus ee. and the setting up of a 
statue of Jupiter Olympius (called by him 
Béirvypa PR on the altar of burnt- 
offering. But as the writer was a bigoted Jew, 
we may easily imagine why he should choose to 
refer the fulfilment to Antiochus Epiphanes. A 
candid and far more enlightened Jew (the illus- 
trious historian of his nation) refers it, Ant. x. 
11, 7, to the desolation by the Romans. 
— iv tore dyío] Not, ‘on boly ground ;° 

for in the only other where the ex- 
pe aeon occurs in the N. T. (Acte vi. 13. xxi. 
8) it can mean no other than the Temple ; and 

this is confirmed by the expression used in the 
passage of Mark, owov ov dei, of which the 
sense is, ‘at some part of the Temple, except, of 
course, the Sanctum Sanctorum. or is this, as 
Bp. Middleton shows, forbidden by the absence 
of. the Article. Moreover, Jos., in his Bell. vi. 
61, is adduced to prove, that the Roman stand- 
ards were placed els ro ispóy», and were sacri- 
ficed to. But that took place after the burnin 
of the Temple and the desolation of the city, ind 
consequently could be no warning to the faithful 
to flee out of Judea, In point of fact, it is not 
quite clear exactly what is alluded to in the 
strong term óéAvyua. I am now not indis- 
posed to admit that the common interpretation, 
which refers it to the Roman eagle-standard, is 
scarcely to be substantiated. That the Roman 
standards had been fixed up at some point within 
the sacred precincts, and were actually so at the 
time when our Lord’s words were spoken, is so 
probable, as scarcely to need proof; consequently, 
that allusion cannot hold . Mr A If. refers 
the BóíAvyua to an nua of the Zelotse, 
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which is in Jos. Dell. iv. 6, 8, related to have 
been perpetrated by them, without any restraint 
on the part of an ignorant, profane person, one 
Phanias, whom they had chosen High Priest. 
And he refers to a rumour among the people of 
Jerusalem, that a defilement of the holy place 
would take place in time of war and sedition, 
which should be the prelude to the burning of 
the Temple and the capture of the city. And he 
regards this, or some similar impiety committed 
about or a little before this time, as the sign 
spoken of by our Lord, and which may have 
iven the signal to the Christians to depart. He 
rther thinks that some internal desecration of 

the holy place by the Zelotx coincided with the 
ESEA of Cestius; and that thus the Chris- 
tians both within and without the city were 
warned to escape. But the period fixed by 
Mr. Alf. for the approach of Cestius is one far 
too early to suit tbe period of the enormity per- 
petrated. The period mentioned by Josephus 
when that took place will very well suit the 
circumstances. For it was about that time (a 
year afier the investment) when Cestius made 

is unaccountable retreat from Jerusalem, after 
having already become master of the upper city. 
See Jos. Bell. ii. 19, 6 and 7. This event, which 
happened most providentially, would afford the 
Christians an opportunity—the only one they 
ever had before or after Goring the sicge)—of 
apri their escape. And the abomination was 
more likely to occur a year after the investment 
than before, since the conduct of the Zelotm 
Lr worse and worse. Besides this, tho period 
qu the investment is forbidden by the words 

of Luke xxi. 20, 21, where those within Jeru- 
salem are warned to depart from it when they 
shall have seen Jerusalem xvxAovu£vnp» owed 
orpatowisey, i. e. closely encircled by the line 
of circumvallation, and, 1 suppose, contravalla- 
tion. This warning, then, the Christians would 
be ready to take at any favourable opportunity, 
though they did not, it seems, find one till the 
retreat above mentioncd—not to be accounted 
for on any but the principle, so often applicable 
on similar occasions, of tnfatuation—gave them 
that opportunity of doing, what it seems they 
were the more inclined to do, from the occur- 
Tence of the doiByua, as Jos. terms it, or 
Béédvypa, having weighed strongly on the mind 
of the pious Christians, and disgusted all re- 
ae persons, whether Christians or Jews, 

his is placed beyond doubt by a e of 
Jos. Bell. ii. 20. 1, in which it is related that 
after the retreat of Cestius, and his complete 
defeat by the Jews in effecting it, woNXol Tiv 
iviparaey  '"Iovdaiey, Goxep BawriLoutyns 
Pts, AWEVNXOVTO TNS WAews. 

The clause 6 avayiwwoxwy vostre Mr. Alf. 
believes to have been an ecclesiastica] note, which, 
like the Dorology, supra vi. 13, found its way 
into the text. But that it should have found its 
way into every hitherto collated MS. and every 
ancient Version of both St. Matt. and Mark, is 
incredible. The words cannot, he maintains, be 
from the Evangelist to solicit attention, as this 
in the three first Gospels is wholly without ex- 
ample. Be it so; but no good reason can be 
imagined why one Evangelist should not have 

17 6 éri tod Swpatos, pù) xataBavéto àpat * Ta èr Tis 

done so once; and that St. Matt. did so seems 
attested by the concurrent testimony of all MSS., 
including the Lamb. and Mus. copies. It were 
surely a most rash critical procedure, virtually to 
cut out, on so groundless a suspicion, words 
whose genuineness is attested by the strongest 
authority imaginable. As to the passage, supra 
vi. 13, here alleged by Mr. Alf. in confirmation 
of his opinion, it has no bearing on the present 
case; not to say that I have, I trust, in my note 
on that passage evinced that it is very probably, 
if not certainly, genuine. And as there internal 
evidence is, upon the whole, in favour of the 
words, so is it here, nay, even to a ter de- 
gree. To suppose it an ecclesiastical note in- 
volves a great improbability, since such a note 
was not called for. Why, we may ask, should 
not the Evangelist, who must have seen the re- 
ference to Dan. ix. 27, have had brought to his 
mind the words a little before, yuwon xai ĝia- 
vonÜ cn, and have thereon founded the admoni- 
tion ò dvaywdaeakwev voti, which, however, to 
be appreciated, needs to be understood? Now its 
true sense is not, ‘ Let him understand,’ i.e. 
‘endeavour to understand,’ as if the thing were 
very obscure. The sense intended must have 
been that of the Pruphet, in the words which 
suggested these, which is, ‘ Let him who readeth 
know and mind that,’ &c., in other words, ‘know 
for certain and bear in mind ;' for I agree with 
Dr. Lightf., that what is here said is spoken not 
for the obscurity, but for the certainty of pro- 
becy. The same form of expression occurs in 

jer. xxvi. 15, * Know ye for certain that," &c., 
and oft. in the Old Test. And so yswre ori, 
with the same reference, in Luke xxi. 20. 3]. 
In short, there is no reason why they should not 
be ascribed to the Evangelist ; while there isevery 
reason why they should be from the Evangelist, 
and not from a mere anonymous nofe-taker. I 
find the view which I have taken further sup- 

rted by the aufirage of Dr. Campb. in one of 
his ablest notes, and, indeed, by that of every 
judicious recent Expositor. To the question that 
may be put, why should we not rather think tho 
admonition came from our Lord? Dr. Campb. 
well replies: ** because our Lord did not wrie, 
but speak. Those instructed by him were not 
readers, but hearers." If the words should be 
our Lord's, we may suppose he intended to call 
on his hearers to read Deedfully and lay to heart 
what Daniel says. 

16. prvy. iwl rà don] Namely, not only as 
being the places used to take refuge in (Jos. Bell. 
vii. 4. 3), but because those in Palestine abound 
in such mountain peaks, and mountain caves, as 
afford natural strong-holds. Both are alluded to 
in Judg. vi. 2, Sept., under the terns orjaa 
and xpeuaord, meaning * mountain pee where 
the term found in the Alexand. and some other 
MSS., éxvpmpara, * strong-holds,’ is a marginal 
scholium, filling up the supposed pis Such xpe- 
sacra remind one of the * beetling if of Thom- 
son, and the ‘pendula rupes! of Claudian. To the 
use of both these, as natural strong-holds, by the 
Jews during the Jewish war, the History by 
Jos. bears ample testimony. . 

17. ivi Tov depmaror, &c.] In this and tho 
two following verses we have proverbial (and 
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somewhat hyperbolical) forms of expression, de- 
noting the imminency of the danger, and the 
necessity of the speediest flight. To understand 
these words ò i-i Tov ÓcouaTos ph kart., we 
must remember that it has ever been customary 
in the East to build the houses with flat roofs, 
provided with a staircase, as well inside as out- 
side, i. e. at the street. By tho latter way (and 
not, as some have supposed, over the roofs 
of the neighbouring houses, and so to the city 
wall) their flight is here recommended to be 
taken. 

For xaraBatvétw, Lachm. and Tisch. (1 Ed.) 
read xataBarw, from 4 uncial and a few cursive 
MSS. Though Tisch. (2) rightly restores the 
text. rec. Karafarw prob. came from Mark 
xiii. 15, and Luke xvii. 3], and was, it seems, 
referred by the revisers of MSS. B, D, L, as 
ing the more Clase. form. For rı before ix 

tne olxlas, many MSS., including most of tho 
uncial and very many cursive ones (besides all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies), have rà, which is 
|a the true reading, and has been edited by 

atth., Griesb., Fritz, Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch.,—with reason; the other probably having 
crept in from the passage of Mark. 

18. For rà iuáTia, the reading rd lu&Ttov, 
edited by Lachm. and Tisch., on strong external 
authority, is prob. derived from the passage of 
Mark, whence it was introduced by certain Cri- 
tics who were not aware that the expression ra 
iudria is used, as in our language clothes for 
raiment, meaning outer raiment, what we express 
by ‘coat and waistcoat." 

19. oval di—nutpacs] Meaning that, that 
class of persons will, from their peculiar helpless- 
nees obstructing their endeavours to escape, be 
exposed more particularly to danger and misery. 
The next verse represents the imminency of the 
danger, and the difficulty of effecting so sudden 
a flight under hindrances entirely unavoidable, 
and the many positive impediments that would 
be likely to occur, by intimating that they would 
have reason to pray that their flight might not be 
in winter, because then, from tho inclemency of 
the weather and tho bad state of the roads, tra- 
velling would be exceedingly difficult; and the 
observance of tbe Jewish Sabbath, kept up at 
Jeast until the destruction of Jerusalem, would 
retard their progress. 

20. The ¿v before caf. is, on good grounds, 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. 

21. The 0M íyris mentioned here and v. 29, and 
in Mark xiii. 19 and 24 (as in Rev. ii. 22, ct al.), 
has its lel in the dvayxn peyáňn of Luke, 
to which ópyù is subjoincd, as adverting to the 
wrath of God ; and in both v. 19 and 2] there is 
an allusion to the dreadful scenes of the siege of 
Jerusalem. As respects the expression 0Alyr«e, 
ola où yiyove»—vuy, the best Commentators 

agree in considering this as an Oriental, and 
somewhat hyperbolical, mode of denoting what 
is exceedingly , as in Exod. x. 14. xi. 6. 
Dan. xii. |. Joel ii. 2. But in comparing these 
they confound passages very different in cbarac- 
ter. Tbe of Exod. are like many in 
the Class. writers, in which there is something 
of rhetorical — But surely the lan- 
guage of inspired prophecy ought to be kept apart 
rom any thing artificial, espec. when, as in the 
case of Dan. xii. l, of which the words fora: 
«aipóe OAlews, Oifis ofa où yéyovev ad’ o 
yeyévurac (Ald. yéyovev) EOvos iv T5 yn, ws 
Tou Kaipov ixeivoy seem to have been meant by 
the Divine speaker to be brought to the minds of 
his hearers; nay, the expression «a«pou. éxeivou 
is by eminent Expositors referred to the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem; though there may, I appre- 
hend, be a conjoint reference to the + of the 
Evangelist, namely, the end of all things. Inso- 
much, that we may re the proph of 
Daniel, and the prophetical declarations of our 
Lord here, as pointing at (to use the words of 
Mr. Alf.) “the tatermediate fulfilment, by the 
destruction of Jerusalem, of that which is yet 
future in its fina] fulfilment; when alone will 
these words be accomplished in their full sense." 
I cannot, however, with him in regardin 
ma lan of er ll. i. 1. 1, and — 
other places, as only expressed in a re 
r $ Had Mr. Alf. studied the great Did 
historian as closely as ] have done, he would 
have known how to separate what is rhetorical, 
and ad ornatum, from what is real. In all the 
passages to which I allude there is stamped the 
character of deep reality and genuine pathos, 
espec. in describing horrors during the sicge of 
Jerusalem uparallelod by any recorded in the 
annals of history, so as fully to justify a literul 
Popea of whatever language has been used 
by the illustrious historian. ; 

22. al uù ixoXo. al ña., &c.] ‘And unicss 
the days (meaning the days of punitive ven- 
eance, éxdixrjotos, as they are termed in Luke) 
ad been shortened (lit. curtailed), no flesh (a 

Hebr. for no one) could have been preserved." 
How literally this was fulfilled, we leam from 
Josephus, from whom it a that if the siege 
had lasted a little longer, the whole nation must 
have been destroyed. He says it was a prover- 
bial expression in tho ineuihs of all who es- 
caped : al uù Taxlws drwdouaba, ovx dy iow- 
Onuev. 
— 8:4 Toùs ixXexrovs] Grot., Kuin., Fritz., 

and other Expositors, think that there is here an 
allusion to the very ancient opinion that in cer- 
tain cases of national calamity public destruction 
is averted by Providence, lest the righteous 
should suffer with tho wicked. See Gen. xviii. 
23. But, without denying this merciful Provi- 
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dence y in other cases, we are here bound 
to limit the reference, and maintain that the 
shortening was brought about for the sake of the 
elect, obs £zsA£Eao, as it is added in the passage 
of Mark, designating the same class of persons 
with thoec, supra xx. 16, characterized as ôA [lyor 
in — to wodXol. Thus by robs éxd. 
will be denoted that very small portion of Jewish 
Christians who had embraced and continued to 
hold the faith of the Gospel in purity of doctrine 
and of life. But even in these words there may 
be an indirect combined reference to the latter 
times; for I with Mr. Alf., that ‘some 
such providential shortening of the great days of 
tribulation, and hastening of God's kingdom, is 
here promised for the latter days.’ But besides 
the cutting short, in the Divine counsels, various 
causes contributed, under Divine Providence, to 
— the period of severe suffering. These 
are fully set forth by Mr. Gresw. Suffice it 
here to point to four causes: 1) That the vast 
aroraa of tbe walls of Jerusalem, which 
had been begun by Herod Agrippa, and which, 
if completed, would have made the city impreg- 
nable, was sto by order of the Emperor 
Claudius (a. D. 43). Jos. Ant. xix. 7. 2. 2) 
That the Jews, from being divided into factions 
among themselves, had quite neglected all war- 
like preparations for a siege. 3) That the maga- 
zines of stores and provisions laid up for use, and 
which might have lasted for years, were con- 
sumed both by waste and by ire Jos. Bell. v. 
1.5. 4) That the sudden arrival of Titus, and 
his PTR desire to reduce the city at all hazards, 
as speedily as possible, mainly contributed, to- 
gether with the voluntary abandonment of many 
strong points of defence by the infatuated Jews, 
to bring the war to a close much earlier than 
could have been expected. 

23—26. There is here undoubtedly a reference 
to the state of minge during tbe siege of Jeru- 
salem, as described by Jos. Bell. ii. 1. 4, where 
he speaks of rAdvo: xai dwarewver who, under 
the mask of piety, quomo innovations and poli- 
tical changes; and also (vi. 5) that many pre- 
tended prophets deceived— nay, he says, mad- 
dened—the people, by promising to show them 
great signs and wonders from God, as the tokens 
of their approaching deliverance. Nevertheless, 
even there the principal reference may be to 
the events of the latter days, when a due regard 
to the prophetic declarations of their Lord will 
be found the best means of keeping Christ's 
Holy Catholic Church firm in her faith and obe- 
dience, amid every trial, unmoved by infidelity 
on the ono hand, and fanaticism on the other, 

Job 89. 88. 
uke 17. 87. 98 J"O-rov yap éàv 

pue waiting for the coming of the Lord, 
Thess. iii. 5; cwT5zpa dwaxdexdusba, Phil. 

iii. 20. As respects the revéóxpia Toi, I cannot 
find any evidence in Joseph. to the existence 
of such. That Wevdorpodyra: existed, there 
is testimony afforded by Jos. Ant. xxiv. 1, where 
one of this description is characterized as yons, 
or one who affirmed himself to be a prophet, 
and engaged to divide by miracle the waters of 
the Jordan, and make a way for his followers to 
pass over the river into Perea, This depends, 
indeed, on the question whether this Tbeudas be 
the Theudas spoken of in Acts v. 36, or not ; but 
if, as I have shown in my note there, it has been 
well made out that there were fwo impostors of 
that name, then the testimony of Joseph. here is 
iu intact. Rs — may, — be 
ikewise to the tian impostor (wpogijitrne 
slvai Aéyoov) mentioned in Atia xxi. 35. and 
Jos. Ant. xx. 8. 6. Bell. ii. 13. 5, though not 
without some reference to tbe latter days. As to 
the words dwo. enueia—xal Típ., these also rea- 
dily admit of a twofold reference. As respects 
their primary reference, there is sufficient evi- 
dence in Joseph. to prove that there were persons 
laying claim to miraculous powers, and prob. 
— — — claims by un sleights x 
ju , Which it is unnecessary for me to do 
more than allude to; but which, I would say, 
were less pernicious than those other sleights, 
not of kand, but of brain, consisting in a certain 
faculty of making truths look like appearances, 
and appearances S ike truths; thus confounding 
moral and evil, and paving the way to 
Atheism, which will prob. mark the latter days. 
In short, not difficult is it to imagine in what 
will consist the various trials reserved for the 
faithful at that period, whose wisdom it will be 
to bear in mind their Lord's warning, ido), 
qrposípnkxa vuiv. 

Srov yap—deroi] In this figurative 
simile (which seems founded on Job xxxix. 30, 
ov È dy wot TeOvewras, rapaxprjua. svploKoy- 
vat, ecil. ol deroi) there seems an allusion to 
the certainty, as well as suddenness of the de- 
struction; the meaning being, that ‘the Son of 
man would come (figuratively by the Roman 
armies) as certainly and suddenly as birds of 
rey, discerning a carcass from afar, are sure to 
hock around suddenly from all quarters, and 
pounce upon it' To the accuracy of which re- 
presentation Oriental travellers bear ample tes- 
timony. Since, however, eagles do not feed on 
dead bodies, the best Commentators suppose the 
bird here meant to be the Vultur ; 
or yvraisros, which was by the ancients referred 
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to the eagle genus; and the same Hebr. term 
denotes either one or the other. By rrwpa is 
designated the Jewish nation, lying, like the 
fabled Prometheus, & miserable prey to the foes 
who were tearing out her vitals. Under the 
allusion, however, is couched a great moral truth, 
—that ‘wherever there is flagrant impiety, thi- 
ther will vengeance from heaven surely and sud- 
denly light upon it.’ 

I must not omit to notice the licence exercised 
by the ancient Critics, and our recent Critical 
Editors, on this portion, by cancelling the yáp 
at v. 27, on the authority of only 3 MSS., a few 
Versions, and Ireneus, notwithstanding that in- 
ternal evidence, and the testimony of the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, is added to the overwhelming 
amount of external authority (for I find the 
word in all the Lamb. and Brit. Mus. MSS.) — 
I aay i evidence, since it was far more 
likely to be omitted in so few copies by accident, 
than interpolated by design in all the reat. How- 
ever, it may have been removed by fastidious 
Critics, who stumbled at the yap introducin 
vv. 27 and 28, as involving what is considered 
ns, in style, worse than a tautology. Had the 
Critics been possessed of more judgment than one 
can give them credit for, 1 should have supposed 
that they thought the gravity and dignity of the 
apophthegm would be enhanced by the asyndeton, 
DM. from their having observed its effect on 
other passages, as John xix. 12. Gal. iii. l5. 
Col. iii. 4. At v. 27, Lachm. and Tisch. cancel 
the xai, on authority as strong as in the former 
case it is weak; and I find it absent from all 
the Lamb. copies except one, and all the best of 
the Mus. copies. Yet I cannot consider even 
this a case for change, when I take into account 
the presence of the xal in almost all the copies 
supra xvii. 12. xviii. 39. xxiii. 28. infra v. 33. 
Luke xi. 30. xvii. 10, et al. Of course, what is 
here said applies still more strongly at v. 37, 
where Lachm. and Tisch. cancel the xai from 
only (wo MSS. 

29. evOéws l, &c.] On this and the followin 
verses the opinions of Commentators are muc 
divided. The ancient and early modern ones 
understood the expressions literally; referring 
the whole to the awful events which will precede 
the final catastrophe of our globe, and the day 
of judgment ; espec. as in the next chapter, an:l 
other parts of Scripture, tho same signs are men- 
tioned as ushering in the last great day. But 
from the connexion here,—espec. in the parallel 
passages of Mark and Luke,—and from the as- 
surance contained in them ail, ‘this generation 
shall not pass away till all be fulfilled,’ the most 
eminent later modern Expositors refer the pas- 

to the signs accompanying the destruction 
of Jerusalem and the Jewish state.” ‘As (say 
they) our Lord has from v. 15 shown by what 
signs his disciples might know that the destruc- 
tion of the Temple and city was at hand, so now 
he, in prophetic imagery, depicts the total ruin 

MATTHEW XXIV. 29, 30. 
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of the Jewish state.’ They consider the langu 
as highly figurative, understanding by the dark: 
ening of the sun, &c. the ruin of states and great 
personages. The a rance of the sim of the 
Son of man thcy take to denote the subversion 
of the Jewish state; and the gathering toge- 
ther EA his elect they refer to the gathering of 
the Christian Church out of all nations. All 
which is very agreeable to the Prophetic style ; 
for “as in ancient Hieroglyphic writings (ob- 
serves Bp. Warburton) the sun, moon, and stars 
were used to represent states and empires, kings, 
queens, and nobility ; and their eclipse or ex- 
tinction denoted temporary disasters, or entire 
overthrow ; so the Prophets, in like manner, 
call kings and empires by the heavenly lumi- 
naries. Stars falling from the firmament aro 
employes to denote the destruction of the nobles 
and other great men. See Isa. xiii. 10. xxiv. 
29. li. 6. 1x. 20. Ez. xxxii. 7. Dan. viii. 10. Esth. 
viii, 16. Jer. iv. 23. xv.9. Joel ii. 10, 13, 31. iii. 
15. Amos viii. 9. Apoc. vi. 12 sq. Insomuch 
that, in reality, the prophetic style seems to be a 

ing hieroglyphic. And as our Lord here 
sustained the character of a prophet, so he vouch- 
safed to employ prophetic imagery." Of similar 
figurative language many examples, too, have 
been adduced from the Greek writers by Wetst. 
But true as this may be, it is carrying truth 
beyond its due bounds, by not attending to that 
double reference so prevalent throughout this 
chap. Indeed, but for the evOiws pera Tw 
d dd &c., and the words at v. 34, the passage 
would seem applicable only to our Lord's final 
advent. Though, when we consider that, through- 
out this chap., he makes the destruction of Jeru- 
salem and the ruin of the Jewish state a type of 
the cnd of the world, —spesking of the former 
event in terms which would seem more suitable 
to the latter, —we are authorized, and, on account 
of the two passages just referred to, seem bound 
to interpret vv. 29, 20, and 31, as though directly 
potnting to the end of the world and the day of 
judgment, Ph figuratively glanciwy at the de- 
struction of the Jewish state, and the establish- 
ment of the Christian dispensation on the ruins 
of the — ne M n we have seen, is 
more than justi y the foregoing passages 
from the Old Test., nearly as paralle as some 
which for quotations; comp. Rev. vi. 12, 
19, xai raxicovtat macat al Ovrdutis rip 
ovpavaev, kai ehvynoeTat ò ovpavyds ws BiBXiov, 
kai wWadvra Ta dorpa weositat, where the same 
double sense likewise subsists, and is recognised 
by Bp. Lowth. In al duvdpers rou obpavov we 
have an expression freq. in the Sept. to denote 
the heavenly bodies. There is no vain repe- 
tition, but intensity of sense communicated by 
the expression of the same thing in other words. 

30. TóT: par} * Then (opening out the next 
scene of the awful drama) shall be displayed, 
shall appear, the sign of the Son of man in hea- 
ven.” We may, with some, suppose hero an 
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allusion to tho sign from heaven required. See 
supra xvi. ]. But it should rather seem that 
Tò onpeîov really means the visthle appearance ; 
q. d. ‘Then shall be seen the visible appearance 
of the Son of man, i.e. then shall the Son of 
man visibly appear, and shall give manifest evi- 
dences of his power by the destruction of the 
Jewish state, as subeervient to the establishment 
of the Christian dispensation—such, at least, is 
its primary reference. It is plain that our Lord 
refers to that well-known prophecy of Daniel 
predicting the advent of the Son of man as 
‘coming in the clouds of heaven,’ in order to 
enter upon an universal and everlasting kingdom ; 
thereby intimating its approaching fulfilment as 
the true sign of his coming so earnestly inquired 
after by hia disciples. Yet this does not hinder 
that the expression g@avicsras TÒ onp., &c., 
should not, according to the other reference, have 
its fulfilment in the display of some physical sign 
Indicative of the actual advent of the Son of 
man. As to what that may be we are Icft quite 
in the dark, and ought not rashly to speculate on 
it Further, in ai $vAÀal rhs ys (the land) 
we may discern a double sense, so as to denote, 
according to the primary one, the inhabitants of 
Judæa (who would feel the hand from on high 
in the dire calamities coming upon them. See 
Luke xxiii. 28, and comp. Pech. xii. 12), —ac- 
cording to the secondary one, to intimate tbat 

e nations of the world that ‘lieth in iniquity’ 
will wail (see Matt. xi. 17, and note) when Christ 
comes to judgment. In épyouevoy imi Tov 
vts, kee we have gorgeous imagery, which 
might seem ges to eni character — 

poetry, to designate that majesty of a 
proach referred to in ep — — thot 
putting forth of power, denoted by dvyducwe ; 
in which view we may compare Ps. xviii. 9—12. 
Is. xix. 1. Yet the literal sense seems ours 
by the assurance of the Angel at our Lord’s 
ascension, oUree (meaning, in clouds) éAsvoerae 
(return) Sv Tpórov i0:ácacÓ0s wopevdusevoy els 
TÓ» obpavów' this evidently referring more es- 

ially to our Lord's coming at the /ast day. 
he expression év»áuscec may have reference 

both to the power manifested in the final destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem, &c., and in the secondary 
sense, to that shown in the destruction of the 
universe (2 Pet. iii. 7. 10. 12), the raising of the 
dead, and the other events of the last great day; 
all evincing the power of Christ’: kingdom. 

91. xai dwooreXei Tove &yyiXovs, &c.] Here 
there exists a considerable diversity of interpre- 
tation, which might bave been avoided by a 
reference to the above-mentioned twofold appli- 

cation, which even those who have recognized it 
before seem here to forget. The application of 
the words to the final advent of our Lord (here 
principally intended) is too obvious to need 
pontine out But neither ought the first advent 
of our Lord to be kept out of view; for, even in 
that application, the words have much propriety ; 
TOUS ayyéXous avTov denoting the preachers of 
the — announcing the message of salvation, 
and gathering those who should accept its offer 
from every quarter of the globe (see v. 14) into 
one society under Christ, their common Head. 
In the words pera cáXT. dev. pey. there 
should seem, in both the above applications, to 
be a reference to the method of convoking solemn 
assemblies Among the Jews and Gentiles,— 
namely, by of trumpet, implying & sum- 
mons of the most public and authoritative kind. 
See Is. lviii. 1. Jer. vi. 17. Ez. xxxiii. 8—6. 
In the words ix ray taco. dvinwy we have 
a Hebrew formula, denoting, ‘from all quarters 
or regions of the globe ;' for, according to Jewish 
ideas, the winds served not only to denote the 
cardinal points of heaven, but to mark the re- 
ions which lay in the direction of any of them. 
he words d&r @xpwy—avbrioy are also a Hebrew 

form, containing an emphatic repetition of the 
same thing. Strange is it that Mr. Alf. should 
seem inclined to receive xal before pwvis, from 
MS. D and 6 cursives, with some Latin copies, 
since it is merely a critical alteration devised for 
the purpose of removing a certain harshness, 
which other Critics sought to remove by cancel- 
ling @awvns. As to the passage of 1 Thess. iv. 
16, iy wv apy. xai iv eá\mıyyı Os0v, that 
does not, as Mr: Alf. imagines, support the xai 
here, since the two passages are altogether dif- 
ferent in character. Moreover, the mw»y and 
the cdAwrcyys are there necessarily distinguished, 
while here they could not, without occasioning 
a very jejune sense to arise. I suspect, how- 
ever, that the former Critics inserted the xal 
from bearing in mind the of 1 Thess. 
And as to —— while the ancient 
Critics had a good digestion and relish of such 
cates, neither are their admirers in modern times 
& whit behind them in that faculty and taste. 

32. awd 8i Tis cuxns—mwapaPodrrv] The full 
sense is: * Take [for your instruction] the illus- 
tration which may be derived from the fig-tree. 
There is here an answer to the inquiry, v. 3, as 
to the zime of this destruction, which our Lord 
intimates will be as plainly indicated by the signs 

above mentione - the approach of summer is 

by the buds of the fig-tree. . 
d 9 0£pos] i. e. ether Spring than Summer, 
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by an idiom formed on the Hebrew, in which 
language there are no terms to denote Spring and 
Autumn; the former being included under mn, 
the Winter. The phrase éyyós iri Oúpaıs is 
formed from two phrases blended together (for 
intensity); and thus denotes the closest proxi- 
mity. So Demosth. p. 140, vsépióe Tov ixl 
vais Üípawe iyyòs, ovTwoi, sc. ÓvTos, and 
Aristoph. Plut. 767, éyyte xpd Oupion tori. 
Comp. also James v. 9. 

35. 6 ovpavds — wapsAsvcovra:) Griesb., 
Fritz, Lachm., and Tisch. edit wapsAavoerat, 
from 4 ancient MSS. And so Griesb., Fritz., 
and Scholz, on the parallel passage of Mark, edit 
from many more MSS.; but Tisch. retains vap- 
eXevcovrat. In the parallel of Luke, 
Lachm. edits rapeXevoerat, but Griesb., Scholz, 
and Tisch. aapsAsócovra:, very properly, since 
the external evidence for the singular is small. 
As to the of Matthew and Mark, the 
external authority for wapsXevceras is very 
much stronger in the latter than in the former; 
and if wapsAcvcerar be edited in the former, it 
ought still more in the latter. But I prefer re- 
ining wapeXevcovra: in both , since it 
is confirmed by the parallel passage of Luke. 

36. This, too, is intended as an answer to the 
— at 3. 2 peni of the taig es 

depend upon the reference, which is by 
fuos Expostises ka posed to be the final advent 
of Christ exclusively. Yet as the words follow- 
ing relate partly, if not chiefly, to the destruction 
of” Jerusalem, so must this, at least primarily ; 
though in the — but more august sense, 
it may be referred to the day of judgment. And 
indeed éxsivn nuépa is often used to denote that 
period; as l Thess. v. 4. 2 Thess. i. 10. 2 Tim. 
v. 4. i. 12. 18. iv. 8; whereas the expression is 
very rarely used of the destruction of Jerusalem. 
— xai Ts pac] The Article, not found in 

several ancient MSS. both here and in Mark 
xiii. 32, has been cancelled by Griesb., Matt., 
Fritz, Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. Bp. Middl., 
however, affirms that the Article is here required 
by propriety. Yet that is no sufficient proof 
that it was used by the Evangelist. At any rate, 
that there is nof, as many suppose, an Hendiadys, 
is plain from what follows at vv. 37. 42. 50, and 
xxv. 13, nay, seems intended to introduce a more 
definite, and a stronger term, q. d. imo hora, 
which ression would seem to demand the 
Article. Upon the whole, the reading is an open 
question. At any rate, there is no ing to war- 
rant the cancelling of the words xai The (pas, 
with MS. L and some ancient cursive copies ;—a 
method which does not untie, but only cuts tho 
knot. The Lamb. and Mus. copies all have the 
text. rec. The pov just after is cancelled by 
Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch., from B, D, L, and 
18 cursive MSS, (to which I could add a few of 

ov ui) TapéXUg 7 yeved abro, Ews àv mávra taŭra yévrrat. 
35 P'O oùpavòs xal ) *yfj 1 wapedevoovran, ot 66 Aoyot pou où pÙ 
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the most ancient Lamb. and Mus. copies), which 
is confirmed by the usage of Matth. elsewhere. 
See vii. 21. x. 32 sq. xi. 27. xii. 50. xv. 13. 
xvi. 17. xviii. 10. 1$. 85. xxvi. 29, 30. 42. 53. 
The genuinenees of the word may be doubted. 

As the doctrine involved in the words, 
suffice it to refer to Calvin, Grot., Hamm., 
Whitby, and Pye Smith (Scr. Test. t. ii. p. 33 
seqq.), who allege the authority of the Fathers 
generally, isis non obstantibus. I must, how- 
ever, still interpose a warranto, and refer 
the reader to my remark supra xix.18. Between 
this and the next verse should, in harmonizing, 
be brought in Luke xxi. 34—36, with Gresw., 
which is very important, as presenting the serious 
caution then given by our Lord, to be on their 
guard lest they should be entangled unawares in 
the ruin which would suddenly overwhelm their 
country, and aleo—unless — heed—occa- 
sion : — fearful ruin. — was, I 
apprehend, first given, as it stands in the passage 
of Luke, briefly ; and then, after a short pause, 
the deeply important subject was resumed, as re- 
corded in Matt. xxiv. 37, introduced by the com- 

rison deduced from the case of Noah, and con- 
tinued thenceforward up to the 13th ver. of ch. 
XXv., terminating with the oft. repeated admoni- 
tion to watchfulness, which is, indeed, the ground- 
lone of the whole of these portions of the two 
Evangelists. In that of Matth., however, the 
lesson is carried out much further, and the ex- 
hortations are earnestly enforced by various con- 
siderations, espec. by contrasting the widely dif- 
ferent of the two different courses—the 
blessedness of the one, and the banefulness of the 
other, as terminating in the awful sentence 
wopevecGe dx’ iuov, ol karupapivor, els rd 
rũo Tò alwmov. In the antin out of tbe 
above pu , the Discourse (the last our Lord 
pronounced in public before he was offered up), 
as it proceeds, assumes gradually a arable 
form, until at length it passes into lar 
Parable. I need scarcely say, that both in the 
passage of Luke and in this portion of Matth., 
s — is — aun r to the second 

vent o rist to judgment; the t purposo 
of our Lord being, Th th, to wark lie carers, 
and, through them, all his disciples of every age, 
against that unpreparednces arising from self 
security and sensuality, neglect of praverful 
watching, which unfits men to ineet their Judge, 
thougb he may be at the door, and their doom 
be that —— without mercy (James ii. 13), 
ef which the vengeance exercised by Christ at 
his first advent on the unbelieving Jewish nation 
was but a type. 

57—39. The force of the comparison here (oc- 
curring also in Luke xvii. 26, 27, with the addi- 
tion of the days of Lot) involves principally the 
point of the suddenness and wnerpectedness, as 
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characterizing each of the awful calamities here 
predicted, q. d. ‘ The same shall take place at 
the advent of Christ, as did in the time of 
Noah.’ The case of Lof is also adduced in 2 Pet. 
ii. 4—10. iii. 5, 6. Thus are brought ther 
the zwo d circumstances in Holy Writ, 
which bear upon the nt case,—thereby, of 
course, attesting the historic reality of the De- 
luge, which has been more than called in ques- 
tion by the Neologians of our days. The words 
"cav Tperyovrst, &c., and those of Luke, ho OAlor, 
&c., represent graphically the fancied security, 
and carelessness, with which the persons car- 
ried on the ordinary business of life, with all 
its sensual pleasures, when on the very brink of 
destruction. The sentiment is then her de- 
veloped and illustrated at vv. 38—A1. 

. oux i*yyc car] Meaning that they did not 
care to know it, though they had ample means 
for knowing it from the earnest warnings in the 
preaching of Nosh, confirmed by his preparation 
of the ark; notwithstanding which, they, in point 
of fact, did not know, did not bring the danger 
home to their hearts, so as to bring forth fruits 
unto repentance and ultimate rvation. 

40. Tórs dvo icovrat, &c.| Some take this 
to denote that the destruction will bo as 
as it will be unexpected ; so that no two persons 
employed together shall both — Others 
suppose it to mean that some of both sexes shall 
escape, while others shall perish; implying a 
rovidential distinction. Both those views may 

admitted (as merging into each other) ; the 
si 5j of the verses being to tllustrate both the 
suddenness (seo Luke xxi. 35) and the awful 
nature of the catastrophe, —and at the same time 
to intimate, tbat, however wide-spread, it will 
not be without merciful exceptions. Of those in 
the same place and in the exercise of the eame 
iil elie some shall perish, while others will 

The 6 twice here occurring, is in each case 
absent from MSS. B, D, L, and is cancelled by 
Fritz, Larm., and Tisch., seemingly, and in 
the case of Fritz., avowedly, on account of the 
mia—nia of the next verse; the very circum- 
stance, Í imagine, which caused the Critical Re- 
viser of the text of B, &c., to remove the 0, for- 

tting that in the parallel passage of Luke xvii. 
, the 6 is found in almost every MS., at least 

every MS. that kas the verse, the cause of whose 
omission I have, after other Editors, pointed out. 
` 42—44. Here our Lord resumes the tone of 
direct exhortation; and, having hitherto spoken 
of the J: ents he would in his first Advent 
inflict on the unbelieving Jews, —a type of the 
general judgment at his last Advent, -he pro- 
ceeds to inculcate the necessity of being always 

red to meet that final judgment. Accord- 
ingly this, and the subsequent matter, form the 
Moral of the whole Prophetic Discourse, and 
— its practical Application to Christ's faithful 
isciples of every age. 
42. Spa] Lachm. and Tisch. edit juépa, 

from 2 uncial and 6 cursive MSS., the Syr. and 
JEthiop. Versions, and Iren. ;—authority quite 
inadequate, espec. when opposed by internal evi- 
dence, as existing in the reading nuípa being 
evidently a gloss, or an alteration for the sake of 
greater perspicuity. 

43. The foregoing warning to vigilance is now 
pointed, and the lesson pea impresi, by the 
use of three Parables, or parabolic illustrations ; 
in the first of which the circumstance of Christ's 
coming being sudden and unexpected, is com- 

to the entrance of a robber who breaks 
into the house of a person not on his guard. See 
Obad. 5, comp. with Rev. iii. 9. xvi. 15, and espec. 
1 Thess. v. 1—16. 
45—47. Our Lord had, as we find from Luke 

xii. 42—47, given this parabolic illustration on a 
former occasion, in answer to a question from 
Peter, which question suggested the Parable, or 
parabolic illustration, here employed. The ques- 
tion was (xii. 41) Kupce, mpòs nuas THY wapa- 

Any tavrny Aéyus, Ñ kal xpce vávTas; 
or the Apostles, it seems, were always fancying 

that they should have exemptions and privileges 
beyond the multitude. Now the answer to Peter 
was intended to correct this erroneous notion ; 
and, in order to prevent its being again enter- 
tained, the foregoing admonition to 
watchfulness, ss a duty incumbent on all Chris- 
tians, was here again—in carnest ition of 
already heard and then roceived doctrinc—urged 
as cspec. incumbent on those who are entrusted 
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with any spiritual charge, as olxovyóuos Twy 
pvornplwy Tov Osov, to feed the flock of Christ 
with the seasonable food of sound doctrine. On 
the same principle we may account for several of 
these last sayings of our Lord in public being re- 
petitions of what had been said on former occa- 
8ions, or at least references thereto; which would 
naturally bring to mind what had been, we may 
be sure, carefully treasured up in memory. But, 
to advert to tbe matter at v. 45, as respects the 
force (somewhat debated) of ris dpa doriy,— 
the most correct view is, I apprehend, that of the 
Greek Fathers and Commentators, and some 
eminent modern Expositors,—namely, that this 
is a case in which interrogation has exclamation 
combined therewith, as intended to express how 
rare and estimable is such a servant! Yet the 
idiom is one so seldom met with, and the exam- 
les adduced of it so little to the purpose, that 

the following, from Max. Tyr. Diss. xxxi., in 
which there is a very similar turn, may be not 
unacceptable: sl df wod ris tors dyalds—ris 
obv torw Ò xuBepyntns obros; «x... As re- 
spects the reading olxerelae edited by L. and T., 
instead of Ospareias, from 2 MSS. only, it is 
manifestly a gloss; and the other alterations of 
the same Editors at vv. 45, 46, could easily be 
shown to be mere vapadiopPBooctis. 

48. sie | J am still of opinion that by this 
term xaxds here found, thoug absent from the 
parallel passage of Luke, is intimated a transi- 
tion, not from a good to a bad servant, but from 
the good to the bad mind of tho same servant 
who has before been mentioned. This seems ro- 
uired by the parallel e of Luke xii. 45. 
s to the course pursued by Fritz, and by Tisch. 

(1 Ed.), to cancel the ixstvos, that is forbidden by 
the concurrent testimony of all the MSS. and 
Versions. Hence the aly unobjectionable mode 
of interpreting the words is that which I have 
already proposed, and which, so far from being 
novel, was adopted as early as the time of Eu- 
thym., who explains the words to mean ò dwioros 
xal ddpwv åmofßàs, * he who has turned out,’ 
‘proved himself" dara-roe and ddpwy from being 
mıoròs and dpompos. So too Dr. Hammon 
and Abp. Newcome, J find, interpret. The view 
which I advocate has the advantage of makin 
all plain and intelligible. The person Jesiguatel 
is not an absolute, but a virtual, or practical un- 
believer, who, because his Lord delays bis com- 
ing, is apt to think, and acts as if he thought, his 

rd would never come at all ; and, accordingly, 
he scruples not to do things the most unbecoming 
in & minister, making himself odious by a violent 
and despotic carriage (‘‘lording it over God's 

twy 50 AEE. ó KUpios ToU GoUXov éxelvov èv ?)uépa 7) oU mpocdoxa, 
513 ka} Seyorounoe: avTOv, kal TÒ 

heritage," 1 Pet. v. 3) joined with a world'y 
spirit, and evil and corrupt life and conversa- 
tion. 

After ypov. ò xiptos the word £AOsiy is can- 
celled by m., from MSS. B 6, 33, Copt. and 
Sah. Vers., as also Iren. and Orig.—to which au- 
thority I am enabled to add that of Ephr. Syr., 
teste Jacks. This authority, however, is quite 
inadequate in & case like the present, in which 
internal evidence is in favour of the word, from 
the greater likelihood of its having been put out, 
as superfluous, than put in because necessary. As 
to Versions and Fathers, they are in a case like 
this of no inconsiderable weight inst a word, 
though they cannot safely want of MS. authority. 

49. After ovydovAous the pron. avrov is in- 
serted, from several of the best MSS. (including 
the principal Lamb. and Mus. copies), Versions, 
and Fathers, by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and 
— All the i Panon on — to 

isch. aro agreed on the in in xai wien, 
instead of tobie: and TUR EE feuding which 
has the strongest evidence of MSS., Vers., and 
Fathers, and is confirmed by internal evidence. 
In e rt of the reading dé, to the authority of 
the MS. C and 8 ancient cursives, I add that of 
Lamb. 1175, 1179, 1187, 1188, Scr. m. n. and 3 
ancient Mus. copies; as aleo the Pesch. Syr., 
Pers., Arab., Ethio ., and Copt. Versions, also 
Ephr. Syr., teste Jacki And the reading is 
worthy of more attention than it has received 
from the Editors; yet, after all, I suspect it to 
be no other than a critical emendation, liable, 
however, to the objection that this highly Clas- 
sical form of expression Te—xai is scarcely to be 
met with in the Evangelists. 

Sl. dsxoropnoe atrdyv—Oyoa] Of these 
words various interpretations have been pro- 
pounded, which I have shown to be alike in- 
admissible. Suffice it here to advert to those 
which have at least verisimilitude. Worthy of 
attention is the exposition of Chrys. and Eu- 
thym., adopted by Beza, Mald., and Valckn., 
according to which é:xorou. is understood to 
denote ration from the rest of the scrvants, 
and ment to a prison; two punishments 
being here denoted,—that of removal from an 
office ill discharged, and that of being thrown 
into an ergastulum, or house of correction for bad 
servants; the term being, they think, employed 
for the purpose of intimating, that such are 
merely to be servants, but not 
in reality such, as being those who render only 
eye-service, being unfaithful to their trust, equiv. 
to the Tov &íc Tcv in the of Luke,— 
namely, such as are not true believers at all, 
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pépos avToU perà THY UTroxpiTaY OycEL. 
xai ò Bpuypòs trav óbovrov. 
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exei Eotat 6 kXavÜuós 

XXV. 1*Tore óuowOfjaeras ) BaaiXela. tev oùpavðv Séxa s Rev.19.7. 
vrapÜévows, aitives NaBovoat Tas Xajrmábas avrQv, éEANOov cis 

since the hypocrite cannot be really a believer. 
According to this view, the expression will be a 
forcible one, to denote what we understand b 
cutting off and excluding from any society ; and, 
as the words following, ‘there shall be weeping,’ 
&c., will have reference to the positive muni 
ment to be inflicted, so d¢yorou. may thus bo 
said to have reference to the negative one of pri- 
wation of the joys of the blest. And certainly the 
sense thus yielded is very suitable; but proof is 
wanting that d:yorouéw ever signified to 
rate. The only evidence hitherto adduced is 
merely such as is supplied by the phrase Túnur iu 
ixa, as used in the sense seorsim secare. But I 
cannot find that d:yorouéw had ever any such 
sense ; nevertheless, its verbal noun Qu yorounote 
is used by Sext. Emp. ix. 284, in the sense sepa- 
ration ; vim therefore the — — 
may be the true one,—agreea to which, the 

is considered as a Josie Arama and 
in the term expressing the punishment thereof 
there is an allusion to the punishment of cove- 
nant-breakers by the being put out of covenant 
by a sort of figurative outlawry. In this view, the 
covenant alluded to would be the baptismal cove- 
nant violated by practical infidelity, and the 
punishment separation from the congregation of 
the faithful both here and hereafter, consignment 
to the society of the accursed, condemned to woe 
everlasting. But this postive infliction cannot 
without violence be extracted from é:yor. taken 
in tbe foregoing sense merely by a philological 
implication. Accordingly, I am still of opinion 
that the simplest, most natural, and obvious 
sense, and that confirmed by the phrase em- 
ployed in Luke just after Qapsia sra: wodAds, is 
that which supposes the term to signify, ‘ will 
scourge him severely, i. e. ‘adjudge him to the 
severest punishment,’—déryor. being taken as in 
the case of many similar ones, such as dépery, 
‘to flay, réuvew pécov. So Hist. Susanne, 
v. 35, oxis ot nícoy,—and 29, xpica: ca 
péaov,—and Arrian, Epict. iii. 22. 2 (of a dis- 
orderly servant), értorpadels di Ó xvpios, xal 
[Sav avróv coBapwe Óuaracaóutsvov, &Axócas 
ETenev. 

The next words are added as it were to scrow 
up the representation to the highest pitch, q. d. 
* As the master will miserably scourge such a 
servant, and consign him to the woeful abode of 
incorrigible criminals, so will the Lord consign 
the wilfully disobedient disciple to the abode of 
hypocrites, HELL, where thero is ò xXavOude, 
Kal d Apacs T&v ddovtwy.’ 

XXV. The two Parables which follow (vv. 1 
—1J3, 14—30) are intended to on the sub- 
ject treated of in the latter part of the preceding 
chapter (this being one continued discourse on 
the Mount of Olives, in sight of the Temple). 
That subject was, in a more eepecial sense, the 
coming of Christ at the day of Judgment, or, 
what is tantamount to it, the hour of death. 
And the object of both is to warn men of the 

necessity of being always prepared to meet their 
Judge. Accordingly, at the close of these para- 
bles tbere is a transition to the subject of the 
general judgment only. 

Of the former Parable, vv. 1—13, recorded by 
St. Matthew alone [which (as Mr. Gresw. ob- 
serves) was intended to be as applicable to the 
moral probation and moral responsibility of all 
mio reed in the character of Christians in 
general, as the parabolic allegory which had pre- 
ceded, to those of the ministers of religion in 
particular], the moral meant to be conveyed is, 
the blessedness and necessity of endurance unto 
the end (see Calv. and Gresw.), and consequently 
(as the ancient Fathers are agrecd) the evil of a 
late repentance ; on which see Bp. Taylor, Works, 
vol. iii. p. 345. 

l. rors] i.e. at the period just before spoken 
of, when the Son of man shall come to judg- 
ment ; or, as some explain, to his personal reign 
on earth preceding it. Of óuois0. the full sense 
is, ‘will be found like unto,’ by many points of 
HD taus Uuring difference of — 
racter, &c. e practi ication is supplied 
by our Lord himeelf, v. ig ii 
— Aauwadas] i.e. rather torches than ‘lamps ;? 

for, as appears from a Rabbinical writer in Light- 
foot, they were formed of a piece of iron wrapped 
round with old linen, and moistened with oil. 
— &E59XÜov sls awdyr. T. v.) A difficulty ex- 

ists as to the going owt here spoken of, which 
Rosenm. and Kuinoel endeavour to remove by 
understanding the verb of intention, not of action. 
Grotius has recourse to a philological device, sup- 
posing the figure Prolepsis. Both methods are 
alike inadmissible. The difficulty is thus handled 
by Mr. Greswell, vol. v. p. 453: ' That they 
must not be supposed to go forth directly to 
meet tbe bridegroom, nor consequently to the 
place where he was, appears from the result; 
that they must be supposed to go forth to some. 
quarter different from tbat whence they set out, 
and some quarter where they might expect to 
meet with the bridegroom at last, follows from 
the necessity of the caso. We may presume, 
then, that the place to which they are supposed 
to go, is the house of the bride.’ A ounn 
evidently formed on that proposed by myself in 
Recens. Synop., that there were two goings forth; 
one to a certain distance on the way from the 
bride's house; namely, some friend's house by 
Le way ; the other — thence, hiis on the 
ridegroom's party being announced, they move 

forward to meet him. V hether Mr. Greswell 
has improved upon, while he has borrowed my 
solution, is very doubtful At any rate some 
other Expositore, as Bp. Lonsdale, have adopted 
it in its unimproved state. Nevertheless, how the 
peuminuy assemblage of the virgins, from their 
ouses respectively, to attend on the bride, can 

be supposed to be adverted to in the words 
itnA0ov sle áváyTnoiww ToU vv olov, I am ata 
lose to see. And after all there is, perhaps, no 
occasion to suppose two goings forth, since, 
strictly speaking, the narrative has not even 
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amdvrnow TOU vupdiov. 2» IIévre cè cav é£ avràv dporpor, 
xai ai Trévre pwpai. 3 Aitwes pwpat, \aBovoa Tas Xajmrábas 
autre, ovk EdaBov wel * éavrav čarov: * ai 5é dpdovipor éXa- 
Bov €Xatov èv rois ayyetoss avTOv ETà TOv Aaumábv avTav. 
5 Xpovitovros 66 roð vupdiov, évvara£fav Tácat, xai éxáÜev6ov. 

c Bupra 24. 
81. 6c Méons è vuxrós xpavyn yéyover “Idov, 6 vupdios epye- 

tat! éÉfépyeaÓe eis amávrnow avtou ! 7 Tore nryépOnoay tacas 
ai TrapÜévo,. éexeivat, Kai exdopnoav Tas Xaumrábas avrüv. 8 Ai 
òè pwpal rais dpovipots ebkmov Aore uiv èx To) éXaíov tar, 
6r. ai Napmrades "jv oBavuvra. % ArrexpiOnoay B6 ai ppo- 

commenced at v. 1; the thing being spoken of 
only in a way; as much as to say, that 
the case in question bears a close resemblance to 
that of a marriage party of virgins going forth to 
meet the bridegroom. 

This final view, set forth in my third Ed., in 
which I still acquiesce, I find adopted by Mr. 
Alf., who remarks that ££7A0ov is not their final 
oing out (v. 6), for only half of them did so, 
but their leaving their own homes. See Xaflovca: 
—XAa[3op, &c., vv. 3, 4. 

2. al wivre| The ai has no place in MSS. 
B, C, D, L, and others, and has been cancelled 
by Fritz., Lach., and Tisch. ; but wrongly. The 
text. rec., indeed, is without the al, which had 
been put out by the Elz. Editor, though it was in 
all the former Editions. Jt was, however, after- 
wards restored by Matthei, Griesb., and Scholz, 
though again dismissed by Lachm. and Tisch.; 
yet without reason, since internal evidence is 
quite in its favour, from its — most likely to 
have been put out by some who did not perceive 
that the Article has here t force, q. d. ‘ tho 
remaining five;'—a use of the Art. freq. in the 
best writers. 

4. al $póviuoi] Render, ‘the provident.’ 
Such they were, as taking care to provide a 
supply of oil to keep their lamps burning ; which, 
— understood, is, ‘preserving the inner 
spiritual life duly fed with the oil of the Spirit of 
race." 
5. — wacat, xal ixadBevdov] ‘they 

all became drowsy, and began to sleep.’ This 
punctuation, which I think called for by the oc- 
casion, I find in some of the most ancient MSS., 
as the Lamb. 1193, of the 8th century. 

6. The £pxsTa: after — is absent from 
5 uncial and several cursive MSS., together with 
the Coptic, Arab., and Sahid. Verss., and some 
Fathers. Internal evidence in this case is nearly 
equal, considering that the word may have been 
removed by the Critics, for the purpose of cor- 
recting a slight negligence of composition as ex- 
Hung dn ipxerat —— [ find it in all 
the Lamb., Scriv., sand Mus. copies, confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. Vers. 

them in order for use;' 7. ikócuncay] lit. ' 
for the more Class. éweoxevacav, sometimes, 
however, used by the Sept., as Exod. xxx. 8. 

9. The reading which I have, with Lach. and 
Tisch., adopted, où ji), instead of oux, is, I find, 
supported by many ancient MSS. ; to which I 
add all the best of the Lamb. and Mus. copies; 
and it derives confirmation from Jer. iii. 12, in 
some copies: xal où ui] oTNpIwW TO TpOOomoy 

pov iQ opas, where other copies (even the Vat. 
and Alex.) have simply ov. In such a case, 
however, the où uù is not put for où, but yields 
a stronger sense (see note on Luke xxii. 34. 
Rev. ix. 6), such as is very suitable in the pas- 
sage above noticed of Jerem.; and not less so 
here, as well calculated to ress the extreme 
fear that the prudent virgins felt lest the oil 
should not suffice for both. As to the ellipsis, 
there is no grammatical cllipsis at all, but rather 
an aposiopesis of some words suppressed tere- 
cundis causá, to some such effect as this, we are 
afraid, or ‘we must take care, or such like; 
the ancients attaching some kind of shame to de- 
nying a request. Though, in the present case, as 
the request was unreasonable, so the denial was 
justifiable, and indeed unavoidable; since the 
oil which the prudent virgins had taken with 
them would probably be no more tban sufficient 
for ves ; and consequently to have shared 
it with the others would ouly have rendered it 
insufficient for al/, and thus have occasioned the 
non-attendance and exclusion of all In fact, 
they do not refuse, but intimate that they dare 
not, must not, grant the request, lest there should 
not be enough of oil for both parties. 

The words wropetsc8e—w pot Toùs T wXovrrasc 
Kal áyopácaTs éavrais, I would not, with 
Luther and Calv., regard as spoken in A 
but in earnest, earnest, as was fitting; for 
(as Matth. Henry observes) ‘those who deal 
foolishly in the affairs of their souls, are to be 
ied, not insulted over, for ** who made thee to 

differ," &c.?' By the action of en is to be 
understood procuring in any wy without re- 
ference to price), as in Is. lv. 1, “Come, buy 
wine and milk without money and without 
price ;" and again, Rev. iii. 18, “ buy of me gold 
tried in the fire.” Thus it is intimated that the 
oil of grace is to be earnestly sought, and care- 
fully preserved when obtained, through earnest 
prayer, from the only Dispenser, the Holy Spirit, 
sent, through the intercession of Christ, from 
God the Father. See John xiv. 16. 

The di beforo wopevecGe is absent from seve- 
ral of the most ancient uncial, and not a few 
ancient cursive copies (to which I add 2 Lamb., 
4 Scriv., and oue Mis copy), and it is cancelled 
by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., with 
more than usual reason. Internal evidence is 
rather against than for the word, which might 
seem more likely to be put in than put out. 
Yet I am not sure that the Asyndeton is suit- 
able here. And considering the quarter whenco 
the reading comes, I cannot but suspect it to 
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viot Néyouoas’ Mijrore ov pù apxéon "uiv kal buiv Tropev- 
eae [Sè] LàXXov Trpós Tovs TroXoÜvras, Kal dryopácare éavrais. 
10 4' Arrepyopevwy 66 avTOv ayopdcat, TjXÜev 6 vupdios ra, {Lares 
ai čroirpoi eioTjAÜov per avToU cis Toùs yapous’ kal éxrelcOn 
7 Ovpa. U"Torepov 86 Epyorrat xal ai Xovral TapÜévo, Mé- 
ryovc a4 
"Apv Xéyo wpiv, ove olda Üpüs. 

Kupie, rúpie, dvorov nity. 12 *'() 8e azroxpiBels elmer egre. 
13 f Tonyopesre oUv, OTs OUK f8uprast 

3 

oíbare THY "uépav ovde T)» dpay, [èv $ 6 Tids tod àvOpexrov Max u. 
&pyeraa. | Luke 31. 36. 14 8° f)o'rep yap avOpwiros, áTroOnuav, ékdXece TOUS Cor. 16. 13. 

1 Pet. 5. 8. 
¿iious OoUXovs, kai Tapéboxev avrois Trà inrdpyovta avoir Rev. 

15 kal à uéy é6wke Tévre TáXavra, à 06 úo, È 96 Er éxáo TQ 

have been cancelled by certain Critics, who 
thought it came too soon after the dé just before. 

12. oùx oida vuas] A form of absolute re- 
pulsion and rejection, q. d. *I know nothing 
about you; go &bout your business;' as in the 
passages of [seus and Plautus adduced by me, 
supra vii. 23. 

3. yeryopsire obv, &c.] An admonition 
containing the great fundamental truth which it 
is the purpose of the whole parable to inculcate, 
and with reference to which all its minuter pe 
are brought to bear. The words i» j 6 Yide 
vov ávÜp. ipxera: are absent from several un- 
cial, and many cursive MSS., most of the Verss., 
and some Fathers; and are cancelled by Griesb., 
Fritz, Scholz, Lach., and Tisch. ey have 
certainly the air of an addition to fill up the 
sense, perhaps from supra xxiv. 42. 44. The 
sentence may indeed thus seem to terminate 
somewhat abruptly (the very reason which, we 
imagine, led the ancient Cntics to fill up what 
appeared wanting); but several passages might 
be adduced from the Classical writers where 
something at the end of a sentence is left to be 
supplied from the context, or the subject-matter. 
One example may here suffice. Polyen. p. 749, 
ed. Maasv.: Kai obra tov xatpdy ore Thy 
yutpay arpoíXevyor, when he would lead them 
to battle. 

14. &cwep yàp E&vOpwros, &c.] Something 
here seems wanting, which Commentators vari- 
ously supply ; some, by 7 BaciXsía Taw ovpa- 
væv ; others, by ó Yios ToU dvOpwwov: which 
last, from the context and character of the simili- 
tude, is preferable. However, there may be, as 
Grot., Mald., and Fritz. think, an Anacoluthon, 
or unfinished construction. 

The Parable now introduced, peculiar to 
Matth., nearly resembles that of the Pounds at 
Luke xix. 12; though there are several points 
of dissimilarity, on which see Greswell. It is 
meant still further to illustrate the manner in 
which Christ will deal with men at his return to 
judgment. Or to enter more particularly into its 
nature, there are, Greswell thinks, two histories 
combined therein; the Ist comprehending the 
first 5 verses; the 2d continuing to the end; 
one containing a scheme of probation ; the other 
one of retribution ; one preparing the way for the 
other; and of course the latter economy forming 
the principal subject of the bolic narrative. 
But the more obvious, and the simpler mode of 
viewing the matter is, to consider the different 

VoL. I. 

fake —8 

sums delivered to the servants here in such dif- 
ferent proportions, and employed by them in as 
different modes, as representing the various gifts 
bestowed upon, and the different untties 
afforded to, the various members of Christ’s 
Church; and which admit of being by them em- 
ployed either profitably or unprofitably. The 
reckoning with, and the calling to account of, 
those servants, has too obvious a reference to 
need pointing out. By the utter rejection of the 
merely sloth/ul servant's excuse, we learn how 
utterly unavailing must be any excuse that shall 
be urged in extenuation of whatever duty, laid 
upon us, shall be left unfulfilled. A yet more 
important lesson is here supplied, in the different 
portions dealt out to the Pe ith l servants, and 
awarded to the proportional measure of profit- 
able employment of the advantages and oppor- 
tunities, be they many or few, which have been 
dealt out to them by him “ who ordereth all 
things according to the pu and counsel of 
his own will.” See Eph. i. 11. 
— Trois lóíovs dovrAous}] If the léious be re- 

garded as emphatic, or even very significant, it 
will mean (as Greswell explains) * his own pecu- 
liar servants ;’ meaning a certain number Oe 
to the rest of his household ; implying, as Wet- 
stein es paint. such as he judged fittest for such a 
trust. But [diovs may be here used simply for 
the possessive pronoun, as often both in the Sept. 
and the New Test, ex. gr. Job vii. 10. Prov. 
xxvii 8. Matt. xxii. 5. Tit. ii. 5. ] Pet. iii. 
1.5. And the ancient Versions, as well as the 
atrwy of Mark xv. 20, confirm this. The use, 
however, of the term at the next verse in the 
sense peculiar, may incline one to think it so 
meant here; and thus it will denote *his own 
servants; meaning professing Christians, as op- 
posed to heathens. ey may be called ‘his ote» 
servants, his peculiar, prive Property, by way 
of intimating that as they were ‘‘ bought with a 
rice" by their Master, so it is their duty to be 
evoted to his work, as slaves to their owners. 

Hence the master might, and often did, on tra- 
velling to a distant country, distribute portions 
of his capital to such of his slaves as could, either 
by handicraft employments or petty trading, fruc- 
tify it; and consequently he could call to ac- 
count, and, when requisite, punish, those who 
had neglected their du/y in that respect, which 
duty was to be disch xatd tùy ilav diva- 
mi», ‘according to their respective capacity and 
ability.’ É 
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xarà thy idiav 6vvapuy xa árrebrjumaev evOéos. 16 IIopevOeis 
è 6 Ta Trévre TáXavra Xaffàv, eipryácaro èv avrois, kai éroíiyoev 

17 Qocuros xai ó Ta Óvo, éxépdnoe 
181°C 5e rò êv AaBav, àávreX8ov apvkev 

éy TH yf), Kal aréxpuipe Tò apyvpiov ToU kvpiov auvTov. 19 Mera 
Sè xpóvov wodww épyerar 6 Kupws TOv Sovdwy ékeivov, xal 

2 Kal wpoce\Oay ò Ta mévre 
TddavTa AaBov, Tpoanveyxey Gra Trévre TáXavra, Néeywr Kú- 
pie, "révre TáXavrá pot Tapébekas ie, adda Tévre rTáAavra 
éxépSnoa én’ abrois. ?1)"Ed» [Se] abrQ ó xvpws avrov Eù, 
Sode ayabé xal mote, ert ordtya Hs Toros, mi TOMADY ce 
Katactnow eloedOe eis THY yapàv Tov xuplov cov. ?? II poced- 
0v 58 kal 6 rà úo ráXavra Xafàv, elme | Kopie, 6vo radavra 

pov mapéðwras ide, dXXa, Svo TáXavra exépdnoa èr avrois. 
B “Edn aùr 6.xvpios auto Eù, ÓoÜXe ayabé xai miorè, eri 
Niya Hs iors, eri mokA@Y oe KaTaoTHOw EloedOe Eis THY 
xXapav rod Kupiov cov. ?* IIpoceX8ow Sé xal 6 rò êv TáXavrov 
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h3P AAAA TÉVTE TáAavTa. 
i Ecclus. 30. kai autos dXXa Óvo. 

cvvaípe, per’ avTOv Xoyov. 

j Supra 4, 
Luke 22. 29, 

16. sloydcaro ly avroîs] scil. xpriuaTa. As 
we should say, ‘made money with them.’ The 
only instance of the ellip. of xpńmara which I 
us with in a — ien is — 
iii. THs yap ov roTs luT*oplov Tots 
*EdAnewy ovens, xal dduayv ois lpyalouivor 
(merchants) doxotons wapixey. Iu this use 
ipyyácacOa: signif. * to invest capital.” "E«oínas, 
‘acquired by traffic; a use chiefly found in the 
later Greek; the early writers employing xep- 
$5cai, though Aristotle sa HuaTa TOL, 

apyúpiov x., and Theophrastus 7o:ícas 
TéAarTa. 

18. For dwéxpuwa, ‘hid away,’ 5 very ancient 
MSS. have dxpuws, which has been edited b 
Lachm. and Tisch., but on insufficient authority; 
not to say that compound verbs are frequently by 
the scribes changed to simple ones. “The talents 
in question were evidently delivered to the per- 
sons for use and — . And the servant, 
who had the one talent, unfaithfully neglected to 
use it, and was on that ground fearfully account- 
able. Why, indeed, he should not have simply 
let it lie and rust in a corner unemployed, and 
not have taken the trouble to dig a hole and hide 
it away, is not very obvious. The reason might 
be this, that he might not Jose the talent by its 
being stolen, but have it to produce and restore 
to his lord at his return. Perhaps, too, in this 
circumstance of hiding, there is an allusion to 
one kind (and that one of the most important) 
of talents committed by Providence to men's 
charge, namely, that of wealth, which to be dul 
employed must be imparted to those that n 
Unless, indeed, the particulars of digging and 

iding away be introduced ad ormatum, by an 
allusion to what forms a very characteristic ac- 
tion of the miær, who will neither impart to 
others, nor expend upon himeelf. 

The words éx aùrois, not found in 4 an- 
cient MSS., have been cancelled by Lachm. and 
Tisch. here, and at v. 22, —in each case on very 

inadequate — as o to all the rest 
of the MSS., and all the Versions. They were, 

. Y suspect, only removed for the purpose of doing 
ass, away with something at varianco with 

Sompo ee 
21. The àà after ion, not found in 6 uncial 

and 9 cursive MSS., has been cancelled by 
almost all the late Editors. And so, indeed, at 
v. 23 con abTe@ occurs without the ài in all 
the MSS. Here it is prob., though not certainly, 
an interpolation. 
— eloeXOe als thy xapày Tov x. c.) In 

order to disentangle what has been unnecessarily 
made perplexed, we have here not on] to recog- 
nize à blendin of the Story with the Application, 
but to the latter as chiefly in the speaker's 
mind, and hence meant to be principally borne 
in mind by thoee whom he addressed. Accord- 
ingly, while in the former view the meaning 
will be, ‘Enter thou into the joy possessed by 
thy Lord, and laid up for his faithful servants ;' 
yet in the latter, and principal one (as applied to 
all true Christians), it will be, ‘Enter thou 
(meaning such & faithful and tried sapa into 
the piles preparei for thee [as Een his 
own blood] by thy Lord.’ cre may, how- 
ever, be a conjoint allusion to the joy of our 
Lord spoken of in Heb. xii. 2, even the satisfac- 
tion of his soul at the completion of his labour 
of love (see Is. liii. 11), and so ushering in the 
gory spoken of John xvii. 24, of which his faith- 

l disciples will be witnesses, nay in which they 
will be sharers. In the expression «loipye- 
o8a: ale ri» yapay there is not any Hebraic 
idiom, for ee up THS xapas, as in Ps. xcv. 
ll; for even any such sense would be 
derogatory, nor does it exist elsewhere in the 
Old Test. 

22. XaBev is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. 
on the authority of 4 of the most ancient MSS, 
But the hand of a Classical correction is here 
again, as often, visible. 
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ethnpas, elme Kúp, eyvwv oe ort oxdnpos ei ávÜporrros, Oepitwy 
Grou ovKx Eorrespas, Kai avvdryov 00ev ov Svecxdpmicas’ % ral 
$ofn0cis, arehOav Expupa to TáXavróv cov v tH yi 6e, 
Eyes TO gov. 79 k'ArroxpiÜcis 0à 0 xúpios ajToÜU elmev aire: k Luke 19. 
TIovnpé Sobre xai óxvnpé, Heis Ste Oepitw rov ovK čomeipa, 13415. 
Kai ouvdyw ev où OÓyckóprwa 
9 , , 

27 ébe, otv oe BaXev To 
apyúpióv pov trois TpamebLirau Kak éXBàw èy exousodpny Qv vsspra is. 

1 
TO ¿pòv atv TÓkq. ?9"Apare ovv an’ avrov Tò TáXavTov, xal 
6ore TQ Éyovr. rà éra TáXavra. 

24. axXnpós] ‘griping,’ ‘one who exacts his 
due to the uttermost, dxpiBodixasos. So Joseph. 
Ant. vi. 14, uses it of Nabal. And so Arrian, 
cited by Kypke: ol xaroixouvras £uTopot eKÀn- 
porepot, scil. elox. And Stob. Serm. p. 383, 
ávópi oxAnpe xal deo vayrós vopi(ovri. The 
expressions following are agricultural metaphors, 
though not unexampled in the Class. writers, 
" gr. Aristoph. Eq. 392, ráAAXóTpiov duawy 
épos. 
25. pofnGels} i.e. ‘fearing lest, if I should 

lose the money, thou wouldst severely exact it of 
me, by taking away all my subetance (Kuin.). 
Tis bir aai a mes excuse; but, as Eu- 
ym. obeerves, the e puts a weak excuse 

into the mouth of the elothful servant, in order 
to show that in such a case xo reasonable apology 
can be made. 

26. awovnpa è. xai tué Render, ‘evil and 
slothful,' by a sort of Hendiadys, ‘ evil’ or * bad," 
because too sluggish to do his duty. So Jos. 
Ant. xvi. 9, xaTyyópu ZóAXaiop, ÓvTa rovn- 

— ] Seid by the figure Synchoresis — Hees, &c. id by the figure s: 
* Be it as you say that I am, &c., then ought you 
to have taken the more care not to deprive me 
of what is really my own. Though it were true, 
as you say, that I reap where I sow not, and you 
durst not risk the money in merchandise, you 
ought to have put it ont to the public money- 
changers to interest ; somo exertions should have 
been made to turn it to account.’ Against this, 
however, it is u by others, that it would 
make our Lord allow that he reaped where he 
did not sow; which is not true. They would 
therefore take the sentence as an interrogative 
one, —by which it will be an ment out of the 
man's own mouth to condemn him, upon his own 
principles, for not acting suitably to bis own hard 
conceptions of his lord. But they confound a 
rhetorical choresis with a real one, a positi 
admission thst a thing is really true. 

27. Badrsiv] for ddcdvai, as in Luke xix. 23; 
for the more ical 0ío0a:, according to the 
Commentators. But it may rather be said to be 
for xaraflaXsir, pay in, as Mark xii. 42. Luko 
Xxi.2. So Diog. Laert. ii. 20, rd BaXAóusva 
Kípuara aÜpoíTew. 

— tpaweLirais] These discharged not only 
the offices of our bunkers, in receiving and dealing 
out money, and giving interest upon it; but also 
in exchanging coins, and distinguishing genuine 
im forged money. Sco Greswell, vol. iv. 

— txopiocduny dy Tò iuóv] The force of the 
Middle verb determines the sense to be, 'I 

Enim WITE yàp Éyovr, marri 5:9. 

should have received back for my own use.’ 
That this was a frequent sense, as said of money 
put out at interest, 1s evident from the examplee 
adduced by Wets. and Kypke. As respects the 
exact sense of roxe, the ers of our Common 
Version would, in consideration of the context 
here, have done better to have rendered, not 
usury, as Wycliff, but vauntage, as Tyndale; 
since the term scarcely denotes more than the 
gain produced by money let out to use, whether 
that gain were great or small And the Jews 
were, by the law, allowed to take such profit 
from money lent to Gentiles ; and the idea of any 
exorbitant (or, as we should say, usurious) in- 
terest were unsuitable to the circumstances of 
the ent case. 

. apars oby] These words have been by 
most Commentators considered as merely serving 
as a finish to the picture. But if the observa- 
tion at v. 29 be meant (as it must) with especial 
reference to the preceding command, we may, as 
Mr. Greswell suggests, ‘gather from it, not only 
that the good use of a trust of one kind may be 
expected to lead to the enjoyment of a trust, 
and probably a greater, of another kind ; but that 
where many have been invested with a certain 
trust in common beforehand, with a view to a 
certain use thereof, to be requited in a certain 
manner to themselves, the failure of some in the 
use and administration of that trust, and the 
consequent loss of their claims to a reward on 
account of it, in their own person, will lead to 
this result in bebalf of others who have made a 
better use of the same, that the reward which 
migbt have been earned by the former will be 
given, over and above their proper remuneration, 
to the latter.’ 

29. Te yap ixovrı—årò Bi Tov pù Éxorros, 
&c.] Fritz. and several of the recent Commen- 
tators cancel the words mò gè, or else (as do 
Lach. and Tisch.) read rou è uù ixovros, on 
the authority of 3 uncial and 4 cursive MSS., 
with the Syr. Vers. and Ch But the evi- 
dence for this reading is weak; for Chrys. has 
the words in his tert; and I find nothing in his 
Homily to show that he had them sot in his 
copy. The authority of a Version is, in cases 
like the present (where the sense seems over- 
loaded in the expression), any thing but con- 
siderable; not to mention that the MSS. in 
question are few in number, and such as abound 
in unauthorized alterations, of which this is 
manifestly one, and that resorted to for the pur- 
pose of getting rid of an unclassical pleonasm ; 
though thus a construction is adduced so harsh, 
that even the grammatical dexterity of Fritz is 

P2 
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SoOnceras, kal TepicaevOsjcerav amd 86 tod ui) Éyovros xai 
m 
13. & 15. 

&*.1.  GáXXere eis TO oóTos TO éborepov. 
ó Bpvyuós Tv cdovrev. 

n Zech. 14. 

Suas. Ô Eyes, ápÜrjseras am’ avtod. 99 " Kal tov áxpeiov oov èx- 
ère? €otat ò kXavÜpós kal 

31 »"Oray è Abn 6 Tic roð àvÜperrov év Tij Oofm avro), 
spale. wal Tyres of [iyu] ayyedos uer avrov: Tore kaDice, emt 
16. 
3 Thess. 1. 7. 
Jude 14. 
Rev. 1. 7. 
o Rom. 14. 

Opovou 8ófge avro), %2° xai cwvvayÜ5cera, ÉumpoaÜcv avroÜ 
mávra Tà EOvn xal ádopwei avrovs dm’ dAXXQXev, deep ò 

X 6or.& 1e. MOLAY aopites rà mpóßara amd trav pipar — 99 kal orjces 
zek. 84. 17, 

20. 
supra 18. 40. 

Ta pev mpoBata èx ekiðv abro), rà O6 pipia èE evwvipor. 
1Pet.1. 34 P Tore èpeî ò Bacideds trois èx Sekiav avrov’ Aetre, ot evro- 
9. [o r , x e ^ 

1.16 yruéyoy TOD IIarpós pov, xAnpovouncare Tv fjrouaauévqv piv 

It is sufficient to the 
term as denoting the idea of wnfruilfulness, his 
sot doing good, though he is not mentioned as 
doing positive karm. Notwithstanding which, 
however, he is consigned to outer darkness, the 
Loos ToU exórovs at 2 Pet. ii. 17, where, as 
says Wesley, * there shall be weeping of the care- 
less, thoughtless sinner (rather, the unfruitful 
Christian], and the grinding of teeth of the stub- 
born and obetinate sinner. All tending to show 
that there is no such thing as negative good- 
ness. 

31—46. We have (as supra xix. a) a descrip- 
tion (though here more circumstantial and com- 
plete) of our Lord's coming to judgment; in 
which description the imagery em loved is taken 
from the pomp and eplendour of Oriental mo- 
narchs, who, when dispensing justice, sate on 
thrones of majesty. See Ps. ix. 5.8, 9. Zech. 
xiv. 5. Is. vi. 1. lxvi. 1. Dan. vii. 9, compared 
with 1 Thess. iv. 16. The description, however, 
is not a Parable; for though there are in it 
some parabolic (as the separating of the 
sheep from the goats, and the interlocutions be- 
tween the Judge and the persons judged), yet 
there is no thread of similitude carried through- 
out. We have what miy be called a Delineation 
(occasionally quite ic) of the final judg- 
ment, rather than a Parable; or rather, we may 
say, an ion of the foregoing parables per- 
taining to the end of the world and the final 
judgment; which explanation more particularly 
“Pp ies to the immediately preceding parable. 

l. ol Gywos &yysXoi] The word dy may 
be, as Lachm. and Tisch. think, an interpolation 
from Mark viii. 30, or Luke ix. 26; and cer- 
tainly we find no other example in Matthew's 
Gospel of this expression, which is rather rare 
elsewhere in the N. T.; though examples occur 
in Acts x. 22, and Rev. xiv. 10, where Lachm. 
and Tisch., indeed, cancel the word, but on very 
slender authority ; and so, on very little stronger, 
have they at xxii. 6 removed dyíev before 
7rpoQnTrov. But in Job v. 1, Sept., we have 
al Tiva ayyétav dylæv din, where dyley is 
absolutely required by the Hebrew originals and 
the Versions, while dyyéAwy probably arose 

from a marginal Scholium. However, internal 
evidence is rather against dy. in the present 

92. wdvra Tà iÜrn] ‘all nations,’ both Jows 
and Gentiles, both quick and dead. In oppo- 
sition to the Jewish notion, that the Gentsles 
would have no part in the reeurrection. 
— adopiet abrods—ipipwe] Meaning (by 

& pastoral i à will separate, among those 
nations, the ‘bad i hristians from the — So 
xiii. 49, ddoprover rods wovnpods ix picou 
tev dcxalwy. 
— doppler] The full sense is, ‘ separates 

them, after they have been mixed together’ in 
grazing [so as to put them in different stalls for 
the night}... Comp. Hom. Il. ii 475, vomo 
puytwow: by ĉıaxp. there is denoted the sepa- 
ration of each sheep, and each flock, from the 
rest. We cannot doubt that ‘their Judge will 
discriminate men's moral state, amidst the com- 
plicated varieties of human character ; will esti- 
mate their actions by an infinitely penetrating 
development of their motives ; will, accordingly, 
by an infallible decision, completely and for ever 
separate them one from another." 

33. ix SeFicov—dE sócvóucev] Here there is 
thought to be an allusion to the Jewish custom 
(adverted to by Maimonides and others) of 
placing in the Sanhedrim the acquitted on the 
right hand, and the condemned on the left. But 
I have proved in my Recens. Synop. that, among 
the ancients generally, whether Jews or Gen- 
tiles, 2 lon Was prid lacing on ite 
right hand; disapprobation, placing on the 
left ; and — , the ri ht and left situa- 
tions were tively emblematical of eternal 
bliss, or — misery. 

34. ipsi ó BactA.] This and v. 40 
ly occasione on which (at least hitherto) we 

find our Lord was pleased to apply to himself the 
title of King. Up to this time he only spoke of 
himself as of man, and, by implication, Son 
of God, which carries with it co-kingship with 
the King Eternal, &c. Accordingly, in Rev. 
xvii. 4. xix. 6, he is styled ‘ King of kings" But 
the term was here called for by the attendant 
circumstances, which all mark royal —— 
This, indeed, is implied by the expression tárome 
of glory ; not to say that the exercise of uni- 
versal judgment, final and without appeal, was 
regarded as the very essence of Royalty. 
— kAnporourcaTs, &c.) Here it is finely ro- 

present the 
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Bacieiav amo raraßorñs Koopov. 

katé pot dayeür éciypnoa, xal émroríaaré pe Eévos Ñu, 
36 yuuvòs, xai repteBáXeré pe )a0évnca, xal cvvypyáryeré pe 
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36 3 éreivaca yap, kal ddw- q Isa 9; 
* Eccl. 7. 39. 

KAL James} $7. 

éreaxévrao0é pe èv purar jum, kal TjABere Trpós me. 31 Tore 
azoxpsOncovtat avTQ ot Sixator, Xéyovreg — Kópie, wore oe 
eldopev 7rewóvra, kai éÜpéjrapuev ;  Supavta, xal éroríicapev ; 
38 ore 5€ oe eioojev EFévov, xal ovvnyáyopev; 1) yupvòv, ral 
qepie9áXoj,ey ; 39 crore 8€ ae ei&opev áaÜevi), À év dvXak?), xal 
7ABouev Tpós ce; %* Kal azroxpibets ó Bactdevs épet avrois* r Prov. u 
"Apiy Xéyo dpi èd’ bcov érowvjcare én Tobrov rôv adeAdav Hep 6. 10. 
pov ray éXayíarov, È ot émovjcare. 

4l s Tore pet xal rois èE evwviywr IlopevecÓe an’ è 

marked by Chrys., he does not say receive, but 
inherit, as domestic property derived from a 
father, and therefore that to which any one has a 
just title. Thv nrowuacuivny bpiv, &c. So it 
1s said, Tob. vi. 17, dre coi arn nromacuiyn 
yy &vó Tov alovos. 
—awo xaTafloA5e xócuov] This has been 

thought to countenance the doctrine of absolute 
decrees. But the expression may merely be sup- 
posed to denote, by & Hebraism (what the con- 
text plainly shows it to mean), that the kingdom 
of heaven was prepared for those who 
should approve themselves, by the performance 
of those good works which invariably spri 
from a trne faith. And, among these, those o 
charity, hospitality, and benevolence, are bere 
especially introduced, as ives of all the 
active virtues. Not that we are to understand 
from yap that the promise of salvation belongs 
to these, or any tadtvidual virtue: the perform- 
ance of other duties being implied in the speci- 
fication of these and leading ones (comp. 
James i. 27); still less are we to suppose that 
the salvation arises from one's own meri, be it 
what it may, but from the free grace of God 
through Christ our Saviour. 

35. curnyayers] scil. ele à» olxov, * hospi- 
tably entertained me.’ The co phrase oc- 
curs in 2 Sam. xi. 27, and Judg. xix. 18. The 
difference between the Class. and the Hellenistic 
use is this, —that in the latter, the phrase is used 
of one only ; in the former, of more than one; as 
in Plut. Symp. ii. 10, écriérep dvOpumwous— 
els ravTÓ cuvayayewv. The duty of Aospilality, 
or receiving strangers, was, in ancient times, 
from the fewness of inns, of great importance to 
the comfort of society; insomuch that it was 
considered, even by the heathens, as a highly 
Meritorious virtue, nay, a religious duty; as we 
may infer from Hom. Od. xiv. 66, Eatv’, o0 uoi 
Oiuss iori | eivoy driujoat, wpds yap Arce 
tlow &wavres | sivo. Hence we see why, in 
the Scriptures of the Old Test., and espec. of the 
New, so t a stress should be laid on the dis- 
charge of this Christian duty. Indeed, we learn 
from the Jewish writings, that their test 
Rabbis agreed in reckoning this, and the kindred 
duties subjoined, v. 35, as bo um ious duties, and 
those which should obtain the highest reward in 
the life to come. . 

37. dwoxp.—oi dixatos] Meaning those just 

a upra f. 

Luke 
y; Ps. 6.8. 
? 3 Pet. 2. 4. 

spoken of as having performed the above duties 
and acts of kindness to those in need; “from 
which (observes Bp. Lonsdale) it appears 
that they are those in whom such acts have 
presences from righteous principles, and havo 
ormed a part of a righteous course of life." It 
must, however, be borne in mind, that if these 
— persons have discharged these, or any 
other religious duties, on truly righteous pri 
ples, they will ever be ready to acknowledge 
themselves unprofitable servants, in the sense 
contained in our Lord's injunction, Luke xvii. 
10. As respects the words following, they may 
be, as the Commentators say, parabolic, yet only 
as bearing a resemblance to the matter, and 
having the aér of parable, though with the pur- 

not so much, as some suppose, to impress 
the truth that Christ highly regards works 
of charity performed for his sake, but represent- 
ing forcibly the Àumility of the justified saints, 
in setting so lightly by their imperfect, or rather 
in their view worthless, services, so as scarcel 
to remember that they were ever dome, much less 
to think that they should ever be so richly re- 

40. id’ cov ixorhoare] Here we have an 
explanation of what was meant at vv. 35 and 36. 
So close is the union between Christ and his 
members, that he loks on whatever is done to 
them as dono to hi ; and rewards them ac- 
cordingly. Comp. Matt. x. 42. This, indeed, 
a with what the Scriptures elsewhere de- 
clare, that what is done unto the r, in re- 
lieving their wants, is done unto God himself, 
under whose especial care they are. Thus it is 
said er xix. 17), * he that hath pity on the 
poor lendeth unto the Lord.’ 

41. The ancient Fathers are in general 3 
that though our Lord here says to the righteous, 
‘Come ye blessed of my Father, he does not 
say to the wicked, ‘Go ye cursed of my Father,’ 
because God is the Author of man's happiness, 
but man only of his own misery. "This is shown 
at | by Bp. J. Taylor, in his Sermon on 
Christs Advent to Judgment, and espec. it 

, edit. Heber. e P 44, vol. v. of his Wor 
earned Prelate seems favourably disposed to the 
reading & trroluacey ó Ilarip pov, which was 

roved by Mill, and was pes by Griesb. in 
bis inner margin, as probably the true reading; 
while Lachm. and Tisch. both reject it; and 



8 Eévos juny, 

46 t Kai ameXevoovrat obrot cis kÓXaacty 

"Inoovs mávras ToU; 
2 Oibare OTi peta 
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oi KaTnpapévos, eis TO TUP TO aiwviov TÒ Hrotbwacpukvoy TO Aia- 
Borw xal rots ayyédots aùroð. £ émeívaca yap, Kat oùr Òu- 

Katé pot bayer edinoa, xal ook émorícaré pe 
xai ov cuvnyayeré pé yupvòs, Kal où TrepieBáXeré ue acbevis 
Kai év duran, kal ov éreoxépacbé pe. Tore arroxpOncov- 
rat [avrà] xal aùrot, Xéyovres Kupte, wore oè elðopev vreweavra, 
f) Subovra, À Eévov, Ñ) yupvov, 7 acbevn, f) ev pudaxH, xal ov 
Sunxovncapév cot; *© Tore arroxpiOnceras avtois, Neyo ° Apiw 
Aéyo úir éd Scov ovK émowujcare én rovrov tv éAay(oTov, 

tJohn8.%. oude EMOL éTrovjcare. 
aiwvior ot 66 Õixaror eis wrw atwveov. 

aMarki4l. XXVI. 1% Kai éyévero, dre éréXecev ò 
oyous TovTous, elre Tois paOnrais avTol* 

bear, OUo uépas TO mácXa yiveras xal 6 Tids tod ávÜperrov mapa- 
Aces, Sidoras eis TO oravpwOyvar. 3° Tore ouvýyônoav oi ápyiepeis 

with reason, since the external authority for it is 
very slender, and that opposed by tho ancient 
— gree by internal — consider- 
ing that it has eve rance of being a gloss, 
or rather a false allera derived hon some 
marginal Scholium. Dr. Mill, indeed, regards 
it as undoubtedly genuine; but on turning to 
the two chief passages of his Gr. Test., where he 
treats on this point (pp. 38 and 72 of his Prolego- 
mena), I cannot find that he assigns any such 
reasons as are at all convincing; whereas the 
reasons for rejecting it aro such as almost to 
compel assent. Ite strength is in the 
F alleged for it. Yet those are almost all 
Latin Fathers, or Greek Fathers in a Latin Ver- 
sion. As to the passages of Clem. Rom. and 
Just. Mart. Dial., they would, I suspect, if over- 
hauled, turn out a evxipi) éxikovpía ; not to say, 
that the soundness of the doctrine is very ques- 
tionable. The Commentators do not well ac- 
count for the circumstance, that after AcaBdAw 
follows xal rote dyyéXors a., and not, as one 
might have expected, rois dalyuoory, or dutpovl- 
ois, the Devil, and his imps, the inferior devils. 
So CEcumen. (or the Greek Father from whom 
he compiles in his Introd. to the Galatians), 
Kkutà TOV AiaflóAov xal rev Óauuóror avTov. 
However, the term ayy. seems here used for tho 
sake of matching what was before said of Christ 
and his holy angela, to whom are here most fitly 
op the evi angels of Satan. Thus in Rev. 
xi). 7, Christ and his angels are said to trium 
over the devil and Ais angels; he being the 
Prince of the devils and the rest his subjects, to 
rp ud his cause and out his pu : 
I have said Christ and his angels; for though 
Mixa be there mentioned, and not Xpiorde, 
x the beet Expositors are agrecd that there 

tX. represents ist, as I have there shown at 

— els rd mup, &c.] Render, ‘unto the ever- 
lasting fire destined,’ &c. 
— alevwiov] Considering the opinion of the 

Jews, and, indeed, of the ancients in general, as 
to the cternity of future punishments, our Lord's 
hearers could not fail to understand this word in 

the usual acceptation everlasting, rather than (as 
some ancient and several modern Commentators 
contend) in that of a very long, but limited dura- 
tion, And this may be considered one of the 
strongest ments against an interpretation so 
unwarranted and presumptuous. 

44. avro) This, not found in most of the 
best MSS. (including many Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), most of the Versions, and some Fathers, 
has been cancelled by Matth., Scholz, Lachm., 
and Tisch. 

46. xai &TaNsUcorrat — alwnov] In these 
words (which are characterized by a certain 
majestic SD ey and graphic force) we have 
the sad concluding scene, the execution of the 
terrible sentence, v. 41, wopevecOe ax’ iuov— 
sle wip alóvıov, also the carrying it into effect 

_ severally to the two classes, consigning them to 
the abodes of endless woe, or of everlasting 
bliss ! 

XXVI. Mark xiv. 1. Luke xxii. 1. On 
leaving the Tempie; our Lord closed his peblio 
ministry on earth as a 7. —(I say public, 
for the subsequent discourses at John xiv.—xvii. 
were delivered in private to his disciples) —and 
after baving given bis disciples privately many 
weighty admonitions,—especially apprising them 
that he would assuredly return again unto judg- 
ment, with power and great glory,—he p 8 
to inform them of the near approach of those 
sufferings, and of that death, which he had pre- 
viously intimated to them while they were jour- 
neying with him to Jerusalem to keep the Pase- 
over. Accordingly, tho Evangelist now intro- 
duces & narrative of our Lord s Passion, and of 
events subsequent thereto. i 

— whoya) ‘the paschal feast! See my 

2. xal ó Ylós] The xal is best taken i» 
sensu xpovixe, for xai rors. It is often used 
for öre, which may admit of being resolved 
ne kai Eid t — bind — 
and, our repeatedly appri is dis- 

ciples; but he had not until now told them the 
exact time. 
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«al oi ypauparets raè oi Tropea Burepo, ToU XaoÜ eis THY aUAxv 
Tov apytepéws, TOU Xeyouévov Kaiada: * xal avveBovXevcavro 
iva tov IgcoÜv * 60Xq xpatnowor kal amroxreivwow. © *" EXe- cuis. 
yov 6€ Mn év ti éoprh, iva. uù OopuBos yévntar é TO Xa. 

6 4 Tob è Incoũ yevopévov ev BnÂavia èv oixía Zipwvos ToU a Markus 

AempoU, " TpoaijMÜev ait@ yuv) addBaotpov pvpov čyovoa *1-*. 

3. ol Xeskperee] These words, not found 
in 4 uncial and 14 cursive MSS. (to which I add 
Mus. 1810, and de Missy 1, omitted by Wets. and 
Scriv. y), have been cancelled by Lach., Tisch., 
and Alf. ; but wrongly, for the ol ypauuareis 
were not likely to be absent on this occasion, 
being a necessary component to form the ?7rpso- 
Bwripior Tov Àaov, or ing Council, the 
Jewish Senate. So it is said, supra xxii. 66, 
cvvrixX0n TÒ arose. Tov Xaov, — Kal 
yeaumarete. It was more probable that the 
words should have been omitted, by accident, 
from so few MSS. (I find them in all the Lamb. 
copies, and all the Mus. ones ex 3 and the 
Scriv. y), than that they should have been inter- 
polated in all the rest, from the parallel 
of Mark and Luke. Besides, further on in this 
chap. (v. 57) Matth. particularly adverts to the 
Yeaupareis as a component part of the Body, 
and at xxvii. 41, he brings together aZ three par- 
fies; and so supra xvi. 2]. xx. 18. xxi. 15. 
Hence it were unaccountable that he should 
omit the yp. here. That they , we 
learn from Mark and Luke. Are we, then, not 
bound to suppose the omission to have arisen 
from inadvertence of the scribes (by reason of 
the repeated xai—x«ai) than neglect on the part 
of the Evangelist? The carelessness of the 
scribe of B appears by his alone omitting Aaov 
just after. 

3—5. Mark xiv. 1. Luke xxii. 2. The rors 
here does not refer to what has immediately pre- 
ceded, but, as often, to something that Aas pre- 
ceded some time before, though short; so here 
what has been recorded at chay. xxiii., where our 
Lord denounces woe on the Pharisees, &c. And 
we cannot doubt that the whole of what was said 
by him was faithfully reported to them. Accord- 
ingly, the connexion of rore is with Mat occur- 
Fence, and it may be rendered thereupon. 

4. 80dX\w@ xp.] So, for the text. rec. xp. e 
I have now edited, from all the principul uncial, 
aod very many cursive MSS. (eo which I add all 
the Lamb. and nearly al! the Mus. copies), witb 
Matth., Gr., Sch., Lach., Tisch., and Alf. It is 
probably the true reading, and the external au- 
thority for it is far stronger than what Mr. Alf. 
states. Instead of 28 cursives, he might have 
said 88, since there are upwards of 30 Lamb. and 
Mus. copies alone ; but, from the carelessness of 
Kuster, Wets., Gr., and espec. Sch., in stating 
the full amount of evidence, it is impossible to 
say of both the Western and the 
Eastern Family. 

6. Eíucvos Tov Aerpov] The name Simon 
was so common a one among the Jews, that it is 
no wonder that some surname should have been 
adopted by way of iai apr the particular 
Simon meant; and accordingly, such an addition 
is generally found subjoined to the name in tho 
N. T. But the appellation often had reference 

n 11. 1, 3. 

to something which kad existed, but did not 
necessarily exist. So it must have been 
in the case of thts Simon; for otherwise none 
would have resorted to his house in any way, 
still less as guests; and the meaning intended 
doubtless, ‘who kad been aforetime a leper.’ 
He had probably been cured of his leprosy by 
our Lord. Considering that we are quite in the 
dark as to who this Simon was, it is needless to 
discuss the question whether he was the master 
of the house, or only a guest of Martha, as the 
mistress; nor will the expression at John xii. 2, 
éinxover, supply any proof. (See note there.) 
Mr. Alf. gravely chronicles the reading ] m. of 
M, D, namely, ieséeve: and Lachm. actually 
thinks it worth putting into the scales for weigh- 
ing! though this choice morsel, for a critical 

ate, is only worth notice as being one amon 
& thousand proofs how that MS. certainly, and, 
I doubt not, several others of its kith and kin, 
had its text corrupted from the Latin Versions, 
both the Vulgate and the Italic. 

7. wpoondOey aire i] On reconsider- 
ing the debated question, whether the transaction 
Tecorded here and at Mark xiv. 3—9, be the 
same with that in John xii. 2, I am still of 
opinion, that the two accounta have respect to 
the same transaction ; and, of course, it follows 
that one or other of the two narratives must be 
inserted out of the strict ch 7 ; 
which there is greater reason to think is ob- 
served by John, than by Matthew and Mark. 
As respects the variations in the two accounts, 
they are too minute to deserve the name of dis- 
crepancy : and, as I am not professedly a Har- 
monist, the consideration of such matters does 
not come within my provinco. 
— éAáfacTpor) This denotes, not a box, but 

& cruse for unguent, which (as we learn from 
the writers on Dae was much of the form 
of our oil-flasks, with a long and narrow neck, 
sealed at the top. The vessel was so called be- 
cause it had been first always, and was afterwards 
generally, made of a sort of marble called onyx 
(from being of the colour of a human nail), and 
also (from its extreme smoothness). 
Thus the vessel came to be called &Aáac-pov; 
and it retained that name even after it came to 
be formed of other materials, as glass, metal, or 
stone. The phrase áAéf. uópov occurs also in 
Hdot. iii. 2, and Athen. p. 268, where there is 
not so much an ellips. of vA £oy, or such like, as 
& peculiar use of the Genit., though confined to 
nouns which denote any kind of vessel, as here 
&\a8., and supra xiv. 13, x«spáuiorv tdaros, not 
unfreq. in the Sept., and sometimes in Class. 
writers, as Hom. Od. i. 196, déwas olvov: Soph. 
El. 758, xaXAx«ós owddov: Dionys. Hal. Ant. 

. 2028, 4, daparrov—ayyetia : Theophr. Char. 
Y John calls this uúpov vápčov, and Mark, 
yet more distinctly, up. vapd. vic. Now 
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e Mark 14. 

obn 12. 4. 

avTois Ti kómovs Tapéyere Tj "yvvaukt ; 

pera 
John 12.8 € a ` » 7 » pens éavrQw 5 due Sé ov mávrore Éyere. 

váp8. might of itself denote a liquid unguent, as 
is P oc is Theophr. H. Pl. ix. 72. Dioscor. 
i. 66, comp. with Hor. Ep. v. 59, and Tibull. ii. 
2, 7, and with miorixye, perpe yot more so 
(but see note on Mark xiv. 3). Consequently it 
would seem that pvp. denotes (as the xariéiyxesy 
absolutely requires us to understand) a liquid 
unguent; and that it is susceptible of that sense 
is proved by Heyne on the passage of Tibullus. 
— BapvTíuov| Lach. (as also Tisch., 1 Ed.) 

odits, from A, D, L, M, and not a few cursive 
MSS. and some Versions, *oAÀvríuov, but 
though I can add 1 Lamb. and 3 Mus. . that 
is incompetent authority, and quite in opposi- 
tion to internal evidence, inasmuch as the word 
has every ap ce of — adopted as a 
plainer term probably sugges by the llel 
passage of John xii. 5) substituted for the less 
obvious, and, in this sense, scarcely pure Greek 
term Bapur. It occurs, indeed, in Strabo xvii. 

. 798, r&v Bapvriuev Bapía xai rà Tin, and 
Fieliodor. L. wis 113, u) Bapiripor slvat, but, 
I believe, no where else: and even its use b 

writers will not prove that it was not (as 
suspect it to have been) a iar idiom, formed 
on the use of is in Latin, but confined to 
Asia Minor and Syria. 
— xarixecy iri thy kipana Lachm. edits 

rie kepadne, from B, D, M, and several cursive 
MSS.—which is, I doubt not, & mere critical 
alteration (but quite rear possibly sug- 
gested by the expression in Mark, xarà trie 
ksiaA rs, which has the characteristic exactness 
of that Evangelist, the sense being, * down u 
his head.’ ere is no such discrepancy as Mr. 
Alf. ts between the two of Mat- 
thew and Mark, as com with John, since 
John does not say xatiyssy ixi rods wédae, 
but Asya rove wodas. Now since it is plain 
that the unguent for the head was liquid, poured 
out of a long-necked cruse, and that for the feet 
was simply oéntment (highly scented) rubbed on 
the foet after they had been washed and dried 
with a towel, it appears that the two actions were 
quite distinct (as, indeed, is evident from what 
we read Luke vii. 46), and accordingly the men- 
tion of one does not imply a negative on the 
other. Both these marks of respect were (it ap- 
pears from a comparison of John with Matthew 
and Mark) bestowed on our Lord; but no im- 
putation of inaccuracy attaches to either one or 
the other of the Evangelists; if, at least, the 
thing be weighed in the balance of candour. 

9, The words rd uópov, absent from A, B, D 
L, and about 12 cursive MSS. (I add 3 Lamb 
and 4 Mus. copies), together with some Versions 
and Fathers, have been cancelled by Lach., Tisch., 
and Alf. Certainly internal evidence is against 

9 

. 

púpov ToUro éml ToU copaTós pov, mpós TO evTadidcas pe 

them; and they have no place in the parallel 
passage of Mk. ; at least, not in the text. rer. ; 
ut see note. Here, at least, they have prob. 

been introduced from John zii. 5. 
10. £pyov—x*aXór elpy.) That xaAó» is a 

stronger term than dya00» would have been, is 
evident; but that £py. «addy signifies, as Alf. 
explains it, merely ‘a noble act of love,’ is more 
than I can admit. That will depend on the dis- 
position of Mary towards our Lord, which, from 
all the circumstances of the case, must have been 
more than attachment, and may have amounted 
to a deep reverence to One, whom she ed 
as the Messiah, and to whom this extraordinary 
mark of devout reverence was fully due. This 
view I find supported by the authority of Chrys. 
in his 80th Homily; and, of modern Expositors, 
by Calvin, who, indeed, ascribes this deeply 
reverential act of piety as dictated by the secret 
instinct of the Spint. It have been so. 

12. wpde rò ivr. us iwolnesy] On the term 
ivrad. seo my Lex. The best Commentators 
ancient and modern from Grot. downward, are of 
opinion that wpds rò has reference, not to the 
intention of the woman, but rather to the agency 
of Divine Providence ; it being not unfrequent 
in Hebrew for any one to be said to do a thing 
for this or that end; which, however, is not 
really intended by him; only his act is conse- 
quent upon it alinde: as l Kings xvii. 18. In 
either view, however, the words must be re- 
garded as s ting the nearness of his death ; 
and (as Grotius says) justifying what had been 
done by an argument ri: that, had she ex- 
pended this on bis body, they who used 
such ointments could not reasonably object to it; 
and had, therefore, no ground mote to do so, as 
he was so near death and burial. But the view 
which I have taken at v. 10, of the motives which 
actuated Mary to her work of devout reverence 
to her Lord, if well founded, renders the applica- 
tion of the ince adverted to here unnecee- 
sary. Mr. Alf. himself admits, that ‘he can 
hardly think our Lord would have said what is 
expressed in this verse, unless there had been in 
tho mind of Mary a distinct reference to our 
Lord's burial, in doing the act.’ This is the 
truth, but, I apprehend, not tho whole trutb. 
For a distinct reference should rather be said a 
full persuasion, whether ex iactiacio ri 
according to Theophyl., L. Brug., Calv., an 
Lightf., I would not say. Mr. Alf. seeme inclined 
to understand the wpos Tò évrad. of Mary's in- 
tention, which he admits is strongly attested by 
the words of Mark xiv. 8, and John xii. 7. But 
then he neutralizes that admission by sayin 1 
‘that all the company surely knew full wel 
That may be questioned. The Apostles had 
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éroincev. 13° Auny Xéyo piv rov éàv knpvyO7) rò evaryyéuov 
Touro év ÖAW TQ Koopm, AaAnOnceTAaL xal 8 érroincey aŬrn eis 
prypocvvov avTik. 

14 ^ Tore ropcubelę els rev &ó8exa, ó Xeyópevos "Iovdas Icora- h Mark 14 

puorns, mpos tous apyvepeis, 15 elmet !T( Oéreré pot Sovdvas, Likes. 
> A e A , , e 

Küryo utv nma @ QGUTOV ; 
^ , i Oi òè éorncay aùr Tpiákovra v. 

apyipias 18 kai dard tore etre: ebkaupíav iva abrüv Trapady. 

Zech. 11. 

17 Tp & rpwry trav áfópov mpoojrOoy oi pabnra T Inco? pav Trpoc] ĝ 
— never so brought the matter of Christ's 
eath and passion home to them, as to justify the 

expression * surely knew full well.' e know- 
l of Mary, whether dictated by Divine in- 

iration or not, was of a very different kind. 
er close attention to all that had lately oc- 

curred in the case of our Lord, and her devoted- 
ness to him, would make Aer far more quick- 
sighted in the matter than the rest of the com- 
pany, and might of itself inspire a conviction that 
our Lord's hour was come; and hence any act of 
ious reverence, such as she had meditated, must 
done at once. 
13. Gov iáy—AXaAÀn0. ele urna. airs] I 

agree with Mr. Alf., that '* this announcement is 
a distinct prophetic recognition by the Lord of 
the existence of written records, in which tbe 
deed should be related; and still more, that we 
bave here a convincing argument against that 
view of the three first Gospels, which supposes 
them to have been compiled from an original 
document." But I by no means agree with him 
in his third remark, that the same consideration 
is equally decisive against Luke's having used, or 
even seen, our present Gospels of Matthew and 
Mark: though this hypothesis has been ably 
maintained by Schleiermacher in his Essay on 
Luke. That Luke may not have seen Mark's 
Gospel I grant, but that he never had seen Mat- 
thew's, I cannot admit. On this questio vexata, 
see more in the Introd. to Luke's Gospel. 

14—16. Mark xiv. 10. Luke xxii. 3, narrating 
the agreement of Judas with the Chief Priests 
and Elders to betray our Lord. The rors is a 
particle too indefinite in its import to enable us 
to determine when this treachery was concocted ; 
but it was prob. immediately after the meeting 
of the Sanhedrim, v. 3. And thus the particle 
will be (as occasionally elsewhere) — 
and may be rendered ‘whereupon,’ or ‘ there- 
upon.” 
"15. ícrncav abro] Some ancient, and many 

modern Commentators, explain gorneay to sig- 
nify weighed owt, i. e. paid, with a reference to 
the ancient custom of making Mme of the 
precious metals by weight ; which custom conti- 
nued, or at least the mode of expression (fre- 
quent in the Sept. and the Class. writers), even 
after the introduction of coined money. Others, 
however, induced by a seeming discrepancy from 
the accounts of Mark and Luke (the former of 
whom says iarnyysíXavro aire py ipiovi the 
latter curéOevro ápryópiov 8.), would take it to 
mean promised to give. But that would be ex- 
ceedingly harsh ; and the testimony of the an- 
cient Versions will afford no confirmation, since 
they rather give the sense ied than 
mised. Nor is the discrepancy in question so 

' bath, and could not have risen 

material as to need being got rid of in so violent 
a manner. For the two expressions employed 
by Mark and Luke may be said to imply the 
payment which, accordingly, as we learn infra 
xxvii. 3, 5, was promptly rendered. 

17. Tj èt wpwrn r&v á(óuev] We are here 
brought to the consideration of a most litigated 
uestion,—namely, whether our Lord celebrated 

the Passover before his crucifixion, and if so, at 
what time? There are expressions in the Evan- 
ie which seem, at first eight, contradictory. 
ohn appears to differ from the rest respecting 

the time that the Jews partook of the Passover ; 
and supposes that they did not eat it on the 
same evening as our Saviour ; yet all the Evan- 

lists agree, that the night of the day in which 
e ate what was called the Passover, was Thurs- 

day. He is also said to command his — 
to prepare the Passover, and he tells them he had 
earnestly desired to eat this Passover with them. 
Yet we find that on the day after that on which 
he had thus celebrated it, the Jews would not go 
into the judgment hall lest they should be de- 
filed, but that they might eat the Passover. Now 
the law required that all should eat it on the 
same day. The principal solutions which have 
been propounded of this intricate question are as 
follows: 1. That our Lord did not eat the Pass- 
over at all. Of those who adopt this opinion, 
some contend that it is only a common supper 
that is spoken of; others, that Jesus (like the 
Jews of the present day) celebrated only a me- 
morative, not a sacrificial Passover. 2. That he 
did eat the Passover, and on the same day with 
the J m — he ate it, but "i on the — 

with the Jews; antictpating it by one s 
these solutions, the first, in both its forms, h 

alike inconsistent with the plain words of Scrip- 
ture, pays Tò waoxa, and Bvew TÒ 0ác xa. 
That our Lord did not eat the Passover rests 
merely on conjecture; and the place, the D 
peration, and the careful observance of the Pas- 
chal feast, alike forbid the notion of a common, 
or of a memorative supper. As to the second 
solution, it is equally inadmissible, since, on 
that hypothesis (as Dr. Townsend says), ‘if our 
Lord ate it the same hour in which the Jews ate 
theirs, he certainly could not have died that day, 
as they ate the Paseover on Friday, about six 
o'clock in the evening. If he did not, he must 
have been crucified on Saturday, tho Jewish sab- 

in on the first 
day of the week, as the Evangelists testify, but 
on Monday.’ The third solution (which has 
been adopted by Scaliger, Casaub., Grotius, Bo- 
chart, Hamm., Cudw., Ernesti, Michaelis, Ben- 
son, Kuinoel, Bentley, Townsend, and many 
other eminent Commentators) has the strongest 
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Aéyovres [aùr] Tod 0éXew érotudowpéy cor payeîv TO rd- 

exe; 18 “O &è elmev: "Turárere eis THY TOv mpòs Tov Seiva, 
xai eirare atte 'O OibáckaXos Dreyer ‘O xatpós pou éyyis 
core’ Mpos 0€ TOD TO TacyYa jerà THY pabnrtõv pov. 19 Kai 

émoígcavr oí pabnral ws cvvérafev avrois ó 'Incots: xai trol- 
pacav TÒ Trácya. 

Mark 14. 
&c 

Luke 2%. 14. 
John 18. 21. 

20 j'Oxrías dè vyevouévgs avéxerro peta tv Sadexa’ 
écÜióvrov avrav, emeve ‘Apiw Xéyo wiv, Gre els eE tyav 

21 eal, 

kMexi. 7apaxece, we. ?? Kal Xvrroüpevot apa, jp£avro Néyew aire 
Lukes, &eagros abrQy Miri éyo 

claims to be preferred; since it is most con- 
sistent with the language of the Evangelista, and 
best reconciles any seeming discrepancies. The 
Passover was to commence on the first full moon 
in the month Nisan; but, from the inartificial 
and imperfect mode of calculation by reckoning 
from the first appearance of the moon's phasis, a 
doubt might exist as to the day; and this doubt 
afforded ground, occasionally, for an observance 
of different days; which, it is said, the Rab- 
binical writings recognize. Now this diversity 
would obviously make a day's difference in the 
calculation ; so that what would, to one party, be 
the fourteenth day, would, to the other, be the 
fifteenth. Strict] ing, indeed, the Feast of 
unleavened b id not begin until the even- 
ing of the ay when tho Paschal lamb was eaten, 
i.c. just at the beginning of the l5th day of the 
month. Here, however, the l4th is called ‘ the 
day of unleavened bread,’ and thore is reason to 
think that it was by some accoenied so. Thus 
Jos. Ant. ii. 15, 1 (cited by Wete. and others), 
we have, éopriy á'youev id’ ùuipas òx Tw, THY 
Tay &{ipueov Aevyou£rny, of course, including this 
day in the feast. At any rate, although, as ap- 
pears from John xviii. 28, our Lord celebrated 
this his last Passover one day earlier than the 
Traditionarii, the ruling party among the Jews; 
yet he might be said equally to observe the 
ritus] command, of eating on the l4th of Nisan. 
This solution, which is not a mere novel device, 
but, as we find from Euthym. and Theophyl., 
was held by some ancient Greek Fathers, is, on 
the whole, the most satiefactory ; though I am 
— to grant that, as this is a point on which 
the learned have in every age disagreed, so will 
it, I apprehend, from the scantiness of the mate- 
rials for our judgment, never, perhaps, be settled 
to our entire satisfaction. 

18. TÓv sva] An idiomatical expression 
used by both the Hellenistic and Class. writers 
(seo my Lex. in v.) to denote a person whose 
name it is not material to mention, but whether 
known or unknown to the party addressed does 
not follow. If, however, as appears from the 
passages of Mark and Luke, the person spoken of 
was unknown to them, our Lord could hardly be 
said to the name of the person. It is 
strange that Mr. Alf. should say, that if the 

rson as we read in the parallel of 
ark and Luke, ‘to be found by the turning in 

of & man with a pitcher of water, why not say 
by their meeting a man? From what is said in 
Luke, it appears that the meeting was this, — 

eiut, Kopie; B'O 66 arroxpibeis 

that, as they entered the city gate, he would be 
iesuing from it. On further consideration of the 
matter, I am of opinion that our Lord did not 
here speak from any previous arrangement with 
the person in question, but acted in virtue of his 
infinite knowledge, 1 Sam. ii. 3, and unlimited 
command of all circumstances to bring about any 
event. 

The aira, absent from 5 uncial and 10 cur- 
sive MSS. (add Lamb. 528, 1179, Mus. 1810, 
5540, 1774, 11,838), is cancelled by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. Internal evidence is — it, 
and it was probably, though not certainly, intro- 
duced from the {lel e of Mark. 
— 6 diddoxados Aéysi] This expression does 

not of itself imply that the person was a disciple 
of our Lord; but the air of the context and the 
circumstances suggest it. The uov after xará- 
Avua in Mark xiv. 14, according to the text of 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, would, if genuine, 
prove it; but see my note. Then the full sense 
would be, ‘Our Master and thine saith.” By 6 
xaipós is meant, not ‘ the time’ of the Passover, 
but ‘my time,’ meaning that of Christ's passion 
and death,—a use of «xa:pds often occurring in 
St. John. 

20. dvéxecro] Though the Passover was di- 
rected to be eaten — (Exod. xii. 11), yet 
the Doctors had introduced the reclining posture 
(usual at meals from ancient — 
it a symbolical action, typifyin t rest aad 
freedom to which, at the institution of the rite, 
“o were tending, but had not yet attained. 

. For fxaaroe, Lach. and Tisch. edit els 
Íxac-ros, from 6 uncial and a few cursive MSS. 
The «Ts was evidently derived from the perallel 
passage of Mark. 

23. Commentators are not agreed whether this 
was meant to designate the betrayer; or whether 
it was only a prophetical application of a pro- 
verbial saying ; indicating that * one of his fami- 
liar companions would betray him,’ and not 
meant to be applied particularly, except by the 
person himself intended. The latter opinion ia 
referable. Indeed, it is plain, from Mark xiv. 

, that Christ did not mean to particularly de- 
signale him, since be says els To» Óodixa ò 
inB., &c. also Luke xx. 21. Theophyl. 
and Grotius are of opinion that Judas reclined 
near Christ; so that, though there were more 
dishes on the table,—of which every one dipped 
his bread into the one nearest to him,—yet he 
helped himeelf from the same dish. Thus would 
Jesus more easily (and without the others hear- 
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ing) answer the in ion of Judas by the 
words ‘thou hast said; and thus John would 
more unobservedly (on asking who the traitor 
should be) receive the sign from Jesus. The 
disciples (except John, see John xiii. 26), it 
should seem, did not, until Judas's departure, 
understand wko was meant. They only knew, at 
the time, that some one of the twelve, who had 
been helping himself from the same dish with 
Jesus, asi ns | betray him. It should seem that 
the question, ‘ Is it 1?* was asked by Judas im- 
mediately after he had received the sop from 
Jesus; and that the question asked by John, who 
it should be? was asked immediately after Jesus 
had made the public declaration, * One of the 
twelve, who has been dipping his hand in the 
same dish, and whose hand is on the same table 
with —— ne ——— 

— ò iufáyras er : * he who has di y 
or rather ‘dived ; for we need not kappot, with 
the Commentators generally, that this was merely 
dipping the hand into liqnid, like soup; but 
rather (enan y to the Oriental custom of 
taking food with the hand from one common 
dish) diving the hand into a deep dish (like a 
soup-tureen), in order to transfer the meat, 
already torn up into pieces, to one's own plate, 
or others’. See a of va s Taylor cited 
by me in Rec. Syn. in fact, tuBdwWae is an 

ellenistic Hion for iuBaXcv, mun — 
a fragment nac. xsipa T iv Trmyávo Ba- 
Asty for iuf. An idionk however, ao bate. that no 
exampl believe, has ever been adduced by 
any Philologiat ; and I have myself only met 
with ose, —namely, in Philostr. de Sophis. Vitis, 
xxi. 3, where, speaking of a perty of harvest-men 
sitting at dinner under an oak-tree, and suddenly 
killed by lightning, he says, ol 0spic'ral, ig’ 
oU tp ixacTos ix 7páTTwv obrwr ÅT avv 
oe á&víÜarovy): 'O uiv yap xidixa 

tpoupuevot (t manum sumens), ò £à wivey, ó 
di — I conject. o 9' iuB.), ò à toblwv, 
ó dé Tı wove (I conject. ó j^ ó, Aud — 
7.), Tas Yuxàs adgynxav. Per owever, by 
vais hen is denoted not the bowl in ques- 
tion, but only a certain vessel, such as was used 
for holding oil or vinegar, or sauce in general. 
Accordingly, it would here denote tho vessel 
which contained the sauce for the paschal lamb, 
and into which the pieces of meat (taken with 
the-fingers from the common deep dish, which 
contained the meat — divided into conve- 
nient Ywpula) were divided, previously to being 
eaten. 

24. bwdyas) ‘is going.’ The present tense is 
used to denote tio pes of the things pre- 
dicted. Thero is, too, an euphemism, ‘ts going 
(unto death), —an idiom common to most lan- 

guages, in words denoting to depart; and of 
which the Commentators adduce — both 
from the Sept. and the Classical writers. In the 
Anthol. Gr. vii. 169, we have the complete phrase 
als åiðyv iráyw. 
— xa0us yiypawra: T. a.) Namely, in Ps. 

xxii. 1—3. Is. liii. 8. Dan. ix. 26. Zech. xiii. 7. 
Kaħðv—iy:vvýðn is a formula employed by the 
ancients to express a condition the most misera- 
ble. So Schemoth R. 8 40, p. 135: ‘He that 
knoweth the Law, and doeth it not, it were 
better for him that he had not come into tho 
world.” 

There is a remarkable permutation of order in 
the placing of the words: the natural order 
would have been xaAóv qv Tu avOp. ix. el ob 
éyev. abTÓs ; but this is not to be ascribed to 

ebraism, or too strictly criticised, since such 
negligences of collocation occur occasionally in 
the purest Greek writers, espec. Hdot. and Thu- 
cyd.,—nay, even in that most polished of prose 
writers, Xenoph. Suffice it to instance Cyrop. i. 
4. 2, xal yap, do8avicavros avrov, oldiwors 
ám ers TÓV 7TáT7T OV; and i. 4. 20, ravra al- 
Wovros a (TOU, idoki Ti Aéyuv To ACT. 

26. The seeming discrepancy here existing 
may be removed by a mu accommodation, 
rendering do@:dvrwy before, v. 21, * while they 
were [yet] eating, and the iobióvræv here, ‘as 
they had just finished the paschal feast.’ 
— TÓv dprov) Bp. Middl., on the authority 

of some MSS. (nay, many ; for to the 60 adduced 
I add Lamb. and 5 Mus. copies), would cancel 
the Tóv: which he thinks called for by its ab- 
sence in the parallel of Mark and Luke; 
and Lachm. does cancel it. But it is more probable 
that the rdy was removed by those who wished 
to conform the text of Matthew to that of the 
other Evangelists, and St. Paul; which, how- 
ever, is unnecessary ; since, though the sense 
with the Article is more definite (i. e. the loaf, or 
rather cake, thin and hard, and fitter to be bro- 
ken than cut. See note on ch. xiv. 19), yet it 
would be sufficiently intelligible without it. 
That fwo cakes of unleavened bread were pro- 
vided for the Passover, all the accounts testify ; 
though as only one was broken by our Lord, it is 
no wonder that in the new ordinance founded on 
the Jewish rite, only one (and that large or small 
in proportion to the probable number of com- 
municants) should be provided. To advert to 
the critical proceedings of the recent Editors— 
Lachm. and Tisch. first cancelled, then restored it 
tothe context. Mr. Alf. first bracketed the word, 
remarking, in his note, that no stress must be 
laid on the Article, even supposing it to be 
genuine: while in his 2nd Ed. he resfores to the 
text what he had before virtually cancelled; and 
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that on the very ground which I have long since 
pointed out, namely, as being removed because 
not in Mark, Luke, and Paul. But the moet 
correct mode of stating the case is to say, that 
internal evidence, as well as external authority, 
is against it. It might, in such a few MSS., be 
omitted by accident; and, generally speaking, it 
was more likely to be removed than inserted — 
removed, I mean, by those who did not (as in 
the case of Mr. Alf.) understand the force of the 
Article, which force has been well explained by 
Mr. Green, Gr. N. T., p. 220, to mean te single 
loaf customarily placed on the table at supper: 
and he justly remarks, that, ‘ of two writers simi- 
larly circunistanced, and equally careful, one 
might naturally ímsert, and the other omit it.’ 
The Art. here is also confirmed by John xiii. 18 
(sino v. 1.), ó Tpévyev per’ ipot TÓv dpTov, 
where, as Mr. reci observes, the Article is 
employed decxrixie to denote the loaf placed on 
the table, though not in its Paschal character. 
— sbAoyscac] On again carefully consider- 

ing the claims of the two rival readings to pre- 
ference, evAoy. and sóxapiea cac, I must now 
decide in favour of the text. rec. süAoy., since, 
although evy. has very strong external authority 
in its support (thus ] find it in almost all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), yet internal evidence is 
for ebAoy. I suspect that the ancient Critics, 
stumbling at evAoy. as not being sufficiently 
definite, chose to adopt in preference the term 
used in the passages of Mark and Paul, evyap., 
not being aware that evAcy., to ask a : 
upon, may ree’ dd, SUR to return thanks, but 
not vice versá. The Pesch. Syr. translator must 
have had edAcy. in his copy, and it is found in 
many of the most ancient of MSS., B, C, D, Z. 
— ixdacs] Namely, as a type of the breaking 

of his body on the cross. 
— ieri] All the best Commentators (of course 

excepting those of the Romish Church) are 
that the sense of ior: is, ts, or 

signifies ; an idiom common in the Hebrew, which 
wanting a more distinctive term, makes use of the 
verb substantive; a simple form of speech, yet 
mating an tho common language of most na- 
tions. Gen. xl. 12. xli. 96. Dan. vii. 23. 
viii. 21. 1 Cor. x. 4. Gal. iv. 24. Thus the 
Jews answered their children, when asking re- 
Tm the Passover, ‘what is this?’ ‘This is 

e y of the Lamb, which our fathers ate in 
t' See Bp. Turton's Examination of the 

wo in which the Eucharist was instituted, 
P. ii. of his * Roman Catholic doctrine of the 
Euchariet considered (in answer to Dr. Wise- 
man's Lectures), . 8 2, in which he dis- 
cusses the force of the words of the institution, 
and shows that they must be understood figura- 
tively, and not, as the Romanists contend, lite- 
rally It is well observed by Wetstein, that 
‘while Christ was distributing the bread and 
Wine, the thought could not but arise in the 
minds of the disciples, What can this mean, and 
what does it denote? They did not inquire 
whethor the bread which they saw were really 

bread, or whether another body Jay unconspicu- 
ously hid in the interstices of the bread, but erkat 
this action SIGNIFIED ? of what it was a represen- 
tution or memorial ?' 

27. tò rorńpiov] The rò, abs. from B, E, F, 
G., L, Z, and 7 or 8 cursive MSS., is cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., as if interpolated from 
the parallel passages of Luke and Paul. But it 
involves so strong an improbability that the word 
should bave found its way into all the copies 
except comparatively very few (for I find it in all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies except two), that we 
may justly suppose it to have been omitted by 
accident. That it can scarcely be dispensed with, 
has been ably evinced by Bp. Middl., who ob- 
serves, ‘ That in this case, as well as in that of 
dprov, it may be fairly presumed that uniformity 
was intended by the sacred writers.” Be that as 
it may, it would scem that one cup only was 
used ; for (as observes the Bp.) * though four cupe 
of wine were to be emptied at different times 
during the ceremony, a single cup four times 
filled was all that the occasion required.” : 
of the four is here meant, Commentators are not 
agreed. It is generally supposed to have been 
the third, or the cup of blessing ; which was re- 

ed as the most important of the four. That 
the wine was mixed with water, all are —— 
and this custom the Romanists still scrupulously 
retain; though they hesitate not to violate the 
next injunction, wiere iE avrou 9ráv Tes, 8 
confining the cup to thec ergy (as if the wo 
wero meant for the Apostles only), notwithstand- 
ing that this view is utterly forbidden by tho 
reason subjoined why all are to drink of it; and 
in spite of the strong authority of Antiquity, in 
the practice of the Church up to a comparatively 
recent period. 

suxapieryicas] From this term the rite 
took its name; espec. as the service 

was a sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving. In- 
deed, it was customary among the Jews never 
to take food or drink without returning thanks 
to God the giver, in prayer, by which it became 
sanctified. 

28. rovro yàp—4$(a05kms] i.e. ‘For this is 
my blood, by which the new covenant is ratified.’ 
So Luke: Tovro rd woripioy 9) xaiw) Crabsxn 
iv +o aluaTí pov, ‘By the administration of 
this cup I institute a new Religion, to be ratified 
by my blood. In the sacrifices of the 
ancients it was (as Grotius and Hammond show) 
usual to receive the blood in a vessel ; which was 
itself drunk by the more barbarous nations, but 
by the more civilized wine was substituted for it ; 
to which the colour would contribute ; — 
considering that wine was called ‘the bl of 
the grape. 
— pl Toiv lxx. els doroiw da.) Mean- 

ing, * shed (i. e. about to be shed) as a propitia- 
tory sacrifice for the sins for many’ (namely, as 
many as should believe in him. , however, 
my note, supra xii. 28). It is not correct to say, 
with many other Pepin that this is the for- 
giveness of sins itself, which is conveyed to all 
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true believers. I find no warrant for the doc- 
trine, and no evidence of its applicability here. 
What really is conveyed to the faithful recipient 
is the comforting assurance of being in a state of 
forgiveness ; by assurance being understood, cer- 
tain knowledge arising from entire (rust, as the 
foundation of our great and endless comfort in 
those holy mysteries which are the of 
bis love. So Calvin well remarks: “ Quum 
dicitur fundendus sanguis in remiseionem pecs 
torum, his verbis nos dirigimur ad mortis Christi 
sacrificium, sine cujus memoria nunquam rité 
Cena celebratur. Nec vero aliter satiari (i. ©. 
with our spiritual food and sustenance in the 
Sacrament) possunt fideles anime, nisi quatenus 
Deum sibi placatum esse confidunt." f 
— ixxvróusror sis do. du.) Here (as Grotius 

remarks) there is a transition from the idea of 
federal to that of piacular sacrifices; in which 
the viclim was offered up in the place of the man, 
who had deserved death. 

29. où uù miw—Ilarpós pov] On the sense 
of these words there exists much diversity of 
opinion, chiefly occasioned by the various senses 
assigned to iv ry Bacisla rov IIaTpós pov, 
which some Expositors think equiv. to dy ovpave, 
the Gospel dispensation ; while others refer the 
words to Christ's mediatorial kingdom; and, 
others, again, to his Millernian reign. But for 
the 3rd interpretation there is very slendcr 
ground ; and as to the 2nd (which supposes that 
our Lord merely intended to announce the abro- 
gation of the Jewish Passover, and the substitu- 
tion of the Christian Lord's Supper in its place) 
it is based on a sandy foundation ; for it does not 

that our Lord here had any reference to 
e discontinuance of the Passover. The first 

interpretation is very suitable to the context, 
and supported by the poste of Luke, 
by Tj faci tía ToU Osov, often denoting the 
Gospel dispensation. Thus xa:vdy will be put 
adverbially for iy xai Tpó?ro, ‘in a new man- 
ner, i.e. a spiritual one, namely, by the virtual 
presence of Christ at the celebration of the Sacra- 
ment. Yet epecious as this may appear, there 
is something unsound in principle; for it is 
y ieri too much on the force of an adverb. 

ides, not to say that the passage of Luke is 
Dot certainly el, when, we may ask, was it 

lfüled? At the commencement of Christ's 
kingdom after his resurrection, when he ate and 
drank with his disciples, say the above Commen- 
tators, who adduce Luke xxiv. 30. 45. John 
xxi. 13. Acts i. 4. x. 4l. But we do not learn 
that he drank at all, much less that he drank 
wine. He merely ate a little of some fish and 
honeycomb, which his disciples set before him 
(and that merely to convince them that he was 
really risen from the dead, and no phantom), and 
then probably presented the rest to his disciples. 

And so, indeed, several MSS. and Versions (in- 
cluding the 2 later Syr. and Vulg.) say i» words. 
Accordingly, this interpretation may justly be 
conside untenable; and it would seem that 
the only one safely to be ad is that by which 
Bac. rov IIaTpós pov is taken for iv 757 Bac. 
Tiv ovpavip, supra viii. 11, Luke xiii. 29. xiv. 
15. xxii. 30, where the jor and glories of heaven 
are represented under the image of 'sitting down 
at a feast.” And the general sense, couched under 
this strongly Oriental metaphor, is, * I shall not 
henceforth fads more, oükéTi, as it is expressed 
in Luke] feast with men, until I e with 
you of a new, cven a spiritual, and more glo- 
rious feast in my Father's kingdom in heaven." 
See supra xiii. 43. The xaivóv (meaning ‘ new’ 
and ‘superior,’ as dô) xai!) in Rev. v. 9. xiv. 3, 
and oft. elsewhere) is so used in reference to the 
spiritual nature of the kingdom in question, and 
consequently its vast superiority. 

For yavernp., I have, with h., Tisch., and 
M external au- Alf., received yevńu., on ve 

thority (to which I add nearly all the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), confirmed by interna] evidence, 
considering that yepy., as — & late Greck 
form, was likely to be introduced by the scribes. 
The yey. r$ áusíXov, taken as a periphrasis 
for olvov, is confirmed by the Sept. and N. T., 
though occurring with a slight variation in the 
Class. writers. 

30. óurücavTss] Not, ‘having recited,’ as 
some render: but, ‘ having sung,’ or ‘ chanted.’ 
From the researches of Buxtorf and Lightf., it is 
almost certain that this Üuvos was the finer pert 
of the Hallel (which consisted of Ps. cxiii., 
cxiv., cxv., cxvi., cxvii, cxviii.); the former 
pert, or the first two of those Psalms, having 

en chanted during supper. 
31. vrará£ge—^roíurns] On carefully recon- 

sidering this important quotation with the aid 
afforded by the elaborate researches of Hoffmann, 
I am quite of opinion, with him, that this is nof, 
as some say, an application of oe eee by oar 
Lord to himself, by an argument à fortior, but 
a icon. That this is not, as Grot. and 
others suppose, a proverbial expression (though 
such an one might exist), is clear from the use 
of the regular formula citandi. As respects the 
reference in the passage of the ir aie the Ex- 

itors almost universally regard the person re- 
erred to as Judas Maccabeus, or some one else, 
in epeka singular perversity—any one but 
CHRIST. the various views, however, have 
been weighed in an even balance by Hoffmann, 
and found wanting. I with him, and with 
Dr. Henderson, on Zech. xiii. 7, that the only 
satisfactory solution of the difficulty here is that 
which regards the words as directly and exclu- 
sively prophetic of the person and sufferings of 

Massian. This, they show, is required not 
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only byour Lord's express — ion of them 
to —2*— but also bs the identity of the subject 
treated of with that in Zech. xi. 4. 7. 10—14. 
xii. 10, for the shepherd Aere spoken of can be 
no other than the shepherd there mentioned, who 
is said to ‘ be rejected, to be sold, to be pierced,’ 
&c. Not only (observes Dr. Henderson) is the 
Messiah there designated as the Shepherd of 
Jehovah, to indicate the relation in which he 
stood to the Father in the economy of redem 
tion, but he is described as ‘roy ^, lit. 
Man of my Union: in which interpretation Dr. 
Henderson shows that even the highly heterodox 
De Wette, and the learned Jew Árnheim coin- 
cide. He might have strengthened this from the 
cóuQvAóp pov of Aquila. Indeed, that we 
may not think too meanly of the skill of the 
Sept. Translator in his version woAitny, let us 
sup that he wrote cupwoN/rny, and that the 
scribe mistook the a* (abbrev.) for e. Be that as it 
may,the Hebrewterm ex as Dr. Henderson 
observes, the very idea intended to be conveyed 
by the Holy Spirit, by whom the words were in- 
dited. And of whom can this be said but of the 
Divine Im ? who was one with the Father, 
and who could say, * he who hath seen Me, hath 
— the dur å 

s respects the discrepancy supposed to exist 
between wératoy and the Hebr. and Sept., the 
quotation is according to the Sept., at least as we 
have it in the Alex. and other copies, except that 
for iki d we have wardto, which, as Mal- 
don. has shown, amounte only to this, the chang- 
ing of him who commands the striking into him 
who himself strikes: and surely when we con- 
sider WHo it is that adduces the words of Scrip- 
ture, even Christ, who, through the Holy Spirit, 
indited the words of Scripture, and who is the 
Lord of Scripture no less than Lord of the Sab- 
bath—we must bow to any alteration thereof for 
better adaptation to the purpose, viz. to make it 
more directly ic, not only of the sufferin 
of the Messiah (the great Shepherd, Is. 1. 6), 
but also of the scattering of the sheep by the dis- 

reion of the disciples, through fear, into sudden 
ight and temporary abandonment. if this should 

be thought taking too much for granted, we may 
consider that as the Hebr. Imp. "y smite, is, as 
Dr. Henderson thinks, taken as oft. for the 
Fut, in order to express more forcibly the cer- 
tainty of the event, thus the change in question 
would be next to nothing. Besides, the two 
Hebr. words “77, smile, an I will smite, aro 
so much alike, that they might easily be con- 
founded; and I doubt not that some copies of the 
Sept. had »rará£w. At any rate, St. Barnabas, 
ch. v., quotes thus: Adéys: yap 6 OvOv'—'Ocav 
warateo töv woimiva, Tors oxopmicbiosTas 
Tà wpoBara, which tends to confirm the text. 
rec., for which d:acxopmricOicovra: has been 
adopted on strong, but scarcely sufficient autho- 

"Inoots' ‘Auv Xéyo cot, Ste ev 
TavTn Tjj vukTi, wply áXéxropa dva tTpis aTrapynon pe. 

rity, vy aci, Tisch., and Alf. The reading of the 
Vat. MS. ixowdoarse Tà *pO. is a manifest 
blunder of the scribe for ixoxedacars, a ve 
rare word, yet occurring in Aristoph. Eq. 795, 
Tv slpéávnv i<ecaidacas. It only remains to 
observe, that the Future was more suitable to 
our Lord's present purpose. And I cannot doubt 
that our Lord had in mind, though he could not 
well, as to any present purpose, cile the sezxt 
clause of the verse in the Prophet; and we may 
best render: *But I will turn back my hand 
upon his little ones,’ viz. for protection to them. 
omp. Is. 1. 25. But there may be some allu- 

sion to this return, or recurrence of the Divine 
favour in the words of the next verse, which in- 
timate a tempo resumption of the Lord's 

toral office on the scene of his former cares. 
John x. 13, comp. with x. 3, 4. All this the 

disciples would not fail to understand after the 
event, and thus their faith would be confirmed. 

82. poáEo buds els T. T.] Here there is a 
continuation of the — metaphor of the pre- 
cong ene and the force of the figure becomes 
clear by bearing in mind the Oriental custom, of 
the shepherd not ing but preceding and 
leading the sheep; which is alluded to in John 
X.4. We may suppose that the general sense 
(as iu otber predictions of our Lord at this 
period, — and obecurely worded) is: ‘On 
returning to life, I shall precede you into Gali- 
lee; i.e. I shall first present in Galilee, 
where, if you follow me, you will recover your 
shepherd and leader: a most comforting assu- 
rance, when they would more and more need it, 
not only that he would rise from the dead, but 
that they would again have his society, at a place 
where they had held intercourse of the most in- 
teresting kind with their Lord; nay, it must 
have brought the august scene of the 7: 
ration closely to the principal disciples present. 

83. I still continue to kal here as 
introduced from Mark. 8 respects external 
authority, I can now add, that nearly all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies are without it; and as to 
internal evidence, that is against the word, since 
there is more reason to suppose it was introduced 
from Merk, in a great part of the MSS., than 
that it should have been accidentally omitted in 
so many as form the remainder. For no ono 
would ever designediy omit it, since no Critic 
would be ignorant of the sense, even. hereas 
some might think that they should strengthen the 
sense by inserting the xal, which, at all events, 
might make others prefer el xai to the xai el of 
Mark; which, however, is more agreeable to pro- 
priety of guage: So Hom. Il. v. 316, xal «i 
Máa kaprspóc áca'Tiv. 

94. arpiv áX£x opa devncar}] The Schol. on 
Theocrit. says that @wyaty is properly used of 
the voice of birds. Yet it is perhaps never used, 
in any Classical writer, of cocks; but dósiw, 
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"has date and dOíyyso0a.. As the Rab- 
binical writers have told us that cocks were for- 
bidden to be kept in Jerusalem, because of the 
‘holy things,” it has been objected that Peter 
could not hear one crow. But (without catting 
the knot by disallowing the testimony of the 
qum we may, with Reland, maintain that 
the cock might crow oxéside of the city; and 
et, in the stillness of night, be heard by Peter 
m tbe house of Caiaphas, which was situated 

near the city-wall. And that cocks were kept 
in the vicinity of the city, there is no reason to 
doubt. But perhape the best mode of removing 
the difficulty would be to render, ‘before cock- 
crowing.’ So Aristoph. Eccl. 391, ora rò davrs- 
pov ‘whextpuay ipOéyyero. Moreover, this 
— like the correspondent ane i Latin, is 

ounded upon vipitn ere and, indeed, seve- 
ral ancient MSS. read á\íx. rpadwvias, a good 
gloss, oiea It has been thought a con- 
tradiction, that Mark xiv. 30 says, wpiv À dle 
$erv5ca:. But there will be none, if it be con- 
sidered that the heathens reckoned two cock- 
crowings ; of which the second (about day-break 
was the more remarkable, and was that called) 
xaT' &Eoyijv, the cock-crowing. Thus the sense 
will be, ‘before that time of night, or early 
morm, which is especially called cock-crow- 
ing, thou shalt deny me thrice In Mark (who 
relates the thing more circumstantially, but with 
no real discrepancy) the expression xal d\éxTæp 
lóórnes may be rendered, ‘and it was cock- 
crowing time; in Luke and John, od uù àÀéx- 
aly ,Pevioes, ‘it shall not be cock-crowing 

e. 
35. 06 uh os ávrapvijcoua:] Here 6 uncial and 

Very many cursive MSS. (I add nearly all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies) have dwapyiownar— 
8 construction found elsewhere, but not adopted 
di recent Editors; why, it is easy to see, — 

Damely, because they often adopt readings on 
far smaller authority. The two constructions 

of them occur, but there is an almost conti- 
Dual variation of reading, which, however, may 
partly be owing to Itacism. It would seem that 

€ construction with Subj. Aor. is a Constanti- 
hopolitan, that of the Fut. Indic. an Alexandrian 
form; and the latter appears to be the more ancient 

ing. 
— opoies ĉi xaí] The dé, which I have re- 

ceived, with Matth., Gr., Fr., and Scholz, was 
removed by Griesb. in his 2nd Ed., and is not 
received by Lachm. and Tisch. But though ex- 
ternal authority is nearly equal for (it has place 
in all the Lamb. and nearly all the Mus. copies) 
and against it, yet internal evidence is rather in 
favour of the word ; considering that it was more 
likely to be put out by Critics, as superfluous, or 
— over by careless scribes, than to have 

n tz by Critica; for why should they 
lave desirous to insert a petty particle from 

another Gospel? Mr. Alford, as might be ex- 
pected, excludes it, with the brief remark, “ in- 
serted from Mark," as if it were a matter of fact, 
and not a mere opon and that involving, as we 
see, great im ility. But Mr. Alford, liko 
his masters, hm. and Tisch., systematically 
takes for granted interpolations; doubtless as an 
easy -cut, to save the trouble of weighing and 
balancing external authority with inte evi- 
dence,—an operation for which Critics, who too 
quickly adopt readings without showing cause, 
or pronounce verdicts without summing up evi- 
dence, may not have the wherewithal. Hente the 
variations of Lachm. and Tisch. from each other, 
and not unttequenty from themselves. The for- 
mula occurs in Luke v. 10. x. 32. Rom. i. 27. 
1 Cor. vii. 3 and 4. James ii. 25, sine v. 1. It 
scarcely ever occurs in the Classical writers; 
which I suspect led the Critics to cancel one or 
other of the two particles, and sometimes doth ; 
as infra xxvii. 41, —a reading which Lachm. was 
half inclined to adopt. The dé was evidently in 
the copies used by the Pesch. Syr., Sahid., and 
ect and the Cod. Vercell. (4th cent.) of the 
Ital. Version, the Compl. Ed., and those of Coli- 
neus and the two first of R. Stephens, though 
thrown out by Steph. in his third, to which cir- 
cumstance is to be attributed its absence in the 
text. rec. 

86. Te@oenuavet] Hebr. wow n3, ‘place of 
oil-presses ; situated at the foot of the Mount of ` 
Olives. Not, what some have supposed, the vi- 
lage in which the produce of the Mount of Olives 
was prepared for use; for the term x«wpíov can 
only mean a field, or close, as in Thucyd. i. 106. 
Paus. i. 29, They were probably deceived by 
this xepíoy having a name assigned to it. Yet 
that had names, we find from 2 Kings 
xviii. 17, ‘the fuller's field’ 2 Sam. ii. 16. Acts 
i. 19, * Aceldama, the field of blood; and Ps. 
xlix. 11. Compare Thucyd. i. 108, uáxn áv 
olvodurors, where the Editors fell into the same 
error of thinking olvod. to be a town. We find 
by Maundrell, that the very close in question is 
still pointed out; and the Missionary Herald for 
1824, p. 66, atteats that there are still several an- 
cient olive-trees in it; so ancient, indeed, that 
Lamartine, Pilgrim. vol. i. 78, thinks they are 
coeval with the age of Christ. 

37. BpE£aro uw. xal áónu.] Since dédnu. is 
evidently the stronger term, there would seem 
to be a climax; though the exact force of the 
term is disputed. Euthym. explains by dAvew 
kai áunyavety, ‘to be, as it were, distraught, 
‘to know not what to do.’ He rightly derives it 
from the adject. ádfiucv, which is nof, as Buttm. 
and Liddell suppose, a term fabricated by Hesych. 
and Eust., since it occurs more than once in that 
very pure Greek writer, Hippocrates, e. gr. p. 563, 
b, dXvay kal ádnuovfay ó Üvuós. The word is 
derived from Perf. Pass. of &ééw, v. neut. to 
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surfeit, to be satiated, —whether, as Hesych. re- 
marks, xópov rivds À Aóorms, lit. ‘to have, as 
we say, ‘enough’ of any thing, espec. of labour. 
So is used the noun dos in Hom. 11. X. 87, and 
the verd at x. 98. Mark does nof, as Mr. Alford 
affirms, use éx@auBetoba: for Auretobar: he 
better knew the force of the two words. He 
rather passes over Av. and only uses éx@. in 
order to aid in drawing forth the ful] idea meant 
to be conveyed. What he meant by ix0aguf. will 
appear from my note on Mark xiv. 33. That 
Matth. should have used dénu. in the sense I 
have laid down, not of ‘labour,’ but of grt 
(a force recognized by Hesych.)—involves no 
Lir e mu ap " from the fine line of 
ope,— To melt in full sa£iet y griz T 
d. After Agyer I have, with d Fr., and 

Scholz, adopted into the text, though in small 
characters, the words ó 'Inaove, for which there 
exists strong external authority. Tho doubt, 
however, which I formerly felt as to their genu- 
ineness has been rather increased than diminish- 
ed. For though the uncial MSS. which have the 
words form the majority; yet they are not the 
most ancient : all of those are without the words, 
and their testimony is strengthened by all the 
earliest Versions; not to mention that infernal 
evidence is rather against than for them, from 
the ter probability of their having been put 
in, from the marginal Scholia, by the Scribes, 
than put out by the Critics. And the heavy pha- 
lanx of cursive MSS., including all the b. 
but one, and nearly all the Mus. copies, docs not 
materially help their cause, when we consider 
that antiquity, in & case like this, is of great 
weight; and this P lies to ancient Versions no 
less than ancient $s. 
— TupíAvsos—ies Üavárov] For the for- 

mer of these two expressions comp. our Lord's 
words recorded only elsewhere in John rii. 27, 
võiv ù Ms pov TwTrdpaxTai,— and for tho 
latter and for both, Jon. v. 9, odddpa eú- 
71uat — luos Oavdrov. From the expression 
a&énu. in the foregoing verse, it appears that the 
meaning kere meant to be oxpressed was, that 
the sorrow was so intense as altogether to over- 
whelm him, insomuch that the cup of endurance 
was all but “ to o’erflowing full," and such as to 
have exceeded the utmost point of endurance, had 
not, as we find from Luke xxii. 48, our Lord's 
bodily strength been upholden by an angel from 
on high. ith respect to the nature of the deep 
sorrow here expressed, it is such as far transcends 
the powers of the human understanding, in their 
present imperfect state, fully to comprehend, and 
to which the most anxious investigations that 
ever have, or ever will be made, must be in- 
adequate. On so deep and mysterious a subject, 
little is it that we can know; and to it we cannot 
approach too reverently. That the cup was not 
simply death (as some of the ancient Interpreters 
understood) we — very certain. Te the 
agony was occasion as some suppose) through 
the Divine wrath, by our Redeemer thus beatitig 
the sins of the world, is liable to many objec- 

8 

tions; as is also the opinion, that our Lord had 
then a severe spiritual conflict with the great 
Enemy of mankind. The deadly horror was 
jobs produced by a variety of causes, arising 
rom his peculiar situation and circumstances, 
which it were presumptuous too minutely to 
scan. At the same time, however, we may rest 
assured that our Lord's agony was, in some 
mysterious way, connected with the offering of 
himself as a sacrifice for the sins of the world, 
— the procuring of the redemption of man- 

nd. 
89. v00sÀ0c»v] Many of the best MSS., in- 

cluding very many uncials, have wpoctAÓ0er, 
which was adopted by MM and Scholz, but 
on insufficient grounds. The common reading 
has been rightly retained by Griesbach, Fritz., 
Lachm., aud isch. ; for it is in vain to urge 
MS. authority in words so perpetually con- 
founded as «po and xpos in composition. But 
even were that waved, and MSS. were in favour 
of opos, yet the testimony of Versions and 
Fathers, all of them on the side of mpo, would 
turn the scale in favour of apo. 
— The pov is absent from L, D, and several 

cursive MSS., with several Fathers (to which I 
add Just. Mart, Valent, and Cels, cited by 
Anger), and it is cancelled by Lach. and Tisch., 
also by Alf., who briefly characterizes it as * cor- 
rection to conform to v. 42,"—as if it were a 
matter of fact, which is far from being the case. 
For while external evidence agatsst the word is 
quite insufficient (add, too, that all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies have it), interna] evidence draws 
two ways, considering that it was quite as likel 
to be omitted by accident, as inserted from v. 42. 
Moreover, all the ancient Versions ize the 
word,—for though Tisch. testifies that Cod. 
Amiat. of the Vulg. has wot, J tcetify that the 
Lamb. MS., of the 7th century, das it; and the 
omission in the ofer only arose from variation 
of position, some copies having the ‘ms’ before 
* pater.’ econ vey: the amount of evidence, 
external and internal, is, I maintain, rather in 
favour of than against the uov: at any rate, 
there is no case for alteration. 
— sl duvaroy i.] ‘We are here (says Gro- 

tius) to distinguish between what is impossible 
per se, and what is impossible hoc vel slo pacto. 

ow per æ nothing is impossible with God, ex- 
cept such things as are in themselves incon- 
sistent, or else are repugnant to the Divine 
nature. The sense, therefore, is, “if it be con- 
sistent with the counsels of thy Providence for 
the salvation of men."' Comp. John xii. 27. 
Thus the words are perfectly reconcileable with 
those of the lel pessage of Mark xiv. 36, 
TárTa ÜvraTá cot. 

In wapedOirw—rd orüpioy (meaning the 
cup of bitterness spoken of John xviii. 11) there 
is the same figure as supra xx. 22, where see 
note. But the rapa in 7apeAÓ. will not render 
it necessary for us to suppoee, with Wets., an 
allusion to a cup being carried past any onc at 
a banquct (though he adduces passages more than 
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sufficient to prore what no one would doubt), 
because that would not comport with the august 
air of the context. Indeed, the mapa refers not 
so much to the cup, as to the thing represented 
under that figure, —namely, the whole of that 
suffering € , which now impended over 
our eemer ; and accordingly, the preposition 
only signifies away, as when a threatening evil 
passes Et blows over, as we say, like a thunder- 
cloud. This is placed beyond doubt by a e 
of Demosth., p. 29]. 12, wapedOeiv irolnoa roy 
Tore TapicTÜvTA Ty MOMs kivdvyoy OR Ep 
vidos. With the sense by a bold figure sug- 
gested in worgptoy (and drawn forth in Is. li. 17, 
* who hast drunk at the hand of the Lord the 
cup of his fury; bast drunken the dregs of the 
cup of trembling™), I would compare a passage 
(scarcely inferior in sublimity to the above 
= of the Prophet) in Æschyl. A 1567, 
TáÀÓ' àv dixalus rv, Urepdixaws piv ovy Toowvde 
xpaTijp iv Sóuow xaxwy See IlÀcas 
dápaíw», avTòs txwiver noA ov. 

40. ores] Itane? siccine? for obrws, like 
eira, and some other particles, is so used with 
interrogations, as to denote wonder mixed with 
censure. See my Lex. Render: ‘ Are ye, then, 
so utterly unable, &. From the natural sense 
of the term ypnyopéw our Lord now passes to 
the metaphorical, and en upon it an exhor- 
tation to Christian fulness ; on which sub- 
ject see an excellent Sermon on this text by 

r. South, vol. vi. 353, where, after observing 
that, *in the Christian warfare, the two great 
defensives against temptation are watching and 
prayer, he remarks, I. that watching implies, in 
the first place, a sense of the greatness of the 
evil we contend against ; 2dly, a diligent survey 
of the power of the enemy, compared with the 

ess and treachery of our own hearts; 3dly, 
a consideration of the ways by which temptation 

revailed on ourselves or others; 4thly, a 
continual attention to the danger, in opposition to 
remissness ; 5thly, a constant and rigid temper- 
ance. JI. That Prayer is rendered effectual, Ist, 
by fervency, or importunity ; zn by constancy, 
or perseverance. IlI. That Watching and Prayer 
must be always uniled ; the first without the last 
being but presumption ; the last without the first 
a 

4l. By elo&iOnrs cle wap. is meant not 
simply to * come into temptation,’ but so to enter 
into temptation as to succumb to it, what would 
be involved in the expression éuwiwrey ele 
Tup., at ] Tim. vi. 9. So Isidor. Epist. 226, 
explains by Iva uù rrrnÜrTe TG ::pacuo xai 
«ara9o05gva. Ux’ avTov, The e of Wit- 
sius cited by Stier and Alf., was wholly derived 
from this of Isidore. However, elosA6. is here 
pui An im lumi T., because the former im- 

OL. 1. 

» 1 Pet. 6. 8, 9. 

plies something voluntary on our pert, whereby 
we court rather than avoid temptation. Ac- 
OO our Lord suggests tbe means whereby 
the will may be influenced, and the p car- 
ried from intention into action : now the latter 
may be mainly promoted by the means above- 
mentioned, but that will be ineffectual without 
the former. Thus, as Calvin well remarks, we 
must note that the mode of resistance of tempta- 
tion is here represented, ‘non ut nostra virtute 
et industria freti, colligamus animos, sed potius 
ut, conscii nostre infirmitatis, arma et vires 
tamus a Domino." One can scarcely doubt that 
St. Peter had this injunction of his Lord in mind 
when in his Ist Epist. v. 8, 9, be wrote: Ny- 
ne yenyopnoure, Sri ò dvTíÓwos Üuov 
n K.T.À., d avriornre orsproi TH wle- 

ret, where by Th wiora: is surely to be under- 
stood, not as our j ici affirm, ‘in 
the Christian religion,' but in faith, as the great 
moving power to set man to work ; accordingly 
the beet comment on that passage is one of St, 
Paul, Eph. vi. 10—18, where, among other arms 
in the Evangelical Panoply, he espec. dwells on 
the shicld of FAITH; and then adverts to the 
other indispensable means, earnest prayer in the 
m. and instant watchfulness, dypumvia, having 
oubtless in mind his Lord's earnest injunc- 

tion (Mark xiii. 33), BrAéwere, áypvrveiTe 
Kai v poctoxto0s. 
— Td uiv tnra desi This is meant 

not as an excuse for their frailty, but as an in- 
centive to greater vigilance, accompanied with 
prayer. 

42. máy éx Üsvrípov] Some would refer 
warty to awehOwy, and ix deur. (scil. yoovou) 
to wpoani~ato. But the Class. exx. adduced 
by the Commentators show that the words must 
be taken together: which, however, involve no 
pleonasm, but a stronger expression. 

The words rò wornpiov, and az’ dou, are 
cancelled by L., T., and Alf., on the authority 
of a few uncial and some 10 cursive MSS. (to 
which I add Lamb. 528, and Mus. 17,982)— 
‘additions from v. 39, as the varr. readin 
show,’ says Mr. Alf. But the variations in posi- 
tion may, as in numerous other cases, have occa- 
sioned the omission. Besides, the support of the 
Pesch. Syr. strongly attests the genuineness of 
TÓ wor. There is less certainty of that of ax’ 
iuov. Again, why should Mr. Alf. represent 
the authority for the words as consisting of only 
a couple of MSS. of the old Latin Vernon, when 
it is in reality that of all the uncials except five, 
aud all the cursives except a very few, confirmed 
by the Vulg., and, contrary to Mr. Alford's as- 
sertion, the Pesch. Syr. ? That Just. Mart. read 
TÓ woripiov, is plain from his C. Tryph. 
p. 331. Q 
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Tag- "Inood, celme Xaipe, pappi ra karediXnocv avrov. © *'O dé 

43. For etploxe:, Lach., Tisch., and Alf. read 
avpey, from 5 uncial, and 17 other MSS. But in- 
ternal evidence (no less than external authority) 
is rather in favour of evpioxe:, the narrative pre- 
sent for the imperf. or aor. being quite in the 
manner of the Scriptural writers. t it should 
have been altered to match the evpions: at v. 40 
for no apparent reason, is improbable, Atany 
rate, there is no case for change. 

44. disais abrovs) i.e. ‘having left them’ in 
the state they were, viz. asleep; lit. ‘having let 
them alone.’ So it is said, supra xv. 14, dere 

The words £x trpirov have been can- avurous. 

celled by Lach., Tisch., and Alf., from ancient 
MSS. ; but they are sufficiently defended by tho 
great body of the MSS. confirmed by the Ver- 
sions. They were probably lost from variety of 
position. 

45. xaÜróders rò Aovrór, &c.] Here we 
have an imperative permissive, though of a pecu- 
liar kind, there being, as Bengel remarks, left 
understood some such expression as si vacat, ‘if 
you can bring yourselves so to do;' or, as Chrys. 
and Euthym. explain, «l 9óvacÓs, which words 
are left unsaid per aposiopesin, by which tho 

int of the sarcasm (for troxy, which many 
ommentators eons suppose, there is 

none) is spared them. At áva*avscOs I have 
pointed as I have, because there is a sort of 
daroc.órirnois, which may be filled x by what 
is wa hort in the dwiye of Mark xiv. 41, 
forming the true interpretation of an obscure, 
because brief, expression; and brief, because the 
occasion called for brevity. The term, however, 
is best considered as a formula of exclamation ; 
when we say *'Tis enough,’ or, ‘Enough !' By this 
it is intimated that the time for duteous atten- 
tion, in watching with him, was by, and the 
season for trial and suffering, fe 5 opa men- 
tioned in our Lord's prayer ( Mark xiv. 35) was 
just at hand, and the Betrayer on the point of 
appearing to usher in the sad scene which was 
on " to end with tho last outcry, Matt. xxvi. 50, 
and the reréAeoraz, John xix. 30. 

After &pa I have removed tbe comma, because 
here the xal is to be taken as pt for # in the 
sense of time when, as oft. in New Test. Seo 
my Lex. By duapr. are to be understood, not 

the Roman soldiers only, who came to apprehend 
our Lord (and who being idolaters, were termed 
such), but the Jews who had been compassing 
his death; to both classes the appellation was 
highly suitable. Though in pronouncing these 
words our Lord meant to remind them of what 
he had foretold in Galilee, and to intimate that 
the time for its fulfilment was close at hand. 
See supra xvi. 21. xvii. 22. Mark ix. 31. x. 33. 
Luke xxiv. 6, 7. 26. 46. 

47. óxAos wodts] Such it might well be 
called, as being a mixed multitude, consisting 
not only of the detachment (what in the passa 
of John is termed owsipa) of the Roman sol- 
diery in ison at the Tower of Antonia, but 
the officials of the Jewish Council, nay, it would 
seem from Luke xxii. 52, some of the chief 
priests themselves, ther with the apparitors 
and servants in attendance on the principal per- 
sons. 

49. karedíXnesv] Agreeably to the customary 
mode of salutation in ancient times, especially in 
the East; which is still retained in in and 
some parts of Italy and France. In the Classical 
writers the xara 1s usually infensive ; but in the 
Sept. both the simple and the compound are used 
indifferently. Here, however, we may su 
from xara an intensity of sense, very suitab e to 
the character of the betrayer, intimating that he 
on this occasion kissed his Master with an offi- 
cious carnestness greater than usual, both with a 
design to conceal his treachery (as in a case re- 
corded 2 Sam. xx. 9, 10), and that there might 
be no mistake about the sign by which he was to 
point out the person of Jesus. Mr. Alf. says 
that ‘ the term 1s not to be pressed on, being only 
another for (A! But ‘to kiss tenderly’ is not 
pressing on the sense, but drawing it fully out; 
and the word is, I believe, always so used in the 
Class. writers, e. gr. Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 33, awe 
Tous piv KaXoUs girrhoavros pov, Tous di 
d'yaÜoós karagdiAncaytos. It is true that in 
the negligent use of terms, so frequent in the 
— the same Hebr. word p> is rendered in- 
differently by g@cAéw and xaTad.; but, in the 

e before us, the circumstances of the case 
Justify, and even demand the ul sense; and 
this is confirmed by the 'Paggi, 'Paggi of Mark. 
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avróy. 5l* Kai dou, els tav peta 'Igao, éxretvas thy yeipa, x John 18. 
avéomace THY pdyatpav avro), kai tardf~as tov SovAoy Tob Mark 14. «7. 
apyiepéws, àdeiXev avTov TÒ wriov. 52 Tore Xéyev avre 9 In- 
gous’ 'ÁsrocTpeyyóv cov Thy payaipay eis TOv TÓTOV aÙTis' 

e s ™ 4 pax P 9 9 
, A 7 mávres yap oi NaBovres páyaıpav v payaipa ámoXoUvraa. poe: e. 

53*H Soxeis Gre où 80 1 Aécaa Tov IIaré Kets OTe ov Ovvauas apts Tapaxadécas Tov IlIarépa pov, 
«ai Tapaotyoe, pot *mhelous À Swdexa XeyeQvas ayryédwy ; $3 Kings t. 
5 TIas odv wAnpwOwory ai papal, * Ste ovTw Sei yevéo Oat ; Dan. 7. 10. 

a Isa. 58. 7, 

55 "Ey xem Tj apa elirev ó ‘Inoods rois ÓyXow ‘As èm Fur. ver, M. 
` "^0 : ^ , z Luke 34. 35, 

Anori €EndOere perà payaipov xai EvXov ovAdaBely pe; “s. 
Ka0' 4uépav mpós tuas éexabefounyv Siddoxnwv v TQ icp@, xal 
ovx expatnaaté pe. | 96 Toro 06 rov "yéyovev, tva T XnpoÜ ay b Lem. 4 2. 
ai ypahai tav mpodntav. * Tóre oí. panra} mávres ádéyres s Jonn i. 
aurov épuyov. 

50. ig’ 3 meet On carefully reconsidering 
the ing here, I see reason to defer to the 
authority of almost all critical editors, from 
Matth. and Griesb. down to Tisch. and Lachm., 
by admitting the reading ig’ 5. The very rarity 
of the construction with the accus. attests its 

uineness. This seems to be an Hellenistic 
ldiom, since it occurs in Jos. Ant. xix. 2, 4, 
vepicaca ig’ ò ixwpet. The dative is used 

bythe Class. writers. See more in my note on 
hucyd. i. 134, yvõvaı ip’ œ ixøpe. The 

éraips is prefixed for the purpose of ushering in 
tbese words, which are, of course, not to be con- 
sidered as 2 question for information (that could 
not be needed), but a demand for erplanation, 
? d. (in the words of Matth. Henry) * Is it peace, 
udas? Comest thou as a friend, or an enemy? 

If as an enemy, why this kiss? If as a friend, 
what are these swords and staves? Thou know- 
est best’ There is thus an appeal to the con- 
science of the betrayer. The remonstrance here 
implied is in the words of Luke: 
Pitnuats. tov viðv ToU ayÜpurov vapadiówt ; 
where see note. 

5l. rò wriov] The whole ear, not (as Gro- 
tius understands) the tip of it; for that is incon- 
sistent with tbe ovs in the 
Luke. Besides, @riov is not unfrequently used 
in the LXX. for ots. And (as Lobeck on 
Phryn. p. 211, obeerves) the common dialect 
calls most parts of the body by diminutives, as 
Tå pivia, and TÒ ÓupuáTtov. 
— In axéowace we have Alexandrian Greek 

hound only elsewhere in the Sept., and once in 
olyenus) for the Classic iowucs, just as 

d$iiAs is the same (though found only in the 
later Greek writers) for Class. awireue, or 
@wixows, as in John. 

52. wdyvres yáp—d'roXovyrai] This is not, 
I conceive, as some think, a prediction of the 
destruction of the Jews, who took up the sword 
unjustly against Christ and bis disciples (see 
Rev. xi, 10): nor is it, what others suppose, a 
porerna saying inst osa d force by force, 
ounded on ite evil effects on the person so re- 

parallel passage of 

b Lam. 4. 90. 

sisting. It was, I apprehend, meant to incul- 
cate a most important lesson of Christian ethics 
on far higher ground, representing the procedure 
as not only imprudent, perhaps illegal, but irre- 
ligious ; intimating that such determined resist- 
ance to wrong not only proves its own punisber, 
but, by taking that vengeance which belongeth 
unto God into its own hand, misses of the re- 
dress which the Judge on the throne above will 
mete out. 

53. h doxeis, &c.] The connexion seems to 
be this; ‘Or [if that argument will not avail, 
take this—that I need not thy assistance] for 
thinkest thou" &c. The argument in this and 
the verse following is, that seeking such aid 
would imply both distrust in Divine Providence, 
and inattention to the revealed will of God in 
his word ; that it would be besides unlawful, and 
unnecessary ;—unlawful, because at variance with 
the spirit of the religion he was promu gun ; 
unnecessary, because he could if he judged fit, 
call to his aid superhuman and irresistible 

wer. 
P B6. I am still of opinion, that the words form 
a continuation of our Lord's speech, and are not 
a remark of the Evangelist, —both because this is 
forbidden by the parallel e of Mark, and 
espec. since thus our Lord's speech would lose 
much of its completeness. I cannot but think 
that the misconception as to the point has arisen 
from an imperfect idca as to the true sense of the 
words Touro dé OXovy *y£yovtv, tva &c., which is, 
* But the whole of this has been done, has taken 
lace [as it has], so that the Scriptures should 

fulfilled; inasmuch as the Passion which had 
taken place, and the Cross which was at hand, 
were but the fulfilment of Scripture in the Pro- 
phecies of Isaiah and others. 
— Abirrat a. &vyov] ‘forsook him and 

fled,—namely, for the moment; though Peter 
and John must very soon have turned back, 
since John at least came up in time to enter in 
with Jesus into the- palace of the high priest ; 
and probably many of the rest were but little in 
the rear of them. There was, however, enough 

2 
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57 4 Oi 8 xparyoavtes tov Incoby amnyayoy mpòs Kaiddav 
53, ^ , 

Luke $2.54 roy apyiepéa, OTrov oi ypappartels xal ot Trpea Bvrepou ovvýyên- 
John 18. 13, cay. 58ʻO Bé Ilérpos 7koXovÜe. aùr amò paxpobev, Ews rìs 

avAns Tov apytepéws: xai eioehOwmy Eow éxáÜgro perà tv 
Uirnpetav, eiv rò TéNos. 59 Oi Se apytepets [xal oi vrpeaBv- 
Tepoi], xai TO ouvéðpiov óXov, eCrrrouv *yevOouaprupíav KaTa ToU 
Inooũ, rws t Ó0avaroceciw avrov 

of desertion fully to verify our Lord's prediction, 
and show them how weak were their late pro- 
fessions of fidelity to the death, v. 35. This 
frank statement by the Evangelists, of a fact 
which redounded so much to their own discredit, 
has been justly considered as affording a strong 
attestation of their thorough honcsty in the 
general record of facts, so much so as to make 
them in the record of these facts worthy of entire 

ced òs K.] i after havi ; ayov *pós K.] i.e. r havin 
been first taken to Annas (as we learn from 
John xviii. 13), in order, it should seem, to do 
him honour, while the hedrim was collect- 
ing,—a mark of attention to which he was enti- 
tled as being really High Priest, but who, as we 
learn from the passage of John, only entered into 
the matter in a general uis (n being one by a 
revious audience), and, after putting Jesus into 
nds, sent him to Caiaphas for a hearing 

before the Sanhedrim (by this time collected to- 
gether), in order to a subsequent regular Trial. 

59. After dpycepets the words ol wpeoßúrspor 
are cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from 

; D, L, and 3 cursive MSS. and some later 
Versions, —insufficient authority; espec. consi- 
dering that the evidence of the MSS. at large is 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers. However, 
the words may have been introduced from the 
parallel passage of Luke. Just after, for Üara- 
Twocwow avTrov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. adopt 
avTÓy Cavatrwoovas, from 9 uncial and 2 cursive 
MSS. (to which I add all the Lamb. but one, 
and most of the Mus. copies) ; and this may pos- 
sibly be the true reading, as far as -couct, 
the construction being one often found in very 
ancient copies ; but as to the ion, that has 
internal evidence as well as external authority 

inst it, and was one proceeding from certain 
Critics. To account for the usual position, with 
Mr. Alf., as one derived from the parallel passage 
of Mark, is a mero flimsy device for the nonce, — 
for to suppose upwards of 400 copies altered in 
the position of two words, where the alteration 
conld not affect the sense, were absurd. The 
other alteration was continually employed by the 
Alex. Critics, who had not sufficient judgment to 
see that the natural order, in writings like the 
Gospels, is far more likely to be genuine than the 
artificial. 
— &Uitrouy Wevdouaptuplavy] We need not 

suppose that they alse witnesses. Had 
they done this, they would have tutored their 
witnesses better than to be rejected even by 
themselves. But the meaning seems to be, that, 
though they professed to inquire for frue evi- 
dence, yet they readily entertained any, whether 
true or false, that might criminate Jesus. Nay, 
they studiously sought and encouraged the latter; 
whilst, on the other hand, all testimony in his 

60 Kai ovy cUpov xai, 

favour was (by the Jewish law) rejected; for, 
though it was permitted to say any thing, true or 
untrue, against false prophets or persons suspected 
of idolatry, no man was permitted to appear in 
their In short, the best view that can be 
taken of the term Wevdou. (for which Mark has 
apr.) is, that the judgment of the Evangelist is 
blended with his narrative, as i$ not unfrequent 
in ancient writers. At ody etpoy just after we 
must supply uaprTvpíav taken m wWevdo- 
apr.), p which is to be understood paprupiay 
aviv, or, as Mark expresses it, lenv. 
60. The remarkable varistion in the reading 

of the MSS. of this verse is such as to induce one 
to suspect interpolation, though only so far as to 
warrant brackeling the latter xal ovy stpov,—and 
yet even those words might be cancelled by cer- 
tain Critics for the purpose of removing a tauto- 
logy, or, at least, an awkwardness in phraseology. 
But, under the peculiar circumstances of “the 
case, one in which pal phical and critical rea- 
sons have much to do, the most simple reading, 
and that from which the others might spring, is 
entitled to the preference ; and it is probable that 
the second oí X sbpov is not genuine, and that the 
insertion arose from the second xai being misun- 
derstood; whence some Revisers removed the 
«al, while othere—though retaining it—repeated 
the ovx. eŭpov. Although the external evidence 
for the absence of the words is slender, it is con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr., Sahid., Ital., Vulg., 
Copt., Arab., and Pers. Vers. It is not true that 
the Vulg. does not recognize the xal, as the 
Editors represent; for Jerome, in writing cam, 
meant, I would say, to express the sense in- 
tended by the xaí; though in using cum he used 
it for quum, * although. Again, it is not true that 
the Pesch. Syr. does not recognize the aaf. The 
Translators of that Version ought to have writteu 
not et, but quum (equiv. to uam). The 
same remark applies to the Arab. and Pers. Ver- 
sions. But, in a case like this, the authority of 
Versions is not very great. On the whole, in 
weighing the evidence for and against the two 

inge in question, it is difficult to say which 
preponderates. In such a case l cannot do better 
than imitate the prudence (unwonted) of Lachm., 
by simply bracketing, rather than follow the too 
characteristic headlong impetuosity of Tisch. and 
Alf. But I must not omit to notice, that tho 
Wevdoudprupes after dvo is cancelled by Tisch. 
and Alf, on the authority of B, L, and 5 cursive 
MSS., together with several Versions and Ori 
—authority this quite insufficient. Mr. Alford 
dismisses the text. rec. with his usual short-cut, 
* supplementary ;" but saying is not proving, 
and he is bound to show why supplied. Far 
more likely was it to be removed than tnserted, — 
removed by Critics who deemed it superfluous, 
and thought that, after the v/«vóoyu. only three 
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emoa Arevóouapripov mpocerbóvræv, [ovx ebpov.] "Torepov e Ps. 37. 19. 
òè TpoceABóvres Sv0 peudoudprupes 61 elmo — Obros edn: Mak s&s, 
‘f Avvapat xatadioa Tov vaòv ToU Oeod, xal Sià piv Huepav f Infra 37. 
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Ovdev atroxpivy Tí obrol cov Katapaprupotow ; 99 £6 Bé "Ig- 133 7. 

cobs couwra. Kai ámoxpiÜels ó apytepets elrev atte  'Efop- 

k 14. 58, 

27. 14. 

kibo ce Kata ToU Qeod tov LOvros, wa piv elmns, ei ov el 
ô Xpioròs, ó Tiós tod Oeod. 9* Aéye, aùr ó Inaovs' Xv elras. 

words before, it involved a kind of tautology. 
But the intention of the Evangelist was to ex- 
press that the charge involved in Irov, &c., was 
a false testimony. This, too, was the intention 

St. Mark ; but carried out with more pre- 
cision thus: xai tives ávacárTac éevdo- 
papTúpovy Kat’ avrov Aéyovres. In short, by 
cancelling the word w/svdou., our Critics, like 
their brethren of old, have frustrated the inten- 
tion of the sacred writer, by taking away the 
prominency which it was his purpose to give to 
the falee testimony of the witnesses in ques- 
tion, 

61. Sóvauav—abróv] This was (as appears 
from Mark xiv. 58, and John ii. 19) in effect a 
falsity, by the — of some words of 
Christ, together with the action which explained 
them, and adding others. Hence the witnesses 
are justly termed yrsvéouáprvoss. By This 
temple our Lord plainly meant Ais body. If it 

have been proved that Jesus spoken 
irreverently of the Temple, by icting its do- 
struction, that would have afforded some ground 
for a charge of hlasphemy, which was a capital 
offence. But that they were unable to prove; 
and they were obliged to satisfy themselves with 
endeavouring to fix on Jesus the offence of in- 
lending the destruction of the Temple. That 
some of the multitude thought so, or affected 
to think eo, appears from infra xxvii. 40, 6 
Katadiayv TÓy vady, &c. The same course was 
taken against the Proto-martyr Stepben, on 
which occasion (as we learn from Acts vi. 13 
their foremost accusation was, that ‘ he 
spoken blasphemously against the Holy Place, 
by saying that Jesus would destroy that place,’ 
&c. However, on the present occasion the Hi 
Priest, finding that even this vague imputation 
could not be substantiated (dr: ovdé oŭTæs La n, 
‘consistent,’ nv n uaprvpía a.), thought fit to 
change his ground, artfully seeking to provoke 
our Lord to say something whereby he might 
afford matter for a criminal charge; and accord- 
ingly he puts (v. 62) the interrogatory, “ An- 
swerest thou nothing as to what those [wit- 
nesses] testify against thee?" For so I would 
render, with Campb. ; because I now give the 
preference to the punctuation of Fritz., Lachm., 
and Tisch., by which the double inte tion, 
harsh, and, at the same time, feeble and forced, 
is removed ; and this is confirmed by all except 
the Syr. and Sahidic,—and, even with respect to 
them, the second interrogation ie, I think, in- 
serted without warrant. The mistake arose, I 
doubt not, from its not being perceived that 
there is here the elliptical use of ri for xarà ti, 
which is not so rare, but that it is also to be re- 
cognized at Phil. iii. 15, and Philem. 18. The 

9,ri which Origen reads, is no other than a cor- 
rection of diction, as will appear from note on 
Mark ix. 11. 

63. d*rokpiOsís] Mr. Alf. remarks that &ro- 
kpiOsis here is omitted in G, L, Z, 1, 13, 33, 69, 
102, Ital., Vulg., Copt., Sah. Vers., and Origen, 
* because of the former clause, in which our 
Lord said nothing." That may be the case; 
but then these are of the very class of MSS. so 
magnified by Critics of the school of Lachm. ; 
though, indeed, this is only one of & thousand 
instances marking at once gross ignorance, and 
licence unbounded, which the devotees to system 
are too blind to perceive. But another reason 
why the Critics removed the dwoxp.0. was, be- 
cause they could not digest the strong Hebraism ; 
whence, again, at Mark xiv. 20, the MSS. B, C, 
D, L, and nearly the same Versions, but without 
any cursives, leave out áoxp., which has ac- 
cordingly been cancelled by their obedient ser- 
vants (PE ig Tisch., and Alf. 
— itopxki(m oz, &c.] This seems to navo 
n the most solemn form of administering an 

oath. ‘Opxifew and iEopx. are used in the 
LXX. to express the Hebr. yawn, ‘to make to 
swear, to swear in, to put to one's oath. The iE 
points at the exaction of the oath; and xara has 
reference to the stretching of the hand upon, or 
towards, the person or object sworn by. As this 
oath of adjuration brought an —— under 
the curse of the Law, it imperatively claimed a 
reply, when the adjuration accompanied an inter- 

ion ; and the answer thus returned was re- 
ren as an — on oath; og bri rà 
alsity was accounted perjury. us, our Lord, 
who had before disdained (^ reply to an un- 
founded, and even absurd charge (espec. before 
Judges who had etermined to find him 
guilty), now thought himself bound to answer, 
as an example to others of reverence towards so 
solemn a form. 
— ó Xpiords, ó Ylós Tov Osov] Grotius and 

Whitby remark, that from this and other pas- 
sages (as Matt. xvi. 16), it is clear that the Jews 
expected their Messiah to be Son FA God (inter- 
preting the 2nd Psalm as said of him); which 
title, it is also certain, they understood as opiy 
ing Divinity, otherwise the High Priest could 
not have declared the assumption of it to be 

my, which haa been well defined ‘tho 
saying or doing any thing by which the majesty 
of God is insulted, uttering curses or reproaches 
against God, also the arrogating and taking to 
oneself that which belongs to God.’ In this latter 
sense the Jews must have understood it, when 
they said, “ We stone thee for blaspheming, and 
that thou, being & man, makest thyself God ;" 
‘for what blasphemy (says Mr. Coleridgo, Table 
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hDen.7.18. Ay Aéye opi ^ an’ dprt bpecOe tov Tiòv tod avOparrov 

al. w.*' kalýpevov ex Sefav ris Ovvápeos, Kal épyópevov éri tay veghe- 
25. 81. 

31. 27. ^ ^ ^ 
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lakeal oy roô obpavod. 99 Tore 6 àpyiepeùs Suépinke Tà iuatia avrov, 
Rom. 14. 10. 
1 Thess. 4. 
16. 

Aéywou Ste Braophunoe Ti ere xpeíav Exopev paprópov ; we, 

B.L? yoy JkovcaTe Thy BXacadnuíav aùtoð. % ri vty Soxet; Oi de 

åmoxpiðévres elrrov’ "Evoyos Oavdrou éori. 61 Tore évérrvaav 
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iMaka els TO mpórwmov avTov, Kal Exokadioay avTOv. ot òè éppamicay, 
Luke 33. 64. 
k Mark 14. 

Luke 22. 55, OE ; 

John 18. 16, 
17, 15. 

Talk, i. 142) could there be,—unless the as- 

suming to be the Son of God was — to 

be of the Divine nature? That the Jews did so 
believe of their expected Messiah, has been tho- 
roughly proved; but by none more convincingly 
than by the writer of the Lettres de quelques 
Juifs à M. Voltaire.’ 

n Osov YGvros see note supra xvi. 16, and 
on Xp. 6 O. sec notes supra i. 16. xiv. 33. 

64. ov — This must be substantially 
equiv. to ¿yó elu, though whether the form 
has, as Mr. Alf. says, any reference to the con- 
victions and admissions of Caiaphas, may greatly 
be doubted. Of the former we can no- 
thing; and of the latter there exists no proof. 
The truth is, that one is as much a simple asser- 
tion as the other; but probably the od elwas 
bad more of gravity and dignity (as supra v. 25, 
as addressed to Judas); nay, on an occasion like 
this, more of solemnity. Of the many citations 
from the Classical writers, not one is to the pur- 

Those from the Rabbinical writers ad- 
uced by Schoéttg. are quite sufficient to prove 

this to be, as he affirms, solemnis affirmantium 
ud Judæos formula. And this suits both of 
e two — where alone it occurs in Scrip- 

ture. But, although it was doubtless a Jewish 
formula, and consequently likely to occur in 
St. Matthew's Gospel, yet it would be almost 
unintelligible to the persons for whom St. Mark 
formed his Gospel; accordingly, he chose the 
substantially equiv. form &yc elu:. Of course, 
this simple statement of the force of the formula 
as an ordinary Hebrew idiom, excludes Mr. Al- 
ford's fine-spun theory that ‘it is never used, un- 
less some reason is latent in, or to be gathered 
from, the words of the questioner.’ This would 
make the formula unfit for the purpose of any 
such formula,—i. e. to be used on the various 
occasions of common life. Tho «Aj» just after 
should Fe rendered “ but further," '* moreover." 
— Mere dw’ dors stands for dwd ov vvv 

(used by Luke), which, by a slight accommoda- 
tion, may mean perà uixpóv, as Euthym. here 
expinins, and may point at the speedy result of 
the transactions now takiug place. The words 
following have reference to the sublime image 
descriptivo of the Messiah's advent in Dan. vil. 
13, 14. [See supra xxiv. 30, and note xxv. 3l. 
1 Thess. iv. 16.] . 
— üt — for rov Qeov; literally, 

the Power, abstract for concrete, as we say ' the 
Almighty (see Heb. i. 3; viii. 1. 1 Pet. iv. 14); 
an idiom founded on the Jewish mode of ex- 
pressing the Deity, mux, the Powerful One. 

68 A&yovres* | IIpojjrevaov "uiv, Xpwrré, tis dorw 6 maicas 

69k O 8? IIérpos č£w éxáOwro èv TH aj, kai mpoo7nrGev 

Thus, in Luke xxii. 69, and sometimes in Philo 
Jud., Tov Oso? is added, as it were, to determine 
the sense, Hence the expression is not ill ren- 
dered in the Syr. Vers. by a word signifying 
numinis (as in j^ Thess. ii. 4), far preferable to 
the rendering of Schleus. virtutis. The advent 
here meant is, primarily at least, the coming of 

Christ to take vengeance on the Jews at the 
destruction of Jerusalem ; and secomdarily, but 
chiefly, his final advent to fd the world, here 
alluded to in the term xaO. 

65. duéspnte Tà luária] It was a custom 
among the ancients to express the more violent 
passions, espec. grief and indignation, by rending 
the garments, either partly, or from top to bot- 
tom, but sometimes from bottom to pus From 
Lev. x. 6, it appears that tho High Friest was 
forbidden to rend his ents; but this was only 
in mourning for the dead. That he might and 
did rend them on other suitable occasions we 
learn from 1 Macc. xi. 71, and Jos. Bell. ii. 15. 
4; among such other occasions was espec. that of 
hearing blasphemy, 2 Kings xviii. 37. 

66. Zvoxoc Savarou t.) A form of, as we say, 
— guilty, not of actual condemnation by 
ormal sentence. How £roxos comes to have 
this sense, see my Lex. 

67. ixodddicav] Between xoAadíto and 
pawi{w there exists the same distinction in sig- 
nification as between our verbe fo thump (i. e. 
‘strike with the fist"), and to slup, or ‘strike 
with the open hand.’ The expression used by 
Mark (xiv. 65), pariouact, is a stronger one, 
meaning lit. that they ‘ pelted him with a i — 
an idiom probably of common Greek—involving, 
indeed, a catachresis in the use of BáXXo; not, 
however, without example in even our best 
writers, who so use the verb fo pelt. 

68. mpopńrevoov cui», &c.| To understand 
this, it is proper to bear in mind (what we learn 
from Mark and Luke), that Christ was blind- 
folded when these words were pronounced ; in 
which there was a taunt on his claiming the title 
of Messiah, and a play on the double sense of 
Wpopnrevaty (which is often used in a sense 
corresponding to our verb fo divine, or guess), 
whereby they called on him to prove his claims 
to supernatural knowledge. 

69. w] i.e. outside of the place where Jesus 
was exumined by the council; which was the 
vestibule, called by Matth. wu\wv. For ixd48. 
KE, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read, from B, D, 
L, Z, A, and 5 cursives (to which I add one of 
the Lamb. and one of the Mus. copies), ZE« «áð. 
It is entitled to attention, as presenting the more 
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natural collocation, but is not, without more au- 
thority, entitled to be adopted. 

70. hovńsaro Xtyeoy: Ovx olda Ti Xéysis] 
This is regarded by the Commentators as a form 
of strong denial; and they adduce in proof of 
this a of Soph. Aj. 265, wae rout’ 
ieat; où «drow ömws Aéyss. But that 
passage is of a different kind from the present ; 
for there the words are simply those of persons pro- 
fessing surprise at hearing a thing, together with 
ignorance as to what it means, implying a desire 
to be informed, as John xvi. 18, ox oidauey ri 
Aasi. However, it does seem to bea form of 
speech (seemingly one of common life) which, 
when used in answer to a question, implied a 
denial of the thing brought forward by interroga- 

A strong proof of this is supplied by the 
Mishna de Jurament. viii. 3, 6, “ Si quis interro- 
Pent ubi est bos meus? et alter responderit: 
spero quid tu fabularis" (‘what thou talkest 

ut’), answering to AaAsis. That I under- 
stand as a covert way (like our phrase, ‘I know 
nothing about it") of saying, I kare not got it. 

The word airway is inserted before wayrw» by 
Griesb. and Sch., on very strong external autho- 
rity; which I could further strengthen from the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies. I , however, with 
Lachm. and Tisch., in not admituig it, because 
intemal evidence is against it. It could not 
well be omitted in so many MSS. from homav- 
teleuton ; but was, we may — inserted from 
a marginal, or interlineary Scholium. 

7l. rots éxet) Almost all the uncial, and a 
good many cursive MSS., have avrois dxii ; 
While not a few others have avTois' ix., which 
is ad by Matth. and Scholz, but ab-rois ix. 
by Tisch. and Alf.; while Lachm. retains the 
text. rec. rots ixsi—very — con- 
sidering the confusion in the MSS., and the 
strange varieties presented, the simplest reading, 
and that from which the others might have 
sprung, is to be preferred. Now such, I appre- 
hend, is rots éxei, which is too elegant a Gre- 
cism (being used by Thucyd., Plato, Soph., &c.) 
to have come from the scribes, still less to have 
arisen from accident. The origin of the con- 
fusion in the copies was, 1) the occurrence of the 
adverb ¿xe? (which adverb has elsewhere occa- 
sioned similar effects) ; and, 2) the ignorance of 
the scribes as to the construction of éxet with 
the Article; which, though frequent in the 

e 32. 61, 

John 18. 38. 

purest Greek writers, occurs no where else in the 
ew Test.; which misconception occasioned 
— — or "grid d Critics, to Hips bre 

verb éxei to the followtng context, in whic 
case they would vote, which then could not 
stand, as if avrots. Thus all is clear, and we 
have no need to resort to Mr. Alford's gratuitous 
supposition, that Troie ixa? was an “ emendation 
for icuity ;" he might rather have said 
priety, for the other is too bad Greek to have 
proceeded from any but ignorant scribes, How 
Grot., Mill, Matth., and Scholz could have been 
induced to read it, ira supported by such 
strong external evidence (for I find it in nearly 
every b. MS. and most of the Mus. copies), 
I know not, since it is utterly out of place—so 
much so, that I remember no other instance of 
an address commencing with an adverb like ixe7. 

73. oi dora@res] scil. ixet, for wapeorares, 
‘those who stood [by, or near],' the term used 
in John i. 35. iii. 29. xviii. 18. 

— ù adı cov Ó7AOv ce wore] ‘ thy dialect 
betrayeth thee.” Different provinces of the same 
country have usually their distinctive idioms, 
accent, &c., which in the remoter parts are more 
strongly marked, such as Brittany in France, 
Biscay in Spain, and Wales and Cornwall in 
England. That this was espec. the case in the 
instance of Galilee, we learn from the Rabbinical 
writers, who not only tell us that the speech of 
the Galileans was broad and rustic, but have 
pointed out at large the points of difference; 
which resolve themselves into the imperfect 
pronunciation of some letters, and the confound- 
ing of others, espec. the gutturals, with each 
other. See Wets., whose matter, however, was 
derived, with abridgment,—though, ns usual, 
without acknowledgment,—from the elaborate 
Dissertation of Lightf. on the Dialect of the 
Galileans, as differing from the rest of the Jews 
in the 87th chap. of his Cent. Chorograph. 

74. On reconsidering the reading here, I am 
now of opinion, that vain is it to attempt to resist 
the evidence of almost all the MSS. (including 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies) which present 
xaravemaritery. I have therefore admitted the 
word into the text. But, as I cannot find the 
slightest vestige of its existence except in this 
one passage, I presume it to have been a term of 
the provincial Greek of Palestine, arising from a 
negligent pronunciation of xaravaÜ0s4. 
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XXVII. 1. wpewtas ài yev.] The meeting of 
the Sanhedrim could not be held till the morn- 
ing, since the courts of the Temple were never 
opened by night ; nor, if they had then held, 
could judgment have been pronounced; for 
among the Jews justice was administered only in 
the day-time. 

had been bound before), by most Commentators 
eutvor. 

h. 

and Philo often call him. He wasindeed virtually 
Trysud, because he (as was not unusual in the 
lesser pe) had entrusted to him the autho- 
rity of iryaucv, as if President (which included 
the administration of justice, and the power of 
life and death); in subordination, however, to 
the President of Syria, to whom was an appeal 
en dernier ressort. 

3. [day Gri karero. perap.) On what is here 
said is chiefly founded the opinion of some of the 
ancient Fathers, as well as many modern Com- 
mentators (as Whitby, Rosenmüller, Kuinoel, 
and A. Clarke), that Judas was partly induced 
to betray his Master by the expectation that, as 
Messiah, he could not suffer death, but would no 
doubt deliver himself from their hands, in some 
such way as he had done aforetime. Of course, 
we have no means of ascertaining whether this 
was 80 or not, except from what his Lord said of 
him, and from what we find said of him by the 
sacred writers. But in neither is there the least 
countenance given to the above notion. And to 
suppose that the condemnation of the Lord took 
him by surprise, as those Commentators suppose, 
is, as Mr. Alf. observes, ‘inconsistent with his 
own confession, v. 4, where the words rapa- 
doves alua d0wow express his act,’ and imply his 
deliberate purpose. Besides, in taking the price 
of his Lord's blood he must have made up his 
mind to the event, and therefore have incurred 
the whole guilt; facti crimen . Strange 
it is that any should have fancied in what Judas 
did on this occasion the marks of repentance. 
The very term employed, not uzTavoíw, but 
erauéAomat, very rarely used elsewhere in the 
ew Test., quite discountenances this; and tho 

language used by our Lord, supra xxvi. 24, and 

kal atredOav ámpyfaro. 9*3 Oi dé 

John xvii. 12, conjoined with that of Peter, Acts 
i. 25, forbids us to suppose his fceling to have 
been more than, what the force of ueraped. 
will authorize, —namely, the remorse occasioned 
by the stings of an upbraiding conscience ; which, 
however, was roused only when the thing was 
done, and could not be undone— when, instead 
of the petty gain, the shame arising from univer- 
sal abhorrence alone presented itself; for, as 
Elsn. remarks, ‘apud improbos conscicntia vigi- 
lare non solet, nisi cum res sit conclamata.’ Be- 
sides, even in the term fuapror there is only an 
acknowledgment of sin, implying, at most, onl 
& change of mind as to the act done, so as to wis 
it undone; but by no means that change of heurt 
indispensable to * repentance not to be repented 
of.” In short, it was only a bi remorse 
which was calculated to terminate, as it did, in 
despair and suicide. 

4. alua &baov] ‘an innocent person.’ A sig- 
nification frequent in the Sept., Philo, and other 
Hellenistic writers; by which alua corresponds 
to ep% xai alua. e word áÜmos, indeed, 
properly, and always in the Classical writers, 
signifies impunis, the not being liable to punish- 
ment. Yet the Hellenistic usage is not only de- 
fensible, but perhaps more agreeable to the pri- 
mary signification of the word. 

5. dweOav dwhyğaro.] The plain import 
of the words would seem to be, ‘he went and 
hanged himeelf;’ a sense supported by the ancient 
Versions. Since, however, it has been thought 
inconsistent with the account given by Peter 
(Acts i. 18) ef the death of Judas, many methods 
of interpretation have been devised to reconcile 
this discrepancy. See my Recens. Synop. But, 
after all, there is nothing to authorize us to de- 
sert tho common signification of d&«éyxeata. 
(wherein the reflextve sense is to be noticed, on 
which see Thucyd. iii. 81, and my note), nor any 
reason to doubt that Judas hanged he as 
Akühophel did before him (2 Sam. xvii. 23), prob. 
selecting that mode of suicide, simply because it 
was frequent; indeed of the oxpression itself, 
arehOwyv d*wiryEaro, &c., many examples have 
been adduced, both from the Sept. and the Class. 
writers. And, as we shall see further on, it in- 
volves no real discrepancy with St. Luke's ac- 
count. Whereas the other interpretations are 
open to many objections. Thus, even that which 
assigns the sense ‘was suffocated,’ (literally 
‘suffocated himeclf,) introduces a signification 
which cannot with certainty be established ; for 
though in Hdot. ii. 131, ù vais dawwyEaro urd 
dyroe may, with Perizon., be rendered, ‘ was 
suffocated with grief' (an effect of mental agony 
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which is known to sometimes occur), yet it seems 
far better to render the expression, with the 
Editors in general, ‘ hanged herself ;' a sense oc- 
curring also at vii. 232: Aéysrai—dAXov ayye- 
Aos—es Hriuwro, dwaytacba:. Besides, the 
context, and the use of the expression dosA0oy, 
point to an action, not to any thing of so passive 
a nature as dying of grief. The best mode of 
reconciling the apparent discrepancy is to suppose 
(with mauy eminent Expositors), that after he 
had suspended himself, —prob. from a branch of a 
tree overhanging a precipice, —the rope breaking, 
or giving way (from the noose slipping, or other- 
wise), be fell down headlong, and, from falling 
on some prominent and sharp subetance, burst 
asunder, so that his bowels protruded. Thus, in 
a Rabbinical writer cited by Wets. on Acts i. 18, 
* quidam de tecto in plateam decidit et ruptus est 
venter, et viscera e —— So ronvàs in the 
passage of Acts oe taken, like our ; 
simply of falling down from a high place; as in 
the examples adduced by me in ns. Synop. 
And this view is confirmed by the air of the 
expression, which implies falling from on high. 
Thus the narration in Matthew 1s sufficiently re- 
conciled with that in the Acts, by supposing, that 
in the former is recorded the kind of death by 
which Judas sought destruction ; and in the latter, 
that by which he made his final exit ; and which, 
at least, was the result of the other. 

6. xopBavav] ‘The treasury.’ See my Lex. 
7. TÓv dypov Tov xkspauíes] The Article 

Tov expresses a particular field known by that 
name, doubtless so called from naning been oc- 
cupied by a potter, to dig clay for his wares : 
just as the field at Athens, appropriated as a 
cemetery for those who fell in the service of 
their country, was called Ceramicus, from having 
seen formerly used for brick-making. This, of 
Course, would make a field unfit for ar el. 
though good enough for a burying-ground. And 
thus the smallness of the [ree may be accounted 
for. By rots Eí». understand such Gentile 
strangers as happened to die in Jerusalem. 

9. Tò pnbiv dia ‘Iep.] The following passage 
is not found in Jeremiah; but something very 
like it, and, as it seems, the very prophecy, occurs 
in Zech. xi. 12, 13; which has induced some to 

a corruption of the names, arising from 
MS. abbreviations. But that is taking too much 
for granted. The usual solution of the difficulty 
is, to sup that Matt. simply wrote did oU 
awpopnrov indefinitely, omitting, as he often 
does, the same of the prophet, and tbat "Tepe. 
was written in the margin, and then brought into 
the text. This may, indeed, seem rather : 
than untying the knot; though it is at least 
better than tying a new knot, by exchanging one 
knot for another; as is done by Mr. Mede and 
Bp. Kidder. 
— dia ‘lepep. T. p.) What Bp. Lonsdale re- 

marks, that * this is one of the very few passages in 
which a sufficient explanation of a Scripture diffi- 

8 e Aiò éxrAyOn 6 aypos éketvos ' Aypós aipaTos Ews eActai.1. 
9 fTóre érdrnpwoOn TO pynOev Sid 'lepeu(ov tov fZ«^-- 

culty cannot be given,’ is in a great degree true, 
espec. if we understand him to mean such an 
explanation as ought to be satisfactory to the 
persons for whom he drew up his work. The 
difficulty, however, must be acknowledged to be, 
from the peculiar circumstances of the case, not a 
little formidable; but nevertheless such as admits 
of being in a t measure obviated. Mr. Alf., 
indeed, finds here no difficulty at all; for, ac- 
cording to the view which he takes of the origin 
and authorship (as he is pleased to call it) of the 
three por Gospels, there is nothing to forbid 
his admitting that the author wrote Jeremiah 
for Zechariah,—forgetting which Prophet bad the 
words, —and that, in quoting them, he, by trusting 
to the same treacherous memory, has quoted in- 
accurately. “ We have," Mr. Alford subjoins, 
“similar mistakes in two places in the Apol 
of Stephen, Acts vii. 4. 16, and in Mark ii. 26." 
How far and to what d those can be called 
mistakes, we shall consider on the proper occa- 
sion. For the present we are engaged with the 
one before us. As to the difficulty here found, 
“various means," observes Mr. Alford, * of 
evading it have been resorted to, which are not 
worth recounting.” That many of them are such 
cannot be denied; but that some are worth re- 
counting, and more than one are worth adopting, I 
hope to be enabled to show, as far as so extensive 
a question for discussion can be brought within 
the limits of an Annotation. The wide difference 
of opinion that exists on the e, has arisen 
(as observes Dr. Henderson on h. xi. 12) 
pnr by the fact of certain discrepancies existing 

tween the accounts which the verses (in the 
Evangelist and the Prophet respectively) furnish, 
and partly by the consideration that the Evan- 
gelist expressly ascribes the words which he 
quotes to Jeremiah, and not to Zechariah. As 
respects the former of these points, it may (I 

with Dr. Henderson) be considerably ob- 
viated by the general observation, that the dis- 
crepancies are not ter than we meet with on 
several other quotations made from the O. T. by 
the writers of the New; and are by no means 
such as to affect the end which either the Pro- 
phet or the Evangelist had in view. “ln ad- 
— the citation," continues Dr. Henderson, 
“ tho latter had his eye more intent on the Aisto- 
rical circumstances which he had just detailed, 
than ou the strict grammatical construction and 
wording employed in the prophecy ; accordingly, 
he fixes upon the principal points, —the despica- 
ble price at which Christ had been sold, and the 
appropriation of the money, as a compensation to 
tbe potter for the possession of his field; and 
having faithfully exhibited these to the view of 
his readers, he 1s less solicitous about the word- 
ing of the prophet; nay, the changes which he 
introduces into the phraseology are such as his 
position, in tbe character of an historian, re- 
quired.” Of these Dr. Henderson proceeds to 
notice some examples. The above view is quite 
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confirmed by the following remarks of the very 
learned Hoffmann, in a most elaborate Disserta- 
tion on the subject at vol. ii. p. 170—197, of his 
* Demonstratio Evangelica, where, after remark- 
ing generally, ** Certum est, utrumque locum in 
summa rei, et quoad precipuas circumstantias, 

egiè conspirare, et Evangelistam, licet non 
singulos verborum apices, sensum tamen oraculi 
prophetici exactà referre," he proceeds to adduce 
examples, which I need not cite, since the matter 
is nearly the same as Dr. H.'s; and Hoffmann 
has discussed, in the course of the Dissertation, 
the alleged discrepancies most ably, and so as to 
leave scarcely any thing to which a candid in- 
quirer can take exception. As respects the tn- 
éroductory observation of Hoffmann, ubi supra, 
there is much to confirm its truth in the follow- 
ing remark of the very learned and orthodox 
Vitringa on Isa. lxiv. 4, which deserves to be 
well weighed: “ Firmitas demonstrationis Novi 
ex V. T. non tam nititur omnium semper vocum 
conspiratione, quam concordià rerum, ad caput 
cause pertinentium. Modum excedunt Phi- 
lologi, in studio conciliandi universas utriusque 
Testamenti voces discrepantes, dum ex hoc illove 
Scriptore N. T. homine spirituali, dicta Scripture 
spirituali sensu allegante, facere volunt Gramma- 
ticum." To this purpose is alao the following 
observation of Flacius and Hoffmann combined: 
* Prophetarum munus fuit quid futurum esset 
predicere, Evangelistarum vero, quid sit factum 
narrare; itaque cum Spiritus Dex illorum ora- 
cula non exscribat, sed interpretetur, minime 
certe dcbuit enumerandis «vocabulis adstringi. 
Scil. Scriptores N. T. sepe mutarunt verba, ut 
ne meri tantum Translatores essent, sed Exegetz 
simul, et ipsa eorum versio claritatem N. T. re- 
ferret." See more to the same purpose in the 
able Dissertation of Hegelmaier (the Editor of 
Hoffmann's opus aureum), de recta ratione alle- 
gata N. T. ex V. T. interpretandi. 

But to advert to the questio verata as to the 
real writer of the — quoted—that St. Matth. 
should have really ascribed to Jeremiah a pre- 
diction which tallies so exactly with that in 
Zech. as not to allow one to doubt of their close 
affinity, is, indeed, a source of great perplexity ; 
which perplexity is increased by the fact attested 
by Dr. Henders., the learned Translator of and 
Annotator on Jeremiah, that no such is to 
be found in any part of the predictions of that 
prophet. That Mr. Alf. should allow himeelf to 
suggest that Jer. xviii. ], 2, and perhaps xxxii. 
6—12, may have given rise to the mistake, is 
amazing, since it involves an imputation on tho 
Evangelist worse than that of failure of memory, 
or negligence. Such being the case, I quite agree 
— o er Dr. end s ips if it be ^ 
owed to take for ted, that the cit 
by St. Matthew Tope quod apud Zecharie 
cap. xi. legimus, honori S. Scripture omnino 
melius longé consultum erit per ingenuam con- 
fessionem, quod mendum irrepserit in Textum 
Matthai, quam per violentas nominis Jeremin 
vindicias." Upon the whole, we are, observes 
Dr. Hend., shut up to one or other of the follow- 
ing conclusions: 1) that the ome name is sub- 
stituted for the other by a lapsus memorie : 2) 

that the portion of the book of Zech. in which 
the words are found, though now bearing his 
name, was written by Jeremiah, and by some 
mcans or other, to us unknown, has been ap- 

nded to the real prophecies of Zechariah ; or, 
) that there is a corruption of the name in the 

Greek text of Matth. The first of these posi- 
tions will not, I agree with Dr. Henders., be 
admitted by any who believe in the plenary in- 
spiration of the Apostles; a doctrine fully csta- 
blished on Scripture authority; and which, if 
denied, would completely annihilate our confi- 
dence in their testimony. As respects the second 
hypothesis, that, however ably maintained by 
Bp. Kidder and others, cannot stand, since it has 
been fully evinced by Dr. Henders., in the Pre- 
face to his Trans). of Jeremiah, that there is no 
solid foundation for the opinion, that the last six 
chapters of Zechariah were not written by that 
Prophet. It only remains that we assume a cor- 
ruption in the Greek Text of the Evangelist. 
That a variety o ing as to the text of the 
Evangelist has from ancient times existed, can- 
not be denied. St. Augustine testifies, that in 
his time some MSS. had not the same of ‘lepe- 
ulov. In fact, it is omitted in MSS. 33 and 157, 
and perhaps in others hitherto uncollated or ill 
collated. It is also absent from the Pesch. Syr. 
Version in the Polyglott, Pers. Vers., and in a 
Persic MS. in the ion of Dr. Hendcers., 
dated 1057, in the Modern Greek Vers. in the 
Veron. and Vercell. MS. of thc Kal. Version, as 
also in a Latin MS. of Lucas Brugensis. The 
Greek MS. 22 reads Zaxapíov, as also do the 
Philoxenian Syriac in the margin, and an Arabic 
MS. — by Bengel. 

Under these circumstances we may su , a8 
did Origen and Euseb., and many Cri- 
tics, as and Valckn. have done, that the 
reading ‘lep. arose from the negligence of scribes, 
and that after the name having been written, 
Zpiov may have been altered into 'Ipov, whence 
'Iepeuiov. And though Wets. replies that no 
such abbreviation is to be found, whether new or 
old, that is not conclusive; for he himself col- 
lated but few MSS., and those somewhat care- 
lessly. Considering how very carelessly all the 
MSS. with the exception of some fifty, have 
been collated, no one should presume to say that 
a certain reading does not exist. However, there 
is so little of proof, and so much taking for 
granted, in this hypothesis, that I cannot venture 
to adopt it. In short, I must finally acquiesce 
in the view of Hoffmann and Dr. Henders., that 
the Evangelist did not himself insert either name, 
but wrote simply ĉia cov — as he oft. 
does in his quotations, e. gr. i. ii. 5. 15. xiii. 
35. xxi. 4. xxvii. 35. For this reading there is, 
as we have seen, authority rather weighty as 
respects antiquity, for it cannot be doubted that 
the Pesch. Syr. and Italic Translators had not 
“Tepeplou in their copies: to which I would add 
that Augustine precisely testifics “non omnes 
Codices Evangeliorum habere quod per Jeremia m 
dictum sit, sed tantummodo am." 
And he is inclined to credit and to put faith 
rather in those copies which have nol the name 
Jeremiah. But then he is deterred from so 
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doing because “‘ most of the Greek and Latin copies 
have the name: and it is not to be thougM that 
they (i.e. the writers) would put in & word to 
make the Scripture faulty!” Alas! little did 
the good Father know of what had been done, 
was doing, and would be done by scribes and 
Critics. In all the above five of St. 
Mattb. referred to, there are some MSS., more or 
less, that bave the name of some prophet inserted 
by a Critic sua auctoritale, or by a scribe from 
an interlineary or marginal Scholium—and often 
ignorantly enough :—then why should not the 
same have taken place in the present instance? 
The only awkward circumstance that exists is, 
that the name should have found its way into 
nearly all the copies. But instances of a spurious 
reading having come into all the copies is of no 
unfrequent occurrence in the Class. writers, of 
almost perpetual occurrence in Josephus, and 
occasionally in the Sept., not to say in the He- 
brew original in a few instances ; nor is this quite 
without example in the New Test., e. gr. supra 
xxiii. 36, there is, as I have shown, good reason 
for thinking that either the words vlov—Bapa- 
x fou have crept in from a Scholiast, or that the 
word Bapayiov did not come from the Evange- 
list. In short, I shall have taken much pains 
to little purpose, if I have not succeeded in 
evincing that the case is at least not so despe- 
rate as Bp. Lonsdale seems to have thought, or 
as Mr. Alford was pleased to take for granted. 

11. The 8i is resumptive from v. 2. "Eon, 
* stood" (for ina): or £c», Lachm. and 
Tisch. read, from 5 MSS. and Orig., ieráðn. 
But that is, I doubt not, a mere alteration pro- 
ceeding from certain Critical correctors, whose 
purpose it was to introduce a more technically 
correct and forensic term, having in mind a pas- 

of Mark, xiii. 9, iwi frysuovev—c-raO1j- 
osobe, where the reading of many MSS., some 
editions, and encom as every appearance of 
being an alteration of the very same kind, with a 
view to Matt. x. 18, iwi nyepovas áy0rjaso0s ; 
and Acts xxv. 6. 

— Zi 11 ò Bacideds r. 'T.] This question arose 
out of the circumstances of the case; for wo learn 
from Luke xxiii. 2, that our Lord's accusers had 
charged him with hindering the people from 
giving tribute to Cæsar, by saying that Me was 

their king. As to the charge of blasphemy, on 

which they had themselves condemned bim, it 
would by Pilate, as he had no respect for their 
religion, be disregarded. Hence they thought fit 
to take a new ground of accusation against Jesus, 
by charging him with being a seditious person, 

an enemy to the Roman government ; an accusa- 
tion which, considering the impatience with which 
the Jews bore the Roman yoke, would be in 
itself probable, and also such a charge as his alle- 
gae to his sovereign would forbid him to 
ecline entertaining. 
12—14. Comp. Luke xxiii. 5. On this occa- 

sion, as on the former, xxvi. 64, to the accusa- 
tions of the Chief Priests, xxvi. 62, our Lord 
returned no answer. Their accusation was 
doubtless expressed in the form "EXAeysy. iavTóv 
Xpierór BaciMa slvat, which they knew Pilate 
would interpret as a claim of political kingship, 
though they themselves well knewit was what Jesus 
did not claim ; and therefore our Lord did not 
deign to make them any answer. It seems from 
Luke xxiii. 6—12, that they represented Jesus 
as actually paving the way to assuming sove- 
reignty, by stirring up the people to rebellion 
against their lawful sovereign, and that not 
once, but throughout the land in a progress from 
Galilee to Jerusalem. Whereupon, on the men- 
tion of Galilee, as the place where the offence 
had been committed, Pilate sent him forthwith 
to Herod. 

15. xarà ài ioprijv, &c.] The Commentators 
are not agreed whether by xa’ iopTùv we are to 
understand ‘at feast time,’ or, ‘at the paschal 
feast.’ The latter opinion is thought to be proved 
by John xviii. 39. And though that passage be 
not decisive, yet, according to propriety of lan- 
guage, this would seem to be the best founded 
opinion, There will be little difficulty in sup- 
posing, that as dopri) would of itself, without 
addition, most readily suggest the idea of the 

feast, so xa’ coprny would mean ‘at the 
paschal feast.’ And in this way the expression is 
used in Jos. B. J. i. 11. 5. It has been debated 
whether the custom here spoken of was of Jewish 
or of Gentile origin. But, considering the ri- 
idity of the Mosaic institution, the former is 

improbable. It was doubtless of Gentile origin ; 
though whether of Syrian, or Roman, is doubted ; 
more probably the latter, as an especial favour 
from the Roman Emperor, to gratify the people 
at a time when it was thought politic to please 
them ; but with no reference to the Greek Thes- 
mophoria, or the Roman Lectisternia. We have, 
indeed, no hisloric mention of this practice; but 
neither could we expect any. As to Josephus, 
many things which we might far more — to 
be noticed, are not even glanced at by allusion. 
But surely the united testimony of all the Evan- 
geliste to a fact in itself highly probable, is suffi- 
cient. From the strong expression of Luke 
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&éapuov, Sv 1jÜcXov. 16 elyov è Tore Séopuov érrio pov, Xeyó- 
pevov BapaBBav. !! Suvyypévav ody avróv, eimev avrois ó 
Háros Tiva 0£Xere arodvow tpiv; BapaPBav, Incoũuvu 
Tov Xeyóuevov Xpwrróv ; 18'"Hidee yap, Ste Sà POdvoy rap- 
éSwxav avrov. 19 KaOnpévou è aùroð émi roð fhjuaros, am- 
écTeiXe mpòs avTov 7) yuv aùroû, Néyouca’ Mnédeév aol xai TQ 
Sixaip éxeivy ToXXÀ yap éraDov onpepoy kar dvap Ov avrov. 
20 m Oi Se apyvepels xai oi mpeopúrepoti érewav Tos ÓxXovs, 

&. ma airjcevra, tov Bapaffáv, tov 96 'Igoo)v aodécwour. 

21' AvrokpiÜels. Sè ô zyyejv elmev avrois Tiva Oédere ámró THY 
S00 dToX0cc tiv; oi òè elror BapaBBav. ?? Aéyes aùroîs 
6 Idros Ti obv sovjco 'Igcoüv tov Xeyópevov Xpiorór ; 
Aéyovsct» avTe Távres ZravpwOjrw. BO Sè ayepav edn 
Ti yap xaxov éroincev; ot 5é mepiocðs Expalov, Xéyovres- 
Zravpwbýro! ?*'I6oy Sè 6 Idros Gre ovdey wpenre?, aAA 
páXXov OópuBos yiverat, "AaBov ÜOvp amrevifvaro tas xeipas 
atrévavtt ToU GyXou, Aéywr *AOads eit amò Tov aipatos ToU 
Sixalov rovrov: bjeis ÜOqreaÜe. % Kal azroxpiBeis mas 6 Nads 

1 Acta 3. 18. 

n Deut. 31. 
6. 

have thought) is evident from the Classical ex- 
— which have been adduced by Kreba. 

. awevhparo rae xsipas] A symbolical 
action, to express being guiltless of the thing: a 
custom, as regarded the Jews, founded on the pre- 
cept of Deut. xxi. 6,7, where, in case of a murder 
of which the perpetrator is unknown, the elders 
of the nearest town are commanded to wash their 
hands, in testimony of their innocence, over the 
victim, which was sacrificed for expiation of the 

dvayxny elev darodvery, it would seem to have 
eren nd su jene — , and so unite rupto 
that the people regar the grant as a . 

16. Strange it is that Fritz, Tisch. and Meyer, 
should here and at the next verse prefix '1ncou» 
before Bapaßß., against the almost united testi- 
mony of MSS., Versions, and Fathers, chiefly 
on the authority of an ancient Scholium found 
in some MSS. Mr. Alford's ‘ true account’ how 

crime. 
the — arose, is any thing but satisfac- 

19. rov Búm.] See my Le 
— Tw dix. ixelvø] Meaning, not merely in 

a forensic sense, ‘that innocent, unoffending per- 
son,’ but ‘that righteous, godly person ;' as said 
of one whose heart is right with God, as well as 
his actions squaring with the laws of man. Seo 
Matt. xiii. 43. 49. xxiii. 29. 
— KaT’ óvap] It has been much debated 

whether this dream was natural, or supernatural. 
The latter view was maintained by the Fathers 
and the earlier Commentators; as the former is 
by most of the recent Interpreters. And, indeed, 
we may so well account for the thing from natu- 
ral causes (history having recorded many similar 
cases), that we are not regeire PEDA scarcely 
warranted—to call in the supernatural. Epe- 
pov may mean, ‘[early] this morning.” And 
warning s were always supposed vera- 
cious. 

23. rl yàp xaxdv ix.) The yàp has reference 
to a clause omitted, expressing a refusal of tho 
punishment demanded, q. d. ‘ Not 80, or why so, 
Jor, &c. That this is not a Hebraism (as some 

It has, indeed, been disputed amon 
Commentators, whether Pilate here follow 
Jewish or Gentile custom. But, considering the 
purpose of the action, namely, to testify his inno- 
cence to the pcople, the former is the more pro- 
bable. Besides, there has never been any proof 
adduced that such a custom existed among the 
Gentiles. For the Gentile custom to which 
Commentators appeal, was only that of washing 
the hands, not to attest innocence, but to expsate 
crime, though involuntary. At any rate, it is 
plain from Pilate's words, and the answer mado 
to them by the people, that here more was mesnt 
than disavowing any participation in the thing 
about to be done, namely, no less than solemnly to 
attest his innocence, and to cast on them the guilt 
of the crime. And as Pilate had lived lon 
enough in Judea to become thoroughly acquain 
with Jewish customs, and would be more likely 
to adopt a Jewish form, for the satisfaction of 
the Jewish people, no doubt can well be enter- 
tained but that the action was done according to 
Jeunsh, not Gentile custom. 

The expression &ð&ós siut dwo is used as at 
2 Sam. iii. 28, aBads elu: awd rov alparos 
'ABrrip. The term d@aos, as used in the senso 

iltless, innocens (lit. removed from liability to 
Boor or * penalty"), is frequent in the Sept., thou 
not found in the Class. writers, except in the 
very later ones, 
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eire ° Tò alua aùroô ep nuas xal émi rà Téxva uav! % Tore o Dent. i. 
amédvoev avrots Tov BapaBPar ? tov òè 'Incov ppayedrwoas 195.3. 
mapéðwrev va a ravpo07. 

27 Tore oi aTpariéyra, Tov Tryeuovos, maparaßóvres Tov In- 
r coup eis TÒ TpatTwpLoOD, cuvyyaryov èt avróv ÖA Tijv aréipav. 

33 Kal éxdvcavres avrov, TepiéÜnkav avTQ yAapvda korr. 
?9 kal mréEavtes a Tépavov é£ axavOar, éméÜnkay mì Tz)» ke 

3 Bam. 1. 10. 
Acta 8. 17, 

Av avro), Kal káXapov émi Tv Oefiàv avroi* xal yovvrmerr- 
» 9 ^ * 7 9 ^ a 

cavres É€mpooÜcv avrov, évéma4tov avrQ, Xéyovres 

6 Baciievs Trav Tovéaiwv ! 
Xaipe, 

80 Kai dumrvcavres eis avróv, éXa- 
Bov Tóv káXapov, kal Erurrroy eis ti kedaNXjv avro. 31 Kal 
óre évérai£av aire, éfé6vcav avrov thy ydapuvba, xal évédvoay 
avrov Ta (pdria avtov Kal amýyayov avroyv eis TO a Tavpócaa. 
32 "Efepyopuevos 98 Vedpov dvOpwroyv Kvpnvatov, ôvópatı X ipevar 3 Mark 15, 
ToUTOv Tryyápeucav, iva ápr Tov oTavpoy avToÜ. 

25. Trò alua-—f)uàs] Elsner and Wetstein 
have proved that it was usual among the Greeks 
for the witnesses, on whose testimony any were 
put to death, to devote themselves, and even their 
children, to curses, if they bore false testimony. 
The antiquity of the custom in Judza is plain 
from 2 Kings ii. 37 ; and its use among the Jews 
of after times cannot be doubted. It is, however, 
of more importance to advert to the complete 

lfüment of thie fearful imprecation, attested by 
the whole history of the Jews, both in that gene- 
ration and the one following (when the weight 
of it fell on them in horrors hitherto unexampled. 
See Jos. Bell. ii. 11, 9. v. 11, 1. Philo, t. ii. 
p. 527), nay. for many succeeding ages up to a 
— recent period. 

. Ppaysd\Awcas| See my Lex. Scourging, 
either with flagella (termed by Horace ibili 
—as in the case of slaves—or (as in that of free 
persons) with rods, was among the Romans a 
prelude to capital punishment. 

27. Tò *pavrepioy] The word here denotes, 
not that part of the camp so called, but a magni- 
ficent ed fice, in the u Je of Jerusalem, 
which had formerly been Herod's palace, and 
was afterwards the abode of the Roman Pro- 
curators when they — at Jerusalem ; for 
their residence was at Cesarea. 

28. ixdve. aùròv, &c.] Philo relates a similar 
piece of mockery practised on an Alexandrian, in 
ridicule of the royalty of Agrippa; in which de- 
scription the term yAapis, and other of the ex- 
pressions here found, are used. The xAaubs was 
a kind of round cloak confined on the right 
shoulder by a clasp, so as to cover the left side of 
the body, and worn over the other garments. It 
was used alike by officers and privates; but, of 
course, with a difference in texture and dyeing. 
What is here called xoxxíyg is by Mark deno- 
minated «opd pa, and by John, xix. 2, wop- 
p in. Yet there is no real discrepancy ; 
or though the colours are, properly speaking, 
different, yet moppvpovs denoted sometimes a 
bright red; and hence the words xoxxivn and 
woppuipa were sometimes interchanged. Thus, 
in English, the cxpressions purple and red are 

often interchanged. And so in Hor. Sat. ii. 6, 
102, ‘rubro cocco tincta vestis’ is the same as 
vestis purpurea at v. 106. 

29. oripavov iE åxkavð&v] There has been 
no little debate as to the nature and materials of 
this crown ; some contending that as this, like all 
the rest of what was done by the soldiers, wss 
merely in mockery of Jesus’ regal pretensions, 
there could be no motive to cruelty ; and they 
pro to take the word dxavOwy as the Genit. 
pee not of dxav@a, but of áxavOos, i. e. the 

r's foot, which is rather a emooth than a 
thorny plant, and would be more convenient to 
plait. Those, on the other hand, who defend 
the common version, reply that both dxav@a and 
axdvOivos often occur in the New Test. and 
Sept., and always in the sense thorn and thorny ; 
and that the ancient Versions, and some ancient 
Fathers, al] confirm that version. The latter in- 
terpretation is the best founded. There is, how- 
ever, pe reason to think, with Theophylact, 
that the crown was not of mere thorns, but of 
some prickly shrub (probably acacia). So in a 
similar passage cited by Wetst., we have ‘in capite 
corona subito exstitit, ex is herbis, espec. 
since those fit to make a fillet are euch. 

32. i «p óutvor] ‘as they were going out [of 
the city] ;' for executions were, both among Jews 
and — esa outside — i 

pevoay} lit. ‘impressed,’ implying 
— (see note on Matt v. 41) ; though it 
was customary for the criminal Az , when 
strong enough, to carry his own cross, which had 
been done in the present instance, until the 
meeting with Simon. The cross was denominated 
cavpos, Valck. thinks, from the obsol. cravw, 
cognate with ordw, (o fir, — namely, in the 
ground. About the middle of it was fixed a 
iece of wood, on which the crucified person sat. 
or the height of the cross was (contrary to the 

common opinion) such as to admit of this, — 
being only such as to raise the feet of the cruci- 
fied person about 2 yard from the ground. "The 
hands were fastened to the transverse piece with 
nails; but the feet were either nailed or tied 
to the post with ropes, and thus the wretch was 
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r Mark 15. 

Luke 28. 33, 

John 19. 17, 
&c 
s Ps. 69. 21. 
ver. 48. 

t Ps. 23. 18, 

MATTHEW XXVII. 33— 42. 

33 r Kai éAÜ0óvree eis TóTo» Aeyopevov Toryoba, (*6 ears 
t Xeyouevos Kpaviov TóTos,) %** &wxav aùr mcv OEos peta 
XoMjs nepwypévov xai *yevaápevos ovK Aere mieîv. 35 Srav- 
pecavres è avrov, Svepepicavto ta ipatia avrov, BáXXovres 

sapor: [fva mX9peo05 rò pnOcv bro Tod TpodHrow 

t‘AvepeploavrTo Ta ipáTid povu éavTois, kai émi rov 

imatiopov pou EBarov KrHpov.| 39 xal xaOnpevo., érj- 
povv aurov éxet. 87 Kai érréOnxay émáve rìs xepadis avTo0 

THY aitiay avTov wyeypauuévyp, OTTOX EXTIN IHXOTX 
O BAXIAETX TAN IOTAAINN. 8 Tore eravpobvrat avv 
avTQ úo Ayora, els éx SeEvav xal els é£ evwryvpwv. 

v Ps. 22. 7, 
&c 
& 109. 25. 
Mark 15. 29, 

nn ke 33. 85, uke 

&c. 
v Supra 960. 

John 2. 19. 

left to perish gradually, either by exhaustion, b 
famine, or by ravenous birds. Soe A ntemid; 
Oneir. iv. 49. Crucifixion can be traced back 
to as early a period as the age of Semiramis; and 
was a punishment chiefly inflicted on slaves, or 
free persons convicted of tho most heinous 
crimes. 

33. Toe] wndada, from Heb. mno» but 
the second A was dropped for euphony. The 
place was so called, I think (with Cyril of Jeru- 
salem, and several moderns, from Reland to 
Meyer), from the form of its site (being what 
in Old English was called a knoll, or bald cop) 
bearing some resemblance to the upper part of 
a skull ; which is confirmed by the singular 
being used in all the Evangelists. Alford ob- 
jects to this, because Meyer's derivation from 
Kpaviov, a wood near Corinth, does not apply. 
Then why not derive it from xpávov, cognate 
with xápnvov, from kapà, capui? So we say top 
of the fread, and the crown of the head. The 
reading o for os is confirmed by external autho- 
rity (including nearly all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), and decided internal evidence, it bein 
a grammatical correction. I have now remov 
both the brackets at Aeyouevos, because there is 
no sufficient authority to warrant its being can- 
celled, nor even for its change of position ; in- 
deed, the variation of position doubtless caused 
its omission. For Asyousvos the reading Asyo- 
p.&vov is of too slender authority to merit atten- 
tion, and might be altered either way to suit the 
context; but it cannot belong to ToA\yo8a 35 
without a certain harshness. This sense of 
Aéyeo@Oa: is found also in John xx. 16, 'Paf- 
Bouvi’ © Xéy «Tav didaoxade. Thus in a kin- 
dred passage of Matt. i. 23, à lorc, uaÜspunvevo- 
pavov, peb’ nuov o Oos. Sce also Mark v. 41. 
xv. 22. 94. John i. 42. Acts iv. 36. 

34. ofos—pemeyp.] Mark xv. 23, montions a 
tion administe to Christ, but he calle it 

cuupyicpévoy oivov. To remove the discre- 

89° Of 8e srapaopevópevou égXaadjuovv. aùròv, xwoüvres 
Tas kejaXàs avtav 9 kal Xéyovres Y'O Katadvwv Tov vaov 
xal èv tpioly T")uépaus oixodopay, o@oov ceavróv. 
TOU Qeov, karáf 0. aro ToÜ cTavpo). 
dpxiepets épmaitovres, pera 
éXeyovr $ " AXXovus Ecwoer, 

et Tis el 
41 “Quoiws 66 xai oi 

TOY *ypauparéov kai T pea Bvrépov, 
éavróv ov duvarat aca. et Bacı- 

pancy, some Commentators suppose that it was 
the same drink under different mames; since 
óEoc is used to denote wine (especially the 
oorer kinds); and xoAÀ7, though properly signi- 

fring worm , yet sometimes in the Sept. 
enotes any biller infusion. Others are of opi- 

nion, that the potions mentioned by the two 
Evangelists were distinct mixtures; the vincgar 
mingled with gall being, they think, offered in 
derision ; and the myrrhed wine, the medicated 
cup usually administered to criminals about to 
suffer a painful death. The former interpreta- 
tion, however, seems to be preferable; and it is 
confirmed by the ancient gloss which has crept 
into many of the best MSS., and all the beat of 
the ancient Versions, oivov. [Comp. Ps. lxix. 

. va mAnpæwbii—«Añpov] These words are 
found in comparatively few MSS., and have no 
place in the ancient Versions, and severa] Fathers, 
nor the Edit. Princ. They have been cancelled by 
every Editor of note from Wetstein to Scholz. 

37. alríay avrov) Namely, the TíTÀo»s, or 
ixıypaphv ris alvías, ‘his crimination,’ ‘ the 
crime laid to his c ; which was engraven on 
a metal plate, in black letters on a white ground. 
The trifling discrepancy in the words of this in- 
scription may very well heve arisen from the 
language in which it was written. 

. 600 Aga Taí] i.e. ‘highway robbers, or 
rather, ‘ brigands,’ with which, and banditti of 
all sorts, Judea then swarmed; a state of things 
which had arisen from the miserable destitution 
of the bulk of the people, occasioned by the 
shameless oppression of those blood-suckera, the 
Roman governors, of whom each one exceeded 
his predecessor in every bad quality of a go- 
vernor. 

42. adAovs—cwoa:] Beza, Bengel, Pearce, 
and some others, would take the words interro- 
gatively ; which makes them, they think, more 
cuttingly sarcastic. This, however, quite altera 
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Acùs Iopa éori, xataB8dtw viv ard Tod cTavpo0, Kal mi- 
a » ^ 43 II r 0 , l x 8 — ld 0 e OTEVTOMEY AUTO. émoiUev émi tov Oeóv  pvoácÜw viv 

avTOv, eb ÓéXev avroy: eime yap’ "Or, Oeod cipe Tics. 4t To 
Ò ajTÓ kal ot Agorai oi cvaTavpoÜévres ait@, dveibitoy 
* avrov. 

w Mark 15. 

45 w Amò 06 Éxrys pas axóros éyévero eri mücav thy yi SEa, u 

the air of the passage, and destroys the antithesis, 
which, as Fritz. remarks, is strengthened by the 
Asyndeton. Comp. Aristid. iii. 430 (of Pala- 
medes), aácas rae dÀAXas sipioxwy unxavás, 
play ovx eipev, 01 ws cw8yjoerat. 
— BaciXsbs, &c.]] We may remark the dis- 

tinctive taunts of the Jews and of the Romans; 
the former of whom pointed at Jesus' claim to be 
King of Israel (i. e. Messiah); the latter, to his 
assuming the title of King of the Jews; which, 
however, many of the Romans understood as 
equiv. to Messiah. 
— arie Tsócousy avt) The MSS. here fluc- 

tuate between 33rioT. abTo, the text. rec, 
TiOTT:0g. ix’? autw, and cT. iT’ avTOv. 
Griesb., Matth., and Scholz, read ir’ auTw ; 
Tisch., iw’ aùròv; while Lachm. and Alf. re- 
tain the text. rec. aùr: and certainly a well- 
known Critical Canon is in favour of this read- 
ing (which needs such support ; for the weight of 
external evidence is quite against it, almost all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies having ir’ aire) : 
and in this I must myself acquiesce. The simple 
dat. occurs supra xxi. 25, 32, bis, and one does 
not see why it should not have been uscd Aere 
(and it is observable that the ir’ may have 
arisen from a marginal or interlineary Scho- 
lium): not to mention that the construction 
with ir’ no where occurs in Matth., nor, I 
believe, in the other Evangelists. The reading 
ir’ avTÓ», adopted by Tisch., bas no claim to 
preference, since the authority for it is very 
slender, B, L, and some 8 cursives, in opposition 
to internal evidence, considering that the constr. 
of mior. with accus. after ixi or slc is confined 
to the Gospel of St. John. In short, I suspect 
that the aurdw arose from an error of scribes for 
abres. That it must have been so, is plain from 
the reading wiwoBev iwi Tu Osw, for róv Gacy, 
found in that MS. only. 

43. arívoi0sy ixl ròv O.] Said, we may sup- 
pose, not with reference to an icular de- 

this, but in claration of our Lord g 
sllusion to that fearless yield tng up of himself to 
the soldiers sent to a him, through an 
entire dependence on the Divine aid for deliver- 
ance. In uttering, however, this taunt, in words 
— from Ps. xx. 8, un of he M. sind 
t t were citing a 0 essi 
then in Tts fulfilment RA the jeering words, and 
mocking actions, of the passing multitude (see v. 
39), and the scornful defiance of those who had 
set them on. The variations here from the Sept. 
are inconsiderable, and immaterial, since this is 
no quotation. Even as it is, the Hebr. » might 
be rendered by siye, seeing that; and it is not 
improbable that there was such an Hellenistic 
use of el. 

44. ol AgaTal—aóTOv] Or rather one of 
them, as is stated in the more exact account of 

Luke. This trifling discrepancy may, however, 
be removed; not, indeed, by supposing an enal- 
lage, nor by introducing the figure of Amplifica- 
tion (which cannot here apply), but by supposing 
that the Evangelist speaks generally. AUüTóv (for 
the common reading aitw) is found in almost 
all the best MSS., and is adopted by every Cri- 
tical Editor. 

45. axóros—^"racav tiv yiv] There are here 
two points demanding our attention, which have 
occasioned no small perplexity to the Commenta- 
tors; 1. the darkness here recorded; and 2. the 
distance to which it extended. On the former 
subject, they are not agreed as to the nature of 
the darkness, and its cause. The recent Exposi- 
tors in general, . the German ones, seek to 
account for it as something happening in the 
ordinary course of nature; while the ancient, 
and the earlier modern ones, regard it as preter- 
natural. That it could not be produced by a 
total eclipse of the sun is certain ; for that can only 
take place at the time of the ew moon ; whereas 
it was now full moon. Besides, a total eclipse 
never continues beyond a quarter of an hour. 
Some ascribe it to a mist arising from sulphure- 
ous vapours, such as precede or accompany earth- 
quakes. This, the naturalists tell us, may extend 
to a semi-diameter of ten miles from any spot. 
But can such a haze as that be a// that is here 
meant? Surely not. Taking all the circum- 
stances of the case into account, we cannot 
doubt that both that darkness and the accom- 
panying earthquake (to which the Rationalists 
so triumphantly a pen) were alike preternatural, 
though ey » who shall venture to 
affirm? It may have been produced, as Elsner 
supposes, by a preternatural accumulation of the 
densest clouds, enveloping tbe whole atmosphere, 
—such as that mentioned at Exod. x. 21 ; brought 
ean eres rath at the — forth of the 
and of Moses, over the whole land of Egypt, 
— that portion occupied by the children of 
Israel,—and when we seriously reflect WHO it 
was that was then suffering, we can have no dif- 
ficulty in accounting for these signs of sympathy 
in nature (see the passage of Dionys. cited be- 
low), nor in seeing their applicability. We may 
surely feel warranted in supposing that all this 
was intended to portend the withdrawing of the 
light of God's countenance from a land in which 
the Son of God, the Sun of Righteousness, was 
suffering an ignominious death, even the death 
of the Cross. But to turn to the second ques- 
tion: the extent of this darkness. Most of the 
ancient interpreters regard it as extending over 
the whole earth ; though some of them, as Origen, 
and the most eminent modern ones, confine it to 
Judau, which may be considered the true view. 
For, first, there is nothing in the words of the 
original that compels us to suppose saiversality ; 
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òè tiv éwáry ópav aveBonoer 
ó "Inaots povn peyddy, eyor "AN, HN, *Xeuà cafgax- 
avi; tour 6Corv Océ pov, Océ pov, ivari pe éykaréXaTres ; 

Miis., 47 Tues 06 Tv ére? éEctwmtwv axovoarres, Exeyov: "Or." HAav 
Luke 23, 90. 
John 19. 29. 

and it is more natural to take the expression of 
Judæa, the place of the transactions recorded. 
The Fathers, indeed, and some modern Com- 
mentators (espec. ME allege, in proof of its 

o unt ity, on, Thallus, and 
Dionys. the rec ite. But they are not 
on the nature of PAlegon's testimony : indeed, 
nothing which they ascribe to him has any direct 
bearing on this event. As to the adduced 
from Thullus, cited by Jul. Africanus, —who men- 
tions a darkness over all the world, and an earth- 
quake which overturned many houses in Judæa 
and elsewhere,—there is reason to think that 
Thallus lived, not before, but after Christ, and 
as the more ancient Fathers quote him for other 
matters, but never for this, no weight can be 
attached to the in question. As to the 
story told of Dionys. the Arcopagite, who said 
that *either the Author of nature suffered, or 
that he was sympathizing with some one who 
did,—it is entitled to still less attention, since 
Dr. Lardner has proved that all the writings at- 
tributed to him are spurious. Besides, there wes 
surely (if we may venture to pronounce on the 
inscrutable purposes of Almighty Providence) a 
peculiar propriety in the darkness seing 
to Judæa, —as indicating the wrath of God on 
that country for the enormity then perpetrating ; 
thus presenting an apt emblem of tho spiritual 
darkness in which that benighted region was in- 
volved. Finally, by adopting this view, and by 
not needlessly exaggerating the intensity of the 
obscuration, we are enabled satisfactorily to ac- 
count for the silence of the Pagan Historians, 
and even Josephus, without supposing in the 
latter, as some do, a wilful suppression of truth. 

46. There is great doubt as to the true reading 
of the middle term of the three employed in this 
ejaculation. The great body of tho copies have 
Xaud, as found in the text. rec. and retained by 
Griesb. and Scholz; while A:ua is edited by 
Matth., Añua by Lachm., and Aeg. by Tisch. 
and Alf. There is considerable authority for 
Aecuad, as found in many of the uncial, and not 
a few of the cursive MSS., to which I add seve- 
ral of the most ancient and valuable Lamb. and 
Mus. MSS. ; and almost all the rest have A:ua. 
The reading of Lachm. is almost wholly without 
evidence, for the reading of B is doubtful; but 
if Añua be, as it probably is, in that MS., it is 
only an Itacistic spelling for Asiua. The Aeuc 
of Tisch. and Alf. is the least probable of all the 
readings, and is only found in 2 or 3 MSS., and 
in them was probably a mere error of the scribes 
for Attud, which, as having the strongest claims 
to be the true reading, I have now adopted. As 
to vulg. Aaud, it arose merely from error of the 
scribes, who often confound a and sı. See exx. 
adduced in Greg. de Dial. p. 625. 652. 706. 760. 
Ed. Schaefer. It may, however, have arisen 
from the Gospel of St. Mark. It is remarkable 
that the same var. lect. occurs in both ; and it is 
scarcely possible to fix the true reading of each, 

deve? obros. 48 * Kal evOéws Opapav els E aùrâv, cai Xa cv 

if they did differ, as we may su they did, 
Judging by the éAwi of Mark, ibid 

f more consequence, however, is it to con- 
sider the for which the words were pro- 
nounced. They must not be supposed to express 
(what some s —— to ascribe to — 
— , much less despair; nor, again, what, 
others recognize, the natural effusions of co 
real and mental anguish, scarce conscious of the 
complaints uttered under this severe sense of 
suffering; a view which involves nothing short 
of trreverence. Rejecting, then, all such views 
as attribute to the exalted Sufferer any thing 
like querulousness of spirit, much less distrust in 
Divine support, we may suppose that our Lord 
in thus addressing God as kis God, intended 
thereby to ex & sense of entire trust in his 
heavenly Father; and in the use of the term 
iyxar. he speaks the language, not of distrust, 
but of desertton—that desertion (in its awfully 
mysterious character making no other than part 
and portion of the t mystery of redemption) 
under the sense of which Christ our Saviour 
speaks of bimeelf as given up for a season to 
endure in his human nature that anguish which 
it belongs not to the mind of man to conceive, 
nor tho p. dei of man to express, and which wo 
may best characterize as the unknown : 
of our Redeemer. The expression is formed on, 
but conveys far more than what is said of right- 
eous men in Isa. xlix. The mental anguish en- 
dured by our blessed Lord may be supposed to 
have been, in some way or other, connected with 
his being made a curse and a sin-offering for us. 
Sec 2 Cor. v. 21. Gal. iii. 13. It may have been, 
what some have supposed, the manifestation to 
his soul of God's hatred to sin, made in some 
way not explained (nor, indeed, to be explained), 
which Christ our Saviour experienced in that 
dread hour. However, on a subject so awfully 
mysterious as the present, it more particularly 
becomes believers to abstain from misplaced 
speculation, and learn cwmpovsiv i» 75 copia. 
werd is it to know that, by citing the verse, 

and thus applying to Àimself what is admittod to 
have reference to the Messiah, our Lord had for 
his — to turn the attention of his disciples 
to the whole Psalm, and to intimate to them t 
he was now fulfilling no other than what had 
been there foretold, and suffering what it was 
there predicted Christ would suffer. 

47. 'HAíav mevet] These were not, as some 
imagine, Roman soldiers—for they could know 
nothing about Elias—but Hellenistic Jews, wbo 
intentionally perverted our Lord's words, in 
derision of his claim to be the Messiah; and 
with reference to a common opinion, that Elias 
would return to life at the coming of the Mes- 
siah, and preparo the way for his kingdom. See 
supra xvii. 10. 

48. xai evOiws—inoritey avrov] Namely, 
in consequence of what Jesus had just before 
said, as recorded by John xix. 28, Qua. 
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oróyyov, TrXjsas Te Óbovs kai vrepiÜeis xará, errorivey avrov. 
49 Of 8e Xovrrol reyo “Ades owpev ei Epyeras Hias acaov 
avrov. 50ʻO 8é 'IgooUs madw xpakas dvi peydrn, àre 

— KaAXáuwc] Some render reed; Campbell, 
stick. But l prefer, with Markland, ‘a stalk’ or 
‘stem ;' a not unfrequent, nay, perhaps, the pri- 
mary, sense of the word. Thus Matthew and 
John will be reconciled; for the tocw7w of the 
latter is equivalent to xaXduw voowrov. The 
stalk of the hyssop is, in the t, so long, that 
it might easily reach our Lord on the cross; 
espec. since it was — means so high as is 
commonly supposed. IIeoi0sis may be rendered, 
‘winding,’ or ‘ fastening it round.” 

49. Mr. Alf. is inclined to differ from the 
Editors generally as to the words aAAos dài— 
alua, added in B, C, L, and other MSS.—and 
that on the ground that, if admitted, a consider- 
able difficulty would be created, as we should 
here have the piercing with the spear occurrin 
before, and, indeed, occastoning, the death o 
Jesus. “ This is certainly," continues he, “ very 
improbable; but we can pandy imagine an in- 
terpolator committing such a blunder, ¿f it be 
one. The At of the addition must remain 
obscure, in our entire ignorance of the early his- 
tory of the text.” And so he quictly disposes of 
the matter. But I do not see any such great 
difficulty in “imagining an interpolator com- 
mitting such a blunder;" for Interpolators in 
other cases have committed blunders full as 

t. Irather suspect, however, that the words 
were, in those MSS., brought in by a scribe from 
the margin, where the passage had been written 
by a Scholiast, who thereby showed his igno- 
rance, as did afterwards the next Transcriber his 
carelessness, without the commission of rashness 
by any one. It is not true, what the Editors 
from Mill downwards have asserted, that Chry- 
sostom has this passage in his text. He merely 
introduces it with a comment in his Annotation. 
Why he should have commented on the words in 
this place, is explained by the circumstance that, 
ss Matthzi has pointed out, ** in the Ecclesiasti- 
cal Reading occurring between Matt. xxvii. 39— 
54, and xxvii. 55. 61, there is read John xix. 
31—37.” Be that as it may, it would seem that 
the Scholiast's words, written in the margin, were 
not meant for the place they occupy in the above 
MSS., but for another, i.e. r agpnxe rò 
wvevua, and were introduced into the text not 
only without the intention of any Critic, but 
at quite a wrong . Even could we get over 
the all but decisive fact, of the words being ver- 
batim the same with those in John, it is impos- 
sible that St. Matth. should have used them, since 
they run counter to what he evidently intended. 
The purpose of the two Evangelists Matthew and 
John was different. The former intended simply 
to record the circumstances of the death of Christ; 
the latter, to say what should afford indubitable 
evidence of the reality of that death (a lance 
thrust into the pericardium being by all medical 
men admitted to be necessarily mortal ; nay, the 
object of the soldier must have been thereby to 
ensure death)—an evidence by no means super- 
fluous, since the reality of that event almost all 
unbelievers had denied, and certain misbelievers, 
such - e Docet, had called in question. If 

OL. 

it be asked, what then did this Scholiast mean to 
effect by what he wrote in the margin ?—I an- 
swer, that, intending (as I belicve he did) the 
passage to apply not to v. 49, but to v. 50, he 
purposed, I imagine, to support, by adducing 
these words of St. John, the opinion, that the 
circumstance there recorded took place before, 
and not after, our Lord's death (an opinion 
which had become so prevalent, as carly as the 
General Council of Vienne, that it needed being 
condemned by the Fathers), in order fully to 
evince, by ‘making surety doubly sure,’ the reality 
of Christ's death. But this intention was frus- 
trated by the writer of the next transcript intro- 
ducing the words, not only into the text, but at 
the wrong place. 
— ol dà Avrwol EXeyov}] By ol Aorwol are, I 

agree with Maldon. and Bengel, to be understood 
e rest, as opposed to those mentioned at v. 47, 

TOV Exel &oToTwv. Of these by-standers some 
said ** That man calleth on Elias," and of those, 
some, when they heard Jesus exclaim dupa, 
went and took the means to supply that want. 
But the rest, it seems, so far from supplying it, 
objected to its being supplied, saying, “ Let be, 
i.e. wait, and see whether Elias will come and 
help him or not." Of dgceévac in this sense ex- 
amples occur in the best Class. writers, as Hdot., 
JEsch., and Thucyd. Yet to so understanding 
the words an objection presents itself in what is 
stated in the parallel of Mark, where the 
same person who ran and fetched the sponge, and, 
filling it with posca, and putting it on a stalk, 
gave our Lord to drink, is represented as using 
the same words, des idepey al, &c. To remove 
this discrepancy, we may, with Elsn., regard 
pes, and its equiv. Gers, as constituting a 
formula enjoining (of course, in derision) quiet 
and silence, while awaiting the coming of Elias. 
This, however, has too much the appearance of a 
device for the nonce; and the sense thus arising 
is forced, and at the same time jejune. One 
thing is quite clear, that the import of dare is 
the same in both Evangelists; and it may signify, 
what many Expositors suppose to be the sense, 
‘Desist!’ Yet they adduce no sufficient exam- 
ple in proof. It seems best to adopt the sense 

it, suffer, as in Matt. vii. 4. ark xv. 36. 
uke vi. 42, and some passages of Epict. adduced 

by the Commentators; in all which cases the 
word is followed, as here, by the Subj. without 
iva, which many here supply, but wrongly; for 
I doubt not that the Imper. and Subj. are to bo 
closely united, as in Luke vi. 42, ages ixgáAc 
TÒ kápdos, itte, or sine, erimam (havin 
very much the appearance of a Latinism), an 
that the real sense, —— by a provincial 
idiom, is * Let us see whether,’ &c. 

50. xpáEas pwævý usyáXp] Gruner (a Ger- 
man Physician, author of a learned Tract to 
prove the death of Christ real, and not, as some 
sceptics have pronounced, a mere syncope) and 
Kuin. take this to indicate a loud outcry from 
pain ; as in the case of persons oppressed with an 
excessive congestion of blood about the heart— 
the precursor of suffocation. uu that docs not 
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Tò mvedpa. 5! Kal idov, tÒ xaraméracua ToU vaoU éowícÓT 
eig S00 amò dveÜcv Ews káro* xai yh éceicOn, Kal ai mérpat 
éoxiaOncav 52 kai Ta pynpeia avewyOncay, Kai roXXà cor 

^ e , l4 0 53 l 9 0 , , ^ 

para TÀV kexouimpuévov aylov TryépÜn, 93 Kal é£eXÜovres ék TÀv 

here apply ; for this was not a mere outcry, but 
an pis o in words (as often in prayer to 
God, see Rom. viii. 15, Gal. iv. 6), which words 
were those subjoined in Luke xxiii. 46, IIárep, 
ale xsipás cov wapabiicouat TÒ wWvevma pou, 
declarative of the entire trust with which, having 
accomplished the purpose for which our Lord came 
into the world, he resigned his spirit. 
— apnxe TÒ *vtvua] Many ancient and 

some modern Commentators suppose something 
ural in Christ’s death, as being the 

effect of his volition. But there is nothing in 
the words of Scripture to countenance such an 
opinion ; though our Saviour’s volition must be 
supposed to accompany his offering himself for 
the sins of the world. The term is no other 
than such as is frequently used, both in the Sept. 
and the Classical writers, of expiration, either 
with wvevpa or Yuy. 

51. xatawiracua ToU vaou) Meaning, the 
inferior of the two veils which separated the 
Holy of Holies from the Sanctuary, and which is 
called by that name in tbe Sept., Philo, and 
Joseph. On the form and materials of this veil, 
see the authors referred to in my Recens. Synop. 
From a passage of Pausan. v. 12, 12, which I 
hare there adduced, it appears, that exactly such 
& veil (of woollen, richly embroidered, and in 
colour purple) was used at the Temple of Diana 
at Ephesus, and at that of Jupiter at Olympia. 
It reached from the roof to the ground, and was 
drawn up and let down by ropes. See Exod. 
xxvi. 31. 2 Chron. iii. 14. 

This rending of the veil must, like all the 
other occurrences of this awful scene, be re- 
garded as preternatural. For, though some re- 
cent Interpreters ascribe it to the earthquake just 
after recorded, yet surcly no earthquake could 
rend a veil of eb feet long, so exceedingly thick 
as, from its size and purpose, it must have been, 
still less from top to bottom. Besides, the earth- 
quake is evidently distinguished from the rending 
of the veil. On its symbolical intent see Heb. 
ix. 24. This supernatural rending of the veil, 
proven in the presence of the High Priest, who 
urnt incense in the Holy Place, at the evening 

sacrifice, must not be regarded (with Chrys.) as a 
sign of the destruction of the Temple being at 
hand, and the abolition of the Jewish Economy. 
It rather, as Bp. Lonsdale observes, betokened 
the entering of Christ, our High Priest, into the 
resence of God to make atonement for our sins 

into y his own blood, and thereby opem & wa 
eb. ix. /—12. heaven for all believers. See 

24— 26. x. 12—14. 19—22. 
— kai ù vñ ioeicðn) This also must surely 

be ed as preternatural; for though an 
earthquake be not of itself such, —yet, when we 
consider the fime and the circumstances which ac- 
companied the one here described, we cannot but 
regard it as produced by the direct agency of the 
Author of nature, and therefore, so far, preter- 
natural As to the fact, vestiges still remain, in 
immense fissures, which attest the violence of tho 

rending, and show the propriety of the words xai 
al witpat éco xXío0naavy. Nay, Col. Napier, 
in his Reminiscences of Syria, p. 15], says that 
“ the rent in the rock is still to be scen, though 
covered with a silver plate." He adds, indeed, 
that “there is only fradition to prove that this is 
the identical rent.” Yet this isa case in which 
tradition may be allowed to have competent 
weight. That the fissure in question is not the 
work of art, is testificd by the above traveller. 

52. kai rd pynutta ávtoxÜUucay] An effect 
not unfrequently attributed to earthquakes in 
the ancient writers. So Aristid. i. 504, says of 
the great earthquake at Rhodes: dveppimrouvro 
òt olxiat xal pyipara dveppiyvuvro. So in 
the late terrible earthquake in Antigua, the 
coffins were thrown with violence out of the 
deepest graves, and the corpses tossed in various 
directions. But here the opening of the graves 
was brought about for a particular purpose, 
pointed out at the next verse. The words pera 
Tijv Eyepow abTou (strangely omitted in the 
Syriac Version) have a deep significancy. The 
graves were probably opened at the very period 
of the death of our Lord, though, for an obvious 
reason, the dead did not, as we may suppose, 
‘rise and appear unto many" until Christ rose, 
and, also during the forty days, appeared unto 
many. But in r&v xexoimnutvey there is not, 
as some have imagined, a Hebraism; for the 
idiom is found in the Class. writers, while in the 
Script. ones it is used of holy men who slept in 
the Lord. See my Lex. 

53. xal &EedOouras—elanrAGBov, &c.] In this 
narrative there are three points which demand 
our attention. 1. Who were the ol xsxoiusquévo:. 
2. What was the of their being raised 
from the dead. 3. What was the fime at which 
it took place. As to the first, they were doubt- 
less holy persons, whether Jews (as old Simeon), 
or such as had lately died in the faith of Christ. 
They must have been persons not long dead, or 
they would not have been recognized by their 
contemporaries. The purpose probably was, to 
show that the power of the grave was destroyed, 
by life and tmmortality being brought to light in 
the Gospel, and a pledge, of course, being thus 
iven of the resurrection. As respects 

the time, that is thought to depend upon the dis- 
puted point, ine the — META Thy 
ypa avrou en with the preceding, or 

with the following words. Yet, in reality, that 
is unimportant; so that the words are not re- 
ferred, by taking for ted & transposition, to 
jyípÜn at the preceding verse. But whether 
the resurrection of the saints was, as the words 
seem to imply, gradual, n at the rending of 
the graves, and accomplished at the resurrection 
of Christ, or tmmediale on the opening of the 
tombs, is more than I would venture to deter- 
mine. As respects tbe hypothesis of the scep- 
tical school in Germany, that vv. 52, 53, are 
spurious, it is forbidden by the fact, that the 
words are found in al} the MSS, and Versions, 
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‘punpelov, wera THY &yepow avTov, eiaijAÜov eis THY drylav tóv, 
kai évepavicOncay TrodXois. 

54 1'O dé éxatovtapyos xai oi per avroU rnpobvres TOv 'I- purs ver. 
& 14. 83. 

cotv, idovres TOV aeuwpóv Kal TÀ yevoueva, epoBnOncay opoðpa, Ms 1». 
Aéyovres" ° Arbós Oeod Tids Hv obros. 

55 **Haay 66 éxet yuvaixes moral amò paxpobev Oewpovoas, 3 Luke 8.28 
aires ?)koNovÜncav TQ Inood amo ths laXiXaías, Staxovotcas Mark 15. w. 
avrà: 56 èv als jv Mapia 4 MaryóaXgv?, xai Mapia ù ToU 
"Iaxefov xai 'Iea) pnrnp, kai 7) prop tev viðv ZeBedaiov. 

57 a "Onbias 66 vyevonévgs, ?jA0ev avOpwiros mosis dro Apt- « Mark is. 4147. 
pabaias Tobvoua ‘Iwand, ds Kai avros éuabrrevoe TQ 'Inao. Lake 33. so 
58 Otros mpoce\Oov te Idte, yrycaro rò copa ToU I9a00. 
Tore ó Idros éxkéXevaev amocobñvat Tò a dpa. 

John 19. 88. 
Isa. 53. 9. 

59 Kai Xaov 
TO cpa 6 loc, evervrEe avró aowdow Kxabapa, © xa 
y , S ?, ^ A , ^ 4 ^ 

EOnxey avró év TQ Kaww@ avroÜ pvnpeiy, Ò éXaróumgacv ev TH 

Térpa: Kal mTpoakvAicas MÜov péyav tH Ó/pa ToU puvnpeiov, 

and are so alluded to by the early Fathers as to 
show their existence in their time ; and interpola- 
tion at an earlier period was impossible. 

54. yevoneva] For this Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read ytvoueva, from B, D, and two cursive 
MSS. of mean order. Mr. Alf. pronounces the 
— to be* » com ecdon ve sense |" pas the 

el passage of Luke; whereas it is only an 
— of scribes, by whom the words are often 
confounded. Besides, little likely is it that such 
a correction to sense (was it not sense already ?) 
should have been introduced into Luke's Gospel 
in all the MSS., including all the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies, confirmed by all the Versions from 
the Pesch. Syr. and the most ancient MSS. A 
and B. The expression ra yevoueva often oc- 
curs, as supra xviii. 31 (where D, L, have yiv., 
but no Editor received it), also infra xxviii. 11. 
Mark iv. 23. Luke xxiv. 8. When y:vopeva 
does occur in the MSS., it is when the context 
requires it, as Luke xxi. 31. In short, the read- 
ing in question is wholly undeserving of atten- 
tion. ith as little reason, Mr. Alf. just after 
edits vids Osov, from B, D, &c. (the et cetera 
being of one mean cursive MS.), and some Ver- 
sions, as if Versions were of any weight in mat- 
ters of position ! 
— dXsÜcc—obros] I have proved at large 

in my Recens. Synop. that O«sov Ylós cannot 
mean, as Grotius, Campbell, Rosenm., and Kui- 
noel maintain, ‘an innocent and just man,’ or ‘a 
son of a God" (i.o. a demi-god) but * the Son 
of God,’ ‘the Messiah.” The soldiers could not 
but know Jesus’ pretensions to be such; and 
the import of the phrase must have been not un- 
familiar to them. And seeing the awful and ex- 
traordinary circumstances which accompanied his 
death, they might well exclaim, some of them, 
* This was trahi an innocent and just person !' 
and others, ‘This was truly the personage he 
affirmed himself to be—the Son of God.’ 
note supra xiv. 33,—a passage of exactly the 
same character with the present. 

57. &pÜpeos *Xoócios] Also, as appears 

from Mark and Luke, a BovAsvrjt, meaning a 
member of the Sanhedrim. "These two points, 
the riches, and the honourable station, of Joseph, 
are mentioned, as directing attention to the ful- 
filment of the prophecy of Is. liii. 9. 
— — Not ‘had been,” as Wakef. 

renders, but ‘was then" a disciple. So in 
John we have ô» uaÜ:Tis, and in Luke and 
Mark qv *poaósyóutvos thy aciX. Tov Ortop. 
Doubtless he was fully a believer in the Mes- 
siahship of Jesus, but, as is said in the llel 
passage of John, * secretly, for fear of the Jews." 

58. yrncatro +d c&ua)] Though the bodies 
of crucified persons were not ix»lerred by the 
Romans, yet they were generally given, on appli- 
cation, to their friends for burial. This would be 
more espec. done in Judæa; because the custom 
of the country (founded on the Scriptural com- 
mand, Deut. xxi. 23) required the bodies to be 
buried before sunset. 

59. ivervArEev—oivdow] Similar language 
is found in Hdot. ii. 86, in his description of 
embalming. The civócw was a web, or wrapper 
of fine linen, which was used for the same pur- 
pose as our sheet (sce Thucyd, ii. 49, and my 
note there), and also employed to roll around a 
corpse, previously to interment or embalming, 
being then secured by linen ban 

60. iy To xaw«w abrou py. hese two cir- 
cumstances are mentioned, (]) to show the 
honour paid to our Lord by Joseph, and (2) to 
preclude any cavil of the Pharisces; as if the 
co had been resuscitated by touching the 
bones of some prophet ; see 2 Kings xiii. 21. 
— wpocxuXicae À.] It was an Oriental cus- 

tom thus to guard the entrances of caves and 
subterraneous sepulchres ; but not, however, con- 
fined to the East, but extending to the West, as 
appears from the Classical passages adduced by 

rotius, and by myself in Recens. Synop. ; 
whence it appears that in the early ages stones 
were generally used in the place of doors to 
caves or vaults. The stone-penelled doors, which 
close — of the Egyptian monuments, were an 
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amnrOev. 9!"Hy 8é éxet Mapía 5 Mayar, kai ù) 4AX9 
Mapía, xaOnpevat arrévayre ToU Tádov. 

x0naav oi apxvepets Kal oi d$apia ato) mpòs IIiXárov, 99 Xéyovres- 
bSupa!. Küpie, euvnoOnuey Ore éxetvos 6 TTAávos citer, éri Cov " Mera 
i4 Tpeis "uépas éyeipouai. % KéXevaov obv acpamobivai tov 
Mark8.31. TdÓoy ws THS Tp/TüS ")uépas pýmore €AOovTes oi pabnral avrov 
EN [vverós] &Xéyreciv avrov, xal cimwoi Te AAG 'Hewyép0n ámó 
24. 6, 7. John 3. 19. Toy vexpov xai éorar 9) éowáro TAYN weipov TÄS TpPwTNS. 

65"Ed» [56] avrois ó IliXdros: "Eyere kovaro8/av imdyere, 
acharlcacbe ws ol6are. 66 Oi è sropevÜévres. nodaricavTo 
Tov Tádov, sppayicavres Tov MÜov, perà Tfjs kovaro(as. 

invention midway between the block of stone of 
the primitive times and the wooden door of after 

— wpooxuxX. Tij 0ópa| Lachm. and Alf. sub- 
join iri to Tf Oúpa, from A and 3 cursive 

SS., while Tisch. retains the text. rec. ; very 
properly, since, besides vast preponderance of 
external authority for the text. rec., the ¿ri was 
likely to be added either from the passage of 
Mark, or because elegance of style rather calls 
for it. So Aristoph. Vesp. 200, #82: od ro- 
Aovs Tiv AíOmv rods Thy Bupa». And yet the 
dative is found, however rarely, also in Maneth. 
v. 200, ywuarse iov wrpocxvAlcaca, formed 
on Hom. Od. xiii. 3/0, Aí0oy à' ixíünxe Oú- 

ot. 
ic ixsîvos ò aXávos] Said xar’ é oxi», 
q. d. ‘that arch deceiver, or ‘impostor.’ The 
same use of xaT' iğoxùv with the ò is found at 
2 John 7, 6 *Aávos «ai ò ádyr(ypia ros. In this 
sense, somewhat rare in the Clase., it occurs in 
Diod. Sic. t. vi. p. 199, and very often in Jos. ; 
e. gr. Bell. ii. 13, 4, A ávoc dvyÜporroi —but he 
aids kal dwarewvres, for the information of his 
Gentile readers ; since in the pure Class. writers 
the word signifies only a juggler, 

— pera Tpi« nuépas] i. e. within three days, 
equiv. to ‘on the third day.” See note on Matt. 
xvi. 21. That the Jews so understood it, is 
plain from the next verse. To which of the pro- 
hecies (whether that at Matt. xii. 40, or at 
att. xxvi. 61) they alluded, is not clear. Cer- 

tain it is, however, that our Lord's declaration 
that he should rise from the dead, was publicly 
known. 

64. xal dora ý lox arn wrdyn, &c.] A pro- 
verbial saying, importing that it would be worse 
if the whole people should acknowledge him as 
Messiah, and thus rise up in rebellion. 

The word vvxròe is absent from a consider- 
able number of the uncial and not a few of the 
cursive MSS., to which I am enabled to add 
3 Lamb. and 5 Mus. copies. It is cancelled 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; and indeed in- 
ternal evidence is against it. It is also not in 
the Arab., and Copt., and Æth. Versions; but 
it ts, notwithstanding what Mr. Alf. says, in the 
Pesch. Syr. It may, however, have been brought 
in from a Schol. formed on xxviii. 13. 

65. Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., cancel the ài, on 
strong authority; but there is far stronger in its 
favour, though internal evidence is rather against 
it. However, such small icles are often 
omitted by the scribes, through negligence, 
espec. when written abbreviatim. 
— 8xere xovetwdiayv] I still decidedly prefer 

to take gxera as an indicat., though this view in- 
volves the objection that there is no of 
any such guard being placed under the direction 
of the chief priests. 1 know of no intimation to 
this effect in Josephus, a writer in whom, if any, 
we might expect to find it. But it clearly ap- 
pears from what is said xxviii. 11, that the guard 
over the baa of Jesus was under their orders. 
Thus it is observable that awayyt\Aw is fre- 
quently, in the Greck historians, used of military 
persons, with the execution of certain 
duties, and then making report to their superiors 
of what has been done by them. We may sup- 
pose then that, though Josephus has not noticed 
the circumstance, the chief priests had placed at 
their disposal during the feast a detachment of 
troops, quite distinct from the usual garrison im 
the Castle of Antonia, in order to keep the peace 
in the Temple, at a time when the turbulence of 
the multitude did, as we know abundantly from 
Josephus, often show itself in daring overt acta 
even within the sacred precincts. The guard 
stationed in the Castle of Antonia was merely 
intended to quell any tumult in the city. 
— ws oléare | this disputed ression 

the best rendering is that of Grotius id others, 
t quantum potestis" In fact, there is an ellipsis 
of dopadiorara, to be supplied from da aAí- 
cacÜr. The literal sense is, ‘as safely as ye 
know how,’ i. e. can. 

66. eppaylcavres] A mode of security in 
use from the earliest times, when it supslicd. the 
lace of locks. See Dan. vi. 17. Pausan. vi. 

. Diog. L. iv. 59. Theophr. Char. xviii. 
Lycoph. Cass. 511. In the present case, the 
sealing material is supposed to have been affixed 
to the two ends of a cord or band brought round 
the stone. Msra rs kovereóías may either 
be referred to AodaXicavro TOv Tadoy, or the 
words may be taken as a brief expression for 
pera Tov TpocÜiiva, Thy Kovorewéiay. But 
the former view is preferable, from its greater 
simplicity; and exx. of the sense occur in tho 
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XXVIII. ! *'Oq? 8e caBBárov, rH eripwonovon eis piav » Mark 16.1. 
F P € E — Luke 34. 1. 

caBBatwv, Oe Mapia ù Marydarnvi, nai ù dXX. Mapia, 1% 91. 
Gewpiicat Tov Tádov. ? Kai ov, ceu pós éyévero uéyas*  áryye- > Mark 10. 
Aos yap Kupiov xataBas ¿E ovpavod, mpooeXÜov amexidce tov Ves i 
Aigov [áo THs O/pas,] xal éxdOnto éráve avtov. 3° Hy &é o Dan. 1.0. 
75 iðéa avroU ws ácTpaT?) Kal TO &yOvaa aùroð Xevkov woel 

Class. writers, as Thucyd. iii. 66. v. 82. viii. 73, 
and in the New Test. 

XXVIII. 1. óyi àà caf.] ‘at the end of, or 
‘close of the Sabbath,’ equiv. to the expression 
in Mark, d:ayevouivou rov caBBarov, * Sabbath 
being ended.” So Philostr. Vit. Ap. iv. 18, de 
pveTnpior. "Thucyd. iv. 93, and Zon. Hist. ii 
1, 14, óvyi Te iu£pas, ‘at the close of the day, 
lit. ‘late of the day.” On the force of the genit., 
see Buttm. Gr. § 132, 4. 

— Ty ivi ecxoícy) An elliptical expression 
for dua rH Diipa brid: The complete one 
occurs in a — and ix. 44. n wog 
is used properly of the first appearing of the hea- 
venly bodics, and may be paralleled by our verb 
to dawn. Míav is for xparnv, by an idiom often 
found in the Sept., and derived from the Hebrew ; 
though it exists, more or less, in most languages. 
On the evidence for our Lord's resurrection, and 
the ments establishing the credibility thereof, 
see Home's Introd., vol. i. p. 239. For a 
harmony of the various narratives, see West and 
Townson, and espec. Townsend (Chron. Arr.) 
and Greswell. On the change of the Sabbath from 
the 7th to the let day of the week, —which arose 
out of our Lord's resurrection on the latter, — 
the reader is referred to Horne's Introd., and to 
a pamphlet of Dr. Millar of Armagh. From 
those works it appears, that there is a sufficient 
warrant in Scripture for the change of the Sab- 
bath, without recurring to the Romish doctrine 
of independent tradition ; and also that there is 
great reason to think the Patriarchal Sabbath 
coincided with our Sunday; also that, as it was 
thrown back to Saturday, in order to commemo- 
rate the Jewish Exodus,—so the return to the 
original Sabbath, when the purpose for which 
the new one had been appointed was answered, 
was just as reasonable as its former change. 

2. cerouce éiyév.] Wholly untenable is the 
interpretation adopted by Hamm., Le Clerc, and 
others, by which cepos is sup to denote 
tempest, whirlwind ; since the only proof of this 
sense which they adduce is that cvecticpuós is 
so used: but that is only from the sense im- 

ted by the cvy in composition, Still Jess can 
that of Markl. and others be admitted, trembling, 
Jear ; for though they allege in proof Philo Jud. 
TpOóuos Tt es oro pòs wayra Ta pipn auve- 
«Uxa, yet that sense the word acquires from 
CTpóuos being joined with it. And though 
Markl. speaks of innumerable examples of this 
sense of ce:ouds, I have not been able to find 
one of gop. standing alone in the sense trem- 
bling, fear —— indeed, Isa. xxviii. 19, where 
Symm. renders by cesoudr, Theodot. by xivnua; 
but the former 1s required by the Hebr. there). 
In short. that sense would here be wholly unsuit- 
able. The sense might be tornado, which is found 
supra xiii. 24, and Ezek. iii. 12; but that would be 

equally unsuitable. The words are, I apprehend, 
best rendered: ‘ And lo! there had been a great 
concussion,’ = xírnua, ‘shock; namely, as ap- 

from the ydp, that occasioned by the angel 
in removing the huge block of stone which closed 
the entrance. Of course, we must suppose tho 
thing to have taken place preternaturally ; and it 
would seem that the stone was not simply rolled 
away, which could cause little or no shock, but 
ejected from the mouth of the cave with some 
violence. This is not forbidden by the term 
á&TiK0À., which may only denote removal in any 
such way as the context may determine. I can- 
not assent to the assertion of Mr. Alf., that xai 
lLdot—iysévero must mean that the women were 
witnesses of that which took place. Expositors 
are almost all of the cont opinion ; and with 
reason, since that is implied in the term ixd- 
rro, which is well rendered sedebat in the 
ae. and ‘ was sitting’ in the Pesch. Syr. ; and 
the Pers. Vers. well renders, ‘there had been, 
and had descended.’ We may, however, justly 
suppose that the violent concussion from the 
ejection of the stone had taken place but a very 

ort time before the women came up; who must 
have heard the noise and prob. felt the shock 
while on their way. The words &vó ris Oúpas 
are omitted in B, D, 2 cursive MSS., the Vulg. 
and ‘Ethiopic Versions, and Origen ;—slender 
authority, but confirmed by internal evidence, 
considering that the words were far more likely 
to be put in than put out ; and ancient Versions 
have, in a case like this, no little weight against a 
disputed word that might easily be supplied from 
the context. Moreover, the circumstance that 
several uncial, and not a few cureive MSS., have 
the addition of Tov uynpsiov, casts a shade over 
the genuineness of the words in question. 

8. ila] Tisch. edits elééa, from A, B, C, D, 
E, M, and 6 or 7 cursives; to which I add Lamb. 
1192, 1193 (of the 9th cent.), 528, Scriv. h, 
and Mus. 11,836, 17,982, de Miss. 1; while 
Lachm. and Alf. retain lófa— very properly ; for 
I agree with Dind. on Steph. Thes. in v. that 
eldéa is a forma vitiosa, introduced by scribes in 
some of Hippocr. and in Aristoph. 
Thesm. 436. That very learned Scholar was, it 
seems, not aware of the existence of the form in 
this of the Gr. Test., also in the Alex. 
and other MSS. in the Sept. at Genes. v. 3, and 

rhaps elsewhere in the varr. lectt. of the Sept. 
ut its existence in this ge, and the one at 

Genes. v. 3, throws great light on its true origin, 
as serving to show that it arose not from the 
negligence of scribes, but from an Itacism ; for 
almost all the MSS. adduced in favour of the 
form are copies which swarm with Itacisms, of 
which, I doubt not, this is one: and, in sbort, I 
cannot, after much search, find that the word 
ever existed : indeed, it was not likely to do, 
since it would be contrary to analogy, for idéa is 
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xwv. *'Amó 88 rod dófov avroð éceícÓncav oi Tupobvres, 
Kai éyévovro maet vexpoi. 5 'A«roxkpiÜels dè 6 dryyeXos. elme rais 
quvati Mn doBeicbe spetsy olda yàp Sri ‘Incoty tov écrav- 

aurais. pæpévov Cnteire. 9 Ox éotw dade nyépPn yap, ° kaBas eire. 
ai 38^ Aevre Sere roy rómov mov éxevro 6 Kupios. 7 Kal rax vropev- 

Ücica, emare Trois pabnraîs aùroù, rt nyépOn amò THY vexpwv" 

xal ioù, mpodrye, tuas eis tiv Tandaiar éxet aùròv dypecbe 
iSov, elzrov üpiv. 9 Kai éFe\Motca: Tay) amo tod pynpeiov 
perà póßov ral yapas peyddns, ESpapov amayyehat Tois paĝn- 
tais avrov. 9 [Ns 8e éropevovro ámayyeiNa4 Tois uabnrais 

formed from the Infin. ldszp, as eTéos from the 
2nd Aorist. The affinity for which Tisch. con- 
tends between [dda and sloe does not prove, as 
he imagines, that eldéa ever existed, not even as 
x barbarism. ^ ip mente of the word 
ere, it is not form or , but aspect, visage, 

as having a sort of beamy radiance. The Evan- 
gelist probably had in mind a passage of Daniel : 
Kal TO 9pocwToy avToU ws h 6pacis dorTpa- 
ans. This sense of lééa is found sles in 2 Macc. 
lii. 16, and sometimes in Class. writers, as 
Thucyd. vi. 4. Comp. LEE frag. 421, dorpa- 
wal ouparwy, and Aristoph. Ach. 566, AAdwaw 
dorparas. 

In Aevxdy woal xi» we have a comparison 
frequent in writers of every nation; whiteness 
having ever been a symbol of purity and sanctity. 
See Dan. vii. 9. Apoc. iii. 4. vi. 11. vii. 9. 1 
Hence, among all the nations of antiquity, it was 
customary for those who celebrated divine wor- 
ship to be clothed in white raiment. But from 
the expression used in the passage of Luke, i» 
taboo dorparrovcais, it is plain that some- 
thing more than simply the colour of the raiment 
is meant, intimating that there was a sort of 
flashing brightness emitting rays of, as it were, 
lightning. Comp. the of Jos. Ant. xix. 
8, 2, cited on Nets xii. bi. 

5. mù of. busts] The pron. here injudi- 
ciously removed by some ancient Critics) is, as 
often, emphatic, q. d. “ Be not in fear, how- 
ever the keepers may tremble,” q. d. “To you 
I am no object of fear; knowing, as I do, your 
pious mission,—that of viewing and anointing 
the body.” 

6. Here the expression ó Köpios is highly sig- 
nificant, more so than would have been o Kuproe 
Uuwy; nay, it may be considered emphatic, im- 
plying, on the part of the Angel, an acknowledg- 
ing of the lately crucified, but now risen Jesus, 
to be his Lord as well as theirs; Christ being, as 
he is characterized in Acts x. 36, no less than 
Táv'Twv Kópios. For want of seeing this, the 
Framer of the text in B, and 2 or § cursives, 
and one copy of the Ital. and some other Ver- 
sions, remove the expression as unnecessary ! 

7. wpodye: 0uac] How the expression is to 
be understood, see Note on xxvi. The words 
[dod elroy ùuīv are subjoined to the dxsi— 
pece by way of imparting additional force 
and weight to the assurance. 

8. iE£:40.] B, C, L, and 3 cursive MSS, 
have dweX0., which is adopted by Tisch. and 
Alf, though not by Lachm. ;—very properly, 

since the authority for that reading is quite ín- 
sufficient, and not strengthened by internal evi- 
dence; for to suppose é£sA8. altered in all the 
copies but 6 from the passago of Mark, involves 
the height of improbability ; since there would 
be no motive for altering, the sense being tho 
same. Yet there is a distinction, and Critics 
might with some reason think &:A0. the more 
correct term. An instance of this occurs else- 
where, e. gr. supra iv. 24, where the iE7A0« of 
C and several cursives was, 1 doubt not, a mere 
critical alteration (suggested by Mark i. 28. 
Luke iv. 24. vii. 17), proceeding from certain 
magistelli, who would not permit the Evangelist 
to use his own term. 
-— pinas lor] The uvnutioy, or monumentum, 

amongst the Greeks and Romans, and perhaps 
the Jews, consisted of the cave, ; , myjAaiop, 
and «ver, TÒ UaiÜpov, a small inclosure in tho 
same ground around it. This whole uvnuaueiov 
was also itself situated in a larger space of ground, 
outside of the inclosure, called by the Romans 
tutela monumenti ; and hcre corresponding to the 
cultivated garden. 1c J 
— ETA póßov xai xapás uey. omp. Jos. 

Ant. xix. 3, 1, dvi ác Kate ài d rir, ov Tavu 
Balvew ots wool Cuvduevov mO Ts oflov 
Kai Xxápuacos Tov tlpuutvor. From the 
terms Tpouos Kal $xaTacis employed in the 

of Mark, this awe, intermingled with 
Joy, appears to have amounted to a feeling of 
trembling ecstasy of surprise and joy. 

9. ae dd sarap dae! B,D, and 14 cur- 
sive MSS., with the Syr., Vulg., and some other 
Versions and Fathers, omit these words, which 
aro cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., Meyer, and 
Alf, but retained by Matth., Gricsb., Fritz, 
and Scholz It would seem so obviously lost 
by homasoteleuton as scarcely to leave it a 
qist, but on more mature consideration, I 

ink the genuineness of tho words, at least, 
doubtful. c first and second arguments urged 
by Mr. Alf. are, indeed, of slender weight; the 
first almost without any weight at all, for, after 
very extensive experience in collating, 1 must 
say, that the very best MSS. are not free from 
this fault; and also that the omission is not 
unfrequently passed over unnoticed by Colla- 
tors; besides, it cannot be doubted that they 
were left out in some of those MSS. from that 
very cause: and yet that would not prove that 
they might not have been interpolated. As to 
Mr. Alford’s third argument, it has, I admit, 
more force; but, after all, internal evidence is 
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avrov,| xai idov ° 0 'IgooUs amývryoev avraís, Xéyo 

Ai Sè rpoaeX8o0cat, exparnoay avToU Tovs móðas, xai 

247 

e Mark 10. 9. 
John 90. 14. Xaipere. 

Trpoc exÜ- 
vycav auto. 10! Tore réyet avrais ó'Igaobs Mù doBeia0e tIon x. 

Unmayere amayyeiate Tois aderXHois pov, iva àméXÜoauw eis Tv Mets 
Tadtraiav xáket pe borat. 

H IIopevouévov 96 avrav, idov Tiwéc ths xovorwdlas éXOovres 
eis THY ThoMV, aTrAyyEelNay Tots apytepevowy AtrayTa Ta yevoueva. 
12 Kal avvaxOÉvres peta tav TrpeaBvrépov, avugoUXóv T€ Xa- 

, e 

Govres, āpyúpia ixava &Omxav Tois otpatuwtas, 19 Xéyovres 
Efmare, Öri oi pabnral aùroð vurròs éXBóvres Exrevray abróv, 
NÖV KOLLWLEVOD. 
NALS TTELTOMEY avTOv, kal ù âs apepíuvovs TUNTopeEv. 

14 Kal àv áxovoÓ7 ToÜro èm. ToU Tryepóvos, 
15 O¢ 

66 AaBovres Ta àpyúpia, erroincay ws ébidayxOnoav. Kai õue- 
pnuicôn ó Ayos obros mapà `Iovõaiois péype TIS oNpEpov. 

16 6 Oi è Evdexa paðnral éeropevOnaay eis Tv T'axXxaíav, £20" *- 
[eis Tò 9pos] où éráfaro avrois ð Inaods. 17 Kai idovres aù- 

equally balanced, considering that the words 
might be removed by certain fastidious Critics 
as unnecessary, and as tending to draw the sen- 
tence out beyond due measure; and two different 
classes of Critics may have shortened it in two 
ways; and again the words may have arisen from 
a marginal Scholium : but the former is the more 
robable occurrence. Under these circumstances, 
think it best to place the words in brackets. 
— ixpdtnoav avTov rove wodae] The sense 

by some Commentators assigned to ixpar., 
* kissed his feet,’ is one of which the word is 
incapable. Neither does it admit of that which 
is expressed in the E. V., took hold of, for that 
would require ixpar. rwy wodwy, according to 
the use of another expression not unfrequent in 
the N. T., namely, xp. Tice xtipós. would 
render ‘ clasped his feet,’ an action accompanyin 
supplication, and symbolical of the help an 
protection implored (so Milton, P. L., “th 
suppliant, I beg, and clasp thy knees”), thou 4 
in the present case adoration is included, which, 
that the action sometimes implied, appears from 
Pliny, Paneg. § 21, “ Non Tu civium complexus 
ad tuns deprimis.” 

3. ixX erar aùróv) ‘took him away clandes- 
tinely. In this sense xAésrro occurs in 2 : 
xix. 4l. Several examples from the Classical 
writers are adduced by the Commentators, but 
none ir apposite. One, however, exists in 
Thucyd. vii. 85. 

14. idv dxovebg—tai ToU nysu.] The full 
sense is : * If this should transpire [in the course 
of inquiry] coram Praside. By Tovro under- 
stand ò Aóyos ovTos, ‘this account of the affair.’ 
From Just. Mart. Dial. p. 355, it appears that 
the Chief Priests took measures to give currency 
to this lie in all parts of the world where Jews 
resided : and, accordingly, it is found in some of 
the Rabbinical writers. In the expression due- 
píuvovs woujo. there is a forensic allusion,—the 
scnse being, as we should say, ‘to bear any one 
harmless. And as our term harmless is used to 
signify safe and sure, so here duép. has that 

sense, as also in Herodian, 1. iii. 3, 9, dudptuvov 
Eye Thy povpáv. 

6. ale +d dpos ob, &c.] Since neither by 
Christ himself, in his prophetic declaration at 
Matt. xxvi. 32, nor in his promise, supra v. 10, 
nor by the Angel, v. 4, is any mountain specified 
as the place of meeting between him and his 
disciples, it is argued by Whitby, Mackn., and 
others, that the words ov érdfaro must be re- 
ferred, not to ópos, but to TaA:Aalay. This, 
however, would be doing such violence to the 
construction, that it cannot be admitted. At the 
same time, there is little doubt that the Apostles 
did assemble for that purpose on a mountain (for 
the same reason that our Lord chose mountains, 
for prayer, &c.) ; and both probability and Ecclesi- 
astical tradition concur in pointing out Tubor as 
the place. Are we, then, to suppose that there 
is, in the passage before us, a reference to a par- 
ticular spot o meeting, which, nevertheless, has 
not been mentioned by the Evangelist, where 
one might have expected it, supra v. 10? I think 
not; for neither do the other Evangelists, who 
have supplied what Matthew here omits, make 
mention of this circumstance; which yet would 
not be likely to be omitted. And it is scarcely 
probable that our Lord would appoint the place, 
and not fix the ¢ime: since any fon continuance 
in so wild and desert & place as Mount Tabor, 
would have been very inconvenient to the dis- 
ciples. I cannot help suspecting, that the words 
els rò Ópos (which ought to be rendered, not 
*into a mountain, but *unto the mountain") 
are not genuine. They are not found in 6 MSS., 
and may have arisen from a remark in the 
— lorocceding from some of those who were 
well aware of the Ecclesiastical tradition, that 
this transaction took place at Mount Tabor), 
whence it seems others aflerwards introduced 
the words into the fert, thinking them required 
by the ob, and as serving to make the thing more 
definite. By their removal the difficulty in 
question will vanish; since the od will thus 
refer to l'aAiXaíay just before, and the reference 
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to v. 9 will be more distinct; vv. 11 —15 being 
in some measure parenthetical. The od is thus 
used for ol, whither, as at Luke x. 1. xxiv. 28, 
and | Cor. xvi. 6. If this solution be thought 
not satisfactory, we may suppose, if not a refer- 
ence, yet an tniimation of some interview havin 
taken place previously to this in Galilee, thoug 
unrecorded. And if we could adopt Mr. Alford's 
view as to the imperfect and ry nature 
of the materials out of which this narrative is 
constructed, it would render that omission not 
improbable. Sed non tali auxilio ! 

me of the best Expositors are of opinion 
that, although the Evangelist does not mention 
more than the Eleven, yet that we may suppose 
there were many more witnesses; namely, the 

"iy, and others of the recently converted 
disciples, so that the number may coincide with 
the mentioned by St. Paul, 1 Cor. xv. 6. 
But thus what is said v. 19, ropevOivres uar. 
7r. T. è. would have to be referred to the whole ; 
which anno be — Besides, St. Paul Pads 
expressly distinguishes the appearance to the Apos- 
‘les (the Eleven) from that to the 500 (meaning 
the disciples at large). That more than the 
Eleven were present, is scarcely to be doubted; 
but the circumstances above stated seem to con- 
fine us to the Seventy — though we can 
hardly suppose that even of those would be 
present. 

17. *pocskÜvncay avro] Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. cancel the avra from B, D, 2 cursive 
MSS., and l Ital. and Vulg. Versions ;—most 
incompetent authority, espec. since internal ovi- 
dence is in favour of the word, which was more 
likely to be removed by fastidious Critics, than 
to have come in from a marginal Scholium. 
According to this critical reviser, we obtain a 
highly Classical construction, abroy being taken 
with both the Particip. and the Verb; whereas, 
accordingto the text. rec.,the construction is quite 
Hellenistic, but on that very account more likely 
to be genuine. Besides, the Critic forgot that 
Matth. no where uses the accus. after wpock., 
except in one passage, and that only a citation 
from the Sept.; and if he meant wpoox. to be 
taken absolutely, that construction no where oc- 
curs in the three parallel Gospels. 

— ol ài idicracay| There has been some 
difficulty raised both as to the construction, and to 
the persons meant by ol dé. As to the former, 
there can be no doubt but that the oi 82 is rightly 
taken, by some ancient and several of thc best 
modern Commentators, for rivis dé; of which 
many examples are adduced. But the latter dif- 
ficulty is not so casily removed. To resort to 
conjectural alteration, with Beza, is to cuf the 
knot. To take i&íaacay, with Grotius, Dod- 
dridge, and Fritz., as a pluperfect (* had doubted `), 
is harsh, and too much like a device for the 
nonce. As to the later, though there is some 

rplexity in the matter, yet considering that ol 
i could not be taken of one ; neither would it, 
after the two appearances at Jerusalem recorded 
in John, be at all likely to have taken place in 
the case of any one of the Apostles except 
Thomas; and accordingly we are compelled to 

Gav ó 'Igaobs éXáXgocv adtois, Xéyov:  'E6005 uot Táca é£ov- 

refer the expression ol ài to those other, viz. of 
the Seventy disciples, some few of whom (and 
the idiom almost always has reference to a com- 
paratively few) might have somescruples, doubtin 
the actual bodily presence of the Lord. This i 
find confirmed by Just. M. de Resurr. ix. p. 594, 
D, T&v paðnræv (he does not say ávoceT0A cv) 
AUTOU ph wWiorevovrwy, el arnBas copnart 
dviorn, Br\ewovTear alta Kai odd: Ae 
elwray aüTois" oU*o &yaTa wiotrw; Vide ad 
Luc. xxiv. 38. 

18. In what follows after \d-yowree to the end 
of v. 20, we have, as Grot., and Bp. Lons- 
dale point out, the chief heads of the several dis- 
courses which our Lord is by the other Evan- 
genista recorded to have addressed to his disciples 
uring the period intervening between his resur- 

rection and ascension. These heads are, (1) tho 
Universality of his Power ; (2) the Commission 
given by him to the ministers of his Church to 
the end of the world. Mr. Alf., indeed, flat 
denies this; affirming that the words 2rpoc«AU. 
iá. abTois Aéywvr forbid us to suppose it. 
But surely the term wpoceA6. must be kept 
quite apart, as purely narrative, and graphic in 
character. And then the words AA. abrote 
Adywy will be no other than the usual formula, 
to usher in something to be said of great import- 
ance, as here. That their purpose is only, as 
Mr. Alf. says, *to intimate that what follows was 
spoken then and there,’ is more than any one can 
well credit, except Mr. Alf., gui secum 
I am indis to admit his assertion, that what 
is here said was not meant for the Apostles only, 
but extended to all the brethren present. I 
would, however, rather say, extended to the 
parral also then present. But nearly all those 
(being of the Seventy disciples) would, we may 
—— be sooner or later ministers of the 

ord, or missionary teachers thereof. See Eph. 
iv. 11. Hence there is nothing to overturn the 
usual view of this passage as being a Commission 
both to the persons in question and their suc- 
cessors. This has been shown by many, but by 
no one more clearly than by Matth. Henry, who 
concludes with the weighty remark: * The Old 
Test. promise of a Gospel ministry is made to a 
succession, Isa. lix. 21 ; and this must here be 
understood, otherwise how could Christ be with 
them alway to the end of the world ?" 
— xal wrpocedOwy] ‘and having come to- 

wards, approached them ; for it would seem 
that they had at first seen him at some dis- 

ce. 
— idó0n uo. vaca iEovcía] ‘there is com- 

mitted to me all power, meaning authority of 
every kind, and in the highest degree. Com 
John xvii. 5. 24, with Dan. vii. 14, airo ¿ĉon 
9? &py9) kai y Tiu) Kai xj Saa aía, denoting 
authority of every kind, s iEovoía airov, 
éEovcia alwmos, corresponding to the ste 
®poaiwyiot in the above passage of John. The 
ays before yas is cancelled by Lachm., Tiscb., 
and Alf., from B, D, and one cursive 2nd manu. 
Mr. Alford pronounces it [alteration] ‘for con- 
formity with &y ovpaye@ ; but this verdict is, I 
would say, too summary to bo just. Is it not 
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far more likely that the ris should have been 
accidentally left out in two MSS. (for the other 
MS. being a fellow copy, must not be reckoned), 
than that it should have been inserted in all the 
copies but two,—for I find it absent from all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies? It was surely more 
likely that the Critics should have brought in 
Tjs, as thinking that the noun re the 
Article, and knowing that it generally has it. 
Yet it can dispense with it, and often is without 
it even when ovp. without the Article does not 

e. The Article 75s is interpolated in a 
ew copies of the Western Family at Heb. viii. 4. 
Besides, if Mr. Alf. has decided rightly here, he 
must have decided wrongly at 1 Cor. viii. 5, sive 
dy ovpava, alre iwi ris yie, where he cancels 
ans, from A, B, D, E, F, G, K, 7 cursive MSS. 
—another proof this that the Critics did interpo- 
late the Article 759 even when the preceding 
ovp. was without it. Sometimes, however, they 
removed it when preceded by ovpay. without the 
Article. So supra vi. 10, where B, Z, A, and 6 
cursive MSS. omit r7e, which Lachm. and 
Tisch. there cancel, and Mr. Alford, Ed. 1, 
brackets, very rightly; but if so, songy here. 
lt may, indeed, be asked, if St. Matthew used 
the Article there, why should he not use it here? 
I answer, that such exact uniformity is not to be 
expected in a composition so inartificial as that 
of the present Gospel, nor to be required from 
one writiog in & foreign language, with little or 
no heed to such grammatical minutis as this. 

But, to turn from words to things—and to 
consider a point deeply important - the words in 
uestion have been so explained as to derogate 
m the Divinity of Christ. But, when pro- 

perly understood, they wil] by no means lead to 
any such conclusion. It is qun argued by 
Whitby and Mede, that ‘as in his Divine nature 
our Lord doubtless had this power from all eter- 
nity, so, if this declaration be supposed to be 
made with respect to his Divine nature, it must 
be understood of him as being God of God, de- 
riving his being and essence by an eternal gene- 
ration from the Father. But he was also perfect 
man, as well as perfect God; and therefore the 
words may have been spoken in reference to his 
state of humiliation, now about to terminate in 
glory at the right hand of God; before which 
time he could not exercise the power, though he 
bad before received it. But having (as is here 
intimated) now received it, he would exercise it, 
as Mediator between God and man, and as the 
Head of his Church, till the consummation of all 
things.” It is scarcely necessary to remark, that 
such unlimited power as is implied in vaca 
uve &c. (comp. Eph. i, 20—23. Col. ii. 10. 

eb. i. 6. Rom. xiv. 9. 1 Cor. xv. 24—28. 
Phil. ii. 9—12), could neither be received nor 
exercised by any Being less than God; therefore 
Christ is Gop. 

19. wopevOivree ovv pabyr., &c.] In other 
words, ‘I have now all power committed unto 
me, by virtue of which, 1 empower and commis- 
Sion you my disciples (see John xx. 21) to en- 
large, settle, and govern the Church which I 
have founded,—a commission which embraces 

Luke 94. 47. 
Isa. 53. 10. 
Acta 3. 88, 80. 

three particul uaÎnrTeúrw, Bawrifeyw, and 
cddoxey, i. e. l. to disciple them, or convert 
them to the faith ; 2. to initiate them into the 
Church by baptism ; 3. to instruct them, when 
baptized, in the doctrines and duties of a Chris- 
tian life. From the present passage we may 
infer three things,—1. the necessity of baptism ; 
2. the lawfulness of Infant baptism ; 3. the doc- 
trine of the Trinity. As respects the first parti- 
cular, it can need no establishing to any except 
Quakers and Socinians; as — the second, 
‘no argument can,’ as Dr. Doddridge says, ‘ be 
drawn from these words to the prejudice of in- 
fant baptism,’ because, though espec. adapted to 
adults, as necessarily forming the bulk of the 
first converts ; yet it need not be thought to ex- 
clude izfants, who cannot be expected to havo 
faith, in order to be baptized. "Now this infer- 
ence would necessarily drawn by the Jews, 
since they were accustomed to see infants bap- 
tized; and would naturally conclude, that as no 
alteration was announced, the mode of admission 
into covenant with God remained the same. The 

jety of infant napus may be inferred from 
the strong analogy which the rite bears to cir- 
cumcision, and the baptism of proselytes, which 
included their children as well as themselves. 
There is precisely the same reason why tho 
children of Christzans should be admitted from 
their infancy into the Christian covenant, as why 
the infants of Jewish parents should be admitted 
into the Mosaic covenant ; infants being as capa- 
ble of covenanting in the one case as in the 
other. And if God did not consider their 
any objection against even circumcision, or tho 
baptism of the children of Jewish proselytes; wo 
have no rcason to urge it as an objection against 
being received to Christian baptism. In short, it 
may be confidently pronounced, that Infant Bap- 
tism has subsisted from the times of the Apostles 
to the present day. Timothy was brought up a 
Christian, &wó fpídovs, ‘from an infant,’ as 
multitudes of others must, when whole families 
were baptized. So also Justin Martyr, Apol. i. 
says that there were then many of both sexes, 

or 70 years of age, of ix waldwy iua0n- 
TevOncavy TG XpiurTo, alone: Stapivouce. 
And certain it is, that in Tertullian’s day the 
practice was general. ‘In fact, had infant bap- 
tism of subsisted in the time of the Apostles, 
what (as Wetstein observes) would have been 
done with the infants, or male children of Chris- 
tians? Were they to be circumcised? certainly 
not. Were they then, to be brought up in neither 
Judaism nor Christianity, but with their minds 
a mere tabula rasa? certainly not. “ Bring them 
up,” says St. Paul, ** in the fear and nurture of 
the Lord." Otherwise they would have been in 
& worse condition than if their parents had never 
been Christians. And though nothing is said in 
Scripture to emjoin infant baptism, it was not 
necessary that it should be expressly enjoined ; 
just as neither the age nor sex of those admitted 
to the Lord's Supper is mentioned or prescribed. 
On the other hand, there was a good reason why 
that should not be done; namely, lest super- 
stitious persons should stick at the burk only of 
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the doctrines, and give their chief attention to 
what is ceremontal, to the neglect of what is 
essential.’ 

As regards the third point, the doctrine of the 
Trinity clearly results from the form in which 
the indispensable rite of Baptism is administered, 
since the expression óvouaTos, not dvondtwy 
(as applied to three Persons, the Father, the 
Son, and the Holy Ghost), is represented to us 
under these three Persons; and that these three 
Persons are of equal dignily, is evident from tho 
command being given to baptize equally in the 
name of all three, without any mention of or 
allusion to any difference, distinction, or supe- 
riority, showing that each is properly Gop; and 
consequently — is to be rendered, and glory 
ascribed, to each indifferently. As respects the 
force of the els, there is little doubt that els rò 
Óvou. should be rendered ‘into the name of,’ 
implying the taking upon us the name, and pro- 
fessing ourselves devoted to the faith and obe- 
dience of the three Persons. 

I must not omit to notice that the oùv is ab- 
&cnt from most of the uncial, and a large propor- 
tion of the cursive MSS., and has been cancelled 
by Tisch. and Alf., but retained, within brackets, 
by Lachm. ;—very properly, since internal evi- 
dence is against it, including some Versions ; and 
in a case like this Versions are of great authority. 
To the Fathers alleged against 1t I add, from 
Jacks., Euseb. non semel, and Const. Ap. ii. 
26, 4. v. 7, 18. vii. 22, 1. It would seem to be 
not genuine, but inserted, as Alf. says, for con- 
nexion, as pointing out source, what we should 
express by accordingly. lt may, indeed, be asked 
why, if thus necessary to draw the connexion, 
should it not then have been by the 
Evangelist? I answer, that this is one of those 
cases in which the Asyndeton may have place, 
being suitable to es in which the writer or 
speaker is under the agitating influence of strong 
mental feeling. Thus in l Tim. i. 17, Bengel re 

marks: ‘Est Asyndeton, quod ardorem Apos- 
tolicum magnopere decet." 

Finally, for BawrlYoures, Tisch. reads, from 
B, D, Bav rícavTts; while Lachm. retains the 
text. rec. Mr. Alf. regards the other as a '*oor- 
reclion for Ecclesiastical propriety," meaning, I 
suppose, that the Critics thus wished to make it 
pem that baptism should precede instruction. 

his I can confirm from the Const. Apost. vii, 
40, 6 Kópios nuoy—Traprivacav slwov, Mabn- 
Tevoate 7CpóTspov Tavra Tà ÍÜrvn — kal 
Ba*rícaTs avrovs, Now here we may trace 
this exercise of * Ecclesiastical propriety’ in the 
insertion of wporspov. And it is evident that, 
on this loose citation, the writer accommodates 
the tense in Barr. to that in að., which I sus- 
pect is all that the concoctor of the reading Bar- 
Tarra prened; since from his carelessness 
about Scriptural purity one cannot imagine he 
had xi oit sense of Ecclesiastical proptidty: 

20. The loù is highly significant, denoting 
* Mind !' and the éyw is (as Calv. and other 
Commentators point out) emphatic, intimatiug 
to them Who it was that was to be their t 
Supporter, q. d. “Si officio suo strenué fungi 
velint, non respiciendum esse quid ipsi possint, 
sed conjuncta Ejus potestate nitendum, sub 
cujus auspiciis militant." Sce also Bucer. The 
expression 4s0' juav is to be understood of 
Christ's spiritual presence by al] needful support, 
including, of course, that of the Holy Spiri, the 
Comforter, implied, through the Promise, in 
Christ's presence. 1 quite agree with Calv., that 
the words 4:0' buwy are not to be understood 
exclusively of the Apostles, nor even the Disci- 
ples present—which would exceedingly impair 
the force of these weighty words—inasmuch as 
Christ here promiscs his aid, not to one only, 
but to every age unto the end of the world. Of 
course, it relates, as Bengel says, to the Church 
Universal. 
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I. The writer of this Gospel is almost univer- 
sally admitted to have been John, surnamed 
Mark, who was sister's son to Barnabas, and son 
of Mary, a pious woman, at whose house the first 
Christians usually assembled at Jerusalem. This 
is, indeed, denied by Grotius, and, after him, by 
Dr. Burton; but the objections of the former 
have been overruled by Fritz. And as to what 
is urged by the latter, that ‘if the Evangelist 
died, as we are told bv Eusebius, in the 8th year 
of Nero (i.e. A.D. 61 or 62), he could not be 
mentioned 3n the 2nd Epistle to Timothy, which 
was not written till, at the earliest, A. D. 64; we 
are surely not authorized to reject, on so slender 
a ground, what rests on high probability, supported 
by the earliest Ecclesiastical tradition, on a point 
where it could scarcely fail to preserve the, truth. 
It is more reasonable to suppose, either that 
Eusebius was misinformed as to the exact date, 
or some mistake of the scribes in the figure. 

Mark was not an Apostle, nor one of the Seventy 
disciples, since St. Peter (1 Pet. v. 13) calls him 
his son [namely, in the faith], 1. e. his convert. 
For the outlines of the Evangelist's history, 
traced from the New Test., and the early Eccle- 
siastical writers, the reader is referred to Mr. 
Horne's Introduction. The time when this Gos- 
pel was written is much disputed, and cannot be 
determined with certainty ; but it is with most 
probebility fixed at' A. D. 66 or 67, and a little 
after the time when Luke published his Gospel : 
certainly not till after the death of Peter, and 
probably Paul. This matter is, however, closely 
connected with another question, of far ter 
importance, — whether, in writing his Gospel, 
Mark made use of the Gospel of Matthew? On 
this the opinions of the learned are at the anti- 
podes; some tainen a. Pay Mark’s Gospel is 
only an abridgment of Matthew's; others, that 
Mark made no use of that Gospel—nay, was 
totally unacquainted with it: indeed, that the 
Gospels were all of them formed without know- 
ledge of, and independently of, each other. Now 
here, if ever, ‘in medio tutissimus this.” The in- 
stances of verbal coincidence are so striking 
ine the whole of the Gospel being found in 

atthew) as to forbid the latter supposition. 

And as to the former, it may, with full confi- 
dence, be maintained, that this Gospel is not a 
mere abridgment of Matthew's, since it differs 
from it (as we shall see) in many important re- 
spects. e question whether Mark made use 
of Luke's Gospel is of more difficult determina- 
tion. Dr. Hales thinks that Griesbach has, b 
an elaborate process, furnished strong interna 
evidence of the pri rity of Luke's Gospel to 
Mark’s. In using these Gospels, Dr. Hales thinks 
that Mark in general rather adopted the language of 
Matthew, but the order of Luke; yet neither îm- 
plicitly ; and that, besides, he is more circumstan- 
tial and exact than either of them in the relation 
of joint facts. ‘Now,’ Dr. Hales argues, ‘had 
Luke followed Mark (as is the common opinion), 
it is not credible that he would have omitted a// 
those; since even John has used some. And 
this priority of Luke to Mark is not only main- 
tained by many eminent moderns, but was held 
by the ancients. Thus Clem. Alex. attests that 
— with the genealogies were first written. 

And so Julian mentions them in the order— 
Matthew, Luke, Mark, and John. We can, as 
Dr. Hales observes, account thus for the order in 
which they at present stand. ‘From the time 
that the notion prevailed that Mark's Gospel 
was an abridgment of St. Matthew's, it was natu- 
ral to place it nezt to St. Matthew's.’ This (I 
would add) might take place, even on the opinion 
that Mark chiefly followed Matthew. Thus, 
also, when Tertullian ranges the Gospels of 
Matthew, John, Luke, and Mark, he classifies 
them into original, and, in some degree, compi- 
latory compositions. 

To advert to a yet more important subject 
—it may be thought surprising, that persons 
of acknowled talent and competent judg- 
ment should have adopted opinions so diame- 
trically opposite to each other, as to the 
origin, or sources, and nature of the Gospels. 
But the truth is, that the existence of such 
striking verbal coincidences between Matthew, 
Mark, and Luke, when coupled with the remark- 
ablevariations, if not discrepancies, in their respec- 
tive accounts, presents a most perplexing pheno- 
menon. Hence men of talent have set them- 
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selves to devise such hypotheses, respecting the 
origin of the Gospels, as may satisfactorily account 
Jor this phenomenon ; and, as might be expected, 
they have, to a certain degree: teen successful. 
Of the many that have been propounded, FOUR 

deserve any attention. 1. That ome or two 
of the threc Gospels were taken from the third. 
2. That ali three were derived from some origi- 
nal document, Greek or Hebrew, common to all 
three. 3. That they were derived from detached 
narratives of parts of the history of Christ, com- 
municated by the Apostles to tho first converts. 
4. That they were derived from oral tradition. 
Now as to the traditionary hypothesis, suffice it 
to say, that, besides proceeding on a wholly gra- 
tuitous assumption (as to the existence of verbal 

ls), and taking for granted other things (as 
to the length of time which el before a Gos- 
pel was committed to writing, &c.), it only brings 
upon us new and real difficulties in the place of 
alle ones (especially as to the uniformity of 
such tradition), and is utterly inconsistent with 
the striking verbal coincidences found in the Gos- 

ls. As to the documentary hypothesis, even in 
its most modified and least o pectionstle form 
(No. 3), i is ee the pup o gi oe though 
not in the same degree, as No. 2, of complexi, 

ificialness ; and the 2nd to the fatal one and artificial: 
the silence of all Ecclesiastical antiquity as to the 
existence of any such primary document, or docu- 
mentary narrative. Indeed, of all these three hy- 
potheses (namely, 2, 3, 4), we may truly say, tha 
while they are such as by no means to comman 
our credence, they detract, esp. the 2nd and 4th, 
not a little from the authority of the first three 
Gospels as inspired compostlions. Whatever 
may be the modifications with which either the 
documentary or the traditionary hypothesis may 
be brought forward—whatever may be the re- 

ments resorted to—they are insufficient to 
elude the plain inference implicd in each and 
all, that the Evangelists are scarcely to be re- 

rded as regular, much less as inspired writers. 
here is, indeed, the smaller excuse for resorting 

to these hypotheses, since it is wholly ssneces- 
sary so to do; as will appear from an examina- 
tion of the first- mentioncd hypothesis, which hus 
been held, with various modifications, by many 
of the most eminent Theologians and Commen- 
tators, ancient and modern. Even to this view, 
indeed, objections may, and have been made, 
which are thus summed up by Mr. Horne, vol. i. 
494. 496: ‘1. The Evangelists could have no 
motive for copying from each other. 2. It does 
not appear that any of the ancient Christian 
writers had a suspicion that either of the first 
three Evangelists had seen the other Gospels 
before he wrote his own. 3. It is not suitable to 
the character of any of the Evangelista, that they 
should abridge or transcribe another historian, 
4. It is evident, from the nature and design of 
the first three Gospels, that the Evangelists had 
not seen any authentic written history of Jesus 
Christ. 5. All the first three Evangelists have 
several things peculiar to themselves, which show 
that they did not borrow from each other, and 
that they were al] well acquainted with the things 
of which they undertook to write a history.’ On 

produced extremes. From the strong 

a close examination, however, of these objections, 
some, it is conceived, will be found groundless ; 
others to proceed from mt. ion, or takin 
or what has not, and cannot be proved : 
in short, that al] put together have not weight 
enough to decide even a doubtful case. That 
there should have been such various modifications 
of the hypothesis now under consideration, is no 
proof, as the Tarn to it allege, that it is 
wholly unfounded. Extremes have in all 

verbal coin- 
cidences between this Gospel and that of St. Mat- 
thew, many, from the time of Augustine down- 
wards, have ed Mark asa mere epitomizer 
of Matthew. Now this is at variance with the 
universal testimony of early antiquity, and is for- 
bidden by the allerations in the order of time and 
the arrangement of facts, and the addition of 
much matter not found in Matthew. The stron 
coincidences may serve to prove that he often p 
lowed Matthew ; but his frequent deviations from 
Matthew show that he was by no means an 
abridger. a on the other hand, that the suc- 
ceeding Evangelists did not see each the Gospel 
of his predecessor, is, as Dr. Hales observes, ‘a 
segalive which cannot be . Whereas tho 
affirmative is highly probable, from the intimate 
connexion and T between them, 
ins eh to be sufficiently established from 
1 evidence.’ Upon the whole, there seems 
no goed reason to reject the first-mentioned hy- 
pot esis; which will, I apprehend, have only to 

any modified, and properly limited, to free it 
from all reasonable objection. The state of the 
evidence as to the verbal coincidences is, as we 
have seen, such as utterly to erclude the notion 
(otherwise improbable) that the Evangelists who 
followed the first did not know, much less make 
use of; their predecessors’ works. The case seems 
to have been this: 1. That the Gospels of Mat- 
thew and Luke were original and independent 
narratives, except that Luke probably made some 
use of the Hebrew original of St. Matthew. 2. 
That Mark's Gospel appeared after those two; 
and that the Evangclist freely used the matter 
n ne in one or other, — as it 
sui is purpose, and was agreeable to his plan. 
3. That ucl parts as are not found in Matthew 
or Luke were mostly derived from St. Peter (un- 
der whose sanction and direction Mark wrote), or 
when not, from the testimony of ‘ eye-witnesses 
and ministers of the word." to the discrepan- 
cies (which, however, have been exceedingly ex- 

rated) between Mark's Gospel and that of 
atthew, they will (as Dr. Hales observes) * not 

prove that he could not have known of it, or 
used the Gospel, but only that he felt himself 
authorized to claim the character of an original 
historian ; which, considering his many advan- 
tages for arriving at the truth, and the counte- 
nance and direction of St. Peter, he might well 
do. This view, while it satisfactorily accounts 
for the verbal coincidences, cannot, when pro- 
perly understood, be justly thought to derogate 
rom the credit of St. Mark's Gospel, as a Ca- 
nonical work, or one written under Divine in- 
spiration. 

II. There are indeed not wanting those who, 
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strenuously contending for the Gospels being 
formed independently of each other, are of 
opinion that these coincidences in the writings 
of the Evangelists may be sufficiently accounted 
for without having recourse to the supposition 
that the later Gospels were, in some degree, 
formed on the preceding ones. According to 
this view, the verbal coincidences are ascribed 
to the uncommon attention with which Christ's 
eayings were treasured up in the memories of his 
hearers, and the supernatural aid promised to 
* bring all things to their remembrance, what- 
soever he had said unto them’ (John xiv. 26), 
See Bp. Gleig, and Archdeacon Nares, cited by 
Mr. Horne. But this, it should seem, is ascrib- 
ing more to memory than, even under the most 
favourable circumstances, it can be expected to 
minister. At all events, it is not well judged to 
bring in the principle of strict verbal inspiration, 
in direct opposition to the strongest internal evi- 
dence of one Gospel, at least, being partly formed 
from the other two. There is nothing, it is ap- 

hended, in the above view derogatory of the 
just claims of either Evangelist; espec. of Luke, 
as will r from his own preface to his Gos- 
pel; on which see the notes in loco, Inspiration, 
as far as it was , was, we may be sure, so 
far granted ; and to suppose it to have proceeded 
beyond that is unwarrantable. 

To advert to the purpose of the Gospel ; the 
ordinary view cannot be better expressed than in 
the words of Dr. Hales. * A brief and plain ac- 
count of the grounds of the Christian religion 
was, even after the Gospels of Matthew and 
Luke, wanted for plain and unlettered persons. 
And this need Mark, under the sanction, and 
with the occasional assistance, of St. Peter, un- 
dertook to supply, at the request (as we learn 
from early Ecclesiastical writers) of the Chris- 
tian converts of Rome, who had attended on 
Bt. Peters preaching. In compliance with their 
request, Mark most judiciously selected, and 
sometimes enlarged, the more important parts 
of Matthew and Luke, and adapted them to his 

liar purpose; which was to give & succinct 
istory of our Lord's ministry, commencing from 

the preaching of the Baptist to his Ascension, 
and concluding with the preaching of the Apostles 
every where throughout the world. Hence we 
are enabled to account for his omisston of certain 
portions of their Gospels, either entirely or par- 
tially; on the same principle that Join, coming 
after him, omits } ly more, so as to form 
8 distinct Gospel, which may be considered as a 

ment to the rest [see, however, Intr. to St. 
John's Gospel. Ep.], with only the insertion of 
so much matter common to the former, as to 
connect his Gospel with theirs.’ 

The former part of this statement, though sub- 
stantially true, is so far incorrect, as it repre- 
sents St. Peter as having originated and set on 
foot this Gospel ; though Jerome says as much, 
or even more,—namely, that Mark wrote all at 
Peter's dictation, and the term ipunvevrijs, 
used of Mark by Papias and Irenæus, may seem 
to favour this. . But Clemens Alex. says that it 
was written by Mark at a distance from Peter, 
and without his knowledge or approbation. But 

far earlier authority is more to be credited. It 
should seem, that though Peter was not with 
Mark when he was prevailed upon by Peter's 
hearers and disciples at Rome to write the Gos- 
pel,—yet that when he came to know the fact, he 

ve his approbation and sanction to the thing ; 
nowing that Mark had enjoyed such ample ad- 

vantages of hearing his preaching, and of profitin 
by his private communications, as to the Gospel 
history, as would enable him to furnish to the 
persons in question what was needful for their pur- 
pe This seems to be the general view adopted 

Dr. Davidson, in his able Introduction to the 
ospel. I agree with him in thinking that the 

term épunveutijs, applied to Mark by Papias and 
Irenæus, means ‘a n who explains in another 
language the discourses of a second party ;’ not, 
however, giving a bare version of them, but un- 
folding them in a style adapted to their contents. 
Comp. Platon. Polit. p. , Epunvevtal yap 
mov voul{ovrat waph Oewyv dvOpwwors. Nor 
will this be inapplicable to such private commu- 
nications as Mark had from Peter. And it can 
scarcely be doubted that Mark had, while in 
attendance on Peter, not neglected to note down, 
for his own future use, and possibly for the use 
of others, what he had heard from Peter pri- 
vately in Hebrew, entering it down in Greck. 
There is no little confirmation of this in Papias’ 
words, Evia lida ws drepynuoveueey, i.e. ‘had 
made memoranda of them ; not ‘ recollected, as 
Dr. Davidson says; and ovddy Suaprt only in- 
timates that in adopting the plan he did what 
he thought was essentially necessary ‘ without 
any great strictness of order and arrangement ;' 
such is the sense of the disputed expression ob 
TáEs. The term àszournuovsóuaTa, used by 
Euseb. Dem. Ev. iii. 5, confirms the above view. 
* If, then,’ as observes Dr. Davidson, ‘ this Gospel 
contains a faithful abstract of Peter's discourses 
[rather representation, formed on positive docu- 
mentary memoranda], we may safely rely on it 
as ultimately based on Apostolic authority.' But 
if this be the case, what shall we say to the pre- 
sumption of Mr. Alford, not only in runnin 
counter to all ancient authority, and almost al 
modern belief, but in characterizing the opinion 
as ' quite futile?" In weighing the authorities 
for the view above set forth, he says, “ We may 
observe tbat the matter is not one of patent fact, 
but one which could, from its nature, have been 
known to few persons." This, however, has 
been shown at large by an able writer in the 
Edinburgh Review, No. 191, to be a very erro- 
neous view 6f the case. '* The close connexion,” 
then, the Reviewer fees on to say, “of St. Peter 
with St. Mark, as his companion and spiritual 
son, appears from ] Pet. v. 13. St. Mark's 
mother was the Mary to whose house Peter re- 
sorted immediately after his miraculous delive 
from prison (Acts xii. 12). And, if St. Mar 
did ‘follow the authority of the Apostle in his 
compilation, this be ‘a patent fact" on the 
very instant of its publication, for the whole of 
its authority would: be derived from that very 
circumstance. The external testimony to the 
influence of St. Peter on St. Mark's Gospel may 
or may not be deserving of implicit credit, but 
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it is unquestionably much fuller than that to the 
Hebrew original of the Gospel of St. Matthew. 
The testimony of Irenæus is the same for both 
facts. That of Papias himself is confirmed by 
the statement of John the Presbyter, expressly 
cited by Papias. Besides this, there is the evi- 
dence of the African Tertullian, as regards St. 
Mark. And, finally (a passage which has escaped 
* $a 106 notice), Lr Hany Dial. cum 
ryph. , in one of the very few in 

which he distinctly refers to St. Mark's Gospel, 
actually quotes it as d?ouvn)uovsóuaTa [me- 
moirs] of St. Peter.’ I would add that, for the 
truth of the opinion in question, we have the 
weighty authorities of John the Presbyter, Pa- 
ias, Irenæus, Clem. Alex., Origen, Eusebius, 
piphanius, and Tertullian inr. arcion, c. v.). 

See more in Dr. Routh's Rel. S. p. 403. 
III. To advert to infernal evidence, atteating 

the correctness of the above-stated view, '*the 
very character of the Gospel itself (observes Dr. 
Davidson) coincides with the testimony of anti- 
quity, and is in favour of a close connexton be- 
tween the writer and St. Peter. Thus we find 
an especial reference to the person of the latter 
by the insertion of his name, where no reason 
for it can be discovered in the event related, and 
where no light is thrown by it on the event 
itself. His presence is marked in the Gospel 
where the recording of it is of no importance. 
This doubtless arose from Mark's desire to bring 
out the Apostle into prominence, as bis autho- 
rity, while it evinces an intimate knowledge of 
circumstances respecting Peter unnoticed by the 
other Evangelists. See i. 36. v. 37. xi. 20—26. 
xiii, 3. xvi. 7." 

IV. With respect to the for whom 
this Gospel was intended, the truth here, as 
often, will be found sa medio. It was probably 
written chiefly, though uot exclusively, for tho 
Gentile converts and the Hellenists, chiefly of 
the West. 

V. To advert to the characteristics of this 
Gospel, 1. as to mode of narration ; 2. as to dic- 
tion and phraseology. 

(1.) As to mode of narration. His descriptions 
are vivid and picturesque; and uot only so, but 
minute in detail, in reference both to persons and 
things, espec. localities, and also in respect to 
notices of time and number. His use of the 
Narrative Present is very frequent; and persons 
are introduced as directly speaking far more than 
in the other Gospels. It has been observed with 
some truth by Dr. Davidson, that Mark is cha- 
racterized by a conciseness, aud apparent incom- 
pleteness of delineation, which are allied to the 
obscure. This feature has, however, been griev- 
ously exaggerated by Critics, who do not make 
sufficient allowance for the imperfect state of the 
ordinary text, as will appear from my critical dis- 
cussions thereon. 

(2.) As to the iarities of diction ; the 
have been arran by Credner under the fol- 
lowing heads: ]. The frequency of Latinisms; 
2. Unusnal words and constructions; 3. Fre- 
quent use of diminutives, and repetition of the 
substantive instead of the pronoun, or repeating 
the samo thing in other words, or by subjoining 
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the opposite; 4. Connecting expressions similar 
in sense ; 5. The drat Asyoutva are numerous, 
and, as I have shown, almost all, more or less, 
rovincialisms, peculiar to Palestine and Syria. 
ut some of those arise from the strong infusion 

of Hebraistic colouring, and others from the cir- 
cumstance of Mark being an unpractised writer. 
His style, indeed, is far from being pure, or his 
composition exact. Nay, Dr. Davidson piles up 
& no small mass of constructions and modes of 
expression, * which are,” he pronounces, ‘an offence 
against all the elemontary principles of the Greek 
language.” If this was the case seven years ago, 
when his criticism waa formed mainly on the text 
of Griesb., what would he now say on reference to 
the text of Tisch. and Alf., in which such offences 
are at least quadrupled, so as to make it, Dr. Da- 
vidson would still more think, impossible to ac- 
count for the “ Evangelist's linguistic peculiari- 
ties?" I trust, however, that my discussions on 
the state of the text will convince that learned 
and able writer, and other unprejudiced judges, 
that most of those offences must be laid at 
the door of the scribes, pseudo-critics, and 
sciolists. 

VI. Finally, as to the time and place of 
writing this Gospel ; the latter has been assigned 
by some to Alexandria, by others to Rome; but 

r. Davidson truly remarks, that the weight of 
ancient testimony is in favour of the latter. 
* The accounts," continues he, ** of Irenæus and 
Clemens agree in this, that the Gospel was 
written at Rome, after Peter's arrival in the im- 
perial city, or after the beginning of A.D. 63.” It 
ìs impossible, he thinks, to determine tbe date 
more nearly than A.D. 64, which is two yeas 
earlier than is usually fixed. Since nearly the 
whole of this Gospel (i. e. with the exception of 
some 24 verses, and sundry short inserted clauses 
or words) is contained (at least with an occa- 
sional change of terms) in one or both of the 
two parallel Gospels of, Matthew and Luke, it 
has been thought proper, in order to avoid all 
needless repetition, and to reserve the room eae a 
more important purpose, to give comparativ 
little of saplawiitery annotation on sorb portions 
as are common to those Gospels; the reader 
being referred for all such (with the exception of 
a few words and phrases which are, for some 

icular reason, explained on Mark, but not on 
uke) to the Notes on the parallel passages of those 

Gospels. Moreover, for the convenience of the 
reader in consultation, the Tabular Arrangement 
of Harmonic Parallels has been in this Gospel re- 
tained, while in the other two Marginal Parallel 
References, greatly improved, have been substi- 
tuted in their stead—thus placing under the very 
eye of the reader a reference to ose portions of 
Matthew or Luke, where he may seek the anno- 
tatory matter which he needs. The Editor also 
desires to inform his readers, that since, for 
reasons which it is difficult to imagine, the state 
of the ordinary text of this Gospel —as found in 
the Stephanic and Elzevir Editions—ie in a far 
less perfect condition than that of any other 
of the Books of the New Test., with the excep- 
tion of the Apoca ypas; his former text bas un- 
dergone a thorough revision, based on extensive 
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researches, and necessarily involving a far larger 
por of critical annotatory matter than would 

ve been called for, had it not been for the 
remarkable diversities of dre! perpetually 
found in this Gospel, espec. in those portions 
which are common to Matthew and Luke. 

CH. I. 1. dey Tov svayysXiovu—Or0v} On 
the construction, and consequently the sense, of 
the first 4 verses of this chapter, much difference 
of pinion exists. Suffice it to advert to the two 
methods of adjusting the former, and settling the 
latter, which seem most entitled to attention. 
Very many modern Expositors, from Beza to 
Kuin., agree in regarding v. 1 as a separate sen- 
tence, forming a kind of title to the book. They 
aleo v. 4 as containing the apodosis to 
v. 2. ‘It was not unusual (says Campbell) 
with authors to prefix a short sentence, to serve 
both as a title to the book, and to signify that 
the beginning immediately followed. S Hos 
il' In this view they quote the commencing 
sentence of the History of Herodotus; to which 

have, in Recens. Synop., added the Proems of 
^. Procop., Ocell., Luc., Tima@us, and some 

other writers. Thus the ws, which may be ren- 
dered sicut, will refer to v. 4, as the completion of 
the prophecies mentioned. Nevertheless, there 
1s something arbitrary and forced in this mode of 
interpretation; and the pet adduced are, 
with the exception of Hosea i. 1, not quite to the 
porpoee, as being of a different character. Hence 

am now inclined to give the preference to the 
method propounded by the ancients almost uni- 
versally, and by many eminent modern Exposi- 
tors, as Erasm., Calvin, Bullinger, Zeger, Mal- 
don., Wolf, Bp. Chandler, Markl., Fritz, and 
others down to the time of Dr. Bland and Bp. 

e, according to which mode of viewing 
the construction, vv. 2 and 3 are semi-parenthetic, 
and meant to illustrate the context, as serving to 
show in what sense John is said to be tho begin- 
ning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, and to inti- 
mate, that what is afterwards related is ble 
to Prophetic announcements. So Bp. dler 
observes that “it serves to show the connexion 
between the Old and the New Test., and that 
the latter where the former ended." This 
is still more forcibly set forth in the able note of 
Bede (in the Catena contained in the works of 
Thom. Aquin. vol. iv. p. 429), which serves to 
show what Mark meant by characterizing John 
as the beginning of the Gospel,—understandin 
thereby his preaching and ministry,—which Mar 
might well term the ‘ beginning of the Gospel,’ 
Inasmuch as by that preaching and ministry it 
was evident that the Dispensation of the Law 
and the Prophets was come to a close, and that 
of the Gospel already commencing. So our 

ord, Matt. xi. 13, says, wderss yap ol rpo- 
Grra kal ó vouot iwe '"Ioáryov rpoepnrev- 
Cay, i. e. —as is implied in the next verse, and ex- 
pressed in Luke xvi. 16, —up to John only, to be 
then succeeded by the G See more in the 
able note of Calvin, who is here instar omnium. 
As ts the ancient Commentators, Theophyl. 
and Victor, beth make the sense to be,—that 
John, the last of the Prophets, was the beginning 
of the Gospel. Euthym. says the same, but 

éfopoXoyovpevo, Tas ápap- 

more at large; these several Commentators 
doubtless forming their ex s from the Greek 
Fathers. But in v. 3 Futhym. draws from an- 
other source, and one far more precious, the fol- 
lowing passage, which sets the matter in a light 
clearer than i have met with elsewhere: Elm òv 
Ci Mápx«os, Gri ápx?) Tov evayyeArlou oUTc 
yiyovaey we yiypawra iv Tois wpopiras, 
alra wapayaywy xal Tà mwpopnrixa pura, 
ÀAoiwóp &*iytipri awodeKxviay, © sf see 
kai Gpxerar Adyew rà Kata Tov 'lwdvvny, 
OTws Abey iri TOv 'lopdduny, Gwe ixrpuEs, 
xal, TAOS, Oras N apy TOV E 
yéyovey. It is true that this holding of tho 
sense suspended, by introducing this interposed 
portion, involves some harshness ; but not greater 
than what occurs in some other passages of the 
New Test., and even of the Clase. writers, espec. 
Thucydides. 

The roù before Osov is cancelled by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., from B, D, L, and one cursivo 
MS. ;— very insufficient authority; espec. con- 
sidering that internal evidence is adverse, inas- 
much as the word was more likely to be removed 
by Critics (who thought that as there was no 
Article before viov there ought to be none herc) 
than that it should have been inserted —and for 
no obvious reason—in all except 4 MSS.,for I find 
it in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies. 

2. For we Tisch. reads xaÜo«s, from B, D, L, 
A, and 5 cursives Ha which 1 add Lamb. 1179), 
while Lachm. and Alf retain ws, for which 
xaÜds was a mere alteration of Critics into the 
more usual term. For roie rpogpiirais, all the 
recent Editors are agreed in reading rw ‘Ho. rc 
wpopnry, on not inconsiderable authority, con- 
firmed by the most weighty ancient Versions, 
and by internal evidence, considering that trois 
"pod. has every ap nce of being a mere 
correction from Critical Revisers, who thought 
such called for by the fact that iwo Prophets 
Malachi and loaiah, are cited; and accordingly I 
have adopted it as heretofore. But the same 
critical reasons which warrant the abandonment 
of the ordinary reading, dissuades the adoption 
of ‘Hoata, external authority being no stronger 
than in the other case, and internal evidence 
against the word, which was far more likely to 
be put in than put out. As to the Vulg. and 
Jerome, urged in favour of Esaiæ, though Jerome 
inserted Esaiam in his Version, yet in his note, 
Malachi iii. 1, he expresses suspicion of its 
having arisen in the way just pointed out. Vic- 
tor rejects the word, terming it an crroneous 
reading, and fortifies his opinion by the authority 
of Euseb. in his work (alas! lost) wepi 75s doxov- 
ons iv Tois EvayysAiow mepi THs ávac Tác scs 
sapwvias. Matthei has shown that nothing is 
more common in MSS. than the introduction of 
such names of prophets. I agree with Dr. Mill 
and Fritz, that there is every reason to think 
that the original reading was iv To apod'iry, 
from which the other two arose—namely, frem 
those who took upon themselves to supply, in 
two different ways, what seemed to them a defi- 
ciency, or an incorrect statement. The neglect 
of the formula citationis before the sccond pas- 
sage occasioned the alteration ; and ignorance as 
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to the usage of the sacred writers, the addition. 
Surenh. and Hoffm. bear united testimony to the 
omission of the formula, both in the Scriptural 
and the Rabbinical writers, and also that it was 
frequent for the Rabbins to join together severul 
— from several parts of Scripture, intro- 
uced by a single formula. Origen, as cited in 

the Catena of Victor, confirms this view; re- 
marking, that it is not uncommon for the sacred 
writers to bring together, occasionally epitomiz- 
ing, different passages of the Prophets. 
ST he iyd just after is expunged by Lachm., 

Tisch., and Alf., from B, D, one cursive M8,, 
some Latin copies, and Latin Fathers: but the 
vast preponderance of external authority is not 
balanced by internal evidence, but the reverse, 
since it was more likely to be left out by acci- 
dent, or removed as superfluous in three copies, 
than to have been put in in all the rest (inclu- 
ding all the Lamb. and Mus. ope): and why? 
A From the Sept.," says Mr. Alf. ; but compa- 
ratively few copies have it; consequently it was 
as likely to be thrown out, from those many 
which have it not. Add, too, the existence of 
the pronoun in the Heb, and all the other Ver- 
sions, with the Chaldce Paraphrase; as also its 
being called for by the emphasis implied in the 
context, which emphasis has an augustness in- 
expressibly t, secing that in this prophecy of 
the Messiah is contained an incontrovertible 
roof of the Divinity of the Messiah ; as is ac- 
nowledged by Rabbi Kimchi. See Dr. Hen- 

derson in loc. Nor must I omit to observe, that 
the iyw is called for by the pævh owvroc in 
the next clause, which cannot dispense with the 
pronoun (elui being understood) in order to 
make any construction. 

With far more reason, because on far greater 
amount of authority, may we suppose the words 
£uTpoc0ív cov not genuine: and yet ] find 
them in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies. The 
were probably, though not certainly (see Fritz.), 
brought in from Matt. xi. 10, and Luke vii. 27. 
Their absence from the Pesch. Syr. is quite 
against their authenticity. 

4. After Iwdryns, B, L, A, and 2 or 3 cursive 
MSS. add ó, which is adopted by Tisch. and 
Alf, but rejected by Scholz and Lachm.,— 
rightly ; since the authority is very insufficient 

c, considering that it is not aided by internal 
evidence; for as to Mr. Alford's hypothesis to 
account for the corruption in all the copies, save 
half-a-dozen, it takes too much for granted. The 
truth of the matter secms to be, that the reading 
Ò Barr. arose from an attempt on the of 
Critics to get rid of some of the difficulty, which 
embarrasses this introduction to the Gospel ; but 
in vain, for even thus no tolerable sense can be 
extracted from the words. Besides, the united 
testimony of all the ancient Versions against this 
reading goes far to condemn it. 

— Bárricua peravoias] Genit. of source or 
occasion, q. d. *a baptism issuing from previous 
repentance ; and a rite binding its recipients to 
the subsequent purity of life, of which it was 
syabolical: It was to be a ‘death unto sin ;° 
but it did not involve, as not having the gift of 
the Spirit, a ‘new birth unto righteousness.” 

Euthym., after Chrys. and others, remarks that 
John's baptism was one of repentance and re- 
fornf&tion only; Christ's, that of remission of 
sins. And so, but more at large, Victor, Caten., 
who concludes with the weighty and original re- 
mark of some Father: To piv 'l«árvov Bár- 
TAOMG ia petavoias ixadOnoay els süTpesricuóv 
adytacpou’ TÒ dt Tov Xpiorov ik yápiTos 
nyiap els rerelwory. It is strange that Ori- 
gen, Contr. Cels. l. i. p. 35, Spenc., should re- 
present John the Baptist as promising expiation 
to those who undertook his baptism ; referring 
to a of J us in proof of his assertion. 
But aapi in the passage alluded to (Ant. 
xviii. 5, 2), says no such thing. His words, 
which are remarkable (though scarcely known 
to the best informed theologians), are these: 
Kreives yp rovrov ‘Hpwédns, dyabd»v &vdpa, 
Kai Tous fovdetous ra, en pet» ix- 
aoxouvras, kal TH ?rpós &AXsjAove Gixaiogórm 
«ai wpòs Tov Oedy eiatBsia ypwptvous, Ba- 
7Ticuc Cumivar’ obre yap kai Thy Bawriow 
dwodexthy alta paveicOar, phy imi Twer 
duapráüev Rapairica xpwutveav, AN ig’ 
dyvela ToU cwparos, dra On xai 5s Vvxns 
Stxatocdvy "rposkkskaÜapuívns. It is quite 
clear that the Jewish historian's notion of the 
real nature of John's baptism was very imperfect, 
and his information of the true cause of Herod's 
putting him to death very incorrect. 

5. xal i—ewopedero—ty dent There is here 
considerable variety of reading ; though not such 
as calls for any alteration of Text. The readin 
tEswopetovro is supported by strong extern 
authority, which 1 could confirm from the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies ; but as the variation of number 
in a verb almost continually occurs when a noun 
of multitude is used, the thing becomes a matter 
of doubtful disputation. The Eastern Class. of 
MSS. usually has the plural; the Western the 
singular; but there are exceptions, and internal 
evidence would seem zeuscully in favour of the 
former. Here, however, it may be th t that 
the npn (confirmed by all the ancient Ver- 
sions of weight) came from the Evangelist. As 
respects the position of wavres, that is a ques- 
tion not so easily settled. Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., place it after ‘Iepoc., with B, D, L, 4 cur- 
sives, and several Versions, — very insufficient 
&uthority, espec. since internal evidence is not 
in its favour. That wayres should, as Mr. Alf. 
imagines, have been “removed after ‘Izpor., as 
not in Matt., and as seeming to assert too much, 
and then reinserted after wT., is taking too 
much for granted to be safely acqui in. 
That Revisers of & text did not unfrequentlv 
bring in a word from another Gospel, cannot be 
denied; but that they removed words because 
not in another Gospel, cannot, I think, be truly 
asserted. Instances of that sort are at least very 
rare. As to the position of the clause ux’ avTov, 
ates by Tisch. and Alf. (though not bv 
Lachm.), the authority for it is far too slender 
to punify its adoption. To suppose, with Mr. 
Alf., the position changed from Matt. in all the 
ep except three, involves the highest impro- 
bebility. On the other hand, it was likely that a 
change of position should bave been adopted in 
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Tov vroðņpártwv avToU. 8’`Eyù [uev] é8artica tyas év bdaTe, 
avrog è Bamrioces tpas èv IIvedpare ayily. 9 Kai éyévero év 
éxeivass Tais T)uépaus, ?jMBev 'Imoo0s amò Natapér rips Tam- 13 
Naias, xal éfamrío0n vro Ieüvvov eis tov '"lopbávgv. 10 Kal 

those three copies, npe since in two of the 
three copies changes of position, after the will and 
pleasure of the Critical Revisers, are perpetually 
introduced. 

6. One would rather have expected the matter 
contained in this verse to have come in after 
v. 4; and it may have had that position in the 
copy used by Just. M. C. Tryph. 88, p. 316, ad- 
duced by Anger, who assigns to it that place in 
bis Harmonia. But to suppose so long a paren- 
thesis would involve a harshness not less than 
that of the present position of the verse. More- 
over, the use of the connexive dé, and the struc- 
ture of the sentence, exclude the notion of its 
being parenthetical. The change of rj» dé into 
xai yw by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, L, 
and 2 cursives, on the surmise that the change 
of particle was introduced from Matth., is ve 
uncritical. I find not an atom of support for it 
in the Lamb. and Mus. copies. At 'Iwáv. I 
have introduced ó from most of the uncial, and 
about 30 cursive MSS. ; to which add al] the 
Lamb. copies except 2, and all the best of the 
Mus. ones ; besides which, it was more likely to 
be left out than put in. Ite use is quite agree- 
able to propriety. 

7. kepras Avoca] The term Avocat, as used 
of the dwodnuara, occurs alone in the passage 
of Luke; but Mark here throws in the addition 
kéyras, while Matth., for Avca:, adopts Bacra- 
oat,—a term quite equivalent as regards the pre- 
sent purpose, inasmuch as the same servant who 
carried any one's sandals, would have the office of 
unbinding them. In xvy/as there is an allusion 
(graphice, as in John viii. 7, 8, cuas čypaġev) 
to the posture in which the action was done. 
And, indeed, as the sandals were fastened to che 
foot by very complicated straps, they could not 
be loosed without some trouble.—Accordingly, 
this was esteemed a menial, nay, ile office; 
more so than carrying the shoes. So Lucian, 
Herod. v., ó dé ic, páa Covrdixws Gpatpet 
TÒ cavddXrov ix ov 9roó0s. Diog. Laert. vi. 44, 
wpoc Tov VW*Ó TOV olxérov v*oOo/pusvoy. 
Plut. Symp. vii. 8, 4, rote rà vV*odüpara 
xouí(ovs. wa:dapios (‘servants’). It is not 
correct to say, with Mr. Alford, that *the un- 
loosing of the sandals amounted to the same 
thing with the carrying of the sandale,' since the 
former was esteemed a more servile office, as we 
see, implying a troublesome act, and a stooping 

ture; as is plain from the above passage of 
ucian. Accordingly, the expression in the pre- 

sent passage is stronger tban that in Luke ; and 
there is certainly in one, if not in both, an allu- 
sion to the duteous attention of the disciple to 
the Master. 

8. The particle uiv is cancelled by Tisch. and 
Alf., from B, L, and 3 cursives ; to which I add 
the Leicester MS., teste Jacks.—authority slcn- 

Vor. I. 

der, but helped out by the concurrert testimony 
of all the ancient Versions, and by Origen, and 
confirmed by the fact, that Mark scarcely ever 
uses tbe icle uév. Accordingly, I have 
bracketed the word, which, as having place both 
in Matth. and Luke, was probably introduced. 
As respects the iv before idats and wveduare 
d'yío, cancelled by Tisch. and Alf., I cannot 
even bracket it, since the authority for it is only 
that of 3 or 4 MSS. ; and Lachm. retains both, 
lacing the latter in brackets. As to the former, 

r. Alford thinks the iv was introduced from 
the passage of Matth.; but it might, in so very 
few copies, have been excluded because not 
found in Luke, and for the purpose of improving 
the Grecism. As to the lalter, the presence or 
absence must depend on the former; and as 
Luke uses the iv before wysúuarı both here and 
in Acts i. 5. xi. 16, I cannot think that Mark 
would omit it. 

9. Lach. by bracketing the xai before éyévero, 
on the sole authority of one MS., B, acts most 
uncritically, since it removes a characteristic 
Hebraism, such as is frequent in the Gospels, as 
also in the Sept. Suffice it to instance ome ex- 
ample—Gen. xiv. 1, 2, éyivero ĉi iv TH fJaei. 
—faoirsts ‘EA. xal O. Bac. Ov. &volncav 
wo\spuov, where we have the same omission of 
OTi, or of xai, which the Hebraism rather re- 
uires. The note of time here, like the rora in 

the passage of Mattb., may seem indefinite; but, 
from what precedes, it must be during the period 
of John's pren ap. which we know was subse- 
quent to his baptizing. And this is clearly ex- 
pressed in Luke iii. 2], by iv rw faarricÜnva 
dwavra tov Xaov. It appears, then, to have 
been after all the people had been baptized, and 
John had begun to preach, that our Lord came 
and applied to John for baptism. The situation 
of this desert I have pointed out and described 
in my note on Matt. iit. 1. Ihave not adopted, 
with Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., the change of 
position at the end of the verse, because the au- 
thority for it, B, D, L, and 8 or 9 cursives, is 
insufficient (and I cannot find a single Lamb. or 
Mus. copy confirming it, except Scriv. x), and 
internal evidence is against the change, consider- 
ing that it was more likely that some dozen 
MSS. should be altered in position (such being 
perpetually the case in B, D, and L, and often 
from mere caprice), than that the whole number, 
with the exception of those dozen MSS., should 
have been altered, for no particular reason. The 
construction here, Baar. eis roy for iv Tw, does 
not occur elsewhere, but is one formed on the 
sense fo plunge or immerse into water, rather for 
the sake of bathing o1 washing, as in John ix. 7. 
Jos. Ant. iv. 4, 6. Plut. de Superst. It would 
seem to be a phrase of Provincial Greek. Comp. 
NovecVus als TO BaXaverov. n 
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4. oA 3 , , 4 L4 1 1 aùròv éxkBaXXe evs THY Éprpov. 
2 

MARK I. 11—15. 

3, evbéws avaßalvæv T ad Tob ÜOaTos, elde oxiLouévovs rovs ovpa- 
21 yous, xai To IIveüua 1 doel mepiotepàv xataBaivoy 1 èr avrov 

ll kal pov) éyévero èc THY ovpavav’ Zù ei ó Tios pov ó 
4, àyamqTÓs, év to evdoxnaoa, 1? Kal * evOéws rò IIvcóüna 

13 Kai wp [éxei] iv rH épriso 
2 Juépas Teccapákovra, Teipalojevos bird ToU X£aravá, kai Ùw 

n peta Tv Onplwv Kad oi ayyedot Bvjkóvovv aire. 
12 14 Merà è T0 trapadoOjvar tov 'loávvgv, ?X80ev 6 ‘Incods 

eis rj» Tadtralav, enpiocwy tò evayyédov Tie Bacideias TOU 
Oeod, 15 xal Xéyew “Ors «emXüperas ó Katpos, Kab Pye 

10. ed0éws åvaß.] It is true that, as Mr. 
Alf. says, 400. is a favourite connecting word 
with Mark; but the form which he almost 
always adopts is the ordinary one, sùĝéws, not 
the more Class. sius, which, wherever it occurs, 
is, unless external authority for sùĝùs be very 
strong, to be ascribed to the polishing school of 
the Alexandrian Critics. Here, however, to the 
4 MSS. adduced, I must add a Cambr. MS. (Tr. 
Coll. x. 17, 4) collated by Mr. Scrivener. Be 
the form as it may, the word ought here to be 
construed with side, which must, as it has been 
by the best Commentators, be referred to our 

rd—not, as it is by others, to John the Bap- 
tist: a construction this found also infra v. 36. 

The awd just after may have been derived 
from Matth., as also the ix adopted by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., from B, D, L, and 8 other 
MSS. ; but without stronger authority there is 
no proof that it was. 
— — Render, not ‘opened,’ but 

‘cleaved, or ‘ cleft,’ this being a term more for- 
cible, and, as it were, hic, than the dvyza- 
x9ncav of Matth. and Luke. One term, how- 
ever, is as faithfully descriptive as the other. 
We must not, notwithstanding, mix up, as 
Wets. and Elen. have done, passages in which 
the term is applied to the cleaving of lightning, 
since, as even the semi-Rationalist Fritz. admits, 
* hic celum dehiscit, ut Divinus Spiritus, relicto 
Domicilio, ad Jesum desuper possit allabi.. Of 
c xit. the sense is, parted asunder. hlegon, 
p. 34, do xíc0n 6 obparós, and so Latin dekisco 
and discedo, 

The seal, for text. rec. os, is founded on 
the strongest evidence external and internal. 
For éix' avrdy, the reading els aùròv adopted 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, D, and a 
few cursive MSS. of the same class, may be the 
genuine reading; but proof is wanting that it és. 

ll. i» à i Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
gol, from B, D, L, and about 20 cursives of the 
same class, confirmed by several Versions. 
Alf. traces the text. rec. to Matth.; but ooi 
may quite as well have originated from Luke. 
Now, considering that internal evidence is equally 
balanced, external authority ought to determine 
the case, and that is decidedly in favour of g. 
As respects the important point of doctrine to be 
concluded from this , bee note on Matt. 
iii. 17, and Bp. Taylor's Works, vol. ii. p. 181 
tomp infra ix. 7. Pe. ii. 7. Is. xlii. l. Matt. 

=i ^t Lm d of th . ix aj < * impels, as said of the 
powerful influence of the Holy Spirit. For 

8000s, A, D, K, and not a few cursives (to which 
I add almost all the Lamb. and aa fea us. copies), 
have ev0éws, which is adopted by Lachm., whom 
I have followed. See note supra v. 10. 

13. xal 5» perà rev Ono.) The air of the 
words points at the very spot of the temptation, 
which seems to hire been in the wildest and 
most retired part of the dcsert, and thus, to use 
the words of Virgil, * in silvis, inter deserta fera- 
rum Lustra, domosque.' Similarly Jos. Ant. xv. 
10, 1, oU ra works avrots V0 rpxe, Uwopuyai da 
xard THe yñe xal (delend. susp) omwyjAaea 
[omfiexor] Kai kow) perà T&v BocxsuáTev 
iarra. The éxsi here is cancelled by Lachm., 

Tisch., and Alf., from A, B, D, L, 6 cursives, 
with the Vulg., Ital., and other Versions, and 
Origen. Alf. regards it as a correction for é» 
7H èp. But it needed no correction; and that 
such a correction should have been employed 
almost universally is incredible. There is the 
strongest authority, confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr. Vers., for tho word, which was, I doubt 
not, thrown out by Critics as involving a pleco- 
nasm ; just as infra vi. 55, where ¿xs? is omitted 
in B, L, A, and others, and is cancelled by 
Lachm. The samo so-called pleonasm occurs 
infra v. 11, rj» dé ixe? wpde o» Spat, — it 
has there escaped the critical knife. Here, how- 
ever, — nos removed the — by 
utting out iv 5 dpriuo, as appears from not a 
ew ancient MSS. In averai of the 
New Test. ixai, where seemingly unneceseary, is 
omitted in some copies more or lees It is of 
very rare occurrence in the Class. writers, inso- 
much that I only know one instance—Aristoph. 
Av. 758, El yàp ivOad’ icriv aloypdy ^ rór 
vaTípa Turret vóu, Tout’ ixe? caddy, &c., 
where the omission of ¿xe? in some copies, and 
its change into éxsivo in others, are only two 
critical alterations devised for the purpose of 
getting rid of what was deemed superfluous; 
though the seeming pleonasm involved, in re- 
ference to évOdde, is rather intensive. 

14. ric Bacı.) Cancelled by Tisch. and 
Alf., from B, L, and some 6 cursives, with seve- 
ral Versions, and Origen; but the vast prepon- 
derance of external authority, confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Vers., forbids this. And as to in- 
ternal evidence, it was more likely to be re- 
moved by some Critics as superfluous (thus offers 
removed vov O10v) than to have been brought in, 
as Mr. Alf. supposes, from Matt. iv. 23. Indeed, 
there the Ts Baci. is found, yet not rov Osov. 

15. wexAtpeorac] ‘adest, > Time is said 
vAnpovcÜa:, partly when it is gone, and partly 
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xw ù Bacela tov Qeot- peravocîre, kal mioreúere dv TH 4. 
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16 t IIepvrarüv 66 mapà Tv Oddraccav ths laXXa(as, cide 

17 

18 

Aipeva xai ’Avipéav tov aderpov * Xíuevos * augiSaddovras 
aupiBrAnorpov dv tH Oaddoon cav yàp aes. 17 Kat elvrev 19 

9 a ^ A ^ 

avrois ò lgcoUs  AcÜre omisw pov, kal 7roujac vpâs yevérOat 
Ges ávÜparrev. 19 Kal eUÜées ddévres rà Oíxrva aùrâv, 

when any particular period approaches. So John 
vii. 8. Luke xxi. Ji Comp. Joseph. Ant. vi. 
4,1, iEediyero àv xaipór *ysvícÜav. arAnpo- 
Üipros di abrov x.T.À., and Acts vii. 23. 30. 
. The full sense of the phrase marÀ. ò xaipós 
is, that ‘the time spoken of by the Prophets for 
the full completion of the period assigned to the 
Old Covenant and the introducing of the New, 
ìs now being proclaimed to the world in that 
last address of God by his Son, spoken of in 
Heb. i. 2" or, in other words, that ‘the time 
fixed in the counsels of God, and indicated in 
ancient prophecy, Dan. ix. 24—26, is now full 
come,’ and the spiritual kingdom of God, throug 
the Messiah, is about to commence. Seo Gal. 
iv. 4. Eph. i 10. 

The xai before Aé-yeow is cancelled by Tisch. 
and Alf., on strong external authority; while by 
Lachm. it is retained ;—very properly, since in- 
ternal evidence is in its favour, from the greater 
likelihood of its having been put out by some 
Critics, than put in by others. The xal is ab- 
sent from 4 of the Lamb. and most of the best 
Mus. MSS. 
— uasTayoaira kal wicretere}] These 

words advert to the difference between John's 
reaching and that of our Lord ; for, as observes 
MT Pearson, On the Creed, ‘John had before 

led the Jews to repentance; Christ now calls 
them to the duty of faith, of which they had not 
before heard.” Thus aic Ta(aTa iv T. avayy. 
means, ‘ Believe the glad tidings which are now 
brought to you of pardon and salvation by the 
Gospel.’ ‘In whichever way’ (viz. to believe in 
or or), continues he, ‘one may choose to ex- 
lain the e, the rincip e still remains 

lixed, that free salvation (grata taun justification] 
ls offered us by God, in order that we may live 
unto Him by turning unto righteousness.’ ‘Thus,’ 
as Matthew Henry observes, ‘ we are taught that 
the fico must go together; they will mutually 
assist each other. Repentance will quicken faith, 
and faith make repentance evangelical.’ 

16. For wepiwatiov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
read wapdywv, trom B, D, L, and 8 cursive 
MSS., with some Versions ;—authority insuffi- 
cient to warrant the adoption of the reading. 
Interna] evidence is evenly balanced, considering 
that wepsw. may have been adopted by Revisers 
from the passage of Matth., and mapáy. may 
have been a mere alteration of Critics for the 
sake of introducing a more Classical term, and 
one which they thought more suitable in sense : 
but the former is the more probable. Besides, 
though wapdéy. is a pure Classical term, yet 
it occurs both in the Sept. and the New 
Test., as infra ii. l4. xv. 21. John ix. 1. 
Mark xi. 21. The authority, indeed, of the 
Pesch. Syr. Vers. might seem strongly in favour 
of wepiwatiav, yet the Partic. Past will not de- 

20 

cidedly prove that the Transl. had wepiwarav 
in his copy. He has, at Matt. xii. 1, used the 
same word in the sense going along ; and so he 
might here mean to do, and have thus given a 
Sree version of mapáyæv, of which, perhaps, he 
did not distinctly perceive the exact force. At 
any rate, that was probably the case with the 
Biblical Revisers, who therefore readily adopted 
the easier term arepura av. 

For text. rec. avrov, I have now, with 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, received Zíuwvos, 
from strong external authority (including nearly 
al the Lamb. and most of the ancient Mus. 
copies), confirmed by internal evidence. I 
have also, on grounds quite as strong, received 
the dupi. We may sup Bái. to have been 
introduced from the — of Matthew, 
where the term was quite suitable, because the 
construction is there very different from the pre- 
sent, insomuch that, in the common text, we 
have a commixture of the two. Strong is the 
external authority, including 3 Lamb. and 4 
ancient Mus. copies, for 4u@:B8aX., which is also 
confirmed by internal evidence, as consisting in 
the circumstance of the term being extremely 
rare, and therefore not likely to have been 
brought in from the carelessness of scribes. More- 
over, rare as it is, it has good authority, being 
found, also as a piscatory term, in the Sept. 
Vers. of Habak. i. 17, dca Tovro &udiBaAei TO 
áudíSAnaTpoy aíTov, where dud. well ex- 
presses the sense,—that of ‘casting and 
moving about. That the expression was de- 
rived from tbe use of-the term de re piscatoria, 
we may infer from Soph. Antig. 343, piov 
ópviĝðwv áudoiBaX wv aya, for terms of fish- 
ing and bird-catching have often the same figures 
in common: and —— &udB. in that 
passage signifies * having caught by tho use of the 
net. Thus the sense here intended is, ‘casting 
a nel around so as to enclose the fishes.” There 
would seem a touch of the graphic, such as is 
found in Hesiod, Scut. H. 213, 15, aùràp én’ 
&xrais “Horo áyjp adisis dedoxnpuévos’ exe 
(I conj. éoye, standing for xareixs) xspciv 
ly8iow audiBrnorpov (‘held in his hands a 
casting-net for the fishes’) &vofpivyorri toxwe 
(‘ like one about to cast out’). The above passages 
of Habak. and Hesiod will fully defend and il- 
lustrate the word audífAno por, here cancelled 
by Tisch. and Alf. (not, however, Lachm.), on 
the authority of only three MSS. against all the 
rest, confirmed by all the ancient Versions. Mr. 
Alf takes for granted that the word was intro- 
duced from the passage of Matth.; which it 
might in a few MSS., but not in all except 
three. It might be omitted in those few by acci- 
dent, though more prob. removed by the fas- 
tidiousness of half-learned Critics. — 

18. ra dict. avrov] The aùrõv is cancelled 
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4. 4.17KkoXovÜgcav avrà. 
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22 

MARK I. 19—24. 

19 Kai apoBas éketÜev óXvyov, etde Idxo- 
Bov Tüv tov ZeBedaiov, xai 'Ioávvgv TOv aderpov avrov, kai 
autos èv TQ TXoio karapritovras Ta Oixrva. % Kal evOéws 
éxáXegev avroUs Kal adévres Tov TaTépa avTOv ZeBedaiov v 
TO Troiw peta TOV uuaÜwráv, dTíjXÜov oTricw avro. 

31 

BN 

21 Kai eieopevovra, eis Kazrepvaovy xai evéws Tois odf- 
go Bacw cicedOav eis THY avvarjary)v édidacke. % Kai éEerAno- 

covro emt Tij Sidayh avroð jv yàp Sddoxwy avrov; ws eEouciav 
33 éywy, xal ovy os oi l'oaupareis. % Kai Tv ev Tf) ovvaywyy 

avTOv ávÜperros èv mvevpate axabdpt, kai àvéxpabe | 9* Meyor 
34 "Ea, ti 7)uiv kai coi, I9c00 Nalapnvé ; Oes arrodécat nas ; 

by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., on the authority of 
B, C, L, and 10 cursives; though internal evi- 
dence confirms the vastly preponderating exter- 
nal authority, supported by the Pesch. Syr. 
Vers., inasmuch as it was far more likely to be 
put out by the Critics, than put in by the scribes. 

20. paT Tov uicÜwrcv| This circumstance 
is thrown in by the Evangelist, not so much to 
show the respectability of station of Zebedee and 
his sons, as to intimate that in obeying our Lord 
they did not leave their father without help to 
"n on his business. 

2l. ev0iws rots caBBacw—ovvay.] From a 
comparison of what is here said with that at 
Luke iv. 32, it is plain that their entry into 
Capernaum was the day before the Sabbath; so 
that the Sabbath here mentioned must be not 
only the wert Sabbath, but the day after their 
arrival. Though it cannot be said that there is 
here an allusion to our Lord's custom of attend- 
ing at the Synagogue cach Sabbath, as recorded 
in Luke v. 16, yet there is something in the air 
of the words that seems to glance at it. 

Tisch. and Alf. cancel alosA@ev, from C, L, 
A, and 4 cursive MSS. ; while Lachm. retains 
the text. rec.—very properly, since the authority 
for the change is quite inadequate, espec. consi- 
dering that internal evidence is against it; for 
as to — , with Mr. Alf., that the reading 
* arose from the construction giving offence, 
that is taking for granted what cannot be proved, 
and is exceedingly improbable to have taken 
place unt . Besides, it should be proved 
that the construction 4:4. els ever existed. Far 
more probable is it that the Critics took offence 
at the homeliness of the composition, and gave a 
more compact mode of expression. As to Ver- 
sions, they are not, in a case like this, of any 
great weight. 

22. Comp. vii. 28, 29, and see note. 
23. kal ñv iv Ti cvra'y.] Tisch. and Alf. insert 

200ds between xai and sj», from B, L, and a few 
cursive MSS. But there is no place here for the 
word, and I doubt not that it crept into the text 
from the margin, where it was meant to indicate 
a var. lect. on zü0£ws at v. 21; and no wonder, 
since, though sv@éws occurs in Mark's Gospel 
nearly fifty times, it hardly happens once but 
that some MS. or other (sometimes severa!) has 
soðús. Lachm. prudently rejects the word. And 
he evinces the same good judgment at v. 24, by 
not receiving the oidaus» of MS. L, A, some 
early Fathers, and late Versions; which reading 

Jellow-demons who were suppose 

has been caught up by Tisch. and Alf., though a 
manifest alteration introduced for the purpoee of 
suiting the plur. dui» and nuas just before; and 
that for want of its being borne in mind that in 
the use of the plural reference is had to those 

d to be ever in 
readiness to join this or that demon, —(see Matt. 
xii. 45, and Luke xi. 26,)—though at oida he, as 
being the principal and spokesman of the rest, 
uses the singular. 
— i» TvsúpaTı áxaÜápro] This peculiar 

phrase, whicb recurs infra v. 2, is not, as somo 
suppers it, formed on Hebraism ; nor is there, as 
others imagine, a use here of iy for cip. Jt is no 
other than a brief expression—probably of com- 
mon life—in which there may be an ellips. of 
iva yOutvoc, suggested by the prep. iv; and tho 
expression held bound by a demon is one in fre- 
uent use to denote the being by that 
emon. Persons so were called 

Kavroxot, i. 6. KaTexouevor UN TOV Fyret- 
aros. The man here spoken of must have 

had lucid intervals, otherwise he would not 
have been admitted to the Synagogue. His 
disorder seems to have been cpilepey, brought 
on by demoniacal agency. 

24. iu] An interjection, thought to be de- 
rived from the imper. of ide, ‘let alone; but 
rather a natural exclamation, like the Latin va? 
and English ‘ha!’ of surprise or displeasure; 
espec. before a question, as here. And so in the 
Class. writers, as Esch. Prom. 298, £a, ri xpriua ; 
et al., and often in the Gr. dramatists; sometimes, 
though rarely, in the prose writers, as Arrian 
Epict., who has £a, dyÜporma, ivl ri tAHAVOas; 
The true force of the expression here seems to 
be the same as in the passages of /Esch. and 
Arrian above adduced. Yet so little was the 
idiom understood, that the ancient Translators 
passed the word over as unintelligible; and the 
ancient Critics made short work by expunging 1t. 
Thus the word is omitted in B, D, and 2 cursive 
MSS. And the Critical Editors of our own 
times, altogether unaware of what had occasioned 
the removal of the word, have cancelled it Mr. 
Alf. recurs to the usual device, which cuts off in- 
uiry, pronouncing it to be from Luke; but in 

the passage of Luke the same MS., D, omits it, 
twice the number of cursives, and the same Ver- 
sions. 
— $A0:s adworioa dinate) Expositore are not 

agreed whether this clause should be taken inter- 
rogatively or declaratively. The recent Editors 
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2 Kal éreriunoey aùr 0 4, 
26 Kai ora- 35 

36 

apos lavroU; Xéyovras Ti èste TolTo ; ris 7) bax) 7) raw 

generally prefer the latter mode. But there is 
more point and spirit, and perhaps more pro- 
priety, in the former. By á*woAíca: is mot 
meant (as most Commentators imagine) Pasa- 
pica: (though the term in this connexion is 
used by Matthew), but rather, as Euthym. ex- 
plains um a popular sense), ‘to destroy our 
power, by expelling us from earth; so Bacavi- 
oat expresses the final end of them, namely, the 
being consigned to hell torments. 

For oida, Tisch. and Alf. read olégaysy, from 
L, A, 2 late Versions, and some Fathers; while 
Lachm. retains text. rec. olda ;—very properly, 
since internal evidence, as well as exte 
authority, is in its favour; and surely the more 
difficult reading, as this is, —espec. when found in 
all the copies but two,—is to be preferred. 
— 6 dy:ot Tov Qov) A designation occur- 

ring also at Luke iv. 34, and John vi. 69, of 
Christ, the Son ef God (* whom the Father bath 
sanctified and sent into the world,' John x. 36), 
and derived from those es of the Old Test. 
where Christ is foretold under the title of ‘ the 
Holy One" (sometimes it is one appropriated to 
God the Father), as Ps. xvi. 10. . ix. 24. 
Comp. Acts ii. 27. iii. 14. The addition of 
O:ov denotes origin; the Messiah being the 
only-begotten Son of the Father, equal with the 
gr T — — 

. crapátavy apacoety signifies prop. 
£o tear and rend ; but here and infia ix. 26. Ob, 
and also Luke ix. 39, and sometimes in Sept., 
to throw into ions and spasms, such as 
accompany epilepsy, and which are sometimes 
called owapuypol, though usually owacpoi, by 
the Greek Medical writers. In the parallel pas- 

of Luke the expression is, piyay aùvròv ele 
ko AS alluding to the effect of such convulsions, 
the being prostrated on the ground, with violent 

itation of the limbs. See a of Aretæus 
cited in my Rec. Syn. Mr. Alf. dexterously 
places in juxta-position the orapáčav of Matth. 
and the unéiv BXáyrav of Luke, in order to in- 
dicate a manifest discrepancy ; but had he been 
a little more attentive, and much more candid, 
he would have perceived that the expression, — 
which is not to be pressed on, but taken popu- 
lariter, —is only to be understood of i&7\ Oe», 
meaning tbat the demon did him no injury at 
his exit, which might have been expected from 
the malevolence of the spirit, but was prevented 
from doing this by the spirit, at least, of our 
Lord's injunction, ££:X02. 

For xpúķav, Tisch. and Alf. read $wv5cay, 
m B, L, and ] cursive MS, together with 

Origen; while Lachm. retains xp.; and very 
properly, for though Mr. Alf. $ kp. a8 & 
correction to the more usual word, yet he might 
have said to a highly suitable term, instead of one 
unprecedented in that sense: and although the 

rase — gery mey. occurs in Luke 
iii. 46, and Acts xvi. 28, yet it is only as used 

ph 
xx 
of articulate sounds, and as followed by Adve», 

or alway. In fact, pow. is more used of utterin 
an articulate outcry, or, as here, ; an 
one cannot imagine that the Evangelist would 
use such a term, so utterly inadequate, as iov. 
Whereas the Critics, it seems, were not so scru- 
patoas, and stumbling, we may — at tho 

ative of kindred earying from the verb, and 
forgetting such passages as Rev. xiv. 18, iovyocs 
kpavyt usyaAn (there, however, altered by the 
same class of ancient and modern Critics to ipo- 
ynog dori), chose to remove the anomaly by 
aening k«pát£ay to $ovrjcar. 

27. For vávres, Tisch. and Alf. read &varres, 
from B, L, U, and 2 cursives ; and Alf. remarks 
“from Luke." But it ie there ixi mávras, and 
that an alteration in so very minute a case 
should have been introduced into all the copies 
except 4, is incredible. On the other hand, it 
may very well be supposed that the a aroee, as 
in very many other cases, from the ing 
ay,—a circumstance which would, as it has often 
elsewhere, occasioned the interchange of the two 
words by the scribe. Sce Luke v. 11. vii. 16. 
xvii. 29. xix. 7. xxi. 4, bis xxi. 12. Acts vi. 
15. xiii. 29. xxv. 24. Gal. iii. 28. 'Eavroi)s 
just after for avrots, edited by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., may be the true reading. I find it in 
all the Lamb. and the most ancient of the Mus. 
MSS. Yet the « may have sprung from the e 
preceding. 
— the 9 pan, inh da Remarkable is 

the variety of readings existing in this — 
a variety usually arguing some desp-scated cor- 
ruption. And, in fact, Griesb., after an able dis- 
quisition, comes to the conclusion, that the pas- 
sage came into the state it now is by two 
equivalent modes of expression being blended 
into one; and he would cancel rf dort rovuro; 
while other Critics, as Eichhorn, Paulus, and 
Kuin., resort to other modes even of conjectural 
emendation, to relieve the sentence of its seeming 
redundancy. The question is, whether there 
really ts any superabundance of wording? 
Griesb. maintains, indeed, that Mark might have 
written either ri iori rovro; or ris n Qidaxy!) 
? Kawwy avr; but not both. Yet, as Fritz. re- 
marks, neither Griesb. nor any one else ever 
scrupled at such a e as Mark vi. 2, 460:«v 
TOoUTOo TaUTa ; kai TÍS d cola ù 6o sica alta; 
and xi. 28, iv mola iEovcía Tavra ^os; 
kai ris doi thy iEovciay ravrny idwxev; all 
bearing more or less affinity to this of Mark. 
Moreover, the mark of interrogation is partly a 
mark of erclumation, as may be argued from the 
term Üaufisio0a. just before, and the 0&ufoc in 
the parallel passage of Bt. Luke, terms denoting 
& mixture of amazement and awe (even religious 
awe), as in Plut. Per. 6, àsioidaiuovía—1Tpóc 
Tà periwpa (i.e. ‘natural phenomena of tho 
heavens’) Oúußos iğspyáleraı. This is con- 
firmed by the parallel passage above alluded to 
of Luke iv. 36, ris ò Aóyos obros; of which 
words the sense is unquestionably that laid down 
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15 

16 

by Fritz., *ecquis (i. e. quam potens) est sermo 
hic ?' it. * what Ad ob à word.” * address, is 
this?’ The expression in Mark, ri lev: rovro; 
ie quite distinct from the tis ó Adyos of Luke. 
Euthym. well remarks, that they styled the doc- 
trine, that of Christ, new, as quite differing from 
that of the Scribes, or even of John the Baptist ; 
for they only taught, but Christ, in addition, cast 
out demons by authority. From what has been 
said, it cannot but be plain, that both Lachmann's 
mode of editing the paragon Ae Kawwn’ kat’ 
&Eovcíav xai—and Tischendorf's and Alford's, 
$iday) awh xar iẸovsiav xai —are alike in- 
admissible, both as resting on very slender autho- 
rity, and as yielding a forced, and, at the same time, 
a jejune sense, any thing but characteristic of this 
Evangelist. It would seem, that the designation 
9 Kaun altn diy was, even at that early 
period, applied to doctrine of the Gospel ; 
— only by those who were ill-affected to it. 
We find it recurring in Acts xvii. 19, as applied 
by the Athenian Philosophers. 

On the whole, there seems no good reason to 
abandon the text. rec., which is found in all the 
MSS. (including the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
except comparatively a few, and confi , too, 
by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions. I have 
pointed as I now have, because it seems most in 
accordanco with the air of the context, and is 
confirmed by the parallel passage of Luke. Mr. 
Alf., indeed, maintains that Mark's text has been 
‘variously conformed to Luke's:' but the phe- 
nomena of the variations do not prove his posi- 
tion ; nay, the distinctive character of each, as I 
have edited, when compared ther, tenda to 
disprove this hypothesis ; which, indeed, involves 
8 great improbability, by supposing all the copies, 
except four, to have been thus tampered with. 
Finally, the reading which I appre, and the 
unctuation which 1 adopt, are confirmed by the 
esch. Syr. Version. Acorn the general 

sense may be thus expressed : * What new and 
i e aes doctrine must this be, that the pro- 
mulgator of it speaks with authority from on 
high, even to the unclean spirits, and they obey 
him!” 'E» éE£ovcía is a forcible form of expres- 
sion, including, by a certain pregnancy of sense, 
both authority and power, iv ifovcía (says 
Euthym.) dca rÒ wpooraccuy, iv Óvváusi dia 
TO dvuvew. Of course, the source of both must 
be understood, both here and supra v. 22, to be 
Gop himself. 

28. iğñAðe í] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read xai é&X0@a, from 5 uncials and a few cur- 
sives, confirmed by the Syr. Vers., and by inter- 
nal evidence, considering that this commencing 

THS xepós avri Kal adixev aùrùv 6 muperòs edOéws, kai ô- 
40 nxover avrois. %2’Orvrlas Se yevopévgs, Gre Edu ô HrLos, Epepov 

of a sentence with wai is quite in the manner of 
Mark. The expression 73)» wepixep. Ts Tadd. 
might of itself denote, as Fritz. and others think, 
the country circumjacent to Galilee: but taken 
in conjunction with the of Luke, it can- 
not but mean (and that it may mean, is plain 
from infra vi. Matt. xiv. Luke iii. 3, 
iv. 37) the surrounding country of Galilee,—that 

of it circumjacent to Capernaum, embracing, 
it would eeem, Upper Galilee generally. 

29. For ioe 7AGov, Lachm. and Tisch. 
(1 Ed.) igbo Aber, from B, D, and 
several cursive MSS., and the Arab., Pers., 
JEthiop., and Italic Versions, as also Euthym. 
and Theophyl But in his second El. Tisch. 
restores the text. rec.; very properly, since the 
external authority for it is vastly superior, and is 
confirmed by the Syr. and by the Vulg. Versions, 
as also by internal evidence, considering that it 
is plain that the reading arose from the parallel 
passages of Matth. and Luke. 

90. xaríxevro] KaTaxsiaOa:, like the Latin 
jucere, is a term appropriate to one who is con- 
fined to his bed by sickness (BeA nuévn, Matth.); 
and though generally used absolutelv, is some- 
times, as here, followed by a participle of somo 
verb denoting sickness; either a general term, 
as vooio and dcÜsvím, or a particular one, as 
here. "Hyscpev xparicas T. x m be con- 
sidered in the same light as the taro tõe 
xtipós. avrjs—namely, as an instance of Christ 
prepay y ing his words (* Be thou healed,” or 
the like) by a corresponding action; either 
simply touching the hand, or raising the person 
from his conch, as symbolical of recovery. In- 
somuch that éy«ípo sometimes, as v. 31, by im- 
plication, denotes to keal. 

. The aùrñs after xeipós is cancelled by 
Tisch., from MSS. B, L, but retained by Lachm. ; 
—very properly. We may su it to bave 
been expunged by fastidious Critics of style. 

32. Gra édu 6 fios] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read éduce, from B, D, and l cursive MS. ; 
and Alf. regards &Óu as a correction of idvee, 
but wholly without proof. The state of the evi- 
dence shows that the correction lies in the other 
quarter. The Critics sup the sense to be, 
‘when the sun had set, and here introduced 
idvcey, jn as at the parallel passage of Luke iv. 
40, D has dvoavros ; others, ÓsrvavTos, and 
Orig. óvvros. But, besides the utter deficiency 
of good evidence for gduce, the form is very raro 
in the Clase. writers, and almost confined to 
poetry; it occurs only once in the Sept., and, I 
think, never in Joseph., where edu is said of the 
setting of the sun, and occurs several times in 
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41 

42 

36 Kal xarediwkay avróv 6 
37 xal evpovres avTOv, Aéyovciw 

38 Kai eyes avrois* “Aywpev 
43 els Tas éyopévas Kaporrores, iva xai ère? xnpufoxv eis ToUTO 

the Sept, and occasionally, though not fre- 
quently, in the Class. writers. ere is not 
& particle of evidence for the use of the Aorist 
£óvca as Pluperf. In short, this is one of the 
innumerable false corrections in MSS. B and D; 
though, if admitted, it would overtask the in- 
genuity even of a Meyer to extract any real dis- 
crepancy between what is here said and the 
parallel ge of Luke. Otherwise, indeed, 
why should the same class of Critics have pur- 
sued the same operation of correcting there ? 
The le waited, then, till sunset (lit. ‘when 

the sun was dipping the horizon")—which was 
the end of the Sabbath— before they would bring 
their sick ; since even to seek medical assistance 
in the day, unless in extreme danger, was deemed 
& breach of the Sabbath. 

94. v0oXÀAXoís] Matth. says, Távras. But the 
one term is not inconsistent with the other. 
Jesus healed many, even who were brought 
to him. (Comp. Acts xvi. 17, 18.] 
— oùs pis — avTOv] scil. TÓv Xpicór 

slvai, as is in very many MSS. and in 
Luke iv. 4l. The sense, as appears from both 
Evangelists, is, ‘He would not suffer them to 

. because they knew, and would address 
bim as Messiah ;' a title to which our Lord as 
yet made no public claim, lest he should excite 
tumult among the | ess 

35. xn n adverb formed from the 
accus. neut. of the adj. &yvvxos, nocturnus (like 
pacorvrríor in Theocr. Id. xxiv. 11). It occurs 
also in 3 Macc. v. 5, and, though very rarely, in 
the later Greek writers. I find no authority fòr 
the reading ivyvxa, which has place in 4 uncial 
and a few cursive MSS., adopted by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. The o» was prob., as is often 
the case, mistaken by the scribes fora. How- 
ever, I find gyvvya in Lamb. 1188 (an ancient 
Lectionary), and ii has place in Scriv. y, also 
a Lectionary, and copied from a MS. of great 
antiquity. 
36. xatedimtay abTóv] lit. * followed him up 

closely,’ ' went in quest of bim, out of 
ardent desire.” Cf. Hos. ii. 7. The word not 
unfreq. occurs in the Sept., but not in the Class. 
writers.  Griesb., Matthei, Fritz., Scholz, Lach. 
and Alf. read os {:rovery, on strong external 
authorit (not, however, so strong as that for 
fr. 5) ut against internal evidence. The 
correction, if it deserves 
caine from the polishing school. 

38. xeopomwoXNas} Key. is a rare term, oc- 
curring elsewhere only in Strabo, Ptolemy, Ma- 

name, evidently 

lela, and Isid., — something between a 
city and a — y, an sentwalled count 
town, such as those mentioned in Thucyd. i. 5, ], 
as &Ts(yic TO: kal xarà kepnas olxovpusvat ; 
such, in fact, as we may infer from Jos. B. J. iii. 
3, 2, where in his description of Galilee, after 
noticing the amazing fertility of the province, he 
adds that there were óAÀeis wuKvaul, xai +d 
(delend. suspicor) ræv xwyuwy TAÀ50ot rav- 
TaxoU 9roXlváprÜpowor (conj. -w») dia rip 
ev0nviay (‘abundance of food") ws Tv ida- 
xlorny vip HANT AITKEN wps Tos pv- 
pis ixw oloiropas, where what is last said 
must reter to the cities, not the xeual, —and, in 
fact, the words xal ray xe. avÜn». form a 
semi-parenthetical clause. The emendations I 
propose must have been in the copy used by 

uffinus in the fifth century. But the question 
is, to which of those two classes are we to refer 
the xepowoAace of St. Mark ? I have no doubt 
that it is to be referred to the cities; and that the 
population was meant to comprehend that of the 
dependent villages. Some of these, in the inte- 
rior of the country, were xarà xegads olxov- 
pevai, and I doubt not are what Mark so accu- 
rately terms xwpuoxóAsis ; and although Luke 
writes woAae, yet Josephus elsewhere testifies 
that in these were in Judæa x«wepual worrws 
piyehos ovx dwodiovoa:. The reading é&nA Boy 
for iEeArjAvGa, adopted by Tisch. and Alf., from 
B, C, L, and l cursive MS., is very specious, as 
being somewhat confirmed by John xvi. 27, 28, 
Tap& Tov IIarpós iE5AOoy. 'BE9A. wapa Tov 
Ilarpóe —kal 7opevouat wpòs rò» llaTípa, 
but the authority of all the MSS. except four, 
confirmed by all the Versions, is irresistible, 
espec. since we may well imagine £E5A0o» to be 
a false correction suggested by the passage of 
John, and meant to match with the term used 
in Luke, éwícTaAuat, ‘I was sent, as the 
Pesch. Syr. expresses the sense. Thus there is 
no real discrepancy between Mark and Luke, 
since in Be inen the mission from God is im- 

sed, in the latter expressed. 
— G@ywpey Tisch. and Alf. insert dÀAayov, 
from B, C, L, and 1 cursive MS., with 3 late 
Versions; while Lachm. rejects it.—very pro- 
perly; since to suppose it, as does Mr. Alf., * re- 
moved because superfluous and not found in 
Luke,' is most improbable; for the persons Mr. 
Alf. has in view, though they often introduce a 
reading from a parallel Gospel, yet they very 
rarely remove a reading because not found in 
another Gospel ; and, as to removing what might 
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MARK I. 39—45. II. 1, 2. 

4. yàp é£eXrAv0a. 39 Kal Jv xwnpócoov iév rais $ cuvayayais 
44 

8. 5. 
2 12 

avTÓv eis 6Anv rjv Tamdaiav, xai Tà Saipovia éx8áXNXcv. 
40 Kai &pyera, mpos avrov Xempós, TapakaXàv avrov kal 

yovuTreT@y auTov, Kat Xéyov ait@ "Ori, àv Oérns, Sivacai 

3 13 pe kaÜapíaa., 'O &é "Igooüs omħayyvioðbeis, éxretvas Thy 

xéelpa, ippato avrod, xai reyes abrG* Ow, Kxabapicbnts! 
42 Kai eimóvros avro, evOéws ambev am’ avro 7 Xémpa, xal 
éxaBapía 07. 

9; AN 

GvTOV, 

53$ Kai éuSpiyunoapevos avro, eU0évs éEéBaXev 
44 kal Meye altar "Opa pndevi pndev emne adr 

brrarye, ceaurov SetEov T@ iepel, kal mpocéveyxe rept ToU raba- 
pispod cov & mpocérate Movats, eis paprúpiov avrois. $5 “O 

15 Sè dekela, HpEato xnpvocew ToXXÀ, kal Svadmpilew Tov Xoyov, 
dore pnxére avróv SvvacGat havepas eis trod ceiserbeîr adr’ 
é&w èv epnpous Torrots Hv, Kal fjpyovro mpos avTóv 1 mavrayóbev. 

II. ! Kat * ciocie má» eis Karrepvaody 9v spepav ra 
nxovaOn Gtt eis olkóv éott. 2 Kai ev0ées cvvijyOncav TroXXoi, 

Gore pnxére xopety joe Ta mpòs THY Üvpav Kal éXddes auTois 

seem superfluous, that they never thought of 
doing, leaving this to that class of slashing Critics, 
whose system, but partially developed in apd 
times, has been fully carried out by their ad- 
mirers and imitators of the present day. 

39. iy Taie cvrvay.] The reading els ras 
cuvaywyds, adopted b Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., 
and Ai) from some 25 MSS.—to which I add 2 
Lamb. copies, 2 Mus. ones, and a Cambrid 
MS. (Tr. Coll. B. 10. 16) lately collated by Mr. 
Scrivener—has internal evidence in its favour; 
but it needs further evidence to warrant its adop- 
tion. If it be adopted, the sense must be—not- 
withstanding Mr. Alford's veto—‘at their eyna- 

le,” equiv. to the iv ruts cuvayeyais at 
uke; though even there Tisch. and Alf. intro- 

duce, from J uncial and 8 cursive copies, this 
same intolerably harsh construction; and yet 
there I find less support for it than here; indeed 
I feel sure that ‘ach “ unlicensed Greek" never 
came from St. Luke. Lachm., I find, prudently 
retains iy rais avvay. Finally, to suppose it to 
have the same sense as in a of Thucyd. v. 
45, cannot be thought of, since *to preach unto 
their synagogues' would make absolute nonsense. 

4l. Yaro avTov] Tisch. and Alf. edit aù- 
oU fnp., from D, L, and several curs. ; and Alf. 
— the text. rec. as "an alteration from 

atthew and Luke to avoid ambiguity ;"—as if 
it were probable that such an alteration could 
come into all the MSS. except three. The truth 
is, that this is one of the innumerable altera- 
tions of the Framers of the text of B, introduced 
for the purpose of presenting what they deemed a 
— diguified position. 

. &uBouugcáuavos abro] See note on 
Matt. ae 30. P ! 
— stOéac B. avrov] ‘despatched him 

forthwith,’ i.e. hurried x off Sont delay, 
doubtless that he might reach Jerusalem, and 
show himself to the priests, and present the 
usual offering on being cleansed, before they 

should get knowledge of it, and plot some stra- 
tagem to hinder the effect of the miracle on the 
people. The words of Mark, when interposed 
with those of Matthew and Luke, serve to attest 
our Lord's extreme earnestness, viz. that the leper 
might tell no man of his cure, but show himself 
as speedily as possible to the officiating priests. 

. fpEaro Kyptcosv—rdv Xoyov] ‘set 
about proclaiming and publisbing abroad the 
report of the thing done.’ Knp. is so used infra 
v. 20, and so in Eurip. Cress. frag. vi. 3, uy 
wact xnptccew trade. Luke v. 15, contains 
the immediate effect of this xripvE:e, —namely, 
éinpxero dé padAovy ò \óyos Tepi avrov, and 
in what is said, Gorse unkf£Ti avTOv ú- 
vacÜa. pavepwe ele módy slosAUary, we have 
the ultimate ; 
— fipxovro Trpóc avrór] The purpose of this 

is expressed in Luke, dxovey kai 0p.—avrov. 
IIavrdyo0s», found in 8 uncial and 19 cursive 
MSS. (to which I add 9 Lamb. and 4 Mus. co- 
pies), is probably, though not certainly, the true 

ing. 

Il. 1. «lo 3A0« — So, for «ái cle., 
all the Editors from Matthei downwards, on 
strong evidence, external and internal. Havin 
gone from Capernaum (supra i. 21), our Lo 
ad visited various parts of Galilee, and preached 

in the synagogues, and was now returned to that 
city. 
E als olxov] ‘at home,’ in opposition to from 

home (see note infra vii. 17), as he had been 
until now; whether at Peter's house, or not, does 
not appear. The text of Lachm., i» oixe, is a 
manifest gloss. 

2. andi rd *póc T. 0.] The fall sense ie, 
that not even the vestibule had room to hold 
more of those who resorted to him from various 

, many from a distance, even from Judea 
(re Luke v. 17); some, as the Pharisees and 

wyers, out of curiosity, and to watch his 
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éfopifavres yadwor tov * xpáfarrov, i$ à ó mapaXvrios 
xaréxevTo. 9 'IOcv 06 6 'ImooUs Tv miorw aùrâv, Xéyev TO 
vapaXMvriua* Téxvov, adéwvrai cot ai ápapría, cov. 9*Hoav 8 21 

& rives TOv Tpapparéwy ère? xaOnpevor, kal GuaXoydtópevou év 
tais xapdiais avray 7 Ti otros obro Marc? BXaadmuías ; Ts 

words; others, again, in order to be healed of 
various diseases. The words here, éAaAet a’vrots 
Tov Àóyo», may be understood of those who 
came to him for instruction ; though not to the 
exclusion of those who came to him to be healed, 
since the time when he healed many of their 
maladies, was recent. 

9. wapadutixoy péipovres—recodpwy] We 
are not to understand that the patient was car- 
ried aloft. i.e. above the press, by four persons, 
one at each limb, which would have been incon- 
venient to him, and, under the circumstances, 
scarcely possible; but carried along lying on a 
couch borse aloft by four persons. 

4. aweoriyacay thy oriyny, &c.] In the 
interpretation of this passage there are some diffi- 
culties, which have a to many Commen- 
tators so formidable, that they have endeavoured 
to remove them by resorting to various methods, 
almost all of them at variance with the meaning 
of the terms dwsoréiyacay, oréyny, and ifopu- 
— The interpretation of Lightfoot, Whitby, 

uin., and Winer, is the /east liable to objection, 
which supposes that the bearers brought the para- 
lytic to the flat roof of the house by the stairs on 
the outside, or along the top, from an adjoinin 
house, and then forced open the trap-door whic 
led downwards to the Urep@ov. But this forcing 

the trap-door rests on mere supposition, 
without any support from the context; nay (as 
Fritz remarks), the words dwsoréiyacay Thv 
oriyny Gwov ny can only mean that the bearers 
tore off the tiles in the very place under which they 
knew Jesus to be. We may suppose that, not 
able to approach Jesus in the room where he 
was (probably an upper room), they ascended to 
the flat roof by the outer stairs, and having un- 
covered the roofing (whether tiles or thatch), re- 
moved the rafters, and dug through the lath-and- 
plaster floor at or about the place where they un- 
derstood our Lord to be, they let the couch with 
the peralytic person on it down through the 
opening. No other method could have effec- 
tually attained tbe object, —namely, of bringin 
the couch to Jesus without having to pass throug 
the € wi — 
— iEop. ere a significatio pr ns, i. c. 
—— and pads out. Joseph. 
Ant. xiv. 15, 12, xai rots ópodovs ray olxwy 
árackáv Twy, ‘digging up, and removing.’ 
— xaAÀeai] ge cts ix. 25, yaXacavree 

abrov ty carvpidi, and xxvii. 17. 2 Cor. xi. 33. 
Not found in the Class. writers, who would have 
used xaTuy. or ka¥iuaos, as in Aristoph. Vesp. 
3/9 and 306, The ó*ov adopted by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., instead of i' œ, from B, D, L, 
is a manifest aapaóiópÜwcis, though one which 
by altering * obscurum per obscurius' puts out the 

slender light we had,—in fact, makes a faint sense 
to become nonsense. The obscurity in question 
chiefly arises from extreme brevity, some words 
rar Ding of action being left to be supplied, 
q. d. * where Jesus was,’ in fact Saou fjv, which, 
being said just before, could not well be here re- 

ted ; and consequently, it would seem, was 
intended to be supplied mentally. There is no 
little awkwardness in the wording at ò apa. 
Kavéxesro, which would be removed if we could 
feel warranted in adopting the reading of the 
MS. B, rn» 6 wap. xaTaxeiuevos; but internal 
evidence is quite against it. Accordingly, we may 
— id’ d 6 wapaxX. kaTí£xacTO to be an im- 
perfect mode of expressing that sense; and even 
then Gov iy, scil. ó Ino., has to be supplied. 
The — Luke removes all obscurity, and 
expresses the thing was done very clearly by 
xabixay aitov oly Tæ kAwidío sls TO pécov 
£uTpocÜsy tov 'Incov. That there was some- 
thing not a little laborious in the operation in 
question, is plain from the marked attention (re 
corded by all three Evangelists) excited by that 
strong faith in our Lord's power to heal the sick, 
which could alone have prompted so difficult and 
almost impracticable a mode of accomplishing the 
purpose in view. I have, with Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf, received xpáflarrov, on very stron 
authority (including most of tbe Lamb. an 
Mus. copies), confirmed by internal evidence. 

5. coc] Griesb., Fritz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit eov, omitting the cov following, from 
some MSS., confirmed, as they think, by ver. 9. 
But those MSS. are too few, 5 uncial and 10 
cursive, to have much weight; and ver. 9 can 
have none; for supposing cov there to be the 
true reading, yet what is so likely as that when 
a formula, such as &þiwvrai co al áuapríat 
cov, is not employed directly, but put hypo- 
thetically, that it should be shortened 

7. For AaAti BAacpnuias, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. read, from B, D, L, and the Ital. and 
Vulg. Vers. Audet; BAaadnust But the au- 
thority for this reading is next to nothing com- 
pared with all the other MSS., confirmed by all 
the Versions except the Vulg. Moreover, in- 
ternal evidence is against the reading, from its 
being evidently one of two modes pursued by the 
Critics to introduce a mode of expression more 
familiar: these Correctors, it seems, not reflect- 
ing that the context requires a strong mode of 
expression, such as, * How doth that man dare 
to so speak my!" plur. for a bigh degree 
of the singular, as in Rev. xiii. 5. 1 Tim. vi. 4. 
The other mode to which I have alluded was 
the removing of oiitws, which greatly enervates 
the sense. The reading could not come, as Mr. 
Alf. thinks, from the passage of Luke, because a 
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5. Sivatar adbiévas ápaprías, ef ui) els 6 Ocóc ; 9 Kal e00cos èr- 
4 22 voùs 6 I9coÜs TQ avevpare avToU, Ste OŬTOS avrol Stadoyitovrat 

èv éavrois, elmev abroi Tí Tatra SvadoyiferOe év rais xap- 
5 23 dias ouQv; Tl otw eikororrepoy, eireéiv TQ TapaXvrikar 

’"Adéwvral * cov ai auapriat, f) eire: t"Eyewas [xai] dpov 
6 24 cov tov kpáBBarov, xai mepimrárei ; 

Reviser would have taken more than simply the 
term, and not have left the wording more diffi- 
cult than that in Luke. Besides, tbere is some- 
thing so far-fetched and jejune—so different from 
the characteristic simplicity of style of the pre- 
sent Evangelist—in this petty affectation of da:- 
yérns, as betrays the hand of a shallow Critic. 
— el pt els ó Osóc]. Some point al uù els, 

ó Geds, in the sense, ‘but one—that is God.’ 
And they adduce as examples Matt. xix. 17, and 
Mark x. 18. But even in those passages, whero 
see my note, ele 6 Oede may be the true point- 
ing. And euch is here ired by the lel 

of Luke. [Comp. Job xiv. 4. Is. xliii. 

a zùbéws] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. adopt 
the reading £000s, from MSS. D, L, and others. 
The same variety constantly occurs in St. Mark's 
Gospel, and is almost always confined to a very few 
MSS, B, D, L, or B, L, and sometimes 2 or 3 of 
the small-letter MSS. Lachm. sometimes adopts, 
and sometimes rejects, the sùĝùs, which involves 
manifest inconsistency, for want of going by some 
rinciple. Now this use of sv@vs as an adverb 
s frequent in the Class. writers, but is I think 

very rarely found in St. Mark and St. John; 
and never, I believe, in St. Luke (for as to two 

sages of that Evangelist, vi. 49, and Acts x. 
6, seo my notes there) nor is it ever found in 

tho Epistles of St. Paul, St. Peter, and St. James. 
Nevertheless, the abovo MSS. introduce it about 
forty times where it has no place in any of the 
rest of the MSS. And, considering the quarter 
from which this peculiar reading proceeds, I can 
scarcely doubt it was an emendation of style in- 
troduced by the Alexandrian Critics, and so 
sweeping in its operation that they have abso- 
lutely excluded Trin from the text of St. Mark; 
for as to two , ii. 2, and xiv. 72, they 
bave there cancelled the word. There are not 
wanting traces of this alteration in St. Matthew. 
See xiv. 27. xxi. 2 and 9. xxvi. 74. As to St. 
Mark, it is not clear to me that he ever used the 
form «i00; for in i. 12, Lachm. himself, I find, 
reads süÜíes, from some of the most ancient 
MSS. Again at i. 23 and 28, the word is bracketed 
by Lachm.; and at vii. 25, it has place only in 
those very MSS. that introduce the former. All 
the rest of the MSS. have neither «000v nor 
evOéws—very properly. 

— imvyvols — 76 7TvtÓóuaTi avrov] Tho 
expression here employed is a more definite, and 
a stronger one than (though of the same kind as) 
dav, supra v. 5, which denotes the existence of 
an inherent spiritual power to know what is in 
man; whereas this denotes the having and tho 
possessing a full and complete knowledge of. The 
addition of Tc vróu. avTov makes it more 
definite: and Lii now of opinion that the in- 
terpretation of almost all recent Expositors ‘in 
his mind’ (as equiv. to in Aimsel/) is inadmissi- 

10 ”Iva dé eidijre, Ste 

ble, as not doing justice to the force of the ex- 
pression, which it would almost sink to a redun- 
dancy. One might approve of the interpretation 
of others, *by the Holy Spirit which was in 
him,’ if one could think, with Dr. Bland, that 
‘it was the intention of the Evangelist to signify 
that our Lord in this case did not, as others 
[mere men], derive his knowledge from the ordi- 
nary methods of discovery open to all men, but 
from peculiar powers which he inde- 

Yet the pacar? of every thing external.’ 
vangelist could not mean to rest in glancing at 

the supernatural, since far more is required by 
the context, in which is involved an indirect 
claim to Divinity. The only interpretation which 
will do full justice to the force of the expression, 
is that of all tbe ancient and tbe early modern 
Expositors, who explain it to mean, ‘by the 
Spirit of his Divine nature, which, of course, 
carries with it omniscience. See Chrys., Theophyl., 
and Euthym., and also Bede in the Catena of 
Thom. Aquin.; also Maldon. and Calvin, who 
are agreed that it involves a claim of Deity. 
— Sri olUres avrol d:ar.] The avro, 

which I long since admitted into the text, from 
nearly the whole of the uncial, and very many 
cursive MSS. (confirmed by both the Syriac Ver- 
sions, the Gothic, and Slav. Versions, and Theo- 
py!) has been rejected by Lachm., and also b 

isch. in his first Ed., who, however, has ad- 
mitted it into his second Ed. (as has also Alf.) ; 
and rightly, for internal evidence, as well as 
external authority, is in its favour. Far mere 
likely is it that it should have been put ouf than 
put in, since it produces a somewhat heavy effect, 
and would not, I imagine, have been employed 
by the Evangelist, had not a sort of emphasis 
been intended, as in the case of dusie in Matt. 
ix. 4, ta Tí duets lyÜvustoOs kaxá; where I 
have evinced the pronoun to be genuine. 

9. cov al — I have, with almost all 
the recent Editors, adopted this reading instead 
of vulg. col, because it is supported not only by 
very strong external authority, but by in 
evidence, as being the simplest mode of reading, 
and that from which the other varr. lectt. might 
flow. As ts gyecpar, why 1 have chosen 
to retain this form will appear from my note on 
Matt, ix. 5; though, after all, it is sometimes an 
open question which of the fwo forms is the 
more genuine. One thing is certain, that, as I 
have there shown at lange, the form dyelpou, 
adopted by Tisch. and Alf., from B, D, and a 
few cursives of mean order, cannot be the true 
reading. As to Itacism, sup by Mr. Alf. 
to be involved in £ysioai, if it exista at all, it 
cannot do so , because, as I have shown, we 
are enabled to account for the as in another and 
better way. 

10. Ya dt slózTse, &c.] Render: ‘ But that 
ye may know that the Son of Man on earth hath 
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éfovcíav Eyer 6 Tics tod ávÜperrrov * èm? rìs «yis áduévas duap- 9. 
Tías"—(Xéyev TH Tapadurixg) 11 Zol Xéyo, &yeipe [xai] dpov 
Tov xpaBBarov cov, kal traye eis Tov olkóv cov. 
7yépÜr evOéws, xai dpas TOv KpaBBarov, é£X0ev évavriov Tráv- 
Tov wore é£iaraaÜa4 rávras, xal Sofdkew tov Ocóv Xéyovrag: 
"Ore ovdétrote obros eldopev. 

13 Kai é£jXe Tdv mapà v Üdxaacav Kai ras ó dynos 
NPXETO Tpos autor, xal é6(0aaxev avrovs. 14 Kal rapáryov cide 
Aeviv tov ToU '"ÁXjaíov rabýpevov éri TÒ Tewvov, Kai Neyer 
autre 'AxoXovUOe, por. Kat avacras neodovOncev aùr. 15 Kal 
éyévero, éy TQ xarakeiaÜa, aùtròv èv Tf) oixia abro), xal roXXol 
TeÀOva. Kal ápaproXoi cvvavékewwro TQ Ingoo0 xai rois pabn- 
Tais avroð% Tjcav yap TANO., kal nKodovOncay avrQ. 
ot Tpappareis xai oi Sapiato, ovres aùròv éaÜ(ovra pera 
TOY TEAWYOY Kal dápapreXdov, EXeyov Tois ua8nrais avrov Ti 
OTt META TOV TEeLWVOY Kal duapTwrav chici xal mweri; 17 Kal 
axovaas ó 'IgcoUs Néyes avroiss Où ypelav éxovow of ioxyvovres 
, ^ ^ laTpov, GAN oi Kaxas €xovres. 
> 

GAA dapaptwrovs, [cis perávoiav.] 

wer to forgive sins [he now addresses the para- 
ytic], I say unto thee, Arise, &c. The rore added 
before Aiye: in the mur paseage of Matth. 
rather hinders than helps the sense; and as 
baving no place in three MSS., the Pesch. Syr., 
and Hilary, may be suspected to have come 
from the margin, and to bave proceeded from 
certain Correctors, whose purpose it was to re- 
move a sort of inconvenience involved in the 
construction here, by making a new sentence 
commence after duaprías. Under these circum- 
stances, I have, with Rosenm., Kuin., Fritz., and 
Anger, pointed as above, because I am of opi- 
nion that the words coi A£ye were carried for- 
ward straight on from duaprias, the words 
Aéyes Tc) wWaoaXr. being merely an inserted 
notice of the Evangelist, —though not confined to 
the present but, as we have seen, common to 
Matthew and Luke. The general senso is as 
follows: * Ye object to my saying, Thy sins be 
ven thee, but which is easier to, &c.; but I 
will now take the latter mode, that, if I do not 

the words ádíwrTaí co: al duaprTía: cov 
thy sins be forgiven thee), ye may know that I 

bave the to forgive sins.” 
I still continue to retain, with all recent Edi- 

tors except Tisch. and Alf., the position &xi ris 
yn ádiévai, on the strongest external autho- 
"t confirmed by internal evidence. 

5. For xai éyévero, Tisch. and Alf. read xal 
yiverat, from B, L, and l cursive MS. — a 
reading worthy of attention, as having internal 
evidence in its favour ; but not of adoptton, unless 
on far stronger evidence, espec. considering that 
the idiom is. as far as 1 know, unp at 
leust in the New Test. and the Sept. 
— yoav yap—avtw] These words have been 

variously rendered. Most Commentators, after 
Grotius, take the xal for the relative ol, and 
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12 Kai 
7 25 

8 26 

9 27 

28 

10 29 

16 Kai 11 30 

12 3l 

oùe 9?jXÜov Kadécat Stxalovs, 13 82 
18 Kal 5cav ot paĝntaè 14 

render, ‘for there were many who had followed 
Levi, and had sat down to table with him.” But 
this involves a needless repetition; and it should 
rather seem that the aire is to be referred to 
Jesus, the sense being, ‘for there were many 
resent [in Levi's house], and they bad followed 
Tests into the house.’ Render: ‘for there were 
many who had followed him [i. o. Jesus], and 
sate down to table with him.’ So in the pas- 
sage of Luke: xai ny dyxAos Tekovwpy Todds, 
nai Ge, of yoay mer’ abray xatraxslpevos. 
By avrote understand * Jesus and his disciples.’ 

16. The Tí before ör: is cancelled by Tisch. 
and Alf, from B, L, and 4 cureives. Alf. re- 
gards the text. rec. as a ‘correction to make it 
inte tive, as in Matth. and Luke; but that 
it should have been done almost universally is 
incredible. More likely is it, that in those 6 
MSS. it is an alteration proceeding from Critics 
who stumbled at the unclassical construction 
EXsyov’ +l Sri, and so removed the Sr:—1 say 
un ical, as coming after £Aayyoy. When it ts so 
used (which is very rarely the case), it is only at 
the commencement of a sentence, and even then 
only in conjunction with ob», as in Lucian, Tim. 
8 28; for as to the of Strattis ap. Polluc. 
lii. 146, rí Ore Gowep oi oradiddpouar mpoavl- 
cracat ; there the true reading, as found in the 
most ancient of the MSS., and approved by the 
Editor Meinecke, is ri 900' Sowsp, which he 
might have confirmed from Xen. Mem. ii. 73, 
vi wort ic Tw, ipn, óTi, where that elegant 
writer kceps the ri and the dri as far as possible 
apart, and interposes the £d. 

17. The words sis u«Távoiay are cancelled by 
all the recent Editors as inserted from Luke, 
whence also inserted in Matt. ix. 13. See note 
there. Internal evidence is against them in both 
cases. 
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5. Ioávvov kal oi trav Papicaiwy vgarevovres ral &pyovrac xal 
33 Aéyovciw ait@ Aari ot pahta 'Ieávvov xai oi t Tàv Papi- 

ld 4 e A > , 

caíov vnotevovart, ot 66 col pabnrai ov vgaTevovat ; 
34 elmev avrois 6 I1«coüs My 9vvavras oi viol rod vupddavos, év 15 

19 Kai 

Q 6 vupdhios per abtav écrit, vnotevew; “Osov ypovov pef 
35 éavrðv čyovot Tov vupdiov, ov Ovvavra. vnotevev. % ÈNeú- 

covrat 5é nuépas Grav àamaph ar avrav 6 vuudos xal Tóre 
ynotevoovow * év èrem TH "juépa. ? [Kai] ovdels ériBanua 
páxovs ayvadou éemippamre èm. (pario madam et 88 us), alper 
TO TXjpoua avTod TO kawóv Tov Tadalod, Kal xeipoy oxiopa 

17 37 ‘ylweras. 22 Kai ovdels Bde olvov véov eig aoKxovs tTraXatovs’ 
ei 5é uÀ, proces 6 olvos ò véos TOs daxovs, Kal 6 olvos éexxetTas, 

18. For rv Papicaiwy, Griesbach, Fritz., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read ol Papi- 
catoi, from MSS. A, B, C, D, K, M, and several 
cursives, with the Syr. Vers. and some MSS. of 
the Vulg. The mistake probably arose from a 
var. lect. on ol $apicaio: at the latter part of 
the verse, and noted in the margin, being negli- 
gently brought in Aere by the Reviser of the 
text ext. 

I still continue to reject the reading a little 
further on, oi uaÜ0wrai trav Pap., instead of 
text. rec., of T&v ap., adopted by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf, on the authority of only 4 

SS., B, C, L, and 33, to which, however, I 
must add Lamb. 1179, and a MS. of Trin. Coll. 
(B. x. 16), collated by Mr. Scrivener; for, be- 
sides being very weak in external authority, it 
has internal evidence against it. It should 
seem that, from the omission of uaÜ0mgrai at 
the end of the verse in Cod. B and 2 others, 
the uaÜnrai was brought in here by the Re- 
viser, as coming in more forcibly,—but can- 
celled there on the authority of Luke v. 33, in 
order to prevent a tautol But the phra- 
ecology of Matth. differs not a little from that of 
Luke. 
— coi pabnrai] It is strange that almost all 

Commentators should take this col as a Dative 
for Genit. For although the Dative is used for 
the Genitive, both in the Scriptural and Classical 
writers, yet only under certain circumstances, 
which here do not exist. Fritz. rightly remarks, 
that many such passages are either corrupt, or 
wrongly understood. And he adds, that unless 
a Dative can depend on the idca included in the 
subst., or be inserted by the bye, or be a Dativus 
commodi, or the like, it cannot be coupled with a 
substantive. He very properly takes the col as 
the Nominative plural of ode, cù, adv. 

20. For éxelvacs ois nuépuis, I have now 
received the reading éxelun TH nuépa, since the 
external authority (to which 1 add 2 Lamb. and 
3 Mus. copies) for it is considerable, and internal 
evidence is quite in its favour. 

21. Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. cancel the «al; 
but I still pause; not, indeed, because the par- 
ticle *cannot be dispensed with;' for, in fact, 
good Greek composition would rather reject it: 
and hence it was cancelled by some Critics, and 
passed over by the ancient Translators, except 
the Ethiopic; though only because they did not 

perceive the force of the xai, which is used for 
the è of Matth. ; this being one of those cases 
(frequent in the New Test.) in which the simple 
«al is put where Class. writers either put nothing, 
or use some other particle. 
= rnb WAL arte on, equiv. to the 

éwtBadAa of Luke, ‘ clappeth on ;* both these, 
it would seem, terms of common life. I should 
say the same of the BáAA«c in the next verse, 
found also in Luke and John xiii. 5, but that it 
occurs in good writers (though of later Greek), 
euch as Arrian Epict. iv. 13, 12, olvoy Iva Bare 
eis rov wlBov. 

For iuarío wadats, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit luarioy 4ráXaior, from MSS. B, C, 
D, L; but I still retain the dative, with Griesb., 
Fritz., and Scholz; for the accus. seems adopted 
by the Critics from the parallel passage of Luke, 
without considering that there the preceding verb 
is éwiBddAer; though even there a few MSS. 
have the dative. I cannot find a single example 
=f the accus s E Fg ruis two, Nonn. 

ionys. iii. 25. ix. 3, and of the cognate Tpos- 
pé Te, Dio Cass. L. lxii. 7. Phryn. ap Bekk. 
Anecd. Dionys. Laert. vi. 91, i Tpocpá- 
Wat tw Tpíwwi.— The only other example I 
know of éwefp. is in Hesych. and Suid. in v. 
xáÜaarTos. 

In the words following there are two modes of 
reading, one adopted by Tisch. and Alf —by the 
latter, as being * the least conformed to Matth." 
All I can say is, that when we consider that 
there are two modes of reading, and each resting 
on very slender evidence, we can scarcely fail to 
trace in both the hand of critica! alteration with- 
out improvement. Here, at lesst, there is no 
case for change of Text. Of the two readings I 
should prefer that of Tisch. and Alf., which I 
find confirmed by two ancient Lamb. MSS., and 
the Trin. Coll. B. x. 16, of Scrivener, and 3 
Mus. copies. 

22. For ò olivos ixyetra: — dwodovrrat, 
Tisch. and Alf. read 6 olvot Touta: kai of 
&cxoi, as they allege, from B, L, and 102. But 
on close examination, I find the reading in wo 
one of them; but it is picked out of them all 
—4 procedure forbidden by sound criticism, be- 
cause it is next to resting the reading on con- 
jecture. 

The next words, xal ò olvos—dewoi, are can- 
celled by Tisch. and Alf., on the authority of D 
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kal oi aoko a7roNouvTas’ GAA olvoy véov cis AaKoUS kauwovs 19. 6. 
BAsrréov. 

% Kal éyévero, wapatropevecOas avrov èv rois caBBacs dca 1 1 
Tay aTropiv, xal Tjp£avro oi pa8srai avtod 060v Toiv TA- 
Aoyres TOUS aTáxvas. ?* Kal oi dapwato, éXeyov aùr “Ide! 2 2 
Tí 7010001». ev Tois od8Bacw, & o)k E€eott ; 25 Kat avTOs 

&Xeyev autoiss Ovdérote ávéyyere ti érroince Aavid, ßre ypeíav 3 3 
čoye xal émeivacev, auros xal oí per avTo0 ; ?9 mâs cioñAbev 

eis tov olxov ToU Oo), éri ABidbap [Tov] dpywpéws, xal rovs 4 4 

and 4 Latin copies. The MS. B, indeed, omits 
the last word, BAwr£oy, which is only to be ac- 
counted for by supposing that the Reviser of the 
text, stumbling at the harshness of the idiom, 
expunged it, meaning to have substituted for it 
Bene: (which the Reviser of the MS. D 
rougbt into his text of Luke viii. 28), but ne- 

glecting to do so—perhaps leaving an open space, 
which was never filled up. Instances of this 
sort occur not unfrequently in the more ancient 
MSS. Under these circumstances, though we 
may suspect that the confusion of readings, 
arising from the carelessness of scribes, and the 
headlong rashness of Critics, has deprived us of 
the means of coming to any certainty of text, yet 
this would seem no case that calls for change. 

24. iy rois odBBact] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. expunge the i», on the authority of A, B, 
C, D, M, and a few cursives, —an authority 
bardly sufficient to warrant its being placed 
within brackets, much less cancelled; for it is 
observable that Mark uses the i» at v. 23, but 
Matt. does not, nor at v. 5. 10—12, nor does 
Mark at i. 21. iii. 2. In iii. 2 and 4, it is absent 
from nearly all the MSS. In Luke vi. 2, it is 
doubtful. St. John, I believe, always uses it ; 
Josephus, I think, never. 

25. The aurde here is absent from B, C, D, 
L, was placed within brackets by Lachm., and 
removed. by Fritz, and by Tisch. in his first 
Edition, but restored in his second ; rightly ; for 
it is defended by the kindred pessage infra viii. 
29, and vi. 45. 47, and was only removed by 
over-nice Critics, who, from the same fastidious- 
Dess, removed the wae at v. 26. 

26. imi 'AfkáÜap roù ápxy.] The sense of 
this disputed passage (found only in Mark 
would seem to be, ‘during the High-priestho 
of Abiathar. But, from the e of the Old 
Test. alluded to (1 Sam. xxi. 5. it appears that, 
at the period when the circumstance here ad- 
verted to took place, Akimelech was High Priest ; 
and other passages show that Abiathar was son of 
Abimelech. To remove this difficulty, many me- 
thods have been pro Some suppose it to 
have been an error of memory on the part of the 
Evangelist—a view quite inadmissible. Several 
recent Commentators suppose that the Evan- 
gelist has followed the Rabbinical mode of cita- 
tion ; which consists in selecting some ponpa 
word out of each section, and applying the name 
to the section itself. So Rom. xi. 2, iv 'HAía, 
and Mark xii. 26, éwi rs Bárov. Thus the 
sense will be: * In that portion of the book of 
Samuel where the history of Abiathar is re- 
lated.’ But this is not permitted by the colloca- 

tion of the words; nor will ¿wi with the Genit. 
admit of such a signification. Neither is Abia- 
thar called a High Priest in 1 Sam. xxi. 2, seq. 
Others, again, think, that father and son had two 
names, and that the father was a/so called Abia- 
thar,—a solution manifestly made ‘for the 
nonce,’ and unded on no proof whatever. 
Equally gratuitous is the supposition of some, 
that Abiathar was the Sagan, or Deputy to his 
father Ahimelech, and is therefore styled High 
Priest. This, indeed, will not endure the severe 
historical touchstone applied to it by Fritz. Bp. 
Middleton, however, thinks that a great deal of 
learning and ingenuity have been employed to 
remove a difficulty which does not extst. This, 
he says, has arisen from imagining that the worda 
of St. Mark, explained in the obvious way, would 
mean, ‘in the priesthood of Abintbar;' a sense 
which, indeed, they will not admit. Without the 
Article, indeed (continues he), such would have 
been the meaning, as in acc. xiii. 42. Luke 
iii. 2, dw’ dpxseptey "Avva xal Kaipa. Dc- 
mosth. i. 250. Thucyd. ii. 2. In fact, nothing is 
more common in the Classical writers and in the 
Sept. ‘Now (argues the learned Prelate) in 
these examples the Article would imply, as in 
the case of Abiathar, that these persons were 
afterwards distinguished by their respective 
offices from others of the same name. And that 
the name Abiathar was not an uncommon ono 
among the Jews, is certain. And this might 
render the addition Tov dpy. natural, if not ab- 
solutely necessary.’ Thus the sense will be, that 
* this action of David was in the time of Abia- 
thar (as we should say, when he flourished), i. e. 
the noted person who was rds High 
Priest. So Luke iv. 27, ixi 'EA«ccaíov cov 
xpopirov, But this method of handling the 
question (which had already occurred to Zeger 
and Wets.) is rather evading than reinoviug the 
difficulty, whicb, after all the elaborate special 
pleading of Middl., still exists as much as before. 

grant what Mr. Alf. affirms, that no author 
would in an ordinary narrative think of desig- 
nating an event thus. But in endeavouring to 
settle the question, it is essential to ascertain the 
true reading as to the genuineness of the Article 
TOU. External evidence against the rou is con- 
siderable, espec. since to the 9 uncial and 3 cur- 
sive MSS. adduced by Alf., I am enabled to add 
all the Lamb. MSS. except one, and about half 
of the Mus. copies; and internal evidence is also 
against it, considering that it was more likely to 
be put in than put out. It might be, and pro- 
bably was, added by the ecribes, or even Critics, 
who, from the celebrity of Abiatbar, might bring 
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MARK II. 27, 28. III. 1, 2 

6. dprovs TS 7rpoÜéaeos éaryev, ods OUK éFeors Qaryeiv, el uÀ TOUS 

lepetiot, kat &Óexe xal rois avv avrQ over; ?! Kai ÉXeyev aù- 
Toi To aáffarov Sia tov avOpwirov éyévero, ovy 6 avOpwiros 

8 5 da Tò aáflBaroy. B" Nore Kupiws stev 6 Tids tov avôparrov 
xal Tov aa[3árov. 

9 6 

10 

in tho Article as called for; though not, as Mr. 
Alford asserts, for the of removing the 
difficulty, since of that there is no proof, nor, in- 
deed, any probability ; for it may fairly be su 

that these Critics would not have had su 
t talent to Kis ae so ingenious a oe 

r removing the difficulty as that proposed 
the lextuod Scholar aes aioa. Under 
these circumstances, and considering that all the 
modes first mentioned of removing the difficulty 
are either inadmissible or ineffectual, I am not 
disinclined to adopt the view taken by Beza long 
ago, and since his time by Jackson of Leicester, 

assenbergh, and others, according to which the 
words are regarded as originally a marginal Scho- 
lium, whence they crept into the text. Nor is 
this view without some authority, since the 
words have no place in the Cod. D and 2 MSS. 
of the Ital. Version, one of the 4th and the other 
of the 5th century. It should seem that the 
embarrassment here existing comes under the 
same category with that of Bapayíov at Matt. 
xxiii. 35, and '[epeuíov at Matt. xxvii. 9; and is 
to be removed only in the way that I have there 
suggested, which has, at least, this advantage, 
that it cannot be brought under that class of 
solutions which Mr. Alf. stigmatizes as *a vain 
attempt to heal over the difficulty.’ 

28. 6 Ylós Tov ávOpewov] Grotius, Cam 
bell, Wakefield, Kuinoel, and Fritz. strenuously 
contend that the sense here is not ‘ the Son of 
Man,’ but ‘a son of man." ‘ For (says Campbell) 
as the last words are introduced as a 
from what has been advanced, the Som GF ian 
here must be equivalent to men in the preceding, 
otherwise a term is introduced into the conclu- 
sion which was not in the premises. But this 
interpretation is liable to very serious objections. 
Suffice it to say, 1. that such a signification of 
Yiòs Tov dv. is unfounded in the New Test. ; 
and 2. that such a sense of «xvpsos no where 
exists either in the Sept., the writers of later 
Greek, or the New Test. In short, the inter- 
pretation can by no means be admitted, as intro- 
ducing, on insufficient gronna, a very strong 
expression; which might lead to a laxity of 
opinion and practice as to the observance of the 
Sabbath, such as our Lord could not mean to 
inculcate. Nor is it necessary so to interpret; 
for the Gore here may be not i/latice, but con- 
tinuative. Or, with Maldon., it may be con- 
sidered as complefive. This view is strongly con- 
firmed by the manner in which St. Luke intro- 
duces the words. Besides, the new interpreta- 
tion is negatived by tho xal (even) of the present 

; which has great force, and implies (as 
Doddridge justly observes) that ‘the Sabbath 
was an institution of high importance ; and ma 
perhaps also refer to that signal authority whic 
Christ, by the ministry of his Apostles, should 

III. ! Kal eiofjA0e máMw eis T)v cuvaywyny, kai tw éxet 
7 &yÜperros éEnpaypévny yov T)» xeipa: ? xai maperýpovv aù- 

exert over it, in changing it from the seventh to 
the first day of the ' We may add, that 
this was a delicate way of claiming to be the 
MESSIAH, as in the words uttered 

In short, the reasoning seems 
as the Sabbath was an institution intended for 
the benefit of man (and not man for the ob- 
servance of the Sabbath), the relaxation of the 
strict observance of it might, in some extreme 
cases, be justified, as in that of David, and in 
this of his disciples. Or, if that were not the 
case, that Fis countenance and permiesion were 
a sufficient sanction, for the Messiah is Lord 
over all creation, as granted to man, and of all 
that, like the Sabbath, is made for man's good, — 
to dispense with the strict observance of it when- 
over he shall see fit. 

IIT. 1. The ri before cuva ùv is cancelled 
by Tisch. and Alf, from Mss. B and 102, 
though retained by Lachm.; and rightly, not 
only from the utter inadequacy of authority 
against it, but because it is required by what we 
read supra i. 2l], xai edOéwe Tore cáBfaciw 
slosX0Ày els Thv cvvayey))» (the one at Ca- 
pernaum) idíóacxe. Alf., indeed, regards it as 
an insertion from Matth. and Luke; but surely 
it is more likely to have been omitted by acci- 
dent in two copies, than to have been interpolated 
in all the rest. The rj» before ixa? is by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf cancelled, on the authority of 
one MS. only, the B: and Alf. sets it down as 
an insertion from Luke. But why not from 
Mark? The word was, however, more likely to 
be omitted in one copy, owing to the variation of 

ition of the word (as we find from A and 
others), than to have been interpolated in all the 
rest. Perhaps Mark wrote xal ixa? rjv. 

For é&npaupéivny, the Cod. D has Eno&r; 
but Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. retain iEwp., 
though at v. 3 they adopt ted», from that samo 
MS., stren thened. by b. , L, and one or two 
cursives. But éEnp. is confirmed by the circum- 
stance of the word being used in the Sept. (as 
9 Kings xiii. 4. Hos. ix. 16, rae pitas airov 
tEnpdvOn. Prov. xvii. 22, Enpalverat Tà oca, 
and Act. Thom. § 48), though not in the Class. 
writers, except in the Pseudo-Phal. Ep. 13, 
Ao: 68 Ges &EnpdvOncay (where the con- 
struction is the same as at Hos. ix. 16), but that 
is Greek of a far later date than that of the 
N. T. As respects the reading Enpa», it arose, 
I suspect, from the Critical Revisers, who thus 
brought in a Classical, instead of Hellenistic 
Greek term. Suffice it to refer to /Eschyl. Sept. 
696, Enpote óuuaci,—espec. Eurip. El. 239, ov« 
oby opas nou Caper óíuas. Perhaps, too, they 
more readily adopted it because of its being 
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Tov, eb Tors odBBact Oeparrevoes 
avroU. ? Kal Xéye. TQ àvÜpevre TQ eEnpayméevny čyovre Tijv 
xetpay “Eryetpar ets TO pécoy. 
rois aaBBacw ayaborotjcat,  Kxaxorothoa; yuyny caca, 
jj amroxreivas ; oi 68 éovarwv. 5 Kal eptBreyrdpevos aùroùs 
per’ Opyns, avXXviroUuevos éri TH Tapedce Tis Kapdias avTav, 
Aéye, TQ avOpwra “Exrewvov Tv yeipd aov. Kal éférewe, 

dTrokareoTáÓn 7j yelp avro0 vyusjs [ós 9 ån.) 9 Kai 4 M Kai 1 
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avTOv, iva Katnyopicwow 12. 6. 

4 Kai reyes avrois: “Ekeots i 

ow 
13 

é£eXBóvres oi Sapisato, evbéws perà tov ‘Hpwdiavev cupBov- 14 
lov ÈTOLOUV KAT avToU, OTTWS AÙTÒV 

found in the Hel passages of Matthew and 
Luke sine v. 1" Not at all likely is it that Mark 
should first have used the Adject. and then the 
Participle; and of the two it is more probable he 
should use the Participle, as being the Hel- 
lenistic idiom, and more forcible than the Ad- 
ject., as will appear from the fine metaphor of 
our English JEschylus: * Behold, mine arm is 
like a blasted sapling, wither'd up.” 

2. wapernpovvy] Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
TaprTrnpourro, from MSS. A, C, D, A, and a 
few cursives; though Tisch. 2 restores maperh- 
povr, perhaps because there is far more external 
authority for it. He might as well have abided 
by his first course; for internal evidence is 
Father in its favour, from the uncommorness of 
this Middle form used as a Deponent. Though 
the same is found in Luke xiv. 1, sine v. 1., as 
also in Acts ix. 24, in most of the best MSS. 
It no where occurs in the Sept., and, I think, 
only once in the Class. writers, viz. Dio Cass. 
P 702. Alf. thinks that the reading was brought 

from Luke vi. 7. But only comparatively 
few copies have it there, nor would they be 
likely to bring in so unusual an idiom. It is 
pretty certain that this Mid. Deponent form was 
used by Luke vi. 7. xiv. 1. Acts ix. 24, also by 
Paul, Gal. vi. 10. Yet Luke uses the active 
form iu his Gospel, xx. 20. So Mark may have 
used it here; but there is very insufficient evi- 
dence that he did. On the Tore of the word 
itself see my Lex. inv. There may seem to be 
here and in Luke a slight discrepancy between 
this account and Matthew's. But, in fact, the 
circumstances are independent of cach other, 
and may both have taken place. First, it should 
seem, the Pharisees watched to see what Jesus 
would do. And, when it seemed doubtful 
whether he would go and heal the cripple, they, 
to entrap him in Fis words, propounded a pre- 
tended question of conscience, — whether it was 
lawful to heal on the Sabbath-day ? Our Lord, 
however, knowing the evil motive which prompted 
their inquiry, vouchsafed no answer to it,—but 
proceeded immediately, in contempt of their 
treacherous plot, to heal the man; and after- 
wards (as was customary with the Jewish dis- 
putants) replies to a question by another ques- 
tion. 

4. ifiori Tois odBBacw ayabowr. 9) xaxow.) 
By inte ion (far more pointed and significant 
than the mere declarative form) our Lord thus 
answers question by question (as it is said in the 

of Luke, ixepwrhow Duas Ti, &c.) ; 80 
eaving themselves to decide the point. By the 

aTroAéa oct. 

expression aya8oro:joas headverts to the healing 
of the cripple; and by xaxoToiijca: to the designs 

inst his own life, which the Pharisees were 
plotting even on the Sabbath. This appeal (as 
we find from the of Matthew) our Lord 
made the stronger by the apt t//ustration of an ox 
or an ase fallen into a pit on the Sabbath-day; 
from which he draws the inference, * How much 
then is a man better than a sheep? Wherefore it 
is lawful to do on the Sabbath-days." 

5. mar’ pyne) It is not necessary here to 
discuss, with Commentators, the question, whether 
our Lord really felt anger, or not; or what is the 
true definition of anger; for the word pyh does 
not here denote , but (as sometimes in the 
Class. writers) tzdignation, and, in the case of 
our Lord, & righteous indignation; & view con- 
firmed by the word following, cvAXvaroupmavor, 
*being grieved in mind’ thereat; which was, no 
doubt, meant to qualify dpyne, intimating that 
with the trdignation was mingled concern and 
grief at the sad fate reserved for his adversaries, 
Comp Matt. xxiii. 37. See more in my Lex. in 
v. ovAAuR. 

The term waépwoie (from verb arepóc, and 
that from wapor, ‘a hard substance,’ especially 
of skin) signifies prop. induration, or ‘a state of 
hardness, such as that of the skin, or fibres of 
the flesh ; but in the New Test. it bears only the 
figurative sense, as applied to the hardness of the 
heart by obdurate impenitence, as here and Eph. 
iv. 18. Rom. xi. 15. 
— bytes we N dÀÀn] These words, absent 

from 6 uncial MSS., and not a fgw others, have 
been with reason cancelled by all the recent 
Editors, as introduced from the parallel 
of Matthew and Luke. 1t is true that this use 
of áTox. without any adjunct involves a certain 
harshness; but such is found once elsewhere in 
this very Evangelist, infra viii. 25, xai éwroinoay 
aùrtòv dvaBrXiWat’ kal áxoxavraoáOn, ‘he was 
restored to the use of his sight. Moreover, that 
the word is so used by Hippocr., as it is also in 
the Sept. and the later Greek writers, to denote 
being restored from sickness to health, I have 
already shown. Comp. | Kings xiii. 6. 
— awexatecraOn, edited by Lachm., Tisch., 

and Alf., from 9 uncial and 24 cursive MSS. (to 
which I could add several of the most ancient 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), is probably the ge- 
nuine reading. The double Augment is frequent 
in the most ancient copies. 

6. ovußoúňiov éroiove] This phrase, recur- 
ring at xv. 1, but no where else found either in 
the New Test. or in the Sept., would seem to 
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7 Kai ó 'IgaoUs aveywpnoe peta TOv pabyrav abro i Tpóc 
LE 7 Tv Oddaccay xai Todd mhlos amò rìs Tadsdalas TjkoXo0- 

0gcav aùr, Kai amò tis lovóaías, 9 xal amò ‘Iepocodtpwr, 
xai amo tis "[Soupaias, xai Tépav ToU lopóávov: xal oi Trepi 
Tupov xai 3dava, mlos TroX), àxovcavres dca moist, 7AOov 

apos aùróv. ? Kai elme trois uaÜwrais avro, iva TXoispwov 
qpeakaprepíi avt@, Sia TOv ÜyXov, iva uù Oj Bwow  avróv. 

19 10 zoXXoUs yàp éÜepámevaew core EmiTrimre avTQ, va avTod 
18 dypwvrat, oor elyov uáarvyas. 11 Kal Tà avevpata TÀ axd- 

be * Aem yd ——— Ades E ovp- 
vA. ¿Aaßov (which occurs in the parallel pas- 
— of Matt. xii. 14), of which five exx. may be 
seen in Ducange's Gloss. Med. and Inf. Grec. 
in v., of which the most to the present pu 
is Pseudo-Joannes Theol. in Comm. de Jesu 
Christo, cupBovArov éwolncay " Avvas xal Kaia- 
pas. It may, however, be a Latinism formed 
on consiliari and conspirationem moliri, on which 
sce Ducange, Gloss. Med. and Inf. Latinit. 
As respects the reading here edited by Tisch. 
and Alf., from B, L, and 5 cursives of the same 
family, namely, écidovy—I believe it to be a 
mere error of the scribes for iwoiovy, since I 
cannot find the slightest vestige of any such 
idiom, which, indeed, would be altogether unac- 
countable in the New Test. The words in 
question might easily be confounded with each 
other in the Uncial Greek character. I suspect 
the blunder to have been committed by the 
writer of the archetype of the Cod. B. The 
genuineness of éwroiouy is attested by copies of 
the Italic Version of the 5th century, and the 
Lamb. copy of the Vulg. prob. of the 7th cen- 
tury. Lachm. has, I find, here shown more 
than usual discretion i rejecting this critical 
tit-bit, though proffered by the tempting hand of 
his favourite B. 

7. dvex. xao Internal evidence is quite in 
favour ot the reading dy. els, adopted by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., from D, P, and about 12 cur- 
sives—to which I add 6 ancient Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. "This is confirmed by the reading rapa : 
but those were not glosses on, but corrections of 
style, made wif} some reason, inasmuch as when 
the place tc is so indefinite as a sea, rods 
is more p ie els. And here we — 
suppose that our was going to any icular 
rad st the sca-coast, which Gould have made 
els quite proper, as at John vi. 17, els Kasp- 
vaovu. All that our Lord probably intended 
was, to reach some point of the ses-coast where 
he might take boat, and clude the pursuit of his 
enemies by crossing over to some point on the 
other side of the water. Thus pòs here signi- 
fies towards, in the direction of. Comp. vi. 45, 
awpos Bi Ocaiddy. If this view be well founded, 
it will follow that the other reading, wapa, is a 
false correction. 
— fjkoXosÜ yas», for hxotov8neay, adopted by 

Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, has considerable, 
though not sufficient authority to warrant the 
alteration, espec. as internal evidence is adverse. 
The aire just after, cancelled by Tisch. and 
Alf., from only 4 uncial MSS., was probably lost 
by the variety of position, and the coufusion 

which exists in the MSS, Lachm. retains aùr 
within brackets. 

8. awo Trjs '1óovu.] A country only mentioned 
in this one of the New Test. It lay to 
the south-east of Palestine, along the great val- 
ley of El Arabah, which extends from the Dead 
Sea to the Gulf of Akabah on the Red Sea, up- 
wards of 200 miles, and of which Petra was the 
capital. It is often mentioned in Joseph., but 
so that the boundaries seem very indefinite (sce 
Jos. Ant. xiii. 9, 1. xv. 7,9), the reason of which 
is, that during the Jewish captivity the [dumsrans 
had taken possession of the southern parts of 
Palestine as far as Hebron, and were probably 
afterwards never quite dispossessed of it; so that 
even in the time of Josephus, and of our Lord, 

rt, more or less, of this region of Judæa was 
included in Idumæa. See Jos. Ant. xii. 8, 6, 
and B. J. xiii. 9. On the country erally, 
sce Robins. Bibl. Res. vol. ii. p. 506—580, espec. 
p. 555, 

The punctuation which I have adopted, 'Iop- 
óávov' 1s, I —— preferable to that of 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, who, in pointing as 
they have done, were deceived by not discernin 
the dense brevity of the wording, which is we 
filled up by Fritz. thus: * quin [dissitis] Tyri et 
Sidonis regionibus gestarum a Jesu rerum fama 
homines eum compulit; though too para- 
phrastically, yet so as faithfully to represent the 
sense. oi wepi T. xai X are meant, not 
the inhabitants of those cities, but those inhabit- 
ing the ueOdpra mentioned at vii. 24, meaning 
the con to sea-ward ; as is clear from the 

ralle of Luke vi. 17, 75s wapaXlou 
vpov xai Lidavos. Comp. Thucyd. vi. 2, 

oixouy Qoíyikec we pi (circum, circa) wasay Thy 
XiwsAíap, where see my note. 

9. va arAoiápioy ?rpogxaprtpt] avro] * that 
a boat (meaning a row-boat, such as was used 
for fishing) should attend on him, be in readi- 
ness for his use, when necessary. It was to be 
provided ıd tov xov, ‘on account of the 
crowd, —namely, that they might not thron 
him. Comp. Luke viii. 45, of óxXAoi — 
oe kai a&woOXiBove:, and Lucian, Nigr. 13, 
OXiBwv kal oravoywpav dwravtwyras. The 
term arpocx., as said of a person, is not unfre- 
quent; but as used of a thing (as here catackres- 
tiè), it is so rare, that I know of no other ex- 
ample. It probably was an idiom of the ordi- 
nary Greek (perbaps Provincial) of common 

e. 
10. nácriyas] Meaning such grievous dis- 

orders as are cmphatically a sore affliction (or, 
according to the literal sonso of the word, 
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Üapra, órav avrov t éÜeope, mpocémirrey aire xai expate, E 

1? Kal T0XAÀ érer(ua 
13 Kai avaBaive: eis 12 

TÒ Ópos, Kat mposkaheîrat ods Tj0eXev avTOs* kai dnrijA0ov pos 
1$ Kal émoimae Swdexa, iva dai per avrov, kai iva 13 

dToGTÉANA avrov; Kknpvccew, 5 kal &yew éfovaíay Oeparrevew 
Tas vógovs, kal éxBáXXew Tà Sapoviar 16 kal éréOnxe TO 14 

17 xat "IaxwBov rov toù ZeSedaiov, kai 

"Iwdyyny tov aderdov tod "IaxwBou (xai éréOnnev avrots óvó- 
15 pata Boavepyés, © stiv, viol Bpovris') 18 kai "Avdpéav, xai 

scourge) to the sufferers; implying, however, 
that they are the salutary correctiuns of God 
See Heb. xii. 4—11. 

ll. +a Tveúpara Tà áxá0.] Meaning per- 
sons possessed with unclean spirits (i. e. demons, 
ece on Matt. x. 1), the latter being spoken of in 
the person of those possessed by them. It is no 
wonder that this mode of speaking should be 
used, inasmuch as the persons so possessed were 
in reality not their own masters. The use of 
óTav with the Indic. is occasionally found else- 
where in the N. T., but usually mixed with va- 
riety of reading, which cannot satisfactorily be 
accounted for on the theory propounded. Be 
that as it may, the most ancient mode of writing 
was or’ dy, which I find in all the more ancient 
MSS. of the Lamb. and Mus., also of the MSS. 
of Thucyd. and of Josephus by me collated. 
Whether the idiom was used by the writers of 
the N. T. is doubtful; but the probability is 
that it teas. 
— 0eape.}] MSS. B, C D, G, L, A, and 7 

cursives (to which I could add a few ancient 
Lamb. and Mus. copier), have £@ewpouy, which 
is edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.,—perhaps 
rightly, since internal evidence is in its favour, 
from the circumstance of its being more agree- 
able to the character of St. Mark's Greek. O 
course, the reading mpocix:arov, which I find 
in many Lamb. and Mus. copies, stands on the 
same footing, as also éxpaZov just after. 

12. $avtpóv avvór| Most of the ancient 
MSS. (including all the Lamb. ones except one, 
and most of the Mus. copies) have pav. airy, 
which is edited by all the recent Editors, whom 
I have now followed, since this reading is sup- 

rted by Matt. xii. 16, in all the copies; and it 
is not likely that the order should have been 
ehanged for the purpose of suiting the order 
there. Mr. Alf, indeed, retains the ordinary 
reading, pronouncing the other to be a “ trans- 
position for emphasis.” The emphasis, bow- 
ever, may be doubted ; and one cannot see why 
emphasis should be introduced in & plain nar- 
ration. I should rather denominate Mr. Alford's 
reading a transposition for grammatical propriety, 
and for neatness, considering that in a phrase of 
this kind it is more agreeable to neat composi- 
tion to dissever the Adj. from the verb with 
which it forms a phrase. Of more importance, 
however, is it to state, that the phrase, as used 
of a person, no where else occurs, and may have 
been one of Provincial Greek. As died of & 
thing it occurs, though rarely, in the later Greek 
writers, as /Elian and Herodian. 

VoL. I. 

The reading wo:wor just after, adopted by 
Tisch. and Alf., from 3 uncials and 6 cursives 
(to which I can only add Trin. Coll. Camb. B, 
x. 16), is worthy of attention, but not of reception. 

14. irons ‘appointed.’ As in Apoc: i. 6, 
Kat éwoinosy Nuas BaciXsis kal lepeis To Oro, 
and sometimes in the later Classical writers. So 
the Hebr. mop in ] Sam. xii. 6, and sometimes 
the Latin fucere, as in Cicero pro Plancio, 4. 
[Comp. Matt. x. 1. Luke ix. 1.] 

15. Ospaweverv—xai] The words are can- 
celled by Tisch. and Alf, on the authority of 
B, C, A, 102, and the Copt. Version; but re- 
tained by Lachm., rightly ; though internal evi- 
dence is rather against the words, considering 
that they may have been interpolated from Luke 
ix. l, and the position they occupy in the 
‘Ethiopic Version, the very same as in Luke, 
strengthens the suspicion. They could not well 
have been omitted by accident. Nevertheless, 
the vast weight of external authority, confirmed 
by all the Versions, except one of mean note, 
forbids their removal, and does not justify their 
being bracketed. 

16. On more mature consideration, I am now 
very doubtful whether the words wrpwrov Zi- 
pova, which I, with many eminent Critics, in- 
serted, though in small characters, are genuine. 
Very slender is the support they derive from ex- 
ternal authority, and internal evidence is against 
them. The reading is probably no more genuine 
than that of B and C, which insert xai éxoince 
Tous éwéexa, both seeming to be no more than 
two modes of getting rid of the difficulty arising 
from an obscure brevity, and a negligence in 
compe wlan, for what, more correctly expressed, 
would have been Zíuwva, d ixáðnxa ov. II. 
Rimilar instances present themselves in Acts v. 
36. l Tim. v. 21. John vii. 35. 

17. Boavepyés] From the Hebr. wn 193, tho 
Sheva at 3 being, as Lightf. points out, expressed 
in Aramaic by oa ; and certainly in Syriac and 
Arabic wn signifies thunder, as derived, I ima- 
gine, from the Hebr. wn, streputt, — some- 
times applied to thunder. That the Latin repo 
was, we know from the fine line of Sil. Ital. 
xv. 145, “ Per subitum moto strepuere tonitrua 
mundo;" which may remind one of Addison's 
equally fine ** Oh! for a peal of thunder that 
would make | Earth tremble.” The persons 
in question seem so called not only from their 
impetuous spirit (see Luke ix. 54. Mark ix. 
88. x. 37), but from thcir powerful delivery 
in preaching. So the correspondent terms in our 
own language are used by our —— writers to de- 
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19. 11. ŽAurrov, nat BapÜoXopatov, xat MarÜatov, xai Gepáv, xai 
"IdxwBov tov ToU ’Addaiov, xai Oaddaiov, xai Zipova Tov 
Kavavirny, 9 xal 'Iov0av 'Iaxapwrrnv, òs kai trapédwxev avróv. 

20 Kal épyovras eis otkow kai avvépxerat Tad ÓyXos, ÖSTE 

pn SvvacOa avro); * unòè áprov aye. 21 Kat ákovcavreg 

oi wap avTo), cEnrOov xparijaa, avrov". eXeyov yap, Ste éEéary. 
24 

note the force of impetuous eloquence; and such 
is the use of tonare in Latin, as in Cicero's 
* Oratio fulgurans et fonans." It should seem 
that our Lord speaks thus by way of anticipation, 
and to encourage the sons of Zebedee to use their 
great power of voice and intonation, which would 
make their zeal cffectual to carrying on the work 
of the Gospel home to the hearts of those whom 
they should address in preaching 

. Before óxyAos Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
prefix ô, from A, B, D, L, A, and 4 other MSS., 
to which I add 1 Lamb. and 3 Mus. copies, to- 

ther with Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17, collated 
y Mr. Scriv. Internal evidence is rather in 

favour of the ó. But though the máy con- 
tinuative seems to involve, as I have before said, 
& resumption of narration, probably from supra 
ii. 2, it will not follow that the Article should be 

,—espec. since, from the distance of time, the 
multitude assembled could scarcely be the same. 

For text. rec. usas (probably an error of 
scribes), I have, with Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
received undi, from strong external authority, 
confirmed by internal evidence, the sense me 

idem being very suitable to the context. It 
place in all the most ancient Lamb. and 

zu copies, as also in Trin. Coll. Camb. B, 
x 

21. xal dxotcavrss—aitrdév] Thero are here 
several points of inquiry n to be deter- 
mined in order to tho settling of the true import 
of these words, which have been variously ex- 
plained. Ono thing has been satisfactorily made 
out,—namely, that the persons meent by the oi 
wap avTov are our Lord's kinsmen resident at 
Nazareth; who, it seems, when they had heard 
what bad taken place at Capernaum, went over 
thither, in order that they might restrain him 
from utter neglect of himself as to the ordinary 
requirements of nature, and unmeasured sacrifico 
of himself to the demands of duty. This sense 
of of wap’ aitou, scil. dvrae, confirmed by the 
By. Vulg., and Euthym., is called for by the 
rcumstances of the narrativo, and uu by 

the usus di of Hellenistic Greek, according 
to which elvai rapa Tivos signifies ‘to be of the 
same nation, or family, —as in Susanna v. 33, 
ixdawov dà ol wap’ ab 5c, the same just 
before mentioned as her nts and * kinsfolk’ 
(cvyysveis), exactly as here the mother and 
kinsmen of Jesus. So also Jos. Ant. i. 10, 5, 
wepiréuverat (Abraham) xal wavres ol wap’ 
avTov. It is scarcely n to remark, tbat 
«parca: may well denote merely friendly ear- 
nestness, as in 2 Kings iv. 8. Mark ix. 27. We 
are now enabled to fix the sense of the only re- 
maining expression, that denoting why they had 
done as they had,—namely, because they thought 
and said * He is beside himself,’ * scarcely in his 

15 22 Kad oi Tpappareis oi amò ‘Iepocodvpov karafávres éXeyor 

right mind’ (by an ellipse. of rou vov, or T&v 
Qptviv, sometimes expressed), evidertly a fami- 
liar form of expression, and consequently not to 
be pressed on, but only ae that a person is 
transported too far, his mind thrown off its ba- 
lance b — ap and vehemence E 

irit. at this is a familiar expression, to 
undeestood with due to the circumstances 
of the case, is confirmed by the fact, attested by 
— that a phrase corresponding to éfíeTy, 
and taken with the same modification of mean- 
ing, frequently occurs in the Rabbinical writers, 
And surely when we consider that our Lord had 
been lately going the way, as we should say, to 
destroy himself, it is not surprising that his rela- 
tives should, as they naturally might, form such 
an inference as that &bove pointed out, without 
being thought to have used an expression of 
harshness or indecorous hastiness. And though 
they did not (as we leam from John vii. 4) 
believe in hie Divine mission, they were doubt- 
less alive to the feelings of nature. Mr. Alf. is 
at liberty to render as he does, ‘he is mad,’ but 
not to ascribe this rendering to our j 
Version, since it is xot there used. This ‘strong- 
est senso the term will bear’ is, he thinks, re- 
quired by the fact, that his relations had doubt- 
less heard of the charge of his having a devil, 
which he thinks “had been going on for some 
time.” But sinco the Blessed Virgin must ne- 
cessarily be included in the ol wap avrou, is it 
not indecorous to asoribe such an expression to 
her, and profane to bolster up a vain fancy of his 
own, by taking for granted that so horrible an 
imputation could have dwelt on her pure mind; 
irri as she had so recently viewed one at least 
of his miracles, John ii.—which miracle, as ap- 
pears from v. 5 of that chap., was no other than 
what she contemplated and expected ? 

Finally, the use of the term é£5A0o», not 
fjA0o», confirms my opinion that the family went 
from Nazareth to Capernaum ; for should we 
suppose that they were then at Capernaum—and 
indeed we read at John ii. 12, of a short visit 
that they mado there—yet, to render ‘set out” is 
scarcely warranted, and would involve great 
harshness. They had heard reports, pe ex- 
aggerated, of the events recorded supra v. 7—I1, 
and, alarmed for tho safety of their illustrious 
Kinsman, went forthwith to Capernaum, in order 
to take measures for his security. courso, 
this implies tho intervening of two or three days 
between what has been recorded and the arrival 
of the family. But there is nothing to forbid 
that in the circumstance of the narrative com- 
mencing at xai dxovcavres, since there is thero 
no 8 (os note of — 

. ol 'oaupaeis ol àv . karaá&rrss "Ie 
Of course, the P. are to 
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"Ort BeeXteBoUX yet, ral ötri ev TQ üpyxovri TOv Satpoviov 12, 11. 
éxdAXe, Tà Satpova. 23 Kai TpoakaXecápevos avtovs èv 25 
mapaßorais &A«yev ajrois" Ils úvaraı Xaraváe Xaraváv 
éxBáXXew ; * Kai éàv Bacela èp éavri» pepicO9, ov 5U- 
vara, otabyvas 1j BaciXeia. èren 
pepuaOr, ov Svvarat otabjvar 9 oixla exelyn % xal ei 6 Xa- 
tavas avéorn è$’ éavróv kai pepépioTat, t ov Stvaras otabjvat, 
&XXà Tédos Eyer. 27 *'AXX ov Suvatas ovdels TA KEM ToU 
isyupod, eicedOav eis T)» oixíav avtod, Siaprdoat, éày ps) 

17 

25 kal éàv oixia èp éavrzv 
26 18 

29 21 

22 

qrpárov Tov ioyupòv Ores kai TOTE THY oixiay avroU Guaprráaet. 
28 Aum Xéyo úpiv, Ste Távra adeOjcerar rà dpaptypata 31 
Tois viois TOV avOparayv, Kal ai Braodnula doas dv Bracdn- 
pyowow 2 ôs È av Braodnunon cis tò IIveüua tò dywv, 
oun eye dieaw eis Tov aiQva, AAN Évoxós otw aiwviou $ xpi- 

are espec. mentioned by Matthew ; and that Mark 
meant to include them isclear from comparison 
with ii. 16. In here using xarafáyras, as infra 
vii. l, dA0óvr«s, Mark meant to intimate that 
the Pharisees had come from Jerusalem, pro- 
bably deputed by the heads of the Sanhedrim to 
watch our Lord's proceedings. 

23. iv *apafjoXais iAcyey abTois] Meaning, 
in a widely qualified sense of the expression, that 
* he addressed them in a parabolical mode of in- 
struction,’ as regards the use of comparisons and 
examples derived from things known and fami- 
liar to them, in order to teach things less known 
and comperstively obscure. In recording, how- 
ever, this address, the Evangelists slightly differ. 
The statement of Mark is somewhat compressed, 
and one argument, adduced in Matt. xii. 27, 28, 
is not introduced. For greater clearness and 
force, Mark brings in first the argument which 
Matthew places last. He propounds the 
argument, ‘ How can Satan supposed to cast 
himself out?’ and then illustrates the absurdity 
of so supposing, by a reference to the case of an 
earthly kingdom (Matthew adds, stale), or even 
of a family, considered as a petty form of civil 

ernment. In the passage of Matthew the plan 
is the reverse ; and, after noticing the sure effect 
of disunion in utter instability, the speaker ar- 
gues thus, * So also (xai) if Satan,’ &c. In the 

of Mark, in addition to instability, we have 
ruin, r£Aos £x, ‘comes to an utter end.” Mark 
waves what is said at Matt. v. 90 (where see my 

te) as less necessary. But at v. 30, Mark sub- 
joins to Matthew's account those few, but 
weighty words, čr: —¥xs, thus pointing out the 
true ground and import of tho foregoing awful 
denunciation. 

25. For ĝúvaraı, Óvrjcara: is read by Tisch. 
and Alf., from MSS. B, C, L, A, and a few copies 
of tbe Vulg. ; while Lachm. retains dvvara:,— 
very properly, since dusjc. is destitute of com- 
petent authority, and is manifestly either a gloss 
or a false correction. The same remark applies 
to the orjva: for crabjvac, the latter retained 
by Lachm. It recurs at v. 27; and it is unlikely 

t Mark should have used two different forms 
so near together. 

27. For où àóvaTa: ojdsis, I now read àAÀ' 

où dbv. où. For this there is considerable ex- 
ternal authority, confirmed by the Versions; and 
internal evidence is in its favour. The same re- 
mark sprue to the ai inserted at v. 28, which 
Mr. Alf. now admits. It was probably absorbed 
by the a: preceding,—a case of frequent oceur- 
rence. The change in position just after has 
considerable authority in its favour; but I can 
only add Seriv. Ph and internal evidence is 
rather against it, from its being probably a cor- 
rection of style by the Critics. The o Mr. 
Alf. terms a simplification, but how, I would say, 
e — for; — One — ra- 

er it the si. mode of placing the words, 
which was more Tike! to have been adopted in 
the simple diction of Mark than the other. As 
to the boa for Seas, edited by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., from 5 uncial and 2 cursive copies (to 
which I can add no Lamb. or Mus. copy), internal 
evidence may be in its favour; and ócas may 
be, as Alf. thinks, a grammatical correction ; but 
rather than suppose our Evangelist to have left 
so glaring a piece of bad grammar, I would sup- 

se, that, in the very few MSS. that have Sec, 
1t arose from an error of scribes, who often con- 
found terminations, and have little re to 
concords. Had not dc. come immediately after 
BXacd., though after a separation of two or 
three words, one might have thought that the 
neuter had been intentionally used, in order to 
refer generically to both the antecedents. 

29. GXacd. els rò IIrevua rò dy.) See note 
on Matt. xii. 31. A similar mode of expression 
occurs in Josephus, Bell. ii. 8, 9, BAacdnusiv 
els TovTo, i. e. the name of Moses. 

For xpíosws, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit. 
duapTüuaToe, from B (C 1 app), L, 2 cur- 
sives, with the Ital. and Vulg., Copt., and Armen. 
Versions. But the thing involves a matter of 
doubtful disputation. f course, considerin 
that external authority is so decidedly for xpí- 
osws, the other reading ought, if received, to 
have internal evidence quite in its favour. Let 
us consider whether this be seo or not. Mr. Alf. 
regards xploews as ‘a correction for the unusual 
expression duapr.' And it is true that duapr. 
may seem justified, if not called for, by a well- 
known — of criticism. But that canon docs 
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12. 8. cews. 9? ore EXeyor mveüua àxáÜaprov eye. 31 "Epxovrat 

46 19 ody toi dderdol xai ù) pntnp tatrod, kai éfo éoTóres ar- 
dotTevAay mpòs avTov, þwvoŭvres atrov. 9? Kal ékdÜyro ÓxyXos 

47 20 wept avTOv elmov 86 aitg@ ‘Idov, 9) typ cov kai oi áóeXeooi 
48 21 cov é£o Gyroval ae. 33 Kal árrexpiün avrois, Xéyov Tis éarw 
49 7) pýTnp pov 1) oi adeAgpoi pov; 9* Kal qrepigXevrápevos koxXco 

toù wept avrov xaÜnuévovs, Aéyev “Ide 5) uýTnp pov xai oi 
50 dBeXdo( pov. “Os yap dy moron tò OédAnpa tov O cob, obros 

aderdos pou kal aderpy pou kai pýTnp éai. 
13. 1V. 1 Kal rddw jptaro Siddoxew mapà thy Oddaccar kal 
2 4 own Tpós aùròv bydos Todds, orte aùròv éufávra eis 

not apply to what is utterly unprecedented ; which 
is the case with alwmoy duáprnua, an expres- 
sion no where else found. Fo: while in the 
New Test. we have {wi alwv. and óA«0pos 
alwy., 2 Thess. i. 9, as also wip alov., yet no 
where there have we alwyv. dudpryua, whereas 
xplors alwy. does occur, or at least its equiv. 
xptua alwy., in Heb. vi. 2. Still the difficulty 
meets us, Àoto to account for the introduction of 
duapriu. To suppose, as I have heretofore 
done, that thie was an alteration proceeding from 
certain early Critice, whose purpose it was to 
complete the antithesis, involves no im lity, 
considering the character of the Revisers of the 
texts of MSS. B, D, L; yet it is not altogether 
convincing. Arca d am now inclined to 
ee — nat e true reu and 
«plc. a o ing for ter plainness, 
and one — b Heb. vita. I vill only 
add, that a reading is not to be rejected because 
it occurs no where else, unless it be open to some 
such objection as makes it highly improbable 
that the writer would use the word. That, how- 
ever, is not the case here: for what is there to 
object to in the phrase, évoxoe slvat: alevíov 
ánapriiuaTos (for duaprías, as indeed the MS. 
D reads), ‘liable to, held, bound by guilt that 
can never be oned,' in short, equiv. to ovx 
ixu 2pecry sls óv alava, answering to which 
is the expression employed in the llel pas- 
sage of Matth., ovx apeOnoarac avta, and its 

lel in the dwo8aveioGe iv ais duaprias 
vuv of Johu viii. 24? Mr. Alf. remarks that 
“it is to the critical treatment (! ! !) of the Sacred 
Text that we owe the restoration of such im- 

rtant and deep-reaching expressions as this." 
There ought to be many such restored to us, since 
it cannot, I fear, be denied that the ‘critical 
treatment’ of the Word of God, owing to the 
incompetency and rashness of some who exercise 
that treatment, and claim a sort of dominion over 
the contents of that Word, has done its utmost 
to deprive the Christian world of many expres- 
sions equally important with this; which, how- 
ever, I cannot think it right to bring into the 
text, against the authority of all the MSS. ex- 
cept a very few, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version. 

30. dri iNeyov—ixe] These are the words 
of the Evangelist, not of our Lord, being in- 
tended to indicate the grounds on which this 
denunciation was made. 

31. ipxovras obv] The ody is here, as often, 

resumptive, taking up the thread of the narrative 
from ver. 21. Instead of ol adeAqoi xal ù uh- 
Tp, a few ancient MSS., and most of the Ver- 
sions, have ù ufrno xai oi ádsA pol, which is 
edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., aud 
Alf. They are probably genuine, and by sup- 
posing them such, we are enabled to account for 
omission from homeoteleuton. 
— dwvovurras abrOr] Lachm., Tisch., and 

Alf. — no . C, L, rece re 
manifest , as is the Ynrourres (su 
v. 32) of the Alex. MS. The Avg aiiud iz 
‘calling for’ (summoning or inviting any one to 
come), which is that to be aseigned to the word 
in Matt. xx. 32, often in St. John's Gospel, and 
in — ix. 4]. x. P though l pever in the Clas- 
eical writers; it being pro y us procu ! 
Greek of Syria (not Alescaavige Greek, for it is 
not found in the Sept.), and hence it was that 
the Revisers substituted in its place a Classical 
Greek term. The same corruption of text has 
pace in the MSS. at large at John x. 3, where 

hm. and Tisch. rightly edit writ, from seve- 
ral MSS. of the same class as here, thus involv- 
ing an inconsistency of procedure. s 
55. TÒ 0íAnua] Tisch. and Alf. read rà 

OeAxjuara, from one MS. (B)—an authority 
quite insufficient. And vain is it to allege is- 
ternal evidence for a reading, as here, jen 
entirely unsupported by external authority of 
MSS., and opposed by all the ancient Versions. 
Here I suspect the Reviser chose to introduce, 
suo judicio, the — form as used with rori» 
in l Sam. xiii. 14. Ps. Ixxxix. 20. Acts xiii. 2. 
Eph. ii. 3, et al. 

IV. 1. fiptaro &ióácxeiv] for ididaks, say 
most Commentators. But, as Fritz. shows, the 
phrase may have its full force. The sense being, 
He n to teach by the sea ;' and then, by the 

increasing crowd of auditors, he was compelled 
embark on board the vessel (mentioned supra 

iii. 9), and there to instruct the people, seated on 
ship- at sea (as opposed to él THe yie just 
after); for such is the sense of this expression 
«a0. iv rH Oad., with which comp. Prov. xxiii. 
34, xatvaxelon Sowep iv Kapdia Badacens. 
— ovvýxðn] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 

cuvayera:, from 4 uncial and a few cursive 
MSS. ;—an amount of external authority quite 
insufficient, though supported by internal evi- 
dence, since cuvdysras may have been the ori- 
ginal reading, and cvráx0n an alteration by 
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BoXaís TroXXÀ, kal Edeyev avtois év rH 99a) avrod 8 ' Akovere: 

ov éEijXBev 6 omelpæv tov oreîpar * kal éyévero èv rà areipew, 5 
ô èv Erece mapà Tijv 000, Kal Abe Ta merewà [Tov ovpaved | 
xdi karéjaryev avró: 5 Gro Se Éreaev émi Tò TerpóDes, Gov 5 — 6 
oun elye ym voXXjv Kal eU0éos éfavére(we, Sid Tò ui) éyew 

Pálos ví 6 Acou S€ àvareiXavros éexaupaticOn, xal, Sid TO 6 
pn Exew pítav, é£npávOsg. 7 Kai áXXo Éreacv eis tas dxávÜag 7 7 
xai avéBnoav ai dxavÜa, xai ovvérméay auto, xal kapmróv ovK 

some Critic, who did not perceive the suitable- 
ness here of the Praesens Historicum (which fre- 
quently occurs in this Gospel, c. gr. v. 15. vi. 30. 
vii. 1). 
— Tò moov] The rò is wrongly cancelled 

by Tisch., the sense being, ‘tke boat in attend- 
ance on Jesus, See note on Matt. viii. 23. 
xiii. 2. 

— xa07e0a. iy T3 0aX.] Here iv 75 Oad., 
as being opp. to di rie yas, must mean ‘a 
little way out in the sea,' so as to be out of the 
reach of the crowd, and yet be within their hear- 
ing; for, as Theoph. and Euthym. remark, he 
would thus have them all in of him, and 
none in his rear. The force here of the term 
xa07a0a. is misapprehended by Expositors, who 
take it to denote simply ‘ the act of sitting.’ But 
it is plain from the parallel passage of Matt. xiii. 
1], 2 (without which this of Mark would be but 
imperfectly understood), that «a8. must here be 
taken to denote ‘the being seated for instruc- 
tion ;' as was usual with the Jewish Doctors. 
See Vitring. de Syn. J. p. 709. That this must be 
the sense of xaO. in the words of Matth., ixáÜrro 
wapa T3» ÜáXaccav, is certain from the corre- 
sponding words of Mark, paro éidacxay 
wapa Tv» Oa. 
3 adxovere}] A formula soliciting earnest at- 

tention, said to be peculiar to Mark, though it is 
not used elsewhere by the Evangelist; for as to 
vii. 14, axoveré pov ?rávras xal cuviers, that is 
of the same kind as Matt. xv. 10, áxoísTé pou 
xai ouviers. Comp. infra xii. 29 (formed on 
Deut. vi. 4), " Axove, 'IapusA ! 

The rou before oweipa: is cancelled by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., on the authority of B and | cur- 
sive, and, as Alf. thinks, ‘introduced from the 

of Matth.'—but, I would ask, cui bono ? 
And that it should have crept into all the MSS. 
is incredible. Moreover, why should not Mark 
have used the Hellenistic idiom, as wel] as 
Matth.? I net that the absence of the cov 
arose from the Critical Reviser of the text of B, 
or its archetype, removing it as inelegant. That 
the Critical Reviser of the MS. D stumbled at 
the Grecism is plain, since we find that in Matt. 
and Luke he cancelled the rov, and here can- 
celled both rov and oweipat, which, indeed, a 
Class. writer would probably not have used: nor 
was be singular there, since the words had been, 
before his time, removed from the copy used by 
the Coptic Translator. 

4. The words ToU obpavov, absent from ve 
many MSS. and Versions, and cancelled by all 

the recent Editors, were prone introduced 
from the parallel e of Luke viii 5. 

5. ado 8E] hm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
xal &\Xo, from MSS. B, C, L, M, A, et al.; 
and, indeed, internal evidence is in favour of the 
reading; but far weightier external authority is 
needed to justify any change. The same remark 
applies more forcibly to the change of só0£ws 
into evObs just after, as will abundantly appear 
from note supra ii. 8. 

6. nAlovés dvatsiXavros] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit, from MSS. B, C, L, xai dre dvérethev 
o Àros: but for this external authority is very 
slender, and internal evidence rather favours 
nXlov avareiX., considering that one may more 
easily imagine how mA. è avar. could have 

into xai Gra dvir. than the reverse; for 
so plain a reading as the latter eould have needed 
no gloss; whercas mAlov ài dva. is not so plain 
& phrase, but that the glossographer might apply 
himself to make it plainer still. Moreover, as 
Mark uses the phrase elsewhere (e. gr. xvi. 2, 
iud adop from Matt. xiii. 6), he was 
ikely to use it here. And it is so rare, that I 
have met with it nowhere in the Class. writers, ex- 
cept that in Plato, p. 887, B, we have dvaré\Xov- 
TO? nAlov, which is not quite the same, the 
sense there being, ‘as the sun was rising’ (simi- 
larly as in Sept. Is. xiii. 10), not, as here, * when 
the sun was risen' (was up igh): nor is it found, 
I believe, in the Sept. an Pep. 

T. cuvixvitav] The varr. lectt., dwimwmtav 
and others, arose, I doubt not, from ignorance of 
the force of the cvv, which is parallel to that of 
the prep. in Lat., coMprimo, originally applied to 
the compressing of the windpipe (by choking), 
and used of suffocation in . The word 
occurs in Jos. Ant. xii. 6, 2, cunamyévres, 
where the inwviy. of some MSS., edited by 
Dind., is doubtless a gloss. The word is not 
found in the Sept., and very rarely in the Class. 
writers. The only example known to me is 
Theophr. C. Pl. vi. 11, 6, &róAAvra: rà Sévdpa 
cvpurviyóusva, Kai ovósuíay Exovra diodey To 
wvecuati. Here, however, it seems to be a 
brief expression (formed on the cuu@veicoat 
— of Luke), and meant to denote what 
would be more fully expressed by cvudvsicat 
&*witapy. See note on Luke. 

— xapTóy ovx wke) ‘did not yield fruit.’ 
This was not necessary to be said of the former 
seed sown; but dere it was with reason ex- 
pressed, since the first growth might justly afford 
some hope of a prosperous increase. 
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13. 8. wre. 9 Kai t dXXo Éreacv eis tip yy tiv rarr ka édiov 

8 8 xaprév àvaßaivovra kai 1 ab£ávovra, xai Edepev ev Tpidxovra, 
xal ey éEjxovra, xai 8v éxaróv. 9 Kal ÉXeyev [avrois] ‘O 

9 éyov ata Óxobew, áxovéro. 

10 9 

li 10 

10 “Ore Oe éyévero karapóvas, 
9 ^ > A e i , AN A ^ , + M + 
nowrncay avTOv oi Trepi avtov atv Tois SHdexa i T)v t mapa- 
Bory. 1 Kal éXeyev avrois "Tiv orai yvàvas TÒ vorh- 
piov ris BaciXe(as ToU Oeod, éxelvous 82, Trois é&w, év mapa- 
BoXais ta "ávra yivera. XE a BXérovres BrErrwo1, kal uÀ 
wot xal dkovovres axovact, Kal uù) cunce pote èm- 
eTpéjoct, Kal aeb avrois [Tà ápapráuara]. 13 Kai Xéye 
avrois Obx oldatre tiv trapaBorny tavrny; xal mas Tasas 

19 Tas TapafloXàs wvyvoxceabe ; 14°O omeipwy tov Xyov aTeípet. 
15 Otro &é elow oi mapà Tij» óðòv, Ómov omelpetat ò Xoyog: 
xal Stay axovowow, evOéws Epyetas ó Zaravás xal alpes TOv 

20 13 Xoyov tov écTapuévov v Tails xapõiais avtrav. 16 Kai ovroi 

8. avEavovra] I cannot receive, as Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. have done, wo pear for 
though there be strong ancient authority for, yet 
internal evidence is against it, considering that 
the active form (also found in Matth. and Luke) 
is more ble to the Greek of this Evan- 
gelist, than the Midd. Reflexive, ‘to increase 
oneself, though used thrice by St. Paul, and 
often by the pure Class. writers. And when we 
consider the guarter from which this reading 
proceeds, there is e reason to think it a 
mere correction of style by ancient A ristarchs. 
For the reading «Ic instead of i», adopted by 
Tisch. and Alf. (not Lachm.), thero is next to 
no authority; and proof is wanting of the exist- 
ence of the idiom els &Erixovra. The genuine- 
ness of the reading èv has been so ably esta- 
blished, and its exaet sense explained by tho best 

itors from Grot. to Fritz., that no one can 
doubt, but those Critics who think nothing right 
but what comes from a certain favourite quarter. 
See more infra v. 20. 

9, ò ixws] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read Se 
ixu, from B, C, D, L, A, without any cursive ; 
nor can I add even one from the Lamb., Mus., 
and Scriv., collations. The reading may be 
enuine, and be Hellenistic Greek for the 
lass. oc Ttc ; but the extreme slenderness of 

external —— cannot but induce us to sus- 
pect that it was derived from that fertile source 
of emendation,—the Latin copies, which read 
s qui habet.’ 

10. ol wepl airdy Equiv. to the ol wabnral 
of Luke, meaning the disciples in constant at- 
tendance, not, as ar ins supposes, the Sevent 
disciples; for they had not yet been appointed. 
For cT)» *apafjoAjjv, Tisch. and Alf. read às 
vapaBoXás, from B, C, D, A; while Lachm. 
retains lec. rec.;—very properly, since there is 
not sufficient evidence for the other reading; 
though, in addition to the Cod. Amiat. I can 
adduce the very ancient Cod. Lamb. of the 
Vulgate; and internal evidence is in its fa- 
vour. 

1], 12. On the sense of this passage see the 
note on Matt. xiii. 10. 17, where wo have the 

citation in a complete state, and doubtless as our 
Lord quoted it. 

ll. yvævaı after 8£dora: is absent from A, B, 
C, K, L, and 12 cursive MSS., and is cancelled 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, but retained by 
Scholz and Fritz., of whom the latter accounts 
for the word's having been lost founded on a 
pal phical principie ; but it involves a mere 
potens. We are, however, not bound always 
to show how an omission took place, espec. when 
the MSS. are, as in the present instance, few, and 
form a class; then the omission may have been 
purely accidental ; which was probably the caso 
ere, for I see not how the word can be dispensed 

with, without leaving the sense very imperfect ; 
for how can TÓ puoripioy be supposed of itself 
to mean *a of the mystery?” At an 
rate, it is in vain to oppose the testimony of all 
the MSS. except seventeen (to which I can on] 
add one, the Trin. Coll. Camb. B, 16, 10, Scriv.}, 
confirmed by all the Versions except the Coptic. 

12. rà ee diee P Some suspicion at- 
taches to these words, both from their being 
absent from several MSS., and because of the 
var. lect. wapawrwuara; and they are can- 
celled by Tisch. and Alf. Nevertheless, they 
are — 9 of the most ancient MSS., 
and all the y Versions, and are probably, 
though not certainly, genuine. 

]4. ó eTaípeov tov Adyou owalpac}] The last 
two words are here put out of their natural order 
for the purpose of more strongly conveying the 
sense, which is, ‘ He who soweth, it is the Word 
[of God] that he soweth,' or, ‘is sowing,’ q. d. 
he is preaching the kingdom of God,’ ‘ speaking 

the word of life.’ 
15. aipsi] The readings dpwdYer in C, A, 

and dqzpei, itac. for ddapet, in D, are both 
easier readings, the former derived from the pas- 
sage of Matth. Critics might well stumble at 
the term, since the idiom is, strictly speaking, 
never found in any pure Greek writer. e may 
compare the use of the Gothic Hlifian, the Scot- 
tish and English to lif? 

For ly Tait kapdíais avTGw, Tisch. and 
Alf. (not Lachm.) read als aùroùc, from B and 
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clot Ò OLS oi él Ta TeTpwon aTepópevot, ob, Gray áxovcoct 13. 8. 
Tov AGyov, evOéws perà yapas AapBdvovew avrov’ 17 kal ovk 21 

Eyovas pilav év éavrois, ddAA poaxaupol eiaur celra, yevopévns 
Privews À BueyuoD Sià Tov Xoyov, evOéws axavdariKovras, 

13 Kai t obrol eiat of eis tas axdvOas orreipopevot, [ obrot eiow | 2 14 

ot TOY Xoyov àxovovres 19 kal ai uépuiuva, Tod aidvos [Tov- 
TOv], «ai 7j amáry ToU TrXovrov, Kab ai Trepi Ta Xovrrà. errOuplat 

elovropevopevas cuptrviyovot TOV Xoyov, kal üxaprros ylveTat. 
20 Kal obroí( eiow oi èm. thy yiv Tv kaX9v omapévres, olrives 23 

6 cursives ; to which I cannot add, but can ab- 
stract one ; for the reading is, I find from Jacks., 
sot in the Leicester MS. It is in vain to oppose 
the whole of the MSS. except a very few, con- 
firmed by all the Versions, except the Coptic, on 
the ground that it was an alteration from the 
passage of Matth. I will not believe that the 
Svangelist could have written any thing so flat, 

and so little in accordance with the character of 
his style, as ele avrove, or its correction in other 
MSS., iv avTois. The reading, I doubt not, 
came from certain Critics, who did not compre- 
hend the force of the expression, and who 
thought they were improving, while only weak- 
ening and impairing its spiritual significancy. 
They ought to have known, that this peculiar 
expression, which St. Mark must have often 
heard from the mouth of St. Peter, is meant to 
intimate that ‘ the thing is not a matter of the 
head, but of the Aeart; the Gospel is not sown 
in the head, but in the heart. Suffice it to refer 
to James i. 21, íat: tov iudwvrov Aóyov TÓv 
Curduevoy cura Tas Wuyas vay. 

The reading of A, and the original of the 
Coptic Vers., awd 75s xapdias avTov, is evi- 
dently derived from a marginal Scholium, in 
which the words were adduced from the parallel 
passage of Luke, the Scholiast meaning to inti- 
mate (what is very true) that the complete sense 
intended to be conveyed was alpe: Tò» Xoyov, 
TÓy iowappivoy iv Taie kapliais ab’tev, aro 
Tis xapóíae abre». The words subjoined in 
St. Luke (and peculiar to that Evangelist), Tva 
pn mior. cwl., are very important, as intended 
to intimate tbe imminent peril to be constantly 
apprehended from the t enemy of souls, who 
is continually using all possible methods to pre- 
tent the means of faith and from attaining 
their end, in the salvation of the souls of men. 
Comp. 1 Pet. i. 9, xousYouevos rd TíXos rit 
wicteat Uuwy, cwrnplay Yuxa. 

18, 19. obroí alow, &c.] Instead of this, 
several ancient MSS. and the Italic Versions 
have xal 4AXo: sicip, which reading has been 
adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But I 
must still agree with Matthei, Fritz., and other 
Editors, in retaining the former; for I am per- 
suaded that the above reading is no other than a 
critical emendation, devised for the purpose of re- 
moving a certain inconvenience, as involved in 
the repetition of the words ovrol elorv,—and 
whicb is not to be obviated by taking tbe second 
obrol slc. as pat analepsin in the sense hi 
sunt, inquam ; for thus the words would proceed 
most lamely. Again, I would retain the re- 
ceived text, oi—dxovorres (for which is found 

15 

ol áxoócavrss, which has been adopted by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.), because, I observe, 
Mark here follows, not Luke, but Matthew: at 
least with the exception of changing, as does 
Luke, the singular into the plural, in order thus 
to make the application more suitable to each 
class of persons. 

Again, I would by no mesns, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., cancel the rovrov after alævos, 
this — found in all the MSS. except four ; 
for as to D (adduced by Tisch.), it has Blov,—a 
reading doubtless derived from the passage of 
Luke. It is plain that the alteration of reading 
in both cases originated in a critical correction 
of Grecism ; that of D derived from the above- 
mentioned — of Luke, and that of B, C, 
L, A, another correction of stylo by Critics; 
since in Classical Greck 6 alwy, without an 
addition, denotes either ‘the world,’ or ‘the life 
of man.’ Which of these senses they had in view 
we cannot know, but they intended, we may be 
sure, to remove the Hebrew idiom (often found 
in the Rabbinical writers), in which the pronoun 
is indispeneable, since it conveys a tacit opposi- 
tion to ‘the world fa, come. The implied oppo- 
sition to another world is here (as at Matt. xiii. 
22) plain, meaning the anxious cares about this 
world (i. e. to avoid its pains, and enjoy its plea- 
sures), without any due care for another, —the 
future and eternal one. Important is it to attend 
to this opposition, sinee care for another world 
tends to quicken the springing of the heavenly 
seed ; whereas care for this world tends to choke it. 

The full sense meant to be conveyed in these 
two verses may be best expressed as follows : 
* and they who are sown among the thorns, are 
such as hear, indecd, the Word; but the anxious 
cares of this world, and the deceivableness o: 
riches, and the desires about other matters [be- 
sides riches], —namely, the gauds of life [the 

res of sensuality in general], entering in, 
e the rd and it — atta 

8 s certain particulars in phraseo à 
I would not, with bommel Expositors, red jtd 
as standing for Trépw ie. I prefer to retain the 
commonly received interpretation, by which it is 
understood to denote the deceivableness, or * de- 
ceiving tendency,’ of riches, as existing in those 
various decetts which accompany riches, ever 
producing disappointment, and throwing a veil 
over the heart, as to real happiness here and 
hereafter. See 1 Tim. vi. 17. 

20. obrot}] Internal evidence is rather in fa- 
vour of éxeivo:, adopted by Tisch. and Alf., con- 
sidering that obro: may have been introduced 
from the parallel passage of Luke; but the at- 
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8. dxovovot Tov Xoyov Kai Tapab&éxyovras, kai Kaptropopovcw, êv 
16 Trpiákovra, Kai 8v éEnxovra, kai êv éxarov. 7! Kai ÉXeyev. av- 

a , e , P] Cd eu 8 , ^ nein ` 
toise Mýri ó Avyvos čpyerat, va brò Tov podiov TebÀ 7) vrró THY 

, , 9 H * , 3 ^ 99 , , 2 ⸗ 

Kaiv; ovy iva emt T?» Avyviíav ſèémi] Teb; Ov yap sri 

17 Te kpvrTOv, Ô àv pn davepoÜjr 
GAN’ lva eis avepóv EXOy. 

18 % Kat ÉXeyev avroig BXérrere, ti axovere. 

oude éyévero amroxpudor, 
93 Et L4 . > , > , iris Eyes MTA GKOVELY, GKOVETO 

9 L4 

Ev @ pérpo pe- 
Tpeire, peTpnOnoeras piv, Kal mpooreOnceras Luly Toîs d«oU- 

testation of three MSS. is quite insufficient; and 
it was more probably a correction of the Critics. 
Lachm. (Ed. 2) retains otro:. 
— zapadiyovrat] i. o. ‘give it, not only the 

admission of assent (as expressed by tho 
term in the lel of Matth., evriov), 
but of heartfelt acqutescence, and entire approba- 
tion, —holding it fast in mind and heart, as ex- 
pressed by the term in the of Luke, 
xaréxovot. On the reading just after, dv—ép 
(adopted by Tisch. and Alf), see note supra 
v. 8. It was the more easily introduced here 
from the harshness of construction attached to 
Sy—l». The best way of accounting for this use 
of £», where we should expect Is, is to suppose 
(with Grotius and Fritz) that the Evangelist 
suddenly returns back from the thing, and the ex- 
plication, to the parable itself. 

21. avrvic] That this is to be understood of 
the disciples, who were thus privately instructed, 
and not the people at large, ap rs from the 
parallel e of Luke viii. l6. Comp, Meo 
vv. 2]. 24. 5s. And though vv. 21—25 are 
brought forward in another sense at Matt. v. 15. 
x. 26. vii, 2. 13, yet proverbial sententie like 
this are (as Grotius observes) applicable in 
various views. On the sense here see Whitby. 
The purpose, then, of our Lord in this verse is 
to call their attention to his words, espec. because 
hy thus instructing them he meant to fit them to 
be instructors of others; thus su esting to them 
their duty to become such, which lesson is pointed 
by a familiar illustration; q. d. *a candle is not 
lit to have its light hidden ; for its design is to 

ive light, and that not to the space under the 
ushel, but to the whole room.” With this pe- 

culiar use of &pxeTa. (equiv. to pPéperas) comp. 
Aristoph. Eccl. 27, ' ópo rovde \úxvov 
?rpociovra. 
By xAivny must be understood a couch, which, 

as Grotius observes, had such a cavity as to admit 
of a candelabrum peng put under it; nay, it 
seems, any thing much larger. Indeed, from the 
citations adduced by Wetstein, it appears to have 
been used by the ancients as à common hiding- 
place. [Come Matt. v. 15. Luke xi. 33.] 

In these verses is a further con- 
tinuation of our Lord's discourse, having for its 
purpose to prevent, at any future time, a feeling 
of discouragement at the slow progress of tho 
Mi s 

. é&vrókpvdoov] lit. ‘hidden away,’ ‘left un- 
revealed, and so unknown. This furnishes an 
re of the Hebrew, or, indeed, Oriental use 
a ho the — 7 name y 
that of repeating, for ter force, any weight 
sentiment in other o. on which is the bis 
sertation of Schoettgen, appended to the second 

vol of his Hor. Hebr. For «le pav. On, 
Tisch. and Alf. (not Lachm.) edit, from C, D, . 
L, A, et al., (A09 ale av. ; but the authority is 
umani, u — — is adverse, 

in the probability of there being a marginal 
gloss, us i the felis of B, $artpe05. The 
phrase is so rare, that it occurs, I believe, no 
where else but here and in the parallel 
of Luke. As to the force of the sentiment in its 
present application, it may be, what many Ex- 
positors suppose, * There is no doctrine, now so 
darkly and figuratively propounded by me, but 
which you, my disciples, will hereafter set forth 
distinctly, and without the involvements of mys- 

parable.” And such is evidently the 
uke 

part of Divine Providence. 
24. wal iAayas — dxovete] Render: ‘ He 

tators explain, as though this contained a caution 
to stand on their guard lest yee should be de- 
ceived, that thus by proving all things they might 
hold fast what is good; for this is not permitted 
by the following context, nor by the wes of the 
parallel passage of Luke, sine v. 1. ; which, how- 
ever, is zot, as many Expositors suppose, equiv. 
to ri, as if ri could mean how. The passage they 
cite to establish this, 1 Cor. vii. 16, ri yap 
oldas, does not prove tf, since there the ri ie in- 

ive, not declarative. Nor can I ve 
of keeping (as not a few itors do) the 
terms quite distinct, as if our Lord used 6otÀ ; 
unless, indeed, on two different occasions ; which 
cannot be thought of. It seems best to consider 
the two ssions as meant to convey the same 
sense, and that required by the following context 
in Mark ; the only difference being, that what is 
expressed in Mark indirectly and by implication, 
is in Luke expreseed directly and clearly. Some- 
thing like this view (which can alone reconcile 
the seeming discrepancy) seems to have been in 
the mind of Calvin. 
— Kai wpoorsOnceras Unity Toiv ax.] Ren- 

der: ‘and more shall be added unto you who 
hear,’ i.e. more of knowledge; as almost e 
Interpreter of note, down to Meyer, explains; 
while Mr. Alford, strangely eno explains it 
to mean, * more shall be demanded of you who 
hear [the mysteries of the kingdom of God], ad- 
dition shall be made, or, as we should say, * laid 
on,’ i.e. of account. But rpoer. will not, with- 
out great violence, admit of such a sense. Tho 
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ovow. %5°Os yàp t» eyn, SoOjcerae aùr’ kal bs ovx Éyei, 
xai ò yet apOnoetat amr’ avro. 

2% Kai éreyer, Otros éoriv ù) Bacireia tov Oeod, ws dav 
avOpwros Badn Tov omópov emt Tihs ys, 77 xai xa8evóm xal 
éyeipytat vuxTa Kai nuépay Kai ò arópos BXaarávy raè unKv- 
vgrai, ws oUk oldey avr0e— 29 adtopatn yap 7) yì kaprrodopet, 
qrpéyrov xóprov, elra aTáxvv, eitra TANPN airov èv TQ aTáyvi— 
29 Grav 66 TapaóqQ 6 Kxapiros, evOéws amooréddet TÒ ÓÉpémavov, 
õti Trapéornxev 6 Oepicpos. 

general import of the passage may be thus er- 
: ‘ According to the measure of attention, 

which ye bestow in hearing, will be the measure 
of improvement imparted to, i. e. attained by you. 
And unto you that dear with attention, shall 
more knowledge be imparted (i. e. will beattained 
by you); for to him that hath such attention 
as to have attained to some knowledge shall more 
be given; but from him that hath not bestowed 
due attention to increase his knowledge will be 
taken away (i.e. lost) that knowledge which he 
hath attained to.” See more on Matt. xiii. 12. 

The words rots dxovovery, not found in MSS. 
B, C, L, and a few others, have been cancelled 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., in spite of the un- 
answerable defence of them by Fritz., who, how- 
ever, without authority and needlessly, removes 
the words, and places them after mpoot:ð. vui», 
as they would have been placed in a Class. 
writer. And indeed it was, I suspect, at the 

ilion of the words, rather than at the words 
themselves, that the ancient Revisers took ex- 
ception, and thus adopted the washing mode of 
criticism. 

25. For dw iyy, several uncial and many cur- 
sive MSS. have éxe. Their testimony is con- 
firmed by almost all the ancient Versions, and 
the reading is adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf.; perhaps rightly, for internal evidence is 
quite in its favour, from its being more agree- 
able to the unstudied style of St. Mark. 

27. xaOevdn xai éyelpnra, &c.] This ex- 
pron is ike that of re lii. 5, ¿xoruńnyv xai 

voca, é ny, and is an expressive image 
of nd unconcern, moe and coah- 
dence. 

For PAacrdvy, Tisch., Lachm., and Alf. 
read aor, from B, C, D, L, A, and a few 
othera; but on insufficient authority. Yet the 
reading may be genuine. But if it be, it must be 
an Zndicat., at least that is the case in the only 
other example that I have found of the word — 
Schol. on Pind. Pyth. iv. 133, Ode: xul 
BAaora 'Apx. So that Mr. Alford's decision 
on the ings BAaocrdyvy and purKivrras as 
* corrections, fancying that BAaora was Indic.,” 
is evidently voy ay If BAacra be the true 
reading, it must be Indic. ; and then SAaeráry 
and uskiryTat would be glosses, or plainer read- 
ings for those. But I really cannot admit, even in 
Mark's Greek, except on far better grounds, such 
a breach of Grammar as the use of the Indic. 
iru involve. ly signifies self: moved 

avropatos properly signifies self-moved, 
and is bere (as oken in the Classical writers) 
used of that energy of nature which is indepen- 

dent of human aid. Thus it is equiv. to aùòro- 
gus. Itis, however, not confined to the Class. 
writers, but oecurs in the Sept., Levit. xxv. 5, 
et al. The yap, cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., only on the authority of 5 uncials and 
Origen, cannot be dispensed with, and was only 
removed by Critics who doubted the suitability 
of the particle, and cancelled it: while others, 
having a little more discretion, thinking it better 
to heal than to amputate, altered it to öre, 
doubtless from the Versions. Any thing better 
than bringing in an Asyndeton so out of place. 
— Kapwooopatisgenerally taken ore par; the 

kapto being inert, as in Diod. Sic. p. 137, ume- 
Aos—Kaptomopsi toy olvoy. But Beza, Pisc., 
and Fritz. more properly givcitthe full sense fruges 
fert, and take pipz: from it in the next clause. 

— xópTov»] For want of some such definite 
term as our blade, the Greeks and Romans were 
obliged to use the same word as denoted grass. 
Xóprov and ordyxvy are put in the singular, be- 
cause they are used in a generic sense, which im- 
plies plurality. Z-éáxvs (derived from oráw) 
denotes the ear in its n state, and it is so 
called from the peculiarly erect form it then has. 
IIAfópn ciTrov means the complete, perfect, and 
mature grain. So Gen. xli. 7, ordyves wAripes. 
Here, then, the several stages of the mysterious 
process carried on by nature are expressed by a 
sort of natural climax. 

— qÀ3don er MS. B has mÀńpne oiTos, 
and MS. D, wX. ò ceiros. Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit the former reading. But no change is 
necessary, the ¢, I doubt not, arose from tho ¢ 
following. There exist other variations of read- 
ing, occasioned chiefly by it not having been 
seen that xapsodopst stands for mips. The 
expression wAnpns ciTros might be defended, or 
even adopted, did the same MSS. present yópTos 
and eTáxvs, and then xapwogopst would ave 
its usual sense. Not to say that thus much 
vividness and spirit would be imparted, as fol- 
lows, * First [there is] the blade, then,’ &c., as 
in Simpl. in Epict. c. 38 (cited by Wets.), dad 
TvupoU kadun icri] «ai (and t i. kadun, 
xal doraxus, kal wadw Tupos. his, how- 
ever, is a case in which the authority of MSS. 
has cepecial weight, and that forbids the change. 

29. Grav di mapa ò xapaós] With this 
passage the ancient Translators were so perplexed, 
that they either gave versions which wander from 
the sense, or else they expressed the sense in a 
general way by ‘ when the crop is ripe.’ The best 
mode of removing the difficulty is to suppose an 
ellipsis of iavróv (as in the case of many other 
active verbs to which use imparted a reciprocal 
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MARK IV. 30—36. 

30 Kai éreye Tie duomowpev tiv BaatXelav rod Oco ; À 
18 év moig srapagoXij wapaBadwpev avrüp ; 9! ws [xoi Svá- 

mews, Ss, Grav orap) émi Tie *yüjs, perpótepos Tavrov TOV 
oTeppåáTwv éaTi TV Èm Ts 

^ 

yas’ 9? xai Stay otrapy, avaPai- 

vel, Kad ylveras Trdvrwv TOY Xaxávow peilwy, kal mow? KXáoovs 
peyáXovs" date Suvacbas ÚTÒ Tj» axiàv avTov Ta TETEL ToU 
oupavoy xatacknvoiy. 99 Kai tovavrats TapafoXais morhais 
éXddet aùroîs Tov Aoyov, rabàs HdvvavTO axovew. 3 yapls Se 

mapaBorns oun Náci avrois: rar lay 56 Tois pabytais avroU 
8. g. emédve mrávra. 
18 

23 AéeOopev eis Td mépav. 

sense; as xpvat Teu, kevOay, dwoppirray, va- 
Aauflávew, waptyev, Epiivar, ivdsdovar, iTi- 
a:dovar, and pE PEE which, though it does 
not occur in the Clase. writers, is found in Hel- 
lenistic Greek: ex. gr. Josh. xi. 19, oùx ñv 
mós, hris où wapéceoxe (surrender) Tois viote 
'IopanA. 1 Pet. ii. 23, wapsdidov dé c xpí- 
vours dixalws. The question, however, is, to 
whom the fruit is to be understood to yield itself 
up, and deliver its increase? To the reaper, 
say the Commentators generally. But I prefer, 
with Fritz, to refer it to re dvÜpérmo, taken 
from the preceding. Thus also ò dvÜperos, 
meaning the husbandman, must be understood at 
— As to wage TÓ — 
it is put, by a seemingly metonymy, for 
* he acutely those who may put in the sickle ;’ 
i.e. the reapers. A similar mode of expression 
occurs in Joel iii. 13, i£awocTsíAaTs piirava, 
OTt wapiornxey 6 TpúynTos, and Rev. xiv. 15. 

30. For rive, Tisch. and Alf. read aris, from 
B,C,D; while Lachm. retains viv, rightly, 
since internal evidence is as much in its favour 
as external authority. The same MS. reads just 
after rola, and I doubt not that the Critics in- 
troduced those readings for the sake of removing 
the fautology they found in the text before 
them, which had rfy:—rivt, possibly the original 

3l. de «óxxw] Most of the uncial MSS., and 
very many cursives, have xdxxoy, which is adopted 
by Lachm. and Alf. It has, however, 
proved by Fritz, that the reading in question 
cannot be tolerated, it being impossible to justify 
the construction ; nor would even a preponderance 
of MS. authority for xóxxo» turn the scale in its 
favour, since authority of MSS. in the case of so 
minute a difference, as that between the y and 
the « adscript, is of no great weight either way. 
Morcover, the ws (which seems, by being mis- 
understood, to have occasioned the mistake in 
xoxxov) is put either, by a harsh brevity, for 
óuoía iorly or rather tho we is to be taken in 
the sense as i£ were, and wapaBadouper to be 
supplied from the preceding mapaßáňwpev. In 
his 2nd Ed. Tisch. has restored xoxxw. 

94. x«wpis 7apafloAs] That this ought to 
be rendered ‘apart from parable,’ i.e. unpara- 
bolically, will abundantly appear from the note 
on Luke viii. 4, for wapaf. here is used in quite 
the same way as in did apafloAis (equiv. to 
iy rapa (joy) there. 

?2 35 Kal Xéye( avrois év exeivy TH "uépg, aias yevonérns 
96 Kal adévres tov ÓyXov, mapa- 

— twédve] i.e. ‘explained by solving the 
difficulties,’ removing tbe obecurities, —a use not 
found in N. T., but occurring in the » Philo, 
and Joseph., and also, though very , in the 
Class. writers. 

For padntraic a)Tov, Tisch. and Alford 
read ad. liors, from MSS. B, C, L, A, et al. 
But there is not sufficient external evidence to 
warrant the change; . since in MS. B we 
have both idío: and avrov,—a mixture of two 
readings, one interlincary, thus leaving it uncer- 
tain which of them was in the text of the arche- 
type; though I little doubt that it was avTov, or 
aurov, that idiots came from a margi 
Scholium. Thus in 2 Pet. ii. 22 (cited from 
Prov. xxvi. 11) we have xóæv imiotpivas irl 
TÓ là» iEípaua, where the t. has avTov 
iğ. The same Hebr. pronoun is used indif- 
ferently to express either one or the other term. 
Lachm. was well aware of this, when he pru- 
dently retained bere the text. rec. 

86. wapadauPdvoveww—iv Tæ mole) Most 
Expositors here take iv Tæ wAolew as put for sls 
TÓ ?rÀotor, in the sense, * after he had dismissed 
the multitnde, his disciples took him, just as he 
was (i. e. unpre as he was, and without 
delay), on the ship.' As, however, this 

harsh, I eer of ¿v for sis is here somewhat 
should be rather inclined to agree with Eathym. 
and some other ancients, r with several 
modern Commentators, in joining iv Tæ woie 
with ws nv; which renders any unne- 
cessary. Thus the sense will be, that * on tho 
dismissal of the multitude, they carried him off, 
just as he sat in the boat [out of which he had 

teaching]! Yet sach a reference to the 
boat mentioned supra v. l, involves a certain 
harshness, and the sense arising is — 
“Hy isa term not significant een to have £» 
Te wioiw joined with it; which words are 
plainly joined in construction with mapaàap- 
ávovci. Moreover, iv Te wr. is, strictl 

speaking, not used for els rd wAotov, but is 
a phrans pregnans (and hence the Dat. is used 
for the Accus.), denoting, ‘they took him oa 

, and carried him $a the * [namely, 
that mentioned supra v. 1]. See note on Matt. 
xiv. 32. In this sense wa pBavery is used 
in Thucyd. i. 11], et alibi. To advert to the 

ion we rj», this need not be understood in 
the somewhat jejune sense jus as he was, i. e. 
without waiting for refreshment or accommoda- 



MARK IV. 37—39. 

AapBavovoww avrov ws hy éy và wrolg Kal dXXa 68 t mhoidpia 8, 
hv uer avrov. 31 Kal yiveras Naira áàvéuov peydAn ta Se 
xupata éméfaXXev eis TO "rXotov, wore [avro 769 yenitea0a. 
38 Kai ùv avros * év TÀ wpvpyn, ert TO rpoakejáXatov Kaevdwr' 
xal Steyeipovety avrov, kai Xéyovctw avrg Addoxanre, où péct 
co, Ste atro\Avpeba ; 39 Kal OweyepÜcls érreriunoe TQ avé, 
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25 24 
26 

kai cime Tj Oadrdoon  Xwrma, medico. Kal éxomacey ó 

It may simply be taken to 
of the best writers, 

: celerrime.’ my note on Thucyd. iii. 
, wowep ixopev. However, since our Lord's 

determination to cross over the lake, late in the 
evening of tbe day, when he delivered the above 

les, seems to have been sudden—so sudden 
that there was no opportunity for further provi- 
sion for the voy ST ain inclined to think that 
both the senses of es nv on which I have treated 
may have place. Fritz. here aptly compares 
Lucian, Asin. c. 24, xác ádQrika» ws s» iv 7c 
éíc uo. 

For wAotdpia, several of the most ancient 
MSS. have wioia, which is adopted by Griesb. 
fachm., Tisch., and Alf; while Fritz. and 
Scholz retain wAotdpta,—rightly, for though the 
word is one of rare occurrence, yet it is else- 
where found in the present p (namely, iii. 
30s and five times in that of St. John, and in 

of those the same class of MSS. read arAoia. 
The Revisers of the above ancient MSS. probably 
stumbled at the uncommonness of the word and 
its sup want of Classic purity. Yet it is 
found in Aristoph. Ran. 139. Xen. Hist. iv. 5, 
17. Diod. Sic. }. ii. 57. Arrian, Perip. p. 10, 7, 
and 20, 33. From those the 4 Xoiápiov 
secms to have been a very light-built terry, 
such as might be rowed by one man plying two 
small oars. However, as applied to the boats on 
the lake of Gennesareth, where such cock-boats 
could not live, the term may have denoted a 
Serry- boat (as opposed to one of burden) to 
transport ngers from place to place. Never- 
theless, rota may have bern the original read- 
ing; and I find it in a few ancient Lamb. and 
Mas MSS. 

37. avrà hn ysuí(sc0ai] Lachm. and Tisch. 
edit ôn yeu. To Torov, from B, C, D, L, and 
the later Syr., Copt., Vulg., and Ital. Versions. 
Internal — quite — vidas is, 

haps, the parallel passage of Matt. ; and it is 
Probe ly the true reading. Aue wo 
might render, ‘So that the vesscl was already 
being filled, or, as is said in the of 
Matt, ‘covered’ (xadéwrecOa:) with the 
waves; but the expression employed by Mark 
(which, however, does not occur in the Clase, 

tions for the passage. 
mean, as in many 

writers) is more graphic, and probably suggested 
to Luke the very peculiar term n ented 
elsewhere) cuvewrAnpovvro, which (by a not 
unusual confounding of the ship with the ship's 
crew, found in the purest Greek writers) is put 
for cvyewrAnpovro TÒ 4Xoiov. 

38. For iwi, I have now, with all the recent 
Editors, received iv 7 5 Tp., from A, B, C, D, 
L, et al., which, considering that internal evi- 
dence is quite in its favour, may be regarded as 
the true one. The other is, I doubt not, a gloss. 
As to the reading of D and others, iwi «poexa- 

pañalov, it is, probably, a mere correction of 
style. And so in Plato, Polit. i., we have 
xabnoro iri Tivos epocxedpadualov. Yet the 
other construction is unexceptionable, though 
not Classical Greek. The only peculiarity of 
moment is the Woquentia, involving a preg- 
nancy of sense; the full meaning being, ‘and he 
was seated on the cushion asleep ;' for wpooxsd., 
though it generally denotes a pillow for the head, 
here signifies * cushion to sit, or ‘to recline, on.” 
Thus it must have been taken by Theophyl ; 
though when he says EvAsov dé TárTws ty 
TovTo, there is not so much (what Fritz. ima- 
gines) a mistake on the part of Theophyl. as an 
error of the scribes, who mistaking, perhaps, an 
abbreviation, wrote E£uAÀwoy ins of some 
other word, perhape oxvt:voy,—a divinatio ren- 
dered almost certain by & passage of Pollux x. 
40, where he refers to Aristoph. Amphiar. for 
the expressions xvidbaXov and rpooxepadacop, 
and he remarks that they were made tay Xivésp, 
xal c xv TÍvesv xal tpiwy. This use of apooxed. 
for ‘cushion to si upon,’ though rare, is found 
occasionally in even the purest Class. writers, 
though the ancient Grammarians regarded it aa 
an abuse, and su that vanpiccroy ought to 
be used; but it has place in Plato ubi supra, 
Cratin. in Horis ap. Polluc. x. 40, Hermipp., 
and other of the purest Greek writers. 
— dieysip-} isch. and Alf. read éysip., from 

B, C, D, et al.; while Lachm. retains d:eyeip., 
very properly, as a from the occurrence ot 
&ieyspÜsis infra v. 39, where D has éysp0.. But 
dcey. is confirmed by the passage of Luke. 
30. awspliuwoo] The ancient Critics stumbled 

at the uso here of the Imperat. Perfect; and 
hence some (as the Reviser of the text of D) 
altered the reading to the Imper. Aorist $iuc- 
Onr:, having in mind passages of Mark i. 25, 
Luke iv. 35, and Matt. xxii. 12, —not aware of 
the force of the Imperat. Perf., which is here 
espec. prominen erence being made to tho 
permanence of the consequences of the action 
denoted by the verb. The full force of the term 
can only be drawn forth by rendering, * Be 
stilled (or silent) and continue still!’ Tho 
Asyndeton is highly suitable to the august dignity 
of the address; though even here the ancient 
Critics could not for misplaced alteration. 
Thus the Cod. D obtrudes a xai of connexion. 

In the next words, ixdwace aàńyn, the 
Evangelist probably had in mind Ps. cvii. 20, 
* He maketh the storm a calm, so that the 
waves thercof are still,” lit. *hushed;' the true 
force of the term here, ixó?racs. Truc is the 
remark of Bp. Jebb (Sacr. Lit. p. 175), that ' St. 
Mark's description of the present occurrence is 
fuller and more picturesque than thoeo of his 
brother Evangelists; the reason for which may 
be, that St. Mark wrote under the direction, and 
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8. dveuosc, xal éyévero yadrvn ueyáXg. *9 Kal eimev avrois Ti 
25 Seol dore oro ; mâs oUk Éxere miorw; + Kai édoffijónaavy 

póßov uéyav, xai Edeyov mpos aMAajaovse Tis dpa obrós éorwy, 
e ` e 2 , ^ drt kai 6 üveuos Kai 7) Oddacca vrakovovat alte; 
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28 96 V. 1 Kai bov eis Tò Tépav ris ÜaXácaw, eis THY xopav 
9; TOV l'aóapgvàv. ? Kai éfeXBóvr. atta ér roð mholou evOéoss 

arnvrncey avrQ èx Tay pvnpeiwv avOpwiros v mveúpartı axa- 
Odpry, 90s thy Katolenow elyev év Tots * pynpace Kal t ovre 
t ddvceow oleis ndvvato avrov Shoat, * 51a TÒ avrov TOANAKIS 

99 wédats Kat advoceot Sedéc0ar, xal SeecrracOar tm’ avtov tas 
áA)ceu, kal tas méðas cavvrerpijÜar xal ovdels aùròv loyve 
Saydaoa. 5 Kai Ouravrós, vueros kai zjuépas, èv tots * vý- 

probebly in this instance from the lips of one who 
was not only an eye witness of our Lord's Divine 

over the winds and waves, but who, above 
all other eye-witnesses, had s 
impressed by every exercise of that power,—being, 
on another occasion, enabled by Christ to wa 
upon the water,—a privilege peculiar to himself. 

4l. i*ax. aj To] Tisch. and Alf. read avrw 
ùr., from C, L, A, and 6 cursives of the same 
class, regarding the text. rec. as derived from the 

of Luke, as if all the copies except ten 
would be altered from that passage It is far 
more probable that the position found in those 
ten MSS. came from the Critics, who thought 
that a more dignified position of words, by which 
an emphasis might be im to aurw, would 
be more suitable to the august nature of the oc- 
casion ; forgetting that the speakers are the com- 
mon sailors. Such alterations of position on 
grounds as weak as here, occur pues in 
tbe MSS. of the Family of B, C, L, and also D 
and its kindred. Thus here the MS. D reads ñ 
04A. xal ó dvepov,—a reading derived from the 
Ital. Vers., but an alteration arguing folly on the 

rt of the Critics. As to the reading (axoóei, 
nstead of UVraxovovor, adopted by Tisch. and 
Alf., from B, C, L, A, and 6 cursives of the 
same Family, it is evidently a mere false correc- 
tion by some Critic, who thought that the verb 
in the singular, called for by the xal— xai, 
would im more force to the expression. But 
the shallow Critic did not perceive that the for- 
mer xal is not cornexive, but intensive. Lachm. 
has here evinced sound diseretion by not varying 
at all from the text. rec. 

V. 1. T'adapnviv] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
edit Tepacnvwy, but from only MSS. B, D, the 
Vulg. and Ital. Versions, and Greg. Nyss.,—an 
authority far too slender to warrant the change. 
The true state of the case as regards the reading 
here and in the parallel passages of Matthew and 
Luke, I have considered in the note on Matt. 
viii. 28, where I have shown that l'apac. cannot 
be admitted. 

3. uvcinaci] This, for uvynustois, I have, with 
all the recent Editors, adopted, on the strongest 
authority. The cominon reading arose, no doubt, 
from ver. 2. The tombs of the ancients, espec. 
in the East, were tolerably roomy vaults, and 
would be no indifferent shelter for the houscless, 

ial cause to be 

or such poor wretches as demoniacs or ] 
driven from human habitations. Indeed, from 
Diog. Laert. ix. 38, ipnuá{wv ivlort, xai rots 
Tapas ivdscarplBwy, we find that they were 
sometimes used as places of abode. See also Is. 
lxv. 4. In fact, the tombe in question were 
doubtless kypoga@a, cavernas cut out of the moun- 
tains, doubtless similar to those at Telmessus 
and Petra; and which, as we learn from travel- 
lers, still remain, and form, at the present day, 
habitations for the living. 
—otrs áXócaciv ovdsis Hd. a. àgca] 

Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit, from a very few 
uncial MSS., od& Avser ober: ovdals ið. a. è. 
The reading oùåè is called for by strict propriety 
of language ; nevertheless, it is occasionally found 
in the later and less pure Class. writers, such as 
Polyen.; and here ovédi probably arose from 
Critical emendation. The ov«ér: is, I conceive, 
indefensible. It arose, [ suspect, from marginal 
conjecture on the part of those Critics who 
wished to read xai ovX GXvezes Ets obdeis, as in 
some MSS. we have «ai oty ad. oùå. «Ti. But 
the gr: yields a very fo sense, and came, I 
suspect, from a marginal Scholism. Fritz. has 
shown, by a full and able critical discussion, that 
all the various readings of the uncial MSS. arose, 
Dae € less, from a Tan Ex Pm down and 

ish the roughness of the Evangelists com 
iion. As m^ dús, found only in M 
B,C,L,33,it is over by Matth., Griesb., 
and Fritz as wholly unworthy of attention, 
though adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., but 
on very precarious grounds, External evidence 
is next to nothing, considering that though it is 
found in two of the most ancient MSS., yet the 
Syriac and Vulg. Versions, which support aà- 
TCL, ATO, es the Pesch. Syr., far more ancient. 
Moreover, internal evidence, properly weighed, 
is rather against aXvoa:, which would have to be 
unders in a sense quite unprecedented, and 
taken generically for vinculis. In short, the 
reading arose, ] s purely from an error of 
the scribes, by their confounding one with anotber 
the two abbreviations which express -«c« and «u. 

4. Worthy of observation is the minute ac- 
curacy, so characteristic of St. Mark, of the seve- 
ral terms here employed. The hand-chains were 
burst asunder, and tho foot-chains were broken 
by being rubbed A 

5. i» rois—yv] This punctuation I have 
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pact kai èv tois Gpeow Ùv, kpálv xal xaraxómTOV éavrov 8, 8. 
Aas. 9 'Iócv Sè tov 'IncoÜv amò uaxpó0cv, €pape xai Trpoa- 28 
exuvnoev alto, 7 kal kpá£as evi) peyadn 1 elme Ti pol kal 29 
coi, lgcob Tié rod Oeod rod viícoTov; Opxilw ce TOv Ocóv, 

8 éXeye yap avrQ* "EfeX8e, ro Tveüua TO 
áxáÜaprov, èx ToU avOparrov. 9? Kal émopéra aùrór Ti co 30 
évoua ; xai t arexpiOn t Xéyowv Aeyewy Svoud por Ste TroXXot 

31 éopev. 10 kal trapexddet avrov TroXXÀ, iva pr) avToUs atrooTeiAY 
éEw THs ywpas. 1°Hy 86 xe? mpòs * TQ Sper aryén xolpov 30 32 

adopted with the Vulg., Syr., E. V., Doddridge, 
W iner, and Fritz., as being ired by propriety. 
To place the comma after — as is generally 
done, would yield a false sense. The reading 
dy Tote ur. Kai iv ois dpsowy for the common 
reading iv Tots ópscaw xai iv Tots py., is found 
in many of the best MSS., and almost all the 
Versions, and is edited by Griesb., Fritz., Scholz, 

. Lachm., and Tisch. Here, indeed, it is the more 
suitable, since the words will thus be placed in 
the same order as vyvxTO« and nuépac; an order 
moet proper and correct, the sepulchres being 
probably their habitation by sight, and the moun- 
tains by day. For those, too, were used occa- 
sionally as habitations. So Aristoph. Lysist. 787, 
ös pevywv Tapop, ddixet' is ipnuíav, xdv Tois 
Opeaiy wxer. 

— «aTaxoTm Twv) ' hacking himself.’ This cir- 
cumstance of hacking himself with sharp stones, 
instead of a knife (which, of course, would not 
be granted him), is quite in the manner of 
maniacs ; who often tear their flesh, and cut it 
with whatever they can lay their hands on. So 
Pausan. Lacon., cited by Wetstein, says of one: 
áTíTQwcxs avTÓs avTÓ», kai dueEQa TÒ ow 
away, ko*Twy Te «al Avuawóutvos. See alio 
Just. xiii. 6, 17. In the present instance, how- 
ever, it was manifestly the result of demoniacal 
possession. 

7. slvai] Fr., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
My from A, B, C, and several other uncial 
and cursive MSS. ;—perhaps rightly (see note 
on Matt. xiii. 28, and Mark vi. b; and the 
s lora may have come from the parallel passage of 
Luke. Moreover, Mark often uses Adyaiy, espec. 
in the Present tense. 
— O«ov Tov brio Tov] The epithet 6 Syieror, 

as applied to God, occurs no where else in the 
Gospels, and only once elsewhere in the New 
Test., i. e. Heb. vii. 1, taken from Gen. xiv. 22. 
It corresponds to the Heb. The appella- 
tions seem to have been at first given with re- 
ference to the exalted abode of God, i. e. in hea- 
ven. Isa. lxvi. 1. They may also refer to 
the me majesty of the Deity. Hence in the 
Old Test. is almost always used to distin- 
guish the (rue God from those who were called 

s. 
— opxl{« oe Tòv Osóv] This formula usually 

denotes to put any one on his oath. See note on 
Matt. xxvi. 63. But here (as Grotius, Rosenm., 
and Kuinoel have shown) it has the force of oro, 

te per Deum, and thus is equivalent to 
the ótouaí cov of Luke viii. 28. 
— un mı Bacavicys] Namely,as some ancient 

and modern Commentators explain, * by compel- 

ling me to depart from the man.’ But this inter- 
pretation, however a ble to the context, is 
somewhat harsh, and is not permitted by the 
parallel passages of Matthew and Luke; from 
which it appears that the word is to be taken of 
the mode of torment, which was sup to be 
apportioned to demons, after being compelled to 
come out of persons, namely, the being 
forced (as Luke expresses it) sls T)» áBva cov 
áTsAÀÜOsip (sec 2 Pet. ii. 4, and Rev. ix. 1,2. xi. 
7, &c.), a term applied by the Greeks to their 
Tartarus. The words of ver. 10, xai wapexadee 
—itw THe ywpas may, indeed, seem to favour 
the first-mentioned interpretation. But they are 
equally suitable to the other. The demons en- 
treat that if they must depart from the man, they 
may at least not be compelled to leave the coun- 
fry; which was but another form of preferring 
the first-mentioned request, that he would not 
send them away to the place of torment. 

8. Neye yap aùr) Propriety of language 
in this tense will not permit us to render ‘had 
said.' Nor is this — called for by tho 
eraprryy iip of Luke viii. 29, for there the true 
reading seems to be wapryyeAXev. Render: 
Lr he was saying to bim, strictly charging 
im.’ 
— TÒ ""»svua TÒ etna: This I have 

pointed off, because (though the Editors have not 
seen it) wvevua is as it were a Vocative; the 
Nom. with the Art. being put for the Voc., as at 
ix. 25. In such a case the word is most usually 
& masculine or feminine; yet the neuter some- 
times so occurs; as Luke xii. 32, uù oov, Tò 
pikpóv wolumov, Eph. vi. 1, ra Tixva, Ùra- 
xovete, &c. 

9. Tí oo: Óvoua] Spirits, both good and evil, 
are always represented in Scripture as having 
names: assumcd, as Commentators think, in ac- 
commodation to human infirmity. Be that as it 
may, our Lord did not ask the name through ig- 
norance, but (as Euthym. suggests) to thereby 
elicit an answer ; that the bystanders might have 
the more occasion to admire the stupendous 
power by which the miracle was wrought. 
— Aniar, This word (from the name of a 

well-known Roman body of troops) was often 
used by the Jews to denote a great number. 
That the term has that sense here (and not that 
of Chief of the Legion) is plain from the words 
following, and those of vv. 10. 12. 

1l. It is plain that text. rec. ópm cannot be 
right, because there is in that locality but one 
mountain, the Hippos. Accordingly we may, 
with Fritz., suppose dpn to have originated in an 
error of scribes, who often confound a: and y; 
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8. peyddn Boorouéyy 1 xa} mapexddecay atrov [sávres] [oi 
Saipoves], Aéyovres’ Iléuxrov spas eis ToUs xoipovs, iva eis 

13 Kai émérpeiev avrois evÜéws ó 'Inoobs. 
33 Kal é&e\Oovra rà Tvejpara ta áxáÜapra, eiotjMÜov eis Tors 

xolpous: xal dpynoev Å ayédn Kata Tod Kpnuvod eis THY Od- 
Aaccay (joav 86 ws Sioylrso1), kal. èmviyovro èv Ti) Oaracon. 

34 14 Oi 8 Booxovres ToUs yolpous epuyov, xal * amrpyyetNay eis 
35 THY TOMY Kal eis ToUs ürypovs. Kal ébrXÜov ely Tí dori TO 

yeyovos. 15 Kal épyovras mpos Tov "Inaotv, xai + Oewpodor Tov 
Sapovtopevoy xabynpevov, [xai] iwaricpévov raì awdpovobvra, 

36 Tov doynKoTa Tov Neyewva’ Kat époBHOncav. 16 Kai diupynocavro 

but, in fact, it arose, I doubt not, from Itacism. 
So that here, at least, the occurrence of To dpes 
in Luke cannot, as has been too often the case, 
be made an occasion of imputing to the Evan- 

list such modes of expression as he would never 
hars employed. I find óps in nearly all tho 
Lamb. and Mus. copies. 
— yxoípev peydAn mex As to the fact of 

a vast herd of swine so quietly feeding on Jewish 
ground, it may be accounted for by the Gada- 
renes living on the extreme border of Judæa, not 
only under heathen government, but with a popu- 
lation probably far more heathen than Jewish. 
The occupiers of the land on the mountain had, 
it seems, ventured (illegal as it was) to feed 
swine, not, indecd, of Jews, for their own use, 
but for that of the heathen population inter- 
mixed with them. 

12. I would now not object to cancel ravree, 
and enclose in brackets oi daiuoves, though I 
prefer, with Lachm., to retain within brackete 
the former, and leave tho latter unbracketed. 
Tisch. and Alf. rashly cancel both; though the 
latter is absent from only about 15 MSS. (none 
of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), and is supporten 
not only by the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., Italic, Persic 
and Arab. Versions, but also by the MSS. A and 
D, which, though presenting the alteration +a 
éatnoma, was evidently formed on the reading 
ol daíuovas. 

13. e00éwe}] I would retain the word mof 
bracketed, as Lachm.; for the authority for its 
omission is slender; and internal evidence is 
quite in its favour, considering that it was moro 
likely to have been paseed over tnadvertently 
(espec. as the position of the words varies in the 
earlicst MSS.) than to have been intentionally 
ins 

The words yoay dà ws d:oylAcos are absent 
from MSS. B, C, D, L, A, and some Versions, 
and bracketed by Lachm., and m 
Tisch. and Alf. But there is certainly no suffi- 
cient reason to cancel them. To the question, 
how came the words to be expunged? I answer, 
they were removed, | think, by the early Critics, 
for the purpose of improving the composition ; 
since, as a parenthetical clause, the words come 
in too late in the sentence, and as an inter- 
mediate one they are too many. There is more 
of terseness and Classic neatness wi the 
words (which, accordingly, the Critics removed), 
but less of the character of Mark's style. How- 
ever, I cannot bring to mind, even in the Clase, 

writers, any such use of ws in a thetic, or 
even an intermediate clause. And when I con- 
sider that the words contain an eract detail so 
peculiar to St. Mark, and that such details are 
seldom, if ever, expressed by him in the skort- 
cut manner which our Critics approve, I cannot 
doubt that the words sjoa» dé are genuine. 

14. For Toi: xolpous, MSS. B, C, D, L, read 
avrots, which is received by Griesb., Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. But the avrovs arose, I sus- 
pect, from the Critics, whose purpose it was, as 
usual, to remove a tautology; espec. considerin 
that the above parallel passage of Matthew 
Luke would suggest the alteration. 

For text. rec. áviryysiXap, I have, with all 
the recent Editors, adopted the reading dar»y- 
yuav. Again, for A Gop, the reading sAOor, 
adopted by Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch., has con- 
siderable external authority, confirmed by in- 
ternal evidence. 
— Tove dypovc] Meaning the country dis- 

trict, or territory, belonging to Gadara. In lary 
wh dort TÒ yeyords we have, I would say, a 

r mode of expression, signifying, * to exa- 
mine into the reality of any reported occurrence.” 
So Paleph. p. 32, cited by Wets., idaónator ré 
dy ain TÒ yeyovós. 

15. Oewpovo: Tov — Aaysira] There is no 
reason to adopt any of the changes here found 
in MSS., and supported by Critics; not even the 
cancelling of xai before iuaTıouivov, for it tends 
to strengthen the sense. And although there 
may seem an unnecessary addition in Tór ioyy- 
kóra Tév Aeyswva afior rév Gauori(Outror, 
et the latter is far more significant ; and there 

is a sort of climax. Render: * They see the de- 
moniac seated; both clothed and in his right 
mind; him [I say] who had been by 
the demons who called themselves Legion.’ Tho 
being seated is mentioned as a f of sanity of 
mind, since maniacs rarely sif lace nol on Acts 
iv. 14), but go restless y roaming about, as driven 
by demoniacal influence. Comp. Luke viii. 29, 
jAaírtTo U*À Tov Óaluovoc ele Tas ipriuove. 
— Tdv ícynxóra Tò» Aayscva] lit. ‘who 

had had, by their dwelling in him, been 
by. So Luke viii. 27, ds siye daiuórta. 

This seems to have been an expression of com- 
mon life. 

16. xal éeny.—yoipeyv}] The full construc- 
tion and complete sense of this very briefly- 
worded © is, «ai n Tov éyivero Tw 
— xal wet tyivsto Tipi trav 
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avrüv 6 Saipovicbeis iva 7 per avrov. 196 8 ['Igsoós] ovx 
adijxev avróv, GaXXà Néyee adT@’ “Trraye eis Tov olxov aov mpós 39 

TOUS gous, Kal * ama@yyetdov aùTtoîs, doa aot 6 Kúpios * merolnke, 
«ai 7Xéncé ce. ?) Kai ambe xal jpEaro xmpíccev év Tj 
Acxarrone doa éroijaev aùtT ô 'Ingooe* kal srávres eOavpatov. 

21 Kai Ouaepácavros tov ‘Inaod dv TQ TXolp Tdv cis TO 1 40 

mépav, cuv7yOn ÓxXoe TroXos èr aùrór kal Fv mapà thy Od- 
Aaccav. ? Kai [idov] épyeras els TOv apywuvaywyov òvóparı 18 4l 

"Tdetpos: xal idev avróv, 7rrrre, mpòs Tods móðas ajTo0, B xal 
$ mapexddet avràv TOAAA, éyor: “Ort TÒ Üvyárpióv pov èsyá- 42 

ToS Éyer iva dav èmibis abri) tas yeîpas, rws cob ral 

xolper. Render : * And those who had seen [the 
occurrence] related to them (the people), ow 
the thing had happened (what had happened) to 
the possessed man, and how it had with the 
swine.’ 

18. iva 5 per’ avrov] ‘might accompany 
him.’ Many riike suppose this was 
from fear lest the demons should again enter 
into him. But a better motive may fairly bo 
ascribed. 

19. ox agpixey — The reasons which 
influenced our Lord's refusal have been vari- 
ously conjectured; any, or, indeed, all of which 
combined, may have had effect. Tovs cos, 
suppl. olxsious, to be taken from olxop. 
— *raroliks, instead of text. rec. érolnos, is 

found in the greater part of the MSS. (including 
aleo Lamb. and Mus. copies), with some Fathers 
and the Edit. Princ. ; and has been, with reason, 
received by all the recent Editors. Indeed, pro- 
priety would seem to require the preterite ; for 
(as Fritz observes) ‘in the dispossessed person, the 
effect of the things which the Lord had done re- 
mained ; but the compassion (denoted by 4Adnod 
os) was a matter which would be transient.’ 
Yet édwxoinee occurs in the parallel place of 
Luke,—and that Evangelist is generally correct 
in his use of tenses. 

2]. diarep. iv Te wrolm s. 7. v.) Render: 
* when Jesus had over by the skiff (that 
mentioned supra iii. 9. iv. 1. 36. v. 2) unto the 
opposite side [of the sea], and was ane 

the sea-shore; for I would not take 0 
ply as put — as supra iii. 7, but con- 

oi wit wapda, to denote ‘ the sea-side,' as in 
tt. xiii. ], and Mark iv. 1. 

22. als Tow dexee.] "Apyicvrá'yo'yos pro- 
perly signifies ‘a president of a Pha al ut 
there was but one synagogue at Capernaum ; and 
from the expression els ta» dpyiour., taken in 
conjunction with Acts xiii. 15, and what we 
learn from the Rabbinical writers, we may infer 
that in a synagogue there was not only one who 
was properly President, but others, consisting of 
the more respectable members, who also bore the 
title; either as having exercised the office of 
President, or because thoy occasionally dis- 
charged its duties; which were to preserve de- 

corum and the proper forms of worship, and to 
select and invite those who should read or speak 
in the con tion. 

23. wapexddac] Tisch. and Alf. (not Lach.) 
edit wapaxaXat, from 3 uncial and a few cursive 

But the authority is insufficient; espec. 
considering that both the ancient Versions and 
internal evidence are against it. It was not 
likely to have crept into all the MSS. except 
half a score from the parallel passage of Luke. 
— iexáros tyr] ‘in ultimis est,” ‘is at tho 

last stage of the disease.” The phrase écydérws 
fxs, which occurs only in the later Greek 
writers, as Diod. Sic. and Polyb., is equivalent 
to the more Classical dexyámws eivat, or ĉia- 
xetoGar. Compare wovnpws ixaw, Xen. Cyr. 
vii. 5, and Qavacluws xew, Arrian, Epict. 

i. 26. 
— wa thay imbys, &c.] Of the various 

modes of removing the difficulty of construction 
which here exists, that which supposer an À 
baton is inadmissible, since such an — 
as this is unexampled. To suppose a circumlocu- 
tion for the imperat. is as little to be approved. 
If there be, what Fritz. thinks there is, an ellipsis 
of some verb, it is most natural to supply, as 
does the framer of the Persic Version id drot., 
Waoaxahay from Tapzadàzı just before. But, 
after all, there here exists a greater anomaly, and 
that arising from a blending of two modes of ex- 
pression, — namely, Aéye» OTi Tò OvyaTpiov 
abro ioxáTæs fxs, lva ibaw imi0n abri 
Tae ysipas, and A£yey: TÒ Üvydrpioy—ixei: 
id bwy o. a Tás Xtipas Srws coUg. 
For peut Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit, 
from MSS. B, C, D, L, et al., (icy. But that 
reading, I suspect, arose from a correction of the 
Grammarians, since ide is purer Greek; but 
the other, as being the fater Greek form, was 
more likely to be used by Mark, and is found 
in all the copies at the parallel passage of 
Matthew. 

For daae before &«w05, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit, from 5 uncial and several other MSS., 
Yva ; whether rightly or not, I would not pro- 
nounce. It is possible that fva may have sprung 
by mistake from the %va just before, or the 
Swewe may havo been substituted for Iva, for tho 
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A Kal anne per aùroð Kai jxodovOa aire 
is ÜxyXos ToXUs, kai cvvéO Sov avróv. % Kal yury [tis] obca 

èv pice, aiparos Ern Swdexa, B kal road TraÜDoÜca ind TroX- 
Av latpov, xai Saravncaca rà Tap laris mávra, kai pndev 

44 exbeXnÜcica, GAA padrov eis Td xeipov éMModca, 27 áxovcaca 
Trepi tov 'I5000, éAdobca év TH Sydrw SrricGev, Faro Tod ipa- 

21 ` qlov autos BB ÉXeye yap “Ore xdy tov ipar(ov adrod drea, 
cwOncopar. ?9? Kai evéws eEnpdvOn 4 army) ToU aiparos auras, 

45 kai &yvo TQ cwpate Gre Vara, amo Tfjs uáavyos. 30 Kal evOéws 
6 'Incos, érrvyvovs dy éavrQ ri é£ abro0 8vvayav. éEeXOobaav, 

se of removing tautology: or Tra may have 
been introduced Md macal sorrection: In 
such a case, weight of authority from MSS. must 
decide, and that is in favour of Saws. 

25. oca év Dócu afa.) This peculiar, and 
perhaps Hellenistic phrase, occurs also in Luke 
viii. is. the pure Greek one aluofpoovca, in 
Matt. ix. 20, though we should rather have ex- 
pected it from Luke the Physician, considering 
that the term occurs often in Hi pocr., and somo- 
times in Galen and Aretæus. It, however, bas 
per in the Hellenistic Greek of the Sept., as 

vit. xv. 32. 
26. mod 9raÜ00Uca) The expression is a 

strong onc (like the ‘diu à medicis veratos’ of 
Celsus) ; yet when we consider the ignorance of 
Jewish physicians, and the various nostrums pre- 
scribed in such a case (on which see Lightfoot), 
many of which would be nauseous and strong, 
and all of them injurious to a habit of body so 
languid as in this disease, we may conceive that 
the woman's sufferings would be great. At oà- 
Aap the Expositors compare the saying of Me- 
nander, ToAA àv larpwy eloodcs u' ám ect. 

After wapad I still retain the reading avs, 
which I find in almost all the Lamb. and most of 
the Mus. copies: and I continue to su the 
genitive here as used where strict propriety 
would have required the dat. This is confirmed 
by those MSS. which read atry. That the MS. 
B has or that its original bad it, I doubt not; 
though the collator has noted airijy. The ter- 
minations -nv and -n:i are perpetually confounded 
by the scribes. On the anomalous construction 
existing throughout this portion (vv. 25—27), 
Fritz. remarks, that the Participles dxovcaca 
and 4AOovca have nothing to do with the pre- 
ceding ones ovca and éAGovca, but are put 
dcuvéérwe. The difficulty may, however, he 
thinks, be removed by considering the words 
otca iy pice—els Td xsipoy £AÜovca as quasi- 
parenthetica, and showing the nature of the dis- 
ease. Thus xal yvv tis will connect with 
adxovoaca wepi Tov 'L., lAOovca for Abe xai, 
&c. This, however, is so like re-writing the sen- 
tence, that it is perhaps better to consider the 
whole as one of the many examples of anacolu- 
thon which occur in the New Test. 

To turn from words to things; the several cir- 
cumstances here adduced are mentioned for the 
urpose of showing that the woman's disease was 

incurable, and that she herself knew it to be so; 
thus evincing, as Bp. Smallbrook says, ‘ the 
strength of the woman's faith, and the greatness 
of the miracle.” 

28. iXeye ydp) Several MSS. and some Latin 
Versions add i» éavry, which Fritz. thinks so 
indispensable to the sense, that he receives the 
words into the text ; utterly disallowing the ex- 
amples which have been adduced of a similar 
brevity of expression in Adyerw and the Hebrew 
"Ow. But, whatever propriety may dictate, and 
the usage of the best writers confirm, certain it 
is, that in the popular and familiar phraseo! 
of most languages, the idiom is found ; though it 
rarcly, if ever, occurs, except when, from the cir- 
cumstances of the case, no mistake can arise from 
the omission in question. 

29. àEnpávOn n army?) T. a.) 
lates ‘the source of her distemper.’ But this is 
neither a correct version, nor a explanation. 
IInyi) must be taken in a physical sense, and 4 
Tuy!) Tov aluaros auts must be closely kept 
together, in which Im TOV "e ie for pure 
ToU alu. found in Luke viii. 43 (answering to 
the Hebr. un npn in Levit. xx. 18), a Woody 

Campbell trans- 

— tw GcéyaTi| ‘by her body, i.e., as Eu- 
* explains, dca Tov cwparos unkéTt pawo- 
pévou Tots aTaXa'yuois ; for it is plain (as Fritz, 
observes) that the woman had been then suffer- 
ing under the disorder in its test violence. 
“Ors laraı, ‘she had been healed ; for it is the 

ife, not the (lara) ; implying the 
completeness as well as suddenness of the cure, 
and sbowing, as Grotius says, the stupendousness 
of the miracle. "Eyre is a very significant 
term, and denotes conviction from actual ex- 
perience. 

90. iacyvote—iEsXGovcay] These words are 
thought to involve some obscurity. One thing, 
however, is plain,—namely, that from hence, and 
from Luke vi. 19, it appears that the power of 
performing miracles was not, with our Saviour— 
as in the case of the Prophets and Apostles (in 
consequence of which they ascribed their mira- 
cles to Gop)—adventitious, but inherent in him 
by his Divine nature. This, however, is but an 
inference from the words; in discussing the sense 
of which, even the best Commentators have not 
a little perplexed themselves and their readers. 
It is needless to advert to the vain speculations 
of those who refer to animal magnetism, or who 
ascribe the cure to an effluvium, or emanation. 
It is best to suppose the words not meant to be 
taken in a physical sense ;—or to teach us tho 
mode whereby the miracle was performed: but 
rather to be considered as a popular mode of ex- 
pression (like &à ris» xstp&v, often used of the 
working of miracles); and, therefore, not to be 
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31 kai éXeyov avT@ oi pabnrai avro". Béres Tov ÓyXov avvOXM- 
Bovrá ae, xai Xéyew* Tis pov tppato ; 
iGetv THY ToUTO 7r0Ljcacav. 
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32 Kal TepieBXérrero 
33 “H 86 yuv, poPybeica xal 7pé- 47 

rrove eis eipnyny, kai to0, 2 48 
49 

50 T čti oxvAres Tov Sidaonarov; 99'O Sé Inaois evbéws, t dxov- 

cas Tov Xoyov Aadovpevoy, Xéyeu TO apyrovvayaryy’ MÀ oov, 
povov Tria reve. 87 Kai ook ddijcey ovdéva atte cvvaxorovOjcas, 
ei uù Tlétpov kai 'Iákof80ov xai "Iwavyny Tóv aderpov 'Iakofov. 
38 Kai tépyera, eis Tov olxov rod 

rigorously interpreted, or bound down to philoso- 
phical — ; and only importing, that Christ 
was fully aware that a miracle had been worked by 
his power and efficacy. See Whitby, and Bp. Pear- 
son, On the Creed, vol. i. p. 140. The sentence 
is, however, obscure, from ellipsis and transposi- 
tion ; and the construction is, éwryvobs dy éavro 
Tij» Óóvayuw ifsAÜovcap iE avTov; where at 
Tiv úv. must be supplied iy aùrw otcay from 
iE avrov iEeAO., ‘knowing that the power of 
working miracles, which was inherent in him, 
bad gone out of him,' as it were by the perform- 
ance of a miracle th bim. This force of 
Suvapsy is indicated by the Article, from inatten- 
tion to which many of the best Commentators 
take jj» Cdvauw to simply signify ‘a miracle ;' 
which obliges them to interpret &£:À0. in the 
far-fetched scnse, ‘ vim exercuisse. [Comp. Luke 
vi. 19. 

33. Tue ix’ airy after yéyovev has been can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from MSS. 
B, C, D, L; very insufficient authority for car- 

ing the words, espec. considering that it was 
more likely they should be put out for the pur- 

of removing a homely construction, than 
put in for the sake of filling up an ellipsis. My 
view is borne out by the various readings ir’ 
avr» and éy abtry, of which each arose from 

inal or interlinear glosses. 
. Grays els elpjynv) This and the kindred 

phrases wopevecOar, and Aadiferv, ele slpnuny 
were founded on the Hebr. mye 95, and were 
forms of affectionate or condescending valedic- 
tion, often found in the Old Test. (see Gen. 
xliv. 17. 1 Sam. i. 17. xx. 42), and meaning, 
* i secundo omine, ‘Go in God's name.’ But 
when employed in answer to a request, it im- 
plied the granting of the request; and in this 
case the best rendering will be, ‘ go for peace,’ 
meaning, as far as s the receiving of the 
boon solicited (so 1 Kings xv. 9, Baal ur ele 
elojonv), with a prospect of peace and joy, viz. 
as is here ested, by being made whole of a 
painful disorder; though, in the present pas- 

, this is not only implied, but > in 
the words following. Such may be considered 
the sense meant to be conveyed in a e of 
Exod. ix. 18, 8ádi(« vysalvwy, and Tob. xii. 5, 

Vor. I. 

üpywrvvaryaryov, kal Gewpet 23 51 

ways Vytaivwv, in both which passages vy. is 
onl A free version of the Hebr. Ee. à 
ds. amo Tov ápyic.) Suppl. reas, ‘from 

the Ruler's kouse, for he was now with Jesus. 
So John xviii. 28, dyoucw oby TÓv 'Incovy awd 
TOU Kaipa. The idiom is also found in Latin, 
and indeed in modern languages. 

96. dxovcas] Tisch. and Alf. read zapaxov- 
cas, from B, L, A, and one Latin MS., to which 
I can add nothing from the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. But the authority for the reading is ex- 
ceedingly slender; and internal evidence is 
equally balanced for either. That dxovcae 
should have been introduced from Luke into all 
the copies, even those used by the Syr., the 
Vulg., and other Translators, is highly impro- 
bable. Nevertheless, it may be the genuine 
reading, and exchanged for &x., as not being un- 
derstood. But the question is, what is the sense 
of mapa in wapaxovoas? Mr. Alf. renders, 
* having straightway overheard the message bein 
spoken ;' a use of the verb unfrequent, yet found 
in Plato, p. 300, wap’ avrwy wavta wapaxoet. 
Aristoph. Ran. 750. Lucian de M. C. 37. 
ZElian, V. H. v. 9, and Hdot. iii. 129, though, I 
believe, no where else. Thus we see it occurs in 
the purest Attic Greek writers, and those who 
copied their model. Hence it was not likely to 
be known to St. Mark, though it might well be 
to the framer of the text of B, who might intro- 
duce it as not relishing the sùĝéws axovcac 
uk that same construction occurs supra i. 
0. 29. ii. 8. v. 30. vi: 27. ix. 15. 29), and who 

thought that wapaxovcas would express the 
sense in a neater and more polished way. Of 
course the reading would readily come into L, 
almost a fellow-copy from the same original. If 
this be thought taking too much for granted, I 
should not object to receiving the word, espec. 
since l have now found it in an Hellenistic Greek 
writer, Jos. Antt. xiii. 3, 5, *áXAa: wapaxryxows 
trip tye sbpopplas truyxave. Render: ‘as 
soon as Jesus had caught the sound of the words 
proceeding from,’ &c. 

38. xai ipyxera:] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
edit £pxovrat, from 5 uncial MSS. and the 
Syriac Version; an authority very insufficient, 
considering that internal evidence is eet the 
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MARK V. 39—43. VI. 1, 2. 

8. QopuBov, kXalovras kal áXaXátovras TroXXá. 3 Kal eicedOav 
24 52 Ayer avroiss Ti ÜopvBetaÜe xal xXaiere; TO Tradiov ovK àn- 

éÜavev, adra xabevder. 1 Kai xateyéXwv avro. ‘O dé éxBaxav 
* ávras, wapadapBdver tov TaTépa tov qadiov Kai THY pn- 
Tépa, kal ToUs peT avTod, xal eiotropeveras, Grou Ñv TO mardiov 
[avaxeipevov]. 41 Kal xparjoas ris yetpos tod maiðiov Aéye 
auth TaX0à xodpu,—é ori pehepunvevóuevov, To xopacioy,— 
col Xéyo: f čyeipan * Kal evOéws avéorn TÒ Kopdovy xai 
weperrares (qv yap érav Swdexa), xai ékéorncay exordce pe- 
yarn. % Kal &worelXaro avtois TroXXà, va pndels yv ToUTo: 

VI. 1 Kal é£EjX0ev éxeiÜcv, xal + prOev eis ri marpa 
aùroð xal áxoXov/ÜoÜcw atte of pabntal avtod. ? Kal yevo- 
pévou caBBarov, JjpEaro èv Th avvaryoryf SidaoKxey — kal morol 
axovovres éfemXjocorro, Méyovres  IIó0ev rovro rara; Kai 

53 

25 54 

55 

26 

56 

kai elme 9o07va« arn payeiv. 
18. 4 
54 16 

change. Griesb. rightly saw that the verb must 
rtain to Jesus ; and with him, that the 

ibrarii altered it as thinking that it was per- 
mitted to the three Apostles to follow Jesus, but, 
as Fritz. shows, erroneously. Kal before «\al- 
orrae is inserted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
on the authority of the same class of MSS., per- 
haps rightly, since internal evidence is quite in 
its favour. 
— xAaloyras xal 4X.} scil. rods dvOpeove. 

These words are in apposition with and exegetical 
of 6ópv *AXaA ate, from drAaXa (akin to 
the Hebr. 5*3), whence came our . It 
denoted properly the shout uttered by the sol- 
diers of all the ancient nations previous to bat- 
tle, but was sometimes used of any shrill vocife- 
ration, of grief, as here and in Jerem. xxv. 
$ 47, and Eurip. Elect. 849, ffowaipev, hàd- 
act. 

D. — John xi. II.] 
40. For ò di, Lachm. and Tisch. edit abrds 

èl, from B, C, D, L, but without reason, since it 
was probably derived from the parallel passage 
of Luke. After qv Tò wacdlov, dvaxsiuevoy is 
cancelled by Griesb., Fritz., Lachm., and Tisch., 
from the above MSS. and a few others; an au- 
thority which may be sufficient, considering that 
the course pursued has the support of internal 
evidence, arising from the circumstance that the 
MSS. at large present no less than six other 
readings, conveying substantially the same sense. 
— [ Bav wavras) This merely means, 

‘having ordered all to be removed.’ Jesus re- 
tained just so many as were sufficient to uon 
the reality of the cure. To have permit he 
presence of more might have savoured of ostenta- 
tion. IIárras, which I have edited for daravras, 
is found in vem many MSS., all the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies, and is adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. 

4l. For xovg, Tisch. and Alf. adopt xou, 
from 4 uncial MSS., and a very few cursives; 
but without reason, since, in addition to a vastl: 
predominating external authority, internal evi- 
dence is quite in favour of «ovy, which is re- 
uired by propriety of lan , the 1 forming 

the — tennisstión of the second person 

Imper. The mistake might easily arise in so 
few MSS. (and two of those, B and L, traceable 
to a common sonrce), from the abbreviation of 
ms being for a simple u. 

43. Tva undels yuo rovro) The order (which 
could not be meant to enjoin secrecy, 
but present suppression ; to avoid drawing to- 
gether a concourse, and raising a tumult) was 
given that it might be rent that the maid 
was not only restored to ljfe, but to health. 

VI. 1. For 4\0ep, Fritz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
edit épxera:, from MSS. B, C, L; perhaps 
rightly, since internal evidence ie quite in its 
favour. |g it to be genuine, we must 
regard it as the ‘Narrative Present, of which ex- 
amples occur supra v. 22. 38. viii. 22. xiv. 37. 
Matt. xxvi. 36. 40. Luke viii. 49, et al. : 
where the imperf. or the aorist is occasionally 
found in some of the MSS. 

2. For woAXol, Lachm. and Tisch. read, from 
MSS. B, D, and others, ol moààol. But that 
yields not so suitable a sense; and this is no 
case for change of text. The or: after avre, 
absent from many MSS. (including some Lamb. 
and Mus. ones), several of them the moet an- 
cient, has been cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch.; while Fritz. retains and 
defends the word, though not quite successfully. 
— Tólv Trovr — The humble con- 

dition of our Lord's kinsmen, as well as his own 
lowly standing in society, scandalized his towns- 
men, no less than the Jewish poner ity: who, as 
Bp. Pearson remarks, in looking down on his 
inglorious condition in life forgot that that 
condition had been distinctly referred to by the 
Prophet. Moreover, the occupation of a car- 

nter (which all the MSS., confirmed by Tra- 
ition, universally ascribe to Jesus), though 

lowly, was not degrading, being nearly on a 
level with that of tent-making, to which A Paul 
was brought up. We are, however, not con- 
cerned to vindicate the honour of either occupa- 
tion, since to do that would be (as Bp. Middl. 
observes) '* as little agreeable to the spirit of the 
Religion of Humility, as was the fashion which 
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tis 1) copla ý) 9oeica avro, [drt] xai Ovvápei TowaDra, 5813. 4. 
Tv yeipüv avTo0 yworrat; 9 Ovx 
Mapías, aderpos òè 'Iaxcofov xai Ina) xai "Iovéa xai X ipwvos ; 

e! e , e es 
OŬTOS TTV Ò TEKTWY, Ò viOS 55 

xai ovn cici ai á&eXoal avtod mde Tpós Huds; xal éoxavdars- 
Covro év auto. 5"Exeye Sé avrois 6 "Incods' “Ore ovx éort 
Tpodrrgs ĞTLOS, cè uù év TH marp avTod, Kal èv rois avyye- 
véot, Kas éy TH oixig avrov. 5 Kal ovx ndvvaro éxei oddeuiay 
óvvapav trovjoas ei pù OALyoIs appwotots émiÜels Tas xeipas 
€Üepárevoe. 8 Kal €Oavpatve da 
qrepiiyye TAS kwas KUKAw SbacKov. 

7 Kal TpocxaXeira, tovs Swdexa, kal fjpfaro avrovs aro- 
c'TéAAet dv0 úo’ xal edov aùrois éfovcíay tv TrvevudrTov 

56 

57 24 

58 

T?» atriotiay avTOv Kar 

10. 9. 
l 1 

Tv áxaÜáprov. 8 Kal mapiyyeiev avrois, wa pndev alpwow 9 3 
es eis 060p, €i u) Sov póvov uù Tpav, u?) aprov, pù els T3)v 

Sovnv xaXków ? AAN trodedeuévous cavdara, kal uù * évdu- 
anole úo xvrQvas. 10 Kat éxeyev avrois: “Omov àv eicéXOnre 11 4 

once prevailed of defending the style of the sacred 
writers of the New Test., as though it were of 
Attic purity. He who can believe that the 
Almighty must of necessity choose the original 
promulgers of his will from among those only 
who the advantages of rank or of learn- 
ing [and, we may add, eloquence], worships not 
the Universal Father, but the God of hie own 
vain imagination." 

5. xai ovx hévvaro—mwroinoa:| These words, 
in their common acceptation, present a seeming 
difficulty, to avoid which, some Expositors sup- 

a pleonasm, taking ovx fjóvvao woineas for 
osx imoíucs. But this pleonasm is factitious. 
Others take oix húvaro for noluit ;—a method 
even more destitute of foundation than the for- 
mer. The true interpretation seems to be that 
of many ancient Commentators (as Chrysostom, 
Euthymius, and Theophylact), and of the mo- 
derns, Grot., Whitby, Le Clerc, Bentley, and 
Fritz., by which the sense is, ‘ Our Saviour could 
not, not because he wanted power; but that the 
subjects of it were unbelieving, and therefore 
wanted the condition on which alone it was fit he 
should heal them. He could not, consistently 
with the rules on which he invariably acted in 

rforming miracles, —namely, to require faith 
in his Divine mission of those who sought them, 
in order to perform them.’ So infra ix. 23, el 
évraca, TicTeUGCaL.—' TáyTra ÓvwaTÀ Td Tı- 
eTtVorT.. 

6. iQaóua(s] Schleusn., Kuin., and others, 
take the word rather of isdi ion than wonder ; 
a signif., indeed, not unfrequent in the Classical 
writers, but perhaps not to be found in the New 
Test. Far simpler and more satisfactory is the 
common interpretation, *he wondered at their 
want of faith' and perverseness, in rejecting bis 
claims on such unreasonable grounds. This con- 
struction of — with écd and an Accus. is 
very rare (the usual one being Oavudát. iwi Tui, 
or mepi Tivos), but found in John vii. 21, and 
Jeocr., wore xal rove slóórae —ÜDavuá(Qaw did 
Thy Kaprepiay TAUTHD. 

7. i£ovcíav Tav he ‘power over unclean 
spirits,'—a construction found also in Matt. x. 1, 
and John xvii. 2; Hellenistic Greek for the 
Classical iwi followed by Accus. So Luke, in 
the parallel , has iwi wdyra Tà dat- 
oma. The spirits are here termed ‘ unclean,’ 
not only as dwelling in unclean places, but as 
the promoters of all uncleanness and evil living. 
See Tobit iii. 8. vi. 11, compared with 

8. pà wipav, a) prov] Tisch. and Alf. 
(not, however, Lachm.) » from MSS. B, C, 
and A, uù dprov, un * pav. But the authority 
for this reading is wholly insufficient, espec. con- 
sidering that internal evidence is adverse. The 
reading, I doubt not, arose solely from the negli- 
gence of the scribe of some very ancient Arche- 
type; for a change of the position of words fre- 
quently arises purely from that cause. More- 
over, the text. rec. is required by propriety of 
lan , for múpav being the more prominent 
of the two nouns, ought to come first ; and that 
it is the more prominent is plain, because there 
is a sort of Hendiadys for pa» áprov, ‘a 
wallet full of bread.” So Athen. 422, 75 wpa 
T&v dpTwy. Judith xiii. 10, wipay Tiv Bow- 

Tey. 

9. For text. rec. dvdicac8a:, I have now, 
with Lachm., Tisch, and Alf, received é»- 
évonoGe, for which there is strong external au- 
thority, including several Lamb. and many Mus. 
copies, confirme by internal evidence, consider- 
ing that it is most likely that dydvcac@a: was a 
correction devised for the pur of removing 
the anomaly of construction, which, however, is 
one not unfrequent in the Gospel of Mark. The 
influence of Itacism (a: and «) has here tended 
to confuse the evidence of the principal manu- 
scripts, but has only to be kept apart from the rest 
of the evidence. The construction, as Grot., 
Kuin., and Fritz. poni out (after Euthym.), is 
best adjusted by the repetition, from the pre- 
ceding context, of wapryyeiAs, and after à 
of — ———— or such like. 
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5 pn défwvras opás, unde axovowow vp, éxropevópevo, éxeiÜev, 14 

MARK VI. 11—16. 

éféAÜnre éxeiÜcy. U Kal dco: dy 

^ A A A , 

éxr.wá£are Tov xoÜv Tov vTOkáTo TOV Tr00Qv ÜpQv, Els papTU- 

[Api Aéyo piov avrois. úir avextorepoy éoTa4 Zodopois 
6  Touoppos ev nuépa xpicews, Ñ TÅ móres éxeivp.] 1° Kai 

éEenOovres exnpvocov iva peravoncwos 13 kai. 6asuóvia, moda 
éféBaXXov: Kai Hreupov EXaip roXXoUs 
7T €UVOV. 

14. 

t9 = 

14 Kai ğxovoev ò faciXeUs 
? rà Üvoua ajro0— kal éXeyev, ri "Ieávvgs ó Batrrifwy èx vexpav 

»?€ 7 áppocTovs, 

"HpoOns—4davepov yap éyéveto 

kal éOepa- 

ayépOn, xai Sid rovro évepyovow ai Suvdpens dv avrg. 15" AXXoL 

8 & éXeyor “Or ' HAías orir addoe 86 Edteyor “Ors mpoph- 
rs éotiv, [4] ós els trav mpodyrav. 19 ' Axoscas 86 6 ‘Hpwdns 

9 elrev "Ori, bv éyà arrexepadica Iwdyyny, otros rtu” avrós 

ll. derivdEare—iwoxdro r. woduv] See 
` note on Matt. x. 14, where I have shown the 

force of avrois. The words roy dwoxutTe are 
absent from the MS. D and a few others, and 
some MSS. of the Vulg. and ltalic Versions; 
having, I doubt not, been removed as not found 
in the parallel Gospels, and seeming #aneces- 
sary; which they are wot, tbe nature of tho 
phrase being somewhat different, —namely, ‘ the 
dirtunder your feet,’ that clinging to the shoe soles. 

I now feel Jess certain than heretofore of the 
uineness of the words dui)» Aiyo—ixsivy, 

though they have the support of the Syriac Ver- 
sions, and have been ably, but not quite success- 
fally, defended by Fritz. . 

13) BAsipor uiw] It ap from various 
passages of the Medical and Rabbinical writers 
cited by Wets. and Lightf., that oi (which in 
the Eastern and Southern countries is of a - 
liarly mild quality) was used by the ancients, 
both Jews and Gentiles, as a medical applica- 
tion. And that it was so employed by the 
Apostles, is the opinion of almost all the recent 
Commentators. But surely this circumstance— 
that the Apostles had use of a 
well medicine, — ill comport with the 

vity and dignity of the p ing context ; 
Shieh compels us to su (with all the an- 
cient and early modern Commentators) that the 
healing was as miraculous as the casting out of 
the demons ; and, in either case, was the effect 
of the power which our Lord had given to his 
Apostles when he sent them forth ;—a power, 
too, which continued for some time in the Chris- 
tian Church. As to the anointing, it was only 
employed as a symbolical action, typical of the 
oil of gladness and grace, to be imparted by 
Divine assistance. For the first Christians, being 
accustomed to represent, by visible signs, the 
allegorical allusions in Scripture, used oil not 
only (as the Jews had done) as a remedy, which 
had rom high antiquity become sacred; but 
also (from that sacredness) as a religious rife in 
Baptism, Confirmation, and Prayers for the Sick. 
Thus the anointing may be rded as one of rega 
those — actions by which both the Pro- 
phete of the O. T. and the Apostles (after their 

Lord's example), out of indulgence to human 
weakness, accompanied their supernatural and 
miraculous cures. See James v. 14. In all 
which cases the methods adopted in those actions 
(which were various) contributed nothing to the 
cure ; that being effected by means supernatural, 
and derived from on high. 

14. fixovoey ò BaciXsos] There is here, eem- 
ingly, a want of the Sudject to the verb. With 
this the early Critics (as the various readings 
show) have, indeed, furnished us ; supplying Th» 
dxony rov 'Igcov, which Beza approves, and 
Fritz. inserts in the (ext. But it is surely better 
to retain a harshness, than to get rid of it by 
such means. AME y — it is, 
to su a 7 ta, by which ra yivo- 
bisa is left to be understood from the subject- 
matter, and confirmed by v. 9. It is 
in Luke ix. 7, with the addition of wda»ra, and 
in another way in Matt. xiv. 1; but that in the 
passage of Luke is preferable, since it includes, 
with the wonderful works of Jesus, the preach- 
ing, &c., of the Twelve. 

5. @dXor] I have now, with Lachm. and 
Tisch., admitted ài, from several of the moet 
ancient MSS., including several Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, supported by internal evidence, and by 
the pue of Luke ix. 8. 

The À before ws «fs, which I long double- 
bracketed, on the strongest evidence, I find absent 
from almost all the Lamb. and Mus. copics. 

16. The ör: is cancelled by Lach. and Tisch., 
from B, C, L, and 5 cursive MSS., and the Syr., 
Vulg., and Ital. Versions. But Versions are in 
such a case of little weight, and the MSS. are 
too few to authorize any cancelling, cspec. when 
internal evidence is, as here, advers, from the 
greater probability of the ör: having been pet 
ow, than brought tn. In fact, this ör: recitativum 
(as Philologistsdenominate it) is notunfrequently 
cancelled in the very same class of MSS. that 
here exclude it. See Matt. v. 31. vii. 23. ix. 18. 
xxi. 16. xxvi. 65. Mark i. 27. ii. 16. vi. 16. 18. 
xii. 6. 29. Luke xii. 27. xiii. 35. xix. 46. Johu 
i. 51. iv. 42. 53. vii. 31. ix. 93. x. 34; in most 
of which passages Lachm. or Tisch. (and some- 
times both) cancel the or. 
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Siada ray yuvaixa Pirlrrov tod adeApod aùroù, Ste adrny 
eydunoev. 19 "Exeye yap 6 'Ieávvgs te ‘Hpwdn “Ort oùe 4 
Ekeori cou Exew THY yuvaixa ToU. adedpod cov. 19'H &‘Hpw- 5 
Stas éveiyev avrà, kai TÜeXev avrov arroxteivas’ kal ovK ndvvaTo. 
20°O yap ‘Hpaddns éfoBeiro Tóv 'Ioávvgv, cides aùròv dv6pa 
Sixatov kal Gywv, kai cuvernper aùróv xal dxovcas avoid, 
TONAL Errolet, xal 7j8éos avtod Tjkove. ?! Kal, yevouévns ")uépas 6 
evxaipou, Ste “Hpwdns Tois yeverios avtrod Setrvov érole Trois 
peywrrüciw avrod xal Trois xOudpyois Kal TOS MPOTO Tis 
Tamiralas, 9? kai eiaeMovons tis Üvyarpós [atris] Ts Hpo- 

17. I am now inclined to think the rf before 
dvÀaxg not genuine. External evidence is 
strong for its exclusion. I find it absent from 
all the best Lamb. and Mus. copies. It was 
more likely to be brought in, than put out. 

18. tAeys] Here, and in the parallel 
of Matt. xiv. 4, I would render éXeye not din, 
much lese dürerat, ‘had said; but dicebat, 
* used to say ;' denoting that he did not say it 
merely once, but several times, i.e. as often as 
was necessary, both privately and publicly, to 
denounce so fou] an offence. 

]9. dvetyev avro] Not ‘had a quarrel with,’ 
as E. V.; but, ‘bore a grudge against him.’ 
"Evi yew ipee ue to éyxoreiv) signifies ‘to 
harbour’ (literally, ‘have in mind"), xórov, ‘a 
grudge,’ or ‘resentment,’ against any one. The 
complete phrase occurs in Hdot. i. 118. vi. 119, 
and viii. d, the elliptical one in Luke xi. 53. 
Gen. xlix. 23. 

20. ipoBeiro T. '1.] Render, ‘stood in awe 
of John, held him in t reverence,' —a sense 
which the word bears also at Luko xviii. 2. Eph. 
33, and sometimes in the later Greek prose 
writers, as Plutarch and Herodian. On again 
attentively considering the — verata as to 
the true sense of cuveripe:, I am still of opinion 
that the interpretation, * watched him closely,’ 
*kept him in close custody,’ for protection 
against the malice of Herodias, involves too 
great a harshness to be adopted. And though 
the interpretation is very ancient, being found 
in the Vulgate Version and the Glossa ordinaria, 
yet the other, *observabat, is much more an- 
cient, — found in the Pesch. Syr. Version 
and Theop us (probably derived from Chrys.). 
Moreover, this studious care and protection of 
John's safety is inconsistent with the wish to 
ut him to death, ascribed to Herod, Matt. xiv. 5. 
ndeed I with Bede and De Lyra, that at 

the time of the birth-day banquet Herod's mind 
inst John, that his sorrow at John's 

tragical end was very much in semblance, and 
tbat he inwardly felt some satisfaction that he 
could take away his life in a way which might 
find some excuse with the people, as if he had 
done it constrained by conscience. However, 
the verbs ipoß:îro, ouveripa:, and néias 
avrov fxoue, relate only to the time before John 
bad offended Herod by his faithful representa- 
tions; and the force of the Imperfect describes 

only his heretofore customary dispositions and 
feelings towards John. The only formidable 
difficulty to assigniug the sense t to 
cvveT. is its extreme rarity, insomuch that even 
the erudite Valckn?* regards the expression as 
Kawas pnOiv; which need not be thought 
strange, if we view it as one of those idioms 
of common life which occasionally occur in 

t. Mark's Gospel. Nevertheless, an example 
is adduced by De Rhoer, Lection. p. 106, from 
Diog. Laert., who has $íAovs cuvrnpeiv, where 
he says it signifies colere, re amicos. 

2]. yev. nutpat sbxaípov] Notwithstanding 
that so many eminent Expositors interpret this 
of ‘a solemn feast-day,’ that view of the sense 
cannot be maintained, considering that this use 
of eUxatpor is, as Fritz. has shown, of much later 
Grecism than that of the Evangelist's age, and I 
would decidedly acquiesce in that of the Ital. 
and Vulg. Versions, adopted by Fritz. and others, 
‘a convenient day,’ or ‘ time,’ ‘a fi season,’ i.e. 
for Herodias to accomplish her malicious design. 
Thus it is used, by an Hellenistic idiom, for 
Kaipov svxaipov, which expression occurs in 
Hdian i. 4, 7. Plut. de Educ. § 14, and Aris- 
ten. i. 2. 
— Tots peytoracw) A term of Alexandrian 

Greek, formed from péytoroe, as ved» from 
víos, and found elsewhere in New Test. only, in 
Rev. vi. 15. xviii. 23. Out of the New Test. it 
occurs only in the Sept, the Apocr., Joseph., 
and the very late Class. writers, as Artemid. It 
ia equiv. to the Latin magnates, ‘great men,’ 
men distinguished by rank and high public sta- 
tion ; as courtiers, or governors. e next term 
wpizros denotes the principal persons of those in 
a private station. So Jos. Antt. vii. 9, 8, ol je 
xepas poor. 

22. arris tHe] The aùrñs is absent from 
somo inferior MSS., and the rs from others; 
while the MS. B has avrov. But Lachm. and 
Tisch. retain tbe text. rec. without expressing 
any doubt; though aóíT5s i$ worse than useless : 
and I am inclined to think it was only a var. 
lect. of rye, but one not to be received. Ac- 
cordingly, I have bracketed it. The reading, 
avurou, ved, must be taken as an adver 
there, as several times in the New Test. But 
here it would very harshly dissever ÜvyaTpóe 
from ris ‘Hp., and would yield a sense very 
jejune. 
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MARK VI. 23—31. 

14. 9.944Bos xal dpynoapévns, xal dpecdons TQ ‘Hpwdy xal rois 
7 cuvavaxeipévous, elev ò Baciiedts TQ Kopaciw Alrnoov pe 

8 dày Oérns, kal Seow cou B kal cpocer air,” Ort 0 édv pe 
8 airjons, Seow cot, éws juloos Tis Baciheias pov. ?^'H &€ 

éFeXOovoa elme TH untro abris Ti airjcopar; 5$ 06 elme 
Tj xeparip 'Ioávvovy tod Barticrod. * Kai eioedOoica eù- 
Oéws perà orrovdts mpòs Tov BactMéa, NTýoato Aéyovca; Ow 
(va por Sas éfavrüs émi mivaxı trav xejaX)v 'loávvov rod 

9 Barricrod. % Kal, rreptdvtros yevopevos 6 Baoeùs, 5a rovs 
Spxous xal rods cuvavaxerpévous ovx. nOéAnoev avTij» aberijoat. 

10 27 Kal evOéws atrocreiias 6 Bacinevs * orrexouddrtopa, érérafev 
eveyPivas tiv Kepariy atrod. B'O è atedOwv arrexepdducev 

n avTOv èv Tj) GvXacf), xal ijveyke T)». Kehadijy aùroù émi mivaxi, 
Kai &Go ev avT')v TQ kopací: xai TÒ Kopdovoy Ewxev avT))v TH 
umrpi avris. ?9 Kal áxovcavres ot pabnral avro), ÑAbov kai 
jpav TO wrapa avrov, kai &Onkav auto év [T] pvnpeip. 

10 30 Kal ovvdyovras oi atroatoAot mpòs TOv ‘Incoby, kai amiy- 
yetAay avTQ Távra, [xal] dca émoígcav xai dca édidakav. 
31 Kai t elmev avrois" Aecdre Dpeis avtot xar (iav eis Cpnuov 

24. à dé] Tisch. and Alf. read xal, from the 
MS. B; while Lachm. retains ù ài, very pro- 
perly. For alricoua:, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

alráceua:, on strong external authority, 
confirmed by internal evidence. — 
this the sense will be, * what must I ask ?' For 
ir Tisch. reads Bawri{ovros, from 

SS. B, D, L, et E while A n 
Baxtiorou, very properly (comp. Matt. xiv. 8) ; 
though internal evidens Ji a favour of the Par- 
ticiple. 

26. obx 408d. a. áÜsrrcai] The true force 
of the expression oùx #0. seems to be, * he was 
indi to do it, ‘did not care to do it, 
x not bring himself to do it;' of which use, 
somewhat rare, examples are found in the best 
writers from Homer downwards. Suffice it to 
adduce Hom. Il. xiii. 106, ro uívos xal x«ipae 
'Axaus» Míupew obx i0iAsokov. Thucyd. iv. 
55 4 TÀV ' AOnvalwy obxéri t0sXnodvrev uá- 
t0vat. 

* Of á0sTr5cat a. the sense is ‘to disappoint 
her,’ by refusing her request: a sense chiefly 
confined to the later writers, who use the word 
either absolutely, or with an Accus. of person, 
sometimes accompanied with alc; rarely with 
an Accus. of thing. That the above rendering of to 
abernoac most exactly represents its true im- 
port, appears by considering that the ratio meta- 

in that term is ‘to disappoint any one’ by 
removing, or displacing what had been fixed and 
settled by previous en ent. Finally, avrény 
cannot be put, as Dr. Robinson, Lex., imagines, 
for ‘ her request ;' but must rather, as it is dono 
by Bretechn., Lex., be taken as put for the ‘ xie- 
qıy ei datam,’ or rather the promise, or solemn 
engagement, made with her; as Jos. Antt. xv. 
26, oJdsyóc dÜsTücsi y zjElov. Polyb. xxx. 
2,7, dher. rip vloiv. 

27. e*sakovA&Topa] So I now edit, from 
almost all the most ancient MSS. This term, 
from the Latin , denotes one of the 
body-guards; who were so called, because their 
principal duty was that of sentinels: for I 
with Casaubon, Wetstein, and Fritz., that they 
had their name from their office ri, and 
not, quasi spi , fro 7 : 
the former alludes to their chief business. They 
had, however, other confidential duties; and 
among these, that of acting, like the Turkish 
soldiers of the present day, as executioners. As 
to the sense, the word may best be rendered 
sentinel, since the appellation belongs to those 
soldiers of the body-guard who took, in their 
— the watch, at ie Toa to the 
royal presence, and whose office it was to espy 
danger, and ward it off. 
— ips — Tisch. and Alf. read ivdyxas, 

from B, e A; but wrongly, since it is evidently 
& mere ion, introduced for the purpose of 
getting rid of a very unusual construction, never, 

hend, found in any pure Greek writer. 
Lachin. pet retains évexOnjpas. 

29. The væ before uvnusíe has been, on 
strong grounds, removed by all the recent Edi- 

re. 
31. «Tarey] There is strong evidence for Aryse, 

which all the recent Editors adopt, instead. of 
simsy, but no absolute demand for change. The 
contrary is the case with dvawavcacGs i after, 
for text. rec. avawavec@s, which been 
adopted by Lechm., Tisch., and Alf. Mark was 
likely to use the Present Aere, as he has done 
infra xiv. 41, sine v. l., and though it is so rare 
that I know of no other instance besides 
Matt. xxi. 45, in Xen. Anab. vii. 3, 4, dra- 
7Taít00s, and Dan. xii. 13, od devpo xai ava- 
mwatov, whereas the Aorist is not unfrequent, 
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TÓTOV, Kai ávaTavegÜe OXbyov. "jcav yap oi épyópevo, kai oi 14. 
tmdyovres vroXXoi, Kal ovdé hayeiv mokaipovv. 82 Kai amnrOov 
eis Epnuoy TóTOoV TQ TXoip kar idiav. 33 kai eldov avTOUs 13 

and accordingly was likely to be introduced 
here. 
— ale ipnuov TO*o»] The phrase recurs at 

v. 32, and at 35 we have ore £pnuós borw ò 
vTowot, in all which passages the true sense is— 
as it is also in the parallel passage of Luke—‘a 
tract of country (fom lying waste and uuculti- 
vated),—with little or no population, —a sense 
this very suitable to the context, considering the 
circumstance recorded by John vi. 15, that our 
Lord retired from the busy haunts of men, as 
knowing that they were about to lay hold of him 
to make him a king. This sense of £pnuos to 
signify uninhabited, occurs also in Jer. xxiii. 10, 
£pnjos —ávó Tov ávÜpo wy. Xen. Cyr. iv. 4, 
2. Thucyd. i. 5,2, iv ywpío ip. 

32. Tc rho] Lech. and Tisch. add iy, 
from MSS. B, L, D, and three cursive MSS. 
ae Lamb. 1179), which seems confirmed by 

att. xiv. 13, ávsydpycar iv vXoíw, and supra 
v. 21. Nevertheless, internal evidence is against 
the word, which was more likely to be put $n, 
from the parallel passage, than put out; for this 
use of the Dative of instrument, by (as we should 
say, ‘to & by ship"), is rather unfrequent. The 
ancient Critics ought to have seen that the ex- 
pression rw wXoiew, or wAolw without Art., is 
used in order the better to answer to we{i7, ‘by 
land,’ occurring just after. 

33. xai slov — v pó« abróy] Editors and 
Commentators are alike agreed that this e 
has suffered grievously from transcribers ; and the 
unusual diversity of readings has here (as in 
many other Citi) led Critics too readily to take 
: ion for granted: and, in order to relieve 
the plethora, pruming has been unsparingly em- 
ployed by the recent Editors. Griesbach edits 
thus: xai slóov avrovs Umayovras’ xai ir- 
íéyvocay wooli: kai wely drò vacov Tov 
TOÀso» cvvídpauo» ixst. But for this, and 
most of the other alterations that have been 
made, there is little authority. Indeed, there 
are no sure grounds for alteration, except for the 
cancelling of ol óxXo:, which is found in scarcely 
any good MS., snd has been cancelled by all the 

itors from Matthei downwards. Thus woA- 
Aoi becomes the subject of the verbs :Iĝov and 
doré av. This view, however, lies open to 
no little objection. The sense thence arising is, 
as regards eldoy, frigid, and, as concerns éor£yv., 
inapposite; for, as Campbell remarks, ‘the his 
torian would not be likely to say that many knew 
him, since, after being so long occupied in teach- 
ing and healing them, thero would be compara- 
tively few who did wot know him.’ Hence, I 
cannot but suspect that «oXÀXol—though the 
authorities for its omission are but weak—should 
not be here. Yet it does not, I suspect, stand 
uite for nothing ; but, as it is scarcely possible 
or us to dispense with a aga, and as the paral- 
lel passages of Matthew and Luke have oi óxXo: 
I suspect that under this wodAoi is concealed 
tbat very reading. In this I am supported not 
only by Critical probability (for the words woA- 
Aol and óxAo: are frequently confounded) but 
by the authority of tho other Evangelists; and, 

indeed, of all those numerous MSS. which con- 
tain ÓxXoi, since they may be considered as 
authority for the reading in question ; there being 
little doubt but that in their Archetypes the 
reading 6xAo: was written in the margin, and 
— as — the E iain 

n n carefully reconsidering this exin 
— I am af opinion that the above te pus 
ly the true reading: but it requires too much 

to be taken for granted to be safely adopted. By 
removing, as I have done, the avrdy, on com- 
petent authority, confirmed by internal evidence, 
the objection urod by Campb. falls to tho 
ground ; but another arises, owing to the want of 
some subject; and aúroòùs, found in several an- 
cient MSS., only attests the endeavour to supply, 
though unsuccessfully, that subject. In revising 
the text, I have made no other alteration than 
by bracketing of óxAoi, and cancelling avuroy. 
I have not thought proper to adopt, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and AIE, the reading éwéyvwoayp, 1) 
since the authority for it, that of b, D, and 
cursives, is quite insufficient; 2) because the 
sense thus arising is inapposite, and makes the 
want of a subject more apparent ; and 3) because 
it puts out that slight portion of light which we 
have; for the true subject left to be understood 
after ixéyv., and supplied from the subject-mat- 
ter, is +d wpayua, the sense being that ‘ many 
of the multitude perceived,’ ‘ were aware of, what 
they were about,’ ‘ penetrated their intention.’ 
Comp. Luke v. 22, imiy. Trois d:adoytopods. 
But the want of a subject to sidov is so great, 
that if óxAoi be removed from the text, it must 
be supplied from the subject-matter; which in- 
volves great harshness; and hence I cannot but 
suspect that it was expunged by certain Critics, 
who thought that it did not well consist with 
*oÀXoí. Accordingly the passage may be ren- 
dered : * And they G. e. the multitude) saw them 
withdrawing, and many of them perceived what 
they were about,’ or ‘the course which they in- 
tended to take;' and, as we find by the subse- 
quent words, which yield a sufficiently plain 
scnse—if at least the words xal avvrjAOov wpds 
avTór be removed (as they have been by all the 
best Editors), as evidently arising from a mar- 
inal scholium. The sense will thus be: * And 
vidis YI they flocked together, ran thither 
viz. to the place they had guessed), on foot from 

all the cities, and endeavoured to precede them 
(meaning our Lord and his Apostles) in getting 
thither.’ One may imagine how the people who 
saw our Lord and his Apostles withdrawing, 
drawing off from the land on ship-board (a use 
of j&y found also at James vi. 21), might be 
in a situation so circumstanced in respect of 
them, as to be enabled to arrive before them at 
the place whither they were bound. Yet this 
would seem impracticable, and is forbidden b 
what is suggested in the next verse. Accord- 
ingly, I prefer to understand the term as denoting 
(by a frequent idiom) the endeavour for the action 
absolutely carried out. However, I suspect that 
Mark wrote ?rpogA0ov avos, i. e. ‘strove to be 
beforehand with each other in reaching their des- 
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MARK VI. 34—37. 

14. 9. úmayovras [of Sydo1,] «al éméyvecav [avróv] F oXXok xal 
1 , l me(j dm vacQv TOv TÓXewv cvvéopapov éxei, xal TpoijkÜov 

14 autos, [xal avvijABov mpòs avrov.] % Kai éfeXOov clóev ó 
'"Incots morùv ÓyXov, kal éomXaryyviaÓn èr avrois, čti oav 
ds TpóBara uù Éyovra Towiéva: xal Jjp£aro Siddoxew aùroùs 

15 12 mod. 35 Kai 7dn opas "roXXfjs *yevouévns, mpooerbóvres avt@ 
oí pabnral avrov Xéyovaur “Ore čpnpós otw 6 TÓTOS, kai 
jon @pa word 99 àmóXvcov avtovs, iva, amreNOovres eis TOvS 
KUKN® ürypoUs Kal Kwas, wyopdcwow éavrois áprovs Ti yap 
daywow ox Éyovaw. 91 'O 8&6 azroxpiels elrev avrois* Acre 

tination.' This use of the accus. for the genit. 
occurs at least in the later Greek writers, e. gr. 
Scholiast on Aristoph. Vesp. 1352. 

I am not aware of any further difficulty, ex- 
t the want of a subject at Iov, and a suit- 

able one at éwéy».—which difficulty can only be 
removed by the method which I have long ago 
proposed. There is, indeed, some harshness in 
the supplying of the above particular after ir- 
fyvecay; but this kind of subaudition is found 
at Acts ix. 30, and in the instance of the ample 
verb yiveooxe, infra v. 38, and ix. 30. Luke ix. 11. 

For aùroîs after -orpogA0o», Lachm. and 
Tisch. read aŭroùs, from B, D, L, and 2 others; 
perhaps rightly, for the construction with Accus. 
occurs infra viii. 2, and ix. 22, in all the copies. 
The reading a’rots may have come from Matt. 
xiv. 14, where see note. 

94. igsA0c y] The term occurs also in the 
parallel of Matt. xiv. 14; but the ques- 
tion in either case is, that is the sense? Our 
English Translators and Expositors generally, 
ind. most of the Foreign ones, take it to mean, 
‘having gone out of the ship, ‘disembarked.’ 

there will be an ellipsis of Tov wAolou, 
which is expressed infra v. 54. They, for the 
most interpret the word in the same way at 
Matt. xiv. 14, though some, as Wakefield and 
Meyer, differently. But this mode of treating 

so entirely parallel is quite inadmissible. 
The ellipsis, too, of ov wAolov needs proof; 
which cannot, I apprehend, be adduced ; for i 
have not found a single example elsewhere of 
this use (like egressus in Latin). Cortainly the 
term is in passages to be explained in the 
same manner; and as at Matt. xiv. 14, it cannot 
but mean ‘having come forth’ (so our common 
Version and Wakef., ‘went’ or ‘come forth’), 
viz. from the place whither, after disembarkation, 
he had gone with his disciples, and taken post, — 
namely (as we find from John vi. 3), at +d ópos, 
& kind of peak-like eminence, or knoll, rising a 
little above the — margin of the eastern sea- 
coast of the lake and its top, —namely, that laid 
down in the latest maps as situated one mile and 
three-quarters from the coast, and about the 
same distance from Bethsaida Gaulon. The 
Article rò designates the mount as well? known. 
This must be the same with the situation 
termed, less definitely, by Matthew and Mark 
fpnpos rowos; but by Luke ix. 10, with suf- 
ficient — roror ipnuot TOÀset? Kar. 
Bn0cajóá, meaning Bethsaida Gaul., at the top 

of the lake; and also called Julias, from the 
colony planted there. [t was, as Reland in his 
** Palestine" has shown, on the East side of the 
lake; and was probably a peak, or knoll, rising 
above the mountain range which skirts the coast 
of the lake along the whole extent of the Gaulo- 
nitis. To this mountain peak, then, I would 
refer the term é£e\Owy in the both of 
Matthew and Mark ; and the term is sufficiently 
appropriate, considering that there is reference to 
the site as our Lord's fixed abode during his 
sojourn in the desert of Bethsaida. So John 
says ixa? àáxáÜ no pera Tor uaÜmrir. This 
view I find supported by Euthym. (probebl 
from Chrysost, or some other ancient Gree 
Father), who, after inquiring 76014» ife\ Our 
lácao xai ididaks ['Incovc] ; answers, wavret 
amd ToU Ópovs,— namely, that mentioned in 
John vi. 1—3, and after adducing the words of 
tho Evangelist, he subjoins wpot\aBe yàp iv 
whoie usta is» uaÜrriy (meaning that they 
outstripped the multitude, who bad gone thither 
by land) xai dveNOovres els TÒ Ópos, d:cavewau- 
ovTo. sira i£5X0« (he went forth), xai lácaro, 
xal ididaEav. It may, indeed, be objected, that 
Mark says of the multitudes, melh awd wacuy 
TüVy TOXtcv cuvidpapow ixe? (whither they saw 
the boat directing its course) xal awpon\Ooy 
avrovs. But this, considering the situation of 
the two parties, would be physically impossible ; 
nor is there any reason to su that 
Mark meant to assert it; for though the words 
xai porjAÜo» adrods are in the text. rec., and 
are adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., there is great 
uncertainty as to the true text of the whole pas- 

e. 
“s, Spas FoNN yev.—xai hèn wpa Tois) 
A very remarkable phrase, by which it seems 
meant lit. that ‘tho time of day is long, i. e. 
* long (or, as we should say, kigh) in figure, — 

uiv. to late in howr, and thus equiv. to the 
phrase in Matt. xiv. 15, édyias ysvopéims. 
only exx. quoted to the urpose, of this peculiar 
hrase are Polyb. v. 8.3, fikt, T 0ÀÀTS epae 

(acil. yevopivnt) iwi +d Oipuov. Dionys. har 
Antt. ii. 54, &uuí£yor xpi TONAS epase 
— ATUS: &ws 7) VUE—Ciéxpivey av Tove. 

96. dprovt’ ti yap péywow ovx ixovory] 
Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from 2 MSS., eavroie 
Tt payeow. This, however, is alike unsupport- 
ed by external vehi and by infernal enidrmes 
as exieting in its having every appearance of be- 
ing a critical alteration, but without improvement. 
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avrois Upeis Qaryeiv. Kai Xéyovow aùr’ ' AareMBóvres dryopá- 14. 
cwpev Staxociov Snvapiwvy dprovs, xal pev aurois dayeiv ; 16 
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9. 
13 

38'0 dé Aéye avroi* lómovs áprovs Éyere; úmáyere xai 
iSere. Kal yvóvres déyovou IIévre, kal 8/0 iy0/as. 39 Kai 17 
éTérafev avtois ávaxMiva. Távras, cvjTÓcia ovpTóca, émi 19 M 
TQ Xop xópro. V Kal dvérecov «pasta mpacial, t ava 
éxaTóv xal ava Trevrükovra. *l Kai Xafjóv rods Tíévre dprovs 
xal tous úo iyÜvas, avaBddas eis Tov ovpavoy eUXoynce 
Kal xatéxXace ToU; apTous, kaè elou Trois pabnrais avro), iva 
TrapaÜdQciw avtoiss xai roùs dv0 ixOvas euépice tract. £ Kal 
Epayov Távres, kal éyoprácÜncaw 8 kai pay xXaapárov 
&cOexa, kodívovs mAnpes, xal amd tov ixOvav. ** Kal cav 21 
ot $ayóvres Tovs dprovs ael vevraxw y (Aio, avdpes. * Kal 
evÜéos nudyxace Tov; pabnrdas avroU éuSnvat eis TÓ TXotov, 
xal mpodyew eis TO mépav Trpós BnOcaiday, ws aùròs arrodvoy 
tov ÓxXov. “ Kal ámorafápevos avrois, amndOev eis Tò Ópos 23 
mpocevgacba. 47 Kal ovrias yevopévns, tv To TrXotov èv péow ?A 

37. For éapuey, Lachm., Tisch,, and Alf. edit 
éacourv, from A, B, L, A, and 2 cursive MSS. ; 
but without reason. They ought to have taken 
into account the ae aéyopacouey, found in 
several of the same sx ; which variety of 
reading induces me to think that the cause of 
the diversity was sof, as Fritz imagines, the 
very frequent confusion of œw and o by the 
scribes, but is rather to be sought in the Critics 
supposing that the Future Indic. (* what shall 
we’) would more spirit, and be more 
suitable to the occasion ; and accordingly, almost 
all the Versions follow it. But the Subjunet, 
presents a sufficiently suitable sense, —namely, 
What, must we go and buy?’ ‘are we to go 

and buy ?' 
39. cvu7ócia cvu*v.) This is to be under- 

stood in a — virgi for xara ET 
k ies.” Zuur., though a term rly a 
lied to denote rinking partics, wil alan used of 
parties of any kind. 

40. aviwecoy] lit. ‘reclined:’ a term, like 
ávaxAiva. just before, and dvaxeiuívovs in 
John vi. 11, employed with allusion to the re- 
clining posture of the ancients at meals. IIpa- 
ciai Tp., for xara wpacids, ' by companies.’ 
Iipacca (from 4rpácor, ‘an onion") properly 
significe ‘a plot of ground,’ espec. a garden-bed of 
onions; and as sacl: bedé are in square, or paral- 
lelogram, the word came to denote (like our 
word ron, as derived from quadra) a com- 
pany of persons disposed in square, or in regular 
order for counting. 

— For dva, hm., Tisch., and Alf. ado 
xard, from B, D, and the Coptic Vers. But, in 
2 case like this, no Vers. ( . 80 mean a one 
as the Coptic) is of any weight; and the external 
authority for xarà is quite insufficient, espec. 
considering that internal evidence is not favour- 
able. This reading dva may have come, as Alf. 
thinks, from the parallel of Luke; but 
it is so highly improbable that all the MSS. ex- 
cept two should have been thus altered (for 

xara is found in all the Lamb. and nearly all 
the Mus. copies) that we can scarcely doubt the 
genuineness of dvd, and we may very well sup- 
pose xarà to be an alteration of certain Critics, 
who thought, without reason, that xarà was the 
more proper expression, as in 1 Cor. xiv. 27, 31. 
Nay, xarà may even have been a marginal 

oss. 
45. For d*oXócy, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

edit dwoAve, from MSS. B, L, A ;—authority 
far too slight to warrant any change. Besides, it 
would introduce a worse Grecism than any to be 
found even in thts Gospel; for when gws 1s used 
of a future, the Present indicative is never used, 
except in the case of a verb like £pxoua:, when 
ihe Present is used in a Future sense. I doubt 
not that here daroA s: arose solely from a blun- 
der of the scribes for ázoA óc sı, and later Greek 
writers use the Future Indic. with £Éwse, and 
hence, considering that the terminations -y and 
-£&t are, by Itacism, often confounded, Mark ma 
have so written. Yet there is no sufficient evi- 
dence that be did; and, since in the parallel 
passage of Matt. xiv. 22, we have d*oÀvom in 
all the copies, and it is not likely that &voA vog 
should be introduced here into a// the copies ex- 
cept those, I would retain that reading; espec. 
considering that it is confirmed by all the an- 

` cient Versions, except two copies of the Italic, 
which have dimisit, doubtless an abbreviation 
for dimiserit, confirming the reading dwoNvcet, 
However, dwodve: may have been written, by 
Itacism, for dwoAvy. On the whole, there is 
evidently here no case for change. 
— 7póve B50.] At John vi. 17, it is ele 

Kadepvaovp. But the discrepancy is more in 
semblance than in reality; since, from what I 
have said on Mark iii. 7, 1t is plain that we have 
on to attend to the distinctive senses of arpóe 
and als, to remove the difficulty thus presented. 
The Apostles’ course was, it seems, directed ‘ to- 
wards, in the direction of Bethsaida; though 
the voyage was to be terminated at Capernaum. 



MARK VI. 48—53. 

Tis Oaddcons, kai aùròs povos émi rhs vis. 8 Kal elev aù- 
ToU Bacavitopéevous év TQ edavvew’ Ùv yàp ò vepos évavrios 
avrois. Kal «epi terdprny pudaxny Tis vukrOs Épyeraa pos 
avrous TepvrarOy émi Tis Oardcons: xal TcXe maperbeîv 

49 Oi 8à, iSovres avrüv TepumraroÜvra èm. Tis Oa- 

Adoons, otav ávracua elvat, xal àvéxpatay: 50 mávres yàp 
avrov eldov, xal érapáyÜraay. Kal ev0éws édddnoe per auton, 
kai eyes avroiss Qapceite dyw eip pù poBeicbe. 51 Kai 
avéBn Tpós aùrtoùs eis TO TXoiov, kai exoTracev ò vepos’ Kal 
May èx sepwcoU év éavrois éfirravro xal eGavpalov. 5? ov 
yàp auvixay éml rois dprow: tw yap Ñ Kapdia avrüv re- 
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27 

32 

34 

capér, Kal TpocwppiaOncap. 

48. slev) Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
ldcv, from B, D, L, A, 3 cursives (Evangel.), 
and the Vulg. and Ital.; to which I can add 
nothing from the Lamb. or the Mus. copies, 
— Lamb, 1188, also an Evang. evidently of 
not quite the same weight with the f e- 
raly. But this manifestly insufficient authority 
Mr. Alford must suppose quite made pr: for by 
internal evidence being quite in its favour,— 
namely, by, as usual, taking for an 
alteration in all the regular copies except four,— 
and all for what? “for elegance, on account of 
the parenthetical clause sv yap abrois.” It is 
difficult to see where this elegance lies. At any 
rate, the term should seem more applicable to 
the reading of the above four MSS.; and no 
wonder, since it came, I doubt not, from those 
Critics who have by their emendations on so 
many other occasions approved thcir claim to be 
esteemed ‘elegant Critics.’ And the credit of 
this emendation must be ascribed to the Framer 
of the text of the MS. B; for in that alone is 
the xai before mepi rerdprny certainly absent. 
At any rate, the Vulg. has tbe Article, and so 
has MS. D. I cannot but suspect that the Ida» 
of that MS. was an error of the scribe (one of 
the most blundering on record) for lèv, which 
was, [ doubt not, in the archetype, espec. consi- 
dering that it occurs in others of its family, as 
the Leic. MS. omitted by Wets. ; to which {add 
Lamb. 1179. Thus it agrees with A, K, M, N, 
X ; and it occurs in several of the most ancient 
Mus. copies. 
— 4OeXe mapsAÜeiv abToós] Much trouble 

might have been to itors by con- 
sidering the phrase as a r one, for ‘he 
would (i.e. he was about to) have them ; 
i.c. ‘he made as though he would have passed 
by them.’ Comp. Luke xxiv. 28. 

50. wdvres—itapdyOnoay] The wdvree 
here is not to be pressed upon (and, indeed, 
it is passed over, as well as eidov avtdy, by the 
Persic Translator) ; or rather, it is to be taken 
both with «18. and with érap.; for I cannot but 
think that the most faithful, if not the most 
literal version, will be, ‘for as soon as they all 
saw him, they were seized with trepidation.’ 
This is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version, 
‘et isti omnes videndo eum conturbati fue- 
runt,’ 

aopwpevn. 53 Kai Owmrepácavres Abov émi riy yp Tev- 

51. xal 40aóu.] The words are absent from 
B, L, A, and 5 cursives, with Vulg. and Ital., 
and cancelled by Tisch. and Alf., by whom the 
text. rec. is characterized as ‘combination of gloes 
on &éEíoTravTro. TJ characterize Mr. Alford's 
reading as an emendation of Critics who thought 
the words useless ; which, however, is far from 
being the case, for poe an intensity of 
expression by a sort of Hendiadys, as the Pesch. 
Syr. Trans. was well aware. In short, is it con- 
ceivable that all the copies with the exception of 
eight (for I can add nothing from the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies) have been interpolated with 
what would seem superfluous? As to the Vulg. 
and Ital, the authority of Versions against a 
word which would seem unne is of very 
slender weight, but for them very considerable. 

‘hm. was probably not aware of this, since he 
only brackets the words. Finally, that the words 
are quite genuine, will appear from note on 
Matt. ix. 8. 

52. ob evvzkap ivl rote prois) A singu- 
larly-worded expression, obscure from brevity, 
and of which the full sense is, * they did not even 
on reflection on the miracle of the loaves (which 
they had just seen) understand the power of the 
Lord alike over ali nature.” Thus y prois is 
meant, as Krebs. observes, te ÜavuaT: Toit 
ápTois Tue That Commentator, how- 
ever, and Kuinoel, seem wrong in assigning to 
éwi the sense It is rather per, by, 
denoting the efficient cause; as in Matt. iv. 4. 

As respects the next words, j»—wawwpoeuiyn, 
I agree with Bp. Lonsdale that the term orssep. 
is not meant to express ‘wilful resistance to the 
force of truth,’ but only ‘extreme dulness of un- 
derstanding, and slowness in believing ;' as, in- 
deed, appears from our Lord's language infra viii. 
17—21, where he reproves the disciples for having 
learnt little from the two miracles of the loaves. 
Comp. xvi. 14. Luke xxiv. 35. This Hellenistic 
use of xapéia to denote the mind and ender- 
standing is frequent in the New Test. and the 
Sept.; and that the conjoint term «r«7op. will 
not necessarily confine it to ‘the heart,” is plain 
from 2 Cor. iii. 14, éx pen rà vor mara. 
i 53. —— unter D Thy yf» Tawy.) 
rom the parallel passage of John it appears tbat 

the disciples, after embarking, bent their course 
to Capernaum instead of Bethsaid a, whither they 
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54 Kai é£eX0óvrov aitav éx ToU TXo(ov, ev0éws érvyvóvres 14. 
avrov, 55 vepibpauóvres ÖA Tw 1 replywpov éxeivny TjpEavro 35 

emi Tots * kpadárrois Tovs KaKws éyovras Trepubépew, rov Tjkovov 
v 2 ^ 9 
OTL EKEL €G'TL. 56 Kai õmov ap eiaeropevero eis xwpas 1) mores 1) 
@ypots, év tais ayopais èriÂouv ToU; dcÜcvoüvras, kal Trapexá- 

Aovv avTOv, iva Kav ToU xpacrédsov Tov iparlov avrod üjrevrac 
Kat Gaol ay 3yrrovro avro) écwtovro. 

had at first intended to steer (see v. 45) ; perhaps 
thus tng their course because (as we learn 
from v. 48) the wind was cont to them ; and 
so it happened that they came to land (or, as we 
should technically express it, made the shore) off 
the territory of Gennesareth. 
— ?rpocopyuíc0:ncay] Scil. éxet, * they camo 

to anchorage,’ or rather, to a place proper for 
drawing the ship off shore. So Arr. E. A. vi. 
20, 7, *pocopuicÜsic To alyuaNa. Æl. Var. 
H. viii. 5, r5 NáEoc wp. Plut. vii. 217, apocop- 
MiaOeis To Apr. The term is properly used of 
the ship; rarely, as here, of the sailors. 

54. After lariyvórTic avtdv Lachm. subjoins 
within brackets of dydpes ToU Torov ixsivov, 
from MSS. A, C, A, and some cursive ones, 
with all the ancient Versions except the Vulg. 
and Ethiopic ; while Tisch., with Griesb., Fritz., 
and Scholz, excludes the words; and very pro- 
perly, since they manifestly originated in critical 
alteration, the purpose of. which was to impart 
T ter — sud Inr were oe from 

the el passage of Matt. xiv. 
AR ts the matical solution of the 

difficulty, I am still of opinion that it is best to 
suppose an ellipsis of the subject, left to be sup- 
plied in éwcyvovres,—namely, dy0pwo:, just 
as in the exactly similar case supra i. 2], 22, we 
have xai slowopevovra: els K. xal é€ewArno- 
covro (scil. of árOpwoi). Render, ‘and men 
(or ‘ Ier were astonished.” So here Wakef. 
and Abp. Newc. supply people in Italics : Campb., 
less properly, in Roman characters. Strange is it 
that Lachm. should cancel the ixe? at the end of 
the verse, on the authority of only B, L, D, and 
one cursive MS.; since it was plainly omitted by 
the Critical Revisers for the purpose of removing 
& pleonasm, whereas I have already shown that 
it is by no means pleonastic, and I pointed out 
the full meaning of this peculiar modo of ex- 
pression. 

55. For Tv weplywpov, Tisch. and Alf. read, 
from 3 uncial and a few cursive MSS., TÌ» 
xXápav, which reading has the support of several 
ancient Versions. "The text. rec. may have como 
from the parallel passage of Matth. Should, 
then, xwpay be the true reading, we must un- 
derstand it to denote the district or terrilory of 
Gennesareth. Of the word as used in this sense 
an sap i occurs in Jos. Bell. iii. 10, 8, wapa- 
Teivei Thv Tevynodp (meaning the lake of that 
name) ouóvuvuos xópa, ‘a territory of that 
name.' 
— For repidépey some MSS. have dépew; 

others, éwimipacy; and others again, apos $í- 
pur, which Fritz. edits; but wrongly; for the 
varr. lectt. arose from the librarii stumbling at 
the use of repipéipe here, which has a signif 
catio pregnans, including the senses expressed by 
the sbove various readings; q. d. ‘they carried 

36 

them about (i. e. up and down), and brought them 
to those places where they heard he was. 
— ó1Tov fixovoy Sts ixet dci]. I would not, 

with Palairet and Schleusn., take the Saou as put 
for quoniam ; neither would I, with others (as 
Beza, Grotius, Wetstein, Kuinoel, and Winer) 
regard the fxe? as redundant. It may be best to 
suppose this an abbreviation of the more com- 
plete and primitive mode of expression, which 
would have been, *carried them to the place of 
which they had heard it said, he is there.” Thus 
the ¿xe? will be least of all pleonastic. [Comp. 
1 Kings xviii. 10.] 

56. Grou dy eloewopetero}] The use of the 
dv here, and just after at fjrrovro, is to be re- 
ferred to that case treated of by Winer, Gr. § 43, 
3, as used with Indic. when a matter of fact is 
spoken of; but yet indefinite in respect of time, 
or other circumstances, — i.e. happening re- 

y, or even customarily whenever occa- 
sion offers. Comp. Acts ii. 45. iv. 35. 1 Cor. 
xii. 2. Lucian, Demon. 10, owdco: av idcxouy. 
Thus the sense is, * whithersoever be entered, 
and as many as touched him wore made whole,' 
ie. however many they might be, wherever he 
went. Hence it is plain that Lachm. was wrong 
in altering #rrovro to Jiarro, solely on the 
authority of MSS. B, D, L, A. se y wrong 
are Tisch. and Alf. in nn TíÜscav for 
iT[Üov», solely from MSS. B, L, D, and three 
insignificant cursive MSS.; since internal evi- 
dence as well as external authority is against it. 
The reading evidently arose from the alteration 
of half-learned Critics, who did not perceive tho 
force of the Imperf. tense here, which has been 
2 expressed by Wakef. thus: ‘they used to’ 

Before wéXes and dypovs, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. insert slc, though only from B, L, and 
3 cursives (to which I add Scriv. p and y); 
and altogether injudiciously, since the ing 
probably arose merely from a marginal scholium. 
Certain it is that the word was more likely to be 
brought in, than put out. 
— iv rais dyopats &éTíÜovv Tove åo.) This 

may justly be rded as an unequiv proof 
of their entire faith in the power of Christ: 
though it was & custom with some ancient na- 
tions to lay such persons in the dyopal here 
mentioned (namely, * market-places, or ‘places 
of public concourse’), that they might receivo 
the benefit of the suggestions of those who had 
been ill of any dangerous disease, and who, 
having recovered from in might communicate 
the knowledge of what had been useful to them 
in any like case. Seo Herod. i. 197, and Strabo, 
p. 234, cited in my Recens. Syn. Indeed, from 
this Primitive custom, Max. . Diss. xl. 
pi (Dav.), traces the origin of the Medical 



MARK VII. 1—4. 

VII. 1 Kai ovvdyovras mpòs aùròv oi $apwratot, kal tives TOY 
l Tpapparéwv, éAgóvres amò ‘Ieposorúpæwv. ? Kal idovres twas 

Tov paĝnrâv avro) kowais yepol, (roUr. éorw avimrots) èobiov- 

Tas äprovs, [éuéupavro:] 3 (oi yàp Papısañor raè mávres oi 
Toudacot, éày uù muyu vipævrat Tas yeîpas, oùx éa0iovat, kpa- 
ToUvres THY mapáðociv TaY mpecBuTépwy * Kal amò áryopás, éàv 
p?) Barriowvrat, ovx éaÜ(ovct ral dXXa, mord eo, & map- 
éxaBov xpateiv, Batrricpovs mornplæv ral Ecarüv ral yadxiov 

VII. 1. tives Ty T'p.] The expression vives 
confirms my opinion at Matt. xv. l, that the 
Scribes who came from Jerusalem were a deputa- 
tion from the general body there resident, sent 
expressly to watch our Lord's proceedings. Since 
it cannot be supposed that the Deputation of 
Jerusalem — accompany the Deputation of 
the Scribes, the article ol before Papic. is, at 
least, useless; and I am inclined to suspect that 
it came from the ov preceding. The circum- 
stance of this being a Deputation from the above 
body, may scrve to account for the use of oup- 
dyovra: rather than any more general term, like 
the wpocipyovra: of Matth., * they resort unto 
him incisend: causá." 

2. kowais] It was quite in the Jewish idiom 
to oppose common to holy; the most usual signi- 
fication of the latter word in the Old Testament 
being 'separated from common, and devoted to 
sacred use. Campb. Ko:vòs here 9 often in 
Josephus) signifies what is ‘ritually impure:* 
thus, as regarded the hands, it denoted that they 
were not washed ritually, i.e. just before the 
meal; though they might otherwise be clean. 
— To áprovs Lachm. and Tisch. prefix rove, 

from MSS. B, D, L, A, and 6 cursive ones; but 
without reason. I doubt not that the rovs arose, 
through the carelessness of some ancient scribes, 
from the preceding rás; which sort of error has 
taken place on many other occasions; and a and 
ov are perpetually confounded. Or the Critical 
Revisers may have introduced rove in order to 
produce what they deemed a more suitable sense, 
namely, ‘their bread,’ and supported by Tò» 
Gproy at v. 5. But internal evidence strengthens 
arero wening external authority for &prous with- 
out the Article, 
— éuiuWavro] This word is omitted in seve- 

ral MSS. and some Versions, and is cancelled by 
Griesb. and Scholz, but retained and defended 
by Fritz. strenuously, but not successfully. No 
tolerable reason has ever been given why, sup- 

sing it to have been originally in the text, it 
should have been thrown out. On the other 
hand, it is casy to see how it should have been 
added, namely, by those who were not aware of 
the true construction of the whole passage, and 
did not see that vv. 3 and 4 are parenthetical. 

3. xuyun] There are few expressions on which 
the Commentators are more divided in opinion 
than this. The early Versions show that the 
ancients were as aki perplexed with it as the 
moderns. The Vulg. and some other Versions 
give the sense ; whence it has been sup- 
posed, that they read xuawy, which might be taken 
for wuxvd, and that for wuxvwe. But (as Fritz. 
observes) there is no proof of the existence of any 
such adverb as xuxyj; and the sense sæpe would 

be inapposite. Of course, the text. rec. is to be re- 
tained and explained as best we are able. Some 
Expositors, ancient and modern, take vy to 
mean ‘ up to the elbow.’ But even though wvyuà 
should be proved to have the signification elboto ; 
yet such a one as * up to,’ inherent in the Dative, 
cannot be tolerated. For the same reason, the 
interpretation of Lightf., Hammond, Schoettg., 
and others, ‘up to the wrist, must be rejected. 
In short, wuyuy can only mean the or 
closed fist, in which sense the word is taken by 
Scalig., Beza, and Fritz, who render ‘unless 
they have first washed their hands, [rubbing 
them] with the fist;' i. e. as Dr. Robins., Lex., 
explains, not merely dipping the fingers, or 
hands in water, as a sign of ablution ; but rub- 
bing the hands ther, as a ball, or fist [doubled 
fist], in the usual Oriental manner, when water 
is poured over them (2 Kings iii. 11), and hence, 

sensum, ‘sedulously, ‘diligently.’ So the 
Syr. Vers., using the same word by which it ex- 
presses éxiuedws in Luke xv. 8. But it is 
doubtful whether this latter can be included in 
the sense. It should seem that the Syr. Trans- 
lator rendered by guess, and, being in utter igno- 
rance of the force of the word, rendered as well 
as he could. 

4. ávó dyopac] Suppl. iAOórras, or yevoue- 
vot. The ellipsis, however frequent in the case 
of several similar expressions, is so rare in that 
of axd d'yopás, that I know of only one other 
instance, namely, Crates in Onplois, Frag. iii, 4, 
obx Gp’ ir’ obdey xpias (ws buste Adyer’) ovd 
óTiovy idousaÜDa ( nor aught else that we may 
eat’), oùò’ (read oux) i£ a'yopas (scil. yevópe- 
vot) odd Taxwvas woinoouseO’ ots’ dAAayras. 

Render: ‘ which [things] 
they have received [from their ancestors], in or- 
der to hold fast; the Infin. being one of pur- 
pose; of which Fritz, adduces another example 
from Eurip. Ion 99. This use of wapakX. in the 
sense (o receive mentally by instruction, occurs 
also at 1 Cor. xv. 1,3. Gal. i.9. Phil. iv. 9, 
à éuabere xal wapeXGfBars, and sometimes in 
the Class. writers. Of xpareiy the sense is here 

— ĝ wap. xparuty 

to be polluted, were broken (Rosenm. and Kuin.). 
To the present purpose is a passage in Hdct. ii. 
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kal kMyow) © émevra erepwraciw avroy oi Papwaio: kal oi 15. 

Tpappareis Atari ot pabyral cov ov Tepumraroüct Kata THY 2 
jmapabocw TOV TpeaBvrépov, Kowais yepoly éaBiover 
TOV ÓpTOV ; 6 “O dé amroxpiOeis elev avTois" “Ott kaXds mpo- 7 
ed»jrevoev "Hoalas rept tuay trav vmrokpvrOv, dx yéyparrtai' 
Obros ó Xaós Tots HeiXeal pe Tima, h 58 Kapdla aù- 8 
TOY Woppw améyet aw pod. 7 Márqv è céBovraí 9 
pee, 9494o koyTes Stdackanrlas, évtdrApata àvÜpomov. 
8 "Adévres yap thy évroAny tod Oeod, xpareire Thy Trapáboaw 
Trv av0parrwyv, Barrispovs Eeotav xal mornplwv Kal dXXa 
mapópoia ToavTa TroXXà Troveire. ? Kal ÉXeyev aùroîs Kanas 3 
aberetre thy évroAny Tod Oco0, iva thy trapdbocw bpv Trprjarre. 
10 Mwvons yap cme Tipa rov varépa cov kai THY pn- 4 
Tépa cov xai 6 KaxoXoyarv 

37 (de Ægyptiis), ix —— wornplwy rl- 
pout, Quac uéoy Tis dvd wacav nuipay. Vide 
et seqq. The ancients universally appear to have 
been very attentive to this sort of cleanliness. 
So, in a very humorous e of Crates ap. 
Athen. 267, E, where every utensil is ordered to 

rform its office avroudtrwe, we have: £yyei, 
Kiabi, wou að’ ñ kNE, Alay vlovei caaurijy, 
where Dindorf and Meineck, profes by the aid 
of Pierson and Elmsley, well emend : iás 
lovca ceavri, which I can confirm from 
2 ning v. 10, Sept., wropevOsis Aovoas. 

5. For xera, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
«ai, from B, D, L, and some cursive MSS., 
supported by the Syr., Vulg., Ital., and Coptic 
Versions; and, indeed, internal evidence is rather 
in its favour ; though I cannot venture to receive 
it on such slender authority, . Since I sus- 
pect that it was expelled by Critics who did not 
perceive its force, which is that of resuming the 
thread of narration (interrupted by some paren- 
thetic matter), and drawing it close 
which case it does not , and indeed has not, 
in the best writers, an added xal. The follow- 
ing examples may suffice: — Aristoph. Eccles. 
540. Plut. 1005. Thesm. 556. Here xai crept 
in from the margin, or interlinear space; and 
then, as both particles seemed useless to some 
Critics, they removed one, but the wrong one. 
This view of mine derives confirmation from 

ther; in 

the reading of the MS. A, which is xeira 
wad, though that may be a mixture of both 
readin 

For diré MSS. B, D, and several cur- 
sives (including not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies) 
have xoirais, unclean, dirty, as supra v. 2, and 
Matt. xv. 20, —which reading derives confirma- 
tion from the Vulg. and several later Versions, 
and is adopted by all the later Editors; and very 
properly, for internal evidence is quite in its 
favour. And, although the Pesch. Syr. and Ital. 
Versions may be thought to confirm dviwr., yet 
the framers of these Versions may have read 
xoivaie, and translated freely by non lotis, and 
immundis. That the Pesch, Syr. Translator did 
80 at v. 2 is certain. 

6. Tisch. and Alf. cancel daro«piOsis, on the 
authority of B, L, A, and 2 or 3 cursive MSS., 

watépa À pntépa, 0a- 

with the Syr., — ZEthiop., and Persic Ver- 
sions; while Lachm. retains it; very properly 
for though the word may have been introduced 
from the parallel of Matt. xv. 3, yet that 
a word so unimportant should have been intro- 
duced into all the MSS. except 5 was less likely, 
than that it should have been omitted through 
the carelessness of the scribes in so few. There 
are not wanting other instances of the omission 
of the same word, e.gr. Matt. xxiv. 2, whero 
both Lachm. and Tisch. edit ó daroxpiOsls elosy 
aùroîs, from several ancient MSS. At Matt. 
xxvi. 63, xal dorokpiÜsic—sTzay abro, nearly 
the same MSS. and Versions as here are alleged 
omit doroxpiÜsle—evidently from the careless- 
ness of scribes, for every Editor retains it. The 
word is also omitted in the same phrase at Mark 
v. 5, xi. 33. xii. 24, though no Editor cancels it. 
At Mark xiv. 20 it is absent from MSS. B, C, 
D, and some cursive ones, and is unadvisedly 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. At Luke xiv. 
5 it is omitted in MSS. B, D, K, L, and some 
cursive ones, and several Versions ; and it is can- 
celled by Lachm., and, in his first Ed., by Tisch., 
though by that Editor restored in his second ; 
and very properly. At Luke xx. 34, it is omitted 
in MSS. B, D, L, and a few cursive ones, and 
is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. ; but injudi- 
ciously, for in all the above pessages internal 
evidence, as well as external authority, is quite 
in favour of the word. 

9. xaXuüs &0ersire] The adverb may be here 
used ironically (as in our langu ); and 
such is its use in a passage o. osidipp. ap. 
Athen. p. 377, kaAcs twinrnt’ ikaoos ev0ds : 
as also in /Elian, V. H. i. 16, xal às vip 
uwv xaos obrw &oEáCe, al &c. Or it may 
mean, by a kind of grave sarcasm, fairly, cleverly, 
i. e., as we familiarly say, ‘ni managed,’ so 
as to attain a certain end. ‘And so xaAce is 
used ina of Thucyd. i. 5, 2, ols xdopoe 
kaAÀ«d«s Tovro épay (namely, to use piracy). The 
term ðar. here is antithetical to rnp. just after, 
just as dqdivres to xparetre in the verse pre- 
ceding, and carries on the sentiment there, the 
ideas of * displacing,’ ‘ making null and void’ (by 
non-observance), and of ‘ keeping, *observing,' 
being set in opposition. 



14 Kai mpooxadeodpevos Tüvra TOv ÜxyXov, ÉXeyev 
15 Ovdev orev &Eo- 

18 Kal Xéye, avrois 

802 MARK VII. 11—19. 

15. váro TeXevTáTu 1 oues dé Meyere “Eady elarn dvOpurros 

5 TQ TaTpi À TÀ wp: Koppâv (8 ior, 99pov), & éàv éE euov 
awpernOis'—!2 xal ovxére ádiere avtov ovdév moroa: TQ TaTpl 
avro) À T) pntpl avtov, 19 dkupoÜvres Tov Xóyov To) Oo) TH 

9 mapadoce: Úv ù Tapedwxate xai mapópoia TolavTa "rox 
10 TOUELTE. 
mm avro: '"Áxoveré pou Trávres kal avwvíere. 

Oev rod avOparrou eiaopevóuevov cis avrov, 0 Dvvara, aùròv 

Kowmoat GANA Ta éxrropevdpeva am avrov, éxeivad oTi Ta 

xowwouvTa Tov avOpwrov. 16 Ei ris éyet ara axovewy, áxovéro. 
15 17 Kal öre eiovjiOev eis olxov amo ToU ÓyXov, émnpæwræv auvrov 
16 of paĝnral avrod Tepl Tis mapaos. 

17 Otrw xal tpeis aovveroi ote; ov voetre, Sri Trav TÒ EEwOev 
elomropevopevoy eis Tov avOparroy, ov Sivatar avrov Kowwdoas ; 
19 Gre ovK ElomropeveTat aùroð eis Thy Kapdlay, GAN cis THY 
kotlar Kal eis Tov adedpava exiropeveras, xabapitov Távra 

ll. day stoap—ó dX 05:5]. Something seems 
wanting in this sentence; to supply which, Beza 
and Casaub. understand txsons eril ; while Krebs., 
Kuinoel, and Fritz. suppose here that idiom of 
the Greek, by which in a sentence some verb of 
a contrary signification is left to be repeated from 
the preceding sentence; which would here be uh 
Üaytro TíÀavráTOo ; q. d. *he shall sot suffer 
the punishment denounced.' This method, how- 
ever, has something in it too artificial to suit the 
simple style of the New Test. We may rather 
suppose something left to be supplied, equivalent 
to tt is enough. 

14. For ?rávra, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
wáà, from MSS. B, D, L, A, the Vulg., and 
some later Versions, with a few MSS. of the 
Italic. But ravra is confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr., Arab., and Persic Versions, and all the 
MSS. except 5, and, indeed, from the parallel 

of Matt. xv. 10, where, though máyra is 
not expressed, it ps be me ied. Wavra was 
probably altered to máy by Critics, who deemed 
the mávra useless, and thought that mdi» would 
be more effective, and better suit the context. 

16. «t Ti«—áxovíéro] The question which has 
been raised as to the genuineness of these words 
is one of no easy determination. "They are ab- 
sent from MSS. D, L, and 4 cursive ones, were 
rejected by Mill, and bracketed by Fritz. [so too 
by Alf}; while they have been retained and de- 
fended by Wets., Matth., and Griesb., and adopted 
without brackets by Scholz and Lachm.; very 
properly, considering that the external evidence 
against them is exceedingly slender; and though 
internal evidence may secm rather against than 
for them (yet see Matthai), it is not of sufficient 
weight to balance the testimony of all the an- 
cient Versions except the Coptic, which confirm 
the vastly preponderating external authority that 
exists for the words ;—an authority which is fur- 
ther confirmed by Chrysost., Victor, Theophyl., 
and Euthym. 

19. xabapitov vdvra Tà Bp.] In this passage 
there is much variety of reading, and great diver- 

sity of interpretation. The var. lectt., however, 
are, Fritz. thinks, of such a nature as to afford 
2o eno n 1 call m — T iq 
ng; the ing either slips o , or 
And the conjectures of — are entitled to no 
attention; unless it can be shown that the com- 
mon reading is incapable of any tolerable ex- 
planation, which is not the case. For although 
most of the many modes of interpretation adopted 
are quite inadmissible, and some even border on 
absurdity, yet a tolerably good sense may be ex- 
tracted from the words. Such, I conceive, is that 
which I, with some hesitation, propounded in 
Recens. Synop., where xa@apiZov is taken as a 
Nominative absolute, and rendered ‘ purifying by 
removal.” This I find confirmed by the authority 
of Fritz., who, after a minute discussion of the 
sense, adopts that view. Of course, the Parti- 
ciple with ô and xpñua understood, must be 
considered as standing for 8 and a verb in the 
Indicative, i.e. 6 xaBapiXe. This use of the 
Participle (which often takes place in wapdép, 
xpoonxov, óóEa», &c.), I have more than once 
illustrated in my notes on Thucydides. 
— «xabapifov] I have already shown that 

what is here said is sically no less than 
morally true; and that whether the text 
wxabapifov be retained, or xaÜapí(e», instead 
of xaÜapí(ov, be adopted (as it is by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf, from several of the moet an- 
cient MSS.), the construction will be quite cor- 
rect ; though in the latter case it will be very 
harsh, and not in the manner of the Evangelist. 
Moreover, considering that the terminations -ov 
and -wy are very frequently confounded by the 
scribes, the authority of Más. has here not its 
usual weight ; and hence I am of opinion that, 
after all, the true reading is xa@apf{ow, which I 
would, with Fritz, regard as a participle abso- 
lute, though to be referred to the words els ror 
a&pedpwra ixtropavatat, the sense being, * which 
thing (i.e. circumstance), that they are alike 
cast into the jakes, makes them all pure, whether 
they were accounted so, or not, before." 
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ta Bowpata. 9O"EXeye 8€ "Ore TÒ éx tod avOperrou erro- 15. 
, 

pevopevov, éxeivo kowoi Tov avOpwrov.  ?1"EacÜcv yàp, èr ijs 18 
19 

xapóías TÀv dvÜpevrov, oi GuXoyua ol of karo. éxrropevovTat 
povyetat, mopveîai, dvor, 22 «oma: weoveElas, trovnpiat, 
Soros, acéNyeia, opha pòs movnpòs, BXaadmuía, tmepnpavia, 
adpoown. % IIávra taita rà movnpà éco ev éxtropeveras, xal 20 
xotuoẽ Tov avOpwrrov. 

?* Kal éxeiÜev dvactas ambev eis rà peOopia Tpov xal 21 

21, 22. To dlwstrate the foregoing principle, 
that vice and corruption spring from within the 
man,—evil thoughts are first pointed out as the 
fountain whence spring evil actions; and then 
this truth is esc ple , by adverting first to the 
principal veces, and then to the main evil disposi- 
tions and halts which lead to the commission of 
those vices. Comp. Menand. Incert. Frag. xii. 2 
and 3, vrò ris llac ixacra xaxiue onweras’ 
«ai Wav Tò Avuawopsvóy ior svdoben. 

Here wieovefias and doXos may denote those 
lesser d of theft which consist in rapacit 
and artful overreaching in a bargain. (See Thucyd. 
iii. 45, 6; 82, 2.) So Xenoph. Cyr. 6, 82, enu- 
merates kaxoupyia: kal áord eai, xal. &oXeceie, 
xai sAsoveEíai. ITovupía: is by the early Com- 
mentators interpreted vice or wickedness in gene- 
ral; and by the later ones malignily, or malevo- 
lence; of which senses the latter may seem pre- 
ferable; at least, if we here suppose another class 
of vices intended. From the parallel passage, 
however, of Matthew, it should rather seem that 
wovnpia: and doX. are meant to denote two spe- 
cies of the genus Rapacity ; of which the former 
may be sup to mean much the same as our 
terms swindling, And so it is used at 
Luke xi. 39. This view of the two expressions 
SoXos and rov. is strongly confirmed by Jerem. 
ix. 1—6. 

To ne evil wig habits are — sub- 
joined the cognate evil dispositions —áaíA-yeia 
And bpbahuse rovnpot; of which the fue 
expression denotes that spirit of craving for an 
object of sensual gratification, or whatever will 
pear it, which never says ‘ Hold, enongh !' 

e latter (the dp¥arude wovnpde) denotes 
that grudging spirit which (as says Bp. Taylor) 
is a repining at the good of others, a grieving be- 
cause he grieves not; and therefore nearly the 
same with @Uovor. See Prov. xxiii. 6. xxviii. 
22 From its situation in the sentence it is plain 
that &eíA*yeia cannot be taken in the usual sense 
lascivia or insolentia, injuria, as Kuin. explains. 
Indeed, as it seems primarily to mean excessive- 
ness (thus Elian. ap. Suid. in doéAye:a says of 
a wind: wodvs Hag doedyne mTÜcTe Tat ixetOa, 
and Eupolid. fr. incert. 25, Ed. Mein.), so it is 
well adapted to denote, as Bp. Taylor explains it, 
‘all manner of excess or immoderateness, in the 
use even of permitted pleasures." 

Of the last three terms, BAacd. (as appears 
from the parallel ), means, not ; 
but calumny. In determining the force of the 
two other terms, it is proper to consider their 
scope, which, I conceive, is to designate the evil 
dispositions which engender calumny. And as 
Solomon says (Prov. xiii. 10), ‘only by pri 
cometh contention,’ so it may be said, * only by 

ride and nce come evil king and slan- 
deron woe. So again we fad in Prov. viii. 
13, of * pride and arrogance, and the tongue of 
perversity; meaning slander. e remaining 
term &d$pocíys being closely connected with the 
precedtug term vuwepndavia, may denote, as 

hm. lains, that thoughtless levity and 
rashness, which produce evil-speaking more fre- 
uently than even deliberate malice; or (as 
r. Greswell suggests) there is here meant that 

corruption of the natural light of resson and 
conscience which, as being the opposite moral 
quality to ppóvnoıs (the perfection of practical 
wisdom), forms, as it were, the climaz of a re- 
probate mind. 

The — view is confirmed by the 
of Matth., where PAacgnula (‘calumny’) cor- 

nds to the three terms Baco., (ipno., 
and ddpoe. here; so that in the present 
the idea is only further developed by adverting 
to the root of the vice. The second derives 
some confirmation from the remark of Bengel, 
that the reason why d¢p. is subjoined is, that it 
makes all the rest of the vices the more in- 
curable; '*non enim in sola voluntate est cor- 
ruptio humana" Comp. supra v. 18, dodverol 
tors. This is confirmed by Thucyd. i. 122, fin., 
where åppocúsn denotes that sort of phrenzy, in 
a qualified sense, which arises from a want of 
the right use of reason. See Plut. Op. vi. 202, 
8. fin., and comp. Plato, p. 36, iv srdca:s &dpo- 
cuvacs. Yet s view, an far as it is — on 
that of Bengel, may, per , justl ought 
too far-fetchod aad Renee it ain ein 
take the term as used, by Hebraism, of the evil 
heart of unbelief, always in this sense y 
wicked. Examples of this use occur in the Sept. 
of Deut. xxii. 3r Judg. xix. 23. Ps. xxxviii. 6. 
And so pour in Rom. ii. 20. Eph. v. 17. 
] Pet. ii. 15. 

Tisch. and Alf. alter the position of the terms 
poix. wopy. dóv. kor. to Topy. Kom. ov. 
uox., but only from MSS. B, L, A, and the 
Coptic Version, and on no sufficient grounds. 
Lachm. very properly retains the text. rec., 
which is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. 
Versions; and this is a case where ancient Ver- 
sions have great weight. 

24. For xai ixi. avacr., Tisch. and Alf. 
read éxei@. dà av., from MSS. B, L, D, and the 
Coptic Version; while Lachm. retains the text. 
rec.; very properly, since it is supported by 
overwhelming external authority, confirmed by 
the Pesch. Syr. Version, and also by internal 
evidence, inasmuch as the reading ix«10. dé arose 
from those Critical Revisers, whose purpose it was 
to improve the composition, and who thought that 
& particle of continuation, or transition, was re- 
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XiBQvos. xal ciceNOdy eis [rhv] oixiav, obdéva Ore yvovas 
kai ove nOvvnOn XaÜety. %*Axovoaca yap yuv mepi avrod, 
7s elye TO Üvyárpuov avris mveðpa axdbaptop, 
érece mpòs ToUs móðas avTod, % (+ 9j» 86 9) yuv) Eis, * Fupa 

éABobca Tpoc- 

Powixicca TQ *yévev) | kal npwra avrov iva To Õarpoviov éxBaXy 
èx Ts Üvyarpós avis. 27°O 8é 'Igoos elev avrir 

> ^ " Ades 

mparoy xopracÓva,. rà Tékva: ov yap kaXóv éote Xafdeiv Tov 
27 dprov tv TéKvov, kai Barely rois kvvapíow. ?9'H è ar- 

erpin kal eyes aùr Nai, Kúpie kai yàp Tà kvvápia vrrokároo 
28 Tis TpaTéUge chiet ard TÀv Yixyiwy TÀv TraWiwv. ?9 Kai 

elrev avri Aià robrov tov Xoyov Vrae éFeAnAVOE tò armó- 

uired. For us0ópia, Lachm. edits pia, from 
Mss. B.D.L D, and three or four cursive 
ones, with Origen; while Tisch. retains us0opia, 
very properly, since infernal evidence comes in 
aid of overwhelming external authority ; for I 
doubt not that dpea arose from a marginal, or 
interlinear gloss, or an easier reading devised by 
tliose Critics who did not perceive the force of 
the werd (which is that of the Latin con in con- 

ium). The district in question was a strip of 
order-land, from ancient times debatable be- 

tween the Kings of Tyre and of Palestine, but 
afterwards ceded by King Solomon in full pos- 
session to the King of Tyre; though, as often in 
such cases, it still long continued to retain its 
original appellation of the border-land. See 
Thucyd. ii. 27, and my note. By Tupov xai 
Xidmvoe is meant ‘the country of Tyre and 
Sidon,’ that of which Tyre and Sidon formed the 
two capital cities, namely, Phœni And the 
border-land here in question seems to have been 
the strip of territory situate between the river 
Leontes and the Antilibanus, and extending from 
Nikeb along the Leontes, for about 20 miles, 
and about five wide. 

The words xai Zi&cvos are cancelled by Tisch. 
and Lachm., from MSS. D, L, A, some 
the Vulg. and M but retained, very pro- 
perly, by Lachm. They were, I doubt not, ex- 
punged by those Critics who did not understand 
the geography of the narrative, and wished to get 
rid of a difficulty. 

26. For rv ài 4 ‘yun, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit n && yuv} rjv, from MSS. B, D, L, A, 
3 cursives, with several ancient Versions. The 
reading is maang very ancient ; and, as it has 
the character of St. Mark's style, it may be the 
true one; though there is no sufficient proof that 
it is, for I find only one of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies that has it, namely, Lamb. 1188—a su- 
perb Lectionary. 

For Zvpodoívicca, Lachm. reads Zvpodo:- 
v(xic ca ; Tisch, and Alf. Zupa Qoiwíxioca ; and 
so in many Lamb. and Mus. copies. But in 
those MSS. that have Zópa Pouu., the reading 
robably arose from an error of the scribes, who 

in their originals Zvpa«. ; which Griesb. 
edits. But that would be no other than a bar- 
barism. I should still be inclined to retain 
Lupodoineca, were it not that the external 
authority of MSS. in its favour is so slender, 
and that internal evidence is against it. And 
the very arguments urged by Fritz. for its au- 

SS. of 

thenticity only tend to strengthen this suspicion. 
Hence it seems best to wave the claims of Zupo- 
golvicca, and consider which of the two read- 
ings Xvpa Powixtcoa, and Zvpodoiwixiaca 
may seem to deserve the preference. As res 
the latter, the authority for it is insufficient to 
warrant its adoption. For the former there 
exists very considerable authority, confirmed by 
Euthym. and Theophyl. But | can find no 
authority for the form Zupa. On the whole, it 
seems safest to adopt Zupa Powixioce, though 
I grant that it is somewhat unlicensed Greek, 
espec. as regards Lupa; for as to Powixiooa, 
Fritz. admits that such a form might be anciently 
in use; not derived, however, from ®oiv:¥, but 
from $ouvíxn, Phoenice, of which frequent men- 
tion is made in the Acts In fact, the form 
does occur in the Anecd. Grec. of Wolf. T. iii. 
6, and in — Syr. vol. iii. p. 447. And 
though the form ZvpodQoiwíxicca is scarcely to 
be defended in strict analogy of formation, yet I 
would not, with Fritz., call it a meas one, but 
one den from the — pee 
common life, as o to tbe langu 
books. I render P vend because the 
word is the same with that used at Acts xi. 19. 
xv. 3. xxi. 2. It is called of Syria, in contra- 
distinction to the other Phenice, that of Libanus 
the Damascene, situate between Libanus and 
Antilibanus. That the Pesch. Syr. had Zvpo- 
gowlxiocoa in his copy, appears from his Ver- 
sion, ‘now that woman was a Gentile, from 
Phenice of Syria.’ 

27. dec wpiwrov, &c.] Thus intimating, as 
a just ground of refusal, that, as it was pro- 
verbially true that the children of the famil 
were first to be satisfied before domestic anima 
were to be served,—so, in the pres case, the 
Jews, the children of God's family, were to 
be cared for by the offer of the Gospel, to be ac- 
cepted by them or rejected ; and hence it was not 
Tbe l time for it to be offered to the Ges- 

29. For 4E«A0. rò Batu. &. +. 0. o., Tisch. 
and Alf. read, from B, L, A, iE. i. +. 0. e. Tò 
data. ; while Lachm. retains the text. rec. ; very 
properly, since the other arose only from a cor- 
rection of style. The same remark does not 
apply to the change of position in two members 
at the next verse, found in B, D, L, A, and 
several ancient Versions, and adopted by Beng., 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., since the composition 
is equally good in either position. It is, indeed, 

ogy of 
of 

y Tac 
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»ov èx Tis Üvyarpos cov. 9? Kal áweX0o0ca eis tov olxov 15. 

auras, e0pe TÒ Oauuóviov. éEeNAvOOs, kai Thv Üvyarépa BeBXn- 
pévv eri THs CANS. 

31 Kai mav é£eX8ov ex TOv ópiwv Tupov xal Sdavos, Abe 
t mpòs T?)v ÜáXaccav Tis l'aXiXaías, avà pécov TOv ópiwv 
AecarróNeos. 3? Kai dépovow avrQ xwdoyv $t uoyiXAXov, kai 29 

difficult to imagine why any Revisers should 
have changed the position, whether in one wa 
or the other. Still less can we suppose, wit 
Fritz., who also retains the text. rec., that the 
change arose accidentally, which is supported by 
no one paleographical reason. It would seem 
scarcely to be doubted that the change of posi- 
tion (whichever was the original and true posi- 
tion) proceeded from the Critical Revisers. Now 
when we consider that the MSS. B, D, L, are 
those which abound in alterations of this kind, 
we can hardly doubt as to the quarter whence 
proceeded the alteration here introduced. The 
ancient Critica, it seems, thought that the cir- 
cumetance of the maid lying quietly on her bed 
(instead of tossing about, or stretched any where 
but on a bed) was the strongest proof of her 
cure, and ought therefore to come first ; and they 
regarded the next words as meant to point at the 
cause of that cure; for the demon had been ex- 
pelled, and had gone out of her. Nevertheless, 
the other order, as Fritz. shows, is the most natu- 
ral,and best suited to the circumstances of the 
casc. 

31. For xpos, Griesb., Fritz, Lachm., and 
Tisch. read els, from MSS. B, D, L, A, and 
several cursive ones. The case is just the same 
as supra iii. 7, where see my note. 

32. xwpdv poyt\ddov] Some ancient Trans- 
lators, and an modern Commentators, take 
poytNáXoy to denote one dumb; which they 
sock to establish by the use of the word in the 
Sept. at Is. xxxv. 5. But that version is errone- 
ous, and therefore cannot afford any proof. In 
vain, too, do they appeal to Matt. ix. 33, and 
Luke xi. 14; for there is every reason to sup- 
pose this miracle a different one from that there 
recorded. Besides, the words used of the man 
after his cure (iàd ópÜcs) concur with the 
proper signification of the term (namely, one who 

with difficulty), to show that the person 
was not dumb by nature, nor, probably, by 
nature ; otherwise it would have been needless 
to call him dumb (for such persons always are 
20); but was one who had a natural impediment 
to enunciation, or who, having early lost his 
hearing, gradually lost much of his speech, and 
had become astammerer. Such an impediment 
is either physical and by nature, arising from 
what is called a bos, or ulcer, by which any one 
js, as we say ig snare (of which Wets. adduces 
some examples from the Classical writers, and I 
have myself, in Recens. Synop., added others 
from Artemid. and Philostratua), or brought on, 
when, from an early loss of hearing, the mem- 
brane of the tongue becomes rigid and unable to 
perform its office. That the former was the case 
of this poor sufferer, would seem to appear from 
the expression at ver. 35, éAv0n ó Geauóc THs 
yAwoone aù., denoting a physical bond, whereby 
the tongue » tied and prevented from discharging 

VoL. 

its functions by a real ligature of flesh, called, as 
we find from Justin xiii. 7, li nodi, to which 
there is an allusion in Artemid. Onir. i. 32, Tù» 
yAorray dedenivny Éxsiv, and Philostr. Soph. 
xxi. 2, p. 515, arsarsdnu£vos Thv yAw@rray, xai 
Boũv ddovias ix’ arriv BsBAnutros. But that 
is confounding two things distinct from each 
other,—namely, the —— nervosum, whereby 
the person is utterly prevented from ing, 
with the bos, or ulcerous lump, at the root of the 
tongue, in which case he is prevented from any 
clear enunciation, the former (the malady under 
which the person here mentioned was suffering) 
was natural, the latter brought on. I find this quite 
confirmed by the following exact description b 
the eminent physician Paulus 7Egineta, t vi. 2d, 
"AyxuAcyAwocoy wabos iv Tj yAwoon ori 
piv ix ductus yiverat, KaTsxouivwy Tijv 
YyAwooay tutvey exXnporípev Kai KxodoBe- 
Tipwy wore dt iE lorucrirrov, da Tiva OvAnY 
oxAnporipay im’ aithy bE iAxwosws yevo- 
pdyny® ori òè vevpwone deouds. And no suffi- 
cient objection is it to that view of the sense to 
say, that the eminent Greek medical writer 
Aetius, |. viii. 38, in speaking of the dy«vAG- 
yAwooo:, meaning those who have a vinculum 
nervosum sub linguá, mentions that by some per- 
sons (i.e. som-medici) such are called moyi- 
AéAot, because, from the words infra v. "o5. 
iA 00» ó deaoude THE yAwoons, it is plain that 
such must have been the nature of the impedi- 
ment to speech in the present case. And no 
wonder is it that a non-medical writer, like the 
Evangelist, should, for want of medical know- 
ledge, have adopted the less ecientific, but more 
popular term, uoyiA. 

or poyiX. Tisch. and Alf. edit poyy:X., 
from MSS. B, C, F, L, X, A, and many cursive 
ones, with the Lex. Cyrilli, the framer of the 
Synop. Evang., and Victor, as Tisch. alleges. 
But 1 do not find the reading in Victor; and as 
to Cyrill, his authority is opposed by that of 
Suid. and Zon., Phavorin., and the Sept. in Is. 
xxxv. 6, the Schol. on Lucian Jov. Trag. c. 27, 
Aetius viii. 38, and the Antiattic. ap. Bekk. 
Anecd. p. 100, 'IoxvóQ rov, TÓv poyiAadov 
oux twas Aévytip, rò uoyóXaAXovr åm: Aav- 
vovo. As to the Synops. Evang. of Theodor. 
Prodromos, (to which may be added another, 
Synop. Evang. by Nicephorus,) Xanthopulus cited 
by a Gloss. in v. uoyyíAaAos—they are 
writers of a very low period and infime Greci- 
tatis, and in both noy y9XaX. may be 
the true reading, which word we see above did 
exist; and both uoyyos and Lat. were 

rbarisms of a very late period; nay, I cannot 
bring myself to believe that uoy*yiXáAos was in 
use so early as the age of St. Mark. The autho- 
rity of Aetius is very weighty, and probably in- 
duced Lachm., in his Second. Edition, to restore 

uoi. x 
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Tapaxanovoww avróv, iva eri avrà thy xeipa. 3B Kai azoda- 
Bopevos aùròv amò ToU ÜyXov xaT (av, EBare Tovs Saxrvdous 
auTov eis Tà WTA aUTOD, Kal TrrUGas, yaro THS YAwoons avTob- 
** xa, avaBdépas eis Tov oùpavòv, éarévafe, kai Aéyee altar 
'E$$a0à, 8 ore StavolyOntu. 35 Kai ev0éws SinvoiyOncayv 
aurov ai axoai: xa éXvÓg ó Seopos THS *yAcco"9s avToD, Kai 
éddre 0pÜds. 99 Kal dSveoreirato avrois, iva pndevi erro ur 
gov è avros *airois SuearédXeTo, uáXXov mepiosóTepov rý- 
puocov. 31 Kai inreprrepicoas é£emXrjaaovro, Néyovyreg Kards 
mdvra meroinke Kal ToUs Kwpovs "row àkovew, kai TOUS ada- 
Aovs XaAetv. 

V III. ! ' Ev éxetvass traits 

35. As respects the reading fvolyneay for 
8ivolyO0naay, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., 
from MSS. B, D, L, A, and ] or 2 cursive 
MSS., there exists no sufficient authority, nor 
my good reason for the change: at least, inter- 
nal evidence is equally balanced; for as likely is 
it that ĉınv. should have been used hy the Evan- 

list with reference to &iavoí x0. at v. 34, as that 
it should have been introduced by Critical Re- 
visers. As to the form of Aor. ], it came, pro- 
bably, from certain Critics, who thought ìt a 
purer Greek form ; whereas it is a later, and less 
pure form. Thus at Luke xxiv. 3l, for d:- 
"voi xX0ncar, the MS. D has (ex emend.) fvol- 
por and at Matt. xx. 33, for droiy0iciv, 

SS. B, D, L, Z have dvovrywouw, which is 
edited by Lachm. and Tisch. At Luke xi. 18, 
the same Editors adopt, from strong authority, 
dvosyOnoerat, instead of Vulg. dvoryhoerar. 
The form fvolyny occurs in Rev. xi. 19. So 
that on the whole I should not be disinclined to 
read hore dinvoiynoay, were there sufficient au- 
thority. 

Tisch. and Alf. cancel the s00ío« before diny., 
which is absent from MSS. B, D, and 2 cur- 
sives—an authority very insufficient; so that 
Lachm. retains the words, though in brackets. 
I doubt not that the omission was accidental only, 
and arose, as often, from the variation as to the 
position of the word, which some Critics thought 
should come in not with ġvolynoav, but with 
£\v0n. Thus it is observable that the MS. L 
has it before éX\v@n, as also the MS. A, or, at 
least, its equivalent, ev@ews. 
— Mobij ò deouds T. x] See note supra v. 

32, where I have fully shown that the phrase, 
though it might be taken figuratively, must, from 
the nature of the case, be here taken physically ; 
there being, as I have proved, in the case in 
question a real physical bond, or deoude, such as 
is spoken of in the passages I have there cited ; to 
which add Nonnus Dionys. l. xxvi., yAwoons 
dec uóv ives. l 

36. oov) for xab’ Scov, say most Commenta- 
tors; who also at uaAAXov supply TogoíTo. But 
Fritz, with reason, rejects both ellipses, and 
simply renders the words quantum—and magis. 
There is not (as some suppose) any pleonasm in 
uàAXAor wep.; but the uaAXor adds weight and 
intensity to the following comparative wepic- 
cérepov, as in Aristoph. Eccl. 1131, uaAXor 

npépats, t raumóXXov. DxXov Gyros, 

6ABiwrepos. So padAov xpsiocov at Phil. 
i. 23. 

For slrwow, Tisch. reads Alywou, from 
MSS. B, L, A; while Lachm., very properly, 
retains elmamory. Both those Editors cancel aù- 
Tòr, from MSS. A, B, L, X, A, and a few cur- 
sive MSS., the Vulg., and Italic Versions. But 
the authority for so doing is insufficient; and 
internal evidence is adverse, considering that it 
is more likely that tho word should be put out 
by fastidious Critics, than accidentally to have 
been put in. It is, moreover, confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Whether Lachm. and Tisch. have 
done bw in inserting avTois after dueor., from 
MSS. B, D, L, A, may be doubted; though as 
it is to be recognized in the Pesch. Syr. Vers., I 
have admitted it, but in smaller character. 

97. bxsprepicoas i=awAnacoyro}] An ex- 
presion as strong as can easily be found in the 

reek language, denoting * amazement the most 
extreme ;' not, however, understanding it of the 
amazement of ignoramce, but an astonishment 
based on sound reason—that of persons who 
knew how to account for what was done; refer- 
ring it without any hesitation, though on the 
most solid principle of belief, to the finger of 
God as the efficient cause. 
The rode before áXAáXovs is cancelled by 

Tisch., from MSS. B, L, A, but retained by 
Lachm. ;—verv properly ; for more likely is it 
that the word should have bcen left out through 
carelessness, than put in by design. Far from 
— is it that the Evangelist should bave 
eft it out, since that would, while violating pro- 
priety of language, at the same time weaken the 
orce of a sentiment as strong as can well be 
imagined. 

VIII. 1. vau*0AXov] Griesb., Lachm., and 
Tisch. read, from 5 uncial and several cnrsive 
MSS., aáNw» wodXdov. But that reading bas 
been by Fritz. ably, and, I think, successfully, 
shown to be not genuine. The most convincing 
argument is this, that the external authority of 

. supported by all the ancient Versions ex- 
cept the Vulg., is in favour of wapnwodAovw, 
"n Bes is, rence than má» — borne 
out by the paralle of Matthew.  In- 
ternal evidence is indeed equally balanced, for 
so similar are wau and watw in MS. cha- 
racters, that one might by the scribes be con- 



MARK VIII. 2, 3. 807 
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«ai uù éxyovrov Tí daywot, mpockaXeaápevos [6 Inoois] rods 15. 
pa85Tàs avro), Neyer avrois* ? Xarrayyvitoua: éri tov dyrov 9? 
Gre Òn * nuépar Tpeis mpocpévovai pot, Kal ovK Eyovat Ti pá- 
ywot. 3 Kal àv dirodvcw avrovs výoreis eis olxov avTap, èx- 
AvOjcovras èv TH Ob@ Ties yàp atTav paxpobev + Heovar. 

founded with the other. That the term ránu- 
woXus occurs no where in the Greek Testament, 
nor in the Sept., is not, as Bowyer imagined it, 
any sufficient argument against the use of the 
word by St. Mark. It is found several times in 
Josephus, and in Symmachus' Version of Job 
xxxvi. 3l, and therefore might have been used 
by the writers of the New Test. It frequeutly 
occurs in the Greek Class. writers. It may not 
indeed, be casy to imagine how wad, 1f not 
enuine, could have arisen. Mr. Bowyer thinks 

it arose from [a Critic's] observing, that máty 
and roàùs are frequently joined by St. Mark. 

The words ó 'Ineous are absent from not a 
fcw uncial, and several cursive MSS., including 
some Lamb. and Mus. copies, and are cancelled by 
Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; perhaps rightly, 
since they bave not the support of any ancient 
Version of weight, and internal evidence is 
against them. The acrou just after is absent 
from MSS. D, L, A, and a few cursive ones, and 
has been cancelled by Tisch., but retained by 
Lachm. It may have been introduced from the 
parallel passage of Matt. xv. 32; but the evi- 
dence is very slender, since MS. A is but a 
duplicate copy of MS. L. As to the ‘many 
Versions' alleged by Griesb. and Tisch. against 
avTov, these are only the Vulg., and, perhaps, 
the Italic. But they furnish no decisive proof, 
since the curt brevity of the Latin idiom rejects 
pronouns so placed ; whereas the Greek admits 
them, and the Hellenistic idiom delights in the 
ronoun, though it has been perpetually ejected 

the Classico-Critical Revisers. See Matt. iii. 
13, viii. 25. xiv. 22. xv. 12 and 33. xvi. 5. 
xvii. 10. xxiv. 45. xxvi. 8. xxvii. 64. Luke 
xxii. 39. Mr. Alford here evinces unwonted 
discretion by retaining avrov; for as to the 
ellipsis of alor, that, I am ready to admit, is in- 
admissible. Few will now be disposed to doubt 
that the construction is, as I have pointed out, 
the same as that explained by Matthism in his 
Gr. Gr. 8 390 (8 388, c. in the later in ape 
where treating of the use of the Dative in defi- 
nitions of time, when it is to be expressed that 
an action has taken place since a certain person 
has done this or that. Of his examples the fol- 
lowing are the most apposite to the present pur- 
pose: Xen. Hist. ii. 1. 27, imei nufpa qv 
wipwrn iwimdiova: trois 'A0. Soph. Phil. 
354, rv 9' Huap—csvrepoy wréovrTi uoi. 

It is true that here avrots must be under- 
stood ; an unusual, but not unprecedented, ellipsis 
after a Participle, since an example occurs in 
Hdot. ix. 4l, we ài evdexarn iyeyoves dyti- 
carynutvoos (scil. aùrois) iv IIXaTaigoat. 

2. nutpac] This reading too is adopted into 
the text by Lachm. and Tisch.; and internal 
evidence, as well as competent external autho- 
rity, is in its favour. And although it involves 
some harshness, yet that is not such as would 
justify us in treating it as & blunder of the 
scribes. It may surely be taken in the way 

which I have pointed out in my note on the 
llel passage of Matt. xv. 32; and I am more 

inclined than heretofore to adopt the text of 
Fritz., which is somewhat confirmed by the read- 
ing of the MSS. here, nuévar Tpicl, which I 

- regard as an error of the scribe for nuépar psi 
eloi, which, I doubt not, was in the archetype 
of the MS. And there is, I think, great reason 
to iral that that was the original reading of 
St. Mark. 

3. viores] Sub. xara, from vijotis, lite- 
rally, ‘at fasting;' or, in our ancient phraseo- 
logy, a-fasting. So *a-cold, &c. Thus it came 
at length to have the force of an adjective. And 
the number (sing. or plur.) is accommodated to 
that of the subject of the assertion. 
— Tipis yap] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 

Kai Teves, from MSS. B, L, A, and 5 cursives; 
and indeed internal evidence is in favour of the 
reading, whereby the «ai will be intensive, and 
the sense, * yea, certain of them.’ So Rom. viii. 
23, xai mete avrol. Nevertheless, the authority 
for the reading is quite insufficient (1 do not find 
it in any one of the Lamb. and Mus. MSS.), 
espec. since it is opposed by the Pesch. Syr., 
Vulg., and other ancient Versions. Before ua- 
MAD RN Tisch. inserts àxó, from MSS. D, L, A 
and a few cursive ones; and, indeed, internal 
evidence is in favour of this less pure Greek 
reading, which occurs in all the copies at Matt. 
xxvii. 55. Mark v. 6. xiv. 54. xv. 40. Luke 
xvi. 23. Rev. xviii. 10. 15. eo per Bape the 
very reason why the Critics thought to bring 
it in here. 
— fkovci] The readings of the MSS. here 

fluctuate between fjx«ovci, fjxaci, and slo:, of 
which the first is adopted by Griesb. and Matth., 
the second by Lachm., the tbird by Tisch. and 
Alf. But if any thing be certain, it is that ele: 
has no claim to be thought the true reading, 
since the external authority for it is very slender 
—only that of B, L, A, and the Copt. Vers. : — 
aud internal evidence is quite against it, since 
had that been the original reading there would 
have been no ground for alteration or explana- 
tion. On the other hand, if x. had been the 
original reading, we can easily account for «lo. 
as 2 marginal and easier ing, ora gloss on 
fjikaci, which might not be well understood. 
To decide between the rival claims of xove: 
and fj«ac: ia no easy matter. There is consider- 
able external authority for the latter, which has 
place in several of the most ancient Lamb. and 
other copies. And although this Pr.-perf. form 
of the verb is rare, yet it may have been used by 
Mark, since, though never, [ believe, occurring 
in the early and pure Class. writers, it is not un- 
frequent in the Sept., Joseph., and the later 
Class. writers, as Liban., Procop., and others 
down to Photius. Consequently the form would 
seem not only Alexandrian and Hellenistic, but 
probably of common Greek. Accordingly, Mark 
may — it; but there is wanting stronger 



MARK VIII. 4—12. 

4 Kal ámexpíÜncav aùr oi pabnral avrov: IloÜcv Tovrovs 
Suvijcerai tis mde yopráca, dprov èr épnulas ; 5 Kal tèr- 
npwta avro) lócovs Éyere dptous; oi 86 ebrov ‘Emrd. 
6 Kal maphyyee TQ ÜxyXq ávameacty érl THs yis Kal XaBeov 
ToUs émTÀ ÓpTovs, ebyapua Trjoas, Exdace, kal édidov Tots ua8m- 
tais avtov, va TapaÜQcv kai mapéÓnkav TQ ÓxyXq. ? Kai 
elxov ixyOvdia ovbya’ xal eUXovjaas, elme srapaÜeivai xai ará. 

opáta érrà orvpíbas. 
8"Edaryov 5é kal éyoprácÓncav xal ?jpav mepiocceúpara Kaa- 

9*Hoav 86 oi $«yovres às rerpaksa- 
ymor kal amréducey QUTOUS. 

evidence to prove that he did: besides, internal 
evidence is quite in favour of fxovci, which 
seems to have been altered by Critics, who, 
stumbling at a Present form, and thinking a 
Perfect sense necessary, altered it to that. Thus 
in the ancient Versions the Translators expressed 
this by & Perfect sense, which, however, will not 
prove that they had not the Pres. form in their 
copies. And those who wrote xası seem to 
have taken it in a Pluperf. sense; and, indeed, 
the Pluperf. form does occur in Josephus. But to 
render, * for some of them had come from far,' 
would make the words those of the Evangelist, 
and not of our Lord, as the yàp requires, and 
also the air of the context suggests. Render: 
* for some of them are come from far.' 

4. wo8ev—duviic. Tis—yopr. ápT.] Render: 
* whence (i. e. from what quarter) can one satisfy 
these people with bread here in a solitude?" 
ir’ ipnulas here is equiv. to iv gonula in Matt. 
xv. 33, and £p. is not well rendered ‘ in the wil- 
derness ; rather, ‘in a wilderness’ (‘in solitu- 
dinc, as it is expressed in the Vulg). meaning a 
place where one is left alone, out of the reach of 
all succour by supply of needful food, which is 
intimated in the interrog. mobe, as in several 
passages of Arrian, Dion. Hal., and Lucian, in 
reference, as here, to supply of food. Of course, 
the interrog. implies a puis S tion; as in 
John vi. 5. Some MSS. and Versions omit the 
ce, as if useless, which, however, is not tho 
case. It is sufficiently defended by what occurs 
supra i. 13, and by the parallel paseage of Luke 
ix. 12, also by Plat. Com. ap. Athen. p. 5, 'Eyó 
à' évbad’ iv ry ipnulo. This tract of country 
was probably the Tó7os gpnuos mentioned in 
Luke ix. 10. 

5. For éwnowra, Tisch. and Alf. read pora, 
from MSS. B, L, A;—very insufficient autho- 
rity, though internal evidence may seem in fa- 
vour of hoor., of which rnp. may have been a 
loss. See Matt. xxi. 14, and Luke ix. 45, where, 
owever, for épurrrnoai, Lachm. edits, from 4 

uneial and a few cursive MSS., imnp. (Tisch. 
retains épwr.), while here he retains £7p., 
though at John xviii. 21, for Vulg. éxépwras, 
he clits, from 4 uncial MSS., épwras; and just 
after, for éwepwrnaov, he cdits, from 6 uncial 

10 Kal evOéws éuBds eis Tò TXotov peta TOv pabnróv avroð, 
7A0ev eis Tà pép AaXuavovÜá. 11 Kal é£XOov oi dapi asor, 
xai fjpfavro ovýnTeîv aire, ÜnroÜvres wap’ avtov onpetoy dr 
Tov ovpavod, Treipafovres avTov. 12 Kai dvacrevafas TQ mveú- 

and 2 cursive MSS., éperncor ; and both emen- 
dations are adopted by Tisch. ; perhape rightly, 
since the compound reading motel y arose from 

y 

by St. Mark ; for the MS. A is only a fellow-copy 
from the same original as MS. L, and the reading 
of B is yet undetermined. It may turn out to 
be waprryysAAe, which would be confirmed b 
the text of both Lachm. and Tisch. at Luke viii. 
29, and found in almoet all the uncial MSS, 
mwaonyyeAdAXs, on which see note. 

10. pépn AaAA.] — in the parallel 
passage of Matth. it is pia Maydada, yet there 
18 no real discrepancy, since every reason is there 
to think that Dalmanutha was in the samo 
region as Magdala ; though the latter was 
bably the chief town, and Dalmanutha only a 
village in the territory of Magdala, so insignifi- 
cant that it is no where else mentioned. Thus 
the only difference is that Mark's account is, as 
frequently elsewhere, the more precise and mi- 
nutely exact of the two. The position of Dal- 
manutha is best pointed out by Lightf. Works, 
vol. x. p. 225. 228, 229. He speak of it as a little 
* within the borders of the territory of Mag- 

a. 
12. ávacrsváEas To Tvevp.] This is a moet 

touchingly affecting expression, used of all the 
Evangelista alone br St. Mark. Render: ‘ and 
after a deep drawn sigh in his spirit,’ or rather, 
‘groan in his spirit, i.e. in Aimse/f inwardly, in 
his inmost soul. Though, indeed, both ideas 
may be here conjoined; similarly as in a fino 
line of Spenser, Facrie Queene, vi. 3, ‘He 
deeply sighed and groaned inwardly.’ Parallel 
to this is the use of the similar term é¢ufpr- 
paouat, in John xi. 33, éveBpiuricao Tw rvee- 
mart, and 38, iveB. iy éavro, which serves to 
determine the sense of the expression ta Tyva. 



MARK VIII. 13—17. 309 
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pate avro0, Neyer Ti 7j yeved abro t onpetoy rgret; "Aus 16. 
Aéyo piv €i SoOnceras TH yevea TavTyn onpeîov ! 15 Kal dels 4 
avrous, éuBas mans eis TO Toto, amHndOev eis TÒ Trépav. 

14 Kai eredadovro Xafgeiv áprovs* xai, et uù) eva üprov, ov. 
eiyov pef éavráv èv TQ TXoíe. 1 Kal SveorédreTo avtois, 6 
Aéyov: “Opare, Brérrere amò Ths ums TÀv Papısalwv, xal Tfjs 
Couns ‘“Hpwdov. 16 Kal Sdvedoyitovro Tpós adAnjArous, Aéyovres: 7 
"Ore aptous ove Éyouey. 17 Kal yvoùs 6 'Igo00$, Neyer avrois 

here. There is not, what has been supposed, a 
pleonasm in the use of the dva ; so far from that, 
It serves to intensity of sense, having respect to 
the depth from which the sigh is ed up- 
wards. Accordingly, it may be said to consti- 
tute a very fo expression ; and hence in 
Lament. i. 4, it is associated with fwo terms de- 
noting great affliction, and bitterness of spirit, b 
a sort of gnawing iv éautw, as the Sept. has it 
(with which compare Rom. viii. 23, įv éavroi« 
aTtváCousp, meaning, as I would take it, ‘we 
feel a deep inward sighing and ing for de- 
liverance from the burden of the body of this 
flesh’): so that the sense in the above passage 
may be thus ex ; ‘her priests fetch a deep 
sigh (or ‘groan `); her virgins are deeply afflicted ; 
and she herself is in bitter grief of spirit.” The 
verb drac-. is so used also in Soph. Aj. 931, as 
also dvaorevaxi{w in Homer, equiv. to Bapó 
orevatw. : 

— onpsioy bxi(nTsi] Lachm. and Tisch. 
edit Yyret onp., from MSS. B, C, D, L, A, and 
a few cursive ones; while Griesb. and Fritz. 
retain the text. rec. ; and Fritz. defends it stre- 
nuously, but not quite successfully; though it 
cannot be denied that the compound verb is 
more suitable to the context, espec. the strong 
formula «i do85csTat. Yet, as internal evidence 
is decidedly in favour of Gyr. enu., it may, per- 
haps, be entitled to the preference. 
— al doOrjoera:, &c.] The el is not (as some 

imagine) put for où; for this is a form of solemn 
asseveration (common in the Old T., but rarely, 
if ever, found in the Class. writers), in which 
there is implied an imprecation ; which, however, 
is omitted per apustopesin et gravitatis ergo. The 
nature of the imprecation (‘may I not live!’ or 
the like) will depend upon the subject, and the 

ker. The Class. writers use the complete 
orm, but only, I believe, with iàv uù, as 
Aristoph. Eq. 706, dav ph o ixhayw ix rie 

ne ovdéwore Biwcounar. The imprecation here 
is suspended on the tw, el, q.d. ‘If this be so, 
may I not live,’ or * may I be accursed,’ ‘ may I 
so lise. or not, as this or that comes to pass.’ 
Thus the conjunction comes to have the force of 
negation. through the ellips. of the suppressed 
clause. Sometimes, however, the words thus left 
to be understood are d, as in Ezek. xiv. 
16, where the Syr. and Arab. Versions render 
freel vy ‘as I live—they shall not,” &c., while 
the L X. renders literally by (o iyw sl—ow- 
Öńaovra:, perhaps regarding the sentence as in- 
terrogative, and supposing the interrogation to 
have the force of a strong negation—equiv. to 
‘may I not live if, &. Yet the Indic. there 
cannot be so taken for the Opt. without vio- 
lating the propriety of the language. It is better 

to suppose the sense to be, ‘do I live?’ ‘am I 
to live?’ implying the strong negation, negua- 

m! See more in note on Heb. iii. 11. 
13. For 4ufáse wdéAw, Lachm., Tisch., and 

Alf. edit, from MSS. B, C, D, L, A, and a few 
cursive ones {I add Lamb. 1178], wéAuw iufás. 
But the external authority for that reading is in- 
sufficient ; and internal evidence is rather against 
the change. The rò before woioy is cancelled 
by Lachm., from MSS. A, E, F, G, 8. But in- 
ternal evidence must confirm the strong autho- 
rity in its favour, considering that the vd 
was more likely to be left out, than put in. It 
is elsewhere several times omitted by the scribes, 
from ignorance of the force of the article. Comp. 
Matt. ix. 1, an altogether similar e, also 
Matt. viii. 23. 29. xiv. 22, éuPyvae els Tò 
vAoitoy, where Lachm. very properly retains, 
while Tisch. cancels, the 7, wrongly, as appears 
from Mark iv. ]. v. 18. Luke viii. 22. John 
vi. 17. 21. xxi. 3. In short, the rò cannot here 
be dispensed with, as is plain from a passago 
supra v. 10, éuBas ele Tò wAciov, meaning the 
boat in attendance on Jesus and his disciples. 
Tisch. and Alf., indeed, here cancel the words 
sis TÒ wXoioy, but there is only the authority of 
B, C, D, L, A, in opposition to internal evidence, 
considering that it 1s easier to imagine why the 
words should have been expunged by the Critics, 
as forming an unnecessary, and any thing but 
elegant ition, than inserted, as Alf. supposes 
them to have been, for the purpose of füling up 
the sentiment (! !). 

16. Aéyovres is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., from MSS. B, D. But the authorit 
for this is quite insufficient; . as interna 
evidence is rather in favour of the word, which 
we may su to have been put out by certain 
Critics, who did not perceive that the construc- 
tion is (as Fritz shows) not dseAey. Asyouree 
7pós &\AnAovus, but d:ar. woos GA. OTi, ‘ it ia 
because we have no bread.” It is true that the 
same Editors read £yovciv for £yousv ; but the 
authority for that change is also insufficient (be- 
ing only that of one uncial and three cursive 
MBS ), espec. considering that internal evidence 
is not entirely in favour of éxovowy, since it 
might be an alteration proceeding from certain 
Critics, who did not comprehend the nature of 
the constructiou. Moreover, £yousv is all but 
Required by the words of ver. 17 71 tyers ; 

7. ó '1ncovs] These words are cancelled by 
Tisch. and Alf, but retained by Lachm.; very 
Mery for they are absent from only two 

., B and A, and internal evidence is quito 
in their favour. They may have been left out 
in so few MSS. from inadvertence on tbe part of 
the scribes, or from the fastidiousness of certain 



MARK VIII. 18—23. 

Ti BuaXoyítea0e, Ste dprous ovx Éyere; Oinrw voeire, ovde 
9 cvwvíere; [čr] merwpwpévnv &yere THY Kapdiay ouv; 18 ò- 

ÜaXuoUs Éxovres ov Brérrere; xai dra éxyovres ovK áxovere ; 
P! 3 , 19 y O M évT » » 3 Mj Kai ov pynpovevere ; T€ TOUS TÉVTE üpToUS Exdaca eis TOUS 

TWevraxiaxidious, Trócovs Kopivous MANpErs KAACATÆV HpaTe ; 
10 Aéyovciw atte Awédexa. 20" Oe Bé Tous érra eis TOUS Terpa- 

Kioyirious, Tócev ocTvyp(ówv TX9yponara kXacpárov ÑPATE ; 
Oi 8é etzrov ‘Erra. 21 Kat éXeyev aùrois Ids ov ovviete ; 

22 Kal &pyera, cis BrOcaiday xal $épovsiw avt@ tuddov, 
kat tTrapaxanrodow avTOv, va avroU yntra B Kal érixaBo- 
pevos THS eios ToD TUQXo0, eExyayey avróv éfo Tie nouns. 

$: 

Critics, who thought them better away. Possibly 
they may have been introduced from the parallel 

of Matth. ; but little likely is it that the 
interpolation should have found its way into all 
the copies but two, and all the ancient Versions 
except the Coptic. The ér: just after is can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but the au- 
thority for this is insufficient, only that of MSS. 

, C, D, L, and 5 cursive ones (to which I can- 
not add ore from the Lamb. and Mus. copies); 
and internal evidence is in this case divided, 
since, though it may have been introduced for the 
purpose of matching the obw just before, yet 
the £r: might, as Griesb. and Fritz. suggest, be 
absorbed by the £r: in cvvísTs. Besides, the 
word is recognized by all the ancient Versions 
except the inconsiderable Coptic one. Nay, in- 
deed, the čv: is, as Fritz. observes, confirmed by 
the foregoing od rw, as in John vi. 17, accordin 
to the text of Lachm., oU o iA uei, preceded 
by «ai onorla dy éyeyover. Thus the sense is, 
t even yet have ye your heart hardened ?' “ The 
heart, observes Whitby, “ is then said to be 
hardened, when, after full evidence of what wo 
ought to do or to believe, we neglect to do or 
believe it. Now this (continues he) may happen 
either through inconsideration, as in the case of 
the Apostles here and vi. 52, or through the 
weakness of their faith, as when they are up- 
braided with it xvi. 14. In both cases it seems 
only to have been a sin of infirmity. Or rather, 
this wwpeorc procecds from that perversion of 
the will, and those evil dispositions and affec- 
tions of the soul, which render us averse from 
the performance of what is required, or the belief 
of what is revealed ; as when it is said in John 
xii. 40, of the Jews, that their hearts were bar- 
dened ; and then it is a wilful sin." See more 
on the form of this expression in note supra 
vi. 52. 

19. For "ri wX\npus xAacp., Lachm., 
. edit xop. xXNaon. TANp.; but 

without reason ; since internal evidence, as well 
as external authority, is opposed to the change; 
which proceeded, I suspect, from the Critics, who 
introduced a more elegant position of the words, 
and one, they thought, called for, or at least jus- 
tified by Matt. xiv. 20, and xv. 37. But there 
the construction is somewhat different. 

20. For ol è eTwo», Tisch., in his second Ed., 
reads Adyouow aire, from MSS. B, C, L, A, 
and one cursive MS., confirmed by the Vulg. and 
Copt. Versions, and two MSS. of the lalic; 

while Lachmann retains the text. rec. ; rightly, 
though internal evidence is in favour of the 
other reading, which is undoubtedly of the most 
remote antiquity, since it is recognized by the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, with, at least, the omission 
of avTo. 

2]. For was ov, Lachm. reads wae OUwes, 
from MSS. A, D, M, V, X, and several cursive 
ones ; Tisch. and Alf. oí, from MSS. C, K, L, 
A, and 8 others; while Fritz. edits was ody 
ourw. Were any change necessary, 1 would 
adopt that of Lachm., which is confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions. Nevertheless, 
I would retain the ov, for which ote seems to 
have come from a marginal and interlincarv 
Scholium, as perhaps is the case in Matt. xv. 17, 
oU voetre, according to the text there of Lachm. 
and Tisch., though in text. rec. we have odwes. 
The words are also interchanged in the copies at 
John vi. 17, where for oux éAnAcOa (which 
Tisch. retains), Lachm. reads obww ià., from B, 
D, L, and some cursive MSS. and Versions ; 
though no ane should be made. At John vii. 
8, the reading fluctuates between ovwe and oy, 
and the Editors differ. But besides retaining oð, 
T would still more positively retain, with Lachm., 
the was, which is necessary in order to sustain 
the idea of strong expostulutton, called for by the 
context, to which that of Mark iv. 40, was ocx 
&xtTe wiotw; bears a strong resemblance. 

22. This miracle is recorded only by St. Mark, 
though worthy of particular attention. 

For épxera:, MSS. B, C, D, L, aud some 
Versions, have £pxovTat, which is adopted by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, but for no better 
reason—at lenst as far as I can perceive—than an 
uncritical leaning to their futourite MSS. and 
the Vulg. Version. But surely their weight is 
not to be opposed to that of all the MSS. ex 
about seven [to which 1 cannot add a singlo 
Lamb. or Mus. copy], including the Alexan- 
drian, and confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version. 
Moreover, internal evidence is rather in favour 
than opposed to fgpyera:, considering that, 
though it is possible that £pxorra« may have 
been altered to — for the pu of re- 
moving the awk ness of two plural verbs, each 
introduced by & xai, yet to be referred to two 
different classes of persons. More probable, how- 
ever, is it that the gpysrac was mistaken for 
— by the inadvertence of scribes, owing 
to the juxta-position of xai pipovoiv., 

23. &Eryo yi —enss] 1. e, as most Com- 
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Kai wrvcas eis rà Spupata ajro0, éribels tas yeipas avr, 
emnpwra avrov el te Préner; ** Kai dvaBAéas éXeye/| BXérroo 
TOUS avOparrous, [st] ws dévbpa, wepirartobvras. 25 Eira má- 

Av éréÜnke Tas yeîpas eri rovs ofOarpodvs ajo), Kat érroínacv 

mentators say, because he thought those who 
had seen so many miracles in vain, were not 
worthy to see more. The reason, however, 
seems rather to have been, that our Lord rarely 
chose to perform a miracle with a crowd pressing 
about him. See supra iii. 10. v. 28. 

— ¿irbis rat yripas aùr] Some emi- 
nent Commentators join these words with the 
f img ones, and render, ‘he put his hands 
upon him (or ‘them,’ meaning ‘ his *) and 
asked him. But the imposition of ihe ands 
has no connexion with the act of interrogating. 
I therefore rather agree with those who join the 
words with the ing, as is done in the 
Pesch. Syr., Arab., Vulg., and Persic Versions; 
and thus some MSS. have a xai before éwiteis 
(on which see supra v. 6), and so in our common 
Version, and the Translations of Newc. and 
Campb. Now if it were true that, as Fritz. as- 
serta, éwiOeie is put for éxéOnks xal, the first- 
mentioned mode of construction would almost 
necesearily become the only true one. But no 
reason is there why we should not take the Par- 
ticiple imi8sis, as put for the gerund, ‘putting 
his hands upon [him], i.e. Bie eyes; as we 
may infer from v. 25, meaning after putting his 
hands, this being the temporal use of the Par- 
ticiple for Gerund, on which see Jelf, Gr. 696, a. 
And this seems to have been the view taken by 
the Vulg. Translator, who renders ‘impositis 
manibus. And so T. Aquinas must have con- 
strued the words, whose annotation is worthy of 
attention. Of course, in the communicating of 
the spittle to the eye, we see the symbolic use of 
external means; and here, as in the instance 
supra vii. 33, our Lord laid his hands upon the 
sick person (more Medicorum) to intimate that 
he himsclf is the great PHYSICIAN, and that. 
whatever external sign was used, the poter could 
come from Him only. Moreover, as human spit- 
tle was thought to have a very beneficial effect 
on diseased eyes (see Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxviii. 4, 
and Plaut. Capt. iii. 4. 21), so our Lord was 
leased to employ this symbolic external sign. 

ith the spittle here employed, as to its healing 
and purifying effect, we may compare the eye- 
salve, wherewith Christ anoints the eyes of those 
who are spiritually blind, as mentioned in Rev. 
iii. 18, for there the Christian is counselled to 
buy eye-salve of Christ alone to anoint his 
eyes. 
ue el re BXéws ;]. I still am of opinion that 

&Efveyxsr for ičýyayev, and Béres for BAd- 
wet, edited by Tisch. and Alf., ought not to be 
received on such very slender authority (only 
that of 2 uncials and no cursives, to which I can 
add nokian) i though internal evidence is, at 
least, equally balanced. Were there stronger 
authority than ancient Versions for ri BAíorsis ; 
it would deserve attention, espec. considering 
that it would derive some confirmation from 
Zech. v. 2, xal eiwe wods pe Ti có BrXiwers; 
Lachm., in his second Edition, very properly re- 
stored SA £arei, which is confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr. Version. In short, the reading BAdwras 

arosc, I suspect, mercly from certain scribes con- 
founding (as they often do) the termination -ess 
and -e:. 

24. PNimw—øs Oévópa] I cannot yet ac- 
uiesce in the reading BAtcwm rT. ávÜp., ort we 

diss. óp. wepiw., whereby the sentence is sup- 
posed to consist of fwo members, of which the 
second is introduced as the reason for saying, in 
the first, that ‘he saw men.” Internal evidence 
may scem in its favour; but there is somethin 
too far-fetched and artificial to be suppo 

nuine. Moreover, the words thus yield, as 
ritz. remarks, a sense any thing but suitable, in 

whatever way we may interpret them. We are 
not bound, it must be borne in mind, always to 
account for the existence of a reading rejected 
for utter unsuitableness. But here it may be 
accounted for (as it is by Fritz.), from a itro- 
yeapla, arising from the double readings GÀ és e, 
opm, and ors ws. The or: in my text I have 
now had printed in small churacter, inserted 
within brackets; though it might have been as 
well cancelled, because if received, without dpa 
after, it must be taken as a particle pleonastic. 
Mr. Alford introduces both words tn brackets, 
but obelizes both—a curious mode of blowing 
both hot and cold, and serving to intimate, in the 
Sir Roger de Coverley style of criticism, that 
“ there is much to be said on both sides.” 

Why our Lord chose on this occasion to im- 
part the faculty of sight not all at once, but by 
degrees—for at first the man saw tainga but ob- 
scurely ; then, by a second laying on of hands by 
our Lord, he had a clear perception of all objects 
—is a question that has exercised the ingenuity 
of Expositors both ancient and modern. Seo 
Theophyl., Euthym., and Victor, the Catenist ; 
also, of the moderns, Whitby, Kuin., and Dr. 
Burton. Yet their view proceeds too much on 
the taking for granted what cannot be prored. 
In a case like this (where the reason for the 
course pursued is not even hinted at by the 
sacred writer) it is sufficient for us to know, that 
as all such things were in our Lord's porer, so 
he thought fit to order their taking place as he 
pleased ; though, according to existing circum- 
stances,——both as in the case of the deaf and 
dumb person of whom we read supra vii. 33, and 
in the present portion,—we may be sure that in 
both he acted as he saw to be most conducive to 
the glory of God, and the edification of the lew 
ple. The words ws dévdpa are to be referred to 
the roùe áyO., not wepiw.; and the sense is, * I 
see men, as trees, walking;’ i.e. I can distin- 
guish men from trees only by their walking: a 
result of imperfect vision ; since a confusion of 
vision in the objects is, as Plato observes, the 
first sign of returning sight. This view of the 
sense is confirmed by Victor, who, no doubt, 
derived it from the Fathers. From the above it 
is plain that the person was not born blind, but 
had lost his sight from discase. 

25. émíünxe] Tisch. and Alf. read £0n«ev, 
from B and L; while Lachm. retains é-£0.— 
very properly, for the compound verb is calleu 
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16. 9. avrov dvafjAédrav xal ámokareaáOn, kal évéBXevre TyXavycos 
* Grravra. % Kal améoreiev avrov eis [Tov] oi«ov avro), Xéycow 
M8é eis Tj» Kony eiaéXOgs, nde eins Twi ev TH kwpn. 

13 27 Kai ébgA0ev 6 'IgooÜs xal oi pabnrai avro) eis Tas kopas 
18 Kawapeias ris Pimmov kal èv Tjj 099 émnpæwra Tovs uabn- 

Tas auTov, Méyov ajrois Tiva pe Xéyovauw oi dvôpæroi elvai ; 
14 19 ?8 Of 8é dmekpiÜnaav. “Imdvyny tov Bartiotny Kal ANo 

for by propriety of language, and by the constant 
id both of the New Test. and the Sept., ex- 
cept that in Rev. i. 17, for Vulg., éwéOyxev riu 
SeFcdy abrov in’ iui, MSS. A, B, C, and seve- 
ral others have gO0nxay. It is surely far more 
robable that gw. was removed from two copies 
y Critical licence, as seeming unnecessary, or 

omitted by the carelessness of scribes, who very 
often leave out prepositions in composition—than 
that it should have been interpolated from v. 20 
(as Mr. Alf. pronounces), in all but 2, for I find 
not a vestige of its absence in the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies. 

Further, Tisch. and Alf. read xal d:éBAaWev, 
in the place of éwoincey aùrtòv dvaBAivvat, 
with MSS. B, C, L, A, dwexdorn for ávokac- 
eorabn, with C, L, A, évéBXewen for dvéBrAeWev, 
with B, L, and 3 cursive MSS., and finally 
mayra, for dwravras, with B, C, D, L, M, A, 
and 5 cursive MSS. But these sevoral changes 
are all of them insufficiently sustained by autho- 
rity ; and certainly internal evidence is, with one 
exception, not in their favour. 

As respects the omission of the words xai 
ixolncey dvaBdiai, in not a few MSS. and 
some Versions, including the Pesch. Syr., that 
I think chiefly arose from a misconception of the 
true force of dvaBAdya:, by which the words 
seemed almost useless; whence arose the reading 
Ae e for dvaBX., and the rash conjectures 
ivéBXewWs or dcéBA2Wve put for the whole clause, 
in which there is nought of unnecessary or uso- 
less, if the verb éwoiycev be taken in a popular 
acceptation for, ‘he bade him to look up," lite- 
rally, ‘he caused him,’ viz., by direction, ‘to 

Of éviPXeWe mTnXavyos dravra, the full 
sense is ‘beheld, or ‘viewed in the clearest 
manner,’ as iri the case of an object so distinctly 
presented to view as to admit of being seen far 
off. So Diod. Sic. T. i. p. 50, opav TnXavy., 
implying that the object is in itself most dis- 
tinethy prominent. us the term TyÀavyecs is 
espec. applied by Homer to the Sun, as also in 
Job xxxvii. 21, to the Moon. 

26. ele rdv olx. avrov] I now bracket the 
TÓv (expunged by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch.), both on account of strong external au- 
thority, and internal evidence against it; for it 
secms to have been inserted, as required by the 
avrov following; the Critic who inserted it 
bearing in mind such as Matt. ix. 6, 
Uwaysz ele TÓv olx. cov. Mark ii. lI, ta. els 
ròv olx. cov: v.9. vii. 30. viii. 96. Luke v. 
24, 25. viii. 39. 41. xviii. 14. It is observable 
that the absence of the Article, where scemingly 
callcd for, is also found elsewhere in the Gospel 
of St. Mark, e. gr. supra viii. 3, idu dvoXAvow— 
els oixoy avv, where not a single copy has Tov. 
The concluding words of the verse unóà «toys 

Tii iv TH Key are cancelled by Tisch. (solely), 
— though on very slender grounds. The words 
were, I suspect, ejected by the Critics, as pre- 
senting the most effectual mode of getting rid of 
the difficulty ; which, however, is not so formid- 
able as to need such a procedure. No reason is 
there to think that the man's house was iœ the 
town ; and as to the difficulty, it may be removed 
by supposing a hysteron proteron in the narration, 
such as often occurs in simple and unstudied 
narrative, it being our Lord's purpose to direct 
the man not to tell what had taken place to any 
one in the town of Bethsaida, nor so much as to 
go into the town, lest he should be tempted to 
transgress this direction. 

27. Ts xopas K. Tel ns cannot but 
mean the same as in the parallel passage of 
Matt. xvi. 13, rd uépn K. T. &.—namely, ‘the 
villages pertaining to and in the district belong- 
ing to Ces. Phil.” As to the followiog address 
of our Lord to the disciples, and their answer, 
there may seem to be a discrepancy between the 
two Evangelists ;—Matthew fixing the conversa- 
tion a£ the place in question; Mark, on the way 
thither. But that — may casily be re- 
moved by rendering, with Wakef. and Cam 
‘when,’ or ‘as, Jesus was going.’ And so Gro- 
tius, Rosenm., and Kuin. render by ‘ quum pro- 
ficisceretur, pergens.’ And so Euthym. (after 
Chrys.) must have taken it, as appears from the 
words elxds, éX\Govra ele ra uépn Kaio. edye- 
60a. dua kal odevery. But this sdxecbas dua 
involves an improbability; not to say that that 
view is inconsistent with what we read at Luke 
ix. 18, where sce note. Nothing is there in thut 
passago to forbid tho sense I have assigned, sinco 
uke speaks very indefinitely without any nota- 

tion Mf pee, and of E pes — to involve 
any iscrepancy. e have only to su ; 
with Augustine, do Conseneu Ev 4 iL 5d. that 
on the way itself, and lt little] before our Lord 
came to the place whither he was going [the ter- 
ritory of Cæsarea Philippi] that he alone turned 
aside from tbe way to some (sequestered) place 
in order to pray, though not so far but that the 
disciples were so near him as to be in attendance 
on liis motions. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 36, xuÜicars 
avTov (or wee) Ewe of &vsXOGy ixe? (i. e. ‘a 
stone's-throw,' as we learn from Luke) wpocev- 
wuart (taking, however, Peter, James, and 
ohn) At the close of his prayer our Lord 

began to go forward, and then he proceeded to 
interrogate his disciples, who had now joined 
him, and were going forward with him. 

28. awaxpid.] Tisch. and Alf. edit elrar, 
from B, C, L, A, and the Syr. and Coptic Ver- 
sions. Lachm. retains dwexp., but adds avr 
Adyovres. from B, C, D, L, A, and others, with 
the Ital., Vulg., and Coptic Versions. But the 
former reading probably aroso from tho per- 
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"Tues 66 Tiva pe Xéyere elyav;  ' AsrokpiÜeis Sè 6 IIérpos Xéyet 
aùr XU cl ó Xpiorós. 30 Kai érmer(ugoev. avrois, tva. ug6evi 
Aéywor Trepi avroU. 31 Kai TjpEaro SiddoxKew avtovs, Ste Set Tov 
Tiv tod dvÜperrov Torà trabeiv, kai arrodonipacOHvar dmó 
TÀV mpecButépwy kai apyepewy kal ypappatéwy, xal drroKrap- 
Ojvar: xal pera Tpeis ")uépas dvacrivar. 82 kai mappnoia Tov 
Aoyov éddder. Kai mpooXafóuevos avtov 6 Ilérpos, #ptaro 
émitiay arte. B'O 86 émiotpadels kai iov tos pabntas 
avro), eretiunoe TQ llérpg, Xéyow “Trraye ómíco pov, ca- 
tava: rti ov dpoveis rà Tod Oeod, àXXAà rà rv dvÜparrwv. 
3* Kai TpockaXecápevos tov ÜyXov adv Tois pabyrais avToU, 
eirev adtoiss “Oot Oret arricw pov éABeiv. atrapynodcbw 
€avróv, kal ápáre Tov cTavpóv avTov Kal áxoXovÜeíro pot. 
35°Os yap dv Oén Tw  uyny aitod cca, àmoXécew avr 
ôs Ò dy arroréon Tijv yuyny avroU Evexev époÜ xal ToU evayye- 
Alov, obros ccce, aùtrýv. 99 Ti yap adernoe avOpwrov, éàv 
Kepdnon Tov Koopov oXov, Kal Cnpue05 Tv ~uyny adtod; 87 4 
tt doce dvOparros avTdAXaypa TH Wuyns avtov; 98"0s yàp 
áv éracyuvOy pe xal tous èpoùs royous év TH yeveá TavT TH 
poxa Ò. Kal auapTwro@, kal ó Tids tod avOpwrov émrauayvvOT- 

allel passages of Matthew and Luke,—though, 
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rived from the parallel passages of Matthew and 
being supported by the Pesch. Syr. Version, it is 
entitled to much attention. The reading of Tisch., 
abíT«w Aí£yorrts, originated, I doubt not, from a 
marginal Scholium. For £va, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. read efs, from B, C, L, and the Coptic 
Vers. But for this reading very insufficient is 
that authority, and internal evidence is not in 
favour of eis. Jt may have been suggested to 
the Critics by the lel passage of Luke. 

For Adgye: avToiv, Lachm. and Tisch. 
read éxnpwra avTois, from B, C, D, L, A, with 
the Copt. and some MSS. of the Italic Version. 
It may be the true reading; but it may have 
arisen — critical ri aim — oe 
urpose of getting rid of the tauto in ee 

and vay (to avoid which Luke wrote alre) ; 
and this is more probable than that Asye —— 

o have been introduced from the parallel 
Matt. in all the copies — some half-dozen. 
Certain it is that Aéysi was altered by the Critics 
to siwey at Matt. iv. 9. ix. 11. xii. 48. xiii. 28. 
xv. 12. xvii. 20. 26. xx. 21. Mark v. 7. vi. 16. 
viii. 20. xii. 43. Luke v. 13. xix. 30. xxiii. 
34, et al. 

At d*oxkpiÜsis dé, Tisch. and Alf. cancel the 
di, from MSS. B, L, and a few cursive ones; 
while Lachm. edits xai ároxp., from MS. A and 
a few others. I prefer the former reading; but 
there is not sufficient authority for removing the 
pu which may have been cancelled in a 
ew MSS. for the purpose of removing a tauto- 
logy. 
off awd T. ini Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
iad, from MSS. B, C, D, K, L, and some cur- 
sive ones. I grant that aad may have been de- 

Luke; but there is no sufficient proof, and little 
probability. More likely is it that dad was an 
alteration of some Critics, who thought ixó 
better Greek, not considering that amo is equally 
good Greek, and such as presents a stronger sense 
where strength of sense might be expected,— 
namely, ‘at the hands of And be it remem- 
bered, that the dao has reference (as clearly ap- 
pears from the parallel passage of Matthew) to 
waGety as well as ávrodox. 

36, 37. Tí yap wpernot:, &c.] In the former 
of thcse two verses the various readings are only 
various forms of error. That of dy0pwros—the 
reading recommended by Griesb. and others— 
cannot be admitted, because, as Fritz. points out, 
it would require also wpsAnOrjoerar. But that 
reading, though found, would seem derived from 
the parallel passage of Matthew and Luke. The 
textus us is confirmed by the circumstance 
of its carrying with it, in its very roughness and 
homeliness, a mark of genuineness. Certain] 
this use of wed. as an impers. is very unusual, 
and would properly require for édy xepórjan 
rather the infin. xspózcat; and for (nuin, 
nuteÜOr5vai; which latter indeed is found in the 
SS. B, L, and in D, in the parallel of 

Luke, though doubtless from correction. The 
reading àdesA«t is indeed entitled to attention, 
as having internal evidence in its favour. It is, 
however, forbidden by the idv xepdjon. And 
our Lord seems to have intended to put the case 

ically, since (as Euthym. observes) it is 
in effect a matter of impossibility for any one 
man to gain the whole world; but, were it pos- 
sible to gain, it would profit him nothing. 
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16. 9.cera« avtov, Grav EAOn èv Tfj S0En tod Iartpòs avroÜ pera tv 

98 27 ayyé\wy TOv dyiwv. IX. ! Kal £&Xeyev aùrois Apiw reyo 
tpiv, Órt eiot Tives TOY Ode EaTNKOTMY, Oi TLVES oU UÙ) YyevTwVTAL 
Üavárov, ws av idwot Tv Bacirelay tod Oeod é€rnrAvOutay èv 
Suva pet. 

l7. 9. 2 Kai pef fuépae & maparapBaves 6 'Igoo)s rév Ilérpov 
1 %8 wal rov "IdxwBov kai ròv "Iodvvgv, xai avadépss avTovs eis Spos 
2 inpnrov kar idiay uóvovs" Kat pereuopdo05 éumpoaOev avbràv. 

29 9 kal ta ipária avToU éyévero a TiXBovra, Xevkà Mav ws xuàv, 
3 30 ola yvaħeùs émi rìs ys ov Suvarat Xevküvai. * Kal 09 

aùrois 'HXías avv Movoct xal cav avXXaXoüvres TO "Inooi. 
4 33 5 Kal ávoxpiÜcis 0 Ilérpos Xéye: T 'Igcoi- ‘PaBBl, xaXxóv 

€or pâs de elvav xal troimowpey oxnvas Tpeis col play, 
xal Moice iav, kai Hra plav. 9 Où yàp zoe Ti ANaAHOT 

5 84 7jcav yap éxpoBor. 7 Kai éyévero vepédrAn ériokiátovaa aùrois 

35 Kal WOE pwav) ex ris vepérns [Aéyouca:] | Otrós éotww ó Tiss 
8 36 pov ò ayarnros: auTod axovere! 9 Kal éEdmwa Trepi d- 

pevot, ovxéts ovdéva eldov, àXXà Tov 'Igootv povov pef éavróv. 
9 9 KaraSawovrwy 96 avrav amò ToU Spous, Ova re(NaTo avrois 

IX. 1. iv duvdper 
Sully, ‘mi 
cess. So in Luke iv. 36. Col. i. 

iva pndevi Suenynowvrat à eldov, ei uù Stay 6 Tids tod avOparrov 

ne fr adv, power- 
htily,” ‘gloriously,’ complete suc- 

P Lake ic ; i799. d Thes. i. 

transaction was omitted by John, probably be- 
cause so minutely narrated by the three pre- 
ceding Evangelists. 

1], and the simple Dat. in Acts iv. 33, with 
wer upon carth, so as to be gloriously esta- 

lished amoug both Jews and Gentiles. See 
note on Acts xvi. 28. 

8. yvapıús) The term (from yvados, a tool 
like our teazle, used by wool-combers) denotes a 
fuller, one who fulled and dressed new clothes, 
or scoured and cleansed old ones, raising the nap 
by means of the teazle; and also, by the use of 
fullers’ earth and alkali, restored the colour to 
its original whiteness. See Schol. on Aristoph. 
Plut. 166. Martial xiv. 51, * Non tam sepe teret 
lintea fallo tibi. The term occurs several times 
in the Sept. and in the later Classics, as Theophr., 
Plutarch, and even Xenoph. Mem. iii. 76, 6. 
There were (as Casaubon on Theoph. shows) 
two uses of the ‘ fullers’ carth,'—one to cleanse 
away the dirt, the other to communicate white- 
ness to the garment. The operation is 
here alluded to by Mark. In Xen. Ag. 26, the 
Vulg. thet Sth ought to be restored, for what 
the recent Editors have adopted, on the conjec- 
ture of Leuncl. and Steph., ypagets. The ypa- 
pets is not inapposite ; but that *vadeis is the 
true reading is plain from Mem. iii. 7, 6, where, 
in a similar list of artizans, we have similarly 
conjoined yvapeis aud oxuteis. The sense is 
soourers, furlishers, 

4. xai joav ovAAaXr. Tw '1.] Here Mark, as 
also Matthew, only mentions this discoursing in 
a general way ; but the particular subject thereof 
is recorded, for our instruction, on the authentic 
testimony of Luke ix. 3], seqq. The whole 

5. droxpiWels—Adyer] This is one of the 
many passages of the New Test. in which dro- 
kpivcoÜa: signifies simply £o address any one, 
generally in continuation of some previous dis- 
course, and not unfrequently, as here, without 
any reference, to begin to speuk, which is its use 
in Sept., Job iii. 2. Alex. drexpiÜn A£yov. 
Cant. ii. 11. Zech. iii 4. And so in Rev. vii. 
]3. This whole use is said to be a Hebraism 
formed on my; but the present is espec. such, 
since jy, by a signification antecedent to the 
usual one, ‘to answer,’ meant I suspect to ‘ raise 
the voice’ in beginning to k, and then (from 
the adjunct) signified to “kegin to speak" in the 
way of answer. 

4. Aéyovsa] This is omitted in many MSS. 
(including almost all the Lamb. and Mus. co- 
pies), and some Versions, and is cancelled by all 
the recent Editors, as having been introduced 
from the other Gospels. 

8. iEáviva] This rather rare form is a neuter 
plural, taken adverbially, of the old epic adjec- 
tive ££d9rivos ; whence the Ionic ifawivys, con- 
tracted by the Attics to iğaiípyns. Yet the old 
adverb was retained by the Macedonians, and 
occurs sometimes in the Sept. and the later 
Class. writers. In d\Ad TOv 'l., dAAa is genc- 
rally taken as put for el uù, which is found in 
the passage of Matthew. Fritz., however, sup- 
poses the particle as put with reference to the 
negative in oUxéTi, and supplies a verb of * se~ 
ing,'—namely, swpwy, from tho preceding parti- 
ciple. Yet the former mode is defended and 
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7. 10 Kai tov Xoyov éxpdrnoay, mpós éavroUs 17. 
1l Kai émmnpo- 10 

Tov avrov Aéyovres* *"O ti Méyovow oi Tpappareîs, te HMav 
det EXOety mrpwrov ; 1? 6 dé dzroxpuOels eltrev avtois: '"HXas uév n 
€XOwv mpwrov, atoxabiota "rávra: 

illustrated by our but, which has often the sense 
. The fact is, that in this case 4A is for 

dAÀA' B, otherwise than. 
10. Tò» Acyow ixpatnoay, &c.] The sense 

of these words mainly depends upon the construc- 
tion. Some construe them with the words fol- 
lowing, xpde éavrots; others take them with 
the preceding, ovGnrourres. The former method 
is preferred by some of the ancient, and the ear- 
Jier modern Commentators; while the latter is 
adopted by almost all the later Expositors; and 
with reason: for such a construction as the for- 
mer would be unprecedented. They are, how- 
ever, not agreed on the sense of éxpdTn0oav; 
some rendering it 'reticuerunt,' others, *animo 
exceperunt;' others, again, * animo retinuerunt." 
To all of these interpretations, however, objec- 
tions lie. Now xpatriw with the Accus. means 
to hold fast, and figur. ‘ not to let slip from one's 
memory, or attention; and also, as we say, to 

to oneself, reticeo. Either sense may be ad- 
mitted; the former is more agreeable to what 
recedes ; the latter, to what follows, and as 
ing required by the construction, is preferable. 

Ti tort — vaxpor, quidnam esset mortuis 
redire, —' what Jesus meant by speaking of rising 
from the dead.’ They did not question the ge- 
neral resurrection, which all, but the Sadducees, 
believed : but they could not reconcile this ]an- 

age with what they had learnt in the law, — 
that Christ should live for ever, and hold an 
everlasting kingdom. Hence their slowness in 
comprehending the aseurances,—eo often reite- 
pated to them by Christ,—of his death and re- 
surrection. Insomuch that when the Lord was 
dead, their hopes died with him, and only re- 
vived at his resurrection. 

ll. 6 7T: ay] On reconsidering the force of 
ore here, I am of opinion that there is some cor- 
ruption in the text ; and that tbe various readings 
are entitled to no other attention, than as attesting 
the perplexity of the ancient Interpreters, The 
difficulty is best removed by considering ore (or 
rather o T:) as standing for dsore, for w 
cause? equivalent to why, as in three passages 
addüced by Steph. Thes. in v. from Homer and 
]eocrat.; to which I add Xen. Ephes. iv. 2 s. 
fin. Thucyd. i. 90 (where ö rs is rightly edited 
by Bekker and Poppo). Jos. Ant. vi. 11. 9. The 
same idiom recurs infra v. 28, 6 Ti nets ox 
&édvvriÜnuar ; , 

12. On again carefully reconsidering the dis- 
puted expression xai wwe, and the best mode of 
removing the difficulty, I am still of opinion, 
that the mode of removing it by critical emenda- 
tion, as Griesb., Scholz, and Fritz. propose to do, 
ie not to be thought of. Mr. Alf., with unwonted 
rudence, retains the text. rec. xai was, which 
e thinks forms a counter-question to that of the 

Apostles at v. 11. ‘Our Lord,’ he says, ‘an- 
ewers their inquiry by another, q. d. “ And how 
is it faiso] written of the Son of Man that he, 
&c.?"' But this method involves a certain 

xal * kalos yéyparrras éri 

straining of the words, by the insertion of a xal, 
as also by an unauthorized emphasis laid on he, 
which would require an avros before 4o0AÀÀ4 
waly. Not to say, that this is taking for granted 
that our Lord answered the question of the 
Apostles by a question; which, though done by 
Him occasionally in addressing the Pharisees, 
was never done in the case of the Apostles or 
Disciples. Moreover, this answering of question 
by question is quite forbidden by the parallel 
passage of Matth. Under these circumstances, 
although the interpretation which Mr. Alf. pro- 
ceeds to lay down of the words following be spe- 
cious, it is inadmissible, being a building erected 
on a false foundation. Indeed I see no sufficient 
reason to alter my opinion, —tbhat for xai was the 
true reading is xai xa8ws, which opinion is con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr, Vulg., and Persic 
Versions, and by xa@ws without the xai (which 
might — be absorbed in the «a. following), 
found in A, K, M, A, and about 20 cursive 
MSS., including some of the most ancient of tho 
Lamb. and Mus. copics, and Trin. Coll. B. x. 
16, collated by Scriv. I doubt not, that, on 
further collations, it will be found in not a few 
uncollated, or ill-collated MSS. Thus the sense 
will be, as Bp. Marsh expresses it, ‘ And that, as 
it is written of the Son of Man, he (i. e. John 
the Baptist) may suffer many things, and be set 
at nought.” If this should be thought scarcely 
effectual to remove the difficulty, we may, be- 
sides adopting the reading iu my text, get rid of 
the remaining difficulty by supplying, as I have 
intimated in my punctuation, dEoudevw07j—thus 
leaving to be supplied after ifvudev. the short 
corresponding clauso (which is often, in such 
cases, left to be understood from the context) 
oUT«w rác Xs. equiv. to née Wac yer, ‘ thus 
he (i.e. the Son of Man) is about to suffer.’ 
This is strongly confirmed by the o¥rw xai of 
Matth. And { cannot doubt that the sense in- 
tended to be expressed by Mark, was the same as 
that expressed distinctly by Matth., though only 
intimated by Mark. 

At v.13 the inference is drawn, the sense 
being (as the parallel passage of Matth. confirms) 
that just as the first coming of the Son of Man 
was to suffer and to die, so has the first coming 
of Elias been, as it was written of him (aidrdy), 
i.e. ‘the Son of Man.’ Thus there seems to 
have been intended an intimation that the suf- 
ferings of the Son of Man were close at hand. I 
must not omit to remark, that at v. 12, for dwo- 
kpiÜsis elwep, Tisch. and Alf. read £4, from 
B, C, L, A, and the Syr. and Copt. Versions. 
Thus external authority is quite against it (for I 
do not find £$ in a single Lamb. or Mus. copy) ; 
and internal evidence is sot, as Mr. Alf. may 
imagine, altogether in favour of i$». In the 
text. rec. it may have been introduced, as he 
ronounces, from the parallel passage of Matth., 
t it is very improbable that it should, for, cus 

bono? And that it should thus have come into 
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17. 9, Tov Tiv tod avOpwrov, (va Toà dn xal éfovoeve0r — 
13 AAAA Aéyo Kyiv, Gre ra HXías éAxjXv0Oe, kai éroíigsav avro 

16 Kai evbéws 

12 

dca nOeAncay [xabas yéyparrrat èr avróv.] 
5;  1* Kal é\Oav mpós tots pabntas, eldev Sydov qroXvv mepi 

avrow, xal Tpapparteis cvÜproüvras avrois. 
mâs 6 ÓyXos wv aùròv éfecÜau rjr, xai "rpoarpéxovres hond- 

. Üovro avrov. 16 Kal émgpergoe tous Tpappareiss Ti ovly- 
14 38 Teire mpòs avroUs; 17 Kal dmoxpiÜcls els ex tov ÓxXov eime 

AWdorane, Tjveyka Tov viov ou Trpos ae, éyovra Tmveðpa arov. 
15 39 18 Kad órov àv avróv xatandBn, prjooce avTOv. kal adppite, kai 
16 40 Tpi(e. rovs odcvTas aùroÙ, xai Enpaiveras’ xa elrov rois paĝn- 
17 4 Tals cov iva avrÓ éxBddrwor, kal oùe toyvoay. 19 “O 8e aro- 

xpeis [* avrois] Xéyev "2 yeved raros ! ews Tote Tpós 
Üuás čoopat; Ews wore aveFouat úv; dépere avrov pos pe. 

42 
^ 2 7 

TveUua éaTápatev avrov 
?0 Kal Jjveycav avrov Tpós aùróv. Kal (ov avróv, evÜéos TÒ 

xal Tecov éml ris Ys éxudlero 
adpitov. ?! Kal érnpwrnce tov marépa abroí locos ypovos 

all the MSS. except 4, is incredible. On the 
other hand, ion my probably have proceeded 
from Critics, who thought that the term was 
more grave, and suitable to the following con- 
text; and that it was preferable, as removing 
somewhat of the harshness involved in thus 
answering & question by a question. They have 
done the same elsewhere, e. gr. infra xii. 24, 
where the same Editors have introduced fon 
from the same MSS., but in both passages the 
better judgment of Lachm. induced him to re- 
tain the text. rec. 

17. £yorra—dXaXov] Notwithstanding what 
is urged by some recent Expositors, who adopt 
Mede's hypothesis on tho Demoniacs, this can 
tl signify, as Fritz. acknowledges, ‘ whose 

y was in the power of a demon who made 
him dumb.’ So in Luke xi. 14, ‘a deaf demon’ 
(i.e. one who causes deafness) is mentioned. 
Comp. Plut. T. ii. p. 438 (speaking of the Py- 
thian priestess), dAaAov kai xaxov wvavpatos 
ovca Trips. 

18. Grou—xataraéBn] Wetst. and others 
render, *and wherever, or whenever, it may at- 
tack him :' for the verb «araXAaufáysi, they 
say, is often used of the attack of any disorder, 
espec. of epilepsy. But the context demands 
that we should take xaraàáßn of the demon ; 
and the sense is, ‘wherever, or whenever, he 
lights on him;' a signification often found in 

ucyd. 
— proce: avTOv] ‘dashes him to the ground.’ 

Such is the use of the word in Luke vi. 49, and 
sometimes in the later Greek writers, as Artemid. 
i. 60, p. rov drr(vaXoy. In the parallel 
of Luke is added the circumstance redder, an- 
ewering to the ingemit of a finely graphic descrip- 
tion in Lucret. iii. 408. 
— Tpí((11 rods da. a.] ‘grinds his teeth.’ So 

Theophyl. Sim. p. 91, xadewalvey xai TaTpi- 
yws ovs ódóvras. Aristoph. Ran. 926, uù wple 
ToUs ddovras. These and the other particu- 
lars in this verse and ver. 22, are, indced, all 

symptoms of epilepsy. But if we even should 
ds that T man was an cpileptic, it would 
not follow that the disorder was not induced by 
demoniacal influence. 
— Enpalvera:] Some ancient and several 

modern Commentators explain ‘faints away, 
‘falls into a swoon.’ But however tbis may 
be a symptom of epilepsy, the word will not 
bear that sense, and can only mean ‘pines 
away. I with Fritz, that the word de- 
notes, not so much what happens during the 
demon's attack, as a consequence from 
thence. Thus Celsus says of Epilepsy, * homi- 
nem consumit /* 

19. I have, with all the recent Editors, re- 
ceived avroic for avo, on strong authority (to 
which I add some of the most ancient Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS.), confirmed bv internal] evi- 
dence. See note on Matt. xvii. 17, where I have 
shown, that the reproof in yevea amwioros is 
meant for all the parties present in the degree 
that they merited it, in fact, the race of persons 
among whom our Lord's ministry was carried 
on; and the spirit of the exclamation (mof. inter- 
rogation) at #ws wors ü»tEoua: uwv only an 
ejaculation of impatient indignation at their 
hardness of heart and unbelief. 

20. day avrov—iowapatev] Most Commen- 
tators take idw» for iddvra. But that is a falec 
view of the construction, which Fritz. rightly re- 
gards as To er an anacolutkon. Mark meant 
to say xai lód (0 vrais) avTOv, evOices PO ov 
7vtiuaTos ioapáccsro, but then changed the 
construction ; of which see another example in 
Acts xx. 3. 
— 440 ùy lvl trys yas ixvà.] ‘rolled himeelf 

about.’ See my Lex. Comp. Lucian. Tox. 15, 
T. ii. 523, init. áxcxva, xai Te (at last) xara- 
Badrwy tavróv els rotdados ixvAivdero, xai 
AvrTa 9v axpiPhs TÒ Tpayua. 

21. I have now received, with Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., ix before waid., not 
only as supported by competent external autho- 
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écriv, ws ToUTo yéyovev avrQ ; ‘O Bà elme ix mradubev. — 9? xal 
qOANGKS avróv Kal eis tò Tp Bare xai eis data, iva aTroNNoy 

> e 

GUTOV. AAN, ei te Óvvaca, BonOncov "uiv oTXayyvuaOcis 
ep nuas. 2O 86€ 'InooUs elrev avrà rò, Ei Stvacat morted- 
cat— mávra Suvata TQ TroTevovri. % Kal evOéws xpakas 
6 tatnp Tov tadiov, perà Saxpiov Ereye Iioreúw, Kupse 
BonGe pou Ti) ám Tia ! 25 "T&cv 6e 0 'IncoUs Ste érivvrpéxet 
ÓxXos, érer(unoe TH TrvevpaTt TÖ dkaÜápro, Xéyov avTa Tò 
7veüpa TÒ dXaXov kal wwdv, éyo col éritdcow kee ék 

ay (including a few of the most ancient Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, also Trin. Coll. B. x. 16, 17), 
confirmed by internal evidence. 

22. rd *vp) I still retain the rd—which I 
find in moet of the Lamb. and Mus. copies— 
though I am now of opinion that the Article was 
sometimes used when any other fire, and not 
merely that in the house, was meant; so that 
when it did not designate fire generally, the 
Article was usually employed, though occasion- 
ally omitted, as in Matt. iii. 10. vii. 19, and 
Luke iii. 9. As to the passage of John xv. 5, 
see note. 
— ĠAN’, af Tc ĉúvasaı:) This use of dAX’ is 

best regarded by Fritz. as a formula obtestationis, 
entreating help. I would compare Dio Chrysost. 
p- 81, ixeivns Qaouévns rou warpds, sl ri dv- 
paito, BonBeiv. mosth. p. 1344. 3, Bonᷣpnoor 
Tint», at Ti execs, &c. Homer Il. i. 393, 4AAa 
av, el sivacal ys, wepicxeo waidds inor. 
Soph. Œd. T. 697, Tavüv & eÖrouros (*ysvov), 
al dvvaco. Callim. Del. 226, dAAa piAn, dvva- 
oat yp, åuuvew. See also Thucyd. vi. 25, and 
Hdot. viii. 57. 

23. el dvvacat—miotevovri] With this sen- 
tence Commentators have been somewhat per- 
plexed; partly from the brevity and indefinite- 
ness of the phraseology, and partly from the pecu- 
liar use of the To. The conjectures that have 
been hazarded are very inefficient, and, indeed, 
unnecessary ; since, as the best recent Expositors 
are," vith reason, agreed, the rd is here meant to 
be applied to the whole of the sentence follow- 
ing, by a use common in the Class. writers, and 
sometimes found in tbe Scriptural, e. gr. Matt. 
xix. 18. The best solution of the remaining 
difficulty is to suppose that after wiorevoar is to 
be supplied (what our Lord, from moderny, sup- 
pressed) BonBjow cor, or sb Exar; q.d. ‘my 

wer to heal thee depends upon thy power to be- 
ieve.' Comp. supra vi. 5,6. The ĉúvasaı, at 
which many have stumbled, is used with refer- 
ence to the ef T: dvvacas of the petitioner, to 
which what is here said is an answer, meaning in 
other words, * Say not, if thou canst; it depends 
upon thyself.” 

24. Kópie, after mioredeo, is cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., on the authority of 
MSS. A, B, C, D, L, and 1 cursive, supported 
by the Syriac and some other Versions ; but, as 
Fritz. shows, on insufficient grounds. For, 
eays he, ‘Nihil hâc voce, in humili et supplici 

ris observatione, fingi potest aptius. ‘ But 
ow came it, some may ask, ‘that a word so 
roper and suitable should have been omitted ?' 
1 answer, it may, as the MSS. are so few, have 

been omitted inadvertently by those scribes who 
did not see its force. I rather, however, suspect 
it to have been omitted from design. The Alex- 
andrian Critic who firet threw it out, perhaps 
thought there was more gravity in making the 
clause terminate with the most important word ; 
which itself conveyed the answer; the very rea- 
son, it should seem, why our English Translators 
here render, Lord, teve. And he would 
robably have emended Kupie, x., had it not 

forbidden by the propriety of the Greek lan- 
guage to commence an address with a Vocativo 
case; not having the good taste to see the pro- 
priety of making the profession of faith be ac- 
companied by an address so adapted to entreaty. 
However, I do not deny that it may have been 
interpolated from a Scholiast. It was evidently 
not in the copy used by the Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator, but it is in a few of the earliest copies of 
the Ital. Vers. Lachm. remarks that it is not in 
the Cod. Amiant. of the Vulg. ; and I find it not 
in the Lamb. MS. of the 7th century. However, 
I have very little doubt of its genuineness, and 
none whatever of the paree ata saxpvwy just 
before, which is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., from A, B, C, L, K, A, and l cursive, since 
the authority for cancelling the words is too 
slender, espec. as internal evidence in this case 
draws two ways. It was probably lost from 
variation of position, or removed by false criti- 
cism, and from its not well comporting with 
KAsyysy. Certainly it could not be, as Alf. says, 
‘a on xpáEas, which could need no such 
explanation. There was, moreover, another rea- 
son why the man should have shed tears in his 
exclamatory address, namely, that he felt the 
implied reproach conveyed in our Lord's words, 
“ff thou canst but believe :” the tear-shedding 
attesting his strong feeling of the unworthiness 
of his unbelief. Perhaps, too, as Olshausen su 
poses, in the struggle of his anxiety at his son's 
wretched condition, a spark of faith was, through 
mercy and grace, kindled in his soul from above 
whereby a strength of faith was born in the soul 
empty of it before. 
d: BonOa pov TH &vioTía!] By dmioria, 

as Grot. rightly observes, is here to be under- 
stood, not a total want of faith, but a deficient or 
wavering faith, meaning that weakness which 
caused his faith to waver. The general sense is: 
‘ I have a faith, but it is infirm; supply its defi- 
ciency, rd it as complete." 

25. yo c. éxiracaw| Observe the empha- 
sis involved in the pronoun iyà, which may, as 
Alf. thinks, have reference to the want of power 
which the young man had experienced at tho 



26 Kat kpátav ka TroXXà 
amapátav avrov, éEjAOe ral éyévero del vexpos' ÖTE TON- 
Novs Xéyew Sri dméÜavev. 27°O 86 ‘Inoods, kparcas avrov 
THS weipós, Tryeipev aùrór Kal àvéa o. B Kad eiaeMóvra avrov 
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TL ueis oùs 9ovvüÜnuev éxBaXeivy avró ; ?9 Kai elev avrois 
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30 Kal éxeiÜev é&eOorres, mapemopeúovro Sia rhs l'aiXaías" 
xal oùe TjÜeXev iva Tis yoo. Sl é8B/backe yàp ToUs pabntas 
avtov kal éreyev avrois" "Ort 6 Tids rod àvÜÓparrov trapadidoras 
eis yeipas avOparrwv, kal atroxrevodew avróv Kal atroxtavOels, 
T) tpltn pépa avaornoerar. | 9? Oi 8e ayvoouy Tò pia, xal 

33 Kal bev eis Kamepvaovu' xai, év TH oixia yevopuevos, 
émnpwta avtousy Ti èv rH 05g mpòs éavroùs Suedoyiteobe ; 
34 Oi òè éourtrmy mpòs aAAHAOUS yap SuEedéyOnoav èv TH dda, 
tis peitwv. 95 Kal xadicas éepwvnce tous Swoexa, kal Xéye 
avrois Ei tis Oéder mpõrTos elvat, čorat mávræv Exyaros xal 

, 6 ⸗ 36 K N A uo [4 » 9 v 9 , arávrov SiaKovos. ai Xafjov tradiov, éaTroev auro év péow 
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êv TOv TovovTwy matdiwv SéEnrar eri TH òvópari pou, pè Séye- 
rav kal bs éàv épé SéEntat, ove cud Séyerat, adda Tov ano- 
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18 42 

19 

21 

vuoTeía. 
22 

i 44 

23 

45 

édoflobvro avróv ènmepwrtioat. 
18. 

l 46 

2 47 

5 48 

aTelAavrá pe. 
49 38 ' ArrexplOn dè aùr [6] Ioávvgs, Xéyov Addcxanre, erdo- 

hands of the disciples. But this is taking too 
low a view. It should seem from what is re- 
marked by Chrys, Victor., and Euthym., that, 
in so speaking, our Lord alludes to the power 
wbich the Demon, whom he addresees, well knows 
to reside in himself, q.d. 'Ey ù, ov od oléas, 
coi imirdécow. — As respects the subjoined 
charge xai unxéri slafA0pe als abTÓv, ‘ this is, 
indeed, as Alf. observes, *the only place where 
we have such a (subjoined) c . But it is 
not put in, as he thinks, to show tho excessive 
malignity and tenacity of this kind of spirit; 
still lese, for what Grot., L. Brug., and others 
supposo; but for what is well pointed out by 
Chrys., Euthym., Theophyl., and Victor, that 
‘this was said with an eye to the father's ac- 
knowledged weakness of faith, thus intimating 
to the bystanders, espec. the disciples, that had 
it not been for this express charge from Him, 
who had all power, the denied might again bave 
entered the youth.’ So Euthym., Tovro sire 
wposdwe, Ore Kai aŭbıs Laer éEiws (conj. 
elkómos) dwixnéijca: avro did Thy amioriav 
avrov (the father), cwAver ob» avTO, Wa aÀ 
ón (appear) OTi ook dA áOg wodrepov. In 
short, there is every reason to think that this 
was altogether a very iar case ; and hence 
we may account for this being the only occasion 
m e such a charge as this was given by our 

29. The words xai ynoreia are omitted in B 
and K, and are cancelled by Tisch., with a rash- 
ness most uncritical, since to the strongest exter- 
nal authority for the words is added infernal eri- 
dence, considering that one cannot imagine how 
they should have been interpolated in all thé co- 
pies but one, and all the Versions; whereas that 
they should have been omitted, may easily be ac- 
counted for,—namelv, either from the careless- 
ness of the scribe (not, however, from his pass- 
ing from xal to xdxet@ev, as Mr. Alford ima- 
gines), or rather from the licence of the Critical 

eviser of that text, who at 1 Cor. vii. 5, took 
the same liberty, in conjunction with some other 
of his brethren. Nay, at Matt. xvii. 21, he 
cancelled both i» wpocevyy and xai iv vy- 
oreia. 

30. wapewopstovro] ‘ along, —namelv, 
— See Pane on Mark up 23.—Ov« 

shev—yvu. popular mode of speaking, 
like that at vii. 23, ovddva OeXe yvõvar, nei 
nifying that he wished to travel in a private 
character. The reason for this is subjoined in 
the next verse, which should be rendered, * for 
rà was teaching his disciples and telling them" 

98. For dwsxp. dé, Tisch. and Alf. read ign, 
from B, L, A, and the Copt. and Syr. Verss. ; 
while Lachm. retains dwexp. ;—very properly; 
for the external authority for the above reading 
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ovopatt [pou,| õtte Xpiotod crte, anv Xéyo wpiv, ov uù ar- 
odéon Tov uucÜ0v avro). €? Kai 0€ dv cxavdarion &va trav 6 
pixpa@v TOV TioeTevovTwy eis pè, kaXóv OTW avT@ ÂNON, ei 
arepixertas Albos vdALKds Trepi Tov TpáynNov avrod, Kal BEBAnTat 

is Thy OdAac 43 Kai éà Sari ip cov, dé eis thy Üáxaaccav. ai éày oxavdanritn ce %) yelp cov, ató- 8 
xodrov aùr Kadov cot éaTi KkvXAOv eis Thv Cw eiaeXÓeiv, 
7) Tas úo eipas Exovra amerbeîv eis THY yéevvay, eis TO Trp 

` y 44 "v e , , ^ , ^ 

TÒ agBeorov. **ómov 0 akoXnÉ avTa@y ov TerEUTG, Kal 

is quite insufficient, and internal evidence is 
uite in favour of dwexp., considering that it was 
ar more probable that amwexp. should be a cor- 
rection of Critics for better Grecism (as on other 
occasions in the case of these very words), than 
that it should be an interpolation from Luke in 
all the copies but three. To turn from words to 
things ;—it has been well pointed out by Bp. 
Lonsdale, that “ the blessing pronounced by our 
Lord upon whosoever should receive one of the 
humblest of his disciples ta Ais name, reminded 
John of the manner in which he and his fellow 
Apostles had treated a person whom they saw 
casting out devils in Christ's name. He therefore 
interrupted his Master's discourse to relate what 
they had done; doubting, it should seem, whether 
they had done right respecting it. How far the 

rson bere spoken of by John was a believer in 
the Goepel, or why his use of the name of Jesus 
was permitted to be effectual for the purpose of 
casting out devils, it is impossible for us to deter- 
mine. 

— iy TG òv.) The £v is not found in several 
MSS. and is cancelled by most Editors. But it 
is defended by other passages. James v. 10. Tho 
early Critics, it seems, stumbled at the Hebra- 
istic idiom ; and hence either cancelled the iv, 
or changed it into éwi, which last reading (sleu- 
derly supported by MS. authority) ought not to 
have been edited by Fritz. 

39. ovdeis—soriy ds, &c.] The construction is 
like that at ] Cor. vi. 5, and in Plato, Menex. 
p. 71, ovósís (sc. dori) Sorie od yedaoerat 
wai ipei. In duvene. rayd there is a popular 
form of speaking, for ‘ will bring himself readily, 
or lightly, to speak evil of me;' inasmuch as 
Pii success of the miracle will deter him there- 

om. 

40. For nuwy—nuwy many MSS. (including 
most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies) have óucv 
—vtyuav, Which was edited by Matth., Griesb., 
Scholz, and Lachm. ; while Tisch. and Alf. re- 
tain the former. External authority, as far as 
regards uncial MSS., is in favour of duay, the 
Stephanic text; but as regards cursive MSS., is 
im favour uev; though most of the ancient 
Lamb. and Mus. copies have Uc. As respects 

tnternal evidence, it is here equally balanced; so 
that the true reading must, perhaps, ever be a 
doubtful question. 

4l. The words rw and mov are cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, on the authority of 
several uncial MSS. ; perhaps rightly ; for inter- 
nal evidence is rather agains them, it being 
difficult to imagire why they should have been 
excluded. Yet it must be admitted that by iv 
Tw ovouarl pov OT. is represented the true and 
full sense, only alluded to in the other, iy óvd- 
pare OTt. 

42. Fritz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. here in- 
sert TovT«v after uikpuwy, from several very an- 
cient MSS., confirmed by internal evidence. 
— By Aí0os uvAi«Ós is meant not strictly 

speaking a millstone, but a very large stone of the 
size of millstones. So Hom. ll. vii. 270, Badwy 
puroedet miTpw, and so in Virg. JEn. viii. 249, 
' vastisque molaribus instat." 

44. owov—oBévyvra:] The words are derived 
from Is. lxvi. where the punishment to be 
inflicted, in this life, on those who are rebellious 
towards God, is vividly depicted, by the repre- 
sentation of their carcasses being subjected to 
the continual memng o worms, and the devour- 
ing of an unextinguishable fire; so as to be ob- 
jects of detestation to all future generations. 
Here, however, they are applied to represent the 
eternal misery of another world, by images de- 
rived from I'éevyva in this; on which, as a fre- 
uent emblem of torment, see note at Matt. v. 
2. The true rendering seems to be, ‘ where the 

worm is never to die, nor the fire to be quench- 
ed.’ So the Sept. well expresses, 6 yap axon 
abTQv oU TsÀtsvTrüOR, kal Td KUN av’TaY OU 
ofscOnoera:. Similar figures are found in Ec- 
clus, vii. 17, ixdixnow doeBove wip xal oxw- 
Anë, and Judith. xvi. 17, Kópios wavroxpatwp 
éxdixrioes avrovs $v huipa kpiosws, dovvar rip 
«ai oxwAnxae els eápkas avuTrow Kai kAavcov- 
Ta: ly aloOioa ws alwvos. Some difference of 
opinion, however, exists as to the nature of the 
punishments here designated by 6 oxwAnE aù- 
TOV kai TÒ Wp (scil. avdta@y, i. c. of the wick- 
od),—namely, whether they are to be regarded 
as actual and positive iuflictions, or as figura- 
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TO TrÜp ov a évvvras. * Tas yap mup aducOnoetat, ra vaca 

tivel — the gnawing of remorse and 
sel con Canalan, and io torture of men’s un- 
availing reproach, for having brought on them- 
selves their own destruction. Many have been 
inclined to think that, though the be taken 
in a physical sense, the worm is figurative. On 
which interpretation it is truly observed by 
Fritz., that * what holds good of one clause of the 
sentence, must of the other; for a confusion of 
the physical with the metaphorical in the samo 
sentence is not to be tolerated.” And he would 
have both taken in the literal sense. But there 
seems no reason why both terms should not be 
regarded as figurative, yet designating, under 
these figures, real txflictions, as dreadful to the 
then frame as the gnawing of worms, or the 
burning of fire, to our present. See a recent 
Tract by Profeseor Stuart, entitled ‘ Exegetical 
Essays, on some words of Scripture relative to 
future punishment,—namely, alw» and alamos, 
ww, dóns and yéevva, and espec. Sect. 3, which 
ably discusses the nature and manner of using 
figurative language in respect to the objects of a 
future world. And not only does the languago 
under our consideration express torment, tho 
acutest in kind, but elernal tn duration. So, in 
the parallel of Matthew, we have the 
expressions els Thv yéevvay Tov 9rvpóc and els 
TÒ xup TÒ alwyoyv, the latter qualifying and 
completing the idea in the former. And there- 
fore the notions of thosc who, from the time of 
Origen, have dared to limit this duration, are 
bot undless and presumptuous. With reason, 
therefore, does Prof. Stuart, after considering at 
large the bearing which the use of the terms 
alwy aod alévios in Scripture has on the subject 
of future punishment, come to the conclusion 
(awful, indeed. but not to be suppressed), that 
it does most indubitably follow, that ‘ if the 
Scriptures have not asserted the ENDLESS puuijsh- 
ment of the wicked, neither have they asserted 
the RNDLESS happiness of the righteous, nor the 
ENDLESS glory and existence of’ the Godhead. follows 
The one is equally certain with the other. 
are laid in the same balance. They must be 
tried by the same tests. And if we give up the 
one, wo must, in order to be consistent, give up 
the other also. The necessary conclusion, then, 
must be, that the smoke of future torment will 
ascend up for ever and ever!" That this was 
the universal sentiment of the Fathers, with the 
e*ception of Origen, is shown by Whitby on 
Heb. vi. 2. 

49. was yáp—dAio0rccrai] There is per- 
haps no in the New Test. which has so 
deficd all efforts to assign to it any certain inter- 

pretation as this. It is impossible here to detail, 
much less review, even a tenth of the interpreta- 
tions which have been proposed. It must suffice 
to notice those expositions only which have any 
semblance of truth. And first it is of importance 
to inquire whether the words are to be consi- 
dered with reference fo what goes before, or 
taken as a separate dictum. The latter is the 
view taken bv some, espec. Kuinoel ; who main- 
tains that this and the next verse are out of 
place, and belong to some other part of the Gos- 
pel. This, however, is a gratuitous supposition ; 
which has, moreover, the disadvan of de- 
priving us of all benefit of a context, to shed some 
glimmer of light on the deep obscurity, which 
Involves the present passage. Yet those who ad- 
mit that the passage has a connexion with, and 
reference to, what precedes, are not as to 
the precise nature of that connexion. Many refer 
it to the words immediately preceding ; so that 
either a reason may be supposed given why the 
wicked in hell will be tormented unto cternitv, 
or that ver. 49 may be considered as a further 
explication or illustration of what was said in 
ver. 48; for yap has often the sense of sempe. 
But the t objection to this mode of inter- 
pretation 1s, that it compels us to assign such a 
sense to was as cannot be justified on any prin- 
ciple of correct exegesis, —namely, ‘every wicked 
man,’ or, ‘every one of those condemned to hell.” 
Quite as objectionable is the sense of raca 
Ovcía, assigned by some of these Commentators, 
‘every one consecrated to God ; by which the 
salt is taken to mean the salt of grace. Many 
other interpretations are grounded upon tbe same 
hypothesis, that the words have reference to 
those which immediately precede ; every one of 
which, however, is liable to very strong objec- 
tions. 

Let us now examine the other class of inter- 
pretations,—namely, those which proceed on the 
principle,—that the words have reference to what 

, at ver. 47. Thus was will then denote 
' every one of you, ' ST Christian.” But what 
is the meaning of rupi aAroOijocerar? Here, as 
in the former class, we have a multitude of pre- 
carious, and even absurd interpretations. Indeed, 
only two can be thought deserving of any serious 
attention. 1. That of those who take arupi àÀA «o0, 
to mean, ‘shall be purified by the Holy Ghat. 
(See Matt. iii. 11. Acts iii. 3.) They render: 
* For every Christian will be seasoned with the 
fire [of the Holy Ghost], as [in the old Law] 
the precept was, Every sacrifice shall be sea- 
soned with salt:' q.d. ‘ As ru for ws, as often) 
every sacrifice, under tho Old Law, was to be 
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seasoned with salt, so, in the New, every Chris- 
tian shall have a portion of the Holy Spirit.' 
But to assign such a sense to wupi is harsh, and 
we can scarcely suppose that our Lord would 
speak so enigmatically.—The difficulty, indeed, 
is chiefly centered in the ai! aimi of 4rvpi, 
which seems best taken by the ancients gene- 
rally, and some moderns (as Beza, Rosenmuller, 
Kutnoel, and Fritz.), to mean * the fiery ove of 

on the sense ife.” They are not, however, agree 
kA ddeOjorrae. Beza and others take the 
meaning to be, ‘ Every Christian is purified by 
the fiery trials of life, as every sacrifice is salted 
with salt.” But dA:c0. will not admit of such 
a sense, and we may prefer the interpretation of 
aA. pro by Bos, Muzel, and Fritz. ; espec. as 
it is confirmed by the ancient gloss doxtpnacOnee- 
Tai,—namely, ‘shall be put to the proof.” The 
reference, moreover, of this verse is not to ver. 
47 only, but likewise to the whole portion, vv. 
43.247. for, as Fritz. truly observes, * since 
Jesus has there thrice expressed the sentiment, 
that a loss even of the members of the body, 
nay, of those most useful, is to be encountered, 
rather than to yield to the seductions of vice; 
that so being tried and — we may attain 
the prize of our high ing; nothing can be 
expected but that it should be shown, that 
such sort of trials (like those of athletes) are 
absolutely necessary. By wae, then, must be 
understood all , i. e. all Christians, since 
to them vv. 43—48 alone belong. Top desig- 
nates that fiery trial of mortification and self- 
denial, in encountering which the fortitude of 
the sufferer is com d to that of enduring the 
loes of a limb. vpi dÀ. may be interpreted, 
* will be tried and prepared by such a trial for 
sanctification and final acceptance, —a metaphor 
taken from victims which were prepared for 
sacrifice by the imposition of the mola salsa, In 
the words of the next clause xal måga Üvcía 
GXi ddtoOnoera: (founded on Levit. ii. 13, xal 
wav dwpor Üvaías, 1. e. every sacrifice, vuv ari 
e. the xal is to be rendered sicuti, 
as, like the Hebrew y The full sense will thus 
be, * Every one (i.e. every Christian) is to be 
seasoned [and prepared] by the fiery trials of 
this life [for eternal glory], even as every victim 
is seasoned with salt [for sacrifice] ;’ intimating, 
n sd as salt was, by the S Law — ũ. 

, necessary to purify and prepare the victim 
fo sacrifice, so in thé new law of the Gospel, 
there is a seasoning or preparation, as ne- 

to those who would, as they are required, 
‘offer their bodies a living sacrifice, holy, ac- 

table unto God.” Rom. xii. 1. 
y a paronomasia on the double sense of salt, 

the word is first used, at ver. 49, in its proper 
sense; then, at ver 50, in its figurative one; 
where it denotes, as some say, the salt of /riend- 
ship; but rather, we may oppas with others, 
the salt of wisdom. See Coloss. iv. 6. Comp. 
Matt. v. 13. Luke xiv. 34. After recommend- 

Vou. I. 

xai cupmopevovra, mad | 

ing the nur of wisdom, our Lord enjoins the 
cultivation of peace one with another. See Rom. 
xii. 18. Heb. xii. 14. 

X. 1. did Tov aed, Some Editors cancel 
(à Tov from MSS. C, D; while others, as 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read xai instead of 
é:a Tov, from MSS. D, C, L. I see not how tho 
reading é:a ^ov can be justified ; and of the two 
pro readings I prefer the former, since the 
xai has every appearance of having been brought 
in to help the sense. If the words in question 
be removed, and xal inserted, the text here will 
be ed as it stands in the parallel 
of Matt. xix. 1, and that is, I doubt not, all that 
the Reviser intended to effect. It is, however, 
proper previously to ascertain the exact sense 
meant to be conveyed by those words, and then 
endeavour to make out what addition to that 
sense, or variation from it, was probably in- 
tended by the Evangelist. Now, in the former 
case, I apprehend rà dpia included not only the 
border-line of the river Jordan, but also its banks ; 
and I conceive that the adjunct wépav tov 'lopé. 
was meant to express which of the two was here 
spoken of, namely, that /eyond the Jordan, on 
the side of Perea, opposite to that on the west 
side, that of Judea. Accordingly, the expression 
here ipay ToU 'lop8., stands in the place of an 
adjective qualifying ópia. Such is, I doubt not, 
the exact sense intended by the Evangelist. 
Now the question is, whether Mark intended to 
express tbat sense omly, or to vary from it, or 
simply to make an addition to it. There is little 
doubt that he meant an addition ; but the added 
words, as we have them, in almost all the MSS., 
did ToU, convey no complete sense; yet they are 
not on that account to be cancelled, against the 
evidence of all the MSS. but a few. It is suffi- 
cient to them as corrupt, though perhape 
80 as to admit of emendation. May we not sup- 

that wopov has been lost by being absorbed 
in the subsequent répa»? It may be so, but I 
ronounce nothing: The word must have been 

in the copy used by the Persic Translator, who 
renders, ‘ venit in transitum Jordanis; and pro- 
bably he read there els 7opov T. '1., and the 
Arab. Vers. els rd mápav, scil. xetAos. 1 need 
scarcely say how frequent is the expression 
7 ópos Torano in the best writers, from Homer 
downwards. this wopos was, it is not 
easy to say. It was probably at Gamala, where 
there was then a ford, and afterwards a bridge. 
See note on Matt. xix. ]. It would seem that 
the true reading here is irrecoverably lost; at 
least, unless some reading of uncollated or ill- 
collated MSS. should furnish some clue. Mean- 
while, I have marked the rov and the wipay as 
probably corrupt. That the Evangelist meant, 
in whatever way he wrote, to express the sense, 
‘after passing through the country beyond Jor- 
dan, i.e. along the left bank of the Jordan, I 
have no doubt, Y 
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5 Key ToUTOV KaTareipet AVOpwros Toy TaTÉpa aùtoð 
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vaika aùto® Sxal écovtrat of S00 els cápxka piav. dare 
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9 avrod Tepl tov ajToÜ émnpwrncay avrov. 11 Kal réyee avrois 
“Os dav arodvoy Tùv yuvaixa abro kal yaunon GAAnY, poryGras 
èr aùr 32 kal éày yuv) atrodvon Tov avdpa aùrìs xal ya- 
nbn áXXo, uovyáras. 

13 15 18 Kal mpoaéjepov abrQ mawia, iva dNryra, abràw oi &à 
pabnrai émer(uev Trois TpocdQépovow. 14 "Idav 86 6 'Incots 

14 16 vyavá«rnoe, kal elmev avrois* " Adere ta radia &pyeaÜas Trpós 
pe, [xai] ur) koXvere aùrá' 

2. mpos. ol Dap.) I now agree with Griesb. 
Scholz, Lachm., | Tisch. in cancelling the ol, 
for reasons which will appear from note supra 
Thi. . 

6. dwo 0i ápy5is xricews) In this rare phrase 
Krigs signifies ‘the creation,’ the world, or uni- 
verse, as xiii. 19. 2 Pet. iii. 4. Sap. v. 17. xvi. 24. 
The ment in this and the verse following is, 
that * God, at the beginning of the world, created 
man and woman, in order that they should live 
together in perfect union; and that hence mar- 
ried persons are to be ed, not as two, but 
one ; and therefore, by the Divine law, no divorce 
can be permitted.' [See Gen. i. 27. v. 2.] 

10. dv Tj olxiag] This seems to designate 
some private lodging, which they occupied on 
the road ; and the expression is here in con- 
tradistinction to the 7 where our Lord 
had been arguing with the Pharisees. 

11, 12. In these two verses there is a marvel- 
lous diversity of readings, with which I need not 
trouble the reader, espec. since none of them 
authorize any ch in the text. There may 
be some want of neatness in the phraseology, nay, 
of precision in the use of one of the terms em- 
ployed,—namely, dwoAvoy in ver. 12,—but if 
the whole be taken as expreseed ariter, there 
will be nothing to stumble at. It is true that, 
strictly speaking, a Jewish wife could not divorce 
her husband; for, as to the examples of Salome 
and others, their actions were done in defiance of 
all law, and in imitation of Roman licentiousness. 
'" Aro voy, therefore, at ver. 12, may, with many 
of the best Commentators, be considered as used 
with some licence, on account of the antithesis, 

TÓV yap TowovTov stiv ù) Bacela 

for iE(A0y aad Tov dvdpds; which, indeed, is 
found in some MSS. aud Versions, but is plainly 
a gloss. There is the same catachresis at ] Cor. 
vii. 12, 13 (where the Apostle may be supposed 
to have had this saying of our Lord in mind) in 
the use of un ádiére ari, and uy agiires 
aùróy. Perhape, too, this term is used. with 
reference to the customs of the Greeks and Ro- 
mans, rather pq gs rbi — to be 
meant to give a rule to the Apostles for general 
application, and which sbould Put both sexes, in 

t respect, on the same footing. 
The aùrùv is by some referred to the reps- 

diated wife ; by others, to the married one. 
Either may be admitted; but in the former case 
the sense of ii will be, ‘to the injury of;' in 
the latter, ‘in of; i.e. in his connexion 
with. [Comp. Matt. v. 32. Luke xvi. 18. 1 Sam. 
vii. 10, seq. 

12. xai yaun GAAw] Several of the most 
ancient MSS. have yaunoy àXXov, which has 
been edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., but, as 
is plain from Fritzch's elaborate investigation of 
the case, uncritically. The Reviser, it seems, 
scrupled at the Greek, which indeed is not very 
pure, since this use of the pass. apnOnva: for 
the middle yapsteGaz is found only in the later 
writers. See Lobeck, Phryn. p. 742. 

14. [Comp. Matt. xviii. 3 1 Cor. xiv. 20. 
] Pet. ii. 2. 
— «al pn Kw.) The xal is omitted in 

many MSS., including not a few of the beet 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, and has been cancelled 
by almost all Editors. In the parallel 
of Matthow, indeed, it is found in, perhaps, al 



MARK X. 15—24. 
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roù Geod. 15' Apuny Xéyo bir 9e dav uù) SéEnrar T)» BaciXeiav 19. 1 
TOU Qeod ws tradiov, ov py eicéA0n eis aùrýv. 
Muodpevos avrà, ricis TAS epas èT avrà, t NUNOYeEL avrá. 

17 Kai, éwropevouévov avro) eis óðòv, mpocdpaywy els xal 
yovuTreTnaas avTOv érnpwra avTOv. Aiddoxanre ayabe, Tí rrowjow, 
iva Lev aiwvov KrAnpovounow; 18'O Bé ’Incois elrev aire 
Ti pe Xéyews dryaÜóv ; ovdeis ayabds, ei uù els, 6 Beds. 
évrodds olat Mn potyevons pù hovevons uù Kré- 
wns pù yevdouaptupjons p?) amroctepyons Tipa 
Tov watépa cov kai Thy pntépa. ?0'O Be ámoxwpibeis 
ebrev aùr: Adacxare, raüra, "rávra éDvXaEáumv ex vedrnros 
pov. 1°O Gà "Inoods éugXéas atta Tfryámmoecv aùròv, xai 
eiTev avt@ "Ev cot votepet: Ümarye, doa eyes Tcov, kal 
dos [rois] mTwyois, xai keis 0ncavpóv év otpay@ xai Sevpo 
axodovGer pot ápas Tov aTavpóv. ??'O Bé cTwyvácas mì Te 
Aóyo, anbe XvmoUpevos* Hv yap éyov xrrüjpara Torá. B Kal 
arepugXevrápevos ó 'InooÜs, Aéyes Trois pabntais avroi Ids 
ducxorAws of TA xp5para Éyovres eis THY Bacidelay ToU Beod 
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16 Kal évayxa- ,, 17 

16 

18 

19 Tas 17 19 
18 2 

19 

20 91 

2) 22 

9) 93 

93 24 

eia eAevo OV TAs. 

the MSS. But there the order of the words is 
eee and it could scarcely be dispensed 
with. 

16. For nidXoye:, Lachm. and Scholz read 
atAoya:, which is found in the greater part of 
the moet ancient MSS. (including many Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), and is probably the trae read- 
ing. Asto xarevicye:, or which Tisch. and Alf. 
edit from MSS. B, C, xarnuAcye:, it is pro- 
bably a gloss, though well representing the sense, 
which is, ‘pra over them and for them, 
* prayed for a blessing on them." 

19. uh dvocrspron:] Many Commentators 
are of opinion that a*oc-repsip is used in Scrip- 
ture in a very extensive sense, so as to denote 
‘committing injustice of any kind, and to be 
nearly synonymous with adixety. But it has 
properly a more special signification, denoting *to 
deprive any one of his property, whether by ac- 
tual and open robbery, or by secret fraud,’ as 
denying a debt, cheating in the quality of goods 
sold, or overreaching in a in. ere is, 
as Heupel observes, a reference to the 7th com- 
mandment, ui) xAídrne, on which this is a sort of 

phrase, to show the extent of the injunction. 
ndeed, the Jews were accustomed, in ordinary 

discourse, and even in writing, to recite the pre- 
sed of the Decalogue not in the very words in 

ich they are expressed, but in other equiv. 
te rms. 

21. fryáno«v airov] On the sense of 7»yáv. 
there is much difference of opinion; which has 
been occasioned by the fact, that the young man 
did not follow our Lord's admonition. This 
has induced some here to take ayarĝy in tho 
sense, which it sometimes bears, *to be content 
with. But wherever so used, the word has refer- 
ence to things, not persons, and is construed either 
with a Dative of object, or with a Participle, or 
an Infinitive. Of the other interpretations adopt- 

faction of mind on the hearin 

% Ot è pabytai éÜaufoÜvro émi tots Xóyois 

ed, some are such as respect good will generally, 
* he was kindly disposed towards him,” or (na that 
has been by many supposed not sufficient) such 
as imply good will by some outward gesture or 
action; both alike destitute of authority. The 
interpretation, ‘he regarded him with favour and 
affection,’ which is supported by the ancient Com- 
mentators), is the most natural and probable. 
— ois — The Article, not found in 

very many MSS. (including several Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), and the Edit. Princ., is cancelled 
by most Editors, —chiefly, it should seem, be- 
cause it is not found in the perallel passages of 
Matthew and Luke. But, granting that * such 
expressions admit of the Article, and also may 
dispense with it, yet is not a writer to be 
allowed to choose which he will? And as the 
Article is used in precisely the same case at 
ch. xiv. 5, 7, why not here? where, indeed, we 
may far better account for its omission, than for 
its insertion ; —namely, from a wish to make tho 
phrase tally with Matthew and Luke. 

22. crvyrácas i. T. A.) The term ov. here 
(on which see my Lex.) denotes that dissatis- 

of any thing 
distasteful, which stampe itself on the aspect 
by a lowering expression of countenance. Simil. 
in Eustath. de Ismen. l. iv. p. 98, we have 
cvvíxt Thy dppb», orvyvaat TÒ 0rpOGwarov, 
with which comp. tho fine Alexandrine of Dry- 
den: “But sullen discontent sat lowring on 
her face.” 

24. t@auBovyro iwi] ‘ were amazed at,’ equiv. 
to ‘were struck with astonishment’ at what 
seemed to them so hard a saying—+echy is well 
pointed out by Matth. Henry. In the reply 
made by our Lord, what is said is happily intro- 
duced by the term -íxva, an affectionate mode 
of address, well adapted to usher in something 
which noe soften the seeming harshness of 
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19. 18. avrov. ‘O 8é 'Igooüs mav áTokpiÜcie Ayer avtoiss Téxva, 
mas SvcKxodov orti Toùs TeToiÜOTas mi Tos yYpnuacw eis THY 

25 Eùxorwrepóv sti kájmXov 

26 Oi dé mepicows kerio- 

Ilapà àvOpermois 

24 25 BacjXe(av ToU O coU eicedOetv ! 

&ià THs TpuuaM s tis padpidos t SvedGeciv, À TrXovoiov eis THY 
25 26 Baciciav ToU Oeod cia eXBeiv! 

govro, Aéyovres mpos éavrovss Kai tis varar coO59vai ; 
2 27 ?!'EunBXévas è avrois 6 'Igcobs Neyer 

advvatov, AAA ov mapà [ro] Oe? mávra yàp Suvatd éote 
27 B mapa to Oeo. B [Kai] vjp£aro ò IIérpos Xéyew avrg  'Ióov 
28 nuels aphrapev "rávra, Kai :)koXovÜrjcauév oot. 

the foregoing expression as to the difficulty of 
rich men entering into the kingdom of God; 
and yet, as Wesl. points out, our Lord does not 
abate one jot of it here. But if this use of T£xva 
(like the wa:dia of John xxi. 5) is worthy of 
remark as to its scope, presenting, as Mr. Alf. 
remarks, a trace of exactitude [such, I would 
say, as we might expect from its proceedin 
doubtless from St. Peter himself ] —what shall 
we think of the rashness of those critical Re- 
visers who removed tt—as appears by its bein 
absent from 3 important uncials and about | 
cursives adduced by tbe Editore, to which I 
could add some Lamb. and Mus. copies? Other 
Critics, however, made up for the presumption 
of their brethren by a double share of observance, 
in altering the réxva into rexvia, which we find 
in the Alexand. and three other MSS., and which 
is absolutely edited by Lachm. ! though, strange 
to say, he chooses at Gal. iv. 9, to alter rexvia 
into Téxva, from only three MSS. (as before), 
though the diminutive form is there called for 
by the affectionately ntal air of the context. 
Such specimens as these of the “ Critical treat- 
ment" of Sacred Scripture might well suggest to 
plain Christians to *“ cease from Critics! for 
wherein are they to be accounted of ?” 

But to turn from words to things ;—in wws dvox. 
at v. 25, we have a very emphatic expression im- 
plying all but impossibility ; and the words rove 
wewoOoras iwi T. xprijuacw constitute a most 
important addition, serving to qualify the words 
in the of Matth., q. d. that * it is easier 
for a camel, Ac 
his trust in his riches, —and no wonder, consider- 
ing that every accession of wealth only increases 
the difficulty. So Victor. Caten. forcibly ex- 
presses a great truth: apocÜrikn yap rav imss- 
tovrwy (incomings) meova avawrat tiv 
proya, kal waveoripous ipya erat Tobs xTw- 
pévous. With the present comp. parallel senti- 
ments Job xxxi. 24. Ps. lxii. 10. 1 Tim. vi. 17. 

25. THe Tpupartae THs padisos] The Arti- 
cles are omitted in several MSS., most of them 
ancient. Bp. Middleton thinke them spurious; 
and Fritz. cancels them. Certainly, propriety 
requires that padis, as it denotes ‘a needle’ in 
general, should not have the Article. And then 
propriety alike requires that if that be omitted, 
the other too shall be left out. Since, however, 
the latter propriety is of too refined a kind to be 
likely to * been known to the Evangelist, 
and as the idiom is found in our own language, 
it may be safer to retais the Article in ques- 
tion. 

., than for a rich man to cast off 

29 * ' Agrokpi- 

For gieA0sip, very many MSS. and some 
Fathers have eloeXOety, which is adopted b 
Wets., Matthei, and others. But, though 
could adduce in confirmation most of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, yet there are strong reasons 
against receiving this reading, as wil 
from my note on Matt. xix. 24. The ras—rae 
are omitted in several MSS. (to which I could 
add not a few of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
and were regarded as spurious by Bn Midd., and 
cancelled by Fritz. and Lachm. still, with 
Tisch., think fit to retain them, espec. since in- 
ternal evidence is in their favour, considering 
that they were more likely to be removed (be- 
cause absent from the es of Matth. and 
Luke), than brought in merely from a notion of 
grammatical propriety. 

26. xal ris duvara: a€0.] As Matt. xix. 25, 
has tis dpa, this use of xai has been regarded as 
a Hebraism. But xai thus prefixed to ris is 
frequent in the Clase. writers. So Hdot. iii. 140, 
Owvuácas Aiya kal ris law ‘EAA riveey ti2p- 
yérns ; 

27. The dé is cancelled by Tisch. and Alf, 
from B, C, A, and one cursive MS., but on in- 
sufficient grounds. Considering that the scribes 
often pass over dé, it was more likely to be 
omitted by accident in four MSS., than to híve 
— inserted in all the rest from the passage of 

att. 
— Tho tw before Osc, which I have bracket- 

ed, is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., on 
strong external authority (to which I add moet 
of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), and internal 
evidence is rather against it. 

28. xal npEaro} The xai, not found in very 
many MSS. (to which I add most of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), is cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but without reason, 
since it is obvious that some icle is necee- 
sary ; and Fritz. edits jpEaro di, but on no suf- 
ficient authority ; and besides, there would thus 
appear no reason for the omission of the particle. 

ereas the xai would be likely to be removed, 
as being employed in a manner never found in 
the Classical writers; or the variety of reading 
might, as in very many other cases, occasion 
omission. The Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions 
strongly confirm the genuineness of the word. 
In addition to the , that most of the Mua 
copies which are without the xai have dà after 
di, and that, in Trin. Coll. B. X. 16 the reading 
has been altered both ways, there exists strong 
confirmation that «ai, as it is evidently the most 
ancient, is probably the genuine reading. 
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Geis [8è] ó Inoods elmer ‘Apiw Xéyo jui ovddels otw 8519. 18. 
apne oixiav, Ñ adeAghovs, À à&eX às, 7) rarépa, ?) pntépa, 29 B 
yuvaixa, 7) Tékva, 7) wypous, €vekev époÜ xai ToU evayyediou, 
30 day uù Xáfm éxarovramXaciova viv èv TQ kapë ToUTY, 30 

(oixias kai adedpovs xal adeddas xal pntépas xal Tékva xal 
aypous, meta Suxypov) kal év TQ aiave TÈ épyouévo Cony aiw- 
viov. 9! IIoXXoi 8é écovra, mpõrToL čoyarToi, Kai [oi] ovxarot 30 
TPÕTOL 

29. The 8è after dåwoxpıÂeis, absent from 
many MSS. (to which I add several Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), is, with some reason, cancelled by 
Lachm. ; and internal evidence is rather against 
it. Not a few MSS. have xai &roxpið., which 
is edited by Fritz. But it is very possible that 
neither particle is genuine. The reading adopted 
by Tisch. and Alf., >», from B, A, and the 

optic Version, is evidently an alteration of 
Critics, such as occurs on many other occasions. 

Before rou evayyezAiouv very many MSS. have 
£vsxa, which is edited by Griesb., Matth., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. I have not hitherto 
ventured to follow their example, not because I 
think (as — Fritz) that the — is belter 
away, but use it appears to me (espec. con- 
sidering the reading of the parallel passage), that 
it was more likely to be inserted than omitted. 

On the interpretation of this and the verse fol- 
lowing not a few difficulties have been started. 
Two scruples have been raised, one as to the 
promise itself; the other as to its limitaution, 
peta Óuoyucy. Ås to the former, Campbell 
objects that ‘in ver. 30, the words olxias— 
eypots seem to signify that the compensation 
shall be i» kind, in this life; which, he says, 
could only mislead instead of enlightening. ‘ 
sides, that some things are mentioned at ver, 29, 
of which a man can have but one, as father and 
mother. And yet at ver. 30, we have the plural 
—mothers. ife is mentioned at ver. 29, but 
not wives at ver. 30. According to rule (he adds) 
if one was ted, al] should have been re- 
peated; and the construction required the plural 
number in all.” But these objections, though 
they have been adopted and urged by Fritz., 
have, in reality, little or no force. e may 
safely maintain that the promise even as re- 
garded this world was, considering that &xaTov- 
Ta*Xacíora must be taken for roAXaTXaciova 
(which indeed is read in the parallel passage of 
Luke, and in some MSS. of that of Matt.), ful- 
filled literally in the Apostolic age. For the 
disciples, as they travelled about, or were driven 
by persecutions, experienced every where the 
utmost hospitality from their brethren; inso- 
much, that the advantages they had lost might 
be eaid to be amply made up to them. There is 
even less force in the other objections. The 
strict regularily, which Campbell and Fritz. de- 
siderate, is by no means a characteristic of the 
Scriptura] writers (indeed of few ancient ones), 
and least of all of Mark. The irregularities they 
complain of are indeed, all of them, removed in 
one or other of the MSS., and those alterations 
are all receited into the lext by Fritz., though in 
defiance of every principle of true criticism. As 
to the plural number being required throughout 
ver. 30, it surely makes no great difference whe- 

ther the plural or the singular, taken generically, 
be adopted. We might, indeed, say that the sin- 
gular in things of which men have but one 
should have been used. The plural, however, 
may be tolerated, as referring to Christians at 
large. And notwithstanding grammatical pro- 
priety confined the Evangelist to the use of the 
singular as to the things just adverted to in the 
first verse, yet in the second and more minute 
enumeration he abandons it. Then again, though 
two particulars are omitted in ver. 30, which have 
place in ver. 29 (i. e. warépas and yuvaixas), 
yet unrépas might, in some measure, tnclude the 
other. As to the omission of yuvaixas, it is not 
difficult to account for that ; for delicacy forbade 
the introduction of this particular. Again, as re- 
spects the spiritual recompense in this life, men- 
tioned by Campb., and anxiously traced by many 
pious Expositors, as existing in “ the joy and 
peace in believing," which would more than 
counterbalance the losses of those thus perse- 
cuted for righteousness’ sake,—4Àhaf, it should 
seem, was not here adverted to by our Lord. 
And though it might be thought little necessary 
that /emporal remuneration should be men- 
tioned to Apostles, yet it is to be observed, that 
what was here said was meant for the disciples at 
large ; as was seen by Chrys. in his Homily on 
Matt. xix. 27—29, where see my notes. 

To advert to the other difficulty, viz. that 
found in the qualifying words, pera d:wypwv; 
these, taken in conjunction with a promise of 
things merely temporal, have been thought by 
many so unsatisfactory, that they have sought 
either to alter the reading d:wypo into diwy- 
pòv, or to take pera in the sense after. But 
there is no authority for either change. The 
ancient Commentators, and several modern ones 
(as Beza, Zeger Heupel, Wolf, and Fritz.), 
rightly explain tne sense to be ‘ under persecu- 
tions, i.e. ‘even amidst persecutions.” Thus our 
Lord's general declaration is, that they who 
should leave all to follow bim, would find, in 
that new fellowship, which they would thereb 
have with the Father (comp. Matt. xxiii. 9, wit 
] John i. 3, 7) and with himself, a full compen- 
sation for the possessions and the friends they 
should have lost or given up. This view may 
serve to account for the non-mention of rarépas 
in the second enumeration at ver. 30, the exalted 
relation to Him who is the Father in heaven 
absorbing all thought of other paternity. Upon 
the whole, this remarkable passage presents one 
of those weighty dicta of our Lord, which were 
at once declarations and 7 And the 
fulfilment of it in the latter viow is strikingly 
manifest both from Scripture and from the Ec- 
clesiastical History of the first century. 

31. ol £ex.] The ol is cancelled by Griesb. 
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90. 18. 39?'Hoca» 8e év rh 009, ávafalvovres eis "lepooóXvpa: xai 
7 hv Tpodyev autos ó lgcoüs xal é0aufobvro, Kai dxoXov- 

31 Üoüvres éboBotvro. Kal rapaXaf9óv rddw rovs dwdexa, tjpEaTo 
18 avrois Aéyew TA uéXXovra ajrQ cupBaiver’ 33 "Ori, idov áva- 

32 Baívouev eis ‘IepocoAupa, xai 6 Tids tod avOperrov Trapa6o07- 
19 cera, Trois Gpylepedot xai Tois ypaupatedor Kal KaTaxpivovow 

33 avTrüv Oavdtw, xai mapaðwcovoiw avrov Tois CÜvecv % xal 
éutraifovow avTQ, Kal paotuyocovow avTOv, Kal éumTUGOVGu 
auT@, kai atroxrevodow avToy kal t Tf) Tpit) )uépa avacrycerat. 

20 35 Kal mpootropevovrat avrQ láxcoflos xai 'Ioávvys, oi vioi 
ZeBedaiov, Xéyovres | di&áoxaXe, ÜéXouev. iva 0 dày. aitrnowper, 

21 TOUNENS "HAV. 38 “O 6e elrev abroiv& Ti OéXere Toujcaí pe 
ipiv; 387 Oi 8e elmov avrQ* 40s "uiv va, els èx SeEuv cov 
xal els é£ evwvipwv cov, kaÜicepev v Tí) 60£y aov. 38 ó de 
"Inoots elmrev avroiss Ox olðare ri aireicbe Sivacbe mıeîv 
TO morýpiov Ò éyo Tivw, ka} TO Barriopa, ò éyó Bamrrilopas, 

and Lachm., on considerable external authority 
(to which I add several Lamb. and Mus. MSS.) ; 
but internal evidence is in its favour, from the 
greater provabi iy of its being removed than in- 
serted ;—removed, because not in the passage of 
Matt., or lost through the carelessness of scribes, 
ol being absorbed in the a: preceding. 

82. xal iÜauB. xai &xoXovO. idoflovrro] 
These words are evidently intended to describe 
the feelings of the disciples as they followed 
their Lord, he preceding them, in their way to 
Jerusalem. These feelings, which have been 
variously traced and accounted for by Expositors, 
must have partly arisen from the predictive an- 
nouncement which our Lord now made to them 
respecting his death and pasion. This might 
well occasion amazement; and yet the term 
&0auBouvro is such as seems to call for some- 
thing more than great surprise. As ts the 
feeling of fear, associated with that of amaze- 
ment, this was doubtless for themselves as well 
as for their Master, who was then leading the 
way toa moet perilous enterprise, which might be 
expected to terminate in their own death as well 
as his. Yet, with this feeling of alarm, foreboding 
the worst, there was, we may very well suppose, 
intermixed a feeling of astonishment that he 
should thus voluntarily and deliberately, nay, 
even eagerly, run into the mouth of that danger 
which be had formerly seemed to decline. Though, 
when I consider how very strong a term is 
i0auBovrro, ‘they were astounded’ (with which 
may be compared what we find in two passages 
of Plut. ap. Steph. Thes., where the sense is ex- 
paned to be stupore attonito paveo), I cannot 
ut think that we must sup an intermixture 

of a feeling of awe united with amazement (as in 
the instance of Odußos, Luke v. 9), the former 
of which feelings had, we may perceive, been 
growing in the minds of the Apostles ever since 
the Transfiguration of their Lord; and which 
the increasing air of majesty, authority, and de- 
termination of , he more and more as- 
sumed as his hour drew near, was well calculated 
to inspire. 

34. T3 Tpírn üu.] So Tisch. and Alf. read, 
from B, C, D, L, A, with the Ital, Copt, and 
Syr. Versions, in marg. ; and internal evidence 
is in favour of the above reading, considering 
that the text. rec. may have come from the pas- 
sages of Matthew and Luke; and the phrase is 
used by Mark supra viii. 31. ix. 31 ;—sufficient 
evidence to prove that Mark may have so written 
not that he did so write ; that is negatived by ali 
the MSS. except five (for I find the text. rec. in 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), confirmed by 
the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., Arab., and Peric Ver- 
sions. ] have not mentioned cursive MSS., be- 
cause, although Alford says, copying Scholz, “ et 
ali," yet the a/u, I find from Mill, consist of 
only R. Stephens’ Codices f and n, of which the 
former bas long been known to be tho Cod. D; 
and as to tho », that has been proved to be the 
noted Cod. L. Consequently, the alii comes to 
nothing, the two MSS. having been already 
— in the uncials. There is something so 
suspicious in the absence of all countenance from 
the cursive MSS., that it must, taken with the 
authority of the most weighty Versions, incline 
one to re the genuineness of the reading of 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. as sot proven. 

35. After Aéyorrte, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
insert autre, from B, C, D. L, A, confirmed by 
the Syr., Copt. and Arm. Versions, and Origen. 
Internal evidence is in its favour; but it needs 
more external authority to warrant its recep- 
tion. 

98. rò Bawricua, 9 iyo BarviCona 
Comp. Is. xxi. 4, $ dvopia me — 
‘iniquity plunges me into ruin;’ and Jos. Bell. 
iv. 3. 3, of ài) Uorspoy iBawricey Thy moMo, 
only there there may be rather a nautical allu- 
sion,—namely, to a ship which has foundered at 
sea from stress of wind and weather, as at Ach. 
Tat. vi. 19, 6 di te Ovuc AsBawtiopives 
«aradóeTa. The passages of the Class. writers 
cited by the Commentators are not apposite, as 
conveying a much weaker and diverse sense, the 
metaphor being there drawn from any thing 
steeped in liqui 
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BarricGiva; 39 Oi dé elrov avra Avváue0a. ‘O 82 'Incobs 20. 18. 
eLrev ajrois* Tò uév morýpiov, 0 éyo Tívo, víecÜe Kal To 
Bárrrw pa, 9 éyo Barritouat BarricOncecbe 40 rò Se krabica 
ek Oefu)y pou kal é£ eùwvópæv [pov] oùe dori pòv Sovvas, 
aN ols yro(paa Tat. 4 Kai axovoavres oi Séxa, fjpEavro áyav- 
axteiy Tepl 'laxof9ov xai 'leávyvov. *9?'O 8é'Igoo0s mpocka- 
Aerapevos auTovs, Neyer avrois'  OlOare Ste ot Soxodvtes pyew 
Tov eOvav xaraxvpievovciv avTOv Kai oi peyáXo, auTay vaT- 
e€ovoralovew aitav. * Oty obro Se dora, év tyiv. AAN ds 
€àv Oddy vyevéaÜa, péyas èv bpiv, čorai Sidxovos ouv. — ** ral 
ôs dy 0€ bpov yevécOas rpárros, cra Trávrov SoüXos" % Kal 
yap ò Tiò ToU avOpwrov oùe Abe OuakovnÜnva. arà Guaxo- 
vioas, kal Sobvar thy yvy] avroU Xurpov àvri TroXAíyv. 

46 Kai épyovra: eis ‘Iepryw ral ékrropevouévov avtod amo 
Tepixd, kai trav pabnray avtod, xai ÓyXov ixavod, vids Tualov 
Bapripavos 6 rudrds éxáÜnro mapa Tijv 000v mpocartav. 41 Kal 
axovaas Sri Imgcoüs 6 Navwpaios srw, pato xpátew ral 
Aéyeur 'O viós Aavid "Inaod, éAégcóv pe! 4 Kal éreriuwv 
avT@ TOXXol iva cive 6 66 ToXXQ uüXXov Éxpatew Tie 
Aavid, ddénoov pe! 4 Kal aràs ó 'Inaos elmev avróv dovn- 
Givas ral dwvodot roy tuprov, Xéyovres avT@ Odpcet, &ye- 
par dwvei ce. °O 86 ámofaXbv TÒ (pàTiov avro), avactas 
HABE Trpós tov 'Incoüv. 51 Kal amorpiÂeis Xéyet adre@ 6 'Incods: 
Ti Oédeus trounow cor; 6 Se Tuddds elev aùr "PaBBovi, 

23 

24 

25 

Gu 

31 

33 

41 

40. The pov after eùwv. is cancelled by all the 
recent Editors, on strong external evidence, con- 
firmed by most of the ancient Lamb. and Mus. 
copies; but since internal evidence is equally 
balanced, there is (as I have already heretofore 
shown) no case for change. 

42. of Qoxovrrss pyew] I am still of the 
eame opinion, that there 1s here no ; but 
something, however difficult to , is con- 
veyed by the additional term, and the most pro- 
bable sense is, * those who are reputed to rule,’ 
* those who are regarded as rulers,’ with a latent 
allusion to God supreme, *who alone [reall 
ruleth unto the ends of the earth’ (bs. lix. 13), 
* who ruleth by his power for ever’ (Ps. lvi. 7). 

44. [Comp. supra ix. 35. 1 Pet. v. 3. 
45. (Comp. John xiii. 14. Phil. ii. 7. Eph. 

i. y. ol. s 14. im n cl Fin 
. Bapripasos me take this for a patro- 

nymic, or an explication of vids Tiuafov. Others, 
with more reason, consider it as a real name, and 
vide Tip. as the explanation. So BapüoXouatos 
and Bapincovs, and Thucyd. i. 29, Icapyxíóas 
o 'Icápxov. In such cases the patronymic has 
been converted into a regular appellative; just 
as in the case of those Greek names which have 
the form only, without the signification of patro- 
nvmics; on which sce my note on —— “led, 
The construction is Bapr. ó cvAós, vlóc 
Tip 
— ó Tvpàós] Tho 4, not found in 3 uncial 

MSS., is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
but wrongly; for the Article here adverts to the 
person as well known. 

— Tpocaıtrwv] The wpos is not (as some 
imagine) without force; but it cannot signify, as 
others suppose, besides, but rather denotes to or 
Jor. Render, ‘asking for himself So in mpoo- 
odos and wpooxaAtto@a. The accus. is left un- 
derstood, and has been variously supplied. 

48. dwatinwy avro mooi) Meaning, we 
may suppose, many of those who accompanied 
our Lord, namely, the oi wpodyovres of Luke 
xviii. 39. Yet there is something jejune in the 
Tool, as Fritz. evidently thought, considering 
that he hi ay commends the reading »oAÀAd, 
multum. Án this use of woAAa occurs several 
times in Mark. But thus the verb will require 
a subject. I suspect that the genuine reading is 
oi woAXoi, meaning ‘the multitude,’ equivalent 
to the o óxAos of the passage of Matth. 

50. &voflaXov Tò iuáTrioy] Namely, through 
joy, and in order to reach Jesus the sooner. A 

phic trait, evidently proceeding from an eye- 
witness, like that in Jobn vi. 10, * Now there 
was much grass in the place.’ 

51. JEepEouni] ‘great master. The reading 
‘PaBfovvi for ‘PaBBovi is found in most of the 
best MSS., and edited by all the recent Editors. 
The : is paragogic, and the whole termination is, 
the Talmudists tel] us, augmentative. See John 
xx. 16, and Lampe ix» loco. 
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52 “O 8 'Igcots clrev avro. "Tararye: 4 mists 
cov cécexé ce. xal evOéws ávéBXeve, kal 1)koXovOer TQ 'Inao0 

XI. ! Kat dre éyyifovew eis ‘Iepovcarnp, eis BnOdayi xai 
ByOaviay mpós rò Spos TOv 'EXaw, amrocrére vo TOv pa- 
Onrav avro), ? kal reyes avrois: ‘Tardyere eis THY ropy THY 
xatévavts vp kal evOéws eiotropevopevot eis ari etpnoete 
ma@rov Sedenévov, èp ôv ovdels avOparrav xexdOixe’ — Avcavres 
autov aydyere. 9 Kai dv tus tyiv emy Ti Towire tovro; 
elrate, Sts 6 KUpLOS avToU ypeiav &yev Kai evOéws avTOv aro- 
arere? de. *'AmijX8ov 9é, xai evpov [Tov] wadov Sedeuévov 
"rpós THY Ovpav éEw èm. ToU audodou: kal Avovaw avróv. 5 Kai 
TLVES TOV EXEL ECTNKOTWY ÉXeyov avTois Ti morire Avovres TOV 
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6 32 
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7 85 

XI. 1. kai öre iy yl(ovsw —'EXawov] There 
is here much diversity of reading, owing to the 
ancient Critics stumbling at the close brevity of 
expression and roughness of the phraseology, and, 
as usual, taking the liberty to expand and polish. 
The sense, indeed, is what several MSS. repre- 
sent; namely, ‘and when they had approached 
to Jerusalem, and were come to the [vicinity of] 
Bethphage and Bethany, [even] to the Mount o 
Olives,’ Ke. But we are not warranted in re- 
—— those readings (as Fritz. has done), since in- 
ternal evidence is quite in favour of the text. rec. 

2. ip’ Sv ob0tis ávOp. xexá0.] Lachm. edits 
i. 0. oU*« dyOp. xex., from B, L, A, and Orig., 
but injudiciouly, as will appear from my note 
on John vii. 7. That Origen, however, is wrongly 
alleged, appears from the note of Jackson, who 
also testifies that oGreo is not, as Mill states, in 
the Leicester MS. 
— xskáÜixs] Very remarkable is our Lord's 

prescience here displayed, even in the most mi- 
nute and fortuitous particulars, as to the orders 
given, viz. *1. Ye shall find a colt; 2. on which 
no man ever sat; 3. bound with his mother; 4. 
where two ways mect; 5. as yo enter into the 
village; 6. the owners of which will at first seem 
unwiling that you should unbind him; 7. but 
when they hear that I have need of him, they 
will let him go.' ually remarkable is the 
prompt obedience yielded by his disciples to a 
command to which carnal reasoning might have 
started many objections; and which nothing less 
than a stedfast persuasion that He, who sent the 
message, would be sure to give success to it, 
would have induced them to execute without 
demur or delay. Whitby. 
— Aócarr:is abrdy d'yáysrs] Tisch. and 

Alf. edit, from B, C, L, A, the Ital, Vulg., 
Copt., and Sahid. Verss., and Orig., Avcare aùr. 
xai pipere; while Lachm., from other ancient 
copies, edits AócaTs aùròv kal dyáyeTs, which 
is the preferable of the two readings, espec. since 
it is confirmed by internal evidence, and the 
authority of the Pesch. Syr. Vers. But the pre- 
sent is no case for change. 

9. dwrorreAzt}] Almost all the more recent 

6 Oi Se elrov avrois xaÜdó«s éverelXaro 6 “Incovs 
kal àdijkav aitous. 7 Kal fryaryov Tov mov mpos Tov 'Inaov, 

Editors adopt daroeéAAs:, on strong external 
authority (to which I add most of the Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS), confirmed by internal evi- 
dence. And I should have received it, but that 
the single and double A are perpetually con- 
founded, and the AA may have arisen from the 
error of the scribes. See Fritz. 

4. For áv5AX00» dé xai, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit xai arà., from B, L, A, and Orig., 
which reading is favoured by internal evidence, 
but requires far more external authority to be 
safely received. 
— åupóčov) Here dud. does not signify, 

according to its usual sense, ‘a way round, or 
about;' nor simply a street, but an (Aaópa, 
eTtvwTÓs), ‘a thoroughfare, such as goes round 
& block of houses, so that the door was a back- 
door, affording an outlet to the alley ;—a most 
minute circumstance, which came doubtleas from 
St. Peter. This is a very rare use of the term; 
and the of Jerem. and of Xenoph., Hip- 
pocr., and Galen, adduced by Commentators, are 
not to the pu Yet Hesych. and Suid. 
refer to this use in explaining the word by èl- 
oos, ‘a lane" or ‘thoroughfare.’ The only ex- 
ample at all to the pu apre ot. i- 
phan. de Ar., dudodwy fro: Xavpiw iiy epiet 
kaXovuívay UTÓ trav Thy AXcEarüp£er oixos»- 
Twv, from which we learn both the variety of 
the term, and the nature of the idiom as of 
Alexandrian Greek. The only example that I 
can add is from Artemid. Onir. L. ii. da, Kai vd 
he Tove krpápovs twracBat xai Tas olxiat 
«ai ra dudoda, áxaracTacías —3pouarrsó- 
erat, Where for ‘rds olxías legend. conjicio TÄ 
olxlas, deleto xal tertio, the sense being, ‘the 
back-lane of the house,' ‘the lane at the tack of 
the house.' 

6. éyevsíXavo] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
elwey, from B, C, L, A, and some 6 ancient cur- 
sives; which reading has internal evidence in its 
a v ] Tisch i 

. Pyayov isch. and Alf. read déipovars, 
from ay i. A, and Orig. ; while ache. ——— 
fry.; and ET properly, so far as there is not 
sufficient au ority for change; otherwise «ép. 
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xai éméDaXNov avrQ TÀ ipária alta xal éxáDisev èr’ aùr. 91. 19. 
8 IIoXXol 86 ta ipária, avTOv Éarpocav eis Thy 000v dXXov Se 8 96 

orouBadas Exorrrov èr tov Sévdpwv, [kal éarpovvvov eis Thy 096v.] 
9 Kat oi Tpodyovres xai ot áxoXovÜoüvres Expatov, Xéyovres 9 
‘Noavvá! edroynpévos ò épyójevos év ovóparı Kupiov! 10 e)Xo- 

37 

38 

ynuévn 7) epyopevn Bactrela [èv òvóparı Kupiov,] rod TaTpós 
nov Aavid 'f1cavvà év rois tiotats ! ll Kad cionrOev eis 
‘IepocoAupa ó 'Igcoüs, xal eis Tò iepow ral teptBreYrduevos 
qávra, oyias èn obons Tis wpas, cEnAOev eis BnOaviay pera 17 
TOV OWOEKA. 

12 Kal Tj èmaúpiov, é£cX0óvrov attav amo Bybavias, rei- 18 

vase. 9 kal àv ouei paxpoler, čyovoav dXXa, HrOev et 19 
ápa evpnoe TL ev aurn xai éAÜcw èr avrny, ovdey eipev ei 
pù $oXXa. Ov yap "jv KaLpos aiio. 

has internal evidence rather in its favour. The 
reading év:áAXova:, just after, depends on the 
foregoing reading. But the reading dyovow, 
found in C and several ancient cursives, seems 
to betray the hand of Critical alteration ; and the 
state of the Pesch. Syr. text discourages all 
change in this verse; except that ir’ atrdy for 
ix’ aire, found in several uncial and not a few 
cursive copies, may be the true reading, as having 
internal evidence in its favour; but there is 
wanted a greater amount of external authority to 
justify its — Certainly the text. rec. is 
not what Alf. pronounces, ‘a mere mechanical 
repetition from éw:8. aire.’ After all, aùròv 
probably arose from error of scribes, who were 
deceived by confounding, as they often do, the : 
adacript and the y. 

8. On reconsidering the state of the text, I 
have seen cause to bracket the words xai torp. 
—odoy, as prob. introduced from Matt. xx. 48. 
As respects one other point involving some 
— ——— Sévédpwyv, Tisch. and Alf read 
aypwy, from B, C, L, A, the Sahid. Vers., and 
Orig.; while Lachm. retains éévép., which I still 
continue to do, though internal evidence might 
seem to be in favour of dyp., from its being the 
more difficult reading, and yet not absolutely un- 
accountable. The change may have come (the 
Edinburgh Reviewer thinks it did) through a 
Latin Version, arborum (the translation of déy- 
Spey) taken by scribes for arvorum = Gr. 
dypwv, Which reading might be placed in the 

in as an alternative reading, and then re- 
ceived into the text by some Revisers. It would, 
however, rather seem to have arisen from a mar- 
ginal scholium, ix tev dypwy, which was cer- 
tainly in the copy used by the Coptic Translator. 
The sense intended by the Scholiast was pro- 
bably ‘ the trees of the fields,” he having in mind 
Is. lv. 12. Ez. xvii. 21, and Joel i. in the 
Sept. Version. Of course, the reading, however 
specious, has no claim to be received. The same 
may be said of — just after, adopted by 
Tiech. and Alf. If received, we should point 
eToiádase. After all, however, the text. rec. 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Ver- 
sions, was, 1 believe, the original text, in after- 
times diversely tampered with. No reason was 

14 Kai áàrokpieis [6 In- 

there for Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. to alter eror- 
Baéas into or:f. from a few ancient MSS. and 
Origen. External authority and internal evi- 
dence are alike in favour of oro:8., as being the 
rougher form, and probably Hellenistic or Pro- 
vincial, whereas or:8. was alone used by the 
Class. Gr. writers, though likely to be intro- 
duced by the Revisers. The form cro. is, 
indeed, so rare, that it occurs elsewhere only in 
Zonar. Lex., E£roigàe à eTpwouv) A Tpvjiie 
Opie, miserably corrupt words, for which I 
would read Eroi: A aTpwuv?, À paBeou pú- 
vis. This is confirmed by Phot. Lex. Erıßal 
Xausino TION camo paBdwy’ xal Tiv divipwy 
Kpémoves, where oriBds was rightly emended 

b obree, who, however, failed to see, that 
aher xal has been er rupe T neces- 

to correspond to oi ô. dxp. (where dxp. 
maii twigs, the rà Bala of Joha xii. 13), and 
the emendation is confirmed by Suid. Lex. in 
or:Bades, from which Phot. borrowed his mat- 
ter. 

10. iv vóu. Kuplov] All the later Editors 
agree in cancelling these words, on rather stron 
external authority (to which I could add seve 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), confirmed by internal 
evidence. 

1]. [Comp. John ii. 14.] The second xai here 
is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., on 
xus D but scarcely sufficient grounds. More 
may be said against the genuineness of 'Incovs 
just before. 

13. où yap riv xatpds ovxwy] There are few 
passages that have occasioned ter perplexity 
than the present. The difficulty of reconciling 
the words with our Lord’s ex tion of findin 
figs on the tree, or with his subsequent cursing o 
it, is obvious. Some have given up the solution 
in despair; others have suspected the passage to 
be corrupt, and propounded various conjectures ; 
all of them inadmissible, since the MSS. discoun- 
tenance any alteration, still more ny oaao ding 
of words. The present reading must be retained, 
and the difficulty be removed by interpretation. 
Almost all the methods, however, which have 
been propounded are either founded on unautho- 
rized senses of xaipóe, or are inapposite. Ono 
thing seems clear, — that we must take xa:pde 
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21. 19. cos] elev airy Mneéri èx cod ets tov aiva * undeis rapròv 
dayou! xai fjkovov oi pabntal avrob. 

45 ‘IepoodAupa: xai eicedOav ó 'InooÜs eis rò iepdv, HpEaTo èr- 12 

15 Kal épyovras eis 

BáXXew roù Twdobvras Kai dryopátovras év TQ iep@ xai Tas 
tpatrelas tæv koXXvfiaTrOv Kai Tas Kxabédpas TOv ToXoUvvrwv 
Tas mepiotepas xatéotpepe 16 xal ove Adrey iva Tis Svevéyen 

13 46 oxevdos Sta TOD iepoù. 17 Kai édidacKne, Aéyov avroi* Ov 
yéyparrrat, Čti 6 olkós pov olkos T poc evyfjs KANOnoETAL 
Tücwu Tots EOversv; tyets O6 Émronjscare avTov o7rndawy 
AnoTav. 19 Kai jxovcayv ot Tpaypareis kal oi apytepeis, xai 
éUryrovv tras avTOv * arrokéowosr éfofSoDvro yap avrov, Or. Tas 
6 ÓxyXos é£emNijoaero eri TH 69a) avro. 

c key as corresponding to the xatpóe T&v xap- 
oy at Matt. xxi. 94, and the xaipós ov Oepic- 
pou at Matt. xiii. 30, as also the 6 Tay cUxtv 
kaupós at Atheneus, p.65. The force of the 

nit. will appear from my note on Rev. xiv. 15. 
e sense as above assigned is altogether suitable 

and satisfactory, for what can /Àe time of any 
fruit be but the time of its maturity and in- 
gathering? But the declaration contained in oó 
Yap fjv Katpos aóxwvv cannot (as the order of the 
words would induce us to su ) be meant to 
offer the reason why there was nothing but leaves 
on the tree; for the fig is of that class of trees 
wherein the fruit is developed before the leaves 
appear. Now some would throw the words «al 
&\Oamv — púa in a parenthesis; for which, 
however, there seems no place. M with 
miore reason, Bu a transposition, by a con- 
fusion of the natara] order (as at Ad 3, 4), 
whereby the words od yàp, &c. though coming 
immediately after xai AEN &c. are to be re- 
ferred to the more remote 7AOev el dpa evproas 
Ti iv avrg, thus: 'sceing a fig-treo afar off 
having leaves, he came, to try if he could find 
any fruit thereon; for fig gat ering was not yet 
come’ (and therefore, if the tree had produced 
any figs, some, however unripe, might be expected 
to be growing on it); but when he came to it, he 
found nothing but leaves;' and thus his disap- 

intment could only have procecded from the 
herenness of the tree. Unripe figs, it has been 
observed, may be eaten for allaying hunger. And 
though this might seem early for figs,—yct, in 
Judæa, the fig-tree bears twice in the year; the 
first crop being ready at the beginning of the sum- 
mer. Not to say that a few forward and vigorous 
trees will ripen their fruit several weeks before 
the generality. 

As respects the reading of Tisch. and Alf, 
from B, C, L, A, où yàp xaipós rjv T. œ., I find 
it in only one of the Lamb. MSS. ; and Lachm. 
very properly retains the text. rec. The other 
arose only from Critics, who thought that posi- 
tion preferable. But it is quite tho reverse; for 
the negative ought to precede, not follow, xa:pos. 
Render: ‘for it was not [yet] fig-time.' 

16. oxevos] This is usually understood to 
mean any cessel,_namely, devoted to profane 
uses, and by which any gain was made. But 
the word exsvos, which in the Sept. corresponds 
to the Heb. *55, has, like that word, a considerable 

latitude of signification, and denotes, as does the 
Latin vas or instrumentum, a utensil, or piece of 
furniture, or article of dress; and, in a general 
sense, an article, whether for use or traffic. 

In this probibition our Lord upheld the Jewish 
Canons (founded on Levit. xix. 30), which, as 
we find from the Rabbinical writers, define the 
reverence of the Te (i.e. the outer Court) 
to mean, that none should go into it with his 
staff, shoes, or purse, or with dust upon his feet ; 
and — iun n dre AA ita thoroughfare. It 
may be said, in , that the ve ing th h 
it without a burden would — thorough: 
fare. But the doing it witk a burden was much 
worse; because the carrying a burden had some- 
thing of work in it. So Josephus, Bell. ii. 8, 9, 
tells us that the Essenes so rigidly observed the 
Sabbath, as ovdé oxevos Te peraxtwnca:. The 
irregularities which our Lord rebukes had, it is 
supposed, originated in, or been increased by the 
proximity of the Castle of Antonia; to which 
there would be a constant resort of various persons 
(see rag B. J. i. 3, 5), and we may imagine 
that the Priests, having an interest therein, con- 
nived at them. 

17. é&*oiócaT:] Tisch. and Alf. read we- 
woincats, from B, L, A, and Origen; while 
Lachm. retains ioco. ;—very properly since 
if internal evidence were entirely in favour of 
wewrotwnx., it would not counterbalance the over- 
whelming — of external authority. But 
that is sot the case; for it is more probable that 
mer. should have proceeded from alteration of 
Critics, who thought the Perf. tense required it 
(not aware that the Aorist of custom is far more 
ee — poss n AMD from € 
sage of Luke, whic ford supposes, should 
have taken place in all the copies except three. 

18. For d«oAícovoi», have now, with 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., received éwoAécese:v, 
on strong external da (at least in uncials, 
and not a few cursive MSS., to which I add 12 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, and 2 Trin. Coll. Camb. 
copies, B, X, 16 and 17, collated by Mr. Seri- 
vener). However, had 1 not found the Subjunet. 
in all the copies but one, infra xiv. 1, I should 
bave retained -covciy, which is supported by in- 
ternal evidence ; and the Fut. Ind. does occur in 
tbe later and less pure writers, as also in the New 
Test., 1 Cor. vii. and even in Mark iv. 
30, at least in the MSS., and those not a few, 



19 Kai Gre are éyévero, é£erropevero &Ec ris trodes. 
vpot waparropevopevot, eldov 3v ovxhy é£npapuévgy èx pitev. 
21 Kai avapynobeis 6 IIérpos Néyes abri ‘PaBBi, Be, 4 oven, 

avroi* "Exere trictw Oeod. B ápzjv yàp Xéyo piv, Ste ds dv 
eimp TQ Sper tourm “ApOnre kai BrAnOnte eis Ti)» Odraccar 
kai pn SvaxpiOy év Tfj Kxapdia avtod, adrAad miotevon Sti A Xéye 
ywerar éctat aùr D éay emn. 
Ilavra óca dv mpocevyopevos aireiabe, qraTevere Ort NapBa- 
vere xal éotar Upiv. 
9 , x» y , A € A e A * 3 A 

adiere ei ts Éyere kará Twos wa kai 6 IIarz)p ùpóv ô év Tois 
oupavois adn vpiv tà mapartopara bpv. ?9 Ei dé Dpeis ovx 
adiere, ovdé ó IIar?p tyav ó èv rots ovpavois ádvjae« à mapa- 
TTOMLATA úmõv. 
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*0 Kai 21. 20. 

20 

jv xatnpdow, éEnpavras. ?? Kai azroxpibeis 6 “Inoods Xéye 21 

A Ava tovtTo Aéyo div 2 

2 Kai Srav ornente mpocevydopevot, 

23 —1 27 Kai épyovras mdduv eis 'lepocóNvga: xal év Td (epe Tepi- 
vraToUvros avro, épyovra, pos avróv oi ápysepeis xai oi T'pap- 
parete xal oi mpecBuvtepa, B kal Aéyovow aire 'Ev rolg 2 

nay, — forty. So that, after all, the 
reading both here and at iv. 30, may be consi- 
dered an open question. 

2]. Rv xatnpacw] A remarkable addition to 
the account in Matthew (xxi. 19), of which the 
best explanation is suggested by the words of 
that Evangelist, Mnxérs ix cov xaparós yivnrat 
ele rdv ai&va, a form of devoting it to utter bar- 
renness, the very contrary to that of the prime- 
val blessing, * Be fruitful.” The withering had 
doubtless commenced immediately, srapaxp?jua, 
‘immediately,’ not presently, as if in their pre- 
sence ; besides, they were passing onward, and 
could not stop to witness the effect. The time 
when the disciples noticed that effect, though 
Matthew omits to specify it, was, as we find from 
Mark, the next morning early; and, as we also 
find from Mark, ‘dried up from the roots,’ which 

to Peter the strong term fy xaTnpác'e. 
And we may note the difference between Mat- 
thew's term, iEnpár0n, and Mark's ifepdvOn 
the latter is the stronger, as referring to the end 
of the action (‘it has withered away") ; the for- 
mer, to the commencement of p of the 
action, ‘ how — it wither ms 
i. e. * begin withering ; for I cannot agree wi 

Lonsdale, that the words should be rendered, 
‘How is it that tho fig-tree is immediately 
withered away?’ for this cannot be the right 
sense, since the Apostles could not be at a loss 
to know how it came to pass; and Peter's an- 
swer excludes that supposition. There is no 
reason to desert the general opinion which 
connects wae with «apaxpzpa, ‘ How immedi- 
ately and rapidly bas the fig-tree withered away !' 
This use of wae with an adverb is somewhat 
Fare; yet two examples occur in the New Test., 
Mark x. 23. Luke xviii. 24, was dvoncAwe— 
tlosAeócorrav and so in the purest Greek 
writers, Xen. Mem. iv. 2, m&s &0upews. This 1 
can confirm by the weighty authority of Henry 
Steph. Thes. in v., who remarks that sas should 
not be rendered quomodo, but quam; ‘ since, 

continues he, * no one can deny that the particle 
is put here admirative, since there precedes 
«ai lddvree of pad. iQaíuacay, and he renders 
‘quam repente exaruit ficus!' rightly, except 
that wapayp7. is equiv. to 2v0éws, as Hesych. 
explains it. 

iyere nlor. Osov] Some take this to 
mean, ‘ Have a strong faith ; by a common He- 
braism, whereby the Genitive of Oade subjoined 
to substantives denotes greatness or excellence. 
But there is no reason to abandon the usual in- 
terpretation, by which O«ov is taken as a Genit. 
of object or end, as in Rom. iii. 22. Gal. ii. 20. iii. 
22, where it is also found with vier. Of 
course it is implied, that the faith which is re- 
posed in God shall be firm and undoubting, as 
the words following suggest and illustrate. 

24. iora óni»] is, like oTa: aùræ just 
before, is a Dative of possession, ‘ shall be yours.” 
Comp. Matt. vii. 7. Luke xi. 9. John xiv. 13. 
ames i. 5, 6. 1 John iii. 22. v. d 
26. This verse is cancelled by Tisch., on the 

authority of only nine MSS., in opposition to 
Lachm., who retains it, as does Alf.—for once 
forsaking his fidus Achates—with reason. I find 
it in all the b. and Mus. copies except two; 
and the verse is confirmed by all the Versions 

SS. even of that except the Coptic; and a few 
have it. In fact, the omission arose, I suspect, 
only from the homeoteleuton in vv. 25 and 26,— 
namely, rà *apa7TOouaTa vues. It cannot be 
supposed to be interpolated here from Matt. vi. 
15, since, had interpolation been intended, the 
14th as well as the 15th verse would probably 
have been taken; but not a single copy is has 
that verse. The comparative fewness of tho 
MSS. that are without the verse, and its pre- 
sence in all the ancient Versions, make it most 
probable that the verse was absent in those 
copies from the carelessness of the scribes. Ac- 
cidental omissions from that cause occur even in 
the most correct MSS., and in others, however 
excellently written, they are frequent. 



MARK XI. 29—33. XII. 1, 2. 

3 ^ ^ 4 A 3 , , 

éfova(a raUra owe; xai tis cow thy éfovaiav tavTny edwxKey 
29°O 8e 'ImeoUs áToxpiÜeie elmev avrots- 

'Emeporüoo bpás rayo Éva Xoyov, kal aroxpiOnré por ral 
épà tpiv £v mola éfovcía Tra)$ra Toi. 9? To Bámrwpua rò 
"Iwavvov èE ovpavod jv, 7 E avOpwrov; arroxpibnté por 

5 31 Kal *Scedoylfovro mpòs éavroùs, Aéyovreg 'Eàv eltrwpev 
"EE ovpavod, épet* Acari [oov] oùe ériarevcare avro ; 9 aar 
[éàv] elrrwper “EE avOperrwv,—époBodvro tov Xaov. üáravres 
yàp elyov tov 'loávvgv Ste Svtws mpopýrns jv. 3 Kai àro- 

8 xpilévres Méyovoi TQ Inco Ovx olióauev. Kal 6 'Imootx 
amroxpiOels réyes avroiss Ovde éyà Xéyo opi év moig ébovela 

9 XII. ! Kal sjp£faro avrois èv mapaBonais $ réyew Aue- 
Ava èpúrevoev aVOpwiros, xal mepkOnxe dparyuóv, xal dpu tev 
Urrodnviov, kai qoO0umoe Tupyov, xai éE£éboro abróv yewpryots 

332 
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21. 20. 
24 3 wa TavTa TOUS ; 

25 4 

26 6 

27 7 

TAUTA TOLD. 

33 

34 10 xal ameSnunoe. ? Kai áméaTeiNe mpos Tovs yewpyous T ka«pe 
SodXov, iva Trapà THY yewpyav Ady amd TOD kapzro) ToU apre- 

30. I have now, with Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
received +d before 'Iway., on strong external au- 
thority, confirmed by internal evidence. 

31. I must now adopt d:eAoy., on strong 
authority, confirmed by internal evidence, the 
AI being absorbed by the AI preceding. Even 
Mr. Alford acknowledges that the MSS. are too 
many for us to suppose d:eAXoy. taken from 
Matt. ; which is very true, but a truth that that 
gentleman hardly ever seems to recognize. 

32. iE v Lan Reque aay TÓv aov} Critics, 
ancient and modern alike, stumble at this con- 
struction, and endeavour to remove the irregu- 
larity by various methods, all of them fruitless, 
and, indeed, unnecessary ; since we bave here 
merely an anacoluthon (frequent in the best 
writers), by which the Evangelist passes from 
the very words of the persons spoken of to a 
narration of what was said; a sort of idiom 
similar to that by which there is a transition 
from the oratio directa to the obliqua. Thus 
idofovrro TÓ» adv is for dofloóusÜa rov 
Aad», which is found in Matt. xxi. 26. I have 
now bracketed the ody, which Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. cancelled, because the authority for its 
removal is not inconsiderable, and internal evi- 
dence is quite against it. 

XII. 1. For Aéyecv, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read XaAsiv, from B, G, L, A, and 5 cursive 
MSS., confirmed by some Versions. Internal 
evidence is in favour of the reading, and also 
other passages, supra ii. 2. iv. 33 sq. xvi. 19; 
but there is need of much stronger authority, to 
prove that Mark did so write here. Moreover, 
the fact that MS. B, with its fellows, brings in 
Neye instead of 4(AáA« infra xiv. 31, and Atyw 
instead of AaXAa at John xiv. 10 (where no 
Editor or Critic bas seen fit to adopt the read- 
ing), tends greatly to weaken the authority of 
those MSS. here. I suspect that the reading 
arose either from the Latin Versions, or from the 
carelessnese of scribes. 

For idiravoey áyOp., Tisch. and Alf. edit 
Gv0p. ipvr., from B, C, A, and 3 cursives ; 
while Lachm. retains the text. rec. ;—very pro- 
perly, since internal evidence, as well as external 
MD. is in favour of it; for it is in vain that 
Mr. Alford pronounces the text. rec. to be * an 
ps nm e of Luke! When we 
consider the iar ition of dumsA Ge, — 
which, with hat of iis iv subsequent worda, 
has considerable harehness,—we cannot but see 
that had the Ecclesiastical Revisers made any 
alteration from Luke, they would have ad 
the position in durà. likewise. In short, the 
very harshness of the text. rec. attests its genu- 

A MEG ] H d in the parallel — stésoro ere, and in the e 
sages d Matt. and Luke, Tisch. and Alf. edit 
&E£Oso, from a few, more or less, ancient MSS. 
But in all these three passages the reading is a 
mere barbarism, and that arising, as in a multi- 
tude of other cases, from the carelessness of 
scribes, or the ignorance of writers, as elsewhere 
in wapediéero, which is not to be regarded, as it 
is by Tiscb., Proleg. xxv., in the light of an 
anomalous form of the verb, for not one of his 
examples will bear that out. As ts tbe 
present case, é£édero is to be regarded as pro- 
ceeding from the carelessness of ecribes, who bad 
before them, perse not i£édoro, but ifibero, 
—a reading found, teste Scholzio, in MSS. K 
and 346. The sense is, ‘ set it to hire,’ as in our 
vulgar use of the verb £o set for to let. Nearlv 
in this sense is 4xT(0. used in two zes of 
Dio Cass. p. 458 and 1229, Ed. Reim., and 
Æneas Tact. cxxx. p. 91. Of course, this read- 
ing is no other than a gloss on éEéoro, or a eri- 
tical emendation. I will only add, as respects 
this barbarous use of ifió«To, that very many 
MSS., ancient and in other respects valuable, as 
transcribed from very precious originals, abound 
with instances of false spelling; indeed, compa- 
ratively fow even of the best MSS. are wholly 
without such blemishes. 
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^ e , 3 i» , MT. LU. 
A&voc. 3 Oi dé XaBovres avróv eerpay, xai àméaTeiXay kevóv. 91. 20. 
* Kal awddwv áTéaTeiXe mpòs avtovs üXXov OoüXow Kaxelvoy 35 
AMOoBorAHcavres  éxeDaXalocav, xai àméoTeXav  "yruwpévov. llis: 
5 Kai má» ^ov àmécTetNe xaxeivoy àrrécreway. Kal TON- )2 
AoUs dXXovs, TOUS pév Oépovres, rovs O06 aTokrelvovres. 8”Ett 37 18 

ov čva viov Éyowv ayamntov avoid, atréareihe xal avrov Tpòs 
avrovs écxarov, Xéycow "Or, évrpaTjcovra, Toy vióv pov. 
7 'Exetvo, 5¢ oi yewpyol elzroy Tpós éavtous: "Ors obrós éaTrw 38 14 
© xXnpovópos* Sevre atroxteivwpev avTOv, Kai num &arat 7) NN- 
povopla. 8 Kal Xafóvres avróv azréxtewvay, xal éFéBadov Ew 39 15 
TOD ájreXOvos. ? Ti o)v sroujcet 6 KUpLOS TOU apTreXa@vos ; 40 
Auoerat xal árroXéae, TOUS yewpyous, xal Swcet Tov ápmreXQva 41 16 
dAXow. 10 Ovde tiv ypadny tavrnyv ávéyvore; AiPov by 42 17 
aTvesSoxispacav ot oixodopodrres, ovTos éyevndn eis 
xedarnyv ywvias. Y rapa Kvpiov éyévero airy xal 
éots Oavpacty v odOarpois Huv 12 Kal efjrow 
avrov xparijcat, Kal époBnOnzay tov dydoyv—éyvwoay yap Gre 46 19 
Tpós avrovs Tv TrapaBondny elme: —ral àdévres avrov ámifjADov. 

13 Kai ámoeréXXovat Tpós avróv twas TOV Papicalwy xal i6 920 

4. isep] Almost all the interpretations of 
this word that have been proposed are liable to 
objection, either as straining the sense by arbi- 
trary ellipses, or as assigning significations which 
either are not inherent in the word, or are un- 
suitable. The true sense seems to be that ex- 
pressed in the Syr., Vulg., and other Versions, 
and some modern Translations, and adopted by 
Beza, Casaub., Heup., Rosen., Schleus., Kuin., 
and Fritz., * wounded him in the head’ (i.e. by 
pelting him with stones), which is confirmed b 
the TpavuaTícavres of Luke. And althoug 
this signification of the verb is not found else- 
where, yet it is strongly supported by analogy, 
as in the verbs yvaouv, yuovv, yaorpi<erw, 
npiv. 'Hripwutvoy, *ignominiously treat- 
ed. This form (á&Triuów for &riunáQuw) is of 
very rare occurrence, and its Grecism has been 
thought questionable ; for though it occurs once 
in the Sept. (namely, 2 Sam. x. 5), yet it is no 
where — in = erg "m — s ̂ 
passage of Demosth. ci ermog. p. 347, 5, 
—if, indeed, the readi seve be somad. which, 
however, is questionable. There is little doubt 
that the word was, like not a few others, derived 

St. Mark from Provincialism, or the common 
reek dialect. The ancient Critics, however, 

have here, as they havo done elsewhere, cor- 
rected what may be called a slip tn Grecism, by 
reading xal #Tinncayp, at the same time also re- 
moving a tautology ; and the taste and judgment 
of Editors in after times, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., being que on a par with that of these 
early Critics, have led them to adopt this emenda- 
tion as the genuine reading of St. Mark; Mr. 
Alford characterizing the text. rec. as ‘a con- 
formation from v. 3,'—as if such a conformation 
was likely to be thought of! much less by all the 
revisers except some three. 

5. wadw]) This ie cancelled by Griesb., 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, from B, C, D, L, and 
one cursive of the same family ;—authority quite 
ineufficient, espec. considering that internal evi- 
dence is adverse, since we cannot imagine that 
the word would be interpolated, however it 
might be suggested by the ge of Luke, in all 
the copies but five, confirmed by the Pescb. Syr. 
and Vulg. Versions. 

8. adwexrevay, kai i£éBaAoy è. T. a.) This 
differs from what we read in Matthew and Luke, 
who have: éféBadov iw Tov duTaXovos Kai 
dwixrawav. There are here, however, several 
var. lectt., which have induced Fritz. to decide 
(somewhat uncritically) that the Evangelist wrote 
«ai iE£BaXoy avTOv tw Tov duwedwvos xal 
daríxcTsivap. The text. rec., however, is pro- 
bably the true reading, and was altered by those 
who stumbled, not perhaps at the minute dis- 
crepancy, but at what they did not well under- 
stand in the words themselves, * killed him, and 
put him out, &c.; the latter circumstance not 
seeming properly placed after the former. It 
seems, however, to have been so introduced, in 
order to point at the reason why they killed him, 
namely, to get rid of him out of the vineyard ; 
because they would not yield him subjection: as 
it is said, ‘ We will not have this man to reign 
over us.’ (Luke xix. 14. 

12. Here, as the best Commentators are agreed, 
the members of the verse, if disposed in the logi- 
cal order, would stand thus: xal i(riTovv avTOv 
Kpathoat’ iyvecay yap Urt pds airous Thv 
wapaBoXnhy sixs' xai (but) ipoß. rdv Sydow" 
xai (adeoque) dpévres avrov ao5A0ov. Fritz. 
has exercised no little ingenuity in accounts: 
for the present order, in which there will be lcss 
harshness, if the clause éyvwoav—slwe be re- 
garded as parenthetical. 
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99. 90. Tov ‘Hpwdtvavév, va avróv aypetowat Noyp. 1* 1 Oi è éXÓóvres 

21 Aéyouow altar Addoxanre, oldapyev Stu adnOis el, kal ov pére 
coL Trepi ovdevos’ ov yap BAéets ets Trpoaorrrov avOpwrwy, aa^ 
èr adnOelas tiv 090v ToU Oeod Sidacxets. 

17 22 cape Sovvat, ?) ov; Spev, À un uev; 15'O 8 eios abràv 
18 23 Tw tnroxpiow elmev avrois Ti pe reipátere ; déperé 
19 24 piov, wa Bw. 16 of è Jwveykav. Kal Xéye avro Tivos 5 
20 eixàv abro xal % émwypadwj; oi 86 elroy ait@ Kaicapos. 
21 25 17 Kal drroxpOels ó 'Inoods elirev avroiv' ' Asrótore rà Kaicapos 
2 26 Kaicaps, xai ra Tov Ocoü TQ Oeo. xal Cavpacay èr aire. 
23 2 18 Kal épyovras Zabddoucaio: mpòs avtov, oltiwes eyovow 
24 28 àvydaraciv pù elvar kai érnpwrncay avTov, Néyovreg 19 Aid- 

okas, Mwiots &ypavrev "uiv, öte dáv Tivos adeApos amoOdvy, 
kal katahimy *yvvaixa, kal téxva uù adh, wa Xáfi 6 aberdos 
avToU TV yuvaixa avro), ka, éEavaornon oméppa TQ dbeXdbo 

25 29 avro. *?)0'ETrà [oov] à6eXdoi oar xal ó Tpévros €XaBe yv- 
96 30 vaixa, xai àmoÜvüakev oùe apike oaTépua: ?! xal ô Sevrepos 

&Xafev avrny, kal ázréÜave, xal ovdé autos apre orippa: Kai 
31 6 Tplros @oavTws. ?? Kal éXaBov avT3)v oi érrà, kai ovk adi- 

27 82 xav oTrépua. “Eoxydrn Távrev áméÜave xai 7) yun. 5 Ev T3 
28 33 ob àvaa Tác et, Stay àvaa TOt, Tivos avTaY Carat yuv; o6 yap 
29 34 émrà Éowov avTiy yvvaika, % Kal drroxpiels ô Inoois cimer 

avrois Où Sia Toro TXavácÜe, yn eidotes Tas ypadas panded 
30 35 Tv Óvvajuy tod Ocob; 

oUre yapovow obre 1 yapíakovrat, GAN cioly ws ayyedot [ot] èv 
31 87 rois ovpavois. ?9 Ilep Òè tv vexpay, Gre éyeipovras, ovk. àv- 

eyvore èv Tjj Digo Movaéos, él *rod Bárov, ws elrev aveo 
32 6 Ocós, Meyar 'Eyo 6 Geos ABpaüàp, kat 6 Ocós Icadk, 

88 «ai [o] Ocós 'IakoB ; 27 oùe Eotw 6 Ocós vexpov, àXXà 
[Qos] Sovrwy ipes otv trond zrXaváaOe 

13. dypavowas oye] See my Lex. in 
dypevw. 

4. ol dé] Lachm., Tisch.,and Alf. read xai, from 
B,C, D, L, A, and 33 (to which 1 add Lamb. 1177); 
and internal evidence is in favour of the reading. 
which, were there more external authority, I 
should be ready to adopt. 

23. otv] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. cancel this, 
on strong external authority (though not near so 
strong as supra v. 20), confirmed by internal evi- 
dence. Yet variety of posers may have occa- 
sioned the omission. In short, why I cannot 
assent to the removal will appear from my note 
infra v. 27. 

24. xal awoxp.] See note supra ix. 12. 
25. yaplex.] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 

yauX., on considerable, but not competent, au- 
thority. 

26. iri Tov Bárov] This is usually ed 
as a transposition for we elwey avre ò Osóc irl 

Tov — but omy Rosenm., mp piri. 
more properly, explain it as a form of citing 
Seripture usual, rà that age, with the Jewish 
Doctors; namely, of referring to any particular 
part of the Old Test., by naming some remark- 
able circumstance therein narrated. Thus the 
sense will be, ‘in the section which treats of the 
burning Bush,’ i. e. Exod. iii. 6. So in Rom. xi. 
2, À obx olgare iv 'HA (a ri diya à ypacé; 
I would add that the ancient Critics cite various 
ge of Homer in a similar manner; e. gr. és 

aTaXóyeo, or iv Tada IlarpóxAov, or i» 
NixvouavTsía. Nay, Thucydides, i. 9, himself 
— to Homer, iv Tov oxijwrpov rq Ilepa- 

ctt. 

For 75$, I have now, with all the recent Edi- 
tors, received cov, from many MSS. (includi 
most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), con 
by internal evidence. 

27. In this verse the second Oede is abeent 
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28 Kal 4poceMÓov els trav Tpapparéwv, dxovoas aùr 99 
oulnrouvray, eàs Ott xad@s a/rois amexpiOn, èmnpærnoev 

> > ⸗ 2 A , * L4 ? , 29 e , ^ 
avrov lloia orti mpwrn *"mávrov évroXo ; ò cè 'Igcots 
atrexpiOn autre "Ori mporn *mávrov [trv évroXàv]: "A rove, 37 

Iopa Kuptos 6 Geos uà» Kuptos els dore 9 xal 
ayamrnaets Kuptov tov Ocóv cov é£ Ans THS xap- 
déas cov, kal é£ 0Xqse THs Vuxijs cov, xal é£ SrAns 
Ts Stavolas cov, kal ÈE Ans THS ia «vos cov. abro 

from many MSS. (including some ancient Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), and 
is cancelled by all the Editors from Griesb. 
downwards. oreover, the ò before the first 
Ode is omitted in several of the ancient uncials, 
with 15 cursivea; to which I add 12 Lamb. and 
5 Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. Both 
words are probably, though not certainly, intro- 
duced from the passage of Matth. The words 
just after, Uuets ob», are cancelled by Tisch. and 
Alf., from B, C, L, A, Copt. Vers., and 1 Latin 
copy of the Ital. Vers. Alf. thinks the words 
were ‘inserted for connexion and emphasis.” 
But that they should have been introduced into 
all the copies except 4, and all the Versions ex- 

t ] of the meanest, is incredible. They were, 
I doubt not, removed by certain Critics, who 
thought them unn , and espec. scrup 
at the ovy, for which others read 7 That they 
should have removed the duets, was likely, since 
they did the same thing at Acts vii. 26, dydpse 
áósAdoí iors busts, where B, C, and others of 
the same family, omit the vuets, which has been 
expunged by Lachm. and Tisch., though not by 
Alf., who would have done well by showing the 
same discretion in the present case. There is, 
properly speaking, so emphasis in the use of the 
ronoun at either passage, but only an additional 
orce and gravity thereby im . As respects 
the ody, it is not a particle of connexion, but of 
inference, possessing an illative force, ' so then ye 
do greatly err.’ is is not the only occasion 
on which the Critics in pan stumbled, 
through ignorance, at this illative particle, and 
removed it: thus, for instance, in this very Gos- 
pel, iii. 31. xi. 3). xii. 23. 37. In the other 

oepels it is not unfrequently omitted in the 
same Family of MSS.; and the same, in a 
somewhat less d , may be said of 5 
in the Acts and Epistles, but not the Reve a- 
tion. Such an abrupt short-cut as is made in 
the texts of Tisch. and Alf., is quite inst 
the character of Mark's style, which, though 
brief, has not the devrósTo» of St. John; and 
yet even that Evangelist does not evince it in 
particles of reasoning, but only in those of 
connexion. It would be in vain to defend 
the above reading from Matt. xxii. 29, arAa- 
pacts wn eidoTss, &c., because there the na- 
ture of the context forbids the use of a particle 
of any kind. 

28. I have, on further consideration, thought 
fit to adopt, with all the Editors from Wets. and 
Matth. downward, wayrey instead of races, on 
very strong external authority (to which I add 
nearly all of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), con- 
firmed by internal evidence. I agree with Mr. 
Alf., that rpern wdvrep is treated almost as 

one word, so that mávræv does not belong to 
irroX. understood ; but what he adds is to me 
incomprehensible. The truth is, that the two 
words are meant to form, in thought, one word, 
as if a compound term ?rpdern-rárrev. Of this, 
were the present a proper place, 1 could adduce 
some exx. from Thucyd. Finally, 1 have not, 
with Tisch. and Alf., adopted the change of posi- 
tion at v. 28, arávTwv wpowrn, because compe- 
tent authority for this is wanting, and internal 
evidence is against it. 

At v. 29 it is difficult, amidst the marvellous 
diversity of reading, to say what was the original 
reading, and the genuine text. Tisch. and Alf. 
edit dr: wpwrn toriv, from B, L, A, and one 
cursive MS. of the same Family, which Alf. 
thinks the original reading, and the rest glosses. 
But glosses they cannot be, being rather varieties 
of reading occasioned by the carelessness of 
scribes and the licence of Critics. The reading 
of Tisch. and Alf. has upon it the stamp of its 
Family, in rash and presumptuous alteration, 
under the guise of improvement; for undoubt- 
edly a pure Class. writer would not have so ex- 
preseed the sentiment; but the authority for this 
reading is altogether insufficient. The text I 
have arranged is the one most likely to be 
nuine. Next to it in probability is pen rd 
Tov iyrody [iori]. 

29. dxovs, '"IepariA] From this we 
learn that our Lord, in answering the question 
of the Scribe respecting the Chief Command- 
ment, cited not only the Commandment itself, 
but the solemn assertion of the — of God b 
which it is introduced in Deut. vi. 4, and whic 
forms the first of the three passages constitutin 
the Sema (consisting of Deut. vi. 4—9. xi. 1 
—22. Numb. xv. 37—41), which the Jews were, 
by ancient custom, bound to recite thrice every 
day. Hence it was very suitably introduced by 
our Lord on this occasion. 

90. aŭrn wpwrn ivr.) The words are can- 
celled by Tisch. and Alf., from B, E, L, A, and 
the Copt; while Lachm. retains them ;—with 
reason, since the authority for cancelling them is 
next to nothing; and internal evidence, though 
it draws two ways, yet is rather in favour of the 
words, from the greater likelihood of their bein 
removed by Critics, or lost by carelessness o 
Transcribers, tban of their being inserted in all 
the copies but four, confirmed by all the Versions 
but one of mean order—I sa the MSS. ; for 
I have not found one of the Lamb. or Mus. 
copies without them. In short, far more likely 
is it that the Critics should have thought the 
addition of the words unnecessary, as implied in 
the foregoing context, than that the Evangelist 
should have omitted so weighty a sentiment, 



31 Kal Sevrépa ónoía, airy "Ayam acis 
Meitoy rovrov dAXg 

37 Avrós obv Aavid Xéye, avTOv kUpwv, Kat 
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22. 20. mpwrn évroXj. 
e Tov wrAnolovy cov ÓS ctcavTÓOv. 
40 evro) ove got. 9? Kal elmev avro 9 ypappaterss Kards, 

SiSdoxare, èr àncias elmas, Sts els dore [@ecos,] xai oùe 
gotw Anos WAHY avroU. 33 Kal tò dyamáv avrov éf ôns TIS 
xapdias, kal éE Ans Ths cuvécews, xai é£ SAns Tis Wuyijs, xai 
eE Sdns rìs isyúos, kal rò ayamâv tov mAnciov ws éavróv, 
mrelov dott TavTwY TOY ÓXokavropárov Kai [TOv] Ovoicv. 
34 Kal 6 'Igaots, àv avróv Gre vouveyas amrexpiOn, eirrev autor 
Ov paxpav el amò ris BaciXelas ToU Oeod. Kai ovdeis ovxére 

40 €TOALG avToY eTrepwricat. 
a 41 9 Kal amoxpiels ó "Igaots éXeye, Sidaoxwv ev TQ (epar 

IIàs Xéyovciw oi Tpaypareis, órv 6 Xpioròs vios dort Adavtó ; 

43 42 9 abróc yàp Aavld * Xéye ev [to] mveúpare [T] áyiw 
4 t Elmev ó Kipios TO kvpío pov Kálov èx deFcav 

43 pou, ws av OĞ Tovs éyÜpo)Us cov vrmomóÓiov TÀv 

45 44 TOOWYV cov. 

qóÜcv viò avtov cote; Kal 6 morùs Sydos Tjkovev avToU 
NEWS. 

46 38 Kal ÉXeyev avroic év ri cay) avro BXérere arò Tav 
93. Tpapparéwv, tov ÜcXóvrov cv aroXais 7repurareiv, xai àaTraa- 

6 poùs év Tais a@yopais, 99 kal rpwroxabedpias ev rais avvaryoryats, 
4 47 xal mpwrokdacilas èv rois Selrvors. 99 Oi xareaÜiovres tàs oixías 

TOY xynpav Kal Tpopdce paxpa mposevyópevoi ovTaL AppovTas 
91. qrepuaaórepov KpipLa. 
l 41 Kai kaÜí(aas 6 Tnoobßs xatevayts ToU «yatodvXaxklov, ew- 

pet THs Ó OxXos BáXXei yarxov eis TÒ yalopuAdxioy Kai TONNO} 

which, from the testimony of St. Luke, we can- 
not doubt to have been pronounced by our Lord, 
and which sentiment was likely to be communi- 
cated to St. Mark by St. Peter. 

3l. wal Geutipa óuoía, aln] Tisch. and 
Alf. edit deur. op., without the xai, and abri, 
from B, L, A, and the Coptic Vers., regarding 
the other words as introduced from the e 
of Matth.—which is surely incredible in all the 
copies except three, and all the Versions but one. 
The xal may have been introduced, as seemin 
requisite ; and it is abeent from a few Lamb. an 
Mus. MSS. ; but, whether present or absent, it 
shows that St. Matth. was not the model of 
reading here. As to the omission of ain, that 
arose, I conceive, from the varicty of reading ex- 
isting in airy and aùbrñ, the latter probably 
dcrived from the passage of Matth. The weight 
of external authority, and the force of internal 
evidence, are alike in favour of avn, for which 
Fritz. and Lachm. edit avrg. But as the evi- 
dence for it is very slender, and as all the var. 
lectt. seem to be so many ways of removing the 
difficulty of the common reading, it ought not to 
have becn received into the text; it was doubt- 

less derived from St. Matthew. Fritz., indeed, 
scruples at this absolute use of ópoios; but it is 
found in the Class. writers; and though it may 
not occur elsewhere in the Scriptural ones, that 
might be by accident, eepec. as it does not often 
occur any where. 

32. O:òs is absent from very an MSS. (in- 
cluding most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
and is with reason excluded by tbe Editors uni- 
versally. 

96. simsy ò Kupios, &c.] See note on Matt, 
xxii. 44. 

37. obv] This is excluded by Tisch. and Alf. 
Sce note supra v. 23. 

38. EXeyav avrois} See note on Matt. xxiii. 1. 
40. oi xarscBiovres, &c.] This is by most 

Commentators esteemed a solecism ; but similar 
constructions are found in the Classical writers. 
It is better ed by some recent Commenta- 
tors as an example of anacoluthon. Frita., how- 
ever, objects to that principle, as unsuitable to 
the simplicity of construction in the passage; and 
he would take the whole sentence as exclama- 
tory, * these devourers !' &c., thesc shall receive, 
&c. [Comp. 2 Tim. iii. 6. Tit. i. 11.] 



eis TO yablodvXáxtov. 

elxyev &faxev, Sov Tv Biov avrijs. 

TELS TaUTAS TAS peyáXas oixoOouds ; 
ALO, bs où uù) KaTadvO7. 
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TAoUcio, éBaXXov ToXXdá. * kal éX8oüca pia ypa Trey) 24. 21. 
&BaXe Xerrà, Sv0, 6 doti xodpavrns. $ Kal mpooxadeodpevos 2 
Tous pabntas avrod iXéye. avtoiss Apiw Xéyo üpuiv, Gre Ñ 3 
x/ipa aŭt 7) Tox!) TAeiov mávræv BégXzxe tav * BaXXóvrov 

** ITávres yàp èx tov TEpioGcoouroę 4 
avTois Baroy abro è, éx THs vereprjocos avTHs, Trávra boa 

XIII. ! Kal éxropevouévov aùroð éx trod iepoU, eyes alta b 
els TOv pabnray avro Addoxanre, ide, Trorarroi Got Kai ro- 

tamal oixodopal! ? Kal 6 'IncoUs amoxpieis elrev avri: Bré- 
Ov uù adeb iboę eri 6 

3 Kal, xaOnpévov avro) eis TO Spos 
TOv Eav xarévavré tod iepoU, érnpwrwy avtov xaT idiay 7 
Ilérpos xai 'Iáxwßos xal 'leávvgs xai'Avópéae * Eimé jui, 
morte TaUTa oTa; kal Ti TÒ onpeîov Stay péAAH rávra TavTa 
cvvreeia0a, ; 5'O 88 'Incobs àrroxpiOcis avrois, npEato Xéyeur 8 

Brerere uý tis pâs TXavijan. § IIoXXol yap éXevcovra, èm 
TG ovopati pou, Xéyovres: "Ors éyo cipe kal TroXXoUs mavh- 

9 covciy. ""Orav &€ axovonte ToXéuovus Kal axods todéuor, 

43. For Aéysi, Lachm. and Tisch. (l Ed.) 
edit elms»; while Tisch. (2 Ed.) and Alf. retain 
the Agye: ;—very properly ; since, though the 
external authority for eIlwey is very strong (in- 
cluding several of the most ancient Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), yet internal evidence is against it. 
— BaAAXovrov] So I now edit, with Lachm., 

Tisch., and Alf., from nearly all the uncial, and 
very many cursive MSS., including most of the 
anciént Lamb. and Mus. copies; but I cannot 
admit Ba. to be, as Mr. Alford says, ‘a correc- 
fion -' it is rather, I would say, an erroneous 
writing of the scribes, who very often confound 
the Present and 2 Aorist of verbs of this kind. 
It is one of the numerous class of false spellings 
found in even the best MSS. 

44. ix Tov weptocevovros avTois] for ix 
rou Weptocevparot, which is found in some 
MSS. here and at Luke, but is doubtless a cor- 
rection. Tow Biov auras, ‘her means of sub- 
sistence.’ 

XITI. 1. worawoi Aí0o!] These were indeed 
stupendous ; in proof of which the Commentators 
adduce Joseph. Ant. xv. 11, 3, and Bell. v. 5, 6, 
whence it appears that the stones of the Temple 
were some of them 45 cubits in length, 5 in 
depth, and 6 in breadth. It is strange, however, 
they did not see that the latter account in the 
War, as far as regards the dimensions of the 
stones, makes thio. farmer one seem almost in- 
credible. For it represents them as only about 
25 cubits in length, 8 in height, and about 12 in 
breadth. It is not so much the excessive length 
spoken of (for in Bell. i. 21, 6, Josephus speaks 
of the stones of Strato's tower as some of them 
50 feet long, 9 high, and 10 broad ; and in Bell. 
v. 5, of stones of 40 cubits long) as the dispro- 
portion in breadth, which affords room for sus- 
picion. And as this account differs so materially 

Vor. I. ZEE 

from the other in Josephus, I cannot but suspect 
that for u’ we should read «’, which will make 
the number twenty-five. Thus the two accounts 
will exactly tally. The exclamation of the 
Apostles here is illustrated by what Josephus 
says at Bell. v. 5, 6,—namely, that the whole of 
the exterior of the Temple, both as regarded 
stones and workmanship, was calculated to excite 
astonishment — 

4. elmrí] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
elwov, from B, D, L, and five cursives; to 
which I cannot add one of the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS. Yet internal evidence is in favour of the 
reading, which, with somewhat more of external 
authority, might be received. The form, how- 
ever rare in the New Test, recurs at Acts 
xxviii. 26 ; though there it is derived from the 
Sept. Vers. of Isa. vi. 9. Proof is required that 
this form was ever used by the writers of the 
New Test. 
— TávTa Tavra) There is strong, but not 

sufficient authority for the reading TavTa 
várra adopted by Lachm. For that adopted 
by Tisch. and Alf. there is only the Cod. B, 
which is by itself a cui) imixovpia. There 
is something so facfifíous in the reading Gray 
nédAn Tavra OVVTAM. ravra, as proclaims from 
what quarter it proceeded. 

6. The yàp is cancelled by Tisch. and Alf., 
from B, L, but retained by Lachm. ;— very pro- 
perly, since it was more likely to have been 
omitted by accident, or from * critical treat- 
ment," in two copies, than inserted in all the 
rest, and all the Versions, from the passages of 
Matthew and Luke. The Critical Reviser seems 
to have thought that the Asyndeton would here 
have great force; unaware, it scems, that tho 
figure is somewhat unfrequent in St. Mark's 
Gospel. 

7. dxovontre] Tisch. and — axovete, 
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24. 9]. p) ÓpoctaÜe: Sel yap yevécOar AAN oŭmw tò Tédos. 9 "Exyep- 
7 

14 

10 Q/cera, yap eOvos éri eOvos, kal Bactheia ert Bacidevay kai 
11 écovra, Serpol karà TÓTOVS, kal Egovras Mpo Kat Tapayat. 

9dpyal wdivwy taidra. Brérere è ipeis éavrobv mapaðw- 
12 govort yàp buds eis avvéópiua, kal eis cuvayoryds Gaprjaea0e, xai 

èm. "yyeuóvov Kal Bacitéwy araD:j0eaÓe čverev époU, eis papru- 
13 piov aùroîs. 10 Kal eis mávra Tà &0vy Get mpa@rov xnpvyOivas 
14 Tò ebayyóuov. U"Oray è aydyoow ps trapaddovres, uù 
15 Tpouepuwwüre th raAHonTE, unde pedeTare’ GAN b. dày obi 

úuîv ev éxelvy tH dpa, ToUTo XaXeire où yap éste Upeis oi 
6 AaXoüvres, GANA TO IIveüpa TO Gywov. 1 Llapaddce: 06 aderpos 
adedpov eis Odvatov, xai trarnp téxvoy xai éravacticovrat 
Téxva mi yovets, kal Îavarwcovow avrovs. 13 Kal éveoGe 
pucovpevos tro wavrav Sia TÒ Üvouá pou ó 56 iropeiwas eis 
TENDS, OUTOS cwl ýoerTat. 

2 — 1*"Oray Šè önre rò BdéAvyLA Tis epnuwoews, [TO pnOey wire 
Aaunr rod mpopyrov|, éoras óTov ov Sel, (6 avaywooKxey 

9j voeíro*) Tóre oi év TH lovOaía pevyérwcav eis ta Opry 5 ò òè 
mì tov 8cparos pù) xkarafáro cis Tw oik(av, pnde eiaeXDBéroo 
dpai ty èx THs oik(as avToi" 19 xal 6 eis TOv drypóv éw pn èm- 

o) eTrpeáre eis rà ómíce dpa, TÒ iudtiov avtov. ! Ovai Se 
tais èv yaotpl éyovcaus kal tals Ondalovoass èv éxcivais Tais 
Quépass ! 18 IIpooeóyea0c è va pù yévytas tý vy) vuàv 

23 xeusÀvos. 19"Ecovra& yap ai fuépa, exeivar Oris, ola ov 

dom B and one cursive; mue Lachm. rane 
e text. rec. ;—very properly, since it wou 

unjustifiable to aecribo to Mark, on next to no 
evidence, such slip-shod Greek as that. Perha 
however, it was an error of the scribe for 
dxovnre, which may have been in the arche- 
type, and would be a reading worthy of attention. 

. The three xais in the latter clause of this 
verse are cancelled by Tisch. and Alf., from B, 
L, or B, D, L, and some 3 or 4 cursives; but 
without due authority, or any good reason, the 
paar being more likely to have been removed 
y Critics, who thought them better away, than 

inserted for no a nt reason. Nay, in B, D, 
L, and two others, the words xal rapayai being 
not found, are cancelled by Lach. and Tisch., but 
retained by Alf.;—very properly, since they 
were merely removed (4 Critics, for the sake 
of relieving the passage of fancied plethora, most 
presumptuously. It cannot be here said that the 
words were foisted in from this or that e; 
for, if not genuine, they must have been fabri- 

, and brought into all the copies except 
five! None who have read carefully the great 
Jewish historian can fail to see the fulfilment of 
the prediction here, popular commotions being 
at the period in question rife every where. 

9. BAéwers iavroús] Render: ‘ Cavete au- 
tem vobis, ‘ Look to, mind yourselves." So 
2 John ii. 8, BAdwera iavrovs. 

ll. peAerare] Medseray, in tho Classical 
writers, is used of the fore- ; study, and 
elaboration of prepared — in opposition to 
extemporary oratory. Thus the declarations of 
the Rhetoricians were called perérus. 

18. ñ $vy) vu.) These words are absent 
from one MS. (B), and are cancelled by Tisch. 
and Alf. ;—most uncritically, this being done on 
next to no authority, and quite against internal 
evidence, since surely it is far more probable 
that the words should be omitted in ome copy 
(for I can add nothing from the Lamb. and Mus. 
collections), than that it should have been tater- 
— in all the copies but one, and all the 

ersions but two. Besides, to remove the words 
involves the breach of a well-known Canon of 
Criticism, which forbids the introducing (even 
on far stronger evidence than this) of what is 
quite against the norma j or what makes 

itive nonsense. Now here the words are in- 
ispensable to the sense, as being absolutely re- 
gee in order to mako up the construction. 

or to suppose an ellipsis of TauTa, would in- 
volve the greatest harshness. From the state of 
the evidence, however, I think it possible tbat 
Mark wrote fva uù yérirrat xsiuevos Tavra, or 
(i Tavra XEEM., for which there is some tolera- 
le evidence; and the variation of position in 

the words xiu. and Tavra might easily occasion 
the omission. 
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yéyove ro,avTr) an’ apys Kricews hs &xr.aev 6 Beds Ews Tod viv, 
kai où py yévntar. 99 Kai et un Kuptos éxodkoBwoe tas nuépas, 
ovk àv éowOn aca aápE adrd Sa Tors ékXercroUs, obs éFeré- 
faro, éxodkoBwoe tas jyépas. ?! Kal rore dv Tw Üpiv emm 
Tdôdob, 6e ó Xpwrós, [7r] ov, éxet* uù t Tto revo mre. 22’ Evyep- 
Onoovrat yap 4revéóypua Tos kal srevOompodrjrav xal Sacovat 
c"ueia xal Tépara, Tpós TÒ amomhavâv, et Óvvaróv, Kal ToU; 
éxXexToUs. 73 "uei; 56 BXémere où mpoelpnxa Upiv Trávra. 
9$ ' AAN' év éxeivars Tais ")uépais, perà thv OMiyev exeivny, 6 
uos axori.aÜ:ceras, Kal 5j aeXjv ov Occ, TO éyyos avri 
25 kal oi aorépes Tod ovpavod écaovras éxirimrovres, kai ai duva- 
pes ai dv Tois ovpavois carevOnoovrar. %8 Kal tore dyorrar 
tov Tiv tov avOpwrou épyopevov év vejéXaus perà Suvduews 
TOXASs xal cons. 27 Kal rore dTroaTeXei Tovs dryyéXovs avrod, 
kal émrtavváfeu Tovs éxdextovs avTov èx TÀV Teccápov avéwwr, 
à üxpov yìs ws üxpov ovpavod. ?9'Amó Se Tis avkijs udbere 
Tv twapaBorny rav avris en 6 KAabos atrados yevnTat, xai 
expui ta $UAXa, quaere Ste eyyds TO Oépos dorir 2 cttw 
xai vpeis, Gray TadTa Lyre yivó eva, ysvmonete Sti eyyus éaw 

19. Thee ion xrloews sje sxricey here, 
and ixXexrods, ode EEX EE. in the next words, 
are not, what many Expositors regard them, 

. The former is a peculiarity of Mark's 

ternal evidence does not 

is more probable that oujc. was a 
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24 

25 
29 25 

26 
80 27 

31 

32 929 
30 

33 3 

mann retains duc. pv properly, since in- 
ere make up for the 

want of external authority, considering that it 
gloss on 

ebraistic character of style ; the latter, not only 
that, but a mode of expression resorted to for 

ter emphasis, on occasions like this of so- 
emnity, and here adopted * quo (as says L. Brug.) 
significatur constare consilium suum, in sal- 
vandis iis quos elegit, ne quis eorum pereat.' 
Vide 2 Tim. ii. 19. And so Calvin, though 
more at large. 

2]. For 1205, Tisch. and Alf. read ide, from 
B, D, L, and one cursive; and they cancel f, 
frem L, U, and eleven cursives. Mark may have 
written ide, which he uses on other occasions ; 
but there needs far better proof that he did. 
There occurs the same cases little before between 
the reading idoó and 10s, where Lachm. edits 
loù, on strong but not competent authority. As 

ts the $, the authority for its being can- 
celled is quite ineufficient, . considering 
that its omission is more probable than its in- 
sertion. The very variation of reading might 
cause the omission in comparatively few copies. 

For m:orevonre, Griesb., Tisch., and Alf. 
edit wioraders, from many uncials (not, how- 
ever, B), and not a few cursives (to which I add 
7 Lamb. and Mus. copies) ; and internal evidence 
is in its favour, and the reading eria svo. may 
have been introduced from the passage of Matt. ; 
but the evidence of the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. 
Versions is strong for text. rec., and vio TauTa 
may have arisen from wiorsvcere found in some 
MSS. — which, besides being found in Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 17, 1 suspect, bas place in the B), 
which may have arisen from an usual Itacism. 

22. décuver} Tisch. and Alf. read aroiócovo:, 
from D, and about seven cursives; while Lach- 

éwo., than that moho. should have been altered 
to édwo. from the of Matthew in all 
the copies but a very few, and in all the Ver- 
sions. Moreover, the few MSS. that have roino. 
are confined to one family—D and its cousins— 
of which Jackson thinks that three, at least, 
were fellow-copies from the same original as the 
Cod. D, but without those innumerable licen- 
tious, corrupt, and absurd readings, which dis- 
grace the Cod. Cantab. 

25. ol doréipes Tov obpavov £c. ixr.] Ren- 
der: ‘the stars of heaven shall be waning;' i. e. 
shall ually lose their light. This being an 
example of that idiom by which «lui forms with 
a Participle of any verb a periphrasis for a finite 
tense of that verb; expressing, however, a conti- 
nuance or duration of the action or state. All 
the difference here between the Evangelists is, 
that Mark is more graphically minute than Mat- 
thew and Luke. I cannot adopt the variation of 

ition introduced by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
rom B, C, D, L, and about 10 cursives (to which 
I could add a few Mus. and Lauib. copies), since, 
in a case like this, internal evidence is a principle 
of difficult application. Thus here, the text of 
Lachm., Tisch. and Alf. has every appearance of 
being formed from tbe parallel passage of Matt. ; 
and it will not follow (as Mr. Alford imagines) 
that, because dwo was not taken likewise from 
Matt., the other alteration was not made. It is, 
indeed, hard to argue as to what some of tho 
Revisers would, or would not, do, they being 
much governed by caprice and mere fancy. 

: — isch. and Alf. edit yiva- 
— fom A, B, D, L, A, and 2 cursives; 
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while Lachm. retains yivwoxere—very properly, 
since the other is evidently a mere Itacism. 
Thus it occurs in very many ancient MSS. at 
the parallel of Matt. xxiv. 32, where see 
note. But, with all this patent evidence as to 
the true origin of yiwwonxerar, Mr. Alf. rds 
wtocKer£ as adopted from the passage of Matth. 

tow he can bring himeelf to believe that the 
words xai Umets following preclude the 2nd 

rson here, I cannot imagine; for the xal iueis 
is found in all the three Gospels, and there- 
fore no argument can be drawn as to Mark 
alone. 

31. wapéAOwor] Tisch. and Alf. edit arapsAeó- 
covrai, from B, L, and 3 Evangelistaria (to 
which I can only add Scriv. y) ; while Lachm. 
retains the text. rec.; very properly, since it is 
far more likely that )rapsAsóc. was an alteration 
of the Revisers of those two MSS., than that 
7ap£A0. should have been introduced into all 
the copies but two from the passage of Matth., 
which would be exchanging an easy reading for 
a difficult one. 

82. Instead of the text. rec. xal, there is the 
strongest evidence external and internal for the 
reading #. Almost all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies have it. For dyyeAot, Tisch. and Alf. 
read dyysXos, solely on the authority of B; 
while Lachm. retains the text. rec.; very pro- 
ee , since it is vain to run counter to all the 

SS. but one, confirmed by all the Versions: 
and as to the authority of Augustin, it is on 
questions of reading very slender, and here quite 
nought, for the words of that Father, ‘neque 
angclus neque virtus’ are no quotation, but only 
& general expression of the sense, suggested b 
Acts xxiii. 8, ‘neque angelum neque spiritum." It 
is difficult to say whether this ing was an 
error of the scribe, occasioned by the use of the 
singular ovdeis olósy just before, or whether an 
emendation (suggested by the same), proceeding 
from the same fertile brain to which we are in- 
debted for so many other * lectiones singulares," 
which some wise men in book-craft are so ready 
with thankfulness to pick up and appropriate. 

3. xai wpooevxecbe] The words are can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, on the au- 
thority of B, D, 1 cursive, and 3 copies of the 
Ital. Vers.—most rashly, since it was far more 
likely to be omitted in two copies, either by the 
negligence of scribes, or the licence of Critics, 
than that it should have been obtruded into all 
the copies but two, and all the Versions; and 
why? use, says Mr. Alf., it is ‘a usual addi- 
tion.” It is, indeed, an addition, but not at all a 
frequent one, and I am not inclined to part with 
one of the three or four passages which we liave, 

at the bidding of a Critic, who probably thought 
that there being three verbs, which is very un- 
usual in such a case, one might as well be re- 
moved ;—not at all aware of the importance of 
the adjunct to the injunction ‘to look to our 
steps, to take heed,’ namely, ‘to watch; and 
wholly forgetful of what occurs in the next 
chap. (v. 38) from the same Divine speaker, and 
robably from the same source of information, 
B. Peter, yowyopsire kal wpocevyecOe. The 
addition is of deep importance, for, as good Matth. 
Henry says, ‘we are to take heed of whatever 
would indispose us for our Master's coming: we 
are to watch for his coming, that it may not at 
any time be & surprise to us; and we are not to 
fail to pray for that grace which is so necessary 
to qualify us to meet that prone 
33-36. See note on Luke xxi. 34—36. 
34. The xal before ixaorm is cancelled by 

Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. from B, C, D, L, and 
2 cursives, but without reason. The authority 
is quite insufficient, espec. considering that in- 
ternal evidence is adverse, for we can better 
account for the removal than for the insertion of 
the icle. In short, it was soft, as Mr. Alf. 
thinks, insertod * for connexion," since there is 
no need of such connexion, but, I doubt not, 
removed by Critics, because there seemed to be 
a xai too many, which, as regards neatness and 
elegance of composition, is the case. By wh 
éfovciay is meant the [necessary] £Eovoía, 
which, however, is to be understood to denote, 
not dominion over others, but commvrissiva, * full 
power' as to the employment he was to exercise 
(as in the Parable of the talents); and the words 
xai ixaorw TÒ Epyow are exegetical of the fore- 
going. Render: ‘namely, to each his several 
work, or sphere of duty.’ As respects the xai be- 
fore rw Üvp., so far from being pleonastic, as some 
have thought, or to be expunged, as others, it 
has an emphatic force, equiv. to imprimis, * and 
especially; an idiom not rare when, as bere, a 
part of any number, or body, is subjoined to the 
whole, e. gr. Mark i. 5, and xvi. 7, elwars 
Toit uaÜyrai« avToU xal tw llérpo. Mark 
viii. 38. And so in Class. writers, as Æschyl. 
Pers. 749, Oeds «ai IIoceciócwv. This idiom is 
here espec. suitable, since, although it was, 
strictly speaking, the duty of et servant to 
watch, it was so more particularly of bim to whom 
that office was especially confided ; called by the 
Grecks 0vpwpós, and by the Romans jamtor, and 
who was so called from his post of duty. See 
Ovid Fast. i. 37. And what was his duty while 
his master was present, was doubly eo during his 
absence. Hence the case is well adapted to illus- 
trate the duty of Christian watchfulness. 
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35. For uscorvicríov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read u—ov, from B, C, D, A, which may seem 
to have internal evidence in its favour, if -ov 
were, as Alf. says, a correction to suit dAe«r. 
But he should have proved that this adverbial 
usc of uecovüxTio» ever existed; and yet that 
po I am able to ppp lager Pe. cxviii. 
2, t. Accordingly, the reading may have 

come from Mark but there is no sufficient evi- 
dence that it did; and the reading may have 
been merely an error of the scribe. since the ter- 
minations -oy and -ov are perpetually confounded 
by vij Die 

37. For à, Tisch. and Alf. read 8, from B, C, 
K, D, X, A, and 5 cursive MSS. ; but wrongly, 
since it is manifestly an alteration, for greater 
facility. 

XIV. 1. [Comp. John xi. 55. xiii. 1. 
2. iXeyor dé] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 

ÉXsyor yap, from B, C, D, L, and some Latin 
copics, and the Coptic Vers. The other Alf. 
thinks derived from the passage of Matth. But 
it is most unlikely that all the copies except 4 
should be so altered. It is far more probable 
that yàp was an alteration of the Critics, or an 
error of the scribes; for the words when written 
abbreriatim are sometimes confounded. 

3. [Comp. Luke vii. 37. John xi. 2.] 
— weotixns] With this word the Commenta- 

tors have been not a little perplexed; and hence 
their opinions are very various. Besides con- 
jectural alterations, and derivations from some 
name of place,—which are alike inadmissible,— 
there are three interpretations "mr of notice. 
4. That of Camer., Beza, Grot., Wetst., and 
Rosenm., who think that vricix5s is put, per 

in, for owixarou, as supra vii. 4, Eiorne 
for sertario. And this is somewhat confirmed 
by the Vulgate Spicati. But there is little other 
autbority for it; and probability is by no means 
in its favour; for why, as Fritz. remarks, should 
not Mark have at once used a?ri«áTov, as Galen 
often does? 2. That of Erasm., Suic., Capell., 
Casaub.. Salmas., Scalig., Le Clerc, Beng., Kypke, 
Kuin., Tittman, and Wahl, who derive the word 
from wiorrs (as from uárris, uarrikós ; from 
apatist, wpaxtixot; from «pisis, xpirixcs), 
and take it to signify pure, wine, unadul- 
terated. For that nard was often adulterated, 
a from Pliny and Diosc. Fritz., however, 
objects, that then #rorixgs would be ‘qui fidem vel 
Jacere vel. habere potest," a signif. plainly unsuit- 

able to nard. And to derive the term from 
wtoroe would lead to a like result. 3. That of 
H. Steph., Schmid, Heupel, Fischer, Schleusner, 
and Fritz., who derive it from wivaty or wisiv; 
and they take it to mean liquid; but Fritz., 
potable ; and he shows, from Atheneus, p. 689, 
that unguents were sometimes drunk by the 
ancients. Upon the whole, however, he has 
better succeeded in provi et the interpreta- 
tion liquid or potable is probably true, than that 
the sense, genuine, is certainly false. The cata- 
chresis he complains of will not be fatal to that 
interpretation ; for it may very well be, that 
Mark here (as occasionally elsewhere) uses a 
term of the common Greek dialect ; and, as the 
interpretation is strongly supported by the an- 
cient Versions and Fathers, it may deserve the 
preference. So Euthym. explains. It is, too, 
somewhat confirmed by the words of Ignat. 
Epist. ad Eph. 8 17, Aid rovro uópor iXafsv 
ivi ris Kearns avTov ó Kupios, lva wvin 4 
ixxAnola apBapciay, though the other is rather 
confirmed by the sense involved in the subse- 
quent term cvrrpiy/aca. 
— kal avrrpliraca rò àXAáB.] Here, again, 

the Commentators are at issue on the sense of 
cuvrpivaca. Some take it to mean ‘having 
broken it in pieces by crushing it together ; so 
Alf. : others, ‘having shaken it up.’ But the 
former would be unnecessary, and unsuitable to 
the purpose in view; and the latter interpreta- 
tion is utterly repugnant to the sense of the 
word ; as is that of others, ‘ rubbing it in.” Tho 
true interpretation is, no doubt, that of Drus., 
De Dieu, Krebs, Rosenm., Kuinoel, Schleusner, 
Wahl, Bretschn., and Fritz, who take it to 
mean, 'diffracto orificio, alabastrum aperuit.’ 
Zuvrpifw was, it seems, —though we cannot prove 
the point, it being probably a term of ordinary 
Greek, iied of the opening of flasks of oil or 
liquid ointment ; which was, by knocking off the 
tip end of the narrow neck, the orifice being so 
carefully steppes and sealed up (to preserve the 
contents), that it scarcely admit of being 
opened in any other way. Now this, plainly, 
might be done without wasting any of the con- 
tents. The above view of the sense is confirmed 
by the ancient Versions, which e£press the gene- 
ral sense by aperuerunt. 

The xal before ourrpiy. is absent from two 
MSS., B and L, and is cancelled by Tisch. and 
Alf., but retained by Lachm.— very properly, in- 
ternal evidence as well as overwhelming external 
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authority being in favour of the word, which 
might easily be lost in two copies by the care- 
lessness of scribes, who often omit xal, 8i, yàp, 
and other small particles, usually exp ab- 
breviatim ; though not likely, however grammati- 
cally necessary to the construction, to be intro- 
duced all but universally into the copies. Be- 
sides, I cannot believe that Mark would, here or 
elsewhero, write the slip-shod Greek which 
Tisch. and Alf. are so y to ascribe to him. 

For rò before 4Aáfl. most of the uncials, and 
about 11 cursives (to which I add 7 Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), have rdy, which is pecker: but 
not certainly, the true reading, and is edited by 
Lachm. As to the reading rh», adopted by 
Tisch. and Alf., from B, C, L, A, it could only 
have arisen in those copies (two of them fellow- 
copies) from the carelessness of scribes; who, we 
may suppose, confounded, as scribes often do, tbe 
very similar abbreviations for rdy and T»v— 
especially of the good monks were “ impleti 
veteris bi pinguisque ferinm." To ascribe 
such a ism to the Evangelist, when Tisch. 
at least knows how common are such slips to the 
scribes, were presumptuously injurious. Just 
after, the aùrot and the xarà are both can- 
celled by Tisch. and Alf, and the xard by 
Lachm., from B, C, L, A, and 3 cursives; but 
internal evidence is quite in favour of abou, 
though not of xarà, which, however, may be 
genuine. 

4. é&yav. wpds iavroùs kal Aíy.] Tho sense 
of this obscurely-worded mode of expression is 
not, * were indignant within themselves and say- 
ing;' for that rendering is not permitted by the 
wpòs, which can only mean unto. However, 
there is here either a of expression, by 
which the wpés comes in twice, the full con- 
struction being dy. 4pós (apud) éavrovs xal 
AéyovTzs wpoe &avTobs, or, supposing a trans- 
— of the words, dva». kai XiV. weds 
avrous. The verb «yav. is, however, very 

rarely followed by ^rpós, the only examples 
known to me being Dionys. Hal. p. 1998. 15, 
hy. TpÓs aùroùs, ‘were indignant towards 
them.’ Herodian viii. 2. 5, ay. wpde robs orp. 
Plut. . €. 28, åy. wpoe avrovs, ‘were in- 
dignant towards, and expostulated with them.’ 
So here the full sense is, ‘ were indignant at the 
thing, and — their indignation to each 
other by saying. This slight defect in compo- 
sition, however, set the Critics to work to re- 
move it. Some, as iu the MS. D, by ex unging 
the ; others, by removing the ut whic 
a Class. writer would not have inserted ; others, 
again, as in B, C, L, by discarding both xai and 

Aéyovres, which is adopted by Tisch. and Alf. ; 
while Lachm. retains the text. rec., which is 
supported by all the MSS. except three, and all 
the Versions except the Coptic, and wbich bas 
internal evidence quite in its favour. Thus it 
appears that what was said, was said by the ob- 
jectors privately one to another; and from John 
xii. 4, it — that Judas Iscariot was the chief 
speaker. Instead of dwwAaca, the more Clas- 
sica] term would be éawdvn; though the verb 
awodXupme is by the purest Greek writers, from 
Homer downwards, sometimes used in the sense 
to waste, er,—a sense which readily arises 
from n idea of a thing thus squandered, coming 
to nought. 

5. After Tovro, Gricsb., Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. insert rò uúpov, from A, B, C D, E, L, 
M, A, and some 18 cursives, with the Ital. and 
Vulg. Versions ; and Alf. supposes that the words 
were removed as not being in Matt. But the 
state of the evidence is quite adverse. It is 
surely far more likely that the words should 
have been added in those comperatively few 
MSS. from John xiii. 5, than that they should 
have been removed in all the copies but a few, 
and all the Versions except the Latin. 

6. iv oi So, for sie iui, all the Editors 
from Wets. downwards, on strong external au- 
Hon confirmed by internal evidence. 

7. For avrote et w., Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read aitois, from B, C, D, L, A, and 7 
cursives of the same Family ; and internal evi- 
dence is in favour of the reading; but it needs 
far more external authority to justify its adoption. 

8. £exav] for éddvaro,—a sense of Exe (like 
that of in Let.) common in the Class. 
writers, and occurring elsewhere, as Matt. xviii. 
25. There is also to be supplied from the con- 
text aro:5ca:, asin Acts iii. 6, 6 d& ixw (ddo- 
vat), TovTo Gidwul ao. I have, with all the 
Editors from Wets. downwards, received foxy 
instead of alxsv, on the strongest evidence. 
— mpothaps] i. e. wpotpUaas, ‘ anticipated," 

*pre-occupied. Meaning, ‘she hath as it were 
by anticipation anointed my body for burial.” 

9. duiy di íyw duty] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read duty Aéye vuiv, from sev un- 
cial and a few cursive MSS.; but I pause, for 
I cannot find that this formula is ever used 
otherwise than with the Asyndeton (except with 
a yáp) ; and indeed axy connexive particle tenda 
to weaken the force of the subsequent solemn 
declaration. 

The ro after evayy. is cancelled Tisch. 
and Alf., from B, D, L, and 3 cursives (to which 
I can make no addition), and some copies of the 
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Ital. Vers.,—very insufficient authority to war- 
rant this, espec. since internal evidence is not, as 
Mr. Alford su inst the reading, but 
rather in its favour, considering that it was more 
likely to be accidentally omitted in six MSS. 
than to have been interpolated in all the rest, 
and all the Versions except a few copies of a ve 
corrupt Version. Moreover, I can hardly thin 
that the Evangelist would omit a word so essen- 
tial to the sense, espec. as he would be likely to 
have heard it used by St Peter in his account of 
this remarkable transaction. The true force of 

` the Tovro was well seen by Theophyl. and Eu- 
thym. on the e of Matt, who explain by 
À wpaypatela h bun, ù Sufynois 9») xar ime. 
And so the Pesch. Syr., both here and in Matt., 
inserts the pronoun my in order to represent the 
force of the Tovro. It is probable, however, 
that the sense here is equivalent to that in Matt. 
xxiv. 14, ó*ov xnpvyOricarat Touro TÒ ebayy. 
ays Baoidsias iv dha T9 olxoupévy, meaning 
the religion promulgated by our Lord. In short, 
it is quite plain that the word must not be parted 
with, and that there is no sufficient authority to 
warrant its removal. 

10. The ó before 'Iovdas is cancelled by 
Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from 8 an- 
cient uncial and 17 cursive MSS., to which I 
have to add upwards of 12 Lamb. and Mus. co- 
ies; and internal evidence is against the Art. 
t is different with the ò before 'Iox., which 

. Tisch, and Alf. cancel, on less 
Wat of —— (1 ean add nothing), and 
witbout the aid of internal evidence. fa fact, 
the ó is confirmed by Matthew and Luke. As 
respects the o prefixed to ale by Tisch. and Alf., 
on the slender authority of B, L, M, a far 
stronger would fail to warrant what cannot be 
true, since the ó would here be worse than use- 
lese. It doubtless came from tbe margin, and 
was meant for the word 'Iexap. 

13. bwayere ele thy wodw, kal àarríjas, 
&c.] Here, and at Luke xxii. 10, is related a 
circumstance which, though left unrecorded by 
Matthew (xxvi. 18), is a not immaterial one, 
since it tends to supply a link in the chain, 
which serves to give a better idea of the trans- 
action than is conveyed by the brief narration of 
it given by Matthew. From this we may gather 
that the transaction was one purely Providential 
(i. e. Divinely inted), being neither the re- 
sult of chance producing exact cotncidence, on the 
one hand, nor of pre-arranged purpose on the 

axovaavres éxápmcav, xai 4 
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other. For to what but full : on the 
pert of our Lord can we probably, or indeed 

ily, ascribe the circumstance of the person 
spoken of being by our Lord pointed out before- 
hand as appearing at a certain kour and a certain 
place (though that place, be it observed, is no 
more than the same of the master of the house 
here specified by our Lord) to do what, we may 
be sure, was no other than essential to the very 

rformance of the charge given by our Lord to 
is disciples (namely, to deliver to the owner 

of the house this message from their Master, 
“ where is," &c.); since, but for their meeting 
this person, and folowing this person as a guide, 
they could not have known to whom they were 
to deliver the me ? This, then, we may 
safely pronounce to — been a circumstance 
divinely pre-ordained rather than one humanly 
pre-arranged, as, indeed, further appears by wbat 
follows, v. 16: ‘‘ And his disciples went and 
came into the city, and found as he had said 
unto them;" q. d. found the several circum- 
stances thus pointed out beforehand by their 
Master made good by the erent. Most fitly, then, 
is this to be compared with what we find related 
in another place, Matt. xxi. 2, “ Go into the vil- 
lage: &c., and ye shall find an ass tied, and a 
colt," &c., also 5. the miraculous draught of 
fishes, John xxi. 6), where our Lord, by the ex- 
ercise of no less thau Divine prescience, charges: 
** Cast the net on the right side of the ship, and 
ye shall find. They cast, therefore, and now 
they were not able to draw it for the multitude 
of fishes.” Besides which might be adduced the 
instance on another occasion of the money found 
in the belly of a fish; which money, we may ob- 
serve, had been in like manner previously pot 
out by our Lord to be found, thus serving, and 
being intended to serve, to our Lord for the pay- 
ment of the tribute-money, no less than the 
apartment of a person who seems to have been a 
stranger, in which to eat the over with his 
disciples, and so to serve to the celebration of 
the first Lord's Supper. 
— dyÜ0peros] From the word being opposed 

to olxodsowdrne in the following verse, and 
from the servile nature of the occupation, it may 
be inferred that this was a domestic. 
— wxtpáuiy] Expositors —— here an 

ellipse of axsvos, or dyyetov ; and they produce 
examples both of the elliptical and the complete 
phrase. But the exx. of tho latter have Kepa- 
peior, which is, beyond doubt, an adjec., whereas 
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MARK XIV. 14—20. 

26. 22. Ojcate ate, 1* xal Srrov éàv eiaéAUn, eirare TË oixoDearórn, 

11 ri 6 &iBáakaXos Aéyer IIo). sti To karáXupa, Ómov TÒ Tác Ya 
12 pera TOv pabnrav pov payo ; 

yatov péya éotpwpévoy Erousoy. ère? érouuácare Huiv. 
15 Kai avros piv eiker * avd- 

16 Kal 
é£X8ov oi pabnrai avrov Kai Abov eis THY móMv, Kai eüpov 

«ai Hrolwacay TÒ Tacya. 
17 Kai dyrias yevopevns Epyerar perà tov Swbdexa: 18 xai 

> [4 , ^ 3 , €» ^ 9 4 , 

ávaxeuuévov avràv xal éaOiovrov, elmrev ó 'Inoots: '"Auijv Xéyo 
23 Üpiv, Ore els. é£ ouv trapadwoce ue, 6 coOiwv per’ éo. 19 Oi 

cè zjp£avro XvrreiaÜas, kai Xéyew avr els xaf el Mýri éyo ; 

19 

13 xalos elrrev avrots. 
20 14 

21 

22 

23 Kal os Mýri éyo; 
24 

xepdéutov, a8 Fritz. shows, was always considered 
as a subst. 

14. After xaTáA. Tisch. and Alf. subjoin 
ov from B, C, D, L, X, A, the Ital. and Vulg. 

Vers., and 4 cursives of the same Family,—in- 
sufficient authority; though internal evidence is 
in its favour, and it is somewhat confirmed by 
what is said in my note on Matt. xxvi. 18. But 
were we to take its genuineness for granted 
— Jackson maintains that it came from 
the Latin copies), I should prefer to suppose that 
it was lost by accident, as absorbed in the oov 
following, rather than that it was removed be- 
cause not found in the passage of Luke ;—a sup- 
position which proceeds upon a most ungrounded 
principle. KataXuua here docs not designate 
the same kind of place as that spoken of in Luke 
ii. 7 (where see note), but simply a lodging for 
the night, or a temporary sojourn. 

15, áváyaiov] The MSS. here fluctuate be- 
tween the readings dydyaiov, dvwyatov, dyó- 
yewy, and avwyeoy: the fourth, which is the 
text. rec., has the least authority, or evidence of 
genuineness, and seems a mere Itacistic spelling 
of dvæyaıov, which is found in B, M, S, V, X, 
and 10 cursives, to which I may add some dozen 
Lamb. and Mus. copies; and it is adopted by 
Tisch. and Alf.; while Griesb., Fritz, Scholz, 
Lachm. (and myself hitherto) read áváyaiov; 
and I see no sufficient reason to alter my deci- 
sion now, since it has far stronger authority than 
avwyacoy, and is confirmed by the weighty evi- 
dence supplied by Luke xxii. 12. I see no rea- 
son why Mark and Luke should here have used 
different terms; and in using the same term, it 
was unlikely that they should have used an 
Attic, and not a Common Greek form. But to 
turn from words to things ;—the term was synony- 
mous with Uwepwor, and denoted that apartment 
in the upper story not in common use, but kept 
as a parlour or withdrawing room, and also as a 
guest apartment for entertaining company. "'Eo- 
Tpwutvoy has a reference to tho preparation of 
beds, couches, carpets, pillows, stools, &c., such 
as, among the Oriental nations, supply the place 
of chairs, tables, and indeed almost af the other 
furniture of a room. 

15. Before ixe? Tisch. and Alf. prefix xai, 
from B, C, L, and 1 cursive of the same Family, 
while Lachm. rejects it, very properly, the autho- 

?0*O0 8e [azroxpHeis}] elmrev aùrois 
21 Ew èx tay Sndexa, 6 éuBarropevos per oÑ eis 10 TpuBNor. 

ternal evidence quite against it, for there is really 
no place for a connexive particle. 1 have no doubt 
that the xal was introduced from the margin, 
but was meant to come in between the iorpe- 
pívov and the £Toiuor, and originated with 
& Critic, who thought that three adjectives 
coming together without a copula would ** break 
Priscian's head." It is true that the third ad- 
jective £roiuov was expunged by other Critics, 
whom by fo! lowing, hm. narrowly missed 
making shipwreck of his critical credit, being 
only saved by his bruckets. It is indeed not, 
what some regard it, superfluous (though not 
found in Luke), being meant, as Townson points 
out, to denote that ‘ this t chamber was al- 
ready pre ed for the celebration of the Pass- 
over (an with what scrupulous care that opera- 
tion was carried on, by which the smallest crumb 
of leaven was sought out, both by sun-light and 
by lamp-light, ho shows at large), viz. not only 
furnished witb all necessary accommodations, but 
ritually made ready for use, so that the disciples 
had only to get ready the Passover itself. Town- 
son remarks that it 1s no wonder that the present 
Evangelist should relate the circumstance which 
Luke omits, since he had it from the mouth of 
St. Peter. 

19. of d& SpE.] Tisch. and Alf. cancel the 
ol éé, on the authority of only 2 MSS, B, L; 
while Lachm. retains them; very properly, for 
they are quite essential to the sense, and were, I 
suspect, only omitted by the uncertainty of the 
reading, there being no less than three readi 
in the copies, ol ài ñp., xai fipE., and iptawro, 
and thus a vacant space was left, which was ne- 
glected to be afterwards filled up,—a not unfre- 
quent case in MSS. 
— els xa0' els] For els xa6’ va occurring in 

John viii. 9. Rom. xii. 5. Rev. iv. 8, usually 
ed as a Hebraism, or Hellenistic idiom, 

which in fact it is. But from the circumstance 
of Lucian's inserting it in his Solacist, am 
words forbidden to those who would cultivate a 
pure Greek style, we may infer that it was some- 
times used, doubtless in the ordinary Greek. 

20. dwoxpiteis} This is cancelled by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., from B, C, D, L, with the Syr., 
Ital., Vulg., Pers., Coptic, and Sahid. Versions; 
and, indeed, internal evidence is against the word. 
But with such overwhelming external authority 

rity for its adoption being next to nothing, and in- Jor the word, this is no case for change. 
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216 pèv Tids ToU avOperrov inmdye, xaos yéypartat mepi 26, 22. 

avrou ovat Se TQ avOpwry ékelvyo, BV ob 6 Tids Tov avOpwrrov 
vapabicoraw Kadov "jv atte, ef ovx éyevvifn ó avOpwres 
EXELVOS. 

22 Kai éc0ióvrov avrav, Xaov ó'Incos prov, evNoyncas 26 
Exrace, kai Edwxev avrois xai elme AdBere [payere]’ robo 

ott TO capa pov. B Kai Xafjov TÒ TroTüptov, evyapiotncas 27 
ESwxev avrois’ kai émiov é£ avrov Trávres. 24 Kai elzrev avrois: 

Tovro éco. TÒ alá pov, TO THs raivis SiaOnins, TÒ Trepi wodA@v 28 

21. Before ó uiv Ylóe Tisch. and Alf. prefix 
ori, from B, L, and the Copt. and Sahid. Veress. 
—very insufficient authority, espec. since in- 
ternal evidence goes the other way, considering 
that it is far more likely that dr: should have 
been introduced by shallow Critics, who thought 
some connexive word wanting, than that, if ori- 
ginally written by St. Mark, it should have been 
removed from all the copies except two, merely 
because there is no dr: in the passages of Matth. 
and Luke. As to the Copt. and Sahid. Versions, 
the Translators certainly had sot the Ti, but 
thought, as did all the other ancient Translators 
except the Arabic, that some connexive particle 
was wanting, which they supplied in various 
ways. The dri prefixed came as much from a 
Critical Reviser as did the ov» after uiv, found 
in at least 2 MSS.; and even has place in the 
parallel e of Matth. in 2 of the most an- 
cient MSS., D and Z, with 2 or 3 other copies. 
This same G7: is obtruded by the same Editors 
at Luke xxii. 22, from the same B, L, with the 
addition of D, the same that foists in the ob» in 
the passage of Matth. So that we find the Cri- 
tics, one or other of them, introducing some par- 
ticle connexive in all three Gospels, though the 
almost universal evidence of the Greek Fathers 
testifies that Matth. and Mark thought fit to use 
the Asyndeton, which tends to strengthen the 
force of the declaration, but that Luke deemed 
some connexive particle necessary, and employed 
the Hebraistic xai, but in no one of the three 

es would the Critics allow the Evangelist 
to write in his own manner. Both in this pas- 

and that of Luke, Lachm. evinced sound 
discretion by excluding the óT«. The yy after 
xaÀóy is cancelled by Tisch. and Alf., from B, 
L, and 3 Latin copies; and Lachm. brackets it. 
But there is scarcely sufficient warrant even 
for that course, though internal evidence is 
against the genuineness of the word. 

22. 'Incovs is cancelled by Tisch. and Alf., 
from B, D, and some Latin copies. Alf. regards 
it as introduced from the of Matth. But 
why not, according to his own principle, ‘re- 
moved because not in Luke?’ The external 
authority for its removal is next to nothing; and 
the internal evidence rather in favour of the 
"word, which was more likely to have been re- 
moved by Critical Revisers because not in Luke, 
and, as regarded elegant composition, better 
away, than to have thus been introduced into all 
tbe copies but two, and all the Versions except 
the Sahid. and a few copies of the non-immacu- 
late Ital. Vers. Here, again, Lachm. retains the 
word, but in brackets. The $éysrs after Aag. 

is cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., from A, C, D, K, L, P, A, and some dozen 
cursives (to which I can only add Lamb. 1188, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), confirmed by moet of 
the Versions; and internal evidence is against it. 
However, I would by no means cancel the word, 
which was, I suspect, partly lost by the Homeo- 
tel., and partly removed by the Critics, as un- 
nece . Exactly as in the passage of Matt. 
xxvi. 27, at ar(ara a few copies, and several Ver- 
sions, even the Pesch. Syr., prefix AaBars. 

23. The +d before wornp. is cancelled b 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, C, D, L, X, 
A, and 9 cursives; to which I can only add 5 
Lamb. and 3 Mus. copies. Internal evidence is 
rather against the word, which may have been 
introduced from Matthew. But it is more likely 
to have been lost by carelcssness of scribes on 
account of the wo following, or removed by tho 
Critics in order to better correspond to prov at 
v. 22. ]ts genuineness is sufficiently attested by 
al the MSS. but a comparatively few, all the 
Versions, and Just. M. Apol. i. 66, p. 98, B. 
See more in note on Matt. xxvi. 27. 

24. The rò before rs is cancelled by Tisch. and 
Alf.,from C, D, E, L, V, X,and 4cursives (to which 
l can only add 5 Lamb. and Mus. copies); whilo 
Lachm. retains the ró—very properly, since inter- 
nal evidence, as well as overwhelming external au- 
thority, is in its favour, considering that it was far 
more likely to be omitted than inserted, for though 
it may seem unnecessary, yet it adds to the strength 
of the expression. The word was omitted partly by 
the careleaations of scribes and partly by the li- 
cence of Critics, who deemed it superfluous, and 
(tell it not in Gath) found it not expressed in the 
Versions, which so peculiar a Greek idiom could 
not well be in the Latin, though in English it 
might, thus: * This is my blood ;' namely, * that, 
&c.' What could induce Mr. Alf. to characterize 
the reading as a matical emendation, I am 
at a loss to imagine. It is such a one that few 
Critics would have thought of making. What 
is here said applies to the rò in the parallel pas- 
sage of Matt. xxvi. 28, which has been cancelled 
by Lachm. as well as by Tisch. and Alf., from only 
5 MSS., B, D, L, Z, and 33. The xawrs before 
é:a8. is here, as also in the parallel passage of 
Matth., cancelled by Tisch. and Alf. here, from 
B, C, D, A, and there, from B, L, Z, and 33; 
while Lachm. retains it in both passages—very 
properly, since it was more likely that cafes 
should be lost by accident and the carelessness of 
scribes in four or five copies, than that it should 
have been introduced into all except those, and 
all the Versions but one. In fact, the word is 
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MARK XIV. 25—34. 

26. 99. éxyvvópevoy. 99 Ausv Meyo opi, Ste obkért ov pÀ Tlo èc Tob 
29 * yevijpaTos THs üjméXov, Ews THS Huépas exeivys, Grav auto 

qrívo kawòv èv TH Baotheia TOD Oco. 
30 

3l 

39 28 Kai ipvjoavres, é£X0ov cis Tò Ópos TOv EXaiv. 27 Kai 
Aéye, aùroîs 6 Incods: "Ort wavtes cxavdatiaOnoecde ev époi 
[év tH vuxri ravry|: Ste yéyparrav Tlatagéw tov Totpéva, 

32 kai S8tacnopricOnoerat rà mpófarta. B adda pera TÒ 
éyepÜrjval ue, mrpoá£o Spas eis rv Tadsralav. ʻO de IIérpos 

$9 

&dm abrà: Kal ei Távres axavDaMoÜ:covras, AAN ovn eye. 
30 Kal réyes atte ó Incois: Api rbyw aot, Sri od onpepoy 
ev Tj vuxtt ravry, mp f) Sis adéxropa dwvijcat, tpis atrap- 
výonņ pe. 316 88 de mepiccod édeye paddov ‘Edy pe én ouv- 

^ `~ 

a7roÜavetw aot, où ph ce aTapyncopasr, waavTas 56 kal rávres 
éXevyov. 

82 Kal épyovra: eis ywplov, of Tò övopa * Il'eÜenuavet xai 
éyer Tois pabnrais avtov: KaÜícare wde Ews mpocevfwpat. 

37 

98 

so indispensable to draw forth the full sense 
which our Lord must have intended to express, 
that I cannot consent to its being taken away by 
any critical legerdemain, iy T3 xuBela cv áv- 
Opwxrwy iv ravovpyia pòs Thy uaÜo8síav TÜs 
2Àápiys,—nor will believe that the two Evan- 
peu would ever have omitted a word, as I 
ave said, so indispensable, inasmuch as tho 

covenant is required to be styled the new one, 
under the Gospel (forming, indeed, a new Re- 
ligion), as distinguished from the old Covenant 
under the Law. See Jer. xxxi. 31, 32. The 
Old Covenant had been ratified by the blood of 
calves and goats, but the New Covenant by the 
blood of Christ. As respects the iip instead 
of wepi edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from 
B, C, L, A, it is a very unsustained alteration. 
Alf. regards the orspl as ‘introduced from 
Matth.; but why should not the vwip have 
been introduced from Luke? This surely is a 
case where, if any where, the authority of MSS. 
js of the utmost weight; and here the over- 
whelming amount of external evidence for repli 
attests its genuineness. 

25. I have now adopted the reading yevsu. 
instead of yevvhpu., from almost all the uncial 
and a considerable number of cursive MSS., in- 
cluding most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies. 

27. The words iv ¿pol iv +H vuxti raóTy are 
cancelled by Tisch. and Alf.; and d» rq vuxri 
vTavry bracketed by Lachm. There is consider- 
able authority for the removal of the latter, but 
not for that of the former, which indeed can 
hardly be dispensed with. Tho latter may have 
been introduced from Matth., but the authority 
of the Pesch. Syr. confirms its authenticity. 

For d:acxopmicOsjocera:, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read —covra:, on considerable authority as 
regards unctal MSS., but, of cursives, only that 
of 4 or 5; to which I can only add 2 Lamb. and 
3 Mus. copies. Accordingly, this is no case for 

33 Kal vapaXajSáve: tov IIérpov xal [Tóv] 'Idewov xai 'Iodv- 
vov pef avroð: kal Tjp£aro éxÜau3eto0a, xal addnpoveiy. + Kai 

change, as will appear from my note on Matt. 
xxvi. 3l. The reading may bave been derived 
from the Alexandrian MS. of the Sept., in com- 
mon with all recent Editions. 

80. I have adopted the od from the strongest 
external authority, confirmed by internal evi- 
denen as will appear from my note on John vi. 

81. ix waptacov| Lachm. and Tisch. read 
ácmspiacíos, from B, C, D; a manifest glosa, as 
Mr. Alf. is, I find, now aware. 

32. I have, with Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, 
adopted [e@onpavai, instead Ad text. rec. I'26- 
onuavy, on very strong authority existing in 
most of the ancient MSS. also in tho Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), confirmed by internal evi- 
dence; though it must be confessed that the ex- 
istence of Itacism either way makes the reading 
almost an open question. 

33. ix0aufsicÓac. kal aénu.}] Meaning, ‘to 
be seized with extreme perturbation of spirit, and 
to be utterly dejected, or cast down.' Of this 
very rare use of ixÜaufsic0a: I have noted ud 
two examples, —Ecclus. xxx. 9, and Job xxiii. 7, 
Aqu. Thus tbe expression is not papy Pay ne 
to AvoreicÜa, in the parallel passage of Matth. ; 
though in each passage the two terms arc asso- 
ciated, as in Exod. xxx. 9, éc@auf. and Awmeip, 
in order to denote that extreme of grief, even 
unto horror, by which tbe spirit is utterly cast 
down and overborne by the power of sorrowful 
emotion. Thus the simple verb Oaufléo, as H. 
Steph. testifies, — bears the sense ‘ sfu- 

attonito paveo.’ Perhaps Steph. would 
tter have written re than stupore, as Livy 

has torpentes metu. |n short, in this use of 
áxÜau. there seems an allusion to the touch of 
the ; and indeed in the Latin obstupesco 
(the terms stupor and torpor are conjoined as 
synonymous in Ovid, Ep. Pont. i. 2, 29), as is 
clear from Plin. H. N. ix. 67, * Novit torpedo 
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Aéye, avtois Ieplàvrós éaTw 7j Jyvyrj pou čws Oavdrou pel- 
vare de xal ypyryopeite. 35 Kai mpoedOav psxpov, érecev éri 39 
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41 

THS YRS, xal mpoonvyero iva, ei Suvarov écrit, TapéXÜg àr 
avrov 7 wpa’ % xal édeyer "ABBA 6 Ilarnp, Iávra Suvara 42 

, M [4 > > 9 ^ m , > 3 > A 

cot.  Tüpéveyke TO TWOTNPWY AT é6poU TOUTO. ANN ov Ti eyYW 

Oérw, GANA Tí av. 37 Kal Epyerat xai eiploxes aùroùs Kxabev- 
dovras, xal Xéye TH Ilérpo' Xv, kaÜeU8ew ; oUx loyvoas 

40 45 

46 

piav Opa» ypmryopoas; 3B l'esyopeire xal TpooevyeoÜe, iva 41 
pn [e ]éX8gre eis Teipacpóv. To èv myeua TpoÜupov, 7) Se 
capt dobevis. 89 Kal addy arewyv mpoonv£ato, tov avrov 42 
Xoyov eimov. V Kal trrootpéyas ebpev avrov; TáMv xabev- 43 

dovras’ 9jcav yap oi 0dQaXMuol avrüv 1 BeBapnuévov xal ovk 
v , , ^ 9 ^ 76ewav Tí avrQ aTroKpact. 

41 Kai épyeras TÒ Tpírov, xal reyes aùrois. Kabevdere TO 
Aovróv kal ávamavecÜe. dméyew!—T1X0ev 5) @pa’ ioù, Tapa- 
dora: 6 Tids ToU avOparrov eis tas yeipas TOv áuaproMv.— 
42 "EvyeipeaÜe ! dywpev! (Sov 0 rapabdidovs pe Tryryuce. 

53 Kai evOéws, ért avrov XaXoüvros, wapayiveras “Iovdas, 47 

vim suam, ipsa non forpens; mersaque in limo 
se occultat, piscium, qui securi supernatantes 
obstupuere (for , corripiens. 

36. 'ABBa ó Harte] There is here not, what 
some account, a pleonasm, founded on a custom 
of the Jews to call a person or thing by fwo 
names, one Hebrew, the other Greek; but the 
latter term is an trferpretation of the former, as 
in Rom. viii. 15. Gal. iv. 6. 'AgBa may be 
used, as it is supposed, according to the custom 
of commencing precatory addresses to God with the 
word ' Father ;' but there is far more intended; 
and it has been shown by Bp. Middl., that the 
Article ie here used instead of the Possessive 

noun, and is so expressed by the Syr. Vers. 
in all three He justly the 
addition as expressive of the most impassioned 
feeling. 'Afga, he remarks, was the Oriental 
term by which children familiarly addreesed 
their parents; and thue the addition ‘my Fa- 
ther, was requisite to give it solemnity and 

OT xi 61ó8::5;] From the parallel . Zipwv, xa0150s:e;] From the el pas- 
sage of Luke xxii. 46, it appears that besides this 
remonstrance to Peter i» particular, our Lord 
addressed the same to the other disciples i» gene- 
gal on their unseasonable sleepiness, when its 
opposite, a wakeful spirit, should have been found. 
In the passage of Matt. xxvi. 40, Peter is first ad- 
dreseed individually by the use of a plural verb, 
and then what was said is made a general remon- 
strance to the disciples in general as well as Peter 
in particular. We may — then, that our 
Lord first addressed himself to Peter in such a 
way as to include, besides Peter, all the other 
disciples; then addressing him — and 
by name, conveyed to Peter particularly what be 
had just done to the disciples (Peter included) 

40. We may suppose that the disciples were 
not fast asleep, but rather : ing ; , OF dozing ;- 

46 

47 

which, besides general probability, seems borne 
out by the mention of this minute particular 
(found in St. Mark alone of the Evangeliets, and 
which, it is observable, like not & few others 
found in this Gospel, bears the impress of what 
is seen by an eye-witness), namely, saa» ol ôq- 
ÜaXuol aitwy BsBapnuívo, which seems to 
advert to that state of slu ing by which any 
one is unable to keep the eyes open, rather than 
that which may be said to amount to the state of 
settled sleep. For f«Bapnuívoi, many ancient 
MSS., including some Lemb. and Mus. copi 
have vule po diu ier which has been ‘edited 
by Fritz., ae d oe But it has 
every appearance of being from the margin, and 
— from a mere grammatical —— of 
style, since in Bapóre and xarafjap. we havo 
purer Greek than Bapéw and xaraBapéw. 

— xal obk soav TÍ aùr  dvokpiÜGci] 
Here we have another graphic — such as 
marks an eye-witness, and which is such as none 
but an eye-witness would be likely to have 
included. 

4l. dvéxysi] Of the various interpretations of 
this disputed term, there are only two which have 
any claim to attention. 1. That of most of the 
recent Commentators, abest, i.e. transiit. animi 
mei angor. But this is liable to insuperable ob- 
jections, both Grammatical and others. 2. That 
of Luther, Beza, H. Steph., Hammond, Gatak., 
Raphel, Heupel, and Fritz., ' sufficit, it is enough, 
q. d. ‘I no longer need your vigils.’ Thie is 
strongly confirmed by the ancient Versions, and 
the Glosses of the Scholiasts, and yet more by 
the lxavoy dors of Luke. And although the 
sense be rare, yet there have been two other ex- 
amples adduced; one from Anacreon, xxviii. 33, 
á&wixysi Bore yap ari, and another from 
Cyril hus dréyae is an im nal, and to be 

en, as the simple ixsiw and many of its com- 
pounds frequently are, in a neuter sense. 
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26. 22. els [ôv] tev Swdexa, kai per’ aùroŭ byAos Todds perà payatpov 

kat ÉUXow, Tapa Tov apyltepéwy Kal TOV ypappatéwv xai TOV 
mpecButépwv. ** Acdwxet Se 6 rapabiGoUs avróv ciconpoy aù- 

A r 

Tois, Aéyær "Ov av dirnow, avros èste kparijcare avrov, xai 

amayáyere dadaXóx. * Kal bav, ev0éws mpocedOayv abro 
Aéyev “PaBBi, paBBir xai xatedirnoev aùróv. *9 Oi Se èr- 
éBaXov èr avrov Tas yeîpas avrÓv, xai éxpárgcav avróv. 

47 Els 0é tis TOv TrapeoTnkórov araaáuevos THY udyatpay, 
érau,ce Tov OoüXov ToU apytepéws, Kal ádeiXev aùroù TO 1 wriov. 

48 

49 47 

50 

bl 50 

55 652 48 Kai àamoxpiðeis 6 'ImaoUs elev aùrois ‘Ns èm Xgo-ciw 
éFjABere perà payaipav kal Eww, cudraBeiv ue; % Kaf 
?juépav juny mpos ous iv Te iep Sddoxwr, xai oùx éexparnaaré 
pe GAN iva wAnpwOdow ai ypapai. 50 Kai ddévres aùròv 
mavres épuyov. 5! Kal els tis veavíaxos * nxodovOncey aire, 
meptBeBrnpévos awddva él yupvoð xal xparobsw aùròv oi 

44. aiconnov] ‘A concerted signal, a token 
on with others.” This is an Alexandrian 

and later Greek form for the earlier and pure 
Class. onusiov, used by Matth. It occurs in the 
Sept. Judg. xx. 40, twice in Diod. and once in 
Strabo. Avroe just after is Hellenistic Greek 
for otros, as often as in New Test. 'Acd. is to 
be construed not with xpac., but with dray., 
the sense being safely and surely, as in Acts xvi. 
23, the jailor is ordered de$aXes rnpsiv 
avrous. 
— For awayayers, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

edit amdyere, from B, D, L, and 4 cursives; to 
which I can add nothing; nor is the reading at 
all to be approved ; since it arose evidently from 
critical correction framed for the P of get- 
ting rid of the reduplication (which is, some 
think, Hellenistic), similarly to what has been 
done on various other occasions in the use of the 
verb ayw and d9áyo, espec. where the Critics 
thought a Present sense required, not knowing 
that in such a case the Aorist Imper. directs to 
‘have a thing done, and here «paTricaTs re- 
quires the Aorist at år. 

47. alc dé Tis] The expression «Is ie is gene- 
rally used of one whose name we know not, or 
do not care to mention. The reason for sup- 
pressing the name Aere is obvious. That for 
using the same indefinite expression further on, 
at verse 5], seems to have been from the Evan- 
gelist not knowing the person's name. For, 
though many conjectures thereupon have been 
hazarded, yet not one of them has even probabi- 
lity to recommend it, except this, —that he was 
a young man of the Roman soldiery ; espec. as 
again, in this very verse, the Article points to a 

rticular part of the company; which could only 
ave been the soldiery. 
— For wriov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 

&Tápiov, from D, D, and one cursive ;—very in- 
sufficient authority, espec. as internal evidence 
is against the word, which seems to have been a 
correction of the Critics, who were aware that 
é&'ríov was condemned by the Atticiste, and is 
used by no pure Greck writer; while wrdaproy 

plainly & brief expression 

occurs in two very pee Greek writers, Alexis 
and Anaxandrides, from whom four examples 
are adduced by Lobeck on Phryn. p. 212. 

49. ixpatncats] Tisch. and Alf. edit éxpa- 
vette, from one MS. alone (B) ; while Lachm. 
retains the text. rec. ;—very properly, since the 
other reading was a mere critical alteration, in- 
troduced on some fancied ground of propriety, — 
which is far more probable than that all the 
oe but one should have been altered from 

att. 
51. For /koXoí0ti Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

read guynx., from B, C, L; which reading is 
confirmed by supra v. 37, where some ancient 
copies have dxoA. However, the reading cannot 
be admitted without stronger authority; and I 
can supply none, but very much for 4xoXovneap, 
which 1 find in most of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, in addition to all the most ancient cur- 
sives ; so that I have, with Scholz, now admitted 
it into the text. 
On cwóóva see note on Matt. xxvii. 59. The 

sense, however, is here somewhat different. For 
as the word primary denoted ‘a web of cloth," so 
it came to mean a wrapper, denoting properly a 
kind of cloak, like the Scotch plaid, and still in 
use in the East, but also an upper gown, such as 
was used for a night-vest ; of which Wetstein ad- 
duces examples from Herodotus and Galen. And 
this is doubtless the sense here. 
— iri yuuvov] Almost all Commentators 

suppose an ellipse of cwuaros. But Fritz. would 
take it as a Genitive of the newer noun, Tò yup- 
vow, the naked body. That, however, would re- 
quite the Article; and the existence of the word 
must not be admitted without some authority 
more valid than the use of cà yuuvà, ‘ the su- 

rts of the body. The phrase ie 
or ¿wÀ Tov *yvuvov 

Tov owparos, and the very elliptical form it 
assumes, shows that it was much in use; pro- 
bably in the — of common life. 
— ol vsavíaxoi] This, by the force of the 

Article, must denote the Roman soldiers just 
mentioned. Examples are adduced by Rosen- 
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veavioxos. 52°O òè xatadureav thy owodova, yumvos Epvyey ar 26. 92. 
avTav. 

53 Kal amyayov tov Inooty Tpós TOv apxtepéa’ xai ovvép- 
yovrat aùr TrávTes ol apytepeis Kal ot mpeaBvrepos Kal oi 
Tpappareis. 5+ Kal ó IIérpos àvró paxpobev nxorovOnce aire 
ws Cow eis THY avANY TOU apytepéws’ Kal hv ocvyKaOnpevos 
pera Tõvu vmoperàv, xal Îeppaivópevos mpos To pas. 55 Oi Se 
dpytepets xal Srov Tò ouvédptoy eCyrouv Kata Tov 'Igcoü papru- 
ptav, eis TO Îavarðcaı avrov’ Kal ovy etpicxov. 58 IIoxXXoi 
yap éyrevdopaptupouy xaT avrod, Kal loat ai paptupia: ove 
joav. 57 Kai tives ávaarávres éyrevoouaptupouy xar avro, 
Aéyovres: 58°Ore eie Tkovcajev avrov Aéyovros “Ort éyo 
xaraXvco TOY vaóv ToÜUTOoV TOY «etporoiímrov, Kai Sia TpiOV 
"uepQy dXXov áyeipomoimrov oixodounow. 59 Kai ovdé otras 
ion tw naprupía avTOv. Kal àvaaràe 6 apyvepeds eis TO 
pécov, érrnpwatnce tov 'lgooüv, Xéyov Ovx aroxpivn ovdé ; 
Ti otro’ cov xatapaptupovow; ®1°O è édovara, kal ovdev 
amexpivato.  IláNv 6 apyepeds érypora atrov, kai Xéyeu aùr 
Xv el ó Xpioros 0 Tios tod Eùħoynroð; 9? 6 86 'Incobs elmer 

"Eye cit. xal dperOe tov Tiòv rod àvôpærov KaOrjpevov èx 
SeEiav tis Suvdpews, xal épyóuevov perà TOV veped@v TOU où- 
pavod. 63 0O dé dpytepeds, SvappynEas ovs yeTa@vas avro), Xéyev 
Tí érv ypeiav Exopev paptipwv; ®t nxovcate Ts BXaadmulas: 

57 

58 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

54 

muller and Kuinoel of this sense in Greek, and 
also of juventutes and in Latin. Nay, 
it even extends to the Hebrew. 

52. ,vuvos] Comp. Galen: uù yupyde ko- 
ailicOwe, &AXà orspijaBAnu£vos oivdova. 

3. [Comp. John xviii. 13, 24. ] 
54. ^rpóe Tò os] for mpòs rò wip. This has 

been proved to be a Hebraism, such as often oc- 
curs in the Sept., and corresponds to ww. For 
though the purity of the Greek has been main- 
tained by many Commentators, yet they only 
adduce passages where the word signifies fulgor, 
rather than sgnis ; or, in one or two instances, a 
blaze, such as arises from ignited wood. Thus, 
by a metonymy of effect for cause, ds is 
transferred to all objects which emit light, 
though it may be accompanied with heat like- 
wise 

56. Toa:] By the ancient Versions and most 
early modern Commentators this is taken to 
wee convenientes, ‘ aean € as end] 
implying agreement as to the words imputed. 
So E. v. : d not together; while Enim 
Grotius, Hammond, Whitby, Heupel, and Cam 
bell, render it ‘non idonea erant,’ * were insuffi- 
cient to establish the charges against him.’ But, 
as Deza and Fritz. observe, the usus di will 
not permit this sense; and the difficulty, which 
drove the above Commentators to adopt so forced 
an interpretation, is really by no means formida- 
ble: see my Recens. Synop. Lightfoot ob- 
serves, that the Jewish Canons divided testimo- 

nies into three kinds; 1. a vain or discordant tes- 
timony ; 2. a standing or presumptive testimony ; 
3. an even consistent testimony; the one hero 
meant. 

58. yecpowolnrov] i. e. ‘the work of man.’ 
This was added (says Grotius) lest Christ should 
seem to have spoken beer isi Of the word 
Xatpow. examples are adduced by Wetstein; to 
which may be added a passage of Thucyd. ii. 77, 
where PAGE Xxepowowrrn is oppo to awd 
TavTouáTov mvp. Our Lord alluded to Is. xvi. 
12. See note on Acts vii. 48, and compare infra 
xv. 29. John ii. 19. 

60. dvacrac—ele rò pécov] Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. cancel the rò, from A, B, C, R (to 
which I could add not a few Lamb. and Mus. 
copies). But the rò is confirmed by supra iii. 3, 
iverpas sie rd wicov. Luke v. 19. vi. 8. John 
xx. 19, čern ele +d uécor, all sine vv. lectt. At 
Luke iv. 35, where the text. rec. is ele +d uécov, 
the same editors retain rò, notwithstanding a 
great preponderance of external authority for ele 
nícov; & very proper, though not a quite con- 
sistent, procedure. 

61. o Yide Tov EvX.] scil. O«ov, lit. the ‘blessed 
Being who is daily praised in heaven and earth; 
the peculiar attribute of the Deity, to express 
the Divine nature. This title of the blessed One 
was in Hebrew tantamount to the Holy One, and 
both or either of them denotes the God of Israel. 
The two expressions are frequent in the Rab- 
binical writers. 
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96. 99. rl ipiv dalveras; Oi 8¢ mávres xatéxpway avrov elva: čvoyov 
65 Kal Tjpfavró Tues eurrvew avrQ, xai mepixa- 

AsTTew TO WpdcwTov aUToÜ xai xokad(tew avrov, Kai Aé- 
«ai oi vmTpéra. pamicpagiv avroy 

66 Kai, óvros ToO llérpov v Ti avAj Kato, épyerat pia Tv 

qai kOv ToU åpyiepéws, 9! xai ovca tov IIérpov Ocpuaavo- 
pevov, éugAéjaca aùr Neyer Kal av perà rod Nafapnvoi 

87 ‘Inco 95o0a. 98'O 8é npvncato, Xéyov Ove oia ovdé èri- 
otapas Tí od Xéyew. xal éEndOev ew eis Tò mpoaúMor xal 

69 Kat y raiöſloxn idovoa avrov mawy, 
Jpfaro Xéyew Trois tapertnxoow "Or, obros ÈE avrav éarw. 

66 4 67 Üavárov. 

68 yev avt@  IIpodyirevcov. 
égaXXov. 

69 56 

70 

71 58 àAéxrop é$ovgoe. 

72 

73 

Kal 7) Nadia cov Opoidbet. 
74 

65. £gaXXov] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
&AaBovr, from 8 uncial and not a few cursivo 
MSS. And Mr. Alford remarks that the sense 
must be, ‘they took him in hand with, treated 
him with, i.e. pawlopara. But what could in- 
duce that gentleman to treat his readers with such 
absurd stuff, founded on low — slang, or 
how he can venture to ascribe such to the Evan- 
golist, I cannot imagine. He remarke that the 
Aaßov not being understood (how should it P) 

was corrected to Baño, —whereas the truth is, 
that £8aAXor, or £gaXor, which may havo been 
the onginal reading, was by the carelessness of 
the scribes altered to y,—& change of very 
frequent occurrence in all writers, end espec. in 
the Sept. and New Test., as Tisch. at least must 
well know, having learnt it in the best and 
really only effectual way, by actual ion. 
If it be thought requisite to justify the text. rec. 
and the propriety of its usc by the Evangelist, 
one example may suffiice—Suidas in v. Tuuu), 
where we have Tvuuais où trait TVYXOVcaGiS 
4BáXXeo. 

68. For ovx—ovdé, Lachm., Tiscb., and Alf. 
read obra—ocoUTs, from B, D, L; and Alf. pro- 
nounces the text. rec. as derived from Matthew 
and Luke. But considering how slender is the 
authority for the alteration, and weighing the na- 
ture thereof, we can scarcely doubt that the read- 
ing in —— was an alteration of the Critics; 
who did not perceive that the two terms are used 
here not by pleonasm, but with reference to the 
distinction between them, dior. signifying in- 
telligo, novi, and oléa, scio, denoting full and 
complete knowledge. So Acts xix. 15, Tóv 
"Iucovr ysveoxw, kal róv IIavAoy iriorapaı. 
There may, however, be a sort of Hendiad. to 
denote full and complete knowledge, as in Eurip. 
Iph. T. 470, rac iv0áós Oucias imcordueba xai 
eee err espec. in Jos. Antt. xv. 10. 5, 

' où yàp olga os Toiovrov icacbas Td way 
émwiordpevos, * I do not well know from full ac- 
quaintance with the whole matter.’ Finally, we 
may compare the Latin phrase non novi neque 
scio. 

60 f duvvew “Ort ove olda tov üyÜporrov Tovrov bv Xéyere. 

59 70 O 8e wddsy novetro. Kai perà pakpóv mdadw oi rapeaTórres 
éxeyov tô Tlérpw "AdnOas E aùráv ci: xal yàp Tadsraios el, 

N'O 8é fjp£aro avabeparivew xal 
72 Kai 

The reading here of the MSS. B, C, L, and a 
few others, eù Tí Ad-yecs, instead of Ti od Aíyaie, 
has been without reason received into the text by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., since propricty of lan- 
guage and the norma | forbid the dis- 
severing of the cò from its verb. Mr. Alford 
may, indeed, urge that internal evidence would 
seem in favour of his reading, since the bed 
composition would attest its genuineness. But 
we are not to ascribe such unnecessarily, 
when it can be proved to have arisen (as ina 
multitude of other places) from the carelessness 
of the scribes, which is the case here; for the 
position found in those MSS. seems to have 
solely arisen from the ov being originally absent 
from the most ancient MSS, and rwards 
brought in, though (as in a multitude of other 
cases) in the wrong place. 

70. ónoiáTei] i. e. ‘is like the dialect of the 
Galileans, which was broad and guttural. Of 
this word I know no other example ; tho the 
compounds wapom. and arpocou. occur in the 
later writers. It indeed was not wasted, its 
place being supplied by óuoióe. It is indeed 
true, that the whole clause xai ù Aaliá cov 
óuoiá(sc is absent from B, C, D, L, 3 cursives, 
and the Ital., Vulg., Copt., and Sahidic Versions, 
and is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., as 
an insertion from Matth. It may have been 
such, but there is no proof that it is. I cannot 
find the least countenance for this reading in the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies; and the overwhelming 
amount of external authority, —confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, —sufficiently vindicates the 
authenticity of the clause. 

71. For óuyósiw, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
óuvivat, from B, E, L, S, U, V, X, and many 
cursives ; to which I add that most of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies have dusvva:, which may be the 
true reading, and the other introduced from the 
= of Matth.; but since óuvúvaı is con- 

ly the pure Class. Greek form, and duvet 
an Hellenistic one (see Merid. Atticist.), it is 
far more probable that dupyivat was a correction 
of the Greek by the Alexandrian Critics, 
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phuatos * as elev avrQ 6 ‘Inaois: “Ore mply áMékropa pw- 75 
vigas Sis, amapvýon pe Tpís. Kal t éruBadwv Exdate. 

27. 
XV. ! Kai edOéws [érl Tò] pot cupSovdmov Trovjcavres oi 1 

apytepeis peta TOv mpecButépwv xal l'paupaTéov, kal óXov TÒ 
ouvéðpiov, 6rjaavres tov 'Incobv àmýveykav kal wapédwxay [t6] l 
IlXáro. ? xal èmnpornoev aùròv 6 Idros Zù el 6 Bact l1 3 

Aevs TOv 'Iov$aíov ; ‘O Se árokpiÜels 1 elmev aùr& Sv Xéyes. 
3 Kal xaTwyópovv avtov oí àpywepeis ToXXá. *‘O 52 IItXáros 12 
may émopórgces abri», Neyo Ox ámoxplyg ody; ide, 
Tóca cov karapaprvupoUci. 5'O 5e 'Igooüs ovxérs ovdey ar- 

13 

14 

explOy wate Oauydtew rov IItXárov. 
6 Kara 5é éopr?jv ámréXvev avrois va Sécpuov, Svirep syroüvro. l5 17 

1°Hv 8à 6 Xeyóuevos BapaBBas pera trav avaractiaaTóv Sede- 16 
, ^ Mévos, otrwes èv TH oTáaew dóvov 

72. For ob, many MSS., uncial and cursive 
(including most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
have 5, which is edited by Matth. and Scholz 
But internal evidence is inst it. Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. edit we. from A, B, C, L, A, 
and 7 cursives. I add Trin. Coll. B, X, 16,— 
anthority scarcely sufficient, though made up by 
internal evidence, which is quite in its favour. 
Accordingly, I have received it —a procedure 
which 1 could confirm from many passages of 
Thueyd. and other Greek Class. writers, in 
which we bas been altered by the ever-meddling 
race of Critics to 6, or ob. 

— éwiBadrwv}] On reconsidering thie dis- 
see and perpen word, I still give the pre- 

ce to the sense assigned by Casaub., Kypke, 
Wets., and others, ‘turned his mind [to the sad 
occurrence], ‘reflected thereupon.” That ir- 
BédXw is used not only followed by vou in 
that sense, but even utely, is placed beyond 
doubt by the examples adduced by Kypke and 
Wets. n the mie — in question is 
recommended not only by its being quite - 
able to the usus loquendi, but by its simplicity 
and suitability to the context. 

XV. 2. For alwev, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read Aiya:, from B, D, and one cursive. And 
indeed internal evidence is quite in favour of the 
reading ; but it cannot be adopted on such slen- 
der authority. I cannot with Mr. Alford 
that the Imay was adopted from the passage of 
John. It was more likely to be used in order to 
get rid of the tautology, and there was no need 
to go to John to suggest the term. The two 
words are indeed very frequently interchanged, 
and it is sometimes a difficult matter to decide 
on the preference. Generally, however, \dyas is 
the genuine reading, espec. in the Gospels of 
Bt. John and St. Mark, and occasionally in 
St. Matthew. 

4. karauaprvpovciw] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. Katryyopovety, from B, C, D, and 
one uncial; but wrongly. It was far more likely 
that xara. should be altered to xaryy. by the 
Critics in four MSS., than that xarny. should 

Temovjke.cay. 9 Kai ava- 19 

have been altered to xavau. from the e of 
Matth. in all the copies but four; for why should 
it? It is altogether incredible. 

7. For avetaciacrwv, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read erac., from B, C, D, K, and some six 
cursives, to which I can add sihil. It is plain 
that evor. is the genuine reading, and that the 
other arose not so much from correction of a 
very unusual term (though occurring in Jos. 
Antt. xiv. 2. 1) to one quite usual, but because 
the abbreviation for cv» (viz. +) was absorbed in 
the ao following. Nothing can be further re- 
moved from common sense than Mr. Alford's 
mode of accounting for the term cvor.—namely, 
as ‘a correction to include Barabbas among the 
seditious, as is expressed in Luke.' 

8. dvaBotcas] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
&vaflás, from B, D, and some Latin copies, the 
Copt., and Sahid. Versions. But not a single 
cursive MS. has it; nor can I find the slightest 
countenance for it in the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. It is strange that the experience in MSS. 
of one of the above Editors (Tisch.) not merely 
by chronicling their readings, but also by ex- 
amining their contents, should not have sug- 
gested to him that this is one of thousands of 

arising from the blunders of the scribes, 
who, as Matthei long ago saw, mistook the 
somewhat unusual term ávafoscas for some 
term with which they were better acquainted, 
probably &vagfcas, which was sure to be altered 
to dvaBde, though that makes something little 
short of nonsense; for as to what Alford says, 
that ‘it implies the rising of the crowd in their 
excited state,’ it is risu quam refutatione dignius. 
I will only add, that Jackson of Leicester and 
Matthæi, two most competent judges, were of 
opinion that the reading was formed from the 
corrupt Latin copies. But it seems more pro- 
bable that it existed in some copy or copies from 
which those Versions were formed. AU the co- 

es, however, of the Vulg. have not ascendisset, 
or the Lamb. copy, of the 7th century, has ac- 
cessisset ; and that accensisset was in some copies 
of the Italic, we cannot doubt, since accensa is 
found in the Cod. Vercellensis of the Italic. 
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MARK XV. 9—21. 

2°O 

7 cè Iáros amrexpiOn avrois, Meyor GéXere arrodvew tyiv Tov 
18 Paciréa tv 'Iovéaiwy; 1 éyivwoxe yàp Ort dia $0vov mapa- 
20 18 Sedaxeccay aùròv ot àpyıepeîs. 11 Oi è apytepets avécetcay 
21 20 Tov ÓxXov, tva padAov tov BapaBBay arorveyn avro. 1?'O 
22 òè Idros &TokpiÜcis mav + elev avroi9 Ti oiv OéXere 

21 7roujac, bv Xéyere Bacthéa TÀv 'IovQalev ; 18 of 86 máy črpa- 
23 22 fav Zravpwoov avróv! ò dé Iluxáros ÉXeyev aùrois Ti 

93 yàp xaxov érolncev ; 1+ Ot &è t repwocorépos éxpatay — Xrav- 
% 24 pecov avróv. 15 'O 88 IIiXáros, BovAópevos TQ ÓxXo TÒ ixavóv 

mocan àTéXvcev avrois tov Bapagfáw xai mapéðwxe ror 
27 'Igcobv, dpayeXXocas, va aravpe05.—19 Oi 88 otpatiras 

amnyayov avrov €ao Tis avAns, (Ó ot vrpawrepiov,) kal ovyxa- 
28 Aodow SrAnv tTHv omeipay 17 kai * évddvcKovew avróv moppú- 

pav, xal wepirléacw avrTQ mrékavres axavOwov | aTé$avov, 
29 18 kal HpEavro àamátec0a, avróv Xaipe, 1 Bacired TÀv Iov- 
30 6aiov. 19 Kal érumrrov abroÜ tiv xepadiv xaXápo, xai èv- 
31 érrvov avTQ, kal TiÜÉvres Ta yóvara rpoaexvovy avro. % Kai 

Gre évérratEay avrà, éFédvoay avrov Thy Twopdupay xai évédvcay 
> A à e r 16 A 2 9, ^ eu + , 

avTOv Ta iwaria TÀ ova’ Kal éEd@yovow autor, iva 1 cravpoco- 
32 26 ow avrov. ?! Kai dyyapevovor mapáyovrá twa Xipwva Kupn- 

That the Pesch. Syr. Translators had dvaBotjoae, 
is certain; and the authority of all the MSS. ex- 
cept two, and of the most ancient of the Ver- 
sions, would seem to leave nothing to be said for 
&vafác. Yet two self-constituted judges have 
ruled the question the other way; and all 1 can 
do is to move for a quo warranto? 

ll. dvécercay] ‘instigated, as in Luke xziii. 
b, and often in the later Clase writers. 

12. elwevy] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
ZXeyev, from B, C, and a few other MSS. And 
certainly internal evidence is in its favour; but 

| it requires greater internal authority to warrant its 
— Before SaciXéa Lachm., Tisch., and 

Alt. prefix roy, from A, B, C, D, L, A, and 3 cur- 
sives of the same Family—very insufficient au- 
thority, espec. since internal evidence is equally 
balanced; though propriety of language rejects 
the article after verbs of calling. 

14. aspiccoTépes] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
adopt epiocós, from A, B, C, D, G, H, K, M, 
and a few cursives, though all one of the same 
Family as D ; also 4 Lamb. and Mus. copies. It 
may be the genuine reading, and reptocoriows 
may have come from a marginal scholium, after- 
wards introduced into the text; or wepicows 
may have been brought in from Matth. ; but the 
former is the more probable. However, there is 
manifestly no case for change. 

15. To dxAw rò lkavóv woijoar] ‘to satisfy 
[the wishes ofj the people, or, as Grotius cx- 
lains it, agreeably to the usage of satis facere in 

tin writers, * to remove all causes of complaint 
on their part.’ Exx. are adduced by Expositors 
from Polyb., Appian, and Diog. Laert. Never- 
theless, it seems to have been an idiom intro- 

duced, with many others, into the Greek lan- 
guage from the Latin, after Greece and the East 
ad fallen under the dominion of Rome. As 

Pilate's former administration had much dis- 
gusted the Jewish people, he, it seems, thought 
it necessary thus to appease them ; yet they after- 
wards unu: him with persevering hostility, 
until they effected his ruin. And thus he lost 
all the benefit he hoped to derive by his base 
compliance on the present occasion, just as Fe- 
lix did on the occasion narrated in Acts xxiv. 

17. évésd.] So I have now edited, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf, instead of dydvovoi, from B, 
C, D, F, A, and several cursives, confirmed by 
internal evidence; the rarity of évdcd. attesti 
its genuineness, and also its use being confin 
to Hellenistic and later Greek writers, as the 
Sept, Jos., Procop. Geopon, and the Middle 
form in Luke viii. 27. xvi. 19. The text. rec. 
arose from an ignorant Scholiast. 

18. BaciXev| The reading BactAeds, adopted 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.,from most of the 
uncials and several cursivee (to which I add 
most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), is probably 
the genuine reading; the use of the Nomin. fo 
Vocat. being an Hellenistic and later Greek 
idiom. 

20. eravpwocwsrw) Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read -couct, from A, C, D, L, P, A, and 2 cur 
sives; to which I can add no Lamb. MSS., 
though a few Mus. ones. This, however, is evi- 
dently not a case for change, any more than the 
and áypov at the next verse; though I doubt 
not such was the original mode of writing. lt 
occurs perpetually in Thucyd. 
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vacov, épyouevoy am’ aypov (Tv TaTépa 'ÁXeEávOpov kal 'Pov- 97. 23. 
gov), va apn Tov cravpóv avro). ?? Kai dépovow avrov emi 33 33 

ToMobo rómov, ő éott, eÜ0epumvevóuevov, Kpavíov Tomos. 

23 Kai éOiGovv avTQ mcv écvpvua uévoy olvor 6 66 ovk &Xafe. 
24 Kai eravpecavres avrüv, *Siapepifovras Tà iuária aùroù, 
BáXXovres kXipov ém avrà, tis Tí dpp. ?5"Hyv Bé ópa Tpi 

26 Kal fy 1 émvypad?) ths aitias Kal éoravpwoav avTóv. 

34 

35 

37 

aitod émvyeypaupévy, ‘O BAXIAETX TAN '"IOTAAIQN. 

21. 'AXsE. xai 'P.] Persons probably well 
known, and then living at Rome; since Paul, 
Rom. xvi. 13, salutes Rufus there. 

23. uiv] This is cancelled by Tisch. and 
Alf., from B, C, L, A, and the Copt. and Arm. 
Versions; but retained by Lachm., very pro- 

rly, since it was less likely to be introduced 
into all the apia but four, and all the Versions 
but two (and those of the meanest), than to bave 
been removed by Critics as superfluous. 

24. cravpwoartes abTÓ», Óiausp.) Tisch. 
and Alf. read, from B, L, the Copt. and Sahid. 
Verss., and some copies of the Ital., xai eravpo- 
govo avv Kat óuausp. ; while Lachm. retains 
the text. rec., very properly ; for, though Alf. pro- 
nounces it a re-arrangement of construction, yet 
that is taking for granted what should be proved. 
The reading he adopts is also a re-arrangement 
of construction on the text. rec. ; and surely it 
was more likely that the re-arrangement should 
have taken place in two copies, than in all the co- 
pies but two, and all the Versions but two or three. 

25. jv ði Spa tpltn xai toruvpwoay a.] 
A difficulty is here started, tliat the crucifixion 
is twice described by Mark as taking place. To 
avoid which, some would take the xai for i£ ov. 
But that signification is quite unauthorized. 
It is better, with others, to take éoravpwouy as 
an Aorist with a Pluperfect sense (on which use 
sce Winers Gr. Gr.), thus: ‘It was the third 
hour when they had crucified him.’ Even this, 
however, is unnecessary, if cravpwoavres in the 
preceding verse be taken in a Present sense (and 
indeed the Cod. Vatic. has the present tense), 
tbus: * And on proceeding to crucify him, they 
divided his garments.” Now tkis indicates the 
commencement of action, namely, the stripping 
of our Lord. The next verse denotes the com- 
pletion of action, and therefore fixes the time 
when it took place. 

With respect to the seeming discrepancy be- 
tween Mark and John, xix. 14, &pa oc: ix, 
as to the hour of the crucifirion, although such 
diecrepancies ‘are (as Fritz. observes) rather to 
be paticntly borne than removed by rash me- 
thods,' yet here we are, it should seem, not re- 
duced to any great straits. For though the mode 
of reconciling the two accounts by a sort of 
management 18 not to be thought of; yet surely, 
when we have the testimony of several of the 
ancient Fathers, that an early corruption of num- 
ber in one of these two ges had taken place, 
by a confusion of the / aud «, we cannot hesi- 
tatc to adopt so simple and natural a mode of 
removing the discrepancy. And thus we may 
here read Z«T5, which is found in the later Syr. 
and ZEthiop. Verss., in 2 Mus. copies collated by 
‘Mr. Scrivener. Bat as there are strong. reasons 

Vor. I 

inst supposing so late an hour as the sixth (seó 
nate on Jahn xix. 14), it would seem bot to 
suppose that Mark is quite exact in his state- 
ment of the time; for, besides the strong reasons 
against the sixth, there are strong reasons for 
supposing that Mark must have written rpirn, 
inasmuch as he is so exact in his enumeration of 
the hour on the day of crucifixion, saying ‘ it was 
the third hour and (i.e. when) they crucified 
him,’ i.e. led him away for crucifixion, and v. 33, 
when the sixth hour was come from that time 
there was darkness—until the ninth; and (v. 34) 
at the ninth hour Jesus expired. Hence, I doubt 
not, that the error rests on the passage of St. 
John, where we may suppose, as did Euseb., 
Theoph., and Severus, that there was a v 
early erratum in the copies by the substitution 
of « fora. Dr. Mill, indeed, sets himself to ex- 
clude this most natural mode of accounting for 
the discrepency, by denying that the use of let- 
ters or figures for the words represented by them 
was so early as the age of the Evangelists. But 
that ia quite overturned by the positive evidence 
of Greek inscriptions of about that age. Indeed, 
the learned Montfaucon, in his Palmographia 
Greca, p. 190, bears testimony to its use in MSS, 
of the most remote antiquity : and the celebrated 
Biblical Critic, Mr. Jackson, of Leicester, ad- 
duces in his manuscript Collectanea on the 
Greek Test. a long passage from St. Cyril of 
Jerusalem (of the 4th century), in which he 
adverts to this discrepancy between the accounts 
of the two Evangelists, aud suggests their satis- 
factory reconcilement in this very way ; and he is 
of opinion that the genuine reading in both 
Evangelists is f, i. e. rpirn. In order to cut 
off the scruple of Matthei and others as to 
the fact of an actual resemblance between the 
f and the « (or éxionuov), 1 must mention 
that St. Cyril bears testimony to this strong 
similarity, and minutely describes in what it 
conuiated, and how the confusion might arise. 
Moreover, Jackson adduces a passage from Ire- 
neus C. Heres. v. 30, from which it is quite cer- 
tain that the numerals were in his age—the next 
after the Apostolic—expressed by letters of the 
alphabet used as the figures of an after age; and 
he testifies that this mode of expressing them 
was used in all the most ancient and exact MSS., 
which might easily carry the custom even beyond 
the Apostolic age. This ought to be sufficient 
to settle the question for ever. And the sola- 
tion — on this fuct (for such it is) is 
surely better than supposing, with Mr. Alf., that 
“ some diferent mode of calculation [what could 
that be " has given rise to the present discre- 
pancy ;" for at that rate the question is treated 
as insoluble and never to be y s 

A 
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MARK XV. 27—39. 

97. 93. 27 Kal civ ait@ oravpoics úo Xgoràs, Eva èr Bcfubv xai €va 
38 éE evovipwv avrod. B Kai érAnpwbn 9 ypadn 7 Xéyovca- 
39 35 Kai pera àvóu ov éXoyía0n. Kai oi raparropevopevos 

40 

41 

42 

44 

45 

46 

47 

> & 

éBracdjpovy avTOv, kwoUvres Tas reparas auT@y kai Xéyovres- 
Oùá! 6 xatadvwy Tov vaov kai èv tpiow "uépaas oixodopayr, 
30 ssov ceavrov, xal karáßa amo Tov otaupov. *! “Opoias 
[Se] xai of apysepets eumaifovres Tpós adAndous, METÀ Tov 
Tpapparéwy, éXeyov: " AXXovs éawacv, éavróv ov Svvatat aas. 
32 “O Xpiotos, 6 Bacthets ToU Icpand, karaBáro viv amò ToU 
c'ravpob, iva wpev ral mustevcwmpev. Kai ot cvveoravpwpévor 
avrQ aveldifov avrov. $ tTevopévns è ópas exrys, axoros 
éyévero ép! öy Tv yiv, &es wpas evvarns  ?* kai tH dpa 
T) évvárg éBoncey 6 'Igoots pavi peyddn, Meyar 'EXot 
"Erol, *Xauá caBay0aví; & dort, ue0epugvevouevoy, ‘O 
Ocós Lov, 6 Geos nov, eis Tl pe eyxarédutres; 95 Kal reves 
TOY TapeoTükóTov dáxo/cayres, éXeyov "19000, 'HXiav dove. 
36 /4pajuv 88 els kal yeuloas aróyyov GEous, meptÂeis re Kadam, 
éróriev. avrüv, Meyor “Agere, Wwpev ci épyeras 'HXias xab- 
eXetv aùTóv. 

46 

51 

54 

28. On again maturely considering the ques- 
tion as to the authenticity of this verse, which is 
rejected by Griesb., and is cancelled by Tisch. 
and Alf., but retained by Lachm.,—I am ready 
to admit that the authority for its removal is 
considerable (that derived from MSS. A, B, C, 

, X, and not a few cursives; to which I add 5 
ancient Lamb., and double that number of Mus. 
copies), and that internal evidence is rather 

inst than in favour of the passage; yet when 
I consider that its presence in the great body of 
the MSS., and in all the Versions but the Sa- 
hidic, also the authority of Origen and Euseb., 
I must hesitate en to bracket, and protest 

inst expunging this prophetic testimony, how- 
ev sparing Su Evangelist may be in adducing 
such. 

80. xai xaráBa] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read karaßàs, from B, D, L, A, but without 
any cursive MSS. (nor can I adduce onc) ;— 
authority insufficient to warrant the change,— 
espec. since internal evidence is not so much 
against it as Mr. Alf. may suppose, who pro- 
nounces it “ a resolution of the Participle," taking 
for granted what requires proof, and what, more- 
over, is against all probability -I mean the pro- 
bability of such a resolution, so little essential, 
having taken place in all the copies but four. 
Nothing is more likely than that in these four 
copies the Critics altered the construction to 
what they deemed a more compact and neat one, 
and certainly one more Classical. 

31. dp. ĉi) I still continue to bracket the 2i, 
which Lechm., Tisch, and Alf. cancel, and 

37 O 8e "Inaois, adeis ovv peyadny, éfémvevaec. 38 Kai 
TÒ kararmérac pa. ToU vao éaxíaÓr eis úo, amò dvabev Ews Kat. 

47 89 [Sav 50 6 wevrvpiíev 6 mapeorncàs èẸ évavrías avro, Ori 

which is absent from most of the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies. See note on Matt. xxvi. 35. 

98. yavouévns dé] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read xal yavou., from B, D, G, L, M, S, A, and 
3 cursives; to which I can add nothing; yet in- 
ternal evidence is rather in favour of the reading. 
But there is evidently no case for change. 

84. Xana] Such seems, on the whole, the 
most probable reading; but there is strong au- 
thority for Acua and Asiud, and there is no cer- 
tainty as to the genuine reading either here, or 
at the parallel passage of Matth., where see my 
note. 

96. yeuloas) For the purer Greek term used 
by Matth., wAnease, see note supra iv. 36. 

39. 0T: oUTe xpatas} This does not mean 
(as many explain) ‘ that he had cried with such a 
oud voice ;' nor ‘ that the Centurion felt wonder 

at his being so soon released from his torments; 
but that, on hearing suck words as those at v. 34, 
pronounced so vencmenty, and, as it were, from 
the bottom of the heart, by the crucified person, 
—and that he should, so immediately afterwards, 
be released from his torments, —the Centurion 
thence felt assured that he was not only a right- 
eous person, but had the character which he 
claimed ; namely, that of being 6 Yids rou Qeow : 
on the force of which expression, see note on 
Matt. xxvii. 54. 

Tisch. and Alf. have, indeed, cancelled the 
kpátEas, from the B, D, and the Copt. and Arm. 

ersions; while Lachm. retains it; with reason, 
since the authority for its removal is next to 
nothing, and internal evidence quite in its favour, 
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oUro xpátas éfémvevoev, elmer *Adn Oars ó avOpwros obros Tis 97. 23. 
7w cob! W cav 8é xai yuvaixes amò paxpobev Oewpodcar— 55 49 

ev als tv xai Mapia ù MaySarnri, nal Mapia 7 ro) "Iaxof9ov. 56 
Tov pxpod xai lec! pytnp, cal Jadkwun'—*! al kai, dre hv èv 
TH l'aàj4Xaia, ?koXoUÜovy aire, kal Sinxovovy aùr@' kaà dXXat 
TroXXai ai cuvavaBaoas avri eis '"IepoaóXvpa. 

€ Kai 56m ovas *vevouévgs, (ème Av mapackevy, 6 orti 
6 amò ApiuaÜDaias, evoyn- 

pov BovXevrijs,—Ós xal aùròs hv mpocdeyspevos tiv Bacthelav 
Tov Oeod, —roruýoas eto rOe mpos lliXárov, kai Theato Tò 

mpocaSBartoy,) B *éXgov Iwand 
54 

50 

51 

52 

57 

còpa To) Incoõ. **'O dé IItXáros éÜaópacev ei 569 TéÓvgee 
kai Trpoc kaXeaáj.evos Tov KEVTUPLWVA, eNnpwTncEY AÙTÒV ei Tå- 
Aa, áTéÜave * Kal, yvods àmò Tov kevrvpíovos, éSwpycaro 
Tò copa TQ Iwond. *6 Kal dyopácas owdova, [kal] xabedav 59 

Mr. Alf, indeed, s the word as ‘an ex- 
planatory gloss on ovrws;' but a gloss it could 
not be; though that the otrews would require 
something te help it out I readily grant; yet 
that all the Revisers should thus help it out by 
the same word, and all the ancient Versions ex- 
cept two (and those omit also the otrwe, and 
consequently do not come into count), is utterly 
incredible. To those who will use the eyes of 
their understanding it is plain that the xpá£as 
was removed by the Critics. 

42. xpooaBBarov] A very rare word,—only 
occurring elsewhere in Judith viii. 6 ;—by which, 
as he was writing for Gentiles, Mark explains the 
Jewish sense of xapacxevy; meaning thereby 
the time that preceded the commencement of 
the Sabbath, which began at the sunset of Friday. 
Owing to the great rarity of the word, the ancient 
scribes, through their ignorance of its sense, 
wrote (as we find from A, B, G, L, V, and many 
cursives, including not a few Lamb. and Mus, 
copies) apoccáf)Ba ov. 
49. 4406)] This, for the common reading 
AGey, is found in many of the best MSS. (in- 
cluding not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies), and 
some Versions and Fathers, and is edited 
Fritz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf; rightly, 
think: since the common reading, as Fritz, ob- 
serves, involves a very harsh ; and 
for the addition of xai before roAuoas, which 
would make all right, there is very little autho- 
rity: indeed, it was doubtless an emendation of 
the Critics. Fritz. thinks that 5jA6«ev partly 
arose from Matt. xxvii. 57, and partly from the 
Greek Interpreters (as we find from niiymiue) 
terminating the sentence at Osov ; and, having 
changed iA8&» into AVev, then added «al be- 
fore roAu. Thus roàuńoaes will be taken for 

adverb oXunpos; just as roAuwrres is 
taken for roAunuoi in Thucyd. ii. 43, and Eurip. 
Phen. 277. However, I would not venture to 
deny that it is possible £\@wy may be the emen- 
dation, and sAÜs, the original reading. But 
then the xai before roAu. would be indispen- 
table. And as we must, in either case, take 
what may have proceeded from emendation, it 
seems proper to give the preference to sumber 

53 

and excellence of MSS., confirmed by internal 
evidence ; and the result is in favour of é\Odp. 
— sic Xcuev fov.) ‘ An honourable Coun- 

cillor,' i. e. Senator, one of the Sanbedrim. How 
it comes to "m this, see my Lex. The word 
is used nearly in this sense at Acts xiii. 50. xviii. 
12, and occasionally in Joseph. and Plut., where 
it is equiv. to spectabilis, ‘respectable, of good 
condition and station in society.” Here, how- 
ever, evox. is an epithet of distinction, as in tho 
United States of America ‘Honourable’ is applied 
as a title to a member of the Senate. 

— 5: xai avros fjv wpocd. thy Bac., &e.] 
Here wpocd. has the same sense as at Luke ii. 
25; and the expectation is to be understood of an 
expectation of the Messiah, in the person of 
Jesus; the senee here intended to be expressed 
being nearly equivalent to the iuaÜririvos To 
'Incov of Matthew, and the pabnyrie Sy Tov 
'Incov of John. In sleða there is a sensus 
pregnans ; the meaning being, as Fritz. renders, 
‘introiit in pretorium, et ad Pilatum accessit." 
So Diog. Laert. vi. 6, pada dé ó Kpdrne els- 
3jA0« »rpós avTÓ». 

44. iðaúpacev el] Beza and others wrongly 
render the al by an, as if there were a doubt ; 
whereas el is used with ÎÔuvuáľ{eiv, as the Latin 
si with mirari (indeed with all verbe of wonder), 
to express what is not doubled, but wondered at. 
Thus the el is for óT:1, and we may render, * won- 
dered that he was already dead [so soon]' So 
Xenoph. Mem. i. 1, 13, i0aóuaQs dé, el uù 
paver avToie iori». Joseph. Bell. i. 25, 1, 
avuátco dé—el {ý mexpi voy 'A., where the 

same mistake is made by the Translators, not- 
withstanding that the words following demand 
el to be taken for Ors. Thus we may here 
render, ‘that he were already dead!’ The rá- 
Aa: is wrongly rendered in E. V. *long.' There 
is, indeed, merely a repetition of the foregoing 
question, with the adoption of a more preciso 
term, the sense being ‘ already.’ 

45. cua] Lamb., Tisch., and Alf. read 
TAa, from B, D, L, regarding the text. rec. 
as brought in, by repetition of the term at v. 43, 
or ‘as a worthier word '—— sheer sophistry, as if 
it were likey that tho Evangelist, after first 

Aa 
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MARK XV. 47. XVI. 1—5. 

97. 93. avrov, évelAnoe Tfj owdort, kai karéÜnxev avróv èv uvnueio, 

6 Fv Acàatounpévov ex Térpac Kal mpocexvdice AXíÜov emi 

XVI. ! Kai Stayevopévou tot caBBárov, Mapia » Maryóa- 

60 

61 65 THY Üjpav rod pynuciov. *!'H 5& Mapía 5 Maydan xai 
Mapia "Iva é8eopovv mod * reÜcira.. 

28. 24. 
1 l Anvn xai Mapía 7) rod Iaxwfßov kai Zarwun wyópacav apa- 

para, iva éXÜoÜca, areiipwow avrov. ? Kai Mav mpwt rìs 
pias cafBárev Epyovras émi TO pynpeiov, ávaTeiXavros Tov 
Alov. 9 Kai édeyov mpòs éavrág Tis amroxundice: piv tov 

a Aibov èx THs Oúpas ToU pynpelov; * kal avaprépyacai Ócopov- 
3 3 ow Ott àamokekúMmortat ó MiÂos: Ùv yàp péyas opóðpa. 

writing cieua, would almost immediately after 
write wrwua. Indeed, the MS. D has it at 
v. 43. Of course, the authority of three MSS. 
where internal evidence is so adverse, is next to 
nothing, espec. considering that arria is almost 
always found in one or more of that class; pro- 
bably from provincialism. 
46. The xai before xa8sX à» (on which see my 

Lex.) is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
from B, D, L, and the Copt. Vers. ; and internal 
evidence is against it, since whenever two Par- 
ticiples occur without a copula (an idiom fre- 
uent in the best writers) it is rarely but 
x rm «al is presented in one or other of the 

— dvetAnos] This term, used also by Matth. 
and Luke, is a term appropriate to the thing in 
question, said to occur no where else (though 
KaveX. is found in Hdot. ii. 86): but 1 find it 
in Artemid. i. 13, ol dwroOvnexovres byyic- 
pivots dvecdouvra: páxsciy.. On the whole nar- 
ration of the burial of our Lord, see Pearson on 
the Creed, vol. i. p. 336, seqq. 
— uynpelw ô ny, &c.) Com . Matt. xii. 40. 

xxvi. 12. John xix. 41. Wolf, Salmas., Krebe., 
Schleusner, and others, are mistaken in taking 
these words to mean a monument constructed of 
hewn and polished stone, since, as appears from 
Matt. xxvii. 60, à éAXarounoen iv TH witpa, it 
was merely a cate hewn out in the rock; that 
being the custom of the country, and of most of 
the Eastern nations. 

47. For TíÜsTa:, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read, from several of the most ancient MSS., 
T&OsiTa:, which is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., 
and the éTr£0:9 of Luke xxiii. 55, and is borne 
out by internal evidence, as existing in the 
greater probability that re@civra:, from the un- 
commonness of the form, should pass into ribe- 
Tai, than vice versá. I have now received the 
word. 

XVI. 1. fyópasav]) Render: * bought, i. e. 
bought and brought; not, ‘had brought,’ a ren- 
dering only adopted in order to reconcile this 
passage with Luke xxiii. 56, where it is said that 
the spices were propere upon the evening of the 
Sabbath: but, as Townsend observes, * it is only 
by a scrupulous adherence to the plain sense of 
Scripture, that difficultics are ever removed." 
Now the researches of recent Harmonists, ae 
Gresw., have established the fact,—which had 

5 Ka 

escaped the earlier Expositors, —that there were 
two ies of women, to whom the two Evan- 
gelists refer respectively. Thus also we are 
enabled satisfactorily to remove a perplexity 
which bad embarrassed the old Commentators ; 
namely, how to reconcile avateiXavros tow 
nAtouv at v. 2 with the wpwt oxorius iTi oyr 
at John xx. 1. These aromatic ointments were 
doubtless provided by the joint contributions of 
these pious women; a procedure, I apprehend, 
not unusual, es I infer from a of Arte- 
mid. iv. 22, yocovrr: è wovupa Tà pvpa (tho 
aromatic unguents) did Tò cuveopipscbar 
pexpw. 

4. fj» yàp utyae apodpa}] The Commenta- 
tors have been not a little perplexed with this 
clause, because it cannot be referred to what im- 
mediately precedes. To remove this difficulty, 
some would take ydp in the sense of 64. But 
it is Letter, with others, to suppose that the words 
have reference, not to the clause which imme- 
diately preceded, but to the one before that, ris 
—pvnutíov; the intermediate words being re- 
garded as thetical. Yet the construction 
at xal &vafjA éraca: will not admit of the pe- 
renthesis ; and thus the difficulty remains in its 
full force; and it would scem impossible to re- 
move it, except by ¢ ing the words, as is 
done by Newc. and Wakef. But for that there 
is no authority. I cannot but think tbat the 
yàp has reference to some clause; not, indeed, 
that which Whitby, Grot., and Roeenm. sup- 
pose, ‘and this — luckily for them; but 
to something which may be supplied from the 
preceding context, thus: *(And well might they 
say, Who edi — and behold, with sur- 
prise, its rem ; it was ve ” Mr. 
Alf. thinks the clause was meant G Ofer a rea- 
son why they could see that it was rolled away, 
on looking up, possibly at some distance. But 
its great size could be no reason why they should 
be enabled to see that it was rolled away: and to 
ascribe such a meaning (any thing but agreeable 
to sound sense) to the evangelist: is both unjust 
and irreverent. Besides, it is nof brought in as 
a minute circumstantial incident, but as one 
bearing on the thing described: and therefore 
something is left understood in the context to 
which the yàp is to be referred, similarly as in a 
multitude of ges of the New Test, of which 
one may suftice—supra v. 42, xai dviory «ai 
Wepiewara’ hv yap (rap dwdexa. 
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7. rots paOrrais avTov] His disciples gene- 
rally ; meaning, however, chiefly the Apostles. 
The xai just after may be rendered ‘and espe- 
ary A standing for xal uáAXicTa, as in Acts, 
xai Mapía. is use of xal is frequent in the 
Class. writers, from Homer downwards. On the 
reason why Peter is here espec. named, the Com- 
mentators differ in opinion ; though they are in 

neral (both ancient and modern) ed that 
it was not from any pre-eminence which he had 
over the rest of the Apostles. Why Mr. Alf. 
should suppose the espec. mention of Peter to be 
meet ficial, as the primus inter pares, I know 
not. Whether he was so or not, is another ques- 
tion. That he is often distinguished from tho 
rest of the Apostles, cannot be denied. See Matt. 
x. 2. But surely this (considering Peter's late 
sad lapee) could be no time to point at that 
primacy: and to suppose, with Mr. Alf, that 
others of the — may have denied their 
Master besides Peter, is at once to forget all that 
belongs to ordinary respect, and to fail in that 
feeling of reverence which has ever been thought 
due to the Apostles of Christ. But to return to 
the point more immediately under consideration 
—the — Fathers, ini — and Latin, 
are gene agreed, as also the most judicious 
modern Ex jonitors that the reason for thie par- 
ticular mention of Peter here (as it were by mes- 
sage) was to convey to the conscience-stricken 
disciple a comfortable assurance ef pardon from 
that Divine Master whom he had thrice denied, 
and a gracious intimation that, notwithstanding 
his late offence, Christ still counted him among 
bis disciples, and numbered him among his 
chosen. See Chrys, Theoph., Greg., Jerome, 
and Augustine. 

8. rax] This is absent from most of the 
best MSS. (including all the best Lamb. and 
Mus.), and is cancelled by almost every Editor 
from Wets. downwards. te was, no doubt, in- 
troduced from Matt. xxviii. 8. The words ovdevi 
ovdiv sirov must (as Pappe from the é@ofouvro 
just after) be unders of the time during their 
return, or shortly after, and of the persons whom 
Mc might then meet with. [Comp. John xx. 

— aix dà avTás] * possessed them.’ So Hom. 
Il. o. 247, wévras yàp ixe Tpónos. 

9—fin.] The authenticity of this remaining 
portion of the Gospel has been ¢ by 
several writers, but defended by more. It is 
hardly necessary to present to the reader's notice 
the Jong-drawn statements for and against, which 

may be seen in the able Résumé of Dr. Davidson. 
Suffice it to briefly adduce the substance of tho 
Arguments FOR the authenticity EXTERNAL. 
It is contained in all the MSS. and Versions, 
except as follows :—B, a copy of the Ital. Vers. 
marked K, the Verona MS. of the Ital. Vers., 
which wants all after the 7th verse. In D the 
portion from v. 15 to the end of the chap. is 
rom another hand. Greg. Nyssen and Severus 
of Antioch attest that it was not in the more ac- 
curate MSS. of their day ; and a similar state- 
ment is made by Euthym. It is absent from 
some MSS. of the Armenian Version. The state 
of the MS. L is such as to cast a shade over the 
authenticity. In Cod. A and not a few cursive 
MSS. the numbering of the Eusebian or Am- 
monian Sections does not go beyond v. 8. On 
the other hand, all the Gr. MSS. except B have 
the portion, all the Evangelistaria, and all the 
Synaxaria. All the Versions have it, even the 
Syriac of Jerusalem, and also the Cod. Vercell. of 
the Italic, of iine st —— It — 
by Irenæus, Hippolytus, Dionys. o exandria, 
Tatian, Celsus, Cyri of Jerusalen, Damascenus, 
Photius, Theophr., Ambrose, Augustine, Gre- 
gory, and Cassian. See more in Davidson, who 
with good reason maintains that tho external 
arguments in favour of this portion outweigh 
those against its authenticity. E 

As respects in arguments against the au- 
thenticity, | for those tlie reader is referred to Dr. 
Davidson, who divides them into sir heads, of 
which 1, 2, 3, 5, G, have reference to particular 

ges, the reeult of which I have touched 
upon infra To address ourselves to the four 
principal arguments as affecting generalities, —it 
is alleged by Dr. Davidson that the phraseology 
and style of the portion are adverse to its authen- 
ticity. The characteristic peculiarities of the Gos- 
pel, he says, do not appear in it, but, on the con- 
trary, terms and expressions never employed b 
Mark are introduced ; or terms instead of which 
others are used by him. Of these Dr. Davidson 
gives examples, and the representation will re- 
ceive some notice infra. “ Again," remarks Dr. 
Davidson, ‘‘ the stylo of the whole is not that of 
the Gospel. Instead of the graphic detailed de- 
scription by which the Evangelist is distinguish- 
ed, we have an abrupt sententious manner, re- 
sembling that of brief notices extracted from 
larger accounts, and loosely linked together. Tn 
this representation there is some truth; but 
even that is exaggerated and over-coloured, and 
not a little existing only in imagination, And 
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when Dr. Davidson proceeds to add, “ that the 
Section is suspicious even on external grounds, it 
were idle to deny,though the external testimony of 
itself preponderates in favour of its authenticity," 
be does not do justice to the strength of those 
arguments to which I may be expected to be 
more alive, when I state that the collation of so 
many hitherto uncollated MSS. (in none of 
which do I find the portion absent or noted 
with any marks of suspicion) must make a deep 
impression on my mind. As respects the tnfer- 

considerations dwelt upon so much at large 
by Dr. Davidson, after making all allowance for 
the over-coloured representations above adverted 
to, I am ready to grant that on the whole inter- 
nal evidence is rather against than for the au- 
thenticity. The manner, style, and phraseology, 
though not foreign to Mark, are scarcely 
able to the style and phraseology of that Eran. 
gelist; though Dr. Davidson must admit that so 
short a h as this cannot bo expected to 
fully bring out a writer's characteristics in style 
or genera phraseology. In fact, what I said in 
my Dissertation on the authenticity of the 84th 
chapter of the 3rd Book of Thucyd. applies to 
the present case. It is in vain, as I there have 
said, to prove the chapter to be not genuine, by 
lengthened critical discussions on its style and 
phraseology. These at least form matters of 
doubtful ——— and can never settle any 
question of this kind. For instance, the laboured 
efforts of a heavy phalanx of Philologists to 

ve, or to disprove, the Pauline origin of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews from the ph alone, 
never produced any result; and if the question 
be, as I trust it is, now well-nigh settled by my 
efforts and those of Dr. Davidson, it is by going 
into the question on other grounds. In fact, the 
very objections made to the portion before us are 
such as were made to the above-mentioned 84th 
chapter, nay, even to the whole of the 8th Book 
of Thucyd.. but in vain, since the book, as also 
the above chapter, bears the stamp of the sume 
mind as that which dictated the other seven 
books; and the same is in some measure true of 
this portion. And as that 84th chapter was, from 
some cause or other, written after the foregoing 
two chapters, and was left much in the rough, 
such, I apprehend, has been the case bere. I 
have little doubt that the Evangelist himself 
added the Section at some time after the rest of 
the Gospel (which I cannot believe he could 
have intended to conclude with the words ipo- 
Bovvro yap), and that, from some cause or other 
(probably severe sickness) he wound up his nar- 
rative summarily and with little of order or 
arrangement, and that, being prevented, owing 
to the foregoing cause, from completing the 
Gospel on the same plan as before, he subjoined 
& brief condensed statement by way of conclu- 
sion. Thus the difference of style and manner, 

as far as it exists, may readily be accounted for. 
In consideration, however, of the ments 

inst the authenticity adverted to by Dr. Da- 
vidson at ii. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 (and which have, at any 
rate, some weight), I have thought fit, with 
some hesitation, to place the portion within 
brackets, but must protest against its being can- 
celled, as it is by Tisch. and Alf. ; though not by 
Lachm., who here shows an unwonted caation, 
only to be accounted for by his viewing the 
question solely in reference to the argu- 
ments as to the authenticity. 

It is not a little remarkable that, while Mr. Alf. 
cancels the portion, he regards it as an ‘ authentic 
document, by whom written uncertain, but of 
great antiquity, and purporting to be a comple- 
tion of the Gospel, but having the same claims 
to reception and reverence as the reet of the 
Gospel!’ What that same claim to reverence and 
reception amounts to in Mr. Alford'a estimation 
we are left to imagine. But at any rate it cannot 
come up to icity, and considering what he 
unhesitatingly promu gates as to the ‘ origin, au- 
thorship (5, and authority of the three first 

npe narii ` th — — h- y y the moet tho - 
going German Neologians and semi-infidels. 

12. iv érípa poppy} The best Expositors 
understand by this, vi and general appear- 
anos. Whatever the alteration in appearance 
might be, it was such as aleo to prevent our 
Lord's being immediately ized by the two 
disciples wbo were going into the country. See 
Luke xxiv. 13. 

13. od ixsírois lvríoTivcay] This seems to 
be at variance with Luke xxiv. 33, 34, where it 
is said, that before they approached, Jesus had 
—— to Simon, and that he had related it to 

e assembly. For even this they had not fully 
credited; nay, even when Jesus had come up, 
they, as Luke testifies, yet disbelieved. (Gro- 
tius.) In the of Luke, the Apoetles and 
Disciples are indeed spoken of; but AeAovrrwv 
does not denote all the Apostles and Disciples 
gathered together, but only some of them. Pas- 
sages of this sort, in which what scems spoken 
by all is to be understood only of some, are not 
unfrequent in the New Test. There is therefore 
RO 7 between Mark and Luke. 
Some of the asseta bly it seems (as Luke says) 
believed that Jesus had risen from the dead ; the 
rest denied implicit credit to the statements re- 
specting that event: and no wonder, since vari- 
ous persons in the same company might be vari- 
ously impressed. From this temporary diversity, 
however, of belief, we may well conclude that 
the persons in question were by no means cre- 
dulous ; and, as Gresw. remarks, all this tends to 
make us re a firmer confidence in the testi- 
mony of those who so slowly and cautiously 
admittod belief. 

Gos 
wou 
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14—18. This passage is so connected with the 
preceding matter as to render it highly probable, 
at least, that the occurrence took place in a pri- 
vate house in or near Jerusalem, on the very 
evening of our Lord's resurrection, and was that 
of which we have other relations in John xx. 19, 
23, and Luke xxiv. 36, 49. 

16. ò mirrevcas — kaTakpiÜrjoeroi] By 
comparing this with the Commission given to the 
— — xit 20, a Luke xxiv. af 
it is plain that not only /azth, but repentance, an 
Led Lacs were to be — in the name of 
Christ,—the sense being, that he who by true 
and lively faith embraces Christianity, aud en- 

ges, in Pa Pig to obey its injunctions, and 
faithfully fulfil his engagements, shall obtain 
everlasting salvation. With respect to xara- 
«xp.Onoerat, whether it be rendered ‘damned’ or 
* condemned’ (a point which has been disputed ; 
and assuredly the word is very susceptible of the 
latter version), matters but little as to the ulti- 
mate sense ; since, upon the lowest meaning that 
has been affixed to cwOnjocera: (namely, the 
being put into a state of sulvation), the contrary 
cannot but imply a state of present reprobation ; 
which, if continued in, must assuredly terminate 
in perdition : and the condemnation, to take place 
at the day of Judgment, cannot but imply the 
being consigned to the curse, and the eternal 
woe consequent upon it. By ‘ not believing,’ is 
meant either obstinatcly refusing assent to the 
evidence of the truth of the Gospel, however 
satisfactory ; or not so believing the Gospel as to 
obey it, and thus holding the truth in unrighte- 
ousness. In the former case, he who believeth 
not must be condemned to eternal misery, be- 
cause he rejects the only means whereby he can 
be saved. 

17. enutia $i, &e.] [Comp. Luke x. 17. 
Acts v. 16. viii. 7. xvi. 18. ii. 4. x. 46. 1 Cor. 
xii. 10, 28.) On the several particulars of our 
Lord's promise, so as to show their full force and 
exact fulfilment, see my remarks in my Recens. 
Synop. The exercise of the first gift—the Cast- 
ing out of devils—is proved by the early Fathers, 

Justin — Clemens Alex., Origen, Irenzus, 
Tertullian, &c. Of the second, Speaking with 
new tongues, which must be understood, in its 
feil sense, of the miraculous communication of 
the faculty of speaking with tongues nover previ- 
ously learned (on which I have fully treated in 
the note at Acts ii. 4), we have abundant proof, 
both from Scripture and the testimonies of the 
earliest Fathers. The same may be said of the 
next two particulars, the ‘ taking up of serpents,’ 
and the ‘ drinking of poison without injury.’ The 
Jormer was in that age regarded as a decisive test 
of supernatural protection (though we find that 
this power, like all others, was sometimes pre- 
tended to by impostors) ; and the latter faculty 
would (as Doddridge truly observes) be espec. 
necessary in an age when the art of poisoning 
was brought to such cursed refinement. As to 
—— particular, Healing the sick superna- 

tu , the Scriptures and early Ecclesiastical 
writers are full of examples. Upon the whole, 
there is abundant evidence for the fulfilment of 
all the promises which the above expressions, in 
their plain and full sense, imply; and for tho 
accomplishment of their chief purposes, —namely, 
of miraculous attestation to the Divine mission 
of those to whom they were made, and of super- 
natural protection to them under all the evils, 
which they should have to encounter in the ex- 
ercise of their ministry. It must, however, be 
borne in mind, that since our Lord is here speak- 
ing of the mtraculous powers imparted to those 
who should belicve, which were necessary to 
confirm and extend the faith until its universal 
establishment, the believing here spoken of must 
denote an exercise of what is called the faith of 
miracles, as is evident both from the subject to 
which it refers, and from the fuct, that, even in 
the apostolic times, the endowments here pro- 
mised were not extended to all who simply be- 
lieved the Gospel. See 1 Cor. xii. 28. And 
that they were not all miraculously endowed is 
not ascribed to their weed ies but e 
sovereign appointment of God, who * worket 
after his good pleasure, all in all.’ 
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Or this Evangelist (as of the preceding) little is 
known with certainty, except from New 
Test.: for as to the traditions of the early 
Fathers, they are scanty and unimportant; and 
those of the /ater ones merit little attention. It 
is the opinion of some (including the earl 
Fathers and the older Commentators in — 
and Dr. Lardner) that Luke was a Jew; but 
this is forbidden by Col. iv. 11—14, where he is 
distinguished from those of the circumcision, and 
therefore could not be, at least, a Jew born. 
Others (including many recent Expositors) sup- 
pose him to have been descended from Gentile 
parents; but in his youth to have embraced Ju- 
daism, from which he had been converted to 
Christianity. Yet as there is great reason to think 
that Luke was a very young man when converted 
to Christianity, it is little likely that he should, 
before that time, have passed from Gentilism to 
Judaism. The truth here probably lies i» medio; 
and we may suppose him to have been (like 
Timothy) partly of Gentile and partly of Jewish 
extraction, his father a Gentile, his mother a 
Jewess. And this will account for the two prin- 
cipal characteristics of his writings, — accurate 
knowledge of the Jewish religion, and no in- 
considerable power of Greek composition. That 
he should be so far as on the mother's sido a 
Jew, is not at all inconsistent with his bearing a 

name, which he would, of course, derive 
from his father. There is, I apprehend, nothing 
in the New Test. which militates against this 
hypothesis,—by which all seeming discrepancics 
are reconciled,—but much to confirm ìt; for 
surely he was more likely to be reckoned among 
Jews ie Acts xxi. 27, compared with xxi. 15, 
17), if he were Jew-born by the mother's side, 
and brought up a Jew, than if he had been merely 
& proselyte from Gentilism, as Dr. Davidson sup- 

him to have been. That the Evangelist 
was ‘the Luke the beloved Physician’ of St. 
Paul, may be regarded as next to absolutely cer- 
tain. As respects his country, Euseb. and Jerome 
testify that he was a Syrian born at Antioch; 
but of his place of residence before his conver- 
sion, and his attaching himself to St. Paul, we 
know nothing certain. Gréew. thinks he was 

an inhabitant of Philippi; others, of Troas. The 
first mention of Luke in the New Teet. is at 
Acts xvi. 10, 11, where he is said to have been 
with Paul at Troas; but whether he became first 
acquainted with the Apostle there, and was then 
converted by him, or whether he had been before 
converted, and become attached to the Apostle 
Paul, we cannot ascertain (being wholly unin- 
formed as to the place or circumstances of his 
conversion) ; but the latter is by far the more pro- 
bable supposition. Luke had, we may presume, 
been converted some time before; and been resi- 
dent at some part of the North coast of the Æ 
sea, probably Philippi; from which, it seems, he 
went to Troas to meet Paul there, on his second 
Apostolic Progress, in order to obtain further in- 
formation as to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. 
After that period Luke was in close attendance 
on St. Paul, during the remainder of his second 
missionary progress. Also on his third, Luke 
was with him at Philippi, Troas, Miletus, Tyre, 
Cesarea, and Jerusalem. That he accompanied 
Paul to Rome is quite certain; and probably he 
was with him, more or less, during the two years 
of his imprisonment; nay, probably very nearly 
till his martyrdom. e circumstances of the 
latter part of Luke's life, and the manner of his 
death, are involved in the deepest obscarity,— 
espec. since the accounts given by Ecclesiastical 
Writers are neither consistent with themselves, 
nor in themselves probable. Even the time of 
bis death is not ascertained. 

Of the genuineness and authenticity of this Gos- 
] there has never been any real doubt; since it 

ìs quoted or alluded to by various writers, in an ~ 
unbroken chain, from the Apostolical Fathe 
down to the time of Chrysostom. See David- 
son. As to the authenticity of the first two 
lers, which has been recently called in question 
by those who impugn the miraculous conception 
of Christ, suffice it to say, that those chapters 
are found in all the MSS. of the Gospel of which 
we have any knowledge, and in all Versions. 
And to this complete external evidence may be 
added internal evidence of the strongest kind; 
for while there is no Critical reason imaginable 
against the chapters, there is the strongest reason 
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to su them genuine, —since the first is con- 
nected with the second, and the second with the 
third, in exactly the same manner as the first 
and second chapters of Matthew are connected 
with the third. 

As respects the Time and Place of its writing, 
the latter is altogether uncertain, no less than 
nine places being mentioned by writers; and as 
to the former, the matter is one of doubtful dis- 
putation. Davidson thinks it most probable 
that Luke's Gospel was written at Home, during 
Paul's imprisonment, since Italy scems to have 
been the country to which Theophilus and the 
first readers belonged; that the Evangelist had 
more leisure there than elsewhere, and that this 
Book preceded the composition of the Acts, at 
the same place, at the beginning of A. D. 63, ac- 
cording to the Chronology of Anger and Wiese- 
ler; and that hence the present ] may bo 
assigned as near as possible to 61, at which time 
Peter had not arrived at Rome. However, 
Canon Tate has in his Continuous Progress of 
St. Paul, given good reasons for fixing on A. D. 
59. Mr. Gresw., after a most elaborate investi- 
gation of the matter, comes to the conclusion 
that this Gospel was not only written after that 
of Mark, but that it was intended to be supple- 
mental to those of Matth. and Mark ; and Canon 
Tate (ubi supra) declares himself entirely satisfied 
with the demonstration so fully given by Mr. 
Gresw. to that effect. 

As respects the question for whom this Gospel 
was written, it was, of course, written as to its 
immediate purpose, for the instruction of Theo- 
pilus, who was in all probability (for the rea- 
sons assigned by Dr. — a Gentile be- 
liever living out of Palestine. But that does not 
exclude a far wider purpose, even in the Evan- 
gelist's intention, and certainly in the purpose of 
the Holy Spirit, for the instruction both of con- 
temporary Christians and those of all future 
ages. Internal evidence attests that it was writ- 
ten for the use of Gentile communities, as might 
be ex from one nally known and 
attached to the Apostle of the Gentiles; and this 
is confirmed by the unanimous voice of anti- 
quity. In short, we may suppose (for I would 
not pronounce positively) that, as Mark's Gos- 
pel was intended for the use of the Gentile 
Christians and Hellenists of the West, so this 
was meant for the instruction of those of the 
East, namely, Greece, Asia Minor, and the 
islands 

As ts the relation of Luke's ] to 
&. Paul, the reader is referred to Dr. David- 
son's ample discussion of this questio vexata. Ho 

adduced various citations from the early 
Fathers, as Irenæus, Tertullian, Origen, Euse- 
bius, Jerome, and some others, in which Luke's 
Gospel is, he thinks, virtually resolved into the 
authority of the Apostle Paul. I could myself 
adduce several further proofs in the Introductions 
to this Gospel, found in many of the Lambeth, 
and not a few of the Mus. copies. The substance 
of most of them I have found derived from Cos- 
mas Indico-pleustes, an Alexandrian monk of 
the 6th century, the author of a To phia 
Christiana, and also, it would seem, of another 

work, consisting of Introductions to the Gospels. 
But, from the searching examination of Dr. 
Davidson into the grounds of this view, there is 

reason to regard the tradition as, if not 
, —as Dr. Davidson maintains,-—yet resting 

on very uncertain data. From the close con- 
nexion subsisting between the Evangelist and 
the Apostle, it was natural for the ancients to 
have supposed that Luke wrote his Gospel under 
the superintending influence of St. Paul. The 
transition, as observes Davidson, between a dis- 
ciple of the Apostle to the act of writing the 
Gospel under Apostolic inspection was natural. 
Yet I grant that the Tradition rests on no foun- 
dation sufficiently solid to admit of its adoption. 
We are, however, I apprehend, warranted in 
supposing, that the Gospel was written in some 
measure under the ies of St. Paul, with 
whom he had probably, during the time of his 
drawing it up, become intimately connected. 
And how far there may, or may not, have been 
some d of assistance given by the Apostle 
to his follower and favourite disciple, we cannot 
say. Even Mr. Alf. grants that it is an in- 
teresting inquiry how far Luke's continued in- 
tercourse with the great Apostle to the Gentiles 
may have influenced his diction, or even. his 
selection of facts [rather matter]. It is, he adds, 
& remarkable coincidence that the account of the 
institution of the Lord's Supper should be nearly 
verbatim the same in Luke xxii. 19, and in 
1 Cor. xi. 23, and that Paul claims to have re- 
ceived this last from the Lord. And we know 
that a revelation was made to him, to which he 
refers in Gal. i. 12. Eph. iii. 3. 1 Cor. xi. 23, 
embracing, at least, the leading facts of the Evan- 
gelic history. And the circumstance, Mr. Alf. 
thinks, may have acted on the mind of Luke, 
and even sha or filled out, some of his nar- 
ratives iu aid of direct sources of testimony. 
Mr. Alf. admits that we may trace a simi- 
lar cast of mind and feeling in some instances 
Which he proceeds to specify. But all this is, I 
would say, taking too low a view of the matter, 
and not allowing enough to the effect of that 
inspiration, which must of itself have been suffi- 
cient to enlighten the mind of the Evangelist on 
the great doctrine of man's free justification by 
grace through faith (attested in the use of tho 
term dedixaseputvor in the strictly evangelical 
sense, Luke xviii. 14), even without the direct 
teaching of St. Paul, both by his preaching and 
his private instruction. Besides, the claim of 
this Gospel to Canonicity, if it do not rest mainly 
on the intimate intercourse of the Evangelist 
with the Apostle, will at least be materially 
strengthened by the fact of that intercourse. 
And the very early Tradition before adverted to 
cannot, even if rejected in its strict sense, fail to 
produce a considerable impression of the just 
claim of this Gospel to be "faithful and worthy 
of all acceptation." 

To advert to the characteristics of Luke's Gospel 
—we cannot fail to recognize a remarkable cir- 
cumstantialily, exactness of narration, and no lit- 
tle touch of the graphic; though not comparable 
with the minuteness of detail and picturesque- 
ness of Mark. There is also a brevity of expres- 
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sion far greater than that of Matth., though lese 
than that of Mark, and not so comprehensive by 
the multum in parvo. And though it has been 
said that Luke is more intent on the narrating 
of facte, than on the recording of the Sermons 
and Parables of our Lord, yet when he does ad- 
duce the lessons of moral instruction conveyed 
by our Lord, he is surpassed by no other Evan- 
gelist in touching force, simple and genuine 
pathos, and deep feeling. To turn to a matter 
of far less consequence, in treating on which our 
German brethren appear (as in all matters of 
externals) to considerable advantage—the nature 
of the diction has been ably handled by Gersdorf 
and Credner, —the result of whose researches has 
confirmed the view of the best Expositors, that, 
though the phraseology is substantially the same 
as that of the other Evangelists, yet it is far purer 
in its Greek, espec., I add, as to the exact use of 
the tense of verbs, and their construction. The 
composition has far less of Hebraistic character 
than that of the others. In short, the style is 
generally far purer and more fluent than that of 
the others. There is more of the finish of regu- 
lar composition, and no little — to tho 
regularity of historical writing, and occasionally 
that which distinguishes the Classical historio- 
graphers, I mean the writer's combining his own 
nomen with the events which he narrates. 

iii. 20. vi. 11, 16. ix. 58. In fact, we may 
almost say, that in carrying out a sort of latent 
and quiet emulation, not imitation, of Classical 
tournerie and finish, he studiously avoids those 
&wkward constructions and harsh modes of ex- 
prenom so common in Mark, and even Matth. 
n short, the Gospel bears the impress of an in- 

quiring mind; of a studious searching after the 
truth, and Hs execution attests a writer of good 
education and — station in life, and one 
who had acquired, in some way, no inconsider- 
able power of expressing his thoughts. Above 
all, we cannot fail to trace a moet conscientious 
love of truth, a mind under the influence of the 
Holy Spirit, communicating to him such a due 
measure of Divine inspiration as might be suffi- 
cient to enable him to carry out what he had b 
Divine Providence been destined to take in hand, 
that all future believers dwiyvaow mapi æv 
KatnxOwot Adya Thy dopadaiay. 

The historical character of the first chap. of 
this Gospel has been ably vindicated against 
some recent mythical interpreters, by Professor 
Mill, in a Tract, Camb. 1841. 8vo. 

I. 1—4. From this Proem, forming a very valua- 
ble, though brief Introduction, we learn (as Dr. 
Davidson remarks), that many previous attempts 
had been made to give a fixed character to tho 
Evangelical tradition, and also the nature of 
those attempts. 2. The ificatü ssessed 
hy Luke for writing a Gospel. 3. The mode in 
which he proposed to write it. 4. Why he wrote 
it,—namely, becausc his predecessors had failed 
iu their endeavours. 5. The advan which 
Luke himself possessed by availing himself of 
eye and ear witness. ‘Since (observes Bp. Lons- 
dale) the Evangelist here assigns as a reasou for 
hie drawing up the present Gospel, that many 
others had undertaken to write Gospel narra- 

tives, and since he of his own lete 
understanding of all things from the very ; 
we may conclude both that he regards those his- 
tories as erroneous or defective, and also that he 
wrote under a conviction of his own superior 
qualifications for the work." 

The persons meant by these mary has been 
much discussed ; but it is agreed that the writers 
of the Matthew and Mark could not 
be intended to be included in those writings ; 
Matthew being one ra» dx’ dpyat avror- 
+wyv,—and Mark having perhaps not yet writtea 
his Gospel. It is certain that we are not to 
understand the Apocryphal Gospels, since 
few, if any, of those can be proved to have been 
so early in being. The narrations in question 
were probably the compositions of pious and 
well-meaning persons: but, as we may infer 
from the context, without the necessary infor- 
mation or qualifications for writing a 
history. Hence their accounts, though not in- 
tentionally falee, were necessarily erroneous and 
defective. And some of these probably formed 
the foundation of the Apocryphal Gospels. That 
they were in some degree defective, or erroneous, 
seems implied in the very circumstance, of the 
Evangelist s undertaking to supply Theophilus 
with more certain information; for though in 
émcxaip. there is no direct reference to either suc- 
cess um yet, as y x — xix. 13, TE 
is a plain allusion to furlure o , 80 here 
ibero is a faint vestige of it. That the Church 
never acknowledged the authenticity of any his- 
tories of our Lord except the four Canonical 
Gospels, is quite certain. ‘Avaracozc@a: is not 
to be understood of re-arranging tchat is 
tcritten. For the sense of repetition in the 
though frequent, is not perpetual. It seems here 
to denote, not indeed repetition, but succession, 
as of one thing after another, which will here 
imply setting in order. Thus dvaraftac@Ca: will 
signify to eae — to cvrréEacOa:, 
as in Dio Cass. 1326, 

l. warà gg sic gogo | TlAnpodopie si 
nifies prop. to carry a measure. to b full 
also active, to make full ; and figur, to male fally 
certain, give full assurance ; either as spoken Ist, 
of persons, or 2dly (as here and in 2 Tim. iv. 17), 
of things; which aro thus said to be fally con- 
firmed and established, and are therefore re- 
ceived as absolute truths, with full assurance of 
faith. Accordingly, the expression is nearly 
equivalent to wew:oraupévey, as at Josephus, 
Ant. xvii. 6, 3. By wpayp. are meant, not 
things, but matters, facts. 

2. xaÜ«s wapidocay uiv] If these words be 
referred, as is done by most Interpreters, to the 
narratives before mentioned, there would seem to 
be no reason why the writer should have under- 
taken a work which would appear to be 
ous ; the information in those being supplied by 
persons so well qualified to communicate it. But 
though the reference be such, according to the 
construction, it is certainly not according to tbe 
meaning intended, which would have required 
not sui», but avrots. The difficulty would be 
effectually removed, by referring xa8&e, &c. (as 
Koecher, Rosenm., and Kuin. direct) to Te» 
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TamAnpodopnuívor ty — — 
ese words to assign the of that firm 

conviction), and by assigning to xaOee the sense, 
not unfrequent in the New Test., * quatenus, in- 
asmuch as.' But as this reference involves some 
harshness, it is better to refer rawr to draTáE- 
a00a:; rendering it * quemadmod according 
as.'— IIap£docavs, ‘ have delivered ; the term 
being used not only of the declaring of a thing 
in writing, but, as here, orally. By nuiv we may 
understand, as just before, ‘us Christians,’ mean- 
ing all Christians. 
— am’ dpyns| This expression admits of se- 

veral senses, each assigned by one or other of the 
Expositors : but the context must fie the mean- 
ing here to one only,—namely, the origin of the 

ristian Di. ion, at the commencement of 
the official course of its author at his baptism by 
Jobn, as is quite clear from Mark i. 1 (where 
see note), and Acts i. 21, i» dà (scil. xoóvo) 
slo A05 xai iEnA0«v id’ uas Kop. ‘Ine. dete- 
ntvos dà Tou Bavrícuaos 'Ieáyrovs, &c. By 
ToU Àóyov must be meant r. A. Tov Osov, the 

l, as applied to whatever is revealed by 
God to men for their instruction, and here espec. 
denoting the Word preached. On ùrnp. and 
ĉiáxov. see my Lex. 

3. idoE£e xápoí] The Evangelist here does 
not, as Alf. says, class himself with the above 
wodXoi, though neither does he claim to be of a 
distinct class from them. Of sapnx«oX. áxpiBios 
the sense is * having accurately traced and inves- 
tigated every thing from the earliest source, — 
the very inning of a thing, —perhaps with 
allusion to the top-springs or source of a river. 
In this very sense the word is used by Demosth. 
P. 1463, dca dvw, č iuwapiay kal +d 
TapnxorovOncivar [££ apne] rots mpáy- 
nacip, eldwe: also p. 285, dvdpa—wapaxoXdov- 
Onkóca ois *p&ynaciw lE dpyne. 
— Kabı čis for the Class. ipene, denoting 

Dot order of (tme, but of events, matters of fact, 
the xpayyudérey at v. 1, perhaps with some re- 
ference to the classification of those which admit 
of it, and are best considered in that way, or, at 
least, the orderly (not necessarily consecutive) 
arrangement of such matters. 
— Gecodirtc] This is not, as some essay, a 

feigned name, to denote *a true Christian, but 
one intended to denote a real person, for whose 
Instruction the present Gospel was more imme- 
diately written, being probably a convert of 
Luke's. Of this individual, to whom the — 
Was as it were inscribed, it is easier to say what 
he was not, than what he was. That he was not 
a Jew 18 pretty clear from ii. 22, 24. iv. 6. Acts 
xxiii. 5, That he was not a native or inhabitant 
of Palestine, Dr. Davidson thinks may be in- 
ferred from i. 26. ii. 4. iv. 81. viii. 26. xxiii. 51. 
ak — 12—18; — to — — 

e belon robably, I think, Mace- 
onia) he was a aid as rd thinks, shown 

by the explanatory circumetances appended by 
uke to several things in his Gospel, which cir- 

& 324.16. Phil. 3.6. 

cumstances might to a Gentile need elucidation. 
Yet these explanations might be intended quite 
as much or more for the class of which Theo- 
philus was an individual. Their spiritual exigen- 
cies would probably be far greater than his, who, 
from his being, as appears from Luke's address, 
x«páTic Ts, & person of some rank or station in 
life, was, we may presume, of good education, 
and doubtless competent information. We can- 
not suppose that the term xpar. was used merely, 
like the Lat. vir presiantissime, as a conventional 
compliment ; it was doubtless ae a title of due 

callcd for by circumstances. 
(va imwvyvee) ‘that thou mightest fully 

know,’ i. e. obtain full information, become fully 
acquainted with. In this inchoative sense tho 
word often occurs in N. T. In xarny. there is 
a reference to that oral instruction, which pre- 
ceded and followed up admission into the Church 
by baptism. By Aóywv seem meant the accounts 
or statements made of the matters on which tlie 
Christian religion, both in ite doctrines and pre- 
cepts, was founded. Thv áedáAsiav and the 
preceding terms d»eOy, axpiBws, and xaÜsEns, 
seem to glance at the opposite qualities in the 
narrations just adverted to. So in a very inapor- 
tant of Euseb. Eccl. Hist. iii. 54, it is 
said of Luke's language in his Preface, 6 óà 
Aovxas dpyóuaros kai abrde ToU kaT' ajTÓV 
cvyypáuparos thy alría» wpov8nxe, dc’ dy 
Wexoinra: tiv cuvratiy, ÓnÀev ws dpa wod- 
Nay kal addy Wpowsriorspoy éwiratndey- 
xòoreovu Ouiynci $TovjcacÜ0ai, wy abrÓs wewAn- 
popópnTo Xoyov, advayxales, dwadXatrroy (I 
conjecture dwadAakuv) ñus THs wepi rods 
GdAous dugnpicroy troiñ pews, róv áo aA5 
Aoyor, wy avros ixavws tiv dAnOacav xaTtiAd- 
da, bx ris dua TlatvAe@ ovvovaías T4 xai ĉia- 
TeiBns, xai THe iv Xourov ásrooTóXev, wpe- 
Anpévos, dd ov ldlov wapéswxay avayyedriou. 
The foregoing conjecture is indispensable to the 
sense, and seems to have had place in the copy 
used by Rufinus in the fifth century, when form- 
ing his Latin Version. And the tr and E are 
sometimes confounded by the scribes. 

5. éjnuspías] Properly a daily service, like 
that of the Jewish priests in the Temple; and 
since that was performed by the priests in turn, 
for a week alternately, it came to denote (as 
here), by metonymy, the class (for there were 
twenty-four classes) that took that weekly servico 
in rotation. The offering of incense was, no 
doubt, the daily offering, which would fall to 
Zacharias’ lot as an ordinary priest in his 
course. 

For 4 yvy?) atrov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read, from B, C, D, and four cursives (to which 
I can add nothing worth mentioning) : and Alf. 
styles the text. rec. ‘a correction for perspicuity.' 
But that it should have been introduced into all 
the copies but seven, is highly improbable. Yet 
Ws Grecism is so rough that the change is pos- 
sible. 

6. dixasos dv. T. Osov) Meaning persons of 
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truth, uprightness, and integrity; ivøriov coU 
O:ov being an Hebraic adjunct, importing reality ; 
because whatever is what it is, in the sight of an 
omniscient God, must be really so; see Gen. 
vii. l. The words following are exegetical and 
illustrative; and wopevduevor is, as often in 
Scripture, used of habitual action.  Awaiéuact 
and éyroAaic, denoting the ordinances and com- 
mandments, ate nearly synonymous; but the 
former may refer to the moral, the latter to the 
ceremonial law. "Ausu?rroi (irreproachable) ex- 
presses their good repute with mex, as dix. their 
piety towards God. So Artemidor. ii. 12, ixeívn 
ueriXsory ádusum Tos. Comp. Ovid, Met. i. 

328, who says of Deucalion and Pyrrha, in- 
nocuos ambos, numinis ambos. 

7. wpoBeBnxores iv rais nu.] This is said to 
be a Hebraism ; but it is only such by the use of 
Juspais and nixía, and that of iv; the Class. 
writers using the phrase wpoBalvew TH nua, 
or Kara Ti)» nAcxiap. 

9. iXaxs Tov Üvutácai] Supply xAñpov or 
pépos, which is expressed in Acts i. 17; though 
perhaps the noun may be the Adyoe included in 
the verb. Among the various offices thus dietri- 
buted by lot, the most honourable was this, —of 
burning incense. So much so, indeed, that no 
riest was allowed to perform it more than once. 
by rov vaov is meant the Sanctuary, in which 
was the altar of incense (see Hab. ix. 1—6) as 
distinguished from the Temple at large, in which 
the people were praying. A somewhat similar 
occurrence is related in Jos. Antt. xiii. 10, 3, of 
& High Priest having a Vision at the same time 
as the one here, namely, that of offering incense, 
where, in like manner as here, the people are 
described as being outside (viz. of the Temple at 
large) while the incense was being burnt in the 

nc : 
10. For Tov Aaov, I have now, with almost 

all recent Editors, received rj» Tov Aaov, on con- 
siderable external authority, confirmed by most 
of the best Lamb. and Mus. copies, as also by 
internal evidence. 

12, érapay6On] Not without reason; for 

Kai dyadXiacts, kai Todo) eml TH * yevéoces avTod yapnoovras. 
15 i čorar yap uéyas évorriov [Tov] Kvpíov | kai olvov xai otxepa 

though angelic appearances in the Temple had 
been once not unusual, even as late as the time 
of Hyrcanus, who (as we learn from J 
Antt. xiii. 18) witnessed such, while he was 
offering incense,—yet they were now very un- 
common ; and therefore the ce, of itself 
sufficiently terrific, would be the more appalling. 

13. 4lenxoíc8n—75 ó£qoíc cov] Some think 
that the prayer was a prayer for offspring, 
addressed either then or formerly. Many - 
ments have been urged fur, but more gazu. dis 
supposition. Besides that the apparent impoesi- 
bility of the thing may be supposed to have pro- 
duced acquiescence in the will of God, the pious 
priest would be little likely to mingle private 
concerns with public devotions ; and hence it is 
more probable that he was praying,—together 
with the welfare of the nation.—for the advent 
of Him whose coming many signs announced to 
be a at hand, even the Consolation of Ierad 
(ii. 25). 

— yewnes vióv co] On the circumstances 
connected with the births of John the Baptist 
and of Christ, see Lightfoot, Whitby, Macknigh:, 
and Dr. Bell, on the mission of John the 
tist; who ably evinces the genuinences of this 
part of the sacred history, and shows that * the 
whole train of events here said to have taken 
place are of a nature so entirely beyond the power 
of man to produce, that if they really 
as they are said to have happened, the authority 
of any fact founded on them becomes unque:- 
tionable.' 

14. yeréoec] This, for text. rec. yesoners:, I 
have now received, with all recent Editors. on 
strong external authority (to which I can add 
that of several Lamb. and Mus. copies), con- 
— by internal evidence. See note on Matt. 
i. 18. 

15—17. On this portion compare Matt. iii. 3 
and John xxix. and see Dr. Smith's Scrip. 
Test. L. iii. ch. 2, ‘on the evidence relative to 
the person of Christ, as derived from the office 
and testimony of John the Baptist; where he 
shows that a forerunner was peculiar to the dig- 
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nity of the Messiah, and weighs the terms in 
which John's office is described, —his testimony, 
and resemblance to Elijah. 

15. uéyas ivøriov Tov Kupiov] i.e. piyas 
wapa Oe, ‘in the sight of the Lord, i. e. as 
most understand, Jehovah ; though others inter- 
pret it, the Lord Jesus. But the former is 
greatly preferable. That the expression only in- 
timates, as Mr. Alf. thinks, the spiritual natur® 
of his office and influence, is more than I can 
admit, because it is a lowering of the augustness 
of the expression. 
— olvoy xai cixapa ob uù min] A Nazaritic 

injunction. So in Numb. vi. 3, it is said of him 
who has vowed a Nazaritic vow, dw6 olvov xal 
olxepa ayutcOnoetat. Lixspa is derived from 
the Heb. oa, to inebriate, and denotes generally 
any intoxicating drink; but was chiefly applied 
to what we understand by made wines, viz. any 
vinous liquor not made from grapes, but from 
dates, figs, or palms. 

In xai [Ivaevuaroe dylov wrAnoOnosra: 
there is a tacit opposition between drinking wine, 
or strong drink, and being filled with the Spirit. 
See Eph. v. 18. 

The words ix xoiAíae pyrpde abou, from a 
Hebrew phrase to denote ‘from the earliest 
period.” It is one frequent in the Old Test. (seo 
ny Lex.), and found elsewhere in the New Test., 

att. xix. 12. Acts iii. 2. xiv. 8. Gal. i. 15. 
Thus the notion of Meyer and Olshaus., who sup- 
pose it meant that the Holy Spirit should act on 
the child even before his birth, besides being, as 
Mr. Alf. admits, “ not nec ," is not allowed 
by the passages of thc Old and New Test., where 

is Hebraistic: phrase occurs, for which the Class. 
writers use ix wasdcs, or Bpédour. In short, 
the words xai olvov kai cixepa où 3j —abTov 
are meant to be confirmatory of what had been 
before said; q.d. * As a token of his entire de- 
votedness to God, he will not only be a perpetual 
Nazarite, but will be filled with the Holy Ghost 
from his earliest years.’ 

17. avrov] difference of opinion exists as 
to the person to whom the pronoun is to be re- 
ferred. Some, as Heumann and Kuinoel, regard 
It as put emphatically for Christ; comparing 
v. 17, and ] John ii. 6, 12. But in those pas- 
Sa there is no emphasis; the pronoun having 
reference to an antecedent noun, though some- 
wbat remote. And though examples may be 
found of avrós in an emphatic sense, yet that is 
only under circumstances different from the pre- 
sent—chiefly when several words intervene be- 
tween the subject and the verb. Again, to suppose 
avrós so employed here, where a manifest ante- 
cedent immediately precedes, would be harsh in 
the extreme. And to regard ad-rde as used in so 
different à way in two places separated only by a 
couple of words, were to — a perfect enigma. 
According to the rules of just interpretation, 
avrov must be referred to the person who was 

just before spoken of, Kupiov réy Osóv. I can- 
not, however, agree with the generality of Com- 
mentators in understanding by Kupiov rdw Oeov 
the Lord Jehovah ; since that would involve a no 
small harshness; though, if it were admitted, 
we might say, with Calvin, that *since there is 
no ex mention of Christ, the Angel makes 
John the forerunner of the Eternal God; or we 
may hence infer the eterual Divinity of Christ." 
This, however, would be incurring a harshness 
almost as great as that which we have been op- 
posing. It is better, therefore, with several an- 
cient Expositors, and, of the modems, Maldonati, 
Castalio, Bengel, and others, to understand by 
Kupiov rdv Gedy, the Lord Jesus Christ. And 
so the Persic Translator must have taken it; 
since he renders ‘ their Lord and God ;' by which 
the expression will answer to that addressed to 
Christ by Thomas (John xx. 28), ' my Lord and 
my God.’ And agreeably to what is here said, 
that the Baptist * will turn many of the Israelites 
to their Lord God’ (imsorpéyer), we find in 
2 Cor. iii. 6 (with reference to Christ), * when 
any one shall turn to the Lord, imorpiyy 
woos Kupsov, where some very ancient authori- 
ties, for Kupior, have Gedy. And the very word 
is used in Zech. xiv. 5, and elsewhere, with 
reference to the Messiah. 

The allusion in posAsócaTat ivøriov aù- 
Tov is clear from Matt. iii. 3, where see 
note. 
— wWvstpare here means ‘ disposition,’ as ĝvyá- 

pec ‘zeal and energy, or ‘mighty endowments." 
On Elias, as a type of the Baptist, sce note on Matt. 
xi. 14. Compare also Ecclus. xlviii. 1, dvéory 
'HAíae Tpodrrris we wip, Kai ò Noyos atrou 
ws Aauwds éxalero. In éco Tpévyai xapdias 
watipev, &c., there is an allusion to Mal. iv. 6, 
where it is said that Elias will go before tho 
Messiah émorpiyat xapdiavy watpos rps 
viov, xal xaracrneat þpúñas 'Iaxe(9. On the 
exact import, indeed, of the words Commentators 
are not They have been supposed to 
denote a reconciliation of discordant sects and 

litical feuds, by a common repentance and re- 
rmation: but they may rather be explained to 

mean that John, i preaching repentance and 
reformation, would being both fathers and chil- 
dren to the same frame of mind, would turn per- 
sons of all ages from the disobedience of the 
wicked to the wisdom of the just; and would 
thue make ready a people prepared for the coming 
of the Lord Jesus. In imtarpi¢. Tiv xapdiay 
TivOt we have not a mere Hebrew phrase, since 
in Plato, Opp. vi. 257, 3, we find dvaorpiqery 
TP xapdlay TiyÓs, ‘to bring any one to a better 
mind by moral reformation.” us the two first 
clauses state the particular purposes of the Bap- 
tist's mission; namely, to introduce concord, 
philanthropy, and reformation of mind and prac- 
tice. The third states the general purpose, or 
perhaps the result of the two former. 
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18. xarà Tí] Supply onnuetoy, which ia er- 
free in a similar passage of Gen. xv. 8. Grot. 

ere remarks on the difference in the cases of 
Abrabam and of Zacharias, as to the same ac- 
tion. The former did not ask for a sign, from 
distrust in the promise of God, but for confirma- 
tion of his faith ; whereas the latter had no true 
faith at all, and did not, as the former, turn from 
natural causes to the great First Cause. Hence, 
though a sign was given to him, it was a judicial 
infliction likewiee, for not believing; though 
wisely ordained to be such as should fix the at- 
tention of the Jews on the promised child. 

19. l'aBpwjA] Heb. bwa, ‘ Man of God. 
Seo Dan. viii. 16, and ix. 21, comp. with Job xii. 
15, where we have the name of another Arch- 
angel, Michael, Spon, equiv. to * Who is as God,’ 
Gr. looBeos. Prof. Mill (ubi supra v. 1) has 
shown that we are not to sup that the names 
of the angels were borrowed from any heathen 
system (prevalent in Babylonia), inasmuch as 

persons and order of angels were known long 
before, and their names had come from an after 
revelation to Daniel. The designation ò rapeor. 
á. T. 0., meaning in attendance at the throne (an 
expression occurring both in the Sept. and in 
Lucian, D. D. xxiv. 1, det wapeorava: re Aii), 
is equiv. to ápyáyysXos, a Chief Angel. Of. 
these it is said in Job xii. there were seven. 

20. oy ciere kai uù Suv. AXadyoa] This 
is not a mere tautology (to avoid which several 
Commentators, ancient and modern, explain giw- 
ræv, deaf, quite against the propriety of lan- 
guage), but the latter phrase is meant to explain 
and strengthen the force of the former, as in 
Acts xiii. 11, čep TvÀós, mù BXérov tov 
Atov, —and its purpose is to communicate em- 
phasis thereto, * Thou shalt be silent, yca, not 
able to speak.” Comp. also Acts xviii. 9, AáA ei, 
kai pi cie ro gs. Though in the present instance 
the xai meaning imo, makes it somewhat distinct 
from the other passages. It is idle to adduce 
such Class. phrases as‘ Homer's, addaxputor xai 
áo, since that is a simple Hendiadys. 

21. iQavuatov iv rw xpovifev, &c.] The 
le might well wonder; for it appears to 

ve been customary for the priest not to tarry, 
on account of the people waiting in the outer 

court; who would fear lest some harm had be- 
fallen him, —from a negligence in tbe duty, or 
otherwise, —which might ominous of evil to 
the people at large. hen Zacharias at len 
appeared, and was evidently deprived of the 
faculty of utterance, the le would be likely 
to conjecture that something extraordimary bed 
happened to him, and naturally asked whether 
he had seen a vision. 

22. AaAjoat avTois] ‘address them,’ neither 
to give them the accustomed benediction, nor to 
inform them of the cause of the delay. "Hw 
Cravevoy a., 8cil. rovro, —he nodded assent to the 
inquiry, whether he had seen a vision. Aa- 
vrusi signifies, ‘to express one's meaning by 
nods or becks.” So Thucyd. i. 34, 1, vesuars 
xpnoapévov, where see my note. Kedor here, 
ae a from v. 62, signifies both and 

Ascrovprylas] On this see my Lex. 
24. wepedxpuBev tavr.) Not, * she concealed 

her situation, as some itors explain; but, 
* she kept herself retired.” This she would be in- 
duced to do during her whole pregnancy, not onl 
through motives of delicacy (considering her ad- 
van ears), but from an — to 
herself ron p accidents, as mi : — en- 
danger the safety, or im any deflement to 
the embryo (see Judg. zi 14. and lastly, she 
would feel herself bound, considering the si 
favour she had received from above (by which 
was removed from her the reproach that barren- 
ness involved), to employ the period of her preg- 
nancy in the exercises of more than ordinary de- 
votion. It is frivolous to debate which five 
months she secluded herself; for the last five 
are not permitted by the context, which mani- 
festly points to the first five. Yet the words is 
= qe ed pii: aweoradn will Tun dix has 

n thought) oblige us to su t 
retired kd e first five. There was — 
son, on every account, for the nert fowr; and 
therefore * UD te. 2 extending that 
pri (with Lightfoot) to the tc. penod of 
abei The period five months is merely 
mentioned, as being that which intervened be- 
tween the time of her conception and that of the 
angel's appearance to Mary and the visit to Eli- 
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sabcth, I agree with Mr. Alford that the ore 
does not signify for, but is the usual particle 
serving to introduce a speech. But this will not 
rove, as he imagines, that her studious privacy 
ad not for its purpose to devote herself. to the 

exercisee of devotion in prayer and praise. That 
is, I think, strongly intimated in the air of the 
words otrws uoi wewolnxey, &c., which, as ap- 
pears from the otrws, are ejaculatory; q. d. 
Thus wonderfully (mercifully) hath the Lond 

dealt with me!' Accordingly, we have here a 
brief — of her devotional feelings, fitly 
called forth by this miraculous dispensation of 
Divine Providence, whereby, ineton.. of the re- 
pora of barrenness, was given for her portion 

r, nay, great glory, by her being ordained 
to give birth to One who should piyas 
iværiov Tov Osov, destined to prove a great 
instrument in promoting the purposes of God 
for the benefit of man. 

25. éwsidev] ‘ hath looked upon me, i. e. by 
implication, * with favour,'—a signif. found in the 
Heb. rer the Greek Class. elo:dsiv, and the 
Latin respicere. "Oveidos. is one of those words 
which, though in the later Grecism they bore a 
bad sense, yet in the earlier ones were terms of 
sniddle signification ; as Eurip. Bacch. 640, xáA- 
A:orov Gveidos. This, however, is only the case 
with words which, from their origin, admit of a 
mildle signification ; not so with those which, 
from their derivation, can only have a bad sense. 
There is here an allusion to Gen. xxx. 23, 
adrirsy ò Orós pou TÒ Óviidos, 
26—39. On this portion, containing a revela- 

tion of the miraculous conception, see the Dis- 
sertation of Canon Townsend, Chron. Arr. p. 32, 

» ntuvnaavutyiyy)] * betrothed, contracted ;' 
without which no woman was ever married 
among the Jews, and probably the Gentiles 
dm the earliest ages. Hom. ll. 

'98. ò ayyetAov] Cancelled by Tisch. and Alf., 
from B, L, two cursives, and the Copt. Version, 
but retained by Lachm. ;—very ee rly, since 
it is more likely that the two words should have 
been removed in four copies than inserted in all 
the rest, and in all the Versions except one, 

espec. considering they are not, as Alf. says, a 
gloss. In fact, the reading of B was no other 
than an emendation of some Critic, who thought 
that the two words should not come in again so 
soon, and accordingly removed them. Certainly 
& pure Greck Class. writer would not have ex- 
pressed them. ` 

The words at the end of the verse, evrAoyn- 
tyn ov d» yuvackiv, are cancelled by Tisch., 
ut retained by Lachm. ;—very properly, since 

the authority for their omission is only the same 
as in the foregoing alteration ; though here inter- 
nal evidence is against them, considering that 
they may have been brought in from v. 42; 
though Lachm. does not even bracket them. 
— X., xexapireopivy) ‘ Hail, thou favoured 

one of God !" 
30. In eipes xápiv wapa rw O., ' thou hast 

obtained favour and acceptance with God’ ( 
Deum), we have a phrase formed on, though of 
parer Greek than what often occurs in, the Sept. 

ers. of the Pentateuch, and which is occasionally 
found in that of the historical books of the Old 
Testament (but scarcely ever occurring in the 
P ), evpety yápw ivwridvy Twos. The 
expression avpsty E p Tapà Oew or Kvpío is 
so rare, that I know only one example of it clse- 
where, —namely, Sept. Numb. xi. 45, el sipnxa 
wapa aoi xápiw. The phrase, however, is not 
altogether Class. Greek. In order to its being 
such, the Middle instead of the Active form 
should have been used, as in Thucyd. i. 58, 
&Üporro obdly imırýčsiov. 

32, 33. I quite agree with Dr. Henderson on 
Is. ix. 5, that “ though the words of these verses 
are not expressly or verbally quoted from the 

of Isaiah, yet that the angel Gabriel thus 
applies them in the words of these verses. First 
Monum Dr. H.), this child was to be ‘ the 

of the Highest,' in reference to that part of 
the prophecy, * To us a Son is given.’ Secondly, 
he was to ‘great,’ which the assemblage of 
exalted and distinguished names in the prediction 
sufficiently indicates. — he was to have 
given to him ‘the throne of his father David, 
which corresponds to ‘his government upon the 
throne of David’ in the propery i and his 
‘ reigning over the house of Jacob,’ to his being 
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*over the kingdom of David' in the following 
clause. Fourthly, the words ‘of his kingdom 
there shall be no end,’ are almost a literal quota- 
tion of the words, * of the increase of his govern- 
ment there shall be no end.” That neither Heze- 
kiah, nor any other temporal king of the Jews 
after this time, can possibly be intended, appears 
from the fact, that none of them ever did or 
could exert a beneficial influence over Galilee, 
since it lay entirely beyond their — 
and also from the peculiar terms of the descrip- 
tion, which admit of no appropriate interpreta- 
tion except they be applied to a Divine Person.” 
This view Dr. Henderson confirms on the admis- 
sion even of the same Neologians, Rosenm. and 
Schroeder, and of the earlier Rabbins. 

As respects the appellations here applied to 
the Mossiah, or that of Yiòs O«ov, I have already 
treated. 1 would only now add that the word 
péyas is to be taken not as a simple cpithet, but 
in a most emphatic sense, as meant to correspond - 
to the Hebrew ‘ Mighty God ;' and accordingly, 
it would be proper to write it Méyas. Dr. Hen- 
derson observes that the celebrated Rabbin, Ben 
Sira, includes * Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty 
God, Prince of Peace, in his enumeration of the 
eight names of the Messiah." See more in Bp. 
Bull's Works, p. 37. Jud. Eccl. p. 242, D. 

32. xAnVHoeras] Meaning, ‘shall be.” The 
Unitarian translation of Yiós upiorov, ‘a son 
of the most high God,’ is completely refuted by 
Dp. Middleton. And the force of the expres- 
sion is ably pointed out by Bp. Bull, Jud. 
Eccl. Cath. 

85. wvevua dytov] ‘the Holy bride 
the creative Spirit of God. Bp. Pearson, cited by 
Alford, well observes, that no more is to be 
ascribed to the Spirit than what is necessary to 
cause the Virgin to perform the actions of a 
mother. As Christ was made of the substance 
of the Virgin, so he toas not made of the substance 
of the Holy Ghost, whose essence cannot be made. 
And because the Holy Ghost did not t him 
by any communication of his essence, therefore 
he is not the Father of him, though he were con- 
ceived by him. On account of such Divine con- 
ception, it is declared that that holy child which 
should be born of Mary should, even in his 
human nature, be called, and really be, the Son 
of God. As respects the term áxioxidosi, what- 

ever be the nature of the figure (not, however, 
one taken from a bird, as Grot. supposes, nor 
from a cloud, as Alford, because it is inconsistent 
with the NaTURE of the thing signified), it is 
used to designate the Divine Power, as resting 
Apos and ererfing ite influence on the Blessed 

irgin at the conception of the Son of God. 
Thus it has nearly the same force as ésriokupes- 
cti, used, as it frequently is, in 2 Cor. xii. 9, 
where it is applied to the powerful Divinc infla- 
ence resting and abiding on Paul for his sup- 

rt. po 
— TÒ yevvepevov dyiov] Render : * that holy 
ud en. 

, 94. In these verses the Angel to 
remove all doubt as to the fulfilment of the pro- 
mise just made to Mary, by referring to what bad 
been already done, by the same Divine inter- 
ext aa in the case of her kinswoman Elisa- 

t 

36. For eyne, I have now, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., received cuyyevis, from most 
of the ancient uncials and a few cursives (to 
which I can add several Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
confirmed by internal evidence, as existing in 
the t rani of the term cuyyevis, which 
was therefore likely to be taken for or pass into 
the usual form -us. It was also /ikely to be used 
by Luke, since, although it never occurs in the 
ancient and pure Greek writers, yet it is found in 
Synes. Epist. 155. Plut. Mor. p. 267. D. Charit. 
v. 9. Porphyr., and other still later writers re- 
ferred to by Dind. on Steph. Thes. Paris, Ed. in 
v. The similar, and yet rarer form, eùyevis, oc- 
curs in Joseph. Antt. vii. 3, and Euseb. Hist. 
Eccl ix. 8. I have just afterwards adopted 
ripe, instead of Vulg. yripg, from strong ex- 
ternal authority (confirmed by most of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), and by decided internal evi- 
dence. 

For rw Oew, Tisch. and Alf. read rou Grou, 
from B, D, L; while Lachm. retains Tz Oro, 
very properly; the other being evidently either 
an error of scribes, or a false correction of 
Critics. 

39. iv rats nutpais TaíTa:e] The expres- 
sion is by some Commentators explained as 
standing for siOiws, immediately. But thev 
have not proved this signification, of which, I 
apprehend, the phrase is incapable. It evidently 
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— in the lax form of similar Hebrew 
phrases, * about that time;" which may denote a 
period of two or even three weeks. 

— Tow ‘lovda] What city is here meant 
has been not a little disputed. Some think Jeru- 
salem; others, Hebron. But it cannot have 
been the former, since that was not in the High- 
land district; whereas H , was not only a 
Sacerdotal city, but was situated in the High- 
lands. But why, then, did not the Evangelist 
at once say Hebron? Is it probable that he 
would mention the mef is of the tribe in so 
very indefinite a manner? Not to say that, as 
Reland thinks (but qu.?), from the air of the 
context, we should expect the name of some 
certain city. Hence he suspects that there is 
here an error in the reading, that the true read- 
ing is 'IoóTa, or ‘lourra, itself also a sacerdotal 
city, and in the Highlands, a few miles east of 
Hebron, mentioned in Josh. xv. 55. xxi. 16. 
Heb. mer. This conjecture is embraced by 
Vales., Michaelis, Rosenm., and Kuin. The 
scribes, they say, might easily confound the com- 

rativel little known 'Iovra with the well- 
nown 'Joóda ; or "Iovra may have been changed 

in pronunciation into '[oóda at the time of St. 
Luke. As confirmatory of the above, I would 
add, that one Edition of the Sept., in the 6 
of Joshua above adverted to has '1«0ód, plainly 
by an error of the scribes for 'Iovédd—a dialec- 
tical variety of 'Iovrra. However, I cannot 
find any evidence in the Lamb. and Mus. copies 
to countenance the chan d, and conse- 
quently I still retain 'Iovĝa, which is thus used 
at Matt. ii. 6, and Josh. xxi. 11. 

4l. ioxiprnos iv TH oia a.] Zxprar 
properly signifies *to bound for joy,' as young 
animals do; but it is sometimes, like the Latin 
salire, applied to the leaping of the fetus in utero. 
So Gen. xxv. 22, ioxiprov ta ?raidía ly avr, 
and Nonn. Dionys. viii. 224. A circumstance 
not uncommon in the advanced stages of preg- 
nancy, and which is usually occasioned by sud- 
den agitation, and sometimes by sympathy. 
42— 45. The knowledge that Mary was to be 

the mother of the Messiah is, with reason, sup- 
posed to have been conveyed to Elisabeth by im- 
mediate revelation. And her declaration of this 
knowledge, introduced as it was by the very 
words of the Angel's annunciation (v. ae - 
ther with her delicate allusion to the » of 
Zach., mos. in & similar case, had doubted the 

VoL. I. 

words of the Angel (see v. 20), would be & mu- 
tual confirmation of the faith of them both. 

42. atrXoy. iv *yvvai£(] i. e. ‘blessed among 
women ;' implying blessed above them; not a 
mere Hebrew form of superlative, since the same 
mode of expression occurs in the Class. writers, 
both Greek and Latin, as in the Horatian lines, 
* Micat inter omnes Julium Sidus." 

48. 460:» uo. Tovro] Supply rd wpayna 
yéyovs. A form expressive of wonder at any 
unexpected honour done, and not unfrequent 
in ancient writers. I agree with Mr. Alf., that 
the word Kupíov here, as applied to the unborn 
babe, can no otherwise be explained, than as 
uttered in the spirit of prophecy, and expressing 
the Divine nature of our Lord; but I cannot 
allow his adoption of xpavyy, instead of wv, 
at the preceding verse, from merely B, L, ome 
cursive, and Origeu. He pronounces $o»f ‘a 
correction to the more usual term. Yet on 
Mark i. 26 he pronounces xpá£av for $ovzcav 
as a correction to the more usual term; and so 
Lachm. alters xpavyy to pwvy in Rev. xiv. 18. 
I cannot but suspect that the word $»wvj was 
altered to xpavyn by some Critic who thought 
that he was improving the Greek, and had in 
mind such as Rev. xiv. 18. Besides, 
Luke never, I believe, uses xpavyy, except in 
sensu deteriori ; but he does use devi) with its 
cognate verb, infra xxiii. 46, and Acts xvi. 28; 
and — meyaAn, infra iv. 33. viii. 28. Acts 
vii. 60, viii. 7, et al. espe. Why, then, should 
it not be thought cpa that he would adopt the 
same expression here? Our Critics, however, 
thought that there would be more elegance in 
substituting for the cognate noun another equiv. 
in sense, but varying in sound, as in Matt. xv. 
l. Mark vii. 10, and often in Sept. And so in 
John xi. 4, we have $»wvij pey. ixpavyacs, and 
— vii. 57, xpaEavres ovr uey., and Luke 
iv. 33. 

45. ù miorevoaca OTi, &c.] There is here 
some difference of opinion as to the right punc- 
tuation. Most suppose it to be 7) 7:0 T£00aca* 
ort, &c. ; while not a few make it ù miorevocaca 
OTi. The former carries with it a more weighty 
sense than the other; but is not so agreeable to 
the usus loguendi, by which the thing believed 
is introduced by an ora. Not that examples are 
wanting in Scripture of the absolute use of wi- 
orevw, but that ore coming after aoc 
would naturally be referred to d in construction. 

B 
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However, on more mature consideration of the 
matter, I give the preference to the former 
mode, espec. since, as Lightf. thinks, there may 
havo been present to the mind of Elisabeth the 
unbelief of her husband, as compared with Mary's 
faith. 

46. In this noble Canticle the blessed Virgin 
devoutly praises God, l. for his mercy to Aer, 
vv. ; 2. for his mercies to all men (vv. 
50—53) ; 3. for his espec. goodness to be shown 
to — people in all future ages (vv. 54, 
55). It is observable that most of the expres- 
sions in this sublime effusion are derived from 
the Old Test., espec. from the Song of Han- 
nah, 1 Sam. ii. 1—10, in which there was so 
much that was remarkably suited to Mary's own 
case, and which concludes with a prophecy of 
the kingdom and power of Christ. 

It is remarkable, too, for the similarity of its 
language to that used in other parts of the Old 
Test. The whole has been admirably illustrated 
by Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit. pp. ; Whose 
mode, however, of handling it too often keepe 
out of sight (though, we may presume, not be- 
cause out of mind) that Aigher view which ought 
to be taken of this portion, whereby there is as- 
cribed to the mother of our Lord the inspiration 
of the Holy Spirit, which doubtless filled Elisa- 
beth, v. 41, and Zacharias, v. 67. 
— peyarove ù Wy) pov) This use of Woy? 

is not a mere Hebraism, but is very emphatic, 
and implies the greatest earnestness and intensity 
of feeling, as, indeed, appears by its union with 
wvevua, S0 that the two words denote, by Hen- 
diadys, as at 1 Thess. v. 23, ‘the whole inner 
man. See my note there. MeyaAdvery, in this 
precatory sense, signifies to extol. 'HoyaAX. is a 
stronger term than us'yaA., and denotes ‘ exulta- 
tion and ecstatic joy. Comp. Ps. xiii. 6, with 
] Pet. i. 8. 

47. tw cwrnpl pov) Not ‘my preserver, 
but, * my Saviour, as in ] Tim. i. 1. ii. & Tit. i. 
3. iii. 4. 

48. Gre brígAnpay iwi T. T. T. è. oad Eea 
also Levit. xxvi. 9. This use was probably 
founded on that of the Heb. mo; though some- 
thing like it is found in the Classical use of iró- 
47T20Ü0a, and ipopay, and the Latin conspi- 
oere. 
— maxapsover}] ‘shall esteem me happy ;° 

namely, in giving birth to tho Seviour of the 
world. In this absolute use the word occurs in 
t v. s ] Expo - à 

. peyaXdsia sitors su a. But 
it is better to say that, in such Rad as this, the 
adjective is uscd substantively. Nor is uey. to 

be rendered (as it is done by ponte) miracles ; 
but éwolnoé uot mey. may be trans * hath 
conferred upon me favours unspeakable;' for 
ueyaXeios signifies more than u£yac. The ex- 
ia is found also in Ps. lxx. 19 Enid cs 
wolnods pot pryadsia. See Deut. x. 2]. 

blessed Virgin had doubtless ix mind the mira- 
culous conception of the Messiah; and she adds 
what follows, to the end of the next verse, in 
expression of her sure heart-coafidence in the 
goodness and mercy of God. 
uu expression ó — — on De 

eb. 22, designates xar’ ¿oxy (as in Ps. 
xxiv. 8. Sept.), ‘the Almighty.’ 

50. By £Asos is meant, as often in the Sept., the 
lovingkindness of the Lord. Instead of els yeveac 
ysvewy several MSS. have els yevsay xal yevear, 
which is edited by Matthzi; while Tisch. and 
Alf. read slc yeveds xai yaveds. But these and 
two other various readings are no more than eo 
many various modes of explaining or Emp 
an expression somewhat unusual, yet one unded 
on the Hebrew idiom. The true reading here may 
however be thought an open question. 

51. Here we have, first, an accumulation of 
phrases expressive of God's power; and the gene- 
ral declaration 4»oínos xpáTos i» Bpayion ai- 
TOV is then illustrated by examples.  Bpa y. de- 
notes, by an usual Hebrew figure, ‘the mighty 
power of God,’ as shown in the moet signal man- 
ner. By Bpaxiove the Almighty is here repre- 
sented as powerfully exerting his sovereign power. 
— ctecxopmriceyv| ‘he utterly discomfits.” A 

metaphor derived from putting to flight a defeated 
enemy. So Ælian V. H. xiii. 46, Tobe pis 
Quac koptric e, Tove è dsrákxTsua. The word not 
unfrequently occurs in the Sept., but very rarely 
in the Class. writers. 

— dtavola xapóías avrov] Aiavoíg is go- 
verned of iy understood, and the expression eig- 
nifies ‘their inmost thoughts and devices" The 
general sense is, that * He scatters their imagina- 
tions, frustrates their schemes, and brings their 
counsele to nought.” 

52. — — —— signifies 
properly to , 88 appli — t 
often as applied to MN. Comp. — 
14. See my note on Thucyd. vi. 83. Avsacras 
signifies not *kings' only, but all who are invested 
with political power. Something lel as to 
the sentiment is found in Hesiod., i. 5, peia 
à dp((nAov uivóÜri, kai. adnrov &t£ei—Zavs 
— — 

. This sentiment is closely connected with 
that of the preceding verse. By the expression 
&yaÜcv is meant food, agreeably to the figure in 
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9, ^ 
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wewvavrat and xevous. Comp. Ps. ciii. 5, * who 
satisfieth tby mouth with good up ; Sept., TÓv 
luwerAGvra iv áyaOoiv. But, by the use of 
the term 7AÀovrovrras, it should seem that ari. 
and «xecvoús are to be taken of abundance, or want, 
of the subsidia vitæ ; in short, of wealth or : 
So | Cor. iv. 8, ñn Kxsxoperutvos kori, fen 
&wAovrücaTs. The expression xsvov is ac- 
commodated to the figure in wsivevras, 80 Job 
xxii. 9 (a here probably had in mind), 
Hpac dé iEam&oTs(Xas xavae. Yet it may not 

the lees mean ‘destitute [of riches) And in 
this absolute use the word occurs in Hdot. vii. 
131, dwixéaro—xevoi. Comp. Aristoph. Plut. 
595, sire rò wAoureiv, sire TO 9rewiriv BEATO. 
it vd hpc. ud y AA — 

ro to of any person 
hand — ioi port him ation kdy to 
fall; but it is here (and often in the Classical 
writers) used metaphorically, in the sense £o pro- 
tect, support. By 'IoepañÀ mwardde abrovu (an 
expression occurring in Is. xli. 8) is denoted the 
same as ó olxos 'IopasA, i. e. the Jewish nation, 
in Ps. xcviii. 3, on which the words of this verse 
are founded. 

— uvnaÜü5ra, i\éovs]) The Almighty is said 
to be mindful of his people, when he exerts his 

wer for their support, and confers on them the 
efits he promised. The expression has here 

peculiar emphasis, the full sense being, * to give 
& fresh proof of mercy and favour to Israel, in 
addition to the ancient mercies shown to that 
people." 
The Aorists, vv. 51—54, incl, ex not 

only the habit of the past, but also of tho pre- 
sent, and, by implication, of the future, as to what 
the Lord hath done for her, inasmuch as what 
the Lord hath done and estill doth, he may be 
expected to do in future, being '* the same yester- 
day, to-day, and for ever." However, in trans- 
lating, one cannot do better than to use the Pre- 
sent of custom. ] 

58. iueydAuve Tò Esos abrov per’ abrijs| 
A Hebraism, to signify * soping signal kindness 
to any one, found in . xix. 19. : 

59. ixáXovr] ‘they were calling, were going 

to call, intended to call.” Comp. dzaxcoAvay in 
Matt. iii. 14, where see note. 

61. For év ry ovyyeveia o., Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. read, from A, B, C, L, A, and 10 cur- 
sives, ix täs E-las. Alf. pronounces the text. 
Tec. “a correction to sense.” But surely one 
reading is as much sense as the other. It is 
highly improbable that all the copies except 10 
o rather 9, for I find ix +. -aias in MS. Trin. 

oll. B, x. 16), and all the Versions except the 
Coptic should have been so industriously cor- 
rected for no purpose. Far more probable is it 
that ¿x +. c. was a correction of the Greek by 
the Alex. Critics. That it is far more Class. 
Greek Mr. Alf. must know. 

62. évévevoy] ‘intimated by nods and becka.' 
See note supra v. 22; from both which es 
the inference is so plain that Zach. was deaf as 
well as dumb, that one cannot help wondering at 
the perverse stolidity of the free-thinking De 
Wette and Meyer in seeking to do away with 
this plain fact, rendered still more plain by the 
words é@avuacay wayrec, at v. 68, where see 
note. At vò TÍ supp. card, where rò belongs 
to the whole of the subsequent clause, the sense be- 
ing ‘as to what name he might wish to call him.’ 
This idiom of rò before vi is so rare, that I onl 
know of one other example, Jos. B. J. vii. 5, 2, 
ix’ kòw 9i TO Ti povsi. 

For airdy, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
avrd, from B, D, F, G, and 6 cursives; to which 
I can add nothing: and I cannot receive the 
reading, since avró was more likely to be a cor- 
rection of the Critics in those 10 MSS., than 
that all the rest of the copies should have been 
altered. A Class. writer would certainly havo 
dig aùrò, as called for by the «raidíoy at 
v. . ` 

63. wivax.] Denoting the small square tablet, 
either whitened or smeared with wax, employed 
by the ancients, and yet in use in the East. The 
diminutive form is only used by the later Class. 
writers; the earlier ones use wevaxioy. Eat ao d 
Aéyey» is a Hebraism often occurring in the 

., and occasionally in Jos., as Antt. xi. 3, 4, 
and xiii. 4, 1. 

B 522 
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éAdXe, evAoyav Tov Oeóv. 

k Ps. 41. 13. 
& 106. 48. 

. 16. 

— — ‘they were astonished,’ or 
amazed; not, as Bp. Lonsdale explains it, “ be- 
cause he had given his son a name not before 
used in the family; for the term would thus 
have been too strong a one for the occasion. 
There xus as NM Alf. — be nothing 
wonderful in his ing to his wife's suggestion 
if he had krown of it. It was * coincidence, 
apparently without this knowledge, that was the 
matter of amazement. 

64. dvewx6n—ydwooa a.] An idiom where- 
by a verb is joined with two nouns of cognate 
sense; to one only of which it is properly appli- 
cable. So Homer has, girov xai olvov sdovras, 
and Æschyl. Prom. 21, ofrs pwviv, odta mop- 
piv Bporwy de. 1 Cor. iii. 2. However, the 
term dvolyeoBa: may not unaptly be applied to 
setting free the tongue. Thus (as De Rhoer ob- 
serves) Sophocles and Themistius speak of the 
tongue being shut, and of the door of the tongue. 
Now surely there is no greater proprie in 
speaking of the tongue being opened. Moreover, 
the Hebr. rip, to which dvoiyew answers, signi- 
fies not only to , but to loose, as in Gen. 
xxiv. 32. Is. v. 27. See the Note on Mark vii. 
34. Thus there will be no occasion to supply 
208m, but simply repeat &ávec x8. 

As to the hypothesis of some who would attri- 
bute the loss and the recovery of Zacharias's 
speech to nalural causes, it is totally inadmissible. 
he whole can be ed in no other light than 

that under which the Evangelist evidently re- 
presents it, as supernatural, and as a judicial in- 
fiction. f 

65. $ófos] The term here imports ‘a religious 
awe’ called forth by their perceiving the events 
in question to be the especial work of God. 

66. £0svro iv ij Kapdia) scil. Tavra, namely 
(says Euthym.), ws dfióAoya. This phrase is 
rare in the Classical writers. We may compare fe 
the Homeric pv8ov évriBeobar Ovuc, and the 
Latin reponere, or condere mente. The vi, which 
may be rendered neut. for masc., pes (as we 
have quid for qualis in Hor. Sat. i. 6, 55), expresses 
admiration; and the dpa is ra/iocinative ; with 
reference to the foregoing circumstances, q. d. 
* What sort of a man, then, will this child be- 
come?’ The words following xal xeip Kup. rjv 
per’ abou are by some itors supposed to 
be a part of the speech. But they are better 
considered as an observation of the Evangelist, 
and of the narrative. 

67. wpoegiyrevoz] Many Expositors think 
that the term here, and occasionally elsewhere, 
merely denotes praising God in fervent and ex- 

future events; 2. to speak 

aiai Neyor 88 * EvAoyntos Kopws 6 «os tod ‘Icpana, ori éreoxé- 
1 Ps 1-1, Aaro, kal éroinge NUTpwoW TQ Aa@ avTov' 99! Kai 3ryeipe képas 

alted strains, like those of a prophet. And indeed 
such a sense in mpopńrne is found in the Class. 
writers; but not in the Scriptural ; much less in 
wpopnrevery. It may with truth be affirmed, 
that in the New Test. Fuere are but two significa- 
tions of rpodmntrevery; l. to prophesy, predict 

i under the impulse of 
divine inspiration. Sce more in my Lex. Now 
the hymn of thanksgiving by Zacharias was both 
prophetical and inspired. 

8. éxeoxtyaro) scil. rdv Xaóy, ‘hath visited 
with his mercy and favour' The metaphor 
(which occurs also at ver. 78, and vii. 16. Acts 
xv. ld. Heb. ii. 6), is derived either, as is com- 
monly supposed, from the custom of princes to 
visit the provinces of their kingdoms, in order to 
redress grievances and confer benefits; or rather, 
from the visiting of the distressed by the benevo- 
lent, to afford them relief. 

The phrase ésoígcs AuTpociw for the verb 
AvTpovcÜüa: is found no where else. It may be 
rendered * effected redemption,’ lit. ransom 
slavery to freedom; and the expression peculiarly 
belongs to the redemption which our Saviour 
Christ effected for mankind at the price of his 
own blood, to freo them from the power of their 
spiritual enemies. And in this full sense even 

hristians must understand the expression ; 
though Zacharias himself may not have fully 
understood the spiritual import of the word 
which the Holy Spirit dictated to him, and may, 
as probably did the Apostles generally on the 
occasion mentioned in Luke xxiv. 21, 0 piw» 
AvrpricÜat Tov 'lopajA, have chiefly had in 
view a temporal deliverance of the Jewish nation 
from subjection to the Romans. 

69. xépas eernpías] On the exact nature of 
the metaphor Commentators are not agreed. 
Fischer and others suppose an allusion to the 
our horns of the altar, which were among the 
Hebrews (as the arat and foci among the Greeks 
and Romans) places of refuge for suppliants, 
This view, however, may bo conside rather 
ingenious than solid. And I agree with Mr. 
Alf. that the mere notion of a refuge. is never 
what is connected with the kingdom of the Mes- 
siah Upon the whole there is no reason to 
abandon the common opinion, which derives the 
metaphor from horned animals, whose strength is 
in their horns. Hence horn was a term perpetu- 
ally used to denote strength, and thus became a 
symbol of power and principality. So Achmet 

neir. 83, ra xépara Tois éEvopacw dvadoyi- 
pes Thus xépac awrnpías is for cwrapa 
c Xvpóp, ‘a powerful deliverer and belper." 
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70. rev a — The second r&v is 
omitted in b. L, A, 3 cureives of the same 
Family, also in Orig., and Euseb., and is cancelled 
by Tisch. and Alf, but retained by Lachm., 
very properly; for as to the reason for rejecting 
it propounded by Gersd. and Vater, because ‘ the 
Article is no where else so used, preceded by an 
adjective,” yet on that very account they ought 
to have been less ready to cancel the Article, 
than to inquire whether the preceding word is 
really an adjective. Now Bp. Jebb and Rosenm. 
think it is zot au adjective, but a ive, as 
very often elsewhere. So Deut. xxxiii. 2, 3. 
l Sam. ii. 9. Chron. vi. 41. Job xv. 15. Ps. 
xxx. 4. xxxiii. 9. That the Patriarchs, from 
Adam downwards, were God's saints, though not 
all of them his prophets, is certain: and why 
they might well be so called, appears from Levit. 
* 5 Bo bu flus This view I end 
ave adopted, but for the very similar passage o 

Luke himself, Acta iii. 2L, dx i xpóvov droxa- 
TacTácteos Wavrwv, wv étAadnoey ò Osós dia 
orouaros [wavrwy) ayiwy avrov Tpodorrov 
dx’ alios, where Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. insert ræv before dyiwv; which, however, 
Bp. Middleton thinks unnecessary. Yet here it 
is found in all the MSS. ; and if the Article be 
used with the adjective, it cannot be dispensed 
with in the substantive. And that the writer 
meant it so to be taken in the passage of Acts is 
clear; because dyiwy abrov 7podo. can only 
mean, ‘of his holy prophets:’ and T&v dy. wp. 
could mean so more. This indeed is Sonkiimed 
by 2 Pet. iii. 2, ponoOjgvar Tv 7p. pnuáTwv 
brò riv dy lov *podnTov. Rev. xxii. 6,0 
0«ót tay TvtvnáTov TOV aylwy 9T podon- 
T&v, and Jos. Antt. xii. 9. 6, retyoe kaTsoxtv- 
aQoputvoy UNG TOv dylwyv popyt. 
— d'*' alwvoc] This phrase, which often oc- 

curs in the Hellenistic writers, and sometimes in 
the Classical (so Longin. 8 34, rods dx’ alwvoe 
Pirropas)—though the latter prefer the expres- 
sion aw’ dpys—signifies ‘from the most ancient 

Haen ey for dad i imilar passage of J — or awd, as in a similar of Jo- 
seph., es ix. 8, 5, 0 Oeds idwoiv aire Thy ix 
Tov voAíuov Kai Twy Kivevvwv adtiay. 

72. vocat Atos perá] A Hebraism also 
occurring in Acts xiv. 27. xv. 4. Gen. xxiv. 12, 
14. Ps. cxix. 65. Job xii. 6. Judith viii. 26. 
73—75. Gpxov àv wyoos) The difficulty which 

cad exists in the feminie — ME 
well be got rid of by supposing an ellipsis o 
ward before Opxoy. It should rather seem, as 

Elsner and Valckn. maintain, that Spxov is put 
for dpxov on account of the subsequent relative 
öv, as in Luke xx. 17. Compare Mark xii. 10. 
Acts x. 36. Matt. xxi. 42. On this so called 
attraction, see Matthiz, Gr. Gr. 8 474. Buttman, 
Gr. Gr. 8 151, and Herm. on Soph. Elect. 643 
and 68]. 

This and the next verse contain the substance 
of the oath unto Abraham. The Prophets of the 
Old Test., in describing the times of the Messiah, 
and the spiritual worship which was to succeed to 
the ceremonial observances of the law, use tho 
very same language as that of this Divine Hymn; 
though neither the Jews generally, nor even the 
prophets themselves, understood those prophecies 
as we, informed by history, and enlightened by 
the Gospel, are enabled to do. 'Adófiws is to be 
taken, not with puo@évras, but with Aarpevey; 
which is required by the construction, and yields 
& sense most in unison with the nature of the 
Gospel, —as alluding to the absence of the ‘ spirit 
of bondage,’ mentioned Rom. viii. 15; the sense 
being, ‘ without fear of our spiritual enemies, Sin, 
the Law, and Death, over which we obtain the 
victory by Christ,’ see 1 Cor. xv. 57, and Note. 
'OcioT. denotes the observance of all duties to 
God ; &ikaioa ovy, the performance of all duties 
to men. Comp. Eph. iv. 24, and Plut. de Discr. 
Adul. § 43, opav dws oaióTTITA Kai Óxavoa Uv 
kocuitjoat ZiksAÍap, which, compared with the 
expression of the Evangelist, tends to refute the 
notion of the Rationalists, that the whole subject 
of this Song is the temporal Theocratic greatness 
of the Messiah. Similarly in 1 Thess. ii. 10, we 
have oolws xai é:xaiws, and Tit. i. 8, dixacoy, 
öv. 

74. The words 75s Ys, not found in many 
of the best MSS. (including several Lamb. and 
Mus. copies) and some Versions and some 
Fathers, are with reason cancelled by all the 
Editors from Griesb. downwards. 

76. In this and the following verses we have a 
remarkable respecting the dignity, office, 
and success of John, also describing the nature, 
rivileges, and effects of the Gospel, and foretelling 

its salvation both among Jews and Gentiles. 
For xai ov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit xal 

ov ĝi, from B, C, D, L, and 8 cursives; while 
Lachm. rejects the dé, very properly, since be- 
sides overwhelming superiority of external autho- 
rity, internal evidence is in favour of the text. 
rec. The other reading arose from error of the 
scribes, who commingled two readings xal có 
and ov dé. 
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LUKE I. 77—80. II. 1. 

T! * rod Sotvat 'yvàciw owrnplas TS Aa@ avro) év adéces ápap- 
Tuy avTOv, 78*6.à omddyyva édéous Oeod uav, év ols èr- 
eckévraro pâs avatody èE thous, 19 ' ériavar mois év axoret 

1> wai oxida Üavárov kaÜmnuévow, ToU karevÜUvat Tovs T0Óas ")uáw 
eis óbóv eiphvns. 80" To Sè ara d&iov nikave xai éxpatasovro Tryev- 

A 4 4 3, , > e^ ~ 

a parv xai hw év rais épijuows, Ews ")uépas avadeifews avtov Trpós 

II. !'Ewévero òè, év rais ?juépaw exelvars é£5A0e Soyua trapa 
Kaícapos Avyovorou, áToypá$ecÓa,. ücav cv otxoupérny 

77, 78. In these verses it is intimated that 
salvation, which was, under the law, by legal 
righteousness alone, is, under the Gospel, ob- 
tainable alone by remission of sins, to be ob- 
tained through the /ree and mercy of 
God, and the satisfaction of Christ, our right- 
eousness. 

78. dca o*Aáyyra dAéovs] With this ex- 
presion compare ow À. olxTipucv at Col. iii. 12. 

ch is a stronger expression than either of tho 
two nouns would be, taken singly. ’EAdous isa 
stronger term than ol«r.; the latter signifying 
only the pain we feel at the misery of others; the 
former, the desire of relieving that misery, with 
an adjunct notion of bene : 
— dvarorn é£ ious] Many eminent Expo- 

sitors take &vaoA:) to signify a budding branch, 
and figuratively, a son, like the Heb. rox. But 
the metaphor is so harsh, and leads to such a 
confusion (taken in conjunction with the words 
following), that I see no reason to abandon the 
common interpretation ‘ the dawn from on high,’ 
with allusion to those passages of the Old Test. 
which describe the Messiah under the metaphor 
of the light, and the sun, see Mal. iv. 2. Against 
this interpretation, indeed, it is urged by Wetst. 
and others, that thus ¿£ Sous will not be a 
proper expression, because the sun when he 
ascends ie always in the horizon, and not over 
head. The objection, however (most hyper- 
critical in itself), might be sufficiently overruled 
by understanding the expression to denote, what 
it very well may, that moderate elevation which 
the sun soon attains after ite rise. But iE ijovc 
may rather, I think, he taken (as it is done by 
Kuin. and Tittm.) for dvw6ey, 1. e. from heaven, 
to denote the rising of the Sun of Righteousness, 
Mal. iv. 2. And so i£ ious is used infra xxiv. 
49. The whole passage represents the Messiah 
as coming, like the rising sun, to dispel the dark- 
ness which covered the world, * bringing life and 
immortality to light' through the Gospel. I 
would here compare a noble passage of Philo 
Jud. 714, E, in which we have the same beau- 
tiful allusion: xa8á-sp yap avareiNavros 
Alov, TO uiv cxOTos apaviferat, dwrós di 
w\npovrat Ta wavta’ TÓVy abTÓv Tporov ÓTav 
Gzowoinros hAioe ávámyn, Kai im:\áuŲyn yv- 
Xi», ó uiv TGv kaxiav kai wabwy (I conjecture 
xaxwy waba@y. See note on Col. iii. 5) £ódos 
dvackiévarat, T$ dé avyoriósaTáTus perie 
TÒ kaÜapevraTor xal &Eiépaaov eldos iwiphal- 
verai. Where, in the words drav 0so7roínTos— 
yrvxiir, Philo had in mind Mal. iv. 2, dvareXeT 
uuty Hios Stxatoovyns’ and Oeoroinros is put 
emphaticé (like olxlay dxetpowoinroy at 2 Cor. 

v. 1, where St. Paul might have written 6:0- 
wolnrov), and is in sense equivalent to 6:6- 
wvevoros. The metaphor is similar to that at 
2 Cor. iv. 6, 6 Oede ó alwev ix oxoTovs des 
Aáuwvrawu Ss EXKauWeyv iv rais xapólars 
?n&v. Thus, too, the citizens of the New Jeru- 
salem are at Rev. xxii. 5, said to have no need 
of the ‘light of the sun,’ for the Lord God @otiet 
ix’ abrrous. 

79. oddy elońvns is taken from Is. xlix. 8, 
but spiritualized, i.e. that peace with God which 
bringeth with it salvation. 

80. rò di wa:dlov nüEarve, &c.) Comp. the 
similar conclusion infra ii. Es : 

— ixparatovro wvedvuari) ‘and grew stroug 
in mind and epirit' (similarly as it is said, Dan. 
v. 10, xai TÒ 9vtUua avrou éxparaicOy), ac- 
quiring, we may suppose, in solitude such an 
energy a8 would be necessary for the work which 
he had to perform. The period of his retirement 
to the desert is with most probability supposed 
to have been at the age of puberty, when he 
would have strength of bodv and mind to bear 
that solitude, which for him was so necessary. 
By that seclusion he would not be warped by the 
pernicious prejudices of the Jewish teachers, and 
would moreover approach ncar unto God, and 
seek that une of the Holy Spirit, which was 
indispensable to enable him to be the herald of 
the Gospel. 
— avadelEews] The word means properly ap- 

pointment to, and also, by implication, entrance 
on any ministry ; as x. l, and Acts i. 24. It may 
be rendered, ‘ manifestation unto Israel [as a 
prophet]! when he came forward publicly in 
that capacity, by, as it were, a solemn in- 
auguration into office, as recorded in Matt iii. 
init, 

1I. 1—20. Birth of Christ, its announcement 
and celebration by the hosts of heaven. 

l. iv rats ñuipaıs £x.] With allusion not to 
the last verse, but to ver. 36, seqq. of the pre- 
ceding chapter. 'EE5A04 Goyua, "an edict, or 
decree, was issued, or promulgated ; neuter for 

ive. This sense of éE€pyeo@ac occurs in the 
pt. at Dan. ii. 13. ix. 25. Esth. i. 19, where 

it answers to the Heb. ww. 
— anoypapecBbar}] As respects the question 

whether this Mond —* be taken as : . OT as 
active, I know of no instance in which wo- 
ypádsa0a: has cerlainly a passive sense. The 
case is different in those passages where there is 
a decidedly passive form, as in that of Xenoph., 
adduced in my Lex. N. T., and in Arrian, E. A. 
vii. 4, 12, &voypad vai ixidsvowy wavrey Tà 
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2 [Auvrn 7 arroypady ý mpwrn [éyévero] syepovevovros Tis Xv- 
pías Kupnviov.| 9 xal érropevovro travres atroypade Oat, &aoros 

óvonaTa. It is true that Perizonius on lian, 
V. H. iv. 25, confidently asserts the passive sense 
to exist in this passage of St. Luke, referring for 
proof to the words of Dionys. Hal. Ant. iv. 10, 

. 660, raise ¿iñe nuipacs droypapscbat K8- 
evcas robs ÙmoOxpiws, Gao. Thy Flot aĝú- 

varot joavy pudarrew ticiv ÓisíXovci, val 
wocov txacros. But all that can be said is, that 
there the pass. may, not that it must, be ained. 
Though, indeed, the above passage is one labour- 
ing under corrupiiom,—a corruption rather in- 
creased than removed by the attempts of Reiske 
to emend it, —which I may find some fitter occa- 
sion to remove. I shall be enabled to prove that 
the verb is in the middle voice, and that the 
sense is, as here, to register : 

It is plain that by rù» olx., scil. ynv, cannot be 
meant the whole world. Most Commentators take 
it to mean the Roman world, i.e. empire; an ex- 
pression (like orbis terrarum in Latin) then in 

neral use, see Acts xxiv. 5. Rev. iii. 10. xvi. 
4. Since, however, no historian has noticed 

such a general census of the whole empire; and 
since it is little probable that, had there been 
one, it would have been mentioned in connexion 
with the Propretor of Syria, we may suppose 
iu Keuchen, Byneus, Wolf, Lardner, Pearce, 

ischer, Rosenmuller, Kuinoel, and others) that 
— only is meant, as in Acts xi. 28, and Luke 
iv. 5. 

2. abro ù awoypapi—Kuvupnviov] Here a 
considerable difficulty presents itself, —namely, 
how to reconcile these words of the Evangelist 
with those of Josephus, who states the awo- 
'yp& 3, or census, here spoken of, to have taken 
place ten or twelve years later than the birth of 
Jesus Chriet. To remove this discrepancy vari- 
ous solutions have been proposed; only one of 
Which seems entitled to attention, —namely, that 
of Wetstein, Campbell, and Bp. Middleton, who 
understand the meaning to be, that ' though the 
Census was actually set on foot about the period 
of our Saviours birth, it was presently laid 
aside, or at least no followed, till the 
Imperial Decree, ten or eleven (rather eight or 
nine) years afterwards, in the Presidency of Cy- 
renius.' * It is true (says Bp. Middleton) that 
Josephus has not related that any order for en- 
rolment was issued at that time; yet he adverts 
to cireumstances which make it not improbable 
that some measure of this kind was thus early 
adopted." In the latter part of Herod's reign 
(which terminated only two years after the birth 
of Christ) we lcarn from Josephus, Hist. xvi. 9, 
3, that Augustus became offended with Herod; 
and, in an angry letter, threatened henceforth to 
treat him as a slave [not slave; the original term 
being vanxdeo, subject, Edit.], by which threat it 
might fairly be understood, that he meant to re- 
duce Judma to the state of a Roman province. 
And it is not improbable, that though the threat 
was not executed in the lifetime of Herod, yet 
that steps might have been taken to make him 
believe that the emperor was in earnest. In the 
Teign of Archelaus the enrolment actually took 
effect, and Judæa was made subject to Augustus. 
Thus the meaning of airn ù daroypadij--Kv- 
Pxviov will be, that the Sariment (here alluded 

to) first took effect (or did not take effect till) the 
presidency of Cyrenius. Of this and similar 
senses of yivouat many examples are adduced 
in Schleusner's Lex. On the force of the Article 
here, and the support it gives to this mode of 
taking the words, see Bp. Middleton, who com- 
pares Rev. xx. 5, ali 4 dvácaots 4 epwrTn, 
and iv. 1, 7. xxi. 19. 

The above solution is much confirmed by two 
able Articles in the Journal of Sacred Lit., New 
Series, No. 1, p. 1—37, and No. 2, p. 457, seqq., 
by another correspondent, whose view very Beds 
coincides with the former. The following is a 
brief Analysis of the latter article. The writer 
first remarks on the inaccuracy of the version * to 
be fared, which I have all along shown to be 
quite indefensible. There is, he truly remarks, 
no mention made by the Evangelist of taxing. 
All that his words imply is, that a decree was 
issued by Augustus for the enrolment, or for a 
census of Judea. The object for which this was 
made is not stated; and perhaps no one would 
have thought of a faring had it not been for the 
narrative of Josephus, which leads us to conclude 
that Judea was taxed while Cyrenius was Presi- 
dent of Syria. The census ordered by Augustus, 
and referred to by Luke, may have been made 
merely for the purpose of ascertaining the 
amount of the ation. It is scarcely neces- 
sary to remark, that the second verse is a paren- 
thesis. Were it wanting, no deficiency would be 
felt in the sacred text. j^ may, then, have been 
thrown in with the design of erplatning what 
went before; and the object of it probably was 
to obriate the very objection which it is now 
brought forward to As a decree was 
issued, but no enrolment took place, thus the 
truth of Luke's statement might have been de- 
nied ; and to guard against this, the Evangelist 
tells us that the decree was not fully executed till 
several years afterwards. 

Again, what seems to have misled Expositors, 
is their supposing that there were fwo censuses 
made under A ugustus—one just before the birth of 
Christ, and another under the presidency of Cy- 
renius—and that the Evangelist confounds the 
two together. But there is no mistake of the 
kind in his narrative. His purpose is to distin- 

ish between the decree aad the execution of it. 
he one was issued at the time specified by the 

sacred historian; but the other did not take 
place till many years afterwards. Something— 
though what that was is not stated—interfered to 
interrupt, or suspend, the design; and no oppor- 
tunity of carrying it out with complete effect 
had, it seems, occurred, till the time that Cyre- 
nius was appointed — of Syria. The con- 
trast between the decree and the fulfilment of it 
appears to be the key that unlocks the whole 
mystery. And if the passage be read under this 
remark, it will be scen that every thing is quite 
plain, —thus: ‘ And it came to pass in those 
days, that there went out a decree from Cæsar 
Augustus that the world (the whole of Judæa) 
should be enrolled (the cnrolment itself was 
first completed [rather, carried into effect by 
execution] when Cyrenius was governor of Sy- 
ria), and all went to his own city to be « nrolled 
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Micah 8.3. eig THY iOíav mouv. *°’AvéBn 5é xai Iwon amo tis Tare- v 

LA Aaías èk TóXees Natapér, eis tHv ‘Iovdaiay, eis mow Aavid 
"^ Fris kaXeira. By0Xciu, (Sia Tò civar avrov é£ olkov kai marpiâs 

Aavid) 5 d7oypáxyrac0a,. cvv Mapiàu Tf pepvnotevpévn avro) 
yuva, obo éykUq. 9 'Ewévero òè, èv T elvat aùroùs exer, 

wMatt.1. érdnoOnoay ai nuépat ToÜ Tekeiv auTny 7 ™ Kal Erexe TOV viv 
aùrìs TOY WpwroToKoy, Kal é€orrapydvwoev avTOv, Kal avéxdsvev 

aùrtòv év TH pdtvy SioTe ovk Hy avtois TOTS èv TO KaTadvpaTt. 

each. The above view places the distinction as 
the sacred writer intended it, between the decree 
and the execution of it, which took place at dif- 
ferent times; and it removes in an easy and na- 
tural manner what has been represented as a 
contradiction between the statement of Scripture 
and the truth of History.” 

It ie strange that the able writer above quoted 
should not have seen that wrav rhv olxouuévny 
signifies, not ‘the whole of Judæa, but ‘the whole 
of the Roman world,’ i. e. the Roman Empire, 
by an use occurring in Acts xvii. 6, and xxiv. 5; 

so Jos. Antt. xii. 31. B.J. v. 5, 14. Herodian, 
v. 2, 5. The decree had reference to the whole 
of the empire; but its carrving into effect may 
have taken place at different times in different 
provinces. Of course Luke must here have had 
respect in what follows to the province of Pales- 
tine, which is included under cj» olkovu£vuv. 
The question, however, is, whether it was a 
census of population only ; or also of age, occu- 
pation, rank, or property. It should seem that 
the first census was one of population only, 
though intended to lead to another embracing 
those other particulars, and which took place 
under the government of Cyrenius. Mr. Alford, 
I find, coincides in this view; as does Mr. Gres- 
well, who adduces a from Suidas, which 
clearly makes meution of this personal enrol- 
ment, in order to ascertain what was the popula- 
tion of the various provinces, or subject states, 
of the empire. ‘ We know," remarks Mr. Al- 
ford, " from Tacit., Sueton., and Dio Cass., that 
Augustus had drawn up a Rationarium or Bre- 
viarium totius imperii (which took many years 
to accomplish), and of which this enrolment of 
the inhabitants of the provinces would form a 
part. Of the data for this Compilatio the enrol- 
ment in Luke might be one." 

4. i£ olxov kai warpias A.) Grotius, Kypke, 
and others, have rightly observed that the sacpid 
was a nh of the olxos; the latter comprehending 
tho collateral branches, and even servants (olxo- 
sveis), the former being confined to the direct 
ino of descent; very similar to the distinction, 
among the Romans, of gentes and familia. After 
the many separations which had taken place of of 
the Jews, any such census as the above would 
have been impossible, unless each went to the 
place which had formerly been the lot of his clan 
or family. The only reason which the Commen- 
tators can imagine for Mary's attendance is, that 
she was an Aeiress ; for otherwise women were not 
registered. But it does not follow, from the words 
of the Evangelist, that Mary went to be registered ; 
for cóy may very well mean, ‘accompanied by. 

5. uepvnoTevuévn) ‘who had been betrothed 
(and was then married).’ That such must be tho 

full sense, appears from Matt. i. 25, whence it is 
clear that Mary had been taken to the house of 
Joseph before the time here spoken of. 

6. éwAnacOnoay ai nu.) Simil. Gen. xxv. 24 
(Sept.), xai érAnpwOnoay al nu£pat Tou Taksi» 
abíTüv. ‘Hy. is here put for time ; which use is 
frequent in Scripture, and is called a Hebraiem ; 
but it occurs in Thucyd. vi. 65, ai hudpas £v als 
EvviOsvTo Hew l-yvs noav. 

T. towapydvwoev)] See my Lex. These 
owaoyava were not only in use then (to prevent 
distortion of the limbs), but were retained in 
use until very late in modern times. 
— dvixrttwvev a. iv TH patvy) 'AvaxAíves is 

often used —— the place of laying being 
left to be supplied from the context, or the sub- 
ject. Here it is a voz si re, and 
dvixAcwey may be rendered ‘ cradled.’ It is not so 
easy to fix the sense of g@atyy. This is com- 
monly taken to denote ‘a manger.” But, although 
such would seem no unfit receptacle for a new 
born child, yet, as mangers are not now in use in 
the East, but Aair cloth bags instead, this inter- 
retation has been considered unfounded. Yet it 

never been established that mangers were not 
used by the ancients ; nay, there bas been tolera- 
ble proof adduced, from Homer and Herodotus, 
that they were; namely, of the form of our erzés, 
see Is. i. 3, and Job xxxix. 9. The common in- 
terpretation, however, has been thought to be un- 
tenable on another and more serious ground, 
For ‘if the párvy (observes Wets.) was a part 
of the stable, and the stable a of the inn, it 
follows that be who had a place in the stable, had 
one in the inn.” Yet the Evangelist eays, * there 
was no room for them in the inn.’ ‘It is (save 
Bp. Middleton) plain from the whole context, 
that páryņ was not merely tbe place in which 
the babe was laid, but the also in which he 
was born and swaddled.' The words i» ty à» 
surely belong as much to ETs«av as to ávákAua v, 
for else where should the delivery take place ? 
Not in the x«aráAuua, for there there was no 
room, not merely for the child, but for * them." 
Hence Wetst., Rosenm., Middl., Kuin, and 
many others, by páryņ understand some placa 

lodging, though less convenient than the xará- 
Avua. Many think it was an enclosed space, 
aher in front of, or behind the house, and paled 
in, like our farm-yards. Since, however, such 
would seem but indifferent shelter for one in 
Mary's situation, others adopt the signification 

; which is thought to be confirmed by the 
authority of many of the early Fathers, who call 
the place of Christ's nativity a cave. 
latter interpretations neither seems well-founded. 
If the term $&ryy denotes a building, it would 
scem to be neither & mere enclosed /arm-yard, 
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8 Kai Toiuéves 7jcav èv Tf) yopa TH aùr aypavħoûvres, xal 
$vXdccovres dvXakàs Tis vuctos éri THY moipvyy avTOv. ꝰ Kal 
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, Acte 8. 36. 

ToUTO Upiv TO onuetov evpnocere Bpépos éotrapyavwpévoy, xei- 

pevov èv [75] $árvg. 18° Kal talpins éyévero aiv t adyyédy $291. 
mAbs arpariás ovpaviov, aivoUvrov Tov Qedv xal Xeyóvrww 

nor a regular building like cur stable ; but rather 
like the hovels or sheds around our farmers’ 
home-stalls. After all, however, 1 apprehend 
that the p@aryn does not designate the building, — 
whatever that was, whether stable, or hovel, or 
cave, in which Joseph and Mary were housed, 
but the place in which the new-born babe was 
laid. A view confirmed by antiquity ; for the 
Fathers who call the place of Christ's nativity & 
cate, yet kaniy distinguish the cave from the 
párvn. So Origen, contra Celsum, p. 40, dxo- 
Aodws TH iv evayyeriw laTooía delxyvra TÒ 
éy Brb\elu omnXatov, tvOa éyevuOn, xai ù iv 
+e onnraig patyn, lyÜa iowapyavwOn. Thus 
it should seem that the true sense of the term is 
that assigned by the ancient Interpreters gene- 
rally, and the earlier modern ones,—manger or 
crib ; a signification which occurs in Scripture, 
at least in the Sept., and that three times. As, 
however, a manger implies a stuble, we may infer 
what the air of the context plainly suggests) 
at Mary's delivery took place in some place 

out of the house itself, of whatever kind that 
might be. And after her delivery, what was so 
natural as that the m of the stable or home- 
stall (whichever it was) would be employed as a 
eradle for the new-born babe, the fittest place, 
from ite elevated position, for — it from 
danger? And it makes no difference if the place 
were, as the ancients universally make it, a cuve ; 
a tradition which cannot be rejected without 
setting too lightly by the testimony of early an- 
tiquity, in a matter where antiquity scarcely 
could be misinformed. That caves were some- 
times (especially, we may suppose, in rocky 
situations, like that of Bethlehem) used as stubles, 
is certain. Thus Eurip. Bacch. 482, Matth.: 
xaÜsípEar' abróv lmikais wikas Parva, 
we dy» oxorioy elaopa hh Nay, that they 
were used not for stables only, but also for houses, 
might be proved by a multitude of examples. It 
may suffice to refer to the case of Petra, recently 
as it were disinterred by the persevering re- 
searches of modern travellers. 

The +9, not found in MSS. A, B, D, L, has 
been cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
But the external authority is quite insufficient 
for cancelling a word; espec. in this case, where 
internal evidence is in its favour. It was, ] sus- 
pect, cancelled by the ancient Revisers, because 
they did not, any more than the modern biblical 
Critics, perceive the force of the article, which, I 
agree with Mr. Green, Gram. N. T. p. 143, is 
here used with garry, by its association with 
«aTraXópaTi; which ought indeed, in strictness, 

to have preceded, but which here follows almost 
immediately ; an inversion of , a8 in Heb. iii. 3. 

8. &ypavAovrTts] 'AypavAsir properly sig- 
nifies ‘to make one's abode in the fields sub dio," 
whether by night or day, but usually the former. 
It is not certain, however, that these shepherds 
abode in the open air. They might be in Auts or 
tents ; for Kypke cites from Diod. Sic. dyavAia, 
to denote a military encampment. And Busbe- 
quius, Epist. i. 58, speaks of ‘ wandering flocks’ 
tended day and night by the shepherds, who 
carry their wives and children with them in 
waggons, and for themselves, he adds, * 
tabernacula tendunt. Yet these shepherds were 
probably not Nomades, but Bethlehemites, whose 
watch over their flocks by night' may be best 

expressed by the modern term bivouac. Ths 
yuxros is for vuxrepivas ; and vAdoc. vA. T. 
v. may be rendered, ‘ keeping the night watches;' 
the plural having reference to the various turns, 
or reliefs. 

9. ivícTn abvTois] ‘Ediordva: denotes to 
come upon the sight rica legen eus from 
the examples in Wetstein, is especially used of 
supernatural — Aoó£a Kupiov is best 
explained, with Euthym., Whitby, Schoéttg., and 
Wahl, here (and at Acts vii. 55. Exod. xxiv. 16. 
xl 34. 1 Kings viii. 11. 2 Chron. vii. 1. Heb. 
mT TN) of that Osov oos, or ‘extreme splen- 
dour’ in which the Deity is represented as a 
pearing to men, and sometimes called the She- 
chinah ; an appearance frequently attended, as in 
this case, by a se of angels. 

11. cwrne) etstein has here and on i. 79, 
incontestably proved (after Bp. Pearson, On the 
Creed), by a vast assemblage of citations from 
Classical writers of every age, that the terms 
owtnp, Kópioe, Oss, and imidavis, so often 
applied in Scripture to Jesus Christ, prove him 
to have been of an origin far more august than 
the human ; the terms being only applicable to a 
Deus Prasens, The Son of God, and Gop. I 
uite agree with Mr. Alf., that K/pios here (in 

the peculiar collocation Xp. Kup.) corresponds 
to the Hebr. JEHOVAH. 

12. rò enusioy]. Render: ‘ the sign,’ namely, 
by which they would know where to find the 
new-born Christ. Boi ior., Keiu., Ke. 
Render, not *the babe,' but *a babe swaddled,' 
&c. So, in a similar passage of Matt. xxi. 2, wo 
have evpncere dvov dadepevov. 
— ty $árry] The 79 is not found in ve 

many of the best MSS.; and has been, wit 
reason, cancelled by all Editors from Wetstein 
to Tisch. and Alf. 
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14. dóga iv bla. — sùĉoxla !] From the 
full discussion which I was obliged to enter into 
of the needlessly vexed question of the construc- 
tion of this passage, and also of the true interpre- 
tation of this not Doxology, but brief ejaculatory 
burst of praise (which consists, as I have fully 
evinced, of three, not two clauses, in which the 
third is an exegetical amplification of the second ; 
and thus no copula is necessary), it is clear that the 
full seuse expressed and implied is * Be there, 
and by the birth of the Saviour there is, glory to 
God in the highest heavens, as there is (pro- 
claimed) peace on earth (the reconciliation of 
man to God, Rom. v. I. Eph. ii. 14—17. Col. 
i. 20), namely, the good pleasure of God (in 
Christ) unto men, in the pad ted of man b 
God.’ There is a sort of parallelism, by whic 
dy iría rows and O«c are opposed to iwi vis 
and iv dv0pwrors respectively. 
— elptyn here is used as supra i. 79, and espec. 

infra xix. 38, where we have a similar form; 
elońvn iv obpava, xai QóEga iv Wpioros! And 
in this sense the word occurs tually in the 
Epistles of St. Paul. Indeed, our Lord had been 
predicted of by Isaiah ix. 6, under the name of 
the Prince of peace." 
15. xai ol av8pwwot, of woipéves, &c.] On 

the use of xai here see note on v.21. The next 
words ol dvo. are nof pleonastic; for the use of 
the Art. before each forbids us to suppose here 
the common idiom av@pwwos uárTic ; but the 
latter term is in d wh with, and excgctical 
of, the former; q. d. ‘the men, i.e. the she 
herds (spoken of at v. 8) said to each other.’ So 
Thucyd. viii. 77, ol à weupBévres is Eáuov, of 
ixa wpeaBevrai, &c. 
— TÒ phua—rtò ysyov.] ‘ The thing spoken 

of, which has taken place.’ 
19. cvuBáAXovca] ‘Pondering, revolving,’ 

uw. "5f Kal dre érAnjoOnoav tjpépas oxtw tod repstepeiv * aùròv, 
3. kai éxrA7On TÒ Üvoua avroð "IHZOTS, tò kXg0tv iro ToU 

dryyéXov 7rpó ToU ovAANPOHvaL aùtòv èv TH roia. 
22 € Kai dre émX5joÓ5cav ai npyépas ToU nabapicpod aurow, 

Kata tov vouov Mwicéws, avýyayov abróv eis "lepoaóXvya, 
mapacrica TQ Kuple, B ( rabàs yéyparraı èv vóu Kupiov- 

those things stored up in her memory; ae in 
mx passages of the Class. writers; for ovx- 
BadActy means to enter into the meaning of a 
thing by * comparing ' ( putting together, as we say] 
circumstances; and is used particularly of oracles, 
dreams, or any such things, whose meaning is 
not obvious, but is attained by reflection and a 
comparison of circumstances. ‘Ev +H xapéía 
belongs both to cuvernpe: and ovuBadXovec. 
So Dan. vii. 28, xai rò Dua lv Ty xaptia pov 
ouveTripnoa. 

20. valerpefay) This (for the common 
reading év£o-T.) is found in almost all the MSS. 
and early Editions, is confirmed by numerous 
passages from this Gospel and the Acts, and is, 
with reason, adopted by every Critical Editor 
from Wetstein downwards. 

21. aùróv] This (for the text. rec. rò 4ai- 
diov) is found in almost all the best MSS., Ver- 
sions, and early Editions; and is rightly edited 
by Matthei, Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. The common one is evidently a correction. 
— Kal ixAr05] The xai here is somewhat 

lexing; and hence was thrown out by tho 
ancient Critics. Modern Editors and Exposi- 
tors have, more properly, endeavoured, but un- 
successfully, to account for it. It should seem 
that this expression is to be referred to that 
idiom Commeniy estcemed Hellenistic, but in 
reality Classical, Greek) by which xai is used in 
the apodosis to a preceding clause, containing a 
notation of time, cither express or taped, as 
Thucyd. i. 50, 48 8i sv dye, xai oi Kop., &c. 
Also Xenoph. An. vi. 4, 26, ey:dóv 3° or: 
Tavra fv xal fios idvero. Consequently, in 
those cases it may be rendered, ‘and then,” or 
* then also,’ and sometimes simply then. 

22. Tapacrtjcai] The term is used, like the 
Latin admocere and sistere, xar ifoyhy, both of 
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"Ort wav ápoev, Stavotyov phrpav, dytov TQ Kuplp 
crxnOnoetau) “ial rod ovat Ovoiav, xarà tò eipnuévov Lern 
év vou Kupiov, Sedyos tpuyorwy f) S00 veoacods mepi- 
oTEPOY. f 
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"6 ka, qv avrQ Keypnuatiopevoy vro ToU IIvevparos Tov dryiov, Fis 8. 

& 63. 7—10. 
61 . $77 

A , ^ p? Welty Odvarov, Tpiv 1) iy tov Xpiotov Kupiov. ?!! Kai z013. 
, A 4 , * e , M! ^ ?, ^ M 

7Mev v TQ Iveúparı eis TO iepów kai èv TQ eicaryaryéiv ToUs 
^ X lg ? ^ ^ ^ 

yoveis TO traviov lgcoobUv, Tod T0wjca, avrovs xarà TO eib- 
c , j ^ , M , ^ 98 l 9$ \ 25€ > vw , pévov ToÜ vopov mep? avTov, % xal autos éOcfaro avro eic 
Tas dykáXas avTo0, xal eUXórygae TOY Beov ral elme 49 m Noy m Gen. 4. 
? , ^ ^ 7 arrodvets Tov OoUNov cov, Aéotrota, karà TO pij, aov, év eiprjyg, Ph. 1.3. 

victims brought to the altar, and of offerings con- 
secrated to God 
reading. Some copies have avrov ; others aùrñs ; 
but most av». For the first two readings there 
is little or no authority. Auris is justly sus- 
pected to be a false correction, and to have pro- 
ceeded from the superstition of those who were 
ecandalized at the idea of impurity being ascribed 
to Jesus. Whereas they ought to have con- 
sidered that the impurity was only external and 
ceremonial, not moral ; it being merely an obli- 
gation and restraint laid on women newly brought 
to bed, until after the performance of certain 
ntes. 

25. dixastos xal sóXaffs] The former term 
denotes ‘one who faithfully discharges his duties 
to men ;' the latter, ‘one who scrupulously per- 
forms his duties to God.’ And thus it is a some- 
what stronger term than evoeBiis. 

— rapárÀ now T. 'I.] i.e. by metonymy of 
abstract for concrete, ITIapáx«Asrrov, the Console 
& name, by the Jews of that age, and long after- 
wards, used to designate the expected Messiah, 
With reference to the language of the Prophets; 
which would then be brought peculiarly to mind 
by the oppression under which they were groan- 
ing from the Gentiles. As to the reason why 
the Article is not here used, that probably is, 
because IHapáxAncie rou 'IapajjÀ was so com- 
monly used of the Messiah, that it became in the 
tnd a kind of name ; insomuch that (as 
we learn from Lightfoot) men used to swear by 
the Messiah under that title; e. g. ‘Ita videam 
consolationem Isr., si, &c. From this passage, 
and that infra v. 38, it seems that there was then 
a general expectation among the Jews of the im- 
mediate coming of the Messiah, and that the 
more pious among them looked to that event 
with stronger fait and more devout religion 
than the multitude. l See on Matt. ii. 1, and 
xi. 3. 
26. qv abire — It had been revealed to 

him; i. e. by the Holy Spirit; as the words be- 
fore (which properly belong to this verse) express. 
Comp. Jos. Antt. xi. 84, rò ypnuariobiv, ‘a 
Divine oracle.’ Here the more usual construc- 
tion would have been, xexpnuatiopuévos fjv brò 

. There is here much variety of 
T. TI., as in Matt. ii. 12. Acts x. 22, and clse- 
where. But this is one of Luke's peculiar idioms. 
In what manner this Divine oracle in the pre- 
sent case conveyed, whether by oral communica- 
tion, dream, or otherwise, we are not told; but 
it was probably by dream. Whether Simeon was, 
as Mr. Alf. thinks, the subject of an especial in- 
dwelling and leading of the Holy Spirit, accord- 
ing to which God's saints have often been di- 
rected and informed in an extraordinary manner, 
we cannot know; and to pronounce positively 
where nothing is revealed is being ‘ wise above 
what is written.” 

29. dwodves}] "'Awodvey signifies properly 
‘to let go from any place (or fig. from any state, 
which implies coercion) to any other place,’ as 
home, &c.; and it is used either with els ray 
olxiav, or absolutely ; and sometimes, as here, it 
is employed figuratively, and by euphemism, of 
death, with the addition of Tov owmaros, or of 
TOU i as is usual in the Classical writers, 
though in the Sert ural ones without it, as here 
and in Num. xx. 29, and Gen. xv. 2. The term 
was by the Classical writers used partly of deli- 
verance from confinement, and restoration to 
liberty; partly of deliverance from labours and 
anxieties of various kinds, not only by the being 
eased of laborious duties, but by re from 
them by death; inasmuch as, amidst various me- 
taphors, the body is supposed to enchain the soul, 
and detain it from its native home. Accordingly 
the sense of the e is, * Now, Lord, thou 
dost [by this sight] dismiss me to the mes as 
thou promisedst, in peace and tranquillity, be- 
cause mine eyes have seen thy salvation,’ i. e. the 
author of it. The aged saint, by a beautiful 
figure, takes this sight of his Redeemer as a 
dismissal from the burden of life, a sort of Go in 

! So Bereshith R. 63. 16, * Melius, ait, 
fuisse illi ut dimifteretur in pace. We may sup- 

sc that life having been considered by him as 
Involving a service to be rendered, and a duty to 
be performed, he regarded dismissal from life as 
the being loosed from that burthen, the being 
freed from its onus. The same metaphorical use, 
and in the same term, occurs in Soph. Antig. 314. 
mobo dt karshicat’, iv povate, TpóT o, Where 
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30 n Gre eldov oi ObOarpoi pov To awrrüjpiv gov, 9! 5 rToínacas 
Kata TpocowTov TávroV TOV AawY %2 dag cis atroxadufey 

‘Iopanr. 3 Kai 9v 'loo7)$ xai 7 
L9. unrnp avro Üavuálovres eri Tots XaXovuévow mepè abroU. 

xd. «. 7* P Kal evroynoey avrovs Xvueàv, kai eire Tpos Mapiàp tiv 
pnrépa auto 'I8ov, obros xeîrai eis TrTOGiv kal avdoracw 

1Cor.1.3% arohray ev TQ Iopanr, kal eis onpetov avtireyopevor S (3 xai 
3 Cor. 3. 16. Acts 38. 33. Heb. 12.8. q Ps. 43. 10. Jobn 19. 95. 

Linwood wrongly supplies ròv Biov, the verb 
amok. being a middl. ., and the sense there 
— ‘In Mey — did He ee herself 
su mov Blov) by suicide?" where Musgrave 
t i Feisty Plutarch. frag. Wyttenb. p. 155, 
wotvecOa: yap Tv daroÜvrickovra, xal tov 

Oavarov dróňvoiw xaXovct, —and he might have 
added a passage still more to the pu from 
v. 1254 of the same drama, aves, aweAXdOns, 
‘hast got free,’ vità soluta es. “Ori, after iy 
elptvy, is to be closely connected therewith, and 
rendered, not ‘for,’ but ‘ because.’ Now this con- 
struction is common when a verb or adjective 
precedes; why, then, should it not be allowed 
after an adjectival pe The other significa- 
tion requires much unauthorized subaudition to 
make out any construction, as will appear from 
consulting the Paraphrasts. Asoworns is in 
Scripture often used, as here, of the supreme Lord, 
i.e. God; though in the Classical writers the 
highest sense it bears is as used of Sovereigns. 

30. Iov oi à«50.] In alov ol 0450. pov there 
is an emphasis and energy, as in Gen. xlv. 12. 
Job xix. 27. xlii. 5. 1 John i. 1. To ewriüpior, 
Neut. adjective for substantive, as in Luke ii. 30. 
Eph. iii. 6. Ps. xcviii. 2. It is here put for ow- 
Tüpa. Kara mpócwrov is nearly equivalent to 
dvomov. This is not a mere Hebraism, since 
several examples have been adduced from the 
Classical writers. There is, however, this differ- 
ence between the Classical and the Scriptural 
usage,—that in the former the phrase is usually 
significant, in the latter, generally pleonastic. 

ere, however, it has much force; the full sense 
being, ‘On whom all nations may fix their eyes,’ 
as the object of their faith and hope. 

82. pws—idvayv] This is in apposition with 
rò awrijptoy cov at ver. 30. Grotius observes, 
that the passage has reference to Is. xlii. 6, and 
Ps. xcviii. 2, from which it should seem that 
there is here a tranposition, for dws idywy, ale 
droxaduyiv. But els awox. does not, I con- 
ceive, mean (as Grotius and others suppose) ‘ for 
a revelation of the righteousness of God;' but 
is better explained by Euthymius ele dvd- 
BX«svyriv trav ibvav, scil. reruprAwpivey TH 
w\avn, namely, for their deliverance from that 
spiritual darkness which had so long enveloped 

em. The result is expressed in the next 
words, q. d. ‘So as to produce glory to thy peo- 
ple Israel, among whom the Saviour was born.” 

34. obros xeirat, &c.] The imagery is sup- 
posed to be taken from Is. viii. 14. xxviii. 16, 
which passages are applied to the Messiah in Rom. 
ix. 33. See Grotius, Wolf, Le Clerc, and Wets., 
who remark, that under the figure of a stone 
lying in a path. on which heedless persons may 
trio, Christ is designated as a rock of stumbling 
to those who reject him, but a rock of support to 

kei who rig noa of his lua K cioba: 
els is not to regarded as implying futality ; 
but must be taken in a popular xt im for to 
be ordained or appointed for any thing, as in Phil. 
i. 17, and 1 Thess. iii. 3. Traow and avacra- 
ow are to be taken, respectively, of sin and 
misery,—and of reformation and happiness; i. e. as 
to the event, namely, that he should be the oc- 
casion of sin to many, who would reject him, and 
be the occasion of many being raised from the 
— of sin to repentance, faith, and salvation 
through him. 
— als cnusioy] scil. elvac. There are few 

wens on the sense of which Interpreters are 
ess agreed than the present, and that from the ex- 
tensiveness of signification in the word onmeiov. 
The chief point, however, to be considered is, not 
what it might mean any here, but what it may 
by the context be determined to mean here, espe- 
cially as forming part of a phrase. This principle 
will reduce the multitude of interpretations to 
only two that have any semblance of truth. Eş- 
«toy may, with the Pesch. Syr., Beza., Brag.. 
aldon., Macknight, and Doddridge, be su 

to stand for exo?rov, and mean, like the Latin sèg- 
num, ‘a mark or butt to be shot at ;' and thus, by 
a figure derived from archery, intimate the de- 
liberate malice of Christ's persecutors. So La- 
ment. Jer. iii. 12, ‘He hath bent bis bow, and 
set me as a mark for the arrow,” icrnAwad me 
we oxomoy els Bédos, not unfrequent in the Old 
Test. The metaphor, too, is highly applicable 
to — passion, which seems alluded to at 
Y 

To this interpretation, however, it has been 
objected, that the metaphor fails at dør:À syo- 
Mevoy, and that no example of such a sense of 
cnustov has been adduced. These arguments 
are, however, not of sufficient weight to overturn 
an interpretation which has so much to recom- 
mend it. Yet, as there seems little doubt that 
the pious speaker had in his mind tbe words of 
Is. viii. 14—18, so onpetow may justly be sup- 
posed to bear the same sense kere which it does 
there ; and thus we may, with Grotius and moet 
other eminent Expositors, take the meaning to 
be, that ‘Christ should be a signal example of 
virtue calumniated.' 'AyriX. is to be understood 
of actions, as well as words, like dyriAoyia at 
Heb. xii. 3, which passage is highly illustrative 
of the present. 

35. cai—éé] ‘quia—imo.’ Lov abris. Not 
merely for csaurins, pola separate for empha- 
sis’ sake. See Matth. Gr. Gr. § 148. In vie 
V'vx. è. poupaia we have figurative language. 
similar to what is found in the Poetic s of 
the Old Test., and indeed in the Claseical Greek 
Poets, by which the mind is said to be wounded, 
as the body is transfixed with arrows, swords, &c. 
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coo 56 av/rijs thy *Yvxijv Serevceras poydaia’) ómwos ay 
arroxadudOacww r Toray Kapdiav Siadoyicpol. 

36 Kai ùv "Avva mpogijtis, Óvyárnp Bavo, éx purs "Aonp’ 

abr mpoBeBnevia èv iwépass woddals, joasa čr) perà dvlpis 
emrà amo ris mapÜevías abris. 91' Kati airy yýpa ds ray rı sam.ı. 
aySonxovratecadpwy, Ù oUk apicrato amò Tod iepov, vyoreiais kai 389.7; 
Sejoect Natpevovea vóxra Kal jyuépay 995 *kal airy abri Tj ymax. 
apa érwráca avOwporoyeito TQ Kvpío, xal Ndre Trepi abroQ ters v. 
mao Tos mpooðeyopévois AUTpwow ev 'lepovcaNju. 3 Kat 
€x éréAecav &mavra Ta Kata Tov vóuov Kuplov, tréotpeyrav 
eis Thv Tandaiav eis tiv modw avtav Natapér. 90' To Se tsupa s. 
mawdiov nitave, kai éxpataovto tTrvevpati, WANpovpevoy copias: 111.3 8. 
Kal xápis Ocoũ Hy èT avró. 

See Prov. xii. 18, and several citations which I 
have adduced in Recens. Synop. We can be at 
no loes to imagine the many ways in which this 
prophecy was fulfilled in the mother of Jesus, 
she being a witness to the many insults and suf- 
feringe endured by Jesus, and especially, at the 
foot of the Cross, of bis cruel and ignominious 
death. See John xix. 25. 
— OT w* dy dwoxahupbwow ix r. x. 8.) i.e. 

* in order that thereby tho real character of every 
one [as to truth and virtue] may be displayed.' 
I agree with Bishop Lonsdale that these words 
should be read in connexion with ver. 34 (the 
intermediate words xai cov—popudaia being pa- 
renthetic), and that the sense is, that * while all 
the Jews profess to be anxiously desiring the ap- 
pearance of the Messiah, the very thoughts (or 
a te of their hearts may be revealed (or 
made manifest), and thus it may appear which of 
them — him Tun worldly, an "e with 

iritual views." AzaXoy. denotes properly * cogi- 
tation, but also ‘ intent) or' —— Sb be- 
ing indicative of ‘disposition of mind,’ it came 
to have that sense, as here, and infr. vi. 8. 

96. *podonTis] Of the various senses which 
have been assigned to this term, the best founded 
mer probably be that of the ancient Expositors, 
and, of the modern ones, Grotius and Schleuener, 
* one endued with the xápicoua or spiritual grace 
of uttering Divine revelations;' or, in a general 
way, ‘one to whom God reveals himself by his 

irit,’ 
37. abn is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and 

Alf., on tho authority of 4 uncial, 5 cursive 
MSS., and 2 late Versions. But the authority 
is insufficient, ially considering that in- 
ternal evidence is in favour of the word, which 
was more likely to be removed (for the sake of 
getting rid of a seeming tautology) than to be is- 
serted in all the copies but nine, and all the Ver- 
sions but two. ivy] Th j r 
— xńpa we iT. dy. e very long widow- 

hood Xf Anna is particular] — since 
virtuous widowhood was held in great honour 
unong the Jews, and even Gentiles. And mono- 
gamy was beld in high esteem among the nations 
of antiquity. See Joseph. Antt. xviii. 6. 6. Val. 
Max. ii. 1. 3. 
— oix adloraro—vyixra kal hu.) A strong 

expression, importing that she assidwously at- 
tended at all the stated periods of public — 
both day and night (for there were Secasionally 
night-services of sacred vocal music); and also 
that she spent most of her time in the Temple, 
engaged in prayer, with fasting and holy medita- 
tion. 
— morelas xal defjoect Xap.] Aarpevey 

is here employed, like imservire in Latin for 
vacare, in the very unusual sense, to be devoted 
to any thing. "The nearest approach to which is 
that use by which Aarpedw sometimes signifies 
xm with a Dative of person, as at Acts xxvii. 

88. iv:cTáca] ‘coming up, as at x. 40. The 
aŭrn here is cancelled b hm., Tisch., and 
Alf. from A, B, D, L, X, A, some 5 cursives, 
and the Copt. Version; internal evidence is 
rather against the removal. In words so nearly 
the same one was almost sure to thrust out the 
other. So several Lamb. and Mus. copies have 
not the avry, yet a few ancient Mus. copies and 
also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, have not the airn. 
The 79 Osw for re Kupiw, edited by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. from B, D, L, X, is evidently & 
critical alteration to prevent mistake. Airy T5 
epa, i. e. at the time that Symeon uttered the 
above words. 'AvÜepnoAoysiro To K. This is 
by some rendered, ‘returned thanks. That 
sense, however, is confined to the Classical wri- 
ters; and even in them has ydpiy added, and is 
accompanied by no Dative. It is better to adopt 
the sense which the word bears in some kindred 

of the LXX. (as Ps. Ixxix. 13), and 
render, ‘returned praises to the Lord.’ The two 
significations, however, merge into each other. 
Avrpwow here seems to include the two notions 
of deliverance and of redemption. Most of the 
Jews thought only of the temporal, while tho 
wiser few took it in the spiritual sense. 

40. ixparatovro ?vsvuaTi] Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. cancel wvevu., from MSS. B, C, L. 
The word may have been interpolated from a 
passage, supra i. 80; but, considering the small 
number of MSS. without it, it is more likely to 
have been left out by accident, espec. taking into 
account the circumstance of its being supported 
by all the early Versions. 
— xápis Osov, &c.] Raphel., Wets., Campb., 
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41° Kal éropevovro oi *yoveis ajroU xaT. Eros eis ‘Iepovoadips 
mams. qh opt) Too waoya. * Kai Gre éyévero érüv Swodexa, ava- 

Bávrov avTÀv eis 'IepocoAvua karà TO Elos ths éopris, 43 kai 
TeXewogáyrov Tas Tjuépas, ev TÈ Urroctpépey aùtoùs, Umépewer 
"Incots ó mais év ‘Iepovcadnp kai obx &yvo 'loo7)Ó xal 9 
püTr»p avrob. ** Nopicavres dè aùròv év tH cuvodia elvas, 
HAGov fuépas 000v, xal avelyrovy avrov v Tois awyyevéci xal 
[év] rots yvearois 45 kal uù) evpovres avTov, vTéaTpewa» eis 
'IepovcaX3,, ÜmroÜvres abróv. *9 Kal éyévero, pe? ńpépas 
Tpeis ebpov aùròv èv TQ iepQ, rahe opevor ev éco Tov SidacKa- 

vy Matt.7.38 Awy, xai axovovra avTOv Kal émepwrüvra avroós. 
infra 

hn 7. 2 15, 

Mark 1. 23. 

Jo 

4r VEE- 
*% (grayro è Távyres oi axovovres avtod mì Tf) cuvéce Kai tats 

dTokpicegw avroU. $9 Kal iddvres avrov éLemXdwyncaw xai 
Tpós aùròv 7) rop avtov eime Téxvov, tl émoípsas Suiv 

and Wakef. take these words (by an idiom con- 
nected with the oblique cases of Ozds, to denote 
greatness, or excellence, and, by a common signifi- 
cation of x&pise, grace) to denote that Jesus was of 
extraordinary comeliness. But there is no ex- 
ample of such a senso of xápis in the New Test., 
nor any searer approach to it than gracefulness 
of speech; which cannot here apply. Besides, 
xders rov Qeou is of such frequent occurrence in 
the New Test. —— in St. Luke's writings), 
that the Evangelist would never have ventured 
on introducing such an idiom of Osde as that just 
&dverted to in this case, since misapprehension 
would be sure to arise. In fact, xápis Osov, ex- 
cept in a few passages where it has reference to 
the miraculous gifts of the Holy Spirit, always de- 
notes in the New Test. the favour of God to men. 
And tbat it is so taken here, is placed beyond 
doubt by a kindred passage, infra ver. 52. 

4l. rý éoprij] The ancient Versions all ren- 
der as if they had in their copies iv rg doprp. 
But, as none of our MSS. present this ing, 
we may suppose that the translators thought 
there was an ellips. of iy, and accordingly sap- 
plied it. And certain it is that the é» is inva- 
riably found with éoprn in the Sept., and almost 
always in the Class. writers. Indeed, the only 
examples I have ever noted of i» not found in 
this case is in Pind. Olymp. v. 11, feuovs it 
Gidvpous iyipapey &oprais Vewy meyiorais, an 
Athen. p. 137, E. dpTovr dé raise £oprais wpoc- 
waparwWéivas. No reason, however, is there to 
suppose, in such a case, an ellipse of éy, since we 
may regard the Dative as one of time; though 
that is very rarely found, except with words de- 
sofay time, as huipa, itos, iviavròs, &c. Yet 
of this three examples have been adduced ; 
to which add Hom. 1l. xv. 324, 05p« úw xo- 
véwot, pmedraivns vuxrde aduortym 'EA00vT' 
étanwivns, &c. Jos. Antt. xvi. 2, 4, xal raise 
&oprais dyovres nuàs ele dixagrnpia, and 
Thucyd. iii. 54, payn 77 *ysv., ct al. sep. 

42. ávaBávrev avrov] The abriwy includes 
Jesus; which, indeed, is — in the pre- 
ceding words Gre iyéveTo i. ò. ; for the age of 
twelve years (which was considered the age of 
puberty, and was that when the children were 

put to learn some trade) was, as a from 
the Rabbinical writers, that at which the above 
obligation was thought binding; when, too, they 
were solemnly introduced into the synagogue, 
and initiated in ite doctrines and ceremonies. 

44. dve{nrovy] ‘sought him out,’ i. e. dili- 
Feat So Thucyd. ii. 8, wavra dwUyrsiro. 
he éy & little after is not found in several an- 

cient MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 1177. 1188, 
Scriv. h. q. r.) and Versions, and is cancelled by 
Griesb., hm., Tisch., and Aif., but retained 
by Scholz ;—ri 
dence is equally 
bids the change. 

46. us0' nyu. psis] ‘on the third day.’ The 
first was spent in their journey ; and the second 
in their return to Jerusalem. On the third they 
Mag oes iro] By th 

— iv re lepw this is meant an apart- 
ment in the Temple, Where the doctors sat, for 
the purpose of public instruction. We nced not 
press on the sense of iv uícw, which may simply 
mean ‘a them ;' the sense being, as m. 
explains, ‘sedebat inter doctores, namely, so as 
to be seen and heard by all Nor are we from 
iwepwrayra avrovs to suppose any thing like 
disputation, but modest interrogation ind disces. 
sion. Indeed, it is plain from the Rabbinical 
citations in Lightfoot, that the Jewish doctors 
used such a plan of instruction as dealt much in 
interrogation on the part of the taught. Some- 
thing very similar occurs in the account given by 
Josephus of his boyhood, Life, § 2: e ài 
cuuTaGiÓsvOusvos, sls payarny waidsias arpo- 
ixowroy twidoow, uvriun Ts xai cuvics: Qoxep 
Ciadipuy. "Eri Ò dpa waist àv, Tepi Teo- 
CaptcKaisixaroy ETOS, dia TÒ piloypapmarrow 
Urd TüávTwyp iTpvovun», cumcrvray ati Tar 
dpxtspiwy kai Tiv TÄS Woes porre, ilo 
Tov wap’ iuov Tipi àv vouipwy axpigéaepós 
Tt Vat. 

47. rì cuvies] ‘intelligence, * natural aaga- 
city.” So Thucyd. i. 138, @icews loxór dnrAc- 
cae’ olxeia yap Evvdoa, &., where see my 
note. Simil. Joseph. Antt. ii. 9, 6, says of Moses: 
covecrs 6é Ob KaT Thy nrttxiav ipssto airrer 
tov dé TavTns uÉTpov WoAd apeitrres. ` 

tly; for, though intemal evi- 
anced, external authority for- 
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oŬTWS ; Lov, 6 maTHp Tov Kaya oOvvoxuevo, éCnroÜpév ce. 99 * Kai y ot? 

eire Tpós avroUs Ti dre éUgreiré pe; ove Zjevre Ste ev Tolg 
ToU llarpós pov Set eivai pe; 50* Kal avrot ov cuvixay 76 x Infra 0. 45. 

pua 9 éXdAnoev avrois. 5l Kal xaréBn uer avrav, kai 9j X0cv 
eis Nalapér xal yw vmroraacópevos avrois. Kai Ñ psjTmp y Dan. 7.35. 
avrov Suernpes Trávra TÀ pata taŭra èv TH Kapdila auras. 
62 = Kat 'Igsos Tpoéxomre copig xal "a, kai XÁpITL rapà z1 8am.3. 
co xai ávÜperrois. 

49. iy rote Tov Vorpoe pov] Commentators 
are —— with this elliptical expression, in 
which some supply wpdyuacr; others, olxń- 
pact. The former is well supported by Classical 
— and if Luke were a Classical author, it 
would descrve the preference; but in an Hellen- 
istic writer the proof is invalid. It is therefore 
better, with the ancient and a great majority of 
the modern Commentators, to supply olxrinact, 
of wbich ellips. Wets. has adduced examples in 
superabundance, both from the Classical and 
Scriptural writers. So Gen. xli. 51. Ecclus. xlii. 
10. Comp. John ii. 16. Since, however, the 
question in respect to saifableness is nearly equal, 
and the former sense is the weightier, and in 
some measure includes the latter, but not vice 
tersá, —we are warranted in preferring it. I am 
hot quite sure whether it may not be better, with 
Bornem., to dispense with any ellips., by simply 
supposing rà vov IlaTpós to stand for rà 
TaTpoa, — *any thing concerning his 

ip, the Father, —his wo place of that worship, 
and the employment of promoting a knowledge 
of his word, carried on tbere. Indeed, Dean 
Prideaux, Connexion, l. ix. vol. iv. p. 395, Ed. 
Oxon., regards, with some reason, our Lord's 
presence in the Temple on this occasion as his 
first appearance in his ic office and in the 
business of his Father, on which he was sent, in 
sitting among the doctors in the Temple, and 
there declaring the truth of God unto them. 
“ This (continues the Dean) was his m sign of 
coming to his Temple foretold by the Prophet 
Malachi (iii. 1), whereby, according to the Pro- 
phet Haggai, ‘the glory of this latter houec was 
made to be much greater than that of the for- 
mer.’ He had been personally there before (at 
his baptism), but now first mtmisterially [ offici- 
ally], as the Messenger of the Covenant, whereby 
the messages of life and salvation were revealed 
unto men. And, on this his coming, began to be 
fulfilled that signal prophecy of Jess. * The 
sceptre shall not depart from Judah, nor a Law- 
giver from beneath his feet, until Shiloh (mean- 
Ing the Messiah) come.’ " 

50. où cuvixay avT.] ‘They did not fully 
comprehend his meaning;’ probably from the 
ambiguity of the mode of expression, and that 
he chiefly intended ‘the business for the accom- 
puissent of which his heaven/y Father had sent 
im into the world.’ See John iv. 34. vi. 38. 

v. 17. ix. 4. xvii. 4. They knew in some sense 
who he was, but were not prepared to hear so 
direct an appeal to his heavenly Father. There 
is a close connexion in thought between this and 
the next verse, which is intended to intimate 
that, notwithstanding what he had on that occa- 

ala 

sion said to them of his heavenly Father, he con- 
tinued to live in the practice of all proper obedi- 
ence to them as his earthly parents. n thie use of 
the participle Vxoraca. and ñv, is implied a notion 

continuance and habit of action, q. d. * uotwith- 
standing the astounding occurrences just record- 
ed, Jesus continued to be, as before, habitually 
obedient to them." 

51. dterips: wavra +a Düpara, &c.] ‘Pi- 
para may here include both ‘sayings and doings,’ 
—i.e. the words spoken, and all the circum- 
stances connected with the affair just before 
spoken of. Acersjp. means laid up amd 
these occurrences as matters of deep reflection. 
The phrase d:etip. iv Tfj Kapdia is very un- 
usual, and was probably derived by ihe Evan- 
gelist from Dan. vii. 28, rò pnpa iv Ty xapóía 
pov dseTHpnoa. P have, indeed, been by 
Expositors adduced from Philo and the Class. 
writers, but none to the pr More aptl 
might they have compared Hom. Od. xxi. 355, 
wados yap vlov rervupivoy iubi ro Üvuc. 

52. wpoéxowre] i.e. ‘continued increasing’ 
in wisdom, as well as ‘advancing (‘ making pro- 
gress,’ see my Lex. in "1 in age and stature ;’ 
said with reference to what went before, v. 40, 
Tò Gi watdloy nüEave xal ixpamaiovTo xved- 
Mart, *Anpovmevoy coplas’ xal xápis OsoU rjv 
ir’ avo, meaning to intimate, that as before his 
parents went with him to Jerusalem he had been 
advancing in bodily growth and strengthening in 
mental vigour, with au abundant measure of wis- 
dom and Divine , æ after he returned with 
them to Nazareth be kept making the same 
advance as before. 

It has indeed been thought a no inconsiderable 
difficulty to imagine kow a Divine Being could 
be said to increase in wisdom. But it has been 
well observed by Mr. Le Bas, that '* the astonish- 
ing intercourse of the Deity with man, exhibited 
in the person of our Redeemer, was an actual 
coalition of the two natures; a coalition so in- 
timate and so complete as to produce a per- 
fect unity of counsel and singleness of agency." 
“ By keeping," continues he, “this in view, 
we bring the light closer to the mysterious truth 
bere announced. Like other men, the Son 
of Mary had a reasonable soul, whose facultics 
were capable of gradual expansion. The Divine 
essence, however intimately united to the human, 
did not supply the place of the intellectual func- 
tions; but, as the mental powers of the man 
advanced in capacity and truth, the perfections 
of the Godhead poured in its illuminations.” So 
that during the eighteen subsequent years of our 
Saviour's fife we may consider him as — 
but surely advancing onward to that fulness of 
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III. 1 °Ev érec 8à srevrexaiBexáTq rhs "ryeuovias Tiepiov 
Kaícapos, ?yyeuovevovros IIovriov IliXárov Tíjs ‘Iovéaias, xai 
verpapxotvros tis laXa(as ‘Hpwdov, diXérrov 06 ToU. aded- 
god avtod TerpapyoUDvros Tíjs lrovpaías xai Tpaywvitidos 

sJan. xopas, kai Avcavíov Tíjs APAs rerpapxobvros, 2 8 od 
aisian * doviepews "Avva kai Kaidda, éyévero pipa Qeod ert ‘Iwavvny 
baai Tov [Tod] Zaxapíov vióv èv TH éprjgar S” xal Mev eis mácav 
Mark 1. 2. 
Isa. 40. 3. 

Tj» mepiywpov ToU 'lopbávov xnpvacwv Barticpa petavoias 
eis Gdeow ápapruDv * s yéyparrras év BiBAw Xoyov ‘Hoaiov 
TOU mpopytov, Aéyovroy ov Bowvtos v TH épine 
érouuácarTe T)» 600v Kupiov, evOeias moreîTe tas 
TpíBovs avTov. 5Iláca dápayE mXgpo015oera xai 

c Exod. 14. 
wav Ópos kai Bovvós trametvwOnoetar kal éo a4 Ta 

1s ron, TKOALA eic eUÜctav, kal ai rpaxetas eis 0600s Xelas. 
17. 
Isa. 53. 10. 

wisdom and virtue, which was recognized at his 
baptism by the Divine approval expressed by iv 
w evdoxnoa. 

III. 1. On the chronological questions con- 
nected with this paseage, the er is referred 
— Hales, Mr. Benson, and Canon Towns- 
end. 

2. im’ åpx. "A. kal K.] There has been 
much perplexity occasioned by the use, in the 
Gospels and also in Josephus, of phraseology ex- 
pressing or implying plurality, where the Law 
recognized but ome. In strict propriety there 
could be but one high-priest at a time, who held 
the office for life. But, after the subjection of 
Judæa to the Roman yoke, great changes were 
made; and the occupants of an office, in which 
had been vested almost regal authority, were 
changed at tho will of the conquerors. Hence 
some have supposed that the office had become 
annual, and that Annas and Caiaphas, occupying 
it by turns, each, or both, might be said to be the 
high-priest. This, however, is a wholly gra- 
tuitous supposition, and overturned by what is 
said in Joseph. Antt. xviii. 2, 2. Others think 
that Caiaphas was the high-priest, and Annas his 
sagan, or deputy,—a title given to bim by Joseph. 
Antt. xviii. 6, 24. And great was the dignity of 
the sagan, who was allowed, upon occasion, to 
perform the highest sacred functions of the high- 
priest. Others, again, imagine that the fille is 
iven to Annas, as being the chief of Aaron's 
amily then alive, and being regarded as the 
rightful high-priest by the Jews, though Caiaphas 
held the office by appointment of the Roman 
governor. These last two methods likewise pro- 
ceed on supposition; and although there is no- 
thing which contradicts cither, there is no reason 
for giving a preference to one or the other. It 
would seem, therefore, though Lachm. describes 
Annas and Caiaphas as being oth high-priests at 
the same time, that one of them was, in a more 
peculiar manner, considered as high-priest of the 
year ; that Annas, as ex-high-priest, was reckoned 
as still having the office, as he certainly exercised 
the power, John xviii. 13; espec. as he might be 

6 cka} Syetar waca càpE TÒ cwrTnptov Tov Ocob. 

actually in the office of sagan, and thus be en- 
abled the better to retain his pristine authority. 
I have now, with Lachm., Tisch., and A! 
received dpyxiepéws, from almost all the uncial, 
and not a few cursive MSS., including all the 
ancient Lamb. and Mus. copies, confirmed by 
internal evidence, though I cannot but suspect 
that the reading was brought in in order to get 
rid of the awkwardness of supposing two high- 
priests. 

4, 5, 6. The quotation exactly corresponds with 
the Sept., at least in the Alex. MS., though in 
the Vatican arárra is inserted before rà exoA:d, 
and for ai Trpaxsiui els odvis Aslar the Alex. 
has ù rpaxeia els cdovs Asías, the Vatican ġ 
Tpayxtia els wadia Asia; but the reading ai 
Tpaxtia. is confirmed by the Hebrew and Chald, 
Par, and the Vulg. and Arab. Versions. For 
ogous Asias the Hebr., Chald., Syr., and Arab. 
would require óóoy Asíay ; and so Aqu., Symm., 
and Theod., els mediow. The other is a free and 
less correct version. The words ro cexvrápiov T. 
O. are derived from the Sept., though the Hebrew 
and the other Versions have them not, leaving 
‘the glory of the Lord’ to be repeated from the 
P ing clause. But the Translator substituted 
ere TO owrhpiov T. O. for avrò because (as 

Dr. Henderson saw) he understood the foregoi 
hrases of the promised Saviour, as in c ii. 

5. The Evangelist cites this peseage of tbe 
Prophet more fully (continuing it further) than 
Matthew and Mark, because he was writing espe- 
cially for Gentile converts; and the latter pert 
of the citation was necessary to assure them that 
the ‘salvation of God’ and the participation in 
the pong of the Gospel extended to them as 
well as the Jews. 

6. Oerat TO coTüpior Tov Otrov} Comp. 
TÓ OwTüpiov cov supra, with Ps. xcvii. 3 
Sept., and Is. 1x. 6, and Lam. iii. 26. The n1 
tist had here in mind the words of Exod. xiv. ] 
Opare Thy owTnpiay rapa Tov Kuplow (Alex. 
O:ov), and 2 Chron. xx. 17, ló«rs tiv cate 
pía» Kupiov, and Is. lii. io, OYorrai—rTiv 
Cwtnpiay Tap Tov Osov, where, as in Exod. 
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7 "Exeyev ovv Toi; éxtropevopévors ÓyXow Bamrıobiva br 
avrou Tewjpata éyióvov ! tis vrébackev tpiv dvyeiv ard ris 
peXXovos ops; 8 IIoujoare oiv xaptrots áf(ovs Tis pera- 
voias’: kai wn üpEraÜe Xéyew èv éavrois Tlatépa čyopev tov 
"ABpadu Xéyo yap Upiv, Ste Sivatas ó Beds ex trav Mihov 
TovTwy éyetpar TÉKva TQ ABpadp.  9"Hóày 96 xal 7) akivn mpos 
thy pitav tav Sévdpwv Keira mâv ovv dévdpov u) 7rotoÜv kaprróv 
Kadov éxxomretas kal eis mip Bareta 10 Kal érnpwrov 
avrov oi byNot, Xéyovres" Ti obv morýoopev; 11 "Arroxpieis 8e 

Aéyes avtois: ‘O éyov Sv0 yiTa@vas peraðótw TQ uÀ) ExovTs kai 
6 éyov Bpwpata opolws moito. 12*H'AÓov 6é xal TreXAovas 

BarrruoÜfjvas, xal eltrov mpòs avrov Addaoxanre, Tí roujoopev ; 
13 “O 8e elme mpòs avrovs Mnëèv mréov rapa 10 Siateraypé- 
vov Uüpiv Tpáccere. l4’ Emnpæarav $6 avtov kal otpatevopevos, 
Aéyovreg Kal ets Tí Toujcouev; Kal elre apos avroUs 
Mnnóéva Siaceionre, unè cvkooavrüemre raè àpkeiaÜe ois 
, / € ^ 

oYrwvioss vav. 

xiv. 13, the Genit. of relation is freely, but ve 
faithfully expressed by the addition of wap 
This view is confirmed by a of Coloss. ii. 
19, where 75j» aü£uow rov Otrov is, as 1 have 
there shown, for vapá Tov Osov. 

10. voijcou:wv] Many MSS., including almost 
all the ancient ones, have wo:jowuev, which is 
edited by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., who 
adopt the same reading from the same MSS. at 
vv. 12 and 14, while Scholz inconsistently re- 
tains Wotincouen in passages. For my own 
part, ] suspect that in all three the reading arose 
rom gloss, or rather alteration, for the sake of 
introducing purer Greek; though this is not, as 
we shall see, decidedly unclassical. This usc of 
the fut. ind. for the subjunet. (an idiom probably 
derived from the Hebrew) occurs also in Matt. 
xxviii. 21. xix. 1, and elsewhere in the Gospels, 
as also in the Epistles. So Rom. vi. 1, iw:pue- 
vovpev Ty duapría. The same variety of real- 
ing occurs at John vi. 5, where the above three 
Editors read dyopdowuev, which seems sup- 
“ported by exte aithortty, though internal 
evidence is in favour of -couey, and the sense in- 
tended may be, ‘what! are we to buy?’ as here 
the sense is, ‘ what are we to do?" at this use 
of the fut. indic. was thought to differ little from 
the subjunct. is plain from Eurip. lon 758, 
where they are thus combined in the same clause : 
zio epuav MOiVGMAV, À Tí dpdoouev; though in 
the line but one before, we have ri Ópisuav; In 
either case the sense is the same, namely, * what 
are we todo?’ It is essential to this idiom that 
the sentence should be €: ive ; and there- 
fore in Cratet. Frag. Onp. i. 10, 4. 80 [Meineke] 
(supplying the only example known to me in 

e Clase. writers) : Ovxouv usraa Tptyrae c«av- 
TÓv dÀci waders did wr, for ovxouy, the 
learned Editor should have written oóx oby and 
aXtidev; ‘why, then, won't you, can’t you P" 
&c. The use of oír is the same in both pas- 
sages. 

13. undly wrAiov—wpdooere] ‘exact,’ This 
Vor. L 

use of rpdocay, as said of levying fazes (like 
in Latin,) is frequent in the Class. 

writers. The original sense seems to have been 
‘to manage.” The difference between the active 
and middle forms is this: the active signifies to 
collect for another's use, the middle to collect for 
one's own. Acardocew is a vor signata, used 
of legal enactments, especially such as relate to 
laying on taxes. The wapd after a comparative, 
or a word which implies comparison (espec. 
peiloy or xpelrrey), is used for À, both in the 
Scriptural and Class. writers. So Appian, vol. ii. 
78, wAeioves wapa ToUs dpxaíovs. The literal 
sense is * alongside of ;’ and juxta-position almost 
implies comparison. The Baptist does not, we 
see, condemn the exercise of their profession, but 
only the abuse of the power it gave them. 

14. orparevopevo:} Michaelis thinks that 
this denotes ‘ men under arms, or going to battle;' 
for he imagines that Herod's war with Aretas had 
already commenced ; and that there is here refe- 
rence to the troops engaged in that service. A 
chronologicul reason, however, lies against this 
supposition, so strong, that it is better to take 
orp. to denote men d in military service ; 
as in Jos. Antt. xix. 9, 1, Soot orparevopevol 
mors irvyov. The Article would indeed seem 
wanting; but it may be understood, and indeed 
is found in several MSS., or supple TIVES. 

— unóéva ĝıacsionte] This is by many 
Commentators taken to mean, ‘do not harass 
any oue;' a signification found in the Class. 
writers. But some more jal sonse seems to 
be intended. It is therefore best explained as 
equivalent to, aud indeed formed on, the Latin 
phrase concutere, ‘to extort money by dint of 
threats of violence.’ Zvxod. signifies * to extort 
money by false accusation, or the threatening of 
it? [Comp. Exod. xxiii. 1.] 
— dpxsiaÓs Trois — In the early ages 

a soldier's pay consisted chiefly in a supply of 
ood, and was called éywsoy, from dor; and 
meant something to buy dyor witha: Now doy, 

c 
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d Matt. 8. 

LUKE III. 15—23. 

16 4 TT poc8oxavros 66 ToU XaoD, xai OuXoyito TüVTOV 

Mark. ̂ év rais xapdiais aùrôv mep tod 'loávvov, prprote aùròs eim 
6 Xpuarós, 19 drexpivato 6 "Iwdvyns macı, Meyor “Eyo uév 
arı Barrivo tpass Epyeras è 6 toyupdtepos pov, od o)x 
eiui ixavos Doat TOY ipávra trv UVmroOnuáTov auTOU auras 
bpas Barrice: év Iveúparıi dyip rat mupu 17 oj) TO mTúov èr 

Tf xe. avro), xal Siaxabapred Tv. Grova avrot kal avváfe 
Tov cirop eis Tv amoOnkny avrov, TO 06 üyvpov KaTaxavce 
mupt àaéaro. 18 IIoxXXà uy ody kal Erepa Trapaxadov evry- 
yerilero TOV Xaóv. 19 “O 62 ‘Hpwdns 0 Terpápyms, éXeyyójevos 
im’ avro) wept ‘“Hpwdiddos rìs yuvacnds [PiMmrrov] rob à8eX- 
gov avrod, xal mep mávræv av érrolince trovnpav 6 ‘Hpwdns, 
20 mpocéÜnke xal ToUro èm. act, Kat xatéxrewe TOV loávvgv 
év TH pudaxy. 

e Matt, & 16, 21 e'Evyévero 66 év TQ BamrricPivas (ravra Tov Xaüv, xal 

Mark 11 'Incob Bamtrıohévros kal mpocevyopévou, dvepyOijvas Tov oùpa- 

vov, ?* xal xarapivar rò llveüua tò (üywv, cwopatine cide 
excel TepuaTepàv, èT aùróv' xal $wvi)v èE o)pavoU yevécôas, 
Aéyovcay Sv el ó Tiós pov ó ayamnròs, €v col nudoxyoa. 
23 Kal avros Ù ó IgcoÜs woe érüv rtpiáxovra apyopevos dv, 

according to Boeck, i. 137, — eignified 
every thing used as food, with the exception of 
what was prepared from corn; nearly what we 
mean by meat. In process of time an equivalent 
in money was substituted for the supply of meat; 
and then óyrovior, which had originally signified 
support, came to denote pay: though still some 
allowances of food were left the soldier, which 
probably opened a way to the extortion alluded 
to. Much light is thrown on this matter by a 

of Joseph. de Vit. 8 47, evvaBoóXsvor 
(namely, his soldiers) rpds unóíva pyre Tois- 
ety, pnve apwayy Aaufávuy rae yopas 
(farms), &AXÀá oxnvouy cura Td Wedloy å prov- 
Mévove rote avrov idodlore. 

15. dtaroytYoutveev — wiwore aùròs sln ò 
Xptoros] Dr. Hammond and Mr. Wesley ren- 
der, ‘ whether he were not the Christ,’ which is 
supported by the Pesch. Syr. Version, ‘ thinking 
that perhape he were the Christ,’ as also by one 
MS., which has dorw ó Xpiords. But the 
context plainly calls for the dubitative sense of 
an; and consequently the exact version will be, 
* whether he were or were not the Christ,’ though 
there is reason to suppose, that they felt strongly 
inclined to think he was. This view is borne 
out by the air of the preceding context; and 
such seems to have been the opinion of Chrys., 
Theoph., and Euthym. Nay, they go almost as 
far as the Pesch. um for thev regard it as a 
supposition or opinion. But umore, when fol- 
lowed — opt, must necessarily imply some 
doubt (which probably differed in different per- 
sons; as was the case on other occasions. See 
Matt. xxviii. 17); and this idea of doubt may 
be recognized in John vii. 26, ufaors iyvecay 
—Üóri oUrós oTi» 6 Xpuorós, ‘have they, or 

have they not, ascertained that, &-. Accord- 
ingly, the term mused (i.e. pondered), whether 
he were not the Christ, however it may a in 
the use of ujwors Ów at 2 Tim. ii. 25) be 
scarcely warranted by nice grammatical iety, 
is very possibly the sense intended by the Evan- 

list. This will serve to determine the sense, 
owever debated, of rpocdoxwvror Tov Xaov, of 

which the sense, ‘the people being in expecta- 
tion,’ viz. as Meyer explains, that John would 
declare himself the Christ, is inconsistent with 
the — The Evangelist seems to mean 

at they were i» anxious jon (so Acts 
xxviii. é), suspense, i.e. —— rt he 
was; but their belief was damped with donbts; 
and consequently they waited the event which 
should decide the matter. 

21. iv ro Ba*ric85vai, &c.] A difference is 
to be noted between i» ra fawric05vec Tòr 
Aady and iv re Barri echa: rdv aðr, of 
which the latter means, ‘ while the people were 
being baptized,” and the former, ‘ after they were 
baptized.’ Accordingly, in order to render the 
peculiar meaning of the Greek more distinct, the 
whole may be rendered thus: ‘ And it came to 
pass, after all the pee le had been baptized, that 
when Jesus also been baptized, and was 
praying, the heaven was opened," &c. 

he words xal wpocevy., here added by Lake, 
and which are not found in the other Evangelists, 
merit attention. Our Lord, who was content to 
be obedient unto the Law for man, underwent the 
rites and performed the ceremonies of the Mosaic 
Law; and on the same principle underwent this 
prem because he wished to set an example to 
others of ‘ fulfilling all righteousness.” 

28. j»—déc«l bray vpiáx. épy.) I am still 
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ex évouitero, viós "Iwan, Tob HX, ?* rod Marbar, rod Aevt, 
ToU MeXyi, To) 'lavvà, tov "Iwan, roð MarraÜ(ov, rod 
Apos, ToU Naovp, ToU Eor, rod Nayyai, 26 roð Maàð, rod 
MarraOiov, tod Z euet, rod "Iwond, rod ‘Iova, ?! tov "Iwavva, 
ToU ‘Pno, trod ZopoBaBer, to) XaXa0wWjA, tov Nm«pi, ?9 rod 
Meryl, ToU ‘Addi, tod Kwcàpu, tod "EdXpwddp, tod*Hp, ?9 rob 
Iwo), tod 'Ex«étep, 100 “Twpelu, tov Maréar, roD Acvt, 99 rod 
Zupewv, tov ‘Iovda, tov leo), tov ‘Iwvdv, tov 'Exaxcp, 
31 fto Medea, tod Maivay, rod Marraéa, tov € Nadav, tov f3 Sam. 6. 

Adutò 3? tod "Ieccal, rod (1836, tod Boot, rov Yardpeav, To) Vetro. t5. 
Ruth 4, 18. Naaccóv, rot ’ApwadaB, tov 'Apàu, tod 'Ecpop, Tob f Chron. s. 

0. 
Papés, ToU ‘Iovda, 9*' To) 'laxo f, ToU lcaàx, tod ’ABpadp, ra.n. 

^ , ^ A ^ A ae ^ ^ , 34—96. TOU @apa, rou Naywp, 35 roð Yepody, ToU ‘Payad, tou Parer, 
rod Ep, tod Jara, 99 roð Kaivay, rod Appakdd, rod Snp, ToU 
Nox, tod Aapey, 9! rob Ma8ovaáXa, tov 'Evaxy, tov Tapèd, 

ToU Manenrenar, ! ToU Kaévày, 99 * rot ' Evos, rod 370, rod Addy, 
TOU Ocoũ. 

i Gen. &. 6, 
& 11. 10. 
k Gen. 5. 
infra 5. 1. 

IV. 1 *'Incots 96 IIvevparos áyíov mAńpns vmréorpeirev amò sets + 
ToU 'lopóávow xal yero év TQ TIveipats eis Tv Epnpov, Mark 1. 15, 

&c. 

2 juépas recaapáxovra Tepatópevos vmó To) 4uafóXov. Kal 
oun Edayev ovdev èv raís r)uépais éxelvais" kal, avvrexeaOeucdy 
avrGv, Dorepov érelvace. 3 Kal elrev avro 6 AiaBoros' Ei 
Tids el rod Oo, eiré TQ Milby TovTy iva yévntat ápros. * Kal 
atrexpiO0n ‘Inaots mpòs aùròv, Neyor " Véyparrat, Sti 00k ÈT vveat.as, 
ápTo povm 'Enoeras [ó] avOpwmos, AAN éri mavr} 
pypyate cob. 5 Kal dvayaywv aùròv ó AaBoros eis Spos 

of opinion, that of these puzzling words the most 
probable sense is, ‘Jesus was about 30 years old 
when he n his ministry; i.e. bad near) 
completed his 30th year. So Luke, Acts i. 2l, 
29, speaks of Jesus as beginning (dpEdpuevos) bis 
ministry from the baptism of John. 

The expression ws real evidently alludes 
to his Divine origin, as only the reputed son of 
Joseph, though really conceived by the Holy 
Ghost. See Archbishop Magee, On the Atone- 
ment, vol. ii. p. 422. 

IV. 1. Tv. dy. *X.] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit IIA. åy. wv., from B, D, E, K, L, X, 
and about 18 cursives (to which I could add not 
a few Lamb. and Mus. copies, also Trin. Coll. 
B, x. 16 and 17), and internal evidence would 
seem to be in its favour; also Acts vi. 3 and 8; 
vii. 55; xi. 24; but that sort of evidence is un- 
certain; and this seems no case for change; 

. since Matthei has gone far to show that 
this change of position was brought in from the 
Evangeliaria. 
— iv] for urd; denotin 

cause. So /Eschyl. Ag. 1 
covow by Oem «pica. 

2. nutpae Heil spat These words would 
seem to connect with aragatópsvos following, as 

the instrumental 
, ovTws awadXao- 

some Editors take them. But St. Matthew de- 
scribes the temptation as taking place at the close 
of that period. Most recent Commentators at- 
tempt to remove the discrepancy by supposing the 
meaning to be, not that Jesus was tempted forty 
days i» succession, but that, at various times 
during those days, he was exposed to temptations, 
besides those which the Evangelist now proceeds 
to enumerate. This method, however, cannot 
well be admitted. At least it is better, with 
some ancient and modern Commentators, to con- 
nect the words with the preceding ; comp. Exod. 
xxxiv. 28. 1 Kings xix. 8. IIspa(óutvos, 
however, is not, I conceive, put for wetpac8nvar, 
but is a nominativus pendens, for Genit. absolute. 
This mode of taking the is confirmed by 
Mark i. 13, who here follows Luke: xai gv iv 
Tj lpriuc nipas Ttocapáxovra, vsipa(Ouspoc 
U*ó Tov Barava. Moreover, at «4ipa(óusvyos 
is implied rore from the context. That, how- 
ever, will not, as in the case of did nu. Teo. 
involve any contradiction ; since what takes place 
at the close of any period of time is understood 
to have taken place within that time. Atany rato 
the discrepancy is of no moment, the accounts of 
the Temptation being subetantially the same in 
all three Gospels. 

4. ó dy0p.] See on Matt. iv. 4. 
Cc2 
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iyor, BeLev aùr Tácas tas Bactrelas ris oikovjevgs èv 
eTvypi xpóvovw 9 xai elmev ait@ 6 AtaBodos Zol wcw Thy 
éFouclay tavrny &racay kai T?» Oófav attroy sts pol mapa- 
déScras, xal  éàv Oo, Sw adtnv. 7 Xv oiv àv Tpooxv- 
výonņs évenmióv pov, cra, cov * ráca. 8 Kal dTokpiÜeis avro 
etrev ó Inaovs ["Tararye orriow uov,] Xaraváà: yéyparrras [ydp]- 

o Deut.6.13. © IT poo kvvsja eve Kopiov tov Ocóv cov, kal avtT@ pov 
Natpevaoers. ? Kai fryaryev avrov eis ‘Iepovoadnp, xai éornoer 
avTOv él TÒ TrrTepV*ytov TOU iepov, xai elev avra Ei [o] Tios 

^ ^ lf è , , el rod Oeod, Bade ceavroy evredOey xatw 10 yéypartaı yap’ 
aps mie "Ore * Tots ayyéXots avrod évtereitas mepi cov, ToU 

Stadvardtat ce V kal [sre] im} yetpdov apodci ce, py 
more mpocKko wns Tpós MiÜov Tov móða cov. 12 Kai 

e Deut.6.10 amroxpiels eltrev avrà 0 'Inaods: “Ore eipyrar *OvK exer 
pacets Kuptov tov Ocóv cov. 18 Kai avvredécas mávra 

fJona Teipacpov 6 AiaBondos, f atréorn an’ avwod dypi Katpod. 
Heb. 4 16. 

6. xal rhy 9óEa» avriav] scil. BaciArcy, i. e. 
* and the glory which will result from the govern- 
ment of them." . 

7. *àca] This (for the common reading 
wávra) found in almost all the best MSS., in- 
cluding many Lamb. and Mus. copies, several 
Versions, Fathers, and early Edd., has been re- 
ceived by almost all the Editors, and with rea- 
son; as being the more difficult reading. Yet 
wavrTa ma defended, as being more natural, 
and agreeable to the popular style; though pro- 
priety requires vaca as referred to iFovaíav. 

8. From Deut. vi. 13. 1 Sam. vii. 3. Tap, 
and ò in the next verse, not found in the best 

SS., are cancelled by almost all the recent 
Editors. 

On more maturely considering the grounds of 
the text. rec. of this verse, I am induced to final] 
edit thus: 'Incoue [Uxays óvíow pov] yé- 
ypa?rrat [yap} The ydp is absent from every 
uncial and a great number of the cursive MSS., 
including many Lamb. and Mus. copies, con- 
firmed 3 all the most ancient Versions, and 

Fathers And although the words ör. several 
éwiaw pov, Lar. are absent from a compara- 
tively few, to which however I can add a few Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, yet 
their testimony is confirmed by — ancient 
Version of weight, espec. the Peech. Syr., and 
also by Origen and Vigil. Taps. Moreover, in- 
ternal evidence is against the words, considering 
that they were more likely to be brought from 
Matth. than put out. Besides, the fact, that 
the yap is almost certainly insititious, goes far 
to prove also these words to be not genuine. I 
doubt not that they had no place in the tert of 
nearly all the archetypes of those MSS. which 
are without the yap, but were introduced by the 
scribes, or the Revisers, from the margin, or the 
interlineary space where the proposed addit 
were not unfrequently noted down. It is, there- 
fore, not without reason that Griesb., Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf reject them. Wets., Matth., 

14 Kai tréotpepev 6 'Inso)Us év r) Suvdpe: ToU Tvevparos 

and Scholz retain the words, without brackets, 
but only, it would seem, because ad receive 
them in Matt. iv. 10. Wets., indeed, flatly pro- 
nounces the omission of the words to have been 
an emendation of Origen's, just as at Matt. iv. 10, 
he ascribes their omission to rail though in 
no case could Origen's authority have had such 
extensive influence as his conjecture implies. 
And here, at least, the omission could not have 
arisen from his emendation, since he himself (as 
Dr. Mill long ago remarked) expressly says that 
* the words had no place in the earliest and most 
ancient MSS." And as Origen did not cancel 
the words on his own authority here, so it is not 
likely that he should have done so at the 
of Matt. iv. 10. Grotius, who rejects the Words. 
ably points out what caused the liberty here 
taken of foisting in the words, namely, the same 
as what induced other Critics to transpose cer- 
tain of the verses in Lukc's narration, that they 
might restore that order of the several tempta- 
tions which is found in the parallel portion of 
St. Matthew [where, it is observable, this temp- 
tation is placed last); though, as Grot. adds, 
“nulla fuit causa cur Lucas, in rebus ejusmodi, 
ordinem tam anxié sequeretur." 

9. 6 Yiós] The à is, on competent autho- 
rity, cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

l. The cr:, not found in very many MSS, 
early Edd., and Versions, is cancelled by Matthæi. 
It may have come from the margin, and origi- 
nated from those Critics who read yeypara: yap 
Sri—ivradetrac; thus regarding the words as 
not strictly speaking a — but only a re- 
port of the sense. And thus the dt: would re- 
quire to be repeated. But it should rather seem 
that there ts an actual quotation, and therefore 
the ore is pleonastic, or recttativnm. 

14. iv T5 óvráuri Tov ur] ' under the power- 
ful influence of the Spirit." Ka?’ GA vs, trough- 
out, over all. This sense occurs also in Acts ix. 
3l, and is sometimes found in the later Class. 
writers, but is rare elsewhere. 
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eis THY Tadtiaiay kai jp é£5X0e xaf crys THs trepiywpou 
Trepi avToU. 

= / — A ? ^ h x > x ?, ^ 3, e^ 

7w TeÜpappuévos Kai eicijMBe, "karà TO eieÜ0s avTQ, év TH Johns 

15 Kai aùròs edidacney év rais cuvaywyais avrav 

eh 

17 Kai éme0005 avrà BigXiov 'Hoalov tod Tpodnfrov kai ava- 
TrTUEas To BiBrlov ebpe Tov ToTrov oD HY yeypaypévoy 18 $TI veð- ita. 61.13 

Matt. 11.5. ̀  

pa Kuplov én’ pé ob eivexev éypuiaé pe *evayyernt Pxat7. 
^ , ,7 A 

cachas wrwyois, awécTarKé pe tacacBat robs cvv- 
TeTpippévous thy kapÓíav 

& 147. 8. 
John 6. 9. 

enpv€as aixuaXoTors 
peciv, kal TvóXois áváBXesvruv. àmooreiXau reÜpav- 

[4 é 2 / è 19 j , , \ K í ô = c j,évovs v adgécet k"pU£au éviavróv Kvpíov Óek- 11.1551. 

16. ávíorn dvayvwva:}] Lightfoot and Vi- 
tringa have shown, dat it was the received custom 
for the Scriptures to be read both by the minis- 
ter and the people standing. The Pentateuch 
was so distributed into portions for Sabbath 
reading, that the whole might be gone through 
in the year; also that to them should be ad- 
joined some such portion from the Prophets as 
either had an affinity to the lesson from the 
Pentateuch, or was selected by the reader for 
edification. 

17. Bi8gXAfoy] The BiBAla of the Hebrews, 
and, indeed, of the ancients in general, were rolls 
fastened to two laths with handles; by holding 
which in his hand, the reader could roll, or un- 
rol the writing at his pleasure. 

— eves] b this must not be understood, 
according to the explanation of some Expositors, 
the "finding u r search ; but, as Chrys., Orig., 
Theophyl., Euthym., Maldon., and others, the 
seemingly fortuitous, though in reality providen- 
tial, finding, as something brought about by the 
providence of God; which indeed is (as Origen 
remarks) implied in the subsequent words, myst- 
pa Kupiov iwi iui —ixpiaé us evayy., &c. 

18—20.] This portion (introduced, as it seems, 
out of the regular order) was selected by our 
Lord in order to draw the attention of the people, 
and to show its fulfilment in himself; as also with 
allusion to the reason why he was called CHRIST, 
and his religion termed the Gospel. Its ippica 
tion to the Messiah is acknowledged by the best 
Jewish Expositors. Its primary import, indeed, 
was probabiy the restoration of the Jews from the 
Bebylonian captivity; but it seems to have had 

a secondary reference to the MESSIAH, by that 
double sense of prophecy, which has two applica- 
tions, of which the secondary is (as here) not un- 
frequently the more important. 

18. wvavua Kupiov ir’ tni] Intimating his 
Divine appointment to say and do as he does. 
— tyxpicé ma) The term signifies, not so much 

to anoint as inaugurate into an office; which, in 
tho case of eminent persons (as kings, prophets, 
riests, &c.) was always conferred by unction. 

rist's unction was the descent of the Holy 
Spirit upon him at his baptism ; whereby, as Peter 
says, Acts x. 38, God anointed him with the 
Holy Spirit and with power. Sce also iv. 27. 
Hence, indeed, th ion TWD, or X puo róe, 
i. e. the Anointed. 

— eayyeXicacGa:] This, for the text. rec. 
esayysdlfeaban, I have, with all the Editors 
from Matthei downwards, adopted from many 
ancient MSS. and most of the Lamb. aud Mus. 
copies. 
— lacacba: rois—xapélav] The words are 

omitted in B, D, L, and 3 cursives of the same 
Family, some Latin copies, with the Copt. and 
JEthiop. Versions, and have been cancelled by 
Griesb., Lachm., Tisch. and Alf, but on in- 
sufficient authority, though internal evidence is 
against them, since they may have been inserted 
from the Sept. See note on the lel 
of Matth. However the words would seem to » 
required by the parallelism ; in which orreyois 
and cvrTeTp. T)» xapéiay correspond to each 
other, the latter signifying the afflicted or con- 
trite, the former the distressed or poor in spirit ; 
according as the literal or the spiritual sense be 
adopted. Zur. is occasionally found even in the 
Classical writers, in a metaphorical sense, of 
mental sorrow. Thus Plutarch vi. 171, 8, uù 
ouvrpiBecbat ù, undi dÜvusiv roy ivyxops- 
vov. Polyb. v. 58, 13. It is a stronger term than 
Aumeiobar. 

The co ndent terms which follow, aiyua- 
Awrore, i ots, and sÜpavouívovs, have like- 
wise a double sense. "Adso:s, in the sense of 

; ce from captivity, is found also in tbe 
Classical writers. ith respect to TvdAois, the 
sense of the Hebrew, ‘those who are bound,” is 
gray preferable, though the other may be justi- 
ed, by taking the term to denote those who are 

as it were blind with long confinement in dark 
dungeons, In the spiritual sense, aly. will de- 
note those who are bound with the chain of sin; 
and Trvdois, those who are blinded by sin and 
Satan; namely, ‘the blind people that have 
eyes’ (Is. xlii. 8), or those that ‘seeing, see 
not.’ 

19. xnpv€ar—daxrov] This sums up the 
whole of the above, in words which contain an 
allusion to the year of Jubilee ; when, by sound 
of trumpet, was proclaimed deliverauce, and re- 
storation of every kind. "Thus it is meant, that 
the Gospel is to the Law what tlie Jubilee year 
was as compared to all others. In theapplication, 
iviavTÓe will denote time generally, as in the 
Hebrew. Aexrdy is for dpsordy, as 2 Cor. vi. 2, 
xaipos Gaxros. The word is not found in the 
Classical writers. 
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tov. 99 Kai mrvfas rò ifiov, arrodovds TQ mnpéry exdbice 
kai rávrav éy TH Gvvaryoryt) oi od0aXuoi Hoay árevitovres avro. 
?21"HpoEaro è Xéyew mpos avrovs “Ort onyepov TemXrjperras 

Pe. 7 ypaph abro év toils woly Dudv. ??* Kal mávres égaprüpovr 
Matt. 13. 54. 
Mark ô. 9, 3. avTQ, kal eOavpaloy èm. rois Xóyows Tis xápuros Tots érTropev- 

2. 4. ^ e Johnie opevors Èx ToD cTOpaTos avToÜ, xai reyo Ovx obrós éaTw 
& 7. 40. 
1 Matt. 4.18. 
& 18. 64. 

Matt. 13. . m TraTpib. aov 
Mark 6.4 
John 4. 44. 

20. ra i*npírn] i.e. the Chazan or officer 
who had charge of the sacred books. —'Exá0.c*. 
As those did who proceeded to address some in- 
struction to the people, after having read the Tr 
ton of Scripture. See Vitringa de Syn. Jud. p. 

— wavrwy ol «aao! yoay drevifovres 
alto] i.e. ‘they were looking fixedly upon 
him, their attention was fixed upon him; pro- 
bably out of curiosity to know how he would 
expound (ss was usual) the sublime portion of 
the Prophet he had just read. 

2]. hp~aro Xéytiv mpòs ab ToUc] These words 
are generally supposed to be a kind of formula 
serving to introduce some discourse ; and, as used 
here in conjunction with the first clause of the 
next verse, they confirm the opinion of those Ex- 
positors who regard the words eriuspor—Uvj&v as 
the substance of the discourse of our Lord de- 
livered as on another occasion, Matt. xi. 4 and 5. 
Accordingly, the fulfilment in their ears here 
spoken of was not simply that they bad heard 
the Gospel from his mouth, but that what the 
Prophet had, under the Holy Spirit, there written 
as a '* sure word of prophecy," or had predictively 
ronounced, was now ful in Ais case, i. e. 

held of the character which be now sus- 
tained as the Anointed of God to preach and 
teach, to deliver from spiritual thraldom, and 
free from spiritual blindness, &c. And if all 
these leading points were (as we may be sure 
they — Meque brought out, and thus the 
purpose of the Gospel set forth and the character 
of its author, the expository discourse in ques- 
tion may have been of no inconsiderable length ; 
and, from the nature of the points treated on by 
Him who spake as never man spake, must havo 
been fraught with heavenly edification, minister- 
ing, in the doctrines brought forward, to 
the hearers. Besides the e of Matt. xi. 
4, 5, there is another remarkable instance in 
Acts xxviii. 23—28, where, although St. Paul is 
sajd to have addressed the Jews in a discourse 
which lasted from morning till evening, St. Luke 
bas only recorded the conclusion said by way of 
application 

. Wavres luaprÜpovr avt) Meaning that 
they bore witness to the extraordinary spiritual 
wisdom and powcr of his address to them, and 
dien dd wondered wondered how these could 
proceed from such an one. This wonder is briefly 
expressed in tho next words ok oUTot, &c., and 
moro largely and precisely Matt. xiii. 55, 56, 

'6 vids "Iwond ; ?3!Kal eire mpos avtrous’ Ilávros épeiré pot 
THY zrapafoN3v tavr 'larpé, Oepárevoov ceavroy oa nKxov- 
capev *yevóueva èv Tj Karepvaoüp, Toigcov xai doe èv 

t^ 

T2 

34 m Elre 8€ 'Aujv Meyo div, Ere ovdels mpopýrys Sexros 

with the added words 4róÜs» oU» rourw TavTa 
wavta; The persons who said this need not be 
understood, by a strict interpretation of the már- 
Tee, to have all; for this is not con 
by the fuller account contained in the parallel 
portion of Matthew. At "rm their admira- 
tion and their wonder was 
these jvvágusic (miracles) could comport with 
the humble origin and lowly station of Him whe 
thus spake. But this wonder soon, it seems, 
passed , as we ma 
the words of St. Matthew Kai lsterted Korro 
dy avtw; hence they were ready to utter the 
words of the subjoined proverb against him 
(which is the true sense of ipetré pou in the 
next verse). They had already said it in their 
hearts, and probably much more than that ; hence 
the severity with which our Lord deelt with 
pem. and Miu td ngae bi — us con- 
uct afterwards fully justi e solemnity. 

too, with which the p uent address to them 
is introduced (commencing with the form of ex- 
pression Hp inedit by our Lord on other occa- 
sions, duny Acc vui»), adds not a little to its 
force. Our Lord calls their attention to two re- 
markable iss(awces in which acknowledged Pro- 
phets had wrought, or not wrougbt, miracles ac- 
cording to the good pleasure of him who worked 
in and by them; and, in adverting to two ŝa- 
stances in which the persons on whom they had 
displayed their miraculous power were persons 
out of the pale of the people of God, he inti- 
mated that Gentiles might be fitter objects of 
God's mercy and favour than Jews. He thus 
awakencd a feeling of or and rage that issued 
in personal violence, well-nigh amounting to a 
horrible enormity. 

23. elas 9r. a. II. dpsiré pu. T. x. 7.) This 
was said to them by our Lord, as being well 
aware that, though they acknowled the ex- 
cellence of his doctrines, they would require of 
him a proof of his Divine mission by the work- 
ing of miracles. As to the subsequent proverb 
(common both to Hebr. and Class. ub its 
application here is evident from the words follow- 
ing, which are as much as to say, ‘ without this 
proof of thy power we shall have no more reason 
to believe in it than men would in the claim of 
a physician to have trust in his skill, who could 
not cure himself of any disease he professed to 
cure in others.’ 

24. elwe dé] Here the ài is continuative, and 
means further ; as when some new circumstance 
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écTiv év TH Tratpiit avro. $5 ^'Em arnOeias 96 Meyo tpi 

391 

n1 
17. 7. & 18. 1. 

morai yìpat 7jcav èv tais nuepacs "HXíov èv TQ lopasjA, Gre )*mest 17. 
exretaOn 6 ovpavos él črn tpia xal pias 8E, ws éyévero Mpòs 
péyas ènmi wacay Thy viv 99 Kal mpos ovdeniay avTav éréud6n 
Hras, ei uù cis * SapepOa ris Zıððvos Tpós yuvaixa yýpav. 
27 ° Kai mono Xerrpol joay éri E»cocaiov tov mpodyrou èv 03 Eies. 
TO Ispa xal ovdels avtay éxabapicOn, ei pù Neepadv ò 
Zvpos. %8 Kal émjo0ncav mdvres Oupod ey Tf avvayoryi, 
áxovovres raUra. ?9? Kal àvacrávres éféBaXov avTOv ékw Ts 
vróMews xai yayov aùròv éws [Tis] ofpvos roð dpous, ip 
oD 7) vÓM avTaY @xodouNTo, eis TÒ KaTAKpHEVicaL avTOv. 

is added. So Mark vii. 26. Luke xxiii. 17. John 
vi. 17. xi. 2. xix. 23, and not unfrequent in the 
Class. writers. Mr. Alf., indeed, pronounces 
this use of it after «Ire as a formula usual with 
Luke, and intimating the passing to a different 
source of information, or at least to a break in 
the record, if from the same source. This in- 
volves a principle which I cannot bring myself 
to admit, and, as to the furmula, though it may 
apply to the es referred to in the margin, 
yet not to this. hat difference of sense can be 
Imagined here, is far more than I can perceive. 
Where the sense is simply that ‘Jesus said 
moreover. The Nazarenes being likely to ap- 
p the above proverb to our Lord, to show 
ow fit it was that be should do miracles among 

them, he intimates by another proverb, that 
Re is fully aware that any miracles he might 
work would renew the disbelief they had in his 
Divine origin, from their knowledge of his lowly 
origin. 
35. * Verily I tell you that, &c." Here our 

Lord obviously proceeds to justify his refusa] to 
work miracles among the Nazarenes, on the 
ground that God permits or refuses the use of 
miraculous powers by his prophets, according to 
his good pleasure, and not according to men's 
jadgment and expectations; as in the instances 
adverted to 1 Kings xvii. 9, and 2 Kings v. 1, 
l4. Or rather (as has been observed) our 
Lord calls their attention to fwo cases where 

prophets had so little honour in 
their own nation, that they bestowed their fa- 
vours on foreigners; q. d. ‘Such is the want of 
faith in my own country, that I shall do so 
mighty works here, but shall give the evidence 
of my divine mission to others. 

26. The reading "Apsd a, or -ra, adduced 
from MS. L and 10 cursives, I also find in 
several of the most ancient Lamb. and Mus. 
copies; but the Hebr. original, and the general 
present spelling of the name, forbid the removal 
of the Z, which, however, was probably dro 
ped in ordinary and careless pronunciation of t 
word. I have chosen now to bring in the $6 
for wr, with Tisch., Lachm., and Alf., from 
considerable authority, confirmed by several of 
the most ancient Lemb. and Mus. copies. Not 
so with the Zidw»ías for Xiócvoc—often edited 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. from A, B, C, D, 
L, V, X, and 18 cursives, almost all of the samo 
Family ss D, with the Ital, Vulg., and Ori- 

; to which I can only add a fow Lamb. and 
us. copies. But were there many more, the 

would nought avail, considering that interna 
evidence is quite in favour of Z.dwyos, the other 
being plainly a gloss, such as we might put in 
Versions which are, in a case like this, of no 
weight. 
28 30. The same kind of rage filled the Jews 

on another occasion recorded at Acts xxii. 21, 
22, where similar unacceptable truth (namely, 
that Gentiles might be fitter objects of God's 
mercy than Jews) came to their ears. See 
Deut. xxxii. 3l, where the Jews' jealousy of 
God's favour to the Gentiles is foretold. Our 
Lord's treatment on this occasion was only a 
foreshadowing, by anticipation, of what he would 
afterwards experience from the whole Jewish 
nation, verifying what is said in John i. 1], els 
qà Idia Os», xal of lio avroy ob wapéAaBov. 

On ódpvos, * brow, or rather ridge of a hill,’ see 
my Lex. Dr. Robins, indeed, a leges that the 
resent Nazareth is not built on the brow of that 

bil. but a distance of two miles from the hill, 
now called ‘the Mount of Precipitation. But 
I agree with Alf., that neither does the narra- 
tive preclude a considerable "m having been 
traversed, during which they had our Lord in 
custody, and were hurrying with him to the 
edge of the ravine; nor is it necessary to suppose 
the city built on the dppis, but only on the 
mountain [rather mountain-range], of which the 
ó$pic forms a part. However, we cannot tell, 
without a plan Ay the site, whether it was so or 
not; and the present situation of Nazareth is no 
roof of its site in the age of Christ. It was pro- 
bly situated far nearer to the ravine than two 

miles. Besides, the distance itself would depend 
on what part of the ravine it was measured from. 
The ras before ddpvos, cancelled by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf, on strong authority, I find 
absent from almost all the ancient Lamb. and 
Mus. copies. The hurling down a precipice was 
a mode of capital punishment, which among the 
Jews, as well as the Greeks and Romans, was 
adjudged by the law in case of sacrilege. So 
Philo, ap. Euseb. Hist. viii. 392, vowou Kei- 
uívov tov lspónvAor katakpnurvifecdar. But 
it scarcely applies to the present case, since that 
was probably a mere tumultuous proceeding of 
the populace, as in the case of the Rp Td 
Stephen, and both much akin to what is called 
in Jewish affairs *the rebel's beating.' 
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p John 8.00 30 P aùròs è OÓwADGv &à pécou avrüw, émopevero. 314% Kal 

jXskim. arjADev eis Karrepvaoi ody ris laXaías xai fw &- 
Sdoxwy aùroù èv rois caBBact. 32 Kal ékerAnocovro éni 

vj ayh airod Gre év éfovoía wv 6 Xóyos aurod. 3 Kai 
èv 7i) avvaryoryi) ?jv dvÜperros Exwv mveðpa Saipoviov àxaDáprov, 

xa, àvéxpate gov ueyáxg, 9* réyor “Ea Ti 5uiv xal aoi, 
"Inood. Natapygvé ; Aes. arodécas pâs; olbà ce tis el 6 

"Ayws ToU Oeo. % Kal éreripnoey aire ò ‘Inoois, Xéyonr 

Puri, kai Eee éE airod. Kal pipav avrov tò datpomoy 
eis [15] uécov, cj AOev an’ abro), undev BXéxyav avróv. % Kat 
éyévero ÜduBos mì mávraşs ral avveMáXovv Tpós dXXjkovws, 
Aéyovres Tis ó Xóyos otros; ötri èv éfovcig xal Surdyes 
émirácoe, Toi; áxaÜdprow mvevpact, xa éfépyovra. 3T Kai 
eFerropevero ?jyos mepl avrov eis srávra, TOTOV TÄS TEptywpou. 

r Matt. 8. 14, 38 t’Avacras 86 èx THs cuvaywyhs, eiaijAÜev eis THY owciav 

Ker. Xüuevos [[4)] mevÓepà 88 rod Xiuevos Fv avvexouévy Tvperó 
peyáXo. xal npwrncay avrov epi avri. > A 

39 Kal èmioTàsS 

émrávo avTns émer(umae TQ TperQ, xai adyKey avTnv. mapa- 

90. tcl pisov avrov] W boner by 
any supernatural power, is not expressed, but it 
is undoubiediy implied. Most recent Commen- 
tators, indeed, discountenance that idea; taking 
ıeA b y to mean, ‘ gliding through them ;" as in 
John viii. 59 (where see note). But this is an 
unwarrantable straining of the sense. For, as is 
well observed by Abp. Newcome, the Evangelist 
leaves us to conclude supernatural power; it 
being the manner of the sacred historians not to 
m ify our Lord's supernatural poser That 
he h & Divine power to control the wildest 

ions of men, is certain from other parts of 
B rripture. And as illustrating the supernatural 
power by which he was thus enabled to ‘ pass 
through the midst of’ his most deadly enemics 
unhurt, we have only to advert to a similar case 
narrated in John viii. 5; though whether what 
is there recorded amounts to the miraculous 
is more than can safely be affirmed, tho circum- 
stances of the case being different. The change 
of Sore here into ele rd by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf isunauthorized, and against internal evidence. 

81—44. See notes on Mark i. 21—39. 
83. wvsvua Caipovlov áx.] There is here a 

blending of two synonymous expressions, for the 
sake of greater significancy. 

34. See note on Mark i. 24. 
85. ró] The word is not found in most of 

the ancient MSS., including not a few Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, and almost all the early Edi- 
tions, and is cancelled by Matthei, Griesb., and 
Scholz; but retained by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., who might better have bracketed it My- 
àv vele de a., ‘after having done him no 
material bodily injury.' 

36. —B The term here imports a mingled 
feeling of amazement and awe. 

88, 89. In these verses Luke the physician 
employs three medical terms, cuvexoudyn rv- 

PETO, TvptTO éAo, and lriords lrdpes 
auras. As resect the , it is tech- 
nical, equivalent to what is employed by Matth. 
and Mark, avpíccovca. And so in Acts xxviii. 
8, dvcevrepia acuvsxopevov. Thee jon i 
so rare, that I have found it elsewhere onl 
— ii. 49, ro ébpjnu—Evrrxópipro, P 
pp. 512 and 714, cuvey. voormar:; and 574, 
cumy. Woi re xal óóvraws. Diod. Sic. t. iii. 

, c. vooas. Even us'yyáAo is, in some mea- 
sure, technical, since sien de Diff. Feb. (cited 
by Wets.) testifies that in his age it was cus- 
tomary for physicians to distinguish by name 
TÓV Méyay T& kai uixpdy wuperor. Moreover, 
there is a medical air in the use of the expres- 
sion dwiords Uxdye "avr, which graphically 
represents the Physician of souls as standing in a 
leaning posture over the patient, while taking 
hold of her hand as she hay in bed. And that 
the word iror. thus used was a voz signata de 
hac re, ppost OT a of Liban. Orat. 
p. 266 (cited by Wets.), where we have iso5- 
vai di vocovci TÓV ÁTicTdjUspOr Ta ToiavTa 
lac@a:. I have now double bracketed the à 
before 9re»0spá, not, however, because, as Mr. 
Alf. says, the need of the Article is su 
by the noun itself, as often in appellatives ; but 
because the à is absent from almost all the un- 
cial, and not a few cursive MSS.; to which I 
can add almost all the Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
confirmed by internal evidence, since the word 
was more likely to be added from Mark, than 
removed. 

A highly figurative 39. ivaTíu. TG Veri t 
expression, signifying that he ‘put a stop to the 

So Hippocr. Aph. a. 30, 61, 
violence of the fever.’ 
— addpn«e a.] 

pino: ò )rvpsTóc. Comp. a similar expression 
— us viii, 26. Mark iv. 39, formed on Ps. 
c . 
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yppa 96 avactaca Sinxove: avrois. © Avvovros 6e Tod Alov, 
Trávres oot elyov acbevoivras vocots TrouciXaas, yayov avTouUs 

M > / e \ € VN e 4 9 A ^ 9 `~ > 2 mpòs aùrór oO 06 évi éxdoTo avTOv Tas yeipas émiÜeis, éÜcpá- 
*'Efüpyero òè xai Sayuova amd ToXXv, 7T€UG€V  QUTOUS. 

xpátovra kai Xéyovra: "Or. a) el [6 Xpioròs] 6 Tids tov Oo. 
Kai émitipav ove cia avrà XaMetv, Gre decay tov Xpsorov 

oN 9 
QuTov EVAL. 42 T'evouévns 5é tyuépas erbov érropevOn eis 
Epnuov tóror Kat ot ÓyXot ixebiyrovv avTOv, Kai HABov ws avrod 
Kai KaTetyoy avTov, TOU uù TopevecÜa,. ám avtav. $O 8e 
elme mpòs avrous: “Ort kal ais érépass wodeow evaryyedicacGai 
pe Set T)» Bacideiay ToU Beco Öri eis ToUro améotadpat. 
4 Kai hy xnpvocey èv tais cuvaywyais Ts TaiXaías. : 

V. l*'Ewéyero 0à, ép tw Tov ÜyXov émixetcOat avT@ TOD aMa 4.1. Y v w 
? , XN Ul a A `Y 22 e Aj ? V axovew TOv Xoyov Tov O«eoü, kai aùròs ùv éotas Tapa Tv 
Aiuvyv l'evvgeapér. ?*xai ele S00 TXoía éota@ta Tapa Thy »Mau. cis 
Alvy ot 66 deis áàmofávres ar abr», T árémAwav và Maks v 

4l. od «1, &c.] Comp. Mark iii. 11. Why the 
demons here confessed the power of their Con- 
ueror, and proclaimed him to be the promised 

Messiah, was in order to impede his ministry. 
On which account our Lord checks them, and 
commands them to be silent. 

For xpd{ovra, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
xpauvyd{ovra, and Alf. pronounces the text. 
rec. to be a correction to a more usual word. 
The authority for xpavy. is considerable; and I 
can add a few Lamb. and Mus. copies, also Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16. Yet this is no case for change, 
espec. since xpavy. was quite as likely to be a 
correction of Critics to a stronger term than of 
xpat. to a more usual. 

Tbe words 6 Xpıoròs, not found in several 
ancient MSS., are cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf.; but wrongly; for the omis- 
sion may well have arisen from the homao- 

in the two o's. 
42. I can confirm the reading éwe{. for itr. 

adopted by almost all the Editors from Griesb. 
downwards, from many Lamb. and Mus. copies; 
also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17. 
— foe a Since Zwe is invariably used 

with a Genit. of place or time only, never of 
person, 1 cannot but regard aùrov, with Wake- 
field, as put for aùróð:, as often in Scripture. 

43. ais évip. 96A.) * to the inhabitants of the 
other cities,'—namely, where the Gospel has not 
yet been preached. 
A áTicTaAÀua, ‘I sent.’ See note on Mark 

i. 38. 

V. What is related in the 11 first verses of 
this Chap. agrees with what we find at Matt. v. 
18, 22 (where see note), and Mark i. 16, 20, 
where see notes. 
5 xaí] On this use of xal see note supra 

ii. 21. 
2. iorawra] i. e. as opposed to ‘being in mo- 

tion.’ For the Greeks used ovyjvai,and the Latins 
stare, to express the situation of ships, whether 
at anchor or fastened on shore. So Hom. Il. 0. 

43, ves ài dy xe Oardcone iorac’. Virg. /En. 
vi. 904, ‘ stant littore puppes. 

The term iorwra may mean either ‘ fixed at 
anchor’ or ‘fixed aground,’ i.e. drawn upon 
shore. The former sense is assigned by the 
Pers. Version and by some modern Commenta- 
tors the latter by Campb., who offers several 
reasons in support of this view, of which the 
moet weighty is, that the barks are said to be 
not iy rH Aíury, but mapà thy Aluyny. And, 
I would add, wapa thy Nim., having occurred 
just before, cannot here be supposed to have any 
different sense. Moreover, the words of the 
next verse, awd rie ris bravay., show that 
they were really ashore, or at least aground. 
Vainly do the Commentators, who understand it 
of being at anchor, allege the above two — 
of Homer and Virgil, use in the Homeric 
one the vessels o en of are expressly said to 
bd Dr aa e margin of the sea, or aground 
on shore. 
— dwiwduvav] Not, ‘were washing,’ but 

‘had washed, or cleansed ; see note on vii. 21. 
The aw’ in dwinwX. signifies P with respect to 
the dirt or filth. However, the sense depends 
on the exact reading, which varies; the MSS. 
fluctuating between dwéíwAvrar, &mimÀvvov, 
and grAuvov. The great bulk of the MSS. have 
ávívAvva», a comparatively few have im\vuvov, 
and only 5 have évAvra», which Alf. edits, but 
which is, on all accounts, the least to be ap- 
proved. I cannot consent to sink the preposi- 
tion in composition, because in that consists the 
rarity and roughness of the reading; and conse- 
uently I reject the £vAvroy of Lachm. and 

Tisch. Under these circumstances I have re- 
tained dwéxXuvay, but because I disapprove of 
the Pluperf. sense, I should, were there sufficient 
authority for doré Avroy (which, however, I find 
in & few ancient Lamb. and Mus. co ies), not 
hesitate to edit it. The Pesch. Syr., Ital., Vulg., 
and Pers. Versions may have had it in their 
copies, though they could not express the force 
of the awd, for want of a term like our verb to 
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dixrva. 3’EpBds Se eis 8v tov mXoww, ò Fy ToU Z ipwvos, 
RPOTHTEY avrov amò THS ys éravayayeiy óM^yov Kal Kalicas 

cigha n.0. dOiDacKev éx ToU molov Tors ÓyXovs. *°'s b€ éma/caro 
Nadav, elre Tpós Tov Xiuova: “Emavayaye eis tò Pálos, xai 
xaMácare Ta Sixtua tóv eis dypav. 5 Kai dmokpiBeis ô Sipav 
elrev attar Ema rára, 9i dds Tis vuKTos komiáoavrtes, ovdeY 
é\dPoper ent è TQ [njuari cov yaddow TO Sixrvov. ê Kai 

ve y ToUTo morýoavrtes, cuvéxdercay * mAijÜos iyÜvev mori Stepp 
yvuto Òè Tò Sixtvoyv avTOv, T xal xatévevoay TOS METÓXO TOS 
éy T ÉTépg Toi, Tod éXÜóvras cvXXafMécÜa. aùrois' xal 
780v, xal &rXncav ápdórepa Ta TrXoia, ore BubilecOas avrá. 

6. 
Kings 17. 

mi Cag OS 0 at 
ETL T) 

* 3 \ ^ 

Jer. 16. 16. 
Ezek. 47. a 

«8 4'[5oy 66 Zipov Ilérpos mpocérece Tois yóvacı tov Inco, 
18 ou». Aeyov * "EfeABe an’ éuo0, Sts avnp dpaprwdos eit, Kopie. 

n. 9 OduBos yap Tepiéayev abrüv, xal Távras Tovs avy aùr 
30 Y ^» oe , : ftus ` vory aypa TÀv ixlúwv 4 avvéxaBoy: 10 fópoiws è xai TIáxe- 

Bov xai 'Ieávvgv, vioùs ZeBedaiou, of hoav xowwvol TQ Xuovt. 
Mark 1.17. Kal elme mpòs tov Zipwva ó ’`Incoòs MÀ dofoi aro ToU viv 
& 13. 49. 
guea. dvÜperrovs Eon Üovypüv. 118 Kal xatwyayovres ta maola éri 
Mark 10. 38. Y 8 

Mark1.@, (So) dyjp TX)prs Aémpas 

— which will be the best English version 
ere 

3. dwavayayeiv] sub. vavy. Comp. Hdot. 
vii. 100, ras ð: vías ol vadapxo dvayayoures 
ócov ve (I conjecture ye) ríaa:pa wALOpa awd 
TOU alytadov. The irl is equiv. to our ward 
in composition. On this term, and on xar- 
ayetv, to bring to land, sec Wessel. on Hdot. 
iii. 39, and my note on Thucyd. vol. i. p. 52 
(Engl. Trans).). 

4. iwavayaye—xal yaddcare] This change 
from the singular to the plural, Bornem. ac- 
counts for thus: * In altum cnim navigat, qui ed 
gubernaculum dirigit; h. |. Simon, id ad retia 
projicienda pluribus hominibus opus erat, qui in 
navi versabantur. XaAdv is a vor sol. de hac re, 
though &diérai, xaÜiévai, and pimruw are used 
by the Class. writers. 

5. bricrára] 'Ewıerárnys properly denotes 
one who is set over any persons or business, as 
here that of instruction; and is thus equiv. to 
master or teacher, used by the other Evangelist. 
The latter sense is rather rare in the Class. 
writers ; when it does occur, it denotes a profes- 
sor of any art, as opposed to a novice. 

6. Suricitiede] This and evAAaufársiw 
infra are terms appropriate to hunting aud fish- 
mg; of which examples are cited by Wetstein. 
— vÀnÜos LyBiwy) This, for the common 

reading IxÜvev vios, is found in very many 
of the best MSS., and has been adopted by 
al the Critical Editors from Matth. down- 

8. 
— Oupiryrvro| * was breaking, had n to 

break,' i. — well-nigh broke. — 

adévres áravra 7r koXoUÓncav avro. 
12 Kai éyévero, év To elvar avróv dv pid TOv TróNeov, xai 

kai idov tov lqgcoUw, mecàw emi 

8. Esbe dx’ ov] This abrupt mode of 
address is quite suitable to the quick discern- 
ment and lively feeling of Peter's c ter, con- 
sidered as an exclamation indicative of profound 
humility and deep reverence ; as of one unworthy 
to appear in the presence of a personage whom 
he considered as superhuman. See some ad- 
mirable remarks on the exact spiritual state of 
Peter on the present occasion by Prof. Trench, 
at p. 122 of his excellent work on the Mira- 
cles. 

10. ápyOpdrovs mon [æypõv] A most 
and forcible metaphor. E — indeed, — 
of hunting and fishing, especially dAÍoaxsofa:, 
alpsicOa:, Onpacba, are by the Greek and He- 
brew writers often used of those who attach men 
to themselves; as 1 have in Recens. Synop. 
roved by numerous origi examples from 
enoph., Diog. Laert, Plutarch, Aslian, and 

others. Zerypsivr signifies, l. to take one 
alive ; 2. to re; 9. to catch, as said of ani- 
mals. Thus the full sense here is, ‘ As thou 
hast hitherto caught fish, thou shalt now catch 
and win over [to the truth] men ; a promise re- 
markably fulfilled to Peter, when there were 
added shies thousand to the Church by his 
preaching on the day of Pentecost, Acts ii. 41. 

12. wAnpns A\éwpas] Denoting, doubtless, b 
a medical term, that the body was or full 
impre. with the infection. Comp. Soph. 
Ant. 1052, ravtns—rijs vósov mAńpns sigue. 
Soph. Phil. 520, Gra» àà mÀncðfs THe vósov. 
Dionys. Hal. x. 53, dwaciuwAépuevot Tis 
vógov. Thucyd. ii. 51, d&»aziuwA. supp. 
yogov, 
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vrpócovrov denn autov, Xéyow Kupue, àv Oérys, Sivacai pe 
xaÜapíca.. ‘3 Kal éxreivas T)» weipa jWraro avro), eimowv 
Ow, kaÜapíaÜrri. Kal eU0éos ù) Xérpa. ambev an’ abro). 
14 Kai avros Tap"yyecNev avTQ pdevi eimeiv’ add amebo 
Oeifov ceavrov TQ ipei, xai mpocéveyre Trepi tov Kabapicpov 
cov, xabax mpocérafe Mwiorjs, ets papripioy avrots. 15 Zujp- 
xero 9é paddov 6 Xóyos Trepi aùroð xai curvipyovro bydos 
TONo axovey, Kal OepatrevecOas ùr avroð amò TOv acbevedv 

avrav 6 aùròs 5¢ fv trroywpav év rais éprjuow, xa Trpoaev- 
Aoj.evos. 

17 Kal éyévero, év må TOV npepov xal avros "jv Séacnor 
xal fca» xaOnpevor Papısaiot xal vopodwacKxados, of Tjcav 
éAgAvÜóTes èx tracns Kopns Tis Tartħaias xal 'lovóaías ai 
'IepovcaXáu: xai Sivajus Kupíov fw eis tò tadoOat aùrtoús. 

395 

18 i Kal i8o), avdpes dépovres ém} xrivys ávOporrov, 9s Tv Tapa- 1 Matt.0.2- 

Aedupévos: xal eLyrouv aùròv eiceveyxely xai Gelvar évormioy Mette 

auroy 1? kal pù eupóvres [Sia] + moias cicevéyxwow aùròv, 
dua Tov ÜxyXov, avaBavres eri tò bapa, Sta TOv repápwv rab- 
fav avtov oùv TQ KrdLvidie eis TO uécov ÉumrpocOev Tod ‘Incod. 
20 Kai ùv rv mlorw aùrôv, cimev aùr “AvOpwire, adewvral 
co, ai ápapría, cov. ?! Kai fptavro SiadoyifecOar ot Tpap- 
pareis xal of Papwaio, Xéyovres Tis otw obros, ôs XaXet 
B^aadnpuías ; tis Sivatar áduéva, ápaprías, eè uù povos 6 
Ocóc; ??'Emvyvov; 06 6 'IgooUs rots Svadoyiopovs avTOv, 
&mokpiBels elme mpós abrovs: Ti Siaroyifecbe év rais xapdiats 
ÜnQv; B ri or evxorartepoy, ciety ' Adéovrai cot at ápap- 
vía. cov Ñ eimeiy “Eyeipas xal mepiráret; ™ iva de eidijre 
Ste éfoveiav eyes ó Tids rod avOparrov émi tis yìs ádwévai 
ápapríae, (lme TQ Tapadedupévg) Zol eyo: čyeipai, xai 
dpas To xdvidiov aov tropevou eis Tov olkóv cov. * Kal mapa- 
yppa ávacràe évémiov avtav, dpas È$’ à xatéxerto, amijrOev 
eis Tov olxov avrod Sokdtwy tov Ocóv. ?9 Kal éxoracts éda- 

14. dd\Ad d*iAOGy Bei~ov] This transition 
from the oblique to the direct address is sanc- of dia would be very hars 

liasta, as infra xix. 4. pines rowers E epee 
, I am inclined to 

tioned by the usage of the best Classical writers. 
It may be regarded as a relic of the inartificial 
simplicity of primitive diction. 

17. xal dévapie—atrovs] Render : ‘and the 
wer of the Lord was [exerted] to heal them.' 
y Kupiov some understand But that 

would require gu abíTov (i. e. Christ) to be 
supplied; an ellipse which can by no means be 
admitted. By avrovs must (as the recent Com- 
mentators have seen) be meant, not the Phari- 
sees, but the sick. 

19. dca] This is omitted in ve — MSS. 
and early Editions, and is cancelled by Matthei, 
Griesbach, Vater, Tittman, and Scholz ; and with 
reason ; for it is plainly an addition of the Scho- 

suspect that rolas is not the true reading, but 
roia, sub. dé, which, though not noted from 
any of the MSS, seems to have been read by the 
Italic and Vulgate Translators, who render ‘ quà 

. The might easily have arisen from the 
& following. My conjecture is confirmed by the 
opinion of Bornem., who cites Schefer on Apoll. 
Rhod. i. 934, in proof that woia (sub. uspídi 
vel óóg) may mean 'quànam parte?’ And 
there is little doubt but that, in the common 
dialect moia was also used without interrogation 
for ' parte." 

26. ixoracie — är.) So Hom. Il A, 
402, $óBos £XAXAaBe wavras. Dr. Mangey 
conjectures that one of the two words @dfou 
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Bev &ravras, kai é6ofatov tov Qeov, xal érrAncOncay d$ófov, 
Aéyovres “Ors eldopev 7rapábo£a a'jpepov. 

Matt. 9. 9, 

Mark 92.1 
eee 

27) Kal pera Tavra é&nOe, xal éÜedoaro tredkwovny ovopate 
Aevtv xaOnpevoy émi tò reXawiov, kal elev atta ' AxoXovOes 
pot. B Kai xatadtrev &ravra, avacras neodovOncey aura. 
29 Kal émoígoe Soynyv peyddnyv [ó] Acvis avrQ ev TH oixia 
auto Kal jv ÓyXos TeAwvaV Tonis, Kab Grow of "cav per 
avtav Kxataxeipevor. 3 Kal eyoyyufov t ot Tpapyparets avrav 
xai of Papicaios mpos rovs paOytas avrov, Néyovres Asati pera 
rv T€MovGv Kak dpaptwrav chiere xai mivere; 9! Kai àro- 
pies 6 'Inaots elme mpòs avrovs Ov xpelay éyovaw ot iryiai- 
vovres iarpoU, GAN’ oi Kaxds Eyovtes. 9* Ovw edrndvOa kaXéaas 
Stxalous, AAA ápapreXovs, eis petdvorav. % Oi dé elzrov arpós 

avroy Atari oi pabyrai 'Imávvov vnotevovat ?rvxvà, xai Senoes 

and ixotacie is a gloss on the other. But the 
ideas are (as Grotius observes) very different. 
They were struck with amazement at the thing 
done, and full of awe at the Divine power ex- 
erted to accomplish it. Comp. Menander in 
Stobæi Serm. cxi. p. 556, 25, wavra ĉi Tà mi} 
arpocdokcpue» ixoraow pipe. IIapádotor 
denotes what is map otav, one's er- 
pectation, and, from the adjunct, 

27—39. Calling of Levi, —a question respect- 
ing fasting, Matt. ix. 9—17. Mark ii. 13— 

. ÁEgAO4] i. e. mapà ÜGXaccav, as it is ex- 
pressed in the of Mark, where it is said 
we the people went to him and he taught 

e m. 
28. 4«oXovÓncsv] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

read #xoX\ov0e:, from B, D, L, X, and one cur- 
sive; to which I can add nothing; and the almost 
entire want of — from the cursive MSS. 
(for the Leicester MS. sprang from the same 
original) is unfavourable. The reading may have 
come from the of Luke; but there is a 

t want of evidence that it did so. It is more 
robable that #xoA ove: was a critical correction, 

in order the better to adapt the word to the pre- 
ceding dxoAovGer, than that #xoAovUnoey should 
have been brought in for no particular reason in 
all the copies but five. 

29. The ó before Atv. has been, on strong au- 
thority (confirmed by not a few Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), cancelled by all the Editors from Matth. 
downwards. The phrase rosiy ĝoxùv occurs in 
Gen. fxi. 8. See more in my Lex. in v. dox. 
— xai yy óxAoc] Bp. Middleton's caustic re- 

flection on the Ed. Complut. for having ó before 
ÓxAÀos, ‘a gross deviation from the usus lingue, 
was unfounded, for the Complut. has sof the ò. 
The learned Prelate was here deceived by Wet- 
stein, whose report of the readings of the Com- 
plut. is never to be implicitly relied on. Jackson 
of Leicester's statement always may, since he 
made a lar collation of that noble, but ill- 
ap reciated Edition, for critical pu : 
bo. ol TpauuaT(is—ol 9apic.] Lachm., 

Tisch., and Alf. read oi Dap. xal ol T'oaua., 
from B, C, L, and 3 cursives of the same Family, 
with the Ital, Vulg., and Copt. Versions. In- 
ternal evidence is in favour of the reading, but 

the evidence of ore family is insufficient to form 
& text, though internal evidence is rather in 
favour of the reading. By avray understand the 
Capernaumites. The word is, indeed, omitted in 
several very ancient MSS., but was only expunged 
for the sake of removing a harshness. I have 
now, with Griesb., Matth., Lachm., and Tiach., 
admitted ray before T:X., on very strong au- 
thority, confirmed by Mark ii. 16, and several of 
the most ancient Lamb. and Mus. copies, as also 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 1G and 17. The text. rec. may 
seem confirmed by Matt. ix. 11, and other pas- 
sages; but the authority of ancient MSS. is, in 
such a case as this, not to be set aside. 

31. où P ir íxovsiw, &c.] See note on 
Matt. ix. 12. To the parallel sentiments adduced 
by Pantone I add & most apposite one from 
Dio Chrys. Orat. viii. p. 131. Morell.: "Espa 
yee t e. Diogenes) St: wieiero: dvÜpesrso: 
«si (i. e. Corinth) evríae: ià obs Aunípac 

«al rae iTaípae v ob» ppomipoy aedpa, 
bowrep tov dyabdv larpdv, Grov worXroz 
vooovaty, ixsias livat BonOicorra’ oves, 
Oxov TÀsicTOÍ slow dgdpoviorepa, ixsi má- 
Aiora awodnusiv, iEeXéyxorra xai xoXa(oera 
Thy ávoiay avTOv. 

33. ol dé] Meaning, as Valckn. shows, not 
the Scribes and Pharisecs mentioned at ver. 30, 
but, as appears from Matt. ix. 14, the disciples 
of John, or both these aud the Pharisees, Mark 
ii. 18. Accordingly, ol dà is for «vis di, as in 
Matt. xxviii. 17. 
— dsati] This word is cancelled by Tisch. 

and Alf, from B, L, 2 cursives of the same 
Family, and the Copt. Vers., but retained by 
Lachm. ;—very properly, since external evidence 
is utterly insufficient, and internal, rightly weigh- 
ed, unfavourable. It is more likely that the 
word was lost by the carelessness of scribes, or the 
mala industria of Critics in four copies, than tbat 
the expression should have been introduced into 
all the rest, including the Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
besides all the Versions. Moreover, it is to be 
considered that the words of our Lord are plainly 
an answer to a question; and it is evident from 
the foregoing context here and in the parallel 
passages of Matthew and Mark, that the persone 
who came to Jesus (the disciples of John and of 
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qrotoUvTaL, Opo(es xal oí TOV DPapicalwy’ oi 66 col écOiovcr 
«al mivovow; 9*'O 8e elme mpos avrove Mù Sivacbe ToU; 

viovs ToU vuudavos, év à 6 vuudios per avrüv oti, moea 
pnotevew ; 35 'EXxeicovra, 66 fjuépas [xai] órav árap05 àr 
avTOv 6 vuud(oc Tóre vyoTeúcovow èv éxeivais Tals ")uépaus. 
36 " EXerye 6à xai vrapagoAzjv rpós avrous: “Ort ovdels érifAnua 
ipatiouv Kawovd emiBddXe eri ipáriov maarr ei dé uiye, xai 
TÒ KüivOv oxile, kal TQ Tara od oupdwvet [émrigXgua] Tò 
GTO TOU KALVODU. 37 Kal ovdels BddXee olvoy véov eis aoxovs 
Taras: et 6€ uiye, pjtes 1 0 véos olvos Tovs aoKovs, Kal aùròs 
éxyvÜÓ'jaera, xal ot doxol áTroXoÜvrav 38 AAAA olvoy véov eis 

the Pharisees) came for the very purpose of ask- 
ing a question. Accordingly, the removal of the 
ari not only destroys all the spirit of the ad- 
dress, which has the air of remonstrance, but by 
the removing of the words in question the pas- 
— fairly dispirited. 

. kai Tav aw.) The xai is omitted in 
MSS. C, F, L, M, 13 cursives [add several 
Lamb. and Mus. copies], and the greater part of 
the Versions ; and in others it is inserted before 
rove, exactly as in the parallel of Mat- 
thew and Mark. It is difficult to account for a 
xai here. To call it a £f pleonasm is but 
to shuffle over the difficulty. To construe it with 
TóT2 (as do Homberg and Abresch) is doin 
utter violence to the construction. It shoul 
seem that the «ai was first omitted by accident, 
then written in the margin as to be inserted, and 
finally brought in a£ a wrong . On again 
maturely considering this awkward, however 
minute point, I am of opinion that although the 
cancelling of the xai will get rid of the diffi- 
culty, yet internal evidence is adverse, the re- 
moval being a mere device for the nonce. As 
to the removal of the xai, and the placing it be- 
fore rors, with M, A, and 8 ancient cursives, 
and the Ital. and Æthiop. Versions, there is in- 
sufficient authority; and a shade is cast over 
even that, by the probability that the change was 
made from the parallel es of Matthew and 
Mark. If the reading be retained, as for the 
resent it must, we are to suppose in xai Otay a 

h Hebraism,—‘ Yea, [daya] when ;' of which 
on the Particles would furnish 

ough the idiom is here unsuit- 
use Hartun 
examples, 
able. 
— TóT1—Àly» ix. T. )ufpais] A similar mode 

of expression occurs in Demosth. de Cor. p. 288, 
TÓT& ToÍvv» kaT' ixeivov Tòv Kxatpdv, where 
there is no pleonasm, but rather an intensity of 
sense. 

36. Before ipar. Tisch. and Alf. insert dad, 
from B, D, L, X, 9 cursives, and some Versions. 
Lachm. introduces it, but within brackets. He 
would have done better in rejecting it entirely, 
as far more likely to have been introduced, than, 
for no apparent cause, removed. The exícas 
inserted by Tisch. and Alf. (not Lachm.), from 
B, D, L, and 6 cursives (to which I can make 
no addition), plainly — in critical tam- 
pering. Ir rd the exicst and ovupwvhos: of 
Tiscb. and Ait. (not Lachm.) in the same light. 

As the second éwiBAnua, it is not 
easy to decide. It is absent from many F 
(including all the best Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
and is cancelled by Matth., Griesb., Tisch., and 
Alf., but retained by Scholz and Lachm., perhaps 
right», though the reading is an open question. 
The harshness of the construction is no sufficient 
— of objection, and it might be that very 
arshness which caused the insertion. Neverthe- 

less, as not a few copies have ro iwiPX., the 
word may have been accidentally lost by means 
of the repeated 76. But I pronounce nothing. 
Internal evidence is quite in favour of the present 
tense throughout the verse, for which the future 
was substituted by the Revisers, since it seemed 
called for by the ef d2 uf. But it does not agree 
with the familiar mode of expression here used, 
the sense being, ‘ otherwise he both renda (cuts 
up) the new cloak, and the patch put upon the 
old cloak from the new one does not agree with 
the old,” the scope of the context being, that all 
things should be suited to circumstances,—and 
that as use forms the taste, so men's long accus- 
tomed modes are not speedily to be changed, nor 
can they be suddenly initiated into unwonted 
austerities. The thing is differently expressed 
in the s of Matthew and Mark, the mis- 
chief there represented being not quite of the 
same kind, though what is said is equally apt, 
and alike fitted to set forth the injury to doth 
systems from attempting to engraft the new upon 
the whole. By the term Iuarioy is here meant 
to be denoted, not any garment, but that impor- 
tant one, and which, as most in ons makes any 
such rent especially conspicuous, the Bornous, or 
web of cloth used as a wrapper to throw around 
the inner garment, like the plaid worn in Scot- 
land. At v. 37 the use of 8áAAXs: (for éwif., 
which indeed is found in one of the most ancient 
MSS.) is, I believe, unprecedented; and the 
word seems employed merely by way of adapta- 
tion to the éziaAAs of the foregoing com- 
parson, though £uBdAA:: would here have been 
y far the more suitable term. Such is the use 

in Hdot. ii. 6, of iyxéw; and in Plutarch, t. vi. 
201, of ivéatios for évéBade. 

For 6 véoe olvos, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read ó olvos 6 véos, from nearly all the uncial 
and 13 cursive MSS.; to which I can only add 
Lamb. 1188 and Scriv. y, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 
16. It is probably, though not certainly, the 
genuine ing. 
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àcxoUs Kasvous BAntéov, xai aporepos cuvtnpouvvrar. %9 Kai 
ovdels mav TraXa40v, evOéws ÜéXev véo byes yap’ “O marais 

OTOTEPOS ETL. 
a Matt. 13.1, 

c. 
Mark 3. 23, 
&ec. 

VI. 1 *'Ewyévero òè èv caBBatw Ocvrepomparro Ssatropever Oat 
avtrov &ià Tv aopíuew Kat ÉriXXov oi padntai avroU Tous 
cTáxvas, xai ğohiov, ywyovres Taie Xxepai. ? Twes dé rev 
Papicalwy elrrov avrois Téi arovetre 0 ovx éEcart Trovetv év Tots 
odBBact; % Kai dmoxpiÜcie mpòs aùroùs elmev 6 ‘Inoois- 
Ovdse robüro avéyvwre 8 érroince Aavió, more érreivacey avrós 
Kal OL per avrov ÓvTES ; 4 ds elaondOev eis tov olxov tov O cob, 

Kal TOUS Gprous Tis mpoBecews éxaBe xai epaye, xai eScowe 
Kai Tois pet avToU' obs ovx ébeoTi $aryeiv ei uù uóvovs TOUS 
iepets ; 5 Kal &Xeyev. abroi “Ors xúpiós éaTrw 6 Tis tov 
ávÜparrov ral tov caBfárov. 

b Me 12.9, 6 d ’Eyévero 9e, xai év érépp caBBato eiacXÜeiv avrov eis THY 
Mark tL guvayoyny ral Sidaoxey xal hy exci dvOpwrros, kal 7 yeip av- 

To0 h Gc£ià Hv Enpd. 7 Taperijpouv 9€ [ [avrov] | o£ Mpappareis 

VI. 1. iv caffidre deur.] It is impossible 
for me to notice, much less review, the very 
numerous interpretations which have been pro- 
pounded of this obscure, though, at the time 
when the Evangelist wrote, well understood ex- 
pression; nor is it necessary, since the only one 
that has any semblance of truth,—resting, it is 
true, like the other, very much on conjecture,— 
is that of Theophyl. and Euthym. aag tho 
ancients, and Scaliger, Lightf., Casaub., Whitby, 
Schleusner, Kuinoel, &c. of the moderns, — 
namely, that the sense is the Sabbath afler 
the second day of bread, —namely, 
that on which the wave sheaf was commanded to 
be offered up, and from which, and not the first 
day of the Passover, tho fifty days were reckoned 
to the Pentecost. Hence it is no wonder that all 
the Sabbaths from the Passover to the Pentecost 
should have taken their appellation dwo rie 
Gsutipas Tov *doxaros. It is no wonder that 
the extreme obecurity of the expression should 
have induced the ancient Critical Revisers to 
cancel it, espec. as nag 4 did not find it in the 
parallel So B, L, and 7 cursives of 
the same Family; to which I can only add Scriv. 
x, y, and Lamb. 1177, 1188, 1189, 1193. Meyer 
pronounces it urious; and Tisch. cancelled it 
in both his Editions, though he has restored it 
in his Harmony. Alf. retains it, but in brackets. 
If there be any thing certain in critigism, it is 
that the word is genuine. To adduce ancient 
Versions (as does Rie) in such a case as this, at 
least against its momay were idle. The pre- 
sence of the word in the Vulg. and some copies 
of the Italic, attests its high antiquity. Matthæi 
does not think, with Mill, that the Translators 
omitted the word because they did not understand 
it, but because “pendebant è Lectionariis;" and 
this is confirmed by its absence from the above 
Lamb. copies, all of them but one (1177) Lec- 
tionaries of the highest cast, and one (1193) as 
ancient as the latter part of the eighth century. 

He shows kow it came to pass that the word 
was not in the Lectionaries. 

— Vrexorris] This word is of rare occur- 
rence. Yet it is adduced from Nicand. Ther. 
590 and 629, and xaraw. from Hdot. iv. 75. 

2. The words oisi» iv are cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, L, 2 cursives, 
the Vulg. and Ital. Verss. They may have been 
brought in from Matth., but very unlikely in all 
the copies but fowr. It is more probable that 
they were removed by certain Critics, who thought 
the composition improved in compactness and 
neatness by tho removal. 

5. Képióe dari—Trov. caBBarov] See on 
Matt. xii. 8. For this verse the framer of the 
text of the MS. D inserts, in the place of what 
he thought needless, as having place in the 

lel passages of Matt. and Mark, the follow- 
Ing substitute: Ty avty huipa, Oracdusvor 
Tiva ipyatcouevoy Tw aaffláre, slriv avte: 
GvOpwwe, sl uiv oldas Tí wots, uaxápios al 
sl 6a uğ oldas, twixatrdpatos kai x í 
al Tov vóuov, of which Mr. Alf. thinks the form 
and substance s for its originality : and he is 
disposed to believe its authenticity !! Trai 
swa quemque voluptas. For my own part, I re- 
gard it as (like multitudes of others, ejusdem 
farina, in this most corrupt copy D) not only an 
interpolation, but the handy-work of some male 
feriatus homo, who had a mind to try his hand 
at fabrication. Were it not for the indifferent 
character of the book as dealing so much in 
licentious innovation and fabrication, I should 
say that it sight have originated in an early 
tradition incorrectly reported. But éwiar. is 
80 “i tee to the character of our blessed Lord, 
and the whole so evidently formed on Kom. xiv. 
22. ii. 25, 27. James ii. 11, that one cannot 
mistake its origin. 

7. vapsTípov» avrov] The best, and indeed 
the greater of the MSS. (to which I can add 
not & fow b. and Mus. copies, and Trin. 
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xai ot Papicaio, ei év TO caffáro Oeparreioe’ wa eidpwar 
xatryyopiay autov. 8 Auros ðe det ToU; Svaroyiopovs avTÓv, 
xai elne TQ avOpwarp Tà Enpdv ExovTs thy weéipa: "Ewetpat 
xai caTíjÓ. eig TO péoor. ʻO 8€ avactas Erm. 9 Ebrev oiv 
e j»? e^ N , , 9 , e ^ wv ^ / 

o Incots mpos avrov ‘Ezrepwtjow vas te é€eott Tois oaf- 

Bacw ayaboroijca, 1). kaxorovjcav; spuyny cacat, f) tar- 
OoXéca. ; 10 Kai Tepi8Xedrájevos mavras avrovs, elrev * are 
"Exrewov thy xeipá cov: ó &é émolgoev [otro]. Kai amorar- 
eaTáf? 5j yelp avrod [iis] de 9 dXX. 1 Adrod Sè émM 
2Ü95cav ávoías" 
TQ lncoÜ. 

dueAdNovy pos àXMjXovs, Ti Êv Troujoeuav 

12 e °Eyévero 8e dv tats cuépais Tavrais, é£jXDev eis Tò Spos o Mark 8.18, 
apocev§acba xal tw Siavuctepediov èv Tfj mpocevyy ToU Oeo). 

a 

Coll. B, x. 16) have wrapsrnpovrro, which has 
been edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. And 
Lachm. (though not Tisch.) ‘introduces it at 
Mark iii. 2. 1 doubt not that it is the true read- 
ing in both cases: for this deponent use of mapa- 
Tnoetoba, though unknown in the Class. Greek 
writers, occurs infra xiv. 1, jea» waparnpovpe- 
vot avTOv, in all the MSS., as also in Gal. iv. 10, 
9"uépas wWaparnpsiove : Sept. in Ps. xxxvi. 12, 
wapatnonceras ó duaproAÓs TOP dlxacoy, and, 
accordingly, in Acts ix. 24, waperipouy ra Tas 
arvdas, where Lachm. and Tisch. very properly 
restore wapetnpouvto. In saying that this de- 
ponent use is unknown in the Class. writers, I 
am aware that it seems to exist in Dio Cass. l. 
10, p. 702, 98, dea *pocrárrovew—dxpifós 
wapatnpetobe. But, considering that that wri- 
ter's use of words and phrases is, in general, purely 
Classical, and that fe elsewhere several times 
uses the active form, I doubt not but that 
a slight corruption has taken place, and that he 
wrote trapatnprite. The aùròv is cancelled by 
almost all the Editors, on very strong authority 
(which I can confirm from most of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies); I have now double-bracketed 
the word. It probably came from Mark. 

9. i-iperüce tuas Tv iğeorı] These 
words admit of two constructions, according as 
they are punctuated: 1. declaratively, ‘1 will 
sin] Ade what is allowable on the Sabbath, to do 
good, or to do evil?’ 2. i. ively, * I will 
ask you somewhat, Is it lawful, &c.' But the 
latter, which I have adopted, is preferable, both 
on account of its greater simplicity, and as bein 
confirmed by a similar , infra xx. 3, an 
Matt. xxi. 24; and the vuas being, as we learn 
from the parallel , emphatic, tends to 
confirm this view. The reading vuas el ifeorwy, 
adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, D, 
is very specious, but came evidently from the 
Alexandrian polishing school, as perhape did the 
awoxretvas for dwoXéoat just after. 

10. The avra here, for &vOp., is, with all the 
Editione, adopted on the strongest authority. 
— éxoinoey ore] The ovres is omitted in 

very many MSS., and is cancelled by Matthei, 
Griesb., and others; but injudiciously: for a 
pos part of those MSS. have iEéTawsv for 
woinoey, and with that the oUT« is inconsistent. 

To éwolnosy the ovrw is almost indispensable, 
and it is confirmed by a similar use in ix. 15. 
xii. 43. Acts xii. 8. Luke ii. 48. iii. 11. vi. 31. 
x. 37. 'Yyıñs is omitted in very many MSS., 
and is cancelled by most Editors. See, however, 
the note on Matt. xii. 13, and Mark iii. 5, and 
compare Acts xiv. 10. Nevertheless internal 
evidence is rather against the word. 

Ll. voto tav] hm. edits rocjoatey, with 
B, L, et al. But that is too Attic a form to 
suit the New Test. ; though it may have arisen 
from a mere error of the scribes for ?rouijcaaiay. 
However, the text. rec., which is retained by 
Tisch. and Alf., is not to be altered, as perhape 
eris a form of the provincial Greek of 
yria. Render: ‘what they might do unto 

Jesus,’ i. e. s far e might cause his wa 
struction, as the parallel passages suggest, an 
which is confirmed by Acts ix. 13, 9ca irol- 
nos trois dyíos. John xv. 21. Hebrews 
xiii. 6. 

12. sv dtavverepedeov iv rH vpocsvx$ T. O.] 
On the interpretation of ry wrpocevyf Tov Oeou 
there has been some difference of opinion. The 
ancients, and most moderns, take it to mean, 
, to God ; while some of the early modern 
ommentators, and others of the more recent 
— as Wetst., Dodii, and Campb., maintain 
that it signifies ‘in the proseucka, or , 0 
God.’ And that there were Jewish places of 
worship called wpocevyai, is undoubted. But 
whether that sense li kere to be assigned is an- 
other question. Those Commentators adduce, 
indeed, several reasons why the common inter- 
pretation cannot be admitted. They urge that 
qpoceux Tov Orov, in the sense prayer to God. 
is abhorrent from the simplicity of Scri tural 
expression, and subversive of analogy; and that 
&iavvirepaósiy properly ts some where 
the night is spent. But dravuxrapevery is not 
only used of places where, but of things (i. e. busi- 
ness) in which the night is occupied, as in the 
examples cited in my Recens. Syn. And asto 
simplicity of expression, it is no more violated 
here than in numerous other cases; where the 
use of the Genit. falls under that Rule of Winer, 
8 30, 1, in treating on Genit. of relation, an 
espec. t ective genit. for Accus. with wpds, 
as here and Matt. xiii. 18, Luke vi. 7. Acts 
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435.11 13 à Kad dre éyévero. pépa, mpoceporvnce rois naÜrràs avroir 
Mark 3. 13— ka) exdeEduevos am’ avrGv Swdexa, ods Kal árroaTÓXovs wvópase 

1 Siuwva, 0v kai wvopace Ilérpov, kai ' Avdpéay tov dderpov 
avro), "IaxwBov xai 'loeávvgw, dXarrov kal Bap0oXouaiov, 

15 MarÜatov xai Owpâv, 'láxefov tov rod AXbaiov xai Xi- 
pea, Tov Kadovpevoy ZynrwrHyv, 19'Iovóa» 'Iaxef0ov xai 'Iovóav 

«os cs. Ioxapurrny, ds xal éyévero mpodorns 
` atrav, čom éri torov medio Kai Sydos pabnróv avrov, xal Mark 3. 

17 ¢ Kai xataBas per 

atrHOos ToXU TOU aod arò máons TIS ‘Iovdaias xai ‘Iepovca- 
Ap, kai THs Tapadiou Tvpov xai Zivos: of HOov axovoas 
aùroù, xal taOjvat amo TOY vocev avrà 
* aro Tveupatoy axabdptwor xai éOeparrevovro. 
bynos etre: GmrrecOas abro Ere Suvaps wap’ avrov éfnpyero, 

f Matt. 14. 

Mark 5. 30. 

Kat (aTo TrávTas. 

iv. 9. Jos. Antt. ix. 9, dal 8énow xal ixerelay 
rov Osov. Soph. Œd. Tyr. 239, iv 0e» ev yai- 
ot. Lys. Or. 81, lxerelas Oem». As to the other 
objections proposed, they proceed, as I have 
shown in my Recens. Syn., on a confusion of 
ancient with modern modes of expression. That 
which respects the use of the Article here has 
been fully answered by pit Middl.; who, be- 
sides making well-founded objections to the sense 
oratory, shows that the term is not uncommon 
as used with wrpocevyy taken in the sense of 
prayer. See Matt. xxi. 22. Acts i. 14. 1 Cor. 
vii. 5, and comp. Matt. xiv. 23. Finally, he ob- 
serves that to pass the night in prayer, without 
going to an oratory, was (as Schoettg. shows) a 
usual act of Jewish devotion. And wheu we 
consider that the common interpretation (con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers.) 1s the more ob- 
vious and simple, and that our Lord's very object 
in going was (o pray, and that on this, an occa- 
sion of great moment, when he was jns entering 
on the work of ordaining the Twelve Apostles, 
he would be likely to pray powerfully and per- 
severing f, that interpretation is decidedly to be 
referred. 

j 15. I have pointed as I have in this and the 
next verse, with Schulz and Scholz, because the 
Apostles are here evidently meant to be distri- 
buted into pairs. That they were so sent forth 
to evangelize, is certain from Mark vi. 7. 

16. 'Iexapi rnv] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read 'Ioyapic0, from B, D, L, and 33, with 
the Ital., Syr. (qu?), sand Marcion ap. Epiphan. 
I cannot find any vestige of the reading in the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, except that in the 
Lamb. copy of the Vulg. I find scarioth one of 
the many other readings of the Jtal. Vers. pre- 
served in that very ancient copy of the Vulg. 
But this is no case for change of text. 

17. Tórov wedivov] To reconcile this with 
the description in Matthew (for the discourse 
here recorded is substantially the same), we may 
suppose that it was a sort of fuble-land, viz. a sort 
of comparatively flat ledge, or ridge, projecting 
from the side of the mountain. 

18. dxAodpevor dowd wv. áx.] 'OyxAtiobax 
signifies * to be troubled or vexed, whether by irk- 

18 gai of OYXoU44€vos 
19 f Ka; mâs 6 

some business, or by such sickness as hinders an 
one from pursuing his occupation;' of which 
senses many examples, both with »ócov ex- 
pressed and understood, are adduced by Wetst. 
and others. In the New Test. and LXX, how- 
ever, the latter use is never found, but only that 
of being vexed or troubled, as said of demosiocal 

So Acts v. 16, óxAovutvovs iw 
TvytvudToy áxaÜdprov. Tob. vi. 7, iá» Tıra 
óxAp Öuiuóviov f) mveüua wovnpov, &c., and 
Act. Thom. 8 12, rò Gatuóvev dyA. m., 
Tisch., and Alf. edit 4voxA., from A, B, L, and 
2 cursives. Alf. pronounces the text. rec. as an 
‘alteration to a more simple word.’ But that 
this should take place in all the copies except 
four, is no less than incredible. The state of the 
external evidence forbids the change, and that 
of infernal is in favour of óxA., since ivoxyA. was 
evidently a critical correction, though a false 
one, since it could only signify *to be teased or 
annoyed, hindered from pursuing one's employ- 
ment,’ whereas, as applied to possession by evil 
spirits, óxAetoOa: signified turbari, commoveri, 
‘to be vexed" (as in the cited by Wetat.) 
a sense altogether suitable. This is not the only 

in which é»oyA. has been obtruded by 
shallow Critics. Thus in Hdian. vi. 3, 9, ro às 
Toit ÓxAourras awocricba:, two MSS. have 
évoxX., rejected by Irmisch as a gloss; though 
it is rather, as Dind. or Steph. Thes. in v. points 
out, a critical alteration to a more usual term. 

For two, I have now admitted the reading 
aad, with almost all the Editors from Matth. 
downwards, on strong external authority (to 
which I can add not a few Lamb. and Mus. 
copies) confirmed by internal evidence. And this 
use of d*ó for uw after a verb passive is very 
rare; accordingly the reading is not to be re- 
jected. 

19. úv. wrap’ avr. pox.) This will not, 
any more than Matt, v. 30. prove the notion that 
the power by which the sick were healed was 
exerted bv a sort of efflux, or efluvium, from our 
Lord's body. See note on Mark v. 30. 'The best 
Commentator, ancient and modern, are 
that ikio coba: éwi here, like the Heb. yr in 
Ruth i. X simply means se exercebat. 
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?U € Kai avros émápas tovs opOadpovs avrov eis ToUs abn- fM 5> 
Tas avToÜ, ÉXeye Maxdpior of mTwyot Ste úperépa éoriv 7) 
BaciXeía ToU Oeod. ?! ^ Maxdproe oi rrewavres vir rt Xop- h Isa. 08. 13. 
tacOycecbe. Maxdptor oi kXalovres viv Öri yexáaere. ??! Ma- & 81.4 

e 

att. 6. 4. 
, , ^ 

Kåpioi éore, Gray piohowow vas oi avOpwrrot, kal Stay ado- i Pa'ia" 
ptowow bpás kal ovediowcs, xai éxBddwoe Tò Üvoua vv dx 

& 3. 14. 
& 4. 14. 
John 16. 3. 

7rovnpóv, vera tov Tiod ToU àvÜpexrov. B *! Xdpnre èv reim J Matt. 5. 12. 
TÌ "uépa xai oxiptncate! ioù yap, 6 pobos bv moris dy 37.5. ` 
TÓ oUpavo* xarà Taira yap émo(ovv Tois mpopýrais oi TaTépes CN 
avTOv. ?** ]ITAZv oval byiv rois TXovciow: Ste áméyere THY utes 
TAPAGKANTW Up. 
VACETE. Ovai )piv, ot yeXovres viv Ere TrevÜrjoere Kal Krav- 

^ 1 
25 1 Oval RG, of cumemdnopévor ÖTE TMEL- Visa 0. 13: 

ames 4. 9. 
& b. 1. 
m John 15. 

cere. m Oval [uiv], Grav Karas buds eimoci [vávres] oi i John 4 
n 

avOpwrov xarà taŭra yap éroiovy Tois yevdorpopyrais oi & 
rarépes avrav. 

Prov. %. 21. 
Matt. 5. 44. 
Rom. 12. 14, 

9 9 ^ ^ 90. ?7 AN Üuty Xéyo Tois dxovovow 'Aryarüre ToUs éxÓpoUs 16or. «n. 
e ^ ^ ^ ^ a a ^ 

UWV Kadws "row(re Tois pucovow vas, ?9 9 eüXoyeire TOUS y.o, 

20—49. Sermon on the Mount; at least the 
matter bears a very strong resemblance to many 
portions of the Discourse so termed, in chaps. v. 
vi. and vii. of Matth., and of which our Lord, we 
may suppose, repeated, with some variations, such 
po as suited the occasion. It is well observed 
y Bp. Lonsdale, that *the beatitudes contained 

in vv. 20—22, differ from those recorded in Matt. 
v. 3—10, in being — directly to the actual 
condition of our Lord's hearers; while those in 
Matt. aro delivered as general truths, without 
ui: Aii eoruin to the persons present.’ 

. In the terms ore: and éxf. there may be 
no more than an allusion to the first and the 
second degrees of excommunication among the 
Jews, on which see Vitringa de Syn. Jud. p. 722. 
At any rate, the terms must not be applied to 
such excommunication only, but designate various 
kinds of expulsion from society ; in which view 
and may res their treatment at the hands 
of the Jews; éxBai., from the heathens. How 
covered with — and contempt were the 
primitive Christians by the Heathens, we havo 
abundant evidence, both in Scripture and in the 
writings of the first Christian Apologists. And 
the expression ‘spurn at their [very] name’ (a 
free, but faithful, version of ixB. Tò dv. bm.), 1s 
a very strong one, unjustifiably weakened by 
taking name for the person bearing the name. 

23. xdpnre) This — Xalpere) is found in 
almost alf tho best MSS. (including most of the 

b. and Mus. copies), and is adopted by all 
the Editors from Wets. downwards. this uso 
of the Subjunct. in an Imper. sense see Buttm., 
and comp. Aristoph. Plut. 761, exipraTt xal 
xopsvaTs. 
— «utd TavTa] for otre in Matt. v. 12, 

which excludes the reading xarà ravrd adopted 
some Editors, and Tå avrd by Lachm., 

isch., and Alf., on insufficient authority. 
25. oval jui], Campbell, in a long and able 

dete Poe as Euthymius had long re donc, 
uL. I. 

that oval here is not imprecative, but declara- 
tive: ‘Woe is unto you! alas for you!" 

26. ovai, Gray xaX. etw.) These words are 
addressed to the disciples generally ; but, from 
the reference made at the second clause to the 
false prophets of former times, it should seem 
that the warning was espec. meant for such of the 
disciples as formed part thereof, (he Seventy, who 
would be likely to become prophets or teachers 
of the Gospel, for whom the warning implied of 
the danger of withholding or perverting the truth 
committed to their charge, in order to obtain 
the favour of all men, would be highly suitable. 
In this view Grot. has appositely cited a narra- 
tion respecting Phocion, recorded by Plut. t. ii. 
187, F, where we are told, that when, in bis 
orations, he had particularly pleased the multi- 
tude, he used to ask his friends whether any 
thing wrong had escaped him in his address. 
‘Yuty is omitted in almost all the best MSS. 
(including most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
and several Versions and Fathers; and is can- 
celled by almost all Editors. As respects the 
wavres just after, external authority is nearly as 
great for its absence as its ce, and internal 
evidence is almost equally balanced. Accord- 
ingly, Grot. and Matth. reject, while Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. adopt, the word. My impres- 
sion is, that the word is rof genuine; but I have 
only bracketed it. Certainly it was more likel 
to inserted than expunged; and assuredly it 
was not in the copy used by the Pesch. I 
"Translators. It is also not found in the Vulg. 
and the other Versions, except the Ital. Tisch., 
indeed, says it has place in the Cod. Amiat. of 
the Vulg. ; and I find it also in the Lamb. copy. 
But the latter of those MSS. has often the I 
readings; and so, I doubt not, bas the former. 
That the word should have been removed, as 
Mr. Alf. supposes, * because seeming inconsistent 
with the other member of the comparison’ ol 
watipss, is utterly incredible. 

D 
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«arapopévovs Upiv, [xai] mpoceúyeocðe bmép tev émgpeatóvrev 
Matt. 5. 

1 Cor. 6. 7. 

úpâs. VPT rurrovti ce ém. Thy awayóva Tápeye xal Tv 
AAN xai amd ToU alpovrós cov TÒ ipáriov Kai TOY xirOwa 

g Deut 157. un kodvons. 9 S IIavri 66 TQ airoüvri oe Ŝiðov xal amò ToU 
vy 3 ' 

gutt. 713. aloovTos TÀ cà p) amate 317 Kal, ralos ÜéXere iva vrouoociv 

s Matt, &.4&. ULV of dvôpwroi, Kal iets morire avrois Opoiws. 52 * Kai ei 
dryarüre TOUS dryamüvras Upás, Toia Upiv yápis oTi; Kai yàp 
oí ápapreXol ToU; óyamávras avrows ayarao.. $ Kal àv 
dryaÜomoviyre Tovs áryaÜorovoÜvras pâs, moia viv yapis éaTí ; 

t Matt. 6.48. al yàp of duapTwAoL TO aùrò wolovot,  9* * Kal éày Saveitnre 
map àv érritere ámoXafleiv, moia Umiv ydpis otl; Kai yap oi 
ápaproXoi ápapreXotis Saveitovow, iva ároXafoci tà ica. 

uMatt.s 35u ITA ayamate tous éyOpovs pv, kal ayaborroreire, xal 

Deut. 15. 8. 

45. 
* 87. 36. 
supra v. 30. davellere pmdev ámreXrtovres xal éoras ó uua 00€ bya TroXUS, 

xai gcecbe viol [tov] "T4pícrov. Sri aùròs xpmorós otw 
9 1 , , , 4 > , Matty. ml ToU; ayapictous xal movnpoús. 99 * l'iveaÜe obv oixtip- 

Cor 

28. The xai before Tpocsóx. is cancelled by 
Lechm., Tisch., and Alf, on strong authority 
(to which I add most of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), confirmed by internal evidence, as exist- 
ing in the probability of its having been inserted 
v Critics, who did not perceive the force of the 

. The expressions in this and the foregoing 
verse are not to be too rigorously interpreted ; 
being merely intended, in the one case, to incul- 
cate a spirit of forbearance and meekness under 
injuries or deprivations, and in the other of being 

to give to those really in need ; and, gene- 
rally, of not being severe in exacting our dues. 
The difference between alreîv and dwa:reip is 
that the former denotes to ask as a favour ; the 
ME LAN ight. 44 

ee] put for eucoytcia and ite conse- 
uent xeon P So Dionys. Hal. A. vi. 86, rie 

loris à a?) xápie nuiv kal Spiraea ; 
85. xal davei{ers undiy dwir.) Some take 

néivy årer. to mean, ‘nothing despairing.’ 
But though és eX ([euv often signifies to ‘despair,’ 
zet that it cannot have that sense here, is plain 

m the words of the preceding verse, wap’ œv 
dXsi(aTs. áwoXafsiv. Others take dvwaAar. in 
an active sense, of causing d But such a 
sense of the word is unauthorized, and here un- 
suitable. The true interpretation seems to be the 
one generally assigned by ancient and modern 
Commentators, ‘hoping for nothing again: a 
sense which, however "deficient in . autho- 
rity, is very a ble to analogy ; for as dwoAa- 
«ty is used for Xafeir dwo Tivos, 80 dweATi- 
acy may be for iNar((siv éro Tivos. Soin Athen. 

p. 649, awecGisw for ía0(esp dwró Tivos. Thesense, 
therefore, is, * Lend to those from whom there is 
little hope of receiving back your money.’ From 
numerous passages of the Class. writers which I 
have adduced in Recens. Synop., it appears that 
the heathens sometimes used to lend money to 
respectable persons brought to unmerited dis- 

poves, xaÜes xal 6 IIar?p pv oixtippwy orh 97 * Kal pù 

tress; and, on certain occasions, made collections 
in aid of their distress, which the Greeks called 
ípayicuós, If any one, for instance, had lost a 
considerable part of his propon by shipwreck, 
fire, or ei other such calamity, it was not un- 
usual for bis friends to supply him with money, 
not to be paid back by any certain day, but when 
convenient. This, however, they scarcely ever 
did, except to those who, they had some hope, 
might, by a more prosperous turn of fortune, 
some time or other, not only repay the money, 
but return the favour, which they termed drr- 
epaviecy. Whereas our Lord enjoins his hear- 
ers to do this (in the words of Thucyd. ii. 
40) ‘not with the narrow calculations of self-in- 
terest, but in the confidence of liberality ;' a confi- 
dence reposed in Him who is the poor man's 
surety. 
— vloi T. Zh] i.e. either * beloved of God’ 

(as in Ecclus. iv. 10, yivov dppavoie wt ward 
—xai icy ws vids "iría rov), or, * like unto God, 
as being animated with a spirit of benevolence 
similar to that of the ray. The Article, not 
found in many MSS. and the Ed. Princ., is can- 
nn Pane — Tittman, Vater, 
an olz, to u of Luke. 
See ch. i. 82, 85, 76. ý d 

— óTr. avTÓs — 4ovnposs] This is not, as" 
Kuinoel asserts, ‘the same sentiment, in other 
words, as that at Matt. v. 45, For there the 
injunction is only to show kindness even to our 
enemies; here we are also enjoined to show bene- 
ficence to our fellow-creatures. And when we 
are commanded to imitate God, who is beneficent 
even to the ungrateful,—this is said to anticipate 
an objection,—that the persons whom we may 
benefit are almost eure to prove engratefel. To 
which the answer is, * [But yet benefit them :} for 
Gor, — In — verse, olx. should be 
rendered, not merciful, but compassionate ; pity- 
ing and relieving, according to your Ev the 
distresses of others, 
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kpivere, kat ov yur) kpiÜiyre uù kara&ucdtere, xal ov p!) kara- 
«acÜsyre ámoXvere, kai àroXvÜrjaccóc. x Prov. 10. 

33. & 19. 17. 
38 x Aidore, xal oby- 

cera. Univ uérpov kaMóv, Temwecpuévov kal cecadevpevoy kai Mi T à. 
UTepekyvvoj.evov, Swoovcw eig TOV koXTOv ÙV. TH yàp avTQ 
pérpo, à uerpeire, avtipetpnOnceras piv. 

39 » Elme 5€ vapafoXi» avrois Mýri Sivaras TvjAos. Tuo- 

a James 3. 13. 

Tsa. 42. 19. 
tt. 15. 14. 

z Matt. 10. 
34. 

Aóv óbwyetv ; ovyi audorepos eis BoOuvoy mecovvras; 4 * Qu john it ie. 

37. x«aradixd(ers]. Kara., xply., and daroA. 
are properly forensic terms; the former signifying 
‘to condemn, the other ‘to acquit.’ They are, how- 
ever, meant to be accommodated to private use. 
The three clauses advert, the lst to sitting in judg- 
ment on the faults of others; the 2nd to passing 
condemnation on them. The 3rd enjoins a con- 
trary spirit, —that of judging for the best, acquit- 
ting our neighbour of such charges as are mani- 
festly not well founded. 

. didore, &c.] With candour in judging is 
united liberality sn giving, as being a kindred 
virtue. Insomuch that, at the end of the verse, 
the words tw yap abrw—vipiv are employed to 
enjoin the exercise of the virtue mentioned in 
the preceding verse, by a metaphor derived from 
the ima in this; wherein the xaAóv (hand- 
some an [) is further illustrated by the terms 
Wewitopuevov, cecadrtuutvoy, and vxapexxuvo- 
pevov, which have reference to the three prin- 
cipal of the many modes of giving abundant mea- 
sure among the Jews; such as the supernatans, 
the cumaluta, pressa, agitata, operta. The cumu- 
lata and operta were larger than the abrasa, the 
ordinary and just measure, by heaping up the 
vessel, and cutting off the cumulus with a lath; 
but the pressa, agitata, and ans, corre- 
sponding to the three here mentioned, were the 
amplest. Vrapexx. (also found in Joel ii. 24, 
UapsxXvyncgovra, oi Anroi olvov, and vapax- 
xéw in Prov. v. 16 [for the Hebr. , dis- 
persed] and Joseph. Bell. i. 21, 4) is not to be 
taken, with almost all Commentators, of a mea- 
sure of liquids (for that is inconsistent with its 
— pouce into the lap,’ as just after), but 
(with Euthymius and Beza) of a measure of 
solids, by a catachresis common to all languages. 
Thus there is a climax; for the Uwapexy. sup- 

that the measure has been already pressed 
down and shaken together. 
— decovow ale T. x. ù.) Not ‘shall men 

give, but, as Gataker explains (de Styl. N. T. 
pp. 70, 71) ‘dabitur vobis, scil. a Deo. So infra 
xii. 20, dwarrove: he renders ‘a te repetetur.' 
There is bere an allusion to the Oriental custom 
of receiving a measure of corn or other dry arti- 
cles ix the bosom or lap of their flowing veste, the 
former of which they made use of like our 
(see 2 Kings iv. 39. Prov. xvi. 33), as did also 
the Greeks and Romans. See Hdot. vi. 125. 
Hor. Sat. ii. 3, 71. The expression is pro- 
verbial, and of course expressive of what gene- 
dnd takes place. 

. yrs CovaTai—weoourrat; ] Our Lord had 
before said that they were to evince themselves to 
be his true disciples by loving their enemies and 
forgiving one another. He now intimates, that if 
they do not practise, as well as preach, these doc- 
trines, they will be like blind guides; who perish 
themselves, and are the cause of destruction to 

those they lead. 'Eusecovrrat is here found, for 
wec., in B, D, L, P, and 8 cursives of the same 
Family, is edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, 
and is preferred by Bornemann (who compares 
umeoettra: als BoÜvvov at Jer. xxxi. 44). Cer- 
tainly this is required by strict propriety of lan- 

ge. Yet may not the simple have been used 
or the compound in the plain phrasceol of 
common life, so suitable to a proverb? BY to 
Bornemann's appeal to xiv. 5, where we have «le 
$oíap éuweceirar, many MSS., including the 
Alexandrian, have weoetra:, which is edited, 
perhaps rightly, by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

40. ov« tori—o didaoxudros avrov] No little 
difference of opinion exists as to the true sco 
and exact sense of these words, and espec. of the 
latter clause. In order to determine the inter- 
preat it is proper first to settle the conrerion. 

ow the question is, whether the words are to 
be considered as connected with the preceding 
ones (v. 39), or to be regarded as forming an 
independent sentiment. The former is the view 
adopted by most Expositors, ancient and moder, 
who suppose an admonition to Christian hearers, 
to ‘ take care on what teachers they attend.” But 
this, so far from being, as Thomas Scott thinks, 
the ‘more obvious interpretation,’ is one involv- 
inz no little harshness. And as to its being, 
what he avers it to be, more agreeable to the 
cortext—that argument it were vain to urge, 
unless we could prove that a connexion was ta- 
tended by the Evangelist to subsist between 
vv. 39 and 40. Nothing improbable is there in 
the supposition, that ro connexion was intended, 
and that v. 40 was introduced as an independent 
gnome, or religious maxim. And, considerin 
that it is found in that portion of the Gospe 
c. iv.—ix. 50) which comprehends the principal 
iscourses and sayings of our Lord (espec. from 

the Sermon on the Mount), this may very well 
be supposed meant for one of those. And this is 
rendered almost certain by the fact, that the por- 
tion in question is substantially found in Matt. 
x. 24, 25, ovk tori—atrov, where we have the 
advantage of a context to determine the scope 
and true — of ne Mn Between De two 
passages there exists the test similarity, 
almost amounting to identit S for St. Luke her 
(as not unfrequently elsewhere) chose to omit 
the words ovdé dovdoe Uwip ToU Kuplov avrov 
and xal 6 óovAos we ò Kupios avTov, which, 
since dovAor here perhaps, and certainly at John 
xiii. 16 (where this clause is retained, and that 
of naOnris—didaoxadoy is omitted), bears the 
sense disciple, * ex usu loquendi Judsorum, quo- 
rum discipuli marre suos dominos, se ipeos 
autem servos, appellare solebant,' as says Schleus. 
Lex. It may indeed seem that a diversity exists in 
dpxerov avc : but there we have no other than 
a par icem serving to draw forth what 

D 
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Eore pabyrys Úmèp tov Sddoxadov aùro® xarnpticpévos 82 
aMatt.7.% 7as €otat ws 0 SvddoKados avTov. 41° T( Sè Brsrrets Tò Kappos 

TÒ év TQ OfOarpa Tod àBeXoD cov, THy Sè Soxdv THv èv TO 
pprov.18. Oi OjÜaNu ov xaravoes; €? "^H mâs Sivacas Xéyew TË 
Hom 2 dBeAbQ cov *AdeAde, pes exBddrw Tò wápios tò év tê ò$- 

Baru cov, avrós T?» èv TQ Ó$0aXuQ cov 8oxóv où BAémov; 
‘Trroxpita, ExBade mpa@rov tiv Ooxóv èx tod ódÜaAXo0 cov, 
xai rore SiaPddpers éxBareiv tò Kappos tò év TH chbarpo 

S257". rob abedpod cov. 59 * Ob ydp dors Sévdpov xaXov, TrovoUv. rap- 
mov gampov ovde Sévdpov campóv TrotoUv xapmov kaAóv. 

du^" 1*1"Exaorov yap 6évOpov èx tod iSlov xaprrod *yuxoakeraa: ov 
yap é£ dxavOav cuddéyover ciKa, ode èx Bárov tpuyðci ora- 

se > pudny. $9*'O ayabos ávÜperros èx tod wyabod Onoavpov Tis 
Kapdias aŭto mpopépet TÒ áraÜów xal ó mornpòs dvOparros 
éx Tod Trommpod Onoavpod rìs Kapdias aùroð mpopéper Tò mown- 
pov. éx yàp Tov Tepiccedpatos Tis xapõias Nadel TÒ ortópa 
GvTOU. 

warn. Ti 6 pe kaXeire Kp Küpie, xal od rosette à Aéo; 
isa. 478 Ilás ó épyóuevos mpós pe, kai dxovwv pov TOV Acyov xai 
James i.f TOLV GUTOUS, Uvmobe(fe juiv tin écriv pows. 48 h7 Opows Bern otiw avOpwirw oixodonoivrs oikíay, Os €oxavre xai éBdbure, 

xal €Onxe Oeuérov éri Tij» mérpav. ITAnppipas 8 yevopéms, 

is implied in dora, ‘he will be,’ meaning, that 
he will be ready to be. 

Grot., Castellio, Calvin, Hammond, Whitby, 
Bp. Pearce, and Abp. Newcome, so explain, which 
last-mentioned is the only English Translator 
who has separated this verse in printing from the 
former. That it ought to be so separated, was 
distinctly, I find, seen by Calvin, who, after 
lacing this verse in his Harmony, after Matt. x. 
b, 25, fully and ably justifies his so doing. As 
respecta the construction, and the exact force of 
the term xaTnpTicuÉvos, the words are un- 
doubtedly to be construed thus: was ài [ua05- 
Tüs] xaTnpriGuívos forai we ó SidáokaXos 
avTOv. Kernpriopévos, which means fully in- 
structed, perfectly acquainted with his duty, and 
by impl. mpos wav ipyov dyubov iEnpriopivos 
à Tim. iii. 17). Thus the full sense is, with 
due qualification for a dictum generale, ‘The 
disciple is not usually above his teacher; but 
every one who is, or would be, a thoroughly in- 
structed scholar, must be (i. e. must aim at being) 
perfect as his teacher.’ Thus, ‘as the disciple 
Renee follows his master's example,—so if 

blind and ignorant, so probably will your dis- 
ciples be also; if pe neglect your duty to God, 
neither will your hearers observe theirs.' 

4l. ri dt BAéwais, &c.] The connexion here 
is well traced by Bp. Lonsdale thus: * As those 
who profess to instruct others must not them- 
selves be ignorant; so must those who rebuke 
others for their faults beware lest they them- 
selves be subject to the same or greater faults." 

43. ob yáp ici, &c.] Render: ‘for that is 

not a good tree which bringeth forth bad fruit." 
The connexion has been laid dows Abp. New- 
come, but more skilfully traced by p. Lonedale 
as follows: (* Beware of such hypocrisy as that 
of which I have just spoken,] Jor it is not — fruit as a really good tree would bring 
orth.’ 
44. With the sentiment here comp. Ecrlus. 

xxvii. 6, and Eurip. Hec. 599, seqq. See also 
note on Matt. vii. 16. At v. 45 and 46, there is 
also a close connexion of sense and argument, 
wherein, as Mr. Alford well observes, *our Lord 
descends into the closest personal searching into 
the life and the heart, and gives his judicial dc- 
cision of the end of the h rite, whether 

er or private Christian.” more in notes 
on the Hel of Matt. 

48. ioxawe xoi ifidur] By Hendiadys, for 
meus toxawe; a kind of expression found oth in the Classical and the Hellenistical writers. So Judg. xiii. 10, érdyvvs xai idpayus, 
for rayéews ESpaue. The mo (as Grotius ob- 
serves) is, that the study of piety and virtue should not be superficial, but a rinciple well 
grounded and deeply rooted in the heart, so as to 
resist the assaults o — temptation, &c. 
— *Ànuuópas] The word signifies properly 

a , flood, or inundation of any kind, whether 
of the æa, or of a river (and espec. that of the tide). The latter is here had in view. Comp. 
v. 49. "The house is probably supposed to be 
situated in the way of such a river as the Nile, 
without any for security, like that eo 
phically described in Joseph, Antt. ii. 10, 62. 



LUKE VI. 49. VII. 1—10. 405 

Trpoaéppn£ev 6 Trorapós TH oixla éxelvy, kal où lryvoe caXcUcat 
aurny TeÜeueXLro yap émi thy mérpav. 9 'O 6e dxovcas xal 
p3) Troujcas, pors otw dvÜpoyro oixodounoavrs oixiay éri 
THY yw xwpls OeueXiov:  wpocéppntev 6 Trorapós, kal edbéws 
emrece, kal éyéveTo TÒ piyyua THs oixias éxeivns péya. 

VII. ! *'Erel 88 érAnpwoe mávra tà jprjgara avro eis tas a Matt. 8. 
axoas Tov Xao0, cionrOev eis Karrepvaotp. ꝰ 'Exarovrápyov 

Sé Tivos Soddos, kaxðs eywv, i]ueXXe TedeuTay, bs Fv aire čv- 
Tipos. 3°Axovcoas Se «epi ToU 'Imao0, améoreihe mpòs avrov 
7rpea Bvrépovs tv 'Iov6alev, éporráv avrov Eras ov ucc 
TÓv oov avtov. * Of Sè, wapayevopevos mpos tov '"Igaotv, 
qrapekáXovv avtroy atrovdalws, Méyovres “Ore aks éorw @ 
I mapéķet ToÜro: 5 àyamü yàp TO EOvos páv, xai THY cuv- 
ayoyny autos rocóunoev juiv. 9'O 86 'Igoos éropeveto aiv 
aùroîs. "Hèn è aùroð où paxpav dméyovros amò rìs oikías, 
érepNe mpòs avrüv 6 éxaróvrapyos pidous, Aéyov aùr" Kupre, 
HÌ GxUXXow où yáp cim ixavòs Wa tro Thy oréyn pov eicér- 
Onse 7 à ovdé euavrov nklwoa mpós ce beir GANA eimè 
Aóyw, xai iaOyoeras 6 maîs pov. 8 Kai yap éyó ávÜperrós 
eit vm éfovaíav raacóuevos, éyov vm éuavrüv aTpaTwrras: 
Kal Xéyo Tovro Iopeúbnri, xal mopeúerar ral à^ " Epyov, 
Kal épyerae ral TQ) Sovdp pov, lloígcov Toro, ai morei. 
9 "Axovcas è rabra 6 ’Inoois, €Üajpacev aùrór kal, arpadeis 
TQ dkoXovÜoüvr. alto Syd, elme  Aéyo tpiv, o00ó ev TQ 
Iopa tocavrny triotw ebpov. 19 Kai trrootpépavres ot mep- 
POevres eis Tov olxov, ebpov Tov áaÜcvoÜvra SoüXov vyialvovra. 

49. For i712, Tisch. and Alf. read evríorzot, 
from D, L, and 13 cursives of the same Family, 
together with some MSS. of the Italic ; while 
Lachm. retains ewe. ;—very properly, since the 
authority for the other is insufficient, and inter- 
nal evidence rather adverse than not, considering 
that though it is possible that ireo. may have 
come from Matth., yet it is improbable that it 
should have come into all the copies except a 
very few (for I can only adduce Scriv. y). It 
would rather seem that cvyéar. was a correction 
of style by the Critics, and that it is a more 
Clase. expression seeded not Alford's formal 

VII. 1—7. Healing of the centurion's servant, 
Matt. viii. 5—13. 

4. d£iós iorw œ mapie] Unless the phrase 
be a Latinism, á£ios must be taken in the abso- 
lute sense, of which I have adduced numerous 
examples in Recens. Synop. mapie is an 
Attic form for mapin, on which see Matth. Gr. 
Gr. 8 197 and 496. 1 am, however, not disin- 
clined to adopt mapin, with Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., from almost all the uncials and a few 
cursives, to which I can add several ancient 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. 

5. thv awaywyhy—ypiv] Render: * And 
he it is who hath built for us the synagogue.” 
This was not unusual in an individual. o 
person was, no doubt, a proselyte. 
— Thy cuvaywyiv—wxod. rjuiv] Campb., 

Bp. Middl., and others, rightly render ‘ the svna- 
gogue;' the Art. serving to intimate that there 
was only ome synagogue in the place, whereas, 
according to the rendering of the E. V., ‘a syna- 

e, there might be several. Yet in John vi. 
9, and xxviii. 20, iy cvvaywyy is rendered, * in 

the synagogue, though in some MSS. there the 
Article is expressed, though it is by all the best 

fors left unexpressed. Had the present 
Evangelist intended to express the sense ‘a syna- 
gogue, why should he not have written cvray. 
without the Article? It is true that the word, 
as used without the Article (espec. in the strict 
sense a synagogue—a building so called), is of 
rare occurrence. Yet I have noted an example 
of it so used in Jos. Bell. ii. 14, 4, evrayey?v 
txovrat wapa xwploy ob, &c. 

6. uù oxudAov}] See my Lex. 
9. Mavipacey avréy} Not, ‘held him in ad- 

miration,' as several render: but simply, * mar- 
velled at him,” viz. the strong faith which ho 
evinced. 
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11 Kal éyévero ép Tf és, émopevero eis Tow Kadoupérny 
Naty xal cwvermopevovro avr@ oi pabrrai avroU ixavoi xal 
ÓxXos moris. 9'fls B6 jyyywe TH TUAD Tis Todews, xal Sod 
éFexopitero TeÜvneas vis uovoyevijs TH pnTpè avroU- xai avr) 
xnpa: xal ÓxXos Tis TróXews ixavos TY ov 

9 ^ 

avr). is Kal dav 
auriy 6 Kupwus, éordayyvicOn èr avri, xaà ehrev airy Mù 

paces. «Nate. 14> Ka) rpocedOav yaro Tis copot: oi 6€ Baardlovres 
géorncay kal elme Neavioxe, col Xéyo, eyepOrre. 15 Kai ar- 

exdficey 6 vexpos, xal fjpfaro XaXeiv xai Swxev atrov ti 
c Mark 7.37. uNTpè auTov. 16 * "EXafe 6é póßos dravras, xai éboEatov Tov 
infra 24. 19. 

Jonn £1. Qedv, Aéyovres “Ors mpopyrns péyas eyiryepras év uiv" raè 
cuprai.¢s. OTe érreaxeyato 6 cs Tov Xaóv avroU. 17 Kal éEijAOev ò Xóyos 

otros èv SAN TH IovGaía rept avrov, xal év aon TH 7repyyeopo. 
d Matt. 11.3, 
&c. 18 4 Kal àmýyyeav “Iwavvy oi pa8rral avro) mep Távrow 

rovrav. 19 Kai mrpooxadecdpevos Óvo twas TOv uaÜsráv avro) 
ó 'Ioávvys, reurpe mpòs Tov 'Igooüv, Neywr Zù el 6 epyopevos, 
À dXXov mpocdoxapev;  Tlapayevopevos 66 Tpós avrov oi 
dvdpes elmor ‘Iwdvyns 6 Barniorns améotadxey pâs mpos 
ce, Abyor Jv el 6 epyopevos, À Mov mpocdonapey; ? (év 

12. It is well remarked by Abp. Newcome, 
that ‘the four circumstances here mentioned 
with so much simplicity and conciseness tend to 
raise compassion more strongly than the most 
laboured amplification of art.’ . 

— ifsxoui(eTo] ‘was being carried out." 
"Exxouifew is a funereal term co nding to 
the Latin efferre; for the custom of interring 
the dead outside of cities or towns, in gardens or 
in private and unfrequented places, was common 
to all the nations of antiquity ; to the Jews, be- 
cause dead bodies were ed as unclean ; 
and to the Gentiles, in order to prevent infec- 
tion. 

For vides povoy. B, D, L, and two cursives 
have uovoy. vide, which reading has been ro- 
ceived into the text by Tisch. and Alf, but not 
by Lachm.; rightly, for though the position 
uoroy. vide is one more a ble to Classical 
usage (as appears from 7Eschyl. Agam. 87, uovo- 
syytvle Tixvov wari), yet it is not, on that ac- 
count, to bo preferred. We may sup the 
term uovo'y. to have been placed after vids, as in 
Luke viii. 42, and often in Sept., in order to its 
being brought into closer connexion with rH 
MmTpl, which is not quite uivalent to rae 
Mn rpde, though Expositors e it as dat. for 
genit. I would render, ‘ behold, there was being 
carried out dead [a person who was] an only son 
to his mother.’ ith this pathetic circumstance 
in the narration, I would compare the touching 
words of Eurip. Alc. 305, uóvos yap avrois 
jola, and 925, xópos dEio0pnvos xer’ iv d- 
poig: uovó t a:s, and espec. of Gen. xxii. 2, Sept. 

— xal abth ysipa] Supply s», agreeably to 
the tense of the preceding verb, especially as it 
would be in some measure aatici om the 

owing yw; for a repetition of yy within so 
short a space would Mats been offensive. The jv 

just after is, indeed, omitted in many MSS., 
un Editions, and Versions; and is cancelled 
by almost all the Editors. Yet it cannot well be 
dispensed with. I suspect that its omission partly 
arose from a mistake, which originated in a con- 
founding of this y» with the one just before. 
The xai is t significant ; the full sense being, 
that * besides her other sufferinge [losing her 
son] she was also a widow.’ 

14. yaro ris copov] Meaning thereby to 
stop the bearers. Zopóc generally denotes a 
coffin, of marble or other materials. But, as 
such vae "et in ped — the Jews, the word 
must here denote the bier, or feneral couck, on 
which the dead of the higher classes among tho 
ancient nations were carried forth. See my note 
on Thuc. ii. 

15. dyexáÜBics] Meaning, not merely revived, 
but sat wp; by which he would be seem, since 
the bier was nearly flat. 

16. Syd yterat Lachm., Tiech., and Alf. 
read #yép0n, from 5 uncial and a few cursive 
MSS. But the authority for the change is in- 
sufficient, and the reading scems a mere gram- 
matical correction of tense. 

8—35. Message of inquiry from John the 
tist. Our Lord's answer. 
9. dvo0 Twás] The res indefinite is simply 

used with a numeral at Acts xxiii. 23, and xix. 
14. And the Philologists think that the addition 
of the ric renders the number indefinite; which 
is often the case in the Classical writers; and 
the ris may be then by our some ; bot 
whether it has that force in the New Test., mav 
be doubted. It is unsuitable to the sacred 
writers, and can hardly have place in numbers 
so small as foo. Besides, Matthew mentions 
posttively two. It rather seems to have the sense, 
q. d. ‘certain persons, two in number.” 
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aur cè Tf) apa €Üepárrevae Troddods amò vóocv, Kab pacTiyor, 
xdi Tvevpárov tovnpav, xai tupdois ToXXois éyapícaro TÒ 
BXémrew.) ? Kai ámorpiücis ó 'Imaoüs elmev avrois Tlopev- 
Üévres ávraryyeiXarre ‘Iwavvy, à eióere xal jxovcate Gri * tuddol e 

Mrovct, xoXoi Treptmatovet, Mempo. xabaplýovrai, kedoi è 48-7 
2 
av 

Gxovovct, vexpol évyeipovraa, Trrovyol evayyedifovrar B kal pa- wile 
xápiós otw, ds dav ui) cxavdadicO9 èv poi 9^ ' AmeXBóvrov 35%; un 

Matt. 10. 8. 

ohn 8. 3. 

dé tev ayyédwv 'Ieávvov, :jpEaro Xéyeiw ps tods ÜyXovs Trepi NEN 
"Iwdyvor Ti éferndvOarte eis Tv &pnuov Oedcacbas ; káxapov ~" 
UTÓ avé“ou cadevopeEvo? ; 25 AAMA ti éfeXgAUÜare ieiv; 
avOpwrov év paraxois ipatios nudiuecpévoy ; iov, oi èv ipa- 
Tioga evdokp xai tpu imdpyovres v tois Bactneioss eiaív. 
26 ' AAAÀ, ti eEerAnrAUOate lev; mpopýryv; val, eyo ipi, ral 
Trepugaórepov Tpodwjyrov. ?! Obrós éors cepi ob yéyparrar 
f'I8o), yù àmocTéÉXXo Toy üyyeXóv pou Tp Tpooc- tussi 
cT 0v cov, 0s karac keváa e, THY 600v cou éumpoabéy 
cov. B Aéyo yap ipiv eov év yevvnrtoîs yuvatkav mpo- 
dir» leávvov tod BaTricToD ovdeis dori 6 è uukpórepos 
év Tfj Bacidela ToU Oeod pellwy avrod st. 99 Kai mâs ó Xaós 
axovoas, Kal oi Tedovat edixatwoayv tov Qeov, BarrrwoÜévreg 

21. éOspdweves] Wo may (with the Pesch. 
Syriac) take the Aorist as put for the Pluperfect, 
by a use frequent in narration. So supra v. 2, 
aaiwdvuvay, ‘had cleansed, and infra xix. 1, 
écnpxero (where see note). Mark iii. 10, swoA- 
Aoís WWepdmweves. John xviii. 24, dwlorarev 
autréy 6 'Avvas,. This idiom is indeed almost 
confined to narration, and chiefly has place in 
perenthetic sentences. 
— vocws, kal parT. kai wy. m.) Here we 

see demoniacul possession —— distinguished 
from disorders, and that by a Physician. The 
disorders are also distinguished into the ordinary 
and milder ones (vóco:), and the more grievous 
and painful (ráerip) (as Mark iii. 10, and v. 
29, and Ps. xxxii. 10) ; so called, because such 
were regarded as uliar scou from God. 
So uácTiE is used in Hom. Il. 4, 37. /Eschyl. 
Prom. 703. Theb. 604. Ag. 625. 'E0:p&vavos 
is used proprie of the vóco: and udory:s, and 
improprié of the dispossessions. However, in 
that case there was almost always a disorder 
cured at the same time that a demon was eject- 
ed. "Exapicaro rò PA., ‘he bestowed sight,’ 
meaning, the faculty of sight; for such is the 
force of the Article. However, the ro is absent 
from nearly all the uncials and about 20 cur- 
sives, to which I can add several Lamb. and Mus. 

ies, also Trin. Coll. B, x. 17. The reading 
here is doubtful, since the second +o might have 
been absorbed in the first, or the rò might have 
been ted from the rò preceding; but the 
former supposition is the more probable, and the 
ancient Translators all seem to have had the +d 
in their copies. At any rate, this is a case in 
which external authority of MSS. has peculiar 
weight, and that is quite in favour of the rd, 

which, indeed, imparts a sírunger sense, inti- 
mating that some of the persons were born blind; 
and it is confirmed by 2 Macc. iii. 33, «col 
——— TÓ Sd ó Kvpios. 

. Tpupy is by most recent Commentators 
supposed to denote sumptuous dress; to which it 
is sometimes applied in the Classical writers, as 
in Eurip. Phen. 1505, orodida xpoxósccav 
dvsica Tovpas. Thus it would stand for tpv- 
ppo. That, however, would be too poetic for 
plain prose; and there is no reason to abandon 
the general sense /wrury, put for a lururious life. 
Thus in a kindred passage of Artemid. iii. 60, 
Tois ty rpupy Qa yovoi. Comp. also 2 Pet. ii. 
13. The tdwdpy. must be accommodated in 
sense to each ot the nouns with which it is 
connected. 

27. iyw áwoceTíAAc] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. cancel éyó, from MSS. B, D, L, and 4 
cursive ones, the Vulg. Version, and some MSS, 
of the Italic; but without reason, as will appear 
from note on Mark i. 2. 

28. pod rys] This, not found in 5 uncial 
and 13 cursive MSS., has cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but it is defended by 
the Syr. and Vulg. Versions, and two of the an- 
cient MSS., A, Nevertheless, it may have 
come from the margin, and been left to be sup- 
plied from v. 26, though that is not in the man- 
ner of the Evangelist. 

28. o ði wixporepos, &c.] Meaning that “the 
humblest Christian, as belonging to a dispensa- 
tion so superior to that of which John was the 
ne prophet, enjoyed, as such, a superiority over 
im." 
29. idixalwoay Tóy O:óy] Of this disputed 

term the versions ‘ honoured,’ * obeyed,” and 
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tò Bármrwpa 'Ioávvov % oi 66 dapiato, xal oi vopixol T7)» 
BovrAnv To) Ocot nOérnoay cis éavroUs, uù BarrruaOévres 

aùroð. 31 [elre Sè ó Kopio] € Tí ov ópouóno rots ávÜpco- 

e * 

v 

mous THS yeveds TavTnS ; Kal Tim eiciv powri; 32"Oporoi eiat 
qadios ois év ayopa KaOnpévors, kal mpoopavodoty adArAOLS 
Kal Xéyovcur Hirdrjoapey piv, xai ovk wpyjcacbe éÜpnvij- 
capev viv, kal ovk éxXavcare. 99 'EX9jXv0e yap ‘Iwdyvyns 6 
Barrwr)s pyre áprov écOlwv pare olvov mivær kal Xéyere 
Aaipoviov &yei, 34 ' EXjAvÜcv 6 Lids tod ávÜparrov éaÜiov xal 

fac 

others, are but paraphrases. It is best to sup- 
a significatio pragnans, and to adopt the 

sie pote by Man of the best Commenta- 
tors : and commended the justice 
of God (i. e. of his purpose in calling them to 
repentance by John), and were accordingly ba 
tized. This interpretation is required by the 
antithetical formula in the next verse, rh» Bov- 
As» (counsel) Tov Osov hOiTnoav, &c. A dis- 
puted point, however, still remains, —namely, 
whether this and the verse following are to be 
considered as the words of our pan is 
the common opinion), or whether (as Bornem., 
Alf., and others maintain) the words of the 
Evangelist, containing a remark, that in conse- 
uence of what our Lord then said concerning 
ohn, the people immediately resorted to his 

baptism. But (as is justly urged by Cap 
such cannot be the sense here; because John 
was then in prison, where he remained till his 
death. An objection this, so serious, that Bornem., 
who strenuously maintains the words to be the 
Evangelists, is compelled, in stating their sense, 
to pass over all mention of the people being 
baptized by John. And then, as if distrusting 
bis own view, he * sees no reason why the Aorists 
&dikaíocav and A0irnocay should not be taken 
as Pluperfects,' But it may be shown that there 
fs a reason, —namely, that the use of the Aor. 1 
for the Pluperf. is an idiom only to be admitted 
under certain circumstances, on which see Winer 
Gr. Gr., and note supra v. 21. Here, however, 
no such circumstances exist. In short, had the 
writer meant to express a Pluperfect sense, why 
should he not have used the Pluperfect tense ? 
As to what is u by Bornemann, that ‘ the 
words, ed as those of Christ, are — 
and frigid,’ that is a mere question of taste. But 
if we allow these to be frigid, it would not bo 
difficult to prove the words which similarly 
follow in Matt. xi. 12, 13, to be so also. And 
yet even Bornem. must acknowledge those to be 
Christ's. Finally, the words under consideration 
can be no other than Christ's, because they are 
evidently of the very same nature with the above, 
and related to the same conversation of our Lord. 
For as was 6 Xade here means the people at 
large, the populace (called at John vii. 49, 6 
OxÀos ó ui) ytvwoxwy Toy vóuov), as opposed to 
the Rulers and the Pharisees, —so also the best 
Commentators interpret the expression Biac'rai 
at Matt. xi. 12, of the meaner crowd. More 
over, though the ody at v. 31 may be resumptive, 
and meant to take up the discourse left at v. 29, 
yet, according to the invariable usage of the best 

writers, that supposes the words to come from 
the same speaker or writer. 

But, to advert to what may be considered as 
principally leading to the opinion of these verses 

ing from the Evangelist, —namely, the words 
which introduce the verse following, etre ài ó 
Kópios, these are now universally admitted to 
be not genuino. And vain is it that Bornemann 
seeks to build even upon this sandy foundation 
an argument for the preceding being those of the 
Evangelist. Nothing, surely, is more improbable 
than that the words shoule have originated in 
any such desire to prevent mistake in the words 
fol dp for no one could fail to see that they 
were Christ's. In short, it is plain that the 
words originated from the iowaries, since the 
verse commences an dva‘yuwors, or Reading, and 
which pe ub to be introduced by some such 
words. "Thus Scholz attests that they are found, 
not only in the Lectionaries, but in the margin 
of those MSS. tertus wt, which always 
mark the commencement of the Readings in 
the margin. It may, moreover, be urged, that 
the ot» at v. 3, which is found in all the MSS., 
enea has reference to what was said at 
vv. 29, 30. 

Lastly, there is another reason why the verses 
under consideration cannot but be from our Lord, 
—namely, that they are evidently adverted to by 
him at v. 35, xai ddikaieÜn 4 copia érè ror 
Tíkvov auTns AVTOV. And thus we are there 
supplied with an authentic — iom of one 
of the most variously expounded passages in ali 
the New Test. By soiu there is meant ‘ the 
wise counsel' of God for bringing men to the 
Gospel, by what was a preparation thereto,— 
namely, thoroughly repenting of their former 
sins, and being baptized bv John. And by ‘the 
children of wisdom’ are meant those who recog- 
nized that wisdom, and approved it by acting con- 
formably thereto and becoming assimilated there: 
to, and who were therefore children of God. 

The passage may be rendered thus: * And 
now the great y of the le who have 
heard him,—and even the publicans,-—have ac- 
knowledged and fulfilled the just purpose of 
God (see Acts xx. 27), by being baptized by 
John; but the Pharisees and Lawyers have set 
at nought, by rejecting, the purpose of God re- 

eting themselves, having not been baptized by 
ohn 
33. jaiuópiop ixe) for Gaiuovíi(s Tai, as often 

in the New Test. Though apin ak maintains 
that the former phraso was only a common ex- 
pression of reviling, for to be mad; q. d. usAay- 
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"ivow Kat Xéyere ‘Ido dvOparros páyos kal oivorórns, * pos 
Tehkovay kai ápaproXQv. % xal éówawÜn 7) copla ao ràv 
TéKkvov AUTHS TrávTOW. 

36 h’ Hpæra cé tis avrov TOv Oapiaiov, va ddyn per aù- nus. 
^ \ , N , ` , P ^ f , if Mark 14. 8. Tou Kal, eiceXMÜow eis THY oixlav Tod PDapicaiov, davexdiOn. Mark 8 

37 Kal (Sov, yur) èv Tfj rode, ris "jv dapaptwros, «al émi-" 
avaxettar év Tjj oiia ToU Papicaiov, xoploaca ^ o yvobca ore $ 

13. 3. 

dXáfaaTpov púpov, 99 xal arüca mapà toùs móðas avrov òmi- 
ow, kXaíovca, ijpᷣaro Bpéxeiu ToUs móðas avToU Tois Saxpvot, 
xal rais Üpi£l ris xeparñs aùrìs ékéuaooe xal xateplres ToÙs 
Todas aùroû, kal Hrehe TQ púpp. 99'!'Ióo» 56 6 Dapicaios i Inta v.s. 
ó xadécas avrov, elrev èv éavrQ, NEyor Otros, ei Fv mrpopyrns, ©. 
eyivwoxey v tis kal motrat) 7) *yvvi), ris ürrreras avrou St 
apaptwdos éoTt. 

Xog; which the earlier Greeks expressed by 
éaiuorayp and xaxoéa:povas. 

94. pidos rercvwv] Such is the reading of 
the great body of the MSS., Versions, and early 
Editions; which is received by all the Critical 
Editors. The other reading arose probably from 
— of Matt. xi. 19. 

. It is now generally admitted that, for 
many reasons, the narrative contained in these 
verses does not relate to the same anointing of 
Jesus as that recorded at Matt. xxvi. 6. Mark 
xiv. 3. John xii. 3; and that there is no suffi- 
cient ground to sup the woman here men- 
tioned to have been the Mary Magdalene spoken 
of soon after, viii. 2. The term applied to her 
in the next words, frie fy duaproAós, cannot 
but mean (as is plain from Hesych., who, in v. 
&Xovral, conjoins duaprwAol with wopyat) a 
courtezan ; though, as is plain from the context, 
one now (though of late) reformed. The yy» 
— must not be taken as a pluperfect) con- 
nes the sense to what was then the case, inas- 

much as her penitence and reformation—brought 
about by our Lord's teaching—had been so 
recent, that she still, it seems, lay under the 
same sigma as before. That she was, as Mr. 
Alf. says, even up to this time a prostitute, is in- 
credible, even on his own showing, where he 
saya, that the woman's behaviour certainly im- 
plies that she had heard our Lord, and been 
awakened by his teaching. 
37. iv T5. wore) Render : not, ‘in the 

city ; but, * of the city ;' this being a common 
Greek idiom for ix ras woXzes, which occurs 
at viii. 27. By woX. is to be understood the 
town where Simon's house was situated. 

— kai ixcyv.] 1 have now, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., admitted the xal, as supported 
by strong external authority (to which I could 
add not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies, and Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16), confirmed by internal evidence, 
considering that the xai was more likely to be 
removed than added. The «al is often thus in- 
troduced, as if n to a Participle, though 

riety requires its absence. Nevertheless, it 
ìs quite as likely that Luke wsed the xai, and 

t the Critical Corrector removed it as an 
unclassica] construction. 

41. 
1 Tim. 6. 10, 

For dy á xera: just after, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. rend xavax., from A, B, D, L, X, and 
one cursive, a very suspicious circumstance, 
which induces me to suppose that xarax. was a 
correction of Critics, who had in mind Mark ii. 
15. That all the copies but 6 should have been 
altered, almost uselessly, is incredible. 

At v. 38 I cannot receive, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., the alteration of position, from 
four MSS. onl Even were there more, one 
reading is as likely to be “a re-arrangement " 
as the other; and here external authority so para- 
mount ought to prevail. 

98. craca ówíco] Jesus, it seems, was re- 
clining at table on a couch, leaning on his left 
elbow, his head and countenance turned towards 
the table, and his naked feet (the sandals being 
taken off before the meal) turned the contrary 
way towards that at which the servants who 
bore the dishes came to wait on the guests. 
— xatreplre} This action implied the deepest 

reverence and most profound humility, as the 
bathing his feet with her tears did humble sup- 
plication. The anointing of the feet was also a 
mark of profound respect, retained even in mo- 
dern times. Both these actions are alluded to 
by Aristoph. Vesp. 608, xai mpata piv 5j 0vyd- 
Tp pe 'Awovl{y, xai ra 900 aXsidy, kal 
mWpooxvcaca diAnoy. The wiping his feet wilk 

hair was also a mark of deep reverence. 
When Mr. Alf. remarks that rots caxp. cannot 
mean ‘ her tears’ [though the words are so ren- 
dered in the Pesch. Syr.) one is inclined to 
wonder at what school he learnt his Greek. Tho 
use of the Article for the Pron. poss. is one of 
the most frequent of idioms,—well known to 
scholars even before the labours of Bp. Middl. 
and Mr. Green had further developed its use. 
And Mr. Alf. is here (as occasionally elsewhere) 
nag a hair, by a distinction between the 
tears which she shed, and her tears. The former 
is the litera] sense; the other comes in by impli- 
cation. 

89. otros, el jv vpod iris, &c.] Render: * If 
this man were a prophet, he would know. By 
wpopnrne is here meant a Divine legate, ‘ one 
sent from God,’ and consequently endued with 
supernatural knowledge. 
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40 Kai arroxpileis 6 'IgcoUe elme Tpós avróv  Xiew, eyo 
goi tt eireiv. ‘O 8é dnote Addoxanre, eiré. 41 Avo * ypeodei- 
Aéra, "cav ÓavewTi Twe ó els were Syvdpia Trevraxócua, 
6 Òè Érepos Tevrükovra. $ Mù éyóvrow 06 avrav azrodovvat, 
dpdorépow eyaplaato. Tis ov auvray, eiré, wielov aùròv aya- 
anoe; *Aroxpels 68 0 Zipaw elmer ‘TrrodapBavw Gari 
@ TO Tcov éyaplaato. “O è elrev ait@ 'OpÜós Éxpwas. 
44 Kai, orpadels Tpós Tv yuvaixa, TH Xie» efx Bréreas 
Tavrny T)v yuvaika; EiondOov cov eis Tv oixlay tOwp émi 
Tous 7róDas pov oun edwxas: arn O6 tois Sdxpvow &peEé pov 
Tous Todas, kal rais Opiki [THs reparis] auras ébépate. © iL 
Anud por oUk edwxas: abro 66 ad Ñs t eicñhbov, ov Siue 

& Ps. 98. 5. Katapiroded pou ToUs Tóbas. *9*'EXxaíp tiv eda)» pov 
oux HArenpas: abro O6 pipm renpé pov tors móðaşs. #7 OD 

40. &voxpiOsÍc] This might be rendered, as 
it is by most recent Translators, addressing ; but, 
considering that there seems here a reference to 
iv éavTa évyow, it is best to render by answer- 
tng ; what our Lord here replies in words being, 
we may suppose, said in answer to what Simon 
had said to himself in ht ; thus supplying 
one among other remarkable instances of our 
Lord's knowledge of the thoughts of men. See 
Matt. ix. 4. Hence, while Simon imagined he 
had found a decisive proof that Jesus was not a 
prophet, our Lord, by replying to his inmost 
thoughts, showed him that he was far more than 
a prophet, nay, was no other than te Prophet 
who should come into the world. See John vi. 
14. Thus we are enabled to see the full force of 
the personal appeal to the inner thought and 
conscience of Simon in éyw coi vi elareiv, by 
which is denoted ‘something of great importance,’ 
our Lord meaning thus to fix his whole atten- 
tion on what he was going to say. 

4l. yoeope:dA.] I have now, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., received this reading, instead of 
text. rec., from all the uncial and a few cursive 
MSS. (to which I add ‘most of the ancient 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, as also Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16), confirmed by internal cvidence, consider- 
ing that this later Greek form was more likely 
to be used by Luke than the earlier and Attic 
pewd., which might be introduced by the Ec- 

clesiastical Revisers. 
42. The ài after i yóvTov has been cancelled by 

Tisch. and Alf., from 4 uncial and 5 cursive MSS. 
An authority, however, too slender, espec. con- 
sidering that this is a case in which the particle 
(up rted by the Syr. and Vulg. Versions and 
the MS. A) can hardly be dispensed with, and 
Asyndeton would be out of place. Lachm. rc- 
tains the word, but within brackets. It was, I 
doubt not, omitted by accident in those 8 copies. 
The particle is often lost by the carelessness of 
scribes. See Matt. xii. 46. xiii. 1. xxvi. 35. 

Mark v. 13. Luke xvii. 3, 17. 
xx. 32. xxi. 23. xxii. 47. John vii. 9, 41. 
ix. 37. xvi. 20. xix. 34. xxi. 12, and occasional] 
in the Acts, Epistles, and Revel. In a multi- 
tude of other passages the di (which the Critics 
ecem to have disapproved of) is altered to some 

other particle, such as xai, ody, &c. I mean not 
to deny, that icles of connexion were often 
obtruded into the text, in the middle ages. But 
this is one of those cases in which we can hardly 
"desi that the writer (unless St. John) would 
fail to use the particle. 

44. Our Lord now contrasts the incivility of 
Simon, who had neglected the usual offices of 
attention, with the respectful assiduity of the 
woman. And here we have allusions to the seve- 
ral customs in use among the Jews to guests who 
were made very welcome. 1. Their sandals were 
unloosed, and their feet washed and carefully 
wiped, and, if the person were of high rank, 
anointed. 2. A kiss was the usual salutation on 
entrance, or as soon as the person was comfort- 
ably seated. 3. The head was sometimes anoint- 
ed with aromatic oils or unguents. 

45. For :lo7À00», Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read slo7AÀ0sv, from L and 8 cursives of the same 
Family, confirned by the Syr., Ital., Vulg., and 
Copt. Versions, and Victor—very slender autho- 
rity: though I can confirm it by about nine 
ancient Lamb. and Mua. copies. 5 , in- 
deed, that the number of copies having elanA8«» 
is far ter than is sup , since so minute 
a variation might escape the eyes even of a carc- 
ful collator. Internal evidence is therefore rather 
in favour of the reading; and, if admitted, it 
would enable us (Mr. Alf. thinks) to account for 
the admission of such a woman into the guest- 
chamber of such a Pharisee. She seems, says 
Mr. Alf., to have entered simultaneously with 
our Lord and his disciples. But this is only 
exchanging one difficulty for another, since it is 
not easy to imagine how the disciples would 
allow such a person to join their train ;—unless, 
indeed, they had observed her (prob. unknown 
to them by character) lately in close attendance 
on their Lord's preaching. And this seems the 
true key to unlock the difficulty. 

47. ob xápiv—jryéámnos roku) It may seem 
not very easy to fit what is here said into the 
lesson conveyed by our Lord in the parable. 
The difficulty mainly turns on the sense to be 
assigned to the 67:1. By the ancient and the early 
modern Interpreters it is explained to mean for, 
or because. But not a few of the more recent 
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xápiv, Myw co, ádéovra, ai duaptlas avis ai ToXXal, bri 
7yámc€ OND. 
dé aura Adéovra( cov ai ápapríat. | 9 ? Kal fjp£avro oi cur 

Q 96 ddbyov adierat, odXvyov ayama. 48! Elre imateo.s. 
m Matt. 9. 3. 
Mark 9. 7. 

avareipevot Xéyew èv éavrois Tis otrés dors ôs xai ápaprías 
adinow; 50» Elme 86 mpos thy *ywaixka ‘H roris cov n Matt, 9.23. 
cégwKe GE Topevou eis Eipnyny. 

VIII. 1 Kal éyévero, èv TÈ wabebis, nal airis SusSeve xarà "n 
ark 5. $4. 

Tod Kal Kony xnpvacoev Kai evanryeMLopevos THY Bactrelay 
Tov Qeod xai oi dwdexa ory avTQ, 2 * Kai yuvaixés Tues, al ssa. v. 

?)cav TeÜepaTrevuéva, amo Tvevpárowv Tovnpay xal áaÜeveuov, Marks 9. 
Mapia, ù kaXovuévg Maydarnvn, ad’ Hs Šaıpóvia érra eten- 
Ave, 3 xai "Ioávva, yuvy Xovla emitporov ‘“Hpwdov, xal 

Expositors regard this sense as repugnant to the 
scope of the parable; which, say they, represents 
the gratuitous forgiveness of sins as the cause of 
the , not the love the cuuse of the forgiveness, 
(an effect, they remark, at v. 50 ascribed to faith, ) 
and they render the dr: therefore. But this 
— is deficient in authority. And as to 

at has been alleged, that it represents love as 
the meritorious cause of the remission of sins, 
that is by no means the case. Although faith is 
afte s said to have saved her, yet as it was 
faith working by Jove, the latter might be said, 
ina p ga sense, to be the cause of her salva- 
tion. The meaning of ör: Hydwnoe mohù (where 
or: is for & rt, 1. e. xaQori, eo quod : see note 
on Mark ix. 11) gti be expressed by ‘inasmuch 
as she hath given full evidence of her love and 
attachment.’ Now that of itself implied faith in 
the Messiahship of Jesus, and may be presumed 
to have sprung from the root of true repentance. 
Thus the full sense of the passage may be thus 
expressed : ‘ wherefore such being the case, I say 
unto thee, her many sins are forgiven; for (i. c. 
inasmuch as) she hath loved, doth lové, much :' 
intimating why and on what account her sins 
were thus forgiven, namely, because of her faith, 
working by the love of a true penitent heart, and 
under the full purpose of amendment for the 
future. See v. 50, ñ wiorts cov aícawkt at, 
words which probably our Lord subjoined in 
order, we may su to preclude any such 
mistaken notion, as that her love and affectionate 
assiduities were in any d the meritorious 
cause of her salvation. Thus he inakes it dis- 
tinctly understood, that it was her /fa:th, thus 
working by repentant love, that had drawn forth 
the declaration of her Saviour, that ‘her sins 
were forgiven to her.’ 

The next words, œ ài éAlyou—ayara, seem 
meant to convey, under a me ge is, a 
— animadversion on the individual ad- 
ressed ; and would have been more plainly ex- 

pressed, had there been written (what Bornem. 
conjectures to be the truc reading, ôe è éAlyou 
yara ÓXiyor dpierar avro. The sense in- 
tended is evidently this: ‘ But so it is, —he to 
whom little is forgiven (i e. he who has little to 
be forgiven) bas little of love’—the very case of 
Simon, whose deficiency in love, practically 
need is glanced at in these words of our 

48. apievrai cov ai dp.] * thy sins are[here- 
by] forgiven thee.’ Many regard this as a repe- 
tition of the consolatory assurance, which Christ 
had given to the woman. But the truth is, that 
we have here a pronunciation of that for- 
giveness, which the foregoing words only im- 

49. Ss xai duaprías ddinow;} Render: ‘who 
even forgiveth sins.’ The «ai is used as in simi- 
lar passages at viii. 25, and Matt. viii. 27. Mark 
iv. 41; and here, as there, ris means quis, qualis, 
or quantus. 

. wopsvou ele slońvnv] This is not, as 
many regard it, a mere form of affectionate vale- 
diction, as in James iii. 16. So to view it is to 
confound els elp. with iv elpyjvy. The full sense 
is (by the use of an expression found also in a 
quite similar pases’, viii. 48, where, as here, a 
sort of d meaning is — s be con- 
veyed), not only go in peace (i. e. released from 
that which had destroyed it) but, for peace, 
looking forward to and joy in believin 

: God which passeth all dader. that peace with 
— 

VIII. 1. xará won. xal x.] The xara bere 
has the distributive force, which has place not 
only in numerals, but also in other nouns, and 
oe full sense is, ‘city by city, and village by 
village.” 

2. Mayéadnvn] i.e. an inhabitant of Mag- 
dala, on the Lake of Gennesareth.—é£eX., * had 
been expelled.’ Neut. for Pass.— E»rrd, pos- 
sibly for aroAXd, defin. for indef., as in Matt. xii. 
26 and 45, but not certainly. 

' 3. imırpórov] It is not agreed what is the 
exact office designated by éalrpowos; which, as 
it denotes generally one who has an office com- 
mitted to his charge, is of extensive signifi- 
cation, and may denote Guardian, or Lieutenant 
of a province, or Treasurer, or house or land 
Steward, agent and manager. So Xen. (Econ. 
xii. 2, £yw iTvrpóTovs iv Toiv dypois. It is, 
indeed, impossible to determine the exact nature 
of the office held by Chusa under king Herod, 
inasmuch as, from an inscription in Boeckh 
(Inscr. Gr. T. II. No. 2790), it appears that 
there were several persons under a sovereign who 
had the a ion, as in Jos. Antt. xviii. 666, 
mention is made of one Thaumastus, as king 
Agrippa's 4vírpo*os Tis obcias. Chusa was 
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, ^ 

Yovedvva, kai Érepa, TroXXal, airives Sinxovovy 1avrQ Ídmó 

4 bd Suvdvros 06 ÜxyXov TroXXo0, kal TOv KaTa Tw TITO- 
pevouévov 7rpós autor, eime 8a mrapafloNi e — 5 '" EEjABev 6 orei- 
pev ToU creipa, Tov aTrópov auTod: xai, èv TO omeipew avróv, 

ô Ly érece mapà T?v 000v xai xarerratnOn, xai Ta TeTEWa 
Tov ovpavod xaTéjayev aùró. 9 Kai Erepov émeoev émi thy 
vérpaw xa} dvév cEnpdvOn, Sia TO uù Éyew ixudda. 7 Kai 
črepov &reocv ev péow TOv axavOar kal cuppveicas ai dxavOas 

8 Kai črepov érrecer * eis Thv yiv Thy ayabny: 
xal guey éroince xapmóv éxarovraTXac(ova. Tatra Xéywv 
èpaver 'O éyov wra axovewy, áxovero. 9 ' Earpporrov òè avrov 
oi paĝbnral avrov, Méyovres tis eim 7) mapaßorù airy. 0'O 
dé elev’ ‘Tyiv 8é8oras yvàvat ta pvorýpia tis Bacidelas ToU 
Ocoi* ois è Xovrrois v wrapaBorais: iva Brérovtes pù Bré- 

412 

TOV brapyovrov avrats. 
b Matt. 18. 
$, &c. 
Mark 4. 1, 
&c. 

>] ld 9 [4 arrénvitay avro. 

€ Matt. 13. TOS, kal àkovovres pù ouviðow. 1 *"Eor, 96 abro 7) mapa- 
Mark 4 m, Body 6 amopos écTlv 6 Xóyos ToD Beod® 12 of 56 mapà Tip 
James1.21. òy eloly oi dxovovres* elta Epyerat 6 AtadBonos kai aiper àv 

probably treasurer and manager of the king's 
estates. 

— dinxdvovy] ‘supplied with the necessaries 
of life;’ as Matt. iv. 11. xxvii. 55. Mark i. 13. 
xv. 4l. Theophr. Char. ii. 4. 

For aro before ræv ùr., Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read ix, from A, B, D, K, L, and 10 cur- 
sives of the same Family (to which I could add 
a few Mus. copies, and also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 
—very insufficient authority, though intern 
evidence is rather in favour of ix. But this is, 
as Griesb. and Scholz saw, no case for change. 
As respects the avrots just before, which, for 
abre, is edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
from many MSS. uncial and cursive [to which 
I could add some Lamb. and Mus. copies], it 
cannot be admitted, since, although external 
authority is quite in favour of it, internal evi- 
dence is MR MNT (RA it, from its yielding a 
sense exceedingly harsh and jejune,—considering 
that the disciples have not been previously men- 
tioned. 

To suppose aùr, with Meyer and Alf., “a 
correction, more natural after healing had been 
mentioned," is wholly gratuitous and sophisti- 
cal; and to suppose the correction to have been 
introduced into the great body of the copies, is 
quie improbable. lt should rather seem that 
the aüToi« arose by error of scribes from the e 
following adhering to the «i, and, as often, con- 
founded with C. 

4—15. Parable of the Sower, Matt. xiii. 1—8, 
Mark iv. 1—21, where see notes. 

4. xai rwv—iwiwop. wpds avrov] These 
words are peculiar to É ke, and their purpose is 
to show how it came to pass, that there should 
have been so great a concourse of persons to our 
Lord at the time when he delivered the subse- 
quent parable, namely, that fresh crowds were 
continually resorting to him ; a peculiar sense of 

darusrop., but found in Polyb. iv. 9, 2, éwsaop. 
woos TÒ *wAÀ50os. The full meaning literally 

is, ‘Now when a great multitude is 
being assembled even of those who are resortin 
to him [as they came] city by city (i.e. a cro 
out of each), [namely, those cities which he had 
gone to in lately traversing Galilee]. It was, as 

r. Alf. says, ‘the desire of those who had been 
— M impressed by his discourses [or influenced 
y), is miracles, which brought them together 

to him now.’ There is something graphic ìn the 
narrative present of the two verbe cv». and 
éxinwop., Which is not found in the of 
Matth., where a Past tense is adopted in avrsx- 
nca». As respects the reading, I am now of 
opinion that cvráyera: there is probably the true 
reading. 

7. kal ovupveica: al ax., &.] Evupúsoĝa: 
is a Passive form of later Greek, instead of tho 
Act. Aor. 2; yet it occurs in Philo. What is 
meant by the choking here spoken of will appear 
from Xenoph. CEcon. $ UN Tí yàp, ipn, àr 
UA mviyy, cvveEopnosa TE cite xai &aptrá- 
Eos TOV citov Thy Tpodiy,—and lian V. 

. iii. 1, cirros—oupweduxuia rois divdpois. 
9. ris si» ù vrapafoA i ue cer may be the 

meaning of this parable.’ Cebes Tab. 8i- 
Hyneas tyuiv—rl wore Éo Tiv ò vlos. 

10. See note on Matt. xiii. 10, and com 
Matt. xi. 25, 26. 2 Cor. iii. 5, 14. Is. vi. 9. 
Ezek. xii. 2. Rom. xi. 8. 

12. oi di mapà Tùv oddv—dxovovres] The 
full sense, as appears from the parallel portions 
of Matth. and Mark is, * Those by the way-side 
are those that hear only] but do not attend, or 
lay to heart, what they hear. In other words, 
‘The seed sown by the way-side denotes the 
word as preached to way-side » i.e. those 
who receive the word into hearts that cannot 
attend to, or comprehend it, 
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Ayo» aro Tie Kapdias avTOv, iva p) motevcavtes cwbðocw. 
13 Oi òè él ris Trérpas, ol, ray aGxovowar, perà yapas Séyovras 
Tov Gyo. Kai obro, pifay ovK Exovow, of pis Kaipoy mioTev- 
ovci kai èv rapè "reipaguoÜ adictavta. 14 Tò 86 eis tas 
axavias trecov, oUroi eicw ot áxovcavres, kal id pepipvv - 
Kai TXovrov xal ndovav ToU Biov, Tropevopevot, cupmviyovTat 
xai ov TeXeaQopoDot. 15 Tò 68 év vf xaX yì, obro( eici 
oitwes év xapdia xaXij kal dryaÜj, axovcavres, TOY Xóyov KaT- 
éXovci, kai xaprmodQopoüsw èv vrmopovij. 16 Ovdels 86 Xvxvov 
Gas, kaXvrTe, avTOv oxevet, f) vrrokáro kXivgs TiÜgaur dXX 
eri Avyvias émvri8not, iva of eiomropevópevo, BrETrwot TO Hos. 
17 Ov yap sti xpurrrov, Ò ov $avepóv yevyceras: ovde åmó- 

18. xal obror piYav oix tx., &c.] Here xai 
stands for da, which is found in the parallel Gos- 
pels. Render: ' But those (meaning such per- 
sons) have no root ; where is added in the pa- 
rallel Gospels, iy àéavrois ; meaning that they 
have no principle of growth. The next words, 
of xpds kaipór, &c., quippe or utpote qui, inti- 
mate the reason why such is the case, —namelr, 
that their faith is but temporary and transient. 
The full sense intended is, ‘inasmuch as the 
believe but for a season,' or, as the other Gospels 
express it, *are but empory believers.’ 
— 7ipacpuov] i.e. trial éx OAiYyaswe A iwy- 

pov, as the parallel passages of Matth. and Mark 
suggest. 'Agpioravra:, ‘start off fall away 
from the faith. So l Tim. iv. 1, åmoortýoovrtut 

e Ta e rpreta h Ex . In the inte tion of this verse Exposi- 
tors have been much perplexed, chiefly by the 
confusion which exists of the thing itself with 
that to which it is com ; for ropsvdpevor 
bas reference to the persons designated; but 
Gv víyovra, to the seed with which they are 
compared. But the sense is best cleared up by 
taking the expressions as they stand. Oi dxov- 
cartes is not for ol axovovree, found in the other 
Gospels, but may be rendered, * who after hear- 
ing in word], and the xai just after is like 
the Hebr. 4 for rors, then. The next words, xai 
UO utpiuviy — Bíov serve to show kuw it comes 
to pass, that the seed thus sown, and seemingly 
taking root, comes to no perfection, produces no 
Srut. The words, wò uspuuvav—píov are to 
be connected with icit Dnm and mof, as 
Bornem. and others supposc, with wopsvdpuevos. 
“Yo signifies * under the pressure of,’ with allu- 
sion to the choking of the sced under heavy clods. 
By x\ovrov (an expression rendered obecure by 
extreme brevity) understand the possession of 
riches, as causing him who them to set 
his heart upon them and trust in them, to be 
proud of them, and to forget that ‘he is, as re- 
gards the soul, poor and naked,’ Rev. iii. 17. B 
ptpuuv. are meant the ‘anxious cares of life.” Wi 
the sentiment here implied, comp. Philem. Frag. 
Incert. vii. 1—4, 'Aci TO 9XovTsi» ovupopàs 
wodXas dye, IIpáyuavá te *0XÀXÀ Kavo es 
ces pupilas, IIpáEsis te wodXAds avAAovyás Te 
ToU Biov. “Obey wiverOat padroy nåiws ixw, 
"Exe ve pirpta, káuípiuvor Ygv Biov, "to 

ward off poverty, and to obtain and keep wealth ° 
(see Theocr. Idyll. xxi. 1—5, and Eurip. Med. 
599), where for the manifestly corrupt readin 
cvAAoyás — left untouched by Bentley an 
Meinecke—I conject. evyxvoats, which derives 
no little confirmation from Eurip. Andromache, 
292, wixpay avyyxvow Biov Op. mós, and 
Diod. Sic. 1. i. 75, "Eoouévny iwpwv cov fov 
cuyxvoiw. As respects wopevopevos and ovu- 
awviyovrat, I would not, with some, regard the 
— m as — or as meni mud 

(a sense wholly unsupport y proof ) ; 
dd leti of all would 1 rendet, with Ale, ‘as 
they go forth, go their way ;' for though the sense 
occurs elsewhere, yet it is in a different context. 
The word is best considered as a fartiemple of 
circumstance (like the Latin gerund), denoting 
mode or manner, and meaning, ‘as they go on in 
the course of life,’ equiv. to dvacpsdópnueror. 
As respocts cupwvly., it is not what Kuin. re- 
gards it, a deponent form (for no example of this 
is to be found), but a passive. hat is here 
meant, then, is, that, as it is with seed which 
thus sown becomes, from one stage of growth to 
another, more and more choked and smothered, 
so it is with the s in question, who are 
represented as gradually choked ; for by the term 
Guurviy. it is meant that the word within them 
is quite choked, and becomes unproductive of 
any perfect fruit, as expressed in ov raAsoqo- 
pover. The word is used properly of trees or 
plants bringing fruit to maturity, and that almost 
always with an Accus., though sometimes wih- 
out; as Philo, p. 26, aü£ovci xal rsXaa Qo- 
over, and Plut. de Educ. 8 4. Comp. Geopon. 
f x. 87 (of a fruit tree), xai tTeAsoqopsi, xal 
oùk adwopplrra TÒV Kapr óv. 

15. iv kapdía xadp xal áyya0p] This is to be 
regarded, not, as it is by Beza and Grot., as a 
dictum ex adytis Phi ig, but as a r 
form of expression, not to be interpreted theolo- 
gically, but ethically, denoting purity of purpose 
and goodness of intention, by which persons are 
repared to keep fast hold of what they have 

beard and learnt, and to carry it out iv Uaropovi), 
scil. Tov gpyov, or what is denoted by £pyov 
áyaÜ0ov in Kom. ii. 7, xa’ Ywopovny ipyov 
ávyaÜov, meaning, ‘by patient continuance in 
well-doing’ under all circumstances, whether 
prosperous or adverse. ‘Ev Uwouovg may bo 
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d Matt. 12. 
45, Se. 
Mark 3. 81, 
&c. 
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xpudov, ò ov yvwobýoerait, Kai eis davepóv EAOn. 18 BAérrere 
obv mas axovete Os yap à» &yy, SoOncerae aire xai ôs dy 
py exp, ral 8 core? &yew, dpOncerat am’ avro. 

19 4 TIapeyévovro 8 mpòs aurov 7) pýTnp Kai ot adeAgoi auroi, 
xai ovx nOvvavro cvvTvyeiv aiT@ Sia Tov bydov. V Kal ar- 
TyyéMg aùt®, Xeyovrew ‘H pyrnp cov kai ot àBeXAoéí cov 
éornxaciy é&w, Wey ce Oérovres. 931'O Se dmoxpiÜcls elre 
vpós avrovs Mryrnp pov kal adedgol pou obroí ciow, oi Tov 

[4 ^ ^9 LA 

Aóryov Tov Oeod dxovovres 
e Matt. 8. 18, 
Mark 4. 95, 
&c. 

WOLOUVTES avTÓv. 

22 * Kal éyévero, dy pia Ttv ýuepõv, kal autos evéBn eis 
Toiov xal oi panra avro0, xai clre mpòs avrov diéADoyuev 
eis TO épav THS Guns’ Kal àvüxy0nsav. ?3 IIXcóvrov 96 aù- 
TOv dj)/mvece. xal karégBm rahay avépov eis THY Aipvny, 
«ai avvemNnpoUvro, kai éxivOUvevov. *+ IIpooeM9ovres 96 Serpyes- 
pay aùròv, Néyovres: ‘Emıorára, ériorára, ámoXAipeÜ0a. “O 

6e éyepÜcis erreriunoe TQ àvéup kal TQ KAVdwH ToU ÜOaTov 
Kai éTavcavro, Kai éyévero yanun. 

rendered lit. * under suffering in faith and duty." 
Comp. Rom. ii. 7, xa0' vxouoy)y ipyou &yaOov, 
and Heb. xii. 1, and Rev. xiv. 12. 

17. où yvæcðńceraı] Tisch. and Alf. edit ô 
où ui) yvwcðğ, from the Vat. MS. (B.) But 
this, as has been well seen by Mr. Green (Gr. 
N. T. p. 128), evidently arose from a critical 
corrector, whose pu it was to render £A0y 
consistent ; for though ô ov yvocÜOrjaera. is cor- 
rect, 6 ovx EAOy is a solecism: but £A0y seems 
used as though ov uù had preceded. 

18. ô doxei ixew] The oxe is not redun- 
dant, in the present, and perhaps in very few of 
the many passages adduced in proof thereof. 
Luke has here expressed somcthing more than 
Matthew and Mark, —namely, that what such a 
person yet retaius is likely to be so soon lost, 
that he can hardly be said to Aave it, though he 
may seem to himself or others to have it. 
1921. Comp. Matt. xii. 46—50. Mark iii. 

35, and notes. 
20. Aeyovrewv] Examples of this ellipt. genit. 

occur in the purest Class. writers from Homer 
downwards. 

21. ovrol elow, ol, &c.] I have pointed thus, 
because the Article ol with the Particip. has 
here an erplunutory force, and obro: and oi 
mwovouvres require to be kept distinct; the sense 
being, * My mother and my brethren are those’ 
(our Lord here, as appears from Matt. xii. 49, 

inting to his disciples)—namely, those who 
sem and do the word of God. Comp. Matt. xii. 
48; Mark iii. 32—35. So speaking, then, our 
Lord declares that the hearers and doers of the 
word of God are his mother and his brethren— 
in other words, that they occupy as near and 
dear a relation to him. 

22—25. Our Lord while crossing the lake stills 
a storm. Comp. Matt. viii. 18—34. Mark iv. 35. 

23. doó*rwcs] 'obdormivit A very rare 
sense of the word, which in tbe Class. writers 
spune ‘to raise oneself from sleep,’ to awake. 
This, however (probably a provincial or popular 

25 Elre &€ aùrois, Tov 

use of the word), is found in the Sept., Judg. v. 
27, and Ignat. Martyr. § 7. 

— xaréBn] Stormy gusts are, in the Clas- 
sical writers, often said xariévac (eo Thucyd. 
ii. 25, avéuov xateovror. Pausan. xi. 34, 3, 
KATIÓVTOS itt Tov »ijuaTOs Kkara(jairsir), 
very rarely xataBalvew. The term xarifn 
is graphic, and alludes to the fact, that the 
AaitAaw, or hurricane, when arising, whether 
at sea or on a lake, seems to come right down 
from the sky (comp. Hom. Il. xiv. 19, mpi» rive 
Kexpimivoy karafiuevac $x Ards ovpoy); or, 
when occurring near shore off a rocky 
— paet case in the present instance), 
own from the mountain to rough the 

In cuvewAnpouvro we have Ap stk. alarg 
by which whst properly respects the skip only (so 
in Matt. we have Gorse TO *Aoior kaXvirra- 
00a, and in Mark, yau((eo0a.—0$Ó tar xv- 
p. áTcov) is applied to the sailors. The same cata- 
chresis, however, is found in the Class. writers, 
though only in the case of the term used by 
Mark, yeui{eoðaı, evidently suggested this, 
of which 1 know no other example ; yet ships 
as out by a crew it occurs in Xen. Hell. iv. 
8, 7, also in Plato, p. 75 and 92, ‘to bc filled to 
the full’ (cram-full). So the Gloss. Gr. explains 
— by farcio. 

. daoXAuyuiÜa] ‘we are perishing; lit, 
* are being lost;' the term icable to the ski 
(as used in Xen. Hist. i. 1, 26 ; 6, 24 and 
viwy "ptis awoAAvyrat) being applied to the 
crew, as in Xen. Hist. i. 7, 7. 

. Tov icTiw 9») mitis Üuay;] In other 
words, ‘ Where is the faith [you boasted of] ?' 
implying mild reprehension of their wont of 
faith. it is said in tbe parallel of 
Mark, wae oùx ixers wiotw; And similarly, 
JEschin. Socr. Dial. iii. 'A£(oys, Tí Tavra; 
(‘what is this?") oU rà Tpóc0i» avxriuaTa ; 
which confirms the reading of the ancient MSS., 
which have not the word dors here, cancelled by 
Lechm., Tisch., and Alf. 
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[ċor] 5) miortıis ouv ; doB70évres Sè Cavpacay, Xéyovres mpòs 
G@\Andous’ Tis apa ovros stw, Sts kai rois ávépois érrirdoce 
kai TQ vdart, kal traKovovow avTQ ; 

?6 f Kal xarémXevsav eis thy yøpav TO» Tadapnvay, iris tuas ss, 
écriv tavrirépay ris laXiXaías. 2’ E Een Oovre 88 aùr émi Maks) 
TH yiv injvrncey abt@ avip Tis èx TIS TóXems, ðs elye ðar- 
póvia èr «póvov ixavOv, kai ipáTiov oUK évedidvcKero, xai èv 
oixia oUk čpevev, GAN èv rois punpacw. %8 'I6ov 6e Tov 'Inaoóv 
xai àvakpáfas Tpocémecev avrQ, kal ovi peyddn elme Ti 
èo xal coi, Tnooũ, Tié tod Oco ToU Vviy(crov; Séopai cov, 

py pe Bacavions ! 
Oapr@ éEedOeciv amò Tov avOparrov. 

29 t Tlapyyyeire yap T "rvevpaTt TQ axa- 
TOADS Yap xpóvois avrnp- 

váxe, avTOv Kai edcopeito aduceos xal méðais pudrdaccopuevos’ 
xdi, &uapprjacev Tà Seopa, nAavveto vmró Tov Salpovos eis Tas 
épnyous. %’Earnpwrnce Se avrov 6 'Igcoüs Xéyov Ti aoi 
éorly óvoua ; ‘O 8é celme Aeyewr Öri Saipovia TONA ciod- 
Oev eis avrov. 3l Kal srapekáXes avróv iva uù émirá£n avrois 
eis THY dBvocov amedOeiv. 9? * Hy 86 ère? ayédrn yolpwv ixavav 

26—39. Comp. Matt. viii. 28.—34. Mark v. 
1—20, and see notes there. 

26. Taðapnvæv] On the reading here see 
note on Matt. viii. 28, in Excurs. i. at the end 
of the volume. As respects the reading drri- 
*rípa here, adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
from almost all the uncial and not a few cursive 
MSS.,—to which I can add several Lamb. and 
Mus. copies, also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, —it has 
internal evidence in its favour, and may be the 
genuine reading ; but the actual existence of the 
orm is uncertain ; and it makes no of the 
plan and purpose of this edition to introduce ob- 
solete and anomalous forms, which would be un- 
suitable to my readers generally, and are merely 
objects of antiquarian interest to aay. 

. For wapwyyeAe, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read apiryyrXXap, from nearly all the 
uncial and several curiivé MSS. (to which I add 
severa] Lamb. and Mus. copies, also Tr. Coll. 
B, x. 16 and 17.) And indeed internal evidence 
is in its favour, from the extreme rarity of the 
Imperf. form ; which, however, is found in Hdot. 
viii. 70. ix. 53 (a writer who never employs the 
Aorist), also Xen. Cyr. ii. 42, ray TaprryysA- 
Aor, and Thucyd. v. 10, 3, iu the texts of Bekk., 
Poppo, and Goell. (formed on the most ancient 
MSS) . WapnyyedAz, where, however, I have, 
with Arnold, retained wap#yyeAs, though the 
other is probably the true ing. However, I 
eannot find that the Imperf. was ever used in the 

ellenistic Greek. It never occurs in the Sept., 
nor in any of the later Greek writers. And in 
the only other passage where Mark uses this 
verb we have arapriyytiXa in all the copies. 
Tus cvrnparáxt: | om ; HE had kodin 
is grasp; av ic term, and one highly 

suitable to Pes ie, So Philo, p. 219, pe 
Ozias xaroxfj« cuvapwacbsis oia po. This ap- 
pears from the proper signification of the term, 
which is, * to clench and hold fast any thing by 

drawing the fingers together.” In ideopetro— 
gvAacconuevos, the $vÀacc. is meant to 
intimate, that, even though bound (or attempted 
to be bound, as the Imperf. may intimate) with 
manacles and fetters, he required to be kept 
under guard, lest he should break his chains; 
the unnatural increase of pre strength in 
such possessions being doubtless akin to that sub- 
sisting in cases of raving madness. 

9l. rh — scil. xwpav, that part of 
Hades in which the souls of the wicked were 
supposed to be confined. See 2 Pet. i. 14. Rev. 
xx. l. So also Eurip. Phen. 1632, Taprápov 
agóccov xácuaTa, and Act. Thom. 8 32, 7 
GBvocor Tov Taprápov. And to in 2 Pet. li. 4, 
we have raprapwoas. See Professor Stuart's 
Essays on the words relating to Future Punish- 
ment, especially on iww, dóns, and Táprapos. 
*Sheol (says be) was considered as a vast do- 
main or on (of which the grave was only a 
part, or a kind of entrance-way), extending deep 
down in the eartb, even to its lowest abysses. It 
may also be remarked, that, as in the Old Test, 
Sheol is a place to which the righteous go, as 
well as the wicked; and as our Saviour, subee- 
uently to his death, is represented as being in 
ades, Ps. xvi. 10. Acts ii. 27, 31; so it was 

not improbable that the general conception of 
Hades, as meaning the regton x , com- 
prised both an Elysium and a Tartarus (to speak 
in Classical language), or a state of happiness and 
a state of misery.’ more in the ample Dis- 
sertation of Mr. Greswell ‘on the existence and 
locality of Hades,’ forming the 10th Chapter of 
the Appendix to his work on the Parables. 
Whether this &gvccos is to bo considered as a 
part of Hades, or not, the context, which repre- 
sents the fear of torment, demands that we 

the place meant to be the should here sup 
spirits, whatever may be that abode of damn 

locality. 
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Bocxonévov v TQ öper kal TapekáXovv avróv Tva érerpéeg 
avToíis eis éxelvous eiaeMDeiv. xal érérpeyrey avrois. 33 Efe- 
Govra è rà Saspovia amo tod avOpwrov *eioijMÜov eis Tors 
yoipous: xal épjuna ev Ñ ayéAN KATA TOD KpnvoU eis THY Nipyny, 
xai àremviyn. 4 ’Idovres 5é ot Booxovres TO * yeyovos, Epvyor, 

«ai [[&meX8óvres] ] daripryetAay eis TH Today kal eis TOUS drypovs. 
35'EEtgAov Se ibeiv rò tyeyovos" xal Abov mpòs TOv 'Incobv, 
xai eüpov rabńpevov TOv dvOpwirov, ad ob Tà Oauuóvia. Een- 
Av0c, ipatıopévov Kat aedpovoüvra mapa vous todas ToU In- 
coi" Kai époByOncav. % ' AqreyyeiXav è avrois xai oi dovres, 
mas écc0n 6 Satpoviobels. 87 Kal npwrncay avroy mav rò 
qos Tis Tepuyópov tv Tabdapnvev dTeMÜeiv ar atror 
ór. poBm peyddw cvveiyovro. aùròs 5é éuBas eis TÒ TrXotov 
Urréotpeev. 38 "Edéero 96 avrov 6 avnp, af’ où éFeAndAvOes rà 

€ 

6aipóvia, elvat oly atte. "Arréduce 06 avróv 6 'Inaots, Aéyor 
89 “Yardatpede eis TOv olxóv cov, kal OwyyoU doa érroincé ca 
6 Beds. kal amibe rab OXqv Tv Troy knpíaaov boa érroínacvy 

> ^ e?» ^ avTQ 0 Ico. 
pne or 

k 6. 21. à 
, A aurov 0 dy 

h Matt. 9.18, 

40 € °Eyévero 0, dy ta bmoaTpéas tov 'Inaobv, amedéEato 
Xos* "cav yap Trávres ?rpoaSokdvres avTov. 

41 ^ Kal ioù, MAbev ávijp à Ovoua 'láewos, kal aùròs dpxov 
C. X x 

ESE, The cuvaywyns vmijpxe, Kal Tecwv mapà Tous Todas ToU ‘Inaod, 
mapexdder aurov eicedBeiy eis Tov olxov avrot* 9 drt Ouvyarnp 
povoyevis Fv avt@ ws érav Swdexa, xai airy àméÜvnaxcv. èv 

82. wapexaXovv} Tisch. and Alf. read rap- 
axáAscayp, from B, C, L, and 3 cursivee ; while 
Lachm. retains the text. rec., very properly, since 
it was as likely that wapexaXecay should have 
been introduced from the — of Mark as 
TapexáXovy from that of Matthew. As to Al- 
ford's adopting 7apsxáAscayp “ because less 
usual," one might very well deny such to be the 
case; but that is no matter, for in instances of 
this kind, weight of external authority must de- 
cide. Can any person, but one blinded by sys- 
tem, think it aught but incredible that so slight 
an alteration should have been made, without 
any reason, in all the copies but sir; for I can- 
not find a vestige of it in the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies P 
bs. I have now received, with Matth., Griesb., 

Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., the readin 
£lorAOor, instead of elonAOay, from nearly al 
the uncial and very many cursive MSS., in- 
cluding not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies. 

34. For ysytvnutvor, I have received yeyovos, 
with Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
from many uncial and not a few cursive MSS. 
(nuala some Lamb. and Mus. copies, and 

rin. Coll. B, x. 16), confirmed by internal evi- 
dence. The word ávweAÓ8orT:s, cancelled by all 
recent Editore, and fully-bracketed by myself, 
I find absent from all the best Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, also Tr. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17. 

7. The rò before wAoio» is cancelled by 

Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, C, L, X, and 
]3 cursives, but wrongly, as will from 
various notes on Matthew and Mark. It is more 
likely that the rò should have been here, as on 
many other occasions, in all the four Gospels, 
removed by Critics who were ignorant of the 
force of the Article, and the fact as to the boat 

7 than that it should have been intro- provided, 
duced here into all the copies but seventeen. It 
is true that supra v. 22 we have dviBn elc wroioe, 
yet there many ancient MSS. read +d TÀ., and 
even if the +d be not genuine, it will not affect 
the genuineness of the rò here, because there 
the narration is quite fi ; and since it 
commences a narration, the Article would be out 
of place. 

. Kad’ GXnv thy mów) Not meaning the 
whole city [of Gadara], but the state at large ; for, 
from what goes before, it appears that the e, 
up and down, had been told what had en 
place; and at v, 37 it is said Zpevrgcarv abro» 
drav +d TAÀ5Üos Ts 7Tiptcyepos "Tiv Tad. 
dareA sip. 

40—56. Raising of Jairus’ daughter, and heal- 
ing of a woman with an issue of blood, Matt. ix. 
1—26. Mark v. 21—23 

40. &vsóíEaro avTOv] A stronger term than 
— the sense being, welcomed his coming, 
which they had awaited with longing expecta- 
tion. 

42. dwiOvnoxey] ‘ was dying,’ at the last gasp, 
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dé TQ úmáyew aùròv ot byXow avvémyvyov abróv. 4! Kal ey ics. 
obca èv pices alparos amo érav dadexa ris * larpois Trpocaya- Mark 5-15 
Awoasa óXov tov Biov, oU loyvoev vm ovdevds OeparrevOijvas, 

4 T poacXDoUaa. SrricGev parto tov Kpacirédou Tod ipatiou aù- 
Tou kal Tapaxpiüjua éorn 7) pivots ToU alparos auvrijs. * Kai 
eimev 0 Imoobv Tis 6 aypdpevos pou; apvoupévwy 86 ávrov, 
elmev 6 lIlérpos xai ot per avror '"EmioTára, ot ÓxXov cuv- 
éxovaí ce xal óTo0XlBovat, kai Néyew: Tis 6 aypdpevos pov ; 
46 6 Se 'InaoUs elmer “Haro pov tus yo yap čyvæv 9vvauav 
éFeMOodcay ar’ épo., *"l'I86o0ca Sè 5) yuv Sts oùe éXab0e, Tpé- 
povoa Ge, xal TrpoaTrecoUca, avro, 5: Av aitiay Tjraro avrod 
aniyyyeiNey avT@ Éévorriov Tavrós Tov XaoD, kal ws ian Tapa- 
yppa. *9'O 8e elev airy Odpoet, Ouyatep, Ù mistis cov 
céowKé ae ropevov eis eipijvgy. © *" Ert avrod Nadobvros, čp- Matt. 0.33, 
erai Tis Tapa TOD ápyuavvaryaryov Aéywy avrQ* 

c. 

"Ore TéÜvnkey à 59 

7 Ovyarnp cov: uù cx)XXe Tov Siddoxarov. ©‘O 86 'Incots 
àáxovcas, amrexpiOn aùr, Xéyev Mn dofjoi" povoy TícTeve, 

so as to be in a manner dead ; so Plato, dro00y}- 
oxe Ts Kal TeOvdva:. ln the parallel passage 
of Matthew we have ir:\sútnoev, —a term, 
however, proceeding from the anxious parent, 
and presenting a very natural hyperbole. This 
renders it unn for us to suppose, with 
Alf., that Matthew was not aware of the subee- 
quent m : 

42. iv re bwayew avtov] ‘as he was just 
going off,’ viz. to the house of Jairus. Of this 
peculiar construction and use of ùráyzw, an- 
other example occurs at xvii. 14, iv rw bwayay 
aùroùs, ‘as they were going,’ viz. to the priests, 
to show themselves as due It is true, that for 
twrdy., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 4op«ó- 
s60a:, from C, D, P, one or two cursives, and 
the Ital. Vers. ; and Mr. Alford pronounces vray. 
as ‘an alteration to a more specific term ;' as if 
it were likely that, in all the copies but four or 
five, an alteration, where one should least have 
expected it, would be made. Whereas nothin 
is more probable than that the change shoul 
bave erg place, n few He Ta a 
marginal gloss, by which a somewhat rare idiom 
was d. ja respects the words xai iyi- 
vero, preferred by the same Editors on the same 
slender grounds, they were — interpo- 
lated by Critics who thought they should im- 
prove the construction, and bad in view supra 
v. 40 and infra xvii. 11, and other passages. 

43. oca iy pice] With this use of slvat 
with iv, denoting to ur under & disorder (oc- 
curring elsewhere in Scripture), we may compare 
EvOpewror iv rvavuare dabar in Mark v. 2, 
In either case the ty is for eúv. For ele larpovs 
is found lar pots—in almost all the best MSS., 
and is with reason adopted by every Editor from 
Wets. downwards. On the force of the Dative, 
see Matth. Gr. Gr. § 387. 
— laTpoi* xpocavahecaca—rdv Biov] ‘had 

expended on shysciann® &c., namely, in fceing 
them. The construction here of the dat. for the 
— eli ale is quite according to ] 

oL. J. 

usage; and on that very account the reading 
larpots, which I have, with Lachm. and Tisch., 
adopted, from most of the ancient MSS., in the 
place of «ie larpods, may possibly have sprun 
from critical emendation. On the other han 
the construction of the accus. with els was pro- 
bably that used in the common Greek phraseo- 
logy. The xpos in composition ought not to be 
regarded, as it has been by many Commentators, 
as pleonastic ; nor can it have the sense assigned, 
‘besides all her suffering, all that she suf- 
fered,’ which were a sense not a little jejune; 
but rather it seems meant, that she had spent 
not only all her own means, but also whatever 
she could borrow from relations or friends; who, 
according to the custom of the ancients, were 
bound, in such a case, to render assistance by 
common contributions. This view of the sense 
derives confirmation from a passage of Plato, 
p. 211, where persons are mentioned as not only 
expending their own means, but ra Trav dirov 
— laxoyres. So, too, in Demosth. p. 1025, 

we have Sore 7pós Toiv avTov kal Tå 
Tov dÀÀ cv Tpocavadicoxety. 

45. kal «Tarea» oI noous’ tls, &c.] Jesus asked, 
not that he was ù who had touched him, 
and knew not the circumstances of the case, but 
that he might not be himself the divulger of the 
miracle; and that the woman, hearing the ques- 
tion (which was meant to elicit what followed), 
and drawing near, might testify the benefit she 
bad received, and tbat, in consequence of her 
declaration, she might presently hear from his 
lips that ‘her faith had saved her;' and that, by 
this means, others might be excited to come and 
be healed of their disorders. 

46. iyvey Oirauiw iEsMOovcay ax’ 4L] See 
note on Mark v. 30. 

49. ui) cxvXXs TÓ» 8:d.] Meaning, ‘do not 
trouble the master [to come].' So supra vii. 6, 
uù €xóXXov. Herodian iv. 13, 8, tva ĉi uù 
wavra tov orpardy GkOXAg. On the pri 
force of the word see note on E ix. 30. 

B 



52 Exrastov 0€ 
ʻO $é celme M?) kXadere ovr 

53 Kai kareyéXov avro, eidotes drt 

418 LUKE VIII. 51—56. IX. 1—3. 

xal cwOnoetar. 5l [Eic]eX0óv è eis ri oixiav, ovx ádijev 
eiaeXÜeiv ovdéva, et uù Ilérpoy xai *'Ieávvgy xal '"lIáxofoy, 
kai Tov watépa ths 7rai00€ kai THY pNTépa. 
vrávres, kal ékóTTOVTO GUT. 
àTéÜavev, àXXà Kabevdes. 
áTéÜavev. 54 Autos 66 éxBadav é€w Trávras, kal xparnoas Tis 
yepòs auris, épavnce Aéywr 'H ais, éyelpov. 55 Kai èr- 
éotpee TO mveðpa auTis, xa avéstn mapayphpa' ral détatev 
avTí 9o0jva. dayeiv. 58 Kai éféorgcav ot yoveis auras: 0 9 
mapiyyeiev aùrtoîs pndevi eimreiv TÒ yeyoves. 

emattinr IX. 1* Suyeaderdpevos 68 roù Sadexa [pua85gràs avro], 
Mark .7— @Saxev avtois Ovvapay xal éfovcíav èm. vávra ta Satpova, 

xai vócovs Oeparrevery’ ? kal ámréaeiXev AÙTOÙS Knpiacew THY 
Bacirtelay ToU Ocot, ral iacOat Tov; àaÜcvobvras. 3 Kai elre 

mpos avrov  M6év alpere eis trv 000v ure t paSdous, pyre 
T'jpav, pyre áprov, pyre apyvpiow pyre ava 670 yiTavas eye. 

51. The els, which I have placed within 
brackets, is cancelled by almost Editors, on 
strong authority, confirmed by all the best Lamb. 
and Mus. copies. 

52. ixowrovro] ‘were bewailing her’ (lit. 
‘beating themselves’ for her). See my Lex. 
in v. 

— oix á&Tí0aysv] Lachm. and Tisch. read, 
from MSS. B, C, D, L, X, and several others, 
où yap wil., an evident alteration (made for 
the sake of introducing a neater composition) on 
ri pert of those who perceived not the force of 

e 
54. ixBaXày Ew mávras, ral] These words 

are cancelled b hm., Tisch., and Alf., from 
MSS. B, D, L, X, and 4 others. They may 
have been introduced from the parallel passages 
of Matth. and Luke: but I suspect that they 
were removed by the Alexandrian Critics, and 
for no better reason than that to which I have 
attributed the var. lect. v. 52. In ù wate we 
have Nomin. for Vocat, which occurs also at 
vi. 25. x. 21. xii. 32. xviii. 11, and Mark v. 41, 
and sometimes in the Class. writers, espec. tho 
Attic ones. For iysipov, Lachm. and Tisch. 
read iyepe, on good authority. But I prefer 
Éyeipai, for a reason which will appear from my 
note on Matt. ix. 5. 

55. irav airy Cobjva: payeiv] It has 
been well remarked, that this direction shows 
that the maiden was not only restored to life, but 
toa lively sense of its wants and weaknesses ; and 
would, in her present frail state, require nourish- 
ing food, so that the life actually restored should 
be kept up. 

IX. 1. paOyrde abrov}] These words, not 
found in very many of the best MSS. (includin 
many of the Lamb. and Mus. copies), seve 
Versions, and some Fathers, are cancelled by 
almost every Editor from Wetst. downwards. 
Some MSS. too, and those Versions which have 
not ma’. aitrov, have dáwocTóAovs atrov. 

Nothing, therefore, can be plainer than that both 
are from the margin, and introduced from Matt. 
x. l. 

2. daría sap, &c.] In the foregoing verse 
it is said, that he gave them power to cast out 
demons and to heal disorders: in this, that he 
gave them a commission to go forth and exercise 
that power, in conjunction with the preaching of 
the Gospel-Dispensation. 
3. — Many MSS. have pafdov, which 

is preferred by almost all the recent Editors, 
whether rightly or not, is doubtful. See note on 
Matt. x. 10.— Avà, a-piece. So Matt. xx. 9, 
£AaBov dvd Snvapiov, and John ii. 6, &rà pa- 
Tonras úo rj Tpais. On this distributive sense, 
see. Bornemann, and Matthis, Gr. Gr. § 579, 3; 
who, however, seem wrong in supposing that io 
this idiom the numeral and noun belong to the 
preposition dvé. They are rather to be referred 
to the verb ; and the preposition is to be taken 
as put absolutely (thus becoming, as it were, sn 
adverb) by an ellipsis of £xac-ror, which is some- 
times , though generally left to be un- 
derstood. 
— xuv) This is usually explained as Infin. 

for Imperat. gxsrs; a not unfrequent idiom, to 
lessen the harshness of which, Philologists gene- 
rally suppose an ellipse of an J: ive of wish, 
or of dex. But it 1s better, with Hermann on 
Vig. p. 591, to sup the idiom to be a relique 
of ancient simplicity of language, when a with 
was expressed simply by a verb in the Infinitive. 
See Matth. Gr. § ubn. Gr. by Jelf, § 67). 
Of this there is a confirmation in the use of the 
Hebrew verb. The principle, however, cannot 
apply to the phraseology of later Greek writers, 
especially prose writers. It will usually be found 
that the Tntinitive has a reference to some verb 
which has preceded, and to which the writer in- 
advertently accommodates the construction. Thus 
the idiom falls under the head of Anaxtapodo- 
ton ; ex. gr. here iyaw is used as if alpu» (with 
— to sirs, bade) had preceded, not 
alpes. 
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4 Kai eis fjv dy oixlav eicédOnre, xe? pévere, xal éxeiÜev éEép- 
xea0e. 5 Kai co, dv un SéEwvrar tas, éEepyópevor ard rìs 
TroNews Keys, Kal TOY KOYLOPTOY atò TOV TroÓQy ÙV droriwá- 
fare eis paptupiov er avrovs. 8’Etepyópevor 88 Sinpyovro 
KATA TAS KOLAS, evaryyedtCouevor Kai Üepazrevovres Travraxob. 

7 ^"Hxovae 56 ‘Hpwdns 6 rerpápyns Ta ywwopeva ÚT avroÜ b Matt. 1. 
vrávra: xal Sinope did Tò NéyeoOas tro wor. Ste " Ioáyygg *~* 51- 
eynyeptas èx vexpav 8 inro Tiwov 06, dri Has épavn dXXoyy 
dé, Gri mpodyrns els tav apyalwv avéorn. ? xai elmev [6] 
"Hpo9ge "Iwavvny éyo amexeda a Tis S€ €or ovros, Trepi 
ov yw axovw toiaDra; kal ebryres iðeîv avrov. 

10 * Kai vroorpéjavres of àmóooXo, Sinyjocavto avT@ Oca ° Marks. m 
émroincav. Kai vapaXafóv aùroùs, treyopnoe xaT diay eis 
TOTOV Épnuov TóXeos kaXovuévgs Bm0caibd. 11 Oi 856 ÓyXoi d Matt. 14. 
yvovres HxodovOnoay ait@ ĉ xal Ocfápevos aùroùs Ades aù- Markos 

7. After yivdueva the words ùr’ aùtrou are 
omitted in B, C, D, L, 2 cursives of the same 
Family, with the Ital., Copt., Sahid., and Armen. 
Versions, and are cancelled by Tisch. and Alf, 
but only bracketed by Lachm. There is scarcely 
any authority for cancelling them. Alf. 
nounces the words “a supplement for particu- 
larity ;" but strange it were that such a supple- 
ment should have crept into all the MSS. but 
four, and all the most important and trustworthy 
Versions. It is far more probable that they 
were omitted by accident in two ancient arche- 
types whence ilie copies were derived. In- 
stances of such omission are common in even the 
best MSS. 
— Óuyopsi]) ‘he was in doubt what to think,’ 

viz. as to what Jesus really was. For vay teres 
Lachm. and Tisch. read 4yép8n, from B, C, L, 
and 7 cursives of the same Family; while Alf. 
retains the text. rec. ; very properly. But aron 
was not derived, as he imagines, from Mattb., 
but was a Critical correction as to tense, exactly 
as supra vii. 16, where Alf. adopts the ?jy£p85, 
from nearly the same MSS. as here. 

8. For els, Lachm. and Alf. read rie, from 
B, C, L, X, and a few of their usual assecla. 
Alf. pronounces the «Is ‘adopted from Matth., 
wherees ric is manifestly a correction of He- 
braistic into Class. Greek by the Critics; ex- 
actly as the sima dé for xal elws edited by 

m., Tisch., and Alf, on nearly the same 
authority. And Alf. derives the text. rec. ‘ from 
Matth., as if so slight an alteration would be 
introduced into all the copies except some 

9. xai it. làsiv avrov] ‘and he was desirous 
of seeing him.’ See note on Matt. xiv. 13. 

10. dca &voíncay] ‘ what they had done,’ i.e. 
their proceedings generally, implying what is 
— in the lel passage of Mark, namely, 
what they had faugM.— Ywexwpnoe. The res- 
son why our Lord, with his disciples, thus sud- 
denly retired, appears from what we read in the 
parallel of Mark and Luke. It was nof, 
as Mr. Alf. says, ‘to rest awhile from labours so 

severe as to afford no time for necessary refresh- 
ment;' but, as we may infer from Matt. xiv. 13, 
to withdraw from the fury of Herod, who had 
recently put to death John the Baptist. The 

ida here mentioned was doubtless the 
Bethsaida on the east side of the lake, and at the 
top of it, where the Jordan enters it, called 
Julias, and consequently quite out of the terri- 
tory of Herod. e Toros tpnpos here spoken 
of was, it would seem, in the district of the town 
of Bethsaida, and probably somewhere on a 
mountainous chain, which extends along the 
whole of the Gaulonitis. Though Bethsaida is 
here called wos, yet that is only said by arti- 
cipation, as being such at the period when Luke 
wrote this Gospel. At the time when our Lord 
went to the desert place in its district, Bethsaida 
was, as we learn from Jos. Antt. xviii. 2, 1, no 
more than a xwun: though, on being colonized 
and renamed by Philip the Tetrarch (Herod's 
successor), it was made a woA:s, and called Julias, 
after Augustus’ daughter Julia. However, there 
is some difficulty created by a various reading. 
For els rowov £p. $0À. xaX. Bn0., Tisch. and 
Alf. edit ele «aA. Bn0., from B, D, L, X, and 
l cursive; while Lachm. retains the text. rec. ; 
—very properly, for the other reading cannot be 
right, since it is inconsistent with all the other 
three Evangelists, from whose accounts it plainl 
appears that our Lord and his disciples retired, 
not to the city or town of Bethsaida, but to a 
desert place in its district ; which the words, aa 
they stand in all the MSS. except a very few, 
distinctly state. John (vi. 3) fixes the site by 
calling it rò ópos. See note on Mark vi. 34. 

11. For ĉ:ğáuevos, Lachm. and Tisch. read 
&1r09., from B, D, L, X, and 15 cursives of the 
same Family (to which I can only add Lamb. 
1177); while Alf., with unwonted prudence, re- 
tains the text. rec.; very properly, since drog. 
arose from a critical alteration, suggested b 
supra viii. 40, though the context is here dit- 
ferent, the sense being, ‘having admitted them 
to his presence, given them a willing recep- 
tion. 

E 22 
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Tois "repl THs Pacielas tod Oo), xai ToUs ypeíav Cyovras 
Geparreias (Gro. 1? 'H è fjuépa fjpÉaro kXMveur | rpoaeXBovres 
è of wera elrrov avt@  'AmróXvoov Tov ÓyXov, iva arredOovres 
els TAS KUKAM opas Kal TOUS drypos karaXvcaGc.i, Kai eÜpacty 
érusitiapoy Ór. ade èv épjum Torm dopév. 18 Eime 96 mpós 
avrov Aore avtois Üpeis dayev. Oi 86 eclrrov Ovex ciciy 
piv wrelov 7) révre ápro, Kat * (yÜves Svo’ ei pre tropevOevres 
hues @yopacwpey eis rávra, TOY Xaóv ToUTOY Bpwyata 14 $cav 
yàp wae avdpes mevraxıoyiMmoi. Elme 9 mpòs rovs pabyras 
avrou’ KataxXivare avrovs kMacías, ava TevTÜkovra: 15 cai 
érroincay oro, kal avéxduvay arravras. 16 AaBav 86 rovs 1révre 
&provs Kal roù dvo iyOuas, dvaBdépas eis Tov obpavóv, cUXo- 
ynoev avTovs, kai karékXace, Kal édidou rots pabrrais mapati- 
Ova. TO Sydow. 17 Kat épayor kal éyoprdcO@ncay Távres Kai 

ematt.16 pO TÒ wepiocevoay abrois kXaapárov Kodpsvos Smdexa. 
3—21. 
Mark 8. 37 
81. 

12. ñutpa fipEaro xXlvew] KXAlvew and its 
compounds are often used with 75A:0s, to denote 
the declination of the sun to the horizon. Some- 
times, as here, ñnuépa is used instead of 5A:ox. 
In these cases some suppose an ellipsis of sle 
ionépav, which is in Judg. xix. 11, 
and Arrian Exp. Al. iii. 4, éyxAivavros òè Tov 
31A lov als ie épay. But ellips. there is none. 
— tva—xatradiowo:] We have here a meta- 

phor taken from travellers unloosing their horses 
(either by unbridling or unharneseing them) for 
a halt (as Hom. Od. iv. 28, alx’ ef oui kara- 
Aócouas» días tous), or by unloading them 
for the night and taking up their quarters, as at 
an inn, &c. Such, too, is the sense here in- 
tended. The multitude were to seek lodgings 
and provision at the neighbouring kæpa: and 
d'ypol, by which latter terms are to be under- 
stood ‘farm-houses.’ No provisions were to be 
had i» ipüuw réwm, because there were no 
habitations. 

For &*s10., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
mwopevOéyres, from 5 uncial and 6 cursive MSS. 
The text. rec. may have come from the parallel 
passages of Matth. and Mark. Or, the other 
reading may have been a mere alteration of 
verbal Critics, who were thinking of such pas- 
sages as infra v. 13. vii. 22. ix. 52. xiii. 32. 
xv. 15. xvii. 14. But in those there is not, 
as in the present, an addition of words be- 
tween the particip. and the verb. Besides, the 
context here requires the somewhat stronger 
sense 'to of, depart. And the reading is 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., Arab., and ZEthlop. 
Versions. sides, the slenderness of external 
guthority forbids the change adopted by the above 
Editors; who would probably have decided 
otherwise, had they remembered their own con- 
trary decision at Acts xxiii. 32, where, for 
wopevecOa they adopt ávépxsaÜai, from somo 
1] MSS., without being aware of the present 
passage (though coming from the same writer), 
and of Luke's frequent use of rop. in its parti- 
cipial form, which confirms the reading rop. 

e 
x 

18 e Kal évyévero, év TQ elvat avróv mpocevyopevoy karauóvas, 

there. But there is no reason why the Evan- 
gelist should not have used dwre\Govres, espec. 
considering that the term is more suitable here. 

13. For iustis payeiv, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read pay. vu. from only one MS. (B), 
taking for granted, as usual, that the text. rec. 
was introduced from Matth. and Mark, in the 
face of the high improbebility that all the copies 
except one should have been so industrioualy 
altered in so minute and unimportant a particu- 
lar; whereas nothing was more likely than that in 
one copy the position should have ben changed 
either accidentally by the scribe (such things 
being of perpetual occurrence), or by a Critic, 
who thought good composition required that the 
phrase óóre qayeiv should not be broken up by 
the interposed uusis, espec. as thus a stronger 
emphasis would be im : 
— l piri—dyopdc.] ‘unless, indeed, we 

should buy, &c. On this use of tbe subjunct. 
after el uj occurring also at ] Cor. xiv. 5, and 
Rev. xi. 5) see Winer, Gr. Gr. 8 42. I agree 
with Mr. Green (Gr. N. T. p. 56), that the cir- 
cumstance of the subjunct. being found in the 
sentence with l may be considered as a collo- 

14. eee Y avTobs kAigías] So Joseph. 
Antt. vi. 4, 1, xavaxXive: abroy iwi à». iori- 
aow. Athen. xi. init., xaraxAívas (scil. aùròv) 
iv T móa, OadXiav Ts xaTaxkAácac, &árri Tpa- 
TíU(ns, vaptÜnke trav TvÜÓÍrTwv. In xelat 
there is an Accus. of manner. 

16. «vAóvynosv abToós] Lit., * asked the Di- 
vine blessing upon them.’ Agreeably to the 
Jewish custom, by which it was usual for the 
head of the family, at every meal, to pronounce 
a blessing on the food, previously to ing of 
it, commencing with the wo * Blessed art 
thou, O God, who bringest bread out of the 
earth,’ &c. Thus the term evAoyeiv came to be 
transferred to the food itsclf, and, with the Ac- 
cus. of the thing, was equiv. to evyapioreis, as 
here and in Matt. xxvi. 26, et al. 

18. iv +e rivai, &c.] To take i» in the sense 
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cwjcav ate oi pabnral, ka, èmnpwrnoev avtods, Xéyov: Tiva 
pe Méyovaw of Gyro elvar; 19 Oi Se arroxpiOdvres elmor 
'Ioávvqv tov Bartiotnv: drow &e, '"HXíav hoi 86, Gre mTpo- 
pirms Tus TOV ápyaíov avéotn. % Elme 86 avrois* "Tues Se 
TivG pe Xéyere elvar; ámoxpiÜeis Sé [ó] Ilérpos eire Tov 
Xpia'róv ToU Ocoũ. 21 “O 8é éritipnoas avrois, TrapirryeiXe pn- 
Sevi eireiv roro: ? eimàv, Ste Set Tov Tidv tod avOparrou zroXXà 

TraÜeiv, kai arrodoxipacOjvar aro TOV TpeaBvrépov Kal apy- 
sepéov xal ypayparéwy, ra} aroxravOyjvat, kal Tf) tTplry jpyépa 

t eyepPivan. 
23 t" EXere 6e mpòs Távrae El ris Géder criaw pou éXBety, tuat 10. 

aTmapvgaáa0c éavróv, kal ápáro tov aravpóv avroD [raf 7ué- Make 
pav,] «ai àxoXovOc(re por. | 9*"Os yàp à» Oédy rw yuyny 
avToÜ cacat, dToXéce, avtny ôs Ò dy ámoMéop Thy Yrvycw 

9 ^ ^ . , 3 8 

aùtoÙ Gvexey èpoŬ, obros awoet avTov. 25 Tí yàp wpercirai 
avOpwros Kxepdnoas Tov xócuov ÓXov, éavróv dè ámoMécas Ù 
Enpsweis ; 99 ̂Os yàp àv éraroyuvhi pe kal rovs époUs Nóyovs, 
ToUTOv 6 Tiss ToU avOperov émawryvvOrjaera, Grav 0y èv 
T7) 90£5 avroD xai rod Ilarpós kai tv dylwv ayyé\ov. |. 9! Aéyo 

afterwards, as is done by Maldonati and others, 
is inadmissible by the proprietas lingua, and is 
forbidden by the words of the pirallel. abere of 
Matthew. Of xarapovas the sense is not to be 
pressed on, the meaning being only so far ‘apart’ 
as was necessary for the purpose (sufficiently sq 
for the privacy of prayer in a low voice), since 
from the added words cuvjcay aires subjoined 
for the sake of qualifying xavapovac, it ap 
that the disciples nt, ‘were at hand’ in 
duteous attendance on their Lord. In cusnoay 
there is & pregnancy of sense, the full import 
being, * were with him in attendance upon him,' 
——a peculiar use of the term, yet not unfrequent in 
the writings of Plato, e. gr. p. 151, D. It is ob- 
servable, that though there are three or four varr. 
leett. here existing, yet they only show the per- 
plexity of the ancients as to the sense of the word. 

21. For elwety, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
Adyecy, on considerable, but not competent, au- 
thority ; though internal evidence is favourable. 
See eps on SE 30. The me — 
may be passed on the ávacr5jva:, for éyepÜrjva:, 
yv m at the next verse by Lachm., Tisch., and 

23. kað’ nudpav] Editors and Critics differ 
in opinion on the genuineness of this expression, 
which is rejected by Wets., Matth., and Scholz, 
but retained by Griesb., Lechm., Tisch., and 
Alf. External evidence is pretty equally ba- 
lanced ; the Alexandrian recension and almost 
all the Versions having it; and the Constantino- 

litan, with the other Versions and several 
athers, being without it. Griesb. thinks it was 

removed by the librarii, as not being in the other 
Gospels. But he adduces no example of a similar 
curtailment from the same cause. Matthei, on 
the contrary, thinks it was introduced from the 
Fathers and Interpreters; who had perhaps in 
view 1 Cor. xv. 31. And of this he adduces 

some strong proofs. I am inclined to agree with 
im; and would add that the same asceticism 

which induced several of the Fathers to throw 
out the elx# at Matt. v. 22, may have induced 
them to tniroduce xa’ ùñuépav here. But I 
rather think that they only brought it forward 
to complete the sense, not the teat; and that 
having been taken from them by the Scholiasts, 
it was occasionally marked in the margin of 
copies, and then was introduced into the text of 
the transcripts. However, the authenticity of 
the words may justly be regarded as an open 
question. 

24. ös yàp av 0in—avriv] Render: * For 
whosoever would save his life, will lose it; and 
whosoever shall lose (or sacrifice) his life—1i ul 
save it.” There is here (as in the other llel 

es, and the similar ones of Matt. x. 39, and 
Sohn xii. 25) an indirect Paronomasia between 
the two senses of Wuyx7, life and soul—equiv. to 
salvation ; the meaning being, in other words, 
* Whosoever would save his life, it must be to the 
sacrifice o his — E e nn vade uin ]t is 
strange, that in this and the parallel paseage of 
Matthew, Abp. Newc., Wakef., and Campb. 
should render yvyi» in the latter verse by Aye. 
The words may, indeed, bave the appearance of 
conveying & notion of the physical sense /ife; 
but that is only because our Lord's words wero 
Jormed on an , ome, setting forth the 
folly of a man's sacrificing ¿ife for any considera- 
tion is life whatsoever. 

25. The term (nucwOele was proably intro- 
duced as serving further to unfold the idea in 
question, and by way of intimating that the loss 
is occasioned by the defuult of the person him- 
self, which is such as to incur the forfeiture of 
his soul. Finally, it may be observed that iav- 
ov is used in preference to éavrov Wuyny, by 
way of setting the caso in the strongest point of 
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8e piv annl eici Twes TOv {ade *éorwrwr, of ov pù 
yevoovrat Óavárov, ws àv Bwor tiv Bactrelav rod Oeo. 

g Matt. 17.1 
—6. 
— 

28 £' Eryévero 66 perà Tovs Aóyovs Tovrovs, Wael Huepas OxTa, 
xal raparaBev [Tóv] IIérpov xai Iwdvynv xai 'Iáxof8ov, àvé8n 
eis TÒ Spos wrpocevEacOar. ?9 Kai éyevero, dv T TpocevyerOas 
avTov, To elos Tov Tpocorvrov avrov črepov, Kai ò ipaTiopes 
autov Xevkos eEacrpatrrev. 30 Kai ioù, avdpes vo avveXáXovy 
aura, oltives cav Mwiorjs kai Hrast 51 of, 68évres év So€y, 
éXeyov T) éEodov avtov, fv &ueXXe mAnpoðv év ‘Iepovcadrnp. 
3? “O è IIérpos xai oi avv aùr ?jcav BeBapnuévor trrvqy ĉia- 
ypmyopjaavres 5é elSov tiv óav aùroñ, kai tovs do avdpas 
troù cuvertatas a/TQ. 3 Kai éyévero, éy to StaywpilerOas 
avrous àT avro, elev 6 IIérpos mpòs tov Insoon 'Emiorára, 
xaXov otw has dde elyav kal rromowpey axgvàs Tpeis, piay 
col, xai * piav Mwoicei, kal plav 'HXa: pr cidos ô Xéye. 
% Tatra 66 avrod Xéyovros, éyévero vedéAo xal éreoxiacey 

avrovs: édofj8rncav Se dv TQ exelvous elacADety eis THY vepéAny 
85 kal dw?) évyévero ex THs vedérns Xéyovca: OŬrós srw ò 

view, by designating the loss as no less than that 
of the man, as well as body; which is 
confirmed by what we find in Matt. x. 28. 

27. écrérrov] This, for sornxdresy, is found in 
very many MSS, (including most of the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), and is adopted by all the Editors 
from Matth. downwards. The airov, for wée, 
adopted by Tisch. and Alf. (not Lachm.), from 
B, L, and one cursive, may seem confirmed b 
internal evidence, as if aĉe was introduced, as Alf. 
thinks, from Matthew and Mark. But it is v 
improbeble that it should be introduced into all 
the copies but two, and the ancient Versions 
from the Pesch. Syr. downwards. Whereas aù- 
vou is very likely to have arisen, in those copies, 
only from an error of a scribe who probably was 
thinking of something else. Or it may have been 
an alteration of Critics who,—as the various read- 
ings attest, and as my extensive collations con- 
firm,—had a great objection to this particle, 
which they very often removed, or supplied its 
place by another ; as probably in the present in- 
stance, though to the sacrifice of the deep im- 
presei venese fere involved in the words. 

28. iyivsto—npuépat óxro] Here there is 
nothing against grammatical propriety; éyévero 
not being the true verb to ġuépa:, but, together 
with ài, constituting (by an elli is of rovro) a 
formula frequent in Luke, which merely serves 
to introduce some new narration. Thus éyivero 
$i, &c. will be connected with xai wapadaPep ; 
and consequently woel $uípa: dare will be a 

renthetical is upon the preceding 
mara Tove Aóvyovse TovTovs, and it is equiv. to 
peð’ yu. 8E in Matthew and Mark. It is obvi- 
ous that the one reckoning is trclusive, the other 
exclusive. The có» before IIérpov is, on strong 
authority, cancelled by all the recent Editors. 

81. ùv GEodov] This word often signifies a 
miliary expedition, both in the Scriptural and 
Classical writers. Hence some have imagined 

that it here figur. represents the contest our Lord 
was afterwards to maintain against the rebellious 
Jews, on his advent at the destruction of Jeru- 
salem. But this is neither warranted by the 
words, nor permitted by the context. The best 
Commentators since the time of Grotius have 
been agreed that £Eodos (by an ellipse. of row 
(py, expressed in Joseph. Antt. iv. 8,2) is here 
used to denote death ; by a euphemism common 
both in the Scriptural and Classical writers, and 
indeed found in every language, and which is 
justly considered among the allusions that have 
reserved that most ancient of traditions, the 

immortality of the soul. The misinterpretation 
above adverted to probably arose from the verb 
with which éEodop 1s construed, rAnpouy; which 
would be very applicable to dyava ; whereas, in 
its usual sense, it seems not to suit sEodor. Yet 
it does ; since, by a sort of sensus there 
is an allusion to the previous accomplishment of 
the work our Lord came to perform (see John xvii. 
4); just as in the Latin phrase obire mortem, which 
is used with allusion to obire munus; ae also 
defungi vité, with allusion to the previous dis- 
charge of the business of life, and what consti- 
tutes the true purpose of life. 

32. BiBapnuívo: Vero] This may mean, 
‘heavy for sleep;' in other words, ‘their eye- 
lids were weighed down wato sleep.” So Ana- 
‘creon, Od. 52, aapÜívo» BsBapnpuérnuv ele V9voy. 

93. play Movcii] is, instead of Meve:w: 
ulav, is found in almost all the best MSS. (in- 
cluding not a few Mus. co w^ and Versions, 
and has been adopted by ali e Editors from 
Matth. downwards. 

34. iv Ta ixslrovs eloehOaty ele Tù» rie] 
‘when they entered into the cloud,’ meaning, ty 
& common permutation of terms, ‘when tbe 
cloud enveloped them.’ They were ‘afraid,’ be- 
cause the cloud was a symbol of the Divine pre- 
sence. See note on Matt. xvii. 6. 
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e? e ? 4 le $, A ? A 

Tiós jov ò aryaT5T0s" avToU axovere ! 
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35 wal, dy T qevéatas 
Tiv pavnv, ebpé0n 6 'Imao)s uóvos. Kal avrol éciyncay, xal 
ovdevi amipyyethay év éxeivaas Tais zjuépaus oùðèv Ov évpáxaaw. 

37 "Eyévero 0é ev tH éfns ")uépa, rareXÜóvrov aùrv årò 
Tov Ópovs, ouvyyrncey avTQ Sydos ToXUs. 38 Kal ioù, avijp 
amò ToU ÜyXov aveBonce, Xéyov Adorace, Séopail cov * èm- 
Bras eri Tov vióv pov, Gre povoyevns ori pow 99 xai iSod, 
TveUpa ANapBdver avTov, xal éEaidyns xpalerr kal omapdcce 
avrov peta adpod, Kai póyis aroywpe an’ avro), avvrpiBov 
avTov. ®© Kai edenOnv rà» pabnrav cov (va éxBdadwow aùrò, 
kai oük nouvnOncay. 41 "Amroxpiels 6e 6 "Inaots elmer N 
yeved ám Tos kal Suectpaupévn! ws more Ecopas mpos úpâs 
xai ávébouas bya ; Tpocayaye Tov vióv aov mde. *?"Er, Se 
mpocepyopévou avrov, éppn£ev avrov rò Satuovioy kal cuverta- 
pater éreripnoe è ò 'ImooUs TQ wvevpars TQ dkaÜápro, xal 
idcarto Tov traiéa: xal améðwrev avróv TQ Tratpl avroU. 48 éE 
emAnocovto 6e Trávres émi TH peyadevornts ToO Oeod., IIdvrov nutt. io. 
Sè Üavpalóvrev mì máciw ols émoígoev 6 'Inaots, elme mpòs ES. 
Tous pabytas aùroð ** OécÓe bueis eis Tà dra úpðv Tovs inte15s. 

36. iv ræ ysvícÜat Ti)» je The full 
sense is, ‘ when the voice had been [uttered].’ 

— sópíOs o 'Incovs uovos] Perhaps «vp. is 
here to be taken as at Acts viii. 40, @iA. sabpéOn 
ale "ACe'ov, and so may be rendered, * made his 
appearance, or was seen to be alone.’ Thus an- 
swering to the account of Matthew and Mark, 
ovdiva eldov al uh TÓv '[ncoUp uóvov. 

38. For dvseBonce, Lachm. and Tisch. read 
&Bonee, from B, C, D, L, and 6 cursives of the 
same Family; while Alf., with unwonted dis- 
cretion, retains dve(j. ; very properly, though not 
for the reason he akon pee de that éBones 
is the more usual term, dvzf. being almost as 
usual as é8., and in this sense of shouting out ia 
required by propriety. But it is not iniequent 
for a preposition in composition to be lost; and 
sometimes I have in the Class. writers found it 
removed by a Critic who thought that the dra 
overloaded the sense; e. gr. in Xen. Cyr. vii. 1, 
29, Ed. Schn., loxvpws åvaßońoas, where later 
Editors would read Sotjcas, from one MS., or 
also remove lexvpas; the latter of which modes 
is adopted by Poppo, who, however, wrongly 
brackets the dva, not seeing that the only reason 
for dra being expunged was that lexvpés had 
got out of place. 'Avaf. is often used by Xen. 
and by most Class. writers, and occurs in the 

and Jos. Surely owe at least of our Edi- 
torial Triumvirs might have remembered the 
similar instance at Matt. xxvii. 46, where the 
same Family of MSS, has igógocav, where they 
rejected the resding : then why not here? 

For the text. rec. ivífgXaqror UE is 
found in almost all the best MSS. (including 
many Lamb. and Mus. copies), and has been 
adopted by all the more recent Editors. 
30. In cuyrplBov aùtòv, * having bruised,’ we 

have a strong metaphor taken from any animal 

being utterly destroyed, by all his bones bein 
crushed es ae en. i A: vi. of 

* Within himself crush him "m — 
4l. rdv—wéde] This (instead of ge rdy vidy 

cov) is found in almost all the best MSS., and 
is received by all the recent Editors. 

43. dal ry pey. Tov Ozo] * at the mightiness 
of God’ [as manifested in Christ]. MeyaAsiorns 
is a word which, in Scripture, is almost appro- 
priated to designating Divine power. So it is 
used in 2 Pet. i. 16, of Christ, thus evidently 
showing Peter's belief in the Divinity of our 
Lord. See Phot. Epist. 125. 
— ols éwolnoey iu] Lachm., Tisch., and 

Alf. read dwols:, from six uncial and seven other 
MSS., but injudiciously, considering that inter- 
nal evidence is quite adverse to the reading. 
"Esroís: has every appearance of being a correc- 
tion of tense, proesecing from the Alexandrian 
Critics ; though it seems called for by propriety 
of language, since the sense here meant to be 
expressed is not fecerat, but faciebat, * was doing.’ 
Yet, as the — did presents & good familiar 
representation of the sense, so might dwolnce be 
considered such. 

44. Oiche ale Td a) In 0íc0a, els rà aTa 
here, and the briefer form, éywricac@a:, Acts 
ii. 14, we have two expressions of common life, 
equiv. to the more exact phrase, 0íc0« ele ras 
xapdias, in Luke xxi. 14, and elsewhere, which 
has its parallel in the Latin reponere in corda, 
mentem, animum, and signifies, ‘to lay to heart,’ 
to attend diligently to what is said, or, as here, 
about to be said. Here the phrase has the fullest 
force of which it is susceptible; for the words 
just after subjoined —to which attention is here 
called—were of deep and solemn import; and 
the disciples would have just reason to remem- 
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Aóyovs Tovrow 6 yàp Tids ToU àvyÜpenrov n wapadidoobat 
f Supra 2. eis xXeipas avOpwrev. | 55! Oi Bà syyrooun TO priua ToUro, xai Hv 
infra A qrapaxexaduppevoy ar  GUTOV, iva pù) aigÜwrras auto xai 

é$oBobvro épwrijcas aùtòv wept ToU prjparos Tovrou. 

Dark 9. 37 

46) ElaA0e 66 Ssadoyiopos év avrois, TO, Tis 
Dav TOv pov TTA 

k Matt. 11.5. GUTOV, €rrtafdopevos TraiDiov, 

pei oy 
rzapõias 

-» E» GUTO > € 9, *8 * xai 

áp eig 

infra 1.1& elarey avrois" “Os day Séfyras ToUro TO waidiov éwi Te OvópaTi 
intra ie. pou, ¿pè Séyerar kal ds day eye OéErras, Séyeras Tóv. awoorei- 

Aarrá pe. “O yàp paxpórepos v wacw Üpiv indpyer, ovros 
ortai peyas. 

1 Mark 9. 38. 
Mum. 11. 27, 49 1' AvrokpiDeis Se ó 'Ioávyns elwe ' Earwrrára, elbouéy twa 

Èm. TQ ovopati aov éxBddXovra [Ta] Sapoma> xai éxwXvcagsev 
mMstt.12. QUTOV, GTL ovx dkoXovOct pef jv. 50m Kai cle mpos avrov 
po. 
Mark 9. 45. 
infra 11. 23. RCM 

t Lov éorw. 
n Mark 10. 
19. 
Acts 1. 2. 

6 Inco M?) xwodvere ôs yàp ovx ett 1xaÜ Suv, Umép 

51 a ° Eyéyero 0, év rà oupmdrAnpodobas Tas juépas ijs Grads} 
‘pews abroU, xal aùròs TÒ Trpócarrov abro) éoripite ToU mopev- 
eoar eis ‘Iepovoadijp. 52? Kai àméorteev ayyédous mpd mpoo- 
amou avTov, xal "ropevÜÉvres eiafjMov eis kp» Xapapevrów, 

ber, when the event took place, tbat they had 
been already apprised of it. Thus the yap 
— for explanation, and has the sense sempe, 
namely. 

d bs Aó*yovs] ‘these words, meaning the 
p ñua, or declaration immediately following, re- 
specting the delivering of the Son of man into 
the hands of men for suffering and death, of 
which tbey had been —— a little before 
(supra v. 22). In both cases our Lord was 
pleased to intimate his a bing sufferings 
and death, on occasions when the general ac- 
knowledgment of power and glory might lead them 
to expect that he would become worldly great. 

45. In wa ph alc0. the iva is equivalent to 
dore, adeo ut, ‘insomuch that they did not un- 
derstand the declaration,' i. e. did not receive it 
in full belief, hindered by their preconceived 
opinion, that the Messiah would live for ever, 
and be distinguished by worldly greatness. This 
notion led to the distinction, made by the Rab- 
bins, between Messiah Ben Joseph, who was to 
die, and Messiah Ben David, who was to triumph 
and live for ever. 

46—50. Comp. Matt. xviii. 1—5. Mark ix. 

46. +d, rie, &c.] This use of rd, in reference 
not to a zoun, but to a sentence, or of a sen- 
tence, is almost peculiar to Luke, though it oc- 
curs also in Matt. xix. 18, and Mark ix. 23. In 
fact, the neuter Article, as Winer observes, 
* stands before all propositions which are cited as 
proverbs or maxims; or which, on account of 
their importance, require to be made distinctly 
prominent.’ 

48. 6 ydp uixpór., &c.] See note on Matt. 
xviii. 4. : 

49. dwoxp.—alxev] Tho connexion of this 

answer with our Lord's declaration will appear 
from what is said on Mark ix. 38, seqq., but it is 
more distinctly set forth here. 

The ra before da:poma is omitted in moet of 
the uncial and some cursive MSS. (to which I 
can add not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies), and 
is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. Baut 
may it not have been removed because not in 
Mark, and from the idiom being somewhat un- 
classical? But since it recurs at xi. 15. 18—20. 
xiii. 92, why should not Luke have used it 
M It occurs several times in Matthew and 

50. Auer—fsuev] Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
vucor—ipcov, on strong, but not competent, au- 

ority. 
i — 28. — m took 
In the course of our 's last journey out 
Galilee to Jerusalem. : i 

— CvuTÀ. Tas "üuépae THs dyad. a.) Eup- 
ie cde when — of time, denotes such a 
completion of a period between two given peri 
as that the latter is fully come. ae 
often, taken ; an event being thus 
spoken of as come, when it is rear at hand. 

der, ‘at the time when the were bein 
fulfilled,’ i. e. ‘when the time was almost come d 
in other words, when nothing but the journey to 
Jerusalem intervened between the present time 
and our Lord's ascension to, or assumption into 
(avéAmpis), heaven, whence he came. For such 
is the import, however disputed, of the term 
dváA., which is used in this sense in the Se t, 
2 Kings ii. 11 (said of the Translation of Elijah), 
also in the Test, xii. Patr. In rò mpócwrov 
avrou lcTíp. we have a Hebraiam, denoting 
"renim of purpose, determination to do a 

ng. 
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53° Kal oùe édéEavro avrov, Sti 76 25h" wore ÉéTowuácaL avTQ. 
, ? ^ , » € , 

MpOTwWTOV avToU Hv TWopevopevoy eis ‘Iepoveadnp, 
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54 p 'ISóvresg p? Eines l. 

5é of pabnrai aŭro ‘IdxwBos xal 'Iwávvns elrov Kupse, 0cXeis 
elirmpev TrÜp karaf9rjva, amò TOU oùpavoð, kai dvadwcat avTOUs, 
ws kai HMas érroince ; 55 orpagels be éreripmaev avrois, xal 
elmer Ovx olbare oiov mveúparós sre bpeis ; 56 [16 yàp Tids qsonns 
tou avOpwrov oùe Oe wWuyds avOpwrov arodéca, àXXà * 4. 
coca] xai érope/Oncav eis érépav ropny. 

57 "Exyévero òè, Topevouévev avtav v Tí) 00g, elmé Tie Tipos 
avroy 'AxoXovÓrjac cot Grou av dirépyn, xópie. 58 * Kal elmey 1958519 
avTQ 6 Inco Ai dXarrexes dXeovs Éyovat, kal Ta «rerewà 
Tov oùpavoð xatacknvacess 6 06 Tids rod avOparrov ook eyes 

52. At itom. abro there is an ellip. of ró- 
xov, or Eevlay, which words aro elsewhere ez- 

. I am quite at a loss to imagine how 
r. Alf. can explain the sense to be ‘the pre- 

paration of announcing the coming of Jesus as 
the Messiah.” This would make the Evangelist 
write by enigma. It is only necessary to observe 
that the next words ov« idéf. confirm the us 
interpretation. The Samaritane’ refusal to re- 
ceive Jesus to what must have been the usual 
accommodation of lodgings, &c. supplied to Jews 
who crossed their country to go to Jerusalem, 
could not bave arisen from our Lord's going up 
to worship at Jerusalem, but could only have 
been produced from their having heard of the 
strong censure, which, in his conversation with 
the woman of Samaria (recorded in John iv. 20 
—22), he had passed on their Temple and wor- 
ship, as compared with the Temple and worship 
ot —— 

53. rt TÒ 9póc wor abToU rjv Wopsvopevoy, 
&c.) This phrase, too, is Hebraic (so in 2 Sam. 
xvii. ll, 33 cn TD, which is rendered by 
the LXX, Kai TO TpOGwTOV COV TOpPEVOMEVOV 
áv uíaw avrov), and the sense is, ' because they 
observed that he was travelling to Jerusalem,' 
the direct road from Galilee thither lying neces- 
earily across Samaria (see John iv. 4), and when 
the great Feast approached, there were many 
Jews travelling across Samaria to Jerusalem. 

54. aqvadkwoa:] The term signifies lit. ‘to 
consume, destroy in any way, whether by famine, 
or what is here meant (as appears from the seve- 
ral particulars, fire, &c.), by any violent death; 
a sense which it also bears in 2 Thess. ii. 8, and 
Class., as Eurip. Iph. T. 338. Æl. V. H. iv. 28. 
As used of fire, the word is frequent in Sept. 

55. oùx oidaTrs—ic:e] There are two modes 
of understending the address of our Lord which 
followed up his rebuke, either as an interrogation, 
* know ye not with what spirit ye should be ac- 
tuated [as being m disciples] ? or understand- 
ing xy. of the Holy Spirit, ‘know ye not what 
manner of Spirit ye belong to?’ But, according 
to either mode, some violence is done to ia rs b 
extorting from it a sense of didy; and certain it 
is that not one of the ancient Translators or Ex- 

itors so took the words. Moreover, there is 
found no example, at least in the Gospels, of 
(ovx) olégare used i ly. Hence it is 
better to understand the words, with the ancient 

and most modern Expositors, declaratively, a 
mode of interpretation which has more of sim- 
plicity and earnestness, in the inculcation of a 
weighty truth setting forth their want of self- 
knowledge. Agreeably to this, the sense may 
be thus expressed : * Ye know not by what dis- 
position (the opposite to that of the Redeemer, 
who came not to destroy men's bodies, but to 
save their souls), and how much at variance with 
the spirit of the Gospel of peace and love, ye are 
actuated.' However, the sentiment is closely 
connected with the disputed question as to the 
authenticity of the words, and also of the clause 
subjoined, 6 yàp Yids—owoa:. Both clauses 
are cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., and tho 
latter by Griesb. and Scholz There is strong 
authority in uncials for the rejection of each, but 
very slender authority of cursives; and though I 
could add some dozen of Lamb. snd Mus. copies, 
it would nought avail against, what is very un- 
favourable, the want of more cursives. And tho 
vast superiority of external authority, confirmed 
by al] the important Versions, is only to bo 
balanced by strong internal evidence against the 
words, which does not exist. My opinion many 
years ago, that the omission of the two clauses 
was occasioned by the «ai—«ai, . the xal 
elwe—cxal irop. is, I find, confirmed by the suf- 
frage of Meyer. No tolerable case can be made 
out against the authority of the former clause; 
and pm latter is closely connected by the yàp, 
and the authority from MSS. is nearly the same 
for the omission—in the Lamb. and Mus. copies 
entirely so. Moreover, internal evidence, pro- 
perly weighed, is not against the latter clause, 
As to the passages from which the words are 
supposed to be taken, Matt. xviii. 11. Luke 
xix. 10, they are, as Alf. observes, not the same 
words, nor 1s the sentiment the same. I cannot 
consent to expunge a passage so strongly sup- 
ported by external and internal evidence, since, 
while it is easy to account for the removal, it is 
difficult for the insertion, of the passage, which 
has been, with unwonted judgment and prudence 
retained by Alf., to whose opinion, however, I 
cannot assent, that ‘the was tampered with 
as being in the way of the Men of ecclesias- 
tical censures.' More probably it was omitted 
through the former clause being not well under- 
stood 

58. oix Exe:—xAivy] i.o. ‘hath no settled 
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pce of abode, as a habitation or a home; and, 
n point of fact, we no where in the Gospels find 

. Bacitrelav ToU | Beo. 

LUKE IX. 59—62. X. 1—5. 

mou Thy kejaAs» nham. 59 Elme 5é mpòs Érepov 'AxoXov0e 
pot. 60 66 elre Kopie, èmirpeyóv uos arredOovrs mpórrov Ódsyas 
Tov TaTépa pov. © Elme 06 ajrQ 6 Inco “Ades ToUs ve- 
xpoùs Odrpas rovs éavrüv vexpovs: av 66 áàreXBaow SuayyedrA€ THY 

6l s Elme 66 xal érepos ‘AxoXovOnow 
cot, Kipie mpõrov 86 érirpexyóv pos ároráfaaÜat Tots eis 7óv 
olkóv pov. 9? Elme 8é mpós avrov 0 Inco Ovdeis érigaxov 
Ti xpa avtov én’ &porpov, xal Bréma eis Ta orricw, e0Oerós 
éotw eis THY Bactrelay ToU Geo. 

X. 1 Merà &€ abra. avédeckev 6 Kupios xal érépous éßðouý- 
xovra, kat áméaTe/Xev avrovs ava Óvo Trpó TMpocerTou avToD, eis 
qáca» Today kal ToTrov, o0 Euedrev aùròs épyea0as.— 2 * "Exe- 
yev olv mpos avtrous: “O pév Oepuopos moris, oí O6 Épryáraa 
OXéyor denjbrre obv tod Kupíov ToU Oepicpod, mws * éxBáXy 
épyáras eis TOv Üepuauóv avrov. S9 ''"Tardyere idov éyo aro- 
oTéh\Aw Ups ws apvas ev uéap Xokov. *° Mi Baoralere Ba- 

Aávrtov, pù mýpav, nde vmroójuara: xa pndéva Kata THY óðòv 
dondoncbe. 54 Eis fy & v oixiav eicépynobe, wparov Xéyere- 

Moreover, considering that Luke uses the con- 
struction sŭÂsrTor ele elsewhere, it is likely that 

it mentioned, or even alluded to, that our Lord 
had any house of his own. 

61. d'roráEacÜa,] ‘to bid farewell to.” How 
the word comes to bear this sense (found ot in 
the later Greek writers), see my Lex. N. Test. 
Tore uie TÓV olx., for rote olxelors, * those of my 
mily.' 
62. ojdris saiBarwv, &c.] A proverbial 

maxim, couched under an agricultural allusion, 
derived from the circumstance that the plough- 
man has to keep his eyes forward, and intent on 
the lines of the furrows, if he would make them 
straight (which was denoted by ——— 
whereas to look back from inattention would 
render his Jabour fruitless: a forcible image to 
inculcate the necessity of fired affention to the 
important work in question, when once engaged 
in. Comp. Hesiod. Opp. ii. 60, lOeln» addAax’ 
dXabvot, Mukéri rarralvey peð’ durAcxas, 
dAÀA' bal ipyw Oupudy Ex. 
— s00etos dati als thy BaciXr. z. O.] i.e. 

‘fitted or adapted to the work he has to do,’ 
whether as a private Christian, or a preacher of 
the Gospel. The term «00. signifies lit. * well- 
set,’ and metaph. ‘adapted to the accomplishment 
of any work.’ 

For als rv BaciX., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read ry Baoidsia, from B, L, and 2 cursives, 

ing the text. rec. as an exegetical gloss on 
+n Bac., as if the dat. would need any gloss, or 
such would have been introduced into all the 
copies but four. It is far more probable that 79 
Bac. arose from a correction of Critics, who 
thought a dat. would be a better construction than 
an accus. with ele: and, indeed, it is found in 
Nicolaus ap. Stob. and Heb. vi. 7. But the 
accus. with elc or pòs is found in Greek 
writers from Hippocr. downwards. the dat. 
I know no other exx. than the above two. 

he would use it here. 

X. 1. iBdou.] MSS. B, D, M, and 2 cur- 
sives, to which can only add Scriv. y. It is, 
however, adopted, in brackets, by Lachm., but 
how wrongly will appear from the able note of 
Matthei. Alf. regards the reading as ‘a fradi- 
tional correction, to with the members of 
the Sanhedrim. He would have been nearer 
the truth had he omitted the word traditsonal, 
and given the credit of this ingenious device to 
his worthy friends the Critical correctors, or the 
Ital. Vers., whence it came into the MS. D and 
other MSS., altered from the Latin copies, and 
possibly MS. B, though, if it really be in that 
copy—which I doubt—the do in MS. B may 
bave originated in the K, which letter is very 
often confounded with B by the scribes. It is 
possible that the number Seveaty may have been 
adopted with reference to the Seventy Elders of 
Israel, Exod. xxiv., but more probably 

—J PH This, f ixBáAX «B. is, for text. rec. ¿x 
found in very many MSS. (including most of 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), and is received 
almost all Editors from Matth. downwards, ex- 
cept, indeed, Mr. Alf., who retains the text. 
from B, C, F. But the F is uncertain, and the 
B only e silentio. As to Mr. Alford's ground of 
preference, that the Present has the force of an 
enduring act, the Aorist would indicate a trassi- 
tory one. But though the former remark may 
be true, it is bere unsuitable; and the use of the 
Aorist does not necessarily suppose the action to 
be transitory. 

4. univa kaTáà Thy oddy áav.] Not meani 
that they should violate the common forme 
courtesy (as — from Matt. x. I2. Luke x. 
5), but that they should suffer nothing of vain 

. is 
the 
by 
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Eipijvm TQ olny rovro. ê Kai édv [ né] } exe? [6] vide eipsjvgs, 
éravama/cera, én’ avróv 1) eiprjvn bpv ei 58. uiye, è$ pás 
avaxdpryer. 7 *'Ev aùr 06 Ti) oixía uévere, éaÜlovres xal mi- o Lev. 10.18 
vovres Ta Tap avrQw Aios yap 6 épydrns tov pucOod abro DENN S 
ETTE pn peraßaivere éE oixias cis oixiav. 8 Kai eis fv 8 àv 1čor.o.4, 

, ^ t e 

wodsy eiaépxraOe, kai Séywvrar duds, éaOlere rà mupatıbépeva i Tim. & 1& 
tpiv, 9f kai Ücparevere rovs év avr?) daÜeveis, xai Xéyere aùroîs' f Supra 9.1. 
" Horywev è$’ ipas ý BaciXeía, ToU Oeo. 10 £ Eis fy È dy móuv 5&4 u. 
eicépynoOe, xal uù Séywvras ouás, éfeXÜóvres eis tas rXareías Mark s n. 

avri, nate 11“ Kal róv xoviopróv tov koXXnÜévra sip dx Acai 8. 

form, or merely complimentary address, still less 
mere trifling conversation, to divert them from 
their sacred office. 

6. I have bracketed the yi» and ó, which 
almost all Editors cancel, on strong external au- 
thority confirmed by internal evidence. 

7. á£ios vee iati] The full sense is, 
* [And this ye may freely do,] for the labourer 
is worthy [of his hire, for the labour he does ; ] 
q. d. ‘ye will earn your temporal support by 
our labour for the spiritual good of your 
osts.’ 
9. hyyixev ip’ (uas ù Bacıà.] Here we 

have an example of the use of: "i for pres., of 
which Valckn. adduces examples; and others 
may be seen in the Grammars of Buttm. and 
Matth., and Winer, Gr. N. T. 8343. The perf. 
is used, and not the aorist, by way of expressing 
completed action at the time present to the 
epeaker; so that perfects of this kind are very 
propery ered by Kühn. and Jelf present per- 
Jects. Here the action of is repre- 
sented as completed, which amounts to the same 
as saying that it has arrived or become — 
Upon the whole, of the various English Versions 
here, no one is so correct as our common autho- 
rized one, of which the rendering is, ‘is come 
nigh unto you.’ Yet this is not cor- 
rect. The most exact rendering would be, adest, 
‘is at hand,’ i.e. ‘is present to you,’ equiv. to 
mwaépeors, Atv. 1], ixey i Duas must be 
rendered in the very same manner, though some 
Translators make a difference. But the use of 
the perf. for the pluperf. is confined to the lan- 

e of narration, and does not extend to that 
of direct address. Moreover, there is t rea- 
son to think that the intention of our Lord was 
that the Apostles should simply the same 
message in the very same words (whether those 
addressed would hear or forbear), as a testimony 
unto them, brought within their reach to choose 
or to refuse its offered mercies or blessings. 
Hence I can by no means approve of the can- 
celling of ip’ buas by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., on the authority, they allege, of MSS. 
B, D, L, 1, 33, 130, 131 (Ed), 157, 209, and 
the Copt, Armen., Pers, Goth., Vulg., and 
Italic Versions. This, however, forms no exact 
representation. As to the other MSS., I am not 
able to test their accuracy. But MS. B (the 
most ancient of all MSS.) the words. As to 
D and L, they have little or no authority by 
themselves; and the other five MSS. (for No. 
130 is only the Latin Version of tho MS.) are of 

too modern a date to carry any weight set against 
nearly & hundred times as many, including the 
Alexandrian and all the twenty-seven uncial 
MSS., except fto, of the least trustworthy. As 
to the Versions, the Copt., Arm., Pers, and 
Goth., they are of little weight. The Italic Ver- 
sion would have some, but that several ancient 
MSS. of that Version have the words, and pro- 
bably they were in the original MS. of that Ver- 
sion. As to the Vulg., it has far less authority, 
nen uneepported by the Italic. — Jerome's 
judgment, on such a point as tho rejection o 
words, is of no great value. I aspect (et we 
words were originally thrown out by some Critics 
whose purpose it was to remove a tautology, and 
who thought that there would be more gravity 
and dignity in sys Á BaotAala, ‘is come,’ 
having in mind a passage of Matt. iii. 2, #yyexay 
5j Baca rey ovpavav. But the absolute 
construction there of syyixe» would be here 
unsuitable, since (as also at Matt. xii. 28, £d:6a- 
vay id’ Duas ý} BaciXa(a ov Oxov) the fact is 
announced, not , as respects the world at 
large (as it is in the Lord's Prayer), but in re- 
ference to certain persons then specified. 

ll. Tó» xov. ávrouaccópns0a did Render, 
‘we return it back to you;' a form o us up 
all intercourse : q. d. "even the very dust from 
our city, which cleaveth unto us, we wipe off 

[and return it back] to you.” ‘Eq’ ouas is by 
almost all Commentators supposed to mean, 
‘against you, ‘to your harm.” But that sense 
cannot be admitted. All that is meant seems to 
be this, —that the same solemn m is to be 
delivered unfo them, whether they will hear, or 
whether they will forbear. Render: ‘But (or 
however) know ye this (i.e. reccive this our 
—— that the kingdom, &c. Griesb., 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. cancel ip’ ue, from 
B, D, L, and 5 cursives of the same Family, to 
which I can only add Scriv. y. It may be, as 
Mr. Alf. thinks, a repetition from v. 9; but the 
evidence of all the MSS. but 9, confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Vers., goes far to prove that it ts nof. 

Between 9ui» and dvouaccóusÜa 7 uncial 
MSS. and 20 others have ale rote wodas tua, 
which words have been received by Lachm. and 
Tisch. But internal evidence is against them, 
from the circumstance that we can better ac- 
count for their addition than their omission. 
They came, I suspect, from a marginal Scho- 
lium pertaining to xoAAnÜérra, i. e. ad pedes 
equiv. to pedibus nostris, though that is implied 
in the ui», otherwise the construction in xoAA. 
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THiS TOAEwS Duov àmonaccóne0a ouiy. IIX5wv robro ywooxere, 
h Matt. 11. 
31— 23. Ste tryyixey [è$ úuâs] 9 BaotXeía trou Oeod.” 12 ̂ Aéyw [Sè] 

úuiv, Ste Zoðopois ev TÀ Hepa kely avextorepov čotat, ù TH 
TONEL KEN. 13 Ojaí cot, Xopativ ! ovas cot, BnOcaida! ore 

ei èv Tupp xai Save éyévovro ai Suvadpers ai yevdpevas v pity, 
mara. dy éy carey ka oroc KaOnyevat perevonoayv. 14 JTAzv 

Tipo ral 3a ávexróTepov éaraa èv Ti) xploc, ?) ipiv. 15 Kai 
ov, Karepvaoùp, 7 ws Tov ovpavod inpwleica, čws adou xara- 

BiBacbijon. 16 “O dxovov tov éuoU àxoveu ral ó aÜeràv vpàs 
éue áÜere ô è uè áÜerüv abere rov dmocre(Xavrá pe. 
17 ‘Yaréorpeway Sé oi éBOourjkovra perà yapas, Xéyovreg | Kopie, 

"E : * 
"b H ga P 

n 
ale derives confirmation from Areteus, p. 76, 
Zuxón kovn xexor\XrAnoOn els Ta peradpava. 
But the words seem supplied by the Scholiasts 
with a view to a fuese of Matt. x. 14. Luke 
ix. 5. Acte xiii. 51, though at so carly a period 
that the words are recognized in the Pesch. Syr. 
Vers.; and hence it may be thought an open 
uestion as to their genuineness, especinlly as I 
dnd them in not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies. 

12. Aéyw é] The ài is absent from many 
MSS. (including most of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies) ; and since internal evidence is against it, 
it 18 probably not genuine. 

13. iv caxxw—xabrjpevar] This habit and 
posture in mourning was in use not only among 
the Eastern, but the Western nations of anti- 
quity. Comp. Eurip. Iph. A. 1175. Xen. Anab. 
v. l. vii. 3, and see D'Orville on Charit., p. 488. 
The putting on sackcloth was not confined to the 
East. So Plutarch, iii. 168, says of the super- 
stitious man, ££e xáÜ rra caxxiov Excvy. See 
on Matt. xi. 21—23. 

16. See Matt. x. 40, and note. 
18. iQ1ospovy roy È., &c.] The best Com- 

mentators are that this is & bold and figu- 
rative mode of expression —anticipating the future 
triumph, already commencing, of the Gospel over 
the powers of darkness—presenting, as Bp. War- 
burton, Serm. xxvii, says, ‘a lively picture of 
the sudden precipitation of the Prince of the air, 
where he had so long held his empire; and hung, 
like a pestilential meteor, over the sons of men.” 
The construction, however, here demands our 
first attention, in order to determine the exact 
sense, which has been disputed. As respects the 
former, we have here a condensed brevity of ex- 
pression for 484p. tov Lar. ix coU ovp. we- 
cóvTa, we dotp. ix Tov oUp. wecovoay, & forci- 
ble image to represent the sudden taking place 
of an event as suddenly come, as quickly gone ; 
* come and gone (as we should say) like a flash 
of lightning. So Lucian, Imag. xi. t. ii. 468, 
Zi al». aeorep Tid de TpaT ij» Yapadpauovcav, 
dwaf siss avi)» kal, &c., or (to use the words 

xai rà Õaiporia vroráocerat Niv v TQ Ovóparí aov. 
6e abrois- 'EOeopovv Tóv Xaraváv os adotpamny èx ToU ovpavou 
mecovra. 19)'Ióo), Gi! duty tiv éEovolay ToU TaTeiv érávo 
ó$ewv xal cxoprmiov, xai im mücayr tiv Sivapw ToU éyÜpoi- 
«ai ovdev vuâs ov ui) accon. 2 * ITAZv èv rovro uù xaipere, 

18 | Elwe 

of a great poet), ‘or like the borealis race, that 
flit —— ere you can point the place." The 
implied notion of suddenness is conveyed under 
the same figure in Isa. xiv. 12, where of the King 
of Babylon it is said: “How art thou fallen 
from heaven, resplendent (radiant) son of the 
morning!" Comp. the — of 2 Pet. i. 
19, and the iwogopos of the Sept. In the im- 
pressive term i@ewpouw there is reference to a 
paar, but only recently past, event, namely, our 

rd's sending them forth. And in wecovra 
we have the use of the prophetic past for future 
eee dEtwsoss in the above ques of Isa, 

t, idoEáa0n in John xii. 31, xéxperac iu 
y ue AM often both in Old and New 

est.) by which any event is anticipated, as 
having already come to Thus the full 
sense is: [*1t is no wonder that ye should have 
found the very devils subject to you thro m 
name and power], for in sending you I fore] 
saw, that Satan the Prince of the devils woul 
suddenly and manifestly lose his power.” Fora 
similar comparison to lightning, to express tho 
sudden manifestation of Divine power, comp 
infra xvii. 24, and Matt. xxiv. 17. 

19. arsi» imávæ do. kal oxopw.] This ex- 
pression might be taken literally (as in Mark 
xvi. 17, õps ápovci) did the context permit 
it. But, from the connexion with the preceding 
and the following verse, it should rather scem to 
be another figure expressive of their safety,— 
namely, from men as deadly in their hostility as 
serpents and scorpions. e connexion of the 
two verses is this: ‘I ied rd anticipation] devils 
depart at your bidding, and by the power I gave 
p In virtue of the same power you shall now 

preserved both from the assaults of Satan and 
all his emissaries, and shal) prevail over the 
most bitter hostility By rou ix0pov is to be 
— —— — vous oe iteral mean- 
ing of the appellation. He being the t Enem 
of God and mankind. See Matt. E. 10, ais 
with Eph. vi. 11, 12. 
— kal oddiy ünds ov uù &ĝıx.] There is here 
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Šri rà trvevpata Üpiv bmorácceraw yalpere Se [náàXXov] Ste 
> ^ e ^ , 4 ^ 3 ^ 91 1? , ^^ A 

Tà óvópara Una éypádn Lu Tots oUpavois. Ev aùr TH) | Matt. 1. 
pa wyadMacaro TQ Trvevpatt 0 'Inoovs kat elmer ‘Efopono- ,, p, 5.7. 
yo)üpat cot Ilárep, Kúpte tov ovpavod xal ris wie, Ste ar- Mati ir 27. 
éxpwiyas taidta aro copay xai cuverav, kal arrexddupas avrà Jobn s. ss. 

1 Cor. 15. 97. vyriows. vat, ò Ilar?p, Črte oŬrws éyévero evdoxia émpoaÜév pb. 1. 
Gov. «ai eTpadQais $TpÓe Tove pabnras alrer' 22 m TTayra * fol map- Phil. 2.9, 

e6005 vro roð lIlarpós pov: xai 
an tefensive accumulation of negatives. See 
Matt. xxiv. 21, and note. So in Lucian Pisc. 
8 19, ovdiy ov wh yé£vrrrat adixov, Atxacociyns 
cusmapovons. The purpose of the present verse 
is encom . and the source of it is the usn- 
limited power of Christ over whatever might 
hinder their exertions, so that “nothing should 
in any wise harm them,” including both things 
and , namely, Satan, his emissaries, and 
bis abettors. 

Of the nert verse the pu is mainly warn- 
tag, by cautioning them under the elation, which 
new privileges and high powers would too surely 
generate, against being so puffed up by the con- 
sciousness of those powers as to think less than 
they ought of what far more nearly concerns them 

ly—that their names have been written 
in the book of life. Our Lord means to say, that 
since the power he has granted to them extends 
so far and wide, they are not to make any par- 
ticular part of it their especial matter of re- 
joicing,—not even the subjection of evil spirits 
to them,—but the communication of God's in- 
finite mercy to them personally, in placing them 
on the list of his redeemed. Although, however, 
it be implied, by the very nature of that meta- 
phor, that the tile to eternal salvation is un- 
alienable, yet it did not follow but that this 
might be cancelled (the name blotted out) b 
conduct inconsistent with the heavenly oAi- 
rtvua, under which any such claim is held. 
And to this blotting out of the name and claim 
not unfrequent allusions are found in the Old 
Test., and also in Rev. xxii. 19. The best Com- 
mentators are agreed that there is here an allu- 
sion to the methods of Auman polity; future life 
being represented under the image of a temporal 
woXtreupua, in which the names of citizens were 
inscribed in a book, from which were occasionally 
expunged the names of those persons who were 
deemed unworthy, and who thereby lost the jus 
civitatis. MadAXoy, not found in very many 
MSS. (including most of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), Versions, and Fathers, is cancelled, I 
think rightly, by almost all Editors. pan 
should be rendered, as the Pesch. Syr. Version 
authorizes, ‘have been written,’ such being the 
sense intended, though yiypawrat would have 
been more correct Greek. The reading of some 
MSS. iyyéypawrat, ‘have been enregistered,'" 
seems a mere ion ; though, being found in 
three of the oldest uncials an 3 cursives, it has 
been received into the text by Lachm. and 
Tisch. as a matter of course, though internal 
evidence is decidedly against it, and the passage 
of Rev. xxi. 27 alleged, is a proof to the contrary. 
At any rate, it has been shown by the best Ex- 
positors, ancient and modern, that we are not 
authorizod to infer, from the names having been 

18, 
ovdels yiwocke,. tis dori £54, 
thus written, any absolute and irreversible decree 
by election to eternal salvation, but only a pre- 
sent title to life eternal through the obedience of 
faith, without which their fina] salvation cannot 
be secured. 

21. ryaMÀiácaTo te wv., &c.] Here we 
have the same rapturous expressions of praise 
and thanksgiving, as on the return of the twelve 
Apostles from executing the same commission. 
See note on Matt. xi. 25—27. xiii. 11; and 
— Is. xxix. 14. Ecclus. iii. 19. 1 Cor. i. 19, 

— Or: d*íxpviyas, &c.] The phrase here 
employed is similar to language often found in 
Scripture; which ascribes to Divine agoncy the 
permitted results of human vice or folly. Toa 
customary phrase, then, proceeding from our Sa- 
viour's lips, must be assigned its usual meaning ; 
as ind appears from the tenor of the pre- 
ceding expostulation. If the Father had hidden 
these things from the wise and ipe it was 
only in & sense consistent with the display, be- 
fore their eyes, of miracles plain and numerous, 
—with the employment of a machinery con- 
trived and admirably fitted for the purpose of 
effecting their conviction and conversion. (Ogil- 
vie's Bampt. Lect.) 
By Tavra, understand all that is expressed, 

and in any way implied, in the foregoing enre- 
gistering of the names of the redeemed ones in 
the book of life. 

22. For the text. rec. wapedd0n pot, I have 
now received, with Griesb., Matth., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, uoc wapedoOn, from 
a great number of MSS., including every uncial 
one, and comprehending the best both of the 
Eastern and Western recension, and every one 
of the Lamb. and many Mus. copies, with tho 
Compl. Ed., also all the copies in the passage of 
Matt. xi. The position yo: wap. seems to 
have been adopted by the Evangelist on account 
of the uoi being emphatic, according to the fol- 
lowing (which appears the tard rendering of the 
words: ‘ Unto Me have all things been com- 
mitted by my Father, all power and authority,’ 
—namely, inasmuch as (according to the words 
of the Apostle, Coloss. i. 19) ‘it pleased the Fa- 
ther that in Him all fulness should dwell’ (even 
the infinite treasures of and mercy com- 
mitted to Him to dispense to the heirs of salva- 
tion), aud from Him alone to be derived, He 
being the Sovereign Dispenser of all things per- 
taining to the kingdom of grace and of glory. Seo 
note on Matt. xi. 27. The words inserted in 
small print have been adopted, bly to the 
judgment of all the more recent Editors, on strong 
external authority, confirmed by many Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, and the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

— ywwoxe] Meaning that ful and com- 
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6 Tiss, ei u) ò Tlarnp, xai ris éorw ó IIari)p, ei pù ô Tios, xai 
ari d dà» Bovdnras 6 Tiss arroxadinpar, B xal, orpadeis pos 
1Pet1.10 rove pabyras xaT idiay, etre Maxdpios oi oparo oi Bré- 

arovres à OAérere! 24 Aéro) yap vpiv, Ort modo’ wpodiyras 
xal Bacirets 7Oéncay deiv à úpeis DXérere, ka ove eldor 
kal axovoat à axovere, xal ovk Tjkovaav. 

o Matt. 23. 
85. 
Mark 13. 38. 

2% ‘OQ dé elme mpòs avrov 
7P°O 8e 

25° Kai idov, vop4kós tis avéorn, 
Abyor Addoware, ti Troujcas Conv aiwviov KAnpovopnce ; 

"Ev TQ vóuo Tí yeypartas; was 

* 
Kat 

amoxpieis emer ‘Ayamrnoets 
Kúpiov rov Ocóv cov é£ Ans Ts Kapdias cov xai 
eE Ans Tis puyis cou, xal èE SANS THs ca x Uv0c cov 
xal èë Ans ths Stavolas cov xal Tov TÀm9cíov 

iL734* cov. wo ceavrTóyp, Ba Elre 56 ajrQ' 'OpÜGe drexpiünc 
11, 18. 

lete knowledge expressed by dwiyivdoxe: in 
the Nel paso of Matthew. id 

23. xal, orpagpeis—elae’ &c.) I now point 
aroxadtwWat, xai, orpadeis, because the words 
are (as H. Stephens, in his Edition the O miri- 
ficam, well saw) in close connexion with the 
oregoing ones, and form a suitable conclusion to 
the thanksgiving therein contained. Thus we may 
render: ‘and turning to his disciples apart [from 
the rest], he said,’ &c. 

25—3/. Question of a lawyer, —introducing 
the ble of the Good Samaritan. 

. dxweipd{ov] From the elaborate invest:- 
tion of the sense of this word by Mr. Greswell, 

it appears to mean, ‘putting his skill to full 
P » viz. by proposin difficult uestions for 
is solution, as a test of his skill. is he might 

very well be enabled to do, since the vourxds 
(equiv. to vouodsddoxados, v. 17) was by office 
& teacher of the Law. 

The xal before Aéywv is expunged by Alf. and 
Tisch., solely from 2 MSS., B and L, but re- 
tained by Lachm. ;—very properly, since it is 
far less likely to havo been introduced as “a 
supplement" in all the copies but two, than to 
have been removed in those copies by critical cor- 
rection ; for such a use of the xal with a Partici- 
ple is unclassical, though & pure Greek writer 
would have avoided the previous Partic. 
— tl wowjoas] lit., “by having done what,’ 

‘by what good deed done. See Matt. xix. 16, 
and note. On the force of «Anpoy. sec my Lex. 

26. wine dvayıvoores;]) * Here we have,” 
Lightfoot observes, “a form of expression fre- 
quent in the schools, when any one brought for- 
ward a text of Scripture in proof of any thing.” 
It is to be noted, however, that our Lord in so 
speaking, calls on another to adduce some text of 

ripture; whereas in the schools it was usual 
for him who spoke to allege it Àimself. In the 
preceding clause, the words ip +e vóuc aro 
laced ore yEypa rai (‘has been written’) 
y way of making the greater impression, the force 

of the argument resting on these words with which 
comp. Is. viii. 20, ** To the law and to the testi- 
mony.” The full sense intended by this interro- 
gatory is, ‘in what manner, to what purport, read- 

ToÜro mole, xal Gjon. ?9'O &e, Oav Stxawiv éavrov, 

est thou ?” (equiv. to, ‘ what findest thou there ?") 
—a peculiar mode of eliciting what another bas 
to propound. Our Lord refers him to the Law, 
that he may show him how imperfectly he un- 
derstood, and how inadequately he had obeerved 
it, and thus bring him unto Him who was the 
* Et of the Law for righteousness (or, justifica- 
tion). Rom. x. 4. 

27. iE SAns THs Kapsias cov xal iE SAMs gs 
Vvx5s, &c.] Recent Commentators usually re- 
gard this iteration of xapdías, J/vx5s, and lo xv 
as pleonastic. But it is rather intend 
strengthen the sense ; nor is this mode of 
sion without example in the Classical writers. 
Thus Plautus, Capt. ii. 3: * Id petam, idque per- 

uar, corde et animo atque viribus." 
. 0£X wr dix] i. e. * wishing to excuse him- 

self' from the imputation of not having attended 
to the Law he taught; for the Pharisee desired 
to show that he had not proposed a slight or 
easily solvable question, but one of importance, 
and difficult determination. And since wAnoios 
is a term of extensive application, he takes occa- 
sion, from that ambiguity, to put the question 
«al tis iori pou r elu: An answer, how- 
ever, is returned quite contrary to the expecta- 
tion of the lawyer; and Christ, by — that 
(after the example of the Samaritan, who sho 
such kindness to the Jew) the offices of hu- 
manity and kindness were to be extended even to 
strangers, foreigners, and enemies, leaves the Pha- 
risee nothing to answer. The expression may, in 
this view, be defined to mean ‘any one of our 
Jellow-creatures with whom we are in any way 
connected, whether in respect of country, religion, 
or political institutions.” It was a noble senti- 
ment of a heathen, ‘ Homo sum: nihil humani a 
me alienum puto :’ a sentiment, however, which 
can alone be properly felt and duly acted on by 
a Christian. 

For &ixaiovy, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
étxa:@oas, from B, C, D, , and 2 cursives, 
But the authority for this is quite insufficient, 
and internal evidence is adverse. It is very im- 
probable that the alteration should have taken 
place in all the MSS. but seven (I cannot add 
onc) for no apparent cause.  Aixaiovy instead of 

to 
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elme mpos tov 'lgcoüv Kal ris dori pou rAnclov; 30 'Tro- 
AaBov òè ò 'Incoüs elmer “AvOpwros ris xaréBawev do 
‘Iepoveadnp eis 'lepuyo, kai Anotais tepiérrecer’ of xal èr- 
Sucavres avTóv xal mrnyas émiÜévres dmfjMÜov, adévres hui- 
Gavi Tvyyávovra. 9! Kara avykvpiav 96 iepeds tis karéBauvev 
év TH 000 éxcívy Kai Dov avróv, àvrvmrapijADev. 32 “Opolws 
6e xal Aevírns, yevoyevos xarà Tov torov, av ral iby avri- 
maple. 33* Xauapeírgs Sé Tis, ddevwv, HAVE xaT avTOv, Kal Jon. 
iav aùròv éamXaryxviaÓn. *xal mpocedOav xarédnce Ta 

being, as Alf. says, ‘the more obvious tense,’ is 
far less so ; for it never occurs in the N. T., nor 
in the Sept.; nor, I believe, in Josephus; nor, 
indeed, in the Class. writers, except in the Ionic 
Greek of Hdot. i. 133. ii. 172. vi. 82 and 86. 
And as there is a strong affinity between the 
Ionic and the ordinary Greek dialect, we may 
— this form as derived from that source. 
That the Critics should have altered tho form 
into what is usual both in the Class. writers and 
the Sept., is highly probable. 

30. v-oXafdov| supp. có» Adyow (which 
word is expressed in Hdot. iii. 146), lit. ‘ taking 
him up.” Implying more than a bare answer, 
and rather such a reply as shall take exception 
at, or at least circumscribe and correct, some 

ition too broadly laid down by the other. Sce 
ucyd. v. 49, and my note. Here, however, 

the thing is not done in a formal mode, and with 
logical exactness, but populariter, in the Oriental 
manner, by adducing a story (or narrative of 
what had perhaps occurred, or what might have 
occurred), from which the lawyer would be con- 
strained to acknowledge that the Jewish defini- 
tion of ò vA ncíoy was far too narrow, and ought 
to be widened by the example even of Sama- 
ritane. 
— xatiBave] * was travelling,’ lit. * descend- 

ing,’ with reference to the situation of Jericho in 
respect to Jerusalem. 
— Agarrais wepiéwece] ‘ fell among robbers.” 

The scene, as it were, of this story, is well laid on 
the road between Jerusalem and J ericho; which 
ran partly through a kind of wilderness occupied 
with rocks and defiles (see Josh. xvi. 1); and, 
at that time,—even to the days of Jerome,—was 
beset with robbers and murderers; insomuch that 
it was called the bloody road. Another reason 
(besides its situation being favourable to banditti) 
was that of its being the most road in 
Judæa, as being the principal one to Perma. And 
& priest and Levite are aptly represented as tra- 
velling that way, since the c , or stations, of 
the priests and Levites were many of them fixed 
at Jericho, which is termed in the Rabbinical 
writers a priestly city. ] r 

— ixdvcavres aùróv) Not, havi kim 
of his raiment, but spoiled kim of all that he had ; 
as we should say, stript kim bare, equivalent to 
* robbed him,’ —a phrase, I apprehend, of common 
life, of which I can find no example except in the 
derivative noun sxévoris, in Manetho iv. 331, 
ipÜsp ixtpaal re kal ixdveas vadiovory. 
And so Gloss Gr. ixévore, spoliatio. So, too, 
the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. must have taken the 
word, since they render ‘ despoiled him.’ And 

pure Greek writers) of tvy x. 
pleonastic. 

that the Latin verbs ‘spoliare’ and * despoliare" 
are so used is wel known. In wAny. iT. 
there is a Latimism, taken from impo- 
nere. 

— ádérris uiay Tvyxávovra] Here 
Tex: not found in several of the ancient MSS, 
and some Versions, has been cancelled by Lachm. 
and Tisch., but on insufficient grounds. Internal 
evidence is quite in favour of the word, from the 
greater probability of its being pat out than 
rought in. We may suppose that certain early 

Critics deemed it unn , and accordingly 
cancelled it. The biblical Conanin and 
Lexicographers regard the rvyxávovra here as 
put for óvra. But why, then, it might be asked, 
did not Luke express the sense by óvra? As to 
the use of truyydvw &v for slul, I cannot hel 
suspecting that & more enlightened is woul 
go far to sweep away the principle (at least in the 

being ever quite 
In almost every passage where tho 

pleonasm is supposed to occur, there is some force 
or other to be assigned to rvyx. Italmost always 
implies — arg of some kind or other, though 
it may be difficult to trace it. Thus, for instance, 
in Soph. Aj. 88, Mévocu’ &y ffüsXoy è’ dy ixrds 
d» TvXtiv: the full sense is, ‘I could have 
wished, by any chance, to be off.’ 

8l. xarà avykvpíav] The Classical writers 
not unfrequently use xarà cuvruxiay, but very 
rarely xarà avyxvpíav. Insomuch that we might 
suppose it to be entirely Hellenistic, did it not 
occur in Hippocrates. Hence it appears tbat tho 
phrase xarà ovyxvuplay was early in use, but 
afterwards supplanted by xarà cvyrvxíav. Yet 
it maintained a place in the popular diction, even 
to the time of Eustathius. The term may 
defined ‘such a concurrence of circumstances’ 
whereby some event is brought about, whether 
E Divine Providence, as in Dionys. Hal. 1. ix. 

, or ET the ordi Pea pes affairs, 
as in Hippocr. p. 49, Ta ded cvykvpíns. 
Diog. Laert. L x. 98, and here. Of the disputed 
term detixapyAGe, the true sense is, * he passed 
by on the contrary side of the road,’ intimating 
that he studiously avoided going up to him. 

82. éXOav xai idcov] The drA0wy is not ro- 
dundant, but serves to show that the Levite 
acted worse than the priest, by coming up and 
viewing him ; and after seeing his sad state, then 

ing over to the other side, thus sbendoning 
im to perish. 
94. xaríóno:] Karadéo is à surgical term, 

occurring also in Xen. Cyr. v. and Ecclus. xxvii. 
2], and signifying ‘to bandages to hold down 
the lips of a wound.’ 
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tpaúpara avro, émruyéov ÉXatov Kai olyor émifiBácas 86 avtov 
èm. Tò Wiov xrivos, Tryaryev avróv eis travdoyeiov, raè émepexxj0n 
avrov. 95 Kai él Trjv abpwv éfeXÜow, exBarwv úo Snvapia 
Ewxe TQ Tavdoyel, xal elev avrg ‘EmipernOnts avroi* «ai 
6 ru dy mrpocdsarravnoys, éyó, év TQ eravépyerOat pe, aTrodwcw 
cot 38 Tis obv rovrov TOv tpiðv Ooket aou mrANnCioy yeyovéerat 
TOU €pwrrecovtos eis TOUS ANOTAS ; 37 “O de erer ‘O rroujoas 
TÒ Edeos uer auto’.  Elmev ow avrQ 6 'Inaods’ llopevov xai 
ov Tolet Gmoiws. 

38 s Eryéveto 8à, dv TÊ ?ropevea a4 avtovs, kal autos eiatjXÜev 
eis xmv Twd yuv) 6é Tis ovopats MápÜa vrecéfaro avrov 
eis Tov olxov avTfjs. 99 ' Kat ride Fw aerd kaXovuévr Mapia, 
Ñ «ai trapaxabicaca mapà roù todas ToU ‘Incod rove TOv 
Aóyov aùroð. H è MápÜOa repreomaro wept TOAN w dia- 
koviar èmıorâca 66 elre Kúpue, où péres cou Sts 5j adedi 
pov póvnv pe karême Õiaroveîv ; etme ovy aùr) Wa pot ouv- 

— iz ıxéwr £Xaoy Kal —— Not * pouring 
in" (as if it had been a bolus, which would have 
required iyyéwv», found in Hdot. ii. 6), but 
‘pouring on, affundens, as the Latin medical 
writers express the thing. And so indeed éwsyeiy 
is used in Gen. xxviii. 18, and xxxv. 14, dwéyeey 
der’ aviv iXatoy, and Dioscor. 11, 91, iéwix£as 
olvov. The use of oil and wine, both separately 
and as a mixture called olvéAaiow is plain from 
passages cited by Wets. from the ancient Medical 
writers. The mixture was considered a sovereign 
remedy for wounds produced by violence; wool, 
lint, or pounded olive being first laid upon the 
wound. The oil (which in Palestine is very 

erous) was probably taken with him, by the 
maritan, for the purpose of anointing ; and the 

antiquity of the custom of carrying oil on a jour- 
ney is shown by the case of Jacob in the Old 

cat. 
— «Tijvos] Corresponding to our general term 

beast, whether horse, mule, or ass. An ass is 
robsbly here intended, as being that most used. 

Indeed, this general term is sometimes, even in 
the Classical writers, used for the special one. 
See Xen. Cyr. viii. 2, 8. IIavdoxator denotes a 

tc hostelry, such as are still known in the 
t by the name kłan. 

35. ixBaX ev] ‘having cast or put down.’ The 
two denaria were equivalent to two days’ 
of a labourer (see Matt. xx. 9), and therefore 
sufficient for temporary relief. Indeed, Mr. Gres- 
well shows that it was a sum adequate to main- 
tain a person frugally six or seven days. On 
éwiuer. and wpocdam. see my Lex. 

36, 37. Here our Lord gives the true answer 
to the above question, by enabling the interro- 
gator to answer it himself,—nay, indeed eliciting 
the answer from him. 

37. ó vocas rò isos per’ avTov] ‘he who 
exercised kindness towards him.’ A Hebraism. 
See notes on Luke i. 58, 72. The moral lesson 
inculcated in the parable is, as Mr. Greswell says, 
that ‘every man who is so situated as to require 

See more in my 

the food offices of his fellow-men, without regard 
to place, nation, consanguinity, or any of the ties 
which connect one man, or more, with a part of 
mankind more closely than the rest, must be re- 

ed and treated as their neighbour.’ See more 
in Theoph. and Euthym. 

38—42. Entertainment of our Lord at the 
house of Martha and Mary. These were the 
sisters of Lazarus, and the village, Bethany ; not- 
withstanding what Bengel and others have seid. 
The phrase iv raw 9opesótoÜa: is used, because 
the events recorded in this section pertain to the 
last journey of our Lord from ilee. The 
phrase Urodéyecba: ele olxop, ‘to take or receive 
to oneself,’ implies hospitable entertainment, and 
is found in Hom. Od. v, 70, rò» Eivo» éyor 
UoóéEoua: oixw, and Hdot. i. 44, olxíouc: vro- 
— TÓV Esivov. 

. Wapaxaticaca| ‘having seated herself" 
That tbe phrase itself, and the custom of siting, 
as a posture of instruction, was not unknown to 
the ks and Romans, as well as the Jew, is 
clear from the citations adduced by Wetst. As 
respects the term itself, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
ria from A, B, C, L, wapaxabecOrioa; and 
Alf. pronounces the text. rec. to be an “altera- 
tion to the more usual form." But he is bere as 
unfortunate in his o as supra v. 
29; the fact being directly the contrary to what 
he says, the Neuter form 2rapaxaÜ0ícas for the 
Midd. being comparatively rare, and only used 
in the later and lese pure Greek writers. 

40. waeptecwaro] Tepicway signifies pro- 
perly ‘to draw from, around, or off, to draw 
aside, draw out of course, as 2 Sam. vi. 6. Thus, 
by an elegant metaphor, persons are seid wepi- 
owac8ac, whose minds are drawn aside in various 
directions by anxious cares, so as to be distracted 
by over occupation. So Diod. Sic. l. i. 74, mepi 
*O0ÀÀÀ TH stavoig weptowepevos, and 82, 
an7nr\0s TepioracoÜsis vrò fieriks ypsias. 
Polyb. iv. 10, 3. ix. 22, 3. xv. 3, 3. Eoas. zl. 
1,2. On the terms d:axoy. and cupayriAr. see 
my Lex. 
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avriAáBrat. | V AmroxpiÜeis 86 elrev avri) ó Inco Mapéa, 
MápÜa, uepuuvás xal TvpfBáUn mepi ToXXd: £ évòs é dors 

xpeta. 
adaipeOncerat am’ avríjs. 

Mapia è tiv ayabny pepa éfeXéfavo, Fris oùe 

XI. 1 Kat éyévero, èv ta elvat aùròv èv torm til mpocev- 
xópevov, ws erravcato, emé Tis TAY pwabyTay aùroð mpos avToY 
Kopie, didafov âs mpocevyecOar, xabws xal 'Ioávvge didate 

` ` , ^ oa R? 3 — ^ e A TOUS pabnras auroũ. Eire 8é aùroîse “Orav mrpocevynobe = Matt. o v 
> 7 Uf j is ̂ e , ^ 9 i) e , P by LA — 

Aéyere Ilárep pv 6 èv rots ovpavois, dywacOntw TO Óvoud 

41. Tvpßáľn wep! mod] Here rupf. is not 
in the pass., but the middle voice in a reciprocal 
sense, ‘thou art bestirring thyself, troubling thy- 
self' Comp. Aristoph. Pac 1006, and Athen. 
336. See more in my Lex. For tup8aY., 0o- 
eB ata, the reading of C, D, L, and 2 cursives, 
as been edited by Lachm. and Tisch., but on 

insufficient grounds, since the omission in those 
MSS. of uepiuvàas mepi wodXa, evinces a license 
such as destroys all confidence in the reading 
GopuB., which indeed is a mere gloss. The above 
gi abr of TvpfBá(y is confirmed by Alexis. 
ap. Suid. 336, F, where he brings in a volup- 
tiary, who, in tbe midst of some observations 
similar to what we find in 1 Cor. xv. 32, “let us 
eat and drink, for to-morrow we die," slips in an 
under-address to Manes the cook, ripSafe, 
Máy. meaning ‘bestir yourself, Manes, about 
the dinner.’ et, as the active voice cannot 
have a reciprocal sense, I would read rupBafex, 
as standing for Twpfjá(y, ‘are you bestirring 
yourself?’ 

42. éyós tors ypela] An impersonal form 
(like opus est in Latin), of rare occurrence in 
the Class, but found in Ecclus. iii. 22 and 49, 
and xxix. 7. The ¿vòs here is to be taken em- 

tically, the sense being * of one thing [espe- 
cially] there ie need,’ namely, the care of the 
soul, as contrasted with provision for the body. 
Comp. Ps. xxvii. 4, * One thing have 1 desired 
of the Lord, that’ &c. 
— thy &ya05» uspida—abr5s] Here thv ay. 

pep. bas much force, denoting that aspis, benefi- 
cium, which is essentially good and profitable both 
for time and for eternity, and which cannot be 
lost or taken away. In the term epida there 
may be an allusion not only to any one taking 
his portion of what is set before him to choose 
from (comp. Lament. iii. 24, “ The Lord is my 
portion, saith my soul"); but there seems a 
tacit opposition to the evil portion (evil, because 
fleeting and unsatisfying) of those who, in the 
words of the Psalmist (xvii. 44), have their por- 
tion in this life—a portion consequently as fra- 
ile as every thing here must be. The term mep. 

is used suitably to the foregoing subject, namely, 
the plentiful re set forth by Martha, of which 
a portion would be sent round to each of the 

ests,—an allusion to the good portion from 
iod to man of his favour and blessing, and an 

interest in him through the Gospel. Mary is 
here said to have chosen this portion, because the 
sons of men have to choose between the portion 
of this world, which God permits them to take 
in the fruits of their industry, and the portion in 
the — that of their heavenly inheritance 

oL. I 

through Christ. Hence it is that this portion is 
called the good portion, meaning that which is 
alone good, really and essentially such. The 
next words suggest an reason why it is ù 
ay., the good portion, namely, because it shall 
not, cannot be taken away; the one differing 
from the other as the meat which perisheth in 
the use from that which endureth unto ever- 
lasting life, the feeding on the bread of life, 
John vi. 27. 

XI. 1—13. Our Lord teaches his disciples to 
pray. We are not to suppose but that our Lord 

given them instructions on prayer, both as to 
the manner and matter. But it was the custom 
of the Rabbis to give their disciples some brief 
Jorm of prayer. 

2, seqq. On the interpretation here, see notes 
on Matt. vi. 9, seqq. I cannot but advert to the 
marvellous omissions which are found in some 
few MSS., Versions, and Fathers, and which are 
almost invariably adopted by the late Editors. 
The words juv o iv Toit ovp. are not found in 
about eight MSS., with the Vulg. and Persic 
Versions. But that authority is too slender to: 
claim any attention. The reason for the omis- 
sion may readily be conceived ; though it were 
vain to imagine reasons for a// the innumerable 
alterations which were introduced by the Alez- 
andrian biblical Aristarchs. 

The words one yt are omitted in 
nearly the same MSS, and Versions as the pre- 
ceding nuwy—ovpavots; and, of course, there is 
no greater attention due in this than in the for- 
mer case. But the omission here cannot well be 
considered as otherwise than unintentional. And 
not only the very small number of MSS. (about 
six) warrants us to a this; but there is a 

@ographical principle which increases the pro- 
bility thereof; namely, that as this clause be- 

gins with four words,—two of them the same, 
and the other two of the same termination with 
the former clause, dytacÜrrw Tò Óvouá cov,— 
so it is likely that these each formed a line in 
the very ancient Archetype or Archetypes; and 
thus (as in a thousand other cases) the scribes" 
eyes might be deceived, and bence they would 
inadvertently omit the second of those clauses. 

Again, the words dAX\a pvcai—^rovnpov are 
omitted in about the same number of MSS. and 
Versions as the before-mentioned clauses; with 
the addition of three or four others, and Origen ; 
and are cancclled even by Scholz. Here the 
omission cannot be accounted for on the same 
principle as at yexynÜrjre— ye: yet the testi- 
mony is too weak, and the — whence it 

F 
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cov éAbéro ù) Bacideia cou yevnbizre rò ÜcAuá cov ws èv 
ovpave Kai éri Tis ns. ? Tov áprov huv tov ervey Giov 
juiv tò kaĵ nyépay * Kai þes Huy Tas ápaprías nudy, Kat 
yap avroi t adicwev Travri odeidovTs huir Kai pn cisevéyens 
Nâs eis qeipacpov, [dXXà pocat 9uás aro ToU Tovnpov.] 

b infra 8. te 1, 5 d Kai elme mpos avrov Tis è tuav Ekes iov, xai wopev- 
cera, Tpos avróv pegovukTiov, Kat Eliry abt Dire, ypijaóv 
pos Tpeis dprous § érredy pos pov mapeyévero E ó800 aps 
pe, kal ove éyo ô vapaÜsse autre 1 Kaxeivos Ecwbey aro- 
xpOeis emy Mý pos xotrous Tápexye dn 7) úpa xéxdetoras, 
xai ta mradia pou per époU eis T)» koírg» cicir ov Svvapas 

comes is so suspicious, as to destroy all confidence. 
Surely it is far more probable that the words 
were omitted by the above-mentioned Critics for 
some ulative doctrinal reasons, than that in 
all the MSS. except about ten, the clause should 
have been introduced from St. Matth. This last 
reason will also apply to the other omissions; 
especially as the dozology, which is found in 
almost all the MSS. of Matthew, is here found 
in snot one. Is it likely that those who intro- 
duced three interpolations should all of them 
omit to introduce the fourth f 

3. rò xab’ juipav) The rò here presents a 
certain difficulty which Commentators attempt 
to evade by treating it as pleonasiic ; and for tho 
fame reason I suspect it was cancelled by some 
of the early Critics, while others, for Tò xa0' 
du. read, from the parallel of Matthew, 
e*juspov. Both methods are alike unsatisfactory. 
Suffice it to observe, that the very - 
duced to establish the pleonasm serve to show 
that, in effect, there is no nasm. In short, 
this use of rò is elliptical, eis (in the sense ‘ quod 
attinet ad") being here understood. And it is 
also not unfrequently followed by a subst. pre- 
ceded by another preposition, il, or, what is 
here found, xará. Plato, 320, ra è xata 
vie Any Kontny; and 17, C, rà xar’ ixeivny 
Ty Téxvnv. There may be also an ellipsis of 
pépos (which word is expressed in Plato, Epist. 
vii.), but it is unnecessary. The sense may be 
thus explained: ‘Give us the bread (or food) 
sufficient for us [as regards] this day's need. 
These words, Tò xa0' ruípar, are any thing but 
what they have been thought by some) super- 
uous, being meant to inculcate the weighty 

truth, that, as we are dependent day by day on 
the great Author of our being for fe, so are we 
alike dependent on his Providence day by da 
for the sustenance necessary to carry us throug 
that life. 

4. xai yap abrol, &c.] These words may 
seem to confirm the interpretation of those who 
render the œe in Matthew vi. 10, by for, or for- 
asmuch as. But it is not to resort to 
that sense; and there is no real discrepancy ; 
since in Luke that duty is taken for granted as 
indispensable, which in Matthew ia made the 
condition, or measure, of the forgiveness that we 
implore. And there is surely no discrepancy be- 
en ‘Give us this day, and ‘Give us day Ly 

"There is very ancient authority for áġlopev, 

but the question is, whether the form can be 
pres to have ever existed. The Grammarians 
uttm. and Winer, allege for it the Sept. in 

Ecclus. ii. 18, 9r. dale aŭror, «.7.X., and 
v. ll, ovx dori dpiæv abróv irmvescai but qu ? 

Our Lord now proceeds to show the 
necessity of diligent perseverance in prayer, for 
any blessings, temporal or spiritual, if we woul 
hope to attain them. This be illustrates even 
from what is found to hold good in the case of 
men; and, of course, the lication is to be 
carried no further than the plain purpose of the 
illustration. 

5. Tu Many good Commentators here take 
qie for ef ris, as in 1 Cor. vii. 18, and James v. 
13; q. d. ‘Should any one of you; &. But I 
rather agree with Fritz. on Matth., p. 726, and 
Bornem. in loc., that the true import of vis iu 
such cases ie — where the interrogation, 
according to Fritz, expresses amimi commotio- 
nem. The truth, however, may be simply stated 
as follows: that our Lord here supposes a sudden 
and great emergency to have arisen, and inquires 
to what expedient we should have recourse. 
Render: ‘ Which of you shall have a friend, and 
he shall repair to him—and he (that friend) 

answering say to him;' not, as in our 
authorized Version, * skall hav ssy ; for 
the Subjunctive mood in such a case, ae it 
expresses what is fafure, yet not as the Indic. 
Fut. what is su as something certain, but 
what may be oxpected under certain 
circumstances to take place. So in Hom. IL Y. 
459, we have xai woré Tie slayer. 

6. i£ ódov]  Valcknaer and Campbell con- 
strue this with wapeyévsro, and render, ‘is 
come out of his road.” This sense, however, is 
forced, and the construction harsh; ani it is 
better, with others, to connect wapeyivero with 
mps n (a very frequent construction, especially 
in Luke), and suppose i£ ódos to depend on ay 
understood. Render: ‘ who is just come to me 
off a journey.’ 
Matt. xxvi. 10. 

T. ale TÀ))v koitu») Newe. and Middl. would 
take «olrny to mean bed . A significa- 
tion, however, for which there is no au ority. 
The interpretation was probably adopted to avoid 
the difficulty of supposing that all were in the 
same bed, since «oí Ls the Article. Bat 
such does not necessarily follow ; for the Article 
may here have the force of the pronoun posses- 
sive, and sls ray xoirny may best be rendered 

On xdwove wap. sec note at 
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á&vacTàs Sotval cor. 9 Aéyo ipiv ei kal ob dice aire dva- 
oras Sa TO elvai aùroù por Bá ye tiv dvaldevav avro 
éyepÜcis woei avTQ wv ypnte. ? Kayo tyiv réyw ° Airetre, o Matt. 7.7 
xal 6o0rjcera, iwi Ürreire, kal eipjoere xpovere, xal dvovyj- — 
cera4 Upiv. 1 [Ids yap 6 aitav XauBávev Kai 6 Umgràv 
evploxe’ Kat TQ Kpovovrt avovyncerat. 11 Tiva 66 pav tov 
martépa aitnce: Ó vios áprov, un NuOov émibae, abrQ ; *À kal 
xiv, ui) avri ixOvos Spw éerdacer alte; 124 kal dav airjoy 
@ov, pù érdwces abr cxoptriov; 18 Ei obv úpeîs, rovnpo 
Umdpyovres, oióare ayaba ópara SiSdvat roils réxvois Üpàvy, 
moow paddov 6 IIar?p ò é£ ovpavoy woei mveðpa &ytov ois 
QtTovow auTov ; 

15 å Kal Ñv éxBadrAwv Saiowov, kal aùrò Fv rwgpor éyévero 4 Matt, 13. 
dé, Tov Sasmoviou éEeAOovros, eAdAnoev 6 koc kal COavpacay 
oi Gyros. 15 Tues 0 é£ avràv elroy 'Ev BeerfeBovrd dpyovrs 
TÀV Õarpovlæv éxBadrre ta Bauuovia, 16 repoti Se, vreupátovres, 
onueiov Tap a/roU éetyrouw èE ovpavod. 17 Autos O6, cidas 
avtav Ta Svavonpata, elrev abrois* Ilaca Bacideia éd! éavrijy 
&uapepiOcica epnpovras, xai. olxos 

by our a-bed, for at-bed. Mer’ iuov does not 
necessarily imply in the same ; rather, ac- 
cording to the simplicity of ancient manners, in 
the same room. An interesting trait of domestic 
life in ancient times. Here, too (as in various 

of the Old Test.) we recognize some- 
thing which, in its graphic character, has a pera 
lel in the expression of /Eschyl. Theb. 292, 
vrixva XAtyaia, as said of the nestlings of the 
feathery tribe. 

8. «i xai ov àcc«] Render: ‘if even (or 
thongh) he should not rise and give him.’ 

— did ye i)» avaisecay] The ye here ought 
not to have been passed over in the Versions; 
since it means a£ leas, pointing at the lesser 
reason for the warte et denotes * 
émportunity which has no re to time, place, 
or hern and will not be restrained by Mane 
Comp. Hom. ll. iv. 521. 

9—13. See notes on Matt, vii. 7—11. 
9. Our Lord here shows us how to apply the 

subject, first in a way of direct affirmation (al- 
raite, Kal. oOncerat Dur), and then in a way 
of inference ; q. d. el ody opas, &c., where the 
comparison is not à simili, but à majori ; 2 d. 
‘If the importunate teaser obtains so much from 
men, what will not he that offers up fervent and 
assiduous prayers obtain from his Father in 
braven P?’ 

]l. tev] Many MSS., Versions, and Fathers 
prefix if , which is approved by Matthei, and 
adopted by Griesb. sa Beholz. But it seems to 
have come from the margin. See infra xiv. 5. 
— irás a.) ‘will reach forth to him;’ a 

ic mode of expression. °H, instead of el, is 
found in a great number of the best MSS., in 
moet of the Versions, several Fathers, and the 
Edit. Princ. ; and is adopted by Wetst., Matth., 
Grieebach, Tittman, Vater, and Scholz The 

eml olxov, (rre, 19 Ei 8e 

words are perpetually confounded in the MSS, 
but 5j seems to be required by the context. 

12. &dv—oxopmlov] To understand the sco 
of this saying, see note on Matt. vii. 10. The 
words in both — come to the same 
thing; since the body of the while scorpion bears 
some resemblance in size and appearance to an 
egg. 
eis. al ob» Upsets, ael An inference d majori, 

as much as to say: ‘If the importunate teaser 
prevails so much with men, what will not he 
who prays earnestly and assiduously obtain from 
God?' Will he not assuredly obtain the best, 
yea the unspeakable gift of Ais Holy Spirit, in all 
its various degrees, both extraordinary, as in the 
case of the Apostles and others in the early times 
of Christianity, and also the ordinary aids and 
influences of the same Spirit, so essential to tbe 
guidance and support of believers in their spi- 
ritual course. 

. Accusation of casting out devils by 
Beelzebub, and the demand of a sign from hca- 
ven, Matt. xii. 25—45. Mark iii. 23—29, where 
ace notes. 

14. xweóv] This is said to be put, by meto- 
nymy, for what causes deafness, as Mark ix. 25. 
But «od. may mean dumb, as often elsewhere. 

17. The connexion may be thus traced: ‘ But 
he, knowing the crafty intent with which they 
had asked for this sign, and the gross fallacy then 
passing in their own minds by the baso imputa- 
tion of demoniacal influence, said * &c. 
— xai mo nm The sentence contains 

a parallelism ; and (as Valckn. says) Qiauep. in 
the former member is to be repeated, with an 
adaptation of gender, in the latter. This modo 
of taking the passage is confirmed by the paral- 
lels in Matthew and Mark, and is adopted by 
"mi "x ancient and the best modern Com- 

Fr 



LUKE XI. 19—27. 

xai ó Xaravüs éd? éavrov SvepepicOn, as otabhncetar ý Baci- 
Acia avToU ; Ste Xéyere ev BeeAteBoUX éxBáXXew pe ta õa- 

19 Ej è eyw év BeeAteBoUX éxBáXXo Ta Saimoma, oi 
viol úv év tiv éexBddXovot; bia ToUTO KpiTal bpv avroi 

20 Ej 66 èv Saxrirw Oco0 éxBáXXo Ta Saypovia, dpa 
EpOacev ed’ buds 7) Bactrela tov Oeod.  ?l"Oray 0 toyupos 
xabwrdiopévos purdoon Tv avroð alrAnY, èv cipin éori Ta 
imdpyovra avrod. ?? émàv 6&€ ò (cyvpórepos avrod éredOav 
vion avrov, THY TWavoTrAiay avToU aipes, éd» ù) èmeroibe, xai 

23 “O pn àv per époU kar èpoù 
dote kal Ó pù) ouvaywv pet éuoD axoprrite. — ?*" Orav TO áxá- 
Üaprov TrveÜja, é£éX0s amò Tov avOpurrov, Sépyerat €. avvdpwv 
Torrey tnrovv avatravow Kal pù eüplakov, Aéyer ‘Trrootpéyrw 
eis TÓv olxov pov, 00ev é£gA0ov. 25 Kai bov evpioxes ceca- 
popévoy xal xexoopnpévov. *8 Tore Topevera, xai trapadap- 
Baver érrà érepa mveúpara Tovnporepa éauroũ, kaè evoedOovta 
katoe? éxei' Kal yiveras Ta Éayara ToU avOparrou éxeivou 
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poovia. 

écovrat. 

Ta oxvra avTroU dtabidworv. 

xeipova THY Trparev. 
e Matt. 13. 
30-43. 

govnv èx tov Sydou, elmev 

mentators, who illustrate the sentiment both from 
the Classical and Rabbinical writers. 

20. el ài iv QdaxTÓAo Orov—ópnasc] Render: 
* But if by the finger of God I cast out the 
devils, then the kingdom of God is already come 
unto you. Other exx. of dpa beginning (as 
here) an pedo occur (besides the paralle pae 
sage of Matt. xii. 28) in 1 Cor. xv. 18. 2 Cor. 
v. 14. Gal. ii. 21, et al. 'E» daxridtew Ozov, 
formed on the Heb. tri» yaye, in Exod. viii. 
15, corresponds to iv IIveva. Osov in Matth., 
and one expression is an explanation of the 
other; so that the full sense intended by the 
Evangelists is, *by the power, or energy, of the 
Spirit of God.” The force of £0. I have set forth 
in the note on Matth., and shown the course of 
reasoning pursued by our Lord. There is also, 
by the usc of this peculiar phrase, an intimation, 
that ‘as Pharaoh's magicians discovered the Fin- 

r of God in the miracles which Moses wrought 
b the Spirit of God, so might they perceive that 
the devils were cast out by Him in virtue of that 
Spirit and power.’ 

2]. xaÜwwAiouévos] ‘completely armed.’ So 
JEschin. p. 75, xaÜo*Aícae ty  *avowAía. 

. Here, however, the term is to be understood, 
not of personal armour only, but of every kind 
of preparation for defence, by fortifying the avi 
or mansion of a magnate. So Diod. Sic. t. iv. 
4l, ry vouo8«cía xaÜ0o*XicÜiyrss. Hence in 
the next verse the term wavowi. refers to the 
latter as well as the former preparation for de- 
fence, which was by dismantíing the arr. The 
phrase iv alpyvn elvai, as said of things, is to be 
understood of security from rapine; as used of 
persons, at Acts ix. 31, it denotes security from 
violence. 

27 *' Evyévero 06, év TO Xéyew aùròv Taira, émrápaaá Tis yuv) 
avrg Maxapía 1) kohia 7) Baará- 

22. ra oxtra aon Meaning the exevg (or 
goods) spoken of in the passage of Matth., which 
were made a spoil, and, together with the arms 
and armour, distributed among the captors: 
comp. Is. liii. 12, xal row ioxvpæv pepeet 
oxvXAa. . 

27, 28. The incident here recorded might 
seem scarcely of sufficient importance to be m- 
troduced. In fact, it is only brought forward as 
serving to draw forth a reply from our Lord full 
of wholesome instruction to the woman, and to 
his disciples of every age. There is reproof con- 
veyed, but without acrimony, and with genuine 
humility. ‘Our Lord (as observes Bp. Lonsdale) 
does not any the honour, i. e. blessedness, justly 
due to the Virgin as being the mother ot the 
long-expected Saviour; but he at the same time 
declares that there is a far greater blessedness 
than this given not to her alone, but to all who 
hear the word of God and live iu the obeervance 
of its commandments.’ Comp. supra viii. 19, 
2]. The sentiment is beautifully versified in the 
following fine couplet of the Peeudo-Musseus de 
Her. et Leand: v. 138: "OA fios ös o" ipurevas, 
«ai oABios I} réxe uyrnp, Taornp T 5 c 
éXoyeves uaxaprTáTy ! 

he use of the particle usavovy ye (which sig- 
nifies, as in Rom. ix. 20. x. 18. Phil. iii. 8, 
fmo vero, yes, indeed, but) is cowcessice, with the 
reservation implicd in this brevity of expression, 
involving an cllip. of a\A@. Our Lord does not 
deny the honour just pronounced on his mother, 
but gives it the right turn, by intimating in what 
her honour principally consisted, even in faith 
and obedience. An answer which, as Mr. Ait 
justly observes, ‘cuts at the root of all Mario- 

try.’ . 



LUKE XI. 28—36. 

cacá ce, kal pactol obs éÜjXacas! 

oÜwye paxdplot oí àkovovres TOY Xoyov ToD Oeod, xai dvXác- 
covres avTov. ?9 Tày 66 ÓyXov éra€podouévov, tjpEaro Xéyeur 
H yevea abr Tovgpá ote onpeiov érifoyrei, kaà onpetov ov 
6o05jc eras avrh, cet wy TO onuetov 'Iovà ToU mpopýrov. 9? Kaé- 
ws yap éyévero "Iwvas onyeiov trois Nuvevtrais, otrws extras 
kai ô Tiòs Tov àvÜporrov TH yeved TavTn. 31 Bacidtooa vórov 
eyepOnoerat év TH Kpices perà TOV avdpav THs yeveds Tavrns, 
kal kataxpivel avroUs* Ste 7jAÜev ex TOV TEpAaTwY TIS Yis aKov- 
cat THY codíav Yorouavos Kat idSov, wrelov Yorouavos woe. 
32 “Avdpes Nuvevt avacrncovras év Th xpioes petrà THS yeveds Tav- 
TNS, Kai KaTaxpivovow auTw Sti perevoncayp Eis TO Küpvyua 
"Iwva: Kat idov, wretov Iwva de. | 

33 f Oyóeis 66 Avyvoy arpas eis púrt T(Ünaw, ovdé vrè TOV 
podvovr ara émi T)». Xvyvíav, iva oi eiotropevdpevor TO déyyos 
Brérwow. O Avyvos ToD coparós srv 6 6bOarpos’ Órav 
obv 6 0jaXuóc aov ámXoUs Ñ, Kal Srov TÒ capd aov dwrewóv 
esti érày 56 movnpos À, kal TÒ adu cov axorewóy. 35 Xxó- 
Wet ovy yn Tò Pas TO év aol axóros écrív. 38 Ei otv To capa 
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28 Auros 06 etre Mev- 

f Matt. 5. 15. 
& 6, 23, 35. 

31. xal ldob, mAsToy Zoh.) The xal here does 
not, as the Commentators consider it, belong to 
the verb dors understood, but is probably put for 
xul ros, and points at the ratsocination, q. d. 
* And yet there is here what is greater than,’ 
namely, greater, as relates both to the matters of 
the Gospel of repentance, and to the Lord of the 
Covenant, its Announcer, who is infinitely 
greater than the holiest and wisest of the sons of 
men: his preaching than that of Jonah, his wis- 
dom than that of Solomon. The loù is mot 
pleonastic, but asseveratire, serving to strengthen 
the assertion ; accordingly it is equivalent to pro- 
fecto veré, as in Jer. v. 5, xai idod óp. cuvérpr- 
Way TÓV (vyov. 

. See note on Matt. xii. 40. The say- 
inge of our Lord here recorded are found, with 
slight variation, supra viii. 16. Matt. v. 15. 
Mark iv. 21, and vi. 22, where, however, they 
are differently connected and applied. Here they 
refer to the perverseness of that evil generation 
In refusing to admit the light from one greater 
than Solomon. As respects els xpúmrny, it may 
be taken, as it is by some, for els xpuwroy; but 
it is better to regard xpósr rr» as a Subst., espec. 
considering that exx. of this use, however rare, 
are found, e. gr. Athen. p. 205, where we have 
“in a secret dark cabin," and Heraclid. de Civit. 
P. 73. Indeed, in the sense vault the word often 
eccnrs in the writers of late Grecism, and so 
used it gave birth to the Latin crypta and our 
croft. That, however, is, I apprehend, not the 
sense here, but rather such as is found in the 
passages of Athen. and Heraclid., namely, an 
unlighted cell or closet, in which articles not 
often used are atowed out of the way. The rea- 
son for this is that found in the parallel passage 
of Matt, v. 15, tva Aduwry mac: Tois dy Tj 
olxig. 

35. axoros tarly] Render: “is darkness;" 
the Indic. being here used (and not the Subjunct. 
p, as the el would rather require), by way of in- 
timating, that the thing feared already exists, or 
is on the point of taking place. See note on Matt. 
vi. 22, 23. 

36. Our Lord here pursues the similitude in 
v. 93, where an open manner of teaching is com- 
pared to a lamp placed on a stand. 

In order to remove what they call an irregu- 
larity and tautology, severa] Commentators de- 
vise various conjectures, all of them unauthorized, 
and indeed unuecessary. There is, properly 
speaking, no tautology at all (the clause uù £xov 
Tl u£pos, lit. * having not any part dark °), being 
meant to strengthen the preceding position (as 
in John viii. 13. nor any greater approach to it 
than is often elsewhere found in Scripture, and 
sometimes in the Class. writers. This section, 
vv. 33—36, forms one of the many independent 
and separate sayings of our Lord, which St. Luke 
has put together, in a miscellaneous form, with- 
out attention to time or place, from ch. xi. to 
xviii. 14. And therefore it is uncertain whether 
there be any connexion between this section and 
the preceding one, vv. 27—32. What is here 
said by Christ does, indeed, appear in another 
connexion at Matt. v. 15. Mark iv. 2]. But 
our Lord might choose to introduce it twice, 
under different circumstances; meaning to cau- 
tion his hearers against that prejudice which 
blinded the eyes of their understanding to the 
evidence of his Messiahship, and demanded a 
sign. Accordingly, he exhorts them to profit 
by the light of right reason and the Law of 
nature or conscience,—the Sovereign gift of God 
to man, intended to guide him in conjunction 
with the aid of religion. It is meant, then, that 
as he who lights a lamp docs it that it may give 
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cov Sdov dwreiwóüv, pù Eyov T} pépos exoreiwóy, Extras dorreiwóv 
SAov, ws Grav 6 XUxvos TH àaTparri) dwtity ce. 

87°Ev 86 Te Maroa, t npwra avrov Papicaios Tis Gres 
adpistjon map aire eiccdOow 6à üvéreaev. 8‘O Bé Sapicaios 
idov éÜajpacev, Ett où mpõrov éBarricOn apo Tov apiorov. 

oe 39 Elme 56 6 Kupuos apos avróv © Nov peis oi Papicaio: ro 
éEwÜev tod ToTnpíov kai Tov mivaxos xabapltere, ro è ÉawÜev 
úa yéuet ápmraryfjs Kat tovnpias. ©” Adpoves! ovx 6 troinoas 
TÒ ÉEwÜcv xal Tò Ecwbev émoigce; 4 ITAnv ra evovra Sorte 
éXenuoabvgy. Kal idov, Távra xaÜapà piv éorw. ®° AND 
oval tiv tots Papicaiois, Öri atrodexarovre TO HdvoopoY Kai 
TO Tfyavov xal way Adyavov, kal TapépyeaÓ0e THY Kpiow xal 

light to all around, so the faculty of reason and 
the gift of conscience should not be allowed to 
lie hid and be useless, And that (v. 34) as the 
natural eye, when the vision is sound, directs a 
man's steps aright; so the mental eye of reason 
and conscience is a valuable guide, when not per- 
verted ; otherwise it involves an inability to dis- 
tinguish between good and evil. "Therefore they 
are warned (v. 35) to take heed that this internal 
and spiritual light be not obscured [for other- 
wise, as it is said in St. Matthew, ‘great indeed 
will be that darkness']. A solemn admonition 
founded on no less than all that a man may save 
or lose to all eternity. At v. 36 is a further illus- 
tration of the great importance of preserving and 
cultivating this light; and that is introduced, in 
a familiar and popular manner, with the not un- 
usual intermixture of the comparison with the 
thing compared. The clause dora: $orsiwóv 
SAov is meant to tdlustrate what was just before 
said, by a reference to the figure employed at v. 
33, of the lamp ; and Sdoyv for xa0' GXov is placed 
after pwr., the better to connect with the com- 
parison we Grav, &c. The word dorpari 
almost always eleewhere denotes the lightning ; 
but here, as sometimes in the Sept., it signifies, 
in its primitive and general sense, a bright flame, 
or lustre. 

37—54. Discourse against the Pharisecs. 
37. iv &à rw AaX.] I would render, with the 

Vulg. and pue. Versions, * when he had 
[thus] spoken. Comp. supra iii. 21. — mws 
ápicT. This is to be understood, not of ‘dinner,’ 
but of ‘a late breakfast, what we call lunch (Fr. 
t déjeüner à la fourchette"), the Latin prandium. 
And so the word is often taken both in the Sept. 
and the Class. writers. The term dvé. has re- 
ference to the reclining posture at meals; and 
tBawricOn in the next verse is a use of Pass, for 
Midd. reciprocal, * washed himself’ (meaning his 
hands), as at Mark vii. 4, where see note. At 
this mesl, I agreo with Mr. Alford, our Lord 
spoke; the occasion being, the wonder of the 
harisees at his not washing himself before he 

sate down to meat. The words here are parts of 
that discourse (the great antipharisaic discourse 
contained in Matt. xxiii.) with which he after- 
wards solemnly closed his public ministry ; on 
which the reader is referred to the notes through- 
out. 

For pera, Tisch. and Alf. read épwra, from 

A, B, and about 3 cursives; while Lachm. re- 
tains ġo. ; rightly, inasmuch as there is no suffi- 
cient authority for the change; though internal 
evidence is strongly in its favour; and I find it 
in a few ancient Lamb. and Mus. copies of very 
early test. It is probably the genuine reading. 

. buy ueis] Iam now inclined to 
the vüy as not a icle of affirmation, bat of 
inference, as in nglish ‘now then,” equiv. to 
t such being the case, ‘ hypocrisy being your cha- 
racteristic, accordingly clean the outside, but 
leave the inside foul with extortion and villainy :' 
such is the sense of dow. and rovnpias. Thon 
considering that the Pharisces were prone to other 
vices besides rapacity, it is probable that to these 
there is an allusion in the comprehensive term 
movnpias, which may mean ‘utter depravity of 
heart, producing profligacy and — of 
life." See note on 1 Cor. v. 8, and comp. Rom. 
i. 29, wewrAnpapivous 7rovnpía, XsoveEía. 

40. ovy o Towjoas—éroince;] I still con- 
tinue to regard the interpretation of these words 
proposed by Elsner (notwithstanding the support 
still given to it by the German Commentators), 
as untenable. To convert the interrogative into 
a declarative sentence, is running counter to all 
the ancient Versions and expositions; and, while 
detracting much from the meaning, taking away 
more from the spirifuality of the . The 
sentiment here intended to be cuprenel i is, T 
rehend, as follows: * Did not Hc who made the 
y—and thus made those outward cleansings 

necessary—make the soul also? Accordingly, 
how can ye suppose that He will be satisfied 
with the outward cleansing, and not desire 
inward purity of heart? must not the cleansing, 
to be available, extend to the kole ?" 

41. IL am still of opinion, notwithstanding that 
many able Expositors considerably differ in their 
view of the sense, that ra vorra must denote, 
as the context requires, and tbe parallel passage 
of Matthew confirms, ‘ what is within the cup, 
its contents; q. d. ‘ not anxious about the 
outward part [or its brightness}; but [rather] 
attend to its contents, and do but give alms 
therefrom, and then food and every thing else 
shall be pure to you;’ meaning, in other words, 
that if they had such a love of God and their 
neighbour as should lead them to exercise alms- 
giving according to their means, nothing from 
without would make them unclean. 



LUKE XI. 43—53. 

TI dyámnv Tob col. Taira ee: moroa, xaxeiva p) adrévat, 
B Ovai vyiv Tois Papicalas, ört dryamüre Thy mpwroxabedpiay 
év tais ouvaywyais, kal toù doracpois èv Taís dyopais. 
+ Oval vty, l'oauuaréis kai Sapwato, troxpital! Öre dorè 
s Ta vna rà áónXa' xal of dvÜperro, oi meprraroðvres 
€mráve ovx olóaciu. * Arroxpibels Sé tis TOV vouuxüv. déyet 
aùr Aiddonare, taŭra Aéyov xai hus UBpites. 8O Se 
elme Kat ipiv rots vopixois oval! ort doprífere trois ávÜpá- 
mous doptria SuveBdactaxta, kal avrol évi tay Saxridwv Úv 
ov mpooyraúere Tois dopríow. *7 Oval tuiv! Gre oixodopetre 
Tà pynpeta TOV Trpodmràv, ot è marépes tpv arréxrewav aù- 
tovs. 48” Apa paptupeire, xal ovvevdoxeire Toig čpyois TAV Ta- 
Tépe» vár Gre avrol èv ürékreway. avrovs, tyeis OQ oixodo- 
peire avTOv Ta prnpcia. *9 Aid tovTo Kal copia ToU Ocoü 

eime  "AmocreAó eis aùroùs mpopytas xal áTooTÓXovs, xai 
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eE aùrôv ümokrevoUc,. kal ékOwofovaur ia xn To hats 
alua Távrov tov Tpojmràv, TO éxxyvvóuevov amd raraßoris 
K0ZpO0U, amd Tis yeveds tavrns, bl!dzó tod aiuaros “APEX 10m. 4.5. 

čws l ro aiparos Zayaplov ToU ároXouévov perağù ToU Üvaia- {2 Chron. s. 
eTnpíov nal ToU oixov. * Nat, Xéye úpr èxẹnTnÂýoerat dard kmat. ss. 
THS yeveüe Taúrns. 52?!Oùal úpuiv Tois voptxois, re Hpate Tijv Matt. m. 
krelda Tis yvooens: aùrol ove eiasjXDere, ral TOs ela epyopévovs 
exwrvoate. 53 Aéyovros 86 abroÜ rara mpòs aùroùs, tjptavro 
oi Tpappareis xal of $apusato, Sewas dvéyew, kal àmroaoparí- 

48. Sri avrol uiv—purnusia] This is well 
rendered by Bornemann, 'because, while your 
forefathers killed the prophets, you have built 
their tombs." The Greek writers, he observes, 
often put a primary sentiment in the second 
place, and a one in the first place of 
the sentence. See note on Matt. xxiii. 29, 30, 
$0. 

49. 4 copia coU Osov slrev, &c.] Here 4 
copia r. O. is equiv. to the iyó employed in 
the parallel of Matthew. As relates to 
the explanation of the difficulty here found, I 
agree with Olshausen, Stier, and others, that the 

saying has a reference to a e of 
2 Chron. xxiv. 18—92, which commences with 
remarks on the weakness of Judah and Jeru- 
salem after the death of Jehoiada, the priest. 
Then v. 19, it is said: “Ho sent prophets to them, 
to bring them again unto the Lord; and they 
testified against them : but they would not give 
ear. And the Spirit of God came upon Zecha- 
riah, the son of Jehoiada, the priest, which stood 
above the people, and said unto them, Thus 
saith God, Why transgress ye the command- 
ments of the Lord, that ye cannot prosper? be- 
Cause ye have forsaken the Lord, he bath also 
forsaken you," &c. Now the words in our text 
are not indeed a citation, but an ampliflcation of 
v. 19, there, giving the true sense of what the 
wisdom of God intended, by enlarging the mere 
historical notice of God's purpose into the Divine 

revelation of the whole purpose of God as the 
counsel of his will in heaven. 

52. fpatre Tijv keða THe yuwrewe] Mean- 
ing the key which is the only true knowledge, 
consisting in a right understanding of the Law 
and the Prophets, which were meant to show 
forth and testify of him that was to come: but 
that key being taken away from the people, and 
appropriated by the priests, the door was closed, 
s t Poll dae —— (as i ie said » 
the ei passage o atthew, where see note 
shat in: men s faces. 

53, deve dvíysw] Supp. avo, as will ap- 
pear from the poga cited at the ony other 

where this idiom occurs in the N. T.,— 
namely, Mark vi. 19. Mr. Alford’s interpreta- 
tion, ' to vehemently upon,' is one formerly 
adopted Budeus by some Expositors; but 
it has been for some time exploded, both as 
being unsuitable to the context, and as bein 
justly considered unfounded; since the gloss o 
Hesych., its only support, is admitted by the 
Editors of that Lex. to be corrupt, and that for 
Pyxevrai should be read éyxoret. The gloss was 
doubtless derived from some Scholiast; just as 
here Euthym. has évíysiry éyxoraiv, from a 
similar source. The phrase with the ellipse. xoAo» 
occurs also, besides Mark vi. 19, in Gen. xlix. 
23, and the complete phrase in Hdot. i. 118. vi. 
119. The same error as that of the above Expo- 
sitors was committed by the Translators of the 
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Ce aùròv Trepi TXetvov, 

LUKE XI. 54. XII. 1—7. 

54 eveSpevovres abrév [xa] &- 
ToUvres Onpevdoal tt èr ToU aOpaTos avroU, iva KaTrryopnowow 
auroũ. 

XII. ! 'Ev ols ériovvay0ew àv TOv pupiadwv ToU OyXov dare 
karaTaTeév àXX5jXovs, Tjp£aro Xéyew mpòs Tovs pabnràs avrob- 

a3a:.1.6 [I pa@rov *mpocéyere éavrois amo tis Cuuns TOv PDapicator, 
bMa 0. FTS éGTip UITOKpLOLS. 2>Ovdey 566 cuyxexaduppévoy éariv, ò 

oUk atroxadupOncetav Kal Kputrrov, 0 ov yvwoOncera. 3 Av 
Qv boa én Tj oxoTia eirare, Èv TO pwr. axovobýoerar kal ò mpòs 
Tò oùs éXaXgaare év Tois Tapelots, KnpVYOnceTar èm THY wpd- 

x TOV. ** Aéyw Se tyiv Tots piñois pou’ Mù dofOrre amo Tv 
9 r b ^ ^ i 9 (| Ld 

lsa 51.7,8 t agroxrewóvrow TÒ cüpa, Kal ETÀ TaUTa p?) éyóvrov Trepuzaó- 
Jer. 1. 8. t 

Tepóv TL moroa. 5 ‘TrrodelEw Se buiv riva poBnOire dof;- 
Onre tov perà rò atroxteivar éfovalav &yovra éufaXeiv eis Tv 
yéevvar’ val, Xéyo uiv, rovrov goByOnre. 6 Ovyi mrévre aTpov- 
Oia trwreita docaplov úo; xai êv é£ avradv oix Cari ertre- 
Anopévov éevarrriov ToU Oeod T àXXà xai ai tplyes Tis Keparsjs 
vay wacat npiOunvrar. Mr ov dofieicÜe mod\dav otpov- 

of Genesis. Tbe Vulg. rendered by 
inviderunt illi; whereas the t Vers. ex- 
presses the same sense as the Hebrew original, 
the Samaritan Version, and the Chaldea Para- 
hr., * they bore a grudge, or bitter bate, against 
im. That xóAov is the true ellips., appears 

from the passage of Hdot. ; though xórov might 
have been thought of, which would be confirmed 
by the Homeric xdrov £vyÜero Bune. But kóros 
is a stronger term than xoXos, which latter signi- 
fies * bitter anger,’ the other rancour, ‘inveterato 
malevolence.’ 
— dwooropati{ery abróv)] In order fully 

to comprehend this peculiar expression, we must 
consider its origin, and then its bearing on the 
context here. It is derived from the phrase dad 
eTópuaTos, ‘to speak out of mouth, from me- 
mory, and without premeditation; also in an 
Act. trans. sense, * to cuuse any one so to do ;’ and 
here, *to cause any one to answer questions,’ 
whether with forethought or consideration, and, 
by implication, *to entangle, or entrap, any one 
in his words ;'—an interpretation placed bevond 
doubt by the kindred passage of Matt. xxii. 15, 
where it is said, of these same Pharisees, that 
they took counsel ó9«w$ atrdy rayidstowow 
Adyw. Comp. Prov. vi. 2, Symm., éray:dev8ne 
iv pijuact rov aTóuaTOs cov,—namely, by art- 
ful and puzzling questions. 

XII. 1—12. Solemn warning against h 
crisy. This discourse is in close connexion with 
the one immediately preceding, the substance of 
which is found in Matthew, and perhaps in other 
parts of this Gospel. It should seem that, while 
our Lord was in the Pharisee's house, the mul- 
titude had again co ted ; and that our Lord 
came forth to them with his mind fully occupied 
with the grave and serious subject of his fore- 
going discourse, and, accordingly, proceeds to 

caution his disciples (who were not with him at 
tbe Pharisee's house) against that especial cha- 
racteristic of the Pharisees, against which they 
had need to be particularly on their guard. At 
dy ols supply xpdypacr, and render, ‘ durin 
which things,—namely, the transactions above 
recorded. Such being the general scope, I am 
now of opinion that, notwithstanding the objec- 
tions which 1 have shown lie against construing 
wpwroy with rpocéxere, it is better to refer it 
thereto than to Adysw orpós Tove paburas. 
Rare as is the sense imprimis, ally, ante 
omnia, in its present position, as commencing a 
clause preceded by a colon, it does so occur at 
2 Pet. i. 20. iii. 3, and l Tim. ii. 1, wapaxares 
Npwrov wavTwy Tortola, &c., where several 
ancient MSS. read vapaxáAst, The thing, how- 
ever, is an open question; for certain it is from 
v. 24, ÉAeyys dé kai ois OyXois, that our Lord 
did address the disciples first, and then the mul- 
titude. It cannot be denied that the disciples 
were most concerned in this admonition; but 
the sense imprimis, prœcipuè. is not the less 
suitable, and it is more agreeable to the earnes¢- 
ness which, under the circumstances, would be 
expected, and which does show itself in the ad- 
dress. In the Pesch. Syr., Copt, Arab., and 
Pers. Versions it is construed with apos. 

l. ris Youns Tiv ap.] The metaphor here 
has reference to the silent, but sure, effect of the 
vice of hypocrisy, which distinguished Pharisaism 
genere and which, when once instilled, gra- 
ually pervaded the whole disposition and cha- 

racter. On the full force of the term eum in 
the Scriptural and Classical writers, see Greswell 
on Par., vol. iii. 89, seqq. 

4. dwoxr.) Considering the marvellous varie- 
ties of reading here existing, there seems no case 
for change. Were any made, I should prefer 
dwoxrey., with all the recent Editors; but 
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lov Siadépere. 9 Aéyo Se bui 
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Ilás ôs àv époroyjon év 
éuoi ÉéumpocÜcv rQv áyÜperrov, xai 6 Tios tod dvOpwrrov ópo- 

, , 9 ^ » ^ 9 f: A A e 

Aoynoe. év avro €umpooÜcv tv dryyéXov tov Ocob- 96 Se 
ápvucápevos pe évoyriov Tv avOparrwy, atrapynOjoetas évarrvov 
TÀV ayyédwy ToU Oeod. 10 4 Kal mâs 0s épet Xóyov eis Tov Tiv Tov d Matt. 15. 
ávOpanrov, åpebýoerat aire’ TÒ de eis Tò &yiov IIveüga Brac- Mark s. 2. 
$mpjcavr. ovk apehýoera 1 *"Oray è mpoopépwow ipas e Matt. 1. 
él Tas avvaryoryós, Kal Tas apyas, kal tàs éfovaías, uz) pepi- Mark 18. 11. 

infra 31. 14. 

pate Tas 7) Ti amoroyýonobe, À Ti eimryre 1276 yàp yov 
Ilvebüpa &iGá£et Úpâs v aùr rh dpa, à Set eimreiv. 

13 Elre 5€ rus aùr èx ToU ÜyXov Aiddoxanre, eirré TH aceh- 
p Lov pepicaaÜa, per’ pot Tv KAnpovoylay. 14‘O &é elmev 
aire “AvOparre, tis pe xatéotnce Sixactny 5) pepiorny èg 
tpas; 15 Elme 06 mpos avrov; ‘‘Opate xal durdocecbe amò 117-7. 

dwoxrevvovrey is not less entitled to adoption. 
The Lamb. and Mus. copies have almost all of 
them one or the other. 

11. Grav Tpocdíp. tp. irl ras—dpyas xal 
vds iEovcías] We may comp. Eph. iii. 10, aie 
åpx. xai vais i£., though it would seem that by 
ras dpxas is here meant the higher powers, who 
held the jus gladii, and by ras iğ., the lower 
and municipal magistrates, who had ony the 
power of correction by imprisonment and cor- 
pu castigation. So the term is used in the 

pistle of the Vienne and Lyonese Chureh to 
those of Asia and Phrygia (frag. 3, ep. Routh, 
Rel. Sacr. i. 297), ávayÜévras als thy dyopav 
und Ty TpotOoTnkóTw» THE Roraws iov- 
Ciwy. 

13—21. Answer to one (not a disciple, but a 
bystanding hearer) who asked for our Lord's 
interposition to procure a division of inherit- 
ance. 

13. aira Sé vie, &c.] This circumstance is 
introduced somewhat abruptly. We should ra- 
ther have expected it to have been prefaced by 
some such words as those of Aristot. Polit. v., 
úo aóil ar repi THE THY maTpøwy youns 
(for &uarours) diavexOivrwyv, &c. Such exact- 
ness of style, however, is not the character of the 
sacred writers, nor indeed of the ancient writers 
in general. 

spicacBa, &c.] Meaning, ‘so to divide 
the inheritance as to admit me to my share:' i. e. 
*to share it with me;' as Demosth. p. 913, 1, 
pnipicápnavoi TÒ luóy ywploy pera o. For, 
as we learn from Seneca, Decl. x. 3, the law was, 
for the e'der brother to divide the inheritance 
into two portions, and the younger to take his 
choice of them. The difference between the two 
terms óixac'T. and uzp. seems to be, that by dix. 
is denoted a publicly appointed judge to decide on 
the claims of different persons to an inheritance, 
and to authoritatively assign the due share to all ; 
by uspicT., a privately appointed judge, like our 
arlitrator or referee, authorized to mediate be- 
tween conflicting claimants, and apportion equi- 
tably to each his due sharo; lit. an upportioner. 
So in Plato de Legg. p. 915, such persons are 
called first, alperol d:cacral, and then d:astn- 

rai. And so Appian, t. i. 64, "Pæpaiois dixa- 
orny 5) QuavTRq Tv. 

15. Great is the authority (confirmed by many 
Lamb. and Mus. copies) existing for the word 
7rác 1s before weovetias, which has been adopted 
by all the recent Editors. lt was probably re- 
moved by certain Correctors who considered the 
word ; which, however, is by no 
means the case: the sense being, ‘from every 
species of covetousness, even that which might, 
as in the present instance, be thought venial.’ 
In the next words, ors ovx iv Tw Weptooevecv— 
avTov, the construction is so harsh, that it is not 
easy to draw forth an ponite certain sense ; 
the very reading itself, from which any true in- 
terpretation can be laid down, being uncertain, 
from the variety and confusion of readings in the 
copies. As respects the former avTov, there is 
strong external authority for atrw, yet not suffi- 
cient to warrant its adoption. The very samo 
variation exists in the latter avTov, which has 
been adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from 
B, D, F, G, and some dozen cursive MSS. ; to 
which I could add a few Lamb. and Mus. copies: 
and internal evidence is somewhat in its favour, 
from its being the more recondite expression ; 
and it is confirmed by supra viii. 3. Acts iv. 32. 
Gen. xxxi. 18. Nevertheless, the other is the 
more ampe and agreeable to the character of 
Scriptural phraseology. Comp. Matt. xix. 21. 
xxv. l4. xxiv. 47. ake xii. 33, seq. xiv. 33. 
xvi. l. xix. 8. Whatever be the reading (which 
is an open question), the true sense intended by 
the Evangelist seems to be this: *not because a 
man abounds in wealth, does his life consist in, 
depend upon, his goods,’ meaning that worldly 
possessions, however considerable, are no guaran- 
tee for the continuance of life, ‘nor by his at- 
taining abundance can this ever become tho 
case, a truth which has its exemplification in 
the subjoined parable. Little doubt is there, 
that under the term (wi) is conveyed (as often) a 
twofold sense, as directed to the twofold lesson 
here intended to be inculcated, one as respects 
this world, the other as respects the neat ;—ac- 
cording to which the term {co signifies ' life and 
welfare’ not only for time, but for eternity. That 
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Tis ráens rXeovel(as" Sri oun Èv TH srepuaa eie Tet 7) Lor) + avrov 
doriw èx TOv bmrapyóvrov avrov. 18 Elme 06 arapaBodzy Trpós 
avrovs, Aéyew ‘AvOpurrov twos TmXovclov eipopnoev 7) yopa: 
17 kai dtedoyilero èv éavro, Xéyonr Ti Tovjoo ; Ste oùe yo 
mov avváfo Tovs KapTroUs nov; 18 Kai elme Tobro To0wvjco* 
Kabler pou Tas atroOnxas, xal pelovas oixodounow Kat avváto 

, , 

éxet Trüàvra Ta * Ta yevnpa pov kai rà üraÜá pov’ 9 kai ép 
godes. 14. Tf) NyvxT) pou 8 Puy, éxews Torà ayaba Kelpeva eis Ern word: 
10.1.3. dyggravov, dye, mie, evppaivov. 

such is the case, plainly a v. 21; where 
the deeper lesson is ex Toni; adverted to. The 
“we twofold sense of (wi) 1s found in Ps. xvi. 

16. The above solemn warning and weighty 
admonition is now set forth most forcibly, and 
even graphically, by a Parable, showing the folly 
of worldlings while they live, and their misery 
when they die. The character so drawn is not 
that of a person who had got his wealth by fraud 
or oppression, or of one who would not wse it 
when got ; but simply that of a person who lived 
for this world only, without any thought or care 
for another,—without any reference to the being 
and providence of God, or any care for more 
than his body; utterly regardless of the welfare 
of his soul, whether for time, or for eternity. 
And thus his riches, —which might have been a 
bleesing, had he used them with reference to the 
Giver,—became a snare and a curse. The main 
characteristics here presented seem an ungodly 
thanklessness to the Giver of all good things, & 
greedy selfishness that would appropriate to 
self, and, withal, an utter forgetfulness of the in- 
secure tenure by which he holds whatever ho 
possesses ; such as that described in the strikingly 
similar passage of Ecclus. xi. 18, 19, where the 
true sense meant to be conveyed is, that the 
chief portion or reward of the penurious care of 
the avaricious man is to be able to say, sUpov 
ávámavaiw, xal voy Payouas (read $éyouai, 
from scveral copies, pres. for fut.), * I am going to 
eat of my good things' (answering to which are 
the words Fad and days in the present pas- 

ratis,’ , V. 19), equiv. to ‘jam fruar 
“Eg, E P Pa daril epe that no 
idea of violence by pulling down, as respects tho 
building, is here permitted by the context, but 
only a removal of part of it, or of the materials, 
either for enlargement or putting i in an 
altogether new building, we may render, 
with Abp. Newc. and Mr. Gresw., ‘I will take 
(not ‘ pull") down ;'—a sense, indeed, quite per- 
mitted by the term xa@eAety, as used in many 
passages of the Class. writers, which I could 
adduce, and some also of the Sept. 'Amobńrac 
is wrongly rendered barns; rather we may ren- 
der, ‘gurners, meaning reposilories for grain, 
after threshing and winnowing, as supra iii. 17, 
cuvates TÓv oTov ele cv &w*oÜfkn» avrov 
(there rendered garners), as also in Matt. iii, 12, 
And so in Prov. iii. 10, Ya wiuwAntrar ra 
Tauuiad cov wAncuowns cite, where the Ver- 
sion of Aquila has dwolj«na:. Render: ‘store- 
houses. These dwo€jxas are probably very 
much like those Egyptian gramarses of whic 

0 Elre 06 avro ó Oecóc 

Sir Gardner Wilkinson, Ancient Egypt, vol. ii. 
135 and 6, has supplied pictures copied from 
those deposited in the tombs at Beni Hassan and 
Thebes; these being celle, or rooms with vaulted 
roofs, for depositing the grain when threshed. 
However, aù the shove Greek and Latin terms 
were used indifferently, both of * storehouses’ and 
— and probably, in some. instances, of 

— *ysrónarTa 
I lavo rin 
very strong authority (includiug many Lamb. 
ris Mus. copies), confirmed by internal evi- 
ence. 
19. 73 Wuyg pov} Meaning ‘to myself" An 

idiom found S whore in the New Tet, as 
Matt. x. 83, and sometimes in the Class. writers, 
as Liban. Or. 463, 0adpóve luavrór, mpòt Tù» 
éuavrov iy elweoy’ 'AOnvaide elu. 
— dvaravov] This may be rendered ‘ recreate 

thyself ;' as Eurip. Alc. 804.—Evqpalyov denotes, 
in a general way, the sexswal delight resulti 
from the ant gratifications just mentioned: 
So Tob. vii. 9, pays, wis, kai 50e yivov. 

20. slwey alrw 0 Orós] Namely, as Grot. 
explains, by a tacit wm. Comp. Prov. i. 
26, Tovyapovr «&yé&à Tb Suetvipa dredsia 
iwiyseAacouat, karaxapovpat, &c. bie view 
has been adopted by most of the best Expositors, 
and recently by Trench. Maldonati, indeed, is of 
opinion that our Lord meant thus to nt 
God as really and actually addressing the rich 
man in so many words, cither by an angel (as 
Augustine sup ) or a prophet, since otherwise 
(Maldon. ‘ayes “ perit tota vis et gratia verbo- 
rum atque sententie." But I cannot agree with 
him that, by taking eIwey in the sense not of 
actual, but virtual, address, “perit tota vis et 
gratia," &c. As respects the gratia, it is not 
worth adverting to; and as to warning force, 
that is not diminished; since it is plain that a 
sentence passed in heaven, bv way of answer to 
his on earth, can only be considered as a 
decree in heaven as to what was immediately to 
take place on earth. There is not want of force, 
in what is so figuratively bold. Besides, the same 
figure (of apostrophe) is to be recognized in the 
words preceding, to which these seem to corre- 
spond, namely, ip ry Wvx95 mov, where, as 
often in the Old Test, and sometimes in the 
dapes — the individual figuratively and 

apostrophe represented as addressing himself: 
Nor is this any sovel view, since there. je reason 
to think it was "T iste by the ancient Fatbers. 
See Theophyl. If, however, it be thought that 
the émpreesconoss of the Parable is materially 

This, for tbe text. ree. yaso 
with all the recent Editors, on 
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"Adpov, tavry TH vurrà thy Wuynv cov arattovow amd cov 
w ^ 

à 66 7jro(nacas, tim eotar; | 9! Otros 6 Óncavpitav éavrQ, xai 
ps7) cis Oeov m Xovráv, 

22 Kime òè Tpós tods pabyrds aùroð Aid ToUro tyiy » Mat. o. 25 
Aéyor uù uepuuváre TH Puxi vuv, ti ddynte unè TH cw- 
pate, ti evdtoncbe. B'H Arva) amreiov dore ris tpodijs, ral 
TÒ cpa To) évdupatos. ?* Karavoncate tots Kopaxas, ött ov 
aoreipovow ovdée Oepifovow ols ove gots Tajeioy ovde aro- 
Om kal ò eds tpéhes aùroús. móc pGdrAov dels ĝia- LIobss e. 
dépere trav rrerewov; 95 Tis dé èE pôv, pepipvaorv, Svvaras | 
TrpocÜetva, ém. Tv "Duklav atrod xv» fa; 99 Ei où 
tovre éXdywrov Ovvac0e, ri wept TOv Xovrdüv pepipvate ; 
27 Karavorjcare ta xplva, mas avfaver. ov Koma, ovdé vile 
Aéye O6 úir ovdé XoXoudv év máon Tfj 9ófp avroD mepi- 
efáXero as & Tovrev. B Ei 00 rév xóprov év t dypQ cý- 
pepov čvra, kal avptoy eis kXifavovy BaXXóuevov, 6 Beds otros 
aphivyvvev oom paddrov twas, OXvyóric To, ;. ?9 Kal speis 
HÀ Ynreîre ti dárygre Ñ ti minre kal p) perewpifecbe % rabra 
yap Trávra ta čv tov róopov minre tuav 86 ó IIar3p 

impaired (which I doubt) by the worldling's 
selfishness and utter folly not being brought 

into sufficient contrast with the solemn truth of 
his imminent dissolution, we may suppose the 
announcement really made on earth not figura- 
tively (with Alf.) by some unmistakeable judg- 
ment, but virtually through the medium of 
Angelic agency, referred to at the next verse. 
— dwairovew] On further consideration of 

this disputed expression, I am ready to admit 
that it is not strictly impersonal, but that there 
is (by an idiom not unusual both in Heb. and 
Greek) a noun left to be supplied from the sub- 
ject-matter, by reference (as Mr. Alf. observes) 
to those whose province it is to attend to such a 
matter, even the holy Angels, the ministers of 
the Divine pu See supra vi. 38. 
— Q èl nroiu.| Render: ‘the good things 

which thou providedst as xelutva ceautw.’ 
Comp. Hor. Epist. i. 18. 109, ‘Sit bona— 
provisa in annum.' 

— Tin torat;}] Not as though it were of any 
consequence to the person himself whose the 
sessions should be, which he has lost his soul to 
gain; it being merely an Mp airs way of say- 
ing that they will not be Ais. Comp. Seneca 
(Nat. Quest. l. iii. Pref.) ‘Conservasti aliis, 
us periere fibi;' and Menander, dAX’ dy áo- 
avys, ravra karaAXs(iysue, Tivi; ‘for whom?’ 

* for whose benefit ?* not thine. 
21. Now follows the brief, but striking, moral 

by application. 
— olTws] ‘such is the case with,’ ‘such the 

folly of." familiar mode of expression, mean- 
ing, ‘ such is his case,’ such his situation, so des- 
titute of all provision for the life in question, 
what is termed, 1 Tim. vi. 19, n óvrws Lw. 

— ph ele Gedy wrArovrwy] ‘who is not rich 
unto God,’ i. e. ‘with reference to God,’ * unto 

bis will, *for his glory, and consequently for 
the benefit of his fellow-man, by works of benefi- 
cence, thus laying up treasures in heaven. 

22—31. Admonitions to trust in God, in re- 
ference to whose Providence we are to be either 
TXovrüv or xpf(ev.—Aà Tovro, ‘such being. 
the case,’ i. e. since worldly wealth, and the most 
ample means for enjoyment, are eo little perma- 
nently enjoyable. 

24. rovs — On these the Divine 
Providence is especially shown; for though the 
old ones very soon expel their young from the 
nests, and often abandon both nest and young, 
yet by a wise Providence, they instinctively 
eap up in their nests whatever breeds worms, 

whereby their abandoned young are preserved. 
— Tautiov] The word scarcely differs in 

sense from dawo8sjxn. The distinction, if any, 
seems to be this, —that rayeiov, as it ori inally 
denoted the sfore-room of the Taulas or dispen- 
sator, so it afterwards came to mean ‘a store-room" 
generally, ially for grain, like our barn; 
while 4708. denoted merely one of those subter- 
ranean repositories for grain, which are common 
in the East. See supra v. 18, note. 

29. wy perewmplYeoGe] Meaning, ‘Be not 
anxiously fluctuating between hope and fear’ 
(see Thucyd. ii. 8, and my note there), as to the 
supply of your daily wants. Merewpiteofar 
signifies properly to be lifted on high: being used 
especially of vessels tossed aloft at sea, and then 
depressed to its very depths; an apt image of 
anxiety. So Hor. Epist. i. 18. 109, 110. 

30. ravra] Namely, all such things as are 
included in the idea of what has been just before 
spoken of, —the means of subsistence. _ 

— Td vn ToU xócpov) A seeming pleo- 
nasm; since Trà Ovn alone would have a 
sufficient, or ó xócuos, which is used in Jobn 
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jmate.ass. otbev Ort ypntere roUrav. 315 ITAny Üpreire rj». SaeiXeíav tod 
Ocoi* xai ravra Távra mpooteOncetar viv. 9? Mn $ofo, 

M A , [xd k vOO e II XN e ^ 6o0U e ^ 

xMat.1. TÒ pixpòv moipvior OTt * evdoxnoev ó Tlarnp ipóv Sovvat vpiv 
, 26. ` 33 , e s e A b! , 

Thy Baotrelav. TIwAjcate Trà vmrápxyovra vuv, xai Sore 
1 Matt. 6, 20. éXeguocvvgv. ls«owjscare éavrois BaXávrua uù Tradasovupeva, 
n . ^ ^ 3 r 

1Tim.6.19. Üngaupóv dvékNevrrov év Tols oùpavoîs, STrov KNETTTNS OUK èyyi- 

Get, ovde oùs Stadbeiperr 3t rov yap stew 6 Üncavpós vpav, 
3 ^ e [4 e A y 85 m v e A e ? , mEph.6. exe? Kal 7) Kapdla UOV TOTAL Eotwcav )pàv ai 0cQwes 

1 Pet. 1.13. 4 Kat "ot Xv ) - 86 eai vucic 6 n bait m. Trepielmo pévaa, oi AÚXVOL KaLopevot Kat tpeis pow 
° avOpwrots mpoadexopévors TOV kÜpiov EaUTaV, TÓTE avaducer ÈK 

e TA (rA , , 3 a , , 

TOV yapwv iva, éXÜóvros xal xpovcavros, evÜées avoikwow 
oMat.s«. GUTQ. 37? Maxdpws ot cohot exeivot, ods EMwv 6 rúpios 
#. j e 7 A , 4 € ^ a ⸗ * 

cùonᷣoes *ypwyopoüvras. ‘Auv byw viv, Ste wrepifwoeras xai 
àvakMyei aùrtoùs, kal TrapeXÜcov Svaxovnoes avrois. 3$ Kai day 

, ^ ^ e ^ ` 

EAOn èv rH Sevrépa purar, xal ev tÀ Tplrg dvXaki EAOn, xai 
eŬŭpn oßTO, parápıol eiow oi ohor éexeivor. 3° P Tovro dé yiwa- 

e > Ww e 9 , / gY e lA ww 

past. oKETE, OTL, ei OE Ò OiKxodeamdTHS Toig wpa Ó KAETTNS EpxeTat, 
- 9 , M 9 9 ^ ^ A , ^ ier h^ eypmyópuaev àv, kai ook dy adnjxe Swopuyivar Tov olxov atrob. 
Aie 9 Kai tpets otv yiverOe Erotmou Öri wpa ov Soxeite, 6 Tios 

TOU avOparrou Epyera. 

xvi. 18. In reality, however, there is none, the 
idiom being, like many to be met with elsewhere 
(even in Thucyd., Aristot, and other writers, 

e most sparing in words), wherein what is sub- 
joined serves for explanation ; the heathens bein 
ere designated as *' children of this world," an 

this world osly,—without any thought of the 
next; to which the mention of lhis world is 
meant to be tacitly opposed. 

32. This verse contains a coneolatory assurance 
1 amidst admonition, and pregnant with 

intense feeling) of the Father's love, as the sure 
grouud for the absence of all fear. 
— TÓ pixpòv woiumoy] The Art. is either 

for the pron. poss., or is intended to supply the 
place of the Voc., Hellenisticé. This double 
diminutive has great emphasis, as ap from 
the exx. adduced by Expositors; and the mon 
image such as that found in John x. l, init., 
makes it peculiarly interesting. 

35—48. Exhortations to watchfulness. Here 
the figurative comparison is drawn forth in order 
to intimate the nature of the duty, and the mode 
of performing it. In the £crwcav wepieX. and 
the ol Avyvur xatouevor there are two forcible 
forms of expression, alluding to the long robes 
among the ancients, which required to be girded 
up for any active employment; and also to tho 
custom of servants of keeping lamps trimmed 
and burning. to receive their master on his return 
home late from an entertainment: by which 
lively images are inculcated the duties incumbent 
on Christians, of diligence in * working out their 
salvation, and viyilance, by which they may be 
always ready and prepared to meet their Lord, 
as the next verse intimates, on which see note at 
Matt. xxv. 1—13 

96. wore dvadiou ix Tov yanwv)] Here 

and at Luke xiv. 8, by ol yduor is denoted any 
: t and long-continued banqueting,’ such as 

at of a marriage-feast; of which sec examplics 
in my Lex. The idiom is said not to occur in 
the Class. writers, and to be altogether Hellen- 
istic. But it is rather one of /uter Greek, de- 
rived from the language of common life. Thus, 
although it is found in a pure Attic writer of the 
Midd. Comedy, Axionic. Chalcid. fr. ii. 16, Sora 
TávTas óuoXoytiv Tov yauov KptirTer yeyo- 
vivat Ti)» Ewrov nutpaw (‘that the next day's 
meal was better than the banquet itself °), yet I 
doubt not but that it was formed on some adage 
in the mouths of the common people. 

37. wept{woerar Kal dvaxXiwsi— avoit] 
Meaning, in other words, ‘he will reward their 
diligence and vigilance with the most tender 
marks of kindness and condescension, such as 
men have sometimes bestowed on faithfully at- 
tached servants ; thus re nting the cxceed- 
ing blessedness which, of his infinite condescen- 
sion and free grace, our Lord will bestow on 
those who, with faith and patience, have waited 
for his coming. In dsaxovnoe: the mark of con- 
descension is raised, it would seem, to the high- 
est pitch. Comp. Rev. iii. 20, seq. ; where, how- 
ever, it is raised one degree higher, as implying 
participation in the Redeemer's throne. 

38. xal sÜpg oUTe] The 4owovrrac added 
in the D and other ancient MSS., is evidently 
from Critics, who did not perceive that ovre, in 
fact, stands for ypmyopovrras, and is only used 
by way of preventing an unpleasant tautology; 
having, indeed, exactly the force that our sv oc- 
casionally bears, as in the well-known couplet,— 
* Not to admire, is all the art I know | To make 
men happy and to keep them so." 

. See Matt. xxiv. 43—51, and notes. 
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414 Kise 66 avro ò Ilérpos Kupte, mpòs jpas thy rrapafoNsjy q Matt. s. @ 6 Iérp pte, mpos pas Tiv mapaBonsy 4 mat 
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41, 42. To the question proposed by Peter 
our Lord answers aot direct: , but by Ta lica- 
tion, presenting another parable, by which, as 
Bp. Lonsdale observes, * without saying how far 

were concerned iu tho instructions he 
just given, he shows that those persons who, like 

eter and his fellow Apostles (who are by the 
figure compared to those house-stewards who in 
Jarge families used to allot the various depart- 
ments of duty to the servants, and dispense their 
allotted portion of food or wages), should occupy 
offices of high trust in the government of the 
Church, would have especial need to be on their 
guard against that forgetfulness of their duty, to 
which they might be tempted by the delay of 
their Master's coming to judgment.’ 

47. éxsivos ài ò —8 &c.] This portion 
ought properly to be separated from the pre- 
ceding ; since the words were probably spoken on 
another Den Md only — here because 
bearing on a similar subject. e purpose is to 
pont out the — or rule, on which the 

rd will act in punishing the servant who has 
disobeyed, or who has neglected to do, his mas- 
ter's will. This punishment, it is shown, will be 
in preperuon to the knowledge possessed of that 
will. Tbe person in question is, however, not 
the servus improbus just before spoken of; but 
one who has, on the whole, an inclination to do 
his duty, and perform his master's will, but wlio 
does not heartily set about doing it. Now the 
lesson we are taught is, that if he has full 
known his master's will, and yet does not apl 
himself to perforin it, he will be beaten with 
many stripes; but if he knew it not, or imper- 
fectly, with few. 

As it were manifestly unjust to inflict stripes 
at all upon any one for not performing his Lord's 
will when he had no knotcledge of it, some would 

therefore restrict these words to the knowing his 
Lord's will by 7 ion, and the not 
knowing it by that means. But it should rather 
seem that they are to be understood compara- 
tively,—namely, of one who knew it more per- 
fectly, as compared with one who knew it less 
perfectly ; men's comparative opportunities being 
taken into consideration. 

49. wup nA8ov Badeiv, &c.] From incul- 
cating the necessity of Christian watchfulness, 
our Lord is led to advert to those times of perse- 
cution (both active and passive) when it would 
be especially needed ;—the fire of which would 
be kindled soon after his death and passion. This 
force of the figure contained in the expression 
«up would seem called for by v. 51, —namely, 
the persecution arising from dissensions and di- 
visions; but that is uncertain; aud at any rate it 
is better than understanding it, with Alf., of the 
fire of the gift of the Holy Spirit for purifica- 
tion. On mature consideration, I apprehend that 
it designates the fire of trial, the result of perse- 
cution, adverted to at l Pet. iv. 12, uù —28* 
Ty iv Uuiy Wupwoet apos Ttipacuóp Univ 
yevoutvy, where see note. 
— Tí ÜcAc, el ðn áyi 0n ;] This clause 

partakes of the obscurity which is generally at- 
tendant on language spoken under high-wrought 
feeling. Grotius, Whitby, and others assign to 
the el the sense, ‘ O that, rendering: * And what 
do I wish ? that it were already kindled!’ But 
though ei be sometimes used for atz, as in Luke 
xix, 42, and xxii. 42, it is in a very different 
construction from the present. Others, as Ro- 
senm. and Kuin., take the ri for ws, and the el 
for oTi, ut, like the Heb. mye, rendering, * And 
how much would I wish that it were already ac- 
complished !' Yet this view of the sense is open 
fo objections insurmountable. The former ex- 
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xal mas cvvéyouas fos où TeXecÓj. 5l Aoxeire Ste eiprvmv 
mapeyevouny Soüvas èv TH yh; ovy, Meyo piv, AAN 1) cape- 
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lanation is greatl ferable, and may safely be 
do ted. Thé next beat which some aay prefer) 
is that propounded by and - others, * What 
will (would I) if it were kindled!’ So Euthym. 
(after Chrys.) explains: ri wAatov 0iAc, idv 
avip0n; So too, but with improvement, Bp. 
Lonsdale : * And if it were already kindled, what 
do I desire? What, but that it should burn 
onl . 

50. Bawriopa di ixw Barr.) The 8i is 
continuative, signifying moreover ; q. d. ‘I, too, 
have to undergo a baptism of suffering, i. ©. as 
it is elsewhere said, ‘to suffer many things,’ *to 
suffer very tly,” in reference to his Passion 
and death. In baptism the whole body was im- 
mersed under water; and, in reference to this, 
our Lord calls his sufferings a baptism, because 
he was about to be wholly immersed in sorrows, 
to become *a man of sorrows end acquainted 
with grief." See note on Matt. xx. 22, and comp. 
Mark x. 38. 

— wwe cuvéxouar)] ‘how am I distressed by 
anxiety l'—a sense which the word bears else- 
where in the New Test. On the nature of the 
metaphor, see my Lex. New Test. In short, the 
two verses form one sentence, of which the gene- 
ral meaning is, that * since a trial of faith by per- 
secution could not but attend the first preaching 
of bis Gospel, he could wish the flame were al- 
ready kindled ; and that, as his death would usher 
in that trial, it were already accomplished.’ Since 
the suffering must take place, he could wish it 
would take place soon ; and that the event should 
be speedily brought about; espec. since from it 
such blessings will supervene to the world, he 
feels an anxious desire for its accomplishment. 

53. I would retain the Datives at eret and 
pnrpl, altered by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. into 
Accusatives, on too slender authority (that of B, 
D, L), opposed as it is by internal evidence. The 
Evangelist, it seems, chose to employ the Datives 
of the paternal or maternal relation, viz. of con- 
sanguinity, and the Accus. of affinity only, as 
deeming a stronger sense to be inherent in the 
Accus, than in the Dative, where, however, the 
éwi with Dat. denotes, like our preposition af, 
not so much hostility as attack, lit. movement at. 
Comp. Eurip. Phen. 1394, jav épounua Baryon 
dAÀAX nÀocs iari. 

54—59. Reproofs for blindness to signs of tbe 
times, and & warning to improve opportunities, 
and to seek reconciliation with G 

54. Gray idnre thy ved. ávar.] Render: 
t when ye see the cloud rieing ;’ not, ‘a cload,” as 
it is rendered in all our English Versions, which 
is passing over the Article ry»; though that has 
been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., from 4 
uncial and 7 cursive MSS. (to which I can add 
nothing) ; but wrongly; for internal evidence, as 
well as external authority, is in favour of the 
word, which was cancelled by the Critics doubt- 
less for the same cause as that for which it was 

over by the Translators,—namely, from 
ignorance of the force here of the Article, which 
is that of notoriety, q. d. * the well-known cloud," 
that cloud of a peculiar configuration, like a man's 
hand, which in Syria and Palestine is the sure 
prognostic, and immediate forerunner, of a heavy 
fall of rain. See 1 Kings xviii. 4l. That the 
Pesch. Syr. Translator read 7j», is certain from 
his Version, though the recent English Tranala- 
tors of the Pesch. Syr., Etheridge and Murdock, 
have destroyed the proof, by rendering ‘a cloud, 
though the force of the Article is expressed as 
strongly as possible by the use of the noun em- 
phatic * Onena* coupled with the Participle * Be- 
noni’ preceded by the Relative Prefix ; answering 
to Cbald. 7 or 5, * que.” 

55. xavowy icai] ‘it will be flne weather,’ 
answering to the evdia of Matt. This is always 
the case when the s.g. wind prevails. And so 
xavc. &p. in Athen. 73, eTrí(d aros aver, xai 
xaígwvoe wpa Wuarikwratos, means, * when 
E eae blows.’ , 

. TÒ TpOcoeTor TIS kai T. ovpapou 
In the parallel passage of fta. Tis voe is a 
found, and it may seem not very important in 
sense, especially considering that notbing is sub- 
joined of signs in the earth: yct that may, as 
Grot. observes, be supplied from Matt. xxiv. 32. 
Moreover, as Luc. Brug. observes, * mulat& fucie 
cœli, mutatur quoque terre.’ "Thus, for instance, 
certain appearances in the carth,—as the appear- 
ance of the hills, —portend storms of wind and 
min, and even earthquakes, as Humboldt has 
shown. 

57. Ti ĝì xal—dixatov ;] On the connexion 
here some difference of opinion exista, The older 
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58 "dx yap Umdyes perà tod ávribikov aov én’ ápyovra, * y vues. 
Tjj 099 Sos épyaciay arndAayGat an’ avroð uiymore raracópn —BX 
ce Tpés TOY KpLTHY, kal Ò kpvr1& ae Trapad@ TQ "rpáropi, kai ó 
apaxtwp ce BadrAy eis duXaiijv. 59 Aéyo cor ov ui) eFEAOS 
éxeiBev, Ews ob Kai TÒ Exyatov Xerróv aTrob@s. 

XIII. ! Hapjoay & reves éy avrg TQ karp amayyéddovtes 
aùr wept TGy Tadsdalwy, àv tò alpa IliXáros 6ufe pera 

Commentators almost universally refer them to 
what precedes; most recent ones, to what fol- 
lows, Both may be said to be, in a certain sense, 
ight. The matical conneriom is, by means 

of the we *yáp, with the ing ; but there is 
a connexion of thoughé with the preceding ; these 
words, in fact, forming the etncwlum between 
two sentiments; q. d. * Yes, and why do ye not 
of yourselves judge, by the light of your own 
minds, what is fit and proper to be done at this 
crisis; and as ye can discern the signs of the 
weather, and take your measures accordingly, 
how is it (ri dere) that ye do not discern and 
recognize the signs of the Messiah's coming, and 
adopt a suitable conduct? Even without the ex- 

declarations of the Prophets, ye might, from 
what ‘ye hear and see" (comp. Matt. xi. 3—5), 
recognize the signs of the times and the person 
of the Messiah fin me].' Ver. 58 is nof, as many 
think, a detached moral maxim taken from Matt. 
v. 25; but v. 58 is connected with, and explanatory 
of, v. 57; and, as the connexive formula we yap 
suggests, a great moral truth is applied, for warn- 
ing, to the present purpose, and that truth, formed 
on & Parobolical comparison, whereby the Jews 
are warned to make their peace with God, by 
repentance and faith in the Messiah, before the 
time of now impending, should ar- 
rive, and they be involved in irretrievable ruin. 
See Matt. xxi, 44. The application, however, is 
at ch. xiii. 16, left to be made by the hearers 
themselves; probably in either case to avoid 
necdlessly e rating the multitude. At the 
same time our Lord took occasion, from the by- 
standers telling him of the atrocity which had 
been recently committed,—and, no doubt, insi- 
nuating that the sufferers were eminently sin- 
ners—te supply the moral application here 
omitted. 

58. ðs ipyactay] Said to be a Latinism for 
da operam. Yee the phrase is found in a pure 
Greek writer, Hermog. de Invent. iii. 5, 7, w 
it is used of elaborate composition. 'A*aAAáT- 
vreoGat dx Tivos signifies properly either ‘to be 
rid of any thing, or to be dismissed, or let go by 
any person.’ It is also used, as here, in a forennc 
sense, either of a crimtnal, who is set at liberty 
when his prosecutor does not follow up his accu- 
sation; or of a debtor, who receives an acquit- 
tance from his creditor, by paying the money due, 
or making a composition. Karacupecy signifies 
properly ‘to haul or drag down,’ but sometimes ‘to 
draw away,’ as used of hurrying persons to judg- 
ment or execution. 
— TpáxTopi] IlpérTsw and slormparrey 

signify ‘to exact the payment of a debt or mulct, 
or of its equivalent in corporal punishment, or 
of imprisonment till it should be paid.’ Accord- 
ingly, *párxTwp denotes the ezxacfor pane (as in 

JEschyl. Eum. 815, xp 
epáxcropss $óvov, Soph. El. 953), and, in a 
general sense, ‘the executioner of a magistrate's 
sentence.” 

XIII. 1. vapzca» dé] Render, ‘Then there 
came up:* as Matt. xxvi. 50. In tho earlier and 
purer Classical writers, it is followed by als and 
a proper name. In the later it is, as here, used 
absolulely. So Diod. Sic. xvii. 8, erapgcár tı- 
vat dmayyéAAovres, &c. ‘Ev abTO To Kaipo 
should be rendered, ‘in that very or selfsame 
season,' namely, when the events recorded in tho 
receding Chapter took apa and before our 

Lord had retired from addressing the immense 
multitude collected. See xii. 1. 
— 31ripl Tav I'aA., wv &c.] To what circum- 

stance in the history of that period this matter is 
to be referred, Commentators are not : 
Those usually adduced (as the sedition of the 
Samaritans on Mount Gerizim, or the ion 
set M E by the followers of Judas of Galilee) 
are liable to insuperable objections. The trans- 
— is — — (like the — ias: 

at e passed over us, 
Though nothing is more probable) than’ that 
something of this sort should have happened; 
for the Galilwans were the most seditious peoplo 
in Judæa, and Pilate not the most merciful of 
governors. Josephus has not, indeed, mentioned 
any Galileans slain in the Temple by Pilate; 
but we learn from various parts of his history 
(see Antt. xv. 4, 7. xvii. 9, 3. vi. 17, 19), that 
tumults often arose at the festivals, and sometimes 
battles took place even in the Temple, and scenes 
like the — occurred. So Joseph. Antt. xvii. 
9, 5, náNicra dd Tv. epayiv rov wepl TO 
lepóy idsivou—ae iopThe Ts dvsornkviae, xai 
lipelwy iv Too eee x9otey with reference 
to the putting to deat of 300 Galileans in the 
Temple, in the act of sacrificing. It is therefore 
probable that a similar insurrection of Galilzans, 
also at a festival, happened in the government of 
Pilate, a little before the time when our Lord 
spoke, and was repressed in the same violen 
manner, though unrecorded by Josephus, l 
— dv TÒ alua—bvoiwv) In T&v Buoy 

there is an ellipsis of afuaTos, to be supplied 
from alua; an idiom found both in the Greek 
and Latin writers. The complete expression ov- 
curs in Philo ii. 315 (cited by Wetstein), where, 
iving & reason why God command ta 
omicide who had fled for refuge to an altar 

should be delivered up to justice, it is said that 
otherwise aZuar: — alua 0vciàv &va- 
xpaĝńsaraıi. So also Theophyl. Simoc. p. 127, 
Ol uiv oiv ikxxevricarras Tov B. dvstAoy: dva- 
pspiypívov Toivu» rou delavou xal (even) 
alpacıv. Jos, Antt. vi. 14, 6, xal ol piv avT&v, 

et aluaros, and so 
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TOv vov abrav. ? Kai azoxpiOels 6 'IgcoUs elev avrois 

Aoxeire Ste of Tadsdaios otro, ápaproXoi Trapà Távras ToU; 

TI'axiXaíovs éyévovro, Ór& rowatra TremóvÜaoww; 3 Ovyi, XAéyo 
bpiv àXX, éàv pù ueravotyre, Trávres &cavres amorciche. *"H 
éxetvo, oí Séxa xal oxta, ep ods Érreaev 6 múpyos ev TE ZAwàpu 
kal amréxtewev abrovs, Soxeire Ste oUTo, Gpethéras éyévovro Tapa 
vrávras avOpetrous Tovs karowoÜvras év ‘Iepovoadnp ; 5 Ovyi, 
Aéyo úir AAN, éàv pù petavonre, waves Opolws ároXetaÜe. 

Iu. &1. 63"EXeye 86 tavrny Tv TapafoXájv Zw» elyé Tw €» TO 
ájreXàv, aurov Tejvrevuévgv. Kai HAGE Üyrüv kaprróv èv auth, 
xal ovy edpev. 7 Elme 6 mpòs tov djTeXovpyóv: 'I8o0, Tpía 

a 
Matt. 31. 19. 

irs Tay Tpawe{ wv Wapakeinlvwy, dwixaradap- 
Bavopsyvot map avtaic dvnpovyro’ kai vapéav- 
pev avtwv Ta ottla Kai Thv Tpodiy rò alua, 
where, for the manifestly corrupt wapioupey, 
I would read wepiécupey, Ae ‘defiled by 
intermixture.' This is, then, a boldly figurative 
way of saying, that they were slain while attend- 
ing the sacrifice. And how atrocious it was 
thought to slay any one at an altar, is well known. 
Accordingly the occurrence in question was, it 
scems, cousidered the effect of a Divine judg- 
ment on the sufferers, as especially sinners. Now 
our Lord's answer is meant to correct the errone- 
ous notion of supposing that, or such like general 
calamity, so far different from the common dis- 

nsations of Providence, as to be marks of 
Divine vengeance on the individuals who are 
the chief sufferers; and moreover to, in some 
measure, predict a similar fate to those who 
would not repent. 

This indeed, as Bp. Warburton ob- 
serves (Sermon xviii. on the Fast-day after the 
Earthquake at Lisbon), has been usually regarded 
as a reproof of the opinion which ascribes the 
general calamities effected by natural or civil 
causes to God's displeasure against sin; but in- 
correctly; that opinion being founded in the 
very essence of religion, and being agreeable both 
to reason and religion ; as manifesting God's glory 
and effectually promoting man's peace and hap- 
piness. What it condemns is the superstitious 
abuse of it, which uncharitably concludes that the 
sufferers in a general calamity are greater sinners 
than other men. The conclusion, indeed, on 
which their presumption as to the case of the 
sufferers was founded (as Mr. Greswell observes) 
on the belief, that temporal calamities were dis- 
pensations and effects of Divine Providence, and 
were so many judgments upon sin. With the 
truth of this our Lord's answer has nothing to do 
(nor was it necessary ; for the Jews, of all people 
on the earth, having been accustomed to receive 
not only rewards, but punishments, through the 
instrumentality of physical causes, as the effectors 
of moral good, could not doubt it, and had by 
sad experience, in their own case, verified it); 
it being simply an argumentum ad hominem, tho 
object of which was to reprove the hearers, and 
to bring home conviction to their consciences, 
even on their own assumptions; q. d. ‘ These 
Galileans might be sinners deserving of their 
fate; but yet it was not for the hearers to draw 
the consequent inference of their especial guilt, 

or pass any judgment upon them, if, being equally 
sinners in the sight of God, they, too, were 
equally obnoxious to bis judgments by temporal 
visitations for sin.' ]n short, thc point at issue 
concerned the moral lesson to be derived from the 
late PLE —— was to be 
iven it as would make it or partial in its 

Eicnification. Our Lord proves the JU RE: The 
persons addressing him considered it as a judg- 
ment ; he bids them regard it as a warning ; and 
from it was enabled to supply the moral applica- 
tion just before only intimated. 

3. wévrec—dwoAsiobe) This may be con- 
sidered as a tctton, which had its literal ful- 
filment at the destruction of Jerusalem, when 
the number of Jews slain was so vast, that Josc- 
pbus says that it wanted but little of extermina- 
tion. Here, and at v. 5, for u«ravorrrs, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. read usTavorjatrrt, from some 
5 ancient uncials and about 7 cursives to which 
I could add a few Lamb. and Mus. copics and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 17: but it would nought avail, 
since overwhelming external authority is con- 
firmed by internal evidence, the reading being 
evidently a critical correction. 

4. iv tw Xir.] The sense is ‘at,’ i. e. by Si- 
loam. This tower was probably one of the 
towers of the city walls, and was, we may sup- 
pose, the one at the 8. E. angle thereof. Thus 
the fountain is correctly described by our t 
Epic Poet as being ‘fast by the Oracle of God." 
— Odo Era, ‘ sinners.’ A Chaldee idiom, by 
which debts and sins, and debtors and sino 
are interchanged. So in the Book of Enoch 
(Fabr. p. 80) we have ó$uAÉTus paydAns 

Case di Bode] Th . aye Oi T. T. wapaBorAKy is ble 
of the Barren Fig-tree was subjoined in Panis to 
enlarge on the idea in the main topic of the fore- 
going discourse, and to enforce the foregoing 
warning, by announcing the impending destruc- 
tion that would attend the long-continued abuse 
of God's mercy. The Jewish nation, spared at 
the intercession of the vine-dresser, Christ, is 
primarily intended (and the sentence now sus- 
pended, was subsequently carried into execution 
not long after by the Romans); but it is equally 
applicable to individuals, teaching the impressive 
lesson, that unless men heartily repent and briog 
forth the fruits of faith and obedience, they will, 
— — the long-suffering of God, finally 

perish. 
7. Tpía itn] Namely, from the earliest time 
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erm Epyouar Snrav xaprróv év TH avkij TavTy, Kal ovy eUpiakar 
éxxovrov aùthv, ivati xai Thy yiv Karapye; 9 'O Sé ásrokpiÜels 
héyee aut@ Kupcte, ades aviv xai tovro TÒ éros, éws Srov 
craw mepit avT?v, ral áo * kómpua* ? kv pèv momon 
xaprróy-—ei 06 piye, cis TO pÊAAov ékkóvyew aUTHD. 

10° Hv 8e Oi9do xev év pia TOv cuvaywyav év rois cd8Bact 
1l xal Sov, yuv) hv veda čyovoa áaÜeveías črn Séxa kal ókró, 
kai q avykvrTovca kal pù 6vvauévr avaxirpas eis TÒ TravreMés. 
P'[6ov 66 avr» o I9co)s Tpoccdovgse, xai elmev avriy Tú- 
vat, aTrokéAvoat THS àaÜeveías cov. 13 Kai éméÜnkev aùr tas 
ypas: xai trapayphua dvwepÜc05, xal é6ofate tov Ocov., +a 0 
b" 4TokpiÜeis è 6 apyiıouvváywyos, 
Báre éÜepámevoev ó 'Igoobs, ÉXeye 

, ^ L4 ^ 9. dyavakrüv ÖTL TQ CAR- Deut. 5.13. 
A «^ eo. Ezek. 20. 

TË čp “EE tyépas Exod s 
Deut. 22. 4. eciv ev als bet épyáteoÜav èv Tavraus oiv èpyópevoi Üepa- Wat i 1, 

^ LA e^ 11. meverOe, kal uù) TH pépa ToU caBBdtov. 15°’ AzrexpiOn ov Mark 3.3. 
> ^ €t a A € ^ ^ ‘7 avrQ 6 Kupuos, kai elmer + ‘Tcroxpitd, Exactos Üudv TQ caf- inkra 14 6 

of bearing. Karapye?, for ápyóv Tort, ‘ makes 
it unproductive, exhausts the soil ;' as in Ezra iv. 
21. Thus apyds often occurs in the Classical 
writers of ‘unproductive’ land. The «ai here is 
so far from being redundant, that it is almost 
emphatic, importing that the tree not only bore 
no fruit itself, but even hindered the growth of 
it in others. 

8. apes avv] ‘let it stand.” As divas is 
here — to éxko?rTtip, so is it to qOsipri 
by Philo, p. 581. And so wo have íav opposed 
to ixxowrew in Plato, p. 174. Exaorrew wepl 
does not, I believe, occur in the Class. writers ; 
but ?repiakár Tei, with an Accus. of thing, oc- 
curs in 7Eschyl. in his Fragments (where we 
have wepiox. Tous d&uwedwvas), and in Philo 
and the Geoponica, v. 35. 
— xorpia] This, instead of the Vulg. xo- 

?rpíar, is found in a mn number of MSS., in- 
cluding most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies, and 
early Edd., and is adopted by all the Editors 
from Matth. downwards. 

9. «dv piv wowjon kaprov) The Aposiopesis 
here has great force and bea ty, which would be 
not a little impaired by supplying the words want- 
ing ; the suppression of them intimating a presen- 
timent that the thing in question will not take 
place; as at Exod. xxxii. 32. 

10. i» rote cáfg.] The reading of D and the 
Leic. MS. (teste Jackson.), iv rw caBBaro, is 
remarkable. See uote on Matt. xii. 1, 5, 12. 
Some MSS. may be found which have cafBa- 
Toss. 

ll. vvavua £xovca dof.}] The recent Com- 
mentators mostly regard wy. &c0. as a peripbra- 
sis for ácÉéysiay, and denoting simply a disease. 
But the passages of the Classical writers which 
they adduce are of a different nature. The words 
of our Lord at ver. 16, f» inaw ó Laravas 
show that wvevpa is very significant; and, con- 
sidering the very frequent use of weevua in the 
sense daiuíóviov, it cannot be doubted but that 
the sense is (as the ancient and most modern 
Commenter suppose), ‘having a demon which 

VoL. 

inflicts infirmity and disease. So Acts xvi. 16, 
awvevua IIó0wvos, where see note. It was, in- 
deed, an opinion of the Jews (and indecd of the 
Gentiles), that diseases, especially the severely 
acute and tediously chronic ones, were inflicted 
by demons. But the peculiarity of the present 
pean and the words of our Lord himself, 
o ige us to suppose a real demoniacal influence; 
not, however, it should seem, involving actual 
possession, at least there is nothing in the con- 
text that even implies it. 
— xal fjv evyx.] ‘she was bowed ther,” 

quyx. for avyxekdvia, as in Job ix. 27. 2 Kings 
iv. 95. This is not simply an active in a passive 
sense; for the word may be taken in a neuter 
seuse for avyxvdos elva. | 

The Commentators remark that this disorder 
was the one called «óqwo:s, which is seated in 
the whole of the spine, and extends to the loins; 
so that the patient is necessarily bowed together, 
almost bent double, from utter weakness of the 

rt, and therefore the disease might very well 
Fe called at v. 12 an doBéveta. is, however, 
will by no means prove that the disorder was not 
produced and continued by demoniacal influence. 
Accordingly &zoAéAveoa: in the next verso de- 
notes the setting free of the muscles from that 
power which held them down stiff and immov- 
able. At v. 13 is described the laying on of the 
Divine Hands, conferring not only a perfect free- 
dom from the stiffening of eighteen years, but also 
the power to stand erect by being made straight 
(ávmp0c01). 

Of this use of eis rò mavr. to signify utterly, 
exx. occur in Jos. Antt. i. 18, 5. xviii. 2, /. 
Plato, p. 1013, in all three passages conjoined 
with ddanotyvat. 

12. yóvai] An address of kind courtesy, as 
at Matt. xv. 28, where see note. See also note 
on John iv. 21. , 

15. (-oxpvrá] Our Lord so styles him, be- 
cause he well knew that the objection made to 
the healing of the woman did not arise from any 
sincere reverence for the Sapa but from envy 

G 
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, 7$ a bi A > ^ b kd 9 Y- A , 8 

Bare ov Aver Tov Body avrov ij Tov Óvov amò THS þárvns, kai 

dTayayov TOTEL ; 16 raurny 06, Ouvyatépa 'Afpaày, objcav, 
jv €0gccv 6 Xaravüc idov Séxa xal òrt% Cry, ovx ede AvOHvaL 

disa.. ATÒ TOU Oca o0 TovTov TH )uépa. ToU caBBatov; 17 4 Kai ravra 

Aéyovros ajToU, KaTHTXUVOYTO Trávres oi AVTIKELEVOL avTQ* Kai 
mâs 6 ÜyXos Éyaipey. érri maou Tois évOobois rois yivopévois vr 
auTov. 

18"EXeye 86 Tine ópoía éaTiv ù Bacela tov OcoD ; xai 
eMis rive powwow avrjv ; 19*'Onola écri kókko ocwarTrews, dy Na- 

Bav avOparros égaXev cis kirov éavroi* Kai nvEnce kal éyévero 
eis Sévdpov uéya, kal Ta Terewà, ToU ovpavod KaTerxnvwcey ev 
Tois KXMáOo:e avToU. 2 [Kai] maddy eime Tint ónowco Tv 
Bacirelav Tob OcoD ; 21 ‘Quota or) top, Av AaBovoa yuri 

rat o a, CVEKpUWED eis GAEpou cata Tpia, Ews ob éfupwOn OXov. 
Mark 6. 6. 

Matt. 7. 
14. 

John 7. 84. 
& 8. 21. 

218s. ple, el ONLyOL oi cwķopevot ; 

of and enmity to himself. It is worthy of obser- 
vation that seven ancient uncials, with very many 
cursives (to which I can add several Lamb. and 
Mus. copies) have úroxpıral, which has been 
adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., of whom 
the Jast-mentioned pronounces Uwoxpira a cor- 
rection to aóTc. it may be so, but I doubt it. 
Why should not uwoxpirai be pronounced a 
correction to óucp? I cannot venture to dis- 
turb a reading supported by the t body of the 
MSS., and confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulg. Versions, on a mere surmise ; espec. con- 
sidering that the other reading is open to a coun- 
ter-surmise. Not to say that the change may 
have arisen from the carelessness of scribes, the 
terminations -a and -a: being very similar and 
often confounded. And since both the singular 
and the plural occur in the context, the copyists 
would have nothing to guide them as to which 
should be written. However, the chief cause of 
the plural reading being adopted was, I doubt 
not, the presence of Uucy;—though it ought not, 
since this use of the pronoun with ixacror is 
any thing but strongly significant. Thus the 
doubt expressed by Matthæi and felt by Griesb., 
may be removed. As respects the reading dé, 
for ob», received by Lachm. and Tisch., it may 
justly be supposed to be a mere alteration, de- 
X for the purpose of avoiding the recurrence 

ov. 
— ov Avec, &c.] Our Lord refutes their cavil 

by a reference to their own practice : for that it 
was considered allowable to attend to the neces- 
sary care of animaís on the Sabbath, is clear 
from many passages of the Rabbinical writers, 
cited by Schoettg. Nay, even Pagan superstition 
permitted various employments of husbandry even 
on the solemn festivals: see Virg. Georg. i. 

16. by £óncsy ò Z.] i.e. ‘whom Satan has 
deprived of the use of her limbs.’ The term is 
very suitable generally (for the ancients used to 
compare disorders to chains, by which men are 

22 Kai Suerropevero xarà modes xai kopas, Siddonwv, kai 

vropeíav trovovpevos eis ‘Iepovcadnp. B Elme & Tw aùr Kú- 
e de 9 b , , : 94 g , O óé eime mpòs avrovs Ayw- 

beld bound); but especially to the disease in 
question, which, by the contraction of the limbs, 
seems to hold the person bound, as being in a 
manner deprived of self-motion. 

23. sl dAlyor of aw. ] It has been a matter of 
dispute both as to what is the exact import of this 
inquiry, and the spirit which dictated it. Some 
understand rw. of tem deliverance, namely, 
being preserved from the approaching destruction 
of the Jewish state. But that were to su a 
kind of ænigma, little suitable to a simple in- 
quiry. More probable is the opinion of man 
eminent Interpreters, from Hammond to Kuinoel, 
that cot. is to be understood of preservation from 
the general unbelief in Christ and non-acceptance 
of his religion ; of which sense they adduce ex- 
amples from the New Test. and Ignatius’ y sce 
to Polycarp. Those however are only er 
proofs of that sense of awisa0at, by which it sig- 
nifies the being 'put into the way of salvation." 
It is far more natural to understand the word 
(with most Expositors, ancient and modern) of 
salvati roperly so called: q. d. * Are there 
few who will attain salvation?’ <A sense which 
seems required by the terms of our Lord's reply. 
Whether the question were a ious one or not 
(though the latter is the more probable opinion), 
certain it is (as appears from Lightf. and Schoettg.) 
that the point was a disputed one in the Jewish 
schools; some maintaining wmiversal sulvation, 
others limiting it to a few , sec 2 Ead. viii. ], 
3. Now, to a question of such minor import- 
ance as this (for it rather concerns us, as Grotius 
observes, to know what sort of persons will be 
saved, than how few) our Lord (agreeably to his 
custom of never replying to questions of mere 
curiosity) was pleased to return no answer ; but 
makes his words an answer to the question which 

rather to have been asked, —namelv, ‘ how 
vation is to be attained.” Thus at John xiv. 

22, when Judas asks him how, or why, it is that 
he should reveal himself to them, and not to the 
world, our Lord returns an answer, not to the 
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vileaBe eiaeXÜety Sid ris arevis tarvdns Öri qodXol, Xéyo 
Univ, Enrncovow eicedOeiv, kai ovx icxvcovow % dad’ ob dv 
éyepÜrj ó oixoðeomórns kal drroxdelon Ti Oúpav, xai dpknabe 
€f éorávat kai xpovew Tv Oúpav, Xéyovres © Kúpte, Kupiæ, B Matt. 7.23, 
avoEov pî xai áToxpiÜels épet tpi Ovx oida Ups móbev 
, l4 
€aTe. 26 Tore dp£feo0e Xéyeu- 'EdWyouev évavmióv cov xal 
émíouev, Kat év rais TÀareiaws "àv éb(batas. ?! Kai épei 
Aéyo ipiv, oùx olba tyas ToÜcv écré dmóorgre am’ moi, 
qrávreg oi épyatas Tis adixias. 28 Exe? €otas 0 KAaVOLOS Ka) i Mat. sis. 
ò Bpvypòs tav O8óvrov, Órav dWnobe 'ABpaàp xai 'Icaàx 
xdi Tachß, xai mávras tovs mpopýras év Tij BaciXeia ToU 
Oo), tpas Se éxBadropévous éEo. ?9 Kal jj£ovciv aro ava- wa. sn 
Today kai Óvcudv, kal amò floppá xai vórowv xal àvaxMOj- 
covra, ev TH Bacirelg ToU Ocoü. 39 * Kai iov, cial Érxaroi, x Mau. v. 
of écovra, Tpa@ros Kal eias TpPÕTOL, of &covrat éa yaoi. 

3l'Ey avri Tj pépa "poaíjM0óv rwes Oapwaio, Xéyovres 
aùr "EfeX0e xai vropevov évreüÜev, Sts ‘“Hpwodns Orei oe aro- 
xTeéiva4. %2 Kai elev avrois  IlopevÜévres eimare TÀ üXcrrret 

question which was asked, but to the one which 
should have been asked, answering dá» rit dya- 
wa pe, &c. 

On this idiomatical use of el, peculiar to the 
New Test. and Sept., see my Lex. in v. ii. 2, 
and the examples there adduced. There is in all 
such cases a mixture of two modes of expression, 
the direct and the indirect ; the si being used as 
oth there had been the direct; thus: ‘ He 
asked, whether (ei) those to be saved are few?" 
for awfopuevor is (as pres. for future) for cw8n- 
copuevos. Euthym. remarks that our Lord made 
no to the above question, because it was 
superfluous and useless, but spoke of the manner 
by which any one migM be saved ; that being the 
rather n to be learnt. Thus the general 
sense exp and implied is, * No matter to 
you how many or how few sball be saved. Rather 
strive to be of the number of those who enter in 
at the strait gate, and who go by the narrow 
toa y, for that is the only safe road." See note on 
Matt. vii. 14. However, an answer in the affir- 
mative is implied in the words subjoined, dr: 
wodX\0l—ovn lox ócovciy. 

24. dyaviCerts eloedOaiv 8., &c.] ‘Ayusl- 
Zeol. is avery significant term, founded on an 
agonistic allusion; the sense being, *strain every 
nerve to force your way in.’ 

For aróA ns, B, C, L, and 2 cursives, and Ori- 
n, have 0ípas, which is edited by Gricsb. and 
hm.; but wrongly: for it is far more proba- 

ble that wvAne was altered by the Alexandrian 
Critics to the more exact term 0ípas, than that 
awvAne should have been introduced from the 
parallel of Matthew in all the copies but 
three and all the Versions, Matth. thinks the 
reading came from Origen ; but the circumstance 
of its being found in the Cod. B seems to ex- 
elude that. At any rate, Origen's authority is 
neutralized by his elsewhere citing the passage 
with róìnņs. The true origin of 0vpas I suspect 

to have been some copy, or copies, of the cor- 
rupt Ital. Vers. 

. ap’ ob] Sub. xpovov, ‘from the time,” 
* when once.’ It seems most agreeable to the 
context to connect this verse (as did the Syr. 
and Pers. Translators, and also and Pisc.) 
with the preceding rather than the ing ; 
according to which we may best suppose the apo- 
dosis to be at Tore, ver. 26. Eyepbp is not (as 
some imagine) redundant, but is a part of the 
imagery of the story, and signifies, ‘has risen 
from his sest;' namely, to go and see that the 
doors are fastened. 'AsoxA. is used as at Gen. 
xix. 10, riv Oupay ToU olxov dwixXaoay, and 
Thucyd. v. 80, dwixAnoe ras widas. [See Ps. 
xxxii. 6. Is. lv. 6. Matt. xxv. 10.] 

26. iycorióv cov} ‘in thy presence and com- 
y. This mode of address is a form of rousing 

any one's recullection of a person; as denoting 
familiar intercourse aforetime. 

27. oix olóa ù. w. i.] This seems to be a 
pular mode of expressing that we desire to 

ave nothing to do with the person, as Matt. vii. 
23. xxv. 12. So Lucian Pisc. 50, i. 617, makes 
Aristotle, when brought back to life, say of ono 
who pretends to be a true follower of him, and 
is not such, dyvow ocis tori. 
— ipyarar 5$ ixlas) ‘ The wicked,’ says 

Bp. Sanderson, Serm. ad Aulam, p. 216, ‘are so 
termed in Scripture because they do hoc agere, 
make it their work, business, or trade.’ Schleus. 
compares Xen. Mem. ii. ], 27, kañv xai ssu- 
vow ipyarns. To which I would add 2 Macc. 
iii. 6, ol épydras tHe ádixías. Menand. Hist. 
i. 145, A, yaXewiov ipyoy xal dvocivy ipya- 
Tal. 

32. rH dAwwent Tav rg] Not said by way of 
reproach (as in Aristoph. Thesm. 1138, usapds 
dAemnE! olov iwirýxı%á pos), though Herod 
from his consummate dissimulation, well merited 
the yin ; but to show our Lord's intimato 

G 
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ratty 'l8ob, éxBdddxw Sarpora kal idoeis mire) arjpepop 

1He.21.. kal abptov, ! kal Tf) rpírg Tedevodpar. 33 ITA» bet pe onpepov 

xai aŭpiov xal th éxopévn TropeéeaÜav —Órt ob. evdéyetat rpo- 
mMatt. a dues amrorécbar ew I epovcaMip. 9$ m*T epovcaXijp ! 'I epov- 

cadnp! ù atoxteivovca Tovs mpopytas, xai A48oBoXobca. TOUS 
amectadpévous Tpós abrv, wocaxs 70éXgca èmiovváýat Tà 
Tékva cov, dv rpómov Üpws Tv éavTis voaciày wird Tas Trrépv- 

3 

5. 69. 25. 
L. 

yg 
1 E . 9. 97. 

cah 8. 13. E 

Lev.3.m, yaş; kai ovx nOeAncaTe, 3» ’Idoù, adlerar bpiv 0 olxos tpv 

z. [[épguos]] * Aéyw 88 div, Sri od ph pe Wyre, ws àv En öre 
elirnte’ Eùħoynuévos ò épyopevos èv avoyate Kupiov ! 

XIV. ! Kal éyévero, èv T éA0ctv avroy eis olxóv Tivos T&v. 
, , ^ 4 , ^ » 3 i ápyóvrev TOv Oapwaiev caBBarw daycivy prtov, xai avro 
osav maparnpoúpevot autor. ? xai 4600, avOpwros Tis Ùv 
e b xy ? A aMstt.1%. SSpwmucos CumpocÜcv avrob. 3 a Ka drroxpieis ó 'InooUs 
elme mpòs TOUS vopiKors Kat Papicaious, Méywr Ei ékeori TO 
caffáre Îepareúew ; oi 86 jovyacav. * Kai ériXafópevos 

bExo4.23. doaro avrov, kal üméAvce. 5 xal áoxpiUels Tpós avToUs 
Deut. 32. 4. 
supra 13. 15. 

knowledge of Herod’s disposition and secret 
which was to induce Jesus to quit his terntories. 
— iKaw datpona, &c.] The course of 

reasoning is this: ‘I am employed innocently, 
and even highly meritoriously, nor shall I long 
weary him with my presence, but soon take my 
departure; why, then, should he seek my life?" 
Znuspov kai aüpiov is a sort of proverbial form, 
for *anv short period of time,' as in Hos. vi. 2, and 

policy, 

& kindred of Arrian Epict. iv. 10, cited 
by Wetstein. n the import of reAzcouua: the 
ommentators are not . Some recent ones 

take it to mean, ‘I shall be sacrificed; but of 
this sensc they adduce no valid proof. It is bet- 
ter, with the ancient and most modern Interpre- 
tera, to explain it, * I shall be brought to the end 
of my course,’ namely, by death. Phil. iii. 12, 
ovy ore on TeTsAslouat, Almost all Com- 
mentators consider the word as an Attic contract 
Jorm for reXewooua:, and that as put for ra- 
Aste0ro0ouai. But Bornem., with reason, ob- 
jecta that the penult of this verb is long ; and 
notices similar errors in the forme of other verbs 
in the Classics. Here certainly the Present 
scems required by the correspondent verbs fore- 
going, ixBaA Aw and éwireXo; though the sense, 
I am being brought to my end ;' which involves 

a notion of what is scarcely future, as being so 
very shortly to take place, is not unsuitable. 

33. wAHv—wopaverba:] q.d. * However, I 
must for this short time go on in my usual course." 
There is, in fact, not an ellipsis, but an aposio- 
pesis, to be supplied from what went before; 
q. d. * [I shall, I say, finish this course in spite 
of Herod, and shall not perish in Galilee,] for it 
cannot be,’ &c.; which words contain one of the 
most cutting reproaches imaginable. Of course, 
ovx éydéyeras must be understood with the usual 
limitation in such sort of acaté dicta; i.e. ‘at 
can scarcely be ; for John the Baptist and some 
few others, had been put to death out of Jerusalem. 

eire Tivos ipav Üvos ñ Bods eis $péap eureceitas, xal ovx 

34. ‘Iepouc., ‘Iepove., &c.] On the full force 
of this pathetic apostrophe, sec notes on Matt. 
xxiii. 3/, 38. 
— voaciáy] for voocia in the parallel 

of Matthew; denoting the nest with the young; 
as in Deut. xxxii. 11. Render, brood. 

35. I have now double-bracketed gonpuor, which 
almost all recent Editors cancel, on strong autho- 
rity, which I can confirm from many Lamb. and 
Mus. copies. The Aéyo dé, for duny ài Aévyes, 
I have also, with Lach: Tisch., and Alf., re- 
moved, on strong authority, confirmed by inter- 
nal evidence. 

XIV. l. $ayriy prov) A phrase formed 
from the Hebr. pr» Yor (used in Gen. xliii. 25, 
in this sense. So the Sept. renders by ápicra»); 
which, though it properly signifies no more tban 
* to food, yct often denotes ‘to feast, to 
make good cheer; as when the meal is one to 
whicb pes are invited; when it may de sup- 
poscd that the provision is better than that of an 
ordinary domestic meal. Indced, it appears from 
what Lightfoot, Wetstein, and others, have copi- 
ously adduced from the Rabbinical writers, that 
it was usual with the Jews to provide bettcr 
cheer on the Sabbath than on othcr days, and 
that they cven used to make feasts on that day. 
See Neh. viii. 9—12, and Tob. ii. 1. 
By tivo Tow dex. tev Dap. is meant (as 

Grotius, Hammond, Whitby, Pearce, and Camp- 
bell, have shown) * one of the rulers [of a syna- - 

c], who was a Pharisee,' tis» Dap. being for 
£k riw Dap., or in apposition. Comp. John iii 
l. For that such rulers were not all Pharisees 
apan from John vii. 48. 

. Strange is it that the absurd reading vior, 
for óvos, should have been adopted, from how- 
ever strong external authority, by Matth, 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and, in his 2nd 
Ed., by Alf., who, however, in bis 1st admits that 
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evOéws avaotrace avrüv èv TH "uépa ToU caBBdrov; 9 Kai 
oux iGXvcav avramtoxpibivat avT@ Trpós Tavra. 

T"EXeye Óé pós ToUs KexAnpévous TapafoXNijv, émréyov Tas 
Tas TrperokMcias éfeXéyovro, Xéyev mpòs avtous: 8 *"Oray Prov. 
KANOHS vro Twos eis yapous, py KaTaKNORs eis THY TpwTo- 

la 4 3 , , [A e 9 b ^ 9 

kMcíar | umore évriuóTepós aov 3) KExAnpévos vir avro), 9 xal 
A 8 N e 8* ` 9» 8 , HC b , , e\Owv ò cé Kat avtov kaXécas épei cov Ads TovT@ TóÓTOV 
«ai tore ApEn per aiax/vgs tov Éoxarov TóTov karéyew. 

'A AX órav kXnÜjs, TropevÜcie * ávásreae eis TOV Éoarov TróT0v 
a ld iva, Otay EOn 6 KExANKwWS ae, emn cov Pire, pocavaBnOt 

avwTepor TOTE Čotar aot Soka évorriov TAY cUvavaKeLpévwy Cot. 
11 d”Orı mâs 6 thay éavróv tarrewwOnoeras' kal 6 TaTrewav Prov. 

12e"EXeye òè xal TQ KexdnxoTt aùróv' 
"Orav moñs ápuarov 1) Secrvov, us) dove, Tos hidrous aov, p 
éavróv inpwhnceras. 

6, 7. 

d Job 32. 99. 
29. 33. 

tt. 33. 13. 
supra 1. 5]. 
infra 18. 14. 
James 4. 6, 
10. — dedi x f 1 Pet. 5. 5. 

TOVa Neh. 8. 13. TOUS abedspous cou, pnde TOUS gvyyeveis coU, unde veiroras Neb t 

Tr'Xovciovs: note kai avToi oe avTiKadéowot, Kai yévntai cot Er. 9 

this surcly furnishes a fair case for infernal evi- 
dence to determine [and that is manifestly in 
favour of óvos]; farther remarking, that it is 
hardly to be supposed that our Lord would thus 
have spoken ; aleo that the ment à minori 
ad majus would be completly: invalidated. I 
qui agree with him; but since he expressed 

at decided opinion, he has issued another, and, 
as often in the case of his brother Editor Tisch., 
bis second thoughts are not his wiser ones. He 
now adopts viós, and defends it; but how? By, 
as usual, faking fur granted that the vids was 
altered to dvos, in order to set right the argu- 
ment! He says that the stress of the argument is 
on opey, and the point of comparison is the 
ownership, and consequent tender care of the ob- 
ject in question. There may be, he adds, in the 
words the meaning son, or even oz; but he pre- 
fers rendering them simply. Now surely a case 
that requires such sophistry to sustain it cannot 
be sound or good; and thie might have inti- 
mated to Mr. Alford the expediency of the 
homely maxim, to ‘let well be,’ espec. since 
these arbitrary and forced emphases are the moet 
marked of perversions. Of the emphasis of the 
ronoun after ris I cannot find one example. 
hough it cannot fairly be demanded of us to 

account for such portenta as the reading vide, 
"bis an able Critic in the Edinb. Review supposes, 
y a very ingenious process, that it came through 

the intervention of a Latin Version [the very 
quarter, I would add, whence are derived most 
of the monstrosities devoured by some Critics]. 
It may have been so; but I would rather sup- 
pose it to have arisen from the very frequent 
confusion by scribes of the abbreviation for vide 
and óvos respectively. That Jerome had dvos in 
his copy cannot be doubted. The terms dvos and 
Bous are often associated in the Old Test., and 
the expression is a usual one to denote any do- 
mestic animal; which is all that the argument 
here requires; and so in Homer's Hymn to 
Mercury the term wpoBaros is op to dy- 
Oowmwors ; and so elsewhere animals as opposed 
to pen. 

7. wapaBodAnv)] Meaning, ‘an important 
moral precept,’ or rather a series of moral com- 

risons, including also a parable. See note on 
un 3] et 5) 
— imixwv] Su ere (as at Acts iii. 

TÓV Eoi E TV y PA which is found er- 
dbi in Plato, p. 926; unless, indeed, it bo 

tter to suppose no ellipsis at all, as in 1 Tim, 
iv. 16, ¿mexe csavra. Thus imixwv will simply 
denote observing, &c. 

9. òs rowov] * give thy place, or ‘seat.’ This 
phrase (formed on the Latin locum dare) and 
the following rpocavdBnO: avwrepoy were cus- 
toma porie of table etiquette with the ancients. 
— ápEp—Tróv icy. TO. kat.) and * — 

ceed to take the lowest place, or seat at table.’ 
Comp. Jos. Antt. xii. 4, 9, xAnOsic òè ig’ éaía- 
ow V*oxaTrakAíveTat wayvtwy (read vxokaTo, 
kaTakA. T.), karadcpovrÜcis mò àv TOUS Tó- 
mous cata Thy dLía» dtavepovrey, * by thoso 
who apportioned the seats according to rank." 

10. drav EAOn ò KaxAnxews oz] Render: ‘he 
who has invited thee; though in the verse pre- 
ceding, 6 xaXécas ce kai avrov, we must ren- 
der, be who invited thee and him.’ The pro- 
terite form is found in Alexis Parasit. fr, 1. 4, 
@uToy ò xexAnkas.. Either form would be proper 
and suitable, but only xaA£cas would refer to 
the first invitation, xexAnxws to the second, or 
suminons to come when all is ready. Seo Matt. 
xxii. 3, and note there. 

12. py ever robs pidous, &c.] This sense 
of $oveivr, to invite, is very rare, and is founded 
on that more frequent one, by which the word 
denotes to hail or summon any one to us. The 
best Commentators are of opinion that the nega- 
tive particle is here to be taken with limitation, 
and rendered non tam, quam polius. An idiom, 
indeed, occurring in various passages of the Old 
and New Test. ; but very rarely where, as here, 
the two particles are employed in two different 
sentences. Accordingly, it is better to reject the 
limitation. The intent of what is here said is 
plainly to inculcate, that charity is a duty far 
more obligatory than hospitality. 



avraTrooopa. 13'A4XX', Stay mors Soy, káXet TrroYyovs, ava- 
T'povus, xwArovs, Tudrovs: lt kal tptos éon'—Stt ov (0X , pax«aptos €on’—OTL OUK 

Eyovow üvraroOo0vaí cou'—avrarodo0ncetat yap cos èv TH 
avactacet TOV Owalcv. 

15 "Axovoas 6é Tis TOV cvwavakeuévov Taira, elev avro* 
te xs Maxdpros ôs ddyera, àprov év rH Bacwreia tov Oeod. 16°'O 
Rev.19.9. 86 ebmev aùr “AvOpwiros tis éerroince Seimvoy uéya, xai éxa- 
Pv.  Aece TOoXXMoUs. 176 Kai áméoTewNe tov ÓoÜXov avtovd TH wpa 

» 5. ^ , > ^ ^ , w [4 Ld 2 TOU Seimvou eimeîv rois nxexAnpévos "Epyeo0e, Ste 709 érouud 
Moss ©. or, Távra. 18^ Kal fjp£avro amo pias TrapaureiaÜDas arávres. 

‘O wpa@ros elrev alta *Arypov fryópaaa, Kai €yo avdynny é£ex- 
Üctv xal deity aùróv' épwrÀ ce, Exe pe mapnTnpévov. 19 Kal 
Erepos elme Zevyn Bov 7ryópaga Tévre, xal tropevopas Soxs- 
fdoat aura’ épwrd ce, Eye pe mapmyruuévov. © Kai Érepos 

iMatt.1.8. elme luvaixa &ynua, kai dud rovro ov Ovvauat éXÓetv. 

14. Ti oùx Zyovew ávravodovvat, &c.] The 
sense here will be much cleared by referring the 
dp to uaxápioe Eon, and considering ort ob« 

&xovo.w—oor as a parenthetical clause, which, in 
rendering, may be introduced further on, thus: 
* And happy shalt thou be ; for, though they can- 
not make a return to thee, a return will be made 
thee,’ &c. 
— ávae Tác: Tw dix.| So dvaor. rs Lore 

in John v. 29. The Pharisees believed in a re- 
surrection of the just, but imagined that there 
would be ¢wo resurrections ; one to take place at 
the coming of the Messiah (who would thus 
establish an earthly kingdom, to which the Pha- 
risee here evidently alludes by ‘the kingdom of 
God"); the other the final resurrection, to be 
followed by a state of retribution. The Pharisee, 
however, it seems, understood the expression, 77 
dvacracat Twv cixaiwy in the sense commonly 
assigned to it by the Jews, who confined the re- 
surrection and its bliss to the Jews,—a view 
which our Lord sets aside by the subsequent 
parable. 

18. áxó mias] Some supply cepas; others 
wns, which is expressed in Joseph. ii. 509, and 
iod. Sic. 515, D. But the true ellipsis seems 

to be yvæuns, ‘from one and the same prin- 
ciple.” Tlapacrstc@a: here signifies to eacuse 
themselves. So Plutarch cited in Steph. Thes. 
in v. 1673, D, éddwee 6&8 puntos awd K. els 
Cetwvoy kadetc8at’ wapacrovpevos Èt &yecOar 
Tijs Xtipós UR’ av’Tou, uù BovAóutvos. 
— dypdv fryópaca] Since it can hardly be 

supposed that a man would buy land without 
having seen it; or that, having once bought it, 
the going to see it should be a matter of such 
urgency; most recent Commentators take the 
sense of #ydpaca to be, ‘J intend to buy.’ But 
that is surely a most unwarrantable straining of 
the sense. There is, indeed, no reason to de- 
viate from the accustomed force of the tense, if 
we render, ‘I have just bought; and take 
dvayxny ixw, with the limitation peculiar to all 
such o red modes of expression etd dydyKatov 
at v. 23), merely to imply on the part of the 
speaker, not absolute necessity, but strong in- 

2311 Kai 

clination,—well expressed by our common ver- 
sion, ‘I must needs.’ And though the views 
of land once bought might seem of little con- 
sequence, yet it should be considered that pro- 
perty of any kind never possesses such attrac- 
tions, as when first it comes into any one's pos- 
session, by purchase or otherwise; when men's 
curiosity naturally pries into any advantage, real 
or fancied. The very same reasoning will apply 
to the next words {evyn Bow fryóopaca rivri. 
For the purchase, though, in a certain sense, 
made, was not really completed till the proving ; 
the oxen being, we may suppose, bought on war- 
rant, and subject to future trial and approbation. 
That such was not unusual both among Jews and 
Gentiles, is plain from the passages adduced bv 
Schoettg. and Wetstcin from the Rabbinical 
writers and the writers on Civil Law. 
— fxi ut wapyptypivoy]) An uncommon 

expression, of which, however, I have noted an 
example in Plut. Cat. Min. 24, ixa ue aapmrn- 
pévny, ‘hold me excused.’ This passive use of 
wapairetoUa (otherwise a deponent, * to excuse 
oneself’) is very rare. The only example else- 
where that I have noted is in an anonymous 
writer cited by Suid. in v., rapavrnÜBiis dca Tay 
QA ev TovToyv áTíAvos THS alrías. 

20. yuvaixa éynua, kai &c.] This was the 
most specious of the excuses; for, by the laws 
and customs of most nations, any temporary 
omission in the duties, and still more the eti- 
quettes of life, was thought excusable in newly- 
married persons. Hence even soldiers, in that 
case, had usually a furlough of a year. Com- 
mentators have Los not been well employed in 
animadverting, as they have done, on the treak- 
ness of the excuses offered. So far from that, 
the first two reasons are ven lausible; and the 
last very strong. And why hey seem to have 
been ly made as strong as such reasons 
ordinarily are, in order to show that no reasons 
of any kind will be admitted as valid by the 
peavey Inviter: who enjoins us first (i. e. 
above all) to seek his kingdom and righteous- 
ness, and allows of mo plea for neglecting that 
duty ; requiring us to ‘take up and bear our 
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Wapayevopevos ó 6oUXos exeivos aripyyetXe TQ Kuply abtod abra. 
Tore opyiabels ó oixodertrorns elme TQ ovp avroi* "EteX0e 
Tayews eis TAS TAATELAS Kal ponas THs TWoAEWs, kal TOUS MTW- 
yous xai àvaT:jpous kai ywrovs xal TvjXoUs ciadyaye de. 
22 Kai elmev ò coos’ Küpe, yéyovev as émératas xal ër 
Toros oth 5 Kai elzrev 6 xúpios mpòs tov odor " E£eX6e eis 
Tas óðoùs Kal dpaypous, Kat àvayrasov ciaeXÜeiv, iva epohi 
6 olxós pov. *) Xéyo yap vuiv, re ovddeis TOv dyÓpOw exetveoy juu n. 
TOV KEKANPEVOY vyeUaerai pov ToU Oeimrvov. & 23. 8. 

Acte 13. 40. 

25 Suverropevovto 06 aùr SyAos TANO kal otpadels elme 
mpos avrovg  ?5 k Ej tis Epyerar mpos pe, !kal ov [ATE TÒV xMatt.10. 
vrarépa éavroÜ xal Thy pntépa, xai THY yuvaixa Kal rà Téxva, Deut. 18. 6. 

& 83. 9. 
e 1 Rom. 9. 13. 

11. 
Kal Tovs adedpovs xal tas adeddas, ™ ére 86 xal Tv éavTod m Ber. 1s. 
apuyny, ov Suvatai pov pabyntns elvai. ?1 Ka doris où BaoTátei | 
TOV GTavpóv avToU Kal épyeraa ómíao pov, oU OUvaral pov elvat 
pabyrns. B Tis yap e£ ipav, ÜCXov múpyov oikoDoufjaa, ovyt 
7rpórrov Kabiaas Ynpiter tiv Sardvny, ei Eyer [rà] 1 vpós áTap- 

cross, and forsake ai] that stands in the way of 
our acceptance of his gracious invitation, —whe- 
ther the claims of parental, filial, or conjugal 
duties, or any similar bond of affection (see ver. 
26) ; otherwise we cannot be his disciples, and 
* shall not taste of his supper.’ 

The principle, indeed, which ran through these 
various excuses, was a contempt of the feast, by 
a decided preference of other avocations. And 
carnality, in one or other of its Proteus forms, 
stamped them all with the mark of falsehood. 

23. peaypove] This is usually taken to mean 
‘enced off ; a sense, however, little suit- 

able here, From the term being associated with 
odvis, it is plain that some kind of road is 
meant; and we may best understand it to denote 
paths by the hedge or fence sides, such foot-ways 
as were carried along or aside of, and sometimes 
across, not only vineyards and orchards, but even 
corn-fielde; the cultivation being, there is reason 
to think, chicfly by what is called open-field. 
The pay. here denotes the same as the dieEd- 
dove of Matt, xxii. 9, where see note. 

25. This and the following verses are by the 
Commentators supposed to record what occurred 
on some other occasion, There is, however, I 

rehend, à connexion between the two; and 
address in question was, we may suppose, 

made soon after the foregoing ; probably occur- 
ring as Christ was commencing his journey to- 
wards Jerusalem, and the multitude crowding 
around him at his departure. Our Lord then 
took occasion to give the moral of thc parable 
recently put forth; containing its application to 
persons of all kinds, and of every age, to whom 
the offer of salvation should be made. 

26. er: dé kai T. i. y nv} Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. edit &£r1 Ts xai, from B, L, A ;—autho- 
rity, however, wholly insufficient (for I find the 
rcading in not one of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies) ; and the dé is confirmed by Acts ii. 26, 
eine v. l., £r: ài. xai, and Heb. xi. 36, sine v. l., 
itt dà decuwy, in which passage dr: ĝi means 

a 

the 

quinetiam. The form occurs also in the Class. 
writers, espec. Plato and Xenoph., of whom the 
latter very frequently uses ere è xai, and iri 
ài, as also does Soph. Œd. T. 1345. It is true 
that £r: ra may seem justificd by Acts xxi. 28, 
iri re kal " EAA qvas elonyayev els TÒ lepóv. 
But I suspect that there the true reading is di, 
which Tisch. adduces from some copies. Indeed. 
Dindorf on Steph. Thes. in v. £r:, after remark- 
ing that £r« e has in the writings of the ancient 
and pure Greek writers been often changed, on 
due evidence, to čr: di, goes on so far as to say 
that though čr: Ts does occur in the late 
writers, yet even there it has been often brought 
Ei scribes. 

. By these parabolical comparisons, Christ 
counsels his hearers (and all of as of future ages) 
before we enter on the Christian life, seriously to 
weigh the difficulty of the duties required of us, 
the sacrifices to be made, and the temptations to 
be resisted; so that we may not afterwards be 
moved by them to abandon our Christian course. 
— wipyov] Doddridge supposes this to be 

euch a tower as was built in the vineyards of the 
East for the temporary accommodation of those 
who guarded the produce. But the costliness 
implied in calculating its expense indicates a 
mansion ; such, it seems, as was called wupyoe, 
by a similar figure to the Latin turris, as de- 
noting ‘a turreted house ;' and, by implication, 
a considerable edifice. We may here under- 
stand a country house in a vineyard; in which 
sense turris occurs in Livy, xxxiii. 48, where 
Duker gives other examples. And from Arun- 
del's Travels in Asia Minor, vol. ii. 335, we 
learn that wúpyos even yet designates ‘a country 
house.” 

— Tpurroy xablons Wnpiter:] Wetst. and 
some other Commentators take wal. in the sense 
of considering. This, however, is a sense nót 
fairly to be elicited from the word ; though, in 
the act of sitting down to a table or desk to 
reckon up any expenses, there is an implioti 
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Twpóv ; ?9 iva prprote, Óévros abroU OepéMov, kal p) icyúov- 
Tos éxTéNécat, Trávreg oi Oewpovvres apEwvras eumraifery avr 
30 Néyorres: "Ort obros 6 avOpwros Tjp£aro oixodopeiv, xai oun 
layvoev extedécar. — 91 ^H tis Bactdevs, mopevópevos cupBanrety 
érépo Baorrel cis mTórepov, ovxyi Kabicas mpõrov Boudeverat, ei 
Óvvarós €or èv Séxa yOudaw àmavríjoa, TQ ETÀ kost yid- 
wv épyouéve ém' avrov; 9? ei dé piye, Ere Tróppo  avroU Óvros, 
mpecBeiay àToaTeiNas pwr Ta "pos eipzvgv. $ Obres ov 
mâs éE iiv, os oUx dmoráccera, Tact Tos éavroU Vmrápyovoauv, 

h Matt. 5. 
18. 
Mark 9. 50. 

ov Svvatai pov elvat pabnrys. 9*" KaXóv ro ħass éàp 86 Tò 
Gras pepavO), dv rivi aptvOncerar; 95 Obre eis yi ovre eis 
xompiav eU0eróv otu éfe BáXXovsw avro. ʻO Éyov ara 
GKOVELY GKOVETO). 

a Matt. 0. 10. 
supra 5. 39. 

XV. ! **Haoav 86 eyyitovres avrà vrávres oi TeXOvqé Kal oi 
ápaproXol, axovew avrov. ? Kal Oveyóyryvtov oi Papicaio: xai 
ot Tpappareis, Néyovres “Ore obros dpuaprmdovs TrpoaOéyeraa, 

notion of consideration. So Mn JEn. x. 159, 
* sedet Æneas secumque toluat Eventus belli,’ 
and Alexis, wovnpd, fr. i. 1, Aoyícac0ai arpós 
y' inavróv BocXouat KabsYonevos thy pw- 
yiay. Considering that in the passage of Luke 
WYnpiYa follows, it is best to suppose xabi- 
eas used in accommodation to the idca of a mer- 
chant sitting at his desk, and carefully reckoning 
and making up his accounts. Comp. Anthol. 
Gr. IIL. p. 49, yJruoi(ey 8 dvixerto wooov 
Swor: Qi yspÜsic | lyrpois uic00», xal Ti voowy 
arava. - 

32. ipwra Tà wpos 1lp.] By Tà arpós slprivnv 
is meant ‘ what fends to peace ;" i. e. ‘ proposals for 
peace, conditions of peace.’ So Wetst. appositely 
cites rd wpds Tas dsadvoets from Polyb. p. 524. 
Comp. Ps. cxxi. 6, ép. rd alc elpsivny. 

| 83. dToráco:Tai] ‘renounces,  forsakes." 
How the word signifies this, see my Lex. 

34, 35. See note on the parallel sentiment at 
Matt. v. 13. This, however, may be considered 
a somewhat stronger sentiment, as spins, age a 
thing so utterly useless as not even to be worth 
carrying out on the dunghill to benefit the land, 
but merely fit to be thrown out of doors and 
trodden under foot in the streets. Accordingly 
the several Classical passages cited by Wetst. on 
the passage of Matth. are rather to the purpose 
here, especially the passage of Plut., thus desig- 
nating the highest degree of contempt. The 
connexion here is obscure, and disputed. It is, 
with most probability, laid down as follows: 
* Ye see, then, the necessity of counting the 
cost and hazard of becoming my disciples. For 
if ye engage inconsidcrately, fe may either apos- 
tatize altogether, or become, like unsavoury salt, 
utterly worthless, mere professors, hearers of the 
word, and not doers.’ [Comp. Mark ix. 50.] 

XV. In order the better to understand what 
follows, we may suppose that some little time 
had elapsed between what is recorded in the last 
chapter, and that which is narrated in the pre- 
gent ; during which the Publicans, and other open closer connexion, 

sinners of the place and neighbourhood, had heard 
of Jesus’ miracles, and the great power of his 
teaching; and accordingly, partly from curiosity 
and partly from better motives, had flocked 
ther to bee him. Whereupon Jesus showed 
attention to the better disposed of them, and with 
some of them even sat at meat. This provoked 
the indignation of the Pharisees, who broke out 
into murmurin To prevent the bad effect of 
whose conduct, in discouraging the penitent from 
resorting to him, our Lord thought proper to vin- 
dicate his own conduct, not, indeed, directly, as at 
Matt. ix. 10, 13 (where he intimates that he held 
communication with them as a physician with his 
pene not as a companion), but indirectly and 

inference, to be drawn from the kindness of 
OD in encouraging and readily receiving peni- 

tent sinners (see ver. 20, and compare ver. 7), 
q. d. ‘If God received sinners, ought not we?" 

Our Lord, then, proceeds to i//ustrate the gra- 
cious dealings of God with contrite sinners, in 
three Parables; which, by placing the matter in 
different points of view, might make it more 
clearly understood. Of these the two first are 
nearly allied, and their scope is to represent the 
preciousness of the souls of his people to Christ, 
and — the deep interest taken in their 
conversion by God and his holv angels The 
third is meant to set forth the nature of true 
repentance, and show the gracious reception which 
the truly penitent sinner will experience from 
his merciful Father. 

l. jcav iyylt. avro] ‘were drawing nigh te 
im, were approaching to him in.penitence;' im- 

plying the earkening to him with some degree 
ot faith. 

2. At dteyoyy. the Preposition did. denotes 
continuance of action: ‘were continually mur- 
muring.’ The Present tense in the verbs ar 
diy. and ovyec. denotes habt of action; of 
the two terms the former denotes admittance 
to our Lord's society, including the privilege 
of hearing his preaching; the latter implica a 
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xai ouvecbiet avtois. 3 Elme Bé mpós avtrods tiv TapafoX3v 
taurny, Meyor *" Tis avOpwiros éE úpðv, Exwv éxarüv mpó- » Mut. 
Bara, kai àToXécas êv éf ajrÓv, ov karaXe(meu Tà Évvevgkov- 
Tacvvéa èv TH epnum, xal mopeúerat ert Td amorwdòs, ws eÜpn 
avro ; 5° Kai ebpov, émitiOnow éri rods &povs éavtod yaipwr o Ft 9 
S4xal bòw eis tov olxov ovynade Tous pidous kal ToUs yei- arso. 
Tovas, Neywv avroiss Juyydpyré pot, Ste edpov Tò Tpóflaróy ` ¥et.2.%. 
pov TÒ atrohwdos. 7° Áéyo piv, Ste oÜro yapa Eoras év Te osu’ 
oupave émi évl duaptwor@ peravooUvri, 1j émi évvevnkovraevvéa 
ôixaiots, otrwes où xpelav &yovat peravoías. 8*H tis yuri 
dpaypas Éyovca déxa, éàv åmoréoņn Spayyny piav, obyt dare 
Avxvov, kai capot Thy oixiav, xal Ure emie, Ews Tov evpy ; 
9 kal evpoUca ovykaneirat tas piñas xal ras yelrovas, Xéyovaa: 

3—7. The person having the hundred sheep 
is evidently the Good S of St. John's 
Gospel—the Son of God. Under that designa- 
tion he is represented in the Old Test., e. gr., 
and in rcference to his seeking the lost sheep, in 
Ezek. xxxiv. 6—15. The Seeker, who is also 
the Owner, is God in Christ. The hundred 
Sheep are the House of Israel; or rather, as the 
pent application requires, mankind generally. 
; course by — must be understood a tract 

of country adapted to pasturage, in opposition to 
corn-growinz. See ar les ln v. — 

5. excriOnoiv—apous] It may have been, as 
some say, a custom with the Jewish shepherds to 
carry their sheep on their shoulders. But this 

ge will not prote it; for a lost sheep far 
rom home must by shepherds of all countries 
be carried, since a single sheep cannot be driven. 
However, the circumstance is here brought in to 
intimate the great kindness of the Shepherd in 
the course of seeking, finding, and bringing home 
in the easiest and gentlest way the fost sheep. 
The circumstance of calling together His friends 
and neighbours is probably introduced merely ad 
ornatum, and consequently is nof to be referred 
in the application to the angels and ‘spirits of 
just men made perfect.’ Indeed, the dvOpe- 
morálra in the following context (with refer- 
ence to the feelings of men in such a case of the 
loss of even part of what they hold dear) ex- 
cludes it. And here such feelings as that in 
question are ascribed to God, only to give us a 
more lively sense of his infinitely benevolent 
dealinzs with mankind. 

7. By ueTávoia is here meant, not that sorrow 
for sin which is continually required even of the 
best persons, but that turning from sin and reforma- 
tion of life, which is indispensably necessary totrue 
conversion. That there should be greater joy in 
this instance is well accounted for by Dr. Jonin: 
Serm. iv. * Regular obedience is more pleasing to 
the angcls; but here ter joy is experienced ; 
something more like human affection and per- 
turbation, though not so much sedate happiness." 
See note on John viii. 56, 4yaXX(iacaro. The 
declaration in question may be supposed to con- 
vey (as Mr. Greswell shows) an oblique but 
pointed censure of the censurers themselves; 
since dixaío:s cannot mean simply the righteous, 

nor ofrives où xptiay &xovai petavoias those 
who need no repentance; but the expressions 
are to be taken with a certain furn of mcaning, 
called forth by tbe occasion, and connected wit 
irony. Thus by d:xalovs are to be understood 
* those who think themselves such,' are such in 
their own conceit; in short, the self-righteous, 
As examples of this mode of expression, it may 
suffice to refer to Mark ii. 17. Luke v. 32, oux 
HAbov kaXéaat &ikaíovs, aAX’ duaprwrors ele 
u:Távorav. Luke x. 21, copwy xai ouv- 
TOv. 

8—10. The lost piece of money. The design of 
this parable is the same with that of the pre- 
ceding ; though another class of sinners may be 
had in view. The circumstance of the lighting 
and swecping corresponds with that of going 
after the lost sheep until found, and then laying 
it on his shoulders to bring it home, is to be 
considered in the same light. 

8. ris yv] With this parable Expositors 
compare a very similar one in the Rabbinical 
writings; and Wets. cites from Theophr. Char. 
10, Ts yvvaixós daroBaXovons Tpixaixov, olos 
peradipay Tà oxtín, xai Tas kKÀivas, Kui Tas 
atBwrods, xal dipav Ta kañóuuarTa. 
— dT: \úxvov]) This would be necessary ; 

since (as we find from the remains of Hercula- 
neum and Pompeii) the houses of the lower 
classes, in ancient times, either had no windows, 
or only what we rather liken to the loop-holes of 
our barns. 

9. For avyxaXetTat, 6 ancient uncials, and 
about 16 cursives (to which I could add several 
Lamb. and Mus. copies) have evyxaAet, which 
is received by Lachm. and Tisch., but not by Alf., 
who regards the reading as a conformation to v. 
6. It may be so; but some of the MSS. alleged, 
as the Leicester MS., have cuyxaXei in both 

s. And indeed it were strange that Luke 
should first use the Active form, and then im- 
mediately after the Midd. I cannot help sus- 
pecting that ovyxaAttra: supr. v. 6, is not, as 
Alf. thinks, a conformation from v. 9, but is the 
genuine reading. Luke elsewhere always uses 
the Midd., except, indeed, in Acts v. 21, cvvexa- 
Aecay Td ne din But even there I suspect 
that Luke wrote ouvexadioavro, and that the 
+o was absorbed in the rò following. 
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fExk.1%  Zwyvdprgré pot, STs evpov Tw payuy fjv direXeca. 10! Obra, 
& 33. 11. 

dpaproMg MLETAVOOUVTL. 
Aéyo Üpiv, yapa vivera, évarriov TGv ayyédwv ToU Geob éri evi 

ll Elme 5¢ "AvOpormós Tis elye 000 viovs; 12 xal elmev 6 vea- 
Tepos autav TQ TaTpé lárep, Sos pos Tò émiBaddov pépos 
Ths ovcias. Kat O,tXev avrois Tov Biov. 13 Kai uer ov TroXXàs 
quépas avvaryaryüv üravra Ó vewrepos vios, aTrednunoev eis. Xw- 
pav paxpay, kai ère? Scecxoprrice Thy ovaiav avtod, Lv acwrars. 
14 Aarravncavros 66 avrod mavra, éyévero Qs $ iaxvpós Kata 
Tijv ywpay éke(vmv, kai avtos Tjpfaro varepeiaÜa.. 15 Kai mo- 
pevdeis éxoXXjÜn én trav mToTOv THs ya@pas éxelivge xal 
éreudrev avrov eis ToUs aypoùs avroU [3ockew yoipovs. 16 Kai 
émeÜUpei *yepiaas THY KOLMaY avTOU amò TOV kepariov, àv TjaÜtoy 
oi xotpov ral ovdels eov aùr. 17 Eis éavrüóv 66 éXBow clare 

11—32. The Prodigal Son. This most striking 
and pathetic parable (peculiar to Luke) is justly 
termed the crown and pearl of all our Lord's 
parables. lt is not, however, to be understood, 
as it is by many Expositors, as representing by 
the elder and the younger son, respectively, the 
Jews and the Gentiles. I agree with Bp. Lons- 
dale, that when we look at the occasion on which 
the parable was delivered, and consider the de- 
sign of the two preceding parables, we cannot 
but understand this third as meant to represent 
the great readiness with which God reccives a 
truly penitent sinner, even as the father receives 
his younger son (vv. 20—27) ; and, at the samo 
time, to teach those, who, like the elder (vv. 28 
—30), pride themselves on their own righteous- 
ness, that, so far from being offended at the 
favour shown by God to a repentant sinner, they 
ought to rejoice heartily at his return from the 
way of perdition (vv. 31, 32). 

2. +d ixifláAAor uí£pos] Supply uoi from 
the preceding, ‘the portion which falleth to me;’ 
namely, after fair and equitable partition. The 
Jewish law did not, any more than the Roman, 
permit to a father tbe arbit disposal of his 
whole property. It was entailed on the children, 
after his deat , in equal portions; except that the 
first-born had a double share. Such distribu- 
tion, however, was sometimes made by a parent 
to his children during his lifetime, with a reser- 
vation of what was necessary to the support of 
himself and his wife, if alive. 

13. cuvayaywy dwavra) ‘having brought 
together the whole of the proceeds;’ i. e. con- 
verted it into money. So Plut. Mor. p. 772, 
kAnpovoulay—tis dpyvpioy cuvayayav.—A- 
eoxopwice Tiv ovolay, ‘dissipated, squandered 
his substance’ (by a metaphor taken from win- 
nowing; sce my Lex. New Test. in v.), as 
Dionys. xi. 24, Gwapkiw atrots Qiacxopaisi. 
The dia denotes *dispersion.' See my note on 
Thucyd. iv. 384. Of the expression Tav dowres 
bao occurs in Josephus) the sense is, * by 
iving extravagantly, or sottishly, rpowoyv dow- 
TOv, as one who is utterly irreclaimable. 

14. lexvpós] Five uncials and a few ancient 
cursives have [a xvpa, which, as being the earlier, 

and the other the later Greek, is probably ge- 
nuine. 

15. ixoAAs8n] i.e. ‘engaged himself to." The 
verb has proper M a passive sense, but is always 
used in a middle or reciprocal one.— Bóexs«» 
xolpovs. An employment by all the ancient 
nations (even where there existed no religious 
prejudices, as in the case of the Jews) Sondidered 
as among the vilest, nay, abominable. So Sota, 
fol. 292, * Maledictus sit homo, qui alit porcos." 

16. éweOuper puce Render: ‘was fain 
(or glad) to fill his belly from the xeparia or 
fruit of the carob-tree,’ still used in the East for 
feeding swine, though sometimes resorted to by 
the poor. So in Alciphr. Epist. iii. 34, a person 
similarly circumstanced says: Acxov us uic8e- 
Tov Kat’ á'ypóv WavTa UTopivey é enduring 
any hardships or indignities’) v$ip Tov áwAm- 
pwroy ixwAnoa yaoripa. The reading of 
three of the most ancient MSS., with several 
others, xopraaÜfva:, instead of text. rec. yaxi- 
cat Thy koi AÁav avrov, arose, I doubt not, from 
alteration on the part of some Critic who was 
offended at the homeliness of the term; yet it 
occurs, we see, in a highly-refined writer. 

In short, the pent may best be regarded as a 
populur mode of speaking, expressive of extreme 
distress; as much as to say, that he would have 
been glad to have lived as the swine did, whose 
food, however coarse, was plentifully supplied. 
Whereas the food his wages would procure was 
very scanty, and no man gave [aught] to him. 

y kepar. is meant the fruit of the ceratoma 
einig or carob-tree, common in the Soutbem 
and Eastern countries, sometimes now as an 
article of food, as were the silique among the 

mans. 
17. els éavróv iX0Gv] A formula denoting 

properly, recovery from fainting or from insaxity ; 
ut also used of deliverance from any delusion or 

error of mind. So Diod. Sic. xiii. 95, roit 
Aovyiapois els &éavroós ipxóusvoi. Arrian Epict. 
iii. 1, orav els ceavtoy EAOne. Lucret. iv. 994, 
* donec discussis redeant erroribus ad se.” Dionys. 
Hal. p. 2188, avaxyepsi: dy máy sis T» ceav- 
TOV duo. Homer, in his Odygs. x. 395, incul- 
cates a fine moral lesson in his representation of 
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IIócot picOcor rod ?rarpós pov Trepwacvovatw dprov, yà Sè és 
Aupep atrodAvpaL ! 18 'AvacTàs Tropevoopat Tpós Tov watépa 
pov, kai épà ait@ llarep, uaprov eis Tov ovpavoy xal èva- 
mov cov: 19 [xai] ovxérs eipi ios KAnOHvat vios sov ro(gaóv 
pe @s Eva tav picOiov cov. % Kal dvactas Abe mpos tov g Acta 2,30. 
varépa avroð. "Ert 88 aùroô uaxpàv åméyovros, elóev aùròv v. 

. 2.12, 

6 watnp avrov, kai éordayyvicOn Kat Spauoyv émémecev èm. 
TOV Tpáx"kov avroU Kal Katedpidnoev aùróv. ?! Eime 06 avrà 
6 viós llárep, ?jpaprov eis tov ovpavoy xal évorvmióv cov, xai 
ouxers eiui aios kNrÜTjvas vios cov. 99 ^ Elme 66 6 TraT?)p pos h Gen. 7 

15. & 41. 43. 
Tous Sovdous avToi- "Etevéyxare [ri] aToX)v T)» mperny, xal Zech. 33-6. 
evdvoate aùrtòv, kai Sore Saxriduov eis Tv yeipa avTod xal 
e 5 , , M L4 " 93 l évé ^ , N irrodnuata eis ToUs T00asg ? xal évéykavres TOY nócwov TOV 

Ulysses’ companions, as transformed into swine 
by the sorcery of Circe; thus depicting forcibly 
the wretched and degraded state of the vicious, 
2s levelled with the brutes, nay even the meanest 
of them. He also furnishes an incentive to re- 
pentance, and encouragement to turning from 
vice to virtue, by representing the persons as, 
when disenchanted and again become — 
beings, proving superior in all respects to what 
— ——— taller, and far hand- 
somer. His words are, “Avdpes Ó' aiy’ (namely, 
on transformation) éyévovro veæwrepoi ù wapor 
joav Kal word xadAioves xai usitoves. 

I have now, with Lachm. and Tisch., admitted 
into the text wée, from many uncial and some 
cursive MSS. (to which I can add a few Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), confirmed by internal evidence ; 
since the word was more likely to be omitted than 
inserted ;—not, however, omitted, as Alf. thinks, 
by Homeot.; for that could hardly happen in 
all the copies except comparatively a few, but 
from some other cause mainly. I find the Par- 
ticle often omitted by the scribes where no 
Homeot. occurs, but oftener removed by the 
Critics, from their not perceiving its force, or 
thinking it unnecessary ; which is scarcely ever 
the case ;—certainly not here. 

18. els rà» obpavor] for ele rdv Gedy. This 
is placed first, sincc men's sins are MÀ against 
God, even when also inst their fellow-men. 
Insomuch that David, Ps. li. 4, while conscious 
of having deeply injured man, yet says, ' Against 
THEE only have I sinned ;' or, as it ought to have 
been fendered: especially, or particularly. It is, 
indeed, the best evidence of the genuineness of a 
man's repentance, when it is accompanied with 
the strong feeling of the heinousness of his of- 
fences as regards God.—’Evwmidv cov, ‘in re- 

t of thee ;’ namely, by wasting his substance, 
and thus occasioning him great unhappiness and 
some disgrace. 

19. kai] This, not found in very many of 
the best MSS. and Versions, including most of 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies, is with reason can- 
celled by almost all Editors. The Asyndeton is 
intensive. 

20. xal dvacrás 5A0:, &c.] Thus imme- 
diately putting bis good resolution into prac- 
tice. 

— s1àey]. This implies, together with seeing, 
also ion.—' Erime irl tov Tpáy. 
The haste of the affectionate father to rush into 
the embraces of his son is in fine contrast with 
the tardiness and hesitation, which would natu- 
rally be felt by the son, as conscious of deep 
blame, and without hope of full forgiveness. 

21. warap, &c.) The penitent prodigal, we see, 
set about the confession he had meditated, uot- 
withstanding he had the embrace of forgiveness ; 
yet he does not finish his speech, being, wo ma 
suppose, interrupted in uttering the last words 
4rolyaov—Gcov by the address of his father. 

22. iEevdyxate—aie robs wodas] It is worthy 
of remark, that all the articles called for are such 
as were never allowed to servants, nay, are such 
as implied not only freedom, but dignily ; as the 
best , and a ring; on the use of which latter; 
as a mark of distinction, see Greswell. 

— *rpérny] ‘of the first quality.” This use 
of the word is rarely found, except in the Scri 
tural writers; as Ezek. xxvii. 22, perà iov rpw- 
Ttov novapnarey. The most apposite Classic ex- 
ample is Atben. l. v. p. 197, ravrais à' duct 
Tarot aroupyeis ÜT£aTpuvrTO Tit pont 
épéas, ‘of the finest wool." 

The former Tj» is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., from 7 uncial and 1 cursive MSS.; to 
which I can add 3 Mus. copies; but that is au- 
thority far too slender, espec. since internal evi- 
dence is equally balanced. It might have been 
added to raise the sense; but it was more likely 
to be removed, as not agreeable to Classical com- 
position. However, the ry» might spring from 
the re preceding. But there is no case for 
change. 
— dors daxrirtoy els 0. yaipa] lit. * bestow 

a ring to his hand.” In such a case the Clase. 
writers used wepcriOnuc, and it is found even 
in the Sept. Version of Gen. xli. 42, xep- 
(Ünxev (scil. daxrurrov) ele THY y«1pa Ioco, 
which form of expression (eonsidering that the 
Hebrew original there has 5» m), ‘gave it to his 
finger’) probably suggested the use of the pre- 
sent. S are added. since slaves, and even 
servants went unshod. So we read in Plautus, 
Casin., ‘Si effexis hoc, soleas tibi dabo, et annu- 
lum in digito Aureum." 

For ivéyxavree, Tisch. and Alf. read 
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cvrevrüv. Üvaare, kal daryóvres eùppavððper  ?*! Eri obros ò 
1, vids pov vexpós Ùv, kat avétnoe [xai] ámoXoXoss Ñv, xai evpéOn. 

xal Tjp£avro evppalvecbar. — 2» 1* Hy € 0 vids avroU 6 rpecBu- 
tepos ép ayp@ Kal ws épyouevos ?ryyce TH oig, ijcouoe 
cupdovías kal yopQy: % kal mpocKxarecdpevos Eva THY Traíbov, 
érruvOavero Tí eln raUra ; 77 ‘O 8é elarev aire "Ort 6 á6eX os 

cov jjkev Kab EOvoey 6 TaTHp cov Tov póoyov TOV GuTevrüv, 
öte vyiaivovra aùròv arrédaBev. B ' f2pyía0n 9e, xal ovn TjÜeXev 
eicenOeiv. “O ody trarip avrod é£eXOnv Trapexdre avrov. 39 'O 
òè amroxpiOels elme TQ Tratpi ‘Sov, rocatra éry GovXevo cot, 

«ai ovdérote évToAny cov mapbov Kai pot ovderroTe EdwKaS 
épubov, iva perà trav dirwv pod evdpavba. %”Ore Sé 6 vids 
Gov oũros, 0 KaTapaywov cov Tov Biov pera Tropyàv, ?jA0ev, &Ov- 
cas alt@ Tov pooyov Tov curevróv, %1°O ðè eirev avra Téx- 
vov, CÙ 7rávrore pet éuov cl, kal Távra Ta (uà od otw. 

pipers, from B, L, X, and the Ital., Vulg., and 
opt. Versions; and Alf. terms dyéy. an emen- 

dution of construction. But pipere may justly 
be regarded as an alteration of construction, but 
no improvement ; and 1 cannot consent to receive 
& reading so harsh and disjointed on such 
very slender authority. The reading of D and 
X throws light on the origin of Tisch. and 
Alford's reading, as being a mere critical altera- 
tion suggested by tho Latin Versions, where the 
idiom of the Latin language called for the use of 
a verb in the Imper. followed by xai. 
— Tov uóc xov Tov civT.] Such as, we may 

suppose, most opulent rustic families would be 
usually provided with, for any extraordinary call 
on their hospitality, as poultry is with us; see 
Gen. xviii. 7. Moreover, veal was by the ancients 
reckoned a delicacy. So Hor. Ep. J. iii. 36, 
* Pascitur in reditum votiva juvenca.'—Ovcare, 
*slay, butcher; on which seuse see on Matt, 
xxii. 4, sand my Lex. 

24. vexpds rjv, «ai avigne«] Render (here 
and ver. 32), * was dead, and has come to life 
again. In each passage the expressions vexp. nv 
and dyí(. may be taken, in a popular sense, for 
* Was red as one dead, lost to his family.’ 
But to this (too feeble a sense of itself) the air of 
the context requires us to at least superadd the 
moral import of the terms, as used of spiritual 
death, by unrepented and unforsaken sin, and a 
spiritual! coming to life again by repentance and 
reformation. The sense often occurs in Scripture 
see Rom. iv. 19. Eph. ii. J. v. 14. 1 Tim. v. 6. 
Johniii. 14. Rev. iii. 1), and is not unexampled 

in other ancient writers. Thus the Pythagorean 
Philosophers used to speak of such of their dis- 
ciples as abandoned the master's precepts as dead, 
and their state a living death ; nay, erected ceno- 
taphs to their memories. So Lysias the Pytha- 
gorean (cited by Kypke) says to such a person, el 
piv obv ueTraflMáNoio, xapücouav el dd pd, 
TÉKÜvaxás pot. The xai before daoXeAos is 
cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, from 
several uncial and not a few cursive MSS., to 
which I could add a few Lamb. and Mus. copies. 

But internal evidence is in favour of the word, 
whose use is suitable to Hellenistic, but not 
Class. Greek, and was thus removed by the ver- 
bal Critics. 

25. xoves cvudevíae xai xopav)] A brief 
mode of expression, meaning, *he heard [the 
sound of] persons playing on instruments and 
singing together, and [the noise] of persons dan- 
cing;' according to à very ancient and Oriental 
custom, of having concerts of music, vocal and 
instrumental, at entertainments; see Hom. Od. 
p. 358.—Zuudevia, equiv. to òuopwvia, and 
may be rendered concentus, denoting properly the 
sound of concerted music, whether vocal or in- 
strumental, or both; whether of mamy— which 
may be supposed here mcant—or of few, which 
are to be understood in Athen. p. 615, ópxno«i 
úo nd beide meta ovupwvius, denoting pro- 
bably a duet of aiAoi or pipes. Mera is used, 
as in Polyb. xxvi. 10, 5, wapny lwicwpateor 
mera Kepatiou (tibia) xai cungeviac, meanin 
vocal music accompanying the ‘curva tibia" of 
Virg. Æn. xi. 736. 

2/. vyialvorra] For the Classical ev» xei 
vyij, found in Hdot. iii 124, and Thucyd. iii. 
34. Yet the morul sense, inculcated at ver. 24, 
may be united with the physical one. So Plu- 
tarch, cited by Kypke, wa us) Tov by:aivovrot 
«ai TeTa'yuívovy (orderly) Biov xaradQpori- 
O0 t90.. 

90. o karapayaw cov Tò» Biov] A meta- 
hor to denote the wasting of any one's substance 
y prodigality, common in the Greek writers 

from Homer downwards. By the use of this 
term, and espec. of vopyév, it is evident tbat the 
elder brother, while he overrates the obedience 
he had himself rendered to his father, exaggerates 
his brother's guilt. 

3l. wavra tà ina od law] lit. ‘all things 
that are mine are thine’ (comp. John xvii. 10, 
Tà ind vávTa cá ici), “all my goods are 
thine,’ i. e. are destined to be such, namely, * as 
my heir,’ xópioe wavrwy, for his brother had 
forfeited all title to inheritance. Such a person 
the Romans called Herus minor, 
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32 k Ej vat 66 kai vat Eder ! Gre 6 á6cXdós aov obros x 1e. w. 10. EbppavOivas 0 nal Kapar te BeAspos Of Fe 
vexpos 7jv, Kal avéčnoe Kai airohkwdws Hv, Kal ebpéOn. 

XVI. !"Exeye è [xai] mpòs rods pabntas avroð "Av- 
Opwirds Tis "jv TrXovatos, ds elyev oixovopor kai obros SveBAHOn 

, ^ e 8 ⸗ 4 e , > ^ 9 l ld > 

avTQ ws diacxopTrifwy rà vrrápyovra autov. ? Kai dwyncas aù- 

tov eUrev aut@’ Ti Tovto dKxovw Trepi cov ; amodos TOv Xoyov THs 
oixovopías cov: où yap Suvnon ert oixovopeiy. 3 Elme 96 év 
éauT@ 6 oixovóuos* Ti Trovjow, Ste ò xúpiós pou adaipetrar THY 
oixovopiav am’ “ov; oKxamrrew OUK ioyvw, éTmatrely aioyúvo- 
peat. 

32. 6 ddeAg. c.) Abp. Newc. thinks ‘ this is 
said, and not o vios mov, to suggest the endearing 
relation of brethren.’ This is the truth, but not 
the whole truth. It was meant also (by a play on 
the words ó vios cou oUTos at v. 30) as a covert 
rebuke of the elder son for unfraternal contumely; 
though the expression touched on does not, 
as Mr. Alford says, express ‘the last d of 
scorn and contempt.’ Indeed, the father himself 
uses the ovros at v. 24, but then only before o 
vide uov,—though there several MSS. of the 
Alexandrine recension place it after; a critical 
alteration procceding, as is perpetually the case, 
from sheer ignorance. For avi{nos, Tisch. and 
Alf. read é{%nor, from B, L, A; but Lachm. re- 
tains dvé%., rightly; for the extreme slenderness 
of external authority would require internal evi- 
dence of the strongest kind to justify the adop- 
tion of c£. But that is not the case; for to su 
pose with Alf. that it was altered from the dvi, 
at v. 24 involves great improbability ; and that 
the alteration should have come into all the 
copies but three is incredible. In those few 
copies it was probably lost by accident; though 
it may have been removed by the Alexandrine 
Critics, who felt a sort of horror at the very sem- 
blance of tautology. Thus it is no wonder that 
the yj» just after at dwoAwXws should be absent 
from several uncials, and expunged by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., though its genuineness might 
be vindicated even against far stronger external 
authority than existe; for, 1 find very few of the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies without it. Indeed, 
there is here something very touching aud 
forcible in the repetition ; and the sense of the 
context will not allow us to suppose that for the 
fos mer strong term a weaker one is subjoined at 
the close. That the Critics have tampered with 
dvé%. elsewhere will appear from Rom. vii. 9. 
xiv. 9, and perhaps Rev. xx. 5. 

XVI. 1—9. Parable of the unjust Steward. 
1. ¿eya Gt xai, &c.] Render: * Moreover, 

he spake also to his disciples as follows ;' for the 
èt xai denotes ‘continuation.’ As the preceding 
parable had been addressed by our Lord espec. to 
the Pharisees and Scribes (in vindication of his 
conduct, and in illustration of the dealings of 
God with sinful man), so was this to the disciples 
at large, including, doubtlcss, some of the lately 
converted publicans and rich men; for whom, 
indeed, it should seem to have been princi- 
pally intended; as meant to set forth the danger 
of the love of money, and the impossibility of 
* serving God and Mammon ;' also to show the 

4 "E [4 , í ey L4 6a ^ 9 , 

'yvov Ti 7rou)co* iva, Orav ueraaraUo TNS olkovopuas, 

right use of wealth, and how it ought to be em- 
ployed to advantage; thus teaching them to imi- 
tate in their spiritual concerns the foresight and 
prudence of worldly men in their temporal con- 
cerus ; in short, so to use the worldly goods they 
are entrusted with, as God's stewards on earth, 
as to lay up for themselves treasures in heaven. 
— olxovóuov] The olxovóuos was a domestic, 
p & freedman (and, in the time of our 

rd, always of free condition), who acted as 
general manager of the affairs of a family, to 
whom all the property and the expenditure were 
committed in trust, and all the household sub- 
ject. Thus the office will not exactly answer to 
that of the Roman dispensator, still less to that 
of the villicus, but was more analogous to that of 
the Greek iwirpowos, and comprehended all the 
duties of our land-steward, house-steward, and 
bailiff. 
— ĉef Ahn) ‘was accused,” lit. ‘ maliciously 

reported.’ This use of the word to denote, as 
here, a true, and not a calumnious charge, is 
almost confined to the Sept. and the later Greek 
writers. 
— ws diacxopritwv] ‘as wasting.’ 
2. Tí] for dia Tí, * how !' importing expostula- 

tion and displeasure at such breach of trust (see 
Gen. xxxix. 4) ; or rather, * what is this that I 
hear of thee?’ Tòv Adyov, ‘the account,” 
viz, which you are bound to give. So Plato, 
Pheed. 88, duty d& rots QixacTaiv BovAopas 
Tov Noyov d Y oóovvat. 
— ob Óvvijog] ‘thou canst not, must not.’ 
3. oxawrev| Meaning, to work as a day 

labourer; of which occupation digging, as being 
the most laborious and servile, is put as a part 
for the whole. So Phocyl., el dé ris où dédaxs 
ri xvnv, oradwroro ÜLKÉAÀA m, and Aristophan. 
Av. 1432, Tí yap wa0w; oxdarey yap ov« 
éwiorapat. 

4. dyvev TÍ woijow] In my note here I have 
not in the former editions quite fairly reported 
Kuinoel's interpretation. He renders iyvæwv by 
scio (meaning ‘ opportuné jam succurrit) quid 
mihi faciendum.’ For which there is the autho- 
rity of all the ancient Versions, and, what is 
more, of Scripture itself; for so Rev. ii. 17, 
Óvoua xawwdv—6 ovdeis iyvw, el uf) ò XauBá- 
væv. So in the text. rec. and the bulk of the 
MSS.; though some ancicnt ones have olósv, 
which is received by all the recent Editors; but 
wrongly, since it is a manifest gloss. Seo other 
examples of this idiom in my note on John vii. 
26, where I have shown that the true sense is 
‘coguitum habeo, ‘I have obtained the know- 
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6éfovral pe cis Toùs olxous avtav. 5 Kal wpocxadeodpevos Eva 
&kaarov Tay xpewpetheTav TOU xvpiov éavro), éAeye TH mpat% 
Ilócov odetnes TQ xupiw prov; 906 elmer 'Exaróv Bárovs 
aiou. Kat elev aùro' Aé~at cov TÒ ypdppa, ka xabicas 
Taxéws ypaypov mevrýkovra. 
mocov opethers; 6 66 elev 'Exaróv xopous aírov. 

nss. auT@ 4éfa,. cov TÒ ypáppa xal ypayov òyðońrovra. 8 * Kai 
émyveoev ó KUpLOS Tov oikovópov Ths adsuias, Gr. Ppovipas roin- 
gev. ÖT. 0i viol ToU alvos roUTOV dporipwrepot UTrép TOUS vioUs 

ak 
1 6. 
b. 

b 6. 19. 
& 19. 21. 
1 Tim. 6. 19. 

T'"EmTera étépm elre X) Se 
Kat Neyer 

Danit. oj dwrüs eis THY yevedy THY éavrüv cio. 9 ^ Kayo dpiv réya 

ledge ; understanding the expression to denote 
that clear idea as to knowing what to do, 
which arises from previously casting about in 
the mind what course to take,—a process im- 
plied in the Tí woinow at v. 3. 
— usracoTa0s] M:biornuı is often used of 

‘removal from office.” With the expression 
Cif evra: els Toùs olkovc avTa@y we may one 
Arrian Epict. iii. 26, ele olxiay dé€acOa:. Here, 
as in that passage, it is to be understood not only 
of hospitable entertainment, but also (from the 
adjunct) of that kind attention and support, to 
which eminent benefactors are justly entitled 
from those whom gd have served: what we 
express by having a claim upon any one. The 
word óéE. may, as Kuinoel directs, be taken im- 
personally ; but on account of the ai-rwy follow- 
ing, it is better to supply d»0pwa?ro: from the 
subject matter; since there seems to be a re- 
ference to certain persons in the mind of the 
steward, —namcly, bis master's debtors. 

B. Keys To ?rpioro] Two cases are specified, 
as a sample of what was said to all. 

6. at cov Td ypáugua, &c.]) There has 
been no little debate as to the sense of ypduna, 
&c. The almost invariable opinion of Commen- 
tators, ancient and modern, is that it signifies a 
bond, or ment ; of which sense four exam- 
les are adduced by oe from Josephus and 
ibanius. And Grotius has proved that ypáupa, 

like the Latin litera, ae pul o panera an 
of syngrapha or chirographa, and of cautio. These 
bonds, Md doe were kept in the hands of the 
steward. According to the explanation given by 
Dr. Mackn. the yeaupa denotes a contract (pro- 
bably on lease) for rent. The common interpre- 
tation, however, may be, and, 1 think, ought to 
be united with this, in order to express the true 
scuse. These yoáuuara were, it should seem, 
both bonds for the payment of a certain rent, and 
also contracts. And Grotius has shown that 
Yeauuara in this sense was synonymous with 
cvuBóAaia and cvvtjxa:. Those who took land 
were, wo may suppose, required, previously to 
occupancy, to sign an engagement, binding them 
to pay as rent a certain portion of the uce to 
the proprietor. This was, no doubt, countersigned 
by the proprietor, or his steward, accompanied 
with an aeo pest of the rent (thus ratifying the 
contract), of which document a copy, also signed 
by the steward, was given to the occupier for his 
security. Thus the yoeduue being both a bond 
and a contract, a permanent and binding altera- 
tion of that contract for a less amount would bo 

permanently beneficial to the ypted ei éra:, and 
consequently confer on them a lasting obligation. 

For rò ypéuua, Lachm., Tisch., Alf. 
read Tà ypánuara, from B, D, L, and the Ital. 
Vers. ; and Alf. regards the text. rec. as a correc- 
tion, because but one sum is mentioned. But 
that such a correction should have crept into all 
the MSS. but three, and the Pesch. Syr., is in- 
credible. It is quite clear that ta ypdumera 
was a critical alteration founded on the Latin 
copies, which have litere, but in a singular sense, 
for a writing, ypayparetoy, as some copies read 
by a gloss. 

8. o kópios] i. e. ‘the lord, or master of the 
toward,’ 
— dxyvsce] ‘commended him, not for his 

Jraud, but (besides his prudence in securing his 
future subsistence) for the shrewdness with which 
he had contrived it. So in Ter. Heaut. iii. 2 
26, Chremes thus justifies bis praise of a knavish 
servant: ‘In loco ego vero laudo. 'Tó» olxo». 
Tij: áduxlae is put, by Hebraism, for rò» olx. 
Tov dOixop, ‘ the fraudulent steward.’ 
— örı ol viol, &c.] These are evidently the 

words, not of the master, but of Christ, s t- 
ing an important admonition. The force of the 
expressions vioi ToU alios Tovrou and vioi Tov 
erós is fully discussed by Bp. Sanderson in a 
rmon on this text, and by Mr. Greswell. The 

words els Tùy "ysvsày admit of various explana- 
tions, and accordingly have been diversely inter- 
preted. Many take els 3)» y. for iv rH ys ; 
assigning various metaphorical senses to yeneg. 
But in the case of a difficult and disputed ex- 
pression like the present, it is best to kcep as 
close as possible to the obvious construction, and 
the natural and usual sense of terms. Now to 
discern the force of ele ti yevedy, we must 
consider its pu ; Which, as Bp. Sanderson 
and Mr. Greswell point out, is that of limitation 
or ‘ qualification.” * The children of this world, 
observes Mr. Greswell, ‘are not affirmed to be 
superior to the children of light in the pos- 
session of the faculty of worldly prudence, the 
providently adapting means to an end (for such 
1$ the force of the expreseion 4»por.), but in 
the use of it, and that with a view to a special 
purpose, —namely, unto, or for, their own genera- 
tion.' 

9. Having (as in Luke xviii. 6) taken occa- 
sion, from an example of wroag action, to ex- 
cite his disciples to right, Christ now proceeds to 
H on them the weighty consideration which 
ollows. 
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sroujcare éavTo diXovs éx ToU papwva tis áOtlas, va Gray 
t éxAdanre, Oéfevra,. vas eis Tas aiwviovs ornvás. €f) c Infra 19. 0*0; 
Maras èv éXax(aro, Kal dv TOMA MoTOS éste Kal ò ev èia- 
xioro adsxos, kal ev TOAG adixos doti. 11 Ei ov dv TQ 
adixw papovå Toto} ovK eyéverGe, To adnOivoy Tis bpiv mioTeú- 
cet ; 
Li 

— 4rov$cart iavrois plous, &c.] Of these 
words there is no little diversity of interpreta- 
tion. The expression uauera tye ad. is evi- 
dently put for uauwva adixov, by Hebraism. 
Yet the force of the epithet is by no means so 
obvious. Some take it to denote ‘ riches acquired 
by injustice.” Such a sense, however, cannot be 
admitted Aere, since it would involve a doctrine 
unworthy of the Gospel. It is best to take dds. 
as being opposed to dA@Oivde at ver. 1], in the 
sense , taconstant, unstable ; of which sense 
many examples are adduced by Commentators 
from the Sept, the Classical writers, and the 
New Testament. 

That such must at any rate be the sense here, 
is manifest from the antithesis between dix. and 
4X0. ‘Since,’ as Mr. Greswell observes, ‘ the 
same subject is spoken of in each of these in- 
stances, it follows that the unjust mammon must 
simply be the false mammon, as the true mam- 
mon must simply be tbe just and righteous 
mammon.' 

At éxAlonre there is an ellipsis of rdv Blo», 
which is generally expressed in the Classical 
writers, though in the Sept. always omitted. 
With respect to the persons meant in ééEwrrat, 
many Commentators, ancient and modern, un- 
derstand the angels 1 to receive departed 

irits. A view countenanced by Matt. xxiv. 31, 
supra vi. 38, and especially xii. 20, riy Wuxi 
cov dra:tovoiw 4x6 cov. Yet there the åra- 
rova: may be taken as an im l (as indeed 
almost all recent Commentators take défwyrat 
in the nt ge; q. d. ‘that ye may be re- 
ceived"), but not here, since it savours of ‘a device 
for the nonce,' to avoid a difficulty. As to the 
subject, it cannot well be the angcls, as there is 
nothing in the context from which such a sense 
can be drawn. It is better to refer it, notwith- 
urea fie harshness, to @iAo:, meaning those 
whom they have made fricnds by alms-deeds and 
works of beneficence; and who, in return, will 
justly hail their approach to the heavenly habita- 
tions. 

In alwvíovs exnvàe (with which compare 
2 Esdr. ii. 11, &&cw adrois alwvias axnvás) 
there is meant to be an opposition, —namely, of 
solid and lasting houses (* not made with hands"), 
to the temporary and frail tents of this world. A 
term which (as Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Litt. 250, well 
observes) “ forcibly calle up the recollection, 
that here we have no abiding habitation, and 
which may serve to impress the conviction, 
that in heaven God pers his own eternity to 
things which in themselves might naturally be 
accounted void of duration, as ‘the cottage of a 
night.' " 

As to the readings éxAcwg or éxXAelwy, adopted 
by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from 5 un- 
cials, but few or no cursives (and I can only add 
3 Lamb. and Mus, copies), it is very specious, 

12 kal e èv TQ àXXorpío "ria Tol ovK eyéverOe, TO Duérepov 

but is probably only a critical correction of thore 
who did not comprehend the force of the term 
(as was aleo the case with the transcript, tho 
Ital. and Syr. Versions), hongt even thus the 
difficulty is only shifted, by referring éxA. to the 
* true riches" of the preceding context. Besides, 
there is no proof that ixA. can be so applied. 
Whereas, of the sense ‘to fail by death,’ exam- 
les occur in several later Greek writers, as 

h., Diod. Sic., and Lucian, and often in 
the Sept. And eo the general sense of the pas- 
sage may well be expressed, with Bp. Lonsdale, 
thus: ‘As tha steward used the riches which 
were for a time in his keeping for the purpose of 
making himself friends among men, so do yo 
make such a use of the worldly goods which are 
entrusted to you for a while, as God's stewards; 
so that when ye shall be removed from your 
stewardship, ye may be received, not, like him, 
into earthly and temporary houses, but into hea- 
venly, even into everlasting habitations, whither 
they will hail your Mironis 1 with joy inexpressi- 
ble.” So Baxter on supr. xv. 7: ‘Is there joy in 
heaven at thy conversion, and will there not be 
at thy glorification ?' 

10. ò wmiards iv iħaxiotw, &c.] An adagial 
saying, to be understood only of what generally 
happens, and adverting to the principle on which 
masters act, who, after proving the fidelity of 
servants in small matters, at length confide more 
important business to their care. Our Lord 
however proceeds, in the next verses, to give 
it an application as respects the comparative 
importance of the riches of this world and 
those of heaven; q. d. * As he who is faithful 
in small matters, &c., so he who has misap- 
plied the riches committed to his steward- 
"np &c. 

l. ríe] Meaning, by implication, wo one, 
q. d. God will not, &c. Tod 4A sivo», * the true 
riches" (i.e. the favour of God, and admission to 
the mansions of eternal bliss), so called in oppo- 
sition to the riches of the world, which are but a 
vain show, and promise what they never per- 
form. See Hor. Epist. ii. 2. 170, and comp. Liban. 
Or. p. 814, oóx dyabde Tay we áAnÜcs eT- 
páT oy. 

12. al iv ra àAXorple—Ó60::;] Here wo 
have only another mode of expressing the samo 
thing viewed in another light; q. d. * If you 
have em ed or wasted what another gavo 
you in trust, how can he be expected to give 
ou aught in perpetuity ?' A similar sentiment, 
r. Owen observes, occurs, but inverted, in the 

Anthol. Gr. iyvm Ó' we oux fai, kars KEXpN- 
ivov dydpa | Tois ldíoie, elvai ario rÓv. iv dà- 
orplos. By rò dAXorpioy are meant the 

goods of this life only; so called because they 
are, strictly speaking, not our own,—as being 
transitory and perishable,—but only committed to 
us as stewards; by 70 iuérapor riches of an 
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eternal inheritance in heaven, called our own, 
because the possession thereof is already secured 
to us on certain conditions, and will be wholly 
our own. 

13. ovdeis olxérns—xal nau.] Our Lord, 
having inculeated on his hearers the duty of 
being faithful to God, as his servants and stew- 
ards, procoeds to warn them that they cannot be 
thus faithful to him, so long as they strive, at 
the same time, to serve both him and Mam- 
mon; on which sentiment seo note on Matt. 
vi. 24. 

14. The foregoing discourse was addressed, in- 
deed, to the disciples; but the ground of it was 
the covetousness of the Pharisees, who were 
within hearing, and who, having expressed their 
contempt of our Lord's doctrine, by marked scorn 
and derision (lit. * turning up their noses at him ;' 
seo my Lex. in éxpucrypel{w), drew down upon 
themselves the rebuke couched in the subsequent 
verse, and paved the way for the deep censure 
conveyed in the striking parable of the rich man 
and us. 

15. Sixacovwras davrovs] lit. ‘making your- 
selves appear just,’ arrogating to yourselves a 
virtue and sanctity not really yours; the very 

ite to the frank and open confession to 
od of sin. See xv. 18. 
— Béirvypna] for BéeXuxroyv; abstract for 

concrete. A sentiment corresponding to that 
supra xi. 39. With which and the present com- 

Matt. xxiii. 23, 27. Is. i. 13. Amos v. 21. 
16—18. The connexion between these verses 

and the preceding is but faint; insomuch that 
many eminent Expositors think there is none. 
But surely if there be no connexion between this 
and the preceding context, as the connective link 
between vv. 14, 15, and 19, seqq., it would su 
pose the sacred writer to have introduced this 
declaration of our Lord entirely out of place, nay, 
80 as to be worse than useless. Let us, however, 
see how the case stands. The present portion 
is indeed introduced in a different connexion at 
Matt. xi. 12, 14; nevertheless, the words might 
be, and doubtless were, spoken on two different 
occasions, and with some difference of intent. 

Here the purpose seems to have been to stigma- 
tize the hypocrisy of the Pharisees, by showing 
their grievous failure in the discharge of the 
moral and relative duties of nian to man, even 
according to the standard of the Law of Moses. 
It is also intimated that the Law, so far from 
being abrogated by the Gospel, is rather fulfilled 
and perfected by it; as, for example (v. 18), in 
its more rigid enforcement of the seventh com- 
mandment. 

It also seems to have been our Lord's intent 
(vv. 17, 18) to draw a tacit contrast betwecn tbem- 
selves and those whom they so abominated, the 
Publicans and harlots; so as to intimate the ac- 
ceptance of the latter, and the rejection of the 
former; intimating that the Pharisees, notwith- 
standing their pretensions to peculiar sanctity, 
had really sunk far below even the com 
tively low standard of righteousness established 
by the Law, and were utterly indisposed to enter 

e kingdom of God; whereas those who made 
no — ——— to this righteousness, the ignorant 
multitude (várrss), were now with contrite 
hearts pressing forward to enter — els, 
lit. ‘forcing an entrance into’) the kingdom of 
heaven, through the door of the Gospel ; making 
good the converse of the proposition at ver. 15, 
and showing that persons may be held in abomi- 
nation among men (so as to be what the Apostle 
calls ‘the ofiscouring of all things,’ 1 Cor. iv. 13), 
and yet be accepted, nay, be very precious in the 
sight of God. According to this view, the con- 
nexion is well traced by Bp. Lonsdale thus: 
‘ Ye deride me [spum at my admonitions], as 
though I had no authority to be your teacher. 
But 1 tell you that since the days of John the 
Baptist the Law and the Prophets have given 
pare to that kingdom of God which is preached 
y me, and into which persons of every class are 

eagerly pressing for admittance (v. 18) I tell 
you also that I am come both to fulfil the design 
(v. 17), and to exalt the precepts of the law, of 
which 1 now give you an instance in the case of 
divorce.’ 

19. Having rebuked the covetous Pharisces 
for their contumeliously setting at nought his 
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doctrine, our Lord resumes the subject he had 
been discoursing on (supra 1—13), i.e. the use, 
and the abuse, of riches; and in the Parable 
there introduced he comprehends under his re- 
presentation the main traits of the Pharisees’ 
character, Godless, self-seeking, covetous. The 
design of our Lord in this Parable was, to im- 
press on the minds of his hearers, by example, 
the foregoing , a8 presented in another 
historical picture, like that with which he infro- 
duced the subject. In this he not only gives the 
substance of what had been previously said by 
him on the use of riches, but supplies a most im- 
pressive warning as to the highly l conse- 
uences of its In short, the design of our 
rd (as Dr. Campbell observes) is * to admonish 

us not that a monster of wickedness (such as 
many Commentators unwarrantably and injudi- 
ciously here su ) shall be severely punished 
in the other world ; but that the man who, though 
not chargeable with doing much ill, does little or 
no good, and lives, though not perhaps an intem- 
perate, yet a sensual life; who, careless about 
the condition of others, exists only for the grati- 
fication of himself, —the indulgence of his own 
appetites, and his own vanity,—shall not escape 
condign punishment. It is to show the danger 
of living in the neglect of duties, though not 
ch ble with the commission of crimes; and 

cularly to point out the perilous consequence, 
in woe everlasting, of considering the gifts of 
Providence as our own property, and not as a 
trast from our Creator, to employed in his 
service, and for which we are accountable to 
him.’ He thus solemnly warns the rich, that if 
they used the wealth entrusted to them for dis- 
tribution, only for the indulgence of sensuality, 
and the gratification of vanity and pride, their 
portion in a future state could be no other than 
woe unutterable; while the r man, whose 
sufferings they had left unheeded and his wants 
unrelieved, might exchange his state of destitu- 
tion and misery in this world for one of rest and 
felicity in the world to come. It must not be 
left unobserved that the poor man here repre- 
sented is one whose character is that of (as his 
name is meant to suggest, leazarus, 
* God [is] a help) a ener person. And 
this may serve to show that the following narra- 
tive cannot be, as many eminent Expositors sup- 

,2 real history, but merely a story, or Para- 
le; espec. since all the circumstances are para- 

bolical. Indeed, a story very similar to it occurs 
in the Babylonian Gemara. 
— Toppúpav]) ‘purple clothing.” The use of 

urple vestmente was originally confined to kings, 
but had gradually extended itself to the noble 
and rich, and is still in very general use in most 
Oriental countries. 
— edppavduevos ka0' uí£pay Maur.) Ren- 

der: ‘enjoying himself sumptuously (i. e. in ex- 
pensive luxury) day by day,’ see supra xii. 19. 
xv. 23, — notes. Here, however, the. expres- 

VoL. 

sion may bave reference to more than food, &c., 
and (as Greswell observes) ‘extend to every plea- 
sure, satisfaction, and convenience, of dress, gaiety, 
&c., which wealth can supply, to minister to the 
daily enjoyment, amusement, and self-satisfaction 
of a rich voluptuary ;' in short, whatever is com- 
prehended in the description of St. John, 1 E 
li. 16, ù dacBupla tHe capkós, kal 4 bwiOupila 
twv ó$ÜaXucp, kal N &daXoveia rou Riov. 

20. xrwyce] Render: not ‘a beggar,” but 
simply ‘a poor man,’ as the usus i and 
the contrast require. 
— &BéBXnro] * jacebat," ‘was lying," * had been 

laid; intimating, perbaps, what had been custo- 
marily done; but . done on a certain occa- 
sion, when, his body being diseased and ulcerous, 
the dogs came and licked his sores. 
— nAxwpivos] ‘full of sores’ (see my Lex. in 

v.), a8 persons of this destitute condition often 
are (partly from the cutaneous disorders produced 
by m diet and bad living). So a Rabbinical 
writer (cited by Wets.), * Rogabatur a mendico 
quodam ulceroso.’ 

21. ixıðvu. xopr. (sc. v): not, for the rea- 
sons I have given, * was glad to be fed,’ but ‘ was 
desirous of Being Jed ;' a desire which, as would 
seem from the context, was tified, and he 
satisfied. His causing himself to be placed at 
the rich man's portal was to obtain the usual 
dole, from the Yiyxiwv, ‘the broken meat,’ the 
fragments and scraps of the domestic meals.— 
opTra(. denotes ‘to have the hunger satisfied.” 

his use of mirr., found also at Matt. xv. 27, 
of food sent away from table, as not meet for 
future use, is so rare (being probably an expres- 
sion of common lifc), that I know of no other 
example, except in the maxim of Pythagoras, 
which enjoined ta wlrrovra wò Ths Tpa- 
was wh dvatpetobat, i.e. not to gather up the 
scraps or leavings, but let them alone for the 
poor. This whole context is well illustrated by 
a passage of Hom. Od. p. 220, rw yoy dvnpdy, 
éavrGy. awodvuavrijpa, "Os wodAgoe pioi 
wapacras OdlWrerat duove, Alri wy axd- 
Aous. The second line illustrates the custom 
above adverted to of mendicants taking their sta- 
tion at a rich man's portal; and the expression 
denoting continuance there, though homely, is 
strong and graphic. The first and third lines are 
illustrated by a kindred passage at the Hymn to 
Ceres, 115, Alví(w» dxoAovs Ta kal &x(3o0ÀAa 
Avpara Qavros. 

— add xal ol xives, &c.] Render: ‘nay 
even the dogs used to come and lick his sores. 
A circumstance intended to contrast the com 
sion and sympathy of brutes with the insensi- 
bility of the rich man; and to represent the 
helpless and miserable condition of the poor man 
(with his sores neither bound up nor mollified 
with ointment), and consequently the, in some 
degree, uncharitable neglect of Dives. For though, 
from the circumstance afterwards introduced of 
bis asking for Lazarus to — relief to 

H 
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'"ABpaáp: Téxvoy, pynoOnts Sti atréxaBes [od] rà ayaba aov 

him in his torments, it should seem that he re- 
garded himeelf, in some measure, as a benefactor 
to him, in having relieved him with the broken 
meat from his table; yet he was undoubtedly 
guilty of the neglect, here intimated, of omitting 
to make himeelf acquainted with the miserablo 
condition of Lazarus, so as to, at least, relieve his 
sufferings, and, if possible, restore him to health 
and strength. 

22. dwseysyOjvar avròv rò ray dyy., &c.] 
AvTó», i.e. his soul. The older Commentators 
understand these words literally ; while the more 
recent ones take them as a ive mode of 
expression, to signify, under imagery accommo- 
dated to the opinion of the Jews, the simple idea, 
that * Lazarus was removed to a state of supreme 
felicity in heaven.” The Jews, as it appears from 
Wets. and Schoettg., held that the souls of the 
just were conveyed to the mansions of bliss by 

: Targum on Cant. iv. 12, ‘None but 
the just can enter Paradise, whither their souls 
are conveyed by angels The same opinion also 
extended to the Greeks and Romans, who as- 
cribed to Hermes, or Mercurius, the office of 
Gyyehos wouwaios as he is called in Soph. Aj. 
Bis So Hor. Od. i. 10, 17, ‘Tu pias letis ani- 
mas is sedibus. Equally certain is it, that 
in speaking of this removal to the seats of bliss 
the Jews expressed it either by being conveyed 
to Paradise, or, figuratively, by being carried 
away into Abraham's bosom. So Joseph. de 
Maccab. 8 13, oŭTw yap 0avóvras nuas 'ABpadu 
wai 'Icaáx xal 'IakxoB twrodlfovra: ele rode 
xóňmrovs abrwy. Kidduschin, fol. 72, 1, * Ada 
hodie sedet in sinu Abrahae. According to this 
view, the expression, as Bp. Lonsdale obeerves, 
is derived from the ancient custom of reclining 
on couches at meals; and in the subsequent de- 
scription of departed souls is represented by ex- 
pressions taken from the condition of men while 
on earth. However, on more mature considera- 
tion, I am inclined rather to acquiesce in the first- 
mentioned view. And I agree with Mr. Alf., that 
* it is impossible to suppose that He whose cs- 
sence is Truth, would have assumed as existing 
any thing that does not exist. It would destroy 
the truth of our Lord's saying, if we could con- 
ceive him to have used popular lan which 
did not point at the truth." It is obvious how 
suitable such an office as that in question would 
be to the benevolent nature of the Angels, to 
their other employments (see Matt. xiii. 4l. 
Heb. i. 14), and to the circumstances of a de- 
parted spirit. 

23. iv Te dèy] The best Expositors are 

that the term here deecribes the place of 
souls and disembodied spirits, till the 

resurrection (see note on Matt. xi. 23, and Acts 
ii. 27), which the Jews, as well as the Greeks, 
supposed to be divided into two parts, Paradise 
and Gehenna, contiguous to each other, but sepa- 
rated by an impassable chasm (Comp. Hor. 
Carm. ii. 13, 28, ‘ sedesque discretas piorumꝰ ]; so 
narrow, however, that there was a — of 
one from the other; nay, such that their 
tive inmates could converse with each er. 
Thus both the rich man and Lezarus would be 
equally in Hades, though in different parts. — 
iv Bacávo« may be rendered, ‘ under torture,’ 
not that of eternal condemnation, —— 
as was suited to the rdéprapos, or prison of Hades, 
called Tartarus (where spirits are reserved for 
judgment, see 2 Pet. ii. 4), but, poy speak- 
ing, not Gehenna, the lake of fire, the 

— —— 7 ion is, indeed is is, indeed, ac- 
Gsminodsted to Jewish ideas, and the invisible 
state is described by images derived from the 
senses. But it is going much too far to say, with 
Dr. Jortin (in D'Oyly and Mant), that * we are 
only to infer from hence the doctrine of a future 
state of rewards and punishments.’ It must 
surely be concluded from hence that there is an 
fntermediate state before the general resurrection ; 
since that is far too prominent a feature of the 
representation to be num with circum- 
stances merely ornamental. On which subject 
see Mr. Greswell. 
8 24. Mb ay fey it from the —— tre 
aw woody mov to suppose (as St. Gregory 

and Wolf have done) that the tongue is es 
cially punished in the fire,—as the offendin 
member of the na man ; for he is t descri 
as a glutton, but the present icular is intro- 
duced as a sort of Ce ihle Xibeg-ip of what is 
substantially too actual. 

25. rixvoy, pynoOnre OTi—dduvacar] Kl 
stock (as cited by Stier) remarks, most forcibly 
and truly, that ‘the answer of Abraham is eo- 
lemn, calm, and paternal; there is no : 
of the misery of the suppliant (as is found in the 
Koran under the same circumstances) ; no grief, 
as is sometimes represented as a ing the 
blessed spirits for the sad lot of the lost." By 
Tà ayaa are, of course, to be understood those 
things which the rich man had himself esteemed 
as such, though not in themselves except 
according as they were used. ‘A-yaGa, or rather 
kaAd, in this acceptation, is not unfrequent in 
the Grecian philosophers, as also Hdot, i. 207, 
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*Awé\afee here has the very same force as 
avéyere in Luke vi. 24, and dwéyoue: in Matt. 
v. 16. vi. 2, where see notes. 
— dda Tapaka.) On further consideration 

I am inclined to prefer as genuine, and, were 
there more external authority, would adopt, 
the reading wde, edited by Matth., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch. and Alf, which is supported 
by considerable external authority (having place, 
I find, in all the Lamb. and several Mus. MSS.), 
further confirmed by internal evidence of the 
strongest kind, as also by, I believe, all the an- 
cient Versions; for though the Vulg. has kic, no 
reason is there why it should not be regarded as 
the adverb ‘hic’ for heic, i. e. in this place, with a 
igat emphasis pointing to the idea of rest and 
delight, forming the opposite to that of unrest 
and y. Nothing is more likely than that 
the ‘bie’ of Jerome should be taken for the pro- 
neun, since the ¿le would seem to require it; 
though the ition is, as we see, one rather of 
place, or condition, than of person. 

— As respects ódvvaca:, it was probably not 
merely an Alexandrian, but a common Greek 
form (like xavyxaca: in Rom. ii. 17,23. 1 Cor. 
iv. 7, and other verbs, which see instanced in 
Lobeck on Phryn., p. 360), and from that source 
St. Luke and St. Paul probably derived their 
use of the idiom. As to the ov cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. on etrong external, con- 
firmed by internal, evidence, 1 cannot consent 
to part with it; since thus the main posat of the 

as to the sad contrast is almost destroyed. 
And that a complete contrast was here intended 
is highly probable, and may be inferred from the 
use of vuv dé as opposed to iv TH (wp cov. The 
true force of the pronoun, and how easily it 
might be lost by the carelessness of scribes, will 
ap from note on John iv. 19. 

. xácpua utya boripixrar] ‘a great chasm 
is fixedly placed,’ and, by implication, ‘never to 
be removed.’ ‘The word, says Wetst., ‘is 
especially used of a space extending from an 
upper to a lower situation, especially fissures from 
earthquakes.’ And he introduces numerous 

es from the Greek writers illustrative of 
the opinions of the Greeks; ex. gr. Lucian calls 
the deep and dark descent to the infernal regions 
xXaopna. Hesiod, Theog. 740, makes mention of 
a yácpa in Tartarus; and Thespesius ap. Plut. 
vol. ii. p. 565, sees in the infernal regions xácyua 
piya xai ware Ouxoy. Hence it denotes ‘a 
chasm im ble,—a barrier irremovable.’ Comp. 
Gen. xxviii. 12, loù xAipaE lornprypion ( 

tornplxen) iv ry yñ, and Hom. Il. xi. 28. The 
force of the expression here seems to allude to an 
irreversible decree which rendered it impossible 
for Abraham to comply with his request. 

—_ivev}] This (for the common reading 
dyrevWev) is found in many MSS., includin 
most of the Lamb. and Mus. cepies, and the Ed 
Princ., and has been rightly adopted by Wetstein, 
Matthei, Griesbach, and Scholz, as being 
able to later Grecism. "The word is found. in- 
deed, in Hom. 1l. xiii. 13. "Thucyd. vii. 81, and 
Xenophon; and had probably always prevailed 
in the common dialect; though, in the more re- 
fined diction of books, éyr«vÜsy was early sub- 
stituted. 

28. &iauaprüpnTrai] ‘may warn and admo- 
nish,’ by bearing witness to them of the conse- 
quences of a worldly and carnal life. 

— Tij? Bacdvyov| To here render ‘of tor- 
ment,’ is passing over the article, which, I have 
pointed out, whenever it is used (which, how- 
ever, is very rare) in conjunction with Bacavos, 
always has its force, though that force may be 
difficult to be expressed in translation. No 
where does 5? Bacavos signify simply a torture 
or & torment. Nor is this, I apprehend, the caso 
here, the full sense of the clause being, *in order 
that they too may not come into this (well- 
inem) place of the torture or torment,’ mean- 
ing a place where the torture or torment by way 
of punishment is being administered. This view 
of the sense derives confirmation from the read- 
ing of Cod. 235, which has ele TÓ» rowov ris 
Bacdvov ravrns, evidently a mere alteration for 
the purpose of introducing a plainer form of ex- 
pression, yet one processing on & correct view of 
the sense intended. 

29. Mwiicia xal rode wpod.] Meaning the 
sacred books of the Jews in general (as infra 
xxiv. 27), including the Hagiography ; all reveal- 
ing, more or less clearly, the doctrine of a future 
life, and a state of rewards and punishments, and 
admonishing men to lead a life agreeable to the 
precepts therein contained. 

30. ovx] lit. ‘not s0;' q. d. Give them a less 
uncertain chance of salvation than that bare 
hearing would carry with it. Hence we are 
taught that not even an appearance from tho 
dead would suffice to create faith in the heart of 
an unbeliever, at least, one practically such. 
— idv ris darà vexpaov, &c.] Render, ‘if one 

risen from the dead should go to them, the 
would repent;’ reform, by a total change of life 
and — q. d. * him they would surely 

H 
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mpos aùroùs, petavonoovew. 9! Elme 5¢ atte Ei Movoéws 

n John 14. 
10, 11. 

àvaaT?), TrevaOncovTat. 
xai TOv "rpodnyrGv ovxK dáxovovcis, "ovde, édv Tis Ex vexpdáv 

XVII. 1 * Etre 86 mpòs Toss paOnras ' AvévGerxróv. oTi ros 
uù edbeiy ta axáyDaXa: oval dé Ôr oÙ Épxeras. 7 AvavreXet 
aura, ef pUAOS òvikòs Trepikevra, Trepi TÓv TpáymMov avro, 
xai éppurras eis T?» ÜáXaccav, |) iva cxavdadicn &va Tàv 

b Matt. 18. 
15. 

puxpav ToUTow. S Tpocéyere éavrois. "'Eà» de åuápry eis 
cé 6 d$eXdós cou, eritiunoov avT@ xai éàv ueravorjay, ades 
alto. * kal dày érrásis Ths hpépas àpápry eis a, Kat érráxis 
THs hpépas emuotpéyy [émi cè], yw Meravow adnoets 
QUT®. 

listen to, since from him at least they would 
expect to hear the truth, because he could have 
no motive to deceive.’ So Artemid. Oneir. ii. 
74, lays it down as an incontestable truth: ray 
attowlorwy eloiv ol vexpol, iwel wavrws d\n- 

Editions, by all the recent Editors, is probably 
genuine, being quite agreeable to the of 
the Evangelist. The oxdyéoda here adverted 
to probably allude to the offence taken by the 
Pharisees, who had gone away in disgust at our 

Osvover. The pargcip. dvaords is to be supplied — Lord's language used of them. 
from the context, as especially inherent in the 3. wpootyste iavrois] This may be referred 
avact7 in the next verse. The ementum either to what precedes, or to what follows. The 

Pers., former view, however, is greatly preferable, eince borne out by the authority of the Ax 
and Vulg. Versions, and also confirmed by Chry- 
sost. 

3l. el Møæüciws, ae q. d. * Occasions of re- 
pentance and newness of life are not wanting to 
them.’ If, therefore, they will not embrace 
these, not even mi could move their per- 
verse and stubborn wills. And no wonder; for, 
ys Mr. d Juy observet if men Menge 
their sense of duty under a sufficient degree o 
light, they will oe be restrained from violatin 
it id any degree of light; see John xii. 

here is much force in the term reion- 
covra:, which must not be understood of moral 
reformation; but of faith, such as might work 
repentance (so Acts xvii. 4. Heb. xi. 15. And 
this is called for by the allusion here to the case 
of the Chief Priests and Pharisees, who, as Bp. 
Lonsdale observes, ‘were not persuaded (sce 
John xi. 46—57. xii. 9—11) to receive Jesus as 
their Messiah (to have faith in him as euch), 
either by seeing Lazarus after his resurrection 
from the grave, or by the resurrection of our 
Lord himself, of which they had full assurance 
given to them by those who saw him for a long 
time after his resurrection.’ 

XVII. In this Chapter are recorded various 
detached heads of discourses delivered by our 
Lord on various occasions, and most of them 
farther enlarged on, on occasions not stated by 
Luke, but more particularly treated on in Mat- 
thew's Gospel, and the other parallel portions 
indicated in the margin. However, in the first 
verses there seems to be a continuation of the 
discourse in the last Chapter. 

l. dvévdsaroy ior] for oùx ivdéiyerat, which 
occurs supra xiii. 33, and denotes what neces- 
sarily must happen from the condition of man; 
see note on Matt. xviii. 7. The Tov inserted be- 
fore uù éXGety, from many MSS., including most 
of the Lamb. and Mus. copies, Fathers, and early 

this solemn form of warning (like that elsewhere, 
ó ixwv ods dxovew, dxovitw) is most suitable to 
what has just preceded. The ĉi, too, a little 
after, which seems to mark the transition to a 
new subject, rather shows that the words belong 
to the preceding. I mean not to say that the 
form in question might not introduce an injunc- 
tion ; for it sometimes does, yet never with a di 
after wpomiyeta, which would here be so unsuit- 
able, that it was, as we find from the MSS., can- 
celled by some ancient Critics (who joined the 
formula with the words following), or changed 
to ydp. It is strange they should not have scen 
the force of the A This view of the 
reference is confirmed by the suffrage of the best 
ol ag n ancient and modern. And although 
Luke has brought forward in this Chapter several 
heade of discourses, there is no reason why he 
should not have chosen to subjoin the eolemn 
warning couched in 4rpocsysT& &avToit to one 
of those heads; especially to that one which is 
couched in expressions of the most indescrib- 
ably awful import. In short, this peculiar 
form, wpocdyere éavToic, put, as here, for ò 
ixev aTa doen, dxovires, is hardly suit- 
able except to a former context; and the latter 
formula is always 20 put in the Greek Testa- 
ment, with the exception of about four 
of the A where it is made to introduce 
some solemn injunction, and that its nature 
may admit of, but not so well, rpocdyere iav- 
Toiv. Comp. Luke xvii. 32, uvnuoravaTs T5t 
yvvaikós Aw. 

4. The im} ci after brerrpiqru, not found in 
very many MSS., Versions, and Fathers», is can- 
celled by Wetstein, Matthei, Gricebach, Titt- 
man, Vater, and Scholz. Yet the evidence /or 
it is so strong, that it is more probable the words 
were omitted by some overnice Critic, to remove 
what seemed an inelegant repetition, than that it 
should have been brought in to complete the 
sense, Such sort of tautology as this strengthen: 
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5 Kai elmov ot ám0cToXo( të Kuplo IIpóc0es uiv miorw. 
6 Elme 06 ó Kupws: ° Ei elyere TÍTT dx KÓKKOV otwdrrews, o Matt. v 
éAéyere Gy TH ovKapivy tatty ‘ExpitoOnre kal dvrevOgri 
T) Oaracon ral irnxovcev v bpiv. 

» Mark 0 23. 
EV y 11 33. 

7 Tis 88 dE üpdv BoüXov 
Éyov dapotpiavra 7?) troualvovra, ôs elaeXÜóvr. ex ToU drypoU 
épet Ev0Oéwes TapeXÜo» táàvámega, 8 * GXX ovyl pet aùr our 
"EToipacov Tí Oevrwijac, xal Tepijoadj.evos Ouakóve pot, ews 
$á'yo xal miw xal perà raUra payecat kal mlesat cú; 9 My 

the sense, and is found in the best writers, The 
Editors have chiefly been induced to cancel the 
words, as thinking that the existence of two 
readings, (vi cà and pòs ci, showed that both 
were from the margin. But to that, as well as 
most other Critical canons, there are exceptions. 
And one is, where a phrase or clausula is such as 
the Critics, from over-fastidiousness, would be 
likely to stumble at and alter. For, in such a 
case, there may be several ways by which the 
alleged imperfection might be removed, which 
may all be resorted to by the Critics. And yet 
that will not prove that the readings are all alike 
not genuine. Certainly, the existence of the 
words in the Pesch. Syr. Version attests their 
high antiquity. [Comp. Matt. xviii. 21. 

5. wpdcOee nuiv x gru. Mercato aith in 
us, equiv. to ‘add to our faith, ‘give us more 
faith.’ Comp. the phrase éAwléa wpocBeival 
"wt, ‘to increase any one's hope.’ The exact 
sense, however, will depend on the connexion. 
The question is, whether we are to consider this 
request as standing with the preceding, or as an 
independent and detached narrative, like very 
many in this Gospel. If we take the former 
view, we may suppose tho increase of faith to 
have been entreated for the purpose of compre- 
hending the nature and extent of the duty of 
forgiveness enjoined in the preceding verse, or as 
if faith in the Divine mercy and truth was the 
only principle on which it could proceed; see 
Whitby and Scott. If we adopt the latter view 
we must su , With the most eminent Exposi- 
tors, from Calvin to Kuinoel, that there is no 
connexion with the ing, but rather with 
what is recorded at Matt. xvii. 19, 20, the gene- 
ral sentiment being, that if they had tho least 
measure of true faith already, they would be able 
to do all things possible, nay, even to human 
power impossible. But in this there is some- 
thing unsatisfactory; so that the harshness in- 
volved in the application of the former view 
here may be thought preferable. Be that as it 
may, the petition of the Apostles to Christ shows 
(as Bp. Lonsdale observes) that they regarded 
him as possessing a power over their minds, 
which could not belong to a mere man. 

6. cvxap.] The‘ ficus sycamorus' of Linnsus. 
my Lex. 

— dxpiZwOnre xal pvr. iv ry 0aAácon] A 
sort of proverbial mode of expressing a physical 
impossibility, and consequently not to be effected 
without a miracle. So Petronius, 134, cited by 
Wetstein, * His ergo callens artibus ldæo frutices 
in ite sistam.' 
ho. Expositors are not agreed whether this 

section has any connexion with the foregoing 
portion, or whether it has reference to some other 

occasion than what is treated on here. Those 
who adopt the former view traco a connexion, 
but not without violence in drawing it, and 
harshness when drawn. Mr. Alford's method is 
very ingenious, and indeed specious, but liable 
to the fore-mentioned objection. It is only 
effected by arbitrarily supplying out of the con- 
text—to found the doctrine on, —' Ye are ser- 
vanis of your Master; and then supplying as a 
link in the chain of connexion, * and therefore 
endurance is faith and trust, &c. But no de- 
pendence can be placed on any sense so wrung 
from the context. Accordingly the latter mode 
is far preferable. The doctrine here inculcated 
is well expressed by Bp. Lonsdale thus, ‘that as 
& master commands bis servant to go on, through- 
out the day, from one kind of work to another, 
and yet considers himself under no obligation to 
him for all that he has done, so we, to whose 
unceasing services God has‘a far greater right 
than any man can have to the services of another, 
must oe that, however constantly we 
may have kept his commandments, we are but 
servants who have brought him no profit; and 
who, having done only what we were bound to 
do, have not thereby made him our debtor; in 
short, that the rewards held out to Christians’ 
obedience are not of merit, but purely of grace. 
For dvaweca:, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
dvénece, from most of the uncial and several 
cursive MSS.; to which I can add most of the 
Lamb., and not a few Mus. copies. The case is 
exactly the same as supra xiv. 10, but with 
somewhat authority here. ’Avamwece is probably, 
but not certainly, the Sapa reading in both 
passages, since it may be only a critical correc- 
tion of an Hellenistic idiom; for the Imper. 
Middl. does not, I think, occur in the pure 
Greek Class. writers. Whichever reading be 
adopted, sùĝéwr must be construed with it. 

8. AAA’ obyi dps? abeo] ‘ Yea, will not rather 
say to him?" In wepilwodpevor sraxdver por 
the wep.%. is introduced by way of gra hic effect. 
— foc pdye xal wiw] ‘until I shall have 

eaten and drunken." 
9. uù yap éxet—doxw.] Our Lord is not 

speaking of what should be, but what ordinarily 
i$ done and approved; and in so speaking he 
merely adverts to the relation which, if right, 
subsists between man and Him, whose he is, and 
whom he serves. The aùrw has been, as desti- 
tute of authority, rejected by all Editors from 
Bengel downwards. As to the où doxw, it has 
been bracketed by Lachm., and cancelled by 
Tisch. and Alf., who regard it as supplementary. 
It be so; but the evidence that it is is quite 
insuficient only 3 uncial and 5 cursive MSS. ; 
to which I can add nothing from the Lamb. and 
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yapw eye te Sovrp  éxeipo, Sts ewoince ta satayGevra 
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11 Kai éyevero, f év T@ tropev 
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eicepyouévov avToU eis Twa koup, annyTncay GvTO O€xa Ae- 
gLev.11.«. TpOl avdpes, E0? éorgaay TroppÜer 15 xai avroi zpar deri, 
b Lev. 13. 3. 
& 14. 3. 

Aeyovres: “Inco ériaTára, éXégaov nyas ! 145 Kai uev cirev 

Metts 4 autois’ llopevÜévres émibeifare éavrovs Trois iepeUas. Kai èyé- 
vero, éy TH UT@yew avrovs, exaBapicOnaay. 15 Els &è e£ avr&v, 

à» öre idÓq, vierpeje, perà pavis peyángs Bobiter Tòr 
Ocór 16 kal Erecey éml wpcowroy mapà ToU; wodas auvroi, 
evyaploT@Y ajTQG. Kai aùrò tw Zapapeirns. 17 'AsroxpiÜcis 

Mus. copies. As to the 2 MSS. alleged of the 
Ital. Vers., they are as nothing com to the 
Pesch. Syr, Version. Internal evidence is nof, 
as may be supposed, against it; since it may in so 
few MSS. have been omitted by accident, or 
paseed over as unintelligible, because written, as I 
find it in some Lamb. and Mus. MSS., ovdoxw. 
It was not likely to be brought in by the Re- 
visers of text to supply what was thought want- 
ing, since the expression was not likely to be 
known to such persons; it being so rare, that I 
have found on ^ one example, which eccurs in 
Plat. p. 554, and even there in answer to a ques- 
tion. The nearest approach to it is in the use of 
$oxc without the ov in Asch. Prom. 289, and 
Coxcoyey in several passages of Euripides and 
Sophocles. It was most probably removed by 
critics, who thought that as the interrogative 
with uù implies a strong negation, it was un- 
necessary as well as unclassical. The best render- 
ing of the phrase will be, * Nay, I trow, equiv. 
to the Latin non . That it came from St. 
Luke we cannot doubt; especially since it bas, 
like several others in his Gospel, a semblance 
of Latinism. 

10. olre xal buste — eToijxausy] Here 
the scope of the Parable is pointed by a forcible 
applícation to ourselves, showing the utter un- 
foundedness of our claim of merit, namely, for 
the reason subjoined, dre 5 &dtiXousv wornoat, 
wemrowwKapey (supply uórov), since, as Seneca 
says (Contr. ii. 13). ‘non est leneficium, sed ofi- 
cium, facere quod debeas.’ It is scarcely neces- 
sary to say, that the case supposed involves an 
argumentum à fortiori. 

1—19. Healing of ten lepers. At what par- 
ticular tíme and place, on the last journey to 
Jerusalem, this occurrence took place, we are not 
enabled to say. The only m of satisfactorily 
accounting for the mention of Semaria before 
Galilee (contrary to the true geographical posi- 
tion), is to suppose with many eminent Exposi- 
tors (what I have full in the parallel 
passages of Matth. and Mark), that our Lord did 
not proceed by the direct way (namely, through 
Samaria) to Jerusalem; but that, upon coming to 
the confines of Samaria and Galilee, he diverged 

to the East; so as to have Samaria on the right, 

passed the Jordan at Scythopolin (where there the Jo at is ( 
was a bridge), and to have desstoded along the 
left bank, on the Perman side, until he again 
crossed the river, when he came opposite to 
Jericho. The reason which induced him to take 
this circuitous route, was probably to avoid any 
molestation from the Samaritans, and at the same 
time to im toa pma number of Jews the 
benefits of his Gospe 

l4. wopevOivras ividsiEars T. l1] This gra- 
cious direction contained (like the * Go in °) 
an implied assurance that they should be healed. 
—Tois lspsuci is either to be taken in a collec- 

ive sense ; or rather, we may suppose, the priests 
of both Jews and Samaritans, as each person be- 
longed to one or the other nation. The reason 
for sending them to the priests was, that there 
met thus be a public attestation of the miracle, 
and that they might again be received into 
society. See note on Matt. viii. 4. 

15. usta havi Miyan do£átur Tò» O1óv] 
An Hebraistic mode o speaking, equiv. to óav 
Covva: To Ote, infra v. 18, signifying to pub- 
licly proclaim and celebrate with praises the 
mercy and benignity of God, as evinced in some 
si benefit to the — (as also in Matt. ix. 8. 
Luke v. 25. xiii. 13. xxiii. 43), probably ex- 
— in some such words as those at Ps. xxx. 

17. dwoxp:Bels à 6 'I. Imey] This should 
not be rendered ‘answered and said’ (for no pre- 
vious — bad preceded), nor, as it is by 
Wakef. and Campb. (after the Arabic and Persic 
Versions), simply *said.' This being one of those 
cases in which dwoxoly. (after the model of the 
Hebr. m39) is used at the beginning of a speech 
where there is no reply to any foregoing interro- 

tion. Of this, see examples in my Lex. N. T. 
in v. In such cases the true sense intended is 
simply that of addressing, which elsewhere has 
place where the words of the address are inter- 
rogative, e. g. Mark x. 51. ix. 19. xii. 35. Luke 
xiv. 3. Acts iii. 12, and viii. 34. Rev. vii. 13, in 
which case the persons addressed are almost 
always specified ; which, however, is not the case 
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dé ò 'IyaoUe celme Odyi oi &éxa exabaplaOncay; oi &è évvéa 
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Hy améXOnre, nde OwEgre. Ax domep yap Ù àarpam), 7) xM. n. 
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obros éotat [xai] ó Tiòs tod avOpmrou èv Tf "uépa abro). 
25 IIpõrov 66 Set avrov TroXXÀ vraDety, xal amodoxipachivat ato 
THS yeveds taurns. 99! Kal nabs éyévero év rais juépacs [ToU] stt. 9« 
Noe, oUros Extras kal év rais nyépats ToU Tiod ToU avOparrov. 

here, nor at Mark xii. 35. But there the persons 
addressed may be collected from didacxeey iv Tes 
lep, viz. the bystanders who had come thither 
for instruction. Here, however, there is nothing 
expressed from which we can determine the per- 
sons addressed ; though, from the circumstances 
of the case, we may sup it to be the bystand- 
ing Apostles and disciples who accompanied our 
Lord in his journey. 

19. n misties aov — Namely, because 
it was a saving faith. The other nine had indeed 
& faith in Jesus (otherwise they would not have 
been healed), such a faith as was sufficient to 
fully persuade them of the power of Jesus to 
heal, but not sufficient grace of heart to give 
grateful thanks to God for his unspeakable gift. 
And as to the one, perhaps Jesus thus addressed 
him in order that even his faith (which had 
already saved his body) might thus be so con- 
firmed as in the end to produce faith unto salva- 
tion of soul. 

20—37. In this discourse we have, as Alford 
remarks, several savings which our Lord after- 
wards repeated in his last prophetic discourse to 
the four Apostles on Mount Olivet; yet there is 
here much matter—and that highly important— 
peculiar to Luke. 

20, 21. When the Pharisees (prob. with an 
evil purpose of entrapping our Lord in his words) 
propound to him the question, * When the king- 
dom of God (that which they expected their Mes- 
siah would set up among them with worldly pomp 
of power and spleadout) is to come (ipxeTai), 
our Lord, instead of gratifying their curiosity, 
was pleased so to answer, as to correct their false 
notions respecting the Messiah's true advent and 
kingdom upon earth, telling them, ‘it is not to 
come pera mapatnphosws, meaning ‘ with any 
thing connected with close watching for,’ so as to 
anticipate its approach,—any sign, or portent, 
whereby its approach may be traced out by atten- 
tive looking for it, so that all men might say, 
* It is here,’ or, * It is there.’ The sense of évros 

37. 

vue» might be ‘within you,’ ‘in your hearts,’ 
i. o. spiritual, as op to temporal. Comp. 
Rom. xiv. 17. But this is so unsuitable to the 
context, and to the case of the persons addressed, 
that it is far better to take it as put for iy dmiv 
= ‘among you.’ 

22. There is here a transition in subject, with 
the — of the persons addressed, —namely, 
from the Pharisees to the disciples; though the 
saying is taken up from the preceding éyrds 
vuwy ior. The character of the address is 
phetical, and suggested by ‘ the kingdom of God’ 
just before; q. d. * He of whom you ask, the Son 
of Man, is among you, now; but only for a short 
time, to be succeeded by a long period of removal 
from his presence, by, as it were, an eclipse of the 
Sun of Righteousness, involving darkness and 
woe ineffable,’ —until at length they would ulti- 
mee see his power manifestly but fearfully re- 
vealed. The general sense may be thus express- 
a * The time shall — when ye wi with 

sorrow regret me, when ye can no longer 
behold me, and shall long for even the smallest 
portion of that intercourse which you now conti- 
nually enjoy with me.’ It is intimated, that so 
great will be the calamities of the times shortly 
to supervene, that the Jews will desire to enjoy 
the comparatively peaceful days they enjoyed 
when the Messiah was with them (see Matt. ix. 
15), but in vain; they shall not see one such day, 
nor any day of deliverance ; while the expecta- 
tions of the multitude will be mocked by the 
successive a ces of false Christs; whom 
they themselves are warned to avoid and beware 
of. The remaining predictions are such as wo 
find recorded in the parallel portions of Matt. 
xxiv. 23—28, and 37—41, where see the notes; 
and comp. Matt. xxiv. 13, and 19—22. 

24. See note on Matt. xxiv. 27. 
25. The words of this verse are, as Mr. Gres- 

well says, parenthetic, and not connected with 
the prophecy before and after. With this inti- 
mation compere the more plainly expressed as- 
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?7 "Hatov, érivov, éyápovv, éteyapitovro, Gypi Rs uépas eios; Ae 
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eis TA Orricw 52 uynpoveúere Tis yuvatkds Awr. %3°°Oo dày 
Cyrnon thy Wuyi adbtod cca, atrodéce aùrýv kal b> gdp 
amodéoy avriy, Çwoyovýoes aùrýv. % Aéyo Duty raórg TH 
punt écovras vo éri kMvrs pads [6] els trapadndOrjceras, xal 

o Matt. 94. 
40, 41. [0] &repos àdeOjcerai. 35 ° Avo Éaovras adnOovoa: émi tò abrd- 

[7] pia mraparnpOyceras, kai [7j] érépa ddeÜrjoeras. 39 [Bío črov- 

surances at Matt. xvi. 2l. Mark viii. 91, and 
supra ix. 22, 26. 

. The words ?7yopatov, éxoXovv, ipi-ravoy, 
aud wxodcpouy, implying a pursuit of the ordi- 
nary occupations of worldly existence, are, in the 
case of Lot and Sodom, not found in the passage 
of Matthew, though subjoined in the present, and 
not unsuitably as regarde what was probably a 
rich commercial city, and, like Petra, afterwards 
the great dépót of the merchandize of the East 
conveyed to tbe West, and the contrary. This 
well illustrates the force of the ressions 
JryópaXov and éwwdovy. The inhabitants of 
Sodom and Gomorrah doubtless bought from 
the East, and sold to the West, being then pro- 
bably the great medium of communication be- 
tween both. The terms iduravoy and dxodo- 
Movy are not less suitable; for the rich mer- 
chants would buy lands and estates up and down 
in the rich plain of Sodom, planting the ground, 
where necessary, with various fruit-trees, for the 
supply of the large cities of the plain or of Syria, 
and buildin villas for their country residences, 
—exactly as Horace frequently describes the rich 
inhabitants of Rome as doing. 

29. Berke) Supply Oeds, which is 
in Gen. xix. 24. vp denotes ‘lightning;’ and 
such is the proper signif. of Oetov, i. o. divine 
fire. Thus places struck with lightning were 
said to be Osta, and were separated from human 
use. Since, however, in such places there are 
(to use the words of Lucret. vi. 219) ‘inusta 
vapore Signa noteque, graves halantes sulphuris 
auras; and since lightning has a sulphureous 
smell, hence the word came to be used for sul- 

r, as here ahd in Apoc. xiv. 10. xix. 20. 
herefore by vp xai Oztow is meant, by Hen- 

diad., * a sulphureous fire,' such as proceeds from 
lightning, by which it seems the whole country 
of Sodom and Gomorrah, a tract we have good 
reason to believe whose soil was full of bitumen 
and pools of naphtha. But bitumen and naphtha 
are among the most combustible of substances ; 
so that when the overwhelming flames originating 
im the lightning had ranged far and wide, the 
glebarum compages being destroyed, the whole 

tract gradually subsided, and the sock from the 
adjacent parts settling into it, it presented the 
— — — a — b, and then of a low 
stagnan I enlarging into pre- 
sent Lake of the Dead Sea. MEINE = 

. pany. rns y. A.) These words, for the 
reasons which will appear from my note on Luke 
xvii. 3, ought not to have made a separate 
verse, since what is here said is closely connected 
with the matter at v. 31, as is well pointed out 
in the annotation here of Matthew Henry. 1 
have now pointed accordingly. Whatever may be the view taken of the occurrence in question 
—whether Lot's wife was literally tumed to a 
pillar of salt, or, as many recent Commentators 
say, figuratively so, 4 being suffocated, and the 
corpse indurated by the ealsuginous vapour—the 
warning is equally forcible against the sin of dis- 
regarding these awful predictions, and moreover 
against a love of the world, or other carnal dis- 
positions, 

94, 35. So great is the variation of reading in 
the MSS. (the Lamb. ones as well as the Mua.) 
as ts the words ò «Ie, 4 mia, and pia, that 
moet difficult is it to form a text on sure grounds, 
I should not hesitate to retain both the 6 and 
the 4 (for they must both either be retained or 
both expunged, there being no difference in the 
cases, and external authority being decidedly in 
favour of ò and ñ) could I brin myself to think 
the criterion, which Bp. Middl. adduces, here 
and in his note on Matt. vi. 24, as founded on 
the proprietas lingua Grace, a safo one to adopt, 
when applied to writers like the Evangelists. 
E ae I ; — the case ; and there- 
ore I would now the words in si — te . This verse, absent from a t number 
the best MSS., including most of the Lamb. bed 
Mus. copies, and some Versions, is cancelled 
by almost all recent Editors, as an interpola- 
tion from the passage of Matthew. But as it is 
found in most of the MSS., and almost every 
Version of antiquity and credit, it may be genu- 
ine, and only omitted accidentally, * ho 7 J, propter 
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Tas Èv TQ óypQ' oO els trapadnPOncerar, xal 6 Erepos adeOj- 
cera..] 87 Kai àokpi8évres Xéyovaw aire IIov, Kip; 6 
6e elarev adrois’ ? Ozrov TÒ capa, xe? cuvayOncovrat oi áero(. y Matt s. 
XVIII. ! *"EXeye òè xai rapaBorny aùrtoîs mpòs TÒ Ócty Tdv- sE. 18. 
tore mpocevyecbat, kai uù éxkakety, ? Xéyew Kpirýs tis "jv Eom at 
&y rivi moret Tov Ocóv uù PoBovpevos, ka dvOpwirov uù évrpe- r1 These. 5. 
mópevos. 3 Xýpa Sé [tis] Fw dv vf Tore exeivy, xal fipyero eiat" 
mpos aùròv, Aéyovca: 'Exbiencóv pe amò tov ávribixov pov. 
* Ka) ov« nOérnce émi ypovor perà è tadra eizrev èv éavrQy 
Ei xai tov Ocóv ov dofjobüuat, xal avOporroy o)x évrpérropat, 
5 dua ye TO Trapéyew pot kóTov THY x5pav Ta/TQv, ÉxOucjoo 
atrny, iva uù eis TéNos épyouévg Vmrorridtn pe. 9 Elme 06 6 

37. vov, Kópu ;] scil. ravra foa: or yevn- 
gerar; i.e. ‘where shall these calamitous events 
take place?’ A question likely to arise from 
the dark phrasing, and awful air, of our Lord's 
saying, of which the disciples did not perceive 
the ity. The answer returned could not 
be direct, but only expressive of a general truth, 
probably proverbial (comp. Job xxxix. 30) ; q. d. 
that where wickedness and impenitence are pre- 
valent, there shall these things take place; since 
instruments of destruction will never be wanting 
when the work of destruction is to be accom- 
plished. Wheresoever those who are to suffer 
these things shall be found, thither those who 
are appointed to inflict them shall be gathered 

ther. See Matt. xxiv. 28, and note. Our 
Lord, indeed, we may suppose, was not, in all 
that he then said, understood at the time ; but he 
was cards: and therefore these declarations 

e of the nature of a to be under- 
stood completely oa by the event, and when 
they came to be fulfilled. 

XVIII. The best Expositors are, with reason, 
agreed that the first eight verses of this Chapter, 
on the subject of perseverance in prayer, in the 
hope of success, form a continuation of the dis- 
course in the last Chapter; ss is clear from the 
resumption at v. 8, of the topic which formed 
the subject of ch. xvii. 22, fin., the coming of 
the Son of Man. I have now pointed accord- 
ingly. The purpoee of the parable which follows 
it, and evidently arose out of it, was, that tho 
disciples might be excited to constant prayer, 
with an implicit reliance on the Divine aid ;— 
inasmuch as prayer, patience, and perseverance 
would be their best support under the trials and 
tribulations, which must usher in the first advent 
of the Son of Man at the destruction of Jerusa- 
lem ; and of not fainting in their minds, though 
they might not obtain deliverance in answer to 

o B. Tis judge. Here th : unjust judge. Here the ment, 
as in that of duris ust steward, is one à fortiori ; 
q. d. * 1f such be the power of earnest entreaty, 
even with reference to man, even with reference 
to one the opposite to benevolent, or God-fearing, 
how much more will it prevail that right should 
be ultimately brought about, through the Just 
and Holy One, in answer to the continued 
prayer of his faithful people !° 

l. =p TÓ deity} i.e. ‘respecting its being 
needful that they (i.e. the disciples) should 
pray, &c. See supra ix. 18, and note. Of this 
sense of wpde (denoting reference) with verbs of 

aking and writing, an example is adduced by 
ypke from Plutarch. IIárroTs signifies con- 

stanily, perseveringly. 'Exxaxsiv denotes a re- 
missness therein, whether from weariness or de- 
spondency. 'Exxaxsiv and droxaxety signify, 
properly, * to retire from one's post, from coward- 
ice ;' and fig., ‘to abandon any action or pursuit.’ 
whether from despondency (as Eph. iii. 13. 2 
Cor. iv. 1. 16) or weariness, as here and in Gal. 
vi. 9, Tò ĝl xaXóvp vr. uf) ixxax@pey, and 2 Thess. 
iii. 13. In all these passages some uncials and a 
few cursives have iyxax., which is edited by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but it seems to bo 
only a correction of Critics, who adopted a more 
Class. but less forcible expression. 

2. rév Osdv—ivrperopevcs) A proverbial 
form, expressive of the most unblushing wicked- 
ness ; of which examples are given by Elsner and 
Wetstein. 

4. el roy Oadv ob $28 The ob is to be 
closely connected with the verb cof. (coalescing 
with it, so as to form one single, but opposite 
idea to that of the verb itself) which it renders 
negative, as if ov $05. had been written. Ac- 
cordingly one might literally render so as to 
draw out the whole force of the idiom as follows: 
* What though I am a non-fearer of God, and a 
disregarder of man.’ So in Matt. xxvi. 26, we 
may render: ‘It had been good (i. e. better) 
for that man el oùx éyevwnOy, if he had been 
[left] unborn,” or pu iris 

5. ale TéAos] An Hellenistic phrase (formed 
on the Hebr. rryo5) instead of the Classical one 
ià TíXovs, and denoting perpetually, as we 
should say, popularly, for ever. So dee is used 
in a kindred passage of Hdot. iii. 119, ù à yvy 
—(dovríovca iri ras Üvpas Tov BaciA jos xAaí- 
eons xal éóvpéaxtro' wotevca da del mov, 
TÓ» Aaptioy imece olxtreipal piv. 

"Yarariáteir is properly a pugilistic term. It 
signifies, 1. to bruise any one under the eyes; 
2. to bruise generally; 3. to stun any one by din- 
ning in his ears, and, figuratively, to annoy, weary 
out any one. No certain example of this senso 
has been adduced from the Classical writers; but 
it is frequent in the correspondent Latin term 

j and, accordingly, this would seem one 
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bze.6x. Kópis* "Axoícare Tí 6 xpvr?e tis ábwíae Nye. 7 *'O && 
—* x, Geos ov pù) moujces THy exdienow Tov ékXexrüv avroÜ TaY 

. € , b! A ^ 

Ian, 42.14, Bowvræv Tpós avrov "uépas Kai vukrOs, Kab paxpoOupay èr 
crs  GUTOIS ; 8°réyw Üpiv Ste mooc THY exdixnow avTÓv èv Táxe:. 

ITAjv 6 Tiss tod avOpwrov bav dpa epoci Tv TíaTw éxi 

TIS YNS ; 

of He Latinisms which occur here and there in 
this ; 

7. Bowvrwv is to be understood of earnest sup- 
plication. The word is often found in the Clas- 
sical writers, but only as used of , or 
of ion ; which latter may here be in- 
cluded. 
— xal uakpoÜvucr ir’ abTois;] If, with 

most Expositors, we understand uaxpoÜvyusiv in 
its ordinary sense in the New Test., to denote the 

suffering of God, we must refer the avrots 
to those who aggrieve the righteous. Yet this 
cannot, without violence, be referred to any other 
word than to éxAexrots. We must therefore 
suppose some other sense of uaxpoÜvusiv. And 
as the word signifies properly ‘to be slow-minded,' 
it may well denote *to be slow in avenging or 
affording them assistance.' Thus we may render, 
literally, * though he be geome [as regards 
the injurious] in their behalf, long in interposing 
for their succour.’ This sense is supported by 
the authority of the ancient Expositors, Chry- 
sostom and Euthymius, and confirmed by a 
kindred of Ecclus. xxxii. 18, Sept., xal ó 
Kóptos ov uù Bpadven, ovdi wh paxpobupuioes 
im’ avrote (scil. rote rawevots). 

8. Ahv 0 Yide—riv vow ixi The y55 ;] 
It is observed by Mr. Gresw. (Parab. iv. e 
that '* as the whole of this discourse, from xvii. 4 
was addressed to the present representatives of 
the future Hebrew Church, the first Christian 
community properly so called, and as this men- 
tion of the coming of the Son of Man at the end 
of it is evidently a recurrence to the subject of 
the discourse from the first, namely, as appears, 
that special dispensation of redress to the ser- 
vants, and punishment to the enemies of the Son 
of Man, in which the believing and the un- 
believing part of the Jewish community respec- 
tively would be properly concerned; hence by 
Christ's finding the faith i» the land, must cer- 
tainly be meant primarily in and a 
Jews at the time of his coming to tbe destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem; q. d. notwithstanding how- 
ever all has been said, —notwithstanding tbe pro- 
mise of an effectual redress in due time, —not- 
withstanding the gracious encouragement, in par- 
ticular, to hope that the redress itself, the more 
it should be needed, and the more it should be 
desired, the sooner it might be accorded, —would 
there not yet be reason to doubt whether the day 
of relief to some, and of visitation to others of 
the Hebrew community, would find the faith in 
the land, the Christian religion still maintaining 
its und, still active and unimpaired in the 
faith and constancy of its professors?" To all this 
I readily accede, but the existence of a reference 
to the p advent of our Lord will not disprove 
& concurrent reference to the second and final 
advent, as alluded to in other parts of the Gos- 
pels, e. g. Matt. xxiv. xxv. xxvi., and the parallel 

portion of Mark and Luke; and, as there, there is 
throughout always a pri and often a secon- 
dary subject carried on, so it may be here. A 
secondary sense carried on in conjunction with a 
primary, the subordinate to it, is often found in 
the prophetical portions of the Old Testament; 
wby not, then, here in a portion of which the 
character is quite prophetical, since tbe in 
tive form here is equiv. to the declarative, and is 
only a stronger form of expression? And the 

ition of this principle here will, as in the 
portions just adverted to, afford a clue to guide 
us — the intricacies of the interpretation. 
Indeed, Mr. Gresw. himself admits that, though 
it is not improbable our Lord delivered the above 
words, principally meant in reference to his 
coming to the destruction of Jerusalem: yet that 
he also in view his coming on another occa- 
sion, which would be more literally an advent of 
the Son of Man, and a state of things upon the 
earth with respect to his religion, to which the 
words would be much more literally applicable, 
viz. his coming in person to the decision of the 
great antichristian contest,—an event to be 
ceded by an almost universal apostasy from Chris- 
tianity, where the religion of the Gospel, founded 
on faith in the true Christ, was previously in 
being. But does not this show that the opinion 
in question is not only not improbable, but next 
to certain here? And here, as in Matt xxiv. 
xxv., the secondary sense is more impressive and 
deeply important, and consequently to be ex- 
cluded. owever, two modes of interpreting 
ix) rs ye must be adopted, as suited to the 
two references as above; in the primary, it must 
be rendered ‘in the land,’ in the secondary, ‘on 
the earth.’ The second mode of rendering is one 
which has frequently to be adopted both in the 
New Test. an E while the first is so un- 
usual, as never to have place in New Test., and 
very rarely in the Sept., in Gen. xii. 10, éyévero 
Aude iwi THe ye (meaning Canaan),—a cr 
cumstance which tends in no small degree to 
strengthen the high probability of the secondary 
application. I cannot, however, approve of taking 
T)» "ow (as does Mr. Grew.) in the sense 
the Christian religion ; for, although the expres- 
sion sometimes that sense in the Acts of 
the Apostles, and several times in the Epistles, 
yet it never has place in the ls; and no 
wonder, since at the period when tbe Gospels of 
Matth., Mark, and Luke were written, the faith 
of Christ had not become established as a system 
of faith and practice, i.e. a religion. Hence no 
wonder is it that we read of «icis understood 
purely as the principle of faith, i.e. as taken 
abstractedly, and understood not obj-ctively, but 

jectively, i.e. faith as a principle of action. In 
this very sense, and with this very application to 
the first and figurative advent of our Lord, 
would understand wiorie in Heb. x. 38, 6 8i 
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9 Elme è xal mpós twas tovs merorbóras éd éavrots drt eisi 
Slxavor, xal é£ovÜcvoDvras rods NotTrovs, Tiy TrapafoX3j» Tavrqv: 
10"AvOpwrrot úo avéBnoay cis TO iepóv TpocevLacÜav ò els 
Papicaios, kai ó Erepos Tedwyns. 
Tpós éavróv tavta mpoonuxero: 'O Oei, 

ll d e ^ 

0 Papicaios, crabels, d Isa. 1.16. 

EÙXAPIOTÓ cot, ÖT, Bev. V 1r. 
ovk eiui orep oi Xovroi TeV ávÜpavraov, Aprrayes, Gdixot, uovyot 

Sixaios ix wlorens (docra:, ‘but the just shall 
live,' i. e. be saved, by faith (meaning sure trust), 
viz. in God; a sentence formed on the Sept. 
Version of Habak. ii. 4, ó àà dixatos ix aríavecoe 
pov Uicera:, where wioris is, as Stuart ob- 
serves, put as the means of preservation, in oppo- 
sition to apostasy, or drawing back by defection, 
in the other part of the verse. The general sense 
being, that “a persevering faith and trust in 
Christ will be the means of preservation when 
the Lord shall come to execute his judgments on 
the Jewish nation.” Finally, as applied to the 
second advent of Christ our Saviour, £y vepiAace 
or irl riv vía or (as spoken of in Matt. xxiv. 

. xxvi. 64. Mark xiii. 26. Luke xxi. 27. 
Rev. i. 7), which will be * with power and t 
glory, the term tiv xiorw will denote fath in 
esus as the Christ; which is the sense that 7 

wiorie bears in l Tim. ix. 1, i» rots toripas 
Xpóvoie dwooriocovrai tives Ts Wiorewse. ‘H 
TícTie may here be taken as a noun subst. used 
in its most abstract sense, which then requires, 
or, at least, admits, the article. See Bp. Middl. 
on the Greek Art. ch. v. 8 1. Abstract nouns 
used in their most abstract sense, as in Rom. iv. 
14, xexéveerat  wiorss: and x. 8, rò fua 
THe wWiorews: and 17, dpa à vía ie iE dxone: 
and xiv. ] and xvi. 13. b Cor. xiii. 5. Gal. iii. 
14. Eph. ii. 8. iii. 17. iv. 29. Phil. i. 23. iii. 
9. 2 Thess. iii. 2. James ii. 14, 17, 18, 22, 24, 
26. v. 15; and sometimes mutatis mutandis, in 
the Class. writers. But it is very possible that 
here, as well as in some other passages, where 
the article is supposed to be placed by way of 
Imparting to the noun its most abstract sense, it 
may have the force of re to some word 
implied in the context, which would be here 
avrov, ‘faith in him,’ viz. Jesus; which word 
1s expressed in the frequent forms of expression, 
n wlorie Inooũ, or Y pie rog, or Ocou, es Mark 
xi. 2. Rom. iii. 22. Gal. ii. 16 bis and 20. 
ii. 22. Eph. iii. 12: dia tHe wloerews abroi, 
l|. e. 'Iycov, James ii. 1. Rev. ii. 13. xiv. 12. 
It should be borne in mind that the term rip 
«lori» here admits and indeed ires, an inter- 
pretation somewhat different, as ìt is applied to 
oné or other of the two advents of Christ here 
adverted to, in this somewhat prophetic intima- 
tion. As applied in its primary and more im- 
mediately direct sense to the advent of Christ at 
the destruction of Jerusalem, and the Jewish 
state, as rHe yhe must mean the land, so may 
Tiv wiorw denote that faith and patience, con- 
sfancy and nce, which endureth without 
fainting unto the end. 

9. From the necessity of constant prayer, &c., 
our Lord now turns to the kindred duty of kumi- 
lity, placing before his hearers in the following 
parable of the Pharisee and the Publican (to uso 
the words of Mr. Greswell) *a fine moral ex- 
ample, levelled against three capital errors in 

poua religion, in each of man's threefold re- 
tions, to Asmself, his Maker, and his fellow- 

creatures : the want of sobriety of judgment in 
his estimation of himself, —an ignorance or dis- 
simulation of his true moral position in respect 
to God, —and an equal injustice and uncharit- 
ableness in his estimate of others, whose situation 
in al] moral respects is the same with his own." 
The parable was, we are told, spoken wpde T. 
TOUS weroiÎórTtas, addressed to, certain of tho 
bystanding multitude, +. msr., ‘who trusted in 
themselves as being righteous." However, when 
we consider that the verbs following are in the 
Present tense, it would seem that wsx. is to be 
taken as a Present of custom; an idiom found in 
the best Class. writers from Homer downwards, 
e. gr. Soph. Aj. 761, wéwoBa rout’ imiowdouy 
«doe. Thus the sense will be, * He spake this 
unto (as levelled at) those who trust in them- 
selves as being righteous—rely on their own 
righteousness [for salvation]. 

— ¿ğovðsv.) lit. ‘set utterly at nought’ the 
rest of men (who did not so rely), held them as 
vile and abominable, see v. 11. Of this use of 
wewo.8. followed by iavræ, I know of no ex- 
ample in tbe Class. writers; though it is found 
elsewhere in Script. at 2 Cor. i. 9. x. 7. 

10. ó els dapicatos—TrsA cyrus] These two 
persons may, as Mr. Greswell suggests, be con- 
sidered, not as tadividuals, but as ; 
of the two classes in question, Pharisees and 
Publicans. In the same point of view may 
the prayers of each be considered as a spe- 
— of the prayers used by each class respec- 
tively. 
n ^pós iavrov] There has been some 

doubt whether this should be connected with 
oraGaie, in the sense apart, i. e. * by bimself;' or 
with wpoonvyxaro. The latter mode can alone 
be sustained ; the former proceeding on a con- 
fusion of $pós iaurdy with xa0' £avrov.  IIpóe 
iavróv can only denote ‘apud sese, * with bhim- 
self," and is not unfrequently joined with verbs 
of speaking or thinking; of which examples are 
adduced by the Commentators, both from the 
New Test. and the later Clase. writers. Wet- 
stein renders it secum tacitus; comperi the 
Horatian ‘labra movet metuens audiri, The 
illustration is better than the version; for it is 
not mental prayer that is here learnt, but secret 
rayer, when the words are pronounced by the 
l , but not so as to be heard by a by-stander. 
Com . Arisuen. Ep. i. 6, wpde tuaurdy ipv. 
ZTaUsis, manton (with which cured — 

s dcrá0g apOoyyor from /Eschylus an 
Callimachus) has reference to the posture of 
prayer among the Jews, which was sfanding. 
— dpwayse, ddikoi] “Apwak denotes one who 

injures another by force; &é:xos, one who over- 
reaches him by fraud, or under a semblance of 
justice. 
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1) Kal ws ovTos 0 Tews. 1? Nyoreúw Sis rod ca3Bárov, aro- 
dexaT@ Trávra 0ca KT@pas. 13 Kai 6 reXovrs, paxpobey éarax, 
ovx TjÜcXev ovde rods opOadrpovs eis Tov obpavóv émápav aN 
érurrrev eis TO oTnOos avtov, Neyo ‘O Ocós, iAàdobyri poi 

e Job 92.2. |, ̂ e ^ Prov. 30.33. TO GJAGQ TO ! 
sopa 14. 1 

313. Toy oxov aÙToÙ, 1 4) éxeivos. 
James 4. 6, diti 

1** Aéyw bpuiv, karé9 ovTos 6c0kauopévos eis 
6r, mâs 6 thpay éavróv tatrewvoby- 

0655 cerar Ò O6 tarreway éavtoy tywOyoerat. 

12. dle rov cafB.] Namely, on the second 
and fifth days of the week, as a from Epi- 
phanius and the Rabbins, cited by Wetstein. 
On the former, because Moses ascended Mount 
Sinai on that day; and on the latter, because 
he then descended on account of the worship 
paid to the golden calf. By these are to be 
understood, not public, but private and voluntary 
fasts. On dwodex. see note at Matt. xxiii. 23. 

13. paxpóðev iorws}] Namely, in the court 
of the Gentiles, if he was a Gentile; or, if a 
Jew, placed far apart from the Pharisees. 
— oix WBedev, &c.] ‘could not bring himself 

to, &c. See my Lexicon. Schoettgen and Wolf 
here notice it as a maxim of the Rabbins, that 
*he who prays should cast down his eyes, but 
raise his heart to God ; contrary to the custom 
of the Greeks and Romans, which was to lift up 
the cyes and hands in prayer. Yet in this pic- 
ture of real contrition and genuine humility we 
must eup every thing unstudied. 
— lAácÜgr:] Render: ‘ be propitiajed, or 

propitious to me." On the significancy and pro- 
priety of which expression see my Lex. in voc. 
hough I agree with Mr. Alford, that “ we are 

not here to find (qu. ‘seck ?*] any doctrinal 
meanings in the term.” We know of only ono 
way in which the prayer could be accomplished ; 
* the words could not have any reference to 

at. 
— uox Tw du.]  Wetstein and others, as 

Gresw. and Stier, think that the Article here 
is emphatical, and used xaT' iEoy/i», q. d. ‘me 
the sinner.’ But its force is better traced by 
Bp. Middleton thus: * Whenever an attributive 
noun is placed in apposition with a personal pro- 
noun, such attributive has the Article prefixed. 
Thus in Luke vi. 24, uiv rots wAovclos: xi. 
46, óuiv Tots voutkois. We have the same form 
of speech also in Hdot. ix. t 342, uè T)» ixéirey. 
Plut. Conv. vii. Sap. p. 95, ipi Tòv dvornvoy. 
See also Soph. Elect. Eurip. Ion 348. Aris- 
toph. Av. 5. Acharn. 1154. Eccles. 619. Ofthe 
usage in question the ground is sufficiently ob- 
vious. The Article here, as clsewhere, marks 
the assumption of its predicate; and tho strict 
meaning of the publican's prayer is, '* Have 
mercy on me, who am confessedly a sinner;" 
ki peeing that I am a sinner, have mercy on me. 
Mr. Alford, however, positively pronounces the 
Article to be generic. But he has not established 
that point. 1 agree with him, that any emphasis 
here (on the Article) would detract from the 
solemnity and simplicity of the prayer. But to 
take the Article as does Bp. Middleton, so far 
from detracting, adds to the solemnity of the 
prayer by blending it with that confession of sin, 
without which pardon could not justifiably be 
even prayed for, 

99 

14. A ixsivos] Most expositors supply aaA- 
Aor, as Gen. xxxviii. 26, dedexaiera: Odpap $ 
iyo. But here the comparison is, as Calv. re- 
marks, tmpropria. We may su that, as the 
Hebrews often express a simple negation by a 
comparative, so here the sense is, that the Pub- 
lican went away justified ; but not the Pharisee. 
This is evinced by Calv. in an able note, from 
which it is clear that the sense is, that of the two 
one returned home with his prayer answered, in 
the forgiveness of his sins; and that as the other 
prayed not for it, so he obtained it not. Thus 
the one was approved of God, the other not; the 
one went away with the favour of God, the other 
not. Thus we are taught that he who seeks jus- 
tification before God must seek it by lowly humi- 
lity, and from confession of sin, not by seif- 
righteousness. Hence, too, as Calv. re s, we 
learn, ‘quid proprie sit justificari, nempe stare 
coram ac si justi essemus ;" indeed, exactly 
in the Pauline sense. 

For f) most of the MSS. and almost all the 
early Editions have 4 yap, which is adopted by 
almost every Editor from Wetstein to Scholz, 
and also by Tisch. But though the more diff- 
cult is usually to be considered the preferable 
reading, yet that principle does not extend to 
manifest violations of the propriety of language. 
And notwithstanding what those Editors sy, 
this use of yàp cannot be defended ; as, indeed, 
appears from the vain attempts made to 
it. For to render it sane, or nimirum, or to con- 
sider it as having reference to a clausc omitted, 
is alike inadmissible. And as ^ yap differs so 
slightly from another reading (namely, Tp, 
found in some MSS. and St. Basil), we may sus- 
pes the À yàp to be an error of the scribes, who 
ad forep in their originals. Whether, indeed, 

that be the true reading, I doubt. It seems to 
have been a very early correction of Lukes 
Greek. For elegance of style would require 
farep, rather than 5. It may be added, too, that 
every ancient Version of credit represents 4 or 
frmip, not À ydo. How wap might be con- 
founded with ydp (espec. by those who did not 
consider the construction) is obvious from 
strong similarity between w and f and a and :. 
I suspect, however, that of those who wrote yap 
many had in their originals wap’ ixsivor, which 
is found in several very ancient MSS. and the 
Pesch. Syr. Version ; and that wap’ had ansen 
from wsp. Then éxaivor would easily be altered 
to éxeivov. Thus it a that the ong 
reading was À, from which arose fwsp and 
yér: Now it is one of the moet certam 9 

ritical Canons, that, among several reading? of 
a word or passage, that from which all the rest 
might easily have originated, is to be pref 
Moreover, that À, rather than fap, is the true 
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15 f ITposépepov dè avro kai trà Bpédn, wa avrüv darytas t ‘Matt. 19. 
iSovres Sé of pabnrai émeriugsav avrtois. 16*() 8e 'Inoots, Mark 10. 18 

mpockarecdpevos avrà, elmer " Aere Tà makia EpyeaOat pds 
pe, Kal pù) koXvere aùtå' THY yàp ToLOvTMY éariv 5 Bacireia 
tov Ocoũ. 17 ’Auny Xéyo viv Os éàv uù SéEntas r3)» Bacireiav 
tov Ocoũ ws tradiov, où uù eicéNOy eis adryv. 

18 € Kai érnpwrneé tis avrov dpywv, Meyar Addoxare aya, g, Matt. 10. 
Tí Tovjcas Cun aiwviov &Xnpovougco ; 19 Elme 86 ait@ 6 Mex 
"Incobw Ti ue Xéyeis ayaBov ; ovdels àrya00s, eè uù els, 6 Beds. 
20 Tas évroXàe oldat MÀ novyevogms pù dovevogs p) 
Kens wn pevdopaptupyoys Tipa Tov TaTÉpa cov 
«ai thy pnrépa aov. ?!'O 8é elme Tatra mávra éivXa- 
Edpunv èx veorntos Lov. 22'Axovcag Se tavta 6 Incovs elmev 7 

avrà "Eri & oot Meiner mávra boa Éyew roNo'ov, Kai Suddos 
mrwyois, kai Ekes Onoavpov èv ovpava: xal Sevpo axodovbes 
pot. “O è áxovcas rara Tep(Avmos éyévero: ?jv yap TrXov- 
cios a ó0pa. ?*'[Oov 86 aùròv ó 'Incos Tepí(Xvimrov yevopevov, 
eire Ilàs SucxdAws oi ta ypüjuara Éyovres elaeXebaovraa eis 
Tv Baotreiay tov Ocob! 2 Evxotrwrepoy *yáp oti ráum- 
Xov Sia TpuuaMáüs padidos eiserbeiv, 4 wrovcovy eis T)» Baci- 
Aciav ToU Beov eiacADetv. 26 Elmov 66 oi áxovcavres ral tis 
Suvatat ava, ;  ?1'0 86 celme Ta á&vara rapa àvOporrois 
Ovvará ort mapà td O«cQ. ?9 Elme 86 [6] Ilérpos *I8ov, 
npets ádnj«auev Távra xal 9«oXovÜrsapév cor. O &è elmev 

reading, is probable, from the former occurring 
in a similar construction, supra xv. 7, sine var. 
lect. Lachm. and Alf, indeed, edit wap’ éxst- 
voy, solely from B, D, in violation of the most 
certain of Critical Canons, as well as against the 
weight of external authority” Alford pronounces 
$ ixetvor as a gloss; as if so plain a reading, 
meaning * beyond him,' could require a gloss. 
The other reading is a critical alteration to get 
rid of the harshness of the text. rec. 

5—17. Little children brought to Christ. 
This Section is here introduced in a very dif- 
ferent connexion from the lel Gospels. 
There it is brought forward the narration 
of the inquiry made by the Pharisees as to the 
lawfulness of divorce; and that simply because 
it took place immediately afterwards. Luke in- 
troduces it here, as intending to classify things 
according to their subjects; and indeed the con- 
nexion here is very suitable. 

15. xai ra Bpedn] ‘Their infants" also, as 
well as themselves. 

18—23. Question of a rich Ruler; our Lord's 
reply, and the discourse resulting therefrom. 
Matt. xix. 16—30. Mark x. 17—31, where see 
notes. 

23. TXoícios a»oópa)] From a multitude of 
examples, Scriptural and Classical, which might 
here be adduced, it appears that oqdodpa, and 
similar intensive particles, are almost invariably 
placed last in the clause. 

24. [Comp. Prov. xi. 28.] 
27. rà åĉúvara] Bornemann takes it as an 

admitted principle, that ra dédvvara is equiva- 
lent to à ddvvara. But if so, why was not à 
d8óv. written? The truth is, that Td ddóvara 
is not quite equivalent; since it is (as being the 
direct instead of the indirect phrase) the stronger 
mode of expression, and espec. when placed, as 
here, first in a sentence, and thereby made pro- 
minent. 

28. dġńxapev wadvra] MSS. A and B have 
agdivree Ta idia, and D ra ida dpi. The 
former of which, Bornemann thinks, is the true 
reading: 1. because of the weight of testimony 
in its favour; 2. from the expression being ‘ ez- 

isitior ; 3. because the common reading might 
ave been formed after the model of Matt. xix. 

27. Mark x. 28. Luke v. 11; whereas the other 
has nothing similar to it in Scripture; and so 
Lachm. and Tisch. edit. But the learned Critic 
is, I apprehend, quite wrong, and the Editors not 
justified. The external testimony for the com- 
mon reading is almost as strong as can be de- 
sired for any reading. All the MSS. (300 in 
number, to which I add all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies) except three, have it. And infernal evi- 
dence is, when properly considered, strongly in 
favour of the common reading. It is surely far 
more likely that in MSS. so notorious for being 
tampered with by Alexandrian Critics, a reading 
somewhat plain and homely should have been 
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h Matt. 90. 
17—19. 
Mark 10. 33 
—9M. 

LUKE XVIII. 30—42. 

avToic "Apis Xéyeo tyiv, brs ovbeis eorw ôs adjxev oixlav, 
Ñ yoveis, 1) adeAhovs, 1) yvvaixa, f) Téxva, Everey THs BaatXeías 
TOU Oo, 90 & où uù) atroAdByn ToXXamXac(ova èv TÈ apo 
TOUTQ, Kal €v TO alvi TQ épxouéve ory aiwviov. 

$1 ^ ITaoaxafaw 6e ToU; Ow6cxa, celme mpos avTovs lov, 
&vaflaivouev eis ‘Iepocddupa, kal teXecOncerat Távra Ta ye- 
ypappéra Sia tev mpopyray TQ Tið tod avOparrov. 32 IIapa- 
SoOnceras yap tots veci, xal éumauxÜrjaerat kai UBpioOnceras 
nat éwrrucOncerav 99 kal paoreywoavres àrokrevoUoty avror 
xal Tjj "uépa TÀ Tplrn avacrncetar. * Kai avrol ovdéy Tov- 
TOV cvvijkav, Kal ?jv TO pha ToÜTO KExpuppévoy aT avTOv, kai 
ovK éylywoKoy TÀ Xeyópeva. 

35 i 'Eyévero òè, ev TQ eyylfew avrov eis '"Iepuyó, TvjXóc Tis 
éxáÜyro Tapa Tijv 060v mposarrðr 3 dxovoas dé you iaro- 
pevouévov, eruvOavero Tí ein ToÜro. 91'AmiryyeiXav 82 abró, 
őri 'IgcoU; 6 Nalwpaios Tapépyeraw 38 kai éBonoe Abyor 
"Inood Tie Aavid, ddénoov ue! 39 Kai of mpodyovres érreripev 
auto iva ciwon: avTós 06 Torp paddrov Expater Tie 
Aavid, éAégcóv pe! © Sradels 86 6 'IgaoÜs exéXevoey avrov 
&yÜjva, mpos avrov' éyylcavros 86 abro), érnpwrncey avror, 
41 Aéyey: Ti cou Oéders troujow; 0 è elme Kupse, wa áva- 

BXéo. © xal 6 'Iyaoüs elmev atte *AvaBrepor ù moris 

altered into one ezquisitioris Gracismi, than that 
a somewhat elegant reading should have been 
altered, all but universally, into a plain one. 
And as to what Bornem. urges, as gravissimum 
argumentum, that the common reading might be 
formed from other peser mue the new one 
has nothing like it in the Gospels. The latter 

of the argument is quite futile. It cannot 
Pe denied that the text. rec. may have been de- 
rived from the parallel passages of Matthew and 
Mark; but the — that they were is very 
feeble; espec. as being unsupported by internal 
evidence. 

80. wodAawXaclova] ‘ many times more ; for 
the purer Greek wo\AawAdora. The word oc- 
curs in Pol. xxxv. 4. 4, and Test. Patr. 

31. wapadaBov T. è] Mark adds wéAup, 
which must here be ; in order to com- 
prehend that sense; the term — reference 
to that feeling of awe (see Mark x. 32, and note) 
which had filled the disciples since the late august 
transactions (the Transfiguration, &c.), which had 
produced a — withdrawal from their Mas- 
ter's society. This could only be removed by our 
Lord himself, who kindly vouchsafed to again 
take them into his companionship; for that is 
what is implied in wapaXaBwy, and not ‘into 
his confidence ;' that being denoted by the xar’ 
[diay added by Matthew. 

34. ovdiy Tovrwy cvyrkav] They understood 
the words, but did not comprehend the ki 
themselves, or how what had been said could | 
reconciled with the prophecies. In fact, their 
prejudices, and their unwillingness to believe the 

things in question, obscured their understand- 
ings, In the words following there may seem to 
be somewhat of pleonasm. But we may suppose 
the two modes of expression intended to set forth 
in the strongest manner the assertion that ‘ they 
were utterly unable to understand what teas said 
to them ;' for such is the true force of rò pñ 
TOVTO, meaning as to the sufferings, death, and 
resurrection of the Messiah. Tho singular paua 
is used, though the plural bad preceded, ovre», 
with respect to the great doctrine involved iu 
those things,—the mystery of a suffering Saviour, 
which under the circumstances they were placed 
in was sure to be hidden from them. Besides, 
the disciples may have, in some measure, un- 
derstood the things said with the head, yet not 
with the heart; and of the latter alone it is that 
the Evangelist seems here to speak, denoting 
that sort of imperfect comprehension which re- 
sults from the heart being skut wp, and unpre- 
pared to receive and entertain certain deep and 
mysterious truths. See Is. xliv. 18 vi. 9, 10, 
compared with John xii. 40, and viii. 43. 
35. 42. Healing of the blind man at the en- 

trance into Jericho. Comp. Matt. xx. 2934, 
Mark x. 46—52, and see notes. 

36. Tí aln Tovro] Lachm. inserts, but in 
brackets, d» before «Zn, from 6 uncial and 19 
cursive MSS. ; to which I can add some 8 or 9 
Lamb. and Mus. copies ; and certainly our Evan- 
gelist generally inserts d»; and as he is suff- 
ciently exact in some other niceties of composi- 
tion, it is probable, though not certain, that he 
used the Particle in the present case. 
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cov agécwxé ce. $ Kal mapaypsjua àvéBXedre, xai nxodrovder 

aùr Oobálwv tov Geo xal mâs 0 Xaóg Wav, Baxev alvov ro 
Ocg. 

XIX. 1 Kai eicehOav Sinpyero Tj». ‘Tepiya ? nai od, 
avnp ovopatt kaXoUpevos Zaxxaios, cal avros hv apysredovns* 
xai oUTos "jv TAoúcios 8 Kal iret Weiv tov Igooüv tris éott, 
Kat ovx nOvvaTO dro TOD ÜyXov, Ori TH Huela pixpos Hv. * Kal 
mpodpaywy Eumpocber, avéBn éri evkouopéav, iva y avrov’ 

Sri [57 ] téxeivns uere SiépyecOar. 5 Kai ws 3X0cv. eri tov 
TóTov, avaBréyas ò 'Igoo)s eldev avróv, xal elme mpòs avróv 
Zaxyaie, orrevoas karáfm"Üv  a:epov yàp èv TQ oikp cov 
Sef ue Leiva. 

43. ?xoXoí0s. aùr] Mark adds iv rjj ode, 
* on the way,’ along the road,—a graphical touch. 
The following words, coké{av—tw Oso, are 
peculiar to Luke, and state the result ef the 
miracle, as on some other occasions. See supra 
ix. 43. xiii. 17. In fact, Luke (as Alf. remarks) 
of all the Evangelists takes most notice of the 
glory given to God on account of the miraculous 
acts of the Lord Jesus. 

XIX. 1—10. Narrative respecting Zacchaus 
the publican. 

l. duipyero] ‘was passing through.’ So 
Campbell and Wakefield, supported by the au- 
thority of the Syriac Version, and confirmed by 
the suffrage of Canon Tate, in a letter to me; 
wherein he adds, that * Luke, in the use of the 
tenses, is remarkably, perhaps uniformly, correct. 
Thus, for instance, whenever he uses the expres- 
sion éiwopevsro, we may be sure that something 
took place in the meanwhile, and on the way, 
which would not have been so if éwopev6n had 
been used." 

— óvóuaTi xaX. Zax.] Some ancient MSS. 
and Versions are without xaA., which Mill and 
other Critics think ought to be cancelled ; but 
wrongly. There is little doubt that the omission 
arose merely from certain Critics who considered 
«aX. as unnecessary and better away ; not aware 
that such vestiges of the wordiness of early phra- 
seology are found in the best Greek writers. 
Thus, for instance, Soph. Phil. 605, óvoua &vo- 
palero "EAsyos, and Ennius in his Med. * que 
nunc nominatur nomine Argo.” 

2. ápyvraA opns] A sort of receiver-general 
or treasurer of the taxes of a district in which 
several inferior collectors were employed. See 
Recens. Synop. That Zaccheus was a Jew, and 
not, as some have imagined, a Gentile, is pretty 
certain from v. 9, and from his name, which is 
Hebrew, n. The occurrence of xal obros after 
xal avrós may seem harsh; but examples from 
the Classical writers are adduced by Bornemann. 
It will, indeed, a less so, if we consider the 
words xai oUTot nv *AÀoUcios as in some mea- 
sure a parenthetical clause. Render: ‘and the 
sear iid es i dev] Similar pl 

. "podpaudv ine ey] Simi eonasms 
are ad iced b Commsentators from the Classical 
writers. Yet te may be doubted whether there is 

6 Kal oevcas xatéfn, kai tredé-ato avrov 

here, strictly speaking, a pleonasm at all. There 
is rather an ity of sense, = ‘ running forwards, 
and getting before. 
— aviBy iri oux.) lit. ‘ascended at,’ i. e. b 

going to a fig-mulberry-tree. (See my Lex) 
his mode of obtaining a view of any object was 

not unfrequent, insomuch that it gave rise to a 
roverbial expression. Thus Libanius: ovd2 
xoivounos Tw ?TapaTdEswy—oUTt we orpar- 
myo, oÜUrs we orpatiorne AN’ ovdi ard 
: vÓpov wobiy iir üXov Thy 0íav fivtyka 
y 
— ixslyns Supply óóov, and indeed dia, 

which, though it be found in the common text, 
and in very many MSS., yet has no place in 
moet of the ancient MSS., including a few Lamb. 
and many Mus. copies; and is, with reason, cancelled 
by every recent Editor. This ellipsis, however, 
as well as the similar one at v. 19, is so harsh, 
that Bornemann thinks there can be little doubt 
om — the true reading there is rola, and hero 
xelvy. 
5. slev abrov, &c.] The best Commentators 

are with reason agreed in referring our Lord's 
knowledge of the name and circumstances of 
Zaccheus to his Divine omniscience. See John 
i. 48, 50. 
— ly Te olx cov Sst pe petvac] Here det 

may mean either what is necessary to be done, as 
a means to some end (see Luke xii. 12. Acts 
xxvii. 21. ix. 6. xvi. 90, oí pa Get arousiv, Iva 
0006); or, what is — or decreed in the 
urposes of Divine Providence. The question, 
owever, was hardly worth debating, inasmuch 

as the narrative shows that our Lord looked 
into his heart,—which must imply the other . 
power. 

— ceT:0case xaTáf0:] The lan and 
tone of command here employed by our Lord to 
a person of authority and wealth, though totally 
unknown to him, is remarkable; as is also the 
prompt obedience of Zacchieus to the order. Tho 
subjoined reason for the injunction i» tw olxw 
cov Ósi us peva: (‘stay for the night") is 
equally so; where det does not merely denote 
‘pu » but * determinate purpose ;' for I agreo 
with Mr. Alford, that in these last days of our 
Lord's ministry every event may be considered 
as fixed and determined by a Divine plan, well 
adverted to in the expression ‘I must,’ 
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xalpov. " Kai i&óvres * mávres Sueyoyyulov, Neyovres: "Ori zrapáà 
s mum  duaproMo avdpi elon Ge KaTarioa. 8 a 2 raBeis de Zaxyxatos 

elme Tpós tov Kupwy ‘Idsov, ta huin trv vrapyóvrov pov, 
Kipue, G(Bwpa tots Trrovyois" ral el twos Tt Eouxopavrnca, amo- 

bun. SiSwuse tetpardovv. %> Ebre 06 Tpós avróv 6 ‘Inoois: "Ori 
Gal. 3. 7. 

c Matt. 10.6. ' 4 Bpaápu otw. 
& 15. 34. 

^ , 

Siw TOCAL TO ATOAWNOS. 

e'juepov ourrnpia TQ olkq TovT@ éyéveto: KaOoTe kal avTos vios 
10 e 3A Oe yap 6 Tids tod avOparrov Unricas ai 

l ' 4xovóvrov 66 avràv taira, 1rpocGels elre trapaBoAny, &à 
TO éyyls aùròv elvai ‘Iepovoadnp, kai Soxety aùroùs Sts m 
yppa pérrer 7) Bactheia tod Oco avadaiverOar. 12 Eizrev 

d Matt. 8. OU" a"Avôpwrós tis evryerns érropevOn eis yaopay paxpay, Xa- 
Bety éavrQ Bacireiav xal wrootpéyar. 18 Kadéoas 66 Séxa 
SovAous éavro), Edwxev avtois Séxa vas, xai elme pos avTous 

7. For daavrse, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read wéwres, from most of the uncial and several 
cursive MSS. ; to which I add most of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies; and, since internal evidence is 
in its favour, I have now received it. 
— duaprodw)] i.e. who by his occupation 

might be presumed to be such ; and who, indeed, 
seems, from the subsequent context, to have been 
at least occasionally rapacious and unjust.—For 
xara. sce note on Luke ix. 12. 

8. cratsís] Render: ‘quum constitisset, 
*having s forth publicly; the posture of 
making declaration of his purpose of restitution 
and future amendment with present charity. 
— al tivde Ts ovco.) * whatsoever I have 

exacted of any one by false information.” A 
sense of ai tie occurring also at Phil. iv. 8. 
2 Thess. iii. 10, and al. On £cvx. see note supra 
iii. 14, and my Lex. The ample extent of the 
alms (Tà ny. T. bwapy.), and the fulness of the 
restitution thus publicly declared attest the sin- 
cerity of his repentance, and the genuineness of 
his faith. In the ido) is implied publicity. It 
is not improbable that Zaccheus had heard the 
substance of the Parable of the unjust steward 
(supra xvi. 1) from some of his brother-publi- 
cans; and that the concluding words aroijcaTs 
davrois $íXovc—dádixías had made a deep im- 
ression upon his mind. As to the Present 
(dep, as ushered in by loù, it imports a 

finished transaction, in the kalf being actually 
given: but as to dwodidepi, it can, in the nature 
of things, only denote purpose as to the payment 
of the amonnt, which he should ascertain that he 
had unfairly exacted of any. The fourfold resti- 
tution was the t measure of restitution 
recognized by the law of Moses; and Zaccheus' 
application of it to his own case showed his full 
readiness to make the amplest amends to any 
one whom he had wronged. Our Lord evinces 
his entire approbetion of tbis iude of 
Zaccheus in doing the right thing immediately, 
by the announcement of the immediate offer of 
salvation to himself and his family, by the oppor- 
tunity of salvation having that very day occurred 
to him. The «-pós at v. 9 must not, with some 
Expositors, be rendered * concerning ;' for, thou 
that signification docs occur, yet never, I think, 

after the phrase elwa ĉi. And although Zac- 
chæus is just after spoken of in the third 
yct we have only to suppose that the latter clause 
was addressed to the by-standers, and the former 
to Zaccheus, whose declaration required some 
reply thereto. I have pointed accordingly. At 
any rate we may suppose that our Lord's answer 
was so worded, as that, though directed to Zac- 
cheus, it was meant also for the by-standers; 
who, indeed, seem alluded to in the reproof im- 
plied in the words xa8or:, &c. q. d. ‘inasmuch 
as he too, who, through his sins, was thought 
unworthy of being called a son of Abraham, 
now, by repentance and faith in me, become 
restored to his birth-right with God, nay, reck- 
oned a true Israelite (see Rom. ii. 28) and a 
genuine son of the father of tho faithful, Rom. 
iii. 11. 
By olxe is meant the family, including the 

master of it, by whose example and precepts all 
its members would be brought into the way of 
salvation (see Acts x. 2). 

11]. xpocBels eIlwe}] Meaning, by Hebraism, 
‘he went on to speak.’ At doxeiy repeat +d a 
little before, and render, ‘ were supposing.’ 

Our Lord's words just before declared his 
Messiahship; and the Apostles, no doubt, sup- 
pore them to imply his speedy entrance upon 

is reign and assumption of the character of 
liberator of the Jewish nation. This erroneous 
opinion Jesus corrects in the following parable, 
on which the notes at Matt. xxv. 14, seqq. may 
with advantage be consulted, since the two para- 
bles are very similar, though not the same, and, 
in some respects, different in design. 

12. cixysvjs] Sosaid with reference to Christ's 
dignity, as born Son of Man, see Matt. ii. 2. 
— AaBeiv &avTc Bac.] i. e. ‘to receive insti- 

tution to a kingdom, procure for himself royalty ;' 
as was the case with Archelaus, whom it 1s su 
posed our Lord had here in view; see Jose 
Antt. xvii. 11. Bell. ii. 6. 

— kal Uwoorpiwvar} ‘and [then] to return." 
So Joseph. Antt. xviii. 6, 10, Elov evyxópnow 
avro yevictac wrevoaryTi T T4 doxse 
xaracticacbai, xal éxariírat. 

13. dovAous] By these are here to be under 
stood persons holding office, like ministers of 



LUKE XIX. 14—22. 481 

TIpaypatevoacbe ws Epyopar 14 Oi 86 morrat avdrod épicovv 
avTOv, Kal aréoteiiav mpecBRetay Grricw avtov, Aéyovres Ov 

OéXouev ToÜrov Baciredoa èp’ nas. 15 Kai éyévero, év TQ 

érraveNeivy avtov Xafovra tiv Bactrelav, kai elme hovnOivas 

ait@ tous Sovrous ToUTOvs ols Ewe Tò apyúpiov, iva ye, Ts 
ti Svempaypatevoaro. 16 e TIapeyévero 66 ó Tpóros Xéyow S Matt. 2. 
Kúpu, 7) va cov mpoceipyacato déxa pvas. 17 Kai eirev avro 

Ed, ayabè Sode Gre év éXax (aro motos &yévov, tobi é£ovaíay 
Eywv éravw déxa TOXeov. 
Kúpu, ù pva cov érolince mévre pvas. 
Kai av yivou érdvw mévre 7róXeov. 

18 Kal 59X8ev 6 Sevrepos Xéyov: 
19 Elme 5€ xai TovTQ* 

30 f Kai érepos AOE Neyo" {Matt ss. 
Kúpu, idov, ù Lvà cov, fjv elyov ámokxewuiévgv èv aovoapíer 
21 époBovuny yap ce, brs &vÜperros avaTnpós el alpeis ô ovx 
EOnxas, xai Oepitew Ò ovK Eorretpas. 22 Aéye 66 aùr: ‘Ex 
Tov cTÓLaTOs cov rpivð ce, Tovnpé 8o0Xe “Hides Öri eyw 
state under a king, such as this person at length 
was. Comp. Jos. Antt. xix. 8, 3, rov vv npeTóov 
TÓ» éwirydaoratoy, ‘the most faithful of his 
court — à r 

— Tpa'yu. iws Epyouat] ‘employ it in busi- 
ness till I come.’ See my Lex. in v. This was 
not unusual. Thus Facciol. Lex. in v. peculium 
says, that the jurisconsults often use that term of 
the stock of money which was sometimes put into 
the hands of a slave by his master to employ. 
And, in proof of this, they say, that he held the 
peculium, but not the property, as being liable 
to give an account of its use. 

5. Iva yva, Tis TÉ dcawpayy.]} ‘in order that 
he might ascertain what any one (each onc) had 

ined by trading.’ Such is the sense assigned 
both ancient and modern Expositors down to 

Mr. Alf., who pronounces that such is not the 
sense; but ‘ what business each had carried on ;' 
alleging in proof of the signif. Dion. Hal. iii. 72. 
But that is unsatisfactory evidence; and the 
sense so laid down is quite unsuitable, and pre- 
senting a circumstauce inapposite. The various 
readings here only atteet the various modes of 
correcting the composition; and certainly in 
pure Greek the plural would have been used in 
wpayn.; or if the singular, the rise would have 
been not expressed, but left understood. 

16. wpocupydcaro] In this use there is the 
same metaphor as that by which we say ‘ to make 
money,’ viz. by investment in trade. Money so 
employed was said to be £yspyov ; while what 
was allowed to lie dormant was said to be ápyóv. 

17. loĝ. i£ovaíay ixe»] Equiv. to lott os 
Exe, ‘scias tc habere, ‘know that thou hast,’ 
&c.; for, according to a certain idiom (on which 
see Matthis, Gr. Gr. 8 559), peculiar to verbe of 
knowing, &c., is added a Nom. of the Participle 
for an fufinitive receded by a pronoun. So Esch. 
Ag. 1660, a0, Ócewr. Soph. El. 298, icf: rí- 
covoa. Aj. 1174, loĝi wnuawopevos. It is 
not, however, in the present passage and those 
above quoted, a mere circumlocution, but con- 
veys a stronger sense than the verb would. 

— iwavw] This sense of the word, as denot- 
ing authority over, is rare in the Class. writers, 
and rrena to the later ones. Wo havo 

OL. i. 

here an allusion to the ancient Oriental custom 
of assigning the government and revenues of a 
certain number of cities to a meritorious officer 
as the reward of his services. On which see my 
note on Thucyd. i. 138, Transl. 

20. covóapíe] This term (which is of Latin 
origin) denotes such a as was, among the 
ancients, generally used as a kerchief, but some- 
times as a napkin. And from the Rabbinical 
writers it appears that such cloths were some- 
times used to wrap money in and lay it by. 

21. avoernpos} The word signifies, 1. (as 
plied to feeling) dry, harsh ; 2. (as applied to 

the taste) sour and crabled. In a metaphorical 
sense it signifies severe and ical ; or, in an- 
other view, hard and griping, which is the sense 
here and at 2 Macc. xiv. 30. Dio Chrys. Orat. 
12, p. 207, dvdpa abe Tnpóv. 
— alptit & ovx RÜünxas] This is exegetical of 

the preceding; and, like that in Matt. xxv. 24, 
scems to have been a proverbial mode of expres- 
sion, to denote a grasping disposition. It is 
formed on that sense of aipw whereby it de- 
notes, not simply ‘to raise from the ground,’ but 
(like the Ang. Sax. Hliftan, and our old English 
to lift) denotes properly (in the Middle voice 
only) to take up and off; but was also used 
figuratively of appropriating any thing lost with- 
out inquiring for the owner. Hence it well de- 
signates that grasping spirit which exacts from 
others what it does not give to others; as in the 
case of a slave-master, who requires that personal 
service of his slave which he does not give him 
the power to render. In the application it well 
represents tho language of the murmuring sinner 
against God, for demanding more of man than 
he T iven him power to perform ; see Rom. 
ix. 19, 20. 

22. fdas Ovi. iyi, &c.] This (as Mr. Gres- 
well observes) ‘is an exquisite specimen of irony 
and refutation at the same time. It meets and 
exposes his plea on the proper principle of the 
argumentun ad absurdum, aud the argumentum 
ad hominem, both; admitting apparently the truth 
of his premises, yet showing that even on his own 
assumption? they led to a conclusion condemna- 
tory of himself. I 

I 



Matt. 31. 

Mark 11.3 
— 10. 

LUKE XIX. 23—35. 

dvOpwiros aveTnpós eius, alpov ô oùx 6Ünka, kal Oepifwv ô oor 
gorreipa: nai Bari oùe Edwxas TO dpryóptóv pov émi [T5] 
vpáTela», kal éyóà édOav atv toxp dv émpafa avro; ?* Kai 
Tois Tapecta@ow elmer “Apate am’ avroÜ jv pay, xai Sore TO 
Tas Séra pvas Éyovri % (Kai elroy air@ Kupie, eyes Séxa 
pvas.) % Xéyo yàp byiv, bre mavti te Eyovrt SoOnoeras aro 
6à ToU wh Éyovros, kai 8 éyet apOjceras an’ avrod. 27 ITA 

Tovs éyOpovs pov éxeivous, roUs ui) OeXnoavrds pe Baciredoa 
èr avrovs, aydyere e Kal kataodpatate éumpoaÜév pov. B Kai 
eiràv Tadta érropeveto &mpoaOev, ávaBaivov eis 'IepooóXvpa. 

29 Kal éyévero, ws iryywev eis BnOpayn kal BnOaviav, «pos 
TÒ dpos TÓ Kadovpevov Erai, atréctethe 000 TOv pabnróv avrou 
30 eio: 8‘YTráyere eis THY xarévavru kw. év Å etaropevó- 
pvo, ebprjaere ?ràXov. OcOeuévov, ef’ ôv ovdels travrore avOparray 
éxabice Aócavres avTOv. dryáryere, 3l Kai day tis vas éporrá: 
Atari Avere ; obros épeire aùr “Ore o Kuptos avrod ypeiay 

Eyer. S? AaredOovres 5é of arrectadpévos evpov, rabàs — eirrev 
avrois. 99 Avóvræv è avray Tv TrQXov, elarov oi kptos avro 
mpòs aùroús: Ti Xoere tov TGXNov; 4 oi òè elmor ‘O Kupwos 
avtod ypelay čye 35 Kal yayov aùròv mpos tov “Inooww 
xal émippiravres éavràv TÀ iwatia éri Tov TONOV, éreBiBacay 

— alpwy 5 obx &Ónka, &c.] There is here an 
allusion to the Mosaic law, mentioned by Philo 
ap. Euseb. Prep. Evaug., d Aij karíünksy unà 
dva:peic@a:. And so /Elian V. H. iv. 1, ovdi» 
wy ph karíOero dvacpsirat. 

23. rpawe{av] The word denotes, 1. a table ; 
2. a money-tatle or counter, on which the money- 
changers did their business. But as those counters 
were, no doubt, provided with tills for the deposit 
of money, so Tpdws{a came to mean, 3. as here, 
a ‘for the investment of money ; just as our 
bank, derived from &ßaķ, originally only denoted 
a counter. The Tj» is absent from most uncial, 
and not a few cursive MSS. (to which I can add 
several of the best Lamb. and Mus. copies) ; and 
it is cancelled by the Editors from Matth. down- 
wards. Internal evidence is against it, and it 
probably came from the margin. 
— ixpata] This sense of rpdocer for exigere 

is found also in tho Class. writers, but generally 
in the Middle voice. Yet Thucyd. i. 99 has 
axpiBws irpaccoy, 

Mr. Greswell has shown at large that the ac- 
cessions which should have been made to the 
trust, under such circumstances, would be as 
liable to be claimed by the original owner, as the 
trust itself; and the mere non-use of his trust, 
according to his intentions, would be as much a 
violation of his rights, and as contrary to his wish, 
as its positive abuse in any conceivable way. 

26. Commentators are not agreed whether 
these are the words of our Lord, or of the King. 
According to the former view they may be su 

to be a ical admonition to the 
isciples. This, however, would be very harsh, 

and make what is introduced in the next verse 

still more so. The latter interpretation is, thero- 
fore, preferable, especially as being required by 
the — passage of Matthew. 

There is a greater difficulty connected with ver. 
25; which, though it be diminished, is not 
removed, by placing the words in a parenthesis ; 
nor does any one of the various modes of band- 
ling them seem satisfactory. I would suggest 
that the difficulty may be obviated by supposing 
that the insertion was interposed to express by 
the by, the comparatively unimportant fact, that 
while the king was pronouncing the words pare 
am’ avrou Ti» pvay, kal dore Tw Tat dixa 
uvàs Ixorri, the by-standers made the brief de- 
mur couched in xópis, éye: déxa uvas; and that 
the abruptness discernible in what is subjoined, 
is meant to represent graphically the mode in 
which he dealt with the demur; namely, by pass- 
ing it over unnoticed, smothering, as it were, the 
objection by inculcating the great maxim of 
morals (also occurring at Matt. viii. 12. Mark iv. 
25, supra viii. 18), on which his determination 
was founded, and which would form its sufficient 
justification. The rule of the distribution being, 
that he who had most of its proper reward 
already, should receive the greatest of the 
residue and extra reward also. 

27. ayayers ode kal karash.) A custom 
derived from the barbarous ages; but, as 
from the Classical citations in Wetstein, long 
retained among the most civilized nations of an- 
tiquity. It has always been in use in the Kast, 
see 1 Sam. xv. 33; that having ever been the 
seat of peculiar atrocity in the punishment of 
criminals, and the treatment of captured ene- 
mics, 
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TOv 'Igcoüv. 38 IIopevouévov è avTo0, vrreaTpovvvov TÀ ipata 

avTOv èv Tfj 00g. 9! 'Ewy(fovros 9é avroU ijön mpòs r karta- 

Bdce tod Ópovs trv 'EXaiv, "jp£avro &rav tò mXíÜos Tav 

pabntav xaipovres alvéiv Tov Ocóv pavi peyddry mept raa 

àv el8ov Suvdpewv, 38 Xéyovregs EUXoynuévos ò épyóuevos Pac- 

Devs ev òvóparı Kupíov: eipijvn èv ovpave, xai Sofa ev inpiotois ! 

39 Kai twes rev Dapicalwyv amò ToU éyNovu elrov mpos avrov 

Addonare, eritiynoov Tois pabytais cov. Kai dzroxpibels 

enev avro Aéyw ipiv, bre dàv obrot ciwmýowciw, ot Mo, 

nexpdfovrar. 41 Kai as tyywer, àv thy mów, ékXavaey. èr 

aith, €) Meyor “Ore el éyvws kal ov, Kai ye èv TH juépa aov 

ravrn, Tà mpos eipyyny aov: — vüv Se éxpuBn aro ó$ÜaXuàv aov: 

43 Sr. Hkovow ")uépas emi ae, xai mepiBadodow oi éyOpoi aov 

yápará cot, kal mepixuxddaoua! oe, kal suvéfoval ae mávroðev, 

44 kai Saduodci ce nal rà Téxva cov èv aoi, Kal ovK adjnoovor 

èv coi Aífov émi ribo àv? dv oùe eyvws Tov Kaspov Tis 

EM OKOTITS TOU. 
89—44. The Pharisees murmur: our Lord's 

reply. I with Mr. Alf., that the spirit of 

these Pharisees was just that of modern Soci- 

nianism. The prophetic expressions used, and 
the lofty epithets applied to Him, who was in 

their view merely a é:ddoxaXoe, offended them. 

40. oi A(8o: xekpáEovrai] Said to be a pro- 
verbial and hyperbolical form of expression, to 

denote that i£ is a moral impossibility for a thing 

to be otherwise it is. Here, however, it 1s 

meant, that if tbose should be checked, God 

would even, miraculously, animate the very stones 

to celebrato his triumph. Of the examples 

adduced of this mode of expression the most 

apposite are Hab. ii. 11, * The stone shall cry 
out of the wall, and the beam shall answer it’ 

(meaning, that even if men should be silent, the 
very stones would exclaim): Pisidas ap. Suid. in 
v. dwoppn€ar, who says, Obs, al crwmncacuer, ol 
Albor Taya Pwvas &oppriEovai, TOv wempay- 

pívav. {vad FEschyl. Agam. 36, olxos È avos, 

el phoyyiv Xáfo:, ap orat’ av A\éEatev. 
l. idi ijv wore, Exr. bw’ airy] Comp. 

what is in Jos. Antt. vii. 9, 2, said of David, on 

his being obliged to abandon Jerusalem, and flee 

beyond Jordan, as follows : yevouevos à ivl Ths 

xopugijs Tou Spouse (namely, the Mount of Olives) 

awecxowe Thy WOALY, Kab pETa WOANwY Caxpv- 

wv, ws dv Bacirelas ixweawv, ndxeTo TH Oew. 

The difference, however, in that instance was, 

that David wept for himself; Jesus, for others, 

even his bitterest enemies. See note on Matt. 

xxiii. 37, where the words woodais 70 éAnoa— 

xal ovx jj8«A scams, added to the record of the 

tear-shedding of our Lord, attest the freedom of 

man's will to resist the pus of God. 
42. al Eyvwr] Ou the force of this mode of 

expression a difference of opinion exists. Some 

take el for e7@e,* would that thou hadst consider- 

ed !'——a use sometimes found both in the Scrip- 

ma and Classical — Others, more pro- 

rly, suppose an ellipsis, per aposiopesin, of «U 

Ey xot, or such like; such aposi being 

frequent in language dictated by grief or strong 

emotion, Render: ‘if thou hadst but known." 
The pathos is here increased by the high em- 
phasis in xal cú; q. d. ‘even thou,’ or, ‘thou 
too' (as well as my disciples), the metropolis of 
the country to which I was especially sent. Kat 
y: may be rendered, ‘ et quidem.’ 
— tv TH "iuípa cov TaóTp] Meaning, the 

presen time, though so late, the xacpde rigs 
TickoT js intended to lead them to repentance. 
— viv ài ixpvBn, &c.] Meaning, ‘ But now 

(by an inexcusable — thou rejectest the 
lightoffered thee; and therefore perish thou must." 

43. drt fiEovaiw ñu., &c.] (namely), ‘that the 
days shall come adverse to thee, ixi ci, as it is 
said Gen. xlii. 36, im’ iui iyivero Tavra mávra. 
Here is both a prediction and a declaration, 
and, in some measure, description (with which 
comp. Is. xxix. 3, 4. Jer. vi. s 6) of the siege 
of Jerusalem ; as will appear by referring to Josc- 
phus, Bell. v. 6. 2, 3. ix. ], 1. 1, 5, which pas- 
sages illustrate the first stage—the x&ápaxa wepif. 
— yápara] ‘a bank, or rampart.’ So called 

from the xúpaxes, or strong poles, which were 
driven down to preserve the , or mound of 
earth, in due form ; see Thucyd. ii. 75. 2. So we 
have in Polyb. v. 2, 5, xápaxa Ti wapeuBorAG 
vtpiéflaXov. The next term artpikuxA aovat 
denotes the effectual blockade of the city by the 
building of a wall, which could not be burnt, as 
the xé a£ had been. : 

44. édagrovel oe xai rd míkva cov iy col] 
The best Commentators are agreed that there is 
here a syllepsis, of demolishing the buildings, and 
of dashing the inhabitants, espec. the children, 
against the stones. Both these senses of ida. 
were in use, and both here seem to be intended. 
The verb ida. is to be applied both to ce and 
Td Tíkva cov in the two different senses which 
it bears, ——namely, ‘to level with the ground,’ 
and ‘ to dash against the ground.’ The former is 
the only sense known in the Class. ; but the latter 
was doubtless in use in the language of common 
life, and is frequent in the Sept. 
E d "did Tis l*ickowns cov] Some 

1 



1 Mark 11. 
18. 

a Matt. 31. 
2—17. 
Mark 11.97 
—988. 

b Matt. 21. 

LUKE XIX. 45—48. XX. 1—9. 

45 h Kal eiae eis To iepov, paro éxBdadXew rovs TroXoUv- 
tas dv aùr xal dryopátovras, © Xéyov avro" l'éypamrae- “O 
olxos pov olkos Tpoccux5s ctir vpets è abTÓv 
ETOLNTATE aT) Xatoy Ago TOv. 

471 Kai hw &iáckov T0 xab’ "uépav ev TQ iepg* oi 06 apy- 
peis xai oi 'ypapua reis" éiyrovv avróv atrodécat, kal oi Tpáyroc 
toô Maot *5 xai ovy evpioxoy TÒ Tl ToujceGuy 6 ads yap 
mas éfexpéuaro avrov axovwv. 
XX. 1* Kai éyévero év pid TOv jpepav éxeivov, &46do kovros 

avTOU Tov Aaoy év TQ iep Kai evayyedlopévov, éréoTgsav. oi 
ápxtepeis Kal oi ypapparels avy Tois Trpea Bvrépois, ? xal elszrov 
qpós avrov Xéyovres Eimè uiv èv moia éfovoíg Tavra roses, 
N tis stiv 6 Dou; co. Tv éfovcíav tavrny; 3° Arroxpieis 
68 elre mpòs avrov "Epwticw ůpâs xayo Ga Xoyov, xai 
elraré pov * To Bárrwpa "Ivcávvov èE ovpavod 9v, À e£ av- 
Üperrov ; 5 Oi òè awveXoyiaavro mpos éavroUs, Xéyovres- "Ori 
éàv elmwpev, "EE ovpavod épei, Aiari [o)v] oix èmiorteúsare 
avrQ; 9 dav 8é elmwpev, EE dvOpwrwv, was 6 Xaós ratar- 

Gace nas’ TeTewuévos yap éarw '"Ioávvqv mpodytny elvas. 
7 Kai atrexpiOncay pù eidévae Tr00ey. 9 Kai ó “Incots elwev 
avtois: Ovde éyà Xéyo Div èv mola é£ovaía ravra roi. 

9 b *Hofaro 86 Tpós Tov Nady Xéyew THY TrapaBoAnY tavr 
Mark 13. 1—13. 

difference of opinion exists as to the import of 
dvo omi), which, as being a word of middle sig- 
nification, admits of being taken for 
evil, The latter is assigned by some 

his EE Comp. Matt. xxi. 23—27. Mark xi. 
27—33; and see notes. 

l. iriornocu] Render: not, ‘came upon 
him, as if with a hostile intention, or for sur- 

a or for 
Xpositors ; 

but the former (meaning the day, or time, in the 
favourable sense of being visited with the time of 
grace and mercy, mentioned at ver. 42) seems the 
more apposite. Comp. supra i. 68, 78. In this 
sense the word occurs in Job x. 12. So also 2 Cor. 
vi. 2, xatpds suwpoadexros, nuipa cwtnpilas. 

45, 46. Cleansing of the Temple. See on 
Matt. xxi. 12. Mark xi. 15—17. 

47. ol xpwrot Tov Àaov] By these seem 
meant not the rpecBurepor T. À., as Grot. and 
others think, but ol dpyovres T. À. (as is ex- 
pressed in MS. 130), as explains; meanin 
the principal persons of the laity. So Mark vi. 
21, trois rpwras THs TaAiAaíae. Acts xiii. 13, 
ol wpwrot Tis woAews. xxv. 2. xxviii. 17, ol 
TpoTo: Tav lovéalwy. Jos. Antt. vii. 9, 8, ol 
ap. THS xwpas. X. 4, 5, ol wp. T&v lepiwv: 
and so in the Classical writers. See Steph. Thes. 
Dind. in v. 

48. ifexpiuaro avrov ed ‘hung on his 
words,’ 1. e. heard him with deep interest, im- 
plying admiration. Comp. Matt. xxii. 33, i£- 
aTAnccorro iwi TH — abíTov. Of this sense 
of ixxpsuaoGa: and the Latin pendere, examples 
are adduced by the Commentators, of which the 
most apposite are Eunapius in Ædisio, £Fexp£- 
pao tay Acoywv. Themist , To«evíov sEexpée- 
avro. Virg. JEn. iv. 79, ' pendetque iterum 
narrantis ab ore. 

XX. 1—8. Our Lord's authority questioned ; 

rise or treachery ; but, simply, * came to 
bim], * approached,’ as Luke Ai 38, Kai — 
imioraca, ávÜemuoXoysiTo, ‘coming up, &c. ; 
also x. 40, éwioraca da elas, and often in Class. 
Thus it is ney eue to ?rpoojAÜov abro in 
the passage of Matthew, and £pxorra: weds aù- 
TÓV in that of Mark. 

5. The oU» is cancelled by Tisch. and Alf, 
and bracketed by Lachm. There is, perhaps, 
authority sufficient to justify the latter course 
the word is absent from several Lamb. and 
n — har not ah former. 

. Karadc8. has) Stonin indeed, en- 
joined iu the Law d Moses nds nishment 
of idolatry, blasphemy, and other heinous of- 
fences; and its execution was committed, or 
— to the qe at Yet it appears 

m Exod. viii. 26, that such sort of irregular 
and tumultuary vengeance was in use before the 
Law. Nor was this confined to the Jews ; for 
we find allusion to it in Hom. Il. y, 26, and 
Thucyd. v. 60. The priests, indeed, Dot re- 
strained the people in the exercise of that vio- 
lence (see Joseph. Hist. xvi. 7, 5), because th 
found it occasionally a useful instrument to wo 
their own p When they could not legally 
convict their enemies of any imputed crime, they 
invited the populace to stone them, by what was 
called the Judicium zeli; see John x. 31. Acts 
xiv. 19. 

9—19. Parable of the vineyard let out to kus- 
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" AvÓporrrós [tis] épurevoey aprredava, xal é£éGoro ajróv yewp- 
^ , , , e Uy eyois* Kal amednpnoe ypovous ixavovs. 10 Kal & rap ar- 

éaotethe Tpós TOUS yewpyous OoÜXov, iva amò Tov xapmoD Tod 
> ^ ^ , ^ e A M , 8 

apreraves Sacw avrQ. Oi 66 yewpyot Seipavres avtov etar- 
éoretxav xevov. 1l Kal mpocéĝero TéuNra, črepov SotAov’ oi 
Oé xaxeivov, Seipavres xai atisdoavres, éfaméoTeiXap xevov. 
12 Kai mpocé0ero méuyar tpirov oi 66 xal tovrov tpavpari- 
cavres  é£éBaxov. 13 Eime òè 6 x)pus tov apredavos: Ti 

, bl e bI , , » ^ 

IOLNT ; réuvo TOP VIOV pov TOV ayaTTnTOoY tows TOUTOV 

éSovres évtparnoovra. 14 'IG0vres 66 avrov oi yewpyol, dSiedo- 
ryifovro pos éavroUs, Xéyovres" Otros dori 0 xAnpovopos’ Sevre 
atroxrelvopev avTOv, iva hpv yévytat 4 kXnpovopa. 
9 , 3 A * ^ , ^ , , 

éxBadovres aùròv kw Tov apredovos dTékrewav. 
TOUTEL AUTOS Ò KUPLOS TOU GuTTENDVOS ; 

15 Kai 

Ti où 

16 €XevUcerat kal ar- 

oAéceL TOUS yewpyous ToUTOUS, Kal Swoet TOV auTTEeN@Vva aAXoLS. 
*Axovaavres òè ceimov MÀ yévorro ! 17 “O dé éuBAédras avtois 
eine Ti oiv dott To yeypappévov ToUro: *Aí0ov ðv aedo- o Ps. 118. 33. 
«ip agav oi otkoGouoUyTes, oŬTos éyevrjÜm eis repa- 
Any yovías; 
cÜ)cerav. èp ôv Ò av méon, Mxpyoe avróv. 

18 JTGc 6 mes&v én’ éketvov tov NGov avvOXa- 

19 Kai é&rnoap 
oi ápxtepeis xai oi ypapparteîs ériBareiv èr’ aùtòv Tas yeipas 
év auth TH Opa, xai éjof0Ümaav Tov Xaov éyvocav yap StL 
7rpós avrovs THy TapaBoAny TavTny elre. 

?0* Kal maparnpüsavres, åméoteihav éykaÜérovs, viroxptvo- a Matt. s. 
pévous éavrovs Sixaious elva iva eriAdBwvtat avtod Ayoy, Mark 12.18 
eis TO TrapaboUva, avTOv TH apyn Kai Tj) éEovcia Tod "yyepóvos. 
21 Kal émmpergcav avrov, Xéyovres Aiddoxade, oldapev Gre 
GpOas Xéyew xai Sddoxes kal où AapBdvers Trpóaorrrov, GAN’ 

bandmen. Matt. xxi. 33—46. Mark xii. 1—12, 
and notes. The parable was spoken mpds, ‘to’ 
the people; but, as we find from v. 19, directed 
7rpós, ‘at’ the chief priests. 

11. arpocíÜsTo víuvai] for radiy meupe 
at Mark xii. 4. This expression (as also that at 
xix. 11, wpoc@sis elwe) is an Hellenistic idiom 
formed on the Hebrew, and found in Gen. viii. 
21. xviii. 29. Render: ' he proceeded to say.’ 

13. lows] To the usual sense perhaps it is 
objected by Pearce, Campbell, and Schleusner, 
that this can have no place here, since the Spirit 
of truth could be under no doubt. Hence they 
would render it swrely, adducing examples of 
that sense from the Sept. and the Classical 
writers, and referring to several notes of Critics. 
But the difficulty started is perhaps imaginary ; 
for the term occurs in a parable, and thus may 
be supposed to be used anth lam, 
and to keep up the verisimilitude of the story. 

17. iuB^. avTois] ‘looking fixedly at them,’ 
to give ter effect to the subjoined address, in 
which the oí», as Alf. observes, infers the n 
tion of uh yivovro, q. d. ‘ How then, supposing 

your wish to be fulfilled, could this which is 
written come to ?’ On the quotation fol- 
lowing see note on Matt. xxi. 42. 

18. Augue] So Dan. ii. 85, Auxurott aácac 
Tas BaciAsías, and Job xxvii. 21, Auxurco t aù- 
TÓ» ix Tov tórov, ‘shall make chaff of him, — 
scatter him to the winds and bring him to an 
utter end.’ So Plut. vii. 496, rij» TÉppav aita 
Acxpwvres palo kal dcdowepov. 

19. iv abry TD & a] *at that very time, 
* that very instant,” as La eii 38. These words 
(found in none of the other Gospels) have much 
meaning, a8 adverting to the attempts made to 
take Jesus, dunt after, by the same persons. 
20—26. Our Lord's answer to an inquiry as to 

the lawfulness of giving tribute to Cæsar. Matt. 
xxii. 15—22. Mark xii. 13—17. 

20. waparnpiicavreas] * watching for an o 
tunity.” Suppl. cacpdv, as in Thucyd. iv. 26. 7, 
and often in the Classical writers. By iyxa0. (on 
which see my Lex.) are meant lit. ' men suborned 
for the evil purpose in question,’ neey to give 
the chief priests a handle against Jesus, by bring- 
ing forward some saying that he might utter. 

F- 
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e Matt. 13. 
23—33. 
Mark 12. 18 
—97. 

LUKE XX. 22—84. 

èr adnOelas tiv óðòv ToU Oeod Siddoxens. ?? ÉEcoTw syty 
Kaicapt dópov ovan f) o0; % Karavonoas 86 avrüv try 
mavoupyiay, elme mpos avrous. Ti pe weipavere ; % [emi |deiEaré 
pos Snvdpioyv. Tivos Éyev eixova xal érvypadny ; amorpiðévres 
68 elaov Kaioapos. ?5'O 86 elrrey avrois: “Amrodore Toivvv 
ta Kaícapos Kaícapw kal rà rod Oeod tH OcQ. W Kai ove 
loyvoav émiraBécbar avroÜ pnuatos évavriov Tod Maot xai 
Üavuácavres ert Tf) amoxpice: avTod éovyncav. 

87 e ITpoaeXÜóvres 0€ Twec TOv. Xa60ovxalov, ot avriieyovres 
áváceTaci pn elvas, ernpwrncay avrov, B Xéyovres* Atda- 
orare, Movatjs &ypavrev uiv áv twos adedpos ámoÜávr éycv 
yuvaixa, xal oUros drexvos ámoÜávy, iva XaGBn ó adehpos avroU 
Thy yuvaixa, xai é£avaa jay avrépua TQ adep aitod. 99 'Esrrà 
oUv adeAdol hoar xal 6 Tpévos, Maßàw yuvaixa, aTéÜavev 
&rekvos" 30 kal éraBev 6 Sevtepos tH yuvatxa, xal obros àT- 
éÜavev arexvos: 9! xal ó tplros éXafdev avr», wcavtas 56 xai 
oí émrá' [xai] où xatéAurov Tékva, kai améÂavor 3? Daepov 
68 [Távrov] ávéÜave xai 7) yuv. 93 ' Ev Tf) oov avactacet, Tivos 
aura yiveras yuv; oi yàp érrà čoyov avrijv yvvaika. 3 Kai 
atroxptOels elzrev 

Comp. ?ra'yidsósi.y and dypavew in the parallel 
passages of Matthew aud Mark. 

95. For «lw. avrois, Tisch. and Alf read 
sl. woos aùroùs, from B, L, and 6 cursive 
MSS.; while Lachm. retains tho text. rec.;— 
rightly, there being no sufficient authority to 
warrant the change; though it is possible that 
the text. rec. may have come from Matthew and 
Mark. The same remark applies to the reading 
voíyvy adwdéore, adopted by Tisch. and Alf., not 
Lachm., from B, L, and 2 cursive MSS. ; for 
though the rarity of the position (occurring in 
N. T. only elsewhere in Heb. xiii. 13) ma 
seem to entitle it to adoption, yet the very small 
number of copies having the reading forbid the 
change, and may induce us to suspect that the 
reading arose from the scribes. 

27—A0. Jesus’ reply to the Sadducees ect- 
ing the resurrection. Matt. xxii. 23—33. Mark 
xii. 18—27. 

27. On the construction here (where there is 
an idiom by which the principal subject of a sen- 
tence is sometimes put in nomin., even where the 
construction requires another case) see Bornem. 
and Winer's Gr. N. T. 
— ol dvtir. dv. pù alvar] 1 have now re- 

moved the lines after Eau. and eTya:, consider- 
ing that the above words come into construction 
with the rest, for the nominatives of dyTiA. are 
put for Genitives, rw» dvriXeyóvTov, not by 
attraction, as Mr. Alford says, but by a sort of 
negligence of composition (though found in the 
best writers from Homer downwards), by which, 
as Bornem. here points out, ' a writer — 
from legitimate composition, by having in mind a 
different word from that which he has put on M 
‘For,’ continues Bornem., ‘ though it is admitted 

^ e 9 ^ e ey A IA Ud 

auvtots ò locos Oi viol ToU avos rovrou 

that it ought to be accommodated to that noun 
which is circumscribed, yet we sometimes find it 
adhere to that word which serves to the periphra- 
sis, So Thucyd. i. 110, has ra Trev 'EAXsvew 
Tpdyuara épbdpn iE irn wouficav a, for 
-wy, where the construction is accommodated to 
the word which here serves to the periphrasis, 
TpáyuaTa. See more in my note there, as also 
the adduced by Lobeck on Soph. Aj. 7. 
Trach. 965, and Plat. p. 270. The idiom con- 
nected with á&vTiÀ. uth is one very common in 
the Classical writers, espec. Thucyd. and Xen.; 
but it does not follow because the other two 
Evangelists have not the dyr:X., that the sense 
is exactly the same in this of Luke, as in 
those of Matthew and Mark. In Luke it is 
stronger, the full import being, ‘ who strenuously 
deny that there is any resurrection." 
93. The ovy here is transitive and continua- 

tive; as where, after some introductory matter, a 
transition is made to the matter itself in question. 
Of this use other exx. occur in Matt. xiii. 18. 
John iv. 5. xix. 40. Acts ii. 33. 1 Cor. vii. 26; 
and sometimes in later Greek writers, as Paleph. 
932, 7. 

3l. kal où xaríAvroy — dcriBaro] Several 
uncial and some cursive MSS. (including a few 
Lamb. and Mus. copies) have not the xal before 
où, which is cancelled by almost a'l the recent 
Editors; but on insufficient grounds; for it 
seems to have been thrown out by the early 
Critics to avoid the too frequent repetition of the 
word. Perhaps, too, they stumbled at the Prot- 
hysteron, and endeavoured to soften it; forgetting 
that (as Bornem. observes) the primary senti- 
ment is, rightly, placed before the secondary, as 
at ver. 28, and John xv. 6. 
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eya4í00ci kai $ [éx]yapíoxovras | 99 of 86. xatakwwbévres ToO 
Gidsvos éxeivou TvXeiv, Kal TIS àvaaTáceos Ths èr VEKPWV, OUTE 

yapsovow ovre éxyapioxovrar: % obre yàp dmobaveiy ert Sv- 
vavtTat’ iad@yyenot yap eiat, Kai vioi eiat [Tov] Oeo, ris dvactd- 
gews vioi dvres. 37"Ore Óé éyeipovra, of vexpol kai. Mavons 
épývvoev éri Tfs Bárov, a réya Kúpiov tov Oeòv ' ABpaày 
xa Tov Ocóv 'Icaàx xai tov Ocóv "IaxwmB. 38 Beds Se ovx Lote 
vEKpov, GAA Covtwv Trávres yap alte Law. 89’ AqroxpiÜÉvres 
Sé tives Tv ypapparéwv elroy Atddoxanre, nari elmas. 
40 ovxért 66 ETOALOY ETrepwray avrov ovdév. 

41° Elie è mpós avrov Ids Xéyovzci tov Xprorov viov tum. n. 
Lats civar; xal abrós Aavid reyes év BiBAM Parpar Mak 
€ Elmev 6 Kópios TQ Kupip pov, Kálov èr Be£uàv lusu 110. 1. 

pov, S ws Gv OH ToUs éyÜpovs cov tbromodsoy trav 
woody cov. * Aavtd otv Kúpiov aùròv rae? kal mas vids 
QUTOU éoruu; 

32. TárTev] is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., on strong, but insufficient authority. 

34. éxyaulox.| It is almost impossible to 
determine the true reading, so that I have seen 
no case for change; but [é«]yupulYorra: has 
the strongest external authority in its favour 
(and is found in almost all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), while &xyapuíox. has internal evidence 
in its favour. 

85. ol ô xaca£E. T. al. i. siv] ‘who are 
thought Taar to obtain that world.” Tho term 
xata. is highly forcible, being somewhat stronger 
than would be the simple a¥., which is found in 
a similar passage of hyl. Prom. 247, rodrou 
Tuxety ovk HEimOny. 

. oU: yap dwobaveiy duvavrar] The yap 
is meant to show thy they neither marry nor are 
iven in ; viz. because they are not sub- 
ect to death; and hence there is not, as here, 
need of procreation to make up what death takes 
away: comp. Artemid. iii. 13, dÜ&rvaco: ol aro- 
Oavovres, iel units Tebvhčovres. By this 
our Lord meant to impugn the Pharisaical notion 
of a metem 1 i I 

For ovre riety of language would require 
oùĝi ; for another o e after two just preceding 
would be not a little harsh ; and I know not a 
single instance of odre occurring thrice. Xen. 
Mem. iv. 3, 14, seems, indeed, to present one; 
but I doubt not that the true reading there is, 
para: È ob’ ivi, obi (ne quidem) xara- 
efijras, obre dmimy. And here ovdi is found 
in 4 uncial and 2 cursive MSS. (to which I can 
add a few Lamb. and Mus. copies), and edited 
by Tisch. and Alf. The same error (if it be 
such) was committed by the scribes at 1 Cor. iii. 
2, where the common reading is aAX’ ovre iT: 
vvv divacts. But the best MSS. and several 
Fathers have ovdi, which has been received by 
the later Editors. However, I cannot venture 
to receive ovdi, unless on stronger authority ; 
espec. since internal evidence is so strongly in 
favour of ob. 

— ledyysXoi sloc] Meaning, not ‘aro equal 

to, but ‘are like unto the angels ;' equiv. to we 
d'yysXoi in the parallel passages of Matth. and 

ark. In what this likeness consists, is their 
having spiritual bodies. The word is very rare ; 
but it occurs elsewhere in Hierocles, cir ó 
Adyos Tapani rove looĝaipovas xal lgay- 
yéAovs. By viol Tov O«oU are denoted not only 
*those who resemble God in their dispositions 
and actions (see note on Matt. viii. 12, and xi. 
19); but especially *those who, having been 
regenerated by his Spirit, have thereby attained 
the adoption, so as to have the privilege of bein 
sons of God; see John i. 12, compared wit 
] John iii. 1, 2. Rom. viii. 16—21. ix. 4. Gal. 
iv. 5. MSS. A, B, L, 157, with Basil and Nyss. 
have not the Tov before O«ov, which is expunged 
by Tisch., though retained by Lachm. ; and its 
absence is confirmed by Matt. v. 9, viol Ovov. 
Hence I have now bracketed the word. Pro- 
bably the roù crept in on account of the re 
before dvac., though the words are separate in 
construction. By viol 75s dvacT. are meant (by 
a Hebraism found at Matt. viii. 12, and else- 
where) ‘ partakers in the resurrection,’ viz. unto 

r^i wares yap alta (wow) This seems to 
be an addition from the Evangelist, meant to 
confirm and illustrate the foregoing proposition, 
that ‘God is not God of the dead, but of the 
living; trasmuch as, they all live unto him, in 
dependence on him; and, in fact, live with re- 

to him. Comp. Jos. Maccab. § 16, where 
the martyr-father encourages his seven eons to 
die, rather than is an the law of God, since 
they know that of 8:4 Tò» Gedy daro8vijokovrts 
poc: TO Orv, Go*:p 'ABpadu, 'Icadx, xal 
laxe, xal wavtes ol waTpıapxai, meaning 
that God considers them alive; because, if alivo, 
their life is in his life, and, if dead, he can at 
any time recall them to life. 

41—44. Question respecting Christ and Da- 
vid. Matt. xxii. 41—46. ark xii. 35—37, 
where see notes. : 

42. 6 Kéópios] See on Matt. xxii. 49. 
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h Mark 12. 45 h’ Axovovros 06 TrayTOS 

LUKE XX. 45—47. XXI. 1—9. 

TOU Aaod, elre Tois pabyTais avTou* 
uee 46 TIpocéyere amò TOv ypaupatéwv TOv ÜcNóvrov TepvraTetv 

ev a'ToXais, kai diXoUrrov aomacpoùs èv rais áryopais, Kai mpa- 
toxabedpias v Talis ovvaywyais, kal TrperrokAua (as èv tois Sei- 
avo 1I of xareoblouot Tas oixias TOV ynpav, Kal mrpoddces 
paxpà TpocevyovTat. | obo, AmMpovTat 7repuaaórepov kpíua. 

a Mark 13. 
61-4. XXI. 1 ®"AvaPréyas 52 elóe rovs BáXXovras Ta SHpa avráv 

eis TO vyaloduXáxiov, rXovaiovs* ? elde 52 Kal Tiva, yýpav mev- 
xpàv BáXXovcay éxei S00 Merta: 3 kal elmev "AdnOas Xéyo 

b3Cor.8 ju Ste "5 wüpa 5 Troy? arn TXeéov Távrov Barer 
4 &Tavres yap ovrot èx ToU Tepwcaevovros avrois &aXov eis 
Ta ÓÀpa tod Oco airy 96, ex Tod vaTepüjuaros avTíjs, ravra 
tov Biov dv elyev EBare. 

c Matt. 24. 

Mark 18.1 - 
96. 

5 * Kal rivwy Xeyovrov Trepi ToU iepo0, Gru MÂois Karois xa 
dvaÜ5uac. Kexoopnrat, elme 6 Taira, & Üewpeire, éAevcovras 
nuépar ev als ovx adeOnoetas Allos èm. Mly, ðs où karaXvOsj- 
cera, 7’Eanparncay òè avTóv, Aéyovres AidaoKnade, tore 
obv Tara Cara; xai Tl TÒ onpelov Gray pén rabra yivecOas ; 
8°O òè ele BXérere uù) XavuÜtyre. moiol yàp éXeicovras 
ml TQ óOvópaT( pov, Xéyovres "Ori yw cim kal ó 
Tyywe. uù ody TropevOsjre 

45—47. Denunciation of the Scribes. Matt. 
xxiii. 6, 7, 13. Mark xii. 38—40, where see 
notes. 

47. wpod. max. xpooevy.] I still retain the 
text. rec. The reading of Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. originated in Mark xii. 40. See note on 
Matt. xxiii. 13. 

XXI. 1—4. Comp. the more detailed account 
in Mark xii. 41—44. The comma which T have 
placed after yaYod. is, if not required by the 

lel ,at least permitted by it; and it 
s, I think, demanded by propriety of language; 
for I would not, with Bornem., sup at wAov- 
clovc an ellipsis of «Iva; since, however, that 
idiom may be justified by examples, it is here 
inadmissible, as leading to a sense quite unsuit- 
able. IlAovcíovse is, indeed, in i mente with 
rove BáAXorras, and should be rendered ‘nempe 
divites.’ 

4. Tou wepiccevovros] For Tov Tepicosú- 
aros, which, indeed, is found in several MSS., 
ut is there, doubtless, a mere emendalion, intro- 

duced for better correspondence to voTtpriua-os, 
just after.—Ele rà dwpa, abstr. for concrete; 
the gifts, for the treasury which received the gifts 
or donations, 7d ya(oovA áxioy, as in the paral- 
lel of Mar 

5—36. Our Lord's prophecy of his coming, 
and of the end of the times, Matt. xxiv. 1—5. 
xxv. 1—40. Mark xiii. 1—37. 

5. In saton. w the ar anea retin 
to in the parallel passages of Matth. and Mark, 
viz. worawol Alo: and woramal olxodouai 
(meaning tho stones as worked up into the build- 
ings), we havo here dyaÜ8fjuara, or ‘ votive offer- 

bl 

> 2 ^ e \ 9 A 
òmicw avrQv. MOrau 86 axovorre 

ings laid up, or apart, from common use, and con- 
secrated to Jehovah ;' and which was the name 
iven to those votive offerings hung up in the 
eathen temples, either out of gratitude for past 

benefits, or in hope of future favours, such as 
chaplets, vases, rich arms, or furniture; a custom 
which, as appears from several of the 
Maccabees and Josephus, had been adopted into 
the Temple at Jerusalem. That these dvaÉ8suara 
were very numerous and rich, we find from 
2 Macc. v. 16. ix. 16. 3 Macc. iii. 17, and 
Josephus. 

6. Tavra, & Ósep.] On further consideration 
I cannot admit the accus. abeol. of Bornem., still 
less the nomin. absol. of Alf.; but suppose, with 
the Pesch. Syr. and Arab. Versions, and most 
modern Versions and Interpretations, not indeed 
an ellips. of xara, but the use of Tavra as a 
ROMER. s by an asacóluthon ; an idiom by 
which (as Kühner says, Gr. Gr. § 477, 1) a word 
of especial significance, in a sentence, is placed 
at its beginning in the nomin. to represent it as 
the fundamental subject of the whole sentence 
though the grammatical construction would 
strictly require a dependent case. So Platon. 
p. 474, xai phy Tà «.T.À. Thus here the full 
sense may be rendered, *As for these things, 
(i.e. the stupendous buildings and their adorn- 
ments), at which ye now gaze with admiration.’ 
This intensity of meaniug, not inherent in the 
verb, is imparted by the context, and the parallel 

s of Mark, where the interrogation carries 
with it the force of exclamation. 

8. The orv before wopev8. is cancelled by 
Tisch. and Alf., from B, D, L, X, and 2 cursive 
MSS. ; but it is retained by Lachm., rightly. 



LUKE XXI. 10—19. 

TroXépovus kai axatactacias, p) rronÜtfyre: Set yap ratra yevé- 
abai mpa@tor adn’ obk evbéws TO TéNos. 10 Tore ÉXeyev aùroîs' 
"EvyepOnoera: &0vos émi &0vos, xai BaciXeia eri Bactrear 
11 gevopol Te peyáXoi xarà TOTOVS, Kal Mpo Kal Morpol Evovras 
poRntpa te xai onpeta am’ ovpavod peydda gota. 1? II po de 
TouTwy * Távrov émiBarovow èp pâs Tas yeipas avTaY xai 
Siwm€ovar, wapadwovres eis cuvaywyas ral pudaxas, t dryouévovs 
emt Bacinrels kal Tryeuóvas čverev Tov òvóparós pou’ 9 amoßý- 
cera, 52 úpîv eis naprüpiov. 14 Oécbe obv eis tas xapdlas 
U@Y uù TpoueNerüv atrodoynOjvat. 15 éyo yap wow Univ 
oTopa kal aodíav, Ñ où Suvjcovray avrevreiy ovde avtioThvat 
Trávres ot avrixeipevos piv. 16 IIapa$o05oeco0e dè xai vm 
yovéwy kai aderdav, kal awyyevàv kai ditwv ral Üavardcovciw 
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eE opóv 
pov 

9. axatractracias] 'AkaracTacía denotes 
that ansettled state which arises from sedition and 
faction, wherein the Jaws cease to have any force, 
and things are carried on by force and violence. 
The word is found only in the later Greek writers 
and in the Sept. See my Lex. in v. 

— pni) mron.) Equivalent to uù 0posic0s in 
the passages of Matthew and Mark. Bornemann 
compares a e of Plutarch, Moral. s. 451, 
where wrota: and $oflo: are conjoined. 

ll. PoBnrpa] lit. ‘objects of terror, terrific 
prodigies.’ These verbals in por have all an ac- 
tive force, signifying what causes, or * is productive 
of ; as @oBntpoy, uíanTpov, 0£acTpoy, larpov, 
AosTpo», Hiperpov, ÜvpsTpor, 0b yos Tpov. 

— xai is inserted before xarà by Tisch. 
and Alf., from MSS. B, L, and one cursive MS. ; 
but Lachm. retains the text. rec. ; rightly; since 
the authority for the change is reis incompe- 
tent. The other reading evidently arose from 
critical alteration. 

12. wpd dé rovTwy wavrwy iwiBarovow ip’ 
duas Tas xeipas] In the parallel of 
Matth. we have, mávra Tavra dpy» weivwr; 
and in that of Mark, dpxai wdivey Tavra. But 
the secming discrepancy will disappear by taking 
arpo here not physic. of place (which is quite ex- 
cluded by those es), but metaph. of what 
is ‘momentous’ (as in l Pet. iv. 8. James vi.) or 
of what is especial, like the Latin pra as used for 
supra, beyond, besides. And such is the use of 
wpo in Plato, Menex. fin. -00 ye GAdw»y. 

dian. v. 4, 2, xai, wpo re (read yt) dwayrwv. 
Thus the sense will be: ‘ But, besides all these 
things (intimating that something worse will 
supervene), they will lay hands upon you,’ &c. 
This is quite accordant with the words of St. 
Matth. and Mark, dox?) &divey iori, a phrase 
always intimating that the subsequent evils to be 
suffered are worse than tho first. 
— ayopuivous] MSS. B, D, L, and some cur- 

sive ones have dray., which is adopted by Tisch. 
and Alf, but rejected by Lachm., who also at 
John xviii. 13, and at xix. 16, alters darnyayoy 
into 5 ya'yov, on the authority of B, D, L. On 
the other hand, at Acta xxiii. 10, he alters ávyeiw 

18 kai Opi£ èx THs Keharas ijv ov pù aTroAnTat. 
17 kal écecGe pucovpevor tro Trávrov bia TO Üvouá 

19 "Ey 

into dwaéyew, on slender authority, and against 
the context, to which the sense of carrying off 
(namely, to punishment) is quite foreign. ruo 
it is that away. may have come from criti- 
cal alteration; but considering that Luke else- 
where (as infra xxiii. 26, and Acts xii. 19) uses 
the — sense (so suitable here), found also 
in John xviii. 19. xix. 16. Matt. xxvi. 57. 
xxvii. 2, 31]. Mark xiv. 44, and 53, it is more 
probable that he used it here, and that dw. was 
omitted from the carelessness of the scribes. 

18. aroß. bp. ale napr] The full sense, 
expressed and implied, is, ‘This public persecu- 
tion of you shall turn out to be a testimony to 
your innocence, and to the truth of the Gospel 
for which you suffer; also of your faithfulness in 
that cause.’ The aivois added in Mark denotes 
‘against them,’ ‘ to their condemnation.’ Comp. 
Phil. i. 28. 2 Thess. i. 5. 

14. 0£c0« obv ele rae xapd. óp.] ie. ‘lay it 
down in your minds as a firmly fixed and heart- 
felt ones. &c. 

18. There exists a close connexion between 
v.17 and this verse, as will plainly a bya 
comparison of the parallel passages in Matt. xxiv. 
9—13, and Mark xiii. 13, and especially Matt. x. 
22, though in none of these several — aro 
to be found the words xai Opit—awoAnta, 
which probably made Marcion (as we learn from 
Epiphan.) cancel them. But we have only to 

them as an insertion incidentally thrown 
in by way of assuring them, when in trouble and 
fearful peril, q. d. ‘ but ye shall suffer no material 
or serious injury,—none but what will be more 
than made up to you.’ That the words iv ry 
UTopnov7—vuwy are meant to be connected wit 
v. 17, is plain from Mark xiii. 13. Matt. x. 
and even from Matt. xxiv. 10—13, where, as 
have shown, the true connexion of v. 13 is with 
v. 9, and that vv. 10, 11, 12 form (as here) an in- 
terposed insertion ; and hence I doubt not tbat the 
words of v. 19 here, iv tf Uropovy Uo, &c., 
Tas V/vxàs vay are meant to i»timate the same 
sentiment as that more plainty inculcated in 
those passages of Matth. and Mark, ò è ùro- 
peivas ele ríAos amÜrjoerai, And though there 
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vj tropov tuov ixrüjcacÜe tas Nyvyàs vuv. 9"Ora» Se 
Wnre xvkXovuévg» wrod atpatorrédwy tiv ‘Iepovoadnp, tore 
vare Ere tpyyucev Å épjuwors abris. *| Tore oi èv rH Tovdaia 
devyérwoay eis Ta Üpy xai oi év uéao avris éxywpeirwcar 
kai oí éy rais «cpa4s u) eiaepyea0ocav eis aùriv. 9? Gre pépa 
exduxnoews abraí cici, rod * arAyoÜfjvas Távra Ta yeypappéva. 
?3 Oval 66 rais év yaotpi éyovoas kal tais Onralovcass év 
éxelvass Tais "uépaus Éoras yap üváryem peyddyn emt THs yim, 
xai opyn [év] TÓ Xa Tovro. ?* Kai TecoÜvras cropats pa- 

be no particle àà, or such like, in our present 
copies, yet the Pesch. Syr. Translator had it in 
his, and so perhaps the Arab., Pers., and /Ethiop. 
Translators. And even su no icle was 
written, it was only dropped for the sake of im- 
parting more force to the words by the Asyndeton. 
t only remains for me to observe, that I find 

the view which I have taken of the affinity of 
this to those of Matth. and Mark shove 
adduced, supported by the opinion of Dr. Camp- 
bell, but he unjustifiably confines that affinity to 
Matt. x. 22; and errs far more widely in ex- 
pressing the sense by ‘save yourselves by your 
perseverance,’ which, as he professedly under- 
stands the words to refer to eternal salvation 
(though he admits that this may have reference 
also to a temporal salvation), suggests the idea of 
any thing but sound doctrine. The above error 
was, doubtless, occasioned by his very imperfect 
knowledge of Greek, for the words could not by 
any possibility bear that sense ; and as to the one 
assigned by Mr. Alford, who renders: * By your 
endurance of all these things possess ye your 
souls'—(according to which the words will sig- 
nify, as he explains, that this endurance is God's 
appointed way whereby their salvation is to be 
put into their possession) ; this is almost equally 
objectionable, since though the theology is some- 
what more correct, yet it is not Ye scriptural ; 
and the sense in question cannot be elicited with- 
out violence. If I am not mistaken, the 
various unsuccessful methods of interpretation 
that have been propounded may be traced to a 
false reading. I do not now see how the reading 
rTícacÓs can be called for by Matt. xxiv. 13; 
and the paraphrase I have hitherto laid down is 
only produced by the amalgamation of both 
verses ; making that of Luke an adjunct to that 
of Matth., which is objectionable. If we keep 
the passages distinct, and regard that of Luke as 
only another mode of expressing the same senso 
as that conveyed by Matth. and Mark, all will 
be right; but not unless we read xracecte, 
which is found in MSS. A, B, and several others, 
and bas the support of both the Syriac Versions, 
as also the Vulg., Italic, Arab., and Æthiop., 
and of Origen, ertull., and Macar. Accordingly 
it was put into the inner margin by Griesb., and 
adopted into the text by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf.— perhaps rightly, for in MSS. the letters a 
and e are often confounded by the scribes, and 
hence external evidence has not its usual weight. 
If it be admitted, there will still be the doulle 
sense which Dr. Campb. assigns, and which sub- 
sists in the kindred of Matth. and Mark, 
namely, l. the temporal salvation, q. d. that by their 

perseveringly bearing upundertheevils in question 
they will, under Providence, preserve their lives; 
2. the spiritual ; that by their perseverance, under 
painful sufferings, in faith and duty, they wili 
save their souls. This is a sense, which ósromowi 
not unfrequently bears. Of course the sense is not 
to be rigidly pee, but taken popslartter, es- 
pecially considering that the whole discourse is 
not so much doctrinal as teal, and of 
course partakes of the usual obscurity thereof. 
The double sense here is exactly the same as the 
double sense in the of Mark and that of 
Matt. xxiv. 13, ó è Uwousivacs tle TéAos— 
owfiosras, where, acccording to this view, the 
full sense intended is, 1. ‘ He who perseveres in 
faith and Christian duty until Jerusalem be de- 
stroyed, will be preserved in body from that 
awful destruction.” 2. ‘He who perseveres in 
faith and duty unto the end of his course shall 
be saved by the salvation of his soul.’ 

20. crpatowidwy] Meaning, ‘encamped ar- 
mies,’ as in the case of a si 

21. euy Teia sls ra dpn] Comp. Pa 
cxxi. l. By rd pn are meant those mountains 
described in Ps. cxxv. 2, as ‘round about Jeru- 
— 
— iv picw avrns] Meaning, as appears from 

what follows, at Jerusalem itself; which was espe- 
cially iv péow 'Iovéaías, just as Delpbi was said 
to be iv uecoudcáAo tHe yas. So the Persic 
Translator reuders, * within the city itself  doubt- 
less from a very ancient marginal gloss which had 
crept into the text. At ixxep. supply ix cov, 
taken from iv plow. So Nonb. xvi. 45, da ye- 
phoate lk uícov THY avvaywyns avTav. 
Taic xwpais may be meant (as in Acts viii. 1) 
the country parts of Judea, whether towns or vil- 
lages, &c., as distinguished from the metropolis, 
"t the outlying provinces, especially those of 

e 
22. drt nudpat ixd., &c.] Meaning, ‘for days 

of avengement (i. e. penal retribution) are those 
to be.' Tow is for sls rd or sors, meaning, 
‘whereby will be fulfilled all that was written 
[in the prophets) respecting the final destruction 
of the — city." Dan. ix. 26, 27. 

For vTÀnpo85ra: m many MSS., including 
not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies, have wAneo- 
05va, which is received by most Editors, whom 
I have now chosen to follow. 

23. dvayxn) For 0A idrie (which is found in 
the llel passage of Matthew), a sense of th 
word occurring both in the Sept. and the Classi- 
cal writers. 
— iv Tw Aag T.] The i», not found in most 

MSS., is cancelled by the recent Editors. 
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xaipas, xal aiypaXarriaÜrjaovrat eis rávra Tà 0y kai ' Iepov- 
caña éotas TaTovuéyQ mò éÜvàv, dype wANpwOdeL Katpol 
evé. 25 Kal éoras anueia év uio xai oeNývn Kai darpois, 
«ai émi ris yas cuvoyn éÜvàv èv amopia, t nyovons ÜaXácons 
xal cáNov % arowvyovtwv avOparrav aro dofjov xai mpocðo- 

24. cróuaT: uax.] ZTóua pax. is said to bo 
a Hebraism for yw p, as in Deut. xx. 13. Yet 
examples of the same expression are adduced by 
W'etst. and Elsner from the Classical writers. 
— alyuarwricOijcovra: als váyTa Tà i0yn] 

A prediction fully verified by tho statements of 
the Jewish historian, ially Bell. vi. 9, 2, 
cited by Wetstein, Tou è Aourov wANBovE Tove 
uwip iC irn hcas Evepsv ele ra kaT' Al- 

Tov tpya, wralorous È els ras iwapyias 
d adosdearo Tiros, grep iv ois 
Ocarpas odipw xai Ünpioww ol 8& ivròs X 
irav iwpabncay. 

— watoupivn] Some take this to mean occu- 
— and consequently profaned. So Rev. xi. 2. 

Macc. iii. 52, rà dyiá cov xatawenadrnrat 
xai BeBrAwrat. Others interpret, ‘ignominiously 
treated.” So Cic. ad Attic. viii. }], * cari 
miseram Italiam videbis proxima estate, et quac 
utriusque vi :' and 7Eschyl. Eum. 110, xai wavra 
Tavra ÀàE ópo watroupaeva. The two signi- 
fications, however, merge into each other, the full 
meaning being, that ‘it shall be in the possession 
of, and under oppressive and insulting subjection 
to, the Gentiles, just as captives in war are trod- 
den under the feet of the conqueror.’ 

— & pt wAnpwhacr xaipoi áÜvev] The sense 
of these words has been not a little disputed ; 
and no wonder, since the prophecy is expreesed 
in gencral terms, and of which the event 
dicted is only intimated, and probably is still in 
course of accomplishment. me take it to be, 
* the times when the Gentiles shall be visited for 
their sins;' see Jerem. xxvii. 7. Ezek. xxi. 25. 
xxii. 3, 4. xxx. 3. Yet that would suppose the 
words to be quite enigmatical. Others (as Lightf., 
Whitby, and Newton) understand ‘the time 
when the number of Gentiles to be called to God 
shall be complete. This, however, is negatived 
by Rom. xi. 12, seqq. Others again refer the 
words to a period when the Jews shall be re- 
stored; i.e. when the times of the four great 
kingdoms predicted by Daniel shall have ex- 
ired, and the fh, or kingdom of Christ, shall 
set up in their place, when the scattered sheep 

of Israel shall be again collected, and become one 
fold under one Shepherd, as citizens of the new 
Jerusalem. The simplest and most probable in- 
terpretation is, perhaps, that of Bp. Lonsdale, 
who assigns the blowing eral sense : —' Jeru- 
salem shall be in subjection to foreign nations 
(see on Matt. vi. 32) until the times appointed 
by God for the continuance of the Gentile domi- 
nion over it be fully accomplished and brought 
to a full end." 

25. rye y5s] The recent Commentators in 
general netstat this of Judæa; while the 
ancient ones take the expression in its usual 
sense, ‘the earth.” Much may be spi dais in sup- 
port of either view; nay, may bave place, 
according as the 1s referred to the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem, or that of the world ; see noto 
on Matt. xxiv. 3. 

. treme 

— ovvoxy] A term denoting, like the Latin 
angustia, such anxiety as holds the mind as it 
were enchained, hemmed in, and excluded from 
all hope and comfort. So 2 Cor. ii. 4, 0 ses 
kal euwoxins xapdlas. Hence it is often asso- 
ciated with nouns denoting distress. So Job xxx. 
8, viel Ud «ai radatrwwplavy; and Artemid. 
cited by Wetstein, rote mévnoi, kal dovXois, kai 
Cedepivois, xal karaxpéois, xal Tots iy avvoxti 
ovct. ‘Awopla denotes inopia consilii, or the 
not knowing what to do. Hdot, iv. 14, 1, 
&Topía oU 9paxríov. 
— hyxotens ÜaXácons xal cáXov] These 

words involve a difficulty which has occasioned 
both variety of reading and diversity of interpre- 
tation. To first advert to the former,—the MSS, 
A, B, C, L, M, X, and a few cursives of the 
same Family, with the Syriac, Persic, Arabic, 
Vulg., Italic, and Slav. Versions have frxovs ĝa), 
which is adopted by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. The reading in question is 
very specious, but will not bear scrutiny ; and it 
arose, I su from certain ancient Critics, who 
stumbled at the intermixture of circumstances 
denoting, as they thought, physical, with those 
of moral agitation. Such, however, is frequent 
in the Old Test., and by no means rare in the 
New Test., especially in the Revelation; nay, is 
found in the Classical writers, as ZEschylus. 
However, the words here must be understood 
chiefly in a metaphorical sense, as belonging to 
the same sublime description as that of. Matt. 
xxiv. 29, and Mark xiii. 24, 25; where see notes. 
At aáXov supply /7xovvTos, taken from fjyoíone 
preceding. Or we may suppose a sort of Hendia- 
dys. By /xoíons ÜaXácone xal cáXov are, as 

ke observes, designated áxacac'racía: ‘et 
turbulente harum commotiones et tumultus.’ 
Comp. Ps. lxv. 7, He ‘stilleth the raging of the 
sea, and the noise of is waves, and the tumult of 
the le;' where strepitus maris is explained 
by the following fremitus nationum. Thero is in 
both passages a nautical metaphor, like many in 
the Classical writers. So Soph. CEd. Tyr. 23, 
worus yap "Hdn cadetar’ xavaxovpleat kápa 
BuBayp iT’ ovy ola Ts oiwíov caddrov. See also - 
Plut. Fab. Max. 37. Rom. 24. Theophyl. Sim. 
P. 72, 749, and comp. Pind. Pyth. iv. 4 Mr. 
Alf., indeed, pronounces the text. rec. to be an 
‘explanatory correction; a wholly gratuitous 
supposition, and brings in a phrase of great harsh- 
ness, ‘despair on account of the noise’ (as Alf. 
explains), and one not at all in Luke's manner. 
I continue to ascribe the reading to critical altera- 
tion, arising from ignorance of the construction, 
and yet more of the purport of the im ; 
Yet the #yxovc. may in some of the copies have 
arisen from the termination -ns being, as often, 
written above, and then omitted — the 
careleseness of scribes. The figure denotes ‘ ex- 

itation and ae distress of mu 
26. vxdvrewy dvOperwy ard doflov 

kai poc. n Hendiadys for ‘a fearful ex- 
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klas TÀv émepyouévov TH oixoupéry’ ai yap Óvvápeis TV oDpa- 
vàv caXevÜrjcovrat. ?1 kal tore Óvrovras Tov Tiv Tod avOparrrou 
épyópevov ev vepérn perà Suvdpews kai Oo troddijs- 

28 ^ Apyoué£vev è tovtwy yiverOat, avariate, kai. émapare 
Tas Keharas tua Sire eyyiles 7) atroduTpwaus UVpaD. 

d Matt. 24. 
82—35 
Mark 13. 23 
$l. Tà évõpa' 

29 4 Kal elme mapaßorùv avrots: “Iðere thy cuxny kat mávra 
30 Gray mpoßádħňwow dn, BXémovres ad’ éavrew 

, » , M b 0 L4 > , 31 e * e ~ ywooKete Sti On éyy)os TO Oépos orti. OUT@ xal Upeis 
Grav (Ogre tavta ywopeva, yivwoxere Ste eyyis otw ù) Bacı- 
Acia ToU Geov. 32 "Auny Neyo vpiv, Ste ov uÀ) TrapérGy 7 yeved 
aŬŭrn, éws ay Távra yévntar. | 95 0 ovpavos xai 7) yh rapeXev- 
covra oí 66 Aóyou pov ov uù) vapéXOoc.. 3+ TIpocéyere de 
éavrois, pý more | BapyvOacw vuv ai xapdias iv kpaurráA n 

tation.’ 'Asroyrvx. seems only to mean (like 
—— as we say (o die away with fear. 

ese words are very suitable to the nautical 
metaphor above noticed ; for in such distress at 
sea men's hearts may be said ‘ to die in them for 
fear.’ 
— al dvvdues T&v oùp. caXtvO.) These 

words have the same sense as at Matt. xxiv. 29, 
where see note. In fact, the present passage, 
Matt. xxiv. 29, and Mark xiii. 24, 25, are all of 
the same nature, and relate to the very same 
events; i. e. primarily, to the destruction of 
Jerusalem and the Jewish state; but secondarily, 
to the destruction of the world. The image 
seems formed upon a passage of Is. xiii. 10, 1 
(which treats of the destruction of Babylon), 
where Bp. Lowth remarks (after Sir Is. Newton), 
that ‘ when the Hebrews intend to express appi- 
ness, prosperity, the instauration and advance- 
ment of states, kingdoms, and poenam they 
make use of images taken from the most striking 
parts of nature, from the heavenly bodies, from 
the sun, moon, and stars; which they describe 
as shining with increased splendour, and never 
setting ; the moon becomes like the meridian 
sun, and the sun's light is augmented seven-fold 
(see Is. xxx. 26) ; now heavens and a new earth 
are created, and a brighter age commences. On 
the contrary, the overthrow and destruction of 
kingdoms is represented by opposite images : the 
stars are obecured, the moon withdraws her 
light, and the sun shines no more; the earth 
quakes, and the heavens tremble ; and all things 
seem tending to their original chaos, See Joel 
ii, 10. iii. 15, 16. Amos viii. 9.” 

28. dvaxiWare,} I have so pointed, with 
Markland, in order to indicate that avax. should 
not be construed with xe$aAás. The word, in- 
deed, of itself signifies to ‘ raise up the body’ (as 
opposed to — „and sometimes the head 
only. So Philo, p. 988, TO» avyéva cunqopais 
wie{opuevos, où’ Scov avaxiwur abivey, &c. 
Hence it is figuratively used in the sense animum 
recipere, as in many adduced by Wet- 
stein, Kypke, and Loesner ; ex. gr. Joseph. Bell. 
Jud. vi. 8, 5, dXivow avaxuwWavres ix Tov déous. 
The term is used with allusion to the contrury 
effect of sorrow in making the head hang down. 
Diod. Sic. T. vi. 29, Sore abrdy dvaxiWas rais 

t 

éXwiot. Dio Case. 518, 42, 068 dvixupew Evi 
*pós dxpiBr wappnoiay ò dipos. 
— ávyyi(ac N aoXoTpocit i] According to 

the primary application, tbis will signify, * your 
deliverance from Jewish persecution, and the tri- 
bulations and calamities of Judæa; when, as is 
suggested by ver. 3], the kingdom of God, or the 
dispensation of the Gos l, shall be fully esta- 
blished. According to the secondary application, 
it a — d ? ; — 

. Stay pofáXeci upply xapvóp» or 
púńňňa. So Dioscorid., cited by Grotius, has 
*pofláAA ay avbor. 

931. ñ BaciXs(a Tov Osov] i. c. the Christian 
dispensation firmly established. See note on 
Matt. xxiv. 14. 
34—36. These verses contain a caution to the 

disciples to be on tbeir guard, lest they should be 
entangled unawares in the ruin that was coming 
on their country. But they seem meant for 
general application also to all disciples, of al 
ages, as a warning against being so stupified by 

e pleasures, and distracted by the cares, of this 
life, as to neglect due preparation, by watchful- 
ness and prayer, for that /ast coming of Christ to 
judgment; of which the former advent, to execute 
vengeance on the Jewish nation, was but a type. 
Comp. Matt. xxiv. 37. xxv. 13. 

94. BapvyÜeciv ai xapdíai] Very many MSS. 
and early Editions have fapnuÜcciw, which is 
adopted by Wetstein, Matthei, and others, down 
to Scholz But I suspect that the » arose from 
a confusion with vv, the 1 abbreviations being very 
similar. It is a great confirmation of the com- 
mon reading, that the Sept. Translators very 
often use BapivecBar, never Bapeiobar. They 
have indeed the phrase iBapórÜn 5 xapóía at 
Exod. viii. 15. ix. 7, 31. x. 1, and at Se: Sol. 
ix. 15, $O0apróv yàp cepa Bapive jrvxnv.. So 
Hit Sat. lI. ii. 49, * Quin corpus onustum 

esternis vitiis animum quoque pragravat una, 
Atque affigit humo divine véniculim aurea,’ The 
term «pat. being joined with 4£0$5 (as in 
Hdian. ii. 6, 9, rapa uíüg» xal xpacwadnp), 
they may be regarded as | — with the 
exception of this slight difference,—that ain 
denotes the drunken fü itself; xpa:wdAn, ‘the 
state of giddiness, head-ache,’ &c., which con- 
tinues for the next day, or longer, and is a sort of 
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«a ué0 kal pepipvas Buwtixais, ka aijv(&ws éd bus émori) 
3) ")uépa rein 95 as mayis yap érredevoeras émi ávras TOUS 
ea nuévovs éri mpoowmoy máons Tis yas. 99 Aypumvetre obv 
êv mavt xaipe, Seopevor iva kara£uoÜtrre ékxdwyeiv rabra rávra 
Ta 
&vOporr Ov. 

péXXovra. yweo8a, kai orabjvat &umpoaÜev Tod Tiod Tod 
LA 

371*Hy òè tas nuépas év T iep Oibáokow tas 0 vúrras 
é£epyxopevos nuaitero eis TO Spos Tò KaXovpevoy "EXavav. %8 Kal 
mâs ô Naos apOpite mpos aùròv év TQ (epi axovewy avro. 

XXII. 1 a" Hoyyige òè 1j éopri) ràv dba, 7) Xeyopéyn rráaxa » Matt. 36 
2 wai eb5rovv oi apytepeis wal of ypaypateis To Tras avédwouy MAKI 
autév' époBovvro yap Tov Xaóv. 

3>KionrGe òè [0] Xaravás eis 

ps ory „—a kind of half-delirious stupidity, 
only to removed by another fit of utn. 
Here, however, it denotes neither the drunken 
fit itself, nor the half-drunken state which suc- 
ceeds, but rather the kabit of one and the other, 

— urrrors—aloy. imiory n huipa d«síyn 
Dr. Hales, S. Chr. vol. iii. 369, eaiderates n] 
antecedent to 5» nu. ix., to supply which he 
thinks it absolutely nec that the 36th verse 
of the 24th chap. of St. Matthew should be in- 
serted between vv. 33 and 34, to fill up the chasm 
of another verse hitherto Unaota. by Critics. 
But to so disentangle embarrassments of Harmony 
in the Gospels were to resort to more than Soci- 
nian rashness. How can we account for such a 
chasm in every copy of the original Greek, and 
of the Versions ? hy should it have been re- 
moved, or could it have been passed over? Be- 
sides, no chasm can be proved to exist from tho 
want of an antecedent ; which, indeed, in an ex- 
pression like the present is not needed, since the 
expression in question is a brief and highly em- 
phatic one, denoting some particular day supposed 
to be well known to the reader, and standing for 
9 "iuépa ù peyáňn, n nufpa Tov Kvpíov, equiv. 
to n ioxámn "4£pa, i rju£pa Tns Kplosws. In- 
deed,  éxeivn nuépa so used occurs several 
times in N. T., e. gr. Matt. vii. 22. 1 Thess. v. 
4, in some uncial MSS, 5 nuépa éxelyn, in 
2 Thess. i. 10, iv 75 uipa ixsíyy. 2 Tim. i. 
12, ele ixsivnv jv nu. i. 18, ¿v del TH na. 
iv. 8, iv éxeivy TD viu. Heb. x. 25, dow BAd- 
were iyyiloveav Tijv rjué£pav, where it cannot 
mean * the day of judgment.’ Moreover, exactly as 
$ nutpa éxeivn in this e of Luke, so is tho 
yet more brief, though somewhat less emphatic +) 
jutpa used by St. Paul in ] Thess. v. 4, va nu. 
xaTraXafy, meaning ‘the day of the Lord’ be- 
fore spoken of; nay, it is, not without reason, 
supposed by Grot. that the Evangelist derived 
this expression from the Apostle; and the former 
often employs the same words and phrases as the 
latter, as if from personal communication. 

35. ws mayis yap éwerX.] IIayic and oxav- 
8adoy are, like the Heb. nan, frequent images 
expressive of calamity, espec. such as is sud 
and unexpected (as here and in Rom. xi. 9), by 
which men are taken (like beasts in a trap) 
before they are aware. 

pep 
"Iovdav tov émiwaXoDuevoy Merk 1 10, 

37, 38. These verses close the series of 
es Discourses in Jerusalem, which began 
xxi. 1. 

38. wpOpiLe wpde avTOv] ‘OpOpl{ew signi- 
fies, 1. to rise early; 2. to go about any business 
early ; 3. and, when followed by a preposition de- 
noting motion towards, to go or resort to any 
place; or, as here, person. 

XXII. 1, 2. Conspiracy of the Jewish chief 
priests and scribes to put Jesus to death. Matt. 
xxvi. 1—5. Mark xiv. 1, 2; where see notes. 

l. 1j éopr?) Tv átóuov] So Joseph. Bell. ii. 
1, 3, Tis Tv á(Uuwr lya Tdans iopThs, "do xa 
wapa tos 'Iovóatois kaaita. 

2. é(irovr — ror dvidwow avróy] Here 
i( Tov» answers to the calling of the council, 
and the deliberation spoken of at John xi. 47. 
In which, and the consequent determination to 
put Jesus to death, the Priests and Scribes unwit- 
tingly fulfilled the prophecy at Ps. ii. 2, as ad- 
verted to by Peter and John, Acts iv. 27. At rò 
7$ áv. a. there is that idiom, by which the 
Article is prefixed to a whole clause, then to be 
considered as independent, and itself forming an 
object; as Acts iv. 21, undiv evpioxovres Tò 
rws KkoldatcyTai avToUc, and often elsewhere. 
See Matth. Gr. 8 280. 

— ideofBovrro yáp] The yap has referenco 
to a clause here suppressed i. e. [‘ but not on the 
feast day °]; ‘for, expressed in the passages of 
Matthew and Mark. 

3—6. Compact of Judas with the chief priests 
T — Jesus. Matt. xxvi. 14—16. Mark xiv. 

B. alowdOe 226 €.] Not implying a physical 
entry of Satan into Judas,—not, indeed, an 
entry at all; for it is plain from John xiii. of, 
that Satan had not yet entered into Judas; but 
to be understood of mental influence and insti- 

tion, i. e. by putting it into his heart to betray 
esus. As those who obey the Divine motions 

are said to receive the Spirit as a Divine guest, so 
Satan is said to enter into those who consent unto 
criminal suggestions. See John xiii. 2. Acts v. 
8. Ephes. ii. 2, and the notes on Matt. iii. 16. iv. 1. 
Luke ii. 27. This view does not at all negativo 
the personality of Satan ; that being implied. 

The Article beforo Zar., not found in many 
MSS., including several Lamb. and Mus. copics, 
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c Matt. 30. 
17—19. 
Mark 14. 13 
AA 

is cancelled by all the recent Editors; but per- 

LUKE XXII. 4—15. 

"Ioxapusrny, óvra éx tod apiOpod Trv Óweóexa* * kal ámeXBév 
cuvedadnoe Tois apyrepedas Kal Toís orparnyoîs TO TS GUTOV 
mapad@ autos. P xai éyapnoay, kal avvéÜevro alt@ apryúpiov 
Sova. 9 Kal éEwporoynoe kai ébryre, evxaipiay Tov mapaðoüva: 
avróv avrois drep ÓyXov. 

7 c * HABe &è 1) huépa ràv åķópæv, év 7) ede, OvecBat TÒ Tráaya: 
8 aj amréoteine IIérpov kai 'Iedvvgv, cimon ITopevÜévres éroi- 
pásate Suiv Tò Tácxa, wa $áwyouev. 9 Oi 5é ebrov aire 
ITod 06xew érouiáow pev ; 10O Se elrev avrois 'I9oU, ciced- 

Oóvrov ipeav eis THY TOALW, cuvavrýoci Ujiv avOpwiros repájov 
Ü6aros Bacrdátewv: dkoXovÜ:jcare avT@ eis THY oixlav ob eioro- 
peverav 11 kal épeire TQ) oixoðeorory THs oixias Aéyes cos 
6 &ódakaXos  IloÜ dots TO karáAvpa, Grov TÒ *ácwya perà 
tov pabytav pov dayw; ? Kdxeivos Upiv Serer * avdryasov 
péya éatpwpévorr éxet érouuácare. |8’AmedOovres Sé edpor, 
xabers eipnxev avtois’ kal ?yroipacavy To TWacya. 

14 Kai re éyévero 4 pa, avérece, kal ot Swdexa atroctoAo 
ovv avTQ. 15 kai elme mpòs avrovs "Emibupia éreOipnoa Toto 

to v. 13, see the notes on Matt. xxvi. 17—19, 
haps without sufficient reason: for though the 
word, as partaking of the nature both of a 
same and an ive, may either admit or re- 
ject it; yet as here three-fourths of the MSS. 
have it, and as it is almost always found in the 
New Test. with Zaravas, except in the Vocative 
casc, it is best to retain it here. 

4. orparnyots] scil. Tov lepov, infra 
v. 42. By these 1 would understand, not, with 
some, the officers charged with the superintend- 
ence of the i of the Temple; but, with 
Lightf. and Bp. Middl, the commanders over 
those bodies of Levites who a he guard in the 
Temple, mentioned in Acts v. 26, and Joseph. 
Bell. vi. 5, 3, of whom one, the chief, is men- 
tioned at Acts iv. 1, and sometimes in Josephus, 
as ó orpatnyds Tov lspov. These orparnyoi, 
however, were, properly speaking, not military, 
but civil officers, and, besides the duty above 
mentioned, acted as ‘ prefecti' and ‘curatores 
Templi* generally. 

6. On the terms iwn. and cui. denoting 
‘compact and agreement, see my Lex. It is 
strange that so many learned Expositors, Beza, 
Wakef., Newc., and Translators of eminence, 
should explain &rep óxXov, ‘ apart from the mul- 
titude, or common people, —a sense specious in- 
deed, but not to sustained on philological 
grounds, since it would almost demand the Ar- 
ticle, rou xov, and then a sense forced and 
harsh would arise. The true import is evidently 
best represented by the rendering of the ancient 
Versions and the most learned and judicious 
Commentators, ‘ without tumult,’ which is sup- 
ported by Acts xxiv. 8. 

T. 00«c0a.] This term is used, because the 
"e s of the chal lamb was a kind of sacri- 
ce. ence the phrase moot rmm fo slay the 

passover, occurs in the Old Test. On this verse 

and Mark xiv. 12—16. 
10. elosXOcvreev—Baora{wy}] Here for ovv- 

avrücs, several MSS. have dwravricce, 
Mars has iig piedi m Tisch. 
t is certainly a iner term, more 

Claseical, but evidentiy derived from the parallel 
passage of Mark. Render, ‘when ye have en- 
tered into the city, there will meet with 
(join your company) a man carrying a pitcher 
of water’ For slosA80yrcv vuv, a Classical 
writer would have used «losA80Uc«v üuir. Thus 
in Plat. Com. ‘Eopr., frag. iii. p. 362, we have 
"E£ióvri. yàp ‘Aduebs axqurnoe piper uoi 
kac Tpéas. 

18. xa. elpnxey] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
edit elprxe:, from B, C, D, L, and one cursive 
MS. But I suspect that the reading arose from 
critical correction, though one wholly unneces- 
sary, since the . may be taken in a pluperf. 
sense, as often in the New Test. and Sept. ; e. gr. 
éwpaxe in Luke i. 22, and John iv. 18, dwoxe- 
KóAixs in Matt. xxviii. 2. In fact, the pluperf. 
form elpyjxew occurs, I believe, no where in the 
Greek Test. or the Sept. —and, indeed, I cannot 
find any proof that it was ever used by the 
Classical, or, indeed, any other Greek writers, 

15. drOuula E«00unca] A Hebrew idiom, 
as in Gen. xxxi. 30, loi&vuia yap lrsObpnoat 
dweXOriv sls roy olkov Tov TaTpov. Here 
Blackwall, Winer, and Bomem. uce what 
they call similar phrases from the Greek writers; 
but, in truth, they are not quite similar. In 
Hebrew the idiom has a strongly ixfensive force; 
in the Greek Classical writers scarcely ever so. 

The reason why our Lord thus ardently longed 
for the arrival of the passover, was, 1. because ho 
knew he should then enter on that conflict, which 
should terminate in a glorious victory over sin 
and Satan, and produce the most blessed results 
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TO mácya payeiy pef ipv Tpó Tov pe maÜeiw 16 Aéyo yàp 
Üpiy, Gre oUker, oU pn payw é£ avrod, éws Srov wANpwWOF év TH 
Baotreia tod Oeo). 17 Kai deEdpuevos ToTüpwv, evyapiorncas 
elme AáBere robo kai Gapepiaare éavrois* 184 Aéyo yàp Upiv, 4 Matt. m. 

Bactreva tod Ocot ENON. 
ÉxXace, xai ESwxev avrois, Aéyov 

1 Cor. 11. 19 Kai Xa90v áprov, eùyapıorýoas s-s. 
^ P, > bi A / 

To)ro srt TO cO pov, 
TÒ vTép Üjv Sddopevoy' Toro Towire eis THY eunv avauvnowy. 
20 ‘Qaavtws Kat TO ToTÜpiov, peTa TO Oevrvijaos, Neywy Tobro 
TÒ rToripiov, ) kay] iabhen èv TQ alpari pov, TO Uirép ijv 
EXxYUVOLEVOY. 21 TTAny Sov, 7j yelp ToU wapaddevtos pe per’ 
epo émi ths Tparétys. 72 Kad ó pev Tids tov avOperrov To- 
peveras xarà TÓ dpuwpévor: TX» oval rQ avOparrm exeivy Ov 
ov twapadidotar! B Kal atrol ijobauro av(greiv mpos éavrovs, 
TO, Tis apa eln é£ avTOv 6 ToÜro pédAXNwY Tpdacew. | ?^ ’Eyévero 
dé xai didroverxia év avrois, Tò, Tis avta@v Soxet elvat pekov. 

to his faithful people of every And as he 
was so soon to leave them, he wished to open his 
mind freely, and prepare them for the loss they 
were so soon to suffer, and the trials which ere 
long awaited them ; that they might bear the ono 
and sustain the other. Doubtless, too, he then 
anticipated the period so shortly to arrive, when 
he should institute for their use, and that of his 
followers of all ages, the sacred feast appointed as 
a sacramental memorial of his dcath and passion. 

16. ovxéts ov uý) Here is a negative of the 
strongest kind, and somewhat unusual; thou 
examples are sdduced by Bornemann from the 
Classical writers.—’EE aurov, ‘henceforward.’ 
This is also an expression extremely rare, and 
almost without parallel in the Classical writers. 
The next words, ov ut) $áyw i£ avTov, čws 
Grou TAnpwby iv ry BaciXsíq Tov O«ov are of 
the same character with those at Matt. xxvi. 29, 
and to be explained in the same manner; mean- 
ing, that ' he should hold no more social converse 
with them on earth, up to the period when the 
work of redemption by his blood (that sacrifico 
of which the Passover was the type) should be 
— ished, and the kingdom of God esta- 
blished.' 

18. I have now, with the recent Editors, 
adopted »yeviiu. from very strong external autho- 
rity (including most of the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), confirmed by internal evidence. 

9. Tovro moira, &c.] ‘Do this;’ namely, 
that which I have just done,—break bread, &c. 

20. Tovro Tò wornptov, &c.] Meaning, ‘by 
the administration of this cup 1 institute a new 
religion, to be ratified by my blood:' comp. 
Matt. xxvi. 2/—29. Mark xiv. 23—25, and 
also ] Cor. xi. 23, 26. 

— ñ xatvn 6:a8.—pov] a brief form of expres- 
sion for *the sign of the New Covenant, which 
is to be sealed and ratified by my blood.’ See 
note on Matt. xxvi. 28. 

21. 5 xsip—rpa-í(ns] i. e. ‘the band (dip- 
ped with mine in the same dish).' Comp. Matt. 
xxvi. 23, and see notes. This isa highly figura- 
tive and truly graphic mode of describing treach- 

ery of the basest sort, i. e. on the part of intimate 
friends, just as at Ps. xli. 9. 

For xai—Yios, Tisch. and Alf. edit óri 
ó piv Tide from B, D, L, one cursive, and the 
Copt. and Sehid. Versions; but Lachm. retains 
the text. rec.; very properly ; since the external 
suthority for the other reading is next to no- 
thing, and internal evidence is quite adverse, it 
being evidently a critical alteration. As to Alf. 
accounting for the text. rec. by the remark that 
OTI is omitted before OYT, and the connexion 
supplied by xai, it is ‘risu quam refutatione 
dignius," and only shows Mr. Alford's slender ac- 
uaintance with Pal phy. See my note on 
ark xiv. 21. That the Pesch. Syr. translators 

had the text. rec. is quite plain. 
24—30. Dispute for pre-eminence : our Lord's 

mpy 
. byévero 32 kal dtrovecxia, &c.) From 

the difference of circumstances, notwithstanding 
the identity of tho thing itself, some Expositors 
have maintained that this represents an occur- 
rence distinct from that recorded at Matt. xx. 20, 
and Mark x. 35; while others urge that ‘ wo 
cannot suppose such a contention for superiority 
should have occurred immediately after so affect- 
ing a lesson of humility.’ Accordingly th 
maintain that this is the same circumstance wi 
that mentioned by Matthew and Mark, but hero 
brought in out of the lar order, of which St. 
Luke is less observant than the other Evangelists. 
For myself, I regard this as quite an open ques- 
tion. From what Mr. Alf. has said it would 
appear that the occurrence of the contentious 
rivalry at this particular time is not altogether 
unaccountable. I should be inclined to 
his inference that ‘the strife did happen at this 
time, in the order related here, were not the 
data on which it is founded precarious, and 
scarcely admissible; at least as far as regards 
the supposing that there has been a transposition 
of some of the circumstances respecting these 
various contentions among the Apostles. : 

— tle abrapy dorsi slvai pei{eov} I have in 
my Lex. New Test. shown that the sense is 
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emat. 25°C 56 elev avroiss ° Oi Baomeis trv eOvav xupievovoty 
Mark 10.49 Qirdyy, xal oi égovciábovres avTOv eùepyérat raħoðvrar — 95 ipets 

Sé oby obres GAN ò peitov èv Upiv yevécOw ws 6 vewrepos- 
e e , e e ^ 

Kal ó syyoUjevos, © Ò Staxovar. ?7 Tis yàp peilwrv, ò avaxei- 
pevos, Ñ ò Staxovay ; ovy ó avaxeipevos ; éyo Sé eius èv péow 
e ^ e e ^ 

Upav ws ô Svaxover. 
f Matt. 19. 

Heb. 2. 18. 
& 410. 

28 "Teig 6€ dore oi Stapepevnxotres ner 
éuoU év rois 7repaa pois pour 99 f kayo OrriÜeuas ipiv, (xaÜdx 
6iéÜeró pot 6 IIarsjp pov Bactrelay,) 9? iva éobinre kai rire 
émi ris tpatrétns pou év Ti) Baotreia pou, kal * xabiocobe eri 
Ópóvev xpivovres tas Swdexa dvXàs roð ‘Icpayjr. 9! Elre Se 
ó Kúpios Sipwv, Zipov, ov 6 Xaravás éEnrjcaro bpas, ToU 

existimatur, ts accounted. Bp. Pearce remarks, 
that if the reading oxe? be retained, which he 
thinks it may (nay, he might have said must, for 
dy aln is evidently a mere altered reading, intro- 
duced, for its greater easiness, from the parallel 

of Luke ix. 46), we should read doxe/n. 
But this form is a mere barbarism. A far milder 
emendation would, indeed, arise by reading (so 
that we adopted the common Greek form of the 
optative) doxot. But there is not a single MS. 
that gives any countenance to such a reading; 
and hence the common one is best retained, 
though explained as if doxot had been read ; for 
there is reason to think that, in the common 
Greek dialect, the Indicative mood was often 
used where strictness of propriety would call for 
the Optative, or the Optative with dv. With re- 
spect to the present , in TO, Tis avTiy 
Coxet elvar uel, there is much of the appear- 
ance of a pleonasm; and so thought the bold 
ancient Critics who altered doxat elvac into dy 
eln (found in the Cod. Cantab. and most of the 
ancient Versions), and so doing adopted what is 
found in a kindred passage, supra ix. 46; though 
even there no absolute pleonasm exists, but only 
a softening of the more direct and blunt form of 

ression, Ths dv ei. 
"bs. evepyirat — Ev’spyirns was 
among the Greeks a title of honour, assigned to 
all who had in any way deserved well of the 
monarch or state; and was the title arrogated by, 
and through flattery bestowed on, the princes or 
magistrates of antiquity. Comp. Joseph. Bell. 
iii. 9, 8, cepa Kai evepyitny ávaxaXourTss. 
Diod. Sic. xi. 26. See Hdot. iii. 140, and my 
note on Thucyd. i. 129, xetral cot evep- 
ycia. 

26. Our Lord now takes occasion to explain 
tho nature of his kingdom; intimating that it 
was established on different principles from those 
of the world, so that he who would be most 
advanced in his kingdom must be the most 
humble. At otrws supply £ceo0«, equiv. to the 
fuller expression in Matt. xx. 26, ox, oUTws 
iora: iv Upiv. 
— ò sigwr From the antithetical word 

vewr., this has been by some supposed to denote 
‘one who is elder,’ like the Latin major. But, 
from the parallel paseage of Matth., it is plain 
that vewr. is rather to be accommodated to pei- 
Yow than vic versá; and Kypke has adduced 
several Classical authorities for vewrepos in the 

sense of an inferior. He shows that the expres- 
sions employed throughout have reference to 
office, or station in the kingdom of Christ. 

27. Comp. John xiii. 13—17. 
28. watpacpote pov} Meaning * the trials that 

have befallen me by persecution.’ Comp. su 
Neg with Matt. xiii. 21; and see Heb. ii. 18. 
iv. 10. 

29. On $iaTí0. sce my Lex. in v. In the 
former of the two exx. of the word here it means 
‘to engage for, ‘to promise;' in the latter, ‘to 

nt, ‘to bestow.’ See on Matt. xix. 28, and 
v. ii. 27. The subst. Bacirsiay belongs to 

both those verbs; q. d. ‘I appoint to you—as my 
me hath appointed to me—a kingdom, that 
e, &c. 

7 30. xa0ícsc0«] This, instead of xa0íano8«, 
found in many of the best MSS., including seve- 
ral Lamb. and Mus. copies, has bcen received by 
al the recent Editors; and rightly; for, as 
Bornem. observes, the Future was more likely 
to be changed into the Subj. than the contrary. 
And that the Future is meunt to be construed 
with va, is provable from a similar construction 
at John xv. 8. 

31—34. Our Lord here directs his discourse 
to Peter (though intending his admonition for 
all present), in order to forewarn him, and put 
him on his guard against the temptation soon 
coming upon bim; and also to supply him with 
an admonition, to be hereafter made uso of on 
being brought to repentance. Although there is 
an evident connexion with the p ing, yet it 
is not so close as to confirm the absence of the 
words in MSS. B and L, and the Copt. and 
Sahid. Versions, from which Tisch. and Alf. 
cancel the words. Internal evidence may indecd 
seem against them ; but it is in vain to it 
to all the copies except two, confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr., Ital., and Vulg. Versions. Mr. Alf. 
lakes for the suddenness of the address, 
and the occurrence which might have occasioned 
it Nothing, but what is devoid of proof, could 
justify the harsh abruptness of the address. I 
doubt not that in the ancient archetvpe, whence 
were derived B and L, the words were acciden- 
tally omitted. 

9l. i£mrricaro úuās]) See my Lex. New 
Test. in v., from which it is clear that the sense 
is, * hath obtained his request that you should be 
delivered to him (for harm, even destruction ).' 
This is not unfrequent in the Class. writers, but 
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owidoat ws Tov cirow 32 éyàó Se éDejÜmv epi cov, wa pi) 
ékXeümry 7) Wists gov Kai ov Tote émupéiras aorypiEov Tovs 
aderghovs cov. B'O 8é elrev atte Kupie, perà cod Érowuós 
eiua, Kai eis pudaKny kal eis Odvatov TropevecOa. 9* *O 58 elre 
Aéyo aoi, IIérpe, où ph dovnces onuepov áXéxrop, mpiv À pls 
atrapynon pn eiéva, pe. 99 Kal ebrev avrots "Ore arréctetha 
tpas atep BaXavriov xai "rjpas Kat vrmoOnpáTov, pn Tivos 
vcTep5jcare ; oi dé elo. Ovdevos. 36 Elrev ovv autos’ "AdNAad 

vũv ò éyov Baddvruov apdrw, dpolws kal mýpav Kal 6 p?) &xav, 
TWANTATY TÒ ijáTLoy avToD, kal dyopacdrw payaipay. 3T Adyw . 
yap Uptv, ött Ere ToUro TO yeypappévoy Set TeXea vat év Epo, 
TÓ Kai perà ávóuov éroyicdn xal yap ta wept époD 
TéNos exer. 38 Oi Sé elror Kopie, 
elev avrois: 'Ixavóv éat. 

89 Kai é£e\@av érropev6n, xarà 
Eraur jeorovOncay 86 abrQ xai 

in the Active voice; yet exx. of the 
occasionally occur, as in Æschyl. Ag. 

662. Hdot. i. 159. Dion. Hal. 1315, 7. Xen. 
An.i.1, 3. Eurip. Hec. 49. Med. 971. But 
the obtaining for oneself, one's own purpose, is, 1 
believe, invariably for good; not, as here, for 
evil. It is accordingly a peculiar form of expres- 
sion, used by a strong figure of speech, with 
allusion to the narrative in Job i. 6—12, of the 
temptation, or trial, of Job, by Satan having 
obtained of the Lord power over him to try him 
in every way short of touching his life. By 
Uuas is meant ‘ you all ;' and by cimdoas (on 
which see my Lex.) is meant “for to sift’ (‘in 
order to in) you, put your fidelity and con- 
atancy of allegiance to the test by scrutiny. 
Comp. 1 Pet. v. 8 with Amos iv. 9, also Milton, 
Par. +» * Opportunity I here have had to try 
thee, sift thee. 

32. twvorpéivvae] Nent. for reciprocal, ‘ havin 
recovered thyself from that lapse which will 
befall thee, by hearty repentance, and turning to 

35. The connexion here with the preceding 
context is obecure, and may best be traced by 
considering the purpose of our Lord in what he 
was now saying; namely, to forewarn his dis- 
ciples of, and prepare them for, future trials. 

is could not be better done than by contrast- 
ing their past state with that so near at hand. 
They are apprised that a total change will shortly 
take place in their condition, which consequently 
will require a co nding change in their plans 
and measures. Before he had sent them forth 
for a brief period only, and in their own country ; 
in which case there was no need of long prepara- 
tion in provisions for their journeys, or precau- 
tions against perils. But now they were to go 
forth to the world at large (see Matt. xxviii. 18), 
and would have to encounter every form of hard- 
ship, necessity, and peril (see 2 Cor. xi. 26, 27). 
Hence there would be need to provide for altered 
circumstances by suitable precautions. 

36. xem Karape] Here, under the 
— fn ̂ m ton to do a thing, or perform a 

OL. t 

boù payaipas de Svo. 6 06 

b 9 b ^ To &Üos, eis TO Ópos TOv 
ot pabnrai avrov. 9 T'evó- 

any at any sacrifice, we have — no other 
than a prophetic intimation of impendi: perils, 
as opposed to the quiet and security of ormer 
times; our Lord here expressing himself after 
the manner of the ancient Prophets, who were ac- 
customed to warn men of dangers near and enemies 
at hand, by representing the means commonly 
employed, and proper to be resorted to, under 
such circumstances. 

37. irs rovro—iv iuof] The connexion is, 
* After all that I have suffered, this last endurance 
remains, —namely, that I should (as was long 
ago prophesied of me) be brought unto an igno- 
minious death. And as J have suffered, so must 
you; for the hatred and reproach encountered by 
the master shall extend to you his disciples.'— 
Tédos £yst is synonymous with «AsaO5vai, * to 
come to completion by accomplishment,’ and is 

the best Class. writers of the completion 
ictions. 
loù uáyxaipar wee úo) ‘Sec here are 

two swords.’ Since the road from Galilee to 
Jerusalem was infested with robbers, travellers, 
it may be su , took swords. Nay (as 
Schoettgen. has shown), at that time in Judæa 
even the Priests carried arms when on a journey. 
Insomuch that, as we find from Josephus, even tho 

ific Essenes took swords when travelling. So 
ll. ii. 8, 4, 86 xal wotovyrar ds dxolnulos 

ovdiy piv OXws dwixouYduevor, did Sd rods 
Apords Evow)os. 
— lxavóy icri] The best Commentators, 

ancient and modern, are agreed that ixavóv iors 
has here a sense not unfrequent, in this and simi- 
lar expressions in all languages (see the examples 
adduced in Rec. Syn.), as employed on occasions 
when we do not care to rectify a dull misappro- 

— 

"s 

hension, but dismiss both the person and the 
thing with ‘It is very well; that will do.” See, 
however, note on Matt. xxvi. 46. Render, 
* Enough !' So Shakesp. Macb., ‘ Dismiss me; 
Enough !" 

39—46. Christ's agony at the Mount of Olives. 
Matt. xxvi. 36—46. Mark xiv. 32—42. John 
xviii. 1. See the notes in ll. ý po 

K 
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pevos 8à érl rod rómov, elev avrois*. IIpoacvxea0e ph eiaedOeiy 

eis mepaopóv. 91 Kai aùtòs àmeamáa0n an’ aurav boel XBov 

guakis Body kai Gels Tà yovata mpoonvyeto, $9? Aéyww € IIárep, ci 

BoíXe. mapeveyxeiy To TWoTHptoy ToUro am’ éuoli—'mTA)v us) TO 

Oérnpd pov, àXXà Tò cov yevécbu. 1 d 66 avrQ ayyedos 

ar’ obpavod évr xov autov. * Kai yevopevos év aywvig, éxre- 

véotepov mpoonuyeto. ‘Eryévero Sè ò Spas atrod oci Opop Por 

nwa se. aluaros KaTaBaivovres él Thy «rijv. 46 ^ Kai dvaotas amo Tis 
4^, 41. » 
Berk M. 87, Tpos euxnms, 

popévovs aro THS AÚTNS, 
érOcov mpos ToU; pandas avroU, eÜpev avroUs xot- 

48 wai eltrev avrots Ti kaÜevóere ; 

dvaordvres Tmpocedyeabe, iva pù ciaérOnte eis Treipacpor. 
i Matt. 90. 41 i”"Er, 68 avrod XaXoÜvros, ioù ÓxXos, Kab Ò Aeyopevos 
47 —51, 55. 

Markit 'TojSac (elg rà» Sadexa) mpojpxero *abroUs, kai ipryce TO 

4l. awsowdoOn] Render: ‘withdrew him- 
self from them.’ 2 Macc. xii. 10, xehe» ài 
davroaraa0í£yrev oradious ĝéxa. Ach. Tat. ii. 
10, évsoácÓn piv ñ KAsío, n di srapÜ£voec 
xareAéAuwro. So also in Plutarch, Op. Mor. 
p. 77, B, we have örav di dwsowdoOn in anti- 
thesis to dy To wapetvat. 
— AíBov fois] A rough modo of estimating 

distance, which originated in the simplicity of 
primitive times, and waa afterwards retained in 
the — phraseology used by writers who 

the employed language of common life. Thus 
Procop. p. 236, 17, ĉieorhxe: yap abtov cov 
Aí8ov Born» 

42. sl fovAri——áx' ipot) Supply wapiveyxs. 
Or, rather, we may suppose a evn js pte 

by which request is merely inti , not ex- 
pressed. 

43, 44. These verses are rejected by some 

Critics, and bracketed by Scholz. But the ex- 

ternal evidence for their omission is trifling 

(only five MSS. being without them), and the 
external is quite in favour of the verses; since no 
reason can be imagined ny they should have 
been introduced, but many why they should have 
been cancelled. That might very well happen, 
not only from the Aeterodor, who denied the 
human nature of Christ, but also from certain 

orthodox, but injudicious, persons ; who, it should 
scem, regarded what is here narrated of Christ 
(similarly to what is elsewhere recorded, of his 
weeping over Jerusalem, and weeping at the 
grave of Lazarus) as unworthy of his exalted 
character, and affording too much countenance 
to the Arian heresy ; and therefore, to take away 
a stumbling-block, removed the portion (thus 
I find them obelized in a few Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), whose genuineness, however, is attested 
by the weighty authority of Irenæus, iii. 22, 2, 
and Just. Mart. c. Tryph. p. 331. 

44. dyavia] pont. ii. 21,2. iv. 56, 3, — 
for there, instead of gcav iv d'y», must be 
read, joav i» dywvia. On the nature of this 
áywvía, and how it is to be understood, see a 
Dissertation of Hoffman, Lips. 1830, 4to. ; also 
Bp. Jeremy Taylor's * Considerations, Works, 
vol. pi P; lS $4. " — 
— oel 0póufo: aluatros| It n gene- 

rally sapori. —* our Lords eweat was actually 

blood, or at least bloody ; and examples of such 
a phenomenon have been adduced. But the most 
eminent Expositors, ancient and modern, under- 
stand the meaning to be, ‘his sweat became liże 
drops of blood ; a sense, they think, demanded 
by the words themselves. Compare Acts ix. 19. 
Na , Theophylact and Photius (Epist. 13) coa- 
sider this as merely a proverbial mode of expres- 
sion, by which it is said of those who labour, that 
they sweat drops of blood,—a view, however, 
uite inadmissible. Surely the very existence of 
© 88 ing in the Greek, as well as in our own 

and other languages, at least attests the existence 
of bloody sweats, under excessive perturbation of 
mind or distress of body. See Lucan, Phara ix. 
809—14, where, among other expressions, we 
have sudor rubet. So that, after all, those who 
understand it of a sangutneous appearance in the 
sweat, probably take the most correct view ; 
as such sweats have been, by numerous acta: 
ritios adduced or referred to by me in Rec. Synop. 
proved to have sometimes attended extreme men 
agony. So Aristot. Hist. Anim. iii. 19, adduces 
an instance of sanguineous sweat from extreme 
agitation; and Dr. Mead, in his Medica Sacra, 
gives the same attestation from Galen. This view 
is, I would add, strongly supported by the follow- 
ing citation from an eminent medical writer, 
Blainville, for which I am indebted to the British 
Critic for 1831, p. 1: ‘On l'a trouvée (la sueur) 
colorée en rouge dans une affection qui a reçu le 
nom de Di , maladie dans laquelle il n'y a 
pas une véritable transpiration, mais qui constitue 
plutôt une par exhalation, comme 
celle que l'on observe à la surface de la mem- 
brano pituitaire. Cette fransudation a licu dans 
les cas où, = suite d'une frayeur subite, ou 
d'une vive émotion, il se fait congestion ; thus 
denoting & conflict of mind, a wrestling of spirit. 
T this rare sense it occurs also 2 Macc. iii. 14, 

45. xotpopivous ded THs Asus] The force 
of the expression may best be understood by 
considering, that extreme grief has a stupifying 
tendency, and tends to induce a sort of heavy, 
though unrefreshing, sleep; an effect which is 
alluded to in Hom. Od. 4. 310. Quint Curt. 
zu 13, 17, and other pessagee adduced by 

eta. . 
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"Inood d«Mjcas abróv. 159 'O Sè 'Igcoüe elmev aire: ‘Iovéda, 

$Ovjpar. Tv Tiòv rod dvOparrov mapabibws; *9 Ibóvres B 

oí Trepi avrov TÒ écópevov, elmov ait@ Kúpu, ei raráEouev 

èv payaipa; © Kal érára£ev els ris e£ avróv tov dovdov rod 

apytepéws, kal ddeiXev avtov TO ods To Seftor. 51 ArroxpiOeis 

Sè ó Igcoüs elmer 'Eüre čws tovrov! xai dydpevos ToU wriov 
> ^ f > ^7 

avrOU LagaTO OGUTOV. 52 Etre 86 6 Incovs mpos ToUs maparye- 

vouévous én’ a)róv apysepets xai orparnyoùs ToU icpod xai 

apecBurépous: ‘As émi Anoriy éfeXgXUÜare perà payatpõv 

xai Eidwv; 3 xab? juépav Üvros pov peb’ dpe ev TH (ep, 

ovx éfere(vare tàs xeipas én’ épé. ‘AAN abr Updv éaTw À 

dpa: kai 7) é£ova(a rod awórovs ! 
54) XvyAXafóvres 58 aùròv yayov, kal eia:ryanyov aùròv eis { Matt se. 

TOv olxov ToU ápyiepéos 6 è Ilérpos 2KkoXoU0e, paxpobev. 9.15 s, 

55*' Avrdvrav 62 TÜp èv uéaq Tis 

48. didhuare ròv Ylór ToU ávÜpe vov rapa- 

Sides ;| The three terms contained in this asser- 

tion are all emphatical, and there is a sort of 

climax ; q. d. ' Betrayest thou thy Master, and 

him the Eon of Man, and that with a kiss?’ 

@iAvjuar:, as denoting that which constituted 

the greatest aggravation of the guilt, is purposely 

placed first, in order to be made most promi- 
nent. 

49. el maráķopev) El may here be rendered 

num, as in Mark viii. 23, where see note. The 

full sense is: * [What] if we strike?" 
5l. ¿âre ee rovrov) These words (obscure 

from brevity) admit of two different interpreta- 

tions, according as they are supposed to be ad- 

dressed to the multitude, those who came to ap- 

prehend Jesus, or to the disciples. Agreeably to 

the former view, the sense is, ‘Suffer me thus 

far, i.e. to touch the ear of the wounded man, 

= ‘leave me free till I shall have healed the 

wounded man.’ This, however, besides supposing 

a very harsh ellipsis, yields a sense not a little 

frigid. According to the , view, the ex- 

pression will denote (by an ellipsis of avToós 

after tare), ‘let them do what they please, — 

desist.’ See more in Bp. Lonsdale, who ably, 

but not satisfactorily, maintains this interpreta- 

tion. Indeed this ellipsis of ad-rods is not a little 

harsh. The true ellipsis after iars would seem 

to be rather rô mpaypa; and dare may well 

stand for dqers, ‘let alone.’ There is also a 

peculiar pregnancy of sense, as in Thucyd. i. 71, 

pixp: rovds wpioðw vuv xj Beadvrns, where 

see my note. Thus the sense will be, ° Let the 

matter rest [after its having proceeded] thus 

far!’ q. d. * Enough of this.’ After all, however, 

the interpretation may be regarded as an open 

question. M 

52. ús iri Aporhv] The construction is: 

iE. perà paxaipav xal. Evrov iw’ ipi, we 

iri Anornv; The iri signifies — Saame y, 

for jon ; as in Joseph. Antiq. xiv. ll, 

6, &FedOciv dori. MéAcyov maibee perà Eip- 

Sv. 
53. ddd’ abr—axórovs] There is here again 

aŭs, kal avykaÜwávroy ^ "7? 

& certain obscurity, occasioned by the sense being, 
from intensity of feeling, but imperfectly de- 
veloped. Some take the words to mean, ' This 
is the time most opportune for your purpose ; this 
is the hour fitted — of — ine 

retation su y several passages ad- 
duced from the lassical writers. Others explain, 
* This is the time destined and permitted by God, 
and this is the power of iniquity ;' i. e. iniquity 
has obtained this power; airn iori being sup- 
plied before ¿ğovoía. The latter sense is prefer- 
able; and the interpretation, as far as concerns 
the first clause, is confirmed and illustrated b 
Matt. xxvi. 45, 56, and Mark xiv. 49; inasmuc 
as the words here stand in the place of that de- 
claration. The sense of the second clause, how- 
ever, has not been so well cleared up. 1t should 
seem that ifovala ov oxoroue is, as it were, & 

reonification of the Prince of darkness, the 
evil, called at Eph. ii. 2, 6 &pyev rie ikov- 

alas Tov á£pos, and his subordinate agents iov- 
ola: ToU oxorous. Of iEovala, as used for 
dpxev, examples occur supra xii. ll. Rom. 
xiii. 1. 1 Cor. xv. 24. Eph. i. 21. iii. 10. Col. 
i. 16. ii. 10. Thus the complete sense is: * This 
is the time when power is given you against mo 
by the determinate counsel of God (Acts iv. 28), 
and in which the Power, or Prince of darkness, 
is permitted to exercise his rancour against me.' 
In the latter clause there is an ellipsis of abc 
iori, to be supplied from the preceding one. 
Moreover, that there is an emphasis on juo, is 
clear from its position, and is certain from several 
other pas of the N. T., where the same 
position before the noun carries with it an em- 
hasis, e. g. Matt. v. 16. xiii. 16, and xx. 26, 27. 
ark x. 43, 44. Luke xii. 30, 35, and xxi. 34. John 

xiii, l4. In all these s the pronoun has 
more or less of em Satie” though the Com- 
mentators have rarely perceived it, and the 
early Critics, stumbling at the position, altered 
1t. 

55—62. Peter's three denials of the Lord. 
Matt. xxvi. 60—72. Mark xiv. 66—72. John 
xviii. we S^ 2527. See notes in ll. E 

K 
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avTOv, ékáÜyro 6 Ilérpos év uéao avrày. 55'I6o0ca è avrov 
sraibia kr) Tis KaOnpevoy Tpós TÒ Pos, Kal aTevicaca avrà, eire 
Kai obros avv avrà tv. 97 'O 86 npyncato avrov, Meyor Tóva, 
oUk oda aùróv. 58 Kal perà fpaxv érepos i&ov avróv éd» 
Kai ov é£ aùrôv el. 'O Sé IIérpos elmer " AvÜporre, ovx etai. 
59 Kal Qaa ráa s ecl pas pias, Gos Tis Ova xvpitero, Xényeoy- 
Er adnbelas xai otros pet’ avtod ?jv kai yap T'a24Xaiós éaTiv. 
60 Elre 86 0 IIérpos: " AvÜporre, ovx olda ô ̂ éyeis. Kai mapa- 
yppa, ert XaXoüvros abro), é$ovgsev [6] aréxtwp. 9! Kai 

55. ixáÜnro—i» picw avrav] MSS. B and 
L read uícos ab», which is adopted by Tisch. 
and AM But Tisch.'s second thoughts were here 
not wiser, and both he and Alf. had better have 
retained iv u£aw, with Lachm. I doubt not that 
pigos was introduced by some Critic, whose pur- 

it was to get rid of tho tautology existing in 
baise aù ñs and by péos abrwy: and he was 
induced so to do, by bringing to mind such | ex 

as John i. 26, pécos iuc» iornxey: Acts 
i 18, IA áxnos pécos, where the adject. is used 
instead of the adv. uícov, with va of xard, 
as in Aristoph. Ach. 571. Ran. 469. Eq. 388, 
ZyecOar uéícos. Jos. Antt. vi. 7, 3, ovro.— 
is xareoxnyras, scil. avrys. And such is 
the use of medius in Latin. Yet there exists far 
too little evidence for the reading in question to 
warrant its being adopted ; and indeed I am half 
inclined to think that uécos is only an error of 
the scribes for uícov, equiv. to xard uácor, as 
in Phil. ii. 15, according to the texts of Lachm. 
and Tisch., and perhaps in Matt. xiv. 24, as also 
occasionally in Sept., e. g. Numb. xxxv. 54, 
worse pisov ToUTov oTa: buy. 

56. drevicaca abro] ‘having fixed her eyes 
intently on him.’ See my Lex. in v. 

57. ò ù Apyncaro aùròv, kyu, &c.] The 
MSS. B, D, K, L, M, S, X, A, and many cur- 
sives, to which I add 12 Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, together with the Syr., 
Ital., Pers., Ar., and other later Versions, have 
not the ai-róp, which is bracketed by Griesb. and 
Alf, and cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. And 
certainly there is much to countenance this. It 
would seem that the avrdy is not called for, con- 
sidering that the denial here recorded was ny 
of a certain allegation on the part of the damsel, 
that he was one of Jesus's companions and disci- 
ples, a denial not of a person, but of a thing. 
And, — the word has no place in the 
parallel Gospels of Matthew and Mark. But it 
1s not improbable that each of these reasons may 
have ] the word's being thrown owt by 
two different classes of Critics, the one on the 
former grounds, the other on the latter just ad- 
verted to. Nevertheless, the first reason is of no 
force when applied to the pkraseology of the 
Gospels. And, as to the other, the persons who 
acted on it did not consider, that de words of 
the denial as contained in the several Gospels 
differ not a little. In the parallel of 
Matthew and Mark we have oùx oléa [ovdi 
iwiorauat) Tí 00 Adyace: in that of Luke, ov« 
olla avrop, ‘I do not know the person you speak 
of.’ It would seem to have been the intention of 
St. Luke to make as prominent as possible Peter's 
denial of his Master. Hence he used the words 

oux olda abroy. And hence at v. 61, we have 
Toi» ddixropa dwerjicat éxapyiog us Tpis, in 
allusion to the words of Jesus recorded by the 
Evangelist supra, v. 34, où uù povice: d\écresp 
7 piy 9 pie éwapyioy un eldiverpe. Thus, too, 
may we account for the E list's writing at 
xxii. 57, notwithstanding the trifling verbal slip 
in phraseology, hpvúo. avrov. The extreme an- 
tiquity of the reading avTó» is attested by its 
being found in the Alexand. MS. and most of the 
other uncial MSS. As to Cod. Cant., it is wrongly 
alleged as authority for the omission, since the 
MS. originally had it (though afterwards it was 
removed by some Critics) ; and, accordingly, it 
is found in the Latin Version of that MS. us 
it ap that strong internal evidence is com- 
bined with hid bbc external authority in 
favour of the authenticity of the word, which by 
all the rules of criticism ought to be retained in 
the text. Mr. Alf., profiting by the above cri- 
tical discussion, has now removed the brackets, 
and traces the removal of the word to its absence 
from the parallel Gospels. 
— Aéyev: Tórat ovx old. a.] MSS. B, L, 

X, place yuva: after avrov. How the position 
of yuvac came to be altered will appear from my 
note on John iv. 21. If Tisch. and Alf. had con- 
sidered the matter in as expansive a view as I 
bave there done, they would not have, injudi- 
ciously, caught ap this alteration of the Alexan- 
drian Critics. The position of yúva: last in a 
sentence, though frequent in the Poets—as Ho- 
mer and Eurip.—is never, I think, found in the 
prose writers. As to the fore of the Yres, it 
may here fall under that head which I have 
treated of in my note sbi supra, where it is cha- 
racterized as a term of courteous address. 

58. ir«pot] In the passage of Matthew we 
have &AAn, ‘another maid-servant.' This dis- 
crepancy, however, may be removed on the prin- 
cipio suggested by Wetstein, —that irepor may 
be used with reference to dyÜpo0ot being under- 
stood, which is sometimes used of a woman. 
Examples of this idiom are frequent. Thus 
Pausan. ii. 21,6 ing of two women, Tovroes 
í hacw; and Soph. Elect. 977, reads T% xa- 
ovyunre.—For slap Tisch. and Alf. read ign 
from B, K, L, M, and six cursives, to whic 
could add a few Lamb. and Mus. copies; and 
internal evidence is rather in favour of the read- 
ing. Yet there is no sufficient authority for 
the change; as Lachm. saw, who retained tho 
text rec. 

59. dsioyvol{ero] ‘strongly affirmed, as Acta 
xii. 15, aid fa passages cited by the Commen- 
tators. 

60. The o before dAéxT. is omitted in several 
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otpagels 6 Kúpios évégNee v IIérpor xal irepvijcOn ó IIé- 
Tpos ToU Xoyov ToU Kupiov, ex; elrev abr@ "Ort mpiv à Méxropa 
d»evíjca, àamapvýoņ pe Tpis. 9? kal éEeAOwv &Ew 6 Ilérpos 
€xAXavoe TIKPÕS. 

63 k Kai oi dvdpes of avvéyovres tov 'IuaoUv évérasbov. aírj, x mats s. 
Oépovres |. 9* kal wepixadvparres avTov, Érvirrov avtov TÒ mpoo- Mark 1. e. 
corov, kai éernpwrwv avTOv Xéyovres IIpopýrevoov, tis otw 
ò maisas ce; 95 kai érepa modà Braodnpourtes ÉXeyov. eis 

? e 

GVTOV. 

66 ! Kal ws éyévero qué pa, avviyy05n 70 pea Bvrépiov rod AGOV, | Matt. 27.1. 
? Mark 15. 1. 

apytepeis Te kai ypappareis, kal avyryayov avTOv eis TO avvéOpuov 
avtrav, 9! Xéyoyreg Ei ov el 6 Xptotos, eimè uiv. Elre 98 
avrois: ‘Eav ipiv eirw, ov py Tw Tevasre: 99 dày 86 xal épo- 
THAW, où uù amorpibiré pot, f) amoNvonTe. 69 Acro ToU vüv 

éorat 6 Tiòs Tod avOpwrov KaOnpevos èr SeEvov ris Suvdpews 
TOU Oo. 70 Elrov 86 Távres Sv ov el 6 Tios rou O6€o0; 
“O 8é mpòs aùroùs Edn "Teils Xéyere Gre yw eia. 1 Oi 82 
elmov Ti Erte ypeiav. čyopev paprupias; avroi yap nKxovcapev 
ATÒ TOV TTOMATOS avTOD. 

XXIII. ! * Kal dvacray mav 

uncial and cursive MSS.; to which I add most 
of the Lamb. and many of the Mus. — and 
as internal evidence is rather against the word, I 
have placed it within brackets. 

61. After ov. Tisch. and Alf. add esjuspov, 
from B, K, L, M, X ; and about three cursives 
and two others insert it before ev. ; to which I 
could add several Lamb. and Mus. copies; but it 
would nought avail, since internal evidence is 
against the word, which was more likely to be 

tn, because thought necessary by some 
Critics, than removed by others, because not in 
Matthew and Mark; a principle against whose 
application I have already more than once pro- 
tested. I suspect that the word was introduced 
from the Latin Versions. 

66. +d "psc. Tov Xaov] Luke alone, in 
this passage, and in Acts xxii. 5, gives this name 
to the Sanhedrim. At Acts v. 2] he calls it 4 
ytpoucia. 
— åvýyayov abróv] MSS. B, D, K, and 

many others, with Origen, read &srfya*yov,— 
manifestly a critical jon, arising from a 
mistaken view of the true force of this forensic 
term, of which the exact sense is, * brought him 
up for examination (addurerunt, as two MSS. 
of the Ital. Vers.) unto their tribunal ;' (So Acts 
xii. 4, dvay. abrév Te Xa. 2 Macc. vi. 10, and 
Xen. Hist. iii. 3, 11,) * brought him up unto 
(i. e. before, as Coverdale) the council." 

67. el có —clorà uiv] These words admit of 
being rendered iu three different ways. 1. ‘ Art 
thou the Christ? tell us.’ 2. ‘If thou art the 
Christ, tell us [so 3. ‘Tell us whether thou 
be the Christ [or not], The first mode bas far 
leas to recommend it than the 2nd and 3rd, of 
which the former is, on account of its greater 

TO WARS avrayv, *jryaryov »Mats. 1.3. 

simplicity and suitableness, entitled to the pre- 
ference. 

68. ¿àv 62 kal iperriico] The best founded sense 
of this variously interpreted expression is, * If I 
simply tell ys [Iam Christ], ye will not believe 
me; and if I propose — in argument, to 
support my claim, ye will not answer me ;' or, in 
other words (with Br rcu ‘If, besides 
telling you that I am the Christ, I also put per 
tions to you, in order to convince you that I have 
spoken the truth, ye will not answer me,’ &c. 

or an instance of our Lord's questioning his 
enemies, with a view to expose their wilful un- 
belief, and of their declining to answer him, seo 
supra xx. 1—7. Accordingly, I agree with Mr. 
Alf. in regarding these words as a sort of formal 
protest on the part of our Lord against the spirit 
and tendency of the question asked him, before 
he gives an answer to it; q. d. * I am aware of 
the design with which this question is put; but, 
however (Av in Matt.), the time is come for 
the plain avowal to be made,— dà TOU vũv, &c." 
The wAny of Matt. introduces more of definite- 
ness; but there is here greater force and gravity 
in the Asyndeton. 

XXIII. 1. rò 4A 500* aùrav)  IIAg00ov. Ren- 
der: * cotum, * the bulk,’ * the number sufficient 
to form a quorum; and by airy understand 
the chief priests, &c. Or «A. may here have 
simply the sense sumber, without reference to 
great or small. So Thucyd. i. 47, Tiv alkos: 
vay, awd iAáccovos wANGoUS, où arapovaiey, 
and elsewhere. "H-yayov (instead of the text. 
rec. fyayev) is found in almost all the best 
MSS., and been adopted by all the later 
Editors. 
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b Matt. 7. 

Mark 15. 3. 

LUKE XXIII. 2—12. 

aurév émi rov IliXároy.  ?"Hp£favro è xarnyopety avrod, Ad- 
yovres* Torov eŬpopev Stactpédovra Tò &Üvos, xal keXvovra 
Kaicaps $opovs Sdovat, Aéyovra éavróv Xptorov Baciréa elvai. 
3 **O dé Idros émnperrgoev avrov, Xéyoyr: Sv el 6 Bacirevs 
TOv ‘Iovdalwy ; 'O 8e ámokpiÜeis abr edn X) Aéyes. *'O 
dé Idros elme mpòs tous üpyiepeis xai tovs ÓyXovs Ovdey 
evpicxw aitwv ev Trà üyÜparrp tovrm. 5 Oi 86 èmisyvov Aé- 
yovres* "Ore avaceies tov Xaóv, Sidacxav raf SrAns TH lov- 
Saias, apEduevos aro ris Tadsraias Ews de. 9 IIXáros &, 
axovoas Tl'aiXaíay, érrnparncev ei 6 dvôpwros Tanħaîós dove: 
7 kal émvyvoUs Ste èx THs éfovcias 'Hpwóov dotiv, avéreuyev 
avràv impos ‘Hpwdny, Svra kal aùròv év ‘Iepocodvpous év ravraas 
vais "uépaw. 9'O è ‘Hpddys idav tov "Incoby éydpn Mar 
qv yàp OéXov èE ixavod ely avrov, Sia TÒ axovew TroXXÀ Trepi 

avTov kai NATIE Te onpeiov ioety vr avToU eywopevoy. 9 Er- 
npwra 8& avrov éy Xoyois ixavois" aùròs O6 ovdey dTekpivaro 
aùr. 10 Kiorjxecay 86 oi àpytepeis Kai oi ypapparets evrovess 
Karnyopouvtes avTroU. 11 'EfovOevijcas 9e avrov 0 ‘Hpwons, avv 
Toís oTpaTeúpacıv avro0, kal éumaí£as, epiBaXàv avrov chrta 
Aajmrpàv, àyéreurev avróv TQ IIiXáro. 12 'Eyévovro 86 pios 

lows may seem borne out by Matt. xxvii. 29—31, 2. «Üpopsv] The full sense of this law-term 
is, * wo found, ascertained on due inquiry.' . 
— xwAvoyra] ‘hindering the payment of tri- 

bute to Cesar,’ indirectly at least, by himself, 
claiming a kingship over the Jews; though, in 
fact, the kingship of the Messish was only a 
spiritual sovereignty. See John vi. 15, and 
note. 

5. imío xvoy] lit. ‘grew Mone or stronger, 
more vehement, or t' in the accusation. 
The reading of D, H, and a few cursives, 
dvío yvov, was derived from the Latin Version, 
— 
— dpEdpevos dvd THe T.) On this form see 

note at Matt. xx. 8. Here the terminus ad quem 
is added, Los wade; where s is for ravrys THs 
wodews. tad 

9. iwnpwra] ‘interrogated him,’ the word 
being used in a judicial sense, as John xviii. 21, 
Our Lord returned no answer to these interro- 

ries, as well knowing that they were not put 
i any desire to know the truth. 

ll. é£ovOssrfcas] * having treated bim with 
insult and ignominy.’ How, and in what man- 
ner, sce Matt, xxvii. 29, and Mark xv. 18; 
though what is here said is chiefly meant of 
Herod's orpar.,—meaning, as in Acts xxiii. 10, 
t his body-guards ' in attendance. 
— kal Taralar, weptBarwy, &c.] Though 

almost all the Translators and Expositors conjoin 
weptBareov tobra with tho avéwreuwey a little 
after, yet I doubt whether this was intended by 
the Evangelist. They seem to bave done this 
merely for the pu of getting rid of the awk- 
watdinces invo vel in eo Participles comin 
together so soon after another Participle, éfov6. 
And, although this construction with what fol- 

et it is not ; since what is there recorded is the 
pais of the Roman soldiers just before lead- 
ing Jesus to crucifixion, not what is here re- 
corded, the —— of Herod and his body- 

s. Accordingly, I am inclined to think 
that mepiBai wy should be conjoined with the pre- 
ceding iuwaifas, regarding the second Participle 
wsp:Badwy as answering the purpose of the Latin 
gerund, and meant to denote the mode or manner 
of the thing, —namely, yi putting on him a scarlet 
robe. Render thus: ‘And having, in derision, 
arrayed him in a scarlet robe The Participle 
thus used to denote mode or manner is indeed 
rarely found, except after a veró ; though some- 
times after a participle, as here and in Joeepb. 
Antt. xiv. 15, pa ale MEN éautoy Óuaaprwu- 
kóra wapaxovcayra, ‘having got wrong b 
having disobeyed.’ Euri . Phan. 1014, Rd 
xatnyopnowy elui. Soph. El. 652, Evvovcar— 
eUnuepovoay. Moreover, instead of i- 
ciples associated in one clause, we have in Eurip. 
Suppl. 231, no less than four. 
j iyirovro díAoi] ‘were made friends." 

See Acts iv. 27. It is observed by M. Saurin, 
that ‘the reconciliation of Herod and Pilate is 
more wonderful than their enmity.' The eni 
however, is solved by the profound remark of the 
Stagirite, that * it contributes much to the forma- 
tiou of friendship, or to the recovery of it, to 
either love or hate the same person; to be en- 

d, no matter how, as in the sume 
usiness.’ That, in the present instance, was the 

putting down of the Gospel; and in doing this 
the interchange of civilities would tend to pro- 
mote the reconciliation, Comp. JEschyl. Agam. 
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8 re IIiXáros kai ó ‘Hpwdys ev avri) TÀ ")pMépa per araro 
arpovmijpxov yap èv &yOpa Bvres mpos éavrovs. 13 IIMárTos è, 
cvykaXegápevos TOUS apytepels Kal TOUS üpxovras kal TOv Aad», 
14 elre mpòs avTovs IIpoonveyxaré uou tov avOpwrov TobrTov, 

e 9 / * , M 9 UJ $9 A , e ^ 9 

@s atrootpépovta Tov Xaóv. xai i80), yà évavrwov tpv ava- 
«pívas, ovdev ebpov év TO àvÜparro Tovro alriov, Qv karryyopeire 
«aT avro 19 add’ ovdé "Hpe0ge àvémreuda yap pâs Tpós 

, , 5 X , * 9 lA é A / , ^ 

avTOv kai i6oU oùðèv iov Üavárov écri memparyuévov avt@. 
16 JTa8eócas ov avrüv àmoXóao. 17 °’'Aváyeny 66 elyev åro- s Matt, 37, 
Avew avtois karà éoprny &va. 19 'Avécpatav 06 mraprdrnGel, Mark — 
Aéyovres Alpe ToÜürov! åmóňvoov Se uiv tov BapaBBay ! * 
19 Goris Hv Sta oTdow Twa yevouévny v TH Tore Kat Povov 
BeBrnpévos cis Gurannv. V IIa otv 6 IlMártos mpocepo- 

ce, GéXwv atrorvcat tov Incovv. 21 Oi è érredwvour, Né- woe, 7) 
ryovres XTaUpecov, cTavpocov avTóv! 22°O 88 Tpírov elme 
Trpós avTov; Ti yap Kaxov érroincey obros ; ovdév altiov Üavá- 
TOv evpov èv auT@ Ta46cevcas ovv aùròv ámoXUco. % Oi &à 
, / ^ 4 > , , N ^ erréxewto $wvais peyddais, airovpevo, avróv aTavpoÜfjvav. kal 
«a ríayvov ai pwvai avrGv kai TOv üpytepéov. ?*'O dé IIiXáros 

— ty £x0pa] Classical would requiro 
iv tx 8p, as 1 Thucyd. i. 69. Schlewen. end 
Kuin. say that arpova. bas the force of an adverb 
here and at Acts viii. 9. But, in fact, bwapyew 
here follows the construction of mvyxávttw, and 
Gyres could not be dispensed with. For though 
we may say civa: dy &£xyÜpa, yet we cannot, with 
due respect to propriety of language, say vmáp- 
xuv iv ixte. 

14. ovdey sipov—ay xatnyop. Kar’ avTov] 
The general sense here is sufficiently obvious; 
but the construction is somewhat contort, and 
requires that elucidation which the Commenta- 
tors have failed to give. It may be best laid 
down as follows: «bpov obdiy alrioy iv ra dv- 
Oporto rovre [repi TobTwy], ov KaTny. xaT 
abvrov, where the wy stands, by attraction, for d. 
The Prep. wepi here left understood, is expressed 
in Thucyd. viii. 85, Evvévr eura TavAirny vona 
—xaTtwyopácorra trav MiAXyoícp wepi ToU 
Ppovupiov. Render: ‘I have found no crimi- 
nality in this man respecting those things which 
ye lay to his charge.” 

15. xal ioù ovdiv dEioy Oav.—airw] This 
is rendered in the E. V. and most other Versions, 
‘and, lo, nothing worthy of death is done unto 
him. Yet how such & sense can be extracted 
from the words I see not. It should seem that, 
according to the opinion of many eminent Com- 
mentators, avrw here is (as often in the Greck 
— Sco ds be taken for bw’ avTov ; the wewpay- 
Mívov being understood of Jesus, not of Pilate. 
And this 1s quite agreeable to the use of the 
brase wpéoouy Ti á£ior Üavárov elsewhere. 

Luke xxiv. 35, éy»doo05 avrois. I have 
pointed accordingly. 

16. maide sous * having chastised.'—TIa«sveiw 
properly signifies * to educate a child ;' and then, 
from the adjunct, ‘to correct,’ either gencrally, 
or in some particular manner, expressed or un- 

derstood, but usually of a milder sort of correc- 
tion. Here punishment b lation is meant, 
which however may, as Hammond thinks, have 
been proposed to the people by Pilate, as a 
lighter punishment, to serve instead of a heavier. 
And this sort of scourging was usual among the 
Jews for offences not capital; and also indeed 
among the Greeks and Romans, being adminis- 
tered especially in cases where the offender could 
not be convicted on certain proof, and yet had 
evidently been guilty of some misdemcanour. 
Now, as Pilate was evidently averse to inflicting 

ital punishment, so he perhaps thought that 
this flagellation might, by exciting the com 
sion of the multitude, do away with the other. 
He might even think, that in awarding this 
punishment he was administering wholesome 
correction to one whom he regarded in the light 
of an im unatic, as appears from his ad- 
dress, John xviii. 37, ovxovy Bacireds ef ov; 
and that question of careless contempt, rl ior 

— Txe] A ph h lik . &váyrnv alye rase very much like 
the Letin o kabere; yet occasional found in 
the later Class. writers. The kind of necessity 
will depend upon the context. Here that of 
naon is meant, as in Heb, ix. 16. See Acts 
iii. 14. 

18. alpe TovTov] i.e. ‘ Away with this man to 
death !* So John xix. 15, dpov, dpov' cravpwoov 
avrdyv, and Acts xxi. 36. So also the word is 
used in Joseph. Antt. xvi. 1,1, dpaudvew rods 
á&d1À poss. And so sometimes the Latin tollo 
and the Heb. wg. 

21. iwedwvouv] Render: ‘shouted there- 
upon, responded to,” scil. éwi rots elpnutvore. 

23. éwixecvro devais pey.) ‘instabant alta 
voce,’ ‘ were urgent with him in loud voices.’ So 
Aristoph. Equit. 252, wate, xai Ciwxe, xal 
TápaTTt—k3r iksluevos Boa, enizè vocifera.’ 
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érréxpive vyevéaÜat Tò aŭta aitay 95 áméXvce 88 [avrois] Top 
ià aotdow kal póvov BeBdAnpévov eis tiv dudaxny, dv zrourro- 
tov O6 ‘Inoody rrapédwxe và GeAnpate avróv. 

aut.. 264 Kal ws amyyayov avrov, émiXafjonevo. Xiuevós Tivos 
Mark 15, 31. 

Kupnvaiou, [ To? ] épyopévou am’ aypov, émréÜskav avr Tov otav- 
pov, hépew ömıobev tov 'Incod. |?! "Hxodovber 96 aire morù 
mANÂos Tod aod, xal yuvaixov, at kal éxoTrrovro kal €Oprvouv 
avrov. ?5 Srpadeis 66 mpòs aùràs 6 ‘Inaods elre Ovyarépes 
‘Iepovoad7p, pù kXalere èr eue, wAnv éd éavràs kXaiere xal 
éri rà Texva úv! dre Sov, Epxovrar jpépar èv als époves 
Maxápia, ai oreipat, kai Kotdiat aî ov &yévvaav, xai pactoi 
of ove éÓjXacav! % Tore 
èp’ uás! xal rots Bovvots 
iyp@ Ew Tabra mowdow, 

ápfovra, Xéyew rots öpeor IIécere 
KaXvyare pâs! SUOT: ei èv To 
èv TQ Enp@ Tí yaontrat; 9? " Hyyovro 

cè xal Erepos Óvo, xaxovpyot, avy avTQ üvatpeÜfjvas. 

24. dwixpive] * judicando decrevit, * decided." 
The word may denote the final adjudication, or 
decree, of a judge. So Plutarch, 864, B, ir- 
ayaywy Toùs uáprvpas kai émixpivas, &c. But 
it should rether, I think, be as em- 
ployed in a popular sense, like the Lat. decer- 
sere, and Eng. to make up one's mind, determine 
on any course of action. 

25. áwéAvos dt abTois] i. o. ‘he pardoned at 
their request ;' aùrots being a dat. commodi. In 
many MSS., including many Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, &c., the avrots is not found; and it is 
cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, Tisch., and Alf., but 
without sufficient resson. Lachm. has bracketed 
the word; which is all that I feel warranted in 
doing, though internal evidence is rather against 
t. 
26. Tov lpxouéívov] The cov, not found in 

the ter part of the MSS., including moet of 
the Lamb. and Mus. oe and any itions, 
is eancelled by almost all Editors. Propriety of 
lan will not admit it; and it seems to have 
arisen from the sov preceding. 
— Smicbey mov '1.] i.e. he laying hold of 

the hind part, and Jesus of the fore part. 
27. al kal ixowrovro|] Render: ‘who also 

were bewailing themselves and lamenting him.’ 
. 98. ui) wAaiare iv iui, &c.] Meaning, ‘ Weep 
not so much for me as, &c. ‘Here,’ observes 
Grotius, ‘our Lord speaks agreeably to the man- 
ner of men, who weep rather for their own evils, 
than for those of others.’ So Soph. Phil. 339, 
oluat piv dpxety col ys xal Tà 0’, © TdAas, 
'AXyfna0', Sore uù Ta THY mihas orden, 
q. d., ‘If you could see the calamities which 
await and your children, you would have no 
tears left for me.’ Of the former many perished 
in the siege of Jerusalem ; but on their children 
chiefly fell the miseries here spoken of. 

29, 30. How awfully the predictions contained 
in these verscs were fulfilled at the destruction 
of Jerusalem, the narrativo of the t Jewish 
historian abundantly attests. The first of these 
verses alludes to a pathetic circumstance, to which 
numerous parallels from the ancient writers are 
adduced by Priceus, Grotius, and Wetstein. Tho 

second contains a yet more touching feature of 
this graphic sketch ; with which may be com 
similar descriptions in Is. ii. 19. Hos. x. 8 
Rev. vi. 16, 17. ix. 6. See espec. Hos. ix. 12— 
16. So Joseph. Bell. ii. 6, 2 ( ing of what 
had taken place under Herod's reign), says, 
qasíoTev yovv dunpnutver ur’ avTov, Toa vTa 
qa9s0yÜEvai Tove karaXsuQÜ0cvrac, Sore paxa- 
pí(sc0a. roves awodtwAorac. Here, however, I 
cannot agree with Kuinoel and certain recent 
Commentators, that * per montes et colles intelli- 

ntur cavernæ et spelunce ;' see Matt. xxiv. 16. 
o suppose any allusion to the caves as places of 

refuge (though during the siege of Jerusalem 
some took refuge in subterrancan vaults and 
sewers) would be to mar the beauty of the idea, 
which simply expresses tbat they would even 
wish for s 1 to rid them of their trou- 
bles. So Bp. Lonsdale remarks, that this is a 
strongly figurative description of a people in such 
extremity of terror and despair, as to desire to 
be buried under their own mountains and hills, 
rather than meet the wrath of an offended God, 
alluded to in the passages of Scripture above 
referred to. 

91. iv To Sy pw—yévnrar;) A proverbial form 
of — which, as here applied, may be, 
with Bp. Lonsdale, thus understood : ‘If these 
things bo done to me, who am as unfit to be 
destroyed as a and flourishing tree (comp. 
Ps. i. 3. lii. 8), what shall befal those Jews, 
who, by their wickedness, shall have become as 
fit for destruction, as dry wood is fit for fire!’ 
Comp. Ezek. xx. 47, where the words ‘ every 
green tree, and every dry tree,' seem descriptivo 
of the persons who, in Ezek. xxi. 3, 4, are called 
‘the righteous, and the wicked,’ who are there 
spoken of as about to be . This view 
is confirmed by the admirable exposition of 
Theophyl. (probably derived from Ch 
al Tavra woovow iv inol iyxdpre, «ai 
GscBadel, kal dulo, did Thy OsoTnTa, +i 
yivnraı iv byiv dxapros kal ardens xao- 
cuuns Cworoov ieTspnuí£roic ; Comp. 1 Pet. 
iv. 12—18 with John xv. 6, where see notes. 

32, Most Commentators are of opinion that 
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33 e Kal dre árrjXÜov émi rov rómov Tov kaXoUpevov Kpaviov, 
exei. €oravpwoay avrov, kal Tovs Kaxouvpyous, dy uév èx SeEvov, Es i” 

ôv 66 eE apiotepov. 9*'O 8é'Incots &Xeye IIárep, pes aù- 
Tois* ov yap oldact Ti Trowvecr! 

26, 29, 31. 

Atapepstopevor 86 Tà iuária 
avro), éBaXov KAjpov. 35 Kai eiornxes 6 rads Oewpar éfeuve- 
Tüjp.lov Šè kal oi dpyovtes avv avrois, Aéyovres" " ANXovus éaoae, 
coGcáro EaUTOY, ei OUTOS orv 6 Xpioròs 6 ToU Oeod éxXexrós. 

36 "Evérattov è aùr xal oi orparumrat, mpocepyopevos Kat 
üfos arpoodépovres aùr, 9! kal Xéyovres* Ei od ef 6 Bactheds 
tov ‘Iovdalwy, a&cov ceavrov. 99'Hy» O6 xai émvypady ye- 
ypappévn èr avrà ypdupacw ‘EM irois kai "Popaixois al 
‘Efpaixois, OTTOX EZXTIN O BAXIAETZ TON IOT- 
AAINN. 

39 f Els è TOv xpepaaÜévrov Kaxovpyav éBracdiypet avTov, tau. v. 
, 2 1 e p A ^ * \ E a 40° Gems Aéyow Ei av el 6 XpioTós, cHoov acavróv xal pas. Aro- 

kpiÜeis Gà 6 Erepos émer(ua aùr, Neyo Ovdée doi cù Tv 
XN @ ^ , ^ / Ocóv, ór. év TQ aùr xpipats el; 41 Kai Seis pev Sixaiws 

Atia yap àv émpá£auev ároXauBávopev: otros 86 ovdey arorroy 

Christ is here reckoned with the malefactors 
agreeably to what was said supra xxii. 37, Kal 
perà åvóuwv idoyleOn, and because he was so 
considered by the Jews. This view, however, as 
it involves no little harshness, must not, and, 
indeed, need not be adopted, if, with many of 
the best Commentators, we regard xaxovp-yo: as 
not in concord, but in apposition, with ireport; 
by which the expression will be equiv. to o? 
Heavy xaxovpyo. So in Thucyd. iv. 67, ol ài 
utTà Tov Anuoao0Evovs TAaraiys Te VriXol xal 
Teapot, arspíaroXo: (for of joar w.), iynüpsvaay, 
ee another example in Routh's Reliq. Sac. 
iv ; 

aty this term xaxoïpyor are, it is supposed, not 
mea. t, strictly speaking, ‘robbers,’ but ‘insurgents, 
briganis. It is true that these are called by 
Matth. and Mark Ayorai. But Ayoral and 
Kaxoupy t were, as ke and Wetstein have 
shown, ciavertible terms; and from the ex- 
amples they have adduced, it is clear that both 
of them were applied not only to robbers, but to 
plunderers and in war. On the latter 
term see Thucyd. ii. 67. vii. 4, 10. ii. 22. iii. 1. 
vi. 6; and on the former, Thucyd. iv. 2. viii. 40, 
&nd my notes there. Probably, however, the 
persons in question were both insurgents and 
robbers; persons who, having taken up arms on 
& principle of resistance to the Roman oppression, 
were, indeed, professedly opposed to the Romans 
only; but, when en in their lawless courses, 
made lese difference between Romans and Jews 
than they at first set out with doing. 

34. IId sp, Apes avToic, &c.] The complete 
construction is an Accus. of the thing (the of- 
fence) aud a Dat. of the person, i. e. the doer of 
it, as in Matt. vi. 12. As to the next words, ov 
yàp olası rl woroven, ‘they know not what 
they are doing,’ considering that they were 
uttered probably at the very time when the sol- 
diere were nailing our Lord to the cross, they 

must have especial reforence to them, who, as 
Romans, were probably ignorant of our Lord's 
true character; yet we cannot but su that 
the prayer likewise included such of the Jews as, 
through ignorance, been instrumental in 
rocuring his condemnation and death. Comp. 
eb. iii. 17. xiii. 27. 1 Cor. ii. 8. Our blessed 

Lord, compassionating their ignorance, whatever 
might be its cause, implores God to pardon them, 
praying that opportunity for repentance might be 
granted to the guilty, and that pardon might be 
extended to such as should lay hold on the mercy 
of God. I agree with Mr. Alf., that between the 
two members of this prayer lies the work of the 
Spirit, leading to repentance—the prayer, that 
they may have their eyes opened, and know what 
they have done. Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 25, 26. 

. cüy abíToic] This is to be closely con- 
nected with ifeuuarfpi{ov; as if the sentence 
had been thus written: xal slorixea ó Auds 
Üscopésy xal nvkTnplUev. | EvviEsueirüpitoy ài 
xal ol dpyovrss, AévyovTrss, &c. "Tho thing is 
more clearly exp in the passages of Matth. 
and Mark, where it is said that the people, or 
t -by, reviled him, &c. ; and likewise also 
the chief priests mocking him, with the scribes 
and elders, said, He saved others,’ &c. 

88. nv dt xal imıypaph yeyp. tx’ altro 
See note on Matt. xxvii. 37, and Mark xv. 26. 
The Turks have at thie day the same custom 
which was also that of the Komans. See Sueton. 
omit. 1, and Calig. 32), and the dwr:ypaph is 

called yafta. 
40. oùt pof cù Tóv Gedy, Sri, &c.] The 

best Commentators are agreed that the ovdi must 
be connected with ov; q. d. * Dost thou, too, not 
fear God, —seeing that, &c. In other words 
* Art though so void of the fear of God, as to rail 
at this person in his sufferings, though thou thyself 
art undergoing the same punishment with him ?' 

41. oùĝiv Torov) not ‘nothing amiss,' as our 
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érpafe. 9) Kal reye TQ ‘Inood’ Mvýobnri pov, Kúpie, rav 
€\Ons dy TH Bacwrelg cov. B Kal elev avr ò 'Incois "Api 
Aéyo gor, onpepov pet’ euod Eon ev TH Trapabelaw. 

D à. 60, 64 
448°Hy 5? cci Opa Extn, Kat oxoros éyévero ef SAnv riy 

Mark 15.38, YNV dws dpas ewvarys. * Kai écxoricbn ó ños, xai doylcby 
V, 37, 39, 40. 

TO karaTéracua Tov vaod pécow | 59 kal dwvicas pavi peyary 
ò Inoois etre  IIárep, eis yeipas aov *rapa8:j0ouas TÒ mvedpá 
pov. xai raUra evrav ébérvevoev. * "dmv è 6 éxaróvrapyos 
TO yevopevoy, édokace Tov Ocóv, Xéyov: "Ovres 6 üvÜporros 
obros Sixavos "jv. % Kal mávres of cuprapayevopevos Sydot 
mì tiv Oewpiay ravrny, Ücopoüvres Ta yevoueva, TUT-TOVTES 
éavrüv rà orn vréoTpedoys.  Eiotnxecay 96 mávres oi 
yvocTol aùroð paxpodev, xal yuvaixes at avvakoXovOsjaacas 
aùr amo THis Tamralas, opoaas tara. 

h Matt. 27. 
—00. 

common Version, from Tyndale, renders (a ren- 
dering also adopted by Wakef. and Newc.); but, 
‘nothing base, unseemly, unbecoming (lit. ‘ out 
of place’), unsuitable to a good man.’ This 
sense (occurring aleo at Acts xxv. 5) is very 
peculiar. The only other examples I know are 
in Polyb. v. 11, 3. xviii. 37, 9. Dio Cass. p. 
54, 6. 500, 74. 543, 6. 998, 68. Ed. Reim. 

42. Sray £X0ps iv rij Bac. o.) Render, ‘ when 
thou comest ix thy kingdom [and glory), as in 
the expression at Matt. xvi. 20, also £AUy iv TH 
coky avTov, Matt. xxv. 31, where see notes. 
That a person, who could thus speak, must have 
been aware of our Lord's declarations respecting 
his coming in a glorious and heavenly kingdom, 
can scarcely be doubted. If not, as some main- 
tain, a disciple of our Lord, yet that he recog- 
nized Jesus as the Messiah is certain. But what 
notion he had formed of the Messiah we have no 
means of ascertaining ; whether also he expected 
an immediste translation of Jesus to his king- 
dom, or one to be entered on at the day of judg- 
ment, we cannot say ; but the latter is probable 
from our Lord's word, onjpspov. All we know 
assuredly is, that he believed in the Messiahship 
of Jesus, and entreated to havo an interest in the 
kingdom (of whatever nature that might be, 
whether temporal or spiritual) which he believed 
him come to establish. 

43. orjpepow pet’ uov, &c.] It is a point not 
a little discussed by Commentators, both of 
ancicnt and modern times, what our Lord in- 
tended the penitent malefactor to understand by 
the paradise here promised. Chrysostom, Euthy- 
mius, Grotius, Wetstein, and the most eminent 
Expositors are agreed that no countenance was 
here meant to be given to Jewish fables, or tho 
notions of the Esecnes, still less the Pharisaical 
ones (like the Mahometan) of a paradise of sen- 
sual delights. Also that we are not to suppose 
that by Paradise is here meant heaven. The 
term wapdéacos (probably derived from the 
Sanscrit Paradess, through the Hebr. pr) was, 
we may suppose, applied to those parks and plea- 

50 h Kai Sod, à»?p òvóparı ‘Iwond, BovXevris imápyow, 
avp ayabos xal Sixavos, 5l (obros oùe Hv awykaraTeÜeusévos 

, stocked with beasts for the chase, 
pertaining to the country residences of eastern 
monarchs or princes (see Neh. ii. 8, comp. with 
Eccl. ii. 5), in which view the term frequently 
occurs in Xen. and other Greck writers It was 
employed by the Sept. to denote a garden to 
walk in, watered by a river, for the growth of 
pene and fruits, and especially the Gan, or gar- 
en of Eden; and in later Jewish (Sos. 

Antt. xviii. 1,3. Bell. ii. 8, 11. iii. B, 4. Chagige 
on Cohel, vii. 15), it was applied to denote that 
pleasant abode in Hades appointed for the 
tion of the just, until they should, after the day 
of judgment, be again united to their bodies in a 
future stato; see osephus, Bell. Jud. iii. 8, 4. 
ii. 8, 11; the intermediate state of faithful soula, 
—that between death and the resurrection to 
bliss, —where, like Adam and Eve in Eden, the 
just are admitted to a participation of the true 
tree of life, which ‘is in the midst of the Para- 
dise of God. This, indeed, Chrysostom has 
shown, was the idea entertained of Paradise by 
all the orthodox believers of his time. The sense, 
therefore, intended to be was, that ‘ the 
penitent malefactor might hope from the mercy 
of God for somethi far beyond what the Jew- 
ish teachers attached to the idea of Paradise; 
even a secure and quiet retreat for the time, 
which should intervene between death and tho 
resurrection: and also (which was implied in 
the other) an admittance into the regions of that 
eternal felicity, of which the other was but a 
forctaste and earnest.’ 

47. dvrwr—dixaros nv] See note on Matt. 
xxvii. 54, by which a method of removing the 
minute discrepancy between the accounts of the 
Evangelists will s t itself. Thus, too, we see 
how suitable Svres is to this of Luke, as 
dA nOcs is to those of Matthew and Mark ; in the 
i of which eine is, * This was truly [what 
e — to be] a just person ;' in the second 

and third, ‘ This — really the perronage he 
claimed to be, the Son of God.’ 

51. oux fjv ovyn. T. Sov j xal +. wp.) The 
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Tì Povi xal Tij Tpáfe. avrév) amo 'Apipabalas mórews TOV 
Toudaiuv, ds xai mpocedéyero xal ates tv BaatXelay ToO Ocot 
52 otros poceMÜav TQ Idre yrycato Tò cpa To) lgco). 
53 Kal xkaÜeXov avró éverinskev aùrò awdom, kal ebnxev avro 
év punpate Nakevr@, oU ove Tw ovdérrw ovdels weipevos. 4 Kal 
npépa ty Tapacnevn, xa} cdBBarov émréboaxe. 

55! KaraxodovOncacas Šè xal yuvaixes, altwes Hoay ouvedn- iMa s. 
38. 1. 

AvOvia, avrà éx rìs Tadsralas, €0edcavro rò pynpetory, ral ws fint 
éréOn 1d capa atrod. 59 ‘Troctpéyacas Se Hroluacay àpo- 
parta kai pupa’ kal Tò pèv cdBBatoy jnovyacay Kata Thy évro- 
Aj" XXIV. 

ml To pripa, 
avrais. 

2 a Kipov de 

| rjj 82 må Ty caf Bárav, SpOpov BaÜéos, Abov 
$épovca, & fjro(uacav dpmpata Kal tives avv 

b! 9 9 P! ^ 
Tov MÂov dmokexvMaévoy amò Tod pvnpelov, * Mark 10. 

3 xal cicehOodcat ovx ebpov Td apa ToU Kuplov Inco’. * Kai 
éyévero, v TQ OaropeiaÜas avtas Trepi rovrov, xal idov, ^ * àv- 
Opes Svo éméoTgcav aùraîs èv 

full sense is, * had not assented to their counsel, 
or taken part in the deed done by them.’ How 
ovyx. comes to have this sense see my Lex. in v. 

— mpocstixero thy BaciNs(ap T. O.) This 
expression (which occurs also at Mark xv. 43) 
means, ‘he, in firm faith, was expecting the 
coming of the Messiah.’ It is, however, implied 
in the context, that he believed Jesus to be that 
Messiah. Thus the present expression is nearly 

uivalent to the one used, in this samo case, by 
Matt. xxvii. 57, duabijreves tw 'Incov, and 
John xix. 38, dv naÜO:rri;s Tov '1ncov. 

53. iv uvrjuaTi AaEv To] i. e. ‘hewn out of 
the solid rock’ (so Matthew and Mark have ô 
éXaTouncey iv rH TíTpa); not, as the term 
would import in a Classical writer, ‘of hewn 
stone.’ Indeed all the Jewish unueta were sub- 
terraneous caves or vaults, and (in so rocky a 
country) would of course have to be cut out of 
the solid rock. 

54. ivídooxs] ‘ was just dawning,’ i. e. com- 
mencing. As the Sabbath commenced in the 
evening of the preceding day, the expression 
twigeoxe requires to be taken by a metaphor 
which may seem strange. Yet it is justly observed 
by Kuinoel (after Wetstein), that however incon- 
gruous it might sound to Greek and Roman ears, 
when they heard of the evening, or approach of 
night, expressed by imw:gwoxw, yet to Jewish 
ones it was so familiar that it could present no 
harshness. 

XXIV. 1. mâ] for rpery, by Hebraism. 
— ópOpov Babéos] lit. ‘at deep dawn,’ while 

one yet needs a light. Baus is often used with 
words denoting fime, espec. evening, night, or the 
dawn of day, as here. With respect to ópÜpov, 
Hemsterhus. on Lennep Etymolog. in v. says, 
‘the phrase properly means, “ when the day 
already dawns forth ;" and that by readerng it 
here primó manè no Fai ma will be involved 
with the accounts in the othor Evangelists.’ Tho 
only expedient is, however, unnecessary; and 

b Matt. 38. 

, , 9 2 ee is. 6, écOnocow | da Tpamrovaa«s. 8 

seems to have been resorted to from a notion 
that the word had something to do with light ; 
which is not the case. The word may rather be 
said to denote that period which immediately 
— sar opat i. o. the morning twilight (see 

beck in Phryn. P; 276), what Gray alludes to 
in his fine line, * The breezy call of incense- 
breathing morn ;'—better ‘the breezy stir.’ So 
an old English writer, in a — which may 
have been in Gray's mind, says, * The crowing of 
the cock, the noise of little birds, every small 

: waketh them. The word derives its 
origin from ópe, fo stir; and denotes properly 
that slight stir of the air which ushers in the 
dawn. This will account for and illustrate the 
use of the epithet Buð., also found in the purest 
Greek writers. It is strange that Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. should have adopted the reading Badéec, 
though supported by strong authority ; to which 
I could not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies ; 
but it would nought avail, since the reading is a 
manifest 7tacism. Mr. Alf. says it may be an 
old form of the Genit.; but he sho havo 

that such a form ever existed. 
4. à&iavop.] Lachm., Tiech., and Alf. read 

drop., from B, C, D, L. But in addition to in- 
finitely stronger external authority, saternal evi- 
dence is in favour of ĝar., considering that 
while the compound verbs often into simple, 
not so the con Besides, the term 2ia1op. 
was likely to be used by the Evangelist, since it 
occurs often in his Goepel and in the Acts, but 
not elsewhere in N. T. 

— daTpaarovcais] The term does not mean, 
as some explain, ‘streaming out light ;' it merely 
denotes * the sining of pure whitenese,' and ma 
be rendered, ‘dazzling white.” So Luke ix. 29, 
9 luariopoe abou Asuxds lEacrpás Twv. Also 
Mark ix. 3, iu&ria orl\Bovra. ite garments 
are, indeed, riate to angelic messengers, 
see John xx. ] À a L p and hence Poe 

ion is emplo of the accepted o ; 
üi. 4, 5. Bes note on John xx. 12. 
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5'Eudófev 56 vyevouévov aitav kal kMvovaüv TO Tpócorrop 
eis THY yiv, elrov mpòs aùrás' Ti Urreire tov Covra peta Tov 
vexpav; 8 Oùr got ade, ANN vryépÜn. | uvrjaÜmrre ws éXáXsaev 
Üpiv, ere dv ev TH Tandala, 7 réyor "Ore Set rov Tiov Tob 
avOparrov trapadoOnvas eis xeipas avOpwrav apaptrwrav, xal 
otavpwbivat, xal Tj tpltn pépa avacrivar 8 Kai èpvý- 
cÜgcav tv pnuatwy avToib ? xal vmocTpéjaca, amo ToU 
pynuclov ámiyyyeXav rara, Trávra Toig Evdexa, Kal Tact Tots 

10*'Hoay &è 5 MayóaXqv)) Mapia xai 'Ioávva xai 
Mapía "IaxwBov, xai ai Xovral avv auvrais, al éXeyov mpòs 

Tovs áTocTÓNovs TaUTa. 11 Kal éjávgcav éverrwov avrav woel 
Ajpos Trà uara avtov, kai mrlorouy avraís. 1?*'O Se Ié 
Tpos ávac Tàs eSpapev émi Tò uvnpeîov, kal Trapakvvras Bréres 
Ta óÜóvia xelpeva pova: kal amibe, mpos éavróv Óavpátov TO 
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AotTrots. 

6 John 90. 
3,6. 

ryeyovos. 
d Mark 10. 
12. 

134 Kal ioù, Sto é£ aitadv jcav mopevópevoi év aùr Tj 
pépa cis kón amréyovoay otadious éfrjkovra amò ' IepovaaAs)p, 

5. kX. Tò wpde.] Td wpócorrov is put for 
Th "pócom*a, as in Matt. xvii. 6, and Rev. vii. 
11, and sometimes in Sept., espec. in the phrase 
iri wpccwxov twrscov. Many ancient MSS. 
have rd wpdcwra, evidently from a marginal 
explanation, though b7 Tisch. injudiciously 
adopted into the text. The term «Ary. indicates 
that mized feeling, of reverence and of terror, 
which forbade them to look up; bly also 
to the notion (founded on Exod. iii. 6. xix. 27. 
Judges xiii. 20, et al.) which regarded it as 
highly dangerous to look at any heavenly appear- 
ance. 

— TÍ Ünreire, &c.] This, as appears from 
tho citations in Wetstein, was a porulás adage 
among the Jews to denote that any one is em- 
ploying himself to no purpose. 

— TÓV {evra] ‘one who is alive,’ ‘a living 
person.’ The ** deeper meaning" sought by Origen, 
and caught up by Olsh., and nearly so by Alf., is 
a baseless fancy. 

10. al Xovrat] ‘the other women ; meaning 
that company of women who, along with the two 
Maries and Joanna, are mentioned so frequently 
in this history ; see supra viii. 3. 

ll ipdvncay Aiüpos Tà püuara ary] 
*seemed idle talk.’ Comp. Lucian Tim. 1,&ravra 
TaVTa Anpos hén avawegnve. 
— hrierovv abTais] It is not meant that 

they believed them to have fabricated the ac- 
count, but as regarding them in the light of 
foolish women ; since, as it is truly observed by 
Thucyd. vi. 33, ol ra uh wierd Coxovvra sivat 
dwayyé\Xovree, où povov ob welBovary, d\Aa 
kal adpoves soxovery elvac. 

12. With this verse compare John xx. 4—12. 
Lachm. brackets, and Tisch. cancels, the verse, 
but solely on tbe authority of D and some Latin 
copies ;—a most insufficient warrant, and, when 
standing alone, next to nothing. Alf. ts that 
it could not have been interpolated from John 
XX., but for a reason only entertained to coun- 

tenance his vain notion that ‘the two passages 
had a common origin.” 
— wapaxias} IIapakésrsuw prop. signifies 

‘to stoop to any thing,’ and ‘to stoop in order 
to look down or into any thing.’ This last is the 
sense in the present passage, and in Theocr. Id. 
iii. 7, rovro xaT’ ávrpoy Wapaxtrroaca. 
— pova] scil. rov acuaTos, ‘apart from the 

body of Jesus.’ So Jobn xvi. 32. 
— dargÀO:, wpds i. 0.] The sense here will 

depend upon the construction. IIpóc iavròv may 
be construed either with the —— dori 6c, 
or the following, BJavuátwv. Several ancient and 
some modern Commentators adopt the former 
mode, adducing in its support certain 
from the Classical writers and from die New 
Test. But of the latter only one is to the pur- 
pose, John xx. 10, dargA8ov obv Tpós iavTobe 
ol uabyrai; and, at all events, that will only 
show that such might be the sense, if the costert 
should permit it. Yet this it does not ; for as to 
the sense which they assign, ‘he went home to 
his inn or lodging," it is truly observed by Camp- 
bell, that ‘it seems more probable from infra v. 
24, and John xx. that Peter did not go directly 
home from the sepulchre, but returned to the 
place where the Apostles and disciples were as- 
sembled.' Hence it is better to construe the 
words with Qavuá(w», as is done by most 
sitors, ancient and modern (supported by the 
authority of all the best ancieut Versions and 
Theophylact); espec. as, from the occurrence of 
the similar expression, &usXoy(Torro wpds iav- 
TO0U$ at xx. 14, it to be very suitable to 
the style of the Evangelist. 

13. àóo i£ avrev] These words must be re- 
ferred to v. 9, drýyytiı\av ravra warra oit 
Evdexa, xal adc: Tots Aouoic. The two per- 
sons here mentioned are, with reason, su 
to have been of the number of the Apostles, or 
at least of the Seventy. The name of one of 
those persons the Evangelist has recorded ; that 
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14 wai avrol wpuldouy impos AXXjXovs. Trepi 3) Svoua ’Eppaovs 
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mavreav TOv guuBeBukórev rovrov. 15° Kai éyévero, èv Tj smu.. 
Gpirely ators xal culyreiv, kal aùtòs ó "Inaods éyyicas guv- mia ver. s. 
ezopevero avtois: 16 of 09 oparo. adtady éxparoUvro Tov pÀ 
ézvyvàva, avróy. 17 Elme 86 srpós avrovs: Tives oi Xoyou ovror, 
obs ávrigáXXere mpos aAAHAOUS TrepvrraroÜvres, Kat oTe TKU- 
Operroí; 38’ Arroxpiels dè 6 els, d dvoua KXeórras, elme mpòs 
avróv Zù uóvos Tapoweis [èv] ‘Iepovcadrp, xal ov &yves Ta 

of the other he has omitted to mention, and has 
thereby exercised the misplaced ingenuity of the 
Commentators in guesing it. 
— 'Enuaoós] There were two places of this 

name; one a town, 160 stadia from Jerusalem, 
and often mentioned in Josephus, the Books of 
Maccabees, and the Rabbinical writings; the 
other (the one here meant) a vi distant only 
70 stadia. These persons probably lived at 
Emmaus, and were returning thither from the | 
feast of the Passover. 

14. wyidouy wode — * were conversing 
with each other.’ This signif. of wu. is rare in 
the Class writers, but not unfrequent in the 
Hellenistic ones. 

16. of àà ó0aXAuol adray ixp.] It is not 
agreed among the Commentators, whether this 

— from natural causes, 
or supernatural, The ancients and early moderns 
take the latter view, and attempt to trace the 
mode in which this was effected ; adducing seve- 
ral of the Clase. writers, where a similar 
effect is ascribed to the influence of some Deity, 
ex. gr. Soph. Aj. 85, ¿yœ oxorwow BAipapa 
«ai dedopxéta. The more recent Commentators 
ascribe it to natural causes, taking the word 
metaphorically; and refer the hindrance to the 
inattention of the observers, or to our Lord's 
being so situated as not to be distinctly seen, 
es with the change of apparel mentioned at 

ark xvi. 12. According to this view it is con- 
sidered as an Oriental and popular mode of ex- 
pression, importing that they were prevented 
from recognizing, i. e. failed to — him. 
But ixpatouvro, when coupled with d:nvoly- 
0ncav just after, is far too strong a term to per- 
mit us to suppose aught less than Divine agency, 
on either the body or the mind, or both. Comp. 
Mark xvi. 12. John xxi. 4. Though, as there 
is a marked economy in all the preternatural 
operations of the Deity, it is not for us to pro- 
nounce how far that agency might be exerted, or 
how far the natural causes might contribute to 
the effect in question. Be that as it may, the 
words ought to be rendered, ‘their eyes wero 
held He so that they did not see him,’ i. e. recog- 
nize him. 

]7. The various readings of the only five 
MBS. that present any variety (for all the Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS. have the text. rec.) are evidently 
only three several modes of removing the difficulty 
involved in the construction—namely, either by 
omitting the words xal iota, or by altering iors 
to éorncay or to lerdOioay :—but the strongest 
external authority, confirmed by internal evi- 
dence and the Pescb. Syr. and Vulg. Ver- 
sions, forbids any conjectural emendation ; and 
the supplying of re (proposed by Beza, Kuin., 

gard the words as a form of 

and Bornem.) supposes an unprecedented ellipsis, 
Were there any Pom petens authority for the 
omission of xaí éore, there would be no difficulty 
in supposing an ellipsis of dyras. See Matth. 
Gr. 8 549, 6, Obs. 3, and Jelf's Gr. 8705. But 
the authority of MS. D, notorious for its falsifi- 
cation, is next to nothing. But why all this 
fluctuation of judgment? The construction is 
merely one ng of the slight irregularity, 
occasioned by that resorting to the language of 
common life, which is observed on occasions in 
Min n eee. makes * — or 

er, forge of the strict rules of gram- 
matical propriety. So here the verb is used whero 
rigid propriety of ] would have required 
the participle vres with axvOporoi, and in that 
case no ellipsis of dyrae would be admissible. 
In short, the matter is placed almost beyond 
doubt by a a of Soph. Aj. 327, Toiavra 
yap wae kal Asya kédupsTai, which Brunck 
renders, * tales nimirum vobis, et questus, edit ;' 
evidently considering this use of the second verb 
in Indicat. as standing for the Participle, ddupo- 
pevos. Nevertheless, Tisch. and Alf. catch up 
this manifest wapad:op8wore, found in MS. D, 
regarding the text. rec., xaí icre, as an inser- 
tion to break a harshness, where it is plain the 
words were removed to avoid a difficulty in con- 
struction, which Origen more effectively removcd 
by cutting out all these words. The text. rec. must 
be retained, and regarded asa slight flaw in com 
sition, occasioned by bringing in the graphic, which 
has here a fine effect (the term axvÜp. may be 
rendered *sad-visaged; as in Milt. Par. L. x. 
23, * dim sadness did not spare, | that time, celes- 
tial visages ; yet, mix'd with pity, violated not 
their bliss.’ So I would point, to do justice to 
an incomperably fine thought. 
— dvrigdAXers] The word properly signi- 

fies *to toss backwards and forwards, as a ball; 
but is here used of the reciprocation or inter- 
change of remark in conversation, or discussion. 
So 2 Macc. xi. 13, + iavròv dvTriBaAA ws, 
‘reasoning with himself.’ The reading dug. 
commended by Wakef.) of some ancient MSS, 
not the Leicr. MS., teste Jacks.) came from the 
ishing school ; and the of Pindar ad- 
d by Wakef. only confirms my opinion. 

18. ob uóvos srapowsis, &c.] Some difference 
of opinion exists as to the exact import of these 
words The ancient and earlier modern Com- 
mentators take the sense to be, ‘ Art. thou the 
only sojourner in Jerusalem who art ignorant of 
these things?” The later Expositors, however, 
from Whitby and Wolf downwards, take vapo:- 
xeis in the senso ‘art thou a stranger?’ and re- 

speech applied to 
those who are ignorant of what is doing around 
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EudoBot yevópevor edoxovy mrvedua Ücopeiv. 9 Kai elev aù- 
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ros: Ti rerapaypévor éaé ; 
n John $0, 
%, 27 

o John 21. 
10. 

41 0 “Eri è amıoToúvræv avràv amo THs yapas, ka, Gavpalovrwr, 
elmev avrois: "Exeré te Bpwoysov éyÜdóc ; 99 Oi è érrédwxav 
aùr iyOvos OmTroÜ pépos, kai amo pedsoolov knpiov * kal 

Matt.16. AaSav évamiov avTOv épayev. **? Elme 06 avroig Ovrou of 

Y Acte 18. 

1John 2.1. gyro jLerávotav Kal peciv 

ít was peculiarly suitable, as addressed to them 
in their present state of alarm, and coming from 
Him who had, before his death, said, ‘ My peace 
I leave with you.’ See John xiv. 27. 

97. wronBévres xal EuqhoBa, &c.] This ex- 
treme fear doubtless arose from the suddenness 
of the a ce. So Quintil, cited by Wet- 
stein: * Inopinata subitó amici mei species efful- 
Bit: obstupui, totumque corpus perfudit frigidus 

vor. 
a &caroytopnol avaß.] By ead. is meant 
*reasonings, ‘discussions by mutual question- 
ings.” This fig. use of dvaflaivsw with ĉia- 
Aoy. occurs with els or iwi Thy Kapdiay at Acts 
vii. 23. 1 Cor. ii. 9, and also in the Sept. at 1s. 
Ixv. 17. Jer. iii. 16, and elsewhere ; answering 
to the Heb. 35 5» my. 

39. Wnr\adioare — £xovra] The reading, 
resented by the MS. D, supported by some 
Mss. of the Italic, ought not to have received 
any countenance from Lachm. The fAéwere, 
for ters, is a mere gloss, and the lers is 
strongly supported by the words of an exceed- 
ingly ancient writer, St. Ignat. ad noe 83 
nay, as Bp. Pearson, on the Creed, p. 452, thinks, 

the Hebrew Gospel of St. Matthew, from which 
I grant Ignat. may have derived the words), who, 
referring to this circumstance, says: AdBere, 
Wnragnoati pe kal idere, Sti obx elui ĉa- 
pnóvioy aowpuaroy, where tho us serves to defend 
the us of our text; and the words ovx elul dacu. 
dow. supply a good illustration of the scope of 
our Lord's address. 

— TvtUua cápka kal doria oix ixe 
From the citations adduced by Wetstein an 
others, it is plain that both the Jews and the 
Gentiles alike believed in the immateriality of 
departed spirits. Sce Hom. Od. xi. 217, and 
Virg. En. vi. 700. And so Max. Tyr. Diss. xv. 
l, où yàp cápxes al ĉaiuóvwv dictis, odi 
ócT& oj0i alua, agreeably to Ovid, Met. iv. 
443, ‘errant exsangues, sine corpore e$ ossibus 

. Aóyo, obs eAdAnoa mpòs pas Ere Gv cvv Upkv, Gre Set TANpæw- 
Ova, Trávra Tà yeypaypéva ev T vóup Movoéos xai IIpodpn- 
tais kal Warpois Trepi pod. © Tore Oujvofev avTOv TOv vov, 
TOU cuviévas Tas vypadás S9 3 kal elev avrois: "Ori otro yé 
yparrtat, kal obrws eet malev tov Xpiorov, kai avacrivas 
èx vexpav TH Tpitn Huépa, “7 * xal knpvxÜrjva, eri TH ovopate 

dpaprioy eis Trávra Ta On, apka- 

umbre. It is, however, the opinion of the re- 
cent Commentators in general, that our Lord is 
not to be understood as con ing those notions, 
but as meaning to show his hearers that, accord- 
ing to their own ideas with respect to the nature 
of spirits, he could not be one. But that isa 
very unsatisfactory view; and I quite agree with 
Dr. Burton, that our Lord's — must not 
be taken as representing merely the popular 
notion concerning spirits, but as declaring the 
truth of the matter from Him who is the Truth ; 
not only as knowing what is i» man, but what is 
Man, whether — or incorporeal, in the 
— or out of the body. 

4l. ásioToóvTev abrir dro THS x.) ,This 
is sometimes the case on the occurrence of eventa 
very felicitous, which happen suddenly and un- 
expectedly. We think the news too good to be 
believed, and fancy we are dreaming. So Ovid: 
* Tarda solet magnis rebus inesse fides.” Liv. 
xxxv. 40, * Vir sibimet, pre necopinato gaudio, 
credentes." 

42. áxó utAiccoíov kgpíov] A frequent food 
with the ancients, espec. among the abstemious. 
So Porphyr. Vit. Pyth. 34, says of Pythagoras: 
rye dt Qiairuys Td ply Gpiotroy sj» Knpios, 8 
péi setrvov È ápros éx kt'yxpíov. 

44. olo. ol Aoyor (scil. sisi) obs 4X. &c. 
Meaning: * The words spoken by me, when 
was with you, imported that all things written 
of me (that I should die, &c.) should be ful- 
filled.” Fhe Psalms stand for the Hagi ` 
as being the chief book of that division. 

uivoi£sv a. Tò» y.] This is quite distinet 
from the ton of the Scri supra v. 27, 
and imports an enlightening of the mind by as- 
sistiug the natural powers; and it may also in- 
clude inclining and disposing the mind to atterd 
to the knowledge in question. 

47. ápEáusvoy awd 'I.] That the commence- 
ment should be made from Jerusalem, was a pre- 
rogative of the Holy City. 
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49. xal ldo), d*vocT£AAe T. l.] Tho loù is 
abeent from D, L, and a few cursive MSS., 
owing either to carelessness on the pen of the 
scribes, or to the temerity of the Critics, who 
deemed it unnecessary ; which also caused it to 
be passed over in some ancient Versions. The 
clause has occurred elsewhere, e. gr. Matt. xxviii. 
7. Mark v. 22 (where Tisch. rashly cancels it), 
2 Cor. xiii. ]. Rev. iii. 11. v. 6. vi. 12. xv. 5. 
The ido) derives confirmation from Matt. xi. 10, 
loù iyo dvocTíANo, and Luke x. 3, loù iy% 
éá9rocTÉAAc. For ásoc'r., Tisch., in his second 
Ed., and Alf. read ifar., from B, L, X, A; 
while Lachm. retains the text. rec.,—very pro- 

rly; since there is not sufficient authority (I 
nd no confirmation in the Lamb. and Mus. 

copies) to warrant any change, though that would 
yield a very suitable sense. The case is different 
at Acte xiii. 26, where Lachm., from strong au- 
thority of MSS., adopts i£assoTáA s, —perhaps 
rightly. See my note. 

— ivóvonc0«] "'Evóíta0air answers to tho 
Heb. w25, aud the Latin induere ; but, like them, 

Vor, L 

when taken in conjunction with ĝúvapı», denotes 
that supernatural energy from on high so indis- 

nsablo to qualify them for their important 
unctions. It is truo that almost every Trans- 

lator, ancient and modern, has assigned to évévc. 
a passive sense, ‘until ye be endued with.” But 
there is no proof that évduve was one of those 
verbs of which the fut. middle was used in a 
pre sense. And in N. T. this very form 
vidconat, tvovowpua, several times occurs in a 

mid. sense (Matt. vi. 25. Mark vi. 9. Luke xii. 
22), but never in a passive. And such is the 
ease in the Classical writers. Hence it would 
seem that this is one of those many future middle 
forms used apparently in a ive, though, in 
reality, in a middle sense. Jelf, Gr. $ 364, 
4, a. ? 

52. mpooxvyýsavoss aùróv) The term here 
must denote no less than the Pu ormance of 
religious worship, now first rendered to Christ 
by the Apostles, even though absent and in- 
visible; a decisive proof of their opinion of his 

y. 
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Or all the Gospels this must be considered 
the most important, both as regards the subjects 
treated of, and the doctrines thence to be deduced. 
In no other have we the real Person of the 
Redeemer so fully exhibited; insomuch that 
with reason was it called by the Fathers THE 
SPIRITUAL VOLUME. While the other Evange- 
lists chiefly Peur themselves in narrating the 
events which marked our Lord's earthly course, 
St. John applies himself, almost exclusively, 
to record the Discourses of Christ, and what- 
ever, either of words or deeds, was calcu- 
lated to show forth his majesty and glory, his 
Divine origin, the nature of thc office committed 
to him by the Father, and the efficacy of his 
death as an atonement for the sins of the world. 
The other Evangelists have, indeed, inculcated 
this fundamental course of Christian doctrine, 
but only occasionally and incidentally ; St. John, 
professedly and systematically. In fact, the pur- 
pose of St. John in writing this Gospel differed 
materially from that of the other Evangelists. It 
was not to write a History of the life of Christ, 
but to select, with the utmost effect, some of the 
most remarkable parts of his personal history, in 
order thereby to introduce, and bring forward in 
outline, some of the most important of his dis- 
courses, in which he spoke of Himself, his person, 
and his office; intending thereby to demonstrate 
his Divine nature, to show the excellency of his 
office, and to vindicate the truth, as to doctrine, 

inst the Jews and Judaizing Christians of those 
imes, and tical persons of every age, —who, 
whether from the influence of error or deep-rooted 
prejudice, should entertain notions derogatory to 
the honour of the Saviour. This the Evangelist 
has effected ; not by resorting to subtilty of argu- 
ment, but by stating the evidence of facts, and 
urging the authority of our Lord himself. Ac- 
cordingly, as St. John did not intend to write the 
life of Christ, he commences, not with his birth 
bv the Virgin Mary, but carries us back beyond 
even the creation of the universe, and teaches 
that our Saviour existed before that period. He 
commences with a PROEMB (forming, in some 
measure, the sum and substance of the whole 
Gospel; or, rather, a kind of Introduction, or 

Jw 6 Adyos, xal 6 Aóyos Fw Tpós tov Oeòv, 
kal Qeds Fv 6 Adyos. 2 Obros Fw ev apyh Tpós tov Oecor. 

Programme, placing us on such a platform of 
observation, i may afford a survey of the actions, 
and discourses, and the closing scene, which 
sealed the whole; thus imparting a tone to the 
whole of the following Gospel), which has been 
justly termed the Proeme, and which 
Augustin tells us a Platonic Philosopher said 
siani to be written in letters of gold, and hung 
up in all the churches. its contents, see note 
on i. 1—18. To advert to the subsequent matter; 
—after adverting to the strong testimony of John 
the Baptist, and recording the commencing mira- 
cles wrought in Cana of Galilee and the Temple 
of Jerusalem, it seems to have been the intent of 
the Evangelist to furnish his readers with some 

imens of the Discourses of Christ, in order 
thence to establish and illustrate the positions laid 
down in the Introductory matter. For, in cach 
year of Christ's ministry, St. John has narrated 
certain actions and mi , and recorded certain 
discourses, in which our Saviour spoke of his per- 
son and office. These actions, however, he seems 
to have related principally with a view to the 
discourses, which gave rise to them. As to the 
miracles, it was not his intention to accumulate 
as many instances as ible of the miraculous 
powers exerted by Christ; but only to select 
such as were best adapted to the purpoee of his 
Gospel. The later discourses of our Lord, and 
the history of his passion, death, and resurrec- 
tion, St. John has more fully detailed, both that 
Christians might be — of the reali. is- 
puted by the Jews—of his death (to which so 

t an efficacy attached); and that they might 
' convinced of his resurrection, and the glory 

iuto which he was afterwards received. It is, 
too, from this Gospel especially that we collect 
the actual state of the controversy of the Chris- 
tians with the Jews. 

To advert to the personal history of the Evan- 
gelist himself ;—euffice it to say that, as being 
the son of a respectable, and probably somewhat 
opulent master fishcrman at Bethsaida, he must 
have had a tolerable education; and, although 
without pretensions to learning property so called, 
could by no means be termed illiterate. He and 
his brother James had probably received an ex- 
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cellent religious education, under the sedulous 
care of their mother Salome,—who had been long 
“looking for the consolation of Israel," and was 
afterwards devotedly attached to the Redeemer, 
—had been well grounded in the Scriptures; if 
not in the original, yet in the Syro-Chaldee, 
and in the Sept. Versions; and were probably 
not wholly unversed in the Rabbinical learning 
of the day. From the time that they received 
their immediate call from Christ, they became 
first his disciples, then his constant attendants ; 
and, lastly, were appointed, with others, as A pos- 
tles, of whom John formed one of the three prin- 
cipal and most valued. With respect to the 
character and disposition of the Evangelist ; —we 
have every reason to think that it was frank 
and amiable, yet uniting suavity with firmness, 
Hence he became the object of our Lord’s pecu- 
Jiar regard and confidence; which he repaid by 
the most devoted attachment to his Master, who 
had so great affection for him that he was called 
His iio56:0«. 

The genuineness of the present Gospel is un- 
questionable; not only as being attested by the 
strongest internal evidence (namely, in its style 
and peculiar character, the circumstantiality of 
its details, and the evident marks of the writer's 
having been an eye-witness of most that he re- 
lates), but from the strongest external evidence, 
in an unbroken chain of testimonies from writers 
in the Apostolical age down to that of Epiph., 
Chrys., and Jerome. [t was, indeed, never dis- 
puted, until lately by Bretschneider — whose 
doubts, however, have been, as he confesses, en- 
tirely removed by the very able writers who 
came forward to maintain the authenticity of the 
Gospel—and since by Baur and Strauss, whose 
— have been completely refuted by 
others of their own countrymen, and recently 
by Davison, in hie Introduction. On the ge- 
nuineness of two portions of it, namely, the nar- 
rative of the woman taken in adultery, ch. viii. 
1—11, and also of ch. xxi., sce the notes there. 

To advert to the characteristics of this Gospel. 
The Evangelist has a style and manner peculiar 
to himself, uniting plainness and softness with 
sublimity of character; not such as results from 
art, but such as is engendered by largeness of 
conception, united with a natura simpiicity of 
expression ; and which, coming from the heart, 
speaks to the heart. As to tbe diction, it is 
comparatively pure, though considerably Hellen- 
istic, and even Hebraistic, in its character. The 
Hebrew characteristic is, however, chiefly appa- 
rent in the manner in which sentences are con- 
nected, which is totally different from tbat of 
Paul, and even of Luke. John generally con- 
nects sentences by «ai, où», and dé, and ie above 
all the writers of the New Test. remarkable for 
a very sparing use of the Particles, —where, 
indeed, his want of mastery over the Greek lan- 
guage is most apparent; which, notwithstanding, 
scarcely ever prevents him from employing ai 
propriate terms to express his ideas, and suitable 
diction wherein to embody them. For a delinea- 
tion of the chief peculiarities of paste! 
tho reader is referred to the able Synopsis of 
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Credner, or to its epitome in Davison, also to the 
more elaborate work of Luthardt, which presents 
some words and idioms not readily elsewhere 
found ; though the general stock of words at the 
Evangelist's command seems to have been some- 
what limited. 

This Gospel is, however, notwithstanding the 
simplicity just adverted to, by no means without 
its difficulties, which may be accounted for in 
various ways. ]. From the abstrusencss of tbe 
subjects treated on; besides tbat (as observes 
Campb.), it does not appear to have been our 
Saviour's intention to express himself in euch 
a manner as to be equally intelligible to all. 
Nav, his own disciples he brought only by little 
and little to the full knowledge of his doctrine. 
2. From the obscure cast of style and manner of 
the writer. 3. From the strongly Hebraic cha- 
racter of the composition ; and that not only in 
the acceptation of words (some of which are po- 
culiar to himself), but in the structure of sen- 
tences, and espec. in the use of the Tenses; where 
Enallage of Past, Present, and Future is not un- 
frequent. Hence, after all the labour which has 
been so profusely bestowed upon it by learned and 
ious Expositors, there is not any book of the New 

T'est. of which the interpretation has been so un- 
certain, and, in a great , undetermined. 

But, to advert to some important circumstances 
connected with this Gospel, —namely, as to the 
place where, and time when, it was written, —the 
unanimous voice of antiquity testifies that the 
place was Ephosus. For this we have the Weighty 

the testimony of Irenæus; and, as the facts o 
Evangelist's life, as far as they are known,—are 
in harmony with this attestation, there is, as 
Davison bena, no good reason, nor any re- 
sulting advantage, for setting aside so weighty 
an authority. Indeed, on this all the principal 
modern inquirers are quite On the /üne, 
however, considerable difference of opinion ex- 
ists. It has been the general opinion, both of 
ancient and modern inquirers, that it was drawn 
up about the close of the first century: while 
some of those who are fully able to judge 
of such matters (as Lampe and Lardner), sup- 
pose it to have been written, at any rate, be- 
fore the destruction of Jerusalem; though they 
differ as to the exact date. The former opinion, 
however, would seem most agreeable to ancient 
authority : although the testimonies adduced are 
almost entirely from writers (such as Epipha- 
nius, Theodoret, and Jerome) of a period too far 
removed from the Apostolic age to have much 
weight. In fact, the only ancient authority the 
allego is Irenæus ap. Euseb. Eccl. Hist. v. 
(where, however, it is merely said that John 
wrote after the other Evangeliste), aud another 
passage cited from him by Lardner, vi. 187, from 
which it has been inferred, that this Gospel was 
written very long after tbe destruction of Jeru- 
salem. But the opinion may have originated in 
the notion (prevalent both in ancient and mo- 
dern times) that this Goepel was written for the 
especial purpose of confuting the heresics of 
Cerinthus and the Gnostics as to the person of 
Chr end partiy of confuting the notions of tho 

aL 
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Sabeans, or Johannites. Now if we inquire what 
evidence can be alleged for that opinion, several 
expressions in the Proeme are pointed out, and a 
few others occurring up and down in the Gospel. 
Yet these cannot, without considerable influence 
from imagination, be thought to give any great 
countenance to it; and Expositors best acquaint- 
ed with the contents of this Gospel (as Calvin, 
Lampe, Tittman, Kuinoel, and Tholuck) are 
decidedly of opinion that the notion is unfound- 
ed, and that the design of St. John in writing this 
Gospel was of a salure,—namely, to con- 
vey to the Christian world just notions of the 
real nature, character, and office of that great 
Teacher, a Saviour, who came to instruct and to 
redeem mankind. So John himself says, xx. 31, 
* These things are written, that ye may believe 
that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and 
that believing, ye may have life in his name.' 
So long, however, as the opinion prevailed, that 
the Gospel was a polemica one, and written to 
confute heresies, men were obliged to suppose 
almost as late a date, as the life of the Evan- 

list would permit, for the publication of the 
pel; since the heresies in question were not 

prevalent before the latter end of the first cen- 
tury. 

o advert to another opinion as to the purpose 
of the Gospel, that it was written to supply the 
deficiencies and omissions of the former Evan- 
gelists ;—for this there is very slender foundation, 
at least in the — üself. And when it is at- 
tempted to unite this notion with the late 
date, the inconsistency is patent ; for if the date 
were what those inquirers allege, and if St. John 
wrote to supply certain deficiencies in the former 
Gospels, why are so many things unaccountably 
omitted? as, for instance, the remarkable fulfilment 
of our Lord's prophecies respecting the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem ; which would have tended in 
tho highest degree to confirm whatever the Evan- 
gelist intends to prove. Moreover, if St. John 
meant, as they say, to supply the omissions, and 
confirm the authority, of tho precediug Evan- 
gelists, is it likely that he would have suffered 
thirty or forty years to elapee without doing 
either one or the other? Those, indeed, who 
contend for a late date, ground their arguments 
not only on external testimony, but on internal 
evidence, —namely, the contents of the Gospel. 
The Evangelist, they allege, considers those 
whom ho is addressing as little acquainted with 
the Jewish customs and names; since he gives 
various explanations, even more frequently than 
St. Mark and St. Luke. The reason of which, 
they think, was, that, at the time when St. John 
wrote, many more Gentiles had been converted ; 
and thus it became necessary to explain several 
circumstances, which required no explanation 
while the Jewish Polity was in existence. These 

ments, however, are rather specious than 
solid. For the very same reasons, in nearly the 
same degree, might exist some thirty years ear- 
lier. Upon the whole, it should seem that there 
is no conclusive evidence adduced for the ve 
late date assumed by some. On the other hand, 
many arguments are pressed much too far in 
favour of an early date, even before the destruc- 
tion of Jerusalem. To advert to a few of both; — 

Lampe, Tittman, and others appeal to ch. v. 2, 
* there is at Jerusalem by the sheep-market, a 

l kaving five porches," as & proof that this 
Gospel must have been written before the də- 
struction of Jerusalem ; since it recognizes the 
city as ix being when the words were written. 
To this others make answer, by remarking, that 
writers * do not weigh their words so e ye 
and that ‘the Present there may be put for tho 
Past tense, But the former is a frivolous ex- 
cuse, and in its present application savours of 
irreverence ; and as to the latter, sack a confusion 
of tenses would, in narration, involve a harshness 
intolerable. To the utter destruction of Jeru- 
salem, Josephus, Bell. vii. 1, bears decided testi- 
mony. And notwithstanding the city might in 
the course of some twenty-five years have been 
partially rebuilt, ——though of thie no historical 
evidence exists, nor could well be expected,—we 
have reason to think that the man em- 
peror did not demolish every edifice in the 
city, but allowed some to remain for the use of 
the garrison thereat, just as was the case at 
Athens after its destruction by the Persians. 
That the pool of Siloam remained is clear 
the testimony of Eusebius and Jerome in their 
Topography of Jerusalem; so that though the 
Romans wight destroy it, by closing it up, they 
might permit the porticoes to remain for the 
convenience of the Roman soldiers who should 
use it as a bath. And I agree with Davison, that 
it is quite natural for the pool with its porticocs 
to be described as situated ixi T wpoBarixy, 
‘at the sheep-gate, even though the gate had 
been destroyed ; of which many instances occur 
in various cities of our own country formerly 
having walls and gates. But, to advert to an 
argument which must exclude any date so early 
as before the destruction of Jerusalem, —the cha- 
racter of the Gospel (as Davison well remarks) 
points to a j to the destruction 
of the Jewish polity, —when the writer, freed 
from Jewish prejudices, would be able, unfetter- 
ed, to take a comprehensive view of the Christian 
religion, and accordingly exhibit, as we find is 
the case, a maturity of religious development. 
Besides, the diction of the certainly at- 
ns a — Ks mers — with the Greek 
anguage than the author of the Apocal ; one 
who had lived among persons pakar ees: 
cularly, and been accustomed to use it in oral 
communication with them. In short, apart from 
all external evidence, I agree with Greswell aud 
Davison, that the lateness of the publication 
would seem an incontrovertible point, by dis- 
puting no little advantage or credit can ever 

ined. 
evertheless, there are various considerations 

alleged by Lücke, Luthardt, and Alford, which 
strongly forbid our extending that latencss so far 
as towards the end of the first century. The style 
of the Gospel is, as Lücke has remarked, that of 
a matured, but not very aged, much less effete 
writer. In short, Luthardt and Alf. have given 
good reasons for thinking that the Gospel could 
not have been published earlier than a.p.70; nor 
later than A.D. 85. I should prefer the latest date 
within that ample verge. ad, indeed, St. John 
written so late as the close of the first century, bo 
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would surely have done more towards repressing 
the heresies of the Gnostics, Cerinthians, and 
others, than merely employ a comparatively few 
expressions intended to repress their dogmas. If, 
however, the expressions in question should appear 
to be such as to imply a settled pu in the 
writer, we may suppose that, together with the 
above-mentioned design, adverted to at ch. 
xx. 31, there was united a particular one, —name- 
]y, to encounter, even by anticipation, those here- 
tical notions, which probably were, even at the 
period above stated, starting up like weeds in the 
rising corn. The ancient Fathers, indeed (as 
Irenæus, Tertullian, and Epiphanius), tell us that 
John wrote his Gospel to countcract the errors 
of the early Heretics ;—a view which cannot be 
substantiated, though that may have been one 
main purposc. Other Fathers, somewhat later in 
age, but with ample means of obtaining informa- 
un from early — ou what — ae 
the supplementa thesie as to the design o 
St. John in bis Gospel. So Clem. Alex. ap. 
Euseb. Hist. Eccl. vi. 14, affirms ròv 'Iwávvnv, 
&cya-Tov (scil. óvra), cundcvra, Gri TÈ Twpa- 
vind ty Tuis ebayysAlas (I conject. & vois 
f evayy.) eA wrta TporpawivTa RÒ TeV 
yvwpipwv, Ilyvevparı BeopopnbévrTa, mvevparı- 
xòv (I conject. weatpari re) moroa: siayyé- 
Auov, and further states, supra iii. 24, that * while 
the other Evangelists wrote the history of the 
Official life of our Lord after the imprisonment 
of the Baptist, John, wishing that there should 
be a complete account, recorded in his Gospel the 
circumstances which preceded that event.’ Such 
is the general sense of the e as expressed 
by Alf.; but it deserves to be drawn forth more 
at large. This indeed has been done by Davi- 
son, but in a too free, and not altogether exact 
version. At Tà xat’ aùròv supply xpóvov, and 
render accordingly. Of the words Tc kat’ avrov 
ava yyiAío 7rapadovyat, abro Te TOUT imeon- 
5vacÓOa: the sense is, ‘and committed them to 

his Gospel; and this very fact he has clearly 
marked out. The concluding sentence of the 
whole deserves attention ; though from some cor- 
ruption in the text, and no, little misapprehen- 
sion on the per of the Interpreters, its sense 
has been indistinctly represented. The words 
are, Elxorws à ovv—wapaxreduAaypuivns. Read 
7 £pi puA., and render the whole thus : * Accord- 
ingly, with good reason has John passed over in 
silence the fleshly genealogy of our Lord, inas- 
much as it was previously written by Matthew 
and Luke, —but has commenced with the zoo- 
yla, the doctrine of the Divinity (of our Lord), 
as if that subject had been carefully preserved for 
him, as a superior person, by tho Divine Spirit.’ 
I must not omit to notice, that at the ing 

of Eusebius the somewhat dark expres- 
sion Td v«euari«á—(which has been strangely 
tmisconceived by the Latin Translator, and not 
im ud Dav. an tional cna — 

ings')—means [merely and ezternal, 
as op to internal and spiritual, Compare 
] Pet. ii. 5, oi«oe *ysvpaTikÓs—nrytvpnaTikáe 
Ouciae, ‘ spiritual, as oppose to * corporeal.’ 
Thus gwparıxà is nearly equiv. to Yuxixà, 
as used in James iii. 15. Jude 19, and so Yuy- 
&wt is explained by cewyuarixes in the Lex. 

7 obros 7jA8ev eis paptupiay, iva paprupnon Trepi 
Luke & $. 
& 7. 17. 
Acta 18. 24. 

MS. Colbert. Notwithstanding what has been 
said so speciouslv urged by German Theologians, 
and set forth to the most advantage by Davison 
and Alf, I cannot bring myself to believe that 
St. John was quite — with the three 
preceding Gospels when he was writing his own. 
he remote antiquity of the Traditions recorded 

in the above of Eusebius is unquestion- 
able; and when Mr. Alf. says he ‘knows of no 
authority ab extra for them,’ he is merely playing 
the Sophist. Davison grants that this view agrees 
substantially with the tenor of the Gospel, and 
with what is there recorded; and he does not 
hesitate to avow that the attempts which have 
been made to throw discredit on the accounts that 
have come down to us, on the testimony of Tra- 
dition, seem to him gratuitous.—On the whole I 

with him, that as the main object was not 
a doctrino-polemical one, so was it not for the 
especial purpose of supplying things wanting in 
the other three Gospels, since the supplementary 
hypothesis seems to be, notwithstanding that 
some truth lies at its basis, untenable. What 
led to the state of things existing at the time 
when St. John wrote, has been discussed at large 
by Dr. Davison, in whose general views I find 
little or nothing to object to; though in the 
drawing them forth there is much that is gra- 
tuitous, and more that is shadowy and imagi- 
native, In discussing how far some truth lies at 
the foundation of the Supplementary hypothesis, 
he admits, indeed, that the far greater part of this 
Gospel is supplementary to the narratives already 
known to the Christians at Ephesus; but he 
maintains that it was not the Apostle's object to 

ly what was wanting to the three first Gos- 
pels, though he has adduced most important ad- 
ditional particulars connected with our Lord's 
words and works, which really do supply omis- 
sions, and thereby render the Evangelical Hi 
tory complete for the purposes of the Christian 
life; thus filling up the circle of truths neces- 
sary for the “ perfecting of the saints," so as to 
complete the inner and holier places of the 
Temple of the Lord. And this, —I with 
Mr. Alf.,—ranging under it all aims 
and pu is what we must term the great 
object of the Evangelist : to advance, purify from 
error, and strengthen that maturer Christian life 
of knowledge (the (rue, in opposition to tbe false 
"iid against which he contends), which is the 
ullest development of the Spirit in men; and 
this by setting forth the Person of the Lord Jesus 
in all its fi of ‘grace and truth’ (John i. 
17), in all its manifestation in the flesh, both by 
si and wonders, and by discourses; and its 

‘ification, through sufferings and death, by 
exaltation to the right hand of the FaTHER. 

I. 1—18. In this noble Proem, or Prologus, 
to this Gospel, the principal purpose of the 
Evangelist is, as in the whole subsequent 
work, to set forth the Eternal Word of God, 
the source of all existence, life, and light, as 
having become flesh, having dwelt among men, 
been wi to by John the Baptist, been re- 
Jected by his own people generally, but received 
by some who power given them to become 
sons of God ; in short, shown to be the Perfecter 
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and End of God's revelation of himself; which 
wns partially made known in the law, but fully de- 
clared in Jesus Christ; the eternal pre-existence 
of the Logos; his essential unity with God, though 
personally distinct from him ; his working in the 
creation of the world, and in the enlightening of 
men, however non-apprehended, or misappre- 
hended, by them,—even beforc his manifestation 
in the ech. 

l. iv ápxt jv ò Aóvyos] One cannot but 
notice the truly august majesty and dignity con- 
tained in this brief but comprehensive intro- 
ductory clause, probably formed on the simple 
but noble commencement of Genesis, iy apy 
éwoincey ó Osós rÓv ovparóv kal Thy yiv. 

At iv ápyj understand Tov 9rárTwv, from 
the subsequent context at v. 3, wavra—iyivero. 
The expression answers to the Heb. row in 
Gen. i. l, and denotes ‘ the origin of all things.’ 
That doxñ must have this sense, and not that 
contended for by the Unitarians, ‘ the beginning 
of the Gospel dispensation, is ably evinced by 

r. Pye Sinith, Scr. Test., vol. iii. 68, eqq. On 
account of the jj», many Commentators, indeed, 
explain the phrase to mean ‘ before the creation 
of the world ; referring, in support of this sense 
of iv åpxý, to John xvii. 5. Eph. i. 4, and Prov. 
viii. 23; in which last passage the meaning is 
more exactly defined by the preceding mpo cov 
alovos and the following 90ó Tov Twv yñ» 
wotjoa. But neither in the of Pro- 
verbs, nor in the one before us, has iy apyy p. 
perly that sense ; nor can it ever have it. It is 
only implied from the context ; and no wonder, 
since what was existing a£ the creation of the 
world must have existed before it. 
— ó Aóyos] On this most important subject 

(to which the limits of a work of this nature 
must be quite inadequate) the reader is referred 
to Tittman, pp. 2/—29, and Kuin. Proleg. § 7. 
13—90, or to the Epitome thercof in my Recens. 
Synop.; also and espec. to Lücke's and Olshaus. 
omment, or to its substance in Alford, not 

omitting Dr. Pye Smith's Scrip. Test., vol. iii. p. 
70. Whatever may have been the source whence 
St. Jobn derived this term, all the most competent 
judges are agreed, that it designates a real subsist- 
ing Being, and not an attribute, as Wisdom or 
Reason. Indeed, the personality of the Logos is 
manifest from the whole passage. 
— wpds TÓy Gaov] The phrase elvai 9pós 

Tov Osóp denotes close union (see Basil, cited 
by Lücke), so as to be in nature one with God; 
Lat. apud ; Fr. chez ; and in the present context, 
compared with infra xvii. 5, and 1 John i. 1, 
(where sce note,) cannot be thought to mean 
less than communion of the Divine nature, and 
participation of the Divine glory and majesty, 
implying also a community of actions and coun- 
sels ; meaning, as Dr. Smith expresses it, that ‘ the 
Word existed in the eternal period before all 
creation, naturally and essentially one Being with 
the Deity, yet possessing some specics of relative 
distinction. 

This assertion is repeated in the next verse, in 
order to more fully explain what is meant by this 
communion with God, and to show kow the Son 
evinced his majesty, and the Divine power which 
he had with the Father. 

JOHN I. 8, 9. 

eintras.19. TOD Gwrds, va "rávres Tra Teva. Si avTod. 8 Ove Hw éxctvos 
TO Pas, GAN iva paptupjon Trepi tod dwros. 9*"'Hv tò das 

— xai Oads fjv ò Aeon The sense is clearly, 
*and the Logos was ; ó Aoyos being the 
subject, and Oeds the predicate, as in John iv. 24, 
wvevua ò Oeds, and ] John iv. 8, 0 Qeds dyawn 
éoriv. For, according to the idiom of the Greek 
language, it is the noun which is preceded by the 
Article that is the subject: the other is the ultri- 
bute ; ex. gr. 1 dperTn moutos iors. The teme- 
rity of Crellius, who, to destroy this irrefragable 
testimony to the Godhead of Jesus Christ, pro- 
posed to alter Osós to Otoũ, met with well-merited 
chastisement from Bengel and Wetstein. Some, 
after his time, bave attempted to compass the 
same end, by maintaining, that as Osds has not 
the Article, it should be taken in a lower sense, 
to denote a God. But that position has been 
completely overturned by Bengel, Campbell, 
Middl., Kuinoel, and Smith. 

2. The Evangelist here reverts to the two first 
clauses of v. 1, which he now combines, in order 
to glance at the Creative Works, which especially 
belong to the Logos. 

8. wavra Oi avTov, &c.] By várra we are 
to understand all things in the world = 6 xóc- 
os, v. 10.—' Ey£rsTo, ‘were brought into ex- 

istence ; for ixti{ero. See Ps. cxlviii. 5. Many 
take d:a as denoting the ¢ cause, as in 
Heb.i.2. But there is no reason to abandon 
the opinion of almost all the ancient, and the 
most eminent modern Interpreters, that it de- 
notes the efficient and principal cause, as in Rom. 
xi. 36. 1 Cor. i. 9. Gal i.l,and often else- 
where. As to the passage of Hebrews, it is of 
quite a different nature from this of St. John; 
since in the latter only one agent is spoken of, 
but in the other two agents are adverted to. Thus 
the Logos is described as being ‘ very God,’ and 
Creator of the universe; who, on account of 
his communion with the Divine nature, hath au 
equal power with the Father, and, by his co- 
operation with the Father, created the world. 

The next words xai ywpis—yiyovey are usual- 
ly explained as yielding, by a Hebrew paral- 
lelism, an identity of sentiment with the fore- 
oingclause, —the same thing being expressed both 
y affirmation &nd by negation. But it should 

seem that we have not merely the same thing 
expressed, but a much stronger sentiment. Even 
the dialysis od v has an intensitive force, 
containing, as Bp. Bull, Dr. Smith, and Mr. 
Alf. have shown, & more distinct and positive 
denial of the eternity and uncreatedness of mat- 
ter, as held by the Gnostics. 

4. Lightfoot observes, that to the physical crea- 
tion by the Logos is bere subjoined a new and 
moral ono by the same. Strictly speaking, how- 
ever, there is here (as Chrysostom and Tittman 
remark) a reason given for what has been just 
affirmed, implying that the Logos is the source 
of all life to the creature. Comp. 1 John v. 11, 
and infra vi. 33. The general sense of «ai 9 
(wf) tjv rò Por rov á,Ó. is that ‘He is the 
source of both natural and spiritual life, and also 
of light and knowlcdge;' for, as Lampe has 
shown, all knowledge, purity, and happiness 
arise from this life, mud. is the light, i. e. the 
true, equiv. to the only true light to e man 
(v. 9). The reading of D, torı» for jj», injudici- 
ously adopted by Lachm., sprang either from a 
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marginal scholium, or rather a rash Critical altera- 
tion, which, though caught up by Origen, its 
source may be traced back to the Ital. Vers., and 
robably arose from Heracleon (a Gnostic of the 

Bad century), mentioned by Origen. That the 
Pesch. Syr. Trauslators had qv in their copies 
cannot be doubted. Both ancient and modern 
Commentators have stumbled at rj», from not sce- 
ing its true force, which, when drawn fully out, 
shows that it contains a deeper and fuller sense 
than doriy, though the force of that may be in- 
cluded therein. And here Lampe is, as often 
elsewhere, instar omnium interpretum, to whose 
admirable Exegesis I can only refer my readers. 

5. xai tò des paiva] Sxoría is in Scrip- 
ture a frequent image of ignorance and sin, and 
also the death, or m , consequent upon it, as 
ees is of (wr. See Is. ix. j Matt. iv. 16. 
Acts xxvi. 18. Here the word is put (abstract 
for concrete) in the place of ol icxotioutvos Tj 
ds:avoia, Eph. iv. 18, namely, those immersed in 
— idolatry, and vice, and consequently 
ar removed from light and virtue, holiness and 
happiness; in short, all except those adverted to 
at v. 12, such as received the light and the Life- 
giver. Thus the sense is: * And this salvation 
was offered to wretched, corrupt, and miserable 
man; but (or, nevertheless) the plan of salvation 
they did not comprehend, much less accept and 
embrace.’ Comp. v. 11, which vindicates this 
sense of a peer whose meaning has been 
variously laid down. 

6—18. The manifestation of the Logos, Jesus 
Christ, the Son of God incarnate in our flesh. 

6 —8. The scope of these verses, of which the 
two first recite briefly what is in vv. 19—36 
narrated in detail, is to show that Jok» the Bap- 
tist, whom many so magnified, was not tbe Christ, 
but one sent by God to bear witness of him ; and 
to prove, even on the evidence of John himeelf, 
the infinite superiority of Jesus to that Prophet; 
q. d. ‘ To bear witness of this light, and further 
its reception, was John sent from God ; not as 
being himself that light, —namely, the Messiah, 
—but to bear witness to the Divine mission of 
Him who was so.’ 

6. éyiveto áyÜpwos, &c.] Lit. ‘there was a 
man raised up, or brought forward, as a messen- 
ger from God." 

7. «ls uaprvpíavr, va uapr.] Here there is 
not so much a repetition of the same thing in 
plainer terms, as rather, in {va papt., &c., an 

northosis upon els paprupiay rou pwros. 
ohn was not only a Forerunner of the Messiah 

(as be is described in the three first Gospels), but 
a WITNESS, such as he is represented in this 
Oee After our Lord's baptism in the river 
Jordan, Jobn's former character ceased, and his 
latter commenced. Even up to his death John 
ccased not, on all proper occasions, to bear de- 
cided testimony to the exalted character of Jesus 
-—namely, that he was the true Light, in order 
that all men, through hie witness, might belicve 
in Jesus. 

8. ook nv ixtivos T. p.) The expression is 
emphatical, q. d. ‘He was himself not that Light, 
but only the burning and shining light of that 

generation, in which he was raised up to bear 
testimony to the Liqꝙht, to the end that all these 
might, through him, believe in the Light The 
caution of the Evangelist in thus putting a de- 
cided negative as to John being himself the 
Christ, and of John's similar cauticn in his de- 
cided disavowal thereof (see vv. 19—23), arose 
from the disposition of some of the Jews to re- 
gard John the Baptist as himself the Christ. 

9. jv Tò põe rd áAnOwov] Render: ‘that 
(meaning 77e) was the true light.’ In the sense 
of reality there is here implied genuineness, at- 
tested by originality. See infra vi. 32. xv. 1, 
and elsewhere. 

The next words ipy. sls rdy kóc por are com- 
monly taken with wayta avOpwrov. But the 
best Commentators are now that they 
should be construed with rò dws; since in the 
former construction the words would seem un- 
necessary, and never occur in that sense; whereas 
in the latter the phrase is very weighty, and well 
suited to the connexion. oreover, ó lpXóus- 
voe sls TÓy koc uo» was an usual phrase to desig- 
nate the Messiah. See vi. 14. xviii. 37. And 
so at iii. 19. xii. 46, he is designated as a ‘light 
coming into the world.’ Finally, the other sense 
would require the Article after dvÜpeov. Not 
to say that the sense usually Meinen would be 
scarcely reconcilable with facts. Nor is the in- 
terpretation above stated without the support of 
ancient authority; since so the was taken 
by the author of tbe Test. xii. Patr. p. 578, ro 
ws Tov kóopuov TO Cobiv iy univ wpòs dwric- 
pov ayTÓs áyÜpoov. I find the punctuation, 
which I have hence adopted, in all the most 
ancient Lamb. and Mus. copies. With respect 
to the scope of the declaration, it seems to be 
this, *which [by] coming into the world en- 
lighteneth every man’ (comp. Tit. ii. 11); i. e. 
every one who is willing to receive or admit 
this (comp. vapíXaBov avTó», v. 11). Comp. 
jii. 19. xii. 46. 

]0. iv Tw xóa rv] These words affirm the 
appearance and existence of the Logos on earth 
in a human form,—i. e. that he became incar- 
nate, In this and the following verse there is a 
kind of climax in the four particulars now pre- 
sented concerning the True Light; q. d. ‘ The 
only and true Saviour came to, and abode in the 
world,—a world created by him, but which 
(meaning ‘the men of the world"), nevertheless, 
knew Him not, did not choose to know Him, 
recognized Him not as such. Nay, though he 
came to bis own people especially, yet even they 
received him not as their Lord Christ. The 
best Expositors are agreed, that ra id:a, sub. 
olxrjuaTa, can only mean his own country, or 

e; a sense of which numerous examples are 
adduced by Krebs, Wetst., and Kypke. The 
metaphor (as observes Smith, Scrip. Test.) is 
that of a sovereign over a state, or the head of a 
family over his iousebold: The Jews, indeed, 
might be called Christ's own people, as being the 
peculiar people of God, and consequently of 
Christ, as united in the Godhead, and being the 
King of Israel; thus constituting Judea his own 
inheritance in possession. 
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12. From the Jews, who rejected Jesus as their 
Saviour, the Evangelist turns to those, whether 
Jews or Gentiles, who received him. 
— door dé i a.] The ressoning may be 

carried out in full thus: * His countrymen, as a 
body, rejected him. Yet his coming was not ut- 
terly without effect. Some few did acknowledge 
him as the Word of God, and the Light of men. 
And to such as did (or hereafter should) he gave 
the privilege of adoption into the number of God's 
children.’ Note, éZovola here denotes privilege 
or prerogative ; a signif. sometimes occurring in 
the later Class. writers and the Sept. By réxva 
Osov are meant those who have experienced the 
birth from above mentioned at iii, 3—7 ;—a birth 
produced by the Holy Spirit of God; and conse- 
quently the latter is inseparable from the for- 
mer; and ‘to be born of the Spirit’ is equiv. to 
* being a son of God,'—one thus admitted to son- 
ship ;—the most supreme blessing a created being 
can receive, comprehending both the privileges of 
Christians in the present state, and their felicity 
in the future ; a blessed resurrection and a glori- 
ous immortality ; in short, to be AA as 
happy as infinite Goodness, united with infinite 
Wisdom, can make men. 

13. o? obx—éyevnj6icav] Meaning, * who 
became such; obtained that privilege of sons, 
not by virtue of — as the Jews were God's 
children (Deut. xiv. through their descent 
from Abraham, nor by any affinity or connexion 
of human descent, but by the free grace of Giod, 
through the working of his Holy Spirit.’ The 
plu aluara is used by way of adaptation to 
Ócxsy before; though, of course, what is here 

applied to those who received Josus as the Christ 
during his abode on earth, is equally applicable 
to those who should, at any future period, receive 
him. The plural aiu&rwr is also used to denote 
all the d s of consanguinity and lines of de- 
scent, and has reference to the several ancestors 
from whom the children of Israel boasted their 
descent, as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob; see 
2 Cor. xi. 22, sq. This use of the word in the 
lural is very rare; but I have noted it in Eurip. 
on, 693, dAAwy "apu ag’ aludrwy, and 
Lycoph. Cassand. v. 804, 1249. The two phrases 
ix OX. capk. and ix Oar. dvdpds designate the 
natural mode of descent, as opposed to the spi- 
ritual one proceeding from the adoption of God. 

14. xal 6 Adyos càpE ty.] This is closely 
connected with ver. 10, iy rw xócuw fiv, and is 
a resumption of what was there said; q. d. * And 
[accordingly] tho Logos was clothed with a 
uman body, and sojourned among us [men]. 

This addition of the Auman nature to the Divine 
implies that conjunction by which the same per- 
son is both son of God and son of Man. Zapt is, 
for odpxivos, ‘having a fleshly nature,’ such as 
that of man. Comp. Artemid. ii. 35, dá» Ta yap 
€ ápktyot ol col aíyevra:. : 
— toxrvece}] Here there is no need to sup- 

JOHN I. 

12 £"()go, 66 éXafgov avTOv, ESwxev aùrois 
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éx Occo) éyevviÜngcav. 1*!Kai ó 
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with Lampe and Schoettgen) any reference 
pom Schechinah ; the sole object of the Evan- 
golist being to prove that the Logos became 
sucarnate, The full sense is that laid down by 
Wetstein: ‘He who had dwelt in heaven de- 
scended from thence, that Le might sojourn with 
men.’ For oxnvour signifies ‘to take up one's 
uarters, or sojourn.’ And it is here used in pre- 

frenos to Cv, with allusion to the life of man as 
a sojourn ; and because it better designates that 
familiariter vivere, which seems here intended ; 
suggesting that familiar intercourse and that 
intercommusity of all the functions of human 
life (according to the expressive terms elsewhere, 
Acts i. 21, sia A01 kai (EnAOs ale Huas), which 
evidenced our Saviour to have been really and 
substantially man, as well as God. 

The next words xal i0acáusÜa, &c., may be 
considered as, in some measure, another proof 
that the Logos became incarnate; yet they seem 
meant also to intimate, that though he was really 
man, yet he was also something far more ; namely, 
Son of God ; implying a community of the Divine 
nature. 'E08racáusÜa is a very significant, and 
even emphatic, term; q. d. ‘ Yea, we distindlg 
saw his glory. Now there were many ways in 
which his disciples saw the glory of Christ; 
namely, in his mtrucles (see ii. 11); and not 

ut wisdom only in acts which evinced power, 
and also,—in that unspeakable lore to 
men, for which he was content to suffer death, 
even the death of the cross, for their salvation. 
Nay, some of the Apostles had seen his glory in 
his Transfiguration on Mount Tabor. However, 
I am now inclined to think that the glory here 
spoken of may be ied sinant that which was given 
to Christ in his iatorial — i. e. in his 
twofold nature, as differing from his glory as 
God and his glory as man. See John i. 14. 
xvii. 5 and 22. Though these, and the other evi- 
dences of Christ's glory in his mediatorial capa- 
city, John did not choose to specify, being con- 
tent with affirming it to have been &óEa» œs 
Movoysvous wapa IlaTpòs, ‘such a as 
might be ex in a Being the only- en 
Son of the Father; who accordingly ìs (as it is 
said, Heb. i. 3) the dwatyacua THs Gol, kal 
Xapaxrip THs UTocráciwe avrov. The œ 
(as Chrysostom and Tittman remark) expresses 
not similitude, but identity and truth; meaning 
‘truly such.’ On the full sense of povoyanis, a 
term peculiar to John, as put for novos yeownbcie, 
see Lampe, Tittman, Dr. Smith, and my Lex. in 
New Test. 
With t to the consiruction of the 

many, as Kuinoel, in order to avoid a slight irre- 
gularity, would make the words xal i0sacápuiÜa 
—Tlarpos parenthetical, referring wAsens to 
koxjvwoev. <A procedure which does violence to 
the whole sentence, in which the words thus at- 
tempted to be separated from the rest, are any 
thing but parenthetical. We may best regard 
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the words wArjpne yapitos xal áXnOsíae as con- 
tinuative of the foregoing idea, and intended to 
carry on the feeling of devout admiration, inhe- 
rent in dofav ws Lovoysvove wapa Ilarpós. 
I am of opinion, that wAspne is put, not by 
enallage, for aA 5o», found in D and a few other 
copies, and confirmed by Theoph. and Euthy- 
mius, but by a certain negligence as to style, 
involving anacoluthon, frequent in the present 
Evangelist (which, indeed, may be recognized 
more or less in the best writers), for mày- 

us, as agreeing with povoyerous, viz. the 
am now disposed to reject the Hendiadys sup- 

posed by almost all Expositors ; because, by keep- 
Ing the words x&pic and dAÀn. separate, we may 
consider the terms as (to use the words of Mr. 
Alf.) *setting out the two sides of tho Divine 
manifcstation in Christ, —xápie, as the result of 
Love to mankind, —44Av0., as the unity, purity, 
and light of His own character.’ 

15. Having appealed, in a general way, to the 
testimony borne by the Baptist to Jesus, tho 
Evangelist now proceeds to mention what that 
testimony was; and by xéxpa'ys he intimates 
that he uttered it openly, er animo, and decisively. 

— 6 óvícw pov ipyopevos] Meaning, ‘He 
who enters (i. e. is to enter) upon this office after 
me, He of whom I am the forerunner;’ in which 
sense épyeoÜa: frequently occurs in the New 
Test., and sometimes in the Sept. The interpreta- 
tion of £usrpoaÜ£yv pou yéy. 18 uncertain; since 
the words may be understood eitber of fime or of 
dignity. According to the former view the clause 
OTi wpawros pou ny must be considered as express- 
ing the same sense as the preceding ; and thus the 
meaning will be, that ‘though he came after him 
in both birth and entrance into office, yet that he 
had existed long before him.’ According to the 
latter, which seems preferable, the meaning will 
be, ‘ This is He of whom I said, He who cometh 
into the world Et entereth on his office] after 
me, is become of greater dignity than myself, — 
inasmuch as [by his own Divine nature] He was 
i" $] before me; i. e. more honourable than 
. This verse is in some measure parentheti- 

cal, being meant to incidentally confirm, by this 
weighty testimony, the foregoing assertion, that 
tho Word was made flesh ; thereby showing that 
John bore solemn witness (uapr.) to the pre- 
existence of this Divine Personage. Thus the 
matter contained in v. 16, forms a continuation 
of what was said at v. 14, taking up what was 
said in wAnpns xápiros, and further developing 
the idea of ude thereby conveyed. It is 
observable, that the force of nap. is not a little 
raised by the subjoined words, xal xéxpaye 
Aéywy: for worthy of attention is the peculiar 
sense of the term xpa{w, here and infra, vii. 28, 
&xpaE:» iv Tw lepa diddoxwy, &c.; vii. 37, 
ÍxpaEs Abywy' 'Eav ris dupa, ipyiobes, &c. ; 
xii. 44, ixpaEs xai imav’: 'O wiorevery els ini, 
&c. Now here, as united with uaprvup., imply- 
ing the giving testimony, it expressos that the de- 

16! Kai èx rod mAnp@patos aùroð nets 
1 Col. L 19. 
& 3. 9. 

claration was public and decided. And so, too, 
at vii. 28, we may understand £xpaEs Aéycv. 
The peculiar expression ZuzpocÓ0£v mov, though 
it is more frequently used of fime, yet cannot, 
with due rege to the context, be supposed used 
otherwise than of dignity (as it is done by the 
framers of our authori Version); a sense 
which (notwithstanding what Wetst., Tittm., and 
Kuin. affirm) ie found not only in Plato, p. 805, 
and Demosthenes, p. 1296, but also in the Sept. 
at Gen. xlviii. 20. Lampe, who has most ably 
discussed the interpretation, satisfactorily shows 
that the sense of the clause must be: ‘He who 
cometh after me (in time] is [as the Christ] 
more honourable than I, inasmuch as He was 
[and is by his own eternal nature as God] exist- 
ing before me.” 

6—18. It has been disputed whether these 
verses are from the Baptist or from the Evange- 
list. The former opinion has been — b 
many Interpreters, tho h (as Tittman o es) 
‘it lies open to the objection, that what is con- 
tained in these verses could hardly have been said 
by John the tist of himself, his own times, 
and that of his disciples "They are rather tho 
words of the Evangelist ; who, in using the term 
wAnpwparos (answering to the Hebr. w»p, which 
denotes the swm of any thing, and also plenty) 
seems to have had reference to the expression 
wAnpne yadprroe kal áX9Osías at ver. 14 (for 
this verse is a continuation, and confirmation, of 
what was said at ver. 14, ver. 1] being in some mea- 
sure parenthetical), and meant by it to express the 
idea of exuberant abundance. Thus ix Tov 9À np. 
av. means, ‘from his rich storehouse of benefits 
and blessings.” Of the controverted phrase, xápiw 
ávrl yapcros, the only interpretation deserving 
of adoption is that of those who regard it as a 
periphrasis of the superlative, like the Hebr. 

y» j^; an idiom not unknown in the Greek 
lassical writers. Thus Theogn. Admon. 344, 

oins dvr’ dviwy dvds. The sense will thus be, 
‘grace upon Render, ‘ Yea, of this ful- 
ness (i. e. his exuberant abundance) have we all 
received [grace], even grace upon grace, blessings 
superlatively great, by continual accessions one 
upon another,—s rich abundance of spiritual 
gifts." So Plato i. 334, cited by Wetstein, says 
the Deity, after firing Tas Wpwrat Xapiras 
sloaviice irípas Qui éxelvesy, xal TpiTas dvr 
Tiav Sevtipwy, kai dal véae yr) wadatoripwy 
éwidldwar. See also Philo, cited by Loesner. 
The notion, however, of superseding does not 
here come in. A few Expositors, with some ap- 
pearance of reason, render, ‘ in us, answer. 
tny to [each] grace in him;’ faith, love, humi- 
lity, purity, obedience in Him, reflected, as in a 
mirror, in the hearts of His people. By ñuae 
is meant all who believe in Him, with the faith 
spoken of at v. 12, and not, as some of the here- 
tics thought, a favoured few ;—meaning them- 
selves. “The Gnostics and the Cerinthians,” 
observes Dr. Waterland, ‘talked much of the 
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mAńpæpa or fulness by which they meant a fic- 
titious dt. of the Deity, in which the whole 
race of /Eons was sup to subsist, and into 
which all spiritual men (such as they esteemed 
themselves) should hereafter be ied. It 
was the doctrine of the Valentinians, and pro- 
bably of the elder Gnostics also, that they were 
themselves of the spiritual seed, had constant 
grace, and could not fail of being admitted into 
the plenttude above; while others were, in their 
esteem, carnal, had grace, but sparingly or occa- 
sionally, and that so as not to bring them so 
high as the plenitude, but to an intermediate 
state only. But St. John here asserts (whether, 
however, with reference to the Gnostics is not 
certain) that a// Christians equally and indiffer- 
ently, all believers at large, have received of the 
plenitude or fulness of the divine Logos, and that 
not sparingly, but in the largest measure." It 
has been well pointed out by Maldonati, that 
the “ fulness of the saints differs from the fulness 
of Christ in three respects, 1. Grace and the 
Spirit are in others by participation only, as rivers 
have their waters from the fountains; but in 
Christ they are original and of himself only. 
2. In Christ they are infinite and above measure. 
And, accordingly, it is said, further on, iii. 34, 
oùx èx pétpou didwar (rw Yio) 6 Oeds rd 
*vtUua. 3. The saints cannot communicate their 

to others (much less their merits) ; where- 
as tbe gifts of the Spirit are in Christ as & foun- 
tain-head to im these to his members." 

]7. Gri ò vouos—iyívero] In these words 
are exemplified and illustrated the benefits received 
from Christ by his disciples ; and the grace and ful- 
ness of the Gospel iso jose to the rigour and nar- 
rowness of the Law. T e Law was given asa bene- 
fit to the Israclites; yet it was harsh and burden- 
some, its blessings «canty, and those confined to one 
nation; whereas the Gospel imparts its blessings, 
through Christ, plenteously to the whole human 
race. This xápie Christians receive from the 
w\npeua of Christ, since to him (as it is said at 
jii. 94) oùx ix uéTpov didwary ò Gròs rò Mvet- 
pa. On the force of yap. sce note supra 14. 

18. Here the sentiment of v. 17—implying the 
superiority of the Gospel over the Law—is con- 
firmed by adverting to the clear knowledge of 
God (no otherwise to be obtained than from One 
intimately conversant with God) which has been 
communicated by Christ, the only-begotten Son 
of God. The precise connexion is faint and ob- 
scure; but it may be what Alf. lays down thus, 
—([' Moses could not give out the mAnpwpa of 
grace and truth,] for he had no immediate sight 
of God, nor can any mere man have, —Otóv oud. 
£cp. hath seen’ (or ‘will ever sec"). No other 
ever did or could do this, because ‘no one know- 
eth the Father save the Son, and he to whom 
the Son will reveal Him,’ Luke x. 22. By 
iwpaxs is hero to be understood not 'seeing' 

only by corporeal vision, but knowing; and not 
noun ’ only, but, as in Luke x. 22, so ‘ tho- 
roughly knowing’ as to be able to fully declar 
God (comp. Ecclus. xliii. 31, ris ewpaxey aù- 
TÓ» kai éxdinynoerut;), to declare both the 
nature of God (the Godhead as existing in the 
mysterious union of three Persons in one God) 
and his purposes in the redemption of man,— 
and the several offices of the three Persons of 
the blessed Trinity in the great work of man’s 
— — 

Evie caro it is meant 
that he — who ie nearest and dearest to 
God,—even his only-begotten Son, —hath fall 
disclosed him" (i. e. his nature, attributes, will, 
&c.) As to the peculiar expression ó a» als 
TÓv xoAÀ*oOv, I am now inclined to think, with 
Chrys, that it is derived from the intimate 
union of parents and children (comp. | Kings iii. 
30, and Lam. ii. 12), arising from cuyyéveca, 
but here denoting, as Ch says, evorns THS 
ovcias. Andso Euthym. (from some other Greek 
Father) p that the expression marks rò ‘yo#- 
giov Tou Ylov, xai ouoovctov, xal aywpiorov. 
In our own language we use the prefix * bosom" 
before a substantive, as denoting the cloeest inti- 
macy, but with no reference to consanguinity. 
In éxsivos there is a strong emphasis, implying 
exclusion of any other. As to éEnyticaro, it is 
true that both the verb and its verbal noun, 
eEnyrrihs, were, as we find from the numerous 
passages adduced by Wets. and others, technical 
terms used of the declaration of Divine matter, 
and the interpretation of the Divine oracles ; but 
I agree with Lücke that the word is, agreeably 
to the simple style of John, to be taken in its 
ordinary meaning. 

19—28. The witness borne by John the Baptist 
to Jesus before the Deputation of inqui. m the 
Sanhedrim y MS rim. 

19, 20. The Evangelist, again reverting to 
John, points to the well-known public testimony 
of John, given by him to the great Council of 
the Sanhedrim, which had the charge of religion. 
Render: “ And this is the testimony of John 
concerning himself] : When the Jews bad sent 
rom Jerusalem Priests and Levites to him, say- 
ing, Who art thou? then he confeesed and de- 
nied (or diesembled) not [who he was]; yea, he 
avowed, * I am sot the Christ. " 
— oi dorta Meaning those who are clee- 

where called of dpyorr:c Taw "Iovd.,—namely, 
the Sanhedrim, who the authority of making 
inquiry into the pretensions of prophets, and of 
which the persons sent were a deputation. There 
is no reason to suppose, with some, that the 
Evangelist has not given the whole address; for 
the Tí« in the question evidently refers to the 
kind of prophetical character claimed by John, 
which tmplied an inquiry, 1. whether he was the 
Christ; 2. whether he was Elias. The form od 
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vis eT was (it appears from Wetstein's citations) 
not unusual, as addressed by those who de- 
manded to know any one's authority to act in 
any business. Though the Sanhedrim knew that 
John's ancestry did not accord with that which 
had been predicted of Christ; yet, when thcy 
bore in mind what had happened to Zacharias in 
the Temple, and that his mother was of the 
lineage of David, they might think it posstble 
that he was the Messiah; especially as it was 
not absolutely determined among the doctors 
whether Christ was to be born at Bethlehem or 
not. 

— wpotoynoe—axal wyuoroynoe} These words 
contain the strongest assereration possible, since 
the two methods, assertion by affirmation and by 
negation of the contrary, together with a repeti- 
tion of the affirmation, are here united. The 
sense above assigned to wuo., * he avowed" (i. e. 
* openly and explicitly declared"), is required bv 
the negative that occurs in the proposition, whic 
forms the subject of the verb wuodcy., and is 
confirmed by a similar use, however rare, in 
Xen. Cyr. vi. 3, 24, rovrove yap tls dv ráTToi, 
oi Kai avrol dyuoXoyouci (' avow, lit. ' say 
plainly,’ ‘do not dissemble’) andi uíav payny 
dy uwoutiva ix xeipós. 

20. Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read yò ox 
elui, from six uncials and one cursive ;—quite 
insufficient authority; espec. since internal evi- 
dence is eqnally balanced. The same var. lect. 
occurs at iii. 28, where Tisch. and Alf. retain 
oix elui iyo. 

21. +i oùv (scil. dovi);] A popular form of 
expreseion ; q. d. * What is it, then, you mean to 
say?’ The reading of MS. B, od oj» tl; is 
evidently a false correction. 

— 'HAías el oú ;] Having disavowed all pre- 
tensions to be accounted * the Christ,' their next 
thought was that he might be Elias, whom they 
expected to re-appear upon earth just before the 
coming of their Messiah; espec. as the whole ap- 

rance of John (Matt. iii. 4, comp. with 2 Kings 
1. 8), and his announcement that the kingdom of 
God was at hand, must have brought to their 
minds the pone of Malachi. In the MSS. 
C, L, and 33, the ov is absent, as also in some 
copies of the Ital. Version, and in Cyril and 
Origen; and in several of the most ancient 
Lamb. and Mus. copies the C) does not appear. 
Thus the declarative form will be used, as oft. 
in the n writers, —not so much — affirma- 
tion, as that an interrogation is implied ; q. d. 
‘So then thou art Elias, art thou uim p" Put 
the direct interrogation found in all the copies 
but a very few, and confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, is far more suited to tho gravity of the 

occasion, and to the simplicity of the Evangelist's 
style. 
— oix elui] i. e. not in the sense in which tho 

uestion was asked, i. e. not personally, that 
ias who had been taken up into heaven, and 

whose return to earth was expected ; though in 
another senso he might be called Elias, as he 
cime in the spirit and power of Elias; see Matt. 
xi. 14. 
— ò *rpod rns al 00 ;] It is plain that this 

cannot mean Elijah, since that would involve a 
vain repetition. The Article shows that it must 
denote some particular prophet. The best Com- 
mentators, ancient and modern, are of opinion 
that Jeremiah is meant; q. d. ‘the prophet pro- 
mised' (namely, in Deut. xviii. 15, 19. See 
Acts iii. 22), who, they supposed, would appear 
previously to the advent of the Messiah, to re- 
cover the ark of the covenant which he had 
hidden; see 2 Macc. ii. 5. 

22. rie «1;] lit. ‘ what sort of a person art 
thou ?' * what character dost thou bear?’ whether 
prophet or not ? 

iyo dev), &c.] Meaning, that * what 
they ask they will find sufficiently answered in 
the words of the Prophet’ (Is. xl. 3), * the voice 
of one crying in the wilderness, &c.; for He it 
is who is there spoken of. 

24. joav ix iv Dapicalwy] Why not (it 
may be asked) of the Sadducees too, since they 
also went to John's baptism? Because the Pha- 
risees formed by far the greater part of the San- 
hedrim, and held the whole power in their own 
hands. So Josephus, Antiq. xviii. 1, 4, y pácca- 
rat Ó' dn’ abrioy (scil. Laddouxalwv) obdiv we 
elasiv' óvórs yap ix’ dpyat rapi bov áxov- 
ciws uiv, kal kat’ dvayxast, Mpocxwpovew Ó' 
oũu ols 0 Papicaios Aiye. The reason of this 
explanation (as Alf, indeed, says) is not very 
clear. Lücke refers it to the apparent hostility 
of the next inquiry ; while Alf. asks whether it 
might be to throw light on their question about 
buptizing, as the Pharisees were the most precise 
about all ceremonies, lustrations, &c. But the 
former mode is far-fetched and yet jejune. The 
latter is preferable; but it would su the 
words to be those of explanation ; which they 
are not,—unless, indeed, the reading of Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. be adopted from MSS. A, B, C, 
L, and Origen, by which the ol is removed ; but 
the autbority for cancelling it is quite insuffi- 
cient; espec. since internal evidence is in favour 
of the oi, which was more likely to be absorbed 
by the al preceding, than introduced by the Re- 
visers, Besides, the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Ver- 
sions strongly confirm the ol. Alf. says, ‘it was 
introduced to make it clearer that the whole dc- 
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putation were intended ;’ and he renders, ‘ And 
they, i. e. the whole, were (or ‘had been") sent 
by the Pharisees.’ But no dependence can be 
P upon a sense so trung out of the words, 
and founded on the cancelling a word not likely 
to have been removed from all the copics but 
four, and all the most weighty Versions. In 
short, the word must be retained, and 
as a remark, intimating (as Maldon., Brug., and 
Lampe are agreed) how it came to pass, and why 
the inte tion calling John to account was 
founded on Deptiius (the administration of which 
they thought confined to Christ, or, at least, to 
prophets); and ‘since (observes Lampe) the 

test part of their theology consisted in de- 
Bnin ceremonies and external rites, espec. wash- 
ings (as appears from Mark vii. 3, 4), they thought 
that the cognizance of such matters particularly 

ined to them.’ 
25. rl ob» Bawrifes, &c.] Baptism had been 

hitherto confined to Gentiles, on their becomin 
proselytes to Judaism; and it had been unusu 
to baptize Jews. Now the Pharisees — 
that the power of paptizing Jews, and thereby 
establishing a new Religion, was confined to the 
Messiah, and his precursors the Prophets; who, 
they thought, would return to life for that pur- 
pose. Hence they were desirous of knowing on 
what authority John had introduced such an 
innovation ; and they presumed, from this circum- 
stance, that he claimed, in some way or other, & 
Divine mission, either as the Messiah, or as a 
Prophet, or some other authorized Legato. 
— ovre 'HX., oürs] MSS. A, B, C, L, and 

5 cursives (I add 1 Lamb. and 3 Mus. copies) 
have oódi—o00i, which reading is edi b 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, though inet ovi- 
dence of every kind, both external and internal ; 
since it is adig d a mere alteration, having for its 
urpose to introduce purer Greek : the ovdi—ovda 
ing found supra v. 13 confirms the suspicion. 
26, 27. iy» Bawri{e, &c.] The general 

sense is, ‘J only baptize with wafer ; mine is but 
a baptism subordinate, and preparatory to that of 
One far superior,—from whom a very different 
and far superior baptism may be expected. 
Moreover, He whom you look forward to, and b 
whose authority I do this, is among you, thou 
unknown to you.’ The ornxes, edited by Tisch., 
not Lachm. and Alf., instead of %ornxev, from 
only three MSS., seems a mere critical altera- 
tion, from those who were ignorant of the idiom 
— also in 1 Cor. vii. 37, el £ernxev 
patos, by which tho Perf. Zornxey is used for 

the Pres. Kat. See Buttm. Gr. 8 107, 2). 
Tisch. and Alf. cancel the words at v. 27, avroc 
ác Tiv, and 0e gumpoc8éy pov yéyovsv, on the 
authority of only B, C, L, and 7 cursive MSS, 
The latter clause may have been interpolated 
from v. 15; but the former mus be genuine, 

since otherwise the Baptist will be made to ex- 
press himself (for no imaginable reason) most 
enigmatically. It was removed by Critics, who 
cancelled what seemed to them unn , and 
involved a breach of Classical propriety. Seo 
note on Matt. vi. 4. 

26. uí£coe iuc] This use of uícos, with a 
genit. of thing, is found, though very rarely, in 
the Class. writers (as Herodian iii. 9, 5); but 
used, as here, with a genit. of person, it is, I 
believe, there unprecedented. As to Joa. Bell. 
iii. 8, 8, adduced by the Commentators, the 
enit. ie not expressed, but left to be supplied 
fron the context, as also in Jos. Antt. vi. 7, 3, 
also as understood in Virg. 7En. v. 76, * Ibat — 
magna, medius, comitante caterva." However, 
medius in Latin is so used, as Ovid. Fast. v. 67, 
* Et medius juvenum, non indignantibus ipeis, Ibat.” 

The ĝi after més. is wrongly cancelled by 
Lachm., Tiscb., and Alf, from MSS B, C, L. 
The particle, which cannot well be dispensed 
with, was probably omitted either by the igno- 
rance of the scribes, who were unable to decy- 
pher the mark of abbreviation for ài, or through 
mere carelessness. 

27. avros ioriw—yiyovey] The foll sense 
jntended is: ‘ This is he who was to come after 
me, but to be before me in dignity.' I agree 
with Olshausen, who maintains that the declara- 
tion of John, that the Messiah was actually 
standing among, though then unknown to, them, 
was virtually an answer to their question, as to 
the legitimation of his claims to be a prophet, a 
enusiop, that he was sent from God. 

28. BnOavia] This reading (instead of the 
Mut Byðaßapa) found in add: all the best 
MSS. (including almost all the ancient Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), has been adopted by all the 
Critical Editors from Matth. and Gricsb. down- 
wards, and almost all the early Editions. The 
common reading they suppose to have proceeded 
from a mere conjecture of Origen, who, because 
the situation here does not co nd with that 
of Bethany, where Lazarus and his sisters lived, 
made the change in question; forgetting tbat 
there are in all countries several places of the 
same name. So in Judæa there were Bethsaida, 
Dethlehetn, Cana, and Emmaus. And Bethany, 
from its signification (namely, ‘a ferry-place’ or 
: *) was very likely to be one. Moreover, 

is Bethany scems meant to be distinguished 
from the other by the addition, wépay Tou 
*lopddvov. The meaning, indeed, of the name 
Bethabara is almost the same with that of Betha- 
ny; since both of them denoted the ford or ferry 
at which the Jordan was crossed in the way from 
Jerusalem to Perea. Insomuch that many learned 
men are, with reason, of opinion that Bethabara 
and Bethany were only two different names for 
the same place. We may suppose that Bethabara 
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was the more ancient one, and the original name 
of the place (probably the Bethabara of Judg. vii. 
2 but that in the time of Christ it was usually 
called Bethany, as then better designating its 
situation (probably at about five miles from the 
embouchure of the Jordan into the Dead Sea) ; 
the original crossing by ford having now been 
changed to that by ferry; though notwithstand- 
ing this, the old name (of which many examples 
might be adduced) still continued in use. Inso- 
much that in the time of Origen it seems to have 
been by the inhabitants called Bethabara. Hence 
he ag ig the reading to that name. 

29—34. A further testimony borne by John 
the Baptist to Jesus. 

29. ry iwavpios] i.e. the day after the mission 
of the Priests and Levites. The words ô 'Iwdy., 
which I bracketed, have been cancelled by Lach., 
Tisch., and Alf, on rather strong authority; 
which I can confirm from several ancient Lamb. 
and Mus. copies; and internal evidence is at 
least equally divided. 

— ide ò dnvós T. O., &c.] * Behold Him, who 
is the Lamb of God, who expiateth the sins of 
the world'——' who was appointed by God to be 
offered as a sacrifice of atonement for the sins of 
the whole world.’ Jesus is in Scripture charac- 
terized by the designation of Lamb, with allusion 
to the paschal lamb typi/ying him, and the lamb 
daily offered up at the evening sacrifice, repre- 
senting him. Moreover, he is designated as the 
Lamb of God, with reference to his being ap- 
pointed and approved by God as the all-sufficient 
sacrifice for the sins of men. In this view John 
the Baptist must have considered Jesus, when 
he called him Lamb, namely, as suffering and 
dying like a victim ; for it is clear that he meant 
to represent our Lord as one dying, and that in 
the of others, by his subjoining the words 
ó alpwy Thy duapriap TOV kocuov by way of 
explication. Now the phrase atpew thy duap- 
vlav answers to the Hebr. T? NO) or MIO Nw, 
which never signifies to remote sins, i. e. extir- 
ger iniquity from ^ "beris many — 
nterpreters su , but to forgive sins (as in 
Gen. i. l7. od ETIN 7. Numb. xiv. 19 
Pa. — ], — Ta xv. e. xxv. 28), or to 

penalties of sin, either one's own, or 
Tibers. asin Exod. xxviii. 30. Lev. v.1. x. 17, 
where are conjoined, as synonymous, the formu- 
Jas to bear the sin of the people, and erpiate and 
to alone the people with God. Therefore the 
formula ‘to bear sins, must denote ‘to be pun- 
ished, because of sins,” ‘to undergo the punish- 
ment due to sin&' Again, as ‘to r one's 
own sins" denotes ‘to be punished for one’s own 
sins, so ‘to bear the sins of others’ must mean 
* to be punished for the sins of others,’ * to under- 

the punishment which the sins of others have 
eserved.' Moreover, Christ is said ‘to bear the 

sin of the whole world ; and therefore the inter- 
retation above mentioned can have no place. 
here is, besides, in these formulas a manifest 

allusion to, and comperison with, a piaculur vic- 

place, and for the purpose 
n. Th 

tim. For euch a victim was solemnly brought 
to the altar, and then the Priest put his hands 
over and upon the head; a symbolical action, 
signifying that the sins committed by the persons 
expiated were luid the victim : and when it 
was slaughtered, it was then said to bear or carry 
away the sins of the expiated; by which it was 
denoted that the victim paid the penalty of the 
sine committed, was punished with death tx their 

of freeing them from 
the penalty of si erefore when Christ is 
called the Lamb bearing the sins of the world, it 
is manifest that we must understand one who 
should take upon himself the sins of men, so ns 
to pay the penalties of their sins, and in their 
stead, for the purpose of freeing them from those 
penalties. In short, alpwy» denotes, in its full 
sense, ‘ taking away by having borne;' and thus 
it is well adapted to express the atoning sacrifice 
of Christ for the sins of the world. 

. John now mentions how he obtained 
this knowledge, that Jesus was the Messiah; 
namely, by an express revelation from God. Up 
to the period of his baptism, our Lord, it seems, 
had passed for a mere man. He was first made 
known as Messiah by John at bis baptism, and 
through him to the multitude. Whether John 
bad before any personal knowledge of Jesus is 
variously disputed. Certain it is that he did not 
know him to be the Messiah. Thut knowledge 
he obtained by a Divine revelation, which had 
given bim the sign whereby he should recognize 
the Messiah, namely, the descent of the Holy 
Spirit, in symbolic fa re, upon him. That sign 
he saw in Jesus, and was therefore sure he was 
the personage. : 

30. For wapi, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
bip, from b, C, and Origen. But external 
authority is next to nothing; and internal evi- 
dence is in this case equally balanced, consider- 
ing that Uwip may have been an alteration of 
the Alexandrian Critics, as in Mark xiv. 24, 
T epi roA Gv in xuv., though at Acts xii. 5, mpos- 
tv?) Ur àp avTov, they have substituted rapi, 
which has been adopted by the above Editors ; 
and yet the sense ‘in his behalf,’ ‘for bis bene- 
fit, is surely more suitable than, ‘about, respect- 
ing his welfare.’ On the other hand, at Col. i. 3, 
wepl Vav 7rpoctvX., they edit iip, notwith- 
standing that «pi derives confirmation from 
Col. iv. 3, rpocevy. T «pl ruv in all the copies, 
as also in 2 Thess. 1. 11, and iii. 1. In Rom. i. 8, 
sbxyapio TO Ulp TávTov, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit rapi w., which is confirmed by 2 Thess. 
rs and ] Cor. i. 4. But in 1 Cor. i. 13, de rav- 
poU vxip nucy, Lachm. and Tisch. have 
not done well in editing mep} ùu. from only two 
MSS. B, D, and in the face of internal evidence; 
not to mention that the term écavp. requires, 
what is a weightier adjunct, Urip, which is be- 
sides very frequently used afier verbs or words 
implying the suffering of evil, or death, £u behalf 
of any one, in his cause. 

31. xáye ovx feew adtov’ add’, &c.] This 
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is repeated at v. 33, which is explanatory of 
v. 31. A certain difficulty here presents itself, 
which is this:— In the portion of St. Matthew we 
read that John wished mof to baptize Christ, as 
not needing his baptism ; while in the present he 
expresses that he did not know him when he 
came to be baptized. We may, I think, best 
suppose with Mackn., that while John must have 
— known Jesus, have been aware of his 
oly life, and therefore have refused to baptize 

him with the baptism of repentance, which he 
needed not; yet that he knew him not as the 
Messiah. Iam still further of opinion, that con- 
sidering that John had been expresely told (i. 33) 
that a definite sign would be given him to point 
out the Messiah, namely by the visible descent of 
the Spirit, he might therefore not presume, before 
seeing the sign, to ce any one to be the 
Messiah, while yet fis knowled 4 of the circum- 
stances of Christ's birth and life might strongly 
incline him to believe that he would be declared 
so; and that feeling might dictate the addressin the 
passage of St. Matthew, which certainly indicates 
no more than respect and veneration, and con- 
tains no distinct acknowledgment of Jesus bein 
the Messiah. (H. J. Rose.) Thus it is as muc 
as to say, in the words of De Wette, ‘ Thie testi- 
mony does not rest upon my long personal ac- 
quaintance with Him, but upon that which hap- 
pened during my baptizing. —'AAA' fva gave- 
pw, &c., should be rendered: ‘ But to the end 
that he should be made manifest to Israel am I 
come baptizing with water.’ It is not said that 
this was the sole, but that it was the chief end; 
and that only as being an end leading to another 
more important one; for I agree with Alf. that 
it is only as a spiritual preparatory, through re- 
pentance, for the knowledge of Him, that Jobn 

ed his baptism; not as any thing making 
Him known to all. 
— ty rw bears] Lachm. and Tisch. cancel, 

and Alf. (ed. 1) brackets the re, from MSS. 
C, G, L, X, and 12 cursive ones, confirmed 

by some Fathers. But their authority is slender 
in a case of this kind; and besides that external 
authority for re is greatly superior (thus I find 
it in all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS.), there is 
here a certain weight from internal evidence, 
considering that the word was more likely to be 
left out, through carelessness, or for the purpose 
of making what is here said square with vv. 26 
and 32, than put in for any cause whatever, since 
it scems wholly unnecessary, and the force of the 
Article difficult to be accounted for;—and yet 
scarcely more so than at Acts x. 47, uir: Tò 
U&wp, though there the article is found in ali tho 

MSS. In either passage, however, the article 
bas a certain force, namely, that of xotoriety, q. d. 
not as Alf. ‘the water which it is my custom to 
use, am using, but ‘the water which serves to 
purification, ministering the baptism of repentance’ 
—which is the force of the article in Rom. vi. 4, 
Tò Bawrionua, and Col. ii. 12, cvyradéivrec iv 
Two Barriouats. 

33. uévor ix’ aùróv] In some way, and by 
some ce, not revealed to us, the Holy 
Spirit was so manifested to John. as not 1 
from Jesus, after having settled on him ; and 
that, probably, to point out to the tist the 
presence of Him to whom he was the fore- 
runner. 

34. What is here said is not so much, as Alf. 
thinks, ‘a solemn reiteration of his testimony ;— 
which might seem a vain repetition, inasmuch as 
it meant, as Calvin remarks, to intimate * nihil 
se dubium proferre; quia Deus probe et penitus 
illi comperta esse voluit, quorum futurus esse 
mundo testis See more in Calv., and also in | 
Lampe. 
— putuapT.] is a more significant term than 
aprvupe would have been, denoting that ‘he 
ath borne and doth bear testimony, —an act 

continuing, and for al] future time. 
85—43. On account of the above testimony, 

supposed to be the Evangelist himself, of Jobn, 
Andrew, and another of John's disciples, and, 
through Andrew, Simon Peter, become known 
to Jesus. 

35. ry imaúpıov 
this testimony was borue, an 
of the Pricets and Levites. 
— prre * was standing,’ i. e. was there. 
— Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. cancel the o before 

"leay., but only on the authority of B, L, and 
one cursive MS. ; an authority quite insufficient, 
espec. considering that I find the o in all the 
Lamb. and Mus. MSS., and internal evidence is 
entirely in its favour. 

36. áufA eras] AM fixed his eyes intently 
upon him;' with that deep interest which he 
would naturally feel on beholding the long- 
e ted Messiah; see note on Matt. xii. 49. 
Stier well remarks, that these “ first words of the 
Teacher and Martyr (7i (nreire and ipyeaOe 
Kul tere) bear upon them that uneqnivocal 
stamp of majesty and lowliness, which is im- 
pressed on the whole of his subsequent speech 
and action. They commence (continues he) 
with the most simple forms of addrees, seemingly 
arising from the circumstance of the moment: 
but when we think eho utters these words, we 
perceive the beginning of the shining forth of his 

Namely, two days since 
after the mission 
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glory in them; so that soon does the master-word 
rise to its true dignity and authority in giving 
the new name, in piercing the hidden heart, in 
the discloeure of what was secret, and in 
the promise of yet far greater things.” He fur- 
ther remarks on the words ræ ‘Ine. wepiwa- 
vrouvrs at v. 36 (‘walking in still abstraction’), 
* waiting for his hour in full preparation for the 
world, and sin’).—orpadgeis, at v. 38, ‘turns 
about,’ awaiting for some one to come unto him, 
and aware that the time was now come—and 
Geacdutvor, ‘looking upon’ the two first given to 
him by the Father, and addressing them in words 
of mild graciousness —all which would form a 
striking subject for the consecrated pencil of a 
great artist." Euthym. remarke, that ‘ the ques- 
tion, Tí (T., is merely meant to win them over 
to him, and to inspire them with courage, thus 
paving the way to the subsequent ipyecOs.” 

his 1s the truth, but not the whole truth, which 
is fully opened out by Stier, who concludes with 
words adapted to the use of the Preacher on this 
interesting portion. ‘ Those only who seek como 
truly to him ; but as they come they are met by 
the testing word, “ What seek ye? and where- 
fore from me?" We must first of all be taught, 
by the glance of the Searcher of hearts turned 
ull upon us, and by this question which he asks, 
what it is that we as men and sinners seek and 
need: then shall we ever, more and more, dis- 
cover that it is Himself alone whom we seek, 
because in Him all that man seeks is found.’ 
By addressing him by the title ‘PafBi = é- 
éacxake, they intimate their wish to become 
his disciples; and emboldened by Jesus’ - 
ciousness, they venture to ask bim further, 
alidest thou? whether speaking of a fixed habi- 
tancy, or of a temporary sojourn (and the term 
admits of either sense), is uncertain. At an 
rate, there is a wish latent in the question, q.d. 
*we would forthwith cultivate thy nearer and 
still more private fellowship, so as to hear and 
learn of thee us0' novyiac,’ as says Euthym. 

40. paal «ai isre] Jesus does not tell 
them where he abode, but, to encourage them, 
graciously bids them follow him, and they would 
see; implying an acceptamce of their proffered 
discipleship. However, Stier may be right in 
discerning & deeper tone than one merely per- 
missive, namely, that of trvilation, even that of 
the urgency of love. He further remarks, that ipx. 
xal Idare, though an ordinary mode of address in 
common life, was used under some circumstances, 

and with t solemnity—as at the ve of 
Lazarus, John xi. 31. Cant. iii. 11. v. vi. 
1—7, of the heavenly visions. Accordingly, 
* They came and saw the lowly abode of Divine 
Majesty, and stayed with the Lord the remainder 
of that day ;’ so staying from ‘ the tenth hour’ (four 
o'clock in the afternoon) until, we may suppose, 
the usual time for retiring to rest, probebly 
about nine o'clock. Thus for four or five hours 
they ‘ behold his giory, full of grace and truth ;" 
they beheld, as it were in faith, the heaven open 
upon the Son of Man (infra 50, 51). All this 
we may infer from the subsequent admiring 
words of Andrew to his brother Simon, “ we 
have found the Messiah.” 
— For idsre, Tisch. and Alf. read dyeo@e, from 

MSS. B, C, L, and 6 cursives, with some Ver- 
sions ; but Lachm. retains the text. rec. ; rightly; 
since the other is a manifest a ion comin 
from certain Critics, who, it seems, stumbl 
at an unusual expression, somewhat peculiar 
as a form of soliciting attention to a mat- 
ter of moment (occurring also at v. 47, where 
"s — * xi. S nee n Ezek. viii. 
9), and per not found in regular composition. 
Lachm. pur isch. have, very properly, femoved 
the dé after &pa, since for this internal evidence 
is added to external authority. Yet the same 
principle of criticism should have induced them 
to decline receiving the oU» after A01», offered 
them by five of their favourite MSS., considering 
how remarkably the style of St. John is deficient 
in connective particles. Very properly have the 
above Editors removed the dé after duBAéyas 
at v. 43, from strong external authority, con- 
firmed by internal evidence. Alike proper is 
their removal of ó before Xpic-rós at v. 42, and 
perhaps of o before Ine. at v. 44. 

42. For Mscc. here and at iv. 25, a la 
number of the best MSS. (including all the 
Lamb. and many Mus. MSS.) have M:s., which 
is confirmed by several of the most ancient Greek 
Fathers, and is preferred by Matth., though not 
adopted by any recent Editor. Yet it might have 
been, since, besides very strong external authority, 
lere and elsewhere, it has the support of internal 
evidence, considering that Mac. was more likely 
to be altered to Meos. (in consequence of the 
Latin mode of s ing) than the reverse, and it 
is more agreeable to the Hebrew original woo. 
The Editors were here too much swayed by the 
testimony of the MSS. A, B, and at iv. 25, C, 
D. But the testimony of the B is only indi- 
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rect; for the collators (none of them very exact) 
might easily mistake Mac. for Meoc. 

he reading pror» for xpwros, edited by 
Lachm. from some uncial and several cursive 
MSS. (to which I could add some Lamb. and 
Mus. copies) is evidently a gloss. for the more 
difficult, but equally correct reading; ; 
since the use of Adject. for Adverb is an idiom 
occurring not only in the Clase. writers but in 
the Scriptural, e. gr. Mark iv. 28. John viii. 7. 
Of course it is implied that both disciples went 
to seck Simon, but that Andrew was the first to 
find him (comp. xx. 4, $A0« wpwros ele +d 
punpusiov), which seems intimated in the use of 
the Adject. However, to the half-learned Critical 
Reviser the marginal Scholium mpæroy was more 
intelligible, by which the sense becomes this, that 
Andrew lighted on without seeking, or found 
after seeking, Simon, first of the two in time. 
But the Adject. is scarcely less appropriate, by 
which the literal sense will be, that * Andrew was 
the first in finding Simon, of whom both had 
been in quest ;' though that the other, an unnamed 
disciple, was the Evangelist himself is next to 
certain. In John xx. 4, the sense is, that John 
was first (of the two) in coming to the tomb. 
Thus it appears, that though where wperos is 
used the Adverb wpwroy might have satisfied 
the sense, yet the Adjective is, strictly speaking, 
not put for the Adverb. Even in Rom. x. 19,— 
which passage is espec. appealed to in proof of the 
use of 4peros for rpawrov,—that is hardly the 
case, as will appear from my note. So, too, in 
] John iv. 19, wpwros hyárnoev nuas (where 
almost all Critics unite in taking wpawros as 
standing for rpwrov, which, indeed, is found in 
not a few MSS., and represented in most of the 
ancient Versions) the Adjective has its force, the 
sense being, ‘ because He was the first in loving.’ 
That Andrew should have first of the two lighted 
upon and met with Simon must, as Lampe points 
out, be ascribed to the Providence of God in di- 
recting his steps, as in the case of Isaac and 
Rebecca, Gen. xxiv. 

43. xal tye ev] Tisch. and Alf. cancel the 
Kai, from . B, L; while Lachm., rightly, 
retains it; the abbreviation for «ai being doubt- 
less absorbed in the final s of the foregoing word. 
The abroy after fryaysy ought not to have been 
bracketed by Alf., since it is absent from only 
one MS., the B, and that probably from the 
carelessness of the scribe. The di after — 
is with reason rejected by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., for both extcrnal authority (since 
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it has no place in the Lamb. MSS. 528, 1178, 
1179, and several Mus. ones) and internal] evi- 
dence are against it. The full force of iugA cya 
in ‘having looked fixedly,’ or ‘earnestly, upon 
im. 
44. áxoXoU0s1 por] A form of speaking equiv. 

to ‘ become my Ae E ; and sometimes used 
by the Grecian Philosophers. Thus Socrates 
ap. D. Laert. ii. 48, says to Xenophon, rov 
tolvuy kai pavOave. In the present instance, 
however, it imported far more than mere disci- 
pleship,—namely, the embracing of Christ's doc- 
trines and following his example. In short, it 
expresses, as Stier remarks, in one term tbe 
whole disciple-life of all who have really come, 
and have seen, and is the early type of all that is 
wrapped up in that oft- ted call; and of that 
which is connected with tt, when it is last heard, 
at the close of St. John's Gospel, xxi. 19—22, 
where see note. But the fullest account of what 
is meant in this expression, so — in sense, 
is to be found in Lampe's elaborate discussion, 
which I commend to the reader and Preacher. 
— ò '[ncovs is absent from most of the uncial 

and about 20 cursive MSS. (to which 1 could 
add most of the Lamb. and many of the Mus. 
copies), and it is cancelled by Matthai, Griesb., 
Jachm., and Tisch., who, however, insert tho 
words after Aéys: abe, on the authority of the 
same MSS. except two. Mr. Alford expresses o 
dures in — Pat zi the — But 
thoro is no My for doing this. I sti fer 
to retain the words, within brackets, in the for- 
mer position. 

46. Na80avaáA] Supposed to have been the 
same with the mew mentioned by Mat- 
thew; 1. because all the rest of John's followers 
mentioned in the chapter were received into the 
number of the Apostles; 2. because John no 
where makes mention of Bartholomew, nor the 
rest of the Evangelists of Nathanael ; 3. becausc 
Luke vi. 14, in his list of the Apostles, puts 
Bertholomew after Philip, with whom Nathanae: 
was converted. "This opinion is, moreover, con- 
firmed by Bartholomew's being a surname, as is 
plain from the simple QoAouaior (Heb. bn) 
ape Na Josephus. The meaning of that is 
son of A Pho Taning Moteur adopted: by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from MSS. A, B, L, 
X, and a few cursive ones (to which I can add 
several Lamb. and Mus. copies), is probably (for 
the reasons given by Tisch. in his Proleg.) but 
not certainly, the genuine reading. 

47. ix Na(apir divatal qı dyaÜór eipai;] 
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As we should say, ‘can any thing extraordinary. 
come out of, &c. It seemed little probable to 
Nathanael that a prophet, much less the Messiah, 
could come out of Calilee, still less from Naza- 
reth ; which was but a mean country town, whose 
inhabitants, as indeed all the Galilzans, were held 
in contempt by the Jews; the cause for which has 
been attributed to their being a mixed race, partly 
of Gentile origin, very corrupt in their morals, 
and proverbi boorish and stupid. La:bm., 
Tisch., and Alf. prefix à to @lAcwaoe, from 
MSS. B and L; but without reason, for the ex- 
ternal smi rd (1 find it in none of the Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS.) is quite insufficient to establish 
it, and internal evidence is very much against it. 
It probably arose from the w at abo. 

— épxov xal ids] <A proverbial formula, 
equivalent to *Judge for yourself; seeing is 
believing.’ 

48. a\nBae 'Icp.] for 4An03« 'Icp. Comp. 
Plutarch de Is., 'Ioiaxóe we dAnOwe. The ap- 
pellation true Israelite (denoting one who imi- 
tates the virtues of the Patriarch Israel, sec Rom. 
ji. 28, 29. ix. 6, one who is worthy of the name 
and privileges thereof) was given, among the 
Jews, to persons remarkable for uprightness and 
integrity; comp. also Rom. ii. 28. In the words 
év œ à0oAXos ox å. there is supposed to be a refer- 
ence to what is said of Jacob, Gen. xxv. 27. But 
it should rather seem that we have here a phrase 
derived from Ps. xxxii. 2. xiv. 3 (comp. l Pet. 
ii. 22), to designate a man of undoubted integrity 
towards men, and VW pg piety towards God ; 
what Martial Epigr. i. 40. 4, calls, * vera simplici- 
tate bonus.’ 

49. 4ó0«v we y.) Meaning, ‘ whence knowest 
thou my disposition and character?’ Nathanael, 
who appears to have overheard what was said of 
him, scems here to hint that Jesus had been pre- 
viously informed of his character by his friends. 
In order, therefore, to remove this supposition, 
and show Nathanael that he knew him, not from 
the information of Philip, or of any other person, 
but from his own knowl —our Lord men- 
tions, what none could know but Philip and 
Nathanael, woo Tov es Pikirrov ovf5ca:, 
vra Uwe Ti» cuxny, sidóv oe. Now this cir- 
cumstance of sitting under the fig-tree Chrysostom 
and Theophylact, with the best modern Com- 
mentators, well illustrate by supposing that Philip 
had found Nathanael under a particular fig-tree, 
and had then, as often before, conve with 
him about Christ (that conversation and religious 
meditation, nay, prayer, were not unfrequently 
carried on under — is proved by the Rab- 
binic — of Lightf. and Schoett.); and 

OL. 

33. 43. 

that sow our Lord mentions this in order to 
evince his divine power. And no wonder; for 
there had been a conversation of only two, nor 
was there any one present, who could tell what 
had passed at it. That a conversation tas alluded 
to, held at some time previous, and in a particu- 
lar place, identifying it, and distinguishing it from 
any other, is plain. '* Nathanael (observes Stier) 
understands something not ordinary and of every 
day life, but special and mysterious, connected 
with a time when he had repaired to his fig-tree, 
not for refreshment and solace, but for medita- 
tion, reflection, and prayer. There had been a 
solemn transaction between him and his God— 
quite alone, as he thought; the prayer of repent- 
ance, of deep longing for the ‘Consolation of Is- 
rael, and whatever else may have occurred. 
t Then, said the Lord, ‘I saw thee—saw and 
knew thy inner man before God—saw the true 
Israelite in thee." A proof this of supernatural 
knowledge, and consequently of a Divine com-. 
mission. 

50. aù «10 Yids Tov Orov, ov 4T, &c.) Equiv. 
to ‘Thou art the Messiah.” See Ps. ii. 7, infra 
xi. 27. Matt. xvi. 16. Luke xxii. 70. To this 
usual expression, to denote the Messiah, Nathan. 
adds that of ò BaccAate Tov 'lopasA, King of 
Israel ; one of the titles designating the expected. 
Saviour, and which is applied to Christ in vari- 
ous parte of the Gospel; but not so frequently. 
as that of Sun of David. This, from the circum- 
stance that, under the Jewish theocracy God was 
King of Israel, bas been supposed to allude to 
the Divinity of the Messiah. But I with. 
Calv. that Nathanael can hardly have meant the 
appellation in any other than its popular import 
of earthly Kingship. 
— For od al ò Bac., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

read, from A, B, L, and one cursive MS., od ò 
BaeiXabs sl: but on slender grounds. I suspect 
that the transposition (which would here be out. 
of place) arose from accident, the scribes inad- 
vertently omitting the «1 after ov, and then in-. 
— after 6 Baci. 
— Before eiéov Lachm. and Tisch. insert 3r:, 

from MSS. A, B, G, L, and 5 cursive ones; but. 
without sufficient authority: and internal evi-. 
dence is against the drz, which was, I doubt not, 
brought in by the Critics. 

51. wiorevers] On the scope of this address, 
Commentators differ ; some — reproof, 
others, more properly, praise. In applying this. 
commendation, our Lord distinctly specifies, for 
raise, that one thing for which his eyes have 
ked from the beginning, and ever will look. 

(Jer. v. 3), with which Man mun come to Him,, 
M 
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avrà ‘Apip áp» Myo vui», [àr apts] 5reo0e Tov oùpavòv 
áveoryóra, Kai ToUs ayyédous ToU Oeod avaBaivovras xai xata- 

Baívovras éri tov Tiv tod avOpwrrov. 
II. ! Kai t huépa Tf) tpirn yapos èyévero èv Kava rijs Tam- 

Aaías al Fw 7) jÓjrnp ToU lgco0 éxet. ?éxX50m è xal ò 
Inooũs xai of pa8xral avtod eis TOv ydpov. 3 Kal otep- 
cayros olyov, Aéyes  eyTnp ToU Inood mpos avrÓw Olvov oix 

in order from Him to learn it still better, Fasth ; 
q. d. ^ Well, thou art come to me in the ri 
way [mwiorsvaa yap det Tov Tpocspyóuaívor 
two Os, Heb. xi. 6]: thou longedst fend hast 
prayed] and hast sought: thou hast come, seen, 
and heard; and thou hast believed: I say, then, 
for thy further faith, ‘thou shalt see greater 
things than these; yea ter and greater." 
But principally do these words intimate to 
Nathanael, that if he believed by reason of this 
single, and comparatively slender, proof of our 
Lord's Divine power, his faith would acquire 
greater and greater — when the far stronger 
proofs of His glory should be brought to view. 

52. dw’ apts is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. from MSS. B, L, and the Vulg. and 
Ital. Versions. It may have been interpolated 
from Matt. xxvi. 64; but no reason can be ima- 
ined how it should have crept into al/ the MSS, 
ut two; for I find it in all the Lamb. and Mus. 

It is strongly confirmed by the Peach. 
Syr. Version; and, though Alf. says, that, with 
or without åm’ dori, the sense will be much the 
same, yet, on his own showing, the presence of 
d*' pTi as — continuity, * from this time 
forward," ‘continually,’ is far more suitable to the 
context, and is confirmed by Rev. xiv. 13, comp. 
with John xiii. 19. xiv. 7. 
— With respect to the words ax’ dpr:—Yidp 

ToU dyUpwrov, it has been disputed whether 
they should be taken literally, to denote such 
angelic manifestations as those recorded at Matt. 
iv. 11. xxviii. 2. Luke ii. 9, 18, 22. Acts i. 10; 
or ively, in the sense, ‘henceforth shall ye 
see the power of God and His Providence most 
signally displayed to defend and protect me; ye 
shall see far greater works than this, —even aigns 
and mighty deeds wrought by me, such as to 
prove of a truth that I am the of God.’ The 

rmer view was adopted by many ancient and 
earlier modern Commentators ; but the latter has 
been maintained by those of after times, and - 
cially the recent itors; and it is far prefer- 
able, inasmuch as the angelic ministrations were 
past events; but it fails through not seizing the 
right gist of the question, in its true scope. The 
strongly figurative language couched in “the 
heavens opened ;” though in its primary sense 
denoting such interposition from above as should 
evince the Divine Power of Jesus, yet in its se- 
sang but more important, even august, sense, 
must denote the opening Y heaven by the Gospel 
dispensation, whereby the heaven, which had been 
closed to sinful man, was opened by ' the Media- 
tor of the New Covenant.’ Thus there is here 
a double sense;—one, as Christ per- 
sonally ; the other, as he was of Man, the re- 
presentative of the human race. The first ro- 

him. Upon the whole I with Luther and 
Calvin, that when Christ e man, and had 
entered on his ministerial office, then was * hea- 
ven opened, and it remains open; and l agree 
also with Lücke, Olsh., and Alf. that the opensag 

heaven is a symbolical expression, denoting 
— of Divine ‘to help in time 

of need,’ and the revelation from on high of Divine 
truths ; also that the words, plainly pointing at the 
ladder of Jacob, Gen. xxviii. 10—17, intimate, 
that what the Patriarch then saw, with the out- 
ward sight, was hereafter to be viewed by tbe 
eye of faith ;—intimating that through the Son of 

an were hencefo to descend all impart- 
ments of grace from above. 

ret miracle, of t&erning water 
ment of the der su 

i TÜ T. is meant ‘the third day’ aher 
Nathanae!'s calling, or ‘the third day’ after 
Jesus’ departure from Beth. into Galilee. 

. Kava rhs l'a.) It should seem that rize 
TaX. is added, to distinguish it from some other 
Cana in one of the other divisions of Judea; and 
Joseph. Vit. § 16, mentions Cana as a xem THe 
Ta., meaning one of those ous country 
towns, which he elsewhero says in Gali- 
lee. Dr. Robins. Bibl. Res. iii. 204, seqq. has 
shown that Kána el Jelil, about three hours 
N. j x. from Nazareth, is the true site of the 
place where the miracle was wrought. 

2. ixXs0n] ‘was invited. On what ground, 
whether of relationsMp, or of acquaintance, Jesus 
was invited, has been variously conjectured. It 
is most probable that the bride, or bridegroom, or 
both, were related to his mother Mary, who, it 
is eup ; had been wpopsnorpla, or vvu- 
ayeryds, and had been already there making ar- 
rangements for the feast, since it is — that 
she had the chief direction therein. The house 
is conjectured to have been that of Alpheus, or 
Cleopas, who married the sister of Jesus's mother. 
The disciples invited were probably those re- 
cently cal including John; but on what 
ground we are left to speculate. 

3. olvov oóx sxove:] Equiv. to dorepet 
olvos, ‘the wine is falling short" Comp. Gen. 
xliii. 2. This might Mrd well ha ^ without 
supposing any excess on the o — 
dinee these festivities inated a ctnside tle, ough 
not any certain, number of days; not to mention 
the probable accession of many beyond the num- 
ber of guests originally expected, attracted to the 
company by the presence of Jesus. 

On the intent with which Mary addressed these 
words to our Lord, some difference of opinion 
exists. To omit several frivolous and wholly 
gratuitous suppositions, it should seem (according 
to the view adopted by Chrysostom, of the 
ancient, and almost all the earlier modern Com- 
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€yovci.  ** Aéyet avri) ò I9aots: Ti épol kai aol, úval; obra) «382.16. 
10. & 19. 32. 

jee 7j dpa pov. © Aéyes Ù pirno avrod rois Ouakóvois" "O re 3 Kings. 
dy Xéyp viv, Toujcare. 9 "Hoay &é éxet vdpias AiOiwas ÈE» Mark7.2. 

mentators) that the words, while intimating the 
inability of the host to provide a further supply 
of wine, were intended to convey a hint to our 
Lord, that he should remove the want by a mira- 
cle,—a miracle most suitable wherewith to com- 
mence his ministry, as it would supply a decisive 
poss of his Divine mission, and, while benefiting 
er friend, or relative, would most signally evince 

his own Divine power. Certainly the directions 
given by Mary to the servants mark such an 
expectation of miraculous agency; an expecta- 
tion, indeed, warranted by the wonderful cir- 
cumstances of her Son's birth and childhood, and 
the recent testimony to his Divine mission by 
John the Baptist. hether our Lord had, as 
Liicke supposes, and Stier is inclined to think, 
given some positive reason to expect that he 
would show forth his glory by miracles, is more 
than we are warranted in saying. That he had 
already worked some, but in secret, as Calv. sup- 
pos is wholly gratuitous and utterly impro- 

e. 
4. TÉ iol xal — yóvai ;] xs words can- 

hot import (as some have supposed) strong 
benilon: for that would seem unmerited by the 
&ddress preceding. As far as the opinion rests 
on the ion yóra. it is groundless, this 
being, as I have already shown, a form of address 
used even to the most dignified persons, and, in 
fact, employed by Jesus to his mother on the 
most affecting of all occasions. In fact, they are 
& formula taken from the language of common 
life, and must be interpreted according to the 
occasion, and the circumstances of the case. It 
usually implies reproof of causeless interference, 
q. d. * What hast (hos to do with me’ (i. e. with 
what belongs tome)? And such would seem to be 
the sense here; though it was probably modified 
by the tone of voice, and softened into a mild 
remonstrance with her for interfering with him, 
in a matter where her parental claim to respect 
could have no authority over him; espec. as his 

riod of filial subjection to her (meant now to 
announced) was at an end. 
Of the words following, obreo fixe: À (pa 

pov, the full sense is, ‘The time [for what you 
su ] is not yet come.’ See on Matt. iii. 15, 
—implying that He alone was the proper judge of 
that season, and would seize it when it arrived; 
thus mixing comfort with mild reproof. That 
time would be when the wine was quife ex- 
hausted, which it probably now was not (for 
the words olyov ovx iy. are hyperbolical), 
whereby the reality of the miracle would be 
undoubted. 

5. The Advert, for Adyn, found in 8 uncial and 
Many cursive MSS., also in some Lamb. and 
Mus. copies, and half approved by Tisch., was an 
alteration of those Critics, who did not perceive 
the propriety of the Subjunctive mood (expressed 
in all the ancient Versions); q. d. ‘ whatsoever 
he may say to you,’ not ‘ say, as Wakef. 
and Campb. render: for there is not, properly 

king, a use of the Subjunct. for the Fut. 
Indic., the presence of å» forbidding this. Moreo- 
ever, the dv (which belongs to the relative pron. 

and not the verb) serves to im an indefinite- 
ness, by annexing the notion, * be the person who 
he may, or the thing what it may,' as in Hom. 
Od. i. 158, Zeve pid’, A xal pos vepeonceai, 
8,77 xev elo ; * whatsoever I may say P'—ITot- 
joar: signifies, not, as aros, ‘be doing the 
thing,” but * have it done directly ;' for this use of 
the Aorist Imperat. denotes not only, as Kühner 
says, the momentary character of the action, but 
also its urgent nature, as demanding it to be 
done forthwith. 

6. bépiac A(0.] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read, from B, L, X, and one cursive MS., A(0. 
$dp.—but without good reason, The authority 
for this is insufficient, and the reading probably 
proceeded from the scribes inadvertently chang- 
ing the position. All the Lamb. MSS. have the 
text. rec. except the Cod. Ephes., which has not 
Aí(0., that word being evidently omitted propter 
ho ., and if eo, its arche must have had 
the text. rec. Lachm. and Tisch. place xsimevas 
after ‘lovdaiwy, with MSS. B, L, X, and one 
cursive MS.— very insufficient authority, and in 
opposition to internal evidence ; the reading being 
no other than ome of four, or five, modes of 
amending the position of the words in this some- 
what homely piece of composition, in which, 
however, perspicuity will be sufficiently im- 

by pointing off the words xsíusvat xara 
—'lovéalwy, either by placing commas or two 
—. The position, according to the texts of 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., supposes an altogether 
harsh transposition, where transposition seldom 
occurs. According to the above view, the words 
yoay Udpias 8E connect closely with yewpourres, 
and the words «eiu. x. 7. kab. c. "I. may be 
rendered (as they are in the Pesch. Syr. Ver- 
sion), ‘ placed [there] for the purpose of purifica- 
tion (or washing of hands before meals) prac- 
tised by the Jews,’ of which mention is made at 
Matt. xv. 2. Mark vii. 3, 4. The above use of 
xarà to denote ‘pu , object, is indeed 
rare, but examples of it occur elsewhere, of 
which one must suffice, in Plut. Alex. c. 35 (a 
‘locus geminus gemellus’ with the present), xarà 
TÜynv ToÀAÀol wapnoay á*yysia Tpós TÒ Xov- 
TpOÓv UdaTose dia xapév tyovres. From the 
atena in Joann. edited by Cramer, p. 199, and 

from Euthym. and Theophyl., it plainly appears 
that these bépias were vessels of a very large size, 
probably filled by pipes from the domestic cis- 
tern, which supplied the place of a fountain. The 
quantity of wine thus created has been shown to 
be 126 gallons,—far too large a quantity to have 
been brought in, by whatever collusion, unob- 
served. But, besides that the largeness of the 
quantity would the more manifestly prove tho 
miracle, this cannot be considered enormous for 
many days' consumption, if we take into account 
the t number of guests already assembled to 

rtake of it; to which more would now be added 
y the fame of the miracle, and from curiosity to 

see the Worker of it. Not to say that we need 
not suppose all the wine to have been used. The 
surplus, if any, would be acceptable to the newly- 
married couple. 

M x2 
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xeluevat, xarà Tov Kabapiopov TOv 'lovbaíwv, ywpovocat ava 
petpnras Svo 7 Tpeis. 7 Aéyes avtois 0 lgcobv Tepicate tas 
vdpias ÜOaros xal èyémoav aùràs ws vw. 8 Kai Xéyev aù- 
Tois* “AvtAnoate viv kal þépere TQ àpyvrpuckivo' Kai Tiveykav. 
9 “Ns dé éyejcaro 6 apyttpixdwwos tò ddwp olvov vyeyevnuévov, 
(xal oUx der TróÜev stiv oi 5é Sidxovos 7j6e.cav ot HYTANKOTES 
To ÜÓcwp) pwvet Tov vuppiov 0 àpyvrpiciuvos, 10 kai Xéyeu auto” 
ITas avOpwiros mpõrov Tov Kanov olvov ribnot, xai Grav pehu- 

^ 9 

olci, ToTe TOY éX\doow av TETHPNKAS TOv kaXov oivoy éws 

cSupral.l dort, 11¢ Taurny éroígoe 

8. áyrA dicas] * draw forth,’ which was done 
with an implement like our cock ; so iv. 7. vii. 
15, also in the Sept., and in Xen. and Plato, and 
espec. Pherecr. Metall. frag. ]. 30, wAnpete 
wxuAtxas olvov fjvrAov» ésaxovets Tots Bov- 
Aopíyois weeiv. 
— dpx:rpixrive] ‘the director of tho feast,’ 

—namely, the person appointed to superintend 
the preparations for, and management of a feast ; 
to examine the provisions and liquor brought 
forward, and pass among the guests to see that 
they were in want of nothing, and to give the 
nec orders to the servants (see Ecclus. 
xxxii. l). This doxsrpíxAivos is to be distin- 
guished from the cvusociápyns, Bacı\sùs, or 
otpatnyds, of the Greeks, and the moderator; 
arbiter, or rez convivii, of the Romans. This 
latter was one of the guests, chosen sometimes by 
lot, who presided at the table, and prescribed 
rules in regard to drinking, &c. Whereas the 
former was usually a hired official, —sometimes a 
domestic,——answering to the tpawe{owords of 
the Greeks, and the T'ricliniarches of the Romans. 
As confirmatory of which Juvencus, in his Hist. 
Evang., terms the Architriclinus a ‘ summus 
minister. The wine was, as usual, handed to 
the Architriclinus, in order that he might taste 
&nd see whether it were worthy of being set 
before the company. 

9. ws—ré Üĉwp olvoy ysy.] Render: ‘ As 
soon as he had tasted [by way of testing] the 
water that had become wine. I entirely 
with Mr. Green, Gram. N. T., p. 272, that the 
expression (put by concord) iidwp olvoy yey. is 
not a mere epithet, but a predicate, as in Hdot. 
vii. 46, yAuxiy yedoas TÓv alwva, which he 
thinks serves to account for the very unusual 
syntax, and the accus. of thing after yevouac. 

nd accordingly he lays down the canon, *that 
yevouas governs the accus. of a noun having 
associated with it, by concord, a term which is 
not a mere definite epithet, but a predicate.” Yet 
ysvouat has sometimes the accusative of thing 
even when nof accompanied by such a predicate. 
Thus in an ancient poet, cited by Aristot. Poet., 
§ 37, as emended by Tyrwhitt, oux dy ye vonevor 
Tov éxetvov EAXsBopov, where Tyrwhitt adduces, 
as an example of the accus., Plat. Comic., Tò 
yàp tnd cov l'evousvos, EAabov ixpophoas, 
where he might have confirmed his emendation 
from Antigon. Caryst. c. xx., alyoAeOpov 0 T&v 
piv &yxwpiwv alywy ovdeula yeverat, though I 
suspect that for à should be read o0, since it is 
seemed by the context. Here I would point as 
follows : yeyevnuévov, kai ovk ose mole io iy: 

T)v apyny Tv onpeiwv ò 'lnooUs 

—ol 32 didn. fjósicav ol jy TA nkóTee TO UOm p — 
deat. The ioriv stands for nv, the sense being, 
‘how it became such.” This permutation of tense 
is espec. found, as bere, in narrative and secondary 
propositions, as again at iv. 1, Ort fjkovcav Ste 
wot kal Bat ríe. 

— l still continue, with Lachm., to retain the 
marks of parenthesis (which have been removed 
by Tiech. and Alf.), and apply them to the same 
words. I would render thus: ‘ And he knew 
not whence it was; but the attendants who had 
pumped in the water knew.’ This is confirmed by 
the Pesch. Syr., Persic, and Coptic Translators ; 
and so even, I think, the Vulg. though the 
Editors point as if the parenthesis commenced 
at ol è dtaxovor. However, that Jerome in- 
tended the words to be taken as I suggest, I 
doubt not; and indeed so, I find, y aro 
pointed in the very early and rare Edition, peses 
nie, of yra, printed by Henry Eggestein, 
and also in an early MS. of De Lyra in my pos- 
session, also in the very ancient Lamb. MS., 
probably of the eighth century. 

10. í0nc:) ‘ sets on [the table].' So Bel and 
Drag. 11, ròv olvov 7:8. And so sometimes in 
the Classical writers. The present tense denotes 
what it was to do. MaOviu, from 
piÜv (probably derived from the Northern word 

ed or Meth), signifies to moisten ; and uaÜ0o- 
scQa:, ‘to be moistened with liquor,’ and, in a 
figurative sense (like the Latin madere vino), ‘to 
be filled with wine.’ In Classical use it generally, 
but not always, implies intoxication. In the 
Hellenistic writers, however, as Josephus, Philo, 
and the LXX, it (like the Hebr. Wo, as Gen. 
xliii. 34) seldom denotes more than ‘drinking 
freely, and the hilarity consequent; which is 
pono the sense here. It is to be considered, 
owever, that the Architriclinus is not speaking 

of the guests present, but only makes a ge 
observation as to what was sswal on occasions 
like the present. 
— tdy iAáccco] ‘ minus nobile. —Ttòv xaX év, 

* the fine, choice.’ 
— cb TsTüpnkac TÓv Kaddv, &c.] To pre- 

clude the idea of any d jon as to the water 
thus become wine, our Lord orders it first to be 
carried to the Director of the feast, who, being by 
his office obliged to observe the strictest sobriety, 
could not but pronounce correctly as to the 
quality of what was thus handed to him by the 
servants. 

ll. TaóT. ir. rhv doxy.] The rù» is can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, from A, B, 
L, and 3 cursive MSS. (to which I add Scriv. y, 
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éy Kava ris laXXaías, kai epavépwoe tiv Sokay ajbroU xai 
émiatevaay eis avTóv ot pabnral avro). 

12 Mera ToÜro xatéBn eis Kamepvao)p, aùròs xal 7) pryrnp 
avrov, kal oi à&eXdol avrov, xol oi pantal aitov Kai éxei 
čpewav ov ToXXàs nuépas. 19 Kal éyyis "v TÒ Tácya tov 

and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), with some Greek 
Fathers, but without reason. The weight of 
evidence derived from Fathers is, in such a case, 
very slender; and usually, as here, pulls two 
ways. The MSS. which are without it are so 
few, that we may rather suppose the ri» to have 
been left out tbrough ibadvertelite on the part 
of the scribes The mark of abbreviation for 
Tijv may have been mistaken for the » 4$«A- 
xvorixoy; and I find this v épedAx. in two 
Lamb. MSS., 1177 and 1179 (as indeed in all 
the ancient Mus, copies), and also the ti», 
which Bp. Middl. shows is required by propriety 
of langu Undoubtedly the c)» was more 
likely to be left out by scribes than p in by 
Critical Revisers. I would render, * This begin- 
ning made,’ not ‘did Jesus; which brings in a 
weightier sense than that yielded without the 
Thv,—namely, as Alf. renders, * This wrought 
Jesus at the beginning of his miracles.’ Of 
course the glory mentioned is that at supra i. 14 
(where see note), and the miracles espec. set 
forth the glory of the à ov TávTa 
éytvaro, and by whom, therefore, it was easy for 
water to a mi = become ME — 
— onuslwv qustoy properly signifies, 1. a 

mark or token, by which E thing is known to 
be what it is, and thus is distinguished from 
something else; 2. a or assurance, taken 
in evidence ; 3. a token of Divine interposition, 
A MIRACLE, either |. in confirmation of the 
Divine power or legation of the worker of it; or 
2. a miracle simply ; in which case it is either 
joined with T£pas, or stands by itself. A miracle 
may be defined, with Bishop Maltby, Serm., 
* every sensible deviation from, and every seem- 
éng contradiction to, the laws of nature, so fur as 
they are known to us.’ ‘ By thus expressing my- 
eclf, says the learned Prelate, ‘1 would guard 
against an objection which has been made to the 
language employed by some advocatee, as well as 
enemies of Christianity, when they represent 
miracles as violations of the laws of nature.” 
Dr. Brown, a profound metaphysician, and the 
successor of the celebrated Dugald Stewart, con- 
tends that miracles, à priori, are possible; that 
they are not violations of the laws of nature, and 
are capable, under certain circumstances, of being 
made credible by testimony. ‘ The ibility, 
says Dr. Brown, ‘ of the occasional direct opera- 
tion of the Power which formed the world, in 
varying the usual course of its events, it would 
be in the highest degree unphilosophical to deny ; 
nor can we presume to estimate the degree of its 
probability. The laws of nature, surely, are not 
violated when a new antecedent is followed by a 
new consequent; they are violated only when 
the antecedent being exactly the same, a differcnt 
consequent is the result. A miracle is mot a vio- 
lation of any law of nature. It involves, there- 
fore, primarily, no contradiction, nor physical 
absurdity. It has nothing in it which is incon- 
sistent with our belief of the most undeviating 

uniformity of nature; for it is not the sequence 
of a different event, when the preceding circum- 
stances have been tho same: it is an effect that 
is new to our observation, because it is the result 
of new and peculiar circumstances. The ante- 
cedent has been by supposition different ; and it 
is not wonderful, therefore, that the consequent 
also should be different. While every miracle 
is to be considered as the result of an extraordi- 
nary antecedent, since it flows directly from a 
higher power than is accustomed to operate in 
the common train of events which come beneath 
our view, the sequence which it displays may be 
regarded, indeed, as out of the common course 
of nature, but not as contrary to that course.’ 
Such being the case, therefore, I apprehend, a 
miracle may be defined, *such an interposition 
and direct agency of Almighty power, as either 
l. brings forward certain phenomena, whicb, 
though not at variance with the general laws 
of nature, are yet effected without being, as con- 
sequents, the result of antecedent causes, and 
which may be termed preternatural ; or 2. such 
a direct agency of Omnipotence as produces phe- 
nomena which the common course of nature 
(i. e. the ordinary concatenation of antecedents 
and consequents) never produces ; for example, 
raising the dead, &c., which may be termed 
supernatural.’ In the former class we may num- 
ber the healing of the sick, the passage of the 
Red Sea by the Israelites, through the influence 
of a strong West wind which drove back the 
waves; the burniug of Sodom and Gomorrah. 
In the latter the passage of the Jordan recorded 
in the third chapter of Joshua; the standing still 
of the sun at the prayer of Joshua, and the change 
of water into wine; which last (as appears from 
the citations in Rec. Syn.) was by the heathens 

ed as especially evincing Divine power. 
Thus they attributed it to some of their gods; 
and Philostratus did not hesitate to claim it for 
his Apollonius. 

12. xaré£f «ls Kaw.] Our Lord went down 
with his mother and brethren and disciples to 
Capernaum, probably, as the Oxford Catenist, Cra- 
mer, suggests, for the purpose of cherishing and 
recreating his mother previously to his taking 
her to other and very stirring scenes, where ho 
should carry forward his miraculous works. In 
the mean timo he would give her here a rest, 
which must, however, have been short, ‘of not 
many days, because the Passover was nigh at 
hand, which they would all, of course, attend ; 
therefore they made a stay there of only a few 
days. 
1329, Our Lord's first visit officially to 

Jerusalem at the Passover, and the cleansing of 
the Temple from profanation. 

13. rò Tácxa)] The best Commentators, an- 
cient and modern, are generally agreed that St, 
John mentions four Passovers as occurring during 
Christ's ministry, of which they reckon this as 
the first; that mentioned at v. 1 the second; 
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that at vi. 4 the third; and that at which Christ 
suffered as the fourth. Thus his ministry will 
extend to three years and a half. 

14. e¥pev—awedouvras] It is plain that this 
circumstance was prior to, and consequently dif- 
ferent from, the similar one recorded at Matt. xxi. 
12, sq. There, indeed, seems a great propriety in 
this symbolical action (which intimated the puri- 
fication of the Jewish religion) being used both at 
the beginning and the close of Christ's ministry. 
— xai Tove xapuaTioTàáe xaÜnuí£vovs] Ren- 

der xa0., ‘not sitting,’ as do Campb. and Wakef., 
but simply (in absolute construction) seated, 
viz., at the Tpár:%a, or *money-counter; the 
term being used : This is confirmed by 
a Rabbinical writer, Aruch, who says,—*' There 
was always a little table fixed before the money- 
changers, on which they received or paid the 
money ; and accordingly these rpdwe{a: were 
like our counters; with this difference, however, 
that they were fixed much nearer to the floor: 
so that the money-changers could not but sif to 
pursue their business; indeed, that is in the East 
at the present day the common posture of all 
tradesmen waiting in their shops. 
— Boas] Render, not, ‘oxen,’ but cattle; in- 

cluding oxen and cows and calves. The num- 
ber of victims of all sorts sometimes amounted to 
2,500,000, and it is certain from the Rabbinical 
writers that immense traffic was carried on in 
beasts ive a for victims; — as may be 
i ined, much extortion tised; a 
of the profits of which Nini to —— 
Even at the best very great indecorum must have 
been occasioned. 

The xepparioral here are the same as the 
«oAAvficral at Matt. xv. 12; namely, ‘the 
changers of the larger coin into the xépuara or 
— i. Foes eo ; 

. $pa*ytAAXior ix ax.) ‘a scourge of ropes,’ 
or * bands,’ made of es, &c., strewed for the 
cattle to lie down upon—such a» were used for 
tying up the cattle. We need not, however, sup- 
pose much, if any, use made of the ppayiàÀ iov 
(and that chiefly for the sna this being 
merely meant to serve as a symbol of authority. 
Indeed, there was no need of stripes. The traf- 
fickers, conscious of the unlawfulness of their 
proceedings, would not hesitate to obey Christ's 
Injunctions ; especially as even a non-commis- 
sioned person had a right to interfere in the re- 
moval of a glaring abuse, and the crowd of a 
proving by-standers, especially of Zelotæ, would 

to enforce that obedience. 
— kippa] The word denotes any kind of 

cota, xsipe. For the most ancient 

larger coins (especially the Oriental) being (like 
Spanish 3/ of a square form, admitted of be- 
ing cut, so as to form the lesser kind of money; 
and é¢éyxee is a term Specie to the dis- 

rsion of such minute coin. SS. B, L, X, and 
, and Origen read Tà xépuara, which is placed 

in the inner margin by Lachm. ; nevertheless it 
is no other than an alteration of the Alexandrian 
Critics, aware as they were that this collective 
force of the singular xéoua was condemned by 
the Atticists, as being ordinary Greek (see Pol- 
lux vii. 190. ix. 87). Yet this idiom is used by 
the pure Attic writer, Eubulus ap. Atben. 

. 568, F, where for xipuaros the metre would 
ve allowed xspuá&Tovr, had the writer chosen 

to adopt it: but he thought a mean word more 
fitted to a low and mean subject. It does not, 
I believe, elsewhere occur in any pure Greek 
writer, and very rarely in any Greek writer at 
all; the only examples known to me being the 
ONE imsei : — Pid — 
explains dpyupaporfor by ò xépua (money 
Aarup lon (oad dpyvpov, from Suid. Lex.) aÀ- 
Aaceópuasvos, ‘one who changes money for silver 
metal.” Joseph. Bell. ii. 14, 6, xavov» repipé- 
porres ixgrovy atts (namely Florus the Pro- 
curator ie. where, however, xipparta is read 
in the MSS. Bigot and Lugd. Bat, and has been 
adopted by Dindorf, but injudiciously, since in- 
ternal as well as external evidence 1s quite in 
favour of xippa, which was likely to be used by 
a Jewish-Greek writer. In fact xépuaTa there 
comes from the same quarter as Tà xippata 
here; and the same class of persons have exer 
cised their function on a multitude of 
in J us as well as the New Test. —a jac 
to which the learned Editors seem to have 
stone blind. 

16. ròv olxoy Tov Tlarpcs pov] Thus claim- 
ing to be the Son of God: sg roa eb pers 
never address the Deity as their Father, but only 
as their God. 

17. The ài after ¿uvýoð. is absent from MSS. 
B, L, X, and the Coptic Version, and is bracketed 
by Lachm., and cancelled by Tisch. The same 
uncertainty that here exists is found eleewhere 
in St. John’s l, e. gr., vi. 35. vii. 4l. ix. 9, 
ji — xix. 14. xxi. NE 2 though the 

vangelist's composition is peculiarly agvsderor, 
yet here the abeence of a particle were too harsh 
to be supposed. : 

— xaradoáysrai pe] External authority is 
so greatly in favour of this reading, for the text. 
rec. xatipayé me, that that reading (which 
originated in the third — and was de- 
rived from the Erssmian editions) may be said 
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to be nearly destitute of solid proof. Internal evi- 
dence also is in favour of xarapayerat, as being 
Alexandrian form, of frequent occurrence in the 
Sept. Yet the active form is not unfrequent in 
the Sept., and has place in the passage of the 
Psalms adverted to in all the copies. But this 
is not strictly a quotation. We must bear in 
mind, that xarapayera: is a Deponent Midd. ; 
and that, almost as often as it occurs in the 

. Bept., it is taken in a Future sense; but at 
Job xxii. 20, and Eccles. vi. 2, the Heb. Fut. is 
taken in a Present, or Aorist sense, of what is 
customary. I conjoin the of Job with 
that in les.; for I doubt not that the Sept. 
had in their copy me, as the Syr. Translator 
must have had: though then the Future will 
have to be taken, like the Greek Aorist, in a 
Present sense, as in our common Version. The 
reading xatiduys arose from the termination 
era: being written above (as I find in the Codex 
Eph., Lambeth) as an abbreviation, and then 
omitted by the Copyist. 

18. dwaxp. oUvy] The ovy is absent from six 
cursive MSS. to which I could add a few of the 
most ancient Lamb. and Mus. copies), and seve- 
ral later Versions, and is marked as probably not 
p by Griesb., but retained by Lachm., 

holz, Tisch., and Alf. Nevertheless the oe- 
currence of two other readings ài and «oór4 
tende to increase suspicion. Insomuch that 
were there more of external authority for the 
removal of the word, 1 should be inclined to 
bracket it. The case of àurc0ncay Oi, supra 
v. 17, where see note, is quite in point here. 
Taking, however, for granted the genuineness of 
the Particle, we may render, *accordingly the 
Jews addressed bim, and said.’ It is not quite 
clear whether by ol 'Iovdato: be meant the Jews 
at large, or the chief priests and rulers of the Jew- 
ish people, who had the authority of putting such 
& question as the following. The Commentatore 
are divided in opinion. Lampe and Tittm. take it 
of the people at large; Kuin. and most other 
Commentators, ancient as well as modern, of the 
poa and rulers: the latter view I —— as 

ing more agreeable to the usage of John and 
the circumstances of the case; which seem to 
show that such must be the sense intended, q. d., 
* Since thou presumest, of thine own authority, to 
abolish and reform what we have permitted, show 
thine asthority thus to assume the office of a 
prophet, by the usual evidence of working mira- 
cles.’ Now the Jewish people might have the 

to speak such words, but the priests would 
be more likely to use them, as having been espec. 
annoyed, and were, as they thought themselves, 
aggrieved by such av@evria. And, what is more, 
we find that on other altogether similar occasions 
(if not, as some eminent Expositors are of opi- 
nion, the same), the priests, &c., were those who 
ut the question, dy moig é£ovcía ravra mouis; 

Matt. xxi. 23. Indeed that ol 'Iovdaio: may be 
regarded as equivalent to the priests and rulers o; 
the people, is certain from several paseages in 
which this peculiar form of expression has place 

in St. John (though not in the other Evange- 
lists) ; e. g. supra i. 19, dorée reiXay ol 'Iovóatot 
t “lepocoAvpewy (by which expression all the 
best Commentators explain to be meant ol" Ap- 
xorrss THe 'lovdaías, the Sanhedrim) lepers 
kai Asvtrae, ta ipwricewotv aitoy’ Dù tie 
a1; and v. 10, "EXeyov ovv ol ‘lovdatos To 
TeOeparevpivea, &c. v. 15, dar AOsyp kal avny- 
etre rots ‘lovdaiors, and 16, éslwxoy ol 'Tov- 
aio. tov 'Incouv, xai iQ:jTov» avTÓv aro- 

wTaiyat, vi. 4l, éyoyyufow ovy oi 'Iovóato: oTt 
elwey. vii. 1, é(sjrovv. aUTóy ol 'lovdato: a'to- 
krsiyat, and aps 11 and 13; as also viii. 48. 
ix. 18 and 22, bis. xviii. 12, oi bwnpérat T&v 
"lovéaiwy, and v. 14. xix. 98, xexpuupévos did 
Tov poBoy T&v 'lovdaiwy. The best mode of 
accounting for this remarkable form of expreesion 
is to suppose, with Lampe, that they are called 
the Jews, as being ives of the Jewish 
people, forming, as such, a kind of ecclesiastical 
parliament. 
— Ott TaUTa wousis;] Render, ‘since thou 

doest these things.’ As the seeming reference is 
mir to the casting out of the money-changers 
and the hucksters, one might, for ravra, have 
expected rovro. But it is observable that the 
best writers not unfrequently use Tavra for roð- 
vo, and so John i. 51. 3 John 4, meaning ‘such 
sort of things as this However, it is ible 
that the interrogators had reference to acts, 
whereby our Lord had claimed to be a a 
as in professing to work a miracle. See on Matt. 
xxi. 23, where ravra is used certainly with re- 
ference to more than teaching and preaching tho 
Gospel ; namely, to the recent casting out of the 
money-changers and traffickers; nay, as Fritz. 
maintains, also to the working of miracles. 

19. Avcars TÓv vaóv] Our Lord here refers 
hie interrogators to the same fthat he had dono 
on another occasion, recorded by Matt. xii. 38. 
He was also pleased to express his meaning by an 
acuté dictum, so worded as to draw the attention 
of the by-standers; the understanding of which, 
however, was probably aided by action ; our Lord 
perhaps pointing to his own body, the Temple of 
the Logos. Thus the Hebrews used to call the 
body m, G$5voc ; see note on 2 Cor. v. l. Nay, 
Philo calls it iepóy, with reference to the dignity 
of the soul which tenants it. Indeed, déuas and 
sour (found in the sense of body in Lycophr. Cass. 
783) both denote a building; and St. Paul often 
speaks of the body of a Christian as being a tem- 
ple of the Holy Spirit. The Imper. has here, as 
often, a permissive sense (4. d. you may destroy), 
differing little from the hypothetical one, ‘ Be it 
that you destroy my body,” as you have defiled the 
Sanctuary, and set at nought the remonstrance of 
the Lord of the Sanctuary, &c. In éyspoo (‘I 
will raise it up") we have an irrefragable proof of 
Divinity, since such language would be uneuit. 
able to any created being whatever. 

20. Tsccapáxoyra—ob ros] ‘Forty and six 
of years hath this Temple been a building.’ A ren- 

dering itted by the use of the Aorist, and 
required: by facts. For though it was then the 
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46th vear since the time when Herod commenced 
the building, it was not yet completed. Herod 
formed it on a dilapidated one originally erected 
by Zorobabel, using the old materials, and some- 
times building on the old foundations. In conse- 
quence of which, —and ially as it wae raised 
by parts, the old buildings being gradually pulled 
down, and new ones erected in their place,—so 
the edifice was still commonly called Zorobabel's, 
and the second Temple. 

22. iXeysv]. ‘dicebat, ‘did say.” Adrote is 
absent from all the uncial and very many of the 
cursive MSS., including most of the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies, and has been cancelled by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; with reason; 
since internal evidence is quite against it, an 
the — Versions havo it not. " 
— &íaoTsvcavr Tj ypapn) i. e. by a compa- 

rison of those pute. o the bla Test. (including 
Ps. xv. 10) which predict the Messiah's risin 
from the dead, with the words of Jesus, treasu 
up in their minds, and the fact of his resurrection, 
they thoroughly belie what the Scriptures 
declared, and were convinced of the Divine mis- 
sion of Jesus. 

23. iv T. '1spoa.] Very strong external autho- 
rity, including several Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
is there for the insertion of rots after iy, which 
is, with reason, admitted by all the recent Edi- 
tors; considering that to external authority may 
be added internal evidence, as existing in the 
greater probability of the word's being put out 
than brought in. Its use is, indeed, very rare, 
found only in St. John's Gospel, and there only, 
besides the present at v. 2. xi. 18, and 
x. 22, where it has place in the text. rec., though 
above half of the uncial MSS. and many others 
have it not. 

The à» before 7j ioprĝ is bracketed by 
Lachm., from one MS. (B) ; but that arose solely 
from Critical emendation, prompted by a wish to 
remove tautology, and to improve the Grecism, 
perhaps with an eye to Luke ii. 41, éopavorro 
—tls 'Iepovo. TH topti Tov wdoxa, but for- 
getting that John's style is not e's, and not 

aring in mind the kindred passage, infra iv. 
45, iv 'Iepovc. iv +H ioptH, where iv was, in 
like manner, iouored by the Critical framer of 
the text of the MS. D. 

24. ob éwiotevevy i. aù.) eithor ‘did not 
trust his person to them ;' or rather, ‘did not 
place implicit confidence in them.’ To supply 
after wavrac, dvOpwwous, as is done in our 
authorized Version, and by most Commentators, 
Tests on no good grounds; for the ellips. is scarcely 

e. rávras 391 kai bru où ypeiav elyev iva tis naprupijog Trepi 
ToU avOpwrrou' autos yap éyivwoxe Tí Ùv èv TO àvÜporro. 

ever found in the case of the plural; and, as to 
e a little further on, iii. 30 and 31, 

that (as will appear from my note there) supplies 
no real example. The word here to be sappie 
can be no other than avrovs, to be fetched from 
avrote preceding, as was done by Augustin and 
other Fathers, and by all the most eminent 
modem Commentators from Grot. downwards. 
When G. Wakefield proposed the singular ver- 
sion, * because all knew him,' one might su 
that he was here aliud agens, had he not in his 
note informed the reader that ‘he still (namely, 
in his 2nd edit.) thought his translation right," 
for a reason which he subjoins, but which is utterly 
without any force ; not to mention that the sense 
he thus assigns to the wayras would require the 
article ToU: to be prefixed. And it is impossible 
to imagine any thing more calculated to detract 
from the force and emphasis of what is here a 
word highly — and fraught with mean- 
ing, namely, the pronoun avTó», of which the 
sense is he ki > in contradistinction to all 
human information or testimony, so denoting & 
rerogative of Divine ommiscience ; which truth, 
here tmplied, is plainly expressed in the words 
following, v. 25, xal ort, &c., ‘et quidem ita ut," 
&c., meaning that he had no of any such 
information, or testimony, concerning any man, 
since he thoroughly knew what was in man, 

man; an irre ble evidence as to our 
Lord's Divinity, see 1 Kings viii. 39, and Heb. 
iv. 12, to point out which secms to have been a 
principal aim proposed to himself by the Evan- 
golist; on which purpose see the able remarks of 

aldonati. 
25. wepl rou avOp.] Lachm. and Tisch. can- 

cel the Tov, but without the authority of an 
one MS., for no valid proof is there that MS. 
is without it. As to the authority of Origen; 
it is very slender, since he so often quotes 
loosely, and does not pay much regard to the 
ien or the absence of the Article. He pro- 

bly thought —as did the Syr., Arab., and Persic 
Tranelators,—that the sense is ‘ man, and 
not seeing how that could consist with the Arti- 
cle, left it out. Nevertheless, considering that it 
has place in every MS. (all the Lamb. and Mus, 
copies have it), it must be retained, and be ex- 
plained as best we may. Nor is there any ees 
difficulty; for why should not the Article have 
the same force here as at Matt. iv. 4, and Luke 
iv. 4, ovx iT’ dptw pore Yio. ò dvOpawos. 
Matt. xv. 11, bie, xowor rò» avOpwaroy, 18 and 
20, xowot rdv avOpwrov. Mark ii. 27, č 
TÓy dy0.—óÓ avOpewos. 1 Cor. iL 11, rà Tov 
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avOpwwou—ra Tov Qov? Thus imparting a 
generic sense, namely, not so much for ‘all men’ 
as in a still stronger acceptation, mankind, the 
race of man, including every individual of the 
same. 

III. We are now advanced to a most important 
narrative, in which, as it has a bearing on the 
fundamental doctrines of the Gospel, more than 
usual care should be taken to trace the true 
intent of the Evangelist in recording this trans- 
action; and to ascertain the real import of the 
terms in which it is expressed. Now the design 
of the sacred historian was here, as in other parts 
of his Gospel, to set forth the glory of the Lord ; 
and, in the present instance, especially to illus- 
trate his omniscience. Another important point, 
as a key to unravelling the difficulties of the 
whole portion, is the true character and real 
motives of Nicodemus in secking this interview. 
There, however, no little obscurity existe, since 
on these points we have no direct information 
from the Evangelist, but are left to collect the 
required information from the narrative itself; 
which, while it doubtless contains the substance 
of what was said by our Lord, yet probably re- 
cords but a part of what was said, at least, by 
Nicodemus. Hence no little diversity of opinion 
exists as to the character and motives of this 
ruler. Some ascribe to him i ity, candour, 
and modesty, united, however, with timidity ; and 
they suppose his motives in seeking this inter- 
view to have been of the most honourable kind. 
Others paint his character in very different co- 
lours, ascribing his visit to pride, eloaked under 
pretended humility, craftiness, and dissimulation, 
subservient to a purpose of treachery. Between 
these opposite views a middle course will pro- 
bably conduct us nearest to the truth. We may 
suppose him to have been a proud, and at the 
same time a timid, and in a great degree a worldly- 
minded, man; though, it should seem that, in 
his character, the good preponderated over the 
evil; and his motives in this visit appear, upon 
the whole, to have been good. If this Nico- 
demus was (as is generally thought) the Nico- 
demus of whom so much is said in the Rabbini- 
cal writers, we may gather some information, 
wbich will prove important towards ascertaining 
his real character and views. He is there de- 
scribed as a man of unbounded wealth, of mag- 
nificent liberality, and of piety the most ardent ; 
insomuch that they ascribe to him the working 
of miracles. His splendid fortunes were, how- 
ever, they say, attended by a reverse almost as 
great as that of Job. If to this we add (which 
we learn from the Evangelist) his official charac- 
ter, as a Ruler, and his high renown for learning, 
as the teacher of Isracl, we have the picture tole- 
rably complete. Now it is obvious, that a pcr- 
son so circumstanced,—with much to dose, and 
nothing, in a worldly point of view, to gata, by 
any change of religion in the Jewish nation,— 
would be naturally disposed to favour the present 
state of things, and to be tardy in embracing a 
new religion; and ially one so persecu 
and cvil spoken of as the Christian. No person 
of his rank in life had hitherto embraced it ; and, 

1 Infra 9. 16. 

Acts 10. $8. 

accordingly, he might think that great caution 
was necessary on his part. Uneasy doubts had 
probably long weighed on his mind. His reasos 
was, on due inquiry, convinced that the evidence 
for the Messiahship of Jesus was of the strongest 
kind ; and he could not but consider, with alarm, 
what would be his punishment if he neglected so 
great salvation. But to yield to these convictions, 
and openly embrace the Gospel, involved sacri- 
fices of the severest kind ; all that was considered 
valuable in life, nay, probably life itself. Now 
Nicodemus was not one of thoso who are read 
to give up all for religion's sake. In short, wit 
many prejudices of the mind, was, doubtless, 
united a latent unsoundness of the heart. His 
convictions of the reality of our Lord's pretensions 
had probably been gradual, but were now decided. 
Y et he was not * to make those unsparing 
sacrifices, which the circumstances of his case 
demanded. Not venturing openly to avow what 
he secretly believed, he resolves, like most timid 
and selfish men, to steer a middle course; and, 
with the usual expedient of cowardice, seeks to 
do that privately which he was afraid to do pub- 
licly ; and, accordingly, he seeks an interview by 
wight, in order to be secretly admitted to disci- 
pleship. From the manner in which that inter- 
view was conducted, it is plain that our Lord 
fully penetrated into his real character. And if 
we bear in mind the various prejudices and infirm- 
ities of the man, in conjunction with his recent 
and sincere, but not deeply rooted, faith in Christ, 
—we shall be enabled to ascertain the real scope of 
what our Lord addressed to him. It seems to 
have been the especial intent of our Lord first to 
humble that pride of rank, wealth, and talents, 
which had, it seeme, induced Nicodemus to think 
that Jesus would receive Aim as his convert on 
easier and less humiliating terms than those which 
he required from the pe at large, —namely, 
that of submitting to public baptism, and thus 
owning his need of repentance, and a total change 
of character. We cannot, of course, ascertain 
pre the nature of the information for which 

icodemus meant to have applied, had he been 
allowed to propound all his inquiries. But they 
were probábly on the nature and ws of 
true religion, and the way tn which tmperfec- 
loun, wkch la-could not foil to dinera ia the 
Jewish, might be remedied. He commences the 
conversation with a sort of half-proud, half- 
flattering compliment, expressive of the convic- 
tion of himself. and all who weighed the evidence 
of miracles to prove a divine mission, that Jesus 
was at least a sent from God. Whether 
Jesus were the MESSIAH or not, Nicodemus was 
proban y uncertain ; and perhaps one chief pur- 
pose of his visit was to ascertain that point, in a 
close and confidential interview. Fluctuating 
between hope and fear, doubt and conviction, he 
was resolved to know how far the doctrines of 
Jesus, when stated in private and confidential 
communication, did, or did not, coincide with 
the notion which he had formed of the Mes- 
siah. 

l. qv à(] The 3è ought not to have been 
passed over in our Translation, but rendered 
row ; for it has a continuativo and explanatory, 
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or exemplificatory force, as in Mark iv. 37. Jobn 
vi. 10. Acts xxiii. 18. Rom. iii. 22. 1 Cor. x. 11. 
xv. 56. Accordingly there is & connexion of 
this portion, vv. 1—21, with the foregoing narra- 
tion ; and the narration is resumed at ver. 22. The 
purpose of the Evangelist, in the preeent narrative, 
was to illustrate our Lord's intimate acquaintance 
with men's characters, and perfect knowledge of 
the human heart; of which the transaction here 
recorded affords a remarkable example. 

2. wpds avTov] I have now chosen to defer 
to the authority of the Critical Editors of the 
New Test, who have all adopted the reading 
av-rov (which I find in several Lamb., and yet 
more of the Mus. copies) ; and, indeed, internal 
evidence is quite in its favour, considering that it 
is the more difficult reading, and not to be ac- 
counted for, except on the principle of its being 
the true reading. The which I have 
adduced, John xix. 39, does not detract from the 
authority of the MSS. here, which have avróy, 
for no certainty is there that at-rdy was an altera- 
tion of the Critics; nay, more probable is it, 
that it was the MA eg reading, of which rd» 
"Incour was probably a marginal or interlineary 
gloss introduced at a very early period. No diffi- 
culty would have been found as to airdy, had 
Biblical Critics perceived the main purpose of 
the Evangelist in the following narrative, which 
was, to illustrate the omniscience of our Lord, as 
etrikingly set forth by the case of an individual, 
one of no ordinary distinction and eminence 
among his contemporaries; who, with all his 
high pretensions as a Master tn Israel, was yet, b 
the great MASTER "di discovered to himself 
and to others as, after all, wanting in the light 
which really enlightens, and in the knowl ge 
which alone is able to save, Accordingly t 
present portion is so closely connected with the 
preceding context, that aùròv will appear to be 
more suitable than roy 'Inooùuv, an may have 
been used in order to suggest the connexion and 
the scope of the narrative. 
— The plural here must not be 

taken for the singular (which in a private con- 
versation would be harsh in the extreme) ; nor 
taken impersonally, which is & mere device for 
the nonce, and to take it, with Alf., as expressing 
the true conviction of both Nicodemus and his 
fellow dpxovree,—in the latter case showing the 
conclusion of their own minds,—in contrariety to 
their public declarations, is futile. Alf. indeed 
sees in this an tm fact, which renders the 
Jewish Rulers inexcusable. But the fact requires 
proof of its existence. The most simple and na- 
tural mode of viewing the plural, is to trace in it 
an allusion to some other of his fellow-rulers (as 
Joseph of Arimathea, who had come to the same 
opinion with himself), which is confirmed b 
xli. 42, Suws—éx rev dpyorreyv mooi iri- 
orevcay els aurdy. Nicodemus, it would seem, 
came himself to know, and may have been sent 
on the part of others who wished to know, the 
character of this extraordinary Person, who had 
wrought such miracles. 

The position of the words &vó tou Oto» 

——— out of the natural order) was not acci- 
ental, but had for its purpose to impart greater 

force to the sentiment ; and accordingly I would 
render: * We know that [it is] from Gop [not 
man] that thou hast come, as a teacher of Israel." 
That the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., Ethiopic, and Per- 
sic Translators saw this, plainly — from 
their Versions. I cannot agree with Schleier- 
macher and Stier, that there is involved in the 
term épxóusvos a recognition by Nicodemus of 
the Messianic mission of Jesus, that it ex 
bis being ó épyduevos (Matt. xi. 3, al.); for 
though the term might admit of that sense, yet, 
as Lampe and Tittm. show, it is plain that Nico- 
demus did not as yet entertain such deeply spi- 
ritual thoughts as would be contained in épyo- 
pevos dad ToU Grou, ex calo venisse, occurring 
infra iii. 31. That is quite consistent with the 
subjoined word, &idásxaAos, for, as Mr. Alf. 
o ; “who of the Jews ever expected a 
teacher to come from God? they looked for a 
King to sit on the throne of David, a Prophet 
to declare the Divine will; but never a mere 
Teacher." I agree with Lampe, that what Nico- 
demus at that time Fecorhised in our Lord was, 
that he was a Teacher extraordinary, sent imme- 
diately from God, as were the Prophets of the 
Old Test., and such as was John the Baptist, 
eo upra i. 6, is characterized as “sent from 

8. dwexplOn—idy un, &c.) Tt is, with great 
posui su by Beza, Calvin, Lampe, 
ittman, and Kuinoel, that this reply of our 

Lord interrupted Nicodemus in his address; and 
that, in order to increase his faith, by evincing 
his perfect knowledge of what was passing in the 
mind of the Jewish teacher, our Dora. without 
waiting till he — = propounded yd in- 
quiries, anticipated him, ying to them, 
while only tr thought. What those inquiries 
were, has been much disputed. The earlier 
Commentators suppose them to have been on 
the mode of atiatntng eternal salvation ; but moet 
recent Expositors, on the person of the Messiah, 
and the mature of the salvation to be expected. 
There is, however, no reason why these views 
may not be united. The question, however, 
hinges on the force of the expression »ysvvu0$ 
dreÜcyv. Many recent Expositors (as m. 
and Kuinoel) maintain that it here denotes a 
total change of sentiment and optwion as to the 
Messiah, the nature of his kingdom, 
benefits thereof. But no proof 
out, that the expression in question was ever 
used merely of a change of sentiments and views. 
Besides, it is plain, from & comparison of these 
words with those at vv. 5, 7, that such cannot be 
the sense here intended. It should seem that 
our Lord did not intend to advert to any par- 
ticular heads of inquiry meant to be propounded 
by Nicodemus, but to cut off all such discussione 
at once, by laying the axe at the root of the pre- 
jon and errors which struggled with his 
aith, and made him only alf a believer,—de- 
claring that there must be an entire change of 
heart, disposition, &c., as implied in the sincere 
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baig of a new and spiritual religion, before 
he could hope for salvation through the Messiah. 
The phrase dypeÜsv yevv. is plainly equiv. to 
avaysevnOnva:, or wadtyyevecla, which de- 
notes rly a new birth, as in Artemid. Onicr. 
i. 13, but figur. a complete alteration and thorough 
reformation. Our Lord, however, evidently in- 
tended far more than that, —as appears from v. 5, 
which is of no little importance in determining 
the sense here. So Calvin well remarks : “ Verbo 
renascendi non partis unius correctionem, sed re- 
novationem totius nalura designat." And Luther, 
too, observes that this is as much as to say: “ My 
teaching is not of doing and leaving undone, but 
of a total change in the man to do them ; so that 
it is not zew works done, but a new man to do 
them; not another life only, but another birth ;" 
by being born anew, as the Pesch. Syr. and 

ulg. express it. So Barnab. ad Cor. xvi. sye, 
with allusion to this passage and Eph. iv. 24, 
má LẸ apxñs xTi{esða:ı. And what is true 
of life and works is alike applicable to knowledge 
and learning, a teaching for which Nicodemus, 
as a disciple of Christ, especially came, but 
which were equally inefficacious. That Nicodemus 
understood Christ's words in the manner above 
explained, there can be no doubt; for the ex- 
preseion was a common one among the Jews to 
signify an entire change of heart life ; though 
it was almost always connected with baptism as 
the symbol or pledge of it. The expression, there- 
fore, of Nicodemus, in his answer, ver. 4, yev- 
— ks Sia yevunOnva, sie. bat 

o, with many itors, in & ical, but 
in a moral sense, q. d. As it involves not only 
a physical impossibility, but a moral unfitness, 
for an aged man to be born again, so it involves 
as great a moral unfitness for such a n to be 
figuratively * born anew, afresh, by a total change 
of mind and heart; meaning probably to hint 
that there would be a far greater moral unfitness 
in Ats case, a man of his great consequence in all 
respects ; such as ought to exempt Aim from or- 
dinary probations and empty ceremonies. 
that the expression, as compared with the ex- 
planatory phrase at v. 5, must here include the 
notion of this change as being effected by Bap- 
tism and the influeuce of the Holy Spirit, as, in- 
deed, is plain from the declaration of John the 
Baptist, Matt. iii. 11, and Luke iii. 16, adres 
(He, Christ) óuas Barrios iv IIveóna: ayi 
«ai wupi, meaning, as opposed to his own bap- 
tism with water only. — baptism 
with water und the Spirit (comp. Tit. ili. 5, 
icwoey Nuas dtd Xovrpov bt 4 (rdc can 
alone introduce to the kingdom of heaven; and 
the mere idea conveyed under it, to which cer- 
tain German Neologians lower the sense in an 

empty sophiem, can effect nothing. In the same 
united form of the fwo elements of baptism our 
Lord afterwards ordained the rite for perpetual 
use as a sacrament of his Church, in the expres- 
sive words of his parting address to his disciples, 
Matt. xxviii. 19. Mark xvi. 16, wopevOévree 
oU» uaÜ:r«ócaTs wávra Ta £0yn, Bawri{orres 
—4d'yíov  Ilvyeóuacos. 'O mtorevoas xai Ba- 
erTicÓ0sic ae uosra:, &c. 
— ó 'Inc.] The ò is absent from several 

uncial, and not a few cursive MSS., including 
2 Lemb. and several Mus. copies, and is can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. Internal 
evidence is equally balanced, but external autho- 
rity is in favour of the word, which may be 
bracketed, but ought not to be cancelled. At 
v. 5 there exists the same var. lect. ; but external 
authority against the ó is far stronger, including 
8 Lamb. and Mus. copies, so as almost to war- 
rant its removal. 

5. 'To the difficulty raised by Nicodemus, in 
order to a solution, our Lord replies by simply 
repeating his former assertion, but with a slight 

dition, for elucidation, ££ tdaros xal IIveuu., 
in order to show that it was not a natural, but a 
spiritual birth of which he had spoken, and 
leaving &va0:» (for i£ dpxñs = ‘anew') to be 
understood, as unnecessary to be expressed ; in- 
tending also to set forth the indi neces- 
sity of this regeneration by water and the Spirit, 
in order to the attaining of everlasting salvation ; 
for that, as the mere natural, or animal, life 
depends upon flesh and blood, so does the spiri- 
tual life depend upon the baptism by water and 
the Spirit, Moreover, the former phrase, iósiv 
tiv Baci. Tov Geou, is here explained by «loasA- 
Osiv els rhy — T. O., so that it cannot but 
mean, as Bp. Turton (against Wiseman) has said, 
‘become [by actual discipleship] a true member 
of the Christian Society about to be established." 

6. Tò yayevynuivov—itor:] To show the 
necessity of this total change our Lord directs 
Nicodemus’ attention to the natural condition of 
Man ;—man as he is by nature in the circum- 
stances of his natural birth; and so to intimate 
that another change was indispensable; q.d. 
The nature which a man derives from his parente 
is ‘fleshly,’ *corruptible, capxixóv yévynua, as 
Euthym., after Chrys., explains; but the nature 
which he receives from the Spirit is spiritual 
and incorruptible. As to the use of the neuter, 
where we might well expect the masculine, Ben- 
gel and Alf. think that the neuter is here used, 
as denoting not only the universal application 
of this truth, but the very first beginning of 
life in the embryo, “ notat ipea prima stamina 
vite." But this surely involves harshness and a 
jejuneness of sentiment. The most satisfactory 
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solution of the difficulty is that of Lampe, who 
remarks that our Lord here employs the former 
rather than the latter, ** ut doceret, se non diver- 
sas personas, sed tantum diversas qualitutes, re- 
spicere; ita ut eadem persona, in quà cst cor- 
ruptio ex carne nata, capax nihilominus etiam 
sit nove alicujus qualitatis per Spiritum pro- 
ducendi." ; 

7. wy 0avuácgs] ‘Thou must not wonder,’ 
“be in amazement; emotions, per which the 
visage of Nicodemus now denoted, that he felt at 
what had been said as to the dvwOey "ysyynO5- 
vat; and in order to remove these feelings our 
Lord was pleased to exemplify the thing by a 
very apposite and striking tllwstration.—vuas is 
not, as Alf. says, ‘the weightiest word in the pas- 

e, —our Lord could not avoid rae; the plu- 
m. and there may be an allusion to Nicodemus’ 
fjusie—but ÜÓavuacys, expressive of amazement 
at a thing, as if utterly incredible, or incompre- 
hensible ; as, indeed, T. Aquin. observes, “ Scien- 
dum est, quod duplex est admiratio: Una devo- 
tionis, secundum quod aliquis magnalia Dei con- 
siderans, cognoscit ea sibi incomprehensibilia 
esse ; unde relinquitur admirationi locus, secun- 
dum illud Ps. xcii. 4, * Mirabilis in altis Domi- 
nus;' et alibi, cxviii. 129, * Mirabilia testimonia 
tua;' et ad hanc homines sunt inducendi, non 
prohibendi. Alia est infidelitatis, dum quis ea 
que dicuntur, non credens, miratur. Unde dici- 
tur Matt. xiii. 57, quod * mirabantur in doctrinà 
Christi ;' et sequitur quod, *scandalizabantur in 
ceo; et ab hac admiratione Dominus Nicode- 
mum removet, inducens exemplum, cum dicit, 
* Spiritus ubi vult spirat, In Johan. Evang. 
Lect. ii." 

8. The argument here is, that, however amaz- 
ing this twofold regeneration may seem, it is 
not to be thought impossible, any more than 
many wonderfu Pores in the nalural 
world ; which are obvious enough to the senses, 
though their causes defy all explanation; q. d. 
* for if, in the natural world, powerful effects are 
produced by unseen and unknown causes, much 
more may it be so in the spiritual world.’ In 
order to illustrate this spiritual truth, our Lord 
subjoins a popular example from the wixd,—on 
the causes of which, or its Jaws, we are confess- 
edly quite ignorant. Insomuch that, both the 
Hebrews and the ancients in general, used to 
denote any thing unknown or obecure by com- 

ring it with the wind. See exx. in Wolf. and 
ets. I add Xen. Mem. iv. 3. 14, where, in 

proof of the existence of the áópara ix raw 
tyvoutvey, we find instances the thunder and 

fig tning, and then éke winds, as follows: à èi 
woovet, puvepa "uiv ior, kal wpoctovrwy 
avrov alotuvous0a. ‘AAG why xal dvOpwrov 
yt Wuxi, imap Ti kal ANo tay avOpamivwy, 
TOU Üsiov usTéxysv OTt piv yap Bacrtsia dp 
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naiv pavepdy, cparat dé oid’ abtn, à i xea xaTe- 
vooUrTa —Tiuüy TÒ Aaiuióvior. he literal 
sense of the words is, * The air (in motion), the 
breath of wind (the breeze) bloweth.' Thus 
wvevua is used for the Class. myoñ, to denote a 
gentle puff of air in motion; though revue is 
used in Hdot. vii. 16. 1, wyeduara dvíuov, ‘ puff 
of wind.’ So understood, we have a case in which, 
as Alf. says, the ov« oldas is more applicable than 
in that of a violent, steadily-blowing wind, a stiff 
wind, which would be here wholly unsuitable. 

In Garou 0£A«: there is implied, in the Applica- 
tion, the freedom of Divine by the Spirit, 
2 Cor. xi. 11, both as to nations and to indivi- 
duals. The words oUTesc tori wat o yeyerry- 
pévoe ix Tov IIveóuaTos are intended to apply 
the comparison ; q. d. *so it is with,' &c., mean- 
ing that there are points of resemblance between 
the effects of the wind in nature, and those of 
the Spirit in him who is born of the Spirit; and 
that they are of a kind which every one must 
ascribe to the Author of all good. He cannot, 
indeed, trace the exact by which that 
heavenly agency was employed for this effect ; 
but he does not the less believe its reality. This 
may be thought sufficient to refute the view taken 
by some professing Christians, who think they can 
fix the time and the manner of the working of 
the Spirit in the soul of man, though they are as 
undefinable as they are various; the persons bei 
really born again, though in a way unseen an 
incomprehensible to human understanding. 

9. On hearing this, Nicodemus, jadis per- 
plexed with what seemed obscure, and partly 
confounded with what, though he partly under- 
stood, he was not prepared to receive, exclaims, 
with unfeigned surprise, not unmingled with dis- 
trust, nay, unbelief, was divara: Tavra yevi- 
ota: ;—a mode of expression which, however, 
Dr. South regards as a form of simple amaze- 
ment at the above dictum of ration, as a 
great ox and a sort of impossibility; and, he 
remarks (what is indeed a melancholy truth), 
that ‘this is saying no more than the hearts of 
most men living are apt to feel concerning most 
of the articles of the Christian faith; who thus 
might appropriate to themselves the words of 
him who, humbled under a sense of the weak- 
ness of his wavering, if not staggering faith, 
exclaimed, '* Lord, I believe; help thou mine 
unbelief!” (Mark ix. 24.) The saying may, 
however, imply a request for further informa- 
tion. Our Lord, however, before he communi- 
cated this, chose to humble Nicodemus’ pride by 
adverting to his ignorance of what, as ‘a teacher 
of Israel, he might have known; because the 
Prophets of the Old Test. had, agg o obecurely, 
intimated these truths; see Isa. xlix. 21. lxvi. 
8. Ezek. xxxvi. 26, 27. xxxvii. 9,10. Hie hu- 
miliation must have been great indeed, if the 
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expression ó didáoxaAos, in our Lord's reply, 
should mean, as Bp. Middleton, with t rea- 
son, supposes, ` the teacher of Israel ;' a title which 
he goes 80 far as to compare with those given, in 
the middle ages, to the great Schoolmen ; one 
of whom was called the Angelic Doctor, another, 
the Admirable, and a third, the Irrefragable. 

10. o éióác«.] All the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS., as well as all others, have the Article, ó, 
and accordingly it ought not to be pu over. 
The force ascribed to it here by Bp. Middleton is 
ably maintained, and certainly it is greatly pe 
ferable to that assigned by Mr. Green (Gr. ot N. 
T. Dialect, p. 221), who supposes that some par- 
ticular individual of eminence was uniformly in- 
vested with the title of * the Rabbi of Israel,' and 
that Nicodemus was at that time the possessor of 
this distinction ;—a — this, both gra- 
tuitous, and carrying with it far less probability 
than that of Bp. Middleton, besides being liable 
to a grave objection from which that is free. 
But the only way by which the learned prelate's 
view can be placed on any thing like a sure foot- 
ing is, by —— some une from the 
Rabbinical writers, proving that such a mode of 
speaking was adopted to mark the highest dis- 
tinction in any line. Yet neither Lightfoot, nor 
Schocttg., nor Meuschen, adduces auy thing of 
the kind. "Their illustrations are only apposite 
on tbe supposition that the Article is pleonastic. 
The ancient Versions, espec. the Vulg., cannot 
be expected to render here much service; nor do 
they, except the Pesch. Syr., though the two 
English Translators of the latter Version, Ethe- 
ridge and Murdoch, both render the Syr. 

by ‘a teacher,’ as if the Pesch. Syr. 
Translators read d:daoxaXor, or ed the 
Article as pleonastic. But the above slators 
pass unnoticed the final i emphatic, which may 

have been meant to give additional force to the 
word. The same emphatic form is found in 
the Version of the Pesch. Syr. at Mark v. 35, 
and Luke viii. 49, where the Greck original has 
Tov ÓióáckaAov, as the context demands. But 
in above a dozen other passages they use this 
emphatic form where the Greek dió&oxaAos is 
without the Article in all the copies. Yet in all 
of them écé. is in the Vocative, which circumstance 
may account for the ], which will thus answer to 

the sign of the Vocative in Lat. and Engl. ‘ O.’ 
However, in Rom. ii. 20, &it&ácxaAoy is rendered 
by this — form, the Translator rendering 
freely, as if in the original there was Tóv 2:óá- 
exovra ; and according y, at Rom. xii. 7, he ren- 
ders 6 d:daaKwy by this emphatic form. Though 
Murd. renders as if it were the subst. dsddonaXor. 
Yet that will not prove that he supposed any such 
form to denote pre-eminence, q. d. xaT’ éEoxny: 
nor is that idea called for in the present e 
by the context ; all that is required being, “the 
teacher of others,—which is all the reference 
needed by the Article. Nor is there any diffi- 
culty in supposing that in the Hebrew-Greek 
hraseology of St. John ó ésdacxadors may stand 
or o dsdacxey. No need is there to suppose any 
such hyperbolical title as Bp. Middleton takes 
for granted. From the learned and able remarks 

of Dr. Lightfoot ( Works, vol. v. p. 42), it will 
appear that the distinction of being Divinity 

rofessor, and a most dignified authoritative 
member of the Sanhedrim, is quite sufficient 
to point the argument, which is, as Dr. Lightf. 
shows, parallel to that of St. Paul, Rom. ii. 21, 
ô oby — íTspov, — 2 —XRX 
espec. considerin at in that whole : 
Rom. ii. 17, 23, Slough the Apostle sal? uses 
the term cù 'Iovĉatos, yet he may glance at the 
Jewish Teacher, the class of persons like Nicode- 
mus and Gamaliel. 

That the reproof conveyed in our Lord's words, 
“and art ignorant of these things?” is mof, as 
some have imagined, too severe, has been most 
ably shown by Dr. Lightf. ubi supra. He points 
out how that ignorance, in the class of autho- 
ritative teachers above mentioned, had arisen, — 
namely, not from the doctrines in question being 
insufficiently revealed in the Old Test, but 
mainly from the blindness and perversity of tho 
teachers. *“ How (says Dr. Pienti) Regenera- 
tion is taught in Ezek. xi. 19. Ps. l. ], and other 
such texte, and how a new birth by baptism and 
the Spirit is taught in Ezek. xxxvi. 25, 26, ho 
and the rest of his nation, might have learned ; 
but ‘they had eyes and saw not,” &c." Hence our 
Lord might justly reprove Nicodemus for daring 
to be a teacher, nay, a leading teacher, of others 
in things which concerned their souls and their 
eternal state, and yet himself knew not the chief, 
choicest, and, indeed, primary doctrines that con- 
cerned the one or the other. 

II. 8 oldausv—pnapTvpovusy] Many of the 
best Expositors are of opinion n the Slama is 
employed here agreeably to the usage of persons 
in aut onu See Mark 1v. 30. But this is quite a 
menu ancy, involvesa harshness, and would 

foreign to our Lord’s manner, wholly removed 
from any worldly arrogance. The usc of the plural 
may be best ascribed partly to a certain modesty, 
which, by the use of the plural for the singular, 
seeks to avoid any appearance of egotism, or vain 
glory, and partly to a certain delicacy, by which 
our Lord here, in addressing an eminent teacher 
of Israel, chose thus to express himself, though 
in a spirit of uncompromising plainness, yet with 
less of pointed personality than would have been 
conveyed by the singular. That our Lord here 
spoke of Himself, and himself only (as almost all 
the ancients were agreed), clearly appears from 
the next verse, in which he says: ‘ have told 
you, &c., and may further be inferred from 
v. 32, where John the Baptist says the very same 
thing of Christ as Christ here says of himself. 
Comp. Rev. i. 5. iii. 14. To take the expres- 
sion, with Alf., as a proverbial one is not only 
gratuitous, but uncharacterizes and dispiritualizes 
this touching address. The next clause, 8 iwp. 
papt., is still more significant than that which 
preceded. And both are expressive of that com- 

te knowledge which the Son, as united with 
God the Father, could not but possess. There is 
also implied knowledge by a virtue of his own, 
and not imparted by revelation. 

12. Having, at v. 1l, asserted the authority 
with which he was invested as a Toacher sent from 
God, and made his claim to absolute truth ip. 



33, 51, 63. 
Acts 3. 

r. 15. 

Deut. 30. 13 €i 

t — A 
3 Kings 18.4. TW 
infra 8, 38. & 12. 32. 

evcry statement, and unerring knowledge and 
wisdom in every doctrine, our Lord here points 
out the improbability of producing conviction in 
greater matters, when his endeavours to convince 
upon the smaller had been thus unsuccessful ; 
q. d. ‘If I have told you earthly things, and ye 
believe not, how shall ye believe, if I tell you of 
heavenly things?" as much as to say, The same 
absence of impartial inquiry—the same disposi- 
tion to measure every tenet, offered to your con- 
sideration, by your own confined views or perverse 
prepossessions—the same unwillingness to ex- 
amine the unds upon which, as Teacher of 
Israel, you have grounded your pretensions to su- 
perior ity and sanctity,—these very same 
causes, which prevent you from believing what 
is more obvious to your understanding, will be- 
tray you into still fnore criminal incredulity, when 
I expatiate upon a subject of far greater difficulty 
and moment. By ra imlye:a are (as Raphelius 
has shown) denoted ‘earthly doctrines,” such as 
that of regeneration by water and the Spirit, so 
called because they are things done upon earth, 
conversant with earth, and therefore comprehen- 
sible. By éxovpávia (as the same writer proves) 
are meant the purposes of God for the salvation 
of man; involving the doctrines mentioned in 
the subsequent part of this discourse, and also 
other doctrines, which, though not adverted to 
in this conversation, were afterwards revealed by 
the Holy Spirit; namely, the mysterious union 
of Christ with God, and his being subject unto 
death not only for the Jews, but for the Gentiles, 
as the vicarious sacrifice of Christ for the sins of 
the whole world; such as are by St. Paul termed 
pvotipia. 

13. The connexion, however obscure, may be 
traced by supposing the following link in the chain 
of thought : ‘ Yet to One alone, even the Son of 
Man, belongs the knowledge of these heavenly 
things. He alone knoweth and can declare the 
counsels of God.’ The general sense of this verse 
d may have a reference to Prov. xxx. 4) is, 

at *no one hath ever ascended to heaven, to 
bring down this knowledge from heaven; nor 
can any one, except the Son of Man (even 
Christ), reveal the purposes of God for the salva- 
tion of man;' in other words, * no one knoweth 
the counsels of God but he who is come down 
from God:' inasmuch as 'to spesk of these 
things requires intimate knowledge of them by 
sight ; aud as no one hath ascended into heaven 
and refurned, so no one is quali d to speak of 
heavenly things but he who, leaving his abode in 
heaven, came down to speak of them.'—Of ò à» 
éy oùp., * Who is (not * was") in heaven,’ the full 
sense is, ‘whose proper dwelling-place is in 
heaven. Thus the general sense may be what 
Mr. Alf. lays down, —that the Son of Man, the 
Word made flesh, was in, came down from hea- 
ven ; nay, was in heaven, even while here; and 
ascended up into heaven when he left the earth; 
—and by all these proofs, speaking in the lan- 
guage of accomplished redemption, does the Lord 
say that He alone can speak of rd irovpávia, 

oUpavo. 

JOHN III. 13, 14. 

yeta elmrov viv, kal ov TuacTevere TAS, Edy eio Upiy Ta TOV- 
, pavia, Tio TeUgere ; 13* Kal ovdels avaBéSnxer eis tov ovpavóv, 

pn ó ex ToU ovpavod xarafàs, 6 Tios Tod avOpwrov 6 av èv 
14 t Kai xaos Moions trwoe tov öpw èv tH 

&c. to men, and convey the blessing of the new 
birth to them. 

14, Our Lord does not content himself with 
stating that Nicodemus would not believe, if he 
told him of heavenly things, but he intimates his 
own peculiar knowledge of these things, showing 
that no mere man hath so understood these hea- 
venly things as the Son of Man, who came down 
from heaven to reveal them. Having asserted 
that the Jews would not believe him when he 
spoke of heavenly things, and declared, that the 
Know cage of these is liarly His ‘who had 
been in heaven ;° he selects a most striking is- 
stance of that which the Jews refused to admit, 
and which He himself knew and came to reveal. 
He simply lays before Nicodemus ttoo, as instances 
of the many purposes of Divine wisdom for the 
salvation of men, which unassisted reason never 
could have pointed out—his own Divine nature, 
and his sacrifice on the cross— purposes which, 
till revealed, might well be ed m : 
purpose which, having been revealed, instead of 

ing any longer mysterious to the human mind, 
became at once level to our comprehensions, 
credible to our reason. Accordingly, there is at 
and from this verse forward a transition to the 
Person of Christ, and redemption by his blood, 
introduced by an intimation of the reason why 
he came into the world. In order to this he 
illustrates his design, and the momentous conse- 

s of his coming, by a reference to the caso 
of the brazen t of old; which by Moses, in 
obedience to the Divine command, was lifted up, 
as a symbol of forgiveness and redemption to 
Israel, and every one who looked up at it lived. 
Our Lord declares that he wust (as it is decreed 
in the counsel of the Father that he should) be 
lifted on high, as was the brazen serpent in the 
wilderness; thus signifying, by a twofold com- 
parison, 1. by what death (even the death of the 
cross) he should die, and, 2. the of his 
death, as stated at v.15. Thus, then, he inti- 
mates that, as in old times they who had been 
bitten by serpents were directed to look on the 
brazen image of the serpent (which is with rea- 
son supposed to be a ‘ype of Him who hath said, 
‘Look unto me and be ye saved, all ye ends of 
the earth,” Is. xlv. 22), and, thus looking, might 
be healed; 30 now TAY oaet; wbo come to the 
foot of the cross, look up unto their crucified 
Saviour with a sure faith that they shall be 
healed of the moral diseases of their corrupt 
nature. The comparison evidently lies between 
the brazen ifted up on the and the 
first lifted up on the cross, and then exalted, 
Saviour. See Erskine, On the Brazen Serpent; 
who remarks, that “ the same thing is predicated 
of both ; us ae bir , and cognate conse- 
quences follow, —b healing on the one hand, 
and soul-healing on the other." A further an] 
deeper correspondence is traced by Erskine; 
e. gt., that '*as the brazen serpent was made in 
the likeness of the serpent which had bitten them, 
so was our Saviour made iy duotspari capkót 
duaptias.” Rom. viii, 3. See more in Ersk., 
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` povoyevoðs Tiod tod Oeod. 19* Airy Bé otw ù) rpisis 
ubi supra. Indeed, the co ndence was 
pointed out by Euthym., Theo byl, A 
and T. Aquin., whom see. A Continental di- 
vine has well observed, in reference to the corre- 
spondence between the type and the great Anti- 
type, that ‘as the brazen serpent was made in 

o likeness of the living one, without the 
so was our Lord made in the likeness of man, 
without the stain and guilt of sin.” 

15. fra vas—alerioy] Here the correspond- 
ing clause to the t 1$ left understood ; yet 
there is a sufficiently distinct reference to the 
— and the effects of our Lord's being thus 
ifted up. And this is stated both negatively and 
affirmatively. Now those were, l. to 
save the human race from utter perdition by sin, 
original and actual ; 2. to acquire for them eternal 
salvation. The effects were, 1. deliverance from 

rdition; and 2. restoration to that favour of 
od which is ‘ better than life.” 
— sie aùrtóv) Lachm. and Alf. read ir’ 

aùrtòv, with MS. A.; Tisch., iy avro, with MS. 
B. But these are both mere allerations of Critics, 
who did not bear in mind that wro-ravaiy als with 
accus. is almost peculiar to St. John, though found 
once in Matt. and once in Mark. 

The words uh ávóA nra, dÀAX' are cancelled 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, L, and 7 
cursive MSS. (to which I can add nothing), with 
some later Versions and Fathers. The reading 
dy avra was an alteration for greater plainness. 
That Alf. should think it used this once by John 
to imply our Lord's exaltation (! ) is extraordi- 
nary. Had that been the original reading, the 
ale abrdy in all the MSS. but one would be un- 
accountable. Internal evidence is, indeed, rather 

inst the words, which may have been, as Mr. 
lf. pronounces, interpolated from v. 16; but 

the vast weight of external authority, confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, decides 

at they are genuine. They were, I suspect, 
removed by fastidious Critics, to get rid of a tau- 
Me. 

16—21. Many Expositors, from Erasm. down 
to Tholuck, Olsh., and Lücke, maintain that our 
Lord's discourse breaks off here, and that the 
rest, to v. 2], contains the remarks of the Evan- 

list. This they infer from certain repetitions, 
Fom the style, and from other matters of 
doubtful disputation. But the opinion is un- 
worthy of any serious refutation, and scarcely 
deserved the complete refutation which it has 
received from Stier and Alf. 

16. The expression Tov xóouov is.—as Grot., 
Lightf., and Tittman remark,—used to intimate, 
that the salvation to be attained by the Saviour, 
was to be extended to all the nations of the 

«æ  &Supral. 

öre ER 
earth, even to every individual of the human race, 
in contradiction to the notion of the Jews, that 
he would come to bless and save their nation 
alone. Comp. 1 John ii. 2. There is great force 
in the term frydwnoev (the weighiest in the 
sentence), which points at the t truth de- 
clared by St. John repeatedly in his first Epistle, 
at ii. 5. iv. 8, 16, à Osóe dyáry icri, thus 
pointing at love as the one ground in the Divine 
counsel for the redemption of man ; just as in the 
next clause the salvation of man is the one grand 

of that counsel. In the term povoyav7 
there is allusion to the offering up of Isaac, in 
order to call to Nicodemus's mind, as Alf. 
thinks, the love there required, the substitution 
there made, and the prophecy there uttered. The 
force of the emphasis in povoy., ‘ whereby God 
commendeth his great love to us’ (Rom. v. 8), 
is drawn forth with even more than his usual 
ability by Calvin. "“Edwxey is here equiv. to 
ttapidexey in Rom. viii. 32; and also in ipsi- 
caro there is an allusion, as Stier says, to the 
osx idsiow in Gen. xxii. 16, and significs, * hath 
delivered him to death ; implying that he was a 
ransom for a sinful world. 

17. What is said from v. 17 to 21 is levelled 
against the Jewish notion, that the Messiah 
would come for the benefit of the Jews only, 
may, would rather destroy the Gentiles. 
— ob yap dwioreXey—airov] Meaning, 

* God sent his Son into the world not to exercise 
severe fi and inflict harsh punishment on 
any nation of the world ; but that every indivi- 
dual of them all might, through his atonement, 
be put into the way of salvation.’ 

18. The same truth is here repeated (as at 
v. 16; v. 17 being illustrative; q. d. ‘and no 
wonder that any one, who believeth on him, 
skall be saved, since the NM purpose of God's 
sending his Son was, that the world should be 
saved by Him"), but so as to show that there will 
be no distinction between Jew and Gentile, since 

one, of whatever nation, will have pert in 
this salvation. Our Lord, however, en 
upon it another sentiment in fôn xéxperat,— 
panel) that he who refuses the offer of salva- 
tion, is for this not only doomed to perdition, 
but is already as good as punished, so certain is 
his condemnation ; nay, is self-condemned, and 
past all hope of salvation. By a similar mode of 
expression it is said by Joseph., Bell. ii. 8. 6, that 
the Essencs thought that he who cannot be be- 
lieved without resorting to an oath, fòn xaT- 
eyvno8at. 

19. aÜrn—5* «plore, &c.] The nature, and the 
— of this decisive condemnation is now set 
orth, by saying that ‘the light is come into the 
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world; and yet (xal for xai m) that men (the 
world at large) have loved and do love (the true 
force of the Aorist) the darkness (of unbelief 
and sin) [rather] than the light [of truth and 
virtue], because their practices were evil ;' lit. 
‘evil were their practices, ‘habits of action.’ 
By what is here said, it is intimated that unbe- 
lief is not a speculative error of judgment, into 
which an honest mind may fall, but originates in 
the enmity of the heart to God ; and that Christ 
is not the cause of any evil such men suffer by 
not listening to his doctrine, but that the blame 
rests solely on ves, who are indisposed to 
receive the truth, though coming with the fullest 
evidence ; and who spurn the gracious offer of sal- 
vation, to theirown perdition. So that if, notwith- 
standing the gracious offer of salvation through 
Christ, men spurn that offer, and refuse to re- 
ceive the truth, though coming with the fullest 
evidence, they do this at their peril, and shall 
perish by their own fault. 

20, 21. The sentiment at the last clause of v. 
19 is here illustrated, our Lord showing how it 
comes to that any should thus reject the 
counsel of God to their perdition, and close their 
eyes to the light, —namely, because the light of 
truth is against them, by disclosing their own 
ruined and lost state. In short, the words are 
an illustration of jv yàp wovnpa avrwy Tà 
£pya,—where the reidio of Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., from 6 uncial and several cursive MSS. 
(to which I can add a very few Lamb. and Mus. 
copics), is unsustained by competent evidence, 
and weakens the force of the declaration. A 
very unbased change of text, too, is that of aù- 
Tov Tà ipya, by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. The 
discourse concludes with a sentiment of general 
application (aimed at the Pharisees at ‘ares 
showing the evil effects of a corrupt life on all 
inquiries after truth, and evincing (to use the 
words. of an old writer), that ‘when truth is 
against a man, a man is against truth.’ 

20.6 javAa wpedcowy] Lit. ‘he who prac- 
tises evil things,” i. e. commits them habitually. 
On édev x07 seo note at Eph. v. 13, and my note 
on Thucyd. vi. 38. 

21. ò dà ww Thv drAnOacav] The idea of 
truth here is that of rectitude and ness, as 
opposed to what is evil and wicked. Similarly as 
in 1 Cor. xiii. 6, à ńðsia is opposed to ádixía. 
Yet the phrase moiety Thv dAnVercay is so rare, 
that it has been supposed peculiar to St. John. 
This, however, is overturned by the fact, that it 
often occurs in the Rabbinical writers, its pro- 
priety is well vindicated by the remark of Dodd- 
ridge, that * there really is a truth or falsehood in 
actions as well as wo Indecd, as Bp. War- 
burton has finely observed in his Sermon on 

2 Pet. i. 5, * Truth and Virtue are twin-born 
sistere, with only a name of distinction ; truth. 
being speculative virtue, and virtue practical 
truth." 
— Gre iv Oro —slpy.] Meaning that ‘ they 

Me mm M in God,’ ne in Ton and fear, 
with a single eye to his approval, as the t 
end of human action, by ikore living and crite 
in and unto him, doing all to his glory. So 
Euthym. and Thcoph., Thom, Aqui., Cal, and 
Mald. Alf. refers it to ‘the candle of the Lord 
being kindled within him, and he himself being 
born again in the kingdom of God.' But true as 
this is, it is only a part of the truth. The full 
import of what is contained in this locutio præg- 
nans is ably opened out by Lampe in his elabo- 
rate Analysis, where, however, it only forms one 
of the five heads. He says that the principle of 
action in such persons is from God by the new 
birth, whereby they are of God (1 John iv. 46, v. 
19), and sanctified in God (Jude 1). Accord- 
ingly, all their good works are the work of God 
in them, who worketh in them, not only to will, 
but to bring that will into work (Phil. ii. 12). 
Whatever they do that is right is the fruit of the 
Spirit of God in them (Gal. v. 22), ir whom they 
walk (Gal. v. 25). Accordingly Mr. Alford brings. 
in ‘the candle of the Lord’ quite out of place. | 

22—24. Soon after this conversation our Lord 
left Jerusalem, and withdrew, with his disciples, 
into the more retired parts of the country, in the 
neigkbourhood of John the Baptist (who took 
occasion to bear another decided testimony to 
him), where he preached and collected followers, 
and his more stated disciples baptized them. 

22. els ij» loud. y5v] Not, ‘into the laad 
of J — Ta any a m Jerusalem must neces- 
sarily be in Judæa ; but ‘ the territory, or coun 
parts, of Judæa, as rig — from its sore 
polis ; just as we s of the country, as opposcd 
to the lowi. di * 

It is not said to what place our Lord went to 
after his baptism. We may, 1 think, not impro- 
bably conjecture it to have been Bethany, or 
Bethabara, where John had becn baptizing; on 
which see note supra i. 28. It should seem that 
John had removed from Bethabara to /Enon, in 
order that the Samaritans might the more con- 
veniently come to his baptism. 
— iflàvTi(evy] Namely, through the medium 

of his disciples; for Christ did not himself bap- 
tize. See iv. 2. Thus what a king's servants do 
is often spoken of as done by himself. Our Lord 
declined himself baptizing, because baptism bound 
the persons to religious obedience to Aimself, and 
might therefore, with less ostentation, be admi- 
nistered by another; partly, too, because of the 
evil which might have attended it, from the per- 
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sons baptized by himself overvaluing themselves 
on that account. 

23. ZaAsíu] The spelling of this name varies 
in the MSS. One uncial, and not a few cursive 
MSS. have ZaA5u, which I find also in not a 
few Lamb. and Mus. copies. But external au- 
thority is quite in favour of ZaAsiu, and so also 
is internal evidence, considering that ec is often 
altered by the scribes into s», by what is called 
Jtacism. The spelling ZaXelu 1s also confirmed 
by Eusebius, and by the Onomasticon of Jerome, 
both of whom fix the place at 8 Roman stadia 
R. of Bethshean, in or near the valley of the Jor- 
dan. And nothing has yet been said to show 
that that is sot the place; for, as to the reason 
stated by Alf., that “thus it would be in Sama- 
ria, Whereas it was more likely that John should 
have been baptizing in Judea than in Samaria" 
—it is insufficient to establish the matter, and 
leaves open the formidable objection,— but if not 
at the above site, where then are we to fix the 
place? As to Mr. Alford's own attempt to fix 
it at the Shellim (Sept. LeXzelu) mentioned at 
Josh. xv. 32, where at 61 we have Alyaw»—those 
two pee were far distant; and accordingly the 
Shilhim at v. 32 cannot be the ZaAsiu spoken 
of by St. John. Still less successfully has 
Schleusn. endeavoured to identify it with the 
Shalim (Sept. ZaaAiu) of 1 Sam. ix. 4, because 
it is quite plain, from the context, that this town 
must have been rather within the tribe of Benja- 
min (or very near to it, on the southern declivity 
of Mount Ephraim), and at a very great distance 
40 miles) from the Ænon here mentioned. 
trange is t that Reland should, in his Palest., 

p. 977, say of Larklu, ‘locus is abundans, 
as if the words iéara woAAa rv ixet did not 
refer to Alywy, which must, by the force of its 
Hebr. original, yxy, denote as much ; since it is 
nol, as Alf. says, an intensitive form of «sp, but 
formed on the Chaldee plural, n? Fountains 
(comp. KaXoi—Aiuéves, Acts xxvii. 8). I quite 
agree with Dr. Robinson, that it was situated in 
one of the lateral valleys running down to the 
valley of the Jordan from the west, the place 
mentioned in Judith iv. 4. 

25. Instead of the text. rec. 'Iovdaiwy, very 
many MSS., Versions, and Fathers, have 'lov- 
$aíov, which (including most of the Lamb. and 
Mus. — is adopted by almost all the Edi- 
tors ron fetstein downwards; and with rea- 

oL. I. 

son; for the ellipsis of «vóc is frequent, whereas 
that of tivwy would be anomalous. Besides, 
the change of 'Iovóaíov into 'Iovóaícy was likel 
to take place, from the plural just before. This 
Jew may be supposed to have been one of those 
who had been baptized by Christ's disciples. 

— epi xaÜapicuov] Some understand this 
of the comparative merit, or efficacy, of John's 
baptism with that of Jesus, or the various cere- 
monial washings founded on tradition; but 
it should rather seem that the discussion was on 
the nature, efficacy, and necessity to Jews of 
baptismal purification, as xaÜapicyós signifies in 

et. i. 9: which, however, was closely con- 
nected with another on the comparative efficac 
of the baptism of John, or that of Jesus, wit 
the Jewish. If the nature of Christ's baptism 
were duly considered, it might well be thought 
that that of John was unnecessary. 

26. jv merà cov] Namely, for baptism; 
meaning, ‘was baptized by thee.” The words 
@ ob peuapr. perhaps have reference, not so 
much to the testimony borne by John to Jesus, 
as to the increase of Jesus's celebrity, and tho 
credit consequent on it. They thought that 
John, through excess of modesty, had ex 
rated the dignity of Jesus; whom it is plain they 
did not consider as the Messiah. 

27—30. John here represses their jealous feel- 
ings for the honour of their master, by showing 
that there was no real ground for them. To 
avoid, however, the impropriety of any seeming 
comperison, where none could exist, he gets rid 
of personality, by couching what he has to say 
under a brief moral maxim of general application 
—that ‘all superiority and succees come from 
God,’ and therefore ought not to excite envious 
feelings in those whose progrese seems impeded 
by it. In this it is implied, that no one en- 
trusted with a Divine commission must exceed 
his commission. John then proceeds to show 
that ke has ever acted on this principle ; remind- 
ing them of aA Pua and private avowal, that 
he was not the Messiah, but only his Forerunner. 
And he takes the opportunity of bearing still 
stronger testimony to Jesus's Messiahship than 
he had before done. 

29. ò ixwv Thy vóu nv, &c.] The subject is 
here tllustrated by a similitude derived from 
common life (as in Matt. ix. 15, and Mark ii. 
19); in which the Baptist — Christ to 

X 
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tbe bridegroom at the — feast, and himself 
to the wapdvunqos, or brideman, i. e. a friend 
who had been employed to negotiate the mar- 
riage, and had acted as his agent throughout the 
whole affair. There were indeed two such per- 
sons; one on the of the bridegroom, the 
other on that of the bride; who, as they had 
at first, before the marriage, acted as agents, 
afterwards served as mediators, to preserve 
harmony between the new-married pair. The 
allusion at darnxas—yaipe did. Thy evi 
TOU vvudíov is variously traced. But the words 
are, with most probability, supposed to allude to 
the ceremony of the f interview, previous 
to marriage, of the betrothed pair; who were 
brought together by the brideman into a private 
apartment, at the door of which they were them- 
selves stationed, so as to be able to distinguish 
any elevation of voice on the part of the future 
bridegroom in addressing his intended bride; 
from which, and from the éone of it, they would 
easily infer his satisfaction at the choice made 
for him by them, and feel corresponding joy. 
The sense, then, may be thus expressed : ‘ As at 
a marriage the bridegroom is the principal per- 
son, and his brideman willingly cedes to him the 
preference, and, rejoicing in his acceptance, is 
content to play an under so do I willingly 
sustain the part of a humble forerunner of Christ.’ 
—ITewAsp., ‘is consummate.’ An expression 
(as Schoettgen observes) used by the Rabbinical 
writers to denote the bliss of' a future state; 
ex. gr. Sohar Chadasch, p. 42, 2, * They exercise 
themselves in the praises of God, and thus is 
their joy made complete.’ 

30, 31. The Baptist goes yet further, and, to 
cut off all future occasion for comparison, shows 
that there will be less and less room for it; since 
the celebrity of the one must increase, that of 
the other decrease; and so resplendent will be 
the glory of the former, as to cast that of the 
latter entirely into the shade, and cause it to fade 
away like the morning star, or the VADE moon, 
at sunrise. (Euthym. and Tittman.) Atv. 31 
is shown the vast difference between Christ and 
all others, and his infinite superiority to them. 

31—36. It has been not a little disputed whether 
these are to be considered as the words of John 
the Baptist, or of the Evangelist. The latter is 
the opinion of many recent Commentators, as 
Kuin., Lücke, Olsh.. and Thol., and is grounded 
on the style and manner being like that of the 
Evangelist. But such is surely a very precarious 
sort of argument. Besides, as Tittman remarks, 
‘there is a complete connexion of these words 
with the preceding, without the interposition of 
&ny expression, from which it could be inferred 
that what follows is from the Evangelist.’ Nor is 
there any reason why the Evangelist should have 

subjoined these words, and thus chosen to confirm 
by bis own judgment the testimony of the Bap- 
tist; which must have been to his readers de- 
serving of entire credit. On the other hand, 
there are obvious reasons why this portion should 
be from John the ist; for in it he seems to 
have intended to con what he had just said, 
—namely, that, inasmuch as He must increase, 
but himself decrease, the precedence is due, not 
to him, but to Jesus. 

81. 6 vwy ipyóutros, &c.] The absence 
of any particle to Introduce what follows from 
this verse to the end of the chapter, will by no 
means prove that they are sof from the same 
speaker (namely, John the Baptist), since tbe 

here, as frequently elsewhere, serves to 
strengthen the assertion, of which the pu is 
to show why such must bo the case, namely, be- 
cause the one is from heaven, and, accordingly, 
is above all. 
— ix rns ye, for yrivor, equiv. to yotxde at 

1 Cor. xv. 47, with an implied notion of what is 
gross and sensual as opposed to what is heavenly 
and spiritual. 
— 0 ix Tov ovp. ipyopuavros]) Supply wai ix 

Tov ovlpavou AaXat, to correspond to ix THs yie 
AaAst. An antithesis evidently involving the 
Divinity of the Lord Jesus. At 6 £&paxs xai 
fikovce supply 4E avrov, i.e. iy Te obpare. 
The meaning may be thus expressed : * A mere 

with that knowledge of Divine 
things, has not that intimate acquaintance with 
the secret counsels of God, which He possesses 
who is of celestial origin (to whom God giveth 
not the Spirit by measure, v. 34); hc therefore 
teacheth, and can teach, only what is earthly, in- 
complete, and imperfect. Bat he who cometh 
from God knoweth the counsels and speaketh 
the words of God; um as he m a Deun 
superior to man, so he possesses a know of 
divine things far above that of the — 

With the expression ó œ» ix THe yae Wetstein 
compares the Classical yuyevie, or »y:kvos (ter- 
restris), as opposed to ovpamoe. Very similar are 
the words of Æschyl. in Stob. Serm. Eth. p. 98, 
TÒ yap Bpéraoyv cripp’ ionuípia pori. See 
aleo 2 Eadr. iv. 21, 33. h, however (he shows), 
as have received this testimony, have no reason 
to be ashamed of the paucity of their number, 
since they have GOD as the author of their faith ; 
and He is surely abundantly sufficient to them. 
See more in Calvin. 

33, 34. These verses aro closely connected to- 
gether, and I have adjusted the punctuation ac- 
cordingly, as in R. Stepbens's edition. An em- 
phasis too rests on 6 Gade, which is in antithesis 
to the foregoing avTov (‘Incov) ù uaprvpía. By 
dAnÜis is designated, as Lampe points out, the 
great attribute of the Deity, his perfect TRUTH, 

man is not endu 
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‘veritas ac veracitas.” How each of these terms 
applies to the Deity, and suits the present occa- 
sion, he has ably pointed out. Answering to 
&XAnOns here is dAnOcvde at 1 John 5. 3, and ' 
Rev. iii. 7. vi. 10. 2 Cor. i. 18. The course of 
argument here pursued is as follows: ‘He who 
hath received the testimony of Chris as true, hath 
thereby solemnly acknowledged (lit. * set his seal 
to," ‘attested,’ his acknowledgment) that the words 
of God [spoken by Christ] are true; for Christ, 
the Sent of God (called, Heb. iii. 1, 6 ’Awooro- 
Aos Tov Otov), speaketh the very words of God, 
as from heaven (see Deut. xviii. 18 sq.), the 
words themselves, as if God Himself spoke, and 
not, like the Apostles, os Aóyia Os0v, so that, in 
the words of Calv., *in thus receiving Christ, we 
have in reality to do with God, since Christ 
came from God; and God it is who speaks by 
him.’ Moreover, the connexion of these with the 
next words may be thus traced: [' And he may 
well speak the very words of God to the utmost 
extent;] for God giveth [unto him] without 
limit the spirit of truth, and not (as he does to 
human prophets, by measure and sparingly]. 
Comp. | John v. 10. Comp. Xenoph. Symp. iv. 
43, where, speaking of the riches of the mind 
and soul as consisting in truth, &c., imparted b 
Socrates to Antisthenes, he says tbat this wealt 
makes free, adding, ZwxpáTus obTot, wap’ oU 
bye rovrov TÓv TXovTroy ixrnoauny, obre 
&piÜus obrs orabues bpke pov (did not fur- 
nish it to me by measure and by weight, i. c. spar- 
ingly ;) aAA° | deat ióvvdun» pipeoOar rd e. 
lit. carry off for my use) TocovTó» uot Tap- 
adidov. 

33. le ppd*yiosy is a very forcible term for 
i8acEav, attests, confirms, professes his belief; a 
metaphor taken from deeds signed and sealed. 
For as testimonics of contracts were confirmed 
by the addition of a seal, any confirmation of 
truth was called appavyíe; and as, by the im- 
position of a seal, any thing is rendered unsus- 
pected of fraud, hence ed Pat MET came to mean 
* confirm," as here and in Eph. i. 13. 2 Cor. i. 22. 
Wied. ii. 5, and in some passages of the Classical 
writers. 

35. wdvra dédwxevy] Meaning the regulation 
of all things respecting man and his salvation, as 
unlimited a gift as that of the Spirit without 
measure. 

36. ó aio Tas cv, &c.] The Baptist concludes 
with a solemn repetition of the great truth, which 
is the very key-stone of the Gospel, and which, 
&s such, was stated by our Lord to Nicodemus 
supra iii. 16. 
— tye: is not simply for “čs: ; but the Present 

is used to show the r the thing; q. d. 
‘it is laid up for him.’ Nay, a Present sense 
may be justified, if we suppose the meaning to 
be, *is in possession of that principle, which 
places him in the pathway of salvation, and 
which, if it be not his own fault, will terminate 
in everlasting salvation.” By ó 4w*:iÜc» is not 
merely meant ‘he who refuseth to yield this 
faith; for the expression dwe:Oay, instead of uh 
wWiorevwy or évio TOV, was probably used to im- 
ply disobedience, as well as disbelief ; —intimating 
that the faith to which the promise of salvation 
is here annexed is alone based on a principle of 
unreserved obedience to Christ. Indeed he who 
obstinately refuses belief cannot obey. At the 
same time, even without the antithesis, it would 
be implied in weorstwy that his belief was a 
source of obedience. Upon the whole, the full 
sense of the passage is well e y Bp. 
Jebb as follows: * He who with his heart be- 
lieveth in the Son, is already in possession of eter- 
nal life; he, whatever may be his outward pro- 
fession, whatever his theoretic or historical belief, 
who obeyeth not the Son, not only does not possess 
eternal lifo, he does not possess any thing worthy 
to be called life at all. But this is not the whole; 
for as eternal life is the present possession of the 
faithful, so the wrath of God is the nt and 

rmanent lot of the disobedient; it abideth on 
im, not being removed by the atoning merits of 
e Redeemer.’ 

IV. The above decided testimony of the Ba 
tist to tho celestial character of Jesus, taken in 
conjunction with the miracles wrought by the 
latter, had, it seems, made considerable impres- 
sion on the minds of the people, and had both 
attracted the notice and excited the displeasure 
of the rulers, who sought to lay hold of him. 
Our Lord, however, it is probable, continued for 
some time yet in the more remote and retired 
parts of the country, preaching and collecting dis- 
ciples. At length, so great was the umbrage 
taken by the Rulers, that, in order to avoid an- 
ticipating that which should be, our Lord left 
Judæa for Galilee, to go to Capernaum ; and in his 
way thither, through Samaria, occurred the con- 
versation here recorded with the Samaritan wo- 
man; which led to a confession of His Messiah- 
ship by the Samaritans; and the circumstances 
attendant on the whole affair tend not a little to 
illustrate the real character of our Lord. 

l. panre wou? xai Bawrits À I.] ‘is 
making and baptizing more disciples than Jobn.’ 

2. one eer artly for the same reason 
N 
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that Paul did not baptize, at least usually; and 
for other reasons that may be imagined. 

3. wadwv] This is absent from 10 uncial and 
several cursive MSS. (to which I add 7 of tho 
most ancient Lamb. MSS. and many more of 
the Mus. copies), and ecveral Editions, confirmed 
by some later Versions; and its absence is ap- 
proved by Mill, Griesb., and Matth. But it has 
place in B, C, D, L, M, and the great body of 
cursive MSS., confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulg. Versions; and it is retained by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. Yet it was more likely to be 
inserted (because of supra i. 44), than removed. 

4. ec di avTOv 4| lt was so fur n i 
as being in the direct road, and by a much shorter 
Toute haŭ through Peræa, being the one usually 
taken by the Galilæans. So Joseph., Vit. 52, says, 
wavres ide: ToÙs Taxù BovAouévous ávaAOsiv 
namely, from Jerusalem to Galilee) 8i’ ixsivns 
—— wopeveoOar. He calls ita —— 
journey. Yet the otber route was occasionally 
taken; and Jesus might have some reason for 
taking the more direct way beside that of speed, 
—namely, with a view to the evangelization of 
Saaria. ] 

5. ipyaTa: sls] ‘cometh (came) unto,’ i. e. as 
far as; for from v. 6, it appear that he rested 
outside of the city, while his disciples entered it, to 
rocure provisions, and on returning from thence 

found Jesus talking with a Samaritan woman. 
— Xvxáp] This, found in very many MSS., 

including all the Lamb. and all the more ancient 
Mus. copies, for text. rec. Zuxéu, has been re- 
ceived by all the best Editors. The place was 
originally called Zvyiu, from the name of the 
person of whose a bought the land, 
and built an altar. Gen. xxxiii. 18. The 
namo is supposed to have been altered by the 
Jews by way of contempt (as Bssà%{eßoùÀ for 
BeerAXsBovB) to Zvxàp, to denote the drunken- 
ness (from po, ' drunkard,' or the ‘ falsehood’ 
in idolatry, from «o, ‘falsehood,’ ‘ deceit,’ 
‘fraud, of the inhabitants; and this seems pre- 
ferable; espec. since it is confirmed by a most 
ancient authority, the Test. xii. Patr. p. 564, 
icra: deo onpepov Ziyu (read Lux.) Neyo- 
piven worse dovvétrwy, read aovvOérwy, and see 
note on Rom. i. 31. 

6. éxabiéXero corer] Rejecting, with reason, 
the sense assigned to the ows by several Com- 
mentators, refore, or afterwards, I have 
hitherto given the preference to the view of 
those who take the ourws as standing for octtrws 
ws yy or we &Trvys: adducing as examples Acts 
xxvii. 17, ovreos ipipovro, and Hor. Od. ii. 
11, 17, * jacentes. sic temere.’ This, however, 
though supported by the authority of the ancient 
Commentators, would seem somewhat forced and 

factitious. Besides, such is not really the sense 
in the above passage of Acts; and in that of 
Horace it is only communicated by the added 
word temerè. Hence l am now inclined to think 
that the oüßros simply denotes , as 
when one event follo as another, either in the 
change of events, or from some cause, as in the 
present case: and thus its senso may be eL- 
pressed by accordingly; a use occurring in 
Acts xxvii. 17. Hom. Od. v. 146, ovres vv» 
amvoweuwe, and Soph. Aj. 1182, xstuac 3° 
áu£piuvos (uncared for) oUrws, where the 
Commentators “poe oUTws, as they do in the 
present passage, by sic temerè. But it there sig- 
nifies, in an emphatic sense (as in Hom. Il. esi. 
184, wate’ obrw), by the circumstances and con- 
dition described above, v. 1175, 1181,—namely, 
wet and starved. The situation was well suited 
to the pu of refreshment, since wells or 
fountains, from their coolness (being in the East 
almost always shaded by trees), are usually chosen 
by travellers as places for rest and recreation. 
So Philostr. Vit. Apoll, dpsorowooupiver ài 
avTv mpos Tyf, VeaTor. 
— For wesi, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 

ws, from A, B, C, D, L, and one cursive MS. 
(to which I can only add one Lamb. copy) :—a 
very slender authority for the word, espec. since 
internal evidence is in favour of woei, which was 
more likely to be altered by the Critical Re- 
visers into ws, than the contrary by the scribes. 
Thus, in almost every instance where woe: oc- 
curs, the MS. D, and sometimes one other or 
more of its fellows, has ws, undoubtedly from 
emendation ; for this use of sei ins of as 
before words of »umber in the sense abot is Hel- 
lenistic; though it must be admitted that the 
several Evangelists, Mark, Luke, and John, do 
occasionally use the purer Greek os. 

4. àós uoi wisiv] The verb is here employed 
as a noun, as often in the Greck Classical writers, 
So Athen. p. 4, yxu arii». por.—For sisi» 
here and at vv. 9 and 10, the MSS. A, C, D, L, 
fluctuate between wety and wiv, of which two 
readings Tisch. edits the latter, while Lacbm. 
and Alf., with myself, adopt neither. Were I to 
choose between the two, I should prefer reiv, 
for which there exists greater authority at this 
verse, and nearly equal at vv. 9 and 10. More- 
over, wsty occurs in MS. D at Mark xiv. 25. 
Indced, wiv has every appearance of being a mere 
barbarism (and that arising from the carelessnees 
of the scribes), as being quite inconsistent with 
any rules of contraction, and, I believe, no where 
else found; for as to the line of the Epigram- 
matist Lucilius (Anthol. Pal. ii. 140), directed 

inst grammarians—Ols où oxauua dyer. 
ov xiv pidov—there the best MS. has wei» 
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which is, I doubt not, the true reading, and the 
orm arose from a blunder of the scribes). Lid- 
dell, indeed, in his Lex. in v., refers for the 
forms riy and xiv, besides the of the 
Anthol., to Meinecke, Euphor. Fr. 105. But I 
find no such writer as Euphorion, and I doubt 
whether such a writer ever existed. Probabl 
he meant Euphron; but I can find no suc 
form as wily or viv in the Fragments of Eu- 
phron, as collected by Meinecke. Nay, I can 
discover no vestige of ai» any where, neither 
in the Sept. nor in Josephus; and I suspect it 
to have been a form almoet confined to common 
life, though it might be adopted by a Poet 
to suit his metre; and hence I should rather 
think it came from the scribes than that it 
should have been used by St. John. I suspect, 
however, that ltacism alone produced this bar- 
barous 7i»; thus in Lamb. 1193 (swarming with 
ltacisme) we have in all three es wey, but 
by Itacism for ou», which is found in all the 
other Lamb. MSS. 

9. mas cù, 'lovóaios dy] That he was such, 
she had inferred from his dress and language; 
for the Ephraimitish dialect differed from that 
of the rest of Israel, as the Galilean from the 
rest of Judæa. She expresses wonder at any 
favour, however small, being asked by a Jew 
from a Samaritan. So Raschi, in his Gloss. on 
the Gemara, says, ‘it is an abomination to eat 
the bread or drink the wine of a Samaritan.’ On 
the origin of this reciprocal batred between the 
Jews and the Samaritans I have treated at large 
in Recens. Synop. The reason why the woman 
asked this question the Evangelist subjoins (for 
the information of his Greek readers) in the 
words ov yap, &c., where ovyy. must be under- 
stood of familiar intercourse and society ; thus 
Euthymius explains by où xotywyover; for the 
intercourse of baying and selling was still kept 
up. Zuyxpaota: signifies properly * to use any 
thing in common with others; which implies 
more or less of society. This last use, however, 
is only found in the later writers. The earlier 
ones employ instead of it ivaAAáccacÜa:, as 
Thucyd. i. 121. 
— The odons is removed by Lachm., Tisch., 

and Alf, from before yuvaixes to after Zapa- 
peiridos, but only from 4 MSS. (A, B, C, L) ;— 
very insufficient authority, cspec. as all the Lamb. 
and Mus. ones have the ordinary position; and 
contrary to internal evidence, considering that 
the change was manifestly made for the purpose 
of improving the composition. 

10—15. Here our Lord does not expressly 
notice the woman's narrow prejudices, but di- 
rects her attention to matters of far greater im- 
portance, (Scott.) 

10. 73» swpsav Tov Osov] The import of 
these words has been seldom judiciously inter- 
preted; chiefly from not perceiving the compre- 

siveness of the phrase. The ancients gene- 
rally, and most early modern Expositors, —as 
Beza, Pisc., and Calv.,—take it to mean CHRIST 
himself; and this is, indeed, an — sense. 
But, since the Messiah is no where else called by 
this name, and there would be something too 
limited for the occasion, others (as Grot., Lampe, 
Rosenm., and Kuin.) take it, in a more extensive 
sense, to mean ' the favour which God graciously 
vouchsafes to thee, in this opportunity of know- 
ing the Messiah, and receiving the offer of freo 
salvation from himself;' ‘in which,’ says Lampe, 
‘is included also the means for obtaining it,— 
faith [and grace]. See Rom. vi. 25, and com- 
pare Acts viii. 10. xi. 17. Heb. vi. 4. Buth these 
senses are, indeed, involved in the general idea ; 
but the former is the more important, espec. as 
it may include the fi of the Holy Spirit, pro- 
cured by Christ, and'bestowed by him. See vii. 
37—39. The water may be, as Alf. thinks, the 
point of connexion, whereby to direct the woman’s 
thoughts to the proper quarter, or, as Calv. says, 
* acuere mulieris desiderium.’ This enlarged view 
of the import of words, so pregnant in meaning 
as these, is confirmed by the authority of Calvin, 
who, in an able note, remarks, * Ut ad remedium 
quis aspiret, cum prius necesse est malis suis 
affici. Itaque Dominus non ebrios, sed sitientes ; 
non saturos, sed famelicos invitat, ut comedant 
et bibant. Et quorsum ad nos mitteretur Christus 
cum Spiritüs plenitudine, nisi nos vacui essemus ? 
The third of the above senses is drawn forth, and 
distinctly marked, in the next words, Uówp Cav. 
The expression properly signifies running water 
(as that of fountains and rivers), in opposition to 
the dead, i. e. stagnant, water of pools or cisterna. 
It occurs in Gen. xxvi. 19, and Levit. xiv. 5, 
where Joseph. expresses it by rnyaiov xai aléy- 
vaioy béwp. The Classical writers, for (uv, use 
the epithets dsigputov, or dévvaoy; nay,-Plato 
has £uwvyxov Uwe. In this nalural sense the 
woman dnderstood the expression. But our Lord 
employed it figuratively for {womorouy, denoting 
the blessings of the Gospel, espec. the gift of the 
Holy Spirit, and the fulfilment of the various 
promises of a similar import in the Old Test. ; 
see the marginal references. It is, indeed, com- 
mon in the Scriptures and the Rabbinical writers 
to liken unto spring water that which refreshes 
and blesses the souls of men. See infra vii. 38. 
Rev. xxi. 6. Prov. x. 11. Ecclus. xv. 3. xxiv. 
21, and espec. Jerem. ii. 13, which seems tho 
origin of the expression. 

2. wel{wv] ‘a person of more consequence. 
This has reference to what our Lord bad just 
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before said, * If thou hadst known who ù ts that 
speaketh to thee.” The words following are as 
much as to say, ‘It was good enough for our 
ancestor Jacob, who himself drank of it, &c. ; 
which he would not have done, if he had known 
a better. If thou canst show us a better, thou 
wilt, in that respect, be greater than Jacob. — Ol 
vloi, i.e. the family in general, including the 
servants, as in Gen. xlv. 11. This, and the 
mention of the cattle conjoined, is agreeable to 
cx simplicity of early times, especially in the 

t. 
13, 14. Our Lord does not directly answer her 

inquiry, but intimates something from which the 
answer may be inferred ; showing that he does 
not depreciate Jacob or his well, but that, how- 
ever t was the benefit bestowed by the Pa- 
triarch, ke can bestow a far greater, and thus is 
superior to Jacob. 

4. où uù dupa als vdy al.] i.e. ‘ shall have 
his desires for ever satisfied.” e Rev. vii. 16.) 
Meaning, that such shall be the vivifying effect 
of the * word of life,’ as to satisfy the most ardent 
desires of the soul; which, placing its happiness 
in God and his worship, no other desire will be 
thought of any importance; and so like that good 
spoken of by an ancient Philoeopher (Seneca, 

pist.) ‘quod non fiat in dies deterius, quo non 
melius possit optari.' Also, that such is the 
nature of that truth, that by its purifying and 
sanctifying influence on the soul, it is, as it were, 
an cver-springing fountain of holy affections, 
roducing comfort here, and everlasting happiness 
ereafter. 
— The reading of Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 

iy hoe: for dion, from MSS. A, D, and seve- 
ral cursives, I find in not a few of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies; and, as internal evidence is in 
its favour, it is probably, but not certainly, the 
true reading. 
— Twy) Vartos dAXouívov, el To drink, 

Lampe observes, signifies to fully imbibe Christ's 
doctrine. Of which, and of xnyn and also 4AAa- 
aĝa, as involving the idea of perennial abundance, 
he adduces several examples; to which I add, 
Philostr. Vit. Apoll. iv. 24, Aóyev xparnpes 
loravro, Kal fpvovro avTw» oi Oupjavras. 
Plutarch, p. 387, Qurv fjpócao 9559, namely, 
the wisdom of Socrates. 

15. 80s uot, &c.] It is a matter somewhat dis- 
puted whether this was spoken in simplicity, or 
tronically ; i.e. half in banter, half in earnest. 
The best Commentators, ancient and modern, 
adopt the former view, which carries with it the 
stamp of truth ; for that a person of this descri 
tion should have thus taken our Lord's words in 

- 

bSaros Tovrov Supynoe mad 
ov éyw wcw ajrQ, où uù) t dapjon cis Tóv aimva’ adda TÒ 
Čop, 6 wcw ate, yevnoeras èv avro Twy?) Vdatos áXXopévov 

16 Aéyes mpòs avrov 7) yuvy Kupre, Sos pos 
Qu, ToUro Tò Ŭõwp, iva uù Supa, unde epywpar evade avrreiv. 

16 Aéye, aùr ó lgooUv "Traye povyncov rov avdpa cov, xai 

14 € ôç Ò Ay ain éx ToO D6aros, 

a literal sense, was quite probable. As to the 
latter view, it is founded upon what Alf. terms 
‘the complication of the woman's character,’ 
which he, by implication, professes to be able 
to master (all purely gratuitous). Non ego! 
That the woman speaks in earnest, and with 
some faint apprehension of the sense intended b 
Jesus, I doubt not. Euthym. (after Chrys) 
truly remarks, ór« itépas @icewst UÓwp didew- 
ow, Unrotépas, svonoey’ umiAaBs òt Tò ài&o- 
Mevoy dvatpeTixdy Tey Xavets TAVTHt THE Èire 
rhs alaOirns. Obra ov sdxoXos (levis, ‘a good, 
easy person") ù yur) ain, ov yap dries 
édéEatro Tà Aeyóusrva, GAA peta wos 
cufnricens. It would seem, that it is Mr. Air. 
who has not been able to enter into the woman's 
character; the complication of which is purely 
in his imagination, or in that of his German 
guides. 

16. After airy the words ò ‘Inc. are absent 
from MSS. B, C, and Origen, and are cancelled 
b7 Tisch. and Alf, while Lachm. reads, with 

S. A,'Incovus, but in brackets. I should be 
inclined to follow his example, considering that 
internal evidence is rather against the words; 
but this I have not done, because the mark of ab- 
breviation for 'Incovs (written obscurely, or be- 
come iege from damp) in the ancient arche- 
type, might very easily passed over by the 
scribe. 1 find that all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS. 
have the words. 
— pwencov TÓy avdpa cov] This direction 

might, at firet sight, seem little to the present 
purpose; but upon a nearer inspection we shall 
see how admirably, by this sudden transition 
from what was above her understanding to some- 
bus n piter appealing to her conscience, 
our Lord contrived at once to fix the attention 
of the woman; and, by the answer which ho 
knew would be returned, give himself an oppor- 
tunity of displaying such a supernatural know- 
edge, as would at once prove him to be a 

* Teacher sent from God,’ and lead to her subse- 
uent conviction that he was no less than tho 
hrist, the promised Messiah. 
For Tó» dvópa cov, Tisch., in his 2nd Ed., 

and Alf, read cov réy dvópa, from MS. B, and 
6 cursive ones; while Lachm. retains the text. 
rec.,—perbaps with wore caution than sound 
judgment, since internal evidence is quite in 
favour of cov có» dyÓpa: which I am enabled 
further to confirm from some Lamb. and Mas. 
copies. The arópa ov« ixw of MSS. C, D, L 
to which I can add nothing), and one cursive 
S., arose, I doubt not, from critical emenda- 

tion; whence also sprung the éxa:s for iy« of 
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the MS. D, and the omission of the od in D at 
the next verse. 

17. xadws}] Not said ironically (see note 
supra v. 15), but simply, for aXnOes, as is plain 
from the words following. 

18. ovx govt a. á.] ‘is not [really] thy hus- 
band. It appears that the woman had been five 
times married ; but whether those marriages had 
been dissolved by death, or by divorce, does not 
appear. Both might be the case; and as divorce 
was then shamefully prevalent, this implies no 
certainty of infidelity on the part of the woman ; 
to represent whom (with some Commentators) 
as a harlot, is unjustifiable; though this is better 
than the other extreme, into which some recent 
Expositors run, of representing the woman as 
free from all blame, by supposing that, though not 
actually married to this person, she was espo 
tohim. That would require the ov to be taken 
for owe ; which is a straining of the sense, and 
is refuted by the words ovx ixw dvópa ; and as 
Ov i y scs implies tation, she cannot be ac- 
quitted of living in concubinage ; which, however 
common in the East, and though neither there. 
nor in the West, then accounted very disgraceful 
by the multitude, yet was held, by persons every 
where of any pretensions to virtue, as sinful and 
impure, because transgressing the primeval and 
sacred institution of ma mony: 

19. Oeceopts óT: wpopitns el ov} The woman 
js justly amazed that a Stranger should be ac- 
usinted with the pu tenour of her life. 

(See v. 29.) Such knowledge she knew could 
not be acquired but by Divine revelation, and 
therefore she justly inferred that Jesus must be 
at least a ; and, as such 
authority to appeal to for the solution of the 
controverted question, as to the comparative holi- 
nese of the Jewish und the Samaritan places of 
common national worship. To this question our 
Lord so answers as to give her to understand, 
that it is not to discuss it at all; since 
there was at hand such a total change of religious 
institutions, as to render it nugatory. To advert 
to matters of criticism, as to the text. The 
Cod. D, and some very early MSS. of the Vulg. 
are without the od, which, I suspect, was put out 
by rash Critics, ae superfluous :—and, indeed, 
the same MS. leaves out od in Matt. xxvi. 73; 
as also in Mark xiv. 30, where it is undoubted] 
genuine; which it is, again, at John viii. 53, 
though not found in many MSS., and cancelled 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. So far from being 
here superfluous, it is highly emphatic, and the 
very position of apod. before, and not after, eT 
ov, has an intensive force; as in Heb. i. 5 (where, 
cited from Ps. ii. 7, are the words vios pou aT 
ov). And John i. 49, ó BaciAasós 11, found in 
M A, B, L, would supply another example, 
if we could be sure of the reading ; but that, as I 

be a proper 

T ngs v. 

> ^ t5 ^ ⸗ c Chron: 7. 
0 Inoods: Duvan Pu iu. 

have shown, is not the case. Here the very 
position in question has an intensive force, and 
serves to enhance the avowal However, the 
words are, I apprehend, those not of confession 
(as they are generally regarded) but of conviction, 
and that arising from inference. The woman 
concludes, from the knowledge which the Stran- 
ger evinces of her whole life, that he is certainly 
ap ,—a term which was applied not only to 
those who predicted future events, but to those 
who could reveal things hidden, and which, with- 
out immediate Divine revelation, could not be 
known. So Samuel showed to Saul what was tn 
his heart, 1 Sam. ix. 29. See also 2 Kings v. 25. 
vi. 12. Morcover, the term Ósepi does not 
merely bear the sense fo perceive, but ‘ fully to 
comprehend by the mind, and, by the exercise of 
the reason, discover and know.’ Comp. Demosth. 
p. 1224, A oy [Ce Taí ris 0j kal Oswpet TÓV 
TpoTov, Kc. 

20. iv trovTw Toc Spa] i. e. Mount Gerizim, 
on which the Samaritans maintained that Abra- 
ham and Jacob had erected an altar, and offered 
sacrifices to Jehovah; and, therefore, that the 
Deity had willed blessing to be pronounced from 
thence, and an altar to be erected, alleging in 
proof Deut. xxvii. 4, 12; and, in order to ‘make 
surety doubly sure,’ reread the text at 
v. 4, and changing 53* Ebal, into oyna, Gerizim. 
Hence they called it ‘the blessed mount,’ ‘ the 
Holy place.’ Not only did the Samaritans then 
worship on Mount Gerizim, but the remnant of 
them yet subsisting continue to do so three times 
in the year, with t solemnity. 

I am now half inclined to read, with Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., iv rw. pti Tovrw, which I find 
in all the Lamb., and most of the Mus. copies, 
and which seems required by very strong ex- 
ternal authority, and not forbidden by internal 
evidence, properly weighed. Grotius and Lampe 
notice and illustrate the custom (probably ante- 
diluvial) of worshipping the Deity on mountains, 
as being thought nearer to heaven; or rather, 
from high mountains being more suited to devo- 
tion, by their being removed from the din of 
men, which Milton had in mind when he wrote, 
‘Sing, heavenly Muse, that on the secret top of 
Horeb, or of Sinai,’ &c. 

21. l'óya«) Elsewhere in the New Test., that 
is in the (for it does not occur in the 
Acts, nor in the Epistles more than once), yuvat 
is always found at the beginning of the clause or 
address, as Matt. xv. 28. Luke xiii. 11. xxii. 57. 
viii. 10. xix. 26. xx. 18, 15; nor is this without 
example in the Class. writers, where, however, 
the vocative, *óvai, is of very rare occurrence, 
except in Eurip., in which author it often occurs, 
and, nine times out of ten, after the introductory 
words of address, though sometimes before them ; 
e. gr. Hec. 218, I'óva:, done uiv, and Med. 720, 
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ós slut, and Andr. 366. 
Aul. 1621. Hec. 983. Ion 1454. Here. Fur. 
530. Dan. frag. x. 1; and & uva: occurs in 
Eurip. Andr. 117. Comp. Hom. Od. xvii. 151, 
© yuva; xix. 107, 221, 262, 336, 583. xxiii. 
183, 248, 350, and elsewhere, though without w 
and after the beginning. It is R ain that this 
very frequent use of yuva: in Eurip. was bor- 
rowed from — i —— 5 
espec. when placed at the beginning of an address 
of — like the French Madame; but when 
placed after the beginning, rather one of cour- 
tesy, or even affection and kindness; as in Theocr. 
Idyl. xv. 12; and so in Hom. Od. xi. 247, xaips, 
yóvai, pirornrs. In the New Test. there is 
usually a dignified gravity implied in its being 
placed first, espec. when coming from our Lord, 
as here, and such as well serves to justify the 

ition in the text. rec. When not used by our 
Lord, it is very different; as Luke xxii. 57, 
where see note. 

— TícoTsvoóv uoi] Our Lord here claims, 
at least, the belief due to a Prophet, such as the 
woman acknowledged him to be. 

For yúvai, wiorevooy pot, Tisch. and Alf. 
read, from B, C, L, wioravé uoi, yúvai; but 
Lachm., yúvat, wiorevé uoi, from D and some 
few cursives; which latter I should prefer, were 
any change necessary ; which is, however, not the 
case; and indeed too slight is the authority (un- 
supported by internal evidence) existing for 
wlovreve, which seems to have proceeded from cer- 
tain Critics, who, scrupling at the unusualness of 
the form wiloreucoy, substituted the more usual 
one, xiorave. Though indeed the form is not so 
very rare, but that it is found in Acts xvi. 3). 
Ecclus. ii. 6 ; and in Class. writers, as Eurip. Hel. 
710, Aóyois &uots vía T1svaov rade. Soph. Œd. 
T. 646, wiorevoov, Old:wous, rads.  Philostr. 
Epist. 67, wlor. rots roci, , it seems, 
not known to the above Revisers, who accord- 

DE 47 000v 

occurs, 

ingly made the change we see. And as to the 
F a they, we may suppose, cited from - 
memory, and unconsciously adopted the more 
usual form. Even the paucity of the MSS., 
only three (for I find the reading in none of the 
Lamb. or Mus. Codices), would forbid its adop- 
tion. 

In nearly the same way may we account for 
the altered position as respects yuvat, considering 
that the word yvy!) is seldom used at the begin- 
ning of a clause, and before the verb, but gene- 
rally after it, in tho Class. writers, though uot, 
as Í have already observed, in the Now Test., 
except in l Cor. vii. 16, ri yàp oldas, yóva: ; 
— spxerat Spa, bts oÜri—oDr1] ‘a time is 

coming when neither in this mountain, nor even 
at Mount Sion in Jerusalem, shall ye; &c. It 
has been truly remarked by Stier, that ‘the par- 
ticles oSre—otre have an exclusive force,’ ‘ ye 
G. e. converted Samaritans) shall worship the 
ather not on this mountain [only], nor in Jeru- 

salem ;' in other words, ‘ it will soon cease to be 

Iph. - disputed between Jews and Samaritans thick of 
the two mountains is the fitter place for worship- 
ping God; for the time is fast coming when the 
worship of the common Father of all men, 
whether Jews, or Samaritans, or Gentiles, wil 
no longer be confined to Mount Gerizim, or 
Mount Sion. 
— Wpocxuvicatrs is not for wpocxurscove: 

by Hebraism, but is a more pointed expression. 
etstein has shown the exact fulfilment of this 

prediction, in the overthrow both of the Jewish 
and Samaritan holy places, by numerous citations 
from Josephus and the early Fathers. 

22. duets wpooxuvetre & ovK e|. FUIS 
is here somewhat of obscurity, which occa- 
sioned a diversity of interpretation. Most Com- 
mentators refer the 6 to the Deity, by the ellipsis 
of itor, or by taking 6 for ó»; meaning, 
the Samaritans knew not God aright, by confining 
him to place. Yet this charge, as well as that 
which others suppose here alluded to, of idolatry, 
has been disproved by the researches of Reland, 
Lampe, and Gesenius; of whom Lampe rightly 
supposes our Lord to accuse them, not of cor- 
ruption, but of ignorance. Yet to confine it, as 
he does, to ignorance of the manner of worship, 
is an unjustifiable limitation of the sense. The 
best recent Commentators, from oa Oe and 
Markland to Kuinoel and Tittman, are of opinion 
that ô is to be taken for xaf’ 5, to denote, not 
the object of the worship, but the form, with refer- 
ence chiefly to the manner and form of worshi 
but also, by implication, including place ; q. iy 
* Ye worship according to your ignorance, we 
according to our knowledge; and consequently 
in the manner and place appointed by Divine 
command.’ 

— "uic wpock.] * we [Jews] worship:* our 
Lord is speaking as a Jew. The of the 
Jewish worship being the right one, is introduced 
in the next words, St: à carnpia—iori», of 
which the sense is, ‘for the [promised] salvation 
meaning the promised salvation to be effected by 

the t Deliverer, and waited for by holy men 
of old, Gen. xlix. 18) is from the Jews, to whom 
the promises of God were made." 
— In ort 9 cwrnpia—'lovdaley there is a 

reason suggested why the Jews should best know 
the mode and the place of the national worship; 
namely, since from them, and no others, the pro- 
mised Saviour (carnpia being for cep. as 
Luke i. 71, at alibi) was confessedly to spring. 
I agree with Mr. Alf. that the discourse here re- 
turns to the ground taken in v. 21, but not so as 
to make v. 22 parenthetical only: the spiritual 

tp, now to be spoken of, is the carrying out 
and consequence of the ewrnpia just mentioned, 
and could not have been brought in without it. 
, 23. By ol 4\n8. xpoox. aro meant the genu- 
ine worshippers, as distinguished from those who 
(as hypocrites or formalists) only seem, but are 
not y such, at least not iv srveup. xai dAq- 
Osía, in a truly devout and earnest spirit (comp. 
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Ps. cxliv. 18), as opposed to the mere worsbip 
and service of the hie or, which rests in mere 
rs and ceremonies, forms of external wor- 
ship. 
— rpogkvvücovoi] Render, ‘will worship 

him ;’ for the language of vv. 21 and 23 is simply 
ic, and therefore calls rather for wl than 

- By wpockus. iv adnOeia it is meant, that 
these shall worship God not with external rites 
and ceremonies so much as with internal and 
spiritual devotion. Why God should be thus 
worshipped is briefly intimated in the words 
TowvTous nTa? TOUS wpooxuvyouvTas avroy, 
where the construction is, ó Marip (nri trove 
9rpocx. avrov[elvat] rotovrous: ‘for the Father 
requireth, seeketh for, expects those who worship 
him to be such,’ i. e. worshippers tx spirit, as 
opposed to gross and lifeless forms; in truth, 
from the heart, as o to mere lip service. 
Two reasons are here adduced why God is to be 
so worship 1. From the sovereign will of 
the Deity, to whom spiritual and internal wor- 
ship is alone acceptable. 2. From the nature of 
the Deity, who is far removed from any thing 
corporeal; and therefore must be worshi in 
a spiritual manner, and also in truth, for he is ‘a 
God of truth’ and ‘ requireth truth in the inward 

rts.’ 
24. IIysuua ó Osós] This isan inverse pro- 

»osition, like that of Osóc rjv ò Adyos in John i. |. 
he Article shows that Oeds is the subject, and 

Ii veùua the predicate; see Middleton. By $v«v- 
pa is here meant an immaterial and invisible 
nature, without parts or passions, and not circum- 
scribed by space or limits, as every thing corpo- 
real must be. And, so far, what is here said 
formed the great Truth held by the Jews (nay, 
held as strongly by the Samaritans) as o d 
to the idolatrous view of the nations. The ex- 
pression, however, also involves the attributes 
and perfections of the Deity, His omniscience, 
omnipotence, infinite ness, &c. That the 
wiser Jews had tolerably correct ideas of the 
spirituality of God, and the necessity of cor- 
respondent spirituality in His worship, is plain 
from various of the Rabbinical writers 
adduced by Schotten. 

— xai Tole ?rpockvy. avTóv) In the com- 
of three verses we have no less than three 

variations in the government of the verb mpos- 
xuvety. Instead of the Dative which is found at 
ver. 23, and is according to the customary usage 
of the New Test. and the later Classical writers, 
we have here, and at Matt. iv. 10, Luke iv. 8, 
the Accus. The reason why the verb in question 
should take a Dative is, we may suppose, from 
this being used with reference to the xpde in 
composition; since verbs which govern an Ac- 
cusative out of composition, when in composition 
only direct the subst. to the Dative. 

25. Though not objecting to what has been 
said, the woman seems not to have been fully sa- 
tisfied, and therefore was disposed to leave tho 
matter undecided till the advent of the Messiah, 
who would finally determino these controversies, 
and give them fuller instructions. The Jews of 
that age were accustomed to refer the decision of 
controverted questions to the coming of future 
rophets, and aper, of the Messiah. And so we 
nd it said by Maimonides (cited by Wetstein) : 

* When the Messiah comes, all secret and hidden 
things will be disclosed.’ And from what has 
been recently discovered respecting the opinions 
of the Samaritans of that age (see the article 
Samaritans, in Dr. Robinson's Calmet) it should 
seem that they e d in the Messiah chiefly a 
great spiritual ruler and teacher of religion. 

— 9 Asyousvos Xp.] The most eminent 
Critics are d that these words are those of 
the Evangelist, not of the woman. ’'Avayy., 
which properly denotes ‘ the delivering of a mes- 
sage from one person to another,’ here involves 
the idea of what we mean by a ion from 
God : seo note infra xvi. 14. 

26. iyo slut, ò AaAwy coi] lit ‘I am He, 
I who am now ing to thee.' The reasons 
why our Lord revealed himself so much more 
unreservedly to the Samaritans than to the Jews, 
were, wo may suppose 1. Because the Samaritans 
wero a far better disposed sort of people than the 
Jews, and therefore more worthy of confidence. 
2. Because the reason which induced our Lord 
to use caution with the latter (namely, to avoid 
exasperating the Rulers, and thereby antictpatin 
what he should eventually suffer from them) did 
not apply in the case of the former. 3. Because 
the Samaritans seem to have had more correct 
ideas of the nature of the Messiah's kingdom, 
and therefore would-not be likely to abuse what 
he said to the purposes of sedition; besides that 
they were orderly and quiet in their habits. 

. &avuacay}] Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. edit i@avuafov, from eight 
uncial and a few cursive MSS., confirmed by 
the Syriac and Vulg. Versions; and certainly 
that tense is much more suitable. But whether 
this be the genuine reading, or a correction of 
Critics, is uncertain. It may be, as Alf. thinks, 
a correction to the foregoing Aorist; but the 
probability lies the other way, and the slender- 
ness of external authority forbids any change. 
If iQaíua(. be read, the sense will bs. ‘they 
were wondering.’ I suspect it to be no other than 
a critical correction of the Revisers, introduced 
because propriety of language would rather re- 
quire the Im rf Retaining the Aorist, I would 
render: ‘Whereupon his disciples came [up]; 
and they wondered that he was conversing with a 
woman’ The two clauses ri {nreis; and fj ré 
AaAsis usT' abrijs; are not to be distributed (as 
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ovdels uévro, eire Ti Snreis; Ñ T Nadeis per avTüe; 5 *Ad- 
fj«cv ov THy Udplay avTije ù yuv, Kal am7ndOev eis THY mów, 
kal Xéyet Tois avOparras:  Acire, Were ávÜpwrrov bs elzré pos 

lA e , , @ ? e , 

mávra boa émoíca: pyre ovros otw 6 Xpiarrós ; 30 'EE3AÓov 
[oiv] éx Tis TróNews, Kal f)pyovro Trpós avróv. 

31'Ep 6é TQ petatd npwrav avróv oi pabyral, Néyovres 
"PagBi, dye. 32 'O 8€ elrrey avroig" '"Eyó Bpwow yo paryeiv 
fv úpeis ove oldate. 93 "EXeyov [oiv] ot ua8nrai mpòs àXX5- 

Pisa Nous: My tis Sjeykev aùr dayeév; 9*? Aéyes avrois ó In- 
cobs’ 'Euóv BpGuá écriw, va morð Tò ÜéNgpua Tov Tréudravros 

they are by some) so as to sup the former 
addressed to the woman, the latter to their 
Master. Morc natural is it to suppose both 

tons spoken of as addressed to the latter. 
Accordingly, I would point thus: ri Queis, À 
qi Nadie wer’ abTs; Nor will this involve 
(as some have objected) the inconvenience of a 
mixture of two constructions, Tí (nrets wap’ 
avT9s; and Tí AaXate pst’ abris; for we have 
only to take mer’ avrns twice. In the former 
clause the merà will be used by a colloquial 
idiom of common life, which has its parallel in 
our familiar idiom, ‘what do you want with such 
an one?" Finally, the ri before AaAsis I would 
render, not as it is done in E. V., ‘ why talkest,’ 
but ‘what talkest thou, what art thou saying?’ &c. 
— mera yuvaixds| Meaning, ‘ with a woman.’ 

That the Article rs is here implied, is main- 
tained by Beza, Doddr., and Bp. Middl.; but 
they only show that the Article may, not that it 
must, be implied. The position of the phrase, 
which implies emphasis, and the circumstances 
of the case, as to the Jewish sentiment respect- 
ing the matter in question, makes it 
(we can rise no higher) that the meaning is as I 
have now laid it down. 

28. ádzikev Ti)» Uépiav avr] Struck with 
astonishment and filled with joy at such a disco- 
very, the woman hastens to the city to proclaim 
the good tidings, forgetting her bucket, or leaving 
it in order to go the quicker. 

29. mávra) Meaning, by an hyperbole na- 
tural to t excitement of mind, the leading 
events of her life, on which the rest hinged. 
For doa here and at v. 39, Tisch. reads d, from 
B, C, and some MSS. of tho Vulg.; while 
Lachm. retains óca,—very properly; for the 
authority for tbe latter is insufficient, and in- 
ternal evidence adverse, à being seemingly a 
correction of certain Critics who thought the 
term would be more suitable to plain deeds and 
facts. But dca bas a stronger sense, implying 
variety, equiv. to ‘all whatsoever I did.” 

— pnts otros iorw 0 Xp. :] It has been 
disputed whether the words should bo rendered, 
t is this the Christ?" or, ‘is not this the Christ?’ 
The latter version, however, is quite inadmis- 
sible; 1. because there is no authority for pyre 
in the sense annon? 2. Because it is less suit- 
able to the case in question. For the woman 
seems to have meant, courteously, to propose this 
rather as a question for their consideration, than 
to affirm it, at least by implication. In short, 
the sense expressed in full would be, ‘ Is this the 
Christ, or is he not?’ The latter member being 

implied and suggested by the r: indefinite, which 
signifies perhaps. So I would understand Matt. 
xii. 23, pre ovros tory ó vids Aavió ; besides 
other The context, indeed, can alone, 
in such cases, decide whether belief or disbelief 
preponderates, and thus determine the exact 
sense. 

30. The ob» here is cancelled by Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, from almost all the 
uncial and very many cursive MSS. (to which I 
add nearly all tho Lamb. and most of the Mus. 
copies), confirmed by several late Versions. Tho 
Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. may be thought to favour 
the word; but Versions are not strong authority 
for any such word. It is probably not genuine, 
though the Asyndeton is harsh. 

31. iv 68 rw usTraEó] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. cancel the dà, from MSS. C, D, L. ButI 
cannot find a single instance of the formula i» 
TO peratd, when commencing a sentence, eith- 
out a particle of connexion. In the ouly two 
passages elsewhere supplying examples of this 

ition, —namely, Thucyd. iv. 25, 1, and Xen. 
yinp. i. 14, there is found a particle of con- 
— in Me berg — oír, in the latter à, 
foreover, the Pesch. Syr. recognizes the - 

ticle; nor is the Vulg. adverse, considering that 
it is against the usage of the Latin language to 
subjoin any particle to interea when commencing 
& sentence. 

32. Here we trace our Lord's usual endeavour, 
from things corporeal, to excite the attention of 
his disciples to things spiritual. 
— Bpwow ixw] The same fi as at Spwud 

dori, ver. 34. In the Scriptural and Rabbinical 
phraseology that is said to be any one's meat or 
drink, by which any one is supported, refreshed, 
or delighted; numerous examples of which may 
be seen in Schoettgen. The same mode of spcak- 
ing, too, occasionally occurs in the Classical 
writers. So Philo, p. 664, ógÀovóTr: Tpodáàt 
ixwv dpalvous—alec |n am’ obpayou kaTa- 
veouavos. Soph. Elect. 363, Brunck, duoi yàp 
ioTo Troupe viv Aviv póvov Booxnua, * be it 
alone my meat that I may annoy them.’ The 
iyw and oasis are here, as often, emphatic. 

33. oby] This, not found in very many of the 
best MSS., including a few Mus., but no Lamb. 
copies, and some Versions, is cancelled by almost 
all the recent Editors. 

94. Wa oie] Lachm. and Tisch. ed. ], 
read woijicw, from five uncial MSS. and six 
others. But Tisch., 2nd ed., restores the wow, 
and with reason, since the other reading is evi- 
dently no more than a correction ing from 
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35 a Oùy buets Aéyere, Gre q Matto. 
čti * vrerpáumvós. éari, xal 6 Îepiopòs čpyerar; Sov, Née úpîr Lube [1.3 
émápare ToU; odbarpors ouv, xai Oedcacbe tas opas, őri 
Aevxai ciot mpòs Üepio uv Hon. 36 Kal ó Üepítov picdov Map- 
Bavet, kal avváryeu kaprróv. eis Cwny aiwvov iva kai 6 oTeipwv 
God xaipn Kai ó Oepitwy. 37 'Ev yap Toóro 6 Xóyos éotiv 6 

some grammarian who was not aware that the 
true sense (which is, * that I may do,’ * be doing 
or ene) requires the present. The Critic 
wished probably to make owe square with 
vreXecwow in the next clausula ; not seeing that 
there woijow (as having regard to the future 
completion of the work now carrying on) is as 
proper there as wow here. 
ds. Vain is it to defend the text. rec. rerpd- 

Mnvov, since it has both external and internal 
evidence against it. It is one of those ill-judged 
alterations in Stephens's Ed. when he relin- 
quished what was good in the Complut, and 
adopted what was bad in the Erasmian. Ed. 

ere some difference of opinion exists, whether 
these words, TeTpáunvós doi, kal ò Ospiopds 
EpxeTaz are to be understood literally, or figura- 
tively. According to the former view, the sense 
will be, * Are ye not saying it is four months to 
harvest-time ? but the spiritual harvest is already 
at hand, and must commence forthwith. See 
(pointing to the Samaritans coming to him) 
what an Evangelical harvest is approaching !° 
Since, however, the above sense is somewhat 
strained, I should prefer the latter view, by 
which oíx únete Aéysrt will mean, * do ye not 
commonly say (is it not a saying among you), 
that when your seed is sowing, you expect a har- 
vest in four months hence? and thus the hus- 
bandman ie supported by the distant hope, though 
et in the bud, of reaping a harvest.' herefore 
eed not labour, when reward is at hand.] As 

to the objections of Doddridge and others, that 
no example of such a proverb has been adduced, 
and that the period in — is not — but 
sir months, they are of no great weight ; for it 
has been proved that in the East scarcely more 
than four months intervene between the end of 
seed-time and the beginning of harvest. Not to 
say that it is of the nature of Aope to lessen what 
lies in the way to the attainment of its object. 

Here, then, it should seem, after declaring 
that it was his meat, his great delight, to accom- 
plish the work of Him who sent him, our Lord 
sets forth to his disciples the satisfaction expe- 
rienced by him in anticipating the spiritual harvest 
just about to be reaped, almost immediately with 
the sowing of the seed. Then, to induce them 
to follow his example, he uses three arguments 
as incentives to dilir 1. That the harvest 
they have to reap is near; 2. That tho fruits to 
be — are abundant; 3. That the accom- 
plishment of the work has been greatly facili- 
tated by others, meaning the Prophets, the Baptist, 
and himself. 

— Aevxai slot] By this is meant ‘a white ap- 
proaching to yellow,’ such as accompanies matu- 
rity incorn. And so we find the Latin writers using 
the terms ulbescere and flavescere indifferently of 
ripe corn. By ywpas we must rather understand 
cultivated fields ; & rare sense, but occurring 

elsewhere in St. Luke, and occasionally in tho 
Classical writers. 
— The construction of 5&5 is disputed. Lachm. 

conjoins it, as I have myself done, with the pre- 
ceding context; Tisch., with the following. But 
internal evidence is in favour of the former con- 
struction (adopted by Alf.), which is, indeed, the 
less obvious one, though called for by the con- 
text, for ñn cannot but have reference to theo 
foregoing £T:. Besides, as Alf. remarks, it 
* would not agree with the truth of the com- 
parison, for the harvest was not yet come." It 
Was only coming, the field being only a-whiten- 
ing unto the future maturity of harvest-time. 
So Euthym. and Theophyl, or the Greek 
Fathers from whom they compiled, must havo 
construed the word; and probably Chrys., whom 
they closely follow; though he does not touch on 
this word in his able exegesis, in which he well 
discusses the reason why our Lord chose to em- 
ploy this highly metaphorical phraseology. Ch 
assigns two causes for this course: worse ip- 
avTiKdTapov *ysv£aÜa. Tov Xoyov, kal uaAAoy 

um’ Siw VivV ra Aeyousva, for, adds he, 4 
écdvora (the intellect) rhs cvvrpódov (common, 
ordinary) rw TpaypáTwv elxovos ériXagouívg 
Ctaviorara: parov, kai, worep iv ypady 
(in a picture) Trà Tpáyuara ópwca, xartye- 
Tai matovws. 2. wore xal y\vraiveoba: ae 
Cujynow «ai povipwripay slvat Ty \syopé- 
væv Thy yun. où yap OUTws éTódaocts (read 
odrw  dwod., the representation) ye:pouras 
kal ivaye: Tov áxpoamijv cs ù ià toy Tpay- 
parwy Óufynois kal 7) Uroypady (the sketch) 
weaipae, Where for walpas read we:pa, ‘tests, 
puts him to the test, tries his character.’ Seo 
aleo Theophyl. and T. Aquinas. 

36. ó Óspi(wv] ‘He who reaps or gathers in 
harvest;' and the sense, rather intimated by a 
blending of the — with the comparison 
(which is left implied), than pren, is, that, 
as in the natural harvest the harvest-man re- 
ceives his wages for his harvest work from his 
master, and gathereth fruit for his sustenance, — 
so shall he, who reaps, or gathers in, thìs spiri- 
tual harvest, receive his reward from the Lord of 
the harvest, and shall gather fruit unto life eter- 
nal, in the souls saved by his ministry. Accord- 
ingly, as in the natural harvest both the sower 
and the reaper rejoice together at the ingathering 
of the grain, so, in the spiritual, both he who 
soweth the word of God, and he who reapeth the 
fruit to the benefit of his soul, will rejoice to- 
gether in the future harvest of soule—the inga- 
thering of souls unto life eternal;—a striking 
and beautiful agricultural comparison, like that 
at Matt. xxi. 1—16, where sce note. 

37. iv rovTw—ó tp.) Another proverbial 
expression derived from agriculture, like several 
in tho Class. writers, some of which I have ad- 
duced in my Rec. Syn. The propriety of tho 
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GdnOuwos, Ott Gros éariy 6 ameipov, Kal Gros 6 OepiLwr. 
38 'Eyò dárméoTe(Xa tpas Gepitew, 0 ovy tpels xexoTridxate 
» * A € A > bj r 9 A > . 

áXXot KEKOTTLAKACL, KAL vjLeis ELS TOV KOTOV avTOv eiaeNgAvOare. 

39 'Ex è THs morews ereis ToXXoi émiaTevcav eis aUTOY TOY 
^ N , ^ x r er 

Xapapevrüv, Sia tov Oyo Tis *yvvawós paptupovons’ "Ore 
4 4 / e , , 44) e N 4 A0 M > A e ebmé ot Trávra, boa érroinaa. ç otv Abov Tpós avTOv oi 
Yapapeiras, "prov avrov pelvas map avrois" xai Euervey exec 
Svo tyuépas. *! Kal ToN TXevovs. èmiorevoav bia Tov Xoryov 

r Infea17.8. GUTOD, 42 * Tf) Te yuva EXeyor “Ore ovxére Sua THY a3j» Xa24íy 
mioTeúoper auTol yap axnKxoapev, Kal oiðapev Gre ovTOS ETTV 
aAnbas ó cwrTip Tod Koopou, [6 Xpiorós.] 

—* = 43 Mera Se tas úo "uépas e&nAOev ékeiÜev, kai ame eis 
Maret qiy DaAaíaw 4s Adros yàp [ó "Incots] épaprépneev, ör: 
Article here before 478. has been questioned by 
Beza, Markl., and Lachm.; but without reason ; 
for Bp. Midd]. and Mr. Green are agreed that 
ån. with the Article cannot be the predicate. 
The genuineness of the Article, here absent from 
4 uncial and 15 cursive MSS., is vindicated by 
overpowering external, confirmed by internal evi- 
dence; for its omission arose, as Mr. Green ob- 
serves, from a desire to justify a rendering like 
that in E. V., ‘Herein is that saying truc; 

ı whereas the presence of the Article requires the 
version, ‘For in this case is (i. e. ‘has place ;’ 
* js applicable") the true saying. For a similar 
mode of adducing.& proverb, comp. 2 Pet. ii. 22, 
cvuBíBukiy rò THs dAnÜovs xapoiulas. The 
application of the p is, that as Moses and 
the Prophets, and finally John the er der pre- 

red the minds of men for receiving the Gospel 
rom Christ, so will the Apostles reap the har- 
I of converts, for which He had prepared the 
eld. 
88. 4ÀAXo. xexow.} ‘Others have laboured, 

worked out by labour, the spiritual harvest.' Since 
I see no sufficient reason, on the grounds alleged 
by Alf, for dira, Maca interpretation of the 
ancient and modern Expositors in general, that, 
by *those who laboured as sowers to prepare the 
harvest, which Christ's disciples were to reap,’ 
are meant Christ Himself (see Matt. xiii. 37) as 
well as his forerunner John the Baptist, not ex- 
cluding the Prophets, who, as it were, prepared 
the ground for the spiritual harvest, f cannot 
think, with Alf., that ‘the plural is merely in- 
scrted (employed) as the correspondent word to 
duets in the explanation.’ 
39—42. The truth of the saying at v. 35 is 

verified by the subsequent events, inasmuch as 
many of the Samaritans of Sychar made a pro- 
fession of faith in Jesus as indeed the Christ, the 
Saviour of the world ; thus attaining to & point 
of faith never reached by the Jews, nor, as yet, 
by the disciples. Thus these Sumaritans formed 
a worthy foundation for the church afterward 
built up at Sychar, on which see Dr. Robinson, 
ubi supra. 

4l. dwloravcay dia roy Adyow ab] i. ©. 
‘many more believed [on him] in consequence 
of hearing him themselves,’ as many had already 
done by mere report of him and the testimony 
of the woman, ver. 39. 

42. ò X — This is cancelled by Lachm, 
Tisch., and Alf. from MSS. B, C, and 4 cursive 
ones, confirmed by several Fathers. I find it in 
all the Lamb. and nearly all the Mus. MSS. 
Internal evidence is rather against it; but the 
overwhelming weight of external authority, con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, 
forbid any cancelling. 

43—54. The healing of the Ruler's sou. 
43. The words xai á75À0sv are absent from 

MSS. B, C, D, and 2 cursives, as also from the 
Coptic Version, and some MSS. of the Italic, 

ith Origen and Cyril; and as such they are 
bracketed by Lachm. and Alf., and cancelled by 
Tisch.; but there exists scarcely sufficient au- 
thority for even the former course, inasmuch as 
the slender amount of external authority (I find 
the words in all the Lamb. and Mus. ) is 
not made up by internal evidence, which is 
divided; for the words may either have been 
inserted for the purpose of filling up the sense, 
or expunged on account of the inelegance of the 
wording. The latter is by far the more proba- 
ble, and has taken place elsewhere, c. g. Mark i. 
35, kai &yacTrás itgA0s«v xal adwnrOev sis 
&pnuov, where MS. B (as bere), and 2 cursive 
MSS., as also some copies of the Italic Version, 
are without the words. So, too, in Mark vi. ], 
wai éEnAVey dxctBev, xal rjAOev els, where in 
MSS. D, C, A, L, the inel co is removed in 
another way, by altering nAVew into Epysrai, 
which has been injudiciously adopted by Tisch. 
This use of dor5A0. als, where pure Grecism 
would require 1AGoy els, is of frequent occur- 
rence in the Gospels, aud is found twice in the 
Pauline Epistles; though it was occasionally, as 
in Matt. xiv. 25 and John iv. 47, altered to n or 
by the ancient Critics, whose false correction 
was in the former — caught up, with their 
usual heedlesaness, by the recent Editors. 

44. avTóc yàp o'l.)] As this can scarcely be 
meant to offer a reason why our Lord went to 
Galilee, some would suppose an omission of cer- 
tain words to which the yàp might be suitable, 
as, ‘ passing by Nazareth,’ or, * but not coming to 
Nazareth, for, &c., as if Nazareth were meant to 
be distinguished from the rest of Galilee. This 
is, however, too artificial a mode of removing the 
difficulty, and is rather cutting than untying the 
knot. It is beter, with Tittman and Kuincel, 
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mrpopýrys év TH ila martplòı tinny oùe eye. 4° Gre ov HrOev 
eis T?» Tadsdaiav, édéEavro avróv oi Il'akiXatot,, mávra éwpa- 

notes å erroinoey év ‘TepocoAvpois èv TH opri: xai avtol yap 
Abov eis T?» éoprüv. © " HXOev odv $ máv [6 Incods] eis tsura. 
Tv Kava ris l'aXXaías, ómov éroince TO ÜOwp oivov. Kai 
7 Tis BaatNukós, ob 6 vios joOéver, ev Karrepvaoip. *7 Obros, 
axovcas ott 'lgoo0s Anew èx tis lov6aías eis thy laXiXaiav, 
aT1)jMÜe Tpós avtov, kai "pera avrov iva xataBy.Kai (dara. 

3 A N e? LÀ à , , 48 u , . e avToÜ Toy viov TjueXXe yap amobynoKew. Elmev oùv 6 «1co.1.5& 
, e A , , », A ^ [4 y , MI Inoots mpos avróow 'Eà» uù onpeia xai Tépara idnre, où pr 
TWLOTEVONTE. 

7rpiv àToÜavety TO matdiov Hov. 
49 Aéyes mpòs avróv 6 Baoidtxos: Kupte, cata Bn Oe 

50 Aéyes aùr ô 'Inoods Io- 
pevou' ó vios cov Lj. Kal éricrevoey 6 üvÜperros TQ Oyo 
c eirev alt@ 6 'Igoots, xal éropeveto. 51 "H5 96 adrod xara- 

7 e 9 ^ , , , ^ , , 

Baivovros, ot codhot avrov amnvrncay avt@, Kal amýyyeav 

to take the ydp in the sense, although, by which 
the meaning will be, that he returned to Galilee, 

h, or notwithstanding, he had himself borne 
testimony to, and in his own case afforded evi- 
dence of, the truth of the saying, that ‘a prophet 
hath no honour in his own country.’ But this 
sense of yap is not fully established ; and there is 
in this something too forced and artificial. Ac- 
cordingly, I now prefer considering tbis idiom, 
with Thol. and Lücke, as affording an example 
of a not unfrequent use of yàp, noticed by Mat- 
thie and Winer in their Grammars, and by 
Poppo and myself on Thucyd. (see the Index to 
my larger Edition), by which the verse refers, 
not to the preceding, but to the following, the 
yàp having reference to the subsequent narra- 
tive, which it introduces, as in the of 
Thucyd. I have referred to, and also Hdot. i. 24, 
and Soph. Antig. 393, adduced by Matthias, 
Kühner, and Hartung on the Particles i. 467, 
referred to by Al£, who adopts this solution of a 
confessed difficulty; which has the further ad- 
vantage of rendering it unnec to resort tosup- 
posing the precarious use of the Aor. for Pluperf. 

46. váAiw ò 'Incovs] The Editors from Mat- 
thei downwards have adopted this position for 
that of text. rec. ó máy, from many uncial and 
a few cursive MSS.; to which, however, I can 
add nothing at all from any of the Lamb. and 
most of the Mus. copies. But as internal evidence 
may be urged both for, as well as against, the 
genuineness of the words is an open question. 
As to the disputed question about the exact 
sense of Bacidsxds, I still think it most pro- 
bably means ‘a person holding some public 
office, civil or military, in the king's court;' a 
use of the word found in Joseph. Bell. vii. 5, 2. 
Antt. xv. 8, 4; and so in Polyb. iv. 76, 2; and 
Alf. acknowledges that the usage of Josephus is 
our surest guide. 

47. The aùròv after #pwra is absent from 
» C, D, L, is bracketed by Lachm., and 

cancelled by Tisch. and Alf. But internal 
evidence, as well as external authority (for I 
find it in all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS.) is in 
favour of the word; which was doubtless rc- 

moved by certain fastidious Critics, who objected 
to the tautology. The Pesch. Syr. Translator 
had it in his copy. 

48. dav uj}—miorstonte] This reproof was 
meant for the bystanders rather than the noble- 
man, but seems levelled against the Galileans in 
general. Since, however, miracles are the proper 
evidence of a Divine mission, some Commenta- 
tors nae — dit not mean — as 
& reproof. e sense, they say, is: * Except ye 
ice Iiic 100 it cannot be especie that ye will 
believe; therefore I will heal the courtier's son." 
But that is struining the sense, and very unne- 
cessarily ; for why may we not — lónT* to 
be put emphatically, and the words be meant as 
a reproof of those who refused belief in the au- 
thority of numerous miracles established on the 
most credible evidence; but demanded to see 
them with their own eyes? That surely was 
unreasonable. The proof by miracles could not 
fairly be expected io le brought to every person. 
— The reading wiorevoets arose either from 

& gloss or from a false correction. The reading 
of all the Vulg. versions creditis was, doubtless, 
only an error of the scribe for credetis. The 
true sense is: ‘ye cannot bring yourselves to 
believe.” The version of Wakef. ‘ cannot ye not 
believe ?" is inadmissible, and would require uò 
ov, which is to be fougd in no one MS. or ancient 
Version. 

50. To show that he could do even more than 
the father hoped for, and could heal the sick, 
when absent as well as present (and in order 
thereby effectually to remove the want of faith 
in the bystanders), Jesus says mover Fi, i. e. 
tis being restored to health.’ So {nv in 2 Kings 
xx. l. t. Comp. Artemid. v. 71, pdwy toona: 
xai (how; ‘shall I get better and recover?’ and 
C. (2, Nocovca yun idokev poai rh 
"Agdpodirny—el (hoes —axai Ynoe. So the 
Heb. mr in Josh. v. 8, and often in the Rab- 
binical writers. 
— The xai before ixior. is bracketed by 

Lachm., and cancelled by Tisch., on the autho- 
rity of two MSS., B, D. But the omission of 
the connective particle would here be too harsh, 
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a Supra 3. 
18. 
Lev. 33. 2. 
Deut. 16. 1. 

V. 1* Merà Tavra jv [8] éoprz; trav '"Iov9aíov, xai avéBn 
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52. xouorepov ioxs] A popular idiom for 
— or pales ov, &. Bo the Latin 
lé habere.—'Agixey implies the suddenness of 

the cure. Similar expressions are cited from 
Hippocrates. 

. Tovro TáAw Gevrepov—édOav] Some 
construe é\@w» with wadiw, otherwise, they 
think, the waAw will be useless. This, how- 
ever, is doing violence to the construction, which 
requires dA.» to be taken with daurepov. Nor 
is there any thing to stumble at in the : 
for similar ones frequently occur. So wdduw ix 
Csuripov, Matt. xxvi. 42. Acts x. 15, and often 
in the Class. writers ; if, indeed, it be a pleonasm 
atall. But it should rather seem that there is a 
blending of two clauses into one, for rovro, 
wadrw [onpeioy row) devrapoy onu. troines, 
&c. In fact the words were, as Bp. Lonsdale 
observes, ‘ added to show in what sense the mira- 
cle of healing the nobleman's son was the second 
miracle that Jesus did ; the first, wrought under 
the same circumstances of his having recently 
come from Judea into Galilea, being the conver- 
sion of water into wine.’ 

V. 1—9. Healing of a cripple at the Pool of 
Bethesda, at a feast. What feast this was, Com- 
mentators are not Some think it was 
that of Purim, in our Marck, about a month 
before the Passover. Others sup the Encamia, 
or feast of eight days, about the middle of De- 
cember ; others, again, the Feast of Tabernacles. 
But the most general, and, indeed, the most pro- 
bable, opinion is, that the Passover is meant. 
And it has been shown by Bp. Middleton, that, 
notwithstanding the absence of the Article, the 
Passover may be, and, on other accounts, pro- 
bably ts meant; and the leasned Jackson, of Leic., 
is decidedly of that opinion. That it must have 
been the — he thinks plain from vii. 2. 
Mr. Alf., indeed, thinks that the absence of the 
Article before ioprù shows that it can hardly 
have becn the Passover. But his opinion on a 
matter with which he is evidently ill acquainted, 
and in which the lcarned Prelate was consum- 
mately versed, can be entitled to no attention. 
However, l grant that the point is one of doubtful 
disputation, and scarcely determinable. Besides, 
the argument upon which Mr. Alf. bases hie rejec- 
tion of the general opinion is connected with the 
question, whether the 5 presented by 7 or 8 
uncial, and a few cursive MSS. is, or is not, 
genuine? External authority for and against it 
is nearly equal (in the Lamb. and Mus. MSS, 
quite so, and the Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17, 

have the 5); but that against it is, perhaps, the 
stronger, and is confirmed by internal evidence, 
which is rather against the word, considering 
that it may have been brought in by certain 
Correctors, who thought that the Passover was 
meant, and that thus the Article would be indis- 
pensable. The 5, however, may have been ab- 
sorbed by the jv; and I could adduce several 
examples of this from Thucyd. and other Greek 
writers, where this has happened. Under these 
circumstances I have now thought it best to admit 
the $ within brackets, and in small character. 
Tisch. has in his second Ed. admitted it in the 
larger character (Alf. admits it in neither Fd). 
I have been the more induced to adopt the course 
I have, since that the question, as to enis 
of the feasts this was, has not yet been, nor, 

haps, ever will be, determined with any thing 
ike certainty. 
2. iwi +n *pofB.] There is here an ellipsis, 

which eome supply by &yopa, oF épa, or wuAw. 
This last is preferable, as being a very frequent 
ellipsis in the best writers, from Homer down- 
wards, and is placed beyond doubt by Nehem. iii. 
92. xii. 39, who mentions rh» aróAÀswv Tà» wee 
— uiris there * — of pus 

ng any such place as the p-serket. is 
is confirmed by the testimony of Sandys, who 
tells us that ‘the gate in question (no doubt the 
peer en) was called in times past the 

ate of the Valley, and of the Flock ; for that 
the cattle came in at this which were to be 
sacrificed in the Temple.’ Hence we may render, 
* at the cattle-gate.' 

KoAvyufis0pa signifies properly a ing- pool ; 
but here it is supposed to denote not pool 
only, but the buildings which had been ereeted 
around it for the accommodation of the bathers. 
— By8eeda}) The MSS. vary; but there is 

ho reason to doubt the accuracy of the common 
reading, espec. as it is confirmed by the deriva- 
tion from the Hebr. m3 and wwen, ‘house of 
mercy.’ Mr. Alf. observes, that there is reason 
to thmk, from the personal researches of Dr. 
Robinson, that the spring, which supplies this 
fountain, is, as Jerome on Isa. viii. s long ago 
said, and the mediæval travellers have confirmed, 
an intermittent spring. (See Robins. Bibl. Rea i. 
489, 507.) But even if the case were clearly 
made out, as to the identity of the spring inspected 
by Dr. Robinson with that which supplied the 
water to the Pool of Siloam,—which it has sot been, 
—I must protest against the fact being brought 
to give countenance to the hypothesis of Dr. Mead. 
The actual site of the pool, and of its accompanying 
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porticoes, is not, it should seem from the account 
in Robinson, ascertainable. That the pool should 
not have been, so we are told, mentioned by 
Joseph., is no wonder; since he did not, in his 
Bell. Jud., profess to give a chorography of the 
Holy City. That the bath had medicinal pro- 
perties is plain; but whence it derived them is 
ner so certain. a older —— refer 
them to supernatu agency; the more recent 
ones in general to natural PEA for which there 
may be thought some confirmation in the fact, 
ascertained from Theophylact, that such was the 
common notion. Baut as to the causes to which 
he says the people ascribed it,—namely, the 
effect produced by the washing at this pool of 
the entrails of the sheep sacrificed at the Temple, 
or from the blood and washings from the victims 
being conveyed hither by pipes (which several 
learned Physiologists think might impart a medi- 
cinal property to the water); there is decided 
evidence sgainst the former notion; and the 
latter rests on no proof. Hence the most emi- 
nent of the later Commentctors prefer to account 
for the effects by supposing that the water was of 
itself a medicinal one, deriving its sanative pro- 

ies from some mineral with which it was 
Impregnated. ‘ This would, says Dr. Mead, 
‘ from the water being perturbed from the bottom 
by some natural cause (perhaps subterranean 
heat, or storms) rise upwards and be mingled 
with it, and so impart a sanative property to 
those who bathed in it before the x ic 7 
had subsided to the bottom. That it should, 
continues he, ‘have done so, xard xatpóv, is 
not strange; since Bartholin has, by many exam- 
les, shown that it is usual with many medicinal 

hs [of which the springs are intermittent) to 
exert a singular force and sanative power at 
stated times, and at periodical but uncertain in- 
tervals.’ The learned Physician, however, does 
not deign to notice the: grave difficulty presented 
by the words dyyeXos xariBaiwey tv TH KoA. 
xal érdpacos Td vÀwp, though he, doubtless, 
with most recent Commentators, referred it to 
the y enisi entertained by the Jews, who, they 
say, being ignorant of natural philosophy, re- 
ferred such phenomena to a peculiar Divine 
operation, and to whose agency they, as usual, 
called in the intervention of angels. Distrasting, 
however, it seems, their own solution, with re- 
ference to natural causes, those Expositors pro- 

to cancel part of this narration. But I 
maintain that all, or the ter part of, thé 
words ixóeyouírer—TÓ Udwop must be can- 
celled. An 

Nonnus. But Nonnus can Aere be no authority, 
since he frequently passes over clauses; and such 
Versions are of very slight authority ; so that 
even the innovating Lachmann removes the 
brackets in which Griesbach had included the 

. As to the other varr. lectt., they all 
plainly — in a desire to get rid of the 
difficulty. In short, the words seem to have 
been cancelled by the early Critics, for the same 
reason that their brethren of the present day 
wish to get rid of them. But that is imprac- 
ticable; since they are plainly alluded to at ver. 

for that there is only the authority . 
of two MSS., two very inferior Versions, and fo 

7, in the words dray rapay05 +d dep, which 
cannot be explained without them. The words 
must therefore be retained, and interpreted in 
the best manner we are able; in doing which we 
must reject any such mode of — which, 
like Kuinoel's, creates more difficulty than it 
solves. After all, the plain and obvious mean- 
ing intended to be expressed is, that God had 
endued the Pool with a preternatural healing 
qnas , and, in the communieation of it, em- 
ployed one of his ministering spirits; not, how- 
ever, as we have any reason to think, visibly. 
Certainly, the circumstances of the narration (as 
that only the first who entered after the commo- 
tion of the water was healed, and that a// dis- 
orders, not those only which medicinal waters 
heal, were cured, and that instantaneously and 
invariably) utterly exclude the notion of any 
thing short of miraculous agency. And if the 
circumstance of the angel's going down should 
be thought (as it is by Doddridge) to ‘ involve 
the st of all difficulties in the Evangelists’ 
(which, however, is far from being the case), we 
mig (with that Commentator and Bps. Pearce 
and Mann) suppose, that the sanative property 
was supernatural, and communicated during a 
short period, as typical of the ‘ fountain opened 
for the purifying of sin by the atonement of the 
Messiah (the prophecy of Zechariah being thus 
realized into a (ype), and that the Evangelist, in 
thus mentioning the descent of the angel, speaks 
according to the opinion of the Jews, who 
ascribed all the operations of God's Providence 
to the ministry of angels." Yet even Doddridge 
admits that they and St. John ‘ had reason so to 
do, since it was the Scripture doctrine, that these 
benevolent angelic spirits had been, and fre- 
quently are, the invisible instruments of good to 
men.” Surely, then, what was right in them 
cannot but bo right in «s; espec. since the 
opinion is, as he admits, based on Scripture; 
and the common view is the more to be adhered 
to, as giving no countenance to a most unsound 
and dangerous principle, on which I have ani- 
madverted in my note on the Demoniacs, Matt. 
iv. 24. 
— cToás] Meaning porticoes fronting the 

bath; roofed, but open on the sides, and sup- 
rted with pillars placed at regular intervals; 

bon which ran side-walls, separating them from . 
each other; the whole forming a pene 
This, in so genial a climate as that of Judæa, 
would be a sufficient shelter by day; and at 
night the sick were probably removed. 

3. 'AcOevety is a term applicable to an 
ormed disease, as xatraxsio8a: is to suc 
chronical affections as confine any one to his 
bed or room. Zinpwy seems to denote those 
labouring under ‘pining sickness,’ such as 
atrophy or consumption. 
— Tav—Enpav] Meaning those afflicted with 

some such sickness as wears down the 
toaskeleton (of which so fine a description is 
found in Spenser's Faerie Queene, l. i. c. 8), 
probably — that form of consumption 
called atrophy. The Tarano éEnpapp. is not 
employed, though used by the medical writers, 
as Aretæus and Galen, because, as appears from 
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Mark ix. 18, Enpalveras, that would denote 
demoniacal affection. „Add, too, that the Adject. 
is used in Mark iii. 3. Luke vi. 6 and 8, of a 
limb of the body. Very rarely is it used of a 
person. The only other example that I have 
met with is in Hippocr. p. 1219, A, Enpn (scil. 
h Yuvij) durier. 
— ixÓsxouívcy] * waiting for.’ A sense rare 

in tho Classical writers, and probably partaking 
of the of common life rather than the 
language of books. 
— thy Tov U8. xlynow)] Equiv. to rhy 

rapax» Tov UO., at the next verse, and a more 
exact and appropriate term. Thus in Jos. Antt. 
ix. 11, 3, we have: forai Nivevi) xoAvufiii0pa 
UdaTor Kivounivn, oUTws ò Ónuos was Tapac- 
cóusvos Kai KrudwmYousvos ol ysoera where 
Josephus, though he misconceives the import of 
the words of the rophet (Nahum ii. 8), recog- 
nizes the uso here both of xivnots and rapayi. 
And since I cannot find that they are ever ze 
where so used, I am inclined to think that Jose- 
hus bad here in mind this very coAuuBn8pa of 

thesda, which he probably regarded (as did. 
Dr. Mead, and as most recent Commentators do) 
as a medicinal bath. Accordingly, if this pool be 
not, as the Commentators say, mentioned by 
na a yet it seeme to have been known to 

i m. 
3, 4. I am still of opinion that there is not 

authority at all sufficient to warrant the cancel- 
ling of the ixdexouivwy—voonpari, as 
has been done by Tisch. and virtually by Alf. 
Even Lachm. retains it, though within brackets. 
The ge is found in every MS. except B, C, D. 
But in the Lamb. MS. 11/8 the words have in 
the margin the marks of suspicion, as also have a 
few Mus. MSS., as well as Trin. Col. B, x. 16. 
As to internal evidence, it is evenly balanced. 
The words may have been interpolated for the 
reason above stated; but that they were not, is 
attested by all the copies, except three or four ;. 
and this is confirmed by their being recognized in 
the Pesch. Syr. Version, and plainly alluded to by 
Tertullian. That Mr. Alf. should have thought 
fit to double-bracket the words, was inconsistent 
with his own determination, that the genuine- 
neas of the passago is doubtful, for that is treating 
it as spurious; especially considering, that he 
admits that there is, what I long ago pointed out, 
much in the context and the circumstances of 
the case to evince the genuineness of the passage. 
In short, even the Critical Reviser of the Lamb. 
MS. 1178 does not obelize the words ixdeyoué- 
vyov—«ivnoty, and in the Cod. C they are placed 
on the opposite margin to that occupied by d- 
yeros 'yap—vocriuaT:. Finally, as to the argu- 
ment against the authenticity of the words de- 
rived from the great variation in the readings, it 
is not such as can decide any question of this 
kind: nor is that variation so great as it is re- 
presented, nor greater than that of many other 

ea above all suspicion. Even Alf. grants, 
that they are only such as continually occur in 
the undoubted text of the New Test. The only 
really remarkable reading is 4AovsTo found in 
the Alex. MS., also No. 42 (and its equivalent 
iu K). I add Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, which bears 

a strong affinity to K. But thie is, I doubt not, 
no other than an error of the scribe for iĉóero 
(the letters A and A, and v and ov being con- 
tinually confounded), which was a mere critical 
emendation of the somewhat homely term xar- 
éBacvey, just as xaTrrjpxsTo found in 2 MSS., was 
another. The sense of idvero intended by the 
Critic is *dived' or* plunged down.’ It is true 
that dvec@a: was in this use almost confined to 
the Sus and Moon descending into the ocean, on 
their setting at sea. But it is sometimes used of 
other bodies going down, e. gr., Apoll. Rhod. 
Argon. i. 581, ala IIsAac-yow» Aveo, aud iv. 
1594. The other varr. lectt. here found are un- 
important. Kupíov after &y-y£Xov is found also 
in 3 Lamb. and 4 Mus. MSS. ; and érapaccrro 
vo UÀwp in all the Lamb. (except one), with 
very many others, including several Mus. co- 
pies, and was adopted by Bengel and Mattb., 
the latter of whom remarks, ‘facile ercidit tò 
ob proximum -o. But it was as for 
the rd to bave been inadvertently joined wik 
érapacas, espec. in MSS. written in unciala, 
and without any space between the words, as to 
have been lost in the ro. Besides, the common 
reading is more appropriate, and suitable to the 
context, and is confirmed by the Syriac and 
Vulgate. The argument in favour of the 
authenticity of the passage by Stier, and by De 
Wette, derived from so many different kinds of 
diseased persons lying at the pool, and that from 
the connexion of the context (see Alf.), are, in sub- 
stance, the same with those which I long ago pro- 
pounded in my Rec. Syn. In short, we are com- 
pelled to take, or reject, the whole narrative. 
As to the Neologian view,—of referring the cause 
of the healing virtue experienced in the movin 
of the water to the poplar belief, —a view which 
Mr. Alf., “sf the passage,” he says, “be genu- 
ine," ad ven he acknowled that “ the 
faithful Christian (O si sic omnia!) believing, as 
he does, that the holy angels are the ever-acti 
ministers of God's will, will find no difficulty in. 
receiving the account before us, nor any incon- 
sistency in its forming a of the Sacred text.” 
But, then, why virtually expunge tbe possage 
by double: bracketing it, and printing it in a 
smaller character; and, above all, wby bring in 
the Neologian solution, where there is, by his 
on admission, no such difficulty as to call for 
it 

4. xara xaipór] ‘at stated periods ; of course, 
uncertain; otherwise the sick folk would have 
had no occasion to wast for the xisnors or Ta- 
pax5. The singular is here used generically for 
the plural, xarà xatpovs; of which idiom, as 
used in xaipós, I have met with no other in- 
stance except in the Schol. on 7Eechyl. Prom. 
812, iv Alyuwrw ò Neios iğspxónevos ( going 
beyond its bed") xarà xaipór Tà AlyvmTrov 
wedla xarapéa, for that inundation, however 
periodical, occurs at uncertain intervals —K er- 
éBavev, ‘used to descend. Imperf. of habit; 
implying continuity of action. Karsixero isa. 
stronger term than slyero, and is applied to 
thoroughly formed, and usually chromscal dis- 
orders. The disorder was probably parulysis ; 
fur not only was such the constant tradition of 
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the primitive ages, but no less than six me- 
dical reasons for supposing so are given by Bar- 
tholin. 

5. As to the ¿ywy here, it may either be con- 
strued with iy ry deO«r., thus regarding éxwv 
&v T. ácÜ. as equiv. to áaÜevos Exwy, and Tpiák. 
éxrw irn as the Accus. of duration; or to take 
xwv of duration, so that the construction may 
be ixwv Tpiáx. óxr. it. iv T. ác0. Each con- 
struction is liable to objection; and which is 
preferable, is an open question. Comp. Luke 
xiii. 11. viii. 43. John xi. 39. 

6. yvoùs, for yy. iv iuvTæ, as often on such 
occasions as this. 

7. Bary] This, for 8áAAy, is found in the 
ter part of the best MSS., including all the 

Lamb. and most of the Mus. copies, and has 
been, with reason, adopted by all the Critics and 
Editors. 
— There is, in this use of the term «arafai- 

vet, something graphic, tending to present the 
thing in a vivid point of view, as in Polyb. xxx. 
20, H sls Taúras (meaning the baths) öra Tie 
aabein (for xaraBaívor) Tiv mepi TÓ» A. 

8. xpaBBarov] A small mean couch, some- 
thing like those portable seats used by persons on 
shipboard, or elsewhere, and with onlv a skin, 
rug, or the like, for a covering; see Mark ii. 4, 
]]l.—wepiware: has reference to the man's for- 
mer inability to walk, by being bedridden; and 
the order was no doubt given to evince the reality 
and completeness of the cure. 

9. ed0éws iyévero vyins}) Thus from suffer- 
ing under an obstinate and incurable disorder, he 
was immediately restored to health, without that 
Janguor which is always observable in those cured 
by human art. 

10. That by oi 'Iovda:o: here, and at vv. 15, 16, 
18, are meant certain persons in a ity among 
the Jews (as infra vii. 1, 13. ix. 18—22, et al.), 
and considered by John as the representatives of 
the people at large, in thcir opposition to, and 
final rejection of, Jesus, has been demonstrated 
by Peppe ene is cvident from the whole course 

OL. . 

of the present narrative, espec. v. 33, as comp. 
with i. 19, where see Lampe's note, and — 
mine, supra ii. 18. 
— oUx £Esori, &c.] This was supposed to be 

forbidden in Jer. xvii. 21 ; which passage, how- 
ever, has reference only to what involves great 
labour; though the Jewish lawyers interpreted 
it as forbidding to carry even the lightest weight. 
Yet the Rabbinical writers recognize some cases 
in which it was permitted to carry burdens on the 
Sabbatb. And so probably did the Jewish scrjbes. 
If, then, it was lawful for the Jurists, in certain 
cases, to dispense with the observance of the Sab- 
bath, how much more for Christ, the LORD oF 
THE SABBATH! However, the bearing of bur- 
dens of any kind was forbidden not only by the 
glosses, but the Law itself; and I agree with Alf., 
that our Lord * does not here (as at Luke xiii. 
15, 19) appeal to the reasonableness of the deed 
being done on the Sabbath, salvo Sabbato, but 
takes far loftier ground, namely, as being One 
greater than the Sabbath.' The true justifica- 
tion is, that the Son of Man is the Lord of the 

ll. à wotjoas, &c.] Meaning, that ‘he who 
had power to work so signal a miracle as the im- 
mediate removal of incurable disease, especially 
in so doubtful a point, bad a right to interpret 
the law as he chose, and to expect obedience 
from him whom he had so greatly benefited.' 

13. ovx fòr: ris icri]. In feu there seems 
to be a significatio pregnans for ‘he knew not 
[by not having ascertained] who it was, for Jesus 
ad glided away.’—ééveuce, * had slipped away." 

"Exvtc signifies properly to swim away. Thuc. 
ii. 90; and then, like the Latin enaéare and 
emergere, has the sense evadere, ‘to glide away 
unobservedly ;' as in Eurip. Hipp. 471, els dé ray 
Tvuxnv IItcovc', Sony où wae dv ixvsvoat ĝo- 
«sis, and 825; Pind. Ol. xiii. 162, and Iph. in 
Taur. 1186, Zò 8’ ele rò THs O«ov y' dEí£vevoas. 
For the sense *escaped his notice, assigned by 
Alf., there is not the slightest authority. Jesus 
had probably done this, partly hs avoid the ad- 

o 
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miration of the well-disposed, and ly to es- 
ae the envy of the evil-minded. — 

4. sipioxe:) ‘lighteth on, ‘meeteth with,’ 
a senso not unfrequent both in the New Test. 
and the Class. writers. 
— Ankéri duápr.] Hence we may infer that 

the man's long-continued disorder had been 
brought on by intemperance and vice the most 
extreme; and it is plain that our Lord intended 
by so saying to afford him a proof of his omni- 
science, by showing his knowledge of that fact, 
perhaps alluding to some crowning commission of 
profligacy—engrafting thereon a serious admoni- 
tion no longer to indulge in the commission of 
presumptuous sin. The expression xeipor Ti, 
as Trench observes, gives us an awful glimpse of 
the dread severity of God's — especially 
when exercised on apostates, after such merciful 
deliverance, who have turned like the dog to his 
vomit, and whose end is perdition. 

15. awnrOev, &c.) There is no reason to sup- 
posc (as some have done) that the man had any 
evil intention in going to make known who it 
was that had healed him. It was rather, we 
may suppose, from a wish to justify himself (as, 
according to the letter of tho Law, he could do; 
see Schoettgen and Lightfoot on v. 8) for break- 
ing the Sabbath, as done by the command of an 
undoubted prophet; as also from gratitude to his 
benefactor iud. ood will to others, by making 
known to them the Fountain of health. 

17. dwexplyvero] This must not be taken, as 
Grot., Lampe, and Kuin. say, for ‘ answering in 
the way of apology, or justification ;' since this 
idiwxov would have to be taken in the sense 
* prosecuted, —a use not found in the New Test. 
here is every reason to sup that drex. 

simply means ' addressed them ;' on which Hel- 
lenistic idiom see note on Matt. xi. 25. "The 
address was meant to refute the calumnious re- 
resentations of the Priests and Pharisees; who 

Just before, and within our Lord's hearing, ac- 
cused him of presumptuous profanity in dis- 
pensing with the observance of the Sabbath in 
the case of the man healed, and of its breach by 
himself in so healing. From the abruptnese and 
obscure brevity of this address, it has been sup- 
posed that the Evangelist has not recorded the 
whole of what was then said. But it should 
rather seem that our Lord comprehended all 
that was necessary in one brief but pithy decla- 
ration—in order to make the greater impression 
on those whom he addressed ; especially as it was 
customary with the Jews to express things, as 
much as possible, with i My. 

Nor, indeed, was thie saying so obscure, but that 
the Jews readily comprehended the most mate- 
rial part of it, i.e. his claiming to be equal wih 
God ; from which his right to dispense with the 
observance of the Sabbath would, on the autho- 
rity even of their own traditions, be undoubted. 
Render: * My Father is working until now (i. c. 
is continually working): I also work.’ There is 
great force in the Asyndeton, and we must ob- 
serve that both the iyw and the «ai here are 
emphatic; the latter intimating equality wath the 
Father, as is plain from the verse following, tbe 
words of which procecd on the supposition of this 
claim to equality with God. Moreover, by the xai 
is denoted comparison, as though there had been 
written xaÜes followed by obe; icles which 
not expressed in a close, might in a free translation 
have force thus: *as my Father is at work con- 
tinually, so I, too, am at work.'—By ipyyátioOa: 
is meant the operation of God, as displayed in the 
preservation and governance of all parts of his 
creation; and by dws dpri ie expressed the per- 
petuity of that preservation and governance, un- 
remittingly exerted for the safety and welfare of 
his creatures. By this example of Gop, our 
Lord intends to rebut their crimination, and to 
teach them that he is like unto God, who hath 
no Sabbath, but doeth his work perpetually. 
* As my Father doth not cease to benefit men on 
the Sabbath, neither am I impeded by any such 
observance from benefitting them on that day.” 
In short, the argument is, that as his Father 

verns and preserves the world as well on the 
bbath as on other days, so he, as His Son, has 

an cqual right so todo. But this surely implied 
ity with his Father, and consequently essen- 

tial Divinity. Our Lord, moreover, fesses 
to do the same works which the Father doth; 
and these not only of benevolence, but of omntpo- 
tence. He therefore, in so saying, directly equals 
himeelf with the Father. Accordingly we find 
by the next verse, that the Jews understood these 
words as claiming equality with God. Comp. x. 
30, 33, 36. 

18. * Th ground (aa Alf. observes) is now 
shifted ; and by the last words at v. 17, occasion 
is given to one of our Lord's weightiest dis- 
courses, distinctly setting forth the Person and 
Office of the Son of God, in his ministrations, as 
the word of tho Father.” 
— *aTípa lov OX.) ‘hie own Fathcr;' so 

Rom. viii. 32; meaning, tbat he called God 
pecultarly his Father; thus making himself equal 
with God. For they interpreted his words to 
mean (as they justly might) that being the Son 
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of God, and the Messiah, he could, by his own 
proper authority, dispenso with the observance 
of the Sabbath. Now this was contrary to their 
opinion of the power of the Messiah, which the 
maintained to be only delegated, and in all 
things subservient, and inferior to that of the 
Father. Hence they understood him as not 
claiming to be Messiah in the commonly re- 
ceived sense, but in a peculiar and sublime one, 
by which he arrogated an authority self-derived. 
A construction, we may observe, which, so far 
from attempting to remove, our Lord proceeds to 
confirm and more fully justify. 

19. ob d0varac] ‘cannot,’ i. e. from the very 
nature and necessity of the case (see Chrys. and 
Bentley, cited b mpe), nay, by the very cog- 
natio with the Father. See Stier and Tittm., 
who observe that (cos was, from the most an- 
cient times, said of any one equal to another in 
respect of rature ; so the Greek Scholiasts ex- 
lain ldcorns (lit. ‘own-ness’) by ouyyévera. 
Having stated the extent of his authority, our 
Lord proceeds to show its source and mature, 
and to prove to them that what he had said was 
perfectly true, —namely, that he had power, and 
that by his otn authority, to dispense with the 
observance of the Sabbath. In this justification, 
pronounced (as appears from v. 18) some little 
time after the preceding, our Lord replies by a 
fuller explanation of what he had before said; 
in which he goes on to establish his equality 
with the Father, by claiming the same Divine 
attributes. ) 

20. ó yap Mar. >. T. Y] The yao here, as 
often, a to something left to be sapped in 
the mind; q. d. * [and no wonder it should be 
s0] FOR the Father, loving the Son, showeth to 
him all things which he himself doeth, i. e. all 
the purposes of his own secret counsel, whereby 
he so decreed. The true sense of deixvuory here 
is what is pointed out by Lampe, notificat, * de- 
clares, unfolds to him his will and purposes.’ 
And as with God will is deed and work, there is 
implied in deíxv. the communication of the power 
to carry out the purposes into deed, that of doing 
what he doeth, agreeably to what is said supra iii. 
85, wavra Sidwxev dv TH Xupi avTov. hat 
these works would be, ap from the two fol- 
lowing verses, —namely, the raising up and giving 
life to the dead, and the je ing of mankind, — 
the especial attribute of the DziTv. The words 
fva Üavudt. are deserving of more atteption than 
they have received. The va is eventual, do- 
noting result, and the sense, ‘so that ye may 
have cause for wondering amazement, utter asto- 
nishment.’ The Oauu. is emphatical, having re- 
ference to something beyond bare wonder, and 
pointing at its result, either, in the case of some, 

\ Matt. 8. 17. 
KO Luke 9. 35. 

Matt. 11 

"i 
Acts 17. 31 

the wonder which, being without faith and its 
fruits (see Habak. i. 5), issues in nought but 
ultimately falling short of salvation. So Acts 
xiii. 41, * Behold, ye despisers, and marvel, and 
perish; others, in, with that fruit, causing 
them to aay, ‘It is the Lord's doing, and it is 
marvellous in our eyes ;' thus acknowledging tho 
glory of Christ Jesus, —the former case being, 
alas! that of the great multitude of those present. 
True is the obeervation of Matt. Henry,* Many are 
brought to marvel at Christ's wondrous works,— 
whereby he hath the honour of them, —who can- 
not be brought to believe in his word, whereby 
tio would have the benefit of them." 

l. The portion from ver. 21 to 3l has been 
variously interpreted. The question in dispute 
turns on what our Lord meant to be understood 
by the resurrection of the dead, and judgment, 
hero mentioned ; whether, in a figurative sense, 
the awakening the men of that generation toa 
spiritual life; or, in a natural one, the resurrec- 
tion of all men to eternal life; and whether, by 
judgment, he meant the retribution to succeed 
this life. Most Expositors are agreed in adopt- 
ing the second interpretation, which is, indeed, 
more agreeable to what precedes ; but the first is 
called for by the following context. But here 
e in the prophetical declarations of our Lord at 

att, xxiv.) a twofold sense was, I doubt not, 
that intended; so that under the natural is 
couched also a figurative and mystical one. Such 
a sense, Tittman admits, is allowed by the con- 
text and the «sus l di; though the other is, 
he thinks, required by the series orationis, which 
borders on philological sophistry. Lampe has, I 
apprehend, fully proved, in an elaborate discus- 
sion, that there is here, as in Matt. xxiv., a (two- 
fold sense of Yworw. intended. That the word 
admits of both the natural and the metaphorical 
sense will appear from my Lex. in v. The latter 
is, as will appear from Lampe and Tittm., nearly 
of as frequent occurrence as the former, —namely, 
‘to give spiritual life to those dead in trespassea 
and sins, by imparting to them in this life a 
principle of spirituality, by sanctification, and in 
the next a felicity eternal. So Stier and Alford 
admit, that this ZwororeT ‘lays hold of life in its 
innermost and decpest sense, and thus finds its 
illustration in the waking both of the outwardly 
and the spiritually dead.” Quaint and odd lan- 
guage, but seemingly recognizing this twofold 
sense here of this quickening in question ; which 
indeed was long ago held by Matthew Henry, 
whose discussion is worthy of attention. 

22. ovdi yap 6 [larip, &c.] This comes un- 
der that class of s where ovd: with yap is 
used where a negative (such as où) has preceded 
or is implied in the context. So Acts iv. 34, 

o 
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otèl yap ivõdeńs ris baripyxev iv abrois. Rom. v. 20 it is added, that the Father hath given 
viii. 7, oby ùr. ovdi ree Suvarar. Gal. i. 12, him power to hold and execute judgment be- 
[osx kore | ob8t yap iyw wapikaBov. And so cause He is the Son of Man, i. e. because, being 
in the Class. writers. I have touched on tbe the Son of God, He is also the Son of Man; “in 
idiom, because by this use of ovdé, yàp is, as 
Alf. sys, — , that as the Father does not 
himself, by his own proper act, vivify any, but 
commits all quickening power to the Son, so 
doth he judgment also. Bull. Oper. p. 37. 

23. lva—Tiucci, &c.] Here is denoted the 
end and of this commitment. Ren- 
der : ‘so that ;' q. d. ‘ This has been done to the 
end that—with this contemplated result, that 
&c.; the sum and subetance of the duty and 
service being the honouring of the Son, even as 
tbat of the Father. 

24—30. Here there may be, as Alf. su : 
an expansion of the two assertions in vv. n 22, 
the &oo*oiovy and the xpívsiw closely bound up, 
as they are, together. The «ic. i$ here consi- 
dered as the result of the dxovwy, and the faith 
so produced by attentive hearing as an endurin 
faith, and thus attaining the promises of its hold- 
ers, by not coming into the last dread judgment, 
but have already, in a manner, passed (by antici- 
pation at least) from death unto life, —from a 
state in which they would have perished everlast- 
ingly, to one in which they have the promise of 
everlasting life. See the marginal references. 

25. Here thc tropical and mystical sense far 
predominates. Thus by rexpoi will be meant 
those who are dead in trespasses and sins’ (Eph. 

v. 14), and by {ncovras, ‘they shall be put into 
the way of obtaining eternal life/—npamely, b 
hearkening to the preaching of Christ's Gospel, 
and receiving their Saviour. 

26, 27. We have here again (wo. and xplvew 
united, as constituting the two great departments 
of the Son's working; the former as substan- 
tiating the Ynoovow, the latter as paving the 
way to the august declaration at v. 2/7, as to the 
giving power to exercise judgment, where the 
natural sense alone has place. The expression 
dy lavo as regards Christ, involves the sense 
‘as forming an essential part of his nature, such 
as belongs to Gop alone.’ Comp. vi. 51,57. At 

which is implied (as Bp. Lonsdale obeerves) that 
Christ, in his office of mediator between God 
and Man, has received authority from the Father 
to execute judgment upon mankind, because it 
is agreeable to the Divine benevolence and 
mercy, that men should be judged by him. who, 
as the Son of Man, himself partook of their na- 
ture, and felt their infirmities. Sce Heb. ii. 14 
—18. iv. 14—16." Why the Articles ó and 
ToU are not used see Bp. Middleton and Mr. 
Green; the former of whom thinks them quite 
dispensable; the latter inadmiseible, to which I 
am inclined to assent, the sense of the passage 
being, that the Father has committed this judg- 
ment of mankind to the Son, as being himself 
invested with their nature; implying his ac- 
quaintance with human infirmity, and conse- 
quently his entire fitness to be our Judge. 

28, 39, We have here again a /ransitior, in 
which the moral entirely gives way to the påysi- 
cal resurrection, and the judgment connected 
with it. My Sauud{ere has reference to what 
was said at vv. 21, 25; yet not in the /itera/ ac- 
ceptation of those words, as Kuinoel and Tittman 
imagine (for that would yield a very jejunc 
sense), but the allegorical and mystical; q. d. 
* Wonder not at what I have said of this moral 
renovation, for,’ &c., thus introducing an august 
a 

. Here begins, as Stier shows, the secomd 
rt of the Discourse, treating of the 

y which these things were substantiated. 
As in v. 19, Christ declares that the Som can 

2n noting — ires what he sees the Father 
o, 80 here he says, that, in executing judgment 
upon mankind, he will not do this of kimse 
alone, but will judge according to the rule of 
judgment which he shall hear and receive from 
the Father ; and be intimates that his Judgment 
must needs be just, because it will be in perfect 
agreement with the wil of the Father—tbe just 
and merciful God, who sent him into the world. 
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(Bp. Lonsdale.) See more in Tittm., and espe- 
cially in Lampe and Calvin; and so Alf., who 
traces the reasoning thus,—'* As the Son does 
nothing of himself —but his working and judgin 
will spring from his entire unity of will an 
being with the Father; thus his great and last 
judgment will be just and holy (he being not 
separate from God, but one with him); hence 
his witness of himself is true, and holy also." 

— warpds at the end of the verse has been 
cancelled by all the recent Editors, whom I have 
so far followed, as to double-bracket the word, 
though external authority for expunging it is 
but slender, —only A, B, D, K, L, A, and 6 cur- 
sives. I can, however, add about 7 or 8 Lamb. 
and Mus. copics, also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, con- 
firmed by nearly all the ancient Versions, and 
also by internal evidence for the word. How- 
ever, it might have been omi/ted from being writ- 
ten, as often, by abbreviation, but much more 
probably by being conjoined with the -ros in 
?r£uvravros, as in one ofthe Lamb. MSS. 

l. Having asserted his claims to be the pro- 
mised Messiah, our Lord proceeds to adduce the 
proofs of his Divine mission, as they exist in his 
actions, miracles, and the character of his doc- 
trines. And first he anticipates the objection, 
founded on a common maxim of the Jewish 
law, that ‘no one is a fit witness in his own 
cause." 
— idy iyo  uaprvpio, er Render: ‘If I 

should bear witness of myself [only], i.e. if I 
had no other evidence than mine own testimony, 
my witness would not be trustworthy ;' —8 
being for witoros. Our Lord proceeds to show, 
in the subsequent verses, that his own witness of 
himself was confirmed by other testimonies ;— 
that of John the Baptist (v. 33)—that of the 
works which his Father had given him to finish 
(v. 36)—that of the Father himself (v. 37)—that 
of the Scriptures in general (v. 39)—and that of 
Moses in particular (vv. 45, 46). Thus there is 
no discrepancy between what is said here and at 
viii. 14. Comp. viii, 13—18 (quite a kindred 
paseage), and notes. 

32. l Some difference of opinion exists 
as to who is here meant. The ancient and early 
modern Expositors sup John the Baptist, 
whose testimony is mentioned in the next verse; 
whilst some more recent ones, as Kuinoel and 
Lampe, understand God the Father; to whose 
witness our Lord reverts at v. 36. And though 
who the a\Xoe may be is rather intimated than 
pointed out here, yet I agree with Alf. that from 
the coherence of the discourse dor can be no 
other than the Father, of whom so much has 

been before said. And this is confirmed by the 
llel supra viii. 13—18, where at v. 

3, our Lord mentions his Father's testimony 
along with his own. 

. Uusis— &AnOs(ía] i.e. ‘You yourselves 
have heard the witness appealed to by a public 
mission, and John then bore testimony concerning 
me. You kave therefore human testimony.’ See 
i. 8, 15, 26. 3 John 3, 6. 

34. iyw 82 où, &c.] Meaning: ‘I say not this 
through a desire for the honour which human 
fame can bestow; for I want—lI accept not the 
testimony of any man. I only appeal to the tes- 
timony of John, in order that, believing in me 
through that testimony, ye may be saved.’ 

35. ò Aúxvos ò oes] Render, with Bp. 
Middl., “the burning and shining lamp.’ John 
might well be so termed, since, as Campb. re- 
marks, ‘he was the single prophet in whom the 
old Dispensation had its completion, and by 
whom tbe new was introduced ; therefore, until 
our Lord's ministry took place, John may justly 
be said to have been the light of that generation.’ 
The expression may, as Bp. Middl. thinks, —and 
Bengel before him thought,-—be used with allu- 
sion to some phrase then current, to signify an 
enlightened teacher; which is confirmed fy what 
Lightfoot saya, that ‘a person famous for light or 
knowledge was called a candle, the 
Law, the lamp of light ;' and also b 
xlviii. ], where it is said of Elias, the forerunner 
of John the Baptist, that he was rpopyrns ws 
Vp, xal ò Aóyos avToU we Aauwas ixaísTo. 
Nor is the metaphor unknown in the Classical 
writers. So Pind. Olymp. xi. 96, 0 uiv wAovrTos 
dpsTais Cadatdarpivor — ámrip api{nrAos (I 
conj. &píónXos) áXa0ivóy 'Avdpi piyyos. Tho 
view taken by Campb. and Bp. Middl. is con- 
firmed by the suffrage of Mr. Green, Gram. New 
Test. D, p. 221, where he brings in this 
under the same category as John iii. 10, 6 
diddox. T. ‘Iop., regarding each as an appro- 
pue Title; and he thinks that the passage of 

clus., which I have adduced, would justify a 
conjecture that a title equiv. to ò Aíyvos 
xaióutvoe Kai aíyey may have been popularly 
given to Elijah among the Jews;—in which case 
our Lord would here, as on another occasion, 
be asserting the identity of John with the Elijah 
foretold by Malachi, and expected as the fore- 
runner of the Messiah. Stier and Lücke aro of 
the same opinion. Alf., indced, rejects this view, 
—on the ground, that we have no in the 
Old Test. which designates Elijah in such terms. 
But the objection is of no force, since we can 
never argue to any great purpose from the absence 
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of any expression from any writer. Tho epithet 
paivwv does not, as Alf. imagines, set forth the 
derived and transitory nature of John's light, the 
force being the same as in 2 Pct. i. 19, Núxvæ 
QaívovTi £v abxunpo Tore. 

— $0:A. áyaXA.] Render: ‘Yo were dis- 
posed to rejoice greatly in his light, —but only 
for a time, i. e. until he reproved your vices, and 
called you to deep repentance, as the preparative 
for God's king om; when ye left him, and said, 
he had a Devil. See Luke vii. 30, 33. 

36. Our Lord now suggests the reason why he 
needs not human testimony (v. 34), even the tes- 
timony of John; adducing thereto the infinitely 
weightier one of the FATHER; appealing to the 
works which the Father hath given him to ac- 
complish, and adverting to the testimony of the 
Prophets of the Old Test., who spake of Him. 
The force of the Article rv, may be brought out 
by rendering, *The witness which I have is 

ter, &c. By rà £pya are principally meant 
is miracles; though not to the exclusion of 

"osi Worki suitable to the Messiah. See xiv. 

37. ovr! iwvi)y —éopáxars] The connexion 
here is obscure and disputable. Lampe, Kuin., 
and Tittman, are agreed in considering the as- 
sertion here as suspended on the words immc- 
diately preceding, and thereby involving the 
sense: ‘although ye lave not heard his voice,’ 
&c.: q. d. * Nay, the Father himself, who hath 
sent me, hath borne testimony of me (namely, 
in the Scriptures of the Old Test., by its pro- 
mises and prophecics of a Messiah) ; although ye 
have not heard him audibly, nor seen him in 
visible form declaring this testimony of me;' a 
mode of unravelling the difficulty inadmissible 
on two grounds, l. from the violence of thus 
introducing a word ad libitum, to help out the 
meaning; 2. from the feeble and vapid sense 
thus arising, by which we lose all the point, and 
weaken the nerve of a passage, the character of 
which is (as Calvin and Melancthon remark) 
objurgatory,—that of severe invective against tho 
Jews for wilful blindness in rejecting the plain 
evidence which existed, that Jesus was the Christ, 
the promised Messiah. The connexion seems 
best traced by supposing an omission to be sup- 
plied by the mind of the reader, of what had place 
in the thought of the writer, namely dAAqa. It is, 
however, a moro than Thucydidean short-cut, 
and the full import requires to be evolved thus: 
‘But to little purpose is it that I appeal to 
that high testimony (even the testimony of God 
through the Prophets of the Old Testament) ; 
[for] ye have never heard his voice so as to heed 
it, nor seen his glory so as to recognize it. With 
respect to the strong language employed in 
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axnxoare and éwpaxare, we have only to bear 
in mind a like mode of speaking in our own 
language, by which persons similarly affected 
are said to be deaf and blind. It is, however, 
not simple dulness and blindness, that is here 
ascribed to the Jews; but that indisposition to 
listen or attend to the evidences of truth, which 
is more plainly asserted of them at v. 40, answer- 
ing to what St. Paul terms the ‘ vei? upon their 
hearts! Comp. also Is. i.3. Thus it is meant, 
that they sould not recognize this Iĝos as that 
of the Messiah, would not (to use the words of 
St. Paul, 2 Cor. iv. 6, which supply the best ex- 
lanation of this Iĝos) discern ‘ the glory of God 

in the face of Jesus Christ.” 
38. xai row Aoyov, &c.] Render: ‘ Yea, ye 

have not his word (meaning the Scriptures) 
abiding in you;' i. e. * ye suffer not the declara- 
tions therein to sink into your minds, so as to 
understand their true import, or perceive their 
fulfilment in me; as is plainly declared in the 
next verse. 

39. épevvare ras ypadas, &c.] It has here 
been a matter of debate, whether épsvva T& should 
be taken as an Zmperative or an Indicative. The 
former method is adopted by almost all the an- 
cient and a great part of the modern Commenta- 
tors, including Stier and Alf; but the latter has 
been preferred by the most emincnt among modern 
Expositors, —and with some reason ; for the Indic. 
is more agreeable to the coutext, and (as Lampe, 
Tittm., and Campb. have shown) is required by 
the scope of the passage, and the course of argu- 
ment. Nay, Campb. thinks that the Zmper. 
would destroy the cogency of the argument,— 
since tho clause subjoined, Ore upets oretta, 
&c. is rather a reason why they did not, than 
why they should not, search the Scriptures. As 
to what has been urged by Whitby and Wetstein, 
in favour of the Imperative,—that the Indicative 
would require uusis to be prefixed, and that the 
admonition to search the Scriptures was neces- 
sary,—the first argument has, in the plain un- 
studied style of a writer like St. John. little or 
no force; and the second is quite unfounded. 
For, not to say that the character of the context 
is not amour: but expostulatory, by a mild 
upbraiding,—we have, in the ancient Paraphrases 
and the Rabbinical writers, full proof that the 
Scriptures were diligently investigated and studied 
by the Jews—to what purpose, is not the ques- 
tion. Whereas the /ndicutive is required both 
by the context and by the verbs following in 
the same sentence, doxetre and 0£A4cs, which 
are manifestly in the Indicative. And thus an 
excellent sense ariscs; according to which our 
Lord censures not the carelessness, but glances 
at the unprofitableness, of their Bible study. He 
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nts that they searched the Scriptures (and, 
by implication, commends them for that), but 
complains that it had not its due effect in bring- 
ing them to him as the Christ; q. d. * Ye indeed 
search the Scriptures, deeming that in them ye 
have [revealed to you] the way to attain eternal 
life,——and yet those are they which bear testi- 
mony of me ;—nevertheless ye are unwilling to 
come unto me, that ye might attain salvation.” 
As to Alford's objections, that the Indic. requires 
some strain to be put on the words, to extract 
the sense required; and that ipevva'Ts cannot be 
the Indic., since it would have blame attached to 
it; the latter remark is purely sophistical : and 
though the former has some force, yet the Imper. 
requires & much greater strain, namely, in the 
sense, ‘Go on to search, as ye do; for thus it 
must be spoken in the manner of an A 
q.d. ‘Ye profess to receive and believe the 
Scriptures: well; let that be the Judge, if so be 
ye will rest not in the letter, but go on to search 
the spirit thereof" Yet how far this is removed 
from the natural and obvious import, it is un- 
necessary to say. Moreover the Indicative sense 
is abeolutely required by the connexion of the 
present with the subsequent words—ovu 0£AXeTs, 
as indicated by the punctuation which I have 
uniformly adopted (in accordance with the Vulg. 
and Pesch. Syr. Versions), by which the words 
xai ixetvat—wepi Luou are parenthetical. Agree- 
ably to this view the words xal ov 0£A sra equally, 
nay, far better, admit of being regarded as setting 
forth tbe inconsistency of such as should think 
that they have eternal life in the Scriptures, and 
yet would not come unto Him of whom those 
Scriptures testify, that they might have life. Tt 
only remains to add, that the view propounded by 
Mr. Alf. is further objectionable, as requiring an 
emphasis to be laid on the iuris, snd an irony 
recognized in the xai, thus: * And ye will not 
come to Me.’ Nothing, surely, can be more 
forced and frigid. And the ironical turn thus 
supposed is at once unsuited to the solemn cha- 
racter of the passage, and, indeed, al ther 
foreign to the character of the Divine Speaker. 

41, 42. Our Lord here, l. preoccupies any im- 
utation of vain-glory in adverting to his claims, 
y apprising them that he does not so speak as 

needing the sanction of their testimony, but solely 
to protest against their error, and warn them of 
its awful consequences; 2. he accounts for their 
rojection of those claims, by intimating that no- 

ing better can be expected from those who are 

devoid of the first t principle of religion, the 
love of God. The connexion, if any really 
exists, may be best traced, not as Alf., but as 
Bp. Lonsd. points out, thus (‘1 complain not of 
your un willingness to come unto me, as though I 
should gain honour by your coming]: for I re- 
ceive not honour from men; but I speak thus of 
ou, because I know you, that you have not the 
ove of God in you; and that it is the want of 
this love that hinders you from coming to mc.' 

43. Here we have a further unfolding of the 
sentiment at v. 41; and the sense is: ‘I necd 
not human glory, because I come unto you, as I 
am come, with Divine authority : p [such is 
your perversity, that] if another should come 
with only his own namo and character merely 
human, his authority ye will admit. This was 
literally the case in the instance of Barchoche- 
bas, and other false Christs. predicted of in Matt. 
xxiv. 23— 26, where see notes; and mentioned in 
Josephus and other writers ; of whom a history 
was written by John à Lent. 

44, Here is traced the reason for their unbe- 
lief, namely, by their fostering such passions, 
espec. pride and vain-glory, as stifle the love of 
God, and consequently the love of truth, for its 
own sake. Considering the connexion of what 
is hero said with that at v. 40, où OfAece éXOciv 
wpot us, expressing a decided indisposition to 
come unto him in faith, we may here recognize a 
sort of climax pointing at the cause of their 
unbelief, as what could scarcely be otherwise, 
* How can ye believe while venda ie the praise 
of men, and not seeking after the honour which 
cometh from God alone?’ 

45. The éyà here is emphatic, and alludes to 
their accusation of Him as breaking the law of 
God, v. 16. Our Lord means to intimate, that 
he need uot do thie, since there was a sufficient 
accuser, even Moses; who might be said to be 
the means of their accusation in that respect, by 
their disobedience to his injunctions as to the 
Messiah, plainly foretold in his writings both by 
express predictions and by typical representations. 

46. "Their pretences for not believing in Jesus 
were two, —their love to God, and their reverence 
for the law of Moses. Christ had shown, v. 42, 
that they could have no true love to God ; and 
in this verse, that they had no real faith in 
Moses ; for if they had, they would have be- 
licved on — i i 

— wepl inov E£ypawsy] ‘wrote of me, who 
am the hrist. i. : i only in pointing to the 
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Messiah, in numerous t and figures con- 
tained in the history of the Patriarchs, and run- 
ning through the whole of the ceremonial law, 
but also in foretelling this coming in various 
predictions (ex. gr. Deut. xviii. 15, seqq.), 
showing at the same time by what marks a 
Divine Legate might be distinguished from a 
false prophet. 

47. The eral sense is, ‘If ye [thus] refuse 
to believe the writin of Moses [which ye are 
accustomed continually to study and reverence], 
how can ye be expected to give credence to my 
words?’ q. d. with Stier, ‘If, then, ye have re- 
jected the means (for Moses leads to Christ), 
ow shall ye reach the end? If your unbelief 

have stopped up the path, how shall ye arrive at 
Him to whom it leads ?' 

VI. 1—5. The five thousand miraculously 
fed. Comp. Matt. xiv. 13—21. Mark vi. 30— 
44. Luke ix. 10—17; and see notes. 

2. The avrou before onu. is cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, from 7 uncial, and 
not a few cursive MSS. ; to which I could add a 
few Lamb. and Mus. copies, with Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16 and 17; but it would nought avail; since 
internal evidence is quite adverse, the word being 
evidently expunged by the ancient Critics, as un- 
necessary, and overloading the composition. The 
40«cpovy, edited by Lachm., Tisch., cd. 1, and 
Alf, ed. ], was another alteration from the 
same class of persons, who thought that the term 
Oswpéw was more suited to express the viewing 
any thing done as eye- witnesses than opdw. Yet 
the latter term, in this very manner, is used 
su i. 34. iii. 11 and 32. iv. 45, wavra iwpa- 
worse à dwoinoey. The many MSS. (including 
the Alex.) that have i04cpo» are really in 
favour of éwpwy. In his edit. Tisch. has re- 
stored iwpwy : following whose example, and pro- 
fiting by my indication, Al£, in his 2nd edit. 
has done the same. From the words iópæv ta 
onueta it was, Alf. remarks, plain that a circuit 
in Galilee, and works of healing, are here ps 
supposed. See the parallels of Mark and Luke. 

. TÒ dpos}] Doubtless the same as that de- 
signated by Matthew, Mark, and Luke, as the 
lonuov — & desert [uncultivated] tract, 
given up solely to pasturage. To ópo« is wrongl 
explained by AIE. the Wl country ;° for thers A 
no such in the place in question, but only ‘ the 
mountain range,’ such as is traced in the best maps 

as skirting the N.E. coast of the lake, and at one 
int approaching within about three miles of 

Bethsaida, near which the other Evangelists say 
this rowov &pnuos was situated. Accordingly, 
the very spot where this illustrious miracle 
place may be fixed exactly. 

5. For &yopácou:v, most of tho uncial, and 
very many cursive MSS., including most of the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, have -cewyusy, which is 
adopted by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, 
while Matth. and Grieab. retain -oopev, 
rightly, since internal evidence is in favour of 
-coner,—since, from what I have said in my note 
on Luke iii. 10, it would appear to be a ersts 
alteration for greater facility, —a correction to im- 
troduce better Greek ; though the matter is, as I 
have there shown, one of doubtful disputation. 
If -couew be retained, the sense will be, * whence 
shall we [obtain the means to] buy?’ Comp. 
Mark viii. 4, móðev $vvijosTa Ti—YXopréea:, 
whence, however, the Future -couas» have 
been derived; so that the reading may re- 
garded as uncertain. Why this question was 
&ddressed to Philip does not appear; hence we 
are left to conjecture; and mse, —that Philip 
was the Provider, as Judas was the Treasurer, of 
the Apostles, is quite as likely as Alford's, — 
that he was standing nearest to the Lord at the 
monent. 

7. The aíéTóy is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf, from A, B, L, and about 6 cursives; 
to which I can add 2 or 3 Mus. copies, and Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16; authority, however, insufficient ; 
since internal evidence is rather in favoer of the 
word, which meget be brought in from a inal 
Scholium ; but was more probably remo by 
Critics to improve the composition, consideri 
that avrois has just preceded the very — 
which occasioned the removal of the r: just after 
in B, D, and cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., 
ed. 1, bracketed by Alf., ed. 1, but now restored 
by both. 

9. gore ward. iv 0s] Here £v is absent from 
MSS. B, D, L, a few cursive ones, and some an- 
cient Versions and Fathers, and is cancelled b 
Tisch. and bracketed by Lachm., and Alf., ed. f, 
who has, however, removed the brackets in his 
2nd; with reason; for external authority is in- 
sufficient, and internal evidence quite in favour 
of the word, which was doubtless cancelled by 
the Critical Revisers of the texts of B and D, 
because of its bed Grecism, who did not perceive 
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that the sense is, ‘There is a single lad here 
who,'—in other words, ‘there is one, and one 
only. That barley-bread, though almost unused 
among the Greeks and Romans, was in general 
use among the lower orders of the Jews, appears 
from various passages of the Old Test., and some 
of Josephus. 
— éyWdpia] This term, a derivative form 

from dwWov, denoted, like it, originally, as our 
meat, whatever was taken with bread, as a relish, 
espec. fish, cooked or dried ; thus it is here equiv. 
to the ix Gus of the other Evangelista, 

10. nw ài gere ree wl This would be 
very suitable for the pu of their accommo- 
dation. These incidental and parenthetical cir- 
cumstances, as Dr. Paley observes, mark an eye- 
witness. I would compare similar insertions in 
Joseph. Antt. iv. 8, 1, powıxópvrov dé icri 
rò xwpiov. Xenoph. Anab. i. 4, 9, dEeAudver 
ixi TÓ» XáXo»r wotapdy, wArjpn lxbúwv xai 
wpatey. JEschyl. Pers. 510, and Thucyd. iv. 13. 

1l. The words tote uaÜrgrais—j,aOrral are 
cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, from 3 
uncial and 4 cursive MSS., I apprehend on very 
insufBcient authority. They may, indeed, have 
been interpolated foin the parallel passage of 
Matt. But such an interpolation would hardly 
extend to ali the MSS. but seven. More pro- 
bable is it that in those (or in their archetypes) 
the words were omitted by the scribes in con- 
sequence of the rote—rois, which would easily 
cause the intermediate words to be lost. 

12. cuvayayste Tà wepioc. xÀ.] The in- 
junction, not recorded by the other Evangelists, 
‘was, with reason, thought worthy of mention by 
St. John, as conveying, from the lips of our Lord 
himself, the important lesson, —that no part, bow- 
ever small, of the bounties of Providence to man 
are to be wasted, as these fragments might have 
been, unless gathered up, for the use, we may 
suppose, of the poorest of the people assembled, 

f Matt. 14. 

to carry away in their xóduvot, or ‘ flag-baskets,” 
used in travelling. And it was undoubtedly to 
enforce this lesson of benevolence, that our Lord 
gave the injunction; for even had he not ordered 
them to gather up the fragments, they would 
probably have been gathe up, since it was the 
custom of the country so to do. At the same 
time a concurrent design of the injunction might 
be, to evidence the truth and greatness of the 
miracle. 

15. dpwaéYew avròv, Iva, &c.] ‘Apr. is a 
highly appropriate term, as appears from Jos. 
Antt, xix. 2, 1, fewaoro KAaíótos brs ToU 
eTpa'iwriwkov, and Bell. ii. 11, 1, dowéYerar 
urd To» iv ‘Poup oTpaTsvu&Tw» sle rip 
dpxnv KXaóídios : and ii. 11, 2, axady wd tay 
orpariwtrwey dpwayeln. The motives for this 
eagerness in the multitude to make Jesus a king 
are easy to be imagined. The prevailing expecta- 
tion of the advent of the Messiah, in uality of 
a temporal prince as well as spiritua teacher: 
who should deliver them from foreign oppression 
and restore them to their ancient liberty, work- 
ing with the conviction in many,—that Jesus was 
the promised Messiah, set the people upon the 
measure (which they thought would not be dis- 
pleasing to him) of forcibly making him accept 
royalty; a scheme which our Lord wisely frus- 
trated by withdrawing to retirement. 

16—21. Jesus walketh on the sea. Matt. xiv. 
Mark vi. 45—52. 

16. The article at xarif. iwi Thv OdrXaccay 
and wipay The aà. has the force of reference, 
meaning the sea mentioned supra v. ], 04A. THs 
TaAiÀAaíae rae Tifspiádos, scil. xaXovuévus. 
Thus it is called 59 Oar. rie T(B. in John xxi. 
l, and T.fgep. without 04A. at vi. 21. It is 
called only à 04A. rye TadcAalas by Matt. iv. 
18. xv. Mark i. 16. vii. 31. By Luke it is 
never styled 0dA., but only Aíurn, as v. 1, 2, 
viii. 22, 33; in the first of which passages he adds 
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Tevynoapér. And so in Numb. xxxiv. 1], it is 
called the sea of Chenncreth, 7 0áAacca Xeve- 
pé0. It may, indeed, seem strange that a body 
of water which is only entitled to the name 
Aluyn should be called 0áAacca; but another 
instance of this is adduced by Wets. from Aris- 
tot. Meteor. i 13, urd ròv Kaüíxacor Alun, 
fv xdXovow ol xet 0aXaccay. So here the ap- 
pellation was only such as was applied by the 

’ , and the Hebrew-Greeks ; whereas St, 
Luke applies to it the very term which would 
have been given by Strabo himself. 
— fipxovro) ‘they wero going, ‘directing 

their course, The same idiom occurs at Acts 
xxviii. 4. 
— els Kar.) Meaning, ‘towards, in the di- 

rection of, Capernaum, as the end of their voy- 
age, though they were to stop by the way at 
Bethsaida, to take up Jesus; see note on Matt. 
xiv. 22. 

18. dinyelpero] * was violently agitated.” An 
appropriate term. So Pollax i. 9, kuua éyer- 
pomevoy, UVroxivoupevov. Comp. Job vi. 18, 
ù hihassa éinyelpeto, and Jonah i. 4, 12, 9 
0dXacca i£mysipsmo. 

21. fj0sXov ovv Xafaiv abróv] An idiomatical 
use of 0£A«suy, found in 2 Pet. iii. 5; also in the 
Classical writers (see Winer, Gr. § 38, 4), by 
which 2@e\ov Xaffety is put for £QeXórrws ča- 
Bor, * they — received." 

22—59. The multitude go after Jesus to Caper- 
naum, where He discourses to them of the bread 
of life. 
x. After £y the words els 6 évéf. ol na0nral 

avtou are cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
from A, B, L, and a few cursives (to which 
can make no addition), but on insufficient autho- 
rity, though internal evidence is p yo the words, 
which may have been inserted for explanation ; 

but that they are quite genuine is attested by aff 
the MSS. but a few, confirmed by the Peach. 
Syr. and Vulg. Versions. 

Further on, for rò *AÀoidptoy Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. read rò wXotov, from 5 uncial and 
about 7 cursive MSS.; to which I can add a few 
Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, 17; and 
it may the true reading; but there needs 

that it is. Thue it would denote the 
* skiff,” or ‘ bark,’ in attendance on Jesus. 

23. dwou £dayov Toy prov) Render, ‘ where 
they ate the bread, the Lord having given thanks 
[over it], equiv. to, ‘over which the Lord had 
iven thanks;’ for the Article is not pleonastie, 
ut has the reference of renewed mention, as in- 

fra xxi. 13, rò» prov, ‘ the loaf,’ or * the bread." 
I agree with Stier, that wore here includes rae 
in its meaning; such an implied sense is not un- 
— in Particles. 

. wore woe *yéyovas ;] This use of yivecOa: 
for àAOsip is found in the New Test., and occa- 
sionally in the Classical writers, h not 
those of the purest Attic, and almost only with 

tions or adverts implying motion, and preponi ; 
never, I think, except of motion fo a place; not, 
as here, of motion from, i.e. to go thither, not 
to come hither; which was, I suppose, confined 
to the common Greek dialect. 

26. Our Lord, observing that the multitude 
which flocked to him were influenced, in the 
question they put, by idle curiosity, and a desire, 
not for spiritual improvement, but for worldly 
advantage, takes occasion, from the natural and 
earthly bread with which he had supplied them, 
to advert to their need of spiritual and celestial 
nutriment ; showing how much more anxious they 
ought to be for the acquisition of the latter than 
of the former. 

Such is the occasion of tho Discourse which 
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follows; a portion which, as it involves much of 
difficulty, so it has been variously interpreted. 
The obscurity which so largely prevails, is chiefly 
occasioned by the highly figurative cast of the 
phraseology, and the more than usual intermix- 
ture of literal with metaphorical diction, but in 
no emall de from the extreme brevity of the 
wording. These difficulties are only to be over- 
come by close and patient attention, and especially 
by considering the occasion, design, tenour, and 
manner of the discourse. Now the occasion was 
what has just been stated. The was to 
dissolve the spell both of low ambition in his dis- 
ciples, and of sordid carnality in the multitude, 
and work in their mindea conviction of the spiri- 
tual necessity under which they laboured, and to 
scek to supply it by earnest supplication to the 
throne of grace; see vv. 35, 37, 51. Our Lord's 
manner of pursuing this arem is (to use the 
words of Dr. Smith, vol. ii. 126) * by declaring 
that his orn death must intervene, as the means 
of procuring for men those blessings which they 
so needed; that a participation of thoec benefits, 
analogous in its effects on the mind to the use of 
nutriment for — sustenance, was necessary 
to the desired deliverance from evil, and posses- 
sion of immortal happiness; and that a prepara- 
tory discipline, by a gracious and divine influence, 
was requisite for the understanding of his doctrine 
and the enjoyment of hig benefits ; vv. 53, 55, 57, 
44, 45." 

As far as regards the highly figurative cast and 
obecurity of the discourse, they are well accounted 
for by Dr. Smith from the circumstance, that ‘ the 
declaration, namely, of his bloody death, which 
js the basis of the discourse, bears on it the cha- 
racter of a prediction, and may therefore be 
expected to partake of the essential characters of 
scripture prophecy, which are, 1. the mixture of 
literal xd figurative diction; 2. the envelope of 
obscurity, which was necessary to guard the pub- 
lic prediction of any future event, and which was 
to centinue till it should be taken off by the event 
iteelf; namely, in this case, the cruel death of 
the Saviour, of which it was our Lord’s manner 
to speak obscurely and darkly to his public and 
promiscuous auditors; for it was only to his dis- 
ciples that he foretold it in plain terms.’ To the 
above observations it may be added, that the usual 
obscurity of predictive matter has in the present 
case been much increased by the persons addressed 
being different in different parts of the discourse, 
though without any distinct intimation being 
given of any such change. For our Lord some- 
times addresses the higher clusses, who were, more 
or less, ill affected to him; at other times the 
lower classes, who were, upon the whole, weli 
disposed, but exceedingly dull of comprehension, 
and quite ignorant of His true character as Son 
God ; see vii. 12. Now this will satiefactorily 
account for the frequent repetitions of tho samo 

sentiment, which might otherwise be thought 
unnecessary, In such cases either our Lord 
replies to the objections, or removes the scruples, 
of the two classes in separate addresses; or, in 
compassion to the ignorance and dulness of the 
multitude, condescends to repeat the same thing 
more than once, in order to impress it more 
strongly on their minds. 

27. pyáťeoðe pù— dùd, &c.] The truo 
sense is: * Busy not yourselves about, in going 
after, so laborious! tsi we find, from supra v. 
22—26, they had done), for what? not in order 
to see Jesus, be witnesses to his miracles, and 
seek his salvation, but to obtain from him what 
might satisfy your bodily wants,' as our Lord in- 
timates at v. 26. Thv awoAdXupéony, ‘which 
perisheth in the use. The term azxoAX. is, I 
epprenend, simply to be understood as used suit- 
ably to its antitheton u£vovcav (as in Ps. cii. 26, 
Sept., abroi awokouvrat, ob dé dtapuivets), our 
Lord meaning to say that ‘the one is as lasting 
(even ever-lasting) as the other is transient.” The 
term pcw is employed with a view to a dee 
spiritual truth, adverting to that heavenly food, 
a saving knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus, 
which is to the soul what wholesome food is to 
the body. So Euthym. (after Chrys.) under- 
stands it of faith in Christ.—'AwoAX. denotes 
what terminates merely in animal life.—M dvov- 
cav means, by a snetaphor familiar to the Jews, 
‘what has a permanent benefit in the strengthen- 
ing and refreshing of the soul, and the eupply of 
its spiritual wants; and of which the effect 
shall not, as in the other case, be temporary, but 
everduring, and productive of everlasting life, 
i. e. salvation. 
— loppdyicev] The full sense is: ‘hath 

sealed and doth seal, attest to be the Messiah, 
viz. both by solemn declaration at the baptism 
of Jesus —— to what is recorded), Matt. 
iii. 17, and xvii. 5, odrds éoriy ò Ylos pou— 
avTov axovers (where the avTov is employed as 
the TovTov here), and by giving him power from 
on high. On this ‘ sealing,’ see more in Cyrill. 
ap. Caten., and dr in Chrys., or Euthym. 

28. vL woroupey, Iva £pyat., &c.] The people 
here, as a little after, v. 30, take up the term 
ipyat. employed by our Lord, and put this 
uestion, how they may so work the works of 
od (meaning the works that God requires, and 

which are well-pleasing to bim. See Jer. xlviii, 
10, compared with 1 Cor. xv. 58) as to obtain 
that heavenly food. To this the answer at v. 29 
is, that faith in him as the Anointed and the 
sealed of the Father, even God, as fully attested 
(see on John iii. 33) at his baptism ; and since, 
by his miracles, is the one t work (sce James 
i. 25) which God requires at their hands; mean- 
ing that the best way of working the work of 
God is to believe in bim whom God hath sent; 
thus simply presenting the elements of that doc- 
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trine afterwards so fully carried out by St. Paul, 
that all eternal life in men proceeds from nothing 
else but fasth in Christ. 

30. elwov ob» atta’ Ti ob», &c.] Here the 
people, rightly understanding Jesus to mean kim- 
ey by the expression, ‘Him whom God hath 
sent, require of him some additional, and yet 
more unequivocal, — of his being the Messiah 
by some sign, i. e. from heaven (which the Jews 

ded as the only decisive proof of a Divine 
mission), such as that of Moses calling down 
manna from heaven. Accordingly, what the 
meant to say is, * If faith in thee be the wor 
that God requireth of us, what work dost thou do 
to make us believe? what sign workeet thou ?' 
meaning, of course, sign from as & proof 
of the sealing before spoken of. At v. 31 the 
full sense intended by the Jews, so as to bring 
out their ment, requires something to be 
supplied, such as * But we have not eaten at thy 
rocuring bread from heaven, only bread pro- 

Raced on earth: which seems to have been, 
more Judaico, left to be understood by implica- 
tion from the words ix oV obparov pronounced 
with emphasis. 

81. rò uávva] Render: ‘the manna.” The 
recent Commentators here enlarge much in de- 
scribing the common manna, which, in the East, 
still bedews the ground by night, and is collected 
in the morning, and made into a kind of cake. 
The identity, however, of this with the manna of 
the Israelites is rather taken for granted than 
proved. There are indeed so many material 
diversities between the two (pointed out hy Le 
Clerc, Deyling, in his Obes. S. iii. 7, Dr. Graves, 
and others), as completely to establish the mira- 
culous nature of the transaction, at least to the 
satisfaction of those who admit the credibility of 
the Mosaic account. 

32. où Mavows Sidwxer, &c.] The 
of our Lord seems to be, not so much to deny 
that Moses fed their fathers with bread in the 
wilderness, as to represent God as the real giver, 
and Moses only as the instrument ; and still more 
to state that he only gave them bread to sustain 
the body, not what might be called the bread, 
even the true bread from heaven, to feed and 
sustain the soul, which the Father giveth them 
in “ Him who cometh down from heaven," even 
Christ. See v. 33. Our Lord, then, means to 
say, that there is as much difference between the 

Kooy. % Eblmov ojv mpos avróv | Kopie, srávrore Sos uiv tov 
&prov roUroy. 3!elme Bé avrois 6 ImcoUg Eyo cipe 6 dpros 

food supplied by Moses and that which his 
Father would bestow by him (even the bread, 
the true bread), as between the lg and the 
soul, between temporal and eternal life, earth 
and heaven. It is probable that our Lord would 
not have introdu this mention of Moses, but 
that he knew Moses was in their minds, and a 
comparison of himself with Moses was there going 
on; . considering that the manna was com- 
monly, though erroneously, regarded as a miracle 
of Moses’; which error our Lord thought fit to 
refute. In the — god ae Bi isa 
sensus pregnans, by a blending of two clauses 
into one; q. d. ‘but my Father gave them that 
bread from heaven [by Moses], as he is now 
giving the true b from heaven to you [by 
me]. 

. ó yàp dproc, &c.] Here our Lord shows 
what sort of bread he means, hinting, however 
darkly, at HIMSELF (the spiritual bread prefi- 
gured by the manna) as the author of that Gospel 
which nourishes the soul, and leads unto ever- 
lastin — E P 
— Ò xataBalvey ix Tov obp.] scil. ó dpros, 

* the bread which cometh down" B as it is ren- 
dered in E. V., ‘he which cometh down;' for, 
as Bp. Lonsdale observes, “ it is clear from v. 34 
that the Jews did not yet understand Jesus to 
M being the bread which came 
own from heaven; nor ie it till v. 35 that he 

unfolds this truth to them in the express words, 
* I am the bread of life.’ " 

84. — The persons who now speak seem 
not to be the same as thoee (sup to be of 
the higher class) who had demanded a sign, but 
some of the common people, who ignorantly sup- 
posed that he was speaking o 
such as Moses had procured from heaven for 
their forefathers. In like manner the Samaritan 
woman said, iv. 15, Kópis, doe po: ToVTo rd 
Tdep. 
35. To render his meaning yet clearer, Christ 

expressly says, ‘J am the bread of life ;* adding, 
t whosoever believeth on him shall never 

hunger or thirst. He reproves them for their 
unbelief, and declares that every one whom bis 
Father had given to him would come to him and 
be received by him; that he had come down 
from heaven not to do his own will, but the will 
of Him that sent him ; whose will it was that he 
should loso no one whom the Father had given 
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him, but raise him up at the last day ; in short, 
that every one who should believe in the Son 
should have eternal life. Thus, as Bp. Turton 
observes (p. 67 of his Doctrine of the Eucharist), 
* the important truths primarily intended to be 
inculcated were these; that to hear and believe 
were the great requisites on the part of men ; and 
that spiritual sustenance, even unto life eternal, 
would be the correspondent gift on the part of 
God. And thus, as fr at least as the 5]st verse, 
this discourse may be considered as an amplifica- 
tion, by means of a constant allusion to the bread 
of life, of what Christ had taught on another 
occasion, John v. 24." 
— iyo alus ó dpros, &c.] Similarly it is 

said, Ecclus. xxiv. 21, ol éoOlowrés pa (scil. Tù» 
sepan xai ol srívoyTés us, &c. 

. GAN’ elwov—wmiorevere] Of this briefly- 
worded, and therefore obscure, passage, e 
meaning may be expressed as follows: ‘ But as I 
have already told you [and now tell you again], 
yo have scen me [an my works] (including 
sniracles) [and known my doctrines], and yet ye 
believe not on me.' 

37. Here we have not only & doctrine pro- 
pounded, but, by implication, an inference to be 
deduced from the declaration in the preceding 
verse. And our Lord s to show that 
although they did not believe on him, yet his 
work would not be in vain, for others would 
come to him and be saved. 

— wav 0 Cidwol po—ite] The sense of 
this verse, and its connexion with vv. 36 and 38, 
are well stated by Bp. Lonsdale as follows: 
* But, though ye believe not, I shall not want 
believing disciples; for there are those whom the 
Father giveth to me; and all such shal] come to 
me, believing me to be the bread of life; and 
him that [so] cometh unto me from my Father 
I will by no means reject; for I came, &c. 
From vv. 44, 45, we learn that they who are 
thus given by the Father to Christ to be his are 
peculiar people (comp. v. 39. x. 29. xvii. 2—24. 
xviii. 9), are such as are drawn to Christ by 
hearing and learning what the Father teaches." 
The neut. gender, at way ô, is put for the 
mascul, with allusion to believers in Christ, 
considered as a body forming Christ's holy 
Catholic Church. It should, however, seem that 
our Lord first speaks of the number of those 
given to him collectively, and then individually. 
And, when taken in conjunction with vá» there 
may be (as some Commentators suppose) an 
allusion to the calling of the Gentiles ; for they, 
too, according to the ancient promise, Ps. ii. 8, 
were to be given to Christ. This is confirmed b 
what is added at the pnia passage, vv. 45, 40, 
where it is said that the prophecy is xal corra. 
mwavres QidaxTol Tov Otov. 

In what sense the Father is here said i me 
men to Christ has been differently unders by 
those of different religious opinions. Calvinistic 
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Expositors, as m be imagined, take it to mean 
being chosen of the Father to eternal salvation 
by an absolute decree. But to this view see the 
unanswerable objections of Grotius, Hammond, 
Whitby, and Mackn.; as also of Chrysostom, 
who ascribes the dogma to the Mantcheans. The 
term (here and at vv. 39, 65) must surely signify 
something compatible with the free cy of 
man. And here our Lord has himself determined 
its meaning by the expression that is substituted 
for it in the parallel passage at v. 44, which is 

of the present. To give men to 
rist ie evidently equivalent to draw them to 

Christ; and how irreconcilable that is with the 
compulsion implied in the Calvinistic interpre- 
tation of giving, is obvious. For éAxvacy (as has 
been proved by Tittman) like the Heb. 
denotes ‘a power not compulsory, but strongly 
suasory, meaning, ‘to draw (not drag) any one; 
i. e. ‘to sway the understanding, or incline the 
will, by all moral means and fit motives, as pro- 

unded in the Revelation of his will in the Hol 
riptures:' see John xii. Phil. ii. 13, 14, 

and the note. However, the above is by no 
means the whole of what is meant in these words, 
since both terms undoubtedly point to a most 
important doctrine—that of the preventing grace 
of God by his Holy Spirit, indis "I neces- 
sary to any one's being given to Christ by God ; 
aleo the necessity for the ing grace of 
that Spirit after we have been brought to Christ 
by his preventing e, proving the truth of 
what is said in our Xth Article, that ‘we have no 

wer to do works pleasant and acceptable to 
God, without the grace of God preventing us, 
that we may have a good will, and working with 
us when we have that good will; see Phil. ii. 
12, 13. Thus àídwc: adverts to the thing itself ; 
and éAx. ts the means by which it is accom- 
plished. At the same time, we know from other 
parts of Scripture that these means are not irre- 
sistible : man may receive this of God in 
tai». And when men are thus lost, it is not for 
want of will in Gop, but for want of their otc» 
co-operation with Divine e; ch. xviii. 9. 

. ors KataBéBnxa, &c.] Our Lord shows 
the credibility of what be has said by advertin 
to the purpose of his coming; q. d. * How indee 
should I reject any one thus coming unto me; 
since for this end came I from heaven, that I 
might save them?’ On xaraBéBnxa lx +. ovp., 
see note supra iii. 13. 

89, 40. It has been truly said, that ‘in the 
declaration found in these verses is contained 
the key of the following discourse, vv. 44—59, 
and that the end of the word of God is the 
glorification of man's restored and sanctificd na- 
ture—body, soul, and spirit—in eternity. With- 
out this salvation, restitution would incom- 
plete : the adoption cannot be consummated with- 
out the redemption of the body (Rom. viii. 18— 
23); and the glorification of the body, soul, and 
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irit cannot take place but by means of the 
ified body of the Second Adam. It is plain 

from v. 39, that at dvaarijow, in v. 40, the {va 
is to be repeated, though otherwise dvaor. might 
be the fut. indicat. as at v. 44; otherwise iyo 
would have been prefixed to dyacr., as it is 
there.—0:£wp. here ie a much stronger and more 
significant term than ópáw at v. 96. The latter 
denotes the mere seeing, beholding Jesus, hear- 
ing him speak as never man pike and seeing 
him work miracles such as evidenced him to be 
the Messiah; the former denotes the so atten- 
tively viewing him with the stedfast gaze of 
faith (comp. Heb. vii. 4, Oewpetre è wnXixos 
oùŭrtos!), as to recognize him in that character; 
in short, the looking unto him in perfect faith 
(as the Israelites of old were directed to look at 
the brazen serpent), in ‘firm faith, nothing 
doubting,” whereby alone they could be healed ; 
which is the very requirement here adverted to ; 
and Ozwp. in the one case answers to éw:BAiwrw 
in the other. 

40. We have here a platner expression of the 
preceding sentiment, importing * at every one 
who recognizes Jesus as the Son of God, and 
believes in him as such, shall be both raised from 
the dead, and blessed with everlasting happiness. 
— Here, instead of dé, many MSS., Versione. 

and Fathers have yap, which is edited b 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
can add the authority of one Lamb. and not a 
few Mus. copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. It 
may be the true reading ; but it is more probably 
a Critical alteration. 

41, 49. At this period of the discourse the Jews 
murmured at Christ's declaration that he was the 
bread of life which came down from heaven, 
deeming it irreconcilable with his well-known 
earthly descent. By oi ’Iovéator are here meant, 
as often elsewhere in this Gospel (see my note 
on i. 19. ii. 18, 20), the principal persons among 
the hearers. Thus the hearers are the same, but 
the speakers different from those before. 

43. Our Lord here forbears to answer their 
objection, because it was not his present purpose 
to disclose auglit of those mysteries, which the 
answer must have drawn forth prematurely. 
Hence at v. 44, he goes on to reply to their cavils 
by simply repeating * his former assertion, in even 
stronger terms,—that no one could come unto him 
unless he were drawn of the Father, and that 

TU 

every one who believeth on him shall have ever 
lasting life." 

44. ovdeis Sivarar tOeiv—érXxvon arrer 
By éAx. here must be understood the tng 
the individual to believe through a secret in- 
fluence on him. Now this influence is by mest 
recent Commentators supposed to consist in the 
force of strong moral inducements on the mind. 
Yet very far more, I would say, is intended ; con- 
sidering that God not only inclines the amder- 
standing to acknowledge the truth of the Gospel 
by the miraculous evidences of Jesus being the 

hrist, but inclines the wil? to embrace and obey 
the Gospel, not only by the supply of all fit 
moral motives to obedience, in the rewards and 
punishments of a future state, but by the secret 
and power influences of the Holy Spirit, to be 
sought for in earnest prayer and entire reliance 
on the promise of the Father, that the eri shell 
be influenced and the heart inclined through the 
prayer of faith, —' Turn thou me, and I shall be 
turned ;' zz ‘turn me by thy preventing grace, and 
I shall be effectuall fuel and renewed in tbe 
spirit of my mind!’ See Jer. xxxi. 18. Ps 
Ixxxvi. 3; and comp. Phil. ii. 13, 6 Oeds yap 6 
dvepywy Univ kal To BéXauw xai TO évepyety. 
a is — — cum the doctrine in 
the passage of the tle Paul, is li b 
the words which went before. — 
there. And as there can be no real diversity in 
‘Scripture doctrine, no reason is there to suppose 
the dratring, of which we here read, to be, what 
the upholders ofa system maintain, —that of grace 
irresistible ; which is more than bclongs to the 
idea of drawing ; and, indeed, even Augustin 
did not recognize that doctrine Aere, any more 
than in the above passage of Phil. ii. 13, where 
there is at v. 12 the same qualification. In my 
note there I have shown that even Augustin and 
Calvin admit that the doctrine of irresistible 
grace is not there to be found. In fact, neither 
passage is, as Calvin says, ‘a fit engine wherewith 
to batter down the doctrine of free will in man.’ 
That St. Augustin did not attempt to do so is 
clear from his Tractatus on this passage, in 
which, inter alia, he says, ‘Credere non potest, 
nisi volens. It is observable that the idea of the 
Divine influence acting powerfully on the soul 
of man, is one which may be ized even in 
the writings of the heathen philosophers. Thus 
Plato in his lon saya, ‘O ni O«ó« Oca wavre 
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qToúTwv (i.e. throughout all these persons, pro- 
phets, seers, bards, &c.) £Axe« Tiv Wuxiy, oror 
av BovAnrat, Twy &yÜporoy. 

45. Here, in order more strongly to impress on 
thcir minds these truths, our Lord refers to the 
testimony of Scripture (Is. liv. 13) on the neces- 
sity of this teaching from above; intimating that 
this Scripture is now, in their own case, likely 
to be fulfilled by their rejection of him as the 
Christ. 

45, 46. The connexion and sense of these two 
verses is well expressed by Bp. Lonsdale thus: 
* And this that I have said, of the impossibility 
of a man's coming to me with faith, “ except tho 
Father draw him,” is the fulfilment of what the 
Prophets foretold, when they described the cove- 
nant of the Gospel as one under which “all should 
be taught of ." Every man, therefore, who 
now hears the Father's teaching, and is willing 
to learn of it, is drawn by my Father, and so 
cometh, as a true believer, unto me. Not, in- 
deed, that any man can see the Father teacbing 
him; for no one hath seen the Father, save He 
who is come from God, even the Son ; he hath 
indeed seen the Father.’ The words of the latter 
verse are said by way of anticipating a possible 
objection ; q. d. ‘ not that by this teaching of the 
Father I mean complete and immediate instruc- 
tion; ‘hat pertaineth to Him alone who came 
down from heaven, who was sent from the 
Father, or who hath been with him, and there- 
fore knoweth the Father and his will, as no one 
ean do but he alone; see supra i. 18, and note. 
But, to advert to an admitted difficulty con- 
nected with the former verse, as regards the words 
ior: yeypampsvoy iv Tois mpophrais, which 
would seem to mean, not that the sense is found 
in several parts of the prophets (as Is. liv. 13. 
Jer. xxxi. 24. Micah iv. 1), as Grot. and Suren- 
nus. maintain ;—for the words are those speci- 
fically of one —namely, that of Is. ; and 
in the others there is only a community by 
affinity of sense. There can be no doubt that 
one only is here meant; and the use of 
the lural may be accounted for either (as it is 
by Beza. Schmid, Lampe, Hoffm., and myself in 

. Test.) by supposing that by ‘the poean 
we are to understand * the Book of the Prophets’ 
(Acts xv. 15) as distinguished from the Law, 
and the Hagiography ; or, with Erasm., Dc Dieu, 
Drus., Gataker, and others, that this is, as in 
A cts xiii. 40, a general form of citation, by which 
under the term many is espec. meant ‘ one of tho 
many. It is difficult to award the preference ; 
but I see not why both views may not be ad- 
mitted; for the Evangelist, while speaking yene- 
rically of the words as found in the Pgpphets of 
Holy Writ (see my note on Matt. ii. 20), may 
have had an eye espec. on one passage, —that of 
Isaiah,—though without regular quotation. And 
the same applies with greater force to Acts xiii. 
40; for the words of St. Luke are a direct quo- 
tation from Habak. The absence of the roù 
here from several of the best MSS. (to which I 

add all the Lamb. and most of the Mus. copies, 
also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17), is confirmed 
by the reading in the Sept., and by 1 Cor. ii. 13, 
Aoyous &idakois IIvaóuaTos dyíov, where the 
Genit. is one of (gir cause (as in Matt. xxv. 
34, and Soph. El. 343, vovOsTüuara «Kelime 
àidaxTá), and thus stands for &idaxroi 03 Ó rou 
O«ov. owever, though the Evangelist had this 
passage in mind, he probably did not intend more 
than an application of the words to his present 
purpose ; and accordingly gor: yeypayu. must bo 
taken in a lar sense, though quite sufficient for 
the present purpose, which is,—to show the ne- 
cessity of Divine teaching, and that to all, as 
being offered to all, the sons of God, and conse- 
quent true disciples of Christ. Thus in tho 

pt. we have xai wdvras Toùs vloús cov ĝıĝax- 
ToUs Osov, where supply @jow from the fore- 
going verse; just as here vioi Geov seems im- 
plied in the context. By wdyres in the Sept. 
and N. T. we must, as Hoffm. remarks, under- 
stand all and each, not of the Jews only, but 
of the Gentiles also, considered as sons of the 

ritual oe i i. e. the E of the dis 
ovenant; as plainly appears by comparing what 

Isaiah says with the tn of 5c Peal, al. iv. 
26, 27. oreover, the words here used have a 
reference to the Divine teaching by the Hol 
Spirit sent from the Father (see John xvi. 13, 
compared with | Cor. ii. 13); whereas those in 
the verse just before, idv uù ò Ilathp iAxóog 
abTó», reter to the drawing by the same Holy 
Spirit, whereby the heart is touched and tho 
affections swayed, i. e. strongly, though not irre- 
sistibly, influenced, the will consenting to the 
impulse on the heart. It must, however, be 
borne in mind, that by the Divine teaching is 
meant not merely the opening of the eyes of the 
mind by Divine teaching, but that opening of the 
heart, to receive and give heed to the Divine 
truths thus taught,—which has so striking an 
exemplification in what is recorded at Acts xvi. 
14, He (i. c. Lydia) o Képios dujvorEe 3v kap- 
iav. This opening of the heart answers to the 
turning of the heart spoken of by the prophet, 
and forme an important link in the great and 
glorious chain of conversion, between the pri- 
mary drawing of the Father and that last and 
happy stage when, the tw having previousl 
consented to the Divine drawing, the man comet 
unto Christ, and believeth on him to the saving 
of the soul. 

46. ovx Sri ròv Ilarípa] This is said by 
way of explanation, to prevent being misunder- 
stood, and thereby objected to, as if what he had 
said implied personal communication from the 
Father to each man; q. d. ‘not that by this 
teaching of the Father I mean complete and im- 
mediate instruction from the Father direct; that 

rtaineth to Him alone who came down from 
eaven, who was sent from the Father, or who 

hath been with him, and therefore knoweth the 
Father and his will, as no one can do but ho 
alone;' see supra i. 18, and note. 
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47. Here our Lord repeats yet more emphati- 
cally his former declaration on the blessed effect of 
belief in him, —namely, eternal life. The mention 
of which leads him, iu the next verse, to repeat the 
emphatic declaration, that he is that b of life. 
And this again leads him, at vv. 49, 50, to a 
comparison of its enduring efficacy with the 
transient effects of the manna, which tho Jews 
had eaten in the wilderness. 

48. iyó—tow5s] ‘J am the bread of life.’ 
Our Lord here resumes the subject on which he 
had spoken supra 32—35, and continues his dis- 
course upon it to v. 52. 

49. ol warépas bur, &c.] Meaning, ‘ Your 
forefathers ate the manna in the wilderness, and 
[afterwards] died; that is the bread [of life] 
which descendeth from heaven, in order that 
if any one eat thereof, he may not die eternally, 
but live for ever By iE aùroù páyy is meant, 
‘avail himself of that doctrine,’ by coming unto 
Jesus in faith. On d400., as used in the na- 
tural and spiritual sense, compare wexpds simi- 
larly employed, Matt. viii. 22, where sce note. 
5. ere our Lord declares, in /teral expres- 

sions, what he had iu the preceding verse couched 
in figurative ones, all figure ara dropped, and 
the reality introduced; as he had before called 
himself the bread of life, as being the Author 
and Giver of that spiritual nourishment, which 
reserves the soul unto everlasting life, so here 
1e terms himself * the life-giving qo being for 
Qwo7roiy) bread,’ as containing life in itself, as 
giving his life for the life of the world, vip 
cing for «vri, ‘instead of,’ = ‘on behalf of,’ 

i.c. to obtain that life and salvation for it,— 
namely, by his death and passion ; in which it is 
implied, that there can be no salvation to any one 
but through the merits of his death. Thus the 
scnse is, * which I will give as a propitiatory sacri- 
fice on behalf of the world, so that eternal lifo 
may bo given to mankind,'—a sense of vip fro- 
quent in St. John. See my Lex. 

Here it is a much disputed point whether in 
this eating of Christ's flesh there is, or is not, 
a reference to the Eucharist. The former view 
was maintained by most of the ancicnts, as it has 

been by many modern Interpreters, espec. those 
of the Romish Church ; while the latter has been 
adopted by not a few of the most eminent Expo- 
sitors, both ancient and modem, as Tertul., Clem. 
Alex., Origen, Basi], August., Zwingle, Luther, 
Melancth., Calv., Grotius, Whitb Wolt Lam 
Pearce, Newcome, Tittman, and Kuinoel, who 
maintain that the context will not permit us to 
take the words of the Eucharist. Yet, though 
they successfully show that by ‘eating the flesh 
and drinking the blood' of Christ must bere be 
meant,—esecuring to ourselves the benefits of the 
sacrifice of Christ by a true and lively faith (and 
I agree with Mr. Alford, that nothing short of 
Christ's death can here be meant,—that death 
whereby he gave his flesh for the life of the 
world) ; yet it will not follow that there may not 
be a reference, at least by anticipative allusion, 
to the Ordinance of the Lord's upper, as some 
eminent Expositors maintain, and Bp. Turton 
(against Wiseman) admits. But I pause; and for 
DT own part 1 am ready to agree with Stier, 
Olsh., Tholuck, and Alf., that to the Ordinance 
itself there is here no reference ; and 1 am dis- 
posed to think, with them, that the spérunal 
verity connected with the august idea of the 
Ordinance, —' the Lamb slain'—and which un- 
dcrlies it,—is one and the same with that here 
insisted on. 

53. idv pH áymre, &c.] Our Lord, seeing 
that those whom he addressed, by taking his 
words in a literal sense, either mistook or mis- 
represented his meaning, now repeats with stro: 
asseveration what he tad before said. At the 
same time he expresses himself so particularly, 
as to show that, by eating the flesh and drinking 
the blood of Christ, he means eating and drinking 
in a figurative and spiritual manner; where the 
expressions signify ‘to apply to ourselves the sacri- 
fice of his death, by coming unto him in faith, 
and thus participating by faith in the benefits 
procured by that sacrifice. 

55. dAnbas tore Bpwois—ilors 9021] ‘is 
truly food and drink,’ as nourishing and revivin 
the soul, imparting not corporeal, but spiri 
life, and that eternal.—For dAn@ws, the MSS 
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B, C, F, K, L, T, and some 8 cursives (to which 
I add 4 Lamb. and Mus. copies), with some late 
Versions, and Origen, have 4A5075s, which is 
ek by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. most uncri- 

ly,—since it is evidently, as Matth. shows, a tica 
false correction by those who thought (as the 
Translators) that it made the sense plainer; un- 
aware that by so doing they paved the way to 
such an interpretation as that promulgated by 
Alf., * my flesh is TRUE meat,’ i. e. ‘REALLY to 
be eaten,'—a sense harsh and yet jejune, and op- 
posed to the context. As to the depth of the 
adjective, for which it is commended by Alf., it 
exists only in his own imagination. The reading 
of all the copies except a comparatively very few, 
is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., ers., 
and Æthiop. Versions. The ongin of the adject. 
is plain, from its being found in the explanations 
of Euthym. and Apollinarius. 

56. iv éuol—avte| i. e. ‘is made one with 
me, as I with him; thus expressing connexion 
the most intimate, by a spiritual union, which is 
best evinced on the part of believers by faih, 
love, and obedience, by which they dwell in him, 
— he in them, by his Spirit given to sanctify 
them. 

57. xabws &vícTuA us o (ov IIaróp] The 
sense is, *as the Father fiveth who sent.” The 
force of the antithesis is in (ov, not in dwéoretke, 
and the full meaning intended is : * I have life in 
myself, and have power to give life, because the 
Father (who dwelleth in me, and I in him] hath 
life in himself, and hath power to give life.” The 

P kai corresponds to xaÜds, ‘and so. 
— Kaxeivos Ynoetas oe’ dpi] i. e. ‘he shall 

live spiritually and eternally, by virtue of that 
union which he has with me; even as I live by 
that union which I have with the living Father, 
who hath sent me.’ Comp. 51. 

58. To prevent all further misapprehensiqn of 
his meaning, our Lord concludes this part of his 
discourse by inculcating the same truth that he 
had before done at vv. 35, 48, 5], —namely, that 
of which he had spoken as ‘coming down from 
heaven,’ and ‘ his flesh which he would give for 
the life of the world,’ were one and the same; 
and he subjoins the same solemn assurance as at 
vv. 47, 51. 

60—65. Murmuring of some of the disciples 
on occasion of the above; and Jesus' answer to 
them, wherein they stumbled in mind ; in a dis- 
course not in the synagogue, but iu some private 
place. In this address our Lord condescends to 
remove the two great stumbling-blocks, which 
even the well-disposed, notwithstanding his ex- 

Vou. I. 

61 Ex. 
planations and assurances, still found; namely, 

. that He had said He had come down from hea- 
ven, ver. 42; and 2. that He was the bread of 
life, and should give his flesh for the life of the 
world. In removing the first of these (ver. 62) 
our Lord employs a most energetic form of ex- 
pression, involving a kind of ellipsis, by aposiope- 
sis, suitable to deep emotion, ri épais being left 
to be supplied; q. d. (with reference to vv. 41, 
42) ‘Ye murmured because I said that I was 
the bread which came down from heaven; ye 
could not reconcile this with my earthly descent. 
Will qe still retain your doubts, when ye see mo 
ascending unto heaven where I was before?" 

60. exAnpos] Some explain this, * hard to be 
understood’ (and so Stobeus, axnyys oUTos ò 
Aóyos kal oxAnpos) ; others, ‘harsh and offen- 
sive, which is preferable, but requires to be 
drawn further out, meaning, what shocks the ear 
by reason of its daring boldness, bordering on 
profanity. That this is the true sense appears 
from the context, both in its antecedents and 
consequents, as is well remarked by Lampe, who 
ably brings out what especially made Jesus’ au- 
ditors revolt at his words, namely, * because they 
stumbled at the seemingly presumptuous impiety 
of both claiming a Divine origin tv. 41) and at- 
tributing to himself a Divine work, namely, the 
giving of food of an infinitely Aigher kind than 
that bestowed by Moses on the Israelites (comp. 
vv. 31, 52), even the bread, the true bread, from 
heaven; nay, that he was Himself the true 
bread, the bread of God.’ Lampe has, however, 
and also Stier, who adopts this view, neglected 
to fortify this sense by eramples, though they are 
not very rare. There is nearly, if not quite tho 
same sense in Jude 15, repl exAupiv —dv iXÁ- 
Ancay, where there is an allusion to the SÀac- 
nuia before mentioned vv. 9, 10, where Laur- 
mann well observes, ‘ejus morte enim intelligit 
homines tmpios, qui dicendo et agendo ea que 
Deo propria erant sibi attribuerunt, Aacdn- 
pouvres. A still stronger proof is found in tho 
use of the Hebr. in Ps. xciv. 4, * How long 
shall the wicked utter (pour forth) hard [rather 
* harsh] things,’ lit. ‘impious speeches?" as the 
Syr. took it. Nor is this idiom quite unexampled 
in the Class. writers, e. gr. Plato, p. 230, ray 
Tepi éavrous utyáAov xai oxAnpwv dokwy 
dTaÀXaTTovTra.. How this sense of oxAnp. 
arises, will appear by considering that oxAnpdc 
is in sensu io et physico used of whatever 
(as thunder, Hdot. viii. 12) brings with it sounds 
which painfully upon,—shock, the car. That 
it should have shocked his — is not strange, 

: 
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if we consider that Christ used such language of 
himself as no prophet had ever done, and took 
higher ground than even Moses had ever ven- 
tured to do; which must have made what he 
said at once unacceptable to some, and, from 
its touching on the most mysterious and experi- 
mental parts of religion, little intelligible to 
others. 

62. What ie here said has reference to the 
objection, v. 42. On the indirect and hypothe- 
tical mode of expression here adopted, Turton 
has the following able remarks: ‘ Our Lord, as 
Ín the instance before us, generally spoke with 
great reserve of his death, resurrection, and as- 
Cension; and we may here remark that indirect 
method of expression—the Son of Man—by 
which he frequently designated himself, when 
touching upon these subjects. A remarkable 
roof of tho reserve here mentioned is afforded 
y St. Mark (ix. 9, 10) in connexion with his 

account of the transfiguration. Here we find 
even the three favoured disciples completely at a 
loss when they heard our Lord ipak in of the 
Son of Man rising from the dead. e con- 
nexion between the descent from heaven as 
treated of in the discourse, and the ascent as in- 
timated in v. 62, will be strongly confirmed by 
the adduced in the preceding section 
(pp. 143, fs) relating to our Lord's coming forth 
from the Father, and going Mun to the Father. 
Moreover, in the gradual development to his dis- 
ciples of events so declaratory of his divine 
nature, we see how littlo the minds of people 
were prepared for such information, and are 
enabled to account for the hypothetical and 
indirect mode of expression adopted by our Lord 
in the 62nd verse." 

63. This verse refers, as Bp. Turton shows, to 
the objection at v. 52, seqq., and in it is removed 
the second stumbling-block above-mentioned. 
— TÒ wyeupa y this many understand the 

Holy Spirit; others, spiritual views, in contra- 
distinction to the carnal ones of the Jews; or 
(as Bp. Middl. explains) the spiritual eense, as 
o e literal one, as vvevpa is op 
to ypaupa at 2 Cor. iii. 6. The interpretation 

mentioned seems excluded by the context 
and the scope of the passage; the second may be 
considered the true one, and has been ably main- 
tained by Bp. Middleton, who assigns the follow- 
ing sense: ‘ But it is the spiritual part of reli- 

gion which is of avail in opening the understand- 
ing; the mere letter is nothing: my how- 
ever, are the spirit and the life of all, which ye 
have hitherto wn only in the literal and 
carnal sense." 

Upon tbe whole, then, the general meani 
of the may be well ith re ted, wi 
Macknight and others, thus: ‘ Do © revolt at 
this declaration, that my flesh is the which 
came down from heaven, and that you must eat 
my flesh and drink my blood in order to attain 

vation? What if ye shall see the Son of Man 
ascend up into heaven corporeally where he was 
before? Surely this will convince you that I did 
really come down from heaven; and I never 
meant that you should eat my flesh after a corpo- 
real and carnal manner. That would profit you 
nothing. In so speaking I intended not a literal 
sense. It is my words taken in a sperttwal senso 
that are the life-giving food of your souls ; where- 
as, in a carnal acceptation, they were unavailing. 
The life-giving power of my spirit it is that ts 
im to my words, by which ve will be 
uickened and nourished unto life eternal.’ So 
so Turton explains, illustrating the reference 

to v. 52, thus :—‘* Objection : ‘ How can this man 
give us his flesh to eat?’ Observation: ‘It is 
the spirit that quickeneth; the flesh profiteth 
nothing: the words which I epeak unto you, they 
are spirit and they are life. Here, then, * tho 
spirit, is opposed to ‘the flesh.” Life—doubtless 
eternal life—is communicated by ‘ the spirit :* in 
that t ‘the flesh’ profiteth nothing. These 
declarations, then, referred, as I think they can- 
not but be, to the objection recorded in the 52nd 
verse, prove that whatever i might have 
been derived from the sustentation of the body, 
the real meaning was, that the spiritual life could 
only be given aud maintained by the spirit of 
Christ." 

65. Here our Lord refers to what he had said 
at vv. 37, 44; and from a comparison of those 
verses with this, it " clear that by the Father'e 
giving men is meant his dratwing them to him 
the strong moral motives propounded in his soll 
and by the sanctifying influences of the Holy 
Spirit. See the notes on those verses. 

67. wh kal busts Ofira Uwéyew 3] Render: 
* do ye too wish to be gone?" Of the words fol- 
lowing, wpde Tiva á&vsXavaópaÜa, the full sense 
is: ‘to whom should we go [but to Thee}; for 
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VII. ! Kai wrepeerrdres 6 'Inoots pera taira év Tí) Tanala 

Thou (alone], &c. This is one of those cases 
treated on by Winer, Gr. § 4], Buttm. foe 
138, and Matth., Gr. § 498, 6, also Jelf, § 406, 
3; in which the future tense cxpresees, not 
simply a future action, but a supposed or possi- 
ble case, such as might, could, or would have 
happened under certain circumstances. Accord- 
ingly, here it is meant to express, ‘ were we dis- 

to go away, to whom should or could we 
í — being alone he that hath the words,’ &c. 

v 
68. Here Peter, with characteristic fervour, 

answers first, saying what was doubtless at the 
mouths of all the rest. 

69. kai "usie memioreúkapev, &c.] ‘we be- 
lieve and aseuredly know that thou art the 
Christ ‘ Belief (says Calvin) is here put first, 
because the obedience of faith is the beginning of 
right understanding. But kwotoing is subjoined, 
because it distinguishes faith from erroneous 
opinion." 
— Tov Yavror] These words, not found in 

B, C, D, L, and some 6 cursives, to which I can 
add only 4 Mus, but no Lamb. MSS., the 
Copt., Bahid., Armen., Pers, Vulgate, and 
Italic Versions, some Fathers, and Nonnus and 
Cyril, are cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. The common reading, how- 
ever, is not only supported by evidence 
ef the most decisive kind, but ie also equally 
strong in internal, being far more appropriate, 
and coinciding with Peter's unequivocal confes- 
sion of faith, Matt. xvi. 16; from which, how- 
ever, Alf. says it was introduced here. But the 
presesce of the words in all the copies, but a 
very few, and that confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, forbids such an opinion, and renders 
the authenticity of the words highly probable. In- 
stead of ó Yióe, Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit, from 4 MSS., and a few Versions, ò 
d'yios.. But that reading bas been, very properly, 
rejected by Scholz; since, while external ily 
for itisinfinitely lese, infernal evidence is altogether 
on the side of the common reading ; the appella- 
tion yiose Tov Osov, as used of our Lord, only 
occurring in the confession of the demoniacs, 
Mark i. 24. Luke iv. 94. He is, indeed, called 
yiose waie Acts iv. 27, but not d«yios ToU 
Geov. Whereas the appellation Xptords, ò 
Yice Tov Osov, frequently occurs in the New 
Test, and especially in this Gospel, as i. 49. 
xi. 27. more in Tittman, who proves that 
the appellations ó Xpsords and 6 Yice Tov 
Oeov were not synonymous, but that the former 
had reference to the office, the latter to the Di- 
vine — Christ. E J Th 

70. ok dyw—éEcreEauny; o interroga- 
tion terminates at i£sA., not at dci», the xai 

being for xal óuows; q. d. ‘Have 1 not chosen 
and appointed twelve of you as my legates [and 
confidants]; and yet one of you is a false accuser, 
or rather an adversary,—one disa to me.’ 
See Acts xiii. 17. So dia BA no0a« wpds Tiva, 
in the sense of ‘being hostile to,’ is used in the 
best Classical writers, as Thucyd. viii. 81, 83, 
109, and Plato, ie 67. *Devilish,' of Alf., is, as 
he admits, not objectionable. It ia, indeed, harsh 
in the extreme, espec. by representing a Subst. 
by an Adject. If the interpretation I have last 
pores should be thought, as it may, equally 

seless with tbe rest, I would propose to take 
étáfloXos for brovupyds d:aBoAov, a ministering 
agent of the Devil, his helper,—a use of the 
word found in Lucian, Alex. o. 5, and Polyb. 
c. 5, 89, 3, broupyol Tiv olxodóuev. Apoll. 
Rhod. i. 226, " Ap»yos re Orde bospyyós ' AUrivns 
(Minerva): and so Theodorct, t. iii. 181, says 
that the Ariane call Christ Qeov dwrovpydy, in- 
tending by that term a sort of ‘under- oH ge 
lower in rank then cuvepyorv. Judas will be 
called such, as being a sort of subaltern devil, to 
do hie master’s dirty work, thus being, as one 
would say, an imp of the devil. So Hooker says, 
* Such we deny not to be the impe and limbs of 
Satan,’ i. e. forming members of his body. So we 
say ‘a limb of the Devil.’ Judes might truly 
be called such, at least by anticipation; since in 
the hellish deed perpetrated by him only a few 
months afterwards, he must have acted under the 
immediate instigation and fall guidance of the 
Devil. Thus interpreted, the remarkable ex- 
ression before us may well be understood as 

intending that present entertaining of the Devil 
in his thoughts and future plans, and ready ad- 
mission of his temptations, which led ere long to 
bis full possession by the Evil one, which stamped 
him as an actual and complete ùrovpyòs Aia- 
Borov, The xai (and yet) points at the strange- 
ness of the thing. For so small a number, out 
of a large one, and that chosen by Christ bim- 
self, might have been expected to be without 
any failing member. 

VII. From hence to ch. x. 2, we have the 
narrative in detail of a fifth journey of our Lord, 
namely, to Jerusalem, at the Feast of Taber- 
nacles, six months before his death and passion. 
This the Evangelist has recorded, as especially 
suited to the purpose of his Gospel, from the. 
evidence it affords of our Lord's anxious endea- 
vours to reclaim the Jews from their pernicious 
error, and convince them of the true, even august 
character of him whom they had thus blindly 
rejected. Accordingly, after briefiy adverting to 
the circumstances which led to and accompanied 
the journey. including his conversation with his 

P 
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brethren thereon, the Evangelist proceeds to 
detail various discourses with, and addresses 
(some shorter and others longer) of our Lord to 
the Jews, at the festival in question. 

]. —— * Versabatur, ‘went about.’ 
So Nonnus: valwy piuve. This sense, also 
occurring at xi. 54, formed on the use of the 
Heb. , ‘sojourned up and down,’ ‘ passed his 
time, the term often signifies ‘to live.’—Ovx 
ROEA, ‘was not disposed, did not choose.'— 
userà Tavra means ‘after the events’ recorded 
in chapters v. and vi.; for 1 consider this verse, 
with Alf., as merely carrying on the time from 
chapters v. and vi., and its contents as introduc- 
tory to the account of Jesus not going up, at first, 
to the Feast. 

2. oxnvornyia] This feast (on which seo 
Deut. xvi. 13—17) was so called from the tents, 
booths or tabernacles, which on that occasion 

were erected in and about Jerusalem, and was 
designed to commemorate their dwelling in tents 
of green boughs and leaves for forty years, in the 
wilderness, and partly out of thanksgiving for tho 
ingathering of the harvest. Neh. viii. 16—18. 
It is called by Josephus and Philo the greatest 
and holiest feas aad. was one of the threo feasts 
which every male among tho Jews was obliged 

Eep ] Supply ixi, ‘thy discipl . ol. pabrrai upply ix:ī, ‘thy disciples 

there’ [as well as hec]. namely, the disciples 
whom Jesus had made in the former part of hie 
ministry. That they must have believed that he 

worked miracles is pretty certain, otherwise they 
could not take the low view of his being even a 

Prophet. However, they were undoubtedly ac- 
tuated by m motives in the counsel which 
they gavo him, looking solely to temporal ad- 
vancement or aggrandizement from his public 
character; and, accordingly, finding that many 

disciples in Galilee had lately abandoned him, 
they were, it seems, vexed at what they thought 
his want of prudence and tact, in thus failing to 
push his fortunes at the most important scene of 
action; and, —— though the languago 
they used was unkind and unbrotherly, there 
was some honesty of purpose at the bottom, 
which induced them to counsel him to go to 
Judea at so public a season as tho — east, 
in order to confirm the attachment of his dis- 
ciples, and endeavour to gather more by working 
fresh miracles. According to this view of their 
conduct, there is Bone which can well be 
thought staggering in their present conduct, 
though they were, as I have given good reasons 
to think they actually were, in a note on Matt. 
xii. 46, brothers of our Lord,—sons of Joseph 
and Mary. 

e e , 

UPETEPOS 

4. obdels yap—wappncia] The general sense 
here is pretty clear from the context; but to fix 
it down to some and exact sense, and 
rove the existence thereof in the words, —kie 

labor. koc opus est, inasmuch that there is in men 
such an innate desire of glory, that they con- 
stantly aim at icity for their illustrious deeds. 
See Philo, p. 856, cited by Loesner. Many Ex- 
positors take the «ai for d\Ad; thus: * No one 
doth any thing considerable in secret, but is desi- 
rous of coming under the view of tbe public.” 
This, however, is straining the sense ; and for 
the above signification of xai there is no autho- 
rity. Preferable is the view adopted by the 
ancient Expositors and several eminent modern 
ones (as Grot, Lampe, Rosenm., and Kuin.), 
who, npag De «ai as, by Hebraism, put for 
Ss, and the aurds as redundant; suppose an in- 
version of order, thus: * For no one, who desircs 
to be famous, does things in secret. Yet 
xai can never properly be said to be used for ds. 
And thus to silence & word, as they are obliged 
to do airds, is most unwarrantable; and scarcely 
less so this arbitrary inverting of the order. Nay, 
so far from the aùròs being redundant, it rather 
seems emphatic, and ought to be construed with 
the xai, which may be taken in the usual sense. 
Render: * No one doeth any thing great, aught 
[of consequence] in secret, who himself desireth 
to be in publicity and notoriety ; meaning, that 
the man who doeth great things in secret cannot 
bring himself to desire to be in publicity (lit. 
tn propatulo); in which sense the expression 
occurs infra v. 13, and xi. 54, signif. ‘in publi- 
city, meaning to say, ‘that a truly t man 
seeks not panie notoriety,’ rejects the ‘dicier, 
Hic est;' but cultivates the principle of action 
involved in philosophy, the Xa0« Bíecov. Such 
language, involving as it does pungency of sar- 
casm (as if imputing to Jesus an affectation of 
humility,—concealing pride and vanity in thus 
playing the great man in privacy), arose, it 
should seem, from their extreme vexation at 
anon Her great, Brother thus standing in the 
way of his own advancement, and tbeir agyran- 
rene 

. oU0À ya vro] This is closely con- 
nected with the dd T and, since i must 
mean ‘for not even his brothers believed in him,’ 
strongly confirms that they were literally his 
brothers. But ovdt irior. does not denote 
absolute unbelief in his Messiahship, but im- 
perfect belief; see note supra v. 1. 

6. 6 xaipós ò iuós] Not meaning ‘ the time 
of his passion and death,’ as some understand, 
but the time of his going up to the feast at Jeru- 
salem, and manifesting himself publicly; sce 
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v. 8. Of the words 6 xaip.—^rápsar. the senso 
is, * My time [for gons up to the Feast] is not 
et at hand.” Of the next words, 6 xaipós— 
Towmot, the sense is; * Any time and manner 

will be suitable for to go there: you have 
nothing to fear." e reason ie intimated in 
ver. 8, where the natural form of expression 
(here changed into a gnome is) would 
be, * J cannot go thus publicly, because I have 
to encounter the hatred of a world, whose 
ways and works I have reproved; but they 
have no such reason to hate yox.’ The rea- 
son why our Lord did not go at first was, we 
may suppose, in order to avoid the concourse of 
travellers, with which the roads would then be 
thronged, and who might notify hie approach. 
And his intention being (as is indicated by the 
words following, 4ÀA& ws iv «pv? Tw) to go a8 

ivately as was possible for one so celebrated, he 
chose to go at a time when there would be fewest 
persons on the road, and not in a regular caravan ; 
and therefore, it is probable, he set off on the 
first day of the Feast, and, travelling by the oy- 
roads and short cuts, reached Jerusalem in the 
evening of the third day; thus not making his 
appearance till the middle of the Feast, which 
lasted eight days. But to advert to a matter 
of criticism ;—on aur id considering the dis- 
uted reading here I find reason to alter my 

former decision, and consider ov« as probably, 
though not certainly, the true reading. Though 
it is found in only a few MSS. (D, K, M, 1733, 

d 5 MSS. of Matthei), yet it is 889, Scriv. p, an 
supported by the Pesch. Syr, Vulg., Copt., 
Arab., Æthiop., and Pers. Versions, and several 
Fathers (Chrys., Cyrill., Epiph., August., Cypr.). 
And that it was the reading in several copies in 
the time of Jerome is certain, since in the Second 
Book of his Tract. cont. Pelag., be acknowledges 
that to be the case. And (as observes Grot.) if 
ovww had been, in the time of Porphyry, the 
reading of the copies peus. he would not 
surely have accused Christ of falsehood or in- 
constancy. ‘Nam in voce ob (as Mill ob- 
serves) fuisset nodi solutio; quem ut evaderent 
alii ow scripserunt, alii oox ávaflaíve vu», alii 
rursus deleverunt Tarte [alii iyo—rabrny], 
uibus omnibus nihfl opus.” So also Wetstein. 
hus internal evidence, and the authority of al- 

most all the ancient Versions, come in aid of the 
deficiency in external authority. The readin 

been received into the text by Bengel, 
Griesb. (no/ Matth.), Tittman, Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. e obw arose either from 
the fore-mentioned causes, or rather it may have 

arisen from those who thought we necessary, 
though it might be implied, as in the use of ovx 
in Sept. Gen. ii. 5. Ezek. v. 8. Ezra iii. 6 
kal ò olxos Tov Kupíov ovx i0sueXco0n, ‘had 
not [yet]. ‘had not at present its foundations 
laid.” So in John v. 17, oùx iAqA «c, for which 
Lachm. edits, from B, D, L, and a few other 
MSS., obs, though against the weight of ex- 
ternal authority, and of internal evidence; the 
ancient Critics and the modern being alike un- 
aware of the implied force in question. The 
same error has been committed at Mark xi. 2, 
id’ öv ovdels dvOp. xaxá0., where Lachm. intro- 
duces obar«, from a few uncial and some cursive 
MSS., which may seem confirmed by Luke xxiii. 
53; but the phraseology of Mark and of Luke 
widely differ; and oðmæw was doubtless derived 
from Luke. On the other hand où for oõwæ has 
been, with some reason, adopted by Fritz., Lach., 
Tisch., and Alf. at Matt. xv. 17, from B, D, Z, 
and a few ancient cursive MSS., confirmed by 
nearly all the ancient Versions, whose testimony 
is, in such a case, as strong as ble. How- 
ever, oUso may be the true rer and où have 
been introduced from the parallel of 
Mark vii. 18; though there some ancient MSS. 
read, as might be expected, omw, probably from 
a Scholiast. In Mark iv. 40, for ss oix, hm. 
edits oßro, from B, D, L, A, and 9 cursive 
MSS.; but, as I have there shown, wrongly. 
In Mark viii. 21, for was où cuviere, Lachm. 
edits ww: obT o, from A, D, M, U, X, and seve- 
ral cursive MSS., Tisch. o6aw without was, from 
L, A, and 8 others, each, as must now be evi- 
dent to my readers, wrongly. Yet odww may be 
thought capable of this sense; and Euthym. posi- 
tively writes oùx sIxsv ox dvaBaivw, &AA' 
ob c dvaBalyw, Trovrictiy, où vuy dvaBaivw, 
zooming tho remark probably from the very 
ancient Commentator (of the Srd century) Am- 
monius, who, after reading oüs« avaf., remarks 
oùx elwe kaOdwat ovx, ad\Ad vuv, where tho 
words oU-*o dvaBalvw have slipped out of the 
context, and are to be restored from Euthym. 
It may he true, that the sense is nearly the same, 
which ever reading be adopted; yet internal evi- 
dence is quite in favour of ov«, in which I finally 
acquiesce, though I have retained the ww, but 
within brackets. Thus the words may be ren- 
dered, * 1 am not going up,’ i. e. ‘not at present 
going up to the Feast. 

ll. of oU» "loudator: i{úrovv] These 'Iové. 
are, as tually in this Gospel, the Jewish 
Rulers, as distinguished from the multitude. 

12. yoyyvopuos}] Tho term has here the sense 
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in which @pous is often used in Thucyd. and 
other writers; namely, ‘the muttering or whie- 
pering of private discourse,’ denoting secrecy and 
caution, and implying apprehension rather than 
resentment. Calvin. 

The é2, not found in many MSS., early Edi- 
tions, and Fathers, has been cancelled by Matthei, 
Gricsb., and Scholz; perhaps rightly; internal 
evidence being stron ly agninet it. | 

13. ovdels] i.e. of those who thought favour- 
ably of him. 

— dia tov pofov ræv '1.] * through their fear 
of the Jews; as xix. 38, and Jer. xxxv. ll. 
The Dative with a preposition would be more 
Classical Greek. So Thucyd. i 26, ddac Tov 
Kepxupaiwy. 

14— 25. Jesus teaches in the Temple. 
14. iopT?js pecovons] Meaning, by a latitude 

of sense as to fecow, found in the best writers, 
‘on one of the days between the firet and the 
seventh; which were the most solemn days, pro- 
bably tho 3rd or 4th day. 
— dvifn- -idilacws] Im lying a publicity of 

teaching, which now occ or the first time, 
and which accordingly might well excite the 
wonder of the Jews. The Gentile philosophers, 
too, were accustomed to deliver their instruc- 
tions in the femples, on account of the sanctity 
of the place, and the number of persons con- 
tinually resorting thither. So Philostr. Vit. Ap. 
x 26, 27, kai wapseAOcoy als TÒ iepov, wot, $i, 

c. 
15. ypáuuaTa] ‘literas, learning.’ Probabl 
— that xal of learning which was alone 
cultivated in Judæa, namely, theological. Thus 
the dispute whether ypduuara here means di- 
vine, or human learning, becomes nugatory ; for 
learning among the Jews implied nothing more 
than sacred literature, consisting of a competent 
acquaintance with the — and a know- 
l of Divinity in general. That ypdupuaTa 
cannot of itself signify the Scriptures, is mani- 
fest; for such & sense, besides being unsuitable, 
would require the Article and the adjective lapd. 
Whereas yp. in the sense of learning occurs in 
Acts xxvi. gi, and Isa. xxix. 12, ovx iwiorauat 
yed para, but Scriptural is here implied. In- 
eed a kn of the Scriptures was no more 

than what was expected from the people at | 
More was required from the learned, even the 

wer to Scripture; and probably our 
ord's teaching e this — — nen 

in exposition o y: ture. ta, quo y 
Lampe, * Etsi quis in Script. et Mischna versatus 
est, neque tamen sapientibus operam dedit, ple- 
beius est.’ : ú he 
— uù menadnxes ; eaning, ‘ not havi 

become uaÜ5Tí« under any regular Teacher 3 

JOHN VII. 13—17. 

T2931 Nous. Oi pèv Ereyor “Ors ayabós ori Aot [99]. &Xeyoi- 
tis Ot GANA wAava Tov ÓyAov. 

L éAáXe: Tepi avrov, Sia Tov dóBov ràv *Tovdalwv. 
14 "Hw 8é ris éopris pecovons, avéßn o 'ImqaoÜs eis Tò iepóv 

kal eéidacne. 15 Kai eOavpafoy ot ‘Iovéaio, Xéyovres ! Iles 

otros ypáppara olde, pù uepaÜnkos ; 16 *' ArexpiOn [ow] avrois 
ò 'IqcoÜs kai cimer !'H pù uday) ove éotw uù, AAN Tov 
TépYavrós pe. 17 ^'Eáy tis Orn Tò OéAnua avrov trosety, 

13 h Ovdseis pévros Tapfmoia 

e 

yve- 

which they, it seems, thought indispensable to 
the acquirement of any real knowledge. 

16. dwexp. ov] again reconsidering the 
difficult question, as to the authenticity of tbe 
oùv, admitted by all the Editors, from Griesb. 
downwards, I have becn induced to receive i: 
into tbe text. I have so done, because external 
authority is strongly in its favour; confirmed 
also, as that is, by all the Lamb. MSS. except 
one, nearly all the most ancient Mus. copies, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17. I have, bow- 
ever, expressed it in smaller character and 
within brackets, because internal authority is 
against it; it being more likely to have is 
inserted than expunged; and the Asyndeton 
(common in this Gospel, though generally re- 
moved by the ancient Critics in various ways) 
is not more harsh than usual That Griesb. 
perceived this, is probable from his removing 
the word in his last edition. The absence 
of the werd in tbe Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. 
Versions casts a great shade over its authen- 
ticity. 
— 7 iui] Qidax?) —adXAG Tov wWinwWarres me] 

The general import of these words is plain; 
while the exact sense is not so clear but that 
some difference of opinion has arisen. To deter- 
mine the sense, we must consider the context, the 
scope, and the literal import of the terms, espec. 
those on which the sentiment hinges, &ida 3 and 
oUK—dAÀAÀá. To advert to the scope, the words 
were intended to refute the notion of those who, 

rding Jesus merely as avrouabhs and abro- 
éidaxros, accounted him (as it appears from the 
Rabbinical writers, the Jews gencrally did) ut- 
terly undeserving of attention —a mere pretender, 
and no prophet, much lees the Messiah. To which 
our Lord replics, that his teaching is nof his own, 
i. e. that he is not avrodidaxtros, but Oeodisan- 
TOt. This should seem to be the primary sense 
of the term ida x5. Yet, under it is also couched 

and a secon one, serving to introduce 
the arguments which follow. Thus éédayy is to 
be taken for what he teaches, his doctrine, or 
system of religious instruction. In this sense, 
too, our Lord declares that his doctrine, though 
not derived from their schools, is not therefore 
false, — since it was not devised or originated b 
himself, but came from the Source of all Tru 
—Gop (comp. xiv. 10. Gal. i. ], IIavAos ásro- 
croios oóx avÜporm ev, ovè ài dvOp., aAXAd dca 
'I. Xp. xai Oeov),—thus intimating that the 
doctrine he taught thcm was not of human origin, 
but a revelation from God, which he was com- 
missioned to teach. 

17. i&v Tis 0£Ag, &c.] We have in this and 
the next verse two aryuments in proof of the 
preceding position (namely, that his doctrine is 
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from God), and preclusive of the contrary ob- 
jections. 1. iaternal, and deduced from the na- 
ture, qualities, and effects of the doctrine itself 
(v. 17); the other external,—namely, that, in 
what he is doing, he has in view, not his own 
honour, but that of God; as much as to say, 
* He who is disposed to obey the will of God 
when revealed, however contrary it may be to 
his preconceived views or carnal affections, ehall 
know,’ &c. Td 0éAnua vov Ocot signifies * what 
God would have us to do, both as to belief and 
practice ; and to do that will is to believe and act 
accordingly. Now ‘the will of God,’ says St. 
Paul, ‘is our sanctification.’ This conforming of 
our will implies the abandonment of all those 
prejudices and carnal affections, which obscure 
the judgment and enslave the will; otherwise 
what we wish to be false, we shall not readily 
believe to be true. A truth this not unknown 
to the Heathen Philosophers. So Aristot. Eth. 
vi. 12, lays it down as a maxim, that the mind's 
eyo (rò Óuua Tis Wuyis) is not capable of 
rightly judging without moral virtue. And Her- 
mes ap. Stob. Ecl. Phys. I. 2, p. 698, says very 
similarly: o d& evoeBwy eloerat xai wou ior 
3 &Xd8ea, kai Ths éxelyn. Thus, then, unbe- 
lief is more the fault of the heart than the 
understanding. For (as observes Dr. South in 
a Sermon on this text) ‘the Gospel has then 
only a free admission to the assent of the un- 
derstanding, when it bri a rt from a 
rightly disposed will. If the heart be but well 
disposed, the natural goodness of any doctrine 
will be sufficient to vouch for the truth ; for the 
suitableness of it will endear it to the will, and 
thus it will slide into the assent also. Then 
shall a man know from experience (yvwoeras) 
that it is of God, by finding that this doing the 
will of God will promote his happiness here, and 
conduce to his salvation heteatier: when ‘ per- 
suasion shall pass into knowledge, and know- 
ledge into assurance ; and all be at length com- 
pleted in the beatific vision and full fruition of 
those joys which are at God's right hand for 
evermore.” 

18. o ag’ iavrov—t£nT:1] Here our Lord 
furnishes another and erternal criterion from 
which to judge whether this doctrine be of God. 
* The false teacher seeks the praise of men; but 
the true legate of God seeks the glory of God in 
the salvation of men." 
— dikía] * falsehood, or ‘imposture.’ So in 

2 Thess. ii. 10, 12, ádixía is similarly opposed to 
dAfÜra. See more in my Lex. 

19. où Mujañs—vónov] There is thought to 
be here a change of subject, and the recent Com- 
mentators are in general of opinion that tho 
words havo reference to certain remarks (not 

duced by our Vp ney that they are plot- 
o 

1^Eyp épyov émoígca, xai *rávres Oaupatere bi. 

recorded by the Evangelist) on the part of the 
rulers present, charging Jesus with violating the 
Sabbath, by healing on that day. But we may 
well suppose the referenco, if such there be, 
made, not to any accusation then advanced, but 
to what had been, and stil was occasionally 
brought forward by them. By rdv vóuov some 
understand that of the Law which enjoins 
the observance of the Sabbath. But it is better, 
with others (as Euthymius, Beza, Lampe, Cal- 
vin, and Tittman), to take it of the Lato gene- 
rally, of which the most important injunctions 
were violated, either in letter or spirit, by the 
Pharisees. Of this a signal example is then ad- 

ting his death ; q. d. * You do not even keep the 
Law of Moses; or why plot against my life, in 
violation of the sixth commandment ?’ 

20. axexplOn—xai sirma] The rejoinder of 
the multitude to the answer of our Lord chargin 
them with a design to kill him, is, as Bp. Lond 
observes, *a kind of evasive answer, which is not 
unfrequently piven by persons who havo secret 
designs of evil in their hearts.’ As to the im- 
putation at daipoviov Extic, the expression is 
put, as at John x. 20, for the more Classical one 
wxaxosatnovas ; and is to be taken, in a popular 
sense, for ‘ Tou are out of your senses; various 
diseases, and espec. madness, being MT ie Jews 
ascribed to the agency of evil spirits. The words 
vis oe Xu Tti 2woxreiva: are, with reason, ascribed 
to the multitude at large, as opposed to the Priests 
and Pharisees, and c. the strangers out of the 
country ; who, as they had themselves no designs 
on his life, and were ignorant of the designs of 
the Rulers, might therefore naturally fee] indig- 
nant at what they conceived a false accusation. 
Oar Lord, however, notices not their unmerited 
reproach, nor removes des mistake, but proceeds 
to trace the malignity of the principal persons to 
its true origin, —namely, his eg the paralytic 
on the Sabbath day ;—showing, however, that 
they had no reason to censure him on that ac- 
count, and justifying his action on their own 
principles, and with reference to their own prac- 
tice. But, to advert to the points of the reply in 
detail :—Our Lord, at v. 21, practically refutes 
this charge of madness, by speaking on the matter 
in question with the words of trath and sober- 
ness. He confirms his foregoing assertion by 
showing why they sought his death, and upon 
what irrational and unjust grounds they con- 
demned him. 

2l. £v &pyov ixolnca] * one [illustrious] work 
I have done,' —namely, the recent miracle at the 
pool of Bethesda. OauuaXerw is here not to bo 
taken in its ordinary sense, but, as at Mark vi. 6, 
and Gal. i. 6, of ‘that kind of wonder which is 
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nearly allied to a feeling of disapprobation.” An 
idiom also found in the Classical writers; on 
which see my note on Thucyd. vi. 36. 

22. (uà Tovro] This expression is by most 
Translators construed with the words fc ng. 
But thus it seems to admit of no suitable sense, 
and therefore the best Expositors take it with 
the preceding, and render thereat; and, indeed, 
Oavudá( sy, in the sense here taken, is scarcely 
ever put absolutely, but is followed by some case. 
See my Lex. But the question is, whether àià 
ToUTo really admits of no suitable sense when 
taken with the following context, which it would 
by the former construction be deprived of. Ren- 
der: * Moses, on this account, gave you the rite 
of circumcision (see Middl.); not because it is 
of Moses, but of the Fathers/—the patriarchs 
before him; being first enjoined by God to 
Abraham. Thus at ovy Óri—17aTípoy, there ie 
a qualification of the foregoing sense. The full 
sense of tbe next clause, xal iv caf. mipir. 
@v@. is, ‘and accordingly ye circumcise a man- 
child, though on the Sabbath.’ The reason given 
by the Jews for this was, that circumcision was 
an affirmative precept, the Sabbath a negative 
We and that therefore the former vacated the 

tter. 
23. al weptrounvy AauBdva, &c.] There 

is here an argumentum à minore ad majus, well 
traced by Bp. Lonsd. in paraphrase thus:—' If 
& man on the Sabbath-day receives circumcision, 
lest the law of Moses respecting circumcision 
should be broken by its being deferred beyond 
the eighth day; are ye angry with me because I 
have done upon a man a work not of the cere- 
monial law, but of mercy, making him altogether 
sound on the Sabbath-day ?' thus intimating that 
the cure in question was far less at variance with 
the spirit of the Sabbatical institution than their 
own practice with respect to circumcision. Xo- 
Aare; ‘are ye angry?’ lit. ‘full of gall, —bitter 
anger ?' —"OAÀoy is by most taken as if it belonged 
to (yi, and were put adverbially for xa0óXov. 
But the best ancient and modern Expositors are 
agreed that it should be taken with &vÜperrov, 
* the whole man,' as opposed to the part which 
was circumcised. Thus, too, arises a stronger 
sense, and yet one quite justified by facts; for in 
a violent paralysis, Hippocrates tells us, “Odos 
GvOpwwos vouccs iori. And Aretsus says of a 
virulent chronical disorder, die rw dvOpwrw 
évoixet. In short, the general course of argu- 
ment here pursued by our Lord seems to be, that 
‘if it be permitted for a man to receive circum- 
cision on the Sabbath, in order that the law of 
Moses, which enjoins circumcision on the eighth 
day, be not broken,—surely they have no right 
to be angry with him who on the Sebbath-day 
performs a work which is, in one respect, so 
much better than circumcision, as being not the 
performance of a painful ceremonial obeervance 

Ow, àXXà THY Sixalay rpiow «pivare.  ?5"EXeyov ovv tives 

on one part of the body, but the accomplishment of 
a work of mercy to, by making whole, the entire 

24. The force of the argument is, ‘ Do not con- 
demn in me what you approve of in Moses :° if. 
ou allow a man to be circumcised on the Sab- 
h, because Moses ordered it, but do not allow 

him to be healed, when I do it, you judge xe" 
Ovi», according to the person, and not according 
to justice. The sense of the expression xaT’ Óvrs 
has, indeed, been somewhat disputed. The ancient 
and most early modern Commentators regard it 
as equivalent to wpocwroAnwrixes, Le. ‘by 
partiality, or preference;' a sense sufficiently 
apt, but destitute of proof. It is better to take 
it to signify a judging by the outward and first 
appearance only (so Lysias, cited by Wets. 
without examination, and consequently Biss 
cially; which, indeed, implies imperfectly, and, 
as it may happen, unjustly ; literally, ‘merely a 
semblance, without reality. 

36. Surmises and debates on the part of 
certain of the people concerning our Lord, which 
are cut short by the Pharisees sending their 
officers to apprehend him. 

25. rivis ix T&v Ieper | By these are, I 
think, meant a certain class of tbe inhabitants of 
Jerusalem, apart alike from the populace and 
the higher classes, —the governing body of the 
d me ; what Thucyd. vi. 54, and Aristot. 
Polit. iv. called the uícot voAÀ(Tai, and such a 
class in Jerusalem is recognized by Joseph. Antt. 

. 82, dvnp rev iv uéac wore, who might 
In this peculiar use of £y uéot, have had in view 
Eurip. Suppl. 238—245, where, after mentioni 
thc three classca, he adds 4 i» uíac (sc. uepis 
ow {et modus, ‘saves the state." The aes of 
persons here pointed at were aware of, and dis- 
approved of, the enmity of the other party 
(consisting of the Rulers and the Pharisees), 
and were themselves well affected to Jesua. 
Hence the scope of the words is to suggest a 
probable reason for the Rulers’ non-molestation 
of Jesus; namely, that they have actually ascer- 
tained that he is truly the Christ. ether 
they, as Alf supposes, suspected some change in 
the purpose of their Rulers towards Jesus by his 
being permitted to teach freely, I would not say. 
But from the way in which he puts the thing, he 
must suppose that they were unfavourable to 
Jesus; for which supposition there is no founda- 
tion. 

In the words of v. 26, uijwore—d X pioros, 
is expressed the surmise taken up by the class of 
persons in question, where the former dAnOas 
means certé, ‘really, the latter verè, ‘truly, 
‘the very Christ; as in the kindred 
supra iv. 42. vi. 14, aXnOeos Xp. is found. lt is 
true that the 2nd dA «0o is absent from B, D, 
K, L, T, X, and some 8 cursive MSS.; to 
which I can add one Lamb. and a few Mus. 
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copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 17, and some 
copies of the Ital. Vers. ; and it is cancelled by 
almost all the Critical Editors; whoee example, 
however, I cannot yet venture to follow, since 
the vast preponderance of external authority, 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions 
ie not balanced by any decided superiority of 
internal evidence; since, although it sight be 
introduced from the above adduced paseages, it 
was quite as likely to be removed by Critics, to 
get rd of a tauto ; and that it was, is con- 
rmed by the fact, that not a few MSS. omit 

the former &áXn0cs, and a few both. It would 
seem that these persons were all of opinion that, 
to removo a tautology, one should be removed, 
but could not agree which; and that then the 
scribes, finding an obelus in the margin, and 
not knowing to which of the two it referred, 
omitted both. And yet Bt. John is so fond of the 
word, that he uses it as many times as all the 
other writers of the Now Test. put together, and 
et never once pleonastically. As to what Bp. 

Pearce and Dr. Campb. say—that the 2ud dA. 
is unnecessary, I maintain that it is wot unne- 
cessary, inasmuch as the two have different re- 
ferences; and, so far from being ic, it 
really strengthens the sense. I grant, indeed, 
that this will not, of itself, prove that it is not, 
what many account it, a mere additamentum 
introduced into the MSS. by correction; for 
additamenta, even acknowledged to be such by 
all,—Aare often, as might be expected, not without 
pertiuency and suitableness to the context. On 
the other hand, against the word the Editors 
ought not to have adduced the authority of 
Theophyl, since he has it both in the text and 
in the notes. And the vast superiority of ex- 
ternal evidence, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
and Vulg. Versions, must, at any rate, place its 
authenticity on too firm a basis to justify its 
being cancelled. The true and complete sense 
expressed in the words is, ‘Do the Rulers really 
know, ‘have they really made out, lit. ‘de- 
cided, that this is the Christ? This force of 
dyy. is very rare in the Class. writers, but not un- 
frequent in the Sept., being a Hellenistic idiom. 

26.0 X serás] Mr. Alford obelizes the ò, 
on the authority, he alleges, of MS. B. But he 
was deceived by Muraito, who is not to be 
credited, for it is not absent from any other MSS, 
used by the Editors, and I find it in all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copics, also in Trin. Coll. B, x. 15 and 
]6. Atany — the ó — * Enine apo it 
is required by propriety of language, the sense 
belog. * the [expected] Christ.’ And, moreover, 
it derives confirmation both from the next verse, 
and from a ne of Luke ii. 15, pprore 
auros ein ò Xpioros. 

27. adAd rovrov, &c.] Tittman regards these 
words as not coming from the same ns as 
the preceding, but from others, in reply to those 

who were inclined to think Jesus was the Mes- 
siah. Yet to suppose so sudden a change of per- 
sone in the speakers, without any indication 
thereof from the writer, is at once uncritical and 
unnecessary ; for why may we not here suppose 
the same persons stil] speaking, but, as it were, 
wavering from their former impression that he 
might be the Christ, and sliding from half-belief 
to at least scepticism, founded on vain ratiocina- 
tion? So Theophyl. justly remarks: Arcord- 
ovat dt Adyoures unwore—6 Xpiords kal 
for xalras) ovdd irè radrns TH yvonne mé- 
vovoiv. &AXà auddroylLowrar dri oí dpa 
obróe iorw Ò Xpioros. To advert to tho 
grounds of their scepticism ; —there is in tbe 
words rovropy oiQausy, &c. reference to a notion 
then prevalent, that the parentage, and conse- 
quently birth-place, of the Messiah would be 
unknown; so that, when he should appear, no 
one would be able to say whence he had come; 
for he would siddpaly, and at once adult, 
and his immediate parents would be unknown, in 
the sense of dwdtrwp and dyrirwp, though born 
of a Virgin. And «ó0c» here may be taken 
both of place and person. How these vain 
notions had arisen, is not clear. They were, 
however, quite opposed to Scripture, and were 
therefore only entertained by the T'raditionaris, 
the Pharisees, and others, not by the Scriptsrarti. 
At any rate, we sce that the Jews of both parties 
alike regarded their Messiah as by no means a 
E pn: fur — origin. i 

. ixpakey m dint, vel professus est ; 
equiv. to arie AaAet, supra v. 13, 26. So 
supra i. 15. Rom. ix. 27. Hesych. xíxpayr 
Pavepws ciauaprvperas. 
— kåuè olgate—elui] These words would 

seem in direct contradiction to what is said infra 
viii. 14, 19. To remove which discrepancy, va- 
rious methods have been devised. Several Ex- 
positors regard the words as spoken ironically, 
and consequently to be taken in the contrary 
sense. Yet that would here involve cxtremo 
harshness; unnecessarily, since the same effect 
(that of reversing the seeming affirmation) may 
be produced by taking the words (with some 
eminent Expositors) as an interrogative sentence, 
having, as often, the force of a negative one, tho 
xal signifying ane? as in Mark x. 26. Acts 
xxiii. 3; q. d. * Do ye know me? No! other- 
wise ye would know that I came not of myself, 
&c. As, however, this sense of xai is not esta- 
blished on any certain proof, and such a meaning 
cannot be extracted from the words without vio- 
lence, it is better to retain the declarative sense. 
And thus the sense will be as follows: ‘ Ye do, 
indeed, both know me, and my — parent- 

: and yet I am not come of myself; but he 
who sent me is a true and faithful Being, whom 
e do not know (seo viii. 19) as ye ought to 
ow him." 
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pch.8. 2. 30b'E5rov» ovv autov miacat kal ovdeis érréBadev èr avro» 
Duke i €. Thy yeîpa, ° őri obo édnrvOes 7) Opa avrov. 514 IToXXoi 56 éx 

hew TOU GyAou érlorevoav eis avrov, xai EXeyor "Ore ó Xpiotòs 
e ch: 18 38 Stay EAOn, pare TXelova amueia Tovro» ToLnTEL MY obros 
f ch. 12. B. 

EET M eges pog FEELT- ET: 
p PEP OUR 

29. Sri wap’ abrov—dwiereder}] Here our 
Lord asserts his claim to a Divine original (at 
least by implication), and to a Divine commie- 
sion. The òè, not found ia very many MSS., 
including nearly all the Lamb. and most of the 
Mus. copies, Versions, and early Editions, is can- 
celled by almost all the Critical Editors. In- 
ternal evidence is certainly against it; and the 
A has t force. 

i ipirow[ The persona here meant are not 
the same who have been just speaking, but those 
mentioned at vv. 27, 29, the dpyorres. By 
é(rTovw ie meant, ‘they sought oocsaion to lay 
hold on him,’ but, for the t, found none. 
IIié(siw was an old Doric form for wiéYasw (from 
wi{a), signifying L property to press wpom, and 
thence in a general way to day hands on, or lay 
hold of. Thus it is used bot win ig oup d 
— here and at vv. 82, 44. viii. 20. x. 39. 
xi. 57. pw =~ im 6 10, Be 21, and a. 
catching as John xxi. . v. xix. 20. 
It occurs only in the Sept. and the later Greek 
writers. 
— % &pa abrov] Meaning ‘the fall time" 

appointed by ‘the determinate counsel of God" 
Cs ii. 23) for his being ‘ betrayed to be cru- 
cified.” 

3). dwleravoav sle abróv] Not, however, 
with a firm belief, much less a sound and true 
faith; for it rested on miracles only, without 
reference to doctrine, and ite very profession was 
made by implication only. 

bri—unri Wrelova ena. roórev] Mr. 
Alf. is right in saying that the two words óT. 
and ToU», found in all the MSS., except five 
uncial and some score of cursive MSS., con- 
firmed by the Poech. Syr. Version, “were more 
likely to have been pu ly omitted, than in- 
serted." Then why did he, by double bracketin 
the words, in his Ist virtually, and in his 2n 
Ed. actually, expunge them? I find ör: in all 
the Lamb. copies, and in Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 
17, and rov’ray in all the Lamb. and most of 
the Mus. copies. 

33. avrots] This word, not found in very 
many MSS. (including nearly all the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), Versions, and early Editions, has 
been cancelled by almost all the Critical Editors; 
and with reason; since our Lord is evidentlv 
addrossing the le at , whe were well 
disposed to him, not the Pharisecs. 

érolncey; %2"Hrovoay oi 
vrepi avroU tavta: kal améoteihav oi S$apiaato kal oi ápytepets 

w, Urppéras, wa midcwow avrov. 33° Ebrey. ow [avrois] o In- 
cous: "Erei paxpóv ypovoy pef ipv cipi, kal 8 Umáryo pos 

x. Tv TÉuNravrá pe. 34h farnceré pe, kal ovy evpicere xal 

Sapiwato, tod Sydov yoyyúķovros 

— irc pexpdy xpõvov með Duc el The 
sense is, * Yet, for a little time, I am to be with 
you; xal vmáyo wpés T. T. p., and [theo] I 
am to withdraw to him who sent me.” is use 
of Present for Future is not unfrequent in the 
N. T.; e. gr. Matt. xxvi. 2, yivera:—wapedi- 
orai. John xiv. 3, wáà» &pyouai. Matt 
xvii. 1], Soxerat, ‘is to come. These words 
evidently allude to the designs of the Pharisees 

inst his life, intimating that it was only from 
their frustration for the present that his bearers 
would be enabled a little longer to profit by his 
— ko] Some Expos 

. UnTriceTé ps, me itor» re- 
gard what is here said as merely a general mede 
of expression to denote absence from them ; while 
others recognize a denunciation. The latter view 
is strongly confirmed by what we read infra viii. 
21, and ie, on several accounts, to be preferred. 
Thus the words will be understood ae in reality a 
denunoialive prediction, fulfilled partly at the 
destruction of Jerusalem and partly ever since. 
Yet muoh discussion might have been spared by 
supposing that es our Lord may here, as often 
elsewhere, have intended a double sense, accord- 
ing to the class of persons to whom the words 
might be referred, —the Jews hostile to him or 
his disciples. See Calvin and Tittman. A re- 
mark espec. applicable to the second clause ; for 
though the words may well apply to his being 
out of the reach of his persecutors, yet, as ap- 
pueg to the one at large, it may denote, as 

vin says, they would seek him then in 
another manner, *nempe ut miseris suis ac per- 
ditis in rebus aliquid opis vel solatii invenirent’ 
This is confirm M, viii. 2], ¿yò (Táye, xai 
Sivevee~ th este: n xiii. 33, the application is 
ifferent, because addressed to the disciples. 

This view is adopted by Bp. Loned., who, treat- 
ing of vv. 33 and 34 conjointly, that * our 
Lord here intimates that, in spite of the d 
of the Jews (or, ‘Jewish Rulers‘) against pis 
life, he should remain [i. e. continue on earth] 
with them [his disciples] until the time ap- 
pointed for his return to his Father in heaven; 
and that then they T bis disciples or the 
Jewish Rulers) weuld in vain seek him, whether 
with good or with evil pu Comp. viii. 99, 

tioned 21. xii. 38." pana vag fe the -men 
view, pronounces the meaning to be simply, * M 
bodily presence will be withdrawn from (omia 
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Grrov cipi éyo, bpeis ov Sivacbe éXDety. 
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35 Eirov otv ot Iov- 

Sato, Tpós éavrovs’ Iloü otros péet ropevecOar, dre Tjueis 
ovx ebpüconev avrov; uù eis THY Stactropay Trav “EXAnvov 
pédree TropeveaÜas, nai Sddcnev rods” Ervas ; % Tis otiw 
otros 6 Noyos Sv elme: Ziyrüjoeré ue, kal ovy etpnoere xal Srrov 
cil yo, tueis ov SivacGe beir ; 

37 "Ey &è rh éoxdrn ")uépa, T) peyáňņ THs éoprijs, elorijxer ich. 14 
6 'Igcoís, xai éxpake Xéyew “Eady Tie Sid, épyécÓo mpos Iz 
pe kai trivéro. 99 1'O motea eis eue, rabàs elmev 1) pad»), rf 
a orajol éx TAS KosAlas avrTod pevioovory ČÕaros Car 

shall be ipetecnally in a place inaccessible to you.” 
This, indeed, unlocks the difficulty, but by dis- 
spiriting the passage, of which it may emphati- 
cally be said, in the expressions of our 
himself concerning his own worda, supra vi. 63, 
wyevpea tors kai (on dori. 

35. It has been a matter of no little debate 
what is meant by c» d:acmwopay TOv ‘BAX, 
Some Commentators take it to mean * the place 
of dispersion," i. e. the place where the dispersed 
Jews inhabited ; an explanation, they think, re- 
uired by the context. But though admitted b 

the context it is not tred ; and it is so un- 
pupponted —— «sus loquendi, that it cannot be 
tolerated. Nor is it necessary to the sense. In 
fact, Ótac?ropà denotes properly the act of dis- 
persing, and sometimes the effect thereof 1n the 
state wherein the persons or things are thereby 
left. Yet it may also denote, by metonymy, ab- 
stract for concrete, the persoms so dispersed, as 
were the Jews dispersed among the Gentiles, 
which, as the ancients in general and most emi- 
nent modern Expositors are agreed, is the senso 
here. A similar idiom occurs in 2 Macc. i. 27, 
tmicuvayays Thy Qao ropáy huv, tArvOipw- 
gov Toùs SovAgvovras iy oic EBvecr. Ps. cxlvi. 
2, Sept, rs P&iaeTopás Tov 'lopajAÀ iri- 
ouvate:. This peculiar use of the 
which comp. Matt. i. 11, is found ina 
Paralip. Jerem. cited Wetetein, elrare vois 
vicis ‘Iopant—o è Bapody dmwicoredey els 
Thy d:iacwopay Tiny í8vov. 

37—44. Our Lord's discourse to the Jews on 
the last day of the feast, which occasions further 
debates among the Jews concerning him. The 
subject of the discourse was suggested to him by 
the very solemnity iteelf. He was in the Temple, 
standing in a place where he could be seen b 
every one; and he spoke not only openly but 
with a loud voice, as if declaring what it was 
Hf the utmost consequence should be known by 

87. rH toydry qu., &c.] On this day, when 
there was both a Sabbath and a holy Convoca- 
tion, and accordingly of peculiar solemnity, oc- 
curred the ceremony of drawing water from the 

ol of Siloam, of which see a detailed account 
in Rec. Synop. This solemnity was not of Divine 
institution, but had been established their 
forefathers in memory of the water so nti- 
fully bestowed on the Israelites in the desert ; 
and, as the Rabbins testify, was meant to be a 
symbol of the benefits to be some time poured 
— by the Holy Spirit; see John xvi. T. Acts 
fi. 

enit., with 
of 

Rev. 23. 17. 

Isa. 12. 8. 
«4. 8. 

— iáv rie dra] i. e. ‘if any one is earnestly 
desirous of' All such metaphors ss this, from 
words denoting hunger and thirst, imply need of 
as well as desire for the things in question. It 
is probable that the words dav Tis Quy a —miwéTo 
were uttered by our Lord when the Priests were 
bringing the water drawn from the fountain of 
Siloam (ix. 7) into the Temple. A similar ap- 
plication of a passing occurrence to spiritual in- 
struction occurs supra iv. 10, 13, 14. 

38. ó vio Teícr, &c.] On the construction of 
these words seme recent Commentators need- 
lessly deviate from the common mode, either by 
connecting 6 wioreveey with ariére in the pre- 
ceding sentence, or by taking elre in the sense 
of ‘ordered.’ The common construction is well 
defended by Kuinoel, who shows that it is re- 
uired by the explanation of these words at verse 

1s. There is nothing to stumble at in the Nomi- 
native ó ario TeUcor, Which involves an anacolu- 
thon, common both in the Scriptural and Clas- 
sical writers, which may be resolved into 
attinet ad, ‘as to him who,’ &c. Nor is there 
any reason to su the words after pad?) to 
be the words of Christ, not of Scripture, because 
they are not found totidem verbis in Scripture. 
The best Commentators are, indeed, of opinion 
that no particular text of Scripture is meant, 
but that the subsiance is given of passages 
of Scripture, which refer to the effusion of the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit in the days of the Gospel, 
under the similitude of water flowing in abund- 
ance; €. gr. Isa. xliv. 3. xlv. 1. xlviii. 11. Ezek. 
xxxvi. 27. xlvii. 1—12. Zech. xiv. 8. 

— ToTrauol—$sócovciw] Tor. is a symbol 
of abundance; and pedcoue: alludes to the fres 
communication of the abundant benefits. The 
metaphor is — in the Jewish writings. So 
Sohar. Chadesch. pp. 40, 4, * When a man turns 
to the Lord, he 1s like a fountain filled with 
living water, and rivers flow from him to men of 
all nations and tribes.’ Nor is it unexampled in 
the Classical writers. So Philo, p. 1140, Aóyov 
dà cvuoAuxis v orauóvy elvar hapiv, &c. Phi- 
lostr. Vit. Ap. iv. 34 (of the Temple of the Muses 
at Helicon), Adyar ra xpamijpss Toavro, kai 
hpúovro abTGy ol ıp avras. Koirjia, like the 
Heb. ma or 1p, often, as here, denotes v/vx*, 
the Aeurt (so Ps. xxxix. 9), meaning the inmost 
man; as much as to say, that ‘the blessings of 
his piety shall, as water from the centre of a 
fountain, extend its blessings to others By the 
worapol 03. Yovros are meant the spiritual gifts 
imparted by the Holy Spirit, espec. at the day of 
Pentecost. 

- 
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JOHN VII. 39—49. 

^. Öri ó 'Igoots ovdérw éOobác0n. *9!IIoXXol obv ex ToU ÓyXov 
r Y . fF 9 ^ e , 

4,1, akovoavres Tov Aóyov éXeyoy | Obrós otv àXnÜdx ó mpopiyTns. 
p 

Tie Kwopns, Ómov "jv Aavid, 6 Xpioros 6pyera.; B° cyiopea 
otv èv TQ Syd éyévero Òr avrov. Ties de HOcdov e£. avro» 
mucat avrov, GAN ovdels éméfgaXev ém aùròv Tas wxeipas. 
45 °F) Gov obv oi inrnpéras mpos Tovs Apytepeis kai Dapicaious 
Kad elmov avrois éxeivor Ata TÉ ovK nyw@yeTe avrov ; 46 ' Ax- 

passt. 7.35 expiOncay ot vmnpérae  ? Ovbérrore obras édddqoev avO pwiros 
ch. 14. 43. 
Cor. 1. 30, 

30—20. 
& 3.7, 8. 
Acts 6.7 

@s otros 6 ávÜperrros. #1 ArrexpiOncay obv avrois oi Papicaior 
5$* M) xal vpeis tremravnobe ; pn tus ék TOv ápyóvrow èri- 

rMarki3. greugey eig avTOv, N €x TOV Papicaloy; 19 ' adr 0 ÓyXos obros 
39. TNI xr irr find PS hide 

as it were, a key to the of the in 
verse. To ieee to the WO ibomsei ven — 
is no reason to omit, with some Critics, d»ytov 
and insert dedoxivoy, since the latter reading is 
plainly from the margin, and the former, if not 

, would be understood ; for there is no 
ground to suppose (with some recent Commenta- 
tors) that rysuua merely denotes the doctrine of 
Christ, and the knowledge imparted by him. It 
is clear that we must understand it, not, indeed, 
in the personal sense, but as denoting His 
tion and ixfluence (see Lampe and Tittman), and, 
from the adjunct, intimating the gifts of the Holy 
Spirit, by which must be meant (as the occasion 
and context alike require) those extraordinary 
and supernatural gifts which were conferred on 
the Apostles and first converts for the founding 
of Christianity (see Acts ii. 5); though there 
may be included those ordinary ones, which were 
then, and are still, given to every man to profit 
withal. By £éotácÜ) is meant Christ's resur- 
rection, ascension, and final reception to the right 
hand of God; see xvii. 5. xii. 16, 28. xiii. 31. 
xiv. 3; and compere Acts ii. 33. 

40—53. Here is represented the result of tho 
foregoing circumstances, in the effect produced 
both on the multitude (vv. 40, 44) and the San- 
hedrim itself (vv. 45, 53). By ó wpogpirne is 
meant that particular prophet, whoever he should 
be, whether Elijah, or (as some said) Jeremiah, 
who, they supposed, would usher in the coming 
of the Messiah ; see Matt. xvi. 14. 

40. wodXoi otv»—rédy AGyov}] Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. edit, from a few uncial MSS., ix rou 
ÓxAov ov axovcayTes TG» Àoyev ToíTOV, a 
rash and ill-judged procedure. The text as it 
stands in all the MSS., Medie very few, con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versione, is 
doubtless the true one. Harsh as may be the 
style of St. John, yet what sound philologist can 
bring himself to think that the Evangelist would 
commence a sentence with ix Tay Acyaw oby? 
At any rate, the reading TG» Àóyw» ToíTwy 
came evidently from the grammarians; though 

they ought to have known, that the construction 
with the accus. is uent in St. John's Gospel. 
However, not — is it that he may have 
written, éx Tov ÓyAov Tiss, áxovca»rss Tòr 
Adyow (comp. v. 43); and then civis dcov- 
cayres passing into dxovo-tives, the rives woald 

lost. 
42. ñ ypapùh sirv] There is here a reference, 

by a mode of citation familiar to the Jews, to 
several of Scripture which they explained 
of the Messiah and his birth, as Is. xi. 1. Jer. 
xxiii 5. Micah v. 2. Ps. lxxxix. 36. 

— Grou fü» A.) ‘where David resided;' eee 
l Sam. xvi. 1, 4. It has been proved by Lampe 
that the carlier Jews acknowledged that Chrut 
was to be of the family of David; es whose 
authority the Talmudists maintain Christ 
must be born at Bethlehem. The persons in 
question here gave unwittingly a decided testi- 
mony to the lincage of Jesus, since, as Markland 
observes, they were quite unaware that Jesus was 
born there. 

43. cxlopa] ‘a dissension.” See my Lex. 
46. livers 6 dyÜpe*ros] A strong, though 

pobebyy involuntary, confession of his super- 
«man power to move the heart. 
— we ovros ò avOpwwor] These words are 

cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., and double 
bracketed by Alf. in his 2nd Ed., from 4 uncial 
MSS. But that is an authority quite insufficient 
in any case, — pes where ia — have 
every appearance of being interpo ; which 
is not die case here. It is probable that the 
words in question were lost on account of the 
repeated dob puros, or were removed by the 
Critical Revisers of MSS. B and L, , it 
seems, scrupled at the tautology occasioned by 
the repetition of the word. 

48. Tav ápxóvrev] Meaning the Sanhedrim, 
whose duty it was to take care that no false doc- 
trines should be [roig and to hold inquii- 
tion concerning those who were ing innova- 
tions in the Church. 

49. 4ÀX' ò óyXos—4lo: On the exact force 
of éwexatdparot, some j ifferenco of opinion 
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Ò uù uoa kov Tov vopov érucaráparol eiat, — 50 * Aéyes Nucoon- ch.2.2. 
d * > A e A bl b k D 9 ^ pos pos avTovs, (0 EXOwy vuKros mpòs avrov) els dv é£ avTOv 

51 t M) ó vopos páv Kpives tov áyÜporrov, àv uù) áxovoy Trap’ t Ex. 33. 1. 
Lev. 19. 15. 

avTo) Trpórepov, kal yv Tí ro. ;. 9? ® AcrexpiOnoay xai eirov gr da 
& 19. 15—19 

avTQ' M) kai ov èr tis T'aXiXaias el; épevvnaov xal ide, Y Gre —B 

Tpopynrns êK TIS Tax Xaías ovk éyrryepras. 53 Kai éropevOn ch. 1. 46. 

> ` > A 

éxaa'Tos cis TOv olkov auTOU" 
v ver. 41. 
ch. 1. 46. 

VIII. ! 'Inco?s 86 érropevOn eis T0 Spos TOv 'EXaiy. 2 "Op- 

exists. Lampe thinks that as the word is used in 
the Sept. to denote those who, by transgression of 
the Law, are doomed to punishment temporal 
and eternal, it means eaecrable. Kuinoel takes 
it to mean excommuntcaled ; but on no sufficient 
grounds. The former interpretation is prefer- 
able; but it would seem to be too strong an 
expression, and unsuitable to the present feeling 
of the Rulers, and contumely rather than exc- 
cration seems called for. Hence it would seem 
that the term ésixa., which is a stronger one 
than «xaráp., is here used in a peculiar sense, 
derived from a popular idiom, like that which is 
found in our word ‘ ,; which means both 
‘cursed’ and ‘vile and refuse.” Thus the true 
sense seems to be, * As to this rabble, who are 
ignorant of the Law, they are vile and refuse ;' 
as we should say, ‘a parcel of sorry wretches, 
worthy only of utter contempt.’ However, this 
is not without example in the Class. writers, 
being found in Plutarch, or whoever he was that 
wrote the Tract. de Educatione, where he speaks 
of avOpwwrouvs xai xaTapáTove. The Scribes 
and Pharisees, it seems, eutertained the same 
rofound contempt for the multitude, which the 

Heathen Philosophers so liberally indulged in. 
So Sappho ap. Athen. lx. ó óguos ovdéy oír 
axovwy oU0' ópæv, and Horace, * Odi profanum 
vulgus et arceo.’ 

. alc ov dE aùræv] Being one of the San- 
hedrim, he was a ized to speak; and he 
m as one neither justifving nor condemnin 
esus, but only objecting to his being condemn 

unheard. Here there is usually e to bea 
reference to those passages of the Old Test. which 
require that every person accused should have a 
fair and impartial hearing, namely, Exod. xxiii. ]. 
Lev. xix. ls. Deut. xvii. 8. xix. 15. But it 
should rather seem (as Dr. A. Clarke sup ) 
that the reference is to the practice in the Courts 
of Judicature, founded, we must suppose, on the 
law of Scripture. 

51. róy &vOpwwov] The Translators render 
: piam, a man.’ But this does not represent 
the force of the Article, which involves an — 
of xpivduevoy, ‘| the accused] person,’ to be taken 
out of xpíys:. 

52. ix rye l'aX.] i. e. of the Galilean party. 
— ŐT: rpopntns, &c.] Commentators are 

perplexed to reconcile this with the fact, that 
Galilee had produced, it is said, four, some say 
sir, great Prophets. And most of them resort to 
the expedient of ascribing this to the ignorance 
and forgetfulness of the Priests. But ignorance 
of the common details of Scripture, or the birth- 
place of its writers, cannot, it would seem, with 
any probability, be imputed to the Sanhedrim. 
Perbaps the difficulty may be removed by avail- 

ing ourselves of that latitude in which the Pre- 
terite admits of being taken, and which some- 
times refers to what is customary during a period 
not very long past. The Prophets of the Old 
Test. in question had all lived upwards of 500 
years before. Now the Pharisees, we may sup- 
pose, merely advert to what had been amaliy tho 
case at a comparatively recent dato; namely, 
since the country had borne the name of Galilee. 
This sense is well expressed by the gloss, or 
emendation (for such it is), éyelpsrac,a Present 
with a sense of certain futunty, found in many 
MSS. and Versions, and in Nonnus (and the sense 
is — in E. V.), which, however, strange to 
say, boen received into the text by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. But even this alteration does 
not satisfactorily remove, or materially diminish, 
the difficulty; which is best disposed of by 
alleging that, with the statements, or representa- 
tions (likely enough to be perverted these 
angry and contumelious feelings — of which we 
have other instances), we are not concerned, and 
have nothing to do. There is another reason 
why the text. rec. should be retained, which is, 
— het it alone yields a sense suitable to the con- 
text; for if we render, as we ought, ‘Search and 
see that out of Galilee has not arisen a prophet.’ 
And we may su , with Mr. Green (Gr. New 
Test. Dial. p. 25), that the Pharisees affirmed 
that no prophet had hitherto arisen out of Galilee; 
hinting that none were, accordingly, likely to 
arise. One may, indeed, wonder that they should 
forget Jonah (the one of the four, of whom it 
can with most certainty be pronounced that he 
was of Galilee). But we may suppose that, as 
the of’ Palestine from which the prophet 
Jonah arose was not till re ates the Captivity 
called Galilee, they might be justified in their 
representation, 

VIII. 1—11. For s full discussion of the per- 
plexed question as to the authenticity of this 

p! the reader is referred to the Recens. 
Srn. where he will find an ample statement of 

the objections to its genuineness, ther with 
their answers, wherein the evidence is carefully 
stated, and the decision to be made therefrom 
suggested. The following is a brief summary of 
the evidence, external aud i together with 
some remarks on the nature of that evidence, and 
an ivíxpicis on the whole question. 
EXTERNAL evidence AGAINST the paragraph. 

—It is not found in 56 MSS. (in some of which, 
however, a space is left for it), in 33 Evangelie- 
teria, and several MSS. of the Syr., Copt., 
— — and c yanini nor is it 
tre on rigen, A pollinar., ., Mope., 
Chrys., Basi, Cosmas., Fheophyl., Catene, Ter: 
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Opou 52 mddsy "rapeyévero cis TO iepòv, xal Tas ô Xaos ÑPXETO 
vpós avTOv xai xaÜícas é0i!ackev avrov; 3“Ayovot Sé oi 

tull., Cypr., and Juvencus; nor is it expressed 
by Nonnus. . 

External evidence For the paragraph.—It is 
found in 284 MSS. and 6 Evangelisteria. In 40 
others it is found, but obelized. In 15 others it 
is found with an asterisk; and again in 8 others 
is placed at the end of the Gospel. Of the 
remainder of the MSS., not ranged under either 
head, 13 T have been py he es 
urpose for this ph, an including 
nci ones) are found mutilated in this part, by 
the abetraction of a leaf, or otherwise. And asto 
its not being contained in Nownus's Version, that 
provee nothing; for many other omissions there 
occur equally oe and far less easy to be accounted 
for. Thus we have a large chasm at vi. 40, and 
at xi. 55. 

Internal evidence AGAINST me paragra h.—This 
is any thing but decisive; for though the variety 
of readings in those MSS. which have it is very 
great, yet it is not considerably greater tban that 
which exists on some other , where there 
was any thing particularly to stumble at in the 
matter. In short, the ments inst the 
peragraph from internal evidence resolve them- 
aclves into a series of objections (or rather sar- 
mises) founded on misconception; many of 
them such as might be advanced against any 

, even whose authenticity is undisputa- 
le. As it here to gius — of the iri 

ious objections; one, that the paragraph is 
tat little noticed by the Fathers and ancient 
Commentators. Now this, we may imagine, 
arose partly because there was no occasion to 
advert to it, or because it could not st 
their numen or dissuasives against adultery, 
and partly because many persons, however cause- 
lesely, did stumble at one circumstance of the 
narration,—wondering why our Lord did not * 
a more decided and severe condemnation. us 
the Fathers were apprehensive lest any persons, 
induced by the seeming impunity of the offence, 
should be encouraged to the commiseion of this 
crime. And, —— Augustin de Conjug. 
Adult. ii. 7, says, that *from a mistaken notion 
that the portion gave countenance to immorality, 
or from an ill-founded apprehension lest its ten- 
dency should be misunderstood by the ignorant 
and ill-inclined, many removed it from their 
copies; just as they removed vv. 43, 44 of Luke 
xxii. and some other passages, from similar 
motives. Hence, too, it was gencrally passed over 
in the Homilies and Theological Treatives, and 
— in ka sarios And yet — is 
nothing in the paragraph, when properly under- 
stood, that mitltates As H the character of 
Christ, or gives the least encouragement to crime. 
On the contrary, the whole is perfectly consistent 
with the gentleness and benevolence of our Lord, 
while, at the same time, the censure itself is suf- 
ficient for the purpose. And if it be objected, 
that he suffered a guilty woman to go unpunished, 
it should be remembered, ]. that (according to 
our Lord's own declarations, John iii. 17. x. 11, 
17) he came not to exercise the office of a judge ; 
and 2. that any such exercise of judicial authority 
would have been at variance with that deference 
which he ever inculcated, both by precept and 
example, to the civil magistrate. As a sisser ho 

virtually condemned her, when he bid ber ‘go 
and siz no more." 

In short, all the arguments put ther, 
founded on internal evidence, agaimst the au- 
thenticity of this ph are inconclusive, and 
will not tounterbalioce one that may be adduced 
FOR it; namely, that, while we can easily ima- 
gine why it should have been omitted, no tolerable 
reason can be assigned why the story should have 
been fabricated at all, or if so, why fabricated 
with the present circumstances ; and how it could, 
amidst so many objections, have found its wav 
into five-sixths of the MSS. The k 
stories found in the —— Gospels are quite 
of a different character, and almost always found- 
ed on the most ascetic views. And bad this para- 
graph been of that character, it would, I will 
venture to say, never have been omitted, or re- 
moved by any. To advert to another powerful 

ment, from internal evidence, in favour of 
its authenticity; the is not denied, by 
any competent judges, to i 
and impress of truth, in the 
the reply, ‘Let him that is without sin cast a 
stone at her.’ Insomuch that the most eminent ef 
the Critics who dispute its authenticity (namely, 
whether it was recorded by Si. John} are con- 
strained to admit the truth of the aurration @- 
self, which they think was introduced into the 
Some! by Papias, or the disciples of St. Joha ; 
or else was, at a later period, e in the 
margin of some ancient MS, and from thence 
found its way into the rest. But nething can be 
imagined more improbable then the la#er sup- 
position. For there were surely many reasons 
why such a story should sof have been mtro- 
duced into the Text; but not one reason why it 
showd. And as to the it is very diffcuk 
to imagine how even ias himself could have 
been enabled, had he wi it, to foist in an cs- 

iag ereot which I have pointed out above. 
us far in my former Editien. On again 

carefully reconsidering the question, with the 
aid of such materials for jud t as the lapeo 
of time bas supplied, I see little reason to alter 
my original view, as to the Jokannean origin of 

e paseage in question; though I am now ready 
to acknowledge that I am more aware than here- 
tofore of the complicated difficulties that em- 
barrase the question; which ought not to be 
evaded, and cannot be got rid of, either by gra- 
tuitous hypothesis, or too positive assertions; 
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and I see reason to qualify some of my repre- 
sentations, as to the points connected with the 
matter. But to advert to the additional in- 
formation I have to give as to external evidence. 
I have found the in all the Lamb. MSS., 
except one (No. 1176), but in another (1175) it 
is placed at the end of the Gospel. In No. 528 
it is marked as probably not genuine. As to the 
Mus. copies, it is contained in all, except two, 
though marked as of doubtful genuineness by 
the mark «* « (wapéorixrac) in three others. 
As to the ‘complicated difficulties,’ which, Alf. 
says, embarrass the question, those are not so 
many, or so formidable, as he represents. As to 
the ‘three independent texts of the passage,’ the 
MS. D is not entitled to be esteemed one, as 
resting only on a single MS., and that corrupted 
by the licentious alterations of Critics. At that 
rate it might be said that there are two inde- 
pendent texts of a great part of the Acts of the 
Apostles ;—one, that of the great body of the 

SS.; the other, that of D. As to Alford's as- 
sertion, that ‘the most weighty argument against 
the me is found in its entire diversily from 
the Evangelist's style, not only in the use of 
many words and phrases not Johannean, but 
from the whole cast and character of the 
being alien from John's manner ;' I deny that it 
is so, and must again maintain, that this course of 
argument is very fallacious, leads to nothing but 
endless logomachies, and can never settle a ques- 
tion of this kind. This I have shown at large in 
my note on the disputed passage of Mark xiv. 9, 
which forms a € exactly x poat As to tho 

ent against tbe passage from the variations 
of postion, even Mr. Alford admits that its oc- 
currence here, and not at Luke xxi. (where it 
should seem. moet in place), is much tx favour of 
tts 1 As to the argument against its 
authenticity derived from the great variety of 
readings (which are, indeed, far ter than in 
any other part of the New Test.), that is of little 
force, since none of the various readings are of 
such a nature as to make any such alteration in 
the statements of the story, as to render it lese 
credible; aud the great body of them are, on 
various critical grounds, entitled to no attention. 
Indeed, the text of the Acts of the Apostles 
might, as regards the MSS. D, F, and G, be im- 
pugned on the alleged ground of there being in 
very many parts Two independent Texts. Indeed 
in the Apocalypse the various readings are not 
much fewer in number than here, and yet, gene- 
rally speaking, they are, as in the former case, not 
of a character to entitle them to much attention ; 
insomuch that 1 do not regard it as at all more 
difficult to form a pure text of that Book, than 
of any other of the New Test, —certainly lese 
than of St. Mark's Gospel. The same applies to 
all the passages now in question, as will in some 
measure from what I have said on the 
principal disputed readings. As to the hypothe- 

; 9 Todro 96 &Xeyov Treipá- 
avrov. “O 8é Iqco0s káro 

sis which Mr. Alford is *almost di d, as & 
desperate resource under all the difficulties, to 
adopt,’ it is too gratuitous, and made up ‘for the 
nonce, to deserve being rted. On the whole, 
considering all the data for judgment, and the 
real difficulties,—none to be evaded or dissem- 
bled, and some scarcely to be solved, —I am not 
disinclined to having the true text of the 
(which is, notwithstanding Alford's assertion to 
the contrary, ! to be forined in the usual 
way) expresaed (by way of slight distinction, and 
with no view to any other than the absolute 
truth of the narrative as a real occurrence) in 
smaller character, but without the doube-brack- 
ets in which Mr. Alford now encircles the words. 

3. mpos avTÓy] The words are absent from 
MSS. b, M, U, and 35 others (to which I can 
add 3 Lamb., 6 Mus., and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16); 
and they are double bracketed by Alf. Internal 
evidence is equally balanced. It muy have been 
brought in from v. 2 by the Revisers ; or ex angad 
by Critics, to remove a tautology. For &» Alf. 
prerii; and Matthæi and Scholz read, ir}, from 

uncial and many cursive MSS. ; to which I 
could add not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies. 
Internal evidence is nearly equal, but rather in 
favour of iy, of which the other was an alteration 

by ix’ atrod. in the next verse—an 
emendation of style, but a weakening of sense. 

4. karsiA Q0» ix’ aùropwpp poy.) Kara- 
AaufávacÜa:. ix’ ait. is a phrase properly used 
of thieves caught in the act of theft, or with the 
stolen property upon them; but more frequently 
of those detected in the commission of any other 
crime, especially euch as is committed furtively. 
Er’ avr. may be construed either with care:A. 
or with uoix.; but the former method is prefer- 
able, as being confirmed by several passages of 
the Classics, ZElian, Hist. An. xi. 3. 

5. AcOdXecw] This, for the vulg. A:BoBoAsi- 
aĝas, has been adopted on the authority of a 
great portion of the best MSS. ; and with reason, 
since internal evidence is greatly in its favour. 

6. For xarnyopsty avrov very many MSS., 
including 3 Lamb., and not a few Mus. copies, 
have xatnyopiay kart’ avtou, which was edited 
by Matth., and is scemingly preferred by Alf. ; 
but without reason; since it is plainly an emen- 
dation of style. For bracketing the whole clause, 
as Alf. does, there is really no authority. For 
iypadey, Alf. reeds xaréyp., from 5 uncial and 
many cursive MSS. ; to which I can add 3 Lamb. 
and a few Mus. copies; but scarcely any amount 
of external authority could over-balance the 
weight of internal evidence against the rcading, 
it being evidently an alteration to present a 
plainer sense, the Critic, who made it, sup- 

ing that the subsequent els Thy ynv called 
or it. Thus the sense would be, ‘scored down, 
scratched, marks, or characters, on the 
a sense of xara*ypáde, scalpo, sculpo, 
' engrave,’ occurring in Pollux ix. 104, ypauudse 
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dig! (teh he Hdot. iii. 108. Æl V. H. x. 3. 
But however specious the reading may be, it 
sprang from a Criticus maleferiatus. 

— To daxrilw iypapev] To omit many 
strange notions which have Loge pie digas as 
to what Christ here wrote, and why he wrote,— 
all founded on frivolous conjecture and mere 
speculation, —the best mode of accounting for 
the action is (with many eminent Expositors, as 
Hamm. and Schoéttg.) to suppose that our Lord 
wrote no words, properly speaking, but that he 
thus merely intimated his desire to have nothing 
to do with the matter in question, employing, 
for this purpose, an action which was frequently 
resorted to by those who did not choose to answer 
an improper question, or be engaged in a busi- 
ness they disapproved of. So Atlian, V. H. xiv. 
19, makes mention of a philosopher who showed 
his disinclination to answer a certain question 
roposed to him, hy writing on the wall; so also 

Dior. Laert. l. ii. p. 96. And many similar 
instances are adduced from the Rabbinical 
writers by Schoettg. 

Thus our Lord's action was merely a ical 
one, signifying that he cared not to show any 
attention to what they were saying, or to answer 
their insidious question. Or it may have implied 
contempt or censure, as if they did not deserve 
that he should take the trouble to repeat what ho 
had so often before inculcated,—that with juridical 
uestions he had peas. e do, thus intimating 

that they merited no other answer, than what 
they had themselves suggested i appealing to 
the Mosaic precept. In many MSS., including 
most of the Lamb., and many of the Mus. copies, 
there is added uù mposmoioúuevos, scil. áxovaa:., 
Yet this, though approved by Camerar., Grotius, 
and others, and adopted in our authorized Ver- 
sion (*as though he heard them not"), can only 
be regarded as a Mot ancient gloss, as indeed 

u lainly appears from Euthymius. The phrase is 
fad ny clegant one, and occurs in Thucyd. iii. 
484, where Í have adduced several exx.; but 
since its use is confined to the purest Gr. writers, 
or to those who copied their example, it is not 
likely to come from St. John, but from ono of 
the Critics, who have been unusually busy in 
obtruding their corrections, or additions, through- 
out this whole narrative. 

7. éwiuevov] ‘persevered in, continued to.’ 
So Acts xii. 16, iwéueve xpotwy. 
— 6 dvaxdprnros vuv] The exact meaning 

here of ávauáprnros has been disputed. Some 
take it to denote freedom from adultery ; others, 
freedom from any notorious sin, such as adultery ; 
others, again, freedom from sin in general. The 
sense first mentioned scems alone the true one; 
namely, freedom from the sin in question, which 
may, however, very well include fornication, con- 
cubinage, and lasciviousness of every kind. To 
the extreme corruption of morals in his coun- 
trymen Josephus rs ample testimony; and 
that the priests and scribes deeply participated in 
this corruption there is no reason to doubt; for 
the Rabbinical writers supply abundant proofs of 
the immorality of even the most eminent Rabbis. 

That — p — are in the Greek 
writers often of adultery and fornication, is 
well known. If the word be i with the 
extent of signification above laid down (which is 
fully warranted by Scripture usage), there will be 
no reason to doubt but that every one of the per- 
sons present was more or less guilty. As to the 
objection urged by Le Clerc and others, that no 
law demands perfect innocence in its judges, &c., 
it may be answered, that our Lord is bem speak- 
ing not juridically, but popularly, and considers 
the thing in foro conscientia, as in the of 
Cicero and Synesius here cited by Grotius. Thus 
the reply was well adapted to produce the effect 
intended, as pointing at a moral maxim founded 
in justice, and recognized by the philosophers 
and of the Heathens, that he —* accuses 
others ought himself to be free from the vices of 
which he impeaches them ; comp. Rom. ii. ] ; and 
therefore our Lord so speaks as by no means to 
absolve the accused, but to smite the consciences 
of the accusers. He neither acquits nor condemns 
the woman, but tempers bis answer with such 
prudence, as that it shall be neither at variance 
with justice, nor inconsistent with mercy. It is 
finely observed by Euthymius, copying Chrys. or 
some other Father: “Opa coQia» TIS avro- 
copias xaracopi{opivny sounxáros Tae my- 
Xavas avriov. Opa, TƏS dua Kai TÓV vomov 
évipnoe, xai THs yuvatnos ápsicaTo: iwitpews 
yap Tóv dvanaprnroy i£ avray apkacbat Tos 
H oBodeiy avthny, eldws wdvras iv duap- 

vlats. 
— puros TÓ» AlBoy ix’ airy .] Ren- 

der : ‘let him first cast the ete tae By the 
stone is meant the fatal stone, which was first 
cast, in form, by one of the accusers or witnesees, 
and which served as a signal to the by-standers to 
commence the stoning. Through ignorance of 
this point of Jewish antiquities, some ancient 
Critics expunged the rò» as useless; while one 
modern Critic (Alford) has all but adopted that 
course by bracketing the word in his first edition, 
and in his second questioning ite correctness, 
though he might have abundantly ascertained 
that from Bp. Middleton and Mr. Green. One 
might more than question the correctness of 
Aí0oy without the Article, if intended, as we 
cannot doubt, to designate the first stone thrown 
by the witnesses. I should not have said thus 
much, were not the genuineness and propriety of 
the Tó» of some little consequence ; since 
Middleton regards the occurrence of the Article 
as a circumstance rather in favour of the au- 
thenticity of the whole passage. And Mr. Green 
says that thus much may be said, that the Arti- 
cle, if this be its force (which he does not doubt), 
could not have proceeded from a Jew who had 
lived while the Mosaic Polity was not yet 
extinct. 

8. xai wadiv—riy ynv] The best reason that 
has been supposed for the repetition of this sym- 
bolical action, the counterpart to the former, is 
that it was intended to give the priests and 
scribes an opportunity of withdrawing with lees 
confusion. 
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9. kal bwd—iXryyopevor] These words, not 
found in many MSS. — ] Lamb. and 5 
Mus. copiat) and earl itions, may have come, 
as Matthæi suspects, from the margin ; though it 
is more probable that they are from the Evan- 
geliet, as being so much in his manner, such 
wixploes being frequent in his writings. Be- 

sides, the genuineness of the words, and their 
Johannean origin, are confirmed by a passage in 
the Book of Wisdom, xvii. 11, which seems to 
have been in the Evangelist's mind while writing 
this narrative: Ae:Ady ydp lülos wovnpia uap- 
Tupel karadikatoutpn, atl È wpoceiAngde Ta 
ahewa, cuvexonivyn TH cuverdyjoet, where, for 

the corrupt idiws woynpia and waprupei I would 
read Idiw and paprupe, and for ài arpoosíAnee 
would read re 4pos(A. My emendations are 
confirmed partly by the Complut. Polyglott, and 
partly by pict. Sent. i. 101, rw ló(o cuveddre 
4 xOpoi £aóusÜa,—and Menander, 'O cvmoropay 
aure Tt, küv 3] Opaciraros, | n a 6vsc:c avTOV 
ÓsiXOTaTOor ?roist, and comp. Rom. ii. 15. 
— als xa0' Ic] See note on Mark xiv. 19. 

By wpecBurépwy is here meant ‘the more 
honourable,’ as by itcyatwy ‘the lowest in degree 
or station;' see Mark ix. 35. It is not meant 
that they went out each in seniority, but that 
they all went out, one after another, of every 
etation and age, from first to last. 
— Kxarerelpbn | uóvos — iv uéac ovca) 

Namely, of those present, the Apostles and fol- 
lowers of Christ; comp. ver. 3. Instead of the 
common reading torwoa, very many MSS., in- 
cluding most of the b. and Mus. copies, 
Versions, and Editions, have ojca; which I 
have, with Matthaei and Scholz, adopted, since 
internal as well as external evidence is in its 
favour. 

10. xal pnéiva Oras. — yuvaixos] These 
‘words are a t from D, M, S, and about 20 
cursive MSS. ; to which I can add 2 Lamb. and 
not a few Mus. copies; and as, indeed, internal 
evidence is quite against the words, I have 
bracketed them. 
— Pórvai] I have now thought fit to read, 

with Scholz, yúvaı (without 4), on very strongly 
preponderating external authonty ; to which I can 

Lamb. and many Mus. copies, confirmed 
by internal evidence, from the far greater likeli- 
hood that »yóra: should (as will appear from my 
note on John iv. 21) have been used than ù 
uyy, and that use of the Article is found in the 

N. T. only in Luke viii. 54, and it is any thing 
but in the style of tho Evangelist. 

VoL. I. 

— xatéxptve] * pronounced sentence on thee.’ 
ll. ovdi iyo oe xaraxpivw] ‘neither do, nor 

will, I pass sentence on thoe, or adjudge thee to 
punishment.’ The term xataxpivew has here a 
peculiar force, as denoting that emphatic modo 
of condemning, which consists in carrying the 
punishment denounced iuto execution ; which in 
the present case would be by casting the first 
sione. Comp. Jos. Antt. iii. 1, 4, dedidvar 32 
vTrip alray ph, à wy ir’ abrdv BadXdover 
AíO«wv, Tou Osov xatraxpivery voutcdaow. We 
are not to take this as a remission of her sins 
(which, as supreme Lord, he might have pro- 
nounced), but simply as a declaration that, since 
his kingdom was not of this world, so he would 
not assume the office of temporal magistracy. 
False, therefore, is the conclusion of some, who 
hence infer that our Lord did not approvo of 
adultery being punished with death. For, upon 
the same principle, they might argue that, when 
our Lord declined to act ae judge between the 
brothers disputing about an inheritance (see 
Luke xii. 15), he did not approve of inheritances 
being divided, and did not care that the disputes 
thence arising should be Amen settled. 
Lampe. To prevent any mistake of his mean- 
ing, our Lord added ungkéri: duadprave, where 
the term dudpr. is to be confined to the parti- 
cular sin in question, ev according to the 
use of the word in the best Greek writers. So 
Aristen. Epist. i. 6, unè weparriow i£anáp- 
rave (where, for undi, read pndév). 

12. Now follow, to the eid of the Chapter, two 
more discourses pronounced by our Lord in the 
Temple on some other occasion ; though what that 
was, and at what time, is not agreed. The views 
of Expositors as to that matter vary according to 
their admission or rejection of the disputed por- 
tion in the former part of the Chapter. Those 
who adopt the latter view su thie first dis- 
course, vv. 12—20, to have been delivered on 
the great day of the feast, referring it to the same 
occasion as vii. 37, 38; while those who adopt 
the former view either think that it was de- 
livered at some other time (though at what time 
is uncertain) the feast in question; or take 
the adv to intimate the resumption of the dis- 
course at ver. 2, which had been —— by 
the occurrence just before narrated. Upon s 
matter of such doubtful disputation it is im- 
possible to speak decidedly ; but really it should 
seem that there is no reason why we should not, 
while maintaining the authenticity of viii. 2—11, 
yet suppose the present ere to be closely 

Q 
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connected with that at vii. 37, 38, of which the 
narrative was interrupted by various other matter 
intervening. But, ilough closely connected in 
subject, the discourses were se , and pro- 
nounced on two different occasions; the first at 
the Feast, the second on the day after it; also in 
two somewhat different places ;—the former in 
the Court of the Temple, the latter in the Trea- 
sury, situated in the Women's Court. How- 
ever, since it was on the same subject, and ad- 
dreseed to the Jews at large, it may be ed 
as a continuation of the former. Ind this 
seems to be intimated by the particles Faà» 
ovv, which are confinualive and resumptive. The 
scope of the nt address is the same ; namely, 
to declare that Jesus is the Christ, th the 
imagery employed is different. And as in that 
there is a reference to a festal usage (on which I 
have treated "ops so there may have been in 
this, as Alf. thinks, allusion to the two eti 
pues chandeliers set up in the Court of the 

omen, the light of which was so strong as to 
illuminate all Jerusalem. See Wets. and Alf. 
However, I cannot venture to adopt this view, — 
]. Because the two differ materially, 
—— the allusion " manifest ; in the — there 

no appearance of any, nor a vestige o form 
of — 2. Because, to bri Pici tn allusion in 
would lower and degrade the augustness of the 
truth contained in the declaration. The allusion 
is rather to the SuN, the natural light of 
the world, that ruleth the day, and thus pointing 
at JESUS as the Fountain of all light spiritual to 
the world,—‘ the Sun of Fs — Mal. iv. 
2, where it is added, ‘ with bealing on his wings, 
thus designating the future Messiab, —as not only 
the great moral and spiritual Teacher, but the 
Saviour of the world. There is an allusion to 
this title of the Saviour supra i. 4, 9, where see 
notes. Indeed, since we have good reason, from 
the Rabbinical writers often speaking of Gop as 
‘the Light of the world,’ to su that the 
Jews — the expression to ; accordingly, 
by applying this designation to himself, Jesus 
was claiming Deity as well as Vg pei 

13. od wapl ceavtou perl Here the Pha- 
risees, we sce, do not openly reject this high claim, 
but put it aside, by such a sort of argument as 
they thought Jesus could not rebut,—namely, 
that self-commendation has no force, and that no 
one can bear witness in bis own case, —a funda- 
mental canon of the Jewish Teachers; see 
Mischns Surenhusii, t. iii. p. 63. This principle, 
indeed, our Lord had on a former occasion, v. 
31, recognized ; but he showed its inapplicability 
here, by alleging that his testimony was sup- 
ported ty that of the Father. The very same 

ment is used here ; but, as Alf. says, the other 
side of it is presented ; and thus the reasoning at 
&r: binds his testimony to that of the Father, 
from whom he came, and to whom he was re- 

yù papTup® Tepi éuavroU, adnOns otw Ñ paprupia pow õri 
^ oda woGev Abov, 1 kai 7roQ vrrárye' úpeis 96 ovx oare rober 

turning. The term oléa must not be so inter- 
preted as if it were merely a strong declaration 
of the existence of the Witness bearing testi- 
mony, inasmuch as, when taken in conjunction 
with the words following, 4600s» ipyopa:, xai 
wou brdéyw, when com with what is said 
at the beginning of this Gospel, contains not 
only s periphrasis of Divine Mission, but of 
Divine Origin, as based on the testimony of God 
himself. The next words, óuets di—iwdya, 
are meant to contrast obscure notions of his 
Person and Office; q.d. ‘ Ye, however, who 
judge of me only by my outward appearance, and 
obscure earthly parentage, know not from whom 
I am come, and whither I go;’ i.e.‘ Ye i 
my pretensions to a Divine Mission at all.” Of 
the next words the sense may be thus 
in paraphrase: ‘As for myself, my office is not 
now to pronounce judgment on men,—it is not 
the object of my mission on earth (comp. iii. 17. 
xii. 47); but even were I called on to exercise 
judgment, my judgment would be tree and just ; 
for I am not alone; but I, and the Father who 
sent me, are together’ (comp. 2, 29, xel 6 
wiuWae us air éuov istw), i. e. are One. 
Comp. xiv. 11, dye iv ræ Marpi, xai ó TIavào 
dv inol. To advert to a few points of philology ;— 
kal idy dé xplye is a harsh construction for id» 
di xal xp., found in some copies, but evidently 
from correction ; as also is the omission ef è in 
G, X, and some cursives, with Lamb. 1177, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. As the words stand the 
should be rendered, * If' (or * though") I even 
bear witness of myself, i.c. in my own case, my 
witness is nevertheless true." us the fact is 
granted, but its joation to the present case 
excepted to. After ive, in the latter pu of the 
sentence, I have, with R. Stephens and the Latin 
Vulgate, placed a comma,—as propriety and per- 
spicuity alike require, the xai being not a copula 
uniting words, but joining two clauses, instead of 
two verbs, xpives and xpiver.—For éAg8is the 
MSS. B, D, L, T, X, and one cursive of the 
same Family, have dÀnOui, which is edited by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, but on insufficient 
evidence, the almost total absence of concurrent 
evidence in cursive MSS. being very unfavour- 
able. Internal evidence is, in 

the same phrases infra xix. 35, introduced it 
here. But even if the sense were ‘ genmine,’ as 
more appropriate, the Evangelist doce not aplit 
hairs, like our Critics. Beeides, 4A nàs is used 
with maprupla by John, supra v. 32, where two 
MSS. only have the alteration dA "Out, also at 
xxi. 24, where only one MS. has dA nOu: 
at 3 John 12, where not a single copy 
4dAn0unf. It is also used by St. Paul, Tit. L 13 
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'There can now be no doubt of the true origin of 
&AnOivj,—nay, at xix. 35, not a few cursives 
have dA Orc. 

Ver. 18 is explanatory of the briefly expressed 
words ing. 

19. wou tori ò watip cov;] The question 
was evidently put, not from ignorance, but in a 
scoffing spirit; q. d. ‘Where is this father of 
yours, that we may interrogato him? we do not 
see this other witness. Accordingly, our Lord 
answers not the question, but lets them know, 
that the very asking the question betrays the 
malignity of their hearts, and shows that they 
neither truly know, nor care to know, either him 
or his Father. If they knew Aim, as a Teacher 
sent from God, they would know that it is God 
who beareth witness of him, though not in & 
visible way, yct ‘by si and wonders and 
my deeds.” Comp. xiv. 7—9. 

1—59. Further discourses of our Lord, which 
lead to an attempt on the part of the Jews to 
stone him. In this concluding address to the 
Jews our Lord testifies yet more distinctly to his 
Divine origin, and to the cause of their unbelief; 
in opening out which he excites their utmost 
enmity, issuing in rabid fury. It is indeed a dis- 

ted point whether the subsequent discourse was 
Feld at the same time, and in the same place, with 
the preceding, or at some time . Those 
Expositors who maintain the later opinion found 
it on the nature of the preceding verse, and the 
use of Tá» here. The former reason, however, 
is inconclusive, since the verse may be ed 
as, in some measure, parenthetical. And the use 
of zéXu will not prove it to have been held at 
another time ; since it may only denote repetition, 
namely, of the same warning as had been before 
given, vii. 34. We may, therefore, safely 
this portion as a continuation of the foregoing, 
addressed, it should seem, at the same time, to 
the same s. And thus the extreme seve- 
rity of the expressions in the subsequent matter 
may be well accounted for. Seeing that he had 
hit mado no impression on them, our Lord 
first, 21—24, even more seriously, warns them 
of the awful consequences of their contumacy, 

after his withdrawal from them, as the penalty of 
their obstinate unbelief of him. 

21. yw bTáyo, xai &c.] In this affecting ad- 
dress, our Lord apprises his disciples that he is 
about to leave them, and that they shall seek 
the Messiah, and desire his coming; but that the 
Messiah which they expect will not come: and, as 
they have rejected Him who is the true and only 
gary * birra po — sa] vation. i 
— {yT TÉ us y this strong expression 

is meant ‘shall A by desiring,’ i.e. by imap: 
cation, miss with ; to express which sense, 
the pure Greek writers employ éw:{nréw: and 
p e is so used in Jos. Antt. iv. 8,3. The 
general course of thought (somewhat confused, it 
may be supposed, by the agitated feeling with which 
the words were spoken) is: ‘ye shall greatly miss, 
and deeply regret, Me when gone, and wish Me 
again present among you ;—at least, ye shall wish 
it were possible that ye might be with Me, in 
order that ye might be saved : but your wish will 
be vain ; for where I am going ye cannot come— 
ye must remain and die in your sins,'—or rather, 
* your sinf/ulness, —'" state of sin, that not being re- 
moved by repentance and faith in the Redeemer, 
who atoneth for sin.—'E» Tg duapría buoy 
&1roD. is a mode of expression, like that at Ezek. 
iii. 19. xviii. 26. xxxiii. 9, 18, *shall die in 
his iniquity.” Atv. 24, where the sentiment is 

by way of impressing it more forcibly ; 
and the plural is used as conveying a somewhat 
stronger sense, by its being meant to be applied 
tudiridually (as in 1 Cor. xv. 17, dri tora iv 
duapríais eet meaning that ‘they are all and 
each of them still unrenewod, and abiding in sin 
unatoned for.” The phrase iv Tals du. doO. is 
like several in the Old Test., as 1 Chron. x. 13, 
áTíÜavyt Laovr iy raise dvopiats avTov. 

22. urs áTokTival iavròv, &c.] This was 
evidently a wilful perversion of our Lord's mean- 
ing; q; d. ‘What! will ho make away with 
himself, to get away from this our pretended per- 
secution?' see vii. 20. Thus imputing to him 
what involved, even according to the opinion of 
the Jews, great criminality; for we find from 
— in his speech against suicide, Bell. iii. 

Q 
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8, 5, that the Pharisees supposed the lowest pit 
of Hell to be reserved for self-murderers. 

23. utis ix iv, &c.] Our Lord deigns not 
to notice so absurd and malicious an imputation ; 
but glances at the origin of this their malice, in 
the total dissimilarity between themselves and 
bimself;—the one being of earth, and earthly- 
minded; the other of heaven, and heavenly- 
minded: Comp. eupra iii. 21; thus intimating, 
that * by this perversion of his words they 
did but evince the malice of their hearts, and the 
utter carnality and corruption of their minds; by 
which they showed how little fitted they were to 
judge of One so unlike themselves. And hence 
e will only repeat (v. 24) what he said before 

(vy. 22), that they will, i.e. must die in their 
sins." 

24. dav yàp py mior.—elur} ‘For’ (i.e. 
‘such being the case’) ‘if ye do ui believe that I 
am he,—the Personage predicted by the Patri- 
arches and Prophets, and long expected by those 
faithful people of God.' Comp. Mark xiii. 6, 
and Acts xiii. 25 ; supra iv. 26, and note. 

25. ob ris «1;] A question, not of simple 
ignorance sceking information, but of scornful 
reproach ; q d. ‘Who art thou, that thou 
speakest so loftily of thyself, and rebukingly to 
us?’ So Aristoph. Av. 961, od & «1 ris; 
Philem. ov yàp Tis foot (for eZ); Liban. 798, 
TÍs yap sl av ; Our Lord, however, was pleased 
to answer as if the question had been one of 
simple ignorance. 
— Thy apxny Ó i kai Nae ù.) The sense of - 

these words depends upon that which is assigned 
to Trà)» ápx?)», which some take as standing for 
omnino; q. d. ‘I am the person whom 
I profess myself to be.’ But it has been truly 
observed that in this sense the expression is 
almost always used with a negation. It is there- 
fore better, with the generality of Commentators, 
to take the phrase as put for da’ dpy7s. By 
this some understand the beginning of office ; 
others, the ‘ beginning * of the present discourse ; 
which latter opinion is greatly preferable. Thus 
the expression may simply mean dudum, or 
eliam nunc, as in Gen. xliii. 18. So Plaut. 
Capt. iii. 4, 9, ‘Quis ille est? Quem dudum 
dixi a pone tibi’ Thus we may render, 
‘That which I now speak unto you 77)» &pxiv, 
lit. * presently,’ * just now.’ But this is harsh; 
and the use of the Present AaA c, which must 
not be taken for ZA«Ea, forbids it, To take ray 
do xiv, with Stier and Alf., for generally, traced 
up to its first principle, essentially, 1s much 
harsher; besides, that the existence of such a 

thpoonte tov Tiov Tob 

sense has to be proved. I see not why we should 
not take it, with Euthym., and many eminent 
modern Expositors, as put for oA ws, * altogether,” 
* entirely." 

26. 40XXà ixw, &c.] These words are, from 
brevity, somewhat obscure. The difficulty is 
centred in dAA' ò wéuwas us áAmOÓgs, &c., 
which some think meant to prove the justice of 
his accusations. But it is — med to 
regard them as intimating the his 
claims to be from on High, and the justice of that 
censure which their refusal to acknowledge them 
involved ; q. d. '* I could say much more in re- 
ference to you, and in condemnation of your un- 
belief; but, as I speak not of myself alone, I 
forbear to do it; and shall only say, ‘He who 
sent me is true; and, accordingly, as J am sent 
from the great Father of truth, so what I openly 
aver is from him, and therefore cannot but be 
true, and the refusal to receive it highly crimi- 
nal." The next words, xaya—tTdy xoomoy, seem 
suspended on the words, left to be understood at 
the preceding dAAa, as supra vii. 28; q. d. * but 
I forbear, and content myself to spesk unto 
the world solely those things which I have heard 
of him, and am commissioned to J 

. 00K É'yyocay — Edeyev) eaning, tbat 
‘they cared not to know that he spake unto 
them of oe meant) his Father in heaven, 
Gon; and that from their unwilli to 
believe, that the ó wéuwac ps was same 
with 6 IlaT5p pov, even — he bad said 
byw ix TOv üyw «lul: this, in fact, they wrou/d 
not know or recognize. So that it is not the 
ignorance of unbelief (for which Alf. says there 
is no accounting), but the oet: Morem of 
unbelief, which is here to be brougbt in, and to 
which St. Paul in his Epistles often adverts. 

28. The oi» here is not, as Alf. says, continua- 
tive, but resumptive, taking up wbat was said at 
v. 26, of which the matter is — an 
idiom which occurs in almost all the writers of 
the New Test., including St. Jobn, and also in 
the Clase. writers. See Matthmi's, Kühner's, 
and Winer's Grammars. Its force may best be 
expressed by ‘so, then,’ ‘ thereupon.” 

Grav i ewonts, &c.] These words could 
not, of course, be «nderstood by the hearers ; but 
they were, we may suppose, expressed thus ob- 
scurely, partly from the reserve which our Lord, 
in his wisdom, thought fit then to maintain on 
that subject, aud partly in order that what was 
now enigmatical, being afterwards explained by 
the event, there might arise that confirmation of 
faith which results from tbe fulfilment of pro- 
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. The same remark appie to our Lord's 
words to Peter, respecting John, xxi. 22, iav 
aitov Gide pivery Vos Epyoua:. See also iii, 
14. Here there is an obscure allusion (though 
rendered plain by the event) to the circum- 
stances attending the crucifixion, and to the 
events subsequent to it, —namely, the resurrec- 
tion and ascension of Christ, and his exaltation 
to the right hand of God in glory, the coming of 
the Holy Ghost, and the working of miracles in 
the name of Jesus ;—circumstances which would 
so demonstrate him to be the CHRIST, that they 
would all have abundant evidence to see, and 
many would in consequence believe, that he was 
indeed what he professed to be—the Messiah; 
they would know it either to their destruction 
and eternal condemnation, or to their salvation. 
s Uis. seo on supra iii. 14, and Matt. viii. 

29. This verse is closely connected with 
(though not in construction) the preceding one ; 
the sense being: ‘ who, having sent mie. leaves 
me not alone, but succours and supports me, be- 
cause I perform his will in all things;’ meaning 
espec. with t to the work of redemption. 

30. T. a. AaAovrTos, WOAX. iwlor. s. abróv] 
In the ression avTov aX. it is intimated, 
that the faith those believers had—weak as it 
was, and partly produced by the august de- 
meanour, and holy, unruffled composure of 
Christ—was in a great measure wrought by 
hearing, and consequently higher than that pro- 
duced by miracles ;—yet there was great need 
that such good impressions should be strength- 
ened ; which Christ was pleased to promote, b 
turning his discourse espec. to them, and ui 
dressing them already as among the number of 
his disciples. 

9l. tay ducts usíynTs, &c., meaning, ‘If ye 
adhere with constancy, from an inner conviction 
of its truth, to what I have taught you, and act 
thereupon by a holy obedience in your lives.’ 
Comp. xiv. 2]. 1 John ii. 24. Indeed the words 
dAnbwe uaÜsrai plainly intimate that it was by 
their moral qualities, rather than their external 
rofession, that the true disciples of Christ would 
b recognized. Thus it is said, ‘by their fruits 
shall ye know them." 

32. yvéooctcÓs Thv dA5s0rar, Sel * shall 
know,’ in opposition to mere holding the truth ; 
and the full sense is, * Ye shall experimentally 
find the truth, and prove the blessed effects of 
my word, and know of a truth that I came from 
God.” See v. 28. vii. 17. 
— wal ù dAfÓua, meaning, ‘the truth as it 

Matt. 10. 33 

is in Jesus,’ Gospel truth. 'EAsv0. inae, * will 
free you from the bondage to sin and Satan,’ and 
place you in * the glorious liberty of the children 
of God.’ See Rom. viii. 2, 15. Similar senti- 
ments are adduced both from the Rabbinical 
writers, and the Classical ones; of which the 
most apposite is the following :—Arrian, Epict. 
iv. 7, di bud obeis tEouciay če A evOstpo- 
Mat yap Uwe Tov Oot, iyvwxa avTov Tas 
dvroXas, ovxéte ovdtis dovAaywyyoal us óva- 
Tar where, — we need [ue as in De 
other cited, sup an allusion to the 
Stoical dogma, that the wise man is alone free, 
and that every fool is a slave; for it may be 
noticed, that Arrian had, like the other later 
Philosophers, been much indebted to the truths 
of Revelation in the New Testament. Of this 
the passage in question affords a remarkable ex- 
ample, as containing allusion to four passages of 
Scripture,—namely, ] Cor. vii. 37. 1 Cor. vii. 
22, dwedavOepos Kupíov äcriv. 2 John i. 1, and 
Ps. cxix. 125. 2 Pet. ii. 19. 1 Cor. ix. 27. 

33. dwexplOncav| Not those just before men- 
tioned, who * believed on him,’ but some by- 
standers, who perversely misrepresented his mean- 
ing, and in order to draw censure on him, inter- 
proe of temporal what he had meant of spiritual 
iberty. 
— oder! éedovA.] As the Hebrews had 

been in slavery not only under the Egyptians, 
Assyrians, and Babylonians, but were then sub- 
ject to the Romans (so Joseph. Antiqq. xiv. 8, 
thy édXsvOeplavy adwroBadXouev, Kal vskoo: 
'Pouaío» xariornuev), many regard this as a 
false assertion, uttered in the heat of disputa- 
tion; while others would take the words with 
such a restriction of sense as to be reconcilable 
to the truth of history,—nay, of plain facts. 
This they endeavour to effect by supposing the 
words to be meant of themselves, and of that gene- 
ration only. And assuredly the Jews, even after 
they became subject to the Roman empire, were 
left in the enjoyment of no inconsiderable por- 
tion of ono Ol paral ey as well as religious. Bat 
this cannot admitted, because, as Alf. ob- 
serves, morore connects with owipu. ' ABp. is., 
and generalizes the assertion. The assertion, if 
false, cannot be accounted for as arising from the 
beat of disputation, for there had been none. 
The words, Alf. maintains, arise from the oi 
dAnOwe ua8:Taí. So that, he thinks, we must 
sup some technical meaning attached to de- 
GovAevxauey, in which it may have been core 
rect. But the term is of a kind that is not sus- 
ceptible of a technical meaning. The best way of 
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removing the difficulty is, to suppose the words 
spoken hastily, under the influence of vesation, 
and therefore incorrectly; also that the term 
GadouA. is used in the strongest sense that the 
word admits, * we were never in slavery.’ And 
that, I apprehend, may be shown to be not alto- 
gether contrary to the truth of history ; certainly 
as regards the tians and Asayrians, and, in 
some measure, the Babylonians, as respects the 
Jews, at least those left in Palestine. 

34. Our Lord now shows that he meant, not 
litical, but moral and spiritual liberty ; here 

meulcating a truth frequent in the New Test. 
(seo Rom. vi. 17. 2 Pet. ii. 19), i. e. that the 
habitual commission ef sin (for such is the im- 

rt of the expression ó wo:cyv Thy duapríav) 
is a sort of slavery; a truth, indeed, acknowledyed 
by the heathen (see many examples in 
Wets.), at least so far as regards the mere 
sentiment. 

85. ò di sovhow—alwva] Here we have, in 
continuation of the comparison, an illustration 
drawn from what is usual in common life; q. d. 
* The Slave has no claim to remain continually 
in the same family; but may, at the pleasure of 
his owner, be sold unto another. Not so the son ; 
he cannot be alienated from the family: thus 
intimating that, though of the seed of Abraham, 
yet of that seed there might be two classes, —that 
of the son, and that of the slave; and also that, 
in like manner, as in the case of the son and the 
slave, the Jews would not be privileged to remain 
in the family of his Father, unless he, the Son, 
should release them from spiritual bondage, and 
admit them to the privil of sons. ere 1» 
an allusion to the case of H and Ishmael, 
and of Isaac. Observe that to the above twofold 
objection of the Jews, our Lord replies (vv. 35, 
j in an inverse order. And, first, to the con- 

fident assumption, ‘we have never been in 
slavery to any one, he answers, not by reminding 
them, as he could have done, of the servitude of 
their nation, at least, to Babylon; but by repre- 
senting them as being under a servitude far 
worse than that to any earthly tyrant,—even a 
servitude to sin. Then, to their claim to be the 
seed of Abraham he replies, by showing that, 
even admitting them to be such (though, in a 
certain sense, he argues, v. 39, they deserved not 
the title, because in works so utterly unlike 
Abraham), they are, notwithstanding, only in the 
condition and relation of slaves, who have no 
claim to permanent abiding in the house; and, 
in order to be truly free, and to enjoy * tho liberty 
of the sons of God,’ must be made free by the 
Son of God, ‘who abideth for ever,’ and, conse- 
quently, is abundantly sufficient ' to save to tho 
uttermost those who come unto God by him." 

86. This verse sets forth view, en- 
grafted on the former; the comparison being tho 

same, but the application different. The in- 
ference here introduced by ovr is founded on the 
abiding of the Son for ever in glory at the right 
hand of God ; whence it is inferred, that /thera- 
tion and redemption can come from him alone, of 
whom Isaac was the type—' the seed according 
to promise. See Lampe and Calv., who also 
ably point out the full force of the e ion 
évreos iAsí0epot, and show how alone this trae 
freedom can be — Me. by being 
again of Christ's Spirit, and after his image; thus 
attaining the adoption through election. Eph. 
i 5. Calv. in loc. well remarke: ‘ Quod 
natura proprium habet, nobis adoptione com- 
municat, dum fide inserimur in cjus corpus, ac 
efficimur ejus membra. Christi ergo beneficium 
est libertas nostra, sed eam fide uimur : 
que etiam facit ut nos Christus Spintu suo 
regeneret.' Comp. Gal. iv. 21 —ult., which is the 
best comment on this verse. 

37. ola] The word must, as Calvin observes, 
be here taken in the sense of concession. Our 
Lord admits their assertion, but makes use of it 
to show the inconsistency between their boasted 
claims of ancestry and their nt disposition 
and conduct, and to evince that they must in- 
deed be degenerate descendants of Abraham, 
who, in a spirit so totally unlike that of their 
illustrious progenitor, plot the death of Him to 
whom both the Patriarchs and Prophets bore 
witness. 

— Sri ò Novos ò inós où ywpat dv $.) Here 
is ted the reason for that rejection of his 
doctrine, which made them plot against his per- 
son. On the exact import, however, of où yespei, 
some difference of opinion exists. The seme 
‘has place,’ adopted by many ancient and modern 
Expositors, is destitute of authority, and not suf- 
ficiently definite or significant. e true inter- 
retation seems to be, ‘ does not effect entrance, 

reception, among you :' a sense occurring also 
in Wisd. vii. 23, and Joseph. Antt. vi. 3,1; bat 
not, I tbink, in the Class. writers : since it seems 
to be an Hellenistic phrase. The interpretation 
of Lücke and Alf, ‘does not work in you,’ 
* spread, go forward, in you,' cannot be sustained ; 
and if it could, it would be here unsuitable. 
The true nature of the metaphor is well pointed 
out by Euthym. thus: "O Adyor mov, ò àidac- 
KaAkóe, vYynrds ðv, où Xwpei iy ui», Toit 
Xova: vovv terevwutvoy vxàó qQavXormwTot, 

‘eo straitened as to Jeave no room to hold my 
e 

. The scope of this verse is, to draw a con- 
trast between the conduct pursued by Asm, and 
that by them; as — to account for tbeir 
rejection of him : q. d. * No wonder there shou!d 
be such an opposition between us, inasmuch as 
when J speak I speak abont what I have learned 
from my Father (seo supra iii. 32, and note); 
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and ye do what ye have learned from your father, 
who ie always opposed to Mine." 
— & depaxa—é iwpaxars] Lachm., Tisch., 

and Alf. edit from 5 uncial and 1] cursive MSS, 
(to which I can add nothing) &—&,—a specious 
reading, but proceeding, I suspect, from miscon- 
ception on the part of the Critics, who supposed 
a plural bere called for,—which is not the case, 
since the singular may be used generically. The 
reading #xovcars, instead of the second iwp., 
found in B, C, K, L, X, and a few cursives (to 
which I add 5 Mus. copies), and Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16 and 17, and adopted by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., is entitled to attention, as seeming the 
more suitable term, but not to adoption, except 
on far stronger evidence. Besides, the quarter 
from which it comes gives reason for suspecting 
it to be a mere alteration; nay, if adopted, it 
would leave iwp. difficult to be accounted for. 
In such a case, surely external authority ought 
to decide, and that is quite in favour of — 

39. 6 warnp huey, &c.] The Jews, not know- 
ing that by their father, Jesus had meant the 

], and not quite understanding the other 
words of Jesus, — wapa pd Parpi 
Uuay; and regarding what was said as disrespect- 
ful to Abraham. take refuge in their former allo- 

tion, simply repeating that ‘ Abraham is their 
ather, ia whom they trust.’ To which our Lord 
replies, that they are not Abraham's sons in the 
true and spiritual sense, —namely, those who 
walk in his footstepe, and do his works. 
— sl rixva—twroetra dy] Here Griesb., for 

Üre, reads Sore, and — the av. But, as 
M marks, 

fall her. But for gore there is the autho- 
rity only MSS. B, D, L, and Orig.; for 
wostre, only that of Origen. Under these cir- 
cumstances it is better to take wo step at all 
towards alteration, but leave as it is the reading 
of nearly all the MSS., supported by all the 
Versions. Lachm. reads fore, and retains dv; 
while Tisch. retains jrs, and expunges dv. The 
former cmendation is quite indefensible; the 
latter, not capable of being defended, unless we 
should suppose St. John (as Mr. Green says) ‘to 
have committed a solecism into which neither 
himself on any other occasion, nor the other 
Scriptural writers on asy occasion have fallen.’ 
But, to turn from words to tbings;—thewe 

43 £ Avarl tiv daddy Thy £254, 
is * parallel oraw ei Pi conduct 

ued by Aimseif, an , a8 serving 
To kecoa for their rejection of him. He faith- 
fully delivers the doctrine which he hath learnt 
from and with his Father, even God; they do 
the works which they have learnt from their 
father, even the DEVIL, as is more plainly signi- 
fied further on. How fully this language was 
justified by facta, will sufficiently appear from 
the account given by Josephus of the Jews of his 
age. See Bell. v. 10. 

40. vey dé} ‘but as things actually are. A 
sense of the particle uent in Scripture; as 
infra ix. 4l. xviii. 36, and in the Class. writers, 
as Thucyd. iii. 43. 

Al. dusts worre rd dpya T. T. ù.) q.d. 
* Aye, ye do the works of your Father; 1. e. 
whom ye show to be such, by gor resemblance 
s him n character. — Fe aa the 
charge, and yet repeats it as if unwilling to name 
Satan as their father. That he leaves to be 
tn ; 

— ^Toprweíav] The best Commentators are 
that the word here, as often, signifies 

7 r or soap T tell 
sort of spiritual adultery ; since se close was 
connexion of the people of Israel with God, that 
it was ir to the — union. Compere 
Judg. ii. 17. 1 Chron. v. 25. Is. i. 21. Hos. 1. 2. 
iv. 12. Their meaning, therefore, is: ‘ lf thou 
art mow speaking of our natural Father, know 
that we recognize no other Father than Gop. 
To bim we are dear end beloved, like children ; 
him — "e — Tbis ment our 
Lord re te, by again adverting to the spiritual 
sense of Father. 

42. al ò Otót—luí] ‘If ye were the genuine 
children of God, in spirit, word, or work, and 
really loved and served him, so as to deserve tho 
name of children, ye would love me, who am the 
Bon of God (consequently bearing the character 
of God) attested to be such, inasmuch as ix Tov 
Osov 2EHADOY xai fixe. The full sense of which 
ie: * I proceeded forth from God, and am come 
into the world I» his Legate].' The former of 
these terms (4&7@oyv) has reference to the na- 
ture of Jesus as the eternal Son of God; the 
latter, bie character as Legate and Mediator. 
Ceep ch. vi. 46. vii. 29. xiii. $. xvi. 27, 28. 
xvii. 7. 

43. Our Lord here accounts for the obscurity 
which they found in his words, from their own 
indisposition to stteud to what be said. But 
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that was not the sole purpose of the words: the 
address is in character, —upbraiding, and ex- 
postulatory ; q. d. ‘ How is it that [as ye say] ye 
do not understand my speech ? even because ye 
cannot (or, are not disposed to) hearken and give 
heed to my words.’ AívracÓa, is here (as often) 
used of moral inability, arising from any one's 
being indisposed to do & thing. So Gen. xxxvii. 
4, oùx fjóóvaro XaXsi» aíTo ovdiv sipnvixóv, 
and Jerem. vi. 16 (of the Jews), ‘they cannot 
hear.’ The reason of this indisposition to hearken 
to the truth will appear from 1 Cor. ii. 14. The 
expression AaAi:d, meaning loguela, as distin- 
guished from Adyos, doctrine, has reference to 
the peculiarity of our Lord's manner of speak- 
ing, and its remoteness from the AaAra xoopov. 
Upon the whole, this seems said in reply to the 
objections of some wholly sensual and unspi- 
ritual persons to our Lord's discourses, that they 
did not com his manner of speaking, knew 
not what to make of the character of the phraseo- 
logy in which he expressed himself; as probably 
bearing a near resemblance to the writings of St. 
John, which have a peculiar idiom, not to be 
found in any other writers, which idiom seems 
to have been formed on that of his model, our 
Lord. The use here of Aad. (not found in the 
Classical writers) is formed on that of the word 
as used in Matt. xxvi. 73. Mark xiv. 70, there 
denoting dialect, or & peculiar and provincial 
mode o pronouncing somo words, and the pecu- 
liar use of others. To our Lord's peculiar cha- 
racter of speech, as well as manner of speaking, 
the persons in question probably applied the term 
Aadré. Thus, that they should not understand 
his speech, as we find it represented in St. John, 
is not surprising, considering that, in any case, 
spiritual discourse is to the ìgnorant and unspi- 
ritual like another dialect of the same language, 
and, at any rate, to be understood, roquires to be 
spiritually discerned ; which is what is implied 
in the words following, where Aóyoy denotes the 
materia, i.e. the doctrine contained in the AaAid. 
In où divac6e, &c., our Lord means to say, that 
‘they cannot understand the former, because they 
will not hearken to the latter.’ Of course, où 
évvacOs is to be understood, as in the passages 
&bove cited, of the moral inability arising from 
total indisposition to receive the truth, and a per- 
verse opposition to it on their pert. See note on 
Luke xviii. 34. t heathen writer well de- 
scribes this indisposition of the carnal and corrupt 
mind to hearken to wholesome precept and follow 

od example, as follows: 4oAAÀoi $4 dXoyiorot 
Cunheedful) TüV Tavra (lessons of good) eyou- 
Tav, alpovyTat (choose) ià THY aUTw@Y Kakiay 
áToÀícÜa., uadrAov À iTépæv apery (benevo- 
lentia) owfec8ar. No other than this was the 
case with the Jews of that age, who, after having 
despised instruction, refused the good and chosen 
the evil, came in the end to a fearful destruc- 
tion, making good the words of the prophet : 
* Behold, ye despisers, and wonder, and perish /* 

apxis, kai év TH adnOela ovy Exrnxey’ Sti oùe Ertw GdrnOea év 
A A a ? A a 

órav Marh) TO Yevdos, éx àv Dlwy XaXei* J bts Yredarns 

44. busts ix warpds, &c.]] Our Lord now 
B more plainly, pointing to their trae 
ather, and indicating two of the principal 
——— ride which their ——— to their 

iaboli ther consists, —uamely, man-slaying 
and lying. This verse is ibroughiont one of the 
strongest attestatious to be found in Scri to 
the personality of the Devil; for it is impossible 
to suppose here an accommodation to Jewish 
views, or & metaphorical form of speech in so 
solemn and direct an assertion as this The 
words xal tas i*Üvulas—moisi» may best be 
rendered, *and the behests ( wishes) of your father 
it is your will and wish to perform* (showing 
how voluntary is the service) ; for there seems an 
intended correspondence between éwi:Ovuias and 
6éXers—such a correspondence as may be recog- 
nized in a striking passage of Sir Philip Sid 
Arcadia (cited in Johns. Dict.), © Her ten 
youth had lived under her parents’ behests, with- 
out framing, out of her own will, the forechusing 
of any thing.” ‘Aw’ apxñs denotes here, as 
often, ‘ from the beginning of the world." (Com- 
pare i. 1, and 1 John iii. 8.) In dv6perzo«-rósos 
there is not a reference (as some imagine) to the 
murder of Abel, committed at the instigation of 
Satan; neither, however, must the sense 
of the word (with others) be explained awar. 
It may be taken in its proper acceptation, and be 
referred to the seduction of our first parents; 
which might be called dstpwewoxrovia, as 
‘ bringing death into the world, and all our 
woe; the thing being brought about by Satan's 
machinations, Thus a Rabbinical writer cited 
by Schoettgen speaks of ‘the children of the old 
Serpent, who killed Adam and all his posterity." 
The same is also ascribed to the Devil, Wisd. ii. 
24, and in Irenæus, ii. 8, and other Fathers. 

The words xai iv cj dÀnÜeía ovX oTe 
contain a strong affirmation, by a negation of the 
contrary. And as to stand in any action is to 
stedfastly practise it, so the sense here is: ‘he 
has perpetually fallen away from tbe truth.' The 
full sense is, ‘he has never stood, nor ever does 
stand (the latter sense being called for by the 
icTw following); such is hie habitual course, 
that of falling away from tho rule of right action 
and duty prescribed by God; there is no prin- 
ciple of duty in him. The Article is not used 
at oóx Kc Tiv dAriÜsia. iy abris, because there by 
truth is meant subjective truth, ; 
— örav dary rò — &c.] The sense of 

these words mainly depends upon that assigned 
to the avrov; which some ancient and a few 
modern Translators render, according to the more 
usual signification of the word, spstius, his. Yet 
this produces so odd a sense ( for he is a liar, 
and so is his father’) that almost all Expositors 
of any eminence from Erasmus to Tittman, take 
avTov as a neuter, rendering it ejus, it; and they 
refer it either to the remote antecedent Wevdor, 
or consider that word as inberent in the vertal 
Yevorns. Upon the whole, there is no reason 
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to depart from the common rendering ; for though 
it may seem to involve something uncouth and 
obscure, yet thut is no more than may occasion- 
ally be observed in all ancient writers. More- 
over, the sexse thus arising is both apposite and 
natural,and such as suggests matter for serious 
reflection. And, after all, there is here little that 
can be called irregular. This use of avTov in 
the neuter, though rare, is not unexampled, being 
found at Eph. ii. 10, fva iy abToic wepiwar., 
for neither is avrote confined to the masculine, 
but, like the Genit. here, is sometimes a neuter. 
Nor is the use of the Article here to be called 
anomalous. It might, indeed, have been dis- 
pensed with ; but it is not without its force, as 
suggesting the sense, * and the originator of it b 
the deception of our Sri parenta, Gen. iii. 5. 
So in Soph. Œd. Tyr. 868, Jupiter is called 
awrarnp vouwy, and Plato, Menex. C. 10, has 
TaTípac T7j* &AsuOspías, ‘authors, or originators 
of the truth.’ Instances, too, are abundant of 
nouns being left to be supplied from a verb pre- 
ceding; and thus there is no great harshness in 
a noun being left to be supplied from a verbal, if 
we consider its true nature, especialy as the 
sense of the verb itself has just preceded. 

Finally, the above method of exposition is sup- 
pre by the suffrage of the earliest antiquity ; 

ing adopted by the Pesch. Syriac Translator in 
the middle of the second century, who renders by 
aap] with the feminine affix, which therefore 
cannot be referred to the Devil, and must belong 

to the preceding feminine noun 400 a lie. 
To —— should be rendered so as to express 
the force of the Article, * what is false,' as often 
in Aristot. and Plato, as opposed to rò dAnOés. 
And so also at Eph. iv. 25. 2 Thess. ii. 1]. 
Rom. i. 25. Tho very phrase AaAety rò Wevdos 
occurs at Ps. v. G. 

These words, then, are meant to show how it 
is, that nought but falsehood comes from him, — 
namely, that is natural to him; ix Gv llwy 
being (as the Pesch. Syr. Translator also takes it) 
for ex ov léiov, and that for 4E ld:eopuaros, 
*from natural disposition," i. e. the evil disposi- 
tion belonging to him, implied in the preceding 
context; probably a popular form of expression, 
since it is not found in the Classical writers. 
Remarkably similar to what is here said of the 
Devil, is what Po byry de Abstin. ii. 8 42, says 
of demons, Tò Prados (lying) TovTo:s olxitou. 

45. Here iyà is, as often, emphatic, corre- 
sponding to avrds, and the 2i is antithetic, with 
reference to a uiv before, not expressed, but to 
be supplied after iets at v. 44, being hy 
parenthetical and illustrative. Render: ‘ But 
as for me, it is because I s the truth, that ye 
believe not what I say. Insomuch that, as 
Christ declares on a similar occasion (v. 43), ‘if 
another should come in his own name only 
(without that Divine authority which he pos- 
sesses), him they would receive. Thus, then, it 
is meant that they can no more believe the truth, 
than the Devil can speak it; both actions being 
respectively contrary to their nature. Thus 
there is intimated an indirect contrast betwcen 
the Scribes and Pharisces, who might well be 
called ‘liars, —like their father (the author of 

lying), — and Himself, ‘the true” and truth- 
eclaring, to whom, as such, — neces- 

sarily and naturally opposed ; and Aence they were 
utterly indisposed to believe on and receive him 
as the Christ, and to come to him for salvation. 

46. rls iE tbucwv—auaptias;] The scope of 
this address is to convince them of the credibility 
of what he asserts, by another and a more fami- 
liar kind of argument, in which our Lord traces 
unbelief to its true source. In ris 1E iar the 
interrogation, as Calvin remarks, has the force of 
confident appeal. 

'AuaprTía is here by many of the best Com- 
mentators taken to mean, not sim, according to 
the common acceptation of the word, but error, 
or in doctrine ; as opposed to the truth 
spoken of in the next clause. Of this significa- 
tion examples occur in ZEschyl. Agam. 489, 
ppevõv duaprTía. "Thucyd. i. 32, Dam duap- 
via, and 78, iv duapría óvris. However, on 
further consideration, I now see reason to doubt 
whether that view of the sense be well founded. 
The force of the argument would thus be, that 
‘so far from convicting him of falsehood, they 
cannot even attribute to him error uninten- 
tional.’ Yet thus the argument would be any 
thing but forcible, and in accordance with the 
context; a tautology would be brought in; and 
the sense assigned to duapr. is one found neither 
in the New Test, nor in the Sept. Lampe would 
unite both senses, —vice in action, and falsehood 
in words or doctrine, and attempts to establish 
this from Ps. lix. 13. He might more appositely 
have adduced 1 Pet. ii. 22 (of Christ), òs duap- 
Tiav ov irolnosv, ovdi süpíÜn Boros iv Ta 
orouati avTov. The sense ‘sin’ must, how- 
ever, have been chiefly intended ; though that of 
verbal duaprtia, ‘falsehood,’ ‘the sin of the 
mouth,’ Ps. lix. 13, ought not to be excluded, 
and is confirmed by Euthym.; for it ie probable 
that there is here an allusion to the charge which. 
the chief-priests were (as is clear from Matt. 
xxvii, 63) in the habit of advancin inst 
Jesus, of being a deceiver, mAávos. And how 
strong and comprehensive a term of reproach is 
4Àdávos is certain from its use in the 122nd 
Epistle of Phalaris: +dv *AÀdávo» — wovnpov 
svpeOjvat, for there the person would seem to be 
designated as a liar and rogue.. EAéyxe:« must 
be rendered, not *convinceth, but convicteth ; 
as supra v. 9. And so in a similar of 
Aristoph. Plut. 574, we have xai ovy áXévyEat 
p’ obwe Civaca: wapl Trovrov. Our Lord ap- 
peals to his hearers whether they can mako 
out any such charge against him, of error or 
falsehood in doctrine, as to warrant disregard 
of his pretensions; which may remind one of 
& similar appeal of Moses to the Israelites. 
Numb. xvi. Now such an appeal of course in- 
volves the force of a strong negation. Thus, at 
the words following, the hearers are supposed to 
have answered, ‘No one!’ On which answer 
the inference is founded, —4. d. * But if, by your 
admission, it is granted that I do and the 
truth, why do ye not yield credence to me?" 
At v. 47, the argument is followed up, aud, in the 
words there is implied the answer to the preceding 
question, giari, &c., q. d. * Why do — P' becauso 
ye are not sons of God: q. d. ‘If ye were really, 
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es Kai ot mpopirai àamébavor tiva ceavrov [où] moicis ; 

as ye boast, sons of God, ye would hearken to 
the words of God [from me, whom he hath sent]. 
The very reason w y ye hearken not to them is, 
that ye are not of ; i.e. sons of God. Seo 
] John iii. 10. iv. 4, 6. v. 18, 19. 

48. Not being able to answer these arguments, 
the Jews, meaning here, as usual, of dpxovrts, 
are fain to have recourse to reviling. 
— Lapapeirns el—xal Qatiuóvioy Exyeic ;]. Of 

these two expressions the latter has been ex- 
lained at vii. 20. The former appears from the 

bbinical writers to havo been a term of bitter 
reproach, nearly equiv. to calling any one a 

or a ic; and the Samaritans were 
accounted both. 

49. To the first head of the charge, as mani- 
festly false, our Lord vouchsafed no reply; and 
as to the socond, after putting a mild, but solemn 
negative, he practically evinces its falsehood, by 
a simple appeal to his whole life and doctrine, 
which were evidently not those of one having a 
devil. This is especially shown by the allega- 
tion, ‘J honour my Father;' a manifest proof 
that he is »ot with a devil, since the 
devil not only honours not God himself, but 
incites others to trample on God's honour. In 
the next words, xal duets áTiuá(eTÉ ue, there 
is a tacit contrast between them and himself by 
a skilful turn of expression very similar to some 
in the Orations of Thucyd. e dense brevity 
here (almost Thucydidean) requires to be drawn 
forth in a paraphrase thus:—' Far from acting 
the part of one with a devil, J honour 
God, who is my Father; while ge, on the other 
hand, dishonour me ; and, in so doing, dishonour 
my Father, and your Gop.” 

50. dy dé ob nra] In these words our 
Lord answers, by anticipation, the ch of 
vain-glorious boasting, by showing that it 1s not 
so ; and consequently the di, ‘ but’ (not ‘and,’ as 
in E. V.), is very forcible, and the sense may be 
thus expressed: “ But (= ‘and yet") though I 
speak of your dishonouring me, it is not J who 
seck mine own honour; but there is One who 
seeketh it (for me), and judgeth between me 
and you, who refuse to honour me." The iyoó 
is, as very often in this Gospel, emphatic; I havo 
rendered accordingly. 

54 TAr- 

51. There is here, as Lampe remarks, a far 
ther carrying on of the discourse, arising out of 
the xpivew at the end of the last verse, and form- 
ing a novum tentamen gratie, in which our Lord 
adverts to the happy lot of those who accept his 
covenant of grace, and observe its requisitions ; 
i. e. that they shall ‘never,’ lit ‘by no means 

TOv at Luke ii. 26, signifies, ‘to experience 
death ;' meaning death fritual and eternal, * the 

d ” spoken in Rev. ii. 11, and in 
St. Paul's Epistles. Yet, though it has brea 
proved that the phrase as well as the doctrime 
was not unknown to the Jews, the hearers mis- 
understand or pervert our Lord's words, inter- 
preting them of death temporal, and endeavour 
thereby to fasten on him the charge of being 
possessed with a demon ; or, if speaking soberly, 
as this claim to confer immortality on others im- 
plied the possession of it himself, the Jews justly 
interpreted this as virtually an tion of 
superiority over Abraham and the Prophets. 

. Tevonrac for text. rec. yatoara:, which 
I have, with all the Critical tors, adopted 
from many MSS., I find in almost all the Lamb. 
and most of tho Mus. copies, also in Trin. Coll. 
B, x. 16 and 17. 

53. xal ol xpopytras, &c.] Abraham, indeed, 
was also a Prophet ; and so he is called by Jeho- 
vah, Gen. xx. 7. But that appellation was, it 
should seem, — in the, to them, more en- 
dearing term of Father; he being called Father 
of the faithful. 
— dribavoy] q. d. * Even the most eminent 

and most faithfol servants of God were not 
exempt from death.” The Jews only stumbled 
at these pretensions because they refused to ac- 
knowledge Jesus as the Messiah; for they did 
not deny that the MESSIAH was to be far saperior 
a all Patriarchs, Prophets, and even angels. 

mpe. 

— ov — Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. od, on the authority of A, B, 
C, D, G, K, L, and many cursive MSS, ta 
which I can add four Lamb. and several Mus. 
copies, also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. However I 
still think (with Mattbzi) that it ought to be re- 
tained, though in brackots External authority 
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Jor the word is much superior; and I find it in 
the most ancient and pure in text of the Lamb. 
MSS. confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers., —not 
to say that internal evidence is quite in its 
favour, considering that it was more likely to be 
omitted than inserted. It was, probably, omitted 
(whether carelessly or not) by those who did not 

rceive its force, nor consider that by removin 
it they took away not a little from the spirit o 
the expression in a context marked by spirit and 
force, since od here (like ov ya according to fre- 
quent use) has the same import as our thou in 
our elder writers. Zi is elsewhere so used in 
Johniv. 19, 0£opo OT: pop. «1 ob (where from 
ignorance of this sarcastic force of od the framer 
of the text of the MS. D expunged the pro- 
noun); also vi. 30, ri ody moris ob} onutioy; 
viii. 25, ov tıs al; xii. 34, wae ob Adyas; 

54, 55. The argument here is obscure and un- 
certain; but it probably is, as Mr. Alford sup- 
poses, this: ‘The same God, who is the God of 
Abraham, is my Father; he it is who honours 
(glorifies) me; and it is his word that I keep.’ 
he term dof. points to the foregoing power of 

delivering from death, though it refers also to 
the óav generally at v. 50. 

For ùuwv 9 uncial, and many cursive MSS. 
(to which I can add all the Lamb. copies except 
one, and nearly all the more ancient Mus. = tag 
read fyuwy, which is adopted by Griesb., Scholz, 
Jachm., Tisch., and Alf.; and Alf. pronounces 
the text. rec. ‘an alleration oratio directa.’ 
I, on the contrary, regard the huæv as a blunder 
of the scribes; who, even the best of them, so 
perpetually confound the two, that in most cases 
the true reading cannot be determined except by 
the test of suitability to the context ; and that 
here admits sucv, but rather calls for buiw, 
which is found in the t body of the MSS., 
mending B, D, E, F, H, X, A, confirmed b 
nearly all the Versions. Besides, though Alf. 
edits uv, and translates accordingly, yet in his 
Exposition ho follows the reading vucv, which 
is, indeed, called for by the force of the argu- 
ment, and by the true punctuation, which I have 
adopted, after R. Stephens, in his O mirificam ; 
and I am now of opinion that the xai 1s best 
rendered ips es as in Heb. iii. 9, idoxí- 
uacár ut, kai slov Tà Epya pov, ‘although 
they saw my works.’ So here, — ye 
know him not (the pronoun being emphat ©) e 
who habitually call him your God, as peculiarly 
the God of Israel." The Ayers, too, 15 empha- 
tic, intimating that they cannot really know and 
worship God, if they refuse to acknowledge him 
whom he hath sent. After all, the reading "uiv 
may have been an emendation of Critics, who 
stumbled at the construction, which is unclas- 
sical; so that the or: seems to call for ñuav, 
though the context and course of reasoning 
io rar Uu. 

. 6010 Ujiv] Lachm. edits duty, from 

MSS. A, D, and 4 cursives; authority quite 
insufficient ; especially since internal evidence is 
in favour of vue», inasmuch as ùuîv is evidently 
a correction of ancient Critics, who thought the 
construction with the Genit. solecistic; which, 
however, is not the case; for, although not puro 
Attic Greek, it is good “eat Greek, and is 
found not only in Elian, N. An. viii 1. 
Theophr. Hist. Pl. ix. 11, but aleo in Xen. 
Anab. iv. 1. 17, and Hdot. iii. 37; thongh in all 
the passages one or other of the Editors would 
alter the Genit. into Dat. ; not being aware that 
the idiom probably originated in the language of 
common life (like our vulgar idiom ‘ the like of 
you’), from an early period, and thus came to be 
used by the Father of History. It occurs in the 
Sept. at Isa, xiii. 4, and occasionally elsewhere, 
but only in the MSS. not in the text; which is 

rtly the case in the New Test. Thue at John 
ix. 9, it is found ina few MSS., including Lamb. 
1777 ; at Mark xii. 30, in some copies; at Rev. 
ix. 19, in many of the most ancient and best 
MSS., and it is, as 1 have there shown, probably 
the true reading. 

56. "ABpaau 6 tarip, &c.] Our Lord now 
contrasts their feelings towards God with those of 
Abraham, of whom they so boast; and that by 
way of adverting to his exalted nature, and con- 
sequently infinite superiority to Abraham. 
— $yyaXAiácaro iva lên) The version * te- 

joiced to see* is not sufficiently signiflcant to 
express the full sense of the term #yaAX., which 
is pregnant with meaning; which may best be 
drawn forth by rendering geny rejoiced [in 
the prospect) that he should see my day—the 
time of my appearing on carth in the flesh ;— 
seeing it by anticipation, and realizing it by 
faith. The next words are — of the 
foregoing, and may be rendered, ‘ Yea, he did 
see it, and rejoiced [therein],' namely, as most 
recent Commentators explain, in the seat of the 
righteous dead, the Paradisiacal state of bliss 
(see Luke xvi. 23, and notes). For, they ob- 
serve, the Jews and the ancients in general, 
supposed departed spirits to take an interest in 
what concerned their posterity. And they refer 
to Is. xxix. 22, sq. Phil. Jud. ii. 10, and several 
passages from ancient writers. After all, how- 
ever, the meaning may rather be (as the older 
Commentators interpret), that he mentally saw it 
—partly by the eye of faith, so strong as to be 
compared to sight (see Heb. xi. 13. 1 Pet. i. 10, 
12), und partly by a revelation of the advent of 
the future Saviour (supposed to be made to him 
on being commanded to offer up his son Isaac), 
either during his lifetime, or after death and in 
Paradise, at the period of the actual advent of 
the Saviour on earth. Thus, ss Calv. says, 
* desiderii et visionis tempora inter se diversa 
faciant’ This view is most ably maintained by 
Maldonati, and favoured by Lampe. For my 
own part, I cannot better express my judgment 
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IX. 1 Kai mapáyov clev dvOparrov ruddov èr yeverns. ? xai 
npeTnoay avTov oi pabnral 

than in the words of Calvin: ‘Et verum 
uidem est, spiritibus sanctis post mortem pate- 
tum Christi adventum; cujus expectatione 

suspensi fuerant tota vita: sed nescio an expo- 
sitio tam argula Christi verbis conveniat." 

57. wavTükorra itn, &c.] The number 
seems to be here used, not (as Grotius — 
from its being a round number, but use 
among the ancients fifty was considered as the 
vd any one was past his vigour, and begin- 

ning to grow old. Thus, then, it is meant, that 
he was still young (not even 7psofóTns, much 
less E Tome how, then, should he have seen 
Abraham ? 

58. mpiv ’ABpacu—tye elu] Render: *be- 
fore Abraham existed, I am" (the Present being 
here used to denote continued existence) ; equiv. 
to ‘before Abraham was born | am.’ In so 
expressing himself our Lord evidently expresses 
his own Divine and never-ceasing existence, 
inasmuch as in the same language Gop speaks of 
himself in Exod. iii. 14. T. xliii, and else- 
where; see Ps. xxxix. 2. xc. 2. Jer. i. 5, and 
comp. supr. i. 18; infr. xiv. 9. xv. 27. In fact, 

?xpositors, except the Socinians, are agreed 
that the use of the Pres., elul, expresses, as in 
Col. i. 17, essential existence. These words, then, 
showing, as even the Neologian Lücke admits, 
the pre-existence of Christ long before his birth 
in this world, plainly set forth his supreme 
majesty, and, by the assumption which they 
involve, of the name and attribute of Jehovah, 
his Diviniry. And so it is evident the Jews 
understood Jesus; otherwise they would not have 
attempted to stone him for blasphemy. That 
stoning was a punishment inflicted for blasphemy 
among the Greeks as well as the Jews, is shown 
by several examples adduced by Lampe. 

59. éxpuBn, xal iEjA0.] Most recent Com- 
mentators suppose here an hendiadys, or refer it 
to the rule by which, of two verbs in connexion, 
one is to be rendered as an adverb, as supra 56, 
elde xai éydpn. It is not, however, necessary to 
resort to that principle here. Jesus hid him- 
self, it should seem, for the moment, and soon 
afterwards went out of the Temple. We need 
not, with the older Commentators, suppose this 
concealment miraculously effected, by vanishing 
from the sight of the multitude; we must not 
(as Alf.) suppose it done by being encircled 
by his disciples. Not only is nothing said to 

at effect, but the words following rather dis- 
countenance such a view; sce note on Luke iv. 
30. However, the words disA8Gy—oUrws have 
been rejected by many Editors, and are cancelled 
by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But there 
is scarcely evidence sufficient to warrant their 
being expunged; for they are only omitted in 

avro), Meyovres "Pagfi, tis 3jnap- 

MSS. B, D (both tampered with by Critics, 
and here and there corrupted from the Ital. Ver- 
sion), threo recent and inferior Versions, and 
two or three Fathers. But, as the words are not 
at all essential to the sense of the passage, the 
teetimony of Fathers cannot have any weight. 
All the most ancient Versions have them ; and 
the Fathers adduced agaiast them have them in 
other citations. They are, moreover, expreseed in 
the metrical Version of Nonnus. However, since 
internal evidence is quite against their uine- 
ness, inasmuch as the words were far more ikely to 
have been infroduced (probably from a marginal 
Scholium, suggested by Luke iv. 30) than re- 
moved; especially since the reading of C, L, X , and 
a fewcursives, which add éwopevero, was evidently 
formed on men a — which was noted 
down for the purpose of clearing up the under- 
standing of the thing by euggesti the how, i. e. 
in what our Lord was enabled to conceal 
himself, and then make his escapo out of the 
Temple. It would seem that éiwopstero was 
the original reading of the Scholiast, afterwards 
altered to wap7yev, as a more definite term, 
and, when the clause was received into the text, 
seemingly called for by the wapdyesp of the next 
verse. 

IX.—ult X.21. Christ imparts sight to one 
born blind; and the circumstances thence result- 
ing. Our Lord's discourse concerning the true 
and the false Shepherds. 

2. vis Ñu., oùTot, À ol yov. a.) From this 
question of Christ's disciples, as well as from the 
words of the Jews infra v. 34, it appears that 
when a person was born with any bodily defect, 
or inherent malady, the Jews regarded it as the 
poe of the sins of his parents; while, 
owever, it would seem, that some supposed it 

might be for his own sins committed in a former 
state of existence. Accordingly, some eminent 
Expositors think that there is here a reference to 
the doctrine of the wpowrap£is, or pre-existence 
of souls; others, of the perevcepdrecis, or 
putTtuyóyocis, transmigration of souls into 
other bodies, by which what a soul had sinned 
in ono body might be punished in another. 
Others, as Lightfoot, Lampe, and Tittman, deny 
any such reference; maintaining that it cannot 
be proved that the Jews in the age of Christ beld 
any such doctrine. But granting that the affirma- 
tive cannot be fully proved, D neither can the 
negative. And indeed Joseph. Antt. xviii. 1, 3, 
and Bell. ii. 8, 14. iii. 8, 3, positively affirms, 
that the Pharisees (whose tenete were generally 
received by the people, and well known by the 
Apostles) did hold the Pythagorean doctrine of 
the metempeychosis, Though, it must be con- 
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fessed, the Pharisees confined it to the souls of 
the good alone. Moreover, the lan is not 
that of positive belief seeking for con ion, 
but of seeking for information. And the 
common people may have held a metempsychosis 
both of and of bad souls. Be that as it 
may, their question as to what caused this na- 
tural blindness rested on the common notion 
(premiers also among the Heathen), that all 
angerous diseases, or grievous calamities, must 

have been produced by the intervention of some 
heinous sin, which they were meant to punish. 
Now, in applying this even to the case of any 
disease which befel a person in the course of his 
life, they would sometimes feel perplexity ; since 
it might be referred either to his own sin, or the 
sin of his parents; for the Jews likewise held, 
that the sin of parents, when not suffered for by 
themselves, was visited upon their children in 
the form of disease or calamity: sce Ecclus. xi. 
28. But how to apply this to the case of any 
bodily defect or infirmity, or any disease born 
with a person, occasioned no little perplexity. 
And accordingly for a solution of this difficulty 
the disciples apply. Our Lord, however, without 
adverting at all either to the general truth, or 
particular falsity of these opinions, informs his 
disciples, that the case, about which they in- 
quired, had nothing to do with either of the 
causes they mentioned; but, as when asked 
(Luke xiii. 23), ‘are there few that shall be 
saved?’ while declining a question of mere 
curiosity, He fixes their attention on a matter of 
far greater moment,—namely the truth, that 
while God permite diseases to afflict men, for his 
own wise purposes; in this instance he had, in 
the miracle worked by his Messiah, permitted 
the bodily defect in its subject to be worked by 
his Messiah; one of whose characteristic works 
(see Ie. xxxv. 5), it was prophesied, would be 
‘giving sight to the blind.’ 

4. dud at ipyá{eoða:, &c.] Meaning, that 
* such works aa these must be done by him now, 
while there is yet time and opportunity ; for the 
night is coming.’ Thus intimating that his con- 
tinuance with men would be sbort, and that he 
should not long either convince them by his 
miracles, or enlighten them by his doctrines. 
The words may also have been intended to 
inculcate the important lesson, that we all have 
a work to do, even the work of Him who sent 
us into the world; that we have our day, or 
time, to do it in; and that as that day is at 
the best short, and we know not how short (as 
it is said by Antiphan. ap. Stob. tom. i. 96, 7d 

Xiv koxe ppovpa ipnuipæ' Tó Te pikos Tov 
Blov, ñuépęe uia), so it behoves us to use all 
diligence, lest the night that must close our day, 
or opportunity, should find us with our work 
undone. 

ness; see Esth. viii. 16. Ps. xcvii. 11. cxii. 4. 

stran 
woul 

disorders of that o 
xiii. 225 (cited by Wetstein), * Si tumor insolitus 
tipho se tollat inani, Turgentes oculos vili cir- 
cumline cono. The spittle was used simply to 
make the earth fit for the use in question ; and 
the intent of the action was to suggest the idea of 
collyrium, eye-salve, or ointment. So Hor. Sat. 
i. 3, 25, ‘oculis male lippus inunctis, and comp. 
Rev. iii. 18. 

The action itself could, of course, contribute 
nothing to the cure, —but is to be considered as a 

mbolical one, such as the spitting in the eye, 
Mark viii. 23. See also vii. 33, and note. In 
imitation of this the early Christians used, by a 
similar bolical action, to anoint the eyes of 
the catechumens with clay. 

T. vias] ‘wash thyself, probably the eyes 
only ; for vlwreo@a: denotes ‘ to wash a part only 
of the body,’ while Aovacy means ‘to wash or bathe 
the whole body.’ Comp. infra xiii. 10. Cotovi- 
cus, Itiner. Hieros. p. 292, attests that the foun- 
tain of Siloam is much reverenced by both Chris- 
tians and Turks, who use the water to wash the 
eyes in certain disorders of that organ. On 
koAvufriÜpa see note supra v. 2. is order 
(like that of Elijah to Naaman, 2 Kings v. 10, to 
wash seven times in Jordan,) was doubtless given 
to try his faith. 

The words à épusvtósTat, ávacTaNu£vos are 
by Wassenburgh and Kuinoel considered as a 
gloss. But there is every reason to think that 
they are genuine; for such etymological inter- 
pretations of names were then very usual; as 
might be shown by many examples, both from 
the Scriptural and the Classical writers, especially 
Thucydides; though such passages have usually 
proved t into which ignorant, or rash and 
unwary Critics have fallen. 
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8. wpocairns] On reconsidering the debated 
question of the reading here, I have, in defer- 
ence to the united judgment of almost all the 
Critical Editors, adopted it; though the state of 
the evidence (by the want of the confirmation of 
cursive MSS. ; for I find it in no Lamb., and in 
very few Mus. copies, and in only one of the two 
Trin. Coll. MSS.); and by internal evidence 
being not altogether against Tv». that the read- 
ing may yet be considered an open question. 
The Evangelist might, indeed, have written 
Tupos xai vpocalTns, which is actually found 
in a few MSS. and Latin Versions; but it was 
not necessary ; for the latter circumstance comes 
out in the subsequent narration. The Critics 
who formed the text of those MSS. were, I sus- 
pect, induced to concoct the reading rupAds xai 
x pocaitys, because aTwxós TUPACs was as com- 
mon a phrase in Greek as ca@cus rogator in Latin ; 
the blind being almost always beggars. 

ll. dviphepa] * I received sight," as infra xv. 
18, which, however, is, strictly speaking, & term 
inapplicable to one born blind; yet examples of 
this idiom do occur in the Classical writers, 
from whom Lücke adduces two from Aristot. 
and Pausan. neither of them, however, pure 
Attic writers. It does not, I believe, occur, as 
us be — in the Sept. 

3. Tovs Gap.) Meaning the Sanhedrim, the 
far greater part of whom were Pharisees. That 
these were the rulers, is plain from vv. 23 and 34. 

16. was Covata: dy0. duapr.] By duapr. 
is here, as at v. 25, var y meant a sinner by 
being an impostor. See 2 Thess. ii. 3. The ar- 

ment is, that an impostor would not be endued 
y God with the power of working miracles; or 

"Or. * rrpodarns éaríy. 18 Obx èmiorevoav ody oi 'Iovóaios vrepi 

that if (as the Jewish doctors admitted) any one 
were so endued, he was plainly commissioned 
from on high, and could therefore dispense with 
any ritual observances. 

7. Adyoves T% Tupis] Lachm., Tisch, and 
Alf. insert où» between Aayovory and Te, from 
5 uncial and 7 other MSS. to which I can add 
8 Mus, but no Lamb. copies. But internal 
evidence is against the word, espec. in a writer 
like St. John, who so perpetually lcaves out con- 
nective icles; as the Critics who have ad- 
mitted oU» here must have been well aware, since 
they have themselves swept away, on MS. autho- 
rity, a ve largo number of Particles, which 
they thought been obtruded by the Revisers 
of the text. The fact that the Pesch. Syr. 
Translator had not the word in his copy E 
to be thought sufficient, in conjunction with 
vast preponderance of external evidence, to de- 
cide the question against the word. 
— ob TÍ Aéyeis —ó Ti fworks, &c.] There is 

no occasion to break up, as some do, the sentence 
into two interrogations: * What sayest thou of 
him ?—that he hath opened thine eyes?’ For 
bye specious reasons may be adduced in favour 
of this method, yct thus the second question 
would be futile, because it had before been put; 
and the man had manifestly recovered his sight. 
It is better, with all the ancient, and most 
Expositors, to assign the sense: ‘What sayest 
thow (i.e. what opinion hast thow) of him, in 
that (quatenus) he hath opened thine eyes; or, 
*as to his opening thine eyes?" Moreover, 3 r: 
is for xa@ors, ‘inasm as; as Luke i 7, 
ka0oT: ù ‘EA. gy orsipa, &c. 

— mpopirnt] Not meaning, ‘the Prophet 
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autov, Sts Tubos Fv kal avéBreWvey, dws Srov édovycay rods 
yoveis avro) Tov üàvaBXéiravros, 19 kal nowrncay aùroùs, Aéyov- 
tes’ OŬrós stiv ô vids vudv, dv úpeis Xéyere Ere TUdAOS éyev- 
ynOn ; mâs otv pri Brerer; % ’ArrexpiOnocay avrois oi yoveis 
autov kai eror. OlSapev Sti otros corey Ò vies "uv, kal Sts 
tupros éyevvnOn ? ards Se viv Adéres, ovx oldaper” 4 tis 
qvoitey avrov Tovs opOarpovs, hues ove oiDapey. avTOs Muriav 
Exel, avróv épwricatre avrós mep avroÜ Nadjoe. 2! Taira ch.1. u. 
elmov oi yovels aùroû, ™ drs époßoûvro rois ‘Iovéaious: 7n yàp sac tm. 
aouveréGewro oi Iovdaios, va dáv tis abróv Opodoyjon Xpioròv, ® —— 
à7rocvváyaxyos yévytat. B Aid rovra oi yoveis avrod elmov 
“Ors Mæiavu éyet, adtov dpwrycare, 3&"'Edowvgaav ody éx n Josb.7.18 
Ocvrépov tov ávÜporrov ôs Hv tuddds, raè elroy aurw Ads Oofay | Sem. 46 
TQ Ge nets oldaper Sri 6 dyÜporrros ovros ápnaproXos éaTw. 
25 "Arrexpi0n où éxeivos xai elmer Ei duaptwdos otw, oùe 
olóa: êv olda, dre rudros dv, dore BXéro. % Eloy 96 atro 
TáM Ti émoígcé cor; mas nvoité cov tors Od0aMaovs; 

foretold by Moses’ (as some understand); for 
that would require the Article; but ‘a prophet,’ 
Osioe dvo, as Euthym. explains. It is plain 
from vv. 31, 36, that the man considered Jesus 
only as a prophet, or, rather, a man of God, 
Osoc«fif* ; certainly not as the Son of God. 

18. *lovdaior) i.e. the $apicaio: before men- 
tioned. — 'Edoovnca», chad summoned, xal 
pór., * and had asked.’ 

19. otros ioriv—iyevv46n:] Lampe, Markl., 
Kuin., and Tittm., think that two questions are 
here blended into one, i.e. ‘Ie thts your son? 
Do ye say he was born blind?’ Such would, in- 
deed, be the more regular manner of expression ; 
but tbe present is the more simple, natara], and 
characteristic eo the persons; for, x their gro) 
to proceed from — to imputation 
fraud, they blurt out the latter (which is implied 
in Agyers), together with the former. In their 
answer, the parents pass over the imputation, and 
consider the words as comprehending fwo ques- 
tions, to which ha reply, which, together with 
arae —[ ire, es interrogation three- 
— which is, Mr. Alf. assures us, in strict legal 

ity. 
21. — iye) Meaning, ‘ He is of an 

sufficient to enable him to give testimony. He 
is come to years of discreti on. Of this idiom 
examples have been adduced from Xen. and 
Iseus. 

22. evreTíOswro] ‘de communs consilio decre- 
verant," as in Acts xxiii. 20. On this use of the 
Pluperf. Pass. in the Depouent sense, see Buttm. 
Gr. p. 234. 
— ——— venrai] ‘should be ex- 

communicated.’ my Lex. in v. 
24. ós do—av Te Osp) This does not sig- 

nify,—what it might seem to import, — Give the 
ise of thy cure to God [and not to this man].' 

For the absence of the Article will scarcely per- 
mit such a sense; and what is more, the worde 
are a form of expression, often employed in the 

Old Test., in tho way of adjuration, seriously to 
admonish any one to speak the truth awe Josh. 
vii. 18, 19. 1 Sam. vi. 5. Jer. xii. 16): ‘a lie 
being (as Lampe observees) a denial of the omni- 
science, holiness, truth, and justice of God. Con- 
sequently he who wilfully conceals the truth, or 
declares a falsehood, insults all those attributes 
of the Deity.’ Thus the form was used when a 
confession of crime was to be wrung from any 
one. The sense, then, is: ‘ Confess the truth, 
as in God's ce: hast thou been really 
blind from thy birth, and has thy sight been 
imparted by this man?' They hoped thus to 
detect some fraud or collusion; but, being dis- 
appointed, they resolved to excommunicate the 
man immediately. 

25. sl duaprwrée—olda] The Commentators 
are not as to the scope and character of 
these words, in which some recognize dissimula- 
tion, others sarcasm; neither of which views 
seoms well founded. It is better (with Brug., 
Camer., Grot., and Whitby) to take these words 
to mean, that * he has no knowledge of what they 
allege; q.d. ‘That Jesus is a sinner, I know 
not;' el being put for &ri. But as the authority 
for this signification of 4l is precarious, we must 
retain the usual sense whether, and take ob« oléa 
ina sense to denote, ‘I give no opinion : 
I have nothing to do with that.’ This view is 
confirmed by the words following, iv ola, which 
do not imply knowledge of nothing besides, but 
of one thing especially. So Aristoph. Av. 1176, 
qis tav Üscv; Ag. oùs loue Sri & slye 
wrepa, TovT' lapey. Arist. Pax 227, oùx oldu’ 
awihv 3v, ots, which words are in like manner 
an answer to a —— 

26, 27. The hedrim now repeat the same 
question before proposed. A device, by 
which they hoped to detect some d — in 
his testimony, which might stamp false on 
the whole; or they h that some additional 
cireumstances d transpire, from which they 
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27 AmexpiOn avrois Elmov ipiv dn, xai ovx neovoate Tí 

add ÜéXere axovew; pù xal peis ÜéXere avroU paĝnral 
qevéaÜa, ; B 'EXoibópncav obv abrüv xal elmov Xò € pabyris 

oka, exeivou: hpueîs è ToU Moveées écuév pabnral ?99'Heis 

oibauev ór. Moor) XexáNgkev 6 Ocóc* ToUrov 66 ovw oldapev 

pasio mode éor(y. 90 'Amrexp(Ón 6 avOparos xal elrev avrois* °° Ep 
yàp Tovro Üavpacróv otw, Stu vets ove oldate obey éari, 

gProv.18.0, kal dvépfé pov Tous ójÜaXuovs. 319 Ofdapev 86 Ti Guaprodop 
heit 6 @eds oùe drover AAN edv Tig OeooeBns Ñ «ai tò Onpa 
Eiek. 8. 7, aUroD moih, rovrov axover. 82°Ex ToU aiQvos oUx nxoveOn, ors 

Mios t, Hvorké Tus opOarpors TUprod yeyevvnuévov. B * Ei pù jv otros 
Ms tu mapa Oeod, ovx 9O/varo Toiv ovddv. 9**'Amekp(Uncav xai 
Mti ias. elrov avrg Ev ápapríaus od èyevvýĝns Gros! kai ov ÓuGda reis 
& 16. 16. 

might plausibly reason that the blindness was not 
,—or, at least, not from his birth. The man, 

however, now perceives their aim ; and, no longer 
able to suppress his indignation, impatiently ex- 
claims, elwov, &c. 

. 91. oùx hxovoare] ‘attended not to what I 
said. The next words are ironical. 

28. iXoidópucsay xai sirov) put for iàoið. 
elwoyres; for they thought it abuse enough to 
call him the — e of an impostor. 

29. obx oló.—i£cTív] <A popular expression, 
importing, * We know not his Divine mission, 
whether Ti doctriue and miracles proceed from 
Divine origin, or from dæmoniacal agency.’ (Seo 
viii. 27, note.) 

90. iv Toure] scil. uépet, ‘in this circum- 
stance.’ Supposing the y&p to be here (as it is 
usually regarded) simply intensive, we may ren- 
der it, with Wakef. and others, * or indeed ; 
equiv. to *'Tis passing strange. But the in- 
ferential force of the Particle must not be pr ws 
in, but combined with, the other; q. d. * Wh 
this, truly, is strange. Other instances of this 
combination of the two senses occur in the New 
Test. at Acts xvi. 37, ov ydp: &AAd, &c. 1 Pet. 
iv. 15, and sometimes in the Class. writers; e. g. 
Eurip. Med. 1370, O18’ ob«ét’ slol rovro ydo 
os ongeta:, * Why truly, this will sting thee!’ 
The general sense may be thus expressed, * Why, 
truly, this is strange, that you (mete, cinphatie), 
who undertake (according to your office) to dis- 
tinguish true from false prophets, should not be 
able to discern with whose power he comes, who 
gives "eo to those born blind." 

31. oidausv] equiv. to ‘it is well known.’ 
I would, in each of the two cases of dxoves 
occurring here, understand it of Aearkeming to 
their prayers for aid, or countenance; thus 
forming a gnome is, not unfrequent in 
Scripture; e. gr. Ps. lxvi. 18. Is. i. 13, and 
sometimes in the Classical writers, e. gr. Hom. 
Il. i. 218, "Os «s Osots éwiwelOnrar uáXa 
T' ÉkAvov abToU. Here, however, the context 
shows the meaning of tbe term to be espe- 
cially applied to the case of professing prophets 
asking aid and confirmation of their claims 
from God. So Schoéttg.,, after Chrys. and 

pas; xai étéBaXov avrov čto. 35 *"Hxovoev 6 ‘Inaovs, ors 

the senso thus: * To false 
does not bearken, so as to work 

provod him who wrought it to be a true pro- 
et. 

: 82. ix ov alawos] ‘from the beginning of the 
world. Sece note on Luke i. 70. Tis, scil. &»- 
Opewros, ‘any mere man.’ Though communication 
of sight, in some cases, to those born blind, has 
of late been effected by the improvements of 
modern surgical art, yet that does not affect tho 
present case; for the operation in question de- 
mands the intervention of the most consummate 
skill and labour, and it would be equally a 
miracle to restore such persons to sight without 
those means. 

94. iv dpapríate od iyerviOns Shor!) * ut- 
terly, *entirely.' This may, as some think, be 
said on the same principle which prompted the 
uestion of the disciples, v. 2, and 1f so, they, as 
rench observes (Mir. p. 905, note), forgot that 

the two charges, —one, that he had never been 
born blind; and so was an im ;—the other, 
that he bore the mark of God's anger in a blind- 
ness that reached lg es his birth, —will 
not agree together. ey might fo this in 
their rage against Jesus (of this ieee ane other 
instances of similar slips of memory) ; yet it 
may rather be, as the t itors, ancient 
and modern, consider it, an hyperbolical mode of 
expression, arising out of a burst of rage, like the 
Latin scates is; and the Greek xexóe «ai 
ix xaxwv. Perhaps, however, it was both the 
one and the other; being, probably, a blending of 
two phrases, cAws duapTwAóc els and à» duap- 
vías d-yevynOne, thus forming one of the most 
opprobrious speeches imaginable, and likely to 
have come from the persons in question ; for 
when men are quite destitute of arguments, they 
endeavour to supply their place by bitter reviling. 
By é&éBadov iğæ must be principally measat 
iep ER — ; but n excommunica- 
tion may have n accompanied by a thrusting 
him out of the apartment in t the Temple, where 
they sate in the exercise of their office. 
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éEéBaXov avrov fw xal eipwy aùròv elmev abra? Xù TuaTevew 
eis Tov Tiòv roð Oeod; 36 ArexpiOn éxeivos xai elme xai Tis 
ec Ti, Kopie, va miorevow eis avtov; S" elere 86 abro 0 In- uname. 
coix' Kai éwpaxas avrov, xal ó Nadav peta cod éxeivos stiv. 
38 “O 8 én TIvoretw, Kúpie kai mpocexivncey attra. 99? * Kal ort; 
elmev ó Inco Eis pipa éyo eis tov xoopov toŭrov Abov 

35. wrorevats—Oa0v] Almost all Commen- 
tators these words as only importing, 
* Dost thou believe in the coming of the Mes- 
siah ?' as all pious Jews did. But the mode of 
address seems to be pointed at the then state of 
the man's mind; who, though at the time the 
miracle was worked upon him, and even when 
brought before the Sanhedrim, seems to have 
regarded Jesus as only a Prophet ; yet, on reflec- 
tion, and consideration of the wonderful works 
Jesus had done, had probably begun to think 
that he must be more than a prophet, nay, to wish 
to be his disciple. Indeed lis answer seems to 
comprehend two things: Ist, * Yea, Sir, I kave 
that belief ;' and, 2ndly, * Canst thou tell me who 
that Personage is, that I may believe in bim?" 
The words seem to express a sort of expectation 
that the extraordinary Person, whom he was ad- 
dressing, could tell him who and where the Mes- 
siah was, or perhaps might himself be that Per- 
sonage. In this view, the words of his answer 
may be ded as a delicate way of saving, 
* Art thou that Personage?' That the true cha- 
racter of this vids Tov Osov su the man's 
present comprehension, as Alf. supposes; and 
that, accordingly, he asks for further informa- 
tion, is more than can be proved. 

36. xaí] This l have, with Griesb., Matthari, 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, introduced 
into the text, on the authority of many of the 
best MSS., including all the b. and most of 
the Mus. copies, and the two Trin. Coll. copies. 
The omission (of which other instances occur 
infra xiv. 22) appears to have arisen from the 
xai in the verse just below. 

37. xai ie p.—4cTip] The full sense is, * Thou 
hast both seen Him (now), and the Person who 
is ing with thee is He." 

. Wiorsuw, K.) Render: ‘1 do believe, 
Lord; and he rendered worship to him.’ See on 
Matt. ii. 2. 

39. xai alway ò 'I.: Ele xpíua, &c.] If these 
words were spoken at the time, they were spoken 
for the sake of the bystanders. But we have no 
sufficient reason to think that there were any by- 
standers; for so short a conversation, though 
terminating in the rendering adoration, would 
not be likely to attract many bystanders, and 
few, indeed, to whom so deep a spiritual lesson 
would not have been uttered in vain. Insomuch 
that I am inclined to think, with Mr. Alford, that 
some interval took place between the time when 
that conversation occurred and that when the 
words of this verse were uttered, but not a long 
one. We may suppose that our Lord took an 
early occasion, from the miracle being soon 
buzzed about every where, that was wrought on 
the blind man (which may bave become the 
topic of discourse in his presence) to speak of 

ritual sight, and the absence of it; and also of 
the effect which his coming into the world would 
pare in mooning or in confirming unbelief. 

OL. 1. 

However, the sense of tho words has been vari- 
ously laid down. Now that will mainly depend 
on the sense to be ascribed to xpíua, which 
some understand to denote the judging of the 
characters of men, and pointing out their duties. 
But that dis-spiritualizes the passage, and de- 
rives it of its pointed gravity. It is better, with 
hrys., of the ancient, and severa! modern Ex- 

positors, to suppose xpíua as put for ele ıd- 
xpirtw xal Qua wpiauóv, for distinction and sepa- 
ration, and consequently discrimination, —i. c. 
‘that men's real characters may be put to the 
proof' as to their use or abuse of their oppor- 
tunities, So it is elsewhere said of Christ (Luke 
ii. 35), that he ‘came for the falling and rising 
up of many in Israel, that the thoughts of many 
hearts might be revealed.” This sense, indeed, is 
quite agreeable to the primitive signification of 
xpiveiy, which is to winnow, and, in a general 
way, to gt ae divide, as an army into ranks. 
So Xenoph. Mem. iii. 1, 9, xpivecy rods dyaBois 
xai trove xaxovs. See also Hom. ll. 8, 362. 
But there needs some proof that the xpíua had 
ever the force of xplowe == Qiáxpicic. Hence it 
is better to retain the usual sense, ‘ judgment, as 
the result of discrimination, by the being put 
to trial.’ Thus our Lord's meaning will be, that 
‘ for judgment [as the effect of judging and trial] 
is He come into this world; the effect or conse- 

of his coming being, that, while some are 
thereby made to te e. know), —who were blind 
(i. e. ignorant) before, —others there are who, 
thinking they see already, while in effect they 
are but blind will be left as they were.’ 

In the next words the Tyra is not causal, but 
eventual, by marking result, the general meaning 
being, * Thus while 1 make some to see (as thie 
man whose eyes I have opened), I am the means 
of making others blind (comp. 2 Cor. ii. 16); 
thus the effect or consequence of Christ's comin 
into the world will be, that those who are blind 
through simple ignorance, will see (namely, by 
the light of the Gospel, and the illumination of 
the Holy Spirit) ; and those who have the use of 
sight (i.e. have knowledge), but are blinded by 
passion and peaa will not see what is before 
their eyes, but be left judicially to their own 
blindness. By the ol Aévrorret aro meant the 
oi doxourres BAéwtip, those who were thought 
to have, and thought they bad, a knowledge of 
God's word. Thus our Lord means to say that 
if this blindness were merely that pertaining to 
the head, if they were simply ignorant, they 
would not be exposed to thia hasy condemna- 
tion; but since they profess to be wise, their un- 
belief becomes inexcusable. But the ground of 
their guilt is, that they are at heart wilfully 
blind, and, with every means of coming to the 
truth, they remain closed to conviction; and 
therefore their sin, of unbelief, must rest upon 
them, be unexpiated, and thus sink them to 

rdition. 
pe RA 
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(va oi uù) BXérrovres. SAérroct, kal oi BXérovres Tupao: yé- 
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wai. GUTOD, Kal elroy auT@ M1 xai jets TUpAol éapev ; 41 w Eirer 

aùtois 6 lgcoüv* Ei TujXoi Fre, ovk ay eiyere ápapriav 
vüv 66 Xéyere "Ori fAXémopewv 7) obv åpapria vuv pévet. 
X. Apir àv Meyo dpi 6 pù eicepyópevos Sa TIS Oúpas 

X. 1 seqq. Some Commentators and Har- 
monists think that the discourse in vv. 1—22 was 
delivered at another time, and after an interval of 
two months, i. e. at the Feast of the Dedication, 
mentioned at v. 22, since Christ there carries on 
the metaphor of the Sheep. But that is incon- 
clusive; it is so closely connected in subject 
with the preceding, that it must have followed 
immediately after it; otherwise, indeed, the 
parable would be very abruptly brought in, and 
without any preface, usual to John, prefixed ; 
whereas, taken in connexion with the foregoing, 
it is very apposite. The introductory &uijv dun 
Ayw ùuiv cannot be meant as a preface, but is 
solely employed to introduce some further re- 
mark or admonition ; see John v. 24, 25. vi. 26. 
32. viii. 34, &c. Besides, v. 21 having a refer- 
ence to the recent case of the blind man, binds 
the rese portion to the immediately preceding. 
And, 

that he was the true Shepherd, 
that they who called themselves the shepherds of 
the people, and excommunicated those who ac- 
knowledged the Messiah, were the false teachers 
and impostors : that he himself, so far from seek- 
ing, as an impostor would, his own interest, 
sought nothing but the benefit of the people, 
and would lay down his life for them. 1n short, 
that there is a close connexion with the pre- 
ceding is admitted (though Alf. thinks it doubt- 
ful) by all the best Expositors, ancient and 
modern (sce espec. T. Aquin., Calv., Lampe, 
who says it was spoken eodem kalitu; Tittm., 
Kuin., Thol, Stier); but it is only as to How 
the connexion arises, that they differ. That the 
Pharisees are glanced at in what is said, cannot 
be doubted: but though that is the truth, it is 
not the whole truth. The most correct sense 
seems that of Cyrill, Theoph., and Euthym. 
riers by Maldonat. and Lampe)—that our 

rd, in what he says, answers not only to their 
words, but to their secret thoughts. These, says 
Lampe, ‘directe ferit argumentum Parabola ;’ 
and, I would add, when ushered in by so so- 
— impressive and weighty a form as—'Ayuny 
duy» Aéywo vuv, they were much more forciblo. 
Besides, the scope and purpose of the address are 
manifest from the plain facts opened out in the 
receding Chapter, where the audacity of the 

Pharisees rose so far as to pronounce Jesus not 
even a true P ; but an impostor. In order 
to evince the faleity of this charge, our Lord sets 
before the Pharisces a lively representation of 
the true and of the false Shepherd ; and in doing 
this he employe: as often, very figurative phrase- 
ology, as highly suitable to the nature of a Para- 
ble, and better adapted to match the figurative 

language in the foregoing of the Discourse 
and elsewhere, where he calls himself ‘ the living 
Water,’ ‘the Light of the world, &. So here, 
borrowing his imagery from pastoral life (whether 
suggested by the proximity of a sheepfold, and 
the view of a flock of sheep going to the fold, or 
not, is — he says of himself, in the ex- 
lanation of the Parable (7—11), *I am the geod 

Shepherd.’ There was the greater suitability in 
this, because the Messiab had been predi by 
the Old Test. propheta under the image of ‘a 
Shepherd.’ See Jer. xxxiii. | —4. Ezek. xxxiv. 
23. xxxvii. 21. Zech. xiii. 7. Hence, that the 
hearers understood the force of this figurative 
allusion is plain, since at the close of the first 
part of his address they ask him whether he were 
actually the Messiah. But in the Parable itselí 
our Lord simply places before them a representa- 
tion of the and of the evil Shepherd. Ir 
doing this, however, he describes the false shep- 
herd first, because, as Maldonat. observes, * facili- 
us cognoscimus quis fur sit, quam quis sit bonus 
pastor.” He does speak of the evil shepherd, be- 
cause, being represented as a pretended sh 
but really a «Adwrns xai Anaràs, he is, in point 
of fact, no she i ime keen retort on Lai Pha- 

styled him an impostor. In carrs- 
c—the spiritual edification 

risces, who h 
ing out his main pu 
of his hearers, and of the Church in every age—be 
ehows that those alone are worthy of the name of 
Shepherds, who, baving learnt of him, should 
preach his doctrine. In this, and other of his Dis- 
courses recorded by St. John, our Lord was pleased 
to employ expressions bighly figurative, in order 
partly to show the nature of his person and office, 
and partly for reasons which will a from 
my note on Parabolical instruction at Matt. xiii. 
3. Here it will be proper to be more than 
usually attentive to the precaution there sug- 
gested, as to the application of Parables ; namely. 
not to press too much on particular terms or cir- 
cumstances, such being but ornamental, and form- 
ing, as it were, the drapery to the figures in the 
pictures. Thus here by the sheep/fold 1s evidently 
meant Christ's kingdom on earth; by the door 
and the porter, Christ himself; by the thieves 
and rubbers, the chief priests and Pharisees; by 
— the e — J God; by the 

, those such (not the goats, Matt. 
xxv. 32), the faithful disciples of Christ; by the 
voice, proa the word of the Gospel, sounded 
forth by the spiritual pastor, conf. Ps. lxxxix. 
15, * Blessed are the people that know the joyful 
sound.’ As to the other terms, tbe correspond- 
ing ones are either very slight, or none at all. 

ut to advert to the scope of the present 
tion (vv. 1—21) ;—most of the ancient and earlier 
modern Commentators sup the subject of it 
to be the entering ecclesiastical offices with- 
out being authorized by a commission from those 
who have such commission regularly transmitted 
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eis Thy a)UXjv TOv "rpofárev, àXXàÀ dávafaívev ddrayober, 
exelvos KNEerTns éaTi kal AnoTHS 
Óípas moruýv dotti TAY TMpoBaTwv. 

26 Sé eloepyopevos Sid Tis 
3 Tovro 6 Oupwpds avolyer 

Kal Tà mpoBata THs $wvijs avroÜ axover kai rà iia mpóßarta 
Kahe? xaT Ovop.a, kai é£drye, aurd. * Kai drav tà ida mpóßara 
expan, EumpooOey avtav TopeVerav xai Ta Tpófara aùr 
axorovbei, Ett oldace thy wv)» avtod. 5 'AXXorpím O6 ov 
pen 1 axorovOjcwow, ddAdd hevEovtas an’ avtod: dts oùx olası 
TÀV adroTpiov THY $ovijv. 9 Tavrny T)» mapoipiav eltrev avrois 
6 "Inoots: ékcivo, 86 ob čyvwoav tiva ?)v, à éeXarEt avrois. 

7 Elrev oiv má avrois ô lgoo0s ‘Apiw apv Méyo Üpiv, 

down from the Apostles, and derived consequently 
from Christ himself. But that such a sense can 
be deduced from the present passage, neither the 
nature of the context, nor the import of the words 
will, 1 think, permit us to suppose. The purpose 
here in view is undoubtedly (according to the 
opinion of the most eminent of the more recent 
ommentators) that which has been above de- 

tailed. Accordingly, although its particular ap- 
plication here is to spiritual Pastors, yet it has 
reference to the taught—the true ‘sheep,’ who 
promptly hear the joyful sound of the Gospel. 

l. avAsv] The word means a hovel, open at 
the sides, formed by strong hurdles, and closo 
wickerwork. By avA} tay rpoBdtwy is here 
designated the Jewish , the Church of God 
and Christ, who needed the food of spiritual in- 
struction ; see Ezek. xxxiv. 11. Jerem. xxiii. 4, 
sq. To enter in by the door was a proverbial ex- 
pression, to denote making a regular ingress. So 
Arrian in Epict. ii. 11, dpyn $iXocodías wapa 
ye Tots we det, xai kava THY Bipay, awro- 
pévois avrijs, cuvaicOnors THe avTov doBevsias. 
Christ is called the door, since by him (‘the 
way, the truth, and the life’) we have ‘an en- 
trance ministered unto us into the everlasting 
kingdom’ (2 Pet. i. 11). KAéwrns and Anorns 
roperly differ, as our thief (or pilyerer) and rob- 

ber (or highwayman), the one referring to private 
stealing, the other to public and violent rob- 
bery. Here, however, they have little or no 
difference, but, being united, exert a force greater 
than either would have separately. 

3. ò Ovpwpós] i. e. one of the under-sbep- 
herds in attendance at the door of the avAn. 
The Jewish sheepfolds were built strong and 
substantial, guarded both within and without, 
being surrounded by a wall to prevent admission, 
except bv the regular entrance, and provided 
with a door, kept by a porter, and secured by 
bars and bolts. 
— THe pære av. dxovat] i.e. ‘attend to, obey 

his orders.” ®ævùy denotes either those trarticu- 
late sounds, as whistling, &c., or certain words, 
such as were addressed to the animals, on which 
see Aristot. Hist. An. vi. 19. The calling them 
by their names is illustrated by what Wolf and 
Wetstein adduce, who prove that anciently names 
were given not only to horses, oxen, dogs, &c., 
but also to sheep, and even goats. So piri 
Past. iv. p. 196, robs Toáyovs ixáXeasv. óvó- 
part, and cxivii., dxdAeoé Tae abray Óvo- 
paoti; which two passages confirm the text. 

2 

rec. xaAei, for which deyvei is edited by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., from A, D, L, X, and 4 cur- 
sives (to which i can add nothing); very insuffi- 
cient authority, espec. since internal evidence is 
in favour of dovrei, which is a term character- 
istic of the Evangelist, whereas the other is a 
mere critical alteration. This is confirmed by 
Hesych., who explains pwy? not only by Aéyei, 
but by AaA e;, which cannot be right, since such 
à use is unprecedented. Iam surprised that the 
Editore did not see that Hesych. must have 
written xaAsi, probably with reference to this 

, or to that of Mark x. 49. 
4. iuwpocbsy abTGv 7ropsósTrai] Cont 

to the custom which prevails in the West, the 
Eastern shepherds precede their flocks, and lead 
them by peculiar sounds of the voice; see Ps. 
xxiii. 2. xxvii. 20. lxxx. 1. The custom (no 
doubt introduced by the Moors) still continues 
in Spain. 

5. For áxoXovOsceciw, Lachm., Tisch., and - 
Alf. read -covoww, from A, B, D, E, F, C, A, 
and some 5 cursives; to which I can add 3 
Lamb. and 5 Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 
17; but external evidence is rather in favour of 
the text. rec., since the Subjunct. Aor. is the 
ordinary Greek usage, and the Fut. Indic. the 
pure Classical. I doubt not that -covo:y was a 
critical alteration, to introduce a better Greek 
form, and one more suitable to the pevEovra: 
"n after. iav] N i 

. Tapowulav ot put for rapafemp ; for 
I agree with Mr. Alford: that this i not properly 
a parable, but a parabolic allegory. 

7. What is here said is, as Greswell observes, 
not an explanation, but a continuation and an 
enlargement of the former topic, though with 
this difference, that the former is allegory 
throughout, the latter is not. Indeed, amidst 
a profusion of figurativo images Christ has dis- 
tinctly appropriated to their true sense only the 
personal character of the shepherd and owner of 
the flock, and the personal character of those op- 

to him, whether as robbers or hired at- 
tendants on the sheep. Ovpa denotes not only 
door, but access; also, as here, the medium 
thereof,—he who gives it. To which purpose 
Wetstein appositely cites a of Ignat. ad 
Philadelph. § 9, avrds ðv 0ópa ov IIaTpós, dk’ 
ġe elodpxovrat 'Afglpadp xal 'Icaáx xal. lake 
xal ol 3podirrai, see Eph. ii. 18. Taken in 
conjunction with what precedes, and what fol- 
lows v. 2 the primary import of the words 

R 
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sch ius 
Heb. 10.1 
90. 

must be, that Christ is the only way through 
wbich believers can enter into the Church of 
God (see ver. 9. xiv. 6. Eph. ii. 18. Heb. x. 19, 
20); though it may include, in an under tense, 
that as a man must observe and pass through the 
door, in order to his making a regular and un- 
suspected entrance into a sheepfold, so any real 
pastor must maintain & proper regard to Christ, 
in order to his being a true teacher in the 
Church. 

8. wed — These words are abeent from 
very many MSS. (to which I add 8 Lamb. and 
12 Mus. copies), Versions, Fathers, and early 
Editions, and are cancelled by Matthmi; but 
wrongly; for it is one of the most certain of 
Critical canons, that an omission of words, which 
have occasioned perplexity to Commentators, is 
always to be regarded as suspicious. And there 
are reasons which make this Canon stronger in 
the Scriptures than in the Classical writers. The 
omission might, in the present case, be purposely 
made, to save the honour of Moses and the Pro- 
hets, especially as the Manichæane denied their 
ivine legation. Internal evidence, therefore, is 

so strong in favour M these Xon = y balance 
even a superiorii, external, which, however, 
does not exist. Besides, the words are almost 
necessary to make any tolerable sense. They 
must, then, be regarded as genuine; and the only 
question is, what is their true i any 
ancient and moderu Commentators take wpe for 
dvri, and suppose an ellipsis of iv re dvopare 
Tov Tlarpos pov; understanding it of false 

ists, as Theudas, and Judas of Galilee. A 
view also maintained by those who take wpo in 
the usual sense be, Of these two interpreta- 
tions, however, the former supposes a sense by no 
means authorized by use, and introduces an in- 
admissible ellipsis; nay, involves an amachro- 
nism ; for, as the best itors are agreed, it 
cannot be proved that there were any false 
Christs previous to that time. And if even one 
such could be found, it would not justify the 
wavras coo. One thing is plain, that our 
Lord could not have meant to include Moses 
and the Prophets, of whom he every where speaks 
in terms of the highest reverence. The best solu- 
tion of this difficulty is supposed to be that of 
Bengel, Roeenm., Campb., and Kuin., who think 
that jÀ0o» is to be taken of time recently past, 
and up to the present; i.e. ‘ Nowour Lord (say 
they) throughout this discourse considers him- 
self viz. as the supreme spiritual Shepherd, 
through whose instruction and grace the under 
shepberds must be admitted into his fold, the 
Church.” ‘In this vicw (says Campbell) the 
words are directed chiefly against the Scribes and 
Pharisees, considered as teachers, whose doctrine 
was far from breathing the same spirit with his, 
and whose chief object was not, like that of the 
good Shepherd, to feed and the flock, but 
ike that of the robber, or of the wolf, to devour 
them.” Yet in this there is something not a 
little harsh; 1. in arbitrarily taking Gov as a 
kind of Preterite-present ; 2. in understanding 
Gor to mean ‘have come, as teachers ; for (not 
to mention that this is inconsistent with the apó 
iov) our Lord is here not representing himself 

JOHN X. 8. 

Ste yw eis fj Ovpa trav "pogárev. 9 IIávres, oot [apo 
% uod) 7jAov, Krérras ciol kal Xga ral: àXX oùe Tjkovcay avTOv 

as the Shepherd, a teacher, but as the good 
X Ta, n — at ver. 1], must 

} involve the idea o ing. But a 
then, will the parallel bold between the 
Messiah and the Scribes and Pharisees? In 
order to remove this difficulty, many have under- 
stood Sco: woo lnov of false 7 This how- 
ever (as we have seen) is at variance with facts, 
After full and repeated consideration of the 
words, l am persuaded that the only way te 
arrive at the truth is to suppose the parallel to 
be perfect, and to keep in view the leading sdes 
in «ous» ó xaàóę. In short, by öso: wes 
* Tor s I — meant — wio 

rist come in supreme 
hepherd of the people, and promising access te 

salvation, as Mediator of the Mosaic covenant. 
So Gal. iii. 19, the Law is said to have been 
Crarayels ds’ dyyidew iv xipi uacicrov. And 
at Heb. viii. 6. ix. 15. xii. 24, be Mediator of 
the new and better covenant is tacitly compared 
with that of the old and imperfect one. Now 
that this Mediator under the old covenant could 
be no other than the High Priest is plain, and is 

by the parallel drawn by St. Paul, in his 
— to the Hebrews, between Christ and the 

ediator of the first covenant, the High Priest ; 
firat, between Moses, the original Mediator, and 
Christ, ch. iii.; and then between the successive 
cara ty the h Priests for Me time being, 
ch. iv. 15, où yàp tyouer ápyutpla uà Óvr»dpa- 
voy, per HA be A € ̂ 5 v. x it is mid, 
was yap ápyisps poter \auBarcogs- 
vot, hich is oxeniplified by Aaron, the first Hi 
Priest. - So also at ch. vii. Paul continues 
parallel between these monete High Priests 
who die, and him who is a High Priest for ever 
after the order of Melchisedec. Sece also at 
vv. 23, 26, 27, 28. At ch. viii. and ix. he pro- 
ceeds in the llel, instituting a most minute 
comparison. Thus it is evident that the expres- 
sion in question, óco: mpè imot $AÜov may very 
well mean before Christ hud sustained 
the office of temporary mediators between God and 
man, but who were now disannulled by the dis- 
annulling of the old covenant, and the coming of 
a new and better Mediator, the Lord of the Tem- 
ple himself. But how, it may be asked, does this 
character of «Adora: kai À. correspond to the 
High Priests? I answer, l. it has been admitted 
by almost every Commentator that warrec may 
very well be taken to denote wodAol. 2. lt is 
almost universally agreed, that by ahéwres ae 
Aporai we are only to unde rapacious 
sons, chiefly intent on gain. And that moet of the 
High Priests under the second Temple at least 
were such, the History of Josephus will aban- 
dantly testify; nay, it is clear that almost all of 
them for the last 60 or 70 years had been such ; 

s who boughs their o and then made as 
much of it as they could, for the short time they 
were allowed to hold it. The traits of their cha- 
racters, as —— Josephus, exactly corre- 

nd to those adverted to in the present compa- 
rison, vv. 10, 12, 13, namely, avarice and extor- 
tion, united with the utmost timidsty, and 
of protecting those under their governance. 
our Lord meant chiefly the High Priests of a 
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cet. 10°O kXémrrgs oUx Epyeras, ei uj) va Kray ral Ovon 
xal atrohéan eyo Abov, iva wiy eywot, kal mepiocòv éExwow. 

Ps. 28. 1, 4. 
o ver. 8. 4. 
Isa. 40. 11. 
Ezek. 84. 11 

114 Em eipi ó rohi ó KANOS: 6 Trois 6 RANI TÌ — YO Eit 0 Trouu]v O KANOS. O TrOLULNY O KANOS THY Wyn dis. 40. 11. 
avro) TiOnow rèp tav mpoßáræv 126 mobwròs 82, xal 
àv TotuÌv, oÙ ovr eici Tà mpóßara Ña, Üecpet tov AVKOY épyó- Mibi 

4 4 e . We 

pevov, Kai adinat ta mpoBata rai hevryer kal ó AvKos ápmráles Y Pet. 2.3. 
Mic. 5. 4. 

3. 
b. 7, 8. aura, kal axoprrite, Tà mpóßara. 13 ò è pua Üorrós. hevyet, Ste RE 

paa Uorrós éa Ti kal ov uéXeu avT@ Trepi TOv Trpofárav. 
eI —— 

ciut TOMMAV Ó KadOS Kal ywooKm Ta uà kal vyuweakopaas X, s, u. 

recent period, is plain from the use of the present 
tense, sioi. Now that the sheep should not listen 
to their spiritual admonitions might be expected ; 
and that they did not is attested b what we find 
in Josephus. If these be not the persone our 
Lord had in view, I should be ready to say, with 
Bp. Loned., that ‘it does not seem possible 
to determine to tchat persons Christ here 
refers.” 

It is evident that vv. 7 and 9 should be read 
in connexion with each other; as also should 
vv. 8 and 10; the latter expanding, and fixing, 
the sense of the former. 

9. ñ Bupa} Meaning, ‘the [only] Mediator, 
through whom access is given to the Father,’ 
see Rom. v. 2. Eph. ii. 18, compared with 
Heb. ix. 15.—4áv ris elofAO Com- —— 
mentators are not whether these words 
are to be referred to i. e. spiritual pas- 
tors), or to the skeep, their Some suppose 
the former; some the latter; and Erasm. and 
Tittm. both. So, too, Stier, iv. 494; rightly, I 
am now of opinion. The expression elosA. xai 
iğ.. is a form of pastoral imagery, adapted to 
the context, ex ive of undisturbed enjoyment 
of blessings. mp. Ps. xxiii. 1, 2. 

10. o ist] Meaning, ‘the false teacher,’ 
i. e. ‘the false teachers; for this is (as appears 
from ver. 1) put in the singular, as being taken 
for a class of persons; on which see Middl., Gr. 
Art. The terms 0ícy and dwoXicy are graphic 
(signifying respectively ‘butcher and destroy’), 
dad: describe what was often done by the roving 
bands of marauders who then infested Judæa, 
and who used sometimes to destroy such cattle 
as they could not carry off: see note on Acts xx. 
29. Thus the full sense is, that ‘as the sheep- 
stealer onters into the fold only to steal, or to 
kill and destroy; so the false teachers enter in 
only for the purpose of their own selfish gain.’ 
The next words mark the contrast; meaniu 
that ‘the intent of the true Teacher, the rood 
Shepherd, is to preserve life, and to impart it 
superabundantly; lit. ‘over and above’ what is 
necessary to preserve life: an allusion to the 
case of sheep, which, in order to thrive, must 
have not merely sufficient, but exuberant 
turage; see Lucret. ii. 317, seqq. Thus is in- 
timated the infinite richness of that life eternal, 
unto which believers attain th Christ; see 
] v ii. 9. 2 Pet. i. 11. 2 Cor. iv. 15. 1 Tim. 
i. 14. 

1 Pet. 1. 18,19. Rev. 6.9, 

ll. The foregoing representation paves the 
way by a change of laager fo the door of 
the foid to what was represented thereby, —for the 
announcement of Himself as, not a shep- 
herd, but tke Good Shepherd,—the Pattern of 
all the rest, ‘the Great Shepherd of the Sheep,’ 
Heb. xiii. 20; ‘the Shepherd of men's souls,’ 
] Pet. ii. 25; foretold under that character in 
the prophecies of the Old Test. ; see Isa. xl. 11. 
Ezek. xxxiv. 11—16. xxxv. 24. Zech. xiii. 7. 
Micah v. 4. The next words strongly point, by 
tbe repetition of the llation, at that particu- 
lar quality of 2 good shepherd (the owner of the 
sheep) which especially characterizes the Shep- 
herd of souls,—to be ready to hazard, or, if 
n , to lay down his life for the sheep. 
The full sense is required, as applied to the 
Seviour. Our Lord, indeed, here only intimates 
what at ver. 15 and 17 he plainly expresses. 
Accominaly: the full meaning is, that ‘As the 

shepherd hazards, or even lays down, his 
ife for hie flock (see Sil. Ital. iii. fin.), so does 
the Messiah, represented by the Prophets under 
that character, lay down his life for his spiritual 
flock, the human race; words strongly incul- 
cating the great doctrine of the Atonement. 

12. ó uicOwrós Qi, &c.) This ie intended to 
illustrate the character of the good shepherd by 
contrast with the bad, who is called a Aireling, 
not because all such hirelings are unfaithful, but 
that they are generally, more or less, such ; and 
the imagery is changed, in order to represent 
perh with some allusion to the Jewish 
ulers) the mercenary, self-seeking character 

of the class of persons designated under the figure 
of the hireling, namely, the false teachers. 
— The words od oùx eloi Tà wpcBata show 

that the shepherd is sup to be likewise the 
otner of the sheep; such as in Hom. Odyss. iv. 
87, is called indifferently áva£, ‘dominus, * pos- 
sessor,' and «roiv. 

14. Our Lord, as Bp. Loned. obeerves, ‘ applies 
what he had said of the shepherd and bis s 
at vv. 3—5, to the relation between himself aod 
hie people; the closeness of which he points out 
by comparing the knowledge which he and his 

le have of each other, even to that knowled 
which his Father has of him, and he bas of his 
Father; and as the one is complete and perfect, 
so is the other intimate and close—both in- 
ee connected by the bonds of perfect 

ve." 
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e Matt. 11. 

. 15. 18. 
f Ezek. 37. 

Isa. 56. 8. 

1 Pet. 2. 25. 
Rom. 15. 8, 
1 
—— 20— 

g Eph. 3.14 

JOHN X. 15—18. 

inrd Tov por 15° xabàs yiwwworei pe 0 Iarhp rayò vyuxoa soo 
tov llarépa: xal T? vuxijv pov Tinu vmép tæv TpoBárov. 
16 f Kai dXXa. mpoBata exw, à ovx čotw èc TIS avARS TavTjs- 
Küxetvá pe Oei ayayety, xal TIS dws pou axovoovet ® Kai 
yevnoeras pia troiuvn, els Tov. 175 Aià Tovro 6 Iarhp pe 
ayamd, Ste éye Tinu THY ~puyny pov, iva wadw Mdo auTHy. 

& 3. 1—6. i > 3 y 3 8 9 ?, 9 ^ > 9 9 AN , 93 A > * 1cor.1213, 18! Qydeis alpet avri» am éuo0, GAN éyo Tiyu avr» àr 
Col. 8.11. Rev.7.4. h Is. 58.7,8 1$. ích. 3. 19. 

15. xaÜós ywwerxec—Ilaripa] These words 
are closely connected with the preceding verse 
from which they are unnaturally disjoined by 

the division of verses), being an i//ustrution Ù 
similitude of what was there said; q. d. ‘I bot 
know my sheep, and am known of them, even as 
the Father knoweth me, and I know the Father.' 
On the deep doctrine involved in this reciprocity 
of knowledge between the Father and the Son, 
see Smith's Scrip. Test., l. iii. 8 4, and on the 
evidence to the Divinity of Christ in this whole 
context, see |. ii. ch. 4, 8 23, as headed, ‘ Jehovah 
the Saviour and Shepherd." The last clause of 
this verse—xai T7)» Wuyny uov—nrpoBáTwy,— 
properly connect with the first clause of v. l4, 
yw—«adds, and, taken together, they declare dis- 

tinctly what was only intimated supra v. 11; where 
see note. By ray wpof. are meant those desig- 
nated as such in the Parable; meaning, his faith- 
ful disciples, —those who really follow his steps 
as ‘the Shepherd of their souls;' for those the 
nete hath, strictly and properly, laid down his 
ife. 
— With the grievous errore of those who 

seek to subvert the grand doctrine of the Atone- 
ment by manifest — I need not troublo 
my ers; and I will only remark, how edifying 
it is to contrast the dogmas of modern heresiarchs 
on this vitally important subject, —namely, the 
vicarious death of Christ, with the uncontami- 
nated orthodoxy of a venerable Apostolic Father. 
"Ev dyawy TpocsAáfsTo "uas ó Asororns, 
Gd thy dvyém nv, Ñv icyery mpòe Huds, TÒ alua 
abToU idwxev Uwip huæv ò Xprorées ò Kúpios 
"nv, iv ÜsNrpnart Ocov, Kai Thy cápxa vip 
THe capKxds Huw, kal Thy Wuyi wip TOV 

t» ñpawv. Clemens Rom. 1 Epist. ad 
orinth. § 49. 
16. By the dÀÀa wpoBara oüx ix +. aA zs 

vraurns are clearly to be understood the Gen- 
tiles, whose adinission into the Church of Christ 
is here spoken of, as, by anticipation, already his 
sheep. By ‘this fold’ is plainly meant the Jewish 
people, who, it is said, must be brought, as seces- 
sary in order to accomplish the Divine purpose 
concerning them, and to the fulfilment of the 
rophecies of the Old Test. thereon; and our 

rd so speaks, because it was his to call 
them; and he foreknew that they would OBEY 
his call ;—a foreknowledge evidently super- 
human. The words xal THe wv? pov, which 
aro predictive (‘they will hear’), point at the 
means of their being brought, —namely, by Christ 
calling them tbrough the medium of his Apostles, 
by their preaching the Gospel. The expression 
Tfj avAne Tavrne does not necessarily involve 
the existence of another fold, containing tho 
Gentiles, espec. since the Gentiles were not yet 
called, much less folded; and when they should 

vi " weld ee ne ne one, not fold, 
ut woluvn, under the «Ie oiu?» en 

of in Heb. zif. 20. ids 
17. ĉi Tovro — ue yara, ori] This is 

stated, on the especial of the strongl 
love Wi the Father for the Son, ‘ — he laid 
down his life;' not, however, that there was not 

adverted to supra iii. 35; see the able 
notes of Lampe and Calv. Accordingly, Matt. 
Henry says, that * as the Son of God, he was be- 
loved of his Father from all eternity ; but as God- 
man, he was therefore beloved of the Father, 
because he undertook fo die for the . What 
an instance of God's love to Man, that he loved 
his Son the more for loving us! In fact, Christ's 
death was the purchase of his Father's love both 
to him and to us." 
— iva wadtwy Xáfie avTrür] meaning, ‘ia 

order that I may take it again, resume it, by ac- 
complishing the purpose for which I came into the 
world ;' i. e. not only by dying, but also by rising 
from the dead. ‘This resunting it was,’ as Matt. 
Henry says, * the effect of his Father's love, and 
the first step to his exaltation ; and the purpose 
of his laying down his life was, that he might 
thus evince himself to be the Son of God with 
power by bis resurrection. Rom. i. 4. See 

v. 
18. obdsic alpes—AaBeiv avrdv] The full 

sense is, * No one [not even the Father] taketh 
it from me against my will,——compelleth me to 
die for my flock. I bave, of my own will, un- 
dertaken to lay down my life for it, and do so 
lay it down. The next words are mcant to 
evince this voluatary laying down, inasmuch as 
our Lord had power in himself as well to lay 
down his life, as power to take it up; on account 
of which voluntary obedience to his Father's 
commandments (see v. 17) his Father loved bim. 
is next words are ull Peer t of igovaíay iyw, 
a phrase im in power, from icipation 
in the Godhead. showing that this ek from the 
express évrod.n, ‘ intment, ‘ ordinance,’ of 
the Father, into which, as the counsel ef his 
will, Christ resolvee the whole matter, as result- 
ing from his mediatorial office. 

On the irre ble proof supplied by this pas- 
ne to the — of Christ, see Dr. Whitby, 
Abp. M Dr. P. Smith, and Mr. G 
The point of our Lord's argument is, as Dr. 
Smith observes, the spontaneousnese of the act, 
which he performs in obedience to his Father's 
will, and for which the Father loveth him. The 
éyrodn, commission, of the Father refers, not 
only to the resuming of life, but to the whole 
transaction, the laying down and receiving 
again; and this is a repetition of the funda- 
mental doctrine of Christianity, that ‘all things 
are of the Father, and through the Son; thu: 
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God so loved the world, that he pe his only- 
begotten Son, and sent him into the world, that 
the world through him might be saved.” Dr. 
Smith ably refutes the Unitarian gloss by which 
&Eovcía is supposed to imply a delegated autho- 
rity ; showing its inconsistency, both with the 
rest of Scripture (see Luke xii. 5. Rom. ix. 21, 
and Acts i. /), and especially from the context 

ere. 
21. wn ee niei. Meaning to say, 

* can we suppose that a demon (as inhabiting the 
demoniac) would be — even if able, to 
open the eyes of the blind?" For, though demons 
were believed to have the power of working 
miracles, yet never for any good to man, since 
they were supposed to be utterly hostile to the 
human race; and no wonder, considering that 
they were servants of the great enemy of 
man. 

22—39. Christ's discourse at the Feast of Dedi- 
cation. 

22. rà iyxaívia]. The word answers in the 
Sept. to the Heb. spam, Aandselling, or initiation ; 
and in the New Test. denotes the encanium, or 
festival of eight days, occurring in the month 
Kisleu, instituted by Judas Maccabeus in com- 
memoration of the purifying of the Temple from 
Heathen pollution, and the renewal of the Tem- 
ple worship, after three years’ desuetude and pro- 
fanation. Unlike all other festivals, —which were 
kept only at Jerusalem, —this was celebrated 
throughout the whole of Judea. And as lights 
were kept burning in every house throughout 
cach night of the festival, it is called by Josephus, 
Antt. xii. 7, 7, pwra. 
— xtuucv] Meaning, as the best Commen- 

tators are agreed, ‘stormy wintry weather,’ as in 
Matt. xvi. 3. Acts xxvii. 20. Ezra x. 9. And 
so hiems in Latin. This suggests a reason for his 
walking in Solomon's Portico. Whence this 
Portico had its name, is a disputed point. The 
opinion of the older Commentators was, that it 
was 20 called, as being a portion of the Temple 
of Solomon, which had been left undestroyed by 
the Chaldzans, and was therefore allowed to 
remain, though in a dilapidated state. And they 
suppose the Portico to be that which Joseph. 
Antt. xx. 9, 7, calls n dvaroXdtxs orod, and 
which he there expressly says was spyov Lodo- 
pevos Tov Bacthies parrov Ouapévov (I 
conjecture BactA. ToU ?rporrov su., as in Bell. 
v. 1 1) T9 eóu*av lspoy. And the Historian 
has before related that this Portico had not been 
restored by Herod, which favours the supposition 
in question; for thus it might more easily pre- 

serve the name of its builder; since the Southern 
Portico, which was the test, was called the 
Royal Portico, as having been especially adorned 
by the kings, and particularly Herod. Indeed, 
it can hardly be imagined why ihis, of all the 
Porticoes, should be called Solomon's, unless 
from its having been in a great measure the 
building left by Solomon. It should seem, then, 
to have been built by Solomon, and afterwards 
restored, from a dilapidated state, by Zorobabel. 
Far more probable is this than the supposition 
of many Commentators from Grotius downwards, 
and most recent ones, that it was called Solo- 
mon's Portico, as occupying the pluce of the 
Portico built by Solomon on the Eastern side of 
the hill, and of which mention is made in Jos. 
Bell. v. 5, 1; from which passage it appears that 
this was the only side on which a Portico was 
then erected ; the others, he says, being left 
without; xard ys Tà Àowvwá uL») yvuvós 6 
paós qv. There were afterwards porticoes erected 
all round the Temple. Porticoes were common 
in the Heathen temples likewise, being erected 
for the accommodation of the priests and the wor- 
shippers in general, both for walking in incle- 
ment weather, and for the purpose of teachers 
communicating oral instruction, while walking, 
to their followers (so Cebes, cited by Wetstein: 
lruy Xávouey wWepiwatouvtes iv Tæ TOV Kpovov 
lepw); from which circumstance, indeed, two 
principal sects of Philosophers, namely, the Stoics 
and the Peripatetics, derived their names. 

24—32. On the scope and character of this 
"a wes portion, see Smith's Scrip. Test. l. iii. 
3, 3, who gives the following summary of the 
substance of the doctrine therein :—‘ We havo 
here, ]. the avowal of his official subordination 
to the Father, in having been designated, com- 
missioned, sent, and endowed with a peculiar 
property in his people, and in exercising miracu- 
ous powers by the authority of the Father. 2. 
The assertion of his own power tu confer the 
blessings of salvation; namely, holy character, 
immortal happiness, deliverance from moral dan- 

r, and security against all possible hostility. 
t it be observed that, in the evident nature of 

the case, and according to the uniform tenour 
of Scripture, the bestowment of such gifts im- 
lies the attribute of All-sufficiency in the Donor. 
. This assurance of security is repeated, with a 

confirmatory declaration, that the Omnipotence of 
the Almighty Father is pledged to the same ob- 
ject. 4. These two assurances are consolidated 
into the proposition, I and my Father ARE 
ONR,’ 
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24. Tv Vyvx nw nu. alpas;] for dvapras. The 
full sense being, * keepest us in suspense between 
hope and fear, belief and disbelief.” This figu- 
rative sense to ‘hold our minds in suspense,’ 
arises from the same metaphor as that in alwpiw, 
as used in Kd Hy vii. 77, where see my notes; 
and so Philostr. V. Ap. ii. 4, capa wavu alpe: 
ò Aeyos öv slpnka: for in the sense to raise 
aloft may be implied, from the very nature of 
the thing, the previous sinking of any thing; and 
thus will arise an apt image of mental vacilla- 
tion, which may be illustrated by a parallel use 
of usTswpi(soÜa: at Luke xii. 29. 

— wappnoia] On this expression see note 
supra vii. 4.—'O Xpiorcs. This our Lord bad by 
implication claimed to be, by having applied to 

epherd. 
. Ta (pya—iuov] The sense is: '[Nay.] 

the works (i e. the miracles) which I do by the 
authority of my Father, these bear witness of me 
[that I am sent by Him] This authority from 
God, however, our Lord had, not as a mere 
legate, but as being partaker of the Divine nature 
and attributes. See v. 17, sq. 

26. ov yáp tore, &c.] This suggests the 
cause of their unbelief,—namely, that they are 
not of his flock, will not suffer themselves to be 
brought into it, being unwilling to cultivate the 
proper dispositions for it. With the words cabwe 
elxov bui» Commentators are somewhat per- 
plexed, since Christ had no where before told 
them that they were not his sheep. To remove 
this difficulty, it seems, some ancient Critics 
cancelled the clause; for to no other cause can 
we well ascribe the omission of it in several 
ancient, but altered, MSS. and some Versions. 
Nor is it easy to believe (what some modem 
Critics aver, in deference to whom Lachm. 
brackets the words) that the words were foisted 
in by the scribes ; nay, it is incredible that such 
& clause, by no means necessary to the sense, 
should have crept into nearly all the MSS. As 
to Versions, they are not good authority for 
omissions, and especially of what is popup. 
There can be no doubt that the clause is 

nuine; and though we find nothing of this 
ind said in our Lord's preceding discourses, vet 

may it not have reference to something said by 
Christ, but not recorded by St. John? This is 
preferable to supposing, with some, that it was 
tndirectly expressed ; i. e. implied in our Lord's 
words. However, as there is plainly a reference 

to the preceding discourse of the good Shepherd 
(for our Lord now proceeds to resume the alle- 
gory), and since, though our Lord does sot there 
use these words, but does, in fact, say (v. 3) that 
* his sheep hear his voice, eo it is 
though not certain, that aa@ws, &c., belong to 
those words, and should therefore be joined with 
the following verse, as thev have been, on the 
authority of some MSS., Versions, and Euthy- 
mius, by many Expositors, including Bp. Loosi., 
who, taking verses 26 and 27 in connexion, lays 
down the conjoint sense thus: *But yo believe 
not, because ye are not of the number of those 
rightly-disposed persons, whom I have just now 
described to you as “ my sheep,” and of whom I 
said unto you that they “hear my voice; and I 
know them, and they follow me.”* However, 
the connexion is, after all, an open question. 

These verses introduce a farther de- 
scription of the sheep, presenting in v. 27, as 
alvin says, an argumen e conirariis, 

prove that they are not of his sheep, because 
they do not hearken to his word in 
Then it is added, to those who do, that he recog- 
nizes them as his eheep, inasmuch as they follow 
him in faith and obedience. Then at v. 28 is 
added the result, that he bestows on them life 
everlasting,—a declaration strengthened by the 
solemn declaration, ov uù dwod. «is Tov alava, 
‘they shall by no means ever (at any time) 
come to perdition.’ Comp. John viii. 51. The 
words following, «ai ox dp*ács.—pov are con- 

, and further elucidatory, of the pro- 
mise. In the next verse is suggested the reason 
tohy no being, not even the devil, can snatch 
these faithful disciples out of his hands, —namelv, 
that the Father hath delivered them to him, in 
order to be preserved and redeemed ; that omni- 
potent Being in whom are the issues of life and 
death, both temporal and spiritual. The whole 

bears strong attestation to the Divinity 
of Christ, but gives, as Whitby shows, when 
properly understood, no countenance to the doc- 
trine (refuted by Heb. xii. 15), that the elect 
can never fall away from grace and perish; 
having, in truth, no relation to personal election, 
or perseverance. 

. byw xal ò IIarüp čv icu:w] Some an- 
cient and many modern Commentators, as 
Erasm, Bucer, Pearce, Rosenm., Kuin., and 
Wets., understand this expression E» édcpey, of 
consent of will, purpose, counsels, works, A 
view which they support from John xvii. 21—23; 
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Luke 4. 18. Aéyere. "Ore Braodnpeis, 
öte elmov Tids tov Oeod cipe; 37 Ei ov Tow ta Épya Tov 
and Wets. confirms it from Eur. Or. 1191, fiv 
7i Mevirset cà dpa, | À róvós xáué wav ya 
êv dlrov rods, q. d. * one body and one soul: 
we being one and the same.’ Bat though the 
usus loquendi permits this sense of the formula, 
yet the context at large forbids it, though that 
Immediately preceding may seem to countenance 
it. Besides, so sudden and discursive are the 
transitions in this discourse of our Lord, that 
any such argument as the one in question is pre- 
carious. Far more attention is due to the view 
taken by many ancient interpreters (espec. the 
orthodox Fathers), and adopted by pe, by 
whom the expression is taken of physical unity,— 
namely, of essence aud nature, including moral 
unity. While some, as Calv. and others down 
to Tm. take the words as — to ewe of 
energy power,—a view which Tittm. studies 
to show is supported by the context; and his 
course of argument goes to trace a union of attri- 
butes. It would decidedly seem that the safest 
mode of interpretation is that of the ancients and 
of Lampe, who ly interprets it to mean, 
* One in essence primarily, and so, by implica- 
tion, ‘ One in energy, power,’ &c. (See his able 
note); q. d. * No one can snatch them out of m 
hand : no one can snatch them out of my Father s 
hand. I and my Father are onr.’ hichever 
interpretation be adopted, the words can import 
no less than a claim to equality with the Father, 
and consequently they prove the DEITY of our 
Lord ; exactly as the pene at viii. 58, which, 
and the present, the Jews evidently so understood ; 
& construction which, had it been false, Jesus 
would have been bound to correct and disavow. 

31. iBaoracay] ‘took up.’ An idiom thought 
to be Hellenistic; but that it is not really such 
appears from its being used by the pure Attic 
writer —— ap. Stob., where a Sovereign 
says of his diadem, ‘If you knew to what perils 
and troubles it exposes the wearer, ovx dy ivi 
xo píase xsinevov avTÓ iBácracas, However, 
it may have been one of the idioms of common 
life, such as are frequent in writers like Anti- 
phanes and others of the Comic Drama. On 
stoning, as the punishment inflicted for blasphe- 
my, see Lev. xxiv. 14—16. 

32. wodAd kaXAà ipya iduta ú.) This is 
said with reference not only to the wonderful 
miracles which Christ wrought, but to his whole 
course of action in premulgatiug the Gospel of 
grace. "Edscta may, indeed, seem to relate most 
to the former; but it has often in the Classical 
writers simply the sense of edere, prastare, ‘to 

rform.’ So Plato, Hipp. 512, wodkAd xat cata 
pya copias awedsi=aro (where, for awa., I 
conjecture é7aé.). emist. O. 13, épyov xa- 
Ady bwidsixvvebar.—By ix Tov Warpoe pov is 
meant, ‘in virtue of the power vested in me by 
my Father.’ 

— ABaXere) lit. ‘are g stoning,’ ‘going to 
stone?’ This use of the Present, of what is just 
about to commentre, and is in preparation, often 

vM I ivov, &c.] I lli oix tors yeypaupivoy, &c.] In repelling 
the above — Pur Lord was pleased not fully 
to explain the nature of that union which be had 
claimed with the Deity, and the grounds on which 
he had called God his Father, and himself the 
Son of God ; but he contented himself with ving 
a sort of argument quite in the Jewish style (an 
therefore adapted to make an impression on his 
hearers), reasoning with them on the ground of 
what they themselves admitted, —namely, that he 
was a P sent from God,—and showing that, 
even on supposition, he had a right to the 
title which they refused him ; alluding to Psalm 
Ixxxii. 6, where judges and magistrates are called 
Elokim, sons of the most high God. 

85. wpds ots ò p n TOV Osov by.) Mean- 
ing, *to whom was delivered the command men- 
tioned just before,’ namely, to plead the cause of 
the destitute, &c.—Kal ov Qvvarat AvÜnvai ñ 
yp. Meaning, ‘And the Scriptures cannot be 
taken exception to, or contravened.' 

86. The argument is one a minore ad majus, 
q. d. ‘If they could in asy sense, however remote, 
be styled gods, and even that only officially, how 
much more properly He whom the Father bath 
consecrated as TO» " Ayiov rov Osov!' They were 
only so styled gods; He, by being consecrated, 
e iacuávoe Uwe Tov Osov,) and sealed as the o 
pieds (supra vi. 27, and note) is both Vloe 

O«ob, and, as has before been shown, essential] 
Gop. That the Jews so interpreted our Lord's 
words as to apply to Ylós Tov Osov, so used by 
him, the same sense as One equal with God, and 
essentially Gop, is manifest. See more in the 
able notes of Calv., and Maldonat., and especially 
of Lampe, who concludes a masterly course of 
argument in the following words :—‘ Evidenter 
itaque hsc argumentatio infert summam Serva- 
toris nostri Deitatem. Qui enim super omnes 
Deos dictitsos se effert, eosque ut Deos typicos 
considerat, quorum ipse erat antitypus, ille se dàn- 
Oivòv Oady essc declarat. In loc. vol. ii. p. 724. 

87. * Diluto blasphemis crimine redit Salvator 
ad rem ipsam, et se Deum esse probat' (L. Brug.). 
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‘Ne exciperent Judai, frustra ab co jactari 
sanctificationem, et quicquid inde debat, 
iterum inculcat sua miracula, in quibus satis 
luculentum ediderat specimen sue Divinitatis' 
(Lampe, in loc.). Our Lord here reverts to the 
testimony of his works, as supra 32, in proof of 
his Divinity, and especially to their character as 
evidencing that Divinity. The full sense in- 
cluded in the words el où 7ode—uo: may be 
thus expressed,—‘ If my works do rot bear the 
character of the Father, believe me not when I 
avow myself his Son; but if they do, however ye 
may discredit my claim to be such, believe the 
testimony of the works to the character of the 
worker. The concluding expression, yrs, a 
very strong one, means, ‘ that so ye may ascertain 
and fully know (from previous examination) the 
truth of what I said, —that I and my Father are 
one. Such is the real sense of this peculiar 
Johannean mode of expression to denote entire 
conjunction, implying a conjunction of one and 
the same Divine ener. See more in Lampe, and 
especially in Y Bull, Judic. Eccl. Cath. p. 42. 

39. In EAD. ix THe xe«póe abruy there is a 
pregnancy of expression, meaning, * He got out 
of their hands, and went forth and made his 
escape ;’ as on a former occasion, viii. 59, when 
they tried to apprehend him; and, as on that 
occasion, so on this, we might suppose that the 
escape was effected by the aid of Dis disciples ; 
but, it should rather seem to have been brought 
about by the exercise of some miraculous mode 
of withdrawing himself. 

40. wépay Tov 'lopé.] Meaning Bethany, or 
Bethabara, on the other side of the Jordan. See 
note on i. 28. 

— tuavev ixe?) ‘abode,’ i.e. ‘made some 
stay there;’ which, however, does not preclude 
the supposition of some (as Lampe, Kuin., and 
Tittm.), that he took, during the four months of 
his sojourn there, some journeys up and down 
Persea, where he would be safe from the plots of 
the Pharisees; but returned in time to receive 
the meseage of Mary and Martha respecting the 
sickness of Lazarus. It may, indeed, be asked 
why he did not go into the heart of Perea ut 
once? The reason is, what occurred to Euthym., 
*that our Lord chose to withdraw to a place 
where John had first baptized, in order that the 
Pereans, who resorted to Bethany to eee him, 
might be reminded of the miracle worked at his 
baptism, and the unequivocal testimony of John 
to his Messiahship, and thus be led to believe in 
him.’ The result is related at v. 41, as involved 
iu the reasoning of the persons who resorted to 

XI. !'Hy &é ris àcÜcvov, Aátapos amo * ByÜQavías, èx ris 

him. ‘This John,’ they said to themselves, 
* worked, indeed, no miracle; yet all that he 
said of Jesus has been verified by facts—all that 
he said of the infinite superiority of Jesus to 
himself, has been proved by the works as well 
as by the words of Jesus to have been truly 
spoken.’ Consequently, what proved John to be 
& true prophet, proved Jesus to be what he 
declared himself to be—the MxssiAH. 

Ver. 42 presents the result thereof, — that 
* many believed in him.’ 

XI. The raising of Lazarus after four dayè 

— The vet now proceeds to narrate the 
closing scenes of our Lord's life; what is related 
in this Chapter having taken place only a few 
days before the Passover on which be suffered 
death. The raising of Lazarus, being the work 
of all that Christ had hitherto done, the most 
stupendous, was studiously recorded by the Evan- 
gelist, as illustrating the majesty of our Lord, 
and indeed the truth of the Christian religion ; 
insomuch that inoza confessed, that, if he 
could persuade himself that Lazarus was really 
recalled to life, he would destroy his whole 
system. No wonder, therefore, that infidela, such 
as Woolston, and semi-infidels, such as Bardt 
and Paulus, and their too numerous successors in 
Germany, should have used every endeavour to 
destroy the ug a us the miracle, Their 
cavils, however, have been triumphantly refuted 
by Lardner, Schoéttg., and others, whom ace in 
"s Introd. R 

genuineness of the present portion rests on 
the strongest evidence, not only external, but 
internal. For ‘whether (as Tittman observes) 
we consider the thing itself, or the manner in 
which it was done, and the effects which resulted 
from it; or finally, the simplicity and beauty of 
the narration, we cannot entertain a doubt as to 
its entire genuineness." It may, indeed, seem 
strange that the other Evangelists did not men- 
tion so signal a miracle; for which various 
reasons have becn imagined, the most probable 
of which is, that, when they wrote, Lazarus was 
still living; and thus whoever recorded it might 
have brought Lazarus, not to say his family, into 
danger, through the persevering persecution of 
the Jews. Sec xii. 10, 11. It was, moreover, 
so well known in Judea as not to meed being 
recorded. But John wrote for Christians out of 
Palestine, in Asia Minor, where it might be little 
known, and thereforo require being recorded, 
capec. by one, of all others the fittest to do so, 
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as having been an eye-witness of the august scene. 
Mr. Alf., however, with his usual autocratic dog- 
matism, pronounces the above solution of the 
difficulty, approved by the most able Expositors 
ancient and modern, “‘ quite beside the purpose," 
and he cuts the knot by an hypothesis of hia own, 
which he doubtless imagines quite * TO the pur- 
pose" (but what purpose? and what a purpose 1) 
—namely, that it is to be accounted for “from 
the fragmentary nature of the three first Gospels.” 
t Sibi habeat!" 

l. jv dé ric] Can Mr. Alf. be really serious 
in pronouncing the di to be here used, as a reason 
why our Lord's retirement was broken in upon ? 
Nothing whatever has been said about our Lord's 
retirement; and, if there had, dé cannot note a 
reason why. It is here, as often, transitive, 
making a transition to something else, and that 
not necessarily opposed to tbe foregoing, but 
simply continuative, as in Matt. i. 18, Tov 83 
"I, X. yévvnows otros 5v: iii. 1, iv 82 Taic 
"nuípaic ix. wapayivera:, where most of the 
uncials and many cursives have not the é2, which 
has been removed by Critics ignorant of its force, 
whicb, indeed, is not easily expressed in a Version. 

— doBevav] The word is used not only of 
indisposition, but of dangerous sickness, whether 
acute or chronic; as Acts ix. 37. Matt. x. 8. 
Luke iv. 40. vii. 10. Xen. Anab. i. 1, 1. The 
carnest mes sent by the two sisters to implore 
our Lord's aid, shows that Lazarus was in immi- 
nent danger. 

— áxó B50.] The dad here seems used 
simply to denote ‘descent from,’ namely, to dis- 
tinguish this Lazarus from others of that name, 
which was a common one; while the éx denotes 
* residence at, as applied both to Lazarus and the 
two sisters. In fact, the latter clause of the 
verse was chiefly used to distinguish this Bethany 
from that beyond Jordan, mentioned in the last 
Chapter. 

2. ù ddshpaca] Said, by anticipation, for 
* who [afterwards] anointed.’ figure not un- 
frequent, where the action (as in the present on 
is narrated a little further on, and is one wel 
known. There may be, however, a reference to 
the fact as being well known wherever the Gos- 
pel was preached. 

4. ook tort woos Oáy.] Meaning, ‘will not 
terminate in death,” property so called, i. e. ‘ ulti- 
mate privation of life,’ * will not be fuéal.” Such 
is the best interpretation of this dubious mode of 
expression ; which it is better to consider as a 

ular form of speaking, than to understand b 
Feth the — denh, by which all must ad 
turn to dust.—dAA’ iip, &c., ‘but is meant for 
the manifestation of the glory of God; namely, 
bY the Son being thereby glorified. See ix. 3. 
he most eminent Commentators are agreed in 

considering the words of this verse as addressed 
to the messengers, but intended as an answer to 
the sisters. That our Lord himself knew and 
foresaw all that was to happen in the matter, 
from first to last, and also its inevitable result in 
his own destruction, cannot be doubted: hence 
he was fully warranted in giving this predictive 
assurance in the answer which announced his 
compliance with their request; and it was em- 
ployed in order to comfort the sisters under their 
great anxiety for their brother; and therefore it 
would be likely to be said to the messenger, and 
not, as Alf. seems inclined to think, to tho dis- 
ciples. Indeed, it must have been addreseed to 
the messengers, since it was spoken in answer to 
the message from the sisters delivered by the 
meseengers, le, Sv (iA eis, dobever. 

5. hyára dt—Ad{apov}] The Evangelist, as 
Bullinger observes, begins thus with reference to 
the words of the sisters to our Lord, ide, ôv 
Q$iÀsis, åo., and the words are, as Lampe 
remarks, meant to show that the sisters had not 
without reason urged this forcible plea, but used 
it with the more confidence, since they them- 
selves had also a part in Jesus’ love. 

6. œs oly fikovcsv] The ob; does not, as 
Alf. says, connect with v. 4, but has the con- 
Linuative force, ‘whereupon.’ The reason he 
assigns why it should not be referred to v. 7, 
would be good if applied to Class. Greek writers, 
but not to the Evangelist, whose use, or absti- 
nence from use, of the Particles, is often peculiar 
to himself. This idiom (on which see Matthiz's 
Gr. p. 1274) is chiefly employed where the oj» 
is joined with a Particle of time (so Matt. xxi. 
40), Srav oü» £A0n ò Kupios; but also with 
words implying time, as we fxovce here. 
— inecvev—dvo nutpas}] So that he did not 

come to Bethany till Lazarus had been dead four 
days, when corruption must have commenced, 
and consequently his actual death be placed be- 
yond doubt. Our Lord stayed there two days, 
not from any want of affection for his friend, but 
as waiting ti] Lazarus should be actually dead 
and buried ; that it might not be said he had 
raised him when not yet dead, but only in a 
fainting-fit, or trance. 
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8. vow i(.—bráysis] Render: ‘it was but 
now that the Jews were seeking to stone thee : 
and art thou setting off thither?’ The words 
are, by the blending of interrogation with excla- 
mation, strongly dissuasive, probably through 
— or their own safety as well as their 

aster's. 
9, 10. Our Lord prefaces his direct and parti- 

cular answer to their — by a general re- 
mark, couched under the form of a gnome gene- 
ralis, probably formed on an adagial moral 
maxim, general in its character, but introduced 
with a view to its special application by the per- 
sons addressed, as in Virgil, Ecl. ii. 18; the 
meaning being that, ‘though a man goes about 
without stumbling during the whole of the day 
(or time of the sun above the horizon), yet he 
cannot do so in the night, because the light of the 
world is withdrawn ;' q.d. ‘There is a certain 
and stated time for labour; the day is that time. 
Now is my day! Now my business must be 
done, while alone it can be done at all. And as 
the traveller is in no danger of stumbling while 

ided by the light of the sun, so the powers of 
arkness will not prevail against me until my 

day lias closed." dur Lord means to intimate 
that thus it is with him, —in other words, that 
thus he, as long as the day of his ministry conti- 
nues, shall go on without hindrance from the 
Jews; but, when the power of darkness shall 
prevail against him, then will his ministerial 
course be similarly arrested. 

9. Tò pas Tov xocuov is usually regarded as 
periphrasis for rà» #Acov. But the expression 
may rather be said to denote the light which is 
shed abroad in the world, for ro pws Tò i» Te 
xoopnw.— Ore TÒ ist ovk lai iv alte seems 
to be a popular expression for rò iss ovx ior 
avTo, ‘he is destitute of the light ;’ as xii. 35. 
Besides this external sense, however, there is 
conveyed a more particular and $xferior sense, as 
pp to spiritual light from the Fountain of 
light, without which a man must grope, since 
there will be otherwise no light in him. 

11. rusa true abíTóv] In saying 
why he must go, our Lord expresses himself first 
figuratively, and then in plain terms. In «axoi. 
there is an euphemism to denote death, common 
to all languages (so a5 in Hebrew, ‘to lie down 

aurov. 
to sleep"), but which was espec. employed by the 
— writers to denote the death of tbe — 
ous; a deep truth, not unknown, however, to tbe 
wiser Heathens. Thus a great Greek dramatist 
says, lapdy iarvoy xotuatat’ Orijoxerw pù Aiya 
rods dya¥ous. The disciples, dewever (quur 
misled by their wishes), misunde our 
Lord by saying el «skoíumrai, cwb., ‘if he 
has gone to sloep, he will recover? a sort of popa- 
lar adage founded on experience. Thus the Rab- 
bins mention sleep among the six good ptome 
in sickness; and many es are adduced by 
Wetst. from the Classical writers, lauding its 
beneficial effects. See Eur. Orest. 210. The 
disciples may have intended to hint, that, as 
Lazarus was likely to recover, there was no occa- 
— their Lord i hazard roma pu: Judaa. 

. Adtapos awidave ur now ea 
plainly, — i⸗ denal Tho knowledge of 
this circumstance can be ascribed to nothing but 
Omniscience. 

15. xalpe àv $uas—ix:i] The words Isa 
wiotevonts are nol, as many Commentators 
suppose, parenthetical ; but there is a (runsposi- 
tion in the construction, for xai xaípes, öt: ovx 
funy áxst, OV buat, (va wmictavenrs. The full 
meaning intended, but part of it ouly tetimated 
by implication, is, ‘I rejoice, on your account, 

t I was wot there to recover him from bis 
sickness [or to restore him to life immediately 
after death], in order that, when ye sball see 
him raised to life, after having been four days in 
the grave, ye may indeed believe in me.’ Alf. 
remarks, that {va is to be taken as the great end 
of the miracle; but I find nothing to counte- 
nance this novelty of exegesis. It may be ques- 
tioned whether Tva here does really denote ‘end’ 
or ‘intention’ at all,—it would seem simply ecbatic 
(as oft. in the New Test.), simply denoting ‘ erent’ 
or ‘result, ‘so as ; in which sense it is 
taken by all the ancient Translators, from the 
Pesch. Syr. downwards. The very position of 
the words Tra wior., which are semi-parenthetic. 
calls for this. They are, in fact, of 
ài Uuas, lit. * because of you’ (Rom. ii. 24), * on 
our account; so as that ye may believe in my 
essiabship.' The dAAd just after is hortative ; 

* but, no more; let us ge. 
16. 6 Asyouerce A.] Most Commentators 
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tako this as an i ion of Oeyuás, i. e. 
But some think it expresses a surname, 

as Zíuov ò Asryopevos IIérpos. This may seem 
called for by Pg which, however, may be re- 

rded as put for épunravóusyos, and then the 
ormer interpretation, which seems the more 

natural, may have place. 
— adymper—airov] Some would take these 

words trierrogatively ; but that is doing violence 
to the construction. The only question is, whe- 
ther avrov is to be referred to Lazarus or to 
Jesus. Most modern Commentators adopt the 
Jormer method, though it does not yield so 
natural a sense as the doner: which is — 
by the ancient and some eminent modern Inter- 
preters, as Calvin, Maldonati, Lampe, Tittman, 
and Kuinoel. Thomas, keenly alive to the dan- 

r which both Jesus and themselves would incur 
y going into Judæa, exclaims, with character- 

istic but well-meant bluntness,—' Since our 
Master will expose himself to such peril, let 
Ew — go with him, if it be only to share his 
ate!" 

17. iX0ov»] * having arrived; not, however, 
at Bethany itself, but at the vicinity ; whither 
Martha, hearing, it seems, of his approach, or 
expecting him on that day, had gone to meet 
him; and had met with him, it seems, not far 
from the burying-ground, which was always out- 
ii p city or — "Extiw, when used, as 
ere, of (ime , signifies agere, dir cde ;an 

idiom faite the Class. writers. e per 
days (observes Lampe) seem to be reckoned from 
the burial of Lazarus; though at ver. 39 the 
reckoning is made from his death. The interval, 
however, between death and burial among the 
Jews was very short, generally only a few hours. 
The fourth day was probably only begun, not 
completed. 

18. ded cradlwy sd Sub. y:vouírn, ex- 
ressed in Appian, p. 593, ‘it being at about 

fifteen stadia off' The use of dad prefixed toa 
noun of measure, denoting distance off, is a later 
Greek idiom, occurring also infra xxi. 8, also in 
Luke xxiv. 13, and Rev. xiv. 20; also in Jos. 
Antt. v. 1, 4. Diod. Sic. i. 51, and Plut. Philop. 
4, nv ápyos—4d rò oradley THe WOAEWE. 

19. "lov8aiwv} Chiefly, we may suppose, the 
Jerusulemites from the vicinity. The best Com- 
mentators are that wpds rds wapi M. «ai 
M. is simply for mpòe MápÜa» xai M. The 
idiom is common in the Class. writers; but it 
docs not always mean the person only, but some- 
times includes his relations or near friends. And 
as at Acts xiii. 13, of mspl rdv IIavXor denotes 

* Paul and his companions,’ so here it may mean 
Martha and Mary with their female relations; 
though this would seem excluded by the added 
words mipi Tov ddeA ov abre», which can only 
apply to Martha and However, the aù- 
T&v is absent from B, D, L, and one cursive (to 
which ] can add nothing), and is cancelled b 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but internal as well 
as external evidence is quite in favour of the 
word, which seems to have been removed by 
some hypercritical persons. "These visits of con- 
dolence were usual among the Jews, and conti- 
nued for seven days after the three days of 
weeping which succeeded the day of death. The 
number of er going thither became the 
means of ma ing the miracle generally known, 
and thereby establishing its reality. 

20. œe fikovosv] ‘as soon as she had heard ;' 
peer from some travellers on horseback, who 
ad passed Jesus on the road. 
— iy Tæ ol. ixaÜt(ero] Render, ‘ was sitting, 

i.e. *continued sitting, a posture of profound 
grief, ‘in the house" with her visitors, being, as 
appears from vv. 28, 29, unaware of the approach 
of Jesus. 

21, 22. From what Martha here says, it would 
seem, that she had all along, — the four 
days since the death of her brother, had a per- 
suasion that Jesus could, and a faint expectation 
that he would, raise her brother from the dead; 
though even when Jesus, at v. 22, uses an ex- 
pression, avacricerac, which might suggest it, 
she dares not entertain the idea; but answers as 
she does, not laying hold of the gleam of hope; 
much less does she prefer a petition for so great 
a boon.—To advert to a matter of Philology; I 
have pointed off the phrase olda S71, because 
thus the necessity for a not a little harsh trans- 
position is done away. The idiom involved in 
this punctuation falls under the rule in Mat- 
thie's Gr. Gr. § 624, a, of phrases inserted in 
propositions, such as ev old’, old’ ors, &c. 

dvactnoetat ó dò. c.) Alf. thinks that 
these words contain no allusion to the immedi- 
ate raising of Lazarus; and he doubts whether 
dvacrijcerac in this absolute sense (rather, con- 
struction] could be used of recalling to life. But 
there is no reason to doubt that it could be so 
used, but only whether it ts so used here. How- 
ever, there is plainly an allusion to such a use, 
which shows the former view to be unfounded. 
The truth is, that our Lord was pleased (as many 
ancient Fathers, and some modern Expositors, as 
Maldonat,, L. Brug., and Lampe are agreed) to 
use an ambiguity of expression, so as to admit of 
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being understood either way, ‘ partim (as L. Brug. 
says) ut Marthe animum paulatim ad miraculi 
fidem exerceret, partim modestiæ causa.’ ‘Hee 
erat (says Maldonat.) consuetudo Christi, sua, 
sensim et modesté, miracula insinuare, non ev- 
pressis venditare verbis. See supra v. ll. In 
this view, too, Lam However, the 
mistake of Martha in understanding this am- 
biguous ression was guided for good, by 
giving occasion to our Lord to declare to Martha 
another truth, as well as that in which she had 
just avowed her faith, —namely, that ‘ thro 
Him alone could the dead rise, whether to life 
on carth, or to life eternal in heaven.’ 

25. tyes clus 4 dvácTacis, &c.] Here our 
Lord (by & common figure of the effect for the 
efficient, as 1 Cor. i. 30) professes that He is the 
Author a the — of d dead and the 
Giver of eternal life; thus, perhaps, intimatin 
that as he shall at some time raise all the dead. 
so he can even now bring back Lazarus to life. 
However, the chief intent of the saying must 
have been, as Stier says, ‘to awaken in Martha a 
complete faith that he could raise her brother 
from the dead in the highest sense.’ ‘ This, 
continues Stier, ‘ our Lod does by announcing 
Himself as the Resurrection; and, more than 
that, the Life itself; so that " he who believeth 
on him, though he have died, shall live; and he 
that liveth and believeth in him (i. e. so liveth 
as to believe in him and live unto him) shall 
never die!” Physical death shall be overlooked 
in com 
—everlasting.' Of all the Commentators, how- 
ever, Maldonat. has best pointed out the full 
sense of the passage, and set forth its true scope. 
His whole annotation is worth perusal, though 
the limits of this work allow me only to extract 
a small portion, that which regards the words ó 
qiia T£Uwp—lricerat: * Quiestio erat de vita cor- 
poris Lazaro restituenda: ipse veró loquitur de 
vita animi, ea enim vita vivunt qui in illum 
n — non solüm Pe. accommo- 
atéque, scd plus etiam respondet, quam ba- 

tur. ogibati ut corpori vitam duet: respon- 
det, non solüm corpori, sed etiam animo se vitam 
dare posse. Sumpta enim occasione à vit& cor- 
poris, altids mulieris fidem attollit, ut non solüm 
corporis, quz? non magni sit pretii, sed etiam 
animi vitam petat, qu» sola expeti digna sit; 
eam se non minus quàm corporis dare posse, et 
multo magis eese necessariam. I agree with 
Calvin, Lampe, and others, in supposing (aw 
here used emphatically, and meant of 7 
life, the life St. Paul speaks of, Gal. ii. 20, even 

rison with what is really and alone death 

that in which the saints live, i» miera: TA Tos 
'Ylov Tov Osov. Thus the expression stands for 
was 6 dca (or pera) THe wiorews els imi Tow. 
In the words following, éyo werlorevca—ie- 
Xóus»os, forming the answer of Martha to the 
—— of Jesus, wiorevers rovro; Chrys, 

heophy]., and Euthym., with some modera 
ize no suitable reply, and 

are of opinion that Martha did not fully com 
hend the meaning of the question ; and that * her 
profession of faith, though embracing the great 
central point of the truth in the last verse. docs 
not enter fully into it See Alford. But the 
ample and be — in — over- 
rule any such objection. He is disposed to agree 
with Augustin ind Bede that Martha did suff- 
ciently comprehend our Lord's meaning, and 
answ properly enough; since, by answering 
quod majus est, she also answe mirus 
est, q. d. ‘When I have believed that thou art 
the Son of God, 1 have also believed that thou 
art the resurrection and the life.’ This, how- 
ever, is too subtle a turn to suit the plain and 
simple character of the individual; and bence I 
am inclined to adopt the view in which Maldo- 
nat. finally acquiesces, that Martha's answer pro- 
perly corresponds to our Lord's expression, xai 

Tio TsUcy ele iui, taken in conjunction with 
mwiorevecs ;,—Which expression she seems to have 
taken as indirectly glancing at her want of full 
faith in Christ; to remove which imputation she 
not only replies by vai, Kopie, ‘ Yea, I do be- 
lieve, Lord (or, eather. *[ have believed, and de 
still believe") ; but, to make her confession as 
full and complete as ible, she employs both 
the titles which in Scripture designate the Mes- 
siah; by the latter of which two designations 
was intended to be conveyed something far higher 
than the — (which is rather an appellation 
of office than of nature), namely, One united in 
the Godhead, and in whom are centred all the 
essential attributes of God. And Martha might 
well comprehend — fessing her 
lief in Jesus as the , she virtually 
professed her belief in him as the Resurrection 
and the Life. 

28. A40pa] In thus calling her sister apart, 
it ap she had our Lord's directions, though 
the Evangelist has not recorded the circum- 
stance 

— 6 &ddexadros] This use of the address, 
‘the master,’ or teacher, instead of the name of 
the instructor, was very frequent among the Jews 
to their Rabbins. See hoattg. on John xiii. 13. 

29. iyeiperat Taxó] Not only out of respect 

Commentators, 
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38 9 I ^ @ + 9 , é e ^ » , b] noovs odv, TàAv euPpipwpevos év avr, Épyera, eis TO 

to her exalted Teacher, but from her faith being 
strengthened by the alacrity of her sister. 

3l. Ia x«Xaveg ixet] According to the cus- 
tom among both Jews and Gentiles, to ir to 
the cemeteries, to weep at the tombs of their 
relatives. 

82. avrov els rode w.) This, for the text. 
rec. ixi rods 9ródas avrov, is found in many of 
the best MSS., including almost all the Lamb. 
and most of the Mus. copies, and is received by 
almost every Critical Editor. 

33. éveBptunocatro tw weatpati] On care- 
fully reconsidering the force of this peculiar ex- 
pression, I must confess that I do not find the 
sense which has been assigned by many eminent 
Commentators (who understand it of the pertur- 
bation of sorrow) sufficiently sustained by aea : 
and I would now understand it, with the Pesch. 
Syr. and Vulg. Translators, further supported by 

esych. and Suidas, and especially by Cyril (as 
cited by Abresch on the Gloss. of Suidas), and, 
of modern Expositors by Maldonat. (with his 
usual ability), Markl., and others, as to be un- 
derstood of indignatio, a feeling nearly allied to 
& sort of rebuking and holding in check, or 
represeing the feeling of sorrow. This interpre- 
tation is confirmed by Euthym., who explains it 
by imeriunoe TG wader, ávaxyavri(ov avTÓ 
Opi eT T,, kal. abornpdv Ris da TH ovyXÜ- 
ce, and as also Theophyl. and Caten. Oxon. ; 
profiting by which elucidation, Bengel well says, 
Ita Jesus austeriori affectu lacrymas hic cohi- 

buit, et mox v. 38, abrupit.’ Of iuBpiau. in 
the original sense, ‘to rebuke,’ exx. occur both 
in the Sept. and in the later Class. writers, as 
Liban., Lucian, and others, adduced by Steph. 
Thes. Ed. Paris, in v. As to the force of 
re (Hellenistic Greek for Class. ira- 
píx0n) iavròv, it is strange that Meyer and 
Alt should adopt the harsh, and yet jejune sense, 
‘he shuddered.’ This they endeavour to esta- 
blish on the authority of Euthym., who thus 
explains évdpakey iavrór by Óutauot, ovußai- 
wus yap Tivadoosc0at rà avetepa pipn Tov 
otrws iuBpiuepáver. I wonder that they should 

not have seen that d:éczica is a blunder of tho 
Scribes for d:eceicOn (very often used in the Pas- 
sive by the later Greek writers, as Plut., Liba- 
nius, Heliodorus, and Athenzus) which is to be 
taken in a figurative sense for ‘he was agitated 
in mind and body;' as in Hesiod. viii. 1, &- 
toriobn orep oi xdroxo. It is true that the 
words following in Euthym. may seem to require 
the sense adopted by Meyer; but they bear the 
mark of being merely a marginal Scholium, pro- 
ceeding from some id monk, espec. as I can- 
not find the least trace of them in Theophyl. or 
the Catenists. Of ds:ecsictn in the sense I as- 
sign, an example occurs in Phrynichus. 

85. iddxpuvcev ò 'I.] This is the shortest verse 
in the New Testament, but one of the most con- 
solatory, as proving by this action (not unworthy 
the dignity of our exalted Redeemer) that we 
have indeed a High Priest who can be touched 
with the feeling of our infirmities (Heb. iv. 15), 
so as to feel with us, and also for us. To suppose, 
with Strigel, Heumann, and others, that y peot: 
wept, only to show sympathy in the grief of the 
sisters, or with human sorrow (and, by implica- 
tion, not really feeling it himself), is all but 
making our merciful Suviour a mere Stoical Phi- 
loeopher. Whereas, as Calv. remarks, ‘ad fer- 
ream Sfoicorum duritiem dam unum 
Christi EXEMPLUM hoc sufficere nobis debet.’ 
See more in bis ablo note; and also the note of 
Lampe, the substance of whose annotation is as 
follows :—' Three instances of our Saviour's 
weeping are recorded in the Gospel narrative; 
—when he shed tears at the sight of Jerusalem, 
being affected with compassion on its account, 
Luke xix. 4] ;—in the garden of Gethsemane, 
Heb. v. 7 ;—and on the present occasion. The 
true cause of those tears was doubtless the deep 
and genuine sympathy which he felt with human 
tnfirmity ; such as he himself experienced in the 
case before us.’ 

38. We are not to infer from the expression 
dwixevro, that the entrance was from above 
since the researches of antiquaries show that it 
was, in the case of Jewish tombs, at the side. 
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pvnpelov. 
39 Aéyes ó ‘Inaots: "Apare 

JOHN XI. 39—44. 

"Hv òè emüXaww, kai dios émékevro en’ ajTQ. 
tov AiGov. Aéyes avro 7 ábeX o7) 

tov teOvnxotos Máp0a: Kupie, non Ser Terapratos yap èst: 
50 Aéyes aùr 6 lgaobv Ovx elmóv cot, rt àV miotEevoys, 

bye. Thv otav Tob cob; 
TeÜvnkas KELLEVOS: | 

De Dieu and Lampe have fully evinced this 
position, espec. by a reference to the elaborate 
work of Nicolai de Sepulcris Hebreorum, cap. 
xxxi, where see the plates representing the 
tombs. Hence it follows (as De Dieu and 
Lampe are agreed) that the ivi in composition 
ought not to be rendered ‘super’ (or ‘ upon,’ as 
in E. V.), but ‘ad,’ ‘at,’ and expressed in the Syr. 
Vers. by 5»; and so si, supra iv. Hence we 
may see the suitableness of the Hebrew term, to 
denote the stone which closed up the entrance 
(thus serving for & door, though much stronger, 
and more secure), namely, Yn), */he roller.’ It 
was doubtless made exactly to fit the orifice; and 
vestiges of this custom are found in Sir Gardner 
Wilkinson's work on Egypt, or Dr. Layard's on 
Nineveh. These hewn stones, fitted to the orifice, 
led, at length, to the stone doors, moving on 
hinges, of which many traces remain in Egypt, 
and in the ruins of Babylon and Nineveh. 

39. reOvnxoros] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
cdit, from 7 uncial and 9 other MSS., rereXeutn- 
«dros, to which I can only add 3 Mus. copies, 
a Trin. ir B, x. S ut the external au- 
thority is wholly insufficient ; espec. since against 
it may be all internal — as exiting 
in its being little likely that the Evangelist 
would have used so exclusively Attic a term as 
vreXeur., of which, too, this Perf. and Pluperf. 
occur only, I believe, elsewhere in Xen. and 
Plato, the latter of whom employs the Particip. 
(as here) at pp. 75, 142, 958. The reading may 
be supposed to have been a mere emendation of 
style introduced by the Alexandrian Critics. 
— Teraptaioe yap iors} ‘he has been four 

days dead;' or rather, as appears from v. 17, 
*buried; for the Jews erally buried their 
dead on the day of death; see Acts v. 6. 10. 
The fourth day is espec. specified, because it was, 
as we learn from the Rabbinical writers, termed 
‘the day of the beating of the breasts,’ since it 
was the general opinion that on that day, if ever, 
all the marks of corruption ap ; hence 
there would in that case be no hope of revival. Of 
this idiom in Greek, by which what properly be- 
longs to the person is y ge to the thing, many 
examples are adduced by Raphel and Wetstein, 
the most apposite of which is Polyb. iii. 52, 3, 
fn di rer. Gv. — Hdot. ii. 89, with yly»coGat. 

40. ovx sToróv cot, St: làv vio Te jo gs, —Osov 
*Did I not say to thee, &c. Here our Lo 
overrules the objection, however arising from a 
senso of decorum, and gently reproves a manner 

41 »* Hpav oiv Tov Xov, [od Fw ò 
ó òè 'Igaotsc Ape Tov; od0aXuoUs dvo xai 

eire "Ilárep, evyapiota aor Ste "jkovads pov. £ "Evo Se 
noe Sts vrávroré: pou axoúeis ‘adda dia TOv ÜxXov Tov Treps- 
eara, elrrov,* wa Tra Teva oai ori ov pe atréctetAas. $ Ka 
Taira eimàvw, povi peyddn éxpavyace Adlape, Sedpo €f! 
4! kal éErjxÜev ó reÜvnkós, Sedepévos Tors todas xal Tas xeipas 

of speaking oo much savouring of unbelief, 
reminding Martha of what he already sai 
v. 4, 25, 26, on the duty of a simple faith in 
him, as the condition of beholding the glory of 
God in what was to follow; and of the expecta- 
tion he had held out to her that a work woald 
be wrought in behalf of her departed brother, 
m as no natural causes could prevent being 
effected. 

by Lachm., i 
and 3 others, to which I add 1 Lamb. and 3 Mus. 
copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. And, indeed, 
internal evidence is againet their authenticity, as 
also the circumstance of their having no place in 
the Pesch. Syr. and Italic Versions. It may be 
su that the words o) s» were first inter- 
polated from a scholium; and then à reOencer 
xeíuavos subjoined by some Reviser who had in 
his copy reOynxoros at v. 39. 
— Tas», züyapic Té, &c.) The full sense 

of this address (from high-wrought pathos ex- 
tremely brief, and consequently involving some 
obscurity) is only to be expressed in a para- 
hrase :—' Father, I thank thee, that thou hast 
eard me, in that for which I have prayed (I say 

not this as though I had doubted as to thine 
hearing me); for I knew, and do know, that 
thou hearest me always; but I now thus address 
thee for the sake of the multitude present—that 
they [hearing me thus addrees thee, and seeing 
that thou hast granted my desire] may believe 
that Thou hast sent me.” In gxoveas there is, 
from the force of the Aorist, ‘what has been, 
cnd is now.'—^4apiacTé ra means ‘standing 
around." 

43. ica A Particle of exclamation, in- 
volving an ellipsis of some verb in the Impera- 
tive, as XG (so Acts vii. 3, devpo sle Thy yaw), 
which has a highly authoritative effect, - 
ing (as Tittman observes) * Vult, et fit ; Jes, ct 

n 
to suppose (as many have done) that the whale 
body was involved in the ban ; for that 
would imply a second miracle; and as the exer- 
tion of miraculous agency is not to be called in 
without sufficient cause, we may imagine that 
the — (ocwdeoy) ab mech bw body was 
wrapped was not so tightly brought toge by 
the «ecpia: (or ‘bandages’ whereby the aromatics, 
for preserving the body from corruption, were 
kept in their place), but that Lazarus was 

44. àsüsuávos—cksipíais] It is not 
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xeuplais* kai 7) Oris aùroð aovdapip TrepwebéDero. Aéyes avrots 
6 'Igcobs Avoate aùròv kai dhere vmányew. 

45 TIoXXoi oiv ex TÀv ‘Iovdaiwy, oi éAovres vrpós 17» Mapíav 
wat Geacapevos à erroincey 6 'Igoobs, émíorevcav eis avrov. 
46 Ties 06 éE aitav ádmíjMÜov mpòs Toùs Papicalovs, kal elzrov 

» ^ à 3, / e 9 ^ 47 t ld 9 e 3? ^ 

avTois à emoinoev ò I9o005. Jwviryayov obv oi ‘Apytepeis t Matt. 36. 8, 
xai ot Papicaios cuvédpiov, kal eyo Ti morodpev ; Gre obros 
Ò avOpwiros ToXXà onyeta Trove. 48 ’Edy adapev aùròv obro, 
WavrTes TieTevcovaly cis avTOv Kat édevcovTat oi ‘Pwpator kai 
apovow Juv xai tov rómov Kat tò EOvos. *9" Els Bé tis éE 

Luke 23. 2. 
ch. 14. 19. 
comp. Acts 
4. 16, 17, 
34—28. 

u Luke 3. 3. 
ch. 18. 18, 14, 

^ " ^ ^ ^ 38. avTOv, Kaiddhas, apyvepers dv tov évtavroU éxeivou, elmev avrois: Matt. se. s. 
"Tues ode oldate ovder 50 * oddE 

enabled to creep forth. This, of course, pro- 
ceeds npon the supposition of most Commen- 
tators, that tho body had been embalmed. But 
if (as, from the shortness of the period, is far 
more probable) such was sot the case, the diffi- 
culty is much lessened ; and we have thus onl 
to suppose that the body was wrapped in a vind. 
ing-sheet, girt about with two belts, one at the 
bandas, the other at the feet. 
— covéapíe] ‘kerchief; which probably did 

not cover the face, but only encircled it (as we 
find in the case of the Egyptian mummies), and 
was tied under the chin. For though in a Rab- 
binical writer, cited by Wets., it is said, * Non 
tnmen propterea vocati sunt sancti, donec terra 
essent conditi, sudario velatis ipsorum faciebus,' 
yet the original Hebrew corresponding to the 
Greek dys often denotes ‘part of the face,’ 
espec. ‘the forehead ;' and dys answers to the 
Hebr. msn in Jer. iii. 9. Avours aùròv is an 
expression of common life for ‘ Loosen his band- 
ages; and Urdyeiw means merely ‘to depart,’ 
* to go where he will.’ 

7. The results from the miracle. Meet- 
ing of the Sanhedrim, issuing in a decision to, 
in some way, put Jesus to death, —who, aware of 
their determination, retires to the country about 
Ephraim. 

47. Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and others, by 
leaving out the mark of interrogation, point ri 
qwovovupey, ort moi; But the usual punctuation, 
retained by Griesb. and Alf., is far more suitable, 
since otherwise the force and pertinency of the 
words is weakened. The sense has been by Mal- 
donati moet ably shown to be (agreeably to the 
explanation which I have long offered), * What 
are we about?" equiv. to * What are we to do?" 
In the E. V. * What do we, seeing this man doeth 
many miracles?’ there is something forced and 
frigid. The Syr. and Pers. Verses. confirm the 
punctuation morovusy; And, though the Vulg. 
may seem to defend the other, yet little doubt 18 
there that the earliest punctuation was (ase! 
which, I find, has ae in the Complut. Poly- 
glott, 1517; though Gratz, who professes to reprint 
it, has ‘ quid faciemus ?’ Hence we can scarcely 
doubt that the phrase in Greek, Tí wo:ovper; 
and its corresponding one in Latin, ‘quid agi 
mus?’ were ordinary forms of address to a deli- 
berative body, containing at once a tacit sarcasm 
on their — inactivity, and an incentive to be 

Vor. I. 

OiaXoryiteo 0e, Gre cumhéeper v ch. 16.14. ? P 

now up and doing. Comp. Lucian, Pisc. 10, rf 
wovoumev, œ Tubay.; oa yàp, &c. 
— enutia] They admitted, it seems, Christ's 

miracles, but yet refused to believe in him ; pro- 
bably on some such pretence as that elsewhere 
mentioned, that they were effected by the agency 
of the Devil; so classing them with the wonders 
performed by the Magicians in Egypt, Exod. vii. 
viii., or those adve to in Matt. xxiv. 24. 

48. To*ovy] Not the Temple (for that would 
require TovTov Tdv rorov), but the city of Jeru- 

m, the destruction of which would involve 
that of the country. Perhaps, however, there is 
an Hendiad., lit. *our place of habitation, and 
our nation,’ i. e. * our habitation and existence as 
a nation.’ ‘Whether this fear was really felt, or 
only made a covert for their enmity, Alf. thinks, 
* does not appear.’ But, pace Viri egregii, it does 
appear; or else all the Expositors, ancient and 
modern, have discussed the topic to little pur- 
pose.— See espec. Chrys., Euthym., and Theoph. ; 
and, of the modern, Calv., Grot., Lampe, Whitby, 
and others, down to Rosenm., Kuin., Tittm. ; 
— espec. the able notes of Maldonat. and Light- 
oot. 
49. busts oùx olar: ovdév] These words, 

and the counsel afterwards given, correspond so 
little to the foregoing ones, that many recent 
Commentators are of opinion that something, 
which immediately preceded them in the deli- 
berations, has been omitted by the Evangelist. 
This, however, is a principle always precarious, 
and here unnecessary. May we not consider the 
words of the Evangelist, Tí 9rovovuav—8sÜvos, as 
containing fo opinions pronounced by two dif- 
ferent parties of the Sanhedrim; ti woovupev— 
wors? by those who were inclined to think well 
of Jesus, and idy ddbapev—sébuoe by those who 
troubled not themselves about the truth or the 
falsehood of Jesus's pretensions, but, viewing the 
thing solely in a political point of view, were 
alive to the danger of letting him go on, and 
thought he must be p: down at any rate, but 
er ed at the means? Against these the rebuke 
of Caiaphas seems to be directed ; q. d. ‘ Ye are 
foolish and raw!’ (for such is the meaning of 
oix olóaTs ovdév)—namely, in state policy, by 
seeing what is ezpedient to be done, and yet 
scrupling at the means to bring it about. — 

. cunmiper—dwoAnrat} This is said with 
allusion to & maxim of state policy, founded on 

8 
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npiv, iva els dyÜpurmos ámroÜdvg vmrép Tod aod, xai ps) drop 
TO €Üvos amroXntat. 51 Tobro 06 ad éavroÜ oUx emer dA, 
apytepers dv tod éviavroU ékeívov, V mpoepyrevoer Ste Euerrev 

; ó Incods amoĝvýorew vmép ToU vous 52 * Kal ovy Úmèp ToU 
EOvous povov, GAN iva kai rà réxva ToU Ocoũ Tà Svecxopmicpeva 
cuvayayn eis &y. 53 Aq éxeivns olv Tis "uépas avveBovXcv- 
cavro, iva atroxreivwow avrov. 

pnoia Tepiemáre, dv ois "IovGaiow adda ambev éxeiDev eis 
. TY xépav éyyos Tis ép'jpov, eis *'Edpaiy Xeyouévqv. mode, 

19. Kare? OtérpuBe perà tov pabntay avro). 

54 7 'Iņncoðs ovv ovx Ere rap- 

55 Hu 5e èyyùs TO 
máoya tov 'lov6aiew xal avéßnoav "oXXoi eis 'IepooóXvua 

expediency only, that the safety of the whole 
nation ito be referred to chao! one indivi- 
dual. Of this I have adduced many examples 
in my Recens. Synopt., of which the most appo- 
site 1s RM p. 193, moù xpeirroy xal 
Gcxarorendy tori, iva Uwip wavrwy, P5 To- 
ode Uwip ivòs à roXA £a 0a. Virg. JEn. v. 815, 
* enum pro cunctis dabitur caput.” See Heyne. 

5]. wpoepirevoe] On the exact sense of this 
term in the present passage some difference of 
opinion exists. To the ordinary signification, and 

at generally assigned, — it has been 
objected, that the words of Caiaphas contain 
nothing of prediction, but merely a politic counsel. 
Hence most recent Interpreters take it to mean 
only that, *under Divine Providence he uttered 
a most important truth, which was made good in 
the death of Christ for the sins of the world.’ 
Thus the Evangelist is sup to have accom- 

the counsel of Caiaphas to the purpose 
of impressing on the minds of his readers the 
great doctrine of the Atonement. Yet this view 
of the sense, besides being too artificial to be 

bable, is quite at variance with, and contra- 
icted by, the antithesis between dq’ éavrov 

sTors and orpoediiravoe, and also what is implied 
in the words dpyiepsis dy Tov lvyiav ov éxsívov 
both indicating that the words were not uttered 

io mots, but as being pruphetic, from an 
mpulse from on High. Comp. Soph. El. 343, 
dwravra yap ca Tana vovleriuara | xalyne 
edaxra, xovdiy ix caurHne Asya. Accord- 
ingly, something far more than mere ‘ direction, 
under God's Providence, is required; and the 
notion that Caiaphas unwittingly uttered a pre- 
—— afte 8 eor Gl n it pera ss 
idea of a j- ecy ut an absurdit 
cannot bo admitted: — pP: must take 
wporpnrevoe without any of the foregoing i 
senses, and understand it in the full sense which 
Ihave pointed out, *spake as he did under the 
influence of Divine inspiration ;' meaning, as 
Alf. Sonea it, that ‘it pleased God to make 
him as High Priest [and by virtuo of his office] 
the s ial, though involuntary, organ of the 
Holy Spirit ; and thus to utter by him a prophecy 
rather what was virtually a — of the 
eath of Christ, and its effects." 
52. kai ovy vwrip—els fy] These words aro 

meant to explain and mark the extent of the fore- 
going assertion. And here there is an ellipsis of 
some words, to be supplied from the preceding 
clause; q. d. (He was, indeed, about to die for 

the nation] and not for the nation only, &c. 
—Tixva rou Oso. So called by anticipation, in 
order to show God's gracious designs that they 
should be Traccóusvo, sis Co» alawor (Aca 
xiii. 48), the children of God by adoption; as 
supra x. 16, d\Aa arpóflara, where see note — 
Luvayayy sls i», scil. cia, into one universal 
Church, united in one holy communion, under 
one common Head. So Heraclid. c. 19, rox 
oropadcny olxouvras sls fv ouvayew. In this 
view Euthym. well remarks, that our Lord's espe- 
cial calling was cuvayaysiy Tà dcacrwra, xci 
reign TÀ ixv1Tolsuepnépa. 

54. wapp. vapisráTe: iv T. '1.] An Hellen- 
istic mode of expression to denote, * did not 
about openly, or publicly, but iv xovarTw." 
supra vii. 4, comp. with Wied. v. 1, rórs ovi- 
c«Tat ly wappnala ò dlxatos. 
— ele Tiv xepav—'Edpatu] By the ipsa 

here mentioned is, I apprehend, to be understood 
that ‘ desert,’ which Eusebius tells us was 8 miles 
N. of Jerusalem ; though Jerome makes it 20: 
which Dr. Robinson with me in ‘think- 
ing more probable.” My opinion sow is, that 
though Eusebius’ — of the distance must ie 

; yet it is on an error of the scri 
for I doubt not thet for » should be — 
18, which I believe to be somewhat more correct 

Jerome's estimate. Robinson would fix it 
at the modern Taijbeh, 7 miles N. of Bethel, a 
small town, which seems from Jos. Bell. iv. 9, 
9, to have been in the vicinity of this im, 
the same with the yrer, Ephron, mentioned in 
2 Chron. xiii. 19. ‘I quite agree with Dr. R. as 
to the site he fixes, which ts very nearly that 
which I long ago pointed out, as in the & w. 
part of the valley between Mount Ephraim and 
the opposite mountain range of Bethaven, the one 
it should seem here meant by épuy. and which 
formed, we may suppose, the w. part of the table 
land of Bethaven; though the woAce, or town 
(called roàixr:ov by Jos. Bell. v. 8), was not on 
the rise, but in the lowland valley between the two 
mountain ranges. "That is certain from a Rab- 
binical writer cited by Wetst, who calls it by 
the name Ephraim ix» valle. At any rate Arrow- 
smith is quite wide of the mark in fixing it, 
seemingly at random, and without availing him- 
— x rd light rm his reach, where he does. 

r. Alford studiously puts ouf that light, 
nouncing that ‘ the situation of ial Pd 
known! which may be true, as far as it is ev- 
dently unknown to Aim. 
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€x TIS Ywpas 7rpo ToU Tráaa, ** iva ayvicwow éavtovs. 56° Etfg- 

57. XII. 1—3. 627 

23 Chron. 

80. 17—19. 

Tovv ov TOv 'Igcoüv, kai. éXeyov per GANA ev TQ iepQ éarpy- 
xores: Ti Soxet Upiv ; Ste où ui) EAD eis THY éoprjv ; 57 Acda- 
«etc ay 66 Kai ot AÁpytepeis kai oi Papicaios éyroXiyv, iva éáv TiS 
YV@ Tro) OTi, PNVÚON, órres TrLdTwWOW avTOv. 

XII. !*'O où 'Igco)s Tpó 8 fuepüv ToU máoya "AOey s Matt 20. 
ets > BnOaviay, ómov qv Aátfapos, 6 teOvnxas, Ov Tryeipey èx heh u. i. 
vexpav. ? 'Ermoínaav où aùr Ocimvov éxei, ka ý Máp0Oa &- 
qxovev. 0 66 Adlapos els fy rv * ávakeuiévav avv avro. 9 Hoan. 
ovv Mapia, Xafobca Xirpav púpov vápOov motinns TroXvr(uov, 
7jXewre Tov; móðas roð Inco, xal éféuafe rais Opifiw aùrìs 
Tous Tr00as abtou 7) 06 oixla érdnpwobn éx Tis òus ToU púpov. 

55. Twa dyv(acciv iavroós] Namely, from 
such ceremonial defilements as they might have 
contracted; in order to participation in the 
Paschal feast. See Numb. ix. 10. 2 Chron. 
xxx. l7. Acts xxi. 24—26. This purification 
was effected by sacrifices, sprinkling of water, 
fasting, prayer, and other observances, which 
lasted from one to six days. Seo Ligbtf. and 
Lampe. This, and the other prescribed rites, 
brougbt a t concourse of people together at 
Jerusalem, before the Festival. Indeed all 
went had to undergo the rites in question. So a 
Rabbinical writer, cited by Wetstein, says, * Tene- 
tur unusquisque ad purificandum se ad festum." 
And Jos. Antt. iv. 3, 12, birov jyeiro— 
uù wWooiryvevxds sladysuy TÒ mAs. The 
rites are described by Jos. Antt. viii. 3, and 
Bell. v. 2. 

56. rl Qoxet—4éoprriv;] These words are b 
most Expositors sup to mean, ‘ What thin 
e, that he should not have come to the feast?" 
ut the feast was not yet arrived ; and there- 

fore that he should not have come was not sur- 
prising. Indeed, from what is said in the next 
verses, they had little reason to expect him at all. 
Moreover, the words Tí Qoxs? oui» rather indi- 
cate a mutual discussion of what was doubtful 
and uncertain, namely, whether his coming would 
or would not be. I bave, therefore, followed the 
Pesch. Syr., Chrysost., Euthym., Lampe, Pearce, 
Kuin., Tittm., and Campb., in placing a mark of 
interrogation after Uuiy; thus making a double 
interrogation, and of course taking Dey in a 
Suture sense, for iiedcerat. The idiom is, in- 
deed, rather unfrequent, and the phraseology un- 
usual; but this use of the interrogation with a 
double negation is intended to represent some 
one as proposing a question, and himself answer- 
ing, it in the negative. Thus we may render, 
‘What think ye? that he will nof come to the 
feast?’ equiv. to ‘Is it your opinion [as it cer- 
tainly is mine] that he will sot come?’ They 
were warranted in supposing so, since (as we find 
from the next verse) strict ha naire were made 
after him, and orders given for his apprehen- 
sion. 

XII. 1—11. The anointing of our Lord at 
Bethany. Comp. Matt. xxvi. 6—13. Mark xiv. 
3—9, where see note. 

l. vpó WE fuspisy Tov vácXa] A transposi- 

relative of Mary; who, it woul 

tion as in 2 Cor. xii. 2, for 8E nudpae apd r. 
x. Joseph. Antt. xv. 4, wpd nutpas ulas THS 
&opriv. Bell. ii. 8, 9. Philo, p. 4M. The 
idiom occurs in the Sept. and in the later Greek 
writers. See more in Gresw. vol. iii. Dise. 1, 
where he fully defines the force of the expres- 
sion. "Osrov nv AáfT. ò reb. is rightly rendered 
by Markland, * where Lazarus was; he who had 
been dead and raised to life again.' 
— ó TiÓvn«dc] On this expression see note, 

supra ix. 17, and Matt. xxvi. 6. The words are, 
indeed, cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., and 
bracketed by Alf., from 2 uncial MSS., and the 
Syr. Vers. But that authority is quite insuffi- 
cient, espec. since internal evidenee is very much 
in favour of the words. I suspect that the Reviser 
of the MS. B removed the words because the 
rules of good composition would rather require 
their absence. And certain it is that the early 
Translators in such a case often took the liberty 
ef passing over words which seemed not necessary. 

. derolyoay 3.] For the Impersonal, ‘a supper 
was made.’ The entertainment, however, was, 
as we find from Matt. xxvi. 6, not in the house 
d ae but in ae ydo — of e name of 
imon (surnamed the Leper és y a near 

seem, acted as 
on the occasion, serving the guests at 

table; for such is the import of the term é:- 
uxòovas here, and at Luke x. 40. See my Lex. 
n v. 
— évaxupg.] This, with ody following, in- 

stead of cvrarax., is found in almost all the best 
MSS., and has been received by almost every 
Editor from Wetet. to Scholz. Lazarus's pre- 
sence is mentioned, to show that since his resur- 
rection be had continued to poseess the regular 
functions of life. 

8. xai igíua£e rais ÜpiE(y] This has been 
thought to intimate that Mary had washed Jesus's 
feet Ere anointing them. i so, there is a 
rem e transposition in the construction. 
But as the unguent used was liquid, the wiping 
would be as suitable to that as to washing; see 
more in Rec. Syn., in the notes on Matt. xxvi. 

. On sic Tikrjs see note on Mark xvi. 3. 
— $ dt olxia—pipov] A figurative mode of 

expressing the extreme ce of the unguent. 
So Plutarch i. 676, cited by Wetstein, d&dwó1: di 
Osoíaiov olov dud dpwpatwy kal pupey o 
olxor. — 

8 
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à Matt. 10.4. 44 /Léye, obv els èx TOv uaÜsróv avro0, Ioí9as Xipovos 'Ioxa- 
puorns, 6 wéAXwy avrov 7rapabibovas 5 Avati tovTo TÒ púpov 

chine. oUk érpabn rpuakoaiov Snvapior, kai é600 wrwyois; 9 * Eime 
68 ToÜUro, ovy Sts mep TOv wrayav Euedey aùr AAN Gre 
KAETTNS 3]v, Kal TO yAwoooKopor elye, Kal Ta Baddopeva éga- 
oračev. 7 Elmev otv 6 'Igoo0v "Ades avrny eis THY Nyuépav 

6. +d yAwoodxopov}] This word originally 
denoted ‘the box in which pipers deposited the 
yXeccídas, what we call reeds, of their wind- 
instruments.’ Thence it came to denote any ‘ box 
or casket for holding money or other valuables.’ 
And such is the sense here and in 2 Chron. 
xxiv. 8, and Plut. p. 1060, cited by Wetstein.— 
BadAcuava is for eloBadrXcusva, * what was put 
therein,’ as contributions towards a common 
fund for the support of Christ and his Apostles, 
of which Judas was the treasurer. According to 
the common rendering of the , the sense 
proceeds very awkwardly: nor is this to be 
remedied by that 040s awd unxavre, a transpo- 
sition, which the Critics call to their aid. 
— xal Tà BaXX. iBadoraXev) It is plain that 

the sense commonly assigned to 4 devalr above 
cannot be tolera Almost all the best Com- 
mentators, ancient and modern, are agreed that 
it must signify surripuit, intervertit, ' purloined,’ 
* embezzled’ (like erre for auferre in Tann): 
of which sense they adduce several examples, the 
most apposite of which is Diog. Laert. iv. 59, 
ws undésxort abToU wepracpsOcin kai Ti Bao- 
vaxOeln. I add Joseph. Antt. xii. 5, 4, where 
aude and faor. are joined as synonymous. 
At Antt. ix. 4, 5, it is said of some who went to 
plunder the camp of the Syrians, wpuhoavrtes 
ale play axnynv, —iBácoTaaav (carried off) 
icÜ5gTa xai voXiv xpvaóv. Indeed, as at xx. 
15, the word signifies to carry off by stealth, so 
it may here very well mean simply to steal; a 
sense equ m the «Adwrnes just before; for 
thus we learn why Judas took exception at the 
ointment being so employed, and why he iscalled 
& thief. Thus far in my former Editions : nor 
am I now dis to alter my opinion, notwith- 
standing that Mr. Alf. pronounces, as usual, ez 
cathedrü, that the word never signifies ‘ to steal,’ 
or *to purloin; and that in the ema ie of 
Josephus adduced in proof, it only signifies to 
carry away, the stealing being otherwise ex- 
pressed or implied. But those are not 
the only ones that can be alleged, for, besides 
that of Diog. Laert., I can produce another from 
that writer, just after; also Jos. Antt. i. 19, 9. 
and a passage in Suidas, who explains Saera- 
xÜsíin by xAasraín. And auferre, ‘to carry off, 
is frequent in the later Latin writers; and it 
is used, not for carrying off for one's use, but 
in the sense of ‘to steal, or ‘to purloin.’ That 
such must be the sense in the above passage of 
Jos. is plain, from the circumstance that the his- 
torian wrote Antt. i. 19, 9, with a view to what 
is said in Gen. xxi. 30, ivari ExrAsWas obe 
Ozoùs iuoóv; Andso in the Hebr. n333; though 
Whiston, by an ignorance usual to him, renders, 
* carrying home,'— not aware, it seems, of the force 
of Bacracas, any more than of olxo: ipsoOa:, 
which means ‘to appropriate to his own use.” 
eides, if, in all those passages adduced, embexzie- 

ment Were only — it were enough to autho- 
rize us to say that the sense ‘to purloin’ is, at least, 

; though that is not the strict signification of 
the word. The same may be said of hundreds of 
other words, which often denote that which they 
do not primarily and literally signify, and then 
that is their sense. Such is the case in all lan- 
guages, including our own; and the very verb 
*to purloin, which lit. signifies ‘auferre, ‘to 
carry off, ‘to remove, but by implication ‘to 
embezzle.' When Mr. Alf. says, after his Ger- 
man authors, that such a sense would not appi 
here, that is mere matter of opinion. And cul 
consider that the word was so taken by the 
ancient, and by all the most cminent modern 
Expositors up to a very late period, and that 
they were chiefly induced to adopt the above 
sense of igáarati—'to purloin,’ because they 
thought it did apply, it would seem more likely 
that some three German second-rate Philologists 
should be mistaken, than that all the others, in- 
cluding Towp, and other first-rate Critics, should 
be wrong in & matter wherein they were inti- 
mately conversant. 

7. als Thv 3u.—reTÓpnkty» avro]. Six uncial 
and seven cursive MSS. (I can add only B, x. 
16) with some Versions, Latin Fathers, and Non- 
nus, have Tva—rnp5ocn, which was — by 
Mill and Bengel, and has been edited by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf, but without reason. It evald 
not, as De Wette imagines, have arisen from a 
marginal gloss, since it is a more difficult reading, 
though not to be rejected on that account, but 
because—turn it as we may—it yields a very 
strained, and yet insipid sense; insomuch that 
even the consummate ingenuity of a Maldonat., 
and the philological skill of a Mill, could extract 
nothing that can approve itself to any judicious 
Critic, as indeed Wolf and Whitby have abun- 
dantly shown. Besides, as external evidence, 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers., is quite in 
favour of the text. rec., so, but still more, is sa- 
ternal ; for though one of the two readings must 
have been a critical alteration of the , yet 
there is no good reason why the Critics should 
have altered d$:ss aùrù» lwa—tnpncy av1ó 
into the text. rec., whereas the reterse was very 
likely. The learned and clever Semler has here 
an able note, in which he shows that the reeding 
of B, L, K, was made up for a critical purpose, 
and Áot it arose; in short, that the reading arose 
from Critics, who were offended at the homely 
construction, and misunderstood the true sense. 
The same view was taken long before Semler |so 
it is with all Critics, who might say, in the words 
of an ancient Classical writer, somewhere quoted 
by Porson, ‘ Pereant qui sos ante nostra dixe- 
runt !*], by the Jess acute, but far more judicious 
Grotius, who bricfly points at the origin of the read- 
ing thus: * Qui hoc loquendi genus non intel. 
lexerunt, mutarunt lectionem ut esset, in diem 
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Tod évraduaguo0 pov Terípnkev abo. 9!-oUe TrTOXoUs typ t Dent. 16. 
* e ^ 9 Nv 3 2 * 

mavrote yere pe éavrüv, ene Se où mrávrore Éyere. 

9 " E*yvo oiv ÓxXos moris èx TOv Iovdaiwy Ste éxet èste kal 
7A00v, ob Sia Tov 'IgcoÜv povoy, AAN Wa xai tov Adfapov 
idwoww, dv Tryetpev èx vexpav. 10’ EBovdevoavro 96 oi Apyrepeis, 
iva xai tov Aálapov azroxtelywow: 1 Ste moMo Òr avràv 
inriyyov TÀv ‘Iovdaiwy, xal ériotevoy eis tov 'Inaobv. 

12877 èrmaúpiov dydos Todds ó éADaw eis THY éoprijv, arov- F^. ix 
Mark 11. 

^ 1—10. cavres Ott Epyetat ò 'lgaoís cis "lepooóAvua, 13» éXaov TÀ Luke». 
Baia tov $owixev, kal éErjXDov eis Úrmávrnow abrOv, kal Expa- b Pr 815, 

sepultura mea servet illud.’ At Syriaca recte, * Ne- 
que novum est perperam intellecta perperam mu- 
tari." Nothing more true than this remark, 
which is fully verified by a ]a rtion of the 
emendations obtruded on both Classical and Scri 
tural writers by slashing, but ignorant Critics. In 
the present instance, the Critics in question were 
too dull to understand the words (as they ought to 
be understood) as being ic, however ob- 
scurely, of that day which was now, in a manner, 
come. This view is confirmed by Chrys. and Eu- 
thym., who say that the woman spoke dcavai 
wpopynrsvovea alak hael i pov Îdvarov, 
and they regard the words of Mark xiv. 8, ort mpo- 
íXaBs pupisai TÓ copa els Tov ivrapıac nòr, 
and espec. Matt. xxiv. 12, Badovoa yåp—wrpòs 
Tò bvradidoa us éxoinrey, as a plainer mode 
of expressing the same sense. As to dias ab)» 
here, it is confirmed by the &gpare avrny in 
Mark xiv. 6; and the rf avrg xdwous wapixsrTe ; 
is an expansion of the same idea. Thus it comes 
to pass that, on the whole, the verdict here pro- 
nounced by a Critic “qui in Scriptorum ; 
vitiis tam cernit acutum ™ (Alford), * a correction 
Srom misunderstunding, is very true, but, unfor- 
tunately, the verdict is pronounced, Hibernicè, on 
the wrong party. 

8. rods wrw ods y». &c.] The yàp serves 
here (as in the parallel and more fully expressed 
passage, Matt. xxvi. 10—12) to introduce another 
reason superadded to, though partly contained 
in, the preceding one,—namely, that this mark 
of respect to their Lord and Master is the more 
fitting, because it is no other than final, —what 
might be called the last respect possible to be 
rendered to him ; and whereas opportunities of 
relieving the poor would never be wanting, oppor- 
tunity of ing honour to their Master must 
soon be at an end. 

9. éyvo oùv óxyX.] The oj» here, as often 
in this Gospel (on which idiom I have lately 
treated) is resumptive from v. l, and continus- 
tive, as carrying on the narrative public (as op- 
posed to the intermediate private one), and 
should be rendered, not ‘ ore, but ‘ now.’ 
‘ Now a great multitude (very many) of the 
Jews,’ &c. Mr. Alford bids us remember, that the 
Jews are ‘not the people, but the Rulers.’ But 
I am not sure that it may not be better here to for- 
get than to remember the idiom, since there could 
not be so many Rulers as to form an óxAor 
awodve. Hence it is better to refer the terms to 
both classes—the Rulers and the ruled —and not 
of Jerusalem only, but of the country around 

Bethany,—nay, indeed, from all parts, who were 
pouring to the feast at Jerusalem. 

10. igovAsicarro—lva— ávoxT.] Alf. ren- 
ders, not ‘came to a resolution,’ the general in- 
terpretation, but ‘were in the mind, ‘had an 
intention.” But that is too weak a sense to suit 
the context, —or, indeed, the introductory Par- 
ticle wa, which will not admit of being taken 
for drt, and calls for that of ‘took counsel, in 
iBovAave. implying the choice of means 
to counsel into effect. 

ll. vazyov] not ‘went away" (to Bethany), 
as Alf., who in vain a ls to E. V., for it is 
not clear whether our Translators by that ren- 
dering did not mean ‘went of, ‘drew off,’ ‘ fell 
away from’ them. So L. Brug. and others. 
This absolute construction of bawraye is, indeed, 
very rare; but it occurs, at least, supra vi. 67, 
BH Kai Uuets—vwayet ; 

12—19. Our Lord's triumphal entry into Jeru- 
salem ; on which see note on Matt. xxi. 11—17. 
Mark xi. 1—10. Luke xix. . 

13. Z\aBov Tà Bata Tcv powixæv] I would 
now defer to the authority of those learned men 
(Jablonski and others) who maintain that Batov 
comes from the Coptic BAI, *a twig, or branch of 
the palm tree ;' espec. since it is confirmed by Por- 
phyr. de Abst. iv. 7, where he says of the Egyptian 
priests, Koirn à' avroie dx T&v c*adíxwy TOU 

olvixot, As xaXovat Bats (read Balidas) ir- 
wAsxTro, and by a Grammarian ap. Ducange, 

Gloss. p. 166, ràv xAddov v dowixcov ' Edpaioi 
(meaning, not the tians, as Jablonski sup- 
poses, but the Hellenistic Jews), Bata 4poc- 
ayopsvove:, It might be regarded as Hebrew- 
Greek, since it is found elsewhere only in Cant. 
vii. 9. Test. xii. Patr. p. 668. 1 Macc. xiii. 51, 
xal elanrAGev els rabrnu (the Tower) pera 
alvdcews (‘ thanksgiving, as in Heb. xiii. 15, 
where see my note) xai Batwy, which confirms 
the suggestion of Lücke, that the palm branches 
were employed by the people, in the present case, 
as being usual at such festivities. 
— sls émáyT. abo] This is a case of a verbal 

noun followed by the case of its verb ; an idiom 
which, though rare, is occasionally found in the 
best writers, especially Thucyd. The MSS. here 
fluctuate between Uárr., dwavr., and cvvárT. 
But our recent Editors have here rightly re- 
tained vw. Yet Lachm. and Tisch. have not 
rightly introduced it at Matt. viii. 94, from only 

S. B. and 2 cursives. Alf. has avoided this 
error here; but he has fallen into it with his fel- 
lows at Matt. xxv. 1, where he introduces vrdyr. 
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tor 'fleavvá: evroynpévos 6 épyopevos èv ovopats Kupiov ó 
Bacireds tod 'Icpannr! 

izech.0.9 isev èr auto, kaÜws dott yeypappévor 
14 Ebpov Sé ó ‘Inoots Ovápwv, xd- 

5! M3 $ofoó?, 
0vyarep Zior idov, ó Bactrevs cov epyetas rað- 

16 k Taira 66 ovk éyvwcay oi pa- 
84. ^ A A », 

«4.7.9. Ümral avToU TO "rpürov GAN Gre éOobác0n ó 'Igoo)s, TaTE 

éuvncOncay ort trara Ùv èr aùr yeypap Kai TGUTO 
éroígcav aùr. 17 Epapripe ov ó Sydos 6 àv per avrov, 
t Ore róv Adlapoy èpøovnoev. èx tod pynpeiov ral ipyetpev avrov 
cx vexkpav. 

from only B, C, and 1 cursive; not bearing in 
mind that in a case like this, where the terms 
are of nearly equal propriety, external authority 
has liar and paramount force. 
14-16. I quite agree with Alford that the 

Evangelist ‘ his readers already acquaint- 
ed with the circumstances of the triumphal en- 
try, and therefore relates it thus compendiously.’ 
But does not this also suppose his Paone of 
thoso other Gospels, which relate it in detail and 
circumstantially? Yet what then becomes of Mr. 
Alford's hypothesis, that ' not one of the Gospels 
had ever been seen by John when he wrote his 
own?' Lam quite aware he will say, that ‘the 
Evangelist had his knowledge of these circum- 
stances from those traditions handed down in 
oral teaching, and forming a cycle of narratives 
and discourses, from which thoee Gospels were 
derived' (such are his own words) ; but, Credat 
Judaus Apella! As to sopór, Alf. rightly re- 
marks that it involves no discrepancy with tho 
other Evangelists, but is a compendious term, 
implying those details. But a more improper 
mode of expression can hardly be imagined than 
that of our Common Version, ‘when he had 
found a young ass,’ as if he had been seeking for 
the animal. It would be a more compact and 
correct rendering to say, ‘having lighted on,’ or 
‘met with,’ just as the animal was brought to 
him (yayov in the other Gospels); only this 
must not be thought to imply ; since, 
from what is circumstantially related in those 
Gospels, it that, from a prearran dis- 
position of Divine Providence, eio that 
recorded in Matt. xxvi. 18; Mark xiv. 13—16, 
the thing took place in a manner wholly distinct 
from the casual, and rising to the supernatural, 
There is the same fault in rendering «dpa», 
supra ix. 35; though there the sense ‘having 
lighted on, or ‘met with’ (so often occurring 
elsewhere), has wot the profound sense I have 
just indicated. In short, what is said of this 
Participle applies to many others in the New 
Test., which, by being so clumsily rendered in 
our Common Version, loso not a little of the 
close neatness of the original in many cases, and 
in some others of their significancy ; e. gr. Acts 
x. 31, ávoifae de—rd ordua sixa, where, by 
rendering, *then Peter opened his mouth, and 
said, our Translators make the action primary 
instead of secondary, though the Participle was 
used to keep it subordinate. So, also, in the 
case of yvoùe, Matt. xii. 15, where, by render- 
ing, ‘when Jesus knew it,’ or ‘ known it,’ 
they make it convey the ides not of our Lord's 

18 Aida ToÜro xal imnvrncey avTQ ó ÓxXos, Sts 

being by the force of Omniscience fully cogni- 
zant of the thing, but of his having become ec- 
— with it by the information of others. 
he same remark applies to Matt. xvi. 8, and a 

multitude of other of which those ad- 
duced here are only a slight sample. 

15. u$ popor. vy. Z.) This quotation (from 
Zech. ix. 9) differs Voth from the Hebrew and 
the Sept., and also from the citation in Matt 
xxi. 5. The true mode of reconciling the dis- 
crepancy I have pointed out, at the parallel pes- 

of Matthew. 
6. obx Lyrecar—Tró piov] ‘did not un- 

derstand at first, i.e. at the time when this 
event —Jesus' triumphal entry into Jerusalem — 
took place, that it was virtually a fulfilment of 
the p hecy of Zechariah to that effect. —4AX’ 
öra doEáedn, * but when he had been glorified, 
namely, by his resurrection, ascension, and ele- 
vation to the right hand of God (see supra vii. 
89, and note), then the Holy Spirit, poured forth 
from on high abundantly, made them remember 
wel] the prophecy, and the fulfilment of it, by the 
doing of those things, at the triumphal entry, 
unto him. Such is the general sense. As to 
the construction, the first avre is emphatical, 
‘him,’ as the very person ; and the full sense of 
xal (repeat T1) Tavra iwolncay avre is, ‘ and 
that the le had done theee things unto him 
n fulfilment of saint d The last words 

ng implied in de preceding. However, the 
ivi at aire seems to mean, not ‘ unto,” but 
* concerning, *with reference to, as in Rev. x. 
ll, wpopnravoa iwi daois. Barnab. Epist, 
ò leat on ir’ aùrtæ, and perhaps in 
JEschyl. Eum. 343, ywyvoutreci Aaxn ir’ 
dui» ixpáyÜn, ' was accomplished, seid antici- 
patively. 

17. ors] Many MSS., including almost all 
the Lamb. and most of the Mus. copies, Ver- 
sions, and early Editions, bave ore, which was 
edited by Matthei, who remarks that Gr: was 
introduced into the text by Beza. Be it so; but 
it is — by quite as strong external autho- 
rity as dre; and tnternal evidence is im its 
favour; for with örs would be required io- 
wet, not ideynosy. Moreover, the context re- 
quires this sense. By ò ay mer’ avrou must be 
meant, ‘ who were with him [on the occasion in 
ucetion]' Thus there is a blending of two 

clauses into one. The sentence, fully expressed, 
would run thus, ‘ The people who had been with 
him when he raised Lazarus from the dead bore 
witness (now), as they had done (before), that he 
really had raised Lazarus." 
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19 Oi obv Papi- 
gaioi elrrov mpòs Eautous’ OQewpeîre Gre oUk wpercire ovdey ; ie, 
6 KOopLos Orría c avro amrndbev. 

20* Hay cé tives "" EXXqves éx TOV avaBawovTwv iva Trpogu- 1 Actes. v. 
, 2 ^ e 

vnow@ol ev TN €0 

amo BnOcaida rìs l'aMiXaías, xai npwrav avrüv Xéyovres: 
Kopie, Oéropev tov 'Igcobv idety. 

& 18. 42, 43. 
pri ?!obro, ov mpoondOov Pidlrrtw TQ 

comp. 
1 Kings 8. 
4143. 

?2*Epxera, Oi TOS Kal 
eyes ™ TO 'AvÓpéa: xal madw "Avdpéas kai Sidvrios Méyovat mMatt.10.3. 
TQ luco). B'O Sè 'Incoüs awexpivato avrois, Abyor 'EXj- 
AvOev 5j apa wa otashi 6 Tiss tod ávÜparrov. %’ Apuy àp 

18. fixovca»] This reading, for fixovos, is 
found in most of the best MSS., including 3 
Lamb., several Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16, with some early Editions, and is received 
by almost all Editors. There is a transposition of 
rTovTo. 

19. Oewpatrs—ovdév:] The best Commenta- 
tors are pie — pei ot be taken 
interrogatively ; q. d. ‘ that ye’ [or, ‘see ye 
not'] ‘are profiting notbing; which although a 
very rare expression, yet is found occurring also 
at Matt. xxvii. 24, and Jos. Antt. xix. 34. The 
words ó xocyuos—dwnA\Oey are a r form 
of speaking, frequent in the Rabbinical writers,- 
denotin that a leader or teacher has very nume- 
rous followers, entirely devoted to him. 

20. "BAAnvec}] It is a much debated question 
who are here the persons to be understood. Some 
sup them to have been foreign Jews living 
out of Palestine, and spesking the Greek lan- 
gu And certainly there were many Jews die- 
persed all over Egypt, Asia Minor, &., where 
Greek was the vernacular tongue, and was spuken 
by the sojourning Jews. Yet that is no reason 
why they should be called" EAA qvee ; nor can it 
be proved that they were ever so called. They 
would thus be called ‘EAAnsmeoral; as at Acts 
vi. l. ix. 29. xi. 20. It is therefore better to 
suppose (with others) that by “EAAnves are to 
be understood Gentiles ; for, |. wherever in the 
New Test. “EAAqvee are mentioned, they are 
always s not Jews; 2. because the tbing 
recorded is ble to the custom of those 
times; since the Gentiles worshipped not only 
the gods of their own country, but of any foreign 
nation into which they might come; nay, they 
made journeys, for the purpose of worship, to the 
most celebrated foreign temples; seo the many 

of Josephus, Philo, and Suetonius, 
which I have cited in my Recens. Synop. Nay, 
many Gentiles were in that age diligent in 
their search after true religion, and, in order 
thereto, frequented the Jewish synagogues, though 
they made no external profession of the Jewish 
religion, nor were circumcised. Such are in 
Acts xvii. 4 called oh "EAAnves aeffloutvoi.. And 
though osBomevo: be not here added, yet it may 
well be understood. However, as it cannot be 
proved that the Gentiles, in the strict sense, ever 
attended at the Temple of Jerusalem, espec. at 
the celebration of the Passover, these persons 
may, with most probability, be supposed Gentile 
Proselytes to Judaism. note on Acts xi. 20. 

21. ldeip] ‘to have an interview with.” An 
idiom common to most languages. There were 

many reasons why such persons should desire an 
introduction to so celebrated a Person. Their 
motives, however, in seeking it can only be 
matter of conjecture. Probably they were in a 
great degree worldly. Hence the language of 
warning, employed by our Lord, as to the con- 
sequences of professing bis religion. 

3. In this reply of our Lord (spoken, I agree 
with Bp. Lonsd., to Andrew and Philip only, 
not to the above-mentioned Greeks, though pro- 
bably in their presence, and with some reference 
to them as also the other bystanders, as appears 
from the mention of the people, vv. 29, 34), we 
may obeerve that what is there said is adapted 
for warning, admonition, and instruction, —to 
all those addressed. Our Lord's object in this 
Discourse, 23—36, seems to havo been to correct 
the wrong notions as to the glories of his king- 
dom, which his late triumphant entry into Jeru- 
salem had probably led those Greeks, as well as 
many others, to entertain. Accordingly our Lord 
gives them to understand, that the time is near 
at hand in which the Son of Man should be 
glorified. That glory, however, could only be 
attained by his death, tbe effect of which, he inti- 
mates,—by an illustration derived from grain 
sown in the earth (see 1 Cor. xv. 36), —would 
bripg an abundant harvest both of Jewish and 
Gentile converts. Further, to effectually repress 
all worldly or interested motives in becoming his 
disciples, he (at vv. 25, 26) apprises them, that 
as, orca exaltation, ue was himeelf to ‘ suffer 
many things, so were his disciples to expect 
suffering and persecution; though they might 
assure themeelves that a glorious reward here- 
after would be the result of their patient endu- 
rance unto the end. 

— irAnrvbev 3 &pa Iva, &c.] ‘The time 
has come, that’ (iva, eventual, or for öra). 
Most recent Commentators are of opinion that 
our Lord takes occasion, from this circumstance, 
to pre-signify to the two disciples the future 
spread of the Gospel, when it should be preached 
not merely to a few religiously-inclined foreign- 
ers, but to all the nations of the earth in 
their own countries. But though that view may 
seem to be supported by the context, I would 
rather, with Lampe and Tittman, suppose that 
the glory of Christ here spoken of consists in the 
testimony given to him by God, by his resurrec- 
tion from the dead, ascension to heaven, and 
sitting at the right band of the Father; a glory 
which would be eminently displayed, when it 
became generally known on earth that he dicd to 
save men,—bad, moreover, returned from death 
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to life,—had ascended to heaven, and was head 
over all, Lord in heaven and earth ; and finally, 
when he should be acknowledged by Jews and 
Gentiles as the supreme Saviour of all men. 
See Phil. ii. 8. 

24. idv pù ô xoxxos—qipa] This is an 
illustration of the effect produced by his death ; 
though the comparison is unaccompanied with 
application. The senso is: * As a grain of corn 
except it fall to the earth and die (i. e. putrify), 
remains alone (i.e. continues a bare grain, havin 
no increase), but if it die, it bringeth forth muc 
fruit, so it must be with me ; for as & must die 
to yield increase, so must J undergo temporal 
death, in order to be glorified, and produce a 
great spiritual harvest of believers from all na- 
tione. Comp. Isa. liii. 10—12; and see l Cor. 
xv. 36—38, 4 , and the notes. 

25, 26. These two verses are closely connected 
together, and their scope is well pointed out by 
Lampe, p thus: * Via, que discipulis tenenda 
erat, ut hujus gorie capitis sui consortes evade- 
rent, vv. 25, 26, ita explicatur, ut partim de- 
scribatur, partim hortatio ad illam inflectendam 
addatur. ibilur v. 25, in quo per opposi- 
tionem edocetur, quænam vera via non sit, et 
quænam sit.’ And further on, p. 866, ‘Cum 
autem hac via et prejudiciis discipulorum plaue 
esset contraria et multum molestie in se conti- 
neret, tempestive Servator excitatoriam addit hor- 

ionem v. 26, in qua occurrit officii certi, tum 
— io, tum txculcatio." also Bucer, and 

uscul., and espec. Calv., who remarks, * Doc- 
trine exhortationem Christus annectit. Nam si 
mori nos oportet ut fructum feramus, patienter 
ferendum est ut Deus nos mortificet' And L. 
Brug. shows why the two verses are so conceived 
as to be sententia generales, i. e. ‘Ne in Jesu 
solo verum putaretur ut mors sit salutis glorise- 
que radix. Thus, adds he, at the next verse, 
* Ostendit generalia hec effata non ad se tantum, 
sed ad suos pertinere.’ To express the thing more 
familiarly, our Lord, in these verses, in order to 
fortify the courage of the disciples against im- 
pending trials, promises an abundant recom 
to those who should cordially embrace his Gos- 
pel, and should make their adherence appear, as 
well by their faithfulness in suffering for him, v. 
25, as in serving him, v.26. As to the former, 
there is subjoined, (1) the fatal of 
the neglect of the admonition, and (2) the re- 
compence attending its fulfilment. As to the 
latter, the work to be done is first pointed out, and 
shown to be a ‘ reasonable service ;' and then the 
recompence promised for the service. Accord- 
ingly, to wean them from the world, and apprise 
them what they have to gain, or lose, by the course 
they may undertake, he lets them know (what 
1s reasonable in itself to be required), that those 
of his disciples who desire communion in his 

lory must not decline participation in his tribu- 
lions: . d. * He who so loveth his life as to 
prefer to the loss of it the loss of the advan 
of my kingdom, shall not enjoy the felicity des- 
tined for those faithful followers, who encounter 
all perils for mine and the Gospel's sake.’ Comp. 
Matt. x. 39. xvi. 25, and note, and Luke xvii. 
33. The 

Gospel. For here is émplied the icular, ez- 
pressed in the lel passage of Matt. xvi. 25 
and sq., ‘for the Gospel's sake.’ At the last 
clause of v. 26, xai éay Tis—ripnost avTOv ò 
Ilarnp, there is (as Aretius ponn out) sug- 
gested a nova remuneralio, osten causam ori- 
ginalem, —that they shall be honoured by his 
Father ; and that by conferring an honour, the 
highest, such as comes from God himself, such 
as it becomes the Great God to give, though infi- 
nitely beyond the deserts of his poor mean ser- 
vants to receive. Thus the general sense is, ‘ If 
any one would dedicate himself to my service, 
let him follow my footsteps, and be disposed to 
suffer all thinge for my name's sake ; and (for 
bis encouragement) let him be assured, that 
where I am, there will he be also, as partaker 
of my glory. Moreover, whosoever shall serve 
me aithfully, him will my Father reward 
gloriously.’ 

27. Having thus intimated to hie followers his 
own spores hg — that they * might fol- 
low his stepe' (J Pet. ii. 21), our Lord now, under 
& painful apprehension of his approaching pas- 
sion, yields for a moment to the feelings of his 
human nature, and, shrinking at the prospect of 
what he must shortly undergo, is ready to entreat 
that he may be spared from the trial, or, in other 
words,—uttered privately in the garden of Geth- 
semane (recorded by all the other Evangelists),— 
*that this cup may pass from him;' where see 
notes. He, however, here, as on that occasion, 
immediately checks a desire so natural to human 
weakness, and promptly submits himself to his 
Father's will. 
— vuv ù Wuxh, &c.] If the common punc- 

tuation and interpretation be here adopted, we 
must suppose that, in the struggle of contending 
emotions, our Lord first utters, and then retracta, 
a prayer. Yet this view is unnecessary ; for wo 
may, with many of the best Commentators, an- 
cient and modern, place a mark of interrogation 
after ravrns, thus supposing two questions, as 
follows: ‘What shall I ssy? (Shall I say] 
Father, deliver me from this hour? But for 
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this cause came I to this hour,” i. e. to meet this 
hour, or time of suffering. Comp. Mark xiv. 35. 
Thus, it seems, when about involuntarily to 
utter a petition, He is checked by a reflection on 
the end for which He came into the world; and 
the natural emotions of fear soon subside into a 
prayer for the furtherance of his Father's glory, 
in any way that may seem good to him. us 
far in my former Editions. On mature considera- 
tion I see reason to change my view. Of the an- 
cient Commentators adverted to by me, who place 
a mark of interrogation after ravrnyc, J cannot 
adduce any more than Leontius and Theophy]. ; 
while of modern Commentators, both earlier and 
receut, almost all adopt it; and, among these 
Commentators, Grot., Zeger, Doddr., Campb., 
Tittm., and Tholuck have maintained it with 
their usual ability, though with less than their 
usual success. ith a due regard, then, to the 
reverent caution, to consult what belongs to the 
high and solemn character of the present portion, 
we may best regard the prayer in question as not 
a precatory sugyestion,—which, as shows, 
would be unworthy of the august Speaker,—but 
an actual and real prayer, like that uttered at 
Gethsemane (Matt. xxvi. 39), and similar to 
several of the prophetic Messianic prsyers found 
in the Book of. Psalms, as Ps. lix. 1. xl. 13. xxv. 
17. vi. 3. Besides, the prayer is xot recalled in 
the next words, since, as Lampe shows, it is not 
a simple assertion, but a transition, a minori ad 
majus, ‘ita ut indicet Jesus, quamvis legitime 
ita oret, non tamen in eo se subsistere, quoniam 
certo persuasus erat, quod propterea, ut liberare- 
tur, in hanc horam venerit, quare nihil amplius 
opus esse, quam ut in voluntate Patris acquiescat, 
se ei permittat, et tantum desideret, ut Pater 
nomen suum glorificare velit." 

éo—acoy cov Tò Óvoua] Bucer and Caly. 
remark, that ‘in this brief ejaculation (where 
from perturbation, there is a reticentia) our Lord 
testifies that he prefers his Father to all other 
things; thus intimating that his wish is, that the 
will of God may be accomplished at whatever 
cost to himself of trials or sufferings (comp. xiii. 
31 seq. xvii. 11), even to the sacrifice of life 
itself; in all which it is implied that the glorifi- 
cation of the Son can alone take place by his 
death, as being necessary to the glorification of 
the Father, by the carrying out of his plans of 
mercy in the redemption of man." 
— AVev ow pævh ix T. obp.) Many recent 

Commentators understand by pævh, here and at 
Matt. iii. 3, 17, simply thunder. They maintain 
that no words were uttered at all; and that the 
Evangelist did not suppose that there were any ; 
but that he only meant to use the words which 
God, if he had expressed his will and intention 
by human voice, would bave used. But this is 
an unjustifiable licence of interpretation. Nay, 

that & voice was heard in plain worde, from 
heaven, we are not permitted to doubt, because 
of the exactly similar circumstances which took 
place not only in the case of Moses and the 
children of Israel (Exod. xix. 19), and also in 
that of Samuel (seo ] Sam. iii. 4, seqq.), but 
likewise in that of our Lord himself at his 
baptism, and in his transfiguration on Mount 
Tabor; which places the thing beyond dispute. 
That, moreover, is plain ; for, I. the words them- 
selves, which were heard, are expressly mention- 
ed; 2. in the following passage, not only are 
some said to have thought that an angel spoke 
with Jesus, but our Lord himself says, où ài! éua 
abrn 7) ey) yiyovev, aGÀAAA du’ Duás. Just as 
St. Peter relates, that he and the rest who were 
with our Lord on Mount Tabor heard a voice 
from heaven, which said, ‘This is my beloved 
Son. That in this instance, as in the others ad- 
verted to, plain intelligible words were uttered, 
and heard by all, though variously interpreted, 
the express specification of the terms clearly 
shows. See Dr. Henderson's Lectures on Divine 
Inspiration, p. 91, and my note on Matt. iii. 17. 
Of xai wédey the full sense is, ‘ yet again.’ 

30. de’ iné] * for my sake; as though I needed 
the testimony from on high for my own satisfac- 
tion, as if I had any doubts about my course, or 
for the strengthening of my courage.’ 
— és’ Uuas] ‘for your satisfaction’ (meaning 

both the disciples and the assembled multitude), 
—namely, ‘that ye may thus believe that ‘the 
Father hath sent me," and acts with me. Com- 
pare supra xi. 42; and see on Matt. iii. 17. 
xvii. 5. 
— viv xpioie iori, &c.] By the expression 

TOV koc pov TOV., Tittm. and others would under- 
stand the genius seculi, & spirit of unbelief and 
wickedness (see Eph. ii. 2, and comp. Acts xxvi. 
18 with Col. i. 13), and by ò dpywy coU xoouov 
ToVTov, in a general way, the influence which 
unbelief and iniquity exerted over the minds of 
men, by — the progress of true religion 
and happiness. This view of the sense, however, 
is rather ingenious than solid; and I see no 
reason to abandon the usual interpretation, by 
which xpíc:s ToU xócuov is explained to mean 
the punishment soon to overtake the Jews for 
rejecting Christ; and ò dpywv Tov xóopuov Tov- 
Tov 88 understood to denote Sutun, an appella- 
tion often given to him by the Rabbinical writers. 
The full sense, then, may be thus expressed : 
* Now is [nigh at hand] the condemnation and 
punishment of the unbelieving world; now will 
the Prince of this world be deposed from his rule.’ 
Meaning, that * now is the Prince of this world, 
who had obtained his princedom by sin and death, 
about to be deposed bon his rule, by the abo- 
lition of idolatry and superstition, and the intro- 
duction of true religion.’ That the two clauses 
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are very closely connected in sense, the latter 
explaining the former, is certain from a similar 

at xvi. 1], com with v. 8, where 
our Lord says that the Paraclete, at his coming, 
théyEa rév xdopov wepl xploaws, meaning (as 
it is just after explained) 3r: ó &pywv Tov 
Kéouov Tovrou Kéxprrat, ‘is to be condemned,’ 
and consequently deposed. 

32. The connexion between this and the next 
verse does not spring, as has been thought, from 
any implied contrast between the ejection of the 
rince of this world, and the exaltation of Christ, 

but is best traced by supposing & connexion of 
sequence, namely, that here our Lord intimates 
the means by which the great consummation just 
adverted to would be accomplished, —namely, by 
his crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, exaltation 
to glory, and the commencement of his office as 
Advocate with the Father; the first work of which 
would be the sending of the Holy Spirit, and 
thenceforward the mission of those who in every 
age should praeh the Gospel. By these, and by 
his revealed Word in the New Test., our Lord 
means to say, he would draw all men to him 
i.e. would offer such moral inducements an 
n ian aids to men, as would suffice to bring 

e understanding to assent to the truths of bis 
religion, and to incline, not constrain the will to 
obey its moral requisitions. 
— idv Ueto] * when, for Gr' dy, as at xiv. 

3; 1 John iii. 2, and sometimes in the Sept., as 
Prov. iii. 24. xxiv. 13, answering to Heb. tw. 
The Lexi hers adduce no example from 
the Greck Classical writers, and the use is one of 
the rarest occurrence. I have noted only one 
example in Plato, Com., Zee xaxoup. . iv. 
9, ká» M xal dav) xadArepyre, ‘and when ye 
obtain favourable omens in sacrifice.” By rdyras 
is intimated the «w»iversality intended in the 
blessings of redemption, meaning all nations. 
See an excellent Sermon on this text, preached 
before the London Missionary Society, by the 
Rev. Angell James, in which the doctrine of the 
Cross, as implied in the terms ój/e0& and éd«. 
wpos iu., is considered as the means of 
converting the world which lieth in sin. ‘ Here 
(observes he) our Lord intimates the nature of 
his approaching death, predicts the consequences 
which would thence result, and intimates the 
means and the manner of men's conversion,— 
that they would be attracted to him by an exhibi- 
tion of his death, —for the sins of the whole world.’ 
— iAxvow wpds iuavróv] A drawing to be 

effected by the operation of the Holy Spirit sent 
from the Father at the intercession of the Son. 
See infra xiv. 16, and supra vi. 44, where I have 
treated on the force of the term «Ax. In the 
latter of those two passages, as referring to the 
period before Christ's glorification, the drawing 
is that of the Father drawing men to the Son ; 

öte ó Xpiotòs péves eis Tv 
t UYyroÜfva. tov Tiv tod 
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in the former, that of the Sos drawing all men to 
himself, 34—36.—^rpós iuavrór alludes to the 
lace whither he is going, heaven. Thus at xiv. 
b our Lord says ‘ho is going to prepare a 
place for them; and having prepared it, he will 
return and receive them to hamself. 

83. enuaiye»] ‘intimating.” The word is 
often used (as here) of things future and ob- 
scurely signified, as in oracles, &c. So Plutarch, 
cited ty etstein, ours Aéyst, ovrs xpuTra, 
a\Aa onuaivec. 

34. Tov vópov] i.e. the Scriptures of the Old 
Test. See x. 34.—Miéve: ele TO» alæva, ‘is to 
remain on earth for ever, agreeably to those 
numerous s of the Prophets, referred to 
by the Commentators, importing that Christ's 
kingdom would be everlasting. But by that was 
meant hie Spiritual — 
— Uyra05va: Tv Yiór T. &y0.] The speakers 

take for that Jesus is, wbat he claims to 
be, the Messiah. There is, however, no reason 
to su , with most Commentators, that by 
UYywFnvar the people understood him to speak of 

It should seem that not oven the 
Apostles comprehended the import of what was 
said; which was only meant as a dark prediction 
to be understood yer the event, for the confirma- 
tion of their faith. The multitude, as appears 
from what follows, understood the ion 
UjroÜnvav ix THe yrs only of removal from 

to heaven, whether by death or otherwise, 
ie uncertain. That the cxpreseion ' being lifted 
up from the world,’ was a frequent periphrasis 
by euphemism) to denote death, is plain from 

the numerous examples adduced by Schoettgen 
from the Rabbinical writers. 
— Tl: toriw—dvpwrou;}] This is not well 

rendered by our English Translatora, ‘ Who is 
(ik — Man?’ une tis is roig haa — 

e quis for qualis in Latin), as in i. 97. 
vi. 2 Luke i. 66. John ar 36, and often. 
Render: ‘ What sort of Son of Man is that to 
be?’ To this question our Lord (v. 35) only 
replies indirectiy, and by allegory,—hinting at 
a erroneous opinions concernin * ro 
y adverting to the opportunity, whic now 

have, for abtainitig light to dissipate the clouds 
of error under which they labour—an nity 
which they must use while they have it, lest the 
be overtaken by that moral darkness, through 
the absence of spiritual light, which would dis- 
able them from directing their course aright. 

35. To the multitude's inquiry, proceeding 
from ignorance, and blind prejudice, wees 
od Aéyris—viro05»ar rev Tidy, &c., Christ 
offers no explanation; but, instead thereof, uses 
solemn warning, only so far obviating their error 
as by using the same metaphor as when exalted 
by glorification, supra xi. 9, 10, couched under the 
terms v and wepiwatsiy, by tho former 
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meaning himself (as also at vii. 33. viii. 12. ix. 
4, 5); by the latter (not to be taken absolutely, 
but with iy Tw wri in the same clause) repre- 
senting active exertion evinced in their lives, in 
making use of any opportunity granted them by 
the Providence of — which, in the present 
instance, would be that particular opportunity 
which his presence with them, still continued to 
them—held out; thus suggesting the availing 
themselves of it while it lasted. In short Jesus 
means to say, “ Use the light of truth while ye yet 
have it, lest by its non-use ve be involved in the 
darkness of error.” Astothe phraseology, the full 
sense of the briefly worded semi-clause Tva 43— 
kxaTaAáfy is this, ‘in order that darkness may not 
overtake or surprise you’ [before ye have duly used 
the light. and profited by the light} Comp. supra 
xi.10. The same kind of particular implied, which 
is unfrequent, I find in Arrian, E. A.i. 5, 17, 
dry y£XN0n abro Sts xivvyevovery (read Kiv- 
éuvevcovary) — el vò% avToüs xaraAf rera: 
* should surprise them before they accomplished 
their purpose.” The words ò aspira TG v—br- 
dyes have the air of a proverbia saying, and are 
brought in (as Calvin observes) by way of ex- 
citing a wholesome fear, by a warning admoni- 
tion, as to the miserable condition of the children 
of darkness, who, destitute of the light of life, 
cannot move a step without danger of slipping or 
falling, and consequently * toto vitæ cursu errant." 
The xai, which introduces this clause, should 
not be rendered for, but simply, ae in the Pesch. 
Syr. and Vulg. Versions, and our common Ver- 
sion, and ; its purpose nr Mey to introduce 
a semi-parenthetic clause. Thus we may render: 
* And, mark! he who walketh in the darkness 
knoweth not whither he is going [and hence 
cannot but wander to no purpose].' Thus they 
are enjoined, 1) to walk, live, &c., by the 
light ; 2) to belteve in the light (i. e. in Jesus, as 
the light of the world), in order that they ma 
[thus, for in no other way can they] be chil- 
ren of the light; and, having become such, 

they must, through the Spirit, still continue such, 
by walking, living, and acting by that light, which 
will thus grow brighter and brighter; until, 
having guided their steps through this dark vale 
of mortality, it shall bring them to those blissful 
mansions where there is light without darkness, 
and life for evermore. 
— For yu:0' buy almost all Editors, from 

Griesb. to Tisch. and Alf., read iv opty, from 
B, D, K, L, M, X, and a few cursives; to which 
I can only add 1 Lamb. and 3 Mus. copies; and 
internal evidence does not make up for the defi- 

Acts 38. 26. 
Rom. 11. 8. 90 v Terv- 

ciency in external authority, since it draws fwo 
ways ;—but með’ vue could not have been a 

; nor, indeed, could dy iiy, though one might 
Imagine the reason for a critical alteration either 
way. However, in a case like this, where inter- 
nal evidence is equally balanced, and strong 
external authority exists the text. rec., con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers., there is evidently 
no case for change. There is still greater 
reason for not adopting, with Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf (just after), œs, twice, for tws, from 
6 uncial, and a very few cursive MSS., since 
internal evidence is rather in favour of gws. In 
the latter case Alf. pronounces ies ‘a conforma- 
tion to the preceding; but that is only removing, 
not Soine aay with, the diffculty. In the former 
passage Alf. supposes that the « arose from the « 
preceding : it might; but it is quite as likely that 
the second « was absorbed in the first. So that 
internal evidence draws two ways; in whicb case 
external authority must decide ; and that is clearly 
in favour of ws, which I find in all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, except about four. 

37—50. In this portion we have, 1) some re- 
marks from the Evangelist on the obstinate un- 
belief of the Jews (3/—43) ; 2) a proof of the 
extreme guilt of their withholding faith, founded 
on the words of our Lord himself (44—50). 

98. Iva] The best Commentators, ancient and 
modern, are that Tya here denotes (as 
often) the event, and not the cause ; for their un- 
belief did not happen because it was foretold, but 
it was foretold use it was foreseen tbat it 
would hap 

39. o)x fjdóvarro] I am still of opinion with 
Prof. lvie, Panpi, Lect. p. 109, that ‘the 
Evangelist was far from intending to say, that 
the inability to believe was superinduced and 
caused, in order that the prediction of the Prophet 
might be accomplished ; still less, that the mira- 
cles in question were wrought with a view to 
incredulity on the part of those who should 
witness them. Woe are to suppose that the fact 
of their unbelief is represented to bespeak a state 
of mind and heart which rendered them the 
awful examples of such blindness and insensi- 
uni as the Prophet foretold.' 

. With reference to the ge of Te. vi. 9, 
10, here alleged, it is remarkable that both St. 
Paul (Acts xxviii. 27) and Christ himself (Matt. 
xiii. 15) adduce it, not as 8t. John here does, to 
show that God had closed the eyes of the Jews, 
but that they themselves had closed their own 
eyes. This, it must be confeseed, involves one 
of the many points on which wo must be con- 
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tent to “see through a glass darkly,” though 
sure we may be that the inability denoted by ouK 
42bvayro is such as is quite consistent with the 
freedom of the human will. Both Chrys. and 
August. are agreed, that we may understand ovx 
#duv. to denote a moral, not a natural inability, 
thus supposing that they could not, because they 
would not, and in this view we may compare what 
is said, v. 40, où OiX sms, Kc. 

41. That the pas of Isaiah (vi. 1, 2) here 
alluded to in the words ele rhv ĉóķav avTov, 
is (as the Evangelist indicates) to be understood 
of Chris, no well instructed and unprejudiced 
Bible-student can doubt. And thus is afforded a 
remarkable Scripture testimony to tbe Divinity 
of our Lord ; for the Evangelist here declares it 
was CHRIST whose glory Isaiah then saw, and of 
whom he spake when he said, “ Mine eyes have 
seen the King, the Lord of Hosts," who is there 
described as worshipped by the Seraphim. Hence 
Christ, in his Divine nature, was worshipped by 
the angels as Lord of Hoste before he was made 
flesh and dwelt among men. 

42. Sues pévro.} An accumulation of syno- 
nymes, to strengthen the sense, as in Herodot. 
i. 189, Sues péivror Thv Oepeiny wacay avTov 
TavTy ditpipay ipyatóusroi. On ásocvráy. 
vy évwvrat, sce note at ix. 

44—50. This forms the second part of the 
Evangelist’s epicrisis, —namely, that containing 
the rines of Jesus, of which this is a brief 
summary, and in our Lord's own words; provin 
how repeatedly Jesus had declared his exal 
character and office, and warned them of the 
awfu consequences of rejecting him. Compare 
supra i. 5, 9. iii. 18. v. 45. vi. 63. viii. 12, 28. ix. 5. 

44. &xpaEs] The Aorists éxpake and slwe 
(of which the former denotes ic, the latter 
private teaching) are to be taken as Pluperfects. 

45. ó Oswpay iui, &c.] Thus declaring, bya 
modo of expression denoting the intimate union 

TONo. émíarevaav eis avToy àXXà, * dia rovs Dapicaious, 
@poroyour, va p) atrocuvayaryos yévovras, $ Y' Hyarnoay yap 
tiv 8ófav ràv àvÜpaxmrov uáXXov iprep Thv óav roð O co). 

445 Inaods 5é &xpafe xai 
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éyo e£ epav- 

of nature, essence, with counsel and will, be- 
tween the Father and the Son (sce xiv. 9, and 
note), that ‘he who beholds Christ the Son, may 
be said to behold God the Father.’ Comp. infra 
xiv. 9. So Christ is styled ‘the image of the in- 
visible God,’ Col. i. 15; and ‘the express image 
of his person,’ Heb. i. 3. 

47. un miorevoy] Lachm. and Tisch. read 
an $vAáEm, from not a few ancient MSS, 
confirmed by the Syr. and some other Versions ; 
to which may be added sm/erma/ evidence, as 
existing in tbe circumstance of this being the 
more difficult reading, though intended to con- 
vey the same sense; though of tbat sense no 
other example has been adduced ; and for that 
reason I have thought fit, with Griesb. and 
Scholz, to retain wiorevoy. If $vAdEg be re- 
garded, as it may be, as the true reading, it will be 
advisable to affix a st sense than what is 
inherent in x:o-r.,—namely, to keep firm hold of 
one's belief. 
— ov xplve atrov] The words are com- 

monly taken to mean, ‘I do not here on earth 
act as judge over him, since I came to be a 
Saviour, not a Judge.” See iii. 17. v. 45. viii. 15, 
and notes. Kuinoel and Tittman, however, take 
xpivety here in the sense of condemn and ish ; 
q.d. ‘Iam not the cause of his condemnation, 
or that of men in general, having come not to 
destroy, but to save; and therefore the whole 
blame must rest with those who prefer darkness 
to light.’ On this verse comp. iii. 16—19, and 
2 Pet. iii. 9. 

48. ò XAóyos] By this and the Tà prinaca are 
meant that part of Christ's teaching which re- 
spected his person and office. See iii. 17, and 
note.—AaXdet» here refers to oral instruction, as 
op to injunction. It is meant that the un- 
believer's inattention and wilful neglect of both 
will bring down on him condemnation and con- 
dign punishment. 
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XIII. Having finished the work of public 
teaching, our Lord devoted the short remainder 
of his life to the private instruction of his dis- 
ciples. These he in chap. xiii., xiv., xv., xvi., 
apprises of his approaching trials; and he endea- 
vours to console them by kind aseurances, 
evincing his love both to them and the whole 
human race. 

l. mpò 75s dopTrc T. *.] See note on Matt. 
xivi ^9. 
— eléwe ò 'Incovs Sri, &c.] Of his approach- 

ing death he was well aware, having frequently 
conversed with his disciples upon it, and predicted 
its most minute circumstances. 

— {va petafy, &c.) Christ's departure from 
the world is termed ueráflacis, to intimate that 
he had not descended to earth as a mere man, but 
as the Sun of God, who had come from, and would 
return to, God. So we have in Isocrat, Paneg. 
eracTáyTos Qi 'HoaxAéovs els sois. 

fod. 2, Tóv 'HpakAéa—iE dvOpwrmy eis Geods 
peravioracta. Liban. Ep. 371, ò Zsis 9i 
éxetvos, Ò cóc WporraTns, Kai wap’ oU KaTiBns, 
kal wpdt ðv dre. 

— dyarnjoas rovs ldlous] By rove id. most 
Commentators understand his disciples. But if 
we consider the circumstences of the case, and 
that the great proof of his love was in the insti- 
tution of the Eucharist, which was intended for 
the benefit of his own of every , it cannot 
but mean those given to him by his Father. 
See xvii. 11, and note. 
— hyarnoey| This expression, Tittman ob- 

serves, is to be taken, like many others, ra- 
F By the tokens of love evinced by Jesus 

to bis disciples, are to be understood the symboli- 
cal actions a little after narrated. 

2. dsiwvou yevouivov] The exact sense of 
this expression has been disputed. Most Inter- 
preters render, ‘supper being ended;' others, 
* while supper was preparing.' But the first ren- 
dering expresses too much (as is clear from v. 26), 
and the other, as is plain from v. 4, 12, loo little ; 
being moreover con to the u of the lan- 
guage. lt is best, with Kuin. and Tittm., to take 
evousyov for y:vouévou (as did the Arabic and 

Persian Translators) in the sense ‘while supper 
was about,’ ‘during supper time.’ And, indeed, 
swouévou is found in some ancient MSS. and 

Nanna Besides, though washing regularly i 
ceded the meal, yet, as we learn from the Kab- 

Apol- 

éavtoy 5 elra BáXXei 05wp 

binical writers, there were on the Paschal even- 
ing fwo washings. 
— BeBrnxoroe sls jj» xapélay 'I. .] An 

expression, like other similar ones in Scripture, 
used of ing any thougbt to the mind, and 
also found in the Classical writers; from whom 
examples are adduced by Wetstein. Many recent 
Commentators, indeed, regard this as merely a 
mode of expression to point at the enormity of the 
crime meditated. But that view, besides pro- 
ceeding on an unsound principle, is utterly in- 
consistent with the character ot. the words, which 
evidently convey the idea of a real Being, pos- 
sessed of an actual power over the minds of men. 
Here, we may observe, the two circumstances of 
Judas's temptation to betray his Master, and the 
condescension of that Master, are mentioned to- 
gether, in order the more strongly to represent 
the baseness of the betrayer. 

9. aldwe ò 'Incovs, &c.] q.d. ‘Though he knew 
that God had given all power into his hands, yet 
he vouchsafed to set his disciples the following 
example of humility.’ 

This expression doró Osov it7AOs, taken in 
conjunction with wpos To» Oso» vráys, can 
import no less than that ‘he was of celestial ori- 
gin, and dwelt in heaven before he came on 
earth' (see iii. 13. vi. 62. xvii. 5, and i. 1) ; and 
the latter (7pós Tò» Oedy vways:) must mean, 
that ‘he would return to the Father, again to 
reign with Him by equal right.’ In short, the 
clause plainly declares the dignity of Christ's per- 
son—that as he had *come from God (by origi- 
nation from the Father),' and had the governanco 
of the whole universe committed into his hands, 
so *he was going — to God,’ to resume the glory 
which he had had with the Father from all eter- 
nity. See supra iii. 13. viii. 42, and notes. 

. TíÓnci] ‘lays aside ; for dworlOnot. A 
use occasionally found in the later writers, as 
Arrian and Diod. Sic., and answering to that of 
ponere in Latin. By iudria is meant either the 
upper garment only, the pallium (plural for sin- 
gular, as in the corresponding Hebrew term), or 
rather, as it should seem, the pallium and stola, 
‘the mantle and tunic.’ Aéyrioy is a Hellenistic 
word (from whence the Latin linteum) nearly 

onymous with oivédwy, and meaning a towel ; 
thong odBavov was the more usual term. To 
be thus girded was considered by the aucients in 
the same light as, with us, a person's wearing an 
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apron,—namely, as indicating tho exercise of some 
servile or handicraft occupation. 

5. dceYeoopdvos] For this the more classical 
term would have been srepieX., which is espe- 
cially used of domestics, who, previous to enter- 
ing upon culinary operations, gird themselves 
with an apron or towel. Seo a passage of Alexis 
p. Athen. ap. 170. 

8. idv ph viper cs, &c.) This must not be 
sup to mean (as Kuin. and others under- 
stand) ‘unless thou sufferest me to wash thee.’ 
The expression was probably worded as it is, in 
order to make the thing appear a privilege to be 
conferred. As to the sense of the words follow- 
ing, xs pépos mer’ ioù, the phrase gyew 
tpos ueTá Tivos properly imports no more than 
fellowship with any one, by community of senti- 
ment, as in friendship. And such, Tittman 
thinks, is the sense here intended. But con- 
sidering the frequent practice of our Lord, to 
from sensible and temporal objects to things 
spiritual and eternal (as Luke x. 42), we may 
rather, with Lampe, suppose that our Lord 
meant thus to intimate to Peter, that if he were 
not thus cleansed by him (with allusion to the 
mystical washing away of sin by the blood, and 
cleansing from sin by the Spirit, of Christ; see 
1 John 1.7. Rev. i. 5. Heb. x. 22), he could 
not have part in the communication of the 
benefits of his blood, as typified in the ordinance 
bri he was about to institute. See l Cor. 
x. ]6. 

9. wn rovs wodac—xedadrfhv] From the brief 
and prompt earnestness of Peter's answer, re- 
tracting his refusal to suffer Jesus to wash his 
feet, it is plain, that he both thought that an 
exclusion from some great benefit would result 
from his wot having this washing; nay he may 
have understood that another besides the exter- 
nal washing was probably intended, namely, the 
Spiritual washing; and our Lord's words may 
have awakened jn him, as Bengel, Stier, and 
Alf. suppose, a feeling (like that recorded of 
him at Luke v. 8) of his own want of cleansing, as 
being an duaprrasX os, but that is very uncertain. 

10. ó AeAovu£vos, &c.] In order to determine 
the exact sense of this variously interpreted 
sage, we must first ascertain the nature of the 
allusion; which some suppose to be to the 
Jewish custom of washing the hands and face 

two kinds of washing, in 

AAN oby) mávres. 116 See yap rov vapabibovra avror did 
ToUTo elmer Ovyi mávres xabapol éore. 

before meals (see Matt. xv. 2); others, to the 
rformance of religious 

rites, in use among the Jews; l. by the immer- 
sion of the whole body, at the consecration of 
priests, and the baptism of pruselytes; 2. by the 
perce ablutions in daily use among the 
ews. Thus they suppose the meaning to be, 

that ‘the true Christian needs not that total 
change, which is indispensable to the uncon- 
verted sinner ; though he will need continual acts 
of repentance and faith, to cleanse himself from 
lesser impurities.” Of these two views, however, 
the latter is too far-fetched and artificial; and 
the former is quite excluded by the term Aosse- 
Oa: being used, not »íaT400a:;; the former 
Erden far washing of the whole body, as in a 
bath ; latter the keen d only of a pari; see 
Acts ix. 37, compared with Hom. Il. Q, 582. 
The best Expositors are nearly agreed, thet the 
allusion is to the use of the bath previously to 
going to an entertainment. After having under- 
gone this ablution, a guest needed no further 
purification, on arriving at his host's house, than 
to have his feet ein inasmuch as they might 
have been soiled in walking. Thus the meaning 
intended to be conveyed will be (in the words of 
Bp. Lonsd.) ‘He, who has been thoroughly 
cleansed in heart by faith in Christ, need not be 
again cleansed, but only to have those defile- 
ments washed away, which he may have con- 
tracted in his course through the world. This 
seems confirmed by the words following, “ And 
ye are clean,"—thoroughly cleansed by my doc- 
trine (see xv. 3), “but not all [of youl” ' The 
words À rots wodas viracÜa:, * except to wash 
his feet, are an important exception, which 
seems meant to intimate that one thing yet 
remains, which, like the paire of the feet, will, 
when done, com the whole; namely, that 
they should receive a lesson to be taught them 
by the action he is about to orm. This 
foot-washing, it is to bo observed, was intended 
to convey not only a lesson of kumility, con- 

ion, and consideration, but to set forth 
their need of the spiritual washing by the blood 
of Christ from daily pollution, liable to be con- 
tracted even after regeneration. The s 
expression ovxi á»Tsas, ‘by no means all [of 
you], was meant, by its pungency, to amite 
conscience of the betrayer present. 
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moire avrá, 19 Ou mep mávrov 

At ver. 1] the Evangelist (as supra vi. 64, 70, 
seqq), by the words fda yàp TÓ» wapadidovra 
(who ‘was betraying,’ ‘ about to betray him‘), 
points at our Lord's knowledge of the hearts of 
men; and espec. by using the term fei, * had 
known all along,' he intimated his perfect know- 
ledge of the man, — not only of his general faith- 
leesness, nay dishonesty, but of the peculiar act 
of baseness which he was about to commit. 

12—17. Here our Lord shows the chief intent 
of the action he had been performing, admonish- 
ing them to practise the duties it was meant to 
is | 

. yivéakeTe tl wewolnxa buiv;] ‘Know 
ye the talent of what I have just now done to 
ou P’ 

— 13. fevsirí us, Ó Qidáox.] ó 8:8. here is 
the Nominat. for the Vocat., as in Mark v. 41, 
and often elsewhere; and there seems an ellips. 
of Aíyovres. How uent was tbis mode of 
address, by which the name of the person was 
merged in that of his office, is proved by the 
citations adduced from the Rabbinical writers by 
Schoéttgen ; which indeed show that the 
name of the Rabbins was almost always drop- 

14. el ody tye, &c.] An argumentum à majori 
minus, These words are not to be taken, 

nor were they understood, in the literal sense; 
see ] Tim. v. 10, ‘If she have washed the saints’ feet." 
The pedilavium was a primitive custom. By wash- 
ing one another's feet Christ did not mean that 
they should do this literally, but that they should 
behave towards each other with the same spirit 
as that characterized by this symbol of humi- 
lity and condescension, having a mind weaned 
from pride, ambition, and vain-glory, and ever 
ready to show mutual forbearance, condescen- 
sion, and kindness. 

— XX. viwray robs wóðat]) Meaning, to 
act towards one another, if not to the letter, yet 
in the same spirit of humility, meekness, and 
kind consideration for each other's failings. See 
Phil. ii. 5—8. 

15. xabeie—ipets worjre] Not literally, but 
fn the same spirit of humility and Christian 
charity; our Lord here inculcating that by action 
which he bad before done by precept. See Luke 
xxii. 24—27. 

16. The saying here is a proverbial one, often 
used by our Lord, but here in a different sense 
from that in which it is used at xv. 20. Matt. 
x. 24. Luke vi. 40, and accommodated to the 
purpose immediately in view; q. d. ‘Since the 
servant is not greater than his master, nor he 

Upav Neyo éyó olda obs 

who is sent (d4adoerodor for ó dvectadpivor, 
as in Hdot. i. 21. v. 35) greater than he who 
sent him; thus ye, who are sent forth by me, on 
my service, must not think it beneath you to 
practise such acts of condescension as I have done 
to pow, for an example to others.’ 

7. al ravra—avra] The el must not, with 
Kuin. and others, be rendered, as in some other 

iguidem, since ; for it may be doubted 
whether the know the truths they did reall 
had been told ; and as that signif. of the word is 
not to be resorted to unnecessarily, and where it 
materially alters the sense, so here it is better to 
retain the ordinary one, and suppose that our 
Lord here glances at that self-opinion; q.d. 
* Ye may say that ye know all this very well. 
If, then, ye do know these things,—understand 
the lessons that I have taught you, —bappy are ye 
if re practise them.” 

imilar sentiments may be seen in Matt. vii. 
21. Mark iii. 35. Luke vi. 46. And several 
such occur in the Greek writers; e. gr. Hesiod. 
Op. et D. 62, sudaiuev ra xai SABios Se Tads 
wavra Elðws ipyá{ıTaı. Knowledge and prac- 
tice are indeed (as Lampe observes) inseparably 
connected ; knowledge being the rule of practice, 
and practice the end of knowledge. 
1g. Our Lord now again adverts to the trea- 

chery of Judas, —applying to him what was origi- 
naly said by the Psalmist with reference to 
Abithophel's treachery towards himself, —and ho 
introduces the mention of it, by darkly alluding 
to the betrayer, as supra 10 and 1], ovyl wavres 
xa. ; and in doing this he resorts to a brevity of 
expression which requires, in order to represent 
the full meaning, to be unfolded thus:—‘ In 
speaking of the knowledge and practice of these 
lessone which 1 &m teaching you, I mean not to 
say that all of you will be so happy as to practise 
them. Thus our Lord opens out his disclosure. 
The introductory iyœ olda does not need the 
yàp introduced in several ancient MSS., and 
which weakens the force of the declaration, as 
will be seen by adverting to the scope of the 
added words, dAX’ Ttva—wAnpw89, as 1 have ex- 
plained them infra. In the words taken conjointly, 
our Lord anticipates eiker an objection against 
the selection of Judas as an Apostle, —knowing, 
as he must have done, tbat he would thus ap- 
point a betrayer; or else a surmise that the 

ery was unforeseen and unexpected, or 
aps both; and he intimates, that what was 

thus done was done by the determinate counsel 
and foreknowledge of God, and in accordanco 
with the prediction of Scripture (Ps. xli. 9). The 
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JOHN XIII. 19, 20. 

éFercEdunv AAN iva 5j ypads) mper? 1O tpayov per 
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ch. 14. 39. 
16. 4. 

Matt. 10. o gu 
5 

¿yò has considerable force (as often in this 
Gospel, though generally its force has not been 
perceived by Expositors); and the scope of the 
emphasis, opened out at the next verse, is, in 
other words, * Z for my know, and well dis- 
cern, what you can only surmise.’ Thus our 
Lord means to say that he knows full well the 
characters and dispositions of those whom he has 
chosen (as his Apostles], though it was necessary 
that, in one of those so chosen, the Scripture 
should be fulfilled ; thus in£fimattng what, supra, 
vi. 70, is expressed by * Have I not chosen you 
twelve, and one of you is a betrayer?' The 
words of the Psalmist, ò Tpdárywv — T TÉpvav 
avTOoU, are not taken from the Sept., but are an 
independent Version, not so literal as that of the 
Sept. is, but conveying the sense more correctly, 
and which is confirmed by the Arabic Versions 
and the Greek of Symm., cuvecOiwy (I would 
read ó ovv., which conjecture is confirmed by the 
Sept.) uo: oTov &uóv, meaning ‘ the food put on 
my table, which is the very sense intended by 
rov prov iuóv here, the Art. being, as often, 
put for the Pron. Poss. Tpwy. mer iuov is a 
not unfaithful version of the Hebrew, since in 
the original vor Sow, ‘ he who eateth my bread, 
ij. e. the bread on my table,’ there is implied 
communion of eating, viz. with me. And the 
Septuagint Translators, who did not see this in the 
present Wr. of the Psalms, saw it at Proverbs 
greg ue T * mus not eat ; y^ oo, lit. 
‘the bread of one evil in eye (i.e. ing), 
where they render suriin, aan aaeh 
‘eat not bread with one who grudges what you 
eat." As regards the nature of the metaphor in 
ayy y Soon, this has been variously explained. 
l am of opinion that it may be derived from the 
custom of animals which suddenly and treacher- 
ously kick at their masters or keepers (comp. 
Jer. ix. 4) : or rather, from that of wrestlers,—a 
view confirmed by a passage of Obad. v. 7, written 
by the Prophet with an evident reference to this 
of the Psalmist : * The men of thy peace (mean- 
ing ‘those at amity with thee") have deceived thee 
and prevailed over thee; those who eat thy 
bread lay snares under thee,’ i. e. ‘ to supplant,’ 
‘trip thee up.” I suspect that the Sept. Translator 
here, by the use of wrepy:oudy, only intended 
to offer a free version, meaning to express 
merely the sense, * my familiar mess-mate hath 
been guilty of great freachery, or guile, against 
me.' 

The expression Zva—mAnpo05 must, how- 
ever, not left unattended to, because it in- 
volves the application of the saying made by 
Christ; and in explaining it I must reprobate 
the view of those sitors who maintain that 
the forty-first Psalm is solely conversant with the 
fortunes of David, and that its tenth verse is 
only applied by Christ, by a sort of accommoda- 
(ion, to the betrayer Judas, on account of the 
similitude between the two cases, of Ahithophel 
and of Judas. But thus, as Hoffm. remarks (who 
ably handles the quotation) there would be in 
the Psalm no prophetic declaration, nor, conse- 

19 n'Ar dor, Xéyo Univ Tpó tod yevécOat, iva Gray yévyras, 
qua Teva nre Ott yw cipe. 90 Apip auny Xéyo bpir ‘O ap- 

quently, in the deed of Judas any fulfilment, 
which yet the words of Christ intimate. He 
then proceeds to canvass the opposite view of 
those who, as the Latin Fathers generally, and 
some modern Expositors, as Bellarm., Cocceius, 
and Lampe, would understand the Psalm sode/y 
and literally of Christ; and, after showing that 
such a course requires a considerable violence 
to be applied to several passages thereof, and 
much straining of the sense in others, he, with 
Calv., Grot., and Surenhus., acts on the maxim, 
‘in medio tutissimus ibis, by supposing that the 
Psalm treats prozrimé ac literaliter of David, but 
remolà ac mysticé of CHRIST, ‘ita quidem ut 
ex intentione Spiritus prophetici fata Davidis, 
tanquam íypi, adumbrent fata Messiz, tanquam 
antityps.' He is also of opinion, that though the 
literal sense of the Psalms exactly squares with 
the character of David's treacherous friend, vet 
that Christ therefore applied what is there said 
of Ahithophel to Judas the betrayer of Himself, 
in order that he might tacitly intimate, that the 
end and exit of Judas would be like that of 
Ahithophel, i. e. suicide, by hanging himself. 

19. aw’ pri Adyw—miorevonrs, &c.] Mean- 
ing, ‘I tell you this now (lit. ‘from now on- 
ward"), before it has taken place, that, when it 
shall have come to pass, ye may be confirmed in 
your faith, that I am he whom I professed to be, 
the CunisT ;' that being implied, though, as viii. 
24, not expressed. This use of dr’ apr: with re- 
ference to the Fut., as immediately connected 
with the Pres., occurs infra xiv. 7, and Rev. 
xiv. 13, ol iv Kvpíc dro8ynoxoyres, where see 
note.—II:c'. is taken as at ii. ]1. Our Lord's 
purpose was not only to confirm their faith, but 
to prepare them for the perfidy soon to be dis- 
closed ; since his words allude to only ose traitor, 
as indeed he soon afterwards intimates in T 
torms. The transposition here adopted by Tisch. 
and Alf. from only two MSS., B and L, is of too 
little authority to warrant reception, and hence 
was rightly rejected by Lachm. It arose, pro- 
bably, from tho carelessness of the scribe of the 
Archetype from which those two copies sprung. 
On attentively reconsidcring this somewhat diff. 
cult matter, Lin persuaded that the connexion 
is best traced to the verses immediately 
ceding ; snd I am still of opinion that—as Eu- 
thym., of the ancients, and several modern Ex- 
positors suppose—the purpose of our Lord's 
words was, to comfort and support his hearers 
under the tribulations they should endure in the 
exercise of their apostolic office, by the remem- 
brance, that as they sustained the character of 

atives of their Lord, they should not be 
troubled at having to suffer, as he had, from the 
treachery of their fellow-labourers in the ingrati- 
tude of those whom they taught; q. d. (as sug- 

ts Bp. Lonsd.) that their office and mission 
(i dignity, as an ambassadorship for Christ, 

Cor. v. 20) would still be the same, though 
one had proved himself (to their mortification 
and grief) a traitor. 

20. So Matt. x. 40, where sec note. The con- 
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vik. 
nexion here is very obscure, and is variously 

ae A reachery 1 . Announcement of Judas t : 
our Lord's departure from d room. See 
Matt. xxvi. 21—25. Mark xiv. Luke 
xxii. 21—23, and notes. 

2]. iuaprópyos xal elev} For inapt. slay. 
Maprupsiv denotes open and solemn declaration, 
in contradistinction to the indirect allusion at 
ver. 18. 

22. éBAewov ele aAA.) This phrase well de- 
picts their anxiety, as the term dopojvutroi does 
their perpleatty what to think (sce Gen. xlii. J, 
and comp. Hom. 1l. Q, 480); the full sense is, 
* being at a loss to know of what person he is 
speaking, and, rci deri not kuowing whom 
to suspect." Pesch. Syr. Vers., which has 
happily seized the sense. 

3. tjv i avaxeluevoc—tv tw  koAaro] for 
iwi rò ornOos, the expression used at ver. 25. 
]t is well observed by Lücke, that *since the 
Captivity the Jews /ay at table, in the Persian 
manner, on beds or couches, each on his left side, 
with his face to the table, his Icft elbow resting 
on a pillow, and supporting his head. Thus the 
second guest to the right hand lay with his head 
near the breast of the first, and so on.’ Comp. 
xix. 20. xxi. 7, 20. 

24. vasti] ‘nutu significat, See on Luke i. 

8—21. 

25. imımıcwv] lit. ‘sitting at meat af the 
bosom ; see note supra 23; which is nearly 
equivalent to ‘upon, ‘close to the bosom;’ 
and this is confirmed by the fact. Thus there 
might be, as Euthym. says, no change of posture, 
but only a turning of the head, the better to 
direct the voice to the ear. And, accordingly, what 
was said might well escape, as it did, the notice 
of the rest of the peons at table. That the ques- 
tion was p in a low voice, and answered in the 

VoL. I. 

PhiL 2. 10, 
31°Ore [oiv] é£gX0e, Neyer ó '"Incobs: Nov *é6o£áa 09 6 Vee Cu. 

same manner, is plain from vv. 28, 29. Comp. 
Hom. Od. viii. 70, and see Matt. xxvi. 21. 

26. Wwulov] This is not well rendered "n 
As derived from qae it may well signify (like 
the Hebr. np from nnb, ‘to break") ‘a bit, or 
iece, of any thing,’ i. e. ‘food.’ And here, pro- 

faby, it denotes ‘a piece of the paschal lamb 
dipped in the sauce.’ Such portoni were usually 
distributed by the master of the family. There 
is no real discrepancy in the statements of the 
Evangelists. Jesus, it seems, was thus engaged, 
when, John putting the above question to him, 
he cither helped Judas first, or, in serving out 
the portions, had come to him in histurn. Judas, 
then (perhaps sitting near Jesus, and having 
heard John's interrogation, or, with the suspicion 
natural to guilt, supposing that they were speak- 
ing of kim), after receiving the portion, asks in 
a low voice, ‘Is it I, master?’ To whom Jesus 
answers, ov elwas, ' [t is thou’ (see Matt. xxvi. 
25) Then in a loud voice he adds, 5 moisie, 
rolycov raxtov, ‘what thou art about to do, do 
very quickly.’ Here the Present wocets is for 
the Future sense, the Imperat. being, as Chrys. 
remarks, permissive, though with the force of 
indignant — The manner of speaking is 
itself proverbial, as appears from the many ex- 
amples adduced by Wetst. and others, of which 
the most apposite is Eurip. Iph. Aul. 817, dpa y’ 
atri pasus. 

3l. ore [ovv] 1£540«] The MSS., Versions, 
and Editions, vary as to the reading, and still 
more the position of these words, which are in 
some copies connected with what precedes, in 
others with what follows. The Ed. Princ. and R. 
Stephens, 1, 2, join them with the following, 
lacing a period after vú : the Erasinian and 
tephens's 3rd Edition connect them with the 

ing. But the old position was recalled by 
za and the Elzevir Editor, E^ was thus intro- 

T 
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duced into the textus . Of later Editors, 
Wetstein, Matthei, Knapp, and Vater, join them 
with the preceding ; Griesb., Tittm., and Scholz, 
with the following. The determination of this 
question mainly depends upon the decision of 
another—whether the ov» should be adopted or 
rejected. It is found in most of the MSS. (many 
of them very ancien): in several of the later 
Versions, and some Fathers; but is wanting in 
very many MSS. (some equally ancient), and 
the earlier and principal Versions ; and is rejected 
by Wetstein, Matthei, Griesbach, and Scholz. 

e point, however, admits not of any certain de- 
termination. It might have been thrown out by 
those who, joining the words with the preceding, 
thought the oUv worse than useless; or it might 
have been inserted by those who, connecting the 
words with what follows, thought that a particle 
of continuation was wanting. And this seems 
more probable, and better accounts for the varia- 
tion of opinion as to the construction of the 
words. But as to whether oór«—i£5A0« should 
be taken with the preceding, or the following, is a 
matter on which it is difficult to pronounce posi- 
tively. We may, however, agree rather with 
those who adopt the latter course, by which a 
better sense is gained; for it could scarcely be 
the intention of the Evangelist to make an in- 
significant circumstance so prominent. And if 
the other mode of position be adopted, there will 
be great harshness in the next verso beginning so 
abruptly. 
— On tho departure of Judas, our Lord pro- 

ceeded to deliver those most interesting last dis- 
courses with his disciples, by which he intended 
to infix in their minds truths which, ignorant 
as they were, and labouring under heavy afflic- 
tion, they were not able, af that time, fully to 
comprehend, but which they would afterwards 
understand ; and by which, even now, they would 
be fortified against their impending trials. In 
fact, ‘these were (to use the words of Olshausen) 
the last moments which the Lord spent in the 
midst of his own disciples before his passion, and 
words full of heavenly meaning flowed during 
them from his holy lipe,—all that his heart, 
glowing with love, had yet to say to his own, 
was compressed into this short s of time. 
At first the conversation with the disciples takes 
more the form of usual dialogue: reclining at 
the table, they mournfully reply to, and question 
him. But when (ch. xiv. $1) they had risen 
from the supper the discourse of Christ took a 
higher form: surrounding their Master, the dis- 
ciples listened to the words of life, and seldom 
spoke (only ch. xvi. 17, 29). Finally, in the 
sublime prayer of the great High Priest, the 
whole soul of Christ flowed forth in earnest in- 
tercession for his own to his heavenly Father.’ 

31. vow idoE£dc0n] We have here the Pro- 
phetic Preterile, used of what is shortly to come 
to pass, and certainly will take place; see John 

JOHN XIII. 32—34. 
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xi. 23. xv. 6. xvi. 33, and notes. The seme is, 
t Now is the time come, when the Son of Man 
shall be glorified by my completion of the work 
which God gave me to do on earth; and when 
God shall be glorified in me, by my obedience 
unto death.” < 

82. xai sùĝùe doEdou avrov] This is said 
per in, q. d. ‘nay, he will, speedily 
and without delay, glorify me in my own per- 
son ; and that, by admitting me to a full i 
cipation of glory with Himself’ (comp. xiv. 3), 
thus intimating that tho time was close at band 
when God would thus glorify him, after his 
near impending death, resurrection, and ascen- 
sion. See Lampe. The pu of this subjoined 
assurance is (as Calvin says) to minister consola- 
tion from the shortness of the time before the 
event should take place and in which they would 
themselves, in some sense, participate. See infra 
xvii. 24. The disputed question whether i» 
iavre should be referred to God or to Christ, 
is ably determined by Lampe as follows: * If it 
be referred to Gop, glorifies Christ in im- 
self because by himself, by his own divine glery 
(see Rom. vi. 4), his perfections all shining ia 
the Son ; because he will himself be orified by 

gloriGes the glorification of the Son; because he 
his Son with himself, giving him a communioa 

. If to the Son, he is 
glory, 

and equality of glory, 
glorified tn hi , because the ay m 
given by the Father, ts kis owa, and because y 
the glorification, he possesses an eternal fountain, 
from which the glory of all the elect to the end 
of i — T e — 

Texvia is lation was emplo 
in ancient times by masters to their — 
and generally by superiors to inferiors; espec. 
by teachers to their pupils. See note vii. 
33 Tie diminutive = is expressive of affec- 
tion, and may, in several passages of 1 John, be 
rendered ‘ Dear children.’ zi 2 
— où dvvacbs ibay] i. e. ‘ not zow, but (as 

is added further on, at xiv. 3) ‘ hereafter.’ 
34. Christ now subjoins an exhortation to 

mutual love; q. d. ‘I am about to be absent 
from you in the body : show, then, by mutual love 
one towards another, that you have not been 
taught of me in vain. Be this your constant 
care and endeavour.’ (Calvin.) 
— ivrorny xatvny, &c.] It has been not a 

little disputed in ubat sense here 
enjoined of Love was called cai, * a new com- 
mandment ;' since even the Mosaic law contained 
a postive injunction to the same effect, Lev. xix. 
18; and our Lord himself had frequently en- 
joined this duty of loving each other. To avoid 
the above difficulty, various senses in which this 
might be called a new commandment have been 
here — intended, all of doubtful authority, 
and indeed uunccessary, since it is plain from 
1 John ii. 7, 8, that the word may be taken in 
its ordinary acceptation ; for the injunction hero 
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given to the Apostles was, though not absolutely 
new, yet new to them, if wo consider the senti- 
ments, opinions, and practice of their age. In 
their contests for pre-eminence, their selfish pre- 
ference for themselves, and their worldly, proud, 
and envious spirit, they bad forgotten the precept 
of mutual love. Hence our Lord had before 
enjoined on them the virtues of humility and 
charity by an affecting ical aohon ; and 
now he enforces one of the most important of 
these duties by a positive injunction, which 
might be called new, if we consider the 
to which the duty was raised —namely, «ade 
$ryá*nca (uds, see l John iii. 16. It was also 
new, as being enforced by new motives, to be 
performed in a new manner, and made a peculiar 
characteristic of the Christian religion, as is inti- 
mated in the words i» ToUT(w 'yvecorra: TayTet 
Ti, &c., which was so true of the primitive 
Christians, that the Heathens used to say, * See 
how these Christians love one another!" Mr. Alf., 
indeed, maintains, that the difference from the one 
under the law, Lev. xix. 18, is such as to constitute 
this the new commandment of the new covenant, 
nn m under the new dispenss- 
tion, Gal. v. 22. l John ii. 7, 8. That 
sense, however, would be iais 7T)» tyrediy 
TauTny Thy «xaiwńy: and the other sense is 
sufficient for the occasion. We have only to 
suppose a commandment raised to so high a 

by the circumstances under which the 
injunction was made, as to form, in a manner, a 
mew commandment, and entitle it in popular 
language to be so called. 

95. iv TovT« yvéc., &c.] Meaning, that this 
exercise of mutual love would be a characteristic 
mark, or badge, whereby his genuine disciples 
would be known to all men. And that it was so 
in the early ages of the Gospel is attested, as we 
have seen, on authority which cannot be quee- 
tioned. 

36. Abyss — bwayese;] To this inquiry of 
Peter our Lord makes no other auswer than by 
repeating his foregoing assertion, éwou—dxo- 
Aovdjaas, but he now subjoins, for his com- 
fort, áxoA. àà tor., * thou shalt follow me after- 
wards; meaning, probably, that he should 
follow him (comp. xxi. 18, seqq.) in the likeness 
of his death (namely, as esiastical history 
relates, crucifixion) as well as in the partici- 
petion of his glory. 

87. Kúp., diari ob Óvvauai—dprri;] lit. * by 
what hindrance can I not follow thee just now at 

the present?’ It is not clear whether Peter 
uite understood Christ's meaning; if he did »of, 

subjoined words are a form of speaking, testi- 
fying onlv attachment even unto death. Bee note 
supra x. 11 (to which 1 add Theocr. Id. xxvii. 61, 
al’ aó rà» Suváuar xal vay vyvxàáy doiBéX- 
Asi !), as if his devoted attachment gave him a 
claim to follow his Master every where. Bot if 
this denial be, as there is no doubt it is, the 
same as that recorded in Luke xxii. 38, Peter 
must have understood his Master, and meant to 
assure him that be was ready to follow him as 
far, at least, as unto death, which was all he 
could do. Peter however spake, though not 
insincerely, yet inconsiderately, and what was 
well intended, savoured of pride and rashness (by 
ka on his — serie was — 
signal ignorance j , a8 the event proved. 
Accordingly, e Peh (at vor. 38) Petrus an 
answer to Peter's question, ‘why ?' ‘how so?" 
quietly annibilates his empty boast, and stops his 
mouth by a plain fact, icted for his utter con- 
fusion ; thus showing his vasa ; his utter 
fnconstancy, and his gross ignorance of himself, 
even in reference to the trial of his i 
and that on the very point of occurrence, The re- 
proof is made the more severe by the manner, in 
the employment at the first clause of an txferro- 
gation, involving a strong segation, followed up 
in the second by a very síroag affirmation, in flat 
contradiction of Peter's assurance. 

XIV. The forlorn prospect, which our Lord's 
—— of his speedy de had opened on 
is weg m. the total annihilation of their losg- 

formed , and the troubles, which they had 
antici being now announced as close upon 
them ;—all these had filled their minds with dis- 
may. Hence, after replying to Peter's inquiry, 
our Lord s to est various motives of 
consolation under the trials they would be called 
upon to sustain ; addressing them at once in the 
language of consolation, exhortation miso 
(namely, of support through the Holy Spirit), 
and valediction, interspersed with various inti- 
mations bight instructive, and some of them 
vag aire whole scene would form a ve 
t subject for a noble picture, and would 

the utmost powers of a great painter. Peter 
would occupy the foreground, in the pres of 
humble, mortified silence, whilo the other Apos- 
tles wale pe represented as all deeply dispirited, T 
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but exhibiting it in various manners, yet all in 
utter dismay at the sad tidings they had heard. 

l. uù tapaccicbe byw n xapdia, &c.] The 
full sense is, ‘ Be not troubled in mind at what I 
have said of my departure; only trust in God 
(as a very present help in trouble), and believe 
in me.’ The first wiorevere admits, indeed, of 
being taken either in the Indicative or in the 
Imperative, see note supra ver. 39. The former 
mood is adopted in the Vulg. and preferred by 
the earlier modern Expositors, and some modern 
ones, as Olsh. ; the later by many ancient Fa- 
thers, the Pesch. Syr. Version, and almost all 
the modern Commentators from Whitby and 
Lampe to Tittman, Liicke, Thol., and Stier. 
But to suppose the verb used in the same clause, 
of the same sentence, first in the Jndic. and then 
in the Zmper., involves great harshness, and the 
sense thus arising is, as Alf. observes, * incon- 
sistent with tbe whole tenor of the discourse, 
which some want of belief in God, 
in its full and true sense, as begetting trust in 
him.' Hence we are bound to sup the Imper. 
to be meant in both ; espec. as it 1s both suitable 
to the context and in itself, being agreeable 
to the analogy of Scripture; which teaches us, 
that a stedfast faith in God, and in the One 
Mediator between God and man, forms tbe 
best support under all the trials to which men 
may be exposed. On the proof hence to be de- 
duced of the Divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
see Smith's Scrip. Test. vol. iii. 179. 

2. iv +H olxia—slowy] This assurance seems 
meant to wean them from secular ambition, and 
console them under present affliction, by a repre- 
sentation of the ample felicity he is going to pre- 
pare for them. In the ovul wodAai some sup- 

an allusion to the numerous chambers in the 
ouse of his Father on earth, the Temple ; and 

others to the custom of Eastern monarchs, of 
assigning to their courtiers habitations within the 
precincts of their vast palaces ; others, again, sup- 
posing that by woAXai is implied degrees of dig- 
nity, think we may hence infer that there are 
various degrees of reward in heaven, proportioned 
to men's progress in faith and holiness. But 
although this view is strongly supported by 
ancient authority in the Greek Fathers, from 
Papias, Clem. Alex., Chrys., and Basil, down- 
wards, and some Latins, as Tertullian, yet I can- 
not regard the doctrine as distinctly revealed, at 
least here: and the foregoing supposed allusion 
is quite visionary, and too insecure & basis for 
erecting such a superstructure. Hence I continue 
to think that no more is here to be sought than 
such a general sense as is suitable to the context. 
And since one thing is certain, —namely, that b 
olxia must 2 m heaven, aa Ps. ANA ET 

., and lea. liii. 15, we may well su that a 
whieh is really meant bere is, that hean is a 
most ample place, containing room enough for 
them all, —and, indeed, for all his faithful disci- 
ples of every age ;' thus directing their hopes and 
views to those heavenly mansions whither he is 
going before them,—as one preceding another to 
some distant country, to prepare for his recep- 
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tion ; so that, removed from tlie miseries of this 
sinful world, they may be introduced to an eter- 
nity of blise,—eso that, where he is, there may 
they be also. 
— el dé uh, elroy dv vuiv] Meaning, ‘ if it 

had not been eo—if you could not have followed 
me thither—I would have told vou so, and not 
deceived you with vain hopes.’ By this, as Titt- 
man obeerves, our Lord meant to re-assert, by 
implication, what he had just said, that * in the 
house of his Father were many habitations,’ 
whither Peter, and all the disciples who belicved 
in him, should follow him; q. d. ‘Such a hope 
I should not hold out, unlese I were prepared to 
realize it’ Then, for the confirmation of this 
hope, he subjoins 7ropisoua: érotmaca: TOTO» 
vutv,—words which contain (as Tittman ob 
serves) a sentence of particular application, in 
confirmation of the foregoing general one ; * Nay, 
I go [am going] to prepare a place for you 
there.’ For although heaven was, from the first, 
destined to be the seat of the blessed, it was not 
yet prepared ; and that preparation had to be 
made by CHRIST ; but how? namely, by his death 
(intimated by wopevouat), ascension, and sit- 
ting at the right hand of God, exercising tbe 
nad of piri a Ppa asa through whom 

e Spirit of life wou imparted. more 
in the able note of Lampe, who rightly makes 
the Death and Ascension of Christ means of 
preparation on earth, and the other as tbe ressits 
thereof in heaven. How the death of Chriet was 
& means of the preparation needs no comment. 
As to the Ascension, Lampe well remarks, ‘ Per 
ascensionem suam thronum Patris occupavit, in 
quo eedet, et pro suis intercedit, quo pacto omnem 
condemnationem tollit, Rom. viii. 34. Heb. vii. 
25. ix. 26. Ex eodem throno sceptrum Spi- 
ritus sui emittit, quo electos regit et ad adeun- 
dam rite atque 0sopa? ox celestem hereditatem 
pen ol. iii. p. 107. Calvin also, ably, 
ut lees fully, treats on this important topic of 

sound theology ; and, after first remarking, * Sig- 
nificat Christus hunc sui decessus finem ese, ut 
locum suis paret. Summa est, quod non privatim 
sibi celum conscenderit Dei Filius, ut illic seor- 
sim babitet, sed potius ut communis sit piorum 
omnium ÁAereditas; atque ita conjunctum sit 
membris caput; then eubjoins, * Filius autem, 
qui unicus est heres cœli possessionem nostro 
nomine adiit, ut per ipsum nobis acceesus pateat." 
It is plain that the preparation was for all future 
believers to tbe end of the world; whereby we 
are warranted to say in our Liturgical Service, 
* Thou didst open the kingdom of heaven to aZ 
believers.’ 

3. éd» wopsvOce xai &Toiuuáce] The best 
Commentators are that the sense is, as at 
John xii. 32, * When I shall have gone, and shall 
have prepared a place ;' and that máy é£pyonue: 
is for wadcw eKavcomar. They differ, however, 
aPN rote coming of our Lord is to be 
understood of the à see vv. | 
28. xii. 26. Acts id c on 17), or » 
the day of each man's death. The former view is 
maintained by most ancient and earlier moderns; 
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the latter by the generality of the recent Com- 
mentators. But if the latter interpretation be 
adopted, the words would seem a mere accommo- 
dation, with little meaning. And even were we 
to grant (what has never been fully proved) that 
at death the righteous are immediately received 
up into heaven, yet the maintainers of tbat doc- 
trine do not assert that Christ comes to fetch them. 
The common interpretation, then, is tly pre- 
ferable ; and it is placed beyond doubt by ) Thess. 
iv. 16, sq. where the lan of the i tle is 
the best comment on that of his Lord. The pur- 

of both is the same, namely, the 
consolation of the persons addressed. This verso 
is in close connexion with the preceding, and the 
wai may be rendered ‘imo,’ ‘ yea;' and the sense 
of the words so introduced is, * Yea, the place 
whither I am going ye know (from what I have 
just said, ‘my Father's house"); and the way 
thither ye know. By ‘know’ here is ‘to have 
the means of knowing,’ so that they might have 
known, and, indeed, did partly know. By 45» 
odd» seems to have been meant * the way’ by which 
they might themselves arrive a£ it, namely, by 
him who was going to prepere a place for them tn 
it. Since, however, the Apostles did not fully 
comprehend his meaning, our Lord (v. 6) makes 
it clearer, expressing it, too, for greater impres- 
sion, by a boldness of metaphor, which requires 
careful exegesis. Some eminent Expositors take 
it to mean,—‘ I am the true—the gnly true, wa 
to that eternal life, which those have, who dwell 
in my Father's house.’ But though this conveys 
a true declaration, yet some of the emphasis of 
the words ie lost, and the intensiveness of the 
sense is diminished. From the able exegesis of 
Calv., Lampe, Bengel, and others, and by re- 
ference to the kindred of Heb. x. 20, tho 
following would seem the true doctrine to be 
educed from the e. —Jesus Christ is our 
way to the Father and to heaven, in his person, 
as Gop manifest in the flesh ; in his office. as our 
Mediator with God, introducing us to the Holiest 
by ‘a new and living way ;' in his sacrifice, as our 
great High Priest for ever; who, by his perfect 
obedience and atoning sacrifice, hath made propi- 
tiation for the sins of the whole world ; in his 
fnlercession, as our Advocate with the Father, 
who hath given us access with confidence to the 
throne of ; lastly, he is our tay, as being 
our great Moral Teacher and — Exemplar, 
‘leaving us an example that we should follow his 
steps, and preceding us in a way open to all, 
plain and even secure; pleasant, and terminating 

in everlasting bliss. He is the trath, both in his 
eseence and attributes, as being one with the 
Father (who ‘is truth’); he is the fountain of 
all truth, the complement of all truth (being the 
substance of all the types and figures of the 
Old Testament), having all the characters of 
truth. As such, he is our great Prophet, the 
great Shepherd of the sheep, pointing out by his 
word, what ‘is truth,’ and the way which leadeth 
unto everlasting life. Finally, he is the life, as 
being (what he elsewhere testifies of himself) 
‘the resurrection and the life; through whom 
alone any one cometh unto the Father in accept- 
ance and salvation, and through whose life-giving 
Spirit the dead in t sses and sins are so 
quickened as to believe in him as the truth, and 
to come uato him as the way, and thus to finally 
experience him as the life. 

—10. In these verses it is affirmed that he, 
who hath seen and heard Christ, hath, in some 
way and in a certain sense, seen and heard the 
Father; implying an essential union of Father 
and Son. So intimate is this union, that Christ 
says, al éyvwxerd ut, xal TÓv IIarépa pov 
dyvoxaire d», meaning, that if they had rightly 
and fully known their Lord in his proper eharac- 
ter as Mediator and Redeemer, they would have 
po known his Father also. Since 
e is so tw the Father, and the Father t» him 

(see vv. 10, 11. supra x. 30, 38), that, to see and 
know Aim, is to see and know the Futher (see 
supra viii. 19, and note). Thus our Lord here, 
as in so many other passages in this Chapter and 
the two following ones, declares his oneness, not 
only in attributes, but also in being and mature, 
with the Father. In the next clause, «al da’ 
ápTi ywwwoxere—avrov, our Lord adds, for 
their comfort, the assurance that (lit.) * from now 
on’ they are, as it were, knowing him and seeing 
him, i. e. are on the point thereof, according to 
the true force of &v' apri pointed out supra xiii. 
19. Thus the sense is this, * Ye will a short 
time hence know, and, as it were, see him ;' 
meaning, after Clriste death, his glorification, 
and the sending of the Holy Ghost, to guide 
them into all truth. Another example of 
éwpaxa, Present, occurs supra ix. 37. 

8. dsifov nutv TO» Ilarspa] i. e. in some visi- 
ble and sensible manner, by dream, or otherwise. 
A request, it should seem, founded on Philip's 
erroneously taking the expression of our Lord, 
&epáxa't, in a literal sense. 

9. oux Eyvwxds us] meaning, ‘hast thou not 
known who I am, and what is my true character P' 
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— ò depaxws iui, &c.] ‘He who hath seen 
me hath [in effect] seen the Father; Chriet 
being the [moral] ‘image of the invisible God’ 
(Col. i. 15), reflecting him in his nature, as ‘God 
manifest in the flesh,’ and revealing him in his 
ofice, " sent of God and coming from God. 

10. Here our Lord meane to ask whether Phi- 
lip did not yet believe the essential union and 
mutual indwelling of the Father and the Son, 
and of the Godhead in his human nature. He 
had frequently spoken to them on this subject; 
and his words were not ‘of himself' alone, as 

and distinct from the Father; and there- 
fore they p i to lave been more ed, 

ially as tho Father, dwelling in and working 
by him, bad borne witness to 
stupendous miracles. 
— Tå Déuara—o) Aas] These words, and 

the following, à 2 Tarhp—rtda ipya, are an 
illustration of the — just mentioned, as 
applied both to words and to works. In the 
latter clause there is an irregularity, which may, 
however, be adjusted by supplying (what, though 
not is evidently referred to in the 
introductory ĉi) the words rà ipya & wos, dv" 
duavroU où soto, to correspond to rà fhuara 

ade. 
11—24. Mr. Alf. truly remarks, that ‘out of 

the foregoing avrde mo? Tà lpya (Render: ‘it 
is he who is the doer of the works']. our Lord 
now unfolds the great promise of the Paraclete.’ 
But if abrde be, as it evidently is, so emphatic, 
why did Mr. Alf., after Tisch. (an unsafe guide), 
destroy the emphasis by changing the baee of 
avrés, and putting it last in the sentence (a posi- 
tion which the pronoun sever has when em- 
phatic, and scarcely ever when not #0), solely on 
the suthority of L, X, and one cursive ? is 
course he justifies thus: —*' The text I have 
adopted seems to have been the original one; 
then aévds, having been mistaken for avrov 
[it sever is], was replaced, and then transposed, 
to prevent mistake.’ But all this is so purely 
gratuitous and improbable, as to deserve no atten- 
tion. The Reviser who transposed it was ill 
employed in so thus misrepresenting the sense, 
which could then only be, * He doeth the works 
himself, and not by deputy ° (!!). However, I eus- 
pect that the word was tran solely through 
the carelessness of the scribes, who, after first 
omitting (as several others, 1 find, did) the word, 
then brought it in afterwarde, —a case perpetually 
oceurring. 

ll. wioredere, &c.] Here Christ not only 
repeats the foregoing assertion, but enjoins them 
to re faith in it; telling them (asa popular 
proof of his conjunction with the Father) that 

im by so many 

his works (i. e. his miracles) argue community of 
mind, energy, and power; q. d. * Believe me [on 
my own word, when I declare] that; but if not 
on my own word, at least] for the very works 

themselves that I do, believe me." 
12, à wiersdmy ele ini, &c.] A promise 

which, though conveyed under a general form, 
hae only a icular ication, namely,—to 
the persons here addressed, —the Apostles in par- 
ticular,—not believers in — By rà igye 
à iycs roia, as Tittman shows at large, is meant 
that part of Christ's work which he at xvii. 4 
cale aad rater rn — — 
namely, in promulgati ather's of 
salvation ihid the Bon, in confirming it by 
miracles, in collecting a community of those who 
should embrace the plan of salvation, &c. 
the greater works here mentioned we are to 
understand] not greater se; for, us far as 
regards the miracles worked by the Apostles, 
none could be more illustrious than those per- 
— by our mt only in — degree, 

y «s regard ir a , in 
— spiritual works by the Holy Spirit 
(comp. Acts ii.) (which is alone the subject of 
these words), and partly in respect to the exten- 
sive effects of those miracles and their resolts, 
shown in that large extension of the Gospel, and 
that general conversion of souls to the faith, 
which the Apostles were enabled to effect by 
the miraculous powers entrusted to them. 

— Sri iyd wpde Tóy II. pov rop.) These 
words would seem to have so little bearing on 
the preceding ones, that most recent Commenta- 
tors connect them closely with the following, x«i 
$ vt dy air., rendering: ‘ Because I go to my 
Fatber, whatsoever,’ A This, however, is 
overlooking the xai; and in rendering become, 
the sense arising is unsuitable. The real mesn- 
ing intended seems to be, ‘ Yea, greater things 
than these shall he do, for Z am going to my 
Father; and accordingly whatsoever ye ask the 
Father in my name and cause,’ i. e. for the pur- 
pose in question (as is implied by the expression 
iv tæ dvouari pov), the great and holy cause of 
the Gospel,—that work which Christ is about to 
commit to his Apostles. This is confirmed by 
facts; for after our Lord's death, resurrection, 
ascension, and glorification, he sent the Holy 
Spirit both to ‘guide them into all truth,” and to 
enable them to work all miracles necessary to its 
confirmation. See infra xvi. 7. The next words 
TOV TO "Toc w are very important, as indicating 
the cause of the effects in question ; for (as Calr., 
Lampe, Whitby, and Dr. P. Smith, show) since 
Christ both here and, more emphatically, in the 
next verse, declares that he himself will do what- 
socver his disciples shall ask, i. e. of the Father, 
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(comp. xv. 16. xvi. 23,) he must be One in will 
and power with the Father; and as both Father 
and Son equally hear and grant the petitions 
offered up in the name of Christ, it follows that 
both equally possess omniscience and omnipo- 
tence. 

14. What is here said is sot, as some here- 
siarchs t, a vain repetition, but is, as 
Lampe fully shows, intended more strongly to 
impress on their minds the preceding assurance. 
Had the ancient Critics been sensible of this, they 
would not have had the temerity to cancel the 
verse, as from its absence from several MSS. and 
Versions, it is evident they did. But if the 
repetition be of the nature above pointed out, 
propriety surely demands that the sentence should 
not be couched in weaker terms than that which 
it is meant to enforce. Hence it was uncritical 
in Lachm. to insert in the text us after altro., 
from MSS. B, E, A, and several cursive MSS. and 
some ancient Versions, espec. since it is quite 
against the scope of the passage, and arose from 
some ignorant Scholiast. lf any addition were 
necessary (which, however, the able exegesis of 
Calv. shows is not), it might be Marépa, which 
] find in Lamb. 1193, of the 9th — S) 
century, and also in MS. 249, Scholz. The ful 
sense may be expressed, in paraphrase, as fol- 
lows: * Whatsoever ye shall ask [the Father] in 
my name [as being mine], it is I that will do it.’ 

ence it plainly appears how wrong were the 
Framers of the text of A, E, and others, with 
some Versions and Fathers, in cancelling the 
iyo; wholly ignorant, it seems, of the per- 
dd occurring emphasis on iyo in this 
ospel. 
15. dày åyarârı, &c.] From fuih our Lord 

now turns to that other great condition of the 
Christian covenant, obedience; which be en- 
forces on a principle of love to himself. 

16. a@dAov IlapáxA. deece: úptv]) On the 
nature of this promise, and especially on the par- 
ticular term whereupon it mainly hinges, IIapá- 
xAmgToe, no little difference of opinion exists. 
Hence to it various senses have been assigned, as 
Comforter, Teacher, Helper, Advocate, Interces- 
sor; each of them too limited to reach the great 
extent of which the term is susceptible, or to do 
justice to its application, as expressive of the 

t variely of gifts imparted by the Holy 
irit. Of the above-mentioned senses those of 
dvocate, or Helper, and Intercessor, have been, 

with reason, preferred by the most eminent 
Interpreters, and come nearest to the primary 
force of the term, namely, ‘one called in, or 
upon, for aid’ of whatever kind. Neither, how- 
ever, must the senses assigned by others, Com- 
forter and Monitor, be excluded ; and although 
the exact force of the expression must occa- 
sionally vary with the context and the adjuncts; 
yet since the part assigned to the Mapd«Anros in 
the work of man's salvation embraces a prent 
variety of functions, so it may comprehend all, 

26. 
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and in certain cases nearly all together, of these 
senses, one or other of which has been usually 
regarded as the only, or the leading sense. 
Accordingly, it may occasionally be best to 
leave the term untranslated, expressing it by 
Paraclete. In the present passage, however, con- 
sidering that it is applied to both Christ and the 
Holy Spirit, no sense must be assigned which is 
not common to both. Now the term Comforter 
(including the idea of Helper) and Advocate, or 
ntercessor, will, I think, adequately represent 

the sense intended. That the idea of Advocate 
or Intercessor may be included is certain, since, 
as I have shown in note on Rom. viii. 26, inter- 
cession pertained to Christ as well as to the Holy 
Ghost. It may, however, by some be thought 
preferable to bring in Advocatus in the sense 
Adviser, Director (like our Counsel at law), as 
forming a more appropriate adjunct; and that 
IIapáxA. may denote that, has been fully proved 
bY napp, in his able dissertation on this word. 

owever, I am now inclined to doubt whether 
any adjunct sense is here to be called in; and it 
may be safer to rest on the single notion of Com- 
Sorter, in the above extended sense, as compre- 
hending the notions both of strengthening and 
supporting, and of consoling and comforting. 
And this view I now find confirmed by an 
elaborate discussion of Archdeacon Hare, in 
vol. ii. pp. 521—7, of his very able work entitled 
* Mission of the Comforter,’ where he remarks, 
that ‘if we understand the word Comforter not 
merely in its secondary and common sense, as 
Consoler, but also in its primary one, as Strength- 
ener and Supporter, it would be difficult to find 
any word in our language so well fitted to express 
& range of meaning corresponding to that of the 
Greek IIapáxAros here and further on. The 
Spirit," continues he, “is the Comforter in the 
primary as well as secondary sense of that word, 
since he came, not merely to console the disci- 
pe for their loss, but mainly to strengthen their 
earts, by enabling them to understand the 
mo m and to feel the whole power of the 
ospe * 

— & oy IlagáxAsroy] i.e. ‘another who 
would be to them, when Christ should be no 
longer with them, what ie had been to them 
while among them; viz. One to whom they 
might look as an ever-present (though invisible) 
Stren er, poene er. The title, 2s 
Calvin observes, is very suitable both to Christ 
and to the Holy Spirit; inasmuch as the office of 
both is in many respects common. Not that 
Christ, at his departure, ceased to be our Advo- 
cate, or Patron ; for he is perpetually such (see 
] John ii. 1), but not in a visible manner. The 
Holy Spirit is such visibiliter, and with us per- 
sonally and individually in this world, doing 
what Christ did to his disciples while he was 
on earth. In short, he in various ways (as the 
Apostle says) * helpeth our infirmities’ (Rom, 
viti. 26), and, to sum all up in the expression of 
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the same Apostle, bwepeytuyydve: vrp apo, 
by which fe meant ‘the doing that for us which 
we could not do for ourselves; the very character 
of a spiritual Advocate and Helper. 

17. Tò Iveta Ts åà.] meaning the Spirit 
‘who is Truth’ (1 John v. 6), who can alone 
im it, —the Comforter, the Holy Spirit, so 
called here, and infra xv. 26. xvi. [3, use, 
as we find from those passages, and infra 26, he 
would guide them into all truth,—the truth of 
Gop (xvi.13). By ò xoopos is meant of vyvy1xoi 
= ó Wuy. advOpwwos, l Cor. ii. 14, ‘those who 
live and act under the sensual affections of mere 
human nature,’ ‘ worldly,’ ‘ profane,’ who cannot 
receive, admit (much oe be guided by) this 
heavenly Instructor in his teaching, use 
they have no perception, much less knowledge of 
heavenly truth,—and accordingly, in point of 
fact, they do not receive, as Paul there says, rà 
tov TIvevmaros Tov Oeov. Such seems the 

neral sense of ov Oswpe? ovdi yw., which 
it. means, ‘discerns not, so as to ize, — 
has, in pun of fact, no knowledge of." As to 
péver, Í cannot with De Wette and Alf., 
that it is Future in signification ; since the full 
sense of the clause seems to be, ‘for he abidecth 
————— with you [even now], and shall 
well in you [hereafter], i. e. more fully and 

thoroughly. Similar instances of words being 
left understood to limit, in some such way as 
the context and subject-matter may suggest, 2 

meral assertion, are of no rare occurrence. 
ow far, and in what sense, the Spirit might be 

said to be even now abiding with them, is ably 
pointed out by Lampe, and sufficiently for a 
popular pp by Matt. Henry. 

8—2]. There is here the third benefit of 
Christ's return to his disciples, first propounded 

ly at v. 18, and then partly explained at 
vv. 19—21. (Lampe.) Of course this is another 
Promise for their further consolation under pre- 
sent sorrow,—tbat they will have his aid, who isa 
‘very present help’ under every trial. In de- 
termining, however, the exact import of this 
Promise much depends on the sense ascribed to 
the forcible term óppavoús. The impropricty of 
the Common Version comfi has been ad- 
mitted, and Newcome renders destitute, Wakef. 

, as in the margin of our Bibles. The 
latter, as being more definite in sense, is prefer- 
able. But the Greek term is really not a Subst. 
but an Adjert.. as in Lucian, De Morte Per. 96, 
éppavoie nuas xaTéXtwoy, and in many of the 
best Classical writers, from Homer and Hesiod 
downwards, like the Latin nus, and hence 
I should prefer to render o And, though 

use in English is very rare, yet it is not un- 

Éyev Tas évrodds pou xai TNPÕV 

precedented. Thus, in Sbakspeare's Merry Wives 
of Windsor, Act v. sc. 5, we have addressed to 
the fairies, '" You moonshine revellers — you 
orphan heirs of fixed destiny ;" for so I would 
read with the first folio edition, which the later 
Editors, unaware of this adjectival use, altered 
to * orphan-heirs.' The best rendering, however, 
may be ‘bereaved,’ ss applied to children de- 
prived of their parents; an idea here very suit- 
able, since, among the Jews, disciples were re- 
garded as the spiritual children of their teachers ; 
and, accordingly, a little before, xiii. 33, our 
Lord calls bis disciples rexvia, and at xxi. 5, 
qaia. 

But, to consider the import of the whole pas- 
sage (which bas been variously understood); some 
take these words in a physical sense, of Christ's 
reap ce and society with tbem, after his 
resurrection; others, in a rative one, of 
Christ's invisible and spirit presence It may 
be best to unite both views, which is Nd dem 
by facts. ‘For (as Tittman observes) Christ 
did return lierally to his disciples, after his re- 
surrection, in a visible manner, and metaphori- 
cally, in an invisible manner, after his ascension 
to heaven ; after which (as he promised, in depart- 
ing to heaven, see Matt. xxviii. 20,) he was 
ever, Virtually, present with them, though not in 
the flesh, by the gracious aid of his omnipotent 
power in the discharge of their Evangelical func- 
tions. By £pxoua« is meant, ‘ '* I am coming," 
“ about to come to you ;" thus showing you that 
I am still alive.’ 

19 xai) ‘and [then] Oewpsi, is ' to see, will 
see.’ So, just after, Gswopeire. Zæ, for dvate, 
and {noeo« for dvaY., aa supra v. 25, and Luke 
xxiv. e — — may be — in 
a metaphorical sense, of the spiritual life, or in 
the ordin one of the safural. Nay, both 
senses may have been intended; q. d. ‘ because / 
live for ever (as ye will then be assured), 
too, shall live for ever, my resurrection being 
the sure pledge of yours.’ 

. iy ix. TH i.) i. e. ‘when the promise of 
the sending of the Paraclete shall be fulfilled.’ 

yeecic0s busis—xáyo iv opiv] q. d. 
‘then shall ye know that there is a union indis- 
soluble, not only between me and my Father 
see supra v. 7), but also between me and : 
his union (spoken of supra v. 10, 19. vi. 5]. 

x. 30, and infra xv. l—7. xvii. 21—23, 26) is 
that which St. Paul often mentions as subsisting 
between Christ as the Head, and believers as the 
members of Christ's Body, tho CHURCH. 

21. 6 iyev—dyaver mel This is a repeti- 
tion of the sentiment at v. 15, and is meant to 
limit the declaration in the foregoing verses to 
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those only who evince their love of God, by keep- 
ing his commandments; since to such alone will 
he manifest himself; q. d. ‘He who holdeth my 
commandments by profession, and keepeth thein 
in his practice, by their actual observance.’ See 
more in note on Matt. xxiii. 3. By the term 
éudaviow is denoted the invisible and spiritual 
resence of Christ, spoken of at v. 23, namelv, 
I the Holy Spirit, xvi. 14. Comp. Exod. xxiii. 

13. Wisd. i. 2. 
22. Kópie, xal Tí yiyovev, &c.] I have here 

before ri yé-yovey inserted xai, on the authorit 
of many of the best MSS. (including nearly afl 
the Lamb. and most of the Mus. copies, also 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17), some Versions and 
Fathers, and the Ed. Princ. It has been received 
by almost every Editor from Wetat. downwards. 
A similar construction is found at ix. 36, xal ris 
bors, Kupie, &c., whero many inferior MSS. 
(with the received text) in like manner are with- 
out the «xai. Also 2 Cor. ii. 2, xai tis ior, 
&c. This forms one branch of that generic con- 
struction, by which «ai is used with particles of 
inte tion, when it has always an intensive 
force. Tí yéyov:v ors is an idiom corresponding 
to the Hebr. m To, which denotes, not (as it 
would seem to do) the manner, but the cause, as 
when we say, ‘how is this?’ or‘ how so?’ So 
Eurip. Tr. (cited by Kypke), +f è loriy, 
avyas we txainous leav; 

hia question of Judas doubtless originated in 
misapprehension of our Lord's words (as if he 

ke of his resurrection only), arising from those 
lse notions which the Apostles entertained of 

the Messiah's kingdom, and which they retained 
until they were enlightened by the Holy Spirit. 
Indeed, Judas's chief difficulty seems to have 
been to conceive how this revelation of himself 
to the disciples only could consist with setting up 
his kingdom. To this question our Lord (ver. 
23) answers not directly (because they would not 
have comprehended him), but only repeats the 
promise in stronger terms by declaring that ‘ this 
manifestation would be made to them not only 
by himself, but by the Father also; and not b 
tempo visitation, but by continual abode with 
them ;' thus intimating a reason for the distinc- 
tion that he would make between his disciples 
and the world; or, rather, turning their attention 
to what it especially behoved them to know and 
believe (comp. Luke xiii. 23, 24), —namely, that 
those only who truly loved him, evincing it 
pei by keeping his commandments, would 

the special objects of his Father's love. 

49. 

ch. 15. 26, 
& 16. 7. 

23. iXsvaóusÜa xal povny m. ai. w.] The 
Commentators adduce examples of the phrase 
uomrqu worety, which they regard as synonymous 
with wéverw, But it is, in fact, a more significant 
expression, denoting 2 continued abiding. Of 
course it is to be taken in a metaphorical sense, 
ofan invisible and spiritual presence, and is meant 
to illustrate the iuqaviow aire iuavróv at v. 
21. In the Old Test. God is said to come to men, 
when he promises or bestows peculiar benefits on 
them : also to dwell or remain with those whom 
he especially favours; as also to leave and depurt 
from those whom he ceases to care for. 

Moreover, God and Christ may be said to come 
to men by the Holy Spirit, whose ‘temple is the 
body of the Saints (l Cor. iii. 16. vi. 13), and 
by whose indwelling they are made an habitation 
of God.' Eph. ii. 2) y this Spirit the Father 
and Son dwell in all true Christians. 

24. ò ui) dyasiv—ob tnpet] This is meant 
to affirm the same truth vely ; and conse- 
quently there is implied the segattve of the pro- 
position at v. 21 ; i. e. ‘he will not have the love 
of Christ and the Father,’ the iupávera and the 
other benefits resulting from thence. In the words 
following there is again something to be supplied, 
in order to complete the sense, namely, * And 
the doctrine you have heard is not so much mine 
as tbe Fathers: he, therefore, who denieth me, 
denieth the Father who sent me, and consequently 
will lose those benefits.” Ovx—adAa here (as 
often) signifies ‘non (am — quam, implying no moro 
than community of command. The full scope of 
this latter sentence, xai ò Ao*yos—IIapós, is ably 
drawn forth by Lampe, who compares similar 
declarations at vii. 16 (where see note). iii. 54. 
viii. 26. xii. 49. 

25, 26. Here is to be supplied what we find 
—— in the less bony worded passage pa- 
rallel to this, ch. xvi. 12. The connexion, other- 
wise obscure, will then be sufficiently clear, as 
thus traced : * These things have I said unto you, 
being yet present with you (comp. Luke xxii. 44), 
pad more could I say, but I do not say them, 

use ye could not bear them now]; howbeit, 
when the Spirit of truth; &c. Of &ióa£u vávTa 
—vuty the full sense is, ‘He whom the Father 
will send in my name, and who shall be pour 
guide, shall teach you all things that you have 
occasion to learn, and bring all to your remem- 
brance which, by misapprehension of them, or 
through human infirmity, you may have for- 
gotten; and thus, by instruction and a recalling 
to mind of what is learnt, form in you a right 
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understanding in all — See more in Calv. 
and Lampe. Comp. ] John v. 20, and Col. i. 9. 
2 Tim. ii. 7. 

27. sipivny iir. MEI Here we have 
sot (what some have su ) a mere form of 
farewell,—but a solemn and affecting valediction 
and benediction, as of one about to part with his 
friends for ever, and therefore leaving behind 
him his blessing, as a — for dbinui may 
have the sense to bequeath. Aldus is well added 
after dínui; the two terms being usually con- 
joined in the wording of a will. 

The full import here of slońvn is (as Lam 
shows at large) peace with God (Phil. iv. 7), 
peace of conscience, and peace with all God's crea- 
tures, Thy iuùv slp. seems added by way of 
further explanation and confirmation of the elpsiyn 
just before. The dui, taken in reference to the 
subsequent clause, is emphatical ; suggesting that 
this peace is given by Christ alone, who ie our 
Peace (Eph. ii. 14), since in him alone we have 
peace with God (Rom. v. 1). The words où 
kaÜ oe, &. are explanatory of the preceding, and 
suggest a comparison, not between the mode of 
giving (for xaGae has often a very lax sense), bat 

tween the sature of the gifts; the world con- 
ferring external, empty, and trausi peace ,— 
Christ bestowing internal and spiritual, stable and 
solid peace. See Calvin. 

— uù TapaccícÓw, &c.) Here we have a 
repetition of the affectionately consolatory lan- 
guage at v. 1, though somewhat more strongly 
expressed by a sort of climax; de:Acay being a 
stronger term than rapaocecOac. A similar 
mode of expression occurs at Deut. i. 21, uñ 
HoPetabe und? dectidonts. See also v. 29. 

Our Lord now concludes with the same 
exhortation as that with which he had com- 
menced his address; after which, adverting to 
what he had said of his departure from them, he 
urges, that their love of him should make them 
rather rejoice than grieve thereat; and then ex- 
plaine He tells them that he is going, not 
to some distant region of the world (as eome of 
the discip!es fancied, xiii. 36), but to the Father, 
to resume the — and glory he had before 
the creation of the world; and that from Him 
he would send to the disciples hie Holy Spirit, 
to be their ever present and Omnipotent aider 
and helper. 
— örı 6 Tlarnp—iori] On the true and 

full import of these words, see the valuable 
Annotations of Calv., Lampe, Whitby, and Titt- 
man in Recens. Syn., and sect. iv. of Bp. Bull's 
Defensio Fidei Nicenm, and Dr. Pye Smith's 

30 Ovw és TAAA XaXjjaco pel Dv: Y Épyeras yap ð ToO 

Script. Test., vol. ii. 311. Suffice it here to say, 
that though there may be a certain sense in whi 
the Father may be said to be greater than the 
Son ; yet that could not here have been intended 
by our Lord. It is an excellent observation of 
Luther, that the word ueíTcv is not here used 
as referring to the Nature or Essence of the Son 
as related to tho Father, but as indicating the 
particular subordination to the Father in which 
Christ our Saviour then was, and the cessation 
of the state of humiliation and entering into his 
glory which would take place on his being received 
up to the Father. So, too, it is remarked by Calv., 
that Christ does not here rel the divinity 
of the Father with his own, nor his human nature 
with the Divine essence of the Father, but rather 
compares his present state with the celestial glory 
to which he was soon to be received ; q. d. ' You 
would detain me here in this world. Bat Oh! 
it is better to depart and be in heaven.’ And 
assuredly this it was that he held out as a matier 
of rejoicing, that he should dwell with his Father 
in glory, and with them by tbe Spirit of truth. 
Accordingly, the comparison here is only in- 
direct, —namely, as far as respected the work 
of man's salvation, wherein the inferiori 
of the Son to the Father is admitted on 
bands. 

29—31. Our Lord next intimates why be had 
told them beforehand of his death, resurrection, 
ascension, and the coming of the Holy Ghoet, 
— namely, in order that the combined evidence 
of the prediction, and the miracles attending its 
accomplishment, might so confirm their Bi 
that, as it is said, xiii. 19, they might believe 
that he was the Person whom he professed to 
be, even THE CHBIST. 

30. oóx itt 9. ÀaX.] As this is su on 
the words ipxeras yap, &c., it is plain that the 
sense requires not wil, but shall ; q. d. ‘I shall 
not have ity to discourse much with you." 
On the ápyev rou kócuov TovTov see note on 
xii. 81. ihe words iv duoi oox fys: ovdiy are 
by the best Commentators explained to mean, 
‘hath no power,’ scil. woretv, in respect of me, 
* will have no power against me,’ viz, in frus- 
trating the plan of salvation, But, though that 
is the general sense, there is a — and inner 
meaning, which they bave failed to draw forth, 
but which may be supplied from Euthym., who 
(probably after Cyrill. or Chrys.) remarks, that 
*in the case of other persons (mere men) the 
cause of death is si»; for no one is sinless, and 
accordingly no one is immortal ; but in me (in 
my case) he the Enemy, the Accuser, hath 
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nothing worthy of death [to charge upon me], 
for I am sinless.' This represents the true sense— 
which is also ably drawn forth by Augustine and 
T. Aquinas—but does not open out the nature 
of the allusion, which muy be a forensic one, by 
an ellipe. of airiov, which has place in Acts iv. 
21, pndiv süploxorrts (scil. airiov) +d wes, 
&c., which elliptical word is erpressed in Luke 
xxiii. 14, 450i» alrıov. And so in Acts xxv. 5, 
al Ti ioriv ly avépi Toútæ. Expositors rightly 
supply alríaua, which is distinctly mentioned 
at v. 7. Thue the present sceme to be a very 
brief mode of expression, formed on some more 
fully expressed forensic phrase, which will pro- 
bably present itself to some future inquirer. 

31. 4AÀ' Iva yya] All Commentators seem 
of opinion that some words are left to be supplied 
between 4ÀAà and Tva, though what those words 
are they are by no means . The words to 
be supplied will best appear by the re in 
&ÀÀa, which is not (as Wolf and others have 
supposed) to iv iuoi ovx čys: ovdiv, but to the 
words dpyeras 6 ov kócuov dpyev, and to the 
sense implied in, as well as by them ; 
q. d. ‘ But [so it is; the Prince of this world is 
permitted thus to assault me] that, &c., he who 
maketh his attack is permitted to do it [and I 
willingly submit to the infliction], in order that 
the world may [experimentally] know that I 
love the Father, and whatever he hath enjoined 
on me that I [readily] do.” This elliptical use 
of 4AX’ Iva is almost peculiar to the Scriptural 
writers, and espec. the writings of St. John, e. g. 
* II, 19. iv. 3. xiii. 18. xv. 25. 1 John ud 

— &yepev ivr.) These words are not well 
onenen as they are by some Commentators, 
with iyeip. preceding. They constitute a ‘ for- 
mula hortationis ad negotium aliquid prompté et 
strenué aygrediendum,' as in Matt. xxvi. 46, and 
Mark xiv. 42, and in both passages tho phrase 
has no little force. 

XV. Commentators are not agreed as to tho 
place where the remaining portion (ch. xv., xvi., 
xvii.) of Christ's discourse was delivered. Many 
think it was ounced somewhere on the way 
from Jerusalem to Gethsemane. But of this 
there is no proof, —and, from the circumstances 
and the nature of the discourse, little lity. 
Nay, the words of ch. xviii.],ravra—4i4E5A0« brov 
Sv Kirot, seem to show that the words cannot 
have been delivered on the road to Gethsemane ; 
nor, as some imagine, af Gethsemane ; but rather 
—— to Glass, Beza, Pearce, Lampe, Dod- 
ridge, Knapp, and Tittman) in the -chamber, 

after having risen from table, and previous to his 
departure. We may, indeed, suppose (with Ro- 
senmuller, in a Dissertation on the internal his- 
tory of this Discourse of our Lord), that it was 
pronounced in the Temple ; for it would hardly 
Ave been safe to have remained so long at the 

gue orem ber: If this be admitted (and the 
earned writer goes far to show the probability 
thereof), we are enabled the better to account 
for the figure of the Vine; since there would 
then be a visible object to suggest it; for (as we 
learn from Josephus) above and around that gate 
of the Temple, which led from the Porch to the 
Holy place, there was a richly-carved vine, which 
served as ite border and ornament. This would 
naturally suggest the parable in question, espec. 
since the figure of tlie vine was one frequent in 
the Scriptures, and the vine above mentioned 
was considered a symbol. 

In this resumption of the foregoing discourse 
our Lord (as if loth to part with his faithful 
followers) enlarges on and further enforces the 
same topics. 

l. In the parabolical comparison in this and 
the four following verses, Christ represents to 
his disciples the excellency of his religion, and the 
nature of the union subsisting between himself 
and his faithful followers; suggesting the bless- 
ings which spring from, and the duties arising out 
of, that relation. See more in Lampe. 
— dye elui ù dur. ù 4X8.) This similitudo 

was one not uncommon. Jt is often used in the 
Old Test. of the Jewish people and Church, and 
(as appears from the Rabbinical writers) was 
sometimes taken to designate the Messiah, It 
here represents the vital union between Christ 
and the faithful members of his Church. On the 
exact import, indeed, of 7 dÀ nÜiy7) some diff: rence 
of opinion exists. It is best explained by a 
mius, 5 cT)» dÀnÜra» xapwopopovea. Tho 
force of the Article here is the same as in ó 
wowuny ò wadds, x. 14, where sce note. In call- 
ing God the yrewpyds (i. e. duweAovpyde, genus 
for species) Christ follows the usage of the Old 
Test. See Is. v. 1—7. Jer. ii. 21. Pe. lxxx. 8. 
Our Lord thus represents himself as the Vine 
(meaning the frunk of the vine) of religious 
truth, —the Gospel, —and his faithful disciples 
as the branches from that vine, —all deriving 
ee and even life itself, from the parent 

2. iv inol] i. e. belonging to me, namely, con- 
sidered as the trunk. Supply ôv, for 3 dors, like 
dipow for 8 pips. Alpat, ‘taketh away.” O 
posed to which is xa8alpe:, ‘ purifies the branch,’ 
—namely, by ridding it of those useless shoots 
which most abound in the best trees. In this 
sense purgare is used in Latin. So Hor. Epod. ii. 
1], * Inutilesque falce ramos amputans, Fcli- 
ciores inserit! As, then, the vine-dresser puri- 
fies the vine by lopping off useless branches, and 
pruning the good ones, so (it is meant) does God 

rify his Church, by removing the bad and uso- 
ess members, and spiritually pruning the good 
ones. Here aùrò is employed, as well as the 
antecedent, for greater distinctness,—an idiom 
found in the Classical writers, especially Xen., 
though chiefly where several words are inter- 
posed between the antecedent and airds, Sec 
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Phil. 1.11. 
& 4. 18. 
Hom. 6. 4. 

t. 3. 18. 

. 19. 
1 ch. 10. 28. 
1 John 8. 23. 

rA ome instance ia Machon. ap. Athen. 
D. 

— TÀsiova xaprov] not only more fruit, but 
‘better’ in quality ; for the difference between the 
works done under the Gospel, and those of mere 
nature, is like that whicb exists between the fruit 
of wild trees, and that of culiivated ones. 

3. 5ón—vpiv] From ver. 3—17, Christ now 
suggests the application of the comparison, show- 
ing to what kind of vine branches they were to be 
referred, and the duties suitable to that state. 
(Lampe.) By «a0após is here meant ‘ free from 
wilful error and prejudice,’ and therefore capable 
of bearing spiritual fruit, They were so then in a 

at measure, and were shortly afterwards to be 
ully so by the efficacy of the Holy Spirit, soon 

to be manifested. Hence, in the next verse, Christ 
exhorts them not to break off the mutual con- 
junction between them and himself, but con- 
stantly cultivate it, as he should on his part pre- 
serve it for ever. 

4. pelvars dv inoi—ipiv] Our Lord here 
addresses them not so much as disciples, as 
hie future ministers, and, in this capacity, ex- 
horts them to zealously adhere to him,— not 
only in personal faith and obedience, but in their 
A Hoe — M évew £y Tivi is used of union 
of thought, feeling, pu , and action, as at 
l John ii. 6, 21. 97. ob. See more in note, 
supra vi. 56. The next words, «dye (sub. 
sv) iv Univ, contain a promise, as the follow- 

ing ones do a precept. And the xai is to bo 
taken for xai oi^rw, the ovr« being implied in 
the a The substance of the promise is, 
that * Christ will abide in them,' importing com- 
munion with them by hie Holy Spirit, and sup- 
port and protection to them by the influence of 
that Paraclete, Whom he should send to them 
from heaven. See Rom. viii. 9. ] John iii. 24. 
iv. 13. The words xabĵòs rò xAjpa—pelvyre 
suggests another argument to union, deduced 
from the Aighly beneficial effects of it. As the 

mhes receive all their life and vigour from 
the trunk, so must (hey adhere to Christ and his 
injunctions, if they would produce spiritual fruit. 
Aꝙ' éavro5, ‘ by its own virtue.’ 

5. xwpis iuov] Supply óvrse; for xop- 
abivres dw’ iuov. The full sense is, * apart from 
me ye can do nothing whatever.’ See 2 Cor. iii. 

Comp. v. 4. 
— où divacbe aouiy obdiv] A very stron 

negation, by the double negative; and it is stil 
stronger in the reading of MS. B, obdi fy. But 

do not find this in any Lamb. or Mus. 
MSS, though odi els, for ovdeis, is regularly 

5 P Eyo ei 7) aptredos, Upeis Ta Apata: 6 uévov èv epoi, 
kayo év avrà, Sobros pépet raprmòv morir Ste ywpis euovd 
ov SuvacGe mowîv ovdév. 84’ Edy un tis pewn èv époi, eBrAnOn 
» e * ^ M 9 , b! 2 ;, A M 3 

t.3.10 Ew ws TO KARA, Kab eEnpavOn Kai ouváyovow avrà xai eis 
tò TrUup DáXXovci, Kal kalerat. 1 P Eàv petvnte év pot, kai 

written in the most ancient of them; yet oodé 
eic recurs in the same MS. (B), infra v. 13. 
But there no intensity of sense can be in- 
tended. Oui ets occurs, indeed, at 1 Cor. vi 
5, in the text. rec. But there Lachm. edits 
ovceit, from B, C, and 5 other MSS.; as did 
Tisch. in his 1st Edit. ; but in his 2nd he restores 
ovda els, which I find in all the Lamb. MSS. 
However, the stvle of St. John is quite different 
from that of St. Paul ; and it is doubtful whether 
St. John was acquainted with the idiom by which 
an intensity of sense is communicated by ovdi 
els and ovdé £y. 

6. igXi&0n Ew] A use of the Aorist used 
to denote what is done — at any and 
all times. So James i. 6, dvérescAe—«ai iğí- 
apt. By +d xAnua is meant ‘the branch’ or 
off-shoot of a tree when torn from its trunk, 

and thus become withered and dry:' and the 
singular is used the better to suit the singular 
Tis, though it is meant to be taken ically 
for the plural, as is suggested by the use of the 
plural aura just after. I still continue to retain 
the rò before wip, which I find in all the Lamb. 
MSS. (except 528), and very many Mus. copies. 
The Article here is not without ite force, as 
denoting not * fire’ in general, but ‘ the domestic 
fire of a house.” Certainly internal evidence is 
in its favour here, since we may well suppose 
that ignorance of the true force of the Article 
(which I have pointed out on Mark ix. 22) 
occasioned its removal by the Critical Revisere. 
] have said thus much, use the rå, though 
on good grounds admitted by Matth. and Griesb., 
was expunged by Lachm., and by Tisch. in his 
Ist Edit., though restored in his second, on the 
strong grounds which he specifies. So also Alf. 
excluded it in his first Edit., though on grounds 
misstated, but he restores it in his second. There 
is here, as often in this Gospel, a confounding of 
the comparison with the thing com If 
regularly traced, the comparison will be, ‘As 
branches once severed from the vine are rejected 
as useless, and, after being withered, are gathered 
— and cast into the fire for fuel; ov, if 

serers abide not in me, will be rejected 
from the spiritual fellowship of my Church; and, 
thus becoming incapable of good, will finally 
come to utter destruction.” 

7. dav palonte—yernoera: juive] We have 
here az ment for the continuance in 
this communion between Christ and them, in 
drawing which the foregoing general enunciation 
(uir dy inoi) ie further evolved by xai rà 
Pipara—peivy ; and as the former denotes con- 
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pou éoré, àv Troijre Goa eyw évréAXouaa vp. 

tinuance in, and communion in ,—$0 this 
denotes, in particular, adherence in by maintaining 
the doctrines of Christ once embraced ; see more 
in note at xiv. 12. The benefit promired in à 
£áy—ÜDpiy is nearly allied to that at Matt. xxi. 
21. The ‘twhatsvever’ must, of course, be limited 
to whatever is necessary for the purpose adverted 
to in the preceding and following verses, —namely, 
their bringing forth much fruit, and promotin 
thereby the glory of God; and on the impli 
conditwn, of their abiding in Christ, and keep- 
ing his words. Compare Rom. viii. 26. James 
v. 3. 
8. ‘ Here (as Calvin observes) we have a con- 

firmation of the immediately preceding proposi- 
tion, that God heareth the prayers of hie people, 
so that they bear fruit, which is his glory.’ 
— béofac6n] The Aorist is here used as at 

ver. 6 (where see note). And Ya is for Sti, 
quod, as at iii. 23. iv. 17. We must not take 
the x«i (as is done by many) for ofrw or ore, 
but rather repeat iv rovre from the preceding 
clause. So xiii. 35, iv rovTo yvøsovTaı wav- 
vee Ott duol pabital tors. By being is, in 
both passages, meant really being; for we have 
here an idiom, frequent in the popular style of 
all languages, by which dA 5606s is implied in the 
context. How, and in what Pag age the Father 
is glorified by the disciples of his Son bringing 
forth the fruits of holiness and righteousness, &c., 
see Calvin, Lampe, and Tittm. 

9, 10. Christ here proceeds to remind his dis- 
ciples of h's own singular love to them; and 
holds out for their imitation his own example in 
doing the work of the Father. 

9. In rendering xaOme and xal, ‘as—eo,’ we 
sre not to understand equality in degree, but 
only in kind. The words following, ueivara dy 
Tj ayary tH iui are explained by almost all 
the best Expositors, ‘continue in the love of 
me,’ i. e. ‘continue to love me.’ Some, however, 
2s Calv., Campb., and Bp. Lonsd., understand 
them in the sense, ‘continue to be beloved by 
me, keep your place in my affections.” By which, 
it is true, a ve sense arises; but, it should 
seem, one forbidden by the next words (which 
may be compared with those at xiv. 23), and by 
the general scope of the where there is a 
comparison of the love subsisting between the 
Father and Christ, and that between Christ and 
his disciples. Lampe would unite both senses, 

]4 o Y peis por is aoe 
aa — $3. 

15 Obeér Britt 
inasmuch as the expression admits of both; but 
he should rather have said ‘either;’ and even 
then, one is quite agreeable to the context, the 
other is scarcely so. But to unite both is to act 
on the false Canon of Cocceius, and some other 
old Dutch and German divines, —that the words 
of Scripture actually mean all that they may 
mean ; involving tbe idea of a prp do interpre- 
tation of Scripture ;—an error of the dark ages, 
but happily banished by the growing light of the 
Reformation. In the next words are mentioned 
the means by which both of the abovc may be 
preserved; namely, by keeping his command- 
ments, after the example which he had set them 
by doing the will of his Father. 

ll. wa ñ yapa—wAnpwb7] i.e. as the best 
Commentators explain, ‘that my joy in you [at 
your love, faith, and obedience] may be enduring, 
and that your joy (continuing in y love] may 
be complete and perfect;' see xvi. 24, xvil. 
13. 1John i. 4. 2 John 12.—Xapà& iv but» 
denotes ‘ joy felt on your account,’ and is distin- 
guished from 9 xapá vuav. 

12. avr» loriv—ituas}] These words are 
meant to show what kind of love is evinced by 
Christ to bis disciples, and consequently ex- 
pected from them in return. Euthymius, after 
Chrys., thus expresses himself on this passage :— 
"Opa ài Üavuacíay atipáv. dédemrat yap, ort 
TÒ pevai ty tw Xpiao yiverar awd Tov 
ayaway aitroy’ TÒ 0i dyawgy aitov, dwd ToU 
vas lyroXas avTov rTnpety’ N évroXn òè avrou, 
ta ayawwpev adXANAovs’ wore TÒ d'yaTüV 
a\Andous, méiveww dp TO XpicTo ior: xal 
dyaway Tov Osóy' kal dvawsewdaypivar arpóe 
ci Anous elalv ý Ts wpos Oedy kal ù vpós 
ddArjAove ayarn. 

13. wel{ova ravrns — pw» abrov] The 
connexion of this verse with the foregoing will 
appear by supplying, with Bp. Loned., the fol- 
lowing link in the chain of reasoning [' This 
love I am about to show, and ye must show the 
like one to another, and] greater than this can no 
one show than that he lay down bis life for his 
friends (v. 14). And ye se [now] my friends 
and be such, if ye perform whatsoever 
enjoin you (comp. v. 10).' 

4. Here Christ shows kow that friendship may 
be evinced; namely, as in the love before men- 
tioned, by keeping his commandments. 

15. ovxdrs Unas—éiyrwpica ù.) The full sense 
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Luke 6. 40. 
t ch. 18. 16. 
Matt. 10. $4. 
Luke 6 40. 
ch. 15. 90. 

John’. OTL pÈ TrpOTOV UpQv uepiankev. 
6 koc os Ay TÒ lOioy épirerr Ere Sd èx ToU KOTpoU oùe éaré, GAR’ 

aw CYO eFereEdunv tyas éx tat xoopou, ba TobTo pucel buds ò 
kocpos. 22 * Mvnuovevere ted Xoyov ov éyà elrrov vpiv ‘Ove 
čati 6o0Xos pelfwv Tod xupiou avro). Ei éné édiwkav, xal ùpâs 

18 Ei 6 Koomos pas poci, "yiog ere 
19 r E; èx Tov Koopou wre, 

spit, Suwfovow ei tov Xoyov jou érüpgcav, kaè Tov buérepov THpH- 

may best be expressed by the followin - 
haiti eion. [I ae friends ; for} Le 
onger style you servants, since the servant [dif- 
fereth from the friend, inasmuch as he] knoweth 
not what his master is doing (i.e. his plans of 
action). But you I call friends [and as such I 
have treated youl, since whatsoever I have 
learned from my Father I have mado known 
to you [thus Seain you with the most unre- 
served confidence]. 1t is true that our Lord had, 
up to this time (agreeably to the custom of the 
Jewish Rabbins), called them servants, though 
he had not them as such. And the term 
is susceptible of & milder iuterpretation, consider- 
ing the connexion of disciple with master; and 
thus E. is interchanged with jiáxovos at chap. 
xit. 40. 

By wávra must (as is clear from xvi. 12. 
xvii. 26), be understood, in a restricted sense, all 
things r for them then to know; since not 
& few things were kept back for the present. 

16. oóx óusis—buas] This is said to excite 
them to gratitude and obedience, by showing them 
that the obligation was all on thetr side. Ren- 
der: ‘It is not ye who have chosen, &c.— 
'ExAéyso8a. may here (as often) bo taken, not 
so much of choice, as of the preference and love 
which it implies (antecedent for Woe ; 
as Mark xiii. 20. Acte xiii. 17. 1 Cor. i. 27, 
28. James ii. 5. Ti0éra:, like the Hebr. co, 
and the corresponding terms in most languages, 
has often, as here, the sense uppoint. "Yaráynra 
is not (a it has usually becn supposed) pleo- 
nastic; but conveys a notion of activity in the 
discharge of their ministerial functions. For 
that is what is alluded to by the xeaprò» dip. 
The words xai ò xapròs Uucw uivy point at the 
ulterior effects of their ministerial labours to suc- 
ceeding ages, by setting up the Church of Christ, 
which we know must endure unto the end of the 
world. Comp. Rom. i. 13. Col. i. 6. 

The clause tva ő Ti—Upiv points at a concur- 
rent purposo with the former, and a common 
end, * So that whatsoever ye shall ask the Father 
in my name, he may bestow it upon you." 

17. ravra évréAXopac, &c.] meaning, that 
he has issued to them the injunctions he has, 
with the design that thev will so fulfil them, as 
to be led to love each other; not a vain repeti- 
tion this of a command enjoined from v. JZ on- 

wards, but a solemn enforcement of the duty, as 
said for the last time. 

18. Having given the above final injunction to 
mutual love, our Lord suggests an additional 
reason for its cultivation, inasmuch as they would 

rience the batred of the world towards them ; 
and fortifies them against the persecutions, to 
which they would be thereby exposed, by the 
consideration, that whatever they may have te 
endure, is no more than their Master has en- 
dured before TM —— 
— yiwooKere an e this as an Zmpero- 

tive, in the sense V ider. But the usual 
mode of interpreting it in an /ndicatire sense is 
the more simple and natural; q. d. * Marvel not 
then—ye well know.’ However the point is an 
open question. 

19. The scope of this verse is to intimate the 
cause of that hatred, and thus to t a motive 
of comfort to them, when they should have te 
endure it. 

— sl ix TOY xócuov ATs] The e ix 
Tov xocuou slvai signifies ‘to be conformed to 
the world ;' as ix Tov Osov, or ix Tov dieflóAov, 
&c. Render, 'If ye had been of the world, the 
world would have loved [you, as] its own." 

20. el rov Aóyovy—Tupricovoiy] The sense of 
these words would seem to be directly contrary to 
that which the context requires. To remove this 
difficulty, some think that rnpsiv is A ag for Tapa- 
Tnpsiv. But for such a sense of the word with 
TÓy Àó*yov there is no authority. There is lees 
objection to the interpretation of Tittman, who 
assigns the following sense: ‘If they had ad- 
mitted and observed my doctrine, y would 
admit and observe yours.” Yot this involves 
such an anomaly of anguage, as ono must hesi- 
tate to ascribe to the Evange'ist ; because, though 
inattentive to the nicer idioms of the Greek lan- 

, yet he no where so openly sets all rules at 
efiance. Not to say that the use of the tenses 

in the antithetical clause forbids this sense. Mr. 
Alford, indeed, with some show of a discovery, 
thinks that the words simply mean, * ** the 
ing of my word, and the keeping of youre,” as 
intimately conjoined.' But this is caly esadung 
the diffüculty. at the exponse of panng down 
the sense. The difficulty may, I still think, be 
best removed by considering the use of the 
afirmatice enunciation as ndent on the 
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— sl, meant to imply also its negative ; 
e full sense being: ‘Jf they have observed my 

doctrine, thev will also observe yours; and if 
(not) they will not observe it;' the latter words 
being here omitted as implied in what follows 
(v. 21), where the tavra *árra must include 
not merely all that is implied in piesty and 
Sica, but also rò» Aó'yov pou ov Tnpeiv. 
This view is no novelty, since I find it in 
Euthym., who had it from Chrys., from whom 
it was borrowed, Menoch., and Maldon. Thus 

the non-observance of the doctrine of God is not 
suppressed with many, nor thrown ino the back 
ground, with Lampe, by being supposed implied 

in duoxev. How prominent it might be made 

will appear from the excellent note of Gerhard, 
cited by Lampe; and still more from the mas- 
terly annotation of Calv., thus : —' Porro ubi de 

Personis loquutus est, mentionem etiam doctrins 

facit. Nibil enim pios magis conturbat quam 

dum doctrinam, quse Dei est, superbé ab homini- 

bus contemni vident. Eat enim portentum hor- 

ribile, cujus aspectus fortissimum quodque pectus 

Jabefactare t. Sed dum ex alià perte suc- 

currit, ipsum Dei Filium non minus contumacia 

expertum esee, non est quod miremur, doctrinam 

Dei tam 1m habere inter homines reverentiae." 

In loc., vol. iii. p. 291. It is probable that he 

had floating in his mind, though not digested into 

form, this principle of the implication of the 

converse in the use of the affirmative assertion 
uspended on al. 

i Ji. dia TÀ õvopá pou] Not merely ‘on my 

account, but ‘on account of my very name, by 

which they will be called ; since, as Lampe proves, 

it wss on account of their bearing the name of 

Christ (sce 1 Pet. iv. 16) that Christians were so 

bitterly persecuted. This ho proves from Pliny, 

Tertullian, and espec. Athenagoras, as follows :— 

wd Tolevy xpos Ämavras lcor kai 3usis Erot- 

pav, ph Gri XpicTiavol AeyóusÜa, pioeicBas 

Kal xoAá(saOa:, xpíysgÜa, pù iwi te 

évopatt, xi di Te Adixnpatt. 
— Sre ox oidaci] lm mag not an invo- 

luntary ignorance, but wilful blindness; q. d. 

* because, through their own wilful blindness, 

preceding oóx olası, encounters a 
it t, which might be pleaded in ex- 

cue of the pe —— e. that they 
showing that their ignorance and perversenese 
were wilful, and therefore inexcusable; since 

sufficient means for the attainment of a know- 
ledge of the truth had been provided, by evidence 
not only internal but external,—alike in doc- 
trines addressed to them (éAdAnoa), and in 
miracles worked before them. 'Anapría is here 
to be taken, not of sin in general, but of ue per 
ticular sin in question, that of rejecting the Mes- 
— From the ae ee, pup — 

ovat, &c., it appears that duaptiay ovk sTyov 
in be taken in & qualified sense, to — 
* they would have been, comparatively, innocent 
of this offence, or rather, there — have boen 
some excuse for them.’ 

23. ò dua uicGv—picoei] What is here said 
is meant to stigmatize, under a general assertion, 
the einfulness of their conduct in particular, — 
namely, that their hatred and rejection of him 
and his mission, and their injurious treatment of 
him, was, in fact, shown to his Father. At ver. 
24 the assertion in ver. 22 is resumed (the words 
of ver. 23 being in some measure nthe- 
tical); and the proof of Divine mission from 
miracles is adverted to. "Then is drawn the con- 
olusion. 

24. sl ra pya ph iwoinea, &c.] Here, as 
Bp. Warburton observes (Works, vol. vi. 326), 
* our Lord acknowledges that if the credentia 
of his Divine mission in his miracles had not 
been given, the unbelieving Jews had been com- 
paratively free from blame.” ‘Christ's miracles 
might (as Doddr. observes) truly be said to be à 
ovéeis GÀXos Fewoinxey, greater than those the 
prophets had wrought, both in respect to their 
number, their pu , and espec. as they pro- 

from a self-derived power, and were 
worked at all times, and in all ways, even in 
absence as well as presence." 

25. 4AA' iva a Ànpe0g, &c.] The best Com- 
mentators are agreed that ‘va is here, as often, 
eventual ; the sense being, ‘ Now by this having 
come to pass, the words written in the Law have 
been made good. These words were y 
spoken of the enemies of David; but as David 
was a type of Christ, so they are accommodated 
to the latter (omp: infra xix. 28. Acts. i. 20). 
The words, indeed, as here quoted, do not ex- 
actly correspond with the Sept. or the Hebrew of 
Ps. cix. 3, since éwoAduneoey in the Sept. is in 
agreement with *3yor'n in the Hebrew. But, as 
picoUrTíz pa Sewpedy is found in -kindred pas 
sages, at Ps. xxxiv. 19, and lxxviii. 4 (Sept.), it 
should seem that this is not meant as a regular 
quotation, but is merely a declaration formed 
on all those three passages. 
— depsdv} ‘causclessly ;' for dvarrícs, the 

expreesion used by Symmachus in his version, 
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The only other example of this sense, which has 
been adduced, is from Ecclus. xx. 24; though 
the use of the word at Galat. ii. 21, comes very 
near to it. 

26. Srav dà lX0g—^*:pl iuov] The con- 
nexion here is very obscure, —and, accordingly, 
has been variously traced, but never quite satis- 
factorily. The scope of the words is our best 

lide to ascertain it. Now the object of their 
Being spoken muet have been consolation under 
resent evils, and re-assurance in reference to 
uture frials. Thus there is much to approve 

in the connexion laid down by Calvin, as fol- 
lows: ‘The world will indeed persecute you; 
our doctrine will be mocked at by some, and 
be reviled by others; but no violence of men 
will be able to shake the firmness of your faith, 
when the Holy Spirit shall have becn given unto 
you, to confirm and stablish you by his testi- 
mony. But this representation falls short of 
the truth, by passing unnoticed the words uaprv- 
"att mepi ipot, which show that the connexion 

is left imperfect. Bp. Lonsdale traces it thus: 
* But though the world hate me, when the Para- 
clete, even the Spirit of truth is come, he shall 
bear witness of the injustice of that hatred ; and 
ye also shall be enabled by him to bear similar 
testimony.’ But the last clause yields a very in- 
apposite sense, and the rest of the words keep 
out of sight the Es of the Speaker, —com/fort 
and re-assurance. The true connexion must be 
sucb as proceeds on a reference to the preceding 
context from v. 20 to v. 25 inclusive, and may 
be referred both to our Lord and the disciples ; 
q. d. * But though they hate and persecute you, 
as they have hated and persecuted me, —though 
they observe not your doctrine, as they have not 
observed mine, yet, when the Paraclete shall 
come,—he shall testify of me, that J came from 
God, and, consequently, that my doctrine is 
true,—and of you, that you are real ambassadors 
from Christ, and teach the true doctrine of God.’ 
Of course this testimony from the Spirit of truth 
was sealed by the communication of miraculous 
powers, and supernatural spiritual gifts; so that 
the Apostles were sealed by Gop, as their Lord 
had been (see sup. vi. 27, rovrov ò Tlarnp éoppa- 
yioev), and attested as true ambassadors of God. 
— wapa tov IIarpós ixsop.] In laying down 

the exact force of this term, Commentators gene- 
rally run into one or other of the two extremes, 
either of supposing it to denote the eternal pro- 
cession of the Holy Spirit from the Father 
(meaning thereby something answering to the 
eternal generation of the Son), or of assigning to 
it no more than the sense of gpxecOus at John 
xvi. 7; where that word denotes merely the 
effusion of the Holy Spirit. Here, if any where 
we shall do best to steer a middle course. All 
that seems revealed in the present passage is, 
that the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father 
and the Son, as a messenger from and co-operating 
with both. See more in Calvin and Lampe. 

, Ld e A , > » @ e e e 
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— paprupice: mepi iuov] This is explained 
by almost all recent Commentators of confirming 
by arguments what has been already taught; 
meaning, that the Hos Spirit would then cause 
Christ's person, counsels, and works, to be more 
and more made known ; as it is said ch. xvi. 14, 
ixsivos lui doFace:, and that the Holy Spirit 
did so, cannot be denied. But the context will 
not, as I have shown supra, permit such an inter- 
pretation. 

27. kai busis dé—] ‘ And ye, too, shall bear 
testimony.’ To the testimony of the Holy Spirit 
Christ here adds that of the apustles and disciples 
themselves, who were, in all respects, qualified 
to bear unimpeachable testimony to the person, 
character, and actions of Christ, as having been 
with him from the beginning of bis ministry ; a 
testimony so much the more weighty, since it 
was, in the case of some, confirmed by personal 
miracles. So the Expositors, in general, from 
Grot. downwards ;—but one can hardly imagine 
why suck a testimony should have been thought 
necessary to be subjoined to the other. It cannot 
be doubted that Christ intended something more, 
which has esca those itors; but the 
deficiency is ably supplied by Calv. and Bul- 
linger, thus : —' Significat Christus non fore ejus- 
modi Spiritus testimonium due privatum sibi 
habeant Apostoli, et quo soli fruantur ; sed quod 
latius se per ipsos diffundat; quia futuri erant 
Spiritus organa, sicuti loquutus est ipsorum ore. 
Ac ai diceret Christus, Quum dico Spiritum de 
me testificaturum, id nolim sic intelligi a vobis 
quasi ille de me testificaturus sit, vos tacituri: 

r vos t omnia, ceu organa electa. Nam 
ideo vos ab initio predicati Evangelii elegi, ideo 
vos mihi adhibui, ut de omnibus cum dictis tum 
factis meis testificari queatis. Ille ergo testi- 
monium perhibeb:t de me, et vos testimonium 
perhibebitis; utique gusa ille perhibebit, et vos 

rhibebitie; ille in cordibus vestris, vos in voci- 
us vestris; ille inspirando, vos sonando. Vide- 

mus nunc quomodo ex auditu sit fides, et tamen 
suam certitudinem babeat a sigillo et arrha 
Spiritus. Quibus non satis nota est humans 
mentis caligo, hi fidem naturaliter ez sola præ- 
dicatione concipi existimant. Contra vero, ple- 
risque fanaticis sordet externa predicatio, revela- 
tiones éyÜovctac bs spirant." 

XVI. The Apostles had doubtless expected 
honours and distinctions among men from their 
close relation to Christ; and, had this vain h 
been countenanced, their approaching trials might 
have tempted them to conclude that they 
been deceived. Hence our Lord warned them 
that ution awaited them, in order to fortify 
their minds, lest they should be cxardaXdroO quai, 
so disconcerted by the unexpected attacks of evil, 
as to abandon their Christian profession. 

2. dwoouvaywyour x.) Among these trials 
excommunication (on which see note supra ix. 
22) is mentioned first, as being, among the Jews 
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a punishment reserved for crimes of tho deepest 
dye, since it put the persons thus excluded on a 
Jevel with Pagans. 

— doy AaTpalap xpocpipey 7. O.] Aarpsú- 
ety properly signifies ‘ to serve any one as a slave." 
But in the New Test. and Sept. it is always used 
to denote ‘ the offering of sacrifice,’ or ‘ renderi 
worship and service of any kind.’ Hence Aavpsía 
denotes ' religious service;' and (espec. as wpoc- 
ipey is a sacrificial term) apoedípur Aa- 
rpilav will signify ‘to offer a sacrifice,’ or ‘to 
render 2 religious service in general.’ The sense, 
then, is: ‘he will think he is rendering an ac- 

table religious service to God; as Paul did 
while persecuting the Christians unto death. 
From the passage of a Rabbinical writer here 
cited by Lampe (where it in affirmed: * Omnis 
effundens sanguinem improborum æqualis est 

- illi qui sacrificium offert"), 1am inclined to think 
that there is at least an allusion (as also, perhape, 
in Rom. xii. 1) to the offering up of a sacrifice to 
God. And this was evidently the opinion of some 
of the Greek Fathers, from whom Euthym. drew 
his matter. corr Aarpsía is explained 
by vela in Zonar. . in v. But, though 
service, or worship, may be considered in the 
light of a sacrifice, yet it is best here to consider 
AaTp. (with and Tittm.) as used in the 
sense of ‘ cultus pro victima.’ 

3. xai ravra—iuí] This is meant to trace 
such conduct to its original source (namely, igno- 
rance of God and of the Son of God ; otherwise 
they would have known how abhorrent from the 
nature of both is persecution), and to s t con- 
solation to themselves, as suffering in the cause 
of God and Christ; see xv. 21 

épxin is to be 4. ravra—oix elrov] By r 
of Christ's ministry.’ understood * the beginning 

Since, however, our Lord had apprised his disci- 
would have to ples of the persecutions ay 

undergo on account of their Christian profession, 
many take the oùx elwoy restrictively, to mean 
‘I did not fully apprise you, &c. Yet this wili 
not be necessary, if the ravra be understood to 
mean (as it very well may) ‘the things which 
should befal them after their Lord's departure.’ 
Now to these he had no where directly adverted, 
but only to the evils to be endured while he was 
with them. This, indeed, is prec beyond doubt 
by the words following, which suggest the reason 
why Christ did not do it; namely, either because 
he was then with them to comfort and support 
teim, v na to bear tho brunt of those 

OL. 

trials; or because he was then going to stay with 
them, and was unwilling to afflict them before 
the time. In using the expression ors eO’ buwy 
nuny Christ, by implication, speaks of himself as 
already departed. 

5. vuv di bwdyo—Tlov iwdyeis;} These words 
seem to introduce a new topic, yet one closely 
connected with and suggested by the preceding, 
—namely, that of his Taian. Thus the dé 
has the adversative force; as in & similarly ex- 
pressed passage in Eurip. Heracl. 9, TiAsiorey 
psTío xor els drip ‘Hpaxdéet, Sr’ sj» ped’ huar 
vuv & imal xaT’ ovpavoy Nule:, &c. There is, 
moreover, 8 brevity of expression, leaving some- 
thing to be supplied, thus: ' But now it is ex- 
jouent that I should do, what I forebore to do 
efore this period, because I am no longer going 

to remain among you, but am going to him who 
sent me. The xai just after, passed over b 
Expositors, signifies, * And [yet], i.e. though 
am going;' a signification frequent in St. John's 
writings. In épwrd is implied rir, ‘none of you 
is (now) asking me;' for they had asked pre- 
viously. The disciples are, however, I conceive, 
reproved, not so much for nof then asking, as for 
the feeling which occasioned it, and adverted to 
at v. 5, namely, deep sorrow ;—a sorrow which 
would naturally produce deep silence, Their sor- 
row, however, was blameable,— as proceeding 
from -— of debt — causes of a Ue 

ure, the place whither be was going, and the 
— of it, though these had been before sug- 
ested to them; and therefore our Lord reproves 
em, but gently, and with an infusion of com- 

fort, by the excuse which he admits for their 
negligence. See Lampe. To these matters, how- 
ever, our Lord at vv. 7, ll, adverts, and in 

iner terms. 
7. Christ here again points out that his de- 

apes would be for their advantage ; for unless 
e passed through his sufferings to glory, the 

promised COMFORTER would not come unto 
them, and consequently, through the want of that 
dispensation of the Spirit, they could not be 
saved. It was, indeed, highly expedient ; for the 
benefits to be obtained thereby were unspeakable, 

8—1]. There is in these verses somethin 
truly august, as inherent in its subject,—the 
of the Horv SPIRIT on a benighted world, lying 
in darkness and wickedness (1 John v..19). The 
obscurity complained of ariges from the of 
the Gore truths here imperted from the Foun- 

ru tain of Truth ; and because they E rather pointed 
U 
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at than expressly drawn forth. The difficulty 
chiefly hinges on the expression óv xógpov; by 
which some Expositors understand the world at 
large ; others, the Jewish world, i.e. the Jews 
only. And, according as they adopt one or the 
other view, they assign to the passage either a 
general or a pln ad sense. The former is 
maintained by Calvin and most early Exposi- 
tors, with Lampe; the latter by most of the 
recent Commentators, especially Kuinoel and 
Tittman, who explain the meaning to be, that 
he, the Holy Spirit, will make fully and gene- 
rally confessed, — what had been hitherto denied 
or doubted, T, the sin of those who refused to 
acknowledge him as the Christ, and who ‘by 
wicked hands crucified the Lord of life;' 2. the 
rigMeousness (perfect innocence) of him whom 
they had thus rejected and put to death; and 3. 
the condemnation to which he should be amenable 
who had been the great instigator to this twofold 
sin,—the prince of this world, Thus the 
sense might be expressed as follows: ‘ He will 
convict the world (meaning the Jews) of the sin 
of unbelief; and he will convince them both of 
my righteousness, and of the victory obtained by 
me over the Prince of this world.’ Yet, so to take 
xoo u. is quite gratuitous, and at variance with the 
context, by which, and the use of the expression, 
ó xócuos elsewhere in Jobn, and often in Paul, 
the word must here be used for those who are 
yet under the power of ‘ the prince of this world,” 
undelivered from him by a real conversion from 
sin and Satan unto God. . Besides, it involves no 
small harshness to take dAéyxc in two different 
senses in one and the same sentence. Not to say 
that the sense corvict involves an incongruity ; 
for since, as observes Mr. Rose (on Parkh. in v.), 
‘whether the world be taken in its unlimited, or 
in its restricted sense, it is to be its own judge, 
the sense of ir¢yEe: must be to convince, not 
convict ; those two terms, when applied to a 
fault, only differing in this, that the individual 
may be Àimself convinced of his fault, but is con- 
victed of it in the judgment of others.” It will 
be better, therefore, to adopt the sense convince 
= ‘to bring home to any one's understanding 
and conscience a truth which he is unwilling to 
admit; the former implying the latter, or both 
senses (‘convinced’ and *convicted") may be 
combined, as iu a similar mode of expression at 
1 Cor. xiv. 24, dXéyyerat trò Wayrey, avaxpi- 
vera: Uwo wWayrwy, where the word has also that 
double sense; namely, as Alf. says, who adopts 
this view, ‘a convincing unto salvation, and a 
conviction unto condemnation.’ How this ets 
was effected, and to what extent, we learn from 
the Acts of the Apostles (see Acts ii. 4) and tho 
early Ecclesiastical writers. By duapria, if 
applied to the Jews, must here be understood not 
on) the sin of unbelief, but that of ‘ persecuting 
"eri crucifying the Lord of life,’ and endeavour- 
ing to suppress ‘the word of truth, as sent from 

‘Auapria, however, cannot, with any due 
to the context, be taken otherwise than as 

referred to ò xóa uos in the above general sense, 
and thus it will denote sin, but espoc. that arising 
from unbelief. I agf€e with Stier and Alf., that 
* the great opening out of sin to the world, is to 

show them its root in unbelief; i.e. if Christ be 
the Son of God,' arising from isposstion to 
come unto him and be healed. 

The view which I have long tsken of the 
above combination of the senses *to convince" 
and ‘to convict,’ I find confirmed by the suffrage 
of Archdeacon Hare (in his able work ‘the Mis- 
sion of the Comforter,’ vol. ii. note 2), who 
observes that the Spirit shall convince those who 
are brought {by his influence] omt of tbe world, 
and ultimately convict those who continue is it, 
and thus ‘die in their sin. The same view is 
taken by Apollinarius, who says, 'EAéyEs« có» 
kóopov, oc UNG duapTiay KaTaxexpipivoy did 
T)» dmioriay’ ù yap wWieres duapríap XAífXvxap, 
amioriay di didexe’ xal dawopsvoy Tois 
TicTtoovci. TÒ llysuua xartárpıois Yo Ta» 
áàTi.cTOUvTOy' loripnuívo yàp TAS wpis, 
&EnrXéyxovro ts wapovens (read mp Tap- 
ovcía, 8c. THS dwpsas) TOTS FETIOTEVKÓGI. 

ith respect to the meaning of wepi icaro- 
cúvyns, many of the best Commentators are 
agreed that it must be referred to Christ (aspi 
denoting, as in the other two nouns, dm. and 
xpic., quod. attinet ad); and that, taken in con- 
junction with the words following, déc:cacosuvy 
can denote no other than ‘the innocence and 
holiness of Jesus.” The proof of which (ad- 
verted to in the words following) was his going 
to his Father in heaven, evinced Ly his resurrec- 
tion, and also by his sending the Holy Spirit with 
miraculous gifts; see Acts ii. 2 seq. xvii. 3l. 
Rom. i. 4. 1 Cor. xv. 14. But surely the du. 
must not be confined to that of Christ, but, as 
Stier suggests, be extended, as in the case of the 
other two terms, du. and xpic., to row xogpov, 
to be supplied from the context. This I find con- 
firmed by Calv. in his able note, as follows :— 
*Tenenda est graduum series, quam ponit 
Christus. Mundum nunc dicit arguendum de 
justitia; neque enim justitiam esurient ac sitient 
omines, imo cum fastidio respuent quicquid de 

ea dicetur, nisi tacti essent eensu peccati . . . 
Ceterum justitiam hic intellige, que nobis per 
Christi gratiam communicatur. Iu Christus 
statuit in suo ad Patrem ascensu: nec immerito. 
Quemadmodum enim, teste Paulo (Rom. iv. 25) 
resurrexit propter justificationem nostram, ita 
nunc ad dexteram Patris sedet, ut quicquid illi 
datum est potestatis, exerceat, et sic impleat 
omnia... . Ideo a convictione peccati secundus 
hic gradus est, ut convincat Spiritus wexdam, 
quinam vera sit justitia. Nempe quod Christus 
suo in celum ascensu vite um constituit, et 
nunc sedet ad Patris dexteram, ut ceram juste. 
tiam stabilis" The same view is taken by 
Bucer, who says, * Non est alius obtinendse peste- 
tiæ modus, quam Evangelium viva fide suscipere ; 
nam qui veré crediderit, veré fonas est. As 
to wepi kpicews, the import of the phrase is not 
a little disputed, and, indeed, disputable: but it 
may best be determined by the words following; 
which show it to be the Divine , against 
all, whether Jews or Heathens, who persisted in 
rejecting Jesus as the Saviour. The iniy of 
this is hinted at in ver. 11, by the mention of the 
condemnation, and putting down, of ò dpxwev 
Tov xocpou, the oid Serpent, Satan, inasmuch 
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as by the manifestation of the Spirit, not only in 
his supernatual gifts, but also, and still more, in 
hie preventing and supporting graces—adverted 
to in his appellation IIapáxA Tot, according to 
the full extent of the term above laid down. Ta- 
deed, what Stier says is very true (and it is the 
great truth, which ie based on the whole of this 
august declaration of our Lord), that, * of itself, 
the world, though it lieth in sin, does not know 
what sin is, —what righteousness is, —what judg- 
ment is; nor can any of these be revcaled to 
any man, except by the Spirit working within 
him ; and K an be fully attained ps: by the 
EXeyyxos of the Spirit In sbort, that the words 
were meant, and ought Principe yond in the 
only sense important to us in these times,—to be 
referred to xóc uos in the wide and general sense 
as meant of both Jews and Gentiles, —nay, of 
AN as he ie in all ages), and IIaodáxA wros of 

mae operation of tbe Holy Spirit upon the hearts 
of all, of every age, whether converted or uncon- 
verted, though with widely different effects to each 
(sec 2 Cor. 11. 15, 16), I cannot doubt. In confir- 
mation of the above view, as to the general reference 
in this whole passage, I may appeal to the autho- 
rity of almoet all the Reformers, . Luther, 
Melanch., and Calv., whose matter here is im- 
portant, though my limite will only allow me to 
adduce a TN — he — — — end aud 

rpose of Christ in bringing fo words, 
Thich might have been left unsaid without being 
missed either by the hearers or the readers. But 
the end and purpose, as indicated by him, shows 
why they were brought forward, and thus affords 
a key to unlock the mystery, and a clue to the 
true sense. For, as Calvin remarks, * Promiserat 
Spiritum suum discipulis : nunc doni prastantiam 
ab effectu commendat, quia Spiritue hic non eos 
modo privatim reget, sustinebit, ac tuebitur, sed 
vim suam et efficaciam latius di .. Sin- 
prs ergo ejus excellentia describitur, quod 

hoc modo tribunal suum eriget ad i 
candum totum orbem. That the above view of 
the extent of sense in xdcpos, and also of that 
contained in the above representation of the 
Spirit in hie miseion, for the benefit of Chris- 
tians of all ages, was not unknown to the early 
Greek piri | from — 
passage of Bt. Cyril: Asi yàp Térras quar 
cowevove xal uarOyovs yevioĝa: rit Oslas 
aeTov pices, «Lip idu THY olxsiay ddivres 
[env eis évépay ueraoxaváQacÓac áN Hy ov 
&TÍpes TovTov duvacGar rvysiv, el ph dia THe 
Tov ‘Ayiov IlvsóuaTot xoiwevíae Ta xai 
peTovaías" © ye why olxsioe TovTow xatpds 
mata Thy Tov ZwTipos iwidnpiay ioti. 

I2. woAXa] ‘ many other doctrines ;' such as 
the abrogation of the ceremonial law, the re- 
moval of the distinction between Jews and 
Gentiles; and also, in os way, the more 
mysterious doctrines of the Gospel afterwards 
revealed through the Spirit, towards forming 
* the whole truth’ mentioned in the next verse. 

IIvebua tis adnbetas, 005- n en 14. ». 
?, e3 , n? 9 » ên- — 

ov yap AaAnce: ad’ éavrob, 1105» 1-29. 

IIoAAd xw Aévyaw is a popular mode of expres- 
sion for ‘I leave many things unsaid; why? 
because ye cannot flucTrá(sw, carry; lit. 
* stand ' = ‘understand,’ i. e. s0 as to re- 
ceive them, noto; an inability arising not so 
much from weakness of understanding, as from 
indisposition to admit what was so revolting to 
their Jewish prejudices. From this use of Bac. 
M. Arrian and Epict one might su it an 
idiom of ordinary, perhaps provincial, Greek, 
but that it occurs in the Rabbinical writers; 
whence it would seem to be Jewish, or rather 
Chaldee Syriac Greek. 

13. ixsivoe] ken emphatically, to denote 
the Comforter before mentioned, ver. 7. And 
here we may remark on this proof, among so 
many others existing in this Gospel, of the per- 
— of the Holy Spirit, —namely, from per- 
sonal actions being ascribed to him, and the mas- 
culine gender being used in speaking of him. 
— oony. Uae ele vaca» Tùy Render, 

*will guide you into all the truth, the whole 
truth’ (namely, as s the eubject in ques- 
tion); eee v i2, and comp. Acts xx. 27 (i. o. 
‘respecting the many things which I have yet to 
say, but which now ye cannot bear"), the whole 
system of Gospel truth, masay thy BovAny ov 

sov, Acts xx. 27; ioc. ao far as it was fitted for 
their ministry, Thv ?rpoerixovcay yrwprobnvas 
buty, as Euthym. after Chrys., remarks; though 
we are not to limit this with Grot., Le Clerc, 
and Hamm., to something merely transient, tem- 
porary, and external, euch as the founding and 
settling of churches, or the like; for, as Luther 
well — The Holy Ghost does not con- 
cern itself with things that are within the com- 
pass of man's ing (such as are worldly, 
temporal, and external, but internal and per- 
petual); how God's children are to be begotten 
out of sin and death to righteousness and ever- 
lasting life; how we are to fight against and 
to overcome the devil. It ie strange that Tisch. 
should in his second edition have em ad mitted 
into his text 4» ry aAXnOsia, though in his first 
he had adopted with Lachm. ale Tùy ddn0. T., 
from three very ancient MSS. and some Fathers, 
though in the teeth of strong internal evidence. 
There is no reason to reject the reading of the 
great body of the MSS., all the Lamb. and nearly 
all the Mus. copies, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, and retained by Griesb. and Scholz, 
especially since it is not only the more difficult 
reading, but conveys a stronger and deeper sense, 
since ‘to be a guide into, or unto, any truth, is 
more than to ance in the truth, i. e. to teach 
it; though the latter may well be implied in the 
former, as in a — of Rabbi Eliezer, cited by 
Lampe, where he says of the Patriarch Joseph, 
that ' the Spirit of holiness dwelt upon him from 
his boyhood until the s of his death, and led 
him stato (thus guiding him $n) every word of 
wisdom (comp. Bs. xxiv. 5), as a shepherd guides 
his M 5 

U 



660 JOHN XVI. 14—19. 

GAN’ Goa àv dxovon ANadnoe Kal TA épyópeva ávanryeXet vu. 
14 'Exeivos pè So€dces, Öri éx ToU pod Amperat, xal avaryyeret 

mpos tov llarépa. 

üpiv. l5!IIávra boa éyet ó Tlarnp, ¿pa ote ià roro elrov, 
h, Ste èx ToU pod Ampperat, Kal àyaryyeXet. piv. 

&1-8- Oëb ewpetré ue kai madi paxpóv, xai čyeobé pe Öri yw vrranyo 
U Elrov oùv èx TOv pabnrayv aùroð mpòs 

16 Mixpóv, xai 

áXXijNovs*. Ti éors Toro 0 reyes huir Mixpóv, kal ov Üecpetré 
pe kal mdr pakpóv, xal Ovrea0é pe kac Ort eyo UTayw mpòs 
rov IIarépa ; 8 éXeyov oov: Tovro ri éa Tw, Ò Xéye, TO paxpóv ; 
OvK oidapev Tí XaAei. 

— où yàp AaAnon aq’ davrov, &c.] q. d. 
‘for his teaching, like my own all along to you, 
will not be dd’ &avrov, proprio motu, but such as 
shall be agreeable to the injunctions of the Father, 
and therefore absolutely true and Divine. Nay, 
moreover, he will not only open out to you the 
whole truth of things past, but also, as need may 
require, he will show you things which are 
coming, or, are about to happen; meaning not 
only what are concerned with the building up of 
the Church of Christ, but the completion of the 
system of Divine Truth. And in this point of 
view we may consider the Holy Spirit as not 
only the Spirit of Truth, but of Prophecy ; for I 
agree with Stier and Alford that, as the direct 
fulfilment to the Apostles of leading into the 
whole truth was the unfolding to them those 
truths which they have delivered down to us in 
the Acts of the Apostles, so its complete fulfil- 
ment was the giving the A pocalypee, in which 
these very Tå ipyoueva here mentioned are dis- 
tinctly the subject of the Holy Spirit’s revela- 
tion, and with which his direct testimony cloves. 

14. ixeivos ipi — ‘It is He who 
shall glorify ; meaning, probably, as Bp. Lonsd. 
explains, that ‘ by the truth which he imparts to 
you he will minister to my glorv, for he will im- 
pert nothing but what he shal) receive of me.’ 

Acts ii. 38. A yet closer paraphrase will be 
this :—' Inasmuch as whatsoever he shall show 
forth (lit. * make report’) unto you he will have 
rene out of my store. on course gs : — 
ing forth’ is supposed to — y the in- 
et teaching of. the Spirit, to the minds, and im- 

by bis holy influences upon the hearts, of 
those in whom he dwells. 

15. &vr« 0ca—iuá icri] In this clause, 
taken in conjunction with the preceding context, 
we have a clear view of the essential relations of 
the Holy Trinity, and such as is calculated to 
establish the truth of the doctrine against the 
Socinians; for, as says Lampe, ‘bere are three 
persons expressly distinguished from each other, 
and yet among them the closest connexion is said 
to subsist. e glory ascribed to them is equal ; 
and yet this by no means precludes the supposi- 
tion tbat the Son is the Heir of the Father, and 
the Holy Spirit the te of both.” 
— da Tovro Irov) 'Wherefore it is that 

I (just now) said;' meaniug, 'that was the 
ground of my assertion.” 

16—24. Here our Lord, after having cheered 
his hearers with the promise of Com- 
forter, even the Paraclete, who should supply his 
place, recurs to a painful subject, and, hastening 

19 Evuo ovv 0 'Incots Ste TjÜcXov avrov 

to the conclusion of his discourse, he first s 
of his almost immediate withdrawal from them, 
but opens out a source of comfort, by pointing at 
the everlasting consolation (2 Thess. ii. 13), sus- 
pended on that present mournful se š 
reviving them with the assurance that they would 
shortly seo him again, and that subsequently 
their sorrow would be turned into joy, and a 
foundation laid for solid and subetantial satisfac- 
tion.—Ov ÓOseptire, Pres. for Fut. A most 
touching form of expression to denote abeence by 

—Owecdé us is for rádiv oy. Meant of 
hie visible advent after the resurrection. The 

their faith, as it now cheered their sorrow. 
17. ri dere Tovro, &c.] It may seem sur 

prising that the Apostles should have failed to 
comprehend what our Lord had said. But the 
thing is easily accounted for when we consider 

——— of his hire ppe remember 
that they were predictive, intentionali 
obscure, and only to be Vadoretood after their 
fulfilment. Besides, the Apostles’ pe ions 
wero clouded by deep-rooted prejudices as to the 
temporal nature of Christ's kingdom, and dulled 
by their excess of sorrow on learning that, what- 
ever might be the full sense of the words, they 
were, at least, to be deprived of their Lord. 

18. rovro—AaXet}] Construe, Tí iors rovre 
vd uixpóv 0 diyes; Render: * What meaneth 
this little while that he th of?" 

— obæx oldausr Ti Nahe?) lit, ‘we know not 
what he is talking about * (words prob. pronounced 
aside); prob. a popular mode of e ion, 
equiv. to ‘ we know not what he means;' like that 
in Soph. Aj. 265, Tas roët’ ideEac; ob károd’ 
Swee Aéysie,—words expressing ignorance and 
yet implying a desire of knowledge, expreesed 
in the words following, #0eAoy avTó» ipeaàr. 
Comp. also Antiphan. IlpofgAwue, fr. i. 5, ove 
ols’ 6 rs Aéyus (* I know not what vou mean") 
ovài» Adyece yap, for ‘you say nothing” (that I 
ean understand 

19. éyve viv o "I ncous, &c.] Render: ' Now 
Jesus knew that they were desirous to ask him 
the meaning of what he had said, and accordingly 
he said unto them, * What, then, are ye debating 
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époraw xai elmev avrois: Ilep rovrov Üxréire per dXXrjAovy, 
őri evrov Mixpóv kal ov Oewpetré pe, xal madw puxpov xal 

óyren0€ pe. 9 ' Aud» auny Xéyo piv, ört * kXavaere Kal Opn- vers. 
vücere vpeis, 0 Se xocpos xaprjceraw tpyeis 66 AvmÜiacaÜe, Lxe* v. 
AAN Ñ) Avr) tóv eis xyapàv yevrjaeras 21)" eyvyi) Stay Tücry) 11s 9.17. 
Av qv Exes, Sts HAGEv 7) Opa abris’ Grav 96 yeyynon TO Trai&(ov, 
oùe Ér& pynuovever Tis ÜXiNreos, Sid rv yapày Gre éyevviün 
ávÜpevros eis TOV kÓcpov. 2 ™ kal pueis ody Amy pèv 

m Ls: 

VUV "Acta 18. 53. 

Eyere máy 96 dopa: Úuâs, xal xapijaeras vuv 7 Kapdia, cs w is 
«ai THY yapàv ùv ovdels alpe ad’ 
TH "uépa uè ovx epwrncere ovdev. ‘Apiw apy Xéyo vpiv, 

about the meaning of what I have just said,—a 
little while?' &c. Our Lord, however, in the 
next verse does not explain to them what he had 
said, because they would not have understood the 
explanation ; and therefore on) on what 
he bad said, foretelling what literally took place 
both as to their sorrow and the world's joy (we 
Mark xvi. 10. Luke xxiv. 17, as also infra xx. 
20. Luke xxiv. 41, 52, 53) ; though he comforts 
them at v. 22 by the assurance that their present 
sorrow would soon be turned into joy, not tem- 
porary but lasting, and never to be taken away. 

20. duny dune Adve Üpuir, &c.] Our Lord 
did not, for the reason above mentioned, give any 

iom. And thus his silence may be su 
posed to imply, ‘ Yet it is so. What 1 have said 
you will find true.' In order, however, to more 
deeply imprese their minds, he points to the cir- 
cumstances which should accompeny the events 
in question; namely, at the first sorrow of his 
disciples, and the triumphant exultation of the 
world ; then the grief of the disciples soon after- 
warde turned into joy. 

At xXAavceTs xal 0pnvácaras there is a kind 
of climax,—since the latter is by far the stronger 
term, denoting the expression of funeral wailings 
(comp. 2 Sam. i. 17. Jer. xxii. 20), and meant 
to intimate their mourning for him as if dead 
(comp. Luke xx. 27). The term Av. in the 
next clause has even greater force, because it 
denotes that deeply-seated feeling marked by the 
Poet, ‘light sorrows speak ; great grief is dumb.” 

21. Our Lord here illustrates what he has just 
said by a simile frequent in Scripture (as Is. xxi. 
3. xxvi. 17. xxxvii. 3. Jer. iv. 31. xxii. 23. 

ob wavy eidaipounde Ò üTtvos. 
22. alpes] Present Indefinite —Xapiceras 

bui» ñ x. A strong expression, signifying, ' ye 
shall feel heartfelt joy. By Thv xapày ùpwv 
ovdsis alpsı dq’ ùpwv it is meant that their joy 

a & 15. 10. 

tuov. %" Kal èv éxeivy Matt. 7.7. 
Mark 11. 94. 
James 1. 6. 

should be uninterrupted and permanent; not 
liable to be taken away, as is all joy subject to 
human contingencies. 

23, 24. Christ here subjoins, what would tend 
to repress their anxiety for the explanation which 
he had thought fit sot to give them; q. d. * At 
that period (namely, the ascension of Christ and 
the sending of the Holy Gbost) ye will bave no- 
thing to ask me ; meaning, in other worde, that 
‘they would have »o occasion to put questions’ 
on that of which as yet he had not thought fit to 

ve them a full explanation: for the Holy 
bost would supply them with all n 

information thereupon. Then, on the subject of 
putting questions, Christ engrafts that of preferring 

; showing that, ‘whatever they might 
have to ask in his name and for his cause, the 
Father would grant it them.’ Here Alf. bids us 
notice ‘tho right reading,’ i.e. of his text (and 
Tischendorff^s), in which the words iv res óvo- 
pare are placed, not before, but after ocs: 
out», on the authority of only 6 uncial ies, 
the Sahid. Vers., Origen, and Cyril. But it is 
far from certain that it ts the right reading. The 
pa: body of the uncial MSS., together with, as 

as I know, all the cursive copies, confirmed 
by all the Versions but one (an inferior one, and 
tampered with), confirm the text. rec., and inter- 
nal evidence is not in favour of the other reading. 
Alf. endeavours to establish Ais, as the right - 
ing ‘on the gloss of Luthardt ;' ‘ He being the ele- 
snent or region of all communication between God 
and the Church.' But there is something precari- 
ous in euch a reason as that for adopting a reading 
so inadequately grounded. Some proof from 
SCRIPTURE is requisite to make the reading worthy 
of serious attention. My own persuasion is, that 
the reading of those 6 copies arose solely from 
the carelessness of the writers of some 2 or 3 
ancient Archetypes, who, having first omitted i» 
Two dvopatt, then, as in a thousand other cases 
of omission, brought the words in at a wrong 
place. That the words are omitted in some 
copies we know; and that they were absent from 
some at a porion as early as the time of the 
Archetypes I speak of, is certain from the poeti- 
cal Version of Nonnus. That the transposition 
should occur in Origen and Cyril, adde scarcely 
any weight to this so called ‘true reading ;' 

. if we consider the laxity and carelessness, 
in such things, of the Fathers, especially of ono 
whose evidence in such.a case is often in contra» 
diction to his own elsewhere. 
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o ch. 14, 18, 
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pos 17. 18. 

l. 10. 

JOHN XVI. 24—32. 

6r. °dca àv airnonre rov llarépa èv TQ Ovouar( pov, Saces 
34" Eos apts ovx yrjoare oùðèv év TQ Ovóouarí pov 

Paireire, xai AmpecOe, va ù xapà ipv f TemXnponérn. 
25 Tatra év mapoipiais AcAaAnKa byt AAN Epyeras dpa, Gre 
oux ër dv trapoiplais Nadjow bpiy, àXXà Tappycia Trepi TOU 
Ilarpós avaryyer® ipiv. ?9'Ev xem Tf) "uépa év TQ ovopate 
pov airjaeaÜe xal ov Xéyo pir, Ste éyà epwrncw Tov IIarépa 
qepi ipar 7 3 avrog yap 6 Ilarnp duXei twas, Gre vets épé 
mepidnxate, xal remi reUkaTe Ste eyo Tapa Tov coU éEjAOov. 
28 'EE5ASov map rov llarpós, kai édndAvOa eis Tov KoOopor 
mav adinus Tov xóa pov, Kat Tropevopas Tpós tov IIarépa. 

29 Aéyovew aùr oi ua8grai avro “Ide viv mappnoia ^a- 

24. ie* dors obx jrüc.— pov] Meaning, 
by this very briefly expressed sentence, ‘Up to 
the present time ye have, indeed, asked of the 
Father in prayer; but not in my name [as ye 
shall hereaher do: so that ye may] ask, and ye 
shall receive; that your joy may 
by a full grant of your requests.’ 

25—32. The discourse is here brought to a 
solemn close. 

25. In this verse the sense will be best ascer- 
tained by adverting to the two antithetical ex- 
pressions, dy wapoimiare AaAsip and mappnoia 
dvayyeXziv. As to the former, the term rapor- 
sla signifies not only a , but, as here, 
whatever is expressed (as proverbs usually were) 
in figurative language and in an obscure manner, 
ao as not at first to be understood, espec. by the 
less informed, or less attentive. I would com- 
pere with the sentiment, ech. Agam. 1154, 
where Cassandra says, @pevwce è’ (scil. (uas) 
oix it’ i£ alseyuáTov. 

Here, then, our Lord grants that, in his pre- 
ceding discourses, he h — on the subjects 
in question with more or lese of obscurity and 
enigma. And by the words following, 4A" žo- 
XiTaı Spa Gre ovx iTi, &c., he intimates the 
reason for this,—namely, that to have done 
otherwise would have been then unseasonable 
and premature. 
By repli roù Ilarpde we may — to be 

meant, * concerning the perfections and attributes 
of the Father,' the way of access to him, and his 
counsels for the salvation of men and the esta- 
blishment of the Christian Church. The /x/fil- 
ment of the present ise is alluded to at Luke 
xxiv. 26—44, and Acts i. 3. 

26—28. Here are indicated the advantages re- 
sulting from this fuller knowledge: * At that 
time Gi. e. when I shall have more fully taught 
you concerning my Father, his counsels, and de- 
crees) ye sball address your prayers in my name, 
and shall receive benefits unspeakably precious. 
In this view the remark of Lücke is a just infer- 
ence, —that ‘the more knowledge, the more prayer 
in the name of Jesus." 

complete, 

Acts, xai Trapotmiay ovdepiay Néyew. 30 € viv oióapev * Ets olbas 
TávTG, Kal oU ypelav eyes tva, tis ce éperá. Èv ToUTP Tia TeU- 
opev Or, amò Oeod éEjAOes. 9!'AmrexpiUn avrois 0 '"InaoUs 

26. xal ob Aéye—b pur] Since Christ has at 
xiv. 16, promised that he will ask the Father on 
their behalf, and as we have just after, xvii. 9, 
seqq., an actual intercession for them, and as 
Christ is at Rom. viii. 34. Heb. vii. 25, and 1 John 
ii. ], said to be continually interceding for his 
disciples, the sense of the words must be, not 
what they would at first seem to express, but 
what has been assigned by the most eminent 
Interpreters for the last century, —namely, ‘I 
need not say that I shall pray the Father for 
you, since that you know I will do [nay. there is 
no need, in another respect] ; for the Father him- 
self (avrds, for aüToxíAsvo os, used by Non- 
nus) loveth you [and therefore may be presumed 
to be alwa y and willing to bestow on you 
all needful blessings ]. This idiom has the tech- 
nical name tio, and is to be found even in 
the Classical writers. The scope of what is here 
said is, as Alf. obeerves, ‘to show that His inter- 
cession does not imply their exclusion from access 
to the Father, but rather ensures that access by 
the especial love which the Father bears to those 
who believe in and love his Son." 

28. On the full sense of iz5A0ov wapa Tov 
Iar., * ] did come forth" (as denoting, not * mis- 
sion from,’ but * ion from,' God, implying 
the being with , and very Gop). . iii. 
18, 31. vi. 62, and see the note of Lampe in my 
Recens. Synop. 

$0. viv oldaues, &c.] Menig * Now we ex- 
perimentally know that to thee all the thoughts 
and secrets of men's hearts are open, and there- 
fore we cannot doubt of thv divine mission." 

31. dpri micrevere ;]. Our Lord checks their 
excessive confidence, and inculcates diffidence in 
their own strength ; q. d. * Do ye now really and 
fully believe ?* The inte ion here, as Calv. 
and "puru remark, invo ig a delicate sar- 
casm ; q. d. * e boast such great things, as 
if ye fally believed. ? But, alas! there will 496 
occur that which will discover 
Alf., indeed, pronounces that ‘ this is not a ques- 
tion,’ this very belief being elsewhere ized 
and commended ; and so Stier, —but both, I ap- 

our emptiness." 



JOHN XVI. 33. XVII. 1. 

oxopmiaOire éxaaros eis TA Wia, Kal epè povoy ádiyre xai 
oUx eit povos, 6r. 6 IIarnp per’ euov ore 39 " Taira Med- 
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u ch. 14. 37. 
v ver. 1, 3. 
ch. 15. Í8— 

Anka tpiv, iva. èv époi eiprjvgv &yrre. ." "Ev TQ roope Orlapiv Pru s. 
a4 {ere adda Oapceire, éyà vevixnka Tov Koo pov. 

prehend, mistakenly. There may not be an in- 
terrogation. But even if we remove it, it will 
come to the same thing; since the sense must 
be, * So then ye believe, —in which there is all 
but an implication of interrogation (‘do ye?") ; 
and even if not, somewhat of reproof is conveyed ; 
but that is not in the Johannean manner. How- 
ever, I must retain the interrogation found in 
several Versions, Syr. and Vulg. and Nonnus, 
and ably explained by Euthym., who, after say- 
ing that our Lord is rebuking their imperfect 
faith, remarks, that it is as much as to say, dp7i 
9ricTAUaTS dyTENGS ; od (read ovyi) dpr, 
iiy yap vuas 0 iaaros hòn kaipós. This, 
indeed, is requi by the very next words, 
whose connexion with the foregoing is ably 
traced by Calv., Lampe, and Matt. Henry. 

32. xai vir — is now come.’ At 
Idia supply olxýuara. | Macc. vi. 54, éoxop- 
qríaUncav ixaoros els TÓv TóTroy abrov. Comp. 
Hom. Odyss. a, 274, pynoripas piv iwi opi- 
Tapa oxidvsacBat advwy8:. This alludes, not, as 
some have imagined, to the Apostles and disci- 
ples going to their own dwellings after Christ's 
crucifixion (for there was no abandonment in 
that, and they could not thus be said to have left 
him alone), but to what is recorded at Matt. xxvi. 
56, and Mark xiv. 50, rors ol pabnrai wévres 
apivreas avtdv, ipuyov,—namely, to their 
own homes. By povoy is meant, alone and un- 
supported by aid or sympathy; for, with the 
exception of John, not one of the Apostles stood 
by the croes. 
— «ai obx tlui, &c.] The xai has here, as 

often, the sense and yet, standing for kai ros. 
And in per’ iuov there is an allusion to the 
— meaning of the expression. See note on 
viii. 29. 

33. Tavra AsddAnxa, &c.] By Tavra we 
must understand, not merely (as has been sup- 
posed intended) what was just before intimated 
of the weakness of their faith, and the flight con- 
sequent upon it, but all that has been said in the 
foregoing discourses. 

With respect to the meaning of the next words, 
Tra iv iol alptuny Iynre, some suppose it to 
be, ‘that ye might be at peace in your minds 
about me;' by which i» 4uol will be for ivsxa 
or Tepi buou, ‘as sme. Yet this sense, 
though sufficiently suitable to the ing, is 
by no means so to the f ing context; and 
moreover, such a signification of iy is unsutho- 
rized: not to say that the interpretation itself 
uite dis-spiritualizes the whole penege From 

the words iv rw xócue Orly» Eara it should 
rather appear, that the peace in question is meant, 
not as it regarded Christ, but themselves ; and thus 
we may suppose, with the ancient and most mo- 
dern Ealen. that i» inol means * by faith in 
me. Thus slońvn will denote that tranquillity 
of mind, consolation, and comfort, which he had 
so solemnly bequeathed them a little before 
(xiv. 27), and such as is alone to be attained 

3. 12. 

rough Him ‘who is our Peace.’ See Eph. ii. 

For í£ere, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
i xaTa, from nearly all the uncial, and very many 
cursive MSS. (to which I add all the Lamb. 
MSS. except one, most of the Mus. copies, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 17), with the Pesch. Syr. and 
other Versions; and it is probably the true read- 
ing, denoting what our Lord's disciples may ex- 
pect as their customary state ; for, as says our 

t bard : * To each his sufferings ; all are men 
ndemned alike to groan; The tender for 

another's pain, Th’ unfeeling for bis own.’ I 
should indeed have adopted the reading had I 
not borne in mind that the words ixysrs and 
{Era are so often confounded by the scribes, 
that in the very best MSS. it is an even chance, 
not depending on suitability, which shall be 
found. 
— vevlenxa tov xkócuor] This is, as Kuinoel 

and Tittman observe, the tc Preterite for 
the Future; which is employed when the future 
event is just about to take place. Nixay here 
signifies, as Lampe, Tittman, and Kuinocl have 
shown, to foil or frustrate, and is a term used of 
those who rise superior to their enemies, by at- 
taining safety in spite of their endeavours to harm 
them. Comp. Rom. viii. 37. 1 John iv. 4. 

Koouoe here denotes the unbelieving and per- 
secuting part of the world, combined under their 
leader the dpxwv Tov xócuov 'ovTov, to de- 
stroy the cause of the Gospel. By saying that 
He hath overcome the world (for the éyw is 
emphatic; q. d. ‘I, for my part’), our Lord in- 
timates, that by following his example, and 
the same all-powerful. aid (that of the Father, 
seo v. 32, with his own and the Holy Spirit's), 
they might also come off more than conquerors’ 
in the day of tribulation and persecution, Seo 
Rom. viii. 37. 1 Cor. xv. 57. 2 Cor. ii. 14. 
1 John iv. 4. 

XVII. After concluding the above impressive 
discourse, —with whicb he closed his direct in- 
structions to his disciples, —Christ, in their pre- 
sence, addresses himself in prayer to the God of 
all grace and strength; 1) on his ows behalf; for 
his glorification with the Father, v. 1—5; 2) for 
his disciples, v. 6—19; 3) for all believers in 
him, both Jews and Gentiles, 19—26, as Me- 
diator and Intercessor between God and man; 
Judge, to determine the final condition of all 
men; and Saviour, to bestow life on as many as 
had been given unto him in the covenant of re- 
demption. See supra x. 16; vi. 37. Of the sub- 
stance of this Divine effusion it has been truly 
observed, that had we no other knowledge of 
Chriet than what was thence furnished, it would 
be sufficient to set forth to our view the supreme 
dignity of our exalted Redeemer, bis unspeakable 
love to man, and the momentous nature of the 
work he was effecting. 

The intent of this prayer appears to have been 
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not only to comfort, but to instruct, the disc ples; 
unfolding, as it does, the grand mystery oí the 

]—the instituted means of salvation by the 
Father and the Son conjointly, and affording an 
illustrious ezample to believers in all ages, of 
pious resignation to the will of God, and devout 
prayer to God, under all circumstances of peril, 
tribulation, and affliction; teaching them that, 
while ‘suffering according to the will of God,’ 
they should ‘commit the keeping of their souls 
to fim, as unto a faithful Creator.’ (1 Pet. iv. 
19.) From this diversity of purpose we may 
readily account for the variation of manner ob- 
servable in different parts of the prayer; for 
though Christ sometimes addresses the Father 
as the Incarnate Son of Gud, yet he sometimes 
supplicates as man, in quality of man. There is 
something — impressive in that portion 
where he addresses his Father for his Household, 
the Apostles and Disciples, the foundation of 
God's Household, the Church (Eph. ii. 19), that 
God would preserve them in hes name, in the 
knowledge thereof imparted by him, give them 
a spirit of sity and concord, and protect them 
a and Ton t — mone v. — ee 

ey might partake of his glory in heaven, an 
be i^ peas by his love ind. presence on ,*. 
24—26 ; finally, for all future believers, through 
their word, whether written or spoken by preach- 
ing, that they might be endued with the same 
spirit of unity and concord, and the same zeal for 

e conversion of the whole world, v. 20—23. 
l. imps Tove ó90.] A gesture like the lift- 

ing up of tho hands, as an attitude of reverent 
devotion, of which many examples occur both in 
the Scriptures and in the Classical writers; so 
Virg. Æn. ii. 587, * At Pater Anchises oculos ad 
sidera ]etus Extulit, et celo palmas, cum voce, 
tetendit. But here we must consider it as an 
exact depicting, by the Evangelist, of that gesture 
—the uplifted eyes (not hands, for he prays here 
not ae a suppliant, but as a Mediator and Inter- 
cessor between God and man) which accom- 
panied the pronunciation of an address the most 
august that was ever, through the Spirit, put on 
record, and forming a composition at once the 
moet simple, yet pathetic in expression, though 
the most profound in sense, and accordingly 
styled by a great theologian (Zanchius), ' Fw 
mentum tottus Ecclesia a condito orbe ad finem 
usque seculorum.’ 
— ale TÓv oùpavóv] meaning, ‘ upwards,’ ‘in 

the direction of heaven.” 
— xal siw:]: I quite agree with Mr. Alf, 

where he says (O si sic omnia!) that ‘it is im- 
possible to regard the following Prayer as other- 
wise than the very words of our Lord himself, 
faithfully rendered by the Evangelist, in the 
power of the Holy Spirit. Indeed, if such a pro- 
mise as that at xiv. 26 was made and fulfüled, 
then these must be the words of the Lord him- 
self' One might t that with such a com- 
position the ancient Critics would have forborne 
to tamper; but no such thing. The favourite 

JOHN XVII. 2, 3. 

pods avtod eis Tov oùpavòv xai ele Ilárep, OujXw0ev 5 dpa- 
Sofacov cov tov Tio iva kai 6 Tics aov Sokacyn ce 2» kaDas 
wras avrQ éfovoiay mdons capxós, iva trav 0 wras abre, 

avTois Lev aiwviov. 3 * Airy Óé éarw 9 aiwvios Cor), 

Codices of our Critica] Triumvirs, B. C, D, L, 
and a few cursives of the same Family, for x«i 
iv fps have iwdpas, which I find also in 3 Mua. 
copies, and Trin. Coll B, x. 16, which was 
adopted by Lachm., and by Tisch. in his let 
Edit, who afterwards led the text. rec., 
which is retained by Alf., who right) 
the other reading ‘an emendation of style.” 

but simply — Ilarsp} Not Ilarsp ; 
Nation, which, as , & simplicity of a 

gel says, ‘ante omnes decuit Filium Dei," 
—that great name in which all the mystery of 
Redemption is included. The best itors 
are agreed that our Lord here prays, in his man- 
hood, for the exaltation of the manhood ; —but in 
virtue of his Godhead, v. 5. See more in Lampe 
and Schoettg. and Stier. 

— ià ýàÀvð:» 5 Gpa] Meaning (as at John 
vii. 90) ‘the decisive and appointed time, the 
time in which the glory both of the Father and 
of the Son should be reciprocally manifested. 
— óo£acór cov Tò» Yióv] The principal 

sense here muet be, as m v. 5, * receive 
him, after his death, resurrection, and ascension, 
into the glory be originally had in heaven.’ On 
the satwre of that glory, how it was manifested 
in heaven, developed ou earth, and revealed to 
men; how the Son was glorified by the Father, 
and the Father was glorified by the Son, in all 
his attributes, and in the whole work of salva- 
tion, see Calvin, Melancthon, and Lampe. 

— Iva ò Ylos cov dof. oa] These words, as 
Stier says, ‘ fully prove e Son is equal to 
the Father as touching his Godhead; for what 
creature could stand before his Creator, and utter 
such words ?° 

2. xabue £&exac—capxós, &c.] The Particle 
kaÜ às suggests the reason and cause of the pra 
here offered; wherein our Lord refers both his 
own glory and that of his Father to the work of 
salvation committed to him. 
— iEovcíay wdont capxót] ‘a power over all 

mankind.’ A Hebraism (see Gen. vi. 3, 12), 
with an Hellenistic use of the Genitive. On the 
full extent of this august power claimed by our 
Lord, Lempe and Tittman show that it involves 
the governance of all human affairs, the a- 
tion of the vicissitudes of times and places, &c. : 
all in order to accomplish the work of human 
salvation; a work committed to him, as the 
Saviour of men, in order that he who obtained 
that salvation might be the Giver of it, in order 
by thie sacrifice of himself to atone for the sins 
of the whole world. 

3. atrn 8é iocrw—Xpierór] In the inter- 
pretation of ay verse the deno caution is 
requisite, since from it senses the very opposite 
have been sought. It bas ever been regarded by 
the Heterodox as one of their strong-holds, and 
from this they have adventured to impugn the 
doctrine of the Deity of Curist. In order to 
effectually frustrate their attempt, many Ortho- 
dox Commentators, ancient and modern, adopt 
such a construction of the sentence, as that the 
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wa yuan koci oe Tov povov adnOwov O«cóv, kai, dy dréaeiXas 

'Incobv Xpioróv. *’Eyo ce otaca emi ris yas’ TÒ Epyov 

words Tò» povoy 4dnOivdv Gedy may belong not 
only to the Father, but also to the Son. This 
they seek to effect in two ways; 1. by inverting 
the natural order of the words, thus: ‘Ut te, et 
quem misisti Jesum Christum, solnm verum 

um agnoscant. 2. By supposing an ellipsis 
of slvai, and after xai supplying dua coi. But 
the best Commentators have long been ; 
that this arbitrary ee lon and sx 9 
words involves so muc aryl paneer dr d 

tation founded thereon is inadmissible. In- 
eed, as Bp. Middleton observes, *it could only 

have originated in a wish to evade the conse- 
quences which this text has been supposed to 
establish.” We must not, then, seek here an 
assertion y the Deity of Christ, but content our- 
selves with proving that Christ is xo¢ here repre- 
sented as a mere , much less a mere MAN. 
That our Lord did not, could not, mean to make 
such an assertion, is plain both from the 
itself, and from what precedes and follows it. 

In the first place it is proper to ascertain the 
exact sense of the terms uóvov dAnO:ydy and 
yiveoxew. Now this will mainly depend upon 
the construction, about which no little difference 
of opinion exists. There are two classes of Inter- 
reters, who each sup an ellipeis of elvas. 
ut as Bp. Middleton has proved, the exposition 

of the one class is negatived by the presence of 
the Article roy; and that of the other, both by 
that, and by its involving an unprecedented harsh- 
ness pis i pies It is — i TÓV 
provoy . is in apposition with oa ; and we may, 
either with Lampe, su the rd» to mean, ‘ wits 
art the,” &c. ; or with Bp. Middleton, render, * as 
being. It is, however, most important to ascer- 
tain the true import of uóvov 4An0. Now many 
ancient itors (as Athanasius, and most of 
the early Fathers), and, of the moderns, Calv., 
Zanch., Bp. Bull, Wets., Tittm., Hales, and 
others, suppose the words to recognize in God 

, the Father a superiority, as bein such princi- 
.paliter, and xar ifoyny; the Fountain of all 
' Deity; namely, as it is expressed by Athanasius 
vcited by Bp. Bull), Def. Fid. Nic. p. 264, re 
óvos aytvynror, kai uóvos wy) ÜsornTos. 

Aet, however true may be the doctrine itsel 
(which, however, I would not venture to affirm), 
Ia bere it should seem to be out of place. 
néeed, one of the arguments which most effec- 

tually keep out the heterodox interpretation will 
p. r to,exclude tkis. And to those by whom it 

leen supported, we may, to a certain d R 
apply what Bp. Middleton has said of the Soci- 
nian ‘interpreters, who, he observes, ‘argue as 
if in par Saviow r's days there had been the same 
contr(versy about the xature and essence of the 
One ;lrue God, as arose afterwards; whereas 
the dispute then was, whether there were a plu- 
ralitj of Gods, or only One; of which the Jews 
hel the latter, and the whole Pagan world the 
fomer opinion. This very circumstance, I 
vould — — in favour of p —— 
pretation whi as every appearance of being 
the true one, and has been adopted by some 
ancient and many eminent modern itors 
a3 Lucas Brug., Maldon., Grot., Whitby, Pearce, 
hleus., Bp. Middl., Bp. Burgess, Dr. Pye 

Smith), according to which povoy dO. is 
meant in opposition to the false gods of the 
heathens, who have no real entity; comp. l Thess. 
i. 9. And so Bp. Turton (against Dr. Wiseman) 
explains it to mean, ‘ him who is true, or the true 
One ; thereby conveying the idea that while inse- 
curity and uncertainty are inherent in every 
thing here below, stability essentially belongs to 
God. Thus, then (to use the words of Bp. 
Middleton), the Apostles would be taught that 
eternal life ‘is only to be obtained by a know- 
ledge of the one true God, and of Jesus Christ; 
thus directing the mind to the truths both of 
natural and revealed religion.' This I am en- 
abled to confirm from Joseph. Antt. viii. 13, 6, 
mwpocexivouy (va Osdv, kai uíyicrov xal 
4X05 povoy dwoxadouvres’ Tove È dAXove 
óvóuaTa U*Ó dajAov kai dvojtrou dotne 
wemoinpéva, and Antt. x. 11, 7, where Nebu- 
chadnezzar calls the God of Daniel (Jehovah) 
TÓV povoy àX107, xal TO way aret £xorTa, 
i e. greater than all the gods of the heathens; 
also from Eurip. Iph. Taur. 919, uóvos iuo 
gahs díXos is said by Orestes of Pylades. 
Nor can any inference be justly drawn against 
the Deity of Christ from uovov being here sub- 
joined after Oro»; for, as Wetstein well observes, 
such terms as sole, only, or singular, are not 
o d to the idea of plurality in the most 
absolute and exclusive sense, but frequentl 
denote that which is most eminent, distinguished, 
or And, as Dr. Pye Smith with equal 
truth remarks, ‘exclusive, as well as universal, 
terms in Scripture are not to be regarded as 
necessarily signifying absolutely, but they must 
frequently be understood with a limitation sug- 
gested by the nature and circumstances of the 
case." Of this use of uóros instances occur in 
Mark vi. 47. John viii. 9. 1 Cor. ix. 6, et al. 
Indeed, the restricted sense of this term may be 
well illustrated by those expressions in the 
Liturgy of our Church, ‘Thou only art holy’ 
Marin of Christ, but not exclusively of the Holy 

irit); and * Thou only art the Lord’ (also said 
of Christ, but not exclusively of the Father). 
Thus it is plain that there is no opposition 
intended between the Father and the Son, and 
that the Father is no more said to be the true 
God to the exclusion of the Son, than at Is. xliv. 
6. xlv. 22. And consequently it is (as Bp. Mid- 
dleton says) ‘frivolous to introduce this passage 
into the Trinitarian dispute.’ 

To advert to the import of yivwoxect,—the 
term must, in its full force, denote such knowing 
and recognizing the Father and the Son to be 
what they have revealed themselves, cum effectu, 
and not in mere speculative knowledge, —whether 
head-knowledge or heart-knowledge, —through 
the excitement of the feelings, — as shall influence 
us to worship, serve, and obey them ;—such a 
oneness of will with God (see Cyril, cited supra 
xvi. 8—11),—as (to use the words of Calv. in 
allusion to 2 Cor. lii. 18) ‘shall transform us to 
the image of God, from faith to faith." 

Thus the general sense of the passage may be 
thus expressed : ‘ This is the way by which they 
may attain unto eternal salvation, —namely, to 
know and recognize Thee as the only true God, 
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and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent [as Me- 
diator between God and man] ;° thus intimating 
(as Calv. points out) that God is known by the 
interposition of this Mediator, inasmuch as be 
is known alone ‘in the face of Jesus Christ,’ 
who is his lively and ‘ express image.’ In short, 
the best comment on the present passage is 
1 Jobn v. 20. where see note. , 

4. oa ido—aca—rtd ipyow breX.] The full 
sense is, ‘I bave glorified, and continue to glo- 
rify ;' for, gs Bp. Lonsd. observes, ‘our Lord 
here speaks not only of what he had already 
done to glorify his Father by his /ife, but also 
of that which he was now about to do by his 
death ; which was to be the completion of the 
work that his Father had given him to do on the 
earth.” Now this work must not, with many 
recent Expositors, be interpreted of the work of 
teaching, but, as Calv., Lampe, and others, have 
shown, of all that our Lord had done throughout 
his whole ministerial course, terminating in his 
death, the crowning act which com all that 
he had done both as a Teacher and Exemplar, 
both as a Prophet and as a Saviour, atoning by 
the sacrifice of himself for the sins of the whole 
world. 

5. xal vvv déEaccy us có] The formula xal 
vuv is here transitive ; not, however, as denoting 
sequence only, but inference, and may be ren- 
dered ‘now then,’ ‘accordingly, == ‘since these 
things are so." The idiom is often used in the 
Sept. as introducing requests of grace, as Gen. 
xxvii. 8 31, 44. Josh. i. 1. Ruth ii 1i 3 but it 
is equally applicablo to urging a request for that 
to which there is a uM labs. ME here, on the 
ground of our Lord's perfect fulfilment of the 
work the Father had committed to him on earth. 
The glory thus sought is, as Lampe shows, not 
only the glory which he had with his Father be- 
fore the creation of the world, but also the glory 
promised to the n of Christ in the eternal 
covenant for man s salvation, —the especial glory 
iven to Christ in his mediatorial capacity, i. c. 

in bis éwofold nature of God and man, which 
differs from his glory as God, and his gu 
man. <A similar view is taken by Dr. Pye 
Smith, who explains it, somewhat vaguely, of the 
manifestation of his name, the — of the 
same moral and spiritual excellence, the same 
absolute and infinite perfection, in the person 
and character of the Son of God, to be effected 
by the extension and success of the Christian 
religion. For myself, on a point so involved in 
mystery, and where we can only *see through a 
glass darkly,’ I would not venture to defermine 
any thing. One thing is clear, and that is, —the 
pre ox istencs of the Son of God in glory with the 
ather before the creation of the world. The 

emptiness of the Socinian gloss, by which eTyo» 
is understood of the destination of the Father, 
has been fully shown by Lampe and Tittm, 
whom see in my Recens. Synopt. 

6—19. This portion is occupied with our 
Lord's prayer for his disciples; and that earnest 
intercessory address is introduced by adverting te 
that portion of the work that he had performed 
on earth (v. 4), which consisted in glorifying the 
name of God, his nature, attributes, and counsel 
for the salvation of those whom the Father hed 
given to him out of the unbelieving world to be 
taught by him, and thus b t to salvation ; as 
were the Apostles and disciples present. This, 
accordingly, naturally paves the way to tnlerves- 
sory prayer for them. 

. eoi yoav} Thine; 1. by right of creation 
and preservation ; and 2. by the bond of devoted 
attachment to thee. Aídwx«as, meaning, * hast 
given me them (through the “ i men- 
tioned supra vi. 44, where see note), as disciples. 
—Tòv Xó-yov cov Ter. means the doctrine of the 
Gospel, delivered to them through Christ by God 
the Father; q. d. * whatsoever thou hast commis- 
sioned me to speak." 

7. iyvoxav} lit. ‘they have known and do 
know, equiv. to have : 
Iyvoxa being one of what the grammarians call 
present-perfects, where a complete action implies 
: — — in the instance of TíÜps«e, 

mıxa, supra v.45; usuaprrópnke, supra i. 34 ; 
and AsAdA xa, viii. 40. ' 

8. rà pńnara &—didexa aéroi«] Comp. 
supra xv. 15, wdyra & fikovca rapa IIavp. p. 
éyvópica )uiv, where the terms dicen. and 
— are — — pi in 

paseages origin e disciples’ faith 
is intimated —Iyvecav &XAnOcs, ‘have truly, 
assuredly known.’ The phrase occurs supra vii. 
26, and Acts xii. 11, but not, I think, in the 
Classical writers, who use deest yw. Thus 
the faith mentioned just after is represented as 
reposing on the conviction arising from sure and 
certain knowledge ; comp. supra vi. 68, 69, where 
in wemtoredxapey kal iyvexamer Sti od 
st ò Xpiords, there is this same faith arising 
from our Lord's having, as Christ, the grae 
(ore alwviov, which he bad, as is here said, re- 
ceived (by hearing) from the Father. The rapá 
cov iE5AOo» here corresponds to the 6 Xpierés 
ò Tide rov Otov rov (&rToc . *Here, ob- 
serves Tittman, ‘we must be careful to distin- 
guish the proceeding of Jesus from God, xvi. 28, 
and coming to the earth, v. 3, from bis being 
sent WC as the Messiah. However, I am not 
sure both these may not be included, one as 
springing from the other. At any rate, the Apos- 
es comprehends both those heads. 
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9. Our Lord now prays for their preservation 
in the faith, and sled tbat they may be defended 
against the power of the Enemy, and maintain 
perfect unity one with another. 

— ob Tipi ToU Koopov iperro] Since our 
Lord further on, vv. 20, 22, pravs for the world, 
—nay, on another occasion (Luke xxiii. 34), for 
his very enemies, —this has been supposed to 
mean, ‘1 pray especially for thy faithful people ; 
they are worthy that I should pray for them.’ 
Others take the o0 —4AÀA4 in the sense nox tam 
—quam, to signify that the prayer for his disci- 
ples is not meant to exclude the world from his 
prayers. But these modes of solving the diffi- 
culty are alike uneatisfactory. It may best be 
removed by regarding the ovx iperc to mean * I 
am not now praying. The éyo is emphatic, and 
the words may be rendered freely, —' As for my- 
self, it is for them | am pes ; I am not 
[now] praying for the world at , but for 
those whom thou hast given to me,—for thine 
they are [to give)" For the world, i. e. the un- 
believing part of it, our Lord is not now pra ing, 
and could not, consistently with prayin , as he is 
now doing, especially for believers. For the world, 
however, he does pray at the latter clauses of vv. 
21 and 23, and there quite consistently, since he 
includes all who d become members of his 
Churc 

9. dre coi siot] Here is added a reason why 
God should protect them ; ‘for they are thine ;' 
i.e. now by adoption (see l John iii. 2), as 
heretofore by creation, &c.; see note supra v. 6. 

10. xal rà iud—ina] ‘Yea, all things that 
are mine are thine, and all things that are thine 
are mine. These words, which are parentheti- 
cal, seem intended to swstrate the preceding; 
since from the close communion of will, coun- 
sel, and works, of the Father and the Son, what- 
ever is the one's is also the other's, see xvi. 
15; & manifest proof of the Divinity of the Son. 
Hence the disciples are sometimes called the 
Father's, and sometimes the Son's. This, how- 
ever, is (as Calvin observes) meant to intimate that 
He will assuredly be heard, and they protected. 

— xai dedd-acua: iv avrois] These words, 
which connect with v. 9, seem meant to express 
something more than the preceding; q. d. ‘ they 
are not only mine, but I am glorified in and 
through them ; therefore they are Cur d mine,’ 
lit.,—by the use of the Perfect, for both Past and 
Pres. are idioms used when an action commenced 
in Past time is still continued,—‘ I have been, and 
am being glorified,’ i. e. by their faith and love. 
Nay, here the Fut. is included by anticipation. 
f Kai oux &ri—Epyopnai) These words offer 

another reason why he thus commends them to 
the protection of his heavenly Father; namely, 
because they will soon be deprived of his presence 
in the body, under which they had hitherto felt 

secure. (Calvin.) See xiv. 18. The full sense 
is: ‘I am [as it were] no longer in the world, but 
oy are in the worl [alone]: while I am going 
to Thee [and therefore I pray for them].’ 
Fa Mere dyii, — ow follows, to the 
end of the Chapter, the tefercessory prayer of 
Christ for the disciples, headed by the august ap- 
peLstion Iársp ay, where, considering the 
ersonage who used the words, it might be 

thought that IIarep would of itself have suf- 
ficed ; but d'yis was added, as Theophyl. and 
Maldonat. show, for the sake of the disciples, — 
that they might be confirmed by seeing the pa- 
thetic urgency of their Lord's intercession for 
them; whence they might surely conclude, that 
God would never forsake them. But there is 
another, and, perhaps, stronger reason, namely, 
that, as Tolet, Rupert, and Grot, remark, 
* Solent Deo cognomina tribui accommodata ad 
id agitur, ut in Rom. xv. 5 et sepe in 
Psalmis.’ This had already occurred to Thom. 
Aquin., who handles the point more fully and 
ably thus: * Addit [Salvator] Sancte, quia etiam 
in ipso est principium et origo sanctitatis, et 
quia similiter sanctificationem petebat (discipulis 
suis). Comp. Lev. xix. 2, ‘Be ye holy; for I 
the Lord your God am Holy.’ The subject is 
still further carried out by pe, who, after 
remarking that the word is here emphatic, and 
accommodated to the occasion, observes, * Sancti- 
tas Dei designat illam perfectionem voluntatis 
Divins, qua seipsum purissimé, intentissimé, 
constantissimé amat, atque omnia, quae agit, con- 
venienter huic amors agit, quem sibi ipsi debet ;’ 
thus, it should seem, briefly intimating that this 
august epithet, as applied to God, penia ex- 
presses the, as it were, infer-penetration of all his 
— by — Arn ly, * DOM 

e might well sa ohn iv. 8 and 16 
‘ God is Love’ e i 

given to those who are 
through faith unto salvation,’ ] Pet. i. 5.— 

iv Tw dv. c. The full sense of the next words, 
iva eciv—fjusie is, ‘So that they may be one, 
by their being united with us, as we are united 
with each other.' 
— Iva wci» iy xadwe music] There is here a 

blending of two phrases, {ya wou eof) êv and 
Tra wor kabs nusis (écuev); the latter explain- 
ing the former: the sense being, ‘that they ma 
be all united with Us,—as We are with eac 
other;'——a oneness which is the fruit of the 
Spirit of Christ in us, implying a union of will 
and purpose for the promotion of the Gospel. 
id iy% irúpovv, &c.] By éTápovr is bere 
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keh. 15.11. k fpa €yoci THY yapàv T2» euny TeTANpwpevNV èv avro. 
"Kyo 8é0mxa avrois Tov Aóyov cov Kal 6 Koopos éplonoer 

auTous, STL OUK Eloly èx Tov Koopou, rabos éy@ ok cis cx TOU 

denoted ‘the exercise of — protection’ 
(such as that spoken of v. 11), and by ióAXaEa, 

ul care over, including (as appears from 
the application of our Lord's words, infra xviii. 
9), besides the promoting of their efernal salva- 
tion, the consulting for their temporal safety. 
So speaking, our Lord means to say,—that now, 
being about to leave them, he commits them to 
the Father, —to afford them that protection and 
eare, which 77e had done while present with them. 
On reconsidering the difficult question as to the 
reading here, whether oDs, as in the text. rec., 
or d, as in many MSS., I now see reason to 
think that the text. rec. probably arose from a 
Critical alteration. The — for & is very 
weighty, comprehending most of the uncials, and 
many cursives (to which I can add all the Lamb. 
copies, except two; most of the Mus. copies; 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 and 17), and internal 
evidence is quite in its favour, since this is not a 
case where the reading proposed is what breaks 
all rules of Grammar and construction, and 
wbich the context will not permit; for it does 
admit of a sense, —such as Luthardt and Alf. 
point out, namely, that by œ (for 5, per attruc- 
tionem), is meant the covenant name Jehovah our 
Righteousness, which the Father has given to 
Christ. But we may reasonably require some 
Scriptural proof of this giving, which even if 
thor. based would be brought in here rather 
violently. Accordingly, I have scrupled to re- 
ceive tbe reading, espec. since it may have arisen 
from the same cause as the 6 at v. 24, adopted by 
Tisch. and Alf. See note. 
— d*óXro] ‘has perished’ = ‘has come to 

peritia, by having fallen away from the faith. 
here may be, as in Ps. ii. 12, dépdfacOe wai- 

delas, prora dwodsicOs iE ddou dixalas, an 
allusion to the sin of unbelief, and, as there, proba- 
bly by a metaphor taken from a wayfarer, who, 
from abandoning his guide, has lost the right path, 
and comes in danger of destruction. The subse- 
quent expression ó vide rie dwredalat, is de- 
rived from the Hebr. phrase yor ‘ty, used of 
the idolatrous Israelites, who were thus apostates 
from their religion, and hence this expression is 
very applicable to Judas, who was both a be- 
trayer and an a 3 
— va ù yoadph TXnpwO5] meaning, *so 

that the Scripture may be said to be fulfilled ;' as 
lied to this case. On the passage here had in 

view the Commentators are not Most 
think there is only a reference to the pro- 
preci concerning the passion of our Saviour. 

et there seems a special one; namely, to Ps. 
xli. 9, and cix. 8, as, indeed, appears from the 
words of Peter, Acts i. 20. 

13. ravra Aartew iv Tæ kócug] Here our 

15 m ())k éperrà iva dpys aùroùs éx TOU Kocpou, 
2 Thess. 3.8. % , > s ? ^ ^ 

lJohnsi& IVA THPNONS GUTOUS EX TOU TTOV'pOU. 

AA 

16°Ex tov kócuov ovx 

Lord shows that he did not thus meny par 
to the Father for his disciples, as though he felt 
alarmed as to their future state, but so spoke 
that he might relieve their present anxiety. 
— Tra dPresccebren] The full sense is, 

* that they may [by these words] have their joy 
in me (i. e. of which | am the ob) ete 
and perfect :’ thus alluding to the joy they would 
shortly experience at his resurrection, i 
and the sending to them of the Holy Spirit. 

14. iyà ĉiwxa avroiv tò» Xoyoe eov) 
Comp. ver. 8 and note. 
— «al ò xdcpor inlencey avroet}] Here 

Christ commends his disciples to the Fatber oe 
another ground; namely, that because of the 
hatred of the world towards them, they need bis 
help and defence. See infra xv. 18, 21. 

15. ob« ipwrie—xdcpov] ‘I prey not that 
thou shouldst remove them.’ To better compre- 
hend the purport of the expression, it is proper to 
bear in mind a remark of Euthymius and Grotius, 
that ‘these words are said in explication of the 
preceding, and for the sake of the disciples then 
present, and within hearing, Thus our Lord 
means indirectly to enjoin his disciples, under 
the bitter persecutions they would be called upon 
to endure, not to wish or pray for death, since he 
had important purposes for them to answer during 
many years; at the same time suggesting to them 
motives for constancy and fortitude, in their being, 
by his mighty aid, not only defended and pre- 
served, but, through the influence of the Para- 
clete, comforted under the sorrows which should 
surround them. 
By tov woynpov many Commentators under- 

stand the Evil One, referring to Matt. vi. 13, and 
1 John v. 19, But as to the first-mentioned pas- 
sage, we may say, with Horace, ‘ Nihil agit exem- 
plum litem quod lite resolvit ;’ for there the sense 
ìs as much disputed as here. The latter is, in- 
deed, to the purpose ; and we may add 1 John ii. 
18, 14. iii. 12. v. 18, 19. Y et all that these pas- 
seges will prove is, that a masculine sense seg, 
if the context permitted, not that it must, be 
adopted. That the context rather requires the 
neuter has been shown by the ablest im of 
such & matter, as Eatius, Calvin, and Lampe. 
Thus the object of the prayer will be, * that the 
may reserved from the evil that is in the 
world (Sin), and the malice of its agents (Satan 
and his instruments); so that the two senses 
merge into each. However, the passages of Jobn 
strongly confirm the masculine sense (of Satan); 
and since there is, as Bp. Lonsdale observes, a 
peculiar propriety in the prayer, tbat the dis- 
ciples, while aay! remained in the world should 
be kept Y the Power from on High] from the 
power o , described in xii. 31. xiv. 30, as 
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17 a “Ayiasov avrovs Pe sie. 
év T) adnOeia aov: 6 AGyos 6 aos aANnOad dori. 18 Kabas due 
2 A , ?, A ATÉTTEMAAS EiS TOV KOGQOV, KAYA 
Koo pov 

ATéCTELNG aùToùs eig TOV 

19 o xal vrrép avr&v yò dryátio épavrüv, iva kai avtol o1 Cor.1.1, 

ow wpyacpévor ev adnOeig. A Ov mep rovrov Se dporró) He 10.10. 
póvov, AAA xai Trepi Tay *mioTevóvræv Sia ToU Xoyov avrüv 
eis ue — ?! Piva mávres bv dos rabàs av, Iárep, év épol rarya p avem. 
év coi, iva kal avrol èv piv 8y wow iva ó 

*the Prince of this world, I must finally deter- 
mine in favour of the . sense. 

17. ayiacoy avTobs, &c.] From peris for 
their preservation under trials and troubles, Christ 
proceeds to pray for their preservation in the dis- 
charge of their E cul office. ‘AyraXety, like 
the Hebr. wp, signifies properly ‘to separate,’ or 
*set apart to some office ecclesiastical ;' and ‘ to 
consecrate to the worship of God, or to the con- 
cerns of religion :' thus dycos came to denote 
*& person so set apart,’ or ‘consecrated, and is 
in Scripture used especially of P ot 
Priests, both being said dyiá%ecðaı. It is, how- 
ever, also said to be used of the appointment b 
the Father of the Son to the work of human 
salvation by his incarnation (see x. 36), and to 
which our Lord is said to have devoted himself. 
But how, it may be asked, are we to understand 
the term, as applied to the Apostles? Some 
assign as the sense, ‘Set them apart unto the 
promulgation of thy truth’ (i. e. the Word of 
the Gospel, ‘which (it is then added by way of 
explanation) is the Truth.’ Others, ‘ Sanctify 
them (namely, by cleansing them from sin, and 
freeing them from the puer of sin, through the 
operation of the Holy Spirit) unto the promul- 

tion of thy Faith.” This latter interpretation 
18 preferable, as being called for by the fact, that 
the Apostles required far more than to be sef 
apart to the ministry: not to say that in the 
term itself there seems an allusion to the 
IIvavua ayiov, the all-efficacious Agent in the 
matter. And this use of the word, ‘lo sanctify, 
: ` is of frequent occurrence both in 
the Sept. and the New Test., as 1 Thess. v. 23. 
In this sense I must finally acquiesce; and still 
more as to the term in the next verse, a 
duavrov. But the distinction in the use of 
same terin, as applied to the disciples, and to our 
Lord, is to be carefully marked. As to the 
Jormer, they were, in the strict sense, ‘to be 
sanctified,’ ‘made holy,’ bv the above means, and 
were set apart for their holy function by a long 
course of preparatory training. As to the latter, 
no setting apart, much less training, was necee- 
sary ; the self-consecration of our Lord being im- 
mediate and complete, by his entire submission 
to the will of Him whom he addresses as dyie 
Iárep. The words following, nysacpivos: iv 
aA 8eia, must be explained in the same manner 
as those at ver. 17. dyíacov abrovs iv T9 dÀn- 
Üsía cov, q. d. ‘ that they also may be sanctified 
and consecrated to the discharge of their sacred 
office.” Meaning, not only that they should have 
in Christ an example of this devoted service, but 
that they should be sanctified and consecrated 
thereto by the effect of Christ sanctifying him- 
self. For, as Calvin well remarks, ‘our Lord 

e d A 1 John 1. 8. KOG HOS MLOTEUON a's a 

thus points out the fountain from whence flows 
that sanctification, conveyed to us — the 
teaching of the Gospel [and the aid of the Spirit, 
Ed.),—namely, because he hath consecrated him- 
self unto the Father, that his holiness might 
reach unto us.' 

20—26. Now commences the concluding por- 
tion of the prayer, on the scope of which a con- 
siderable difference of opinion exists; not only 
as to the who may be supposed to be 
objects of this per. but, still more, whether 
what is here said should be referred to Christians 
of that age, or of all ages. And according as 
either of these views be adopted, so have the 
leading terms, dcEav, &c., been interpreted. It 
should seem that by ra» micrevovrey (which 
all the best Editors are agreed is to be read 
instead of mioravocytrwy, and which I find in 
almost all the Lamb. and Mus. copiea) are meant 
not only the believers in of that age (as 
distinguished from the Apostlea), but (the term 
being proleptic) those of every age to the end of 
time, even all who should be converted by the 
Gospel of Christ, the foundation of which was 
laid by the Apostles. 

At ver. 21 our Lord prays that they may be 
kept in God's name, and sanctified in his truth ; 
also that they may be united to each other and 
to God, by a union as close as that which sub- 
siste between the Father and the Son (see x. 30, 
and note, and 1 John i. 3), i. e. in being of one 
mind, will, and purpose, being united to the 
Father and the Son by the Holy Spirit, proceed- 
ing from both Persons, working in them. 
— Iva 6 xócuot—pa dsíavaiXNas] The exact 

scope of these words has been discussed at large by 
Expositors, espec. by Thom. Aquin., Maldonat., 
and Lampe; but to no very good purpoee. The 
same may be said of the recent foreign Expo- 
sitors ; the truth being in the one case overstated, 
and in the other all bat lost amidst false dis- 
tinctions and fine-spun —— The simple 
truth meant to be put forth by our Lord seems 
to be this:—' So that the world, mankind in 
general, of every age, may be induced to believe 
that Thou hast sent me; so that, as many as 
need it, may Le brought to conversion, and to 
the embracing of the truth as it is in Jesus.’ 
The Zya points at the result and of this 
unity among each other of believers; q.d. ‘It will 
be an evidence of the truth of Christianity, and, 
by recommending it to the world at large, bea 
means of bringing many to embrace it.” Very 
Tay is the following remark of Euthym. :— 
ovdiy yàp oUrws iushrAewy ipwodifey T 
anpvymari, we TÒ dtusecxicbar ToUs xrpuxas, 

y T4 ctadopg Ts TicTacst, Kal Tjj wpòs 
d\AdAove dwexOsig: imudh, paxopivwv, lpov- 
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ór. cú pe ámécoTeNas. ?? Kai éye thy Sokav fy Sédwnas poi 
déSwxa autois, va wow êv, xabas 9ueis Ev éauev 
avrois xal ov èv pol iva dot TereXewopévo, cis êv, xai va 
yuxockg 0 kocpos Ort ov pe aréoTENas, kai WyAaTTNOAS GUTOUS, 
xabas uè ryarnoas. ?**3IlIárep, obs Sédwxds pot, Odrw iva 
Strov eil eyo, Kaxeivor dat peT epod ta Ocwpaoe Tiv otav Tfjv 

| dunv fjv ESwxds pot, Ste yyamncas pe po xkarafjoNjs Koopov. 
.% 26 TITáreo Sixase, kal 6 Koopos ce oUx éyvæ, éya cé ce Eyvay, 

FETA 12. 90. 
14. 8. 

1 Thess. 4. 

ver. 6. 

x [ d s 

3 ` èy 

$4699. wal oroe &yvecav Sts ov pe améoteiias % ral éyvopuwa 
LÀ 

cip, ovx elonvixov (non-pacific) slvai uabards’ 
el dd oix elpnycxov, ovdi 9rapáà cov awoora)iv- 
Tot Gmoyve@povouvrey di, ral rae ivroAds 
pou duAatrrorrwy, yrwecovra: wares, OTI 
époi paborrai alat, xai ori od ua awiotaXdas. 

At ver. 22 a difference of opinion exists as to 
who are the persons prayed for. Some say, 
Christians in general ; others, the Apostles. And 
each class of Expositors interpret the óga» there 
according to their respective views; the former 
understanding it of the reward laid up tn heaven 
for the righteous. But thus, it is urged on the 
other side, the expression dédeexa will have to be 
taken for duow, which is the more harsh, as 
Qéówxac, the next word but one, cannot but be 
taken in a preferite sense. They, therefore, sup- 
pue by — to be meant 'such a part of 

hrist's mediatorial glory, imparted to them by 
the Holy Spirit, as was suitable to the purposes 
they were to accomplish, including, of course, 
the ng of miracles in establishment of the 
truth of the Gospel. Accordingly, they take 
the next words, Zva wot rerTeXetwpivor, &c., to 
advert to the mode of exercising such high gifts, 
—namely, with that perfect union with them- 
selves, and with the Father and the Son, which 
exists between the Father and the Son. This, 
however, is a most factitious sense, and not at all 
agreeable to the context. Nor is the difficulty 
involved in the enallage of tense so great as to 
need being removed in so violent a manner. We 
have only to suppose that our Lord here spoke 
by anticipation, by adverting to a thing future as 
if, past. Most barsh, indeed, were it to suppose 
the subject in this verse to be different from that 
in the two preceding ones. The persons here 
meant were, it should seem, faithful Christians ín 
queries and in all ages. As to the dofa here, 

am now induced to adopt the view taken by 
Lücke and Stier, very nearly the same as what 
I formerly adduced from Lampe, namely, that 
it is the glory of Christ, ‘ as the only begotten Son 
(supra i. 14) full of grace and truth,’ which, by 
virtue of his exaltation, and the unity of be- 
lievers — the Spirit, will be theirs. 

23. iyùo dv avroic — luo] ing, as 
Stier and Alf. point out, not so much the simi- 
larity of their unity to that of the Father and 
the Son, as its actual existence by Christ abiding 
in them, and the Father in Christ. So Eu- 
thym., after Chrys, well explains it to mean, 
'Eyó iv abroie pivæ, xai aù iv inol Tovr- 
£c», byw xal ov iv avTois pivonev. Theo- 
phyl., too, explains it, éyo i» abrote siul, ci 
Gi vTáAw iyw iv iuavriQ wore kai od iv aù- 
Tots clivar. But Euthym. suggests an important 

distinction proper to be made, remarking, ’AAX’ 
iyà piv iv avtos Üsompewes (Divino modo) da 
Thy wiorw’ od di iv iuo warpowpswest (pa- 
terno modo) àià Thy vow. With the phrase 
T&T&À. ais i», comp. l John ii. 5. iv. 12,18. From 
which it seems to be a locutio pr. meaning, 
‘that they may be perfectly united into (so as to 
form) one Body, made of that perfect union which 
subsists between Me and Thee.’ Of course yiss- 
oxy must denote that complete knowledge which 
results from Faith founded on full conviction. 
And we must mark, that here, and in the parallel 
passages, supra xiii. 35. xiv. 31, this union is 

und up in Love, as Gop is Love. 
At ver. 25 there is manifestly a transition to 

the Apostles; the otros being said ĉereta. 
Our Lord finally commends them to the care and 
protection of the Father. 

24. Biro Iva, 2] The onion 0£Xc may 
best be rendered ‘velim, I would ;' for there is ne 
reason to su that more was meant than 
that fervent and importunate desire for the gierifi- 
cation of his faithful followers, which dictated 
mo preen: Prayer itself. 

IIdrsp dixate] The full force of the epi- 
thet ðixaıe, hero used emphatice, is ably drawn 
forth by Lampe, and also its suitability pointed 
out, which may be — arly, with 
Matt. Henry, thus:—' When our Lord prayed 
that his disciples might be sanctified, he calls 
him “ Holy Father ;” when he prays that they 
might be glorified, he calls him ** Highteous Fa- 
ther ;” for it is a crown of righteousness which 
the rightcous Judge shall give. God's righte- 
ousness was for the beatos of all that 
Good, which Father had promised, and the 
Son had purchases. Accordingly what I have 
said on tho accommodation at yie, v. 11, quite 
applies here. As to the ò xocuot ot oix Ivy», 
I do not see how the righteousness of God can 
(as Alf. says) be witnessed by that. Tbe clauee 
is brought in as put in contrast with the next; 
and the plea urged for the disciples is (as Matt. 
Henry saye) to show that the disciples greatly 
needed what Christ prays for, because of the 
necessity of their work, and its extreme difficul 
—that of bringing light to those who shut their 
eyes to the light. Thus we may exprese the sense 
in paraphrase thus :— Righteous Father, the world 
hath not known Thee |as | know, and have 
— and Pana a — thy counsels}; 
ut these (meaning t isciples present) have 

known, and do ow. that’ Thou n sept 
me; therefore, preserve and support them" 
m m expression oùx 4é'y»e, see supra vii. 
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iva 9 dryám jy ayarneds 

XVIII. ! * Taira eiróv ó 'Igcobs c&prOe ovv rois pabnraîs a Matt. 90 
, ^ [4 ^ /»€ & ^ e , avToU Tépav Tov xewuáppou * o0 Kédpwy, mov ?jv xipros, eis 

dv eicAÜev avros xai oi pabrral avro). 
vapaóiQoUs avrüv TOv TÓTOVv Ste TOXMÁxiw cvv Un "Iovdas 6 

Mark 14. 32. 
Luke 23. 39. 

2>”E Se, Bà xal ife 
b Lake 22. 
20. 

ó 'Iqcoüs éxet peta TOv pabyrav avro0. 9*'O obw "Iovéas o Matt. 9. 
Aafev Tijv aTréipay, Kat èx Tav ápytepéov kal Dapicaiwy in- 
gpéras, épyera, ère? perà davàv xal Xaumrdábev xai Srdrov. 

26. Iva 4 dyawn, &c.] i.e. ‘that the love 
with which thou hast loved me may be in them 
(i.e. may be extended to them), and that 7 
may be in them’ (meaning, by his spiritual pre- 
sence). 

XVIII. 1—11. Matt. xxvi. 48—56. Mark 
xiv. 43—52. Luke xxii. 48—63. The Evan- 

list now proceeds to record the Passion of our 
rd, touching lightly on what had been re- 

corded by the preceding Prange ists, and adding 
certain circumstances omit by them; thus 
strongly confirming the truth of what had been 
before written, and, in the circumstances which 
he himself records, plainly taking that truth for 

granted. (Lampe.) — — : 
l. xsiudgoov] A poetic expression; yeluas- 

pos being properly applied as an epithet to rora- 
soc, and Bp used as a substantive, to denote a 
winter-torrent that flows in the rainy season 
er and is dry in summer; which is the case 
with Cedron, of which Dr. Robinson says that 
it is always dry, except in the rainy season after 
very heavy rains. 

— Tov Kíópe»| So for text. rec. To» Ké- 
dpa I have edited with Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
and Alf., from 3 uncial and ] or 2 cursive MSS., 
5 of the important Versions, and some Fathers, 
and Joseph. Antt. viii. 5, 1. ix. 7, 3, confirmed 
by internal evidence. The mistake might easily 
have arisen from the scribes not understanding 
the form as an indeclinable noun, formed from 
the Hebr. , alluding to the dark colour of 
the stream. The argument for the text. rec. de- 
rived from the occurrence of ro» Kidpey in two 
passages of the t. is of no force, since the 
scribes were as likely to make the mistake there, 
as the scribes here; and I doubt not that vou 
Kidpewy wil be found in some of the copies. 
That Matthei should have so strenuously, though 
unsuccesefully, maintained the reading of the 
text. rec. can only be accounted for from his act- 
ing too often under the influence of prejudice. 
As to Tisch. retaining the text. rec., I would not 
ascribe it, with Alf., to pedantry, for there is no 
ostentation of ponderous learning, which he pos- 
sesses not, in so doing. It arose, probably, from 
mere caprice, and a wish to show himself wiser 
than Lachm. ; though, in fact, it merely affords 
another signal proof, to the very many he had be- 
fore shown, of his want of true critical sagacity, 

ially by his incompetency to weigh the force 
internal evidence. I cannot, indeed, add a 

single MS. of either the Lamb. or Mus. copies 
in confirmation of the reading ro? Kiépey, but 
from tho false reading in the MS. D, Tov Ké- 

Mark 14. 43. 
Luke 33. 47. 
Acta 1. 16. 

doou, a slip of the scribe, we may infer that r. 
K édpoy was an itacism for K—wv. 

As to the «ros (called Gethsemane) it was a 
lot of ground probably occupied partly by olives 

(hence ite name), and partly as a en, or nur- 
sery, and was probably provided with a cottage 
for the occasional sojourn of the xnrovpòs, xx. 
15, doubtless friendly to, if not a disciple of, Jesus. 
As to the situation ; the plot of ground now point- 
ed out seems to be the true site, because it is the 
same as that ascertained as early as A.D. 326 
at the desire of the Empress Helena. The posi- 
tion fixed by Euseb., pds Tæ dpe Tov ’EAa- 
æv, is confirmed by Luke xxi. 37, sle rò ópos, 
though ite actual site seems to have been a little 
ie up the rise of the Mount. 

. Tl» owsipay] This term, as meaning lit. 
* a band of men,’ might denote a military detach- 
ment; but, from the circumstances of the case, 
we may suppose it to have been a small detach- 
ment from the Roman cohort which garrisoned 
the Castle of Antonia at the Festivals, to 
preserve order. From the use of the Article it 
would seem that the band consisted of the detach- 
ment from the cohort then on duty at the Tem- 
le, and placed at the disposition of the High 

ov kal Xauw.] Here some mis- 
conception has arisen, for want of due discrimi- 
nation between the terms d$ar»erv and Aauw. 
The best founded view seems to be this—that 
Aauràe never signified ‘a lantern,’ but only ‘a 
lamp, or torch ;' also that pavòs, while it origi- 
nally signified ‘a torch,’ came afterwards to mean 
‘a lantern; not, however, such as is now in use, 
but — & rude utensil to hold or keep in a 
light; such, in fact, as those travelling lanterns, 
described as now in use in the East by Pococke 
and Niebuhr, cited in Parkh. Lex.—Aaycr. here, 
and also in Rev. viii. 10, and Judg. xv. 4, 5, Sept. 
Plato, p. 372. Hadian. iv. 2, 20, signifies éorches. 
That both lanterns and torches were in use amon 
soldiers, appears from Dionys. Hal. ix. 40 (cited 
by Lampe and Wetatein) ifizpeyov dwavres lx 
TOv oxnvev áÜpóoi, pavove &yoyras xai Aau- 
wádae. It was, indeed, usual for such corpe as 
the one in question (which was a corps on 
to carry (as in the present instance) both arms 
and lanterns, ortorches. So Thucyd. iii. 28, speak- 
ing of the piquet-guard of the Peloponnesians, 
says, «al iv TovTe ol Tpiaxócio: abrois iw- 
1 ípovro XaudTádas ixovres. In proof of 
the extreme antiquity of the custom, I would 
refer my reader to Sir G. Wilkinson's Ancient 
Egypt, vol. iii. p. 118, where there is a copy of a 
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amie 4'Icoüc oy 5eib9s Távra Ta épyóueva én’ avrov, éfeXBow 
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Sè xal Iovdas 6 wapadiSovs avróv per aitav. 8'Ns ctv cire» 
avro" "Ori yo cipt, * ávrfjABov eis rà Orricw, kal &reaov yapai. 
7 IIdXw où aùròs ernparnce Tiva ÜUreire; oi Se eio 'Im- 
coüv tov Natwpaiov. 9 ArexplOn [0] ‘Incobs: Elrov iuir, Ste 
éyo eip ei ovw cue Üreire, dhere Tovrous wrayew. 9 f va 

qXnpo07) ó Xóyos bv elmer “Ort obs Sédmxas uoi, oUk awwreca 
é£ avrov ovdéva. 1° X(uov obv IlIérpos éyov náyaipav, elAxvaev 
avr)v, xal Émawe Tov ToÜ apytepéws Sovdov, xal aré 
a/vroU TO wriov TÒ Ocfiov. 

pec 

7» òè Üvoua te cop Mad xos. 

11 8 Elrev ody ó Inoods rà [lérpy Bade Ti» páyaipáv [aov] 
eis thy Onxnv. TÒ morýpiov Ô Sédexé pros ô Tlarnp, ov pù miw 
avTÓ ; 

sculpture found at Alabastron in Egypt (above 
years old), which represents a guard of sol- 

diers, seemingly a piquet-guard, one of whom, 
in the front rank, and seemingly the leader, 
holds in his hands a battle-hatchet and a small 
lantern, very much like our night-lantern, hang 
at the end of a stick with a bend at top, from 
which the lantern is suspended. 

4. On ilóos wart. Ta ipy., see note on Matt. 
xxvi. 48. ’E&eA@ey is not so much for «rposA0. 
(the more usual term in Clase. writers), as used, 
probably with reference to some kind of bower in 
the garden, whither our Lord had retired for 
prayer, and from which he issued in order to meet 

ose who came to apprehend him. 
6. dw gA00v—i v 4co» xyapuaí] In account- 

ing for the effect thus produced on the soldiers, 
the earlier and the more recent modem Com- 
mentators take very different views. The former 
here suppose miraculous agency ; the latter, with 
the exception of Tittman, recognize none, at- 
tributing the circumstance to the natural awe of 
the soldiers at the sight of so celebrated a Person ; 
in confirmation they adduce what they call paral- 
lel instances from various ancient writers; Val. 
Max. ii. 19, 3. Arrian, Exp. Alex. v. p. 314. 
Those, however, are cases of quite another kind ; 
and the mode in which they account for the occur- 
rence is very unsatisfactory. Their supposition, 
that this falling to the ground was an act of rever- 
ence, is quite gratuitous, and devoid of probability. 
If we confine ourselves simply to the plain words, 
and consider the actual circumstances of the case, 
we can 2d fail to — ato e here 
suggested far surpassing the ordinary, and rising 
io the puo There is little reason to 
doubt but that an undefinable, but supernatural, 
power was exercised, such as in masy similar in- 
stances recorded in Holy Writ; as, for example, 
that at Acts ix. 4, where the S ipei ri Saul is 
described as being ' struck to the earth’ as 0sópna- 
xos, as well as struck with blindness. Mr. Alf. is 
put to great straits to know how to deal with this 
passage, so that, after first saying that he believes 
the occurrence to have been the result of the 

ity of our Lord's 
mness of his reply, 

reon, and 
a little 

superhuman di 
the majestic 

farther on, says he regards it rather as a seiracle 
consequent upon what Christ said and did, than as 
wrought by him. A most pena distinction, 
to which he never would have resorted, except 
from being in a complete puzzle, from which he 
might have been spared by considering tbat we 
are not called upon to explain the Aow as re- 
specte the fact. The air of the passage lainly 

inte at the supernatural; and accordingly this 
s no fit occasion for a minister of the Gospel to 
weave fine-spun sophisms, since the — is 
one of those many, where it is folly curioualy to 
inquire, and presumption to tne. 

. Wwa wrnpwOy, &c.] ‘So that thus was made 
good, or verified, the words’ of xvii. 12. 

0. uayatpay}] Denoting, not so much ‘a 
sword,’ as the short falchion (lit. * battle-knife,' as 

to the domestic knife) worn by the side 
the sword, and used to cuf, as the other was 

Wr to thrust. See Hom. ll. y. 271, and Hdot. 
ii. 61. 
— raice TÓy —ÓovAoy] By the &osAos of 

the High Priest is, I agree with Mr. Green, 
meant, xaT’ iEoxijv, ‘one who was at the head 
of the Jewish officials, and who, from being on 
that account conspicuous, was singled out by 

r.’ 

ll. T)» udx. eov] The Pronoun is absent 
all the most ancient uncials, and very many 

cursives (to which I add 6 of the most ancient 
Lamb., and many of the Mus. copies, also Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16 and 17), and is cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch., also by Alf., who traces its 
origin to the parallel passage of Matth. But 
internal evidence draws two ways; for it was 
quite as likely to have been thrown out by the 
ancient Critics, to improve the Grecism. And 
when we consider that St. John was more likely 
to use the pronoun than (as pure Grecism might 
require) to leave it understood, we can scarcely 
doubt its genuinenese, espec. since most of the 
ancient MSS., which omit the cov, omit it also 
at the pews of Matth.; indeed, the same 
Family of MSS. very often omit the cov. This 
sometimes happens from the variety in position of 
the word. 
— TÒ roTipiov—aiTs;] See Matt. xxvi. 3, 
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daiwyv cuvédaBov tov 'Inaobv xal &cav avrov, 13! kal árriya- Mark 14. 53. 
Luke 23. 54. 

yov avrüv mpos”Avvav mpator "jv yap TrevÜepós tod Kaiapa, ^ ** 
ôs "jv dpxuwepeUs ToU éviavroÜ éxeivov. 1* *"Hy 66 Kaiddas ò x e.n. w. 
aupBourevoas Toi "lIov6aiow, Ste cupdépes Eva avOparrov àr- 
oXécÜa, vmép ToU XaoU. 15!’ HrodovOe 80 rQ 'Igco0 J ipwv 1 Matt. M. 
Ilérpos, kai ò ^os pabynrns. “O 88 pabnris éketvos Fv yro- Mark 14. 54. 

Luke 23. 54. 

cT0s TQ apytepel, kai avveuasjA0e TQ Inood eis Tijv aUXijv ToU 
apyepéewss 16 mó 8e IIérpos etorjxes mpos TH Ovpa ew. EF- pmst 
HrGev odv 6 pants 6 Aos, ôs Hv yvworòs tT t dpyreped, 
«ai elme Tj Oupwp@ xal eiornyaye Tov Ilérpov. 17 Aéye ov 5j 
maion 7) Óvpopós Te IIérpo: M) kal ov èx TOv pabnray el rob 
dvÜperrov To/Tov ; Neyer éxeivos: Ovx eiui. 

54. The interrogation, accompanied with a double 
negation, involves a strong affirmation, and the 
whole is — of perfect acquicecence in the 
will of his Father. 

12—24. Portion peculiar to John, and nar- 
rating what I now cgnsider as the preliminary 
hearing of our Lord before Annas. 

15. xal ó dÀXoc paðnrýs) Here no little dif- 
ficulty has been found, to account for the Article. 
To regard it, with many, as redundant, rather 
evades than removes the difficulty ; and to cancel 
it, with Erasmus, Bengel, and Vater, is moet 
rash, because the evidence for its omission is so 
very slight, only that of four MSS. ; and that of 
Versions is but slender. Indeed, as Bp. Middle- 
ton observes, ‘ it is far easier to account for the 
omission of the Article in a few of the MSS., 
supposing it to be authentic, than for its insertion 
in almost all of them, supposing it to be spuri- 
ous; for the apparent difficulty which might 
operate as an inducement in the one case, would 
be a powerful discouragement in the other.” We 
must therefore retain the present reading, and 
explain as we best may. Now almost all Com- 
mentators, ancient and modern, are agreed that 
by the other disciple the Evangelist means Aim- 
self ; and with reason: for though Grotius, 
Lampe, and Pearce deny this, they are as unsuc- 
cessful in proving it nof to have been St. John, as 
they are in fixing on any other disciple. The 
Evangelist never mentions himself by name, and 
yet he has described the whole of what took 
place in the hal] of Annas, &c., so circumstan- 
tially, that we cannot but conclude that he twas, 
as ecclesiastical tradition attests, . ‘Su 

ing, then (remarks Bp. Middleton), that St. 
ohn himself is meant by 6 dAAos pabnrne, it 

may not be impossible to assign something like 
a plausible reason why he should call himself 
the other disciple ‘ This phrase (continues the 
learned Prelate) obviously implics the remaining 
one of two persons, who not only were, iu common 
with many others, disciples of Christ, but between 
whom some still closer relation might be recog- 
nized to exist; and if it could be shown that 
Peter and John stood towards each other in any 
such relation, the term the other disciple might 
not unfitly be used, immediately after the men- 
tion of Peter, to designate John ; espec. if, from 
any cause whatever, John was not to be spoken 

VoL. I. 

18 Kiornxecay dé 

of by name. Now it does appear that a i- 
cular, and even exclusive friendship, exis be- 
tween Peter and John. The same expression, 
ò dÀAÀos paĝ., occurs in John xx. 2, 3, 4, 8; 
from which it may be inferred that this phrase, 
when accompanied with the mention of Peter, 
was readily, in the earliest period of Christianity, 
underst to signify John. This I find con- 
firmed by the suffrage of Mr. Green, p. 224, who, 
after adducing the three circumlocutions used by 
John, to avoid the mention of his own name, re- 
marks that the one here employed must have 
becn intelligible to those whom he addressed, as 
being familiarly applied to him ; though, from 
what circumstances this arose must ever remain 
unknown. The subsequent words, ô di nad. ix. 
Hv yuwords Tw ápx., repeated at the next verse, 
were applied to show Aow it happened that a per- 
son in so comparatively humble a station, should 
have got admittance to the high-priest's private 
y deine Now yvworde may mean simply 
: to; but it may also mean ‘an acquaint- 
ance of,’ as in ZEschyl. Choeph. 706. Soph. Herm. 
Ps. Ixxxvii. 8. Neh. v. 10; and this is demanded 
by the expression in the next verse, yvoo-ót Tov 
dpxupé£ms, if at least the reading of the most 
ancient MSS., as edited by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., be, as it may be, the true reading. 

16. 7g 8vpwpw] This office, though it was 
among the Greeks and Romans confined to men, 
was, in the greater simplicity of Jewish manners, 
chiefly exercised by maid-servants. 

18. elorrxeccay da of Goo, &c.] Render: 
* Now the servants and the officers were standing 
(paving made a fire of charcoal [in a chafing- 
w for it was cold) and warming themselves ; 

and Peter was standing by and warming himself.’ 
Elor. is Pluperf. for Imperf., as often in the best 
writers from Homer downwards. So Luke xvi. 
20, IMANTA In this way, too, it is rendered 
by all the ancient and the best modern Latin 
ranslators ; though, I believe, by no English 

one. 'Avðp. must, from the nature of the case, 
have the full sense above expressed. Certain] 
the fuel (avyÜpaxià) was not coal, but charcoal. 
So Plutarch, Op. Mor., p. 693, A. (cited by 
Wetstein), ò code "Avd; apcis—lm ves Tiv 
dvðpaxıàvy (commended the invention of the 
chafing-dish) Sr: xawvdy iw xaradiwévres, 
olxads vp xouí(ovaw. And " Hippocrates and 

x 
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oí GoUXo, xal oi iirnpéras (ávÜpa«iàv Trerovnkores, ötri Wuyos 
Ww) xai éÜepua(vovro: ?j Se uer avràv ó Ilérpos éaTow xai 
Üepuaivójevos. 19 'O ody àpyiepeUe npwrnce tov 'lgcoüv Trepi 

o ch. 7. 14, 
28. 

Matt. 4. 33. 

Lon 

TOv padnrav avro), kai Tepi tis Sdayis aùroð. 909" Am- 
expi0n autre 6 'Igcobv °’Eya mappnaía ékaXgsa Te Kooper 

éyà Távrore édidaka èv [Tj] cuvaywyh xai év To iepg, Swrov 
*mávrore oi 'lovbato. ocuvépyovrat, kal év purt éXáXnca 
ovdev. 9l Ti ue érepwras ; éreparrgaov Tovs axnxootas, Ti éAà- 

Anca ajroi We obrot oldacw à elmov eyo. Taira 6S 
avrov elrrovros, els rv imrnperay TapeaTnkas é6mke pawiopua 
TQ 'Incob, eirow Otros drroxpivy TO apyupi; B 'Arexpibn 

ó 'Inoots: Ei axs édddnoa, paptipnooy Trepi TOÔ raxo: 
gen ei 66 kards, ri pe Sépers; 9* V Aréoresdey ody avróv ò " Avvas 

> A 

avro 

k 14. 58. 
Luke 23. 54. 
r Matt. 26. 
«0. 

SeSenévov mpòs Kaidday tov apyupéa. ?5 * "Hv 66 Zigwv IIérpos 
écràs xal Üepuauvópevos elroy où avr@ Mù kal ov èx row 

Lake 15. 85 pabnrav abroU el; npvnoato éxetvos, kal celme | Ovx eisi. 
36 Aéyes els ex TOv SovrAwy ToU apytepéwss (owyyevis dw ov 
dméxowe Ilérpos tò dríov) Oùx éyà ce elóov dv Te rimo 
per avro); 
áAécrop éjovgocv. 

other writers use dvOpaxia to denote a chafing- 
dish with the charcoal in it; which (thoug 
Commentators have failed to perceive it) is cer- 
tainly the sense infra xxi. 9, SAísrovaw dy0pa- 
Kidy Ktuuiyuy, as is plain from the xaiméyny, 
which means set or , according to the use 
of the word in the best writers. So Herodot. i. 
181, «Alon xíaTa:, and iv. 81, césrac xaXov. 
There, however, the Translators have so little 
understood the import of xecudévyy, that they 
have most of them passed it over; and some 
Critics have conjectured xa:ouéyny, but need- 
lessly. Finally, Í have placed the words dy8pa- 
Kiav wemowjxores, Sts Nroxos rjv, in a paren- 
thesis, by which the sense is much cleared. Cer- 
tainly there ought to be a stop after Ùr npérai:, 
though not one of the Editors has seen this, 
except R. Stephens. That, indeed, is evident 
from wewoinxores standing, as it does, without 
the Article. 

20. iv xpuwrew idadrnoa ovdiy] This, as the 
best Commentators are agreed, must be taken 
comparaté, and with restriction, i. e. nothing post 
sindonem (like the Heathen mysteries, or the 
Jewish Cabbala), at variance with his public 
doctrines, and consequently nothing savouring of 
sedition. 

21. For iwepwrae and éxepwrncov, Lachm. 
and Tisch. edit, from several uncial and cursive 
MSS., iperas and iperncov; while Mr. Alf. 
edits dpwr. and iwapwr., a course certainly 
wrong; the other not certainly, but robably, 
right, as will appear from note on Mark viii. 

27 IIlá^ay obv npvncato 6 llérpos, xai evOéas 

i' 28 ** Ayouawy obv Tov "Incoüv amò rod Kaid$a els TO pastor 
Acts 10.58 pop, ty 66 *apwl xai avToi oùx eianAOov eis TO TpasTmpuoy, 

22. pawioua} See note at Matt. xxvi. 67. 
23. sl xaxws—al či xaXes, &c.] Kader and 

kaxce here may point at either truth and false- 
hood, respectively, or ct and di 
The juice however, is ilie ore ble t the 
context. With the sentiment Wetst. com 
a similar one in Eurip. Frag. 3/2, "H det p’ 
lA éyytip, fiv Te uh cares Aiyw "H Toicup 1v 
AexÜstai ov yxmwpsiy Aoyois. 

: deters ob», &c.] In this verse we 
have, as Kuinoel remarks, a mention i- 
cally introduced of what the Evangelist had 
omitted to notice after v. 13; it being his intent 
thus to intimate that the transactions recorded 
from v. 13 to 23 took place at the house of Caia- 
phas. This use of the particle oj», to denote a 
resumption of what the writer was before saying 
(after a parenthetical portion, whether short or 
long), is fully treated on by Hoogev. de Part. 

9; all whose examples are taken from the 
New Test, espec. the Gospel of St. John. It 
is not impossible, however, that it may, in the 
present instance, have been inserted by those 
who thought some particle here necessary, as at 
ver. 28. 

28. dyovoww oiv TÓ» 'Incovy—:slc +d wp. 
In the passage of Matt. xxvii. 2. there is dd 
Kai wapidwxay avtdv IIovrío II. To, whence 
it is evident that it was their purpose Pilate 
should order Jesus to be put to death. 
— I now read pet, with many uncial and 

some cursive MSS., including a Lamb. and seve- 
ral Mus. copies, why will appear from note on 
Matt. xr. 1. This uso as a Nominat is un- 
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tva pn pavbôocw, ‘add tva. ddywor tò mácxa. 2 EEA Oey uet m. 
oð ó IliXáros Tpós aùroùs xai elme Tiva waTwyopíav dépere | 
Kata ToU àvÜperrov rovrov ; © ’ArexpiOncav xal elmov atta: 
Ei uù ùv obros xakoToi$, ovx àv cot mapeboxapev avróv. 
31 Eirev ody avrots ò IliXáros AdBere avrov tyeis, xai xarà 

TOV vóuov vuv xpivare avrOv. Elmov obv aire oi '"lov6ator 
"Hpiv oùs eLeotw aroxreivar ovdeva. 9? *""Iya 6 Aóyos ToU vM. 
'Incob mAnpwbi, dv elre, onpaivwy moiy Üaváro TjueXXev aro- Mark 10. 33. 

Luke 18. 83. 

Ovioxew. 33 * EtofjABev ov eis tò mpavrópiov madw ò II y Matt. 27 
Adros, kai épwvnce tov 'Inaoüv xal elmev aùr: Xv el Bacı- Mark 15. 3. 

Luke $5. 3. 

Revs TOv 'lovGaiov ; 9* ’Arrexpibn avro 6 19200 Ad! avroð 

ov ToUro Aéyes, 7) GAOL aoe ebmov epi pod; 95 'Arexpitn 
ó IlAxárog Mýri éym 'Iovóaios elmi; ro čÂvos TO cov xai oi 
&pyiepeis mapéðwxáv ce pot Ti éroincas; 99 'AmexpíÓn 6 weha ns. 
*Inoods: *'H. BaciXeia 7) éun ovx. čati èx tov kóopov Tovrov XN 

ei èx Tov kócpov TovToU tw 7) Bactrela % éus), of virgpéras Ay Fiv.. 1. 

classical, and is confined, besides the New Test., 
to the Sept., where it occurs several times. 

29. iE£nA9. obv 0 TKN.) * Pilate, accordingly, 
went out to them ;' i. e. because they could not 
go in to him, for the reason just mentioned. 

80. el uù rjv—coi] Wo may remark a sort of 
pertness in the answer, occasioned, probably, by 
their chagrin at finding themselves disappointed 
in their object ; which was to bring Jesus there 
for condemnation, not for trial ; as they found, by 
Pilate's preliminary interrogation, was going to 
be the case. In this point of view Pilate's answer 
(31) is quite suitable. 

81. AdBers abroy vues] ‘Take ye him and 
unish him ;' q. d. ‘J cannot do a thing so un- 
eard of in the Roman law, as to condemn a per- 

son unheard.' The words suiv obx éEsortty, 
&c., involve the long-disputed question, whether 
the Jews had still the power of inflicting capital 
unishments, or whether it had been taken away. 
his has of late been more deeply meuga 

than heretofore, and more ably handled by 
Lücke, vol. ii. p. 736, and . by Friedlieb in 
his History of Christ's Passion, 8 31, who, after 
disentangling much of the perplexity which 
had before enveloped the subject, has presented 
the most lucid and coherent account yet pro- 

unded of the matter as follows: —*In the 
man Provinces generally the Proprator, or 

Proconsul, conducted judicial proceedings. But 
Judea, which belonged to the province of Syria, 
was an exception. There was a Proprator cum 
potestate, who exercised the right of judicial 

izance. Jerusalem, however, possesecd the 
privilege of judging all lighter causes before the 
three-and-twenty, and heavier causes, with the 
sole exception of judicia de capite, before the 
great Senhedrim ; 80 that none but those reserved 
cases remained for the Procurator. Pilate seems 
to have judged these cases at his visite during 
the Festivals; which would fall conveniently 
for the purpose, it being the custom in -Yerusalem 
to execute great criminals at the Feasta.’ 

82. Iva ò Acyou—wAnpaly, &c.] Some of the 

Commentators are of opinion that the sense is: 
* Thus was made good the words, &c. But it 
is not necessary to deviate from the usual import 
of this formula; for, as our Lord had predicted 
the manner of his death (Matt. xx. 19. xxvi. 2. 
John xii. 32, sq.), so, as Biscoe remarks, the 
meaning of what is here said seems to be, that 
the Jews themselves, however unwittingly, ful- 
filled this prophecy, when they declined passing 
sentence on Jesus by their own law; crucifixion 
being not a Jewish, but a Roman punishment. 
Had the Jews asked permission to execute Jesus 
as a violator of their law, they would have 
obtained it; in which case he would have been 
stoned as a blasphemer; and thus his prophecy, 
that he should die by crucifixion, would not have 
ee 

: ” davrov] ‘proprio mots ;' meaning, 
* from thy own knowledge or suspicion of m 
having been concerned in seditious practices, or 
from the suggestion of others,’ as was really the 
case. Luke xxiii. 2. 
, 95. mire iyà 'Iovóatos, &c.] The full sense 
is well expressed by Kuinoel in the following 
paraphrase: ‘No; I have not asked thee of my 
own thought from private reflection; I have 
found no ing hitherto in thee which would 
afford any colour to such a charge as thine 
enemies advance; but it does not hence follow 
that thou art innocent. Of thy guilt or inno- 
cence I know nothing. I am not a Jew, to know 
or care about such things as are involved in the 
charge of thine accusers. It is on the represen- 
tations of thy countrymen and the Chief Priests 
that I examine thee. What hast thou done to 
afford m for this accusation ?" 

36. n Buctdsla, &c.] The full sense is [‘I 
am a king, it is true, but] my kingdom is not a 
temporal one [but entirely spiritual] 1f my 
kingdom had been of this world, I should have 
collected about me vast numbers of my country- 
men. These would have defended me against 
the attacks of my Jewish adversaries. But as I 
have cone —— of this sort, it is plain that 

x 
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oí épol sryovitovro, Wa uù mapado0e rois 'Iovóaios" viv Se 5 
Bacireia 5) èu) ovx čorw évreüOcv. 31 Elrev otv avro ó Ie- 
Adros Oùroûv Bactrers el oú; “Arrexpibn 6 'Inaobs XU reyes 
6r. Bacinevs cim yo. “Eya eis Touro yeyevynpat, kai cis ToUTO 

riTs.& éAjAvOa eis TOV kócpov, * (va paptupjcw tH àX9Ücia. Y mâs 
a f e ^ ^ , » ^ 

RewL5 6 Gy èx THs àXmÜcías axoves pou THs wri. 38 Aéye avro 
ch. 14. 6. e , , 9 I 7 s ^ x AN , > 
je Ò IIiXáros Ti é€orw adnOeaa; kai ToUTo eimaw, náv erabe 

v. ^ 9 M , , > » &*4 mpòs ToUs ‘Toudaious, kai Meyer avtois: *'E*yó ovbepíav acríav 
^ , € ^ e e e a 

ihn. EUploxa év avT@. %9*"*EKote Se ovrvnbea Üuiv, wa Ga ipiv 
& 4. 0. a € ^ , 
&&*. | drrodvow ev TH maya BovreoGe odv viv arrokvow Tov Bacı- 

t 98 ^ , , . L , , 
Matt. 20.0. Aca TOv Iovdalwy; *"'Expavyacav ovv mav mávres, Aé- 
Mark is, 6— yovres Mù rotrov, àXÀà Tov BapaBBav! jv 66 ò BapaBBas 
Lures. Anorngc, XIX. 1° Tore obv ékaBey ó IIiXáros tov "Inoobv, 
Mats. xai éuactiywoce. ? Kal of arpariora, wrétavres arépavov èE Matt. 37. 

20. , ^ , / , ^ ^ ^ ` e 7 ^ Mark 15.18. dxavOeyv, éméÜnkav avroÜ TH reparñ, xai ipátiov Tropdupouv 
Isa. 50. 6. 

my kingdom is not of such a nature as at all 
interferes with earthly governments, or affords 
any colour to this charge of sedition.’ 

. obxouy BaciXsose el eú;] Some Commen- 
tators would have the interrogation removed, in 
the sense * So, then, thou art a king!’ This may 
seem to be more able to what follows; but 
there is no good authority for ovxouy in a decla- 
rative sentence. 
— od Aéysis, &c.] The full sense is, * Thou 

saycst that I am a king; it is very true: I am a 
king. Xv Aíweis signifies i£ is 50; a phrase of 
entire assent and rmation. The formula is 
quite Jewish, and often found in the Rabbinical 
writers. Our Lord now proceeds to show the 
nature of his kingdom, and in what sense he is a 
king. He is come, not to reign, but to bear 
witness to the truth ; meaning, that of the Gos- 

l, to promote, confirm, and establish it. The 
introductory expressions are worthy of note. By 
adding to «ls Tovro ysyév., implying that he 
was born to this Kingship, the other words xai 
ale Tovro lAnAvOa els ròv «., there is not a 
confirmation of his incarnation, but a plain inti- 
mation (such as we often find) that he came into 
the world from another state of IU 
— (iva paptuptow ry Abela} For illustra- 

tion of this peculiar phrase, comp. supra v. 33. 
xvii. 17, in both of which s by 7j dAn- 
Ozia is meant ‘the truth in its full reality; and 
by o ras &AnO. just after is meant not, as several 
recent Expositors explain, ‘he who is a true 
dealer with his own heart,’ but, as at l John iii. 
19, *he who holds this absolute truth in its ut- 
moet fulness, and especially as regards that pri- 
mary one of God and his Son Jesus Christ, and 
all that they have designed and done for the sal- 
vation of Man,' as at viii. 31. xiv. 6, 17. xv. 26. 
xvi. 15. 

38. ri ior àÀXrj0s1a ;] The exact force of 
this question has been disputed. Some take the 
meaning to be: ‘ What is truth to me? what 
cage I about truth?’ Yet this, —besides being a 
sefise not fairly to be elicited from the words, —is 
such asinvolvcs great improbability. For though, 

mepiéBarov avróv, ? xai éXeyoy Xaipe, 6 Bacirevs TOv 'Tov- 

from the account Josephus gives of Pilate (whose 
administration he represents as one continued 
series of venality, rapine, tyranny, cruelty, and 
whatever could disgrace a ruler, whether in his 
judicial or magisterial character), it cannot be 
imagined that he cared at all about truth; yet 
that he should have chosen thus openly to dis- 
claim all rd to it, cannot well be su 
It should rather scem that by this question, * What 
is truth?' he meant to say (with a reference to 
the endless disputations of Philosophers on the 
subject), * Ay, but what is truth? Can it ever 
be found ?* 

To this question, which, however, was not 
en ei since it involves a stro À 
our Lord, knowing the spirit in which it was put, 
gave no answer; and Pilate, not caring to re- 
ceive any, ‘again went forth to the Jews. 

39, 40. Now follow the transactions recorded 
in Luke xxiii. 5, seqq. and Matt. xxvii. 12, seqq. 
What is related here and in Matt. xxvii. 15, seqq. 
Luke xxiii. 14, seq. and Mark xv. 8. took place 
afler Herod had sent Jesus back to Pilate. See 

e note on Luke xxiii. 16. Matt. xxvii. 15. 

XIX. 1. iAafgss — xal lnacríy.] How it 
came to pase that Pilate directed tbis scourging, 
and with what purpose, a from Luke xxiii. 
21—23, where it would scem that the order was 
prompted by a merciful intention ; and, theref. 
this onnar ong not to be cd as the 
scourging preliminary to capi nishment. 

3. For xai &X\eyor Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
edit, from B, J, X, and 18 cursives of the 
same family, xai fpxorro weds avrdy xal is- 
yov. Alf. thinks the words were omitted in 
consequence of the repetition, avrdv—acrop. 
pnt this kind of argument, proceeding purely 
om gratuitous supposition, is always precarious. 

The words may be genuine (and T find them in 
one Lamb. and a few Mus. copies); but the ex- 
ternal evidence for them is too weak to justify 
J— and the text. rec. (du by 
all the sd ——— ew), con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version, is not to be 
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Saiwv! xal édiSovv avrQ pamícuara. *’E&n ev obv máMw 
€£o ó IIiXáros, xal reyes avrois* “Ide, dyw Üpiv avróv é&w, tva 
yvore ore év avrQ ovbeuíav aitiay eüplako. 5 CEEgAÉev. otv 
6 'Inoots éEw, þopôv tov áxávOwov aréQavov xal tò Tropivpoüv 
ipatiov.) Kal Xéyev avrois "Ise, ò avOpwiros. 9 *"Ore ody vass 13 
eldov aùrtòv ot àapyıepeîs xal oi Uirnpérat, éxpavyacay Xéyovres" 
JZiravpecov, cTa)pocoy ! 

abandoned. I suspect that they were brought in 
by Critice, who thought that they would make 
the narrative more graphic, and that they intro- 
duced the words as being suggested by Matt. 
xxvii. 29, and also by the phrase wpozA8. Tivi 
slo: in Matt. iv. 3. Mark xiv. 45. Luke xxiii. 
52. John xii. 21. Acts ix. l. However I know 
not a single example of £pyta0at rede avTov, 
for rpocipy«cba: abro. It is quite incredible 
that the words should, as Alf. pronounces, have 
been ‘erased, because not understood ; since the 
meaning is abundantly clear. As to ‘the mock 
reverential ; which Mr. Alf. says the 
words denote, that was evidently in the mind of 
the above-mentioned Critics who thought it would 
complete the picture. 

4. 4EnAO. oír war. gw] Here ody marks 
sequence, denoting continuation, and may be ren- 
dered ‘thereupon ; for want of seeing which, 
and to remove a tautology with the beginning of 
the next verse, some ancient Critics (as we find 
from A, B, K, L, X, and a few cante) changed 
ov into xal, which was injudiciously adopted by 
Lachm. Other Critics were content with re- 

ing the o)» (as we find from D and a few 
cursives), which was cancelled by Tisch., Ed. 1, 
but restored in Ed. 2. The xai was adopted by 
Alf. in his first Ed., but rejected and the ob» re- 
stored in his second. * En Criticorum nostrorum 
levitatem!’ It is, however, of more importance 
to consider the debated question, with what in- 
tent Pilate came forth again to the Jewish as- 
semblage, and pronounced the words iàs, ò d»- 
0pco*os! Many Commentators think it was to 
excite the pity of the multitude; while others 
recognize in this a purposed mockery, and an act 
of derision. It is, indeed, difficult to pronounce 
on a question like this, where we have such 
scanty means of judgment; but the latter view 
seems quite inadmissible, for it does not seem to 
have been the wish, as it could not be the inter- 
est, of Pilate to insult the Jewish authorities. 
The former is the best founded view. Pilate 
had, it seems, hoped he should satisfy the multi- 
tude (if not the Priests and Scribes) by the in- 
fliction of ignominious corporal punishment, and 
the permission of personal degradation the most 
extreme. Iam induced to think that in bring- 
ing Jesus forward to the people, the words of in- 
troduction were meant to excite pity, intimating 
that the miserable Object of their persecution 
had already suffered enough, and was sunk too 
low to render any further proceedings agsinst 
him as an Impostor unnecessary, seeing that he 
was already '& broken idol' And as pity so 
readily accompanies contempt, so might contempt 
introduce pity. 

6. eravpwooy, cratpwoov] In very many 
MSS.,—including moet of the Lamb. and Mus. 

Aéyes avrois 6 IliXárog Aáßere 

copies, — Versions, Fathers, and early Editions, is 
added atrdy, which is received by almost every 
Editor from Wetst. to Scholz But it is so 
difficult to account for its omission in far more 
than half of the MSS. (many of them very 
ancient), and so easy to account for its insertion, 
that I dare not follow their example. In such 
kind of exclamations the pronoun is often omitted. 
Out of very many examples which I could 
adduce, one must suffice: Pseudo-Eurip. Rhes. 
685, Iate, waite. 
— AdPere aùròy busts] These words must 

not be taken, with many Expositors, as a real 
rmission to crucify Jesus, for, besides that 
ilate knew that crucifixion was not a Jewish 

punishment, that permission was not given till 
afterwards (v. 16). The words are merely those 
of vexation at the attempt to make him a tool of 
their malice and hostility, which he thus refuses 
to be; q. d. ‘I will be no party to such a pro- 
ceeding; I can be none, seeing that, as I have 
formally announced, I find no fault in him; i. e. 
as to the crime which you lay to his charge, —of 
stirring up rebellion’ (see supra xviii. 38). That 
the Jews themselves did not consider Pilate's 
words as a permission to crucify Jesus, is plain, 
since they now wave their former charge, and put 
forth that which they had held back at first, leat 
Pilate should decline to entertain such aral RAR 
namely, my; implying that, though Jesus 
might not have been guilty of any capital crime 
according to the Roman law, yet he had com- 
mitted an offence against the Jewish law, by 
which his life was forfeited. In saying ' by our 
law," they alluded to such passages of the Penta- 
teuch as Lev. xxiv. 16. Deut. xiii. 11. xviii. 20, 
which denounce death on all pretenders toa Divine 
mission. However, in preferring this charge of 
blasphemy, they, by using the words saurdy 
Yldv O«ov iwroincsy, only increased the alarm 
which had already arisen in Pilate's mind; and 
the name Yids Geov might remind him of the 
ominous message he had received from his wife. 
Pilate had already started back from taking 
Jesus’ life, from a full persuasion of his inno- 
cence ; and though his feeling might not amount 
to a true fear of acting unjustly, yet, such as 
it was, it was greatly increased, so as to become 
a feeling of awe at One who claimed to be super- 
human. Hence his question to Jesus (v. S) on 
re-entering the Pretorium, ròober 11 ov; which 
cannot mean, as some Expositors suppose, ‘ of 
what country art thou?" for he knew him to be 
from Galilee; nor, as others, * What is thy 
descent and parentage P' for that were nothing to 
the purpose; but, ‘ What is thy real origin? Is 
it super-human, and connected with a Divine 
nature?’ But, whether Pilate so understood 
the expression Tide «ov (for I would now, with 
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avrov úpeîs kal cTavpocare éyó yàp oly evpicxe èv avr 

Tiv [rod] cob éroigcev. 
pev, kal xarà TOv vópov pów opeines amobaveiv, * OTs éavróv 

8"Oe o Tjkovaev ò IItXatos tovrov TÓv Xyov nàXXov épo- 
BOn, ? kal eioijXÜev eis TO TpatTwpioy mad, kal reyes To 
'Igcoi* Tobey el av ; ‘O 8 'Inaots airoxpiow ovx ewxev apros 
10 Aéye, obv avro 6 IIXXáros- Epo. ov Marcis ; ove oldas Gre 
éfovcíav &yo otavpwcai ce, xal éfovaíay &yo atroddcal ce ; 

Luke 23. 

. 7. 90. 

Matt. 26. * 

g Lake 33.3. GTTOMUG G4  GUTÓV. 

11 *'AmrexpiÜün 0 Inco fí Ovw elyes éfovaiav ovdeuiay rar 
eno, €i un "jv aot Sedopévovy ávc0ey:-. Sa Tovro ó TapabiSovs 
pé co, peilova ápapríay exes. 

€ Oi 8e “Iovdaion Expatov, Xéyovres “Eay 
12 °Ex rovrov ébiyrev 0 IToXáros 

Tobrov atro\vaTs, oun el didros tov Kaícapos mâs 6 BaciXéa 
avrov trom avridéyes TQ Kaícapi. 13 ‘O ody Idros, áxovcas 

TouTov Tov Xoyov, Tryaryey éEw Tov "Inoody, kai éexaficey eri 
tov Arpuaros, eis Toroy Xeyóuevov AOootpwrov, 'EBpaiari 6€ 

all the Critical Editors, remove cov, which I 
find abeent from almost all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), or not, certain it is that the two appella- 
tions by which the Saviour of Israel was called, 
namely, Messiah (which implied, they thought, 
Kingship), and Son of God (which expressed his 
Divine nature and union with God), afforded the 
Chief Priests an opportunity of shifting the 
charge as they found it suited their purpose, that 
of pressing the ch either of sedition, or of 

my. As to Pilate's interrogation, our 
Lord was pleased to return no answer, inasmuch 
as his conduct did not entille him to any; and, 
pertly, because an answer to the in ion, in 
the usual acceptation of the words, Pilate could 
scarcely need; and in any other sense it would 
have been little intelligible to him, and have only 
led to further questions, —all superfluous, since 
our Lord knew that he had made up his mind to 
deliver him up to the fury of the Jews. 

ll. By dcdopuévov ãvæðav is meant ‘ something 
decreed in the divine counsels, or ‘ something 
coming to pass by the determinate counsel of God. 
Acts ii. 23. Comp. James i. 17, dvw6év icri, and 
see supra iii. 31, also Elian, cited by Wetstein, 
xai TavTa piv AtórT(oy icTi» dwoa votes, 
Gvwbey airois do0írra. The full sense of the 
passage is this, ‘ Thou couldst have no such power, 
as thou hast, over me [being such a One as I 
am], except it were permitted thee from on high — 
for some special purpose of Divine Providence— 
to exercise this power; accordingly (such being 
the case) he who delivered me up to thee for 
condemoation (i. e. the High Priest and his col- 
leagues) is more guilty of the sin (than thou, 
who art the instrument of their malice). How 

their sin was, is evident; inasmuch as they 
ad deliberately erred, with God's own word 
Ice them; thus closing their eyes to the 
ight. 
12. This penetrating insight into his thoughts, 

and candid judgment of bis conduct, seems to 
have much affected Pilate for the moment, and 

Sor 

(ix roúrov, ‘from this time") he henceforward 
seriously studied how to save Jesus. The Jews, 
however, perceiving that he was studying every 
method of releasing Jesus, and paid little atten- 
tion to their second charge of blasphemy,—as net 
falling or aliceed c LUN — n 
their crime, which especial 
longed to the Procurator, namely, that of sedition, 
and treason against Caesar. 

— oùx el díXos row K.] ‘thou art not well 
affected to Cesar.” So Arrian, Epict. iii. 26, rò 
Kaícapos uù elvai íXor. Jos. Antt. xiv. 8,1. 
The implied threat was not to be despised, 
espec. under Tiberius, who, as we learn from 
Suetonius and Tacitus, was most suspicious, and 
punished with death any offence that bordered 
on the crimen lesa majestatis, which he regarded 
as ‘omnium accusationum comple c 

soever maketh himself king, i.e. *setteth up 
for, ‘represents himself as. So viii. 53, viva 
csavróy ov Touis;—Of árri eyes T. K. tho 
lit. sense is, *gainsays, 'opposes hie claim to 
allegiance,’ == ‘is Ceear's opponent, claiming 
the allegiance due to Aim.” 

13. ixáðisev) A forensic term, signifying sate 
judgment; i.e. ‘to pass judgment” At 

A:«80cT poro» su Liapor, which is expressed 
in 2 Chron. vii. 5. This was a pavement formed 
of pieces of marble or stone of various colours ; 
such as were y , and tessellata. 
A sort of luxury which had arisen in the time of 
Sylla, and had extended even to the most remote 

vinces. Julius Cæsar (as we learn from 
ueton., Vit. 46) carried about with him in his 

expeditions picces of sawn marble and variegated 
stone with which to adorn his Pretorium, on 
which the Aja was placed. The fashion seems 
to have been brought from the East at the Roman 
conquests in Asia. It had probably long been in 
use there. So Aristeas, ap. Euseb. Prep. Evang. 
p. 453, says of the Temple at Jerusalem, rò 
wap idador A40óaTperrov xaÜ£aTs«a. 
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I'agg8a08, 14 (jv è mapaexev) tod mácya, dpa è acd 
+ écry,) kal Meyer Tots "IovGaiow: “Ide, ó Bacireds oudy. 15 Oi 
de éxpavyacay "Apov, ápowv cra/pecov avrov. Aéyes avrois 
ó Ilixároe Tov Bacthéa vuàv cravpocc ; '"AvexpíUncav oi 
ápxiepeis Ovx éyouev Bacthéa, ci uj) Kaicapa. 19 ^ Tóre ody bma. s. 
Trapédwxev avrov avrois, iva aravpo0f. Mark 15. 38. 

! IapéxafBov è tov 'Inoobv xai tamnyayor 11) nai Baará- imate v. 
Cv tov a ravpóv avrov éErjXBev eis Tov Neyouevov Kpaviou tórov, Fs =” 
ôs Aéyera. "Efpaiari l'owyo0à: 18 Grou avróv écra)pwcav, Su 
k kal jer avroU Aous vo évreUÜev xal évreUÜev, pécov 56 Bebis n. 
tov 'Igcoüy. 19 !"Ewpaxye 06 xai TírXov 6 IHiXáros, kal. eOnxev Mark 15. 27, 
erl tod atavpod: Fw 5é yeypaypévov, IHXOTX ‘O NAZN- Les, 
PAIOX ʻO BAXIAETS TON 'IOTAALQN. ™ Tobroy $^ 7 

^ Mark 15. 96. 

obv Toy TiTÀov TroXXol ávéyvocav TOv 'lovOalov, Ere eyyis Fv Luke 23. s. 
THS TóXeos ó TOTTOS mov ÉécravpoUn 6 'logcoüs Kai hv yeypap- 
pévov 'Efpaiari, ‘EAXnuoti, ‘Popaiori. 21"EXeyov otv TQ 
IliXáro oi àpxiepeis TOv ‘Iovdaiwr M?) ypábe ‘O Bacirers 
tav Iovdaiwy adr’ Ste éxeivos elme, Bactrevs cime tov Iov- 
Saiwy. 22’ ArrexpiOn 6 IIiXáros: “O yéypada, yéypada. 9$ ™ Oj n Mt. s. 
obv atpatiarat, Ste éaraípocav tov Incody, Maßov Ta iuátia laxe s. m 
avrov, (kai érroincay réacapa pép, ékáa o oTpaTuTy uépos,) Kad 

14. wapackevh ToU wacya| i.e. the eve or 
vigil of the Sabbath, when preparation for its 
celebration was made. 
— wpa dt woi ixrn] On the seeming dis- 

crepancy between this account and that of the 
other Evangelists, see the note on Mark xv. 25. 
— ids, ò Bactrtede vuwy] These words, and 

the subsequent ones, Tóv faci éa vuv orav- 
pécw are to be viewed in the same light as 
thoee supra 12, but with this difference—that, 
although they were a natural expression of 
Pilate's disgust at their flagitious conduct, they 
may have selected as being capable of an- 
other interpretation, which might tend to ward off 
oven the suspicion of his loyalty to his Sovereign. 
But, be that as it may, Pilate by so expreseing 
himself drew forth from the Jewish Rulers, as 
the mouthpiece of the populace, that public and 
final rejection of Jesus as their King ; so expressed 
as even to recognize the right,—which they all 
privately disavowed,—of Caesar to be their king; 
which, however, brought about the rejection of 
their nation by Gop, their only true King, ' tbe 
King eternal,’ &c. 1 Tim. i. T. 

16. amwnyayorv] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read yayov, with 6 uncials and many cursives 
(to which I add all the Lamb. copies but two, 
and most of the Mus. copies, also Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16); and, as internal evidence is quite in 
favour of the word, it may be the true reading, 
and the other a correction, since áváyew is the 
more appropriate term. Yet compound verbs 
are not unfrequently found changed into the 
simple by the Seribes. 
v. Bacra{ay TÓv cTavpóv 

to suffer crucifixion were us 
As those about 

y obliged to do. 

So Artemid. ii. 56, &oix« yàp xal ó ora 
ÜaváTo, kai ó uélAwy A iuc pias i sir 
7TpOrapov avTOv BacaTátt:. 

19. T(rÀov] TírAos answers to the Latin 
tüulus. Thus TíTÀos meant simply a board 
fastened to any thing by way of notification. 
Here it denotes that board (painted white, with 
an inscription in black letters) which was fixed 
up publicly, to indicate the cause of any one's 
condemnation ; see Hesych. in Zavíe, and Aris- 
toph. Vesp. 848. The custom of affixing these 
TiTÀOoL to a malefactor about to be executed, is 
an Oriental one of the moet remote antiquity, 
and still retained in the East, es ially i 
Turkey, where the TírAos is called Yafta, a 

22. 0 yéypada, yéypaoa] Mr. Alford here 
— the ret Poteet denotes the 
ast Active; the second, that it was ‘ complete,’ 

‘ unalterable.’ But this is rather worthy of a 
pedantic schoo) master, than of a true Critic, who 
would not fail to see that the formula was, as 
Lightfoot long ago pronounced it, and as al] judi- 
cious Expositors since have regarded it, as a popu- 
lar mode of expression, denoting a resolution not 
to alter the thing that has gone out of one's lips. 
Lightfoot says that it is common in the Rab- 
binical writers, and adduces examples. It is not 
confined to the Hebrew, but occurs in all lan- 
uages (oe. gr. ‘what is said is said ;' ‘what is 
one is done"). But it is essential to the very 

purpose of the expression that tho tense thus 
used here should be taken in the same, and 
not in two different ways. Here the formula 
ze expresses blunt reproof of meddling inter- 
erence. 
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tov yiTa@va. "Hy 86 6 qvràv. appados, èx TOv ávoÜcv. vbavros 
n Ps. 33. 18. de’ GXov. ?* n Eloy ov Tpós adAndous Mn axiaopev avróv, 

GANA Adywpev rept avtod, Tivos Ectav ia 7) pads) mXnpo67) 
7? Aéyo.ca AtepepicavTo Ta ipatead pov éavTois, kai 
9 bl x e , w ^ 

emi Tov tpwaticpov pov éBQaXov kXrjpov. 
^ ^ 3, , 95 0 e ? de ~ 

OTpaTi@ra, taŭra é1roincay eia THKELT av Tapa TQ 
Oi né» ovv 

Markit raupo tod "Incod 7) u5ürngp avrou, kai 7] adeXdy THS wu Tpos 
avro), Mapia 4 tov KXorrá, xai. Mapia 4 Maydarnvn. 2 In- 
coUs ov dav tiv prépa, kai tov pabnriy mapeorórra ôv 
gyára, eyes TH usyrpi avtoir Tvvat, ioù 6 vids aov. ?! Eira 
Aéye, TQ pabnry ‘Idov 7 

24. wa ñ yoadh *Xnpwo05] Meaning, as 
the best Commentators are of opinion, ‘ Thus 
was fulfilled the Scripture (i. e. Ps. xxii. 18), 
which saith.” It has been disputed whether the 
verse of this Pralm was meant to refer to Christ 
or not. Most recent Interpreters think it was 
not; taking it to relate solely to David, snd to 
have reference to the rebellion of Absalom. 
Thus they regard the words as merely introduced 
by application and accommodation to the present 
purpose But though it be trne that the form 
va TÀnpwÜp5 n youd?) sometimes means, that 
such a ove so happened, that thie or that pas- 
sage would appear quite suitable to it; yet as 
this and other passages of the Psalms cannot be 
roved to have been fulfilled in the case of 

David , Whereas this, and other parts of the same 
Psalm, were minutely fulfilled in that of Christ ; 
and, what is more, as the Evangelist plainly re- 
garded the Pealm as ical, and the words 
as fulfilled in Christ, the former view is the only 
one that can be tolerated; as has been fully 
proved by Lampe, Hoffm. on the Quotations, 
vol. i. 266, and Vitring. Sacr. vol. i. 419. 

26. yóvai] A form of address implying deep 
respect and affection, as will appear from what 
is said on John iv. 21. 
— léod ó vids cov] i. e. ‘regard him as thy 

son,’ and so just after, ldod 7 uriTnp cov, ‘ regard 
her as thy mother. Thus commending the two 
persons, whom he most dearly loved, to the care 
and affection of each other; as it were, begueath- 
tng his mother to the care of him whom he had 
loved as a brother, that he might pay to her the 
affectionate attentions of a son. Compare Lu- 
cian, Tox. C. 22, dwodsiwem 'Aperaío ri 
pnTépa pou, Tpépay kal *ynpokoyutiy. 

28. «idis —Ór. wavra n ter.) * knowin 
that all things (namely, what he had to do an 
to suffer before death] were now accomplished.” 
— va reXaiw6y, &c.] Notwithstanding what 

many recent Commentators allege, it is plain 
from what Lampe and Hoffm. have urged at 
large, that the Evangelist did sof mean merel 
to accommodate the ; but to show that it 
was prophetic of Christ, and was now fulfilled, at 
least in its principal scope. As to the argument 
that the smprecations at ver. 22 ot seqq. of the 

uimp cov. Kai am’ éxeivns tis 
. @pas éXafBev ari ò pabnrhs éxeivos cis Trà Wia. B P Mera 
tovto eios ó Incots, drt Trávra Hdn TeréNea aa, iva Tederwly 

Psalm show it not to be prophetical, it is very 
inconclusive; for it is not necessary to suppose 
the whole Psalm prophetic of Christ. See note 
supra ver. 24. 

. exavos oU» Execto Sfous peorov’ ol dé 
wAncayres coyyo» Stouts, xai vog. Tepib. 
Some of the moet ancient MSS., and se 
Versions (as the Ital., Vulg., Coptic, and Sahidic, 
Hus some Latin Fathers), read oxevos y rais 

ovs u£OYrOv' O'WO"yyov o0» uscTÓV TOU Steve 
de Tep., which fias bee received into the text 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But thie is ve 
uncritical, Had the gore | been the origin 
one, how, we may ask, could so plain a — 
and with — to stumble at, have been al- 
tered? whereas the common reading was likely 
to be tampered with, —and accordingly it was in 
various respects. Some Critical Revisere can- 
celled the od» as worse than useless (not per- 
ceiving its force, which is best represented by our 
word row), while others transposed it, placing it 
between cóoyyo» and peoroy: others, in, 
scrupling at the recurrence of the word 
without the Article, inserted rov, by which the 
tautology is removed. The same Critics, it seems, 
stumbled at the expression rA ricarTes ewoyyov 
(which, indeed, is so unusual, that I have noted 
it no where else), and, ingeniously enough, got rid 
of it and the tautology in óEovs, ing 
oroyyov ov psoroy Tov ovs. But after this 
alteration the xai became worse than useless, and 
accordingly was removed from the text iu the 
same MSS. Upon the whole, nothing is plainer 
than that the above reading ie wholly —— 
and, accordingly, the text. rec. (which I find in 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies) is to be retained, 
as having every mark of truth, external and in- 
ternal. Its extreme antiquity is attested by the 
circumstance of ite being found in the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, and all the most ancient MSS., 
except the B, I, X, for the Alexandrian Aas it, 
with only the omission of the ov», which was 
marked as probably to be cancelled by Gries- 
bach; though without any reason, since the per- 
ticle is used here, as frequently elsewhere in the 
N. T., especially in tho Gospel of St. John (e. t- 
xii. ] and 9. xviii. 19, 25, 28, 33. xix. 5, 31. 
xxi. 5), with & connective and also a transitive 
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ot òè 7rX5cavres otroyyov d£ous, kai vaacrro TrepiÜévres, Tpoc- 
sjveykav avroU TQ arópaTi. 99 *"Oce obv édaBe tò Ofos ó 'Ig- racv.« 
coUs, ele TeréXeotav kal kMyas Thy repari trapédwxe TÒ 
TTVEU LA. 

3! s Oi obv '"Iov8a?ot, ‘iva pù peim éri rob oravpoD Ta cw- s ver. 42. 
Mark 15. 43. 
Dent. 31. 23. 

para ev rà caBBate, me mapackevi) hy “Ùv yap peyddn Ù Deut. i. 
pépa iéxeívov ToU cafjfárowv Tjpérgcav tov lliXáTov, wa "ie" 3.5 

force, like — in Latin, sus in German, and 
now in English, as marking (to use the words of 
Passow) mere external connexion ; and thus de- 
noting transition from what precedes to what 
follows, and thus continuation of what was car- 
ried on. Onthe whole I would render thus: 
* Now there was standing by,’ or * placed by,’ ac- 
cording to custom (see note on John ii. 6), ‘a 
vessel full of vinegar; whereupon they, having 
filled a sponge with vinegar, and wound it about 
a stalk of hyssop, brought it to his mouth,’ ‘ ad- 
moverunt cjus ori; not, as the Vulg. renders, 
t obtulerunt." 

29. vocwrw TipiÜéyree] To remove the dif- 
ficulty which so puzzled the early Expositors to 
understand how & low and creeping herb like 
hyssop could yield & stalk long enough to be 
used as a reed to reach to the mouth of Jesus, we 
have only to bear in mind that there are several 
species of the hyssop; ome of which (and no 
doubt the one here meant) has a woody reed- 
like stalk, sometimes of two feet in length, and 
which is mentioned by the Rabbinical writers as 
bound up in bundles for firing. See more in 
Lightfoot and Schoéttg., and in Selmasius' Epist. 
de Hyssopo, also in Origen, in Comm. "Y'acerro, 
then, is here put for xaAáu« 0cacnrov (hence 
called by Matthew and Mark xaXdpy, as bein 
rough and reedy); and this, if of the lengt 
above mentioned, might easily enable a person 
to reach the mouth of Jesus on the croes, which, 
as I have shown on Matt. xxvii. 32, was so low, 
that the feet of the crucified person were not 
more than a foot and a half from the ground. 
Ilepiücvres signifies ‘having put it around,’ 
‘wound it around.’ Thus the word is used in 
the LXX. to express the Hebr. woy, ‘to tie to, 
in Prov. vii. 3. And Arist. Thesm. 387, uses 
—— for iarí0ov. 

. TaTÉA:0 Tai] ‘it is accomplished.” This 
is with reason sup by some Expositors to 
refer to what is said at v. 28, where our Lord, 
perceiving that all the predictions respecting 
the circumstances attending his death were ac- 
complished except one,—the tasting of the vine- 

r,—says, ‘I thirst That prediction accord- 
fa ly being fulfilled by tasting it, he exclaims, 
t [t is accomplished ; by which is meant, 
that all things had been now (by the tasting 
of the vinegar) accomplished, — been a 
pointed for him both to do and to sufer. The 
wholo of what our Lord had undertaken was 
done; all was over; the réAoe had arrived, as 
the harbinger to the joy which was set before 
him at the now all but accomplished work of 
man’s redemption. In so very comprehensive a 
term as this, there are many bearings in which it 
would have place (though the above are the prin- 
cipal), for which I must be content to refer my 
readers to the admirable analytical view of Lampe. 

I must not, however, omit to observe, that this 
use of the verb in the Passive is very rare in the 
Class. writers, and almost confined to the Poets, 
as Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, and 7Eschyl.; and it 
is somewhat unfrequent in the Sept., the only 
Moore examples being Isa. lv. ll, fws dv 
TsÀacÜg Oca dv /0íAmca. Esdr. i. 1, roù 
TeXscOnvar Xoyov Kupiov, 'fnlfilled In the 
New Test. its use is confined to St. John, here 
and often in the Revelation, as x. 7, érseA£o0) 
TÒ pvoripiov,—a fact stro iy confirmatory of 
St. John's being the writer of. the Apocalypse. 
— xAívas thy ksaXáv] As those do who 

are just expiring, espec. when the head has 
been, as in this case, kept erect by violence. Seo 
Virg. JEn. xi. 829. 

— wapidwxt TÒ Tvea] This and the ex- 
pression of St. Matthew, agajxe TÒ wveupa, 
suggest the idea of ‘a placid, peaceful, and re- 
signed dissolution, and were therefore used by 
the pious among the Hebrews to denote that 
* the soul is rendered back unto God,’ its original 
author, to dispose of according to his good 
pleasure. 

31. wa ph usívyg—iv tw caBBáreo] Had 
that not been the case, it was forbidden by the 
Jewish law to permit the dead body of an exe- 
cuted malefactor to remain unburied after sun- 
set, at which time the co was taken down for 
burial. So Jos. Bell. iv. 5, 2, Gore xal Tous ix 
xaradíxne dvacravpoumivous wpd duvros hAluu 
KaÜsAeip re xal Oawrey. Considering that 
none could be taken down till they were dead, 
we may justly suppose, with many Commenta- 
tors, that this breaking of the legs was done 
purely for the purpose of accelerating death (a 
view certainly favoured, and almost tred, by 
the context) ; and not, according to the opinion 
of Grot., Michaelis, and Kuin., to fill up the 
measure of their torments. The same thing was 
sometimes done among the Romans for this same 
purpose,—to hasten death. So Cic. Phil. 13, 12, 
in proverbii loco dici solet, perire eum non 

posse, nisi ei crura fracta essent.’ Ammian. 
arc. xiv. 9, * fractis cruribus occiduntur.’ From 

eome passages of the Classical writers, cited by 
Wetst., it seems that the thing was done by 
—— the legs just above the ankle with & 
heavy iron mallet. 
— *apacxev$] Namely, the «pocágfla- 

TOV. 
— fj»—pa'yáAn ñ iuípa] ‘the day was a very 

solemn festival ; bein aai Sab- 
bath, but the extraordinary one on the l5th of 
Nisan. For éxalyn, very many MSS., Versione, 
and early Editione have éxelvov, which is received 
by almost all Editors, in deference to whom I have 
now adopted it, especially since I find it in all 
the Lamb. (except 2) and in most of the Mus, 
copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 17. 
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kareayGciy avTOv Ta ernn, kai apbacw. 9*"HAOo» ov oí 
oTpari@tas, kal rod ép Tperov Katéakay Ta oxédn, Kai ToU 
ANNO D Oé sra 33 émi è ròv ' Uv eÀ- dXXov Tov cvoTaupoÜcvros avro* ET TOv lncovv € 
Oovres, ws eldov avrov 109g TeÜvnkóra, ov karéafav avrov Ta 
oxéXn’ 

v 1 John D. 
6—8. 

94 aAA els TÓv ortpatiwræv oyyy avroU THY TXcvpàv 
évu£e, xai ' eùbùs éEjX0ev alpa xal Čõwp. 95 Kai 6 éæparæs 
pepapripuke, xal anņnÂiww) avroU stw 7) papTupia’ Kaxeivos 

y Exod. 13. oldey Gre ANNON réyet, Wa peis TrrorevonTe. 36 w’ Eryévero yap 
Num.0.12. TaÜTG' iva 7) ypady mTAnpo05 ‘'Oorody où currptByoeras 

34. Some difference of opinion exists as to the 
rpose of the Evangelist in this attestation. It 

bas been generally supposed that he meant to 
establish the fact of the rea] death of Christ; 
while some (as Dr. Burton) think it was his in- 
tent to refute the Docetz, who held that Jesus 
had not a real body, but was only a phantom. 
But the former is the more probable: As to the 

menon itself, the earlier Commentators in 
general rd it as miraculous; but the re- 
searches of modern pathologists have established 
the fact, that the effusion might have taken place 
in any case, being the natu of such 
& wound ; and that it is, under all circumstances, 
decisive evidence of the actual death of the per- 
son. Medical writers are, indeed, not quite 
whether by alua xai idwp be meant the small 
pores of water found in the pericardium, called 
lymph, or (which is more probable) the sangui- 
seous and aqueous liquor found in the cavities of 
the pleura after a mortal wound, or that follows 
a stab in the pleura, when the pericardium has 
been pierced, which ts always mortal; conse- 
uently a proof that if Christ had not been already 
ead, this wound would certainly have extin- 
ished the last’ remains of life; which was 

oubtless the intent of the soldier. 
$5. xai 6 iwpaxwe— uaprvpía] The full 

sense is, * And he who was an eye-witness [to the 
circumstance] srame, Jokn himself) testifieth 
to the truth of this asseveration, and his testi- 
mony is true : yea, he is conscious that he k- 
eth the truth, so that ye may fully believe (rely- 
ing on his testimony) the reality of the death of 
Jesus Nala he really suffered in the flesh).' 

36. yeeie yap rauta) The yàp refers to 
a clause omitted ; q. d. ‘ [And believe ye well may] 

all these things were done, so that therebv 
the Scriptures,’ &c. ` 
— óc-rovv où, &c.] Not a few recent Com- 

mentators are of opinion that the es of 
the Old Test. (Exod. xii. 46. Numb. ix. 12) in 
which it is enjoined, that ‘not a bone of the 
lamb shall be broken,’ are zot tical, and 
had no reference to Christ. ‘There are (say 
they) no vestiges in the Old Test. of the Paschal 
lamb being considered as a type of Christ; nor 
did the Evangelist mean to so represent it. He 
only applies the passage to our Lord, and com- 
pares Christ with the Paschal lamb; intendin 
to denote, that ‘in the institution of the Pasch 
lamb something had been enjoined similar to 
what would, by Divine interposition, take place 
in the case of Chriet; by which Providence, 
therefore, it Aappened that his bones were not 
broken. But that the Evangelist did meae to 

represent the Paschal lamb as a type of Christ, 
and consequently that such must be the only 
true view, no person who fairlv considers the 
words can doubt; and if any such should doubt, 
let him read the convincing proof in Hoffm., ubi 
supra, pp. . What can offer so probable 
a reason for the otherwise unaccountable in- 
junction, that not a bone of the Paschal lamb 
should be broken, as that it might point to the 
sacrifice of that lamb as a type of the sacrifice of 
Christ ? 

There is evidently a correspondence between 
the and antitype. And as the passage re- 
fe to at the next verse, in the margm, is 
(as Lampe and Hoffm. prove) plainly prophetic 
of the piercing of the Redeemer's side, to we 
have here both & correspondence of type and anti- 
type, and a fulfilment of prophecy, viz. of the 

erci With respect to the circumstance at piercing. 
v. 37, ‘looking at him whom they have pierced,” 
it was partly fulfilled at the advent of our 
Lord, at the destruction of Jerusalem and the 
Jewish state, and will be finally, and more sig- 
nally, fulfilled at the last advent, the 
judgment; which seems especially alluded to at 
Rev. i. 7. As to the seeming discrepancies in 
the above two passages (namely, Exod. xii. 46, 
and Zech. xii. 10), suffice it to say, that the 
former is, properly speaking, no citotion at all, 
but only a of the sense. The other is a 
uotation; and although it differs considerably 
rom the Sept., it with the Versions of 
Aquila, Theod., and Jmm from which it 
have been taken by John; or he may him 
have eo translated it, since he does, by no meane, 
invariably follow the Sept., as Hoffm. has evinced. 
As to the rendering of the Sept. xaTepyxricarro, 
it has been proved to have arisen from a mistake 
in the Hebr. letter 4 for 1, which has very often 
occurred elsewhere. That the Evangelists have 
given the true sense of the Hebr. is ably 
shown by Dr. Henderson on the peg of Zech., 
and, indeed, it is now admitted by the German 
Rationalists themselves. One might, indeed, 
have expected that St. John should have brought 
in the us of the Sept., especially as it is found 
in the Hebrew; but, in fact, it is smplsed, since 
in ele ôv i£sx. we have, as Hoffm. shows, a brief 
mode of expression, which, when evolved, and 
expressed in full, will stand thus :—‘ Et respi- 
cient ad me, ad eum, quem transfixerunt Com- 

re a similar construction, supra vi. 29. Hoffm. 
as ably evinced that here, as in the former pas- 

sage of the Old Test., we must interpret the ex- 
pression of an actual, and not a figurative fulfil- 
ment. He concludes his discussion with the in- 
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avrod. 87* Kai wadw érépa ypad?) Aéyer “Owrovras eis x Zech. 18. 

ôv é£exkévTq0av. 
38 7 Merà òè raŭra ñparnoe tov ITiXárov [6] Ioa?) ó dad y Matt, 97. 

"ApuuaÜaías, dv pants ToU "Incod, (xexpuppévos Sè Sid voy Eekis a 
póßov tav ‘Iovdaiwy,) iva dpn tò spa tod "Incot xai èr- a 

érpeyrev ò Ináros. "HX0ev ov kai hpe tò oôpa tod ’Incod ` 

Luke 33. 50 

13. 43. 

39 *3A8e è xai Nixóónuos, (6 éXÜàv mpós Tov 'Igcoüv vuerós ji 
TO TpürTov,) épov piypa apupvns ral addons * às Xirpas éxaróv. 
40"EXafjov ov tò copa ToU lgco)D, xai 66gcav aùrò dOoviow 
PETA TOV áp rov, rabas &os dotì rois "Iovdalois évraduátew. 
41 *Hy òè év t@ TOT, Ürrov écravpon, cimos, Kal èv TQ kir 
pynpeiov Kawov, dv @ ovdérw ovdels éréÓs. 9 "Exet. otv, Sid 
THY Tapacxevi]y TOv Iovdaiwy, Sts éyybs hy T0 uvnuctov, EOnxav 

b] ?, ^ 

TOv Ingcobv. 

XX. LaTi 88 må tv cafgBárov Mapia ý MaySarnvi) smat se. 1. 
Mark 10. 1. 

Epyerat mpwi, axorías és ovons, eis TO pynuetov Kat Brérres Lake w ı. 
tov bov "jpuévov éx To) uvnuelov. ? Tpéyer odv ral čpyerat 

ference, that, such being the case, ‘Cum nuda 
accommodatione, preter intentionem Spiritus Pro- 
phetici, talis loquendi ratio conciliari nequit." 

89. à iX8Gv woods Tov 'L, &c.] Render: ‘he 
who had formerly gone to Jesus by night.’ 

— cuópyns xal drons] The opvpva here 
mentioned is (as we learn from Dioscorides and 
Pliny) the juice of a certain tree in Arabia, from 
which, on the trunk being bored, exudes a kind 
of gummy liquid, which 1s caught on mats, &c. ; 
iod. as we learn from Hdot. ii. 82, was used 
in embalming. The dAon here spoken of is 
supposed not to be, what has been generally 
imagined, the herb aloes, from which a bitter 
juice is expressed, but an aromatic free, which is 
aleo called m, and the Aylaloe, whose 
wood was likewise employed by the Egyptians for 
embalming corpses. At all events it should 
seem (as the best Commentators are agreed) that 
we are not to suppose the myrrh and aloes (or 
the latter at least) to have been in a liquid state 
(namely, the distillation from the trees), but to 
— gar cs — those —— and pul- 
verize is, in , appears by the great weight 
of the spices (100 ib. troy weight). The body 
could not have been arly embalmed, since 
there was not time sufficient for that; but spices 
and unguents were brought to wash and anoint 
the body, and to envelop it in aromatic d 
— we A(Trpas ixatrov)] Instead of woel, not 

a few MSS. and early Editions have we, which is 
received by Griesb. and others down to Scholz. 
I have followed their example, though the read- 
ing is uncertain; since St. John uses both we and 
cel in this sense. The quantity of spices here 
mentioned has been thought by some incredibly 
great ; and they propose some other eignification 
of A[rpa. But there is no reason to abandon 
the common interpretation ; for the chamber in 
which our Lord's body was deposited would, 
according to the common custom, have to be 
completely perfumed ; and no inconsiderable part 
would probably be reserved for the funeral ; 

since, on such occasione, immense quantities of 
spices were burnt; especially when great respect 
was meant to be shown to the dead. So Jos. 
Antt. xv. 3, 4, notices the great quantity of 
Ovuiáu ara (meaning ‘ the odour of burnt spices’) 
at the funeral of Aristobulus. And so, speaking 
of Herod's funeral (Antt xvii. 10), he says that 
there were fifty dpeuaropdpor. 

40. idncav abTó—ápouáTor] After having 
embalmed the corpee for several days, they 
swathed it in linen rollers. or bandages, closely 
enfolding and wrapping it in that bed of aromatic 
drugs with which they had enveloped it. 

4l. xai dy Tẹ «co urnusioy] According to 
& custom of the Jews, and also of the Greeks 
and Romans, to have sepulchres in their gardens. 
Thus the mausoleum of Augustus was erected in 
a garden. 

42. &ià Thv Tapasxıvhv, &c.) Since the da 
(Friday) was verging to a close, and the Sebbat 
was at hend, they (for greater dispatch) laid 
Jesus, for the present, in the ulchre, which 
was near at hand, that they might observe tho 
Sabbatical rest. 

XX. 1. $puívovy] Not, ‘taken away; but 
ised, ‘heaved up and away from’ the mouth of 

the sepulchre, where it had been rolled, Matt. 
xxviii. 2, Mark xv. 46. The Arab. and Coptic 
Versions have well represented this sense. The 
huge stone (a piece of rock) might be rolled 
onwards, and thus placed on the mouth of the 
sepulchre; but it could not be removed without 
being heaved "p out of the mouth, as the éx 
expresses, which does not, as Grot. supposes, 
stand for dró. 

2. Tpíyst obv, &c.] It may seem strange that 
— Magdalene should have gone iu such haste 
to Peter and John, and that sho should have 
arrived, though first at the Ichre, after tho 

rty which went later. But Mary was later pro- 
Pabi, because she went to seek Peter and John at 
their ouse or lodging (for, from v. 10, it would 
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apos Xiwwva Ilérpov, kal mpos tov Gdrov pabyriv—sy édpires 
ó 'IncoUs—xai Neyer avtois *"Hpav róv Kupuov èx tov pynpeiou, 

blake xal ovK oldaev Tov EOnxay avTOv. °°’ En Gev oiv o IIérpos, 
12. U € A o» , b A 4 "E Kai 6 üXXos pabnris, kai Tjpyovro eis TO pynpEtov. TpeXov 

68 oí úo óuoi" xai 6 dXXos pabyrns mpoéðpape Táxiov Tov 

IIérpov, kai Abe mparos eis TO pynpeiov 5 kal wapaxipas 
Breet xeipeva ta OÜóvux ov pévroi etondOev. 6 "Epxeras 

ow Xv Ilérpos áxoXovÜOv air@, xai eiijXÜev eis TO pon- 

peior, ka Oewper Tà dOoma xeipeva, 7 kal tò covbdpiov, b Tj» 

émi rhs reparñs avrov, où perà THY GBoviwy xeipevov, àXXà 

xeple évrervAwyuévov eis Eva  Tómov. 8 Tore obv eiatjABe wai 

6 GAXos nuaÜ8syris ó eNMav mparos eis TO uvnuetov, kai elóe xal 
Ps. gne ériorevcer D tol Rinne CK VEKpÂV dvaeTijvau. 

d Mark 16.5. LAOnTAL. 

1.1. eriatevoer 9S ovdérw yap j6ewav THY ypadiy, Ste Set avrov 
10 ATAA ov obv mad Tpós EavTOvs oi 

114 Mapia Sè eiaTrke, mpos TO pynpeiov kXatovaa 
(Ew. ‘Ns ody exdate, Tapéxupev eis TO pvnpeior }2 kai Oewpet 
úo ayyédous èv Xevxots kaÜelouévovs, Eva mpos TH repari 
xai éva mpos Tois moclv, mov Éxevro TO capa Tov ‘Inood. 
13 Kal Aéyovaiw aùr éxeivov T'óvas, ri kXaiew ; Aéyes avroty 
@ b! , , M , 9 ^ y > >? 

OT. pav tov xvpiov pov, xai ovx olda mov &Ünxav avrov. 
eM 38.0. 14 e Kal Taüra eimroüca écrpádm eis rà oTricw, xal Üecpet Tov 
Lake 16, Torov éaTGTG' Kal ovx 7j0eu ort 6 lgaoobs orti. 
ch. 31. 

15 Aéyee airy 
6 “Incods' Tuva, Tí kXaicews ; tha Ümreis ; “Exetvn, 9oxobca 

seem that they lived together, or, at least, were 
near neighbours) and finding them not at home 
(they having gone to the common place of assem- 
bl of the eleven), was obli to wart for 
their return, —which was after they had received 
the secomd party that reached them first, and, 
like the rest of the cleven, treated them as 
bearers of an idle tale. After which, it seems, 
they went home, and found Mary Magdalene 
waiting for them. 

4. irpzxov dé of duo, &c.] Render: ‘ Now 
the two began to run (set off a-running) together,” 
i. e. at the same time and in concert [but did not 
Ix together] for, &c. *the other disciple outran 

eter." 
— 4poíóp. ray.) There is in Tov II. a 

blending of two constructions,—rpex. Trax. T. 
Ilérpov and vpoérp. T. TI. With the former 
comp. Tobit xi. 2, wpodp. iumpocBen 5s yv- 
vacxos oov, and Luke xix. 4, wpodpapwy čipu- 
TpooÜ0sp : with the latter, Xen. Cyr. v. 2, 4, 
™ podpapovres—tioy TTv, * outrunning. 

T. xwpis ivrtrvAcyuívoy ele va rórov] 
The construction is vrer. els va TóTOv Xepís. 
The participle has a sensus pregnans, i. e. ‘ rolled 
up and placed." 

On this circumstance it is well remarked by 
Racine (in his observations on particular 
sages of Scripture), that *the linen clothes thus 
placed and disposed a from one another, 
plainly showed that the body had not been car- 
ried away by thieves, Those who steal are not 

observed to do things in such a quiet orderly 
manner." 

8. xai éxiorevoey] Either ‘believed’ what 
Mary Magdalene had told him and Peter about 
the removal of Jesus’ body from the sepulchre ; 
or rather, as 1 am now inclined to think, with 
some eminent Expositors, and Mr. Alford, from 
Luthardt, that Jesus was actually raised from 
the dead ; thus embracing witb full mental as- 
sent, though for the first time, the fact of the 
resurrection. Mr. Alford's remark, that wio-rev- 
zip is not used in the former sense in John is 
uite true, and confirms the latter view. One 

should expect that John would be the first (for 
as to Peter, there is some doubt whether he had 
as yet received it) to embrace this d truth, 
the foundation of the Gospel. ‘‘ He did this,” 
as observes Luthardt, “on ocular testimony be- 
fore him; for as yet, oùĝémæ yap,—neither he 
nor Peter so knew the Seri as to be d priori 
— of the certainty that it must and wouid 

80 9 

10. weds iavroús] lit. ‘to themselves,” mean- 
ing ‘each to their respective abodes; of which 
peculiar sense examples are adduced by the Com- 
mentators, as Luke xxiv. 12, &*5A0s mpor iav- 
TÓv. Joseph. Antt. viii. 4, 6, wpde avrods: 
ÍxacTos á*jscay. Numb. xxiv. 25, dw5A64 
wpòs davTOyr. I should regard it as a Hellenistic 
idiom, did it not occur in Polyb. v. 93, 1, dr. 
Tpós davrovs. Thus it would seem to be an 
idiom of the common Greek dialect. 
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15. el ob iBdoracase aù.) Meaning, it should 
seem, ‘if thou hast been concerned in his re- 
moval.” The term faceráQ(sw properly signifies 
to bear; 2ndly, to bear away, remove ; the na- 
ture and pu of the removal being deter- 
mined by the context. It is, however (like 
dvatpsiy), espec. pim to the removal of a 
corpee for burial. Eurip. Alc. 724, yíporra 
Bacrálu» vexpdv. El. 1993, capa Bacrá(o 
TóÀs. 

Mary, it seems, thought the corpse had been 
removed to some other place of burial by some 
friend of Jesus, with the knowledge, if not assist- 
ance, of the gardener; and she was anxious to 
know where. 

17. un pov urrou, &c.] On the purpose of 
this address, and consequently on the exact sense 
of the words themselves, some difference of 
opinion exists. The expression dwrrec8a, of 
itself, may well denote an act of dutiful reve- 
rence. A use of the word which may be illus- 
trated from Eurip. Phen. 910, uy 'ariAaufávov, 
where the Schol. explains by un mov mrov. 
But as to the pu of the address, —the con- 
nexion between the prohibition itsclf and the 
reason for it—it is involved in a veil of obscu- 
rity, which hardly admits of being quite with- 
drawn; but, in order to feel our way to the true 
sense, we must steer quite clear of what cannot 
be such. Accordingly, I agree with Mr. Alf., 
that the two renderings of mrov to be guarded 
against are, l) ‘to lay hold of, in order to 
retain, as if the sense were equiv. to wy uz 
xpara, 2) ‘to lay bold of, in order to worship,’ 
though it might seem countenanced by Matt. 
xxvili. 9. The latter sense would kere have to 
be obtruded by force ; the former would proceed 
on taking for granted what cannot be proved. 
The solution can only be arrived at by ascer- 
taining what it was that caused this prohibition 
from our Lord. It was probably called forth by 
some action and gesture of Mary—a movement 
forwards, or an attitude, which seemed prelimi- 
nary to embracing as an act of duteous obser- 
vance. Thie our Lord mildly forbids; but 
why, we are quite in the dark. It may be, as 
Stier and Alf. think, because the action would 
be unsuited — — ity Ds — of rai 

ce; q. d. (wit .) ‘Do not thus; for 
lim wot Seele éd finally to you in the body ;— 
I have yet to ascend to the Father.’ But that 
only wrape the thing up in a greater mystery. I 
confess that I prefer the view taken long ago by 

Luke 34. 10. 
h ver. 20. 
Mark 10. 14. 
Luke 94. 50. 
Acta 30. 7. 
1 Cor. 15. 5. 
& 10. 4. 

Grotius in his paraphrase thus :—'Id rune non 
licet, quum tantum olxovouixós ad fidem ves- 
tram roborandam, me do conspiciendum ;' q. d. 
‘I now make myself visible to you for a par- 
ticular purpose (see Suicer. Thes. Eccles. in 
olkovoukiss et oixovopia), which has been already 
answered by your viewing me; consequently, 
waste not time, which may be devoted to a far 
more important purpose, and one of immediate 
urgency (espec. since the right season for such 
duteous observance has not yet arrived, for I 
have not yet ascended to my Father), but pro- 
ceed forthwith, and tell my brethren that ] am 
on the point of ascending to him who is my 
Father and your Father, my God and your God ;° 
thus speaking for their encouragement and re- 
assurance. He says not, ‘ascend to heaven ;' but, 
in order to remind them of the relation in which 
he stands to God, and they to him, he says, ‘to 
my Father;' thus signifying that he who ‘ was 
from the beginning with God,’ is going to act as 
their Mediator with God, who would now be- 
come their Father and their God,—not by crea- 
tion only, but by the spiritual paternity implied in 
the Gospel covenant. By thus saying ‘my God,’ 
he in accordance to the expression just 
before—‘ my brethren, as partakers of the same 
human nature with them,’ and, because ‘ he is not 
ashamed to call] them brethren’ (Heb. ii. 11), 
therefore calls him, who is ‘their God,’ ‘kts God." 

19—29. Our Lord's sudden appearance to the 
disciples assembled Comp. Luke xxiv. 
96—49. Mark xvi. 14—18. 

19. r&v Üvpav xexX.] On this circumstance 
& wide difference of opinion exists among Com- 
mentators. Some (including the ancient Inter- 
reters generally, and many earlier modern 

Expositor) understand by this that our Lord 
mi y penetrated through the closed doors ; 
others, consisting cbiefly of the recent modern 
Commentators, suppose him to have entered 
merely in an ordimary way, after knocking and 
being admitted. Of these two views, the former 
supposes a sense which cannot be shown to exist 
in the words, and which would have required 
ià Tav Oupwy kaxAeicuíyov. The latter view, 
however, is by no means to be tolerated; for 
surely no unbiassed person can attentively peruse 
this passage, and the similar one at ver. 26, 
without being sensible that something far more 
than an ordinary entrance is intended to be un- 
derstood; otherwise, indeed, there would havo 
been no occasion for the words Tœ» Oupwy Ks- 
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. 9. 10. ; 
xAatopivey, which were evidently meant to inti- 
mate the kind of appearance, as entirely unac- 
countable in the ordi way. Asto makingthem 
(as the Commentators last mentioned are com- 
pelled to do) a mere notatio temporis (q. d. ‘at 
door-shutting time’), is to suppose a use quite 
unauthorized, and which is, moreover, precluded 
by the close connexion of the words with the 
following ones, G4ov rca» o. pabirai ouv- 
*yuévo:, the sense being, ‘ the doors having been 
closely fastened (of the place] where they were 
assembled together." by? namely, àià TO» 
QóBoy rav 'lovóaiwr, for those words are to be 
connected not with evrrrypnáyo: but with xexAa- 
cuárcv, being intended to show why the doors 
were thus secured, doubtless by bolts and bars. 
Comp. Acts v. 23, rò dsonewrypiov. Eurip. 
Bacch. 652, kAsíeww wavra wipyov. Fechyl. 
Suppl. 934, wodw múpyæv unxavğ Kexdeconud- 
ynv. Such being the sense ot* the words, they 
undoubtedly point to something miraculous, as, 
indeed, is domcwetridód by what follows at v. 30, 
—just after narrating the repetition of the same 
case, woAXa—4AXa cnusia iroinoev 'Inaove 
ivøriov t&v ua0nTov—but in what way I would 
not venture to say. Some of the best Exposi- 
tors (as Calv., Grot., and Tittm.) are of opinion 
that our Lord caused the doors to preternaturall 
open of themselves; as the angel, Acts v. 19, ad 
‘opened the doors of the prison” in which the 
Apostles were confined; see also Acts xii. 4— 
10. It may have been 10; but it may, notwith- 
standing the philosophical difficulty which has 
been raised by Whitby and others, have been 
in the other way,—except that it could not be 
through the closed doors, which the words used 
will not permit, —which involves no greater diffi- 
culty than is involved in our Lord's occasionally 
withdrawing himself preternaturally from mortal 
sight. “ Both (as Mr. Alf. truly observes) might 
alike be done by that supernatural power dwell- 
ing in him, by which his other miracles were 
wrought.” In whichever way the appearance 
was effected, we may well sup that by thus 
effecting it miraculously our Lond intended to 
afford to his disciples one other proof of his 
Divinity. As to the words used on making his 
appearance, elpnen vuiv, it was, indeed, an ordi- 
nary form of address bv way of courteous saluta- 
tion. See Luke x. 5. xxiv. 36; but as here 
used, it has a peculiar force and authority, being, 
as Tittm. observes, to be understood cwm effectu. 
Comp. supra xiv. 27. xvi. 33; and see Euthym. 
Howcver, our Lord's commencing his address to 
them in his usual form would immediately as- 
sure them that it was indeed their Lord and 
Saviour who was addressing them : with the same 
view he immediately showed them his hands and 
his side; after which our Lord repeats elpryn 
Uuir, but now in a fuller and more significant 

22 Kai rovro eimàv évedvonce, xal reyes 
avrois AdBere IIveüpa aywv. 93!" Ay Two adie tas ápap- 

sense, as & solemn benediction, adverting to the 
blessed fruits and effects of his death and resar- 
rection; thus making it serve to introduce to 
their attention the great things which he is just 
going to say; and, in that point of view, the 
mention of this ' * would be peculiarly 

ropriate, since the ministers and stewards of 
iie mysterio of God are tho messengers of that 
peace, to publish peace to the world, ‘ good 
tidings of salvation, Is. lii. 7 ; and to whom that 
peace is commitied as a trust, to be by them 
transmitted to all the sons of peace, x. 5, 
6. —— he thus aptly introduces the 
commission which he now gives to them, in the 
words of which the xa8&e—xai, ‘as,’ *so also,’ 
advert to the thereof; q.d. ‘As my 
Father has sent me with full authority to esta- 
blish his Church on earth, even so send 1 
with like authority, and for the same end’ (see 
supra zvii. 19; and comp. Matt. xxviii. 18, 19, 
and note); thus intimating that, Ais apostleship 
being now closed, it was to be continued by this 
solemn sending forth of them. It is scarcely 
n to say, that since Christ's mission 
included various momentous pore such as 
could have no perallel with the sending of the 
Apostles, we must refer the words xaÜe« —xai 
solely to those points which weres similar; on 
which see Lampe. 

22. évadvoncey avTois] This is to be re- 
n not so much as au effusion of the Holy 
pirit, in fulfilment of the promise of the Para- 

clete, which is forbidden by supra xvi. 7, and xx. 
17, as a symbolical act, by which, in a great mes- 
sure, y Lord was pleased to confirm and d 
trate a significant sign, see supra xiii. 
Matt. eee 24. Jeri xx vii 2) the mise 
before made E "à "n AadBers ll»suua 
ğyiov can on unders as a present 
sie ofa fitus benefi. —and aps atri aa 
symbol of that which should very shortly be 
communicated,—namely, on the day of Pente- 
cost, when it was formally and substantially be- 
stowed. So that, as Christ had been inaugurated 
in his office by the Holy Spirit at his baptism, 
they should, in like manner, be then baptized 
with the Holy Ghost. I am induced to 
with Stier, Luthardt, and Alf., that, as the pre- 
sence the Lord — m nor was but a 

ial and temporary fulfilment of his promise 
i otarini to thé disciples, so the imparting of 
the Spirit now, by a partial instilment of his in- 
fluence, was not merely a symbol, but a tem 
rary of that which they should receive 
at the day of Pentecost. So that, as Luthanit 
observes, ‘ the relation of this saying to the effu- 
sion of the Spirit is the same which ch. iii. bears 
to Baptism, ch. vi. to the Lord's Supper, and ch. 
xvii. | to the Ascension.’ 

23. dy Tiver dpnts—xexparnvra:} In these 
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words (on which see note on Matt. xvi. 18, 19) 
our Lord formally confers on his Apostles—and 
through them on the ministers of the Gospel in 
every age—authority to certify those who should 
embrace the offer of the Gospel, that their sins 
were forgiven them; and to declare to those who 
should reject that offer, that they were still under 
the put and — pairs: Though in- 
ten rinci or the , yet it must 
be eut e ald to those who should 
succeed them in carrying on the same holy work. 
In the full belief that the authority here given 
was not, as some say, limited by our Lord to the 
first ministers of the Gospel, but that it belongs 
to those who are eni appointed to the same 
ministry even unto the end of the world (see 
Matt. xxviii. 20, and note), the Church of Eng- 
land, in her Form for the Ordination of Priests, 
uses the form of words recorded in this and the 
receding verse as having been used by our Lord 

for the purpose ; so that those who are thus law- 
fully appointed, are fully authorized to pronounce 
(for the terms dp7rs and xpatnre are to be 
taken declaratively) forgiveness of eins, or the 
contrary. I agree with Mr. Alford, that ‘ the gift 
belongs to those who are lawfully sent to minister 
in the Churches; not, bowever, by successive 

ion from the Apostles—of which there is, 
in the New Test. at least, no trace—but by their 
raga o — ger the uo m of e Spit 
or their office, when an 
conferred upon them by the various Churches.’ á 

24—29. Portion peculiar to John. 
24. ele ix Tov dwdexa] So said, because the 

number of members in any body is made 
use of to designate the name of the body, even 
though the number may not at the time be com- 
plete. As to the absence of Thomas (oix rjv per’ 
avuTwy) on such an occasion as the present, it 
can hardly, considering the temperament of the 

rson, be ascribed to any thing but a feeling 
rdering on abandonment of — 

Though the Evan- 25. Ideyoy obv av, 2 
gelist has expressed himself with great brevity, 
we are not to suppose but that the disciples 
told Thomas the whole of what had taken place ; 
as indeed is clear from the words of hie reply. 

— Tdv TúTov Twv lÀcy] i.e. the mark or 

impression made by the nails. So Athen. p. 585, 
Tovs TUTOVS TGV WAnyw lóovca. Philo, p. 99, 
28, robs TÓTovs Twy K. Tpavuá&rTwy. Jos. Bell. 
iii. 9, 3, rov 'Avópouídas Qicucy tira. He 
means to say, that ‘unless he have the testimony 
of both sight and touch as to the identity and 
real bodily presence of Jesus, &c. That Beza 
and Grot. should have approved of, and Lachm. 
edited Tórov, from A and four cursives, is an- 
other strong proof of the necessity of Palzogra- 
phy, and competent experience in collating, to 
the Critic. Had they known bow perpetually 
the scribes confound -Tó*0ose and -o7os, those 
Editors would have judged otherwise. In fact, 
internal evidence is * in favour of cos, 
and only the rarity of the use, of which I have 
adduced examples, caused the blunder. 

26. u10' nuígas xto) i. e. on the eighth 
day, or the day-week from our Lord's resurrec- 
tion, and from his former appearance to his disci- 
ples; and, in both cases, on the first day of tho 
week. Hence this day was called the Lord's 
day, both because our Lord by his resurrection 
on that day, and by his repeated appearances to 
bis disciples, after his resurrection, on that day, 
had been pleased so signally to honour it. 
— scar iow] Probably an idiom of the ordi- 

nary Greek, found in the Sept. and the later 
Classical writers for d» olxw, though by the Zow 
there may be a reference to the closed chamber 
before mentioned. In our Lord's expressions, 
hive Tov dax. and pipe thy xeipa, there seems 
an allusion to the expression of Thomas to the 
Apostles, day ph BáXe rev Óáx. u. and Bá w 
Thy Xetpa. 

27. dTicTos] for us) micrevwv. This active 
sense is rare in the Classical writers; yet it oc- 
curs in Thucyd. i. 68. 1. /Eschyl. Theb. 873. 
Prov. xxviii. 25. The use of wiards for rı- 
orevwy is still more rare; yet it is found in 
Theogn. 283. Soph. CEd. Col. 1031. 

28. ò Képiós pou, &c.] How decidedly these 
words attest the Divinity of our Lord, none havo 
been disposed to deny, except those who havo 
made up their minds to reject the doctrine itself. 
So necessarily, indeed, docs this follow from the 
words, according to their plain and obvious im- 
port, that those who refuse to acknowledge Jesus 
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as their Lord and their Gop, are compelled to 
resort to the expedient of taking these words, not 
as a solemn address, but as an empty formula of 
admiration, as the ancients said, Hercules! or 
Jupiter! and the moderns Good Lord! Good 
God! &c. &c. To which it has been well re- 
plied by Dr. Pye Smith (Scrip. Test. vol. ii. 
p. 263), that ‘to use the Divine name as an 
exclamation of surprise, however usual among 
heathens, and even some Christians, was by no 
means the custom of the Jews, among whom 
outward reverence for the name of the Deity 
was most punctiliously observed.’ Such a sense, 
too, is forbidden by the words of our Lord's 

y; in which Christ commends the faith of 
Thomas, though he gently reproves the tardiness 
with which it was rendered. Finally, the cir- 
cumstance of the words being introduced by the 
formula Iray abro (the other mode would reject 
avr) shows that they cannot be a mere excla- 
mation of surprise, but an address, wherein the 
Nominative with the Article is used for the 
Vocative, as at xix. 3, and often in the New 
Test.; in short, ‘an address which (to use the 
words of Bp. Middleton) though in the form of 
an exclamation, amounts to a confession of faith, 
and was equivalent to a direct assertion of our 
Saviour's Divinity.’ Accordingly, we are on all 
accounts constrained to take the terms in their 
proper import, and full measure of signification, 
—MY LORD AND MY Gop ;—a combination of 
the two Sacred names forming the strongest re- 
presentation of Divine Majesty of which the lan- 
guage is capable. The testimony, then, is clear, 
and the authority irrefragable: nay, by not re- 
fusing the name of Gop, now first applied to him 
by the Apostles, our Lord virtually takes i£ lo 
himself, as ‘thinking it (to use the words of the 
Apostle) no robbery to be equal with God." 
And thus our Evangelist, towards the close of 
hie Gospel, furnished the same testimony, with 
which he had commenced it, to the God. of 
the incarnate AOTOX. 

29. Owua) This, not found in very many 
MSS., including almost all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, and opposed by internal evidence, is with 
reason cancelled by the Critical Editors. 

— pakápiot ol pù iĉóvres, &c.] The term 
pnaxápios must here be understood comparatively, 
for our Lord did not mean to affirm, that those 
who believe without seeing, would be preferred to 
those who believe on the evidence of sight; but 
only that where the effects of that faith were 
equal, it argued greater simpieity, candour, and 
wisdom, to yield to a reasonable evidence without 
seeing, tban could be argued from merely having 
believed on sight, after sufficient evidence of 
another kind bad been proposed. 

"Inoots 

30. x. d. onua iwolncev] Since some 
difficulties not easily surmountable are involved 
in understanding enusia to mean ‘tokens’ and 
‘proofs’ (or ‘ evidences") of our Lord's having 
risen from the dead, I am now induced to take 
enueia, in its most general sense, for * miracles ;* 
which is more agreeable to é7voínca» than the 
other; though, at the same time, consideri 
that èv obv is a conclusion from all that 
been before said in the Gospel, it should seem 
that John intended those emueia to be viewed 
in the light of ‘evidences’ of the Messiahship of 
Jesus; and consequently this may be as 
a ‘ locutio prægnans, involving, besides the ordi- 
nary import of tbe phrase, the resudt thereof, 

XXI. The doubts raised as to the authenticity 
of this Chapter by Grotius, Le Clerc, and Hea- 
mann, and recently by many German I 
tors, as Credner, Lücke, &c., have been fully 
shown b Lampe, Kuin., Tittm., and Weber, to 
be founded neither on internal evidence nor 
external authority. Allowing the Chapter to be 
Im ue objectors pie A ji = to the 
oregoing accounts, yet might not the Evangelist 
have good reason to add something to his Gospel, 
as we know St. Paul did to certain of his 
Epistles, especially that to the Romans? As to 
the objection, that ‘the circumstances recorded are 
not of sufficient consequence to have come from 
the Evangelist,’ that is mere matter of option ; and 
it were presumptaone to sit in judgment on the 
words of inspiration, which these must certainly 
be considered, since not the slightest external 
evidence has ever been adduced to invalidate 
their authenticity—they being found in all the 
MSS. ; to which I add all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. As to certain peculiarities which are 
supposed to exist therein, we are to bear in mind, 
that our Lord, after his resurrection, no longer 
held intercourse with his Disciples in the was he 
had done before his death, nor treated them with 
the same familiarity; nay, that he bore himself 
as one already withdrawn from human society, 
and soon to depart in order to enter upon ‘that 
glory which he had with the Father before the 
world was.’ In fact, Mr. Alford fully acknow- 
ledges its Johannean origin, and admits that John's 
hand is every where plain and unmistakeable. 
He believes it, however, to have been added 
some years after the completion of the Gospel, 
partly to record the important miracle of the 
second draught of fishes, and the interesting 
account of the sayings of the Lord to Peter; but 
principally to meet the error, which was be- 
omine ee concerning himeelf. In order 
to do he enters into minute details as to the 
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ot pa@nrai Ste "InaoUs att. 5° Aéyes oiv. avrois ó 'Incos: Luxe. 
Ilaðia, un tt mwpooddyiwuv éyere ; “ArrexpiOncav aura Od. 
6 **O 8& elev avrois: Badere eis ra defid pépn Tod mXoiov TÒ cLureas 
Sixrvoy, xai evpnoere. "EfaXov ovv, xai ovxétt avTo EAxdoaL 

number of fishes, the circumstances precedin 
the conversation, and the very words of the Lo 
himself. All thie is very natural ; and that tbe 

rtion was added afler the rest is not impro- 
ble, since it bears on its face the characteristics 

of an additamentum. But I cannot think it pro- 
bable that it was added some years after the rest, 
since the reasons for its addition adduced by Mr. 
Alford, though good in themselves, would be 
likely to occur to the Evangelist much sooner 
than after the lapse of several years. He would 
be likely to make the addition as soo» as he 
learnt the error, which was growing prevalent 
concerning himself; and that was not likely to 
be long. But Mr. Alf. was led into this opinion 
by taking for granted, what cannot be proved, — 
a second manner, and a later style, also a sim- 
plicity produced by the decline of life, meaning 
probably the senility of the diction. This Mr. 
Alf. grounds solely on the use of olua: at v. 25, 
& very narrow foundation on which to erect an 
hypothesis, but which he might have confirmed 
by what Aristotle says in hie Rhet. ii. 15, where 
in depicting the traits of age, with the hand of a 
Theophrastue, he says that old men are fond of 
using the word think ; so, says he, ofovrai,icac: 
ài ovdéy, and they say nothing wayiwe. But there 
was here no room for firedness of assertion, but 
the contrary. And as the Particle oIpa is very 
often used as a softening of what might seem an 
over-ch statement, so here the verd oluat 
might be adopted for that very reason. Ac- 
cordingly, the argument advanced by Lücke, 
Credner, and Davison, against the authenticity 
of the two last verses, from the hyperbolical and 
exaggerated tone,—foreign to the simple modesty 
of the Evangelist, te the less to be justified. 

1. ipavipwoev iavr.] lit. ‘showed himself 
as risen from the dead; and so infra v. 14, 
iQavepo0n = igday. éavr. Such p 8 as 
John i. 3l. 1 John i. 2. Mark xvi. 12, 14, 
and several others, are of a somewhat different 
character, denoting only *to be made publicly 
known.’ 

2. cav óuov] ‘were together, in ordinary 
society, not *assembled' for religious exercises, 
as in Acts ii. l, and xx. 18, in some very ancient 
copies. The former is the usual acceptation, and 
occurs in the later Class. writers. ho the two 
other disciples were we are not told; and whether 
they were Apostles is uncertain. 

VoL. L 

3. bwayw dX] ‘I go, am just going a 
fishing,’ implying ‘intention,’ as supra viii. 27, 
and still more in the following épyoue@a, an 
idiom probably of the ordinary Greek ; though 
occasionally found in the later Greek writers.— 
"EvéBncav, which I adopted with all the Editors 
from Griesb. downwards on very strong autho- 
rity, I find also in almost all the Lamb. and 
most of the Mus. copies; and internal evidence 
is in its favour. From this minute circumstance 
we may infer that the disciples were returning to 
their usual occupations; to continue them from 
that time until the period at which the Lord had 
appointed to meet them in Galilee at the Pente- 
cost.—dvé8. was prob. an error of the scribes; 
and the words are frequently ere Es i 

— twlacay ovdiv) We may be allowed to 
suppose that on the present occasion (as in the 
similar case recorded at Luke v. 5, between which 
there is a strong correspondence) it was so 
ordered by Divine providence, that nothing 
should be caught the night before, in order to 
make still more remarkable the miracle which 
should follow. 

5. maiia] Comp. 1 John ii. 18, and supra 
xiii. 33, Taxvía. Thus wacdiov and Texvioy 
were terms of kindness or affability, used by 
elderly persons or superiors to those with whom 
they conversed.__IIpoopay:ow properly denotes 
what is eaten along with bread as a condiment, 
though (like éyapiov) it was generally used, as 
here, of fish. From Chrys. and Wetst. it ap- 
pears that Tí čysre was a phrase employed by 
those who inquired of fishers or hunters what 

had . So at Aristoph. Nub. 731, 
éxace Ti; the Scholiast remarks, Ty iv á&ypsv- 
Tov Aéfu ypwuevos’ tote yàp dAevow À 
ópyiÜaypavrais obrw acír "Exes Ti; 

6. BáXer« ele ra Ó1Eià lon] They proba- 
bly thought the unknown looker on acquainted 
with tbeir craft, and had, with the keen pene- 
tration of an adept, discovercd some sign on the 
right side of the vessel, by which he conjectured 
that the fish were collected together there.— 
Evprcere is a technical term of the — 
art (expressed with the usual brevity of suc 
phrases) common to all languages.— A*ó, in 
this sense, ‘on account of,’ is not a Hebraism, 
but found in the best Claes. writers, from Thucyd. 
downwards. Comp. Dion. Hal. i. 74, dad Avo ys 
Kai peTavoias TOV — 

Y 
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aaas loyvcav amò ToD TvjOovs T&v ixOvov. Tà Aéye ov ò pabis 
éxeivos ôv ayaa 0 'Inoots To IIérpor “O Kúpiós dote iver 
ovv Ilérpos, axovaas Ett 6 Kuptos éai, tov érrevdutny Scefaoaro 
(3v yàp yusuvos), at éBarev éavróv eis thv ÓáXaccav. 8 Ox è 
Gro pabnral TQ Trotapip Abov, (ov yap joayv paxpay amò 
THS yf], GAN aos ard mnyðv Staxoclwyv) c)povres TO Óücrvov 
TOv ixOveov. 9 ‘Ds obv aréßnoav eis Tv viv, Brérovow àv- 
Opaxiay xetpévny, xat ovpdpioy émixeipevov, kal prov. 10 Aéyes 

avrois 6 Igcoüs "Evéyxate amò trav opaplov àv émidoare viv. 
11’ 4vé8n Xíuov IIérpos, xal e(Axvae TO Sixrvoy mè TAS vip, 
peaTóy ixOvav peyddwy écaróv Trevrnkovrarpuy Kai TOTOÚT®V 
Üvrov, ovx éoyicOn tò Sixrvov. 

e Acts 10. 41. 

7. 6 Kupide lori] John might well make 
this inference (which is contained in the Particle 
ovv) from the prodigious draught, which would 
bring to his mind the incident recorded at Luke 
v. 1—6, and set him to examine more narrowly 
the countenance of the Stranger. 

— éiwaydirny] From the researches of Sal- 
mas., Lampe, and Fischer, this appears to mean, 
that linen tunic used by Greeks, Romans, 
and Jews, and called by the Romans superaria, 
corresponding to our waistcoat, but much longer, 
and worn between the inner tunic (the intorula 
or subucula of the Romans, and the x.revíaxos 
or Urodurns of the Greeks) and the surtout, 
upper garment, or cloak. It seems, from Euthy- 
mius, to have been in this case the ordin 
fisherman's coat, consisting of a sort of full froc 
without sleeves, reaching only to the knees, and 
bound round the middle by a belt. Exactly re- 
sembling the dress of the Arabian peasants, as 
described b Sa Keppel (Journey from India 
to England), vol. i. p. 87, ‘a large brown shirt 
(coarse as sackcloth) with open sleeves, extend- 
ing down to the knee, and bound round the loins 
with a leathern girdle.” The 47:92. Peter, —who 
had been before yvuvòs, ‘only in hie shirt,'— 
put on, and girded. Pcter, we may suppose, did 
not plunge into the sea, in order to swim ashore 
for he could not swim), but only stepped out of 

the boat, in order to wade thither. In bis haste 
he would not stay to go as the other disciples 
did; who proceeded more leisurely by the cock- 
boat belonging to the bark, at the same time 
drawing with them to the shore the net full of 
fishes. — «s wAo1apieo is wrongly rendered, ‘in a 
little ship,’ rather went on shore ‘ by the skiff, or 
cock-boat.' See note on Mark vi. 32. The other 
dieciples came to land in that way, because there 
would not, it seems, have been depth of water 
sufficient for the fishing bark itself. Accord- 
ingly they came to shore by the cock-boat, bring- 
ing moreover the net full of fishes with them,— 
not, however, on board of the boat, for there 

bably would not have been room, and accord- 
ingly they fastened the end of the net to the 
poop of the boat, and so dragged it along, more 
conveniently for their passage to as far on shore 
as the depth of water would enable the boat 
to go 

12 e 4éye, aurais 0 goo Aetre apucrycare. ovdeis & 

Supply meere», 
TER idiom, in 

———— in the popular or colloquial 
raseology. 
9. Br(éwovew dvOpaxtay xesuivny] See note 

supra xviii. 18. This might, indeed, be accounted 
for without supposing miraculous agency; bat 
from the air of the paseage it should rather seem 
that the fire and food were not only provided by 
Christ, but provided miraculously, as the draught 
of fishes had been a little before. What is there 
for the Rationalist itors to stumble at? 
What difficulty in such a fire and fish being pro- 
vided miraculously by him who bad all nature 
at his disposal, and all angels at his bidding? 
Both of the miracles were probably intended to 
teach them, by symbolical actions, that their 
Lord could, and would, abundantly supply the 
temporal as well as spiritual necessities of his 
disciples. I bave shown, supra xviii. 8, that the 
conjecture of eome Critics, xazomévny, is need- 
less, and that the text. rec. «xstudeny, set, or 
placed, has reference to the circumstance of the 
fire of churcoal peint put into an iron vessel like 
our 1 his is plain from a passage of 
Plut. pos. vi. 7, ò comes ‘Avayapaue iw- 
fees Thy dvOpaxcay, i.e. ‘commended the [in- 
vention of] the chafing-dish.' And so Hippo- 
erates and other writers use dyÜpaxià to denote 
a — Poke — in it The next 
wo Ka tov iwixelpevov, signify, ‘and 
fish lying thereon ;' i. e. on the — broil- 
ing-dish. The whole is quite graphic, and atteets 
the minute accuracy of an eye-witnesa. 

12. &«vrs. apior.] A form of expression, 
probably usual on such occasions, and which we . 
may suppose to have been customarily used by 
our Lord himself. A circumstance which would 
further strengthen the impression of the dis- 
ciples, ór. ò Kupios ici. As to dpsor. seo 
my Lex. in ápieo», and dpiorde. lt must 
mean the morning meal, whatever it may be 
called, a late beak fast-_oe our lunch, and taken 
about 1] o'clock. 
— ovdsie da iróňua, &c.] There is some 

difficulty connected with iróÀ ma, —for, if taken 
in its full sense, it would seem little agreeable to 
what follows, elóórse Gr: ò Kópióe leri —to 
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rópa TOv pabnrav éferáca, abróv X) ris eb; eiDóreg Ómri 
ó Kupws dorw. 9"Epyera, ov ó ‘Ingots, xai NauSdver rov 
dprov xai didwoww avrois, xai TO OWNápiov cuoiws. 1%! Toro fch.0.1, 
Ñn Tpirov éjavepa0n 6 'IgcoUs trois pabytais avro), éyepÜels 
€x vexpav. 

15"O-ce ob» npiornoay, Neyer TH Zw Ilérpo ò "Inoods’ 
Sipwv "Iva, € dyads ue wrelov rovrwv ; Aéyer ate Nal, gus» 
Kupie ov olóas Ste Gude ce. Ayet aire Boone tà apvia 
pov. 16^ Aéye avri wadw Sevrepor Zipav "Iová, dyads pe ; hri Pet. 
Aéyes avrG* Nai, Kópe cv oldas Gre pð ae. Abyet aŭro Boh n. 
! Tloipawe ta mpóßará pov. 17 Aéyes ait@ 1d Tp(rov X(pow Leh, 10. 1, 8. 
'levá, peis pe; '"Exvmij0n 6 IIérpos, öre elmev aùr Tò tpi- Hep. 1 A 
Tov Pideis ue; xal elev air Kupie, ob Távra olðas od ita. 20, 38. 

3, 

yiveakeis Gre pila ce. Aéyes aùr ó 'goobv Bóoxe rà 
vpoBará pov, 185’ Aus» auny Aéyo aov. Óre Fs vedrrepos, EGov- 12 Pw.1. u. 

avoid which, Heins., Kuin., and Tittm. su 
rópa used pleonsstically. Bat, rather 
resort to such an unsatisfactory mode of dis- 
posing of the difficulty, it were better, with Gatak. 
and pe, to take iróňua in the sense voluit, 
meaning that ‘no one cared to ask him.” But 
even this is an uncritical paring down of the 
sense, and forbidden by various of a 
parallel nature to the nt, such as Matt. 
xxii. 46. Mark xii. 34, o08i irdédrApnol tis 
dwsperijcat aùvróv. Accordingly, bearing in 
mind the feelings of awe which the disciples had 
of late entertained towards our Lord, it may be 
best to reject the principle both of pleonasm and 
modification of sense, which are excluded by the 
strong term subjoined, éEera{ecv, which signifies 
*to examine rigidly by interrogation; see De- 
mosth. p. 1124, and Xen. Mem. i. 2, 36, and re- 
gard the sentence as standing, by a certain brevity 
of expression characteristic of the Evangelist, for 
* no one of the disciples ventured to strictly put 
the question, Who art thou? [nor, indeed, was 
it necessary] as knowing,’ &c. 

14. rpírov] meaning, ‘ the third time’ recorded 
£n this ; for it appears from Matt. xxviii. 
16, seq. that he had appeared to them five times 

ore. Or we may understand 'the third 
time' of showing himself to his disciples col- 

5 33. Sayi of our Lord after the fe . nge of our ore- 
going meal af it would seem that no conversa- 
tion took place a£ the meal, for the reason above 
adverted to. 

15. wAstov roóræv] Some (as Whitby, 
Pearce, and Middl.) by ToóTe» understand 
t these things,’ namely, the nets, boats, and other 
implements of his trade; q. d. ‘ Doet thou prefer 
my service to these thy secular employments?’ 
But to this frigid sense it has been well objected 
by Dr. Jortin, that Peter might love his Lord 
more than those, and yet not love him much. 
The true meaning seems to be (what the words 
in their obvious sense would t) * Dost 
thou love me more than those thy fellow-dis- 
ciples do?’ An interpretation which was adopted 

by all the ancient, and all the moet eminent 
modern Commentators. In this question our 
Lord may be supposed to have alluded to the 

fession of superior attachment to him, which 
eter had made on a former occasion (Matt. 

xxvi. 33); ‘though all men should be offended 
because of thee, yet will I never be offended." 

It is obeervable that though our Lord asks the 
uestion thrice, probably to impress the injunc- 

tion the more strongly on Peter and the other 
Apostles (intending it, however, for all Pastors of 
every , yet the admonition which each time 
follows it up is not quite the same; for Sdaxsiy 
signifies simply ‘ to P: y 
wotualvay, both ‘to 

mature professors). chief 
Shepherd (1 Pet. v. 4), so Poter and the other 
Apostles were to be And the notion 
o Umen) neccisuruy carica tate TE CRAT of guid: 
ing an i 

16. Y. 'l., — uss) Similarly in Alexis 
ap. Athen. p. , we have Irparris, isis 
Ófrvov pe; where à/vov implies an affirmative 
answer, q. d. *] presume you do;' as in Soph. 
Trach. 4M, Thy alyuaX eov xáToicÜà dywov ; 

l7. od wayra olas] A recognition of his 
omniscience (as supra xi. 23), and consequent] 
of his Divinity ; see Smith's Scrip. Test. vol. itl 
164. The feeling of chagrin (implied in the 
expression éAvwn8n) was one quite unmixed 
with any impatience of rebuke; being occasioned 
by the recollection of his late fall, and some 
distrust as to the strength of his future reso- 
lutions. 

18. duny duty Aéye cow &c.] By these 
words (probably suggested by the cireumstance 
of Peters girding himself, after having chan 
his clothes, as we may — he did after 
having come on shore thoroughly wet) our Lord 
intended, it should seem, in a most impressive 
manner (with which comp. Acts xxi. 19) to inti- 
mate to t — he would have to sa- 

Yy 
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vues ceauTov, xal Trepuerárew mov HOedes* Grav O6 ynpacys, 
éxreveis Tas yelpds gov, Kai ANOS ge Cwoel, kai olce. Szrov 
ov Géneus. 

k oh. 13. 33. 
& 1. 7. 

19 Todro 86 etre, onpaivwy Toi Üaváro Sofdcet TOv 
Ocóv. xal oUTo cima Xéye, atT@ "ÁkoXovOe, por. D &' Egr,- 

aTpadeis cè 6 IIérpos BXérew tov pabyrny, Ov rryáma ó 'I*aois, 
á«oXovÜoüvra, ôs kal avérecey ev TQ Beim» emt tò oros 
avTOoU, xal elme Kupie, tis otiw 0 trapadidovs ce; ?l Toŭrov 

bov ò IIérpos Xéyev TO ‘Inood Kúp, otros 896 ti; X Aéyes 

pose aire 6 Incods: ! Eày avróv Géiw pévew Ews Epyouas, Té Trpos 

d in his cause, as introductory to the final 
and solemn injunction to follow his example. 

To advert to the particular import of the pre- 
diction, the words i(&wvrvec. ceautdy, xai wepi- 
ewares mrov hOeXac are evidently a figurative 
mode of expressing the possession of youthful 
vigour, and perfect recdoui of action. The next 
words, ray ĉi yupáons—O£Aacs, are by most 
Expositors, ancicnt and modern, supposed to 
allude to crucifixion ; while several recent Com- 
mentators recognize a reference solely to the 
helplessness of age. But that view, besides yield- 
ing a sense very frigid, and by no means suitable 
to the occasion, is forbidden by the words ov 
@é\ecs. Yet whether the words can fairly be 
thought to refer to the crucifixion tself, may be 
doubted; for though the expressions, éxrevsis 
Tas ysipás cov, kul Gos ca Toc, be cor- 
respondent thereto, since the crucified person 
would have to stretch out his arms to be nailed 
to the cross bars; yet that is supposing him to be 
already there, and not being sake: * where he 
would not wish to go,' to thc place of execution. 
Hence Kuinoel and Tittman maintain that the 
words only predict that Peter should die a violent 
death. And, indeed, the words following, Tovro 
ài —O«óp, cannot be proved to have reference to 
more than martyrdom, by whatever death. Yet 
those expressions, and espec. the subsequent ad- 
monition, áxoAov0«t uoi, rather the idea 
of death by cracifürion; and, as the universal 
testimony of antiquity establishes it as a fact, 
that Peter did suffer martyrdom by crucifirion, I 
am inclined to think, with Casaubon, Scaliger, 
Lampe, Wetetein, and Ernesti, that there is a 
reference, if not to actual crucifixion, yet to the 

ration for it, in which the criminal was 
compelled to put his neck into a furca, of the 
form II, called ‘ patibulum ; his hands being 
extended pom — the —— wind (to 

resent, by a signi, t action, the punishment 
he was about to suffer) : and who afer being 
thus carried, as it were in procession, to the place 
of execution, was then actually crucified. As to 
the obscurity which this interpretation supposes 
to — in code aa i by no means 

ter than might be expected in a prediction 
not intended io bé full Sudenitood until after 
the erent ; when it would prove as great a sup- 

rt to the Apostle, as it must before that time 
have been a source of alarm and dismay. 

From the question put by Peter at ver. 21, it 
is manifest that he understood his Lord's expres- 
sions, of a violent death by the executioner; but 
what kind of death he did not understand ; and 
in his 2nd Epistle, i. 14, though he speaks with 

uncertainty, yet he plainly alludes to a evolent 
death. To advert to a point of philology ;— 
The use of vewrepos here occurring as a Sb- 
stant. derived from the Adject. (just as our Sub- 
stant. yuunker from the Adject. younger) is found 
in the purest Class. writers, as Thucyd. vi. 12, 
and Eupol. Taxiarch. fr. xii. 3, ore à» væ- 
Tapos. 
— wvvves ceavrov] q.d. ‘wert not bound by 

others,’ alluding to the compulsory binding of the 
hands to the cross. In the ixrevsis tas Xeipac 
we have words quite tc, and intended to 
complete the picture. Render: ‘ Thou wilt 
stretch forth thy hands (namely, for asather to 
bind thee), and another will bind thee and carry 
thee ;’ for the words being a prophecy require 
the rendering will, not shall ; and to this pro- 
phecy there seems a reference in 2 Pet. i. 14. 

19. Qo£áce: Toy ied! An expression desig- 
nating martyrdom, by having been a witness 
faithful unto death. Rev. xx. 4. 

20. éwiarpadels] It seems that Peter, though 
he was aware of the figurative scnse intended in 
áxoX., yet thought it safer to observe the direc- 
tion in the /eral one, and therefore follows his 
Master. Then, turning about and seeing John 
also following, and thereby showing Ais compre- 
hension likewise of the meaning of Jesus, he 
feels a curiosity to know whether Jobn, his 
friend and companion, would accom him in 
death, and therefore asks oð rot T E 
woos); which may mean, ‘ What s he 
do?" i. e. suffer (for mow has often the sense of 
wacxw); i. e. * What shall be his fate?" 

22. day avróy Oidw, &c.] Here, again, the 
sense is obecure, for the very same reason as 
before, and consequently has led to a great 
variety of interpretations; all of them more or 
less erroneous. To ascertain their true import, — 
the scope of the words, and their plain force, 
both separately and conjointly, must first be 
ascertained. Now it is evident that our Lord 
intended a gentle rebuke to Peter for bis curiosity 
on a subject which did not concern Aimsel/, and 
into which it was not proper for him to pry. 
And as ti $póc ai was (as from the 
Classical illustrations of Wetstein and Kypke) a 
frequent form of repressing vain curiosity, the 
chief sense intended secms to be that assigned by 
Euthymius, ‘ Do thou mind thine own concerns.’ 
As, however, Tí mpòs ai is accompanicd by the 
words édy avTÓv Oitw privacy ies lpyopuai, 
something more is evidently meant, however ob- 
scurely expressed. And considering that the force 
of this kind of phrase is to put a negative on any 
question asked, and tbat the scope of Peter's in- 
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cé; ov ákoXovÜe, por. BEENA ev ody ó Xóyos obros Els TOUS 
adedgovs, Sts 6 palris exeivos oùs atroOvncKet. Kai ove eltrev 

auto ó ‘Inoovs, tt oùe aroOvncKer’ àXXN dày» avróv Odo 
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quiry was, to know whether John too would 
suffer martyrdom, the words may justly be sup- 

d to contain, together with a meld reproof for 
the liberty taken in putting such a question, an 
obscure intimation that he would not suffer mar- 
tyrdom, but continue alive up to—what period ? 
TILL I come. But what are we to understand 
by this coming? Certainly not (what many have 
sup ) his final coming to judge the world ; 
q. d. * If I should choose for him not to die at 
all, what would that be to thee?’ That would, 
I apprehend, be making the expression more 
enigmatical than its wording will justify. The 
coming of Christ must rather denote the coming 
of Christ in power to execute vengeance on the 
ewish nation. That John lived up to, and far 

beyond, the entire completion of Christ's judg- 
ments on the Jewish nation, we have full evi- 
dence. Since, however, tho disciples did not 
at that time know of this advent of our Lord, 
but only of the final one, it is no wonder that 
they should then have understood it of the 
other, and consequently supposed that John would 
not die at all. 

24, 25. Several eminent Critics and Commen- 
tators, even those who receive all the rest of the 
Chapter, regard these verses as not from the 
Evangelist, but an addition from another hand, — 
probably John the Presbyter. "This they are in- 
duced to suppose, partly rom the change of per- 
son in oldupev, and partly from a fancied dissimi- 
larity to the style in the preceding verse. But it 
is strange that they should not have seen that, if 
the rest of the Chapter be (as it certainly is) from 
the Evangelist, so must at least the clause oiroc— 
yeaves ravra; for this would be indispensable to 
orm any conclusion ; and that these verses were 
meant to do so is pretty clear. But if that clause 
be St. John's, so probably must the nezt, since it 
is strongly confirmed by an altogether kindred 

at xix. 35. Nor is there any such diffi- 
oy in the change of person at ofdauep, as to be 
fatal to the authenticity of the clause; since it 
may be taken, not p , a8 many contend 
(for propriety would rather require oléa), but, as 
some eminent Critics maintain, communicative, 
i.e. to include the disciples and first Christians 
in general; q. d. * 7t is known.’ In short, from 
whom can this clause and the next verse have pro- 
ceeded, if not from St. John? * From the Bi 
of the Churches of Asia,’ say the firs- mentioned 

ritics. But the Evangelist's assertion. could 
not need the support of their testimony. Besides, 
the si r olua: in the next verse (which 
cannot be taken for sané, because it is no where 
so used in the Scriptures; and because thus there 

Amos 7. 10. 

would be no construction) forbids this notion. 
Are we, then, to consider v. 25, as an addition 
by some hand different from that of the precedin 
clause? Certainly not; for surely there woul 
seem to be no need of any addition, at least not 
to the reader ; though the writer might see the 
thing in a different view. Upon the whole, there 
is not, 1 think, the slightest reason for supposing 
that the verse came from any other than the 
E ist, who seems to have intended it asa 

ary to what was said at xx.. 30. 
The words ové2? abTóv oluva:c—fi Bria are an 

Oriental and hyperbolical mode of expression (to 
represent that the miracles, and tho remarkable 
actions and discourses of Jesus, were exceedingly 
numerous) ; of which many examples are adduced 
by the Commentators from the Scriptural and 
the Classical writers. To which I could add 
others. But it is of more importance to advert 
to a passage of Scripture, namely, Amos vii. 10, 
ov duvarat 9) yn Xwpety wavras Tos Adyous 
avrov, ‘the land cannot contain all his words.’ 
Now the words may have been in the mind of 
the Evangelist, if, at least, which Dr. Henderson 
ably maintains, ‘contain’ be the true sense of 
the Hebrew, Yom. The hyperbole is a strong 
feature of resemblance in es. 

I must not omit to observe that at ver. 24 the 
rourwy has reference to the events of this Chap- 
ter, and the ravra to those of the rest of the 
Gospel. At dXXa wodda is plainly to be sup- 
plied à obx fom: yeypaupiva iv re BiBALo 
rovrw. To these dypada allusions are occa- 
sionally found; and on them let the reader, if 
he can, see the learned and curious, but very rare 
tract of Zornius ‘De &ypápo:s Christi dictis." 
Numberless, however, as were the actions of our 
Lord which were left unrecorded, we have reason 
o maniese m ae Ponosne of him who ‘doeth 
& ings well.’ Every important purpose, in a 
work — for the people al large rather than 
for the learned and critical, is accomplished by 
the Gospels in their present state. Had they 
contained all the words and actions of Christ, or 
even any considerable part, they would have been, 
as the lina ipd perhaps means to intimate, too 
voluminous for & manual adapted to ordinary use. 
Enough is recorded to direct our faith and regu- 
late our practice; more would have been super- 
fluous, and in somg respects (from the multitude 
of questions and unprofitable speculations to 
which, judging from what we see is noto the case, 
they would have given rise) might have defeated 
the main pu in view,—the making men 
* wise unto salvation, through faith which is in 
Christ Jesus.” 
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THIS highly pero book forms the d 
connecting link between the Gospels and the 
Epietles, being a sort of Appendiz to the former, 
and Introduction to the latter; and as it is ex- 
ceedingly illustrated by both, so it throws back 
great light on both; and indeed it is indis- 
pensably necessary to a right understanding of 

; accordingly, it is justly termed b Chiy- 
sostom ‘an exceeding t treasure.’ That St. 
Luke was the author of thie book is plain, both 
from what is said at the commencement of it, as 
compared with that of his Gospel, and from the 

. strong similarity of its style as compared with 
that of the other work ; insomuch that the two 
were, by some ancient writers, rded as form- 
ing two parts of the same ge work. As to 
the personal history of the writer, see Introduc- 
tion to his Gospel. The unvarying testimony of 
Tradition, as to St. Luke being the writer of this 
book, is confirmed by what we read of Luke in 
St. Paul's Epistles. lt is next to certain that the 
same person was the writer of both the books, — 
the general similarity of composition and diction 
being striking. Accordingly, words and phrases 
are continually occurring in the present book 
either peculiar to the two books, and not found 
elsewhere, or in a great measure found only in 
those. Considering the persons for whom m 
work is chiefly intended, I do not consider it 
necessary to enter into long arguments in order 
to overturn the various hypotheses which have 
been started by several German writers of the 
Rationa'istic school, to destroy or weaken the 
evidences of St. Luke's being the author of this 
book as well as of the Gospel that bears his 
name. Those readers who have a taste for euch 
cates may find a board spread abundantly in Dr. 
Davidson's Introduction, and with no niggard 
hand in Mr. Alford's. Suffice it here to advert 
to the terms peculiar to tbe writer, favourite 
terms, or euch as might be expected from St. 
Luke, according to what we know of him both 
from St. Paul and from the testimony of anti- 
quity. I advert especially to tbe intimations 
occurring occasionally in this book, and in the 
Gospel, in the descriptions of diseases, and which 

show that the writer was one well acquainted 
with the subject, and quite conversant with the 
technical phraseology of the medical art. To 
the same class may be referred thoee numerous 
nautical terms which ‘occur up and down, and 
always, we have high authority for pronouncing, 
used with exactness, and evincing—ase Mr. 
Smith, in his interesting work on the Voyage and 
Shipwreck of St. Paul, testimony—that the 
writer was one quite as well acquainted with 
technical sea terms, and the habits of seamen, as 
a laudsman, though one well accustomed to the 
sea, could be expected to be. Of course this and 
other similar points of detail will abundantly 
rove that the present work could not have 

n, what the German writers above alluded to 
represent, in a great measure a compilation, from 
the numerous notices of others, by some unknown 
author. As to the questions a£ what time, and at 
what , the book was written ;—on the former 
of these points see Canon Tate's able Disserta- 
tion (Cont. Hist. App. E, § 3, p. 166—170), 
where he says much to prove, that, consistently 
with other facts, the only time which can be 
allowed for Luke's writing and publishing the 
Acts must be fixed after St. Paul's first and 
before his second imprisonment at Rome, and 
during his last apostolic progrese ; probably (as 
he shows, from a minute investigation of circum- 
stances) some tiine in the course of A.D. 63. He 
has endeavoured to fix the p/uce where the book 
of the Acts was written at wbere Luke 
would be enabled to form the work under the 
same advantageous circumstances in which he 
had, & few years before, written his Gospel. 
After all, however, this is a matter of doubtful 
disputation ; and the learned Canon has not been 
so successful in fixing the place as the time. I 
rather agree with those who think that Roms 
was the place where the book was drawn 
Mr. Alford bas, I apprehend, gone far to establis 
this on grounds of high probability, nearly ap- 
roaching to certainty. As to the . there is 
ittle difference between the two estimates ; for 
Mr. Alford fixes it at the spring of A.D. 63, and 
the Canon seemingly at the astuma of A.D. 62. 
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I would not venture to determine any thing. 
But I am inclined to think, with Mr. Alford, 
that thie book was finally finished at Rome, and 
among the disciples there. The recent arrival of 
the Apostle at Rome, and the leisure which suc- 
ceeded to it,—a leisure that, considering the 
lengthened period during which the Apostle's 
cause would be likely to remain undecided, 
might continue for some time, —would afford the 
Apostle an o portunity of rendering important 
assistance to St. Luke in "i ids one arranging 
the materials, —which he had ly long been 
collecting for tbe present work, so as at last to 
expedite the completing and sending it forth,— 
especially since the threatening prospect of the 
Church's affairs, at a period when the Emperor 
Nero had grown more and more ferocious, might 
well warn both the Apostle, and his fuit/ul dis- 
ciple (who alone was with him, 2 Tim. iv. 11), 
that the long lowering political storm was soon 
likely to burst, which would expose the Church 
to the direst assaulte of heathen persecution ; and 
accordingly, that whatever materials had been 
collected should be forthwith arran and 
speedily sent forth, or the faithful might never 
have the benefit of them. As to the canoni 
authority of the present book, it is closely con- 
nected with that of the ; on which see 
the Introduction thereto. For the Ch 
of the events therein. (which has been the sub- 
ject of much discussion among the learned, but 
forms no part of the plan of thie work), suffice 
it to refer the reader, who wishes to enter deeply 
into the subject, to the Treatises of Anger, 
Lipe. 1833, and Wieseler, Gotting. 1848, or to 
the Epitome of their contents in Dr. Davidson's 
Introduction to the New Test. vol. ii., and to 
— Alford's Tabular representation of the Chro- 
nology. 

To advert to the three other topics connected 
with the book, 1) for what , and with 

of these topics there 
is no need to dilate. The tmmediate of 
this book, like that of the Gospel, was of course 
the information of the venerated friend of the 
writer, lus. It is at its commencement 
styled, by implication, a deerepor Adyos, thus 
forming a continuation of the mpæros Adyor, the 
Gospel ; and accordingly the specification of the 

of writing prefixed to the Gospel, tva 
émryvor—dopadaay, must have been meant also 
for this book. But though each work is described 
as written fpr Theophilus, zi it was only such 
as being inscribed to him. h muet have been 
meant for all such inquiring Christians generally, 
whether RE or — as ipium has en in- 
terest in the origin and progress, the ual de- 
velopment of the religion which they professed, 
being intended, as Dr. Pye Smith expresses it 
(Scrip. Test. vol. iii. p. 5), “ to give a collection 
of most important perticular memoirs referring 
to the commencement of the Christian dispensa- 
tion ; detailing some events in the bistory of the 
Churches at Jerusalem and Antioch, and occu- 
pying the latter half with many interesting 
transactions of St. Paul." 

In short, the of this book seems to 
have been mainly two-fold; Ist, to give an 
authentic account of the fulfilment of the pro- 
mise of the Father, by the descent of the Holy 
Spirit on the day of Pentecost; and the results of 
that august event, both in the miraculous powers 
and supernatural gifts bestowed by the Spirit on 
the first preachers of the word and professors of 
the Gospel; and the dispersion of the Gospel 
among both Jews and Gentiles. 2ndly, to preseut 
such an authentic narrative of the carly prep 
of the Gospel, as should establish the full claim 
of the Gentiles to be admitted into the Church 
of Christ—a claim even yet disputed by the 
Jews. Furthermore, in a general way, to afford 
— af — — pis aids a 
the , and supply irrefragable evidence 
the Divine origin of the Christian religion. 

To advert to the sources ; —much has been said 
by the German writers, and their condenser, 

r. Alf.; 40ÀÀX& pay dc0Xà papiyuiva, wodrAd 
ôi Avypá. But even such portions as the 
former reguire more “ bolting and sifting to the 
very bran” than I can at present bestow. A few 
such remarks as at present have occurred to me 
must suffice. It seems not improbable that (as 
Mr. Alford supposes) of Paul's last vovege and 
shipwreck a lar journal was kept by Luke, 
and the particulars set down daring the winter 
months spent at Malta; or, rather, as I would 
suggest, that memoranda, journal-wise, of the 
voyage were set down at the time; and, as soon 
afterwards as occasion would permit, were en- 
larged and digested, and then laid up for future 
use. Iam also inclined to think, with Mr. Alf, 
that, during that long stay at Malta, the pur- 
pose, already previously formed, of framing a da0- 
v pov Aóyov, was ripened, and partly carried into 
effect, under the influence and direction of the 
Holy Spirit, together with the counsel and aid of 
St. adl Of course the above account of the 
voyage (ch. xxvii.) would be the first written por- 
tion of the book. I agree with Mr. Alf., that at 
any time during that or the subsequent travels, 
or during the two years spent at Rome, Luke 
may have filled in those s of the narrative 
of events, which occurred during his abeence from 
Paul, from the oral dictation of the Apostle. See 
more in Alf, from whose researches it would 
eppen, that if Cæsarea was not, as Canon Tate 
thinks it eas, the place where the present book 
was drawn up, yet that there, and in the neigh- 
bourhood, up to the period of Paul's apprehen- 
sion, much im t matter was derived from 
the Apostles at Jerusalem, James and others, 
and gathered for his Gospel, and not a little for 
the early part of the ded-rapos Ad-yos,—the Acts. 

I agree with Mr. Alf., that ‘in the Speeches of 
Peter recorded iu the Acts there are sufficient 
peculiarities to identify them as the sentiments 
and diction of the Apostle of the Circumcision, 
while at the same time there is enough of Luke's 
own style and expression to show that the whole 
has been carefully worked over [rather, worked 
up into form, and polished in the phraseology] 
by his hand.’ As to the question canvassed by 

r. Alf., whether Luke used any written docu- 
ments in forming the former part of the Acts, — 
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I am disposed to admit that it may have been so; 
and that ch. ii. has some appearance of having 
been derived from a memoir drawn up by trust- 
worthy persons. The Letters, ch. xv. 23—29 
(xxiii. ), must have been such ; also some 
of the Discourses, as that of Peter, xi. 5—17, 
inasmuch as they contain expressions foreign to 
Luke's etyle; and so also in the other speeches 
of Peter, containing many points of similarity to 
both the Apostles’ Epistles. Whether Luke 
at this time met with Peter personally is, Alf. 
thinks, very questionable. It is, however, far from 
improbable, though here not recorded, or even 
alluded to. I agree with Mr. Alf., that for the con- 
tents of ch. vi. and viii. (if not for some events 
previous to ch. vi.) Luke rested much on the au- 
thority of Philip the Deacon (one of the Seven 
Evangelists, xxi. 8), from whom he would gather 
not a little for the first pur of the Acts, which is 
occupied in narrating the events that happened 
at Cæsarea. Accordingly, when Luke was there, 
and in that neighbourhood, for some time at the 
period above mentioned, he could not fail to 
gather much information from trustworthy au- 
thorities. As to the sources of the important 
Apology of Stephen, ch. vii.; the narrative of the 
conversion of Saul, ch. ix.; the awful death of 
Herod Agri ch. xii.; the Discourse to the 
Ephesian Elders, xx. 18—36; the Apology be- 
fore the Jews, xxi. 1—22; the Apology before 
Felix, xxiv. 10—21 ; the Apology before Agrippa 
and Festus, xxvi. 1—29, all these will be brie 
treated on in the Commentary at the seve 
places. As to the conclusions deduced by Mr. 
Alf. from his examination of those speeches, to 
onc of them I entirely accede; namely, that they 
are not in — composed by Luke for the 
per in the Greek and Latin historians], but 
are really in subetance as they were uttered by the 
speakers, being for the most part written down in 

e very words uttered. To another conclusion, 
that ‘ the diction of the hes was more or less 
modified by Luke's hand, ] find nothing to object, 
except to the term ' modified ;' for which I would 
prefer * corrected in Grecism.' But at the third, 
that ‘the differences apparent in the greater or 
less amount of editorial diction in the different 
speeches correspond to the alleged occasions and 
mode of delivery there,' I pause, because in such 
discussions it is hardly possible for the examiner 
not to draw too much from his own imagination, 
and in many ways to attempt that which it is 
Hardly posibi. to fully accomplish. 
— To advert to the genuineness of the book, 

and to the stale of its text. On the former, 
suffice it to say that not a few of the earlier 
Fathers,—as Ignatius, Irenæus, the Lyonnese 
Fathers (in their Epistle to the Churches), 
Clem. Alex., and Tertullian, recognize it as a 

rt of the Canon of Scripture, and often quote 
t as the work of St. Luke. 
As to the state of the text;—that found in D 

and E of the uncial MSS., together with those of 
the same Family in the cursives, is distinguished 
by very many interpolations, some of consider- 
able length, espec. those found in D. A few 
only of these are worthy of note, as having some 
semblance of genuineness; while the far greater 

number are plainly derived from marginal Scho- 
lia, or from critical alterations suggested by cor- 
rupt Latin copies. Indeed, as to the whole ques- 
tion concerning those insertions, even Mr. Alford 
admits that ‘considerable doubt hangs over ii^ 
For myself I have always thought that, with very 
few exceptions, they are unauthorized and pre- 
eumptuous interpolations; and my collations of 
all the Lamb. and all the Mus. copies of this book, 
and the long and laborious study which I bestow- 
ed, both at the time of collation and since, have 
only served to confirm my former opinion. There 
is one feature, in a critical point of view, very 
remarkable in this book, namely, the eas? namber 

variows readings, r in any other 
k of the New Test., except the Apocalypee ; 

somewhat greater than even in St. Mark's Go 
rn To produce this state of things many causes 
ave contributed, some widely differing from 

those which occasioned the same effect in St. 
Mark's Gospel, and which it would be foreign te 
the presen occasion to enter into at large. As to 
the four reasons suggested by Mr. Alf., in one I 
am ready to concur, namely, that in places where 
ecclesiastical order or usage was in question, in- 
sertions or omissions were made to suit tbe 
habits or views of the Church in after times; 
and also that in where St. Paul is re- 
lating over again to different sudiences tbe de- 
tails of his miraculous Conversion, one 
is in some copies found pieced from the other, 
so as to produce verbal accordance,—a case ex- 
actly similar to what occurs so often in the 
Gospels. But this is chiefly found in the cursive 
MSS. of a late period; rarely in the more an- 
cient. As to the other two reasons, where be 
remarks that in the man references to 
the Gospel history, ind anticipations of state- 
ments and expressions occurring in the Epistles, 
Correctors have tried their hands at assimilating, 
and, as they thought, correcting the various ac- 
counts; and where the narrative simply related 
facts, any act or word apparently unworthy of the 
apostolic agent is found modified, for the sake of 
decorum ; in the former of these reasons tbere 
is some truth; but in the latter very little, 
and tbat mixed with exaggeration; and the 
blame, to whatever amount it rises, ettaches far 
more to the Codices, which Tisch. and Alf. take 
as their especial guides in forming their text, 
especially D, E, F, G; as will abundantly appear 
from the critical notes which I bave interspersed, 
and which have been, from the limited extent 
of the work, confined to a comparatively few 
passages, generally of some importance. I must 
not conclude without adverting to the style of 
this book, which is neat and icuous, an 
differs not materially from that of the later 
Greek writers in the Alexandrian and the xox} 
cidAexros, bearing a similarity to the style of 
Diod. Sic. or Arrian. As to the speeches of St. 
Peter and St. Paul, ‘there is in them (as a most 
competent judgo of such a matter, the very 
learned Valcknaer, says), if not the fixisÀ of com- 
position found in the Greek orators, a simple 
dignity in the historical parta, and a grandeur in 
the Men to which it were impossible to add 
aug 
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e Matt. 8. 11. 
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I, 1—3. Introduction to the work. Here we 
have that irregular use of ui», without a ài in 
the apodosis, which is also found at Rom. i. 8. 
x. ]. 2 Cor. xii. 12, and sometimes in the Clas- 
sical writers ; on which see examples in Matthie, 
Kühner, and Winer, Gr. N. T.; though the ds 
might have been expected with có» di vuv, in 
mim to place the one in due order with the 
other. But Luke chose to unite one with the 
other by a recapitulation of the concluding ac- 
count in the Gospel, so as to introduce the com- 
mencing one of what may be termed its sequel, 
or continuation. There is a very similar Intro- 
duction to a Di:sertation of Philo, Quod omnis 

iber probus, commencing with ò uiv 7poTspos 
Aoyos v—w Oeodore, &c., where, in like man- 
ner, the latter member of the sentence, together 
with the dé, is wanting. Aóyos, in the sense, 
narrative of words or actions, history, as here, 
occurs often iu the Class. writers, and also in the 
New Test. at Acts v. 24. John iv. 39. Hence 
historians were anciently called Aoyoroioí ; and 
Adyov ?roisioÜa. signified to compose a history. 
By xavrwy must be understood ‘all things neces- 
sary; see John xx. 30, seq. xxi. 25, with due 
limitation, so as to denote *all things of most 
importance, —since Luke has, in his Gospel, 
omitted many discourses and transactions re- 
corded by the other Evangelists, "Hptaro is 
sup by the Commentators to be pleonastic, 
as in Mark vi. 7. Matt. xii. 1, and other pes- 
sages. But it is, properly speaking, never pleo- 
nastic. In several of those it signifies, 
‘took in hand;' and in others, including the 
present, it has an infensive force, intimating the 
great labour and difficulty of the work under- 
taken. 

2. dxpe fie nudpac—ifediEaro] The true 
construction and sense 1s, éyresAduevos dia 
IlvsóuaTos dy. Toiv &*oaTóAow obs ikad.: 
and render, * until the day, when having, by the 
authority and with the co-operation of the Holy 
Ghost, given all necessary directions to the 
Apostles whom he had chosen, He was taken 
up [into heaven]! Comp. Luke xxiv. 51. 

waptorncey i. Z] * sese exhibuit,’ * proved 
or evidenced himself to be alive.’ A use of 
wapiordvat occurring also at xxiv. 13, and fre- 
quently in the Classical writers. Texyunpíois, 
“clear and evident proofs; drravopuevos, from 
ó*Taívouat cognate with ó7roua:, is rarely 
found elsewhere, except two or three times in 
the Sept. Ar nuspwy Teco., meaning, at iuter- 
vals during that period, though on no lees than 
eight different occasions; l. to Mary Magdalene 
and the other Mary (Matt. xxviii. 1—9) ; 2. to 
the two disciples on their way to Emmaus ( Luko 
xxiv. 15); 3. to Peter (Luke xxiv. 34); 4. to 
ten of the Apostles (Thomas being absent) 
(Luke xxiv. 36. John xx. 19, 24); 5. to the 
eleven Apostles (John xx. 26); 6. to seven of 

31. 
Luke 17. 20. 

- 20. Amos 9. 11. 

the Apostles in Galilee, at the sea of Tiberias 
John xxi. 4); 7. to James (1 Cor. xv. 7); 
when the Apostles and Disciples were assem- 

bled — and when he led them out as far 
as Bethany (Luke xxiv. 50) ; from whence he 
ascended to heaven in the presence of above 500 
brethren at once, 1 Cor. xv. 6. 

4—11. Last discourses of our Lord. 
4. evvaliCóusvos]. MSS. A, B, C, D, E, and 

several cursives, with some b. and Mus. 
copies, have avravA., which is preferred by some 
Critics, but without reason ; since it is evidently 
& gloss on the received reading, which is rather 
difficult, and therefore variously interpreted. 
The only true sense of the word (derived from 
dis, confertim, * being collected, or assembled, 
with [them] as in Hdot. i. 62, and v. 15. 
Constr. a ree oy abrois, wapiyyetrey 
[céTois]. In the words following there is a 
transition from the oratio directa to obliqua. 
Ti éwayyediay 7. TI., i. e. ‘the promised gift 
of the Father’ (Joel ii. 28) spoken of just after, 
—that of the Holy Spirit. Thus they were 
Wepiuiverv, ‘to wait about (circa), ‘to wait 
for ;' the wepi imparting an intensity of sense. 

5. dusts dt Bawricd.] Thus adducing the 
words of John the Baptist as reported Luke iii. 
16 ; in order to intimate to them, as Mr. Alf, ob- 
serves, that * as Johu's mission was accomplished 
by baptizing with water, so now the main end of 
his own Baptism, with the Holy Ghost, was just 
him eee ned Calvin well remarks, that 
our Lord here speaks of the Pentecostal effusion 
as being the baptiem with the Holy Ghost, be- 
cause it was quasi totius Ecclesia communis bap- 
tismus, representing the future work of regenera- 
tion on individuals, just on the point of com- 

6 oi aiv don aus ] M h . OF uv ovv cuvedd. eaning the persons 
denoted by the expression E E —abraie 
supra. El, sum, ‘ whether,'—as we use in com- 
mon language ‘ if” for * whether.’ The idiom, as 
infra vii. 1, may here have arisen from the blend- 
ing ud the Ve alata plea iue indirecta ; for, 
according to the rules o ar composition, it 
would have been written dene ru d dvonn o: 
toravet, or d'rokaÜiaTávoi, as Mark viii. 23, 
ixnpwra avrdy, el ri BXéwei, and Acts xvii. 
11, aur etd ei £xot TauTa oUTos. 

That the words £v rw ypdvw rodre are not, 
as has been supposed, pi $c, is plain from 
the answer to the question, which, though not 
direct, has yet an evident reference to these 
words; nay, as Mr. Alford observes, the stress 
of the question is in those words. Tho sense in- 
tended to be conveyed is simply, * Is the time 
now come for thy restoring ; and is this the very 
season for it?’ The Apostles seem then to have 
thought that Christ would forthwith restore the 
kingdom of Judæa to its former greatness, and 
would conjoin therewith the spiritual kingdom 
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puts Bacirelav T9 Iopa; "5ELre 86 mTpóc atrovs: Oty tué 
dort vvas xpovovs f) Katpors, obs 6 IIar?p ero èv 
éEoucia® 9 adda AsppecOe Suvausw, eredOovros Tov dyiov 

x, IIvevparos $’ vuás xai éccoÓÉ por paprupes & te ‘Iepov- 
caXij xai [iv] máon tH ‘Iovdala kai Zapapeia, xal ws ryd- 

94. 45, 

1s. 

7H iba 

iMakie. Tou THS yÀs. 9! Kal Tabra eio», óvrTov avTOv éT75005, 
19. yns ern 
dre kai vede» vrréxaBev avrov amo táv odfaXudv avrüv. 10 * Kai 
ohn 30.19. e 

«S 
9 , ?, P! » ^ [4 » ^ < 

&Tevitovres ?)jcav cis TOY oùpavòv, 7ropevouévov avTOU, xai 
1 Matt. 94 Sov, avdpes Svo0 mapesorýreisav avtois dv écOrrt Meuni, 12) of 

kal elrov “Avdpes Tansdaion, Tí éorjcate éuBrerrovres eis TOv 

epoken of by the Prophets (see Is. i. 26. ix. 7. 
Terent xxiii. 6. xxxiii. 15, 17. ii 

7. Our Lord was pleased to return no direct 
answer to their inquiry, because euch was unne- 
cessary; rather informing them of what it was 
really important for them to know. Tho words 
may best be rendered, ‘It is not yours’ (i. e. 
your part, or province) *to know the times or 
seasons; which [== ‘for those'] the Lord hath 
set [or * kept] in his own S dis (i. e. ‘ reserved 
at his own disposal’). The terms xpo». and 
kacp. ate admitted to be not synonymous; but 
to say, with Meyer and Alford, that xaipós is 
alwavs ‘a definite, limited of time, and 
involves the idea of transitoriness,’ so far from 
elucidating, rather darkens the sense. Kaipós 
(as Lennep says) from «de, pungo, means a 
point, and, as applied to time, a point of time, 
axun Tov xpovov, which view is placed beyond 
doubt by Plato, p. 414, A, who there defines 
xaipós by xpóvov &xyus) vpós Tò cuuipor, ‘the 
point of time in respect of opportunity for doing 
a thing.’ So that here xacpods is said per epanar- 
thosin, or the former term, (unless there be a 
Hendiadys by 4 being put for xai), as in Diog. 
Laert. l. v. 3, 7, cara Tove ypovous xal xatpovs. 
There was, it is plain, a gentle rebuke for in- 
dulging a vain curiosity to know what the Lord 
had chosen to keep to himse:f. Comp. Soph. 
in Terei fragm. v., Ovyrhy di $ócw xoh Ounra 
ppovatv, Tovro xaracoras at osx law, IIAà» 
Aids, ovdele ray mehAdvrav Tapias, Ste xpi) 
rereriaBat. 

8. ‘Eos revocat tam ad Dei promissionem 
quam ad mandatum; quod optimum frenande 
curiositati remedium erat. Jubet ergo disci- 
pulos patienter expectare quod Deus promisit, et 
intentos esse ad munus, quod Deus imjunxit 
exequendum.’ Calv. Hence it was, as Theoph. and 
Beza say, both a promise and a prediction. 
By àóvauiw is meant, as the following words 
ve, spiritual power of every kind, the cdvauty 

E Gwour promised Luke xxiv. 49; whether the 
miraculous gifts of the Spirit are here adverted 
to (as Whitby thinks) is much to be doubted. 
— icta0í uo: uáprvpss] Lachm., Tisch., and 

Alf. edit uov, from 4 uncial MSS. and , 88 
Scholz says; but where they are I know not: 
I find not one in Mill, Wets., or Griesb., and 
not one in the Lamb. and Mus. copies. Its 
absence is confirmed by xiii. 31, and . i. 9. 
Phil. i. 8, though in those paseages the MSS. 

received him." 

fluctuate between uov and uor, though Tisch. re- 
tains uov, and Lachm. once edits not. However, 
mor here is strongly supported by xxii. 15, where 
there ie no var. lect. ; and the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., 
and Arab. Versions here support mor, and such 
is probably the true reading at Phil. i. 8, and 
Rom. i. 9; for the dative better suits the absolute 
construction than the genit. In the case of regs- 
men, as in Acts v. 82. xiii. 31, the genit. is pre- 

uc lo x&Tov (scil. u£ © les ic x&rov (scil. yu THE ye was 
pera? undc by the Deeds of dat part 
of the East only, namely Syria. But our Lord, 
doubtless, meant it of the trorid (see Ps. 
xix. 5. Isa. xlix. 6, and comp. Matt. xxviii. 19), 
intimating the order of its propagation, agreeably 
to his Father's promise, Ps. ii. 8, of * giving Him 
the heathen for his inheritance, and the utter- 
most parts of the earth for his posseseion." 

9. kal vepirn UwidtaBe) ‘and [then] a cloud 
In vwéX. there is a significati 

pregnans for virA0s kai vir£Xafls, rs ^o 
abstulit; comp. Herodot. i. 24 (cited by Wet. 
stein), 7òv d& deA pira. Aéyovci irolaflórra 
iEeveixa: iwi Taivapoy. 

10. dreviXorres Ňoav] ‘were fixedly gazing at 
it.” "Arevl%. must be construed, not, as Kuinoel 
— wi icity mated but mm ele Tov 
pavdy, as is plain from the other of 

the New Test. here the word AR aes 
— i» icir: à.) Lachm. and Tisch. edit, 

from 3 uncial MSS. and 3 cursives, icOspeac: Aco- 
«ais, seemingly confirmed by Luke xxiv. 4, i» 
éaOijcsory aorp.; yet there Lachm. himself 
edits iy icOijr. do p., from some of the most 
ancient MSS., but without reason ; for the plural 
form may very well have been there used, since, 
however rare, it is found also in Philo, t. ii. 158; 
— 155, and other writers to by 

Dindorf in HY Thes. in v.; to which might 
have been added 2 Macc. iii. 33, iv rais a&raic 
io0resciv iorohiopéro:i. If St. Luke intended 
here (as in his Gospel, xxiv. 4) to use the plur., 
he might have written £c67c:, as in Euseb., a 
form occurring in Diodor. and some MSS. of 
Strabo, and the Epitome of Atheneus. And 
thus the reading ioðñr: might easily arise from 
error on the part of the escribes; though consider- 
ing that à» écOirs Xaurpa occurs again at x. 30, 
sine var. leci., and is found in James ii. 2, and 
especially since it is all the MSS. 
except a very few, confirmed by the Peech. Syr. 
Version, it is probably the true reading. 

ll. éordxare infhir] ' stood gazing fixedly, 
i.e. as in amazement and awe. A senso which 
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oupavoyv ; ovTos ó Incots, 6 avarndpbeis ad’ tucav eis tov où- 
pavov, oUTws éhevcetat, 0v Tpómov éÜeácacÜe avTov Topevópevov 
eis TOv oùpavóv. 12™Tore inréotpepay eis ‘Iepovcadnp amò p% 
dpous Tov Kadoupévou '"EXawvos, 6 doriw éyys ‘TepovoaAip, 
caf fárov Éyov odor. 

13 ? Kai dre eiafjMov, aveBnoay eis Tò Urep@ov ob ?jsav xata- » 3.9. 
peévovres, 6 Te IIérpos xai 'láxofos xai 'Ieávvgs xal’ Avdpéas, Mit 10-3 

Pirirrros kal vus, BapÜoXouatos xal MarÜaios, IdxwBos 
"AXoaíov kal Xij«v 6 Zyorijs, xal 'Iov0as ’TaxwBov. 

Luke 6. 15. 

14 * Où- Lake $4. 10, 
TOL TrdvTes Jjcav Tpockaprepoüvres CuoOupadoy Tj Tpoccvyi *** 

«ai Tfj Sejoe, oly yuvaki kal Mapia Ti) urpi ToU "Inao0, xal 
avy Tois adeApois avrob. 

15 Kai èv rais qué pois ravra avaotas Ilérpos év péow Trav 
pabntav elmer (v Te ÜyXos óvouárow èm. TO aùrò ws éxaróv 
elxoow) 16 P’Avdpes aderpoi, eder mrAnpwOHvar tiv ypadny John 1a 

is in some measure inherent in dornxéva:, but 
which is usually ezpressed by something further 
added, as in a similar passage of Aristoph. cited 
by Valcknaer, ri waoyer’, &vôpes; loraT ix- 
Ta" Àwyutvot. 
— oVTes itedoera:] Namely, visibly and 

on the clouds; see Dan. vii. 13; and comp. Matt. 
xxiv. 30; see also Bengel'e note. 

12. caBBarov ĩ xov ^ "Exo», for å&réyov, 
as in a passage of Arrian, Periplus, p. 171 (cited 
by Kuinoel), where two emporia are said to be 
from a certain town, &yorTa odo fiuspev elxocr. 
A sabbath day's journey (as determiued, not by 
the Mosaic law, but by the Jewish masters, from 
a calculation of the greatest distance of any 
of the camp of Israel from the tabernacle) was 
2000 cubits, about 7§ stadia. 

13. rò owspwov] This word is not a com- 
und, but a simple ; and is properly an adjective 

In a contracted form for ùmepæwiov, which occurs 
in Hom. Il. B. 214, and often in the Odyssey ; a 
word formed from Urép, a8 wat peor from ratnp. 
Commentators are not agreed whether by thie 
we are to understand an upper room in a private 
house, or an upper apartment of the Temple. 
But besides that no one reason exists /or this 
latter view, and many agaixs that opinion, it is 
at once forbidden by the words immediately fol- 
lowing, oU :]cav xarauívorrse, which tend to 
confirm the generally received view, that it was a 
large upper apartment of some private house, 
which served as a common lodging and oratory, 
&c., for all which upper rooms in the 
Eastern countries have always been (from their 
— retirement, and usual capaciousnese) pre- 
e 

14. cà» yuva:ti] Render, not (with some) 
‘their wives,’ but ‘the women; many of whom, 
however, were the wives of the Apostles or dis- 
ciples, and the rest consisted of those who had 
followed Christ out of Galilee, and ministered to 
him of their eubstance. 

15. iv rais Hudpace Tabras) Namely, one 
of the ten days intervening between the Ascen- 
sion and the feast of Pentecost. 

— For jv ra MSS. C, D$, and 1 cursive, No. 

Ps. 41. 10. 
ohn 13. 18, 

16, read sj» 82, to which Scholz adds, ‘et alii ;' 
but, as on a recent occasion, the good Professor 
was writing without thought. No other MS. is 
adduced by any other of the Editors; and of the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies not one has di. It is, 
however, of no consequence; since, though ài be 
more suitable, yet internal evidence is against 
its authenticity; and the reading arose, I doubt 
not, from critical alteration. In fact, the use of 
the 5 copula cà, where we should expect 
some other Particle, is of very frequent occur- 
rence in thie book. Instances, however, are not 
wanting in the Class. writers, especially Thucyd. 
At óxÀos it should seem that the Article can- 
not well be dispensed with, though the collators 
have not adduced it from any copies; and I can 
only adduce ose, —Mus. 511 owever, I sus- 

that Luke wrote +’ ó, and thus the ó being 
Joined with + would be taken for «. 
— By dvou. are meant the names of persons 

on the list of disciples (comp. Lucian Necyom. 4, 
Tiva oes óvou&Tco», though there the sense is, 
‘œa multitude of names"); and, accordingly, I 
cannot approve of the alteration of reading by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. just before of &81A- 
pov for uaOiTicv, from only MSS. A, B, C, 
and 5 cursives, with the Vulg., and other later 
Versions; to which I cannot make any addition 
from Lamb. and Mus. copies. Ma. ought to 
be retained, as being found in all the MSS. but 
8, and baving the support of the Pesch. Syr. and 
Arab. Versions, and, what is more, as we have 
seen, being favoured by the context. Alford's 
notion that «ad. was an alteration to remove a 
tautology, is a vain supposition. 

16—26. In this address Peter proposes to the 
disciples the choosing of another Apostle, in the 
room of the Judas Iscariot, to complete the origi- 
nal number. He reminds them that the words, 
not so much of David, às of the ur nnt 

king by David, had been fulfilled. Of which 
ulfilment he adduces Ps. Ixix. 25, and cix. 8, as 
examples— probably having in mind also Ps. xli. 
9, and lv. 12—and intimates, that as Scripture 
has been fulfilled in the one — it now 
remains to be fulfilled in the » by the 
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ravrny, Hv Tpoetmre To Ilveüua tò äyiov Sia aroparos Aauid 
wept Iova ToU *yevouévov óðmyoð Tois cuvdAdaBoder Tov Incom: 
17 Gre karopiüunuévos Hv avv "uiv, kal naye TOV kMjpov TIS 

qut m.s Seaxovias taurns. 18 (1 Odtos uv ody exrncato ywpiov éx [Tov] 

business for which they were then assembled. 
The terms wAnpw8. and wpostwa rept will not 
permit us to suppose, with many recent Com- 
mentators, that what is said by David of his 
treacherous companion is here, on account of the 
coincidence of the cases, only applied, by accom- 

ion, to Judas; but we must suppose, at the 
least, with Grot. and others, that what was pro- 
phesied by the Holy Spirit was meant primarily 
of David's enemies and treacherous companions; 
but, secondarily and typically, of Christ's enemies 
and treacherous friends. However, with 
to the former of the two , the formula 

i will not admit of this limited view; 
and words of the same Apostle, v. 16, ge: 
arnpwOnvas thy ypapiy Tarty fv rpo- 
etwe TÒ IIveuua rò dytov dia orouaros Aavió 
wepl 'Ioída Tov yevouévoy odnyou Trois avA- 
AaBover tov 'Incovvr, que forbid it: whence 
it is quite clear, as Hoffm. shows, 1) * Psalmum 
hunc, ex communi Ecclesie Judaicm suffragio 
Petri tempore pro prophetico habitum fuisse, in 
quo Spiritus . prædixerit eventura tempore 

. T.; 2) * Quum Petrus expressè asserit Spi- 
ritum S. per os Davidis, ista wepi 'loóóa, de 
Juda Proditore, predixiese, cum eorum sen- 
tentia id conciliari nequit, qui sensum /itterulem 
Davidi, et mysticum saltem Christo vindicant." 
As to the latter passage, the formula allegandi 
here, as in the other, forbids the sense of accom- 
modation, and further, as Hoffm. well observes, 
* Accuraté etiam in Judam quadrat hmc pre- 
dictio ; unde Petrus mox v. 21, ita ex hoc loco 
concludit : uti prior Scripture locus Ps. lxix. per 
interitum Judæ impleri debuit, ita et alterum 
Ps. cix. de translatione muneris ejus in alium 
impleri jam — ut scilicet £repoe divino 
consilio jam designatus, et nunc & nobis per 
sortem explorandus, illi succedat. Hence, as 
Grot. truly observes, the ancient Church called 
this Psalm the Zscariotic, and used it in the Form 
for the deposition of Bishops from their Epis- 
copal Order. That Peter was able thus authori- 
tatively to speak of Scripture and the Divine 
pu before the effusion of the Holy Spirit 
at the Pentecost, may be ascribed to the peculiar 
gift involved in the iud voncic imparted to the 
Apostles, recorded in John xx. 21, where see 
note. 

17. Sri karnpi0.] There is in Sr: causal (as 
often in yap causal) a reference to something 
left to be supplied by the hearer, or reader; so 
here, ‘for [betrayer as he was] he was numbered 
up with us, and received the appointment to this 
ministry, or office According to this explana- 
tion there is a reference to, and what may throw 
light on the terms, 5 EwavAre avTov, and ù 
twtaxorh avTov, which were evidently in the 
Apostle's mind. 

or civ, Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit. iv, from 6 cursives. Scholz adds, ‘ef 
multi alii; but those many seem, as on other 
occasions, to be all but imaginary. I cannot find 
one recorded by any other Editor, and not one in 
the Lamb., Mus., or Trin. Coll. copies, nor do I 

think the word genuine. Alf., indeed, pronounces 
the e)» to be ‘a correction for better Greek.’ 
But so far from that being the case, I cannot find 
a single instance of xaTapi0. followed by e» in 
any Class. writer, but with i» a host, from Plato 
downwards. The reader need not now be told 
that this is one of the Critical corrections so per- 
petually occurring in those uncials and cursives. 

18. The best itors are that this 
and the next verse are parenthetical, and to be 

ed as the words, not of Peter, but of Luke; 
who thus introduces some circumstances respect- 
ing this treachery; namely, what ase Judas made 
of the of iniquity, and what was bis end. 
The obscurity of which the Commentators com- 
plain has been chiefly occasioned by the sense at 
v. 17 being not sufficiently developed. If the 
Apostle had subjoined the words i£ ĵe wapéfy, 
wopevOjvac els roy idtov Tó*or, which he does 
afterwards at v. 25, al! would have been plain. 
It is evident that he had them in Ats mind. Mr. 
Alf., indeed, positively asserts that v. 18 cannot 
be regarded as inserted by the Evangelist, for 
these reasons, d bees the place would be most 
unnatural for a historical note; 2) that the ai» 
oU» forbids the supposition; 3) that the style of 
the verse is rhetorical, and not narrative. Of 
these reasons the Ist and 3rd are of very little 
weight; and the 2nd, considering the irregular 
use of the Particles in the New Test., does not 
amount to much, and is overbalanced by the 
fact, that the next verse is evidently from St. 
Luke; and since v. 18 is closely connected by 
«ai, it must go with the preceding verse. Were 
ita — insertion by St. Luke, the cei 
would be worse than useless. But Mr. Alf. was 
induced to broach this novelt 
his readers to ‘see clearly that Luke could not 
have been acquainted with the Gospel of Mat- 
thew at this time.” But credat Judaus Apella ! 
As to the alleged di , see my note oa 
Matt. xxvii. 5, in my Recens. Syn. and my pre- 
sent work, where the reader will, I trust, find it 
not so irreconcileable as to compel him to em- 
brace Mr. Alford’s view as to the matter in 
question. 

18. ixrricaTo] i.e. ‘was the means of its 
being purchased,'— namely, with the money re- 
ceived from the chief priests. For the best 
Commentators are that this ie to be 
referred to that idiom of Scripture, by which an 
action is sometimes said to be dune by a person, 
who was e the occasion of its being done. 
— Gen. xlii. 38. Exod. xxiii. 8. 1 Kings xiv. 
16. Jer. xxxviii. 23. Rom. xiv. 15. 1 Cor. vii. 
16. 1 Tim. iv. 16. If this be thought too harsh, 
the expression may be considered as a ` 

resis, by which Judas might be said to have 
bought the field with the of iniquity, by 
receiving such wages as might have bought the 
field, had he lived. So Achmet Oneirocrit. : ‘Si 
quis viderit, quod invenerit vel emerit plurimas 
oves lac præbentes, inveniet opes et gaudium et 
servos pro ipearum ovium numero.’ Com 
2 Kings v. 26, which is quite to the purpose. 

in order to induce 
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MAgÜo0 tis adiucias, kai Tpmyvijs yevopevos éXáknoe pécos, kal 
9 4 / à LA 9 A 19 b 7 €fexvÜn mávra rà omdayyva avroi- 19 xal yvæworòv éyévero 
váci TOis kaTowoÜciv ‘Iepovoarnp, dare KrANOHvat Td yopiov 
exeivo TH iia OiaXékro avTOv ’Axeddapua, Tovréa ri, yapiov 
aiuatos.) 90" yéyparrar yap èv Bip Varpov Tevndnre r. 
7 mavis avtTov épnpuos, kal py ECT 6 KATOLKÕV 

69. 36. 
109. 8. 

év aut. xat Thy ém.o kom ?)jv avtod t{rAdBou Érepos. 
?1* ei obv tév avveMOóvrev uiv avipav èv mavrl ypove Èv seupr.ver.s. 
@ clamrOe xai éEjX0ev èp spas 6 Kúpios '"Incots, ?? ápEápevos Joni v. 

35. 

aro tov Barticpatos '"loávvov fes tis üuépas Hs avernpOn 
ad’ uv, náprvpa Tis àvacrácews avTod yevécOas avy jjuiv 
éva rovrov. B Kal čornoav vo, Iwond tov xadovpevov Bap- 
caBüv, 0s érexrAyOn 'Iobaros, xai. MartOiav. ** Kai mpocev- t 1 Bam. 16. 

£duevo. cimor Xù, Kúpie, xapdwoyvaota mdvrwv, ávábeov 

— pnis yevopevos lAáxgos. &c.] Here 
7rpny)s y means, E headlong ; iAá- 
anos is for dcespayn, as in Aristoph. Nub. 409, 
n à' avepioato—rira dsadaxnoaca, and Pac. 
318 and 385, Naxńýcouaı, ‘cracked and burst,’ 
* burst with a crack.’ So Acta Thoma, § 33, 
o ĉl ĉpáxwv þpuonbsis (* being blown up,’ viz. by 
the poison he had drunk) éAaxyeoe xal dwiBave’ 
wai iğexúóðn à los abTov, xai ù xoAH. Theod. 
Stud. p. 405, iAd«noas mpnyńs. Chrys. P. 168, 
Méicov Aaxnoas á*oXero. Comp. olin, fol. 
506, 2, ‘ Arameus quidam vidit hominem qui de 
tecto in plateam decidit, et rupéus est ejus venter, 
et visceru ej nt." 

20. Of the two clauses of this verse, the first 
is taken from Ps. Ixix. 26, with only a slight 
variation. It is a highly figurative mode of 

noted originally ‘a shepherd's hut,” but afterwards 
came to deuie a habitation generally. So Apoll. 
Rhod. Arg. i. 800 (cited by Valcknaer), Ańpov— 
wipbeoxov imavXecs. 

he latter clause is taken from Ps. cix. 8, where 
éxioxonh denotes ‘the superintendence of any 
thing done, a charge, or office; with allusion to 
that of Apostleship, formerly held by Judas. 
That both the passages, and . the former, 
are to be considered as strict fulfilments of pro- 
phecy, has been shown supra v. 16. Mr. Alf., 
while he acknowledges that Ps. lxix. is eminently 
a Messianic one, adopts the view which is there 
shown to be untenable,—that the literal sense is 
of David, and the mystical of Christ. The 
mystical reference to the Messiah he represents 
as if resting ‘on the universal Canon of Old 
Testament interpretation ;'—a& very precarious 
sort of view. 
— Aáfo:] Lachm. and Tisch. read Aaféreo, 

from 4 uncial MSS. and a few others. But the 
authority for it is insufficient, espec. considering 
that A&fjo: is found in the Sept., though AaBites 
is supported by the Hebrew original, which Luke 
may havo intended to follow, but which the 
Critics may have brought in from the Sept. 

2]. The Apostle now proceeds to declare more 

expressly what steps they should take in the 

* Accordingly, ‘such being the 
case ; lace being vacant, it is necessary 
by the will of God, that another should take it. 
— Toy cu dai ar] Supply ix, or dwd. 

Render: ‘of those who have associated with us," 
‘formed part of the same society. In slo5A0« 
«ai éE5ÀOs we have an idiom formed on tho 
Hebr. rw mu and equiv. to versatus est ; and 
which ie & condensed mode of expression for iv 
w slanr\Oev ip nas, kai ae ad’ nuwy, oc- 
curring also Eurip. Phan. 543, ie oixovs—elonr6e, 
k&EnAOs, scil. iE olxwy. Eur. Hel. 1183, i£iov 
TÉ k' alotwy opovs, from which and 
the present it is plain that this idiom involves a 
sense of what is custumary in the course of life. 

22. dpEáusvoe dwó] This idiomatic use of 
the Participle, recurring at viii. 35 and x. 37, is 
found in Luke xxiii. 5, and xxiv. 27, 47, but not 
elsewhere in the New Test., except in the dis- 
puted p of John viii. 9; also in Sept., Gen. 
xliv. 12, and often in the Class. writers. 

23. lerncav] ‘set wp, proposed, as we sa 
t nominated.’ ) d 

24. xapdioyywora wavreyv) ‘searcher of all 
hearts "ft has been doubted wbether this should 
be referred to God the Father, or God the Son. 
Certainly the appellation is not unfrequent in tho 
Old Test., Josephus, and Philo, as applied to the 
former. But that it is — to the 
latter, appears from John xvi. 30, where sce note. 
See also John i. 48—50. ii. 24. vi. 69. xxi. 17. 
Apoc. ii. 23. Kupcos is an usual appellation of 
Christ our Saviour ; and besides that the reference 
in question is confirmed by the connexion with 
ver. 2], there would be a peculiar propriety in 
the eleven addressing this prayer to their now 
glorified Lord, as being the Head of the Church, 
and He who originally appointed the other 
Apostles. 
— dvd&decEov)} ‘declare.’ It is well observed 

by Chrysostom, ' that they do not say éx) ar, but 
dvadetEov tow ixXsyéiyra, because every thing 
has been known 20d determined by God ok 
before it has even entered into the thoughts o 
men. Comp. Joseph. Antt. vi. 5, 6, dyad miv 
awideta (for dnis, * bave appointed’) TovTov, 
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* bv éteXé£e ex Tovrey TOv Svo va, ?5 Xafeitv TOv kX3jpov THs 
&axovíae tavrns Kat datroctodis, e£ Hs Tapégn 'Iovbas, wopev- 

nic nya, eis Tov TOToy TOV dtov. 29 Ka wrav xcrAnpous Tavra, 
«ai, éreaev 6 KARpos ert MarÜia», xai avykarejeudio09 perà 
TOV EVOEKA dgroa TOv. 

a Lev. 28. 15. 
ch. 1. 14. 

II. 1* Kal & t cupmrnpodebar thy fuépav ris llevrs- 
bes. KOOTHS, cav ümavres óuoÜvuabovy éri To avro. *” Kai éyévero 

Gdvw x Tov ovpavod yos, Garep Pepopévns mvoñs Beaias, xai 
est. 1.11. drAjpwcey Gov Tov olxov ob Hoay KaPjpevo. 3° Kai à$d5aa» 

öv aùròs (ò Oade) EEadiEaro. The reading at 
the end of the verse, which I have adopted with 
all the Critical Editors, from Wets. downwards, 
on strong authority, I find also in all the Lamb. 
and almost all the Mus. copies, also in Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16. 

25. rév xAfjpoy THs &uakovías T. kai ásroc.] 
* the appointment to this ministry.' This is exe- 
getica of rise dsaxovlas just before. Ilapíf, 
abandoned, deserted ;' by a metaphor taken from 

a traveller who deserts the right road (comp. 
2 Pet. ii. 15),—a very rare use of the word, of 
which I know no other example except in Joseph. 
Antt. xiv. 9, 2, oódiy pos "Y. süvoías xal 
wiotews Tapifn. 
— *ropsvÜsvas ele có» TóTov T. 10.) These 

words have been variously explained; but the 
common interpretation (by which có» Tórov 
TÓ» Id:oy is taken to mean the place suited to 
him,—namely, the place of destruction) seems to 
be the true one; as being recommended by its 
simplicity, and its suitableness to the usage both 
of the Jewish and Heathen writers, and con- 
firmed by several passages of the Apostolical 
Fathers ; e. g. Ignat. Epist. ad Magn. c. v. Clem. 
Rom., Ep. l ad Corinth, p. ed. Wotton. 
Polycarp, Ep. ad Philipp. c. ix. So also the 
Rabbinical writer, Baal Murin, on Numb. xxiv. 
25, who says, ‘ Balaam ivit in locum suum,’ i. e. 
Gehenna. 

26. ióexa» xAjüpovs] The exact mode in 
which they cast the lots cannot be determined ; 
various being the methods by which the ancients 
practised the sortilegium. They used to cast 
slips of parchment, or pieces of the tabula scrip- 
forie, with the names inscribed, into an urn. 
And this kind of sortitso most Commentators 
here understand. Now the lots are said to be 
theirs on whom the lots are cast, and to fall upon 
him who comes off successful in the sortzzio. 
Lvyxarawnpitay properly denotes * to choose 
by common su » and then ‘to number 
with, or ‘unto, cuyxarapiOusiv. This de- 
ciding of a doubtful matter by casting lots was 
understood to be a mode of obtaining the will 
of the Almighty; and was, therefore, from the 
earliest times, resorted to, in the creation of 
kings, or the appointment of priests. Comp. 
Lev. xvi. 8. Num. xxvi. 54. Josh. xiii. 6. 
— avrw@y} Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit aù- 

vois, from four uncial MSS. and seven others. 
And, indeed, internal evidence may seem to be 
in favour of the reading; though I do not yet 
see how a very satisfactory sense can be elicited 
from aùroîs ; for the lots were not given to the 
persons on whom the lots were cast, but to those 
who had to put them into the urn, and to super- 

intend their taking out; unless, indeed (as Beza 
su ), the lots were cast by the persons them- 
selves by the casting of dice. But that needs 
proof, and the sense thus arising is not suff- 
ciently weighty: whereas avrow yields an ex- 
cellent sense. The lots, or pieces of parchment 
inscribed with their names, might popularly be 
called theirs, because they were each to deter 
mine which should be called to the apoetleebip, 
and the fortunate lot might fall wpom, i. e. ‘to 
the advantage of’ the person who came off sec- 
ceseful in the lotting. 

II. 1—4. The descent of the Holy Spirit oa 
the disciples at the day of Pentecost. 

l. iy Tc GvuvAnpovscÓa:]. See note on Lake 
ix. 51. At P eda uis - the yee 
suppose an ellipsis of 3uípas or toprrxe. t 
there is perhaps no ellipse at all; IJs»r«. 
baving become by use a i On this 
feast see my Lex. 
— ğoav d*arr«s] Meaning, according te 

some, the Apostles only; but rather, with 
others, the disciples at large, mentioned at i. 15. 
For (as Kuinoel observes) the swipect at i. 15 is 
the assembly of the 120 disciples whom Peter 
ad and from whom Matthias was taken 
into the Apostolic body; while the eleven Apos- 
tles are only mentioned en passant. Now with 
the cate, which is destitute of a subject, the 
mos immediately — and = that of 
which mention was e en passant, but profess- 
edly, ought to be taken. This, too, is clear from 
dwavres, not obro:, being used. Indeed, the 
sona o the Pe of the — solemn 
& festival cannot be supposed. of óuo08va. 
MSS. A, B, C, and iA cursive, with tbe Vulg., 
Copt, and J7Ethiop. Versions, have sea» óuov 
iri +d aùrò, which reading has been received 
into the text by Lachm. and Tisch., ed. 1, but 
on insufficient grounds; for óuov is evidently a 
mere gloss on óuo0vu., óuoÜva. being occa- 
sionally used for óuov, as in Job iii. 18 Philo, 
p. 613, 982, espec. when joined with arésree or 
awavres, 20 that the two words mean all-toge- 
ther, — But that cannot be the pr bere, 
since the context points at sssasiamif purpose 
rather than identity of place. " 

2. Go*tp qQipou. myos P.) This use of 
$ípscÜac and its compounds, to denote * the 
rushing of violent winds’ sweeping along like a 
hurricane, and associated with the adjectives 
*oXÀÀs and Biaos, often occurs in the Classical 
writers. 
— TÒ» oixov] Doubtless the dwrapqee, supra 

i, 13, where see note. 
8. áp. air. dcamepsy. yA. woel wep.) 
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aurois Óuapepilopevas yrmooat woel mupòs, éxáÜiaé te éd eva 
éxacrov avrav. *4 Kal émdnoOnoav &ravres IIveóparos dryíov, 

& 19. 6. 
xal ÑpEavro XaXeiv. érépaus yrwooass, rabàs tò IIveüua édidou Xsrki 17. 
avrois anophéyyeohar. 5°Hoav 86 év 'IepovaaN)u karowobvres 
"Tovdaios avdpes eüXafjeis dd mavròs &Üvovs rv imò Tov où- 
pavov. 9 l'evouévgs 96 rìs devis ravrns, cuvndrde tò TX$0os, 
«al suvexvOn: ort ijkovov els Exactos TH iia Siadéext@ XaXobv- 
tov avrQy. "'Efícravio 96 [wdvres] xai eOavpaloy, Xéyovres 
qrpós GdAnAous: Ovx Sov Trávres. obrol eiow oi Nadovwres Taws- 
Aatov; 9 xal mõs ueis àxovouev, Exactos tH idia Siadéatp 
nav ev À éyevvijónuev,—? IIápÜo: nal Mido xal 'Exapíira:, 

Not ‘cloven,’ which would require &ieoytopuépor, 
nor ‘ distri » which is not agreeable to the 
context, but ‘ distributing,” ‘dividing themsel ves,’ 
as lambent flames of fire, of a tongue-like shape. 
Expositors got wrong by not perceiving that é:a- 
pte. is not a Passive, but Middle reffez., on 
which see Kühner's Gr. Gr., p. 398, to whose 
examples many might be added from the New 
Test. As to the construction, the mistaking of 
which set pany apot wrong, ixáÜica does 
not belong to yAweaaz, still less to $vpós ; but 
wo must supply ixagtn, to be taken from 
Exacor, as follows: ixá0.cs (scil. ixdorn Tay 
Awoowy) i$ iva ixacrov avrGy. Thus the 

AT sense will be: *and there were seen as it 
were tongues of fire, distributing themselves, and 
settling upon them, one on each." 

These —not to be ascribed to na- 
tural causes, but preternatural,—are to be con- 
sidered ical; representin sah amadal y, 
1. the power and purifying effects of the Holy 
Spirit (see Matt. iii. 11); and 2 the gift of 
tongues, the first-fruits of the Spirit. 

4. hpEarro sip» ivripacs yAaooass] 
Meaning, languages other than those which they 
were acquainted with; i.e. such as they were 
ignorant of, and which are specified at ver. 8—11. 
— dé(dov a. dropOiyyec8ar| ‘gave them 

power to speak out,’ ‘show forth. 'Asoq0í-y- 
ysoĝaı is used, even in the Class. writers, both 
"d *d = —— and also gd be - 
nspired and prophetic language.’ ambl. de 
Myst. iii. 17, dviora row —æ Tia dyÜpo- 
rwy wos (ò Oeds) perk coplas  Xóyyov 
——— Plutarch, de Pythia 

Orac., p. 405, piro» piv, Gowsp alpnrat Tà 
4ÀaiCcTG, kdkairat kam én doa Oís- 
yovro,—and p. 268, dwopbiyysc8ar Xovyia 
wal xpnopmepdeiv Toit lpwraciw. So, too, Philo 
de doen. p. 543, relates that, on his having in- 
terpreted dreams to Pharaoh, the king said to 
him, ob yàp dvev OsoU TravT arogbiy- 
yachai pos Qoxais. 

5. dvépes süXafsi«] ‘religious men ; ebrAa Pie 
being here (as also at Luke ii. 25, and infra x. 
2) synonymous with sùgsßùe, though the two 
words properly differ in sense; svocBns (as Titt- 
man, de Synon., shows) siguifying that reverence 
of God which is exerted in actions, and especially 
in acts of worship ; while «vAafjs points at the 

and denotes one who is fearful of mind itself, 
offending God, whether in word or deed. Hence 

s0Àaf)e answers to the German * Gottesfürtig.' 
and our God- ing; avaeBne, to our pious, or 
— sel ere be — They vere 
avAaB., ‘ -fearing’ persons, use men o 
real piety, based on dort reli ion. 
— årò vayrós lÜvovs T. v. T. o) This is a 

general, not an universal proposition ; and conse- 
quently to be taken with due limitation and 
modification, as merely denoting the various parts 
of the civilized world, and those known to St. 
Peters hearers especially, from each of which 
there were some, more or lees, present at this 
time. 

6. THs ovis Tabryns) What particular voice 
is here meant, has been variously disputed. Some, 
most — refer it to the 5xos at ver. 2; 
while others ders as put for uns, by 
a use occasionally found in the Sept. ; thus sup- 

ing Tavrns to stand for mepi rovrov. Since, 
owever, fo used for phun no where else 

occurs in the New Test., we may best understand 
of the noise (jxor) produced by the 

assembled disciples, praying, or conversing, 
ther.—cvyrsxqv05, ‘were thrown into confusion 
and agitation. See my Lex. in v. This was 
their first feeling; their second, we find, was 
utter amazement. 

7. várres) This is absent from A, C, D, and 
many cursives, and has been cancelled by Matth., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., but retained 
by Griesb. ; rightly, at least, there is no autho- 
rity to warrant more than bracketing the word, 
which seems not abeent from more than about 
20 of Mill's, Wets., and Matthæi'’s MSS. As to 
Scholz's ef alii multi, that kind of testimony 
from Scholz is of little or no weight. I find it 
abeent from only two,—one Lamb. and one Mus. 
copy. It could not be, as Alf. says, iniroduced, 
oupi it might be omitted, through negligence. 
But it might also bo cancelled by Critics, who 
thought the word an overcharged assertion. The 
full sense is: * They were amazed at hcaring per- 
sons, nearly all of one country, and that a rustic 
and illiterate one, all speaking foreign languages, 
and addressing each of them in his own tongue.’ 

8. iv 3 iywwńðnpuev]) Thie seems to bo a 
popular phruse for 5 l-yyavet, * native. In the 
words following su ly vres. Render: ‘ We, I 
say, who are Parthians, Medes,’ &c. At d«ov- 
opsy there is a A aspi a orderto clear the sense 
long suspended by the interposed portion at vv. 
9, f , and now evolved. 
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kai of xarowoÜvres THY Meaororapíav, + Iovdaiay Te kai Kar- 
madoxiav, Ilóvrov xai tiv `Aciav, 0 Spvyiay Te kai IIaudv- 
Alav, Alyutrrov Kai rà pépn THs ABúns Tis xarà Kuprin, 
xal ot émi9nuoUvres ‘Pwpator (‘Iovdatol ve xal ampoondvros), 

^ TJ ae Fy lle Korrres xal” ApaBes,—axovouev Nahovvtwy avTay Tas Ñe- 
Tépais "occa Ta peyadeia ToU Beov; ?'Efícravro 6€ 
mavres kal Sintropovy, áXXoe pds GAXov Xéyovres Ti av Oéroe 
ToUTO elvat; 15 érepo, 0e tyXevátovres EXeyow "Ort yNeUKOUS 
uepea Top évot eiat. 

9. 'Iovda(ay] What this name can here have 
to do in a list meant to be composed of foreign 
nations, it is not easy to see. And as to what 
has been urged by some in its defence, it proceeds 
on the supposition that the language of Judea 
was a different one from that of Galilee; whereas 
there is great reason to think that the latter 
differed from the former only as the English of 
Middlesex differs from that of Somersetshire. 
Upon the whole, it is plain that 'Tovóaíar cannot 
be accounted for in any satisfactory way, and 
must (as it has been by the most eminent Critics) 
be ed as corrupt; though probably to be 
emended from some hitherto uncollated MSS. 
In the mean time I have little doubt that the 
true reading is, according to the conjecture of 
Barthius (which had also occurred to myself), 
'Idovuaíap,—a very similar word to the common 
reading ; for A and M are perpetually confounded ; 
and part of the M being faded off, would leave a 
A; and the abbreviation for gov is often very 
like to ov. In fact, the words ‘Iovdéaiay and 
'Idovpuaíav are often confounded, especially in the 
MSS. of Josephus. By 7dumea we may under- 
stand that tract of country situated on the other 
side of Jordan and the Dead Sea, and East of Ju- 
diea, which was sometimes called Arabia Petræa; 
and this mode of appellation often occurs in Jose- 
phus. And we know that Damascus was now in 

ion of Aretas, king of Arabia Petrea. 
I here is, indeed, the greatest reason to think that 
the territory subject to him also extended to that 

of Arabia which was N.E. from Judea, and 
would thus be almost conterminous with Mesopo- 
tamia. And itis plain that the countries are men- 
tioned in geo ical order, from N.E. to s.w. If 
'Idovuaíar be adopted and received into the text, 
I would point and read as follows: Mecowora- 
play 'Idovualayp re, xai Ka7adoxíayp, IIovrov 
T£ Kal 'Aciav. At any rate, for [lovroy xai 
Tiv 'Acíay l would read, IIórrov T: xal 'Acíav: 
for no other name of country in this list has the 
article, and Te xai has twice before occurred in 
names of countries contiguous. Alf, indeed, 
remarks that he ‘can see no difficulty’ in the 
term ‘Judæa’ here; and he suggests a mode of 
taking 'Iovóaíar, which will justify the reading 
of the copies; but that is only getting rid of one 
difficulty for another and ter, and might be 
ably described by the term ‘shifts of interpreta- 
tion,’ which he, at v. 16 supra, politely ascribes 
to ‘high-minded men,’ and into which they are, 
he avers, drawn by maintaining a bad cause. 

10. rà unépn—xará Kup.) Meaning, it should 
seem, the district of Libya pertaining to Cyrene 
(uép. being said of a territory, in respect to, xara, 

its cp Thus it will denote what Pliny calls 
the Libya taca, and others, as J us, 
P is, from its five cities, in all of whi 
espec. in the metropolis Cyrene, there were many 
ows. 
— oi iminy.) ‘sojourners,” as io 

native inhabitants. So Athen. p. 361 (cited by 
Wetstein), of ‘Pawuny kaTowourTt£*, kai ol iTi- 
Snuourres TH mosi Accordingly, by oi iri- 
ànuovrTes "Popuaio: are to be understood Ro- 
mans, whether of Jewish birth or proselytes (i. e. 
such as had either been made citizens of Rome, 
or Roman proselytes to Judaism) who were so- 
journing at Jerusalem. 

ll. ra ueya?.eia] See note on Luke i. 49. 
12. Quy ópovy] ‘were utterly at a loss.’ B 

wavres are meant the persons just acada, 
namely, all, both the foreigners and foreign Jews, 
to whom are, in the next verse, op the 
¥repoc, meaning those of Judæa. —Ti à» Giror 
roũro elvas ; is a popular idiom, denoting, * What 
should this mean ?' i. e. How has it arisen? So 
Hdot. i. 78, rí 0£Xo: onualvery TÒ Tipar; 

Tisch. edits, from MSS. A, B, Gumropovrro. 
But the authority for this reading is very insuff- 
cient (the Lamb. and Mus. MSS. all have à 
ux Spovy), and internal evidence is against it, con- 
sidering that the active form occurs in Luke ix. 7. 
Acts xi. 24. x. 17, sine v. l. In fact, the Tò arose 
from an error of the scribe, who, having i£íoravro 
yet in his head, subjoined the ró. Alf., as well as 

isch., adopts dinmopovvro in his car. lecti., but 
carelessly leaves ó1u9r0povy in his text, and charac- 
terizes it as ‘a correction to more usual form.” He 
leaves it undetermined whether the Alex. MSS. 
has ô -ro or éinwopouy, cspec. as the Doctors 
(Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.) disagree. 1 can 
assure a that — Er € — 
To; and a very slight knowledge o sography, 
with some acquaintance with MSS. eli A 
and not mere reports of them, would have made 
him see what immediately struck me, how the 
reading arose in those two copics only; for I 
cannot find that it is in any other. 

13. Instead of yAeuvd¥., a few ancient MSS. 
which I add 2 nb ] Mus., and Trin. Coll. 

, X. 16, and some Fathers), have àiayA., which 
is received by almost every Editor from Griesb. 
downwards, but without sufficient reason; for 
the external evidence in favour of the new read- 
ing is weak, and the txternal evidence by no 
means strong, inasmuch as simple verbs arc not 
unfrequently changed into compounds, to com- 
municate a stronger sense, or for greater clegance; 
and some compounds iuto simples, through care- 
lessness of scribes. And xAsvd[o occurs more 
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14 Srabels 66 Ilérpos avv trois evdexa, émíjpe T? $wvijv aù- 
TOU, Kai dTej0éyfaro avrois “Avdpes ‘Iovdaior xal oi xato- 
xoUvres ‘Iepovoadnp ümavres, TovTo Üp4v yvwortòv ÉoTo, kai 
é€vwricacie tà pnuata pov. 15í Ov yap, às duets UroXapBá- £! Thes. s. 
pere, ovro. peOvovow Ears yap pa tpirn THs "uépae 16 8 AAAĞ «qom 
TOUTO doti TO cipnpévov Sia ToU mpod»jrov Io: Y! Kai éa Tav 1555, 
év rais éoyatars nuépacs [Aéyee 6 Beds], éx«yeó aro 

TOD TVEUMATOS pov mì vácav cápka: Kat TpodNreEr- 

than once elsewhere in this book, and often in 
the LXX. ; dsayA. no where, either in the New 
Test. or the LXX. 
— yXavxous] Not, new-made wine (which is 

the proper signification of the word), for that is 
forbidden by the (ime of year ; but meto, and con- 
scquently 'sweet wine, which is very intoxi- 
cating. Is. xlix. 26. And so yyAsuxos occurs 
in Job xxxii. 19, and sometimes in the Class. 
writers; e. gr. Lucian, t. iii. 65. Athen. p. 176, 
and often in Plutarch. 

14—36. The Speech of Peter. ‘Luke gives 
us here the first sample of the preaching of the 
Gospel by the Apostles, with which the founda- 
tion of Christian preaching, as well as the Church 
itself, appears to be closely connected. We dis- 
cover already in this first sermon al] the pecu- 
liarities of apostolic preaching. It contains no 
reflections nor deductions concerning the doc- 
trine of Christ, —no proposition of new and 
unknown doctrines, but simply and entirely con- 
sists of the proclamation of historical facts. The 
Apostles appear here as the witnesses of that 
which they had seen; the resurrection of Jesus 
forming the central point of their testimony. It is 
true, that in the after development of the Church 
it was impossible to confine preaching to thie his- 
torical announcement only: it gradually became 
invested with the additional office of building up 
believers in knowledge. But, nevertheless, the 
simple testimony to the great works of God, as 
Peter here delivers it, should never be wanting 
in preaching to those whose hearts are not yet 
I" by the Word of Trath.’ (Olsbausen 
in loc. 

17—21. These verses are a citation from Joel ii. 
28—32 (in the Hebrew, iii. 1—5), but with some 
slight, though unimportant, variation both from 
the Hebrew and the Sept. The chief difference 
is in iv Tats ic xaTaie nuipars being used for 
piT Tavra, However , rendered by the 
LXX. mera Tavra, is admitted by Jarchi, Aben- 
ezra, and Kimchi to be equivalent to the Hebrew 
words which correspond to iv trait ic Xára:s 
"uípawe in other of the LXX. That 
the two phrases are identical in mone is clear 
from a comparison of Jer. xlviii. 47 with xlix. 6, 
and Isa. ii. 2. As to the words Aiye: ò Oeds, 
they form no part of the quotation, but are an 
insertion by the Evangelist, to indicate the Person 
who says this. The two last clauses of ver. 17 
arc merely interchanged in their order. At ver. 
18, ye, found, however, in the Alex. MS., is in- 
serted, which strengthens the sense; xaí ye sig- 
nifying quinetiam, as both in the Classical writers 
and in the Sept. The words xai wrpognrev- 
cover are added (from the preceding context) by 
way L4 in Apure Finally, at ver. 19, the 

OL. 3. 

words dvo and xao are supplied, to develop the 
sense ; especially as they are often found joined 
to iv ovpave and ixi THs yns in the Old Test. 
See Exod. xx. 4. Josh. ii. aes TOV rvs - 
paros is said to be for syavua, as in the He- 
brew. But it rather seems to be a slight altera- 
tion — to ae ME — — the oe 
meaning (by an ellipsis of 4 a portion 
my Spiri. 7 What kind of —— effects aro 
meant, is clear from the following verses. 'Ex- 
xta is, like the correspondent terms in Greek 
and Latin, used to suggest the peculiar erube- 
rance of the gifts, of course spiritual, im . 
The Jewish ferien themselves admit that 
the contains a highly figurative descri 
tion of the state of things which shall precede 
and accompany the coming of the Messiah; 
namely, by an extraordinary outpouring of the 
pn upon all flesh; though they understand it 
of all classes of society, notwithstanding it evi- 
dently was intended of all nations mentioned in 

eral. The influence of the Spirit here fore- 
told must designate (as Dr. Henderson, in his 
note on the of Joel, has ably mov) not 
only the sxiraonlinary and supernatural gifts of 
the Apostolic age, but also the ordinary graces 
of the Spirit, in their strengthening and saving 
influences on the souls of all true believers. He 
observes that “the Apostle's quotation intro- 
duced by rouro tore ‘this is the fact,” rather 
* phenomenon,’ as Hoffm., which is the more ne- 
cessary, since, as Hoffm. remarks, the Apostle 
emphatically points at the thing present, justly 

ed as something august. also v. 
innere Peter plainly intimates that this was the 
ulfilment of the prediction by Joel). In fact, 
the words of the Pro; het had just been read in 
the Pentecostal service of the synagogues.” See 
Dr. Henderson's Biblical Researches and Travels 
in Russia. 

l7. xpopnr.) This must, in the full sense, 
signify * speaking under Divine inspiration,' 
namely, by prop esying (in the strict sense of 
the expression), including the lesser degrees of 
the mpopnrsia (see Rom. xii. 6. 1 Cor. xii. 10. 
xiii. 2), which were preaching aud teaching the 
truthe of the Gospel. The next clause intimates 
that God would also reveal his will to both old 
and young, in a manner which should partake of 
the *po«. just before mentioned, by visions or 
dreams. 

The terms rpodnrela and ópacic are some- 
times synonymous; but here Spaces is equivalent 
to éwracia: in either of which terms an appear- 
ance is presented to the person, whether waking 
or by trance; whereas éviwnoy is always a 
dream, in which something is preternaturally sug- 
gested to the mind. And here pi should render, 

Z 
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covotv oi viol vuv kai at Óvyarépes vpðr xai oi 
veavía kot bpv ópáceis Óvrovrat, Kat ot T peaBvre- 
pos pôv tévurvia evurviacOnaovras !8 Kai ye èri 

1 LA , , 2 ^ 

rovs SovXous pou kal ml tas SovrAas pov, v Tais 
Hwepacs exelvacss, éxxy ed ATO TOV TVEÚATÓS pov, Kai 

hJols.0. TPOPNTEVT OVAL. 19 h Kai wow répara v TO ovpavo 
ávo, xal onpeta ml ths ys Kato, alpa kai m Up Kai 

QNEM: 

cKóTOoS, Kab Ù TEAHVA 
k Rom. 10, 
1%, 

?4épav Kuplov T9)» peyarnv xal éripavi. 

arpida kamvo). VO $Xios petactpagyceras eis 
eis alpa, mpiv ù éXÜety T9 v 

21k Kai 

écrat, was, bs Av émikaXéa gras TÒ dvopa Kuptou, 

“shall dream visions,’ i. e. ehall see visions in 
dreams. Thus at | Sam. iii. 1, ópaets Giao TéA- 
Aovca denotes a distinct revelation by supernatu- 

appearance, in opposition to the less direct 
revelation by dreams or otherwise. With respect 
to the present passage, the ópao:e was fulfilled in 
the case of St. Paul; the évuwma in that of St. 
Peter. Finally, what is said at ver. 19 was re- 
DAD fulfilled by the communication of the 
Spir Gifls, mentioned in the Acts of the 
Apostles and in St. Paul's Epistles, ially 
1 Cor. xiv. But I have shown supra that the 
ordinary gifts are by no means to be excluded, 
though not mentioned, for, as Hoffm. says, the 
extraordinary are promised that the ordinary 
may be expected. 

or éyi*via MSS. A, B, C, D?, and about 
16 cursives of the same family, read évuwvlois, 
which is adopted by Gricsb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tiech., and Alf. But external authority is in- 
sufficient (for I can only add Trin. Coll. B, x. 
16); and internal evidence is equally balanced. 
'"Brvria have been derived from the Sept. ; 
but it is not likely that it should have been in- 
troduced into all the copies except a compara- 
tively few. I rather suspect that ivvarvío:s was 
a Critical correction, meaning ‘by dreams" In- 
deed in the Trin. Coll. MS. there is i» Uwviors, 
whence I infer that in the original there was ¿iv 
dvuwviose, so that the reading may have origi- 
nated in a i ium. 

19. $c Tipara iv rw oùpavẹ dvo] By oùp. 
is meant the sky, as opposed to iml 15e yas. 
Comp. Dan. vi. 27, mort onusta xal TípaTa 
iv To oùpav xai inl trys ye. The next 
you ò — sls alua are to be — to 

e tipata ly TQ ovpary, preternatural appear- 
ances (of a bloody uid Bey kind — 
prodigies portending bloodshed and fire, as we 
say ‘fire and xpi. in. the sky, that displayed 
the finger of God. The arpia xa*vov hallad- 
ing to the smoke of burning towns) is graphic, 
and completes the picture of devastation. ‘ Pro- 
missionem sequitur comminatio, et recté Petrus 
hanc immiseet sermoni alias solatii pleno, quo- 
niam etiam mixtum erat Auditorium ejus. Ad- 
erant enim oe v. 5; aderant quoque 

v * 

. © fjÀios ueraapadissrat als ox.] See 
note on Matt. xxiv. 29, where we have the 
same imagery, and admitting of the same ex- 
planation. 
— 3 ceAnwn els alpa] By alpa is here to 

be understood that obecure sanguineous hue, 
which the sky assumes when the atmosphere is 
filled with the smoke arising from fires; desig- 
nating the Jwrid appearance which it presents 
when smoke and flames are thrown up by earth- 
quakes. Comp. Rev. vi. 12. viii. 8. 
— THY hpipay Kvplov thy ney. xai Erio.] 

Meaning, a day notable for the visitation of God's 
punishment on the guilty, and therefore terrible, 
as the Hebrew is rendered; though the former 
sense is assigned to the word wn) in other pas- 
sages. The very same words occur in Mal. iv. 5, 
and are rendered in the same way in the Sept. 

19, 20. All tbat we can infer from these verses 
is, that the events in question will take place at 
‘the times of the Messiah.’ But whether — 
are to be referred to the first advent of our ; 
at the destruction of Jerusalem, or to his secoad, 
at the day of judgment, Commentators are not 
agreed. They are very similar to, and admit of, 
nay, perhape require, the same mode of explica- 
tion as Matt. xxiv. 29. Luke xxi. 25; where see 
ido io to H referred eieaa "irte As 
to the literal and primary ment at the 
advent, none who are conversant with the e 
ful, alas! too true, account given by Joecphus of 
the horrible circumstances which preceded the 
destruction of Jerusalem, can fail to see, that the 
figurative language here employed is not over- 

arged, but only sets forth the awful condition 
of the inhabitants of Judæa at the period in ques- 
tion. But the final and full accomplishment of 
these pore will probably not take place be- 
fore the consummation of things. order 
that all the faithful may profit by the implied 
warning, ‘ Be ye always ready, for ye know not the 
time when your Lord appeareth, weighty is the 
remark of Hoffm., ‘nimirum judicia i in 
tempore, quie judicia extrems quasi preludia sunt, 
describi solent cum prospectu ad hoc, quia per 
illa noe de hoc admonitos vult Deus.’ 

2]. &s—ce0osra.] If the double refer- 
ence be brought in here, the pri applica- 
tion of the prophecy may be su *to con- 
tain,' in the words of Dr. Henderson, *a gracious 
dp that, however terrible might be the 

catastrophe in which the unbelievers should 
perish, provision would be made for the safety of 
those who believed in the Messiab. And Church 
history records its fulfilment by the escape and 
preservation of the Christians at the final catas- 
trophe of Jerusalem.’ But, as I have always 
supposed the second coming to bo especially 
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cwOnacetat. — 221" Ayópes "Iopandirat, axovoate Tovs Xóyovs 
rovrous’ 'Incoüv tov Nafwpaiov, áv6pa amo ToU Oco arose- 
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meant, I am inclined to think that it is alone 
intended, which 1 agree with Alf. is required by 
the whole tenor of the Apostle's application of 
the prophecy, See the admirable note of Calvin, 
of which the following extract contains the pith : 
—' Sicuti Deus minis ac terroribus nos tanquam 
ignavos asinos ad querendam salutem instigat; 
ita postquam celum et terram tenebris involvit, 
modum tamen ostendit, quo salus ante oculos 
nostros affulgeat, —nempe, si ipsum invocabimus, 
Est enim diligenter notanda hec circumstantia. 
Si Deus salutem simpliciter promitteret, hoc jm 
quidem est magnum; longe majus est, dum 
inter multiplices mortis abyssos eam promittit." 
t Quum omnia,’ inquit, * confusa fuerint, et exitii 
formido omnia occupaverit, tantum invocate me, 
et salvi eritis" ...... : baee itaque, nemo 
excluditur ab invocatione omnibus aperta 
est salutis janua. Nec aliud est quod nos ab 
ingressu arceat, quam propria infidelitas.' 
S36. Peter's further address to the Jews. 

After having pointed out to them, in the effects 
they had been witnessing with such amazement, 
the fulfilment of the prophecy of Joel concerning 
the effusion of the Spint in the days of the Mes- 
siah, and demonstrated to them from the prophecy 
that a Redeemer had been promised, who should 
* save to the uttermost’ his faithful worshippers, 
the Apostle proceeds to turn their attention to 
the grand subject and main purpose of his dis- 
course, —showing that Jesus oF NAZARETH, 
whom they have crucified, is that Perso 
( proved to be such by his resurrection to life), 
and pointing out the ps for which he was 
Ay from the dead. On this is engrafted a 
notice of the validity of the general evidence in 
favour of Jesus's Messiahship, and the saure of 
thatevidence. Then there is subjoined, that this 
Jesus it is, thus raised and invested with supreme 
dignity, who hath procured this plenteous effusion 
of the Holy Spirit, as attested by the effects which 
they now see and hear. Of him, too, it is added, 
the words of Ps. cx. 1, are meant, which their 
own Rabbins referred to the Messiah. Hence 
(the Apostle concludes) they may be assured 
that this Jesus, whom they have crucified, is the 
Lord and Christ appointed of God. 

But to consider the passage in detail, the 
Apostle addresses them by the conciliatory ap- 

lation Zsraelites. Na(epaior is subjoined to 
Inacouy, because, in mentioning his name thus 

formally, it was proper to add what had, indced, 
become an ordinary appellation. Sep Mark xvi. 
6. Acts iii. 6. x. 38. 

22. dvépa áwó ToU Otoũ dwodsdarypivoy ele 
9$uds Óvrausci, &c.] The construction is: dvépa 
dwod. sle bare dwo Tov Osov, scil. éxóooXoy 
aTva:,—for such is the reference, as appears from 
Heb. iii. 1, xaravojncate TÓv dwxcaroXoy rie 
óuoXoylas huay, Xpcoroy 'Ingovrs, The full 
senso is, ‘a person demonstrated to you as being 

Col. 2.12, 1 Thess.1.10. Heb. 18. 20 

shown to be an ambassador from God by mira- 
cles, signs, and wonders.” 

23. TB wpiopivy Bovrtg xal arpoyv.] The 
best Commentators are , that T ópicp. 
BovXg means ‘ the determinate decree,’ and con- 
sequently immutable counsel of God. 
— ixéoroy Xafowvris] The strong signifi- 

cancy of the term gxéorow I have already pointed 
out, as denoting the being given over to any one 
to suffer what he pleases to inflict. In the words 
following, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. have can- 
celled Xagórr:e, on the authority of some of the 
most ancient MSS. and several Versions. But 
AaBorrae is, Valckn. observes, though not neces- 
sary to the sense, yet not to be ejected from the 
context, it being one of those Participles which 
are so used by the Greek writers (e ially 
Sophocles) as to seem superfluous, w ile they 
generally add some force, and suggeet the idea of 
a sort of celerily of action. 
— dia ywuper ávóuwy] Render: ‘by the 

hands of persons without jaw,’ meaning Pilate 
and the Roman soldiers, called dvouor as being 
Gentiles. See l Cor. ix. 21. 1 Macc. ii. 43. The 
&bove rendering is supported by the authority of 
the moet eminent Expositors, and that of the 
ancient Versions, such as the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulg., and, of modern ones, those of Wickliff, 
Tyndale, and Wakefield. As to the common 
rendering, by which spav avouey is connected 
with dysiXers, this involves no little harshness; 
for we should thus have a form of ex ion 
only suitable to poetry, and thus, for dvóuwv, 
dvocíwy or arapapyou er would rather have been 
used. And, though dyrouos is used for rapá- 
vouos, yet it is only of persons. The reading 
xstpde, adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
on the ground that y«ipiv is a , is evidently 
itself a mere alterutwn, p ing from certain 
early Critics, who, we may suppose, stumbled at 
xupäv ss unclassical. And undoubtedly no 
pure Greek writer would have written yepuy, 
since that has the objection of involving an un- 
certainty of construction ; hence, it seems, they 
altered ysipéor to Xs:pós. The words did xsipisy 
are meant to anticipate a certain objection, q. d. 
* We did not nail him to the cross and put him 
to death. — No; but ye did this through the 
medium of others, your tools, and those whom 
least ye should have selected, ol dvouor.’ Tpos- 
v rtavres, scil. eravpe, is added, to show that 
the putting to death was by the most cruel and 
ignominious mode. I cannot find, any more than 
the learned Markland, that poc. is any where 
else used of crucifying ; but there is no reason 
why it should not have been so called in the 
ordinary Greek dialect, just as a and 
in the later Latin writers. llpoonAécavrss 
would have been used by a purer Greek writer, 
and occurs in Plato and others of ' crucifying ;' 
but I — that Peter used a somewhat coarse 

z 
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éornoe, AUoas Tas wdivas ToU Üavárov, rabori ovK Mv Suvatov 
n Ps. 16. 8— xpateiaOas avtov vm avrov. ?5" Aavid yàp réyee eie avror 

Ilpoopopn9v tov Kuptov évomcov pov Sa mavTóos, or: 
èx eiv nov eotiv, lva pù carevOed. ?9 &:a ToUTo 
evppavdn 7 xapdia pov, kal nyadrXALdoaro 9) yAwoud 
pov: Ere Ò kai ) cápÉ pov KcatacKnnyvwoerénm éX iD. 
7"Ore oùe eyxatareipers thy puyny pov eis &õov, 
ovdé 6o eic Tov"Octov cov idciv btagpOopav. B'E yva 

term (as we should say, fired him up) to charac- 
terize the vileness of the action. Since writing 
the above I have ascertained that rpoow. for 
* crucifying’ does occur elsewhere. So Hesych. 
explains wpocrAwoay by wpoctxn~ay and 
irpweoav (read iorpwcay, an abbreviation of 
taravpwoav). Hesych. elsewhere explains 
epociwntay by rpociAwcay, doubtless a mere 
var. lect. However, it seems to have been pro- 
perly a technical term of carpentering for ‘ to 

. So Clem. Alex. Protr. 951, has ra ŝi 
ayáNuaTa TpockaÜnAovTai xai rpoowiyou- 
Tai, ‘were nailed up and fixed up. Hesych. 
explains + "TypuaTra by u£pos Tt THS vtdse, 
meaning, | suspect, the rds (like our 
lockers) up in the cabin of a ship. 

24. Avoat Tat wdivas Tov Üay.] The best 
Commentators, ancient and modern, are of 
opinion that ewdéivas denotes not pains, but 
bonds; & signif., indeed, scarcely known in the 
Class. writers, but occurring in the LXX. This 
interpretation, they think, is supported by the 
following Aveas, and espec. by x«parsicÜai, and 
is confirmed by certain passages cited by Wet- 
stein. But that Avoae may only mean removed, 
without any allusion to a bond, is clear from 
what I have annotated on the words Avow tev 
Secuarov in Thucyd. ii. 101. So also Job xxxix. 
2, wôivas 8i abrwv &Xvcas, and Lycophr. Case. 
1198, opi e6ivas i£éAvas Xa0paías youns. We 
may, therefore, with reason retain the Common 
Version, ‘ the pains of death,’ those which precede 
and accompany it, and merely suppose that in 
«xparsiaGac there is an allusion to the notion of 
tight bands, as in 7Elian, H. A. xii. 5, robs T&v 
odivey Avoca decpous. 
— oix qv ÓvraTóv, &c.] Meaning, ‘ morally 

impossible, i.e. consistently with the circum- 
stances of the case, the dignity of his person (as 
being ‘ the Prince of life,’ iii. 15, and having life 
in himse!f, John v. 26 ; see also John x. 18), the 
nature of hi» undertaking, the accomplishment 
of the work for which he came on earth, the 
ppo of God the Father, and the prophecies 
of Scripture. 

25. The Apostle now proceeds to show why it 
was impossible; and that by a reference to the 
word of God. Ps. xvi. 8—11. 
— sls avrov] ‘ concerning,’ or ‘ with reference 

to, him ;' as often in the Class. writers. See also 
Eph. v. 32. The sis here has the force of refer- 
ence, whether direct or indirect; and the full 
meaning intended seems to be this : * David saith 
[of himself ] with an eye to Him,’ intimating that 
what David said of himself he said with an espe- 
cial reference to another, intending it to be re- 
ferred, though primarily to himself, yet seconda- 
rily, and in the most eminent sense, to Christ. 

+ 

Some Expositors, indeed, interpret tbe reference 
of Christ alone, which, however, is forbidden bv 
the scope of the Psalmist, which requires tbat 
the reference to David should be retained as a 
secondary one. This view is, indeed, the one 
taken by Calvin, who, after an able discussion of 
this 25th verse, concludes as follows: * Non 
Neue uno verbo negat Petrus veré id fuisse ia 

avide impletum, sed obliqué tantum significat. 
Cseterum ita de Christo vaticinatus est David, ut 
et sibi privatim aptaverit consolationem, et ex- 
tenderit ad universum ecclesia qoa Neque 
veró negandum est, de se ipso Davidem hic locu- 
tum, sed quatenis i» Christo, quasi vitæ speculo 
se intuebatur. Primus ergo tz Christum : 
inde ad se, aliosque fideles, oculos convertit This 
view I find confirmed by Hoffm., who ably vin- 
dicates the above reference. Assuredly, as indeed 
Alford admits, David's words here, as spoken of 
himself and his circumstances, would only be 
true, in their highest and literal sense, of the 
great ‘Son of David,’ who was to come. David 
often spoke concerning himself; but the Spiri 
who in id ale tow XpicTov.— lra py 
aa., ‘that I should not be shaken in courage, 
nor succumb under calamity." 

26. da Touro «0d párÜu 4 xapé. mov] This 
and jjyaX)iácaTo 9 y\wood pov are meant to 
denote extreme joy, both that which is inwardly 
felt, and that which is outwardly expressed. 

The àià rovro refers to the reason for this 
exultation,—which was, that he should be pre- 
served amidst the sorrows that were coming upon 
him, and could look forward with jov to the 
triumph which awaited him; see Heb. xii. 2. 

27. als ov] scil. óuov, or olxor; see notes 
on Matt. xvi. 18. Luke xviii. 23. v. 31. Oo 
wres, ‘nor wilt thou suffer.” For dcddvac, like 
the Hebr. denotes sometimes not a ` 
but a morul giving by permission.—Tdy “Os:óv 
cov. This is usually rendered, ‘thy pious wor- 
shipper;' a sense which may very well suit Duwid, 
but not CHRIST, with reference to whom the 
sense must be, ‘me who am pre-eminently the 
Holy One; and thine, as united to thee in the 
Godhead.'—'1àsi» dia Üopáp, ‘to experience 
—— i. e. to lie so long in the grave as to 

e 
dà i rrépecee fes] Render: ' Thou hes y»opica wns er: ‘ Thou hast 

made known (i e. opened out) paths of life," i. e. 
the means of avoiding — death, and 
attaining unto life and glory; or, as referred to 
David, fire everlasting. e next clause adverts 
to the state of glory, and the fulness of joy which 
should succeed. to that ‘earthly race which was 
set before him ;' after which he should sit down 
at the right band of God, and be blesacd with his 
immediate presence. 
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29. The Apostle now proceeds to propound an 
argument, resting on the position that the Mes- 
siah is meant in the Psalm in question; and he 
does this by tacitly encountering an objection 

t be made; q.d. ‘These are the 
vid, and are to be understood of Asm.’ 

In answering which the Apostle introduces the 
meution of David in highly reverential langunge, 
calling him Patriarch. * I may be permitted (says 
he) freely to tell pon concerning the Patriarch 
David, that he both died and was buried, and his 
sepulchre remains unto this day ; [indeed re- 
mained, as Jerome testifies, in the time of the 
xe a Adrian ;] and as David died, was buried, 
and his body experienced corruption, so it fol- 
lows that, in the adverted to, he could 
not have spoken of himself. 

30. In this and the next two verses the Apos- 
tle clinches the ment. The sense may be 
thus expressed : * Now, he being a Prophet (i. e. 
one endowed with a supernatural knowledge of 
future events), and, in that quality, knowing that 
God had sworn a solemn oath to him, tbat from 
the fruit of his loins (i.e. from his posterity) 
Christ should, as to his human nature, descend, 
in order to sit on his throne; he, foreseeing this 
event, spoke (in the passage in question) of the 
resurrection of Christ, when he said that his soul,’ 
&c. On this promiso see 2 Sam. vii. 11, 16, and 
the other s adduced in the references, 
The expression dpxw d&juocs, as applied to God, 
of course denotes only his * fixed and immutable 
purpose ; q.d. ‘ sanctissimó promisit." 

he words +d xarà cdpxa—Xprarov have 
been cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf.; but on very slender authority—only that 
of 2 uncials certain, A and C, B uncertain, one 
D 2 m.; but that the MS. had the words origi- 
nally is clear from the Latin Version. As to 
the cursive MSS. adduced by Mill, Tisch., and 
Alf, they are but 3, — Barb. 1, No. 95, and 
343, and of which the Barb. l is of very sus- 
pected authority. The 95 and 143 rest only on 
the very slender authority of Scholz. As to the 
alii added by Tisch. and Alf., from Scholz, they 
(as my readers may imagine from previous experi- 
ence) are all but imaginary; and I cannot add 
one from the Lamb. and Mus. collections, and 
the Trin. Coll. MS. The authority, indeed, 
of the Versions—consisting of the printed Syriac 

which mi 
words of 

Phil. 2.9— 

(Peschito), the Vulg., Coptic, Ethiopic, Arme- 
nian, and Arabio may seem adverse to the 
words. But as to the first, though the printed 
Syriac has them not, yet the MSS., I am in- 
formed, have. And the authority of the Vulgate, 
which might seem weighty, is, in fact, far other- 
wise in cases like the present, where it is unsup- 
ported by the ancient Jtalic ; and that the words 
were read in ikut Version, is plain from what is 
brought forward by Sabatier; see Matthei. 
Again, the authority of the Futhers against the 
words, or, indeed, inst any words, is never 
very weighty—and here is any thing but deter- 
minate; since, while some of them adduce the 
verse without the words, others (as Theophyl., 
Theodor., and Chrys, and Euseb. in Ps. xv.) 
cite it with them. Indeed, it may be said that 
the evidence of Fathers, in cases like the present, 
of words sup to have been rad. is the 
less to be relied on, since citing, as they per- 
petually do, from memory, they often omit words, 
espec. such as are not to their pu As to 
tnternal evidence, — after weighing it carefully 
afresh, I readily grant that it is against the 
words; but, in a case like this, where external 
authority is almost wholly in favour of the words, 
internal evidence, even if decidedly adverse (which 
it is not), would not authorize more than bracket- 
ing them. 

TovTov TÓv ‘I. &c.] The evidence for 
Christ's resurrection is now adverted to, and that 
by a reference not only to the positive testimony 
of the Apostles, disciples, and other eye- witnesses 
(as contrasted with the want of evidence for the 
assertion of the Jews, that he did see corruption, 
and did zot rise), but to that testimony of his 
resurrection, and consequent Messiahship, which 
was afforded by his exaltation to the right hand 
of God; by his having obtained, agreeably to the 
promise, the sending of the Holy Spirit and the 
copious effusion of His gifts,—producing effects 
such as they now saw and heard, and which, by 
their miraculous nature, attested the Divine cha- 
racter of him who procured them. 

33. ry deEca ob» TOU Osov UYywOale] ' There- 
fore being oxalted to the right hand of God,’ i. e. 
to the height of dignity and majesty, declared and 
constituted Lord and Messiah (namely, by his 
resurrection and return to heaven). Seo ver. 36; 
and comp. Phil. ii. 9, seq. 
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ACTS II. 34—39. 

343 Où yap Aavid avéBn eis Tos ovpavots, Neyer &è 
Heli.  girog) Eimev ó Kúpios TQ kvpío pov, KáÜov èr 6c- 

Erv pov, 95 ws dv O Tovs éyÜpovs cov vmomóDiov 
TOV TOO COV. 

t Ps. 3. 2, 
6—8. 

36 "Acdharas obv ywworérw Tas olxos Io- 
pañ, Sts t Kúpiov kal Xpiorov avrov 6 Oeds émoígce ToUrov 
TOv 'Incoüv, dv ipeis éaravpocare. 

37 'Axovcavres 96 kareveyncav TH Kapdia, elroy TE pos Tov 
Ilérpov xai rovs Xovmrovs áTocTOXMovs Ti tromooper, ávOpes 

eis àheciv duaptiav kal ampeche ijv Swpedy ToU ayiov IIvev- 

The Apostle's argu- 
ment is this: * That David speaketh not concern- 
ing himself, but the Messiah (see ver. 25, et seq.), 
is manifest from what he says Ps. cx. 1, where 
he m of a Lord who was to be at God's right 
hand till all his enemies were subdued. For that 
patriarch himself is not raised from the dead, and 
ascended into the heavens to sit at God's right 
hand; therefore he must have spoken this of 
some — namely, of Jesus Christ, who 

34. où yap Aavid, &c. David 

JE brought about this which ye now see and 
ear.” 
The concluding words of the quotation (* until 

I make thine enemies,’ &c.) suggest the inevit- 
able destruction they would bring upon them- 
selves, if they continued to reject the Saviour. 

86. Here we have the conclusion, —that this 
same Jesus, whom they had crucified, was the 
divinely-constituted Lord and Christ. 

— wat olxos "IopanA] In was olx. there 
seems to be a breach of the canon of Bp. Middl., 
according to which we should render ‘every 
house of Israel ;' which cannot be the sense. Mr. 
Green, however (Gr. N. T. p. 195), is of opinion 
that ‘the above canon is infringed only in appear- 
ance, not in reality, since olxoc 'Iopa:jA is used 
as a proper name, as appears from the expression 
T wpoBata ra á7oA. olxov 'IcpajjÀ in Matt. fi 
x.6. xv. 24' And this is confirmed by Thucyd. 
iii. 57, 2, úuas bx mavròs Tov 'EAAnqvixoy (scil. 
&0rovs) éEarsiwat. 

57—44. Here are described the effects produced 
on the people by the above discourse. 

97. xaT. tü Kapdia] ‘were pierced to the 
heart.” Karaviccec@a: is here, as often, used 
figuratively of the emotions of violent grief, or 
deep remorse, whether expressed outwardly, or 
felt inwardly; see Gen. xxxiv. 7. Ps. cviii. 16, 
Sept. Ecclus. xii. 12. xlvii. 20; also in the 
Class. writers, as Simplicius on Epict., we rovs 
À Wavrws yevexpwuivous virrecBar ix T&v 

Koyi. and Plutarch, de Animi Tranq. p. 476, 
where he says the conscience of evil doers 75 
Vvxp mevapédXarav aluáccovcay &si kal vie- 
covoav áyaToXsloa:. 

98. ueravorcars] This repentance must, of 
course, be sup to imply & total change of 
mind and heart (see my Lex.), by an abandon- 
ment of their former preconceived opinions, and 
by acknowledging Jesus to be the Christ, and 

paros. 89° ‘Tuty yap otiw 1 éraryyeXia Kat rois Tékvots pv, 
«ai “maou Tots eis paxpay, cous av mpocxaréontas Kupeos 6 

embracing his religion by baptism, looking unto 
him alone for remission of sins, and the gift of 
the Spirit, now sent forth (see Matt. xxviii. 19, 
and note), and thereby engaging to obeerve all 
his injunctions both of faith and practice. We 
are, however, to bear in mind, that the above- 
mentioned internal change of heart and purpoee 
is (as Calv. observes) here insisted on, as meet 
to be testified by admission into the number of 
Christ's disciples. 
— Bawricbires ixi To ÓvouaT:i'I. Xo.] As 

contradistinguished from John's baptism of re- 
unto faith ; see ch. xix. 4. The 

sion fBaoerrí(:o0a. ixi Tw ÓvopaTi rivet is 
equiv. to sis Tò Óvoud Tivoc (which could not 
here have been used without involving tauto- 
logy), or iv óvópuaTí ios. In all such cases 
the preposition denotes dependence on, devoted- 
ness (o, and obedience to (as l Cor. x 2, Par- 
TÍ(soOa: ele róy Mesvonv), and should be ren- 
dered, not info, but unto, implying, however, the 
into, as referred to the benefits and blessings 
thereby imparted. 'Ovóu. Xp. is thought to be 
for Xpicro ; but there is rather a reference to 
the words of Christ at Matt. xxviii. 19, contain- 
ing the form in baptism, —wherein soua is by 
no means without force, —espec. since this is the 
rs mention of an administration by Christ's 

disciples, of baptism in this full sense. 
Anpeche 5v dwpsavy Tov adylov Tv.] 

This dwp. +. a. Tiv., being the fulfilment of the 
promise of the Spirit, and considered as the resu/£ 
of the baptism before-mentioned, in its full 
import, must be taken in the most general sense, 
of such a measure of the Spirit, whether ordi- 
nary or extraordinary, as might be suited to the 
case of each person individually. See John iv. 10. 

39. aci Toit ale paxpavy] This is hy many 
recent Expoeitors taken to mean the Jews dis- 

abroad among the nations. But it must 
mean the Gentiles, as appears from Eph. ii. 13, 
17, where by oi uaxpár are denoted the Gen- 
tiles, also designated as ‘aliens from the com- 
monwealth of Israel. And it is no sufficient 
objection to né that Peter was a» yet unac- 
quainted with the truth, —that the Gentiles were 
to be admitted into the Christian covenant. For 
it appears that the Jews did not deny that the 
Gentiles were to be admitted to the Messiah s re- 
ligion, but they thought they could alone become 
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Ocòs uav. €'Erépois Tre Xóyow meiosi Stepaptipeto xal 
qrapexáXet, Néyov: SwOnre amò THs yeveas THS CKOMÂS TavTNS. 
41 Oi pév oiv aopévws arrodeEdpevoe Tov AGyov avTrod iBar- 
tis@ncay Kai mpoceréOncav TH 
TpiO x Mat. 

$9 **"Hoay 5é¢ Tpoaxaprepobvres 
«ai T] Kowwvia Kai TH KNaoEL TOU 

such by becoming proselytes to the Jewish faith. 
This sense, indeed, seems required by the words 
following ; unless we suppose that the Apostle had 
here in view the dispersed of Israel, as well as 
the strangers from the covenant of qoe i. e. 
both the dispersed Jews, and the Gentiles, who, 
as yet, stood afar off. 

he words dcout d» arpoecxaAéanra: K vpioe 
© O:xós nup, seem added further to develope the 
sense of roie uaxpáv; q. d. * All, I say,—even 
as many as the Lord our God may call upon,’ 
a very rare sense of wpoox., but occasionally also 
occurring in Joseph. Antt. xii. 1, 1, [invite to 
embrace ‘ the glorious gospel of Christ.'] 

40. duuaprüpero xai wap.) ‘did he earnestly 
charge and exhort; see 1 Tim. v. 2). 
— rebiyrs and tHe y. &c.] ' Be ye saved,’ 

meaning ‘suffer yourselves to be saved,’ by em- 
bracing ‘ the salvation now held out to you,’ and 
thus being put into the way of salvation.— 
Lxokcas signifies rse, and generally wicked, 
by a metaphor taken from what is crooked, as 
opposed to straight. The phrase is borrowed 
from Deut. xxxii, 5, yeved exoi kai è- 
ecTpaupivn. 

With respect to the doctrine hence to be in- 
ferred, suffice it to say, that the air of exhortation, 
here observable, implies at once the necessity for 
exertion, and also that the poter of exertion is 
present with man to * work out his salvation." 

4l. 4dcuívoes] This word is not found in 4 
uncials ( A, B, C, D), and one cursive ( No. 19), 
several Versions, and some Fathers, and is can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but the 
authority is insufficient, espec. as internal evi- 
dence is rather in favour of the word, which was 
less likely to have been, as Alf. supposes, intro- 
duced as an explanatory gloss on ávod.— which 
did not need it, —than to have been expunged by 
Critics who tbought it was unnecessary and over- 
charged. Besides, ácuíves is used by St. Luke 
with idéEavro, ch. xxi. 7; though there adopted 
by all those three Editors, these very MSS., and 
many others read dasdétavro, retaining do- 
puros, which is found in all the copies. Can 
there be a stronger case for the genuineness of 
dou. bere? Though even had the parallel ex- 
pression not existed, it would have been rash to 
cancel what is supported by all the MSS. except 
five (for the ef ales of Scholz, though paraded òy 
Tisch. and Alf., is, as too often, worthless ; 
suspect it was founded on the Barb. 1, of Mill, 
though it is now acknowledged that the Barba- 
rini readings are of as little worth as the Vele- 
sian), confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Vers., and 
with internal evideuce by no means against it. 
— iBawriabnoav}] This earliest baptism— 

that of regencration—had at least one remark- 
able feature,—namely, that it was conferred 
merely on the profession of repentance, and tho 
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7uépa éxeivp yuyal boe 

TH Sbaxh TOv drocTóXov, x ch.1 u. 
&prov, kai Tais mpocevyais, Beb-19. 35. 

acknowledgment of Jesus as the Messiah; so 
that the necessary catechetical instruction did 
not precede, but follow baptism : if, indeed, there 
was any instruction in doctrine as yet, —which 
the German writers and Alf. think there was 
not. The baptism itself must, from the sature 
of the case, as to the first baptism on so vast a 
scale, have been by affusion, or sprinkling; since 
the immersion of persons involves the high- 
est improbability. 

42—47. — recorded the amazing increase 
to the members of the visible Church, the Apos- 
tle takes occasion to characterize the mode of 
life and habits of those primitive Christians, not 
exactly at this very time, but a little afterwards. 

42. cav 4rpookapT. TY didayy Tv d*ocr.] 
Comp. Matt. xxviii. 20, and see note. By mpos- 
«apr. TH axy he intimates that they con- 
tinued stedfastly to adhere to that profession 
which they had so suddenly taken up. 
— TY Kowtwmyla—1Trpossvxais] On tbe sense 

of the words considerable Tifferénce of opinion 
exists. Many eminent Expositors, ancient and 
modern, take xAdoat Tov aprov of the Eucha- 
rist; which opinion may seem confirmed by the 
preceding TH xoivwvia; that term being fre- 
quently used of the Lord's Supper. Thus they 
in general take 77 xowevia xat TH kAágai, by a 
Hendiadys, for ‘the common participation of the 
Eucharistic bread broken and distributed.’ Some, 
however, understand «oiv. of association for reli- 
gious ses: while most of the recent Com- 
mentators understand by xoiv. social intercourse ; 
and by TA xAdou Tov dprrov, the exercise of 
mutual tality; which, they think, is sup- 

rted by the expression «Ad» dprop at ver. 46. 
ut that sense is little agreeable to the context, 

which certainly requires something far more. Nor 
is there any authority for such a sense of xowewvía 
in Scripture; nor haps of ry xAdoet ToU 
G@prov; for ver. 46 (to which they appeal) may 
very well bear another sense. Some, again, join 
xowwvia with the words ing, namely, 
Tey éwooTo\ cp, q.d. ‘in intimate society with 
the Apostles;' a construction very harsh, and a 
signification quite unauthorized. It must un- 
doubtedly be taken with what — and Ty 
Ko. Kai Ty KAGoat seems put, by a Àysferon pro- 
teron, for 71 xAdous xal xow.; or, by hendiadys, 
for ‘by a common participation of bread broken." 
Now this might be understood of the Eucharist ; 
yet as ver. 46 undoubtedly has reference to the 
same subject, but certainly cannot be so under- 
stood, as appears from the words following; eo it 
should seem that in both that and this we 
are to understand the common participation of 
meals, taken in communion and religious thank- 
fulness, and followed by prayer; in short, the 
living, as far as was practicable, as one Family. 
We must not here bring in, with some, the 
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43 Y' Evyéyero 86 maon uy poBos, ToXXá re Tépara xai aeta 

Sua Ttv dTocTOXev éyiveTo. 44 2 Tluyres è oi muaTcvorvres 
> \ P | ^ Ü a ,. 45 M A r 

jcav éri TÒ auto, Kai elyov atrayta Kowa Kat rà KTNpaATa 
VN. es , 2 ` ⸗ > \ a , 

kai tas Umáp£eis émimpaaxov, kai Owepépilov avrà wact, raboti 
ach. 29. 7. 

^ ^ €t ^ ^ [A 

paðòv èv TQ (epo, KAVTES 

Agape ; for those were only before the Eucha- 
rist, and were probably not yet in being; having, 
it should seem, originated at a somewhat later 
period, when the custom of having all things in 
common,— practicable only in a small society,— 
was discontinued; and, in the place of it, was 
substituted a formal communion at the above- 
mentioned Agape. 

43. «den vyvx3]) ‘every person, i. e. of the 
multitude at large, mentioned at ver. 46, who 
had not yet become believers. óflos, * reveren- 
tial awe, at the effects of the recent effusion of 
the Spirit. 

44. joa» iwi rò aùró) This is generally 
taken of ‘ being collected ther for divine wor- 
ship.” And although the great number (3120) of 
the disciples has been urged as an objection to 
that view, yet we need not suppose all to have 
been —— at the — time. Besides, as 
Mr. Alford suggests, ‘a large portion were per- 
sons who bed come up for the Feast, and * 
would by this time have returned to their respec- 
tive homes.’ Nevertheless it seems also thereby 
intimated, that the body of believers kept to- 
gether, as a society, apart from the Jews. 

— slyov dwavra kowa) The earlier Com- 
mentators, in general, understand by tbis an 
entire community of goods; while many recent 
Expositors think that the words are to be taken 
only in a very limited popular sense, such as that 
of the adage marra xowa, denoting great charity 
and beneficence. The next veree, however, ex- 
cludes such a view, though it does not necessarily 
imply an absolute community by distribution. 
Some of the rich, it seems, sold their property in 
part, in order to have more to givo immodiately 
to their poorer brethren ; but the money accruing 
from thence (as is plain from infra iv. 32. v. 4. 
xii. 12) did not cease to be at their own disposal. 
That all did not sel] their property is evident 
from the fact, that there were soon afterwards 
rich and poor among tho Christians; sce ix. 36. 
xi. 29. xx. 35. l Cor. xvi. l. Eph. iv. 28. In 
fact, it is plain that this so called tmercommunity 
of goods was voluntary, limited in extent, and 
roduced by the peculiar circumstances of the 
nfant Church at Jerusalem, —composed as it 
was, in a great measure, of foreign Jews sojourn- 
ing there, and detained by the natural wish of 
acquiring a thorough knowledge of the religion 
which they had adopted: and yet whose funds 
might, by their detention so much ones than 
they had expected, have fallen short, and thrown 
them on the charitable assistance of their richer 
brethren. As to the nutive Jews, the poorer con- 
verts were peculiarly objects of consideration to 
their richer brethren; since all charity on the 

of those who adhered to the Jewish religion 
would be denied them,—and they would have 
scrupled to parane of the relics from the Temple 
sacrifices, which were distributed to the poor. 
Nay, their means of supporting themselves might 

&v tis ypeiav elye 4 * kaÜ' pépav Te rpoakaprepoUvres Gpobv- 
Te Kat’ olxov dprov, peteNa Savor 

occasionally be taken from them by bigoted em- 
ployers or customers. Under these circumstances 
no relief or aid could be expected, except from 
their Christian brethren, who therefore, it seema, 
agreed not only to contribute much of their 
ready-money, but occasionally, as need might 
require, to sell of their ons; and, 
in general, were induced by the admonitions of 
the Apostles to regard their wealth as a com- 
mon stock (see iv. 32), held in trust for the 
benefit of their poorer fellow Christiana See 
Olsh., Stier, and especially Meyer, who remarks 
that *this state of things is only found in the 
Church at Jerusalem, no trace of it being dis- 
coverable elsewhere; and not even in Jerusa- 
lem as enforced by rule, but originating in free 
will, so gradually as to become an understood css- 
tom, though it was by no means compulsory on in- 
dividuals, and did not long continue. See more 
in my Rec. Syn., where I have shown at 
that although both the Pythagoreans and 
Jewish Essenes had a community of goods (see 
Jambl. de Vit. Pyth. vi. u 59. J Bell. 
i. 2,12. Antt. xviii. 1, 5. Philo, p. 60 seqq. ), 
yet that this practice was not adopted in imitation 
of the Essenes, since the circumstances were 
widely different,—inasmuch as among the Es- 
senes there was an absolute community of goods, 
and wo property whatever. Besides, it does not 
appesr that the early Christians had any con- 
nexion with the Eesenes, though they might be 
favourably di towards them ; espec. as 
bably not a few converts had come over 
them ; whieh circumstance must have had an un- 
favourable after effect on the opinions and 
tices of the first Christians. The working of this 
leaven may be traced in those false teachers (so 
annoying to Paul), who preached up unnatural 
denial, and exceesive austerities, s ically 
dissuading, and preventing matrimony. See 
l Tim. iv. 3. That this was done by the Es- 
senes we know from the testimony of J us, 
ubi I agree with Meyer and Alf, that 
the practice arose from a continuation, and ap- 

‘plication to the now increased number of disci- 
les, of the community in which our Lord and 
is Apoetles had lived before. 
45. xrsuara] The term y denotes 

poesessions or property in general; but bere it 
must be understood of the bona immobilia (lands 
and houses), as urapEe:s (for the more Classical 
Trà V*rdpxyorra) may beo »obilia (personal 
aca i Da] ^ 
— KOGUOTL y TIS . t e @s every ane 

(‘any individual’ had need.’ 
46. wpocxapr.| Tpocx. is put for wpeca. 

Tats T pogsvxaie, which occu a little before. 
Render: ‘They persevered in attending the 
Temple service e day,’ i. e. (as is implied) 
at the stated hours of prayer (see tii. 1); assem- 
bling probably in Solomon's porch (see v. 12). 
— KAerTás Te xaT' olxoy This is by 
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Tpopis év wyadkuaoe kal agedornte Kapdias, 47” aivotvres TOV b Rom. 1. 
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& 11. 24. 

qrpoaeriÜe, Toùs swlopévous xaf nuépay TH éxxAnoia. 
III. !*'Emi rò avro òè Ilérpos 

many understood of the Eucharist, or at least of 
the Agapa which preceded the Eucharist ; while 
others understand it of common meals taken b 
companies at certain houses in rotation. And 
certainly there is much to countenance this in 
what follows. Yet, if we consider the ling 
words, it will scem more probable that the meals 
in question were the charitable and religious 
meals, taken in common, treated of supra ver. 
42. At war’ olko» supply txacroy; meaning, 
probably, though not certainly, ‘in groups as- 
sembled at different houses; for no one apart- 
ment would be now large enough to contain the 
whole. 

— ip ayadArdou xal ddsrornt: cape. | 
This phrase denotes the disposition of mind in 
the partakers, whether rich or poor, respectively ; 
ayad)\cdou being intended chiefly of the latter, 
and agdeXornti, principally, though not exclu- 
sively, of the former. However, the chief stress 
is to be laid on iv dq«X., by which is denoted 
sincerity both in the givers and the receivers ; in 
the former, shown by single-minded liberality ; 
in the latter, by sincere and unaffected gratitude. 
Comp. Wied. i. l, iy ayabornrs kal. dwiXornte 
xapéiae. The one class was, it seems, as far re- 
moved from grudging or ostentation, as the other 
was from envy or ill-will. . 

47. alvovrrte—Aaóy] This may signify, in a 
general way, ‘ They were [in their mode of life] 
much occupied in prayer and songs of praise by 
the Spirit, and were in favour with oe pope 
Since, however, alvouyres is matically con- 
nected with uersAGuBavoy, it seems better to 
suppose the sense to be, ‘ And these common 
meals (namely, those mentioned vh ver. 42) 
they held with prayer and praise to God ; and by 
the use of these spiritual exercises, and by their 
general conduct, they were in favour with the 

ple at large,’ i. e. all except the Rulers, the 
Priests, and their party. 

— wpocstida trove ce(ouívovs] On the 
exact sense of these words considerable difference 
of opinion exists. Our authorized Version renders 
* those that should be saved ;" but it is now almost 
universally that this mode of rendering 
cannot be admitted, since it would require, not 
o outvovz, but cw8ncoutvove. So Plato, Theat. 
p. 176, ol ewÜncóusvoi. Jambi. Vit. Eye 201 
ToUs GwÜrneouárove r&y vímy. Plut. Moral. 74; 
where W yttenb. remarks, that the use of ooge- 
o@a:, in that and other passages in Plutarch, * con- 
venit cum illa apud scrip. ecclesiasticos frequen- 
tata, ‘‘ servare se, salutem ac felicitatem animo a 
vitiis purgando vel integro servando consequi." ° 
The version in question must therefore be re- 
jected ; not (as Wete. thinks) because it intro- 
duces a Calvinistic doctrine, but because such a 
sense cannot be shown to be inherent in the 
words, The sense ‘had been saved,’ which some 
Anti-Calvinistic Commentators propose, isequall 
inadmissible. See supra 40, and Rev. xxi. 24. 
If we keep close to the propriety of language 
(whieh, where & doctrine is concerned, we are 
bound to do), we cannot, I still think, do better 

kai Ioávvgs ávéfauvov eig cch.2. 4. 

than render, * those who were being saved '—* who 
were in the way of salvation, —those who keark- 
ened to the earnest injunction, ver. 40, ‘Save 
yourselves from this perverse generation,'.—— 
namely, by withdrawing from community with 
them, renouncing Judaism, seeking admission 
into the Christian Church by baptism, and thus 
being ‘saved from their sins by the washing of 
Fegenene ions and put into a state of salvation ; 
whereby, through the grace of the Holy Spirit, 
imparted under the Gospel, they might be actu- 
ally saved both from the guilt and the power of 
sin. Accordingly, as Mr. Alford observes, ‘ no- 
thing is implied by this to answer, one way or 
the other, the question, whether all these wero 
finally sared?’ it being only asserted that they 
were in the way of salvation when they were 
added to the Church. "Thus at 1 Cor. i. 18, and 
2 Cor. ii. 15, we have rots gæ{ouívois opposed 
to Toiv awoA)dupuivore,—the former as being, 
after Sobrang In Christian faith, in the way 
of salvation, —the latter in the tray of perdition. 

III. This seems meant to connect with ii. 43; 
vv. 44—47 being in some measure parenthetical. 
St. Luke now returns to what he had been say- 
ing about many miracles having been worked by 
the Apostles; and of these he adduces one by 
way of example,—namely, that of a cripple from 
his birth, vv. 1—10. 

1. "Ext rò aùrò must here mean together, in 
company, and be taken after dvéBaivov, * were 
going up. MSS. A, B, C, and a few cursives 
of the same Family, and some of the Fathers, 
join iwi rò aùrò to the last verse of the pre- 
ceding chapter; and that position is adopted by 
Lachmann and Tischendorff (ed. 1 and by, and 
by Alford. This, however, involves no little 
harshness, both as regards the position of the 
formula (for no instance do 1 know of iri 
TÓ auto rated so far from its verb, and 
placed last in the sentence, except in Ps. lxi. 9, 
and 2 Sam. ii. 13. xii. 3), and its suitability to 
the foregoing, where it is not reeded, may be 
doubted. On the other hand, it is highly suit- 
able to the words following, the sense being, that 
* they were going up together (i. e. at the same 
time, and in company, sce note on Mark vii. 14) 
to the Temple. And this is much confirmed by 
infra xiv. 1, iyívero di—xata TÒ abTÓ alaed- 
Üsiv avTobe ele THY avrva'ywyrv: also by Joe. 
Antt. xvi. 8, 6, dwowjcavro či ovyOrikac als 
PG nnv idOriv, xal níxypv'Avrioxysíae ixi tò 
avTÓ wapñibov. This signif. is very frequent 
in the Sept.. as Esd. iv. 3. Ps. xl. 7. Ixx. 11. 
Ixxxii. 5. Wolfius, indeed, adduces some rea- 
sons, but inconclusive, why the words may be 
thought not to belong to chap. iii. But he him. 
self admits that the reasons for joining them with 
chap. iii. are not weak. Dr. Mi has maintained 
the same position as Wolf, but has urged it with 
more success ; and the sense he lays down is not 
unsuitable. Yet it does not arise naturally from 
the words. The use of the expression £v] +d 
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Tò iepòv émi rijv dpay TS Tpocevyiis, Thv éwarnv. ? Kat rs 

àv)p, xwdos èx Kxoirlas pntpos auTov brápyov, éBaaratero 

ôv ériBovy xab juépav mpòs Tijv Üupav ToU iepoU tiw Xeyopérny 

ópalav, rod airetv éXenuoaUvrv Tapa Tay eiaTopevouévom eis 

Tò Lepóv. 8°Os, ibb» Ilérpov kai'Ieávvov uéXXovras eiaiévaa 

eis Tò iepòv, :póra éXenuoasvry Xafleiv.  * 'Arevicas dé IIérpos 
e , DE \ 

€4 avurOP OUV TH 'Ivoáv»g ere / BXéyov eis npas. 5*0 ô 

émebyev avrois, vpogDokQ» Tt Trap avTOV AaBer. 9 Etre & 

Ilérpos Apvpuiou kai xpuciov oby imdpye pov Ô 58 Exo, 

arà with wpoceriOe:, harsh as it is, may in- 
deed seem somewhat confirmed by a passage of 
Micah ii. 12, ixdéfouat obs xataXdoliwovs Tou 
'IopajÀ, ixi rò aitd Ürcouax (for 7poc0.) 
Tijv arogrpophy avrov. But I suspect that the 
true punctuation there is, 'IopajA iri tò avd, 
this transposition of the formula being common 
in the Sept. Moreover, in the Hebrew original 
the adv. wr is rightly construed by the most 
eminent recent Commentators with the pre- 
ceding, not the following, as it was by the 
framers of the Syr. and Arabic Versions, and of 
the Chaldee Paraphrast. Its comnexion with 
pe is clear, because Yoon simply means (as 

senm. observes) ‘ponam, ‘reddam, ‘I will 
make him,’ as in Gen. xxi. 18, yoon 5r 125, 
‘I will make him a great people.’ It must, 
therefore, be taken with papa. But, to return to 
the before us;—the harshness of con- 
struction in wpoceribac wi rò avrò is not to be 
obviated by a critical legerdemain of German 
philology ; and, what is more, the circumstance 
of the persons being * together’ was not n 
to be mentioned (having been before indicated), 
and is Aere quite beside the purpose. Why 
Doddr. should think the circumstance of Peter 
and John going up to tho Temple in company 
too little important to be recorded, especially 
considering that the same circumstance is re- 
corded of Paul and Barnabas (xiv), I am quite at 
a loss to see. It is certain that there was a do- 
cided like-mindedness between the two Apostles, 
and hence we find them going together to the 
tomb of Jesus; and that they should Fe both 
together to the Temple of the Lord (as did Paul 
and Barnabas, xiv. 1) is what might be expected 
from those who would be always ready to use 
the words of the Psalmist, lv. 15, and cxxii. 1. 

9. ix xoiAae uurpós] for ix yererns. See 
John ix. 1. 'Ex yaorpos occurs in the Pseudo- 
Theogn. v. 307.— Eriðovy. The sick and poor 
were, both among Jews and Gentiles, usually 
laid, or placed themselves, at the portals of the 
Temples, to ask charity of the worshippers; 
though sometimes at the gates or doors of rich 
men. See Luke xvi. 20, and note. 
— TÀ» 00p. T. À. apala] Which gate of the 

Temple is here meant, the Commentators are not 
. Most of them suppose it to have been 

the Eastern gate, leading from the Court of the 
Women to thai of the Israelites, which was over- 
laid with Corinthian brass (a material far more 
valuable than gold itself, and wrought with ex- 
quisite art); also called the gate of Nicanor, and 
of which mention is made in Jos. Bell. v. 5, 3. 
vi. 5, 3. It has, however, been shown by Wagen- 

seil, Ben 1, and Walch, that this involves much 
of improbability. Hence the learned bave for 
some time been generally agreed that the 
here meant is that which was called Susar, 

(the lily), so called ià 77)» wparoryre. 
deed, old Constantinople had a gate so called; 

and wpaia would be a representation im 
Greek of in Hebrew. Of the reasons given 
for the above supposition, the most weighty are, 
]. that, after the healing of the crip — 
and John repaired to Solomon's Portico, which 
(as appears from Joseph. Antt. xx. 8, compared 
with xv. 14) was very near the gate Susan. 2. 
This lame mendicant would doubtless choose a 
place where he would be likely to get most alms, 
and that would be where most persons might be 
expected to enter. Now at the gate Susan there 
was & far greater concourse of people than else- 
where; since there were the in which 
wine, salt, flour, oil, doves, and other things 
necessary for sacrifice, were sold. 

3. hp. iX. Aaflviv] Here, as often, after verba 
of asking, Aafsiv is thought pleonastic; and, 
accordingly, the ancient Critics, as we leam from 
the var, lect., omitted the word. But it is not 
so much pleonastic, as a vestige of the 7 
of ancient , very frequent in the Hebr., 
and not unfrequent in the ancient Greek writers, 
M Prag of prose or verse, as espec. Homer and 

ot. 
4. &Tsvícae] used as at Luke xxii 56; 

see note.—BA éjrov «ls huas. ‘ Non ita loquitur 
Petrus quin de consilio Dei certus sit: et certe 
his verbis singulare aliquod et insolitum bene- 
ficium sperare jubet. Qusri tamen potest, an 
facultatem habuerint edendi miracu uoties 
liberet, Respondeo, sic ministros fuisse Divinse 
virtutis, ut nihi] suo arbitrio vel proprio motn 
tentarint, eed Dominus per ipsos egerit, quum 
ita expedjre noverat. Hinc factum est ut unum 
sanarint, non autem promiscue omnes. 
quemadmodum in aliis rebus ducem ac direc- 
torem habebant Dei Spiritum, ita etiam in hac 

Ideo priusquam claudum su jubet 
Petrus, conjecit in eum ac defixit oculos. alis 
intuitus non caruit peculiari Spiritus motu. 
Hinc fit, ut tam secure de miraculo pronuntiet. 
Porro excitare hoe verbo claudum voluit ad 
recipiendam Dei gratiam : ille tamen nihil quam 
eleemosynam exspectat" (Calv. in loc.) 

5. éwetyev oit sub. ovv, as in 1 Tim. 
iv. 16, and often in the Clase. writers, but occa- 
sionally expressed, as in Lucian, Alex. iv. ult. 

6. 9 dé ixw, TOUTS cot uel Comp. Aristoph. 
Lysist. 671, Sarep oir ix”, à Seni goi. Soph. 

eet, 450, ouixpà. ud» Tad’, GAX’ Sums & "ye, 
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Touro co, lwp. 6v rÊ òvóparı 'Incod XpwrroU ToU Nakaw- aca. 10. 
palov &yepas xai repiráre 7 Kai midoas avróv ris Oefuás 
XEPÒS, Tryeipe.  Tapayprjua 66 éarepewÜnaav avroð ai Bacets 
xai rà c$vpd: 8 kai ° éfaXXojevos Earn, kal srepuemáTev Kat e1e. 55.0. 
evan Oe avv avrois eis TO iepòv, grepyrarOv kai áXXójevos. kai 
aivav tov Oeov. ? Kai elócv avróv mâs 6 Xaós Tepvrarobvra 

i 3 A N e , 10 ér J , > NX e" @ 

Kal aivovvta tov Ocov eyivwoKoy Te avTOv OTi OUTOS FV 
e \ ~ , L4 , ^ e 4 ^ 

Ò Tpós Thy éXenuoc/vgv KaOnpevos éml TH wpaia TUN TOD 
tepou xai érdrjoOncay OduBovs kai éxotracews eri TQ avufe- 
Ayxots aire. 

11 Kparoüvros 6€ * avro) tov IIérpov xal "Iwavyny, cvvédpape 
Trpós avToUs Was 6 Xaós émi lT oTo TH kaXovuévg XoXoudvos tatus. 

10. 33. 

ExOauBos. 12 'Ióov 96 IIérpos ámexpívaro mpòs tov Xaóv: " Av- 

dos aùr. See Theogn. 514, of? ixouev y’ ola 
Sidover Üsoi —rdpio ra wapiftoue. By ô ixw 
je meant, ‘out of such power as I have com- 
mitted to me (namely, from Jesus Christ) I 
bestow the benefit I am now doing: other abi- . 
lity to help thee I possess not.” 
— ly tw óvóuaT. 'I. X.] The full sense is, 

* in virtue of the power inherent in the name of 
Jesus Christ.’ Hence we see the marked distinc- 
tion between the miracles worked by JESUS in 
his own name, and by his own authority, and 
those by his Apostles solely by virtue of the 
power vested in him, and by a delegated autho- 
nd from him. See note on Mark xvi. 17, 18. 
John xiv. 12. 

7. 71ácas abíTÓyp, &c.] ‘taking him by the 
right hand.’ So Theocr. iv. 35. This was an 
action done, not, as some Expositors say, more 
Medici, but as a ical one, representing the 
cure, and giving a gracious assurance of it; such 
as our Lord was pleased often to impart. Comp. 
Mark vii. 33, and CEcumen. and Sever. Antioch. 
ap. Caten. Oxon. 

— torep.—al Baoause x. T. op.) Hereby al 
Bác. are not meant the soles of the feet, on 
which the feet rest in standing or walking ; which 
denotes the bony part from the toes to the heel 
inclusive, on which the oxéXoe supported by the 
odupa, rests in walking. Or, to express the 
thing with more technical exactnese, after Galen 
and Gorreus ap. Steph. Thes. ed. Par., the 
Aacaus denote the astragali on which the tota 
tibia, consisting of the x»jun and the wepden, 
reet as on a sure foundation in walking. By 
avd cd$vpá are meant ‘the ancle bones," whose 
firmness is indispensable to enable the oxéAoe 
and Bdoit roð. to perform their office. I have 
said so much, because the matter has been im- 
perfectly treated by Expositors, and in order to 
point out the peculiar kind of infirmity which 
made the man a cripple from his birth ; in which 
also we trace the pen of a physician, who under- 
stood the nature of the case, with which he had 
doubtless made himself acquainted, in order 
accurately to describe it. The hand of * Luke 
the physician" may also be traced in the bricf 
but expressive words describing the result of the 
cure, where igaAAóuevos means ‘leaping forth," 
or uxt of the chair on which he was seated, thus 

denoting (graphicé) the headlong eagerness of 
incipient action, and implying the joy accom- 
panying it. This peculiar use of the word is so 
rare, that I know of only one ex.—Aristot. Prob. 
ii. 31, I£&XXorra: ' desiliunt* (ol dywviævrras) 
xal ovdéwore Apspovery, fours for the figurative 
sense I may refer to 1s.1v. 12, Sept., of Bovvol 
i£aXovrrat, rpogdeyouevor 6uás iv yang. It 
is of more importance to remark that, in this 
action, as recorded by the sacred writer, we have 
no other than a fulfilment of what had long ago 
been prophesied in Is. xxxv. 5, 6, tora dvoix- 
Ohoovraı plapo vr, xal ora kwedoor 
axovcopra:, TÓT& drsitrat we ErAagdoe ò 
XwAds, Tpavy dd tora ywooa poyiAaAwy. I 
need scarcely say that in the second and fourth of 
these particulars, adduced by way of example, 
there is an evident fulfilment of what is recorded 
in Mark vii. 32, of the case of the xedós uoyi- 
Adios, where see note. In fact, in these verses 
of Is. (5, 6) the marvellous works of our Lord 
are juni predicted (our Lord himself being 
the Interpreter in Matt. xi. 4, 5, where there is 
a plain allusion to this passage of Is.), wonders 
of power wrought in men's bodies, and even 
pad wonders in men's —and meant to 

included—by which, tbrough the Holy Ghost, 
the spiritually blind were enlightened; those 
deaf to the cal] of God and Christ, were made to 
hear clearly; those utterly impotent to ev 
good work, were made by Divine , throug 
the Spirit, not only able to move in the work of 
righteousness, but to be eagerly engaged in it, 
and joyful to carry it forward. 

—26. Discourse of Peter on the foregoing 
occurrence. 

ll. xpaTovrTos] ‘holding fast to,’ ‘ not letting 
them go; as in Z Sam. iii. 6. For text. rec. 
la@ivroe xwoXov I have, with all the Critical 
Editors, received at-rov, on strong external au- 
thority (to which I ean add not a few Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), confirmed by internal evidence. 

12. dwsxp. mpos róv À.] ‘made [this] address 
to the people.’ Mr. Alf. renders, ‘ made answer 
to their expressions of astonishment.’ But no 
expressions are mentioned; and the rendering 
ields a forced sense. The best Expositors have 

Jong on the rendering ‘ addressed ;' 
and it is confirmed by the Sahid., Copt., and 
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pes "IopagXiras, Tí Oavpatere ém Tovro, À uiv Té àrevitere, 
$Cor.$.5. e 

E ena so @S idta Õuvápet 7) 5 evoeBelia meroimkóci TOU Trepimrarety avrov ; ^ pet 7} ^ n P ; 
fate. 13 5*0 Qeds !' ABpaàp xai 'Icaàx xai Iakof, 6 Ocós TOv wa- 
i John 17.1 £ Qv. ) èĝo » aida avrov I Dus Ay Miser ` 
iubet Tépev huv, ) édokaoce TOv T avToU Igcov bv vets per 
31. 
Phil. 2. 9— 

Heb. 2. 9. 3 Hs.29, xpivavros éxeivou aTroXvetw 
20. 
Mark 15. 11. 
Luke 23. 18. 
John 18. 49. 
1 Luke 28. 
19. 
m ch. 9. 94. 

JEthiop. Versions. The address, however, might 
be intended as an answer to their thoughts and 
feelings. 
— Óóvváyusi] ‘ any means in our power, whereby 

we could effect this; or, perhaps, in allusion to 
magical art, to which some might ascribe the 
cure of the lame man. 
— evosBeia] ‘piety,’ personal righteousness, 

as if efficacious, and sufficient to obtain it from 
God, as a reward of merit. 
— WeToinx. Tov 9ipur.] The same peculiar 

construction recurs infra xxvii. ], and in both 
cases, and others of that kind, there is no need 
to resolve the Particip. into its cognate Adject. 
and the Particip. oboi. To suppose an ellips. of 
7 epl is only an evading of the difficulty, which is 
best removed by regarding Tov as = sis TO or 
core, in cases where it is put for the simple 
Infinit., at least where the purpose or result is 
implied. The use of ‘for’ with the Infinitive 
in our old authors, and still in the mouths of 
the — exactly co nds to the above 
— t is, indeed, found in Wycliffe’s Version 
ere. 
13, 14. The Apostle now suggests the real cause 

of the cure, calling their attention to Christ. The 
general meaning is, that ‘the pu of God, in 
the miracles which he ordained to be wrought by 
the Apostles, was to show forth the glory of his 
Son Jesus Christ.’ Hence it follows, that men 
are here not to extol Peter, or any one else. It is 
CHRIST only who is to be exalted. See John iii. 
30. (Calvin.) 

13. ó Oece—ryucv] The repetition of ó Oeds 
is emphatical; and the mention of the God of 
their fathers was introduced to show that they 
taught no meto religion which should alienate 
them from the God of Israel. 

— iĝóğagı] ‘glorified,’ by his resurrection 
and ascension. 

— TÓv» waiédaa.’I.] I am now induced to 
think with Pisc., Bengel, Nitzch, Olsh., Stier, 
and Alford, that watéa here means not ‘Son,’ 
but * Servant, of course in the Messianic sense, 
which the word in the Septuagint at Is. xl.— 
xlvi. signifies. It is, however, remarkable, that 
n. all the ancient Versions it is rendered by 
t Son.’ 
— Oy utis piv mapi.) The piv, which I 

have here, with all the Critical Editors, admitted 
on strong authority, [ find confirmed hy all the 
Lamb. and moet of the Mus. copies, and Trin. 
Coll. D, x. 16. It was removed by those shal- 
low Critical Revisers, who were ignorant of the 
idiom by which ui» is used without a di follow- 
ing; on which see Matthie’s, Kuhner's, and 

mapedwxate, kai npyncacBe avróv karà mpocwnov IliXárov, 
14k ‘Tueis 66 TOv "Aytov nai Ai- pe 7 

Katov npvncacbe, xal nrncacbe ávópa ! $ovéa yapicOjvas iuir 
16 mròy è doywryóv ths Cons àTekreivare Ov 6 Oeòs tyyeipev 
dx vexpav, ob Nets páprupés spev. 16 Kai éri tH wiotes ToU 

Winer's Grammars. Wo may notice the tact 
with which Peter, after gratifying his hearers bv 
the expression ò O«soós Tir wat. times, slides 
into severe reproof. 

— Kpívavros i. e ‘when he had decided 
[in his own mind] to let bim go; ‘ had," as we 
say, ‘made up his mind,’ * was fully disposed" so 
to do. So Luke xxiii. 16, o. ob» airó» éro- 

ai l ài —1 o.) The langua . Upsets è—hpvnoaocb: e is 
very strong, and pointed by antithesis, de itn 
very Pronoun is emphatic, thus bringing tbe 
charge home to the very persons addressed ; q. d. 
* You are the persons who disowned, refund to 
acknowledge, as Messiah, One who eminently 
sustained that character," as a X) Tòr 
“Ayıov xai. Alxatoy, ‘the Holy and Just One, 
a designation of the Messiah (as at iv. 27. Rer. 
iii. 7. John x. 36) formed on o "A«vyiex 700 
Oeov, which occurs at Mark i. 24. Luke iv. 34, 
and John vi. 69. In the words following «ei 
?T1:10ac0«, &c., there is an indirect contrast be- 
tween the Holy and Just One and the base and 
sinful,—between the Lord of life and the de- 
stroyer of life by murder. It need not, however, 
be supposed to import that Barabbas had actually 
committed murder, since it appears to have been 
sometimes used to denote one who woald not 
hesitate at any crime however atrocious, of which 
Casaub. on Athen. col. 398, adduces several exx. 
On comparing the accounts in the Gospel with 
this, we find that he is so called here as having 
been engaged in an insurrection against the 
Roman au onm the course of which violence 
and commotion been produced, out of which 
arose murder. As to bbas being called 
Anoris by St. John, there is no discrepancy, 
since that was the name given to revolters bv 
the Romans, 2 Cor. xi. 26, bri li 
— TOv anxnyov THs Looms] Must be under- 

stood to denote not solely the Author of life and 
immortality, by being the first to rise from the 
dead, but, in a metaphorical and spiritual sense 
of (e), to signify eternal life, salvation ; for the 
phrase is equiv. in sense to dpyny. Te cerry- 
plas at Heb. ii. 10 (where see note), and Heb. 
xii. 2. However, the main f of this sense of 
(e?) rests on John xiv. 6, where our Lord save 
to the Apostles, dye slut ù Yur (meaning both 
the resurrection and the life, as it is said Jobn 
xi. 25), from which it will plainly appear dow 
the senses of (wj and cw tnpia coincide. 

16. xal éwi—atrrov}) Render: ‘and his name 
(i. e. the power accompanying the invocation ef 
his name), through faith in his name (in Àiw) 

e strong, or sound, this man whom ye 
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> » 3 ^ ^ ^ A » ? A 4 

GvopaTos auToU, TOUTOV, Ôv Üeopeire kai oldaTe, éoTEepéwoe TO 
Óvoja, avTO)' Kai ) Tria Tus, 7 Ov avToU, Edwxev avTQ THY OXoKX- 
play raurny àTrévavrt Trávrov tpov. 
Y à » 3 4 @ M ew e A 18 o éTt Kata üryyo.ay émpá£are, óa'rep Kat oi ĞPXoOVTES pv. "nnm 

> * ld ⸗ / ^ ^ 
66 Ocòs à mpoxatryyyere Sid o Tóparos Trávrov Tv Trpoduróv DXL. 

n ch. 18. 37. 
A ` 

17 n Kai vv, á6eX doi, olóa Luke $3. 84. 
ʻO o Lake 94. 

16 

autov, waGeiv róv Xpiotov, erAnpwoev ovrw. 19 ? Meravonoare «s m. 
^ ^ Joel 2. 18. 

ov kai émiotpeyare, 3 eis Tò éfaXeidrva, uv Tas ápaprías" x je-3.s 
mws üv Elwo. rapo avapúews "amò Trpoaarrrov ToU Kup(íov, grh. 3.1- 

see and know." The next words are further ex- 
lanatory of éwi +7; wlores T. vóu. avrou; and 
y n wiorsce 9) ài avrov is meant that faith of 

which Christ is the giver as well as the object ; 
comp. | Pet. i. 21; which is the best comment 
on this passage. The term oAowA., meaning 
* complete soundness,” ‘good health ; as in Is. 
i. 6, and sometimes in the Class. writers, serving 
to further explain iorapiwae. 

17. ol8a St: karáà dyvoray Urpátars, &c.] 
When we consider the numerous miracles of our 
Lord, and the other ample proofs which the Jews 
had of his being the Messiah, it may seem diffi- 
cult to understand how they could be said to 
have done what they did through i . To 
remove this difficulty, some would refer the 
words Gowep xal of ápxorris Üué», not to 
åyvoiav, but to éwpatars, in the sense, ‘I 
know that through Ta ye were induced to 
do as your rulers did.’ But this is violating the 
construction, and forcing on the a sense 
not inherent in the words. Besides, the igno- 
rance in question extended to buth classes. Nor 
is there any occasion to resort to such a harsh 
method, since the expression may be taken as 
said popwlariter, and consequently need not be 
too rigorously interpreted, but only supposed to 
mean, *I am aware that you did what you did, 
under the influence of error, prejudice, and other 
carnal passions." The Apostle does not mean 
that this ignorance was blame,—far from 
it; for as it resulted from pride, prejudice, and 
worldly-mindedness, and was co-existent with 
ample means of information, it was highly cri- 
minal; yet though criminal, he intimates it 
admitted of some extenuation, inasmuch as tbere 
was some degree of d^yvoia in all the classes of 
persons; and that was by all the Class. writers 
regarded as a great extenuation. See Eurip. 
Hip. 1334. Thucyd. iii. 28, where see my note. 
For the character of the petes expressions is 

„—by the use of the expression 4àsA- 
«poi, and even the vuy, on which see my Lex.— 
as were the words of his Lord, when intercedin 
for his murderers: IIár«p, det abToiv ov 
yàp oldac Tí worover, Luke xxiii. 34. 

18. ó či G10s—l wA ápescip obra} q.d. ‘But, 
however, God hath used that ignorance for good, 
by permitting that you shonld commit this crime; 
a moreover, since thus would be fulfilled the 
declarations of the Prophets concerning the cala- 
mities with which the Messiah should be 
oppressed.’ There is no À , as Kuin. and 
others su in wdvrey, since even the Jewish 
Rabbins acknowledge that ‘all the Prophets pro- 
phesied of the Messiah.’ However, I am induced 
to think, with Stier and Alf., that the Prophets 
are regarded (in this popular and familiar mode 

of speaking) as one body, actuated by one Spirit, 
in bearing testimony to God's purpose—that H18 
CHRIST should suffer. 

19. We have now the ication (introduced 
by o)», q. d. ‘such being the case’) of the whole 
discourse ; in which the Apostle exhorts them to 
repentance and newness of life, by a true con- 
version of the heart. For as ueray. denotes 
‘change of mind, so does ériarpida, the 
‘change of conduct’ resulting therefrom, and 
inseparable from true conversion. See Bp. Bull's 
Harm. Ap., p. 9. 

— sls +d iEaX. dpe ras dp] ‘to be can- 
celled by on.” ‘E&EaAelpaw signif. 1. to 
toipe off, as oil from any thing; 2. to wipe off 
characters chalked on a board, or traced on a 
slate; 3. to obliterate any writing, whether on 
waxed tablets, or written on parchment, cither 
by scratching out, or crossing out. And, as cross- 
tng out accounts in a ledger implies that the sums 
are discharged, or the payment forgiven, so the 
word came to mean, in a figurative sense, to for- 
ive — as in Is xliii. 28, iyæ ò 

igen. dwy tae dvouíae cov; also 2 Macc. xii. 
42, and Ecclus. xlvi. 20. And Lysias, cited by 
Wetstein, drws i—aderpbein abray Tà duap- 

nara. 
— Sree d» IOwor, &c.] “Owws dy is by 

most modern Expositors taken to mean when, or 
after that (for iwsddy) ; by others it is inter- 
preted until, i. e. * waiting until.’ The latter ren- 
dering, bowever, involves a harsh ellipsis; and as 
to the former, though examples of Saws as used 
to denote time are frequent, yet not with dy, and 
only as used of time past. Indeed, the senso 
thus gend is far from satisfactory. Hence it is 
better, with the Syr., and many eminent Com- 
mentators, from Luther downward, to take it in 
the sense, in order that, as Luke ii. 35. Matt. 
vi. 5, et alibi. Render: ‘in order that the times 
of refreshing may come from the presence of the 
Lord ;' i. e. ‘that ye may see with joy the time 
which the Lord hath appointed as the period of 
refreshing.'—'AvéávvE:«s denotes, l. a regaining 
one's breath after it has been interrupted; 2. a 
breathing-time from some labour, a rest from 
trouble, or deliverance from evil generally ; 3. (by 
implication) the ‘satisfection,’ or * pleasure,’ oc- 
casioned by such a change. What particular 
period is here designated, Expositors are not 

It must, of course, be at the coming of 
the Messiah ; but some refer that to his coming 
at the destruction of Jerusalem ; others, to his 
coming at the end of the world; and others, 

in, Lis coming in the Millennian reign. As to 
the first view, it is, I apprehend, untenable. The 
third has been iugeniously, but not satisfactorily, 
maintained. It seems safest to adopt the second ; 
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20 ka} amrocteiAn Tov * mporeyepiopévov vpiv 'InaoUv Xpioroy 

21 sy Sef ovpavóv pev SéEacbas dypi ypovey amoxaractacess 
vrávrov, œv éXáNgaev 6 Beds Sia arópaTos [mávrov] ve» ayia 
auto) mpodntay à" aiavos. X t Mwüoñs pèv [yap] mpòs Tow 
TaTÉépas rev "Ori wpodynrny viv avacrnoes Kupsos 
6 Beds ou Qv èx TaY GbEAXDOY Ua as pé avTOD arov 

by which the dváyrvEie of the present 
will be that especial period of rest and joy at the 
coming of the Messiah in his glory. But, to 
touch on a point of criticism, e reading rpo- 
xsxup. for wpoxexnpuyutvov, which I receive, 
with all the Critica! Editors, I find confirmed by 
all the Lamb. MSS. except one, and almost all 
the Mus. copies, also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. The 
text. rec. could not have arisen, as Alf. ima- 
gines, from gloss, but arose from a blunder of 
the Scribes. The sense is, ‘Him, who was of 
old destined as your Messiah, even Jesus." 

21. ð» dst ovpavdy uiv di—acba, &c.] Of 
these words the true scope is to anticipate a poesi- 
ble objection, - that if Jesus had been the Mee- 
siah, he would have continued on earth, at least 
after his resurrection, and then founded his king- 
dom, to reign perpetually. See John xii. 31, and 
note. To this the Apostle indirectly replies, that 
it was necessary (i. e. for the purposes mentioned 
at John xvi. xvii. and xviii.) that for the present 
he should abide in Heaven, there to remain till 
the time of restoration; literally, ‘that heaven 
should so receive, as to retain him, and not earth ;" 
the general sentiment being, that, ‘ removed from 
the sight of men, He is conversant with God, 
having been raised to supreme majesty and blese- 
edness.’ See 1 Pet. iii. Of course implying 
that he is THE MESSIAH. 
— xpi Xpórev &TzoxaTacaTácsws r.) 'Asro- 

xardaracis (properly signifying ‘a restoration of 
any thing to some former state; and, by implica- 
tion, for the better) is capable of several interpre- 
tations,—according to the view taken of the fore- 
going verse, —the most probable of which seems 
to be, that it is the dwoxardaracie spoken of 
in Matt. vii. 11 (where see note), what is called 
elsewhere the wad:yyevecla, Matt. xix. 28, 
which, indeed, is the frequent subject of Pro- 
phecy from its very origin. On the expression 
viv ayiwy pop. see note at Luke i. 70, which 

will serve to confirm the insertion here 
of tay, introduced, on stron unds (confirmed 
by the Lamb. and Mus. copies), into the text b 
the most eminent Editors; and also the cancel- 
ling of wdvrewy by Griesb., Scholz, Tisch., and 
Alf., which, however, is less certain. 

26. The connexion of these verses would 
seem to be as follows: ‘Moses announced the 
Messiah ; and all the Prophets, from Samuel to 
our own days, have foretold those times of re- 
storation. Now, to you belong these prophecies, 
and the promise given to Abraham, that in Ais 
seed should all the nations of the earth be blessed. 
To you God hath sent his Son Jesus Christ, and 
on you he would bestow blessedness, if vou would 
but lay aside your carnal views, and turn from 
your evil ways. Repent, therefore, and be con- 
verted; acknowledge Jesus as the Christ, and 
receive his religion, leet ye suffer worse conse- 
quences of your obstinacy and unbelief.’ 

22. Sre wpodirny oui» dvacrice: &c.] Br 
quoting these words of Moses the Apostle means 
to say, ‘that they should hearken to Christ. as 
the Prophet “like unto" Moses, of whom Moses 
predicted.’ For that the passage has reference 
to CHRIST cannot be doubted, siuce St. Peter 
effirms it, as does also St. Stephen, Acts vii. 37. 
Indeed, there will be no difficulty in so doing, if 
we consider the chief scope of it, in which (as 
Schoettg. observes) the peculiar points of resem- 
blance are intimated at the we av7ór, ‘like uate 
himself; namely, 1. in being the minister of a 
mew covenant, as Moses was of the ofd, which 
the Prophets (especially Jeremiah) had distinctly 
announced should be done away; 2. in His close 
communication with God; for, as Moses con- 
ferred much with God, that and far more did 
Jesus Christ, who was in the bosom of God his 
Father. That the passage must have reference 
to CHRIST (whether Mosee himself was aware of 
it or not), has been ably evinced by Hoffm., 
vol. ii. p. 42 seqq., 1) from the of Acts 
vii. 37, and John i. 45. v. 46, where it is inti- 
mated, 2) because the Prophet promised in tbe 
Old Test. is styled ò 9podrne, Matt. xxi. 11. 
John vi. 14; or wpod. piyar, Luke vii 16. 
See v. 26. xiii. 23, 32. Luke vii. 16, comp. with 
Rom. i. 3. ix. 5; 3) that the Jews of that age 
understood that the prophecy announced CEAT, 
appears from Matt. xxi. 4. Luke vii. 16. Joba 
vi. 14, and ially from the discourse of Ste- 
phen, infra vii. ; so that both Peter and Stephen 
certainly considered the Prophet named by 
Moses to be the MzssiAH. The most ancient 
Fathers of the Church, as Justin Martyr, Ter- 
tullian, Lactantius, Eusebius, Atbanasius, and 
Augustine were of that opinion; 4) that it is 
not meant of c" one Prophet, from the use 
throughout the whole context of the si : 
without any plural suffix, as when nouns collec- 
tive are ; 5) because, if taken of Christ, 
that will better correspond to the occasion and 
scope of the context; and this Hoffm. has fully 
shown. "Though the before us is not an 
exact quotation ; yet the variations that occur 
are not sucb as to affect its fidelity as a free 
paraphrase. In the first verse the words are 
placed in another order, and col is altered to 
umiy, in order to put the case still plainer to 

ose addressed. And so indeed Moses evidently 
meant it. After axoóíc«co0:s the words xara— 
Umae are added by Peter to show the extent of 
the injunction. In the next verse, though the 
variations are greater both from the Hebr. and 
the Sept, yet the general sense of both is ex- 
pressed; for (to advert to the principal disere- 
pancy) the myn wine and ixdictow iE airov 
mean, ‘I will require it at his hands,’ i. e. I will 
panie him for it (namely, his disobedience). 
hus the words iķoà. ix Tov Xaov (denoting 

uiter extermination) are meant to ¿lustrate a 
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cegÜe xarà mávra óca dv Majon Tpós Uuás. ?"Ecra. 
Sè waca wuyn Tis av pn 
éxeívov, é£oXoÜpevÜraerat x ToU Xao. 

ákovgcy TOU mpopýTov 
?4 Kai vrávres 

Sè oi Trpojijyra, aro Japounr xai trav xabetis Soou éXáXgoav, 
wai [apolxatiyyetkay Tas )uépas 
[uio] trv Tpojmróv, kai Tis Sabens js Sréhero ó Beds mpòs E2 
Toùs matépas "àv, Méyev Tpós 'ABpaáp Kal iv TQ omép- "* 
pratl cov évevroynOnoovrat 

YS. 

ExacToy amo THY TOVNpLaY vpv. 

%v'Yuiv mpwrov ó Beds, avacrncas Tov maida avTo0 
[Incodv], áréaeiNev abróv evroyotvra tuas, éy TQ amootpépew 

u Gen. 13. 8. 
LA , 95 u e ^ , e 

TAUTAS Tueis éare oiu Gen. 
4 

. 15. 8. 
8. 

Tácaw, at vaTptal Tis 
v Matt. 10.6, 

IV. ! AaXosvrov &¢ abrQv srpós tov Xaóv, enéornoav avrois 
oí iepeis xal 6 oTparnyos TOU iepoU Kal oi Yaddoveatos, ? ĉia- 
movoúpevot dia TÒ Oibáa ety avrovs 

somewhat obscure phrase, and to point to the 
nature and extent of that punishment, the great- 
est known under the Jewish law. 

24. xai wdvrss dé] ‘quinetiam,’ as in John 
vi. 51. Mark x. 18. John viii, 16, 17. xv. 27. 
Acts v. 32. 1 John i. 3. Ildrrss, meaning, in 
a restricted sense, ‘a very considerable part.’ 
'EAdAncar, ‘have spoken ;' i.e. prophetically ; 
for AaAsty is a term often used of prophecy. 
At dwd Yau. understand apEápavor, supplied 
xxiv. 27, where see note. The construction is 
«ai coo. Tav Kka0. éXaAncay, the Genit. belong- 
ing to dcot coming after it, as in the best Clase. 
writers, e. gr. Eur. Med. 476. The rpo in rpo- 
kar. is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
from MSS. A, B, D, E, and many cursives; to 
which I add almost all the Lamb. and most of 
the Mus. ies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16; and 
internal evidence is against it. Peter's purpose, 
Btier observes, is to evince the unanimity of all 
the prophets (the prophets generally) in speaking 
of these times. 

25. wusie gore ol viol x. T. X.] The dusts is 
e as meant to apply what has been said 
to his hearers, as inheritors of the promises given 
them through the prophets; accordingly T 
were spiritual children of the Prophets, the fe 
pr ap Bid adds with them of those promises and 
of the Covenant, for vloi rhe iab. there is a 
Hebraiem, formed on the Hebr. y3 with a Genit., 
denoting participation, as here and in Luke xx. 
86, viol rne avactrdeews. Indeed examples of 
the e ion ‘Sons of the Covenant’ often oc- 
cur in the Rabbinical writers. 

The following citation is made, with some free- 
dom, from the Sept. For the 0vn of Gen. xxii. 
18, we have here warprai. Both expressions, 
however, come to the same thing; *aTp:al 
denoting (like the $vAai of the similar passage, 
Gen. xii. 3) nations derived from one common 
ancestor ; consequently the terms are convertible ; 
the same Hebrew term mogn being rende 
by both; see my note on Thucyd. iii. 65, 14. 

ere, then, the Apostle means to affirm tho same 
thing as St. Paul, Gal. iii. 16, that by the Mes- 
siah, as the descendant of Abraham, shall all 
nations be blessed; much more shall they bis 
countrymen. ‘Ey before re owipyu., received, on 

Tov Nady, kal kararyyéXNXNeuw 

strong authority, by almost every Critical Edi- 
tor, Í find in almost all the Lamb. and Mus. 
oe 

. Òuîy wpwrov] The sense of these words 
will become clearer by supplying the Particle 
ovv, expressed in the /Ethiop. Version and in 
two MSS., ‘unto you, then; which very aptly 
introduces the conclusion from what has been 
said.— Avacrieas. The word is here used as 
supra v. 22. ii. 30, and infra vii. 37, and Deut. 
xviii. 18, of the providential bringing into exist- 
ence of the Prophets. EvXoyouvra umas is best 
taken as put in apposition, or as standing for ws 
svXAoy., * as one who should bless you, make you 
happy. At the next words, iv te d*ooT.— 
vuwy, the verb may be taken either transitively 
or intransitively : the latter is —— by the 
ancient Versions and Expositors; the former b 
most modern, and espec. recent Expositors. If 
adopted, I would render, ‘by turning each of 
you, and not ‘ while turning, as Alford. How- 
ever, I still prefer the intransitive sense, ‘ by each 
of you turning; so Calv., who well remarks, 
* Doctrinam penitentia iterum commendat, ut 
discamus sub Christi benedictione includere vitæ 
novitatem.’ So supra v. 19. Wycl. and Tyn- 
dale, ‘on your turning each one of you from 
your iniquities," 

IV. There is now narrated the result of this 
dissemination of Gospel truth, —namely, that the 
Sadducees now joined cordially with the Phari- 
sees, since the testimony of the Apostles to the 
resurrection of Jesus was subversive of their 
doctrines; and therefore they readily aided in 
attempts to strangle tbe truth in its infancy, by 
ss aries unto the death the Apostles, as they 

before done Jesus Christ himself; , as 
& first step, they hend and imprison the 
Apostles Peter and John. 

l. exdotneay avToie] ‘ supervenerunt illis, 
* came upon them,’ by surprise. See my Lex. in 
v. On ó orpatiyoe Tov lepov, sce note on 
Luke xxii. 4. 

2. &terovoóuavoi] 
vexed,’ or ‘ annoyed. 
oxapy av. TÓv Àaóy refer to the 
xara yl aur—pixpev to the Sadducees. 

for Avwodpevos, ‘ being 
Tho words é:a Tò 0ióddá- 

Priests ; and 
"Ev 
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év Trà Inco Thy ávácraciv rip èx vexpüwv 3 xal éméBaXor 
atrois tas yeipas, kal &Üevro eis THPNTW eis THY abpuw $m 

ac.s s. Yap éarrépa dn. **IIoXXoi è TOv áxovaávrov Tov Xoyov. èri- 
cTevcav: xai éyevnOn 6 ápiÜuós Tov avdpay woe yideddes wévre. 
5 *Eyevero è émi thy abpwv avvaxÜrva. avTOv tous äpyovras 

b Luke 3. 3. xai rpea Bvrépovs xai ypaupareis eis ‘Iepovcadnp, ©» kai “Ar 
vav Tov àpywpéa xal Kaiaday xai "loàvvgv xai ' AXéfavpor, 
kai Goo ?jaav èx yévous apyteparixod. 7 Kai arnoavres aùroùs 
év [TG) péso, érvvÜdvovro: *'Ev moia Suvdyes Ù v troip ove- 

8 Tore IIérpos, 4 wAnoGeis IIprev- 
patos dyiou, elre mpòs avrovs “Apyovres ToU XaoÜ xai pea- 
Bérepo: roð 'lopajX, ? ei eis onpepovy ávaxpwopeOa èri 

EA Matt. 31 

A e ^ 

àe.7.8 MATL ETOLNTATE TOUTO Uis ; 

e ch. 3. 34. 
& 3.6, 16. 

evepyecia avOparrou acbevois, év Ti obroc TécwaoTas 10 * eypos- 
A v ^ e€ ^ M ^ ^)» A e EJ ^ cTüv Coro Taow Üpiv kal mavti TQ ao Icpanr, Ore ey te 

óvópaT,. 'Igco0 Xpiotod ToU Nalwpaiov, by tpets écravpoxare, 
Ov ò eos Tryeupev ex vexpav, €v Tovro ovTOS TrapéaTNKEY évormwov 

f Ps. 118.92. e ^ e 

1 . 
g Matt. 1. 31. 
Tim. 2. 5, 6. 

, » 
OUK €G'TLV 

ræ 'Incov, by or tn, i. e. ‘by the example of 
Jesus,' as exemplified in Jesus. 

4. éyiriün—yiA. wévrs] The Commentators 
are not whether this number is inclusive 
of the before converted, or caclusive of 
them. Yet no persons conversant in the idiom 
of the Greek language can fail to perceive that 
the former is the sense intended. ’Eyav16n sig- 
nifies was become ; a signif. of yiyveoĝaı often 
occurring in the New Test. and LXX. 'Avóper 
signifies not men, but persons of both sexes; it 
being put, as often, for dvOpwweey. 

5—14. The examination of the Apostles before 
the Sanhedrim ; the of Peter. 

5. aitwy] meanin Jews.— apy. xal 
wpscB. x. yp., meaning the Sankedrim. Seo 

att. ii. 5. xxvi. 59, and infra v. 21. 
6. ix yívove ápx.] Some understand the 

chiefs of the 24 Sacerdotal classes. Others, more 
roperly, it should seem, the family of those who 
I lately served the office of High Priest. For 
besides that the former interpretation does vio- 
lence to the phrase, this is strongly confirmed 
by a similar use of the very same phrase in 
osephus, Antt. xv. 3, ], where, speaking of 

Ananel, the first High Priest appointed by 
Herod, he says he was dpyxseparixou yévous, 
i. e. of the High-Priestly race, being descended 
from an ancestor who had borne the office of 
High Priest, —namely, as I understand it, among 
the Jews in Babylonia, of the Eastern disper- 
sion. So that there is no occasion, with some, 
to read ov« ápx., merely because ov bue are 
he was lapeis ix tev donuorípov. He might 
be a priest of the lower class, and yet be of 
Arch-priestly : 

7. iv moia dvvaper—dvopuars] To determine 
the sense of this passage, we must ascertain the 
scope of the interrogation. Now éwomoara 
TOvTo might refer, as some say it docs, to the 

E 11 f Obras dori 6 AMBos ó éfovÜcevnÜceis i’ Duav 
Hom (3. TOY oixobouoUvTOV, Ó yevópevos Eis KEpadiy ywvias. 

èv GA ovdevi ) corrnpía: *£ov66 yap Óvoud. otw 
12 Kai 

general conduct of the Apostles in their ministry. 
‘But from ver. 9 it is plain that it refers to 
miraculous cure lately performed. "Ev soie sc- 
pare further illustrate the sense. The zame of a 

rson is indeed often put for the himself. 
Sh also iii. 6, 16. Thus it probably meana, ' by 

of such a person,’ as in Joseph. Antt. 
But as it is certain that tbe Jews 

believed wonderful works, even miracles, to 
med by ic arte and é»canfafion (i. e. 
the names of certain angels or illustrious 

re n ¢ the full sense of oropa may be re- 
tained. At any rate Tovro must mean the 

—— ] EL siquidem, . al huee ońuepov dvaxp. iqui * if, 
as it seems, —a signif. found often in the New 
Test, Sept., and Class. writers, and here to be 
preferred to the ordinary one, as being more 
energetic and pointed. ‘AvaxpivecOac ie bere a 
forensic term, signifying to be eramtned by inier- 
— — Evipyscía &v0pe*ov daO. is for 
sucpy. ale &vOpewor dobern, ‘on account of the 
benefit done to the sick man; a Genit. of ob- 
ject, as in Pindar, Iethm. vi. 102, evdepyecias 
— dyacürTs. At iv tin supply óvouerr:. 
omp. vv. 7, 10. Zícwera:, ‘was made well, 

as Matt. ix. 21. 
11. See note on Matt. xxi. 42, and notes. 
12. oux Ecriw»—7) cernpía] Many eminent 

Commentators, from Whitby downwards, have 
ed from the context that n eer9pía means, 

‘this healing;' and interpret cæĝñvaı, ‘to be 
restored to health ;' a sense found elsewhere, but 
here inadmissible, because the rer cannot have 
a sense different from that of the nown 1 certnpia 
just before, which cannot mean ‘ the healing; 
such a signif. of the word being found no where 
either in the Scriptural or the Classica) writers 
The use of the Article by no means requires it; 
for to render, ‘the healing’ in question, yields a 
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érepoy umd Tov ovpavoy TO Oebouévov v avOparras, èv w Set 
owlnvat nas. 

13 Oewpo0 dé Ti ô Ié apna. | Iwá ewpoovres cè T)» ToU llérpov mappnoiav xal 'Ieávvov, 
«ai karaXafdopevo, órt  dyÜperrro, aypdpparot eiat kai idiuras, h Matt. 11. 
eÜavpalov, èmeyivwsróv Te avToUs ór. cvv TQ InsoD 9jay 'Cor.1.%. 
lt! toy 5¢ dyÜperrov Brérrovres avy avrois écrórra Tov TeÜepa- 1a.&.u. 
Tevpeévov, ovdev elyov àvrevrreiy. 15 KeXevoavres 66 avrovs Ew ToU 
auvedpiou azredGeiv, avvéBaXov mpòs àXXrjNovs, 18 Xéyovres J Ti 129 n. 
qrovjaojwev rots avOpwirots TOUTOLS ; STL pèv yàp vyvea Tov onpeîov 
yéyove Os avtay Taos Tois kaTouoUciv ‘Iepovoadnp $avepóv, 
xal ov 6vvápeÜa. apvncacbat. 17 AAN, iva uù eri awreiov eave- 
pnOn eis Tov Nady, ameh aTetAnow@peba aùroîs unréri XaXeiv 
> \ ^ > >? , M , , emi TQ ovopate Tovro unen avOpwrrav. 18 Kai xaXécavres 

avToUS, mapiyyeav avtois tò xaÜoXov pn POeyyerOas moe 

very harsh and jejune sense. Indeed, there is no 
proof that the Article is here meant to be em- 
phatic. I know of no passage in the New Test. 
where it has such a force, but several where the 
noun is used in its most abstract sense; in which 
case the force of the Art. is m in that of the 
noun. So John iv. 22. Rom. xi. 11. Heb. vi. 9. 
Rev. vii. 10, 5 cwTnpía xai ñ ofa xai ù Tuus] 
—To Orc: and so in Sept, Ps». iii. 8, Tov 
Kuplov ñ cetnpla, and elsewhere in Joseph. 
Bell. i. 20, ] Mr. Alford n 

e 
, 1, THe ewrnpías. 

that the Article mast imply our salvation. 
should rather have said may; and even that is 
improbable, the use being rare in the New Test. 
in the case of a wT., though it is not unfrequent 
in the Class. writers. In the passage of Josephus 
adduced, the pronoun avrov is expressed. I 
know of no instance in Joseph. where 5) cwrTwpía 
means ‘ our tion.’ That n carnpia must 
here be understood of sulvation, not of * healing," 
is certain from the words following, é» $ at 
ow@Onvar huas, which show tbe cernpia in 
question to be general, and therefore spiritual 
and eternal. 

13. v wap, no iav] “the freedom’ or ‘ bold- 
ness of men meaning an unequivocal avowal 
of their doctrines, without any attempt to conceal 
or qualify them. 

— naTaAaflóusvoi] ‘having ived,’ or 
‘learnt,’ a sense of the word occurring v. 34. 
xxv. 25. Eph. iii. 18—'Aypdpuaror, ‘ unlet- 
tered, i. e. ‘ignorant of, or but slightly versed in 
literature,’ especially that kind of it which the 
Jews alone prized, namely, of the Scriptures, ra 
yeauuara, es explained by their Rabbinical in- 
terpreters; comp. John vii. 15. By the other 
expression iduoTa: are meant ‘private persons,’ 
as to those who held any office, eccle- 
siastical or civil, with an implied notion of uz- 
skilled, in opposition to skilled ; as I have shown 
in my note on Thucyd. vi. 72, 2. With the 
phrase dypdupato: kai l&«rac Valcknaer com- 
pares Athen. p. 176, ldserns xai. dvurpaBnror. 
—'Emeyivwoxov, ‘knew ton,’ ` recog- 
nized, as in Matt. xiv. 35. Mark vi. 33. Luke 
xxiv. 16, 31. 

— av Tq 'Incov rjcaay] ‘had been adherents 
VoL. L 

of Jesus, as Mark xiv. 67, kal a) perà 'Incov 
noba. The idiom was probably one of common 
life and colloquial phraseology. 

14. ierra) ‘standing on his feet; not, as 
before, & powerlese cripple; see supra iii. 7, 8, 
and comp. Mark v. 15, Üsepovc: Tov sacnom- 
Yopevoy xaÜ0suavor, xal iuaTicuívoyr xal 
ca dporovvra. 

15. ksAeócarTec — åm Oiv] This bidding 
them to withdraw was not meant by way of insult, 
but in order that they might consider in private 
what was best to be done. The expression often 
occurs in the Historians, where ambuasadors, after 
delivering their me , are desired to withdraw, 
in order that the Council may deliberate upon it; 
see Thucyd. v. 112, and my note. 

17. '] ‘however,’ ‘ never A sense 
not unfrequent either in the Scriptural or Clas- 
sical writers. At dcaveunOy supply rovro, scil. 
TÓ onpstoy, the report of this miracle. Thus 
$iaré£uacÜat, which properly signifies ‘to be dis- 
tributed among several,’ will here, as used of a 

, bave the sense to be d Or 
rather, we may by Tovro understand ‘this mat- 
ter, namely, respecting the Messiahship of Jesus 
and the doctrine taught in his name. And in 
Óiavau. we may suppose a medical metaphor, 
with allusion to those ulcers called éparvo-rixd, 
which are said vipsecOat, dwwíuscÜai, and 
wpoow viuecOa, and accordingly diavíuscÜa:, 
Thus iri wXstov écaveunOs will mean * 
in € Compare Virg. Georg. iii. 469, 
*priusque Dira per incautum serpant contagia 
vulgus. See 2 Tim. ii. 16, 17. — 
— é&Tiupg awadrnowoue8a, &c.] The full 

sense is, ‘let us strictly enjoin them under 
menace of punishment This use of dweid., 
followed by an Jnfin., is so rare, that even the 
best Lexicons scarcely adduce an example. I 
have, however, noted it in Joseph. Antt. x. 7, 
4, 'O di dwacdst (scil. av-rois) 0 pos Tous mois- 
piove dvysi», and Theocrit. Idyll. xxiv. 16, 
amwsiAnoaca paysîv Bpigos 'HpaxAga. 
— iwi te dvopats route) bs gre i. e. rest- 

ing on the name and authority of Jesus, as tho 
primary Teacher and Author. So Demosthenes, 
495, 7, rTavr' iwi To To» Pen ohai qoieiy. 
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keno. Siddoxev eri cQ ovopate tov looo). 19*'O è Ilérpos xai 
"Iwdvyns arroxpiBévres mpos avrov; elmor Ei Sixasoy otw 
évweTrioy ToU Oeod vuwy axovew paddov 3) ToU Oeo, xpivare. 

19.5.15 20105 Suvawela yap peis & cidopev kal 7kovcapev pù XaXeir. 
T 21 Oi 6é mpocarednodpuevos áméXvcav avrous,—pndey  ebpi- 
mo.&*. GKOVTES TO TAS KOAATWYTAL avrovs, —" Sid TOV Nadr STL Trárres 

éd0Ealov tov Oeov éri TO yeyovots. *2 Eray yap qv metover 
Tecoapdxovta 0 üyÜporrros èp ôv éyeyoves TO oNpMELOY TOTO Tif 
idc eos. 

ne.*4— — 232'AmoAvÜÉvrec è HAGov apos Tovs ious, kal amrrpyyetdav 
óca Mpos avrovs oi apytepels Kai oi Trpeavrepos eltrov. 24 Oi 
66 dxovcavres, ópoÜvuabóv pav dwviy pos tov Oer, xai 

o3Kinge1. elroy' Aéovrora, *av ò Qeos ó Towjcas TOV oUpavó» xai THY 
pP**Lt* yhy ka, Thv 0aXaccav, kai zrávra Tà èv avroi ?5PÒ dad oTo- 

patos Aavid [rod] madcs cov eirów "Iva tri é$pvata» 
t0 t Ml é , , 96 , [4 

éUvy, xai Naot éueXéTq0 av kevaj; TapéoT9)cav» oi 

19—22. The Apostles’ reply on their dismissal. 
19. al &íxavov — Osov] So Plato makes So- 

crates similarly address his judges, by arsícouat 
To Oso uaXAXor À Upiv; 

20. ov duvdus8a—py AaXdetv] The full sense 
is: ‘ We, for our , cannot [consistently with 
what is right an just]; (for, as Papinian says, 
* quæ facta lædunt pietatem, nec facere nos posse 
credendum est.') ‘Not speak’ = ‘but speak ;' 
as in Aristoph. Ran. 42, otro: Šúvapaı uñ 
ysAd». This is one of those few passages in 
which two negatives do sot strengthen the nega- 
tion, but have an affirmative force. The Gram- 
marians account for it on the principle that the 
negatives belong to two different verbs. But, in a 
case like the present, that explains nothing. It 
is better to say that the two negatives belong, 
strictly speaking, to two different clauses, and 
are suspended on finite verbs, or Infinitives, either 
ex or understood. 

l. *pocaT::A.] ‘Having threatened them, 
in addition to’ the previous interdiction. - 
— undi» süplax. TÒ woe, &c.] lit., * finding 

nothing (‘no method") [as to] ow, &c. The 
words Sá TÓy Àaóv intimate where the difficulty 
as to the ‘how’ lay, namely, ‘on account of the 

ple, lest a popular tumult might be excited 
Dy the attempt. 

22. adip. Tao.) for mÀ. A Tios., as in 
Thucyd. vi. 95, where see my note, and comp. 
JElian, V. H. xiii. 4, rsccap. irov yayovera. 
In rò enu. T. l. there is a Genit. of explana- 
tion. 

24-—30. Supplicatory Hymn, or Prayer, ut- 
tered by the Church at large ; a noble iompo: 
tion, and in ite solemnity of character worthy 
of the immediate inspiration of the Holy Spirit. 

23. roùe làíovs] i.e. ‘their associates, the 
other Apostles and the disciples at large; as 
xxiv. 23. John xv. 19. So Philo 630, idapovys 
rove là. 

24. av ò Beds 6 *roijc.] ‘Thou art God, 
who hast made heaven, &c., sle being nder- 
stood, and not, as Expositors generally think, the 
sense left suspended without termination at 

ver. 26. Besides, the former mode is more 
agreeable to the context. Nor is this clause a 
mere ascription of praise to God generaliter, but 
is to be accommodated to the present case. See 
the able note of Calvin, in loc., which is 
faced with the remark, ‘Sic enim Dei potenuam 
in mundi totius opificio agnoscunt, ut simul 
accommodent ad presentem usam. .. . is- 
sionem deinde adjungunt, atque, hec duo, veluti 
egre idi. — fiduciss e gap 

us they express their sense of his power 
to deliver tein. and their entire reliance on his 
sacred promise to aid in time of need like this. 

25. Às they had, in the first sentence of the 
prayer, expressed their sense of God's power to 
save them, his right to dispose of them as he 
saw fit for his own glory, and their faith that be 
would, so, in the second, they to a pro- 
phecy ; thereby intimating their just expectation 
of aid in the work they had in hand. They plead 
that this was a thing foretold throu Eos 
prophet the Psalmist; that the samo God who 
now permitted this tumult, and opposition to the 
introduction of the Gospel, had caused him to 
prophesy of Christ. So Calvin, ‘Jam descen- 
dunt ad secundum membrum, nihil se petere nisi 
quod se facturum testatus est Deus. Ita ejus 
potentie adjungitur voluntas, ut plena sit im- 
petrandi fiducia’ The words present an exact 
quotation from the Sept. In igpveatas there is 
a metaphor taken from the snorting, and other 
sounds of impatience and rage, emitted by high- 
mettled horses, and therefore very applicable to 
proud and tyrannical men. In xai éusréiv. ceva 
there is a sensus pragnrans ; q. d. ‘Formed plans 
which have turned out vain." Comp. the proverb 
in Suidas, xevá xevoi Noyiovra:. As much as 
to say, * Why do they rebel against the Messiah, 
whv endeavour to shake off his yoke?" 

. Wapiorncay] Meaning (as the parallel- 
ism requires), * they stood side by side for mu- 
tual help in opposition to ;' meaning, * they banded 
together againat. The Messianic import of Ps 
ii. has been ably vindicated nst the ob 
jections of the modern Jews (for the amciest 
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Bactreis Tí)s ys, kal of ápyovres ovvý%yðnņnoav rè 
TO avTo xarà ToU Kuplov kai karà tod Xpio o0 
aurTov. 279 SumpyOncav yap én’ adnGeias i» cj wera: raórg él aai sa 
Tov ayo maidd cov ‘Incody, bv Eypicas, ‘Hpwdns te xai IIóv- 
Tios lliXáros avv e6vect kai raois 'lopa:X: % * moroa boa rhs 
7 xetp cov Kat 7) BovXj cov mpowpice yevéoOar. 9 * Kal TÀ soos. 
vüv, Kupue, émide émi ras ameiàs avTOv, xal òs rois SoUXots 
cov petà Tappnaiae mdaons XaXeiv TOv Xóyov cov, 9? ép TQ 
Tv xeipá cov éxteivew ce eis lacw, kal oņnpeîa xal Trépara 
yivec Oat, 51a Tod Ovóparos ToU dryíov tratéos aov 'Igcoo0. 9! t Kai t ch. 2. 2, 4. 

6enÜévrov aùrâv, écaXcU£5 6 Toros dv à hoav cuvnypévov ral 
emAncOncay &mravres IIveóparos dryíov, xal éXdXovv Tov Xoyov 

^ ^ 4 ,t€ , ToU Qeod peta Tappnoías. 
32 u Top dé TA5Üovs Tay miorevoávræav Fv 7) Kapdia xal 7 hom 18. ti. 

Phil 3. 3. 
2 5 

yux pias kal ovde els ti TOv vrapyóvrov ait@ ÉXeyev roy Tras. 
^ v 

elvat, ‘ad’ Hw avrois áravra kowá. | 53 * Kal peyáXg duvduer v 
> 5 —2* , e 9 , ^ , , ^ , Luke 1 aredibouy TÒ papTúpiov oi aTrodToNoL TS ávaaTáceos ToU Kvpíov Lyke*- 

Jews knew better), the Socinians, Arians, and 
other free-thinking Expositors, by Hoffm., p. 55 
seqq., to whom, and to Venema on the Psalm, 
I would refer my reader. 

27. cuvnyx8ncav yap, &c.] Here ‘the hea- 
then, the peoples, the kings of the earth, and the 
rulers (that is, all the rebellious personages of 
the second Psalm), are brought forward, as ful- 
filling whatsoever it was pre-appointed they 
should do.’ (Bp. Jebb.) I have, in deference to 
the jud ent of the recent Critical Editors, now 
received dy Ty Wout TavTy, since to the strong 
authority they adduce, I can add all the Lamb. 
and several Mus. copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 
16, confirmed by the ancient Versions; and in- 
ternal evidence is rather in favour of the words. 

28. woijoat daa, &c.] The sense is: ‘For 
the purpose of doing—what? why no other than 
wbat thy overruling power aud predisposing wis- 
dom pre-determined to be done.” (Bp. Jebb.) 

29. The sense is: ‘ And, as thy wise counsel 
re-determined that, through the confederacy of 
ews and Gentiles, of kings and rulers, Christ 

should euffer, so let the same wise counsel be 
now made conspicuous, in the undaunted preach- 
ing of Christ crucified (Bp. Jebb.) “Eade, 
i. e. ‘so look upon their threats, as to ward off 
their execution, and grant us deliverance.' 

. dy Tao Tiv xeipá cov ixr.) lit. ‘in the 
stretching forth of thine hand,’ ‘while thou art 
stretching forth thine hand (i.e. exerting thy 
power) for bealing, (and while) signs and won- 
ders are performing; thus asking that God 
would continue the working of miracles, through 
them, as an evidence to the people of the truth 
of the religion they were promulgating. 

31. icaÀsv0s] This term is well adapted to 
suggest the idea of an earthquake ; a phenomenon 
regarded both by Jews and Gentiles as, under 
certain circumstances, betokening Divine iue 
sence and favour. So a Rabbinical writer cited 
by Schoettg., ‘totus ille locus commotus est.’ See 

fo 
respected the Aearers. 
p0$A2 

ch. 3. 44. 
ver. 90. 

also other examples in Schoettg. Virg. En. iii. 
90. Ovid, Metam. xv. 672. Jamblichus, de 
Myster. ii. 4 (de Apparat Deorum), Thv ve yiv 
uniri Šúvacða: soravat, abTcov (scil. riw 
Osov) xarióvTev. Here, however, the idea 
must be supposed derived from Scriptural sources, 
in such as Ps. xxix. 8. lxviii. 8. Isa. ii. 
19. Ezek. xxxviii. i ng many — 
— IIvevuaTos ayiou] meaning, ‘the in/fuenos 

of the Holy Spirit,” bc. ‘ 
32—37. We have here a sketch of the state of 

the Christian Church at that time, especially as 
respected their holy Charity. 

. ÑV ù Kapéla—pla] A proverbial descrip- 
tion of close amity, as in Plutarch: Avo piñor, 
jux? pia, and other similar expressions. Ov« 
Asysv idiov, ‘did not call them his own,’ or 

allege that as a reason why his poor brethren 
were not to be assisted therewith. This shows 
that their property was really ; as their 
own, and consequently that the expression xoivà 
in the words following must be taken with limi- 
tation; meaning that they were common, not by 
— but by custom and application for use. 

note supra ii. 45. 
83. ueyaAg duv.] Wolf, Heinr., and Kuinoel 

think that the expression is to be understood only 
of the power of the Apostles’ eloquence, &c. 
But, ait ough I would not erclude the force of 
that inartificial, but impressive, eloquence, which, 
founded in conviction, supported by the consci- 
ousness of Divine favour, and with the aid of the 
Holy Spirit, would give their words an effect 
rarely to be found in the most polished oratory ; 
et I must maintain, that there is chiefly meant 

in the expression an allusion to what would, 
above every thing else, enable them to speak 
with such effect, —namely, the miracles which 
they were occasionally enabled to work. In 
short, the expression may be said to denoto 
roe as regarded the speukers, and as 
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"Inco xápss Te peyadn hv eri Távras avroU. 54 ovdé yap 
evdens tis UTüpxev èv avrois dc0t yap KTHTOpES xwpiov ù 
oik.Qy UITipyov, TwrodvTes Efepoy Tas Tias THY Tumpaako- 

e 

36 "Iwons 96, 0 

7. pévov, %*xai ériÜovv mapà Tovs móðas TOV aTrocTOhwr 
+. YSredidoro 0€ Exdoty rabori àv Tis ypeiay elxev. 

émixrnGeis BapvaBas aro TOv d7roaTOXew, 
(6 éors, pebepunvevopevov, Tios wapaxrjnoews) Acvtrns, Kvrrpws 
TQ yéver, 37 inrdpyovros avT@ aypod, TwAnTas Tjveyke TO Xpr)ua, 
xal €0nxe 7rapà ToUs modas TOV droc TONO. V. | Avi & tis 
"Avavias ovopati, cvv XaTeipg Tj yuva? avrov, émoX9cc 
xri), ?*xal évoodicato amo Tis Tis, Gvveióvias Kai Ti 
YyvvaAKüs QGUTOU, xal évéykas pépos Ts Trapa TOUS 00as Ta» 

b Lures: 2 aroaroAwy Ebner. 

Some Commentators 
avour of God ; others, of 

that of the Jewish people : q. d. * the favour of the 
people rested upon them.’ But though this be 
countenanced by ii.47, yet there the interpretation 
first mentioned scems preferable; because if the 
avToUs be referred to the Apostles, it will give a 
reason for the force and efficacy of their preach- 
ing. Perhaps, however, the aurovs is to be re- 
ferred to the people at large ; yapis being under- 
stood of the grace of God, Mirough the Holy 
Spirit So Luke ii. 40, xal xápie Otov rj» ir’ 
avTO. Indeed, thus alone can the yàp of the 
following clause be accounted for; which Trans- 
lators and Commentators suppose, merely to mean 
xal, though it has its uent force, that of 
exemplification ; and here serving to prove the 
working of God's grace in their souls ; q. d. Thus, 
for example, there was not one, &c., because such 
as had possessions or property sold, &c. Accord- 
ingly, this passage is one of that class where 
thero are two yap’s introducing two clauses, one 
dependent on the other; as in Matt. x. 19, 20. 
Mark vi. 52. Jobn v. 21, 22. Acts ii. 15. 

34. Tas Tiuás Toy wirp.) lit. ‘the prices of 
the possessions that were sold..—aimwp. is not, 
as Alf. says, put loosely for *paÜ£vTwv. us 
we find the same tense in the purest Classical 
writers, as Demosth., and others, cited by Wets. 

35. wapa roves móčas T. dx.) This may, I am 
now of opinion, be taken literally, of the sum being 
placed at their feet (many examples of which are 
adduced by Grot., Priceus, and Wets.) in token 
of reverence. But it does not follow, that, as 
Mr. Alf. thinks, the Apostles, like the Roman 
Prector, sat on a raised scat, on the step of which, 
at their feet, the money was laid. 
— diedidoro, verb impers., ‘distribution was 

made.’ Comp. Jos. Antt. xvi. 2, 2, rote òè aA- 
Lows xa00 SenOaiey exdorors, ‘as there might be 
need to each.” 

37. aypou] ‘an estate.” That, as a Levite, 
Barnabas should be a land-proprietor, is not in- 
consistent with the Divine regulation respecting 
the Levites, Numb. xviii. seqq.; for that 
merely has regard to the Levites as a tribe (as 
such ior were to have no landed property appro- 
riated to them out of the division of Canin): 

it has nothing to do with individuals, who were 

— xdpis el 
understand Jio of the 

$* Elre 86 IIérposy " Avavía, Stati évAg- 

not prevented from holding lands by purchase oc 
inheritance, whether in Judma, or in foreign 
countries. That they had begun to possess land 
at an early period appears from Jer. xxxii. ;. 
Of xpfua in the sense ‘money, which is rather 
rare, sce my Lex. in v. 

V. To the account of liberality given in the case 
of Barnabas, is subjoined another of the contrary 
in that of Ananias and Sapphira. The crime of 
which these two persons were guilty, and which 
brought down so awful a visitation on them, 
must, at the most moderate estimate, be re- 
garded, even on principles of natural religion, 
as one of no ordinary magnitude, —being a com- 
pound of fraud and hypocrisy. So Cicero, Off. i. 
3: ‘ Totius injustitiz nulla capitalior est, quam 

eorum qui cum maximé fallunt, id agunt ut viri 
boni esse videantur. The older Commentators, 
indeed, consider the crime in the light of sacri- 
lege, which was one punishable with death ; but 
& just distinction is made by Mede between the 
species fact and the ctrcumstantia facti, —namelvy, 
hypocrisy and desire of vain-glory, &c., which 
was perhaps the chief motive that tempted them 
to the offence; for, as Meyer well obeervea, their 
aim was, to get for themselves the credit of holv 
love and zeal by one portion of the price re- 
ceived, whereas they had selfishly kept beck the 
other portion for themselves. In fact, they 
wished to serve two masters, but to appcar to 
serve only One. At any rate, the offence well 
merited the punishment with which it was 
visited, ——a punishment, indeed, more especially 
necessary in the then state of things, in order to 
prevent the Christian religion from being die- 
credited by the hypocrisy of worldly-minded 
professors, 

2. ivoogicato amò tHe T.) Supply uépos, 
‘appropriated part to his own use.’ This con- 
struction with tbe Genit. and awe is rare; but 
another example is found in Josh. vii. 1 
dvorpicavro darò Tov dvaÜiuaTos. 
— cuvedvias}] Supply ToUTo, both 

in Thucyd., vol. ii. 92, 7, ed. Bekk., Eupacdas 
Tois iTipois TO éwiBovdAsuna. 

ixAfüpecte—Tijv xaptiav cov] Many re- 
cent Commentators, comparing this with that at 
v. 4, bov iv Tp xapdig cov TÒ Tpayma Tovro, 
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pocey 6 Xaravás thy xapdiay cov, NrevcaaÜa. ce tò IIveüua 
TO dytov, Kai °vorpicacbas amò Tihs Tits ToD ywpiov; * Ovyi e Num. 90. 9. 

Deut. $3. 21. 
, \ y * 2 2 2 , [4 e ^ ⸗ 

pevov, Tot EMEVE ; Kal TrpaDcv, €v th of é£oveia imìpye; Tee 
er v ^ ^ ^ , , 

öte Eou év T5 Kapdia cov TO mpâyua ToUro; oùe epevow 
avôpærois àXXà T Occ. 
Tovrous, Treacy ébévrvEe. 

5 ' Axovev 66 ô ' Avavías tovs Xóyovs 
4 kai éyévero dóflos uéyas er) rávras a Pi.ecs. 

Tous üxovovras Taita. 9 'Avacrdyres Óé oi veorepoi avvéaTeiNay 

take it to mean no more than * Why was thy 
heart filled with that diabolical plan?’ But this 
is unjustifiably nokii the personality of Satan, 
and his power, as well as will, to suggest evil 
thoughts to the minds of men. The two expres- 
sions above mentioned are by no means incon- 
sistent; for while the assaults of Satan incite the 
earts of men to sin, their own natural corruption 

1s always ready to suggest evil thoughts. Nor will 
there be any difficulty in the interrogation d:ari, 
&c., if we consider that the full force of 4 Anpovv 
viv Kapdiay tivds, Which is wAnpodopetctac 
wots, ‘to have full possession of,’ implies rx 
we know Satan's power is limited) such a yield- 
tng to the temptation, as, while it argues the free 
agency of man, makes him at the same time 
stric — for the act. Wevoac8a 
must here denote ‘to attempt to deceive’ by a 
lie; the attempt being, as often, put for the 
performance, 

4. uévoy| * while remaining’ [yours], i. e. un- 
sold.—Xoi £usvs. A dativus commodi, * remained 
at thy disposal,’ to sell or to keep. At mpaĝiv 
we must supply xwpoíoy: but when repeated as 
the nominative to Urnpye, we must take it, by 
meton., for the xprua or money produced by it. 
So the Pesch. Svr. well expresses it, ‘the price 
thereof.’ Here Í with Mede, De Dieu, and 
Wolf, in considering the sentence as consisting 
of two clauses, each interrogative (as at Luke 
xxi 7, wore obv TavTa icTat; kal TÍ rd 
enustoy Grav péddy avra yiveoBa:;) which 
suits well with the daiworne and aráÜos of the 
address ; though, perhaps, the latter clause may 
be declarative; a variety not unsuitable to the 
nature of the address, and of which examples 
might be adduced from Thucydides. 

— ov iv 1H x«péía) for «ls thy xapdiav. 
This answers to the Hebrew phrase 35 Sy tore, 
which the Sept. generally expresses by i0í£vat 
ele thy xapdiav, though sometimes by 1:0. iv 
T9 «apéia, ns in Dan. i. 8 (where one or two 
copies have i» +H xapóía, the rest sis or iwi 
Til)» xapdiav). Mal. ii. 2. Ezra vii. 10, "Eodpas 
iSwxey iv kapdía aùtrou, where for iwx«ev, 
which cannot be right, should, I doubt not, be 
read £0nx«a», and the words might easily be con- 
founded. As to the reading there of the Ed. 
Compl. iroinace Thy xapdlay avTov, it is evi- 
dently a mere gloss, though not on idwxey, but 
on d6yxey, thus serving to attest the existence of 
that reading in certain copies; and, indeed, it is 
a good version of the Heb. pon. Comp. 2 Sam. 
E 20, uù One sle thy xapdiay, ‘set not thine 
eart.’ 
— osx byetow—Oeg] From a comparison 

of this verse with the preceding one (where Ana- 
nias is said to have lied against the Holy Ghost), 
as well as several other John iii. 6, 
compared with | John v. 4. Acts xiii. 4. 2 Tim. 

iii. 16, with 2 Pet. i. 21. John vi. 45, with 1 Cor. 
ii. 13. iii. 16 seqq. with 1 Cor. vi. 19], the best 
Theologians have in all ages justly inferred that 
the Holy Ghost is GoD. 

The o/x—4AÀAÀà is by most recent Com- 
mentators rendered non tam—quam ; a not un- 
frequent idiom, but perhaps not to be sought 
here. 

5. iEtyuta] Supply orvivua.. See my Lex. 
in v. bat d. deat Of Ananias and Sapphira 
was preternaturally effected by a Divine judg- 
ment, and not, what the Neologians attempt to 
show, from eacessive fear, or horror, at the 
thought of detection, is manifest from the very 
circumstances of the case. For that so extra- 
ordinary an occurrence should have happened to 
two persons at once, thus, as Mr. Alford says, 
$ supposing a man and his wife of the same tem- 

rament, were in the highest degree impro- 
ble. As to what has been urged, that the 

Apostle did.not foresee, threaten, or even alludo 
to Ananias’s death, —that adinite of a satisfactory 
explanation ; since whatever previous knowledge 
Peter might, by Divine inspiration, have to 
threaten the death of Ananias, it would have been, 
in the present circumstances of the Church, 
highly imprudent to have used it, as giving the 
magistracy that handle against the Apostles 
which they desired. And hence there is no 
cause for the wonder expressed by some, that 
the Sanhedrim should take no cognizance of tho 
matter ; since, from the prudent course pursued 
by the Apoetle, it was impossible for them to 
have any hold upon him. 

6. of vewrspor| Called at ver. 10 oi vaavi- 
exoi, and supposed, by Hamm., Mosheim, and 
Kuin., to have been inferior Church officers 
(something like our Sacrtstans and Fere) 
appointed to perform various duties, —such as 
sweeping and cleaning the church; preparing for 
the Lord's Supper, and the agape; attending at 
funerals, &c.,—an opinion somewhat confirmed 
by the term vsavíaxo:, denoting, in Alexandrian 

reek, servants, as in the Sept. Vers. of Jer. 
xiv. 3. No proofs, however, have been adduced 
of the existence of such officers at so very early & 
period as this; allusions to whom, had there been 
such, might have been expected to be found in 
the writings of the Apostolic Fathers. There is, 
indeed, no necessity to depart from the common 
interpretation, which supposes ol vewrepor to 
mean ‘the younger males of the congregation 

t' And that the same persons are, a littlo 
after, called ol veavioxo:, is no proof of the ex- 
fetence of such officers, It is most likely that 
the mone — services of the riba wero 
at that ear riod not appropriated to parti- 
cular persons, a officers, but discharged by tho 
younger men in rotation, and by a certain 
course. 
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aùròv, kai é£evéykavres &adyav. 'T’Eyévero 86, ws cpi Tpiw 
Sidorna, kal 7j yuv) avToU, pù eldvia TO yeyovos, eichler. 
8 Amexpibn 86 air ó IIérpog Eiré pos, ei Tocovrov TÒ yopiov 
dTé0000e ; 5j 86 elme Nai rocovrov. ? 'O 86 IIérpos eime mpòs 

avrny Tí orc * cuvepwvnOy piv Teiácas to [Iveta Kupiov; 
ioù, of modes TOv Oarpaytwy tov dyÓpa cov, émi TH ÓUpa, xai 

^ X , » m 

é£oícova( oe. 10 " Egrece 06 vapaxpijua mapà rovs móðas avrov, 
xai éEérvEev eicedOovres O6 oi veaviako, ebpov aurny vexpay, 
Kai ébevéykavres &ÜaNrav mpòs Tov avipa avri. Nt Kas a 

vero PoBos uéyas è$ Xv Thy exKAnoiav, Kai eri Távras Tos 
GKOUVOVTAS TAÙŬTA. 

re 14. 8. 
3. 11. 

— ouvsiorsiray is put for the usual term 
awsptior., used, both in the Class. writers and in 
the Sept.,—an idiom, however, so rare, that I 
know of only two examples, —Eur. Troad. 376, iv 
wiwhore (* winding-sheets’) avysoTáA ncav, and, 
108, woXtts Gyxos cverehopivesy (‘shrouded’) 
a poyovey. 

Burial on the same day with the death was 
then (and still is) usual in the East, both with 
the heathens and the Jews; and I have in 
Recens. Synop. shown that the custom was not 
unknown among the Greeks of the earliest ages, 
having probably been introduced by the Cadmo- 
Phenician colonists; see Eurip. Alc. 345. The 
custom of the ancient Jews bas been continued 
by the modern. Mr. Alford thinks it was 
‘grounded on Num. xix. 11; though, as appears 
from Gen. xxiii., not used in earlier times. But 
the first point is not made out; and as to the 
seoond, the case of Sarah was, from its circum- 
stances, exceptional. It would seem that the 
corpse of Sarah was embalmed, &c., in neari 
the Egyptian mode (on which see Sir G. Wil- 
kinson's * Ancient Egyptians’), and then depo- 
sited in the cave of Machpelah for preservation. 

7. dydvero à —xkaí]. ‘Now it happened — 
that;'— a use of xai for Sr: found also in the 
Class. writers. 

9, cuvedwovndn )uiv] Conf. Joseph. Antt. 
xvii. 12, $ Ü.acdusvos oUv Guu?rvsvCuÓv 
iri WevdorXoyvia didacKadov xal pabnrou. 
— Wetpacat TÒ IIveupa K.] The full sense 

is, ‘to try whether the Spirit of God would 
detect your hypocrisy and fraud." 
— of wodes ti aW.) The Commentators 

regard this as a Hebraism m 1 Kings xiv. 12. 
Conf. Jos, Antt. xviii. 11, 1) for the persons 
themselves, oi Ü&yavrsc; the Hebrews often 
expressing a man by some member of his body 
instrumental to some action in question. I have, 
however, shown in Recens. Synop. (by references 
to Eurip. Hipp. 657. Orest. 1205. Suppl. 90, 
and Herc. Fur. 336) that this idiom is found 
among the Greek Class. writers. See note on 
Rom. x. 15. 

9. xai iEvlcoval at) This is not to be con- 
sidered as a threat, much less (as Porphyry re- 
presents) an imprecation, but a prediction, i. e. 
* will carry thee out.’ Doubtless the same Holy 
Spirit which revealed to Peter the fraud, made 
known the punishment that would follow it; so 

general 

126 Aià 568 rOv XEMGV THY ámocTÓXov éyiveTO omuia xai 
+ 

thet it is clear that the death was not, as the 
Rationalist Commentators say, the result of Sap- 
phira’s detection, but a judicial inflictiun, the 
occurrence of which was, we cannot doubt, in 
some way intimated to Peter by the Holy 
Spirit. 

12—14. xal sca» cpo8upater, &c.] In this 
passage there is an appearance of contradiction, 
or, at least, discrepancy, and a seeming inco- 
berence in the clauses —— to obriate 
which, various methods have been 
Some, considering the passage as incurably cor- 
rupt, propose to cancel the whole; while otbers 
resort to the less violent course, of placing the 
latter part of ver. 12, xai soap, &c., and the 
whole of vv. 13 and 14, in a parenthesis. Yet 
that is contrary to the laws of pa lá, as 
observed by the ancients, and is of too violent a 
Dature to admitted. Others attempt to re- 
move the difficultv by transposing the verses and 
clauses thus: v. 14, v. 12, 2nd clause; v. 13, v. 
12, first clause, v. 15. But though * transposi- 
tion of words is (as Porson observes) the safest 
of al] modes of conjectural emendation,' a trans- 
position of clauses and sentences very remote from 
each other is a kind of emendation among the 
most licentious, being nearly the same as re- 
writing a passage. And as, in the t case, 
the transpositions are of the most violent kind, 
and wholly unsupported by any evidence, ex- 
ternal or inte (for how could the 
have been so tran , and the transposition 
been transmitted to all the MSS. and Versions ?), 
the method in question must by no means be 
thought of. Nor is there any thing so inextri- 
cably confused in the as 4 now stands ; 
which is of a similar kind to those at i. 14. ii. 1, 
44 (see also xii. 20), in all of which the expres- 
sion slvat óuoÜvpuaóóv denotes ‘ the meeting toge- 
ther for public worship. And here the words 
&TavT:s and iv Tj orog Tod. are added, be- 
cause, now that the believers were become so 
very numerous, they could no longer hold any 

assemblies for divine worship in the 
Urepwov, which they had before occupied, but 
were obliged to resort to the portico of the Temple 
here mentioned. Of course, by d*arwric aro 
meant the Christians at large ; not, as some have 
thought, the Apostles. And a» Ta» Nowe is 
o to dwayrae, it must denote ‘ tbe rest of 
the congregation,’ i. e. those who were not Chris- 
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Tépara èv TQ Naw Toda. xai Roav ónoÜvuabóv &Tavres èv 
TH arog XoXouOvos 13 ray Ó6 Xovrrüv ovdels rópa KodArAacOar 
aurois. GAN épeyaXvvev aurovs ò aos 14 (b LGXXovy. ÒèÈ Tpos- hos. 41. 

eriÜevro Triarevovres TQ Kuplo, TAŅON avdpav Te xal yuvar) 
15 i gore xarà Tas TÀaTeias ékjépew Tors áaÜeveis, kai TiÜÉvau i oh. 19. 1s. 
emi xduwov xai xpaBfárov, iva épyopévov Ilérpov xà» 4 crià 
éTuiGKLdOT TW GUTOV. 16 Suvnpyero è xai to mahos Trav 
qrépiE modewy eis "lepovzaAjju, dépovres ácÜeveis xal dydov- 
pévous vmo rvevnárov áxaÜáprov: cities éÜeparrevovro áravres. 

17 *' Ayagràe 06 6 apytepevs xal Trávres oi avv atta, 7 oboa $ D4 '- 

aipeots TOv Yaddovnaiwv, errAjcOncay Enrov, 19 xa} éréBaXov 
^ 9 A ‘ , , , `Y 2 Tas xeipas avTQv ml Tovs dTooTOXows, xai ÉÜcvro avrous èv 

tnpnoe Snpocia. 191” Anyenos 66 Kuplov dià tis vuicrós Tjvot£e 1°: 1%.7- 
tas Oupas tis pudanis, éEaryaryov te aùroùs eire. 20 ™ TTopev- m lohn e. 
ca Oe xai araDévres XaXeire éy TQ (epo TH Aa@ Trárra TA prjuara, 

tians. These, it is said, did not venture xoà- 
Aaeba, i. e. wpocipyecBat, ‘to approach" or 
‘come near them,’ whether for interference or 
otherwise. For that xoAAaa0a: and vpocípys- 
aba: are synonymous terms, is plain from x. 3a, 
dbipiıróv loi avdpi ‘lovsaiw, xoXAaaÜ0a, À 
7rpocépyso0ai, &c. (where sce note); and the 
former is here taken for the latter by the Pesch. 
Syr. Translator. The reason why they did not 
veuture to do this may be attributed to the awe 
with which we find, from what precedes, the 

ple had been struck by the miracles worked 
by the Apostles. 

The next words dÀÀ' iuevyáA. avroie ò Àaós 
may be rendered, * But the people at large (as 
opposed to the Rulers) held them in great re- 
verence, Ver. 14 is parenthetical, and meant to 
show that this reverence had, in many cases, 
induced them to join the Christian society. 

15. Gcr] ‘insomuch that.’ —xarà ràe 7Àa- 
meias, "along the streets.’ Of the two terms, 
«Aw. and xpafß., the former denotes a sort of 
* light sick-bed,’ formed of a mattress laid upon 
a very light frame, or bedstead ; the latter a very 
small couch, light enough to be carried by two 
persons, and used (like the oxiuwous of the 
Gieeks) for travelling, or the conveyance of the 
sick. 

— Iva ipxoulvou—aitav] The approval of 
this action, which was a superstitions one (as im- 
plying that the power of healing was ixherent in 
the Apostles, and not, as it really was, adventi- 
tious, and procured by their prayers,) is by no 
means to inferred, even il it were true that 
the persons in question were healed; for that 
would be procured by their fatth, without the 
intervention of the Apostles. However, from 
what is said in the next verse and at xix. 12, it 
seems highly probable that some of the persons 
in question were healed; at least where their 
faith was strong enough to qualify them for that 
mercy. And in such a case the superstition, we 
may presume, would be forgiven, and the faith 
acce 

1d. cuvipxeto TÒ TÀ2Óos To» TípiE ró- 
_Aswv] Meaning, that ‘the bulk of the popula- 

flourishing condition of Christ's kingdom. 

tion of the surrounding cities flocked to Jeru- 
salem.” 

— óxÀ.] See note on the kindred phraseo- 
logy, occurring at Luke vi. 18. It is plain that 
here, as elsewhere, the dæmoniucs are distin- 
guished from the sick. 

17, 18. So far we have read of the increase of 
the Church in the numbers of believers added to 
it, and of the various gifts and miracles by which 
it was distinguished ; and, in a general way, the 

ow 
we have brought before us the mad fury of the 
wicked consequent thereupon, and the renewed 
persecutions exercised by the enemies of Christ 
towards his faithful flock. 

17. ávacrás] This is regarded by De Dieu 
and Kuin. as a Hebrew pleonasm; while Casau- 
bon and Heuman, more rightly, take it for dveys 
01is, i. 6. xewnGais, scil. dai oie yuwouitvois. fa 
the words following it is — though not ex- 
presely said, that the High Priest was a Sadducee. 
And that some of the High Priests (as well as 
most persons of bigh rank) were such, we learn 
from Josephus. Ziv avTw seems to be for per’ 
avTov, denoting ‘to be of any one's party.’ See 
iv. 13, and note. Some, however, take ol cò» 
aùr to denote ‘those who were his colleagues" 
in bis official duties, or of council with him. But 
those could not be many; and the wdvres seems 
to exclude that view. Aipsoce denotes, properly, 
a tuking up any thing, as a choice, or an ion ; 
2. the opinion so taken up, whether in religion 
or philosophy ; 3. as here, the party maintaining 
tt; in which sense it often occurs in the later 
Class. writers, espec. the Philosophers. Z»;Aos 
here represents ‘a combined feeling of envy, 
malice, and all uncharitableness,' on the cause of 
which see iv. 2, and note. 

18. iv Tnpricst Ónuocía is for ale rHpnow 
énu., ‘the common prison,’ as supra iv. 3. 

20. crabiéivres ad] There is no pleonasm, 
but erað. is a forensic term, used of those who 
are set up to speak, either as oratore and advo- 
eates, or as prisoners pleading their own cause, 
See Acts xvii. 22. xxv. 18. 
— Ta pip. THe Lone T.) Put, by an Àypat- 
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nhas e THS Cons TauTys. 219 Akovcavres 96 eionAGoy vro TOv OpÜpor 

och. 4. 1. 

p ch. 4. 18. 

eis TO iepóv, xai édidacKov.  IIaparyevouevos 66 6 apytepevs xai 
oí avv aUT@, CvvexáXecav TO GuvéOpuov Kal 7rácav THY yepovaíay 
TOv viv Iopanr, xai áTéaretNayp eis TO Seopwrypioy ayrat 
avrov. ?? Oi 5é ùmnpéras mapayevópevot ovx. cÜpov avrous év 
Th $vXaxiy àvacTpéjravres è amýyyeav, B Xéyovres- "Oi 
TO èv Seapwtnpiov eÜpojev Kexdercpévoy ev don àaQaXeia, 

kai tors pvraxas [é£o] écréras Tpó TOv ÜvpÀw  ávoitavres 
òè, ow ovdéva eŬpopev.  ?* ^' (2s è Tjkovcay ToUs Aoyous TovTOw 
5 Te iepeUs xal 6 orparTnyòs ToU iepoU kal oi apysepeis, Ovmrópovr 
mept avTOv, TL ay «évovro Tobro. © ILaparyevo E TUS 
amyyyeMev avrois [Xéyov] "Or: ov oi avdpes, obs &0ca0c & 
TH $vXa«f), elaiv èv TO iep@ éEotates xai Siddoxovres Tov Xaov. 
% Tore ame Owv 6 otpatyyos aviv Tots imrnpérans, Tryaryev avrous, 
ov peta Bias, époBoivto yap TÓv Xaóv, wa uù MÂachócw. 
27 ' Ayayovres 86 avrovs éotncay èv TQ cuvedpin xai émmypo- 
Toev avToUs 6 apytepers, ?9 PAéyoy: Où Tapayyedia Tapryyyer- 
Aauev piv uù) Siddoxew émi TQ ovopats TovTQ ; Kai ioù, 
qenAnpokare THY 'lepovcaXija Tis cidas tov, kai BovAcate 

ache éraryaryeiv ep nds TO alpa tod üvÜparrrov Tovrov. 99 ^ ' Asroxps- 
e frequent in the Class. writers, for phata 
— Ts (eons, with allusion to the result of 
the religion of Jesus, as issuing in life and salva- 
tion. in Acts xiii. 26, we have oui» ò Xoyos 
Ts cwrnolas Tavrne ávso Tán. Comp. Rom. 
vii. 24. This is confirmed by the Syriac and 
Arab. Versions. 

21. rò TÓv ópÜpor] ‘about day-break.” So 
Thucyd. has rò 73)» £w. On ópÜpov see my 
note on Luke xxiv. 1, and Thucyd. iii. 12. 
— Ti)» yepovolay] This is supposed to have 

been added by way of explaining to forest 
the true meaning of +d cuvésprow just before; 
q. d. ‘even the whole Senate of Israel.’ The 
word was, however, one so commonly in use with 
the Greeks, that it could need no such explana- 
tion. lt should rather seem that 3)» yepoveluy 
t&v vi, lop. is added, as being an expression 
especially appia to the Sanhedrim. It may, 
however, —Mr. Alf. thinks it does—mean to apply 
to some who were not members of the Sanhe- 
drim, though venerab'e fur their age and judg- 
ment. However, we are here too much in the 
dark to warrant any positive opinion. 

23. xexXecoutvov] Not, ‘shut,’ but ‘ fastened,’ 
or ‘ barred.’ See note on John xx. 19. 
— iv racy pag Ba for oly wacy aco., 

or perà Waoyt aogaxaias in Cebes. n ad- 
verbial phrase for the adverb dodadsordTwe. 
—"E&w, not found in many MSS., Versions, and 
early Editions (to which I add many Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), is cancelled by almost every Editor 
from Wetstein downwards. 

24. rl av yévetro +.) I would render, with 
Grot., Wets., and Valcknaer, ‘ quid hoc esset rei ;' 
Sinwopouy Ti ú» yév., being a r form of 
expression (importing, ‘did not know what to 
think of the matter Y cxpressive of wonder at 

some circumstances connected with any thing; 
as, for instance, the means, manner, or etesi 
of it. x. 17, denwopee ti dv eiq rò 
Spana. 

25. Ayer] This is absent from MSS. A, D, 
H, and many cursive MSS., confirmed by almost 
all the ancient Versions, and is cancelled by 
Matth., Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., per- 
haps rightly, for internal evidence is quite against 
the word. 

26. Tva ui) Xi0ac0. connects, as I have shown, 
with où pera Bias, not, as the almost general 
punctuation makes it, with igoSourro, which 
would involve a false construction; $o(jsioOa: 
being never construed with iva uà, but often 
with us. Aware, it seems, of this, the ancient 
Critics, as MSS. B, D, E, and others attest, 
expunged the Tva to remote the objection; and 
Lachm. injudiciously adopted the reading, placing 
the words 2 ofi. yàp T. Xaór pù ALO. in a paren- 
thesis, thus corrupting the reading, and destroy- 
u ^w construction. 

. ixi To ov. T.) The full sense is, ‘on (lit. 
‘resting on’) the authority of this person ;" and 
TOUT(« is put by a common permutation for 
rourov. This is required by a kindred passage 
at Acts iv. 7, iv wolw óvoua ri iwocgoate 
rovro; The teaching imi ræ dvouatt ovre 
implied, in the Messiahship of the person in 
question, his unjust condemnation, and the guilt 
of the Priests for causing his death. 
— TrimAnupok.—r5e 66.) Comp. Liban. Ep. 

72], oùx dónXAov—47rácae wdduce ép»í TA 4 eac 
TV vtip nue Aovycey. 
— drayaytiv id’ nuas, &c.] The phrase ir- 

Ayi Ti émi Tiva signifies, ‘to bring any thing 
(always evil) upon a person; and is used not 
only of dangers or punishments, but also crimi- 
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Geis è ó IIérpos xai ot atrootonot eirov: IIedapyetv Sei Oep 
páXXov 1) avOparras. | 90 1'O Beds Tv TaTépwy judy iyetpen 10-32 
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Inooiv, oy dpeis SiexetplaacBe «pepágavres èm} (ov 31 rob- eri to 
TOV 0 eds apynyov kal cwríjpa inpwoe Tí) 6cfid. avrod, GoDya, 1e %4 s. 
perávoiay TÔ Iopand kai adecw ápapri&w 3t xal jjeis éopev $ John is. 
avroU papTupes TOV pnuárev tourwy, xai TO llveüua 56 rò 54 
äyiov, 6 €oxev 6 Oeds vois meiÂapyodow aire. 

33" Qi è axovoayres Ouempiovro, xal éfjovXevovro üveXeiv uch.7.%4. 
, , 34 v ? A à dé , A 5 4 © A ,* ? avToUs. vacTàs 5é Tw év TQ avvebpíp Papicaios, óvópart va. s.s. 
laua, vouoOiackaXos, Tiptos 

nations brought upon, or against, any one. Thus 
the sense is, ‘to visit upon us,’ ‘impute to us ;" 
viz. as if we had crucified an innocent person. 

29. sIxov] i. e. through the medium of Peter, 
as the spokesman; as is s ted by the use of 
dwoxpibeis, not dwoxp:Oévras. This is, how- 
ever, a mode of speaking not confined to the 
Scriptures, but aleo occurring in the Y 
writers. Thus in Thucyd. iii. 52, we have éwedA- 
Odvrae devo» rordde, though the speech was 
delivered by Astymachus alone. That of Peter 
here, though without the high finish of Classical 
composition, is marked by a dense brevity, pre- 
senting the true logic of nature, rather than art, 
and bearing some similarity to one or two of the 
short speeches in Thucyd. 
— T: Gapxeiv) A stronger term than 

&xovtip, iv. 19, used of implicit obedience to the 
orders of those who exercise authority of any 
kind,—perents, rulers, &c. On the sentiment, 
see note on iv. 19. The reason here implied in 
the preference, as a paramount duty, of the obe- 
dience due, is the same as in a kindred passage of 
Soph. Antig. 74, "Ewel wAsiwy xpovor, “Ov 
Oat u' dpiaxew tote xáTt (scil. rois Üsois) T&v 
dvOada: ' Exe? yap alei xeícopna:. 

30. Quaxeipicaa0s] for the Class. Qiaypri- 
gache, ow it came to have this sense, see my 
Lex.— X Ao», not a tree, but a post, gibbet, cross, 
as x. 39. Gal. iii. 13. It is found, however, in 
some later Greek writers cited in my Lex. The 
cruel, as wel] as ignominious manner of death is 
here adverted to, in order to awaken some com- 
punctious visiting of remorse in the bearers. 

. apyxyyov xai cwT5oa] These words are 
put by apposition for ws ápx. ; for though a 
sition is gexeral/y employed to supply something 
for the completion of a definition, it often con- 
tains, not so much an explanation, or fuller de- 
termination of the former, as the design of it. 
Here, however, when we consider, supra iii. 15, 
& ápyn'yós THe Cw7e, as said of Jesus, we cannot 
but thie as designating the ye of him 
who was constituted King- Messiah, as well 
as Saviour of the Church (Kupsov xal Xpio- 
TÓv); where there is a sort of hendiadys. Thus 
the full sense intended is, ‘a Prince who shall 
be Author of salvation, the Lord of life.’ 

— dovvar psrdavoiay, &c.] i.e. ‘to be the 
means of producing repentance pane (Luke 
xxiv. 47) by his doctrine, and the Spirit — 
and effecting remission of sins by his all-atoning 
merits and sacrifice (So dovwat uerdvoras in 
Joseph.) By conjoining the Holy Ghost as a 

mavti TQ Mağ, ékéXevaev 

witness with themselves, they assert the promise 
in John xv. 26, 27; and there is thus supplied 
an attestation of the Personality of the Holy 

irit, as well as of the Divinity of Jesus 
rist. 
32. To» pnucrwr) mening. ‘the things ex- 

pressed in the words,’ especially the death and 
resurrection of Jesus, and the events which 
followed. 

33. dcawrplovro}] Whichever of the two inter- 
pretations propounded by Expositors,—‘ gnashed 
their teeth,’ or ‘were cut to the heart, —be 
adopted, there will still be a metaphor of some 
kind; in the one case, taken from grinding tho 
rows of the teeth one against the other, as one 
saw against another; in the other, from the 

ing of a saw th any substance. Adopt- 
ing the former, we may render, ‘they ground 
their teeth,” meaning that ‘they were filled with 
rage. Comp. Lucian de Calum. C. 29, uice? 
4i xai Tobe dddvras čıarpiss, though there the 
word is used in the active voice, not, as here, the 
passive. Anda middle or deponent form is no 
where found. Hence it seems best to adopt the 
other metaphor, and thus we may render, * were 
exceedingly vexed.’ See Judg. xvi. 16. 2 Kings 
iv. 27. Ps. vi. 3, and especially Job xix. 2, ‘ how 
long will ye vex my soul, and break me in pieces 
with words?’ Accordingly here d:ewpiovro (as 
in Euseb. H. E. v. 1, 6, and dsewpiero in Ann. 
Comn. p. 306) might be rendered tur. 
And so findor 1s used in Pers. Sat. iii. 8. Plaut. 
Bacch. ii. 3, 17, * Heu! meum cor finditur, 
which exactly corresponds to the more full 
worded form of expression infra vii. 54, dcempi- 
ovTo rais xapÓíais avri, lit. ‘were cut to the 
heart. Moreover, the next words there, xal 
&gpuvxov ToUs ddcvrus, seem added by way of 
depicting, besides the infernal feeling of rage, the 
eaternal expression of this in action. 

34. l'auaAiA)] A frequent name among tho 
Jews. It is, however, generally agreed that this 
was the cele Gamaliel, son of Simon, and 
grandson of Hillel. and Paul's master. 
— ésidevosev—adwoorodove}] *Eafdavoe may 

mean, as often in Thucyd., ‘counselled, urged.’ 
"EE£o woijoas, ‘to put out’ (lit. ‘to make p 
forth,’ foris), is used according to that idiom by 
which rosiy is employed with various Adverbs 
of place, as gow, iw, dyrde, wi Urt by an ellipses 
of some verb of motion in the Infinitive. Both 

iety and custom dictated that, during delibe- 
ration upon the guilt or the punishment of a cri- 
minal, he should be withdrawn from the presence 
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Ew Bpaxú Ts ToU atroaroXous moroa 95 elmé Te mpòs abro 
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ToUTov avéorn Iovdas 6 Tansaios, ¿v rais 7)uépais THs aroypa- 

of his judges. It should seem, however, that their 
made them, on this occasion, forget decorum, 

till they were reminded of it by Gamaliel, a 
Pharisce, and (as some suppose) a secret follower 
of Christ, a man of great prudence and modera- 
tion, and who, after the Apostles had departed, 
took the opportunity of giving counsel to abstain 
from all violent measuree, and to leave the issue 
of these new doctrines to ; 
— Bpaxv rı] MSS. A, B, D, E, and about 

]2 cursives (not one Lamb. or Mus. copy) have 
not the rz, which has been cancelled by lachu. 
Tisch., and Alf.; but wrongly, for external au- 
thority is insufficient, inasmuch as the 
of Tisch. is of very little weight, and arose from 
the usual À e of Scholz; and internal evi- 
dence is in favour of the +:, which was, I sus- 
pect, omitted in some MSS., since the expression 
Beaxs Tı, to denote ‘a very short space," neue 
used by the best writers (see Pors. Adv. p. 109), 
and occurring in Heb. ii. 7 and 9, was not un- 
frequently cropped down to Bpaxv by the scribes, 
from the ts being (as it continually is) united 
closely with the Bpayv, and exp by ab- 
breviation. And, indeed, the variation in the 
position of the two words in different MSS. 
might, in some cases, cause the omission. Hence 
I attribute its omission to the scribes, not to the 
Critics, whose genera] custom it was to subeti- 
tute Class. Greek in the — of ordinary Greek 
readings, such as Bpaxyv by itself would be. 

86. O4v0as] This cannot be the Theudas 
mentioned by Joseph. Antt. xx. 5, 1, as leader of 
an insurrection, and destroyed, with all his forces, 
by Fadius the Procurator; for that event took 

ace 14 years after the time of Gamaliel's speech. 
This difficulty some (as Abp. Usher, Capellus, Bp. 
Pearce, and Wetstein ) attempt to remove, by sup- 
posing the TAeudus of St. Luke to be the same 
with the Judas of Josephus, Antt. xvii. 12, 5, who 
raised an insurrection a little after the time of 
Herod the First, but was defeated and put to 
death. And they compare a similar interchange 
of the names Judas and Thaddeus. This, how- 
ever, is quite a gratuitous supposition. Hence it 
is better (with Scaliger, Casaub., Lightf., Grotius, 
Hamm., Krebe, Whitby, Lardner, and Kuin.) to 
rip us on tbe authority of Origen, contra Cels. 
i. 6, p. 44, that there were two persons of the name 
of Theudas ; though there may be some doubt as 
to the period when the insurrection of the first 
Theudas took place. The second they suppose to 
have been son or dson of the first, who again 
brought together his scattered adherents. Yet, 
as Dr. Lardner observes, there were several per- 
sons of the same name who were leaders of in- 
surrections within no very long time : four Simons 
within 40 years, and Judas’ within ten. 
And as the references in W eta, show that the name 

Theudas was by no means an uncommon ote, 
there is no occasion to su the second to 
have been a son of the first. Indeed, ideri 
the case rid the sat and Judas’, may we ne 
sus t some of the succeeding demagngues 
took the name of their predecessors, — mot 

related to them? as knowing how prevalemt a 
name, in such cases, always is. From the small 
number of adherents mentioned (namely 400) it 
is plain that the insurrection of the first Theadas 
was not of any great consequence, and therefore 
was passed over by Josephus. As to Josephus 
having, as some say, ‘ misplaced his Theudas,’ it 
is, Mr. Alford grants, improbable; but he adds, 
‘not impossible in an historian deeming wek 
inaccuracies’ (I give his own Italics). Bat I 
would remark, that the charge against the illue- 
trious historian (to whom we Christians are so 
deeply indebted) is, to the best of my knowledge 
(after a familiar acquaintance with, and 
critical study of, that writer for upwards of 
years), a grievoualy — atatement. See 
my note on Matt. xxiv. 23—25. 

— 4pogskoAAi0n] Whether this or mpos- 
&KA (0n, found in A, B, C, E*, and several cur- 
sives (to which, however, I can only add 2 Lamb. 
and 3 Mus. copies), be the true reading, may be 
said to be an open question, since internal evi- 
dence is divided; though I should now say that 
it rather inclines in favour of spoasxAi8n. from 
its being a word of later and less pure Grecism, 
and no where occurring in the early and pure 
Greek writers. Of those writers who have em- 
ployed it, some, as Synes. Epist. 150, and A 
thar. yis Athen. p. 595, and Polyb. v. 86, 10, ase 
it in the Active form, but neuter sense; while 
others use it, as it is done here, asa Middl. Re- 
ar Me nee tried ‘to be attached to." 

t. Empir. p. 434, rw £vi poves poexA- 
Ünvai Tey asic. Epiphanius, Panar. p. 728, 
ol piv TpoatkA(Üncayr 'Apeiw, ripoti dé Ko- 
Aov8w: et al. Clemens, pist- i. ad Corinth. 
8 47, rpocexXiOnre dxocTóAois nspaprvpnut- 
vow. Not improbable is it that Epiphan. and 
Clemens may have had this passage of St. Luke 
in mind, and, if they had, its antiquity will ge 
far to show that arpoc«x. is the true reading, and 
wpocsxoAX. only a gloss derived from the scho- 
liasts. Yet, as a poaxoAXa08a: often occurs both 
in the Sept. and in the New Test., it was likely 
to be used by Luke; and wpooexA. may have 
come from the Critics; though from the same 
cause 4pogxoÀA. may have come from the 
scholiasts. 

37. THs —— dud Sce note on Luke ii. 1; 
though the taztag here spoken of is by the best 
Commentators supposed to be quite distinct from 
the census there mentioned. So Josephus, Antt 
xviii. 1, 1, calls this dworigyors occi». 
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pis, Kal àméo nae Xaóv ikavóv ómigo avrov’ xükeivos dT Nero, 
xal Távres Soot émeiÜovro aùr DuwaxoprmiaÜncav. 

^ L € ^ , , 9 ` A , , , 

Tà vov Aéyo úir áTocTyre amd TOV avOpwrwy TovTwY, Kal 

88 w Kai w Prov. a1. 
Isa. 8. 10. 
Matt. 15. 18. 

doare avTov: Sti àv eb ávÜparrov 7 Rovid abr À Tò Epyov 
a ruby - 89%¢@? 59 dx Oeob è > Sivacbe x99. TOUTO, Kata cerai el K Qeod corti, ov Sduvacbe 12:9. 

KaTadicat avo: unrote Kat Ocopayos evpeOnre. 4’ EzrelaOn- y a. «1. 
cav 6é atr@ xal mpocxaderdpevos Tovs üzroaTÓXovs, * SelpayTes s Matt. v. 

, ` A A ^ , ^7 ^ 9 ^ ~ ? 17. 

Tapnyyeav pù XaXev eri TO ovopatı ToU 'lmoo0, kai ar- 
l ? , 41 a e s e. 9 , , , * éAvcav avTovs. Oi uév obv érropevovro xaipovres ATÒ Trpoa- »Mau.s.1o 
, ^ 5 ⸗ g € a 97 > a ^. Rom. 5. 8. amou Tov cuvedpiov, Sts vmép tov ovopatos [avrov] KatrnEu- foo 1. 

9 ^ s ^ p ? b 2 ^t ^ , . 1. 29. 
0ncav aripacOjvar * mücáy Te hpépav, " éy TQ iep Kal kar James 1. 5. 

4. 13— 

olkov, ove éravovto SiddacKovtes xal evayyentopevos  Inooûv Tov S vm. 4.9. 
Xpeorov. 

VI. ! Ev 8 rais 5juépaus raúrais wWANOvvovToy táv ua8gráv, 
éyévero yoyyvopòs ° tv ‘EAAnMaTaY pos Tovs “EBpaious, ti 3%: 9” 

— dricrnos] ‘drew away into insurrection.’ 
A signification uent in the Classical writers, 
from Hdot. downwards; but never, I believe, 
used by them with dwicw airov after it. 

38. doamwTs awd T&v dvÜp.] An euphem- 
ism, as infra xxii. 29, for ‘ put them not to death, 
nor maltreat them." 

— oni tav 9 i£ avOpwrey, &c.] Hdot. ix. 
16, óyr. bet yrríatus ix Tov Osov, dusyavoy 
dwotpiva: avipwrw. Of el da dx O. ior 
the full sense is, ‘But if it be, as it seems, of 
God. An idiom also found in the Classical 
writers. 

39. For $vvac0:, Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
svviasc¥e, from B, C, D, E, and several cur- 
sives: to which I can add only one Lamb. and 
ome poo — Trin. Coll. B, i p But 
that ing, though specious, arose, I suspect, 
from the ration of Critics, who supposed it 
called for by the.next words, uiarors, &c., which 
might be thought to glance at the future ; though 
in reality they refer to íácas avrovs, the words 
óT:—ab ToU being semi-parenthetic. 

— umore kai Üsouáxor supsÜsrre) These 
words may connect with édoarte, &c., or there 
may be an ellipsis of ópar«. The full sense is, 
*]est we be found to contend with, i. e. to at- 
tempt to counteract the pu of God ;' which 
is confirmed by Luke xxi. 34, and Joseph. Antt. 
xviii. 6, 6. 

40. deipavrec) Flagellation, though a punish- 
ment both among the Jews and Romans, inflicted 
for even small delinquencies, was one ever con- 
sidered the most ignominious. It seems to have 
been here selected by the Rulers for the purpose 
at once of casting a stigma on the Christian so- 
ciety, and saving their own credit, lest they should 
be thought to have apprehended the Apostles 
causelessly. 

4l. yatpovres] This is to be construed with 
071 bwip, &e. In xcarnEwwOnoav drinacOjvar 
Casaubon notices the elegant use of the figure 
Oxymoron, which arises when two ideas, repug- 
nant to each other, are so joined, as not to be 
really so, but only to seem so. 

42. xat’ olxov] This, ss it is opposed to ir 

TG lepa, plainly signifies ín private houses ; rar’ 
olxoy being put in a generic sense for xar’ 
olxovs, house to house: since xarà here 
exerts a distributive force; though it is not per- 
— in Acts xx. 20, ónuocig xal xaT 
oiKous. 

VI. 1—7. The appointment of seven persons 
as s, to —— the distribution of the 
alms given in the Church. 

|. fyinere yoyyvaucs] See note on John 
vii. 12. 
— r&y 'EXAnvioré»] On the persons meant 

by these Hellenists, Expositors are not agreed. 
Some suppose them to have been Greek Prose: 
to Judaism, and now converted to Christianity ; 
others, with more reason, that they were 1 
Jews, whose residence was in Grecian cities, and 
who consequently used ordinarily the Greek 
lsn , but were occasionally sojourners in 
J , including all who, whether on account of 
origin, or from inhabitancy, spoke Greek verna- 
cularly, and used the Sept. Version of the Old 
Test. rather than the Hebrew text. The ‘Efp. 
mentioned just after were those who were 
Hi born, whether resident in Palestine or 
not, and — the Aramæan (i. e. Syro-Cbal- 
dee), and using the Scripture either in the Hebrew 
or the Chaldee Paraphrase. Now the pure Jews 
treated the foreign Jews, and still more proselytes, 
with nearly equal contempt. Whence, it seems, 
arose the suspicion on the part of the Hellenists 
that their widows were neglected. "The fault of 
the neglect in question rested, of course, with the 
guardians of the poor; who, it is commonly sup- 
posed, were persons appointed by the Apostles to 
attend in rotation, or, as it might otherwise be 
convenient, to superintend the distribution of 
the funds for the poor. The beet Commenta- 
tors, however, are of the opinion of Mosheim, 
that they were certain persons same, 
and all Hebrews, who bad hitherto been ap- 
pointed by the A , but were now to be 
elected by the , and that to them seven per- 
sons were to be elected by the Hellenists, while 
others, as Kuin., think that the whole body 
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aaas  7rapeÜeopolvro * év rh Suakovía Ti) kaÜnuepwi) ai ynpas avrà. 
2 IIpoakaXeadguevos 96 ot Swdexa Tò TAOS TOv pabryray, elsror 
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e ch. 16. 2. 
1 Tim. 8. 7, 
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Tima  co$ías, ods *xataoTicomey émi THS wpeias TaUTNS. 
òè rH Tpocevyi) xai Tjj Staxovla ToU Xoyov mpocKxapTrepHaoper. 
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e a 5 f seis 
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Tay iepéov vmKovov TH Tria Tet. | 

of the Jerusalemite Christians was divided into 
seven divisions, for which there were as many 
places of public worship; and that hence also 
seven were elected for the purpose of 
taking care of the poor and of strangers, each 
division choosing one. 

— TaptÜtwpovvro] Render: not ‘were do- 
spised,' as Tyndale and our common Version, but 
* were overlooked,’ passed by unrelieved. A sig- 
nification found in Diod. Sic. T. x. 139, à M. 
urd TG» cTpaTwycer TaopsiÜrepstro: Kai iv 
Tpoa'*ym'yais (promotions) *apsÜewpatro, i.e. 
was by without tbe reward he was en- 
titled to. 
— iv ty Qiakovía] ‘in the distribution." 
2. ovx åpeoróv low fuac, &c.) Render: 

‘it is not meet or fitting;' the ideas of right in 
the sight of God and essentially right, i. e. pro- 
per, being so closely connec as to be con- 
vertible terms, so that dpeordy may express the 
conjoint notion of what is pleasing (by being 
promotive of human happiness), and what is Ë 
or right in essence. Thus the Heb. 3⁄9 is, like 
Gr. dpsordy, capable of expressing both ideas, as 
in Gen. ii. 18, where we have, ‘it is not 
(avo) for man to be alone.’ The t. there has 
ov xaXov, though the sense would have been 
better expressed by oóx« ápsa-óv. 

3. éwcoxéyyac8s)] The word properly signi- 
fies ‘to look at,’ ‘survey; but here, from the 
adjunct, ‘to look at fur choice,’ ‘to look out ;' a 
sense so rare, that only one example has been 
adduced by Munthe from Diod. Sic. p. 295, 
dmioxipausvos Tae drdvrwy vopyobeciat 
iXi~ato Tà xpdriora, and, even there, of 
the sense has to be supplied by an added term. 
MS. B has PrickevráusOa, a mistake for -wue8a, 
which was, I doubt not, in the original; a daring 
alteration of some very ancient Critics, similar 
to one, from an opposite direction, in another 
passage of this book. 
— wAspus Tveúp. dy.) This expression (un- 

justifiably lowered by those recent foreign Com- 
meutators who explain it merely of a bely ardour) 
may be su to denote the ion both of 
the gifts of the Holy Ghost, and the graces of the 

Spirit, so suitable to the situation of the persoss 
in question, and especially what ie specified in 
the next word ; for by copia seems to be here 
ment, not so — divine as human wisdom, 
which was essentially necessary for the proper 
discharge of the office—namely, sound judgmest 
and prudence. That the persons in question were 
called to exercise an —— ical, as well as a 
secular office, is clear, ]. from the expression 
IIveóuaTos dylou; 2. from their being ordeized 
by the laying on of hands, which points at an 
ecclesiastical, rather than secular ofice; from 
the fact that some of those who were inted, 
exercised some spiritual functions, —as 

4. Tpockapr.] See note on i. 14, and my 
Lex. inv. By wpocevyy may be denoted, not 
only prayer, but ‘religious meditation,” as pre- 
paratory to the discharge of the ministerial duties 
in question. See Luke vi. 12. 

5. évorrioy —trArBovs 
sion formed on the model of the Hebrew «7 
So Deut. i. 23. 2 Sam. iii. 36. A Classical 
writer would have said fipsce» «arri te 
er Oat. 

— TÀdspn wloerswe}] This must, as 1. have 
Recens. Syn., not be taken with Kuin. 

and others, merely in the moral sense of fruth- 
fulness, however it may occur elsewhere in the 
New Test., and seem called for by the accompanying 
term IIvevp. dylou, but in the highest Christias 
sense, as in the kindred infra xi. 24, of 
Faith, as used in Rom. v. 1, what is called by 
Theologians ‘a justifying faith, i.e. & saving 
grace wrought by the Huly nm (conjoined in 
the above two passages), whereby we receive 
Christ, as he is revealed to us in the Gospel, 
fully relying on him and his righteousness alone 
for justification and salvation. 

. dwiOnxay avrots Tas x:ipas] Selden and 
Wolf trace the origin of laying on of hands u 
to the age of Moses, referring to Numb. xxvii. | 
Whence the custom was handed down inthe Jewish 
Church, and was thence introduced into the Chris- 
= As laying on vil pus ps always been 
used in praying for t of any person 
sent, in irit te show, Qeucrixest, Ta akoa ie 

A Hellenistic expres- 
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8 Srépavos è mAýpns t wictems kai Suvdpews, erroies Tépara 
Kai aucta. peyada ev TO Mag. 9 Avéorncay Sé Teves TOV ex 
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*"Arckavipéwv, kal TOv amd Kidsxias kai "Actas, aviroüvres 
TQ Srepavyy 10" kai oùe laxvov àvriorivai TH copla Kal TQ BL" 

benefit was entreated ; so it was also, from the 
earliest ages, a rite of institution to office, which 
it conferred by symbol. 

7. ToÀóe T& ÓxyAos Tv lspéíesy bw. T. ©.) 
'This statement has to some appeared so impro- 
bable, that they have either taken refuge in con- 
jecture, or adopted the reading of a few MSS., 
Iovéaiwy. But the former course is unautho- 

rized. and the latter founded on a mere error of the 
scribes, arising from ignorance of an abbrevn. : 
besides, that is so inapposite, that scarcely any 
authority could justify it. Many eminent Com- 
mentators take GyAos to mean the multitude of 
the inferior priests, as opposed to the leaders of 
the 24 classes. But that would require the 
Article, and then only increase the difficulty ; 
which may best be removed by taking roduc 
óyxyAos in a restricted and popular sense, of a 
considerable number. This is confirmed by Chry- 
sostom, who interprets it by woAAol. That a 
comparatively considerable number of the whole 
(which amounted to about 5000) should have 
become believers, is not strange, considering the 
miracles they had witnessed, both from Jesus 
and from the Apostles. The expression iix. 
T. m. i$ remarkable, and occurs no where else. 
It denotes the complete subjection of the mind 
as to the credenda of religion. 

8. wierewe} I am now inclined to think that 
xáp:Tos, adopted by almost all the Critical Edi- 
tors on strong authority (to which, however, I 
cannot add any except Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), is 
the true reading, and the text. rec. an altera- 
tion suggested bv v. 5. 

9. AtBeprivwy] It is a matter exceedingly 
debated, as to were these Libertines. The 
most general opinion is, either that they were 
snanumitted slaves of Gentile origin, but who had 
become prosel ytes to the Jewish religion, and had 
a synagogue at Jerusalem; or, that they were 
Jews by birth, but had been taken captive by 
the Romans, when Pompey conquered Judæa, 
but were afterwards manumitted, and, in remem- 
brance of their captivity, called themselves Li- 
bertini, and formed a synagogue by themselves 
at Rome. Of these two opinions the latter is 

tly preferable. But, as all the following 
enominations of persons (the Cyrenians, Alex- 

andrians, &c.) are so called from names of places, 
so there is reason to su this the case in the 
»resent instance; especially as the Glossa Inter- 
inearis has over tbe word Libertini the remark 
é regiome, intimating that they were so called 
from a country. nd Suidas, doubtless with 
reference to this paseage, says — Óvoua 
ZOvovs. Moreover, the Pesch. Syr. Version has 
a cess *thoseof Libertins.' Accordingly, 
Bp. Pearce and others suppose that by the Li- 
bertines are meant Jews of Libertina, a town in 
Proconsular Africa, near Carthage. This, how- 
ever, was a place so obscure, that it is difficult to 
rove its existence at all, and certainly not at 

this early period. Nay, supposing that it did 

exist, it would be little likely to have been 
classed with Cyrene and Alexandria, as having 
had a synagogue. There is more reason to 
think, with Sera, Spanheim, Le Clerc, Reland, 
and Valcknaer, that some corruption in spelling 
has here crept in, and that the true orthography 
is (as Gothofred pu a | A:cBuorivey, 
meaning (as we can prove from Steph. Byz.) the 
inhabitants of Libya proper, a territory adjoining 
to Cyrenaica, and situated between that and the 
Alexandrina, or territory of Alexandria. It 
should seem, then, that the Synagogue in ques- 
tion was appropriated to the reception of Jewish 
sojourners from Libya proper; and was erected 
by the Jews of that country for the use of their 
brethren when residing at Jerusalem. Perhaps, 
however, the Cyrenmans and Alexandrians are 
meant to be included as joining at the Synagogue 
in question. 

l will only add, that though no authority exists 
for the above reading in the MSS. extant, yet it 
was certainly found in those from which the 
Armenian Version was formed. However, as 
the above view requires too much to be taken for 
granted, I must — acquiesce in the second 
mentioned above, that the persons were, as Chrys. 
says, ol ‘Pwualeor dwaXsó8spoi. Dr. Wiesler, 
in his Chronology of the Acts of the Apostles, 
pp. 60—63, shows from two es of Tacitus 
and Philo, that great numbers of Jews of the 
Provinces had been made slaves during the Civil 
Wars, and were afterwards manumitted ; nay, he 
shows the high probability that St. Paul himself 
was a Cilician Lilertinus. That a slave manu- 
mitted with due formalities became a Roman 
citizen, and transmitted it to his offspring, is well 
known. And thus the Apostle, with not a few 
other Cilician Jews, may heve been, like Horace, 
Lihertino patre natus. See more in Conybeare's 
note in his Life and Epistles of St. Paul, p. 82, 
where he goes far to show that the present verse, 
which describes Stephen's great opponents (with 
whom Paul then agreed), may be so translated as 
to mean ‘Libertines from Cyrene, Alexandria, 
Cilicia, and Asia.” 

10. tŷ copla xai re wvevpari, &c.] It is 
surely an unjustifiable lowering of the sense to 
explain this merely, as it has been done by many 
recent, and espec. the German Commentators, 
‘ardour and energy. From the evident allusion 
here existing to what was said at ver. 3, tbat the 
Deacons were to be wAnipes Ilvevpartos ayiou 
xal codlac, and to what is ascribed to Stephen, 
vv. 9 and 5, that he was wAnpne xápiroe xal 
trío ics xai IIvsóuaos ayiov, it will, I think, 
plainly a that by ervavua is here meant 
* the influence of the Holy Spirit;' which will, 
of course, determine the sense of copia to be 
Divine wisdom. We have here, indeed, a kind 
of Hendiadys, which Calvin ecems to have recog- 
nized, by explaining, ‘Non poterant resistero 
sapientie quam Spiritus Dei suggerebet.’ Nay, 
it may be added, even Grotius ac nowledges this 
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och.8.8 Agr KATA ToU TOTTOU TOU dyiov [rovrou] xai ToU vópov 1*? dr 
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VII. 1 Elme 88 6 dpyepeds, ei dpa tadra obras exer ; “O 

to imply the Divine power directing his words, 
— y to the promise of Christ, Luke xxi. 15, 
‘I will give you a mouth and wisdom (eróua 
kal copiav) which all your adversaries shall not 
be able to gainsay nor resist ;' for (as it is said, 
Matt. x. 20) ‘it is not ye that speak, but the 
Spirit of your Father which speaketh in you.’ 

11. bwéBadov] 'suborned. How it comes to 
mean this, see my Lex. 

— AaXovvTos phu. BAácdnua els Mwvonjy 
xal ròv Osóv) It is said ‘against Moses and God,’ 
because, under the old Jewish theocracy, to speak 
evil of tho founder of their religion was con- 
sidered tantamount to blasphemy against God 
himself, by whose command the Law had been 
mus ted by Moses; and, indeed, as com- 
ining the crimes of /reasow and blasphemy, was 

"and: punished with death. See Joseph. Bell. 
ii. 8, 9. 

19. brioráyrss] ‘came upon and seized him." 
See note on iv. ]. This must be referred to the 

ple, elders, and scribes, not to the suborners ; 
the swhject being here changed, as often in Scrip- 
ture and the best Classical writers. 

13. paprupas err] So called, as inter- 
mingling falsehood with truth in their deposi- 
tions ;—exaggerating what he did say, and per- 
verting his words to a scnse not intended by him. 

14. dre 'I.—4AAdEu] Render: ‘that Jesus 
of Nazareth, he it ie who shall destroy, &c. 

By àAXáEe: is meant ‘so to cbange, as to sub- 
stitute others." À 

15. slĉo» — àyyéàov] Some Commentators, 

especially the older, think that Stephen’s face 
was made to shino supernaturally, by a visible 
glory like that of Moses (Exod. xxxiv. 29). But 
others, and the more recent generally, are 
in interpreting this as a popular form of expres- 
sion, indicating majesty and divine grace, such as 

might Mp he reverence and awe. And they 
appeal to Esth. v. 2. 2 Sam. xiv. 17. xix. 27. 
Gen. xxxiii. 10. Certainly there is nothing 

here said to lead us to suppose that this was a 
like that of Moses. 

theless, there is something, in the whole air of 

the that suggests the idea of the super- 

natural of sonse kind in the glorifying Stephen’s 
face, whereby it beamed forth a divine radiance. 

VII. In this Apwogetioal Speech of St, Stephen 

Never- 

there is much which to us appears obscu 
though, doubtless, sufficiently intelligible de 
those to whom it was addrésied. Various hypo- 
theses have, indeed, been hazarded, to remote, 
or at least lessen, the difficulty; which, how- 
ever, after all, may be more a; t than rral 
And if we take into consideration the scope of the 
address, the character of the composition, and the 
circumstances under which it wus delivered, it will 
not seem surprising that there should be found a 
few things which may seem abrupt, and not quite 
apposite. To advert to the scope :—This appears 
to have been, ‘to practically refute the charge 
made against him of contempt of their Lawgiver 
and the Temple, and to retort on hie accusers the 
charge they were bringing forward against bim- 
self, —namelv, of endeavouring to the 
Jewish religion. The speaker intended to show, 
by a brief review of the history of the Jews, and 
a detail of their various rebellions against God, 
that it was themselves rather who were guilty of 
contempt of their Law ; and by their own per- 
verse disobedience had been the real occasion of 
the destruction of the first temple, as they might 
be of the second. In order to establish his posi- 
tion, he first reviews the early history of their 
nation, and points out various instances of their 
disobedience to God : showing, moreover, that, 
though the rites of the Mosaic Law were ap- 
pointed by the command of God himself, yet that 
the Israelites were not approved unto God solel 
by those observances. their temple ms 
be destroyed, and yet the true worship of God 
be carried on acceptably to him; nay, that it 
even would be destroyed, unless they should 

nt. 
o advert to the other iculars :—First, as 

to the character of the so sees : though 4 
rally apologetic, it is occasionally polemic ; and 
if we consider the peculiar circumstances under 
which the address was delivered, we shall be at 
no loss to account for an occasional 
and want of coherence in the reasoning. As to 
the alleged in-apposileness of some arguments and 
illustrations, it must be observed, that thev were 
sufficiently apposito for the persons addressed, and 
quite accordant with the Jewish manner; the 
whole character of the composition being Jewish. 
Further, as to the tnconclusiveness Conr 
of argumentation objected to by some, it must be 
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dé épn " Ayópes adedgol kal rarépes, axovoate. 2°O Beds ris 
SoEns wpOn TQ TaTpi huv ‘ABpadp, čvri év TH Mecororayia, 
Trpiv 7) Katoxjoas avrov èv Xappày, 9 *xai eime Tpós avrÓy: «Gen. 12.1. 
"EE£eX0e èr THS YRS cov Kal èx THS Gvyyeve(as cov, 
xai 6e0po eis yv Hy av coe elw. *>Tore eEeXOav éx »0m.i.s. 
ys XadSaiwv xatoxnoey dv Xappáw xaxeiOev, peta TÒ àro- 
Üaveiv tov Trarépa aurod, nerQwiaev avrov eig THY yiv TaUrny, 

9 e ^ A A 5 A 9 E00 , ^ 

eis Ñv veis viv xaTouxeite. 5 Kai ovx édwxev aUTQ kXnpovopíav 

remembered that the course of argumentation 
was interrupted and broken off in the middle by 
the infuriate multitude. Had it been brought to 
a conclusion, there would, we may be sure, have 
been nothing left incomplete, as to that which 
was inten to be . The remainder of 
the address would doubtless have been occupied 
in applying the foregoing narration in order to 
pros Tally whatever was meant to be evinced. 

t was, we may suppose, the purpose of the 
ing to convict his hearers of the guilt which 
they imputed to Aim, and to show that the true 
and acceptable worship of God was not to be 
confined to any particular place; since God 
dwells not in temples made with hands (ver. 
48) ; nay, the worship of the Patriarchs, even 
before the Temple was erected, was accepted by 
him. See v. 2. 

Before concluding the present sketch, it may 
be proper to advert to & charge somewhat more 
difficult to answer, —namely, that, in detailing 
various particulars of the Jewish history, Stephen 
has here added some circumstances which seem 
contradictory to the accounts in the Old Test. 
These will be briefly considered in the notes on 
the passages themselves; in which it will be 
shown, l. that the di cies in question havo 
been greatly ; 2ndly, that they are, 
in general, far from being ¢ ; and, 
Sedly. that if, in one or two instances, they 
should seem really such, yet if we consider that 
the s er is ing with the le, accordin 
to seri yn an on Jewish principles, an 
alleging facts which they themselves recognized, 
there is nothing which can reasonably impeach 
the veracity, or cast a slur on the inspiration, of 
this great Protomartyr; for in those few parti- 
culars it is admitted that he ke on the 
autbority of those Rabbinical itions whose 
authority his hearers regarded as unquestionable. 

l. el—oGrwe iy1,;] On the nature of this 
idiom, see note supra i. 6. 
— áydpec — vaTípis] By &čvðpee ádiA pol 

are meant the multitude in general; aud by 
qaTípst, the members of the Sanhedrim. 

2. ó Oeds rHe 9óEm] This is not put simply, 
as Expositors generally suppose, by Hebraism, 
for ‘the 9 glorious (Fod, but, as Calvin remarks, 
* Ideo Deum gloria appellat (Steph.) ut a falsis 
et Renee vela eum — qui wir im 
dignus. Com © Bacired’s THe Coens, as 
applied to Jehovah in fe xxiv. 7, 10. 

— piv À xar., &c.] To remove a seeming 
discrepancy between what is here said and the 
account of Moses, the best Commentators are 
agreed that Stephen here followed the Jewish 
tradition, adopted by Philo, but not mentioned 
in Genesis, —that God appeared twice to Abra- 

ham,—]st, when living in Chaldea, and 2ndly, 
when resident at Charran. ‘The statement of 
Stephen (says a writer in the Quarterly Review 
for 1834, ubi supra) strictly harmonizes with the 
— notions of the timo; and, indeed, with 
no great difficulty, may be brought into accord- 
ance with the Scriptures, and this without re- 
moving Haran beyond the boundaries of Meso- 
tamia ; though, in fact, the situation of Haran 

is a question of very slight importance. The 
Jews — the first call of Abraham to have 
taken place, not in Haran, but in Ur, of the 
Chaldees. They rested that belief on Gen. xv. 7. 
So in Neh. ix. /; and though the general course 
of the narrative in Genesis would lead to the 
opinion, that no call took place till after the first 
migration to Charran and the death of Terah, 
yet the description of the call begins, in our ver- 
sion, with the words, “ Now, the Lord had said 
unto Abraham," leaving the date of the transac- 
tion indefinite; and Rosenmiller observes on 
the Hebrew word: ‘‘‘ Dixitque, vel potius, 
‘ dixerat autem,’ nempe quum esset in Chaldeá&, 
priusquam Carras venisset." That this was the 
established opinion we have tbe authority of 
Philo de Abrahamo, vol. ii. p. 11, and of Jo- 
sephus, Antt. i. 7, 1. But the most remarkable 
evidence that the Jews of the later times, at 
least, drew a distinction between the land of the 
Chaldeans and Mesopotamia, though the former 
must have been comprehended within the latter, 
is to be found in the book of Judith.’ 

4. káxsiÜsy—puaTeict»] Again there is a 
trifling disc between this account and 
that in Genesis; the best solution of which 
seems to be that which proceeds on the supposi- 
tion that here Stephen followed the tradition of 
the Jews, founded on Gen. xv. 7, and Nehem. 
ix. 7, and adopted by Philo, that Abraham was 
twice called 

5. oóx idwxev] The best Commentators are 
agreed that édwxew is to be taken in a plunerfect 
sense, and that the où is for omw. Ovds Shud 
odds is a proverbial expression, corresponding 
to our idiom, * not even a foot of land,’ for ‘ none 
at all;' suggested by Deut. ii. 5, où yap da 
Univ o00à Bua wodos, and comp. Joseph. Antt. 
v. 3, 1, ovdt óMyor avToie iwitBaroyv ToU 
wediov xavadiwovrst.—Ele xaracysow. Sup- 
ply auris, for Sore kaTíysi» avTijv, "to oc- 
cupy,' i. e. possess it. So Joseph. Antt. ix. 1, 2, 
of thy ùm avTov ÓoÜiicay ynv ale xacmá- 
oXtoty ádiAíaÜ0a, Táproiw avrove. As 
Abraham himself did not the country, 
we may suppose the promise figuratively fulfilled 
in him through his posterity; or rather the xal 
may be regarded (with the best recent Com- 
mentators) as écafive, for nempe, scilicet. 
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cGe.11.1. €y auTH, ovde ua trodes’ 

ACTS VII. 6—9. 

Kai émpyyeiAato aute@ © Sovvas eis 
KATACXETW avri], Kal TQ OTréppaTt avroU uer aUTOY, oUx S¥TOS 

40m.:&1, GUTQ Téxvov. 8 4'ExdAgce 86 otros 0 Ocog STs 6o Ta4 TO 
aTrépua avToÜU Tapoikov èv y àXXorpia kal SovrAmaov- 

e Exod. 13. 
40, 41. 

cip» aùTÒ kai KaKwoovaoly ° ET) rerpakogia. 7 Kai tò 
&Ovos, @ éày SovrAcvcwot npiv Eyar (eirey 6 Ocox) 

fExo.$1. «Gl. wera TaÛTa éFeXevcovtTas Kai Xarpevaovaí pos èv 
^ , A b » > ^ , ^ 

gGe.1.9 rg ToTQ ToUTQ. 95 Kai édwxey aùr abe weperopys. 
& 21.1—4. kat otras éyévunce tov 'loaáx, xal Trepiéreuev avróv TH ")uépa 

TH oyðon ral ó Icaàx tov laxo), xai ó laxo ToU; Sadexa 
hoe S. marpuipyas. 9^ Kai oi matpiapyas tydwoavres tov "loa? 

The sense, then, may be thus expressed: ‘and 
re had not given him any possession in this 
and, not a foot of it, and yet he promised the 
possession of it to him, —namely, to his posterity, 
although he had as yet no offspring.’ 

6, 7. The passage is from Gen. xv. 13, 14, and 
is cited from memory. Accordingly, there are 
several variations from the Sept., all of them, 
however, unimportant, except that, 1. we have 
added in the Sept. xal trawawecovoty adrove 
after xax. Yet the words are not in the He- 
brew, and seem to have come from the margin 
as a gloss, probably from Judith v. 11, or per- 
haps they were a different version of 33». How- 
ever, these verbe, while they have a common sub- 
ject in yp, may yet be supposed to have a twofold 
reference, — tho former, to the ians, the 
latter, to the inhabitants of the countries wherein 
the Israelites sojourned im affliction from the 
time they left Egypt to the time they were set- 
tled in Canaan. Thus we may explain the sense 
to be: ‘And they (i. e. the Egyptians) shall 
enslave them, and they (i.e. the Edomites, 
Canaanites, &c.) shall afflict them." 

The words «Irev ò Oede are found neither in 
the Hebrew nor LXX. But they form no part 
of the quotation, being a perenthetical remark, 
such as we often find interposed in citations from 
the Old Test. Again the words ede wera áo- 
oxeuns "roAÀ5e are found in both the Hebrew 
and the LXX., but not in the New Test. Yet 
this is no real discrepancy ; because Stephen evi- 
dently did not mean to adduce those words, but 
stops at iEeAavcovra:. There is, indeed, a seem- 
ing discrepancy in the words xal AaTpedcouct 
po iv TO TÓT Oc TovTe, Which are neither in 
the Hebrew nor the Sept. But though these are 
not there, something very similar occurs at v. 
16; and Stephen does not adduce the words as 
immediately following the preceding. Surenheus., 
too, has proved tbat it was & custom with the 
Jewish doctors (and hence was sometimes adopted 
by the writers of the New Test), when they 
cited any prec of the Old Test, to occa- 
sionally words elsewhere employed on the 
same subject, and now and then with a slight 
variation of them for adaptats And, besides 
that the words are found $m substance et v. 16, 
they seem to have been by a kindred 
passage at Exod. iii. 12, iv rw tEayaysiv cs roy 
adv pou iE Alyuwrou, xai Aatpsvoste Tc 

Oep id» To õpsi ToT. Thus there is, on 

ie principles of Jewish writing, no actuel 

6. aparece) The Chronological difficulty 
here involved is not so much in the thirty year’ 
difference between this estimate and that of Jose- 
phus (because T4Tpax. may be taken as a round 
number; and even Josephus himself sometimes 
makes it 400), as how to reconcile this with the 
fact that the Israelites were in Egypt at the most 
but 243 years. Nor can this difficulty be removed 
by the parenthesis which Markland would intro- 
duce ; nay, the construction of the Hebrew will 
not permit it. The difficulty may best be obviated 
by bearing in mind that the subject of the verbs 
T3» and 3», and also of dov\scove: aud «axe- 
covci, is to be sought in the nouns pwt and yẹ 
respectively; and thus it will be ‘the inhabefunts 
of that land.’ And if the truth of chronol 
limits the abode of the Israelites in to 2 
— and assigns 400 as the time which elapsed 

tween Abrabam's leaving @haldea and the 
period when they were established in Canaan, I 
sce not how we can suppoee otherwise than that 
the verbs above-mentioned, though having a com- 
mon subject in yh, vet have a erence, — 
in the former verb to the Egyptians, in the latter 
to the énhabitunts of the countries wherein they 
sojourned ix affliction from the time they left, to 
the time they were settled in, Canaan. us we 
may render, ‘And they (i.e. the ians) 
shall enslave them, and they (i.e. the ites, 
Canaanites, &c.) shall afflict them.’ It is true 
that most Commentators, with our common Ver- 
sion, take as a verb sewer; a view also 
maintained by Rosenm. Yet he is obliged to 
suppose (what involves great harshness) the suffix 
t> as put for the separate form cx?» But that ia 
surely courting a difficulty; since the verb may 
be taken in an active sense, as it was by the 
LXX., and is done by Montanus, and by Gese- 
nius, who in his Lex. gives several examples, and 
resolves the suffix m into c3; though ellipsi 
rather than resolution, seems to be the principle 
here to be resorted to. 

8. d:absjxny waprrous s] Meaning, ‘the cove- 
nant sealed by circumcision,' as its distinguishin 
mark, it being at its institution (Gen. xxii. 10) 
called a àia0 «n. 
— xal otres] ‘and so,' i.e. in virtue of that 

covenant.—sarpidpxas, so called as being the 
nen and heads of the warpiai, ot 
tri 
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10 Kai qv 6 Ocós per avrod, !kal!9p- € amédovro eis AlyvrTOv. 
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efeiXero autov èx Tracav Tv ÜXieov avtov, kai wey alta 
xdpuw Kat codiay évavriov DPapaw Baciéws Avyvrrtov. ral 
xatéaTnoey avTOv Tryovpevov èr Alyurrroyv kal ÓXov Tov olkov 

9 ^ 9 ^ N 93? 4 ^ > 7 A avrov. li'HAOe 86 *Asuos èp An thy yv Abyvmrov ral x aen. s. 
`~ / * ? ~ 2] 24 m 4 e "t. Xavaày, cai Orxnfris peyaddn’ Kal ovy edpioxov yoprdcpata oi 

TATépes "dv. 121" Axovoas 06 laxo Óvra cira v Alyurrto, \cen. 41.1. 
c£amréaTeiXe ToUs TaTépas NÓV Trpóyrov. 13 m eal év TQ 6evrépo m Gen. 45. 3. 

aveyvaplaOn ’Iwand rots à6eXdois avro), xal $avepóv éyéveto 
TØ Papaw To yévos Tod 'Iwond. 14 n "Arrooteinas 86 "Iwond $3747 
perexaAégaro TOV TaTépa avtov laxo(9 xai wacay Tv ovyyé- 
veiav [avrob] év Wuyais éBdounxovra Tévre. 15° KaréBn èz 

'Iaxof eis Alyurrrov, kai éredeurncey avtos xal of TaTépes 

uav. \6P Kal uereréÜncav eis Zvxép, kai éréÜncav ev TQ pom. 4.5. 

o Gen. 46. 5. 

Gen. 43. 16. peunpate * à evjcaro ['ABpaàp] tins apyupiov Tapà tv LR, 
viQy 'Eunuóp tod Xvyéu. Y! * Kaba 96 Tyyev ô wpovos ths q Ezod. 1, 
émrayyeMas Hs pocev 6 Beds ta ABpaày, nvEnoev 6 Xaós ral 
érAnOvvOn èv Aiyirte, 19 dypis ob} dvéotn Bacireds Erepos, 
ds ovx jõe Tov ‘Iwaond. 1° Obros 

9. awidovro els Aty.] <A peculiar construc- 
tion, but — Hdot. ii. 56, T)» niv avTíov 
als AcBuny, Ti dà. els thy 'EAAáda ávrídorro, 
and other passages, which see in my Lex. The 
rationale of the construction is, that in á«oQ. 
there is a sensus pragnans, including the object 
of action. In YnAwoayres (used with allusion 
to Gen. xxxvii. 11), the speaker seems to hint at 
his own case; for Joseph, noin uliarly 
favoured by God, was yet hated by his brethren. 
€, idwxev atte yap kai codiav] ‘Evap- 

low may be taken as belonging to both yap 
and codiay, with adaptatien to each; q. d. ‘gave 
him favour in the sight of Pharaoh, and wisdom 
in his sight," i. e. so as to be esteemed by him for 
his wisdom. 

1l. Xavads] from the Heb. po lit. the low- 
Jand district of Palestine, in contrast to the high- 
land one is rural — did m 
— Xopracpara e word is properly u 

of food for cattle; and (like oor dee A the 
New Test. and the later Greek writers) is very 
rarely applied to food for men; and then only 
to the coarser sorts, and such as are used from 
necessity. 

13. á»eyvepícÓn] ‘made himself known.’ 
Thies use of the Passive (like the Hebrew conju- 
gation Hithpahel) answers to the reflected verbs 
of the modern languages. 

14. iv Wuyxais s80.] Here there is no occa- 
sion to suppose the ellipsis of cumorapivny; 
nor, indeed: any other. For in the passage of 
Deut. x. 22, on which the present is formed, the 
év stands for ovv, and 3 has the sense of tcith, 
accompanied by. So Numb. xx. 20, 433 cra. 
The best mode of removing the seeming dis- 
crepancy in tbe number is that of Hammond, 
'W etstein, and others, who think that the LX X. 
numbered among the posterity of Jacob the five 
sons of "n and Ephraim born in Egypt; 

VoL. 

KaTacopicapevos TO yévos 

and that these were omitted by Moses, because 
they were born after Jacob's departure, but by 
the LXX. at Gen. xlvi. 20, are expressly added 
from 1 Chron. vii. 14. For 6 I have now re- 
ceived œ, with all the recent Editors, because 
internal evidence, coming in aid of external 
which is somewhat weak, and I can add no- 

thing), is quite in its favour. 
To advert to the discrepancy between the pre- 

sent account and that in Gen. xlix. 30, the best 
Critics are of opinion that 'Afgpady is spurious, 
and that pereriðnoav and éréÜncay are to bo 
referred to the words oi warépes ruo» only, not 
to ’laxwB also; and that at e»rcaro we must 
supply, from the preceding. "Iaxwf8. The read- 
ing of some very ancient MSS., 6 warp "nuo, 
attests that, at an early period, 'Afpaáy was not 
here, and that something was thou ft to be want- 
ing; which was, it seeme, supplied in two ways. 
To understand 'Iaxof from the preceding, is not 
near so harsh as in many subeuditions that might 
be adduced from Thucydides. And indeed there 
is the less harshness here, since Jacob ie the chief 
subject of these two sentences; the other is only 
incidental. 

17. nas fiyy.] Render: ‘ Now as, equiv. 
to when as, i.e. at the time when the promise 
(viz. ite fulfilment) was drawing nigh. note 
on | Cor. i. 6. 

18. oux dec row 'I.] ‘had no respect for Jo- 
seph, or his memory ;' as ] Thess. iv. 4. v. 12. 

19. xaracodicduevos Tò *yé£vos nuwv) Mean- 
ing, * plotting our destruction by crafty devices,' 
such as overworking and underfeeding them. 
This sentiment (founded on Exod. i. 10, Sept.) 
is further evolved in a similar passage of Judith, 
v. 11, xai éwaviorn avTois 0 BaciAebs Alyur- 
TOV, Kai karecoplcavro avToUs iv wove xai iv 
wrlOw, xai brassirecay avrovs, xal £Üarro 
aùroùs els dovAovs. Here we M an tlustra- 
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juàv, ékáxoce TOUS TaTépas Huav, Tod Trotéiv éxÜcra Tà Bpén 

rix 11 AÙTÕV, eis TO JU) tworyovercbar. 90 1' Ev à raip éyevvi0r Movory, 

xai fv àa eios TQ Bed bs áverpád uvas pelis iv TH olx To? 

meii Tatpos [avrod]. ?!*'ExreÜévra 86 avróv, áveiXero aùtòv 7 

tEx0.2.10 Oyydtnp Papaw, txal dveOpeparo avrov éavrí) eis viov. ®© * Kai 
u Luke 34. 
19. 

vex? Aóyows Kal èv Epyots. 
éradev0n Mocis macy copia Aiyvrriay fw 06 Suvaros év 

23 “Ns 8e érAnpotro avTQ ` Teacapaxor- 

raeris ypóvos, avéBn éri Thy xapdiay abrod émiakéjraa0as Toi 

aderhods abrod ToU; vioùs 'lopa:A. % Kai ibev twa adsuov- 

pevov, nuvvato, kal érroincey éxdixnow TÈ KATATIOVOU{LEVE), TA- 

ráfas tov Abyémriov. % Evopite è cunévas TOUS aderApovs 

tion of the crafty policy of Pharaoh just spoken 

of; which was to reduce the Israelites to a etate 

of such extreme misery, that they might be 

driven to the atrocity in question, and the popu 

tion, at any rate, be kept down, even by infanti- 

cide.—IlIociv ixOera is for ixt:ĝévaı, a term 

expressly applied to the abandonment of infants. 

For Tov woisiv is, as I have shown, to be under- 

stood of the Israelites, avtovs being supplied, 

which may be better fetched from the pl. avrav 

than from the sing. aùróv. That the Israelites 

did expose their children is certain, from Exod. 

ii. and Jos. Antt. ii. 9,4. Thus in Tov moiety 

we have a genit. of purpose, the expression being 

uiv. to Ywa wowwor.. The words following els 

+d uù (weoyoveicÜar. cannot mean, as many 

eminent Expositors explain, *that they might 
not multiply and increase’ (as referred to Pha- 

raoh's purpose) ;—a sense deficient in proof—but 

must signify, ‘that they might not be preserved 

alive, namely, to experience the miserable fate 

of their parents. On the same principle as that 

on which the North American Indian women 
often destroy their female children. 

QU. iw dareios Tw Oes) ‘was exceedingly 

comely :' how it comes to mean this, see my 

Lex. in doreios.—tru Owy gives the preceding 

adjective the force of the superlative, answering 
to our ly. 

91. éxreVévra di abTOÓy] These words are 
commonly regarded as Accusatives absolute ; 
though recent Commentators prefer supposing a 
pleonasm of avrov; which, however, within so 
short a distance, can hardly be admitted. Per- 
haps it may better be referred to the rule of 
Matthie, Gr. Gr. § 426, 3, by which, to a sub- 
stantive expressing the leading idea of a proposi- 

tion, and put at its beginning, ie sup lied quod 

attinet ad. 'Avadio@as properly signifies to take 
up, and is often used of raising up drowning men 
from the sea, or taking up cores for burial ; but 
sometimes, as here, of taking up and taking care 

of exposed children. So Aristoph. Nub. 531, 
kdyó '"Efíünka, wats à' irípa tis Aaffovc 
áysíA a To. 

99. éwaidadOy, &c.] ‘was educated in,’ &c. 
In adverting to this circumstance, op ios as 
before, seems to follow the tradition of the Jews ; 
for nothing to this purpose is found in Scripture. 
With the expression wad. máa copla Aly. 
Priceus compares Lucian Philop., Oavuácios 
viv coplay, xai THY mwaéslay wacay Al - 
Tíey clés. This wisdom consisted (as we teats 

from Philo, in his life of Moses), in a knowledge 
of astronomy and astrology, the interpretation of 
dreams, magic, mathematics, medicine, &c. In- 
deed, all the greatest writers of antiquity agree 
in calling Egypt the mother of arts and sciences. 
See Joseph. Antt. viii. 2, 5, who says their wis- 
dom exceeded that of all other nations, even toa 
proverb. Among these, Bp. Warburton reckons 
Civil Polity and Legislation; and whatever bas 
been said is much confirmed by the interesting 
and important matter contained in the recently 
poua noble work of Sir G. Wilkinson. That 

oses was instructed in whatever was known in 
Egypt, we cannot doubt; and his surprising apti- 
tude at — whatever he was taught is at- 
tested by Josephus, on the authority of ancient 
tradition. 
— duvarés—ivyots] This may seem incon- 

sistent with the impediment which Moses is 
known to have had in his speech. lnsomuch 
that at Exod. iv. 16, we find Aaron his spokes- 
man to the people. But dvvards and i» Aoyeis 
may denote persuasive, and therefore powerful, 
though not , oratory. And that Moses 
had this faculty, we learn from Joseph. Antt. in. 
1. 4. Considering, too, what he relates, Ant ii. 
5, that Moses had the command of an expedition 
against the tians, we may not improbably 
sup what is here said of Moses to be nearly 

uivalent to what Thucydides, i. 139, says of 
Themistocles, that he was Aéysip Ta Kui mpáe- 
gew duvarwraros, i.e. both a powerful orator 
and able statesman. 

23. reco. xpóvos] This circumstance, too, is 
founded solely on Jewish tradition, of which ves- 
tiges are found in the Rabbinical writings. 

24. éwoincey ixdixnow] for iEedixmess.— 
TG kaGTraTovovuáro, * : . So 
2 Macc. viii. 2, iari row ùro warvtey KaTewo- 
voumsvoy Aaóy.—llarátac may be rendered, 
‘by slaying; lit. ‘having slain.” That Moses 
intended to slay the Egyptian, cannot be proved ; 
thongh Grotius shows it was justifiable, beth 
from — God n — , and from law 
in general, and especially a law of Egvpt, men- 
— by De Sic. i. 77, "Ear t iv 2T cava 
Thy yepay ldwy dortvousvoy avOpa wor (* bei 
— j Tò «xaBor\ov wacyorra, hi 
péócawvro, duvaros 
copetray. 

25. oa aep T knew in ge- 
promised to 

ov, Üaváre ipumraetir, 

neral from tradition wbat 
Abraham; and might imagine or hope that tbe 
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autov, Sts ò Beds Sia yewpds aùroð Sidwow aitois cwrnpiayr 
oi Òè ov avwvijkavy. %* TH Se émiovo épa, OPOn avrois payo- y Exot! 
pévois, kal avvijXaaev avbtous eis eiprjvgv, eitray’ “Avdpes, Aer- 
hot éare úpeîs ivari adixeire GAAnNoUs; 27 'O 86 dbdiKav Tov 
mAnolov, amwoato ayrüv, eirov Tis ce xatéotncey dpyovra 

kai Sixacrny èp nas ; B uù áveXeiv ue od Gérets, dv rpóTrov 
aveines yÜées Tov Avyirrriov; %”"Equye 66 Movats év TO Xóyo 
TOUTQ, Kal éyévero Tápowos év yi Madiap, ob éyévvnaev vioùs 
duo. 30* Kal mXnpeÜÉvrev érv Teccapáxovra, py abro LET 33 
év TH phu Tov Spouvs Ywa ayyedos Kuplov v dXoyl mupòs 
Bárov. 9!'O 8é Move? dav éÜajuate Tò papa’ mTpocepyo- 
pévov 6à abtod xaravoijcas, éyévero dxovi) Kupiov mpòs avrov 
32 ' Ey 0 Qeos TOv mrarépov cov, 6 Beds "ABpady ral 6 Beds ps m. 
'Icaàx kai 6 Qeds "IaxwB. “Evrpopos 96 yevopevos Mova?js ovx Heb. 11. 16, 

érod\pa xatavojoa 33 Elme 06 abt@ 6 Kípios Abcov TO ÚTó- 
npa TÀV Tobey cov ò yap Toros év à EoTNKas yì ayia éariv. 
4 Iov eldov T?» Kaxwolv Tod Xao0 pou ToU èv AiyuTTT, Kal 
Tov cTevaryuoU avrQv jjk«ovca: xal xarégmv eFerécOas avtovs: 
Kai võv dSedpo, àmocTeMO ce eis AtyvrTov. 35 T'oDrov TOV 

Miovaijv 9v 9"pvjcavro, eimróvres Tis oe xatéotnoey ápyovra 
xai ÕixaoTýv ; ToUrov 6 Beds dpyovra kal Xvrporrijv améoterev 
év Xetpl ayyédou ToU OjÜévros avrQ év Tj Baty. 38 * Oirros xxr. 
éEnyayev avrous, Trovjcas Tépara kal onpeîa èv yh 1 Avyvrrrov, EEN, 

time of their deliverance drew near. Hence from 
the proof given by Moses of hie readiness to ven- 
ture hie very life to serve them, they might have 
concluded that he was appointed of God to be the 
meane of their deliverance. And Moses might 
justly suppose that they would so conclude. 

26. cvvýňagsv] lit. ‘he set, endeavoured to 
set them at one, unite and reconcile them.’ 
How the word comes to signify this see my 

x. 
27. ris sa xaviornosy—nuas ;) This has the 

air of a proverbial expression, and may be com- 
pared with similar expressions in Gen. xix. 9, 
and Luke xii. 14. So also Joseph. Bell. i. 23, 5, 
Kopiov ini, xal Quac» Katriorncey. Both 
there and here diacaorne means, not judge, but 
umpire; as in Thucyd. iv. 83, Qixaa tjv ign 
Bpaciéay Trew —— $a oper ayayeiv. 

30. Xiva] In the Moeaic account it is Horeb. 
But it appears from Burckhardt and Laborde, 
that the mountain had, like Parnassus, a double 
— forming two peaks, one Horeb, the other 

inai. 
— iv poyi rupds Bárov] lit. ‘in a flame of 

a bush of fire, i. e. on fire; the Genit. rupds 
being for an adjective. 

In vain is it that certain foreign Commen- 
tators, presumptuously speculating on the sature 
of this circumstance, seek to lower it to the level 
of a natural phenomenon, and to account for it 
op merely natural pine ine The preternatural 
hore displays itsclf in characters too plain to be 
overlooked ; insomuch that none but those who 

deny it elsewhere can fail to recognize it here. 
Well, indeed, were it if such as think themselves 
too wise ‘to believe all that the prophets have 
spoken, would here learn a lesson from those 
heathen sages, the theme of their too indiscrimi- 
nate admiration. Wise is the saying of Pindar, 
Pyth. x. 76, iol dé, 09avuácia (for such ought 
undoubtedly to be read, instead of 8avuáca:) 
Orav TiÀscávTæv, oddivy wore daiverat sus 
awioroy. 

3l. xaravonca:] Karavoiw properly signi- 
fies ‘to master any thing in thought,’ so as to 
understand it; but here, by a usual interchange 
of the notions of internal and external sense, * to 
behold,’ * to examine,’ in order to comprehend its 
nature. 

32. ivrpopot ‘yevouevos, &c.] ‘It might,’ 
says Calvin, ‘seem strange that words so full 
of consolation should thus produce fear, rather 
than comfort and encouragement. But it was 

for Moses here to fear at the presence of 
od, that he might thus be impressed with a 

deeper feeling of reverence.’ 
34. xáxwciw] A rare word, of which Weta. 

adduces only one example,—from Plut. Yet 
HL ro noted it also in Thucyd. vii. 4, and 82. 
l Se 

35. This rejection of Moses’ claims is intro- 
duced to remind them of what they had been all 
along doing, by that stiff-necked obstinacy, cha- 
racteristic of their nation ; and is espec. intended 
to bear upon the case of their rejection of Jesus 

8B2 
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kai éy "EpvÜpáà Oaracon, xai èv Tj (pco črn Teccapdxorra. 
a Dect is 57 a Orós éarw 6 Motions ó eiróv rois viois Iopa Ipo- 
ch. 3. 32. ⸗ e a , , , e ` e a , ^ 
Mati.s OHTHY Upiv avactnaoes Kopios 6 Ocos [tua] x Tro» 
John& 4&  , ^ e a e ^ be? ^ » r 88 c NS. 
b Matt. 17. 8. adeXoav MGV, ws éué "aj)ro) àxkovacoÓc. Otros 
c BX a 

Sap Core Ò "yEVOLLEVOS €v TH ExxAnola èv TH épriuo pera ToU d'ryéXov 
5* 6, To) XaXoüvros avTQ *év TQ Sper Xiwá, xal TOY Tarépov ruv, 

, , ^ ^ € ^ . ?, > 

BN gn, 09 €Ocfaro íXóyua Yõvra ovari uiv. %9°s ove nOédnoay 
fom»: UmýKooL yevérOas oi Trarépes juv AAN amwcavrto, Kai éapá- 
gknisi.¢yocav tais xapdiais attov eis Alyurrov,  € eirovres tH 

"Aapov Tlotncov 9uiv Beovs of vpomopevcovras nude ó yap 
" e^ e 9 4 e A 9 a > ^ > 

h Deut. 9.10. avons — bs ébrryanyev "GS Ek ms Abyérrov.—, ove ola- 

Ye. 100.1% uey th yéyovev avro. *1 ^ Kai duocyotoincay èv rais nyépass 

86. iv 'Epv0pa 0aXaccy] Seid to be so called 39. leroád nca» Trait xepdíaw avrer] Here 
from the ‘red tinge,’ imparted by the weeds with the MSS. vary, and Editors differ. m. 
which it abounds,—insomuch that it is called in 
Genesis mom, * the weedy sea.’ And such is 
the name given it by the Pesch. Syr. Translator. 
Rosenm., however, is of opinion that it ought to 
be called the sea of Mad , from the sub- 
marine substances so called which occupy the 
bottom. A view also adopted by Laborde, Tra- 
vels in Petrea, p. 264, who quotes Giovanni 
Finati, as saying, that the water is so transpa- 
rent, that he amused himself in observing the 
peculiarity of the depths below him, where weeds 
and corals grow to such a size, as almost to have 
the appearance of groves and gardens. But as 
the Madrepores acd corals are of a red colour, 
the former view is rather confirmed, than other- 
wise. 

37. es ind) tala dtr e taken from 
dvacrices preceding. iii. 22, and note. The 
words we ¿uà intimate that Christ is the end of 
the Law. Rom. x. 4. 

98. ò ysvouaros—perà ToU ÁyyéXov] ‘who 
communicated with the angel;' namely, by act- 
ing as mediating interpreter between God and the 
éxxXnola, i. e. the assembly of Israelites con 
Fated on Mount Sinai at the promulgation of the 

w. The construction is yevéioGat merà Tov 
&yyíXov xai (ueTrá) tev watipwy "uc. On 
á*y*ysXos, denoting * the Angel-Jehovah,' see note 
on v. us t Ja i 
— Àoyia [avra óy:ov i$ a term proper 

used of * the Scriptures of the Old Testantent 
Its pus n being something uttered, 
it came to be confined to * oracular responses" (as 
Hdot. iv. 178. Thucyd. ii. 8), and was therc- 
fore well adapted to denote any revelation of God 
to man. Hence Procopius, p. 157, 17, applies it 
to the Scriptures of the New Testament. Zorro 
may be taken for {wowotovvra, as John vi. 5], 
and Heb. x. 20, *soul-saving.' So in Deut. xxxii. 
47, the Law is said to be wñ. Thus the general 
sense is: ‘For even this Moses, who acted as 
the mediator between the Angel-Jehovah and 
the ——— of the people, and who received 
these weighty revelations of Divine will at the 
hand of God, even he could not secure their obe- 
dienee to his authority. On the contrary, they 
rejected that authority, desired to return into 
Egypt, and seduced Aaron to make the golden 
calf, trampling on the authority both of Moses 
and God.’ See note supra v. 35. 

reads iy ais xapé., from three of the most an- 
cient MSS. and two others. Tisch. and Alf. 73 
xapéia, from upwards of fifty MSS.; to whi 
I can add 4 Lambeth, and 3 Mus. copies, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16; while Griesb. and Scholz 
retain the text. rec., perhaps rightly; for no 
sufficient reason can be urged for any change, 
since the text. rec. is supported by the great 
body of the MSS., confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
and Vulg. Versions. Though Versions are, ia 
a case like thie, not a very weighty authority. 
Whether +7 xapdia or Tats xapóiaus be the 
true reading, is, indeed, an open question, and 
the more difficult to determine, since the phrase 
orpidicOa, &c., occurs, as far as I know, no 
where else either in the New Test, the Sept., or 
the Class. writers; and especially consideriog 
that the singular and the plural forms are else- 
where found to vary, e. g. infra v. 5l, dwepituy- 
TOi +H xapédia, where the MSS. offer capdiare 
and ait «., the former of which is adopted by 
Lachm.; while Tisch. retains the text. rec.; 
very properly, since the weight of authority is 
in ite favour, confirmed by such expressions as 
ol xa0apol rH xapdia, ol ravervol TH xaptia, 
&c. The fall sense seems to be, ‘they turned 
back (rororo in heart and affection) to Egyp- 
tian idolatry and immorality.’ 
— terpapneav—Alyvwrrov} This is by some 

Commentators taken to mean, ‘they were bent 
on returning.’ ee Exod. xvi. 3. xvii. 3) By 
others, ‘ their tions reverted back to Eg) 
its sensuality and idolatry.” See Ezek. xx. & 
The two senses may be included. 

40. of «po*op. huæv] It was cus 
among the Oriental nations of antiquity for the 
images of the gods to be borne before the people 
in journeys, or military expeditions, since they 
fancied they thus enjoyed their more effectual 
protection. Indeed the true God had done this 
in the pillar of the cloud and fire. See Numb. 
x 53, omp mi Par — 8. Accordingly, 
the people demanded that the gods, or im of 
the Ede. whom they had — the objec of 
their worship, should be borne before them. 

4l. inocyowolncav] The people had seen in 
Egypt divinities worshipped under certain visible 
forme ; p et led to — e of 
a golden calf, or bu r a symbol o tru 
God, because the Egyptians worshipped Onsiris, 
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éxeivats, Kat avyyayov Üvaíav TQ eiO9Aq, kai evjpatvovro èv 
Tots Epyots TOv yeipüv avrQy. 4 !"Earpejye 5é ó Oeós, * kai i Jer. 19.13. 

Amos 5. 25, 

mapéðwxev avrovs !Xarpevew TH OTpaTia Tov oUpavoU Kabas Pps n.i. 
1 Deut. 4. 10. 

ryéyparrras ev Bio ràv mpopnrór Mù opaysa kal Óvaias 3Xings iz. 
qTpocT"véykaTré pot čt) Teocapáxkovra èv TH Épüpng, 
olxos Iopa59X; *9) Kai averaBete thv akqv3)yv tod Mo- 
NOX, Kal TÒ áa Tpov ToU Oeod vuv 'Peudáàv, rovs TUTovs 

the inventor, or introducer, of agriculture, &. 
under the form of a bull (Apis), as the symbol 
of agricultural labour. See Hdot. iii. 28. Diod. 
Sic. i. 21; though the oz was a common form 
for idole in the East, especially in Chaldea and 
Assyria; and colossal bulle have recently been 
disinterred by Dr. Layard. Sir G. Wilkinson, 
however, ie of opinion, that these golden calves 
were imitations of Mnevis, a bull kept at Helio- 
polis, as a living symbol of the Sun; which is 
confirmed by the words of the next verse, Àa- 
TptU£iw TH CTpaT. T. 00pavoV. 

42. iarpwi—x*al wapéd.} ‘turned (about), 
and delivered them to serve, &c.; meaning, 
‘that he chan from his former gioas 
kindness towarde them, and, provoked by their 
rebellion, delivered them up to their own ido- 
latrous desires! We must understand thie as 
a judicial infliction, not a mere letting them 
follow the corrupt affections of their own heart; 
just as in the similar case mentioned by 

t. Paul, Rom. i. 28, xa@we obk éédoxinacay 
Tov Orv ixew iv imtyywou, wapidwxey 
aíToU« ò Osós ale ddoxinoy vovv. Thus, 
in either case, God delivered them up to, by 
withdrawing his preventing grace to restrain 
them from, the corruptions of their own minds 
and hearts See the able note of Calvin, who 
remarks that by this example we are admonished, 
* ut sollicité NE sequendam Dei lam intenti 
simus; quia simul atque vel tantillàm ab ea de- 
fleximus, buc et illuc variie deliriis raptari, im- 
plicari plurimis superstitionibus, et penitus de- 
mergi in vastam errorum colluviem, necesse est. 
. »... Hinc simul colligere licet, non aliter 
posse nos rectam viam ui, nisi quum Do- 
minus nobis regendis Lauri aversa autem 
ejus facie, nos statim in errores abstrahi.’ 

— AXarp. TH oTpar. T. o0p.] i. e. ‘the host of 
the firmament' — the sun, moon, and stars, or 
lanete. The expression is derived from the 
ebr. prow was. The fact is not recorded in 

the Pentateuch as occurring at this time; but 
traces of it in after times occur in several 
sages of 2 Kings; and occasionally in the Pro- 
phets, as Jer xix. 13. Zeph. i. 5. In the sub- 
Joined quotation, all in proof, by BiBA. r. 
a pop. is meant ‘the Body of the Prophets’ (i. e. 
the minor, or shorter Prophets), ed as a 
Volume. The cited is from Amos v. 25, 
26, in the Sept., with scarcely any variation, ex- 
cept that oIxos 'IoparjA ie transposed. 

— mh opayia, &c.] An interrogative sen- 
tence ushered in by uh (answering to the Hebr. 
sT) has generally the force of a ton. But as 
it appears from Scripture that the Iraclites did 
offer sacrifices to God in the desert, it should 
seem that the idiom has here the force of asser- 
tion: ‘Did ye indeed offer to me sacrifices for 
forty years in the wilderness? [yes;] and yet 

10. 

[xal for xaíro:] [so little real was your piety], 
that [in conjunction with my worship] ye raised 
the tabernacle of Moloch.’ This mode of solu- 
tion, and the interpretation connected with it, 
are confirmed by the Expositors on the Hebrew 
original, especially Dr. Henderson, who annotates 
as follows :—' The true construction of the pas- 
sage is founded on the principle, that not unfre- 
quently in Hebrew the interrogation implies, 
and calls for, an emphatic affirmative, either ex- 
pressed or understood ; and is ov Aueen t 
a negative inte tion in our lan i o 
l Sem. ii. 27, 28° Job xx. 4. Jer ixi 20. 
Ezek. xx. 4. In the present case, as in thoso 
cited, the persons addressed are to admit 
the fact couched in the appeal." e use of the 
Hebr. 4 for ‘and yet,’ zd of the Greek xal for 
xalros, are each of frequent occurrence. 

43. xal ave dBeve] Render: * Ye took up 
and bere reverently about with you the taber- 
nacle of Moloch.’ Biblical Antiquaries seem 
now s aas De Winer, R. W. B.) that this 
Moloch was the Phænician Saturn, whose image, 
of immense size, of brass (sometimes gilt), with 
the head and face of a bullock, and the arms 
outstretched of a man (very much like the 
Mexican idols described by Humboldt and 
otbers), and formed hollow. To this idol human 
sacrifices of children were offered, by placing 
them in its arms, then heating the image red-hot 
by a fire kindled within. is, however, only 
answers to the deseription of the idol in afler 
times. At the period in question the idol was, 
no doubt, of very small size, to admit of being 
easily hidden from the view of Moses and Aaron; 
and the oxnvi will thus denote a sort of case to 
inclose and convey ít in, probably formed in 
imitation of a real ; like the lepa 
oxnvy in the Carthaginian camp, mentioned by 
Diod. Sic. xx. 25, as a sort of; rtable temple, 
and like those small models of t the temple of 
Diana at Ephesus, mentioned at Acts xix. 24, 
where sce note. 'AveAáflas refers to the bear- 
ing it on the shoulders, as in religious proces- 
sions, or when raised and aloft at the 
celebration of divine worship. 
— TÒ dorpov Tov Osov vua] i.e. the image 

of him whom ye account as a god, and worship 
under the image of a star. 
— ‘Peupav} Of the various hypotheses formed 

by the learned to reconcile the apparent discre- 
cy here between the Hebrew, the LXX., and 

ew Test, a summary may be seen in Towns. 
Chr. Arr. As to the Sept. and New Test., it is 
plain tbat the same name is meant by both. Tho 
chief diversity is in the u, which should secm 
not to be correct. The Pipav of many MSS, 
of tho New Test., to which I can add Lamb. 
1182, Mus. 5115, Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, or tho 
"Paipàv of the LXX., seems to be the truo 
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A A e e e 

ods émojwjcare Tpockvveiv abToic& kal peTosKL@ Upás 

minds. éékeiva t BagvXóvos. 
Heb. 8. 5. 

44 —^'*H ory) ToU paptupiou Ùv 

èv Trois TaTpáciw fuv év Tf) (pup, rabàs Suerd£aro ó xaX» 

»Jon.11. T Maich, mordoa avriy xarà tov Túmov by éwpaxes © "tp 

xai eionryayou SiadeEduevos oi TraTépes "jud peta Inoov, & 77 

o18m 16 KaTacyéce. TOV eOvav, Gv EEwoev 6 Beds ard mpocovmov Tew 

aan. 7.1 £pov huv ews ràv Huepov Aavidy 56 ° ds eÙ iptv EVAT LOV ifam.7.1, maTépwv rdv čws TOY Tjuepov Aav evpe yup 
— —— i ToU Oeod, xai yTHcaTO eUpetv oxnvopa TO Oeo Iako. 47? Zo- 

Pikes Aoudy 58 geoddunoey abri olwov. 48°AAN ody ó bYioTos & 
AmA | yetpotrourrous [vaois] xarowet, rabàs ó mpopiýrns Neyer. 4° 37O 

spelling. All the most learned inquirers are 
agreed that by 'Pepàvy, or ‘Pardpay, was weant 
SATURN, of whom it was one of the names. And 
they are almost alike agreed in considering the 
CHIUN of the Hebrew as only name of 
the same idol-deity. MOLOCH is also, with pro- 
bability, supposed to be axother. 

BafgvAavoc, the Hebr. and Sept. Instead o 
have Aupacxov; a remarkable discrepancy, not 
easily accounted for. Some consider Baf. as a 
slip of memory; which is quite inadmissible. 
The best mode of dealing with the diecrepanc 
is, to say (with Dr. Henderson, after Bp. Pearce 
* that Stephen has éwixeiwa BaBudcvos, by way 
of interpretation. So that ‘while what Amos 
states is included in the statement made by the 
Protomartyr, the latter embraces what was 
known from the /act to be the bas ae of the 
prophecy ; the Israelites having been carried, not 
merely beyond Damascus, but beyond Babylon, 
into the country of the Medes.’ Indeed, as Mr. 
Alford observes, ' the fulfilment of the prophecy 
would make it very natural to substitute that 
name which had become inseparably connected 
with the prophecy." 

The purpose of the speaker in this and 
the three next verses is to moderate that self- 
complacent pride, which the Jews entertained 
with respect to their Temple, by reminding them 
that, after the giving of the Law, their ancestors 
had worshipped God not in a magnificent temple, 
but in a moveable tabernacle. And therefore, 
that as the place for Divine worship had been 
changes at the pleasure of the Deity, so the 
worship of Him is not so bound to one place, but 
that it might again be changed from the present 
Temple to some other place; thus intimating 
that Poliness is not confined to locality. 
— ù oxnvh Tov paptupiov) By this the 

LXX. express the Hebr. mya 5m at Numb. 
xvii. 23, so called either with reference to the 
tables of testimony contained therein; or from 
its being the place where God gave witness of 
his sonont presence. Seo Exod. xxv. 40. Heb. 
viii. 5. 
— xaÜ0ós ıeráķaro, &c.] The construction 

is elliptical ; and the sense, expressed in full, 
would have been, ‘[so built] as He who had 
conversed with Moses (i. e. Jehovah) had com- 
manded him to build it' See Exod. xxv. 40, 
compared with Heb. viii. 5. 

. GiadsEdusvoi] scil. oxnyny, ‘having re- 
ceived it as handed down, in the way of inkoni 
ance, from their ancestors; The words pera 

'[ncov are to be construed immediately after ol 
7zaTípts. 
— by Tj xarac xécs) ‘in,’ or ‘at their taking 

poeseseion of it.' 
46. grfcarTo sipeiv}] 1 have asar in my 

Suppl. Volume, proved that the ering of 
jT*caTo, ‘desired,’ is quite untenable, and have 
shown that in the two passages adduced in proof, 
l Kings xix. 4, and Eccles. xi. 10, the real sense 
is, ‘requested for himself, followed in the former 

e by an Infinit, as here. The difficulty 
involved in eópsi» is only evaded, not removed, 
by rendering it, on very precarious authority, ‘ to 

t, ‘to obtain.’ The only clue to unravel the 
ifficulty, is to bring the , asl lon 

did, into jux ition with Ps. cxxii. 2 
espec. v. 5, on which the use of sipety bere is 
founded, where mowo woww may be ren- 
dered, by supplying what is necessary to the 
sense from the preceding member (of which this 
is an exegetical parallelism), ‘ Until I bave found 
out a for |i. e. wherein 1 may bud] a 
habitation,’ &c. For all the former member as 
far as 5 is to be repeated in the latter. — 
at sUpreip we Way suppose a pregnancy of sense, to 
be filled up accordingly; bearing in mind that 
the vow there involves an earnest request in 
prayer, alluded to in the JT5jcaTo bere, with re- 
erence to what is said at 2 Sam. vii. 2, where 
David's request to build a house, and at firat en- 
couraged so to do by Natban, is afterwards, on a 
Divine revelation, forbidden to be thought of. 

48. ddd’ ovx 6 üpıoros iv xupor., &c.] 
This ie not said with reference to Solomon ; for 
he sufficiently recognized tbe truth—that God is to 
be sought in heaven, and that thither the minds 
of believers muet ascend, by faith. (See 1 Kings 
viii. 27.) The intent of the words is to reprove 
the stupidity of the popular notion respecting 
the Temple, which was such as to su that 
God could be cor do pluce. (Calv.) In 
fact, there are, as often after this and euch Parti- 
cles of ratiocination, worde left to be su plied ; 
q. d. [* But, although Solomon built for himself 
an house, we are not to infer that the Most High 
is confined to earthly domiciles] ; for, as saith 
the Prophet, * Heaven is my throne, and earth 
is my footstool ;" as God needs not such a house, 
he cannot be limited by it; as Solomon saya, 
l Kings viii. 27 ; leaving it to be interred, that 
even that ly house might be done away 
with, and the mode of worship be totally 
changed. 
— The vaois after xecpos. is absent. from A, 
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oùpavós pot Opovos, 9j è y úmomóðiov TaY Today pov 
moov otkov otxodopnoeré poi (Aéyet Kúpios); 4 Tis TÓ- 
mos THS KataTavcems pov; 50 ovyin eip pov érroinae 
TaUTa WavTa; 
. i «ANPOT par, Kat arrepltprrrot T) Kxapdia xal ois aS ior S 
wiv! ipes ael TQ IIvevpart TQ ayip ávremrrere: ws oi maTépes Fk 97. 
úMGvV, xai tpets. 52 Tiva tev rpodytay oix édiwkay oi Trarépes 
Upav; kai anéxteway Tovs Tpoxararyyelxavras Trepi THs édev- 
aews ToU Atxaiov, o0 viv vpeis mpodoras kal doveis yeyéevncbe 
53 s ofrives eXaBere Tov vónov eis Statayas dryyéXov, kal ovx — 
éfvAafare ...... 

B, C, D, E. and some four cursives, and is can- 
celled by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. as an explanatory gloes, or an insertion from 
xvii. 24. But a gloss would not be required ; and 
it is more likely that Luke would use it here, as 
he did there; and it ie found there in all the 
copies. Nor is it likely to have been interpolated 
in all the copies but mime. It might be acci- 
dentally omitted by a variation of position in the 
originals,—a very frequent cause of omission. 
However, internal evidence is equally balanced, 
and the genuineness of the word is an open 
question. 

49, 50. The variatione here from the LXX. 
Isa. lxvi. 1, 2, are very small, and wili almost 
disappear, if Aéyes Kópios be taken as interposed 
from what comes after. [n the concluding words, 
indeed, instead of ov xyi—wavra ; we have in the 
LXX. vávra yap Uroínasy 4 xsíp mov, which 
js countenanced by the Hebrew ; where, if our 
present copies be correct, the sentence is ex- 
ressed, not inte tively, but declaratively. 

Bat, as Hoffm. has shown, it comes to the same 
thing, which of the two ie taken; but that the 
interrogation has the more force and epirit, and 
was therefore more likely to have been adopted 
by the sacred speaker. Upon the whole, the 
scope and sentiment are the same in the words of 
the Prophet in the Hebr. and Sept., and as the 
are adduced by Stephen; the aim is, to chec 
that proneness to glory in external and imposing 
worship and service; in order to which the Most 
High asserts his infinite superiority to every 
thing earthly and material, and intimates the 
only Temple, in which he will dwell, —the heart 
of the spiritual worshipper. See Calv. 

51. There is here an abruptness of transition, 
which has led some to maintain that something 
was now said which has not been recorded by 
St. Luke ;—a view quite inadmissible. The best 
Expositors are of opinion that this change of 
manner, and transition from calm narration to 
sharp rebuke, was occasioned by some interrup- 
tion and insult on the part of the auditors. Yet 
that interruption might not be, as they imagine, 
by open tumult, and clamours for the death of 
the prisoner, but rather (as Doddr. and Kuin. 
suppose) by low but deep murmurings, and quite 
audible hisses; which will account for and jus- 
tify the sharp acrimony of subsequent invective 
in words. To suppose, as do Neander and Alf., 
that the zeal of our Protomartyr's fervent spirit 
had been, during the course of his addrese, worked 

. 8. 19. 
3 Esd. 14. 80. 

up into such disgust at the retrospect of a long 
succession of apostasies, idolatries, rejection of 
God's Prophets, and their murder of the Just 
One himself, as to be kindled into a flame of èa- 
vective, is scarcelv to be reconciled with the course 
suited to an inspired orator, so as to be safely 
adopted. Of the two epithets by which Stephen 
apostrophises his hearers, the first, cxAnp., is one 
in sense frequently employed by the Prophets in 
spesking of obstinate and perverse Israel (see my 
Lex. in v.) ; the second, less frequently, but here 
with much point of censure ; and no wonder, for, 
as circumcision was always considered as a symbol 
of moral purity, so weptroui) is, in Scripture, 
often applied to the mind and heart. See Jer. 
iv. 4. quum Dt by évspirunTo: TH xapdíq 
are meant those who are actuated by the carnal 
mind, which is * enmity inst God,’ Rom. ii. 
29, and viii. 7. Comp. Levit. xxvi. 41, and 
Ezek. xliv. 9. 
By adwepirp. Toit (civ are meant those who 

turn a deaf ear to all calls to repentance and 
reformation, * whose ear (in the worde of Jerem. 
vi. 10) is uncircumcised, and they cannot 
hearken.’ 
— dti—dvriwiwrere] ‘ye perpetually resist 

the Holy Spirit,’ i. e. by rejecting the testimony 
of those who speak by the Holy Spirit; which is 
regarded as tantamount to resisting the Holy 
Spirit himself. See Matt. x. 40, and the parallel 
passages. Their forefathers had in like manner, 
as themselves, ee the prophets sent from 
God, and inspired by the Holy Spirit. How 
åvyriımiímrev comes to mean this, seo my Lex. 

52. riva r&v ?rpod. ovx idiwğav] A strong 
mode of assertion, but not to be pressed to the 
very letter, but only rded as presenting & 
general truth, and pointing at it as a national 
characteristic. 
— Tov Aixalov) ‘ the Messiah ;' the term bein 

used xur’ £Eoxy?jv to denote Christ. See ch. iii. 
14, 22, and note on Luke xxiii. 47. That the 
name was used by the Jews to denote the ex- 
poe Messiah, Bp. Middleton has fully proved. 
would add, that sometimes the Latin Justus is 

so used. Thus I find it in a fragm. of Victo- 
rinus's treatise de Fabrica Murali, preserved in 
the Lambeth Library, and published in vol. iii. 
pp. 455—461, of Routh, Rel. Sacr., where, at 
pp. 459—466, we have * auctoritatem totius crea- 
ture justus;' where for ‘auctoritatem’ Walker 
rightly emende ‘auctor autem ;' but (pace viri 
eruditissimi Routhii) he does not rightly emend 
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t ch. 5. 338. 

ACTS VII. 54—58. 

54 t 'Axoúovres S¢ TraUTa Ovmpiovro tats xapdiats avTOv, xal 
&Bpvyov roUs ddévras èr avrov. 55 ‘Tardpywy 66 mAnpns IIvev- 
patos aylou, arevicas eis Tov ovpavov cióe Ootav Oto, 

`~ 

Rma. 

"Inoobty écrata èr SeEiav tov Geov, 59 kal elmer 'Ióov, cepe 
Tos oupavots t avewypévous, kai tov Tv ToU avOpwirov ¿x 
SeEiav éorüra roð Oeod. 57 Koáfavres 86 ovi) neyáxn, ouv- 

va.s$*. EOYOY TA WTA avTaY, Kat ðppnoav óuoÜvuabov èr avrov. " xai 
1 Kings 
18. 

Jesus for justus, since justus (write and point 
Justus,) will yield the same sense, and with far 
more point. 

53. 4X4. row vou. ele dtatayds åy.) I have 
already shown that, of the many expositions 
offered of this difficult passage most are very ill 
founded, and sacer any are to be entirely 
approved. The best key to open out the diffi- 
culty was presented by Calvin in the kindred 

at da. iii. 19, comp. with Heb. ii. 2, voxoe 
——— à ayy EX eov. But he did not himself 
use the key aright, in rendering ele àia. by ‘ dis- 
position, ‘arrangement.’ He should rather have 
said ‘prom ione.’ The true interpretation, 
however, would seem to be, ‘at the announce- 
ment of angels. The sense presented in Mr. 
Alford's interpretation, *at the injunction of 
angels,’ is precluded by there being no sufficient 
authority for such a sense of ĝar. 1 am per- 
suaded that the same sense ie intended in 

es—this and Gal. iii. 19; and, as in the 
, the true sense in full must be, that ‘the 

Law given by God was announced by angels’ 
(comp. Joseph. Antt. xv. 3, nuwy ra xdd\X\tora 
TV —— Kal Tà ócusTraTa Twy iv Toit 
vóuois Ov dyyiiwy wapa rov Osov pabovrwy), 
so in the latter, that the people received the law 
‘at the announcement,’ or as we, ‘ proclamation 
of angels.’ Of this sense of sis, comp. another 
ex. in Matt. xii. 4], uerevonoay sls TO kiüipvyua 
'Iwva. It ie a strong confirmation of the truth 
of the above interpretation, that, while the august 
solemnity, with which the Law was announced, 
must have given it additional majesty in the 
eyes of those who received it, it tended to aggra- 
vate the guilt of such of their posterity as should 
desert or violate it. 
— oix ipuvrAaEare] Here the discourse seems 

to have been interrupted ; otherwise there would 
have been adduced the in and the appli- 
cation from what had been thus far spoken: on 
which see note at ver. 1. 

54. dsemplovro rats xapdlas viia EN They 
were cut asunder in their hearts.’ note, 
supra v. 33, and add Shakesp., * O Hamlet, thou 
hast cleft my heart in twain !' 

55. TIvevuaros dylov] Meaning the influence 
of the Holy Spirit, animating and supporting him 
under the trial he had to encounter. 
— aIde ĉóğav Oot) Many recent Commen- 

tators here recognize no more than a strongly 
figurative mode of expression, importing full per- 
suasion of what he did not see, as if he actually 
saw it. But the words will not, without great 
violence, admit of such a construction; and, in- 
deed, this is at once forbidden by the words fol- 
lowing, lob, Bewpes, in which is a positive asser- 
tion of something really seen. By the dofay 

"" éxfaAóvres é&w ris wodews EALHoBorovy. 59 Kai oi náprupes ar- 

O«0ov we may, with most itors, understand 
the Shechinah, or symbol of the Divine ; 
supposing the visual faculties of the illustricas 
Protomartyr to have been, miraculously, so 
strengthened, that the heavens and the throne of 
God were made visible to him. 
— ‘Inoovy torwra ix Oki» row Susi 

This, it has been justly suppoeed, was in 
to suggest to the holy martyr the present help 
and support he might expect from the Divine 
power. Comp. a similar in Zech. iii. |, 
where the Prophet sees 'Incove Tóv ispia rev 
utyay écTiTa xpd *pogconrov dyyitov Kv- 
piov. 

56. obpavods dvewypuivovs] Lachm., Tisch, 
and Alf. edit, from 3 uncial MSS., and 5 others, 
Sinvoryp.; while Griesb. and Scholz retain 
dvewypu., Which is confirmed by Matt. iii. 16. 
Luke iii. 21. Rev. xix. 11. But internal ervi- 
dence is in favour of d:nv., which may have beea 
used by St. Luke, since it frequently occurs ia 
the Sept., several times in his own Gospel, and 
occasionally in the later Greek writers. In 
the present instance the use of the ition 
in comp. would have a peculiar suitableness, 
since the full sense here intended is, * laid open 
by being disclosed to view, so that the Son of 

an should be seen. The word was likely to 
have been used by * Luke the an, since it 
occurs in the medical writers. iate a 
term ought not to bave been discarded, as it bas 
been, on slender authority, by Lachm., Tisch, 
and Alf, at Mark vii. 35, xal cvOies Scnpoi- 
pincar, where, for diny., they read ġroiynoav. 
he 2; is called for by the ĉ:avoixOnT: occurring 

just before, and is highly erige to the idea of 
; ears, as ap ma ef 

ucian, Contempl. xxi Mae" dp rede. iT: 
$iavoryÜ rra aŭToie Tà wra. 

57. avvío xor rà era] This was meant as a 
bolical action, ressive of detestation and 

abhorrence; as is plain from the pape of the 
Classical and Rabbinical writers adduced ia 
Recens. Syn. So Plut., vol. ii. p. 1095, Tà ora 
kaTaXnjy Taie xepol, dvcyxepaivey xai Bde- 
AvrTóusrov; That «pátavric must con- 
sidered in the same light, and not be viewed as 
merely meant to drown the voice of Stephen, is 
plain from a passage of lrenseus, cited by Wet- 
stein. 
— dxBarovrec] ‘having hurried him out of 

the city.’ Comp. Luke iv. 29. 
— é:BoBcrovy] Since we bare a little fur- 

ther an — iXi0080X0v». row Er., Markland 
complains of an unnecessary repetition of the 
same thing. The difficulty, however, may be 
removed by either (with Heinr.) considering the 
first àA008. as denoting preparation for action; 
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eÜcvro Td ipár.a avTOv vrapà ToUs TóÓas veaviou kraħovpévov 
XavXov, 5Y xal eAvGoBorovy tov Zrépavov, erixadovpevov Kal v Lakes. 
Aéyovra: Kupte 'lqoo0, état TÒ TweÜpd pov! 60 Beis dé Tà 

yovata, éxpabe ovi peyady " Kupie, pù aTüjays avrois Thv yiakes 
ápapriav Taty! Kat roUTo citav exouunOn. VIII. ! * XaüXos 2 s. so. 

Sè Fv cuvevSoxav Tí) dvaipéces airo). "Eryévero 82 év exelvy Tf ~ 
a & 7. 68. 

neépa Suwypos uéyas imi T?» éxxrAnoiay thy èv ‘Tepocodvposs 
vrávres te OwoTápucav xarà Tas ywpas THs ‘Iovdalas xal 
Y d. * they set about stoning him,” or rather (with 

lotz Pearce, Rosenm., and Kuin.), by taking 
the thing as expressed more Historicorum, first 

ly, by anticipation, and then (after an in- 
sertion repue the keeping of the clothes by 
Seul) particularly, narrating by whom he was 
stoned, and describing some circumstances which 
attended the — 

— d*íÜ1vro) necessary preparation, since 
the stones destined for such & purpose were ex- 
ceedingly large. This laying aside the garments, 
in order to lighter for any office, was usual 
with the long-vested inbabitants of Greece as 
well as of the East, and is alluded to by Aristoph. 
Vesp. 408, 4AA4 Ooluária Badovres, Osics, xal 
Boa, xai í£AX TA. 

Though the whole proceeding was illegal and 
tumultuary, yet (as Beza and Grot. observe) the 
actors conformed to the letter of the law; which 
directed that, in cases of stoning, the witnesses 
should cast the s Hune to denote 
their responsibility for what was done. 

59. — &c.] Bentley and Valckn. 
propose to insert Osov. The ON, they think, 
zh easily have been absorbed by the precedin 
ON. But that this should have happened ix 
the MSS., for 1 find not a single copy in the 
Lamb., Mus, or Trin. Coll. collections, is ex- 
ceedingly — and the propounding it 
very disgraceful to the Prince of Critics. If, in- 
deed, we were compelled to suppose invocation 
to God, it is difficult to see how any thing short 
of the insertion of the word could be 
admitted. That, however, is not the case; and 
why the Commentators should have been so 
anxious to make Stephen offer up invocation 
to God, I know not; since, as Markland truly 
observes, *it were contrary to Stephen's inten- 
tion ;—which was to die a martyr to the Divinity 
of Jesus Christ. So that it is only Him he in- 
vokes. There is surely no reason why Kúpiov 
*Inaovy should nof be supplied from the follow- 
ing words of the invocation, Kópis 'Incov, sub- 
auditions from the context being, even in the 
Class. writers (espec. Thucyd.), sometimes taken 
from the words which fullow, 
Ree bestowed vie can neve * othor pré 
than ‘ addressing by prayer and supplication,’ 
been established beyond all coutrovers by Bp. 
Horsley against T and by Dr. P. Smith, 
Scrip. Test. vol. iii. p. 38. ually plain is it 
that Jesvs ie the object to which thie prayer was 
addressed; a point, indeed, fully admitted by 
Kuin., who here compares Rev. xxii. 29, where, in 
the words £pxov, Kipis ‘Inco, it is certain that 
Jesus is addressed in prayer, as he is here, in terms 
which necessarily imply Divine power, and nothing 
short of Derry; even in language borrowed from 
his owa holy example. See Luke xxiii. 34. 

— déFar TÒ wvevud pou] Using, in substance, 
the same prayer as his had done, on the 
cross, to his Father; meaning, as the best Com- 
mentators are agreed, ‘receive my soul into the 
mansious of the blessed." A mode of expression 
to denote the being ‘ with Christ, where He is, 
and to behold his glory.’ ‘ Thereby,’ as Dr. 
Smith observes, ‘asking the greatest good that 
immortal existence can receive, or even Omni- 
potent Love bestow.’ 

60. uù ornons a. THy du. T.) Iam estill of 
opinion that the simplest and truest interpretation 
of the words is, * Do not put this their sin into 
the scale which containe their sins; do not tm- 
pute it to them ; lay it not to their charge, reckon 
it not." 
— áxoi5j05] A not unfrequent euphemism to 

denote *dying, found in Soph., but not in 
Class. writers downward, though often occurring 
in the Sept., from which it was adopted by tho 
Jews (see exx. in Wetst., on Matt. xxvii. 52), 
and by the early Christians, as a usual Christian 
term to denote ‘death.’ Nevertheless, consider- 
ing the origin of this signification (on which see 
my Lex.) it would seem that here Luke meant 
to designate the death of Stephen as calm and 
peaceful, notwithstanding the extreme violence 
with which it was inflicted. Otherwise the term 
would have been unsuitable under the circum- 
stances of the case. And I am not eure that 
Soph. Elect. 500, in the pathetic epode, con- 
taining the words sùre yàp ò wovtiabele Mup- 
TÍAos éxotiuaOn, did not intend to allude to the 
quietness of the death in question, since physio- 
logists are agreed that drowning ie almost the 
easiest of deaths, as it seems Soph. was aware, 
though another Poet of equal distinction says, 
following the vulgar notion, in his King Richard 
IIT. i. 4, * Methought what pain it was to 
drown.” The fine passage from the Greek An- 
thology, cited by Wetst., 'AxáyOios la pòv Ümvov 
Koipara: (an imitation of the Homeric «xo:- 
unoaro yáXxsov üwvov) Ounoxew uy Aéys 
TOUS — must have been written by a 
Christian poet, who probably had this passage of 
Luke in mind. 

VIII 1—4. Persecution of the Church by Saul, 
as ing from the same bitter spirit which 
brought St to his death. Accordingly the 
portion ought not to have been dissevered from 
the preceding context by the present division of 
the chapters. On the force of cuvevd. and its 
construction, see my Lex.—’Ev ix. Tj nulpe 
cannot mean ‘on that very day, but ‘at the very 
fime, namely, when Stephen was stoned, — 
'Eyévero, lit. ' there began to be,’ ‘ took place.’ — 
wavres must be taken, with limitation, to denote 
‘the generality’ of tho dispersion, consisting, 
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ZXapapeías, riv TÀv ázroaróNov. ? (avvexouicay è tov XTé- 
$avov dydpes eUXafeis, xal émoujaavro Kotrerov péyav èT avrQ-) 

_ 9 b XaüXos 06 éAvpa(vero THv éxxANTiay, xarà TOUS olkovs eioTro- 
pevóuevos, cúpwv Te áyÓpas xai yuvaixas, Tapedibov eis puray. 
* Oi uèv oov Susa rapévres GujABov, evaryyedilouevos TOY Duvyov. 
5c Piumros 9€ kareAÜov eis mouv THs Xapapeías, éxrpvaa ev 

8 IIpoactyóv Te ot Sydot Toig Xeyojévots 
bmó Tod Plmrov ópoÜvpabóv, ev TQ axovew avrov; xai Brewery 

b ch. 22. 4. 
& 30. 10, 11 

c ch. 6. 5. 
, ^ ` 7, avrois Tov Xpiotov. 

d Mark 16. 
17. 

Ta onpeia à èmoie T àmo yap TOV ÉyOvre» mvevpaTta 
áxáÜapra, Bowvra dvi) neyáxn eEnpyero, TroXXoi 66 grapaXeXv- 
pvo, kal yaoi éeparrevÜnaav: 8 Kai éyévero yapa peyadn év 

perhaps, of all but the lower ranks, whose ob- 
scurity migbt cause them to be overlooked. 

1. vÀü» tav à*ocTÓXov] They, it seems, 
remained, in order at once to support the cou 
of those who stayed behind, and by their sted- 
fastness confirm the faith of those who had fled ; 
being protected by the especial providens of 
God, for the pu of first building up the 
Church at Jerusalem by their zeal and energy, 
and afterwards governing it by their wisdom. 

2. evvaxóuicap] The word properly signifies 
‘to bring together;' but it is specially used as a 
funeral term, like the Latin com ; denoting 
not only the laying out of the body, but all other 
preparations for its interment; nay also, as here, 
the funeral rites themselves. Thies sense is so 
rare in the Class. writers, that I know of only 
one example, Soph. Aj. 1068, rovds row vexpoy 
Xtpoiv uù avykouítQsuw. 
— svAaBeis] It is a point somewhat disputed, 

whether these persons were Christians, or Jews. 
Most Commentators are of opinion that they 
were religious Jews, or Hellenistic proselytes, 
and perhaps secret friends to Christianity. They 
probably consisted of religious men, both Chris- 
tians and well-disposed Jews. So Luke ii. 25, 
such a one is called dixaros xal sbAafliie. 

3. iAvpuaívero tv ixxAnolay| AupuaiverBar 
ie a term properly applied to wid beasts, whose 
nature it ie to ravage and s though not un- 
frequently used, as here, of violent and injurious 
men, who, like ‘ravening wolves,’ waste or spoil, 
destroy and persecute; eo answering to what St. 
Paul says of himself, Gal. i. 13, 4ó(exoy» A» 
áxkXnolay rov Osov kai iar ópÜovy autriv. The 
general sense, then, intended in each passage is 
*to bring down by persceution to utter ruin.' 
Comp. Xen. Hiet. ii. 3, 23, Auu. Thv wodsreiay. 
Indeed here riv ixxAnciay (a noun of multitude) 
may be considered used as an ecclesiastical wo- 
Acteia, being ‘a society of faithful persons called 
out of the world.’ The words just after, xara 
Toùs olxous elowop. may be taken with what 
precedes, and thus the Participle will be one of 
mode or manner, viz., by making entrance at 
houses, house by house; as also oúpwv, which 
follows, ‘by having drawn; for the re after 
cUpcy must not be taken with xai, otherwise 
the construction will be destroyed. 

4—12. Philip the Deacon preaches the Gospel 
in Samaria. 

5. kaTsAÜGy ele wów THs Bau.) This is 
by almost all Translators and Expositors taken 
to mean, ‘having gone down to the city of 

Samaria ;' and so also Dr. Robinson, in his Bibl. 
Researches, and his Lex. New Test., where be 
has some interesting particulars both as to tbe 
— and tet state — city, — 
erences to the est. an us. 
however, it is, that he should derive the name 
from Hebr. w, ' watch-beight,, which, how- 
ever specious a derivation, ia luded the 
most important of his own authorities, 1 Kings 
xvi. 24, where it is recorded of Samaria that 
Omri, king of larael, * bought the hill,’ on which 
the city of Samaria was built by him, ‘ of Shemer 
for two talents of silver, calling the name of the 
city after the name of Shemer, the former owner 
of the hill : as we should say, * Shemer's- 
toten," which, by the change of the Hebr. termi- 
nation into a Greek one, became Zaaap-sía, 
which in process of time gave its name to the 
Province of which it was the capital. It may, 
however, be doubted whether the sense here is 
‘the city of Samaria, or ‘a city of ja." 
The former would rather require the Article. 
Besides, ñ Xam. elsewhere means the Provence ; 
not to say that the city was not then in exist- 
ence; having been, as Joseph. attests, utterly 
destroyed, and every vestige of it removed, by 
Hyrcanus; though Herod the Great afterwards 
built a city near the site, and called it Sebaste, 
which name it still retains, at least in that of the 

i which occupies its site. We bave me 
proof that this Sebaste was ever called Samaria, 
though it became the capital of the Province of 
Samaria, notwithstanding that Mr. Alf. asserts it, 
on the authority of Joseph. Antt. xv. 6,2. But 
there ele Lapuapelay seems to mean the Pro- 
vince (q. d. ‘that he went out of Syria into 
Samaria ), as the context rather requires ; and 
the parallel account in the Bell. ii. 12, 6, con- 
firms. I cannot doubt that the sense here is, * to 
a city of Samaria, namely, that mentioned in 
John iv. 5, ipyeras als Tow Zanapsíae \s- 
youtyny Xvxyap. This city had been at all times 
a place of wealth and importance, so as by degrees 
to rival its neighbour Samaria, and ikore 
Sebaste. Accordingly, it would be likely that 
Philip should go thither to evangelize, since be 
must have heard that the Gospel had been already 
preached there by the Saviour himself, and with 
considerable success (John ir). Heuce there 
is no wonder that the people should have, with 
one accord, attended to the preaching of Philip, 
and, as we find from v. 14, * received the word of 
God" in faith. 

8. xapd peydAn] Meaning, as Calvia ex- 
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lains, *joy in the Holy Ghost, as the fruit of 
faith. fadesa, ver. 8 may be said to connect 
with ver. 6; the intervening one being, in some 
measure, parenthetical. The ydp there is tlus- 
trative: where also we have an example of é 
without a 4iy preceding; a use extremely rare. 
Here, however, yapa may have a double sense— 
l. joy at the miraculous cures effected on so 
many deplorable objects ; and 2. joy in the Holy 
Ghost, at the wonderful spread of the Gospel. 

9. Xíuey] Expositors in general are 
that this is Simon the Cypriot, mentioned by 
Joseph. Antt. xx. 5, 2. 

— avijp—dvonars Zíuov] The words of 
Jos. Antt. xx. 7, 2 (to which I have referred 
in my note on these words) are these: Zíucova, 
ovouaTt 'lovóaioy, Kóvwpioy 82 yivor, payor 
salvat oxnwromevoy. iston, however, thinks 
that “the Simon of Josephus could not be the 
Simon of St. Luke, because the latter was not 
properly a Jew, but a Samaritan, as we learn 
from Justin Martyr, as also the writer of the 
A postolical Constitutions, v. 47, and the writer 
of the erar dria of Clement, ii. 6, yoo ey 
nothing of his being the author of any Jewi 
heresies, but of his Being the author of the first 
Gentile heresies, that of the Gnostics." This 
opinion, however, has been confuted by Mosheim, 
and several other writers since his time. Whiston 
himself grants, that were we not assured by Joseph. 
as to his being a bipes Jew, though the name, 
the profession, and the wickedness of them both, 
would strongly incline one to believe them the 
same person. But as to the argument that the 
Simon of the Acts was not properly a Jew, but a 
Samaritan, that is of no great force, since Jo- 
eephus does not say that the Simon be speaks of 
was a Jew proper, but only that he was a Jew 
BY NAME, i. ©. 80 : which circumstance 
will be very reconcileable with his being a Sama- 
ritan by birth, as Justin Martyr and others attest. 
Nor is there any thing insuperable in the objec- 
tion that Josephus calle him K óarpiov ài yévor, 
because that may only mean a Cypriot by de- 
scent. It should seem, that this Simon was 
descended from a Jewish family, which had set- 
tled in Cyprus; but had afterwards migrated 
to Palestine, and resided in Samaria, where, it 
seems, Simon was born. As to the construction 
here, wpouwnpxey is to be taken with iy T3 40A t, 

paa ysóe» means ' professing the art of magic,’ 

in common, we learn, with many other impostors, 
who took advantage of the ulity of the mul- 
titude. 
— Tm. by throwing into amazement.' 

See note on Matt. xii. 23, and Luke xxiv. 22. 
So Athen. says of a similar impostor, ös wup 
Te abTÓuaTO» imolis: dvadvsectar, kal &\Aa 
ToÀÀÀà dácuara itsxyvaro, a>’ wy iftiora 
tev dvOpmrwy Thy didvotay. 
— Adywv elvai ria iavròv miyav) ‘affirm- 

ing himself to be some extraordinary person.’ 
See note eupra v. 36. 
* 10. obrde — ósrayjus, Se | mening, by 

the might wer o energizes 
i bun eral ' this is the manifestation of 
the power of God.’ Comp. the name Il'aBpi?A, 
which means ù évvapuie Tov Osov, i. e. ‘one in- 
vested with authority from God.’ To the present 
purpose is what Porphyry, de A betin. 1. ii. p. 203 
says of demons: BovAovrar ilva: Geol, xal 1 
wpocrweca ab’rway divaus (‘the power which 
rules over them") doxsiv Osds elva: 6 plytoror, 
scil. SovAsTa:. 
— sj eydn) Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read, 

from five uncial MSS, and nine others, besides 
the Vulg. and some later Versions, 4 xaAov- 
pévn peyaAn. But the word evidently came 
from a Scholium, the purpose of which was to 
indicate the force of the Article. Accordingly, a 
few copies have 1 Asyoudyn may. Certain it 
ie, that the Pesch. Syr. Translator had not the 
word in bis copy ; nor do I find it in any of the 
Lamb. or Mus. copies.—IIpocsixov aíTe, lit. 
‘minded him,’ attended to, attached themselves 
to him, as his followers,—a very uncommon 
idiom, the only examples 1 know being in Jos. 
Bell. i. 2, 3, poesi xov Tæ IIroAsuaío, and 
Diog. Laert. i. 2, 3, arpoceiy1v avte 0 ños. 
18. hy r xapTepiov T. Q.] ‘used to closely 

attend on Philip,—namely, as a disciple. 
x.7. In so doing he appears to have been influ- 
enced solely by eecular views. 
— évrváusc xai onueta} This, for onpsia 

xal duvdwas peydAas, found in very many 
MSS. (to which I add all the Lamb., and nearly 
all the Mus. copics), Versions, Fathers, and early 
Editions, I have, with all the Editors, from 
Matthsi downwards, received. . 

14. awlerudray xpde avrobs r. II. xal '1.] 
It is plain, from what follows, that the primary 
purpose of the Apostles in sending Peter and 
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fch.2.88. [pos auTovs TOV llérpov xai ledávvgv.  ‘ ofrwes xaraBávres 
ec.1&2. mpoonuEavro rep, avTOv, ws AdBwor IIvedpa ayov. 16 € obmro 

yàp "jv èr ovderi avTOv érwvmrerrokós, póvov 66 BeBamriopévos 
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xetpas én’ avrovs, xai éáuavov IIveüua ayiov. 18 + Geacdpevos 
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Matt. 10. 8. 
4 ch. 10. 45. 
& 19. 5, 6. 
1 Cor. 1. 18. 

John was, that they might lay hands with prayer 
on the new converts, and thereby impart to them 
the gifts of the Holy Spirit. Indeed, the Apostles 
seem to have laid down a rule, that converts, 
after being baptized and catechized, should have 
the imposition of hands, accompanied with 
prayer, in order to their receiving the gifts of 
the Holy Spirit. 

17. éweriBouy ràe x.] On the several uses 
of imposition of hands, see Hamm. on l Tim. 
iv. 14, and the present passage, who shows that 
the expression here must comprehend both the 
rite of Confirmation, and that of Ordination for 
the ministry of the word. 

18. 06:acáusvos] MSS. A, B, C, D, E, and 
upwards of 20 cursive ones Į add 3 Lamb. and 4 

us. copies, and Trin. Coll. x. 16], have ióov, 
which bas been adopted by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch.; but (as I long ago ob- 
served) wrongly, since the external authority is 
ineutficient ; and internal evidence is against the 
word, which is an alteration to a more ordinary 
term, of what is, though less usual, more appro- 
priate ; since 0sac. denotes not the mere ‘ see- 
ing, but the ‘ eiewing with fixed attention’ (so 
Matt. vi. 1, wpds +d 0sa05va« avrois), or tbe 
* contemplating any thing done as an actual fact." 
See the able dissertation of J. A. H. Tittman on 
the difference between the Synonymes BAéwecy, 
Opay, ldsiv, OeaoOat (de Synon., p. 121), where 
he observes that «ac. denotes ‘studiose et attente 
contemplari ; and that gd dg 0sac0a. may 
sometimes seem to mean only comspicere, yet 
there ie generally an adjunct notion studii. ef 
intentionis animi." This force ie quite perceptible 
at John i. 14, 32, and espec. xi. 45, xai 0sacd- 
pavot à iroingsv ò 'Incovs, where the Cod. D 
(alone) has éwpaxorss,—a manifest corruption, 
as in the case of the Copt. and Armen. Versions, 
from the Codices inquinatissimi of the Italic Ver- 
sion. Mr. Alford has here shown an unwonted 
soundness of judgment in retaining the text. 
rec. against his favourite uncials, and his fidus 
Achates, Tisch. 

20. 7d dpyvpiov—als á&vóÀsar) On the 
exact nature of this expression, some difference 
of opinion exists. By many learned Expositors 
it is ed as a form of imprecation ; with 
which they compare similar forms in the Clas- 
sical writers,—as &aróAoio, or 8áAA' és xópaxas, 
or és óAs0pov ! But it is surely inconsistent with 
the spirit of the Gospel to imprecate perdition 
on any man, however bad; and although the 
above forms were often used as little more than 
expressions of petulance and ill humour, yet no 

Tas xeipas, NauBavy TIvetpa rwv. *9"^]IIérpos è elme apes 
avroy To àpyúpióv cov avy coi ein, eig amwdeay, Ste ‘Thy 

such justification of a violent expression can be 
thought of in an Apostle. In fact, there is no- 
thing in the passage before us that amounts to 
imprecation. As to the words Tò epyupios ccv 
cov coi sin, they need not, and, I think, ought 
not, to be closely united in sense with els àvo- 
Acay; since they merely import, as often, by 
supposing an emphasis on the pronoun, * May 
your money rest with yourself, ‘keep your moner 
to [I will have nothing to do with itl’ 
Thue in a similar of Joe. Antt. x. 11, 
AawugAos è Ts Ówpsás HEiou auTov &ysurr 
TÓ copdv yàp xai TÒ Osioy ádepodokqros 
slvai’ where, though the MSS. present no varia- 
tion, I have no doubt that the true reading is, 
not a&Tóp, but aurea, which must have been in 
the copy of Ruffinus (of the fifth century). This 
emendation, indeed, is placed beyond doubt by 
the passage of Dan. v. 17, which Joeephus here 
followed, and which might also be in the mind 
of the Apostle: xai elwe Aandi ivæTiov tos 
BaciXAéos* Ta óouará cov law (or, as the 
Alexandrian and other MSS. have, ote coi), 
Kai Thy dwpsdy THs Cixlas cov iTipæœ dos. Now 
the latter clause there a sense, which in 
the passage before us is left to be amderstoos. 
Again, neither does the phrase ele dwaAnap 
imply imprecation. By Whitby, Markland, A. 
Clarke, and others, it is taken to import predic- 
tion, —namely, of what would befal him if he did 
not repent. Yet there is, I apprehend, nothing 
in the words from which even prediction can be 
— elicited. The nature of the expression 
must depend upon the els, which here seems te 
denote tendency ; as at Rom. v. 16, els xará- 
xpiua, and vi. 16, duaprías ($sposews) sis 
Oavarov. Thus it is intended to wara him of the 
end and consequences of so employing moner, 
unless (as he gives him to understand at ver. 22) 
he averts the danger by timely repentance. Ac- 
cordingly, the expression may best be 
asa ze denunciation. The full sense scems 
to be: ‘ Keep your money to yoursal/—for your 
own perdition [as it will be, unless you repent}, 
not mine;' cov being here supplied from evs: 
"m 

The above view of the sense is, I find, sup- 
ported by the authority of Calvin, who observes 
that Peter does not imprecate, but * justam vin- 
dictam Dei, incutiendi terroris ca den unti 
propé impendere." Gibbon, Decline and Fall, 
c. 68, says that the Greeks, at the last siege of 
Constantinople, buried their money rather than 
contribute it to the service of their country ; and 
that, by thus crippling their own means of de- 
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fence, their and themselves became the pre 
of the enemy, and alike perished. Thie view 
find adopted by Mr. Alford, who observes, that 
* this denunciation of Peter, like the declaration 
of Paul, ] Cor. vi. 13, has reference to the perish- 
ableness of all worldly good, and of those with if, 
whose chief end ie the use of it.’ 

21. oix mr] This scems to have 
been a common mode of expression from anti- 
quity, since it occurs in Deut. x. 29. 2 Sam. 
xx. l. Most Commentators explain these words 
to mean no more than this, that ‘he should by 
no means have the power he asked of conferring 
the Holy Spirit.” That, of course, is implied ; 
but the main sense intended is, that, however he 
may have pretended to have become a convert to 
Christianity, he had no part nor lot in the matter 
of the Gospel, of which he was a professor, and 
the privileges and blessings it could confer. And 
why ? because * liis heart was not right with God,’ 
so that he could have no share of even the most 
ordinary privileges it could bestow, much less 
the ertraordinary. — Tw Aóyeo TovTw, ‘ the 
matter I k of; for Adyos and p5jua, after 
the example of the Hebr. 433, often signify a 

— ù yàp xapd.—rov Oou) ‘thy heart ie not 
right in God's presence, who sees it as it reall 
is ;' thus intimating that his profession of fait 
was insincere, and his seeking after the Gospel 
was only a se/f-seeking.—For ivær. Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. read évavriov, from A, B, C, 
D, and about 16 cursives; to which I can add 
nothing from the Lamb. and Mus. copies. It 
may be what Alford says, ‘a correction to a 
more usual word ;' but it is not likely to have 
crept into all the copies except some score. Be- 
sides, since Luke has elsewhere used ipe. very 
many times, and gvayr: or évayriov only once 
in this sense, Luke i. 8, it is likely that évayrlow 
arose from critical alteration to improve the 
Grecism, as is manifestly the case infra x. 4, 
ivøriov Tov Osov, where £uvpocÓ«v is found in 
A, B, and a few cursives, and is adopted by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

22. el dpa dpeOjorra, &c.] El dpa is by 
many Commentators taken in the sense wi, as 
siwee at Phil. iii. 11, and sometimes in the 
Class. writers. But that ie quite inadmissible 
by the very nature of this peculiar form el dpa, 
which when occurring any where except at the 
beginning of a sentence, is elliptical; and some 
Participle, suitable to the context, of ‘trying,’ is 

nerally to be understood. So Mark xi. 13, ef 
pa asbpücu ri. Acts xvii. 27, sl dpa ye 
| Alea enar Comp. Numb. xxii. 11, el dpa 
vyjcopat watatat abrov. There is, of course, 

in the nature of the form, some doubt or un- 
certainty implied. Here, however, as the best 
Expositors are agreed, it is not whether, on sin- 
cere repentance, Simon would be forgiven, but 
whether he would sincerely repent. This is clear 
from the words of the next verse, ele yap yoAnp, 

&c., which are illustrative of the matter, and 
show that the doubt rested on the state of 
Simon's heart towards God. Mr. Alf. pronounces 
the uncertainty to be, ‘whether or not his sin 
may not bave come under the awful category of 
the unpardonable one, specified by our Lord 
Matt. xii. 31, to which words the form &$«05j- 
gara has a tacit reference.’ But that isa purely 
gratuitous fancy, and supposes a roan acquaint- 
ance with the Gospel system than Simon pro- ' 
bably had. Besides, it was evidently not the 
Apostle's intention to drive him into despair. 
So Matth. Henry well remarks, * Though he 
would have him see his case to be bad, yet he 
would not have him think it desperate.’ So, too, 
Calvin observes, that Peter did not use this 
expression of doubt, in order to leave Simon's 
mind in a state of perplexity, *sed ut magis ad 
vehementiam precandi stimulet. Ergo non in- 
cutit Petrus Simoni terrorem, qui impetrandi 
fiduciam evertat in ejus corde vel perturbet, sed 
spem illi certam faciens, si supplex petierit atque 
ex animo tantum excifandi ardoris causà veniam 
pro sceleris pravitate difficilem esse comemorat. 

ecesse enim est, ut fldes nobis in adeundo Deo 
preluceat, imo ut sit precationis mater.’ Mr. 
Alf. truly remarks, that this verse with John xx. 
23, shows ‘how completely the Apostles them- 
selves referred the forgiveness of sins to, and left 
it in, the sovereign power of Gop, and not to 
their own delegated power of absolution.’ But 
if this be so, how came the remarker to admit 
Kupiov into hie text for O«ov, on the authority 
of $ uncials, and a few cursives (to which I can 
only add ono Mus. copy, 16,184), pronouncin 
Ozov as a correction from v. 21, or a doctri 
alteration? If so, it must have been a very early 
correction, since Ozo ie found in the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, formed at the middle of the 2nd 
century. Oede and Kupios are often interchanged 
by the scribes, partly because the abbreviations 
were somewhat similar See Luke ix. 57. Acts 
x. 33. xvi. 10. xxi. 20. Rom. xiv. 4. : 
vii. 17. x. 10. 2 Cor. v. 8. 2 Thess. iii. 3. 
iii. 16. 2 Tim. ii. 14. James lii. 9. Rev. xi. 4. 
Insomuch that external evidence is of less weight 
than usual; and internal evidence sometimes 
draws two ways. And accordingly, between the 
carelessness of scribes, and the ras — 
of Critics, the reading is occasionally an open 
question, not to be decided until far more atten- 
tion be Laid to the exact collation of the cur- 
sive MSS. 

23. ele yap yoAny»—évra] These words are 
commonly taken as put for iv yàp xoA7, &c. 
The best Commentators, however, from Alberti 
and Wolf down to Kuinoel, have been of opinion 
that ele yos» is for xoX3», as Acts xiii. 22, 47. 
vii. 21. Eph. ii. 15; q. d. * I see thou art a most 
pernicious person, like to a bitter and poisonous 
plant, a pest to Christian socicty;' and they 
com Anthol. Gr. ii. ]1, rása yvy) yóXos 
éoriv. In like manner ovsdecuos they take to 
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INumb.%1. xa) cupderpov adixias 6p@ ae dvra. 4!" AmrokpiÜeis 86 6 Zipeov 
elme AenOnre dels vmép époU mpos tov Kúpiov, Srrws pndev 
eérXOy èr éué àv eiprjkare. 

35 Oi uéy otv Siapaprupapevos Kai AarAnoavTES TOY Xoyov 
TOU Kupiov, vrréaTpevrav eis ‘Iepovcadnp, trokAds Te Kwpas Tw 
Zapapevrüv evmyryeXicavro. 

36 " AevyeXos è Kupíov éddAnoe mpos Piumrov, Aéyor Avd- 
arnt kal wopevov xarà peonuPpiav, èm. Tijv doy Tw xata- 
Baivovcay ámó ‘Iepovoadnp eis l'ájav. (abrg écriv épnpos.) 

mean ‘a mere bundle of iniquity.” But the con- 
struction they propound is not established by the 

above adduced ; for there ele ie for bore, 
and there is an ellipsis of eIvyac; which is not 
the case here. Besides, the style of unmeasured 
reproach involved in the interpretation in ques- 
tion is by no meane characteristic of the sacred 
writers; whose language, like tbat of our Lord, 
is sometimes severe, but never opprobrious. I 
would therefore rather acquiesce in the common 
interpretation, which yields a sense, though 
strictly just, yet little less severe, —namely, ‘ thou 
art immersed in wickedness of the vilest sort, 
and fast bound in the chains of sin and Satan.” 
Kis may be taken for i», as often in the New 
Test. and the Class. writers, for the af may imply 
in, with wixpia understood ; and yoAny wixpiac, 
by Hebraism, for xov — See note 
on Matt. xxvii. 34. In els eóvésc ovr there is a 
constructio prægnans for art * (fallen) into and art 
i»;'" on which idiom (often occurring in New 
Test.) see Winer, Gr. 954, 4. In copdeou. there 
is an allusion to sin as holding its victim ex- 
chained, under bondage, and the best comment 
on this expression are such as Ps. cxvi. 
16. Prov. v. 22. Rom. vii. vii. 21. Heb. ii. 
15. 2 Pet. ii. 9. 

24. defOnre ú. Uwip diuov] Thus he admits 
his own unworthiness (see John ix. 31), but 
gives no sign of repentance by sceming indis- 
posed to pray for bimeelf. Though startled, he 
was not humbled to the foot of the Cross; and 
his concern was rather tbat the judgments might 
be averted, than that hie corruptions might be 
mortified by deep repentance, and his heart b 
Divine grace made right in the sight of God. 
That he continued to live, and at last died, in 
the bondage of iniquity, we have from the testi- 
mony of antiquity every reason to believe. 
—— Philips conversion of the 7 

eun 
25. woddAde Ts xeop.—sinyy.] lit. * evan 

lized many villages’ (i.e. ak as were ind 
near the road to Jerusalem); meaning, ‘ the 
persons there ; ae infra v. 41. xiv. 15, 21. The 
Apostles stopped, we may suppose, for a longer 
or shorter time at the villages, according to cir- 
cumstances; but it would seem that the seed of 
the Gospel was on that journey sown to a con- 
siderable extent in Samaria. 

26. adyysA\os—iraAnoe}] Many recent Com- 
mentators suppose this communication to have 
been made by a dream. But there is surely no- 
thing in the air of the p to warrant this 
supposition; and it is no wonder that Philip 
should have been admonished sometimes i at 
29 and 39) by the internal suggestions of the Holy 

Spirit, and sometimes (as here) by the 
dress of an angel. Other instances of angelic 

miniatrations permitted for various important 
urposes in the early stage of evangelization, we 

have supra v. 19, infra x. 3. xii. 7. 
— avtn icri» Epnuot] These words have 

occasioned no little perplexity; ineomuch that 
Wesseling and Valcknaer are ready to cut them 
out as an interpolation from the margin. In 
endeavouring to explain them, some Expositors, 
referring the words to I'ata», auppose that there 
were then (two Gazas—New Gaza and Old Gaza, 
destroyed by Alexander, the latter of which they 
think is here meant. Others (comprehendi 
— E — — ancient 
modern), referring the words to rh» odds, sup- 

that there were two roads leading from 
erusalem to Gaza; one farther about, and car- 

ried along the valley of the river Eschol; the 
other shorter, but traversing the rough tract ef 
mount Casius, and therefore desert and unfre- 
uented. That there were two roads, is certain 
m the Antonine Itinerary and the Penti 

Table, which trace two different courses. ‘Bat 
whether either of those roads is the oóóe here 
specified may be doubted. That would seem to 
be the very old road mentioned by Dr. Robinsoa, 
Bibl. Res. ii. 478, leading direct from Jerusalem 
to Gaza through the Wadi Musurr, and over the 
Beit Jibrin which he describes as af 
without towns or villages; and, from its physical 
features, likely to have been so at the period in 
question. As to the objection of ‘ 
no reason can be imagined why that road sheald 
be called ipyuos, any more than any other road 
in Judse— that is supposing far more know 
than we can now of the state of 
country in those times. But surely it might be 
styled £pnuos, for if it was carried in a straight 
course, as it would be likely to be, and as reads 
were formed in ancient times, it must have passed 
moet of the way over a hilly and berren tract, 
through no city or town of any note. And there- 
fore p — — ich merely means 

very thin ; as being on a barren tract, 
would be ‘suit le Mia S So Arrian, Exp 
Alex. iii. 21, 1), Oi 82 «leva: piv ipacav (they 
said they knew a road), ipsun» ĝi slvai T3» 
ó6óy Qv dvudplaw. Thucyd. i. 50,3, Zufore 
—Ainhy ipnuor. But the most apposite 
to prove this sense is Xen. Cyrop. iii. 12, r. 
áyovc.v avTÓv oddy ipnuow ele IIuAoeiop. I 
am now decidedly of opinion that the Brie must 
refer to the ós. As to whether the words are 
those of the Angel or of the Evangelist, on care- 
fully re-considering this io vexata, | am of 
opinion that, although they may be from the 
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37 Kal avaords émope/Óm xal ioù, avnp Aiĝloy, eivodyos, 
duvdorns Kavédens tis Bacitioons AiOtorwy, 9s hv mi máons 
THs yatns avris: ôs éXgXUÜeL mpoocuvjowv ™ eis ‘Iepovoadjy, m Chron. 
28 hy Te vmoaTpédxw xal KaOjpevos èrm. ToU Ápuaros avro, 
[xai] dveyivwoxe Tv mpopirv 
Ilveüua tO diXimTo* IIpóoeXge 

*Hoatav. 90 n elme Öè TO nen 
kai Kod\rAnOnTs TQ Óppart 

Tovro. 99 IIpocópauov 86 6 dX TOS Jj)kovaev avtov avayıvæ- 
cxovros Tov mpopýryv ‘Haalav, xal elmer ** Apd, ye YiVÓTKEIS oa. ns. 
à dvarueckes ; 31'0 88 ele IIàOs yap av Suvaluny, dav pý Ert-5 vr. 
Tie OOnynon me; rapekáxeaé re TOY Diu Tov avaBavra xabioas 
civ avrQ. 9? P'H G6 qrepioy?) Tis paps, iy dveyiveakev, ty pim mr. 
airy ‘Ns TpóBarov nl opayùv 5x09, kai ws ápvós 

tst—and from their descriptive character 
may seem less suitable to an angelic address, than 
to an historical notice intended to point at the 
hardships a pedestrian missionary would encoun- 
ter in traversing an unfrequented and almost 
unpeopled tract—yet I am inclined to think, 
that they are those of the Angel, and may be 
best rendered, * The way (I am pointing out to 
thee) is desert, almost uninhabited.’ The cir- 
cumstance was, we may imagine, mentioned in 
order to intimate to Philip the necessity of pro- 
viding himself with provisions and other neces- 
saries for the way. 

27. Eovovxos signifies properly cubicularius, 
* chamberlain, prefect of the bed-chamber or 
harem,’ especially the royal one. And as such 
were generally casírati; so it came to mean 

, ‘an eunuch.’ And from such persone spado 
being, for their —— fidelity, generally pro- 
moted to other confidential court offices, the term 
came at last to mean, in a general way, ‘an 
officer of state’ (so here a Treasurer, as we find 
from what follows) whether an eunuch or not. 
Thus Potiphar, Gen. xxxix. 1, though called 
abvovyor apaw, yet had a wife. In the same 
sense, too, the word occurs in Joseph. Antt. xvi. 
8,1. Auvdorne signifies properly * one who has 
great power or influence’ (and s so we havo uéyas 
slvai Ti frequently occurring in the ancient 
writers): whence it comes to mean „a 
grandee.” So Xen. Cyrop. iv. 5, 14, rauía« of 
Ta Tov 'Accavpícr Baci ws kal &AXAcv. vvas- 
riv. Wolf. and Wetstein have proved from 
Sa Dio Cass., and Strabo, that Candace was a 
family name, common to the Queens of Ethiopia 
Superior, or Meroe, like Pharaoh to the kings of 

. This pereon was, no doubt, a Jewish 
proeelyte ; as appears, not so much by his reading 
the Prophet Isaiah, as by hie coming to Jeru- 
salem to worship there. As to his being called 
2Uvov yos, that no mcans precludes the sup- 
position ; since the expression (as we have just 
seen) is not to be understood in the physical 
sense. Otherwise, indeed, he could not have 
been a proselyte, unless, indeed, of the Gate; 
since eunuchs were not admitted. 

28. The reading in this verse varies; and 
Editors are divided in opinion, The reading 
presented by Lachm. and Tisch. is, rj» re ùro- 
eTpíQwry xaOiuevor iri Tou pupaToe avTov 
dvaywooxey, &c. But for this reading thereaxists 

but slender authority; and I have little doubt 
but that the true reading and punctuation of the 
passage is ds als ‘IepovcaAip rjv re UTocTpé- 
wy, xai, kaÜrutsvos iwi rou pu. avTov, ve- 
yivwoxe, &c., ‘who had gone to J rusalem, and 
was returning home; aud [who] as he was 
sitting in his chariot, was — the prophet 
Isaiah.” Thus xaðńuevos is used, like the Latin 
gerund, by way of indicating the circumstances 
which accompany a certain action when done. The 
text I propose differs from the text. rec. only in the 
removal of xai before dveyivwoxe, which seems 
to have been introduced by some correctors, who 
were ignorant of the construction of this some- 
what i larly composed sentence. To turn 
from words to things ;—eomething similar is re- 
corded in a passage of Jos. Antt. xx. 2, 4, irel 
alaA04» ác racáusvos aíróv (i. e. Tzetzes, king 
of Adiabene, a Jewish proselyte) xaríAafle àv 
Mwiciws vóuov dvayiwwoxovra. 

29. Ims rò Ilyevua] Many ancient Com- 
mentators, as Chrys., and, of the modern ones, 
Bp. Pearce, take this to mean the angel men- 
tioned at v. 26. See Heb. i. 14. This, how- 
ever, involves great harshness; and it ie better, 
with the most eminent modern Expositors, to 

the words as a popular manner of expres- 
sion, denoting that such wae, as infra x. 19. xvi. 
6, 7, the of the Holy Spirit, so com- 
municated (like the afflatus of the Prophets) as 
that the inspired person could always distinguieh 
such Divine suggestions from those of his own 
mind. And thus the Holy Spirit might in a 
certain sense be said to speak the words to him. 

— KodrAOn7s Tc äpu. T.) KoXAacÜa: sig- 
nifies ‘to attach oneself to, join company with.’ 
So Ruth ii. 8, xoAArÜnTi. perà TOv xopaclwy 
pov, ‘join company with my maidens.’ The 
chariot is here (by a usual popular idiom) for the 

tn the chariot. 
80. yuweextis—ávayiwecktis;] Most Com- 

mentators, from Grot. downwards, suppose a par- 
onomasia, similar to that of Julian in his laconic 
Epistle to Basil: 'Avé£yvwy, &yvov, kaTiyvuv, 
to which the Father, with equal wit and scarcely 
less brevity, replicd : "Avdyvee, GAA’ ook Üyvws. 
el yao tyves, oux dy kxaré*yves. But parono- 
masia in the present case would be frigid, and 
unsuitable to the gravity of the speaker, and the 
importance of the subject. 7 

2. we v pófaroy—Lo!) abrov) These words 
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^ g 
évavriov ToU keípovros avTov povos obToS oùr 
, , ` , » ^ 
avoiLyeuv TO CTOPMA GUTOV. 

83 , ^ , > ~ 

EV T) TATELYV@CEL GUTOU 

ý kpicis abToU 1jpÜy, THY Sé yevedy avToD Tis Senn 
g » 2 hl 

CETAL; ort ALPETAL ATO THs yns 9) Con avrov. Aro- 

«piel; è 6 evvodyos TH Mimmy elme Aéopai cov, Trepi 
tivos ó mpopýrns eyes ToUTO; *repi éauToU, Ù Trepi érépov 

Quee 

r ch. 18, 28, 

twos; 3549’ Avoifas 66 6 Duros Tò orTópa avToD, Kai apd- 
» A A ^ r r ? , 9 ^ A ? ^ pevos amò THs ypadns TavrTys, ' edpyyedicato avrà tov ‘Inco. 

36 “Ns Bé éropevovro xarà Tiv ddov Abov eri ti ÜOÓcp' xai 
mow 6 evvodyos’ 'I000, Bep: Tí xodver ue BamricÓ5va:; 

s Met 16. [37 3 eine 0 $ Duros Ei TucTeveis ét ons THS ias, 

are taken from Isa. liii. 7, 8, and follow the 
Sept. Version exactly ; the verbal discrepancies 
which occur in the Vatican MS., not being 
found in the Alexandrian and other good MSS. 
of the Sept. Between the Sept., St. Luke, and 
the Hebrew, there is, indeed, considerable dif- 
ference, but not such as materially to affect the 
general sense. For the best modes of reconciling 
the discrepancies the reader is referred to Hoffm. 
in loc., and to Dr. Henderson in his note on the 
passage. Suffice it here to say, that the words 
v)» Ši yeveay avToU are, like the correspondent 
Hebrew ones (of which they are a literal ren- 
dering), so obscure, that their true import has been 
pads debated. Hamm., Doddr., Kuin., and most 
recent Commentators, take the sense to be, * Who 
can describe the guilt of the men of his time 
[from whom he suffered such things] ?' This is 
confirmed by the suffrage of Dr. Henderson, 
who, after showing that wrrr is strictly an Ac- 
cusative absolute, assigns as the sense, * And as 
to the men of his time, who can conceive of 
them?’ i.e. their atrocious wickedness! [*so 
conceive, as to express; so Sept. duryioerat ;] 
He justly remarks that the beet comment on the 
words is furnished by Joseph. Bell. v. 13, 6, 
olai ‘Pwpalwy Bpadvvoyvray iwi ovs áXcrg- 
plous, f xaraoÜnva: dv urd xdcuaTosc, À 
kaTrakAvaO:svac Thy Wor, fj Tous TIS 
nnvis peradaBsiv knpavroi« 90ÀU yap Tay 
Tavra TaÜóvrwev fivayxe’ pre yevedw id 
alvos ysyovivat Kaxias aran An 
further, v. 10, 5, PENEAN d0Oiwrípar. 

85. &pEápnsros dvo +. y. T.) Compare a kin- 
dred niin of Luke xxiv. 27.—T'pad, as used 
of a single passage of Scripture, occurs in Mark 
xv. 58, and elsewhere. In ednyysAloaro aire 
r.'I. it is implied that he commenced by referring 
the words of the prophecy to Jesus, and from 
thence introduced whatever else he had to com- 
municate. 

36. +r: Udwp] Probably some fountain, or pool, 
formed by a brook either running into the Eschol, 
or else formed at a bend thereof. Ancient tra- 
dition fixes the spot to a place called Bethsur, 
20 miles from Jerusalem, as Jerome testifies, on 
tbe old road — to Gaza. "This is confirmed 
by Pocock, who found near a village called 
Betur, a fountain at the head of a considerable 
brook [running, I doubt not, into the river Es- 
chol], built over, and near which are the ruins 
of a Christian Church. 
— ldov, téwp—BanticOjvar;} From this wo 

may infer that Philip bad fully instructed the 
Eunuch on the nature and necessity of baptism 
as an initiatory ordinance of Christianity, and 
that the Eunuch had professed his wish to receive, 
and Philip his willingness to administer, it at a fit 
opportunity. But there was hardly time for such 
fall instruction: and I with Mr. Alf., that 
there was no need to dilate much thereon, since 
his own acquaintance with Jewish practices, and 
the knowledge which he probably had derived at 
Jerusalem about the new Faith, as resting on 
Baptism, will account for his request to be bap- 
tized. 
— Ti KkeAési, &c.] An uncommon form of 

expression, which, however, ] have noted else- 
where, in Plut. de Deo Socr. : Tí yap xeAeu 
pncevds xatappovaty; Aristid. T. ii. p. 89. Tí 
xewodver—aura dyriÜstpai; Jos. Antt. xvi. 2, 4. 

37. There has been no little debate as to the 
authenticity of this verse, which is not found ia 
many of the beet MSS. and most of the ancient 
Versions, including the Peschito-Syriac, and is 
omitted in several citations of the Fathers, as 
also in the Edit. Princ. Moreover, in some of 
the MSS. which do contain it, it is found with 
great diversity of reading. Hence it is cancelled 
or rejected by almost all Editors. It waa, in- 
deed, defended by Whitby and Wolf—atrenu- 
ously, but not, I think, successfully. It is surely 
not, as Wolf contends, necessary to the context. 
The external evidence against it is certainly, if 
not equal to that for it, at least pretty strong; 
and I can add 2 Lamb. and 2 Mua. copies, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. And the ixternal is de- 
cidedly against it; for no good reason can be 
imagined why it should have been thrown oat, 
or omitted inadvertently; whereas, for its inser- 
tion we may easily account, —namely, from the 
anxiety of well-meaning but misjudging persons 
to remove what they thought an abruptness, and 
to somewhat qualify what they deemed too 
favourable to haste in administering baptism; 
moreover to take away a stumbling-block, from 
the rite not — described as performed in dae 
form. As to Whitby's argument, on the ground 
that the verse was probably omitted in later 
times, because it opposed tbe delay of baptism 
which the catechumens experienced before they 
were admitted into the early Church, it has no 
force whatever. For surely if the verse be re- 
€ the delay of baptism would seem to be 
still more o E e strongest argument 

brought forward in favour of tbe authenticity of 
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é£coTw. atroxpibels dé elme Iioreúw tov viov ToU co elvat Tov 
Wy ^ W^ — ^7 ^ 

Incoóv Xpiaróv.] 38 xal éxéXevae orivat To ppæ xal rart- 
éBncav aydotepot eis Tò Udwp, 5 Te Piumrros kal 6 evvovyos 

A 9 , 9 , 

Kai é€Bamricev avTOv. 39"Ore 8é avéßnoav éx tov datos, 
Ilveüua Kupiov ‘4prrace tov Dûumrov xai oUx elev avTOv t Kings 18. 

> a e 9 A 9 , à Q eas ? ^ u d — 8. 12, ovkér, ó eUvoUyos, émopevero yap THY ôðòv aùroù "waipov.E: 
40 Dirimros Se ebpéOn eis " Alorov: xal Ovepyópevos evmryeNitero in. u Ps. 119. 14, 

TAS TrOdELS TASAS, Ews ToU EAOeiv avrov cis Kauadpeuav. 

the passage is, that it was read by Irenæus, by 
Han. nay. as Mill and bers sey, by Ter- 

tullian. But, upon referring to the passage (de 
Baptismo, c. 18), I find not a shadow of proof 
that the verse was read by Tertullian, but rather 
a probability that it was zot. Again, as to the 
authority of Cyprian, it is by no means great; for 
he generally does but follow the Vulgate, and 
that Version has the verse. Finally, its being 
cited by [Irenæus is by no means sufficient to 
establish its genuineness. Indeed, the authority 
of Fathers for the authenticity of disputed pas- 
sages or clauses, is most precarious, because, in 
their quotations, unless the context require the 
presence of the words or clauses in question, we 
cannot be sure that they were not foisted in by 
scribes and critics of the middle ages from the 
common text. 

38. iBawricev abróv] No doubt, with the use 
of the proper form; but whether by immersion, 
or by sprinkling, is not clear. dridge main- 
tains the former, but Lardner ap. Newcome the 
latter view; and, I conceive, more rightly. On 
both baving descended into the water, Philip 
seems to have taken up water with his hands, 
and poured it copiously on the Eunucb's head. 
It is, indeed, plain from various of the 
Gospels, that baptism was then administered by 
the baptizer after having placed the person to be 
baptized in some river or brook. And that abun- 
dance of water was thought desirable, we learn 
from John iii. 23. But though this may seem to 
favour tmmersion, yet the other method might as 
well be adopted. ater might, indeed, be fetched 
$n a vessel, for the pu of pouring it on the 
head of the person. Yet that it should zot, may 
be accounted for by a reference to the climate, 
customs, and opinions of the people of Palestine, 
without rendering it necessary to suppose that 
nothing but a purpose of immersion could origi- 
nate the custom for the baptizer and the baptized 
to both go into water of some depth. 

89. Hvevua Kuplov prace rov ®.] In 
some ancient MSS. and late Versions are inserted 
between Tlysvua and Kupíov the words yov 
iximscey bri (or als) roy süvovyor, d*yysXos 
dí: which reading is approved by Hamm. ; but 
without reason ; for it is & manifest inte 
of those who thought the sxatching up of Philip 
more suitable to an angel than to the foly Spirit. 
And there might lie some ground for this, if we 
were to understand, with several Commentators 
(as Doddr. and Scott), that Philip was caught up 
and carried through the air supernaturally ; for 
examples of which they refer to 1 Kings xviii. 
12. 2 Kings ii. 16. Ezek. iii. 12—14. There is, 
however, no necessity to suppose, nor do the 
best — that to have bcen the case hero; 

UL. i. 

lation. 

still less there; for the expression used in the 
Sept., dvéAaBe, gps, and éErjpe, which are terms 
synonymous with Horace here, may be under- 
stood of the imperative prompting of the Holy 
Spirit, which hurried hun away; though here, 
with an allusion to the rapt ing with which 
Philip left the Eunuch, and went to Azotus. 
Comp. Hdot. iv. 18, ipn dd "Aptoréins — &orié- 
o0aiíis'Iconóóvas, poiBoXap ar ros yevouevor. 
I am ready, however, to admit, that the description 
of the occurrence has the air of the sx ; 
but I cannot feel warranted in applying to it, 
with Mr. Alford, the expression ‘supernatural 
disappearance ;* because I scruple at confounding 
this with the supernatural disappearance of our 
Lord on various occasions; and especially since, 
in order to regard it in that light, we must inter- 
pret the following expression, oUx slev adrov 
oUxéTi, as equivalent to the ddavros tyivero 
á*' adray of Luke xxiv. 3l, as said of our 

It is strange that Mr. Alford should 
affirm that the words of 2 Kings ii. 12, ova eTdev 
avTóÓy iri, decide the question, —tbat the depar- 
ture of Philip was miraculous. Whereas, if the 
point depend on that passage, it decides it to be 
not miraculous; for who can fail to see, that the 
words are to be referred, not to the AS 
but to diudoresAay ava pisov dyudorípmv, 
E them asunder,’ d:exwpicav, as some 

SS. read, * parted them one from the other;’ 
so that, as it is added, ‘Elisha saw him no 
more?’ Matth. Henry well remarks, that ‘the 
chariot and horses parted them, as the dearest 
friends must part, and see each other no more in 
this world.’ 

40. sópí£On als "AX.] In order to solve the 
difficulty found (or rather, made) here by Ex- 
positors, we may either suppose, with Beza, that 
the pessive is used here in a reciprocal or re- 
flexive sense, ‘made his appearance; as in the 
Hebrew idiom, by which pessive forms often 
have a recip sense, as NYD). And so even 
in Greek. Thus in Hdot. iv. 14, we have a pas- 
sage of similar character, avívTa avTóv ic 
Ti poxóvv. Or we may su , with Heinrichs, 
and most recent German Expositors, that there 
is rR dd ans ; q. d. ‘he was hurried 
away to, and found at, Azotus.'—" AYeror, the 
ancient Ashdod, now a small village, but retain- 
ing the Hebrew form in the name Esdud, but 
without any ancient remains. Sec Robinson, 
Bibl. Res. ii. 629. iii. 1, 232. It was taken by 
Psammitichus, after a siege of twenty-nine years, 
—the longest upon record. Hdot. ii. 157.—ró- 
Aas wéoas, ‘in all the principal cities’ of that 
maritime strip of territory which formed the 
ancient Philistia,—as Ekron, Jamnia, Joppe, 
Apollonia, and Lydda. (See I c) 
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ach. TX. 15'0 88 XabXos ere ^ éumvéov arretrns xal dovov eis 
baii roù pwabnras ToD Kupiov, TpoceMÜGv TQ dpyiepet, ? Theato 
Gal. 1. 18. , , a 9 * , ` * 2 jap avrov ÈTLOTOAAS eis AapacKov Trpós TAS TUVAYWYÀS, omes 
cch. 9.6 ay Tiwas eUpy THS 0500 övras, dvdpas T€ kai ‘yuvaixas, Sedepevous 
leorie dydyn eis ‘Iepovcadnp. %°’Ev 96 TQ mopeverGas, éyévero 

IX. This chapter commences a most impor- 
tant portion of the present book, as being occu- 
pied with first narrating the conversion of Saul 
of Tarsus, and then recording, through the re- 
mainder of the book, the labours of this * chosen 
vessel' in the establishing of Churches, amidst 
trials the most appalling, and in spreading the 
Gospel far and wide among the Gentiles. 

1—39. Conversion. of There is great 
reason to think that what is here related took 
place before the baptism of the Eunuch, nay, 
even before the journey of Peter and John into 
icri. the narrative being resumed from 
viii. 3. 

l. iumvéwv dareiAfjs kai póvov] It is strange 
that Meyer should c the ordinary inter- 
pretation, ‘ breathing,’ with a neglect of the com- 

sition of the word, and should render it * in- 
ling,'—s sense not merely flat, as Alford says, 

but improper, because it destroys the allusion, 
which is to the breath quickly 1nhaled, and, by 
implication, exhaled (so Johnson defines our 
verb ‘to » ‘to inspire and expirc’),—an 
apt representation of strong passion (which occa- 
sions quick breathing), espec. love, or hatred, and 
its results in blood and slaughter. It is used by 
the best Classical writers, mostly with a Genit. 
of the passion; so Achill. Tat. L ii. p. 65, £pw- 
ros mv. Arist. Epist. i. 5, Ovuov. Q. Calab. 
xiv. 72, aiuaroevros dpupaydou, but sometimes 
with the Accusat., as Hom. 1l., uévsa wveiovres, 
where the Schol. explains by Ovuov wy. Eur. 
Rhes., 0vuóv wy. Theocr. Idyll. xxii. 82, pórov 
xv. And so the Latin Poets, ‘spirat amores.’ 
jie eien sanguinem.’ There is, indeed, an irre- 
gularity in the use of dwe:Ans, but not so great 
as is found in Æschyl. Agam. 213, $psvós 
aviwy vosh tpowalay “Avayvoy, dvispov, 
in Q. Calab. supra; and many kindred passages 
might be adduced from — 

. els Aauacxóv] Though perhaps the oldest 
existing city in the world, Damascus is not to be 
compared in point of wid of origin with 
several in Egypt, —— hebes, which, with 
reason, is said by Diod. Sic. to have been the 
first city ded on the earth, at a period lost 
amidst the mists of antiquity. From the popu- 
lousness of Damascus, including numerous Jewish 
a papi its constant communication with Jeru- 
salem, and its being, probably, the place whither 
most of those who fled at the murder of Stephen 
took refuge, the number of Christians was likely 
to be considerable. So great was the authority 
of the Sanhedrim with the foreign Jews, that 
they readily submitted to its decrees in all mat- 
ters spiritual ; as, for instance, the suppression 
of what was esteemed heresy; especially as the 
then Ruler of Damascus, Aretas, king of Arabia, 
was either, according to some, & Jewish pro- 
selyte, or at least was well affected to the Jews, 
sul permitted the exercise of this authority, in 
things spiritual, on the part of the Sanhedrim. 
— n+ odov] ‘of the way’ [i. e. of tbe Lord 

Jesus, and his Gospel], meaning ‘ Christians” 
The same idiom recurs infra xix. 3, 23. xxiv. 22. 
It is plain that 5 — had become a comme 
mode of expressing ‘the Gospel way." e may 
compare 2 Pet d 2, n odds THe aAnOrias, 
though even that is not a true example. the 
use of the expression there muy have been an 
allusion to ódóc as used of a philosophical sect; 
but more probably to the phrase sj odée Tov 
Osov, or Tov Kupiov, occurring often in the 
Gospels. 

3. Certain foreign Theologians, building oa 
the crude and half-developed views of De Dieu, 
Elener, and (sad to say) Hamm., attempt to 
show, that the circumstances of the conversica 
of St. Paul, here related, were not miracu 
but produced solely by certain terrific 
phenomena ; which, they suppose, had such an 
effect on the bigh-wrought imagination, and so 
struck the alarmed conscience, of Saul, as to 
make him regard as a reality what was merely 
roduced by fancy,—an hypothesis of which [ 
ave fullv shown the fallacy in my Recens. 

Synop. ffüce it here to say, that, however 
ardent might be the temperament, and vivid the 
imagination, of the illustrious convert, it is im- 
possible that he could have so far deceived him- 
self as to suppose the conrersation here recorded 
(which he himseif relates at large in his speech 
before Agrippa, and which he describes as zs the 
Hebrew ), really took place, if there had 
been no more in the case than the above Com- 
mentators would suppose. Besides, if Àe could 
have been so worked upon by his own high- 
wrought feelings, that could not have been the 
case with his attendants. Now it is said that 
* they also, struck dumb with astonishment, deard 
the voice, though they saw no one.’ Again, to 
advert to a few more iculars in the t 
account, and that of the Apostle himself, infra 
xxvi, if devi there could be taken to denote 

(though no proof of such a case is esta- 
blished), what were more absurd than ‘I heard a 
clap of thunder saying?’ And his fellow-travel- 
lere, on hearing the—what ?—the clap, and secing 
no one (whom, in such a case, could they bave 

to see?) were mute with PE 
oreover, the expression œs, as applied to 

lightning, is quite unprecedented; nor is light- 
ning any where said wepracrpawrecs, 
the sense is, * that a beam of light flashed around 
him;' as in Luke ii. 9, óo£a Kvplov tepian- 
Vv avrovs. Plut. Arat. 21, pera wepidrauwe. 
And how can the description given of this per, 
that it exceeded the brightness of the mid-day 
sun, apply to lightning? The light was, doubt- 
less, like that do£a Osov presented to the view 
of Stephen, supra vii. 55; consisting (to use 
the words of Dr. Henderson) in ‘ the rays of 
Christ's glory, which resembled the dazzling 
effulgence ot the Shechinah, or the visible 
— of the Divine presence among the ancient 

ebrews.' 
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Finally, the natural and corporeal presence of 
Christ on this occasion is required both by the 
testimony of Ananias and Barnabas, and by that 
of de himself, 1 Cor. ix. 1. if T Had ie 

purpose in view is to ish the fact o 
tbe TRUTECHUR of Christ ; to which his own evi- 
dence, when added to corroborate that of other 
witnesses, must be of the same kind with theirs, 
Indeed (as Dr. Henderson obeervee, Lect. on 
Insp. p. 104), * if he had not seen the real body 
which was raised from the dead, but only a sem- 
blance of it, or if the vision was nothing more 
than an image of it impreseed upon his imagina- 
tion, he could not, with any propriety, have 
borne testimony to his resurrection, and conse- 
quently must have been disqualified from being 
an apostle, In short, it may truly be said that 
a more complete tissue of gratuitous assumption 
was never thrown around any hypothesis, than 
the above; and we are warranted in affirming 
that it is impossible, either psychologically or 
hiatorically, with the least degree of consistency, 
to interpret the language of this passage on any 
principle, than its literal and obvious meaning.’ 

5. exAnpdv cor wpòs xivrpa Aax.] A pro- 
werbial form, common alike to the Hebrew, 
Greek, and Latin ; expressive of the bootlessness 
of resistance to superior strength. See Pind. 
Pyth., Od. ii. 173. 7Eschyl. Prom. 331. Ag. 
1633, and Eurip. Bacch. 791. It is, as the Scho- 
liast on the of Pindar observes, a mode 
of speaking derived from rebellious working 
cattle kicking against the goads of the plough- 
man. However, the words oxAnpdy—mpos aù- 
rò» are not found in a considerable number of 
the best MSS. [including amost all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16], and 
Versions, including the Peschito Syriac; nor in 
several Anons of tho Fathers, nor T the Edit. 
Princeps ; and they are rejected by almost every 
Critic of emiliencc: from Erasmus, Beza, and 
Grotius, down to Tittman and Vater. Rightly; 
for notwithstanding what Wolf urges in defence 
of the paseage, there cau be little doubt that it 
was introduced from the parallel passages at xxii. 
10. xxvi. 14. It might well be expected that the 
historian should be less circumstantial than the 
personal narrator of facts. 

7. elorixescay ipysoí] ‘were standing mute 
with astonishment.’ As this seems at variance 
with the words ávTwe» kaTawscóvTwv hua 
sis Tùv yay in the account of his conversion, by 

St. Paul himself, to Agrippa, Acts xxvi. 14, 
Commentators have endeavoured in various ways 
to reconcile the discrepancy. The most approved 
one is that of Valla and — who suppose that 
they had first fallen down, and then risen again. 
But though this is preferable to that of Beza and 
others, who remove the difficulty by almost ex- 
plaining away the sierńxsisav, rendering it 
*woere, yet it is liable to several objections, 
which I have stated in Recens. Synop. The 
best solution may be, to suppose that Paul's 
companions, a£ first, stood fixed, and mute with 
astonishment ; and then, struck with awe at what 
they ed as indicating the presence, how- 
ever invisible, of a supernatural Being, fell with 
their faces to the ground, as Saul had done. So 
Yornut is used at 2 Kings xxii. 3. John vi. 22, 
viii. 44. Acts xxvi. 22. 1 Cor. x. 12. Gal. iv. 
20. ’Evvsol, ‘dumb,’ and, by implication, 
* senseless.’ 
— dxovovres uiv tHe deve] This seems 

at variance with the account at xxii. 9, Trò uir 
pas Weacavro, Tijv di wyij» ob« fikovcav Tov 
AaAÀoswróc por. Of the various modes of re- 
moving the discrepancy, the most satisfactory 
one is to take fxovoay (with Grot., Valcknaer, 
Dobree, and Kuin.), in the sense ‘ understood ;" 
& signification of the word often occurring in the 
New Test. and Sept. (as Gen. xi. 7), and some- 
times in the Clase. writers. They heard the 
sound of the voice which addressed Saul, but did 
not, it seems, fully understand the sense of what 
they beard; either from imperfect acquaintance 
with the Hebrew language, or, rather, because 
the words would not to them carry their meaning 
so plainly, as they did to the conscience-stricken 

8. ovddva igXevs] ‘saw no one'— neither 
Jesus, whom he opened his eyes to see, nor even 
his companions; as much as to say, he was blind. 
That on rising and opening his eyes he had lost 
the power of seeing amy ome, whether Jesus or 
his companions, is also clear from xxii. 11, awe da 
oux pi e iae awd tHe óns Tou orós irel- 
vov. On the continued blindness of Saul, the 
above Commentators again exert themselves to 
exclude all supernatural agency; but in vain. 
To suppose merely the existence of & temporary 
amaurosis, induced by excess of light, involves 
endless and insuperable difficulties. For, 1. How 
is it consistent with what we read further on,— 
— grown over the eyes? 2. This 
3C 
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amaurosis is, as they themselves admit, an affec- 
tion which lasts but a very short time; whereas 
Saul's blindness continued about three days. 
3. How are we to account for a blindness so 
complete, as to be accompanied with scales over 
the eyes, leaving Saul so soom,—nay, imme- 
diately on Ananias's laying his hands on him? 
4. How is it that Saal and none of his 
companions, was struck with this amaurosis ? 

It should seem that in the case of Saul, as 
in that of Elymas, the blindnees was not only 
Judicial, but typical and emblematical. In the 
former case it was probably meant, by with- 
drawing his attention from external thoughts, 
and turning them inward, to favour reflection 
and self-examination, and thus to lead to repent- 
ance. 
— ovdiva apd.) Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from 

MSS, A, B, and the Vulg. and Syriac, ovóiv. 
But I would still retain, with Griesb. and Alf., 
ovdéva, on account of the vast preponderance of 
external authority, confirmed by internal evidence ; 
considering that ovdéva is undoubtedly the more 
difficult reading; and ovdi» seems to fave arisen 
either from critical alteration, to render, Alford 
thinks, the description of the blindness more 
complete, or from a marginal ium proceed- 
ing from some philologist who, very properly, 
viewed the phrase as a popular form of expression 
to denote “total blindness, equivalent to uù 
Piw. at v. 9, od évéBAXewow at xxii. 11. In 
such a case the authority of Versions is next 
to nothing. And here internal evidence is the 
stronger, considering that the external authority 
for ovdiv is singularly weak, being confined to 
the Alex. MS.; for as to the Vatic. MS. B, 
which Tisch. adds, he had only the authority of 
one out of the three collations. And since it is 
found in only one MS. for certain, it might arise 
solely from an error of the scribes (such errors 
abound in that MS.), by confounding the marks 
of abbreviation, to indicate the terminations -ay 
and -«yva, which are very similar. 
— Xetpaywyourrss ĉi]; Several MSS., two 

Versions, some Fathers, and early Editions, have 
xtpay. re, which has been received into the 
text by Matthei and Scholz; but injudiciously ; 
for it has the appearance of being a mere margi- 
nal gloss of those who supposed the dà to be put 
for re, which was afterwards adopted by those 
fastidious Critics, who objected to three dé’s in 
succession. In truth, the è is sot here put for 
Te (it never really is), but is exegetical, serving for 
explanation or illustration, as at Mark iv. 37, xai 
iverat XaiXayy áp£uov peydAn’ Tà è «(uaa 
Tias, &c., and xvi. 8, elys ĝl abrdas Tpo- 

pos. In fact, it is used nearly as in certain pas- 
sages of the Scriptural and Class. writers, where 
dà is said to be put for yap. Accordingly the 
purport of yepay. dé here may be thus ex- 
pressed : * He was indeed stone-blind, so that they 
ad to lead him by the hand to Damascus The 

circumstance of their thus leading him is, like 
that infra xiii. 11, introduced by way of showin 
bis utter blindness. So Artemid. Oneir. v. d 

Tupis iyiverTo, kal brò Toy Covow éysipa- 
yero. 
E Hhudpas Teisi Eu need not — 

throe compleie but may su that among 
these ‘three dave aro to be reckoned that on 
which Saul reached Damascus, and that on which 
Ananias came to him and removed his blindness. 
Thus when it is said that Christ was in the se- 
pulchre ‘ three days, we know it was, in fact, bat 
one whole day and part of two others. 
— oùx payı» ovdi Exiey] We might, in any 

other case, understand this of extreme abstinence. 
But to suppose it here (with several recent Com- 
— were an unwarrantable licence of in- 
terpretation ; as, indeed, in most of the passages 
to which they appeal as examples of this hyper- 
bole, as they term it. Com fasting wae very 
suitable for one under Saul's present awful visi- 
tation, which he could not know would ever be 
removed. Indeed the terror and remore he felt, 
and the total absorption of his mind on a new 
and momentous subject, with the exercise of self- 
examination and earnest prayer for mercy and 
pardon, would leave him no inclination to eat 
and drink for the time mentioned, even had not 
his body been too disordered to admit of it. See 
Calvin. 

1}, 12 I still retain the same ioa 
(according to which v. 12 ought to have com- 
menced at ioù yàp, &c., as is the case ia the 
Catena Oxon. edited by Cramer), which punc- 
tuation I find aeree d the ancient Versiona, 
and the most ancient MSS., and Chrys. ; also by 
De Lyra, who points thus: * Tharsensem ; ecce 
enim orat et vidit, The common punctuatiea 
crept in from the Complut, Erasm., and R. 
Steph., and was inadvertently continued by ali the 
Editors down to Griesb., who was the first to 
restore the ancient and true punctuation, which 
is certainly required by the context, as was seca 
by Calv., Hamm., Doddr., Wesley, A. Clarke, 
and Hales. It only remains to observe, that the 
common punctuation led to the false interpreta- 
tion propounded by Matth. Henry and others, 
according to which the words yàp reocevyera: 
taken abeolutely) are su to intimate, that 
ough Saul, as a Pharisee, bad often sasd his 

rayers, yet he had never them till now. 
ut it cannot be doubted that, as Saul, while a 

Pharisee, had, as he testifies of himself, * lived in 
all good conscience towards God,' so, from his 
ardent temperament and warm zeal (though * net 
according to knowledge’), he had made many 
fervent prayers. On the other band, if the words 
be taken (as they ought) in connexion with the 
subsequent ones, and rendered (as propriety of lan- 
guage demands), ‘for, behold, he is praying, i. e. 
* en in prayer, a most suitable sense will be 
introduced; for the circumstance of his being 
engaged in prayer, and having seen a preter- 
natural vision, was a e reason why Ananias 
should speedily go and fulfil what that vision 
had intimated to Saul. Of course, Wpocseyxsrar 
is to be.taken in its fullest sense, as denoting ‘a 
complete elevation.. of the., mind to God, and a 
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pouring out of the whole heart and soul to him, 
who knoweth the heart.” See De L and 
T. Aquin., in the passages referred to in the 
Index Generalis to his works, Edit. Venet. 
vol. xxviii. So, too, Calvin, after explaining 
4rpocivysTat by precibus fuit intentus, ably re- 
marks; ‘Christus certe non de precatione mo- 
menti unius hic agit, sed potius indicat Paulum 
in hoe genere exercitii fuisse assiduwm, donec 
quieto et composito animo daretur. Nec dubium 
est quin mire ejus animum cruciaverit anxia 
plene revelationis expectatio: ac Domino hac 
ratio fuit cur illum triduo differret, ut precandi 

m magis in eo accenderet. The circum- 
stances of the case will not permit us to doubt 
that the prayer was for pardom to that God, 
whose Son he had ignorantly persecuted while 

uting his disciples, and for to direct 
is steps into the right course in future; which 

seems implied in the words at v. 7, AaAnOneeral 
vot Ó te os Cet vrousiy. He did not, we ma 
Suppose, so much y for the removal of his 
blindness, —which he considered as a just judg- 
ment on his obstinate shutting of his eyes to the 
light from on high,—as for pardon of his sin 
(which would, of itself, remove the infliction), 
and grace to direct his steps aright; and, ac- 
cordingly, one main purport of his prayers must 
bave been, that some one might, by the Provi- 
dence of God, be sent to direct him. In answer 
to this prayer, the vision was vouchsafed. to him ; 
which, while it held out to him the removal of 
bis blindness, held out also a just hope of a 
Director as well as Healer in the person signified 
to him, by some mode of intimation of which we 
are pot informed, as by name Ananias. 

14. de] ‘in this place.. As Heb. xiii. 14. 
— îxsı iğovoiav Tapa Trav dpyispion, &c.] 

How this came to the knowledge of Ananias, we 
are left to conjecture; and the thing has been 
accounted for ^ various ways by differeut Com- 
mentators. Wolf and Rosenmuller sup Ana- 
nias to have reccived letters from Jerusalem, 
apprising him of the mischief which was brewing 
up. Yet counsels such as these are usually kept 

secret; and little probable is it that the Chris- 
tians would be acquainted with it in fime to ap- 
rise the Damascene Christians of their danger ; 
or we find there was so little connexion between 
the cities, that the intelligence of Saul's conver- 
sion was a very long time in reaching them. It 
may rather be supposed that the design of Saul's 
journey to Damascus was divulged by his com- 

ions, and thus came to the ears of the Chris- 
tians. And Ananias might justly doubt whether 
so bitter an enemy to Christianity could have so 
suddenly changed, and become disposed to receive 
that doctrine. 

15. exsvos ixXoyrs] A Hebraism for ox. 
dx exroy, a chosen instrument to accomplish the 
Divine purposes. 

— Baordoat] ‘to carry forth’ [and promote 
those purposes]. 

16. It is not expressly said that Ananias should 
lay hands upon Saul; but that was implied, and 
Ananias could not but perceive that the affair 
was to take place in coincidence with the vision. 
Hence he tells Saul that the Lord had sent him 
for that purpose. The words were spoken to 
encourage Ananias. And the assurance that 
Paul would suffer, &c., for the Lord, was also 
a prediction, the fulfilment of which appears from 
xx. 23, 25, et al. 

17. dwwe—wAnobis II». dvy.] Jesus had not, 
indeed, told Ananias this; but he well knew it 
was impossible that Saul could be able to effect 
what he was to effect, withont a copious effusion 
of the ie Spirit, as implied in wAncOye. 

18. ciOiwe dvéimecov—Aewides}] In vain is it 
to attempt (as some bave done) to account for 
this on satural principles. Nothing can be plainer 
than that St. Luke means to represent tbe re- 
moval of the blindness, as he had done the txftic- 
tion of it, as ral. |t may be very true 
that there is a disorder of tho eyee, sometimes 
occurring in the East, called Aeóxesua, produced 
by certain humours iu the eyes, which, becoming 

form, as it were, scales. Foes. 
(con. Hi . But this is admitted to be a 
disorder which comes on very gradually; whereas 
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the phenomenon in question having been sudden, 
and without any natural cause, must be regarded 
as miraculous. 

19. ó ZavAos] These words, not found in 
many MSS., have been cancelled by almost 

all Editors. 
— $uéípas Tiwwác] Meaning, not certain days, 

but some days. On the chronological difficulty 
supposed to be involved in this and the following 
verses, see note on Gal. i. 17. 

20. i«idpvocs, AT On further and more 
mature consideration, I am of opinion that Mat- 
thmi's defence of the reading Xpsorov, which 
proceeds on the ground that XpicTó» is to be 
taken as standing for 'Incour, is unsatisfactory, 
as taking for granted, what has not been proved, 
that Xpsords was ever so used ;—and the above 
view is, moreover, opposed by the To». Again: 
to take ròv Xp. in its only proveable sense, 
‘the anointed Messiah’ (as observes Mr. Green, 
Gr. N. T. p. 178) involves an absurdity ; for to 
prove to Jews that the expected Messiah was the 
Son of God was as little necessary as it was highly 
essential to maintain that Jesus was that Divine 
person. 

21. vopÜrcas] Properly a military term, often 
used by the Historians, signifying ‘to ravage, 
devastate, a country.’ So, too, in the Poets; but 
here figur. ‘to vex by persecution.’ Thus it is 
at Gal. i. 13, joined with duoksi. 

22, rufi oo] * evincing,' ‘ proving ;' as in 
1 Cor. ii. 16. ZvuBiBátew Prop. signifies ‘ to 
put together, as carpenters’ work.’ And since he 
who proves any thing, does it by putting toge- 
ther, showing the connexion, and tracing the 
chain of facts or reasonings, so it comes to mean 
* to demonstrate,’ a sense which occurs in the above 
passage of 1 Cor., and sometimes in the Sept., 
and the Greek Class. writers, as Plato, Aristot., 
and Ocell. Luc. 

24. lyvocÜ0g—abrcov] This clause, from its 
disturbing the construction, was removed in the 
Syr. Version, and by Wakef., and placed after 
wWaperipovv—dvirwot. But, rather than sup- 
pose so very harsh a transposition, I would 
the clause, with Abp. Newcome, as perenthetical. 

87. 52, 33. 
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Yet thus waperipouy wil be brought into the 
closest connexion with ol "Iovéatos as its Nomi- 
native. And the statement will run counter te 
that in 2 Cor. xi. 32, where St. Paul says nox 
that the Jews, but that the soldiers of the Erh- 
narch of King Aretas occupied the gates, that he 
might not escape. Some Commentators, indeed 
(as Kuin.), attempt to remove this discrepancy 
by supposing, either that the Jews may be said 
to have done what they did, by another, they 
having the thing; or that the Jews, by 
the authority of the Ethnarch, watched the gates 
in conjunction with the soldiers. Of these two 
solutions, the second is preferable. I am now 
inclined to read, with Lachm. and Tisch., from 
5 uncial and several cursive MSS, wapern- 
pouwro, for reasons which will from 
what is said in the note on Luke vi. 7. Mark 
iii. 2. 

25. xaÜnxa» dia Tov Teiyove] Doddr. aad 
Wakef. translate, ‘ by the side of the wall,’ which 
is confirmed by Athen. i. 214, dia Te» tre xev 
abro): xaÜuurcorras. Yet from a compan 
with the parallel at 2 Cor. xi. sai 
é:a& Ovpidos, it should seem that ĉia must here 
mean i.e. ‘by an aperture in.” So 
Luke v. 19, dud r&v xepdmey xaÜg«ap «veo. 
Paleph. de Incred. 9, kabele avtov ĉa Üvpidos. 
Aristoph. Vesp. 3/9, i£avrac dia THs Üvpides 
Td wadedioy, alra xaO Ageat cavraz. 
l Sam. xix. 12, xarayea ñ M. tow Aafid dea 
Tijv 0vpíóos. By the Ovpidos, however, thus 
supposed alluded to, we are not to understand a 
window in the wall iteelf (for the exceedingly 
thick city walls of the ancients scarcely admitted 
of windows), but in some turret on the wall, or 
perhaps a window of some house which was con- 
nected in some way with the wall. For that this 
was sometimes the case, is clear from Thucyd. ii. 
4, and the penso of the Classical writers cited 
by me in the note there. Mr. Alf., indeed, un- 
derstands it of a window ia the city wall, and 
says that such windows in a city wall were cas- 
— in the East; alleging in proof Josh. ii. 
15. But there the sense is not quite certain; 
but it seems to be, as in our Authorized Ver- 
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yardoavres èv orrupidt. % e IIaparyevóuevos 86 6 Savros eis s aa.1. 1. 
‘Iepovoadn, émeipáro KoddaoGa tois pabrtais’ Kai wavres 
€poBotvto avtov, pù Trwrrevovres Öri ori pabnrys. 27> Bap- hare 
vaBas è émrtAaBopevos avTOv, iyyaye mpòs Tovs aTrooToNous" 
«ai OwyyucaTo avrois mas év Tj Od@ elde Tov Kupsov, kai Ste 
é€AadAnoev ato, kai Tas v Aapacn@ émappnsiácaro èv TH 
> P a? ^ ovouar. tov ‘Inco. 28 i Kat hy per’ avTOv eiorropevopevos kai 1 Gal. 1. 15. 
éxTropevoj.evos év ‘Iepovcadnp, [xai] mappnoratopevos èv te 
ovóuaT. ToU Kupiou 'Incoi ° * Náci Te kai ouvetrres mpos kch-*.1- 

& 11. 90. 

roù ‘EdAnuords: oi 86 éreyeipovv avróv avedety. 50 'Eqri- 1er m. 
eyvovres 0é oi adeAdol, xatryayov avróv eis Katodpeay, xai 

sion, confirmed by the Syr. Vers, and the Chal- 
Qu Paraph, ‘ON the wall’ (cop. Lev. x. 10, 
* edificia juncta muro"), a custom perhaps peculiar 
to the EXC Sce my note on Thucyd. ii. 4. As 
to the engraving to which Mr. Alf. refers in 
Conybeares and Howson's Life of St. Paul, 
vol. i. p. 100, of part of the present wall of Da- 
mascus, that supplies no proof as to the ancient 
wall in the time of St. Paul. Comp. a Rabbini- 
cal writer cited by Wets. on 2 Cor. m. 33, 
* Domus in manibus exstructa, cujus paries ex- 
terior est murus urbis; where for ta, render 
super, as the 3 of the Original requires; for that 
3 bus that sense in Hebrew no one would deny. 

26. wapayevopnevos — «ls el Not imme- 
diately, but after having gone (for the second 
time, it should seem) into Arabia. note on 
Gal.i.17. This circumstance Luke omits, be- 
cause he only meant to narrate such parts of St. 
Paul's history, and more public ministrations, as 
especially illustrated the pene of God over 
him, and the mode in which he was brought to 
devote himself to the conversion of the Gentiles. 
— mi miotsvovres Sts bari ua0.] Render: 

* distrusting (equiv. to ‘not firmly believing’ 
that he was a disciple.” Pure Grecism woul 
have uired où cT. (which we find in 
Demosth. 366, 1. 867, 21, and Hdian. ii. 1, 23 
Lucian, i. 756, and in New Test. Matt. xxi. 25, 
32. Luke xx. 5. John iii. 12, et al. ssep.), for 
while où expresses the direct and full negative, 
absolutely and objectively; ai expresses it con- 
ditionally and subjectively ; serving to imply that 
we conceive, or suppoee, a thing not to exist; 
while ov implies that it actually does not exist. 

28. elowop. xai verdi A phrase like that 
supra i. 21, elanmAGe xai é£5gAO« (see note); in 
each case a Hebraic form Ng% w3, expressive of 
customary action, implying also familiarity of in- 
tercourse. It was cvidently derived from the 
Sept., where sloop. xal ixwop. often occurs.— 
The xai before mappnora{ómevos is cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from A, B, C, and 4 
cursives ; very insufficient authority; to which I 
can only add ono MS., the Mus. 16,184 ; and 
internal evidence is rather in favour of the text. 
rec. The xai was more likely to have been re- 
moved by the Critical Correctors in seven MSS. 
than to have been interpolated in all the rest. It 
was probably expunged to remove a tautology, or 
from 8 wish to prevent tbe words from being 
construed with the following; and undoubtedly 
they belong to the preceding. 

29. The va after éAdAer is not to be taken 
with «ai, for that construction is rare in the New 
Test., but simply as a copula connecting the 
clause iA dA «i. 
— 'EAAupr.] On the ‘EAAnneor. see supra 

vi. l, note. These foreign Jews, sojourning at 
Jerusalem, would be as much opposed to the 
doctrine, —that Jesus was the Christ—as the 
pure Jews themselves residing in Jerusalem, and 
sought to compase their end by the very same 
atrocity. 

30. xarýyayov] ‘conducted him down ;' said, 
rhaps, with reference to the situation of Cæsarea 

[by which we are to understand not, as Doddr., 
Olsh., and others suppose, Cesarea-Philippi, but 
Cesarea in Palestine, which is always meant 
when the name occurs without any addition) ; 
that being on the sea-coast, and accordingly low, 
compared with the upland region of Damascus. 
Yet I now prefer to take the xara us merely 
used in the sense ‘through,’ or ‘ throughout,’ 
‘along,’ as often in xarà rhy ddov, without any 
reference, high or low, to the places; as in Thu- 
cyd. iv. 78, ol dywyoi xatriotnoay aùrtòv ie 
Atov, where I have adduced examples of the use 
from Hom., Xen., Dion. Hal., Plut., Jambl., 
and Joseph. ; also infra xvii. 15, xa@tora@ures— 
yayov abrÓy iws 'AOnvav. I quite agree with 

r. Alford that é€awioere:Aay looks more like 
a ‘sending off" by seu, than a mere ‘sending for- 
ward’ by land. ’Efawoor. is, indeed, a word of 
rather unfrequent occurrence ; yet it is used more 
than once of * sending out by sea.’ So Demosth., 
p. 251, 5, ipa eeréAq rà wota. Diod. Sic. 
XX. 52, vavs iEawoor, v. 04, awoxlas i£a. 
ix rie Kopntns. And though Mr. Alford points 
at a di in Paul's own account, Gal. i. 
21, from which it would appear that he traversed 
Syria in his way to Tarsue. But this he might 
do, and yet sea from Cæsarea. It is plain 
that Paul's friends did not think it eafe to send 
him from Damascus to Tareus by land, doubtless 
from apprehension of the ‘perils from robbers.’ 
Besides, the course by which they did send him 
was both the safer, and the more commodious 
one to Tarsus, —namely, by land to Cæsarea, and 
then by sea to Seleucia, and finally by land from 
Seleucia and Antioch to Tarsus. But if this 
was Seul's route, —as Luke probably learnt from 
Paul, —then there is no discrepancy ; for he did 
traverse many parts of Syria and of Cilicia, as far 
as was necessary to bring him to Tarsus, It was 
unnecessary for Paul to mention his seg-voyage 
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éfamréoreiXav. abróv eis Tapoóv. 9! Ai uy où éxxkXgaías xaf 
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Zech. 9. 1. 
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32 "Evyevero 86 IIérpov, Gwepyópevovy dia Trávrov, xatenOeiy xai 

to the Galatians. It may seem strange that the 
Christian brethren did not send him to the port 
of Sidon, in Syria, only a fourth of the distance 
to Cæsarea. That they did not do so must have 
been occasioned by icular reasons; probably 
the circumstance that there were not a few 
brethren at Cæsarea who would receive Paul very 
kindly, and contrive & passage for him by sea 
to Seleucia. 

31. This verse describes the state of the 
Church in Palestine at this period as one of 
peaceful tranquillity, as opposed to the turmoil 
of ution, or the fear of it. 

n olxodonovmevar we have an architectural 
metaphor; though some difference of opinion 
exists as to whether it should be taken in the 
physical sense, of increase in number of persons, 
or, in a moral sense, of increase in spiri 

and the grace of God ; and so it is 
generally used in St. Paul's Epistles. The former 
view is mostly adopted by the earlier Com- 
mentators, while recent ones, with reason, prefer 
the latter; which is supported by numerous pas- 
sages of the New Test. But it refers to both; 
for, as Calvin observes, ‘vel pro Incrementis 
accipi potest, dum scilicet augescunt Ecclesie 
numero fidelium, vel pe eorum, qui jam in 
grege sunt, profectu, dum scilicet cumulantur 
novis donis et majorem pietatis confirmationem 
accipiunt.’ He then adds that he would com- 
prehend both. When applied to Christian com- 
munities, the expression has usually reference to 
the promotion of peace, order, and unity in the 
Church, and the establishing and strengthening, 
by the exercise of perfect charity, that house- 
hold of God, which is built upon the foundation 
of the Apostles and Prophets; Jesus Christ 
himself being the chief corner-stone, Eph. ii. 20. 
Here, however, it should seem mainly to refer 
to the individuals composing each of the Churches 
respectively, —namoly (as Galv. explains), ‘ from 
their receiving new gifts and.a greater confirma- 
tion of piety.' Of course implying, together with 
increase in grace and spiritual knowledge, a cor- 
respondin | in Christian practice, which 
seems intimated by the foregoing 7opevóputvat 
TG $ófw ToU Kupíov ; by walking being meant 
habitual manner of life and conversation. Tbe 
more regular construction would have been: xai 
d koóouovrTO, Mopevousvar To PdBw Tov Kv- 
piov, Kal TH maparen ToU aylov II»eóuaToc 
qTÀnuÜvvóusvai. Many, indeed, refer the words 
TH wWapaxXyou Tov dyíov [Tvesuaros, us well 
as Tw dQófio Tov Kuplov, to wopsvouevac ; and 
consequently take éwAx8dvowro simply of in- 
crease in numbers ; as Acts vi. l. But this sup- 

a most harsh construction. It is more 
natural to refer the words to the following 4$ n- 
Oúvovro, which will then yield the far better 
sense of ing,—i. e. in the grace of the 
Holy Spirit ; as at Matt. xxiv. ]2. Acts xii. 24. 
l Pet. i. 2, xápıs duty wAnOuvOeln,—for, as 
Calv. observes, * Duo (ista qui sequuntur) Am- 

bulasse in timore Domini, et Spiritus consolatione 
fuisse edificationis illius sunt partes. , 

Conf. 1 Cor. iii. 16, 17.' But to advert to a 
matter of Criticism, as respects the true text of 
the passage ;—rapax\yjoet does not mean ‘ar 
hortation, as Alford explains, since the reading 
of the Vulg. and Syr., lone, is a just 
rendering, so that it be taken for con/fortatione,— 
as pointing at the spiritual aid of the Comforter, 
in the full sense of 6 TlapdxAryroe in John xiv. 
26, where see note. 

For ai ixxA\nolar—styov, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit n ixxAncia—elyey, expressing also the 
words following in the singular. But the autbo- 
rity for this c , that of three uncial and a 
few cursive MSS. (to which I can add nothing), 
though confirmed by the Syriac and Vulg. Ver- 
sions, is insufficient; and hence ] have, with 
Griesb. and Scholz, retained the text. rec. Mr. 
Aon ridi — have — usual 

ide, , who is of opinion that — 
[on cels qui ‘an alteration to suit the idea 
the unify of the Church ; although, in point of 
fact, it seems to have been a mere alteration of 
Critics, who thought the general notion of Church 
resented the ides in a more distinct form than 

is done by so many plurals throughout the verse, 
which a Classical writer would have avoided, 
Alford thinks the text. rec. was an alteration to 
suit the plurals at xv. 45, and xvi. 5. But that 
could not be, unless the Critics were blockheads: 
since in those the plurals are used of 
con tions, first singly visited and confirmed 
b7 aul and Barnabas, and which are then en 
of conjointl y, and therefore the singular could not 
have excogitated, and does not exist in any 
copy; which completely oversets Alford's argu- 
ment against Meyer. I have said ‘a few cur- 
sives, since they do not amount to more than 
twelve; for as to Scholz's alii malti, they are 
mere umbre inanes. As to the authority of an- 
cient Versions and Fathers; the latter have very 
little weight, and the former not much, consider- 
ing that they might, as in a multitude of other 
passages, prefer a free to a literal version. 

92. From this verse to chap. xi. 18, are related 
the journeys undertaken by Peter (who had 
hitherto confined bis Evangelical labours to 
Jerusalem, with the exception of a short visit to 
Samaria, related at viii. 14), for the purpose of 
visiting and confirming the churches — in 
Palestine, and, by his preaching, increasing the 
numbers of their members. 

. Cure of /Eneas by Peter. 
32. dea Tanar] scil. rev dyiæv. Meaning, 

the congregations thereof. For text. rec. Aééda» 
I have received Avdéa, with Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf, with A, B, and a few cursives, but rather 
more than Editors adduce; to which I add 
Lamb. 1196 ; and such was, I think, the reading 
of the original of the Leicester MS., as far as 
the indistinctness of the present reading can 
show. That such must dave been tho reading 
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of the copy used by the Pesch. Syr. Translators 
is certain, since they write 15, the Hebrew name, 
perhaps having in their original Ao, found in 
the Sept., 1 Chron. viii. 12. Joseph., too (Bell. 
ii. 19, 1), has the form Avédéa, formed on the 
Syro-Chald. wy. It is true that Joseph. uses the 
inflected form at xx. 6, 2, xapny Twwà Avddday 
A«vyouísn». But, since elsewhere he uses the 
uma form, formed no doubt on the Lild of 
his Hebrew first edit., eo he would be epi to 
use it lere; but I suspect that the N arose from 
the A following. To show the carelessness of 
some Critical] Editors, Griesb. omits all mention 
of the reading ; while Scholz omits to notice the 
Alex. MS. both here and at v. 35, and only re- 
ports one cursive. From the name, /Eneas seems 
to have been an Hellenist; and, as the air of the 

Peter's visit being to the sainte—would 
suggest, a Christian. ;] Supply «M 1 

. CTpésco» csavT upply «Alyny. In 
this and the sxprecsion' of Hdot. vii. 17, xot-rov 
woetobac there is reference, not to such 
couches as cripples were laid upon, to excite cha- 
rity, but to a «Alyn, or sofa, suited to /Eness's 
respectable station in life. Here Chrysostom, 
Calvin, and Doddridge remark on the different 
mode in Me this miracle vin arte as 
compared with Christ's. * By thus speaking (says 
Calvin) Peter meant to openly declare that he 
was only the instrument, while the miracle was 
performed by the virtue of CHRIST, that he 
aa thus give the glory to Christ alone.’ 

. Wavree—olrives—Kupiov] Render: ‘ All 
who dwelt at Lydda and Saron saw him ;' for to 
assign to éwiot., with Kuin. and others, a Plu- 

. sense, is contrary to the custom of Luke, 
who no where uses that idiom. Besides, it yields 
& sense which Luke could not mean to express; 
as if no others had seen the person, when healed, 
but the Christian converts: whereas all the in- 
habitants might have seen him. And that is 
what Luke must have had in mind, since he 
roceeds to describe the effect which the miracle 
fod on the inhabitants of the place where it was 

worked, and also the whole of the territory in 
which Lydda was situated, called Saron, which is 
& long strip of plain, extending along the sea-coast 
from Cæsarea to Joppa (on which see Robinson's 
Bibl. Res. iii. 31), and which had been previously 
partly evangelized by Philip; see supra viii. 4U. 

e above is tho view taken by Robins. and Alf., 
which muy be the true one. But it is liable to 
the strong objection, —that Lydda itself was not 
within the plain of Saron, but south of it; and 
hence, after all, Zap. may represent a village in 
the immediate vicinity of ydde, perhaps the 
Saren mentioned by Mariti, Travels, p. 350, as 
situated between Lydda and Arsuf (perhaps the 
Sari of Arrowsmith). And that recent 
travellers (observes Alf.) do not mention it, is no 
roof of the non-existence of the village. If 

does exist, it must represent the Saron of 
Luke, and have been situated in the immediate 
vicinity of Lydda, two or three miles N.w. of it. 

97. aoOevjcacay] See note on John v. 3. 
— Aoícarvrse Qi avTív] As it cannot be sup- 

that mex would perform such an office 
(though there are passages in Herodotus which 
rove that it was in customarily performed 
y men), we may, with Pearce and Markland, 

Aovcavres as put for Xoícaca:, by re- 
ference to ãyðpæro: understood, that being a 
general term, and including females. That women 
are here meant, there is the more reason to think, 
since we learn both from the Scriptural and an- 
cient writers in general, that women were em loyed 
on such offices, even towards men. So Ennius, 
cited by Wetatein, ' Tarquinii corpus bona femina 
lavit et unxit.’ And Socrates (as we learn from 
Plato, Phæd.) chose to take a bath just before ho 
drank the fatal cup, Sore uù Tpáyuara Taie 
vvattly wapixey. Accordingly we cannot 

doubt that women always performed such offices 
to women. This is, indeed, proved by a © 
of Apuleius (cited by Pricseus and ' etatein), 
* Familiares misere Charites accuratissimé corpus 
ablutum, unità sepulturà, ibidem marito per- 
petuam conjugem reddidere. 
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& 22. 12. 
Eccl. 7. 18. 

39. driderxvipevac—Aopxas}] The sense is: 
‘Showing coats and garments such as Dorcas 
used to make when she was with them.’ The 
use of the Imperfect to denote custom is not un- 
frequent. It is not certain whether the garments 
shown were, as the common opinion is, stocks of 
clothes provided for the poor; or (which is the 
opinion of several recent Commentators, and 
some of the ancients), such garments as the 
widows then had on. The latter, however, seems 
countenanced neither by the words themselves 
(for thus the Article would be requisite at iT- 
vac and inaria; and &, not dca, would have 
been used), nor by the air of the context; not to 
say that there is something not a little jejune in 
the latter view, while the former is perfectly 
natural and appropriate. The widows meant to 
justify, as it were, their grief, by showing Peter 
ow industriously active Tabitha had been in her 

domestic duties, and how much she would be 
missed. With the simplicity and pathos of the 
expression pet’ avray obca we may compare 
something similar in the beautiful of 
Eurip. Alc. 901, (Aa piv Sr’ qv ye peð’ nuc, 
and Heracl. 9, óT' rjv u«0' huv. 

40. éxBudraw 8E] See note on Matt. ix. 25, 
and compere 2 Kings iv. 83. 

4l. wapiornoey aùràv (ocav] ‘Vivam 
restabat ;' so Sext. Emp. 254, ora 'Aóusiro ò 
HpaxAze T)» "AÀknco iw ynbe åvayayæv 
waptornos. Comp. Kings xvii. 23. 

X. 1. Hitherto the Gospel had been preached 
to the Jews only, who supposed that salvation 
was to be restricted to their own nation alone. 
Accordingly none had been, thus far, admitted by 
baptism into the Christian Church, but Jews and 
Samaritans,—or at least Jewish proselytes, all of 
them circumcised persons, and bound to observe 
the Ceremonial law ; though of late it had begun 
to be seen by some, as Stephen, that the Gospel 
was to be one of un-circumcision. But the time 
had now come, when it pleased God that the 
Gentiles should be openly called to share the 
privileges of the people of God, without being 
proselyted to Judaism, either before or after their 
conversion to Christianity. In order, however, 
to meet the prejudices of the Jewish converts, it 
was, by a Divine pre-arrangement, ordained that 
the foes with whom the change commenced, 
should be, though uncircumcised, and a Gentile, 

"Iowans kai "morol emiorevoav èm. tov Kúpiov. 55 ' E-yévero 
éy 'lómmy, vapá Tivi X ipon 

X. 1 "Avhp & tis "jv ev Kawcapeía, óvópari Kopvýňos, éxa- 
Tovrdpyns èk omeipms THS Kadoupévns Irancs, ? * evoeBis 

a worshipper of the one true God. Thus the 
imminent peril of a permanent schism in the 
infant Church was by Divine Providence averted. 
Accordingly, as is wel] observed by Neander, 
‘the pernicious influence with which, from the 
first, the self-seeking and one-sided prejudices of 
human nature threatened the Divine work, was 
counteracted by the superior influence of the 
Holy Spirit, which did not allow the differences 
of men to reach such a point of antagonism, but 
enabled them to retain unity in variety. We 
recognize the preventing wisdom of God,— which, 
while giving scope to the free y of man, 
knows how to interpose his immediate revelation 
just at the moment when it is requisite for the 
success of the Divine work,—by noticing that 
when the Apostles needed this wider develop- 
ment of their Christian knowledge for the exer- 
cise of their vocation, and when the lack of it 
would have been exceedingly detrimental, —at 

moment, by a remarkable coincidence of 
inward revelation with a chain of outward eir- 
cumstances, the illumination hitherto wanting 
was imparted to them." 
— omeions T. x. 'I.] meaning a cohort similar 

to the Pretorian cohorts of the Roman emperors, 
but not a legionary one, but forming the body- 
guard in attendance on the President of S 
and garrisoning Cæsarea. It was called Italian 
as being formed chiefly of Italians, in con 
distinction to others raised from the X 
such as were moet of tbe corps in Syris and 
Palestine. Of this corps mention is made 
Arrian, Tact. p. 73 (cited by Wetst.), xpos- 
eráyÜncar di avTov ol Ti oalons "lradinys 
7r (0l, whence it appears that the cohort consisted 
both of infantry and cavalry. Whether the *cubors 
militum Italicorum voluntaria que est in Syria, 
mentioned in Gruter, Inscr. i. p. 434, quoted by 
Mr. Humphrey, was the corps in question is 
doubtful, since the age of the Inscription is un- 
certain. 

2. eioeBns xal doB.—Osov] These words 
only attest that Cornelius was a worshipper of 
the one true God. Whether he was a Prose/ 
of the Gate or not, is indeed uncertain. Bot I 
am stil] of opinion that he was; and Mr. Alf. 
acknowledges that ‘there is nothing in the narra- 
tive to preclude it.’ But surely there are cir- 
cumstances in the narrative which seem to point 
at it, inasmuch as uaprvpoíutpos Gre Sov Tov 

» 
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xai poBovpevos tov Ocóv cvv Tavri TQ oixe avrov, Troy Te 
éXenuoaUvas ToXXàs TQ Xag, xai Seopevos ToU Oeo) Svavravros. 
3 Eibev év ópáuar. $avepós, woel &pav évvárgv tis fuépas, 
A&yyeXov ToU Oeod eicehOovra mpòs avrov, kal eimóvra ate’ 
KopwjAw. *'O è áreví(cas avrà xal EudoBos yevouevos, elre 
Ti dort, xúpie ; elme è avrQ* Ai mpocevyai aov xai ai éXenuo- 

, 9 , 3 , b , ^ ^ 

cvvai cov àvéQgaav eis uvnuocvvov ? évwirioy Tov Occo. 5 Kai disa. 45 19. 

vüv TéuwNov eis lors» avdpas, xal uerámeu dau Xipova b> 
emixanreitat ILérpos 8 * otros Eeviferar rapá trun X iive Bupoed, och.0. e. 

Q otw oikia mapà ÜáXaecav [obros Nadjoe cor Ti oc Set 

Troviv.] 7 ‘Qs 88 mijXÜev à deyyeXos ó Nadav + rH Kople, 
gwvicas Sv0 Tay oikerüv avro), Kal otpatiarny evocB THY 

&Ovove Tiv 'Lovdalwy could never have been said 
of a Gentile who had made no approach to Jew- 
ish faith and worship, which the Proselytes of 
the Gate did; those were, we know, held in 
consideration -by the Jews. Hence Cornelius 
was a proper person, —being so much of a Gentile, 
and also so much of a Jew,—to form the con- 
necting link between both. Indeed, Mr. Alf. 
thinks that many such cases of Jewish Proselytes 
admitted by baptism into the Church had oc- 
curred. I would rather say, that ‘some such 
cases may have occurred.’ And I with 
Mr. Alf., that the Sujet of this Providential in- 
terference seems to have been, to give a solemn 
sanction to such reception by the agency of him 
who was both the chief of the Apostles, and the 
strong upholder of pure Judaism. 
— Ósouevos Tov Osov]. A liar construc- 

tion, found no where else in the New Test., and 
in the Sept. only once, in Dan. vi. 11, decuevoe 
rov O:0v, which seems to bave been in Luke's 
mind. The construction, indeed, occurs supra 
viii. 22, but followed by £l dpa. Were it not for 
the phrase at next verse being interchanged with 
wpot Tóy Geov, I should have supposed that dad 
was to be understood there, and perhaps here, 
denoting the asking of God in prayer some object 
of petition. Be that as it may, I with 
Neander, that the subject of Cornelius’ prayer 
was [mainly] that he might be guided into the 
truth; i.e. into the true way of serving God 
acceptably, and undoubtedly with reference to 
me religion of Jesus, now spreading so far and 

e. 
3. eldey iv ópáparı, &c.] The terms hero 

employed, slev and pavepær, as also the hour 
of the day when this circumstance took place, 
and the religious duty in which Cornelius was 
engaged, —al] preclude the notion of certain con- 
tinental Critics, who would resolve the whole 
into natural causes, and suppose that Cornelius 
was asleep, and that the whole took place merely 
in vision. It was plainly a real angelic a - 
ance (such as that to Zecharias, Luke i. 1] $ and 
the ópaua a real spectacle and supernatural 
representation, like several others recorded in 
tbis book. 

4. ri tort, xópie;] ‘What is it, Sir?’ A 
lar form of respectful answer to the call of a 

superior, though sometimes to that of an inferior, 
varying a to the tone of voice with which 

it is pronounced. Kuinoel aptly cites Esth. v. 1, 
ti iotw,'’EcOnp; Thus there is an ellipse of 
some such words as altnud cov, which is supplied 
at Esth. vii. 2. 

— aviBnoav—iverrioy Tov Osov] Merely 
an Oriental and figurative way of expressing 
that any thing has come to the knowledge of 
God ; not necessaril y implying the Jewish notion, 
that men's prayers are carried up by angels to 
God in heaven. In ele urna. (for Goa - 
c7 va, ' to remember for approbation") we fave 
the Hellenistic use of uvynuocvvov for pension, 
corresponding to the Hebr. tox Comp. Rev. 
viii. 4. 

6. Eev%erar] for Eavodoyeira:. See my 
x 
— — The Attic writers used Bupco- 

divens, lite tis skin-softener, corresponding to 
our currier. ith them Bupceds only denoted 
a skinner, though there can be little doubt that, 
among the ancients, the two trades were often 
conjoined, as far as the rougher sorts of tanning 
were concerned; and both were proverbially 
mean occupations, and held in such contempt 
by the Jews as almost unclean, that various laws 
were in force lating the exercise thereof. 
See my Rec. Syn. Thus the house being by the 
sea-side (i. e. as opposed to the harbour, and con- 
sequently out of the city) was in conformity 
to a law which obliged tanners to have their 
workshope outside of towns. So Artemid. i. 58, 
vexpov dwrerat cwpatay 0 Bupcodine, kal 
riijt TOÀsct Awaxiora:. Surenhus. Misch. T. 
iv. p. 64, ‘ Cadavera et sepulcra separant, et 
coriarium L. cubitos a civitate.’ Curriers were 
always placed near rivers, or by the sea, for the 
conxenince of water, indispensable for their 
trade. 
— ovrot—worivy}] These words are absont 

from many of the best MSS. [including all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x.], 
Versions, and Fathers; and are written so very 
differently in others, that almost all Critics and 
Editors are, with reason, — that they are 
from s margin, introduced from ix. 6. xi. 14. 
xxii. 10. 

7. T&v Tpockapr. a.] Priceus, Schleus., 
and Kuin. take wpocxapr. to mean ‘of those 
who stood sentry at his gate." But there is per- 
hape no sufficient reason to abandon the common 
version, ‘of those who wasted upon him, — 
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qrpockaprepovvrov auto, 9 kal éEyynoduevos a’tois ravra, 
acis. amréoretdev aUToUs eis THY Ióonmyv. ? 4TH 86 éravptoy, odoewo- 

po/vrov éxeivwv xal tH moret eyyilovrwy, avéBy Ilérpos exi 

To caua trpocevEacOa: Trepi dpav Exrny. 
qewvos, Kat nOede yevoacOas  Tapackevalovrov Sé + éxeiver, 

càr. émémeoev èm avrüv éxotacu. 11° Kal Oewpet tov oùpavòv ay 
eqrypévov, xai karaßaîvov èr aùrtòv cxebos Tt, ws olory pe- 
yaAnv, Téccapciw apyais ÓcOeuévov, xai xaÜDiépevov emi ris 

namely, as domestics; for it seems that centu- 
rions were allowed to use some of their sol- 
diers in that capacity. This sense is confirmed 
by the use of the word supra viii. 13, and is 
perhaps required by the ixsivæv at ver. 10, where 
see note. 

9. rò dcepa} ‘the flat roof." The usual situa- 
tion chosen by pious persons to perform their 
devotions. So Taanith, fol. 23, ‘ ascendamus in 
tectum, et imploremus misericordiam.’ And 

racoth, p. 34, ' conscendit superius canaculum, 
Deumque per se oravit. That the custom was 
2 — to ine en — : the 

tiles, appears from . i. 5, and Strab. 
Geogr. xvi. 3, 20, fio» Tipos iri tov 
Óopuaros, lópvcáuavo: Bwoudy, owiveorres 
aura. 

10. xpdewsivos}] A word occurring no where 
else; though xarawatvos, ixweivos, and ó£ú- 

— Ole yetoac8a:} Supply «pod or 
such like, which is — gat This 
absolute use of the word (also found infra xx. 
11) is rare; but occurs also in Jon. iii. 7. Jos. 
Antt. vi. 14, 3. The expression signifies to 

a meal, without reference to the quan- 
Hu d food taken. See my note on Thucyd. 
ii. 70. 
— txsivev) Four uncial and a few cursive 

MSS. [to which I add Lamb. 1185, Mus. 16,184, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16], and Origen have aù- 
T&v, which seems to have greater propriety ; but 
it is perhaps an emendation, espec. as it comes 
from a quarter fruitful in such. Hence it ought 
to have been adopted into the text by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. 
—ixoracis] Render, ‘ an ecstasy,’ or ‘ trance.” 

The word properly signifies a removal of any 
thing from any former situation, or state; but it 
is here appli to that removal of the mind from 
the body by which, even though awake, we are 
insensible to external objects, and our senses are 
so far from conveying to us the impressions of 
those objects, that the mind seems, as it were, to 
have retired from the body, and to be wholly 
&bsorbed in the contemplation of internal and 
mental images; with which it is so fully en- 
grossed, that it regards them as absolute realities 
and matters of fact. I agree with Alford, that 
the distinction of this appearance from the ópaua 
above is, that in this case what was seen was a 
revelation shown (o the eye of the beholder whev 
rapt into a supernatural state, having, as in thé 
case of a dream, no objective reality ; whereas in 
the other the thing seen actually happened, and 
was beheld by the person as an ordinary spec- 
tator. 

ll. oxevos] The word here denotes ‘a hol- 

low vessel, of a cup form, for containing any 
taing; as infra 16. xi. 5. John xix. 29, = 

Kings iv. 3. Hdian. iv. 7, 8. —'O06r» here 
means such a sheet as is used to hold any thinz 
wrapped in it. 
— dpxais] In order to determine the exsct 

sense of this controverted term, it may be proper 
to premise that the word properly signifies the 
extremity of any thing of an obl rm, each 
end thus being considered as a beginning. See 
Galen. ap. Rec. Syn. And, as in things of the 
form of a parallelogram (as in a web of cloth), 
each end, having two angles, may be said to have 
two of these dpxaí; thus dpyai might here be 
rendered extremities, or corners; though ‘ ends" 
is the more accurate version. Wakef., indeed, 
renders ‘by four strings, referring, for an ex- 
ample of that signification, to Galen, de Chirurg. 
ii. Exod. xxviii. 23. Diod. Sic. i. 109, apexes 
exowlov. Lucian iii. 83, sauer ér. Hdot. 
iv. 60, rà» dox» Tov erpódov. ip. Hi 
772, *Xsucràás ?1cpáTev dpyas. But the 
and second only poe that either or 
both eads of any oblong y may be called 
ápxal. The rest show that it was not unfre- 
uently used of the end of a or band. Se 
ar, the proof only amounts to this,—that dpya 
uy denote the end of any thing, and, with 
addition of a word signifying band, the end of a 
rope ; but there is no proof that it ever meant 
ru oa rope. The of Diod. Sic., vol. i. 
104, ip., was thought in by Bp. Middl. te 
supply this proof, but without reason. It respects 
the manner of harpooning the hippo us, and 
the words are these: 210 évi Tov imwayivrey 
dvawrovres dpyas orumivas, aprac: piypie 
dy wapadv6y. But the very erudite W ESSEL- 
ING, in his note, determines it to mean ‘ 
cable-ends, Of this sense of apy, to denote 
end, Wesseling adduces two examples from Pte- 
tarch and Philo-Jud. ; and finally, be so explaims 
the present pamago of Acts. Assuredly there is 
no proof made out that apy? can of ù denote 
a rope ; which would involve an intolerable cats- 
chresis. The two learned Critics were deceived 
by not attending to the nature of the term dede- 
jatvon, piai eT enm; as seres fs gues ficat: 
pregnass, including the sense drò or exor- 
vlov. So Matt. xxi. 2, supneere vov sð: piven. 
Mark xi. 4, ròv 9o» ósósuíror. In this case 
the dwd or ix must be understood according as 
the sense be suspension from, or tying fo. Thus 

X. bere denotes *an angular corner, as in 
od. xxxix. 15, iw’ dudorípas vat apyac. 

16 Antt. p —— èi rör xpixesp za- 
sia T3)» dpxùw (1 conj. Tp p, ‘at the 

ond’) fBÀer yarxias inbade iva. end here 
the true rendering will be, ‘tied (up) the fear 
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yr 12 év d imipye wavta Tà rerpámroba Tis yns Kal Tà Onpia 
wai Ta Éépmerà, Kal Ta Trerewà, ToU oUpavoU. 13 Kai éyévero 
pov) Tpós aùrór "Avacras, Ilérpe, Oicov xal paye. 1*1'O fier. 
dé Ilérpos eire  Mm«6auós, Kópw: Sri ovdérrote čpayov may ;. 
xowòov 1) axabĝaprov. 

Deut. 14. 8, 

Ezek. 4. 14. 158 Kai dvi) mddw éx Sevrépov mpòs f Matt ıs. 
Rom. 14. 14. avTOv ^A 6 Occ éxaÜápuoe, ^ a) pù koívov !. 19 Tobro dè éyévero nyer. ss. 

ém. Tpis". Kal Trad avednpOn Tò aeos eis TOY oUpavóv. 
Matt. 15. 11. 
1 Cor. 10. 36. 
1 4. 4. 

17 “No 66 èv éavrQ mope 6 IIérpos, Tí av etn tò Ópapua 6 

ends’ (or ‘angular corners’). Bp. Middleton, 
indeed, objects to the introduction of the the, 
because there is no Article tn the Greek ; forget- 
ting that he thns falls into the very error for 
which he so often censures Wakef.; that of not 
bearing in mind those many cases where the ah- 
sence of the Article affords no presumption of the 
noun being indefinite. Accordingly, Mr. Al- 
ford's assertion, that the above sense would re- 
qure the Article, is quite ungronnded. He ren- 
ers, ‘by four rope-ends ;' forgetting that there 

is for that version a want of something more than 
an Article,—namely, exowwíov or eTvmwíva:s. 
Besides, the sense thus resulting would be in- 
apposite, since the four rope-ends would not 
draw r the sheet so as to make it a sort of 
hollow vessel; which would be done by tying up 
each of the four corners. It is s that 
Mr. Alf. should pronounce it difficult to account 
for the insertion of dedeudvov xai, which he has, 
he says, retained doubtfully. Heneed bave had 
no doubt; since, though they are really indis- 
pensable to make any tolcrable sense of the pas- 
sage, yet their absence from some 7 or 8 MSS. 
(for the et alii of Scholz is sikil; and they are 
in all the Lamb., Mus., and Trin. Coll. copies) 
is easily accounted for by the Critics not under- 
standing the force of the words; so that, — 
them absent at the parallel passage infra xi. 5, 
they made bold to expunge them here. Without 
refining eo much as is done by some writers, it 
may be sufficient to suppose that, as the vision 
was ly intended to intimate a truth which it 
was highly n for the Apostle now to 
learn,—tbat the distinction between Jews and 
Gentiles was to be done away,—so it was chiefly 
meant to inculcate another truth which should 

ve the way to the abrogation of the distinction 
ween meats, which had, more than any thing 

else, kept Jews and Gentiles apart. And of this, 
and no more than this, Peter seems at the time 
to have understood it ; especially since the Jewish 
Rabbis themselves admitted that at the comin 
of the Messiah the distinction of meats woul 
be done away. But the event showed that a far 
higher truth (for to refer the four dpyai to the 
four parts of heaven, the N., &, E., and w., is 
simpl —though not directly taught in 
the vision—was to be learnt by him,—namely, 
that the distinction of sations in the sight of God 
was to pass away, together with the distinction of 
meats and the ceremonial law, originally intended 
to keep the Jews distinct from the other nations 
of the world, but now in Christ to be abrogated, 
and the middle wall of partition to be broken 
down, and both Jews and Gentiles admitted to 
the One God and Father of all. 

12. T«rpá*oóa denotes the tame beasts, 

nom, as Onoía the wild ones, mm v»3. So 
Orpheus, Argon. 73, xnA:sow dé re Ünpas, hè’ 
ipwerd xal mersnvá. JEschyl. Choeph. 576— 
584; comp. also 3 Kings iv. 33 (Sept.), where it 
is said of Solomon, that he discoursed «0l T&v 
KThvey xal api Tav Wereiv@v Kai Repl "rov 
ipwetay kal Tepl r&v lyOíwv, where xrnvav 
(which word sometimes in the Sept. denotes wild 
its iu well as tame ones) means beasts and 
animals generally, both wild and tame. Exactly 
as in Hdot. iii. 18, where is described the table 
spread for the Sun, we have Asiae —4iríarAsot 
xpsev ip0wy ar áv Twv TOv TeTpamóðwv, — 

14. xowéóv] ‘impure,’ ‘unclean.’ How it 
comes to have this sense see gi erg: 

15. wédww ix devripov] is is general] 
considered as a pleonastic expression, of whic 
examples from the later writers have been ad- 
duced by the Commentators. Here, however, 
the so-called pleonasm rather communicates an 
intensity of sense, as serving to introduce the 
weighty expression following, à ò Oede ixa0.— 
xolvyovu, to understand which we must premise 
that ixa@. means, by an idiom common to He- 
brew, Greek, and Latin, ‘hath declared pure,’ 
i. e. made so, by abrogating the Law which for- 
bade its use. And so in Schemoth Rabbi, fol. 
118, 3, on the words of Job xxxi. 32, ‘the 
stranger did not lodge in the street,’ it is said : 
* Non enim Deus xorvoi, profanum judicat, quem- 
quam hominem.’ We must here understand that 
under the literal truth, here denoted by the above 
representation, that the distinction between ani- 
mals intended for man's use as food was done 
away, there was intimated & yet deeper truth, re- 
vealed, as it were, from on high, by letting down 
clean and unclean in the same vesec], —namely, 
that God would in future men not as 
clean and SN ien: but all alike 2 — v 
sight, and as pure, for the sake o 
hh beloved — 

16. ivl rpic} lit ‘unto thrice.’ The vision 
was thrice repeated, in order to show the cer- 
tainty of the thing. So in Gen. xli. 32, Pha- 
raoh's dream is doubled, to show its reality, and 
that it is from God. The expression occurs in 
Polyb. iii. 28; though els H ai occurring in Xen. 
Cyr. vii. 1, 2, is purer Gree 

17. iv éavre Qumrópsi.—rí dy sin] * was doubt- 
ing in himself, i. e. ‘in his own mind, what it 
might mean.’ Joseph. Antt. ii. 8, ri wore «in 
TÓ pdvracha wap luavTo cov ; 

ere, as Dr. A. Clarke well points out, we 
have an admirable display of the economy of 
Divine Providence by an arrangement of events 
to fit each other, and to harmonize one with 
another ; it being, in the present case, so ordered, 
that in the very moment when Peter's mind was 
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ele, xal iSov, oí dvdpes of areotradpévos amò ToU Kopyn)iov, 
Svepwricavres Tv oixiav Zipwvos, eréorncay emi Tov TruXGwa: 
18 kai. dwovycavtes érvvÜdvovro, ei Xipov ò emumadovpevos Ié- 
tpos évÜáBe Eeviterar. 19 Tov 86 IIérpov * &wvÜvpovnévov epi 
ToU ópáparos, elirev aùr Tò IIvebua: "I900, avdpes tpets Erodo: 
ce A'ANA üvacràs karáf9mOi xai mopeúov avv avrois, pnder 
Svaxpwvopevos, Sits yo ámécraA«a avro. ?! KataBas à 

IIérpos mpòs rovs dvdpas [rots ameoradpévous amò ToU Kopvs- 

Mou mpós avTóv,] cimer: 'I900, eyo eimi bv Unreire Ts Ñ aitia 
& fj mápeore; % Oi &è emor Kopyjdsos éxarovrapym, 
avnp Sixatos xal poBovpevos Tov Qedv, naprvpoUuevós TE io 
Sov Tod &Üvovs TOv "Iovdalwy, éypuuarícÓn tio aryyéXou ayiov 
peraméudraa0aí ce eis tov olxoy avrov, Kat axovoas frjuara 
mapa cov. B Eioxadeodpevos oiv aùroùs éféwoe. Ty ô 
érrauptov ò Ilérpos é£5A0e a)v aitois, rai tives Tov adeddav 
TOv and [tis] “Iommns cuvpOov aita: ?* ai TD èmavúpiov 
eiczjAÜov eis Tv Kauaápeuav. òè Kopyndsos 7j trpocdoxav 
QUTOUS, GvykaXecáp.evos TOUS Gvyyeveis avroÜ kai TOUS dyra- 
yxaious iXovs. 

25 ‘Ns 5é éyévero vov eicenOely Tov IIérpov, cvvayvrnoas avro 
6 KopvýMos, Teac émi roùs móðas mpocexuyncer. 

Ilérpos aùròv ipyeipe, Meyar “AvdornOe Kaya aùtòs avOperros 

26 &*Ü & 

eit. ?! Kal avvopaXàv ait@ etondbe, nai evpioxes cuvedndy 
, ` 1Johné% oras ToXXoUs, 28 lén re 

in doubt about the full meening of the vision, 
the very event occurs which shall remove his 
perplexity. 

18. $wrücavrss] * addressing, —namely, the 
servants, or that particular one who opened the 
door. See infra xii. 13. 

19. elwev avtw rò Iiv.) meaning, ‘that this 
was said by the inner prompring of the Holy 
Spirit. Seo note supra viii. 29. 

20. d\Ad—pndiv Óvaxpiv.] The adda, Sage!" 
(an hortative Particle often used to introduce a 
verb of motion in the Imperat.) is to be applied 
to the whole of the words following; q. d. 
* Make no scruple about the person thou art called 
to; but go at once!’ The iyò is very emphatic. 
Render: ‘It is Z who, &c. I, the Holy Spirit, 
sent from the Father to guide men into all 
truth : I have brought about the Divine purpose 
by sending the men." 

2]. yœ eluc Ov Ynretr2] So Eurip. Orest. 
3/4. 68 elu’ 'Opé£o us —Ó» ioropsis. 

23. kaí Ties oy ddsA av] In number siz, 
as we learn from xi. 12, doubtless taken as wit- 
nesses of what might take place. 

24. +7 éwadprov] On the morrow after the day 
he had set out; for the journey, being one of 15 
hours’ distance, was too great for one day. 

— robs avayxaious pidous}] Ol dvdyxacot, 
like necessarii in Latin, denotes relations, whether 
by consanguinity, or by affinity ; and sometimes 
persons connected by the bonds of friendship. 

Tpós autous’ ‘Tyeis €micracÓe ex 

When díXo: is added, the sense is more deter- 
minate, and means intimate friends. See exx. 
in my Lex. 

25. I have here, with Lachm., Tisch, amd 
Alf., admitted the rou before elazA0., from A, 
B, C, E, G, and many cursives, including all the 
Lamb. and most of the Mus. copies, confirmed 
by internal evidence, in the difficulty and barsh- 
ness of the reading. which is, indeed, inexplicable, 
on the principle suggested by Alf. It would seem 
to be a use of rov for iwi +e at tbe very instant 
of Peter's entrance. 
— ®pocexvvncev] This carried with it a pros- 

tration of the body to the earth, and was a mark 
of profound respect, which was paid not only te 
monarchs, but also to ofher persons of hi 
dignity; though by the Oriental nations, G 
and Romans, it was rendered to the Deity alone. 
Certainly Cornelius, who was siceBys xei ġo- 
Bosusvos róy» Osó», could not intend to offer 
mark of respect inconsistent with his duty to 
God. He no doubt regarded Peter (ss having 
been the subject of a preternatural communica- 
tion) in the light of a Divine legate, and, ss 
such, entitled to a mark of reverence similar te 
that offered to the Deity himself. Peter, on the 
other hand, bearing in mind the very different 
custom of the Romans, with unaffected religious 
uw. declined it. disi: 

. One may observe, with Whitby and others, 
how admirably adapted was Peter's discours to 
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áÜépuróv otiw avdpi ‘Iovdaip xodrAacOar 7) poaépyea0a4 àXXo- 
puro. xal poi ò Geos Edere undéva Kowvoy 1) ákáÜaprov Xéyew 
avOpwrrov. % Ato xai avavrippyrws ?;ADov uerameud eis. muv- 
Oavopas oiv, Tis Xóyp uereméuyrac0é ue; 9 " Kai ò Kop- Rot t 
vios Edn ‘Amro rerápras ")uépas. péypi TaúTns THs Ópas unv 
vnaTeUov, Kal Tv évvárqv ópav Trpoaevxojevos v TQ oiko pov 
Kai idov, avip orn évorrrióv pov èv obiri Nappa, 9! xal onor 
KoprýMe, ? eanxova6n aov 7) Trpoaevy?), xai ai éXenuoatvas aov n ver. 4 Ro. 
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bring about the conversion of the persons ad- 
dressed ; his arguments being exactly fitted to the 
condition of persons acquainted with the funda- 
mental principles of true religion, though they 
had not embraced tho Law of Moses. These 
persons, however, were so much more advanced 
than proselytes of the gato usually were, that 
Peter addresses them in nearly the samo way as 
he mue the Jews. Compare also Rom. ii. 11. 
v 

— 40éuirov] This is not well rendered *un- 
lawful,’ as ] Pet. i. 3; for the thing was not for- 
bidden by the letter at least of the law, though 
such was implied in its injunctions. See Joseph. 
c. Apion. ii. 28, 36, and Antt. xvi. It seems 
to be rather equiv. to áceflie, and we means 
* how; e. g. ‘bow impious a thing it is.’ 

— ÅA opó] e word properly means 
only — but, as Kuinoel observes, it is 
in the Sept., Philo, and Josephus, used (as here) 
in a peculiar sense, so as to denote such as are 
sot Jews, either by birth or by religion, and are 
elsewhere styled Eíroi, or dAXOrpio:, Gentiles. 

29. tim Ayw) ‘On what account, cause, or 
season ;' as l Cor. xv. 2, tivi Acyw sù Ài- 
áunv bui». So Eurip. iph. Taur. , Tiv 
Aóyw TopÜussams ; 
$0: aad rerdprnt—enorevev] Several re- 

cent Interpreters take this to mean, that Cornelius 
had fasted from the time of his vision to the 
time when Peter arrived. And this would seem 
to be called for by the cerrespondence of dad 
and uíypi. But it involves a great improbability, 
and adverts to a circumstance which Cornelius 
wrould not have been likely to mention. Besides, 
it is liable to other and verbal objections, which 
are well stated by Kuinoel, who would take the 
dà for pd, as xv. 7. 2 Cor. viii. 10. ix. 2, and 
v in Prov. viii. 23, and elsewhere. Yet azo can 
never, properly, be said to be put for mpd. 

of some preposition, as xara: xarà Ti)» TsTÓp- 
Ty ")uifpav deo TaŭúTNe THS ")uépae. And the 
senso is: ‘ At the 4th day from to-day (i. e. four 
* ago) I was fasting up to this hour of tho 
ay.' 
2 AauTpa] ‘ white and radiant,’ as at Luko 

xxiii. 11, «pia o» avróv icÜrra Napr pàv, 
and sometimes in the later Classics. 

32. 4apà 0áXAacca»r] meaning, ‘ the sea-coast," 
as opposed to the harbour, and consequently out 
of the city—in conformity to a law which obliged 
tanners to pursue their occupation outside of 
towns, and also from the convenience of a mari- 
time situation for the business in Jw 

W here it seems to be so used, there is an rae 

93. xadkwe imwolnoas Tapay.| ‘by having 
come. Comp. Hdot. v. 24, 40 &voínsas áqi- 
KOMEvOR. 

94. xpocwrodneTn J Seo my Lex. in v., 
and note on Luke xx. 21. 

85. 4AX' iv wavri iOve—ior:] This use of 
Lpyyá(t00a;, like that of rry» or yo, with dexato- 
curn», and other words expressive of actions or 
moral dispositions, involves a notion of kabit. 
The expression is very emphatic, denoting the 
performance of our duties towards men. In like 
manner we find Joseph. Antt. xvi. 6, 8, distin- 
guishes natural religion and morality from posi- 
tive institutions in all countries, and gives the 
penne to the former. W hence (as observes 

histon) he was nearer Christianity than wero 
the Scribes and Pharisees of his age. 

In order, however, to avoid the dangerous no- 
tion which has been founded on these words, — as 
if to fear God and work righteousness, under any 
form of religious belief, were the only duties 
essential to salvation, —see the remarks of Drs. 
Hales and Townsend. And to avoid the o 
sito error, see Bp. Bull's Harm. Ap. ch. ii. 8 5, 
and the note of Dr. A. Clarke on this passage. 
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Sexrds avrQ dott. %6? Tov Xóyov by arréctethe Tots viois "Ia- 

36—43. 
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avróv 6 Geos IIvevpars dyin xai Suvaper, ôs DujADev evepyerav 
xal impevos trayras TOUS xataduvacrevopévous vró TOU Aia- 

sd.231 © Borou, Sts 0 Ocós "jv uer avrov. 99 * Kai nets eopev páprupes 
qrávrov, &v émroízaev čv re TH wpa TOv ‘Iovdaiwy xai èv 'Iepov- 
cadnu Ov xe avetdov kpeuáaavres emi Evrov. ® tToŭrov ò 

ta.. Ges Tyeipe TH Tplrn ")uépa, xai Edwxev avróv éudavij yevéoc Gar 
a ch. 18. 31. 
Luke 34. 30, 

41° oj qraytl TQ Naw, GAAA papTvat TOUS Trpokeyeuporovruévois 
úmò Tod Oeod, Hpiv olrwes cuvepayopev kal cuveriouey avro 

Jer. 81. 34. 

86. The Apostle now briefly adverts to the 
principal particulars of the Gospel history, their 
design and certainty, and states the nature and 
sufficiency of the evidence of Christ's resurrec- 
tion—his authority as the Judge of quick and 
dead—and the testimony of the Jewish prophets 
whom they had been taught to respect), that, 

through hie name, whosoever believeth in him, 
shall receive remission of sins. 

— TÓ» Adyow Sv dvícTuAs, &c.] There is 
here a certain perplexity of construction, which 
Commentators have endeavoured in various ways 
to unravel, either by making some slight altera- 
tion, or by taking the Accusative as put for a 
Nominative. But, after all, the only satisfactory 
method is to connect rò» Aóyov with olgare in 
the next verse, and place oUroc—K pios in a 
parenthesis ; thus repeating 5a, as synonymous 
with Adyoy, and in apposition with it. 
— evayysAYouevos slprivny] * proclaiming, or 

announcing peace’ (see Is. xl. 9) ; meaning the 
way whercby man, being reconciled to God, might 
find peace, pardon, and acceptance. 
— xdvrev Kópios] ‘ Lord of all ;' meanin 

both Jews and Gentiles; since, as Lord of all, 
he must alike intend the salvation of all So 
Rom. x. 12,6 yap aùrtòs Kipios máyrwøv, both 
Jew and Greek. 

38. 'Incoov rov awd N.) This is — 
on the olóar:« preceding; and in oldar« 'Incoup 
we Éxpigev. avrdy there is a common Greek 
idiom.—" E xpica», by a metaphor taken from the 
mode of — king, signifies invested and 
endued, namely, at his baptism. See iv. 27, or 
Luke iv. 18. [n Il»eóuaT: dyío xal àvráuti 
there is a Hendiadys; and the sense is, ‘ with 
the — iufluence of the Holy Spirit for the 
work of the Messiah.’ See Matt. iii. 16, 17. The 

ral sense couched in evepysray ie particu- 
rized and exemplified in the words following, 

Kal lepevos—AtaBodov. 
39. raw 'Iovóaiev] A peculiar idiomatic use 

perà TO ávaoijvas avrov ex vexpay.  * Kal mapiyyyeirev Nui» 
enpiEat TQ Nag, kal SiapaptipacOas, ött avrog éaTiv 6 pto pé- 
vos imò ToU Oeod xpitys Uovrov kai vexpüv.  * Tovro Tárvres 
oi ?rpodiyra, uaprupobatw, aderw duaptiov XafBeiv Sid ToU. ovo- 

for rye 'lovéaiae, as in Luke xxiii. 5, &vó 
Apiu. woArews Ta» ‘loudaiep. 
— Sp xai ádpystA oy xpep. èm} Ev] Render: 

‘whom they slew by hanging on a gibbet’ See 
note supra v. 30. 

41. wpoxe “por l I would not, with Kuin. 
and others, take this for the simple «eyasp., since, 
as xup. imports appointment, so does ate denote 
—— destination. Peter may, as Alf. thinks, 

ve had in mind his Lord's words, ove dédenée 
pos ix Tov xocuov, John xvii, 6.—Mera rò 
á&vacTrjvai uù. éx v. Some Editors and Expositors 
join the words with v. 40, placing the intermediate 
words, oU 2rarri—scvyvtTiout» avTe, in a paren- 
thesis. This they are induced to do, because, 
they urge, we do not find that our Lord dreal, 
however he might eat, with his disciples after his 
resurrection. Yet though that be not directly 
said, it seems implied at John xxi. 13. 

42. 6 Gpiautévos brd—O. xprrys T. x. wexp.] 
On the full force of wpisu., see Bp. Sherlock, 
and Bp. Pearson On the C At xvii. 3. 
St. Paul, preaching to Gentiles, brings forward 
this appointment of J: over all men as the 
grand theme of his teaching. Hence, here, the 
expression, as Alf. well observes, ‘gives at once a 
universality to the office and mission of Christ, 
which paves the way to the great Truth declared 
in the next verse.’ 

43. Aſhroi duaprier — abro»] From the 
anomalous nature of the construction here, seve- 
ral recent Editors read aùròv . . . , to indicate 
that the sentence was left incomplete, —namely, 
by the falling of the Holy Spirit on the hearers, 
and their bresking out and spesking in new 
tongues. This method, however, is purely hypo- 
thetical, and quite unnecessary, since the words 
in question, though containing a slight irrege- 
larity in the construction (which is a Lotixized 
one), yield a complete semse; being, 1 conceive, 
intended to show the ect and of tbat 
testimony,—namcly, *that whosocver, &c.' The 
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XI. 1 "Heovoay 86 of árrócnToXo, kai oi aepo oi Óvres xarà 

puso of the Prophets here meant are such as 
s. xxviii. 16, and Zech. xiii. 1, where the latter 

prophet says that ‘a fountain shall be opened for 
sin, &c. Thus from uaprvpovci» we must 
take naprvpoUvTss (to usher in the next clause), 
understanding it in the sense declaring, as at 
John iv. 44, éuapripnoev, Sr: wpodntne iv 
717 ldia vTarpíÓ. Timny obx exes. Morcover, 
wavres,—which the Commentators say must be 
taken restrictedly, for very many,—may have its 
usual force ; for all the Prophets, as a body, more 
or less testify of Christ. So Luke xxiv. 27. All, 
indeed, either directly or by implication, in 
holding forth the promise of a Messiah, virtually 
teach that ‘ whosoever believeth in him shall not 
be confounded.” And no wonder, since their 
very religion was mainly founded on the belief 
of a Messiah to come. 

44. Peter's address seems to have been here 
interrupted by the effect of an immediate effu- 
sion of the Holy Spirit on his bearers in their 
being endowed with the gift of tongues, and, as it 
seems, suddenly using that faculty. This is 
plain from the Apostle's words at xi. 15, in de- 
scribing this phenomenon, twiwece rò Il»ysuua 
—atrobs, áo T 1p kai id’ nuas, meaning, ‘in 
the very way that it did om us at the beginning,’ 
i. c. of the gift of the Spirit to speak with tongues, 
where i» rw ápEacÜaí us AaXsiv means, * when 
I was beginning,’ or ‘ proceeding to speak'—of 
what it is not said; but it probably was, about 
comprehending all rations (his hearers included) 
in the number of those to whom the blessing of 
salvation was now extended. In fact, the actual 
exercise of the gift of tongues is directly men- 
tioned at v. 46; for, by yAwooa:e there must be 
meant, as at supra ii. 4, iTépais yAwooas, 
where see note; and so xix. 6. Comp. l Cor. 
xii. 90. xiv. 2, 5, 6, 18, 25, 39. In short, the 
gift was evidently the very same throughout the 
whole of the passages referred to. The ydp at 
v. 46 has reference to a clause omitted, such as 
the following: (‘and that it had been poured 
forth on these persons is certain] for they 
heard,’ &c. 

47. pari TÒ beep xwAX., &c.] q.d. ‘Such 
being the case,—they being evidently favoured 
with the same Gospel as the Jewish converts on 
the day of Pentecost —Aare they not clearly entitled 
to the privilege of Christian baptism, without 
being first circumcised ?' Accordingly, that un- 
sume enone settled the question, which 

Vor. I. 

would otherwise have continued to arise, and 
cause divisions among professing Christians, To 
give greater force to this declaration, the mode 
of interrogation, involving a strong xegation, is 
employed; and still more so by the uù before 
Burric8. By Tò Uówp is meant ‘ the water of 
Baptism ;' or perhaps the word is used to make it 
match with vò II»svua.—On further considera- 
tion, I cannot see reason to agree with those Ex- 
positors (including Mr. Alf.) who regard the ex- 
pression xwAvoa, used with Tò Udwp, as proving 
that the practice was, to bring the water to the 
Candidates (for baptism), not the Candidates to 
the water. No practice can be inferred from 
a single case so extraordinary as this. Besides, 
the very same expression, Tí xwAve: us Bawrio- 
05va(; occurs supra viii. 36; a case where it is 
piain that baptism by immersion was employed. 
he expression may, indeed, seem more naturally 

to refer to water's being brought, and the persons 
in question being baptized by affusion ; and, from 
the peculiar circumstances, 1t may have been so; 
but whether it was so is uncertain. At any rate 
the bringing the water is by no means impli 
in uù xeAvcac; The annexed injunction, that 
they should be baptized, does not imply that 
baptism was administered on the spot. It might 
be elsewhere, at a convenient place, and probably 
on the same day. Those who administered it 
were, we may suppose, the brethren whom Peter 
brought with him from Joppa. The Apostles 
rarely baptized; why, will appear from l Cor. i. 
14, comp. with Jolm iv. 2. 

XI. 1—18. Here there is narrated the result 
of the foregoing transaction, in the extreme dis- 
satisfaction of the believers of the Circumcision 
(including the Apostles); and in Peter being 
publicly called upon to give an account of his 
conduct, in which he rests his defence on a simple 
statement of the circumstances (attested by the 
Christians of Joppa, whom he had brought with 
him) which led to the step he had taken,—in 
admitting Gentiles into the Church by baptism. 
On hearing which, the Jewish converts acquiesced 
in the justice of his reasons, and glorified God, 
‘In the remarkable narrative contained in this 
and the foregoing chapter, we see the performance 
by Peter of that which Christ intended should be 
done by him, when he promised to Peter, and 
to him only of the Apostles, that he should be 
the first to unlock the door e unn and of the 
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Gospel to the Gentiles. He had said that ho 
would build his Church to endure for ever, 
against which the gates of hell should not pre- 
vail, which Aad prevailed against the Jewish 
Church; and to Peter our Lord declared he 
would give the keys of the kingdom of heaven, 
that Peter might open a door for the bringing in 
of the Gos Pw that Church ; which was per- 
formed by Peter, as we learn from the present 

rtion. Here, accordingly, ‘the keys of the 
ingdom of heaven,' committed to Peter so long 

ago (Matt. xvi. 19), do their work; opening the 
door of faith first to the Gentiles, which never 
was shut since, nor ever will be, whilst there is a 
Church to be upon the earth." (Lightfoot.) 

l. xarà T)» '1.] lit. ‘over,’ or * throughout 
Judea.” 

2. disxpivovro weds avTOv] 'expostulated 
with him, litigating the question.” The word 
answers to the Hebrew 3^ and wow, and sig- 
nifies properly, ‘to be ¢ d in a suit 
— er'—then, *to be opposed in argu- 

ment.’ 

3. áxpoB. ixovras] Synonymous with is 
axpoBucria dures, ‘uncircumcised. 

17. iyw funy, &c.) The argument in this 
portion goes to show, that the thing did not pro- 
ceed from himself, but from God; * He who 
caused me to fall into the trance, He it wae who 
showed me the vessel. But 1 contradicted, and 
did not render prompt obedience. God sent 
but I did not go: God told me to baptize, bat 
did not even then baptize. It is who hath 
baptized them all, and not I. For, as I was yet 
speaking, the Holy Spirit fell on them, and they 
spake with tongues.’ See notes on x. 30, seqq. 

5. ticoapow épxaic] The sense here cannot 
be made complete without supplying dsdepéons, 
which is expressed supra x. 11; where see note. 

17. el} ' siquidem," ‘if (as was the case]. 
— s8exey abrois—miatticacw] Render: 

‘ God bestowed on them the same gift as on us, 
on their believing; aic. being Particip. of 
cause, or condition. E 
— Aris d ris funy, duvaros}] The ài is 

omitted in many MSS. and Versions, but, I sus- 
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pect, from the difficulty of explaining it. Yet it 
may very well be rendered denique, . There 
is great spirit in this turn of expression, rls 
fiunv (apparently a popular one), with which 
Wets. compares from Lucian, 4pwra -óy A. 
Tis wy, xdevaYor rà avTov ; 

18. uerávoiay] meaning, as at v. 31, ‘the 
grace of repentance.’ See Calvin. 

19. This verse introduces a new train of nar- 
ration. And from this point the history takes a 
new direction ; and, from recording the preach- 
ing of the Gospel to the Jews only, it proceeds 
to narrate the labours of the A es to convert 
the Gentiles, commencing with their exertions 
at the important city of Antioch. 

20. sloeABovres} Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read, from five uncial MSS. and some cursives 
(to which I can add 1 Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies), 
éAdovres, perhaps rightly. See note on Matt. ii. 
21. As respects the disputed reading, ‘EAAn- 
pic Tás or "EXXAnvae, on carefully reconsidering 
the puzzling question, I am ready to admit, that 
there is so much to be said for the latter, that 
were there more external authority for the read- 
ing, 1 should be ready to admit it. But the 
authority of fwo uncials only, —one of no credit 
for accuracy (D), is too slender. Nevertheless, 
though no cursive has hitherto been adduced, I 
can furnish one, an important MS., Lamb. 1184; 
and when all the yet uncollated cursive MSS. 
shall have been collated, and most of those 
hitherto collated recollated, others, I doubt not, 
will be found. If “EAAnvac be regarded as the 
true reading, which it probably is, we must re- 
gard tbe word as designating Gentiles uncircum- 
cised, but Proselytes of the Gate (and so infra 
xiv. l, and xviii. 4).—in short, — in the 
same class as Cornelius. Whether, however, 
their conversion took place, as Alford thinks, 
* before any tidings had reached Jerusalem of the 
Divine sanction given in the case of Cornelius, 
is a matter of doubt; et adhuc sub judice lis est.’ 
That the two cases were nearly simultaneous, 
there is every reason to believe. However, I 

with Mr. Alford, that it was at Antioch — 
whither Barnabas fetched Paul from Tarsus— 
rather than at Cæsarea, that the real commence- 
ment of the Gentile Church took place—although 
simultaneous] y—for the convincing of the Jewish 
believers at Jerusalem, and of Peter—the im- 

rtant events at Cæsarea and Joppa were by 
ivine Providence brought about. 
21. xal sv yelp Kuplov per’ aùræv] An 

Oriental mode of speaking, to signify that ‘ they 
were aided by the power and support of the 
Lord' (see Luke i. 66, and note),—namely, for 
the work of conversion spoken of in the words 
following; as infra xiii. 12, and 1 Pet. i. 6. 
This use is one derived from the Old Test., 
where it occurs in Exod. ix. 3. Judg. ii. 15. 
l Sam. vii. 13. xii. 13. 1 Kings xxii. 17. 2 Kings 
xiv. 19. The Article might seem nec , and 
is found in Deut. ii. 15; but the idea of moto- 
riety, while seeming to demand the presence, 
permits the abeence of the Article. Before 
miorevoas, just after, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
prefix o, from MSS. A, B, and others; not 
merely No. 180, as Alford, but also 36, New 
Coll. Oxf. ]. I cannot, however, add even one 
from the Lamb., Mus., and Trin. Coll. copies. 
But the authority is insufficient; and internal 
evidence is against the reading; for, although it 
is not without force, yet not such as is suitable 
here, where the Participle is used, like the Latin 

und, to denote cause, or ‘means; the sense 
ing, ‘by having believed [and been baptized ].' 

It is far more likely that the ó should have been 
fnserled by those who did not understand the 
true force of the Participle, than that it should 
(as Alford thinks) have been removed by those 
who did not perceive its force. 

22. kovc0n—«ls rà cra] ‘came to the 
ears of ;' a Hebraism, found in Ps. xviii. 7. Isa. 
v. 9, and used in Luke i. 44. James v. 4. 

23. i18. T)» xápw T. cov] ‘the favour and 
merciful kindness of God,.— namely, in its 
effects, —the admission of the Gentiles to the 

worthy of their high calling.’ . 
sert Tjj» between yáp. and cov, which Alford, 
solely of the Editors admits. But external 
authority is quite insufficient ; for, as to Alford's 
et cater, those are purely imaginary. I have not 
found one in the Lamb., Mus., and Trin. Coll. 
collections ; and internal evidence is against Thv, 
which produces a very forced sense, even in 
Alford's version, — The grace which (evidently) 
was that of God.’ The expression, Alford says, 
is deliberi used of & good man full of tho 

8 O 

1 



ACTS XI. 24—26. 

éyapn, xai tmapexddes wavtas Th mpoléce Tis Kapdias mpoopé- 
m ch. 5. 14. 
& 0. 5. 

vew TQ Kupio % " Gre Hv avip ayabos, kai mrnpns IIvevuaros 
dyiov xai wictews. xai mpoceréOn ÓyXos ixavos Ta Kupie. 

nche. 25»"'EtjAge Sé els Tapoov ó-BapváBas avalyricat Zahor 
xai eipw@y avrov, iryayev avrov eis "Avrioxewav. — 99" E»yévero 
è aùroùs évwavróv Shov cvvayxGivas éy Tf) éxxrAnoig, xai Sdakau 

e ` / ^ > , hJ A 

ÓxXov ixavov, Xpuparíaa, Te Trpárrov Èv ' Avrioxeia Tos paÜsgrás 

Holy Ghost and of faith. But it is not here said 
of a good man, but of the and mercy of 
God shown to the sinners of the Gentiles, now 
admitted into the —— of God. This repeti- 
tion of the Article often occurs in Attic Greek, 
but very rarely in the Sept. and New Test. ; and 
when it docs, its force is that of explanation, 
serving to make the thing more prominent; 
which, I imagine, was the purpose of the Critics 
who here inserted the rjv, meaning to intimate, 
that it was God's grace which was at work in 
them, so that that did have the glory ;—a 
truth well brought out by Calvin, whose note on 
the whole verse is full of edification. But this 
sense does not need the insertion of the riv. A 
modern Critic, too (Wakef.), stumbled at the 
simple Article, and, to remove the objection, 
rendered ‘this grace of God, as if ravrny had 
followed. 
— Tj "po0íasn THs kapóías] The Genit. of 

the noun in regimen here, as often, the force 
of an Adjective; the sense being, ‘ with hearty 
and determined purpose, and fixed resolution ;' 
as Rom. xiii. 28. Eph. iii. 11. 2 Tim. i. 9. 
similar mode of expression is found in the Class. 
writers. So Hdian., cited by Wolf, has «o8siv 
twa dXnOst Wuxns Ciabdoes. In the use 
of xpocuiv. (on which see my Lex.) is inti- 
mated the firm adherence of the new converts to 
their baptismal engagement, by a constant exer- 
cise of faith and obedience. 

24. Gri rj» dynp &yaO0cc] The exact purpose 
of these words will depend on the construction 
of the whole context, where some Expositors (as 
Heinr.) would regard the words ôs mapay:vó- 
mevoc—re  Kupío as parenthelic; but that is 
subverting the construction of the whole passage. 
The words are a continuation of the preceding, 
«ai éfawiar. —'AvTióx., and the words drs 
dunp ayabcs must be meant for the preceding, — 
to give a reason why he heartily rejoiced at see- 
ing the work of Divine e and mercy in such 
successful progress. This joy he would feel, as 
being dvrp dy., ‘a man of genuine benevolence 
and philanthropy’ (so dvp ay. in Jos. Antt. xii. 
9, 1), in that so many poor lost souls should be 
saved; and, from his hn knowledge, through 
the Spirit, of the mysteries of the Gospel, be 
would also be enabled to fully appreciate the 
benefits of that ‘so great salvation.” The pleni- 
tude of his spiritual gifis and graces would give a 
powerful effect to his exhortations. The next 
words, xai wpoceréUn—Kupio, ought not to be 
severed from the preceding, of which they form 
the last clause, presenting the result of the pre- 
ceding, in the eminent success of his missionary 
Jabours, by the accession of numerous converts 
to the faith. This l find confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, and the Vulg., at least in the ear- 
liest Editions, and Dc Lyra. The expression Sts 

dimp ay. and wArp. TI». ay., &c., ought to be 
considered a int rey eate and, as Calvin 
well observes, * Notanda in bomi virs descriptione 
epitheta plenus Spiritu, plenus fide. Postquam 
enim integrum dixit ac probum, hujus bonitatis 
fontem demonstrat, quod, carnis affectibus valere 
jussis duce Spiritu, pietatem toto animo coleret." 
Moreover, because he was & good man, full of 
the Holy Spirit and of Faith, he was peur 
ualified to discharge the office of exhortation. 
here is, however, a reference to the next words 

also; q. d. * because he was all that has been 
said, much pcople was added to the Lord." 

25. iEgA0« 0i els Tapcóv—:ls "Avr.] Why 
Barnabas took this step was, because he saw that 
the work of the Lord at the Syrian metropolis 
was one beyond bis own unassisted strength, and 
that he needed the auspices of one whose wisdom 
was of a higher order than his own, and whose 

culiar mission for such a work as this bad 
n miraculously attested from on High. 

26. xpnuaT.—Xp.] ‘to be denominated Chris- 
tians.’ The peculiar idiom, occurring also ia 
Rom. vii. 9; and also often in Joseph. and Philo, 
is not merely Jewish Greek, since it occurs also 
in Polyb., Diod. Sic., Strabo, Plut, and Marc. 
Anton., and scems to have been an idiom of the 
ordinary, or, perhape, Provincial Greek. It seems 
to hzve been derived from ypyua, * money,’ de- 
noting the sum which the coin passes for in the 
business of commerce, and thus ‘to pass for so 
and so.' It has been not a little debated whether 
the followers of Christ gave this appellation to 

selres, or whether it was bestowed ou them 
by others? The best Commentators are of the 
latter opinion; and Wetst. and Kuin. adduce 
many arguments why the former view cannot be 
admitted; not all of them equally c t, but, 
upon the whole, sufficient to establish their i- 
tion. It was, indeed, the ixferest of the ns- 
tians to have some name, which might not, like 
the Jewish ones (Nazarenes, Na(wpaio, or Ga- 
lilæans), imply reproach. And though the terms 
believers, or saints, might suffice among them- 
selves, yet the former was not sufficiently definite 
foran appellation, and the latter might he thought 
to savour of vanity. They would therefore be 
not disinclined to adopt one. Yet the necessity 
was not so great as to stimulate them to do this 
very soon ; whereas the people at large, in having 
to speak of this new sect, would soon need some 
distinctive appellation ; and what so distinctive 
as one formed from the name of its Founder? 
Thus we find from Philostr. Vit. Ap. viii. 21, 
that the disciples of Apollonius were called by 
the Greeks (it is not said by themselves) 'AsoA- 
Acoviot. And it was likely that the Gentiles 
should resort to such a sort of appellation; since, 
in that age, those who were followers of any sect, 
or partisans of any lcader, were usually ca;led 
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Xpuwriavoss. NEv raúrass è tais Tuépau xaTiXÜov amo 
‘Iepocodvpwy mpopiras eis ‘Avtioyeav. 8°’ Ayagrás 66 els oa. n. 10. 
e£ avrüv, ovopatt” AyaBos, éonuave Sia tod IIvevparos Av 
péyav éc EcecOas ep Anv THv otxovpéeyvny Gotis Kal éyévero 
emì KAXavóiov [ Kaicapos]. 29 P Ty 066 pabnray, kabaos niro- 
peiró Tis, Ópwcav Exaaros avrOv eis Staxoviay wéurypas rois 3 
«aTowoÜciw év Tí) ‘Iovdaia adeddois 

Rom. 15. 

s r. 10. 1. 
Gal 3.10. 

3040 xal émoígcav, «o... 
àTocTeiXavres Tpós Tovs Tpeafvrépovs Sida wewós Bapváfa 
Kai 3avAov. 

XII. ! Kar’ éxetvov Se tov xatpov érréBadev ‘Hpwdns 6 Baci- 

after their teacher, or leader, by a term ending in 
sos, or sanus. There is no reason to think, with 
Wetst. and Kuin., that the name Xpia-riavoi 
was given in ision. When used by Agrippa 
(Acts xxvi. 28), there is no proof that it was a 
term of reproach. Had he intended derision, 
he might have employed the term Nazarene, 
which was in frequent use among the Jews, and 
has continued in the East to the present day. 
Thus the followers of Christ would be the more 
likely to adupt the appellation Xpioiavol, both 
for convenience, and to pi out a term of 
reproach. That they soon did adopt it, may be 
sup from ! Pet. iv. 16, ef 62 we Xproriavde 
7 d6 xti), ny aio yvriaOw (scil. ác ysw), where 

the appellation would seem to be one applied by 
the te llowers of Christ to themselves, as well as 
gn by others, at least received by themselves. 

that as it may, the evidence of early anti- 
quity abundantly attests that they soon gloried 
in it. 

27. wpopyra:] The term, as A to de- 
note the inspired teachers in the early Christian 
Church (exx. of which sce in my Lex.), seems 
here to denote ns of either sex, who, with 
more or lees of the supernatural gifts of the Hol 
Spirit, applied themselves to teaching in a hig 
and — strain; and occasionally, under a 
more than usual influence of the Holy Spirit, 
foretold future events. They came next in order 
to the Apostles, and before the simple teachers, 
&:8aoxador (1 Cor. xvi. 28). 

28. "Ayafjos] The same person who after- 
wards prophesied Paul's imprisonment at Rome. 

— icńuavt) ‘he declared, or *announced.' 
The term was often applied to the uttering of 
predictions, &c. So Joseph. Antt. vii. 8, enuaí- 
væv Ti» ix roù wacdde icoudyny  ixíÜacuy. 
As to the disputed phrase, dAny Tà» oixovuévny, 
it would seem that it is here used nearly as at 
Luke ii. 1, as a somewhat hyperbolical mode of 
expression— which, as we may suppose, existed in 
the ordinary Greek dialect, or in the Provincial 
Greck of Syria and Asia Minor—to denote the 
whole of that part of the world, espec. Syria and 
Palestine, and the countries adjacent. The par 
ticular Famine predicted, and said to have taken 
place ixi KXavélou (for there were Jour), is pro- 
tably the one mentioned by Joseph. Antt. xx. 
2, 5, and 5, 2, and called by him rò» uéyay 
Amoy. But Joseph. does mof, as Alf. says, ex- 
tend it to the ing countries, but only 
describes it as prevailing xarà ray 'lovdaía», 
which, of course, does not prove that it did sot 
extend to them. Joseph. says that queen Helena 

and her son alleviated the distress by gifts both 
of money and of corn, and other edibles. 

29. xaÜde nivopsiTó ris] The expression 
denotes only the being so well to do, as to have 
something more than a sufficiency for one's own 
wants. Comp. Plato, de Legg. xab’ oco» sv3opst 
Tiv. Musonius, dAA' eSwopos xpnuáTtov rrer 
Tire 8& xai 4Àoócioi, and espec. Menand. 
Avex. 11, 11, xejoGas (scil. ypipact) évixov- 
peiv 7rügip, siwopous moiety, oUc dy ĉúvy 
TÀsloTovs, id cavTov. 
— ele draxoviay] ‘in subsidium, ‘for a ser- 

vice,’ ‘for the relief of.’ So Act. Thom. § 56, 
ixOouica» xphuara ToXXÀ ele 7)» dcaxoviay 
TV Xnpep. ‘This relief was the more necessary, 
since, independently of the present famine, the 
Christians at Jerusalem were generally poor. In 
transmitting this bounty they did but imitate the 
example of the foreign Jews, who (as Vitrin 
has proved) used to send contributions for the 
relief of their poor brethren at Jerusalem. 

30. rods wpecBuripovs) Hammond has here 
an able annotation on the origin and various uses 
of rpsoBurspo:, showing that in the Christian 
Church of the Apostolic age (which was formed 
almost wholly on the model of the synagogue), 
the term «psa fjérspor (a term implying rather 
the wisdom of age, than age itself) was synony- 
mous with éwiexoro:. Their common office 
and duty (in the words of Forbiger ap. Schleus. 
Lex.) was in general to goverm the Christian 
Church, not to feach; to preside over thin 
sacred, to administer the sacraments, sepecially 
the Eucharist, to decide on ecclesiastical matters, 
to compose and settle differences, and, finally, to 
set an example to all, of rectitude of doctrine and 
sanctity of life ; sce xx. 17. 28. Phil. i. 1. 1 Tim. 
iii, 1. Tit. i. 5.7. 1 Pet.v.1,2. 

The title imloxowvs, as denoting one person, 
superior to the mpsofúTspo:, seems to have not 
been used in the age of the Apostles, if, at least, 
wo except St. John. 

XII. Here we have related a new persecution, 
raised against tho infant Church by Herod 
Agrippa, and, in consequence thereof, tho mar- 
tyrdom of James, and the imprisonment and 
miraculous deliverance of Peter, —evente, how- 
ever, quickly succeeded ` the death of the per- 
secutor (vv. 20—24). Whereupon the word of 
God prospers. 

l. war’ ixsivoy rév kaipór] i.e. before tho 
arrival of Barnabas and Saul at Jerusalem. 
— iwiBadrs—rae xtipas] An expression to 

denote ‘the doing personal violence by seizing,’ 
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»Mat& evs TAS Yelpas kakðsai Twas THY dT TH exKANoias. ?*?’ Av- 
etre 66 'láxofgov tov aðerdòv 'Ieávvov payaipa. 3 Kai idwr 
Sts apeorov oti Tois 'Iovdaiots, mpooébero avXXafetv xai IIé- 
Tpowv (3cav è 9 2uépa. TOv alvpwr) * dy xai mudcas čÂero 
els QvXaxij», Tapadsovs Téccapot TeTpadiols oTpaTLwTaY hurAdo- 
gew avrov, BovXouevos petà TO Wacxya ávayayeév auToy Te 
raw. 5'O pév oiv Ilérpos èrnpeîro èv Tij $vXakiy mpocevyn 
66 Fy éxrevije yivopévn imò Tis éxxAnoias mpos Tov Ocóv imép 
avroU. ®"Ore dé éueXXev avrov mpodyew ò ‘Hpwédns, TÀ vuati 
éxelvy Ùv ò ILérpos kouwopevos petatu úo aTparwrrov, dedepévos 

or otherwise. The construction is, by a sort of 
nme attraction, for iwiBade ras xeipas 
wi Tivat, Kaxwoat GÜTOUC. — Kaxwoat İS & 

general term, meaning, ‘to annoy,’ ‘vex, by a 
sort of passive persecution.” 

2. ávsiÀs uaxaípa] ‘beheaded him.’ This 
kind of death was, it seems, selected as bein 

the Rabbinical writers cited by Lightf. an 
etst.) the most ignominious of the capital 

punishments among the Jews. 
3. lday ort dpsoroy iori Toiv Jove.) B 

the Jews some understand the Sanhedrim. And, 
indeed, the word bas often that meaning in the 
Gospel of St. John; but never, I think, in St. 
Luke's writings. We may therefore understand 
it of the Jews generally, both rulers and people. 
And that this Herod was studious of obliging the 
Jewish people, we learn from Joseph. Antt. xix. 
7, 3, in his able sketch of his character, which 
was in all respects such as to please the Jews, 
both Rulers and people ; he being of a truly royal 
liberality, and fond of show, ndduevos Tœ xapi- 
(eo8ai, xal rw Brovy ly eupnuia xaípev. And 
when we add to this, that he is described as one 
scrupulously performing all the observances of 
the Jewish ceremonial Law, we shall be at no 
loss to account for his setting this example of 
bitter persecution of the Christians, whereby he 
thought he should gratify both Priests and peo- 
ple; exactly as Felix, on quitting his govern- 
ment, left Paul in bonds, out of a desire to gratify 
rois 'Iovóaío:s. 

— xpociBero curXafsiv] ‘he proceeded to 
seize.’ A Hebraism, from no». and a verb in 
the Infinitive, preceded by the Preposition 5. So 
Luke xx. 11, 12, where see note. The idiom is 
here highly suitable; for this apprehension of 
Peter was another step in the course of active 
and bitter persecution. 
— al fiuípai trav á(/uer] ‘tho days of the 

paschal feast, during which the Jews were ordered 
to have no leavened bread in their houses; seo 
Deut. xvi. 3. Exod. xii. 18. Before nuépai, 
MSS. A, D, E, and several] cursives, some of 
them ancient, have the Article, which is admitted 
by Matthei, Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Alf. 
Bp. Middl., however, justifies the omission of the 
Article on the leap oA that ‘in propositions 
which merely affirm or deny existence, the name 
of the person, or thing, whereof existence is 
affirmed or denied, is without the Article.’ So 
Matt. xiv. 6, yeveolwy dyonivur Tov Hpcœ dou, 
and John v. f. That principle, however, is, I 
apprehend, too refined and far-fetched. It were 

better in such a case to say, that the Article is 
omitted because unnecessary.—the addition of 
the noun in the Genit. sufficing to establish the 
definiteness. Alf., indeed, thinks it was re- 
moved, because unnecessary. But it was more 
likely to be added, because it was thought neces- 
sary. And when I consider the slenderness of 
external evidence for the word (to which I can 
add only ] Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies, with Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16, all the other Lamb. and Mus. 
copies being without the Article) I cannot admit 
it. Indeed Tisch., in his 2nd Edit. rejects it. 
Scholz's ‘alii plurimi, are, of course, of little 
weight; at any rate, in a case like this, where 
internal evidence is so strong against a word, and 
externa] authority has not its usual force. 

4. T«Tpaóíois] The rerpadioy was, as we 
learn, Polyb. vi. 33, the regular number for a 
guard (as "a file’ with us); and four such qua- 
ternions were thought necessary to guard the 
zs and the yy pede it, and also to serve 
or necessary relief o ; 
— peta TÒ 4daya) Render: ‘after the 

Passover; i. e. the days of the Feast. During 
this holy season it was pun gs unlawful to pro- 
secute any capital trial, still more to take away 
life; and Herod, as Joseph. tells us, rà ar&Tpi« 
xaÜapas iTňpee, ‘ observed them entirely." 

5. ixraws] ‘intense, "fervent' So Luke 
xxii. 44, ixreviotepoy wpocyvyero. This mwe- 
taphorical use (taken from a rope *at ful] ten- 
sion °) i$ found also in the Sept. at Judith iv. 9, 
and 2 Macc. xiv. Lachm. edits éxcrepes, 
from A, B, and a few cursives, with the Vulg. 
Vers. and some Fathers; and he thinks that tbe 
reading of D, ¿v éxrevsia, arose from a marginal 
gloss on that reading in some very ancient ori- 
ginal. But ancient as this reading is, Tiech. and 
Alf. rightly retain the text. rec., which is de- 
fended by a multitude of passages from the Greek 
Fathers and Ecclesiastical writers, ap. Ducange, 
Gloss., p. 367, 8; to which I add one far more 
ancient from § 17 of the Fragment of the Epistle 
of the Churches of Vienne and Lyons :—deo- 
eva iva ixreveic evyai yiverrat, 

6. Tp vuxti ixeivn| ‘on that very night ;— 
the one preceding tbe day of trial, and, doubt- 
less, fixed for Peter's condemnation and execution. 
At wpodyev supply sis éíxry, expresacd in Jos. 
Antt. xvi. 1], 6. 
— metaty dio qTrpaTierGyr —Óvcoí] Pri- 

soners, when thus carefully guarded, were 
usually, among the Romans, secured with a 
single chain ; one end of which was attached to 
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arvcect Oval, UXakés Te mpò THs Oipas erypouy Tijv pvħarńv. 
7> Kai idov, ayyedos Kupiou éréorn, kai. pas édappev èv TQ bos n. 
onary Taráfas bé Thy TXevpàv tod llérpov Fyetpev avror, 
Aéyor 'Avácra ev Taye. Kal * é£érreoov avrod ai advoets ér ccn. m. 
TOV yeipov. 8 elmé re 6 aryyedos mpós avTov' Tlepitwoas, xai 
Umó0gsa, ta cavdddud cou éroinae è otro. Kai reyes avr 
IlepigaXoÜü TO ipáTi0v cov, kal áxoXoUOe por. 9 Kai ferlo 
7koXovÜc, auT@ xal oùe Hoe Ste adnOés sre TO ywópevov Sid 
Tov ayyénou, doret 86 Spaya Xérreiw. 10 Aver Oovres 86 vrpayrgv 
guracny xai devrépav, Abov émi tiw woAnY THY cibgpüv Ti 
pþépovoav eis THY TOMY, Arts aùropary jvoiyOn av/rois xai 
é£eABovres wrpondOov pupmv piar kai evOéws améatn 6 dryyeXos 
am aurod. )! Kai ó Ilérpos, yevouevos év éavrQ, elme Niv 
olóa adnOas, Ste eEarécretre Kupwos tov dryyeXov. abro, xal 
€feiXeró pe èx eos ‘Hpwdou, kai maons ris mpocdoxias ToU 
Aao0 TOV lov6aiov. 12 d ZFuviðwv Te HAGev eri Tv oixíav Ma- acd... 
plas TiS urpós 'Ieávvov, ToU. érwaXovuévov Mapxov, ob ?jcav 
ixavoi cuvnOporopévos Kal mpocevyopevot. 

13 Kpovcavros 9é tov IIérpov rnv Oúpav rod muAwvos, mpos- 

the right hand of the prisoner, and the other to 
the left hand of the person who him. 
So Jos. Antt. xviii. 6, 7 (of Agrippa himself), 
JjEiocs Tov cvydsQsutvor avTog orTpaTiwTny. 
In the present instance, for further security, 
there were two chains, each fastened to a sol- 
dier; which Wieseler proves was directed to be 
done in a case of need. 

— érnpouy Tr)» vÀ.] ‘guarded the prison.” 
7. veo oixńu.) ‘the chamber, or ‘cell.’ As 

to the disputed question of the situation of the 
rison, the most probable opinion is that of 
alch., who supposes it to have been in one of 

the towers of the innermost of the three walls 
which surrounded the city ; and the ' iron gate,' 
be thinks, was at the entrance of the tower. 
This opinion is confirmed and illustrated by 
what I have said in my note on Thucyd. ii. 4. 

— TuTátas) for voEas, as used in Homer, 
Od. x, 483, áy xcvi vóEas, as is usually done in 
rousing persons from sleep. 

8. mipi {wsaı] See note on Luke xii. 35. 
— twodnoat Tà cavódAiá aov] This is, as 

Chrys. remarks, a beautifull pan circum- 
stance; for, in the haste of is sudden de- 
parture, Peter would be likely to forget to bind 
on his sandals. The angel therefore tells him 
to do it; thereby intimating to him his perfect 
security. 

10. TpeT«»—c:à0npav] vax means one 
of the above-mentioned parties on guard. We 
may suppose what is here called the first guard to 
bave been the two soldiers stationed (see my Lex.) 
at the door of the cell; the second, those sta- 
tioned at the door which led out of the building 
into a court-yard ; and the third, those at the 
iron gate, which led out of the court into the 
city—Avroudrn, lit. *self-moved.' Pric. and 
Wets. adduce several examples of the word in 

` 

this sense, and as used of doors; e. g. Hom. Il. 
s, 749. So the Latin writers (as Virgil, En, vi. 
22) used the expression suá ; 

l. yevouevos iv iavTa] ' having recovered 
his self-consciousness, and become capable of 
reflection. 
— Tdcns T): wpocd.] Meaning, by meto- 

nymy, ‘the thing expected by the people,'— 
namely, his being brought out for trial and 
execution. 

12. cusédwv] * having become conscious,’ or 
‘aware of’ his situation. So xiv. 6, evridóvTss 
—xaT£dovyov. 

13. «povcavTos — Tr» Oúpav) This phrase 
occurs also in Luke xiii. 25, and often in the 
later Classical writers; the earlier and purer 
ones use ko T£, Thy Üvpay T. Tu Gros, ‘the 

rch-door, or ‘outer gate, as opposed to ‘the 
inner door,’ which led immediately to the court 
around which the apartment was built. By 
watdioxn many Commentators understand the 
portress. But though that office was often per- 
formed by females, it is improbable, considering 
the narrow circumstances of the Christians at 
Jerusalem, that there should have been a portress 
at this house. Besides, that would require the 
Article. The sense seems to be simply ‘a dam- 
scel, i. e. a maid-servant; among whose other 
employments was that of attending to the door. 
For such is the general sense of tho expression 
vraxovea, which siguifies properly ‘to listen ;' but 
when used of the office of a porter (which it often 
is in the best writers), it carries with it, by im- 
plication, other significations corresponding to the 
actions connected therewith ; such as, ‘to inquire 
the name and business of the person knocking.’ 
So in Lucian, Icarom. p. 292, ixow Tov w poot Oey 
Tnv Üvpav- bwaxovcat di o ‘Epune xai tobvoua 
ixwuOcpuevos. It came, however, at length to 
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e 1 Kings 5. 
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nrOe mardio trraxovoa, òvópatı ‘Podn \4 kai eruyvotca r7)» 
$ovijv tov IIérpov, aro THs yapas ove Hvorke Tov TrvXGva, eiaópa- 
povoa Se amyyyehev Eotavat tov Ilérpov mpo tov TvXovos. 
15 Oi 8e mpòs avray elror Maivy ý 96 Sdticyupifero otros 
éyew. Oi Sè Erxeyor “O dryyedos avrod éarw. 16 ʻO dé IIérpos 
éméueve Kpovwr avolEavres Sé eldov avrov, xal é£éotncay. 
17 Kataceioas 86 avrois Tf) xe avyáv, Siyynoaro avrois Tras 
6 Küópws avtov ébrryaev éx rìs pudanys. Elme 8€ ‘Anayyei- 
Nate "laxo xai rois adedpois tadra. xal é£eX0ov érropevOn 
eis črepov TóTov. 18 Tevomévns 5é z)uépas, Ñv Tapayos ovx odvyos 
év rois orpatusrais, Tí pa ó llérpos éyévero. 19 “Hpwins cè 
émWmrüsas avróv kal uù ebpóv, avaxpivas ToU; dUXaxas éxé- 
Aevaev ámayÜfnva. Kal xatedOav amo ris lovbaías eis thy 
Katodpevay GiérpiBev. 99°’ Hy 58 0 'Hpons Oupopayav Tv- 
plots xai SWwviow spoOvpadoy è mapijcav Tpós avrov, kai 
areiaayres BXaorov, Tov éri Tov kovrüvos ToU BaciXéos, rrToUvTo 
eipnuny, Sua Tò tpépecOas abrÀv Tijv ywpav amò Tris Baciuers. 

have simply the sense above indicated; as in 
Theophrast. Char. Eth. iv., where it is given as 
one of the traits of the vulgar man, «ai xoWarros 
scil. rivds) ryv Ovpay, Uraxoveat autos, and 
en. Symp. i. 11, cpoveas Tr» Ovpay, sire e 

Umraxovoapt: slrayystAat. 
15. naívn] A popular form of expression, 

used of any one who utters what is incredible. 
Atioxupi<ero, ‘ positively asserted.’ 
— 0 ayysdos avTov i] The sense must, as 

I have fully shown, be, ‘his angel, i. e. his 
tutelary angel, such as the Jews, and, indeed, 
the Gentiles, thought was appointed to every 
person, or, at least, every good person ; see Matt. 
xviii. 10, and note. They also supposed, that, 
on the death of the person, this angel sometimes 
ap in his exact form, and spake with his 
voice to the friends or acquaintance of the de- 
ceased. For what purpose they thought Peter's 
angel come, is uncertain. 

6. imiu. xp.] ‘continued knocking ;' a con- 
struction occurring also not only at John viii. 7, 
aad, iow p. 197, but also in the Class. writers, 
as Plato. 

l7. karac.—r. x. evyày] A modé of en- 
iom silence by waving hand downwards. 

other examples in my Lex. After els, for 
ôi Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read rs, from A, B, 
E, and two cursives, with the Syr. and Vulg. 
Versions. The reading is entitled to attention ; 
but not to adoption, except on stronger autho- 
rity; which I cannot furnish. 1 suspect, how- 
ever, that it was an emendation of the Critics, to 
prevent the recurrence of ài, where a pure Greek 
writer would have employed re. 
— tls irepoy TO*ov] Where, is a matter of 

pure conjecture, being left quite indefinite, —de- 
signedly so, Alford thinks. It is more natural to 
suppose that the place whither Peter went for re- 
fuge was so obscure a nook, that Luke did not 
think it worth while to record it. To suppose, 
as Expositors do, Antioch, Cæsarea, or Rome, is 
preposterous. Peter might well wish to get away 

from Jerusalem, and go any where else; but for 
the present it would be impracticable. Mean- 
while, as Bucer says, ‘ prorsus ab hostium suorum 
oculis se subduxit, —secking some place the moet 
obscure, and thereby the most secure. Mr. Alf. 
says, not without reason, that he sees ‘a minute 
mark of truth in the narrative Who indeed 
can doubt it? But then why weave figments 
of (Deinen in matters where we can know 

19. dvaxpisae rove dAXakxae, &c.] ‘after 
examining the keepers [and finding they offered 
nothing in justification] he ordered them to be 
led away [for execution]' Seo my Lex. in v. 

20. Ovuouayæv Tvp.) Not, ‘was at war,’ as 
many Expositors render, since that involves all 
but an impossibility, but, as E. V. ‘was highly 
displeased with, or rather * was deeply incensed 

inst; though the passages of Diod. Sic. and 
Polyb., adduced by Commentators, will not prove 
that sense; nor will Phot. Them. cited by Robins., 
Lex. I cannot find any passage that does, except 
Dion. Hal. Ant. v. 1l, KoAdAdrivos mapaiwwv 
pù Ovuouaysiy (sc. college), * to bear a hostile 
mind to &; the phrase just after, s-rovvro 
alpyuny (which caused the mistake), is best taken 
in a figurative sense for * they sought to be friends 
with.' Comp. Ps. lv. 21, * having war (hostility) 
in his heart’ 335 Kuinoel, with pro- 
bability, traces the origin of this misunderstand- 
ing to commercial jealousies, arising from Herod'e 
having formed so admirable a port at ; 
whence, too, might arise commercial regulations 
prejudicial to their interest.—'Ono8upaddy, * con- 
jointly,’ i.e. both Tyrians and Sidonians. — II«í- 
cavres BAXacrov. The full sense is, ‘ having 
prevailed on Bl. [to give them his influence in 
the business] See Matt. xxviii. 14. Gal. i. 10. 
— éd TÒ tpépectar)] ‘was supplied with 

corn, &c. For the country of Tyre and Sidon 
being but a narrow strip of sandy and infertile 
Jand, and thickly peopled, they were d dent 
for many of the necessaries of life on the interior 
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yppa 96 émárafev avróv äyyceħos Kupiov, av? àv oùe eaxe 

country ; which being in the possession of Herod, 
he could déprive them of that support, or make 
them pay for it at a very dear rate. 

2]. raxr5] ‘appointed,’ as the day of public 
audience. So Dionys. Hal. ii. 74, raxrp nuf£pa. 
]t appears from Jos. Antt. xix. 8,2, to have been 
the second day of the Games then celebrating in 
honour of Cesar; on which occasion he was, as 
described in the words of the historian, indeed 
royally attired: eroAsj» dyüvaáusvos i &pyú- 
pou TiToujuéyny, Tracay, ws Üavuácior von 
sivaı :—raphAbov sle rò Oiarpoy dpyopivie 
nuipas, (yÜa Tails mpõørTais Tay Nrakwv áxrí- 
pew imiffoAais ò dpyvpos xaravyacÜsis, Üav- 
paciws dwéotiAB:.—Pnua, ‘ y present- 
ing the appearance of a throne, in the theatre, 
where Herod viewed the games and delivered 
the oration. 
— ^pós avrovs] Not the people, as some 

imagine, but the ambassadors ; which is required 
by what precedes; and anuryopety, as often in 
the Mur writers signifies simply *to deliver a 

22. 6 ñor] The multitude chiefly, if not 
exclusively, Jes (many of whom inhabited 
Cæsarea), and set on, as we find from Joseph., 
by the courtiers and flatterers, who, he tells us, 
did really profess to regard Herod as a yod ; no 
doubt in that ified sense in which the Roman 
Emperors were called Divi, not only after their 
death, but even in their lifetime, and in which 
the Greeks sometimes applied the term to great 
personages (see Pind. Olymp. v. sub init. 
Aristid. iii. 249, 250. — Eunap. Proer. p. 120, 163. 
Appian, i. 635. Josephus, p. 533, ult.) ; but yet 
in such a sense as the Jews could not receive; 
and it clearly appears from Josephus, that they 
were incensed with him for receiving this im- 
pious adulation. — 

23. iwarafe] i. e. ‘struck him with disease.’ 
The expression dyyeAor Kuplov é&x&r. must, 
at any rate, mean that the disorder was inflicted 
by a Divine judgment (comp. xsip Kvupíov, infra 
xiii. 11), aud not, as some recent foreign Com- 
mentators say, brought on by dysentery arisin 
from a cold caught. As to the circumstance o 
his thus becoming a prey to worms, it is T 
means such as to prove tho disorder to have been 
of human origin ; for Divine power is continual) 
found to act by second causes. And this wi 
sufficiently reconcile the seeming discrepancy 
between the present account and that of Jose- 
phus. The historian narrates the secondary causes 
of Herod's death ; the sacred writer considers the 
primary one, even the immediate judicial inflic- 
tion from on High. The same principle will 
hold good whether we take dyyeAor — or 
metaphorically ; though, even thus, taking it of the 
réak bat invinble, of a celestial spirit ; see 
2 Sam. xxiv. 16. 2 Kings xix. 35. Nor is there 
any discrepency as to the secondary cause of his 
death, namely, the disorder of which he died. 
For although Josephus only mentions a most vio- 
lent pain in the stomach (d:axdpdiov icyey 
ddvvny), and dysentery, yet that is very consistent 

with St. Luke's account; since the dysentery 
meis very well be occasioned by worms; espe- 
cially as, in such a case, the disease is preceded 
by violent pains in the bowels; see Thucyd. ii. 
49, 6. It is not certain, however, that Josephus 
meant to describe the disorder called dysentery. 
Possibly in the oxpressions dAynuari THs yac- 
Tp6s and &\ynua xoiAlae there may be reference 
to the agony occasioned by worms eating tho 
bowels. So in 2 Macc. ix. 5, it is said of Antio- 
chus (who confessedly died exw\nxóßpæros), 
íAafep abrdv áviikso os Tiv owhayyvwy ad- 
quove kal wixpai Ty ivdov fácayoi That 
osephus has made no mention of worms may be 

attributed to motives of delicacy; especially as 
many tyrants, even the first Herod, had died of 
that, or a similar disorder, the morbus pedicu- 
laris; as, for instance, Antiochus Epiphanes, 
who had likewise arrogated Divine honours, and, 
like some others, had come to this miserable end ; 
see Josephus, Antt. xvii. 6, 5. Euseb. Eccl. viii. 
16. Hdot. iv. 205, and other passages adduced 
by Wetstein. Alf., I find, takes the same view 
that I have done; and remarks that ‘the exw- 
Ankóflp. affords another additional particular, and 
one to be expected from a physician. It is 
plain, however, from Josepbus's manner, that he 
regarded Herod's death as brought on by Divine 
infliction. Thus he says that the exclamations of 
the adulators were ovdd ixsívw após dyatou. 
And he represents Herod himself as avowing his 
persuasion, that his death was a dispensation of 
Almighty Providence, to give the lie, as it were, 
to the impious assertions of the flattering multi- 
tude, and to punish him for accepting them. ‘ It 
is remarkable,’ says Alf., ‘that Josephus seems 
not to have been aware that one object of Herod's 
appearance was, to give an answer to the Sido- 
nians' embassy ; and he pays a just compliment 
to the accuracy of detail | in Luke's narrative.’ 
I cannot help thinking that Herod's speech was 
addreseed to the multitude present, as well as to 
the ambassadors, who probably got little more 
than a few civil words, expressive of his 

nting their request, and restoring the amity 
tween the two countries. It should seem that 

the introduction of, and Herod's reception of, the 
Sidonian ambassadors was a business very subor- 
dinate to the rest of that which occupied the day ; 
and therefore Josephus, though aware of it, did 
not mention it. It cannot be denied that Euse- 
bius’ misquotation of Josephus" words narrating 
this remarkable occurrence has much of the a 
pearance of a pious fraud, such as may be highly 
censurable in itself, but not more so than some 
others that are found in ancient Fathers, Greek 
and Latin ; la however, which have not been 
destructive of their reputation or trustworthiness. 
Accordingly, I cannot but consider it unjust, and 
uncalled for, in Mr. Alf. to issue a caution to his 
readers, as to * how much they mer believe of 
Eusebius’ quotations of authore which do wot 
remain to us. For ni I must avow that 
this lapeo,—taken in itself, and admitting of ex- 
tenuation from good intention, —does not shake 
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my confidence generally in the Ecclesiastical 
Historian's fidelity and trustworthiness in his 
almost innumerable citations from important 
writers, which only remain to us in those quota- 
tions. That the stroke of disease was inflicted 
by the Lord through the instrumentality of an 
ange: we have the Sacred writer's assurance; 
and the case is Hel to those in the Old Test., 
2 Kings xix. 35. 1 Chron. xxi. 15, 16; but the 
appearance of the angel was unnecessary, and 
ought not to have been obtruded by Eusebius. 
— dvb” d» ook idwxe TÅ» óav T. O.] 

* wherefore, because ho did not leave to God the 
honour due to him alone, but arrogated it to 
himself, at least by accepting the impious flattery 
of the people. T», not found in several MSS., 
Fathers, and Editions, has been cancelled by Mat- 
thei, Grieab., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., ed. 1; 
but restored in Tisch., ed. 2, rightly. The phrase 
is found often without it; as Luke xvii. 18, and 
John ix. 24, and often in the Sept. But though 
the phrase in ascriptions of Divine honour seems 
not even to admit of it, yet it may always be 
employed with the force of renewed mention ; 
which, I apprehend, is the case here; q. d. ‘ the 
Divine honour he had been accepting.’ So in 
Rev. iv. 11, we have á£wos el, Kupte, \aßeiv 
7 jv óav kai rjv Time, Where in jy there is 
a reference to the preceding rav óc aovo: QoEav 
xal Triusv. Now there the phrase has not the 
Article, because there is no reference. 

XIII. Henceforward, to the end of this book, 
are solely—except at chap. xv.—recorded the 
various journeys and ministrations of St. Paul, 
and also his personal history in various events of 
his life. There is narrated in this chapter, and 
xiv. 1— 28, Paul's first missionary journey, 
accompanied by Barnabas. 

l. vevee here is abecnt from A, C, D, and a 
fow cursives, with some Versions, and is can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and also by Alf., who 
pronounces that ‘the word was interpolated, to 
make it appear that the persons mentioned were 
not the orly prophets and teachers in Antioch.’ 
But that insertion for such a reason is unlikely ; 
and that it should have been introduced into all 
the copies but some dozen (for l cannot find it in 
one of the Lamb., Mus., and Trin. Coll. copies) 
is exceedingly improbable. It was, I doubt 
not, partly omitted by accident, and partly re- 
moved by Critics; since both its use and its 
position are unclassical. Tie has in other pas- 

XIII. l **Haoav &é tives èv’ Avtioyeta xarà Tijv ovcav exxr.- 
e 

sages been removed from that cause; sce Matt. 
xxi. 28, 33. Mark v. 25, yuu Tis o0ca iv puces. 
xiv. 47. Luke vii. 18. xix. 15. Acts xxviii. 3. 
] need scarcely say that the authority of ancient 
Versions is of slender weight in auch a case. 
— ^podjijrai] See note supra xi. 27. 
— 6idácxaXoi] Meaning those endowed with 

the yapioua éidacxadXias, mentioned at 1 Cor. 
xii. 5. and alluded to at Eph. iv. 11. 

— Mavaiv] Hebr. prim, consoler. SU DOSE 
to be the son of the Essene who foretold to 
Hon when a boy, that he would live to bea 
ing. 
— 'Hocdov] That this was Herod Antipas, 

and not (as Grotius supposes) Agrippa the second, 
son of king Agrippa tbe first, whose death was 
recorded at xii. 23, has been fully proved by 
Walch. 
— avvrpopor) This is properly an adjective, 

signifying * brought up with,' but it is , as 
cre, u as a substantive, equivalent to our 

Soster-brother, and is explained by oxoyaXaxros 
in the Glossaries. But the sense foster-brother 
sometimes implied also that of -fellow and 
s-hool-fellow ; and it was not unusual in ancient 
times for children to be brought up with the 
sons of kings and great men. 

2. AsvrovpyosrTev avrwey TG Kvp.) This 
term in the Old Test, and sometimes in the 
New (as Heb. x. 11), denotes the ministration 
of the Priests in their public services. Here it 
denotes the discharge of all the public duties of 
the Christian ministry, in reading the Word of 
God, and preaching the Gospel. The addition of 
«di ynoTevoytesy seems to point at more than 
usual solemnity, when (as infra xiv. 23) fasting 
was added to prayer; doubtless to pray for a 
blessing on the mission now taken in hand to the 
Gentiles. In the expression siwe here (mean- 
ing, through one of the prophets preaching) and 
ixvsuepO. vro T. Ilv. +. ay. at ver. 4, the Per- 
sonality and Divinity of the Holy Spirit are 
plainly implied. 
— ádopíaars ñ por] ‘Adopew signifies, 

l]. to separate ; 2. (by implication) to ine ; 
3. to appoint, as here. With reference to this, 
St. Paul, Rom. i. 1, calls himself djopicpnéros. 
The ôù is hortatire, and may be rendered now ; 
as in Luke ii. 15. Acts xv. 36. 1 Cor. vi. 20. 
The uo: has the same force (meaning * bly 
to my desire’), as at Ps. cxviii. 19, dyoiFaTé uo 
mwuAdas. Thucyd. v. 10, rae 4íÀas drocyíTo 
duol, Eurip. Iph. Aul. 1340, àiayaAaTí Loi 
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girtabpa. Soph. Œd. Col. 1475. Lucian i. 718, 
645. The apos in wpooxéxAnua: is not pleo- 
nastic, but signifies unto, as if it were written 
7pOsc 6 KixAnpmas. Accordingly, it was, as Alf. 
says, a new fasting and a special prayer for Bar- 
nabas and Saul. On the practice of solemn 
prayer and fasting at certain seasons in the 
Church, see Bingham's Antiqq. iv. 6, 6. 

6. Before riva Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. in- 
sert avdépa, with A, B, C, D, E, and a few cur- 
sives; to which, however, I can only add two 
Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. The 
reading is worthy of attention, but not of adop- 
tion ; since we may more easily account for its 
insertion than for its removal. 

— payor] See note supra viii. 9.—Wevdo- 
awpod. Meaning one who falsely claims to speak 
under Divine inspiration, whether in foretelling 
future events, or io making known the will of 
God. “OdXnp is received before vzcor» by Gries- 
bach, Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, from 
MSS. A, B, C, D, E, and a few cursives; to 
which I can only add owe, - Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. 
And the evidence of Versions and Fathers is, in 
a case like this, any thing but weighty. Internal 
evidence is quite against the word, which has 
evcry appearance of coming from the margin, 
being intended to point out the full force of 
the dca in &sA8., which means throughout ; for 
in passing from Seleucia to Paphos, they would 
traverse almost the whole length of the island 
from East to West. Alf., indeed, pronounces 
that GAn» was removed to prevent an incon- 
sistency; oAny and dxp« IIáe. being supposed 
to be inconsistent. But how could that be? 
since the course the Apostics took would carry 
them along the whole length of the island; by 
sea to Saladis, and by land from Salamis to 
Paphos,—New-Paphos, now called Ktema. It 
is utterly incredible that such a stupid blunder 
could be committed almost universally. The 
insertion in a few MSS., and the expression 
of the sense in some Versions, is easy to be 
accounted for. 

7. ávÜvwáro]) Supposed by Grot. and Hamm. 
to be applied, by an error of title, for dvrieT9a- 
T5yw«. But Lardner and Kuin. have vindicated 
the accuracy of the expression ; proving, by re- 
ference to Dio Cass. And eter weiten t t those 
who presided over the provinces by the appoint- 

ment of the Senate (and Cyprus was then of that 
number, though it had once been Pretorian) 
were styled Proconsuls, though they had never 
filled the chair. That the title did really be- 
long to the Roman governors of Cyprus, has 
been placed beyond all doubt by Engel, in his 
Kypros, Berlin, 1843, i. p. 459—463, who ad- 
duces, besides some coins, several inscriptions, 
taken from Boeck, Corp. Inscript.; the prin- 
tipal of each may be seen in Conybeare's and 

owson's Life of St. Paul, vol. i. chap. 5. 
— dvdpi cuvere] Tho term cuverde pro- 

perly signifies ‘ sagaci,’ ‘intelligent by natural 
sagacity ; but here it bears that sense well re- 
presented by the rendering of the Vulg., viro 
prudenti, ‘a man of discretion and wisdom,’ 
meaning that practical wisdom n to 
one who governs. So Thucyd. i. 79, avi 
ovvero: Kai cøppæv. But Dr. Greenhill, in 
his Life of Galen, in Dr. Smith's Dictionary 
of Biography, has shown that the Sergius Paulus 
mentioned by Galen was another Sergius Paulus, 
who was £xapxos of Rome about A.D. 177, and 
one well versed in philosophy. 

8. &iacToirai] At this term some Com- 
mentators stumble; and Valcknaer and Gries- 
bach conjecture awoorpéiwa:, but without any 
authority. The common reading is confirmed 
by a similar construction in Exod. v. 4, ivari 
Ó$iacrpídsTe Tov Nady drò Tov lpyev; The 
reason for the apparent anomaly in syntax is, 
that there is a significatio pragnans, — namely, 
*to pervert and turn, i.e. to turn away from 
the faith, set him against it, by a perversion and 
misrepresentation of it. 

9. ò xai IIavAos] sub. xaXovmevos. With 
respect to the name IIavAos, it is wel] obeerved 
by Wets., that, though Luke has before inva- 
riably called bim Saul, now, no sooner has he 
mentioned the name of Paul, than Saul becomes 
so obliterated, that we no where find it used 

in, either by Luke, Peter, or Paul, in his 
pistles. For this the Commentators are not 

a little perplexed to account. Some suppose 
that the Apostle had always borne both names. 
But then why should Luke have hitherto inva- 
riably used the name Saul, and now as invariably 
that of Paul? Others are of opinion that Seul 
changed his name after his conversion. But that 
is refuted by his being called Saul by Luke a/ter 
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pN. TTyveóuaros ayiov, xal àrevíaas eis avrov, 10 £elmer- "£2 TAJPIS 
John 8. 44. ` 
1 John 3.8. 7TGV/TO 60Xov xal máons paðıovpyias, vie AuafBoXov, èyOpè 

máons OwatocUvgs ! où mavon Siactpépav tas óðoùs Kupíov 
h Exod. 9.3. TAS evOeias; xal viv ov, yelp [rov] Kupiou éri cè, xai 

éon tubos, uù BXérov Tov ijuov, axpt xaipod. IIapaxpijua 
6e émémeoev èr avrov aydus xal oxóTos xal Tepidryov eret 

that time, and up to the present. Saul must 
have himself changed his name; not, however, 
as some imagine, out of humility, and in defer- 
ence to the Proconsul, but rather (as Beza, 
Grot, Doddr., and Kuin. suppose), because he 
was now brought very much among Greeks and 
Romans, to whens the name Saul was unknown; 
while that of Paul was familiar, and, as being & 
Roman name, would be so much the more suit- 
able to a Roman citizen. And as the reason for 
the alteration, on taking the solemn charge he 
had now received, would be stronger than ever, 
there can be no doubt that it was row made ; in 
conformity, indeed, with a Jewish practice, as 
old, at least, as the Captivity, of adopting a Gen- 
tile name. This Conyb. and Howson ably trace 
through the Persian period, and the Roman, and 
the Middle Ages, downwards. 

— wrnoOsis Iv. ay.) ‘filled with the influ- 
ence and inspiration of the Holy Spirit ;’ said, 
that it might not be supposed that this address 
was uttered, under the impression of spleen. I 
canno agree with Calv., that this ezcandescentia 
ardor (as he terms it) was resorted to because he 
expected that no good would be done by a more 
moderate and placid mode of addrese. It should 
rather seem that, as Olshaus. supposes, this 
severe objurgation was intended as a wholesome 
severity, to bring Elymas to a due consciousness 
of his guilt, and a true repentance ; for which 
reason probably it was that the judicial infliction 
was announced to him as only temporary, thus 
leaving him, as yet, a locus penitentia. I cannot 
see any ground for adopting the view taken by 
the Bishop of Winchester and Mr. Alford, that 
the expression arevicus els has reference to 
some peculiarity in Paul's sight, which rendered 
his bodily presence contemptible, arising, Alford 
thinks, from Paul's never having perfectly reco- 
vered his sight after the éófa tov dwróo«c 
ixcivov. But this is taking too much for ted, 
and is a mere figment of fancy. Besides, the same 
expression recurs at xxiii. ], where it can only 
have the sense that has hitherto been ascribed to 
it, ‘fixing his eyes full upon" him; though I am 
not indisposed to discern in it the graphical 
touch of an eye-witness.—On padioupyias sco 
my Lex. It may here be rendered by ‘clever 
roguery, which will well designate the conduct 
of Elymas. 

10. dcucrpiqwy rae odovs Kvpíov ras aù- 
Oelac;} It is somewhat debated whether rde 
odovs Kupiov should be understood as denoting 
the Lord's religion, or the ways und pu of 
the Lord. The latter sense is preferable, since, 
as used in the former signification, the word is 
always in the singular ; and indeed ajsíac would 
thus be an expression little suitable. Render: 
‘misrepresenting the upright counsels and pur- 
poses of the Lord (lit., modes of proceeding) [for 
the salvation of men according to the Gospel 
system]. Here there is a tacit contrast between 

the conduct of the God of truth, ‘ jos and right" 
(Deut. xxxii. 4), and that of the liar and im 
tor, Elymas, who was * perverse and crooked in 
all his ways;' for it would seem, from the o» 
wavon, that the charge was founded not only on 
his present conduct, but on his jous course of 
deceit and imposture towards his fellow men, on 
account of which he might well be called vii 
A:aBodou, as practising the deceit and fraud of 
the * Grand Im P 

11. ldov] As we say, ‘ Mind! take notice '" 
—Xeip Tov Kupiou iwi of. A Hebrew phrase, 
denoting that Divine punishment is suspended 
over a person. See Exod. ix. 3. Job xix. 21. 
— fon Tuprds, uù BX. T. 5.) This is thought 

to be a Hebrew mode of asserting the same thing, 
both by affirmation and by negation of the con- 
trary. But the idiom occurs also in the Greek 
and Latin writers, and is only a relic of primitive 
simplicity of diction. It does not involve pleo- 
nasm, for the latter phrase serves to explain and 
strengthen the former; as in a kindred passage 
of Luke i. 20, xai loù, icy cero, pù dvvdus- 
vot AaAjoa. Here, however, uh BAisrev có» 
BAiov i$ so much stronger an expression than 
vd ós (for all but persons bora blind have some 
faint view of the sun), that there is a sort of eli- 
max, aud we might render freely, ‘thou shalt be 
blind—yea, stone blind!’ Of dypt xaipou the 
literal sense is, * during some time.' Though, as 
duration for a certain time only necessarily im- 
plies termination at the end o time, so üyot 
Xpoóvov may be popularly taken for uíxp: xpo- 
vov; q. d. * for a season, to terminate at a certain 
time. But —— the words of the Apostle 
express no more t this,—yet, as xa:pow is 
used (which chiefly signifies a point of time), not 
Xpovov, he meant, I apprehend, to Ataf at that 
sense which might be more correctly phrased by 
uíXpi watpov; meaning by xa«pov the time 
his nos and : Whether that 
time would ever arrive, the Apostle, it seems, 
knew not; the Holy Spirit not having informed 
him. And he felt so much doubt, that he only 
just uses an expression which might fall sbort of 
driving the man into despair. 
— iwiwecey in’ aitév dyXds kai oxoros] 

Passing by the vain speculations of the Rational- 
ists on the subject of this blindness, 1 would 
only observe, that there is here not a Hendiadvs; 
but it should seem that the supervention of the 
blindness is ically described, by various 
stages of the disease. First, a cloud or mist 
came over his eyes, such as that which obecures 
the sight of the dying (see Hom. Il. v. 696. 
xvi. 344). This soon increased to darkness ; 
which terminated in that ‘total eclipse in which 
te — dark !' — 

n the next wo Tipiéyep iUirrs: yer 
aye * lit. — going up ah down, he vont n 
search of a guide ; we have a graphic descripti 
in its different atages, from the hand of a pis 
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12 Tore wv 6 àyÜvraros Tò yeyovos, érioteucer, 
éxmAnaaópevos éri tH cbay tov Kupiov. 

13 1° AvayOévres 66 arò ris ILádov oi rept tov IIabXov, ABOV i oh. 16. 38. 
eis IIépynv ris Tlapdvrias. 
avTOv uTréatpe wen eis ‘TepoodAupa. 

leávvgs 96 atroywpycas at’ 
14 Avrot 866 SteXOovres azo 

ts llépyms, wapeyévovro eis '"Avrióxeiav. tris TIwidlas, xal 
etcedBovtes eis THY GUVaywyny TH huépa TOv caffBárov, éxá- 
Oioav. 15 k Merà 8é tiv avdyvwow ToU vópov Kal Tov mpodm- x Lake 416 

^ , e TOY, améoTteiav oi apxLouVayaryot mpòs avrovs, AéyovTes: " Av- 
dpes á&eXdool, ei čari AGyos èv úpîv mapaxdncews mpòs Tov Xa!v, , 
Aéyere. 

cian, of total blindness, as in Artemid. On. i. 50, 
tup robs irolicev, tva Mo that) xsipayoryois 

cerra This use of repidy. is rare, but it 
1s found iu Cebes, p. 64, ópd« ws tpi&yovrae 
avrovs; Liban., repinye wravepevor iv ' Abh- 
vate: and a grammarian, in Hermann's Gramm. 
Gr., explains teles by wepsipyerar. There 
may be an ellips. of iavròv, exp in Plut. 
Solon. 6. The words ikwAnocoutros—Kvpíov 
are meant further to unfold the sense couched in 
lé» To px with reference to the miracle, and 
may be ly rendered, * being amazed at this 
ae any) mode of teaching the Lord,’ i. e. 
is religion; and espec. * when he saw its truth 

confirmed by such power [of miracles] For it 
is not (what some have su ) the internal 
evidence of the truth which is here had in view, 
but its external evidence. This, indeed, is placed 
beyond doubt by the authentic interpretation of 
St. Luke himself, in his Gospel, iv. 32, xal 
ipewAnccorro éxi th Óidaym Ste dy d Eovala 
ñ» ó Adyor avrov. The result of this full con- 
viction is stated simply by the term iwicrevcep, 
*he became a believer; as did many others. 
And thus, as Conyb. observes, this blinding of 
the false prophet opened the Proconsul's eyes to 
the truth as it is in Jesus; and what had been 
intended as an hindrance to the Gospel proved, 
under Providence, the means of its extension. 

13. ol wepi rdv II.] This falls under one of 
the three classes, into which this idiomatical use 
of the Article masc. plur. with an Accus. of 
person is distributed ; by which is meant ‘the 
person [as principal] and his company ;' meaning 
espec. bas and John Mark, but also in- 
cluding, perhaps, one or two others, as helpers in 
the work, es by baptizing. At any rate, the 
use of this idiom shows that Paul was already 
esteemed the principal, —though Barnabas was, 
on many accounts, entitled to high consideration, 
and is mentioned first in the Divine appoint- 
ment ;—and, in fact, he henceforward (as Mr. 
Conyb. observes) ap as the grand figure in 
every picture; and Barnabas ie in the back 

und. 
PM. SceXOovrss dó—] Not, ‘when they de- 

—they came,’ but “having passed through 
the country), ‘having traversed’ it. Comp. 
uke xi. 24, dcépyerar did dvúðčpæv. There 

seems an allusion to the difficulties of the country 
thus traversed, in steep mountainous ascents, 
and on the cont in narrow defiles, or in 
morasses ; or in the not less difficulty and danger 

16!'4yagràs è IlaüXos, xai xataceicas Tf xep, XE 
. 18. 17. 

. 

in passing the numerous rapid rivers, the Cestius 
and Eurymedon and their tributaries, which run 
in all directions, and obstruct the roads ; not to 
mention a more formidable difficulty of travel- 
ling, from the savage barbarousness of the inha- 
bitants, mostly robbers; for, as Conyb. and 
Hows. remark, and prove by competent autho- 
rity, ' the lawless aad marauding habits of the 
population of the mountains which skirt the 
table-land of the interior of Asia Minor, from 
the plains on the south coast, were notorious. 
From the matter adduced by Conyb. and Hows., 
it would seem that Paul had chiefly in mind, the 
* perils of rivers—perils of robbere—perils in the 
— which he experienced in this his first 

issionary progress. 
ee lids vie Tlsordlas}] Situated, as 

Strabo says, on a hill; but whose true situation 
was long unknown, until at length it was fixed 
by Mr. Arundel, in his Travels, at a place called 
Jalolabet. 

15. dwéore:Aay}) The rulers sent, from their 
own wpwroxabsdpiat, to the two Jewish stran- 
gers,—sitting among the congregation, occupying 
the lower seats, and on whom, we may imagine, 
many eyes had been turned,—desiring to know 
whether (as they had been teaching in the city) 
they had any word of exhortation*or admonition 
to deliver to the people; and, if so, to furnish it. 
Comp. Luke iv. 17—20, and see notes; also 
xv. 3, and 2 Thess. ii. 3. 

16—41. We have here, doubtless, if not the 
whole speech delivered by Paul, yet the full sub- 
stance of it; and no mere outline, or dry analysis, 
Luke has (as Conyb. and Hows. well observe) evi- 
dently preserved, if not all the words, yet the 
very words, delivered by the Apostle; nor can 
we fail to recognize in all these speeches a tone 
of thought, and even of expression, which stamps 
them with the individuality of the speaker. The 
speech naturally resolves itself into three divi- 
sions; or rather two, and an icalion. I. The 
Apostle ‘ reminds his hearers of the former mer- 
cies of God to the family of Abraham, the de- 
liverances of his people, and the prediction that 
their Messiah should be descended from David ; 
and asserts that this Messiah was Jesus of Naza- 
reth, the promised Son of David.” II. He ad- 
verts to, and accounts for, the rejection of the 
Jews at large, notwithstanding the attestation of 
his Messiahship by God himeelf in raising him 
from the dead. 1n. He subjoins an application 
of the foregoing, intended for all present, an- 
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aoan i o them the great doctrine of Justifica- 
tion by Faith (which, as Conyb. says, ‘ might 
stand as a summary, representing, in outline, the 
early Chapters of the Epistle to the Romans"), 
and ends with a solemn warning against that 
bigoted rejection of the Gospel of Christ, which 
the latter part of the address might call forth. 

16. xarac. ry xtpí] Thus motioning for 
silence. It was, in ET Paul's custom to com- 
mence speech with some such motion as that in 
question. 

— ol of. ròv Osóv| By these are meant 
the uncircumcised proselytes of the gate, —the oi 
esfousro. wpoojAvro:, infra ver. 43, and oi 
csfousyov" EXX qvec, xvii. 17. So Joseph. Antt. 
xiv. /, 2, makes a similar distinction between 
"lovdatos and c«fousvoi. It may be meant to 
include (Mr. Alf. thinks it does) even such pious 
(worshippers of the one true God) Gentiles, as 
were not prosclytes in any senee. At any rate, 
the specch is universal in its application.— After 
v. Xuov tovrou, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. cancel 
’"Iopand from E, G, H, and about 50 cursives 
to which I can add almost all the Lamb. and 
us. copies), and several Versions. But internal 

evidence draws two ways—for the word may 
have been introduced from a marginal Scholium, 
or it may have been removes Uy rues as nels: 

t and unnecessary ; and this is confirmed by 
the other alterations, all tending to remove a fan- 
cied superfluity. Accordingly, the word must 
not be expunged. In rdv A«ó» viyocir there 
seems an allusion to Is. i. 2, vlove iyévunoa xai 
Uyywoa, and the sense is, ‘raised them into a nu- 
merous people. So Ecclus. xliv. 21, dveywoes 
is interchanged with wA@uvar, and both used of 
the people of Israel at the hands of God. 

18. irpopopepycev}] It is a point of no 
little difficulty to determine which of the two 
readings here found (írpo?odo0pnatr, the text. 
rec., or érpooodoopro:y) is to be adopted in the 
copies. The Editors and Critics are divided in 
opinion; but the greater number, and the more 
eminent for critical acumen, decide in favour 
of irpo. Many arguments have been expended 
by the disputants on both sides, either irrelevant 
or PERE usi ve: which only increase the diffi- 
culty, at least of weighing the external evidence. 
That the words are, as might be expected, from 
the usual interchange of » and $ in pronuncia- 
tion, confounded by the scribes; and that both 
words were in use, at least in the ordinary Greek, 
is hardly to be questioned ; for, though we might 
doubt whether rpododopiw be analogically 
formed, yet we must bend to the ‘norma lo- 
quendi ;' and the similar form — coun- 
tenancea the seeming anomaly. That Tpodod. is 
boni. commatis, is attested by its occurring also in 
Deut. i. 31, in 2 Macc. vii. 27, and in Macarius, 
Homil. 46, and so rpopodcdpore in Eustathius. 
External evidence, indeed, is so decidedly in 
favour of &Tpo., that if that were all we had to 
consider, it ought to be preferred. Internal evi- 

17 ™°Q) Geós tov Aaod Tovrov [Iopa] é£eXé£aro Tovs 
Frode, WATEpas huar Kat Tov Xaóv ihpwoev ev TH TapoKia év yì 

Aiyirre, kai perà Bpaylovos inynrod é£rryaryev avrovs é£ abr 

dence, however, is likewise to be taken into the 
account, and that is quite in favour of éTrpod. 
It is the less usual and more difficult term, and 
is far more suitable to the context; érpopog. 
consorting far better with tyrocey and éEsryavyso 
before. Thus the inferiority in external is fully 
balanced by the superiority in taternal testimony ; 
and, accordingly, this knotty point might remain 
undecided ad Grecas culendas, were we not 
enabled to call in another principle, which may 
serve to turn the scale. No unprejudiced in- 
uirer can doubt that the Apoie had in view 
eut. i. 31 (Sept); nay, Bengel, Kuin., and 

Stier, with much probability, conjecture that 
Deut. i. and Is. i. were the two chapters of the 
Old Teet. which had been read that day in the 
synagogue, as they are at present on one and the 

e Sabbath. But, upon inepecting the passage, 
it will oe Ant recep’: and not 
Tporopopia, was there the term employed. It 
is supported by 5-6ths of the MSS. "end by 
Symm. and Aquila, and is required there by the 
context. Moreover, the great bulk of the MSS., 
and the Hebrew original, require that we should 
read, not rpomodopijcet, but itposodopnes, as 
the Apostle seems to have read.—’Erpodode- 
pnes is also confirmed by Numb. xi. 12 (Sept). 
Adpe avrov (scil. TÓv Aady TovTov) ele Tòp 
xdAwov cov, woti àpat TiÓnpóc TÓ» Ondora, 
als rip yaw f)» @uocas Tole TaTpaciy awT% : 
for it is probable that (Ais doo was 
in the mind of the — and ne the two 
passages contain reepectively images of a father 
carrying his little son over the rough fa 

. and of a nurse carrying an infant im her 
bosom. There, I conceive, the image terminates, 
and does not extend to feeding, which some 
ancient Interpreters seem to have ized in 
the nt passage, as we may infer from the 
Const. Apost. vii. 36, Hesych., and the Peschito 
Syriac, Arabic, Coptic, /Ethiopic, and Italie 

ersions. I acknowledge, indeed, that the read- 
ing might justly be regarded as an open question, 
since érpo?od. is nof, as some say, unsuitable to 
the context, but the reverse; and the argument 
advanced against érpow.—that God did not very 
patiently suffer the perversity of the Israelites,— 
that argument has little or no force ; for it may 
be said that, upon the whole, God was kong- 
suffering, as is clear from Numb. xiv. 18, and not 
a few other passages that might be adduced. 
Nay, when in Ps. xcv. 1l, it is said, * Forty 
years was I grieved with this generation, there 
seems imparted to the verb v» an implied notion 
of long-suffering endurance, cven unto utter weari- 
nees. Indeed, one might also say that érpur. is 
equally suitable to the context. But, since it 
cannot be doubted that Paul meant to allude to 
the of Deut., the ment as to compa- 
rative suitability is effectually cut short, and the 
question decided in favour of irpod., which has 
been adopted by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch. 
l, and Alf. In his 2nd Edit, indeed, Tisch. 
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ev TH épp 19 °xal xabehav bvn érrà èv yn Xavadv, * rart- 271 * 
exAnpovoyncer avrois THY yiv avrüy. % P Kai perà abra, dx pinie-216. 
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^ ^ & 10. 1. 
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r 1 Sam. 
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tov Zavió eis Bacthéa, o kai elme paptupjcas’ Edpov Aavid 
tov Tov leccai, dvipa xarà T? xapdiay pou, ds 
Ta Oernpata pov. B *Toúrov 0 Geos amo ToÜ aépuaros rar YS"; 
érayyeXay * frjarye te Iopa cwripa ‘Incoby, * t mpornpú- Mari 
Eavros 'Ieávvov mpd mpocarrou tis eic000v avroð Bámriopa Ye 

has restored irpow.; but his second thoughts 
are, here at least, not wiser. It could not arise 
from any fresh light that has broken in, but from 
his constant proneness to bow to the weight of 

authority, to the neglect of infernal evi- 
dence; exactly as in the caso of Matthzi, who 
says, ‘ vehementer arridet hzc lectio (érpod.), 
sed nihil muto contra tot codices ;; and I must 
confess that I have not been able to add even 
one to the seven cursives which alone have érpod. 
Nevertheless, the defect is made up by the au- 
thority (in a case like this, weighty) of the ancient 
Versions —the Pesch. Syr., Arab., Copt, Sahid., 
Æthiop., Slav. ; with several Fathers, as Atha- 
nasius, Cyrill. Macarius; and, I add, the Const. 
Apost. vii. 36, for although we there read dia 
Enpae avrove waphyuy:, Kai irpowopopneas 
avrots tv ipfuw wavroias dyabvie, yet the 
context evidently demands irpom. However, I 
do not doubt that when the cursives shall have 
been all collated, with diligence and accuracy, 
—hitherto a very rare exceplion,—some will be 
— to have irpod., or to have had it ori- 

19. rasis E Such (for the vole 
waraxXnpodorneey) is the reading of almost all 
the most ancient uncials, and not a few cursives, 
including al] the Lamb. and Mus. copies, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, and several Fathers; which 
has been adopted by almost every Critic and 
Editor of note: and justly; for though xara- 
«Anposorin is the less usual term, and therefore 
the other might seem a , yet its authority is 
not very well catablish It is found, indeed, in 
the LX X. ; but there, too, the most ancient and 
correct copies have xaTaxAnpov. It is plain that 
ixAnpodor. was an alteration by those Critics 
who were ignorant of the rather rare transitive 
sense of xaraxA npor. 

20. ws ireo: Ta Tp. kai w.) As to the discre- 
cy between this number and that at 1 Kings 

vi. ], we need not suppose an error either in one 
or the other, though the Apostle's number is 
confirmed by Josephus ; but we may (with Canon 
Townsend) take the words to mean, ‘and after 
these things, which lasted about the space of 450 
ears, he gave them judges, until Samuel the 

Prophet, i. e. from the time that God chose the 
fathers (which some fix to the birth of Isaac), 
to the time the land was divided to them by lot, 
was nearly 450 years; and then God appointed 
judges in Israel, However, I am now inclined 
to agree with Alf., ‘that Paul followcd a chro- 

& 16. 13. 
Ps. 80. 20. 
ch. 7. 45 

TOujceu TrávTa s3 am. 7. 
> Isa. 11. 1. 
Zech. i 
t Mal 8. 1. 

nology then current among the Jews, and agree- 
ing with the book of Judges itself, and that 
siopio by Josephus, but not with our present 
Hebrew text.’ 

22. sópory—OsAfuaTá uov] This is not a 
regular quotation, but gives the substance, with a 
elight modification, of what is said of David, 
l Sam. xiii. 14, and Ps. ]xxxix. 20, the matter 
of both being blended together; which was very 
allowable, the words of both passages being aliko 
spoken under prophetic inspiration. 

&vópa xara T. xapüíay u.] viz. in his 
undeviating pursuit of the plans God would 
have carried into effect, and in accomplishin 
his purposes. For xapóía here signifies iind: 
or Dupont Nor is this use merely (as it has 
been thought) a Hebraism; since in JEschyl. 
Agam. 9 we have dóe yap xpatat *yvvaiwxóe 
advdpoBourov, AXai(ov, xéap, ‘for thus the 
masculine mind obtained its hoped-for pur- 

— ôs rotnos: wavra Tà OedrjpaTa pov] 
Render : ‘ who will perform all my behests,' i. e. 
all belonging to God s will or wish, expressed or 
understood. The plural is not found in the Class. 
writers, nor elsewhere in the N. T., except Eph. 
2. 3. 2 occurs, however, in Sept. Ps. xv. 2. cii. 

. ex. 2. 
23. Paul now —— to the fulfilment of pro- 

phecy, in the sending of Christ, and his fore- 
runner John the Baptist, to Jews and Proselytes ; 
JESUS is proclaimed as the promised MESSIAH. 
The promise especially adverted to is in Zech. 
jii. 9, Sept., ioù, iyw dye rdv dovdoy mov 
'AvaToAdyr. So Luke 1. 78, dvaro i£ 
tious. Comp. Mal. iv. 2. I have partly been 
induced by this aay of Zech. to receive, 
with Griesb., Matth., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf, the reading tyyaye for ij yeipe, which 
would otherwise be called for both by strong ex- 
ternal authority (A, B, E, G, H, and many cur- 
sives, including not a few Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
and by internal evidence, as being the more diffi- 
cult reading, and the other a plainer expression 
of the same sense, suggested by such passages as 
Judg. iii. 9, 15, éyeipsicy curnpa, not to say 
that the sloodou at the next verse (‘ entrance on 
his public course’) calls for sryayev. 
54. —— The «po is sot pleo- 

nastic ; the term signifying ‘to proclaim before- 
hand,’ as a public crier does. So Joseph. Antt. 
x. 5, l, 'Iepauíac rà uíAAovTa ry wWoAct uvg 
mw posxnputs. 
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sJgeis ueravoías travTl TG hag epar. "Qo be émXjpov ó Iw- 
Mats. dyyns Tov Spdpov, €Xeye Tiva pe vrrovoeire elvat ; oU eig eyar 

ar 

Luke 8. 16. x Matt. 10.0. &XX' idovd, Epyeras per épé, oÙ ovn eit Agios TO vroónua Tov 
ch. 8. 
y John 
ch. 8. 17 

e 9 € A , N 

oí ev Uüpiv hoBovpevos Tov 

Jonn 19. 6. 

aut.. é€rdnowoay. ?9* Kai unòepiav airiay Üavárov eopóvres, 
cayro IHiXárov ávaipeOjvas avtov. | 99 *‘Ds 86 éréXecay * vávra 
Ta "rep avToU yeypaupéva, kaDeXóovres amò tod EvAou, &nxav 
eis peynpeiov. 90 *'O è Beds jryeupey avTOv. èx vexpav 3! ôç ch. 1. 8. 

1 Cor. 15. 5, 6. 

25. we di ixAdpov, &c.] Render: ‘ when 
John was finishing his course,’ i. e. towards the 
close of his course, or ministry (a Pauline phrase, 
occurring 2 Tim. iv. 7 or. xi. 24, et al.). 
"EA sys, dicebat, ‘ used to say." The riva just after 
must be interrogative, and the sense is, * Whom 
sup ye me to be? I am not He,’ oboe, 
which on occasions like this is often, through 
reverence, left unexpressed. 

26. dvdpes áð: pol, &c.] The Apostle now 
earnestly exhorts his hearers, whether Jews or 
proselytes of the gate, gladly to embrace the 
salvation offered to them through Christ, and 
thereby form a contrast to the ease of the Rulers of 
Jerusalem, who, nevertheless, did not, in causing 
the death of Jesus, frustrate God's purpose, but 
only fulfilled the prophecies. The contrast is 
intimated in the jui» (placed for emphasis at 
the inning of the clause), and in the ydp, 
which is not, as Alf. says, causal, as supplying a 
reason, but is argumentative ; q. d. ‘for, as to 
the Rulers, they have only fulfilled the declara- 
tions of the Prophets." 
— For drsordAn, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

edit ifar., from A, B, C, D, and 30 cursive 
MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 1182), perhaps 
rightly ; for the compound was more likely to 
pass into the simple through the carelessness of 
the scribes, than the simple to have been altered 
to the compound by the Critics: dweor. could 
not be, as Alf. imagines, a critical alteration. 
The verb i£a. occurs about twelve times in the 
New Test., and in ten of them in Luke; so that 
it is almost peculiar to Luke; though it often 
occurs in the Sept. In Luke xii. 11, we have 
the word as used of the mission of a messenger; 
and, as here it is used of the miseion of the Goe- 
pel, so in Gal. iv. 6, it is used of the sending of 
the Holy Ghoet, in the influence of the Spirit on 
the hearts of men, and his being sent forth from 
the Father through the Son. Thus tbe com- 
ound yields a fuller sense than the simple, and 
is therefore more likely to be the genuine read- 
ing, which, accordingly, J have now received. 
S. Touto» dyvoncavres, &c.] In construing 

this sentence, we must take ayvoroarvres as be- 
longing to both Tovro» and (by adaptation of 
signification) to ras «vas T. w., in the sense, 
*not knowing him to be the Messiah, and not 
understanding the words of the prophecy.” At 
kplvavres (for xaraxp.) supply avTÓ», taken 

X $+ Tob!» Aoa 99 *"Ay8pes adeddol, viol yevous "ABpaay, xal 
Ocóv, tyiv ó Xoyos TIS coTn»pías 

taurns *éEareotadn. |. 21 Y Oi yap xkaroiotvres év 'IepovaaXz)u, 
kai oi üpyovres avTOv, TOUTOY ayvoncavTes Kai Tas $ovàs T&v 

Tpodmràv Tas Kata trav odBBatov avaywwoKopévas, kpivavres 
Ld 

PTh- 

from «Tovro» preceding, and render, ‘by con- 
demning.’ 'Ayvworsayvres cannot be again sup- 
plied — yet it is implied ; the mean- 
Ing being, that ‘they unwittingly fulfilled the 
prophecies.” So Joseph. (Bell. iv. 6, 3), advert- 
ìng to such prophecies, says of the Zelotæ, ols 
oux amioTHocavTes oF conjecture émcar.] ĉa- 
kóvovut iavrods iwidocay.—By devas tap 
apop. are simply meant ' the effata of the Pro- 
phets committed to writing; of which Kypke 
adduces examples. 

28. xal — «oporr:s) ‘and although they 
found.’ 

29. iréAscap — l0nnay)] Said of the same 
persons. 
— «xabeXovres drò mov, &c.] A difficulty 

has here been started; that the same persone did 
not bury Jesus who had condemned him. Bp. 
Middleton regards this as a np ered 
of expression, which the Apostle, hastening to 
the grand subject of the Resurrection, cared not 
to avoid. It may, however, be doubted whether 
there be any inaccuracy at all. It seems to be 
only a pop expression, by which auy how one is said to do what he procures or permits to 
be done by another. Those who brought about 
Christ's crucifixion might be familiarly said to 
bring him to his grave, though they did not de- 
posit him there. What the Apostle meant to 
say is tbis—that when they had, however un- 
witingly, done all that was predicted of him [u 

eath], th to his had bim taken down 
buried [and thought there was then an end of 
him]. is last clause, though not expressed, is 
perhaps alluded to in the adversative ĉi, which 
commences the next sentence, ‘ But mot so ; — 
Gop raised him, &c.; there being an indirect 
contrast between what mes did unto him and 
ne God did for him by raising him from the 

31. 5e Spn i. hu. vX.] This, and the sub- 
sequent words of the verse, are meant as an at- 
testation of the fact just asserted of Jesus’ Re- 
surrection, as the seal of his Messiahship. As to 
the vv» found before «lo: in A, C, and l8 cursives 
(to which I add 2 Lamb. copies, and 1 Mus. copy, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), with the Syr. and oder 
ancient Versions, and ted by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.,—and commended by 
Alf. and Conyb. as ‘important, by giving pecu- 
liar force to the sentence ; q. d. ‘ who arc at this 
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moment his witnesses to the Jewish people, —I 
cannot adopt it, because the — — 
for it is insufficient, and internal is quite against 
it; for how came it that a word, which gave 
such peculiar emphasis to a sentence, should 
come to be, as Alf. says, ‘removed as unneces- 
sary’ in all the copies except a comparatively 
few? It is far more likely to have been inserted 
—especially in the Versions—to supply what 
seemed necessary to the sense, but in reality not 
so, as being implied in the elo:, regarded as em- 
phatic. This is not the only where the 
vv» has been introduced by the Critics; see 
Matt. xii. 32. Luke xxii. 18. John viii. 1]. Acts 
xxvi. 17. Sometimes they remove the viv, as in 
Matt. xxvii. 43. John xvi. 32. Acts ii. 33. 
— Tots cvravaf., &c.] Meaning the Apos- 

tles, the disciples interioris admissionis, and the 
pious women who followed our Lord, and minis- 
tered to him of their substance; seo 1 Cor. xv. 
5, sq. 
33 nuets buas ebayy.] Mr. Humphrey well 

pointe out ñu. ùu., as emphatically contrasted 
with the preceding ofrives—mpoe TÓ» dad», 
q. d., with Alf, * THEY are witnessing to the 
people, WE presen to you.” There is no cause 
to stumble here, as do some, at the construction 
of svayyeAcY., which is often used with Accus. 
of person, and sometimes also one of thing, as 
here, and Rev. xiv. 6, and Alciphr. Ep. iii. 12. 
Heliod. ii. 16, p. G4. Euseb., Vit. Const. iii. 26. 
See Buttm. Gr. 8 151. i. 6. The 2nd Accus. is 
of course dependent on a Preposit. of reference, 
quod atlinet ad. Those who have any thing pro- 
mised them, are in Scripture peculiarly said 
avayytA\%ecGast. So Heb. iv. 2, xal yap dopey 
euyyytAtopuévos, ‘to us pertains that promise.’ 
As to the words avacriaas 'Ino., Expositors are 
not agreed whether the sense be, ‘ having raised 
Jesus from the dead," or ‘ having raised him up.’ 
The former is maintained by Luther, Hammond, 
Meyer, and others; the latter by Calv., Beza, 
Wolf., Michael., Rosenm., Heinr., Kuin., and 
Olsh. The former urge that the sense ‘raised 
from the dead’ is required by the context, both 
because it is repeated with ix vaxpwy (v. 34), 
and because the Apostle’s emphasis is on the 
Resurrection (v. 3b). as the great fulfilment, 
ixwAnpwors, of God's promises concerning 
Jesus. "This is ably put, and, were it not for the 
subjoined citation from the Psalm, would be 
entitled to be received. But that citation seems 
to demand the other interpretation, as has been 
evinced not only by Calv., Kuin., and Oleh., but 
recently by Mr. Humphrey. But by none has 
this been so fully established as by Hoffm. in 
his Demonst. Evang. vol. ii. 83, seqq., who, after 
asserting that the word dvaorneas here is to be 
taken ‘non de resurrectione ex mortuis, sed de 
suscitatione ejus ex semine Davidis, et exhibi- 
tione tanquam promissi Salvatoris, and after 
roving that the word admits this sense by re- 
aic to Acts iii. 22, 26. vii. 37 (answering to 

ov. I. 

3243 Kai 2ueis úuâs evayeMtopneÜa Tv Tpós Tovs ma- 
" ` 25. Tépas émayyediav yevonévny Ste Tarv 6 Ocós éxmemAnpwxe ou. 

Deut. 18. 15. 
Jor. 
Dan. 9. 34, 

3. 16. 
e A 

1 

Hebr. c^ Deut. xviii. 15), maintains that the 
context here requires ít, for the following reasons 
derived from the masterly representation of 
Gataker in his Cinnus, c. v., as follows : —' Cum 
duplex sit Christi £yepoie seu dvdoracis, altera 
incarnationis et missionis in mundum, altera 
M e more utramque distinctim 
Apostolus tum predicat, tum probat; priorem 
praedicat v. 23, probat 34, 35; ita quidem, ut 
posteriorem probationem v. 34 priori opponat 
per adversativam di, quod absonum foret, si 
v. 92 et 34 de una eademque avacrdoat sermo 
esset. Scopus Apostoli non erat solum ostendere 
Christum a mortuis resuscitatum fuisse, sed quod 
in eo impleta sit omnis promissio Patribus facta 
de mittendo, suo tempore, Messia, vid. v. 23, 32. 
Quis id credat, Paulum thema hoc principale, 
ubi ad probationem dictorum jam devenit, ne- 
glexisse? Uti ab fryecps, v. 2 MEIST po- 
sito, v. 30, distinguitur rd frysipey ix vaxpmr, 
ita et Tò dvacrijcac, v. 32, et +d dviornoey ix 
vexpooy, V. 94, solicite a se invicem distinguuntur, 
manifesto indicio, non eundem utriusque phraseos 
sensum esee. 

33. This verse must, of course, be interpreted 
according to the view taken of the foregoing. 
Those, who adopt the former view, maintain that 
Paul here refers the prophecy, in its full com- 
pletion, to the resurrection of our Lord, com- 
paring Rom. i. 4, opicÜévros Ylov Osov—iE 
avacrdacews vexpiv. Those who adopt the lat- 
ter take a view far more consistent with the true 
scope of the whole Psalm; and here the mas- 
terly note of Calvin is most apposite—' Quamvis 
ergo suscitari Christus & Deo ceperit, quando 
prodiit in mundum, resurrectio tamen quasi justa 
et plena suscitatio fuit: quia quum TOM exin- 
anitus esset forma servi accepta (Phil. ii. 7), 
tunc victor mortis et Dominus vite emersit, ut 
nihil ad majestatem Dei Filio et quidem uni- 
genito dignam illi deesset.’ Hoffm. also ably 
maintains the same view, and concludes his dis- 
cussion with the words, * Maneant e verba 
Tice pou—yeyévynxd oe insigne testimonium 
de sterna Filii Dei generatione ex essentia 
Patris: cum vero additur ouspov, quod de 
seternitate haud intelligi posse supra probavimus, 
id profecto innuere aliquid videtur, quod respectu 

nerationis illius eterne $n tem factum est, 
kc., manifestationem gloriæ Christi, we povo- 
eyovs amo IIarpós, lec enim et cum prima 

illa exhibitione connectitur Luc. i. 32, 35. Joh. 
i. 14. Inest ergo huic oraculo locutio concisa, 
sic evolvenda, * Tu es Filius meus, ego te genui ; 
idque kodie extat, quod te genuerim :' ita 
Bengelius in Gnom.  Favet huic expositioni, 
quod totus Psalmi contextus Christum non re- 
spicit, prout tanquam Filius Dei ab eterno apud 
atrem erat, sed prout tanquam Meesias, v. 2, in 

mundum 'venit, et per passionesconsummatus Rex a 
Patreconstitutusest, v. 6. Dominusomnium, v. 8, 
&c. The above view is confirmed by the autho- 
rity of St. Cyril, ap. Caten. ae Op: évapys 
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paruo TQ Oevrépo yéyparrrar  Tiós pov ei av, yò on- 
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yap ‘el’ m£Üsuxsp, Iva delEy Tòv wpoaiwviov’ 
ov yap iv xe due iyovaey’ aAX' qv dal ovo, 
TovTícoTiy Yióe imýveyxe è TÒ "ojuspoy 

xarà capna sin qnas hv Owipevey ixwv 
epou. 

34—36. That nothing new is now brought for- 
ward, and coneequently that vv. 32, 33, cannot have 
reference to the resurrection of Jesus, ie plain 
from the words or: di—olrwe elpyxey. Here, 
in confirmation of the resurrection of Jesus, as 4 
fact predicted by the Prophets, Paul refers first 
to the paseage cited from Is. lv. 3 (Sept.). * The 
words Sri dwow Upuiy are only added bv Paul to 
bring the Passage into connexion.’ (Olsh.) Paul, 
however, does not really add de suo the dwaw, 
but rather introduces it, as suggested by the pre- 
ceding context as inherent in d:a@joouat, &c., 
as Hoffm. shows. The Messianic reference of 
the passage cannot be doubted, because the words 
"1 "TOT, Ta dota Aavi T riora can, not- 
withstanding the dissent of some Expositors, de- 
note no other than ‘the mercies’ or * benefits’ 
sacredly assured by promise, the certain fulfil- 
ment of which is then declared. So the words 
must have been taken by the Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator, and by St. Clement, who, on the Epistle to 
the Corinthians, ch. i., says (doubtless with allu- 
sion to the present ) Toca ĝi avro 
óisíNousv Sora; ‘How many benefits do wo 
owe to him!’ The above view of the meaning 
of “On, or Gora, is confirmed by Hoffm., p. 94, 
seqq., who, after showing that orm means pro- 
perly f lam,’ ‘benigni » and also its 
result, explains “on by l tia, as in 
Gen. xxxii. ll. Ps. evi. 7. Is. xiii. 7. He 
then observes that the Sept. Translators have 
customarily rendered the word by óc:a, though 
Symm. more correctly by rà iàén. He, how- 
ever, traces à correspondence between the two 
notions, however seemingly apart, in Him who is 
Tor, gratiosus Dei; and he adds, ‘Utique nil 
nisi jor gratias nobis a Deo polliceri possumus ; 
id quod Paulus, Eph. i. 6, sic exprimit, Ozdc 
ixa (rectv huas iv To hyarauivæw. He con- 
c ded by showing, that the above view is quite 

ble to the context. In sbort, the Apostle 
argues that these beneficia gratia were assured to 
David by the sacred promises of God. He 
goes on to show, that the gracious promises made 
to David must be sought in such as 
2 Sam. vii. 12, &c. Ps. Ixxxix. 4, 5, 29. 
35—37, where there is promised to him an eter- 
nal kingdom ; of course, the complete fulfilment 
can only be sought in the Son of David, the 

1819 "Or, 8000 bpiv rà dora Aavtd ra Tod. 
ings 2. Kal èv érépp Aéyev. Où Swaets TOv"Ocrdv cov tdeiv ra- 

Pbopav. 35^ Aavid uév yap dia yeved Umnperncas TH TOU 
$55; Geod Bovay, xorun, xai rpoaeréÜr mpos Tovs TaTépas avro), 

a3 xai elde SiapOopdy 37 ôv Ge ó Oeòs Tyyeipev, ove cide SeapOopav. 
% 38! Tyworov ov écro piv, dvdpes adeddol, ött Sa Tovrou Üpiy 

35 € Aro 

MzSSsIAH, to which Sc ipt re points ın Is. ix. 7, 
comp. with Luke i. 32, 33. Amos ix. 11; comp. 
with Acts xv. 15; also 2 Sam. vii. 14, comp. with 
Heb.i.5. He then concludes, by ably tracing the 
course of argument pursued by the Apostle. 

86. The Apostle here intimates that the words 
of the Psalm, though epoken under the inspira- 
tion of the Hol int by David, caa noi Roos 
their fulfilment in David, and then leaves it to 
be inferred that the person there meant must he 
Jesus,—the only one who had been so raised 
from the dead, as not to return thither, or ex- 
perience corruption, that which must result from 
permanent death, who must consequently be the 

ESSIAH promised to the Fathers. Vrnos rn- 
cas muet, as I have shown, be construed with 
wy Books, as os David, * the man 
after God's »wn heart,’ as the instrument of 
Divine grace for — the future kingdom 
of God in the Gospel of Christ. I still continue 
to take lóía yevea to mean ‘in his own age;' 
which is confirmed by all the ancient Versions. 
Render: ‘in his own age,’ the period of exist- 
ence €— to him by God; which yielde a 
sufficiently suitable sense; whereas the other, 
‘for his own age,’ however specious (see Calv.), 
em the construction. 
— Tpos Tin pòs Tous 7.) 

derived from the Old Test. (as Gen. 
xxv.8. Judg. ii. 10), in which there ie an allu- 
sion to those vast caves, or in 
which the Hebrews (as also the tiane, Baby- 
lonians, and otber Oriental nations) used to de- 
posit the dead of a whole family, or race; some- 
times arranged in recesscs by the side of the 
vault, and sometimes laid upon each other, until 
the place was quite full of bodies. 

, 39. The Apostle now es the doctrine 
which he has already stated and proved, and pro- 
ceeds, by inference, to show the exceeding t 
and — benefits to be obtained by faith in 
the Messiahship of Jesus, and to point out (at 
v. 38) the infinite superiority of the remission of 
sins to be attained through Him over that eup- 
lied by the law of Moses; after which (at v. 
ho) he proceeds to glance at the t doctrine 
of justification by faith, which he afterwards 
so completely set forth in his Epistles to the 
Romans and Galatians, and elsewhere. In fact, 
the term ĉıxaıwð. here is, strictly speaking, a 
carrying out of the doctrine of decis duapricepy, 
so far as touching on justification only (as Mr. 
Alf. saye) in its negative sense; since it does not 
here unfold that higher sense (for which his 
hearers were not yet red) of &ixaitóe, ‘the 
accounting righteous, whereby those who have 

An expression 
ix. 29. 
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decis apaptiav kararryéXXerav 39* kal amò mávrov, Qv ov E Pon. 8.3. 
novynOnte ev TQ vou Mwicéws DBwawwÜnva, ev roro râs ó 
mustevov Sixacodrat.  Brérere odv, pù émréX0n éd! suas rò 
eipnuévov éy Tois mpogyntasy *1!"I8ere, of eatadpovnrat, yu. 
K E N E — OTe Epyov — — 
Copar èv rais nmépats bp v, Epyov Q ov pù vio TED- 
077€, dv Tis ExOenynTar Upiv 

42°EEvvrwv dè aitav [éx tis cuvayoyns Tov 'Iovéaiov] 

that justification from God are dixaio: ix ~i- 
oT EMS. 

40. To this encouragement to faith, intended 
for the well-disposed, the Apostle subjoins a 
warning,—meant for the refractory,—not to dis- 
regard, through unbelief, the invitation of God; 
which he seems to have anticipated they would 
do.—'E» vois 7podo. meaning, that division of 
the Old Test. called ‘the Prophets,’ or the Pro- 
phets in general ; see note on John vi. 45. 

4l. lere, &c.] The — aro — — 
Habak. i. 5 (though a similar apostropbe in 
xxviii. 14 AS, — been in the mind of St. 
Paul), in which a word is omitted not n 
to the sense, and one or two supplied to make it 
clearer. Both the Apostle and the LX X. vary 
from the Hebrew, as regards ol xatragpovirai 
aud åpavioðnre, in the former instance pre- 
serving the true reading, which seems to be not 
D", but ovina, which is read in some MSS., 
and confirmed by the Syriac and Arabic Ver- 
sions. With ádav. there is more of difficulty. 
The common version ‘perish’ is generally con- 
sidered indefensible, as not even warranted b 
the Hebrew; and Beza, Dodd., Pearce, Wakef., 
Schleusn., Wahl, and Kuin., render * disappear,’ 
viz., for shame and fear; Bengel, colorem amittite, 
‘lose your colour, ‘grow pale with stupor; 
which is, at least, preferable to the former. But 
it is so forced and frigid, that it seems better 
to retain the ordinary interpretation, ‘ perish,’ 
‘come to destruction; perhaps with allusion to 
the suddenness and completeness of the destruc- 
tion, so as to be seem and heard of no more. 
Comp. Lysias, p. 191, 27, dpavifecbar iE. av- 
Opi wer. Polyb. xxxiv. 146. There is no objec- 
tion to this in the fact, that there is nothing cor- 
responding to the word in the Sept., or the He- 
brew; since thie An pro p ud — a 
citation of the passage from the Prophet, but, as 
Calvin well saw, an accommodation of the words 
of the Prophet by Paul to his present use: ‘ quia 
(he adds) sic ut semel minatus fuerat Deus per 
prophetam, ita etiam,’ &c., and that, as Dr. Hen- 
derson remarks, on account of the exact simi- 
larity of the Jews in his days, both as regards 
the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans, 
and the utter incredulity of the nation at large 
as to that event. Hence it would seem that Paul 
threw in this expression, in order the more for- 
cibly to urge the warning on his unbelieving 
hearers. If this view be adopted, I would point 
idere—xal ÜavuácaTe —kal apavlabnrs !— 
GTi.—' Yea, perish by your obstinate unbelief.’ 
There are not wanting expressions similarly in- 
terposed in the purest Class. writers; and such 
forcible terms, brought in, to use the technical 
terms of the Greek Grammarians and Scholiasts, 

wapa wpocéoxiay, have a 
stances in abundance mi 
Thucyd., and the Greek Orators, . Demos- 
thenes, but most from Aristoph. The way in 
which the word is brought in here is quite 
Pauline, and, like not a few other passages in 
the epeeches and Epistles of Paul, would not 
have been unworthy of Demosthenes. How ex- 
actly the parallel holds in the concluding words, 
ort Špyov Univ, is obvious, for the * work ' spoken 
of is the same in both cases; and the difference 
is only in the ixstruments made use of to execute 
God's judicial inflictions; for ipyov 4pyát. is 
wrongly rendered ‘I do a thing,’ since it is the 
work of Divine Judgment, The correspondence 
in év Taie nuí£pais úu ðv is remarkable, and it 
becomes, by the adduction of the puse of the 
Prophet by Paul, a prediction under the Spirit ; 
—for in either case the judgment fell during 
the lifetime of not & few of the persons ad- 
dressed 

42. Here we have presented the result of the 
foregoing address on the audience. Of this the 
main features are sufficiently clear, but the de- 
tails are obscured by a strange variety of read- 
inge, partly to be ascribed to the words forming 
the commencement of au ecclesiastical portion, 
and ly to the introduction of words from the 
marginal Scholis, to eke out the sense, especially 
Tà sv», which arose from an attempt to fix that 
which was left uncertain ; for the Nomin. to rap- 
exáXovuv is rivas, to be fetched from é£iórrev. 
The words ix +7s—'lovdaiwy are absent from A, 
B, C, D, E, and many cursives (to which I add 2 
Lamb. and nearly all the Mus. copies, also Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16), and are cancelled by all the Editors, 
from Scholz downwards. They have als intro- 
duced aurmy, meaning the congregation, from 
A, B, C, D, and a good many cursives, to 
which I can add 2 Lamb. and nearly all the 
Mus. copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. Tho 
words ix rhs cuvaywy. are also cancelled by 
them on nearly the same authority, confirmed by 
most of the Lib. and Mus. copies, and Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16. I have nothing to object to the 
text presented by the above ditor and have 
virtually followed it, —except that I pause at the 
introduction of av’téy (which, accordingly, I 
have expressed in smaller characters), because 
internal evidence is strongly against it; and this 
use of the Genit. Participle standing alone, when 
the subject can be easily supplied from the pre- 
ceding context, is found in the best Greek 
writers. See Matth., Gr. 8 563, who adduces 
examples from Hdot., Thucyd., Xen., Plato, and 
the Dramatic Poets; to which I could add man 
from Joseph. Antt. xiv. 15, 8. xv. 3, 5, and 7, 
10. xvi. 2, 1 and 4. In many, however, of the 

3 E2 

powert effect, In- 
t be adduced from 
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vrapexáXovv | rà &0vn | eis TO pera cdBBatov NadnGivat avrois 
m Matt. S4. Ta pypata tara. %™ Avbeions O6 Tis Gwvayeryijs, ?]koXov- 
1 
ch. 11. 33. 
& 14. 23. 

nca» morro TOv 'lovóaíov xai TOv cefouévev TpoornAvrev 

TÊ lath xal rà BapváBa: olrwes mpoaXaXovres [avrois], 
? A) a éreiÜov. avtovs 1 èmipéveiw Tf xapire trou Oco. ** To 18€ 

* éyouévp caBBáro oxedov aca ù TOMS avviyyÓUn axodcas 
Tov Aóyov tov Beod. * 'IO0vres Se ot 'Iov6ato, rovs ÓxyXovs, 
érrAncOncav trou, kal avréXeyov tois vró ToU llavXov Xeyo- 

ag h. 1. 

eere 

Isa. 40. 6. 

, the Scholiasts, or the Critics, have ies 
here) furnished the Genit. required. If this 
a true view of the origin of avri», it will show 
that the insertions could nof, as Alf. saye, ‘have 
been made to remove the ambiguity in avTov." 
Whether the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Translators 

avrwy in their copies is uncertain; and 
the authority of Versions in such a case is very 
slender. That els rò ueraE£0 oáßßarov must 
mean ‘the neat Sabbath-day,' is required by the 
context, and is confirmed by the usage of Joseph. 
Bell. v. 4, 2. Ap. i. 21, and Plut. Inst. Lac. 9. 

43. avrots aktor wpociaàourrTes,—not found 
in many ancient MSS., —has been cancelled by 
Griesb., Scholz, and Tisch. ; but injudiciously ; 
since the word seeme to have been thrown out 
by the Critics as unnecessary, or for the purpose 
of removing a sort of tautology.—By avrois 
seem meant the Jews and — — 

For ivuévew MSS. A, B, C, D, E, and 
many cursives (I add 3 Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16) have rpocpévew, which 
has been received by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., and is countenanced by 1 Tim. 
v. 5, *pocuársi Tais dejoeo:. But the common 
reading is more ble to the usage of the 
New Test. Nevertheless, it may be an alteration 
to introduce a more usual term. By 5$ xapis 
ToU Geov is meant, as at ix. 23, ‘the — of 
Divine grace on the hearts of the recipients of 
the Spirit of grace.’ See Calv. 

44. ixouíve] So, for text. rec. ipxoy., all 
the Editors from Griesb. downwards read, with 
A, C3, El, and about 10 cursives; to which I 
can make no addition. Nevertheless, internal 
evidence is so much in favour of iy. that I have 
adopted it. It is less likely that the Hellenistic 
and ordinary Greek ipy. should, as Wets. and 
Matth. thought, have been altered into the Class. 
Greek ix. than the reverse; especially since 
Luke elsewhere uses the Class. ix., e. g. Luke 
xiii. 33. Acts xx. 15. xxi. 26. Indeed, it occurs 
several times in the Sept. ; though there ipy. 
has crept into some copies. It occurs also in 
Joseph. Antt. xi. 8, 6, and elsewhere. As for 
the sage of Joseph. Antt. vi. 11, 9, adduced 
by Kuin. (79 8’ ipxouivn), there the best MSS. 
have ixouívg, which Hudson, as appears from 
his note, meant to edit ; though he inadvertently 
left ipx., which was carelessly reprinted by Ha- 

Matt.10.6. LEVOLS, avTiNeyovTes Kal BXaadmpuobvres. 4 " Tlappnovacdpevor 
8. \ @ Ve lA Li ^ , ^ m 66 6 IIabXos kai ó Bapváßas elroy "Tiv iy àvarykatoy mpwrov 

AaANOnvas Tov AGyov Tov Ocot reið) 5é àmoÜciaÜe auvrov, xai 
ovx afious xpivere Eavrovs THS aiwviou bare, idov a rpedopeÜa eis 

a Tà CO. 47 °ottw yap evrérartar ziv ò Kupws. TéOeixd 

vercamp, Oberthur, and Richter. As for the rs 
for ài, edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf, from MSS. B, E, G, and many cur- 
sives (to which I add 1 Lamb. and 4 Mus. 
copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), it may be the 
true reading; but, since internal evidence is 
equally balanced, there is no case for 
especially since the words are often confoun 
by the scribes. Certainly the ài resumptive has 
greater propriety than the re connexive. 

45. árvriAyovrres kal BXacd.] Tisch. has 
rightly restored the words dyriA. xai Brac®., 
which had been cancelled by him in hie Ist 
edit., as also by Lachm. Internal evidence is as 
much in favour of the words as external autho- 
rity; for thas we have a very forcible mode of 
expression, denoting tbe adding insult to contra- 
diction, of which the full import will appear from 
my note on Heb. xii. 3. 

46. kai ob« á£lovs xpiv.] ‘ye deem yourselves 
not worthy,’ i. e. ‘act as if you judged yourselves 
unworthy of, by your conduct ye declare this. 
A neat turn, such as is found in the best writers. 
So Arrian ii. 20, xáÜsvós, xai Ta TOU EKOA «os 
rols, wy dEiov ikpwwas otavToy. 

47. riVerxa ce els põr, &c.] The words 
exactly correspond to the LXX. of Isa. xlix. 6, 
at least io the Alexandrian and other MSS, 
though the common text (formed on the Vatican 
MS.) has dédmaa, for reOecxa; the former of 
which is the more literal version of the Hebrew, 
while the latter is a rendering. TeVena 
should be rendered, ‘1 have appointed,’ or * or- 
— lt is strange that ste a con- 
sider this as properly applicable to Jsasah 
only, and’ his calling to the prophetical office, 
and merely accommodated by St. Paul to his own 
case. The words are scarcely applicable to the 
Prophet at all; indeed, there are many parts of 
the chapter, from whence this ie taken, 
that cannot possibly apply to the Prophet, and 
have no propriety but as referred to the Mzs- 
SIAH, ‘whose character and office (to use the 
words of Bp. Lowth) were exhibited in gereral 
terms at the beginning of chap. xlii., but bere is 
introduced in person, declaring the full extent of 
his commission ; which is not only to restore the 
Israelites, and reconcile them to their Lord and 
Father, from whom they had so often revolted, 
but to be a light to lighten tbe Gentiles, to cal] 

. 
9 
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ce cis das €Ovav, rod elval ce eis cwtnpiav ws 
éco XáTov TS y). 9 áxovovra Šè rà EOvn Exatpov, xai édoka- 
Sov Tov Xoyov ToU Kvpiov: xai éricrevoay oot ?jcav reraypévor 

them to the knowledge and obedience of the 
true God, and to bring them to be one Church 
together with the Israelites, and to partake with 
them of the same common salvation, p 
for all by the great Redeemer and Reconciler of 
man to God.’ Accordingly, this passage of the 
Prophet might well be said to be Paul and 
Barnabes' warrant for preaching to the Gentiles, 
for by implication it contains an injunction so to 
do, since the Messiah could only be a light and 
salvation to the Gentiles by the means of those 
who should spread his Gospel. Paul, however, 
had himself received a positive injunction, since 
(as we find from Acts xxii. 17—21), on his first 
visit to Jerusalem after his conversion, Jesus 
appeared to him in a trance, and said, ‘ De- 

rt; for I will send thee hence far off to the 
tiles.” 

48. telorevoay 9a. 5. TeTaypivor sls why 
aló».] There are few of which the in- 
terpretation has been more keenly debated than 
the present, and that from its being tipoei to 
involve a moet important doctrine. Most Cal- 
vinistic Interpreters take reTaypuévo: ele to 
mean fore-ordained, or inated unto, by 
God's decree ; the persons in question being re- 
presented. as believing under that decree. In 
refutation of which, some Anti-Calvinistic Com- 
mentators rather apply themselves to show that 
the doctrines of Calvinism are untenable, than 
that they cannot be found here. But the only 
question before us is, what may be supposed to 
be the true sense of the words reraypivo: els 
[etw ale»iov in their present positionP Now, 
in tracing this, it will, I think, appear, that there 
is nothing which —— conveys the idea of 
an absolute decree, or of predestimation. Tho 
expression is not mporsTayuévo: (much less, as 
invariable usage elsewhere would require, rpo- 
epta vor), but simply reraypévos. There is 
neither wpo, nor any thing Pe piger We 
have, besides, no mentíon of , no such addi- 
tion as Uwd Tov Osou. These, and many other 
such objections are sufficiently obvious, and 
have been strongly urged by Grot, Hamm., 
Wolf, Whitby, and Adam Clarke; though, were 
that all that could be u against the interpre- 
tation in question, it might, perhaps, be deemed 
insufficient to disallow it. Thus reraypévor 
sight (though there is no proof that it ever did, 
either in the Scriptural or Classical writers) 
mean destined ; and if destined could be su 
to be the sense, the argument founded on the 
omission of bad rov O:ov would not be of any 
great weight, since that might be thought under- 
siood, as in Eph. i. 1), wpoopio8ivres xarà 
apo8ecv, &c. Thus the sense which the above 
Commentators assign might, after all, be tole- 
rated, if the context would permit it. But that ie 
by no means the case. There is assuredly nothing, 
either in the context, or in the language used b 
St. Luke, either in this Book or in his Gospel, 
that can lead us to suppose any such sense in- 
tended here ; nay, there is not a little that utterly 
excludes it, as will appear from Hamm., cited in 
Recens. Synop. Suffice it to say (confining our- 
selves to the conlert), that such a const n is 

forbidden by the word ixiorevoay, which, under 
the present circumstances, can mean no more 
than that they ‘believed in the Lord Jesus, and 
received the religion which he came to promul- 
gate Yet it cannot be supposed that all who 
id so were predestinated to eternal salvation. 

* There were, doubtless (as Schoéttgen observei, 
among those believers — hypocrites and evi 
livers, who Men enough embraced the theo- 
retical truth, but cared not for — 
These, then, could not be predestinated.” And 
we do not find that those who believed at other 
times were predestinated ; some falling away, as 
is represented in the parable of the Sower. No or is 
it likely that such as believed should come in all 
at once, but gradually. ’Exiorevoay, then, can 
have no reference to their persevering, or not 
persevering. Besides, as the best Commentators 
are greed. there is here an opposition, arising 
from a tacit comparison between the conduct of 
these Gentiles, on the one hand, and of the Jews 
on the other. The Gentiles (reraypévos elc 
wñ» alevior, and who accordingly received the 
ospel) are contrasted with the Jews mentioned 

at v. 46, who, by rejecting it, acted as if they 
Paouet themselves not worthy of eternal life. 
In short, éve0:1004 roy Aóyov rou O:ov is 
there op to ióóEa(ov Töv Aóyo» rov 
Kupíov, and oùx áEíove xplvers iavtovs tHe 
alevíov (wis to ğoav Teraypivoi els Cony 
alwvov. See Krebs. and Wetstein. And as no 
absolute decree can, by the words ùuīv ñv dvay- 
Katov—)d-yow rov Osov be supposed in the latter 
case, 80 none must be supposed in the former. 
The former act was voluntary, and so must the 
latter be. 

Having, then, seen what cannot be the mean- 
ing of the words, let us examine what is probebly 
their real sense. And in order to that, let us 
advert to their construction. Now to connect «le 
{oye with dalorevoay (as is done by some In- 
— of eminence) 1s too violent a method, 
and requires an unauthorized sense to be assigned 
to Ywiy alwvıov. The natural construction must 
be preserved, and such a sense assigned to sTa»y. 
as may be suitable to ele {why alóviov, and 
permitted by the usage of the Scriptural as well 
as the Classical writers. Now many Commen- 
tators trace in Teray. a military metaphor, and 
take the sense to be, ‘those who had arrayed 
themselves for salvation,’ namely, by hearing the 
word of God, and not resisting the work of the 
Holy Spirit on their hearts; thus taking the 
passive here in a reciprocal sense: than which 
nothing is more common. The sense hence aris- 
ing will then be such as that expressed at 1 Cor. 
xvi. 15, els dcanoviay ois dyios irafay iav- 
vous, and Xenoph. Mem. ii. I, 11, ovdé «ls Thy 
GovAclay iuavróv tdtTw. Yet in this inter- 
pretation, and the military metaphor it supposes, 
there is something not a little far-fetched. And 
the reason for its adoption scems to have origi- 
nated in the endeavour to exclude the Calvinistic 
view, which might seem favoured by the Passivo 
sense. Yet that does not necessarily suppose any 
over-ruling impulse from without, The expres- 
sion réccacGas sie may here have the sense it 
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els fov aimvov. 49 Siepépero è ó AGyos ToU. Kupiou Èr dns 
Ths opas. Poi Be 'IovbBato: mapærpuvav tas ceBopévas yv- 

vaixas [xai] rds eùoyýpovas, xai rods "rperrovs Tis Toews, xai 
émiyyetpav Šiwyuòv éri tov IIa0Xóv kai tov BapvaBay, xai é£- 
éBaXov avrovs amò THY Opiwy avTOv. 51 a Qi òè éxrwafapevot 

^ ^ ^ * 9 A] ? > , 

Lukes.3.. TOV KOVLOpTOY TOv Tr00Qv avTOv èr avTovs, "|AÜov eis ‘Ixoviov. 
52 Oi &è panra érXgpoDvro yapas xai IIvevpaTos ádryiov. 

XIV. 1'Ewévero à èv 'Ixovíg, xarà Tò aùrò cioerbeiv aù- 
TOUS eis THY GVVO/yovyTjv TOV 
Tuo TeUca, "lov6aiov Te kai ‘EXAnvwv TroAD TAOS. 

"Tovdaiwv, kai XaXijaas oUTWS, WOTE 
2 Oi òè 

t dmesOovvres Ioudacot émiyyewpav. kai exaxwoay Tas yuyas TOV 

sometimes ‘to be thoroughly disposed to, 
or ‘ purposed for,’ ‘ bent on;’ like the similar one 
200«os elvat ele, ‘to be fiiy disposed — Of 
this signif. several examples are adduced b 
Krebs and Loesner,—as Plato, de Legg. vi. p. 56 
goo: ele dosti Terayuivn. 2 Macc. vi. 21, 
ol d& *pós Tq a Xayyricuo TeTaypivo, and 
Ps. lviii. 1, * Are your minde set righteous- 
ness?’ While, however, we contend that the 
doctrine of Divine decrees can by no means be 
found here, yet it is proper to bear in mind that 
the dispositions of the persons themselves could 
not have been what they were, still less have 
been originally such, from themselves; but must 
be ascribed to the : of God, to 
€ diat is — that — sis tho- 
roughly di to embrace or obey the Gos 
of Chr, or (as it is said, John vi. 37, 39) d 
* given to him of the Father;' ‘ the grace of God, 
by Christ, preventing them, that they may have 
a good will, and Work with them, when they 
have that good will, according to the doctrine 
contained in the Tenth Article of our Church. 

50. tras sùrxńuovas] ‘women of rank.’ Sec 
note on Mark xv. 43. The xal before svay1- 
povas, not found in several of the most ancient 
MSS., including several Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
and some Versions, has been cancelled by almost 
all the Editors; perhaps rightly, this being an 
example of exegetical apposition, pointed by the 
use of the Article, as in Rom. viii. 25. Its ab- 
sense is supported by Acts xvii. 12, ra» ‘EXAn- 
vidwy yuvaixwy tev :0cynuovev. See also 
infra xvii. 4. 
— tEéBudov ab. dxd Tov oplwy aù.) These 

may seem strong terms. But we need not sup- 
that force was employed in removing the 

Apostles; which, as no resistance was made, 
would have been unnecessary. The expression 
may merely mean, that the persons in question, 
the principal Jews, procured an order for their 
departure from the magistrates, as necessary both 
to keep the public peace, and for the personal 
safety of the Apostles themselves. This kind of 
order used, indeed, to be given in set form (so 
Eurip. Med. 274, Elrov ( jubeo) 75s y7« EE co re- 
pay, *rply dy ce yalas Teppóvæv Ew Badw), and 
there were sometimes officers appointed to super- 
intend the execution of it. 

5l. éxrivaEdpevor Tov kovioprór] Sce note 
at Matt. x. 14. 

52. xapa«] ‘the consolation of the Gospel.’ 
—TIveup. dy. must be explained of the gifts and 

graces of the Holy Spirit for sanctification, and 
not for works Krada, since hands had not 
been laid upon them for that purpose. 

XIV. 1. xarà rò aùro] Supposing this to 
be equiv. to iri Tò aùrò, we may compare the 
expression in l Cor. xiv. 23, day cuviAOn—iwi 
Trò aud, and v. 26, where we have evvépysoOa. 
without ¿rì rò aio. Of this use several ex- 
amples have been adduced by Kypke from Plut., 
Pausan., Strabo, Longin., Jos., and Diodor. ; but 
some of them are not to the fd (certainly 
not those from Pausan. and Jos., and probably 
that adduced from Diodor.), as will appear from 
my note on Thucyd. viii. 5. In the present 

ge, xarà Tò avrd may denote, like the 
tin simul (by which word, indeed, it ie well 

rendered in the Vulg.) , i.e. * in company 
with,’ or ‘at the same time ; and iwi Tò avro 
has the latter sense in Ps. iv. 9, iv clprivn iwi 
TO abTÓ kou nÜrcouat Kai Ur voco. ut here 
the former sense is preferable, espec. considering 
that the word carries with it, by — the 
latter ; and it is much confirmed by Ps. lv. 14, 
* We took sweet counsel — (yr), and 
walked unto the house of God in company.’ By 
“EA\Anvoy are meant re» ctfBouí£vcovr 'EAA., 
as they are called at xvii. 4; equiv. to raw 
re vov WpognAvTwy at xiii. 43. 

. åm tiÜovvres] ‘ refusing belief,’ * unbelieving,” 
equiv. to uù wiorevovres: a sense occurring 
also at xvii. 5. xix. 9. John iii. 36. Heb. xi. 31, 
but rare in the Class. writers, though used as 
early as the time of Homer, Od. v. 43. Lachm. 
and Tisch. edit from 3 uncial and many cureive 
MSS. (to which I add 1 Lamb. and 3 Mus. 
copies) dwe:Oncavres : while Griesb. and Scholz 
retain dwe:Qouvres, which seems confirmed by 
another passage further on, xvii. 5. Yet I am 
inclined to receive áv«i05c., which was read by 
the Pesch. Syr. Transistor, and derives some 
support from Heb. iii. 18. xi. 31. 1 Pet. iii. 20, 
besides being able to the context; q.d. 
‘who believed not’ at Paul's preaching. 
— birysipar —áósA or] Kypke and Krebs 

maintain that the construction is imiy. ras 
Vrexas T&v tÜvov Kata Tav áÓ., kai ixáxecav. 
An pe is true M Tue —— áó. are 
inten rinci or éwnyetpav, as appears 
from xiii. ^50. vet those — are meat rd be 
referred also to ixadxwoay, two clausos being thus 
blended into one,—the sense being, ‘instigated 
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> ^ ^ > ^ e P1 4 , , 

cOvav xarà TÀv adedAdav. 3 * ixavov pèv obv ypóvov SiéTpiay 2 Mark 16. 
trappnovatopevo, éri rà Kupie TQ paptupovvts TQ XMóyo ^. Ch. 19. 11. 

TNS Heb. 2. 4. 

xápuros abro), [xai] Sdovrs onuela xal Tépara yivecOa did 
Tav yepõv auTav. *’EayicOn 96 rò vXfÜos rs Toews xai 
oi pev Hoayv avv Tois "Iovéaiows, of è avv Tots atroaTtoNots. 
5 D's dé éyévero ópu?) tov éÜvàv re xai ‘Iovdaiwv, avy ois b3Tim.s. 
apxovow avrov, UBpicat kai ABoBornaat avrovs, 9 * avvicóvres S 
xarTéjvyov eis Tas móňeis Ts Avkaovías, Avotpay kai AépBny, 

c Matt. 10. 

ch. & 1. 

«ai THY Tepiyopov, 7 kaxe? ?)aay evarryeNiCopevot. 
84 Kai Ti avnp év Avotpow abdvvatos Tois 7rociv éxáÜmro, 42.2.3. 
(OS ex Kolas os aùroð [imdpywv], ðs ovdérote $ mepi- NTP PX p 

ET ETTATHKEL 9 OŬros Hxove Tov IIaXov XaXoüvros: bs àrevicas 
aùr, kal Dav Gre mist Éyev ToU. cwbivai, 10 * elme peyaAr eisa w.o. 

and — the minde of the Gentiles against 
the brethren.’ denoting r; lit. * endea- 
voured to make evil affected ; a use of xax. found 
also in Joseph. Antt. vi. 1, 2, and 7, 3, and 8, 6, 
éxaxovTO vmxopíaw, the nearest approach to 
which is, ‘to be made ill by disease; of which 
see exx. in my Lex. 

3. The uiv ody is resumptive of the preceding 
matter at v. l ; the words of v. 2 being a semi- 
parenthetic portion introduced by ĝi, denoting 
opposition to the present course of unbelicf. 
— détrp. mapp. iwi tw K.] The full sense 

is, ‘using free-spoken boldness, in reliance on 
the Lord as their helper to make known the full 
Gospel, whole truth as it is in Jesus.’ The xai 
before éi:dcvrs has been with reason expunged by 
all the Critical Editors, on very strong external 
authority (to which I can add most of the Lamb., 
and nearly all the Mus. copies), confirmed by 
internal evidence. —<d:dovr: is a Dat. of means, 
—*‘ by guiding.’ 

4. icxíc0n] ‘was split into factions; on 
which figurative use of the word see my Lex. 
It is generally followed by yveépaie, but some- 
times, as here, is in absolute construction, not 
only in later Greek writers, but also in Xenoph. 

5. iy. opuf] It is plain from the subsequent 
term — that the sense is ‘a set design,” 
‘full purpose.” And avridorres at v. 6 means 
*being fully aware, by self-perception.” The 
words rat woAas trys Aux. are added by way 
of explanation to Aver. xai Acpp., though the 
Article seems out of place, perbaps from the 
transposition in the construction. 

7. «áxti] meaning, as Canon Tate (Con- 
tinuous History of St. Paul, p. 19) points out, 
at Lystra especial iy; as, indeed, I had fully 
shown, infra xvi. 1; ‘from which it 
appears that Timothy, as well as Lois and 
Eunice, his grandmother and his mother 
(2 Tim. 1. 5), must have been then converted 
to Clfristianity. There can (continues he), from 
the nature of the case, be no necessity to sup- 
pose Timothy to have been more than fourteen 
years old when now converted; an age which 
will happily agree with the es of St. Paul's 
two Epistles addressed to him, which allude to 
his youth.” That extent of attainments at the 
of fourteen which Josephus records of himself, 
affords probability sufficient to warrant any such 

progress in sacred learning as may here be attri- 
uted to Timothy at that early age, especially 

considering that we are told (2 Tim. iii. I5) that 
the holy Scriptures of the Old Test. were known 
to him ‘from a child.’ 

8. ixáÜnro] not ‘dwelt,’ as Kuin. and others 
interpret it by a Hebraism formed on aw, for 
even in the they adduce in proof Luke 
i. 79, cited from Iss. ix. 1, that can hardly be 
said to mean ‘dwelt,’ the term being a graphic 
one (suited to poetry) as meant to denote a pos- 
ture espec. — to calamity and misery. 
So Ps. cvii. 10, ‘such as si in darkness, bound 
in affliction and iron, and lsa. xlii. 7, * Bring 
them that st in darkness out of prison.’ Nay, 
ixáÜnro may even here be in like manner gra- 
hic, with allusion to the miserable condition of 
im who had never walked, or even stood up- 

right. Indeed, as the sacred writer here accu- 
mulates phrase upon phrase, to describe the 
miserable condition of the poor cripple,—it was 
the more likely that he should intend thus gra- 
phically to represent it by the above expression. 

*Advvaros Tots r. signifies, not disabled (since 
he never had the ), but Aelpless in his feet, 
who had wo use of his feet. Neither does ywAds 
mean ‘lame’ (as Newc. and Wakef. render), 
but, as the context requires, and as our Common 
Version expresses it, ‘a cripple, —meaning (ac- 
cording to the real derivation of that word), one 
who can only creep, and not walk; q.d. ‘a 

, as the word was formerly spelt. 
or WepuemswatHxe: Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

edit, from 3 uncial and a few cursive MSS. (to 
which 1 add several Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
mweptematnos, which, however, I cannot receive, 
since Luke never, I think, uses the Aor. l ina 
Pluperf. sense; for, as to iwiorpeyray at Acts 
ix. 35, I have shown that it does not exist there. 
In the Class. writers, indeed, it is sometimes 
found ; but rarely, except in narration ; and even 
there it requires a junction, such as imeri, 
to be prefixed to the verb suggestively, e. g. 
Thucyd. i. 102, 5, ima) dvexmpnoav—FEvpu. 
&ytvovTo. : 

9. fixovs] ‘was hearkening,’ ‘listening atten- 
tively to Paul preaching.” On wiorw tye: ToU 
cw0. see Matt. ix. 2], and Luke vii. 50, and 
notes. 

10. alre u. T. .] Comp. John xi. 43. The 
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TÍ) povi: “AvacrnO. ém. rods modas aov ópÜoc ! xal fjAXero. xal 
11 f Oi 66 SyAou Wovres Ò émoígoev 6 IIabXos, èr- 

fjpav thy $evij» avràv, Aveaovioti Xéyovres Oi coi ópowÜEvres 
àvôpærois xatéBnoav impos nas. 1? éxadouv te Tov pev Bap- 
vaBav Aia, tov òè IIa)Xov ‘Eppa ème avr0s ?jv 0 TryoUpevos 

foh.38.0. ITEPLETTATEL. 

TOU Noryou. 

Mass, LO d ; 
heh. 10.98, TOUS OxXots 1j0eXe Ove. 
Gen. 1. 1. 
Ps. 38. 6. 

& 194. 
& 146. 

Tj is omitted in B, C, D}, and is cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch. 1, but restored by Tisch. 2; 
rightly; since internal evidence confirms the 
strongest external authority; the Article being 
omitted by the Scribes through negligence, or re- 
moved by the Critics as unnecessary, through 
ignorance of the use of the Article in euch a col- 
location, where it has an intensive force, though 
hardly to be expressed in a Version. Examples 
of this use occur in Heb. vii. 24, dap. ixu 
hy lepwovvny. x. 23; also often in the purest 
Class. writers, as Thucyd., Hdot., Xen. Cyr. i. 
4, 4, anre aR $w»n novyaripa. The 
rationale of this idiom has been laid down by 
Bp. Middl., and more precisely by Mr. Green, 
Gr. N. T. Dial. p. 185. I long thought that the 
above 3 MSS. were the only ones that omit the 
Tj. but Í am now enabled to add Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16, copied from a very ancient original of the 
Alexandrian recension. Hence I doubt not that 
the ry was expunged by Critics. 

I1. vhi ui On the precise nature and 
character of this dialect, whose existence is at- 
tested also by Steph. Byz., not a little difference 
of opinion exists. The most probable opinion is 
that it was of Greck origin (forming, as Jablonski 
and Gahling think, a branch of the old Pelasgic), 
but by intermixture with the barbaric languages 
of Asia Minor, peculiarity of pronunciation, and 
other causes, had become almost a distinct lan- 

e from the Greek. The Apostles evidently 
id not understand what was spoken, otherwise 

they would have prevented the preparation for 

12. ikáXovs—' Epurv] From verse 13 it ap- 
pears that Jupiter had a temple among them; 
nay, it is probable, from what is there eaid, that 
the city itself was sacred to him. And the 
ancients supposed the gods especially to frequent 
those cities which were sacred to them. It was 
not improbable, therefore, that he should appear ; 
of course, in a human form; as also that he 
should be accompanied by Mercury, since Jupiter 
was supposed to be generally attended on such 
visits by that god. That these évidareiat of 
the gods are frequent subjects of heathen my- 
thology and poctry has been shown at large by 
Elsn. and Wets., and illustrated by examples 
from Homer, Od. p, 484, downwards. 
— 6 tHyovuevoe ToU Adyou] ‘the leading 

speaker,” or he who had led the discourse. Thus 
Mercury is called by Jamblichus, de Myst. Æg. 1, 
ede ó Ty dyw yendo, and by Orph. Ime 
xxvii. 4, Adyou arpodwírys, being, indeed, in 

13 “O Ge iepeUe tod Atos, ToU Gyros apo TÜS TOANEWS 
[atrév], Taúpovs xai oréupara éri TOUS TAGuas éveyKas, oùv 

14 €’ Axovcavres 96 oi aróotoros Bap- 

&  váfas xai IIaŭos, Giappritavres tà iuária aura * éfemiensav 
M, eis Tov ÓyXov, kpátovres 15 xal Xéyovres" “Avdpes, Ti Tavra 

Heathen Mythology, the god of eloquence. So 
Hor. Od. i. To. 1, Mercuri Si de^ 

13. ó ĉi lep.] Here and just before, v. 11, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. alter è into 7e, on the 
authority of two or three uncial MSS. and a few 
cursives ; but unnecessarily, and perhaps wrongly ; 
for this use of re, though frequent in tbe Class. 
writers, ie of rare occurrence in the cope 
ones. At rov Ards there is no ellips., as Kuin. 
thinks, but only the god is, by a common met- 
am put for his tomple; as in Pausan. iv. p. 
337, Mávrix\os di kai rò lepór Meconvioe 
ToU 'HpaxAéovs ixoinoe, xai iorw ixros Tei- 
ove 6 Bede idpuudvor, which evidently means 

that * the temple, in which stood a statue of Her- 
cules, was without the wall.’ The temple being 
situated in front of the city shows that Jupiter 
(thus wpowoXor) was accounted the roA:rovyxor, 
or tutelary god of the place. So /Eschyl. Sept. 
c. Theb. 150, £y rs uáxais uáxaip! avacca arpó 
70À«ws. In ravpous xai aríuuara there may 
be a Hendiadys for ravpove éorepuivovs, as in 
Virg. Georg. 1i. 192, * Pateris libamus et auro; 
for s the n Er Mc um — with 
a and, is on oubt. cophr., 
Cas. 927, says de eacred bulls were M bs quin 
$ópoi. However, since garlands were meant for 
other sacrificia] uses, as well as oxen (so Wets. 
remarks, * 7pec flores, ipee ara, ipei ministri et 
sacerdotes eorum coronantur"), the Hendiadys 
may, as in many other passiga where it is 
thought to exist, be best dispensed with.—Tove 
wu\evac. I am now of opinion (with Conyb. 
and Hows.) that these denote the oestibule, or 
gates, which gave admission from the public 
street into the Court of the Atrium. To sacri- 
fice the oxen at the city mus or the portal of the 
temple of Jupiter, would have been no offering 
to Paul or Barnabas. 

14. For eloew. I have here followed all the 
Critical Editors in adopting ifew., from A, B, 
C, D, E, and many cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1182, 1184), with the Syr. and Sahid. 
Versions, confirmed by internal evidence, since 
it is the more suitable term here, and is further 
confirmed by a kindred of Judith xiv. 
17, éEFawndncey ele tov Aady, xpd(cer, &c., also 
by 2 Macc. iv. 18, ier wv dori, &c., and Jos. 
Antt. vi. 9, 5, ZaUAos kai was ó orpares iry- 
Sao els avrous. Though sioemjé. ia a far 
more usual term, and hence it crept in by error 
of scribes, and not, as Alf. thinks, by * alteration 
of Critics, to suit ele +. xA for that would 
suppose them blockheads indeed. 
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^ \ € ^ e ^ 2 € ^ » , moite ; kai 7)ueis OpovorraDeis spev div dvÜporrot, evarryeV- 
Copevor Upas aro rovrov TOV paTaiwy èmiotpéhew èm. Tov cv 
tov Covra, ds émoinoe Tov ovpavoy kal THY fjv kal Tv ÓdXaccav, 

^ 1 Ps. 81. 14. xal Távra ta èv avroig 16'8> dy rais mapøynuévais yeveais LPS 
clase wavra Ta EOvn 7ropeveaÜa, rais óðois avTav. 17 k Kad TOL x Bom.1. 9. 

ye ovk auapTupoy éavróv àdrkev, aryabororðv, ovpavobev * iptv 
veTous Sidovs xai aipoUs xaptropopous, eumumdav tpopys xal 

15. duotowabets lousv duty dy0p.] The word 
épocowabirs (which is confined to the later 
writers; see my Lex.) is, indeed, too complex 
a term to be adequately represented by any one 

ial expression. In fact, the dvOpw7ro: is, as 
in James v. 17, emphatic; q. d. ‘we are not 
gods, but human beings, of like nature, passions, 
and affections to yours.’ Comp. Plut. t. vi. 188, 
11, dc&8eore xai púsis Om. 4 Macc. xii. 13, oux 
peicbn, àyÜpwos àv, Todt OuoiomaOsis, xai ix 
Toy alta oroxeley, tenho tel From 
the adduced by Wetst. it plainly denotes 
generally ‘ the being subject to all those accidents 
which attach to human nature,'—namely, to the 

ions and affections, the wants and weaknesses, 
the liability to disease and death, which ‘ flesh is 
nee to,'—forming the opposite to the notion of 

ity. 
— sayyeA\Yoursvos vuar awd, &c.] Here, it 

ie well remarked by Calvin, we have an ‘ - 
mentum à repugnantibus;’ q. d. * Does this 
miracle make an impression on you? Then 
yield faith to our words, The chief end of our 
mission is, that all the false divinities, by which 
the world was heretofore deluded, should be done 
away with.’ 
— TovTwy TGv patalwy}] Many Expositors 

take nat. in the masculine, and understand it to 
mean statues of the god, spoken de:arsxcet, which, 
they think, is required by the antithetical words, 
ò Geds 0 Ter. It is better, however, with others, 
to refer the words to the oxen and garlands; or 
rather, in a general way, to the rites and cere- 
monies of idolatry (as in l Kings xvi. 2, Tov 
— —— pe iv Toit paTtaloe alTwy, and 
Joseph. Antt. x. 4, 1, cited by Wetst.) ; for as 
idols are often in Scripture called vanity, or vain 
things, ‘a lie;' so may the mummeries of idolatry 
be so called, as being unreal, and in strong con- 
trast with the service rendered to the living and 
true God ; sce note on Matt. xvi. 16. 

16. várra rà kvn) not ‘all nations’ (which 
would be contrary to fact), but ‘all /&e nations," 
t" the Gentiles. Elasa wopevecOat ruie 
odoie a., ' permitted,’ or * gave them up, to follow 
the course of their own imaginations respecting 
the nature and worship of Ged; and to whom 
he had not given a revelation of his will, either 
by Divine legates, or by a written Word. 

17. oóx duadptupoy savróv áQ.] 'Auáprvpos 
signifies ‘ unwitn » as to existence, nature, 
attributes, &c. There is here an elegant meiosis ; 
as in Thucyd. ii. 4], où 84 To. áuáprvpóv ys 
Tj)» Óóvauiv Rapac xó tvor. 

hat God was sufficiently known to the 
heathens, though without Revelation, in respect 
of some of his attributes, by his works of creation 
and providence, is plain from the testimonies of 
their most celebrated writers; from whom seo 
examples in my Recens. Synop. The scope of 

the words is, as Calvin remarks, to take away all 
excuse for ignorance, by showing them that God 
had never left himself and his Divine attributes 
and perfections without a witness; comp. Rom. 
i. 19, 20. 
— ayaboroiwy] Agreeably to the very nature 

of God, as the giver of every good gift. Comp. 
Synes. 192, a, éwel è ov wag yiyous Trà 
Kakà, Tij Üsíae codplas xal dperns xal duva- 
Mews Epyoy ia Tl», où povoy rd ayaborostiv® 
(duces yap, we elre», adtn Osov, we 
Tov *vpÓs TÒ Veppalvecy, xal Tou pæ- 
TÓS TÒ perl{ery’) adAad káxtiyo uadtiora 
TÒ 8th xaxwe imivonBivrwy pós wor 
ayabcy te xal norov vidoe adworeXziv. 
For nuiv and nuwy I have now received iui» 
and vue, with MSS. C, D, E, and not a few 
cursives; to which I can add all the Lamb. 
copies except one, nearly all the Mus. copies, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. However, I regard 
u., not with Alford, as ‘a Critical correction" 
founded on a mistake, as if the words were of 
general — but simply as an error of the 
scribes; for the words are so perpetually con- 
founded, that the authority even of the most 
ancient and correct MSS. is in this case of far 
less weight than internal evidence. There is 
in oépavo0«» ÜeroUc didove something almost 

tic; and, indeed, ovpavo0e» is a poetic term. 
Aratus, cited by Grotius, üjaros tpxopivoro 

Arde wapa. 
— isToós] The plural is thought to be used 

with reference to the two periodical rains, called 
in James v. 7 wpwipov xal dycuov, and by 
Philo, p. 390, xa:pods veriovs. But, as that 
sense would require the Article, I prefer to 
render ‘ rains,’ ‘ heavy rains,’ as in Ezek. xxxiv. 

, Swoe Toy Ü&TOV evA., where, for rov «Tov, 
read verods, ‘ showers, as in Job xxxvii.6. And 
so Lucian, T. i. 104, veroi payéaior. So also 
Job v. 10, Tov didovra verov iwi Thy yh» xai 
amwoori\dovra bdap, &c., where verdy denotes 
‘rain in showers; Uówp, ‘ heavy and drenching 
rain.’ Comp. Matt. v. 45, and see my note 
there. With &i&oUs xai xaprod. xaipobs, comp. 
Orph. Hymn. xx., ‘to the clouds of the air:' 
dipio: vedédrar, xapworpopa, where he en- 
treats them, or£íu «iw (equiv. to didovar) kapro- 
TpodQovs GuBpous lvl unTípa *yatav. And so 
Max. Tyr., in his Diss. xxv., alludes to all these 
various modes of beneficence in the Deity, by 
calling him TO» wpav Tayular, rov Kapr wv 
Tpopia, Toy yeviOX\cov, roy UdTiov, TOY 
dv ikápariovy. In lusor trpopas—nuwyp, 
we have s construction somewhat rough, but 
which has a parallel in Xen. Cynag. v. 3 (where 
the particulars, of óufpo: and ol veroi, are dis- 
tinguished), in which we may suppose a brevity 
of expression, which fully expressed would stand 
thue,— filling our stomachs with food, and our 
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eidhpooivns tas Kapdias * Uv. 18 Kal raira Xéyovres, pores 
karéravaay Tous Sydous TOD uù Óvew avrois. 

laco.. — «191 "Karn dOov Sé amo ‘Avtioyelas xai '"Ixovíov 'Iovóato, xal 
3 Tim. & 11. qreicayres TOUS OxXovs, xal Ai8ácavres tov IIaüXov, écvpoy EEw 

THS TróXeos, vouícavres avrüv TeÜváva. V KuxXocávrov Se 
> VN A e^ 9 as , nA 3 M , b ^ 

avróv TOV pabnTav, avactas cionOev eis THY TOMY xai TH 
ch. 11.33. €qrauplov é£fjX0e avv To BapvaBa eis AépBnv. 7! Evayyeduoa- 
Nias EVOL TE THY TOAW ékeivqv, Kal 
L 33. 

pabntevoavtes ixavors, vrréorpe- 
28, 

ae. yay eis tiv Ava pav xai Ixkovwov kal ' Avrióxeuav, 99 ™ ériornpi- 
& 
2 Tim. 3. 12. 
Rom. 8. 17. 

hearts with gladness." Comp. Ps. ciji. 5, and see 
Calv. There is greater suitability in this topic 
so finely treated, since it must have come home 
to the hearts of those, like the Lycaonians, who, 
as we learn from Strabo, xii. 6, inhabited a 
country ill watered, and bare of grass. 

19. kal weicayres—iavpov] The sense is 
here obscured by a blending of two sentences 
into one, and by a peculiar idiom in :í0., by 
which it signifies ‘to bring (lit. ‘ sway’) any one 
over to one’s own views or wishes. So Xen. 
Hist. i. 7, 4, imebov rd» Óruor. FEschin. ap. 
Steph. Thes. in v., welcavree tov Óruov. Thus 
the full sense is, * And having prevailed on the 
multitude (to permit them to stone Paul], and 
having stoned him, they drew him out of the 
city.” Supe is a cor solennis de hac re, havin 
reference to the brutal insults offered by the mo 
every where to the objects of their hatred; and 
may serve to show the —— miserable 
state to which the Apostle was uced; and to 
this, we may suppose, he alludes at 2 Cor. xi. 23, 
iy Üavárois woddduis, and v. 24, mağ ià- 
04c01v. 
— vopulcayrie aùròv reOvdva:] There is 

surely no foundation whatever for the notion of 
Reichard and Wetstein, that Paul pretended to be 
dead. He was, no doubt, in a swoon and sense- 
less; and when we consider that he had been 
stoned at least almost to death, we shall see that 
his being enabled to walk home (avaoras elonA- 
Oev els Thy wedi), and the next day to set out 
for Derbe, the circumstance of the sudden re- 
covery can be regarded in no other light than as 
something preternatural. See Calv., and also 
Conyb. and Hows., who truly remark, that ‘the 
natural inference here is, that the recovery was 
miraculous, and must, accordingly, have pro- 
duced a strong effect on the minds of the Chris- 
tians who witnessed it' But why not on the 
minds of some hcathens also, so as to bring them 
to embrace the Gospel? The circumstance here 
narrated, of the stoning of Paul, presents a most 
remarkable instance of the sudden change of 
feeling in the Lystrian multitude (changeable as 
the Lycaonians, on the testimony of Aristotle, 
ap. Schol. ad Il. iv. 88—90, were). However, 
when we consider the persevering malevolence 
and enmity of the Jews, always tracking the foot- 
steps of the Missionaries of the Gospel, and en- 
deavouring to undo all that had effected, we 
cannot fail to see their hand in the way of in- 
di ion on the present occasion. That they 
had gone to Lystra from Iconium, and even 
Antioch in Pisidia, we know from v. 14, and 

Covres Tas *yvyàs tov pabntav, mapaxaXoÜvres éuuévew TH 

probably from other quarters. I agree with 
Conyb. and Hows. that they probably ascribed 
the miracle worked on the cripple from hie birth, 
not to Divine, but to Diabolical agency. Hence 
the feelings of the multitude changed with a 
revulsion as violent as among the barbarous 
people at Melita, infra xxviii. 4—6, who first 
thought Paul to be a murderer, and then a god. 
Accordingly here the crafty Jews, in their know- 
ledge and civilization taking advantage of a rude 
and ignorant populace, contrived to sccomplish 
at Lystra the design they had essayed in vain at 

OR mapara ] Render, ‘by exh . Wapaxadouvras r, ‘by exhorting 
them.’ See note supra v. 3. In xai or: da, 
&c., there is an idiom, by which another word of 
cognate signification is to be supplied from one 
which has preceded ; here A éyorrts from wapa- 
xaXouvres, as in Acts xvii. 3, Joseph. Antt. v. 
], 18, and other cited by the Commenta- 
tors. In ĉi woAXwy—Osov there is a general 
declaration intended for every age, xis fion 
the working out of our salvation is not to be ac- 
complished without numerous trials and tribula- 
tions. Comp. ] Thess. iii. 4. Similarly we read 
in a Rabbinical writer, cited by Wetstein (Vajikra 
R.), * Dixit David ad Deum 8. B. Qusenam est 

rta ad vitam futuri seculi? ex mente R. Jodan 
us Davidi respondit: Si debes in vitam in- 
i, debes etiam afflictiones tolerare S. D." 

r. Alf. rds suas here as a token of the 
presence of the narrator (Luke) again; and he, 
as usual, weaves a web of ingenious conjecture 
out of this gratuitous supposition; though it is 
ns plain a case as can well made a "ue 
that yuae means ‘ we Christians; See Whitby's 
Pa rase, and Doddr. It is, I repeat, a 
ral ration intended for every age, and not 
for Christ's disciples of that age only, as Kuin. 
and others tell us; much less for the Lystrsans 
only. In short the Apostles made the same de- 
claration as their Lord, *In the world ye shall 
have tribulation, John xvi. 33, where see note; 
and mA ir apprised the disciples of this 
truth. Thess. iii. 4, * we told you that ye 
ehould suffer tribulation ; and so in Rev. vii. 14, 
the Lord points at the redeemed through the 
blood of the Lamb by, ‘These are they which 
came out of great tribulation.’ It is evident that 
none but the Founder and the Preachers of a 
true religion could have ventured to use language 
the very reverse of what Impostors would have 
employed: though, after all, to the true Chris- 
tian, says Calv., * hec optima to est, et 
qua ad confirmandos animos abunde sufficit, Hac 
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aria rei, Kal Ste Sia roXXàv ÜXtNreov Sei nuas elaeXUetv eis THv 
Bacwrelay ToU Oeod. B" Xeiporovrjaavres è avtois mpecBv- »sh.1 2. 

[4 3 9 , Ul ^ 

Tépovs Kat éxkAnolav, TrpoaevEdjuevou perà vgoa'eiv, rapéÜevro Tit. 1. 5. 

avrow TQ Kupiw eis ðv memıorteúreisav. % Kal 0wXÜóvres 
thy llwióíaw Abov eis IlaudvXiav 25 kai XaX5joavres év 
Ilépyg tov Xóyov, xatéBnaoay eic 'ArráXevaw Bo kaxeihev AT- och.13.1,8. 
émAeuvcavr eis "Avrióyeiav, Chev Hoav TrapaóeGouévo, Tfj yápiri 

^ e^ , bi » , , , 

TOU O coU eis TO épyov Ô émMjpaav. 27 P II apayevopevor de Ka pesa 
ouvayayovtes THY ékkNnaiap, aviyryecxav boa éroíaev ò Beds K 

per. avràv, kai ort Tjvot£e ois EOvect ÜUpav miotews. B Biérpi- 
Bov 8é [éxet] xpóvov ook orsyov abv rots pabntais. a Gen. 17. 

10. 
, * ^ Lev. 13. 3. 

XV. 1* Kai ries xaredOovres aro tis ‘lovdaias édidacxop dals. i, i. 
Tous adedgovss “Ore day uù tepttéuvnabe TQ Cee Movaéos, $2? 5» 

_ wid, licet difficili et aspera, transitum esse in 
regnum Dei.’ See more in his admirable note, 
and also in Chrys., but especially Ammonius, ap. 
Caten. Oxon, p. 239, seqq., who concludes in 
masterly style as follows :—'Advvaroy yap uù 
Aureiobat avOpwwrov, fj dia Ta pwarata TOV 
«ócuov, Ñ ià Tov Oeov’ GAAG Ti uév ToU 
Biow Nuwny, siadéyeTar Saxpvoy dxardwav- 
crow thy d& Kata Osóv, ut Lond «al xapá: 
Oovy:, xai iv ra voy Biw (1 Tim. iv. 8), 4 pa- 
Bava Tfj Toa Ts Ówpsas Xaufavorres, dvex- 
OuiynToy yapay ixovoww ol ol-rws XAvroóutyor 
«ai voy ta owipuata iv xiavOum xaTaBddA- 
Aovres Sei xii. 1. Ps. cxxvi. 5), rots xap- 
mwoùs iv áàyaAAidoss pera T)» čvðev (2 Cor. v. 
B, 9) ixónu(av &évoXaufavovaw. 

. Xetporovicayres—wpsofB.] The sense of 
this disputed expression seems to be, ‘having 
appointed,’ x * constituted, after 7 pom anon on 

of the congregations.’ is interpreta- 
Gon SCR called for bv the circumstances of the 
case, and the analogy of other cases, as supra vi. 
2—6; though the term was often used in the 
sense ‘to constitute,’ or ' to appoint,’ without any 
such nomination, or election for nomination ; as 
in Joseph. Antt. xiii. 2, 2, and often in the Class. 
writers. 

— rapíÜsrro ab. i K.] ‘committed them to 
the Divine protection ;’ as it is said infra xx. 32, 
TaparíÓ«ua: Unas o Oo, xai TH Xoye TH 
x4ovros avrov. Comp. l Pet. iv. 19. Prayer 
and fasting accompanied the action, for greater 
— à 3] Tapað. ish 

. 60«v Norav tapað. apaó. is syno- 
nymous with wapari@soGa: supra ay 3, At 
õüav eav, Hemsterh. and Valckn. need not have 
stumbled, and pro to read, on conjecture, 
60. sav. The difficulty may be better solved 
by supposing a blending of two forms of expres- 
sion, ‘whence they gono, and * had been, in 
going commanded to,' &c. 
27 er’ avréy] A Hebraism, formed on the 

use of cy n, at Gen. xxiv. 12, 14, and ren- 
dered in the Sept. ZAzor perd. The best ren- 
dering wil be ‘apud, ‘towards;’ a signif. of 
t» not unfrequent, on which see Gesner, Lex. 
in v. $82. It is found elsewhere only in Luke 
i. 72. x. 37; and coneequently is confined to 
Luke. 

— hy.—Oupav wlarews] The sense, by a figure 

occurring also at 1 Cor. xvi. 9. 2 Cor. ii. 12. 
Col. iv. Rev. iii. 8, is, ‘afforded free access 
to the Gospel, its privileges and blessings.’ The 
figurative use of the word does not occur in the 
Old Test., except, perhaps, at Gen. iv. 7, and 
per me ee t. fails i esent it; and also at 

os. ii. 15, Symm., ‘I wi nt the valley of 
Achor els 0/pay iA vídos, Shere the Sept. has 
GravotEat otveow abrys, a blunder of the 
scribes. ò. iX o lo uy avrois, a free ver- 
sion, in boldly figurative language, to express 
the joy the returning exiles would have, in again 
— the beautiful far-famed valley in peace. 
See Is. lxv. 10, and Calv. here. In the Class. 
writers, I find it only in Plut. vi. 304, io- 
copias wepi Búpas, and viii. 528, Plato, p. 245, 
A. See more in note on Col. i. 

28. duétp. 8a ixe?) The Adverb is cancelled 
by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, 
from 4 uncial and 9 cursive MSS. But, although 
internal evidence is against it, since it was more 
likely to be brought in, than put out, yet it was 
more likely to be omitted by accident in 18 
copies, than to have been interpolated from the 
mari in all the rest. It is moreover confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. Version ; though I grant that 
the testimony of a Version in favour of a word of 
this kind is not of so great a weight as agains 
it That by the xpóvov oùx òħiyov must be 
understood not /ess than three years, so that Paul 
and Barnabas might go up to Jerusalem, and 
return to Antioch at some interval before the 
journey (recorded in Acts xv.) took place, which 
produces the Apostolic decree—has been satis- 
actorily established by Canon Tate, Contin. 
Hist. p. 140. 

XV. In this Chapter is narrated the dispute 
arising in the infant Church concerning the ne- 
cessity of circumcision, and the other observances 
of the Mosaic law to the Gentile converts—tho 
Apostles’ Council thereon at Jerusalgm, 1—35. 

l. reves] These are su to have been 
Antiochiane and Jewish converts, who had for- 
merly been Pharisees (see ver. 5), and still re- 
tained an attachment to the forms of the Mosaic 
law. They are the persons called in Gal. ii. 4 
wapucaxrous WevdadidA pour. 
— maces introns) ere, as in Josephus, 

Antt. xx. 2, 5 (cited by Wetstein), circumcision 
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ov Sivacbe cwbyvar. 2%» Tevopévns ody aTáccos kai * Urrrjoeos 

ovx odbyns TO Ilanw xal TQ Bapváfa pos avrous, érafav 
dvaBaivew IlIaóXov xal Bapváßav nai twas áXXovs. é£ avrov 
mpos ToUs dTocTOMovs xai mpeaBurépous eis ‘Iepovoadnp, Trepi 
ToU Cnripatos Tovrov. 8 Oi uév obv, mporeudÜévres vm Tijs 
éxxdnolas, Gujpyovro Tijv Powixny kal Zapáperav, éxdupyoupevos 

oe Luke 15. 
10. 

d ch. 14. 77. 

Tijv éeriotpodyy tv bvr * kai èroiovv yapay peyadny Tact 
Tois áBeX ois. *' Ilapayevopevos 66 cis “Iepovcadnp, amrede- 
x0ncav rò rìs éxxdnoias xal TOv árocONov Kal TOv Trpea Bv- 
Tépow, aviryyetdav Te doa ó Beds erroince uer avràv. 5 "E£av- 
éornaay S€ tives TÀv amò Tis aipécews THY Papioaiwy meriarev- 

e ver. 1. 

Tnpeiv Tov vouoy Movcéos. 
Kores, ° Xéyovres Öri Oei mepiréuvew avrous, TraparyyéXXew Te 

6 Xvvijy0noav 66 oi árrócToXo, Kal ot "rpea Bvrepo, ety rept 

stands for the whole of the ritual law of Moses, 
as being the principal observance, and binding 
the person who underwent it to all the rest. 
For ospcríuvno0s, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
edit wepirunOyre, from 4 uncial, and 7 or 8 cur- 
sive MSS. But the authority is quite insuffi- 
cient, espec. since internal evidence, though it 
draws two ways, is in favour of wepiréuy., the 
other being evidently, as Meyer grants, a Critical 
emendation. [t is strange that Alf. should think 
vspvTÉuy. the correction, as being the simpler ; 
for surely, in the etyle of the New Test., the 
simpler form of expression is the more likely to 
be genuine. Here, at any rate, we see the hand 
at work of a Grammatical Aristarch. 

2. For ob» MSS. D, C, D, and a few cursives 
to which I add Lamb. 1182, 1183, and Trin. 
oll. B, x. 16), read ài, which ie adopted by 

Tisch. ; but Lachm. and Alf. retain ov», rightly, 
the authority for dà being insufficient, though 
internal evidence is rather in its favour. I have 
now, in deference to the united suffrage of the 
Editors, adopted Qu. for (vC. on strong external 
authority, confirmed by almost all the Lamb. 
and Mus. MSS., and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, and, 
indeed, by internal evidence; for it would seem 
that QvC. was adopted to square with v. 7; yet so 
strange a term as ordorws seems to require avt. 
rather than Inr. ; so that, after all, the reading 
may be an open question. I should have conti- 
nued to retain the cvy», but in brackets, had I 
not reason to think that externa] authority for 
et is weaker than has been supposed. 

. wpowenpGévres] Aonorificó deducti, ‘set 
forward on their way, by a sort of honorary 
escort; a mark of respect usually rendered to 
eminent persons among the ancients; and always 
shown to Apostles, and of which we have men- 
tion further on in this book and in the Epistles. 
At any rate, this mark of profound respect shows 
that the mind of the great body of the Church 
was with Paul and Barnabas, and not with their 
Judaizing adversaries.—'Ewtorpodyy, * conver- 
sion. Formed on the use of éwcorpigscOat, as 
at xi. 2l. xiv. 15.—'Emolouy ie Mey., * oc- 
casioned great joy. So Aristid. cited by Wetst., 
ò ĉi Osós iroinci uoi xapdy UrepuayiÜn. 

4. For 'IspovcaA pu, Lachm. edits, from A, 

B, and two cursives, 'IspooóA vua, while Tisch. 
retains the text. rec. Yet he sight as well here, 
as so often elsewhere, have followed Lachm. 
This he has done at xzi. 15, where he and 
Lachm. alter 'IspovcaAju to 'lepoaóAvua, on 
strong external authority, confirmed by internal 
evidence, as existing in the fact that, in 23 other 

es of his Gospel and the Acts, Luke uses 
IepocóA vna, though not less frequently ‘Ie 
caknu; and yet [«spocoAluua was less likely 
than ‘Iepouc. to be altered by the scribes. 

5. i£uvío rncay dé Twss —AEyorric)] These 
words are so minten the words of St. Luke, 
that plain readers would be surprised to learn 
that any other opinion had ever been formed. 
And yet many eminent Commentators, stum- 
bling at what they think the harshncse of the 
answer being given before the question had been 
propounded, suppose the words to be those of the 
Jewish party at Antioch, reported by Paul and 
Barnabas. But although a transition from the 
oblique to the direct is occasionally found (as in 
i. 4. xvii. 7, and Luke v. 14), yet here it would 
be peculiarly harsh ; and the ellipsis of &As-yor, 
which they propose, is inadmissible. In fact, the 
difficulty is imagi ; for as the words dry- 
yeħay—aùrtæv plainly import that they gave 
an account of what had happened to them in the 
exercise of their mission,’ so the difficulty which 
brought them there could not fail to men- 
tioned. Thus all difficulty vanishes, and i£a»- 
fornoay has peculiar propriety, and a touch of 
the graphic; q. d. ‘then there started up.” The 
word is often used in Thucyd., Xenoph., and the 
best writers, in the sense to start up suddenly. 
The Judaizing party, on hearing the matter first 
propounded, suddenly and hastily started up, 
saying, by a sort of protest, that it was necessary 
to circumcise avrovs, *them,'—the persons in 
question. This opinion, it should scem, was 
given, not at a ic ly. called for the 
— of considering the matter in question, 

t probably at a private meeting of the principal 
persons to receive them on their return. ‘The 
assembly denoted by evwüxÜuca» was plainly 
another, called for the purpose of deciding on 
the question after due deliberation. 

6. cvrixOycap ài ol dw.] Thus was aseem- 
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TOÜ Aóyov ToUTOV. 
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7'1IIoxX5gs 96 culntncews yevouéerns, ava- $% Y2 
otds Ilétpos eire mpòs avrous: “Avdpes adergol, veis erictacbe, 
Ste ad huepõv apyaiwy ó Beds év uiv é£eXéfaro 5: tod oró- 
patos pou axovoat Ta evn Tov Xoyov Tov evayyeniou, Kal mi- 

^ 8g K t , e ` , , > ^ 1 Chron. 
oTevoas. ai ó Kapdioypwotns Beds euaprupnoev avrois, gic 
oùs avrots rò IIveüua Tò (ywv, kaÜos xai yi 9" xat ovdéy 2% 
Svéxpive perağù nav Te kai avTOv, TH micte: kaÜapicas Tas 
xapdias avTOv. 19 Nov oiv ti mepáķere Tov Oeov, émiÜeiva, 

bled what is called the First Council at Jeru- 
salem, to counteract the baneful heresy which 
bad sprung up from the bitter root of Pharisatsm, 
and distur the harmony and concord of the 
infant Church. On the time of this council, see 
Towns. ii. 177—179 ; and on its nature, Vitring. 
de Syn. p. 598, sqq. On the circumstances whic 
led to it, and the rise and p of the heresy 
it was meant to counteract, consult Dr. Hales, 
iii. 513, sq. 
— ldeiv wepi Tov Xoyov) ‘to consider con- 

cerning the matter epoken of, which involved 
two ions; 1. Whether the Gentiles should 
be circumcised ? 2. Whether, if so, they should 
observe the customs of the Mosaic law? The 
former was answered decidedly in the negative ; 
the latter partly in the affirmative. The ovn- 
Toews, just after, must be understood of * dis- 
putation' between the Apostles and presbyters, 
and those persons who had at the former private 
mceting given their opinion so positively. 

75 seqg. St. Peter argues, that God, by pour- 
ing out his Spirit on the uncircumcised iles, 
as he had done upon the circumcised Jews, had 
plainly demonstrated that he made no discrimi- 
nation between them and the Jews in the distri- 
bution of the Gospel privileges; and that legal 
purification, which seemed wanting to them on 
account of their non-circumcision, he had abun- 
dantly supplied in purifying their hearts by faith. 
After tbis proof, therefore, that God did not 
require from them the Mosaic observances, it 
was nothing less than tempting God, and setting 
aside his counsels, to impose the yoke upon 
them. 

7. ad’ ipepov apx.) Some Expositors take 
this to mean, à principio, ‘from the beginning 
of the Gospel.” Yet the purpose in question was 
not made known till the conversion of Corne- 
lius; for to that the words d:a ov cop. pov 
plainly allude. And the expression will appear 
to be not inapplicable to the period in question 
(about fifteen years before), if we consider that 
apxaīos is often used simply of what has hap- 
pened heretofore, whether many ,or only a 
few years before; of which abundant examples 
bave been adduced. 
— In ifsAiEaTo—ébyn we have a brief mode 

of expression for éEeAéEaro iv nuiv inè (‘has 
chosen me"), ort ĉi orouaror pou Tà bvn, 
&c. Dr. Lightf. is of opinion that these words 
of St. Peter have reference to the words of Christ 
to the Apostle, promising to him only of all the 
twelve the keys of the kingdom of heaven; not 
giving thereby to Peter any paramount or auto- 
cratical authority over the rest of the Apostles 
(much less meaning that it should be communi- 
cated by succession to other ecclesiastical auto- 
- 

h ch. 10. 48. 

1 Cor. 1. 2. 
1 Pet. 1. 22. 

crats), but merely intending that he should be 
the man who should first unlock the door of faith 
and of the Gospel unto the Gentiles ; which was 
accomplished, as we read in Acts x. and xi. 

8. xapdtoyyworns] See note on i. 24. By 
this the Apostle intimates, that Gop can best 
determine who are worthy of being admitted as 
Christians, and who not ; as also on the rites and 
ceremonies to be enjoined on them. 
— ipaprópyosy avToic] The sense seems to 

be, ‘hath borne testimony In their favour,’ * hath 
testified his approbation,—namely, by giving 
them the Holy Spirit, as unto us. 

. Here the argument ie further carried on; 
q. d. * And (though they had not been circum- 
cised, or bound to conform to the law of Moses) 
made no distinction between us and them, — 
namely, by having purified their hearts (souls and 
consciences) by faith ;' q.d. (with Calv.) * And 
God, who knoweth the hearts of all (and how 
unclean they are by nature), inwardly purified 
the Gentiles ;' but it is added that that purity is 
in faith, —meaning, that the same All-eufficient 
Sacrifice can cleanse both Jews and Gentiles if 
applied by Faith, whereby both become alike 
spiritually clean. 

10. Here we have the second part of the 
speech; in wbich the Apostle shows how wn 
nicious is the doctrine that the enemies of Paul 
would introduce; a doctrine euch as would take 
away all hope from the pious. From the pre- 
ceding clause, indeed, he infers and collects that 
God is tempted, if the Gentiles be compelled to 
observe the a ; n ara ES to bra 
very reason of the thing. So far he has 5 
that the Gentiles are , by Féquilipg of 
them more than God requires; and since he has 
bestowed on them the Pere of adoption, it 
were absurd to suppose they should still be re- 
jected, and the goodness of God limited; in 
short, it is sufficient that they have faith, though 
ceremonies they have none. Now, however, he 
proceeds to show, that those who tie down men’s 
salvation to the works of the Law, leave them 
nothing to hope; nay, indeed, the whole world 
is delivered up to destruction the most fearful, 
if it can attain salvation no otherwise than by 
observing the Law. (Caivin. 
— Tí weipa{ers rov Osóv]. Meaning, ‘ Why 

try ye the forbearance of God, in perversely re- 
sisting his will, by throwing obstacles in the way 
of its accomplishment ?’ So 1 Cor. x. 9, xaBwe 
Kai tives avra tweipacav. Heb. iii. 9, and 
often iu the Old Test., as Exod. xvii. 2, 7. The 
argument is, that ‘it is plainly the will of God 
that these persons should be received as Chris- 
tians without such rites;' that he has, in fact, 
already accepted them. Henco to attempt to 
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Cwyóv éri tov TpáymXov TOv pabntav, by obre oi Trarépes nov 
LEpb.2.8 obre nets loxvoapev Bacráca, ; ^ MAMA Sia THs yáprros 

tov Kupíov Indoũ [Xpiotod] micrevopev owbñvai, xaf dv Tpó- 
> ^ 19 'E J de ^ A Am 0 M » B - TOV KAKELVOL. avynoe Se müv TO TAGs, xai Heovoy Bap 

vaBa xai IIavXov éEnyoupévwv boa érroincey 6 Beds onpucia 
j ch. 13. 17. kai Tépara èv tois EOveot Òe avrà. 13 J Mera dè Tò ovyfjaa. 

autous, atrexpiOn "Iáxofgos, Méywr “Avipes abdedrdpoi, áxovcaré 

impose rites which he hath been pleased to 
abolish, would be ‘resisting his will; which 
were as criminal, as vain; see Rom. ix. 19. 

Ml. &dAd dta—xdxeivor] The full sense, 
ly intimated, and ly expressed, is: ‘ Yea, 

y the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ alone do 
we trust we shall be saved,—in which same way 
alone they too are to be saved.’ Comp. Gal. ii. 
15, 16, and Rom. iii. 30. The inference is ob- 
vious, and therefore left to be supplied, —that a 
thing so unimportant to salvation, as the obser- 
vation of the ceremonies of the Mosaic Law, 
ought not to be exacted from the Gentile con- 
verts. 

12. iciynos è wav rò 4500: — tny] 
meaning, that ‘thereupon the assembly at large 
(so vA 18os at Luke xxiii. 1) kept a reverential 
silence, and listened to Paul and Barnabas while 
recounting, &c., for the purpose of establishing 
the facts on which the validity of their reasonin 
rested. The argument being, that *as God h 
approved their work, by causing miracles to be 
worked by them in its accomplishmeut, so what 
they had done in this matter had his entire ap- 
probation.” 

13. drexplOn open a Render: ‘ James 
addressed them ;' meaning James the brother of 
our Lord, and the writer of the Epistle. The 
Apostle (so styled at Gal. i. 19), after confirming 
what was just said by Peter, as to the calling of 
the Gentiles, — well aware that, in addressing 
Jews, it was always of grcat importance to ascer- 
tain whether any thing, which purported to be 
the will of God, was in accordance with the pre- 
dictions of Holy Writ,—further shows, that how- 
ever contrary to the prejudices of many among 
them, yet that it was agreeable to the predictions 
of the Prophets, —instancing & remarkable one of 
Amos ix. 11, 12, from which the quotation is 
made from the Sept., with some freedom of ren- 
dering, and minute variation, the better to adapt 
the passage to the purpose. The former part is 
agreeable to the Hebrew text; but the latter 

rt,—both in the Sept. and the New Test., dif- 
ers widely ; and there can be no doubt that thc 
Sept. had in their copies some reading differing 
from our present copies, — whether the reading 
roposed by Lightf., or another, I would not say ; 

but I refer my readers to Hoffm. in loc., who 
has skilfully reconciled the discrepancies. He 
has ably and conclusively shown that the Apostle 
has not (what some would have us suppose) merely 
accommodated the passage to the present subject. 
That St. James re the scope here adopted 
to be the intent of the prophecy, is plain from 
the very purpose for which he adduced it; it 
being his principal intent to show that, according 
to the Prophets, espec. in this remarkable 
sage, it was contemplated that the Gentiles should 
be introduced to the privileges of the children of 

God. In onr to evince n Du i "e true 
applicatton of the passage of the Prophet, he first 
— the following preliminary date :— Agita- 
batur in Synodo Hieros. grandis illa qusstio :— 
Num Gentiles, Christo nomen daturi, recipi 
ueant in Ecclesiam abeque circumcisione ? 
uibusdam eandem  negantibus, Petro vero, 

Paulo, ac Barnaba, necnon Jacobo, illam affir- 
mantibus, ita quidem, ut tres priores factis pug- 
narent, Jacobus autem dicto Vet. Test. ue 
uno ex multis; emphatice enim primo dicit v. 15 
omnes P rum sermones in eo conspirare, 
quod Deus tempore Nov. Test. etiam e gentibus 
sibi sumpturus sit populum ; deinde vero dictum 
Amosi producit, ut illustre hujus rei testimo- 
nium; dispiciendum igitur, num recte illud ap- 
plicaverit Jacobus ?' He then proceeds to show 
that the Jews, and their friends, the Heterodox 
Christian Theologians, have left no stone un- 
turned to detort the to any other meaning 
than that which the most eminent Theologians, 
ancient and modern, have assigned to it; and, 
after over-ruling their objections, and exposing 
their perversions, he subjoins the following, by 
way of inference :—‘ Nimis clare Apostolus Jaco- 
bus dictum hoc interpretatur de conversione 
Gentium, quam ut de ulla re alia cogitare nobis 
liceat. Thesis enim, cui v. 15, Prophetas, e 
quibus Amosum deincepe loco omnium adducit, 
harmonicum prebere testimonium asserit v. 14, 
hsc erat, quod Deus e Gentibus populum sibi sum - 
serit in nomen suum, h.e. cum alias geales et 
populus Dei in Scriptura sibi opponantur, Deum 
tamen hoc paradoxon jam cepisse effectui darc, 
ut e medio Gentium sibi assereret populum, qui 
ratione circumcisionis quidem a Judseis maneat 
distinctus, et tanquam incircumcisus reliquis gen- 
tibus similis sit, sed tamen populus a nomine Dei 
denominatus, eque ac Judai.’ He concludes with 
the following remarks :—' That Jewish Theology 
in James's age did expound the words of the Pro- 
het in the same sense as James, we may rightly 

infer for this reason—that otherwise the Christian 
ex-Jews, and now Judaizers, would not on this oc- 
casion have submitted to Àis interpretation of the 
passage, and, least of all, to the conclusion thence 
deduced by him,—entirely adverse as it was to 
their prejudices,——that the Gentiles were to be 
admitted into the Church without circumcision. 
Hoffm. adds that the very Talmud, in a e 
adverted to by him, refers the citation to the 
Messiah. That the Apostles themselves apply 
such passages to the Christian dispensation can- 
not be doubted. See Acts ii. 17, and note; and 
still less, that the Apostle here adduces the pas- 
ae of Amos to prove that Christianity is the 
fulfilment of Judaism, or, in other words, that 
the Jewish dispensation was a preparative for the 
Christian. The Apostle's determination of the 
agitated question—introduced by the impressivcly 
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pov. +k Supewy eEnynoato, xabws mparrov ó cos érrecnéyarto x17«.1.1. 
Aafetvy èE eOvav Xaóv eri TQ ovopats avrtod. Kal rovr@ 
cuupwvodow ot Moyot THY MpodnTav, Kalas yéypamrav 
161 Merà rara ávacTpé*ro kal avotxodounow Tip Amoso., 
oxgv9)v avti Tr)» meTTOkviav kai rà kareokap- 
péva avTns avotxodopnaca, kal ávopÜoao aùtýv 
17 õmws av ékÜnTáaociv oi karáXovrov THY àvOpo- 

M , , »y , > ? , aov tov Kiptov, kal mavra ta E0v«, éd obs mixé- 
aAntrat TO Óvoud pov ÈT abToUvs Xéyeu Kúpios ó mver». 

p Gen. 9. 4. 

morðv rabüTa [rávra]. 
Trávra Ta épya avro). 9 Aw éyo 
avo TÀV éÜvàv émiorpépovow émi 

suasory áxovcaTí pov, and the decisive, but not 
dictatorial, formula—éyw xpívw, had, as was 
likely, from the character both of the person 
and of his opinions (occupying the confines of 
the two Dispensations), the greatest Weight in 
carrying with it the general opinion of the As- 
sembly to the conclusion, proposed by the Apos- 
tle, —that those who from among the Gentiles 
had turned, or were turning, unto God, should 
not be troubled by any Jewish obligations, ex- 
cept such as werc necessary for the peace and 
amity of both parties. The words which follow 
the passage adduced are very important, as con- 
nected with the true view of that passage; though 
in considering it we are encountered by difficul- 
ties not so much of interpretation, as of reading. 
To advert to each in their order. If the reading 
in the text. rec. be the genuine one, the purpose 
of the words seems to be (as Calv. observes) to 
anticipate the objection (which to many might 
seem — that this view of the subject was a 
mere novelty. The Apostle contends that it was 
not new to God, though it might seem novel and 
sudden to man; that God, who sees every thin 
future, and knows what he will accomplish, ha 
foretold, by his prophets, the foundation of a spi- 
ritual kingdom, into which both Jews and Gen- 
tiles should be received. It therefore formed part 
of His eternal plan, as predetermined by God ; 
consequently immutable, and by man irresistible, 
Rom. ix. 19. So far every thing is quite co- 
herent; for the words which follow the quotation 
are as necessary to the reasoning as those which 
precede it, and they are highly essential to intro- 
duce the decision itself, Atò ty% xpivw. Never- 
theless, the is so roughly handled by some 
Critical Editors, as to be useless for the above, or, 
indeed, for any purpose. To give an account of 
their so called emendations, and the grounds there- 
of,—the words ior:—avrov are cancelled by 
Matth., Griesb., Scholz, Tisch., and Alf., on the 
authority of B, C, and 12 cursives (to which I 
can only add Lamb. 1182), confirmed by the Copt. 
and id. Versions; and though the authority 
is but slender, it is rather confirmed by internal 
evidence, which is against the words. Yet their 
antiquity is evident from their being found re- 

ized in the Pesch. Syr. Version; and one 
might say in the MSS. A and D; for l doubt 
not that the reading yywordv—ipyow arose 
a mere error of scriben Alf. thinks, after Meyer, 

18 Tvworà am’ aiðvós dott TO Bed Voila. 
^ ^ lCor.8. L 

Kpivw pù Trapevoynely TOUS 9, 10. 
& 10. 14, 20, w cdr Wm AAAA émi 2 

that ‘the addition éo7:—avrov was made to fill 
up the apparently elliptical yvøsrà år’ al&vosc, 
which, not being found in the passage of Amos, 
was regarded as a sentence by itself." But that 
is taking far too much for granted. Besides that 
the yuword dx’ alwvos have a very awkward 
effect, if referred to the preceding ; so much so, 
that if the words ie i—avTov removed, so 
must the yuword ax’ alwvos, for which there is 
next to no authority. Were I to choose a solu- 
tion of the difficulty connected with the reading, 
I should prefer that of Matthiz, who supposes 
that the words yrwora—avrov are an addition 
to the Ecclesiastical Reading, 13—17, appointed 
to be read at the Festival of the Dedication of a 
Church; and that, to somewhat lengthen the great 
brevity, and to eke out what seemed wanting, 
the words were added in the Lectionaries, and 
from thence came into the MSS. at large. It 
may possibly have been so; and the conjecture 
is more probable than Mr. Alford's. But what 
proof is there that it was so? None atall. Be- 
sides, that supposition is excluded by the fact, 
that the complete verse is found in the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, formed from copies which were 
written long before the time when Lectionaries 
began to be made. With such satisfactory autho- 
rity, external and internal, for the genuineness of 
the words, it were idle to object, that it is im- 

ible to account for the words being removed. 
e are not bound always to account for the 

omission of words. But when we consider the 
almost incredible carelessness of scribes in that 
res and the rashness of slashing Critics, 
nothing of this sort need much surprise us, sinco 
there is hardly any thing that is incredible. 

19. iyà xpívæ] meaning, ‘ My judgment,” or 
* decided opinion [on the matter] is.” So Thucyd. 
iv. 60, ws iy% xplvo. 
— B wWapevox\stu—GAAd dsrioreiAat, &c.] 

The full sense is, *to give them no unnecessary 
molestation [by imposing on them what is not 
necessary ], but only to direct [what is n — [ ecessary ] 

— imiorpigdove:] seems to mean, ‘are turn- 
ing,’ or ‘who turn; as in Pesch. Syr. But to 
advert to the particulars of the prohibition, ri» 
dAio*ynudTov, Kc. ; the term dAloynua is Hel- 
lenistic, and derived from dAioyeiy, to pollute. 
Both it and the noun are used alike of physical 
and moral defilement, especially that of idolatry, 



800 AOTS XV. 21. 

ota avrois TOU amréyecOat ATO THY aGNoynLaTaV TOv eiða- 
Awn, xai THS Topveias, Kal TOU TiKTOV, Kal TOÜ atpaTos. 

ns" 215 Moris yàp èx yeveaw dpyaiwy Kata TóMv TOUS Kknpva- 

as the est; see Dan. i. 8. Ecclus. xl. 29. 
Mal. i. 7, 12, where the subject is meat offered 
to idols. Here, however, in order to defermine 
the sense, the words ray elóoXov are added. 
Now, though the word might denote any par- 
ticipation in idolatry, yet the passages of Daniel 
and Malachi (which were probably in the mind 
of the Apostle), as well as the ancient glosses of 
Hesych. and Suid. (formed from the early Scho- 
liasts, and theirs from the expositions of the Fa- 
thers), determine it to be the eating of meat 
offered to idols : not merely the partaking of it in 
the femples, but even the purchasing of it for use, 
when it was taken for sale into the ic market. 
For we learn from the passages cited by the Com- 
mentators, that among the Gentiles, after a vic- 
tim had been sacrificed in the temple, and a por- 
tion had been given to the Priests, and sometimes 
another eaten by the offerer and his friends on the 
spot, the residue was often taken home by the 
priests for domestic use, and sometimes was sent 
to the public shambles to be sold. The flesh, 
however, was, of course, held in abomination, re- 
garded as an aAloryna, by the Jews (see 1 Cor. 
x. 20) ; and therefore the use of it was very pro- 
perly forbidden, in order that no needless offence 
might be given to the Jewish Christians. 
— xal ris ?opysías] It has been thought 

strange that this should be inserted among things 
of themselves lawful, but from which the Gen- 
tiles were to abstain, lest they should offend the 
Jewish Christians ; fornication having never been 
accounted as a thing permitted; and no reason 
would appear why, if greuter offences are men- 
tioned with smaller ones, this alone should be 
sclected, which, it has been thought, would go far 
to put the things mentioned iu this list on a level. 
To remove this difficulty many methods have 
been devised; some proceeding on critical con} 
ture (thus Bentley proposed to read yorpeias, 

rk); while others seek to remove the difficulty 
y supposing some unusual sense of the word; 

some understanding it of spiritual m, viz. 
idolatry ; others, marriage with tdolaters ; others, 
again, of marriage within the prohibited : 
All which are alike open to insuperable objec- 
tione, and espec. to this, that no recondite or un- 
common sense could be intended; since in pub- 
lic edicts words are supposed to be employed in 
their usual and ordinary sense. And here there 
is no sufficient reason to abandon the common 
rendering, fornication ; which has been well de- 
fended by Grotius, Wetst., Valckn., Schoettg., 
Rosenm., Kuin., Wahl., and espec. Bp. Marsh; 
who satisfactorily removes the objections to the 
word being taken in its ordinary sense, showin 
that there are other instances to be found o 
moral and positive precepts, duties of common 
and perpetual obligation, mingled with local and 
temporary ones, in the same list; as in the Deca- 
Jogue. And since (continues he) it ap from 
the Acts of the Apostles, and the Epistles of 
Paul, that the — of the Pentateuch were 
abrogated only by degrees, it seems by no means 
Seo diner that the Decree of the Council in 
Jerusalem should contain a mixture of moral 

o 

and of positive commands. I would add, that 
it is not unimportant, in this view, to remark, 
that in the words of the decision actually sent 
(ver. 29), we find the two kept separate, wop- 
vtías being put apart from the rest, and placed 
last. As to the objection founded on fornication 
being never thought indifferent, it might mot in 
— or philosophical terum, but was so 
considered in pues o one who is at all 
acquainted with tbe Classical writers can doubt, 
that simple fornication was, by the Heathens, 
considered as no crime at all. We find that even 
their religion permitted, nay, encouraged, licensed 
fornication. Hence the recommendation of chas- 
tity of this kind (for that contained in abstaining 
from adultery could not need enforcing) was 
highly n ; the main purpose (as Grotius 
observes) of this list being to specify from wbat 
practices, besides and flagrant sins, the 
Gentile Christians ought to abstain, in order to 
coalesce with the Jewish Christians without 
offence. Of course, the moral abomination of 
tlie practice is not here in question, 
— Tov TykTOU] scil. xpéaros (supplied in 

Athen. l. ix.), meaning flesh of animals killed 
by strangling, which was very prevalent among 
the ancients, both Greeks and Romans, and also 
Orientals. They used to enclose the carcase of the 
animal (so killed that the blood should remain 
in it) in an oven, or a deep, and closely covered 
stewing vessel, and thus seethe it in its own 
vapour, or steam. As to the bood, —the heathens, 
when butchering an animal, carefully preserved 
this, and, mixing it up with flour and unguents, 
formed various sorte of dishes. Now as both the 
foregoing sorts of food were strictly forbidden by 
the Mosaic Law, espec. the latter (the Jews bei 
enjoined to consider the blood as the seat an 
Donee of life, and therefore not to eat of it, 
ut offer it in sacrifice to God), there was ample 

reason to forbid them to the Gentile Christians, 
in order to avoid the giving offence to their 
Jewish brethren. 

21. Here (as at v. 18) there is no little abrupt- 
ness of transition, and seeming want of connexion 
between this subject and the preceding. But the 
connexion may be traced by supposing that here, 
as often, in sentences commencing with yàp, 
there are some words to which that Particle may 
be referred, left to be supplied from the context 
and subject-matter; which may, on the present 
occasion, be done as follows: *( And remember, 
the violation of these will occasion not only pri- 
vate, but pe scandal;] for the Mosaic reli- 
gion has, from remote antiquity, bad its profes- 
sors in every city, and its Scriptures publicly read 
in the synagogues every sabbath day,—in which 
these things are strictly forbidden.’ The ‘ 
city’ shows how extensive were the colonizationa, 
E. and w. of the Jewish people, who, in their 
written Law and ceremonial observances, were 
opposed to all other nations, but bound to each 
other by a common faith, and whose life was 
abhorrent from all idolatry, and dissolute licen- 
tiousness of Pagan society as well as idolatrous 
worsbip. 



ACTS XV. 22—98. 801 

. govras avrov eye, év rais ouvayoyais xarà wav aáffarov 
avaytvac Kopevos. 

22 Tore édofe rois amroctoNols xal Tots Trpea Bvrépois, aov Sry 
TH éxxdnoia, exreEapévous avdpas é£ abrav méar eis ° Avrió- 
xevav oiv TO IIasAo xai Bapvága: *Iovday tov érixadovpevov 
BapcaBav, xai XíXav, üvÓpas syyovuévovs ev trois àBeXdois, 
23 ypawavres Sia yeupos ad’tay Tábe “Oi ámóoToXor kai of 
vrpea/repo, kai ot adedApoi tots xarà thy "Avrwyeav ral 
Suptav kal Küuxíav aderdois trois éE eOvav, xalpew. 4°’ Eqrei- 20.2.4 
67 sxovcapev Sti tives éE upv éfeXÓóvres érdpatav tyas Tit. 1. 10, 11. 

Aoyors, avarxevafovres Tas spuyas ÜpGv, Xéyovres Tepiréuve- 
ala: xai Typeiv Tov vópov, ols où OwareiXápeÜa: 25 &oEev. yiy 
yevouevots opoOupador, éxreEapuévous avdpas tréurpas pos tyas, 
oùv Tois ayatrnrois hpv Bapváfa xai IIavAg, 26 ? áyÜperrois kd 
mapabebwxoct Tas Jrvyàs abrÀv imép tov Ovóuaros ToU Kupiou 
juav Incod Xpiorov. 7 ameorárxapev otv 'Ioúðav kai XiXav, 
kai avrovs dia Xóyov ámaryéXXovras Ta ara. 99 "EGofe yàp 

22. &BoEs rots — The 
Syntax in d«AeEapivove is generally thought 
anomalous, since strict propriety would require 
£Qo£« Tois dw. ixXéEactar avdpas xal miéua, 
or, at least, ix\egauivois. 'ExXeFaudvous, how- 
ever, is put, by an Hellenistic idiom, for DAE. 
apévois. The idiom is often found in Joseph. 
and the Hellenistic writers; also in the ordinary 
Greek of Polyb., Diod. Sic., and others.—" Avdpae 
— enotes ‘leading men ; an idiom, by 
which the Participle is used as an Adjective ; as 
in Thucyd. i. 5, myovuírev dyvdpmy ob Tv 
ddvyo TáT ov. 

23. The xai ol before ddeX dol are omitted in 
MSS. A, B, C, D, and one cursive (to which I 
can make no addition), and the Vulg. Version, 
and are cancelled by Lachm. and Alf.; but they 
are retained by Tisch., rightly; since the autho- 
rity for omission is far too slender ; and internal 
evidence is not in favour of the removal. Mr. 
Alf. thinks the words were inserted to bring the 
decree into exact harmony with v. 22, or else, 
which he thinke more probable, that, as De 
Wette pronounces, it was removed upon Hierar- 
chica] considerations. For my own part, I re- 
pn one as quite as probable as the other, and 

th highly improbable; and I cannot but pro- 
test against this apong corrupt practices, 
whereby the Fountains of the word of God are 
defiled, —to an y whatever, —without strong 
dien ; which ere Ea nor paue E is in the 
ighest degree improbable that such a presum 

tuens alteration should have been introduced 
into all the copies but 5,—two of which can 
stand only for one; No. 13 being (as Jackson of 
Leicester long ago saw) a fellow copy from the 
same origina] as the D. It is far more probable 
that the of was first absorbed, as often, in the 
at preceding. and that the xai was afterwards 
omitted by the usual] carelessness of scribes. 
Perhaps this omission first occurred, and then 
the ol would be absorbed in the final o: of 
ader oí. on is it to allege the authority of 

OL. 4. 

Ireneus for the omission, since his citations 
are generally too loose to have much weight. 
Whereas the authority of the Pesch. Syr. Ver- 
sion for the words so confirms the evidence of all 
the MSS. except 4 or 5,as to leave no doubt of 
their authenticity. 

24. irápaEav vus | The same expression 
occurs at Gal. i. 7. v. 10, and Plato, p. 373, 
TapárTs. avrous iv Toiv Aóyow. Lucian, 
Scyth. 8 3, has the Risa one rapácatiy Tiv 
yrwunv. And so Cic. Tusc. iii. 2, * perturbari 
animos.’ The next words ávacx. ras vyvxas ù. 
are exegetical of rapácoti here; and the sense 
of both seems to be, ‘removing and perverting 
your minds [from the truth], equiv. to wn- 
settling ; the contrary to OsusAuccai, used in 
] Pet. v. 10. 
— Aíyovrts wepir.—rdv vóuov] These words 

are omitted in A, B, D, and one cursive (No. 13, 
& fellow copy with D), and in the Vulg., Copt., 
and Sahid. Versions, and are cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch. Alf. pronounces that the 
words are —— an interpolation, from the 
desire to specify in what particular, &c. But 
how can he use the term ‘ manifestly,” where 
there is such scanty evidence against the words, 
which are confirmed by all the MSS. except 
3 or 4, and by the Pesch. Syr. Version? And 
as to internal evidence, that is in their favour; 
for I quite agree with Con. and Hows., that 
Meyer and De Wette have proved that the 
cannot be an interpolation. Y find them in all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies; and Jacks. testifies 
that they are in Irenæus, |. iii. 

26. åvðpærois wapadedwxdor rds Wuyas a. 
Not, ‘delivered up, but, ‘given up, ‘ex 
[to hazard], ‘jeoparded ther lives" A ve 
rare use, but of which 1 find exx. in Plato, 

. 312, Odi Oro wapadidws THy Wuyxhy oloba. 
n. iii. 28, wapidwxay rd cwpata avToy. 

2 Macc. vii. 37. 
27. kal avrovs dia Aóyov dwayy. Td ata] 

On the subject of the bearers of public letters or 



ev Tpátere. Eppwabe.” 

ACTS XV. 29—35. 

TÓ dye TIvedpate xai juiv pòv Xov érir(Beo0a« opiv Bapos 
». mAùv TOv émávarykes TouTw 799 atréxecOat ei&oXoÜvUTov, 

aipatos, xai Trvucroü, kai ropvelas* ÈE àv Svarnpobvres éavroùs, 

3 

` 

Kat 

30 Oi này ody, àToXvOévres, HAOov eis " Avrioyeiay kal. ovv- 
aryaryóvres TO WAHOOs, €mébwxav Ty érria ToMjv. 31 ' AvaryvovTes 
è, éydpnoav émi vj mwapaxrdynoe. — 9? 'IoU0ae 06 xai Ziras, xai 
avTol Tpodiyra. Óvres, Sua Xóyov "roXXoU Tapexddecay Tors 

r ch. 14. 23. 
sl Cor. 16. 
11. 
3 John 10. 

dBeXo)s xai'émeoTüpi£av. % IIowjaavres 96 ypóvov, * àrreXo- 

Oncay per eipnyns amò TOv adeApay mpos Tos dToaTóXovs. 
4 [Soke 88 rà Tika émwueivas adrod.| 95 Taõhos è xai Bap- 

messages being usually allowed to explain an 
obscurity therein, see my note on Thucyd. vii. 8, 
10, dxorro díéporrss Ta ypáuuaTa, kai doa 
dec avrotis elweity. Such, indeed, were, in the 
earlier ages, always sent in the form of verbal 

, by trusty persons to deliver by word of 
mouth and that custom continued down to the 
age of Thucyd. And even on the introduction 
of written messages, or despatches, during the 
Peloponnesian war, still the custom was retained 
of permitting the messenger to explain any ob- 
scurity in the Epistle, or to give further particu- 
lars of matters only briefly adverted to in the 
letter (so Thucyd. ubi supra, and Jos. Antt. xvii. 5, 
7, ele 'Póounv ws Kaícapa lxtéuTE: ypáuuaTa 
T spl avrou, xai roUs darà yNwoons édatovras, 
&c.), nay, occasionally to act as a sort of ambas- 
sador tpotentiary, in order to treat on the 
business at issue. Sometimes, however, the mes- 
sengers were P brin to say any thing (see 
Arrian, Exp. Alex. ii. 14, 6) ; and therefore the 
words xai avToUs dia Adyou, &c., here may be 
considered as informing the persons addressed, 
that the messengers were em red to deliver 
the same message by word of mouth, and more 
fully and explicitly, if desired. Accordingly, we 
may render, ‘ who will aleo themselves tell you, 
by word of mouth, the same things (that we now 
trit to you] Aia Aóyov stands for amo 
Aweone in the above of Josephus; and 

in Thucyd. vii. 10, oi mapa N. (weupOévree) 
öra dno yAwoons elpytro aUTois alwov, mean- 
ing these things, in addition to what were written 
in the letter; but here only to deliver the 
same words to the same purport, as in the 
letter. 

28. ióoEs yao ro dy. TI». xal uiv] On 
further consideration it now seems to me, that 
the Hendiadys is, as on very many other occa- 
sions, better dispensed with, and the persons, — 
the Holy Spirit, and the Apostles,—kept dis- 
tinct; for though the sense, ‘to us, as being 
under the influence of the Spirit, would be true, 
yet not so weighty a truth as the words here used 
call for —as Calv. well saw, who ably remarks, 
*Quod se adjungunt Apostoli et Presbyteri 
Spiritui Sancto comites, in eo nihil sibi seorsum 
attribuunt, sed perinde valet hec loquutio acsi 
dicerent, sibi ducem ac presidem fuisse Spiritum, 

ue eo dictante statuisse quod scribunt.' He 
ers to a similar case in Exod. xiv. 31. In- 

deed, Mr. Alf. must take substantially this view, 
since he well remarks, that * here the decision of 

the Holy Spirit is laid down as the and 
decirioc determination on the ister end [then 
their own formal Ecclesiastical decision [co 
in the £&o£«] follows." 

29. eb wpáğerı] ‘Ye will do well; act 
rightly ; as in Joseph. Antt. xiv. 14, 3. Xen. 

em. iii. 9, 14. 
3l. ixápnoav lvi ry wapax.] I know not 

why so many eminent Commentators should have 
interpreted wapaxAroe: exhortation ; for what 
was there of exhortation in the Epistle? Surely 
the common interpretation (confirmed by all the 
ancient Versions), jon, or comfort, is more 
suitable and natural; as will appear from tho 
able note of Calv., who remarks, ‘non parvam 
in eo consolationis materiam fuisse, quod, ag- 
nito Apostolorum consensu tum singuli pacati 
fuerunt, tum omnes ex dissidio redierunt in gra- 
tiam.’ 

32. wpod7ra óvres] *because they were 
also themselves prophets; inasmuch as they had 
erat the prophetic gift (on which see supra 
xi. 2/) into use, by employing it in a discourse 
of some length, in which they both exhorted and 
sirenythened the converts by suitable instruc- 
tion; stating, we may suppose, the grounds and 
reasons on which the determination of the Synod 
was founded, showing why the twhole ritual was 
not enjoined, and why & part was retained ; and 
withal defining the cause, nature, and extent of 
the duty of abstaining, in certain cases, from 
things naturally lawful. 

. pòr ToUs &vocTOAovs] Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. edit rpde Toùs dwooref\avrus avrovs, 
from 4 uncial and several cursive MSS. (to which 
I can only add one Lamb. copy [1182]); but 
without sufficient reason ; for external evidence 
is quite in favour of awrosroAous; and thou 
internal evidence is divided, vet it is rather in 
favour of the word ; or, at least, the evidence of 
the Pesch. Syr. Version ought to turn the scale, 
and fix the authenticity of dwoaroXous. It cannot 
have been, what Alf. supposes, aa e. 1 
gloss, —which would be needless ; —while on the 
other hand there is every appearance of dwoorsel- 
Aavras aUToUs being a correction of style by the 
Critics, That a Clase. writer would have em- 
ployed that expression in preference, no compe- 
tent judge can deny. 

94. On re-considering the debated question as 
to the Mer en qd of this verse, I am now dis- 
posed to think that, notwithstanding internal 
evidence i$ nearly equally balanced, it is pro- 
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vaBas SétpiBov èv ' Avrioyeia, Sidaoxovtres kal evayyedGpevor, 
peta kai érépwy TroXXàv, Tov AGyov Tod Kupiov. 

36 Mera cé twas nyépas eire IIaddos mpòs BapydBar Em- 
e Tpévravres 7 émicxepapeba Tors aderdods huv t cata Tacay th. 1.4 
modu, év als KarmyyeiNapev Tov AGyov Tob Kupíov, was eyovcs. 
37 u BapvaBas 6e éBovredcato cuptrapadafely tov 'Icávvqv Tóv u Col 4.10. 

?, & 1 e 25. «aXovpevoy Mápkov: |. 98 * IIaüXos 88 nkiov, tov àrocrávra ar’ £185 
avTOv amd IIaudvAias, xal uù cuvenOovra aùrtoîs eis TÒ Épyyoy, vehis ie. 
Hù ouutrapadaBely torov. 39 'E-yévero otv srapofvapós, dare 
amoywpiohivat aùroùs am àXX9Xov, Tov te Bapváfav mapa- 
AaBóvra tov Madpxov éxmXeUcas eis Kvmpov * IIabXos 56 
émtheEapevos Xixav éEX8e, mapaBo0cis Tjj yapits tov Oeod 
ure TO» áBeXjàw. A Sunpyero 88 tiv Xvpíav xai Kidselay, 
èmioTnpiķov tas éexxAnoias. XVI. 1 * Karnyrnoe 86 eis Aép- a ch. 14, 6. 

Phil. 3. 19. Brv wai Avotpav. xai ov pabnrýs tis hw éxet, ovopare Tipo- PH! 219 
Geos, viòs *yvvasxós [Tivos] 'IovGaías moris, marpòs 66" EXXqvos 
? ôs éuaprupeétro id Tv èv Avotpois xal 'Ixovío aderdav. 
3 Tovrov 7OéAncev ó IlabüXos cùv avrQ éEeX0ei», nat Xafgàw 
7repiéreuev avrov, dia Tors Iovdaious tovs Üvras év rois Tomoi 

bably, but not certainly, an interpolation, and 
— — I have only bracketed the words. 
36—X VIII. 22. Paul's second missionary 

journey alone through Asia Minor to Macedonia 
and Greece, and thence by sea to Jerusalem, and 
his return from Jerusalem to Antioch. 

36. iv als] The plural is used because the 
antecedent involves the idea of plurality; as 
2 Pet. iii. 1, ravrny devtipay ypád o iroto- 
Asiv. lv als. 

37. igovAsécaro] ‘was minded, or ‘ dis- 
posed ;' as v. 33, and xxvii. 39, where the term 
represents the result of mental deliberation. 

38. iou rórv—TovToy] There is here some- 
what of irregularity in the construction, seem- 
ingly occasioned by the strong mode of express- 
ing Paul's decided refusal to take John with 
them,—and especially in the repetition of the 
Accus. after cuuwapadaBsiv, which, however 
seemingly pleonastic, is intensive: also in the 
TovTo» lor avTOv» there is an implied censure. 
A Class. writer, or Paul, would have written 
qov ToiovTOv. Of course the former Accus., Tov 
droaTárra is one of reference, quod attinet ad ; 
as often in the New Test. in St. Paul's Epistles, 
bat rarely in St. Luke, as here, and supra x. 36, 
Tov Àóvyov, ov aw.—oléats TÒ prnua. Thus we 
may render, ‘ Paul, however, decmed proper, as 
regarded one who had fallen off from them from 
Pamphylia, and had not gone with them to the 
work—that man to not take (decline to take) 
with them.’ 

39. wapofvopcs] ‘sharp contention ° or ' dis- 
putation." 
— d*oywpicÜnyai. — aT’ adrAnXr.] a con- 

structio praegnans for "they parted asunder, and 
departed two different ways. Comp. l Kings 
xviii. 6, "AyaB dwropevOn iv od GAQ mover, 
xal 'AB8à. éxopwÜg i» óð EAA MO vos, 
‘ apart, ‘alone.’ 

XVI. 1. xarfvr. als A.] The term xar. is 
— with allusion ra ue T dcn Huan of 
the mountain which Paul passed from 
Cilicia into the p. of Lycaonia to Derbe, to 
which he would come first, and then to Lystra. 
Tbat Paul took his route from Syria, penetrating 
the mountain cbain of Taurus at the pass of the 
Cicilian Gates, and then down into Upper Cilicia 
at the Province of Tyanitis, is shown by Conyb. 
and Hows., p. 277 seqq., who have adduced some 
important and many interesting particulars. Iam 
still of opinion, against many sitors, that 
Lystra, and not Derbe, was probably the birth- 
place of Timothy ; and I find this confirmed by 
the rode of Canon Tate, Conyb. and Hows., 
and Alf. As to ch. xx. 4, adduced to prove him of 
Derbe, the Aepflaios there must refer to Gaius, 
and Gaius only, otherwise Luke would have 
written xai l'éios xai Tiuo0s0s, AepBator. He 
does not add — to TU because Pi 7— 
unneceesary, he having as as erpressed that 
hava = for Certain] he test cannot well be un- 
derstood of any other than Lystra, since that was 
the last-mentioned place. 

2. iuaprupstro] Meaning, ‘he was well re- 
ported of/—namely, for his early piety (he was 
even now only about 18) and great knowledge of 
the Gospel. Paul, indeed, had himself con- 
verted him in his previous missionary journey. 
See supra xiv. 7. I think it probable (with Mr. 
Alford) that some of these testimonies were isti- 
mations of the Spirit respecting Timothy's fitness 
for the work of Evangelization, since Paul (1 Tim. 
i. 18) speaks of ras * poayovcas ixl as 
wreognrelas. 

8. waeptdrensy a.) He had not been circum- 
cised, probably because (as we learn from the 
Rabbins) his mother had no right to do that 
without the fathers consent, which he would 
not give. The reason why Pawl circumcised 

3F2 
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éxeivois” yOetcay yap ümavres Tov TaTÉépa avroU ort “EM 
beu: inripyev. *^'f2e Bé Ówrropevovro tas móres, tapedidouv avrois 

gurdocew ta Soypata Ta kekpiuéva bro TOY aTrooTOhwY Kai 
TOv mpecButépwy rv év 'IepovcaXju. 5 Ai pèv ovv exxrnovas 
écrepeoüvro TH TicTel, Kal érepiaaevov TQ ápiÜug Kal’ nuépay. 

6 AvenNOovres 5¢ ryv Ppvylay kai tiv Tadaricny ywpay, rwv- 
Gévres vro ToU dryiov [Ivevpatos XaXjoat Tov Xov èv 

A 

T) Acía, 
7 éABóvres xarà tiv Muciav, éreipatovy t xarà thy Bi8vviay 

him (which be might do without any violation 
of Christian jiberty, as being of Jewish birth, 
and because, though circumcision was not en- 
joined as necessary to the Gentile converts, it 
might yet be sometimes erpedient) is just after 
8 ted. 
s al piv oby ixxA.] This verse is not the 

commencement of a new section, but the introduc- 
tion to it, which is supplied by the force of the 
ply ovyv, which may be rendered, * accordingly." 
See supra ix. 3l, and xii. 24. Thus the verse 
serves to connect the preceding and the following 
context by a common link with éorsp. T. 97. 
and édwepice. T. a. Sce the excellent remarks 
of Calv. in loc. ; and comp. supra xv. 3. 

6. dsX\0.—pvyiavy] meaning, as Conyb. 
and Hows. show, p. 257, Phrygia Major, forming 
the great cen portion of Asia Minor, but 
whose boundaries from the contiguous provinces 
cannot be exactly defined. Accordingly, the 
route of the Apostles must be too uncertain to 
be laid down except by guess. 'Acía, meaning 
the Asia Proconsularis, or Propria, including 
only Mysia and Caria. 

7. xarà T» M.) Render: not ‘in, or ‘ into’ 
(for they did not enter Mysia), but (with 
Valckn.) * unto, as far as;' meaning, to the 
borders of. It should seem that when they 
finally determined not to go to Asia, they had 
so far advanced in their journey thither, as to 
be opposite to the chain of Mount Olympus. 
Then they went forward in a due westerly direc- 
tion, until they came to the borders of Mysia, 
intending to make their wav into Bithynia, by 
the plain of the river Rhyndacus, or at the 
western end of the chain of Ólympus. 
— éwelp.—Bi8. rap.’ xal ovx slacev a. TÒ 

Ilvsvua] After IIyauua, MSS. A, B, C, D, E, 
and some six or seven cursives of the same 
family, with the Syr. and Vulg. and other Ver- 
sions, add 'Igcov, or Tov 'Incov, which is re- 
ceived by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., but on grounds which I cannot yet regard 
as satisfactory. The external authority, how- 
ever strong in uncials, is weak in cursives ; for I 
find the reading only in 2 Lamb. and 1 Mus. 
copy, though the evidence of the ancient Versions 
strengthens the authenticity of the word. As 
to internal evidence, it is almost equally balanced. 
Tt cannot fail to strike every attentive inquirer, 
that as rò II»suua 'Tucov is a very rare expres- 
sion, occurring no where else but in Phil. 1. 19 
(and there in a different sense), we might far 
better account for the omission by the scribes, 
than for the insertion of 'Inaov by theCritics. And 
yet we do not elsewhere find that rare expres- 
sions are cancelled by the scribes. Besides, when 
any very unusual forms of expression occur in 

MSS. that are connected with important doctrinal 
questions, we are to advert tothe possibility, —nay, 
probability, —that there may have been tampering 
with the text by the ancient Theologia either 
by adding something to the text, or by removing 
something from it. Now it appears from the 
noto of Wetstein, that the Romanists, a little 
after the printing of the Greek Text, maintained 
that 'Incov had been expunged by the Nestorians; 
which is incredible. They might rather have 
been expected to add than to remove it. The 
addition, however, I suspect, came from the 
Arians, who would have more reason to add it, 
in order to do away with so striking an example 
of rò IIreupa in the lsense. Thus it is 
caught up by all the Socinian interpreters. And 
when once introduced by the Arians, it would be 
likely to be admitted by the Nestorians, whc. 
would rather have it than not. By the former 
of these it was, I suspect, foisted into the Ful- 
gate, and by the latter into some copies of the 
Syriac Version, and from thence it would easily 
be transmitted to the /Ethiopic, Coptic, and 
Armenian Versions. Moreover, the word is 
strongly discountenanced by the context. For, 
to use the words of Bp. Middleton, ‘ in the pre- 
ceding verse we are told that the Apostles were 
forbidden of the Holy Ghost to preach the word 
in Asia; in the present, that, on their attemptin 
to go into Bithynia, the Spirit suffered them not. 
It is, therefore, highly unnatural that the ro 
IIvevua of the latter verse should be meant of 
any other than the ro dyio» Ilvsvua. of the 
former. How this hindrance was intimated, 
whether by dream or otherwise, has been vari- 
ously conjectured. Certainly had it been through 
direct revelation by dream, that would bave been 
expressed. All that we are warranted in saying 
is, that some Divine tntimation (as to the nature 
of which I would not presume to speak posi- 
tively) distinctly informed the Apostles that it 
was not the Divine will that the Gospel should 
as yet be preached in these parts of Asia. We 
may, however, suppose that a strong mental 
impression (which the Apostles knew how 
to distinguish from ordinary mental feeling) 
IM produced by the influence of the Holy 

irit. 
* xarà Thy Bibuviau] Several MSS., in- 

cluding a few Lamb. and Mus. copies, and Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16, and some Versions and Fathers 
have els, which has been received by Gricab., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; but without 
sufficient reason ; since the externa] evidence 
for the reading is weak (Versions and Fathers 
being, in & case like this, of little weight), and 
internal evidence not favourable; for the els is 
evidently from the margin, being an alteration 
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mopeverOas xal ovx elacev aùroùs Tò IIveüua. 8° IapeXóvres s 
òè T)» Muciay, xatéBnoav eis Tpwada. 
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ch. 90. 6. 
Cor. 3. 13. 

9 kal papa dia Tis? Tm. 413. 
puntos wpn ro IIasXor 4 avyip tis Fv Maxcdav éaTós, mapa- a ch.10.%. 
xav aùtòv xal Meyor AtaBas eis Maxebov(av Bonbnooy 
uiv. 10°Ns Sè TO papa elder, evOéws elnrncayev éferbeîv 
eis Tv Maxedoviay, evufiátovres Ste mpooKxéxAnras pas ò 
Kupws evayyedicacbat aùroús. l'AvayÜévres oiv amò Tí 
Tpwáðos, evOvdpounoapev cis XapoÜpdkmv, Tf Te emioven cis 

Neazroduy, 12 éxeiÜév Te eis Piddrrrovs, * Syris dol mporrn [75s] e Phil. 1. 1. 

of those who wished to remove a tautology, and 
make the sense plainer, not aware that the xara 
bere means versus, in the direction of, as Monta- 
nus, Beza, and Piscator render. ad ale been 
the true reading, it is difficult to imagine how it 
should have been altered into xara in the great 
bulk of the MSS. 

8. vapsAOovris—Mvoíay] Mr. Alf. affirms 
that waps\@. must, from the context, mean 
‘ having passed by Mysia, as regarded their work 
of preaching,” i. e. omitted to evangelize it. But 
that is rather cutting than untying the knot. 
The same may be said of the interpretation, 
* passed through,’ ‘ traversed ; besides, being open 
to the objection, that such a sense would require 
612A 0., read, indeed, in MS. D, but purely from 
conjecture. It is plain that a figurative sense of 
the word is not to be thought of in such a narra- 
tive context as this. On the whole, 1 do not see 
why we should not take wapsAÜ80pT:e to mean 
‘having taken their route along the side of 
Mysia, namely, as travelling along either its 
Northern, or its Southern borders, or frontiers. 
Which of these two routes is to be adopted will 
depend upon the exact point where tbe A 
were, when tbeir change of course was adopted, 
in consequence of the Spirits forbidding them to 

. Now that bas been, I think, laid down 
y Con. and Hows. as satisfactorily as so uncer- 

tain a point can be,—namely, near the ancient 
Azani, a place where the boundaries of Asia, 
Bithynia, and Mysia meet together. Now here, 
in taking their course, as they seem now to have 
intended to do, to the sea-coust of the AEgean, in 
some such way as wapedOsiv thy Mualay, 
they might skirt along the Northern border, 
along the level country towards the Euxine; or 
else, which is far more probeble, as being tbe 
shorter course, they might pass along the Southern 
border. This view is adopted by Con. and Hows., 
who are of opinion that, ‘by revelations which 
were anticipative of the fuller and clearer com- 
munication at Troas, the destined path of the 
Apostolic company was pointed out through the 
Pid country to E Men ving 

e e ter of what was popularly 
ca M He io thie right hand, they came to the 
shores of the /Egean, about the place where the 
deep gulf of Adramyttium, over against the 
island of Lesbos, washes the very base of Mount 
Ida. But we have no ground whatever, from 
the narrative of St. Luke, to suppose that the 
Apostles bent their course to the gulf of Adra- 
myttium, which lay & good deal to the left of their 
course. Theexact route is not laid down by Con. 
and Hows, I believe it to have been across the 

Azanitis and Abasitis; thence across the chain 
of Mount Temnos to Didyma Teiche ; and thence 
along the low-lands at the foot of the chain of 
Temnos and Pedasus to the base of Mount Gar- 
gara, whence they descended into the Troad ; and, 
so passing along the valley of the Simois, they 
reached Alex. Troas,—the place of embarka- 
tion. 

9. xal Spapa—apOn, &c.] Whether this was 
iu a dream, or whether it was a representation 
made to the senses wben awake, Expositors are 
not agreed ; and the will of God was made known 
in both ways: but the probability is, that it was 
a vision of the same kind as that which appeared 
to Peter, as recorded supra x. 3; where see note. 
The apparition was recognized to be a Mace- 
donian, not so much by the dress, as by the few 
words in the Macedonian Greek dialect, implor- 
ing spiritual help in making known the Gospel. 

0. Here we have the first introduction of the 
Gospel into Europe. Twice had the Apostles 
essayed to pursue their Missionary labours in 
Asia (vv. 6, 7), and twice had the Holy Spirit 
inhibited them to do so; in fact, stopping up 
— path but one—that which conducted them 
to Europe, which is now for the first time to be 
visited by the light of the Gospel. 
— itmrücayusy] * we sought,’ meaning, by their 

inquiring for a ship. From the use of we after 
that of thus far, it is plain that the writer of 
this book himself became the companion of Paul 
and Timothy in this journey, having, it would 
seem, joined them at Troas, and then continued, 
with a short break between xvii. and xx., to the 
period recorded at the end of the book. 
— evyup.fátorrss] ‘ concluding, by inference;' 

how the word comes to signify this, see note on 
ix. 22, and my Lex. in v. 

— *poaxíx.] *had called and appointed us 
unto the work.” See xiii. 2. Perf. Pass. put for 
Middl. Deponent. See Matth. Gr. 

1]. &vax0ívrss—si0vàpousicausv] Here we 
have two nautical terms; the former, as used of 
‘setting sail’ (literally, ‘loosing ropes’), the 
latter, of ‘sailing in a straight course’ (as we 
say, ‘running before the wind"), to any point 
without tacking ; which implies a fair wind. 
that the expression, which recurs at xxi. 1, and 
occurs often in Philo, is equiv. to the Classical 
oópiodpousiv. The minute accuracy of the term 
is shown by Con. and Howe., and the extraordi- 
pary shortness of the passage ie well accounted 
or. 
12. xpern rhe pu. THe Max. rors] We 

are hero cucouatered by a difficulty, which 
has occasioned a variety of opinions, some of 
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[wepidos] Ts Maxedovias modus, kokovia. "Hyev è év ravry 
Tj trode. SvatpiBovtes nuépas twas’ rH Te )uépa tov cafß- 

tens. Baroy é&nrOoyev THs i TOXeos rapa Torapov, fob évouilero 

which cannot be true; e. g. that which represents 
Philippi as the metropolis of Macedonia; for this 
would be contrary to fact, Thessalonica being un- 
doubtedly the capital. And such will be equally 
the case if we take wpwrn for ‘most consider- 
able.” Indeed, by so interpreting we overlook 
the force of uepíóoc, which, in such a connexion, 
can only be ‘province.’ And that Macedonia 
had long been divided into four districts, we learn 
from the Historians. Indeed coins of the Pro- 
vincia prima and secunda have been found. 
Hence it bas been the opinion of many learned 
men that instead of wpwrn rie we should read 
TpéTrne; by which the sense will be, ‘ which is 
a city of the Provincia prima of Macedonia." 
Yet not a single MS. is found to support tbis 
conjecture ; which, indeed, is at variance with 
probability, as introducing a sort of minute cir- 
cumstance not very likely to have been adverted 
to by the sacred writer. It is better, therefore, 
to retain the common reading, and explain it as 
we best may. Now the main question is, whether 
wpaTn may be supposed to mean ‘tke principal,” 
or ‘a principal.’ If we adopt the former sense, we 
encounter the objection, that Philippi was not 
even the capital of the district, but — 
as we learn from Livy and Diodorus. Hence 
Michaelis and Kuin. adopt the latter sense ; and 
they appeal to the evidence of Eckhel, Doctr. Vet. 
Numm. P. i. vol. iv. p. 282, in attestation of the 
fact, that xpwrn was sometimes so applied as to 
mean a principal, though not the principal city of 
a country; and for this Jackson refers to the 
Marmora Oxoniensia, p. 66. But we can hardly 
suppose so minute a propriety adopted in popular 
narrative. And I am now inclined to embrace 
the view taken by Wiescler, and, after him, by 
Con., Hows., and Alf., that the sense is, ‘the 
first Macedonian city of the district,’ meaning, 
that ‘it was the first they came to (Neapolis 
belonging to Thrace) in Macedonia.’ Though, 
after all, this is only exchanging one difficulty 
for another: the designation 77$ mepiĉos would 
seem worse than useless. 1t would remove all scru- 
ple to adopt Wieseler's interpretation, could we 
suppose that r7¢ uepídos came from Critics who 
wished to remove the objection, that Philippi 
was not the capital of Macedonia, by making it, 
what it doubtless was, the capital of its district, 
forming a subdivision of the Province—(of course 
from not seeing the true force of «per»). The 
authority for the absence of ris jsp. is not 
contemptible,—one uncial (D), and about 10 
Ancient cursives, the Peach. Syr. Version, and 
the Arab. of Erpenius, and Chrys. ; and more may 
be found, though I am not enabled to add any. 

18. For oóAÀsws, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
edit wuAns, from MSS. A, B, C, D, and 7 cur- 
sives of the same family (to which I add Lamb. 
1182), confirmed by several Versions; but not 
the Pesch. Syr. Internal evidence is rather in 
its favour, from its minute particularity, as point- 
ing at genuineness. But such overwhelming 
external authority, confirmed by tle Pesch. Syr. 
Version, for aróA cme, must forbid any change. 
— Tapa TOoTauóv] ‘by the river side;' not 

‘by a river,’ as our lish Translators render. 

The Article is here omitted on account of a pre- 
position being used. This worayuce, however, 
(not the Strymon, which is many miles distant,) 
is a mere rivulet (formed by the fouwatains, from 
which Philippi derived its first name, Crenides) 
running into the Strymon. A striking attesta- 
tion to the truth of the narrative; for the river 
is so small as only to be found in the best modern 
maps, and is called, as Col. Leake attests, p. 217, 
Gangites. 
— ov tvoni{ero mpocevyy s.] Some differ- 

ence of opinion exists as to the sense of these 
words; which the earlier Commentators take to 
mean, ‘ where prayer was wont to be offered up," 
fieri; while the later ones interpret, ‘ where, 
according to the [Jewish] custom, there was a 
proseuche, or oratory.’ t such places were 
frequent where, from the paucity of Jews, no 
— was found, is proved bv a reference to 

ertullian and other ancient theologiane; as also 
that such were situated, for the convenience of 
— by a river-side; since among the 
ews (as also the Christians, and even the 

Heathens) ablution always preceded prayer. Yet 
how the words où ivoui{ero elva: can have the 
above sense, it is difficult to see. 'Erouí(t70o 
here plainly refers to local, not to yeneral custom. 
As to the objeetions which have been urged, that 
the common interpretation yields too indefinite a 
sense, and that it 1s incorrect in phraseology ; the 
former has not a shadow of reason, and the latter 
i$ overturned by one of tho passages adduced to 
establish the interpretation, namely, Philo 
contra Flaccum, p. 523, rat wpocevyat åpn- 
envro, ob} ivouit«To wpocevyn slvar, where we 
have the very expression in question, and in the 
very sense in which it is here commonly inter- 
preted. And from fts being accompanied with 
the term wpocevyn, proicacha, it is evident that 
Philo thought it necessary to add the words fol- 
lowing, in order to determine the sense of arpoo- 
tvxXés. Whereas St. Luke chose to use a circum- 
locution, in preference to a term which might 
require the addition of this very circumlocution 
to explain it. It might seem, indecd, that the 
sense is required by the words at 
ver. 16, aropsvouároav niv slc wpocevysy; but 
see note thcre. However, since it would seem 
that the words there point at a sense including 
both place and action, and as the sense here must 
be the same as Rer. there ps doubt that the 
true sense is, ‘where meetin was ac- 
customed to be held.” The pall din ai at v. 16 
requires the place, but it does not reject the 
action; as is certain from Joseph. Vit. § 57, 
"uiv Ta vóuiua TOloUrTey xai sly wpocevyas 
Tp: ouívor, and Artem. iii. 538, obdcis awetouw 
ale — BH ovxi d$porri(ev edodpa. 
The prayer-place in question may be supposed to 
have been not an edifice, but simply a grove, 
the houghs of the trees, at top, being drawn over, 
and interlaced, to form a kind of Gothic roof, as 
in the ancient Druidical places of worship. So 
Epiphan. Heres. 80—91, cited by Hemeen. der 
Apost. Paulus, p. 114, says, dAAd xai Tpos:vyiye 
TO*O0? iv Zixluoiw, iv TH vvvl kaAovu£vg Nie 
moht, Ew THe woArswe, iv ry Wediads, ws awe 
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vpocevy!) elvat, Kal xabicaytes éXaXoüpev tais cuveNOovcau 
yuva. 14 Kai tis yuv) ovopate Avdia, mop pupdtrwds TróXens 
Ovareipov, ceBouévn tov Oedv, xover Hs 6 Kupios Seqvorte 
T)» Kapdiay, Tpoaéyew Tots Nadoupévois wird Tod llaíXov. 
15 s'()e è éBarrrisÓn, xal 6 olxos avrijs, rapexáXeae Néyoucar g Gen. 19.3. 

Judg. 19. 21. Ei xexpixaré pe tmruotny TQ Kupíp eivai, eicedOovres eis TOv 1935 26 m 
eb. 18. 3. L e ^ , H 

oixoy pov peivate. xai trapeBiacato "uüs. 19 ^'Ewyévero 9$, h 1 Bam. 38. 
mopevopévæv 74d» eis mposcevyùv, Tradickny Twa čyovoay 9h-19.9€ 

onutlwv duo, Osatpoadys, obrwe v dip: x. 
albpi Tore tori kaTacksvacOsic, twò v 
Lapuapstowyv. There can be no doubt that the 
place here spoken of is of the same kind as the 
above; for although the rowoe wpocevyns is 
said to be in the open air, ‘ sub dio,” yet the terms 
Ocatpoudns and xaracKxevacOeis call for some 
such formation as 1 have indicated. The term 
iXaXoUusp means, not ‘we discoursed with,’ as 
Wakef., but ‘discoursed fo,’ as used of teaching 
and preaching; which is called for by the pre- 
ceding «a8icavras, which alludes to the posture 
adopted, i.e. the usual one of teaching; see 
Matt. v. I, and note. It is plain that the con- 
gregation consisted of women only, not, as is 
commonly supposed, a mixture of both sexes. 
To account for which, we may suppose, that since 
tbat ration of the sexes which always sub- 
sisted in ilar buildings, such as synagogues, 
was impossible in places like the present, the 
same purpose was effected by the sexcs attending 
at different times. 

14. Avdía] This is manifestly here a proper 
name. which was common both among Greeks 
and Romans. —IIopeovpoasroXie means * a seller’ 
not of ‘ purple dye, as some suppose, but of 
* purple vests, for the dyeing of which the Ly- 
dians were famous (even from the time of 
Homer), who seem to have participated in, or 
rather succeeded to, the reputation of the Ty- 
rians. She was probably a resident of Thyatira 
in Lydia, where her vests were manufactured, 
but sojourning at Philippi, for the pal bows 
of her business. The minute accuracy of Luke's 
narrative is confirmed by various Inscriptions, 
found in Boeckh., which relate to the guild of 
dyers in Thystira. The communication between 
Thyatira and Hipp was, as Con. and Hows. 
show, very ready. From the expression cafo- 
pévyn rov Oedy, it is plain that Lydia was a 
Jewish Proselyte of the Gate. 
— fxovey] ‘was in the act of listening as a 

ei diro rhv eapdias) A — GuivoiEs thy xa y n expression pro- 
bably derived from the Hebrew; Pi Ro find k in 
the Jewish prayers, also in 2 Macc. i. 4, ĝiavoi¥aı 
Thy xapdiay vuv iv Tc vóuo avTov kal iy rois 
4pocTé'ypuaci. But it is here used in a Chris- 
tian sense, which is to be carefully attended to. 
Now the miad ie said to be closed against admo- 
nition, when either from prejudice, it cannot 
discern the truth, or from pride and perversity, 
will not admit it. Hence, to the mind, 
denotes ‘to render it, by an appeal to the reason, 
more intelligent, to cause that any one shall 
better perceive the truth, and more readily yield 
assent to it. But the expression here * to 
open the bourt, means not merely ‘the enlight- 

ening of the understanding,” but far more, ‘ the 
renewing of the corrupt will and affections, and 
purif ing of the heart, which can, of course, 
only be one by the influence of the Holy Spirit. 
Bengel well says, ‘ Cor clausum per se ; sed Deo 
est [per Spir. Sanct.] id aperire, However, we 
must here suppose an enlightening of the under- 
standing as well as an inclination of the heart; 
for the one is, as well as the other, the gift of 
God. See Calvin's note. 

15. al xexp. us motiv T. K. alvac] mean- 
ing, ‘if you have accounted me a true believer 
by admitting me to baptism ;' this being, as 
Calvin points out, a modest appeal; q. d. ' By 
the faith in me which you have approved by the 
seal of baptism, do not refuse my request to 
m d with A 2]. 

. Wopsvop. uav] ‘as we were going; no 
doubt on some other day, not the ise d Aug 
Before wpocevyiv, MSS. A, B, C, E, and some 
nine cursives, prefix tiv, which is adopted by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; and 
Alf. thinks the 75» was omitted through misap- 
prehension of the meaning of wpocevy.; but 
since this is the same place as supra v. 13, where 
Alf. explains, ‘where a meeting was accustomed 
to be,’ the Article may not have been thought 
necessary. Yet a pure Classical writer would 
have used it,—the very reason why the Alex- 
andrine Critics would be likely to insert it. The 
slenderness of external authority (for I find it in 
not one of the Lamb. and Mus. copies) casts a 
great shade on its genuineness. 

— fyovoay wvevua 1108.) IMóðwv was, in 
Greek mythology, the name of a large serpent 
slain by Apollo (see Alian, V. Hist. ii. 1), and 
transferred, as an appellation, to Apollo himself ; 
from whom, as the god of divination, it came to 
be applied to soothsayers, conjurora, and those 
who pretended to evoke spirits. Now, as ven- 
trilogutsm was a most useful art to persons of 
that profession, they generally acquired more or 
less of it; hence the word is sometimes explained 
ventriloquist in the Greek Lexicographers. And 
these wiBwyes were so called, because the god, 
was supposed to s from their stomachs, an 
emit words through their throats, without using 
any of their own organs of speech. 

hether this girl was a ventriloquist or not, 
has been much disputed. The affirmative has 
been maintained by many foreign Expositors; 
but the regative has been generally maintained 
by the most eminent Commentators; and with 
reason ; for there is nothing in the same, still 
less in the circumstances, to warrant the former 
supposition. Other Expositors maintain that she 

was & to the gift of divination ; and 
some, that she was a mere lunatic, who (like 

9 
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qvebua illi8wvos àravríjaat niv, ris épyaciay 7oXMjv Tap- 
e(ye Toís Kupiois avTijs pavrevopévn. Y Abürg *araxoXovO'j- 

10.1.1. caca TQ larp xai "uiv, éx«pale Xéyovaa: ! Obra oi ávÜporrroi 
Sade. codo. ToU Oeod tov WhicTtou cisiv, oiTwes kararyyéXXovauw 
kai $ quip 000v swrnpias! 18 x Toro 5é drolei eri TToXXÀs f)uépas. 

Avatrovnbeis Sè 6 IIaüXos, xal emortpias, TQ mveúpari ele 
IlapayyéNXXo coe dv TQ òvópartı 'IgcoÜ Xpiorov ébeX0eiv ar 

130c.6& auri. xai ébXÜev avr tH dpa. !9!'I8óvres Se of xúpior 
avTís, Ore éErjXOev 5j éxrris THs épyaaías aùtôv, émriXaflóuevo 
tov IIaükov xai tov Zav, eiAxvcay eis thy dyopày emi ToU; 

1Kings apyovras. m 
18. 
ch. 17. 6, 

Johanna Southcott) thought she was inspired to 
foretell future events. But both of these notions 
(especially the Jatter) involve insuperable diffi- 
culties, being inconsistent with the view taken 
by the Sacred writer; which requires us to sup- 
pose (as the ancient, and most modern Commen- 
tators have done) that the girl was 
an evil. spirit, which enabled her occasionally to 
foretell futurs events. The expression, then, is 
a kindred one with that used bv St. Luke iu his 
Gospel, iv. 33, dvOpmwos ixwv wvevua datpoviou 
axa’aprov. 

On the whole subject of demoniacs and of 
demoniacal influence, suffice it to refer the 
reader to my note on Matt. viii. 31. That the 
present case was recognized by the — as 
one of those works of Satan which their Lord 
came to destroy, is manifest; insomuch that, as 
Mr. Alford observes, all attempt to explatn away 
such a narrative is futile. As to the reading, 
whether [TuQwvos, or II58wva, as Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. edit from A, B, C, and one cursive of 
the same family, Alf. grants that it is difficult to 
decide between the readings; and therefore he 
has chosen the more ancient reading, from its 
external authority, IIuOcva. But he forgets 
that external authority does not depend on three 
MSS., however ancient (espec. when found fre- 
quently to falsify), but from the evidence being 
supported by the concurrent testimony of a com- 
petent number of ancient and good cursives, here 
entirely wanting. But there there is only one (for 
the Lamb., Mus., and Trin. Coll. copies, all have 
Tl¥8wyos), and that of no great note,—the Cod. 
Lincoln. 2. Accordingly, since the reading is 
found only in four copies, we may suspect that it 
aroee from an error of the scribes. In short, it 
were uncritical to reject the authority of all the 
MSS. except four, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, and some copies of the Vulg.; also 
Didymus, ap. Caten. Oxon. 
— ipyaciav] ‘gain; as in Joseph. Bell. ii. 

7, 2, and sometimes in the Classical writers. 
See my Lex. 
— Toiv kuplois) It has been proved that the 

common possession of slaves exercising a very 
gainful occupation was frequent. 

17. ixpaYe] Whether on one paoa occa- 
sion, or more, is not clear; but if the latter, we 
may com the caso of the demons in Matt. 
viii. 39. Luke iv. 31. Accordingly, we are au- 

?0 m Kai mposayayóvres aùroùs Toîs oTtparnyois, 
ceimor Oùroi oi ávÜparro, éxrapáacovatw huv tv mov, Iov- 

thorized in supposing the words dovA0 Tov Osov 
pronounced, however reluctantly, by the evil 
spirit, through the organs of speech of the girl, 
and thus bearing the same testimony to the 
Apostles as had been borne by other demons to 
our Lord. 

After xarayy. for óniv, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read iv, from A. C*, G, H, and man 
cursives (I add Lamb. 1182, 1183, and Trin. Colf. 
B, x. 16), and Alford regards úuîv as * an altera- 
tion, as better suiting the speaker.’ But if vais 
be not the genuine reading, it may more pro- 
bably be attributed (with Gish.) to an error of 
the scribes,—the words bein tually con- 
founded. In such a case weight of external au- 
thority, confirmed by the most ancient Versions 
(the Syr. and Vulg.), ought to decide,—and that 
is in favour of ùuiv. 
. es ScarovnOsic] ‘wearied out.’ See supra 
iv. 2. 

19. < 5A0:p] There seems 2 p (as Valckn. 
remarks) a paruxomasia wi e precedi 
£EqAGey, since with the going oet of the denta 
was gone their hope of gain. “EAxec is, like 
cipit» (on which see infra xvii. 6, and supra 
viii. 3), not necessarily to be understood of per- 
sonal violence, but pul of the constraint of late, 
by any one's eing — So the Latin 
rapere in jus, and rapere ad pratorium. " Apyop- 
Tas is a general term; in the place of which we 
have, in the next verse, the more special one 
orparnyol ; for so, it seems, the magistrates at 
Philippi were called. The term was applied to 
the officers denominated by the Romans Praetores 
Urbani. The term may, however, as Wieseler 
thinks, have been derived from the Greek title 
of — magistrates, found in Aristot. Polit. 
vii. 3. 

20. ixrapdccovew ù. T. m.) ‘are causing 
t disturbance to the city,” or ‘ community. 

he charge made was twofold: 1. that they 
were disturbers of the public ; and, 2 that 
my were teachers of unlawful reli ious customs 
and rites: both charges falling under the i- 
zance of the — So Servius on Virg. 
JEn. viii. 187 (cited by Wetstein), * Cautum 
fuerat apud Romanos, ne quis novas intreduceret 
religiones." And though the Romans were not 
intolerant, yet, in their permission to foreigners 
to worship God according to their consciences, it 
was understood that there should be no public 
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Gato. Umdpyovres 21 kal KatayyédXovew 405, & ove čkeorw 
npiv tmapadéxyecGas ovdé Toiv, 'Popaiow odoi 9? "? Kal ouv- 2300r.u. 
erréaTn ó ÓyXos Kat’ avTOv, Kal oi otpatryol Tepipprji£avres 1 Thess. 2. 3. 

Phil. 1. 18. 

avTa@yv Ta imatia, éxéXevov paf9Biteur 33 arodrAds Te érriÜévres 
avrois mArryas, EBadov eis pudaxny, maparyye(Xavres TH Seopo- 

$vXaxi, aoparas tnpely avrov % e rapayyediay Tovavrny 
etAndas, EBarev avrovs eis THY eowrépay dudaxny, kal Tors 
qodas avrGv napadicato cis TO EUXov. % ° Kara Oe 76 peco- oa.«m. 
vuxtiov llaüXos kai X(Xas Tpocevyópevoi tuvovv tov Ocóv 
émnkpoóvro è avrüv oi éso. 95 9 “Advw dé ceropos éyévero pi. 
péyas, orte caXevÜzva, TA Oeuérsa ToU Secpwrnpiovy avewyOn- 
ody Te Trapaxpi)ua ai Ovpat Tacat, Kai Trávroy Ta Secpa ávéOs. 

27 “EEvnvos 96 wyevóuevos ó Secpopvrak, kal av avewypévas 
Tas Oupas THs pudaxns, oTacapevos payatpay Euedrev éavrov 

attempts at proselytism. And whenever the for- 
wer c was connected with the latier, the 
magistrates were bound to punish, and that with 
the utmost severity. So Julius Paulus, Sentent. 
v. 21, 2 (cited by Wetst.), * Qui novas religiones 
inducunt, ex quibus animé hominum moveuntur, 
honestiores deportantur, humiliores capite pusi- 
untur. In 'Iovdaio: Vxápyovras it is suggested, 
that their offence is so much the greater, by the 
persons being, as foreigners, and of a most despised 
nation, those who ought the less to have ventured 
to commit it. 

21. £605] meaning, ‘religious rites and customs.” 
See supra vi. 14, and note. 

22. wepippntavres}] By this use of the word, 
with which may be compared that of the Latin 
scindere, is always denoted a hasty, and, if done 
by another, a violent stripping off (api, lit. 
‘from around") of the clothes. So Xenoph., 
cited by hel, thy 4o075Ta wepippntavres, 
and Diod. Sic. l. xvii. 35, of rae io. waptp- 
prryvuvra:. Here we are to understand a strip- 
ping to the waist only; as in Plut. Poplic. 6, a. 
Tà iuaria. This scourging was, we may su 
pose, inflicted, not (as some have i ined) 

ionis ergo, in order to extort a confession 
of guilt, but, as a temporary punishment, to 
satisfy the people; the final examination of the 
charge being reserved for another occasion, after 
time had been taken to make furtber inquiry 
into the affair. 

24. Tù» icwripay $vX.] So Liv. Hist. 
xxxiv. 44, ' Pleminius in inferiorem demissus 
carcerem est.’ Jails were not so strongly built 
at the ouder part as the inser ; to which there 
was access by several gates, and where sometimes 
there were subterraneous dungeons. Chains, too, 
were added, to secure the prisoners committed 
there, and a machine employed, called vov, of 
wood bound with iron, in which the arms and 
head were sometimes confined (as in our pillury), 
but more frequently the legs only, or rather the 
feet ; for the machine was one in which the feet 
were constrained and bruised. Hence it was 
called EvAowién, wodoxdxn, and wodoerpadn 
Hebr. 10, Job xiii. 27. xxxiii. 11). So Plaut. 
an. v. 6,28, ‘ne sis apud me in ligned custodiá." 

Sometimes the machine was one in which al/ the 
members were held, by being thrust through five 
holes; whence it was called revreaupiyyos. So 
Aristoph. Eq. 1049, rovrovl Ajoai o ixédeve 
wevreouplyyw EvAw. 

. ®pocevy. Üuvovv to» O:óv] Render, 
‘while praying, they were singing praises to 
God, whi strengthened them to bear this 
heavy trial. The words following, éwnxpowyro 
è avrov ol iopo: should be rendered, * and 
the prisoners (in the outer prison) were hearken- 
ing, listening attentively, to’ the notes of praise 
wafted to their ears in the deep stillness of the 
night ;—a — touch, of singular beauty, 
and meant, as Expositors suppose, to intimate to 
the other prisoners, by their praying aloud, that 
they had a conscience void of offence. It is 
scarcely necessary to say, that the term éwnxp. 
admits of, nay, rather, calls for, the version 
ausct , when it does occur, which is but 
rarely, once in Plato; also in the Test. xii. 
Patr. p. 710, with this passage in mind, the writer 
says ianxpoato pov, wwe Uuvouy TO» Kupiov. 

. Kal vrárTcor Ta Ceopa avibn| By this ex- 
pression many Commentators understand that the 
chains of the prisoners were relaxed, though not 
so much as to place them quite at liberty. This, 
however, is difficult to be conccived ; and, from 
the use of the word in the Classical writers, avíün 
Tà tou can only signify that the chains were 
so loosed, that tbey * were freed from their con- 
straint :' a circumstance like the preceding ones, 
undoubtedly to be ascribed to Divine interposi- 
tion; the great intent of the whole transaction 
being, to evince, in the most decided manner, the 
presence of the Deity. And as the opening of 
the prison doors might have been ascribed to 

ident and a natural cause (namely, the earth- 
quake), therefore, it should seem, the prisoners 
were likewise all of them, by miraculous inter- 
ference, set free from their chains, yet held en- 
chained by a supernatural influence, that they 
should not endeavour to make their escape. To 
ascribe this, as some Rationalists have done, to 
the effect of the electric fluid of lightning dissolv- 
ing the chains, is & notion so utterly against sound 
reason, as well as sober religion, that nothing but 
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avaipely, vowitwv éexrrehevyévas Tous Seopious. 8 'Edwovgoc 92 
pavi peydrn ò IIaüXos, Méywr Mndev mpáëns ceavt@ xaxov 
&mavres yap spev vde. ?9 Airnoas 6e dara cicerndnoe, 
Kal évrpopos yevouevos Tpocémece TQ IlavAp kai TQ Fira 

& 9. 

* 
& 6. 47. ^ A 2 ~ e , 

E64. ou Xpıortòv, xai awÜx5cp cv, xal ó olxos cov. 

qL9ke3 10. 30 4 ka} Tooaryaryov avroUs é&w, én’ Kúpion ri pe det moicîv, 
ons. 16, wa oob; %1' Oi dé elro IIíarevaov éri tov Kúpiov 'Incaotv 
47 32 Kal éXaAncay 

QUT@ Tov AGyov ToU Kupiou, txal macs trois èv TH oixig avroU. 
83 Kai mapadafav avrovs, év éxeivn Th Opa THs vuKTos, EXovcev 
amò TOV TX9yOv, xai éfjarricÓn autos, Kai oi avroU mayreEs 

s 
& 19.0. 

A , , , y , 9 , ^ 
Loke 5&9. 7TG0G/Y o7)" 355 * dyaryaryo» Te avToUs eis TOY oixov avTob, Tap- 

éOnxe rpárrelav, xal nyaAMacato Travowd Tema revkas TH Oe. 

the credulous incredulity of scepticism could for 
a moment entertain it. In short, the miraculous 
is stamped upon the whole transaction. 

29. alricas ora] So Plutarch, vol. ii. p. 
811 (cited by Wetstein), põs alrscae. Phaedr. 
x. 10, 24, ‘dum quærunt lumen.’ Here, indeed, 
the plural is ; but that seems to have been 
by a common idiom (as in several other words) of 

ural for singular. So in Strabo v. p. 187, ed. 
: ieb., and Xen. Hist. v. 1, 8, we have rà dara 
or 
— ürTpouos] Various causes might produce 

this tremor, especially that of awe, as in the pre- 
sence of Divine legates,—attested to be such by 
the late supernatural occurrences. 

90. mpoay. Ew] i.e. out of the inner into 
the outer part of the prison. As to the interro- 
gation, T ue dei—ow8m; it is strange that so 
many or eel of no mean repute should ren- 
der, * What must I do to be safe ?'—namely, 
from the punishment of the magistrates, or the 
wrath of heaven for harshly treating persons thus 
singularly distinguished by the Divine favour. 
But surely, as respects the former, the jailor had 
done nothing to merit punishment ; and as to 
the latter, the blame rested not on Asm, but on 
the magistrates. The true sense of the words is 
doubtless that commonly assigned to them, —* by 
what means can I attain unto eternal salvation ?' 
exactly as in the similar inquiry of the people to 
John the Baptist, Luke iii. 10, * What shall we 
do?’ Tí wotjcouev; and that of others to our 
Lord, John vi. 28, ri wo:mpev, Iva ipyya(out0a 
Ta ipya tov Brow; meaning, as ap from 
the preceding verse, ‘ works such as shall endure 
als (wy aimvoyv. Finally, such was the in- 
quiry of the Apostle himeelf (supra ix. 6), when, 
‘trembling and astonished,’ even as the trembling 
jailor here, he said, in answer to that reproving 
voice from above, ‘Lord, what wilt thou have 
me to do?’ Certainly the jailor could not be 
ignorant that his prisoners had professed to teach 
the means of attaining unto eternal salvation : 
and eceing their Divine commission so to do 
thus placed beyond all doubt, by the Divine in- 
terposition lately exerted in their behalf, well 
might he put the anxious question, * Masters, 
what shall I do to be saved P’ 

3l. wior. ixi tov Kup. 'I. X. xal | 
* Wo have here,” says Calvin, ‘a very brief an 
yet full definition of the mode of sa!vation,—a 

simple, and plain, yet effectual declaration. They 
did not direct the jailor merely to wait on the 
means of grace by prayer, and thus seck for sal- 
vation, but at once to do the thing enjoined.” 
— ‘ Habet enim, adds he, ‘unus Christus 
omnes beatitudinis ct æternæ vitæ in se 

r Evangelium offert; fide 
autem recipimus, He proceeds to remark, that, 
after we have embraced Christ in faith, that 
alone suffices for salvation. But the next mem- 
ber of the sentence, xal ikaAnoay avro TÓ» 
Aóyov T. K., &c., affords a better expression of 
the nature of faith. Accordingly, they did not 
stop short at the vía Ttvcov—xai cation, but 
roceeded at once to address to the jailor the 
‘ord of God—the Gospel. I may add, that this 

answer purports to come from Paul and Silas; 
yet that the words were pronounced by Paul we 
cannot doubt,—so strikingly characteristic are 
they Z Paul and his teaching throughout his 

istles. 
E xal wao:] For xai, Lachm. and Tisch. 
edit coy, from 4 uncial and several other MSS. 
(I add Lamb. 1182), and the Vulg. Vers. ; per- 
hape rightly, for internal evidence 18 much in its 
favour; and quite suitable is tbe sense thus 
arising, namely, ‘together with all those in his 
family. The xai arose, I suspect, from those who 
did not sec the force of the ovv, and therefore 
thought the xai required ; which is not the case. 

33. iv ixsivg Tm Spa rìs ri ‘at that very 
hour of the night, unseasonable as it was — 
“EXovcey aud trav wi. It is not necessary to 
suppose, with some, g\ouce put for £A. xabapi- 
Yow. There is a blending of two forme of ex- 
pression, — namely, sAovoey avToUs, and dr- 
£Xovasy alua Tv wAnyav. So Hom. Il. x. 
945, 6ppa trayrora Tlatpoxdov Aoóattayp &1o 
Bpórov aluarosyra, where Novcetav—aipart. 
is for &voAoUw» B. alua. 

94. &vaya'yév Te avToUs «ls TÓy olxov avTov] 
* and having conducted them up to his house or 
lodge. The jailor's house was, it seems, for 
obvious reasons, higher than the rest of the 
prison, espec. the inner one, which was, it seems, 
subterranean. This sense of dvay. occurs su 
ix. 3l. Luke ii. 22, also in the Sept. and the 
Class. writers.—3apáÜ0nxs Tpáw., a pure Clas- 
sica) phrase, denoting ‘the setting forth food.'— 
The expression wamioravxme tre Oro, after 
JjyaXAiácaTo r., is capable of more than one 

inclusas, quas nobis 
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35 “Hyépas Se *yevouévgs, áméarTeiXav of otpatyyot Tous 
paBdovxous, Xéyovres '"ATóXvcov tovs avOpwrrous éxeivous. 

38° Amriyyye:Xe 06 0 SeapopvAak rovs Aóyovs Tovrovs mpòs Tov 
IIa$Xov: "Ort atrectadxaow oi otparnyol iva àmoXvÜrnre viv 
obv éfeMDóvres tropeverGe èv eipnvy. 87*°O Bé IIaüXos en ten. 
Tpós autous: Aeipartes Huds Snuocia àxaraxpirovs, avOpwrous 
"Penaíovs umdpyovtas, éBadov eis dudaxny, xai viv AdOpa 
nas éxBáXXovaw ; Ov yap: adrAd édOovres aùrol pâs éEaya- 
yéerwoav. 38 'AviyryeiXav Se tots otparryois of paBdovyo. Ta 
phyata rabüra: Kai époBnOncay áxoícavres Ott ‘Pwpaiol eiat, 
39 " kal, éXOovtes Tapexddecay avTovs, kal éEayaryovres Today u Matt.8. 4. 

sense, but not with due to the Particip. 
Pret., which is a Particip. of ‘ mode,’ or ‘ means ;’ 
as in l Cor. xiv. 18, ebxapior® añv. Acts 
x. 33, xadwe éiwolncas wapaysvouevor. Luke 
xxiii. 8, ¿xapn lóo», and elsewhere in Joseph. 
and the Class. writers. Thus I would render, 
* He rejoiced at having believed, been brought 
to have faith.’ So the Arab. translator must have 
understood the words ; and so they were taken by 
Erasm., Calv., Beza, and others. 

37. ipn vpós avTous] i.e. to the beadles, by 
& message, it should seem, sent by the jailor.— 
axaraxp:rot, lit. ‘found not guilty, on trial, of 
any wrong.’ 
— AdÜpa nu. ixBaddrdXr.] ‘are they privily 

turning us out?’ a kind o — rtaking 
of the graphic. On the Roman law on this point, 
and on the privileges of Roman citizens in foreign 
countries, numerous passages have been adduced 
from ancient writers. In what sense the Apostle 
was enabled to call himself a Roman citizen, is a 
point much debated. Some think it was on the 

und that Tarsus was a Roman y, or at 
east a municipium. Now the municipia were 
properly Italian towns, on which had been con- 
ferred tho jus civitatis ; whereby the citizens of 
those places had the public and private rights of 
Quirites, and moreover made their own laws, and 
elected their own magistrates. There were, how- 
ever, some municipia, which had wot the right of 
suffrage, and so not the full jus civitutis. 
Yet Tarsus (Paul's birth-place) was neither a 
colony nor a municipium, but an urbs libera. 
See Pliny, v. 27. Now these free cities lived 
under their own laws, had their own magistrates, 
were independent of the jurisdiction of the Roman 
president, and were not occupied by Roman 
risons, With this freedom the Tarssans 
been presented by Augustus, as a compensation 
for the damages they had sustained in the cause 
of Julius Cesar, in the course of the Civil War. 
That the Tursæans had not the jus civiatis 
Romane, is also hence apparent, that the Roman 
Tribune, notwithstanding he knew Paul to be a 
Tarszan (see xxi. 39), ordered him to be scourged 
e 24), though he desisted as soon as he un- 
erstood that he was a Roman citizen. See xxii. 

29, aeq. It should therefore seem, as some sup- 
, that one of Paul's ancestors had had this 

froodun given him for some service rendered to 
Cesar in the Civil Wars. In the words quae 
á&y0p. ‘Pou. vwdpy. Commentators, taking for 

granted that Silas was not a Roman citizen, 
would take the singular as put for the plural, 
dignitatis gratia. But this is far from nece : 
for though it be true that ‘ Silas is no where else 
called a Roman citizen,’ yet it is no where said, 
or even hinted, that he was not so. That he was, 
his very name Silas, for Silvanus, renders pro- 
bable. Nor was the jus civitatis, in its most 
limited sense, then so very difficult to be ac- 
quired. It might be asked, why the Apostle did 
not on this, as on another occasion (infra xxii. 
25), urge his privilege in the first instance, when 
it might bave sheltered him from the ill-treat- 
mont he had received. The best mode of ac- 
counting for the p is to suppose that he was 
prevented from so doing by the tumult and 
clamour of the populace. 
— ot yáp] An elliptical formula, like many 

similar ones in Greek, Latin, and English, in 
which the brevity of expreseion (to be supplied 
by roty dec, or the ike) is very well suited to 
a feeling of indignation. ender, ‘non tia,’ ‘no, 
indeed!" See Kühn. Gr. 8 741, 6, who adduces 
exx. from Aristophanes. 'AAAa édXOovres, &c. 
seem to point at a sort of symbolical action, ex- 
pressive of conviction of their innocence. This, 
indeed, appears from the citations of Commenta- 
tors, to have been not unfrequently done by way 
of making the amende honorable. Thus Apuleius, 
l. iii. p. 134, tells a story of a person, who was 
falsely condemued by the magistrates, and after- 
wards induced them to make the amende hono- 
rable by going, in form, to his house: ‘ Ecce 
illico (says be) etiam magistratus ipei, cum suis 
insignibus, domum nostram ingressi, talibus me 
monitis delinire gestiunt, Neque tus digni- 
tati," &c. 

Certainly the Apostle was fully justified in 
acting with the spirit he did—not for the sake of 
& mere point of personal privilege or honour, but 
from a sense of duty, in order to assert the dig- 
nity of the law, and prevent its being similarly 
violated in the case of others; but, above all, to 
vindicate the character and reputation of himself 
and Silas, intimately connected as they were with 
the honour and fusiberaaés of the Gope 

38. ipoßáðnoav axovcavtes Ort ‘P. a.] Well, 
indeed, they might; since the punishment for 
such a violation of the privilege of a Roman 
citizen was of the severest kind. 

39. zapsxáAscav a.) ‘ besought them,’ not to 
seek legal redress of the injury. 
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vrer. 1480 GE ety ris modkews. 1 " "E£eX00vres 86 éx THs pudAaKHs eiarjA- 
Bov * mpós tiv Avdiay kal iddvres Tovs adedpous, tapexddecav 
avrovs, kai éEndrOov. 

XVII. 1 Acodedcavres è riv "Audion xai ' Atro\Xrwviay, 
3A0ov eis 8eacaXovicgy, Grrov jv [5] cuvayoryn Tàv ‘Iovdaiwr. 

aLuke4 10. 2 è Karà 86 rò elwOds TO TlavaAm eichle mpos avrovs, xai ert 
»».»7. gcáffara tpia Siedeyero avtois amo Tv ypadav, 9 dtavoiryor 
Matt. 16. 21. 
Luke 34. 24, 

xai TapariÜéuevos, Sts Tov Xprorov et mraGeiv kal avacryvas 
Somnus. éx vexpüv, xal Ste obrós srw 6 Xpioròs ‘Inoois, ôv éyo 
o ver. 17. 
& 38. 34. 

KarayyOro vy. ** Kaí rwes èE atrav éreicOncav, xai 
apocexAnpwobncay TQ Hap xai TQ Zira, trav Te ceBouévov 
'E»Xjvov moù TA0jÜos, yvvawOv Te TOV Wpwrwv ovx OXtya.. 
5 IIpoaXafópevow 86 oi '"lov0aiou TÀv ayopaiwy twas dvÓpas 
movnpovs, kal óyXorrovjaavres éÜopüBlovv THY TOMY ériarávres 
ve Tj oixla 'lácovos, éUfrovv avtovs ayaryeiy eis TOv ÓÜfnuov 

40. slozA00r arpós o)» A.] Some stumble at 
this idiom, and would read Avéias. But to this 
the MSS. afford no countenance ; and it has been 
proved by Wolf, Kypke, and Valckn., that slo£p- 
xs00ai sls Tiva is not unfrequently used in the 
sense ‘to enter into any one's house.’ So Plut. 
p. 297, els @ecdwAoy slosAOcw, and Lysias, 
Orat. 2, sls óuàc Ó' eloahOay ithai{o rov 
Cixaiwy revEecOa. For els, 6 uncials, and 
many cursives, including all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, have 4rpós, 
which has been adopted by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., in deference to whose 
united suff I have now admitted the word, 
espec. since the use with «rpós occurs at Mark 
xv. 43. Acts x. 3. xvii. 2. Rev. iii. 20, and in 
the Class. writers. It was first altered to els, 
as being by far the most frequent use. 
— *apskáAecap] The term here seems to 

have the united sense of admomishing and er- 
——— perhaps, comforting. See note on 

or. i. 

XVII. 1. 5 evrayoy? Tov 'I.] Bp. Middl 
and Mr. Green object to our English Version, 
“a synagogue of the Jews, and would render, 
* where was the synagogue of the Jews' inhabit- 
ing those parts One might sup that the 7 
has crept in (as often elsewhere) from the jv 
preceding. Indeed, it is absent from MSS. A, 
C, D, and not a few cursives, and is cancelled by 
Lachm., but without sufficient authority; and 
consequently the 4 must be retained as genuine, 
and it was probably absorbed in the iy. 

2, 8. dceXéyetro—waparid.] ‘he discoursed 
unto them out of the Scriptures, i. e. drawing 
from them bis argumen i proof and illustra- 
tions. Comp. JElian, V. H. iii. 19,6 àà JE«vo- 
KpåTtns axoucas, wapayprua Ke mpòs IIAd- 
Teva, xal katé\uße diareyousvoy Tois adv 
davra. The next words, d:avoiyew and apar. 
Cat which supp. ypapàs from veapay preceding) 
ave reference to the two principal parts of ratio- 

cination : l. opening out and bringing to light 
truth; 2. laying down and propoundiag various 

data, so as, from a collation of particulars, to 
deduce some general conclusion. 

4. wmpocexAnpwOnoav ro II.] The verb has 
a reciprocal sense, * joined themselves to,’ * took 
their lot with." 
— yuvatxey y ?rperrcevy] Answering to the 

TGy woynpovey infra v. 12, and xiii. * ho- 
nourable matrons, wives or widows.’ Thus 
Apuleius speaks of femina — This I find 
confirmed by Theopomp. Hist. 1. xvi. ap. Athen. 
p. 444, wodAas "yvvaixas sivyevsic, kai Tav 
T poo, vyay. 

5. For the text. rec. (pA ocavrss dé ol dw. 'I. 
I have now been induced to adopt with all the 
Editors, from Matth. and Griesb. downwards, 
TpocXafonayo: è ol "I. Alf. adverts to the 
various interpolations or insertions of the Critics, 
which must have left the text in a strange state. 
Then, n adds, a whole was ones and 
variously arranged by copvists' But the copytsts 
never had a hand A cach work ;—that was re- 
served for the revisers of the middle ages. As 
for the principal interpolation, {n»Awcavres, that, 
I imagine, came from a marginal gloss, and was, 
I suspect, introduced by those who had in mind 
supra vii. 9, and perhape Wisd. ii. 24, pcre 
Tov AtaBoXou Bavaros slonr\Oey ele Tov xoc- 
pov. It is true, that the authority for the text 
is not strong; but I am enabled to confirm it 
from all the b. copies except one; and some 
Mus. copies. 
— tw áryopalev)] Meaning, by a use of the 

term, on which see my Recens. Synop. and Gr. 
Lex., ‘persons of a mean sort, like what Xen. 
calls dyopaiov SyXov. The following term 
movnpoùs is used to further develop the sense 
(comp. Thucyd. viii. 73, uox0npov &yÜp. dia 
TOvnplay) ; and accordingly Aristoph. conjoins 

th terms, Eq. 181, where to u£yas yiyveobaı 
is op Tovn)pós kå dyopas slvai, And 
so in Xen. and Thucyd. the woAtra:z wovnpoi are 
often opposa! to the ol xpnoroi, the better sort. 

v énuov] Not ‘the people, as E. V.; 
— less ‘the es as poir renders ; but 
the popular assembly : a signification frequent in 
Thucyd. Xen., and the best writers. * 
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6 4 un eüpóvres 6€ aùroùs, éavpov Tov 'Iácova Kai tivas adedphovs Ach. 16. v. 
éri ToUs TroMtapyas, Bowvres: “Ore oi rHv oixoupévny avacra- 
TwcavtTes, oUro, xal évOdde mapecw! 7° obs trobéSexrac I dowy. $ Luke s. 3. 
Kal obro, mávres àmévavrı Tay Soypatwv Kaícapos Tpácaaovat, 
Baothéa Xéyovres črepov elvai, 'Inaotv. 

19. 12. 

8'Erápafav dè tov 
ÜxXov, kal ToUs TOM Tápxyas àxovovras taŭra. 9 Kal XaBóvres 
TO ixavoy 7rapà ToU lácovos xai tv Xovrüv, aTréXvaay avrovs. 
10f (0; be à&eXdol evOéws Sia Tfjs vvxrós éEémeuav TÓv Te ta... 
IIaüXov xai tov XíiXav eis Bépowav. | oírwes trrapayevopevoi, eis 
Tiv ovvayoyny TOv 'lovóaiev ampecav. 118 Obro Sè Jjoav ç Ia u 1. 
evyevéo repo. tv v OeocaXoviey olrives éOéfavro Tov Xóryoy 1% 5 9. 
peta Traons TpoÜvpías, Tò raf nuépay avaxpivoytes Tas ypadas, 
ei xot TavTa ovTws. 12 TToXXol pev otv é£ avrÓv érríaTevoav, 
xai tov ‘EdAnvidwv yuvacav tav evaynuóvov, kal avdpav ov« 
OA iyot. 13 h “No 86 éyvocav oi amò THs OcacaXoviücrs `Iovðaîor, 51 Thess. 3. 
Gre kal év t) Bepola xarnyyénn rò tod Iaúñov 6 Aóyos Tod 
Oeo, Alov xare? saħeúovres Tovs ÖyAOVS. 14 Eùléws Sè TóTE 
tov llabXov éfaméoreiXav oi adeApot mopeúeoÂat ws eri Twv 

6. £cvpov] See note supra viii. 3. Ilor- 
épXxas, ‘the city magistrates ; a form of later 
Grecism, for voXA«rápyovs. See a Greek In- 
scription (No. 1967, cited by Con. and Hows.) 
found on an arch at Thessalonica, where are 
found three of the names which occur here, or 
which are mentioned in St. Paul’s Epistles as 
his companions. 
— thy olx. dvagrarwoavres}] This expres- 

sion is to be taken in a popular sense, and not to 
be too rigorously interpreted.—dvac'. is a word 
only found elsewhere in the LXX. It is for 
dvactatov TowjcarT:s in the Class. writers. 
There, however, it is used in the physical sense, 
of destroying and expelling any people from their 
country ; while here, and infra xxi. 38, it is em- 
ployed, like our ‘turn upeide down, to signify 
* excite to commotion. —ù olxovuávn is here, as 
at xix. 27, and xxiv. 5, to be taken, in 2 popular 
sense, for a eide extent of country, about Asia 
Minor, embracing much of the civilized Roman 
world. Comp. Plut. Ages. 36, do&ne iuam 5- 
kora Thy olx. 

7. Vrodíducrai] meaning, ‘has received as 
sts and friends. So in Luke xix. 6. James 

3i. 25, and often in the Classical writers. 
8. I have placed a comma after 6 Ao», because 

&TápatEav is used in two senses, as applied to the 
two nouns, Tov ÓyAo» and robs wodtrdpyas. 
In the former use it signifies perturbed, thrown 
into commotion ; in the latter, trowbled, viz. lest 
they should not be able to preserve the of 
the city. See xix. 40, comp. with Matt. ii. 3. 

9. xal Xa. Tò lxavov] Tò lxavdv Aafsiv is 
a Greek translation of the Latin law phrase satis- 
uctionem acci, *to take surety,' the oppoeite 

to which is ixavó» dovva:. The purport of the 
en ent (whether by bail, or see) pro- 
bably was, that he would send away Paul and 
Silas forthwith, and would undertake to keep the 
peace. 

ll. abyavdorepo:} Not, ‘more noble’ (for the 
men were probably but tradesmen), but rather 
‘the better sort of people, ‘the more respect- . 
&ble;' as Chrysostom seems to have taken the 
expression by Bel arg it dwiacxiorepos, which 
word is so in Xen. Hist. i. 1. 21, and 
Thucyd. viii. 93, d»Opeovs daieixete, where 
see my note. However, it seems that Luke 
meant the word to be taken in its figurative 
sense, as denoting a quality of mind and heart, - 
* of more generous disposition, raised above pre- 
judice, and disposed to candid inquiry into the 
truth ;' a sense of sùyevhs, found not only in 
J oseph. and Philo, but also in Plato. 

— TÒ Kvað’ nuépav] sc. tos, ‘in their daily 
course of life, and habitual action.'— dvaxplvoy- 
Tes is = avepevvwvres, on which see my Lex. 

13. cadevovrac] ‘agitating.” How it comes 
to mean this, see my Lex. 

14. mop. we iwi T3)» Oadaccay] Markland 
asks, ‘to tchat sea ?' and would read OsocaX lav. 
His query, however, may be readily answered. 
In the case of places situated, like Berea, be- 
tween fwo seas, to go to the sea must denote to 
the nearest sea; and if embarkation for a voyage 
be implied, the nearest sea-port may be p ru 
That, in the present case, was Pol ably Pydna. 
Thus, in a kindred paseage of Thucyd. i. 137, 
Admetus, to remove Themistocles out of the 
reach of those who were seeking his life, sends 
him iri thy itéipay Oaraccay, which must 
mean the ean; and, as we afterwards learn, 
to Pydna. But had riy O4Aaccay simply been 
Snan, the Adriatic must have been under- 
stood. 

The ws i-i our English translators render 
“as if to, or ‘as it were to;' which compels them 
to suppose that this going to the sea was only a 
stratagem to deceive his enemies, who might sup- 
pose he was taking ship, when he, in fact, meant 
to go to his destination by land. The ws, how- 
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ic. 188  ÜdAaccav vrméuevoy 66 6 re Ziras xal ô Tipodeos éxei. 

ACTS XVII. 15—18. 

15510 

è t kaÜuarüvres tov IIaüXov, ?ryaryov [autor] éws Anvar xai 
Aafórres évroX3jv rpós Tov XiXav kai Ttuo0cov, iva ws Táywrra 
Elwo mpos avrüv, éEnecav. 

16'Ey 8é rais "AOnvacs éxdeyouévou avrovs rob IlavXov, 
vapef/vero To Tveüua avTov èv auto iÜewpoUvri. kareiówXov 

j.a  OUCAY THY TOLD. 173 Avedéyero pev oiv èv TH avvaryoryr) Tots 
"TovSalous xai rois ceBouévow, kai dv TH ayopa xarà Tácav 

kCoL*& muépay pos TOUS TrapaTrvyxávovras. 

ever, is but a slender foundation on which to 
erect such a notion. There can be no doubt 
that the two words ws iri are to be taken toge- 
ther, and understood according to the sense of 
the expression in many passages of Class. writers 
cited by the Commentators, where the we is 
usually thought pleonastic, but in fact denotes 
* direction towards.” See numerous examples 
cited in my Recens. Synop. I am still of the 
same opinion, that Pydna was the place where 
Paul embarked for Athens ; and to this I find 
Canon Tate assents. It is true, that Con. and 
Hows. fix on Dium. Why they reject Pydna is, 
* because,” they say, * Pydna was not a sea-port, 
and for other reasons. What those others are I 
cannot imagine. Pydna was much nearer than 
Dium, and was as much a port; each being 
merely a river-port, formed at the combination 
of two smal] streams. Besides, as it was the place 
of embarkation of Themistocles, there is no rea- 
son why it should not have been of St. Paul. 

15. xa0.créevrses] I would not, with Kuin., 
consider this as put for wpowiuworres. Theo 
two words are far from being synonymous; 
7 pow sw ce signifying ‘to set any one forward on 
his way to any place, by accompanying him part 
of the ae — — take 
ch of any one (as guide an nder) to any 
plane, and there set him down.’ So Hom. 
Od. ». 274, rous p’ éxiAsvoa IlóXoydóa KaTa- 
orioa xal ipéccai The latter term occurs 
in Thucyd. iv. 78, xariornoay (scil. of ayov- 
Tes) avtdv és Aior, where I have adduced seve- 
ral examples of it. It is true, that Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. edit xaÜie-rárovTec, from A, B, 
D, and one cursive; to which I can add no- 
thing; accordingly, tbe authority is insufficient 
to warrant its adoption ; though internal evidence 
is in its favour, from the extreme rarity of tho 
word, which I have found only in Diod. Sic. 
xv. 33, and xix. 72, in 2 copies; and Joseph. 
Bell. i. 18, 5, oi xa0ic-avousvo:. 

16. iv avr] This is added, by a Hebraism, 
as in Dan. vii. 15, * I was grieved in my spirit in 
the midst of my body." 
— Oawpovvr:| Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 

Osepourros, from 3 uncial MSS., A, B, E, and 
20 cursive MSS. (to which I add 2 Lamb., 
2 Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), Chrys., 
Theophyl., Theod., and Euthal. And, consider- 
ing that internal evidence is quite in its favour, 
there is a probability of its being the true read- 
ing, notwithstanding the harshness of the con- 
struction, requiring aíóTov to be supplied from 
the preceding. 
— xartsidwdov] ‘full of idols.’ An intensive 

18 Tiyés 86 xai TOv * Emi- 

force of xarà found in many words, as xaráóer- 
Spos, xarduwedros, xaTrádvroc, &. With re- 
spect to the fuct, it is fully established and co- 
plously illustrated by Wetst.; ex. gr. Pausanias 
says, that ‘ Athens had more i than all the 
rest of Greece ;' so also Thucyd. 1i. 38, s of 
the Athenians as Ovoíais duernaloe vouiTorrts, 
where see my note. 

17. tñ dyopa| There were many market- 
places ; but the most considerable were the Cera- 
micus, or old, and the Forum Eretriacum, or 
new Forum, mentioned by Strabo; the former of 
which is supposed by Ikenius and Schleusner to 
be the one here meant; the latter by Kuin., and 
most recent Commentators; and with reason; 
not nr because it was fitter for the purpoee, as 
being the most frequented, but also because it 
was the place where the Stoics held their dis- 
courses ; where Socrates, and several other philo- 
— bad held their discussions ; and, in fact, 
where there was usually a concourse of persons 
who met for conversation. 

18. Erixovpe lov xai Tt» Er.) The Epicu- 
reans were practically Atheists ; since they held 
that the world was neither created by God, nor 
under the direction of his Providence. Pleasure 
they accounted the summum bonum, and held that 
virtue was to be practised only for the sake of plea- 
sure, not for its own sake. They maintained that 
the soul was material, like the body, and would 
perish with it, leaving nothing to be either h 
or feared after d As to the Svoics, the 
did, indeed, believe in the ertstence of a God, 
but held such chimerical notions of his nature, 
attributes, and providence, as rendered that belief 
almost nugatory.  Tbey maintained that both 
God and man were bound by a secessitas fatalis ; 
that the wise man yielded in no respect to God ; 
of whom they believed that his nature was fire, 
and diffused throughout the world. On the con- 
dition of the soul after death, and on the exist- 
ence of a state of rewards and punishments, they 
varied in opinion; but all denied the eternity 
of a future state. Nay, some thought that, 
eooner or later, the soul me in the celestial 
fire of the Deity. Thus while the former denied 
the existence, or at least providence, of God, the 
latter, ipn professing to believe both, yet, by 
ascribing all human events to fate, destroved the 
foundation of all religion as much as the former. 
It is obvious that botk the above systems were as 
far as possible removed from the doctrines of 
Christianity ; and therefore it is no wonder that 
the latter should have been both unaccountable 
and uuacceptable to these philosophers. There 
were, beeides, two other sects, the Piatonists and 
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Koupelwy Kat TOV Zrwixav duXocojov cvvéBaXXov aire: xal 
ties EXeyou. Ti Gv Oot 6 omepporóyos obros Xéyew ; oi 6€ 
Hévev Sasmovioy core? kararyyeXeUs elvan Srv tov I9a00v xai 

A ?, * ?, ^ > 4 

THY avactaclw auvrois evnyyenifeto. 19 éritAXaBopevol re avTov, 
emt tov “Apevoy máyov Tryaryov. Xévyovres Avvá;ueÜa. yvovat, tis 
7) kaw) aitn 1) vró cod XaXovuévg Sidayyn; | 9? Eevitovra yap 
Tiva elodéepers eis TAS àxoàs "uv: Bovropeba ovv yova, Tí 
áv 0éXo. Tabra elva 91 A@nvaior 5é awdvres, kal of éridn- 

the Peripatetics; the latter of whom probably 
came not near Paul, since their places of discus- 
sion were far removed. The opinions of the 
Jormer made far nearer approaches than those of 
the other sects to the doctrines of Christianity ; 
and these probably formed the far greater par of 
those who gave a qualified approbation of Paul's 
doctrines, roposing to * hear him 
the subject of the immortality of the sou 
— ceT:pu.] The word was used properly of 

those small birds which live by picking up scat- 
tered seeds; but, metaphorically, of those 
pes who frequented the market-places, and fived 
y picking up any scattered or refuse produce; 

and generally of persons of abject condition, with- 
out any certain means of support. Again, as the 
tribes of small birds which live by picking up 
seeds are especially pne word came to 
denote a babbler. th senses may here be in- 
tended. 
— Eívov Qaiuov(ev] * foreign deities,’ such as 

are unknown to the country. So Jos. Ante. i. 1, 
26, iwi wieTipicuo xal. Eevikioy eloavyexvy 
Gem», and a little r: Esvexovs Osods irigi- 
pew. Dio Cass, 1359, 15, Osov Tiva Eevixòv els 
Tà» 'Péunr slofryaye. The only I have 
noted in which Edvor is so used for Eeviade is in 
JElian, V. H. ii. 18, where it is mentioned as a 
charge inst Socrates by his accusers, that 
aloye Elvous dalpovas, xal ovx fa Oeovs, 
otde éTiua. There is another peculiarity by 
which the usual propriety in the use of daiuoria 
to denote beings holding a rank midway between 
gods and men, is not observed, —the term being 
used to denote Deities, as in the words of the indict- 
ment against Socrates, as preserved by Xenoph., 
where we have &dixei Lwanpdtne—xaiva 6aspo- 
via iopipev. Of course, in so using the words, 
the persons bere must, as De Wette remarks, have 
alluded to the true God—the God of the Jews, 
and Jesus Christ, his Son, the Creator of the 
world (v. 24), and the Person appointed by God 
to be the Judge of it (v. 31). That so many 
distinguished scholars should have taken d»á- 
eTacie to mean à — is truly extraordinary, 
espec. since that interpretation 1s forbidden b 
v. 31, dvacrncas aùvrtòv ix vsxpev, and 32, 
éxovcaytes dvacraciy vekpav. 

19. éwihaBouevos avrov) Commentators are 
not agreed whether this expression is to be re- 
garded as importing violence, or not. Examples 
of both uses occur in the New Test. The former, 
however, may seem agreeable to the context. 
And it is countenanced by the fact, that the 
Areopagus was a tribunal for the trial of impiety, 
such as the introducing of the worship of foreiga 
deities. Yet it tiay be doubted whether there 
was any thing of apprehension, properly so called, 

since there is no appearance of any regular trial 
before the court of Areopagus. There is, indeed, 
reason to think, that this court retained but a 
shadow of its ancient consequence, and had 
abated much of its ancient severity in matters 
of religion, otherwise foreign deities would not 
have been so worshipped as they then were at 
Athens. A stronger proof of which cannot be 
imagined than the following — of Aristoph. 
in his Horse, cited by Athen. l. ix. p. 372, where, 
—after speaking of the abundance of evory kind 
of pounce supplied by the season (so Thucyd. 
ii. 38, éwarcdpyerat dx waons yt Tà TávTa, 
where see my note), in such a manner that what- 
ever was wanted could be had at any season, and 
one could scarcely tell what time of the year it was, 
—this bounty of nature and the gods is ascribed 
by a speaker to the piety of the Athenians; 
Tovros vrdpxa taut’, imah rovr Geode 
eífgovciw. To this it is replied by another 
who censures the fondness of the Athenians for 

ign superstitions, 'AvzíAavcar dpa aíflovric 
Uuas, we od ppe Tinri (why?) Alyuwroy 
QuUTioy T)» mów Wemojxac’ (80 I read from 
MS. C for wsemrolnxas) dvr’ ’AOnvav; ‘why 
then have they made their city an Egypt, instead 
of Athens?” i.e. by filling Athens as full of gods 
as Egypt. 

The words ir:\aßóusvoi—fyayov then, taken 
in conjunction with the preceding verse, suggest 
the idea of any thing rather than a r trial. 
The people, it should seem, thought proper to call 
Paul to something like a public account; and 
considered no place so proper as the hill of judg- 
ment called Areopagus; thus the words just 
after, duvauneda yvævai, as also BovAc- 
ysa yvavat, in which form, however, there 
is more of courtesy than of authoritativeness. 
It is observable, too, that the Apostle does not 
address them as jwdges,—nor seek any justifica- 
tion of his conduct, —but as pki This 
may account for the little seriousness, or cere- 
mony, which the Apostle met with. 

21. The words of this verse are a remark 
meant to s/ustrate the xai) and Esvit. just be- 
fore, and may, as Alf. thinks, have been derived 
from Paul himself. As to the expression ol 
iminy. Esvor, the distinction between the darol 
and Erro: was no where more strongly marked 
than at Athens. The erol considered them- 
selves as alone possessing any rank, while all the 
rest were included — — under the 
name Eévo:. They called themselves the aù- 
vox Ooves, or first inhabitants; the rest they 
styled éwAudes, or met comers. There was 
however, a class between one and the other, called 
péroixos, sojourners, Who had a sort of jus civi- 
tatis. Now, it bas been debated whether by oi 
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poUvres Edvos, eis ovdev Érepov evxaipouy, 7) Xéyew T} Kai axovew 
KOLVOTEPOD. 

22 Srabels dè 6 IlaUXos év péow tov 'Apeiov mayou, én 
"Avbpes "AOnvaio, xarà mdvra ws OewibauuoveaTépovs Ops 

iacd. Edvos are to be understood all the Sirot, 
or only the pérorxor, or both of them. Kypke 
and Kuinoel adopt the second view ; and rightly ; 
for though Ezvey might include both (so Thucyd. 
ii. 36, roy ópiXor xai &ciy xal Eí£vov). yet 
since éwidnu. is here added, and as the differ- 
ence between the uéTowxot and the Edvor was, 
that the former were regular residents of the 
city, and accordingly obliged to take the oath 
of allegiance, and participate in military service, 
the latter were merely sojourners, drawn thither 
by business or pleasure. 
— ale ovdiv ïrepov eixaipovy) * nulli rei 

is vacabant.'  Evxaip. is here used for oxo- 
Adve, by a use confined to the later writers. 
The next words are graphic, and point at the 
chief traits of the Atkerian character, rru- 
lity, and rage for . Insomuch that at 
Athens there were places called Aéoyat, appro- 
priated to the reception of newsmongers. 

Kaıvórepov is ed by most itors as 
an example of the Compar. for the Posit. Yet 
in such cases the Compar. is seldom without its 
force, though it may not be easy to express it 
in translating. Here the examples adduced by 
Commentators are not quite to the purpose ; be- 
cause in those the sentence is tn wwe, They 
might more appositely have cited Joseph. Bell. 1. 
18, 1, "ois ópyávois ávriunyavoptvot dsl TL 
Kouma Katvorepoy. In the present case the 
full sense probably is, ‘to tell or hear the latest 
news.’ So Eurip. Orest. 1327, ri dà vewTepov 
Aéysic; the sense seems to be, ‘ What is the 
latest news you have to tell?’ So Shaksp. Macb., 
* What's the newest grief?’ Theophrast., mepi 
Aadtas, where the babbling newsmonger .asks, 
py Adyetal Ti kawórspor ; 

22. In this brief but forcible address, full of 
apostolic wisdom (which would doubtless have 
been longer, had it not been broken off by the 
scoffs of some, and the listleseness and abrupt 
departure of others), the Apostle wisely accom- 
modates himself to the circumstances of his 
hearers ; thus becoming a Gentile to the Gen- 
tiles, to win the Gentiles to the Gospel. After a 
complimentary exordium (such as was usual in 
publicly addressing the Athenians), he notices 
the occasion which led to his addressing them, 
and shows tbat it is his desire to enable them to 
satisfy their wish of worshipping even wnknown 
god, by pointing out that great Being (to them 

itherto unknown) who is THE ONLY AND THE 
TRUE GOD, some of whose chief attributes, to- 
gether with his various benefits, both of creation 
and providence, the Apostle then proceeds to 
enumerate. And here we may notice the admi- 
rable address, by which a seemingly plain state- 
ment of the first principles of natural religion is 
made acceptable to persons of the most opposite 
description, and highly instructive, by being 
aimed at the errors of each. Thus, by adverting 
to the works of God in creation, the Apostle 
means to censure the dogmas of the Epicureans ; 
and by what he says of the idential care of 
God over all things, he glances at the opinions 

judgment and 

of the Stoics and Epicureans: finally, in speak- 
ing of sacrifices, temples, and the creation of man, 
he reproves the superstition of the ignorant 
multitude. He shows where each party was 
right, and where both ies were wrong ; di- 
recting hie words as well against the irreligious 
scepticism of the higher ranks, ss the grovelling 
— of the inferior classes. 

aving thus established the existence of one 
God and Father of all mankind, the Apostle 
infers the duty incumbent on God's creatures, of 
‘ seeking,’ i.e. Ipping him ; and at the same 
time notices certain erroneous modes of wor- 
ship, which had originated in utter ignorance of 
the true nature of the Deity. This introduces 
an exhortation to abandon thete errors, strength- 
ened by an announcement of a future day 

unishment for all wilful disobe- 
dience to the Divine will. Now this implied a 
present state of acoounfableness, and the duty 
incumbent upon bis hearers of guiding them- 
selves by the light of that Gospel, which God 
had been pleased to reveal by Jesus Christ. 
— érncidaiuovscTípovs] The sense most 

commonly assigned, ‘too superstitious,’ can by 
no means be defended, —that would imply (what 
surely could not be intended) that there may be 
a degree of superstition that is good; besides, 
that 1s, as Alf. barres, * to miss the delicate tact 
of the address, by which Paul parries the charge 
against him, and, in so doing, introduces the 
great Truth which he came to preach. The 
most eminent Expositors for the last century 
have been of opinion, as was Chrys. and others 
of the ancients, that de:a.d. is here employed in 
the good acceptation, —to denote ‘ very religious," 
i. e. ‘ attentive to religion ; or, as Alf., ‘ carrying 
their religious reverence far. That the 
expression will bear this sense, has been esta- 
blished by a multitude of proofs; and that the 
Athenians were very attentive to religious ob- 
servances has been proved on the testimonies of 
the ancient writers of cvery kind—dramatists, 
historians, and philosophers; especially Pausan., 
Attic. 24, * AOnvu iots wepiocorspoy Ti h 
mois Aore £e Ta Üsiá tori cwovdne. See also 
note at v. 19. That such is the sense intended 
in the present passage, is plain from the air of 
the context, and will a by 2 consideration of 
the circumstances in which the Apostle was then 
placed. To a people like the Athenians, so 
scrupulously observant of all the rules of cour- 
tesy on sacks occasions of public address, it were 
surely far more probable that the Apostle (with 
that discretion which ever attempered his zeal) 
should here have chosen to commence with the 
language of conciliation, rather than re- 
buke. Nevertheless, we shall, perbape, not err, 
if we suppose that St, Paul purposely selected 
the ambiguous term éeicid., because he could 
not conscientiously use evreBns; since the gods 
whom they worshipped were, in Ass estimation, 
demons. So l Cor. x. 20, Sr: à Over ra ZOyn 
Cacpovioss Over, xai ov Oep. And yet, as dai- 
povas properly meant gods of a certain kind, the 
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Gewpa. B Avepyopevos yap xal avabewpav rà ceBdopata tóv, 
ebpov xal fweuóv év à émeyéypamroó "ATNASTN. OBEN: 

hint would not be pointed. The Apostle, then, 
commends their worshipping, but shows that 
they ‘worship they know not what’ (John iv. 
22), meaning, that ‘they are very religious is 
their way. However, I agree with Mr. Alford 
that their exceeding veneration for religion [so 
the Pesch. Syr. expresses the sense] is laid bold 
of as a fuct, on which Paul engrafts his proof 
that he is introducing so new gods, but enlight- 
ening them as to an Object of worship, on which 
they were confessedly in the dark. 
A ispxóp:vos «xai &vaðtæpæv Tà otf. 

uav] By dvad. is meant, ‘surveying with 
attention ; and by eef. ‘the objects of your 
worship, as shown in temples, altars, images, 
sacrifices, &c.; as in 2 Thess. ii. 4. Wied. xiv. 
20, and sometimes in the Class. writers. As 
Paul contemplated the sublime scene which then 
must have met the eyes of the beholder from the 
lofty hill of the Areiopagus, so it may be not 
unuseful to figure it to our mental eye, and share 
in the feelings which filled the Apostle’s heart. 
* He would not fail,’ as obeerves Mr. Humphrey, 
‘to be deeply impressed with the magnificence of 
the religion which he sought to destroy ;—the 

dest temples in the world were then under 
iis eye.” See a very finely written e which 
I have extracted, in my Sapper olume 
from an eloquent discourse by the Rev. J. Angell 
James, preached before the Missionary Society, 
May 12, 1819. I cannot, however, quite agree 
with the Preacher, that ‘ Paul in his present posi- 
tion on the hill of Areiopagus stood so wfferly 
insensible, as he represents, to all the grandeur 
of the scene, or absorbed in the abstraction of his 
own mind, as to see no charms, &c. That were 
to suppose him to be, what we know him nof to 
have been, a very Stoic. We have no reason to 
su that his warm heart could have shown 
such utter, almost senseless tndifference. His 
feeling was chiefly that of holy indignation, in- 
dignant grief, at the dishonour his hearers were 
doing to the only true God; mixed, however, 
with almost utter hopelessness of bringing these 
learned and accomplished worshippers of stocks 
and stones to a right mind. xateldmdos, 
t idol-ridden,’ did he find them. Insomuch that 
it is evident the Apostle's intention was not 
originally to have preached the tidings of salva- 
tion to them, intending only to stop at Athens 
till his two companions from Berca had joined 
him ; and, meanwhile, to confine his ministra- 
tions to the Jews and the Jewish proselytes; 
except any Athenian rs-by, during his ad- 
dresses to them in tbe public square, should 
haply stop and listen to his discourse; as was 
the case, we find, with some Epicureans and 
Stoica. And, being brought by them to the 
Areiopagus, in order, it seems, to answer the 
interrogations of the philosophers, Paul most 
judiciously thought fit to address the Athenians 
at large, —though the result proved how justly 
he had estimated the unfitness of the Athenian 

ple to receive even the doctrine of a pure 
l'heism, with which he so wisely commenced his 
discourse. Accordingly, when he was - 
ing, we may suppose, to introduce some of the 
pner doctrines of the Gospel of Christ, he was 

"OL. I. 

induced to abandon his design, mortified by the 
ss ridicule of some, and frozen by the cold 

indifference of others who did lend him an eer. 
— 'ATNOZTQ. OEQ:] These words have 

occasioned no little perplexity to Biblical Inter- 
preters. The difficulty hinges on /Ais—that, 
although we find from Pausan. i. l. v. 14, and 
Philoetr. Vit. Ap. vi. 3, that there were at 
Athens altars inscribed ‘to unknown gods,’ yet 
no is adduced, which makes mention of 
any altar ‘to az unknown god.’ Now Jerome, 
Erasmus, and others would remove thie difficulty 
by supposing that the inscription in question was 
’"Ayvworos Osoic, or rather Oeois 'Acías xal 
Evpwrns xal Aifóge, Osoie dyvworas xai 
Eévows. But, as Bp. Middl. obeerves, ‘that is a 
most improbable supposition ; and, indeed, the 
manner in which the inscription is introduced 
makes it incredible that St. Paul could intend so 
remote or vague an allusion.’ Therefore, ‘that 
the altar (as the Bishop remarks) was inscribed 
simply ’Ayvwore Oeg, must either be conceded, 
or all inquiry will be in vain.’ And, as Baro- 
nius and Wonna have observed, ‘ though there 
might be several altars at Athens and elsewhere 
inscribed to unknown gods generally, or to the 
unknown of any particular part of the world, 
yet that there might occasianally be one inscribed 
to ome of them, is extremely probable.’ Or we 
may, with Winer, reconcile the discrepancy by 
urging, that it does not follow that each altar 
mentioned by Pausanias and Philoetr. had its 
inscription in the plural, —O«o:s dyvworos, but 
that the plural has been used to suit fwpol, 
and that the inscription on each was, as here, 
ayvworw Oto. As to the of Lucian, 
Philop. 9 and 29, vh róv dyvoc'rov iv 'AO vais, 
I have already proved at large, that, since the 
Tract is manifestly spurious, and the reference 
to the present passage (with twenty others) quite 
manifest, the testimony is worthless, except to 
confirm the reading, —as we have it, in the 
Stagular. The question, however, as Bp. Middl. 
observes, is, ‘was this inscription meant to be 
applied to one of a possible multitude,—or was it 
meant to be significant of the one true God?’ 
He maintains that the latter opinion (though the 
general one) is — It involves, he 
thinks, a great improbability, that an inscription 
so offensive to a oig ipi people could have 
been tolerated. Nay, he affirms that it is incon- 
sistent with the propriety of the Article, and 
maintains that the omission of the Article, the 

itu the words, as also the rules of ordi- 
na , and the custom of inscriptions, 
alike require that the words should be rendered, 
tto an unknown god,’ or ‘to a unknown." 
He asserts that the discourse of the Apostle is, 
even according to that way of taking dyrworg, 
very pertinent, and that the mention of any un- 
known deity gave him a sufficient handle for the 
purpose in question. However, on the supposi- 
tion that the sense is *to an unknown god,' we 
are encountered with the difficulty, how it could 
happen that an altar should have been so in- 
scribed. The best solution of which is, that it 
had been erected by the Athenian e, in 
acknowledgment of some "e Mac t received 
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1eh.14.15 “Ow ody amvooUvres evoeBeiTe, ToUrov yò KaTayyéAXw | bpiv. 
Matt. 11. 25. 
a7, 21O cóc ô srovjaas tov KOcpov Kal rávra Td év avro, obros 

by the city at large, which seemed attributable 
to some god, though to whom was uncertain. If 
this were the case, there would be little difficulty 
in supposing (with Chrysostom, Theophylact, 
and Jeidore, of the ancients, and several learned 
moderns), that the benefit in question was the 
removal of the pestilence, which almost depopu- 
lated Athens, so finely described by Thucydides. 
And this is thought to be proved by Diogenes 
Laert. i. 10. Yet (waving the fabwlousness of 
the story) we may observe, that he says nothing 
about an unknown god, but only represents the 
altars as erected Oeo poco skoyT«..— And so 
far from being inscribed Or dyvaore, he 
says they were &vævvuo:, without any inscrip- 
tion. Indeed, these Beuol dvwvupot, or four- 
sided stone altars without inscription of any 
deity, were common in Greece. To sup that 
the one at Athens here meant had such an in- 
scription, is too hypothetical to be admitted. 
That there were altars at Athens inscribed O«oic 
dyveoros kai Etvois, is nothing to the present 
purpose; since the union of Edvore with &yvæ- 
oras alters the allusion in dyy., and the pas- 
sage merely attests that the Athenians were 
much attached to foreign superstitions; so much 
so, that from Hesychius we learn that there was 
at Athens a festival called Oeoğévia, on which 
worship was paid to the gods in general, both of 
their country and foreign ones, called Otol Eevi- 
Koi. fit be asked, to whom, then, was the altar 
in question inscribed? I answer, to the one true 

, the Creator and Lord of all things; which, 
indeed, seems to be required by the course of 
argument in the , 88 is ably traced b 

onna, in his Dissertation on the subject, vol. ii. 
p. 464 of the Thesaurus Theolog. Philol.; and 
80 the Pesch. Syr. Translator took it. "This, he 
shows, was also the opinion of Clemens Alex. 
and Augustine, of the ancient Commentators; 
and, of the modern ones, of Baronius, Meno- 
chius, and Heinsius. To which names may 
added Cudworth, Intell. Syst. i. 4, 18, and Bp. 
Warburton. From what the former says, —and 
espec. from what ie adduced by the latter, in 
Sect. 4. 1. ii. of his Divine Legation,—it is plain 
that the ancient philosophers of t, Greece, 
and Rome, were well acquainted with the doc- 
trine of the Unity of the Godhead, to inculcate 
which was the grand end of the Mysteries, where 
(as he has shown) the errors of Polytheism were 
detected, and the doctrine of the Unity taught 
and explained. As to Bp. Middleton's argu- 
ment, that the ‘inscription would have been too 
offensive to Polytheists to be allowed to stand,’ 
it is of no great force; for it is well known how 
tolerant the people of Athens then were; and 
we may — that the inscription was worded 
by ꝓhilosophers, — who had been initiated in 
the greater Mysteries, —and with such discreet 
ambiguity, by the omission of the article, as to 
leave it uncertain whether it was meant to ex- 
press one out of many, or the one alone true God. 
After all, however, it may justly be considered 
an open question, whether the one true God was 
meant by the inscribers, or an unknown god. 
And I am not disinclined to think, with Mr. 
Alf., that the anecdote recorded in the passage of 

Diog. Laert. furnishes a key to the practice of 
inecribing altars ayywarw Oew, by enabling us 
to suppose, that, on the occurrence of any re- 
wiarkable calamity, or deliverance, not assignable 
to the conventionally reccived agency of any of 
the recognized deities, ‘ae unknown god’ was 
reverenced as their author. 
— dy ou d uyres ebo., ToUTOv] Lachm., 

Tisch., and Alf. edit 8 and rovvo, from A, B, 
D (to which I cannot add a single copy from the 
Lamb. and Mus. or the Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, 
MSS.), with the Vulg., Orig., and Jerome. 
But so very elender an authority (and the Bent- 
ley collation of B testifies that the MS. has 
neither Sy nor à) is not weighty enough to au- 
thorize a change of text, unless where internal 
evidence is decidedly against the reading rej : 
which is not here the case. And while Alf. 
pronounces the dy and rovrov to have been 
alterations from reverential motives,’ and, on 

the other band, De Wette and Meyer affirm 
um masculines oy p ToUTON D ve pe 

terations to produos the sense, the Deity, an 
to avoid the inference, that Paul identified ‘ the 
unknown ' with the Creator, we may be 
allowed to leave these fine-spun sophisms to the 
concoctors respectively, and retam a reading 
found in all the copies but two (one of them 
notoriouel y unfaithful), confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr. and all other ancient Versions, and many 
ancient Greek Fathers, as Clemens Alex., 
Athan., Chrys., Theoph., the Caten. Oxon., and 
Cyrill., and, of the Latin Fathers, Augustine. As 
for the Alex. MS., the O was evidently an error of 
the scribes, who has written the N just over tho 
O, and the N just over the O in Tovro. That 
the N came from the original writer all colla- 
tors are agreed. Thus the external authority for 
the reading in question is reduced to next to 
nothing. 
— by eboeB.| The rare construction with the 

Accus. occurs also at 1 Tim. v. 4, and in Jos. 
Antt. x. 3, 2, row Ged». Bell. ii. 8, 7, rò 
Orior. Eur. Phen. 1831, x06»iov soc. Osov. 
Jos. Antt. xx. 2, 4, ròv Gedy. Inscript. a 
Boeckh. i. p. 384, eve. rév Gacy. Plut. Moral. 
P. 20, D, robs Üsobs. 

24. 6 O:rós ò vowicas TÒv kóouov] In order 
to draw his hearers away from Polytheism and 
idolatry, Paul proceeds to show the nature and 
roper worship of the one true God. And first 
e + ie of the Deity as the Creator of the 

world; and thus he ——* the opinions of 
their philosophers, —either that there were many 
gode, or that matter was eternal, and the world 
ormed by a fortuitous concourse of atoms. 
Against this is directed Paul's position, that the 
world and all that it contains were created by 
one God, who is, accordingly, the Lord and 
Ruler of heaven and earth. It is well observed 
by Roos, cited by Stier, * that the true doctrine 
of Creation is the proper refutation of all ido- 
latry ; hence (remarks Stier) it is no wonder 
that the Devil should, in order to diffuse ido- 
latry, have obliterated among all heathen nations 
the recognition of Creation" And he adda, 
with much truth, that ‘only on the firm founda- 
tion of the Old Test. doctrine of Creation can we 
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pevos Twos, ° avrós didovs rct Cony xal mvony xal rà «rávra: Job 13.10 
?6 Pézroinaé te È évós aiparos mâv &Üvos àvÜpervrov karowceiy p Dent. ms. 
, ^ ^ ^ 

eri TaY TO TpOcoerrov THS YHS, Opicas * TpocTerayuévovs rat- 

povs, xai Tas OpoÜecías Tis KaToKias aùr 271° Eyreiy Tov 

rightly build the New Test. doctrine of Redemp- 
tion.” 
— obx i» xupor., &c.] See note supra 

vii. 48. 
25. ob8t—Oepawevera:] ‘is not served, has 

no need to be served, by the hands of men ;' i. e. 
by temples, sacrifices, &c. Such, indeed, is the 
primary sense of Üspassów. Seo my note on 
hucyd. ii. 51, No. 5. 
— rò xepav ásÜpdror] Lachm., Tisch., 

and Alf. read Uwd yetpww árÜpwrivevr, from 8 
uncial and 15 cursive MSS., to which I can on! 
add Lamb. 1182. But internal evidence is 
against it, from its being, not, as Alf. says, an 
error of the seribes, but an alteration of the 
Critical Correctors, of which the purpose was to 
introduce a more Classical form of expression. 
As to the other reading, it is much recom- 
mended by its simplicity and Hebraistic idiom, 
and confirmed by Matt. xxvi. 47. Mark ix. 31. 
Luke ix. 44. 
— didobt wact Cony kai wv.—xal ta wavral 

It is strange that Mill, Matth., and some other 
Editors, should adopt the reading xarà wavra, 
found in all the early editions and very many MSS. 
(including all the Lamb. copies except one, and 
some Mus. copies; also Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, 
and Steph., confirmed by rà wéyra in l Chron. 
xxix. 14) ; for it is susceptible of no tolerable 
sense, while that of rà wavra yields an excel- 
lent one,—namely, in other words, ‘both the 
breath of life, and all those things [which are 
necessary to the support of life]. di is, in short, 
as Meyer and Alf. have seen, *an error;' but 
not occasioned, as Meyer thinks, from the xarà 
wavra, at ver. 22, being still in the copyist's 
mind, but simply from «ai and «ara being con- 
tinually confounded by the scribes. At Tpos- 
Saduevoe there is an eifi is of we, since, in fact, 
the apposition includes that sense. 

Here, then, it is shown that, as to sacrifices, 
offerings, or gifte, the Deity wants them not, nor 
is he propitiated by receiving them; for all things 
that men enjoy are deri from him, as their 
Author and Preserver ; a truth interesting to us 
Christians, but not so as that contained in 2 Macc, 
xiv. 35, có, Kúpıe, Tiv Choy &Tpoaóe))s vTáp- 
cv, tUdóxrncas vady TNE THS KATATKNVØTEWS 
v "uiv *ysvtcOa:. 
26. iẸ ivóe afuaros] ‘of one kindred, or 

* race; as 2 Sam. xxi. l, and Joseph. Bell. ii. 
6, 3, icuiv ád:X dol kal xowóv alua. See note 
on John i. 13. Wetst. compares from Anth. Gr. 
iii. 31, 6, "Acrrta—£vós aluamos, and Virg., 
* sanguine ab uno.' 

By thus tracing back the origin of mankind 
from Adam, the Apostle rtly means to check 
the vanity of the Athenians, who maintained 
that they were abroyOoves and yon But 
his chief’, aim was, as Stier and Alford point out, 
to contævert the whole genius of Polytheism, 

Rom. 1. 30. 
. 14. 17. 

which attributed to the nations different mythical 
origins, and separate guardian gods. For Vulg. 
x poreraypivous, I have, with a oet all Editors, 
adopted the reading wpooraraypivous, which, 
besides numerous MSS., is confirmed by Jonah 
ji. 1. iv. 7, 9, and Plut. p. 738, xarà xpóvove 
mpooratayutvous. Render: ‘having appointed 
certain determinate periods [for their inhabit- 
ing] and the boundaries of the regions they 
should inhabit.’ There seems a reference to the 
records of the early colonization and settling of 
the earth, in the books of Moses. 

27. The Apostle now suggests the grand design 
of man's creation, —namely, (ureiv TÓ» K úpiov, 
—to worship and obey his Maker. For Kupcop, 
however, A, B, G, H, and not a few cursives 
(including 2 Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies), have 
Oecy, which is edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. ; and it may be the true read- 
ing; but external evidence that it ss is insuffi- 
cient, and internal evidence is not in its favour. 
Alford regards Küpior as an error of scribes, 
who do indeed often confound the words; but 
thus the argument draws two ways, and no 

tnation can be reached ; and, accordingly, 
that fact must be kept out of count. For my 
own part, I quite agree with Matthei, that Oaóv 
arose from the correction of Critics, who thought, 
as do De Wette and Meyer, that Paul would 
not have used the word Kúp:oy when addressing 
heathens; whereas the Person whom he here 
meant by Kup. would be sufficiently plain to 
them from supra v. 24, otros oùpavov xal «yrs 
Kuptoe UTápyov. As for the Syr., Vulg., and 
JExhiopic Versions, which are adduced for «v, 
they only express, as on so many other oe- 
casions, the general sense. The Arab. and the 
Sahid., however, have Küpio», not Ordy, as 
Tisch. and Alf. say. Thus it appears that Kupiov 
is the more difficult reading, and more likely to 
be changed, and is, accordingly, more likely to 
be genuine. As to the reading xai ys, adopted 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from B, D, G, H, 
and many cursives (to which I can add all the 
Lamb. MSS. except one, but the best, 1182), I 
cannot receive it. The very reading xairo:, for 
which there is considerable authority, confirms, 
as Meyer says, the cairo: ye. Besides, though 
Luke elsewhere uses xaí ys (Luke ii. 18. xix. 
22). yet not in a sense here suitable ; for the ef 
quidem of Alford mars the Apostle's reasoning, 
which requires ‘and yet, indeed,’ ‘although, in- 
deed ;' as in John iv. 2, and in Luke himself, 
supra xiv. 17, in a quite kindred passage, where 
Paul, addressing the heathens, says, xal Tot ye 
obx áuáprvpor iavròv apixev, where the un- 
cials A, B, C, D, E, desert the text. rec., but 
Alford retains it (with Tisch.), pronouncing 
‘the readings xal ro: and xal ye corrections ; 
the yz, or the ros, being deemed unnecessary, — 
the du corner: 
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t Kupuoy, et dpa ye yaphoeiav airov Kai eUpowey- kaírovye ou 
paxpay amo évos éxdotou "uv vmrápyovra. B év avrQ yap 
Capev xal xwovpeÜa xal oper as kai Ties TOv Kat tpas 

rie «1. TONnTaVY eipjxace’ Tod yap xal yévos spév. %* T'évos 
4 e r A e ^ LU , ‘XO , ; a a 

oy VTápyovres ToU Oeod, ove odethouey vomilew ypvo@ À 

appe 7) Niby, yapaypate TEXTS Ka evupnoeas avOparrou, 
schist. TÓ Belov elvas porov. * Tors u&y obv xpovous ris dyvoias 

irepid@v 6 Beds, Taviv raparryyéXXe, rois. avOpwros Tact Tav- 

—el dpa ya Wni., &c.] These words are 
exegetical of the foregoing ; and the sense is, 
* [trying] if haply they could, by the eames 
light of reasou, feel out and find him; Pa 
may, as Dr. Hales thinks, have had in mind a 

of Plato, Phad. § 47, where he censures 
those who feel afler God in (he dark, by resting 
in secomd causes, without carrying up their in- 
quiries to that first Cause ; consequently wor- 
shipping the creature, rather than the Creator. 
The Philosopher probably had in mind Aristoph. 
Pac. 691, wporou pev ovw—iWynrAadheuer iv 
OKOT@ Ta BpdynaTa—vuvi È ravra Tpós 
Aúxvov BovrAavouev. Perhaps, however, the simi- 
larity of the of Plato and Paul is purely 
accidental; the Apostle merely adverting, by a 
popular figure, to the less distinct evidences of 
natural religion, as o to the clear ones of 
Revelation; see ver. 30. 
— ov paxpavy dec] A litotes; the Deity 

being near, by these plain indications of his cre- 
ating and preserving power. Comp. Jos. Antt. 
viii. 4, 2, where, in the prayer of Solomon at 
the dedication of the Temple, it is said: xai 
waweoutvos OiaTeXo(Ínuav, Dri wapss, xai 
paxpàv oUk &déíoTnkas dxovetv. 
28. iv autre, &c.] Many here recognize, in 

the three verbs, Lõu., xiv, and icuiv, a climax. 
But it rather seems to be a strong mode of ex- 
ression for ‘to him we owe life, and every 
aculty connected with it; by him we are what 
we are; implying the absolute dependence of 
man on God for every thing that he has, or is. 
So Eurip. Alc. 290, iv aoi è iepiv xal tn» 
kal pn 

— Tov yap xai yévos kouty] These words 
occur both in Aratus, Phen. 5, and in a hymn of 
Cleanthes on Jupiter, v. 5, which see in full ia 
my Rec. Syn. Similar sentiments, too, are 
found in other ancient writers; as Pind. Nem. 
Od. 6, èv dvdpwy, £v Oewy yivos, and Plato, 
P. 24, ysvrüinara 0scv óvras dvðpørove. Con- 
sidering that these words of St. Paul are found 
in both Aratus and Cleanthes, some Commenta- 
tors — the allusion to be to doth; this 
being, they think, required by the Tis T&v 
9T0ujTGy. That, however, will not certainly 
prove that the reference may not be to one, and 
probably Cleanthes. See Con. and Hows. So 
in Thucyd. i. 13, it is said, ws xai rots ra- 
Aarts moitas éedjAwrat, though the allu- 
sion is evidently to one only, namely, Homer. 

. yévos ovv Uwapyovres, &c.] meaning, 
‘ If, then, man be God's handy-work, or creation, 
as your own poet says; sure it must be absurd to 
imagine that God can be man's handy-work, or 
creation. (Markl) Here the Apostie adduces 
the conclusion, that mankind are bound to wor- 

ship God THEIR FATHER ; and that not with 
idolatrous, but spiritual worship, as being a spi- 
ritual Being (see John iv. 23, 24), and not like 
im made by human art. 

o see the full force of the allusions in ypvew 
q —— idle avOpwmrov we must, as 
Mr. Gifford observes, in his Travels in Greece, 
recollect that ‘ below, around, and above the spot 
where the Apostle stood (the Mars' Hill) there 
stood innumerable idols, and above all the cele- 
brated colossal statue of Phidias’ Athena Polias, 
in the full view of Paul, on which the highest 
arts and devices of men, and tbe moet costly 
materials, had been lavishly expended.’ 

80, 31. The Apostle now points out the subject 
of his preaching——JESUS AND THE RESURREC- 
TION; to attend to which he excites them X 
every motive. To call forth their love of God, 
and hope in Him, he tells them that their past 
ignorance of his true nature and worship, and 
their consequent corruption of morals, God was 
pleased to overlook; but had now sent his Sos 
(that Diving Teacher so ardently wished and 
longed for by the wisest philosophers) to teach 
men kow to worship aright, and to sare 
them, upon condition of repentance for what was 
past, and reformation as to the future. To work 
on their fear of the Divine Majesty, he apprises 
them that, if they did not listen to the Lord 
Jesus and his Gospel, mer would incur condi 
punisbment at the general resurrection and su 
— judgment held by him. 

. UmspiÓc y] * by overlooking, forbearing to 
punish transgression.’ So Jos. Antt. € 8, 
Ta wepi pixpav lnuteuáTer dpeivar robs 
wAnupeAnocavras £xawos fyayxe Toit wrep- 
iovo. 
— wapayyOQ rk: Tois dyÜpermois tasi warr. 

mer.) Here wapayy. is a very s term, 
denoting ‘ the enjot and iring, as it were, 
by public order, or proclamation, a thing to be 
done.’ And this energetic term (quite in the 
manner of the great Apostle) is further carried 
out, by the subsequent vac. vrarraxov forming 
a paronomasia, not urfrequent in the E s of 
St. Paul, and found also infra xxiv. By a 
similar forcible elegance it is said, in Demosth. 
Phil. iv., várrev warrayov: and in Philo, 
p. 405, wavraxov Tárras: and p. 445, Swees 
raoi Tos Wayrayxov xatayyidAn: which last 
is strikinglv similar to the expression in the pre- 
sent passage. I would observe that Lachm. and 
Tisch., by editing, for macı, térras, from 4 
uncial and 7 cursive MSS., have effectually 
destroyed the Pauline elegance and force above 
pointed out, and presented in its place what is, if 
not positively un ical, yet any thing but 
pointed and forcible. 
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Taxod neravoety 31t ri Eornoev ")uépav, ép À néXXew Kpiverv teh.2.% 
& 10. 42. 

THY otxoupévny ev Sixatoovvy, èv avipt à dpe, miotw mapa- 9o 31 
cyov Tüci, advaotncas avrov èx vexpov. 82° Axovcavres 56 
> r A € X , 2 e 3 , , 

avaoTacw vexpav, oi pev éyXevabov, oi 6e elmoy: °` Akovaóue0d 
cov T4» Trepi Tovrov. 93 Kai ovtws ó llaüXos cf dbe èx 
pécov avry. 9* Twes dé dvdpes, xoXXÜévres atta, éríaTev- 
cav v ols xal Avovicws 6 "Apeomaryírgs, kal yur òvópari 
Adpapis, xai repos avv avroís. 

XVIII. ! Mera 96 rabra yæapiobels ó IIaüXos éx tev ' A05- 
vv rev eis KopwÜov: ? * kal ebpov twa "Iovéaiov, óvópart 
"Axvyrav, Ilovruóv TG yévet, poadáros éXgXvÜora ámó Tis 

& Rom. 16. 8. 
1 Cor. 16. 19. 
$ Tim. 4. 19. 

'ITraXMas, xai IIpiaxiXXav *yvvaixa abro, (Sa Tò Siarerayévat 

31. didrs lorno, &c.] q. d. * [And there is 
need that you should repent, and reform your 
lives] for you must give an account, &c. —iv 
éixacoovry: i.e. in such strictness of justice 
as must exclude all mercy to the impenitent and 
unreformed.—avdpi is (as Cecumenius observes) 
oen olxovouixis, denoting, ‘the God-mas 
esus, &c. 
— xloriv wapacysiy here signifies (as often) 

‘to produce faith in any thing, or confidence in 
any one's pretensions,” by adducing sufficient 
proofs of the existence of the former, or the 
validity of the latter. 

32. of miv ixXavatov] This feeling of con- 
tempt for, and ridicule of, the doctrine in ques- 
tion will not appear so strange, when we consider 
how wholly unaccustomed were men's minds to 
the notion of a resurrection of the body, and con- 
sequently the tdentify of man in a future state; 
see the Introduction to l Cor. xv. Of this their 
mythological accounts of Elysium had said no- 
thing. And the thing, at first consideration, 
involved so much to stagger their faith, that the 
feeling was, perhaps, natural; but it ought to 
have been suppressed by the consideration of the 
omnipotence of the great Gop who had pleased 
that ‘life and immortality should be brought to 
light by the Gospel" of Christ. 

— dxoucóusÜa cov r. v. T.] Not, it should 
seem, that they really desired to hear more :—if 
80, why not then ? ence the feeling must have 
been one, if not of indifference, like that of Felix, 
yet falling far short of earnestness. On the 
whole, the Apostle's reception was so very dis- 
couraging, that he, in disgust at those who 
mocked at the Resurrection, terminated his dis- 
course. Had that not been the case, he would 
doubtless have enlarged on the nature and j- 
silions of that religion, whose Divine origin 
been thus attested by God bimself, by signs, and 
wonders, and mighty deeds. 

34. —BE having become his con- 
verts; see note on ver. 13.—,yvu»ij, ‘a matron ;° 
doubtless of some rank, as being here mentioned 
by name. Some su her to have been the 
wife of Dionysius, Yet thus avrov and 5) yvri) 
would have been required. 

XVIII. The Apostle, after having departed 
from Athens, repairs to Corinth, and there 
meets with Aquila,—who, on being expelled 

from Rome, with the other Jews there, had, 
with his wife Priscilla, retired to that city. To 
this person, who was a tent-maker, the Apostle, 
being of the same trade, joins himself, works in 
his shop, and lodges in his house (vv. 1—3). 
Silas and Timotheus come to him from Mace- 
donia (ver. 5). After having stayed a year and 
& balf at Corinth (ver. 11), and, notwithstand- 
ing the pertinacious opposition of the Jews, 
preached to the Gentiles with success the doc- 
trine of Christ, the Apostle takes a journey 
through Syria. He then repairs to Cesarea and 
Jerusalem (vv. 21, 22); afterwards traverses 
Galatia and Phrygia (ver. 23); and at length 
returns to Ephesus, where he had left Aquila 
and Priscilla (ver. 23), who accompany him into 
Syria (ver. 18). Meanwhile, at Ephesus, Apollos, 
having been fully instructed in the Christian 
doctrine by Aquila and Priscilla, had there 
preached the Gospel with singular zeal and 
success (ver. 25, edo) 

2. 'lovdaitov] ether Aquila was then a 
Christian, has been by recent Commentators 
thought doubtful. It does not follow from the 
silence of St. Luke as to that matter, that be 
was not a Christian,—it being very usual for 
ancient writers to omit minute circumstances 
easily to be supplied, of which this may be one; 
espec. since expression wpoonAOsy aüToie 
implies a sort of connexion, which was probably 
that of identity of religion ; though it may imply 
only that of identity of occupation, the one po: 
ducing tbe other. that as it may, there had 
been, from the earliest period of the Gospel, a 
congregation of Christians at Rome, which is 
supposed to have originated with some who had 
been present at the feast of Pentecost, when the 
Holy Ghost was imparted; and was doubtless 
increased by those Jewish Christians, who had 
occasion to repair to that city on commercial or 
other business. 
— diaterayivac} ‘had issued a Qié£raypa, 

or decree." Of this mention is supposed to 
made in Suetonius, Claud. c. 23, in the words, 
‘ Judsos, impulsore Chresto, assidué tumultu- 
antes, Roma expulit! The Chrestus there spoken 
of is by most recent Commentators supposed to 
have been a Hellenistic Jew; while the ancient 
and earlier modern ones are of opinion that it is 
only a false reading, or spelling, for Christus. 
And that Christus should be changed into 
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4 Knavdiov ywpiterOas mávraş ToU; ‘Iovdaious èx Tis Pops) 
L9% mpocijAÜev aùrois 3° xal dua TO OpóTeyvov elvari, 1 Eueve Tap 

i Thes. $8 GUTOIS Kal eipyátero: ?jcav yap awmvomoiol Tj» Téxynv. $ Ai- 
€ ch. 17. 14, 

, Salous kai" EXXqvas. 
eAéyero 86 év TH ouvaywyn xarà Trav aáBfarov, &mei0é ve 'Iov- 

5 e'f)c cè xkarA0ov aro tH Maxedovias 
& re XiXas kai ó Tipobeos, avveiyero tO T mveúparı 0 IIaüxos, 

& 77.35. 51, Oapuaprvpouevos Tois Iovoaíow tov Xpioròv 'InaoUv. 9 5 Avri- 

Chrestus might easily happen, and did happen 
on other occasione. 

The tumults there adverted to might well have 
been dissensions between the Jews and Chrie- 
tians (whether Jewish or Gentile), and other 
political disturbances ; which so mighty a moral 
revolution, as the introduction of the Goepel, 
could not but produce. However, I agree with 
Neander, that, after all, no sure historical infer- 
ence respecting the date of the event, or its con- 
nexion with any Christian Church at Rome, can 
be drawn. 

9. oxnvowool] Few terms so plain as this 
bave given rise to more discussion as to the 
sense to be assigned to it. The general opinion 
of Commentators, both ancient and modern, is, 
that it signifies tent-makers. Some, however (as 
in the case of Técrev, Matt. xiii. 2n perhape 
thinking such an occupation too humble for the 
Apostle of the Gentiles, have fancied other 
senses, —namely, weavers of tupestry, makers 

mathematical instruments, saddlers, &c. Yet 
or these significations of the word very alender 
authority exists; and it may be supposed that 
St. Luke, writing, as he does, in a plain style, 
would use such a term as this in its ordi 
sense. There can be little doubt that the 
Apostle's trade was — to ancient tra- 
dition) that of a maker of tents, formed of leather 
or hair-cloth, both for military and domestic 
urposes, especially in travelling; the latter sort 
ing, from the scarcity of inns, much used 

throughout the East ; d in that warm climate, 
used, during the summer season, as houses. 

For iusve. 3 uncial, E, G, H, and about 
12 cursive MSS., to which I add the Lamb. 
1182, 1184, 1185, and 2 Mus. copies (together 
with Chrys. and Theophyl.) have guecwe, which, 
though passed over by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
they might have received.—especially since the 
sense, not perceived by Expositors, seems to be, 
* lodged with them.’ the Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator took it; and also Chrys., as is plain from 
his words, which are, dia TovTo péivet, we imi- 
Thov ebpàv karayawytov. Thie signif. of 
the word often occurs in the New Test.; e. g. 
Luke xix. 5. John i. 39, 40. iv. 40. Acts ix. 45. 
xviii. 20, as also in Sept. 

b. cuveiyx. e awvesu.) MSS. A, B, D E, G, 
and 5 cursives (for Scholz's ef alii cannot be 
reckoned), with the Syr. and some other Ver- 
sions, have cvy. T. Àó*y«, which is adopted b 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tish., and Alf. 
cannot, however, yet venture to receive the 
reading, except on stronger external authority, 
which I have not been able to find; though in- 
ternal evidence is in its favour. If it be the 
genuine reading, T. wy. may be ed as an 
alteration of those who did not understand Tes 
Ady, which is, indeed, obscure enough to puzzle 

far better scholars than the early Biblical Critics ; 
for instance, Canon Tate, while rendering it ‘ was 

y afflicted by their report,’ at the samo time 
avows that he is ‘ not red to say that the 
words will bear that sense. The sense assigned 
to euv. rw wv. by Luther, Calvin, and Beza,— 
‘he was under the impulse of ardent spiritual 
zeal, —is very suitable to the context, but cannot 
be drawn from the words without violence. I 
confess that I am not eatisfied with either read- 
ing; but I am disposed to think that T. myeóm. 
may have arisen from a marginal Scholium 
meant to develop the ides in guvely. As to e 
Aoye, though obscure, it is not unintelligible, 
and therefore cannot be rejected as yielding zo 
sense, or an absurd one. If it be received, the 
sense of cuveiy. tw Ady may be this, —' he 
was earnestly engaged, bard pressed, busily occu- 
pied,’ in the Word,—in teaching and preachi 
the word of the Gospel. Comp. 1 Tim. v. 17. 
iv Asya, dy dcdacxaXia. | Pet. iii. 1, dwec- 
Gover tw Ady. In fact, the greatest difficulty 
connected with the passage is in the cussiyero, 
to remove which some ancient Critics—it is 
plain from the Vulg. i ve cogitated 
the conjecture éivéixe:ro, which, however, has 
never been found in any MS.; and even if 
found, would yield a sense of far less stren 
than cuveiyzro, which is su ible of the 
above sense; though I cannot find any example 
que apposite, yet there is one nearly so in 
uke xii. 50, where it is used of our Lord him- 

self, ræs cuvéxoua: we oU TaAscOp, * how am 
I straitened by anxiety of spirit!’ Lat. angustiis. 
Comp. also Job xxxi. 23, Sept, póßos Kvpiov 
cuvégXe us: and see my note on Thucyd. iii. 

, Tw wove (‘trouble of mind") Fuvsyouevos, 
where I have shown that cvréyso0a; is used of 
‘whatever hard presses, or distresses, the mind, 
enchains the spirit. Comp. /Eechyl. Prom., 
dveipace Evvarxouny dvernvos. It seems not 
unlikely that St. Luke might have the words of 
our Lord (recorded in his own Gospel) in his 
mind. Upon the whole, I have little doubt that 
Tæ Aó'yo is the true reading ; that the Scholium 
TO T. — pushed out te Àóye, which 
then might seem unnecessary. However, whatever 
may have been the severe pressure under which 
Paul lay at this critical period for the Gospel, 
we may be sure that he the more sought aid 
in prayer from Him, on whom help is laid 
through the Spirit, and in that strength boldly 

reeve Ctapapruponevoe tov ‘Ino. Xp., 
just as at xxvi. 22 he says, éwixovpíae Tvyor 
Tapa tov Geov-—iotnxa uaprvpóusvos, &c. 

6. dvriracc. è avtTwy] ‘arranging them- 
selves against ; denoting a set opposition; pro- 
perly a military term, but sometimes used figura- 
tively, as here, and elsewhere. It rarely occurs 
in the Class. writers; but I find it in Thucyd. 
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taccopevwy è avrOv xal SXacjmuo/vrev, éxrwatáuevos Tà 
iparia, eire mpos avrovs To alua buàv émi Tijv kepaX3v uô ! 
kaÜapós yw dao ToU viv eis rà EOvn Tropetcouat. 7 Kai uera- 
Bas ékeiÜev 7jXÜev cis oixiay twos, ovopate Iovatou, ceBopévov 
Tov Bedv, ov 7) oixia Hv a vvouopobUca TH Gvvaryoryt). ^ 8 e Kpiaros *1 Cor. 1. 
dé 6 apyiouvaywyos émiarevce TQ Kupíp oiv Op TQ oko 
avToi xai ToXXoi TOV KopivOiwv axovovtes èmiorevov, xal 

éBarrifovro. %' Kime 6€ ó Kupwos 9v ópáparos èv vari TQ 175512- 
TIavigr Mn $oBo0, àXXà XáXe xai pù awrmijogs 10 8 Gió; gJonn 10 
eyw cipt ETà cov, Kai ovdels emiOncetal cot Tov Kaxwoal ce Sit 9 9. 
Score Xaós dori pot Todds ev TH móet TaUTy. M ’Exdbicé 
te Ééwavrór xal uvas o£, Sddoxwv ev avrois tov Xoyov Tod 
OQ eov. 

1? T'aXXievos è àyÜvrarevovros tis Axalas, xateréotncav 
6poOvpadov oi 'lov6ato, T Ila/Xo, xai yayov avróv émi T 
Bua, !3 Xéyovres “Ort mapà tov vójov obros àvareiÜe, ToUs 
ávÜporrovs céBecÜa, tov Ocóv. 14h MéXXovTos 96 ToU Ila/Xov x» a.ss. 11. 

àvoiyew TO oToma, elev 0 l'aXXiov mpòs tovs ‘Iovdaious: Ei 
pèv oùv Hy á&ucnpá Tt À padvovpynua Trovnpóv, à 'TovOatot, ! xarà 1 Bom. 1.2. 

iii. 83, rò bh avrıreráxyðaı aAAHAoIe TH 
yang amiorws iwi roù dinveyxey. 
— éxTipvaEdusvos Ta luária]) A ae 

artion (with which we may compare Nehem. v. 
13), like ‘shaking the dust off one’s shoes’ at 
any one, thereby signifying that we renounce all 
intercourse with him ; see xiii. 51. 
— Tò alua vucv iri, &c.] Supply Tpliyera: 

abis word is in Aristoph. Nub. 39, 
$ Thy Kepadny ravra thy ony Tpierat) or 

vtpinworo, as Aristoph. Ach. 833, és xepadip 
Tp£TovT ipnol. By alpa is here meant destruc- 
tion, i.e. figuratively, ‘perdition in the next 
world.’ This manner of speaking was common to 
the Hebrews (see 2 Sam. i. 16. Ezek. xxxiii. 4), 
the Greeks, and the Romans. Several examples 
are adduced in Elsner and Wetst., who rightly 
derive it from the very ancient custom of puttin 
hands on the heads of victims for sacrifice, an 
imprecating on them the evils which impended 
over the sacrificer, or the nation, 

7. It ep probable, that, — as 
are generally y neges this separation from 
the Jews, Paul went uo longer to his lodging at 
the house of Aquila the Jew, and that peraBae 
denotes thie change. Yet u«Taf. can scarcely 
be taken of any thing but departure from the 
synagogue. The only way to remove the diffi- 
culty (however unnoticed by the Commentators) 
is to šu a transposition of construction 
meraBase being construed with A0«, as if xal 
áxsiÜs» peta. had been written. Nor is éxeiDey 
thus left without a Particip. to be referred, since 
tbat may be supplied from the subject matter, as 
supra xiii. 4, xar5A0o» ale Ler. d«eiÜép ve 
(oan ancient MSS. read xal ixesÜsy), where a 

articip. of ‘going’ has to be supplied. Comp. 
Mark ix. 30, xdxetOev (EsAOGyra9 Wapewopev- 
oyro. Un auvopop., see my Lex. The af- 

itors 

fair oceasioned, as was likely, a schism among 
the Jews. 

9. Nás: kal uù ctew.| There is here no 
pleonasm, but rather an intensity of sense is 
communicated by this blending of the two forms, 
—one, of simple command; the other, an injunc- 
tion against the contrary. 

10. Aaós icri] The persons in question are 
called Christ's people by anticipation; just as 
the Gentiles, who should afterwards embrace the 
Christian religion, are in John x. 16 already 
called the flock of Christ. 

13. wapa rév vonov—cif. Tò» Oacv] Mean- 
ing ‘ to worship God in a manner contrary to the 
Law of Moses; arguing, that the Mosaic wor- 
sbip was allowed to the Jews (as Jos. Antt. xiv. 
40. xvi. 2, attests), yet this mode of worship was 
contrary to that Law, and therefore could not 
come under the privilege granted to it. 

14. ádíxnuá T: fj padtoupynua arovnpóv] Of 
these two terms, the former is a general one, 
denoting *a violation of law by fra lon." 
As to the latter, it denotes, not so much crime 
as (according to its original signification, —* a 

course of action ) ‘that lighter offence 
against law, corresponding to our m o 
See Lucian, Calumn. , and Plut. ix. 415, 
Here, however, it may seem to denote what we 
papaa y characterize by ‘ roguery' (which comes 
rom paóiovp'yía), i.e. wagyery. In short, there 
seems an allusion to those mischievous tricks 
layed off by the heathens, in ridicule of the 
osaic rites and ceremonies, espec. circumcision ; 

—with reference to which the Jews were by 
the heathens contemptuously styled verpi—eee 
Juven. Sat. xiv. 96—106—such as that which 
Josephus tells us was committed by a Roman in 
ridicule of circumcision; and which were alwa 
severcly punished, as a breach of law, when the 
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Aóyov dy yveoryouny bpa 15 ei Se Gyrnud ori rept Xoyov xai 

ius. òvopáTwv, kai vóuov ToU Kal vuás, 1 Óvrea0c avrot xpirns [yap] 
John 1831. Qe tourwy oU Povoa elvai. 16 kal dTjXagev avToUs amò 
k1Cor.1.1. TOU Bijuaros. 17 k 'EmAaßópevot 96 mávres [oi " EXAgves] Zw- 

abévny Tov apyiouváywyov, érvrrrov čpmpoobev tov faros: 
kal ovdey rovrov TQ TadAvove éueXev. 

1 Num. 0. 18. 
ch. 21. $4. 

181°Q 8? Ila)Xos Ere mpocpetvas T)uépas ixavàs, Tois aber- 

dois amrotakdpevos, éf&rXei eis THY Zupiav’ kai avv avro Ipis- 
Ka xal AxvXas, kewápevos thy xeparyv ev Keyypeais 

mEo1& m elye yàp evxv. 

&uthors could be detected, by the Roman magis- 
trates. 

— xaTà \cyov] * according to reason,’ ‘ fitly, 
‘properly. So Artemid. On. v. 77, ópÜiss xai 
xarà Aóyoy. 3 Macc. iii. 14. 
— dv veo xóuny ù.) Meaning, *I should lend 

a patient ear to you; hearken to your request to 
have justice dóne you.’ Of this sense of dry. 
examples have been adduced from the Sept. and 
Jos., and from the Class. writers, few of them to 
the purpose.— The oiv is omitted in A, B, D, E, 
and not a few cursives of the same family, with 
some ancient Versions, and cancelled by Lachm. 
and Tisch. l, but restored in Tisch. 2; and re- 
tained by Alf, on the ground that ‘ its omission 
may be easily accounted for, but not its inser- 
tion; very rightly. But the same applies to a 
multitude of other cases, where the Critics should 
have had the same wisdom to restore, or retain 
(as the case might be), and rpocwroAnwrws 
xpivovres, * without t of' — Manuscripts. 

15. Aéyov xai dex] i.e. ‘of doctrine and 
names [of the recte supporters, as of Moses 
and of Christ], and of the law which ye hold [as 
compared with another nowly promulgated ].’ 
ast ye So Matt. xxvii. 4, ov Oye. 

16. d9yjracey aùtoùs awd Tov B.) A form 
of expression (occurring also in Z7Eschin. p. 4, 
36, and 5, 26) which does not imply violent, or 
compulsory removal, but merely summary dis- 
missal without a hearing. Comp. Xen. Cyrop. 
iii. 1, 4, rac yuvaixac ovx ásjAaos, &ÀX' ela 
axovety, ‘allowed them to have a hearing.’ See 
my note on Thucyd. vi. 56. 

17. sol ca Ai é] Render: ‘ Whereupon, 
having seized,’ &c. By wavres are denoted the 
multitude (#A7¥os) present, namely, both Chris- 
tians and Heathens; the latter of whom, as well 
as the former, were incensed at the bitter spirit 
evinced by the Jews, and were glad to take this 
pony of insulting them. The words oi 
“EAAnvas are cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., from A, B, and a few cursives (to which I 
add Lamb. 1181, m). Internal evidence is against 
the words, which I have bracketed. Sosthenes, 
who seems to have been successor to Crispus as 
Ruler of the Synagogue, was thus harshly treated, 
as being, no doubt, the spokesman, and, perhaps, 
the promoter of the persecution. By éruwrroy 
is merely to be understood ‘hitting him with 
their fists, probably as he thro the 
crowd out of the Hall of justice. So Thucyd. 
iv. 47, sub fin., ávdpas Ayo» dia vov crol- 
Xow ó*Avrip—xai aTaiovuívovs xal xsvTov- 
Hívovs ixd T&v Tapartrayuirey, Any thing 

19 Karsvrgce 06 eis “Edecov, xaxeivous 

beyond that we cannot suppose they would ven- 
ture on, or the Proconsul have permitted. 

— oidiv rovTey tw T. iu.| ‘none of these 
things was a matter of concern to Gallio;' * he 
took no notice of these things;' not choosing to 
interfere in the religious disputes of the ies. 
Moreover, it was the prudential policy of the 

man governors to pass unnoticed any conduct 
which did not involve the honour or interest of 
Rome, that its yoke might be the lighter to the 
provincials. 

18. xeipáusvos Thy xepadńv] It has been 
disputed whether this should be referred to Paul, 
or to Aquila. The former view (adopted by 
many of the most eminent Commentators) is, 
for several reasons, stated at ] Neander 
and Alf., preferable,—and, besides having far 
more of probability, avoids many difficulties in- 
volved in the latter, ably as it is maintained by 
Grot., Kuin., and Meyer.—'E» Kayypzaie, ‘ at 
Cenchrea;' that being the port where he em- 
barked on his voyage. 

The best Commentators are agreed that the 
vow was not a Nazarile vow, but a votum civile, 
such as was, among the Jews, taken during, or 
after recovery from, sickness, or deliverance 
any peril, or on obtaining any unexpected poor: 
importing, ‘to consecrate and offer up the hair," 
the shaving of which signified the Fulfilment of 
the vow. A custom this not unusual among the 
heathens also, as appears from Artemid. On. i. 
28. Juvenal, Sat. xii. 8. Diphilus ap. Athen. 

. 225, kóuny Tpíéþpæv lapay Tov Osov. Euri 
Bacch. 494, lapòs ò wXdéxapmoe’ re Gees È avro 
"de 

19. xarijyrnce] Lachm., Tisch., and AJf. 
edit xatiyrncay, from 3 uncial and some cur- 
eive MSS. (to which I add Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and other Versions ; 
which may be the true reading; though it in- 
volves a no inconsiderable harshness of construc- 
tion. In that case we should expect, not dé, 
but Ts. Thus it will be as if the plural were 
used, because iird xai c)» abre  IIpiox. 
«ai 'AxóAas (igémAsor], at v. 18, may warrant 
it. Accordingly, it is better to retain xarnyrace. 
And, after afl KaTiyryocay may have arisen 
from the circumstance of xatiyryocey having 
been originally written by a certain liarit 
often found in the oldest MSS. of all Gree 
writers; and so in the Lamb. and Mus. copies; 
and which thus became mistaken for cathwry- 
cay. 
— Kdxalvous xaTíA. airov, &c.] The sense, 

obscurely expressed, is, that Puul had brought 
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karéAvTEV avToU' auras O6 eicedOav eis tiv cuvaywyny, Òi- . 
eréyOn " Trois "Iov6aíow. 2% 'Eporovrov 6 avTOv èm. mdelova n a. v.s. 
xpovov pevai map avrois, ove émévevaew | 21 AAN árerá£aro 91 Cor. & 

avtois, eima Aet pe Trávros Thy éoprijv Thy épxopévgv moroa, me 4 16. 
eis "IepocóAvga: ? radu 56 dvaxduyw mpos Upás, Tod Oeo pow. m. 
OéxXovros. ?? Kal ávjxy05g amo rìs "Edécou xai xaredOwv eis 
Kaisáperav, avaBas xal aonacdpevos tH éxxdnolav, xatéBy 
eis “Avrwyeav. B Kal roujcas ypóvov tia, é&nrOe, Sepyo- 
pevos kaÜe£ie 7)» Tadatixny yopay kai Ppvylayv, émornpllov 
Trávras Tous pabnras. 
l 24 q I ovoatos & TUS, Amos OvÓLATU, AMfavépeis TP *yéves, $1 Cor. ̂  

avip Xoyws, Karnvrncey eis " Edecov, 9vvarós dv èv vais ypa- 7*1 

pais. %* Otros "jv Kxatrynuévos Tjj» óðòv ToU Kupio xa re.1.s. 

them with him, on his voyage to Cæsarea, as far 
as Ephesus, and there put them on shore; the 
ship stopping there a short time, including a sab- 

-day, he took the opportunity of preaching to 
the Jews, to whom his discourse was so accept- 
able, that they pressed him to remain longer with 
them ; which request, however, he was obliged 
to refuse, because, if he permitted the ship to go 
without him, he should probably not be able to 
meet with another to convey him in time for the 
feast at Jerusalem. 

Cet us m. Thy doprij», &c.] meaning (by 
a popular mode of expression centered in et), ‘ 
mast spend the feast time,’ &c., namely, for the 
purpose of promoting the cause of the Gospel, 
and opening the communication between the 
Christians of Jerusalem and those of other parts 
of tbe world; also to endeavour to remove the 

judices of his countrymen. The words are, 
ndeed, absent from MSS. A, B, E, and 9 cur- 
sives (to which I add Lamb. 1182), and have 
been cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch. ; 
but retained by Alf. ; rightly; since the external 
authority for the omission is very slender; and 
internal evidence is quite against the words; it 
being difficult to account for the insertion. As 
to the cause of the omission, I would not attri- 
bute it to that which Mr. Alf. with true German 
sophistry imagines, but simply, in so few MSS. 
all of one family, —to the carelessness of scribes. 

22. dvaBáce] Namely, to Jerusalem; for to 
this the word may very well be referred, from 
ele ‘IepoodAvua having occurred only a little 
before. It is true, that the words are omilted in 
some MSS., but, as I have shown, without suffi- 
cient reason. Besides, it must be to Jerusalem; 
for it would, as Alf. says, be absurd to suppose 
that Paul made the long detour by Cæsarea on) 
to go up into the town from the beach ; and, as 
observed in Rne Synop., — the 
expression xaríf» ele "Avr. wou mproper, 
as used of a journey to Cæsarea. Besides, to take 
it of Cesarea would exclude all mention of the 

ing to Jerusalem (where alone the Feast could 
be kept), which was the main object of Paul's 
voyage from Corinth to Syria and Palestine. At 
Jerusalem Paul would, of course, fulfil his vow 
(which it was unnecessary to mention), but 
would, we may suppose, stay at Jerusalem no 

longer than during the Feast; after which he 
went down sea; no doubt ftom Cæsarea to 
Antioch : comp. xi. 27, xarzA0ov dwo ‘lap. ele 
'AvT., which we may suppose to have been the 
almost invariable mode of passing to and from 
those cities. 

23. Here commences Paul's Third Apostolic 
Progress from Antioch, to visit and confirm the 
Churches in Galatia and Phrygia. "There is, in- 
deed, no expression to denote visiting; but it is 
implied in Qupx. xabeEnc—imior. Cappadocia, 
too, must here be included, though not men- 
tioned, but plainly alluded to in the words 
rÀ bóvra E: adverepixd pipn. Besides, 
Paul must have passed through a considerable 
pert of Western Cappadocia in his way to 

alatia. That Timothy, and, perhaps, tus, 
accompanied him, is certain; but of the others 
mentioned there is great doubt. 

24—28. Mention of Apollos, and of his teach- 
ing at Ephesus and in Achaia.—’AwoA\os, an 
ebbicviation of "AwoAX\cmor, as ApTíuas from 
*Apripomos. 

24. áy3p Aóyios] This may mean ‘a man o 
, or ‘a person ready in speech ;' which is 

confirmed by the 4X aA «s: at the next verse, and 
also by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions ; and 
this sense is found in Josephus, Philo, and tho 
later Clase. writers. But the words following, 
uvatos iv trait ypadaisc rather call for the 
sense diaXextrixds, ‘one skilled in Hone or 
Rhetoric ;' and noticed by T. Magister. And so 
Joseph. Antt. xvii. 2, joins Aoyswraro: and 
waTpley itnynrai voóucw. His being such 
would materially tend to make Apollos vv. 7. 
oe; ‘an able Expositor of the Scriptures of the 

d Test." 
25. xatnynuivos Thv 000v T. Kuplov] mean- 

ing either that part of God's plan for the salva- 
tion of man by a REDEEMER that respects the 
doctrine of John the Baptist, which enjoined 
repentance and reformation, and the — bap- 
tized unto the pu of the future Messiah ; or, 
rather, takin vp. to denote Christ, the sense 
will be, ‘the doctrine of the Messiahship of 
Jesus, as announced by John the Baptist. 
Apollos, it seems, at first knew only the doc- 
trine of John, who baptized els òv £pyxoutrvov, 
preaching repentance, and announcing the coming 
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(ev TQ Tvevpats, éXáXe, kal édidacxev axptiBas ta wept Tod 
Kupiov, émistapevos povov tò Bdrrispa ‘Iwdvvov * obrós te 
qptato Trappnorateo Gas év Tf) ovvaryaryn.  ' Akovcavres 5é avroU 
’"Axtnras xa TIpicxtdXa, mpocedaBovto avróv, «ai àxpudéarepov 

s 1 Cor. 8.6 aùr éféÜevro tv roð Oeo) ddov. ?!* BovXouévov dé avro 
OwMÜeiv eis tiv '"Axalav, mporpeirápevo, oi adeApoi éypaxrav 
TOLS ais àzrobé£aa a4 avTOv. os Traparyevouevos avveBáXero 
Wor Tois Temi TevKOG, Sida THS yapttos. ?B evTovws yap Tots 
'"Iov8alow Svaxarnréyyero Snpocia, erwBecvis dd Tav ypaper, 
elvai tov Xptorov 'Inaobv. 

XIX. 18 Eyévero 5¢, év TQ tov Amrodrm elvat éy Kopiv6y, 
IlaüXov SueOovta ta avwrepixd pépn, eeiv eis “Edecor xai 

of the Messiah (see Matt. iii. 2, compared with 
Acts xix. 4); while, by the more accurate in- 
struction which Apollos received from Aquila 
and Priscilla, must be understood that of the 
Messiahship of Jesus, and the — historical 
facts concerning bim ; but of the consequences of 
that which he taught, as respects the doctrines 
of the Gospel, —espccially regeneration, and the 
renewing of the Holy Ghost, —he had no know- 
ledge. By the isxioráusvos povow is, as Meyer 
remarks, * not meant, that he was ignorant of the 
fact of there being such a thing as Christian Bap- 
tism ; but that he was ignorant of its being any 
thing different from that of John : he recognized 
in baptism only that contained in the baptism of 
John as far as it was a sign o, ; aad of 
course was wholly in the dark as to regeneration 
and sanctification through the Spirit.’ 

26. wpoceX. avTov] ‘ took him to their so- 
ciety.’ See my Lex. 
3. cuveBarsTo—rois wemior. did Tfj? Xá- 

piros] By ouv.—r. is meant, ‘contributed much 
to their spiritual help and edification.' Calvin 
ably opens out the full force of this expression, 
and, after some investigation, infers that they 
were aided in two ways:—(1) ‘ut ducem ha- 
bentes peritum et exercitatum, superiores essent 
in conflictu; (2) deinde ut novà fulturà stabi- 
Jiretur eorum fides, ut esset extra vacillandi peri- 
culum.’ As to the last words, dà THs yaprTos, 
the question as to their true reference is difficult, 
and scarcely determinable. They may be joined 
either with cuveBdAstvo or with wemsor. The 
former view is adopted by most of the best Ex- 
positors down to Bengel, and, recently, by Meyer 
and Olshaus. ; while others, as Hamm. and Pisca- 
tor, with Alford, have adopted the latter. Alford 
argues against the former view, that ‘ the position 
is unnatural ;' he should have said ‘less natural,” 
and ‘that thus the sense would require rp 
pe-a very inconclusive argument. I have 
üitherto adopted the former interpretation, by 
which the expression may be su to have 
reference to that especia! *grace' of God (‘gift 
0 ; see 2 Cor. iv. 15. viii. 1. James iv. 6. 

et. v. 5), by the extraordinary influences of 
the Holy Spirit, so likely to be communicated 
to one thus devoted to the great work of evan- 
gelization. And I see no reason to alter my 
opinion, which ] find confirmed by the masterly 
exegesis of Calvin, where, after remarking tbat 
the words may be referred either to wewior, or 

to cuvsBadr., he appends his own jndemont on 
the point thus :— Prior interpretatio nihil habet 
difficultatis: sensus enim erit, fideles illuminatos 
fuisse Dei gratia, ut crederent, ac si dixisset, fra- 
tres qui Dei beneficio jam ad fidem vocati sunt, 
in alias fuerint provecti. Videtur tamen alter 
contextus magis quadrare, quod Apollos gra- 
tiam, quà preditus erat, cum fratribus commu- 
nicando cos adjuverit. Ita“ per gratiam" tan- 
tundem valebit, utque secundum mensuram gra- 
tim accepta.’ Eph. iii. 8, 060m 5 xápis aUTR, ép 
Tois vec svayytXicacbat TÒ avsEtyviacros 
wAouroy TOU Xpicrrov. lt was tho son-di, 
of the latter interpretation which occasioned its 
adoption. But the other, though more difficult, 
has a more profound sense. The yàp intro- 
ducing the next verse has great force, with refer- 
ence to cuveBdd. in the sense which I have, 
after Calvin, assigned to it. 

28. &iaxarnA. is a very forcible expression, 
which means lit. ‘ entirely, thoroughly argued 
them down;  *reviucebat, ‘reda ; the 
Imperf. tense denoting what was done con- 
tinually and habitually. 

XIX. 1—40. Paul arrives at Ephesus, and 
proceeds to instruct the disciples of John there; 
certain occurrences during his residence narrated, 
—such as arose out of his exertions in the cause 
of the truth, issuing in the putting down of the 
Jewish exorcists ;—whence the tumults fostered 
by the Jews, which arose among the Gentiles, and 
were with difficulty put down by the strong arm 
of the law. 

l. àuA0óvra Tà dáreoTspikà  uípn] 
hese regions were, it is true, as I have before 

said, inland regions, as regarded the coast line of 
Ephesus; but, from the accounts of recent tour- 
ists, and researches and investigations of 
Wieseler, as also of Con. and Hows., it would 
seem that there can bo no reference to Galatia, 
or even to Phrygia; only the highland region at 
its N.W. being meant, —namely, that part of the 
table-land of the interior of Asia Minor, form- 
ing the frontier district of Phrygia and Asia, — 
namely, the mountainous ridge from which iseue 
the upper waters of the rivers Hermus and 
Meander. As to the reading dvaroXtcd, it 
may be a gloss, but not, as Alf. says, ‘a 
gloss,’ as too indefinite. But it may have 
an error of scribes, who were unacquainted with 
the raro word d»wrspixós. 
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eüpew Tias pabntas, ? elme mpòs abrovs: Ei IIveüua div v Jonny.. 
Adhere Tra Tevaavres ; oi 66 elmov mpos avrov 'AXX ovdé c&u 
IIvebua. &yiv iori jxovoapev. 3 Elmé ve mpós avrov: Eis ti 
L , ⸗ e N , 9 , , 

ow éBarticOnre; of cè emor Eis tò 'loávvov Banticpa. 

** Elre 56 [latros: ‘Iwavyns pev éfásrrice Bdarricpa pera- 
, ^ ^ , , ~ ? , , k A eu 4 

VOLGS, TQ Aaw Xeyov, eis TOV épyxojuevov MET avTOV Wa Trio TEU- o 
A ) . l. 

"Inoodv. 5'Axovcavres 66 &iri& cogi, TovréoT eis Tov XpuaTOV 
éBarricOncay eis TO Óvoua tov Kupiou ‘Inaod. 

c Matt. 8. 11. 
Mark 1. 4, 8. 
Luke & 1 
John 1. 96. 

0 4d 1 e d ch. 2. 4 KAL €TTt- & 0.6. 

& 8. 17. Üévros avrois ToU IIa/Xov tas xeipas, HAGE rò IIveüpa Tò äyiov $ wt. 
ér aùroùs, éAáXovv Te uoaaais kal mpoephrevov. ""Hoav 66^ 
ot Trárres avdpes caeci Sexadvo. 8 EjiseXDov Se eig Thv avvarya- «a.i 1. 
y)» errappnotatero, emi uijvas Tpeis ° Stadeyopevos raè ‘rev pris. 
Ta Trepi THs Bactrelas ToU Ocoũ. 

These persons were evi- 
dently in the way of salvation, as was Apollos 
at the time cen of supra xviii. 25. They had 
been probably some time before baptized into 
John's baptism by some of John's disciples, but 
had not been long at Ephesus, when, by means 
of Aquila and Priscilla, and, perhape, of Apollos, 
they had become convinced of the Messiahshi 
of Jesus, and of the truth of his religion, thoug 
they had not been baptized into the faith, and, 
yet unacquainted with its doctrines, knew not of 
the descent of the Holy Spirit, much less had 
knowledge of his gi 

2. al IIvsvua yov ikaBere] In the reply 
to this interrogation (of which tho most faithful 
sense, though not the literal rendering, is, ‘did 
re receive the Holy Spirit when ye became be- 
jevers ?") the negative ov is implied, engrafted 
on which is the form aAX’ ovdi, tmo ne quidem. 
This ellipse. of the oJ after an interrogation where 
the person answering deems the answer unneces- 
sary, or declines su joining it tbrough delicacy, 
is very rare, insomuch that I know of no other 
example except one, — Alexis, in his Aavux. 
Frag. i., "Exicracat Tov cavpoy we det oxsv- 
éoat; to which the answer is, GÀÀ' av diddo 
(for so I would point), ‘No; but if you would 
teach me, I should know.’ That the meaning 
meant to be conveyed by these words cannot be, 
what is presented by the E. V., ‘we have not 
heard whether there be any Holy Ghost,’ will 
sufficiently appear, when it is cousidered that 
these Ephesian disciples, having been baptized 
mto John's baptism, must necessarily have re- 
ceived John's doctrine, that ‘He who should 
have come after him, i. e. Christ, should baptize 
them with the Holy Ghost ; and so could not be 

orant of the existence of the Holy Ghost. 
pon the whole, the only admiesible sense to be 

assigned to the words is, that ‘they did not hear 
that tho Holy Spirit had yet been given,’ ‘ had 
a no mention made of de impartment of his 

ta.’ 

3. els rí—ifa*Tíc0.;] A brief mode of 
expression, yet unconnected with ellipsis, de- 
noting, as appears from the preceding context, 
t Unto what profession of faith were yo bap- 
tized?’ The reply, interpreted, as it must be, 
in accordance therewitb, as connected with Jobn's 

— Tivat — 

ver. 23. 96's Sé rives. eoxAnpvvovto Xu”, 

tism, namely, niare and reformation, 
wt faith in the Mossish, of whom he was the 
Forerunner. 

4. rouriari sle roy X. 'I.] These are to bo 
understood as the words of the Apostle, explain- 
ing what John taught, briefly importing, ‘namely, 
on that Jesus, who is the Messiah.’ 

5. ifawriaOnoay, &c.] That the circumstance 
of these persons being rebaptized in the name of 
Jesus, affords no countenance to the notions of 
Anabaptists, has been shown at large in my 
Recens. Synop.; suffice it here to remark, that 
it ie not Christian baptism that was repeated, in- 
asmuch as John's baptism was not su 

6. éAcAouv Te yAwooae kal wposp.] Not- 
withstanding the opinion of several recent Com- 
mentators as to the import of these expressions, 
the sense must surely be, ‘they spake with 
[foreign] tongues, and used their gift in the 
exercise of the wpo@nteia, or inspired teaching 
and preaching.’ It is plain that yAwooars here 
is for érépaie yAwooae, as in the similar pas- 
sage supra ii. 4, fipEavro Aadeiv éTípais yAwo- 
cav, xaQwe rò lIlvsuua idíóov avrois daro- 
P0éyyscta:, where St. Luke gives the complete 
phrase, though afterwards he uses the elliptical 
orm ; as does St. Paul universally. 
8. Lachm. and Tisch. cancel the rà before 

. wapi, from MSS. B, D, and 2 cursives, and some 
Versions; very insufficient authority, since in- 
ternal evidence, in addition to the strongest 

hardness of heart as the cause of their unbelief, 
as Calvin saw, who remarks, ‘ Certa haec vis est 
celestis doctrins, ut reprobos vel in furorem 
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Kat syreiQovv, Kaxodoyouvtes T» Gdov éverriov ToU TAX10ovs, 
dTocTàs am’ avTOv adwpice ToU; pabnràs, kaf nuépay iare- 

h ch. 90. 81. yój.evos dv TH oxor) Tupávvov tivos. 1°" Totro O6 éyévero 
èr. črn Óvo* dare Trávras Tos karowoÜvras THY ‘Agiay axovaat 
tov Xoyov tov Kupiov [Imco)], ‘Iovéaious te xai "EdAnvas. 
11! Auvápeis Te ov Tas TvXoUgas rolet ò Beds dia THY xeupav 
IlaóXov 125 Gore xal émi ToU; áaÜcvoUvras émwbépeo0as amò 
TOU ypwròs aùroð covddpia 1) awukivÜia, xai atraddrAdocecba 
AT avTOv Tas vócovs, TÁ TE TrveUpara Ta Trovnpa * éxTopev- 
cochar [ar avrov]. 13 *'Emeyeipyaav 6€ Twes aro TOv mept- 
epxonévov "Tovdalav éfopxiotay Ovouátew éri tous éyovras Ta 
vveópara Ta Tovnpà TÒ Svoua tov Kupiov 'Igco), Xéyovres- 
'Opxitouev opás TOv IgooÜv Ov 6 IIabXos wnpicce. 1*'Hoav 
& tives viol Xxevá Toudaiou apyrepéws érrrà, oi rovro Trotbvres. 
15 ' AzroxpuÜéy Se Tò mveðua Td trovnpov elme Tov 'I9o00v yivw- 

convertat, vel magis obstinatos reddat, non sua id 
quidem natura, sed per accidens, ut loquuntur, 
quia dum urgentur a veritate, erumpit virus." 

— iv TH oxo p Tvpávvov r.) hat sort of a 
school this was, Commentators are not : 
Some su it to have been a kind of Beth- 
Midrasch, or Divinity Hall, designed for reading 
theological lectures. Others think it was a pés- 

lecture-room, and that Tyrannus was a 
rhetorician, or sophist. If the former conjecture 

correct, he was probably a converted Jew; if 
the latter, a Gentile unconverted, but favourably 
us aes to Christianity. 

0. wavrac}] This may be taken, with many 
Commentators, in a qualified sense, for ‘ very 
many.’ But, considering the constant influx of 
praon to this emporium and metropolis of Asia 

inor, there could not be many individuals but 
had heard, at least by the report of others, of the 
doctrines of Christianity. So that there is no 
reason to the expression, with Alf., as 
* hyperbolical, importing that all had the oppor- 
tunity, and probably some availed themselves 
of it. 
— 'Iovdaíovs ra xai “EXXnvat] Here "EX. 

does not, as at eupr. xi. 20. xiv. 1. xviii. 4, 
mean Gentile Proselytes; for, as Canon Tate 
observes, *at this more advanced stage of Chris- 
tian MOT it — seem to have acquired, 
natu enough, the more extensive acceptation 
of Gentile converts, whether they had been, or 
not, Proselytes of the Gate before.' 

ll. ov rae Tvxocas] lit. ‘such as were not 
of every day occurrence,” ‘ extraordinary.’ 

12. àviípso0a1] For this, MSS. A, B, E, 
and 16 cursives (to which I can only add ! 
Lamb.. 1182), have droio., which has been 
edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but wrongly; 
since the text. rec. presents & more appropriate 
Em: for the ix: in — ought not (as it 
a8 been by many) to be considered as pleonastic, 

but as having the sense ad. Indeed, the word 
seems to have been a medical term, signifying 
adferre, to apply. Alford, indeed, pronounces 
imp. to be a correction, to suit él T. dod. It 
might be so; but the vast preponderance of ex- 
ternal evidence for drog. disproves the supposi- 

tion. It is far more likely that dwog. was a 
correction of the Alexandrine Critics, to suit 
&TÓ ToU ypewroe: and certainly a Class. writer 
would have used daroq.— The case is different 
with the reading ixwopevecOac for text. rec. 
isp .. adopted by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., from A, B, D, E, and 20 cur- 
sives (to which I add 4 Lamb. and 2 Mus. 
copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16); and internal 
evidence is in its favour, from the great un- 
commonness of the term, which is no where else 
used of the going out of evil spirits; whereas 
iE«px. is often used, but only by Luke. If it 
be asked, how came Luke to use exw. this once, 
and every where else (eigbt or nine times) 
iEspy., 1 answer,—in order to suit the strong 
antithetic term áxaAA ácoscoÜa:, which means, 
‘ to be off and away, be gone from us ;' as Xen. 
An. vii. ], 4, ixíAavemtv avTOv ávaAXáceccÜa:. 
Soph. Antig. 424, «lw ày &vaXAáxÜnri, ' having 
spoken, be off ; and espec. Antig. 244, obx eov 
dvaXAXayÜsie dara: ; ‘will you not then be off and 
be cone? Accordingly, I have now received 
the word into my text. 

13. rivas dard Tav wepiepy. I. é.] Render: 
* certain ns of the Jews who go about as 
exorcists. These (called by the Greeks dyup- 
vat, and by the Romans cireulafores) were a 
class of persons who, like our travelling quacks, 
or mountebanks, or conjurors, pretended to cure 
violent disorders beyond the skill of the phy- 
sician, and even to cast out devils; and all this 
with the use of certain incantations or charma, 
made effective, partly by administering certain 
powerful medicines, and partly by strongly ope- 
rating on the imagination. See Joseph. Antt. 
viii. 2, 5, and my note on Matt. xii. 27. 

14. Tias] This may be construed with imrå, 
' some seven quee sons of Sceva.’ See infra 
xxiii. 23, and Thucyd. iii. 11. vii. 87. Or it 
may stand alone, and thus be pointed off. 
— dpxupíes] Not * High Priest, but ‘a 

chief priest, meaning a bead of one of the 24 
classes of priests mentioned at l Chron. xxiv, 
and adverted to at Matt. ii. 4, &c. ; or chief of 
the Jewish pos resident at Ephesus. 

15. nó» 'IncvUr *yuwdckmw—Ti»ss loi ;] q. d. 
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oc, kai tov IlabXov érrictapat pets 06 rives éoé; 
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16 Kai 
! éfarropevos èr avrovs 6 ávÜporros, év @ fjv TÒ TveÜua TÒ Lukes. m. 
vrovnpóv, [xai] xataxuptevoas avTOv, loxvoe rar avTOv, Gore 
yupnvous xai retpaupatiopévous exhuyeiy éx ToU olkov éxeivov. 
17 m Touro 66 éyévero yvoaróv rác, 'Iovdaiots te kal " EXAgot, m Luke 1. 
Tois KaTotovot THY "Edeoov: xai " émérece póßos èm. mávras $* 
auTous, kai éueyaXvvero Tò Üvoua ToU Kupíov 'Inao0. 

& 3. 43. 

18 © IToA- aS 
Luke 1. 6. 

Aol Te TAY TreTLaTEVKOTM@Y Tjpyovro eEomoNoyoUpEvoL Kal ayary- o Matt. s. ô. 
eéXXovres Tas "rpáfew avtav. 19 ‘Ixavol 66 TOv Ta Tepiepya 
qrpafáyrov, avvevéykavres tas SigXovs, katéraiov évorrriov mrav- 
Tov. Kat cuvelyyidicay ras Tyas avTOv, Kai eUpov apryupiou 
peupiadas mévre. 20° Obro xarà xpdtos 6 Xoyos ToU Kupiov » Isa %. 1. 
nu€ave xai tayvev. 

Rom. 10. 10. 

ch. 6. 7. 
& 13. 24. 

21 a"s de érAnpwbn rara, &Dero ó ILaüXos èv rà mrvevpare, q ch.1 0. 
SveAOav Tj» Maxedoviay kal 'Axafav, rropeverOas eis "Iepov- 525. 
carn, eiTov 
‘Poum idecv. 

“Ort peta TO *yevécÜa4 pe ékei, Set pe ra 
32 *' Arroateinas 96 eis THY Maxedoviay úo tay 1.13.5. 

Scaxovovvrwy ait@, Tıuobcov xal “Epacrov, autos érréoye ypóvov 
eis Tv Aciay. ?3*'Ewévero 5¢ xarà Tov xatpov éxeivov Tápa- *369r. 1. 

3, > i ^ e A 94 t 4 , 4 > ^ 
NOS ovx OMbyos Tepl Tis Odod. NUNTPlLOS YAP TIS OVOMATE, & ch. 16.16. 
apyupoKotros, Troy vaovs apyupods 'Apréudos, Trapevyero Tois 

* I recognize the authority of Jesus and Paul; 
but yours I disavow.’ Comp. Iseus, od da rit 
si; oU yirvcea«o oe. On the difference between 
évria T. and y:vecKxe see note on Mark xiv. 68. 

16. épaXXousvos]. By a metaphor taken from 
wild beasts; of which sec examples in my Lex. 
— xaTakvp. avTrGv, lax. cat’ a.] Most Ex- 

positors are agreed in taking laxvas kat’ abi 
to denote ‘exercised force over them, by mal- 
treating them.’ But the ex ion may be 
rather taken simply to mean, ‘ after overpower- 
ing them, held mastery over them.’ 
— lox. KaT’ avtey) I know of no other ex- 

ample of loyve with xarà, which seems to be 
an idiom of the ordinary Greek. The Genit. 
without «xarà occurs in Soph. Aj. 502, ôs 
ulytoroy layvas cTpaTov. As respects the 
variety of reading bere, the text. rec. seems, after 
all, the moet genuine. The other reading, how- 
ever plausible, arose, I suspect, chiefly from fas- 
tidious Critics, whose purpose it was to remove 
the tantology in avTov, though it is not properly 
such. Hence, doubtless, arose the áudoríper 
for ab ré, found in A, B, D, and 15 cursives; to 
which I can only add D, 1184; but of which 
there is not a trace in the Pesch. Syr. Vers. It 
evidently arose from correction. 

19. rå *1píspya] Tlepíepyos, as applied to 
persons, signifies nimis sedulus, curiosus ; 
and hence, as applied to things, supervacuus, 
vanus. Thus it was used, like curiosus in Latin, 
to denote the arts of magic; & sense occurring 
botb in the Scriptural and the Claseical writers, 
Commentators adduce examples, the most appo- 
site of which is Isidor. Ep. iii. 189, ri» wapa 
XaAdaíove wepispyov waidevow ipaĝov ol 

watésee, &c. I add Plut. vi. 531, wepidpyosr 
Opnoxslais xal. Edvace Ós10iQaiuoríait dwo- 
wendeio8ar mposa: THY atAsov. The books 
here mentioned were, no doubt, treatises on 
— and necromancy ; such as those of Arte- 
midorus and Astrampeychus on the interpreta- 
tion of dreams. Ephesus was the chief resort 
of the professors of the black art, who drew up 
what are called in the Class. writers the'Edéc:ia 
ypíuuaTa; which were scrolls of parchment 
inscribed with certain formule, and bound to 
the body, being used as amulets. 
— dpyvpiov] What kind of silver coin is 

here meant, —whetber silver shekels, or drachmas, 
is a debated question, since Ephesus was a Gre- 
cian city. e is the more probable 
opinion. 

20. xarà xpáros] for loyupawe, ‘ exceed- 
ingly ; a Hellenistic idiom; the Clase. writers 
only employing the expression in tbe place of 
loxvpas, to signify ^ 

]. baro i» Tc rv.) ‘resolved in his mind.” 
So the Hebrew 353 oww. Comp. Dan. i. 8. 
Hagg. ii. 19. 1 Cor. vii. 37. 

. épyvpokómos] The word signifies ‘a 
silversmith,’ or ‘worker in silver in any way, 
whether in forming utensils thereof, or in stamp- 
ing metals. Here, however, only one branch of 
the trade is meant, —namely, that of making the 
silver shrines. 
— vaove áp*yvpovs] So Artemid. iv. 94, dp- 

yuplou vaov ipyamıorárns. These vaoi åpyv- 
T Apr. are, with moet probability, su to 

have been amall silver models of the Temple of 
Diana at Ephesus (one of the wonders of the 
world), or at least of the sanctum, or chapel, 
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teyviras epyaciay oùx édtyny % ods cvvabpoicas, nai ovs 
mep Tà ToraŬra éepyatas elmer "Avópes, ériotacbe Ste èx 

u Ps. 115. 4. 
Jer. 10. 3. 

, , e > , 

«ail axovete OTL oU Lovoy 
TavrTns Tis épyacias ù evmopía "àv sre %"* kal Oewpetre 

"Edécou, àXXà oyedov máons THs 
'Aaías 6 IIabXos otros meisas peréornoev ixavoy ÓxyXov, AEyor 
Öri oùe eioi Oeo oi Sid yerpa@v ywwopevor. 27 Ov povov dé rovro 
xwduvever uiv Tò pépos eis amedeypov éXBetv, GAA kai TÒ TIS 
peyarns Oeas "Apréudos iepóv eis ovdév XoyuaÜsjvat, wédXew 
86 xai kaÜaupetaÜas Tiv neyaXeióTrTa, avis, hv Nn 9) Acia 
Kai 1) oixoupévn aéBerat. |. 99 ' Akovcavres Se, xal yevopevoe TA- 
pets Üuuob, ékpatoy réyovress MeyáNg 1) " Apreuss '"Edeacov ! 

which contained tho famous statue of the god- 
dess. These were much bought up, both for 
curiosity (as memorials of a building so match- 
less), and for purposes of devotion (as are the 
modeis of the Santa Croce at Loretto, in modern 
times), and were carried about by travellers, or 
others, like the moveable altars in use among the 
Roman Catholics ; the model being always pro- 
vided with a small image of the goddess, and 
carried about as a charm. Probably the ápyv- 
poxomo: also executed large medals representin 
the Temple, with the image of Diana, —of whic 
somo have been preserved. 
— waptlyero Tois rexviras lpyacílay obx 

N., &c.] ' produced much gain to," as supra xvi. 
16, ris ipyacíav moiy vrapsixa Tois, &c. 
By the TsXviTat are here denoted the chief 
workmen; and by the épydra:, the inferior 
artisans, employed on the rougher work of these 
portable chapels. 

25. rà ToiavTa] meaning, as Mr. Hows. 
points out, ‘all sorts of ee ene 
the above-mentioned medals,—connected wit 
the worship of Artemis. 
—  evwopla huv) meaning, not ‘ wealth, 

but simply ‘facultates, ‘substance.’ Comp. supra 
xi. 29, waOwe niwopeiro ris, where see note. 
Render: ‘the means of subsistence which we have.’ 

26. vaícas mer.) * has by persuasion drawn 
away, ‘perverted.’ How u:8icáva: comes to 
have this sense see my Lex. in v., and comp. Is. 
lix. 15, Sept., ueréovrncav T3)» &&voiav. 
— Adywv ore ov. elol Beor of dia x. yu. 

The heathens (at least the ignorant multitude 
regarded the images of the gods as the 
themselves, Seo Plut. de Isid. p. 379, ra 
XAAKA—Ocovs kadety. Hence the makers 
of — — — — and on t re- 
moval of the images, they supposed the 
themselves to be taken away. Pl he — 
structed, indeed, did not harbour so gross & 
fancy ; yet they maintained that the gods in illis 
LATUISSE, and that hence they were @siou, and 
filled with the preseuce of the Deity. They 
readily allowed that the gods did not need 
images; which, they said, were only invented 
iu condescension to the weakness of men, and 
only meant as helps, to raise the soul to heaven, 
and as symbols and handmaids to religion. 
They regarded the images as re tves of 
the gode, and, as such, entitled to every honour, 
Finally, they maintained that they did not adore 

the £mages, but only the gods, who, as it were, 
resided in them. In short, they resorted to such 
arguments and excuses as those by which the 
idolatries of the Romish Church have ever been 
defended ; but which were indignantly rejected 
by the great Christian Apologists, in their An- 
swers to Celsus, Porphyry, and Julian; who 
would, doubtless, were they alive now, be as 
strenuous o rs of Romish, as they were once 
of Pagan idolatr : 
27. Porro as wines This is best considered 

as a brevity of expression, derived from ordinary 
usage, and meaning, *this very branch,' or 
‘department of business; and so in Latin pars. 
—As to niv, it is not put for nucy, for it is 
a ious incommodi; q.d. ‘to our injury." 
"AmweXeypov, ‘utter — :$ from ái ACy- 
xs00a:, ‘to be utterly refuted, or rejected.” See 
mr Lex. The construction is somewhat diffi- 
cult: kwvysoei TÒ ispdv—AoyioOyvat, ccv Te 
MeyaXstornra auras mew Kal xabaipzi- 
o@a. The difficulty, however, of the construc- 
tion has occasioned some liberties on the part of 
Critics, and some blunders of scribes. To advert 
to the former; —MSS. A, B, E, and 15 cursives 
(to which I add Lamb. 1182, 1184) have rie 
MeyaAduornros, which has been received into 
the text by Lachm. and Alf, but rejected b 
Matth. and Tisch. ; rightly; since the extern 
authority is very insufficient, coming chiefly 
from one family of MSS., in opposition to the 
Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions. Nor is that 
disadvantage made up by internal evidence, which 
is quite against the ing, since it has evidently 
arisen from Critical correction, to introduce better 
Greck (for which reason the Greek Critic Toup 
embraced it), and a sort of oratorical flourish, — 
q. d. ‘that she should be deposed from her great- 
ness, —unsuitable to the speaker (a silversmith), 
and to the writer. According to the usual text 
the sense is, ‘ Yea, that her majesty and glory 
Mn magnificence of her temple and its worship) 
should be pulled down.’ Comp. similar expres- 
sions in Jos. Antt. vi. 9, 2, kað. 3j» dAato- 
velav, and in the later Class. writers, as Diod. 
Sic. and Plut. The expression xa0. may seem 
inexact; but it was probably selected with allu- 
sion to the pulling down her Temple; which 
afterwards literally came to pass, so that of an 
edifice which was accounted one of the wonders 
of the world, not a ent remains, 

28. wAripess Óvuov] Comp. Duce Hist. Byz. 
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29 Y kal émrnoOn 7) mós ÖNN tHe Cvyytcews’ Spunody Te dpo- yh: 9.4 
Oupasov eis Tò Üéarpov, evvaprácavres l'áiov xai ' Apíarapyoy 99: * '* 
Maxedovas, cuvexdnpous [tod] IIavXov. % Tod 56 IIavXov Bov- 
Aonévou eiceXAÜetv eis tov ÓOijuov, oùe «lov avrov of pabnral. 

31 Tweés 0à xal TOv ’Aciapyav, Svres alta dixo, méurpavtes 
Trpós avTOv vrapexáXovv uù Sodvas éavróv eis Tò Oéatpov. 32” AN- 
Aot uév obv &XXo TL Expalov Hu yàp f) exKAnoia cuyxeyupérn, 
xai ot Teious oU decay Tivos Évexev cuvehnrUOercay. 33 "Ew yeh. 13.17. 
dé ToU ÓxXov TpoeBiBacay 'AXé£ayOpov, vpoBaXóvrev  avróy **- 9 

p. 182, c, Ovuov «Adone, uscrós ee, 
written in imitation of Soph. Œd. e 772, 
rix" Hoy peards rj» Oupovpevos. 

29. cvyyxictw:] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
refix 75«, from very many MSS. (I add all the 

b. and Mus. copies) : very properly; for it 
has every mark of genuineness, the sense being 
thus, ‘the tumult that had arisen.’ 

3l. ’Aciepya@v] These Asiarchs were of tho 
number of those annual magistrates, who, in the 
eastern part of the Roman empire, were (like the 
Roman /£diles) superintendents of things per- 
ra His religious worship, the celebration of 
the public games, &c. They were called, accord- 
ing to the province over which they presided, 
Asiarchs, Lyciarchs, Bithyniarchs, Syriarchs, &c. 
The office was only for a year, and was elective; 
& certain number of persons (in Proconsular 
Asia, ten) being el by the cities, and sent 
to form a common council at some principal city. 
Of these the Proconsul appointed one to act as 
Asiarch ; the reet being his colleagues, though 
also styled Asiarchs: for those who had borne 
the office were afterwards called Asiarchs by 
courtesy. 

— Mn doura: iavròv ale rò Ofarpov] I can- 
not e with Valcknaer and Kypke in regard- 
ing this as a forensic mode of expression, like 
sloeXOeiv ele Tov Nuov just before. For though 
they adduce examples of this use from Josephus, 
yet there ele xívdvvoy is added. It should ratber 
seem to be a popular form of expression, denoting 
* not to trust himself in the theatre.’ So Cicero, 
c. Verr. iii. 19, * Populo se ac corone daturum.’ 
And though that is hardly sufficient warrant for 
the sense in question, yet it has some support 
from the ancient Versions; and thus there may 
be an allusion to the pure Greck phrase, d:dovas 
&avTóy ele x(ydvvor, which occurs in Demosth., 
Polyb., and Dionys. Hal. Since, however, this 
interpretation has the objection of involving a 
certain harshness, I now prefer to regard the 
expression as a later Greek, perhaps provincial 
Greek, idiom, to be taken in the sense which it 
bears in Diod. Sic. t. v. 39, ĉıðoùs àù abrdv sle 
Tat ipuníae Aaro uóvos. Jos. Antt. xv. 7, 7, 
ele rae ipnuíae abTÓ» didovs, xal ravraie— 
&vaónuovev. Ib. vii. 9, 7, éixrpawivree THe 
ó9ov sie «cun» Tuwà TOv ‘lepoco\dpwy oUx 
Twb, iavrove idwxav. In all those pas- 
sages, and probably in the present, the exact 
sense of the expression is, se con/erens, betaking 

33. This verse involves no little obecurity, 
partly from certain words being used in a some- 
whst unusual acceptation ; but chiefly from the 

construction being left incomplete, and the cir- 
cumstances of the transaction in question having 
been rather left to be gathered from what is said, 
than distinctly narrated. Hence considerablo 
difference of opinion exists both as to the con- 
struction and the sense. The construction com- 
monly adopted is ig a ad "ArAiEavdpoy ix 
ToU OxAov' which, though involving a somewhat 
harsh transposition, might be admitted, if tho 
context would permit it. But it does not; for 
thus no tolerable account could be given of tho 
transaction in question. It must therefore be 
taken before wpotBiBacay, and a Nominative 
supplied, — either reves, as referred to ix rou 
ŠxÀov, or the common ellipsis &vðpwro: must 
be supposed at wpoeBiBacay’ the sense of which 
term will depend upon the view taken of the 
affair then going forward; which has been not a 
little misunderstood by some Expositors, as 
Hamm. and Bp. Pearce. It should seem that 
certain well-disposed persons of the people pre- 
sent, with a view to quiet the tumult, were 
desirous to set up some one to address the multi- 
tude, and endeavour to appease their wrath, by 
showing that there were no just grounds for it. 
Now the Jews present were sure to join them, 
because they saw that the anger of the multitude 
was directed against both the Christians and 
themselves; and they were anxious that the 

ker should at least take the blame off their 
shoulders, and lay it— where it ought, they 
thought, to be laid—on the Christians. They 
therefore put forward, as a proper person to 
speak, one Alexander, who, it seems, had a talent 
for haranguing; the same, probably, with * Alex- 
ander the coppersmith, mentioned in 2 Tim. 
iv. 14. Hence it ap that 4rposB. cannot 
mean ‘drew out,’ or * thrust forth ;' for the word 
has never that sense, and here the context would 
not permit it: whereas 4rpog:iSátw and dvafi- 
Bá are very often used of setting any one wp to 
speak, especially as an advocate for others; 
sometimes, however, only to &rpress their senti- 
ments, Examples in abundance are supplied by 
the Commentators and Steph. Thesaur. Tho 
above interpretation is supported by the autho- 
rity of the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

IIpoBadcvrev, just after, may be taken (as 
often), in a metaphorical sense, for ‘ proposin 
him, ‘recommending him [as a fit foa]. 
These words wpoBa\dyrev aùròv T» 'lov- 
éaiey are added, to point out the prominent part 
taken by the Jews in the transaction; who, 
indeed, had some cause to feel alarmed for their 
sefety, since their hostility to all idol-worship 
was well known; and the bitter animosity felt 
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TOv 'lov8aiew: 6 80 'AXéfavbpos xataceicas Ti yeipa, jjÜeXev 
dToXoyetoÜas TQ Sym. 3 *'E«srvyvóvres è Gre ‘Iovbdaies ote, 
Qo!) éyévero pia èx mávrov ws éri dpas úo xpalovrax MeyáAn 
$ “Apres '"Edeaiov ! 85 Karaocreinas 06 ó «ypaupaTevs tov 
bydov, dqaür “Avdpes 'Edéaw, tis yap otw avOpwiros s 
ov ywwookes THY " Edeaíov tóv .veokopov ovoay THs pmeyadns 
[0cás] "Apréudos xal To) 

towards them by the multitude is plain, from 
their refusing to hear the speaker because he was 
a Jew, Of axodoyeioba the sense is simply 
that of * addressing the people in the way of jus- 
tification,’ to show them that no insult had been 
offered to the worship of Diana; or, at least, that 
the Jews were not the persons who had done the 
wrong. t à ` ] lit. ‘b . 

— KaTacsigas TNV s:pa 1 wavin 

his hand downwards, thas signifying by signal 
as it were, his wish to addreas them. In the 
same sense we have the term at xiii. 16, xara- 
cleas Tg Xupl. The same construction is ob- 
servable at xii. 17 ; though there what is denoted 
is simply the moving downwards of the hand b 
way o enjoinisg silence, as in Xen. Cyr. v. 4, 4. 
As it is used here, so is it in Philo, 556 and 
1018. Jos. Antt. iv. 8, 48. viii. 11, 2. Polyb. 
i. 78, 3, and Heliod. Ath. x. 7. The full sense 
conveyed by the expression is, beckoned (and 
signalled) by ing downwards ; and this idea 
is well represented by the passage quoted in 
Johns. Dict. from Addison: ' He beckoned to 
me, and, by the waving of his band, directed me.” 
Hence may be emended a corrupt passage in 
Shakspeare, Coriol., Act iii. sc. 2: ‘Thy knee 
bussing the stones (for in such business action is 
eloquence), waving thy head (which often ‘ wave’) 
thus —"' ‘Volumnia is, indeed,’ as Mr. Knight 
remarks, *explaining her meaning (in saying 
that ‘in such business action is eloquence’) by 
her action. But that notion could not well be 
waving the head, but waving the hand ; thereby 
soliciting a gracious hearing of what she had 
to say; thus (as the words a little further on 
express) ‘asking their good loves.’ 

4. dweyvovres] This (for the common read- 
éwcyvovrey), found in many of the best 
., bas been adopted by almost every Editor; 

and rightly; for, besides the strong external evi- 
dence, internal is quite in its favour, it being the 
more difficult reading. It is, however, not so 
much a D iun absolute, as it involves an 

tud 
95. kaTracTíAANe signifies properly ‘to put 

down; as Ps. lxv. 7, eters. TO kbTot Tis 
0uXácons. But it is more frequently used in a 
metaphorical sense, of ‘ quieting a tumult.” 
— — —— It is easier to ascertain the 

rank and duties of this office, than to represent 
the term by any corresponding one of modern 
lan From the passages of ancient writers 
adduced by Wets., it appears that the Tp. was 
President of the „and that his duties em- 
braced most of those of our Chancellor, and Secre- 
tary of State. It may be conjectured that this 
functionary (of different dignity in different 
cities) was so called, from being the keeper of 
the archives, containing all the ypáuuara of 

in 

AuwrreroUs ; 99'Avavrippiyrev  oUv bpm 

the State; as public treaties, decrees, and docu- 
ments of every kind. 
— tls yép tari, &c.] Pearce and Markland 

observe that the yap has reference to some clause 
omitted, and to be filled up thus: *[There is no 
need of this clamorous repetition of ‘Great is 
DA for — man is there, * — 
elliptical use of yàp, very rare at the beginnt 
of : speech, they duce an example from Hdot. 
vi. 11, "Ewi Evpov gee AKURE Extra nui» Ta 
apéypata, q. d. *[1 am now induced to address 
you;) for our affairs are in the utmost danger." 
— vewxdpov) The word at first denoted 

merely a sweeper of the temple. Afte 
however, (when the humility of religious de- 
votees made the office sought after even by 
persons of rank,) the term was employed to 
denote a curator, one whose office it was to see 
that the temple was kept clean and in good re- 
pair, and furnished with every thing proper for 
the celebration of public worship. (See Jos. 
Antt. i. 7, 6. Xen. An. v. 3,6.) Sometimes, too, 
it meant, not curator, but sim Y cultor, wor- 
shipper ; as in Joseph. Bell. v. 9, 5, obs (Israel- 
ites) 6 Osóc avro vsekópovs Hyev. At length, 
what was properly applicable only to & persom, 
came to be transferred, by Prosopopana, to cities ; 
especially as it was usual to ify them. 
And thus, by an accommodation of the sense, 
the term came to signify devoted, consecrated to ; 
in which acceptation it was used not only o 
Ephesus, but also (as we find from inscriptions 
on coins) of other cities of Greece and Asia 
Minor. Nay, sometimes one and the same city 
was called vacexcpos, with respect to three or 
even four different deities. So great was this 
devotion of the Ephesians to Diana, that we find 
from JElian, Var. Hist. iii. 26, the city was 
styled ber áváÜnua. And that it should have 
been thus attached to her service, we may easily 
imagine ; since, by devoting itself to the goddess, 
the city was said to have been formerly saved 
from destruction, when about to be stormed by 
Croesus. (See Hdot. i. 26.) The dedication in 
question, we learn, was accomplished by a very 
significant action, — namely, tbat of fastenin 
the ends of cords to the walls and gates, 
tying the other ends to the pillars of the temple; 
the very manner in which the Island of Rhencia 
was dedicated to Apollo by Polycrates. See 
Thucyd. iii. 94, Pe my note.—O'as before 
*Apriptdos any is not found in several MSS. 
[add Lamb. 1182, 1184) and Versions) has been 
cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
— ToU Aorerooc] Supply, ad-yaduaros, 

which is expressed in the Syr. Version. It is 
not surprising that im of an antiquity so 
remote, as to ascend beyond all historical record, 
ehould have been feigned by the priests to have 
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Üvrov tovtwy, Séov écriv bas karearaXuévovus irdpyew, xal 

* unõèv Trporrerés TpárTew. 31 'Heydryere yap rovs avdpas ToU- z Prov. 1. 
Tous, ore Y iepocvXovs otre BAacdnpodvras tiv *Oeòv dpdv. ych. s.s. 
38 Ei uév obv Anpýrpios kai oi avv aùr Teyviras mpos Twa 
Aoyov čyovow, àyópaiot ayovras, kai àvÜvraTo, cicir éyxa- 
AcitTwsav AAAI. 39 Ej 8é re trep érépwv émitgreire, év 

TH €vvoup exxdnoia émirvOncera. © Kai yap rivõuvevopev 

cqme ‘from heaver’ And from heaven, in a 
certain sense, they might be said to have come, 
as far as s the material; since aérolt 
(i. e. meteoric stones, or rather, metallic sub- 
stances of stone-like appearance) of immense 
size, and most grotesque shapes, are known to 
have fallen from the skies. One or two of these 
mips in the infancy of society and the origin of 
idolatry (bearing, by a lusus naturæ, a rude re- 
acmblance to the human bust) have been re- 
garded as images of gods, —and, as coming from 
the akies, sent from heaven to be worshipped. 
Afterwards similar aérolites, not naturally shaped 
like a bust, would be so formed by art. Of the 
latter kind were, I suspect, the far-famed Pal- 
ladia of Troy and of Athens, both said to be 
dio r3. Sometimes, however, in a rude condi- 
tion of society, the aérolite was left in its natural 
state, without any attempt to form it into a bust. 
Of this we have at least fwo instances; one in 
the famous Wack stone in the Kaaba at Mecca, — 
which, there is reason to think, has been an ob- 
ject of worsbip from the earliest ;—the 
other, in an idol mentioned in Herodian, v. 3, 
and which he speaks of as existing in the Temple 
of the Sun at Baalbec, —namely, a sort of image 
not xe«po*oínro», but ápípyaaov, of black 
stone, and of a conical figure, bearing in form 
a resemblance to the sun, and said to be d:o- 
werir. 

35. undi» mporeris xor) ‘to commit 
no ral act,'—an euphemism for ‘dragging away, 
and putting to death.” So Jos. Antt. xv. 7, 4, 
ixelvou—yeyovoros sls wpowiruay éroíuov, 
j. e. ‘ready for some act of atrocity ; such as 
putting bis wife Mariamne to death on the 

t. 
TM. hyayers yap] Here again the yap refers 
to a sentence omitted ; q. d. * [And that you žave 
been hasty and rash is certain], for you have 
brought hither,’ &c. 
— laposóAovs] Not robbers, but, fig., sacri- 

ious persons, who rob the goddess of her just 
rights and honours; as the words following more 
clearly express. 
— beov) This, for the common reading Oed», 

is found in many MSS. (including almost all the 
Lamb. and some Mus. MSS., and Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16), nearly all the early Editions. and some Fa- 
thers, and has been preferred by Mill, and adopted 
by Matthei, Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. It is also confirmed by internal testi- 
mony ; since the scribes were far more likely to 
change Osdy into Üsav, than the contrary, as a 

rs from this, —that some who had @edy in 
their originals changed rù» into tov, which 
Griesb., by an unaccountable blunder, received 
into the text. . 
30 Are scil. uou e, a complaint. | See 

x. 

— dycpaios dyorrai] sub. huépac. Render: 
‘there are court-days beld for hearing causes.’ 
So Strabo, cited by Wetstein, rae &yopaíovs 
wovovvra Kal ras Óuxauodocías. 
— áyÜvvaToi] The only satisfactory way of 

accounting for the plural here is to regard it not 
so much as an À , 28 a r idiom, by 
which the plural is put for the singular, in a 

ic sense, ‘there are such persons, as Pro- 
consuls;' q. d. ‘It is for Proconsuls to decide 
such matters.” So Demosth. de Coron. p. 15, 
vouot eloiv, and Seneca, Controv. iii. 8, * Quid 
cctu (tumultu) opus est? Sunt scripta ad vin- 
dictam injuriarum omnium E 
— lyxudXeitwoay adAnrore) for &yxAnow or 

éyxAnpata sloayitwoapy, ‘let them implead 
one another.’ 

99. iripwv] meaning, ‘ other matters of public 
concern, whether political or religious. Such, at 
least, is the sense, if iripww be the true reading. 
Some MSS., however, as B and 15 cursives (to 
which I add Lamb. 1185), have wepacripa, 
which seems to have been read by the Pesch. 
Syr. and Arabic Translators. lt is also found in 
the Magi ancient Ztalic, and was probably read by 
the Vulgate Translator Vor the alterius of that 
Version seems to be nothing more than an error 
of the scribes for ulterius); and it has been edited 
by Lachm.; while Tisch. and Alf. are agreed, 
with me, in retaining the text. rec. The latter, 
in saying that wapa:répw is a ‘mistake from 
Itacism,' has been misled by my error. I ought 
to have said, that, although it might, under ordi- 
nary circumstances, bave arisen from Itacism, 
yet here it evidently arose from the correction 
of Critics, who stumbled at the obscure homeli- 
ness of the expression, and altered it to what a 

re Greek Class. writer would have written. 
hus 34patTépe would be used for rep. Tov 

diorror, occurring in Plato, p. 484, and hin. 
rs Steph. Thes.; or ToU wpoonxovros, as in 

moeth., p. 1182. See my note on Thucyd. iii. 
81, 4. The elliptical form, however, is so rare, 
that I know of only one example elsewhere,— 
Soph. Trach. 663, ui) weparripe TaTpa'yniv 

uot. 
i — By Ty ivvópw ixxXAncía is to be under- 
stood (at least according to the sense which has 
been universally assigned to the expression) * an 
assembly called in a lawful manner, and at a 
legally fixed time, by the magistrate. Yet, in 
so explaining, we encounter a serious difficulty 
in the presence of the Article rñ, which thus 
may be said to be worse than useless. Nor is 
this difficulty removed by adopting the view of 
the sense formerly proposed by myself in Recens. 
Synop. (subsequently adopted, without any ac- 
knowledgment, by Mr. Rose on Parkhurst's Lex- 
icon), —namely, * the regular (E. V. marg. ordi- 
nary) assembly, i. e. ‘one of Er usual assem- 
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éykaXeiaÜa, aTácews Tepi TIS onpepoy, yndevos aitiou vrmráp- 
xovros "epi ob OvvgsóneÜa arrodobvas Xóyov Tis avaTpodijs 
TAUTNS. 

& ch. 19. 39 
T 

Ojvas cis T» Maxedoviay. 

41 Kal ratra eimrov áréAXvae Thy ékkXnatav. 
XX. la Mera 96 tò TavaacÜa, tov ÜopuyBov, mpoaxaXeaa- 

biCor.ie s. evos 0 IIaUXos Tovs pabnras, kal domacdapevos, NOE " aropev- 
2 Abav Sé rà pépn éxeiva, kai 

, 

eiThe-1 Cargoaxahécas aùroùs oy TONNAG, "jAÜev eis THY ' . 
$ 
d ch. 9. 33. 
& 33. 13. 

3 d , ^ ^ lå ?, ^ 9 Am e b] ^ 

TOLNTAS T€ uvas TPE, YEVOEVNS avro emugovAsjs ure TOV 

'"IovGaiev uéXXovrw àváryeaÜat eis Ty Xvpíay, éyévero yropun 

^ 

4. 7, 

ToU UTocTpébew Sia Maxedovias. 4° Xvveirrero 66 ait@ dypi 
a Tis Asias Xérrarpos Bepoiatos: Ococadovixéwy 66 Apiarapxyos 

keane Kal XexoUvOos, xai l'áios AepBatos xai Tuo0coc 'Aciavoi òè, 
n o^ Tuyws kal Tpójuuos. 5 obrot mpoerbóvres čpevov pâs èv 

blies;' for this lies open to the objection of being 
at variance with the force of the Article. The 
only effectual mode of overcoming the difficulty 
is to suppose, that by ry ivvóouw éxxAncia is 
meant, what would have been more plainly ex- 
pP by ty «vpía ixxAnaía,—namely, ‘ the 
first and principal of the four ix«Anola,’ which 
were regularly held in cach wpvravsia, or 
month of thirty-five days; as we learn from 
Aristot. ap. Harpocr. in v. xupla éxxAnoia, and 
especially from Pollux, viii. 95, whose words 
are Tao» ixxd\no.ay 5X uiv xvpía, iy fj Tae 
adpyas iwiyetporovovew, sl, &c., and where, 
among other principal matters on that day at- 
tended to, he specifies xai ras dyysAias ò 
BovAcuevoy, £laavyy£XA ei, meaning by tae ay- 
yeXias eloayy., tmpeachments for some public 
offence, civil or religious; on which subject see 
Schemann's Comitia, and Attic Process. In 
like manner, then, we may suppose the meaning 
of what the [paupareds said, to have been, that 
‘if they sought to make complaint of other mat- 
ters’ (the alleged offence against the state reli- 
gion, in the insult to the goddess Diana), there 
must be a public im ment of the offenders at 
what is termed 9 &vvouos ixxAncia, a popular 
rather than correct expression for 4 «upia ix- 
kAycía, though, if I mistake not, one not with- 
out parallel elsewhere, i. e. in Charit. i. 1, where 
the Edd. and MSS. have iveor * * voyipos ix- 
xAngía. Now there, for the words as they now 
stand (two letters having been eaten away in 
the only MS. extant), 1 doubt not was formerly 
written éviorn 59$ vouiuos ixxAncía (vóuiuos 
being used as later Gr. for £vvouos), and I would 
render the verb, not, as it is done by D'Orville, 
erat, but constituebatur ; for ivéorn, though a 
term properly used of a suit at law, yet bore also 
the — sense, as applied to an assembly, toas 

— ivi vOdcsrai] cil. ra mpáyuara, to be 
supplied from the foregoing context. The mean- 
ing is,‘ the matters in question shall be settled, — 
despatched, in the | — Thie is sup- 
ported by the rendering of the Vulg. absolvi, and 
the Pesch. Syr. dirimi. It appears, then, that 
Avi Ue is here used where àiaAóc would have 

6 f jueis 66 é£errXevcapev erà TAS z)uépas TOv àbupuov 

been more agreeable to strict propriety ; and the 
latter verb is often used to denote transacting or 

ing business, or settling any matter. So 
Demosth., p. 526, rat1d rovro idia d:adtvod- 
mavos, ‘ having despatched and settled that samo 
matter.’ 

40. xwóvvavouep] The first person is deli- 
cately used for the second, per xoivwow. Erá- 
cie, in the law sense, denoted not only sedition, 
but tumult, and is further explained by overpo- 
pñs following, which signifies ‘a tumultuous 
assemblage,’ Evoracie, as an Attic Greek writer 
would have said; though Herodotus, vii. 9, 
init, has xoíuv wAnGeos cvortpodyy. But the 
use of the word is almoet confined to the phrase 
Kata cuorpodny, or cuetpopae alva:, or 
cumivat. 

XX. 1—XXI. 16. Paul passes from esus 
into Macedonia, and thence into — after 
which he goes by sea to Jerusalem. Some 
notices of the first journey occur in 2 Cor. ii. 12, 
13; see Con. and How. 

3. At woijoas there is, as often (as supra xix. 
34), an anacoluthon; and in the next words, 
derifovA), as being a verbal, takes the construc- 
tion of its cognate verb. The plot was probably 
one to assassinate the Apostle either while going 
on board, or on the voyage. In Tov i*ocr. 
* is a Genit. of * purpose’ = o TÒ ¥To.— 
yivero yvøun, 8c. aùTw, ‘it was his purpose,’ 

or ‘resolve.’ Comp. Thucyd. i. 62, 3, EN à 3 
yueun Tov ‘Ap. éwirupsiv, &c., ‘a construc- 
tion,’ says Göller, ‘== Tw ‘Ap. £óoE«." 

5. obroi) lt is not clear whether by odrox 
are to be understood all the foregoing persons, or 
only the two last; but probably the former. 

. META Tae nu. TG» af.) ‘after Passover 
time ;' for the Jews spoke of their festivals in the 
same way as we do, when we say Christmas- 
time, or Michaelmas-time. "A xpit huspev r., 
lit. ‘up to, ‘as far as,” = ‘in five days; a 
peculiar, perhaps Hellenistic, idiom; but here 
used to intimate the length of the passage, as 
compared with their former one the contrary 
way (supra xv. 11), which had been made in 
two days. The wind, doubtless, was contrary; 
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áró Pidirrev, xal JjXÜouev Trpós aùroùs eis Tv Tpwdda &ypis 
7epàv Tévre, ob. Sietpirpapev zuépas émrá. 7 5'Ey 5 rH på ga 2s, 
Tov ca árov, 

1 Cor. 10. 10. 
cvviryuévov trav pabnrõv [Tob] xXXáca« áprov, &1.x. 

ó IlaüXos GweXéyero avrois, wéddwv é£iévas rH èmaúpiov map- 
érewé Te Tov Aóyov uéypt METOVUKTILU. 8 °Hoav 66 Xayirábes 
ixavai èv TQ trrepwow où uev avvyyuévo. © t xaOnpevos 6€ is 
veavias, ovopate Ebrvyos, éri ris Oupides, karadepóuevos Ümvo 
Babei, Siadeyopévov roð IlavXov émi mrelov, xateveyOels amò 

ToU ÜTvov, émecev aro Tov TpiaTéyou KaTw, Kal pn vexpós. 

but, from the state of the currents, &c., the pas- 
from Troas to Philippi was probably always 

a shorter one than the other. 
7. “ta v caBB.] See note on Matt. xxviii. 

], * We have here, as Mr. Alf. observes, *an 
intimation of the continuance of the practice, 
which had begun immediately after the Resur- 
rection (John xx. 26), of assembling on the first 
day of the week for religious purposes :' though 
I agree with him that we do not find in the 
Christian Scriptures any trace of a Sabbatical 
observance of the Lord's day. As to the notion 
of ‘the transference of the Jewish Sabbath from 
the seventh day to the first, that was,’ as he 
observes, ‘an invention of later times.'— To pass 
from things to words ;—for àv pato MSS. A, 
B, D, E, and 20 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 
1182, 1183, 1184), and some Versions, have 
Jum», Which has been received by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; and internal 
evidence is quite in its favour. It is probably, 
but not certainly, the true reading. As to the 
vou before xAdácat, which all the Editors, from 
Matthei downwards, concur in cancelling, it is 
doubtless not genuine; and 1 find it absent from 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies, and from Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16. It came, however, I suspect, 
from the margin, or from Critics who brought it 
in from supra 3, ToU vrootpipuw. 

8. joav l Naur. ix., &c. this cir- 
cumstance should be mentioned is not obvious. 
It could not be, as Alf. thinks, ‘ because many 
lights are apt to increase the drowsiness,’ or, as 
others, to intimate that it was a place of public 
worship. Whatever may have been the reason, 
this is evidently one of those minute accidental 
circumstances in the narrative, which mark an 
eye-witness, I have pointed out several such in 
Mark's Goepel, and also in John's. Suffice it to 
advert to John vi. 10, qe d& xóproc wots lv Te 
TOT, where see my note. And, as thero the 
‘much grass’ is adverted in allusion to the con- 
venience of the place for the popoe, so here, I 
apprehend, the circumstance of the ‘ many lights’ 
was thrown in to point at the distinctness with 
which the fall headlong of the youth was seen by 
those who sat (as it seems did Luke) in a situa- 
tion to have a full view. Thus there is a touch 
of the graphic. — To advert to a matter of verbal 
Criticism ;—for text. rec. ĵoav, MSS. A, B, D, 
E, G, H, and at least 50 cursives (though vastly 
understated through the shameful carelessness of 
Griesb. and Scholz) ; to which I can add all the 
Lamb. and some Mus. copies; have Juey, which 
is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and other ancient 
Versions, and also by internal evidence; since, 

8$ Canon Tate observes, Cont. Hist. p. 136, the 
text. rec. joavy (a Critical alteration, to suit 
abjTois preceding) interrupts the personal con- 
tinuity of the narrative, which the genuine nue 
preserves. Besides, juey is more suitable to the 
personal eye-witness, who is recording a minute 
circumstance. 

9. xa8fáu:vos] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
adopt xaOeYouevos, from 4 uncial and a few cur- 
sive MSS., and those only of the same family, 
and I can only add Lamb. 1182. Now, con- 
sidering the slenderness of external evidence, at 
least in cursives, and the quarter from whence 
the reading comes, I doubt not that it was a cor- 
rection of style by the Alexandrian Critics, who 
thought it would better suit the subsequent 
x«acradospóusvos. However, since Luke once 
elsewhere uses xa8«T., namely, supra vi. 15, 
where the MS. D, and a few ancient cursives 
have xaÔńpavo:, it is very possible that xai. 
may be the true dw. here. 
— 77s Oupidos] Render: ‘the window; 

seemingly the only one in the room; which, it 
seems, was a kind of lattice, or casement, to let 
in light, admitting of being thrown back, so as to 
admit air into the apartment, heated by so much 
company and so many lampe; see Arundel in 
the 2nd vol. of his ‘ Discoveries in Asia Minor.’ 
Karadspóusvos Uxvo, for ele or wpce Ürvov, 
of which latter construction examples are adduced 
by the Commentators. The former is Hellenis- 
tic; thus it occurs in Symmachus' Version 
of Ps. ]xxvi. 7. Most Commentators closely 
connect xarad. with irecey, taking it to mean 
only ivec:v xarw. But the latter may denote 
the completion of the action described as in 
progress at xarad1p. 
— dá Tov V*vov| ‘ from the effects of sleep.’ 
— tov pia TíÉyov] ‘the third story ;' for eré- 

yos signifies not only a roof, but the flooring of an 
upper apartment, as being & roof to the apartment 
below. So the Latin tristega tecta, for * the third 
floor.” Artem. iv. 46, has n rpia Téyn. 
— 4p8n vaxpos] Many recent Commentators 

suppose the expression to mean ‘was taken up 
for dead.' They urge that persons falling from 
& high place are often found in a swoon, and that 
there is nothing in the context that would lead 
us to think the lad was dead. Nay, that Paul 
himself says, ‘he is sot dead.’ The first argu- 
ment, however, has no force as oppoecd to the 
plain words of St. Luko. And the second and 
third have next to none. There ie no trait in 
the Apostles and Evangelists more remarkable, 
than their avoiding every thing like setting off 
any — to the utmost. Further, it by 
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ee Mn 8opvyfBeioÜe ù yap Wry avroU èv ait@ orti. 
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apTov Kal yevoapevos, ep ixavov 

Te Omidnoas üypis avis, oUros éEnOev. ?"Heyayov òè tov 
maida Eõvra, kal trapexAnOncay ov peTpias. 13 "Huets 6€ mpo- 
eA8ovres émi TO moov, àvüxÜnpev eis tiv "Aacov, éxeiÜcv 
péXXovres àyaXauávew tov IIabüXov: otro yap tv Guarerary- 
pévos, péXXov autos Televew. 

no means follows, as they maintain, from St. 
Paul's stretching himself upon, and embracing, 
the young man, that he thought him alive, or 
meant to sce whether he was so or not; for the 
action did not tend to such a purpose. The 
Apostle, by doing the very thing which Elijah 
and Elisha in similar circumstances did (sce 
] Kings xvii. 21. 2 Kings iv. 34), evidently re- 
girded him as dead; and, no doubt, followed the 
example of the Prophet, in offering up fervent 
prayers that he might be brought to life. And 
as to the expression of St. Paul, 9 yap Wu x; 
avrov—tori, we are no more to infer from 
that, that the young man was not dead, than, in 
the narration at Matt. ix. 24, from the words où 
yàp awiBuye, that the damsel was not dead; 
sce the note there. In short, it was plainly 
Luke's intention to record a miracle of raising 
the dead; in doing which he thought fit to 
state the significant action accompanying the 
miracle, in order to advert to the similanty of 
the case to that of Elijah. 

10. evuT:piAaBor] A rare word, seldom 
occurring in the Class. writers, and never in the 
present sense, that being confined to ap. 
Accordingly, the difference is in the addition of 
cvy, which is xot pleonastic, nor does it signify, 
as Robins., Lex., supposes, * withal,’ but simply 
denotes the completeness of the action (as in 
cuutwAnpow, cuvyxaXuwrw, and many other 
verbs), and is usually intensive, though it carries 
with it somewhat of the graphic. The only 
other example I can find of its use in this 
rense is. in Epiphan. t. i. p. 981, ros ypnorods 
To opolw pice: cunweptYauBavovres. 

ll. «Adoas dprov xal yevoduevos] Some 
difference of opinion here exists as to whether 
this is to be understood of the Eucharist, or of a 
common meal. The older Expositors adopt the 
Jormer view; the latter ones, from Grot. down- 
wards, in general, the later; and with reason. 
For, 1. The expression «Ag» d&prov is only used 
of the Apostle; 2. Wherever that phrase is used 
of the Eucharist, it is used simply, never with 
the addition of xal yevodmevos’ especially since 
the term yevouoba did not imply eating little, 
but merely denoted taking food, whether little or 
much; 3. The following term ójuAscas sug- 
gests the idea of a common meal, since wherever 
it occurs in Scripture it is used of ordinary con- 
versation, not of preaching, as in the Ecclcsias- 
tical writers; for which dsadéyeoOar is used, as 
pe before. Not to mention, that as the Apostle 
ad already so much exceeded the usual time in 

bis discourse, he would hardly, at that unscason- 
able hour of the night, resume, and continue it ‘a 
good while, till day-break;' nor would he then 
celebrate the Eucharist, which had, probably, 

lt “Ns è cuvéBarey uiv eis 

been administered at an early period of the meet- 
ing. Before prov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
receive rov, from A, D, C, D, and 2 cursives; 
to which I can add nothing: and interna] evi- 
dence is equally balanced. For though it might, 
as Alf. says, be omitted through the force of the 
Article being overlooked, yet it might be inserted 
by tho Critics, to bring in the sense required by 
the context; though at the similar passage. supra 
ji. 46, it is not expressed. If genuine, it will 
mean, ‘the bread set on the table.” See note 
on Matt. xxvi. 26; and comp. Luke xxiv. 30. 
AaBwv có» üpror, and v. 35, iv TH xXAácst Tov 
üpTov. 

13. wpoa\Goyres iri TO ÀXoior] No ship 
has been recently spoken of ; but at ver. 6 men- 
tion was made of one sailing from Philippi. 
Therefore Bp. Middl., with reason, supposes this 
to be the ship there meant; in which, it seems, 
Luke and his party made their coasting voyage 
from Philippi, touching at Troas and other places 
by the way, till they reached Patara, where they 
embarked in another ship bound to Phanicia. 
The stay of seven days, made by Paul and his 
companions, at Troas may be accounted for by 
supposing that the ship had been staying that 
time for the discharge of commercial business. 
It should seem that Paul and his companions 
depended for their passage on such coasting ves- 
sels, employed in the carrying trade, as they 
should meet with, and which would be likely to 
most forward them on their way to Jerusalem ; 
embracing, at the same time, every opportunity 
(afforded by the occasional stoppege of those 
vessels for the purposes of trade) to salute and 
instruct their Christian brethren by the way. 
Hence we may account for (what has been 
thought strange) the Aposuüe's not calling at 
Antioch in his way ; namely, because the vessel, 
in which he had taken his paseage, did not, it 
seems, touch there. 

— Mwy av. ri(sUeuw] On the reason for 
Paul's taking this course Commentators vari- 
ously speculate; sce Recens. Synop. It was, I 
apprehend, in a great measure to avoid the tedi- 
ous and, considering the want of skill in the 
ancient navigators, sometimes dangerous circum- 
navigation of the promontory of Lectum, which 
runs out a long way into the sea; insomuch that 
the distance from Troas to Assos is about one- 
third shorter by land than by sea. Now the 
Apostle's perils by sea had been so t, that he 
might well prefer going by land; especially 
when the distance was so much shorter. I say, 
going by land ; for I doubt not that such is the 
meaning of weCevsry here (not ‘ going on foot," 
as near all the Commentators render), as very 
frequently in good writers, such as Xen., Aristot., 
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Tsocr., and Strabo, from «t5, * by land,’ as often 
in Hdot. and Thucyd. So Hdot. vii. 110, ~. 
i7 :1600a.:. 

16. For ïv, 5 uncial, and 10 cursive MSS., 
with Lamb. 1182, have 4Ig, which has been 
adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but inju- 
diciously ; since the latter has every appearance 
of being a mere emendation of style proceeding 
from the Alexandrine Critics, because the Opt. 
is more Classical Greck. For éxpive, just be- 
fore, MSS. A, B, C, D, E, and about 10 cursives 
(with Lamb. 1182), and all the ancient Ver- 
sions except the Sahid., have ks«píxei, which is 
— by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., and may 
be the true reading; but, from the insufficiency 
of evidence in cursive MSS., it scems to be 
rather an alteration of Critics, who saw that a 
Pluperf. is required by the preceding context ; 
as also did the ancient Translators, who ren- 
dered freely. The Critics were not aware of 
similar instances of incxactness in the use of the 
tenses, by which the Imperf. is employed where 
strict propriety would require the Piuperf. See 
Luke xix. 15. John iv. l. xi. 30. Acts i. 2, and 
many others; especially in a narrative, where a 
past occurrence is introduced after the proper 
order of time, as in Matt. xiv. 3. John xviii. 24, 
et al., which is the very case here, for Paul's de- 
termination to pass hy, go past Ephesus, was pre- 
viously made, probably at Mitylene. Such being 
the case, we do not (as Alf. imagines) sce Aere 
that the ship was at Paul's dísposal, and hired 
at Philippi for the voyage to Patara. It is highly 
improbable that Paul would be able to afford so 
heavy an expense. Iam quite of the opinion of 
Conyb. and Hows., that if Paul had had the 
command of the movements of the vessel by 
having hired it, he would never have passed by, 
unvisited, his recent converts, a goodly company 

thered out of the mass of unbelievers by the 
abours of three years; in short, he would have 
landed at Ephesus rather than at Miletus, — 
since the same wind, which carried him to the 
latter harbour, would have been equally favour- 
able for a passage to the former. St. Paul's in- 
tention was, as Luke says, to be, if ible, at 
Jerusalem at the Pentecost. But, as Conyb. and 
Hows. truly observe, ‘even with a ship at bis 
command, he could not calculate on favourable 
weather, if he lost his present opportunity; nor 
could he safely leave the ship which had con- 
veyed him hitherto; for he was well aware that 
he could not be certain of meeting with another 
that would forward his progress. He determined, 
therefore, to p in the same veseel, on her 
southward course from Trogyllium to Miletus,” 

l7. &vó 88 rhs Mid. wipyy.—perexar.] The 
distance is nol, as Alf. says, ‘about 50 miles," 
but 35; nay, Conyb. and Hows. reckon it 30, 
and show that the presbvters of Ephesus might 
easily reach Miletus on the day after the sum- 
mons was received. 

— Tos wpsoButipovs] As these persons 
are at ver. 28 called éviaxoarovs, and especially 
from a comparison of other (ae 1 Tim. 
iii. 1), the best Commentators, ancient and 
modern, have with reason inferred that the 
terms ?rpzof. and imlek. as yet denoted the 
same office. ’Ewioxowos might denote either 
an or a care-taker ; and these senses 
would be very suitable to express the pastoral 
duties. IIpeodóTapot were by office over A 
and in that sense dwicxowo:. But the term 
might also (correspondently to the Hebr. rep) 
denote a ruler, —an idea naturally arising out of 
the former. And since it must, at an early pe- 
riod, have been found necessary that there should 
be a superintending authority, not only in private 
individuale, but in the Church itself, as to the 
various bodies thereof forming the congregations 
as its members—for no society can exist without 
subordination—hence we may suppose, that one 
of the presbyters was, in such & case, invested 
with authority over the others, and consequently 
was a Bishop in the modern sense of tbe term. 
And since, after the exercise of Episcopacy, in 
that sense, was established, it became proper to 
have a name by which to designate the ruling 
Presbyter, none seemed so proper as éwloxowos, 
because it was far better fitted to denote tho 
Superintending than the Pastoral duties; whilo 
ptc. had, no doubt, been always more in use 
to denote the Pastoral. 

18. we wapsydy. wode abrov] * when they had 
advanced to him. So Luke vii. 9. viii. 20, 
alway abToiv "Yusis ivíoao0s. This speech 
of Paul is worthy both of admiration, as a holy 
apostolic address, and of great attention, as 
being purely Pauline in character, and even in 

raseology, as is clear from the many parallel 
sentiments and kindred idioms found scattered 
up and down in his Epistles. The MS. D has 
áÓsAdoi after, and one other MS. and the 
Sahid. Vers. before, éwlor., which Conyb. and 
Hows. adopt, — because,’ say they, ‘it is certain 
that Paul would not have begun his address 
abruptly without some euch word.’ So, too, 
thought the Critics who inserted the word ; for 
that it is an interpolation is evident from the 
testimony of all the MSS. except two, confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. and other Versions, 
except the Sehidic, and by internal evidence, as 
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the Editors are There might have been 
more of courtesy in the ddeAqol, but the force 
and gravity of the appeal, introduced by the 
Juste emphatic, may dispense with it. 
— was u. Ù. dyevdunv] ‘How I have con- 

ducted myself and acted among you.’ Comp. 
] Thess. i. 5. ii. 10. 

19. dovrA rveev—rareivod.] ‘discharging the 
ministry of the Lord (as to his apostleship) with 
al humility and modesty.” The werd must be 
repeated at daxpiey, and rendered, with a slight 
accommodation of sense, amidst, or amongst. 

20. ovdiy Ureore:hapny) * I have kept back, 
suppressed nothing.’ On the proper force of 
vwooriA\eobat, and kow it is derived, see my 
Lex. Its Deponent use (as here) with Accus. of 
thing, of ‘concealing any thing,’ is not simply 
Hellenistic, since it occurs in the purest Attic 
writers, as Plato, Apol., where we have Uwoor. 
ve used in conjunction with dwoxpyacbat. 
Eurip. Or. 607, vroor. Ao*yc, and es aly as 
used with ovdéy or undi», Isocr., p. 167 and 196. 
Demoeth., p. 54. It is found also in Jos. Antt. 
vi. 5, 5. Bell. i. 20. 

22. &afauévos ro tvs/u.] Many Commenta- 
tors and recently De Wette, take wvsdu. to 
mean the Holy Spirit. But thus dsdeuévor ad- 
mits of no satisfactory sense, and the next clause 
—ra iv—un «ldóos—discountenances this inter- 
pretation. Render: ‘ bound in the spirit ;' and 
we may comp. evvtxy00ai rae Aóvyo, xviii. 5,— 
but with this difference, that, as appears from the 
next verso, To IIvsuua d'yioy, &c., wo must con- 
sider Paul's spirit as strongly actuated by tbe in- 
fluence of the Hoiy Spirit. So in other passages 
the Holy Spirit of God is stated to have not 
only swayed his mind, but guided his apostolic 
course. 

23. 4X» dri] Supply êv and rovro, and 
repeat eldms. ‘But this one thing [alone I 
know] that." Comp. Soph. El. 426, wAslo da 
TovTwy ov k&ToiQa" WAhy Sri Tru EL me, &c. 
The iy is p in Aristoph. Pac. 227. Tò 
IIvsuua rò äy:ov is taken by the best Commen- 
tators to denote persons endued the Holy 
Spirit; the sense, they say, being ‘ that the Holy 
Spirit in every city testified by the mouth of 
inspired prophets;' see xxi. 4, ll. And the 
xarà 460Àiv confirms this view. But the direct 
and personal declaration, by forewarning, of the 
Spirit, must not be excluded. Two examples of 

this warning of the Spirit occurred, at Tyre, xxi. 
4, and at xxi. 10, 11. 

24. There is here a strange variety of reading, 
arising from the carelessness of the scribes. 
Tisch. and Alf. edit 4ÀX' ovdevde Aoyou morot- 
ae Tij» Weynv Tipiav luavre, from MSS. 
, C, D3, and the Syr., Sahid., Æth., Arm., 

and Arab. Versions. This reading Alf. s 
as ‘the one from which all the others have 
arisen ;' and he remarks, that in the first clause 
there is a combination of two constructions, 
ovdavde \óyov waovmat Thy X. iu. and ob 
morotva Ti yo TiuMÍar iuavre, q. d. * I 
hold my life of no account; and he adds that 
the sense of the whole verse is, * But I hold my 
life of no account, nor is it so ious to me as 
the finishing of my course.’ That this is a suit- 
able sense I mean not to deny; and were the 
authority for the reading sufficiently strong, I 
should be induced to receive it. But the teati- 
mony of all the copies but three (including all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16) forbids any change of text. Nor can in- 
ternal evidence, properly weighed, be said to call 
for it; for though the reading might well be ad- 
mitted, if it occurred in one of the orations of Thu- 
cyd. ; surely this short-cut, and dense brevity, is 
uite foreign to the style of the Sacred writer. 

Aecordin ly the reading is rejected by Matth., 
Griesb., Scholz, and Lachm. If it asked, 
how I account for the existence of the reading 
adopted by Tisch. and Alf, except on the pre- 
sumption that it is the genuine oue, 1 answer, 
that it arose from the strongly confused state of 
the text in the various MSS., in which it seemed 
to the Critics, as very often elsewbere, tbat more 
words were used than were necessary, and that 
the sense might be neatly wrapt up in the con- 
densed form they offered. Asa proof and illus- 
tration of this, I would point to the reading of 
A, D2, and a few cursives, to which I add Lamb. 
1182 (a most ancient text), ovdevds Xoyov. ixw, 
ovdi *oiovuat Tà» wWrvynhw Tiula» inavTis. 
This evidently is only a Critical emendation of 
the text. rec., and therefore ought not to have 
been adopted by Lachm. As to Versions ad- 
duced to confirm the slender testimony of the 
3 MSS., the only one of any weight or authority 
is the Posch. Syr., which has no such reading, 
but another short-cud reading, thus : —' Sed mihi 
nihili ssstimatur anima mea ut compleam cursum 
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meum ;' and consequently all that that Version 
(evidently a free rendering of the general sense 
can do, ie greatly to confirm the view which 
have taken of the true origin of this pet reading 
of our pair of Critics. 

25. xal vu» dod, &c.] It is unnecessary, in 
order to reconcile this with the fact, almost cer- 
tain, that the Apostle did again visit Proconsular 
Asia, after his release from imprisonment at 
Rome, to suppose, with some, either that all the 
Presbyters now t were dead when he again 
visited Asia, or (with others) that the Apostle 
means to sav, he shall not see them all in. 
We have only to understand the Apostle as here 
speaking i» re wvidpari, according to his 
spirit, or mind, and therefore (as he said 
just noore) at eldds, not certainly knowing that 
it would eo, but p ing such from the 
threatening intimations he had received. Indeed, 
the form old’ Ori, or even 19 olà' örı, is per- 
petually used in the hest Clase. writers to denote 
something far short of certain knowledge, and 
only rising to optston, or present 
Comp. supra iii. 7. and infra xxvi. A and see 
my note on Thucyd. vi. 34. 

26. paprTúpomaı] ‘I solemnly affirm to you, 
namely, by calling God to witness. 

— xaÜapós iyo awd ToU alu. w.] a Heb. 
construction, as in Hist. Sus. i. É, xalapde iyo 
awe Tov aluatos Taŭvrtye. 

28. éwioxdwovr}] See note supra v. 17. 
— In this disputed passage the MSS. nt no 

Jese than si» readings; namely, Tov Osou: ToU 
Kupiov: Tov Xpiorov: Tov Osov xai Kupiov: 
TOV Kuplov O:«ov : and Tov Kvpíov xal Osov. 
The relative merits of these are discussed by 
Wetst, Griesb, Kuin., and Dr. Pye Smith, 
Scrip. Test. vol. iii. p. 66, eq., who decide in 
favour of Kupiov. On the contrary, other Critics, 
as Mill, Bengel, Wolf, Venema, Michaelis, 
Ernesti, Valcknaer, Matthei, Bp. Middl., Gratz, 
and Rinck, reject Kupiov, and almost all read 
Osov ; though some, as Griesb., Matthai, and 
Middi. preter rot Kwpíov «ai Giov. Of the 
recent Editors, Lachm. and Tisch. read Kvpíov, 
Scholz and Alf. O«ov. As to myself, I have 
hitherto, while retaining Tov Osov, admitted, 
with Matth. and Middl., xat Kvupiov, but in 
smaller character. On, however, re-considering 
this puzzling question, aided by such data for 
final decision as I have been enabled to obtain 
from extensive collation, examination of docu- 
mente, and weighing internal evidence, I trust, 
in the balance of equity, I have been in- 
duced to alter my opinion. Perplexing as the 

state of the evidence may appear, it is not a little 
cleared by the consideration that three out of the 
six vv. ll., namely, rou Xpiorov, rov Kuplov 
Atov, and Tov Gtoũ xal Kupíov, are scarcely 
entitled to that name, being evidently modifica- 
tions of the other three, and, themselves resting 
on very slender authority, are of little value 
except to aid us in drawing the balance as to 
three real various readings, of which the evidence 
stands as follows :—1. Kupiou is supporied M. A, 
C, D, E, and 14 cursives (I add Lamb. 1182); 
by the Copt, Sahid., and Arm. Versions, and 
some Fathers, chiefly Latin. 2. Tov Kupíov 
xui Osov is supported by C, G, H, and nearly 
100 cursives (I add 4 Lamb. and 5 Mus. copies, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), none of much anti- 
quar or consequence, but of different families. 

Tov Osobv is supported by the most ancient 
uncial, B, and 20 cursives, as Tisch. reckons; 
but, from evidence set forth by Scholz, man 
more; to which I add Harl. 5115 and 5537, 
omitted by the Collators, the latter of the llth 
century, and Alexandrine recension. As to the 
reading which combines the two, Kuplov and 
cou, in whichever order, would seem excluded 
by a fundamental Canon of Criticism. This 
reduces the various readings to two,—Kuplov 
and Otoũ, and undoubtedly the external autho- 
rity for the former is tly superior in number 
of MSS. and antiquity; on which ground, it 
would seem, it has been received into the text 
by Lachm. and Tisch. As to internal evidence, 
it draws two ways; but, on the whole, I 
apprehend, inclines in favour of Osov, as Mr. 
Alf. has gone far to prove. And if the ecales 
hung ever so evenly, Pauline usage — which 
ought to have due weight in such a question— 
would turn the scale. Now the probabilities for 
and inst the use of the expression ixxAncla 
vou O10v Mere may, with Mr. Alf, be fairl 
argued thus :—' Is it per se probable, that Pau 
should use an expression which no where else 
occurs im his writings, nor indeed in those of his 
contemporaries? Is it more probable, that the 
early scribes should have altered an unusual 
expression for an usual one, or that a writer so 
constant to hie own phrases should here have 
remained so?  Besides,—in most of the places 
where Paul uses ixxAnaía ov Oeov, it is in a 
manner precisely similar to this,—as the consum- 
mation of a climax, or in a position of peculiar 
solemnity; cf. 1 Cor. x. 32. xv. 9. Gal. i. 13. 
l Tim. iii. 5, 15." On the whole, then, I quite 

with Alf., that since it is more likely that 
the alteration should have been to Kuplov than 
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paivew THY éexxAnciay ToU Oeod, fv mepieroijoaro Sa Tov 
21. tliou a(paros. ?9 ''Eyó [yàp] ola rovro, öte eiceXevaovra: 

perà thy üduÉiv pov Avaoe Bapeis eis Ups, pù) deibouevor ToU 
mwouviou So u Kal éf buo» avTay àvaorýcovraı avdpes Aa- 
Aobvres Steotpaypéva, ToU atrooTray Tovs uaÜrràs ómíoo avTav. 

wa = ge M = ow 

86 s o Qo 

2 P ⸗ pP 
"1 

- 91 Y Aud ypmyopeire, uvriovevovres Öri rpieríav, vókra Kai T)u€- 
pav, ovx émavodyny perà Oaxkpuev vovÜerOv čva éÉxaocrov. 

- 82” Kai ravüv zrapariÜeua, vuás, aderpol, rà Oeo xai TQ Xóyo 
; Te xápuvros aŭro, TQ Ovvauévo émowoboufjea, xal Sovvas 

, Upiv kXnpovopiíav év ois "yas pévois mac. %8*'*Apyupiou ù 
Tw 19. wovalov 1) ipatiopoð ob0evós émeOipnoa. S*Yajroi Se ivo- 

to O:sov, —more likely that the speaker should 
have used «ov than Kupiov, there is good rea- 
son to decide in favour of the received reading, 
as Mr. Alf. has done; though we have, both of 
us, been influenced by secomd thoughts in our 
final decision. 

— did Tov léiov aluaTros] ‘The Lamb is 
God, the Son of God, very God of very God, and 
so the blood of this Lamb is the blood of God. 
And it is this dignity of his nature that especiall 
setteth so huge a value upon his blood, that it is 
of an infinite price, of infinite merit, able to 
satisfy an infinite justice, and to ap an infi- 
nite wrath.” (Bp. Sanderson, Serm.) To advert 
to a matter of verbal Criticism, — Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read àià cov atuatos 
rou idlov, from A, B, C, D, E, and 20 cursives ; 
to which I add two very ancient and valuable 
Lamb. copies, 1182 and 1184. It may be tho 
true reading, but there needs stronger authority, 
to prove that it is. Internal evidence is equally 
balanced; for while the text. rec. may be, as 
Alf. pronounces, ‘a correction for simplicity,’ 
not noticing the emphasis; so may the other be a 
correction to introduce the emphasis, not heeding 
— 

. St. Paul here adverts to the reason for this 
solemn admonition, namely, the danger which 
would shortly overtake the Church from false 
teachers, whose rapacity would be as great as 
their hypocrisy. e have here the same meta- 
phor as at Matt. vii. 15, 16 (where see note) ; 
though in the present instance there is a tacit 
allusion to the case of the shepherd, or his watch- 
dogs appointed to guard the flock, gratifying their 
voracity by even preying on the flock itself. 
Comp. 2 Cor. xi.20. In addition to rapacity 
and Aypocrisy, the Apostle in the next verse 
subjoins the sowing of herestes and schisms, such 
as those of Phygellus and Hermogenes, and 
others, who afterwards promulged the Nicolaitan 
errors. 
— Here yàp and Tovro are cancelled by Alf., 

who pronounces the words to be interpolations, 
to connect and strengthen the sentence. The 
only authority of any weight against the text. 
rec. is for the reading éyw oléa ör:, found in 
A, B, C, D, and 6 cursives, which is edited by 

hm. and Tiech., but which is evidently a 
correction of style; and certainly a pure Class. 
writer would not have written tovro and öri. 

des, the evidence against Tovro is next to 

nothing, —only 5 cursives; and the yàp is quite 
as likely to bave been loet by carelessness of 
scribes, as to have been introduced by Critics; 
and it is defended by all the MSS. except a 
dozen, and confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version. 
— Aéxo, Bapsics] meaning ‘false teachers,’ 

who will gratify their greediness by being bur- 
densome to you, àv Bapes vres, as it is said in 
] Thess. ii. 6. . 

30. dteorpaupiva) ‘erroneous.’ So Arrian 
opposes doyuata ópÜà to ÓuocTpauufva xai 
orpeBrd. The metaphor is the same as that in 
our Adjective wrong, ' twisted from the truth.” 

TapaT. — TG Ore xai re Adye THe 
— —— a.] I am still of opinion, that the 

endiad. is not to be brought in here, as if it 
only meant ‘merciful promise. As to re Óvra- 
péveo, I am, on further conaideration, induced to 
think that though it may be referred, as it is by 
most recent Expositors, to Aóy«o ij Xáp., ‘to 
the word of his grace' in the Gospel, and though 
it may seem confirmed by Heb. iv. 12, comp. 
with Isa. xlix. 2, and Jer. xxiii. 29, yet, as Doddr. 
long ago observed, ‘it cannot be said (o give an 
tnkerilance, however it may edify and build us 
up in the faith; hence it is best referred to 
Oso, with most of the ancient Expositors, and of 
the modern by Beza, and by Calv., who, after 
ably handling the expression Tes AX. THe Xdp., 
and showing the true force of the words kept 
separately, adverts to Óvvauére, and decides that 
it must not be referred to Adye, but to Otw, 
and shows why the words were added. By rore 
tyytacuévors here (and at xxvi. 18. Eph. i. 18, 
and Heb. x. 10, 14) are denoted not simply 
Christians, nor even ‘those who have u 
worthy of their high calling in baptism,’ but thoee 
who have been cleansed from the pollution of sin, 
freed from its power, and endued by God, through 
the Spirit, with a principle of holiness; as is 
evident from 1 Cor. vi. 11, dAAa é&weAoícacO:, 
&AAXd — — &c., where see note. 

33. What is here said was evidently suggested 
by the conduct of the false teachers, so opposite 
to bis own. By iuaTicuós i$ meant that hand- 
some clothing, which among the Hebrews was 
reckoned of any one's wealth. See Matt. 
vi. 19. 2 inre 26. Such, it might have been 
supposed, he accepted as presents. At tho 
next words there is a forcible appeal (frequent in 
Paul's Epistles) to the recollection of his con- 
verts in proof of his entire disinterestedness, 
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cere Or, Tais ypeiaus pou, Kal rois ovat peT éuoD, v0 pérgaav 
ai xXeipes airar. 95 * IIavra. inrébecEa vpiv, ott obro komiðvras 11 Cor-9. 
Sei dvriXaufáveaÜas  TYv | àáaÜcvovvrov, Lv9guovevew te TOV 
Acyov ToU Kupiou 'Inaod, drt avros elme Makápióv dors Sedova 
pàXXov ù) Xaufdavew. 36 a Kai Tra)ra evrówv, Oels ta yovata »a.m.s. 

avroÜ, oly Tüci» avtois mpoonúkaro. 37 ‘Ixavos 82 éyévero 
&KXavÜuóos Travrwy Kal èmimecóvres emi Tov Tpayndov Tod Iaŭ- 
Aov, Katepirouvy avrov: 38 dduvmpevoe padiota èm. To Xóyop 
@ eipnet, Sts ovKéTt pédAdovot TO Tpócorrov avTod Oewpeîv. 
apoérreutroy 5é avróv eis TO TrXoiov. 

XXI. 1'f)s 86 éyévero avayOijvat nas doa raoOévras at’ 
avrayv, evOvdponncavres TjMÜouev eis THY Kav, Tf) Se éEfs eis 
anv 'Pó8ov, xáxeiÜev cis IIárapa. ? Kal etpovres moiov ĉia- 
mepav eis Sorvixnv, émiBavres avyyOnpev. 3% Avadavévres Se 
T)v Kúrpov, xal xatadrrovres aurny ev@vupov, émAéojev eis 
Supiay, xal xarrzxÜnuev eis Tuopow éxeice yàp hv Tò TrXoiov 

34. al x. ab.] ‘these hands,’ holding them up. 
By the same expressive action, as on another oc- 
casion, infra xxvi. 29, wap. Tiny dac. ToUTowy. 

35. dyriAauBdvicBa:] * to assist; lit. ‘to 
bear up; see note on Luke i. By Tov» 
&cÜsvovrrwy we are to understand, not (as 
Beza, Calv., Neand., and Thol. exp sin) ‘the 
weak in faith, but ‘the poor,—as Chrys., 
Hamm., Kuin., and Oleh., who adduce as exam- 
les Aristoph. Pac. 636. Eur. ap. Stob. cxv. 
hey might bave added Eur. Suppl. 433. El. 39. 

Thucyd. i. 5, 1, where see my note. But, strictly 
ing, this is not the sense; but, as appears 

rom the antithetic xom:wyrast, those who from 
sickness, or general infirmity, are unable to pro- 
vide themselves with the necessaries of fife. 
Comp. Hdot. ii. 47, vx áa0eva(ns Giov, —the very 
sense of ácÜsvovrras in the passage of Aristotle. 
— paxdpioy ici, &c.] Render: ' More 

bl of God is it to give than,’ &c., magis 
jwoat, &c. This is one of the sayings of our 
Lord unrecorded in the Gospels (see John xxi. 
fin.), of which, no venue were then many 
circulated among the Christians, and some of 
which are recorded by the early Fathers; on 
which see Fabric. Cod. Apoc. New Test. i. 131, 
and cepec. the very scarce tract of Koerner de 
Sermonibus Christi &ypádois, Lips. 1776, 8vo., 
to whose examples I am enabled to add another 
from the Epistle of Barnabas adduced by Dr. 
Lardner, Credib. p. ii. vol. i. P. 47, * Sicut dixit 
Filius Dei, Resistamus omni iniquitati, et odio 
habeamus cam.’ 

XXI. ]l. éwoeswac0. à. a.] The sense, 
‘having gotten (or *gone') away, falls short 
of the true force of the expressive term dwoo7., 
which does not denote simply ‘going away,’ but, 
suitably to the regretful feeling implied in the 
foregoing words, kAavOude i*yévaro, and óðvvó- 
savor, serves to mark ‘unwilling departure by se- 

ration’ (the Biay of Chrys.), which is expressed 
in the ancient Versions. — 
— s00vép.] ‘having run before the wind,’ by 

taking a straight course. 

2. &amspóv] lit. ‘ Passing throug, or ‘ over,’ 
* making ite passage.’ On ‘Podoy just before, in 
addition to the passages adduced by Wetstein, 
and by Conybeare and Howson, 1 would point 
to a fine description of the island in its flourish- 
ing state in Aristid. t. ii. p. 34], and to a very 
sublime one of the earthquake which destroyed 
its capital in t. ii. 340; the scene was very 
similar to that given of the earthquake at 
Lisbon. 

3. dvadavivres rhv Kowp.] Wets. well com- 
pares Theophanes, p. 392, wapiepépovro iv ra 
weddyat, avapavivrwy di abíTOv T)» yv, 
tiov avrhy ol arparnyol. Mr. Smith (Voyago 
and Shipwreck of St. Paul) remarks on this as 
the expression of an eye-witness, and one ac- 
quainted with the phraseology of seamen, * who, 
in their own language, appear to raise the land 
on apprann it? * But, remarks Mr. Alford, 
* would not this rather apply to the Active Parti- 
ciple?’ Certainly it would; but perhaps Mr. 
Smith thought it might be taken in an Active 
sense, which would be admissible Even the 
Active form does not, I believe, occur (for the 
passage of Lucian, cited 2 Wets., is wide of 
the purpose) ; but, if it did, it would correspond 
to the Latin nautical phrase ‘aperire terram, 
and its opposite * abscondere terram ;' and so we 
"n: ‘to make a land,’ i. e. ‘to make it appear.’ 
They are all nautical phrases, and to ex- 
plained on the same principle, as popular expres- 
sions of unscientific persons. As to the construc- 
tion here, the difficulty must not be evaded by 
calling in the 0610s dad pnyavis of H. ; 
but by appealing to an acknowledged principle, 
applicable to many verbs ; which, while in tho 

ctive voice they govern an Accus. of thing, and 
Dat. of person, when put in the Passive the Dat. 
becomes the subject, and the Accus. is retained 
but by an ellipse. of some preposition. Other nau- 
tical terms occur just after in ever, iÀ., 
xaT/x.,and dxogop., on all of which see my 
Lex. The last of them, drod., is used with the 

pular inexactness of such terms; the sense 
belo, * was soon to unload.’ 
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atrohoprifowevoy Tov youov. ** Kai ávevpóvres tots pabyrds, 
érrepeivapev avrod nuépas émrá' oitiwes TÒ IlasAq ereyor &à 

b ch. 30. 88. ToU IIvevparos, pù avaBalve eis ‘Tepovoadnm. 5 "Ore B2 dyé- 
vero nas étapríca, tas "juépas, éfeXBovres erropevopueba, mpo- 
qe movrov Nas Távrov, ody yuvati kal Téxvots, ws Ëw TIS 
wodews: Kal Üévres TÀ yovata èm. Tov alytadov TrpoaqvtápeOa. 
6 Kal aovacdapevot addndovs, éméfmuev eis TO TWAotoY, éketvot 
Se iréotpevpay eis Ta ia. 
avo Túpov xarnvTncapey 

7 “Hyets 86, tov mody Stavvcavres, 
eis IIroXeualba: xai dotracdpevot 

ToUs adedhors, éueivauev "uépav piav Tap avros. 9*T5 à 
érravpiov éEeXBóvres [oi mepi tov larov] 7A0opev eis Katcá- 
perar kai eiaeXÜóvres eis Tov olxov Pidirrrov Tod eUaryyeXsa ToU, 

4J«1?3- [rod] Svros éx TOv éTTÀ, eueapev map avto. ® 4 Tovro be 

4. dvevpdyres rods mað.) ‘having found out 
by inquiry the disciples’ (that were in the city). 

his sense, as depending on the presence of the 
Article, which was wron iy marked by Bp. Mid- 
dleton as to be expunged, long since explained 
and vindicated; and it has since been adopted 
by Professor Scholefield and Canon Tate. On 
the Apostle * tarrying there seven days,’ I would 
observe, that this was doubtless done that he 
might (as he had previously done at Troes) be 
able to associate with the disciples at Tyre in 
public worship on the Lord's day. 
— aviupovtes Tods par ners | My Juogment 

on the genuineness of the Article, and its true 
force, has since been confirmed by the opinion 
of Prof. Scholefield and Mr. Tate (Cont. Hist., 
p. 137), and also by Lachm. and Tisch., who re- 
tain the Article. Thus we may render, * having 
found out the disciples,’ i. e. as hearing that 
there were such. The case is quite different at 
ch. xxviii. 14, eüpóvTte ddeX dove, where the ab- 
sence of the Article in all the MSS. requires the 
version * having found brethren;' i.e. (as Mr. Tate 
explains) ‘ without expecting it from any pre- 
vious knowledge.” I doubt not that the Article 
was, in the present passage, cancelled by those 
Critics who wished to make the two 
exactly square, not perceiving their intrinsic 
difference. 
— eyou—puth avaBulvacy] There may seem 

something strange in these persons, under the 
impulse of the Spirit, bidding Paul not to go to 
Jerusalem, when it was doubtless the will of 
God that he should go. To remove this diffi- 
culty, some Commentators take dca rou vevp. 
to mean ‘ex proprio spiritu.’ Such a phraseo- 
logy, however, would unprecedented. The 
expression must retain its force, and be rendered 
‘under the influence of the Holy Spirit." Tho 
difficulty, however, which that sense involves, 
will be effectually removed by supposing in 
EAeyov—puij avaBaivew an idiom common in 
all the best writers (e. g. Thucyd. vi. 29, #Aeyov 
—wsiv) ; by which the words, being used popu- 
lariter, may be understood as limited by some 
clause omitted ; and thus the senso will be, ‘ they 
counselled him [if he valued bis safety] not to go 
to Jerusalem.’ The Spirit did not order them to 

hoav Ovyatépes vapÜévoy Téccapes mpodntevovcat. 10 ©’ Ear 

bid him not go, but only enabled them to predict 
that there would be danger in his going, It is 
plain that Chrysost. so took the words; for he 
explains them by wpognrevovo: ras OXipace. 
And that Paul so what they said is 
certain; for if he had really regarded himself as 
Jorbidden by the Holy Spirit to go, he would not 
have gone. 

6. els rà Iia] See John xvi. 32, and note. 
Tò "Aoio», i.e. the ship by which they had 
sailed from Patara to Tyre. 

7. rò» *Xov» &iay.] The only mode of re- 
moving ihe difficulty involved in this expression 
is (with Markland and Kuinoel) to take the 
Aorist as put for the Present, and render, ‘ thus 
accomplishing our ge,” i. e. the sailing part 
of our journey from Neapolis to Syria. 

. LL 0or ree —4le K.] It is not quite cer- 
tain whether they went by sea, or by land; and 
Commentators are divided in opinion. The 
latter, however, is far the more probable ; the 
ship, it seems, stopping at Ptolemais ra a than 
they could conveniently stay. Besides, the route 
by land to Cæsarea was more convenient than 
that by sea, which would have been tedious and 
dangerous, on account of doubling the formidable 
promontory of Mount Carmel. The words oi 
wepi TOv Masov, not found in very many MSS., 
Versions, and Fathers, and all the early Éditions, 
have been cancelled by all the Editors, from 
Matth. and Griesb. downwards, —with reason, 
since they doubtless came from tho marginal 
Scholium, and thence into the general text. o 
"oV befere dvros is cancelled by Scholz, Lachm., 
Tiscb., and Alf., from A, B, C, G, H, and about 
15 cursives; to which I add 1 Lamb. and 3 Mus. 
copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. Mr. Alford 
thinks it was introduced for precision ; but it 
rather arose from the rov preceding; it might, 
however, be absorbed in the Tov, though that 
were less likely. 

9. Buy. wap. Trícc.] In 5 of the uncial 
MSS. there are 3 variations of order here; 
Lachm. adopts one from A, B, and one cursive 
(1 add Lamb. 1182). They are mere alterations 
of Critics; accordingly, I retain the text. rec., 
which I find in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies 
except one. 
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pevóvrov 8e judy nuépas TXe(ovs xaTijADé tis amò Ths  IovGaías 
mpopýrns ovopate” AryaBos. 1! f kai Ody mpòs judas, xal pas teh. w. m. 

` , ^ , ⸗ ^ ^ 4 ` E 
thy Govnv tod lla)Xov, 9:5cas [Te] avro0 tas weipas xai Tovg 5 *- 

h 
ver. 53. 

modas, elme Tade Xéye( to Ilveüua tò Gyr Tov dvdpa, ob 
stiv 7) ovn abr2, otro Sicovow év 'IepovcaNjp, of 'Iov6aio:, 
xal vapa&escovciv eis xeipas dÜvàw. 12 8'Ns Bà jxovoapen gas. 1. 
TavTa, Tapexadovpey ueis re Kal oi évromtot, TOU uù) ávaBaívew 
avTov eis ‘Iepovcadny. 13 h ' AmerpiÂn è 6 IIaüXos: Ti rowire n à. s.u. 

KXaiovres kai cvvÜpumTovTés pov Tiy xapdiav; éyà yàp ov 
povoy 8e05vat, àXXÀ Kai amobaveîv eis ‘Tepoveadnp éroipws eyo 
bTép Tov òvóparos ToU Kupiov 'Igso0. 141 Mr meopévou Se i Mst. 616. 
aurov, 0 vyácajev evróvres Tò OéAnpa tod Kupiou yevéc Ow. 

t dwrocxevacdpevos aveBai- 15 Mera 8é ras nuépas tavras 

Luke 11. 2. 
& 33. 43. 

vopev cis ‘Iepovoadjp. 19 XvuvijAQov 86 kai TOv uaÜnrOv aro 
Kaicapeias av uiv, dyovres trap à Eencbdpev Mvácovi Tw 

, » , ^ 

Kvnpíp, ápyaio pabyrp. 
10. ñuæv is omitted in A, B, C, H, and 7 

cursives (to which I add Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), 
and is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; 
and indeed internal evidence is rather against it; 
but it was probably omitted by the scribes ; for 
this omission of one of the two Genitives Abso- 
lute is very rare in the New Test. I find spe 
in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies. 

ll. The re after àrcas is omitted in several 
ancient MSS., and is cancelled by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. ; and internal evidence is rather 
against it. They also read éavrov for adrou, 
from A, B, C, D, E, and many cursives (te 
which I add 3 Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies). Alf. 
pronounces the text. rec. ‘an alteration, from 
supposing it was Paul's bands and feet that were 
bound.’ But this is — unless the Re- 
viser had been as stupid, as Mr. Alf. was care- 
less, in not perceiving that the text. rec. is 
aurov, not avro, and that in both the Ste- 
phanic and Elzevir Editions. Indeed, I — 
that the éavrov originated in Critics who wished 
to make it more distinct, that it was Agabus’ own 
hands and feet that were bound. In doing what 
he did Agabus followed the custom of the Pro- 
phets of the Old Test., who, in order to impress 
more strongly on men's minds the things which 
they had to communicate (whether predictions 
or declarations), used to employ some corre- 

nding external sign symbolical of the thing. 
Jerem. xiii. 1. xxvii. 2, "Jn | Kings xxii. 

11. Ezraiv. 1—13. See also Hos. i. 2, seqq. 
It was not, however, confined to the Prophets; 
for the employment of ical actions was a 
custom prevalent in the early ages, 
both among the Jews and the Gentiles. 

For rade yeip. xai robs móð., Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. read c. x. xal T. X., from B, C, D, 
E, G, H, and 30 cursives (to which I add 4 
Lamb. MSS. and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), Alf. 
ronounces the text. rec. to be ‘a correction’ 
m Luke xxiv. 39, 40; as if it were likely that 

the Revisers would think it worth while to correct 
in so minute a point. I wonder that Alf. did not 
perceive, with Meyer, that the reading wddas 

K. T. X. arose from its being the natural order of 
binding, of course from Critical correction. Alf., 
however, urges that it is the natural order of 
narration, and thus the matter might remain 
unsettled ad Gracas Kalendas. See, however, 
what I have said on Matt. xxii. 13, which 
strengthens the evidence for the reading of the 
uncials here. 

12. oi évréwior] ‘the inhabitants [of the 
place],' see my Lex. in v.; i. e. with the limita- 
tion suggested by the circumstances of the case, 
the Christians of Cesarea, 

18. rí wore] This Markland regards as a 
popular form of expression (as at Mark xi. 5) for 
Tí coors comparing Theophr. Char. 9, ri 
Bovrovrat  XoyoToiovyTts ; he full sense 
taken with «A. and avyOp. is, ‘ What mean ye to 
do by thus weeping and breaking,’ &c., i.e. 
‘weeping and [thus] breaking up, crushing my 
courage?’ Note that in evyÜpvorT. the ovv has 
an intensive force, as in currplBav, cvynArgy, 
ourrnxew, &c., and denotes the utter destruction 
of a thing, by its being crushed , and thus 
broken up. Comp. Zonar. Annal. t. i. p. 30, laa» 
kal evvÜpvaróusvos, va uf), Óaxpoev, ka- 
Tadayijt yívovro. The yàp following ie highly 
significant, q. d. * for courage I have—boing ready 
to ̀ 

15. After all that has been said, or perhaps 
can be said, by myself, or others, 1 am now of 
opinion that &vocx. may be the gloss, and taiox. 
the true reading. I find it in 2 Lamb. and all 
the Mus. copies, and in Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. 
See my Lex. on both these terme. 

For ‘IepovoaAnu, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read 'IspocóAvua, from A, B, C, D, E, and 
some 4 cursives, of which, however, two of the 
most important are wrongly stated. The reading 
is not in the Leic. MS. (teste Jacks.), and I do 
not find Matthei’s MS. noted in his Edition. 
However, it occurs in the best of the Lamb. 
copies, No. 1182; and internal evidence is in its 
favour. 

16. — tha’ The sense of the 
passage is plain, but the construction not so clear. 
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17 l'evouévev è nyov eis ‘Tepocodvpa, acpévws  éOcfavro 
koi. Huds ot aderpot. '8* TH è émioúon eione: ó IIabXos avv hpv 

M ? 4 L4 , e , 

mpos IaxwBov, mavres Te Trapeyévovro ot ?rpea Bvrepos. 19 Kai 
ácTracájevos aurous, éfryeito xaf èv Exaorov, wy éroigocv 

1 Rom. 10. 3. 
Gal. 1. 14. 

6 Beds év Tois EOvers Sta tis Ssaxovias avrov. 20 ! O; &€ axovu- 

aavres éOofatov tov * Ocóvr, elroy re avrà: Oewpeis, aderdé, 
vróca4 pupiades eioty Iovdaiwy trav Tema TevkOTow kai Trávres 
Üprai Tod vópov vmápyovci ?! KarmyrÜüncav 96 cepi aco), 
ott atrootaciav Siddoxes aro Movcéws ToU; karà ta €0» 
mavras 'IovGaiovs, Xéyev pù Wepitéuvery avrov; Ta Téxva, unde 

^ P d ^ 

asas, TOS Geo mepurarety. 22 Ti ow sti; mavræas Set TA3os 
m 

Num-63 guyeABeiw axovoovrar yap ote éAnAvOas. %™Tovro obv Troi- 

Most Commentators, from Grotius to Kuinoel, 
recognize here a Hebraism, the datives Mrácwvi 
Twi Kurplw being, they say, put, like the Heb. 
b, for accusatives with mpos. Yet the two 
— were not going to, as we say, call on 

nason, but to lodge at his house. Hence it is 
better to suppose here a frequent idiom (usually 
called Attic, but in reality extending to the 
common dialect), by which a noun is attracted to 
the case of the relative, as in Matt. vii. 2. Luke 
i. 4. Acts xxii. 24. Rom. vi. 17, barnxovcare 
Àx kapóíac «lc Oy *apsdoOrre riso» didayic, 
for ro ré sidaxis, els öv wap. Thus in the 
— passage it is as if there had heen written 
yovras (uds, to be supplied from judy pre- 

ceding) rapà Mvácawví Tivi, Kurpin, ápxaíc 
mad, (for iE dpyne) wap’ d EemoOauev. Ex- 
amples of the phrase dye wapd are adduced by 
Bornemann. 
17—X XIII. 35.—Paul at Jerusalem, where 

he is apprehended, and sent a prisoner to 
Cesarea. 

17. For idéEayro, A, B, C, E, and 12 cur- 
sivos (to which 1 add Lamb. 1182, Trin. Coll. 
B, x. 16, and Harl. 31 [Covell 2] passed over by 
Mill) havedwed.; but the authority is insufficient; 
P since internal evidence draws two ways. 
"Edí£arro may have been, as Alf. says, ‘a sub- 
stitute for a simpler word ; and awed. may have 
been a substitution of a more significant term by 
the Critics; but the latter is the more probable ; 
and at any rate, Mr. Alf. ought not to have re- 
ceived the reading, since in a paare of the same 
writer at Luke ix. 11, where hm. and Tisch. 
adopt dwedéE. from 4 uncials and 15 cursives, ho 
votes in favour of the text. rec. ií., since 
awadét. arose from Critical alteration su 
by Luke viii. 4. Why then should not the pre- 
sent dwsd. have been a Critical alteration, sug- 
gested by Luke viii. 40, and ix. 11? 

18. sloyer—wpds 'láxefov] meaning 7pór 
TÓVv avTov oixov. A very rare idiom, at least in 
the Class. writers; for not one of the examples 
adduced by Schleus., Wahl, and Bretsch. are to 
the pu One example alone, entirely such, 
I have noted in Posidipp. ap. Athen. p. 376, P, 
Ò ué&ytpor, iày piv weds TÒ» làn» (i.c. 
* one who does not profess — slain, &c. 

20. For text. rec. Kópior, A, B, C, E, G, and 
25 cursives (to which I add 4 Lamb. and one 
Mus, copies, and Trin. Coll B, x. 16), have 

Gedy. It is confirmed by all the ancient Ver- 
sions, except the Sahid. and Arab. ; and even in 
them the Translators may have meant to write 
Deum. It is, I doubt not, the true reading, and 
the other a mistake of scribes, who not unfre- 
Queney confound KN and ON. The phrase 
& Tov Qsov occurs very frequently in St. 

Luke's Gospel and in the Acts, and occasionally 
in Matthew and Mark (not in John), also in 
Paul's and in Peter's Epistles; ĝo. ro» Kúpıov 
no where; nor is Luke likely to have used it. 
— O:sopsis] The term here (as infra xxviii. 

0, Mark xvi. 4. John iv. 19) denotes the 
perception of a thing from knowledge and expe- 
rience, so as to take note of it. 7 OG. pvp. 
there seems a species of hyperbole; since there ie 

reason to think that at no time did the 
number of believing Jews consist of ‘very many 
myriads.’ Comp. Heges. ap. Euseb. H. E. ii. 
23. with Origen in Joan. t. i. § 2, adduced by 
Alf., between whose two very different estimates 
the middle point will be the safest. 

22. Trí ot» icTri;) Seemingly a popelar 
formula, similar to our * What then T i. e. * what 
then n to be done] ?' See more on | Cor. xiv. 
15. Supply wpaxriov.—Mavras csi wr Gor 
gvv.: meaning, ‘it is unavoidable but that a 
multitude should gather together; — dei, like 
dévayxn, denoting what necessarily follows from 
any thing, what must and will happen ; as here, 
from that curiosity and desire to hcar news 
usually found in every multitude. The absence 
of the Article forbids the sense * public assembly." 
It has, however, been thought a matter of doubt 
whether the words dei -wAÀ500t cuveAGety are 
genuine. They are expungee by Tisch., but 
only on the authority of B, C, and 5 cursives (to 
which I can make no addition) ; very insufficient 
authority; espec. since internal evidence is quite 
in favour of the words, which were more likely 
to be removed from being misunderstood, thau 
inserted. 

23. rovTo oí» woincoyv] This is of course to 
be regarded as the language of advice, not of 
command. For a justification of the conduct of 
the Apostle in thus conciliating the Jews, to the 
compromise, as some have thought, of the lead- 
ing doctrines of the Gospel, see Dr. Hales, iii. 
536, sq., and Canon Townsend. Suffice it to 
say, that though the Apostle taught that Jetrish 
as well as Gentile Christians are freed from tho 
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naov, 5 cot Xéyouey. | Eiaiv nuiv dvdpes Técaapes evyny eyovres 
èp’ éavrüv  ?* rovrous trapadaBwv ayvicOnts avy avrois, kai 
Samrdvycoy én’ t avtois, iva Evpjowvrat Thv Keparyny kal 1 yaar 
Tavres, Órt Qv KaTHYNVTAL Trepi Gov ovdéy éorw, GANA Tot- 
eis Kai abros TÓv vóuov duracowy. 2" ITepi 5é TOV memiorev- nch. 18. 2, 
«orav éÜvov peis émeareiXapev, xpivavres pnåèv Towbrov Thpely 
avrous, eb uù QvXáaaeaÜa, abro); TÓ Te eidwA0OUTOY Kal TÒ 
alpa, xai Trvucróv Kai Topveiav. % ° Tore ó IIaUXos rrapadaBov °Num. 6.1% 
Tovs avdpas, TH €xouévn nuépa avy avtois dyviobeis eloner eis 
TO lepóv, OLaryyéXXov THY extrAnpwoty TOY juepüv ToU dva pod, 
Ews o) mpoonvéxyOn vmép évós éxácTov avTOv ù Tpoadopd. 
?1'f)e Sé éueXXov ai émTÀ Tuépa& avvreMeioÜat, ot amo Tis 
"Aaías Toudacos 0cacápevo, avrov dv TP lep@, avvéyeov Trávra 
tov ÜxXov, xai éméBaXov tas xeipas ér avróvp, ?9 kpátovres 
P "Avópes IapangNira, BonÜeire ! otros doriw 6 dvOparrros 6 xarà » ch. u.e. 
Tov Xao) Kai ToD vópov xai ToU TOT OV TOUTOV TTáVTOS TravTaX oU 
Sidoxwor ert te xal "EXXqgvas eionyayey eis TO (epóv, Kat 
KEKOLVWKE TOV üytov TOTOV TOÜUTOV. 29 a* Hay yap [Tpo]evpa- 3259.5. 
cores Tpodipov Tóv 'Edéatv év TH ode avv avTQ, by évoyatov 
Sri eis TÒ lepóv elorpyayev ò TIaddos. 99° "Eri Te Ñ mods ran. s.n. 

observance of the Mosaic Law, yet he never for- 
bade the Jewish converts to observe it, or any 

rt of it, on the score of — ; since he 
imself occasionally did so, that he might * gain 

the mere to Christ. See 1 Cor. ix. 20. Kets 
xvi. 3. 
— six» Jxovres bp’ iavtisv] ‘ bearing upon 
— — a vow, viz. by their being under the 
obligation involved in it. Whether this was a 
vow of Nazarites, or a vow undertaken on ac- 
count of recovery from sickness, Expositors are 
not An example of the latter occurs in 
Jos. Antt. ii. 15, 1, on Berenice's vow; but 
from the terms dyriaÜnT: and Evpijcwrra: just 
after, the latter is the more probable. 

24. ayvicOnr: o. a., kai dawdy. Å. a., * un- 
dertake the same abstinence and purity enjoined 
by the vow, and pay their expenses for them,'— 
namely, those of the sacrifice, on going to the 
Temple, for the pu of being released from 
the vow by shaving the head. And in the Eup. 
is implied the payment of the expenses having 
been made. Thus the phrases to cusse any Na- 
zarile to be shorn, aud to pay his expenses, came 
to be convertible, So Maimonides says, * Mihi 
incumbit ut radutur Nazaraeus per me. So in 
Jos. Antt. xix. 6, l, it is said of Agrippa, that, 
after his return from having obtained the king- 
dom from the emperor Claudius, (ÀOG» xapi- 
eTupíac éEewAnpwoes Üvalae, oldiv xará 
popoy ào Twv, 0:0 Kai Na(ipaley Evpacba: 
ií Taa para avxvoís. Hence it appears that 
this was rded as a highly religious act, and 
very suitable to accompany the sacrifice of 
thankegiving, after deliverance from some great 
peril, or obtaining some a and unexpected 
good. For yvæc:, A, B, C, D, E, and above 12 
cursives, 2 Lamb. MSS., have yveoorrat, 

which is edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf.; and internal evidence is in its 
favour. 

26. JA&uayytíXNev thy dxvX. — dy nen] 
‘giving public notice [to the Priests] of th 
completion of the days of purification,’ meaning 
the full observance of the days of, &c.,—import- 
ing, in other words, that he intended to keep is 

the proper number of days (see Numb. vi. 
9); which the persons themselves, it seems, had 
not been able to do, because they could not pro- 
vide the offering at their expiration. Every one, 
it seems, was allowed to fix the period of his 
votive purification, either whén he commenced it, 
or at any time during its course; so that the 
Priests had proper notice, in order to make tho 
necessary arrangements as to the victims, &c. 

28. BonOsirs] The sense is, ‘Come to our 
aid [in apprehending this person].' A sense of 
the word very frequently occurring in Thucyd. 
n the — — rage a is, zat have 
shown, the ric plur. for the sing., whore, as 
here, one aly ta meant. d 
— Kara Tov vóuov—Ói0áckov] i. e. ‘ teach- 

ing doctrines against the Law and the Temple’ 
(meaning doctrines subversive of the Law, and 
destructive of the honour to be rendered to the 
Temple); the former by bidding men wn wepiwa- 
riiv Tois iÜscri (scil. rou vópov) ; the latter, by 
teaching that ‘the Most High dwelleth not in 
temples made with hands’ (Acts xvii. 24), and 
is to be worshipped with the mind and spirit, 
and not with mere external rites ; pointing, more- 
over, their instruction against the Jewish people 
by —— their claim to be the peculiar people 

— «axolvaxe]) i.e. by introducing a Gentile 
into the Temple. Tbo penalty of any Gentile 
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0X9, xal éyévero avvÓpous) ToU Maod xai émiXafgójevos ToU 
Ilaóxov, elAxov avróv é&w tod iepoí- xai evOews éxXeiancav 
ai Ovpat. 9! Zrrovvrwy 8 aùròv amoxteivas, àvéBy $áows TO 
XIMÁPXP THS aeipns, Ste SAN ouvyxéxuTas ‘Tepovaarnp 3? ds 
é£avris wapadaBov otpatueras kai éxatovtapyous, xaréOpajuev 
» 5 » 7 
em  aGvTOUsS. 

8 ver. 11. 

Oi 8é ibóvres yudiapyov Kai ToU; ocTpaTwworas, 
éravcavro tumrrovres tov llaüXov. 93* Tore éyyas 6 yini- 
apyos émreddBeto ajroÜ, kai ékéXevae eivai advaecs Svat: 
kai éeruvOavero tis dy cip, xai ti ori meroimrws. A" AXX0t 
68 ANo Ti +t éBowy ev TH SyrAq. uÀ Ovvápevos 96 Yvovas TO 
doparés Sia tov Üopufov, exédevocey aryeoOat avrov eis Tw 
mapepBorny. "Ore è éyévero ém. rovs avaBabuous, avvéBn 
BacrdtecOat abróv bró TOv otpatwrav Sa Tv Biav ToU 

tLuress. OyAov. 35 *7oXoU0et yap TÒ TAijos ToU Xao0, $ xpalor Alpe 
John 19.18 girrop ! 

passing the partition-wall between the inner and 
outer wall was, as we learn from Philo, @avaros 
Tapai š 

30. eTAxoy aùròv £Ec oU isp.] i. e. in order 
(as Chrys. suggests) to avoid polluting the Temple 
with murder; and also, it should seem, to be 
more unrestrained, than the Priests and Levites 
could decently permit them to be; who appear 
to have themselves closed the doors, in order 
to preserve the Temple from profanation, and 
be thought to have no hand in whatever might 
be the result of this rioting. 

83. 0940. dà. voci] See note supra xii. 6. 
Perhaps in the present case the feet also were 
bound with a chain; at least so we may suppose 
from supra v. 11. 
— imur. ris dv ety] ‘interrogated (him) 

who he might be, and what he had done." 
34. §Bowv] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 

éxedavovy, from A, B, D, E, and 12 cursives; 
to which I add Lamb. 1182, and Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16; all the ether Lamb., and all the Mus. 
copies, have ifówv, which may, as Alf. thinks, 
be a correction to a simpler word. I should 
think ¢weg. a correction to a stronger and more 
forcible one, were not és«qd. elsewhere used by 
Luke in his Gospel, and Acts xii. 22, and xx. 
24. ITlapsufjoA: properly signifies ‘a place 
where tents wapsuSaddAXorra. But it here 
denotes ‘the barracks’ belonging to the castle 
of Antonia. And this is confirmed by the 
Åvaßaðuoùs just after; for the castle of An- 
tonia was situated on an eminence. 

35. robs sd meaning ‘ the flight of stairs’ 
leading from the portico of the Temple to the 
castle of Antonia, which nearly joined the Tem- 
ple, being built (as we find from Joseph. Bell. 
v. 5) at an angle of it. As a complete description 
of this tower, and setting before us the whole 
scene of this occurrence as a picture, I lay before 
my readers the full and most graphic account of 
the great historian :—'H è 'Avroevía xara 
wviay uiv dio oTov kurto Tov TpiTov 
fpoU, Tic Te 7pÓs towépav, xal THS wWode 

dpkroy. Ardountro È vxtp witpas wWevtn- 
Kovramnyxous piv ios, mepixphuvov è Waons’ 

Epryov di Hv ‘Hpwedov Baciréws, iv wo piora 
TÓ dice peyadovouy twedsif=atro. | IIperor 
iy yap ix Kne ù wérpa *ÀaEi xtkaAX varTO 

Nian AiÂwv, sls Te KadAos, xai we àxxoXioOd- 
vot At Ò Trpocfaivsw xai xaTiévat Wepes- 
utvot. "Ewesta wpo Tht TOU Wipyou domyae ws 
Tpip 7FuyGy Tetxos Hv, tvdotipw i TovTov 
TÒ rav ávác Tua TIS Avrwvias iwi Tto capá- 
Kovra BHXeLS TrysípeTo. Tò dé iydov Bacirsley 
slxe xopav xat d:abeow usuípiaro yàp ele 
wacay oixwv lóíay Ts kai xpnoww, ?r&pia Tod Ta 
kal BurXaveta kai orpatrowidwry avAàe 9rÀa- 
Telas, ws, To piv TávTa xew Ta ypeiwdn, 
wéiss slvat oroin, Ty woAvTeArla ĉi Baci- 
Asiov. Tlupyoedys di oüca TÒ way oynma, 
xara — Tíccapciww éTrépoww  OuíAwm TO 
TUp'yots* wy ol uiv GAA WevTnxovra Tò ior, 
Ò dé ivl Tg uscnuflpwr Kai Kat’ dvaToAny 
yovía xelusvos &Bóourkorvra nxor Hv, ws 
kaÜopay Gdov am’ avTov qÒ itpóv. Kaba ài 
cuv TO Tais Tou lepov oroais, els dudoripas 
alye katraBaceie’ dt’ oy Katiovres ol povpoi, 
—xabjoro yap dil ix’ abrys Tayua ‘Popaion 
—xai dtiorducvot Tepi TAS cTode wera Tey 
Swiwv, év Tais doprais Tov Üfjuop, ws my ri 
vewrepiobeln, wmapepvAattor’ $povpio9 yao 
dwvixaro TH woke piv TO lepdv, Ta lepa dé $ 
*Avroavia. 
— BacraterGar] * carried on their shoulders ;" 

for security against the violence of the people. 
Priceus, Wets., and Conyb. and Hows., however, 
think the term does not mean that he was lite- 
rally carried, but was borne off his legs by the 
press; and they adduce a pee Dio Chrys., 
p. 141, where a person is described as BadiYorra 
pera Too wANGous, xal undid ixBaivorra 
Tit yns, aX’ Undcy dipousvor vxÓ Tov 
óxXov. Here, however, nothing is said about a 
great press, but only that Paul was carried off 
and borne in the arms of the soldiers, to secure 
him against the violence of the mob. 

36. For xpaYov, MSS. A, B, E, and 15 cur- 
sives (I add 3 Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), have xpaYovres, which is 
received by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. Internal 
evidence is in its favour, and it is probably the 
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87 MéXXov te eiadryeaÜa, eis Thy mrapeuBoNjv 6 IlabXos Neyer 
TÒ xiMápyp Ei éfeorí por eimeiv [Ti] mpós ce; ‘O 88 edn 
"EXXqwari ywoores; 38 oùe dpa ov el 6 Aiyómtios ó mpd 
TOUTWY THY NUEpwY avacTaTwMaas, Kal éfayaryàw eis THY čpnpov 
TOUS TeTpaxicyidious avdpas TOv atxaplwy; 39" Elme 50 6 3%" 
Ila)Xos 'Eya avOpwros év eip Tovdaios, Tapcets, rs Kiu- 

& 33. 3. 

alas ove aonpou TróXens Trodirns’ Séopas é aov, érírpejóv pot 
Aadjoat pos TOY Aaov. 

40 x"Emitpépavros è aùrod, ó Ilañhos, éoras ent TÓv dva- gv. 
& 19 Babpov, karéaewe Tfj yel TH Naw TroAATs 66 avyijs vyevouévgs, 

7rpocebovnse 7H ‘EBpaids Siaréate, Xéyoy XXII. 1" Ay8pes 

true reading. As to the rund oi D, á&vaip:i- 
aða: (for alpe, as the Latin Version shows), 
found also in the /Ethiopic Version, and the 
Lamb. 1182, 1, m. dvaips, they are both altera- 
tions of Critics, who (according to their wont) 
alter what they do not understand. 

37. The r: is omitted in D, G, H, and 50 
cursives (I add 1 Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies), and 
cancelled by Tisch., but retained by Lachm. and 
also by Alf., though in his note he characterizes 
the text. rec. as ‘an emendation.’ The other 
reading is not likely to be such. It was probably 
removed as unnecessary ; and for the same reason 
passed over in some ancient Versions. The ‘EA- 
Anvori »yucoksie ; is not a Latiniem, since we 
find in Xen. Cyr. vii. 5, 11, robs Zvpic rl iri- 
eTaptvout. The interrogation here, as often, 
imports surprise, where we should use the mark 
of exclamation; and so the Æthiop. Translator 
took it. 

38. Alyvwrios, &c.] Namely, an Egyptian 
Jew, who set himself up at Jerusalem for a pro- 
phet A full account of thie may be seen in 
oseph. Antt. xx. 8, 6, and Bell. ii. 19, 5; be- 

tween which, however, and what is here said, a 
considerable discrepancy exists ; for Josephus, in 
the latter , reckons them at 30,000. Many 
methods have been devised to remove the dis- 
idee of which the only effectual one is that 
sepplied by the aid of criticism, applied to the 
texts of the two writers, in one of whom there 
muet be some error, doubtless proceeding from 
the scribes. Now there is no reason to su 
any error in St. Luke's text, since the MSS, 
agree, and the number is a very probable one. 

e error, thorefore, must rest with Josephus ; 
and that there is a corruption in that writer is 
certain; tħo number 30,000 being incredibly 
large. Besides, while in his Antig. he says the 
number was 30,000, and of these 4A:sicToL 
( many) were slain, yet in his War, though 
he does not mention the total number, he says 
that 400 were slain, and 200 taken prisoners. 
Now 400 cannot be considered very many out of 
30,000. To remove this discrepancy, Aldrich 
would in the Antiq. read dsoxtAlous, instead of 
Gcaxoclove. <A conjecture, however, little pro- 
bable; and, indeed, it is not the number of the 
prisoners that we are concerned with, but that of 
the slain. There is little doubt that the error 
rests with erp.cuvpíovs. Yet 1 would not, with 
Aldrich, read in the Antiq. terpaxcaoysAfous 
on purpose to make the accounts of Josephus an 

St. Luke ezactly agree. But for rpropuplove I 
would read pie xiAíove, which will make Jo- 
sephus consistent with himself; for certainl 
600 may be considered very out of 3000. 
And thus the difference between the accounts in 
Josephus and that of the Chiliarch (not St. 
Luke) becomes of small consequence, and they 
might be diversely estimated. It is scarcely ne- 
cessary to observe how frequently yiio: and 
múpto: in composition with dis, &c. are con- 
founded, from the similarity of the contractions 
and single letters to denote the numbers in ques- 
tion. Had, indeed, the real number been 30,000, 
Josephus would not have omitted in his Antiq. 
to advert to tho great multitude of persons. 
Thus we see that, though the members of the 
two different accounts are inconsistent with each 
other, yet the discrepancy is not irreconcileable ; 
and therefore it is not necessary fo leave them out 
of the question, as Mr. Alford proposes. 
— ocuaploy] lit. cut-throats; from sica, the 

short cutlass, or long dagger (of Oriental origin, 
in fact the Kriese of India and China), found 
amon tian and Assyrian antiques, which was 
carried under the arm, like the Italian stiletto. 
So, too, Jos. Bell. ii. 13, 3, describes the cx. as 
aldoe Anarwv—rais 4c0roscuy Uroxpuwrovret 
pixpa Ecpideca. And comp. also Bell. vii. 8— 
ll, and Antt. xx. 8,5. From what Josephus 
says, it would seem that the sicarii were at first 
private assassins, or cut-throat robbers; and, 
after that, rebels and brigands of the most fero- 
cious character. 

89. ob ácfíuov wed.) An elegant litotes, as 
Eur. Ion 8, «óXi» oüx &c. to denote ‘a cele- 
brated city.” So Stephan. Byz. calle it 9óAis 
tarconnorarn. 

XXII. In this able address, most skilfully 
contrived, so as to answer the purpose of con- 
cilistion, the Apostle first vindicates himself 
from the charge of throwing contempt on the 
Mosaic ordinances, by adverting to his Jewish 
birth and education, which would render the 
thing highly improbable; he then states his 
former hatred of Christianity, and relates the 
circumstance of his miraculous conversion. He, 
moreover, alleges his prayisg in the Temple as & 
proof that he could mean no disrespect to it; 
and finally he explains the reason why he 
preached to the Gentiles. 

l. "Arüp:ie ádiA poi, «al mar.) I have thus 
pointed, because d»dp. dë., while it lit. means 
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aded dol, xal TaTépes, üx«oUcaTé uov THs mpos Las "vv»i aro- 
Aoyías. ?'Axobcavres dè Ete Ti) Epalb,. diadéxt@ mpocepavet 
aurois, uáXXov Tapéayov novyiay. Kal now 9 *'Ewyó pe 
cim avnp IovGaios, yeyevvnuévos év Tapa ris Kidxias, avate- 
Üpaupévos Se ép TH moder TavTH Tapà Tos todas laua, 
merrawdeupévos Kata axpiSevay tov Tratp@ov vonov, Ünkorr7s 
imrdpywv ToU O«co), xaÜds Távres tyeis dore onpepor *” ds 
TauTny Tv 000v édiwka aypt Üavarov, Secpevwv xai trapadidovs 
eis $vXaxàs ávÓpas Tec xal yuvainas: 5 * ax; kai ó apyiepeùs pap- 
Tupeî pot, Kal way TÒ Tpeafvrépiow map &v Kat émiaToXàs 
SeEdpevos Tpós Tovs adedovs, eis Aapacxov érropevopny, aFov 
xai tous éxeice Svras Sedepévous eis 'IepovacaXy)p, iva tTyswpn- 
Oadow. 9 *'Ewyévero 5é pot Topevouévo xai éyyitovrs TH Aa- 
pace Trepi weonuSplar, éEaidyns èx Tod ovpavod Tepiactpayras 
das ixavov rept épé. 1°” Errecoy te eis To čðapos, xai ğrovoa 
ghavis Aeyovons pou Baovr, XaoUX, ti pe Cwcis; 8 Ey 56 
atrexpiOny Tis el, kúpe ; mé re mpos pe ‘Eyw cip Inoods 
ô Natwpaios, dv où Buoxew. 9' Os Sé oùv poè Svres TO uev 
dos dÜcácavro, xal EuhoBor eyévovro: thy Sé pwvyy ovK Ñxovoav 
Tov AadovvTos por. 10 Ebtrov 0€ Ti rrosjow, Kopw ; 6 09 Kú- 
pios elre mpós pe "Avaotas Topevov eis Aapaocrór Kane cot 
AaANOnceTas mep Távrov ov téraxtai aot ToWjcat N ‘Ns 
66 ovn eve ov, ama Tis Sokns ToU pwròs éxeivou, yeiparyor- 
youpevos vrró TOv avvovrov pot Abov eis Aapaakov. 128’ Ava- 
vias é Tis, avnp evaefs xarà TOY vónov, uaprvpoUuevos vrró 
qrávrov TOV kaTowovvrov 'lovGalcov, 13 éAQcov mpos pe xai èrme- 
oTas emé pou XaovX aderge, avdBrepor káryo avri TH 9pa 

on the principle of apposition) * men who are 
s brethren, aight not unfaithfully be ren- 
dered * brethren.’ The expression xai waripes 
(occurring no where else in Scripture), is a not- 
able addition to account for which we may sup- 
pose that among those present were some persons 
venerable on account of age or official dignity, 
ancient Scribes and Doctors of the Law.—1 have 
edited yuvi for vu», from all the most ancient 
unciale, and very many cursives; to which I add 
all the Lamb. copies but one, some of the Mus. 
copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. The reading 
is adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

2. wapicyow "ncvyías] Not an Hellenistic 
phrase; the same occurring in Dionys, Hal. Ant. 
li. 32, mois vapucTOoci Qiacnupvae navyíar 
ly sane Adyar Todds. Seo also Jos. Antt. 
v. 

3. ávarsÜpaupuévoc—^2reTaid.] The construc- 
tion here bas been disputed; some Expositors 
joining map rods moas I. with the words 
precede ; others with the words — Of 
these two modes the former is preferable. As to 
the rity imparted to the by the 
other construction, that is little characteristic of 
Scriptural, or, indeed, of ancient style in general. 

— Ava. rapa rods wodae answers to what we 
call ‘ being educated «under such and such a mas- 
ter/—by an Hellenistic idiom, alluding to the 
posture in which Jewish scholars received in- 
struction from their masters. A Clase writer 
would have used «apa with a Dative of the per- 
son educating. So Plut, Oper. Moral. t. ii. 
E 494, T:Üpauuírvost Tapà Te cojeráro 

eipeom. fn e words following, wewardav- 
pdvos kara áxpíflsiuav. 
— (mA. bw. Tov Osov] meaning, ‘of God's 

law,’ namely, what he then esteemed such. Comp. 
l Kings xix. 10, 14, ‘I have been very jealous 
for the Lord God of hosts,' i. e. meaning for his 
bonour, with Rom. x. 2. And so Arrian, Epict. 
ii. 14, ec Osov Toivuv Unrteery Td iñe wavra 
«al moutv xal Adyar. In so expressing bim- 
self, the Apostle intended delicately to refute 
the charge brought against him, of blaspheming 
the Law; sieaking of it in terms such as to 
tacitly admit its divine origin. 

5. ó ápyispaós] meaning, ‘the then ae 
Priest, now Jiving.—paprvpsi? po is to 
taken in a p ular sense, for * He can bear me 
witness,’ * while I appeal to him." 

G—11. See notes at ix. 3, seqq. 
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àyéBXea eis avrov. 1* ^'O 8à elmer 'O Oeòs Tøv marépovy bobs 1 
e A Td , ^ bi 3 ^ 9? ^ bl 

Quay Tpoeyeipícaró ae yvavar TÒ ÜéXgua, abro), xai Weiv Tov 
Aixatoy, ka áxoUca, dxwvijy éx Tod aTópaTos avToo 

& 7. 53. 
ch. 90. 16. 

1 John 4. 1. 

15 Ore Eon 
aut@ impos mavras avOpwrous, Oy éwpaxas xai Tjkovaas. 

16! Kai pov Tí uéXXets ; avaotas Ramricas xai amrodovoat Tas 1 Matt.2.11. 
Gpaprias cov, ériadeodpevos TO Üvoua, ToU Kupiov. 

Mark 
e 

1.4 

1 Egé PEE 
yero O€ pot Wrroarpéavrt eis ‘Tepoveadnp, kal mpocevyopévov pov 
év TO (epa, -yevéaÜa, pe ev éxaráae, 18 kal ety aùtòv Xéyovrá 
por Zredoov kal Eee èv taxes éE ‘Iepovocadny: SsoTe ov mapa- 
Sé£ovrai aov T? naprvpiav rept euod. 19! Kayo elroy: Kupue, \ver.e 
avrol émiotayrat, ott eyo uny duraxivoy xal Séowv xarà Tas 
cuvayaryas Tos mioTteúovras émi cé 90 wal Gre éfeyeiro TO ng». 
alpa Xreoávov ToU paprupes cov, kai avtos juny éfeotas xal 
cuvevooxay [Tfj ávaspéaeu avrov], xal QvXáaaov Ta ipária TOV 
avaipovvrwy avrov. ?!" Kal elme mpós pe Ilopevov, brs éyw 
eis EOvn paxpay éFarrocren ce. 

22 o Hxovov 86 aro dypt rovrov Tov Xóyov, Kal érrijpay Thv 

Qv» avrüv, Neyovres: Alpe ámó ris ys Tov Tovodroy ov yap °% $1.99. 

& 8. 1. 

8. 
. 9.7. 

3 Tim. 1. 

* kvaÜixev avrüv Gv. B Kpavyatovrwy 56 avTOv, kal. purrrovv- 

13. ávágXrirov] See my Lex. Here the two 
senses are blended together, as supra vii. 52. 

14. Tó» Alxaıov] ‘the Just One.’ ‘the Mes- 
siab.’ See note supra iii. 14. vii. 52, and Luke 
xxiii. 47, comp. with Rev. iii. 7. 

16. Bawrica: xal dvróXovca: Tas dp.) mean- 
ing, ‘ wash away thy sins by baptiem, as an ordi- 
nance expressive of the washing away of sin.’ 
Comp. l Cor. vi. 1l, xai ravra tives ire, 
&AAa dwedovoacGs, and comp. Heb. x. 22. 

19, 20. Meaning to say, ‘ Lord, as these (the 
Jews) well know how bitterly I persecuted those 
who believed in thee, they must be convinced it 
is only on irresistible conviction, that I am 
become a preacher of the faith I once persecuted ; 
and, accordingly, I may hope that they will 
hearken to my preaching.’ Seo Doddr. After 
ovvevdox. (on which see my Lex.) the words 
Th dvaipioss avTov. are omitted in A, B, D, E, 
and one cursive, also in the Vulg. and some 
other Versions, and are cancelled by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. They ma 
have been interpolated from Acts viii. 1; but 1t 
is strange that that should be the case in all the 
copies but four; for Alford's alii is but a P i- 
tion of Scholzs alii, which rests on Mill's 
Berb. ]. But those Barbarini MSS. are nearly 
in as bad credit as the Velesian readings, as 
Tisch. must think, who, with his nsual honesty, 

es the alii. For my own I cannot 
think it right to expunge what is found in all 
the MSS, except four (for it is in every one of 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies, and it is in Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16), confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version. I cannot help suspecting that the 
words were cancelled by Critics, who scrupled at 
the propriety of the phrase as followed by a 
Dative of action, fur the words must be meant 
for pos alas aa and if the words be re- 

OL. L 

moved, then there will be a very harsh brevity 
not in St. Luke's manner. On và. ra ip. 
see note supra vii. 58. . 

21. wopsvov] The Lord overrules this plea 
by simply — g the order. 

22. aipe awd tHe y5s] Alluding, it may be 
sup , to the law which ordered that persons 
guilty of sacrilege should suffer the punishment 
of xaTraTovTicuót. So Philo, sp. Euseb. viii. 
p. 392, vóuov xetutvou TÓv lepdcvAcy xaTa- 
xpnuvi(scOa: Ñ xarasovrí(saOa:. 
— où yap xaÜnxiww] ‘non debuerat, or * de- 

cueral ; ‘it were not proper. As for the read- 
ing, I find it confirmed by the Lamb. and Mus. 

ies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. 
pixrobvtmy Td luáTia)] This cannot 

mean what some understand, ‘rending their 
garments; or, as others, ‘shaking their gar- 
ments, as if in More probable is the sense 
assigned by others, ‘tossing up their garments; 
this being regarded as an action betokening 
approbation, proceeding from certain persone too 
far off to otherwise participate in the tumult. I 
see not, however, how pixre will bear the sense 
' toss up,’ nor how it could be thought to Her 
any thing but di ion and anger. The 
true interpretation seems to be that of Grotius, 
Tirinus, Parkh., and Bretschn., ‘tossing off, or 
flinging off their garments,’ as a preparation for 
violence; a tcal action quite in unison 
with the violent expressions of such of their com- 
panions as stood near, the whole forming a lively 
picture of rabid fury. Comp. Plato de Rep. 
p. 665, 'Hyov i-i cà wavy ToÀXoUs olov 
pivavras rd iparia, yuuvous XaBórrae à 
Ti ikácvo apéruysy ömAov, Otiv ds:areray- 
nírove. In xovoprov Bad)ovtey sis roy dépa 
we have teal action, quite in uni- 
son with the preceding; for oer Wetst., and 
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Tov Ta ipáTua, kai Kovoproy DaXXovrev eis TOv aépa, ?* éxe- 
Acvacv aùròv 6 xtAlapyos 1 dryeaÜat eis THY mapepo, eimav 
uáoriw áveráteaÜas. avrov, va émrvyvg Ss jy aitiay obras 

p ch. 16. 87. érepwvouy avTQ. 25 P's 08 t wpotresvey aùròv Tois ipacw, 
elme Tpós Tov éoTwTa ékaróvrapyov ó IlabAos: Ei dvÓpormov 
"Popatov xai axardxpirov &Eeariv viv paorivay; % 'Axovoas 3 

6e 6 éxatovrapyos, mpocehOay amipyryethe TQ yodudpye, Meyar 

Kuin. rightly take it of kicking 
throwing up dust into the air, which, as 
from the Class. citations of Wetst., and the 
accounts of modern travellers, was then, and still 
is, in the East, a frequent mode of raising a 
tumult. 

24. udoritey áyer.] The plural is here used 
with reference to the many thongs of which the 
uácTiE was formed. ‘Avsra{ew signifies pro- 

rly *to examine carefully ; but here quastionem 
re, denoting *examination by torture;' see 

Gen. xii. 17. xvi. 6. Wied, ii. 19. 2 Macc. vii. 
87, Sept. 
— exedwvovy abro] The word signifies 

literally to raise the voice AT a person; and has 
therefore two senses, either acclamo, applaud, 
as in Acts xii. 22, or inolamo, exclaim against, 
as here: so our old Engl. 'to cry out upon" 

, or otherwise 

ui cae 
— coe he woottecvey — d luac«w] 

ere are few more ex variet 
of reading, ind diversity of interpretation, than 
this. Not less than siz or seven var. lectt. exist ; 
but the only material diversity is between the 
singular wpoéravey, and the pl TpGÉTELVOV 
ot wpoirevayv. Before entering into the question 
as to which of these two should be preferred, I 
would advert to one main error that runs through 
the interpretations of most modern Commenta- 
tors,—which is, the taking iuao: in the sense 
scourges ; qe ‘they stretched him for the 
ecourges.. But there is, I apprehend, no autho- 
rity for such a use of lude in the . The 
true interpretation of the word is that of tbe 
ancient and some modern Expositors, who take 
it in the ordinary sense sírape, or thongs, as 
Mark i. 7. Luke iii, 16. Jobn i. 27. The 
plural is here used because, it seems, the prisoner 
was fastened to the post with fwo strape. So 
Dio Cass. xi. 49, “Avriyovoy ipacriyecs, 
oravpe *wpodfácavyrss. In spoér. we have 
an allusion to the posture of the sufferer, neces- 
sarily a stooping one, as the position of the post 
was an iaclined one. The was sometimes a 
short stone pillar. So, JEschin. p. 9, 11, wpde ov 
xiova, scil. deVévra abró» ipacriyouy. Soph. 
Aj. 108, «pi» av dsOeic, wpos xioy’ ipxtov 
oréynt Maoriy:—vatra Qoiviyhele Oavy. 
Comp. Pind. Pyth. iv. 417, odo énaace 
dvayxae "Evrecty abxévac. T strape, or 
belts, were, it should seem, fastened about the 
person something Jike the harness of our horses, 
and were then attached to the post by some ring 
or buckle there provided to receive them. In 
short, the mode was, I apprehend, exactly like 
that now adopted in Russia, in the punishment 
of the knowt; of which Captain Frankland, in 
his late Travels in Russia, vol. ii., gives the fol- 
lowing description :— It is a solid piece of 
wood, about seven feet in height, thrust ond- 

ways in the ground in an inclining postare. At 
the top is a groove cut for the reception of the 
neck of the sufferer; at the two sides are two 
other grooves for the arms. On the part fronting 
the spectators, opposite to the side on which the 
sufferer is placed, are three iron rings, to which 
the hands, neck, and feet of the criminal are 
made fast by thongs.’ But, to advert to the sense, 
which will depend on the reading. Now, on a 
further consideration of this debated question, it 
appears to me that the text. rec., though found 
in the greatest number of MSS., arose, not as 
Alf. thinks, from Critical correction, to suit the 
subject to o X‘Alapyxos, but — error of 
scri It is quite indefensible, nee it was 
the office of the lictors, not of the centurion, much 
less of the tribune, to fasten the prisoner to 
the post. Accordingly, a plural form must be 
adopted; and of two which are extant, 
wpotre:vay is to be preferred ; and it is found in 
MS: . B, G, and cursives: to which I add 
Lamb. 1181, 1182, 1183, 1184, Cov. 2, 4 (in 
Brit Mus.) omitted by the Collator, 
CEcumen., aud the Oxford Catena; and it is 
edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
also by Alf., who renders, ‘and while they were 
binding him down with the PONES l' But the 
Aor. l cannot be taken for the Imperf.; and 
therefore we must render, ‘and when had 
stretched him forward for the thongs, i. e. to be 
strapped. Thus it seems that waited until 
the lictors had stretched him forward, and were 
going to strap him to the post. Then he uttered 
is protest against the wrong done. For it was 

forbidden by the law that any free citizen of 
Rome should be bound, much lees scourged : so 
Dion. Hal. Ant. 1853, 7, ro» È ir«pov—pnáe- 
vTtEw alkicáusyor xabdwep dytpdwotoy, áx- 
tcreway. Every one of the ancient Versions 
confirms both the plural form, and the : 
tense. I am, however, inclined to su that 
in the passage of Dio Cass. the reading is x poc- 
àfcavTes, for there is no authority for a podée 
where the prep. would not suit tbe verb. And 
my emendation is confirmed by various 
which I could cite; suffice it to adduce Artemid. 
On. 1, 78, poo 0sÜsie xlov. woddXde iafe 
TÀwydse, xal Uwd Tov česrórov iverdðn 
(‘stretched tight"). This stretching was, it seems, 
an important part of the operation, by which the 

n was stretched fight, that the lashes might 
more keenly felt. This we find expressly 

touched on in the following passage of an ancient 
Greek Martyrologist from a tract entitled Mar- 

ism Tarachi, wepiedXoyret avTov TÒ wad- 
Atov, kal wepeLwoavres (‘after s ing 
with thongs’), reivare, «ai vsúpoię éeuoit 
rupare—choavres abtdv—relvare, xal vió- 
pott Gpuois cxloars TÒ vivro» abrou—rt «vaT 
a , 

ov. 
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["Opa] ri uéXXeis trovety 6 yap dvOpwiros otros ‘Pwpatos dors. 
27 IIpoceX8cov dé ò ytdiapyos etrrev avrg Aéye poun [ei] av 
‘Pwpaios el; 6 òè éjy Nai. ?5'Amexp(Ón te 6 ytdiapyos 
"Ey mood xeparaiov tiv ToMrelav tavTny exrncdunv. ó 
dé TIairos édwy 'Ewyó òè xai yeyévvguai. 2 EvOéws oiv àr- 
éaTncav am avToU of uéXXovres abróv áverátew. ral 6 yiM- 
apyos 6e éboByOn, érvyvoss bre  Popaiós dots, kal ötri Fv avrov 

KOS. 

30 Th Sé éraúpiov, 3 Bovdopevos yvovas TO aodhadés, TO TL ac. u.s 
Katyyopetra: mapà tov ‘Tovdalwv, édvcev avróv [ard tov čec- 
pàv], xal éxédevoey éXBeiv rors apyepeis xal Sdov TO our 
éSpiov avtay kal xatayayov tov llaüXov čornoev eis ajbrovs. 
XXIII. ! *'Arevizas 86 6 [laidos TQ ovvedply, elmer “Avdpes sch. m 
adedpoi, éyw macy cvvebüee ayab TemroXirevua. TQ Oc gE 
&xyp. taurns THs "uépas. ?9'"'O Se ápyiepeUs 'Avavías éréra£e John 18 . 
TOi; "rapecTüGiv avT@® TÚTTEW avTOU TO cTOpua. 

28. iyà woddov—ixrnoduny)] These words 
imply sarprise how a person of Paul's mean 
appearance could this privilege. Per- 
ceiving which, the Apostle makes the rejoinder, 
* Ay, but I am even so by birth. On the various 
modes whereby the freedom of Rome could be 
attained by foreigners, i.e. by merit or favour, by 
money, or by being freed from servitude, and on 
the peculiar nature of the freedom claimed by 
the citizens of Tarsus, see my Recens. Synop. 

30. £oTnes» ale airove] The full sense 
eeems to be, ‘set him up to speak face to face [as 
to the charges they brought against him].' e 
more Classical term would be xa8iornxey, on 
which see my note on Thucyd. iv. 84, 1. 

XXIIL l. aravicas ro ovved.) ‘after having 
looked stedfastly at the council.” Not, as many 
have supposed, for the purpose of close observa- 
tion, in order to discover the character of his 
judges, but simply thereby to fix their attention 
upon himself, ind what he was about to say. So 
supra iii. 4, it is said, Peter and John ‘looked 
fixedly on the cripple, and bade him look at 
them.’ in order to draw his attention to what was 
about to be said and done. We may suppose, 
too, that the Apostle meant thereby to show the 
Council that he could then as confidently look 
them in the face as heretofore, when he had been 
in the highest honour and trust. And thus 
the action corresponded with the words of his 
speech, which, as Calvin and Newcome remark, 
* are meant to obviate the unfavourable impres- 
sion occasioned by his appearing before the 
Council as a malefactor. Hence his speech 
commences with the solemn assurance, that he 
had at all times, now as heretofore, acted wa 
cvrtiórcu, according to the best light of his 
conscience towards God, whether well or ill 
informed ; that he had never acted from sinister 
motives, but always from a sense of duty. 

— wewoXlTevuat] * have conducted myself.” 
The word properly signifies ‘to act as a citizen,’ 
and sometimes, ‘to have the conduct of state 

affairs ;' see my note on Thucyd. i. 84, 5. Hence 
it came to mean, ‘to conduct oneself,’ ‘ behave ;" 
and, here, by the addition of 79 Os% (wit 
which construction comp. 2 Macc. vi. 1, w. rote 
vóuow) the expression contains a firm, yet 
modest declaration of his innocence, founded on 
the consciousness of integrity. This assertion of 
habitual conscientiousness is characteristic of the 
Apostle. See 2 Tim. i. 3, and v. 19. Comp. 
] Pet. iii. 16. 
* e to e — — there y 

no doubt about the person, but m ifference o 
opinion whether he Lai then the High Priest, or 
was usurping the office. The latter view has 
recently been quite refuted by Wiescler, Chron. 
P. 76, note, who has shown that Ananias was 
then exercising the office in full right, and not, 
as I have heretofore supposed, holding it pro- 
visionally. He was, however, not long after, as 
we find from Jos, Antt. xx. 8, 8, deposed from 
his office by Felix, a little before his departure. 
Nevertheless, we learn from the same authority 
that he still had much power, which he used 
with lawless violence, until he at length rea 
the fruits, and, after having *sown the wind, he 
reaped the whirlwind, being six years after 
assassinated by the sicaris. Jos. Bell. ii. 17, 9. 
— ivíraEs ois wap. a. mTÜwTiw, &c.] 

Meaning by this action to intimate both displea- 
sure at what had just been said (sce ver. 4), 
and an inhibition to speak further. In the 
former view I would compare Aristoph. Lysist. 
635, autòs yap uoi yiyvera 58 Orois EyOpàác 
watdfa: triode ypaðs tiv yvabov. Also 
] Kings xxii. 24, éwdrafse tov M. iml riv 
oiayova. Into this unjustifiable violence towards 
the Apostle Ananias was hurried, we may sup- 
pose, 1. by Paul’s solemn protestations of inno- 
cence, which gave the lie to the accusations of 
the Chief Priests; 2. by his addressing them as 
Brethren, not as Fathers, or Rulers of Isrucl; 
3. from his having been liberated by Roman 
soldiers, and throwing himself on their protection 
asa Romii citizen, 
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Haos mpòs avrov elme Turrrew oe pérder ò Qeos, Totye rero- 
mapeve! kai ov kdy rpivæv pe xarà TOY vó ov, Kal Tapavopóv 
Kerevers pe TUTTEGÜa,; * Oi 8e mapeoróres elror Tov ápy- 
wpéa ToU Oeod XoiGopeics ; 5 * "Edw re 6 Haos Ovx dev, 
aderol, Ete dotly üpyuepeUs" vyéypamras yap: "ApxyovTa ToU 
Xaobücovobképets rars, 9 * Tvovs 66 6 IIabxos, Gre Tò & 

ame pépos éari Zabdovxaiwy TO O6 Érepov Papicaiwy, éxpaEcv ev TH 
cuvedpio “Avdpes aderol, éyo dapisaitos cipi, vios Papicaiou: 
wept édsridos kal avactdcems vexpov éyà xpivopas ! 7 Tovro de 

avTO) XaXjcavros, éyévero orácis THY Papicaiwy xai Tv Xa$- 

8. TUTTO oe uós, &c.] Whether these 
words are, what most Commentators regard them, 
a prediction, may be greatly doubted. Certainly 
they are not, what Camerarius, Zeger, Limborch, 
Wetstein, Heumann, and most of the recent 
Commentators suppose, a furmula malè - 
cantis; q. d. ‘God smite thee, as thou * 
smitten me,—a sense not at all permitted by 
the words. We may, I think, simply under- 
stand them as expressing a persuasion, con- 
viction, that God would punish Ananias for this 
outrage,—a view supported by the opinion of 
Chrysostom, Jerome, and Augustin, and not a 
few eminent modern itors. 
— TOixs xakoviaéys] <A frequent metaphor 

to designate hypocrisy. note on Matt. xxiii. 
27. It is probable that Paul had in mind his 
Lord's saying. 
— xai a) xáOg, &c.] The «al when prefixed 

to inte tive sentences, RD ph se miraton, 
is best rendered ane ? and so? so ? 

5. ovx fre —ápyispeés] That the Apostle 
should bave been ignorant of the presence of the 
High Priest, would seem strange; and has been 
variously accounted for. Of the many solutions 
of the difficulty offered by Commentators, three 
only seem to have any semblance of truth: 
1. that of Chrysost., Dionysius, Cajet., Gataker, 
Wolf, Michaelis, and Townsend, who go far to 
rove, from the history of the times, as recorded 

in Josephus, that the office of the High Priest 
was then vacant, and that Ananias was Say te 
charging its duties pro te ; Which Paul, 
having been in Jerusalem only a few days, 
might not be aware of : 2. that of Bps. Sanderson 
and Mann, Bengel, Wetst, Pearce, Valcknaer, 
Schott, Kuin., Dish., and Neander, who take 
the expression oùx $óev in the sense, ‘I did not 
reflect, or consider’ (as it were excusing a mo- 
mentary — from want of thought), as 
in Eph. vi. 8. Col. iii. 24, and some passages of 
the Class. writers cited by the Commentators. 
3. It has becn suggested by some, including Mr. 
Alford, that the imperfection of St. Paul's vision 
(supposed to be implied in drevicas) was the 
cause of his ignorance and mistake in the matter 
in question ; so that he beard the insolent order 
given, but knew not from whence it proceeded. 

or my own part, I am not satisfied with any of 
the three solutions. The first is wholly un- 
tenable. That of Mr. Alford is preferable, but 
is founded on a most gratuitous assumption, as to 
the defect of Paul's sight. Surely the use of 
d :svícas here or elsewhere gives no countenance 

to the notion in question, which, however, mav 
have some ground of truth. Though not per- 
fectly satisfied with the second solution, 1 greatly 
prefer it, since I see little or no positive objec- 
tion. For as to that of Meyer, approved by 
Alford, that the sense thus ascribed is never the 
meaning of eldévat, it may not be the pruper 
sense, but I see not why it may not have tlie oc- 
casional meaning of elddya:, in popular language 
as a colloquialism, Such was probably the view 
taken by Valckn., a far more competent judge of 
such a matter than any of our German Critics of 
the day. Besides, Mr. Alford scarcely does jus- 
tice to the view, by representing it as an acknow- 
ledgment of rash and insubordinate language. 
The only one that [ can myself adopt is that ex- 
pressed above as laid down by one of the most 
consummato of Philologists. 

6. yvoùs dt ò IlavAor, ort, &c.] And so 
taking advantage of the circumstance to gain 
over ome party to his side by setting at variance 
both parties ; an expedient founded on the maxim, 
* Divide, et impera, exactly euch as that put in 
pace on a similar occasion by Jt ; tee 
is Bell. Jud. ii. 21, 3. That Paul was sure'y 

quite justified in adopting this politic course, — 
since he knew that he had no cbance of a fair 
trial, inasmuch »s personal odium would prevent 
his judges from doing him justice, —is undeniable. 
— áxpaEsv] MSS. B, C, and one cursive, 

have ixpa{ev, which is adopted by Lachm. and 
Tisch. Griesb., Scholz, and Alf. retain i«pa£s», 
rightly ; for though the MSS. are, as Conyb. 
says, indeed divided, yet so that all except three 
have ixpafey, for ix«pat. is not in any one of 
the Lamb. or Mus. copies, or in Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16. The truth is that the other is a mere 
error of scribes, who perpetually confound 7 and 
E (which in some MSS. are scarcely d.scernible, 
especially in the verb xpá{w) : hence the same 
doubt about the reading occurs elsewhere; e. g. 
in Matt. xv. 22. xx. 31. Mark iii. 11, where for 
ixpats Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read é&xpotov, 
though only from four uncials and several cur- 
sives ; at Rev. vi. 10, for expat. they edit sig i 
rightly; and certainly the Aorist form is the 
one most used in the Greek of the New Test. 
and Sept. 
— "spi ihwidos kai dvacr. vex.) It is not 

necessary here to suppose a /7endiadys. We may 
render (the Article being omitted after the Pre- 
position), ‘for the hope of the dead and their 
Vni uad Comp. Ps. xvi. 9, and 1 These. 
iv. 



ACTS XXIII. 8—12. 

Govkaicv, xat éoxiobn T0 WHOS. 
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8 f Xaó0ovkaiot uéy yàp tM. n. 
Aéyovsi uù elvas avdotacw, unè ayyedov pyre Tveüpa! Pa- Mark 1218. 
piaaion 66 oporoyodos Ta dudorepa. 9 &'Exyévero 86 xpavyn gd 59» 

33. 7, 17, 

peyadn Kai avactavres [oi] ypaupateis ToU pépous tv Ëa- E * 
ptoaiwyv Sveudyovro, Xéyovres Ovdey xaxòv evpicxopev Èv TO 

26. 31. 

avOpwrq@ Tovro" ei Sé mveðua éXaXNgoev avrQ À ayyedos— 

[uh Pcopaydper.] 10 TIoAN js 6e yevopévns otdcews, evAaBn- 
eis 6 yiXapyos uù SvactracO9 6 IIaüXos vm avrav, éxéXevae 
TÒ aTpárevua KataBay áprácas avtoy Èx néaov avTOv, wyew TE 
eis THY Trape“PoAnD. 

11 ^ Trj è exten vurr émiotds aùr 6 Kupws elme Odpoet, h.v 
[Hate] ws yàp Sieuapripw ta Tepl (noD eis ‘Iepovcadnp, 
obro oe Sei xai eis ‘Poun paprupicat. 13! Tevopévns 86 juépas, irer. 2 v. 
qrovjcayrés tives TOY Iovdaiwy avoaTpod)v, àveÜepuárw av éavrovs, 

8. dupore a] Render: ‘them both,’ ‘ both 
of them. The Apostle adverts to two points of 
difference between the two parties,—namely, the 
resurrection, and the existence of immaterial be- 
an: wvevua and dyysAor being considered as 
falling under the same head. Such being the 
essential difference existing between the tenets 
maintained by the two parties in quostion, and 
the Pharisees in this respect coming far nearer 
to Christianity than the Sadducees; hence the 
Apostle, far from employing any thing like artful 
reasoning or dialectical subtilty, did no more 
than simply conciliate in his favour, and engage 
in his defence, that one of the two parties which 
mpi juny be said to come nearer to the (ruth. 

. sl di weevpa, &c.] Here we have only to 
suppose an Aposiupesis, such as is often found in 
the best writers, when something which we do 
not care to directly mention, is omitted. So 
bere, * what if an angel, or other spirit, have 
spoken to him.’ 

The angel, or spirit, is thought to have refer- 
ence to the (wo kinds of appearance, which those 
who were inclined to think with Paul ascribed 
to the Divine vision narrated by the Apostle; 
for those ces were always supposed to 
take place through the medium of an angel, or a 

— uù 0souayxeputv] These words, not found 
in four uncial and three cursive MSS., and seve- 
ral Versions, and eome Greek and Latin Fathers, 
have been cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf.; perhaps rightly, for internal 
evidence is against them. The words were pro- 
bably added by certain Critics, who could not 
tolerate the A postopesis (though that has, in 
effect, no little force), and who thought some- 
thing more should be expressed. This view de- 
rives confirmation from Chrys. and the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, where there is an addition in other 
words, —namely, * what evil, i. e. ground of offence, 
is there in this?" 

10. For evAaB. Lachm. edits $of8sie, from 
A, B. C, E, and a good many cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1182, 1184) ; but scarcely asy amount of 
external oe would — Mr internal is 
80 oppo ; for poß. was evidently a correction 
of Critics, who chose to substitute for an 

Hellenistic a pure Greek term; for it never 
occurs in this sense in the Classical writers, and 
only rarely in the Sept. and Jos., and once else- 
where in the New Test., in Heb. xi. 7. There 
is great reason, however, to think that the sense 
here is, ‘having a care lest,’ equivalent to, 
* through caution lest Paul might be torn asun- 
der. This force of the Particip. is found in 
Heb. xi. 7, ebAaBnOeis carsoxedace xiBwroy, 
where, as here, the senee may be (what is ex- 
pressed in the margin), ‘being wary through 
caution.” 
— TÒ ceTpáTivua] meaning, the detached 

force on duty in garrison at the fortress of An- 
tonia. So Hdian. iv. 6, 11, weAXedac TØ orpa- 
TtUnuaTi (meaning, ‘the pretorian detachment 
on duty at the palace’) rpoomsceiy Tw WANG. 

or dyaw, Lachm. and Tisch. (1 ed.) edit 
&váysu, from MSS. A and E; while Tisch., 
in his 2nd ed., restores dyatv, rightly; since it 
is demanded by vastly superior external autho- 
ritv (to which I add Lamb. MS. 1182), con- 
firmed by internal evidence, considering that 
åmáyaw may be regarded as either a on 
a@yew, or as a false correction, of which an 
example occurs in Rev. xiii. 10, where see 
note. 

11. IIavAs] omitted in A, B, C, E, and nine 
cursives; to which I can only add Lamb. 1182. 
Besides which, external evidence, confirmed by 
the Versions, is against it. 

For wrowjoavtie vives rov ‘lovdaicey 
avort., MSS. A, B, C, D, and several cursives 
(I add Lamb. 1182, 1184), with some Versions, 
have woifcavres avorp. ol ‘lovdatut, which has 
been received by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. ; but injudiciously, the genuineness of 
the common reading being attested by a certain 
harshness of idiom and peculiar character fre- 
quent in the New Test. writers; wbereas the 
other reading has every nce of being an 
alteration of the Alexand: an Critics, to make 
the run more smoothly. That the words 
should, as Alf. pronounces, have been ‘ corrected 
to suit v. 13,’ is too improbable to be thought of. 
As to what he further says, that ‘the copyists 
thought it unlikely that all the Jews were en- 

, and so altered it to Teves Té» 'lovóa(wr, 



854 ACTS XXIII. 13—20. 

Aéyovres uiyre hayely pire meîv, &os ov atroxteivwot Tov IIa?- 
Xov. 18 (Houv 86 mA«(ovs Teccapáxovra, oí Tavr THY ouv- 
eocíay TemowkóTes) 4 olives mpooerbóvTes ois ápxwepeUat 
«ai rois Trpea Bvrépoiws elroy "Avabéuati ávcÜeuaricapev éavrovs 
pndevos yedoacOar, &vs ob amortrewwpev Tov IIabXov. 15 Nov 
ov wets eudavicate TO Yitudpyp ov TQ Ocuvebpiq, mws 
[abpiov] avTOv xatayayy Trpós bpas, ws péddovTas dtaywacKery 
axpiBéorepov Ta mepi avroð "eis O6, po Tov eyyioas autor, 
érouwol spev tod avedety aùróv. 16 Axovoas 66 6 vios THs 
aderpis IIaíXov * Tò evedpov, sraparyevopevos kai eicedOav eis 
Tv mapepo, amyyyee TH IIasAq. 11 IIpooxadecapevos 
&e 6 IIaüXos Sa réw éxarovrápycv, épy Tov veavíav tovrov 
airdyaye impos Tov xiMapyow Exes yap TL amrayyélAar auT@. 
18 ʻO Léy otv vapaXafow avróv, Tyaye mpòs Tov ytdiapyxor, 
kal dnow “O Sécptos IIaüXos, pookaXeadpevos pe npwrnce 
TovTov Tov veaviay awyayely Trpós oe, ExovTd Tt AaMijsai cot. 
19 "EmiraBopevos 906 ris yeupos avrod 6 yudtapyos, Kal avaya- 
poas kar. lav, érvvÜdvero: Tí éorw, 0 Eyes amayyeihai poe ; 

2 k Elre 5é “Ore of IovGato« avvéÜücvro tod épwricai ae, draws 
auptoy eis TO cuvédpioy xatayayys Tov IIaüXov, ws $ uéXXovrés 

and then transposed it for ig eee I answer 
that the copyists were never the ; that 
was reserved for the Revisers and Critics; and 
the hypothesis itself, however ingenious, wants 
far greater confirmation, and is strongly discoun- 
tenanced by the fact, — that the Pesch. Syr. 
Translator must have had the text. rec. in his 
copy; though Mr. Alford classes that Version 
with those against it. Internal evidence, indeed, 
seems against the text. rec., but not decidedly, — 
since it is very possible that the other reading 
may be a correction by the Critics, who seem to 
have had a dislike to the Pronouns so liberally 
inserted in the Hellenistic and Hebraistic 
Greek. 
— avOendricav i.) This dva0. implied ‘ the 

binding oneself under a curse to do any thing; 
and was sometimes, as in the present case, ac- 
companied with a resolution not to eat or drink 
until the accomplishment of the thing vowed. 
Ita that the Jews were much given to this 
banding of themselvee together, in order to make 
away with any one whom they thought ought not 
to live; and especially when he was accounted 
to have deserved death by violating the Divine 
Jaws. So in Jos. Antt. xv. 8, 3, 4, we read of 
ten men binding themselves by an oath to en- 
counter over danger in order to take the life of 
Herod, for his innovations in their religion, and 
for bringing in foreign customs. 

l D the forensic term éudasicars, see 
my Lex. 

The aüpior here is not in A, B, C, E, and 12 
cursives [nof the Leicester MS.], (to which I 
add Lamb. 1182), and several Versions. It is 
probably an insertion from ver. 20. 

— stayiwooniy — áxpiléerspoy Tà wepi 
avrov] ‘to examine, so as to determine more 

accurately the matters concerning him, i. e. his 
case; so cognosco in Curt. vi. Il, * diligentius 
cuncta cognoscere. Of this use of the term 
Expositors have not adduced any apposite ex- 
ample; but such may be found in Dio Case, 
P. Gore ph kai av0is avayxacOwusy vip 
Tey ?rpa*yud' wy Quay weeva:, ‘to again go through 
and consider the matters.’ 

16. I have, in deference to the opinion of al] 
the Critical Editors, now received rò évedpow 
for text. rec. T)» évédpay, on strong external 
authority (to which I can add several Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), confirmed by internal evidence; 
ivedpov being the Hellenistic to dvíópa, the 
Class. Greek form. Yet, as ivédpa occurs in all 
the copies at ch. xxv. 5, it may be the true read- 
ing here. 

9. éwitaBouevos TIS Xeipós a., &c.] There 
is here not merely a common form of expression, 
to denote *the (aking one aside ;' for the 
words impart a hic air to the context, as in 
Philo, rhe Qa£.as AaBopevos povet pore ovu- 
BovAcves. 

20. IIv»O. here denotes, not ‘to make tugairy," 
but by impl., ‘to find out by inquiry,’ *to ascer- 
tain, learn, or know ;' as often in the best writers, 
from Homer down to Palephatus. And this sense 
comes from the original signif., which ie, ‘to fa- 
thom,' ‘get to the bottom’ of a thing, as a well, 
fig. ‘to get to the bottom of any matter, and thus 
ascertain and know all about it, as he wbo sounds 
does about the depth of water.’ 

For uéAXovrsc, MSS. A, B, C, and 6 cursives 
dq add Lamb. 1183, 1. m), the Copt. and JEthiop. 
ersions, have u£AAow, which is edited by 

Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. The true reading is 
difficult to be ascertained amidst the confusion 
of two readings, which attest the perplexity of 



ACTS XXIII. 21—29. 

Ti axptBéorepov TruvÜáveaÜa, mepi avtov. 9! Zù ody mh meo- 

Oñs avrois: évedpevovot yap ajróv é€ aùrôv avdpes mdelous 
Tecoapdxovta, oitives àveÜeuárwray éavroùs unre hayely wire 
mueiv, ws o0 avédwotv avTOv xal viv Erowpoi ciot, mpocdeyd- 
p.evo, THY amò aod émayyediav. %'O uéy ody yiiapyos ån- 
éAvce Tov veaviay, waparyyelras pmdevi éxXadijoat, ore Tabra 
éveddvicas mpos pe. 73 Kai mpooxadeodpuevos úo twas TÀV 
éxarovrápyav elrev “Etoysdoate otpatutas Staxocious, čmws 
qropevÜGoiv ws Kaucapelae, xal immeîis é88Sounxovra, xai 
t GefvoXaovs Staxocious, amò tpirns dpas Ths vuicrós" A erin 
Te Trapaaríjaa4, iva, émBiBdoavtes tov IIaüXov Stacwowar pos 
Dyrdixa tov Tyyeuóva: 99 ypdwas mioto mepiéyovoav Tov 
turrov ToUTOV. ?6 * KyXavdws Avolas TQ xparíaTQ Tryeuóvi Dh- 
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Aux, yaipew. 27! Tóy avdpa tobrov, avXXnjÜOévra vd TOv 'Iov- 1a.21.9 
daiwy, kal uéXXovra avaipeicbar im’ aitav, émiotas oly TQ 
eTpareUpaT. kehon avróv, palov ort ‘Pwpatos dort. 29 Bov- 
Aopevos O6 vyvàvas TH aitlay Ov Hv évexáXovv abr, KaTryayov 
aurov eis TÒ cuvédpioy avTOv: 9 ôv edpov éyxadovpevoy Trepi 
Cyrnpatwv Tov vóuov autav, undev 66 tiov Üavárov f) Secuav 

the Revisers, who, it seems, were ignorant of 
the construction. MéAAorr«e is the moet an- 
cient, as found in the Pesch. Syr., Vulg., and 
Sahid. Versions. And this would seem con- 
firmed by v. 15; though Alf. pronounces it to be 
* a correction’ from v. 15. But I cannot think that 
such would extend to all the copies but ten. 
Besides, as Matthsei remarks, * vix credibile est, 
Judsos adeo impudentes et stultos fuisse, ut 
Lysiam, virum honestum et prudentem, impro- 
bitatis et insidiarum participem facere tentarent.’ 
When I consider the paucity of the copies that 
have uéAAwy, I cannot but suspect that uéAA œv 
(for učňov) was an unfinished reading—there 
are many such, the termination usually placed 
at the top being omitted, from uncertainty as to 
the reading. 

21. ry —ivayy.)] Expositors are not agreed 
whether this term is to be explained promise, or 

There is much to be u for either 
sense, but the context rather requires the latter. 
Render, ‘ the order to be given by you, for Paul 
to be brought up.’ 

23. de{cokaBove] Of this much debated term 
we have not sufficient information to enable us 
fully to determine its true sense. I have shown 
that it cannot designate the Tribune's lictors, 200 
being too many for that office; nor the Tribune's 
body-guards, for the same reason, and because 
there is no evidence sufficient to prove it. I am 
still of opinion that the term designates a corps of 
light-armed troops in attendance on the battalion 
of heavy-armed, like the Roman lancearii, ex- 
cept that they occupied, and covered, the right 
flank of the battalion; though they sometimes 
discharged other duties, as that of pickets, or sen- 
nels. I find my view confirmed by the suffrage 

of Meyer, who cites a passage of Constantine 
Porph., where they are conjoined with the 

archers and peltaste, but placed after, and dis- 
tinct from them; Meyer, however, would derive 
the name from the corps grasping their weapon 
with the right hand. However, there would seem 
no reference to their position in line of battle, where 
they were probably never placed, being, it seems, 
merely used like the /ancearit, thus mentioned in 
Ammian. xxi. 13, ‘iter suum preire cum lan- 
ceariis et cseteris catervis expeditorum precepit ;' 
which is confirmed by Theoph. Sim. iv. 1, 
mwpoorarra: ù Kwai dsEvordBoe lyvndAareiy, 
&c., and so Suidas explains it by rapadvAack. 
— The plural xrvn, implies that there were two 
horses tor Paul's use; for in so long and rapid 
a journey he would require more than one horse. 

. qepiéx. Tov TúRov Tovrov] lit. ‘com- 
prised in this form, ‘couched in these terms.’ 
A blending of two expressions, each found in 
some copies, waps{yovow TdÓs, and ixove: 
Tovroy TÓv TÓ*ov: the latter of which pro- 
priety of language would require.— Tóv r. r. is 
the k of common life; in which ruwroe 
means form, as in 8 Macc. iii. 30, ò uiv rie 
imioroAnt Té?T0s OU TH? — There is 
no reason to suppose, with Valckn. and Kuin., 
that Luke has here given, not the letter, but 
only the substance of,—the Latin letter trans- 
lated into Greek. It should rather seem that 
Luke wrote from a of the letter, preserved 
by himself, or by Paul, and obtained from those 
who kept the public records, 

26. xpartorew] The usual epithet in address- 
ing a magistrate; as we say, ‘your Excellency.’ 
See note on Luke ìi. 3. On xalpew and éspeaco, 
sec note on Acts xv. 23. 

27. civ Te cTpaTióuaTi] Not ‘with an 
army, but ‘with the force [under my com- 
mand];' in order to conceal the fault he had 
committed. 



ACTS XXIII. 30—35. 

eyeAnua Eyovta. % MovvOcíons 8€ wos émigovXis eis Tov avdpa 
péXXew évecOas bro TOv 'lovGaiv, éfavris Ereuw a Tpós ae, 
mapayyeiAas Kal Tois KarTyopous Xéyew TA Trpós avróv Emi Tod. 

31 Oi pèv ov oeTparuGTGA, Kata TO SvaTeTaypévoy avrois, 
ávaMafovres tov IladXov, yayov Sia je vuKtos eis THY’ Avte- 
matpioa. 9? T5 è émavpwvr éácavres Tovs immeis TropevecOat 
atv avTQ, vméaoTpeiav eis Tiv TapeuBoXjv. 33 ofrwes eiaeX- 
Üóvres eis Tv Kaucápeiav, xal avaddovres T?» mioto TQ 
Jyeuóvt, mapéornoav kal Tóv llaóXov aùr. %* ‘Avaryvous dé 
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woe a3 

eppoao. 

m ch. 94. 
1—6. 
& 25. 16. 

30. igpwoo is not in A, B, and one cursive, 
with the Copt., Sahid., and Æthiop. Versions, 
and is cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
But the authority of all the copies except three 
(for I find the word in all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, and in Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. Version, proves that the word 
is not to be expunged ; especially since internal 
evidence is in its favour. Conyb., indeed, re- 
marks, that ‘if the evidence were equally ba- 
Janced, we should decide in its favour; for such 
despatches would undoubtedly be in Latin; and 
the Latin conclusion of them is almost invariably 
“vale” = Gr. £fpoco. 

81. ñyayov dia rH v.— A.] From the ancient 
itineraries, brought to light by the researches of 
Reland, we are enabled to trace both the route 

nerally, and the different stages of it; making 
1o miles in all. But 42 miles would seem a dis- 
tance too great for one night, even supposing all 
the rapidity of a forced march. And yet the 
words cannot without violence be explained in 
any other sense; nor is it necessary, since, by a 
forced march with picked troops, and by the 
aid of the cavalry, taking the infantry in rota- 
tion behind them, they ui arrive at Antipatris 
in good time, so as to allow of the return, on 
that morning, of the infantry; though they may 
have rested for the day, and gone forward the 
next, which Alf. thinks permitted by T5 dé 
twavpiov. Though I doubt whether it can fairly 
be taken of any other morning than the one after 
the night of the Journey e troops might go 
part of the way that day, and return on the next 
to Jerusalem. The exact course of this nocturnal 
forced march to Antipatris, and the remaining 
course of the cavalry with St. Paul to Cæsarea, 
has recently been ascertained by exact observa- 
tion on the spot and the research of an American 
Missionary, the Rev. Eli Smith; the substance 
of whose matter (communicated to the American 
Bibl. Sacr. vol. i. 438—496) has been given by 
Con. and Hows., vol. ii. 275, seqq., of which the 
following is an epitome:—' The road runs for 
about three hours N. along the high mountainous 
region which divides the vallev of the Jordan 
from the great w. plain of Judea. About mid- 
night they would reach Gophna, and, after a 
short halt, they quitted the szorthern road, which 
leads to Neapolis, and turned towards the sea- 
coast on the left. Presently they began to de- 
scend among the w. eminencee and valleys, and 

[ó "ryeucv], xal errepwrjcas èx molas érapyias earl, xai mvo- 
pevos Gru amo Kouxlas:— 35 ™ Avaxovcopuai aov, Edn, Gray kai 

their second halting-place was probably at Thamna 
rapa by Jos. Antt. xiv. 11, Bell. iii. 

, 5. iv. 8, ] Macc. ix. 50), the present 
Tibnah, Then they proceeded, still descending, 
till about day. bil they came to the last halt, 
at the present village of Misdel Yaba, and over- 
looked the great plain of Sharon, going just up 
to its base on the w. The road now turned x. 
across the plain of Sharon. On the E. were tho 
mountains of Samaria, bounding the plain in 
that direction, and on the left a line of low 
wooded hills, shutting it in from the sea. Be- 
tween this higher and lower range stood Anti- 

tris, so well described by Jos. Antt. xiii. 5, 1. 
Bell. i. 4, 7, and 21, 9,—a city of no inconsider- 
able note, though by this time it had become a 
semi-rutum wlan.” But if this should be, 
as it probably is, the true route, the distance to 
Antipatris must have been far less than 42 miles, 
probably only 36 or 34, and thus might be gone 
over as above, dia THe puxTos. The remaining 
course to Cæsarea would be along the Roman 
road laid down in the Pentinger Table, and the 
Jerusalem Itinerary, through Bethar,—a distance 
of 28 miles. I need scarcely say, that thus all 
the real difficulty — e interpretation of 
dca THe vuKTos and TH iwavpioy is removed, 
so that no straining of the sense will be neces- 
sary. 
B. iásavres rots immsie rop. cov a.] 

Render: ‘ after having left behind the horsemen 
to go with him, &c. So Soph. Trach. 329, 52' 
oùy iáoĝw, xai wopevioðw oriyas. For wo- 
piúsoĝaı, MSS. A, B, E, and eight cursives (to 
which I can only add Lamb. 1181), bave 
dripyecba:, which is adopted by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., while Griesb. and Scholz retain «rop. ; 
rightly ; for dwépy. seems to be a Critical cor- 
rection, by substituting a better Greek term, and 
a more spirited expression, for the somewhat 
homel UE not being aware that if 
even the eignif. ' * were n ; . in 
the Hellenistic Greek often has that sense: Mt is 
strange that our three Editors should, on another 

of the same writer, Luke ix. 12, have de- 
cided quite — Y — TopavÜi£rrec for 
a@we\0ovrec, from five uncial and six cursive 
MSS., though in each passage daraÀO. is, as I 
have shown, more suitable. 

35. Qiaxovcouaí cov] lit. *I will hear through 
[thy cause].' So Jos. Antt xx. 6, 2, ra» Ea- 
papslrey scaxoveat, and Deut. i, 16, Sept., 
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ot katýyopoi cov Tapayévwvrar. éxédevoé Te avTov "^ dy ro pH 
Tpacropio Tov ‘Hpwdou QvXácccoÜ0a.:. 

XXIV. !* Mera dé mévre ńuépas xaréBn ó ápyiepevs ' Ava- 39: 9 
vías perà TOv Trpea9vrépov xai pyropos TeprUXXov Tivos, otrwes 
evepavicay TQ. tyyeuovr Kata Tov IIasXov. ? KXn0évros &è aù- 
Tov, ?)jpfaro rarnyopeîiv 6 TépruAdos, Xéyov: 9 IIoXXijs eiprjvgs 
Twyxdvovres Sia co), xal karopÜeprev yivopévæv TQ EOver 

Ctaxovsre dvd picov T&v dispar psy xai 
xplvars éixaiws. Comp. d:ayvecouat, ch. xxiv. 
22.—For éixiXevoé ra, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read xeXevcas, from A, B, E, and four cursives; 
to which I can add Lamb. 1184, and Trin. Coll. 
B, x. 16. Alf. pronounces the text. rec. *an 
emendation of style; and indeed the expression 
needed it. But I will not believe that Luke 
would write such unlicensed Greek as that; but 
I suspect that under the reading of those few 
cursives is concealed another reading lost by the 
carelessness of scribes, but which will, I doubt 
not, be found by the careful inquisition of col- 
lators,—namely, xdxíAsvoav. e xai was lost 
by a very obvious cause, and then the Verb would 
easily pass into a Hahi a especially since the 
terminations for -ay and -ae are very similar. 
That xai áxéAsvasv was read by the Pesch. Syr. 
and /Ethiop. Translators is plain; and that it 
was the original reading is very probable. 

XXIV. 1—XXVI. 32. Paul's imprisonment 
at Cesarea. 

l. uera dé wivre ñu.) Some understand this 
of ‘five days’ from Paul's arrival at Cæsarea ; 
but I with Conyb. and Hows. that it is 
more natural to reckon them from Paul's de- 
parture from Jerusalem. This is confirmed b 
v. 11, at least according to the view taken, 
think rightly, by Mr. Alford.— For ray rpsc., 
Lachm. and Tisch., ed. I, edit wpecB. Tivar, 
from MSS. A, B, E, and l5 cursives; to which 
I add Lamb. 1184, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. 
"But Tisch., ed. 2, restores the text. rec., which 
Alf. retains, anxious to release Lachm. from the 
charge of clumsiness; forgetful that in the pre- 
ceding verse he had ascribed to him worse 
clumsiness. EO "e ; 
— pirropos © Wo rly denotes ‘an 

; but a orators, ea d ed before 
the public assembly, sometimes bad the causes 
of private persons confided to them,—&o it came 
to si ify ‘an advocate,’ and at length merely ‘a 
leader, or ‘ barrister, as here; on which class 
of persons see Geib. de Advoc., p. 602, and the 
matter from thence in Conyb. and Hows., vol. ii. 
290; and also on Tertullus, and the peculiarly 
Latin character of his speech, see Conyb. and 
Hows., vol. i. pp. 3 and 4. Of the disputed 
phrase dvaddvicay Tæ fry. x. 7. II., * they made 
or laid information to the governor against Paul ;' 
it is a forensic term, recurring infra xxv. 2, 15, 
and found in Jos. Antt. x. 9, 3. xiv. 10, 12, and 
12, 4 ; lit. ‘showed cause why he should be ar- 
raigned ;' and accordingly, Tertullus began to do 
so by making accusation. 

3. elpiyne] The word here signifies * public 
and political tranquillity,'—namely, by having 
becn released from the troubles under which the 

Jews had laboured, of rebels, brigands, robbers, 
and other disturbers of the peace. So Jos. Antt. 
xv. 10, 1, says of Herod's putting down the rob- 

in Trachonitis, rode re wovnpevopivous 
avrwy xatiwaves, kal Trois TípiE aden Thy 
£lprvn» vapícysy. And at Bell. i. 10, 5, he 
eays that ‘when Herod had put down the band 
of robbers, the people celebrated his praises, we 
sle elonvny avrots wapwy.' The more Class, 
term is novyia found in Pind. Pyth. viii. 1. 

This flattering speech was quite in the manner 
of the age, as we may infer from several similar 
ones occurring in Josephus. In the present case 
the language is full of the basest flattery, in con- 
tradiction to known facts. From the xxth book 
of Jos. Antt. it is plain that Judæa had never be- 
fore been in so bad a state as it was under the 
procuratorship of Felix, whose government was a 
tissue of injustice and tyranny. So that one 
might call to mind the words of Solomon (Wisd. 
xiv. 23), ra Tocavra xaxá elpiuny wpocayo- 
pevovow, and a similar thought — in 
the * Agricola' of Tacitus, where orators, like 
Tertullus, are said to have termed a like stato 
of things in Britain as Again, another 
orator (even baser tban Tertullus), one Nico- 
laus, in a speech to Agrippa, Jos. Antt. xx. 
2, 4, uses even more fawning lan of the 
Roman oppressors, who drove the unhappy 
Jewish people to despair by their merciless 
extortions; not even blushing to say, fore 
Tis Ónuos —h iÜrot—ols cà uéyiaTov—d'yaÜóy 
wipyvey ù apooTacía tHe UM. ápyj* (the 

mans) xal rò ‘Pwpaixdy xpárToc ;—rTae 
ToUTwy X&pirac ved uarproal ioti. "E0ÉÍAot 
o dy Tis áxipovs rat ivravOey slvai Xápiras 
ovdi parvomevos ! 
— xarropÜwuáTev tU Lachm. and Tisch. 

from A, B, E, and 10 cursives ; to edit d:0p8., 
which I ean make no addition; nor would it 
avail, since the term is not so proper as «aT.,— 
since it would only mean ‘re ; too unblush- 
ing falsehood for even a Tertullus to utter; 
whereas xaropô. (from xarop8cw, ‘ to any 
thing straight down to the end ;' fig. ‘ to conduct 
an affair to a successful issue") denotes ‘ any 
affair, or course of affairs, brought to a successfu 
issue by right management.’ If it be asked, how 
it came to pass that so suitable a term should 
have been altered ? I answer, from the ignorance 
of shallow Critics, who had learnt, from peddling 
Grammarians, that though the verb was correct 
Greek (in this sense), the verbal noun was déo- 
Kinov, Which was so far true, that it was not pure 
Attic Greek to use the verbal, as Diod., Dionys. 
Hal., Polyb., Plut. do; for, though Thucyd. ii. 65, 
comes near to it, yet he only employs the Parti- 
ciple etis Sts de and, as here, of *'affuirs 
rightly ucted ' in legislation and government. 
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Tour Sia Tis oñs mpovolas, Trávry Te kal Travraxo amoðeyó- 
peba, xpáriare PIME, perà maons evyapwrrías.  *"Iva dé py 
ém. mreiov oè éyxómTo, Tapaxado axodoal ce Huov curTopLas 
Th of émwweía. 5" Eipovres yap tov avdpa ToUrov Xov, 
Kat kuvoUvra ordow tact ros lovbalow trois xarà THY oiov- 
pévnv, Tperocráry» te THs TOv Nalwpalwv aipéceas 9 ¢ ds 

 &ai TÒ iepòv émeípage BeBnrocar ôv xal expatncapey, xai 
xarà Tov fuérepov vópov nOednoapev xpivew. 7 IIapeXgowv òè 
Avaías 6 xyiMapyos perà ToXMs Bias, èx TÀv yepõv doy 
amýyaye, 9 «eXeUcas TOs xarnyópovs avToD EpyecOar émi cé 

map oÙ dSuvjon avros, avaxpivas, Tepl wavTwY ToUTOV TI- 

— d&a rie one pov.) Elsner well obee 
that the old Romans used to ascribe nation 
prosperity to the gods; while, in after-times, 
whatever happened proeperously was ascribed to 
the prudent co wedvoia, and even the 
ruxn. of their rulers (thus Providentia 1 
is, as Mr. Humphrey remarks, frequently found on 
the coins of the emperors) without any i- 
tion of a Divine and overruling Providence. The 
adytyn Ta kai vayr. may be construed with the 
P ing, but best with the following words ; 
.d. ‘in every way, and every where. — Aro- 
Xu. is a strong term, denoting ‘an acceptanoo 

in full approbation.’ Conf. Jos. Antt. vii. 1, 1, 
éxaivwy kal dwodexopevos TÒ ipyov. 

4. I have never approved of supposing an 
ellipsis of AeEdvrwy,—and I agree with Meyer, 
that we may take cuvrouee as denoting ‘the 
measure of the time employed in hearing.” The 
full sense is, * But that I may no longer hinder 
thee [I will cease this pee). and I entreat 
thee, of thy benignity and condescension, to hear 
us for a short space. —Ty of ixcecxsia is well 
rendered in the Vulg. ‘pro tua clementia;’ 
since, as says Vopiscus, in Vit. Aurel. c. 44, 
* clementia ea er est principum virtus, et dos 
prima. The Greek term may be rendered 
‘co , ‘kindness.’ 

5. The yap here has the exegetical force, 
nempe; and in the next words there is neither 
ellips. nor use of Particip. for finite Verb; but 
the construction falls under the head of Anaco- 
luthon ; which, however, is removed in one MS. 
only—the Lamb. 1181, where 1 find eSpous».— 
Aotudy is not so much put for Aoiuixóv as it is 
used according to a frequent Greek idiom, 
whereby a noun in its most abstract sense is, as 
it were, personified, by taking the attribute in- 
herent in the noun, and applying it to & person. 
Thus, then, the expression means ‘a corrupter 
of the morals,’ or, as here, ‘ principles of others.’ 
This is, however, not a Hellenistic phrase 
(though often occurring in the Sept.), since it is 
found in Demosth., p. 794, 5. 

6—8. The words xara rdv—pyscOat iri cà 
are omitted in MSS. A, B, G, H, and about 40 
cursives, —with the Copt. and Sahid. Vers., and 
some copies of the Vulg.,—and are cancelled by 
Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch., though only placed 
in double brackets by Alf, who remarke that 
* their absence from the principal MSS. ; and the 
fact that no reason can be given for them, are 
strongly against their genuineness.’ But we are 

not to be expected to always give reasons for 
the omission of passages; and yet Matthaei das 
given (to reasons why the words might be re- 
moved, 1) Because the Critics believed that the 
Jews would never have been so imprudent, or 
bold, as to accuse Lysias himself. Because 
the words wap’ oU, at v. 8, must be referred to 
Paul ; though, by its position, it ecems to refer 
to Lysias. ‘Cum vero ita oratio e Paulo ad 
Lysiam, et rursus a Lysia ad Paulum flecteretur, 
ea, que media erant, ut temere interpoeita, ex- 
cludebant.’ I am not disinclined to receive this 
mode of accounting for the removal of the words, 
which is what we might expect from the clase of 
Alexandrine Critics, who at all periods took such 
unwarrantable liberties with the Sacred text 
Thus I have shown that the omission is mot, as 
Alf. affirms, ‘ unaccountable ; though for ‘ omis- 
sion’ I would say ‘removal; for ometesson 
scribes does occur in many copies; to which 
add Lamb. 1185, Mus. 1115, both of the Alexan- 
drine family. Moreover, we may justly demand 
of those who cancel the words, to untie another 
knot far more difficult to be loosed than the 
former, in the two puzzles which attach to 
their view. For, as De Wette observes, ‘it is 
hardly imaginable, that so little should have 
come from the speaker, as there would be, if 
these words were removed.' Besides, as Alf. 
grants, the Historic Aorist ixparicauey secme 
to require some sequel, some reason, after Paul's 
seizure, why he was there present, and freed 
from Jewish durance. In short, the cancelling 
of the words involves far greater difficulties, than 
the retaining of them, which I have stil! continued 
to do, as called for by the vast preponderance of 
external authority, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, also by the later Syr., and the Vul- 
gate, except in a few copies, the two Arab. Ver- 
sions, and Chrys, evidence is in favour 
of the words, inasmuch as so reason can be given 
why they should have been interpolated, but a 
good one why they should have been removed, 
since they seem to darken, by the change of 
subject from Paul to Lysias, and then again from 
Lysias to Paul, this brief and unoratorical 

dress. 
8. wap’ ov] l am not so sure as Matthai, that 

the words must be referred to Paul; they mev 
be meant for Lysias, and they more naturally 
refer to kim as the nearer antecedent. However, 
I am — to think ob is an error of 
the scribes for d», a reading which is found in 
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ryvQva,, àv ueis raTnyopoðpev avToU. 
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9 * SuverréGevro Se xai 
oi lovó6aio, $ácxovres Taira obros éyew. 

10 "AmrexpiOn è 6 llaüXos, vevcavros avt@ tov Tryeuóvos 
Aéyeur ‘Ex mao érov üvra oe xpitny te EOves ToUTQ èm- 
oTapevos, eVÜvuorepoy * rà Trepi épavroü atrodoyodpas 1! Suva- 41 Pet. 

pévou cov vvar, Sts où Tmhelovs eloi por huépai [)] Sexadvo, 
ad’ fs * àvéBgv mpoocuvjowv èv ‘Iepovaadnu 32‘ xal obre dy ech... 

ch. 35. 8. 

TO iepQ evpov ue TpOs Tiva Svadreyopevoy, À emicvotacw Tor- €% 7 
ovvra ÜyXov, ovre év Taís cuvayaryais obre xarà Tv TÓMw 

13 &obre mapaorioai [ue] Svvavrar wept dv vov xarryopoval t) Pt 
pov. 14 ^ “Quoroye 66 ToUTO cot, ött Kata THY Oddv, Hv Néyovaty b ch. 29-22. 
aipeow, 'ottw Xarpevw Td TaTpQo Oeg, TicTevwy Tác. TOÎŞ 13 Tim.1.8. 

about a dozen ancient cursives, and was doubt- 
less in the original of the MS. E. I find it also 
in Lamb. 1183, Mus. 16,184, and the Cov. 3, 
not mentioned by Mill. 

9. I have, with all the Critical Editors, re- 
ceived cvyaTéOsyTo for the text. rec. evvéÜsrro, 
on strong authority ; to which I add Lamb. 1182, 
1184, 1185, Mus. 5115, 5588, Cov. 5 (omitted by 
Mill), and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. Render: 
*acted in concert in the attack.' So Thucyd. 
jii. 54, EvyasreriÜéuarot ås irevOeplay, and Deut. 
xxxii. Ps. iii. 6. 

JO—12. In this simple, but forcible and con- 
vincing, appeal to the good sense and competent 
knowledge of Felix, the Apostle commences with- 
out any direct attempt to conciliate the good will 
of the President by any compliment, but merely 
contents himself with adverting to his full capa- 
bility to judge — tho matter brought 
fore him, from his ample experience; meaning 
thereby to intimate that he knows the evil dis- 
positions of the persons who are his accusers, and 
therefore would be less likely to be swayed by 
their arts. He then proceeds to refute the charge 
of sedition ; urging that, from the President's own 
knowledge of the state of the province, he must 
be aware that such was not the case; nay, 
not, since (as he was able to prove) he had but 
lately returned, after a long absence, to Judea, 
and been only a few days at Jerusalem. Lastly, 
he refutes the accusation of violating the religion 
of his countrymen and ponani the Temple. 

10. vedcavroxv) ‘nutu significavit.’ For the 
nature of this expression, and the similar ono 
vytóuaTi yxphsacðaı, &c., see my note on 
Thucyd. i 134. 
— xptriv) This term is used, because the 

Procurator held the judicial functions together 
with the civil and military ones.—'T'à repi iuav- 
tov á*oÀ. Sub. «péyuara. Munthe aptly 
com Diod. Sic. p. 351, ra xa? iavrór 
á9roÀ oy na áp vot. 

]l. nuép. dexadvo) It is no easy matter to 
adjust the chronology of this period, however 
brief. See De Wette's and Meyer's arrange- 
ment, adopted by Alf. ; and Wieseler's, adduced 
by Conyb. and Hows. ; also Kuinoel's and Ols- 
Teea * Non nostrüm est tantas componere 
ites.” 

13. I have double bracketed uz, which almost 
all the Critical Editors cancel, on strong autho- 

rity, which I can confirm from almost all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies. I have not inserted ooi, 
with Lachm., since, though I find it in several 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, and in Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16, it was evidently brought in to assist the 
construction. 

14. óuoAovy&, &c.] After having refuted the 
charge of sedstion, the Apostle proceeds to answer 
that of taking up and professing a religion differ- 
ent from that of his countrymen. This he does 
by showing that the doctrines he teaches are not 
mere novelties, but that he worships the same 
God with the Jews, receives the same sacred 
books, and has the same belief in the resurrec- 
tion, both of the just and of the unjust; con- 
formably to which, and, as a test of all true reli- 
gion, he labours to rve a conscience void of 
offence towards G and towards man; and 
accordingly he shows that he ie worthy of the 
protection of the laws, on which he accordingly 
throws himself.—A'osa:e properly denoted only 
* the nd up of an opinion, whether well or 
ill founded ; and sometimes it was applied to the 
persous who maintained the opinions. Hence 
many eminent Commentators here render it sect ; 
a sense found in other paseages of Luke. But 
the context here will scarcely permit it; and it 
should seem that Paul merely meant to hint at 
the invidious sense which the word admitted, and 
in which it was used by his opponents; just as 
in our word new-fi » which properly enotes 
only what ts newly taken up. That Luke and 
Josephus sometimes use the word in a good 
sense, is no proof that that was the general accep- 
tation. Paul here simply shows what that heresy 
imputed to him by Tertullus really was, — 
namely, that it did not involve the swerving from 
a full belief in the Law and the Prophets. 
— Te TaTpdw Oso is for ro Oro Tov maTi- 

pov, as in v. 90. Gen. xxxii. 9, 10, and elsewhere. 
Of the phrase marpo: Osoi the Commentators 
adduce many examples from the Class. writers. 
But the sense, in almost all of them, ie, not the 
gods of any one's ancestors, but the wor- 
shipped at any place. So Thucyd. ii. 71, 4, con- 
joins Osobe warpwous and iyxwplovs, as also 
does Jos. Antt. xviii. 6, 7. But that is not what 
is here meant, which is simply ‘tho one true 
God, that of their forefathers. Now, as the 
rivilege of worshipping their Osde watpwoe 
ad been secured to the Jews by many imperial 
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18.3. KaTa TOV vopov xai [èv] tois mpopýrais yeypappévoss: 15 * éà- 
miða čywv eis Tov Oeòv,— v xal avroi otro, mpocdéyovras,— 
avactacw péANew Ecco Oat vexpoy, Sixaiwy Te kai adixwy. 16 Ey 

ToUTqQ O6 altos åar, üàmpoakorov ouveiðnow Éyetw Tpos Tov Ocóv 

Rom. 

n 
37. 

charters, given at large in Josephus, where the 
very expression occurs; so Paul hereby throws 
himself under the protection of the Roman 
laws. 
— xal iv rote ^rpojraw] I have here 

thought proper to follow the Elzevir text, in pre- 
ference to the Stephanic, where é» is not found ; 
which, however, may be from the margin, though 
propriety of language will scarcely dispense with 
it. It is in the MS. B, and many b. and 
Mus. copies. Many MSS., including several 
Lamb. and Mus. copies, however, have also ois 
before iy; which was received into their texts 
by Griesb. and Scholz. But it has every appear- 
ance of being from the margin. Perhaps Luke 
wrote «dy for xai d», a frequent Crasis, and thus 
the iv might easily be lost. Alf. thinks iv 
brought in ‘to ease the construction ; but that 
is only one of the vast multitude of À 
broached to ‘ease’ himself of the trouble of that 
profound inquiry, which would go far to eztin- 

ish the hypotheses. 
— Such, indeed, 15. dixaiwy Ta Kal — 
was the general opinion of the Pharisees, though 
some of them believed only in a resurrection of 
the just. The opinion, however, was novel, and 
by no means universal. 

16. iv rovro dt abrós ácxo] Neuter for 
Middl. ref. dexovmas. A very rare idiom, of 
which the only other examples I know of are 
the following: Polybius, ix. 20, ol mepi ras 
Bavatcoute Téixvas aoxovvres. Xen. Mag. Eq. 
viii. 5, of els robs yvuvixoùs dywvas &ckovp- 
ves. Tho iv with dat. in St. Luke is eq. to 
als and acc. in Polyb, and this very rare use 
occurs in Arrian, Epict. ii. 16, fioxnoas (se. 
ceauTov) iv tavrais aroxpiceaiy. Comp. Ps. 
exxxi. l. In all the three passages there ie a use 
of Neuter for Mid. reflex., the pronoun iaurdy 
being understood ; which is expressed in Lucian, 
t. i. 564, inavróv uiv dex slvai wepiecre- 
Kóy. 
— d'rpóax. cuveld. xaiw] ‘to have and keep.’ 

See note on ] Pet. ii. ix 
17. Here the Apostle replies to the third point 

of accusation, profanation of the Temple. 
— ài’ irav wecvey] * after very many years; 
Qmm sense of dia, see other examples in my 

— xal posdopás] scil. rornowy, ‘ut sacra 
facerem ;' 9tpoa b. pr i used for Ovoías, as at 
xxi 26, and Eph. v. It should seem that 
money was sent by the foreign Jewish Christians 
to those in Judza, in imitation of the custom of 
the foreign Jews, to send presents, &c. to the 
Temple at Jerusalem; and which probably had 

n more or less done, even as far back as the 
first kings of the Asmonman dynasty. Josephus 
often notices it, especially at Antt. xvi. 2, 4, 

xai tous ávÜperrovs Statravrés. 17m Ae’ érày BÓ mreróvæv map- 
doa. €yevopmv éXenuoavvas Troujcov eis TÒ EOvos pou Kal "rpoadopás- 

4.7.3, l8 "dy ols ejoóv pe r*yvuzuévov v TQ icpQ,—oU perà DxXov 

xpüuara à re Gew cvudoépousy (contribute 
éwavuua, ‘called by a correspondent name, 
meaning, ‘ the treasury of God,’ Corban. 

By this the Apostle means to show that, as his 
purpose was one both of charity and piety, it was 
surely moet improbable that he should have been 
guilty of profanation of the Temple. 

18. iy oic] scil. *páyuact: meaning, ‘in the 
discharge of which office,’ as infra xvi. 12. The 
reading of some MSS., £v als, is evidently an 
alteratton, to accommodate the expression to 
grammatical accuracy, and, as Alf. eays, to suit 
"4pocdQopás, though uncritically received by 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. Alf. rightly rejects 
the reading, and adopts my interpretation. 

At aÜpor ue nymop. iv T. l. there is an ana- 
coluthon by the omission of some su/ject to &Upor, 
left to be supplied from the context, —namely, as 
Meyer and Alf. say, some Nominat. case, im- 
plied in où pera ÕXÀ. où. u. 0op., which Bornem. 
would supply by ovx oUTo: piv, to correspond to 
Tiwis dé: but that would involve an irregularity 
wholly unprecedented. Accordingly, the former, 
as the lesser of the two hardships, is to be pre- 
ferred. As to the formula respecting the use of 
èt, adduced by Alf., —Hermann on Viger. p. 702, 
19, where he remarks, * intelligitur in hac for- 
mula quam malum, stultum est, vel simile quid." 
But the question is, whether Hermann's Canon, 
as to this formula, supposing it to be well 
founded, here les; espec. since the genuine- 
ness of the ài is questionable. My own colla- 
tions discountenance it, for, of the Lamb., Mus., 
and Trin. Coll. copies, I find only one which has 
it,——Lamb. 1182: but internal evidence is rather 
against it; for it should seem that the scribes, or 
some half-learned Critics, thought, as, indeed, 
did Griesb. and Scholz, that the sentence termi- 
nated at BopdBov, and, feeling that some con- 
nective particle was wanting at Tiris, supplied 
ĝi. No wonder, since in sentences of difficult 
construction such particles as ài, &c. are often 
introduced through misapprehension; and some- 
times new verbs have been brought in to com- 
plete an imperfect construction. Whether this 
applies here I am not prepared to say. It should 
seem thet, through some cause or other, there is 
no construction at all, but a sort of de sac. 
Now, could we depend on the reading ài, and the 
right application of Hermann'e Canon as to this 
idiom in the use of ĉi, we might, with Con. and 
Hows., p. 293, express the sense of the 
thus:—' And they found me so doing in the 
Temple, after I had undergone purification ; not 
gathering together a multitude, nor causing a 
tumult; but certain Jews from Asia discovered 
me, who an to have been here before thee to 
accuse me, if they had any thing to object against 
me." 
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ovdé peta Îopúßouv, —rTıivès &à amò THs "Aaíac "IovSator 19 ° oç och. 25.10, 
$ čet émi cod Tapeiva, xal katnyopeîv, ef Te čyorev Trpós pe. 
?0*H avrol obra eimárecav, [ei] te edpov ev épo. addenua, 
cTávros pou mì Tov auvedpiou PH Trepi pias TauTys $ovfjs, pd z a 
Hs €xpafa éstas èv ajTois "Ors mepi avactacews vexpdy eyo 
Kpivopas onwepoy * éd ipo ! 

22 |"Axovoas è rabra] 6 PIME dveBdreTo alors, axpiBeé- 
c'repov eldws Ta Trepi Tis 0000, eimwr “Orav Aucias 6 yiXapyos 
xataBn, Swayvicopas Tà kaĵ ipass 3 ISvatakdpevos [re] T9 1E 

19. £e] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read ài, 
which is found in A, C, D, and 40 cursives; to 
which I add Lamb. 1181, 1182, 1184, 1185, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16; and internal evidence is in 
its favour, det being perhaps altered to suit 
8 x0itv, = i xover. 

20, 21. Kender: ‘or else, let these persons 
themselves here present say (if they can) what 
offence they found in me when I stood before 
the Sanhedrim ;—other than in respect of this 
one saying.— which I uttered aloud, while I 
stood among them.' Tí is, as [ have already ex- 
plained, for +f dAAo,—a common ellips. when À 
follows. In wepi pias ravrne dwone there is, 
as Beza remarks, a delicate irony, like that at 
2 Cor. xii. 13, 4l us Ore avros byw ob xatevdp- 
xnoa buv ; q. d. ‘except for this one speech [ir 
they can make an offence of that].' 

l. For ixpa£a, MSS. A, C, and 20 cursives 
(with 3 Lamb. and 2 Mus. MSS.), have ixíxpa£Ea, 
which is adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; 
and internal evidence may seem in its favour ;— 
but only seems, for I cannot find the least proof 
that this form, as if formed from xexpd"ye, ever 
existed; and it would soem to be a mere bar- 
barism, introduced by careless scribes from the 
dregs infima Grecilatis, or else originating in 
a mere slip of the pen. 

For up ùu., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
ip’ ùu., from A, B, C, and 6 cursives; to which 
I add Tamb. 1181, 1184, 1185, and Cov. 4, 
omitted by Mill; also the Leicester MS. omitted 
by Wets.; and no doubt it is in several other 

SS. unnoticed by the coliators That the 
UN Syr. Translator had it in his copy is 

n. 
22. dveBaXeTo avroús] ‘ampliavit illos, put 

off the decision of their ds "Ava. signifies 
to defer a thing (dva) to another time, as ava- 
TiÜéva. TÒ ipyov. It has almost always an 
Accus. of the thing ; sometimes, however, of the 
person, when the business is not our own, but 
another's; in which case we may be said figura- 
tively to put Aim off. So the word is used in 
Plutarch, Op., vol. i. 738, Xyl., dvaBaMo0a: 
Tis GvykAwnTo», also in Dio Cass. 70, 40, ale 
Erapov aas avAXovyor dytBadXovro, and 433, 
4l. vate Weudodroyias, ale avagaAAovciy 
nuas. 
— dxpi. slde—ó2ov] I am not satisfied 

with any one of the many ways in which these 
words (simple as they seem) have been explained 
by various interpreters, who only * darken know- 
ledge.’ The simplest interpretation is, ' having 
a competent knowledge about the way’—‘ the 
religion of the defendant.’ So that he required 

no further information on the trial; insomuch 
that it was only needful to wait for the coming 
of Lysias before he finally decided the cause. 
So the Pesch. Syr. seems to have understood tho 
words. That Felix had a pretty exact informa- 
tion about the Christian religion is very pro- 
bable; for, as Conyb. observes, ‘ besides other 
means of information, during the years he had 
been governor in a country where he had been 
resident for many years, his present wife Dru- 
silla was a Jewess.' 

— diayvecouat T. x. V.) lit. * I will thoroughly 
(finally) decide the matters respecting you.’ As 
to the /ezt of the verse, 5 uncials, and several 
cursives, omit dxovcas dà Tavra, and Alf. pro- 
nounces the text. rec. ‘a correction for particu- 
larity ; he might have added, ‘and distinctness.” 
But the reading needs more evidence in cursives, 
which I cannot supply. However, since it is 
strongly supported the Versions, it is pro- 
bably, but not certainly, the true reading. 

. carat. re] The re is omitted in A, B, 
C, E, and about 10 cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1183, 1184), and some Versions, —sot the 
Pesch. Syr. and Vulg.,—and is cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf If this be the true 
text (which it may well be), &id a£. is in appo- 
sition with elawy, and both belong to dveBdAsro. 
At this rate the composition of the verse is quite 

tdean in brevity, compactness, and manage- 
ment of the Participles. hether the ancient 
Emendators imparted this Classic tournerie is 
more than I would assert; but the text. rec. is 
more in the Scriptural style. As to the avrdy 
for IIavAov, from the same uncials, 10 cursives 
to which I add Lamb. 1184, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 
6), and some Vers., not the Pesch. Syr. (as Alf.), 

and adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., and the 
words f) mpos preval after Urnpsteiv, expunged 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, on the authority 
of the same encials, but only five cursives ;— 
those readings come under the same category, and 
only confirm my gy dug for the words ^ 
apocípysaÜa, were far more likely to be re- 
moved 5 fastidious Critics as unnecessary, than 
introduced by the Revisers. As to the cursives 
here they are all of the same family as the un- 
cials. As to the Versions alleged against the 
words,— Versions are not in a case like this of 
any great weight. Besides, the most important 
—as the Pesch. Syr.—ought not to come into 
count, since, in a very similar passage, supra x. 
28, kodola:  wpocipxscGar, it passes over 
the word apos. as unnecessary, though it is 
found in every copy, except one Lectionary, anl 
all tho other Versions, 
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ékarovrápyn TupeiaÜa, tov illa)Xovw, €yew te dveciw, xoi 
pndéva xorvew TOv. iðlwv avtod ùmnpereiv i) TpoaépyeoOa 
QUT. 

% Merà Se 5uépas twas mapayevópevos 6 SUE avv Apov- 
cAn TH yuva [avrov], obon “Iovdala, pereréuyyato Tov 
IlaüXov, xai Tjkovcev avrov mep ris els Xpiorov TriaTeux. 
25 Avadeyopuévou 6€ avro) Trepi Ówatavvgs xai éyxpateias, Kai ToU 

As to the words 70otioÜa.—£ysiy Te dveciy, 
Éx«ww dveowy may be meant to ify TnpstaOa:; 
and the sense seems to be, * He ordered him to 
be held in safe keeping, and yet to enjoy some 
relaxation [of confinement], —namely, as some 
Commentators think, by being kept év vAaxg 
adicpew. Yet that is irreconcileable with xxvi. 
25, and perhaps inconsistent with the due security 
of his person, as his friende were allowed to visit 
him. It should rather seem that what is meant 
by the ávecis is the changing of the close custody 
of a prison into the milder durance of the cus- 
todia militaris; on which see note supra xxii. 
29. Of the phrase ¿xsv dysaiv in this sense an 
example is cited by er from Philo, p. 605. 
In the same light, I would observe, the 
was evidently viewed by the Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator, who closely connects these words with the 
receding. His version, as expressed in the 

Latin of” Schaaf, being, ‘ Precepit Centurioni ut 
servarent Paulum in quiete.' her, ‘ precepit 
Centurioni ut custodiret Paulum cum lenitate ;' 
for bona may very well bear that sense, since 

its feminine form |AQaa.a3 has it at Eph. iv. 2. 
Col. iii. 12, and 2 Cor. x. ]. As to D in this 

sense, that is almost its perpetual use. Thus far 
in my former Editions. 1 now am enabled to 
add, that my view of the nature of the confine- 
ment is confirmed bv the suffrage of Wieseler, 
Chron., p. 880. He first shows what the /ibera 
custodia was, and what it was zot; and he then 
roves that Paul's confinement could not be the 
atter, but that it was the castodia militaris, 
which allowed of some relaxation in certain 
cascs; as he proves from Jos. Antt. xviii. 6, 11, 
y piv yàp xal íüprnait rjv. perà uívTOL 
vícsws THe ais Thy siatray. The words 

«ai pnddva—atres are not meant to explain the 
receding dvsciv xew, but to add an privi- 
ege,—which did not belong to the custodia mili- 

taris, and solely appertained to the custodia 
libera. By Tiv léiwv here are meant not merely 
Paul's relations, friends, and acquaintances, but 

rsons who had occasion to resort to him. Thus 
ul had, we see, free intercourse with persons 

from all quarters, in every part of Judea or 
Syria. And hence, during the two years that 
Paul resided at Cesarca (ver. 27) under these 
favourable circumstances for general usefulness 
to the Christian world, it cannot, Canon Tate 
thinks, be doubted but that the Apostle's evan- 
gelical zeal found a range of constant activity in 
the care of all the Churches. I am, however, 
not sure that this is not an exaggerated state- 
ment. Our information as to the Apostle's actual 
circumstances is not such as to enable us to know 
the full extent of his power of general useful- 
ness ;—how much his evangelical zeal might be 

able to effect, or to what extent ‘ the care of all 
the Churches" could still be said to be resting on 
him. My own impression is that of Olshausen, 
and, in a great measure, of Conyb.,—that during 
those two years there was, by a inysterious dis- 
pensation of Almighty Providence, carrying on 
an important inner work, in this chosen Instru- 
moni for — great purposes. And as Paul 
might need the re of p ton in Arabia, 
before he entered sagte ob iiia so the two 
gr of even prison seclusion at its middle might 

beneficial to the purposes of inward recol- 
lection and quiet meditation, and less interrupted 
prayer, than in the Piero scenes of active life; 
which would doubtless result in a deeper per- 
sonal experience of the power of the Gospel ;— 
thus enabling him to be far more than heretofore 
occupied with his own state, and thus producing 
a blessed inward development. In short, there 
can be little doubt that what Patmos was to St. 
John, the prison at Cæsarea was to St. Paul, and, 
we may add, the Castle of Wartenberg to Luther. 
Though in the first and the last of these cases Di- 
vine vidence was pleased to unite with the 
personal, and, so far, mats purpose, anotber and 
publie one for the benefit of the Church Uni- 
versal of every age, —in the one case the sending 
forth the Apocalypse, in the other, the translation 
of the Scriptures into the vernacular tongue. 

24. KORR bata ote ‘having repai to, ar- 
rived.” It is not said where, but doubtless to 
some apartment suitable for giving audience; 
p the dxpoarnpioy mentioned infra xx. 

, where Paul afterwards spake before Festus. 

— pus ^ This word, not found in several 
MSS. and Theophylact, has been cancelled by 
Griesb. and others; perhape rightly ; for in seve- 
ral MSS. iia is read, and in some both [éia 
and aíTov. Thus there is some reason to sus- 
pect both of them to be from tbe margin. I find 
them not in several Mus. copies. The words 
odcy 'lovdaía seem meant to suggest the reason 
why Felix brought Drusilla with him. She, 
being a Jewess, would be likely to take some 
interest in the question as to the truth of the 
Christian religion ; and would be anxious to see 
Paul, and to hear what he had to say. By 
fixovoey abToU wepi is simply meant, * heard 
what he had to say concerning. By ris els 
Xptoroy wiarews is here meant ‘the Christian 
religion ;' of which faith in Christ is the distin- 
guishing characteristic. 

25. diaXsyoudvou avrov, &c.] Render: ‘as 
he discoursed.' By dixacoovvy is meant right- 
eousness not mercly external, but internal, when 
the heart is right towards God by a holy obe- 
dience to his will. By iyxparesa is meant not 
temperance only, & mastery over the appetites 
and passions, but continence, or ity. A 
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Kpipatos ToU péXXovros [6oecÓ0a:], EupoBos yevoyevos o SHAE 
arexpi0n' To viv Éxyov Topevov xatpoy 86 peradaBov, pera- 
carécopalae % dua [66] xal érsrilwr, drs yprjpara SoOnceras 
avTQ uma To) ILIavXov, [drrws Xvo avrov] 616 xal vrvkvórepov 
aùrtòv neraTeumTOLevos ouiNe, avrQ. ?1' Averias Se mAnpw- ch. m.u. 
Oeions rape Suddoyov ò DANE IIopxiv Pioror *Oédrwv re ts 

very rare sense, of which only two examples 
have been adduced, Xen. Ag. v. 4, mepi trav 
adpodioluy éyxpatelas abrov. Jos. Antt. xv. 
7, 0, yuuon wpde iyxpáTziay dpiora yeyen- 
pu évn, optime comparata. These two duties seem 
to have been speen , because in them Felix 
was notoriously deficient ; and in the latter Dru- 
silla, a most profligate princess, yet who might 
have some curiosity to ire what could be said 
for that form of Faith, which professed to be 
founded on the fulfilment of Jewish prophecy. 
The opice were well suited to the ns ad- 
dressed ; and, considering their evil life, the third 
particular was well adapted to emite their con- 
science, and rouse them to repentance ; especially 
since the doctrine of a future judgment must 
have becn well known to Drusilla; nay, the use 
of the Article alludes to its notoriety. 

— indoflos ysvóusvos] In tracing the nature 
and estent of this feeling, it is well to avoid the 
two extremes, either on the one hand of supposing 
Felix's feeling to have been that of trembling 
terror, or on the other (with most of the recent 
foreign Commentators), simply an uneasy feeling. 
For the former view there is no warrant in the 
phraseology ; since, though the words ix@oBor 
and gvyrpouor are combined in Heb. xii. 2], 
et ivTpouos is a term than £udoflos 
and therefore consorting with ixpofot), which 

is merely an adjective formed on the phrase i» 
póßw elvar. And as little is to be found in the 
context for the latter ; since, considering the sub- 
ject (which could not fail to embrace the per- 
formance of the moral daties in their leading 
branches) of rtyhteousness and temperance, to 
fit us for the mercy of God in Christ, he could 
not fail to have been conscience-struck, and for 
the time alarmed ; but there was, as appears 
from the result, no such ‘ godly fear as worketh 
Tepentance.'— Tò voy Exo» ropsíov was, as 
Con yb. observes, * the response of the conscience- 
stricken, but impenitent sinner, the response 
which the Divine Word has received over since, 
when listened to in a like spirit.’ These un- 
palatable truths, then, Felix puts off, on the 
principle suggested by Horace, Epist. i. 2, 39, 
Nam cur Qus ledunt oculum festinas demere, 

si quid Est (for edif) animum, differs curandi 
tempus in annum ?° 
— +d vU» Éxov] ‘for the present." So Max. 

Tyr. Diss. xxii. 3, ANN’ daríoxsiv rò vvv xov. 
—Katpov ueradcaBuay is regarded as a Helle- 
nistic phrase, for xaipóv AaBay, or Karpov 
autTaÀ. Yet one example has been adduced 
from Polyb. ii. 16, uaraAafórTss xatpdv àp- 
nóorTorra. 

96. dua dt kal inwi{wv] This is taken b 
the Commentators as a Participle for the Ve 
Axio. But it may, in construction, be sus- 
pended on the dmrexpi8n preceding; which has 
dependent on it fwo expressions, alluding to the 

two causes which induced Felix to give Paul his 
dismission: 1. because he felt apprehension ; 
and 2, because it was his policy to dismiss him, 
and send for him again and again, in order to get 
& bribe to set him at liberty; for it appears from 
Joseph. Antt. xx. 8, 5, and Bell. ii. 14, 1, that 
corruption of this kind was then common ; and 
Felix might suppose that as Paul was one of the 
leaders of a sect disposed to collect money for 
any pious and charitable purpose, a considerable - 
sum might be raised to obtain his release. This 
I find confirmed by a remark of Mr. Birks, that 
Felix, well knowing how the Christians aided 
one another in distress; and, possibly, havin 
some information of the funds which St. Pau 
had recently been entrusted with, might suppose 
he had a good opportunity of enriching himself. 
The 4i is omitted in A, B, C, E, G, fi, and 50 
cursives; to which I add all the Lamb. MSS. 
but one, and some Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. 
B, x. 16, and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill. Yet it 
was more likely to be omitted as unnecessary, 
than inserted. It often occurs in the Class. 
writers, and frequently in the New Test., e. gr. 
Matt. iii. 10. xviii. 17. xxvii. 41. Mark xiv. $i. 
xv. 40. Luke iii. 9. v. 10. vi. 15. x. 32. xi. 18. 
xii. 54. xiv. 12, 26. xvi. 1, 22. xviii. 9. xix. 19, 
xx.11,12, 31. xxi. 16. xxii. 24. xxiii. 32, 33, 
55. John ii. 2. iii. 23. xviii. 2, 5. xix. 19, 39. 
xxi. 25. Acts ii. 26. viii. 13. xi. 12. xii. 9, 14. 
xiii. 5. xix. 31. xxi. 16. xxii. 28. xxiv. 9. 

xiii. 6. Gal. ii. 20. 
Phil. iii. 18. iv. 15. 1 Thess. v. 21. 2 Tim. ii. 5. 
Philem. ix. 22, et al. sep. In most, however, of 
the passage, some MSS. more or less Alex- 
andrian, almost always omit the dé. 

27. iafe 3vádoxov] lit. ‘received his suc- 
cessor’ = * was succeeded by another governor ;' 
& peculiar phrase, not occurring in the Class. 
writers, or in the Sept., and probably a Latinism ; 
as would seem from the phrase ‘successorem ha- 
bere’ found in Pliny and other Latin writers. 

(X.—xápiras kara0ío0a.] It was, as we 
find from Jos. Antt. xx. 9, 4, usual for Roman 
governors to confer some favours upon the peo- 
ple on vacating their post ; and one of these was 
a general gaol-delivery ; probably accorded here, 
—but from the benefit of which Paul was, it 
seems, excluded, that a ter favour might be 
done to tbe Jews. This Felix could do by holding 
the matter in abeyance, — neither condemning 
nor acquitting the prisoner; this, therefore, was 
a signal favour to the Jews, But then why have 
we the plural ydpiraeP So thought the ancient 
Critics, who, as we find from MSS. A, B, C, 
and not a few cursives (to which I add Lamb. 
1183, 1184, 1185, and Cov. 4, omitted by Mill), 
emended ydpira, which was received bY chm., 
and by Tisch., who, however, in his 2nd Edit. 



ACTS XXV. 1—6. 

xápwras  karaÜécÜa, ois ‘Iovdaios ò Sit, karême op 

XXV. 1 oros ov émiBas rH érapyxia, perà Tpeis. zjuépas 
avéBn eis ‘Iepocóñvpa amo Kacapeias. * Evepdnoay 86 avr 
ô ápxiepevs xal oi Trpo, TOv ‘Iovdaiwy karà tod IIavXov, xai 
vapexáXovv atrov, 9 atrovpevor yapw Kat avro), Óómes pera- 
mépynras autov eis ‘Iepovoadnpu, * évédpay trovouvres  áveXeiv 
aùrtòv xarà Ti ó60v. *‘O uy obv Portos atrexpiOn, tnpetcOas 
tov llaüXov v Kawapeia, éavróv è uéXXew ev Taye éxtro- 
pevecOas. 5 Oi oùv Suvatal év piv, duoi, ovyxataBavres, e 
TL ÉéGTiv èv TQ avdpl Tovro, KaTNYyopEeiTwoay avrob. 

864 

IIabXov Sedepévov. 

s ch. 38. 14, 

restored xápıras, which is retained by Alf. ; 
rightly; since the plural is the more difficult 
reading, and is supported by all the MSS. except 
20; and is justified by the fact, that this criminal 
indulgence was one among others which Felix 
conferred upon the Jews. The effect of this 
crooked and base policy was, as might be ex- 
pected, insufficient to answer the purpose in- 
tended, and too base to deserve any return at all; 
nay, the Jews did, just the same, pursue him at 
Rome with their accusstions; and he was only 
reserved from capital punishment by the in- 
uence of his brother Pallas, the Emperor Nero's 

favourite. 

XXV. 1. éiwsBas Tj ixapyía] Render: 
‘after entering upon his province.’ 'Erapxia 
was the name properly applied to the /arger 
provinces, to which were sent Propretors or Pro- 
consule, according as they were Imperial or 
Senatorial; while the ones were termed 
dwctpowai, and their Governors éwirporot, 
Procuratores, as being attached to the Provinces 
to which they belonged. These, indeed, were 
often little more than collectors of the revenues ; 
though in many instances they exercised the 
— functions, as was the case in most of those 

eld by the éwapyor. Now Judæa, from particular 
circumstances, was one of these. Hence it might 
be called twapyia; and so Josephus sometimes 
styles the Governor éwapyxos. Antt. xx. 8, 
II, and 9,1. However, in these passages, and 
in the one before us, it ie only a loose, and pro- 
bably a provincial designation. 
— mera Tpsis uípae] Why Festus went so 

soon to Jerusalem was, as Conyb. observes, be- 
cause, ‘as his first object would naturally be, to 
make himeelf acquainted with the feelings of the 
people, and to visit such places as were associated 
with national interests,’ he would be eure to lose 
no time to go to a place which to the Jews was 
all ix all, And here the unsleeping hatred of 
the Jews made a fresh attempt on Paul's life; 
and the course of their proceedings changed at 
once the whole aspect of his case, and led to 
unexpected resulte. 

2. wapsxadoup a.]* Entreated him," * instabant 
precibus; 'besought him with entreaties.” So 
ob xxix. 16, ‘I called my servant, and he gave 

me no answer. I peat fe d him with my mouth.’ 
3. alroumevor xápiw is a brief form of expres- 

sion for alroóusyo. xápw iv dixy TÜ Kar’ 

6 Aia- 

avTov. Comp. ver. 15, ‘asked the xar’ a. dix. 
as a favour.’ 
— ivíĉpav woiovyret) There is no need to 

take, as many Expositors do, the Present for 
Future, but wo may regard tho Present as used 
of intention and purpose as to future action ; as in 
very many passages both of Script. and Class. 
writers; e. gr. John x. 32, A:OdXers ; and ivé- 
pav r. is put for évedpavovras (for one is as 
good as the other), but is used the better to 
intimate ‘ intention ;' otherwise xaOiowres would 
have been more appropriate. Kara Tùy odo», 
though placed just after áysAai», ought not to be 
construed with it, but with the preceding ivi- 
pav ?rotoUyTss,—the words xara thy odor de- 
noting the place of the ambueh, as in Thucyd. 
iv. 67, and often in the best Class. writers, and 
in Sept. The sense is better rendered in our 
Common Version by ‘laying wait, than in 
Pearce, Newc., and Wakef., ‘lying in wait’ 
But Tyndale best of all, ‘layd awayte.’ 
ta wayte, i.e. ‘a watch’ or ‘ambush.’ Wyclif, 
‘layd espies in the way.’ Paul's deadly foes 
would have no difficulty in procuring persons to 
lie in ambush to make away with him, since, as 
we have learnt from Jos. Antt. xx., the country 
then swarmed with cixápiost, who, as I have 
shown supra xxi. 38, were in all cases ready to 
act as assassins, and were hired for that purpose 
by individuals, or by political parties. 

4. axexplOn, TupsicÜac.)] These words can- 
not, on account of the following clause, bear any 
other sense than this, ‘ He answered that Paul 
was in confinement at Cæsarea ;' intimating that 
where his place of confinement was, and where 
the residence of the Procurator was, there his 
trial ought to be. 

5. ol duvaroi] meaning, ‘the persons of con- 
sequence among you, equiv. to the ol perro 
juet before exon of; a use of the word occurring 
not only in Philo and Jos., but also in Thucyd. ; 
e. gr ii. 65. iii. 27, 47. viii. 63. 

. There is here a great variety of readings. 
The text. rec. has muépas arAeiovt À dixa, 
which is liable to objection; and QGriesb, 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read ñm. ob 
xÀ. xro 9j ixa, from A, B, C, E, and 20 
cursives; to which I can only add 2 Lamb. 
MSS. But there is no proof that the ancients 
used such an idiom as that of what was past and 
certatn. As far as regards the insertion of dara, 
I suspect that reading, adopted by all our Critical 
Editors, except Matthei, is merely & compound 
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Tpirac 86 ev avrois juépas o» TXelovs xro [Ù Séxa], xataBas 
eis Kasaápeiav, Ti) erravpuov xabicas ém. rov BýparTos, éxéXevae 
TOv llaüXov áxOfvai. 7 IIaparyevouévov 06. avro, mepiéornoav 
oi amò ‘Iepocodvpowv xataBeBnxores ' IovGato, roXXÀ xai Bapéa 
* airwpata dépovres xarà ToU IIaUXov, & oùe layvov amoðeitar 
8 > dmroXoryovueévov avToi* “Ors obre eis Tov vópov TOv 'IovOaíov, > ch. 9 1. 

5 : P x As ; P é » ch. 38. 17. 

oure eis TO iepòv, ovre eis Kaicapa ti Jjuaprovy. 9 'O Poros 
dé, Tois “‘Iovdaious ÜéXov ydpw xara0éo0a4, ámoxpiÜcis To 
IlavXo elme OéXeis eis ‘Iepoccdupa avaBas, ère? mepl rovrov 
xpivecÜa, en éuov; 1° Etre 96 ó IIabXos Em. ToU Býparos 
Kaioapos éotas eipt, ob pe Sei xpiverOasr, ‘Iovdaious ovdev 

of two readings, each found in the MSS., of 
which déxa is the best — ; but dxrw has 
considerable authority. The mistake might arise 
from tfacism, which would produce a var. lect. 
upon n’ (8), namely, i (10) If, however, the 
first mentioned objection to the reading in ques- 
tion could be removed, I would receive it; for 
in où srÀsÍove n' jj v, one y might easily absorb 
the other. As to the ov, there is no inconsider- 
able authority for it; and internal evidence is in 
its favour; so that I have sometimes observed it 
lost before wAciov. Accordingly I have admitted 
it into my text, and also the óxTro ; and I have 
bracketed the 5j ĉéxa, since it is uncertain whether 
óxTrd or déxa was the original reading, which I 
would not presume to say with certainty; but 

b. dures, and then the 5j may have originated 
n & scholium. 
7. wegéernoay ol, &c.] There is in the air 

of this term something graphic; and, to com 
the picture, the ancient Critics, —as we find from 
A, B, C, and many cursives of the same 
family, aleo 2 Lamb. and 3 Mus. copies, — 
thought fit to add avo, or avro», adopted by 
Lachm. and Tisch., ed. 1, but rejected by Tisch., 
ed. 2, and by Alf., who pronounces the reading 
*an interpolation for perspicuity ; for, he says, 
it must mean ‘round Pau!,'—as is plain from the 
avrov, not ‘round the 85ua, nor Festus.’ But 
the avTov will not prove that the word is to be 
referred to Paul. It was not, — meant 
to be referred to ut only to the 
place, or the Bijua, as our Translators thought; 
and thus there is more of gravity and dignity. 

For text. rec. alriduara, almost all the un- 
cials, and very many cursives (to which, how- 
ever, I can only add 2 Lamb. and 2 or 3 Mus. 

ies), have —— which is received by 
all the Editors from Griesb. downwards, in de- 
ference to whose judgment [ have admitted it 
into my text; though | have never yet been able 
to find a single example of the existence of the 
word elsewhere. If, however, it be genuine, it 
must have been a form of the ordinary or Pro- 
vincial Greek, not preserved to us in the Class. 
writers. 

8. drt obra sls—Huaprov] Here we have 
simply a denial of the charges that had been 
lately made against the Apostle by the Asiatic 
Jews, supra xxi. 28, xarà tov aov kal Tov 
»óuov kal Tov TOv Tovrou [iepov]. With 
respect to sle Kaícapa, that is meant to deny 
the oe made by the kigh priest and elders, 

OL. |. 

supra xxiv. 5, where they represent Paul as 
«wwoUrra oracw Toit 'lovóa(o:s, —namely, by 
declaring Jesus to be the only true King of the 
Jews; which assertion was supposed to be dero- 

tory to the claims of Casur to their allegiance. 
Comp. John xix. 12, wae o Baciréia abróv 
?toiy avriidye: ro Kaloapt, where see note, 

9. For xpivec@at, A, B, C, E, and 7 cursives, 
have xpiOnva:, which is edited by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf.; while Matth., Griesb., and 
Scholz, retain «piv., rightly; for though Alf. 
pronounces it a ‘ correction,’ that is rather true of 
kpiO., which evidently came from the Alexan- 
drine Critics ; since it is better Greek, and has 
more of strict propriety, as referring to the final 
decision of the accusations by judgment ; but the 
other is more agreeable to the plain style of the 
Scriptures ; and yet it was not likely to be intro- 
duced into all the copies but eleven. 
— ba’ inot] ‘me preside. For the sentence 

of the Sanhedrim would have to be confirmed by 
the fiat of the President, who had courts both at 
Cæsarea and Jerusalem. 

It is not likely that Festus knew any thing of 
the intended assaseination of Paul, on the road 
between Cæsarea and Jerusalem. He might say 
what he did, partly to gratify the Jews (who, he 
saw, were £0 — desirous to get Paul to 
Jerusalem), and partly because he was at a loss, 
as he pretended (ver. 20), how to proceed in the 
case, and was willing to shift the matter from 
himself; otherwise he could not but know that a 

rson who was innocent at Cæsarea could not be 
ound guilty at Jerusalem ; and he plainly saw 
that Paul was innocent. Why, then, did he not 
acquit him? Because he durst not disoblige the 
Jews. But Paul was so well acquainted with 
their temper, that he chose to trust bimself to 
Heathens rather than to those of his own reli- 
gion; and he had reason to suspect that Festus 
would give kim wp, rather than incur the dis- 
pleasure of the Jews; so that his safest way was 
toa to the Emperor, as a Roman citizen. 

10. Tov Bsuaros K.] ‘Caesar's Court ;" for 
it might be so called, as being held by the Presi- 
dent on the authority of Cesar, and in his name. 
At ue det xpíyeoÜDa. there is an ellipeis of uovov, 
alluding to what he well knew was their design, 
to have him tried by the Senhedrim, subject to 
the Preeident's confirmation, who, he hints by 
the words further on, oddels us Sdvarat avrois 
xa pleacbar, would give him up to their fury 
(see note on ver. 16). Em 
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c ch. 18. 14. 
ver. 25. 

ACTS XXV. 11—18. 

nodicnoa, ðs Kal od káXMtoy érrvywoeoke 1 ° el pèv yàp ax 
&c.3.3. ka, rov Üavárov mémpaxá Tl, ov TapatTrovpat TO àmoÜDayeiy 

el 06 ovdey éariv. àv obro,. Katryopoval pou, ovdcis pe Sivatas 
avrois yapicacbar. Kaicapa émixadovpar. 12 Tore ó Poros 
cGvuXXMaMjcas peTa ToD cup(jovAiovs, amexpiOn: Kaisapa èr- 
Kéxdnoat ; éri Kaicapa Topeva. 

13 “Hyepay 5¢ Suvyevouévov tivay, 'Aypizrras 6 BaatNevs xai 
Bepvixn xatnvrncay eis Kascápeiav, aotracopevos tov Piotov. 

acms. 14 d'f)c Bà arXelovs T)uépas SsérptBov éxet, 0 Photos to Bacire 
ávéÜero Ta. Kata tov IIaüXov, Meyor ' Avijp tis éaTi karaXeXei- 
pévos tra PyrLxos Séop105, 15 qrept od, yevopévou pou eis Iepo- 

a , e 9 ^ A e , ^ > 

coAupa, evepavicay oi àpyiepets Kal ot rpeavrepo, T&v '"Iov- 
e Deut. 17.4 Saiwy, airovpevor kar avtad Sixny 19* mpòs obs airexpiOny, 

ór. oùe čorw Eos ‘Pwpalous xapítea0al twa  üvÜperrov [eis 
aTr@nNeay], 7rpiv Ñ 0 rarnyopoúpevos KaTa Tpógarrov Exot TOUS 

, , > 4 b A 2 , Katyyopous, TóTOv Te àmoroylas AdBot Trepi Tod eyKAHpATOS. 
17 £ YuyeA0óvrov oUv avràv évOade, avaBornv pndeplay Troigoá- 

pevos, TH é£js KaBicas él tod Bnyuatos, éxéXevca ayOjvat Tov 

f ver. 6. 

dvdpa: 

11. For xe Lachm., jua and Alf. read 
ovv, from A, B, C, E, and 15 cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1185, and Cov. 4, omitted by Mill); but 
without reason; for external authority, as well 
as internal evidence, is against the reading, which 
arose, I suspect, from misunderstanding the yap, 
by not perceiving ite reference to something not 

essed in the context. However, the matter 
of internal evidence here is (as often) one of 
doubtful disputation ; and Meyer and De Wette 
are at issue. Under such circumstances, and 
considering the great preponderance of external 
evidence for the text. rec., there is no reason to 
alter it. 
— obdeis ue Sivarat a. yap.] meaning, ‘ give 

up for trial;' which was equiv. to condemnation 
and death. So infra ver. 16, yapi{ec@ar ele 
dwwXe:av,—a sense of the word: I believe, un- 
exampled in the Class. writers. This conveys a 
delicate reproof to Festus for wishing to do a 
favour to the Jews at Ais expense, and is meant 
to hint that he has not the power, i. e. as Grotius 
explains, salvo jure; dvvara: referring to lawful 
right. 
ih Kaícapa ivw.] This was, as Conyb. ob- 

serves, the lar technical phrase for * lodging 
an appeal, which was not, by the Roman law, 
n to be in writing, and delivered to the 
Court, but the pronunciation of tbe single word 
Appello was sufficient to suspend all further pro- 
ceedings. 

12. Tov avufjovA(ov] meaning those persons 
(termed at v. 23, ol xar’ áEox9v dvres Tis mo- 
Aews, doubtless the principal officers, military 
and civil) who were of counsel with him, both in 
the administration of the government of the pro- 
vince, and were also assessores, or associates, on 
the bench of justice. I have, on due considera- 
tion, adopted, with Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., the 
comma after dwixéxAnoas, instead of the mark 

18 qepl ob otabévres oi KaTryopot ovdeuiay airtiav 

of interrogation, according to which there was 
indeed more point and spirit ; but in the declara- 
tive mode, more of judicial propriety ; q. d. * So 
then thou hast appealed unto Cesar: unto Cæsar, 
then, thou shalt be sent." 

14. ávéOsTo Ta xara r. II.] ‘ related the cir- 
cumstances of Paul's case, thus referriug it to 
his better judgment. So Diog. Laert. ii. 18, 6, 
axote Tpos ce dvareOnvar Tapi nov. 

15. dlaxny] for xaradixny, * judgment, i.e. 
a d and punishment, as in 2 Thess. 
i. 9. 

16. apde ods darsx.] ‘to whom I made an- 
swer. This construction is rare, but occurs at 
Luke vi. 3. 
— xapi(scOal tiva áyÜp. als àwoX.] A 

brief mode of expression, meaning *to give up 
any one to condemnation and destruction e e. 
capital punishment) out of favour to another.’ 
So Seneca says, * damnare aliquem gratia,” scil. 
‘alicujus, and dareA«ia is so used in Hist. of Bel 
and Dr. v. 41, rois ài alríovs Ts dwaoXsias.— 
Kata pocwov is for apocwarov xpos Tpos- 
wrov. The sense of rowoy dwodoylas Aáßo: 
is, ‘and shall have opportunity of exculpating 
himself.’ This sense of Tó*0s indeed often oc- 
curs with é:dovar, but very rarely with Aau- 
Bavery. The most apposite example adduced is 
from Jos. Antt. xvi. 8, dwoXoyounivoy tomor 
AaufBavew. I have now placed the words els 
dwwi\. in brackets. They are cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., on considerable au- 
thority, but scarcely competent, though con- 
f by internal evidence. 

17. dvaBoAhy m. owcáusros] ‘making no 
d A purely Classical phrase. So Thucyd. 
ii. 42, 4, avaBoAny rou ÓsiwwoU éxotncaro. 

18. wepi o0] scil. rpáyuaTos—orað., * being 
set up (to speak)’ concerning the charge previ- 
ously advanced in the cause.—For izigepus, 
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[ér]é$epov à» vmevoovv éyó: 195 Snrnpata 8€ Tiva Trepi Tis cain. 
iBías Sevodayovias elyov mpos avrov, xal mepi tivos "Igco0 
TeÜvnxoros, 0v épaoxev 6 IIaUXos Cv. 99 ’Arropovpevos 56 éyo 
eis THY Trepi i rovrov Cyrnow, éXeyov, et BovXovro. tropevecOas 
eic {‘Iepovoadnp, xóxei &pivecÜa, Trepi Tovrov. ?! Tod 66 
IIaóXov ésmikaXeaauévovy TnpnOivas avrov eis THY ToU Xefao-rob 
diaryvwow, éxéhevoa TnpetaÜa« avrov, Ews oÙ t méupo avrov 
awpos Kaícapa. * ‘Ayplarras è pos Tov Porov épn *EBov- 
Aóunv xal avrós TOU avôpærov axodoas. å 5& Aŭpiov, dci», 
GKoVON avTOÜ. 

33 Ty ov éraúpıov édovros ToU ' Ayplrira kai rìs Bepvlens 
peta Todds $avraaías, xal eicedOovrwv eis TO üxpoartjptov, 
cvv re Tois y0uápyois Kal dvipdes Tois kar éEoy?; [odor] Tis 
qróNeos, kai KehevoavTos TOU Oa ov, ^ hyn 6 Mahos. % Kal nob... 

Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read igepov, from A, 
B, C, E, G, and about 12 cursives; to which I 
can only add Lamb. 1184, and 1 Mus. MS., and 
Cov. 4, passed over by Mill. However, internal 
evidence may seem rather against tbe éw:; but 
it is a matter of such doubtful disputation, that 
the Preposition ought not to be oe with- 
out stronger authority. See on v. 2]. 

19. dacordacuovias here denotes not supersti- 
tion, but, as the best Commentators have been 
long agreed, religion ; of .course in a middle 
sense ; as Jos. Bell. ii. 9, 3, (mepÜavuácas rò 
rhe Óticidaiuovías áxparor, and sometimes in 
the Class. writers. 
— wepl rivoe 'Incov 740p.) This is not well 

rendered, * of one Jeeus who was dead’ (for that 
would require the Article ros); rather, ‘about 
a certain person deceased, called Jesus.’ So the 
Peech. Syr. Version. 

20. awopovpevos d2 iyd, &c.] The rovrov 
some refer to the question as to Jesue and his 
resurrection ; but it is better, by an ellipsis of 
wpayuaros, to understand it of the whole matter 
in debate, the religion itself. The general sense 
being, "was at a Ton how to deal with a matter 
of that sort; rovrou being, as often, used for 
*Toiovrov, as Jerome took it. It is true that 5 
unciale, and 20 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 
1182, 1184, Mus. 5115, 16, 184, and Cov. 2, 
omitted by Mill, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), have 
TovTwr. But that seems an alteration, to suit 
Lirnow, made by Critics, who did not see that 
ToóTov has reference to the general matter in 
dispute, and rourwy to the {ntHuara. It could 
not be, as Alf. imagines, & correction to suit 
JI «utos or 'Incov, for the Revisers were not so 
stupid. It is scarcely necessary to advert to the 
mixed construction involved in £Aeyoy, by which 
the direct and the indirect address are blended ; 
and the Verb carries a sense suitable to both, — 
* to sity," and ‘to ask.” 

21. éwixad. Tupn0.] a brief form of expres- 
sion, by the same blending of two modes of ex- 
pression, as in the verse preceding ; q. d. ‘ making 
appeal, in virtue of which he laid claim to be 
kept,' &c. 
ie ZeBac rov] ‘ Augustus,” The surname borne 

by all the Emperors from Casar Octavianus, who 
first assumed it. 

For wiuye, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 
kvar., from A, B, C and 18 cursives; to 
which I add Lamb. 1182, 1184, Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16, and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill. The text. 
rec. is pronounced by Alford to be ‘simple for 
compound ; but dvaz. is more probably a bring- 
ing in a form of compound, not intended by the 
speaker, as using a familiar mode of addrees, as 
in the case of &Wavres—aupdy in those Editors 
of our text infra xxviii. 2, where Alford pro- 
nounces dydyy. ‘a correction to a more precise 
word.’ Besides, wéugesy occurs in all the copies 
infra v. 25. 

22. igovAóunv kal abóc ov ávOp. &x.] The 
4B. du. is best expressed in the Syriac and almost all 
other Versions and Translations, vellem, * I could 
wish. There is no occasion, however, with 
some, to suppose an ellipeis of dv; for, as I bave 
shown at Rom. ix. 3, and also in my note on 
Thucyd. iv. 54, 3, * Imperfects are often put for 
Pluperfects subjunctive,' of which numerous ex- 
amples may be there seen. Consult also Kühner 
and Bernardy. The sense, then, is, ‘I could 
have wished to have heard him myeelf;’ a modest 
way of saying, * I could wish, if you would per- 
mit me, to hear him myself.’ Lachm. and 
Tisch. cancel ign and ó 2i, on the authority of 
only two MSS., A and B, and the Vulg. ; and 
Alf. pronounces both of these words ‘insertions 
for perspicuity. But I cannot believe that such 
insertions would have been introduced into all 
the — except two; for I can make no addi- 
tion. It seems far more probable that the ancient 
Greek Critics stumbled at something like tauto- 
logy in £n and $uci» (which would have been 
avoided by a Class. writer), and the awkwardness 
of o ài separates from ign. The Latin Trans- 
lators would be likely to adopt both emendations, 
as suiting the short-cut of the Latin language. 

. 23. al ch | ‘pomp, state; literally, dis- 
. So the word is in Hippocrat. aroiéeiw 

pnóly  capiépyws, un)à peta = avracias, 
and Heliodor. $arracíae T&v opvpópæv, xai 
xduwou THe AAAus Gepawelas, which exactly 
— Pu kind of ‘pomp’ here meant. The 
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now 6 Poros: 'Ayplrra Basiret, kai Trávres oi cvwmrapovres 
uiv dybpes, Oewpetre ToUTrov, ‘rept ob iv rò mA$jÜos Tov 
'"lovGaiev évérvyóv por čv te ‘Iepocodvpow xal évÜaSe, èm- 
Boðvres * un Seiv Gv avrov pynxétt. 25 V Ey 96, karaXafo- 
pevos pndey üfvov Üavárov avrov Trempaxévat—xai avro) 5e 
TOUTOU émixadecapévov Tov YeSBacrov,—éxpiwa Tréumew avrov. 
% Tept o0 aodarés Tt ypayrar te Kupiw ove exw ò mpo- 
sryaryov avràóv èp uv, xal padsora éri cov, Bacthed ` AypirrTa, 
Gras, Tis avaxploews vyevouévgs, axo Te typayras. — 9T " AXoryoy 
yap pot Ooxei, ré rovra Séapuov, pÀ xal Tas Kat’ avroÜ aitias 

XXVI. ! 'Aypírmas 8à pos trav IIaUXov fm " Emtrpémeraí 
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1 ver. &. 7. 

k ch. 32. 22. 
] ch. 33. 9. 
& 36.31. 

onpavat. 

cot 1 vrrép aeavroÜ Aéyei. 

axpoariptoy is explained 7 hall, as audi- 
torium is phen ined in the Latin. If such be 
the sense, it is a Latinism. As, however, there 
was no trial, it should rather seem to mean ‘a 
private examination room,’ where accused per- 
eons had a previous hearing, before they were 
committed to prison; or a sort of parlour, or 
drawing-room. Toit xar’ iEoxhy obori is = Tots 
—* ove. However, obo: is cancelled by Lachm., 
ch, and Alf., from A, B, C, and some 8 cur- 

sives; to which I add Cov. 4, omitted by Mill. 
In Cov. 2 it comes in after woes. It 1s prob. 
an interpolation. 

24. ol evuxapórris 4. &.] Equiv. to ovu- 
wéapedpor; for there is reference not only to the 
cóufovAo: mentioned supra v. 12 (see Suet. 
Tib. 33, Gal.), but to others; namely, persons 
of consideration and friends of the President, to 
whom he had given, ‘honoris gratia,’ a place on 
the bench; conf. Jos. Antt. xvi. il, and 4, 
TÓv Baci\evovra vov fjuov, xal coi apakaÜs- 
(ousvor ; xvii. 5, 3. For way, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. read daa», for which there is strong 
authority. 
— lvérvxór uoi] Shave made application to 

me, The word properly signifies 'to addrees 
oneself to, hold converse with any one;’ and it is 
usually implied that the purpose is some request 
or petition. So Philo, B, lraryxaver To 
Orp, Wa iE. áunxávev piontrar avuoopür. 
Wied. viii. 21, ivérvxor rw Kupiy, xai éóeünv 
avrov, and espec. Josephus, Antt. xvi. 6, 5; 
where, in an epistle to the Governor of Cyrene, 
Agrippa says to the Jews, iviruyxov po: vuv, es 
Uwe Tivi cvkopayraov Ernpsátowro. 

25. xal avTov dt rovrou irix. Tò» D.] Ren- 
der: ‘and the person himself withal having a 

aled unto Cesar, Comp. Thucyd. vi. 35. 
AOnvaior avTol obrat. 
26. roe Kvpío] ‘Tho Sovereign,’ ‘ my Sove- 

reign ; meaning Nero. A title of the Roman 
Emperors, corresponding to the Latin Dominus, 
which was rejected as invidious by Augustus 
and Tiberius; but ted by Caligula, and the 
succeeding Emperors. Notwithstanding Tiberius’ 
alleged rejection of the title, it is plain that it 
was commonly ascribed to him from the verse of 
Phedr. Fab. ii. 5, * perambulanti læta Domino 
viridia,’ said of course of Tiberius. 

Tore à Iladnos áreXoryetro éxreivas 

— ávaxpíctec] meaning, not a lar trial, 
but a previous private examination in order to 
future public trial; a sense often found in the 
Civilians, from whom several examples are ad- 
duced by Grotius. And so the word is used in 
Demosth. 1142, 1066. 

For ypádra, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
péie, from A, B, C, and 5 cursives; con- 
—8* cant think, by ali the ancient Versions; 
but, as Jacks. of Leicester long ago saw, this is 
not a case where Versions have any authority. 
External evidence is quite against yoayo, and 
internal evidence also, since it is far lees likely 
that ypawa: should, as Alf. thinks, have been 
altered to suit the rT: ypávra: above, than that 
the Alexandrine Critics should have written 
pave, to remove & tautology, and introduce a 
tter Grecism ; espec. the latter. Thus the two 

rincipal uncial and cursive MSS. B and 13 
ve *ypdvye above as well as here. Besides, 

all the Versions render by the same word in the 
former, as in the latter place. Hence it is 
bable that the reading nye originated dike 
very many others) in de ersions, not in any 
Greek copies. 

XXVI. 1. For trip, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read wspi, from A, C, E, H, and 8 cur- 
sives (to which 1 can only add Cov. 2, unnoticed 
by Mill); very insufficient authority; espec. 
since internal evidence is against arepi, for it was 
more likely that iip should have been altered 
to wspi by Critics who thought that the sense 
was ‘to speak respecting thyself, and conse- 
quently altered iip to wepi. But the sense 
intended evidently was ‘to speak for thyself; as 
all the ancient Versions represent it,—a use of 
vwip found in the best Class. writers: see my 
Lex. It is in vain to argue that this was no 
trial, and that Paul was merely speaking about 
himself, for it was a | trial, an dvaxpiore, 
to collect further information to lay before the 
Supreme Court, to which Paul had ed. 
In short, the sense I have laid down is demauded 
by the subjoined term awsAcyeiro, and by the 
very nature of the speech, which is apologetic 
throughout. —ixTtívas c)» xsipa, gru 
such being the attitude for a set s So 
Polyen. iv. p. 317, ávérurs. Tù» d Eris, ex 

2 a 
. 
?, 
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thy xeipa: ? Ilep mávrov àv éyxadovpat vro 'Iov6awv, Baci- 
Xeb ' AypirrTa, Fynpai épavróv paxdpiov péd\rdwv atroroyeiobar 
èm. cot onpepoy’ 3 ÁMOTA yowotny Óvra ae rrávrov TOY KATA} 
"Iovóaíovs cay te xai Enrnudtov. ò Séopal cov, paxpoOupws & 
GKOUTAL pov. 

* T?» uév obv Blwoly pou thy éx veorntos, THY am’ apys 
yevoué£vgv v TQ EOves pov ev re ‘Tepocoduvpors, toace Trávres 
oi "Iovdaios, 5 *zpoywockovrés pe dvwbev, (dav Owo: pap- 

Ep oe 

RP Bp a £55? . 10. 

E tm 
Rs 

Tupety,) Ors xarà thy axptBeotarTny aipeow rìs nuetépas Opr- 
oxeias jaa Papicaios. 6? Kal viv én’ érarids ris mpos Tos MSP 

—— — and Apul Met. ii. p. 54, cited 
by Wetst., * Porrigit ram, et ad instar ora- 
torum conformat articulum, duobus infimis con- 
clueis digitis, ceteros eminentes porrigit. Con. 
and Hows., and Alf., wrongly represent the sense 
as, ‘stretching forth the hand’ was chained, 
and spoken.of at v. 29. But the hand stretched 
out was, we see, the right hand; and the hand 
chained would, for obvious reasons, be the left. 

2. frynuat inavróv paxdpiov, &c.] Here we 
have an elegant wrpo8spawevors, or previous con- 
ciliation (as the ancient Rhetoricians called it), 
such as is found supra xvii. 22, also in Thucyd. 
i. 68. iii. 54, and other pessages of the his- 
torians It is, however, worthy of notice, that 
on the present occasion this was not a mere 
compliment, but, as Lardner has shown, was well 
merited. 

3. youorny] gnarum, ‘well acquainted.’ In 
yreorny óvra es the idiom is not one of Accu- 
sative absolute, but one of the many instances of 
A , treated on by Viger, Herm., p. 33/, 
and also by Matthie, Kühn., and Winer, 8 164, 
2, by which a Participle is changed into the 
Accueat., though the preceding Noun, or Pro- 
noun, has been in another Case, either the 
Genit., as in Thucyd. i. 120; or the Dat, as in 
Hdot. vi. 109. The idiom occurs elsewhere in 
the New Test., at Eph. iv. 12. iii. 17. Col. iii. 
16, et al.—By cà £Ün are not meant, as most 
Expositors explain, ‘ manners and customs, as if 
political, but ‘ lated customs, institutions 

gious, as founded on the Moesic Law and 
observances ;' which is ni ah by the 

Ynripara just after, denoting the ‘ jons’ 
which arose out of those ZÜn, on which the two 
great Jewish sects, the Pharisees and Saddu- 
cees, and also the Essenes, differed. This view 
is confirmed by Jos. Antt. xv. 9, 2, and 5, where 
T&v ilav is said of the Law of Moses and its 
religious customs and obeervances, and so xvii. 
2, 4, ra warpia £05, of those observances; and 
so often elsewhere, in Jos. Antt. xx. 2, 1, also in 
2 Macc. xi. 25, ra dró iov wpoyovwy £05, and 
in 4 Macc. i. 11, where for rou i6vouvs Bretschn. 
well reads +. Z0ove, understanding it of the Law 
of Moses. This strongly confirms the united 
testimony of Euseb., a Aa the Anonymous 
Eccles. writer in the Library of New College, 
Oxford, that Josephus was the writer of e 
Fourth Book of Maccabees.—cov after à£ouat 
has been cancelled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
from 3 uncial and a few cursive MSS. ; vory 
insufficient authority ; espec. since internal evi- 
dence is in favour of cov, which was, I suspect, 

ifo exor ae o 
eer 

B 

dh * E 
cancelled for the purpose of removing a supposed 
flaw in composition occasioned by óéouaí cov, 
dxovcaí mov. 
— uakpo00 "L patiently, * indulgently’ (see 

supra xxiv. 4). For it was in ancient times 
thought a favour to have a patient and indulgent 
hearing. Jos. B. J. i. 3b. 1, ixersów — 

£i» uot Tas axoas dkepaíovs als e)» amoo- 
yíav. 

4. Thv piv oby B.] The ula piy oùv has 
& resumptive and continuative force, with refer- 
ence to daroXoysiaÜa: preceding ; q. d. ‘So then, 
now.' 
— Bíeci) meaning ‘vite ratio quoad reli- 
ionem, as in Jos. Antt. xx. 2, 1, els ra 'Iov- 
alwy lôn ròv Blow uerífaXAXor, i.e. ‘I em- 

braced the Jewish religion; for I suspect that 
there Jos. wrote ri» Biwow, which must have 
been read by Ruffinus in the fourth century. 
The word only occurs elsewhere (excepting two 
late Fathers) in the Proeme to Ecclua., ĉia rie 
ivvóuov (I conj. i» vouc) fuoctes.—Ta« before 
*‘LapocoXtpore has been, on good authority (to 
which I add Cov. 2, omitted by Mill), in- 
serted bv Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. The two 
expressions ax’ dpy5s here, and åvwĝsv, being 
equivalent when associated as bearing on the 
same point, strongly attest that Paul came at a 
very early period from Tarsus to Jerusalem, for 
education in the school of Gamaliel. 

5. dxpiBeotarny] A term peculiarly suit- 
able to denote Pharisaism. The sense is not, 
* the strictest (i. e. the most severe) sect;' for 
u y such was that of the Essenes; but, ‘the 
sect which held the most rigidly exact observance 
of tho qe of the Mosaic Law.’ Comp. supra 
xxii. 3, xard dxpífsiav Tov *TaTpwov vouov. 
This is attested by various of Josepha. 
as B. J. i. 5, 2, in which the very expression 
occurs, 
— Üpnaxsías] The word here, as in James 

i. 27, signifies religion, though by the Class. 
writers it was used, like dsiorda:uovia, to denote 

6. ix’ thaldi—rov Oot) On the sense of 
éXaiés some difference of opinion exists. Chry- 
sostom and most of the earlier modern Commen- 
tators, as also Doddridge and Newcome, under- 
stand, ‘the hope of the resurrection of the dead ;’ 

ing to supra xxiii. 6 and xxiv. 15. Others, 
however, comprehending all the later Commen- 
tators, as Michaelis, Wakefield, Kuinoel, &c., 
think this view is precluded by ver. 7; and they, 
more properly, explain it of *the hope of the 
Messiah.’ Certainly the hope of the resurrection 



matépas erayyedias vyevouévns Ura ToU Geod, éarqka Kptvopevos’ 
7 ets fv Tò Swdexaduroy pov ev éxreveía voxra xai nyépay 
Aatpedov edriler karavrijsav Trepi Hs éedzridos éyxadodpas, Pa- 
ancù [ Avypírrmra], brò [ov] "Iovdalwy. 8 Ti! &mioTov xpiverai 

? Ew uiv obv sofa 
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cch.&s map Uis, e, 0 Geos vexpovs yelper ; d daa 
"exse €MBUT@ Tpós TÒ Óvoua 'Incoi roð Nawpalov Óciv 7oXXÀ évavria 
i Tio. iua mpaktat 104§ xai émoínca év ‘Ieposorúpois: xai TOXXoUs à 

TOY dryioy éyà i» dudanais karékMea, THY Tapa TOv ápytepéoy 

cannot here exclusively be meant; for, as Mr. 
Scott observes, *it may truly be said that the 
promise of a Redeemer was the most prominent 
part of the revelation made unto Abraham, leaac, 
and Jacob, and the grand subject of prophecy; 
while the doctrine of the resurrection was not so 
fully revealed in the Old Test. as in the New.’ 
* The resurrection of Jesus demonstrated that he 
wns the promised Messiah, against all the un- 
believing Jews; and the doctrine of the resurrec- 
tion, against the Sadducees.’ Admitting, then, 
the principal meaning of édwiés to be the pro- 
mise of the Messiah and his kingdom; yet that 
must necessarily involve the promise of the resur- 
rectton of the dead by hie means. as the promise 
was proved to have been fulfilled by Christ's 
rising from the dead; and as Ais resurrection 
was the pledge and proof of our own, it may 
here be admitted as a secondary sense. 

7. I continue to retain els in preference to the 
Stephanie woos, because, in itself, more appro- 
priate, and supported by no íncompetent autho- 
rity,—A, B, C, and 8 cursives ; to which I add 
Lamb. 1185, Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, and Cov. 4, 
omitted by Mill. The rpòs probably arose from 
a Scholiast, who did not comprehend the true force 
of els. At the last clause of the verse Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. cancel ray, and Tiech. cancels 
Baor sv, while Lachm. and Alf. remove it to 
the end of the sentence. There is considerable 
authority in uncials for these changes; but very 
slender in cursives. For the removing of rov- 
rwv I can, however, add 1181, 1182, Trin. Coll. 
B, x. 16, and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill; and 
internal evidence ie rather in its favour. As to 
the "Ayploraa, it might be introduced to match 
ver. 2, or be removed as a tautology, or as un- 
necessary. As to the position of BaciA«v at the 
end of the verse, it may have come from Critics 
who thought it promoted deworns. Ae to the 
T&v, I would not pronounce positively either 
way. lf we could place reliance on the fidelity 
of those ancient copies of the Alexandrine Re- 
cension, there would be a strong ratiocination, 
and the sense might be expressed, with Conyb., 
thus: —* Yet this hope, King, is charged 
against me as my crime; and that by Jews)’ 
But this is more in the style of a profane Orator 
than of an Apostle. I would propose the follow- 
ing rendering :— Concerning which hope I am 
brought into accusation by the Jews, O King 
(Agrippa) This is confirmed by the Pesch. 
yr. and Vulg. Versions. 
8. I still continue to point ri! as was done by 

Wetst., Griesb., and Scholz, and is approved and 
— by Conyb. ; though Lachm., Tisch., and 
Al nint TÍ daricorov; though the most ancient 
MSS. and the text in the Cat. Oxon., confirm 

the former mode, which is more ble to 
Paul's style. See Rom. iii. 9. vi. 15. It may 
be true that, as Stier says, 'Sadducsism had 
tainted the Herodian family, and also tho most 
wealthy and highly cultivated classes.” Yet 1 
scarcely think that Paul would, on the present 
occasion, bring a sort of direct ene — 
Agrippa. It were more probable that he should 
do it in the indirect mode by ‘What! Is it 
judged by some among you a thing incredible if 
(as is the case) God raiseth the dead?" Of this 
use, which is found both in the Script. and Clase. 
writers, see Matth., Kühn., and Wincr's Gram- 
mars, and my Lex. in v. ‘This,’ as Conyb. re- 
marks, * is an entum ad homines to the 
Jews, whose own Scriptures furnished them with 
cases where the d had been raised ; as, for 
example, by Elisha.” 

9. iyi uiv ovp, &c.] I am now of opinion 
that the uè» oy is here again resumptive and 
continuative of the matter at vv. 4, 5; but the 
force of the iy% emphatic points at the sense 
which I thought necessary. in order to trace the 
connexion. ‘And remember. however positive 
you may be in your own opinion, p may be 
mistaken, and your judgment may be deceived. 
I, for instance, thought with myself (i. e. was 
self-persuaded), that I ought, &. In édoga 
inavTe there is an idiom (confined, however, to 
the first person, and almost always in the Present 
tense) of which many examples are adduced by 
Wetstein.—dctv—woakat. —— — is 
idiomatical, and may rendered, ‘that I was 
— in many ways, to oppose the doctrine of 
esus.’ 
10. After wodAode, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

add re, from 3 uncial and some few cursive 
MSS. But there is no place for the Particle 
which may have arisen from an abbreviation of 
the T&v following. But if Luke used any Par- 
ticle, it would be ài, which is adduced from two 
ancient cursives; to which I add Lamb. 1182, 
1184. The form is found in Matt. xvi. 18. 
Mark iv. 36. John vi. 51. viii. 16, 17. Acte 
v. 92. 2 Tim. iii. 12. Heb. ix. 21, and in the 
best Class. writers, and was likely to be 
over as unnecessary. The sense is, ‘ quinimo." 
— tev dy.) ‘ the Christians.” T he Apostle 

ventures to use this expression, which he would 
not have done, as being invidious, to a Jewish 
audience. See more in Bike Hor. Apost. vii. 7. 
I have now, with Lachm., Tisch , and Alf , ad- 
mitted the iv before và., found in A, B, C, R, 
G, and 20 cursives; to which I add Lamb. 1183, 
Mus. 16,184, Cov. 4 (omitted by Mill), and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16; and internal evidence is in 
its favour, since it was more likely to be omitted 
than inserted; and it is almost always used in 
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éfovaíav Mabor avaipoupévwy te atrav xaTüveyxa jov. 
!! Kal xarà Tácas tas cvvayaryàs ToXXákis Tipwpav autos 
nvayxalov Bracdnpeiy Tepvaads re éupawopevos avtois, ediw- 
xov ws xal eis tas tw modes. 12°’ Ey ols xal mopevópevos oc. %*- 
eis T?v Aapackóv uer éLovciías kal émitporis Tis Tapà Tov 
apytepéov, l3f3uépas péons xarà Tv ddov clov, Bactred, teh.o.s 
oùpavóĝev vmép Tiv NauTpOTNTAa Tod TjXiov, TepiMápwNrav pe 
das xal tovs oly éuoi Topevouévovs. 14 ITávrov t dé karane- 
cóvrov "àv eis THY yw, kovca dwviv Nadovcay Tpós pe, 
Kal Xéyovcav TH ‘EBpalds OuaXéwrqr XaoUX, Saovr, Tí pe 
wres ; oxdnpdy ao, pos kévrpa arrie. 15 °Eyà 86 elror 
Tis el, kúpe; ó òè elmer ‘Eyo eip :Igoos, ôv od ores. 
16 £' ANAÀ. avdornhi, xai orhi eri rovs modas cov: eis TOTO f/3- 9 1^ 

the Gr. Test, the Sept, and the Classical 
writers. 

— dvaipovpíyey Te abTür xaT. Yp.) Ren- 
der: ' when they were being destroyed,' * put to 
death" (for trial was equiv. to destruction), *I 
cast down my vote [with those who condemned 
them]; meaning, ‘I concurred with them;' 
equiv. to what is said supra xxii. 20, funy 
cuvevdoney [aŭrore] T9 dvacpics:, &e. Whe- 
ther the xarà be intensive or not, is not quite 
certain ; that it ts, is probable from the pecu- 
liarity of the phrase, which occurs no where 
else, but only $ípsiw yoy, and this seems re- 
quired by the yet stronger expression just after, 
«tpiccct imuarvouevos. But if this be the 
case, it rather goes against the figurative sense 
here assigned by most Expositors, though con- 
firmed by xxii. Do. However, that is not deci- 
sive; and I am inclined to think, with Conyb. 
and Alf., that the phrase may most naturally be 
taken in its sense ; and, if so, it bears 
testimony to the fact, that Paul was at that time 
a member of the Sanhedrim. The passage xxii. 
20, will not decide against that view, since Paul 
might be elected a member of that body after 
the time of Stephen's death, and there is nothin 
to forbid thie in hie age; for though call 
veavias at vii. 58, that will prove nothing, since 
the term is sometimes applied to men in the 
very vigour of manhood, and even beyond ; and 
there is reason to think that Paul could not be 
lese than thirty years of age when sent to 
Damascus. 

11. Tiutepi» adrods fjráyx. Pent. T. 
by tormenting, sought to compel them to blas- 

eme. The Christian converts were then, and 
still more afterwards, compelled by torture to 

ounce certain forms expressive of abuse of 
esus, and consequently abandonment of hie re- 

ligion; as appears from Pliny's Epist. xiii. 97. 
Euseb. Hist. Eccl. vi. 34, and other passages. 
That (4p. is capable of thie sense is plain from 
Menander's drama, called ó 4avróv ripwp., 
* The Self-tormentor.’ 
— ^'tpicG? lunawousvos] <A very strong 

expression, which may be rendered, ‘and being 
exceedingly infuriate against them.’ It is a very 
rare word, though formed regularly from ép- 
pavàs, of which the Expositors and Lexicogra- 

hers adduce no other example ; yet it occurs in 
os. Antt. xvii. 6, 5, iunawoptvov mci Tou 

Bacthéws, and Epiphan. t. i. p. 92, otro, ói— 
éupaveytes. 
— Tos xal els] Render; ‘as far as and even 

unto foreign cities;' the construction being 
adapted to eis, and not to Ews. This circum- 
stance, as meant not of Damascus only, but of 
other cities, though unrecorded, serves to intro- 
duce the narrative following. 

12—15. For full explanation see notes supra 
ix. 5, seqq. 

12. iv ols] scil. mpáyuası, ‘in which things 
being occupied.' —*ropsvóusvos, * while going.’ 

13. «spi — ue] * beaming around me.' 
14. For 6i, A, B, C, E, and not a few cur- 

sives (I add Lamb. 1184, and Cov. 2, omitted 
by Mill), read re, which is adopted by Lachm., 
isch.,and Alf. Internal evidence is in its favour, 

and it ia probably the true reading. 
15. 6 $i] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. subjoin 

Kupsos, from 5 uncial and 20 cursive MSS. I 
can only add Trin. Coll. B, x. 16; and the 
word is manifestly from a marginal Scholium ; 
as in the ITauAXos after ò dé at v. 25, where, how- 
ever, Lachm. receives it, and also Tisch., ed. 1, 
but in ed. 2 he rejects it; then why not here? 
the case being just the same, and the state of the 
evidence almost the same. Alford rejects the 
word in both passages, remarking here, that ‘it 
is most improbable that the word should have 
been used by St. Paul.’ On the other hand 
Conyb. receives it, ‘ because it agrees better with 
what follows.’ For my own part, I with 
Alford, who is, at least, consistent; while Tisch. 
has shown a mutability and inconsistency which 
tends to destroy his judgment. 

16. The particulars here contained are not 
found in the account supra, chap. ix.; but are 
here introduced by the Apostle in order to show 
the authority he had for what he was doing, in 
evangelizing the heathens. Alford thinks that 
‘there can be no question that Paul here con- 
denses into one various sayings of our Lord to 
him at different times, in visions ; see chap. xxii. 
18—21 ; and by Ananias, chap. ix. 15. Nor can 
this,” he adds, ‘on the strictest view, be consi- 
dered any deviation from truth: it is what all 
must, more or less, do, who are abridging a nar- 
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yàp dxbÜnv cot, mpoxeipicacbai ce inrnpérny xal náprvpa, &v 
Te eles àv Te OPOncopal cat, 17 éEarpoupevos ae èx ToÜ Xao0 

SSBF 
Tu 
* —— gi 

xai TÀv éÜvàv, eis obs viv ae atrocré\dw, 18 ^ dyotkas ofOar- 

povs avTOv, Tov émioTpéas amò axoTous eis Gas xal Tijs 
éfovc(as ToU Xaravá émi tov Oeòv, ToU raBeiv avrovs adpeoww 
dpaptiav «al KAfpov ép Tois Tyyucuévows, TícTe, TH Eis pé. 
19 !"Oey, Bactred  Arypimra, ovx éyevouny arevOns Tfj oUpavíq 

orracla: %* adda Tois év AauackQ prov xai "lepoaoXU- 
pots, eis mâgáv Te THY «cpav rìs lovóaías Kai Toig EOveow, 
dT yyeXXov petavoeiv, kaÀ émiotpépew eri tov cov, dkta THs 
peravoías épya Tpáaaovras. ?l!"Evexa tovtwy pe oi 'Iovdaios 
ovdrAaBopevos ev TQ iepa, émeipiyro Siayetpicacbar. 2 " Egri- 

rative, or giving the general sense of things said 
at various times." But I must protest against so 
latitudinarian a principle; and I must affirm, 
with Stier, the necessity of maintaining that all 
these words were actually spoken to Paul, at the 
same time by the Lord. See ver. 19, where the 
Apostle expressly refers to this particular vision, 
—ovx ivyavonyy aradae rH otvpavle òr- 
TacÍq. 
— dv» Ts eldes—oor}] The first oy is for 

ixsívæv à (seo xxii. 15), and the second av for 
éxelveav [xab] d.—'Od0rcoual co * I will re- 
veal myself to thee" (see Is. xl. 5); which may 
be understood, 1. of the a TARCE O 
Christ to St. Paul; 2. of the ions of the 
vine of Christ, which were vouchsafed to 
im. 
l7. i£aipojusvoc] This seems to = choos- 

ing, setting apart m ; a signification oc- 
tori in Job — aih xlviii. 10. Jos. 
Antt. iv. 8, 5, and sometimes in the Classical 
writers, which is quite agreeable to the context ; 
the expression serving to explain the foregoing 
one, 4poxttplcacÜaí os órmnpirny. Here, then, 
Paul is said to be ‘ chosen out of all the nations 
of the world, both roù Aaov, the people of 
Israel, and the nations at large, Gentiles, as, on 
another occasion, supra ix. 15, he is declared to 
be ‘a chosen vessel,’ cxavos ixAoyne; and so he 

ke of himself, Rom. i. 1, as dpupiopivos 
ae avayyli ios O«ov. 
— sle oUc] This must (as appears from v. 20) 

be understood both of the Jews and the Gen- 
tiles, though the words which immediately fol- 
low are mere ere to Hie latter. And $ 

that the tie was, for many years o 
tho earlier part of his ministry, employed in 
heathen countries; seo Gal. i. 17, seqq. 

18. dvotEar dpOadpovr abrav, de] These 
words are meant to show the purpose and intent 
of his ministry, and of the Gospel in general, 
—'‘ to open the eyes of those spiritually blind,’ 
whether Jews or Gentiles. The cov imiorp. 
denotes ‘ pu “—Tov imorpivat, scil. aù- 
ovs, lit. * for them to turn (‘be turned,’ Neut. 
for Pass.) from darkness to light;' being en- 
lightened by the Gospel, and the power of the 
Spirit attending it; for the power of the Spirit 
accompanying the word is „—that being, 
as Calvin well observes, to the outward minis 
what the soul is to the body. The next wo 

were meant chiefly for the Gentiles, but were 
but too applicable to Jews. The next clause, 
ToU Aaflsiv, &c., points at the result of the for- 
mer. And here wiorse: must, as from 
supra xx. 32, be referred, not to wytacpm., but to 
AafBsiv, as Calvin saw, who well remarks, ‘ Se- 
quitur remissio peccatorum, qua noe sibi Deus 

tis reconciliat, ut placatum nobis et propitium 
ore non dubitemus. Tandem complementum 
omnium ponitur ultimo loco, vitæ scilicet sterne 
bereditas. Sensus est, fide nos venire in posses- 
sionem bonorum omnium, que per Evangelium 
offeruntur. This construction is confirmed by 

f the Pesch. Syr. 
— ale int, ‘to,’ or * towards mo; —as the 
cw of saving faith. 

. The Apostle now proceeds to declare 
what he did in obedience to the heavenly 
injunction. 

— peravoriv, kal imorpigew d. T. O.] 
* Here (as Calvin observes) turning unto God is 
placed after repentance, not as being any thing 
different from it, but to intimate the natural cor- 
ruption and depravity of the human heart, and 
its alienation from God, to whom it requires fo 
be turned in devout worship and service. And 
since repentance is seated in the heart, the deeds 
which testify it are required as the fruits worthy 
of repentance.’ See note on Matt. iii. 8. 

21. evAXaf..—4ia x. ] * after Appeton diay me 
in the Temple, sought to e away with 
me.’ 

22. brixovpíae ob» Tuxáv] Render: *ac- 
coding y (such being the case), having obtained 
the help, rs x. +. O., which cometh from God." 
It is rarely that the Article is found with ix- 
xovpla, but, whenever it is, I have always no- 
ticed the force of reference, e. g. in Herod. vi. 
108, oüx daslravro Tà» ivixovpíar, ‘the prof- 
fered help. The next words point at an action 
connected with that continuance and firmness,— 
namely, the bearing testimony to the truth ; for 
I continue to adopt the reading uaprTvpóyuaros, 
for text. rec. rvpoóuavos, from A, B, G, H, and 
not a few cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1185, 
and Cov. 4, omitted by Mill, and Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16) ; and this reading is required by the con- 
text, which demands the sense, ‘ bearing m 
testimony.’ I cannot pu before alter (with 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.) wapa to &ó, on the 
authority of A, B, C, and some dozen cursives 
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xouplas oov Tvyàv TIS Tapa Tod Oeod, dypt THs T)uépas TavTns 
EorTnka, papTupópevos pip Te Kal peyady, ovdey éxrüs Aéyov 
àv TE oi mportati éXdAnoay ueXXovrov yiverOas kai Moicijs: 
?3 mei qaOntos ó Xpuoros, et mpwros ef avactacews vexpov m 1 Pet. 1. 
pas néXXe kararyyéXXew TQ re aQ xal Tois Evers. A Taira 
5é avrov ároXovyovpévov, 6 Photos peyarn Ti) wv?) Edn Maivn, 
IlaUXe tà TOA oe *ypáppara eis paviay mepiTpérres ! 

ver. 18. 
1 Cor. 15. 90. 
Col. 1. 18. 

Petreius. k uke 2. 
25 ‘O areon i 

23. & 3. 1 

dé Où paivopat, mai, xpdticte Piore, GAX adrnOelas xai 792 10.9. 
cwppoocúvns pýpatra amopôéyyopai. % °’Emiotaras yàp Tepl gJs. 
rovrov ò Raciheùs, mpos bv xai mrappnovatopevos Aar Aav- 
Üávew yàp avrov Ti TovTwy où melÂlopai ovdév. ov yap èst 
év ywvla merpaypévov tovro. ?1 Iioreúeis, Bacired ' Aypímma, 
Tois mpodyrass ; olða Ere muorevers. B'O Se Aryplarvras mpòs 
TOv lla)oXov Édwy "Ev òħbyp pe meiÜew Xpiotiavòv yevécbar. 

to which I can only add Lamb. 1184, and Cov. 
, omitted by Mill), because the external autho- 

rity is insufficient, and internal evidence is rather 
against the change ; amo being evidently an 
alteration by Critics, who did not perceive the 
force of wapa, ‘at the hand of, as the primary 
sense. Suffice it to refer to Matt. xxi. 42, rapa 
Kuplov iyivero airy. The next words contain 
the substance of the testimony, and may thus be 
construed :—Aí*y«wy obddy ixrde [ixslvov] & ol 
wpopyra: ikdAnocay pedrovTov (for pià- 
gat Ha Yeon 

28. Here el is used as it is supra v. 8, and 
Heb. vii. 15. These and other similar 
come under the general law of that canon of Clas- 
sical philol treated on by Buttm. and Mat- 
thei, by which ai is used of things possible, but 
not — is (as a case, or, — 
may grant)' It is here used very appropriately, 

: se, as Conyb. obeerves, ‘ he doctrines aca: 
tioned were subjects of dispute and discussion.’ 

— Talnros is best rendered by the Vulg. 
passibilis ; since, as Alf. observes, Paul refers to 
the idea of the Messiah, as liable to suffering, 
being in aceordance with the testimony of the 
Prophets; and wpwros if dvacrdcews is eq. 
to parrot dvacrdt, or FPwTÓTOKOE ix vakpav, 
Col. i. 18. 

24. Tavra dxor., 6 ñor.) How Festus 
came to feel such great surprise as to uncour- 
teously interrupt one addressing King Agrippa, 
arose, as Mr. Humphrey points out, from this, — 
* that he was unable to comprehend the earnest- 
nese of the Apostle, so unlike the indifference of 
the upper classes at Rome on migon and moral 
subjects ;’ and, I would add, to the cold ecepti- 
eism of the Heathen philosophers of the age; 
and hence he infers that Paul must be ‘ ; 
not, as many foreign itors explain, ‘ fana- 
tical ;’ for that sense is forbidden by the words 
following, rà ToAAá cs ypáupuaTa sls pavlay 
wepirpéwec! ‘thy much learning (lit, ‘the 
much learning thou hast’) hath turned thee 
mad, lit, *oversets thy wits." Comp. Lucian, 
Bolec., ob 34 Uwe THe yav wasdelas QiéQOopas. 
Petron. 48, ‘Scimus te pre literis fatuum 
esse. 

26. 47107. yap—Bacir.] The ydp here is 

both argumentative and elliptical, introducing 
an argumentum e (testimonio, confirming what he 
has said from the testimony of King Agrippa.— 
By rovrwy are meant the life and doctrine of! 
Jesus, his crucifixion and resurrection from the 
dead, the spread of the Gospel, the way in which 
Paul was converted, and other leading events of 
the rise and progress of the Christian religion ;— 
of these facts Agrippa must have been sufficiently 
cognizant, to bear testimony : they were not only 
facts, but plain and known facts, as not done iv 
yevíg,—a strong expression (of which examples 
abound in the Clase did do denote * pub- 
ee Sens v Calv. remarks, Paul soon brin 

grippa to the far more important point, appeal- 
ing to * the Law and the P ; and thus 
makes him a still more trustworthy witness, as 
rofessedly ‘believing the Prophets, and there- 
ore capable of judging as to the fulfilment of the 
Prophetical predictions in the person of the cru- 
cified Jesus.— But, to advert briefly to the read- 
fag of the text. There are marvellous variations 
of reading, but none entitled to be received ; for 
for although Lachm. and Tisch. 1, cancel oidi», 
from A, C, and 7 cursives (I add Lamb. 1182, 
1183); yet that arose from the Critics stumbling 
at the two sc pe it and removing one. Thus, 
others retained ovdiv, and removed où (which is 
also absent from Lamb. 1181, 1184). Tisch. 2 
restores, and Alf. retains, the word ; changing, 
however, the form to oùbiv, but only from one 
MS.—B. I can, however, confirm it from Cov. 
2 (omitted by Mill). Perhaps the true readin 
is o00' iy, which often occurs in the Cov. 2 (o 
the llth century), and other ancient MSS., 
especially B. 

27. TicTsVsue—mpojiirais; olda ort mio- 
Tiít9] Of this elegant use of interrogation, 
imme sa | followed by an answer on the part 
of the speaker himself, several examples are ad- 
duced by Grotius and Pricseus (so Lucian, Dial. 
Meret., T gs; oujoss Tavra; woijoats 
olga), yet none such as to equal in force and 

vity the present 
28. f —E pe Filbi &c.] These words 
of Agrippa seem to have broken off the thread 
of the Apostle's reasoning; otherwise he would 
probably have proceeded to adduce some particu- 
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picor.7.7. 29 “O è IIabXos elmer ? Evkaluny av TQ Oeo, kai év 0Aóyo 
xal èv TOAND, oU povoy dé, àXXÀ xal Távras TOU; axovorTas 
pov onpepov «evéaÜa, Toroúrovs óTo(os Kdáryo eius, Traperros 
TOV Secpav Tovrev. 9) Kai [Taira eimovros avrob,] avéorn 6 
Te Baciders xal 6 Tryeuowv, 3) Te Bepvicn xai oi avyxaOipevot 
avrois. 319 Kai dvaywpycavres éXáXovy mpòs adAndous, Aé- 
yovtes’ “Ors ovdev Üavárov aftov À Seopev rpaoce. 6 avOpatros 
obros. S? 'Aypirmas 8 TQ djero edn  AmoXeXvoÜas HdvvaTo 
6 ävôpæros otros, ei pù CrrexéxANTO Kalcapa. 

ach. 35. 1 HA 3, 

lar proofs from the Prophets of the fulfilment of 
prophecy in Jesus. 

he words of Agrippa in answer, i» dAlyq, 
&c., may be supposed to have been merely pro- 
nounced in that complimentary insincerity, into 
which -natured, easy, and unscrupulous T- 

sons, like Agrippa (and such he is characterized 
by Josephus), are apt to run. Besides, it is 
unlikely that any strong impression could have 
been made so soon; or that, if made, Agrippa 
would have inte the Apostle, and then 
left him almost as abruptly as Felix had done, 
or as Pilate had treated our Lord, without wait- 
ing to hear the conclusion of his sentence. This, 
no doubt, arose from the Apostle's having be- 
come more personal, in his Sopiani to Agrippa 
concerning religion, than he liked. As to the ex- 
act sense of the words, I am still of opinion that, 
among the various interpretations which have 
been propounded of this passage, the most simple, 
and least liable to objection, is that of Chrys., 
who takes ¿v dX. as standing for wapa juxpóy, 
almost, by an ellips. of dk:acriuats. The inter- 
pretation which sup an ellips. of uépe:. ‘in 
a small degree,’ yields a tolerable, though feeble 
sense; and requires proof of the existence of the 
phrase. The same objection applies to the sub- 
audition of d*ycwi, or wove. The interpreta- 
tion of Conyb., ‘with little persuasion," yields a 

sense, but is utterlv destitute of proof. 
recisely the same objection applies, in a 

stronger degree, to Alford's interpretation, * light- 
ly; for if it were an Adverbial phrase, it could 
only have such a sense as could be shown to 
exist in dAlyws. It may, indeed, as has been 
thought, be a great objection to the first mentioned 
zd ire ey that no examples have been ad- 
duced of this use of i» dAfyew for éAlyou, or 
wap’ édlyov: but anomaly may be expected in a 
not very pure Greek writer. If, however, it 
should be thought that the objection is not to be 
p over, I would adopt the interpretation of 

alv., Schoettg., Olsh., and Neand., who take 
the iis ipw di for i» dAiya xpóro = rax£ws, 
examples of which sense of i. éXt‘ye I find in 
Pind. Pyth. viii. 96. Plato, p. 22. Demosth. 
p- 33, 18, and å!’ dAfyou very often in Thucyd., 
and other of the best writers. This is confirmed 
by the Vulg. ‘in modico, sc. tempore ;’ and so 
* modico ' occurs in Ovid, and other of the best 
Latin writers. Thus the sense will be, * Thou 
art very shortly persuading me to be a Chris- 
tian ;' q. d. * You are making short work in con- 
verting me to Christianity.’ As to the objection 
of Alf., that thus the expression ' does not corre- 

XXVII. ! *'s è éxpíón rod arromelv hpâs eis tiv ITa- 

nd to iv (meyáàw) in Paul's answer, I reply, 
that the evidence for uey. is too slender (o I 
A, B, and 4 cursives) to merit attention, muc 
less reception. It was resorted to, to get rid of a 
difficulty ; for a stronger term than soAAX« might 
be ex , even vayTi, as is in E. 
V. But, as Grot. observes, woAXAw is used by 
the Apostle instead of avri only because 
Agrippa had said iy dAfyo, his intention being 
* servare idem dicendi genus.’ It is well known 
that this seizing of the words of another speaker, 
and giving them a dextrous turn in favour of an 
argument or a purpose, has ever been accounted 
a masterly stroke in an orator; though it will 
often require a slight detortion of the usual force 
of a word or phrase; which is the case here as 
regards ro\Xo. 

. ebEaiunv av Tw O19] Render: ‘J could 
wish to , or, ‘I would to God; and so it is 
sometimes used in the Class. writers; e. gr. 
JEschin. Dial. iii. 6, iyà ðt evEainny dv Ta 
xowa Tavra eldévat: also in Jos. Antt. xvii. 
5, 6, xal yap avroc evxec8ar—pndiy dówovrra 
$epar. 

— TapskTrÓs T&v Ürmuar T.) Spoken ğe- 
Tuis, holding out the chain (plur. for sing., as 
often) fastened to his left arm, and connecting 
him with the soldier who held him $n custodia 
militari. 

30. The words xal ravra—avrov are can- 
celled by all the Editors, from Griesb. to Alf., 
from A, B, and not a few cursives; and, indeed, 
internal evidence is against them. 

31. xpdocer) , 'practiseth ;' as said of 
habitual action in the life and conversation. 
Comp. John iii. 20, ó $avAa «rpáccev. 

32. dwodedvcbar hĉúvaro) Infinit. Perf., to 
denote completed action : ‘could, or might, sare 
been liberated.’ Comp. Hdot. ix. 108, ovx iv- 
xato xaTspyacÓnva:. Plut. Moral. p. 80, ðv- 
váuevot &vriXoidoprÜnva:. 
— el ui) éwexixArro K.) For thus the power 

of the judge, whether for acquittal or condemna- 
tion, had ceased, and tho cognizance of the cause 
rested solely with the Superior Court ; and con- 
sequently the good-natured remark of Agrippa 
was utterly fruitless; there being now no retreet 
to Festus, no release to Paul. 

XXVII. ]—XXVIII. 1—31. Paul's voyage 
to Malta, Sicily, and Italy, and his journey to 
Rome. 

In carefully re-considering the various difficul- 
ties, chiefly nautical, occurring in this Chapter, 
I have been much aided by the labours of 
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Aíav, mapebiBovv tov te llaüXov rai twas érépovs Seopwras 
éxatovrapyn, svopatt ‘Fovdiw, otreipns XeBaorik. 2 0° Emi- b2Cor. n. 

Bavres 86 moiy ' A8papvrrqvo, tuéXXovres mreiv Tos xarà 25,199 

Tijv 'Acíav tómovs, —åvýyðnņpev, Üyvros avv piv *Aptotdpyou Col. 4 10. 

Makxedovos Qeacadovxéws. SOT te érépa rarýyênpev eis can m. 
Sava: duXavÜperres Te 6 'lovXws tH Harp ypnodpevos, 
errérpevre mpòs ToUs diXovs TropevÜévra èmipeheias Tvyelv. * Kå- 
KeiÜ0ev àvaxÜévres bmerXevaapev Thv Kvmpov, 5a Tò ToUs avé- 
povs elvai évavriovs. 

& $8. 10. 

5 ró Te mayos TO karà T)» KoOuxüav 
kai IlaujvXiav BuamXevcavres, xarnOopev eic Mvpa ris Av- 

two able and successful Inquirers, whose con- 
summate practical knowledge of seamanship has 
enabled them to elucidate matters which had 
hitherto baffled Expositors, however learned 
and acute. These are J. Smith, Esq., of Jorden 
Hill, who recently published a work on the 
Shipwreck and Vo of St. Paul, and Admiral 
Penrose, whose Notes and Illustrations are in- 
serted in the 23rd and 24th Chapters of Messrs. 
Conybeare's and Howson's instructive and in- 
teresting work, entitled Life and Epistles of St. 
Paul, and whose G phical notes are here, 
and every where else, in their work, full of in- 
struction of the most important kind. 

l. éxpíOn cov dw.) Here roù is Genit. of 
* purpose,' of which examples often occur; and 
ixp. is for xpícis &yevri0n. Comp. xx. 
yvóuy Tov vxoaTpídQiuv. 

— omsipne X:g.] From the time of Augus- 
tus, legions took the name Augustan. Hence 
many have supposed that, as in all the other 
legions, so in the five cohorts stationed at Cæ- 
sarea, there was one cohort called * the Augustan,' 
or that the cohort here mentioned was a legionary 
cohort of an Augustan legion stationed in Syria 
and Judæa. But this view lies open to several 
objections, which have been forcibly urged by 
Wieseler; who shows, at least, that the corps 
may have been one so called, not of Ciesarea, but 
of Rome; and he goes far to prove, that this 
Julius belonged to the Augustani of Tacit. xiv. 
15, and Suet. Nero, 20, 25, a body of evocati, or 
veterans, summoned to service by the Emperors, 
and first of all by Augustus (Dio Cass. i. 45, 12). 
To this corps Wies. and Alf. think ‘Julius 
belonged ; and that, having been sent on some 
service into Asia (why not Syria ?), was now re- 
vum to Rome.’ 

2. "Adpau.) ‘a ship of 'A&pag.,' a sea-port in 
Mysia, over against Lesbos. The expression 
Tove KaTa Thy Aclay rowove is meant to de- 
si:nate place by an Accusat. of direction. Comp. 
Polyb. i. 4, wAeiy ToU: xara Tij» 'Acíay Tó- 
40vs. For ué£XAXorras, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read uíAAorT:, from A, B, and 20 cursives 
(1 add Lamb. 1182, 1184, 1185, and Mus. 16,184); 
a reading confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Copt., 
JEth., and Armen. Versions, and by the earliest 
copy of the Vulg. As to internal evidence, it is 
equally balanced ; for as the —ec may be, as Alf. 
says, 2 correction to suit éwiBayres, 80 may —Te 
be a correction to suit wAoiw 'Adp. However, 
uMiIM. ovuri is probably, but not certainly, the true 
reading. The sense is substantially the same 
either way; the scope of the words being, to 

assign a reason why they went on board this 
Adramyttian vessel ; namely, either because they 
had to coast the (southern] part of Asia, and 
therefore a vessel bound, on & coasting voyage, 
to Adramyttium would go as far as they would 
desire in the way to Italy; or because she was 
&bout to coast. t the faiter is the more natu- 
ral view. As to the als before rods, adopted by 
Lachm. and Tisch. 1, from A, B, and 7 cursives 

add Lamb. 1184), I still reject it, as did 
isch. on second thoughts; and so Alf. The Re- 

visers, who introduced the els (or as others éwi) 
were, it seems, ignorant of the phrase 4A «iv Tùy 
0áXacca», though found in Hdot., Dem., Lysias, 
Andoc., and other of the best writers. In Thucyd. 
vi. 63, wAlowres ta dmíxewa THe ZwuceAas, 
the same blunder has been committed by Reiske 
and Dobree, who would introduce an els; but 
that, far from being necessary, injures the sense ; 
which, as — shows, is, preternavigare oram 
Sicilia ; exactly as here. 

3. iius. ruxeiv] * to experience, to receive 
kind attention,' not only by kind hospitality and 
care at the time, but by the supply of neces- 
saries for the voyage. 

4. bwewXedcauev T. K.] We may render, 
‘in the lec of Cyprus;' to understand which we 
must consider the cirsumstances of the case, and 
the situation of the place. Now in sailing from 
Sidon to the coast of Lycia, it is probable that, 
had the weather been fair, they would have taken 
a course to the south of Cyprus, —and thence 
would have struck across to Rhodes, or the coast 
of — Since, — Me told, ‘the 
winds were contrary' (viz. though varying, yet 
al more or less airne), they changed that 
courso, and ieTAsoc. Thv K. Now, for the 
winds to be contrary, they must have been N. or 
N.E., or NN.E., or such like. And then the best 
way to evade their force would be, to sail close 
under the N. coast of Cyprus, after having cut 
across to the promontory of Pedalium, so as to 
reach the bay of Catium. It is plain that ùro- 
w\zty must mean to sail under the lee of any 
high land (such as Cyprus), so as to get shelter 
from it. From Zephyrium it is plain they 
crossed over (d:erAavcayro) to Myra in Lycia; 
a port of fou celebrity, and (as appears from a 
passage of Porphyry cited by Wetstein) the one 
generally used in passing from Cyprus to Lycia 
or Caria. 

5. QiasAsócarric] The full sense is, ‘having 
sailed through and across,’ i. e. from the E. pro- 
montory of Cyprus —— to Myra. It 
seems, from what Mr. Smith says, that they 
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alas. 
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6 Kaxet etpmy ó éxatovrapyos TXoiov “AdeEavdpivoy 
maéov eis THY "Itadlav, éveBifaaev fjuás eis avró. 7 'Ev ixavais 
Sè juépasrs Bpaduvidoobvtes, xal pois yevópevoi xarà THY 
Kv(Bov, uù wpocedvros nas Tod Avéuov, vmemXeUcapev THY 
Kpyrnv xara Jadpovnr 8 ports TE Wapareyopevos avr, 
HrAOopev eis Tómov Tiwà Kadovpevoy Karovs Aimévas, @ eyyus 
3v mors Aacala. 9° ‘Ixavov 96 ypovov Stayevopévou, kai Óvros 
non emupadois ToU TXoóc, Sid Tò xal T)» morelau òn map- 
ednrvOévat, rapyves ò Iaõhos 10 Néywv avrois* “Avdpes, Oewpa 

Ort perà Üfpews xal ToXMije Ünplas,—ov povov ToU * jopriov 

went somewhat out of their track, to catch the 
N. winds off the coast of Cilicia and Pam- 
phylia. 
Š. 4Àotov] Here, as often in the Classical 

writers, the word denotes ‘a ship of burden’ (as 
opposed to a ship of war), such as the Alex- 
andrian corn vessels were, of which this was one. 
This ship had, Mr. Smith thinks, been prevented 
from taking the direct course to Italy by the s. of 
Crete by the prevailing w. winds. 

7. BoadvwA.] A rare word, of which I find no 
other examples than in Artem. iv. 32, and Cos- 
mos Indic. ap. Bekk. Anecd. i. 225. The ship 
might well sail slowly, since, as Mr. Smith shows, 
the wind was nearly N.w., bringing strong blasts 
of the Etesie. 
— Al of te se. The word 4rpoc. occurs 

no where else; but the sense is evidently, ‘not 
letting us p forward ;' wpds in composition for 
wpoow. And in this Mr. Smith and Admiral 
Penrose acquiesce. It is is strange that Meyer, 
De Wette, and Conybeare and Howson should 
think the sense to be, * would not allow them to 
put into the harbour of Cnidus.’ All this error 
arose from not attending to the above force of 
woos for vpoc«, which I have proved by refer- 
ences to several ges, of which one muat suf- 
fice, —Soph. Phil 41, wwe yap dv voowy Tpos- 
Bain paxpdy; There may seem some harshness 
in the term (besides its fen), but not more 
than in eloedeo in Geopon. xv. 2, ‘let go in.” 

8. uoXie Te wapadsy. abTív] I with 
Smith and Howson, that it is better to refer the 
aurihy to Crete, not to Salmone (indeed, the 
Verb wap. would not suit a promontory); mean- 
ing the 8. coast of Crete. With the wind at N.w. 
they would easily round the point, but would 
then have to beat up, with difficulty, along the 
coast to Cape Matala. Besides, there are several 
c islets here and there, skirting the coast, 
which would increase the difficulty. 
— KaXob« Aiuévas] This name, as wo find 

from Pococke and Pashly, Trav. ii. 57, still re- 
mains, and is described by the latter as an ex- 
cellent harbour; but only, it seems, in summer- 
time, and as a shelter from w. winds. 
— t» wodss Aacaía] Of this we find no 

mention in the Classical writers. Hence Com- 
mentators either resort to conjectures, or suppose 
this one of the towns of the Aundred-citied isle 
not mentioned by the phers, or other 
writers. There is little doubt, however, that 
Lasos is meant, which occurs in Pliny's list, iv. 
8, of the inland towns; and Lasæa was, it is 

plain, such. The difference between the two 
names is trifling; since róis Aacaía means, in 
fact, the city of Laso& So Hesych., Aaciwv 
róis  ywpiov, where read Aacaíe». The 
town was probably on the brow of the chain of 
hills which rise about four miles from the shore. 
I agree with Mr. Howson, tbat the Lasia of the 
Pentinger Tables—there said to be sixteen miles 
x. of Gortynia—is the Lasea of Luke. 

9. ixavov x.—7apsAqAv0.] Render: ‘ but 
when considerable time had elapsed, and naviga- 
tion had already become dangerous by reason of 
the Fast being now past.’ Alford is positive that 
the time spoken of ‘must be the time spent at 
the anchorage.’ But mi must —? since we are 
told nothing of the length of the delay. It is not 
without reason that almost all Expositors take it 
of the time since the embarkation, which is the 
most natural view. The same may be said of his 
rendering wAdox by ' the voyage to Rome ;’ 
since the usual interpretation is confirmed by the 
ancient Versions, and is called for by the next 
words. As to the passage of Acts xxi. 7, there 
Tov *Àovy means ‘the course from Tyre;" but 
here there is no addition, and consequently the 
sense must be ‘sailing,’ lit. ‘the act of sailing ;° 
as in Thucyd. i. 54, róy aXovy tx’ oixov map- 
eoxevafovto. Lucian, V. H. i. 5, oùpiw vépe 
TÓy wouy éwotoumny. So Arat. Phen. 154, 
says of the very time of year when the Etesian 
westerly gales prevail, Tuot xai xsAáóorrze 
'ETnaía: sipt£i wovre | dÜpco: iuwlarovew: 6 
dà woos ook iTi xwwats| pios, * seasonable 
for sailing.” The best Commentators have been 
long d that in Tù» ynoreiav wo have a de- 
signation of time made after the manner of the 
Jews, and even Heathens, whereby a particular 
time of the year is denoted by some Festival 
which falls at that time, as we say Christmas, 
Lady-day, and Michaelmas. The Fast here 
meant was the day of Expiation, or 10th of Tisri 
(answering to the beginning of our October), 
and thus nearly corresponding to our Old 
Michaelmas. Now, in our own times, the 
Levantine sailors particularly dread what they 
call the Michaelmas flows. Alford, indeed, says, 
that the sailing did not close so early. But even 
at the time of the Fast it was considered as not 
safe, incurring some — which is all that 
the éwcog. in popular parlance means. 

10. UBoses] The word here, as infra 21, sig- 
nifies damage ; as Anthol. iii, 22, 58, 0aX ác wt 
UBpw. Pind. Pyth. i. 140, vavciorovor Ößpw 
lgwy, and Jos. Antt. iii. 6, 4. 
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ll. Te xuBepynry xai Te vavcà.] These 
offices were properly distinct ; on the nature and 
difference of whose duties I bave copiously 
treated in Recens. Synop., adducing a great body 
of proofs and illustrations from the Classical 
writers. Suffice it here to say, that the former 
term denoted the master, the latter the super- 
cargo. But it was only large merchant ships, 
like this, that had both. The smaller had but 
one person for both offices, who was then called 
yabxkAnpos. 

12. eed for the Class. dvemirndalou, 
Thucyd. ii. 20. The place was unfit to winter 
in, as not being a regular port. 
— als dora] * to Phoenix, called b 

Ptolemy &oivixovs, and the city inland Potnik, 
the present port Lutro. From its description 
with which I would compare Pausan. v. 25, 2, 

Qxpayv TaTpaunívn» ixi AcBine xal Norov), 
we may (as Grotius and Schmid. think) infer 
that the port was formed by two jutting horas, 
which looked to seaward to the s.w. and N.w. 
respectively. That Lutro is doi». has been 
evinced by Mr. Smith. 

13. éxoxviicarros à vórov] ‘a gentle south 
wind having sprung up.’ Comp. Ma JEn. iii. 
70, ‘lenis crepitans vocat Auster in altum," and 
Eurip. Phen. 218, Zequpou wvoate laavcar- 
Tot iv oüpayo KáX Aic TOV xeXadnua. 

— GoEavries TÄS wp08. xaxpar.) The Vulg. 
and Tyndale render as if tho reading were 
xparety, ‘thinking to obtain their : 
But they did not see that there is here an ellips. 
of avrove, which is to be supplied to the verb, 
as often in New Test., with the Inf. Pres. and 
Aorist. The use of the Perf. is, however, so 
rare, that I have noted it no where else. Ren- 
der: ‘supposing that they had (in a manner) 
accomplished their pu » which was to sail 
safely along the South coast of Crete; which 
they thought they should now effect, — since, 
though the wind that had sprung up was not 
favourable, yet, that being so gentle a breeze, it 
would not hinder them from maintaining their 
course. 
— Gpavres} Here it is usual to supply 

dyxvpay, which word is o , as in 
several cited by Wetstein. The term, 
however, may also allude to the raising of the 
masts, which were usually on reach- 
ing shore. So in Thucyd. vii. 26, dpae ix 
DM Alyívgs where the Schol. supplies ra 
a Tía. 
— decor] A word used by the best writers, 

not only pocts, but prose-writers ; as Hdot. iv. 

14 Mer’ ov roxò 8é Bade xar avris 
t Evpoxdrvdwv. 

8, et al. Jos. Antt. i. 20, ]. xix. 2, 4. Hip- 
pocr., Plut, &c. It signifies, not searer, but 
very near, and here answers to our nautical 
term in-shore. Thus the phrase decor xapa- 
nevertat signifies to coast along in- 

ore. 
14. —— It is not agreed to what this has 

reference. me suppose to apo0ícs«s, others 
to 4pópae; while others again refer it to 
Kpńrnv. I have heretofore supposed it to refer 
to the ship; but, from what has been said by 
Conyb. and Alf., I see that such a reference is 
indefensible; and I with Conyb., that xar’ 
avrie refers to the preceding word K p#rny, and 
is said of the vind, as in the Homeric lines, 
By 9à kar’ OvAspuroio kapiivoy —xa'r' 'Idaiwv 
épéwy, ‘down from Crete,’ i. e. the high-land 
chain of Ida, surmounting the coast. This, too, 
is confirmed by Admiral Penrose, who repre- 
sents the wind as ‘ — from the lofty 
hills in squalls and eddies.’ It was doubtless 
produced, as Conyb. supposes, ‘by the wind 
coming down one of the gullies (rather, some 
gullies) on the flanks of Ida. The only point 
in this interpretation at which we may pause is, 
at taking ¿Sañs in the Neuter sense ‘rushed ;’ 
which ought to have been proved. That, how- ̀  
ever, may be done from Hom. Il. xi. 722, 
serene dt dia — — reuris n both 
passages the sense is , by ellipse. of éaur., 
as found in /Eschyl. Agam. 1142, Oepuovoue 
—tv wlde fáXw, where Blomf. adduces Eur. 
Cycl. 571, als Uvyov Badeis. I add Dan. vii. 2, 
ol tice. Gveuot Tov ovpavov xpociBadoy 
(‘ darted,’ * rushed") ele rh» 0áAaacav. How 
often this reflexive sense is found in piwrew is 
well known. Comp. too the use of xariBy at 
Luke viii. 23, where I have remarked that the 
term, like its synonyme xaT:évat, is graphic, 
and alludes to the fact, that a AaiAavy (like the 
dvap. Tv orikós here), when arising on the 
water, seems to come right down from the moun- 
tain tops through the gullies. 
— dyspot Tupwmxos] meaning ‘a wind like 

the Typhoon:' the name then, and to the present 
day, — to a tempestuous wind prevailing in 
the Mediterranean, and blowing a sort of Aurri- 
cane in all directions from N.E. to 8.E., and per- 
hape meant in Homer, Odyss. v. 213, and Virg. 

n.i. 103—112. With reference to the very 
lexing term Evpox\ dcr, various objections 

bie been made to the common reading, but of 
no great weight. To advert to the chie/ objec- 
tion, — the ity of the compound, — it 
should be remembered, that «Avdww may signify 
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the examples in Steph. Thcs.), and muet have 
been sometimes used as an A — (which, in- 
deed, l suspect, was its original form), as appcars 
from the Adjective '"EpuA óĉæv, which is used by 
& later Greck writer cited in Steph. Thes. Of 
the conjectures which have been proposed, purely 
to evade the difficulty, the only ones that merit 
attention are EdvpuxAddwy and EvpaxtAwy. But 
for the former, propounded by Toup, there is no 
authority at all. For the /a/fer (namely Evpa- 
KVÀ cp, NN.E. wind) which has been proposed b 
Grotius, Mill, Le Clere, Bentley, and Bengel, 
there is some, though very ; authority in 
MSS. and Versions; while the objections against it 
are, —]. that it would not be formed anslogically, 
but ought to be EvpoaxtAcwy. 2. that it would 
not at all correspond to the accurate descriptions 
of the rupey, or Tuone, given by ancients and 
moderns, who agree in representing it, not as a 
point-wind, but as veering about, and blowing in 
all quarters in succession from N.E. to 8 E.,.— 
East, however, prevailing. Thus far in my former 
Edd.—On carefully re-considering the question, 
with the aid of the valuable assistance supplied by 
Mr. Smith, and Messrs. Conyb. and Hows., — 
ther with the extensive collations of the Lamb., 
Mus., and Trin. Coll. collections, I must say 
that the objections I advanced against Evpu«X. 
are not so decisive as I heretofore supposed, 
and I should be willing to receive it, were an 
tolerable authority supplied. As to Evpaxu- 
Awy, the authority of A, B is considerable; and 
the objections I have advanced are much di- 
minished by the explanations of Mr. Smith, and 
it may be the genuine reading. However, I 
have not found a particle of authority in the 

mb, Mus, and Trin. Coll. collections for 
either this or the foregoiug reading, and hence I 
must still continue to retain EvpoxAX., with Tisch.; 
and, indeed, with Alf. ; though he objects, that 
it is ‘an anomalous word,’ meaning, formed con- 
trary to anal But that objection is, in this 
case, not fatal; since, from the added words, ò 
kaXovusvos, it is plain that this was the name 
popularly given by the sailors to the wind, —and 
accordingly the anomaly may be excused. As 
to the objection, that the word EvpoxAvdwy no 
where occurs in the ancient writers, that has no 
force ; for—not to mention, that neither do the 
others—we have no reason to expect it should 
occur, since we have so ancient writer who has 
treated on nautical affairs: and it so bappens that 
(as Aulus Gell. remarks, Noct. Att. ii. 22) the 
very names of nautical things rarely occur in 
the Class. writers. 

15. evvapa. Tov *Aoíov] An expression es- 
pecially used of tempestuous winds, which whirl 
& ship round, in spite of the helm, and hurry 
her out of her course. So Soph. El. 1150, v ávra 
yap auvapwacas, 0U4XAÀ' Grose. Comp. Thucyd. 
vi. 104, dvapracteis ux’ dvíuov. 

— dvropBunsiy Tw ávéuw) ‘to face the 
wind, viz by bearing into the wind's eye. 

not only ‘a wave,’ but ‘a c sea” (see Comp. Virg. Æn. v. 20. A nautical expression, 
drawn from the language of common life. 
— taiddvras iap.] At iad. the word ellip- 

tically understood may be either rò «otov, or 
éavrovs, which is erpressed in Achill. Tat. l. i. 

. 45, oùe éavroy res Tou Ópóuov Trevpar:. 
acan. t. ii. p. 74.—Of ipepóueða the sense is 
lit. *we were driven, or 'hurried, along." as in 
Hom. Od. v. 343, oyediny ávéíuowst piproða: 
KdAAwre. Hdot. iii. 10, 4fíporro xara xvua 
kal dyepov. 

16. (xoópauórrts] ‘running under the lee 
of; a use of the word found also in Plutarch, 
and other later Greek writers Mr. Smith bere 
notices in St. Luke the most perfect knowledge 
of nautical terms. Thus dere, observes he, tàey 
ran before the wind to the leeward of Clauda; 
hence it is Grodp.; they sailed with a side 
wind to the leeward of Cyprus and Crete; 
hence it is bwewAsvocapev—KAavdnv. I cannot 
find io the Lamb., Mus., and Trin. Coll. collec- 
tions any variation from the text. rec. But 
though it is confirmed by Ptol. iii. 7, yet I do 
not doubt that the true reading here is Kavény, 
as found in Jerome; or, perh K avgav, which 
was probably in the origi of the MS. B, 
which has Kavéa. It was also, l suspect, in 
the originals of MSS. 13 and 40, as also in those of 
the Cov. 2, and Mus. 16,184, though the present 
copies have KAavéay. The ancient Veraious 
all discountenance KÀ., and, more or lesa, sup- 
port Kav., and Pliny and Mela confirm Kavdur 
or Kavéay, and some of the ancient copies of the 
Vulg. have * Caudam.'—»spixpaT&ic *ysvtaÜa:, 
for wepixpareiy, ‘to become masters of, * securo 
the boat; which, it seems (whether it had been 
towed by a rope, or had hung fastened to the 
ship), had been nearly staved, or washed away 
by the waves, — The expression uddis lexóo. is 
not without great propriety. The ‘difficulty,’ 
however, was not, I appreheud, what Mr. Smith 
supposes, that the ship was nearly filled with 
water, but because, as Hows. remarks, to effect 
it the vessel would have to be rounded to, with 
her head brought towards the wind ;—a some- 
what difficult operation in a gale of wind. 

17. BonOsiats éxpwyro] The term Aon, 
here signifies Props, or stays, the use of which, 
in the shipe of the ancients, is alluded to in 
Aristot. Rhet. ii. 5, employed to strengthen tho 
ship's frame-work, strained by the recent labour- 
ing in the gale: and Wets. has observed that, in 
the Greek writers on Mechanics, Bon@sias is the 
technical term to denote sfays or . Con. 
and Hows. explain the term of ‘the ship's tuck- 
ling,’ which would supply Ae/ps in such a case, 
But that does not exclude the use of helps which 
I have indicated ; espec. since the tackling might 
be employed to bring the stays and props into 
use. As to the other, and far more difficult ex- 
pression, éo(cvv. TÒ wAoctoy, | must now bow 
to the united authority of Mr. Smith, Admiral 
Penrose, and other competent judges, that there 
is here no allusion to ‘inner belting” a crazy 
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vessel, for which, indeed, there would not have 
been time; but — * undergirding,' or, tech- 
nically, ‘frapping’ the ship; i.e. by passing 
cable ropes over the gunwales, and then drawing 
them tight, by means of pulleys and levers. This 
was done to prevent the too great working of 
the timbers, so as to keep the ship the longer 
together should she get on the quicksands. 
Another example of this use of vot. occurs in 
Polyb. xxvii. 5 9, xal u' vats avu[jovAsócas 
rots ‘Podiow vrofwvwwiew. See also Appian, 
B. C. v. 91, &iatevrvuí£vovys Tà oxagdn. As to 
the (aótarrss—vavs in Thucyd. i. 29, that 
adverts to a different operation (though to the 
same purpose), as will appear from my note. 

— xaXÀácavr:c TÒ cxavos] Among several 
meanings of which the term exsvos is susce 
tible, that which would strike us as likely to 
the true one, is that affixed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, and adopted by most modern Exposi- 
tors from Heraldus and Grot. downwards, and 
adopted by myself hitherto, is the ‘mast ;' im- 

ying, of course, the tackling belonging to it; 
or the sails must have been reefed previously, 
when the vessel had been struck by the Typhon, 
There was no need, as in modern ships, to cuf 
away the mast, since it admitted of being brought 
down to any level, from the circumstance of its 
going in a socket called ioroddxy ; and, if that 
was sound and trustworthy, the mast could be 
got down, and out of the way. To tbis circum- 
stance there seems an allusion in Iss, xxxiii. 23, 
in an apostrophe of singular force and beauty, by 
which the Assyrian army is (like the State in 
Hor. Od. i. 14) represented under the image of 
a ship of war, unriyged, ineffective, and * or 
service. he sense of the words (which are 
these, igpaynoay Tà cyxowla cov, dT: ovK 
dvicxveny’ ò lords ixNway, o) yarldou Tà 
lorta, ovx dpet onuctov) is this, * ropes are 
broken, for they have no power (to hold tight) 
Heb. ‘they hang loose'], ny mast will not 
nd, will nof let down the sails (and tackling, 

for I read ov «Alvat), i.e. from the socket of 
the mast being broken.’ But I bow to the autho- 
rity of our nautical judges, Mr. Smith, Admiral 
Penrose, and Capt. Spratt, from whose accounts, 
however differing, as they do, it would appear 
that the above view is ac — Mr. eus 
explains the expression of ‘lowering,’ ‘sending 
deu. the connected with the hie weather 

sails. This view is confirmed by the suffrage 
of Capt. Spratt; but he would understand it of 
the ropes and reeving (including, of course, the 
blocks), while Mr. Smith, far better, interprets 
it of the heavy yard, with the sail (slready 
reefed), attached to it. Now this would afford 
much easement, by the removal of a consider- 
able top-weight. But I see not why Capt. 
Spratt's view should not be included in the 
other, since both would come under the denomi- 
nation of gear and (ackling.—oUr«ws 6d ípovro. 
Most of the earlier Commentators take the 
oUTws in the sense postea, while some of the 
more recent consider the oUr«ws as pleomastic. 

éppipaper 20 unre dé nALou pte 

But the word is never such; and certainly not 
in the passage of John iv. 6, to which they refer 
as an example, nor in Acts xx. 1l, where see 
my notes. e may, rather, suppose the ofrwe 
to here simply denote comsequence, i.e. what 
follows necessarily from some cause, and so to 
bear the sense often occurring, accordingly, * un- 
der these circumstances; i.e. as Mr. Smith 
explains, ‘with the storm-sail set, and on the 
starboard tack.” By igépovro is meant, ‘ were 
hurried forward at the mercy of the waves.’ 
What is properly true only of the re which 
was drifled (see Smith and Penrose), being, as 
often, applied to the crew. So in the second 
fragment of Alcseus, Mus. Crit. vol. i. 423, Guus 
à'— Nat pophuaba ody usAawdg xep pox- 
OsurTsS ua*yáAc KáA coy. 

18, 19. In these verses are narrated the leading 
occurrences of the second and third days of the 
gale, which, as is clear from the words cpodpwe 
XEMGX. ňuæv, had continued without intermie- 
sion—and the first of these was lightening the 
ship (which perhaps had already sprung a leak) 
by throwing overboard whatever was most weighty, 
the great mass of the luding, of the nature of 
which we are not informed. From the frequency 
of the phrase ixfoXsjv woietas we may infer 
the frequency of the occurrence in ancient navi- 

tion, from the time of Jonah (see Jonah i. 5) 
ownwards That the ixSod} was made from 

the poop I infer from JEschyl. Sept. 767, 
*pó*vpvura È ixBordv pipu dudpwy 4A- 
Q$neTov. 

At ver. 19 we have the sert circumstance, 
GvTOysipes THY oKsuny T. w. Áppi. The ox. 
here is synonymous with ray axsvw», Jon. i. 5, 
and denoting all the armaments and óvAa of the 
ship, —such as cables, yards, spars, sails, and rig- 
ing, ——— beds and bedding, and the heav 

of the pessengers.— The terms auro- 
X2tpes—ippivauey serve to show the imminence 
of the danger with which both passengers and 
seamen were threatened ; who we find with their 
own hands threw out whatever was heavy, how 
ill soever it could be spared. This interesting 

rticular is, however, effectually suppressed by 
hm. and Alf, who adopt £pguravw, from 

MSS. A, B5, C, and 15 cursives; to which I 
can only add Lamb. 1183, Mus. 16,184, and 
Cov. 4 (omitted by Mill); though it is evidently, 
as De Wette says, a Critical alteration to suit 
évoiovrTo, the Critics stumbling at the change 
of person, and not having the good taste to see 
vn. All the ancient Versions, except tho 
Vu i confirm éggívrausv, whieh is restored by 
Tisch., ed. 2. 

20. Now followed several days of continued 
bardship and anxiety: for no one who has not ex- 
perienced it, can imagine wbat is suffercd under 
such circumstances. The strain of both mind 
and body, and the various other sad circum- 
stances (well described by Conyb. and Hows.) 
make up a scene of no ordinary anxiety under 
fatigue and exhaustion. But on the present oc- 
casion they were aggravated by such a continued 
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overclouding of the sky, as precluded all chance 
of taking observations by the heavenly bodies; 
no stars being visible, and even the disc of the 
sun not appearing. In such circumstances the 
ancient navigators were positively lost. Comp. 
Thucyd. viii. 42, 1, xal adres veroe Ta kal Tå 
dx oV odpavou Evevéideda ÓvTa, Y Aárnow TV 
vic iv TO oKOTE Kal Tapaxi wapicxev,—® 
te description of a whole fleet at sea. 

nder such calamitous circumstances navigators 
were reduced to the utmost straits; not so much 
from want of skill in navigation, as 
from being destitute of what a t poet finely 
calls ‘ The feeling Compass—Navigation's soul.’ 

20. xsiuivos ovx dAlyou ina] By xe 
understand the ‘continued gale,’ which for 
so many days been heavy on them. Comp. Plut. 
Timol. 19, Tov yetpavos larwsiatvov. 

Aorwdy ipigpsiro vaca idwls} It was 
not only the long continuance of the gale, with- 
out lulling or abating, but also, as Mr. Smith 
remarks, the leaky state of the ship,—which would 
be sure to increase with the continued straining 
of the timbers, —that deprived them of all hope 
of being saved. 

21. wodA. dà ácirías (apy.] By dort. 
is here meant ‘an abstinence from food by dis- 
inclination for it." Mr. Smith bears testimony 
that this is one of the most frequent concomitants 
of heavy and long-continued gales. The impos- 
sibility of cooking, or the destruction of provi- 
sions from leakage, are the principal causee which 
produce this iradia So that it was not the want 
of food, but of such food as they could eat, which 
caused it. However, it cannot be doubted that 
deprivation of sleep, and extreme anxiety of 
mind, must have materially tended to produce 
this doria. So in Ps. cvii., after describing a 
state of great affliction, a little further on devo- 
Joped by a reference to those ‘that go down to 
the sea in ships, the Psalmist says, * Their soul 
abho manner of meat.’ Compare Job 
xxxiii. 20. 
— xepdjoa T. UBpu Kai 7. Unulav] To explain 

this seemingly strange expression, it is not neces- 
sary, with some, to extend the uù to xepòñca:, 
and render «spå. to suffer. We have only to 
suppose a sense of the word found in the best 
writers (sec my note on Thucyd. ii. 44; to which 
I would add Jos, Bell. ii. 3. xx. 32. Philem. frag. 
vii. 10), lit. * it behoved you to have hearkened to 
me, and not to bave loosed from Crete; and 
thus you would have been gainers by all this 
damage and loss,’ i. e.‘ you would have avoided it." 

However, Paul's object, as Conyb. observes, in 
alluding to the correctness of his former advice, 
is, not to taunt those who had rejected it, but to 
induce them to give credit to his present asser- 
tions. So far from taunting, or even discou- 
raging them, he in the next words, xai rarve— 
iora: i vuv, draws their attention of the past 
to the present and the future. Kai Taur, * and 
8s to matters at nt now before you, —there 
shall be so loss, &c.' Gladsome news for those 
who had given up all for lost / 

23. wapiorn yáp] Here the Apostle intro- 
duces the reason why they may confide in his 
assurance of entire safety of life to them all, and 
to k entire credit to his prophetic declara- 
tion; and announces himself in the character of 
one in the service of that God in whom are the 
issues of life, and from whom has been sent by 
an angel the assurance in question. Thus the 
next words, AaTpave (scil. Oe), and wapiorn 
GyyeXos Osov, are used not so much, as Alf. 
supposes, ‘to give solemnity to the declaration," 
but to announce the will of God,—and, as 
Calv. says, to evince, * Divinitàs probari ipsius 
causam.’ 

24. kxexápio ral co.—cov) A strong mode of 
expression, denoting not merely that thetr lives 
will be yira as well as his own, but that 
they shall be preserved on that account. The 
phraseology, however, is so unusual, that I know 
of only one otber example, Dion. Hal. 1. v. 283, 
Xavi solai ras Wuyds T&v psipaxiwy iBoo- 
ovro Tw watpl, The turn of expression seems 

to intimate that this x&4pucua was in answer to 
previous prayer on the of Paul for their pre- 
servation as well as his own, So Calvin, who 
adds, ‘Potest tamen fieri, ut Dominus sponte 
ejus preces apnteverterit. And this may be the 
truer view. Thus we may say, with the same 
able Expositor, ‘Suum erga Paulum favorem, 
multos homines servando incolumes, testatus est, 
ut ejus pietati testimonium redderet, ut inde elu- 
cesceret Evangelii majestas.'— Tbe next words, 
sis vñe oy Qi —ixarac., are closely connected with 
evOumeire ; q. d. ‘that though they may be of 
deine ra rà the — of their lives, 
yet they wili rought into t peril by sát 
wreck, ler. And headds ie yaad ae thus 
iving them a sign whereby there will be a double 
Ifilment of the prediction. So Calvin well ob- 

serves, * Hoc posterius signum est, unde post rei 
exitum clarius pateat, non fuisse hanc incertam 
navigationem : aliàs vectorum nihil intererat 
enatandi modum scire. Videmus ergo, ut 
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ToU; "rAéovras perà coU. ?5 Aro eUÜvueire, avdpess Tio Tevo 
yap TQ Oe@, Gre obres Cara, kaf’ Ov rpómov XeXáMgral por 
26 t eie ñcov 6€ Twa Set nas éxreceiv. 27 ‘Ns è Teacapeokat- xch... 
dexatn vit éyévero, Siahepopévwv uv v t@ Adpia, xarà 
pécov THS vukrOs trevoouy oi vairas Tpocáryew Tiwà avTois 
xwpav. ?3 Kai foXisavres eUpov opyuas elxocv Bpayv 5e 
dtactycavres, kai mddw Boricavres, ebpov òpyviàs Ócxamévre 
29 þoßoúpevoi te uýmws eis Tpaxeis Tómovs * éxemécwper, èr 
mpuuuns pifravres drjkpas réaaapas, niyovro ńpépav yevéc Oat. 
30 Tav dé vavrüv Ürrovvrov gdvyeiv èx tod molov, xal yada- 

cávrov THY oxadny eis THY ÓdXaacav, Tpopace ws èx mpopas 
peXXóvrov ayKUpas éxreivew, 9! elmev 6 IIaüXos TQ ékarovr- 
quam pollicitus est salutem, insigniat ne fortuita 
videri possit." 

27. For iyívero, Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
éweyiv., from one uncial and one cursive MS. 
— a very specious reading, but evidently 
arising from alteration, and which cannot be 
received without breaking a fundamental Canon 
of Criticism 

— diadspoulyvay tur] Not ‘driven about,’ 
as Alf., or ‘driven up and down,’ as E. V. The 
sense is, that ‘they had been drifting through the 
sea of Adria;’ for our three nautical Authorities 
are a that the motion of the vessel from 
Clauda to Malta was that of ‘drifting,’ and in a 
very nearly straight direction. By 'Aópía is 
meant that division of the Mediterranean which 
lies between Sicily and Malta on the w., and 
Greece, with Crete, on the x. ; in fact, the origi- 
nal 'lówiop widayos, on which see my note 
on Thucyd. i. 24, ró» 'Ióviov kóXxoy.— Yr- 
svoovv—mpocaysy, ‘they suspected that they 
were nearing land.’ By what indication? Doubt- 
less, as Mr. Smith has shown, by the noise of 
breakers, which the practised ear of seamen easily 
recognize, however distant, by their peculiar 
sound. That the ywpay they were nearing must 
have been the point of Koura x. of St. Paul's 
bay, Malta, has been established almost to de- 
monetration by Mr. Smith. In this use of xpos- 
aye there is a nautical idiom, and a bighly 

phic expression ; similar to dvaqavivres Tj)» 
. supra xxi. 3, in either case originating in the 

oitical illusion, by which, on drawing near to a 
coast, the land seems to approach to the ship, not 
the ship to the land. See many examples in my 
Recens. Syn. By the same idiom our sailors 
speak of nearing a coast, and fetching a port. In 
profound ignorance, it would seem, of this not 
uncommon expression, Lachm. edits, from the 
single MS. B, wrpocaviyey, thus exchanging 
what is somewhat difficult for what is utterly 
unintelligible; so much so, that I doubt not the 
reading itself arose from a mere error of the 
scribe (thus forming one among a multitude of 
slipe of this kind to be observed in other instances 
in this MS.) for apoavéysir, a Critical altera- 
tion, which arose, as we sce, from a just view of 
the form of this ywpa. jutting out into the sea; 
a sense of wpcaviy. very rare, but occurring in 
Jos. B. J. v. 4, 4, Tò Taixos—rou Aóqov, 
«aÜáqsp xopupy tit vymXorípa poavai yey 
ele Tp. anxie. 

y 7 paxets towoue] ‘rocky ground,’ or rocky 
OL. 

places where breakers are found ; see Xen. Anab. 
iv. 6, 12, and Tab. Ceb. 15. Mr. Smith has 
ably traced the rpaxsis réwous here meant, to 
certain mural precipices by which the coast of 
this Point Koura is begirt, and by which a ship 
which fell on them would be dashed to pieces. 
— ixwicepev) This (for the text. rec. ixwé- 

owot) is found in very many MSS. (to which I 
add all the Lamb. and 3 Mus. copies, and Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16), confirmed by the ancient Ver- 
sions, I bave received, with all the Critical Edi- 
tors, from Matthei downwards. 
— kx *póurns] However unusual it may 

now be for anchors to be dropped from the stern 
of a ship, yet the passages adduced by Wetst. and 
Bp. Pearce show that this was sometimes dono 
in ancient times; though the more usual mode, 
as in modern times, was by the bows; and, as 
Mr. Smith has shown, it was only under certain 
circumstances that the ancients anchored by tho 
stern ; and these circumstances did, on this occa- 
sion,—beside other reasons, stated by Smith and 
Conyb.,—occur, and thus the ship's way would be 
more easily arrested, and she would be in a better 

ition to be run ashore next day. Nay, Mr. 
—8 has shown by the figure of a ship found at 
Herculaneum, that the ships of the ancients had 
hawser-holes aft, to fit them for anchoring by the 
stern, when needed. That the ancient ships used 
occasionally four anchors, is proved by many 
examples; and the same practice still prevails in 
the large merchantmen plying between Alexan- 
dria and Constantinople. 

— nbyovro nulpay yevicbar] As persons so 
circumstanced naturally would; and this circum- 
stance very often occurs in accounts of shipwrecks. 
In the present case they had perticular reason to 
wait for day-light, in order to descry some beach 
where they might land in safety. 

30. tnroUvTw» puysiv ix Tov *Aoíov] This, 
however ungenerous, and bascly selfish, was, as 
we learn from various passages cited by the 
Commentators, in ancient times by no means 
unusual. Here the sailors had a good excuse for 
letting down the boat,—namely, to carry out 
some anchors from the bows, by which the ves- 
sel would have been more steadied. 
— xaracdyrwy tiv axadyy) ‘having let 

dawn, lowered the akiff into the sea.’ There is 
an allusion to the chain by which it was held on 
board, and was ‘let down.’ See note on 2 Cor. 
xi. 33. 
— dyxópas ixtsivesy) This — (as Mark- 
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dpyn xal tois otpatiwras: Eàv pù otro: pewoow ev TQ 
Troi, Ujeis cowOHvas ov Svvacbe. % Tore oi otpatusrat år- 
éxopay tà oyowla Tis oKxadns, Kai elacay auTi éxtreceiy. 
33 “Aypi 99 ob Euedrev Hucpa yiverOas, mrapexader ò IIaUXos 
dtravras petadaBely tpos, Meyor Teooapecxadexatny on- 
pepov nuépay mpocdoxevres, dottou DiareXeire, pndev TpocoXa- 
Bopevos. 3! Aò wapaxada vas mpocdaBew T 
yàp wpos Tis tperépas owrnplas vmrápyev ovderos yap Lpav 
Opif èx tis reparis $ recetra: 
AaBwv dprov, evyapicrnce TQ Oeo évorriov waytwv, xal &Xá- 

TOUTO 

35 m Ero» 66 tavra, kai 

cas fjptaro éaÜiew. 38 EU0vpuo, Se yevópevoi Trávres, ka avroi 
qpoceAáfovro Tpodij. 37 °t huey de ev TQ moiy ai Tácai 
yuyai Siaxccias éßõouýxovra č. 38 Kopea0éyres 86 Tpodis, 
éxovdilov Tò 4rXotov éexBaddopevot Tov airov eis Tij» ÜáXacaav. 
89°Ore Se juépa éyévero, Thy ùv ok ereyivwoxoy koXrrov. é 

land observes) means in effect ‘to cast anchor," 
since it is by Pollux, i. 9, joined with &yxópas 
BeXíc0a.. He further remarks, that ‘the ex- 

ion means more than plwrawy ayxvpas at 
ver. 29; for in the latter case the sailors had no 
occasion to leave the vessel; whereas they could 
not perform the olker operation (éxrsivew dy- 
xúpas) without going out of the ship by boat." 

51. où QóvacU:] i.e. humanly speaking. For 
the promise of safety was conditional, and in- 
volved the obligation to use the ordinary means 
for preservation: to neglect which would have 
been tempting God; see Calvin's able note. 

83. These words reccapsoxatdaxcatny—pneiy 
4pogXa[jóusvor cannot meant to express, 
what would seem at first sight intended to be 
represented, that the people had fasted for the 
fourteen days during which the storm had con- 
tinued ; which, without a miracle, would have 
been impossible; and, as they had provisions in 
the ship, it would have been quite unn ; 
To remove this perplexity, various expedients 
have been devised | by Expositors ineffectually, 
and all of them unnecessary, since the best Com- 
mentators, from Calvin downwards, have been, 
with reason, agreed that the words dorro: Gia r2A. 
pndl» wpook. are not to be pressed on, but re- 

ed as & r form of expression, merely 
signifying that their meals had been few or non 
food being only caught up interruptedly an 
irregularly. Besides, as we have seen at v. 2], 
they had ‘little or no appetite’ for food, as they 
were suffering from doria. Thus in the records 
of shipwrecks it is almost always narrated that 
the sailors scarcely tasted food. The term xpos- 
oxævras is meant to point at the principal cause 
of this inedia, namely, a fearful expectation of 
the future. Accordingly, it is to be regarded as 
a participle (for the gerund in Latin) serving to 
denote cuuse, as in Thucyd. iv. 68, is puyny 
kaTíaTqucay poBnbivres, i. e. præ metu. 

94. poe THS Uu. cwt.] A use of rpde found 
only in the best writers, as Thucyd. : * will make 
for, tend to, your preservation; but it is inti- 
mated that they must use the meass of preserva- 
tion, And at the samo time, by the addition of 

the next words, Paul turns their thoughts to the 
Providential care of Gop, by repeating the assu- 
rance (supra 22), but here in more distinct terms, 
ovdevds yap, &c. The ellips. at yap may be 
thus filled up, —(* And you may take cou to 

ke of food], for not, &c. This is placed 
yond doubt by the subsequent words sbÜvuo: 

òi yevousvoi—mapocsdadfovro podis.—To ad- 
vert to a matter of verbal criticism. For weosi- 
vai, MSS. A, B, C, and 11 cunives read &o- 
Aeirai, which is adopted by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But the authority is 
insufficient; espec. since internal evidence is not 
in favour of dwoX., which is probably, as Meyer 
thinks, a correction for an easier reading, sug- 
gested by Luke xxi. 18. To su Teg., as 
Alf. does, & correction to adapt the reading to 
several passages of the Sept, is bighly impro- 
bable. As to the Versions adduced for &woA., 
they are not, in a case like this, of any great 
weight. 
S. For nus». Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read 

fius0a, from A, B, and one cursive; and internal 
evidence is quite in favour of the reading, for 
this Alexandrian form occurs in Matt, xxiii. 30, 
in many of the best MSS., and is admitted by 
all the Critical Editors. But Luke is not Mat- 
thew; and I cannot admit the form bere until 
more evidence of cursive MSS. is adduced (for J 
cannot find a particle), which I doubt not will 
turn up, when all the cursive MSS. are collated 
as carefully as the uncials.—The number of per- 
sons on board may seem large; but the Alexan- 
drian vessels were very bulky, and fitted out for 
carrying & very great number of passengers. 
Thus Josephus, in Vit. c. 3, says the ship in 
which he eailed, and which was cast away in the 
Adriatic sea, had 600 persons on board. 
oo * — manip ana as some ex- 
ain, the wheat, or rather, the ship's provisions, 

hich would be reserved till the last, the 
— and tackling being before thrown over- 

ard. 
39. Tù» yijv oùs iwsy.] A brief mode of 

expression, denoting ‘they took a view of the 
country; but recognized it not.’—«éA wos — 
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Tiva kGTevoovv EyovTa avyuXov, eis Ôv égovAevcavro, ei * du- 
vatwTo, é£àca« TO TrXotoy. * Kai ras ayxupas TrepueXóvres elo 
eis T» ÜáXaacav, Gua àvévres tas Üevergpías TOv mnõarior 
kai émápavres TOY ápréuova TH Trvcova y), kateîyov eis TOY avyua- 
ov. 41 © Tlepirrecovres 06 eis TÓTOv SiOddaccov, èmæreiay 23 Cor. n. 
THY va)v. xai 5j uép Tpwpa epeicaca čpeiwev áaáXevros, 7) 06 

ixovra alyiaAóv, As all inlets have shores, 
Schmid. and Kuin. construe the words thus: 
katevoovy alyyitalór fyovra KorAwov TÀ, 
* they pore: a shore having a certain creek.’ 
This, however, is doing violence to the construc- 
tion. It is best to retain the natural one, and 
take aly., with Grot., Matthimi, and Schleus., in 
a popular sense, to denote ‘a 7 
for landing.’ And indeed the cited by 
those Commentators prove that aly:adds signi- 
fies properly ‘a seedy hore! (as o to a 
* rocky one’), and conscquently one convenient 
for landing; as in Xen. Cyr. vi. 4, 1, Mtui» aly. 
xwv», and Thucyd. iv. 42, KóAsroc is taken in 
the sense which Theophylact says was usual in 
the common dialect, viz. an tnlef, or creek. This 
is on the N.W. side of the island, and now called 
La Cala di San Paolo.—ifwoat Tò *Àoiop, ‘to 
strand the vessel.’ On this sense of i£wÜsiy seo 
my note on Thucyd. ii. 90. 

40. weptedXovrat}] This cannot mean ‘having 
taken up the anchors; for that would require 
dveXovret, or ayaAOuas vos ; neither, as they were 
without boats, weighing the anchors; but ‘ havin 
removed the anchors, —namely, by cutting the 
ropes, and — them 

— dvivres tae Cevnr. TGv 75n0.] ‘ having 
loosened the bands of the rudders.’ So Hdot. iii. 
136, ra wyédd\ta wapidtvocs tov vewv. So 
AAS Hel. 1536, speaks of the rudder as fastened 
LevyAaiot.—{evxrnpia comes from the Ad- 
ect. Yevxrnpsos, which occurs in Æschyl. Pers. 
122. Witb respect to the circumstance, thought 

, of two rudders being used to one ship, 
to this we have an allusion in the following 

|[—'Epérn» xph pæra yeriobar, pir 
wndarios ewtxecpeivy, And so Theophyl. Com. 
NaomToÀ. fr. 1. 2, Gowep yap üxaTos oUài 
puxpdvy weiberar "Evi. wndardiw, &c. Perizon. 
on ZElian, V. H. ix. 40, vo uiv wydddr0 iyaw 
Thy vavy, remarks ‘that hence it is plain that it 
was usual and quite ordinary for a sbip to bave 
two rudders; which is by no means so; it is 
only plain the ship in question, probably of very 
great burden, had two. And Scheffer and Lips. 

ve proved that the having two was confined 
to such, and that they were both at the stern. 
However, tbe oin«ss, or ?r5óáA ia, were not like 
our modern ones; but merely, as Mr. Smith 
shows, two large , one on each quarter. 
* Thus when anchored by the stern, it would 
be necessary to lift them out of tbe water, and 
secure them by lashings, or rudder-bends ; and 
to loose these bands when tbe ship was again 
got under way.’ 
— ébwapavtet T. á.] ‘having hoisted the apr. 

to the breeze,’ or * wiud' (as Lucian, Herm. § 25). 
The term dyrréuov, as it rarely occurs, is almost 
unDoticed by the ancients, and hence its sense is 
disputed. To omit many false views, suffice it to 
advert to the beet founded —tbat of Grot., Wets., 
and others, who understand by it a amall seil 

near the prow, called by Pollux the doAw», which 
was used to keep the ship steady in a rough sca, 
and prevent its working too much, when the 
larger and r sails were set, So Juvenal, 
Sat. xii. 68, ‘ Vestibus extentis, et quod superav- 
erat unum, Velo prora suo,’ where the Scholiast 
explains, ‘artemone solo vellicaverunt.’ This 
view I find confirmed by Mr. Smith, in his 
' Dissertation on the Ships of the Ancients,’ 
from which it is placed beyond a doubt that this 
dpTíuwv was the small if of the ancients, 
fixed on something resembling a modern bow- 
sprit. ‘ This sail’ (he says) ‘was valued princi- 
Pally as an aid in steering, and keeping the head 
of the vesee] true to her course.’ All this ap- 
lies exactly to the apréuwy. ‘The mainsail 

rather prai] being hoisted, showed good 
judgment, though the distance was so — as 
it would not only enable them to steer more cor- 
rectly than without it, but would press the ship 
further on upon the land, and thus enable them 
the more easily to get to the shore.'—Penrose. 
— wxaTsiyoy] scil thy vave, ‘ steered the 

ship.’ It seems to have reference to the steers- 
man holding the tiller firm, as must be done in 
steering towards any point. 

4l. wepiwecovres ele towoy &:0dA.] Tor. 
&04X. has not here its usual signification, as 
eaid of an isthmus which divi seas, but 
also of ‘a tongue of land running out into tho 
sea,’ and consequently washed on two sides by 
it,—and the word is ms beth to * promon- 
tories, and to ‘spils of land jutting out into the 
c NT &bove aud partly under water— 
which guide the currents, and therefore make 
the di0áXaccor, and Mr ae rough. 
So Clemens, cited by Wets., QiÜüáAaccor xai 
Onpusdsic rower, where, for the manifestly cor- 
rupt Onpreodece, I propose to road tpayxwdete, or 
Bpaxaódeis, which latter is confirmed by a pas- 
sage of Dio Chrys. Orat. v., who, speaking of 
the Syrtes, says they are surrounded by Bpayea 
wai ÓiÜáAarra «ai Taiwlaı. However, from 
the Admiralty Chart, in Conyb. and Hows., aud 
from their explanation, it appears that, at the w. 
end of St. Paul's bay is ‘an isluad called Salmon- 
etta, which the sailors could not have known to be 
suck from their place of anchorage. This island 
is from the main land by a channel of 
about 100 yards wide, communicating with the 
outer sea. Just within this island, in ‘all pro- 
bability, was the place where the ship struck.’ 
The discrepancy may indeed be accounted for 
between St. Luke's account and the Admiralty 
Chart, by the view involving an optical deception 
on the sailors. But it is not improbable that this 
islet was, in the time of St. Paul, united to the 
mainland; and thus there would be a oos 
&:VaXaacos, or * isthmus,’ at the very place where 
the channel of 100 yards’ width at present is. 
— planea ‘having fixed itself' On this 

idiom, by : ich words with an active sense, and 
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mpuuva éAvero inra Ti« Bias Tay rvpáræv. '*"? Toy Óé corpa- 
tuvta@v Boudry éyévero, iva Tous Seapwras aroxTewwot, UÝ TH 

p2Cor.il exxoruupnoas * Suapuyyn. 9$ 'O Sè éxaróvrapyos, P BovXópevos 
Stacaoas Tov IIaüXov, éxoXvacv avrovs ToU BovAnpatos, éxé- 
Aevcé Te TOUS Suvapévous koXvuáv, dToppiravras Tparrovs 
éri thy yiv tikva | ** kal rovs Aormoùs, obs pév éri cavicw, 

| Mir - f — 
» 6.aa wÜ var eri Thv yv. 
a ch. 27. 26. 

e ^ ^ 

b Rom. 1.14. 7) VNTOS KANELTAL. 
1 Cor. 14. 11. 
Col. 3. 11. 
c Matt. 10. 

ods 62 éri tevwy TAV ATÒ TOU TrXolov: ^ xal obras éyévero Trávras 

XXVIII. 1 Ka. 8iacoÜévres, Tóre éréyvocav bts Meir 

2 Oi è BápBapor vrapeiyov où THY TvXo9- 
cav duXavÜpoerríay "uiv àvávravres yap Trvpàv, * TpoaeXáfovro 

Heins WavtTas nuas Sua TOv berüv TOv epeotata kai dia TO yYuyos. 
3 Xvarpéyavros 96 tov lIlasXov d$pwvyávev X5Üos, xai èri- 
Oévros émi Tiv mupàv, éyiDva tèr Tie Oépuns * GwEeXÜoDsa 

generally active use, have sometimes a reflexive 
sense, see Matthise, Gr. Gr. p. 521. This idiom 
is the more to be attended to, since for want of 
knowing it, or, at least, remembering it, the 

test Critics have occasionally — Thus 
in JEschyl. Agam. 974, vosos yap yelræwv 
óuóToryot inside, the sense. (unperceived by 
all the Editors) must undoubtedly be, ‘ the 
disease has fixed itself [with me]; taken its 

st with me, as a fellow-occupier of the same 
ouse, or one under the same roof.' 
— uuv daoáAsvros] Priceus compares 

Virg. En. v. 206, * Illisaque prora pependit.’ 
— iAvero] ‘was severed,’ broken asunder. 
solcitur in a similar passage of Virg. JEn. 

x. 363. The very circumstance often occurs in 
shipwrecks, where, from the violence of the surge, 
the vessel parts asunder, the poop separating 
from the rest. 

XXVIII. ]. MsAirn] It was an old opinion, 
strenuously supported in the last century by De 
Rhoer and Ignacio Georgi, that this is not the 
African Melita, but another, on the coast of 
I qum And it has of late been revived, and 
ably maintained by Bryant, Coleridge, and 
others. Yet it is, I conceive, utterly untenable, 
for various reasons, pointed out Scaliger, 
Bochart, Cluverius, and espec. b Major Ren- 
nell, —and last, not least, by Mr. Smith. 

2. ol 8a BápBapoi] The pride of the Greeks 
accounted men of all other nations barbarians, 
just as the Chinese now do. The not being able 
to epeak the langu of those countries in- 
volved the charge of barbarism ; nay, many have 
suppoeed that such was the primitive import of 
the word BápBapos, maintaining that the term 
originally referred only to difference of language, 
but afterwards to difference of manners. See 
the note on | Cor. xiv. 1]. As to the etymo- 
logy of the word, which may help to settle the 
question, it is not derived from tho Arab. berber, 
‘to murmur;' or, as Strabo thinks, xiv. 662, 
from an imperfect pronunciation, but from the 
Punic barber, ‘a shepherd,” and being originall 
appropriated to the pastoral aio yÜovsc of Nort 

ca,—who, to their more civilized fellow-men 
on the other side of the Mediterranean, appeared reading, whi 

rustics,—the term BapBapos came at length 
to mean simply a rustic, as it may here be best 
taken. At any rate, they might be termed Báp- 
Bapo: on the ground that the Polvixes, by whom 
the island was colonized, were always regarded 
as almost xaT' éfoyn», BapBapor. 
— dv Lachm. and Alf. (not Tisch.) 

read avy., from A, B, C, and 4 cursives ;—au- 
thority quite insufficient; especially since in- 
ternal evidence is equally balanced ; for dvd. 
might be, as Alford says, ‘a correction to a 
more precise term ; or the Preposition in com- 
position might be lost through the carelessness of 
scribes See note supra xxv. 21. But tbe latter 
is, from the state of external evidence, the more 
probable opinion. This use of *vpà» where we 
should expect wup, is an idiom of the ordinary 
Greek dialect. I am still of opinion that the 
literal sense is, * wu ae fire to a pile of fag- 
gots; as in Hdot. i. 86, wupye fn aunuírne. 
Athen. p. 12, ere: Thy ?rvpár. 2 Macc. i. 22, 
á&vfQ 0: wupa. Judith vii. 5, dvaxavcarree 
aupds. In this version there is somethin 
appropriate, for an immense pyre would 

to warm so many persons. 
— TpodiAdf. x. nm.) ‘received us to their 

society and hospitality,’ as in Philem. 12, 17. 
’Edecrwra is Emp for iwuwktinivory, 

supra xxvii. 10. Comp. Polyb. p. 1053, ore 
ià Tov ipso riora opor, p 
cvvacbas BX £v eu. 

8. averpiwarror] ‘when he bad hcaped to- 
ther. Comp. Hdot. i. 86, cuvvicas avpriv. 
bere is something ic in the term, (so 

Hesych., oi yradets áxavÜoy owpòv avorpi- 
Wavres,) probably one of the — Greek 
terms for cvAAdy., in Xen. An. iv. 3, 11, ppv- 
yava GvAAévyorrts ws ixi Tüp. 
— The r: prefixed to YA 500€ Lachm., 

Tisch., and Alf., from A, B, C, and 2 or 3 cur- 
sives i which I can only add Cov. 2, omitted 
by Mill), is porene but not certainly, genuine. 

— ix rie Oépune) The awd, edited bm., 
Tisch., and Alf., from A, B, C, G, Å, and 20 
cursives (I add Lamb. 1184, Mus. 16.184, and 
Cov. 2, omitted by Mill, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 
16), is a very specious, but nevertheless false 

i arose from Critics, who thought 

more 

no- 

— 

Tove ly soci 
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xabn we Tis wewós atrod. *'f2s Se eldov oi BápBapor kpeuá- 
pevov TÒ Onpiov èx Tis weipós avToU, EXeyov Tpós àXXjXovs" 
a ITávros hovers stw 6 avOpwios ovros, dy 6uaceÜévra éx Tis a Johny.. 
Oaracons, 7 Sinn Cov ovx eiacev. 5 *'O Léy obv arrotwakas e Mark 16 
TO Onpiov eis TO Trip, éraÜev ovdev Kaxdv. 9 1 Oi 66 mrpocedoxav Luke 10.19. 
avTov uéXXew tiumpacbat, 1) karamimtew dvo vexpov èm 
moù è abrOv TpocOorkovrev, kai Ücepovvrev pndéy drorov 
eis aùtòv vywópevov, peraBaddopuevas EXeyov Ücüv avrov elvat. 
7 'Ev 6é rots Trepi tov TOTOV éxeivoy vTpye ywpia TQ TPwWTY 
THIS výoov, óvouaT IHomXio, ds avadeEdwevos Hyas, Tpeis 7)uépas 
$«Xodpóvos éEéviaey. 8 &'Exyévero 06 tov marépa roð ILorAiov tip * 
Tuperois xal Sucevrepla ovvexojevov xkaraxeiaÜav mpòs bv 6 
amd more suitable! but only from misunder- 
standing tbe forcible and entirely graphic ex- 
pression ğe. dx T. T., which is ‘ issuin 
owt through (a crevice) in the pile.” The ar 
was adopted by those who thought the sense 
was ‘on account of the fire; which, however, 
would quite spoil the beauty of the expression. 
— katye] Hellenistic Greek for Classical 

xaOy aro, found in some MSS. by correction. 
It is, however, sometimes found in the later 
Class. writers, as Epict. Diss. iii. 29, rov abyé- 
por xaðámTæv, ‘fastening on his neck.” It was 
likely that any one so occupied should be bitten 
by a viper, since serpents are oft. found in brush- 
wood. So we read in Palladius Lausiac, 20, 
wAnciov Üpvwer (rushes) xal. ppvyávæv, ixe? 
Katpivey, brò acvídos idíyOn. That the rep- 
tile did really bite the Apostle's hand, is proved 
by the expression at ver. 4, «peuáuavo» &x Tt 
xetpoe a. For how can a serpent hang by any 
part of a man's body, except with its teeth? As 
to the other fancy of the rationalists, that the 
serpent was not venomous, it is quite forbidden 
by the fact, that the natives standing by felt 
assured that Paul would not survive the bite; 
which could only be from their well knowing 
the serpent to be venomous. Indeed, the term 
xiva is never used of any serpent but the 
viper, which is, I believe, always venomous. 

4. +d 8ypiov] The word is here used, not of 
beasts properly so called, but of serpents ; though 
it properly means any wild creature; yet Galen 
uses the word Theriaca to denote * medicines to 
cure the bite of a serpent.’ 

— powrót iorw o av.) Wh 
have fixed upon murder, rather than any other 
crime drawing down Divine vengeance, is not 
said. Many Commentators think they concluded 
it from the viper seizing his hand; which, as 
being the offending member, was, by the ler 
tulionis, to be visited with punishment; in like 
manner as the right hand of parricides usod to be 
cut off. A law this, which the Greeks and 
Romans not only constantly acted on them- 
selves, in apportioning punishment to critne, but 
on which they also supposed the Deity to act. 
Yet the idea is one too far-fetched to occur to 
rude barbarians, who would only reason thus: 
* The man will surely die, and no doubt for 
some crime worthy of death; and considering 
that he has been thus rescued from the jaws of 
a watery grave, and brought here to suffer death, 

they should 

fch.1 

surely he must have been guilty of the greatest 
of all crimes, —murder From the Class. cita- 
tions of Grot, Pricseus, and Wetst., it a pears 
that the ancients held the opinion that Divine 
justice (here called 5 dix) sometimes delivered 
criminals out of dangers, in order to reserve them 
for heavier calamities and severer punishments. 

Here there ís no reason to suppose (with 
many eminent Commentators) that by 5j dixy 
is meant the Goddess of Justice, Nemesis. In- 
stead of Deification, we have merely a Rhetorical 
personification, as in Hor. Od. i. 35, 17: ‘To 
semper anteit exva Necessitas Clavos trabales et 
cuneos manu Gestans aéna,’ where the attribute 
of justice is personified by a Nemesis, as in Soph. 
Anig 538, aAX' oux doa rovro y' 4 0lkn e’. 
See also Pind. Olym. xiii. 6. Eur. Hipp. 471. 

6. wiuwpacba, f xar., &c.] Here are repre- 
sented the fwo kinds of symptoms, which super- 
vene on tho bito of a poisonous serpent, accord- 
ing to the virulence of the poison, and tho 
strength of the body to whicb it is communi- 
cated. The first represents the swelling, and in- 
Jlammation, in the beginning local, then general ; 
which brings on a burning fever, that quickly 
destroys the patient. So Lucian, Dips. i opie 
éxxalar—xai wiuwpacbat wot. Ai. Anim. 
iii. 18. The second is the effect of the strongest 
poison on the weakest body. 
— paeis Torov ilc avrov y.) This phrase 

is Hellenistic in its character, and corresponds to 
ixabey ovdiv xaxdy just before. "A-oov often 
occurs in the best writers in the sense evil, espec., 
as here, corpureal. 

7. To ?rpavro THs yngov) I agree with Conyb. 
and Alf. that this was probably the official title; 
especially since * Publius can hardly have borne 
the appellation from his estates, during his father's 
lifetime. Two inscriptions have been found in 
Malta, at Citta Vecchia, which eeem to establish 
this view: a Greek one, containing the words 
a(vXov) x(aa-pi)kaot kup. a povduvs laweus pos 
TpeTOt usÀcTGUev Kat warpwy aptas xat 
audiwokevt a o (Adyotouw cafacTo) Oto 
.. . 4, and a Latin one with the same title, 
* Mel. Primus." ’ 
— dradsEdusvos—lEíviaap] * having taken us 

to his house, kindly entertained us.’ “Avad. for 
vwod. lian, as cited by Wetst.—ReniYerw and 
gid. are usual terms on this subject. 

8. muperois]) The plural is here, as often, 
used in a singular sense, like febres in Latin. 
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IIabXos ciced Oey, xal wpocevEdpevos, émiÜeie Tas yeipas avro, 
iácaro avrov. ? Toúrov ov vyevouévov, xal ot NOTO, oi éyorres 

áaÜcveias év 17) vow, Tpoarjpyovro xal éÜeparrevovro: 10 of xal 
moais Tipais ériugcav nas, Kal avayopévos érméÜevro Ta 
Tipos THY xpelav. | 

1! Merà 86 rpeis pfvas áviyOnuev ev Tom Trapaxeyetpaxort 
éy Tfj vnow, "AreEavdpivm, wapacnpm Avooxoupos: 12 wal 
xaraxÜévres eis Xupaxovcas, erepeivapev 7uépas tpeis 13 Sev 
mepieNOovres xaTnyrncapev eis" Prryvov, xka perà piay Hyépay, 
émruyevouévou votou, Sevtepaios MAOopev eis IIorióXovs — 1* od 

It may, however, be su to have reference 
to those parorysms by which fever makes its 
attacks. And ibly the Oéppat loxvpai of 
Thucydides ii. 49, may be explained on the rame 
principle. XuvéxecGa: is a term usually applied 
to attacks of fever; see note on Mark i. 30; and 
Ammian. Marc. i. 26. 
— suvcevrepia}) Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

read —iw, from A, B, G, H, and 10 cursives 
I add Lamb. 1185, Mus. 5588, 11,876, and Cov. 
, 9, and 5, omitted by Mill); and others may be 

found to have the same reading, since w and a 
are so often confounded by scribes. Internal 
evidence is in favour of —íe. The word was 
likely to be used by Luke; since it was, as we 
find from Msris and the Lex. Rhet. of Bekker, 
the ordinary Greek term for the Attic verv- 
tepla. The existence of —4ov is also attested 
by Gloss. Gr. ĝvoevríépiov, tormina, and Etym. 

ag. p. 494, 32. Nevertheless, I cannot find a 
single example of the word in any Greek writer; 
and —ía was uscd by writers not Attic, as Polyb. 
Hence I suspect that the reading —í« crept in 
from the scribes, to whom the Neuter form 
might be well known, and who therefore would 
easily mistake a for «w. 

10. modus tipais itiunoay has] Many 
of the best Commentators are of opinion, that 
Tipas is here to be taken in a sense frequent in 
the Classical writers, and not unknown in the 
Scriptures, to denote honorary rewards. So 
Ecclus. xxxviii. 1, ríua larpóv xpos ras xpsíac 
Ti4ais aíTOU as Jos. Antt. iv. 6, 8, riuar Tiva 
piro Diod. Sic. iv. 29, ‘HpaxXia Swpsaie 
tiunoay. The sense seems to be,—'they 

showed their respect, namely, by bonorary pre- 
senta ' of necessaries for the voyage. The words 
following seem: meant to give an ezample of the 
kind of presents made, and the liberality thereof. 
"Ev iüerro is well explained by Wetst., ‘ onera- 
runt nos, et cumulata ingesserunt, referring to 
Ruth iii, 15. And thus our Common Version, 
formed on those of W ycliffe and Tyndale, is not 
to be disapproved of. Pearce, Newc., and others, 
were not aware that in our own language lade 
and /oad are occasionally used in this very 
figurative sense, as we say ‘heaping on gifts, 
favours, or benefits, Such is its use in Shak- 
peus. Cymb. i. 6,“ I chiefly, that set thee on 
this dcsert, am bound to load thy merit (i. e. 
thee for this merit) richly.” By pòs rip 
Xotsía» i$ denoted ‘the bestowal of such hono- 
rary presents as they thought fit to confer in 
return for the benefits received.” Comp. Hom 

Odd. xxiv. 284, o’ 20 Óepoicu amenameror— 
Kal ivin ayab, where Es». ay. may have re- 
ference to presents of provisions, and other ne- 
cessaries for the voyage; as dwpoeiw to the 
more honorary presents of vestments, arms, &c. 
For 73» xpiíae, Lachm. and Tisch. edit ras 
xesias from 2 uncial and 5 cursive MSS., which 
may seem confirmed from xx. M, rais xpsíais 
ov, and Rom. xii. 13, rais yeelace ré dye : 
ut the reading probably arose from 7 

from those who thought the Plur. would be 
more suitable; though Alford thinks r3» xpsíay 
was an alteration from Phil. iv. 16. At an 
e ers is no authority sufficient to justi 
c 
I aA. — AME, wapachue Aiocr.) IIopac. 

‘by’ or ‘at (= ‘with’), ensign of Diosc. 
Avweor., being a Dat. of apposition, instead of a 
Genit. ; or rather, Acooxoupois was the inscrip- 
tion itself, i. e. * dedicated to the Dios«curi.' The 
Tapác"Aor was a painting, or bas-relief, on the 
prow, of some god or hero, or sometimes arè 

; nay, even tnanimate subetance, as shield, 
n oe ipe — and Virg. Æna. v. 

» à poop bore the picture or image 
—call Te (wela—of the , under 
— the ship was supposed to be placed. 

oth the fwlela and the insigne were of richly 
ilt metal, ivory, or other rich material. So 
irg. JEn. x. Hn , ° Et aurato fulgebat Apol- 

line puppis.’ Aristoph. Ach. 493, wadAadien 
pucountvey, Thus of the ship mentioned in 
e above-cited of Ovid, the samen tute- 

lare was Minerva, placed on the poop; but the 
insigne, ensign, or wapacnpmoy, Was & helmet of 
Minerva painted on the prow; and thie gave 
name to the ship. Yet such was not the inva- 
riable custom. Sometimes the (uela and the 
wapacnmoy were the same; ams, for instance, 
whenever the effigies of the Deity himeelf, to 
whose protection the ship was committed, sup- 
plied the place of an imesgme, then the ship was 
called by the name of that god, who was painted 
or carved on the prow. Thus the Alexandrian 
ship in which Paul sailed had the Dioscuri fur 
an tasigne as well as a (utela ; whence it was in- 
scri Aoc «oópois. 

13. vepieA06rTeis] The Common Version, 
‘having fetched a compass, however homely a 
phrase, well expresses the senee, the meaning of 
that obsolete expression being, ‘having taken a 
circuitous course, namely, by being obli to 
tack, in consequence of an adverse wind, beat 
to wind ward. 
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* 

887 

evpovres adeAous, mapexAnOnwev èr aùroîs émtpelvas juépas 
e 

entra’ xal obroes eis THY “Pwopny jjOopev. 16 KaxeiÜev ot 

adedpol áxovcavres Ta Trepi cuv, ^ éErjADov eis amávtnow Hut ^ en. 

áxpis .ATrrwv $opov xai Tprav taBepvar obs dav ó IIabxos, 
evyapiotncas TQ Ge@ ! éXafe Üápaos. 

John 6, 8. 

1 Ps. 27. 14. 

16 *"Ore && HAGopev eis "Peysv, 6 éxaróvrapyos mapédwxe xh. s 

TOUS Seopiovs TQ otpatorredapyy te O6 IlasAg émerpám 
pévery kaÜ' éavróv, avv TQ dvXdacovr. aùròv aTparwory. 
17 !'E-éyero 66 peta 5uépas Tpeis cuyxadécacbas tov IIaüXov 1.2.3. 
TOUS Óvrae TOV 'lovbaíev Tperow acvveAÜovrev 96 autor, 

& 94. 12—14. 
& 25. 8. 

€Xeye pos avrous: “Avdpes áDeXdol, éyà ovdey évavríov moreas 
TQ Xad À rois EBeor rois watpwots, Séoptos é£ ‘Tepocodtpav 
vapeboÜg» eis Tas xeipas rv “Pwpaiwr 18 "oírives ávaxpl- mch. s.u 
vavrés pe éfjoUXovro atrodvaat, dia 

]4. adpdvrer dÓsA .] By whom they had 
been converted we know net; but since Puteoli 
was the t emporium for the Alexandrian 
corn vessels, the constant communication between 
Alexandria and Puteoli could scarcely fail to 
spea the knowledge of the Gospel, and intro- 
uce Christian brethren as sojourners and even 

residents at Puteoli. 
— wrapexrHOnasy—iwra) * we were entreated 

to stay seven days.’ It is probable that they had 
arrived there on the day after the Lord's day. 
Hence they were requested to stay the nez( Lord's 
day over, to give an opportunity to all the Chris- 
tians of hearing Paul's preaching. See note on 
Gal. i. 18. 

15. als évráv. uiv dypie ' A.] The distance 
5l miles) marks the profound — id to 
aul by the Roman Christians, to whom he had 

sent his celebrated Epistle four years before. 
— 'Tpio» Taßıpvæv]| These are supposed to 

have been inæs for the refreshment of travellers 
ing to and from Rome; but they were pro- 

baby rather retaid shops for the sale of all sorts 
of eatables and drinkables. Thus Zosimus, ii. 10, 
calls them the Tpía xa-nA«ia ; and, indeed, this 

taberna. was the usual sense of Or Dafa 06 1 
— obs lap — tóx. tw Orp Aafa Üápaos 

The * thanking God* is pe ret, and then the 
*taking courage.' Paul thanked God that the 
ohject of his long wishes of seeing the Roman 
Christians, to whom he had some time before 
eeritten, had been granted him, however in bonds. 
Paul had long ago thanked God for them (Rom. 
i. 8), though only on report of them ; now he 
thanked God at seeing them, —seeing both their 

reonal piety and their affectionate devotion tó 
im. Hence he took cox from their society, 

and encouragement as to the great work he had 
long contemplated of preaching the Gospel at 
Rome. We are, however, to bear in mind that 
even this Odpooe was God's gift, through his 
instruments ; for, as Calv. well remarks, although 
Paul was endued with invincible fortitude, so as 
least of all to on human helps, ‘ Deus 
tamen, qui suos humanitis are solet, 
novum illi vigorem hoc modo subjecit, the effect 
of which would be very enduring; for, as the 
same able Expositor adds, ‘how often when 

94. 10. 
& 95. 8. 
& 96. 31. 

b] ld > ? / 

TO pndeiay aitiay Üavárov 

lonely, sick, and in prison, and ready to despond 
would the Aaa RA of this kerry —— 
brace up his courage; recalling his bappiness on 
reficcting how many pious converts there were at 
Rome, but more or less weak, whom he should 
establish, strengthen, settle !' 

16. wapéswxe, &c.] It was ordered by law 
that all persons sent as prisoners to Rome should 
be delivered to the custody of the Prafectus 
Pretorio, and guarded in the Pretorian camp. 
Luke has, indeed, here expressed himself wit 
extreme brevity, but his meaning seems to be 
this: —' Tbe Centurion delivered his prisoners 
to the charge of the Prefect, [by whom] it was 
permitted to Paul, &c. — xaÜ' iavró», i.e. 
‘apart from the other prisoners, who were con- 
fined in the carcer castremse. A great favour 
this: for even those to whom the libera custodi 
or Qehar &ésopuos, was nted, werc yet 
usually confined in a part of the public prison 
called the decpernpioy iAevO£puov. 
— cei» To dud. a. o.) And, as appears from 

v. 20, and, according to the invariable custom of: 
s kept in such sort of durance, chained by 

the hand to a soldier. Nay, from Joseph. Antt. 
xviii. 7, 6, we find that even king Agrippa, when 
in confinement at Rome, was chained to a soldier. 

l7. robe Óvrae trav ‘Iov. rpwrous] Mean- 
ing, not the Rulers of the synagogue, but, in a 
general way, ‘those of the Jews who were tho 
princes persons ;’ so the Pesch. Syr. Version. 
— Dey: ro. a] In this skilful address to the 

leading persons only, Paul, desirous of removing 
any false impressions that might have been made 
on the Romans by letter or messages from their 
countrymen at home, contents himself with de- 
tailing the true reason why he had been sent a 
prisoner to Rome; so as thereby to remove any 
unfavourable impression that they might have 
contracted as to his cbaracter. Propriety as to 
the sequence of the tenses requires that we should 
render (as is done in the Syr. Version), * though 
having done’ == ‘I had done.']7ivarTío» must 

accommodated in sense to the two clauses to 
which it belongs, —namely, * nothing injurious to 
the Jewish people, or at variance with their 
religion or institutions.’ Conf. supra xxvi. 3, 
Tül—iÜcr xal LyTnuáTæv, where see note. 
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ne. 1. imrdpyew ev éuoí. 19°’ AyriXeyovrov 66 Tv 'IovBaiov, vaye- 
oOnv émiuxarécacbat Kaicapa, ovy ws tov &Üvovs pov Éyov 

ch. 33. 6. 
24. 21. 

6, 7, 99 

h. 6. 20. 
1.1 

TL KaTYyopnoat. 20° Aià tavrny ov Tv aitiay wapexadeca 
` Uus Weiv xai Trpoc XaMfjaar Evexev yap THs éAmidos Tov Iopanr 

* say üAvcw ravrny qrepixeuu.as, *1 Oi Sé mpòs aùròv elror 

'"Hyeis ovre ypáppara mepi cod éOcfáueÜa amo rìs lovó6aías, 
ovre TWapayevopevos Tiç TOv adeAdav atryyyedkey À éXáXnaé 

pos TL "rep. cou movnpóv. ?*»'AfwÜuev 06 mapà cov axovoa à 
$poveis- Tepl uév yàp Tis aipégees TaUTrs yvwoTtóv oT T)uiy 

Luke 2. 54. 
Pet. 2. 13. 
4. 14. 
ch. 26, 6. 

19. obx &s—« opjoa:] meaning to inti- 
mate, that the course he had taken in this appeal 
to Rome was purely a defensive one on his part, 
and not resorted to from any purpose of making 
complaint against his nation. 
20. vaptKáAsca úu.) lit. ‘I have called for 

you ;' seemingly an idiom of the ordinary Greek 
for * I have called you to come to me.'—évexey 
yap. The yap refers to a clause omitted ; q. d. 
* [And I may justly claim to be free from all 
offence to my nation, even to be attached to it, 
Jor, for the hope of Israel (i. e. the long-expecte 
Messiah) am l in bonds;' meaning, that he had 
come into imprisonment alone through his full 
faith in God's promised deliverance of his people 
through the Messiah. See supra xxvi. 6, and 
note. 

21. obre yodup. w. c. iE, Ke] It may 
seem scarcely credible that they had received no 
intelligence concerning Paul, either by letter, or 
by personal communication from Jews who had 
come to Rome. But Meycr and others have 
shown that it might be true, that they had had 
no letters or information concerning Paul from 
the Jews at home; and for several reasons— 
stated by Conyb. and Alf.—it might be true, 
that thev had had no tidings of the position in 
which Paul had been placed by his appeal. Yet 
there is something obscure and not straightfor- 
ward in the mode of expression at least of this 
verse ; in which I am still of opinion that the 
latter of the two clauses is meant to explain the 
former ; so that the general sense to be collected 
from both is this, —' We have neither received 
letters from Judea, nor personal communication 
from our brethren there, which express any evil 
done by.thee.' They could not be in ignorance 
of Paul's professing Christianity (for that they 
might infer from v. 20) ; and, accordingly, their 
mode of speaking was only an indirect way of 
letting Paul know that they did not regard that 
profession as of itself involving any thing morally 

.—In the words following (v. 22), &£«ov- 
uey Ói whpa cov d«ovcai à ppoveic, there is a 
shy mode of y pes but courteously intended 
to give the Apostle an opportunity of urging 
what he had to say in defence of this novel reli- 
gion; which would seem to need it, since it was 
every where evil spoken of. Of this use of 
afoscis, as said of the Christian religion, I find 
an example in an Epistle of Constantine the 
— duced in Routb's Reliq. Sacr. t. iv. 
p. 30]. 

Ste *TavraxoÜ. àvriXéyeras, %* Takdpevos 06 abr ruépav, 
A . OS * A / , , r 

rov mpòs avrov eis thy Éeviav mheioves' ols é£feri&ero Stapap- 

23. rut.—fhutpay] lit. * having agreed with 
(by a mutual arrangement) for a day. 
— xov—als Tu» Easiay wrX.] * very many 

went to him at his Esvías,! by which almoet all 
Expositors understand ‘lodging,’ i. e. the mis- 
Owua at v. 30; but then, why should not Luke 
have used Aere the plain term uícUena? Besides, 
at this very early period Paul would hardly have 
obtained a settled uicOwpa. Moreover, the sense 
they assign to ev. here is very unusual ; and as 
to the examples they adduce, Philem. 22, and 
Jos. Antt. v. 28, will not prove it. The former 

is, at any rate, doubtful; and in the 
atter the sense manifestly is, hospitium, de- 
noting *the tempo residence of & guest with 
& host,’ as is quite clear from the context; and 
such is the constant use of the word in the 
Clase. writers. In short, Olsh. and Wieseler 
bave well shown that a distinction is to be made 
between the two terms (tbe very distinction ob- 
served by the Class. writers), so that by uícÓ. is 
meant ‘a hired lodging,’ used as a permanent re- 
sidence, and feviay ‘a temporary residence of a 
que with a friend,’ as in Philem. 22. Whether, 
owever, the Cevia was, as Olsh. and Wieseler 

think, the house of Aquila and Priscilla, is, to 
say the least, uncertain. —OTe i£sriðero, * to 
whom he set forth, ‘ laid before them.'— T4» 
Bac. r. O., ‘the principles of the Christian reli- 
gion.” The term &iauapr. denotes strong at- 
testation and open declaration of the truth of the 
religion, compare supra xx. 21 and 24, and the 
next term wide denotes the earnest moral 
suasion which was employed to work on their 
wills; the whole (as tlie words express) accom- 
pue with arguments drawn from their own 

riptures, both the historical and prophetical 
parts thereof. The result is set forth in the next 
words, expressive of division of sentiment, and 
ending probably in the ration of the dissi- 
dents, and the departure of both classes, —imme- 
diately after Paul had uttered one saying (for 
such is the sense of elwovros Tov II. $v psa). In 
the introductory words of warning, óc is read 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from A, B, and 20 
cursives (to which I add Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, 
and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill). Internal evidence 
is in its favour; and, being strongly supported by 
the ancient Versions, it is probably the genuine 
reading ; especially since it has an important 
bearing on the case in point. The nua, bow- 
ever, was not an ' ion to conform it to 
Paul's being a Jow,' as Alf., or to distinguish 
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Ld r ^ ^ 

Tupopevos THY Bactreiav ToU Oeod, Te(Ücov Te avTovs Ta Trepi 
^ ^ , ^ * ^ ^ 

TOU 'Inao), aro te Tov vouov Mwicéws kai tav mpodntar, amò 
mpwt ws éorrépas. A e A ^ : ?* * Kai oi uev éreiÜovro tois Neyouevots, sch.17. 4. 
oi 06 mrictouv. % "Acvydwvor 06 övres mpòs áXXijXovs. úT- 
eAvovro, eirovros Tov IHaóXov pipa čr “Ort ‘cards rò IIveüpa tPs s.n, 

* wv 3». 7 ve ^ , ` 1 , — 
To ãyiov éddAnoe Oi ‘Hoailov ToU mpopýrov ?rpós rovs warépas Buck 26 a 

e ^ , , * bl ^ » de 

t nua, ?9 " Aéyoy- ITopevOntt mpos tov Xaóv ToÜTOV Kal u lsa. 6,9 
*eimóvr Aro áàkoUceTe, xai oU pù) Gvvijre Kal BNé- Ezk-12.3. 

Matt. 18. 14. 
Mark 4. 12. qroyres Bréewere, xai ov py nre. 27’ Emayúvôn yap vacet. 
John 13. 40. 

7 kapia Tov Aaod TOUTOU, Kai rois oci Bapéws HKov- on. 1i.& 

gay, kai TOUS OPOarpovs avTOv ékáuuvaav pHywote 
Twoi Tois 0$ÜaXuois, kai Trois clv ákovacat, kal 

A , ^ M , 

TH Kapdta cvvGGc. kai éemictpéeWwot, kai tidowpas 
? , 98 v T 4 . » e ^ " ^ 20 , 

AUTOVS. vocTóv obv éoTw Üpiv, StL Tolg EOvecw AT- y ch.13. e. 
, ^ , P^ A x 3 ` 2 , 

€oTaXn TO cwTýpiov ToU Ocot * avroi Kai áxovcovraa. 
.6. 

) Luke 24. 47. 29 Kai vy ma 
a X ^ > 7 > ^ e » ^ ` » & 26. 17, 18. 

TavTOG QGUTOU ELTTOVTOS, am XOov OL I ovoaiot, TOAANnY exovT EŞ nue Hh n 
In. . e 

ev éavrois aulntnau. 
30*ELewe cè [ó IIa)Xos] 8wriav àv èv iiy 14000part, 

Kai amedéyero wavras Tovs elomopevopévous awpos avTor, 
31 Y enpicowy thy Baoireiay Tod Oeod, kai SiSaoxwv ta Trepi Lp & i 

tov Kupiov ‘Incod Xpiorov peta muons mappnoias, akwrUTWS. 

him from Jews, as Meyer supposes ; but simply 
arose from the negligence of scribes, who perpe- 
tualty confound nu. and vu. The from 
Isa. vi. 9, 10, with which Paul gave emphasis to 
his solemn warning, is the very one with which 
our Lord commenced his teaching by parables,— 
& passage more frequently quoted in the New 
Test. than any other passage of the Old. On 
n mn themselves see note on Matt. xiii. 
4. 15. 
26. I have received, with Matth., Griesb., 

Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., «lov for text. 
rec. elwi, from A, D, E, G, H, and very many 
cursives; to which I add al] the Lamb. and 
5 Mus. copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. Sce 
Mark xiii. 4, where I might have received 
it. 

2B. yuwordy ovv £c Tc Univ] A solemn and 
earnest form of bidding any one take note, occur- 
ring supra ii. 14. iv. 10. xiii. 38. —Before rò 
ow. ToU Osov, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. insert 
vovTo, from A, B, and 8 cursives; to which I 
add Lamb. 1184, and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill. 
But, specious as the reading is, as seeming to 
add force to the declaration (and so Alf.), yet I 
suspect that it came from the Versions, where it 
was cxpressed to give greater point to tbe decla- 
ration. As to the force imparted by the ovo, 
the declaration does not need it; as will appear 
from Luke ii. 30. iii. 6, and notes. Besides, ro 
owt. does not mean, as Alf. explains, * the mes- 
sage of salvation, but ‘the means and oppor- 
(unity for obtaining it, wayd Osov, as the offer 

Vor. I. 

ch. 4. 31. 

of E. is sent to them. See the excellent note of 
v. 

29. This verse is omitted in A, B, and some 
6 cursives, and is cancelled by Griesb , Lachm., 
and Tisch., and also by Alf, who thinks it was 
inserted on account of the abrupt transition from 
v. 28 to v. 30; though he acknowledges that ‘it 
may, perhaps, after all, have been omitted as 
seeming superfluous after v. 25 For my own 
“part, I have no doubt that it was removed for that 
very cause; and that, having been omitted in 
some copies of the Syr. and Ttalic copies, it was 
left out in some Greek copies, which, as B and 
partly A, are found to Latinize. It is also ab- 
sent from certain copies of the Syr. None of 
the Vulgate copies are without it. 

30, 3T. ĩ Ative — Knpvoowy Tiv Bac. Tou 
Ovcov] Thus we see was fulfilled Paul's long 
cherished desire to preach the Gospel at Rome 
also (Rom. i. 15), ro kar’ iuà mpóbvuov svay- 
yeXicactac, and thus is brought to a suitable 
conclusion the Apostle's history ; as far, at least, 
as it has been directly revealed. The thread of 
the Sacred narrative is thus, I would say, xot 
suddenly broken off, but rather spun out ; though 
at any rate we are not in a position to know tho 
actual reason why the Sacred narrative was mado 
to terminate at this point. The German Thico- 
logians, however, as might be expected, abound, 
nay, superabound, in conjectures why and where- 
fore. Those who are fond of such cates may find 
them in Davidson's Introduction, or in Alford’s 
note, 

3M 
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EXCURSUS I. ON MATTHEW VIII. 28. 
Tepysonviv] On carefully re-considering the 

whole of the questio verata concerning the true 
reading here, and the real fopographical position 
of the country mentioned here and in the paral- 
lel Gospels, 1 have seen reason to alter my former 
opinion. In touching on the two points at issue, 
I shall consider the latter first, since it will pave 
the way to & more sure determination of the 
former. I must now abandon my opinion as to 
the site of the ancient Gadara, being not, what 
has been supposed, at Omkeis. That the real 
site thereof can be no other than Omkeis, is evi- 
dent from the exact description of that situation 
iven by Seitzen, Burckhardt, Captains Irby and 
fangles, Mr. Madden, Col. Napier, and Lord 

Lindsay: for, as to the argument grounded on 
Pliny's fixing it proce Hieromuace, that will 
not preclude Omkeis from being the site of Ga- 
dara, since it is described by Col. Napier as 
‘situated on the precipitous ascent of one side of 
a deep gorge’ [between the Hippos and the Anti- 
hippos, and, according to the best Maps, not 
much more than 14 mile from the Hieromax, 
nay, from the steepness of the declivity, eeemin 
almost close to it (sec note on ver. 30, naxp«v)]. 
As to my reason grounded on the designation 
on the cows of Gadara, that has little force, con- 
sidering that the coins were meant not for the 
city only, but the sfafe of Gadara (i.e. the 
Gadarene), which included & considerable ran 
of the Lake-coast, and its only port Gamala. As 
to Origen attesting that the hot-baths of "AuoÜ0a 
were in the eiciuily, that proves nothing against 
Omkeis [xU See: since the baths in ques- 
tion are in the immediate vicinity of Omkeis. 
Nor will the passage I have adduced from Euse- 
bius prove Omkeis zot to be the ancient Gadara, 
—at least, after allowing for the indefinite terms 
used by that writer, who seems to have been 
imperfectly informed of its exact situation, After 
reading (as I formerly proposed to do) iv Te 
Spee (meaning the Anti-hippos) où wpds ùr- 
wpstace rà TOv Veppory vÓaTwv Wapaxeirat, 
the sense will be, ‘at whose foot (lit. skirts) lie 
adjacent the Baths of the hot-waters, i.e. ‘the 
Baths called Hot-waters.’ Now this site cannot 
be any other than that of the town of Amatha 
(so called from the Hebr. ston, ‘to be hot^), an- 
swering to the present Hamme (meaning * hot- 
springs’), which is, however, placed, even in our 
best Maps, on the wrong side of the Hieromax, 
as is plain from Capt. Irby's statement, who, 
after rong a matha as a small ancient town, 
containing nothing of interest, and making no 
mention of the hot-baths (which, however. Mr. 
Madden attests are yet to be seen, though pro- 
bably out of the town, and seemingly out of 
Capt. Irby’s way to Omkeis), then subjoins: 
‘From this point we ascended the mountains 
(rather, mountain-range) by a very steep road 
(nothing said about crossing the Hieromaz, a 
deep. wide, and rapid stream), and before sun-set 
we arrived at Omkeis.” This is also quite clear 
from the following words of Anton. Martyr. 
Itiner. (cited by Reland in his Description of 
Palestine): ‘ Transivimus Jordanem in ipso loco, 
et venimus in civitatem que vocatur Gaddi. In 
parte ipsius civitatis, milliario tertio, sunt aque 
calide, que appellantur Therma Helix.’ And 
again, further on: ‘Ibi est etiam fluvius calidus 
qui dicitur Gadarra, et descendit torrens, et 

intrat Jordanem ; et ex ipso ampliatur Jordanes 
et major fuit (read fi). Now there can be no 
doubt that the traveller meant thus to describe 
both Gudara, Amatha, and the river Hieromax ; 
though he strangely confounds the rames, as- 
cribing to the river the name of the city. And 
so Origen, vol. i. 239, mentions Gadara as a citv 
91pl yv (‘about which") Ta Siagoura Ocpud 
Tuy xdve. By milliario tertio Anton. means reck- 
oning from the ford of Gamala; though the dis- 
tance is, in fact, pio Lait By *fluv. calidus’ he 
evidently means the Hieromax ; but calidus is an 
epithet unsuited to amy river, insomuch that it 
cannot be right. Read gelidus, an epithet fre- 
quan applied to rivers, and very suitable to 
the Hieromax, whose stream, being fed from the 
mountain-springs of the Hippos and Anti-hippos, 
must be cold. 

As respects the distance of Gadara from 
Gamala, that will in some measure depend on 
what part of Gadara we measure from, to either 
of those places. And that the city occupied an 
extensive site, we may infer from Lord Lindsay's 
account, where he says, ‘that the city extended 
w. over an even piece of ground lying at the foot 
of the hil], and that its length (qu.? * bread:h’) 
from the hill [across] was about half an hour, 
equiv. to a mile and a half" From this account 
we may better understand what Antoninus meant 
when he described the Therma as ‘i parte 
ipsius civitatis, by which we may understand at 
a distant part of it, at onc end or side of it, viz. 
at the river, and consequently on the leſt, not 
right, bank of the Hieromax. That the ruins in 
question can be those of no other than Gadara, 
is also pan from the description given by Cap- 
tains Irby and Mangles, and Col. Napier, which 
s'ato the walls as yet quite discernible, and 
within them the pavement of the main streets 
still very perfect, and the marks of chariot- 
wheels on the stones. This is still further con- 
firmed by their attesting the existence of a row 
of columns lining the main street on either side, 
and two Theatres, in tolerable preservation, 
within the walls —and out of them to the N. 
(qu. ? e a necropolis, of which the sepulchres 
are all subterranean, and hewn out of the rock. 
That this situation must be that of Gadara, is 
confirmed by the rip iA ie of Gadara by Epiphan. 
adv. Her. L. i. p. 181, who relates that in the 
neighbourhood of Gadara were caves cut out of 
the rock, burying-grounds, and tombs. But the 
great distance of the tombs, &c., six or seven 
miles from the nearest part of the Lake, forbids 
us to suppose that they were the tomba tenanted 
by the detnoniac, or that the transaction recorded 
in Matt. viii. 28 —34, and the other Evangelists, 
could have taken place at or near Gadura. They 
must have occurred at some place not far from 
the coast of the Lake, and near to which was the 
roàs to which the swine-herds went, to relate 
the event that had happened, and to wbich the 
demoniac belonged. Now that could not, as we 
sec, be Gadara. What, then, was it? Now 
Origen, after mentioning Gadara in terms quite 
agreeing with the above description, and justly 
rejecting that city as the scene of the transaction 
in questiou, adverts to Gergesa as the probable 
situation, describing it as mois dpyaia ripi 
Tiv Aluyyy Tepi Ww kpuavós arapastsíuavoc TH 
Atuvg, åp’ od sirvuta: robs Xoipovs Uwe Tov 
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Satmovwy karaflsBAzo0ai, where for wapi nv 
Kp. we cannot be right), I would read wapa 
3. Thus the sense he meant to express is, that 
*the spot where the transaction, of the swine 
hurled down the precipice, took place, was yet 
pointed out in his time at a steep rock which 
overhangs the Lake, and that thereabouts was 
the ancient city Gergesa.' In fact, Jerome living 
a century later, speaks in his Onomasticon (on 
Gen. xv.) of Gergesa as yet in existence, though 
doubtless very much in ruins. His words are: 
* Gergeszi insiderant Gadare et Gergese finiti- 
mam regionem, thus recognizing Gadara and 
Gergesa as separate, and yet their respective dis- 
tricts as forming one common f/errifory. More- 
over, besides the testimony of Origen and Jerome 
to this effect, we have that of Eusebius, a very 
little time after Origen, who in his work de Locis 
Sacris (Palestine), in v. Dépyeca, attests that a 
town or village called Gergesa was pointed out, 
on a mountain near the Lake of Tiberias. That 
mountain I belive to be the Anti-hippos. And 
although Jerome adopts (from the Italic) Gera- 
sinorum as the text in all three Gospels, yet he 
remarks in his Commentary that Gergesa was 
the place where our Lord exorcised the demo- 
niacs. Hence we are warranted in conjecturing 
that Gergesa and Gerasa were no other than two 
different modes of writing the same name ; Gerasa 
(probably at first Geresa) having arisen only from 
a careless pronunciation of Gergesa, The name 
of the country was, it seems, originally, 5 xepa 
Tav Tepyeonvwy, and afterwards, from the 
cause just adverted to, l'apac vov, as found in 
Epiphan., or Tepacaiwy. As to Tadapnywy, 
whith nearly all the recent Editors read here, as 
well as in Mark and Luke, they have done so 
only because it wae, they thought, more agree- 
able to custom ; forgetting that in Luke viii. 27, 
dvo ik THe wodtsewe must, if T'adapnvov be 
read in the preceding verse, mean no other than 
Gadara ; which, however, as we have seen, is 
not permitted by the situation of the place. 

To advert to the true reading here, this can- 
not be what Lachm. edits, l'epac.—8since that is 
wholly destitute of authority from MSS. —nor 
l'adap., which Tisch. edits,—and that both from 
insufficiency of authority and of internal evi- 
dence. Nothing remains but that the (Aird bo 
adopted, on almost as pui evidence as can be 
desired, —namely, all the MSS. except 8 (2 of 
them only 2 m ), 4 Evangeluria, and one Lamb. 
MS., confirmed by the Sahid., JEthiop., Arab., 
and other Versions, Now agninst such over- 
whelming external authority, what is there to be 
opposed that might warrant our adopting either 
one of the other two readings as the genuine 
text of St. Matthew? Why merely this, —that 
the reading Tepysonvay arose from a mere con- 
jecture of Origen, —in short, a A of the 
good Father. But this is taking for granted, 
what, for the credit of a name so illustrious, 
ought to be proved; whereas there exists not 
even a shadow of probability. How can we sup- 
pose that Origen would have had influence suffi- 
cient to introduce his conjecture into all the 
MSS., but a very few, of both the Western and 
the Eastern Churches? Assuredly we are not 
warranted in disturbing a reading so aone f 
supported as Tepyeo. in St. Matthew's Gospel, 
especially considering that we can easily account 
for l'uóap., as introduced by Revisers from the 
other two Gospels. Just as in the passages of 
Mark and Luke a few copies have I'epy. from 
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On the whole, my full 
persuasion is, that l'apyec. was at least the read- 
ing of St. Matthew's Hebrew Gospel, and at first 
that of his Greek Gospel; though Tepacnvay 
and I'spacaíov might have been brought in 
from the cause above adverted to; but that in 
no long time after the publication of the Gospels 
of St. Mark and St. Luke. Tuĝup. was intro- 
duced into a few copies, and from them into the 
Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, as being a read- 
ing thought more consonant with strict propriety 
as to lopogruphy, since the town of Gergesa was 
within the territory of the Gadarenes ; and, ac- 
cordingly, its inhabitants might more properly be 
termed Gudarenes, though if called from the dis- 
trict in which it was situated, Gergesenes. Even 
Mr. Alford concludes with the unwilling admis- 
sion,—'* We cannot say that a part of the terri- 
tory of Gad. may not have been known to those 
who, like St. Matthew, were locally intimate 
with the shores of the Lake, by this ancient, and 
now generally disused, name." Having, I trust, 
rescued Origen's name from the foul imputation 
of corrupting the written word, and shown that 
the reading Peꝓ. is not based on fasehood, but, 
as appears from the almost universal consent of 
the MSS., on truth, —it may be worth while to 
rescue Origen's language from misconception, 
and his phraseology from corruption. Now the 
intent of Origen in the passage brought forward 
by Mr. Alford, was to review the three readings 
even then existing in the copies,— namely, 
Tepac., l'adap., and I'spy. In doing this, he 
shows that the first reading is wholly baseless, 
and then introduces the second, Fag. ; and after 
noticing that it is found in a few copies, he 
makes the remark,—«al weds Tovro Nex éow, 
which words are passed over by all the Critics 
because they could not understand their mean- 
ing; and no wonder, for they are, I doubt not, 
corrupt. I propose to read xai wp. ToUTO, or 
ToUTO, oTiKTEov, and thus all will be quite 
intelligible; and so I believe Origen wrote. 
Accordingly. the sense will be, —* And to this, 
too, we must place the mark of rejection ;° 
* this, too, is to be rejected’ (a use of the term 
easily arising out of the use of oriZew in the 
sense fo brand; as Hdot. vii. 139, oriypara 
oTíCeu riva, from which came the figurative 
sense, ‘to mark as of suspected genuineness; 
which use of brand is found also in our own 
language). Then, after showing why the above 

ing cannot be admitted, —urging a reason 
which, as we have scen, is well founded, —he 
proceeds to notice the ¿hird reading (that in 
which he finally acquiesces), in the words dA 
Típysca ay’ is oi Pepy., &c., of which we may 
make out the general, though not tlie eract sense 
intended by Origen ;—and no wonder, since the 
— as are manifestly corrupt. They 
must have been intended to express his adoption 
of Tepy. as the true reading; but thev are too 
brief to admit of such a sense being fired, and 
the construction is a perfect cul de sac. Now to 
supply that which the MSS. of Origen do not 
furnish, we must have recourse to the text of 
Victor Antiochenus (of the fifth century), in his 
Catena on Mark, where he gives a compressed 
citation of Origen's words, making his intent 
therein more distinct, and moulding it into better 
shape. He commences with the general remark, 
—odte Padapnvay obTs l'epaauvovy ra axpipn 
ixu raw üávTeypáqay, adAa Tepyeonvesv, and 
then, after introducing Origen’s words on T'adag. 

St. Matthew's Gospel. 
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and Tep., he subjoins—Tépyaca roivuy 
ic Tip, ad’ iis ol Tepyeanvoi, mois dpxuia, 
&c., as in Origen. Hence we may infer that 
Origen wrote aAXAà Tepy. ior, ad is, &c., 
where aAXa has a strongly adversative force, as 
noting the — and contrariety of the fore- 
going two false readings to the ¿tree reading thus 
propounded. The full sense intimated is, —' But 
the true place intended is Gergesa.” How often 
dori has been lost in the writings of antiquity by 
the carelessness of scribes, Critics well know. Or 
may we suppose that the false word Az«réov, 
which crept in a little before, really belon 
here? I need scarcely add, that these words 
testify to the existence of a Gergesa at or near 
the site of the ancient Gergesa in the time of 

EXCURSUS II. 

Origen; and that is, we have seen, confirmed by 
several other weighty authorities: so that no 
room is left for Mr. Alford's * doubt whether 
such a city as Gergesa ever existed near the 
Lake." On the contrary, that it did exist in the 
time of Christ. and some centuries after. we have 
sufficient proof —proof so circumstantial, that we 
are almost enabled to determine the sie, which I 
believe to have been on the crown of tne Anti- 
hippos, and about four miles NN.w. from Gadara ; 
so, however, that the cliff, down which the swine 
were hurled, was nearer by three miles to Ger- 
gesa than to Gadara; and accordingly, the site 
of the rock itself may, with more correct choro- 
graphical knowledge than we now possess, be 
pretty nearly fired. 

EXCURSUS II. ON MARK VII. 31. 
xai Xedawvor yNGe] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

edit A0» dià Zivos, from B, D, L, A. and 2 
cursive MSS.; but wrongly, considering that the 
vast preponderance of external authority fur the 
text. rec. is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Pers. Versions, and by internal evidence, —since 
3A0s dtd Lidwvos seems an altered reading, pro- 
bably by the same Critics as those who removed 
xai Sedwmvos supra v. 24, nearly the same MSS. 
being adduced for each. It is quite plain that 
the reading at v. 29, and at v. 3l, is a matter 
closely connected ; so that we must either retain 
the text. rec. at both, or adopt the new reading 
at both; and I must confess that the latter is 
greatly preferable. As to tho actual course taken 
on this occasion, 1 have no doubt that our Lord 
and his disciples, after leaving the Border-land 
of Tyre and Sidon, mentioned in note supra v. 
24, and crossing first the Vallis Libani, and then 
the range of the Antilibunus, descended into the 
vallev of the Jordan, crossing it near Dan (now 
Kankabe), and then traversed the lef? bank alon 
that part of the districts of Perea—Argob an 
Gaulonitis—which stretches along the Jordan, 
until they came to the Sea of Galilee at Beth- 
saida Gaulonitis, at the N.E. of that sea, men- 
tioned in Luke ix. 10 (comp. Matt. xiv. 13, seq.), 
John vi. 1. ii. 5—13. xvii. 22, 24, et al. Now 
though Mark calls the above tract of country by 
a name we should not expect, Decupolis, yet that 
is confirmed by Matt. iv. 25, /«oXovÜngcay avTo 
óxAot mooi awe THe l'eXiAaías (i. e. Upper 
Galilee) xai AexawdXews (meaning the 
country trans Jordanum), and opposite to Upper 
Galilee), xai ‘lepoco\vuwy xai 'lovéaias, xai 
TípaVy Tov aaa the country 
on the other side of Jordan to Judæa, and more 
usually called Per@u. As to the above tract of 
country being called by Mark and Matthew De- 
cupolis, though it seems at variance with Pliny 
H. N. v. 17, yet it is confirmed by Ptolemy, who 
comprehends the Decapolis in the southern part 
of Cale Syria; though, considering that he enu- 
merates the same eight cities mentioned by Pliny 
mwe: Scythopolis, Hippos, Gadara, Deum, 

ella, Gerasa, Philadelphia, Canatha), and sub- 
joins Capitolias and Adræa, he may, while com- 
prehending the Decapolis in the southern part 
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of Cele Syria, have intended his words to be ap- 
lied to the apper part of the Decapolis. And 

it is probable that, in the time of our Lord and 
that of Pliny, there was a division of the Deca- 
polis into the Upper (the country lying East of 
the Jordan and North of the Lake of Tiberias) 
and the Lower, comprehending the country lying 
South of the Lake,—all of it, however, lying 
East of the Jordan (excepting Scvthopolis). It 
would scem that this Upper Decapolis was 
usually considered the Decapolis proper, it being 
the only part that forms a compact territory. 
The authority of Ptolemy in assigning Decapolis 
to the southern part of Cale Syria is confirmed 
by STRABO, l. xvii, who, treating of Cole 
Syria, evidently reckons this Upper part of the 
Decapolis (though he does not mention the mawe 
of Decapolis) with the southern part of Cale 
Syria; and since he lived and wrote at the very 
same time as our Evangelists, there can be no 
doubt that the account given by St. Mark and 
St. Matthew of the then Decapolis is quite exact. 
This. too, is confirmed by Euseb., who says in 
his Tract de Locis Sacris, ——Aexq oes iv Fi- 
a'yysAÍíowc, aUTn eloiv ù vi I epaia, xunévy 
audi TÓ» “lwrov xai Midday xai l'adapar. 
where for Il£AÀay I suspect should be read 
"AB:Xav; unless it be thought proper to carcel 
it as from the margin; for I can hardly suppese 
that Euseb. could mean to join it with “lw. and 
Tag., being so far apart from them, and being far 
beyond the boundaries of Upper Decapolis. If 
we suppose our Lord to have taken his course. as 
he must, in passing from Sidon to his destination, 
straight across the Antilibanus, and the moun- 
tain-chain of Hermon; then passing along that 
chain, and, through Canatha, to its s. extremity. 
and then passing the N. point of the Lake of 
Genuesaret to Bethsaida, his course may truly 
be said to have been through Decapolis: eepec. 
if, with Pliny, we include in the cities of Deca- 
polis, Damascus; and Ptolemy includes Deca- 
polis in the s. part of Cale Syria. So thas, in 
point of fact, the route was not so circuitous as 
it has been thought; and there might be many 
reasons, which we are left to divine, why our 
Lord chose it. 
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The Practical Draughtsman’s | 
Book of Industrial Design. By W. Jonn- 
SON, Ás:oc, Inst. C. E. With many hundred 
Illustrations, 4to, 28s. 6d. 

The Patentee's Manual: a Treatise 
on the Law and Practice of Letters Patent 

for the use of Patentees and Inventors. By 
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A Treatise on the Screw Pro- 
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Comprising the Theory and Practice of 
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Woodcuts. 8vo. 81s. 6d. 

Loudon’s Encyclopedia of Cottage, Farm, 
and Villa Architecture and Furniture With 
more than 2,000 Woodcuts. 8vo. 42s. 

History of Windsor Grest Park 
and Windsor Forest. By WiLLIAx MeN- 
zrks, Resident Deputy Surveyor. With 2 
Maps and 20 Photographs, Imp. folio, £8 8s. 

Bayldon's Art of Valuing Rents 
and Tillages, and Claims of Tenants upon 
Quitting Farms, both at Michaelmas and 
Lady-Day. Eighth Edition, revised by 
J.C. Morton. 8vo. 10s, 6d, 

Religious and Moral Works. 

' The Life and Epistles of St. An Exposition of the 39 Articles, 
Historical and Doctrinal. By E. HAROLD 
Browns, D.D. Lord Bishopof Ely. Seventh 
Edition. 8vo. 165. 

The Pentateuch and the Elohistio 
Psalms, in Reply to Bishop Colenso. By 
tho same. Second Edition. 8vo. 2s. 

Examination-Questions on Bishop 
Browne’s Exposition of the Articles. By 
the Rev. J. GonLEg, M.A. Fcp. 8s. 6d. 

Five Lectures on the Character 
of St. Paul; being the Hulsean Lecturcs 
for 1862, By the Rev. J. S. Howsox, D.D. 
Second Edition. 8vo. 9s. 

| Paul By W. J. CowrsEAnE, M.A. late 
Fellow of Trin. Coll. Cantab. and J. S. 
Howson, D.D. Principal of Liverpool Coll, 

LisRARY EnirI1oN, with all the Original 
Illustrations, Maps, Landscapes on Stcel, 
Woodcuts, &c. 2 vols. 4to. 485. 

INTERMEDIATE Eprriosx, with a Selection 
of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vols. 
square crown 8vo. 81s. 6d. 

P£&oPLE's EpiTION, revised and con- 
densed, with 46 Illustrations and Mape. 
2 vols. crown 8vo, 12s. 
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The Voyage and Shipwreck of 
St. Paul; with Dissertations on the Ships 
and Navigation of the Ancients. By JAmEs 
Sxrrg, F.R.S. Crown 8vo. Charts, 8s. 6d. 

Fasti Sacri, or a Key to the 
Chronology of the New Testament; com- 
prising an Historical Harmony of the Four 
Gospels, and Chronological Tables gene- 
rally from 5.c. 70 to A.D. 70: with a Pre- 
liminary Dissertation and other Aids. By 
Tuomas Lewin, M.A. F.S.A. Imp. 8vo. 42s. 

A Critical and Grammatical Com- 
mentary on St. Paul’s Epistles. By C. J. 
Erucorr, D.D. Lord Bishop of Gloucester 
and Bristol. 8vo. 

Galatians, Third Edition, 8s. 6d. 

Ephesians, Third Edition, 8s. 6d. 

Pastoral Epistles, Third Edition, 10s. 6d. 

Philippians, Colossians, and Philemon, 

Third Edition, 10s. 6d. 

Thessalonians, Second Edition, 7s. 6d. 

Historical Lectures on the Life of 
Our Lord Jesus Christ: being the Hulsean 

Lectures for 1859. By the same Author. 

Fourth Edition. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

The Destiny of the Creature ; and other 

Sermons preached before the University of 

Cambridge. By the same. Post 8vo. 5s. 

The Broad and the Narrow Way; Two 

Sermons preached before the University of 

Cambridge. By the same. Crown 8vo. 2s. 

Rev. T. H. Horne's Introduction 
to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the 

Holy Scriptures. Eleventh Edition, cor- 

rected, and extended under careful Editorial 

revision. With 4 Maps and 22 Woodcuts 

and Facsimiles, 4 vols. 8vo. £3 13s. 6d. 

Rev. T. H. Horne's Compendious In- 

troduction to the Stady of the Bible, being 

an Analysis of the larger work by the same 
Author. Re-edited by the Rev. Joun 
Ayre, M.A. With Maps, &c. Post 8vo. 9s. 

The Treasury of Bible Know- 
ledge; being a Dictionary of the Books, 
Persons, Places, Events, and other Matters 
of which mention is made in Holy Scrip- 
ture; intended to establish its Authority 

' and illustrate its Contents. By Rev. 
J. AYRE, M.A. With Maps, 15 Plates, and 
numerous Woodcuts. Fcp. 10s. 6d. 

TheGreek Testament; with Notes, 
Grammatical and Exegetical. By the Rev. 
W. Wesster, M.A. and the Rev. W. F. 
WirkixsoN, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. £2 4s., 

Vor. I. the Gospels and Acts, 20s. 

VoL. II. the Epistles and Apocalypse, 24s. 

p —— —— — — — 

Every-day Scripture Difficulties 
explained and illustrated. By J. E. Pres- 
corr, M.A. Vor. I. Matthew and Mark; 
Vou. II. Luke and John. 2 vols. 8vo. 9s. each. 

The Pentateuch and Book of 
Joshua Critically Examined. By the Right 
Rev. J. W. CorENso, D.D. Lord Bishop of 
Natal. People's Edition, in 1 vol. crown 
8vo. 6s. or in 5 Parts, 1s. each. 

The Pentateuch and Book of 
Joshua Critically Examined. By Prof. A. 
KuENEN, of Leyden. Translated from the 
Dutch, and edited with Notes, by the Right 
Rev. J. W. CoLenso, D.D. Bishop of Natal. 
8vo. 8s. 6d. 

The Church and the World: Essays 
on Questions of the Day. By various 
Writers. Edited by Rev. OnBv SHIPLEY, 
M.A. 8vo.  . [ Nearly ready. 

The Formation of Christendom. 
Part I. By T. W. ALLIES. 8vo. 12s. 

Christendom's Divisions ; a Philo- 
sophical Sketch of the Divisions of the 
Christian Family in East and West. By 
Epmonp S. FFouLKEs, formerly Fellow aud 
Tutor of Jesus Coll. Oxford. Post 8vo. 7s. 6d. 

Christendom's Divisions, Part II. 
Greeks and Latins, being a History of their 
Dissentions and Overtures for Peace down 
to the Reformation. By the same Author. 

( Nearly ready. 

The Life of Christ, an Eclectic Gos- 
pel, from the Old and New Testaments, 
arranged on a New Principle, with Analytical 
Tables, &c. By Carles Dr LA PRYME, 
M.A. Revised Edition. 8vo. 5s. 

The Hidden Wisdom of Christ 
and the Key of Knowledge; or, History of 
the Apocrypha. By Ernest DE BUNSEN. 
2 vols. 8vo. 28s. 

The Temporal Mission of the 
Holy Ghost; or, Reason and Revelation. 
By the Most Rev. Archbishop Mannino. 
Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 8s. 6d. 

Essays on Religion and Litera- 
ture. Edited by the Most Rev. Archbishop 
MANNING. 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Essays and Reviews. By the Rev. 
W. Teure, D.D. the Rev. R. WILLIAMS, 

B.D. the Rev. B. PowELL, M.A. the Rev. 

H. B. Wirsox, B.D. C. W. GoopwiN, M.A. 
the Rev. M. Pattison, B.D. and the Rev. 

B. Jowett, M.A. 12th Edition. Fcp. 6s. 
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Moshoim's Ecclesiastical History. Lyra Sacra; Hymns, Ancient 
Munpock and Soames’s Translation and | 

Notes, re-edited by the Rev. W. STUBBS, | 
M.A. 8 vols. 8vo. 45s. 

Bishop Jeremy 'Taylor's Entire 
Works: With Life by BisuoP HEBER, 
Revised and corrected by the Rev. C. P. 
EDEN, 10 vols. £5 5s. 

Passing Thoughts on Religion. 
By the Author of ‘Amy Herbert.’ New 
Edition. Fcp. 5s. 

Thoughts for the Holy Week, for 
Young Persons. By the same Author. 
8d Eit on. Fcp. 8vo. 2s. 

Wight Lessons from Scripture. By the 
same Author. 2d Edition. 32mo. 8s. 

Belf-examination before Confirmation. 
By the same Author. 82mo. 1s. 6d. 

and 
Modern, Odes, and Fragments of Sacred 
Poetry. Edited by the Rev. B. W. SAvILE, 
MA. Third Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 5s. 

 . Lyra Germanica, translated from the 

Readings for a Month Preparatory to . 
Confirmation from Writers of the Early and . 
English Church. By the same. Fcp. 4s. 

Readings for Every Day in Lent, com- 
piled from the Writings of Bishop JEREMY 
TayLor. By the same. Fcp. 5s. 

Preparation for the Holy Communion; | 
the Devotions chiefly from the works of 
JEREMY TAYLOR. By the same. 82mo. 3s. 

Principles of Education drawn | 
from Nature and Revelation, and Applied 
to Female Education in the Upper Classes. 
By the same. 2 vols. fcp. 12s. 6d. 

Morning Clouds. Second Edition. 
Fcp. 5s. 

The Wife’s Manual; or, Prayers, | 
Thoughts, and Songs on Several Occasions 
of a Matron's Life. By the Rev. W. CaL- 
VERT, M.A. Crown 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Spiritual Songs for the Sundays 
and Holidays throughout the Year. By 
J. S. B. MoNsELL, LL.D. Vicar of Egham. 
Fourth Edition. Fcp. 4s. 6d. 

German by Miss C. WiNkwoRTH. First 
SgRIES, Hymns for the Sundays and Chief 
Festivals; SEcoND SERIES, the Christian 
Life. Fcp. 5s. each SERIES. 

Hymns from Lyra Germanica, 18mo. 1s. 

Lyra Eucharistica ; Hymns and 
Verses on the Holy Communion, Ancient 
and Modern; with other Poems, Edited by 
the Rev. Orsy SHIPLEY, M.A. Second 
Edition, Fcp. 7s. 6d. 

Lyra Messianica; Hymns and Verses on 
the Life of Christ, Ancient and Modern; 
with other Poems. By the same Editor. 
Second Edition, enlarged. Fcp. 7s. 6d. 

Lyra Mystica; Hymns and Verses on Sacred 
Subjects, Ancient and Modern. By the 
same Editor. Fcp. 7s. 6d. 

The Chorale Book for England ; 
a complete Hymn-Book in accordance with 
the Services and Festivals of the Church of 
England: the Hymns translated by Miss C. 
WiskwonTH ; the Tunes arranged by Prof. 
W. S. BENNETT and Orro GornpscH»xüupr. 
Fcp. 4to. 12s. 6d, 

Congregational Edition. Fep. 2s. 

The Catholic Doctrine of the 
Atonement; an Historical Inquiry into its 
Development in the Church : with an Intro- 
duction on the Principle of Theological 
Developments. By H. N. Oxennam, M.A. 
formerly Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford. 
8vo. 8s. 6d. 

_ From Sunday to Sunday; an attempt 

The Beatitudes: Abasement before God: 
Sorrow for Sin; Meekness of Spirit; Desire 
for Holiness; Gentleness; Purity of Heart ; 
the Peace-makers; Sufferings for Christ. 
By the same. 2nd Edition, fcp. 3s. 6d. 

Lyra Domestica ; Christian Songs for 
Domestic Edification. Translated from the 
Pealtery and Harp of C. J. P. Sprrra, and 
from other sources, by RricHARD MASSIE. | 
First and SEcoxp'SERIES, fep. 4s. 6d.each. ` 

to consider familiarly the Weekday Life 
and Labours of a Country Clergyman. By 
R. Ger, M.A. Fcp. 5s. 

First Sundays at Church; or, 
Familiar Conversations on the Morning and 
Evening Services of the Church of England. 
By J. E. RibDLE, M.A.  Fcp. 2s. 6d. 

The Judgment of Conscience, 
and other Sermons. By RICHARD W HATELY, 
D.D. late Archbishop of Dublin. Crown 
8vo. 4s. Gd. 

Paley's Moral Philosophy, with 
Annotations. By RicHARD WHATELY,D.D. 
late Archbishop of Dublin. 8vo. 75. 
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Travels, Voyages, dc. 

Outlino Sketohes of the High 
Alps of Dauphiné By T. G. Bonney, M.A. 
F. G. & M.A.C. Fellow of St. John's Coll. 
Camb. With 18 Plates and a Coloured Map. 
Post 4to. 16s. 

Toe Caves of France and Switzer- 
land ; a narrative of Subterranean Explora- 
tion. By the Rev. G. F. Browns, M.A. 
Fellow and Assistant-Tutor of St. Catherine’s 
Coll. Cambridge, M.A.C. With 11 Woodcuts. 
Square crown 8vo. 12s. 6d. 

Village Life in Switzerland. By 
SoPHIA D. DELMARD. Post 8vo. 9s. 6d. 

How we Spent the Summer; or, 
& Voyage en Zigzag in Switzerland and 
Tyrol with some Members of the ALPINE 
CLuB. From the Sketch-Book of one of the 
Party. Third Edition, re-drawn. In oblong 
4to. with about 800 Illustrations, 15s. 

Beaten Tracks; or, Pen and Pencil 
Sketches in Italy. By the Authoress of 
‘A Voyage en Zigzag.’ With 42 Plates, 
containing about 200 Sketches from Draw- 
ings made on the Spot. 8vo. 16s. 

Map of the Chain of Mont Blanc, 
from an actual Survey in 1863—1864. By 
A. ADAMS-REILLY, F.R.G.S. M.A.C. Pub- 
lished under the Authority of the Alpine 
Club. In Chromolithography on extra stout 
drawing-paper 28in. x 17in. price 10s. or 
mounted on canvas in a folding case, 12s, 6d. 

Transylvania, its Products and its 
People. By Cnartes Boxer. With 5 
Mape and 43 Illustrations on Wood and in 
Chromolithography. 8vo. 21s. 

Explorations in South - west 
Africa, from Walvisch Bay to Lake Ngami 
and the Victoria Falls. By Tomas BAINES, 
F.R.G.S. 8vo. with Maps and Illustra- 
tions, 21s. 

Vancouver Island and British 
Columbia ; their History, Resources, and 
Prospects. By MaATrHEW Macrig, F.R.G.S. 
With Maps and Illustrations. 8vo. 18s. 

History of Discovery in our 
Australasian Colonies, Australia, Tasmania, 
and New Zealand, from the Earliest Date to 
the Present Day. By WiLLiAM Howirr. 
With 8 Maps of the Recent Explorations 
from Official Sources. 2 vols. 8vo. 285. 

The Capital of the Tycoon; a 
Narrative of a 8 Years’ Residence in Japan. 
By Sir RurHEkRFORD Avcock, K.C.B. 
2 vols. 8vo. with numerous Illustrations, 42s. 

Last Winter in Rome. By C. R. 
WELp. With Portrait and Engravings on 
Wood. Post 8vo. 14s. 

Autumn Rambles in North 
Africa. By Joun Ormssy, of the Middle 
Temple. With 16 Illustrations. Post 8vo. 
8s. 6d. 

The Dolomite Mountains. Excur- 
sions through Tyrol, Carinthia, Carniola, and 
Friuli in 1861, 1862, and 1863. By J. 

GILBERT and G. C. CHURCHILL, F.R.G.S. 
With numerous Illustrations. Square crown 
8vo. 21s. 

A Summer Tour in the Grisons 
and Italian Valleys of the Bernina. By 
Mrs. Henry FRESHFIELD. With 2 Coloured 
Maps and 4 Views. Post 8vo. 10s. 6d. 

Alpine Byways; or, Light Leaves gathered 
in 1859 and 1860. By the same Authoress. 
Post 8vo. with Illustrations, 10s. 6d. 

A Lady’s Tour Round Monte Rosa; 
including Visits to the Italian Valleys. 
With Mapand Illustrations. Post 8vo, 14s. 

Guide to the Pyrenees, for the use 
of Mountaineers. By CinARLES PACKE. 
With Maps, &c. and Appendix. Fcp. 6s. 

The Alpine Guide. By Jonx Barr, 
M.R.LA. late President of the Alpine Club, 
Post 8vo. with Mapsand other Illustrations. 

Guide to the Eastern Alps. [Just ready. 

Guide to the Western Alps, iucluding 
Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zermatt, &c. 
price 7s. 6d. 

Guide to the Oberland and all Switzer- 
land, excepting the Neighbourhood of 
Monte Rosa and the Great St. Bernard; 
with Lombardy and the adjoining portion 
of Tyrol. 7s. 6d. 

A Guide to Spain. By H. O'Suza. 
Post 8vo. with Travelling Map, 15s. 

Christopher Columbus; his Life, 
Voyages, and Discoveries. Revised Edition, 
with 4 Woodcuts. 18mo. 2s. 6d. 

Captain James Cook; his Life, 
Voyages, and Discoveries, Revised Edition, 
with numerous Woodcuts.  181no. 2s. 6d. 
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Humboldt’s Travels and Disco- | A Week at the Land's End. 

veries in South America. Third Edition, By J. T. BLIGHT; assisted by E. H. Ropp, 

with numerous Woodcuts. 18mo. 2s. 6d. R. Q. Covcn, and J. Ratrs. With Map 
and 96 Woodcuts. Fcp. 6s. 6d. 

Mungo Park’s Life and Travels | visits to Remarkable Places: 

in Africa, with an Account of his Death and Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and S illus- 

the Substance of Later Discoveries. Sixth trative of Striking Passages in English 

Edition, with Woodcuts. 18mo. 2s. 6d. History and Poetry. By WrLLIAw Ho - 

N tives of Ship ks of the 2 — s crown 8vo. with Wood En 

Royal Navy between 1793 and 1857, com- inde i 

piled from Official Documents in the Ad- | The Rural Life of England. 
miralty by W. O. S. Gitty; with a Preface By the same Author. With Woodcuts by 

by W. S. Git.y, D.D. 8d Edition, fcp. 5s. Bewick and Williams. Medium 8vo. 12s. 6d. 

Works of Fiction. 

Atherstone Priory. By L. N. Cowrw. | The Gladiators: a Tale of Rome and 

2 vols, post 8vo. 21s. | Judæa. By G. J. Wurte MELVILLE. 

Ellice: aTale. By the same. Post 8vo.9s.6d, ; Crown 8vo. 5s. 
Digby Grand, an Autobiography. By the 

same Author. 1 vol. 5s. 

Kate Coventry, an Autobiography. By the 
same. 1 vol. 5s. 

Stories and Tales by the Author 
of ‘Amy Herbert,’ uniform Edition, each 
Tale or Story complete in & single volume. 

General Bounce, or the Lady and the Lo- 
Gere it. 6d. | Pees ASHTOR, custs. By the same. 1 vol. 5s. 

EAnr's DAUGHTER, ' MARGARET PERCI- Holmby House, a Tale of Old Northampton- 
6d. VAL, 55. | shire. 1 vol. 5s. 

| 

8. 

EXPERIENCE OF LiFE,' LANETON  PARSON- Good for Nothing, or All Down Hill By 
s. | AGE, 4s. 6d. 

CLEvE HALL, 8s.6d. UBSULA, 4s. 6d. thesame. 1 vol. 6s. 
lvons, 3s. 6d. | The Queen’s Maries, a Romance of Holy- 

rood. By the same. 1 vol. 6s. 

The Interpreter, a Tale of the War. By 
| the same Author. 1 vol. 5s. 

Tales from Greek Mythology. 

A Glimpse of the World. By the Author 
of ‘Amy Herbert.’ Fcp. 7s. 6d. 

The Six Sisters of the Valleys: 
an Historical Romance. By W. BRAMLEY- 
MoonE, M.A. Incumbent of Gerrard's Cross, By Grorce W. Cox, M.A. late Scholar 
Bucks. Third Edition, with 14 Illustrations, | of Trin. Coll. Oxon. Second Edition. Square 

Crown 8vo. 5s. 16mo. 8s. 6d. 

| 
| 
| 

: Tales of the Gods and Heroes. By the 
Icelandic Legends. Collected by | same Author. Second Edition. Fcp. 5s. 

Jon. ARNASON, Selected and Translated , f Theb 
from the Icelandic by GkoncE E. J. PowELL | Tales of Thebes And Argos. Hy the seme 
and E. Macnussox. SECOND SERIES, Author, Fop. 4s.6d. 
with Notes and an Introductory Essay on | Gallus: or, Roman Scenes of the Time 
the Origin and Genius of the Icelandic | ` of Augustus; with Notesaud Excuus 

` Folk-Lore, and 8 Illustrations on Wood. . illustrative of the Manners and Customs of 

Crown Svordla | the Ancient Romans. From the German of 

The Warden: a Novel. By ANTHONY Prof. BECKER. New Edition. [ Nearly ready. 

rR aa a Chariclos; a Tale illustrative of Private 
Barchester Towers: a Sequel to ‘The Life among the Ancient Greeks: with Notes 
Warden. By the same Author. Crown ' and Excursuses From the German of Prof. 
8vo. 5s. .  BxckkR. New Edition. [ Nearly ready. 
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Poetry and The Drama. 

Goethe’s Second Faust. Translated | Lays of Ancient Rome; with Ivry 
by Jonn ANsTER, LL.D. M.R.I.A. Regius and the Armada. By the Right Hon. Lorp 
Professor of Civil Law in the University of MACAULAY. 16mo. 4s. Gd. 

Dublin. Post 8vo. 15s. Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient 
T : ; Rome. With 90 Illustrations on Wood, 
asso’s Jerusalem Delivered, Original and from the Antique, from 
translated into English Verse by Sir J. à 
Kixosrox James, Kt. M.A. 2 vols. fcp. Drawings by G. Scary. Fcp. 4to. 21s. 

with Facsimile, 14s. P oems. By Jean Ixaetow. Tenth Edi. 

Poetical Works of John Edmund tion. Fcp. 8vo. 5s. 

Reade; with final Revision and Additions. 
: Poetical Works of Letitia Eliza- 

.1 3 
B vols; fep- 18s, OF een Vol separately, 0s beth Landon (L.E.L.) 2 vols. 16mo. 10s. 

Moore's Poetical Works, Cheapest 
Editions complete in 1 vol. including the | Playtime with the Poets : a Selec- 

Autobiographical Prefaces and Author's last tion of the best English Poetry for the use 

Notes, which are still copyright. Crown of Children. By a Lapy. Crown 8vo. 5s. 
8vo. ruby type, with Portrait, 6s. or 
People's Edition, in larger type, 12s. 6d. Bowdler’s Family Shakspeare, 

Moore's Poetical Works, as abovo, Library cheaper Genuine Edition, complete in 1 vol. 

Edition, medium 8vo. with Portrait and large type, with 86 Woodcut Illustrations, 

Vignette, 14s. or in 10 vols. fcp. 3s. 6d. each, price 145. or, with the same ILLUSTRATIONS, 
in 6 pocket vols. 3s. 6d. each. 

Moore's Lalla Rookh. 32mo. Plate, 
1s. 16mo. Vignette, 2s. 6d. Arundines Cami, sive Musarum Can- 

Tenniel’s Edition of Moore's Lalla tabrigiensium Lusus Canori. Collegit atque 

Rookh, with 68 Wood Engravings from edidit H. Drury, M.A. Editio Sexta, cu- 

Original Drawings and other Illustrations. ravit H. J. Hopason, M.A. Crown 8ve. 

Fep. 4to. 21s. price 7s. 6d. 

Moore's Irish Melodies. 32mo. | The Iliad of Homer Translated 
Portrait, 1s. 16mo. Vignette, 2s. 6d. into Blank Verse. By IcHABOD CHARLES 

Maclise’s Edition of Moore’s Irish WaicHT, M.A. late Fellow of Magdalen 
Melodies, with 161 Steel Plates from Original Coll. Oxon. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 215. 
Drawings. Super-royal 8vo. 31s. 6d. : 

Maclise’s Edition of Moore's Irish The Iliad of Homer in English 

Pielodies, with all the Original Designs (as Hexameter Verse. By J. Henry DART, 

above) reduced by a New Process. Imp. | M.A. of Exeter College, Oxford; Author 
| of * The Exile of St. Helena, Newdigate, 

16mo. 10s. 6d. i 
| 1888. Square crown 8vo. price 21s. cloth. 

Southey's Poetical Works, with 
the Author's last Corrections and copyright | Dante's Divine Comedy, translated 

Additions Library Edition, in 1 vol. in English Terza Rima by Jonn DAYMAN, 

medium 8vo. with Portrait and Vignette, M.A. [With the Italian Text, after 

14s. or in 10 vols. fcp. 8s. 6d. each. Brunetti, interpaged.] 8vo. 21s. 

Rural Sports, $c. 

Encyclopedia of Rural Sports; Col Hawker’s Instructions to 

a Complete Account, Historical, Practical, Young Sportsmen in all that relates to Guns 

and Descriptive, of Hunting, Shooting, and Shooting. Revised by the Author's Sow. 

Fishing, Racing, &c. By D. P. BLAINE. Square crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 18s. 

With above 600 Woodcuts (20 from Designs . 

by Joux Leecu). 8vo. i. z The Rifie, its Theory and Prac- 
tice. By ARTHUR WALKER (79th High- 

Notes on Rifie Shooting. By Cap- landers), Staff. Hytheand F leet wood Schools 

tain Heaton, Adjutant of the Third Man- of Musketry. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. 

chester Rifle Volunteer Corps. Fep.2s.6d. ` with 126 Woodcuts, 5s. 
C 
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The Dead Shot,or Sportsman's Complete 
Guide; a Treatise on the Use of the Gun, 
Dog-breaking, Pigeon-shooting &c. By 
MARKSMAN. Fcp. with Plates, 5s. 

Hints on Shooting, Fishing, &c. 
both on Sea and Land and in the Fresh 
and Saltwater Lochs of Scotland. By 
C. IDLE, Esq. Second Edition. Fcp. 6s 

The Fly-Fisher’s Entomology. 
By ArLrRED RoxALDs. With coloured 
Representations of the Natural and Artifi- 
cial Insect. Sixth Edition; with 20 
coloured Plates. 8vo. 14s. 

Hand-book of Angling: Teaching 
Fly-fishing, Trolling, Bottom-fishing, Sal- 
mon-fishing ; with the Natural History of 
River Fish, and the best modes of Catching 
the . By EPuEMERA. Fcp. Woodcuta, 5s. 

The Cricket Field ; or, the History 
and the Science of the Game of Cricket. By 

Es Pycrort, B.A. 4th Edition. Fcp. 5s. 

| 

| 
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The Cricket Tutor; a Treatise exclusively | 
Practical. By the same. 18mo. 1s. 

Cricketana. By the same Author. 
Portraits of Cricketers. Fep. 5s. 

Youatt on the Horse. Revised and 
enlarged by W. Warsox, M.R.C. V.S. 8vo. 
with numerous Woodcuts, 12s. 6d. 

Youatt on the Dog. (By the same Author.) 
8vo. with numerous Woodcuta, 6s. 

The Horse-Trainer's and Sports- 
man's Guide: with Considerations on the 
Duties of Grooms, on Purchasing Blood 
Stock, and on Veterinary Examination. 
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